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COLEBROOKE TO DAMASCIUS 

OLEBROOKE, HENRY THOMAS 
(1765-1837)) English orientalist, was born 
in London, June I j, I 765, and died March 
18, 1837. He served in India as a civilian 
from 1782 to 1814, being a member of the 
Council of India for the last seven years 
of his service. After his return from India, 
he was a director of the Asiatic Society, and 
contributed many papers to its Transac- - 

tions. Colebrooke completed the translation of the Digest of 
Hindu Laws, begun by Sir William Jones, and wrote a Sanskrit 
Gramfnar (180 j )  and an Essay on the Vedas (180 j ) ,  which was 
for a long time the standard work on the subject. 

See the Life (1873) by his son Sir T. E. Colebrooke. 
COLEMAN DU PONT ROAD, one of the most remark- 

able highways in the United States, conceived and built at his own 
expense and presented as a gift to the state of Delaware by 
Senator Coleman da Pont. I t  runs from Wilmington, Del. to the 
Maryland-Delaware State line at  Selbyville, a distance of 98m. 
The original right-of-way, 2ooft. in width, was designed for a 
divided highway by-passicg towns. This is believed to be the first 
highway to be built which was thus planned. 

COLEMANITE, a hydrous calcium borate found in Cali- 
fornia as monoclinic crystals (CazB~011 jHz0). I t  contains 50.9% 
of boron trioxide, and is an important source of commercial 
borates and boracic acid. Beautifully developed crystals, up to  
two or three inches in length, encrust cavities in compact, white 
colemanite; they are colourless and transparent with brilliant 
lustre. There is a perfect cleavage parallel to the plane of sym- 
metry of the crystals. Hardness 4-41; s p  gr. 2.42. The mineral 
was first discovered in 1882 in Death Valley, Inyo county, Calif., 
and in the following year it  was found in greater abundance near 
Daggett, in San Bernardino county, Calif., forming with other bo- 
rates and borosilicates a bed in sedimentary strata of sandstones 
and clays. Priceite and pandermite are hydrous calcium borates 
with very nearly the same composition as colemanite. 

COLENSO, JOHN WILLIAM (1814-1883)) English 
bishop of Natal, was born a t  St. Austell, Cornwall, on Jan. 24, 
1814. I n  1836 he was second wrangler and Smith's prizeman at  
Cambridge, and in 1837 he became fellow of St. John's. Two 
years later he went to  Harrow as mathematical tutor, but the 
school was just then a t  the lowest ebb, and Colenso not only had 
few pupils, but lost most of his property by a fire. He went back 

to Cambridge, and in a short time paid off heavy debts by diligent 
tutoring and the proceeds of his series of manuals of algebra 
(1841) and arithmetic (1843)) which were adopted all over Eng- 
land. I n  1846 he became rector of Forncett St. Mary, Norfolk, 
and in 1853 he was appointed bishop of Natal. H e  learned the 
Zulu language, of which he compiled a grammar and a dictionary, 
and translated the New Testament and other portions of Scripture 
into Zulu. H e  had already given evidence, in a volume of sermons 
dedicated to Maurice, that he was not satisfied with the traditional 
views about the Bible. The puzzling questions put to  him by the 
Zulus strengthened him in this attitude and led him to make a 
critical examination of the Pentateuch. His conclusions, positive 
and negative, were published in a series of seven treatises on the 
Pentateuch, extending from 1862 to 1879, with the general title, 
The Pentateztch and the Book o f  Joshua critically examined. 

While the controversy raged in England, the South African 
bishops, whose suspicions Colenso had already incurred by  the 
liberality of his views respecting polygamy among native converts 
and by a commentary upon the Epistle to the Romans (1861), 
in which he combated the doctrine of eternal punishment, met, 
and pronounced his deposition (Dec. 1863). Colenso, who had 
refused to appear before their tribunal otherwise than as  sending 
a protest by proxy, appealed to the privy council which pro- 
nounced that the metropolitan of Cape Town (Robert Gray) 
had no coercive jurisdiction and no authority to interfere with 
the bishop of Natal. No decision, therefore, was given upon the 
merits of the case. His adversaries, though unable to  obtain his 
condemnation, succeeded in causing him to be generally inhibited 
from preaching in England, and Bishop Gray not only excom- 
municated him but consecrated a rival bishop for Natal (W. K. 
Macrorie), who, however, took his title from Maritzburg. An 
attempt to  deprive him of his episcopal income was frustrated by 
a decision of the courts. Colenso returned to his diocese, and con- 
tinued his work as a biblical commentator and translator. By 
his championship of the natives against Boer oppression and 
official encroachments he made more enemies among the colonists 
than he had ever made among the clergy. H e  died a t  Durban 
on June 20, 1883. 

See Sir G. W .  Cox, Life of John Willium Colenso (1888) .  

COLENSO, a village on the Tugela river in Natal, 16m. 
S. of Ladysmith, was the scene of a battle in the South African 
War (q.v.) on Dec. I j ,  1899, between the Boers and the British 
force under Gen. Buller, which rrss endeavouring to relieve Lad>- 



smith ( q . ~ . ) .  Buller, having assembled 20,000 men a t  Chieveley, 
moved forward, after two days' preliminary bombardment, to at- 
tack about an equal force of Boers under Louis Botha, who had 
entrenched themselves in a strong position on the north bank of 
the Tugela. Little was known by the British of the enemy posi- 
tions or of the country they were to fight over. Two brigades were 
engaged, the one in a frontal attack at  Colenso, the other 2m. far- 
ther west in what was intended to be a flank attack, but eventually 
also became frontal. The artillery supporting the right attack, 
coming into action within close range of the Boer positions, was 
quickly silenced; the infantry advance did not take place, and ten 
guns, despite repeated gallant attempts to  bring them off, fell into 
Boer hands. The left brigade early lost direction and coming under 
concentric fire in a loop of the river suffered considerably and 
had to be withdrawn. Although little more than half his force 
had been engaged, Buller before mid-day issued orders to break 
off the action and return to camp. The so-called battle had, in 
fact, been little more than a reconnaissance in force, in which 
practically no loss had been inflicted on the Boers; but its moral 
effects, coming immediately after two other British defeats in 
the same week at  Stormberg and Magersfontein, were consider- 
able; Britain and the empire for the first time realized the true 
difficulty of etiectively subduing the resistance of the South Afri- 
can republics, and were roused to efforts commensurate with the 
task. 

COLEOPTERA, a term used in zoological classification for 
the true beetles which form one of the best defined and most 
natural orders of the Insecta. They vary very greatly in size and 
include some of the largest and also some of the most minute 
members of that class: thus Dynastes Iterczdes attains a length of 
I j jrnm. (6in.) while there are members of the family Trichop- 
terygidae that look like mere specks, less than .gmrn. long. The 
name (Gr. ~ o h r 6 s  a sheath, and ~ r ~ p d l  wings) is in allusion to the 

I I 

F I G .  I.- STAG BEETLE 
The name i s  der:ved from the large, strong mandibles, found only i n  the 
male, which resemble horns of a stas 

fore-wings which form horny or leathery sheaths or elytra which 
serve, when closed, to protect the membranous hind-wings which 
are folded beneath them. Their mouth-parts are adapted for biting 
and the prothorax is large and mobile. Beetles pass through a 
complete metamorphosis and their larvae are very varied in form, 
but generally possess legs or rudiments of them; only rarely are 
they footless. The above general definition will serve to recognize 
the majority of these insects of which approximately 180,000 
species have been described. They form, it may be added, the 
largest single order in the whole animal kingdom: about 3.400 

species occur in the British Isles and over 20,000 species are found 
i n N .  America. Perhaps the most characteristic feature of beetles 
is the solidarity of the integument exhibited in so many species, 
which is an important factor in protecting them against various 
enemies, and has evidently contributed much towards their domi- 
nance in the insect world. The habits of beetles are extremely 
varied, but they are more especially insects of the ground and 
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GULAR SUTURE 
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1 I 
F I G .  2.- UNDER S U R F A C E S  O F  H E A D S  O F  TWO MEMBERS O F  BEETLE 
FAMILY 

Above, Weevil; below, Ground Beetle 

either inhabit the soil or the various decaying animal and vegetable 
substances present. Consequently dung, carrion, vegetable refuse, 
rotting wood, and fungi all give sustenance to large numbers of 
these insects. On the other hand, many beetles, especially those 
of the metallic or other brilliant colours, are met with in associa- 
tion with growing vegetation and a considerable number are aquatic 
or sub-aquatic in habit. 

Genera l  Structure.-The head is strongly chitinized and bears 
compound eyes but rarely ocelli: in most beetles a gular plate is 
present on the floor of the head, , 
excepting weevils (fig. 2 ) .  The 
antennae vary greatly in charac- 
ter in different families : the man- 
dibles are strong and very greatly 
developed in male stag-beetles 
(fig. I) but as a rule they do not 
\ -  , 
vary much in the two sexes: the 
maxillae consist of the typical 
parts, and the labium is charac- 
terized by its variability of form. 
The prothorax is a large shield 
forming the whole region between 
the head and the elytra, while 

1 F I G .  3.- HIND-WING O F  ( A B O V E )  I 

the legs are generally adapted for WATER BEETLE.  A N D  ( B E L O W ) ,  - - . - 
running, more rarely fo r  digging CLICK BEETLE.  SHOWING DIFFER-  

and, in water beetles, one or more .!!cE-s l N  T H E  A R R A N G E M E N T  O F  
Yt- INS 

Dair's are flattened 'and oar-like 
ior purposes of swimming. The elytra are the hardened, modified 
forewings and are protective rather than alary in function: they 
are variously scu!ptured and meet along the middle line of the 
body. The hind-wings (fig. 3) exhibit a characteristic venation 
which is of importance in classification: their most noteworthy 
feature is the presence or absence of a closed cell or oblongum. 
The number of segments in the abdomen is variable, ten being the 
maximum, and the first sternum is aborted: a true ovipositor is 
absent and the male genitalia are concealed. 



Classification.-Many systems of classifying beetles have been 
proposed and one of the most satisfactory is that of Ganglbauer, 
who divides them into two main suborders and seven superfamilies, 
as below. 

ADEPHAGA 
Antenlzae usuallv thread-like: tarsi j-jointed; hind wings with 

an oblongunt and one or two cross-veins near middle (fig. 3 )  : 
first visible abdo~ninal sternum completely 
divided by hind coxal cavities. Larvae 
predaceous, campodeiform (fig. 23)  and 
uszlally with definite tarsi and paired claws. 

The Adephaga consist of a single super- 
family, the Caraboidea, whose characters 
are as given above. Ten families are in- 
cluded here and the most important are as 
follows : 

The Cicindelidae (fig. 4) are known as 
tiger beetles and rank among the most vo- 
racious of carnivorous insects. Their slen- 
der legs, acutely toothed mandibles, very 

FIG. I,-TIGER BEETLE prominent eyes and the presence of a 
~h~~~ beetles are fierce in jointed hook at  the apex of the lacinia of 
nature, capturing.other in- the maxilla, are special distinguishing fea- 

with sharp tures. They are often brightly coloured mandibles 
and run and fly with great rapidity in sun- 

shine. The species of Cicindela frequent sandy places, including 
the sea-shore, where their larvae construct deep burrows and feed 
upon other insects which they suddenly seize when near these re- 
treats. About 1,800 species are known: four species inhabit the 
British Isles and 114 species occur in N. America, but the majority 
frequent hot countries. 

The Carabidae (fig. 5 )  comprise the carnivorous ground beetles 
of which over 17,000 kinds are known. They are distinguished 
from the Cicindeliclae by the absence of the jointed hook to 
the lacinia, and by the fact that the clypeus does not extend over 
the bases of the antennae. They mostly occur in the soil, under 
stones, in moss, under bark, etc., and are active runners: many 

species have hind wings reduced 
or absent, and the elytra soldered 
together. Since these beetles and 
their larvae prey upon other in- 
sects, worms, etc., they are dis- 
tinctly useful to man: a few spe- 
ciesmay attack cereals and straw- 
berries, but this is exceptional. 

The ~ ~ t i ~ ~ i d ~ ~  (fig, 6) are a 
large family of carnivorous water 
beetles. Their hind legs function 
as oars, being flattened and pro- 
vided with long hairs. I n  the 
males of some genera three seg- 
ments of the fore tarsi are ex- 
panded to form sucker pads 
which enable them to hold the 
females during pairing. Their 

BEETLE larvae prey upon other forms of 
A member of the carnivorous family, 
Carabldae: ground beetles are found aquatic life including even tad- 
in the soil, under stones. or under poles and small fish: their long 
bark sickle-like jaws are perforated by 
a fine canal through which the body-fluids of their victims are 
imbibed. The family is world-wide and includes about 2,200 
species. 

Other families include the Gyrinidae or whirligig beetles which 
swim on the surface of fresh water, and the curious Paussidae 
which inhabit ants' nests. 

POLYPHAGA 
Antennae and tarsi very variable: hind wings i t h o u t  cross- 

veins or oblongum (fig. 3 )  : first visible abdominal sternum not 
completely divided by hifzd coxal cavities. Larvae very variable 
in form and habit: tarsi wanting, claws single. 

COLEOPTERA 3 
SUPERFAMILY I. STAPHYLINOIDEA 

Antennae simple or clubbed: venation of hind-wings without 
any closed cells, often greatly reduced. Larvae generally campo- 
deiform. 

The Stapkyli~cidae (fig. 7) or rove-beetles amount to about 
13,ooo species, over 800 inhabiting the British Isles. They are 
easily distinguished by the very short elytra which usually leave 

PUPA OF Dm8C~8 

FIG. 6.-WATER BEETLE 
In these aquatic beetles, the intermediate and hind legs are modified as 

Organs 

the greater part of the abdomen uncovered. Both these beetles 
and their larvae inhabit the soil or decaying organic matter of 
many kinds: some are carnivorous and others feed on refuse. 

The Silphidae (fig. 8) include the car- 
rion beetles and allies. The true burying 
beetles (Necrophorzls) are large black or 
black and orange insects feeding upon 
small animal carcasses. The larvae of some 
species of Silpha prey upon snails or cater- 
pillars, while those of S. opaca attack root 
crops. 

The Histeridae are a large family of 
hard, shining beetles with elbowed, clubbed 

E U R O P E A N  M E M B E R  OF antennae: the elytra are shortened behind, 
T H E  S T A P H Y L l N l D A E  leaving the last two body-segments ex- 

posed. Hister and its allies frequent dung 
and carrion while other genera live under bark. The larvae are 
carnivorous. 

Among other families, mention must be made of the Trickop- 
terygidae which are the most minute of all beetles. 

SUPERFAMILY 11. DIVERSICORNIA 
Antennae generally clubbed or serrate: tarsi I -  t o  j-jointed but 

not heteromerous. Larvae very varied. 
This enormous division includes a great number of families 

and is to  be regarded as a provisional group, including all those 
- 

- - 

forms not belonging to other superfam- 
ilies: only a few of the important families 
can be mentioned here. 

The Coccinellidae (fig. g) or ladybirds 
are rounded insects with the head con- 
cealed under the thorax: the antennae are 
feebly clubbed and the tarsi have three 
evident joints. Most of the species are 
brightly coloured and spotted, and since 
both the larvae and adults prey upon 
aphids and other soft-bodied insects, the 
family is highly beneficial to man. A small 
number, however, are injurious to  vege- 

8.-SEXT0N BEETLE tation, especially the squash-ladybird Epi- 
lachna borealis of the United States. More than 2,000 kinds of 
ladybirds are known and they occur in most parts of the world. 

The Derntestidae are hard, dull-coloured insects with scaly or 
hairy elytra. Their larvae are active, hairy, with evident legs and 
feed upon dried animal matter, fur, hair, bacon, etc. Certain spe- 
cies have become widely spread through commerce and 16 occur 
in the British Isles. 

The Hydrophlidae (fig. 10) are aquatic or sub-aquatic beetles 
numbering about 1,000 species. They are herbivorous in habit and 



COLEOPTERA 
can be recognized by the very long maxillary palpi which are often 
mistaken for antennae: the latter organs are very short and termi- 
nate in a hairy club. The large black Hydrophilus piceus when 
submerged, carries a supply o f  air beneath the elytra, and lays its 
eggs in a kind of cocoon attached to  a leaf: its larva feeds upon 
other aquatic organisms. 

The Cantl~aridae ( f i g .  1 1 )  are very soft-bodied elongate insects 
with long legs and antennae, and include the glow-worms (Lam- 
pyris, etc.) (9.v.) and the so- 
called soldier beetles (Tele- 
phorus). The larvae are mostly 
carnivorous. 

The Bupestidae (fig. 12) are 
conspicuous metallic insects with 
short serrate antennae and com- 
prise over 5,000 species. They 
are essentially tropical andamong 
the most brilliantly coloured o f  
all insects: some species, owing 
to their splendour and metallic 
lustre, are used in embroidery 
and jewellery. The beetles fly ac- 

-ANTENNA tively and inhabit forests where 
their larvae mostly live beneath 
the bark, wood and roots o f  trees. 

The Elateridae or click beetles 
are a large and important family 
o f  wide distribution. By means 
o f  a peg and socket arrangement 
on the under side o f  the body, 
these insects are enabled to leap 
into the air with a clicking sound, 
hence their name. The larvae o f  
certain species o f  Agriotes, and 
other genera, are known as wire- 
worms ( f i g '  1 3 )  and are exceed- AFTER YIARLATT, BY COURTESY OF THE U.S.  

ingly destructive to  cereals, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI CULTURE - - 
grasses and root-crops, feeding F I G .  9.- LADYBIRD. S H O W I N G  T H E  

actively on the underground parts ~~ePA;o',",~~e~;i,","eD fAazl:y to which 
the plants. Included in this the Ladybird belongs, lives mainly on 

family are the "fire-flies" (Pyro- plant lice 

filtorzk) o f  tropical America, which emit a bright light from 
iocalized areas bn the thorax and the base of the abdomen. 

Among other families the Anobiidae or "death watch" beetles 
and the Lyctidae or powder post beetles should be mentioned. 

SUPERFAMILY 111. HETEROMERA 
Fore- and middle tarsi 5-jointed, hind tarsi 4-jointed. Larvae 

campodeifonn, or more usually an intermediate type. 
The Heteromera include 17 families whose members exhibit 

great diversity of form and habit but all 
agree in the possession o f  the tarsal char- 
acters enumerated above. The two most 
important families are the following: 

The  Tenebrionidae are a very large 
group o f  beetles, variable in size and form, 
and number about ~o ,ooo species. The 
familiar "black beetles" o f  the genus Blaps 
occur in cellars and outbuildings, and 
species o f  Tenebrio infest flour, meal and 
stored goods, their larvae being known as 
meal worms: most members o f  the family, 
however, occur on the ground, under stones 
and logs, or beneath bark. F IG .  10.-BLACK W A T E R  

The Meloidae (fig. 14)  comprise the B E E T L E  

blister beetles and oil beetles which are soft bodied insects with 
the elytra (of ten abbreviated) not fitting closely to the sides of 
the body, the head constricted behind forming a neck, and the 
claws o f  the feet cleft to the base. Their life-histories are very 
remarkable and the newly hatched larvae are active creatures 
known as triungulins. In Melee and Sitaris these triungulins are 
dependent upon meeting certain wild bees, so, that they may be 

carried to their nests where they complete their development. 
Here they feed upon the eggs and stored honey or the latter only, 
and at each moult change their form and undergo a remarkable 
hypermetamorphosis (see I NSECTS) .  The "spanish fly," Lyt ta  
vesicatoria, which yields cantharidin, is also a member o f  this 
family. 

Mention should also be made o f  the Rhipiphoridae whose larvae 
are parasites o f  wasps, etc., and the Pyrochroidae which include 
the scarlet, or scarlet and black, cardinal beetles. 

SUPERFAMILY IV. PHYTOPHAGA 

Plant-feeding beetles with the antennae generally simple, less 
often pectinate or serrate: tarsi 
apparently +jointed, the 4 t h  
joint minute and concealed by  
the 3rd joint. Larvae cruciform 
with short or rudimentary legs. 

The Chrysomelidae or leaf- 
beetles (fig. I j )  number about 
2 0 , 0 0 0  described species, being 
the second largest family o f  Cole- 
optera. These insects are usually 
bare and shining often with me- 
tallic colours, the antennae are 
o f  moderate length and are not 
embraced by the eyes around 
their points o f  origin from the 
head. Included in this family are 
such well known insects as the 

potato and the F R O M  IMMS.  "GENERAL TEXTBOOK OF EM- 
asparagus beetle. In all cases the ,oMoLoGu. L E O . )  

larvae and beetles feed on the F IG .  11.- GLOW-WORM ( L A M P R O -  
leaves and other parts o f  plants: P H O N U S  T A R D U S )  

in the elongate metallic species o f  Donacia the larvae live sub- 
merged in the roots and stems o f  water plants. 

The Cerambycidae or longicorn beetles (fig. 1 6 )  are closely 
allied to the above family but are more rarely metallic and usually 
somewhat pubescent, elongate insects with the bases o f  the an- 
tennae more or less embraced by  the eyes. The antennae are 
frequently elongate and slender, usually longest in the males and 
sometimes several times longer than the whole insect. They 
are mainly denizens o f  woods and forests, and about 13,000 
species are known. Their larvae have soft fleshy bodies with a hard 
head and jaws, broad prothorax and very much reduced legs: they 
tunnel into. the wood o f  trees and are of ten destructive. Some 
species live several years a s  larvae. 

The other family o f  Phytophaga is the 
Bruchidae (or Laridae) whose larvae live 
in seeds, especially dried peas, beans, etc. 

SUPERFAMILY V. RHYNCROPHORA 

Head generally produced into a beak or 
rostrum: gular plate absent and repre- 
sented by  a single mid-ventral suture: tarsi 
witlt four evident joints. Larvae legless 
and maggot-like. 

The Rhynchophora are a vast assem- 
blage o f  insects usually very easy to  recog- 
nize and are all plant-feeders. They are 
divided into four main families o f  which 
the most important are the following: 

-- 
The Czlrculionidae or weevils (figs. 17 F l ~ ,  12.-THE B U P R E S T I D  

and 2 )  include nearly 30,000 known species B E E T L E  O F  JAVA  

and great numbers still await discovery in The anterior wings of this 
tropical lands. They are usually recognized g,"::: o ~ r ~ r e s ~ e d  as Orna. 

by the pronounced rostrum or beak, the 
clubbed elbowed antennae and the very reduced rigid palpi. The 
female often uses the rostrum as a boring instrument to prepare 
a place for egg-laying and the organ is usually longest in that sex. 
As a rule weevils (9.v.)  are sombrely coloured but the tropical 
diamond beetles are beautiful insects. The family includes many 
destructive species including the cotton boll weevil, the grain 
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F I G .  13.- WIREWORM. THE LARVA tropical forests: unlike the Lu- 
O F  BEETLES. IT IS canidae they have striated elytra 
DESTRUCTIVE TO ROOT C R O P S  and the jaws in the two sexes are 

weevils and the apple blossom weevil. 
The Scolytidae (Ipidae) or bark beetles bore into the bark and 

wood of trees and are among the most serious enemies the forester 
has t o  contend with. They are hard, cylindrical insects devoid of 
a rostrum and with the tibiae armed with denticles (fig. 18). 
They construct galleries of very definite patterns beneath the bark, 
and their larvae closely resemble those of the weevils. 

SUPERFAMILY VI. LAMELLICORNIA 

Antennae clubbed, tlze club composed of plates or comb-like 
- 

,,, 
REWORM 

ADULT 
BEETLE 

u 

The larvae of group plete metamorphosis and their larvae vary 
develop into mature growth 
only under nourishment greatly in character (fig. 22). They may 

projections: legs stout and spiny, 
used for burrowing, tarsi 5- 
jointed. Larvae fleshy and cres- 
centic with rather long legs. 

There are three families of 
Lamellicornia as follows : 

The Lucanidae or stag beetles 
(fig. 19) are notable owing to the 
great development of the man- 
dibles in the males, in which sex 
they are often antler-like in 
form: the use of these organs is 
problematical. The antennae are 
elbowed and the elytra cover the 
apex of the abdomen; their lar- 
vae inhabit decaying trees or 
their roots. 

. The Passalidae are confined to 

alike. Their larvae live gregariously in wood and are tended by 
the parent beetles. 

The Scarabaeidae (fig. 20) number over 14,000 species: the 
rose chafer, cockchafer And the "dor" beetles are familiar ex- 
amples, while the sacred beetles or scarabs of ancient Egypt also 
find their place here. They are somewhat convex with very short 
antennae which are not elbowed, and the elytra do not cover the 
apex of the abdomen. The Scarabaeus has been studied by J. H.  
Fabre and the female beetles collect dung into balls which they 
roll along the ground and store in the earth as food for themselves 
and their larvae. The African goliath beetles (fig. 21) are among 

derived from wild bees' be active and seek out their prey, as in the 
eggs and honey ground beetles, tiger beetles and ladybirds 
(figs. 2 2  and 23). Others, such as the chafers (fig. 2 2 ) ,  have 
sluggish larvae, and live below ground or in rotting wood: although 
possessed of well formed legs they seldom seem to use them. 
In  the weevils the larvae are legless maggots (fig. 22), remain- 
ing in close association with their food. When fully fed, beetle 
larvae transform into generally pale-coloured, very thin-skinned 
pupae which have the appendages free (fig. 1 7 ) .  Such pupae 
are commonly found without a special cocoon in the soil or 
in whatever material the larvae fed upon. I n  some cases earthen 

- the largest of all insects. The larvae in this 
family feed upon dung, rotting wood, etc., 
or a t  the roots of plants: the latter habit 
prevails among cockchafers and great in- 
jury to crops may result. 

Reproduc t ion  and Development.- 
The eggs of beetles are laid in all kinds of 
places and most of them are ovoid with- 
out special features. Beetles are not very 
prolific and, although the oil beetles may 
lay several thousand eggs apiece, this is 
exceptional. By ladybirds the eggs are laid 
in batches on leaves, some water beetles 
enclose their eggs in a kind of cocoon, 
while many weevils lay them in deep holes, 
drilled by the rostrum of the female, in 

F I G .  14 .- OIL BEETLE the food dants .  All beetles underno com- 

protective cells are constructed or a loose cocoon of wood or debris, 
while a few weevils form attractive net-like or seed-like cocoons 
attached to their food-plants. 

As a general rule, beetles have a single generation in the year 
and many of them hibernate as adults under bark, in moss, etc. 
Some species, such as certain bean fi~eevils and the cotton boll 
weevil, may complete their life-cycle in a few weeks, and there 
results a number of broods in the year: t.he same remark applies 
to certain beetles living under warm conditions in stored grain. On 
the other hand, the cockchafer and stag beetle require several years 
to complete their transformations. Certain beetles of parasitic 
habits undergo hypermetamorphosis (for definition see INSECTS). 

Thus, some of the Staphylinidae of the 
genus Aleochara hatch from the egg as 
active free larvae, which roam about and 
seek the puparia of certain kinds of flies. 
They bore their way into their hosts and 
transform into inert sluggish maggots with 
vestigial limbs. The same peculiarity is 
found in the Meloidae whose active newly 
hatched larvae are known as triungulins 
(see above). 

Geographica l  Dis t r ibu t ion .  - Cole- 
optera are the most widely distributed of 
all large orders of insects and no other 

F I G .  1 5.- LEAF-BEETLE order has invaded the land, air and water 
These. destructive beetles to  so great an extent. Many of the domi- 
comprlse about 20,000 
species. The. mandibles are nant families such as the Carabidae 
strong, and adapted to a (ground beetles), Curculionidae (weevils) 
vegetable diet and Scarabaeidae (chafers) are almost as 
widely distributed as the order itself. On the other hand, the Dytis- 
cidae (water beetles) are more abundant on the northern conti- 
nents, while the Cicindelidae (tiger beetles), Buprestidae, Ceram- 
bycidae (longicorns) and Lucanidae (stag beetles) are essentially 
tropical families, becoming scarcer in more temperate zones. Some 
of the smaller families, however, are very restricted in their range, 
the Proterhinidae (closely allied to the weevils), for example, being 
almost confined to the Hawaiian Islands, and the aquatic family 
Amphizoidae only occurring in parts of N. America and Thibet. 
Certain species of beetles of diverse families appear more toler- 
ant of climatic differences than others, and about joo kinds are 
common to Europe, N. America and northern Asia. Many have 
become widely spread through the agency of man and over IOO 

species, more especially those affecting grain and other stored 
products, are now practically cosmopolitan. The  study of island 

6 ?j, 

life yields some interesting fea- 
tures relative to  the distribution 
of beetles. Thus, in  the Madeira 
Islands, Wollaston found 580 
species of Coleoptera, and of 
these, 266 kinds are peculiar to  
those islands, although allied to  
European species: in the Hawai- 
ian Islands, Sharp mentions 428 
species among which 352 species 
have not so far  been found else- 
where. Thus the peculiar species 
must have formerly existed else- 
where, migrated to the islands 
mentioned, and since become ea- 
tinct in their original homes, or 
they must have been evolved 
within the islands-the latter be- 

F I G .  16 . -LONGICORN BEETLE.  A ing the more probable. 
MEMBER O F  THE CERAMBYCIDAE Geological Distribution, 
FAMILY The oldest known fossil beetles 
come from the Upper Permian beds of New South Wales and 
consist of elytra only: these remains have been referred t o  
special families, unrepresented at the present day, and certain of 
them show affinities with the existing family Hydrophilidae. A 
great number of fossil remains of beetles have been found in the 
Upper Trias of Ipswich, Queensland, and in the Trias of Switzer- 
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l a d .  Some of these Triassic fossils are leaf-beetles and weevils, 
while the English Purbeck beds have yielded remains of bark 
beetles. In  the Tertiary rocks of Colorado and Florissant and in 
the Prussian amber (Oligocene) many fossils referable to living 
genera have been found, including about 400 species of weevils. 

N a t u r a l  History.-Beetles and their larvae live and feed in 
almost all the diverse ways found among insects. The carnivorous 
habit of seeking and devouring living prey occurs in the ground 
beetles, tiger beetles, ladybirds and in water-beetles of the family 

I .. --. 
I 

BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  U.S. D E P T .  OF A G R I C U L T U R E ,  FROM C R I T T E N D L N ,  " Y E A R B O O K ,  1 8 9 4 "  

F I G .  17.- THE GRAIN WEEVIL,  A S O U R C E  O F  GREAT AGRICULTURAL LOSSES 
Lef t :  Calandra granaria; above, pupa; below, larva; right, Calandra oryzae 

Dytiscidae. I n  these instances the beetles and their larvae have 
like habits. I n  certain rove beetles of the genus Aleochara, in the 
ground beetle Lebia scapz~laris and in the curious Metaecus para- 
doxus (fam. Rhipiphoridae) the larvae are true parasites and the 
beetles free-living-a habit that is rare among Coleoptera. The 
Metaecus occurs in Britain and its newly hatched larva is a minute 
black, active creature which, by some unknown means, finds its 
way into wasps' nests. Here it  becomes an internal parasite of the 
wasp grub and subsequently bores its way out of its host, finally 
devouring the remains. A vast number of beetles and their larvae 
feed directly upon plants: this is the case with the whole family 
of the Chrysomelidae, or leaf beetles, and with the weevils. Others, 
such as the Cerambycidae (longicorns), Scolytidae (bark beetles) 
and Buprestidae, feed in the larval stages upon the wood or bark of 
trees. Wireworms, or injurious Elaterid larvae, and chafer larvae 
feed on the roots of various crops. Weevils have very diverse 
habits and no parts of plants from 
the roots to the seeds are exempt 
from the attacks of one or more 
species. There is again a great 
and diverse assembly of beetles, 
and more especially their larvae, 
which feed entirely upon decay- 
ing organic matter of various 
sorts. Thus the Silphidae include 
many carrion feeders and are 
well exemplified by the burying 
beetles; hosts of rove beetles fre- 
quent refuse of all kinds, and 
many Scarabaeidae live in dung. 
We have to add to these examples 
the many beetles and their larvae 
thatlivein grain and other stored 
products' and those attacking AFTER A O P K I N S ,  BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  U . S .  

hides, furs, museum specimens, D E P A R T M E N T  O F  A G R I C U L T U R E  

tobacco and drugs. F I G .  18.- BARK B EET LE 
~~~~t from the more usual The adult beetle tunnels beneath the 

bark to deposit her eggs, and the 
habits it  is interesting to note cer- beetle, on emerging, cuts fresh 
tain exceptional modes of life galleries off the original passage 

found among beetles. There are genera and even whole families 
that live in the nests of ants or of termites. There are others that 
inhabit the extensive limestone caves of Europe and North Amer- 
ica, while certain blind ground beetles are only met with beneath 
huge boulders deeply embedded in the earth. There are also 
species that inhabit the sea-shore and are submerged by the tides. 

Means of protection against enemies are very varied among 
Coleoptera. Some are cryptically coloured and closely resemble 
their surroundings: thus in the African longicorn Petrognatha 
gigasthe whole upper surface resembles dead 
velvety moss, and its irregular antennae are 
very like dried tendrils or twigs. Many 
weevils fall and feign death a t  the least 
alarm and, folding their limbs close around 
the body, look like seeds or particles of soil, 
thus escaping observation. There are again 
beetles, especially those living in ants' 
nests, that resemble ants, and the common 
wasp beetle of Europe, both in its move- 
ments and colouration, closely resembles a 
wasp (for further instances of this kind see 
the article MIMICRY). There are other 
beetles which obtain some measure of pro- 

ID.-STAG BEETLE 
tection possibly from their repellent ap- ,, A N T -  
pearance, or from their property of emit- LER-LIKE MANDIBLES 

ting evil-smelling or distasteful secretions, 
either in the form of exudations of blood from definite parts of the 
body, or as the product of special foetid glands. The bombardier 
beetles (fam. Carabidae) have the property of secreting an evil- 
smelling defensive fluid from the anal end of the body. In  some 

cases this fluid volatilizes into a gas which 
appears like a minute jet of smoke when it  
comes into contact with the air, and its 
caustic properties act as a repellent to 
other insects or foes. Finally a number of 
beetles secure protection in virtue of their 
general agility of movement-thus, many 
ground beetles and tiger beetles run rapidly 
and the latter also take to the wing with 
great readiness, while the flea-beetles have 
remarkable powers of leaping. 

Many beetles are capable of sound-pro- 
duction which is usually brought about by 

F I G .  20.-BRITISH-DOR'. the friction of one part of the body (the 
BEETLE "scraper") against another part (the 
This member Of the "file"). These stridulating organs have Scarabaeidae flies in the  
evening with a loud hum- been studied by C. Darwin and more re- 
ming flight, and i t s  larva cently (1900) by  C. J. Gahan: they are 
feeds upon dung generally present in both sexes and prob- 
ably serve for mutual sexual calling. I n  some beetles there is a 
file-like area on the head which is rasped by the anterior mar- 
gin of the prothorax. Among the Cerambycidae (longicorns) the 
sound is produced either by rub- 
bing the hind margin of the pro- 
thorax over a striated area on the 
mesothorax, or by rubbing the 
femora of the hind legs against 
the margins of the elytra. Stridu- 
lation, however, is not confined 
to adult beetles, but obtains in 
certain larvae also. Thus, in 
some larvae of the group Lamel- 
licornia there is a series of ridges 
or tubercles on the coxae of the 
middle pair of legs and the hind 
legs are modified in various ways 
as rasping organs. In  the cock- 
chafer larva and larvae of other 
Scarabaeidae a ridged area on @ 
the mandible is rasped by a series 
of teeth on the maxillae. Stridu- 
lation in larvae is quite inde- 
pendent of sex and it  hzs been 
suggested that it is to  warn . 
neighbouring larvae, inhabiting 21.--G0L1ATH BEETLE 

burrows in wood, etc., to avoid getting in each other's way. 
Apart from recognition by sound, some other beetles emit a 

bright light for the same purpose. The seat of the light is in special 
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luminous organs which consist of an outer or light-producing layer, 
and an inner or reflector layer. The outer layer is supplied with 
oxygen by means of tracheae and the reflector layer contains many 
urate crystals which appear to act as a backgro~nd, scattering the 
light and preventing its dispersion internally. The light is pro- 
duced as the result of the oxidation of a compound luciferin in the 
presence of an enzyme-like substance luciferase, which takes place 

in the outer layer of the lumi- 
nous organ. I t  has been suggested 
that this property does not reside 
in the actual cells of the tissue 
concerned, but is due to the pres- 
ence therein of special luminous 
bacteria. Luminous beetles be- 
long to the families Cantharidae 
and Elateridae and a familiar ex- 
ample of the first mentioned fam- 
ily is the common European 
glow-worm Lampyris noctiluca, 
whose wingless female emits a 
bright light near the hind end 
of the body: its winged male ex- 
hibits a much feebler luminosity. 
The luminous Elateridae include 
the fire-flies of the genera Pyro- 
phorz~s and Pl~otophorus, both 
sexes of which are winged and 
luminous. 

E c o n o  m i c  Importance, 
Beetles include among their spe- 
cies many that are injurious, 
either as larvae or often as adults 
also. Among those which attack 
farm crops, wireworms, or injur- 
ious larvae of certain click beetles 

F R O M  I M M S ,  " G E N E R A L  TEXTBOOK O F  EH- 
TOMOLOGY" ( M E T H U E N  R GO.) 

are severe pests of the farmer. 
F IG.  22.-LARVAE OF VARIOUS  They are most prevalent in newly 
SPECIES OF COLEOPTERA. A L L  ploughed grassland and attack the 
BEETLES U N D E R G O  COMPLETE META- supefvening crops, particularly 
MORPHOSIS cereals and roots. Flea beetles 
(fam. Chrysomelidae) cause great injuries to plants of the turnip 
tribe, both the beetles and their larvae feeding upon the leaves and 
other parts. The asparagus beetle (Crioclris asparagi), belonging 

to the same family, is a familiar pest with 
growers of that vegetable in Europe and N. 
America (fig. 24). Related to it  is the Col- 
orado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa decem- 
lineata) which is destructive to potato 
foliage in the eastern half of N. America: 
quite recently it has become established in 
the Bordeaux district of France. The 
Japanese beetle (Popillia japonica) , one 
of the chafers, was accidentally introduced 
into New Jersey, from Japan, about 1916 
and is extending its range in N. America 
where the beetle is injurious to the foliage 
of fruit and other trees, and its under- 
ground larvae damage lawns and golf 
greens. The common cockchafer (Melo- 

FROM C A R P E N T E R ,  " I N S E C T T R A N S -  
P O R M , , T I O N ~ ~  ( U . S .  D E P T .  A O R , ,  lontha nulgaris) and its allies are European 
FIG. 23.-THE LARVAE OF pests whose larvae devour the roots of 
A G R O U N D  BEETLE I C A -  farm and other crops, the beetles feeding 
R A B I D A E )  upon the foliage of trees. Many weevils 
The larvae of g r o u n d 
beetles seek out their prey, are highly injurious: thus, the cotton boll 
while those of many other weevil (Anthonornus grandis) is the most 
beetles are sluggish serious enemy of the American cotton 

crop. I t  entered Texas about 1892 from tropical America, sub- 
sequently infesting almost the whole cotton belt. In  England, 
and .other parts of Europe, its ally the apple blossom weevil 
( A .  pomorunz) prevents the formation of large quantities of 
fruit. The palm weevil (Rhyrtchophorus ferruginezrs) infests 
toddy and cocoa-nut palms, and the pine weevil (Hylobius 

abietis) is extremely harmful to young conifers in Great Britain. 
Various members of the Scolytidae (bark beetles) are wide- 
spread pests of forest trees: one species (Xyleborus fornicatus) 
is the shot-hole borer of tea in Ceylon. Larvae of many Ceram- 
bycidae (longicorns) are also destructive to  living and dead tim- 
ber, while species of Anobium and Xestobiz~m (death watch 

beetles) bore into furniture and the rafters 
of public buildings (fig. 2 ;A) : the powder- 
post beetles (Lyctidae) have very similar 
habits. Many beetles also attack stored 
grain, meal and other dried products, no- 
tably the granary weevils (Calandra) and 
the meal-worms and their allies (fam. 
Tenebrionidae) . 

The above remarks serve to show the 
I G, 14, many injurious species of Coleoptera; nev- 

B E E T L E ,  W H I C H  ATTACKS ertheless, there are others which have been 
Y O U N G  A S  P A R A G u s employed by man to his own benefit. The 
SHOOTS. W H I L E  ITS LARVA Australian ladvbird (Novius cardinalis) 

T H E  SHOOTS, has been imported into most citrus-growing 
A N D  SEEDS countries of the world for the purpose of 

controlling the fluted scale which it  attacks and destroys to a re- 
markable degree. Another Australian ladybird (Cryptolaemzrs 
montrouzieri) has a similar habit of preying upon mealy bugs 
(Coccidae), and its introduction into the Hawaiian Islands and 

F R O M  C .  I .  G A H A N ,  ' "F U R N I T U R E  B E E T L E S"  B Y  

California has achieved a re- 
markable degree of s u c c e s s. 
The European ground beetle 
Calosoma sycophanta has been 
introduced into N. America, 
where it  preys upon the cater- 
pillars of the gipsy moth and 
brown-tail moth. Mention must 

C O U R T E S Y  O F  T R U S T E E S  O F  B R ~ T I S ~  M U S E U M  also be made of another type of 
FIG. PBA.--L A R v A OF C O M M O N  useful beetle viz. the spanish fly 
F U R N I T U R E  BEETLE ( A N O B ' U M  (Lytta vesicatoria) which yields 
PUNCTATUM). N A T U R A L  S I Z E  BELOW cantharidin. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-In addition to information given in ge~~eral text- 
books of entomology (see INSECTS) the volume by W. W. Fowler in 
Fauna of British India: Coleoptera-General Introduction etc. (1912), 
should be consulted. Among continental authorities, L. Ganglbauer's 
Kafer von Mitteleuropa (1892-1904) is a standard work. British 
beetles are described and figured in W. W. Fowler, Coleoptera of the 
British Islands, (1857-1913) ; a less expensive work, valuable for the 
British species, is E. Reitter, Faufza Germanica: Kafer (1908-16). 
For the North American species, J. L. Leconte and G. H. Horn 

Classification of the Coleoptera of N. America 
(Smithsonian Misc. Coll. xxxviii., 1883), al- 
though old, is an important general work; a 
more recent book for the ordinary student is 
W. G. Blatchley, Coleoptera of Indiana 
(1910). 

Catalogues of the species of Coleoptera 
include the Catalogus Coleopterorum 
Ef~rofieae (1906) by L. Heyden, E. Reitter 
and J. Weise; C. W. Leng, Catalogue of the 
Coleoptera of Amem'ce (1920; with supple- 
ment, 1927) ; and E. A. Kewherry and W. E. 
Sharp, An Exchange List of British Coleop- 
tera (191;). 

Works on the natural history of beetles 
include L. C. Miall, Natural History of 

O F  T R U S T E ~ S  OF Aquatic Insects (1902) and J. H. Fabre, 
,,,"SEUM F R O M  C .  J .  Souvenirs Entomologiques (1879-g~), many 

G A H A N .  8 L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a E E T L E S "  of the latter being available in English. The 
FIG. 258.-THE A D U L T  stridulating organs are described by C. J. 
FORM O F  T H E  C O M M O N  Gahan in Trans. Entomological Soc. London 
F U R N I T U R E  BEETLE ( I ~ o o ) ,  and the luminous organs by E. N. 
Attacks wood, from the Harvey, Natzcre of Animal Light (1920). The 
larval stages larvae of beetles are beautifully figured by 

J. C..Schiodte in a series of papers in Naturh. 
Tidsskr, i.-xiii., (1861-72), a journal to be found in leading scientific 
libraries. A standard anatomical and biological work, based upon a 
study of the water beetle Dytiscus, is E. Korschelt, Der Gelbrad 
(1923), which is a mine of information for the special student, with 
copious bibliographical references. (-4. D. I.) 

COLEPEPER, JOHN COLEPEPER (or CUI,PEPPER), 
1st BARON (d. 1660), English statesman, was the only son of Sir 
John Colepeper, of Rigsell, Sussex. H e  was elected meniber for 
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Kent in the Long parliament, when he took the popular side, 
speaking against monopolies on Nov. 9, 1640, being entrusted 
with the impeachment of Sir Robert Berkeley on Feb. 12, 1641, 
supporting Strafford's attainder, and being appointed to  the coin- 
mittee of defence on Aug. I 2 ,  1641. H e  separated, however, from 
the popular party on the Church question, fearing the effect of 
the revolutionary changes which were now contemplated. H e  op- 
posed the London petition for the abolition of episcopacy, the 
project of religious union with the Scots, and the Root and 
Branch Bill, and on Sept. I he moved a resolution in defence 
of the prayer-book. I n  the following session he opposed the mili- 
tia bill and the Grand Remonstrance, and finally on Jan. 2, 1642, 
he joined the king's party, taking office as chancellor of the Ex- 
chequer. H e  highly disapproved of the attempt upon the five 
members, which was made without his knowledge, but advised 
the enterprise against Hull. On Aug. 2 j ,  1642, he appeared a t  the 
bar of the House of Commons to deliver the king's final pro- 
posals for peace, and was afterwards present a t  Edgehill. In  
December he was made by Charles master of the rolls. H e  was 
a leading member of the Oxford parliament, and was said, in 
opposition to the general opinion, to have counselled considerable 
concessions to secure peace. H e  received a peerage in 1644. 

Colepeper was despatched with Hyde in charge of the prince 
of Wales to  the West in March 1645, and after Charles's final 
defeat, embarked with the prince for Scilly, and thence to France. 
H e  strongly advocated the gaining over of the Scots by religious 
concessions, a policy supported by the queen and Mazarin, and 
urged this course upon the king. I n  1648 he accompanied the 
prince in his unsuccessful naval expedition, and returned with 
him to The Hague, where violent altercations broke out among 
the royalist leaders, Colepeper going so far, on one occasion in 
the council, as to challenge Prince Rupert, and being himself 
severely assaulted in the streets by Sir Robert Walsh. H e  con- 
tinued after the execution of the king to press the acceptance on 
Charles 11. of the Scottish proposals. H e  was sent to Russia in 
1650, where he obtalned a loan of 20,000 roubles from the tsar, 
and, soon after his return, to Holland, to  procure military assist- 
ance. By the treaty, agreed to between Cromwell and Mazarin, 
of Aug. 16j4, Colepeper was obliged to leave France, and he 
appears henceforth to  have resided in Flanders. H e  accompanied 
Charles 11. to the south of France in Sept. 1659, a t  the time of 
the treaty of the Pyrenees. At the Restoration he returned to 
England, but only survived a few weeks, dying on June 11, 1660. 

THOMAS COLEPEPER (d. I 719), son of the former, became gov- 
ernor of Virginia from 1680-83; the title became extinct on the 
death of his brother Cheney in I 7 2  j. . 

COLERAINE, seaport and market town, Co. Londonderry, 
Ireland, on the Bann 4 m. from its mouth. Population of urban 
district (1926) 8,078. A bridge connects the town with its 
suburb, Waterside or Killowen, on the opposite bank of the river. 
The main town on the east bank radiates from a central square 
-the Diamond. A rath (encampment) occupies Mount Sandel 
I m. S.E. of the town. There was once a priory, monastery and 
castle, but no ruins remain. Coleraine owed its importance to 
the Irish Society, which was incorporated under James I. as the 
Company for the New Plantation of Ulster in 1613. This society 
founded and maintained schools in the town. The linen trade 
is important-a fine cloth being known as "Coleraines." Whisky- 
distilling, pork-curing and fishing are carried on. The harbours 
were much improved by grants from the Irish Society of London 
and the River Bann Navigation Act 1879. 

COLERIDGE, HARTLEY (1796-1849)~ English man of 
letters, eldest son of the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge, was born 
on Sept. 19, 1796, near Bristol. In  1815 he went to  Oxford, as 
scholar of Merton College. His university career, however, was 
unfortunate. H e  gained an Oriel fellowship, but a t  the close of the 
probationary year (1820) was judged to have forfeited it. Hart- 
ley Coleridge then spent two years in London, where he wrote 
short poems for the London Magazine, afterwards he became for 
a short time partner in a school at Ambleside, and in 1830 began 
to do hack work for a Leeds publisher, Mr. F. E .  Bingley. Bingley 
also printed a volunle of his poems in 1833, and Coleridge lived 

in his house until the contract came to an end through the bank- 
ruptcy of the publisher. From this time, except for two short 
periods in 1837 and 1838 when he acted as master a t  Sedbergh 
grammar school, he lived quietly a t  Grasmere and (1840--1849) 
Rydal, spending his time in study and wanderings about the 
countryside. In  the year 1839 appeared his edition of Massinger 
and Ford, with biographies of both dramatists. H e  died on Jan. 
6, 1849. The prose style of Hartley Coleridge is marked by much 
finish and vivacity; but his literary reputation must chiefly rest on 
the sanity of his criticisms, and above all on his Promethezrs, an 
unfinished lyric drama, and on his sonnets. As a sonneteer he 
achieved real excellence, the form being exactly suited to  his 
sensitive genius. Essays and Marginalia, and Poems, with a 
memoir by his brother Derwent, appeared in 1851. 

COLERIDGE, JOHN DUKE COLERIDGE, 1st BARON 
(1820-1894), lord chief justice of England, was the eldest son of 
Sir John Taylor Coleridge. H e  was born a t  Heath's Court, 
Ottery St. Mary, on Dec. 3, 1820. H e  was educated a t  Eton and 
Balliol college, Oxford, of which he was a scholar. H e  was called to 
the bar in 1846, went the western circuit, and in 1865 he was 
returned as member for Exeter in the Liberal interest. The heads 
of his party determined in 1867 to put him forward as the pro- 
tagonist of their attack on the Government, but the plan was 
frustrated by opposition within the party. I n  1868 when the 
Liberals returned to power Coleridge was made first solicitor- 
general and then attorney-general. 

His arrival in parliament was an access of strength to the body 
of Oxford men who had attacked the legislation that kept the 
university under ecclesiastical domination. I n  addition to his own 
talents he carried weight with the clerically-minded section as 
the son of Sir John Coleridge, the godson of Keble, and great- 
nephew of the man who was an indirect cause of the Anglican 
revival of 1833-Coleridge the poet. 

The Tichborne trial was the most conspicuous feature of 
Coleridge's later years a t  the bar, and tasked his powers as an 
advocate to the uttermost, though he was assisted by Charles 
(afterwards Lord) Bowen. In  November 1873 Coleridge suc- 
ceeded Sir W. Bovill as chief justice of the common pleas, and 
was immediately afterwards raised to the peerage as Baron Cole- 
ridge of Ottery St. Mary. I n  1880 he was made lord chief justice. 

In  jury cases his quickness in apprehending facts and his 
lucidity in arranging them were very remarkable indeed. H e  was 
not one of the most learned of lawyers, but he was a great deal 
more learned than many people thought, and as an ecclesiastical 
lawyer had few superiors. His fault-natural in one who had been 
so successful as an advocate-was that of being too prone to take 
one side, and he allowed political or personal prepossessions t o  
colour the tone of his remarks from the bench. Latterly his 
health failed, and he became somewhat indolent. On the whole, 
he was not so strong a man in a judicial capacity as Campbell 
or Cockburn; but it must be admitted that his scholarship, his 
refinement, his power of oratory, and his character raised the 
tone of the bench during his occupancy, and that if i t  has been 
adorned by greater judicial abilities, it has hardly ever known a 
greater combination of varied merits. Coleridge died on June 14, 
1894. 

Coleridge's addresses and papers have not been published. 
One of the best and most eminently characteristic of the man, 
was his inaugural address to the Philosophical Institution a t  
Edinburgh in 1870; another was a paper on Wordsworth (1873). 
He was an exceptionally good letter-writer. Of travel he had very 
little experience. H e  had hardly been to Paris; once, quite near 
the end of his career, he spent a few days in Holland, and came 
back a willing slave to the genius of Rembrandt; but his longest 
absence from England was a visit, of a representative legal 
character, to the United States. He had an extraordinary store 
of anecdotes, which were nearly always connected with Eton, 
Oxford, the bar or the bench. His exquisite voice, considerable 
power of mimicry, and perfect method of narration added greatly 
to the charm. John Duke Coleridge was sarcastic and critical, 
and at times over-sensitive. But his strongest characteristics were 
love of l ib~r ty  and justice. By birth and connection Conservative, 
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he was a Liberal by  conviction, and loyal to  his party and its 
great leader, Gladstone. 

His Li fe  and Correspondence, ed. by E. H. Coleridge, was published 
in 1904; see further E. Manson, Builders o f  our Law (1904) ; for the 
history of the Coleridge family see Lord Coleridge, The  Story o f  a 
Devoltshire House (1907). 

COLERIDGE, SIR JOHN TAYLOR ( I  790-1876), Eng- 
lish judge, the second son of Captain James Coleridge, and nephew 
of the poet S. T. Coleridge, was born at  Tiverton, Devon, and 
was educated a t  Corpus Christi college, Oxford, where he had a 
brilliant career. H e  graduated in 1812 and was soon after made a 
fellow of Exeter; in 1819 he was called to  the bar a t  the Middle 
Temple and practised for some years on the western circuit. I n  
1825 he published his excellent edition of Blackstone's Commen- 
taries, and in 1832 he was made a serjeant-at-law and recorder 
of Exeter. H e  was one of the judges of the king's bench from 
1835 to 1858. I n  1869 he produced his Memoir of the Rev. John 
Keble, a third edition of which was issued within a year. H e  
died on Feb. 11, 1876, a t  Ottery St. Mary, Devon, leaving two 
sons and a daughter; the eldest son, John Duke, 1st Baron Cole- 
ridge ( q . v . ) ,  became lord chief justice of England. Sir John 
Taylor Coleridge's brothers, James Duke and Henry Nelson 
(husband of Sara Coleridge), are referred t o  in other articles; his 
brother Francis George was the father of Arthur Duke Coleridge 
(b. 1830), clerk of assizes on the midland circuit and author of 
Eton in the Forties, whose daughter Mary E. Coleridge (1861- 
1907), was poet, novelist and critic. Mary Coleridge's post- 
humous Gathered Leaves (1910) contains a notice of her work 
by Edith Sichel. 

COLERIDGE, SAMUEL TAYLOR ( I  772-1834), English 
poet and philosopher, was born on Oct. 21, 1772, a t  his father's 
vicarage of Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire. His father, the Rev. 
John Coleridge (1719-1781), described by the poet as "a perfect 
Parson Adams," was known for his scholarship, simplicity of char- 
acter, and affectionate interest in the pupils of the grammar school, 
of which he was appointed master a few months before becoming 
vicar of the parish (1760). The poet was the youngest child of his 
second wife, Anne Bowdon (d. 18og), a woman of great good 
sense, who saw to it  that Samuel should be educated for the 
church as his father intended, and as three of his elder brothers 
had been before him. On the death of his father an old pupil of 
the latter secured for Samuel a presentation to  Christ's Hospital, 
where he continued for eight years. Of these school-days Charles 
Lamb has given delightful glimpses in the Essays of Elia. For- 
merly a fretful and timorous child, Samuel became a compara- 
tively happy schoolboy, though often ailing. The headmaster, 
Boyer, a severe disciplinarian, pushed him watchfully. Some of his 
compositions in English verse written a t  16 give evidence of the 
influence of Bowles, to  which he has testified in his Biographia 
Literaria. 

In  Feb. 1791 he was entered as  a sizar a t  Jesus college, Cam- 
bridge, and went into residence in October. A schoolfellow who 
followed him to the university has told how in the evenings, in his 
rooms, he and his friends would put aside their work to discuss as 
they appeared, the new pamphlets of Burke, which Coleridge ab- 
sorbed immediately. At that stage he was warmly democratic. 
William Frend, a fellow of Jesus, accused of sedition and Uni- 
tarianism, was a t  this time tried and banished, though not 
technically expelled from Cambridge. Coleridge had imbibed his 
sentiments, and joined the ranks of his partisans. H e  grew dis- 
contented with university life, and in 1793, pressed by debt, went 
t o  London. A poem in the Morning Chronicle brought him a 
guinea, and when that was spent he enlisted in the 15th Dragoon: 
under the name of Silas Tomkyn Comberbacke, revealing at  once 
an absolute unfitness for an army career. Shortly afterwards an 
old school-fellow (G.-L. Tuckett) heard of his whereabouts, and 
by the intervention of his brother, Captain James Coleridge, hi: 
discharge was procured. H e  returned for a short time to Cam- 
bridge, but quitted the university without a degree in 1794. I n  the 
same year he visited Oxford, and after a short tour in Wales went 
to  Bristol, where he met Southey. The French Revolution had 
captivated Southey, and Coleridge received with rapture his new 

friend's scheme of Pantisocracy. On the banks of the Susque- 
hanna was to be founded a brotherly community, where selfishness 
was to  be extinguished, and the virtues were to  reign supreme. N o  
funds were forthcoming; and in 1795, to the chagrin of Coleridge, 
who seems to have bitterly blamed Southey, the scheme was 
dropped. I n  1794 appeared The Fall o f  Robespierre, of which 
Coleridge wrote the first act and Southey the other two. At 
Bristol Coleridge formed the acquaintance of Joseph Cottle, the 
bookseller, who offered him thirty guineas for a volume of poems. 
In  October of 1795 Coleridge married Sarah Fricker, and took up 
his residence a t  Clevedon on the Bristol channel. A few weeks 
afterwards Southey married a sister of Mrs. Coleridge, and on the 
same day quitted England for Portugal. 

Coleridge began to lecture in Bristol on politics and religion. 
H e  embodied the first two lectures, which contained much invec- 
tive against Pitt, in his first prose publication, Conciones ad Popu- 
lunz (1795). The first volume of Poems was published by Cottle 
early in 1796. Coleridge projected a periodical called T h e  Watch-  
man, and in 1796 undertook a journey, well described in the 
Biographia Literaria, to  enlist subscribers. The Watchman  had a 
brief life of two months, and a t  this time Coleridge began to 
think of becoming a Unitarian preacher. Hazlitt has recorded his 
very favourable impression of a remarkable sermon delivered a t  
Shrewsbury; but there are other accounts of Coleridge's preaching 
not so enthusiastic. I n  the summer of I79 j  he met for the first 
time the brother poet with whose name his own will be for ever 
associated. Wordsworth and his sister had established themselves 
a t  Racedown in the Dorsetshire hills, and here Coleridge visited 
them in 1797. The gifted Dorothy Wordsworth described Cole- 
ridge as "thin and pale, the lower part of the face not good, wide 
mouth, thick lips, not very good teeth, longish, loose, half-curling, 
rough, black hair,"-but all was forgotten in the magic charm of 
his utterance. Wordsworth, who declared: "The only wonderful 
man I ever knew was Coleridge," seems a t  once to  have desired to  
see more of his new friend. H e  and his sister removed in July 
1797 t o  Alfoxden, near Nether Stowey, t o  be in Coleridge's neigh- 
bourhood, and in the most delightful and unrestrained intercourse 
the friends spent many happy days. 

One evening a t  Watchett on the Bristol Channel, The  Ancient 
Mariner first took shape. Coleridge was anxious to  embody a 
dream of a friend, and the suggestion of the shooting of the alba- 
tross came from Wordsworth, who gained the idea from Shel- 
vocke's Voyage (1726). A joint volume was planned. Words- 
worth was to  show the real poetry that lies hidden in common- 
place subjects, while Coleridge was to treat supernatural subjects 
to illustrate the common emotions of humanity. From this sprang 
the Lyrical Ballads, to  which Coleridge contributed The  Ancient 
Mariner, the Nightingale and two scenes from Osorio, and after 
much cogitation the book was published in 1798 a t  Bristol by 
Cottle. A second edition of the Lyrical Ballads in 1800 included 
another poem by Coleridge-Love, to  which subsequently the sub- 
title was given of A n  Introduction to  the Tale of the Dark Ladie. 
To the Stowey period belong also the tragedy of Osorio (after- 
wards known a s  Remorse),  Kubla Khan, and the first part of 
Clzristabel. I n  1798 an annuity, granted him by  the brothers 
Wedgwood, 'led Coleridge t o  abandon his reluctantly formed inten- 
tion of becoming a Unitarian minister. For many years he had 
desired to  see the continent, and in September 1798, in company 
with Wordsworth and his sister, he left England for Hamburg. 
Satyrane's Letters (republished in Riog. Lit. 1817) give an account 
of the tour. 

A new period in Coleridge's life now began. H e  soon left the 
Wordsworths to spend four months a t  Ratzeburg, whence he re- 
moved to Gottingen to attend lectures. During his stay of nine 
months in Germany, he made himself master of the language to 
such purpose that the translation of Wallenstein was actually 
accomplished in six weeks. During these years he wrote many 
newspaper articles and some poems, among them "Fire, Famine 
and Slaughter," for the Morning Post. H e  had vehemently opposed 
Pitt's policy, but a change came over his way of thought, and he 
found himself separated from Fox on the question of a struggle 
with Napoleon. H e  had lost his admiration for the revolutionists, 
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as his "Ode to France" shows (Morning Post, April 16, 1798). 
Like many other Whigs, he felt that all questions of domestic 
policy must a t  a time of European peril be postponed. I n  the year 
1800 he left London for the Lakes, where he wrote the second part 
of Christabel. In  1803 Southey became a joint lodger with Cole- 
ridge a t  Greta Hall, Keswick, of which in 1812 Southey became 
sole tenant and occupier. 

In  1801 begins the period of Coleridge's life during which he 
sank more and more under the dominion of opium, in which he 
may have first indulged a t  Cambridge. Few things are so sad to 
read as the letters in which he details the consequences of his 
obsession. H e  was occasionally seen in London during the first 
years of the century, and wherever he appeared he was the delight 
of admiring circles. H e  toured in Scotland with the Wordsworths 
in 1803, visited Malta in 1804, when for ten months he acted as 
secretary to  the governor, and stayed nearly eight months at  
Naples and Rome in 1805-06. I n  Rome he received a hint that 
his articles in the Morning Post had been brought to Napoleon's 
notice, and he made the voyage from Leghorn in an American 
ship. On a visit to Somersetshire in 1807 he met De Quincey for 
the first time, and the younger man's admiration was shown by a 
gift of i300, "from an unknown friend." I n  1809 he started a 
magazine called The Friend, which continued only for eight 
months. At the same time he began to contribute to the Courier. 
I n  1808 he lectured a t  the Royal Institution, but with little suc- 
cess, and three years later he gave his lectures on Shakespeare and 
other poets. These lectures attracted great attention and were fol- 
lowed by two other series. In  1812 his income from the Wedg- 
woods was reduced, and he settled the remainder on his wife. 
His friends were generous in assisting him with money, and eventu- 
ally, in 1824, some of them obtained a grant of £100 a year for 
him during the lifetime of George IV., as one of the royal asso- 
ciates of the Society of Literature, while his children shared 
Southey's home a t  Keswick. But between 1812 and 1817 Cole- 
ridge made a good deal by his work, and was able to send money to 
his wife in addition to  the annuity she received. The tragedy of 
Remorse was produced at  Drury Lane in 1813, and met with con- 
siderable success. 

Three years after this, having failed to conquer the opium habit, 
he determined to enter the family of James Gillman, who lived at 
Highgate. For the rest of his life he hardly ever left this home. 
During his residence there, Christabel, written many years before, 
and known to a favoured few, was first published in a volume 
with Kubla Khan and the Pains of Sleep in 1816. I n  1816 and the 
following year, he gave his Lay Sermons to the world. Sibylline 
Leaves appeared in 1817; the Biographia Literaria and a revised 
edition of The Friend soon followed. Eight years afterwards his 
most popular prose work-the Aids to RefEection-first appeared. 
His last publication, in 1830, was the work on Church and Stafe.  
I t  was not till 1840 that his Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit, 
his most seminal work, was posthumously published. In  1833 he 
appeared at  the meeting of the British Association a t  Cambridge, 
but he died in the following year (July 25, 1834), and was buried 
in the churchyard close to  the house of Gillman, where he had 
enjoyed every consolation which friendship and love could render. 
Coleridge died in the communion of the Church of England, of 
whose polity and teaching he had been for many years a loving 
admirer. An interesting letter to his god-child, written twelve days 
before his death, sums up his spiritual experience in a most 
touching form. 

T o  the extraordinary influence which he exercised in conversa- 
tion there are many testimonies. Many of the most remarkable 
among the younger men of that period resorted to Highgate as 
to the shrine of an oracle; and although one or two disparaging 
judgments, such as that of Carlyle, have been recorded, there can 
be no doubt that since Samuel Johnson there had been no such 
intellectual power in England. His nephew, Henry Nelson Cole- 
ridge, gathered together many specimens of the Table Talk of the 
few last years. Four volumes of Literary Remains were published 
after his death, and these, along with the chapters on the poetry 
of Wordsworth in the Biographia Literaria, may be said to exhibit 
the full range of Coleridge's power as a critic of poetry. In  this 

region he stands supreme, ranking as the creator in England of 
that higher criticism which had already in Germany accomplished 
so much in the hands of Lessing and Goethe. The fragmentary 
series of his Shakespearian criticisms gives evidence of the truest 
insight, and an original appreciation of the judicial "sanity" which 
raises the greatest name in literature above even the highest of 
the poets who approached him. 

As a poet Coleridge's ow7n place in the great gallery of English 
poets is secure. Of no one can it be more emphatically said that 
at his highest he was "of imagination all compact." The whole 
soul of the poet is reflected in the Ode to  Dejection. The well- 
known lines- 

0 Lady! we receive but what we give, 
And in our life alone does nature live; 
Ours is her wedding garment, ours her shroud, 

with the passage which follows, express more vividly, perhaps, 
than anything which Coleridge had written, the shaping and 
colouring function which he assigns, in the Biographia Literaria, to 
imagination. Christabel and the Ancient Mariner have so com- 
pletely taken possession of the highest place, that it is needless 
to do more than allude to  them. The supernatural has never 
received such treatment as in these two wonderful productions of 
his genius, and though the first of them remains a torso, it  is the 
loveliest torso in the gallery of English literature. Although 
Coleridge had, for many years before his death, almost entirely 
forsaken poetry, the few fragments of work which remain, written 
in later years, show little trace of weakness, although they are 
wanting in the unearthly melody which imparts such a charm to 
Kubla Khan, Love and Y o z ~ f h  and Age. 

I t  is chiefly as a personality and as a thinker that Coleridge has 
incurred disparaging criticism. The infirmity of will and the 
"sloth" to which he sadly confessed have been the subject of many 
homilies; and even eulogists have to avow that his works in mass 
are a "collection of fragments," to say nothing of a hundred large 
plans never fulfilled. But in the light of the biographical study of 
the last generation, he can be seen as the victim of heredity and 
malady, his rare powers and his inefficiencies being alike innate, 
and the opium-eating a fatal consequence. That he laboured under 
a vital cardiac weakness seems certain. I n  his vivid accounts of 
his childhood he has revealed himself as a "dreamer," living in the 
world of his strange imagination, and singularly responsive through 
that faculty to every stimulus received from his manifold reading. 
His poetry and his philosophy are thus alike to  be seen as shaped 
at  once by his bias and his culture. 

In his youth he was poetically dominated by Bowles, because 
Bowles was the first of the modern innovating poets who had 
come in his way. Of Blake and Burns, and even of Cowper, a t  
that stage he knew nothing. An American student has latterly 
revealed how the Ancient Mariner was coloured in diction and in 
conception by his reading, and then perfected by his fine critical 
faculty. His philosophy may be viewed in the same fashion. All 
the notable ideas which came to him took possession in turn of 
his imgination, only to  be transformed continuously. As he truly 
said of himself, his mind was always "energic," as distinguished 
from "energetic." Save in his many hours of misery or utter 
lassitude, it  was constantly a t  work creatively on the material 
of his reading, and its uncontrolled play has yielded a remarkable 
harvest of criticism and speculation, couched in a prose stamped 
at once with intensive feeling and skill of phrase. Hence the 
stirring quality of his ir~fluence. 

In  the latter part of his life, and for the generation which fol- 
lowed, Coleridge was ranked by many young English churchmen 
of liberal views as the greatest religious thinker of their time. 
Among those he thus fascinated was the abnormal Edward Irving. 
As Carlyle has told in his Life of Sterling, the poet's distinction, 
in the eyes of his audience, lay in his having recovered and pre- 
served his Christian faith after having passed through periods of 
rationalism and Unitarianism, and faced the full results of German 
criticism and philosophy. His opinions, however, were at  all 
periods mutable, and it would be difficult to state them in any 
form that would hold good for the whole even of his later writings 
He was, indeed, too receptive of thought impressions of all kinds 
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to be a consistent systematizer. From his early Unitarianism he 
gradually moved towards pantheism, a way of thought to which 
he had shown remarkable leanings when, as a schoolboy, he dis- 
coursed of Neoplatonism to Charles Lamb. Early in life, too, he 
met with the doctrines of Jacob Behmen, of whom, in the Bio- 
graphia Literaria, he speaks with affection and gratitude as having 
given him vital philosophic guidance. In  the Aids to Reflection 
he disparages him. Between pantheism and Unitarianism he seems 
to have balanced till his thirty-fifth year, always tending towards 
the former in virtue of the recoil from "anthropomorphism," 
which originally took him to Unitarianism. I n  1796, when he 
named his first child David Hartley, but would not have him bap- 
tized, he held by the "Christian materialism" of the writer in 
question, whom in his Religious Musings he terms "wisest of 
mortal kind." 

When, again, he met Wordsworth in 1797, the two poets sym- 
pathetically discussed Spinoza, for whom Coleridge always 
retained an admiration; and when in 1798 he gave up his Unita- 
rian preaching, he named his second child Berkeley, signifying 
a new allegiance, but still without accepting Christian rites other- 
wise than passively. Shortly afterwards he went to Germany, 
where he began to study Kant, and was much impressed by Les- 
sing. I n  the Biographia he avows that the writings of Kant 'Lmore 
than any other work, a t  once invigorated and disciplined my 
understanding." But after his stay at  Malta, he announced to 
his friends that he had given up  his "Socinianism" (of which ever 
afterwards he spoke with asperity), professing a return to Chris- 
tian faith, though still putting on it  a mystical construction, as 
when he told Crabb Robinson that "Jesus Christ was a Platonic 
philosopher." At this stage he was in sympathy with the historico- 
rationalistic criticism of the Old Testament, as carried on in Ger- 
many. From about 1810 onwards, however, he openly professed 
Christian orthodoxy, while privately indicating views which can- 
not be so described. And even his published speculations were 
such as to  draw from J. H.  Newman a protest that they took "a 
liberty which no Christian can tolerate," and carried him to "con- 
clusions which were often heathen rather than Christian." 

The explanation seems to be that while on Christian grounds 
he repeatedly denounced pantheism as being in all its forms 
equivalent to  atheism, he was latterly much swayed by the thought 
of Schelling in the pantheistic direction which was natural to him. 
I t  would seem that, in the extreme spiritual vicissitudes of his 
life, conscious alternately of personal weakness and of the largest 
speculative grasp, he often threw himself entirely on the consola- 
tions of evangelical faith, and at  times reconstructed the cosmos 
for himself in terms of Neo-Platonism and the philosophy of 
Schelling. So great were his variations, even in his latter years, 
that he could speak to his friend Allsop in a highly latitudinarian 
sense. From Schelling, whom he praised as having developed 
Kant where Fichte failed to  do so, he borrowed much and often, 
not only in the metaphysical sections of the Biographia but in his 
aesthetic lectures, and further in the cosmic speculations of the 
posthumous Theory of Life. On the first score he makes but an 
equivocal acknowledgment, claiming to have thought on Schelling's 
lines before reading him; but it  has been shown by Hamilton and 
Ferrier that besides transcribing much from Schelling without 
avowal he silently appropriated the learning of Maass on philo- 
sophical history. I n  other directions he laid under tribute Herder 
and Lessing; yet all the while he cast severe imputations of plagia- 
rism upon Hume and others. His own plagiarisms were doubtless 
facilitated by the physiological effects of opium. 

Inasmuch as his philosophy satisfied neither the logical needs 
appealed to  by Hegel nor the new demand for naturalistic induc- 
tion, Coleridge, after arousing a great amount of philosophic inter- 
est in his own country in the second quarter of the century, has 
ceased to "make a school." Thus his significance in intellectual 
history remains that of a great stimulator. H e  undoubtedly did 
much to deepen and liberalize Christian thought in England, his 
influence being specially marked in the school of F. D. Maurice, 
and in the lives of men like John Sterling. 

Of Coleridge's four children, two (Hartley and Sara) are separ- 
ately noticed. His second child, Berkeley, died in infancy. The 

third, Derwent (1800-1883), a distinguished scholar and author, 
was master of Helston school, Cornwall (1825-1841), first prin- 
cipal of St. Mark's college, Chelsea (1841-1864), and rector of 
Hanwell (1864-1880); and his daughter Christabel (b. 1843) and 
son Ernest Hartley (q .v . ) ,  both became well known in the world 
of letters, the former as a novelist, the latter as  a biographer, 
editor and critic. 

After Coleridge's death several of his works were edited by his 
nephew, Henry Nelson Coleridge, tha husband of Sara, the poet's 
only daughter. In 1847 Sara Coleridge published the Biographia 
Literaria, enriched with annotations and biographical supplement, 
begun by her husband and finished by her. Three volumes of 
Coleridge's political writings, entitled Essays on his Own Times, 
were also published by Sara Coleridge in 1850. The standard life of 
Coleridge is that by J. Dykes Campbell (1894) ; his letters were 
edited by E. H. Coleridge (189;). The Anima Poetae, edited by the 
latter (1895) is a compilation from Coleridge's notebooks. The 
Biographia Epistolaris, edited by A. Tnrnbull ( z  vols., 1911) is a 
reprint of the Biog. Supp. to the Biographia Literaria, with additional 
letters and elucidations. Of monographs on Coleridge the most im- 
portant are that of H. D. Trail1 ('(English Men of Letters" series) 
and that of Joseph Aynard, La Vie d'un Podte-Coleridge (Paris, 1907). 
The work of J. L. Lowrs, The Road to Xanadz~, a Study im the Ways  
of the Imaginatzon (1927), is an ~mportant research. See also J.  Char- 
pentier, Colrridge, the Sublime Somrzambulist (1929). (J. M. R.) 

COLERIDGE, SARA (1802-1852), English author, the 
fourth child and only daughter of Samuel Taylor Coleridge and 
his wife Sarah Fricker of Bristol, was born on Dec. 23, 1802, a t  
Greta Hall, Keswick. Here, after 1803, the Coleridges, Southey 
and his wife (Mrs. Coleridge's sister), and Mrs. Lovell (another 
sister), widow of Robert Lovell, the Quaker poet, all lived to- 
gether; but Coleridge was often away from home; and "Uncle 
Southey" was a paterfamilias. The Wordsworths a t  Grasmere 
were their neighbours. Wordsworth, in his poem, the Triad, has 
left us a description, or "poetical glorification," as Sara Coleridge 
calls it, of the three girls-his own daughter Dora, Edith Southey 
and Sara Coleridge, the "last of the three, though eldest born." 
Greta Hall was Sara Coleridge's home until her marriage; and the 
little Lake colony seems to have been her only school. Guided 
by Southey she read by herself the chief Greek and Latin classics, 
and before she was 25 had learnt French, German, Italian and 
Spanish. 

I n  1822 Sara Coleridge published Account of the Abipones, a 
translation in three large volumes of Dobrizhoffer, undertaken in 
connection with Southey's Tales of Paraguay, which had been sug- 
gested to  him by Dobrizhoffer's volumes. I n  1825 her second 
work appeared, a translation from the mediaeval French of the 
"Loyal Serviteur," The Right Joyous and Pleasant History o f  the 
Feats, Jests, and Prowesses o f  the Chevalier Bayard, the Good 
Knight ztithoz~t Fear and without Reproach: B y  the Loyal 
Servant. 

I n  Sept. 1829, a t  Crosthwaite church, Keswick, after an engage- 
ment of seven years' duration, Sara Coleridge was married to  
her cousin, Henry Nelson Coleridge (1798-1843), younger son 
of Captain James Coleridge (1760-1836). H e  was then a chan- 
cery barrister in London. In  1834 Mrs. Coleridge published her 
Pretty Lessons i n  Verse for  Good Children; with some Lessons 
in  Latin i n  Easy Rhyme. These were originally written for the 
instruction of her own children, and became very popular. In  
1837 appeared Phantasmion, a Fairy Tale. 

I n  1843 Henry Coleridge died, leaving to his widow the un- 
finished task of editing her father's works. T o  these she added 
some compositions of her own, among which are the Essay olz 
Rationalism, with a special application to  the Doctrine of Bap- 
tis~lzal Regeneration, appended to Coleridge's Aids to Reflection; 
a Preface to  the Essays o n  his Own Times, b y  S. T.  Coleridge, 
and the Supplement to the Biographia Literaria. During the last 
few years of her life Sara Coleridge was a confirmed invalid. 
Shortly before she died she amused herself by  writing a little 
autobiography for her daughter. This, which reaches only to her 
ninth year, was completed by her daughter, and published in 1873, 
together with some of her letters, under the title Af~nzoirs  and 
Letters o f  Sara Coleridge. She died in London on May 3, 1852. 

Her  son, HERBERT COLERIDGE (1830--61). won a double first 
class in classics and mathematics a t  Oxford in 1852. H e  was 
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secretary to  a committee appointed by the Philological Society to 
consider the project of a standard English dictionary, a scheme 
of which the New English Dictionary, published by the Clareildon 
Press, was the ultimate outcome. His personal researches into 
the subject were contained in his Glossarial Index to the Printed 
English Literature of the Thirteenth Century (1859). 

COLERIDGE-TAYLOR, SAMUEL ( I  875-1 91 2), com- 
poser, was born in London on Aug. 15, 1875, the son of a West 
African doctor of medicine and an English mother. H e  sang in 
a church choir a t  Croydon, and studied the violin and compo- 
sition a t  the Royal College of Music. His first important work 
was a symphony given a t  St. James's hall in 1896, but his repu- 
tation rests on his picturesque and melodious choral work, the 
trilogy of Hiawatha. This work was succeeded by many other 
choral works, none of which had quite the same success. H e  wrote 
some excellent incidental nlusic for plays by Stephen Phillips: 
Herod  goo), Ulysses ( ~ g o z ) ,  Ncro (1906), and Faust (1908) ; 
also occasional music for Othello. 

See W .  C .  Berwick Savers, Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, Musician. 
His Life and Letters (1915). 

COLET, JOHN (1467?-I 519j, English divine and education- 
ist, the eldest son of Sir Henry Colet (twice mayor of London), 
was born in London and educated a t  Oxford, probably a t  Mag- 
dalen college. When he took his M.A. in 1490 he already held 
the rectory of St. Mary, Dennington, Suffolk, and the vicarage of 
St. Dunstan's, Stepney, and was now collated rector of St. 
Nicholas, Thurning, Hunts. I n  1493 he went to Paris and thence 
to  Italy, studying canon and civil law, patristics and Greek. Dur- 
ing his residence abroad he became acquainted with Budaeus 
(Guillaume BudC) and Erasmus, and with the teaching of 
Savonarola. On his return to England in 1496 he took orders, 
and began his Oxford lectures on the Pauline epistles. I n  replac- 
ing the old scholastic methods by a study of the personality and 
times of St. Paul, he began a new epoch in Biblical exegesis and 
greatly influenced Erasmus, who visited Oxford in 1498. Since 
1494 he had been prebendary of York and canon of St. Martin le 
Grand, London. I n  1502 he became prebendary of Salisbury, in 
I 505 prebendary of St. Paul's, and immediately afterwards dean 
of the same cathedral, having previously taken the degree of 
doctor of divinity. Here he continued his innovating Biblical 
lectures. About 1508, having inherited his father's wealth, Colet 
re-founded St. Paul's school where a good Christian education to- 
gether with Greek and Latin was to be given to the 153 scholars. 
The celebrated grammarian William Lilly was the first master, 
and the company of mercers were (in 1510) appointed trustees, 
the first example of non-clerical management in education. The 
dean's liberal religious opinions led the clergy to deem him little 
better than a heretic; but Wi l l i~m Warham, the archbishop, re- 
fused to prosecute him. Similarly Henry VIII.  held him in high 
esteem despite his sermons against the French wars. I n  1514 he 
made the Canterbury pilgrimage with Erasmus, and in 151 j 
preached at  Wolsey's installation as cardinal. Colet died on Sept. 
16, 1519. 

Though a staunch Catholic, Colet disapproved of the sale of 
bishoprics, the custom of pluralities, Church lawyers and the 
worldliness of churchmen. H e  was not a great scholar, but by 
introducing the humanist movement he helped to discredit 
mediaeval thought. Among his works, first collectively published 
in 1867-76, are Absolutissi~nus de octo orationis partium con- 
structione libellus (Antwerp, I 530), Rudiments Grammatices 
(London, 1539), Daily Devotions, Monition to a Godly Life, 
Epistolae ad Erasmum, and Biblical commentaries. 

See F. Seebohm, The Oxford Reformers (1887) ; J .  H. Lupton, Life 
of John Colet, 2nd ed. (1909) ; art. in The Times, July 7, 1909. 

COLET, LOUISE (1810-1876), French poet and novelist, 
was born a t  Aix of a Provencal family named Revoil. I n  1835 
she came to Paris with her husband Hippolyte Colet (1808-SI), 
a composer of music and professor of harmony and counter- 
point a t  the conservatoire. Louise Colet is perhaps best known 
for her intimate connection with some of her famous contem- 
poraries, Abel Villemain, Gustave Flaubert and Victor Cousin. 
Only one of her many volumes of prose and verse is now of inter- 

est-Lui: roman contemporain (1859), the novel in which she 
told the story of her life. (See also FLAUBERT.) 

COLEUS, a genus of ornamental herbaceous or shrubby 
plants of the mint family, natives of the tropics of the old world. 
They are much cultivated as bedding plants for the colour of 
their exceedingly varied, and often brilliant leaves. They can be 
wintered over as room plants if the house is not too hot and dry. 

COLFAX, SCHUYLER (1823-1885), American political 
leader, vice-president of the United States from 1869-73, was 
born in New York city on March 23, 1823. His father died be- 
fore the son's birth, and his mother subsequently married a Mr. 
Matthews. The son attended the public schools of New York 
until he was ten, and then became a clerk in his step-father's 
store, removing in 1836 with his mother and step-father to New 
Carlisle, Ind. I n  1841 he removed to South Bend, where for 
eight years he was deputy auditor (his step-father being auditor) 
of St. Joseph county; in 1842-44 he was assistant enrolling clerk 
of the State senate and senate reporter for the Zndiu?za State 
Journal. In  184j he established the St. Joseph Valley Register, 
which he published for 18 years and made an influential Whig 
and later Republican journal. I n  1850 he was a member of the 
State Constitutional Convention, and in 1854 took an active 
part in organizing the "Anti-Nebraska men" (later called Re- 
publicans) of his State, and was by them sent to Congress. Here 
he served with distinction from 1855 until 1869, the last six 
years as speaker of the House. At the close of the Civil War he 
was a leading member of the radical wing of the Republican 
Party, advocating the disfranchisement of all who had been 
prominent in the service of the Confederacy, and declaring that 
"loyalty must govern what loyalty has preserved." I n  1868 he 
had presidential aspirations, and was not without supporters. H e  
accepted, however, the Republican nomination as vice-president 
on a ticket headed by Gen. Grant, and was elected; but he 
failed in 1872 to secure renomination. During the political 
campaign of 1872 he was accused, with other prominent poli- 
ticians, of being implicated in corrupt transactions with the CrCdit 
Mobilier, and a congressional investigation brought out the fact 
that he had agreed to take 2 0  shares from this concern, and had 
probably received dividends amounting to $1,200. I t  also leaked 
out during the investigation that he had received in 1868, as a 
campaign contribution, a gift of $4,000 from a contractor who 
had supplied the Government with envelopes while Colfax was 
chairman of the post-office committee of the House. At the 
close of his term Colfax returned to private life under a cloud, 
and during the remainder of his lifetime earned a livelihood by 
delivering popular lectures. His interest in  moral and social re- 
forms is best exemplified by his lifelong labours for the cause of 
temperance. He died at Mankato, Minn., on Jan. 13, 1885. 

See E. W .  Martin, The Life and Public Services of Schuyler Colfax 
(1868) and 0. J. Hollister, Life of Schuyler Colfax (1887). 

COLIC, a term in medicine used outside England for any 
paroxysmal abdominal pain, but generally limited in England to 
a sudden sharp pain having its origin in the pelvis of the kidney, 
the ureter, gall-bladder, bile-ducts or intestine. There is a ten- 
dency, however, to restrict use of the word to a pain produced 
by the contraction of the muscular walls of any hollow viscus of 
which the aperture has become more or less occluded, tem- 
porarily or otherwise. For renal and biliary colic, see KIDNEY 

DISEASES and LIVER, only intestinal colic being treated here. 
I n  infants, usually those who are "bottle-fed," colic is exceed- 

ingly common, and is shown by the drawing up of their legs, their 
restlessness and their continuous cries. 

Among adults one of the most serious causes is lead-poisoning 
(see LEAD-POISOKING). I n  Germany a similar colic resulting from 
the absorption of copper occurs. 

The simplest form of colic is that arising from habitual consti- 
pation or from ingestion of indigestible food such as apples, pears 
or nuts, heavy pastry, meat pies and puddings, etc. Often it is 
associated with diarrhoea. I t  may accompany any form of enteri- 
tis or an intestinal malignant growth, and certain forms of influ- 
enza (q.v.) are ushered in by severe colic. 

Intestinal colic is paroxysmal, and the pain is generally referred 
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to the neighbourhood of the umbilicus. I t  varies greatly in inten- 
sity and is usually relieved by pressure; this point aids in the 
differential diagnosis between simple colic and peritonitis, the pain 
of the latter being increased by pressure. 

Treatment.- In simple colic the patient must be confined to 
bed, hot fomentations applied to the abdomen and a purge ad- 
ministered, a few drops of laudanum being added when the pain 
is exceptionally severe. But the whole difficulty lies in making 
the differential diagnosis. Acute intestinal obstruction, appendi- 
citis, peritonitis, gallstone, renal stone and the gastric crises of 
locomotor ataxy, must all be excluded. 

COLIGNY, GASPARD DE CHATILLON, COMTE 
(1519-1572), admiral of France and Protestant leader, was born 
a t  ChLtillon-sur-Loing on Feb. 16, 1519, the son of Gaspard de 
Coligny, known as the markcha1 de Chbtillon (d. 1522), marshal of 
France in 1516. By his wife, Louise de Montmorency, the marshal 
had three sons: Odet, cardinal de Chbtillon; Gaspard, the admiral; 
and Francis, seigneur d'Andelot, all of whom played an important 
part in the first period of the Wars of Religion. At 2 2  young Gas- 
pard came to court, and there contracted a friendship with Francis 
of Guise. In  the campaign of 1543 Coligny was wounded at  the 
sieges of MontmCdy and Rains. I n  1544 he served in the Italian 
campaign under the duke of Enghien, and was knighted on the 
field of Ceresole. Appointed colonel-general of the infantry (April 
1547), he exhibited great capacity and intelligence as a military 
reformer. H e  was made admiral on the death of d'Annebaut 
(1552). I n  1557 he defended St. Quentin with great courage and 
resolution; but the place was taken, and he was imprisoned in the 
stronghold of L'Ecluse. On payment of a ransom of 50,000 crowns 
he recovered his liberty. H e  had by this time become a Huguenot, 
through the influence of his brother d'Andelot-the first letter 
which Calvin addressed to him is dated Sept. 4, 1558-and he 
busied himself secretly with protecting his co-religionists, a colony 
of whom he sent to Brazil, whence they were afterwards expelled 
by the Portuguese. 

On the death of Henry 11. he demanded, in concert with Louis, 
prince of CondC, religious toleration and certain other reforms. 
I n  1560, a t  the assembly of notables at  Fontainebleau, the hos- 
tility between Coligny and Francis of Guise was declared. When 
the civil wars began in I j62, Coligny decided to take arms only 
after long hesitation, and he was always ready to negotiate. I n  
none of these wars did he show superior genius, but he acted 
throughout with great prudence and extraordinary tenacity; he 
was "le hCros de la mauvaise fortune." I n  1569 the defeat and 
death of the prince of CondC a t  Jarnac left him sole leader of 
the Protestant armies. Victorious at  Arnay-le-Duc, he secured in 
1570 the pacification of St. Germain. Returning to the court in 
I 571, he grew rapidly in favour with Charles IX. As a means of 
emancipating the king from the tutelage of his mother and the 
faction of the Guises, the admiral proposed to him a descent on 
Spanish Flanders, with an army drawn from both sects and com- 
manded by Charles in person. The king's regard for the admiral, 
and the bold front of the Huguenots, alarmed the queen-mother; 
and the massacre of St. Bartholomew was the consequence. On 
Aug. 22, 1572, Coligny was wounded by Maurevel, a bravo in the 
pay of the queen-mother and Guise. The king visited him, but 
the queen-mother prevented all private intercourse between them. 
On Aug. 24, the night of the massacre, he was attacked in his 
house, and a servant of the duke of Guise, generally known as 
Besme, murdered him and threw the body from a window into 
the courtyard a t  his master's feet. His papers were seized and 
burned by the queen-mother; among them, according to Bran- 
thme, was a history of the Civil War, "trks-beau et trks-bien faict 
e t  digne d'estre imprimC." His correspondence was edited in 18 58 
by Bourquelot. 

By his wife, Charlotte de Laval, Coligny had several children. 
among them being Louise, who married first Charles de TCligny 
and afterwards William the Silent, prince of Orange, and Francis 
admiral of Guienne, who was one of the devoted servants of 
Henry IV. Gaspard de Coligny (1584-1646), son of Francis, was 
marshal of France during the reign of Louis XIII .  

See L. J. Delaborde, Gaspard de Coligny (1879-82) ; Erich Marcks 

Gaspard v o n  Coligny, sein Leben und das Frankreich seiner Zeit 
(Stuttgart, 1892) ; H. Patry, "Coligny et la PapautC," in the Bulletin 
d u  protestantzsme frawais (1902) ; .4. W. Whitehead, Gaspard de 
Coligny, Admiral o f  France (1904) ; and C. Merki, L'Amiral de 
Coligny (1909). 

COLIIDAE: see COLY. 
COLIJN, HENDRICK (1869- ), Dutch politician, was 

born at  Haarlemmer Meer, Holland. After serving as a govern- 
ment official in the Dutch East Indies he returned to Holland in 
1909 and became a member of the Second Chamber. From 1911 
to 1913 he was minister for war. I n  1914 he left politics and be- 
came manager of the Batavian Oil Co., a position which he held 
until 1919. From 1919 until 1922 he was managing director of 
the Asiatic Petroleum Co. and director of the Royal Dutch Shell 
and Anglo-Saxon Companies. I n  1922, after the death of Abra- 
ham Kuyper, Colijn led the anti-revolutionary party. H e  was 
minister of finance in 1923, retaining this portfolio in the short- 
lived cabinet formed by him in 192j. H e  became prime minister 
and minister for the colonies in 1933. 

COLIMA, a small Pacific coast State of Mexico. lying 
between Jalisco on the N.W. and N., and Michoacan on the E .  
Including the Revilla GigCdo islands its area is only 2 ,010 sq.m., 
which thus makes it  the second smallest of the Mexican States. 
Pop. (1930) 61,923. The larger part of its territory is within 
the narrow, flat coastal plain, beyond which it  rises toward the 
north-east into the foothills of the Sierra Madre, the higher 
masses of the range, including the Colima volcano, lying outside 
the State. I t  is drained by the Ameria and Coahuayana rivers 
and their affluents, which are largely used for irrigation. There 
are tide water lagoons and morasses on the coast which accen- 
tuate its malarious character. One of the largest of these, CuitlLn, 
immediately south of Manzanillo, is the centre of a large salt- 
producing industry. The soil is generally fertile and productive, 
but lack of transportation facilities has been a serious obstacle 
to any production greatly exceeding local demands. The dry and 
rainy seasons are sharply defined. The climate is hot, humid and 
malarious, becoming drier and healthier on the higher mountain 
slopes of the interior. Stock-raising is an important industry in 
the higher parts of the state, but the horses, mules and cattle 
raised have been limited to local demands. Agriculture, however, 
is the principal occupation of the State, the more important 
products being sugar, rice, Indian corn, palm oil and coffee. The 
"Caracolillo" coffee, produced on the slopes of the mountains cul- 
minating in the volcano of Colima, is reputed the best in Mexico, 
and the entire crop (about 634,3001b. in 1922) is consumed in 
the country at  a price much above other grades. There are 
important mineral deposits in the State, including iron. copper 
and lead, but mining enterprise has made no progress through 
lack of transportation facilities. Palm-leaf hats, hides and deer- 
skins are exported in large quantities. A narrow-gauge railway 
has been in operation between the capital and Manzanillo for 
many years, and in I907 a branch of the Mexican Central was 
completed between Guadalajara and the capital, and the narrow- 
gauge line to  the coast was widened to the standard gauge. The 
chief cities of the State are the capital Colima, pop. (1930) 21,1 I 7, 
Manzanillo, Comala (the second largest town in the State), gm. 
from the capital, with which it  is connected by an electric 
railway, Ixtlahuacan, Coquimatlan and Almolovan. 

COLIMA, a city of Mexico and capital of a State of the same 
name, 570m (direct) W. by S. of Mexico City and about 36m. 
inland from the Pacific coast. Pop. (1930) 2 I,I I 7. Colima is pic- 
turesquely situated on the Colima river, in a large fertile valley 
about 1,650ft. above the sea, and lies in the midst of fine moun- 
tain scenery. About 3om. to the north-east the volcano of Colima, 
in the State of Jalisco, rises to  an elevation of 12,685ft.; i t  is the 
most westerly of the active volcanoes of Mexico. Colima enjoys a 
moderately cool and healthy climate, especially in the dry season 
(November to June). The city is regularly laid out and is in great 
part well built, with good public buildings, several churches, a 
theatre, two hospitals, and a handsome market, completed in 1905. 
Tramways connect the central plaza with the railway station, 
cemetery, and the suburb of Villa de Alvarez, a im.  distant. The 
local industries include cotton mills, an ice plant, corn-grinding 



COLIN-COLLAR 
mill and cigarette factories. A railway connects with the port 
of Manzanillo, and the Mexican Central railway serves Colima 
itself. Colima was founded in 1522 by Gonzalo de Sandoval. I t  
has not played a very prominent part in Mexican history because 
of its inaccessibility, and for the same reason has suffered less 
from revolutionary violence. 

COLIN, ALEXANDRE ( I  526-161 2), Flemish sculptor, 
was born a t  Malines. I n  1563 he went, a t  the invitation of the 
Emperor Ferdinand I., to  Innsbruck, to work on the magnificent 
monument which was being erected to Maximilian I. in the nave 
of the Franciscan church. Of the 24 marble alti-rilievi, repre- 
senting the emperor's principal acts and victories, which adorn 
the sides of this tomb, 2 0  were executed by Colin, apparently in 
three years. 

Colin, who was sculptor in ordinary both to the emperor and 
to his son, the Archduke Ferdinand of Tirol, did a great deal of 
work for his patrons a t  Innsbruck and in its neighbourhood, in- 
cluding the sepulchres of the archduke and his first wife, Philip- 
pine Welser, both in the same church as the Maximilian monu- 
ment, and of Bishop Jean Nas. 

COLISEUM: see COL~SSEWM. 
COLL ISLAND: see HEBRIDES. 
COLLAER'P; HANS, Flemish engraver, son of Adrian Col- 

laert, a draughtsman and engraver oi repute, was born a t  Antwerp 
about 1545. After working some years in his father's studio, he 
went to  Rome to perfect himself in his art. His engravings after 
Rubens are very highly esteemed. H e  left many works: among 
the best may be mentioned a "Life of St. Francis," 16 prints; a 
"Last Judgment," folio; "Monilium, Bullarum, Inauriumque 
Artificiosissimae Icones," 10 prints (1581) ; "The Dead Christ in 
his Mother's Lap"; "Marcus Curtius"; "Moses Striking the 
Rock," and "The Resurrection of Lazarus," after Lambert Lom- 
bard; "The Fathers of the Desert"; and "Biblia Sacra and the 
History of the Church," after Rubens. 

COLLAPSE: see SHOCK AND COLLAPSE. 
COLLAR, something worn or fastened round the neck, par- 

ticularly a band of linen, lace or other material, which, under 
various shapes at  different periods, has been worn by men and 
women to serve as a completion or finish to the neckband of a 
garment (see COSTUME); also a chain, worn as a personal orna- 
ment, a badge of livery, a symbol of office or as part of the insig- 
nia of an order of knighthood, an application of the term with 
which the present article deals. The word is also applied t o  that 
part of the draught-harness of a horse which fits over the animal's 
neck, t o  which the traces are attached, and against which the 
strain of the drawing of the vehicle is exercised, and to a circular 
piece of metal passed round the joints of a rod or pipe, to  prevent 
movement or to  make the joint steam- or water-tight. 

Necklaces with beads and jewels threaded thereon or the plain 
laces with a hanging ornament are among the common braveries 
of all times and countries. From these come the collar and the 
neck-chain. Torques or twisted collars of metal are found in bury- 
ing-places of the barbarous people of northern Europe. British 
chiefs wore them, and gold torques were around the necks of the 
leaders of the first of the Saxon invaders of Britain, among whose 
descendants, however, the fashion seems to have languished. 
Edward the Confessor was buried with a neck-chain of gold 2ft. 
long, fastened with a jewelled locket and carrying an enamelled 
crucifix. 

The extravagant age of Richard 11, saw a great revival of the 
neck-chain, heavy links twisted of gold or silver. From this time 
onward neck chains, with or without pendant devices, were com- 
monly worn by men and women of the richer sort. The men 
abandoned them in the time of Charles I. 

Closely allied to the chain are the livery collars which appeared 
in the 14th century, worn by those who thus displayed their 
alliances or their fealty. Thus Charles V. of France in 1378 
granted to his chamberlain Geoffrey de Belleville the right of 
bearing in all feasts and in all companies the collar of the Cosse 
de Geneste or Broomcod, a collar which was accepted and worn 
even by the English kings, Charles VI. sending such collars to 
Richard 11. and to his three uncles. This French collar, a chain 

of couples of broom-cods linked by jewels, is seen in the con- 
temporary portrait of Richard 11. a t  Wilton. The like collar was 
worn by Henry IV. on the way to his crowning. Livery collars 
of the king of France, of Queen Anne and of the dukes of York 
and Lancaster are numbered with the royal plate and jewels which 
in the first year of Henry IV, had come to the king's hands. The  
inventory shows that Queen Anne's collar was made up of sprigs 
of rosemary garnished with pearls. The York collar had falcons 
and fetter-locks, and the Lancaster collar was doubtless that collar 
of Esses (or SS) used by the duke's son, Henry of Eolingbroke, 
as an earl, duke and king. This famous livery collar, which has 
never passed out of use, takes many forms, its Esses being some- 
times linked together chainwise, and sometimes, in early examples, 
bestowed as the ornamental bosses of a garter-shaped strap- 
collar. The oldest effigy bearing it  is that in Spratton church of 
Sir John Swinford (d. 1371). Swinford was a follower of John 
of Gaunt, and the date of his death easily disposes of the fancy 
that the Esses were devised by Henry IV. t o  stand for his motto 
or "word" of Soverayne. Many explanations are given of the 
origin of these letters, but none has as yet been established with 
sufficient proof. During the reigns of Henry IV., his son and 
grandson, the collar of Esses was a royal badge of the Lancastrian 
house and party, the white swan being its pendant. I n  one of 
Henry VI.'s own collars the S was joined to the Broomcod of the 
French device, thus symbolizing the king's claim to the two 
kingdoms. 

The kings of the house of York and their chief followers wore 
the Yorkist collar of suns and roses, with the white lion of March, 
the Clare bull or Richard's white boar for a pendant device. 
Henry VII. brought back the collar of Esses, a portcullis or a rose 
hanging from it, although in a portrait of this king, now possessed 
by the Society of Antiquaries, his neck bears the rose e n  soleil 
alternating with knots, and his son, when young, had a collar of 
roses red and white. Besides these royal collars, the 14th and 
15th centuries show many of private devices. A brass a t  Milden- 
hall shows a knight whose badge of a dog or wolf circled by a 
crown hangs from a collar with edges suggesting a pruned bough 
or the ragged staff. Thomas of Markenfield (d. c. 1415) on his 
effigy has a strange collar of park palings with a badge of a hart i n  
a park, and the Lord Berkeley (d. 1392) wears one set with mer- 
maids. 

Collars of various devices are now worn by the grand crosses 
of the European orders of knighthood. The custom was begun by 
Philip of Burgundy, who gave his knights of the Golden Fleece, an 
order founded on Feb. 10, 1429-30, badges of a golden fleece hung 
from that collar of flints, steels and sparks which is seen in so  
many old Flemish portraits. T o  this day it remains the most 
beautiful of all the collars, keeping in the main the lines of its 
Flemish designer, although a vulgar fancy sometimes destroys the 
symbolism of the golden fleece by changing it for an unmeaning 
fleece of diamonds. Following this new fashion, Louis XI.  of 
France, when instituting his order of St. Michael in  1469, gave 
the knights collars of scallop shells linked on a chain. The chain 
was doubled by Charles VIII., and the pattern suffered other 
changes before the order lapsed in 1830. Until the reign of Henry 
VIII., the Garter, most ancient of the great knightly orders, had 
no collar. But the Tudor king must needs match in all things 
with Continental sovereigns, and the present collar of the Garter 
knights, with its golden knots and its buckled garters enclosing 
white roses set on red roses, has its origin in the Tudor age. The 
collar of the Thistle with the thistles and rue-sprigs is as old as 
the reign of James 11. The Bath collar, in its first form of white 
knots linking closed crowns to roses and thistles issuing from 
sceptres, dates from 1725, up to which time the knights of the 
Bath had hung their medallion from a ribbon. (See KNIGHTHOOD 
AND CHIVALRY.) 

Founding the order of the Saint Esprit in  1578, Henry 111. of 
France devised a collar of enflamed fleur-de-lis and cyphers of H 
and L, a fashion which was soon afterwards varied by Henry his 
successor. Elephants have been always borne on the collar of 
the Elephant founded in Denmark in 1478, the other links of 
which have taken many shapes. Another Danish order, the Dan- 
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ne-brog, said to be "re-instituted" by Christian V. in 1671, has 
a collar of crosses formy alternating with the crowned letters 
C and W, the latter standing for Waldemar the Victorious, whom 
a legend of no value described as founding the order in 1219. 
Of other European orders, that of St Andrew, founded by Peter 
of Russia in 1698, had eagles and Andrew crosses and cyphers, 
while the Black Eagle of Prussia had the Prussian eagle with 
thunderbolts in its claws beside roundels charged with ciphers of 
the letters F.R. 

Plain collars of Esses are now worn in Great Britain by kings- 
of-arms, heralds and serjeants-at-arms. Certain legal dignitaries 
have worn them since the 16th century, the collar of the lord 
chief-justice having knots and roses between the letters. Henry 
I V  's parliament in his second year restricted the free use of the 
king's livery collar to  his sons and to all dukes, earls, barons and 
bannerets, while simple knights and squires might use it  when in 
the royal presence or in going to and from the hostel of the king. 
The giving of a livery collar by the king made a squire of a man 
even as the stroke of the royal sword made him a knight. Collars 
of Esses are sometimes seen on the necks of ladies. 

Since I 545 the lord mayor of London has worn a royal livery 
collar of Esses. This collar, however, has its origin in no royal 
favour, Sir John Alen, thrice a lord mayor, having bequeathed i t  
to the then lord mayor and his successors "to use and occupie 
yerely at  and uppon principal1 and festival1 dayes." I t  was en- 
larged in 1567, and in its present shape has 28 Esses alternating 
with knots and roses and joined with a portcullis. Lord mayors 
of York use a plain gold chain of a triple row of links given in 
1670; this chain, since the day when certain links mere found 
wanting, is weighed on its return by the outgoing mayor. I n  Ire- 
land the lord mayor of Dublin wears a collar given by Charles II., 
while Cork's mayor has another which the Cork council bought of 
a silversmith in 175 j,  stipulating that it should be like the Dublin 
one. The lady mayoress of York wears a piain chain given with 
that of the lord mayor in 1670, and, like his, weighed on its return 
to  official keeping. For some 230 years the mayoress of Ringston- 
on-Hull enjoyed a like ornament until a thrifty council in 1835 
sold her chain as a useless thing. ( 0 .  B.; X.) 

COLLARDS or COLLARD, (Brassica oberacea form ace- 
pl~ala) bears the same botanical name as kale, from which it dif- 
fers only in leaf characters. The leaves are like those of common 
cabbage, forming a large, prolific rosette like a cabbage plant that 
is approaching the formation of a head, but never forming a true 
head. Even when fully grown the plants may be left unprotected 
in the garden, through the winter, in the southern half of the 
United States. The larger leaves may be removed for use singly 
as the stem elongates, or the entire rosette may be harvested. 
The plant is a prolific source of nutritionally important minerals, 
and vitamins A and C. I t  is widely adapted, easily grown, and is 
probably the least exacting of any of the Crucifers in its require- 
ments for  successful seed production. Seed is sown in August or 
September and the plants thinned to stand about I ft. apart in 
rows 2 to 3 ft. apart. (See CABBAGE.) (V. R. B.) 

COLLATERAL, a term used in law in several senses. Col- 
lateral relationship means the relationship between persons who 
are descended from the same stock or ancestor, but in a different 
line; as opposed to lineal, which is the relationship between as- 
cendants and descendants in a direct line, as between father and 
son, grandfather and grandson. A collateral agreement is an agree- 
ment made contemporaneously with a written contract as part of 
the transaction, but without being incorporated a i t h  it. Collateral 
facts, in evidence, are those facts which do not bear directly on 
the matters in dispute. Collateral security is an additional secu- 
rity for the safety of the mortgagee, e.g., a deed of guaranty, or 
property deposited, to secure the fulfilment of an obligation. 

Collateral, in banking is the security which a borrower gives 
over to  a lender as a pledge to guarantee the payment of the debt. 
If the debt is paid when and as agreed upon, the collateral is re- 
turned to the borrower but if default in payment is made the 
lender has the right to sell the collateral and from the proceeds 
retain the amount due for principal and interest, returning the re- 
mainder, if any, to the borrower. Almost any kind of property 

which is saleable may be used as collateral but as a matter of 
practice only certain types are generally acceptable to  the lending 
banks. 

The "financial type" of collateral is one of the greatest in im- 
portance. Certificates of stock in business corporations are ac- 
cepted as collateral if they are marketable and give evidence that 
they will remain so till the expiration of the time of the loan. 
Corporate, municipal or government bonds are acceptable if thcy 
are sound and marketable. Securities which are listed on the 
Stock Exchange are much  referred as collateral over unlisted and 
outside market securities because of their exceptional marketa- 
biIity. The borrower usually has the privilege of substituting 
other collateral for that already pledged provided the new collat- 
eral is satisfactory to  the lender. This privilege of exchanging 
collateral is especially important and necessary in the case of the 
investment banker who is constantly buying and selling and thus 
changing his securities, and in the case of the stock-broker who is 
continuously dealing for  his clients. The "merchandise type" of 
collateral consists of negotiable warehouse receipts, negotiable 
bills of lading and trust receipts. Other collateral may be classed 
as "personal type," under sh ich  are included deeds, deeds of 
trust, mortgages, leases and similar righti in good real estate; 
deeds, deeds of trust, bills of sale and similar rights in  movable 
goods capable of transfer, such as portable machinery, furniture, 
livestock, crops and many similar things. Savings bank pass-books, 
which serve as vouchers or receipts for deposits made, and with- 
out the presentation of which withdrawals cannot be made, are 
often assigned to a bank as collateral for loans. Banks will de- 
mand that the market value of the collateral exceed the amount 
of the loan so as to  safeguard the bank in case of possible shrink- 
age of the value of the collateral. The excess margin usually re- 
quired is about zo%, and when, through decrease in value of col- 
lateral, i t  falls below this percentage the bank can, under its cus- 
tomary agreement, require the borrower to  deposit additional 
collateral equal in value to the decline, or to  pay off a part of the 
loan so that the present collateral will again supply the required 
margin. On a large loan bankers demand "mixed collateral," con- 
sisting probably of railroad, industrial and other securities, rather 
than "straight collateral," consisting of securities of only one 
class. Likewise they do not grant too many small loans, each se- 
cured by the same type of collateral. Extremely high-priced 
stocks with wide market fluctuations are not considered desirable. 
Odd lots, i .e . ,  batches of less than IOO shares of any stock, are 
unpopular because they are harder to  keep track of and rather 
troublesome to market if a sale becomes necessary. Where cor- 
porate securities are used as collateral they should be conservative, 
rather than speculative issues; active on the market rather than 
inactive; and should have good delivery, that is, be negotiable in 
form and indorsed in blank by the borrower. Property other than 
securities is not acceptable unless it  has a determinable value and 
a potential market. 

COLLATIA, an ancient town of Latium, Iom. E. by N. of 
Rome, by the Via Collatina. Later it  became a mere village. I t  
is the legendary scene of the rape of Lucretia. The site is on the 
hill now occupied by the large mediaeval fortified farmhouse of 
Lunghezza, immediately south of the Anio. 

COLLATION, the bringing together of things for the pur- 
pose of comparison, and thus the critical examination of the texts 
of documents or mss. (Lat. collatio from conferre, to bring 
together or compare); also used in printing and bookbinding for 
the register of the "signatures," the number of quires and leaves 
in each quire of a book or ms. I n  Roman and Scots law "colla- 
tion" answers to the English law term "hotch-pot" (9.v.). From 
another meaning of the Latin word, a consultation or conference, 
and so a treatise, comes the title of a work of Johannes Cassianus 
(q.v.), the Conferences o f  the Fathers (Coblatio~zes Patrz~m).  
Readings from such works were customary in monasteries. By 
the rule of St. Benedict it is ordered that after supper collationes, 
passages from the lives of the Fathers, etc., should be read. On 
fast days it was usual in monasteries to have a light meal after 
the Collatio, hence the meal itself came to be called "collation," 
a term now used of any light repast. 



COLL$, CHARLES ( I  709-1 783), French dramatist and 
song-writer, the son of a notary, was born in  Paris. In  1729 he 
became a member of the famous "Caveau," which numbered 
among its members HelvCtius, Charles Duclos, Pierre Joseph 
Bernard, called Gentil-Bernard, Jean Philippe Rameau, Alexis 
Piron and the two CrCbillons. The society was dissolved in 1739, 
and was not reconstituted till 2 0  years afterwards. His first 
comedy, La  Vkritd duns le vin,  appeared in 1747. The greater 
part of his genre pieces, The'citre de Socie'td ( 3  vols., 1777) were 
composed for the regent, Orleans, who was a good comedy actor, 
especially in low life parts. In  1774 appeared La  Parfie dc clzasse 
de  Henri  Quatre (partly taken from Dodsley's King a:zd the Miller 
of Ma7zsfield), CollC's last and best play. From 1748 tq 177!, 
besides these and a multitude of songs, CollC was w r ~ t ~ n g  his 
Journal, a curious collection of literary and personal strictures on 
his boon companions as well as on their enemies, on Piron as 
on Voltaire, on La Harpe as on Corneille. The subjects of 
his lyrics are love and wine; occasionally, however, as in  the 
famous lyric (1756) on the capture of Port Blahon. for which the 
author received a pension, the note of patriotism is struck. 

See H .  Bonhomme's edition (1868) of the Jourizal e t  Mimoiues 
(1748-72) ; Grimm's Correspondance; and C. A.  Sainte-Brnve, 
Nouveaux lundis, vol. vii. 

COLLECTIVISM, a theory that society and industry should 
be based upon the collective, or national, ownership of land and 
capital, i.e., of the means of production, distribution and exchange. 
Under such a system, the private ownership of capital would be 
abolished, but private property in personal goods would remain. 
Thus, the cotton-mills would be owned collectively by the nation, 
and the products of the cotton mills would be dealt in collec- 
tively by the nation, but the consumer who bought the collec- 
tively produced cotton products would own them as his inalien- 
able personal property. Collectivism is thus not the common 
ownership of wealth, but the common ownership of the means 
of producing wealth. For a full discussion of the points involved 
see SOCIAL~SM. 

COLLECTOR, a term used for various officials, and par- 
ticularly in India for the chief administrative official of a district. 
The title is confined to the regulation provinces; in the non- 
regulation provinces the same duties are discharged by the deputy- 
commissioner (see CONMISSIONER). 

COLLEGE (Collegium),  in Roman law, a number of persons 
associated together by the possession of common functions-a 
body of colleagues; in many respects the collegium was what we 
should now call a corporation (q.v.). Collegia might exist for pur- 
poses of trade like the English gilds, or for religious purposes 
(e.g., the college of augurs, etc ), or for political purposes; e g ,  
tr ibunorzm plebis collegia. By the Roman law a collegium must 
have at  least three members. The name is now usually applied 
to educational corporations, such as the colleges of Oxford and 
Cambridge, with which, in the numerous English statutes relating 
to  colleges, the colleges of Winchester and Eton are usually asso- 
ciated. These colleges are in the eye of the law eleemosynary cor- 
porations. In  some of the earlier statutes of Elizabeth they are 
spoken of as having an ecclesiastical character, but the doctrine of 
the common law since the Reformation has been that they are 
purely lay corporations, notwithstanding that most or all of their 
members may be persons in priest's orders. 

Colleges appear to have grown out of the voluntary association 
of students and teachers a t  the university. According to some 
accounts these must a t  one time have been numerous and flourish- 
ing beyond anything we are now acquainted with. We are told, 
for example, of 300 halls or societies at  Oxford, and 30,000 stu- 
dents. In  early times there seems to have been a strong desire to  
confine the scholars to certain licensed houses beyond the in- 
fluence of the townspeople. Men of wealth and culture, and 
notably the political bishops and chancellors of England, obtained 
charters from the Crown for the incorporation of societies of 
scholars, and these in time became exclusively the places of abode 
for students attending the university. At the same time the cor- 
porations thus founded were not necessarily attached to the 
locality of the university. The early statutes of Merton college, 

for example. allow the residence of the college to be shifted as 
occasion required; and the foundations of Wolsey at  Oxford and 
Ipswich seem to have been the same in intention. In  later times 
(until the introduction of non-collegiate students) the university 
and the colleges became coextensive; every member of the uni- 
versity had to attach himself to some college or hall, and every 
person admitted to a college or hall was obliged to matriculate 
himself in the university. 

The fellnmships, scholarships, etc., of colleges mere until a 
comparatively recent date subject to various restrictions Birth in  
a particular county, education at  a particular school, relationship 
to the founder and holy orders, are amongst the most usual of 
the conditions giving a preferential or conclusive claim to the 
en~olun~ents. Most of these restrictions have been swept away. 

The American college has no exact counterpart in the educa- 
tional system of other countries. I t  was developed from the 
European systems and particularly from the British Universities. 
While the older colleges such as Harvard, Princeton and Yale are 
in primary form of organization quite similar to  the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge, the representative American college is 
an institution with adaptations widely different from the older 
schools. The three commonly accepted divisions of education in 
the United States, primary, secondary and higher stages. are fully 
recognized but are not rigorously followed. The typical American 
college is a composite institution, in part secondary and in part 
higher in its organization. I t  norrnally consists of a four-year 
course of study leading to a bachelor's degree. The many ten- 
dencies at  present existing in Arne-.ican institution- or̂  higher edu- 
cation are discussed under UNIVERSITIES; EDUCATION; SCHOOLS. 

The term "college" (like "academy") is also applied to  various 
institutions; e.g., to colleges of physicians and surgeons, and t o  
the electoral college in the United States presidential elections, 
etc. 

For the Sacred College, see CARDINAL. 
COL LEGNO (I t . ) ,  "with the wood," a direction in music 

signifying that the notes so marked are to be played, not in the 
usual way, but by striking the strings with the stick of the bow. 

COLLEONI, BARTOLOMMEO (1400--1475), Italian sol- 
dier of fortune, served the Venetian republic for many years under 
Gonzaga and Francesco Sforza. H e  defeated the Milanese a t  the 
battles of Brescia, Verona and on Lake Garda. H e  transferred his 
services to the Milanese in 1443, but the suspicious nature of 
Visconti was awakened by his conduct, and he was imprisoned at  
Monza until the duke died in 1447. He left the Milanese service 
in 1448, and returned to that of Venice; but dissatisfied a t  not 
having been apnointed captain-general he again entered the Milan- 
ese service. 

The offer of increased pay brought him back once more to 
Venice, and in 1455 he was appointed captain-general for life. H e  
died in 1475. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-For an account of Colleoni's wars, S. Romanin 
Storta docu~lzentata di Venezta vol. iv. (Venice, 1855), and other 
histories of Venice; see also G. M .  Bonomi, I1 Castello di Caverrago 
e i conti Mavtinengo Colleoni (Bergamo, 1884) ; 0. Browning, Lile 
o f  Bartolomiizeo Colleolzi (1891) ; B. Belotti, La Vita di Bartoloi~zwzeo 
Colleoni (Bergamo, 1923). 

COLLETTA, PIETRO (1775-1831), Neapolitan general and 
historian, served in the Neapolitan artillery against the French in 
1798. He adhered t o  the Parthenopean republic, and on the sur- 
render of Naples was imprisoned, but, more fortunate than many 
of his comrades, he was pardoned. When Joseph Bonaparte seized 
the Neapolitan throne in 1806, Colletta was reinstated in his rank 
and in 1812 he was promoted general. On the return of Ferdinand, 
Colletta not only retained his rank, but was given command of a 
division. When the revolution broke out in 1820, Colletta put 
down the separatist movement in Sicily with great severity. On 
the re-establishment of autocracy (1821) he was exiled to  Brunn 
in Moravia, but two years later he returned to Florence, where 
he wrote his Storia del reame d i  Napoli  (1st ed. Capolago, 1834). 
This work, which deals with the period 1734-1825, is still the 
standard history of the subject, despite its manifest bias. 

See Gino Capponi's memoir in Storia del reame di Napoli (2nd cd. 
Florence, 1848). 



COLLEY- COLLIER 
COLLEY, SIR GEORGE POMEROY (1835-1 881 1, 

British general, third son of George Pomeroy Colley, of Rath- 
angan, Co. Kildare, Ireland, was born on Nov. I ,  1835. Entering 
the 2nd Queen's Regiment in 1852, he served in South Africa 
(1854-60), and in the Anglo-French expedition to  China (1860). 
In  1870 he went to  the War Office to assist in the preparation of 
Lord Cardwell's measures of army reform, and in 1871 was ap- 
pointed professor of military administration a t  the Staff college. 
Joining Sir Garnet Wolseley a t  the Gold Coast in  1873, he took 
charge of the transport in the Ashanti expedition. On his return 
from Natal where he had accompanied Wolseley in 1875 he was 
appointed military secretary, and in 1877 private secretary, t o  
Lord Lytton, governor-general of India. I n  1879 he joined 
Wolseley as chief of the staff and brigadier-general in south-east 
Africa, but on the murder of Cavagnari a t  Kabul, returned to 
India. I n  1880 he succeeded IVolseley in south-east Africa as  
high commissioner, and conducted the operations against the 
rebel Boers. Defeated a t  Laing's Nek and a t  the Ingogo river, he 
was killed a t  Majuba hill on Feb. 27, 1881. 

See W .  F .  Butler, Life of Sir George Pomeroy Colley (1899). 
COLLIER, ARTHUR ( I  680-1 73 2), English philosopher, 

was born at  the rectory of Steeple Langford, Wiltshire, and edu- 
cated a t  Oxford. I n  1704 he was presented to the family living 
of Langford Magna and held it  t o  his death. His philosophical 
opinions grew out of a diligent study of Descartes and Male- 
branche. H e  makes no reference t o  Locke, and shows no knowl- 
edge of his works. His chief work appeared in 1713, under the 
title Clavis Universalis, or a N e w  Inquiry after Truth, being a 
Demomtration o f  the Non-Existence or Impossibility of an Ex- 
ternal World (printed privately, Edinburgh, 1836, and reprinted 
in Metaphysical Tracts [1837] edited by Sam. Parr). 

His views are grounded on two presuppositions: first, the utter 
aversion of common sense to  any theory of representative per- 
ception; second, the opinion shared with Berkeley, that the dif- 
ference between imagination and sense perception is only one 
of degree. The former is the basis of the negative part of his 
argument; the latter supplies him with all the positive account 
he has to  give, and that is meagre enough. The Clavis consists of 
two parts. After explaining that he will use the term "external 
world" in the sense of absolute, self-existent, independent matter, 
he attempts in the first part to  prove that the visible world is 
not external, by showing-first, that the seeming externality of 
a visible object is no proof of real externality; and second, that 
a visible object, as  such, is  not external. The second part of 
the book is taken u p  with a number of metaphysical arguments 
to prove the impossibility of a n  external world. From the hy- 
pothesis of an external world a series o j  contradictions are 
deduced, such as that the world is both finite and infinite, is 
movable and immovable, etc.;  and finally, Aristotle and various 
other philosophers are quoted, to show that the external matter 
they dealt with, as mere potentiality, is  just nothing a t  all. 
As cause of our sensations and ground of our belief in  externality, 
Collier substituted for an unintelligible material substance an 
equally unintelligible operation of divine power. I n  philosophy 
he is a curiosity, and nothing more. 

I n  theology Collier was an adherent of the High Church party, 
though his views were by no means orthodox. I n  the Jacobite 
Mist's Journal he attacked Bishop Hoadly's defence of sincere 
errors. His views on the problems of Arianism, and his attempt to  
reconcile i t  with orthodox theology, are contained in A Specimen 
o f  True Philosoplzy ( I  730, reprinted in Mefaplzysical Tracts, 
1837) and Logology, or a Treatise on the Logos i n  Seven Sernzons 
on John i. I, 2, 3, 14 (1732, analysed in Metaplz. Tracts). These 
way be compared with Berkeley's Siris. 

See Kobt. Benson, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Arthur 
Collier (1837) ; Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions (1852) ; A. C. Fraser, ed. 
of Berkeley's Works (1871) ; G. Lyon, "Un Idealiste anglais au XVIIIe 
sigcle," in Rev. philos. (188o), x. 375. 

COLLIER, JEREMY (1650-1726). English nonjuring di- 
vine, was born a t  Stow-with-Quy, Cambridgeshire, on Sept. 23 
1650. H e  was educated at  Ipswich free school, of which his 
father was master, and at Caius college, Cambridge, He was 

appointed in 1679 to the small rectory of Ampton, near Bury 
St. Edmunds, and in 1685 he was made lecturer of Gray's Inn. 
He was a nonjuror, and at  the Revolution he was sent t o  Newgate 
for  writing in favour of James 11. a tract entitled The  Desertion 
discziss'd in  a Letter to  a Country Gentleman (1688), i n  answer 
to Bishop Burnet's defence of King William's position. H e  was 
released after some months of imprisonment, without trial, but in 
1692 he was again in prison under suspicion of treasonable cor- 
respondence with James. His scruples forbade him t o  acknowl- 
edge the jurisdiction of the court by accepting bail, but  he was 
soon released. I n  1696 for his boldness in  granting absolution 
on the scaffold to  Sir John Friend and Sir William Parkyns, who 
had attempted t o  assassinate William, he was obliged t o  flee, and 
for  the rest of his life continued under sentence of outlawry. 

When the storm had blown over, he returned to London. I n  
1697 appeared the first volume of his Essays o n  Several Moral 
Subjects, .to which a second was added in 1705, and a third in 
1709. I n  1698 Collier produced his famous Short View of the 
Inznzorality and Profaneness o f  the English Stage. . . . H e  at- 
tacked the immorality of the contemporary stage, supporting his 
contentions by references to  the comparative decency of Latin 
and Greek drama, the profane language of the plays, the abuse 
of the clergy common in the drama, the encouragement of vice 
by representing the vicious characters a s  admirable and success. 
ful; and supported his general position by the analysis of par- 
ticular plays, Dryden's Amplzitryon, Vanbrugh's Relapse and 
D'Crfey's Don Qziixote. Collier had no artistic appreciation of 
the subject he discussed, and he mistook cause for  effect in 
asserting that the decline in  public morality was the result of 
the flagrant indecency of the stage. H e  owed a good deal t o  
Thomas Rymer's Tragedies of the Lost Age printed 2 0  years 
before. Dryden contented himself with protesting against Col- 
lier's insolence; but Congreve made an angry reply; Vanbrugh 
and others followed. Collier defended himself in  numerous tracts : 
a Defence (1699), a Second Defence ( I  ~ o o ) ,  and Mr. Collier's 
Disszlasive fronz the Playlzoz~se, i n  a Letter t o  a Person o f  Quality 
(1703), and a Further Vindication (1708). The fight lasted in  
all about ten years. The actual effect on the stage of Collier's 
onslaught has been much exaggerated by historians. T h e  drama- 
tists were incensed, but they did not mend their ways. 

From 1701 to 1721 Collier was employed on his Great His- 
torical, Geographical, Genealogical, and Poetical Dictiolzary, 
founded on, and partly translated from, Louis Moreri's Diction- 
naire Izistorique, and in the compilation and issue of the two 
volumes folio of his own Ecclesiastical History of Great Britaila 
from the first planting of CIzristianity to  the end of the reign of 
Charles 11. (1708-14). The latter work was attacked by  Burnet 
and others, but the author showed himself a s  keen a controver- 
sialist as ever. Many attempts were made t o  shake his fidelity 
to the lost cause of the Stuarts, but he continued indomitable t o  
the end. I n  I 712 George Hickes was the only survivor of the 
nonjuring bishops, and in the next year Collier was consecrated. 
H e  had a share in  an attempt made towards union with the 
Greek Church. H e  had a long correspondence with the Orthodox 
authorities, his last letters on the subject being written in  1725. 
Collier preferred the version of the Book of Common Prayer 
issued in 1549, and regretted that certain practices and petitions 
there enjoined were omitted in later editions. His first tract on 
the subject, Reasons for Restorilzg some Prayers (1717), was 
followed by others. I n  1718 was published a new Communion 
Ofice taken partly from Primitive Liturgies and partly from the 
first English Refor~ned Common Prayer Book . . . which em- 
bodied the changes desired by Collier. The controversy that  
ensued made a split in the nonjuring communion. His  last work 
was a volume of Practica2 Discourses, published in 1725. H e  
died April 26 I 726. 

BIBLIOGRAPRY.-T~~~~ is an excellent account of Collier in A. 
Kippis's Biographia Britannica, vol. iv. (1789), where some sensible 
observations by the editor are added to the original biography. A full 
list of Collier's writings is given by the Rev. William Hunt in the 
article in the Dictionary of National Biography. For particulars of 
Collier's history as a nonjuring bishop, see Thomas Lathbury, A His- 
tory of the No~zjurors . . . (1845). There is an excellent account of 



the Short View and the controversy arising from it in A. Beljame's 
Le Public et les hommes de lettres en Angleterre au XVIIIe sidcle 
(and ed. 1897), p. 244-263. 

COLLIER, HON. JOHN (18 50-1934): British painter, son 
of the 1st Lord Monkswell, was born in London on Jan 27, 1850, 
and educated a t  Eton. He studied painting at  the Slade school, 
London, and in Paris, Heidelberg and Munich. H e  enjoyed great 
popularity with the public as a painter of what were styled "prob- 
lem pictures" or pictures depicting some highly dramatic incident; 
but his best work was done in portraiture. His portraits include 
"His Majesty the King when Duke of Y o r k  ( I ~ o I ) ,  "Professor 
E. Ray Lankester" (1906), "Professor Huxley" (1891) and "H. 
Pelissier" (1909). Collier has also written several books on the 
technique of painting. 

COLLIER, JOHN PAYNE ( I  789-1883), English Shake- 
spearian critic, was born in London, on Jan. I I ,  I 789. The son of 
a journalist, he was on the staff of the Morning Chronicle and then 
of The  Times for some time. H e  entered the Middle Temple in 
1811, but was not called to  the bar until 1829. The delay was 
partly due to his indiscretion in publishing the Criticisms o n  the 
Bar (1819) by "Amicus Curiae." Collier's first important work 
for the English drama was a new edition of Dodsley's Old Plays 
(1825-27), and a supplementary volume, Five Old Plays (1833). 
I n  1831 appeared his History of English Dramatic Poetry and 
Annals of the Stage to  the Restoration. H e  then became librarian 
to the duke of Devonshire, and gained access to the chief collec- 
tions of early English literature throughout the kingdom, espe- 
cially to  the treasures of Bridgewater House. From 183 j to 1839 
he published New Facts, N e w  Particulars and Further Particulars 
respecting Shakespeare, and in 1852 the famous Perkins Folio, a 
copy of the second folio (1632), SO called from a name written 
on the title page. On this book were numerous Ms. emendations 
of Shakespeare said by Collier to be from the hand of "an old 
corrector." H e  published these corrections as Notes and Emenda- 
tions to  the Tex t  o f  Shakespeare (1852), and incorporated them 
in his edition (1853) of Shakespeare. Their authenticity was 
disputed by S. W. Singer in The Text  of Shakespeare Vindicated 
(1853) and by E .  A. Brae in Literary Cookery (1855) on inter- 
nal evidence; and when in 1859 the folio was submitted by its 
owner, the duke of Devonshire, to  experts a t  the British Museum, 
the emendations were incontestably proved to be forgeries of 
modern date. Collier was exposed by Mr. Nicholas Hamilton in 
his Znqzriry (1860). The point whether he was deceiver or de- 
ceived was left undecided, but the falsifications of which he was 
unquestionably guilty among the Mss. a t  Dulwich college have 
left little doubt. He forged the name of Shakespeare in a genu- 
ine letter a t  Dulwich, and the spurious entries in Alleyn's Diary 
were proved to be by Collier's hand when the sale of his library 
in 1884 gave access to  a transcript he had made of the Diary with 
interlineations corresponding with the Dulwich forgeries. No 
statement of his can be accepted without verification, and no 
manuscript he has handled without careful examination, but he 
did much useful work. H e  compiled a valuable Bibliographical 
and Critical Account o f  the Rarest Books in  the English Langt~age 
(1865); he reprinted a great number of early English tracts of 
extreme rarity. His Old Man's Diary (1871-72) is an interesting 
record. He died a t  Maidenhead on Sept. 17, 1883. 

For an account of the discussion raised by Collier's emendations see 
C. M. Ingleby, Complete View of the Shakespeare Controversy (1861). 
See also H. B. Wheatley, Life of J. P. Collier (London, 1884). 

COLLIER: see HEWER. 
COLLIMATOR, a lens (q.v.) placed at  a distance equal to 

its focal length from the luminous object under examination; 
the rays proceeding from the lens are thus rendered parallel. 
Collimation (adjustment of the distance between the collimator 
and the luminous object) is necessary in order that a sharp spec- 
trum (see SPECTROSCOPY) may be obtained when the light is dis- 
persed by a prism (9.v.)  or by a grating. 

COLLIN, HEINRICH JOSEPH VON ( I  771-181 I ) ,  AUS- 
trian dramatist, was born in Vienna on Dec. 26, 1771. In  1805 
and in 1809, when Austria was under the heel of Napoleon, Collin, 
who was a civil. servant, was entrusted with important political 

missions. He died on July 28, 1811. His tragedy Regulus ( I ~ o I ) ,  
was written in strict classical form in conformity with French 
taste. But in his later dramas, Coriolan (1804), the overture 
to which was composed by Beethoven, Polyxena (1804), Balboa 
(1806), Bianca della Porta (1808), he made some attempt to  
reconcile the pseudo-classic type of tragedy with that of Shake- 
speare and the German romanticists. As a lyric poet (Gedichte, 
collected 1812), Collin has left a collection of stirring Wehr-  
mannslieder for the fighters in the cause of Austrian freedom, as  
well as some excellent ballads (Kaiser Max  auf der Martinswand, 
Herzog Leupold vor Solotlzurn). His younger brother Matthaus 
von Collin (1779-ISZ~), was in sympathy with the Romantic 
movement, and, as editor of the Ji'iener Jahrbiicher fur Literatur, 
was a potent force in the literary life of Vienna. His dramas on 
themes from Austrian national history (Belas Krieg mi t  d e m  
Vater, 1808, Der Tod Friedrichs des Streitbaren, 1813) may be 
regarded as the immediate precursors of Grillparzer's historical 
tragedies. 

H. J. von Collin's Gesammelte Werke appeared in 6 vols. (1812-14). 
See an excellent monograph by F. Laban (1879) ; also A. Hauffen, Das 
Drama der klassischen Periode, ii. 2 (1891). 

Matthaus von Collin's Dramatischr Dichtungen were published in 
4 vols. (1815-17) ; his Nachgelassene Schrzften, edited by J.  von Ham- 
mer, in 2 vols. (1827). A study of his life and work by J. Wihan will 
be found in Euphorion, Erganzungsheft, v. (1901). 

COLLIN D'HARLEVILLE, JEAN FRANCOIS (1755- 
1806), French dramatist, was born a t  MCvoisins, near Maintenon 
(Eure-et-Loire), on May 30, 175 5. His best plays are L'Optimiste, 
ou l Jhomme toujours content (1788), and Le Vieux Ce'libataire 
(1793). Collin was one of the original members of the Institute 
of France, and died in Paris on Feb. 24, 1806. 

The 1822 edition of his The'dtre et poe'sies fugitives contains a 
notice by his friend the dramatist Andrieux. His Thtdtre was also 
edited by L. Moland in 1876; and by Bdouard Thierry in 1882. 

COLLING, ROBERT ( I  749-1820), and CHARLES 
(17 51-1836), English stock breeders, famous for their improve- 
ment of the Shorthorn breed of cattle. were the sons of Charles 
Colling, a farmer of Ketton, near Darlington, where Charles con- 
tinued to farm, while Robert took a farm a t  Barmpton. An ani- 
mal which Robert bought on Charles's advice for £8 and after- 
wards sold to his brother, became known as the celebrated "Hub- 
back," a bull which formed the basis of both the Ketton and 
Barmpton herds. The two brothers pursued the same system of 
"in and in" breeding which they had learned from Robert Bake- 
well (q.v.) ,  and both the Ketton and the Barmpton herds were 
sold by auction in the autumn of 1810. The former, with 47 lots, 
brought f 7,116, and the latter, with 61 lots, £ 7,852. Robert Colling 
died at  Barmpton on March 7, 1820. Charles Colling owned the 
famous bulls "Hubback," "Favourite" and "Comet." H e  died 
on Jan. 16, 1836. (See AGRICULTURE; ANIMAL BREEDING, etc.) 

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, 1899, contains a 
biographical sketch of the brothers Colling. 

COLLINGS, JESSE (1831-I~ZO), British politician, was 
born at  Littleham, Exmouth, Devon, on Jan. 9, 1831. In  1866 
he settled in Birmingham, where he was intimately associated 
with Joseph Chamberlain, and in 1878 was elected mayor of 
Birmingham. In  1880 he entered parliament as Liberal member 
for Ipswich, and became a famous advocate of the Radical land 
policy, associated with the phrase "three acres and a cow." I n  
1886 he became parliamentary secretary to  the Local Govern- 
ment board, but resigned with Chamberlain over Gladstone's 
Home Rule policy. In  1895 Collings became under-secretary to  
the Home Office, retaining the post till 1902. H e  resigned his 
seat in parliament in 1918, and died a t  Edgbaston on Nov. 20, 
1920. He was the founder (1872) of the Rural Labourers' League. 
His works are: Land Reform (1906); The Colonisation of Rural 
Britain (1914, z vols.); and Autobiography, written in conjunc- 
tion with Sir J. L. Green (1920). 

COLLINGSWOOD, a borough of Camden county (N.J.), 
U.S.A., 3 mi. S.E. of Camden on the Pennsylvania railroad. I t  has 
some manufactures, including loom works and printing, but is 
primarily a suburban residence town, with a population of 8.714 
in 1920, and 12,685 (federal census) in 1940. A commission form 



COLLINGWOOD-COLLINS 
of government was adopted in 1917. 

COLLINGWOOD, CUTHBERT COLLINGWOOD, 
BARON ( I ~ ~ O - - I ~ I O ) ,  British naval commander, was born a t  
Newcastle-on-Tyne on Sept. 26, 1750, educated at  a grammar 
school, and when eleven years old was sent to sea in the frigate 
Shannon in the care of his cousin, Captain Braithwaite. He served 
for some years on the home station with this officer and also under 
Admiral Roddam. I n  17 74 he served on the North American sta- 
tion under Admiral Graves, and was in the naval brigade that saw 
service at  the battle of Bunker's Hill, here winning his lieutenancy 
(June 17, 1775). I n  the following year he was lieutenant of the 
sloop Hornet in the West Indies, and thereafter began his close 
association with Nelson whose proximity generally seems to have 
inspired him to his most brilliant work. He followed Nelson as 
first lieutenant of the Lowestoft, as Commander of the Badger, 
and post-captain of the frigate Hinchinbrook (March 1780). Im- 
mediately afterwards he was one of those employed under Nel- 
son in the San Juan expedition which failed owing to the appalling 
climate which killed nine-tenths of the personnel. After command- 
ing another frigate and the Sarnpson Collingwood found himself 
again with Nelson in the West Indies, this time in the frigate 
Mediator. H e  remained there three years and was present during 
the quarrel between Nelson and the commander-in-chief concern- 
ing the severity with which the navigation laws ought to  be 
enforced against the late American colonists, agreeing with Nelson, 
with whom he was by now on most intimate terms, that no 
leniency should be exercised. 

I n  1786 Collingwood returned home and, with the exception of 
one brief command, remained there till 1792, marrying in I791 
the grand-daughter of one of his old commanders, Admiral Rod- 
dam. On the outbreak of war, he was appointed Flag-Captain to  
Rear-Admiral Bowyer in the Prince, and with him he shifted to the 
Barfieur and took part in Howe's victory on the "Glorious 1st of 
June," 1794. In  August 1795 he was appointed to the Excellent 
for his first experience of the Mediterranean station; he was en- 
gaged in the blockade of Toulon and took a conspicuous part in 
Jervis's great victory off St. Vincent (Feb. 1797). As Jervis 
pierced the Spanish line, the Excellent was the rearmost ship in 
his fleet and when Nelson had, without orders, taken his ship from 
the line to  oppose the Spaniards that seemed likely to  escape, it  
was to Collingwood that Jervis signalled orders to go to his friend's 
assistance. H e  and Nelson thus found themselves greatly out- 
numbered until other ships, in the ordinary course, arrived to 
help,-a situation offering scope for heroic deeds of which both 
took full advantage. The Spanish flight was held up and two ships 
struck to the Excellent. I n  1799 Collingwood became Rear-Ad- 
miral, and he was a t  sea in the Triumph and other ships until the 
peace of Amiens gave him some respite. 

On the renewal of war in 1803, Collingwood was at  once em- 
ployed, and he continued in active service until his death. H e  
began in the Channel fleet under Cornwallis which was blockading 
Brest. H e  remained there until May 1805 (having in the mean- 
time been promoted to Vice-Admiral in May 1804), when he was 
given command of a small squadron which was intended to re- 
inforce the Mediterranean fleet under Nelson. H e  placed himself 
off Cadiz when Villeneuve, after his return from the West Indies, 
made that port, and there he was joined by Nelson, so becoming 
second-in-command at  Trafalgar. I n  this battle he carried out 
brilliantly the part assigned to him by the commander-in-chief. 
With 15 ships he was to attack the rear 11 of the enemy, breaking 
through and fighting from to leeward so as to prevent their 
escape, Nelson with 12 ships undertaking that the enemy's van 
and centre should not interfere with him. Collingwood carried his 
detachment into action in line of bearing-his own contribution 
to the tactics of the battle-but, owing to the irregularity of the 
allied line, became engaged with 16, instead of 11, ships. As, 
however, he demolished them with ease, this was positively a 
gain. His own ship, the Royal Sovereign, being a very fast sailer, 
was in action some 2 0  minutes before the rest of his detachment, 
and was consequently surrounded by enemies, but she got free 
and caused the Spanish flagship to strike to her. On Nelson's 
death, the command passed to Collingwood, and he had the diffi- 

cult task of conserving the fleet and its prizes during the storm 
which followed. For his services in the battle he was created Baron 
Collingwood of Coldburne and Heathpool, and granted a pension 
of A2000 a year. 

The very completeness of Trafalgar prevented Nelson's inme-  
diate followers from achieving any comparable success. Colling- 
wood received the Mediterranean command and held it, with dis- 
tinction, till his death, but the French were not easily induced to 
leave port, and on the only occasion that he had a chance of catch- 
ing them he was hampered by lack of intelligence of their move- 
ments. Collingwood was not only a distinguished officer in the 
ordinary sense, he was also a gunnery expert, a man of great 
political insight and diplomatic ability, a humanist, objecting 
strongly to  the cruder methods of maintaining discipline cus- 
tomary in his time, and a letter-writer of the first class. H e  died 
while on the way home, on March 7, 1810. His health had long 
been declining, but the Admiralty had been loath to  dispense with 
the services of such a popular and versatile officer. H e  was, very 
fittingly, laid to rest in St. Paul's by Nelson's side. 

See G. C .  M .  Collingwood, Selection f r o m  the Public and Private 
Correspondence o f  Lord Collingwood (1828) ; W .  Clark Russell, Life  
o f  Admiral Collingwood (1891) ; Admiralty Committee Report, Evi- 
dence relating t o  the Tactics employed b y  Nelson at  the  Battle of 
Trafalgar (1913). (G. A R. C.; J. G .  B.) 

CQLLINGWQQD, a city of Bourke county, Victoria, Aus- 
tralia, suburban to Melbourne on the N.E., on the Yarra Yarra 
river. Pop. (1933) was 30,661. I t  was the first town in Victoria 
incorporated after Melbourne and Geelong. I t  is esteemed one of 
the healthiest of the metropclitan suburbs. 

COLLINGWOOD, a town of Simcoe county, Ontario, Can- 
ada, 9om. N.N.W. of Toronto, on Georgian bay, and on the Ca- 
nadian National railway. Pop. (1941) 6,z 70. I t  has steamer com- 
munication with all Lake and St. Lawrence ports. I t  contains a 
large stone dry-dock and shipyard, pork factory, and saw and 
planing mills, and has a large lumber, grain and produce export 
trade, besides a shipbuilding plant and steel works. 

COLLINS, ANTHONY (1676-1 729), English deist, was 
born a t  Heston, near Hounslow in Middlesex, on June 21, 1676. 
H e  was educated a t  Eton and King's college, Cambridge. The 
most interesting episode of his life was his intimacy with Locke, 
who in his letters speaks of him with affection and admiration. 
H e  died a t  his house in Harley street, London, on Dec. 13, 1729. 

His writings are important as gathering together the results of 
previous English Freethinkers. I n  spite of unorthodoxy Collins 
was not a n  atheist or even an agnostic. I n  his own words, "Ignor- 
ance is the foundation of atheism and freethinking the cure of it" 
(Discourse of Freethinking, 105). 

His first work of note was his Essay concerning the Use of 
Reason in Propositions the Evidence whereof depends o n  Huntan 
Testimony (1707), in which he rejected the distinction between 
above reason and contrary to  reason, and demanded that revela- 
tion should conform to man's natural ideas of God. Like all his 
works, it  was published anonymously. Six years later appeared 
his chief work, A Discourse o f  Freetlzinking, occasioned b y  the 
Rise and Growth o f  a Sect called Freethinkers (1713). I n  spite 
of its indiscriminate attack on the priests, the book contends for 
no more than every Protestant must allow. I n  England this 
essay, which was regarded and treated as a plea for deism, made 
a great sensation, calling forth several replies, among others from 
William Whiston, Bishop Hare, Bishop Hoadly, and Richard 
Bentley. Swift, also, being satirically referred to in the book, 
made it  the subject of a caricature. 

I11 1724 Collins published his Discourse of the Grounds and 
Reasons of the Christian Religion, with A n  Apology for Free 
Debate and Liberty of Writing prefixed. Ostensibly, it  is written 
in opposition to Whiston's attempt to show that the books of the 
Old Testament did originally contain prophecies of events in the 
New Testament, which had been eliminated or corrupted by the 
Jews, and to prove that the fulfilment of prophecy by the events 
of Christ's life is all "secondary, secret, allegorical and mystical," 
since the original and literal reference is always to  some other 
fact. Since, further, according to him the fulfilment of prophecy 
is the only valid proof of Christianity, he thus secretly aims a 
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blow a t  Christianity as a revelation. No less than 35 answers 
were di~ected against this book, the most noteworthy of which 
were those of Bishop Edward Chandler, Arthur Sykes and Sam- 
uel Clarke. T o  these Collins replied by his Scheme of Literal 
Prophecy Considered ( I  7 2 7). An appendix contends against 
Whiston that the book of Daniel was forged in the time of 
Antiochus Epiphanes (see DEISM). 

I n  philosophy, Collins, is a defender of Necessitarianism. His 
brief Inquiry Concerning Human Liberty (1715) has not been 
excelled, a t  all events in  its main outlines, as a statement of the 
determinist standpoint. Attacked by Samuel Clarke he replied 
after Clarke's death with Liberty and Necessity ( I  729). 

Besides these works he wrote A Letter to Mr. Dodzvell, argu- 
ing that it  is conceivable that the soul may be material, and, 
secondly, that if the soul be immaterial i t  does not follow, as 
Clarke had contended, that it  is immortal; Vindication o f  tlze 
Divine Attributes (1710); Priestcraft in  Perfection (1709). 

See Kippis, Biographia Britannica; G. Lechler, Geschiclzte des en- 
glisclzen Deismus (1841) ; J .  Hunt, Religious Thought i n  England, ii. 
(1871) ; Leslie Stephen, English Thought i n  the 18th Century, i. 
(1881) ; A. W. Benn, Hist. o f  English Rationalism in tlze 19th Century 
(1906) ; J .  M. Robertson, Short History of Freethouglzt (1906) ; and 
Deism. 

COLLINS, JOHN CHURTON (1848-1908), English liter- 
ary critic, was born March 26 1848 a t  Bourton on the Water, 
Gloucestershire, and died a t  Lowestoft Sept. I j 1908. H e  was 
educated at  King Edward's school, Birmingham, and Balliol col- 
lege, Oxford. I n  1904 he was appointed professor of English 
literature a t  Birmingham. 

His works include: Bolingbroke and Voltaire in England (1886), a 
Study of Evglish Literature (18g1), a study of Dean Swift (1893), 
Essays and Studies (1895), Ephemera Crifica ( I ~ o I ) ,  Essays in Poetry 
and Criticism ( ~ g o g ) ,  and Rousseau and Voltaire (1908). his original 
essays being sharply controversial in tone, but full of knowledge. 

COLLINS, MICHAEL (1890-I~ZZ), Irish politician, mas 
born near Clonakilty in County Cork, the eighth child of John 
Collins, a prosperous farmer who, a t  62, married Kate O'Brien, 
his junior by 40 years. Michael Collins entered the second division 
of the British civil service and went to  London as a junior postal 
clerk in 1907. After two years he left the civil service to be clerk 
in an accountant's office. During this period he joined the Irish 
Republican brotherhood. 

At the beginning of 1916 Collins returned to Ireland, joined the 
Irish volunteers in Dublin, and was one of those who fought under 
Pearse in the general post office during Easter week. H e  escaped 
being taken under arms, but later was arrested and sent with the 
great body of suspects to  the detention camp a t  Frongoch. Re- 
leased with the rest in July 1917, he was returned a t  the general 
election in Dec. 1918 as Sinn Fein member for County Cork. Out 
of 73 elected only 29 were present when they met in the Mansion 
house and declared for the Irish Republic. E .  de Valera, their 
elected president, was in gaol, so was the vice-president, Arthur 
Griffith. All effective decisions were taken by the men who were 
clever enough to avoid arrest. These were Collins, Cathal Brugha 
and the headquarter staff of the Irish volunteers. 

Brugha (Charles Burgess), as minister of defence in de Valera's 
Republican Ministry, was head of the Irish volunteers, known 
later as the I.R.A. (Irish Republican Army). In  this military or- 
ganizationcollins was head of the intelligence department; but in 
the administration as a whole he was minister of finance. I n  this 
dual capacity Collins controlled the entire correspondence of the 
movement. All enterprises were considered, financed, and many 
were carried out by him. I n  March 1919 he and Harry Boland 
arranged the escape of de Valera from Lincoln gaol. How far he 
was responsible for the spread of the guerrilla war cannot now be 
ascertained. But by 1920 his name, first gradually and then uni- 
versally, had become known as that of the man most wanted, by 
the British authorities. A reward of f ~ o , o o o  was offered for his 
arrest, and pictures of him were published. Yet he used no dis- 
guise, went about Dublin alone on a bicycle and frequently made 
appointments for an interview in the public streets. H e  demoral- 
ized the British secret service and created a most effective spy 
system of his own. 

At the close of Igao secret negotiations, conducted through the 

Australian Archbishop Clune, were held with Collins, who after. 
wards maintained that all the concessions obtained six months 
later could have been secured then but for the action of a county 
council which called for cessation of hostilities. This, he held, en- 
couraged the British to insist on a surrender of arms, upon which 
demand the negotiations broke down. In  July 1921 when the truce 
with Britain was proclaimed, Collins for the first time became di- 
rectly known to the Irish public. N o  other figure was so popular. 
When the negotiations between de Valera and Lloyd George failed 
to  reach any conclusion, Griffith, Collins and three others were 
appointed to renew the attempt. Collins, by his genial personality, 
undoubtedly smoothed over many of the difficulties, and though 
in principle a republican he knew when the utmost possible had 
been gained. Griffith alone could not have forced the Dail to ac- 
cept the treaty against de Valera's opposition; this achievement 
was mainly due to the magnetic personality of the younger man. 
When the result of the voting showed the narrow margin of seven 
for acceptance, Collins instantly rose and gravely warned the 
assembly of the anarchy that might follow dissension. H e  pro- 
posed a joint committee of public order, but the proposal was 
rejected. I n  the debate he had declared that he accepted the 
treaty as a stepping stone to  a republic, but he was careful both in 
his speech and his published volume, The Path to  Freedom, to  
disavow any desire to  force a separation which would injure 
Britain or leave her exposed. I n  his opinion, the Dominions were 
destined to detach themselves naturally and without a wrench, 
like ripened fruit. 

The first result of the Dail's decision was confusion. Griffith 
was elected president, not of the Free State but of the Irish Re- 
public. Collins was appointed chairman of the provisional Govern- 
ment. But administration in the ordinary sense was impossible. 
Civil life had been destroyed in the guerrilla war; the police were 
now necessarily disbanded, since the struggle had left a blood 
feud between them and the people; the British garrison was evacu- 
ating the country, and the Irish army, still considered the army of 
the Republic, was deeply disaffected. 

Collins's first object was to reach a settlement with Ulster. H e  
therefore entered into personal negotiations with Sir James Craig, 
(Lord Craigavon) premier of Northern Ireland. No settlement 
was reached, largely because of the imminence of civil war in 
the South. Mutiny broke out in  the army, and Collins, hoping 
against hope to avoid civil strife, refrained from drastic action. 
H e  was instrumental in postponing the general election (stipulated 
for under the treaty), and when a t  last a date for it  was fixed in 
June he entered a t  the eleventh hour into a compact with de 
Valera by which he and the Republican leader agreed to appeal for 
the unopposed return of candidates jointly nominated by them. 
This would have given a very large representation to opponents 
of the treaty. But when independent candidates were put for- 
ward, Collins a t  the last moment advised his countrymen to vote 
as they wished. This he knew would mean the acceptance of the 
treaty. At the elections the republicans were heavily beaten and 
the Irish Government, challenged by force even in the capital, 
decided to use force in  return. 

Civil war began; and Collins, assuming chief command, flung 
himself into the struggle with all his energy. Opposition was 
crushed in Dublin and all the large towns. Suddenly, on Aug. I 2. 
Griffith fell dead and Collins became at  once head of the State and 
of the army. The newly enrolled forces needed impetus and he 
went down to give it  to  them by his presence in Munster, where 
the chief resistance lay. On Aug. 22, 1922, motoring with a strong 
escort from Skibbereen to Cork, his party was ambushed, and in 
the skirmish he was shot through the head. No man since Parnell 
had so caught the imagination of Ireland. Perhaps the moment of 
his death was fortunate, for he died when victory was more ap- 
parent than real, and he was spared the task of executing those 
who had been his comrades. But his work stands, and he eme:ges 
from the struggle with a reputation less tarnished than some of 
his contemporaries. (S. G.) 

COLLINS, MORTIMER (182 7-1876), English writer, was 
born in Plymouth June 29 1827, and died July 28 1876. His 
longest and best sustained poem is The British Birds, a Cum- 



munication from the Ghost of Aristophanes (1872). He also 
wrote several novels, the best of which is perhaps Sweet Anne 
Page (1868). 

COLLINS, WILLIAM (1721-1759), English poet, was born 
on Dec. 25, 1721. H e  divides with Gray the glory of being the 
greatest English lyrist of the 18th century. After some childish 
studies in Chichester, of which his father, a rich hatter, was the 
mayor, he was sent, in Jan. 1733, t o  Winchester college, where 
Whitehead and Joseph Warton were his school-fellows. 

In  1734 the young poet published his first verses, in a six- 
penny pamphlet, on The  Royal Nuptials, of which, however, no 
copy has come down to us; another poem, probably satiric, called 
The  Battle of the Schoolbooks, was written about this time, and 
has also been lost. Fired by his poetic fellows to further feats 
in verse, Collins produced, in his 17th year, those Persian 
Eclogues which were the only writings of his that were valued by 
the world during his own lifetime. They were not printed for 
some years, and meanwhile Collins sent, in Oct. 1739, some verses 
to  the Gentlenzan's Magazine, which attracted the notice and ad- 
miration of Johnson, then still young and uninfluential. In  March 
I 740 he was admitted a commoner of Queen's college, Oxford, but 
did not go up to Oxford until July 1741, when he obtained a 
demyship a t  Magdalen college. At Oxford he continued his af- 
fectionate intimacy with the Wartons, and gained the friend- 
ship of Gilbert White. Early in 1742 the Persian Eclogues ap- 
peared in London. They were four in number, and formed a, 
modest pamphlet of not more than 300 lines in all. I n  a later 
edition, of 1759, the title was changed to Oriental Eclogues. 

A few days after taking his degree in 1743 Collins published 
his second work, Verses humbly addressed to Sir Thomas Hanmer. 
This poem, written in heroic couplets, shows a great advance 
in individuality, and resembles, in its habit of personifying qual- 
ities of the mind, the riper lyrics of its author. For the rest, i t  is 
an enthusiastic review of poetry, culminating in a laudation of 
Shakespeare. A second edition of it, differing considerably from 
the first, was published in the following year. T o  this edition was 
added the Song from Cynzbeline in its original form, which was 
not strictly adhered to by the editor, Cave, when he published i t  
in the Gentleman's Magazine for Oct. I 749. Collins's indolence, 
which had been no less marked a t  the university than his genius, 
combined with a fatal irresolution to make it  extremely difficult 
to choose for him a path in life. The army and the church were 
successively suggested and rejected; and he finally arrived in 
London, bent on enjoying a small property as an independent 
man about town. H e  made the acquaintance of Johnson and 
others, and was urged by those friends to undertake various im- 
portant writings-a History of the Revival of Learning, several 
tragedies and a version of Aristotle's Poetics, among others- 
all of which he began but lacked force of will to continue. H e  
soon squandered his means, plunging, with most disastrous effects, 
into profligate excesses. 

I t  was at  this time, however, that he composed his matchless 
Odes-12 in number-which appeared on Dec. 12, 1746, dated 
1747. Collins's little volume fell dead from the press, but it  won 
him the admiration and friendship of the poet Thomson, with 
whom, until the death of the latter in 1748, he lived on terms 
of affectionate intimacy. I n  1749 Collins was raised beyond the 
fear of poverty by the death of his uncle, Colonel Martyn, who 
left him about £2,000, and he left London to settle in his native 
city. H e  had hardly begun to taste the sweets of a life devoted to 
literature and quiet, before the weakness of his will began to 
develop in the direction of insanity, and he hurried abroad to 
attempt to dispel the gathering gloom by travel. In  the interval 
he had published a short piece of consumnlate grace and beauty- 
the Elegy on Thomson, in 1749. I n  the beginning of 1750 he 
composed the Ode o n  the Popzrlar Sz~perstitions of the Highlands, 
which was dedicated to  the author of Douglas, and not printed till 
long after the death of Collins, and an Ode on the Music of the 
Grecian Theatre, which no longer exists. With this poem his lit- 
erary career closes, although he lingered in great misery for nearly 
nine years. From Gilbert White, who jotted down some pages 
of invaluable recollecllons of Collins in 1781, and from other 

friends, we learn that his madness was occasionally violent, and 
that he was confined for a time in an asylum a t  Oxford. But for 
the most part he resided a t  Chichester, suffering from extreme 
debility of body when the mind was clear, and incapable of any 
regular occupation. I n  this miserable condition he passed out of 
sight of all his friends, and in 1756 it  was supposed, even by John- 
son, that he was dead; in point of fact, however, his sufferings did 
not cease until June 12, 1759. No journal or magazine recorded 
the death of the forgotten poet, though Goldsmith, only two 
months before, had begun the laudation which was soon to be- 
come universal. 

No English poet so great a s  Collins has left so small a bulk 
of writings. Not more than 1,500 lines of his have been handed 
down to us. His odes are the most sculpturesque and faultless 
in the language. They lack fire, but in charm and precision of dic- 
tion, exquisite propriety of form and lofty poetic suggestion, they 
stand unrivalled. The ode named The Passio?zs is the most pop- 
ular; that T o  Evening is the classical example of perfect un- 
rhymed verse. I n  this, and the Ode to Simplicity, one seems to 
be handling an antique vase of matchless delicacy and elegance. 
I n  his descriptions of nature i t  is unquestionable that he owed 
something to the influence of Thomson. Distinction may be said 
t o  be the crowning grace of the style of Collins; its leading pecu- 
liarity is the incessant personification of some quality of the 
character. I n  the Ode o n  Popn~lar Superstitions he produced a 
still nobler work; this poem, the most considerable in size which 
has been preserved, contains passages which are beyond question 
unrivalled for rich melancholy fullness, in the literature between 
Milton and Keats. 

See his life in Johnson's Lives of the Poets and the biography by 
M. Thomas (1853). There is a bibliography of his writings in Seven 
18th Century Bibliograplzies b y  I .  A. Williams (1924). (E. G . )  

COLLINS, WILLIAM WILKIE (1824-1889), English 
novelist, elder son of William Collins, R.A. (1787-1847)~ the 
landscape painter, was born in London on Jan. 8, 1824, and died 
there on Sept. 23, 1889. H e  was educated a t  a private school in 
Highbury, and when only a small boy of twelve was taken by 
his parents to  Italy, where the family lived three years. On his 
return he was articled to  a firm in the tea trade, but later aban- 
doned that business fo r  the law, and was entered at  Lincoln's Inn 
in 1846, being called to  the Bar three years later. H e  took little 
interest, however, in  his new career. On his father's death in 
1847, Collins made his first essay in literature with The Life of 
William Collins (1848). I n  1850 he published his first novel, 
Antonina, or The  Fall o f  Rome,  which was clearly inspired by his 
life in Italy. Basil appeared in 1852, and Hide and Seek in 1854. 
About this time Collins made the acquaintance of Charles Dickens, 
and began to contribute to Household Words, where After Dark 
(18j6) and The  Dead Secret (1857) ran serially. Among his 
most successful subsequent books were The  Wontan in Whi te  
(1860), N o  Name (1862), Armadale (1866), and The  Moonstone 
(1868). After The N e w  Magdalen (1873) his ingenuity seemed 
to become exhausted. 

Collins' popularity was great in his own day. H e  subsequently 
shared the temporary eclipse of most of the Victorian authors, 
but regained some of his vogue through the increasing popularity 
of mystery stories in the early years of the twentieth century. 
His style approximates, a t  its worst, to the melodramatic, and 
he sometimes exhibits all the violence and crudity of the "penny 
gaff." But he was undeniably a first-class story-teller, a master 
of situation and effect. His method of telling a story through the 
mouths of several characters, though sometimes criticised, has 
been imitated with success by subsequent writers of similar 
stories, such as Brarn Stoker in Draculn, and is certainly well 
adapted to the progressive elucidation of a mystery. Some of his 
characters are not only real but uncommon. Later admirers of 
"Professor Moriarty" and "Arsbne Lupin" could find a peer and 
in many respects a superior to these and similar personages in 
Count Fosco in The  W o m a n  i n  TVhite, who is the spiritual parent 
of scores of subtly humorous sardonic villains. 

COLLINSVILLE, a city of south-western Illinois, U.S.A., 
on the I'ennsylvania Railroad, Izm. E.N.E. of St. Louis. The  



COLLODION-COLLOIDS 
population in 1930 was 9,235; 1940, 9,767 by the federal census. 
I t  is in a coal-mining and farming region; has a dress factory, 
flour mills, a large poster-printing plant, a tomato products factory, 
and manufactures pressed bricks and cowbells. I t  was settled 
about 1810 and incorporated as a city in 1873. 

COLLODION, a colourless, viscid fluid, made by dissolving 
gun-cotton and the other varieties of pyroxylin in a mixture of 
alcohol and ether. I t  was discovered in 1846 by Louis Nicolas 
MCnard in Paris, and independently in 1848 by Dr. J. Parkers 
Maynard in Boston. The quality of collodion differs according to 
the proportions of alcohol and ether and the nature of the pyroxy- 
lin it  contains. Collodion in which there is a great excess of ether 
gives by  its evaporation a very tough film; the film left by col- 
lodion containing a large quantity of alcohol is soft and easily 
torn. Under the microscope, the film produced by collodion of 
good quality appears translucent and colourless. T o  preserve 
collodion it should be kept cool and out of the action of the light. 
For the iodizing of collodion, ammonium bromide and iodide, and 
the iodides of calcium and cadmium are the agents employed. 
(See PHOTOGRAPHY.) Collodion is used in surgery since, when 
painted on the skin, it  rapidly dries to  a thin contractile film, 
affording both pressure and prolection. Flexible collodion, con- 
taining Canada balsam and castor oil, does not crack, but, on the 
other hand, does not contract. M. E. Gripon found (Compt .  rend., 
1875) that collodion membranes, like gIass, reflect light and 
polarize it  both by refraction and reflection; they also transmit 
a very much larger proportion of radiant heat, for the study of 
which they are preferable t o  mica. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-M~~~C~~ uses of collodion: W. H. Martindale & 
W. W. Westcott, Extra Pharmacopeia (1924, 192s; 19th ed. vol. i., 
1928) ; Photographic use of collodion: T. E. Thorpe, Dictionary of 
Applied Chemistry, vol. v. (1924). 

COLLOIDS. In  a paper entitled "Liquid Diffusion applied 
to  Analysis" published in 1861 in the Philosophical Transactions, 
Thomas Graham (q.v.) described the results of an investigation 
carried out with very simple means. Aqueous solutions were 
placed in a cylindrical vessel the bottom of which was formed 
by a piece of animal membrane, like pig's bladder, or by the 
recently invented' parchment paper, and the membrane immersed 
in water. The amount of dissolved substance which diffused into 
the outer water was determined from time to time. Graham 
found that the numerous substances examined fell into two 
classes: those which diffused in appreciable amounts and those 
which hardly passed through the membrane in perceptible quan- 
tities. The former were without exception substances known to 
crystallize from their solutions, like various salts or sugar, while 
the latter, among which were albumin, gum arabic or gelatin, 
had never been known as crystals. Graham accordingly called 
the first class crystalloids and the second class colloids (from 
colla, glue). 

Graham made the further discovery that a number of sub- 
stances known to be insoluble in water could, by appropriate 
procedure, be brought into a state of solution. Thus prussian 
blue, the well-known pigment, is quite insoluble in water, but 
dissolves in a solution of oxalic acid. If such a solution is placed 
in Graham's apparatus, the oxalic acid diffuses into the outside 
water and the prussian blue remains behind, but still forms what 
appears a perfectly clear solution, and thus behaves like Graham's 
other colloids. H e  called this method of separating crystalloid 
from colloid constituents "dialysis" and the apparatus used for it  
a "dialyser," terms still in use. 

Graham studied by the same method a number of similar 
preparations, one of which only need be mentioned. If a dilute 
solution of sodium silicate (the "waterglass" of commerce) is 
poured into dilute hydrochloric acid, silicic acid and sodium 
chloride are formed. If this mixture is now dialysed, the sodium 
chloride passes out and a perfectly clear and colourless solution 
of silicic acid remains in the dialyser, although this substance, 
which occurs in great quantities in nature, is almost completely 
insoluble in water. Both this solution and that of prussiarl blue, 
however, exhibit very striking differences from ordinary solutions 
of crystalloids beyond the fundamental one of not passing through 

I in certain conditions; Francesco 
FIG. T U B E  Selmi (181 7-81) had investigated 
COLLOIDAL S O L U T I O N S  DEMON- 
S T R A T I N G  THAT T H E  BOUNDARY prussian and S~~~ 

the dialysing membrane. On addition of a few drops of any acid 
or salt solution the prussian blue is immediately coagulated and 
in a short while settles out as a flocculent precipitate, leaving the 
liquid quite clear and colourless. The silicic acid solution even 
undergoes a spontaneous change on keeping : i t  gradually becomes 
more and more viscous, develops a bluish opalescence and finally 
sets to a jelly; the change can be enormously accelerated by the 

BETWEEN COLLOIDAL SOLUTION and expressed very modern views 
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A N D  WATER MOVES TOWARDS T H E  on the constitution of these 

addition of a few drops of am- 
monia or even by bubbling carbon 
dioxide gas through the solution. 
Both these transformations are 
irreversible: neither the precipi- 
tate of prussian blue nor the jelly 
of silicic acid can be re-trans- 
formed into the original solution 
by washing or the like. 

Graham gave the convenient 
name of sol to  a solution which 
did not dialyse, and the name of 
gel to its product of transforma- 
tion; both terms have come into 
general use and will be employed 
in the rest of this article. 

E a r l i e r  Observations.-Gra- 
ham's method of preparing sols 
or colloidal solutions of many 
substances known to be insoluble 
was new and fundamental, but 
numbers of such apparent solu- 
tions had been observed long be- 
fore him. Berzelius (9.v.) had 
already noticed that silicic acid, 
sulphur and several metallic 
sul~hides formed such solutions 

POLE WITH T H E  OPPOSITE S I G N  TO "pseudo-solutions,x as he called 
lHAT OF lHE C H A R G E  them, and many other isolated 
ON T H E  COLLOIDAL PARTICLES observations are on record. 

Of particular interest is the first systematic investigation of 
what is now called colloidal gold or gold sol, a preparation which 
has been of immense importance in the study of colloids. I t  
was known already to the alchemists of the 17th century that 
very dilute gold chloride solutions, when treated with reducing 
agents, turned red or purple. I n  a paper entitled "On the experi- 
mental relations of gold (and other metals) to  light" published 
in the Philosophical Transactions in 1857, Faraday described 
such ruby and purple fluids obtained with various reducing agents 
and gave an extremely complete account of their properties. 
They were a t  once turned blue and eventually precipitated by 
traces of electrolytes; this change, which was irreversible, was 
even produced after a time by the minute amount of matter 
dissolved out of the glass vessels. Faraday expressed the definite 
view that the gold in these liquids was present in  the form of 
extremely minute particles, much too small to be visible in the 
microscope; their presence could, however, be made evident "by 
gathering the rays of the sun into a cone by a lens and sending 
the part of the cone near the focus into the fluid"; the cone 
becomes visible which it  would not be in a liquid entirely free 
from suspended particles. 

This method of illumination was later used extensively by 
Tyndall and is generally known as the Tyndall cone; it has 
become one of the most delicate means of making small particles 
collectively visible in liquids or gases. 
The I n v e n t i o n  of t h e  Ultra-Microscope.-Faraday's paDer 

was almost completely overlooked for about fifty years. - ~ o b a i d s  
the end of the last century R. Zsigmondy (now professor a t  
Gottingen) prepared "ruby liquids" similar to  those of Faraday 
by a new method of reduction, which he a t  first described as  
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"aqueous solutions of metallic gold." The question of their 
constitution-and that of most other sols-was however eventu- 
ally solved by means of the "Ultra-microscope" (see MICRO- 
SCOPE), designed by Zsigmondy and H. Siedentopf (the scien- 
tific adviser of the firm of Carl Zeiss) in 1903. In  this instrument 
a small, but extremely intense, Tyndall cone is projected into 
the liquid and is viewed a t  a right angle to its axis with a micro- 
scope. Particles which, for rea- 
sons inherent in the formation of 
microscopic images, cannot be 
seen in the ordinary microscope 
on account of their small size, 
become visible in the ultra-micro- 
scope as bright discs on a dark 
ground. The apparent size of 
the discs is no measure of the 
actual size of the particles which 
can, h o w e v e r, be calculated 
from the number counted in a 
known volume of illuminated 
liquid and from the known con- I / 1 1  I I 
centration. 

Avery largenumber of Sols have 
been examined with the ultra- 
microscope since its invention 
and have been found to contain 
particles of very various sizes, the 
upper l imit  of which is rough- 
ly Ioo-IsoPP (~~=one-mi l l ion th  F I G .  *.- APPARATUS FOR DETER- 
of a millimetre: this is the M I N I N G  T H E  DEGREE O F  S WELL ING 

usual unit of ultra-microscopic OF I N D I A  R U B B E R  I N  VA R IO US  SOL- 

measurements). The lower limit V E N T S  

of visibility depends, apart from the intensity of the illumination, 
on the size of the particle and on the optical difference between 
its substance and that of the liquid; the difference is greatest 
with metallic particles, and, with sunlight as the source of illumi- 
nation, gold particles of about j pP can just be made visible. 

The presence of particles within the range described and thus 
very much larger than even complicated molecules is the char- 
acteristic of all colloidal solutions. Some substances, like albumin, 
gum arabic in cold and gelatin in warm water, are spontaneously 
dispersed, as the usual term is, into particles of such size; 
inorganic compounds such as have been mentioned, and very 
many others, must be produced by reactions which, by suitable 
choice of concentration, temperature and other factors, are so 
controlled that the particles formed cannot grow beyond the 
limit of colloidal sizes. This result has now been achieved in 
many hundreds of cases, and it  is clear that Graham's distinc- 
tion between colloids and crystalloids as two different kinds of 
matter is no longer tenable. Sulphur crystallizes from solution in 
carbon disulphide, while common salt does so from aqueous solu- 
tion; sols of sulphur in water and of salt in several organic 
liquids can, however, be prepared by a variety of methods. 
Although the term "colloid" is used for convenience, it now 
means, not a peculiar type of matter, but merely matter which is, 
or can be made to appear in, a particular state of subdivision. 
Some substances, which were among those investigated by Gra- 
ham, invariably and spontaneously assume this state when brought 
into contact with a suitable liquid, while others have to be 
produced in conditions so controlled that the required subdi- 
vision is brought about. 

B r o w n i a n  Movement  a n d  Stability.-When particles can 
be observed a t  all they are always seen to be in constant motion 
of a very peculiar kind; they quiver and describe irregular paths, 
the distances traversed by small particles sometimes amounting 
t o  several times their diameter. The motion is not confined to 
ultra-microscopic particles, but was first observed in 1827 by 
Robert Brown, the botanist, with microscopic particles (pollen 
grains). The motion, which is called the Brownian movement 
(q .v . )  is now known to be caused by the impact of the molecules 
of the surrounding liquid on the particle, and its amplitude 
increases as the size of the particle decreases. The impacts take 

place in all directions and the fraction of component which acts 
vertically upwards is sufficient to counteract gravity and to keep 
the particles from settling out in the course of time; in the 
absence of the Brownian movement even ultra-microscopic 
particles would shew appreciable sedimentation within a few 
hours or days. 

Although the particles move in all directions they never, in a 
stable sol, are observed to collide with one another. Since there 
is nothing in the nature of the movement itself to  render such 
collisions impossible, there must be something in the particles 
themselves which prevents collision. What this factor is will 
become clear when we have considered the classification of sols. 

Classification of Sols.-In spite of the great diversity of 
behaviour exhibited by individual sols two main types can be 
clearly distinguished, one resembling the Prussian Blue or the 
gold sol, the other the gum arabic or albumin sol. The first type 
is generally very dilute and strikingly sensitive to  small concen- 
trations of electrolytes, which produce immediate coagulation 
followed by settling out of the dispersed substance. The coagulum 
in the great majority of cases cannot be made to pass into col- 
loidal solution again. On the other hand sols of the second type, 
e.g. of albumin, are not perceptibly affected by  small electrolyte 
concentrations; very high concentrations, such as saturation with 
ammonium sulphate, cause coagulation, but with this and some 
other salts the coagulation is reversible and the albumin disperses 
again when the salt is removed by dialysis. A somewhat similar 
effect is produced by alcohol or acetone, organic liquids which 
strongly attract water. 

Colloids of the first class are called lyophobic and those of the 
second lyophilic, i.e., translated literally, such as hate and such 
as like the state of solution, the classification of Prof. Herbert 
Freundlich (1880-1941) and many authors. Prof. IVolfgan<g Ost- 
wald of Leipzig distinguished suspe?zsozds and emulsoids; these 
classes coincide roughly, though not quite exactly, with the lyo- 
phobic and lyophilic respectively. These terms imply that the one 
class resembles suspensions, the usual description of a liquid in 
which solid particles are distributed, while the other resembles 
emulsions, which contain globules of one liquid distributed in an- 
other. The assumption that the particles in this class are liquid 
rests on inferences which are not generally accepted. 

The Lyophobic  or suspensoid sols shew a much more uniform 
behaviour than the lyophilic ones and may therefore be described 
first. They are all fairly dilute, concentrations of a few per cent 
being rarely exceeded, clear or slightly opalescent; their colour 
may vary widely for a given substance: thus gold sols may be 
red, purple or blue, and silver sols any colour from blue through 
purple and red to yellow. Their common and most striking 
characteristic, the sensitiveness to  electrolytes, has already been 
mentioned repeatedly. A further property common to all of 
them, whatever the chemical nature of the dispersed substance, 
is the existence of a difference of electric potential between the 
surface of the particles and the surrounding liquid. The conse- 
quence is that in an electric field they move towards one pole, 
as was first shewn (for arsenic trisulphide sol) by S. Linder and 
H. Picton, working in Ramsay's laboratory in 1892. This phe- 
nomenon, known as cataphoresis, is demonstrated in the simple 
apparatus illustrated in Fig. I. The lower portion of the U-tube 
is filled with the sol to be investigated, while the limbs contain 
distilled water, into which dip two electrodes. When these are 
connected to an electric supply, the particles move towards the 
electrode of the sign opposite to that on their surface, and, if the 
sol is coloured, the boundary between it  and the water above 
can be seen to move accordingly. I t  can now be shewn that 
the existence of the charge a t  the surface of the particles is 
necessary for the stability of the sol. By careful addition of 
electrolyte in small amounts the charge on the particles can be 
neutralized, which shews itself by their no longer travelling in the 
electric field; when this point is reached, or even before the 
potential difference is quite reduced to zero, the sol becomes 
unstable and eventually precipitates. The particles which, not- 
withstanding the Brownian movement, did not collide while 
charged, now come into collision, adhere to  one another and 
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finally form aggregates sufficiently large to settle out. 

Many theories, which cannot be discussed here, have been 
advanced to explain the origin of the potential difference, why 
it  prevents collision is still obscure, although the facts are clearly 
established. 

The great majority of lyophobic sols, like those of sulphur, the 
sulphides, ferrocyanides, gold, silver, platinum, etc. contain 
particles which are negatively charged towards the liquid and 
travel to the anode; the particles of a number of oxide sols, like 
those of iron, chromium, aluminium and cerium, are positive and 
travel to the cathode. 

E lec t ro ly te  Coagulation.- The concentration of electrolytes 
required to bring about coagulation of a lyophobic sol (arsenic 
trisulphide) was investigated for the first time by Hans Schulze 
in 1882. H e  found that the concentration of salt depended on 
the nature of its metal or, as we now say, its cation and to a 
very marked degree on its valency. Potassium salts, with a 
univalent cation, had to be used in concentrations 40-50 times 
as great as the corresponding salts of bivalent cations like 
magnesium or barium, and in concentrations about 500 times as 
great as the corresponding salts of a tervalent cation like al- 
uminium. The coagulation of the arsenic trisulphide sol, with 
negative particles, was again studied with great thoroughness 
by Linder and Picton, who confirmed Schulze's results and ex- 
tended his rule by examining the ferric oxide sol, the particles 
of which are positive. They found that in this case the valency 
of the acid or anion was the determining factor. A very consider- 
able amount of study has since been devoted to the phenomenon, 
which substantially confirms the findings of the pioneer workers; 
the valency of the ion of the sign opposite to that of the sol 
particles determines the concentration required to  produce coag- 
ulation, but the ion which has the same sign makes itself felt by 
a slight antagonistic effect: thus potassium chloride or nitrate 

I I 
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will coagulate a negative sol in somewhat lower concentration 
than potassium sulphate or citrate. 

I t  has been mentioned as one of the chief characteristics of 
the second or lyophilic class of colloids that they are little 
affected by low electrolyte concentrations. If a lyophilic colloid 
in small amount is added to a lyophobic sol it  imparts to it this 
enhanced resistance to electrolytes or, as it  is usually called, 
"protects" it. This protective action had been observed already 
by Faraday, who noticed that the addition of "a little jelly" made 
his ruby fluids much more stable. Gelatin is, indeed, one of 

the most eifective protective agents for gold sols; a few milli- 
grammes per litre prevent coagulation by salt concentrations 
many times higher than those which precipitate the unprotected 
sol. Gum arabic, albumin and its products of decomposition as  
well as tannin act in the same way. Various body fluids contain 
mixtures of proteins which act as protective colloids; in the 
cerebro-spinal fluid the protective effect is altered by various 
diseases and a diagnosis can be made by coagulating, by a stand- 
ard sodium chloride solution, mixtures of the fluid with standard 
gold sol and noting the colour change produced (Lange's test, 
1912). 

The suspensoid of lyophobic sols are all laboratory products 
and, while of the greatest theoretical interest, do not play as  
important a part in nature or in the arts as  do the lyophilic 
colloids. A number of sols, e.g. of ferric oxide, manganese dioxide, 
silver, selenium, sulphur, etc., are used in medicine; all sols made 
for this purpose are protected. Sols of graphite in water or oil 
find extensive use as lubricants. Coagulation by electrolytes 
is used in a number of processes to  precipitate finely divided 
matter suspended in liquids and, indeed, occurs on a huge scale 
in nature; clay and other particles carried down by rivers are 
coagulated on contact with salt water and are deposited to form 
such deltas as are present a t  the mouths of the Nile and the 
Mississippi. 

Lyophil ic  Colloids.-The lyophobic colloids, however differ- 
ent their chemical constitution, shew on the whole a remarkable 
uniformity of behaviour. The lyophilic colloids, on the other 
hand, exhibit very considerable variety and have no such striking 
feature in common as thc electrolyte coagulation characteristic 
of all lyophobic sols. Nevertheless a fundamental similarity can 
be perceived when the properties of a few representatives of 
the group are surveyed and compared. 

Albumin.--White of egg is a mixture of several proteins 
(q.v.) the most important of which, albumin, can be isolated 
by a simple procedure. The white is beaten to  a froth, the clear 
liquid which drains from it suitably diluted, and sufficient 
ammonium sulphate is added to form a half-saturated solution. 
A precipitate forms, consisting of globulin, another protein, while 
the liquid contains albumin and ammonium sulphate, which can 
be removed by dialysis. The remaining sol of natural albumin 
can be shewn to contain negatively charged particles; on the 
gradual addition of acid it  loses the charge and a t  a fairly con- 
stant acid concentration becomes neutral or "iso-electric" (Hardy, 
I goo). 

Addition of neutral salts produces coagulation, but the con- 
centrations required are enormously greater than those required 
for the precipitation of lyophobic sols, and in many cases, e.g. 
ammonium sulphate, amount to saturation. Salts fall into three 
classes according to their calion: salts of the alkalis form 
reversible coagula, which on dilution or dialysing out the salt 
disperse again; salts of the alkaline earths in about the same 
concentrations produce precipitates which are a t  first reversible 
but soon become permanently insoluble, while, finally, salts of 
the heavy metals produce irreversible precipitates in much smaller 
concentrations. 

If salts of the first class with the same cation, say potassium 
or ammonium, are compared, i t  is found that the concentration 
required to precipitate or, as it  is often called, "salt out" natural 
albumin depends markedly on the anion or acid. If the salts 
are arranged in increasing order of the concentrations required 
to produce coagulation, i.e, in decreasing order of their efficacy, 
the following sequence of anions is found : 

Citrate-Tartrate-Sulphate-Acetate-Chloride- 
Nitrate-Chlorate-(Iodide-Thiocyanate) 

The salts of the two anions in parenthesis do not salt out even 
in saturated solutions. This sequence, which is of fundamental 
importance in the theory of lyophilic sols, was found by Hof- 
meister (Professor a t  Strasbourg) in 1888 and is generally called 
after him. 

Albumin, like the majority of aqueous lyophilic sols, is also 
precipitated by alcohol; the concentration required is smallest 
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a t  the iso-electric point, a significant fact to which reference 
will be made again. 

Albumin finally undergoes a specific change familiar to every- 
one when heated for some time above 65' C :  it  coagulates irre- 
versibly. When concentrated it  forms a stiff white gel (boiled 
white of egg), when dilute an opalescent sol which has distinctly 
lyophobic character and is precipitated by low electrolyte concen- 
trations. 

Another protein, glutin, is the principal constituent of a 
lyophilic colloid well known to most people, gelatin. If the sheet 
or powder, as which it  occurs in commerce, is placed in cold 
water, i t  swells until i t  has taken up six to ten times its weight 
of water. On warming to about 30" the gel disperses to  form n 
faintly turbid sol which remains liquid above about 2 5 "  and on 
cooling "sets" to a jelly, the change being completely reversible. 

High salt concentrations produce a stringy coagulum from the 
sol, and alcohol also precipitates gelatin. The most striking 
effect of salts, ho

w

ever, is shown in the viscosity of the sol and 
in the sol-gel transformation or setting. Here the Hofmeister 
series of anions appears again quite unmistakably: the salts a t  
the beginning of the series make the sol more viscous, favour 
setting so that it takes place a t  higher temperature, and produce 
a stiffer jelly; these effects decrease towards the end of the series 
and the last members, iodide and thiocyanate, lower the viscosity 
of the sol, retard setting and, in sufficient concentrations, even 
prevent i t  altogether. 

A substance shewing a behaviour quite parallel to that of 
gelatin, though differing from it profoundly in chemical consti- 
tution, is agar, much used as a culture medium in bacteriology. 
I t  is prepared from a number of Japanese seaweeds and occurs 
in commerce as shreds or powder, the principal constituent of 
which is a carbohydrate (9.v.). I n  cold water the substance 
swells and on heating to boiling point forms a sol, which on 
cooling t o  about 30" sets to  a jelly at  concentrations as low as  
0.2%. The effect of the Hofmeister series is again exactly the 
same as on gelatin, which excludes the possibility of ascribing 
it to any sort of chemical action; the anions a t  the beginning 
favour setting, while those at  the end retard or prevent it. 

At sufficiently low concentrations the agar sol does not set to  
a jelly, and such dilute sols have been the subject of theoretical 
investigations of much importance (by Prof. Kruyt of Utrecht 
and his pupils) which afford an insight into the character of 
lyophilic sols in general. 

Agar sol, like many others of this class, is an almost clear 
liquid and shews no particles in the ultra-microscope, but only a 
diffuse cone of light. I t  has already been emphasized that two 
factors determine the possibility of making ultra-microscopic 
particles visible, sufficient intensity of illumination being assumed: 
the size and the optical difference between particles and medium. 
I t  is the latter which is small in lyophilic sols, in which however 
the existence of particles falling within the colloidal range can 
be demonstrated, and their size estimated, by indirect methods 
which cannot be discussed here. A starch sol, e.g., which in many 
respects resembles the agar sol closely, contains particles of 
about 14pp diameter. From the number of particles and the 
known quantity of dry starch used in making the sol it  can 
however be calculated that this would account for particles of 
about 6 p p  diameter only, so that we must conclude the starch 
to be somehow associated with sufficient water to make up the 
larger volume, i .e.  one part of starch with about eleven of water. 
Such hydrated-as the usual term is-particles are present in all 
lyophilic sols. 

The particles of the agar sol are negatively charged, and the 
charge can be neutralized by small additions of electrolytes of the 
same order of concentration as are necessary for the coagulation 
of lyophobic sols. The agar sol however shews no perceptible 
change when this has been done, so that there must be some 
factor other than, or additional to, the electric charge which 
keeps it stable. This factor is the hydration or water associated 
with the particles, as can be shewn by adding some liquid which 
strongly attracts water, such as alcohol or acetone, to the sol 
which has been rendered electrically neutral by small electrolyte 

concentrations: coagulation takes place as soon as  sufficient 
alcohol has been added to produce dehydration, i .e .  withdrawal 
of water from the particles. The inverse order of procedure 
confirms the result just described; on addition of alcohol to agar 
sol without electrolyte the clear liquid becomes opalescent and 
shews copious particles in the ultra-microscope. The withdrawal 
of water from them increases the optical difference between them 
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and the surrounding liquid, so that, al- 
though smaller, they become visible. The 
sol has, in fact, been transformed into a 
lyophobic sol, but is still stable because it 
retains its electric charge; this can be 
neutralized in the usual way by  small 
additions of electrolytes, which again bring 
about coagulation. 

There are thus two factors which main- 
tain the stability of the lyophilic sols, elec- 
tric charge and hydration, and both have 
to be removed to bring about precipitation. 
Removal of the charge alone or dehydra- 
tion alone alters the character of the sol 
but leaves the altered sols stable. 

These considerations also elucidate 
satisfactorily the meaning of the Hof- 
meister series, which has been mentioned 
several times. The action of salts in e .g .  
salting out albumin is twofold: the first 
small addition neutralizes the charge, while 
the further large amounts required for 
coagulation act, like alcohol, by reducing 
the hydration of the particles. I t  is well 
known that the ions, into which the salts 
dissociate, are themselves hydrated, i .e.  
attach water molecules to themselves, to  

O F  M A G N E S I U M  HYDROX.  very different degrees and in proportion to 
I n E ,  S HOW ING T H E  CLEAR this degree of hydration withdraw water 
S P A C E S  BETWEEN T H E  from the colloid particles. The  ions also 
STRATA have an effect on the water, to  which brief 
reference only is possible: water a t  ordinary temperature is 
known to contain multiple or associated molecules, and its solvent 
properties are dependent on the proportion of those of the "degree 
of association." The degree of association itself is proved to be 
affected by the presence of the ions of the Hofmeister series. 

We have so far  spoken of lyophilic colloids in water only, and 
experimental investigation has, until recent times, been largely 
confined to them and more particularly to  the proteins. The 
reason is the enormous importance of the proteins in living 
organisms; to take a single example, blood or, more exactly, the 
serum in which the red and white corpuscles are suspended, is 
a sol containing a mixture of several proteins with different 
properties which have been gradually elucidated by the methods 
of colloid chemistry. There are however many lyophilic sols 
of the greatest importance in the arts, in which the medium is 
not water but an organic liquid or a whole group of such. Thus 
india rubber forms sols in many hydrocarbons like petroleum 
ether, benzene or toluene, and also in substituted hydrocarbons 
like carbon tetrachloride or tetrachloro-ethane; the rubber solu- 
tion used for mending tyres is a familiar example. Cellulose 
nitrates (one of which is gun-cotton) form sols in many organic 
solvents, such as acetone, glacial acetic acid, amyl acetate and in 
a mixture of ether and alcohol, though not in either of them 
separately. Cellulose acetate likewise forms sols in organic sol- 
vents and is now one of the materials for the manufacture of 
artificial silk, as is another derivative of cellulose, viscose or 
cellulose xanthate. I t  may be of interest to mention in this 
connection that cellulose itself, though not dispersed either by 
water alone or by any organic solvent, forms sols in various 
concentrated salt solutions when digested under pressure. 

The most striking and obvious characteristic of the lyophilic 
sols in organic solvents is undoubtedly their very high viscosity 
at  low concentrations. A sol containing I gm of rubber in 
IOO cc. of benzene may have a viscosity 50-80 times as high as 
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that of the solvent, while sols of certain brands of cellulose 
nitrate in acetone a t  the same concentration have viscosities 
many hundred times that of the solvent. For comparison it 
may be worth mentioning that a 40% sugar solution has a vis- 
cosity only 7.47 times as high as that of water a t  I jO. As there 
is generally a whole series of organic solvents available for every 
colloid of this class, i t  is possible to  compare the viscosities 
produced by equal concentrations in a number of them, when it 
is found that they vary considerably in different liquids, a fact 
the significance of which will be discussed below. 

The conditions which determine the stability of sols in organic 
solvents have not been studied to the same extent as those in 
aqueous sols. I t  is however fairly certain that electric charges, 
if present a t  all, do not play any great part, and that the prin- 
cipal or only factor is solvation, i . e .  some sort of combination 
with the liquid, by which a great portion of i t  is held by the 
particles just as water is held by the agar or starch particles. No 
particles can be seen in benzene-rubber sol, but they become 
visible after the addition of alcohol, which withdraws benzene 
from them as it  withdraws water from agar particles. 

Gels.-Reference has already been made to the products of- 
reversible or irreversible-transformation of sols, to which Gra- 
ham gave the name of gels. The gels of the lyophilic sols, to 
which the term has now become more or less confiped, are of 
particular interest and importance; one of the typical forms is 
the gel of gelatin, familiar to everyone in the shape of table 
jellies. These contain 5-6% of the dry substance and thus 
exhibit a t  once the most striking characteristic of gels: that they 
retain their shape and behave up to a point like solids, although 
consisting very largely of liquid. 

Gelatin gel is reversible : on warming it "melts" to sol, which on 
cooling sets again to gel. If the temperature is not raised above 
the melting point it  can be dried without passing through the 
sol state until i t  contains in ordinary atmospheric conditions 
about I 5% of water; the sheets or powder of commerce are such 
dry gel. A piece of this dry gel, placed in cold water, takes it up 
and swells, until the quantity taken up reaches 8-10 times its 
own weight, when the process stops. I n  thus swelling, the gel 
exerts considerable force, which can be measured by placing it  
in an enclosure permeable to water, but impermeable to the gel. 
An apparatus of this description (Posnjak, 1912) is shewn in 
sectional elevation in fig. z. A cylindrical glass tube is luted 
at  the lower end into a porous clay pot, while the upper end 
is closed by a screw cap. Discs of the gel to be examined, of 
exactly the same diameter as the inside of the tube, are placed 
on the bottom of the porous pot, and the whole tube is then 
filled with mercury, which reaches into the calibrated capillary 
tube. This is connected to a pressure gauge and a steel bottle 
containing compressed gas, by means of which any desired pres- 
sure up to about 6 atmospheres can be put on the mercury and 
through it on the gel. The lower end of the tube is placed in a 
vessel containing water, which passes through the porous clay cell 
to the gel, and the increase in volume of the latter can be 
calculated from the displacement of the mercury column in the 
capillary. I n  this way it has been found that gelatin, in taking 
up about half its weight of water, can overcome a pressure of 
about 5 atmospheres; in other words, this pressure has to be 
exerted on it  to  prevent i t  from swelling further. The first 
portions of water have the greatest effect, but when the gel 
has taken up over twice its weight of water i t  still exerts a pres- 
sure of about 0.5 atmospheres. 

The swelling of gelatin is very greatly affected by electrolytes; 
all acids in low concentrations increase it  markedly, but have the 
opposite effect when an optimum concentration has been exceeded. 
The effect of salts is still more complicated and cannot be briefly 
summarized here. 

I t  may be mentioned here in parenthesis that a large number 
of organic tissues share with simple gels the property of swelling 
in water; the swelling of wood even in moist air, that of dry 
peas in water, etc. and the great forces exerted in these processes 
are everyday examples. The proper water content (or degree 
of swelling) of such living tissues as consist of proteins depends, 

like that of gelatin, on the electrolyte content and especially on 
the reaction, which healthy organisms regulate within very 
narrow limits. 

As mentioned, gelatin gels containing as little as 5% of dry 
substance retain their shape, while those of 10-15% are suf- 
ficiently strong to permit a study of their elastic properties. 
Their Young's modulus has been determined by several observers 
and has been found to be of the order of grammes per sq. cm. 
and roughly proportional to  the square of the gelatin content. 
Further investigation shews that the gel combines in a curious 
way the properties of the solid and liquid state. The volume 
remains almost exactly constant during deformation, a behaviour 
caused by the low compressibility of the liquid portion; if the 
deformation is maintained beyond a short time, the gel yields 
and the force required to maintain a given deformation, say a 
given elongation in a stretched rod, becomes less and less with 
time. Gels free from strain are, like liquids, optically isotropic, 
but when strained become double refracting (see LIGHT), as is 
revealed by examination in polarized light. When the stress is 
applied for a considerable time, and especially if the gel is dried 
while stressed, the double refraction remains permanent; i t  is a 
curious and significant fact that many structural elements of 
organisms, which consist of gels or mixtures of such, always 
exhibit double refraction. 

A gel very similar to  gelatin gel is that of agar, which has 
received comparatively little study so far. The gelatinizing prop- 
erties of agar are much more marked than those of gelatin: a 
concentration of 1% is sufficient to  form a fairly stiff gel. Owing 
to this property and to its being tasteless, as well as difficult 
to detect by chemical tests, agar has been much used for adulter- 
ating jam; and jellies. 

Lyophilic gels in which the liquid constituent is an organic 
solvent are also numerous and interesting. Cellulose acetate and 
benzyl alcohol behave exactly like gelatin and water: the acetate 
swells in the cols solvent, disperses on warming to about 40" to 
form a sol, which on cooling sets to a jelly resembling gelatin 
gel in appearance and elastic properties. Both natural and vul- 
canized rubber swell in hydrocarbons, although the latter does 
not form sols. The volumes of liquid taken up and the pressures 
generated are much greater than with gelatin: rubber, when it 
has taken up about 3.5 times its weight of benzene, still exerts 
a pressure of over 5 atmospheres. Rubber swells in a great 
number of organic liquids, but to  very different degrees, which 
have been determined by several observers, who find that e.g. 
the quantity of carbon tetrachloride or of chloroform taken up 
is almost double that of benzene or toluene. Here a remarkable 
parallelism with the viscosity of sols shews itself: sols of equal 
concentration in carbon tetrachloride or chloroform are much 
more viscous than those in benzene. The inference is natural 
that the sol particles themselves are more "swollen" in the sol- 
vents containing chlorin than in the simple hydrocarbons, which 
would explain the higher viscosity of the sols in the former. 

The gels described so far  dry without the formation of any 
pores or voids; a t  no stage will they imbibe liquids other than 
those which have the specific effect of causing swelling. No or- 
ganic liquid will penetrate into dry gelatin, nor water or aqueous 
solutions into dry rubber. A different behaviour is shewn by a 
number of gels, the most important representative of which is 
that of silicic acid. I t  has already been mentioned that this gel 
forms, spontaneously or on addition of electrolytes, from the 
sol and that it  is a transparent or translucent mass with bluish 
opalescence. Unlike gelatin gel i t  cannot be deformed, but is 
brittle. Gels containing about 90% of water can be handled and 
keep their shape; on drying they shrink considerably and finally 
turn to a perfectly transparent mass resembling glass, but much 
lighter. If the gel is placed in water during any stage of the dry- 
ing process it  does not take up water and swell; i t  is therefore 
generally described as a rigid gel, in contradistinction to the type 
represented by gelatin and rubber, which are known as elastic gels. 

!!'hen the gel has reached the glassy stage it  still contains some 
water, which can be removed over concentrated sulphuric acid or 
a t  higher temperature; in this final drying, however, the volume 
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undergoes no further reduction. The gel has now become a porous 
mass and the last stage of drying merely removes water con- 
tained in the pores. The existence of the pores can be easily 
demonstrated by immersing the gel in a liquid: air bubbles escape 
and the gel imbibes the liquid, of course without change of volume. 
The pores can be shewn by methods which cannot be described 
here to  be of ultra-microscopic diameter. A gel resembling these 
artificially prepared ones is found in the internodial spaces of the 
bamboo; the optical properties of this substance, which is known 
as tabasheer and credited with curative properties, were investi- 
gated by Sir David Brewster (1819). Various forms of silica 
found in nature, such as opal and agate, probably originated from 
gels dehydrated under considerable pressure. Moist silicic acid 
gel has been found in fissures during the construction of the Simp- 
lon tunnel, and in mining operations in Australia. 

Gelatin gel can be transformed into a rigid gel by the action of 
various agents, the most energetic of which is formaldehyde. The 
gel thus treated is quite brittle and no longer swells in water, nor 
disperses when the temperature is raised. 

Diffusion a n d  React ions in Gels.-A further property of 
gels traceable to  their high content of liquid is the small resistance 
which they offer to  the diffusion of dissolved substances. This can 
be shewn by half filling test tubes with say 5 %  gelatin, allowing 
it  to set and then pouring on the gel solutions of coloured salts or 
some of the simpler dyes, like fuchsin or fluorescein; the colour 
will be seen to penetrate fairly rapidly into the jelly. Graham, who 
carried out the first quantitative investigations on the rate of 
diffusion of a number of substances, found that it  was not much 
lower in dilute gels than in the pure solvent and many measure- 
ments have been carried out in such, as the difficulties arising from 
vibration and convection are eliminated. In  more concentrated 
gels, however, the rate of diffusion is markedly reduced. Colloidal 
solutions, which do not pass through membranes, do not diffuse 
into gels either, and the simple test described above can there- 
fore be used-instead of dialysis-for deciding whether a given 
solutihn is colloidal. I f  a gold or other coloured sol is placed on 
the gelatin gel, no trace of colour shews in the latter even after 
days. 

Since dissolved substances diffuse readily into gels, i t  is possible 
to  allow reactions between two of them to proceed in such media 
either by letting the two solutions diffuse into a cylinder of the 
gel from opposite directions, or else by dissolving one of the sub- 
stances in the gel itself and placing an aqueous solution of the 
other on it. The results are of considerable interest when one of 
the products of the reaction is an insoluble precipitate: as the 
solutions mix very gradually and as the first particles of precipi- 
tate are held fixed by the gel, thus acting as nuclei for further 
material, the conditions are favourable for the formation of large 
crystals. Many substances which are precipitated from aqueous 
solutions as microscopic particles only, can be obtained as large 
crystals when the reaction is produced in a gel, especially that of 
silicic acid; even metals can be obtained in well developed crys- 
tals of several mm. e.g. as glistening tetrahedra and gold as bril- 
liant hexagonal plates. 

T h e  Liesegang Phenomenon.-An extremely curious phe- 
nomenon, generally called after its discoverer, R. E. Liesegang 
(Frankfurt), is observed with certain reactions. The original ex- 
periment is as follows: a thin layer of gelatin gel containing a 
little potassium dichromate is prepared on a glass plate, and a 
drop of strong silver nitrate solution placed in the centre. The 
silver nitrate at  once diffuses into the gel and reacts with the 
dichromate, forming dark red, insoluble silver chromate and potas- 
sium nitrate. Diffusion proceeds continuously and it would seem 
that the precipitation of silver chromate should likewise be con- 
tinuous and should lead t o  the formation of a gradually widening 
band of precipitate round the original drop. What actually hap- 
pens, however, is that the chromate appears in a number of con- 
centric rings separated by clear intervals, which become wider as 
the distance from the centre increases. (Fig. 3.) Similar results 
can be obtained by placing gel containing one substance in the 
lower half of test tubes and pouring the solution of the other sub- 
stance on it, in which case parallel strata of precipitate are formed 

a t  increasing distances from each other. Fig. 4 shews diagram- 
matically the position of strata of magnesium hydroxide produced 
by letting a solution of ammonia diffuse into a gelatin gel contain- 
ing magnesium chloride; the spaces between the strata are per- 
fectly clear. 

Many other reactions have been found, in carefully adjusted 
concentrations, to  give similar stratifications, and investigation 
has also shewn that the gel does not take a passive part only, by 
securing quiet diffusion and fixing the precipitate where it  is 
formed, but has a specific effect. Thus lead iodide and lead chro- 
mate form beautiful stratifications in agar, but not in gelatin, 
while on the other hand silver chromate forms them in gelatin, but 
not in agar. 

Various interesting theories have been propounded to explain 
the phenomenon, none of which has found general acceptance or 
covers all the facts; in particular, most of them fail to  explain the 
very marked specific effect of the gel. 

Syneresis.-All gels a t  certain concentrations, specific for each 
substance, shew a characteristic phenomenon: they spontaneously 
contract with exudation of liquid. Graham, who first described 
this behaviour, called it  syneresis (from the same Greek root as 
heresy, a separation or splitting off). Silicic acid shows it  a t  high 
concentrations; sols can be prepared which set within a minute to 
gels apparently dry on the surface and adhering to the vessel. 
After about ten minutes the surface is covered with minute drops 
of liquid and in an hour so much liquid has exuded between the 
walls of the vessel and the gel that the latter can be tipped out. 
Gelatin and agar, on the other hand, exhibit syneresis a t  low con- 
centrations only; so do some gels with organic solvents, like that 
of vulcanized india rubber, which contracts to $40 of its volume in 
a few days. The syneretic liquid is not pure solvent but always 
contains some colloid. 

T h e  Sol-Gel Transformation.- The formation of a gel, with 
some of the properties of a solid, from a sol which may contain 
as little as 0.5% of dry matter (agar) is an extremely striking 
change, which has very naturally been the subject of much specu- 
lation. Most gels are not differentiated in the ultra-microscope, 
so that theory has to  rely on inferences from their known proper- 
ties. The most generally received opinion is that the particles 
somehow join up to form chains and a network, or "ramifying 
aggregates," which some investigators (McBain) assume to be, to  
some extent, present already in the sol and to account for its 
viscosity. I t  is also probable that such a linking-up is accom- 
panied by some change in the hydration of the particles. In  any 
case, there must almost certainly be continuous liquid paths 
through a gel, to account for the ease with which diffusion pro- 
ceeds through it. 

Colloids in N a t u r e  and t h e  Arts.-This necessarily brief 
account of the chief properties of a few typical colloids would be 
incomplete without a few words on the part played by colloids in 
nature and in the arts. Their importance in nature it  is impossible 
to exaggerate: all organisms consist very largely of colloidal ma- 
terial, or more precisely of complicated mixtures and intricate 
structures composed of such. While the simple sols and gels of 
the laboratory are but the crudest models of even the simplest 
organic structures, the knowledge gained from their study is 
providing, if not a solution, new and promising methods of attack 
on problems which have proved intractable by  the methods of 
physical chemistry. The selective permeability of cell membranes, 
e.g. to  different ions is one of these problems, which any theory 
of solutions fails to  explain, but for which known properties of 
colloidal systems provide a t  least a parallel. 

As regards the arts, many of the oldest, like bread making, 
tanning, ceramics or dyeing, employ typically colloidal material 
and have empirically attained a high degree of perfection. I n  
these the part of science is to find rational explanations of meth- 
ods discovered by accident and improved by trial and error, and 
colloid science is playing this part successfully. The study of 
gelatin has thrown a great deal of light on obscure features of 
the tanning process; a study of the electric charges on dye parti- 
cles and fibres has elucidated methods of dyeing, and so on. The 
industries just mentioned are of prehistoric origin, but even the 
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processes which go on in so modern and astonishingly perfect a 
product as the photographic dry plate remained very obscure until 
the behaviour of colloidal silver and silver compounds embedded 
in a gel received systematic investigation. 

More recent industries, the rise of which has coincided with the 
modern development of colloid chemistry, like the artificial silk 
and the rubber industry, have benefited much more directly. 
Some of the most important new developments, especially in the 
manufacture of rubber goods, are direct applications of theoretical 
knowledge. I t  may be mentioned that a recently published work 
dealing with colloids in the arts runs to over a thousand pages. 

B ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . r . - I n t r o d u c t i o n ~  and short textbooks. H. Freundlich, 
The Elements of Colloidal Chemistry (London, Methuen & Co. Ltd., 
1926) ; E. Hatschek, An Introduction to the Physics and Chemistry of 
Colloids (London, J .  & A. Churchill, 5th ed., 1925) ; J. Duclaux, Les 
Colloides (Paris, Gauthier-Villars Br Cie., 3rd ed., 1925) ; H. R. Kruyt, 
Colloids: a Textbook (London, Chapman & Hall, 1927). 

Textbooks and Handbooks. H. Freundlich, Kapillarchemie (Leipzig, 
Akademische Verlags-Gesellschaft, 3rd ed., 1922 ; English translation, 
London, Methuen 8r Co. Ltd.) ; R. Zsigmondy, Kolloidchemie (Leipzig, 
Otto Spamer, 3rd ed., 1920) ; English translation: London, Chapman & 
Hall, 1917) ; Wolfgang Ostwald, Grundriss der Kolloidchemie (Dresden, 
Theodor Steinkopff, 7th ed., 1923) ; Jerome Alexander (Editor), 
Colloid Chemistry, Theoretical 6 Applied, by selected international 
contributors (New York, Chemical Catalog Co. 1926). 

Colloids in the Arts. R. E. Liesegang, Kolloidchemische Technologie 
(Dresden, Theodor Steinkopff, 1926). 

Journals. Two monthly journals are devoted exclusively to Colloids: 
Kolloid-Zeitschrift (Dresden, Theodor Steinkopff) and Revue Generale 
des Colloides (Paris, Dunod) . (E. H.) 

COLLOT D'HERBOIS, JEAN MARIE ( I  750--I 796), 
French revolutionist, was a Parisian by birth and an actor by 
profession. H e  became director of the playhouse a t  Geneva. By 
the publication of L'Almanach du Pdre Ge'rard (1791), a little 
book setting forth, in homely style, the advantages of a constitu- 
tional monarchy, he suddenly acquired fame. H e  intervened on 
behalf of the Swiss of the Chbteau-Vieux regiment, condemned 
to the galleys for mutiny a t  Nancy, and secured their liberation. 
H e  was a member of the Commune of Paris on Aug. 10, I 792, and 
was elected deputy for Paris to the convention, where he was 
the first to demand the abolition of royalty (on Sept. 21, 1792), 
and he voted the death of Louis XVI. "sans sz~rsis." After the 
coup d'e'tat of May 31, 1793, he made himself conspicuous by his 
pitiless pursuit of the defeated Girondins. I n  June he was made 
president of the convention; and in September became a member 
of the committee of public safety. The convention sent him, on 
Oct. 30, 1793, to suppress the revolt of Lyons. There he introduced 
the Terror in its most terrible form. 

I n  May 1794 an attempt was made to assassinate Collot; but it 
only increased his popularity, and this won him f i e  hatred of 
Robespierre, against whom he took sides on the 9th Thermidor, 
when he presided over the convention during a part of the session. 
During the Thermidorian reaction he was one of the first to be 
accused of complicity with the fallen leader but was acquitted. 
Denounced a second time, he defended himself by pleading that 
he had acted for the cause of the Revolution but was condemned 
to transportation to Cayenne (March 1795), where he died on 
Jan. 8, 1796. Collot d'Herbois wrote and adapted from the Eng- 
lish and Spanish many plays, one of which, Le  Paysan magistrat, 
kept the stage for several years. 

See F.  A. Aulard, Les Orateurs de la Ligislative et de la Con- 
vention, t. ii pp. 501-512 (1885-86). The principal documents relative 
to the trial of Collot d'Herbois, Barkre, and Billaud-Varenne are 
indicated in Aulard, Recuezl des actes du  comitt de salut public, 
t. i pp. 5 and 6. 

COLLOTYPE. A photomechanical printing process for re- 
producing illustration copy with fine detail, practical only for 
runs of limited quantity. I t  is a planographic process, derived 
from the application of photography to lithographic printing. I t  
was first developed on a practical scale in France, about 1865, 
by T. du Motay and C. R. MarCchal. The first collotype printing in 
the U.S. was done by Ernest Edwards in Boston in 1872. 

Collotype differs from other reproductive processes in that the 
image is not broken up by any form of screen. From the original 
copy is made a continuous tone photographic negative with the 

image reversed by a prism. From the negatives are made blue- 
print proofs, which are pasted up  to show their position on the 
sheet. Printing areas are cut out of a mask of opaque paper and 
the negatives mounted on this mask in position. 

The printing plate for flatbed printing is a sheet of plate glass 
about $ in, thick, which is first coated with a substratum solution 
with a high affinity for glass. The plates are dried in an oven, 
levelled and preheated to the temperature of the sensitized coat- 
ing solution. This latter, made up of gelatin, water and a bi- 
chromate sensitizer, is flowed onto the plate and drawn across 
the surface. The plate is then subjected to higher heat in the 
oven, until all moisture is driven off. As the coating dries i t  
becomes sensitive to light. The assembled masked negatives are 
then printed down on the plate. Light coming through the nega- 
tives reduces the capacity of the gelatin film to absorb moisture. 
After exposure to  light, the plate is washed to remove the re- 
maining sensitizing agent, the surface hardened with an alum 
solution, and then soaked in a water and glycerine solution. The 
gelatin film absorbs this solution selectively in proportion to the 
exposure, which causes the plate to  accept or reject printing ink 
in proportion to the amount of solution absorbed. The plate is 
clamped to the bed of a flatbed press, similar to  a stone litho- 
graphic press. The inking rollers which pass first over the plate, 
applying a stiff, greasy ink, are of leather with the flesh side out. 
Composition rollers follow to smooth out the image. 

As sheets come off the press, they are slipsheeted, because of 
the heavv film of an ink which dries slowly. The speed of flatbed 
collotyp~ printing is slow, about 2 0 0  impressions per hour. An 
average day's product on a press will not much exceed 1,000 
sheets. The cost of platemaking, however, is low, making the 
process economical for relatively short runs of fine illustrations. 
For greater production metal sheets can be coated with the gela- 
tin emulsion and printed on a direct rotary or offset press. 

Fine colour printing by the collotype process has been done 
in England and Austria. Excellent single-colour full-tone repro- 
ductions are made in the U. S. Other names by which the process 
is known are albertype, autotype, phototype, heliotype, Licht- 
druck, photocollotype, photogelatin, or simply gelatin printing. 

(D. C. McM.) 
COLLUSION. I n  judicial proceedings, and particularly 

in matrimonial causes (see DIVORCE), collusion is a deceitful 
agreement between two or more persons, o r  between one of them 
and a third party, t o  bring an action against the other and 
obtain a judicial remedy which would not otherwise have been 
obtainable. 

COLMAN, SAINT (d. 676), bishop of Lindisfarne (661), 
was an Irish monk a t  Iona. H e  attended the synod of Whitby 
in 664, when the dispute between the Roman and the Celtic 
parties on the date of Easter was considered. H e  upheld the 
Celtic usages, but King Oswy decided against him. After this 
event Colman returned to Iona, and then with many of the 
Columban clergy went to  Ireland. H e  settled on Inishbofin, where 
he built a monastery and where he died on Aug. 8, 676. 

Colman must be distinguished from St. Colman of Cloyne 
( c .  522-~oo), an Irish saint, who became a Christian about 570; 
and also from another Irishman, St. Colman Ela (553-61o), a 
kinsman of St. Columba. 

COLMAN, GEORGE (1732-1 j94), English dramatist and 
essayist, usually called "the Elder," and sometimes "George the 
First," to distinguish him from his son, was born in 1732 a t  
Florence, where his father was resident a t  the court of the grand 
duke of Tuscany. Colman's father died within a year of his 
son's birth, and the boy's education was undertaken by William 
Pulteney, afterwards Lord Bath, whose wife was Mrs. Colman's 
sister. He was sent to  Westminster school and then t o  Christ 
Church, Oxford. Here he made the acquaintance of Bonnell 
Thornton, the parodist, and founded The Connoisseur (I  754-56), 
a periodical which reached its 140th number. H e  left Oxford in 
1755 and was called to the bar a t  Lincoln's Inn in 1757. 

In  1760 he produced his first play, Polly Honeycomb, which 
mocked at  the sentimentalities of the popular novel. I n  1761 
The  Jealous W i f e ,  a comedy partly founded on T o m  Jones, made 
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Colman famous. The Jealous Wife is one of the earliest instances 
of the successful dramatisation of a novelist's material, and is 
genuine comedy. The death of Lord Bath in I 764 placed Colman 
in possession of independent means. In  176 j appeared his metrical 
translation of the plays of Terence, and in 1766 he produced The 
Clandestine Marriage, jointly with Garrick. In the next year he 
purchased a fourth share in the Covent Garden theatre. Colman 
was acting manager of Covent Garden for seven years, and during 
that period he produced many pieces of his own and several 
"adapted" plays of Shakespeare. I n  1774 he sold his share in the 
playhouse, which had involved him in much litigation with his 
partners, to  Leake; and three years later he purchased of Samuel 
Foote, then broken in health and spirits, the little theatre in the 
Haymarket. H e  was attacked with paralysis in 1785; in 1789 
his brain became affected, and he died on Aug. 14, 1794. Besides 
the works already cited, Colman was author of adaptations of 
Beaumont and Fletcher's Bonduca, Ben Jonson's Epicoene, Rlil- 
ton's Comus, and of other plays. H e  also produced an edition 
of the works of Beaumont and Fletcher (1778), a version of the 
Ars Poetica of Horace, an excellent translation from the Mercator 
of Plautus for Bonnell Thornton's edition (1769-72), some thirty 
plays, many parodies and occasional pieces. An incomplete 
edition of his dramatic works was published in 1777 in four 
volumes. 

COLMAN, GEORGE ( I  762-1836), "the Younger," son of 
the above, was born on Oct. 21, I 762. H e  passed from West- 
minster school t o  Christ Church, Oxford, and King's college, 
Aberdeen, and was finally entered as a student a t  Lincoln's Inn, 
London. I n  1782 he produced, a t  his father's playhouse in the 
Haymarket, his first play, The Female Dramatist, for which 
Smollett's Roderick Random supplied the material. I t  was 
unanimously condemned, but Two to One (1784) was entirely 
successful. I t  was followed by Turk and no Tz~rk (178j), a 
musical comedy; Inkle and I'arico (1787), an opera; Ways and 
Means (1788); The Iron Chest (1;96), taken from William 
Godwin's Adventures of Caleb Williams; The Poor Gentleman 
(1802); John Bull, or a n  Englishman's Fireside (1803), his most 
successful piece; The Heir a t  Law (1808), which enriched the 
stage with one immortal character, "Dr. Pangloss," and numerous 
other pieces, many of them adapted from the French. 

The failing health of the elder Colman obliged him to relinquish 
the management of the Haymarket theatre in 1789, when the 
younger George succeeded him, a t  a yearly salary of £600. On 
the death of his father, he was involved in litigation with Thomas 
Harris, and was forced to take sanctuary within the Rules of the 
King's Bench. Here he resided for many years continuing to direct 
the affairs of his theatre. Released at  last through the kindness 
of George IV., who had appointed him exon of the Yeomen of the 
Guard, he was made examiner of plays by the duke of Montrose, 
then lord chamberlain. 

Colman died in Brompton, London, on Oct. 17, 1836. He had, 
as early as  1784, contracted a runaway marriage with an actress, 
Clara Morris, to  whose brother, David Morris, he eventually 
disposed of his share in the Haymarket theatre. Many of the 
leading parts in his plays were written especially for Mrs. Gibbs 
(nke Logan), whom he was said to  have married secretly after 
the death of his first wife. 

See the second George Colman's memoirs of his early life, entitled 
Random Records (1830) and R. B. Pealie, Menzoirs of the Colman 
Family (1842). 

COLMAN, SAMUEL (18 j 2-IQZO), American landscape 
painter, was born at  Portland (Me.),  March 4, 1832. He was a 
pupil of Ashur B. Durand in New York, and in 1860-62 studied 
in Spain, Italy, France, and England. I n  1871-76 he was again 
in Europe. I n  1860, with James D. Smilie, he founded the 
American Water Colour Society, and became its first president 
(1866-67), his own water-colour paintings being particularly fine. 
He was elected a member of the National Academy of Design in 
1862. Among his works are "The Ships of the Western Plains," 
in the Union League Club, New York; and "The Spanish Peaks, 
Colorado," in the Metropolitan Museum, New York. He died in 
New York city, March 2 7 ,  1920. 

COLMAR, a town of France, capital of the department of 
Haut-Rhin, on the Logelbach and Lauch, tributaries of the Ill, 
40 m. S.S.W. of Strasbourg on the main railway to Basle. Pop- 
ulation (1936) 49,041. 

Colmar (probably the colz~mbarium of the Romans) is first 
mentioned, as a royal villa, in a charter of 823. I t  was raised to  
the status of a t o m  and surrounded with waIls by %'olfeIin, 
advocate (Landvogt) of the emperor Frederick I1 in Alsace. I n  
1226 it became an imperial city, and the civic rights (Stadtrecht) 
conferred on it  in 1274 by Rudolph of Habsburg became the 
model for many other cities. A long struggle between democratic 
gilds and aristocratic "families" ended in 1347 in the inclusion 
of the former in the governing body, and in the 17th century 
in the complete exclusion of the latter. In  1255 Colmar joined 
the league of Rhenish cities, and in 1476 and 1477 took a vig- 
orous share in the struggle against Charles the Bold. I t  suffered 
in the wars of the I 7th century, was annexed to France in 1681, 
to Germany in 1571, and again to France in 1919. I t  was once 
more occupied and annexed by Germany during World War 11. 

The Roman Catholic parish church (Miinster) of St. Martin 
dates from the 13th and 14th centuries. Other notable buildings 
are the Lutheran parish church ( I  j th  century) ; the former 
Dominican monastery ( I  232-1 289), known as "Unterlinden" and 
now used as a museum; the Kaufhaus (trade-hall) of the 15th 
century. Colmar is the centre of considerable textile industries, 
comprising wool, cotton and silk-weaving, and has important man- 
ufactures of sewing thread, starch, sugar and machinery. Bleach- 
ing and brewing are also carried on, and the neighbourhood is rich 
in vineyards and fruit-gardens. 

COLNE, a municipal borough in north-east Lancashire, Eng- 
Land, 345 mi. northeast from Manchester by  the L.M.S.R. 
Pop. (1938) 21,960. Area, 9.3 sq.mi. I t  stands above a small 
affluent of the river Calder. Nelson and Colne are towns along a 
crossway bet-een the Aire valley at  Skipton and the Calder 
valley a t  Burnley follou~ed by the Leeds and Liverpool canal. 
Roman coins have been found on the site. As early as the 14th 
century it was the seat of woollen manufacture. The church of 
St. Bartholomew retains some Xorman work. There is a cloth 
hall or piece hall, originally used as an exchange when wooIlens 
nere the staple of the town. The grammar school dates from 
Reformation times. Textile workers and weavers form a con- 
siderable proportion of the population. I n  the neighbourhood 
are several limestone and slate quarries. The town was incorpo- 
rated in 1895 and is in the Nelson and Colne Parliamentary 
Borough. 

COLOCYNTH, COLOQUPNTIDA or BITTER AP- 
PLE, Citrullus colocynthis, a plant of the family Cucurbitaceae. 
The flowers are unisexual; the male blossoms have five stamens 
with sinuous anthers, the female have reniform stigmas, and an 
ovary with three large fleshy placentas. The fruit is round, and 
about the size of an orange; it  has a thick yellowish rind, and a 
light, spongy and very bitter pulp, which yields the colocynth of 
druggists. The seeds, which number from zoo to 300, and are dis- 
posed in vertical rows on the three parietal placentas of the 
fruit, are flat and ovoid and dark-brown; they are used as food 
by some of the tribes of the Sahara, and a coarse oil is expressed 
from them. The foliage resembles that of the cucumber, and the 
root is perennial. The plant has a wide range, being found in 
Ceylon, India. Iran, Arabia, Syria, north Africa, the Grecian 
Archipelago, the Cape Verde isIands and the southeast of Spain. 

The commercial colocynth consists of the peeled and dried 
fruits. I n  the preparation of the drug the seeds are always re- 
moved from the pulp. I t s  active principle is an intensely bitter 
amorphous or crystalline glucoside, colocynthin, Cj6H81023, soluble 
in water, ether and alcohol, and decomposable by acids. 

COLOGNE (Ger. Koln), a fortified town, archiepiscopal see 
and third city of the German Reich, in the Prussian Rhine 
province. Pop. (1939), 768.426. I t  lies in the form of a vast 
semicircle on the left bank of the Rhine, 44 m. by rail north-east 
from Aachen, 24 south-east from Diisseldorf and 57 north-north- 
west from Coblenz. 

I ts  situation ( I )  as an important port on the Rhine (2) a t  the 
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Rhine crossing of the great natural highway from Paris via the 
valleys of the Oise, Sambre and Meuse along the north-western 
margin of the Ardennes and (3) a t  the emergence of roads along 
the Rhine from the incised section of that river has made it  one 
of the chief cities in western Europe. The value of the site on the 
Rhine frontier was realized by the Romans and very little altera- 
tion in the town plan had taken place by the days of Archbishop 
Hildebold in the 9th century. The city was still contained within 
the rectangle formed by its Roman walk. Trading facilities during 
the 11th century caused a great increase in the size of the town 
and early in the 12th century the suburbs of Oversburg, Niederich 
and St. Aposteln were included. These were later enclosed by a 
rampart, fortified by walls and gates, some of which survived until 
the 19th century. Within the crescent formed by these fortifi- 
cations flourished the mediaeval city-a capital of a third of the 
Hanseatic league. This mediaeval section of the city still has its 
tortuous, narrow and dark streets. The long Hohe-Strasse of this 
section is the city's chief business centre. The mediaeval walls and 
ditches were dismantled between 1881 and 1885, and the site of 
the old fortifications, bought from the government by the munici- 
pality, were converted into a fine boulevard, the Ring, nearly 4 
m. long. 

Beyond the Ring, about 3 m. farther out, a new line of fortifi- 
cations was built and 1,000 acres, now occupied by  handsome 
streets, squares and two public parks, were thus added concen- 
trically to the inner town. Still later extensions have been in the 
form of "spurs" forming suburbs projecting as it  were from the 
central core. Among the most important suburbs are Bayenthal, 
Lindenthal, Ehrenfeld, Nippes, Sulz, Bickendorf, Merheim, Niehl, 
and those on the opposite bank of the Rhine. Cologne is connected 
with Deutz by bridges. Mulheim, Meiheim and Worringen were 
incorporated in the city in 1914. Of the former city gates four 
have been retained, restored and converted into museums: the 
Severin gate, on the south, contains the geological section of the 
natural history museum; the Hahnen gate, on the west, is fitted 
as the historical and antiquarian museum of the city; and the 
Eigelstein gate, on the north, accommodates the zoological section 
of the natural history museum. 

The most important squares are the Domhof, the Heumarkt, 
Neumarkt, Alte Markt and Waidmarkt in the old inner, and the 
Hansa-platz in the new inner town. 

T h e  C a t h e d r a l  and O t h e r  Churches.-The cathedral or 
Dom stands on the site of a church begun in the 9th century by 
Hildebold, metropolitan of Cologne, and finished under Willibert 
in 873. This structure was ruined by the Normans, was rebuilt, 
but destroyed in 1248 by fire. The foundation of the present 
cathedral was then laid by Conrad of Hochstaden (archbishop 
from 1238 to 1261). The original plan has been attributed to 
Gerhard von Rile (d. c. 1295). In  1322 the new choir was conse- 
crated. After Conrad's death the work of building advanced 
but slowly, and in the 19th century the building was finally fin- 
ished. It contains the shrine of the Magi. The oldest church in 
the city is St. Maria im Kapitol, situated within the Roman 
nucleus. I t  was dedicated in  1049 by Pope Leo IX., though a 
church built on the old Roman foundation was in existence as early 
as 696. I t  is Romanesque in style and is noted for its crypt. A 
ring of churches surrounded the Roman section of the city, among 
them are St. Gereon, St. Ursula, St. Severin and St. Kunibert. St. 
Gereon's was built in the I rth century and shows Romanesque and 
Gothic features. I t  was erected on a Roman rotunda and has a 
square front hall. The crypt has fine mosaics in stone dating from 
the 11th century. The church has some fine painted glass. St. 
Kunibert is in the Byzantine-Moorish style, completed in 1248. 
There are also the church of St. Peter with the famous altar-piece 
of Rubens; St Martin's built between the 12th and 13th centuries; 
the Minorite church built in the same year as the cathedral was 
begun with the tomb of Duns Scotus; St. Pantaleon, a 13th cen- 
tury structure; St. Cecilia's; the church of the Apostles and that 
of St. Andrew (1220 and 1414) with the tomb of Albertus Magnus. 

Histor ic  Buildings.-The Gurzenich, Rathaus, Tempelhaus 
and other buildings tell of the rise of the great merchant classes 
and of their btrdga!e for power against the church and the nobility. 

The Gurzenich was a former meeting-place of the diets of the 
Holy Roman empire and built between 1441 and 1447. The 
ground floor was in 1875 converted into a stock exchange, and 
the upper hall utilized for public festivities. The Rathaus (13th 
century) has beautiful Gobelin tapestries. The Tempelhaus, the 
seat of the patrician family of Overstolzens, is a building of the 
13th century, now the chamber of commerce. There is also the 
Wallraf-Richartz museum, with a collection of paintings by Italian 
and Dutch masters; the Zeughaus, built on Roman foundations; 
and the municipal library and archives. The Wolkenburg, a Gothic 
house of the 15th century, was restored in 1874. Near the 
cathedral is a museum of church antiquities. Cologne has numer- 
ous educational institutions. The municipal theatre (Stadttheater) 
is famed for its operatic productions. Many of Cologne's famous 
buildings were destroyed by British bombs in the great raid of May 
30, 1942, and subsequent attacks. The British announced in June 
1942, however, that the cathedral had escaped serious damage. 

Commercially, Cologne is the retail town for the industrial 
cities of Rhineland and Westphalia, and has a very important trade 
in corn, wine, mineral ores, coals, drugs, dyes, manufactured wares, 
groceries, leather and hides, timber, porcelain and many other 
commodities. The docks are to the south of the city. Cologne 
mannfactures sugar, chocolate, tobacco and cigars; the most 
famous product is the perfume known as eau de Cologne ( q . v . )  
(Kolnisches Wasser, i.e., Cologne-water) . 

HISTORY 

Cologne occupies the site of Oppidum Ubiorum, the chief 
town of the Ubii, and here in A.D. 50 a Roman colony, 
Colonia, was-planted by the emperor Claudius, a t  the request 
of his wife Agrippina, who was born in the place. After her it 
was named Colonia Agrippina or Agrippinensis. Cologne rose 
to be the chief town of Germania Secunda and had the privilege 
of the Jus Italicum. About 330 the city was taken by the Franks 
but was not permanently occupied by them till the 5th century, 
becoming in 475 the residence of the Frankish king Childeric. 
Counts of Cologne are mentioned in the 9th century. 

The succession of bishops in  Cologne is traceable, except for  
a gap covering the 5th century, from A.D. 313, when the see was 
founded. I t  was made the metropolitan see for the bishoprics 
of the Lower Rhine and part of Westphalia by Charlemagne, the 
first archbishop being Hildebold, who occupied the see from 785 
to his death in 819. Of his successors one of the most illustrious 
was Bruno (q.v.), archbishop from 953 to 965, who was the first 
of the archbishops to exercise temporal jurisdiction, and was also 
"archduke" of Lorraine. The territorial power of the archbishops 
was already great when, in 1180, on the partition of the Saxon 
duchy, the duchy of Westphalia was assigned to them. I n  the 
I ~ t h  century they became ex-oficio arch-chancellors of Italy (see 
ARCHCHANCELLOR), and by the Golden Bull of 1356 they were 
finally created electors of the empire. With Cologne itself, a 
free imperial city, the archbishop-electors were a t  perpetual feud; 
in 1262 the archiepiscopal see was transferred to Briihl and in 
1273 to Bonn; and the quarrel was not finally adjusted until 1671. 
The archbishopric was secularized in 1801, all its territories on 
the left bank of the Rhine being annexed to France; in 1803 
those on the right bank were divided up among various German 
states, and in 1815, by the congress of Vienna, the whole was 
assigned to Prussia. The last archbishop-elector, Maximilian of 
Austria, died in 1801. 

The municipal history of Cologne follows in general the same 
lines as that of other cities of Lower Germany and the Nether- 
lands. At first the bishop ruled through his burgrave, advocate, 
and nominated jurats. Then, as the trading classes grew in wealth, 
his jurisdiction began to be disputed. Peculiar to  Cologne, how- 
ever, was the Richerzeche (rigirzegheide), a corporation of all 
the wealthy patricians, which gradually absorbed in its hands the 
direction of the city's government. In  the 13th century the arch- 
bishops made repeated efforts to  reassert their authority, and in 
1259 Archbishop Conrad of Hochstaden, by appealing to the 
democratic element of the population, succeeded in overthrowing 
the Richerzeche and driving its members into exile. His succes- 
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GENERAL VIEWS O F  THE C I T Y  O F  COLOGNE 

1. Gurzenich street, running along the south side of the Gurzenich ( a  4. General view of centre of o ld c i ty ,  showing the station, cathedral 
mediaeval bui ld ing used for munic ipal  celebrations). This thorough- towers and, in the distance, the Rhine, w i t h  the Hohenzollern and 
fare, b u i l t  in  1914,  starts f rom the suspension bridge and intersects suspension bridges 
the old town east and west. Much of Cologne was destroyed dur ing 5. A street in the o ld  town, showing the Ci ty  Hal l  in the distance. The 
World War I I  by Br i t i sh  air raids old town is situated i n  a broad semicircle on the Rhine w i t h i n  the 

2. The cathedral or Dom, considered the finest example of decorated new town. Some of i ts  streets date f rom the 1 3 t h  and 1 4 t h  centuries 
Gothic i n  Germany, situated 60 ft. above the Rhine, near the 
Hohenzoiiern bridge, in the oldest part of the city, Its towers, 515 6. The suspension bridge opposite the Heymarkt, bu i l t  in  1913-15 from 

ft. high, are a distinguishing feature of Cologne and may be seen plans of K. Moritz, to replace the old pontoon bridge. Its central 

from a great distance opening has a span of 6 0 5  feet 

3. The c i t y  ~ ~ 1 1 ,  on the s i te  of the o ld  R~~~~ walls. ~h~ 7. Barbarossa place, an open sauare in the new city, showing the Hohen- 
central portion, w i t h  the five-storied tower, dates from the 1 4 t h  stauffer Ring, one of the broad new boulevards encircl ing the o ld c i t y  

century; the ornate portico i n  the Renaissance style was bu i l t  i n  8. A street along the Rhine, showing the Romanesque church of S. Mart in 
1569.  The car i l lon was added i n  1 9 1 3  and the suspension bridge, which crosses the river here t o  Deutz 
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sor, Engelbert II., however, attempted to overthrow the demo- 
cratic constitution, with the result that in 1262 the brotherhoods 
combined with the patricians against the archbishop, and the 
Richerzeche returned to share its authority with the elected "great 
council." As yet, however, none of the trade or craft gilds, as  
such, had a share in the government, which continued in the 
hands of the patrician families, until long after the battle of 

B Y  C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  R E I C H S Z E N T R A L E  F U R  D E U T S C H E  V E R E H R S W h R B U N G  

COLOGNE CATHEDRAL 
This: the largest Gothic cathedral i n  northern Europe, begun in the 1 3 t h  
century, vras not completed untll the 19th century. The towers were com- 
pleted In 1880, five and one-half centuries after the choir was consecrated 

Worringen (1288) had secured for the city full self-government, 
and the archbishops had ceased to reside within its walls. In  the 
14th century a narrow patrician council selected from the Richer- 
zeche, with two burgomasters, was supreme; but in 1396, the 
rule of the patricians having been weakened by internal dis- 
sensions, a bloodless revolution established a comparatively dem- 
ocratic constitution, based on the organization of the trade and 
craft gilds, which lasted until the French Revolution. 

The expulsion of the J e w  in 1414, and still more the exclusion 
of Protestants from the citizenship and magistracy, deeply aifected 
the prosperity of Cologne. New trade routes, the decay of the 
gilds and many prolonged periods of warfare further contributed 
to its decay; and when, in 1794, Cologne was occupied by the 
French it was a poor city of some 40,000 inhabitants, of whom 
only 6,ooo possessed civic rights. Incorporated in France in 
1801 it  was not then important enough to be more than the 
chief town of an arrondissement. On the death of the last elector 
in 1801 the archiepiscopal see was left vacant. With the assign- 
ment of the city to Prussia by the congress of Vienna in 1815 a 
new era of prosperity began. Cologne university, indeed, was 
definitively established a t  Bonn, but the archbishopric was re- 
stored (1821) as part of the new ecclesiastical organization of 
Prussia, and the city became the seat of the president of a gov- 
ernmental district. 

I ts  prosperity rapidly increased; when railways were introduced 
it became the meeting-place of several lines, and in 1881 its 
growth necessitated the pushing outward of the circle of fortifica- 
tions. 

Cologne, together with a bridge head of 18 sq.m., was occupied 
in Dec. 1918 by the Allies under the terms of the Armistice. I t  
was made the head-quarters of the British army of occupation 
and was not evacuated until Jan. 30, 1926. 

During World War I1 Cologne was bombed by the British re- 
peatedly and very heavily. One of the most catastrophic raids 
was on the night of May 30, 1942, when 1,130 planes dropped 
full loads of explosive and incendiary bombs in 90 minutes. Six 
great city areas, totalling about 5,000 acres and including the 
central part of the city and railway station but not the cathedral, 
were destroyed or severely damaged in this single raid. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-L. Ennen, Gesch. der Stadt Koln (Cologne, 1863- 
80) to 1648, and Frankreich and dev fliederrlzein (ib., 1855, 18561, a 
history of the city and electorate of Cologne since the Thirty I'ears' 

War; L. Korth, Koln i m  Mittelalter (Cologne, 1890) ; K. Hegel, Stadte 
und Gilden der germanischen Volker i m  Mittelalter (Leipzig, 1891) ; 
R. Schultze and C. Steuernagel, Colonia Agrippinensis (Bonn, 1895) ; 
F. Lau, Entwickelung der kommunalen Verfassung der Stadt  K o l n  
bis zum Jahre 1396 (Bonn, 1898) ; K. Heldmann, Der Kolngazt und 
die Civitas Koln  (Halle, 1900) ; W. Behnlre, Aus Kolns Franzosenzeit 
(Cologne, 1901) ; Helmken, Koln  und  seine Sehenswkrdz'gkeiten (20th 
ed., Cologne, 1903) ; H. Keussen, Historische Topographic der Stadt  
Koln  i m  Mittelalter (Bonn. 1006). For sources see L. Ennen and G. 
Eckertz, Quellen zur ~ e s c h i c h h  der Stadt Kbllt (1860-79) ; U .  Cheva- 
lier, Rtpertoire des sources hist. Topo-bibliographic (Montbkliard, 
1894-99), s.v. Cologne, which gives a full bibliography ; Dahlmann- 
Waitz, Quellenkunde (Leipzig, 19061, p. 17, Nos. 252 ,  253. For the 
archdiocese and electorate of Cologne see Binterim and Mooren, Die 
Erzdiozese Koln  bis zur franzosischen Staatsumwalzung, new ed. by 
A. Mooren (Dusseldorf, 1892, 1893). 

COLOMB, PHILIP HOWARD (1831-18gg), British 
vice-admiral, historian, critic and inventor, the son of Gen. G. T. 
Colomb, was born in Scotland, on May 29, 1831. H e  entered the 
navy in 1846, and served first a t  sea off Portugal in 1847; after- 
wards, in 1848, in the Mediterranean, and from 1848 to 1851 
in operations against piracy in Chinese waters; during the Bur- 
mese War of 1852-53; in the Arctic Expedition of 1854; and in 
the Baltic during the Russian War, taking part in the attack on 
Sveaborg. From 1859 to 1863 he served as flag-lieutenant t o  
Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Pasley a t  Devonport. Between 1858 
and 1868 he was employed in home waters on a variety of spe- 
cial services, chiefly connected with gunnery, signalling and the 
tactical characteristics and capacities of steam warships. From 
1868 to 1870 he commanded t h e  "Dryad," and was engaged in 
the suppression of the slave trade. I n  1874, while captain of 
the 'LAudacious" he served for three years as flag-captain t o  
Vice-Admiral Ryder in China; and finally he was appointed, 
in 1880, to command the "Thunderern in the Mediterranean. 
Next year he was appoinfed captain of the steain reserve a t  
Portsmouth; and after serving three years in tha t  capacity, he re- 
mained at  Portsmouth as flag-captain to the commander-in-chief 
until 1886, when he was retired by superannuation before he had 
attained flag rank. Subsequently he became rear-admiral, and 
finally vice-admiral on the retired list. 

Colomb was one of the first sailors to  perceive the vast changes 
which must ensue from the introduction of steam into the navy, 
which would necessitate a new system of signals and a new method 
of tactics. H e  set himself to devise the former as far back as  
1858, but his system of signals was not adopted by the navy until 
1867. 

What he had done for signals Colomb next did for tactics. 
Having first determined by experiment-for which he was given 
special facilities by the Admiralty-what are the manoeuvring 
powers of ships propelled by steam under varying conditions of 
speed and helm, he proceeded to devisc a system of tactics based 
on these data. In  the sequel he prepared a new evolutionary signal- 
book, which was adopted by the British navy. His conclusions on 
the chief causes of collisions at  sea, though stoutly combated in 
many quarters a t  the outset, were ultimately embodied in the in- 
ternational code of regulations adopted by the leading maritime 
nations on the recommendations of a conference a t  Washington 
in 1889. 

Colomb helped to initiate an equally momentous change in 
the popular, and even the professional, way of regarding sea-power 
and its conditions in his book on Naval Warfare (1891). The 
central idea of his teaching was that naval supremacy is the 
condition precedent of all vigorous military offensive across the 
sea, and, conversely, that no vigorous military offensive can be 
undertaken across the seas until the naval force of the enemy has 
been accounted for-either destroyed or defeated and compelled 
to withdraw to the shelter of its own ports, or a t  least driven 
from the seas by the menace of a force it dare not encounter in 
the open. He worked quite independently of Admiral Mahan, and 
his chief conclusions were published before Admiral Mahan's 
works appeared. 

H e  died on Oct. 13, 1899, a t  Steeple Court, Botley, Hants. 
His younger brother, SIR JOHN COLOMB (1838-1909), entered 

the Royal Marines in 1854, and retired in 1869. His books on 
Colo?zial Defe~zce and Colonial Opinions (1873), The Defence  o f  
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Great and Greater Britain (1879), Naval I~ztelligence and the 
Protection of Conz~nerce (1881), Tlze Use and tlze Application o f  
Marine Forces (1883), Znzperial Federation: A.'aval a d  iMilitary 
(1887), followed later by other similar works, made him well 
known among the rising school of Imperialists, and he was re- 
turned to parliament (1886-92) as Conservative member for 
Bow, and afterwards (1895-1906) for Great Uarmouth. I n  1887 
he was created C.M.G., and in 1888 K.C.M.G. He died in London 
on May 27, 1909. I n  Kerry, Ireland, he was a large landowner, 
and became a member of the Irish Privy Council (1903), and in 
1906 sat on the royal commission dealing with congested areas. 

See H. dlEgville, Imperial Defence atzd Closer Union: record of  the 
life-work o f  Colotnb (1g13). 

COLOMBES, a town of France, in the department of Seine. 
arrondissement of St. Denis, 7 mi. N.N.W. of Paris. Pop. (1936) 
61,944. I t  has a 16th-century church with 12th-century tower. 
a race-course, and numerous villas and boarding-schools. Hec- 
riette of France, queen of England, died there in 1669. Manu- 
factures include oil, vinegar and measuring-instruments. I t  has 
a well known stadium. 

COLOMBEY, a village of Lorraine, 4 mi. E.  of Metz, scene 
of a battle between the Germans and the French, Aug. 14, 1870. 
I t  is often called the battle of Borny, from another village z t  mi. 
E of Metz. (See  METZ and FRANCO-GERMAN WAR.) 

COLOMBIA is a republic occupying the north-western angle 
of South America. I t  is bounded on the north by the Caribbean 
sea and Venezuela, on the east by Venezuela and Brazil, on the 
south by Brazil, Peru and Ecuador, and on the west by Ecuador, 
the Pacific ocean, Panama and the Caribbean sea. The republic 
has an extreme length from north to south of r,osom. and an 
extreme width of 860 miles. The area is 448,794 square miles. 

Phys ica l  Geography.- The western and north-western por- 
tions of Colombia are occupied by the terminal ranges of the great 
Andean system. The t ~ o  closely parallel ranges of northern 
Ecuador unite to form the Macizo de Pasto as they enter southern 
Colombia. From this great mountain knot, in turn, the Western 
and Central Cordilleras of the triple-spurred Colombian Andes 
emerge and stretch away side by side toward the north The 
Eastern Cordillera originates in a secondary knot in the central 
range not far north of the Pasto ?nacizo, and crosses the country 
in a north-easterly direction until i t  in turn splits asunder, sending 
one spur north into the Caribbean to form the Goajira Peninsula, 
and the other to the east to form the Sierra de MCrida south 
of Lake Maracaibo in western Venezuela. 

The Eastern Cordillera sharply divides the mountairlous dis- 
trict of northern and western Colombia from the torrid, low-lying 
plains of the interior which comprise slightly more than half the 
total area. To the south, a region covered by nearly impenetrable 
jungle growth is drained by the tributaries of the Amazon. Ex- 
cept along the principal rivers it  is largely unexplored and 
inhabited mostly by uncivilized tribes of Indians. The northern 
part of these transmontane low-lands, the so-called llanos, is a 
region of open tropical plains, alternately flooded and parched 
with the changing seasons, and drained by tributaries of the 
Orinoco. The approximate length of this region is 640m. and the 
average width 320 miles. 

The Western Cordillera roughly follows the line of the Pacific 
coast, terminating in three low, wooded spurs which merge into 
the Caribbean coastal plain in the southern part of Bolivar 
department. A short transverse range connects it  with the Cor- 
dillera de Baudo, which extends from the mouth of the San Juan 
river north to form the highlands of Panama. The Western Cordil- 
lera is covered with vegetation, and its Pacific slopes are pre- 
cipitous and humid. I ts  highest elevation, the Punta de Mallama, 
is 13,780 feet. 

The Central Cordillera, also called the Quindio, is separated 
from the eastern and western Andean ranges by the Magdalena 
river on one side and its principal tributary, the Cauca, on the 
other. It terminates in low hills near the confluence of the two 
rivers. The Central Cordillera has a series of lofty volcanoes, some 
of them perpetually snow-capped. Its highest elevation is the 
Nevado del Huila (18,701ft.), the highest point in the republic. 

The Eastern Cordillera is the region of densest population and 
is distinguished by its large area of plateau and elevated valley 
lying within the limits of the vertical temperate zone. The 
"sabana" of Bogota (8,661ft.) with an area of 2,000 sq.mi., is a 
good illustration of the higher of these plateaux. Mild in tempera- 
ture and fertile, it has the varied production of the temperate zone. 

The Pacific coast line, omitting minor convolutions, is about 

THATCHED NAT IVE  HUTS S HADO WED BY DROOP ING PALMS. I N  T H E  
WESTERN PORTION O F  COLOMBIA 

soom. in length; that of the Caribbean is about 700 miles. The 
Caribbean ports are Barranquilla, Cartagena, Santa Marta, and 
Rio Hacha. There are two commercial ports on the west coast, 
Buenaventura and Tumaco. Because of its unhealthful character 
and the high mountain barriers, the Pacific coast has played only 
a slight role in the country's development. The Caribbean plain 
is hot and low except in the northwestern section of Magdalena 
department, where the surface is elevated in the Sierra Nevada 
de Santa Marta, whose lofty, snow-covered peaks reach 17,389ft. 
in altitude. 

Rivers.--For convenience of description the rivers may be 
divided into three grneral classes: those which find outlet in the 
Pacific, those which flow into the Caribbean and those whose 
vaters reach the Atlantic through the Orinoco and the Amazon. 
The most important rivers in Colombia are the Magdalena and 
its principal tributary, the Cauca. Both rise in the high plateau 
of the Andes adjoining Ecuador. The Magdalena empties into 
the Caribbean sea near Barranquilla. I t  is about r,ooom. long 
2nd traverses 9" of latitude-nearly the entire country. I n  the 
lower reaches, throughout perhaps half its course, the waters of 
the Magdalena are dissipated over a wide area of swamp, lagoons 
and lakes, and its course is continually changing through the LX ear- 
ing away of its alluvial banks. The Cauca unites with the Magda- 
lena about aoom. from the sea through several channels. The 
Cauca is navigable in tv70 widely separated stretches of zoom. 
each. Both the Atrato and Sinli rivers flow to the north coast and 
are navigable by small steamers. 

The rivers of the Pacific coast are numerous. They have short. 
precipitous courses with comparatively short navigable channels. 
The waters of the rivers of the great eastern plains pass to the 
Atlantic through the Orinoco and Amazon rivers. Some of them 
are navigable, which fact may be of great importance to the fu- 
ture development of this region, which is as yet only partially 
explored. 

Geology.-The Andes reach their northern end in Colombia, 
where they are divided into three principal ranges, of which the 
central one is the highest. This range, the Cordillera Central, 
which is separated from the western one by the valley of the 
Cauca and from the eastern one by the valley of the Magdalena, 
includes peaks that rise to heights of more than 18,000 feet. The 
highest of these, Tolima (18,438 i t . )  and Huila (18,701 ft.), are 
volcanic. The cores of all the ranges consist of old granite, gneiss 
and schist, which are generally overlain, on the east and west 
flanks, by folded and contorted beds of sandstone, shale, slate and 
limestone of Cretaceous age, with which are interbedded sheets 
and masses of volcanic rock, chiefly porphyry and porphyrite. The 
nestern chain, the Cordillera Occidental, extends northward from 
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Ecuador nearly to the Caribbean sea. In its southern part i t  is 
flanked on its west side by steeply tilted Palaeozoic beds; in its 
northern part on both sides by Mesozoic beds. The eastern An- 
dean range, lmown as the Cordillera Oriental, or the Cordillera of 
Sumapaz, is composed mainly of folded Cretaceous beds. The Cor- 
dillera Central, which is the continuation of the Cordillera Oriental 
of Ecuador, consists chiefly of beds of Cretaceous sandstone and 
porphyritic rocks. The axes of folding in all these ranges conform 
in direction with the trend of the ranges. Along the Pacific coast 
of Colombia there is a lower range, composed mainly of Tertiary 
volcanic rocks, which are covered in places with soft Quaternary 
sandstones and marls containing the remains of species of marine 
animals such as inhabit the neighbouring ocean. The hfagdalena 
valley is a structural trough Goo m. long and 9 to q j  m. wide, 
outlined by faults and filled with Tertiary clay and sandstone, 
which unconformably overlie Cretaceous beds. The CGcuta basin, 
which is a south-westward continuation of the Maracaibo basin of 
Venezuela, is occupied by Cretaceous and Tertiary formatioils re- 
lated to those in the Maracaibo basin. The beds in these basins 
are wrinkled by small folds that trend north-north-east. The foot- 
hills east of the Cordillera Oriental are composed of marine Cre- 
taceous and marine and fresh-water Tertiary beds, which are 
folded and faulted along lines parallel to the trend of the Andes. 
In  the part of Colombia that lies east and south-east of the Andes 
the surface deposits are mainly Tertiary and Quaternary sand, 
loam and gravel. 

Colombia produces about half the platinum mined in the world. 
The emerald mines of Muzo in the eastern Andes are world 
famous. Gold is found in both lodes and placers. Many of the 
mines are in the department of Antioquia. Some silver, copper, 
iron, and coal are mined. Oil, nitre, lead, tin, and mercury are 
also produced. 

Climate.-Colombia lies almost entirely in the north torrid 
zone. The heat of the tropics is, however, modified throughout a 
large part of the area by the elevation of the surface and the 
action of winds. In  general torrid heat prevails within the 
lower areas! including the coastal plains and the valleys of the 
larger rivers. These regions are characterized by excessive mois- 
ture and dense forests, and are in general unhealthy, except in 
communities where development of modern sanitation and medi- 
cine have reduced the dangers attendant upon tropical environ- 
ment. Above the tropical zone in the mountainous area are found 
all gradations of cooler climate. The subtropical districts comprise 
the valleys and slopes lying between 1,500 and 7,jooft. of eleva- 
tion. some of them are anlong the most fertile and productive 
areas of the country. The temperate zone lies between 7, joo and 
10,oooft. of elevation, and the cold, bleak prira?nos at  from ~ o , o o o  
to I 5,000. Above these are wastes of ice and SnoTv. Most of the 
principal cities are situated in the vertical temperate zone. 

In  general, the year is divided into a wet season (called i~zvierno, 
or winter) and a dry season (called verano, or summer). In mme 
sections there are two wet and two dry seasons. The time when 
these seasons occur and their duration vary greatly, however, 
in the different regions and even vary from year to year in the 
same location. 

Fauna.-The fauna is essentially tropical, though species 
characteristic of temperate countries are found in the higher 
regions, such as the bear, fox, skunk, weasel, squirrel and deer. I n  
the forested lowlands and the lower mountain slopes there are 
many species of monkeys. The puma, the jaguar and the ocelot 
are widely distributed and are numerous in the Magdalena valley. 
The peccary and the tapir are found in many regions of the low- 
lands and lower forest zones. Among the other commonly known 
animalsare the sloth, armadillo, nutria, porcupine and opossum. 
There are many varieties of rats, some of them partly amphibious. 
Lizards are abundant in most parts of the country in many dif- 
ferent species, some of them brilliantly coloured. The alligator 
is common along the banks of the larger rivers, though in some 
places, especially along the illagdalena, it is becoming scarcer 
because of the activities of the hide hunters. The large rivers and 
lakes are plentifully stocked with fish and turtles: of which there 
are many edible varieties. The shell of one of the varieties of 

turtle is known as the tortoise-shell of commerce. Snakes abound 
in many regions. 

The condor inhabits the higher Cordilleras. Others of this 
order are the eagle, osprey, buzzard, kite and hawk. Parrots and 
parakeets are numerous everywhere in tropical and subtropical 
regions, also the macaw and toucan. A vast number of water- 
fowl throng the shallow lagoons and river beaches a t  certain 
seasons. These are largely migratory and include the crane, heron, 
egret, roseate spoonbill, stork, bittern and many species of duck. 
There is an infinite variety of insect life in Colombia and the coun- 
try is considered one of the best fields for students and collec- 
tors. The varieties include butterflies, spiders, beetles and ants. 
Practically all the lo\-v country swarms with mosquitoes and other 
insect pests, but there are no mosquitoes on the high plateaux. 

Flora.-The Colombian flora is very rich, ranging as it  does 
through all varieties from those of the tropics to the Alpine 
species of the highest plateaux. A luxuriant forest growth covers 
a large part of the republic, including the foothills, slopes and 
valleys of the Cordilleras, a large part of the plains adjacent to 
the north coast, the entire surface of the Western Cordillera and 
coast and the southern section of the eastern plains. There are 
many varieties of forest products, including vanilla and medicinal 
plants such as quinine, ipecac, sarsaparilla, gums and balsams, 
also rubber, tanning agents and dyemoods, and the tagua-nut, 
known as vegetable ivory. These forest products form a potential 
source of wealth as yet little exploited. Up to an altitude of 10,- 
oooft. the palm is very abundant and varied, with incredibly 
numerous uses. There are extensive groves of the coco-palm on 
the Caribbean coast. Orchids are abundant in the forests, and 
many valuable varieties have been secured in Colombia. 

As the surface of the land rises the character of the vegetation 
changes. From ~ ! j o o f t .  to 4,jooft. there is a great variety of 
semi-tropical fruits. The temperate zone commences a t  6,oooft. 
and is the finest agricultural region. Here practically all the 
cereals, vegetables and fruits commonly found in the United 
States are produced. Above ~o,oooft .  are the pdramos with 
stunted vegetation. Farther up only Alpine species are found. 
Colombia is especially rich in fine woods, but very little use has 
been made of this resource so far. The varieties include mahog- 
any, lignun~ vitae, Brazil-xood, pine, walnut, cedar, oak and 
many others. One of the most useful trees of the temperate zone 
today is the eucalyptus introduced from Australia. 

GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 
population.-The census of 1 ~ 3 8  showed a population of 

8,724.839. The population is made up of white, Indian, and Negro, 
and their mixtures, in the following proportions~ pure whites, 

5% ; pure N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  % ; ~ ~ d i ~ ~ ~ ,  % ; mixed, 58%, ~h~ whites 
are mainly descendants of Spanish settlers; the Negroes Tvere 
originally imported as slaves. In general the mixture of Indian 
and Jvhite blood predominates in the higher regions, where there 
is little or no trace of African blood. On the coast and in the river 
valleys the predominating mixture is the N~~~~ and white, with 
very few pure whites, 

Populatiol, of Colombia by Departme15ts. Census of 1938. 
Department Population Capital City Population 

Antioquia . , . , . 1,188,587 Medellin . . . . . . 143,gg~ 

;$,"? : : : : $::$;: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' l a  : : : : I$';;g; 
;;~f, . . . 737,368 Tunja . . . . 16,597 

. . . . . 769,968 Manizales . . . . . j ~ , o z s  
Cauca . . . . . . 356,040 PopayPn. . . . . . Is,2g2 
Cundinamarca . . . . 1,174,607 Bo8ota . . . . - 32j26iX 
Huila . , , . . . 216,676 Nelva . . . . . 1g.oq3 
blagdalena . . . . . 342,322 Santa ~ a r t a  . . . . . z j , r ~ i  . . . 465,868 Pasto . . . . . . 27,564 ?:;Eider N ; ~ ~ ~  , 346,181 chcuta . , , . . . 37,,32i 
E t g d e r  del Sur . . . 61j,71o Bucaramanga . . . . 4 r , 7 1 ~  

. . sa7 , ;~6  Ibagu6 . . . . . . 27 , l  i d  
v a l l e d e l ~ a u c a :  : . . 613,320 Cali .  . . . . . . 88,366 

Amazonas . . . . . 641% Leticia . . . . . . 1,674 5% . . ' ' ' ' 111'L16 Quibd6 . , . . . . 5,z 78 
. . . 51,674 I'illavicencio . . . . . 6,074 

San hndres $ ~rividencia . 4,261 San hndres . . . . . 4,261 

-- Comi'aria"tcrritoriei) . . 122'1j5 

8,;01,816 

Of the aboriginal or Indian inhabitants there remain some scat- 
tered tribes in a savage state. Their number is estimated at  about 
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160,000, and they are found principally on the eastern plains, also 
in the Rio Hacha, Valle de Upar, and Santa Marta districts, and 
in the Atrato river basin. There are also civilized Indian com- 
munities which to some extent retain their own language and 
customs. According to one authority nearly IOO native languages 
are spoken in Colombia, but these belong principally to small and 
isolated communities, and the traveller in the country hears noth- 
ing but Spanish along the ordinary routes of travel. 

The principal cities are: Bogota, the capital; Medellin, the 
centre of commercial activity; Barranquilla, starting point of 
steamship service on the Magdalena, which has recently replaced 
Puerto Colombia as a port of call; Cali, centre of a rich agricul- 
tural district; and the Pacific coast port of Buenaventura. 

Health.-In general, the coast and lower river valleys are  un- 
healthy but there are regions which form exceptions. Among the 
latter are the cities of Barranquilla and Santa Marta on the 
Caribbean coast, where health conditions are reported reasonably 
good, due largely to improved sanitation. In  the low country 
malaria and dysentery are very prevalent. The Magdalena valley 
is particularly unhealthy because of the vast s m m p  areas and 
the resultant mosquitoes Hookmorm is common in a large part 
of the country. The Rockefeller Foundation of New York has 
been carrying on an extensive campaign against disease in co- 
operation with the Colombian Government, devoting itself espe- 
cially to  the treatment of hookworm and the prevention of yellow 
fever. Very important results are being obtained. 

I n  general, the higher altitudes are healthy. Many of the Colom- 
bian cities were lacking in proper water supply, sewage disposal, 
street paving, etc , but in most communities this situation is 
rapidly being corrected. Admirable new water supply systems in 
Bogotb, Cali, Cartagena, and other cities are indicative of this 
trend. The ports are generally free from yellow fever and similar 
diseases. 

Immigration.- The law provides some inducements to immi- 
grants such as the grant of agricultural land, but so far there has 
been little movement of foreign workers into the country. The 
settlement of Jewish refugees from European anti-Semitic perse- 
cution in Colombia has been minimized by the difficulty such per- 
sons encounter in complying with the Government's requirement 
that they settle on the land. 

Social  Classes.-The settlements of the Spaniards were mainly 
in the interior elevated sections. Due to the fact that adequate 
communications ni th  the outside world have only recently been 
established, communities long remained in great isolation, and the 
result has been to preserve the language, manners, and physical 
characteristics of the early colonists with less variation than is 
found in any other Spanish-Americdn state. The white race, nu- 
merically superior, has retained a certain social and economic 
dominance ui th respect to the Indians and Negroes, but the 
process of race mixture has progressed so far that, except for the 
comparatively few tribal Indians and limited numbers of pre- 
dominantly pure Negroes, the country is rapidly attaining racial 
homogeneity. Upper class whites in Colombia, as elsewhere, dis- 
dain manual labour. The mestizos of Indian stock are in the main 
sturdy and patient and furnish the labour of the plateau districts. 
I n  the cities they are artisans, domestics and day labourkrs and 
in the country farm workers and herders. In  the hot low country 
where the Negro strain is strongest the labour is less efficient than 
in the elevated sections. Though the men of wealth and position 
in all sections of the country are generally white, there are nu- 
merous exceptions to  this rule. There is little colour antagonism, 
as such, against those of Indian and Negro lineage, and individ- 
uals of these races sometimes rise to important positions. 

Government.- The Government is that of a centralized re- 
public. The executive branch is formed by the president and 
nine cabinet ministers and the governors of the departments, who 
are appointed by the president, as nell as other administrative au- 
thorities directly or indirectly controlled by him. The president 
is elected by the people for a term of four years. Attached to the 
president is a consulting body known as the Council of State, 
which is composed of seven members. The national loan board 
has jurisdiction over all borrowing done by the Government. 

The legislative power is vested in Congress, consisting of the 
senate and the house of representatives. The senate is composed 
of 35 members elected for four years by electoral councils ap- 
pointed by the departmental assemblies. The house of representa- 
tives is elected directly by the people for a period of two years. 
All male Colombians, 21 years of age or over, who exercise a 
lawful occupation, are citizens and entitled to vote. 

The judicial power is vested in the supreme court of 12  mem- 
bers at  Bogota and a superior court in each judicial district. The 
supreme court has appellate jurisdiction in judicial matters and 
original jurisdiction in impeachment trials and in matters in- 
volving constitutional interpretation. There are various inferior 
courts. 

Education.-The Constitution provides that public educa- 
tion shall be organized and directed in agreement with the Catholic 
religion and that primary education, paid for out of the public 
funds, shall be free but not obligatory. Primary education is 
under the control of the departments, and the status of education 
varies in the different departments. At the end of the last 
century the proportion of illiterates was authoritatively esti- 
mated at  90%. On the basis of the 1918 census the proportion of 
illiterates in the adult civilized population was about 50%. 
Colombia has, however, made great progress in education, and the 
percentage has been very considerably reduced, although no statis- 
tics have been published on the subject. The education of the 
majority, however, does not extend beyond the most elementary 
branches. 

The following chart indicates the educational system of Colom- 
bia in 1937. Included among the primary schools are 190 Roman 
Catholic missions in the national territories. The National 
university at  Bogoti, founded in 1572, and the School of Mines 
at  Medellin are under the national Government. Four other uni- 
versities are departmental; the universities of Antioquia (at 
Medellin), Cartagena, Popaybn, and Pasto. The Government 
maintains a conservatory of music and a school of fine arts in 
Bogoti. 

Education i n  Colombia i n  1937 

I Total of 
Type of School 

Infant 
Primary . . . . 
Vocational . . . . 
Evening . . .  
Secondary and normal . 
Commercial . 
Superior 
Arty and crafts . . 
Agricultural . . 
Art . . . .  
lvfi l i taj  . , . . 
Religious . . . . 
Nursing . . . . 
Abnormals . . . . 243 
n c l a s s i e d  , . . f I 539 - - - 

Total . . . . 8,491 10,081 19,037 639,854 

Religion.-The Roman Catholic faith was introduced into 
Colombia by the Spanish conquerors and up to 1853 was the only 
religion permitted to Colombians. Until amended in 1936, the 
Constitution provided that Roman Catholicism should be the 
national religion protected by the State, but a complete disestab- 
lishment was effected in that year. During the colonial period 
many churches were built and religious communities established, 
and the Church was wealthy and powerful. Although under Presi- 
dent' ,Mosquera (1861) most of the church property was trans- 
ferred to  the State, the influence of the Church is still quite 
strong. Its influence in matters of education was materially 
decreased by the policies followed under President L6pez (1934- 
1938). Ecclesiastically the republic is divided into four arch- 
dioceses and eleven episcopal dioceses. The people of Colombia 
are over~vhelmingly Roman Catholic in religion. 

Finances.-Many elements have contributed to the marked 
improvement which has taken place during the last few years in 
the economic situation of the country and in the finances of the 
Government. Of these the most far-reaching has been the great 
increase in the value of coffee exports, which has materially in- 
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creased the wealth of the country, and only to  a less degree the 
development of the nation's petroleum resources. The initial 
impetus to more orderly finances may be said to have been the 
payment by the United States of $ ~ ~ , O O O , O O O  in five yearly instal- 
ments, from 1922 to 1926 inclusive, in settlement of claims arising 
out of the secession of Panama in 1903, and the financial and 
monetary reforms of the Kemmerer commission in 1923. These 
reforms included the establishment of a new and sound budget rC- 
gime, the reorganization of the currency on a gold basis and 
establishment of a national bank of issue, the reorganization of 
the administration and collection of the national revenues and 
the national accounting, and the creation of a department for the 
general supervision of expenditures. 

R e v e n u e  a n d  Expenditure.- A sudden freshet of borrowed 
money from the United States in I927 and 1928 enabled the bud- 
gets for those years to reach record heights, but by 1929 a deficit 
brought financial difficulties and necessitated short term bor- 
rowings in the following year. The indebtednesses thus incur- 
red have loaded the country with a debt from whose effects it is 
but slowly recovering 

I n  1932 the ordinary revenues reached the lowest total for a 
decade, but since that time they have mounted steadily, as have 
expenditures. 

Revenues come principally from import and export duties, which 
normally account for approximately half the total, especially 
since adoption of a high tariff policy in 1930. The income tax 
now supplies around ~o,ooo,ooo pesos annually. The largest single 
item of expenditure in the 1938 budget, which totalled 81,567,979 
pesos, was public works (15,216,541 pesos), with national defence 
(~g,ogo,ooo pesos) and public debt (10,825,174 pesos) next in 
order. Education was allotted 6,840,903 pesos. 

P u b l i c  Debt.-The external debt of Colombia, including that 
of departments and municipalities, and of institutional indebted- 
ness guaranteed by the Government, aggregated $146,265,930 and 
£2,666,290 in 1939. Most of this is in complete default, with ac- 
crued interest on the dollar loans approximating $53,304,000 I n  
Feb. 1940, however, an agreement mas made for temporary re- 
sumption of service on the national government's $j3,839,530 ob- 
ligations. Internal indebtedness as of Jan. I, 1939, was officially 
reported as rog,418,146.04 pesos. 

Money  and Banking.-The monetary unit is the peso, which 
through exchange control has been maintained at  approximately 
574 U.S. This is maintained through the Banco de la RepGblica, 
which is also the sole bank of issue in the country. 

Weights  a n d  Measures.-The metric system of weights and 

Ordinary Revenues and Exfendilures, 1932-1939 
(in thousands of pesos) 

measures is obligatory for official business and is used in inter- 
national trade. In  the interior, however, the old Spanish weights 
and measures are still used to a considerable extent in domestic 
transactions, including the Libra of I .102 lb. avoirdupois, the arroba 
of 2 5 Libras ( I  23kg.), the quintal of IOO libras (sokg.), the carga 
of 250 l i b ~ a s  ( ~ z s k g . ) ,  the vara of Socm. and the fanega. The 
litre is the standard liquid measure. 

N a t i o n a l  Defence.-Military service is obligatory under the 
law and all males are eligible. The standing army numbers about 
6,000. The naval and aerial equipment for national defence is 
very limited. 

ECONOMICS AND TRADE 

1912 1 Revenues . I  35,346 
Expenditures . 35,458 

Agriculture.- The larger part of the population live by 
farming and cattle herding. Coffee production is the principal 
source of wealth, there being no other that approaches it in im- 
portance. Agricultural statistics for the most part do not exist. 
Only a small part of the land is under cultivation, and there are 
still vast tracts of virgin land in all the departments. The largest 
proportion of cultivated land is in the temperate zone of the 
elevated areas. Modern agricultural methods are unknown; there 

9 3 4  1 9 3 5  1 9 3 ~  ---- 
53,361 57,360 70,063 
49,365 57,670 65,301 

I933 

39,787 
31,810 

Cattle-raising.-Cattle-raising and crop farming sustain the 
bulk of the population. The largest rural properties are those de- 
voted to cattle, and in both the tropical and the temperate zone 
there are vast areas suitable for this industry. It is estimated 
that the country could support 50,000,ooo head. The number of 
head of cattle and other livestock in 1937 was: cattle, 7,592,000; 
sheep, 830,807 ; swine, 1,544,617 ; goats, 517,510; mules, 153,232 ; 
asses, 288,455; horses, 925,733. 

The only export which has developed is that of hides. I n  1938, 

1937 1 I938 ---- 
82,606 83,773 
71,892 81,237 

are very few ploughs in use, and other agricultural machinery is 
practically unknown. There is little or no use of fertilizers. The 
most common method of preparing land for cultivation is to burn 
it  over, and in the aggregate a large area of good timber land 
is burned off every year for planting. There are in general use 
only a few crude implements, of which the most important is the 
machete (heavy knife). Most of the cultivation given the coffee 
shrubs is done with this. 

Coffee is grown principally in the zone between 3,000 and 
6,oooft. in elevation. Production has increased greatly in the 
last quarter century. In 1926 exportation totalled 2,454,288 
bags of 1321b. (60 kg.), more than 60% in excess of the average 
for the preceding 5 years. Except for 1927, when the total was 
97% of that figure, exports have been consistently higher ever 
since, and in 1937 aggregated 165% of the 1926 total, or 4,059,642 
bags (4,262,366 bags in 1938). No statistics were published for 
domestic consumption until 1935, in which year it  was estimated 
a t  350,000 bags (400,ooo in 1937). The 1937 crop was approxi- 
mately 10.7% of the world's total, making Colombia second only 
to Brazil (25,944,000 bags) in world production. 

In  1937 16.54% of world consumption (in contrast to  produc- 
tion) was of Colombian coffee (Brazil, 52.89%). The United 
States is the heaviest purchaser of Colombian coffee, which sup- 
plied 21.72% of her needs in 1937. Colombian coffee is known in 
the world's markets as mild, and is blended with stronger grades. 
I t  is grown under shade-trees, and a large part of it  on mountain 
slopes. The departments of Caldas (31.56% in 1937), Antioquia 
(16.45%), Tolima (13.71%), Cundinamarca (11.78%), and Valle 
del Cauca (10.87%) are the principal producing regions, but coffee 
is also produced in five other departments. Coffee exports in 
1938 represented 55.8% of export values. Although the total 
volume was 5% greater, value declined 5.1% from 99,172,496 
pesos in 1937 to 94,160,136 pesos in 1938, 

Bananas grow extensively in nearly all regions of the torrid 
and temperate zones in a great number of varieties and are one of 
the principal foods of the people. The production for export is 
practically all in the region about Santa Marta on the Caribbean 
coast. Other agricultural products exported are cotton. rubber, 
tobacco and tagua. Their export value, however, is insignificant. 
Other agricultural production is mainly food for home consump- 
tion. The torrid zone produces rubber, coco-nuts, tobacco, bananas, 
sugar-cane, corn, cotton, cocoa, beans, rice, etc. The subtropical 
zone, in addition to coffee, produces a great variety of fruits such 
as banana, pineapple, mango, papaya, alligator-pear and citrus 
fruits. The temperate zone is the most favourable for agriculture 
and produces wheat, barley, potatoes. oats, corn and practically 
all the fruits and vegetables known in the United States. 

Bananas aggregate around 5% of total exports, averaging around 
7,500,ooo stems annually (6,685,192 in 1937). 

Production and extent of cultivation of some of the other lead- 
ing agricultural products were as follows in 1937: 

I939 

89,200 
89,800 

Cacao . . . . 
C o r n .  . . . . 
Sugar .  . . . . 
Wheat . . . . 
Beans . . . . . 
Potatoes . . . . 
Rice . . . . . 
Cotton . . . . 
Tobacco . . . . 

Hectares under 
cultivation 

12,316,qjr (trees) 
556,147 
272,818 
199,627 
72,496 
67,546 
67,170 
43,294 
15,087 

Production in 
metric tons 

'1,359 
490,505 
43,428 
90,768 
36,096 

285,547 
741645 
18,842 
14.820 
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the exportation of hides was valued at  3,871,000 pesos. 
An attempt to establish a meat-packing industry shortly after 

the close of the War of 1914-1918 failed, and the plant was 
abandoned. 

An important import trade in cattle from Venezuela helps sup- 
ply domestic demands. 

M i n e r a l  Wealth.-Gold, formerly the principal source of min- 
eral wealth, has been supplanted by petroleum. Colombia, with a 
current production of about half that of Mexico, is the third 
most important petroleum producer among the Hispanic American 
countries. Concessions are exploited by foreign companies, of 
whom only one, the Tropical Oil Company, a subsidiary of the 
Standard Oil Company (N.J . ) ,  was actively producing, and the 
value accruing to the country is in the royalties on production and 
in special taxes. Under the terms of the Tropical Oil Company 
grant, 10% of crude production (after deduction of petroleum used 
in drilling) goes to  the State. Between 1921 and June 1937, the 
nation (and the department of Santander del Sur) received ap- 
proximately 14,500,000 pesos as its royalty, the amount being paid 
in money, not oil. Annual production averaged almost 19,000,- 
ooobbl. between 1928 and 1939 inclusive. In 1939 it was 22,998,- 
ooo barrels. 

Production of gold was valued a t  $15,447,700 (U.S.) in 1937, 
and $ 1 8 , ~ ~  j,o9 j in 1938 with a production of 442,222 fine ounces, 
the highest on record. Silver production was 167.971 fine ounces, 
platinum, 29,315 fine ounces. Slightly over half the gold and over 
60% of the silver is mined in Antioquia. 

There are abundant resources of coal, which have been exploited 
particularly since 1934. Production over the four-year period 
1934-1937 averaged approximately 335,000 metric tons annually. 
Salt production is a Government monopoly. Total annual output 
averages three million pesos. 

Manufacturing.-Manufacturing was formerly confined to 
low grade articles of everyday use, but has made great strides 
under a protective tariff policy since 1930 Textile mills, sugar 
mills, breweries, and cement plants are the most important indus- 
trial enterprises. Practically all the output is for domestic con- 
sumption. I n  1937, 31,192 persons were employed in factories, 
10,009 of them in textile mills. The departments of Cundina- 
marca, Atlbntico, and Antioquia are the principal centres of indus- 
trial activity. 

F o r e i g n  Trade.-Colombia, by reason of her geography and 
topography, has an almost bewildering range of potential exports, 
but nevertheless her export trade is confined into such narrow 
limits as to put her on the edge of the one-crop country group. 
The following chart shows the percentages of each of the principal 
commodities exported in 1937, 1938 and 1939 (including gold) : 

(In thousands of pesos, i.e. add ooo) 

( Commodity / 1937 1 %  of total 1 1938 / % of total 1 1939 I % of total 1 ------ 
Coffee . . . . 99,172 53.8 94.160 55.8 87,125 49.2 
Petroleum. 
o l d  t o .  S; 1 1 1 1 :ii I ;:if i ( ::: 1 
Bananas . . 

Total exports . 1 184,187 1 100.0 / 168,637 1 100.0 1177,054 ( 100.0 I 

If gold were deducted from the above totals, coffee alone would 
total 61% of all exports. The United States takes around 60% of 
the total of Colombia's exports, including, in recent years, all 
the gold and over 75% of the coffee. Until the outbreak of the 
European war in 1939, Germany was taking between 10% and 
I 5 % annually. Around I 2 %, representing petroleum for refining, 
goes to Cura~ao .  

Imports are textiles, machinery, and miscellaneous manufac- 
tured goods. Approximately 50% of imports are supplied by the 
United States. In  recent years Germany, with 13.4% in 1937 and 
17.3% in 1938, and Great Britain, with 18.82% in 1937 and 12.3% 
in 1938, have stood second and third. Imports and exports in re- 

In  1939, exports (not including 40,582,000 pesos value of gold 
to the United States) were valued at  136,472,000 pesos, going 
chiefly to the United States (58.9%), Germany (9.5%), France 
(4.1%), Great Britain (1.8%), Italy (1.7%). During the first 8 
months Germany purchased 13.7%, but after Sept. I ,  1939, only 
0.3%. Imports of 129,807,000 pesos were chiefly from the United 
States (55.6%), Germany (12.8%), Great Britain (IO.S%). Ger- 
man sales dropped from 16.6% in the first 8 months to 3.5% in 
the last 4 months. 

Colo~nbian Foreign Trade, 2932-38 (in thousands of pesos) 

COFFEE B E I N G  LOADED O N T O  C R U D E  C A R T S  

Communications.- The transportation problem in Colombia 
is one of peculiar difficulty. With few exceptions, the more densely 
populated districts are in the interior, isolated from the coast 
by mountain chains, and despite steady and rapid progress in 
the last few years, communication is still inadequate. This is 
especially true of Bogoti, although development of aviation has 
materially alleviated the difficulties. There is no continuous 
rail or road communication from the interior to the coast. In- 
stead, the Magdalena river is the main artery of traffic. Most 
of the railroads run from it to interior points. I t s  navigation 
is slow and is open only to vessels of small draft, necessitating 
transhipment at  Barranquilla, whose harbour has been recently 
improved by extensive port works. 

In  1921 the country had 1,511km. of railways in operation, 
but since that time the length has been more than doubled, reach- 
ing 3,197km. in 1937. Most of the railways are Government- 
owned. The National Railway Council administers six lines 
(1,513km.) of nationally owned railroads and one principally 
owned by the department of Cundinamarca. Two nationally owned 
lines (17zkm.) are operated separately. Five lines (783km.) are 
owned by departments. The total of railway mileage owned by 
the nation or by departments is 2,468 kilometres. In  addition, 9 

Imports . 
Exports . . 

cent  years have been as follows (not including exports of gold 1 NATIVE R U B B E R  M O U L D E D  I N T O  BLOCKS.  B E I N G  STACKED FOR S H I P P I N G  

bullion) : BY M U L E  O R  CANOE 

1932 

34,527 
67,109 

1933 _ _ _ _  
55,627 
67,j86 

1934 3 5  1936 1 9 3  1 3 1 I939 _- _- - .- 
98,066 119,677 134 441 169,682 159,259 183,461 

123,891 123,602 1 3 6 : ~ ~ ~  152,169 149,857 177,054 
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separate privately owned railways (72gkm.) are in operation. 

Highway development has received especial stress in recent 
years. During the four years ending in 1937, some 3,oookm. of 
highway were added. I n  that year there were 11,952km. of high- 
ways in the country, and an additional 11,614km. in project. 
National highways aggregated 6,866km. in operation, and 8,172km. 
in project. Between 1932 and 1936 the number of automobiles in 
the country increased by 69y0 ( to  19~43 j ) ,  and was estimated a t  
21.000 in 193 7. About half were in the department of Cundina- 
marca, that is, in and around the national capital. 

A peculiar feature of Colombian transportation is the use of 
aerial cables for handling merchandise and passengers. Three 
of these, with a total length of rqakm., are in operation be- 
tween Gamarra and Ocafia, Manizales and Mariquita, and in the 
department of Caldas. The distance between stations on the first 
named averages 4,700 metres. 

Aviation.-Colombia was the first South American country to  
take up air travel on a commercial scale. In  1920 a concession 
wasgranted to the German-Colombian company "Sociedad Colom- 
biana Alemana de Transportes ACreos," familiarly known as 
"Scadta" from its initials. This company and some others connect 
various parts of the country with one another and with the outside. 
The longest non-stop run, from Barranquilla to Bogoti, some 500 
miles, takes 2 9  hours by plane, and a minimum of 6 days by rail 
and river. Betvieen 1934 and 1937 inclusive, passenger and freight 
traffic quadrupled. Through the internal air transport system, 
regular and frequent connection with foreign air services is avail- 
able. Barranquilla, a t  the mouth of the Magdalena, is the coun- 
try's largest port. Other ports are Cartagena and Santa Marta on 
the Caribbean, and Buenaventura on the Pacific. Frequent and 
regular steamer service by several lines is available to Panama, to  
New York and New Orleans, and to European ports. 

Telephone,  Telegraph,  Etc.-Both telegraph and radio sys- 
tems are Government-operated. In  193 7 there were 35,990km. of 
telegraph line and 898 offices. The larger cities have local tele- 
phone service owned by private companies or the municipalities. 
The national Government owns long-distance telephone lines con- 
necting most of the larger cities. External cable communication is 
through Buenaventura and Cartagena. (L. W. BE.; J. F. KI.) 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

From the archaeological point of view the large expanse of 
territory represented to-day by the Republic of Colombia must be 
considered separately. But investigation is so incomplete that 
only the main lines of the prevailing culture can be indicated. The 
fine technique of the pottery and gold-work of certain regions, and 
also the traditional history of a few tribes, bring the area into 
relation with the more organized cultural developments both to  
the north and south. Large portions of the country were peopled 
by tribes living under primitive conditions, and the manifestations 
of higher culture are confined, so far as is known, to the Cauca 
valley and the plateau of Bogoti. 

Historical tradition, as preserved, relates principally to the 
tribes of the Bogoti plateau, where, a t  the time of the Spanish 
invasion, political conditions seem to have been much the same 
as those of central Peru a t  the beginning of the rise of the Inca, 
The expansion of tribes of kindred culture, ruled by paramount 
chiefs, led inevitably to  collision, and the Chibcha people had 
established a supremacy over their neighbours, which, given time 
for development, might well have resulted in an "empire" on Inca 
lines. Far less is known from traditional sources of the people of 
the Cauca valley, among whom the Quimbaya tribe stand pre- 
eminent as potters and gold-workers. Existing evidence would 
place culture of the more advanced peoples of Colombia in exactly 
that position which their geographical situation suggests. There is 
undoubtedly a close connection with Panama, and remoter Pe- 
ruvian and Mexican influence. Influence from the south is a 
natural assumption, but, owing to the difficulties of travel by land, 
due to the forested area of eastern Panama, sparsely peopled by 
tribes of low culture, the very close relationship between the 
Colombians and the Talamancans appears at first sight surprising. 
But clearly there was a regular "port-to-port" trade down the 

western coast, which was so continuous that Vasco N6fiez de 
Balboa received from the Panamanian chief, Tumaco, an itinerary 
by sea to Peru, as yet undiscovered, together with a description 
of the llama. 

Like the Talamancans, the inhabitants of Colombia did not 
practise stone-building, with one notable exception. This is the 
prehistoric site of San Agustin, on the upper Magdalena, where 
sculptures have been found in a style obviously connected with 
the art of the Peruvian Chim6. The pottery, especially in orna- 
mentation by means of the "lost-colour" process (the reservation 
of designs in the ground-colour by means of wax or resin painting 
before the second slip was applied) shows a close relationship with 
Talamancan technique, while the forms and paste display near 
relationship to the ware of the Ecuadorian highlands. The gold- 
work,produced by the cire-perdue process of casting. with soldered 
details, or by hammering is, as far  as the province of Antioquia 
(the Quimbaya area) is concerned, almost indistinguishable from 
the Talamancan. But the Chibcha produced castings, of very 
inferior quality, in a peculiar style of their own, which is easily 
recognizable. Gold was common in the Colombian region, and was 
employed for divine offerings, either in the form of dust or of 
manufactured articles. At certain ceremonies, practised in com- 
mon by the tribes of the Bogoti plateau, rich offerings of this 
metal were thrown into certain sacred lakes (especially Lake 
Guataviti) or deposited on the banks. The particular rite of 
investiture of the ruler of Guatavitk, in accordance with which, 
plastered with gold-dust, he plunged into the lake, gave rise to the 
many stories of "El Dorado" found in the pages of the early 
chroniclers. Religion, so far as can be ascertained, was expressed in 
the worship of various powers of nature, the sun, moon, rain and 
lakes. Creator-gods and culture-heroes were also included in the 
pantheon. I n  outline, religion seems to have corresponded to that 
of the early Peruvian tribes, but much of the ritual shows a very 
close correspondence with that of the later Mexicans, especially in 
the extent, and methods, of human sacrifice. Nahuatl influence 
extended into the Talamancan area, and certain features of 
Nahuatl ritual may have been introduced into Colombia together 
with Talamancan methods of pottery decoration and gold-tech- 
nique. Human sacrifice, if it existed under the Inca regime in 
Peru, was rare, and was only practised on special occasions. In  
this respect Colombian religion approximates very closely to the 
Mexican. For chronology see chronological table, CENTRAL AMER- 
ICA: Archaeology. (T .  A. J.) 

HISTORY 

The coast of Colombia was one of the first parts of the Ameri- 
can continent visited by the Spanish navigators. There, too, a t  
Darien, was located the first permanent European settlement on 
the American mainland (1510). I n  1525 Rodrigo de Bastidas 
founded Santa Marta, from which stemmed colonial New Gran- 
ada (as Colombia was known until 1861). From Santa Marta, in 
April 1536, Gonzalo JimCnez de Quesada pushed inland and 
founded Bogota (Aug. 6, 1538). Soon there were several well 
established, growing communities on the coast and in the interior 
highlands, among the former the great fortress city of Cartagena, 
focal point of foreign attacks throughout the Spanish era. Until 
the early 18th century, New Granada was governed by the Viceroy 
of Peru. In  1718 (temporarily) and definitely in I 740, however, 
New Granada was erected into a viceroyalty which included under 
its jurisdiction not only the present Colombia, but what is now 
Panama, Ecuador, and Venezuela as well. Throughout the colonial 
era geographically isolated New Granada u-as neglected by Spain, 
and toward the close of the 18th century, rumblings of discon- 
tent were manifest. 

In  1811 insurrection against Spanish domination was formally 
commenced, and almost incessant warfare was carried on with the 
mother country until 1824. Sim6n Bolivar, the great national hero, 
headed the struggle. In 1831 the republic of New Granada was 
founded, which included the territory a t  present known as Colom- 
bia and Panama, and a Constitution was promulgated. From then 
up to I903 the country was carrying on intermittent civil war. 
Under President Tomis de Mosquera in 1861 the power of the 
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Church was reduced and 
nation. I n  1861 the name 
adopted. 

Through the many years 

its property appropriated by the 
The United States of Colombia was 

of strife the conciliation of warring 
factors was effected, the unity of the country consolidated, and 
the way laid for permanent peace. There was, however, a con- 
stant drain on the manhood and resources of the country, and the 
intervals of peace were too short t o  permit of the development of 
the natural resources or progress in transportation. Colombia en- 
tered the 20th century as a country in which the principal centres 
of population were scattered over a vast territory more or less 
isolated from each other. A life of considerable comfort and 
culture developed in the various cities, but the country as a whole 
remained in a backward state. I n  1903 peace was attained, which 
has proved to be luting. 

Perhaps the most important event of the 20th century has been 
the loss of Panama, which seceded in 1903 (see PANAMA). The 
differences between Colombia and the United States over the 
secession of Panama were adjusted by the Thompson-Urrutia 
Treaty, which was finally ratified by the Colombian senate in Dec. 
1921. Among other conditions this provided for the payment of 
$2 j,ooo,ooo indemnity to  Colombia for the loss of Panama in five 
yearly payments, Colombia engaging t o  recognize the independ- 
ence of Panama. 

Under Gen. Pedro Nel Ospina, who became president in Aug. 
1922, a n  impetus was given to the construction of public works, 
especially roads and railroads. For this purpose loans to  the 
amount of $25,000,000 in July, 1927, and $34,ooo,ooo in March, 
1928, were concluded in New York; particular projects involved 
included a railway giving Bogoti direct connection with the Pa- 
cific and another extending from Bogotb northward to connect 
with the existing line in the lower Magdalena valley. I n  1926 Dr. 
Miguel Abadia MCndez was elected to the presidency for a four- 
year term. A treaty with Nicaragua, signed March 24, 1928, set- 
tled several century-old territorial disputes between the two coun- 
tries by  awarding the Mosquito Coast and the Great and Little 
Corn Islands to Nicaragua and islands of the AndrCs Archipelago 
to Colombia. I n  Feb. 1930, Dr. Enrique Olaya Herrera was elect- 
ed president, the first Liberal in several decades. The financial 
crisis forced the Conservative majority in Congress to  provide 
checks on the export of gold, regulation of exports and imports, 
a virtual suspension of debt payments, a system of agricultural 
credits, and appropriations for public works. The Conserva- 
tives sought by voting war preparations to  magnify a minor 
Peruvian invasion of Leticia, Sept. 1931, into a major issue; 
only the friendly agency of Brazil, the U.S.A., and the League 
of Nations secured the interposition of a League Commis- 
sion t o  administer the province while a Protocol favorable 
to Colombia was negotiated; Conservative opposition delayed 
ratification until 1935. Meanwhile the Liberals captured control 
over Congress and reopened their attack on the favoured position of 
the Catholic Church. In the presidential election of 1934, boycotte9 
by the Conservatives, Dr. Alfonso Lbpez, advocate of a "New Deal, 
easily won over his Communist rival. A series of constitutional and 
other reforms featured his administration, an eight-hour day law, 
the guarantee of labour's right to strike, and the disestablishment 
of the Roman Catholic Church being the most outstanding. A re- 
action set in by 1937, however, and the more moderate Liberals were 
able to nominate the relatively conservative Eduardo Santos, a promi- 
nent newspaper publisher, as the party candidate, and to elect him in 
Feb. 1938. The new president's policy was, in general, one of progres- 
sive but not radical action. Meanwhile, in international affairs, 
Colombia continued to work in close harmony with the United States. 
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COLOMBO, the capital and principal seaport of Ceylon, 

situated on the west coast. (Pop., 1931, 284,157.) Situated near 
the mouth df the Kelani river, the environs of the town are low- 
lying, and wide areas are liable to inundations against which con- 
siderable protective works have of late years been constructed. 
As a port it ranks eleventh among the ports of the world and 
sixth among the ports of the British empire. The large artificial 
harbour, enclosed by breakwaters, has an area of 643ac. a t  low 
water. Until the construction of these works was undertaken in 
1875, Galle, 80m. S., was the principal port of call. An area of 
IIoac. has been dredged to a low-water depth of 36ft. and over; 
152ac. to a depth varying between 36ft. and ggft;  138ac. to 
between 3 3 f t  and goft.; the remaining 243ac. having a depth of 
less than 30 feet. The western channel is 63oft. wide; the north- 
ern 580 feet. Coaling is done from lighters, each of which is 19oft. 
long. The main oil-bunkering jetty can accommodate vessels 
sooft. long. 

The business part of Colombo is known as the Fort, and 
occupies the site of the old fortified area the defences of which 
were demolished by Lord Rosmead (then Sir Hercules Robinson) 
in 1869. Here are also situated Queen's House, the official resi- 
dence of the governor, and the main block of Government offices. 
The law courts are built on a site in the suburb known as 
Hultsdorf, which, during the Dutch period, formed with Wolfen- 
dahl the principal European quarter. The main railway station 
is situated a t  Maradana, but there are stations in the Fort and 
at Kulupitiya (Colpetty). The hotel a t  Mt.  Lavinia, a few miles to 
the south of Colombo, originally built as a residence for the 
governor without Colonial Office authorization and promptly sold, 
is a favourite sea-bathing and pleasure resort. The Pettah, or 
Asiatic bazaar, is grgdually being improved, but still shows many 
of the characteristic and insanitary features usual in such locali- 
ties. Since the first outbreak of bubonic plague in 1912, large 
rat-proof rice granaries have been erected and very effective meas- 
ures have been taken to control the spread of the disease. 

Cotta, a suburb distant some jm. from the port, was the 
original capital of the Sinhalese kings in this neighbourhood. The 
Kelani river is spanned by the Victoria bridge, from the head of 
which roads lead northward to Negombo and Chilaw and east 
by north to Kandy. South of the Kelani river, main roads lead 
southward along the coast to  Hambantota and up the Kelani valley 
to Avisawella. From these points main roads branch off to  every 
part of the island. Colombo has singularly few buildings of any 
architectural interest or value, but mention may be made of the 
Dutch church at  Wolfendahl and the Buddhist temple at  Kota- 
hena. The Colombo lake, which lies north-east of the Fort, has 
been enclosed where necessary by quay-walls and has been con- 
nected by a canal and locks with the harbour, while the shallower 
portions of it  have been reclaimed. The principal open spaces 
are the Victoria park situated in the suburb that still bears 
the name of the Cinnamon Gardens, the Galle Face esplanade, the 
Havelock racecourse, Havelock park and the Ridgeway golf-links. 
There are numerous cricket-fields several of which are of excep- 
tional quality. The principal recreation grounds are the Garden 
club, the Lawn club and the Burghers7 Recreation club. The prin- 
cipal colleges are the University and the Royal colleges, both 
Government institutions; St. Joseph's college (Roman Catholic) ; 
St. Thomas' college (Church of England); Wesley college; and 
Ananda college (Buddhist). 

Colombo is not only the administrative capital, but is by f a r  
the greatest business centre of Ceylon. All the principal firms 
doing business in the island have here their offices, and by means 
of visiting agents attached to some of these firms the management 
of most of the tea and rubber plantations of Ceylon is controlled. 
I t  is also the political and intellectual centre of the island. The 
climate is warm and humid, but the town is healthy and has 
always been singularly free from malaria, in spite of its somewhat 



low-lying and water-logged situation. Mean temperature 80.8" F. 
Mean annual rainfall 85.25 inches. 

COLON, the second city of the Republic of Panamti, and the 
northern gateway to the PanamB canal. The American town of 
Cristbbal, which is within the Canal Zone, adjoins Colbn and is 
virtually a part of it. The great port works and docks built by 
the American government a t  Crist6bal make Col6n one of the 
most important ports of the Caribbean sea, a considerable portion 

BY COURTESY OF U.S. WARPDEPARTMENT 

-D- STREET I N  COLON,  BEFORE T H E  CONSTRUCTION OF THE P A N A M ~  
C A N A L  

of the freight for neighbouring coastal points in Central America 
and northern South America being transshipped there and other 
goods being unloaded for storage in the large bonded marehouses 
mithin the Canal Zone. Col6n has a population of about 47,000, 
not including the residents of the Canal Zone. I t  is the northern 
terminus of the Panama railroad, 48 mi. from the city of Panama. 
I t  is the capital of the province of Colbn, the seat of a Panaman 
custom-house and of consuls of various countries. 

Colbn is now one of the busiest tourist centres in the world, its 
streets lined with shops owned by natives of every land under the 
sun, and selling the varied products of the world. The native pop- 

I I 

WEATHER GRAPH OF C O L ~ N .  T H E  THERMOMETER REGISTERS THE A N N U A L  
MEAN TEMPERATURE.  THE CURVE S H O W S  THE MONTHLY MEAN TEMPER- 
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ulation is largely Negro, chiefly descendants of labourers,imported 
from the British West Indies during the various periods of con- 
struction on the Panama canal, and the rule of the road is to keep 
to the left, one of the few cities of importance in Latin America 
follo~ving the British custom. The town was founded in 1850, a t  
the Atlantic terminus of the original Panami railway, and was 
first called Aspinwall, after William H. Aspinwall (1807-75), one 
of the builders of the railway. The present name, C016n. is the 
Spanish form of Columbus. as the twin city of Cristbbal is the 
Spanish oC his Christian name. On the completion of the railway 

in 1855, Col6n attained outstanding importance as compared with 
the older Caribbean ports of Panama, and with the first plans for 
the isthmian canal, took on additional prestige. Prior to  the begin- 
ning of work on the American canal, in 1903, Colbn was noto- 
riously unhealthy, and one of the provisions of the Canal treaty 
of 1903, giving the Cnited States full sanitary control over the 
cities of Panama, mas t o  enable it to clean up Colbn before the 
work of construction was begun. Much of the work of Gen. 
Gorgas (q.v.) ,  the sanitary genius of the canal construction, was 
done in and about Colbn, which was given a new system of water- 
works and sewerage as well as a complete drainage of the sur- 
rounding swamps in the triumphant fight against yellow fever and 
malaria. Colbn is now one of the most healthful tropical cities in 
the world. The Hotel Washington, operated by the United 
States government, is the popular resort of the Canal Zone. 

(W. THO.; X.) 

COLON, a town of Matanzas province, Cuba, on the railway 
between Matanzas and Santa Clara, and the centre of a rich sugnr- 
planting country. Population (1907) 7,124; 1931 census 22.944. 

COLON. ( I )  In  anatomy, part of the greater intestine (Gr. 
~bXov, from ~ b X o ~ ,  curtailed) (spe ALIMENTARY CANAL). ( 2 )  Or y-  
inally in Greek rhetoric a short clause, hence a mark (:) in 
punctuation, used to show a break greater than that marked by 
the semicolon (;), and less than that marked by the full stop 
(Gr. KGXOV, a member, or part). Applied in palaeography to a 
unit of measure in mss., amounting in length to  a hexameter line. 

COLONEL, the superior officer of a regiment of infantry or 
cavalry (derived either from Lat. colu?n?za, Fr. colonne, column. 
or Lat. corona, a cronn); also an officer of corresponding rank in 
the genera! army list. The colonelcy of a regiment formerly im- 
plied a proprietary right in it. Whether the colonel commanded 
it directly in the field or not, he alb~ays superintended its finance 
and interior economy, and the emoluments of the office, in the 
18th century, were often the only form of pay drawn by general 
officers. The general officers of the 17th and 18th centuries were 
invariably colonels of regiments, and in this case the active com- 
mand was exercised by the lieutenant-colonels. At the present 
day, British general officers are often, though not always, given 
the colonelcy of a regiment, which has become almost purely an 
honorary office. The sovereign, foreign sovereigns, royal princes 
and others, hold honorary colonelcies, as colonels-in-chief or hon- 
orary colonels of many regiments. I n  other armies, the regiment 
being a fighting unit-usually of three battalions, the colonel is 
its active commander; in the British army the battalions of a regi- 
ment serve separately-normally one abroad and one at  home in 
peace-and are organized in brigades composed of battalions of 
different regiments. Thus 18th century practice has become the 
modern regulation, and a lieutenant-colonel is the commandin: 
officer of the battalion of infantry and regiment of cavalry. Col- 
onels are actively employed in the army a t  large in staff appoint- 
ments, brigade commands, etc., extra-regimentally. Colonel-gen- 
eral, a rank formerly used in many armies, still survives in the 
German service, a colonel-general (General-Oberst) ranking be- 
tween a general of infantry, cavalry or artillery, and a general 
field marshal (General-Feld-~narschall). Colonels-general are 
usually given the honorary rank of general field marshal. 

T h e  U n i t e d  States.-The colonel in the U.S. army is the high- 
est rank to which officers are promoted by seniority. His appro- 
priate command is the regiment. Colonels are assigned to duty as 
chief of staff of divisions, assistant chiefs of staff in the larger 
units, and as assistants in the administrative and supply services. 
The insignia of rank of the colonel is the silver eagle worn on the 
shoulder strap of the uniform. 

COLONIAL OFFICE: see GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS. 
COLONIAL PREFERENCE: see IMPERIAL PREFERENCE. 
COLONIAL STYLE, in architecture, a term loosely applied 

to any style developed by colonizers; e.g , the French colonial 
architecture of Morocco, the colonial architecture of Bermuda, 
etc. When used without a qualifying adjective, the term denotes 
specifically the architecture of the English colonies of the North 
American continent during the 17th and 18th centuries; and also, 
by extension, the continuation and development of that style after 
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the Revolution, down to the coming of the classic revivals, 1800-- 
30 (see MODERN ARCHITECTURE). The peculiar characteristics of 
any colonial architecture result from the attempt to reproduce as 
closely as possible the architecture of the mother country in places 
where labour may be limited or untrained or influenced by native 
tradition, materials may be different and climate and environment 
may be unfamiliar. 

COLONNA, a noble Roman family, second only to  the 
Gaetani di Sermoneta in antiquity, and first of all the Roman 
houses in importance. The popes Marcellinus, Sixtus III. ,  Stephen 
IV. and Adrian 111. are said to have been members of it, but the 
authentic pedigree of the family begins with Pietro, lord of Col- 
umna, Palestrina and Paliano (about I IOO), probably a brother of 
Pope Benedict IX.  His great grandson Giovanni had two sons, 
respectively the founders of the Colonna di Paliano and Colonna 
di Sciarra lines. The third, or Colonna-Romano line, is descended 
from Federigo Colonna (1223) I n  the 12th century we find the 
Colonna as counts of Tusculum, and the family was then famous 
as one of the most powerful and turbulent of the great Roman 
clans; its feuds with the Orsini and the Gaetani are a character- 
istic feature of mediaeval Rome and the Campagna; like the 
other great nobles of the Campagna, the Colonna plundered trav- 
ellers and cities and did not even spare the pope himself if they 
felt themselves injured by him. Boniface VIII.  attempted to 
break their power, excommunicated them in I 297, and confiscated 
their estates. H e  proclaimed a crusade against them and cap- 
tured Palestrina, but they afterwards revenged themselves by be- 
sieging him a t  Anagni, and Sciarra Colonna laid violent hands 
on His Holiness, being with difficulty restrained from actually 
murdering him (1303). I n  1347 the Colonna, a t  that time almost 
an independent power, were defeated by Cola di Rienzi, but soon 
recovered. Pope Martin V. (1417-1431) was a Colonna, and con- 
ferred immense estates on his family, including Marino, Frascati, 
Rocca di Papa, Nettuno, Palinao, etc., in the Campagna, and other 
fiefs in Romagna and Umbria. Their goods were frequently con- 
fiscated and frequently given back, and the house was subject to 
many changes of fortune; during the reign of Pope Alexander VI. 
they were again humbled; but they always remained powerful and 
important, and members of the family rose to  eminence as gener- 
als, prelates and statesmen in the service of the Church or other 
powers. In  the war of I 522 between France and Spain there were 
Colonna on both sides, and a t  the battle of Lepanto (1571) Marc 
Antonio Colonna, who commanded the papal contingent, greatly 
distinguished himself. A detailed record of the Colonna family 
would be a history of Rome. To-day there are three lines of Col- 
onna: ( I )  Colonna di Paliano, with two branches, the princes and 
dukes of Paliano, and the princes of Stigliano; (2) Colonna di 
Sciarra, with two branches, Colonna di Sciarra, princes of Car- 
bagnano, and Barberini-Colonna, princes of Palestrina; and (3)  
Colonna-Romano. The Colonna palace, one of the finest in Rome, 
was begun by Martin V. and contains a valuable gallery. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  de Gotha (1775, etc.) ; A. von Reumont, 
Gesckichte der Stadt Roln (1868), containing an elaborate account of 
the family; F. Gregorovius, Gesclticlzte der Stadt R o m  in  Mittelalter, 
8 vols. (Stuttgart, 1859-72 trans. from the 4th Ger. ed. by G. W. 
Hamilton, 8 vols. 2nd ed. rev. 1900-09) ; A. hTorvack, Die Reichsgrafen 
Colonna Freiherrn von Pels (Gross-Strehlitz, 1902) ; L. Ross, Die 
Colonna, 2 ~01s. (Leipzig, 1912). 

COLBNNA, VITTORIA (1490--I 547), marchioness of 
Pescara, Italian poetess, daughter of Fabrizio Colonna, grand 
constable of the kingdom of Naples and of Anna da Montefeltro, 
was born at  Marino, a fief of the Colonna family. She married at  
19 Ferrante de Avalos, marquis of Pescara, who was subsequently 
a noted captain of Charles V., and who died of wounds a t  Milan 
in 1525. During their long separation they corresponded with 
each other in passionate terms in prose and verse. After her 
husband's death, Vittoria lived a t  Ischia where she composed the 
first of the Rinte spirituali that are a characteristic feature of her 
poetic genius. In  1539 she was living in Rome, and was the ob- 
ject of a romantic friendship on the part of the ageing Michel- 
angelo. Among her other friends were Cardinal Reginald Pole, 
Contarini, Cardinal Bembo and Baldassare Castiglione. Her 

amatory and elegiac poems were printed a t  Parma in I 538; a 
third edition, containing 16 of her Rinte spiritzcali, was published 
a t  Florence soon afterwards; and a fourth was printed at  Venice 
in 1544. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A great deal has been written about Vittoria 
Colonna, but perhaps the best account of her life is A. Luzio, "Vittoria 
Colonna" in the Rivista Storica Mantovana, vol. i. (Mantua, 1885) ; 
A. von Reumont, Vittoria Colonna Vita, fede e poesia, etc. (Italian 
corrected ed., Turin, 1883) is also excellent. J. Le Fkvre-Deumier, 
Vittoria Colonrza (1856), also in Celebrite's italiennes: Vittoria Colonna 
etc. (1894) is somewhat inaccurate, but M. Roscoe, Vittoria Colontza 
(1868) may be recommended to English readers. P. E. Visconti, Le 
Rime di Vittoria Colonna (1840) deals with her poems. See also A. E. 
Ravina, The Romance o f  a Raphael (1916) ; J .  J. Wyss, Vittoria 
Colonna (Frauenfeld, 1916). 

COLONNADE, in  architecture, a row of columns. When a 
colonnade completely surrounds a building or a court-yard, it is 
known as a peristyle ( q . ~ . ) .  When it  projects as a separate motif 
or as an entrance porch, it  is called a portico (q.v.). Colonnades 

BY COURTESY OF ( A )  ARCHITECTURAL F O R U M ;  (B) SVJEDISH STATE RAILWAYS 

TWO E X A M P L E S  OF T H E  C O L O N N A D E  S H O W I N G  ( A B O V E )  T H E  PURELY 
D E C O R A T I V E  TYPE A N D  (arLow) ITS USE AS C O V E R E D  PASSAGEWAY 

were frequently used in the Hellenistic period to line the streets 
of towns in Syria and Asia Minor, and this custom spread 
throughout the Roman empire; the city of Rome was particularly 
rich in examples of this usage. 

COLONNE, EDOUARD ( I  838-1 ~ I O ) ,  French conductor 
of Italian origin, was born a t  Bordeaux on July 23, 1838. H e  be- 
gan to earn his living when he was eight years old, but later was 
able to study a t  the Paris Conservatoire, and from 1858-67 was 
first violin at  the OpCra. I n  1873, with the music publisher Hart- 
man, he established a series of concerts which were devoted more 
especially to the production of modern French works. Subse- 
quently he continued the concerts alone on the basis of an asso- 
ciation of artists supported by the general public, and under the 
name of the Concerts Colonne they acquired great fame and pop- 
ularity. Colonne conducted also a t  the OpCra, and appeared 
further in London and other European centres. The Concerts 
Colonne were of great value to  French music because of the large 
number of new works by Lalo, Dubois; Franck, Reyer, and other 
modern French composers which were given at  them for the first 
time. Much -attention was given also in their programmes to Ber- 
lioz, whose works were frequently performed, in many cases after 
long-continued neglect. Colonne died in Paris on March 28, 
1910. 

COLONSAY: see HEBRIDES. 
COLONY, a term denoting the settlement of the subjects of 

a State beyond its territorial limits. I t  is applied by usage to a 
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group of the subjects of one sovereign State living within the 
bounds of another, and, in this sense, most of the European coun- 
tries have "colonies" in London. Ey a variant of this usage the 
term is applied also to groups of persons of one original nation- 
ality admitted as denizens to another State. Thus in the United 
States there are many "colonies" or emigrants from European 
powers. More strictly the term refers to (a) the settlement of the 
subjects of a State in an area outside its geographical boundaries, 
but within its administrative sphere; or (b) a territorial unit out- 
side the limits of a State but closely associated with it by ties of 
nationality, administration, economic interest or sentiment. The 
first hnds examples in the Teutonic colonies settled in the Baltic 
provinces and in colonies of similar type but different nationali- 
ties in the Balkan peninsula. The second and more general defi- 
nition covers all the variations of colony connected with those 
States which are commonly described as "colonial powers." 

Early Period.-The history of colonization in the European 
sphere is generally opened with the activities of the Phoenicians 
on the Mediterranean sea-board. At first from Tyre, and later 
also from Carthage, the Phoenicians founded a series of settle- 
ments among the islands and along the North African coast. 
Their establishment was due t o  the necessities of trade expansion, 
and they remained trading-posts of the type which became gen- 
eral in a later age in the history of European contact with the 
East. 

The next colonizing power in this region was Greece. I n  this 
case the character of the colonies and the motives of their estab- 
lishment were more diverse, and present many points of compari- 
son with modern colonization. Some were, like the Phoenician 
colonies, outposts for  trade; but desire for adventure, political 
discontent and the pressure of population all contributed to  the 
exodus from the city-states, as they did later to emigration from 
Britain. The system of government in these colonies was of a 
kind less familiar in modern times. All the Greek colonies, except 
those founded by Athens, were independent of the parent State, 
bound to it  only by economic or military advantage or by senti- 
ment; and this independence was, moreover, assumed from the be- 
ginning, in contrast to the slow growth of autonomy in the British 
dominions. 

The Roman colony was again of a different type. The expansion 
of Rome was by land, and its method was by conquest, and its 
modern parallel is to  be found in the Balkans or the Baltic 
rather than among the colonies of "colonizing powers." The 
Roman colonies of Imperial Rome were settlements within a prov- 
ince, with certain characteristics and privileges, and were primarily 
centres for the spread of Roman influences in civilization and 
culture. 

Between the downfall of Rome and the great expansion of 
Europe in the I jth and 16th centuries, the chief exponents of 
colonization were the city-states of the Italian sea-board. Both 
Genoa and Venice planted colonies in the 12th and 13th centuries 
along the Spanish and Barbary coasts, in Dalmatia and among the 
Greek islands. Like the Phoenician settlements these were mainly 
out-posts for trade, though the grant of land to the great Venetian 
families in Dalmatia and the islands offers a closer approximation 
to modern colonizing methods. 

T h e  P e r i o d  of Wor ld  Colonization.-These Italian settle- 
ments ended the period of colonization in which the Mediterra- 
nean was the centre. Henceforth the history of colonization 
pivoting about the Atlantic, Indian and (later) Pacific Oceans, 
came to imply the spread of European influence in the non- 
European xorld. Before the end of the first half of the 16th 
century, the Spanish empire had grown up in Central and South 
America, a t  Cuba and Hispaniola among the islands and in New 
Spain and Peru on the mainland. By that time too Portugal had 
established her claim to Brazil, and had set her mark on the west 
coast of India and in the Spice islands. France, England and the 
Dutch followed close upon them, wresting from Spain and Portu- 
gal their early monopoly and founding new colonies in North 
America and the West Indies and trading settlements on the 
African coast and in the East. The Danes and the Swedes took 
part also in  this wave of expansion, but the west European powers 

kept their leadership throughout the 17th and 18th centuries. 
The motives of colonization in this period included most of 

those which had led to earlier activities. The increase of trade 
was perhaps the most important factor, but desire for adventure 
and the force of religious or political discontent explained much 
of the emigration. The proselytizing zeal of Portugal and Spain 
was also of some importance, while the whole movement gained 
strength and persistence from international rivalries. Colonies 
changed hands as the result of European wars; the Dutch suc- 
ceeded Portugal in the Spice islands, and England struggled with 
France for trading predominance on the African coast and in 
India, while the French colonies of Canada and certain West 
Indian islands passed to English control. Trade was the most im- 
portant consideration for all these colonizing powers, and all fol- 
lowed the lead of Spain and Portugal in seeking a monopoly of 
their colonial products. They met with varying success. Both 
the competition and the colonies grew rapidly in the 17th century, 
and two factors came to determine the measure of the success of 
the parent State: sea-power was needed to ward off interloping 
rivals, and cargoes of manufactured goods to  supply the colonists' 
demands. Spain lacked both in the 17th century; Holland could 
not compete with France or England, and these two were left 
as the chief protagonists in  the colonial struggle. 

The government of the colonies had another feature in  common 
besides the principle of trade monopoly, for the tendency in all 
States was to  reproduce in their outlying parts their own constitu- 
tional system. This was less marked in the case of Spain than in 
that of France or England; but while the Spanish king ruled the 
Indies, as he did Spain, as part of a medley of dominions which 
had little uniformity of government, yet in many details he fol- 
lowed Spanish procedure. France introduced into Canada the sys- 
tem of legislation by royal edict registered in local parlements and 
the reliance on intendants for maintaining local government; 
while the English colonies possessed legislative assemblies which 
reproduced the spirit and the forms of Stuart parliaments. 

The 19th and 2 0 t h  Centuries.-This period of colonization 
ends with the close of the 18th century. The economic changes 
which formed the Industrial Revolution (9.v.) destroyed the eco- 
nomic basis of the colonial system, and the revolutionary era in 
Europe was accompanied by a movement for colonial freedom. 
The United States started the change, and were followed by the 
revolt of Central and South America and the ruin of the empires 
of Spain and Portugal. 

Alone among the colonizing powers Britain carried forward 
some of her colonial traditions to the new age. The early years of 
the 19th century saw the expansion of Canada and the growth of 
new colonies in Australia, South Africa and New Zealand. The 
great emigration of the middle years of the century, and the in- 
creasing demand of industrial England for  f ood-stuff s and raw 
materials transformed these colonies into great dominions who 
could support a quasi-national status. At the same time trading 
interests led to the expansion of control in tropical and semi- 
tropical regions and the establishment of new "crown colonies" 
under the administration of the Colonial Office. International 
rivalry re-appeared in the last quarter of the 19th century. French 
colonization on the south side of the Mediterranean and inland 
penetration from the west coast led to  the growth of French con- 
trol over a large part of North Africa, while Spain and Italy later 
extended their interests in the same region. At the end of the 
century Germany started her colonial period. The partition of 
Africa followed, with its welter of delimiting treaties and its 
multiplication of the types of colony, protected areas, and spheres 
of influence. The struggle for Pacific islands and trading posts in 
China accompanied this process, and the United States appeared 
as a colonizing power. The World War brought some readjust- 
ment in the distribution of colonies, and added the new class of 
"mandated territories" to the existing types. 

The developments of the last 50 years seem to be leading to a 
new limitation of the word "colony," at  least in Britain. The great 
dominions have acquired most of the characteristics of inde- 
pendent States and have to a great extent abandoned the use of 
the term "colony" as applicable to themselves I t  is being 
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restricted, therefore, in general use to those regions to which rights 
of self-government have not yet been granted. (See also BRITISH 

EMPIRE ; AFRICA ; MANDATE.) (L. 11. P.) 
COLOPHON, an ancient city of Ionlz, situated inland about 

1 5  m. N. of Ephesus. I t s  port was at Notium or Kew Colophon. 
The site, now called Tracha, lies near Diermendere, j m. S. of 
Develikeui. Excavations, commenced during 1922, were inter- 
rupted by the Turkish reconquest of Asia Minor. Colophon was 
a very flourishing city in the great period of Ionia. I t  was the 
mother-city of Smyrna; it  was ruled by a timocracy (oligarchy of 
wealth) which provided a famous troop of cavalry. I t  was famous 
for  its luxury, imitated from the Lydians. I t  claimed to have 
produced Homer, but its greatest genuine literary names were 
Xenophanes and Mimnermus. The first shock to its prosperity 
was the sack by Gyges of Lydia in 665 B.C. I t  declined in favour 
of Notium until in 287 Lysimachus transferred a part of the 
population to his new city a t  Ephesus. 

Notium contained the important shrine of the Clarian Apollo. 
COLOPHON, a final paragraph in some manuscripts and 

many early printed books (see BOOK), giving particulars as to 
authorship, date and place of production, and sometimes express- 
ing the thankfulness of the author, scribe or printer on the com- 
pletion of his task. Thus the Guillermus, who made a famous col- 
lection of sermons on the gospels for Sundays and saints' days, 
records its completion in 1437 and submits it  to the correction of 
charitable readers, and Sir Thomas Malory notes that his hforte 
#Arthur "was ended in the ix yere of the reygne of Icyng Edward 
the fourth," and bids his readers "praye for me whyle I am on lyue 
that God sende me good delyuerance, and whan I am deed I praye 
you all praye for my soule." The earliest printed paragraph of 
this kind is that which Fust and Schoeffer printed a t  the end of 
their famous psalter of 145 7 in red ink: Presens spalmorum (sic 
for psalmorum) codex venustate capitaliurn decoratus Rubrica- 
tionibz~sque suficienter distinctus, Adinuentione artificiosa im- 
primendi ac caracterizandi absque calami vlla exaracione sic efi- 
giatus, Et a d  eusebiam dei industrie est comummatzrs, Per  lohan- 
nem fust ciuem maguntinurn, Et Petrum Schoffer de Gernszheinz 
Anno domini Millesimo. cccc. hii. in vigilia Assumpcionis. In 
the Vienna copy of this and in their Latin Bible of 1462 they 
added a device of two shields at  the end of the paragraph, and this 
addition was widely copied. When a leaf or page was added to the 
title of a book at  its beginning the importance of these final para- 
graphs slowly diminished, and the information they gave was 
gradually transferred to the title-page. Complete title-pages bear- 
ing the date and name of the publishers are found in most books 
printed after I 520, and the final paragraph, if retained at  all, was 
gradually reduced to information as to the printer and date. From 
the use of the word in the sense of a "finishing stroke" (from the 
story that the final charge of the cavalry of Colophon was always 
decisive) such a final paragraph as has been described is called 
by bibliographers a "colophon," but this name for it  is quite possi- 
bly not earlier than the 18th century. (A. JV. P . )  

COLORADO, known as the "Centennial State" because of 
its entrance into the Union in 1376, IOO years after the Declara- 
tion of Independence, is a State of the United States of America, 
situated between 37" and 41' N. lat. and 102'  and 109" W. longi- 
tude. The State is bounded on the north by Wyoming and 
Nebraska, on the east by Nebraska and Kansas, on the south by 
Oklahoma and New Mexico and on the west by Utah. I t  is the 
seventh largest State in the Union, having an area of I04,247 
sq.mi., of which 280 are water surface. 

Physiography.- Colorado embraces in its area a great variety 
of plains, mountains and plateaux. I t  lies a t  the junction of the 
Great PIains-which in their upward slant to the westward attain 
an average elevation of about 4,000 ft. along the eastern boundary 
--with the Rocky mountains, to the west of which is a portion 
of the Colorado plateau. These are the three physiographic 
provinces of the State. (See section Geology.) The Colorado 
plateau includes a number of lofty plateaux-the Roan or Book, 
Uncompahgre, etc., which form the eastern continuation of the 
high plateaux of Utah and cover the western quarter of the 
State. I t s  eastern third consists of rich, unbroken plains. 

On the western edge of these plains lies an abrupt, massive and 
strangely uniform chain of mountains, known in the neighbour- 
hood of Colorado Springs as the Rampart range, and in the 
extreme north as the Front range, and often denominated as a 
whole by the latter name. The upturning of the rocks of the 
Great Plains at  the foot of the Front range develops an interest- 
ing topography, the harder layers weathering into grotesquely 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  C H A M B E R  OF C O M M E R C E ,  C O L O R A D O  S P R I N G S  

T HE  SWITCHBACKS.  PIKES P E A K .  S H O W I N G  T H E  M O D E R N  MOTOR H I G H W A Y  
TO THE S U M M I T  OF THE M O U N T A I N ,  14,110 FT. ABOVE SEA LEVEL 

curious forms, as seen in the famous Garden of the Gods at  the 
foot of Pikes peak. Behind this barrier the whole country is 
elevated about 2,000 ft.  above the level of the plains region. I n  
its lowest portions just behind the front ranges are the natural 
"parksn-great plateaux enclosed by superb ranges. To  the west 
of these and between them, and covering the remainder of the 
State east of the plateau region, is an entanglement of mountains, 
tier above tier, running from north to south, buttressed laterally 
with splendid spurs, cut by river valleys and divided by mesas 
and plateaux. These various chains are known by a multitude of 
local names. Among the finest of the chains are the Rampart, 
Sangre de Cristo, San Juan, Sawatch (Saguache) and Elk ranges. 
The first, like the other ranges abutting from north to south 
upon the region of the prairie, rises abruptly from the plain and 
has a fine, bold outline. I t  contains a number of fine summits 
dominated by Pikes peak (14,110 f t . ) ,  Much more beautiful as 
a whole is the Sangre de Cristo range. At its southern end are 
Blanca peak (14,363 ft.) and Old Baldy (14,12j f t . ) ,  both in 
Costilla county. The mountains of the San Juan ranges of the 
south-west are particularly abrupt and jagged. Most magnificent 
of all the mountains of Colorado, however, are the Sawatch and 
adjoining ranges in the centre of the State. The former (the 
name is used a little loosely) consists of almost a solid mass of 
granite, has an average elevation of probably 13,000 ft., presents 
a broad and massive outline and has a mean breadth of 15 to 2 0  

miles. Mt. Ouray (13.955 f t  ), in Chaffee county, may be taken 
as the southern end, and the splendid Mount of the Holy Cross 
(13,996 it.), in Eagle county-so named from the figure of its 
snow-filled ravines-as the northern. Between the t ~ o  lie numer- 
ous high peaks including Mt. Elbert (14,431 ft.) ,  the highest 
peak in the State. The Elk range is geologically interesting for 
the almost unexampled displacement of the strata of which it is 
composed and the apparent confusion which has thence arisen. 
The most remarkable of its separate summits, which rise superbly 
in a crescent about Aspen, is North Italian peak (13.225 f t . ) ,  
displaying the red, white and green of Italy's national colours. 
A few miles to the north and north-east of the Mount of the 
Holy Cross are Torrey peak (14,264 i t . )  and Grays peak (14,274 
ft.), in Summit county; Mt. Evans (14,259 f t . ) ,  in Clear Creek 
county; and Rosalie peak (13,574 ft.) ,  in Park county; a little 
farther north, in Gilpin, Grand and Clear Creek counties, James 
peak (13,259 ft.), and, in Boulder county, Longs peak (14,2jj 
feet). Altogether there are at  least 600 summits exceeding 12,000 



COLORADO PLATE I 

SCENES I N  THE COLORADO ROCKY M O U N T A I N S  

1. Sandstone spires, i n  the Garden o f  the Gods, near Colorado Springs. 
7 0  m, south of Denver. This tract, owned by the c i t y  of Colorado 
Springs, includes some 5 0 0  acres of ridges and grotesque shapes of 
b r igh t l y  coloured sandstone 

2. Lar iat  Trai l ,  so called f rom i ts  lar iat - l ike twists and turns. The t ra i l  
ascends t o  the crest of Lookout  Mountain, near Denver 

3. Looking in to  the valley of Estes Park, a t  the eastern entranoe t o  the 
Rocky Mountain Park, about 7 0  m. northwest of Denver 

4. The Gateway Rocks, which form the entrance t o  the Garden of the Gods. 
Near top, a t  left, the "Kissing Camels" 

5. Herd o f  sheep returning t o  corral. The Maggie Gulch sheep ranch, i n  
the Rocky Mountains, near Silverton 

6. Silverton, about 2 0 0  m. southwest of Denver. I t  has been noted for i t s  
lead and silver production. Ent i re ly  surrounded by mountains, it is 
popular for winter  and summer sports 



PLATE 11 COLORADO 

CIT IES A N D  MIN ING CENTRES OF COLORADO 

1. From the state capitol, Denver, Colorado, looking across the civic 5. A street in Black Hawk, 55  mi. west of Denver. Founded dur ing the 
centre toward the Rocky mountains great immigrat ion of 1859,  i t  is one of the oldest mining towns of 

2. A i r  view of Denver, capital of the state Colorado 

3. ~ ~ l d  mines a t  c r ipp le  creek,  a t  the centre of colorado. 6 .  View of Telluride. Since the comparative exhaustion of Alaskan sources 

Gold was first discovered there in 1 8 9 1  of gold supply, the mines of Colorado have become especially valuable 

4. Gold mine and stamp-mil l ,  near Telluride, about 200 mi. S.W. of Denver 
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ft. in  altitude, 300 above 13,000 and 50 above 14,000. 

Cirques, valley troughs, numberless beautiful cascades, sharp- 
ened alpine peaks and ridges, glacial lakes and valley moraines 
offer everywhere abundant evidence of glacial action, which has 
modified profoundly practically all the ranges. The Park range, 
east o f  Leadville, and the Sawatch range are particularly fine 
examples. Much o f  the grandest scenery is due to  glaciation. 

Among the most remarkable 
orographical features o f  the State 
are the great mountain "parksn- 
North, Estes, Middle, South and 
San Luis-extending from the 
northern to the southern border 
o f  the State, and lying (with the 
exception o f  Middle park) just 
east o f  the continental divide. 
These "parks" are great plateaux, 
not all o f  them level, lying be- 
low the barriers o f  surrounding 
mountain chains. North park, 
the highest o f  all, is a lovely BY COURTESY OF THE CHAMBER O F  COMMERCE,  

COLORADO SPRINGS 

country of meadow and forest. CATHEDRAL SPIRES O F  ROCK I N  
Middle park is not level, but is T H E  GARDEN OF T H E  GODS. P A R T  
traversed thickly by  low ranges OF T H E  M U N I C I P A L  P A R K SYSTEM 

like the Alleghenies; in the I N  COLORADO 

bordering mountain rim are several of  the grandest mountain 
peaks and some o f  the most magnificent scenery o f  the State. 
Estes park is small, only 2 0  m .  long and never more than 2 m .  
broad; it is in fact the valley o f  Thompson creek. By many it is 
accounted among the loveliest o f  Colorado valleys. Seven ranges 
lie between it and the plains. South park is similarly quiet and 
charming in character. Much greater than these is San Luis park. 
The surface is nearly as flat as a lake, and it was probably at one 
time the bed o f  an inland sea. In  the centre there is a long 
narrow lake fed b y  many streams. It has no visible outlet, but 
is fresh., The  San Luis park, which runs into New Mexico, is 
traversed by the Rio Grande del Norte and more than a dozen 
o f  its mountain tributaries. These parks are frequented by great 
quantities o f  large game, and--especially the North and Middle- 
are famous hunting-grounds. They are fertile, too, and their com- 
bined area is something like 13,000 sq. miles. 

The drainage system o f  the State is complicated. Eleven topo- 
graphical and climatic divisions are recognized by the United 
States Weather Bureau within its borders, including the several 
parks, the continental divide and various river valleys. O f  the riv- 
ers, the North Platte has its sources in  North park; the Colorado 
(the Grand branch), in Middle park; the South Platte, in South 
park; the Arkansas, in Lake county; and the Rio Grande in San 
Luis park. Four o f  these flow east and south-east to the Missouri, 
the Mississippi and the gulf; but the waters o f  the Colorado sys- 
tem flow to  the south-west into the Gulf o f  California. Among the 
other streams, almost countless in number among the mountains, 
the San Juan. Dolores, White and Yampa, all in the west, are 
o f  primary importance. The  scenery on the head-waters o f  the 
White and Bear, the upper tributaries o f  the Gunnison and on 
many o f  the minor rivers o f  the south-west, is wonderfully beauti- 
ful. The South Platte falls 4,830 f t .  in the 139 m .  above Denver; 
the Grand, 3,600 f t .  in the 224 m.  between the mouth o f  the Gun- 
nison and the porks; the Gunnison, 6,477 f t .  in the 2 0 0  m.  to its 
mouth (except for 16 m. ,  never with a gradient o f  less than 10 

f t . )  ; the Arkansas, 7,000 ft. in  its 338 m .  west o f  the Kansas line. 
O f  the smaller streams the Uncompahgre falls 2,700 f t ,  in 134 m., 
the Las Animas 7,100 f t .  in 113 m., the Los Pinos 4.920 f t .  in 
7 j  m., the Roaring Fork 5,923 f t .  in 64 m.,  the hlancos 5,000 f t .  
in 62 m., the La Plata 3,103 f t .  in 43 m., the Eagle 4,293 f t .  in 
62 m., the San Juan 3,785 f t .  in  303 m., the Lake Fork of the 
Gunnison 6,047 f t .  in 59 miles. The canyons formed in the moun- 
tains by these streams are among the glories o f  Colorado and of 
America. The grandest are the Toltec gorge near the southern 
boundary line, traversed by  the railway 1,joo f t .  above the 
bottom; the Red gorge and Rouge canyon of the Upper Grand, 
and a splendid gorge 16 m .  long below the mouth o f  the Eagle, 

with walls 2,ooc-2,500 f t .  in height; the Grand canyon o f  the 
Arkansas ( 8  mi.) above Canon City, with granite walls towering 
2,600 f t .  above the boiling river at the Royal gorge; and the 
superb Black canyon ( I S  m.) o f  the Gunnison and the Cimarron. 
But there are scores o f  others which, though less grand, are hardly 
less beautiful. The exquisite colour contrasts o f  the Cheyenne 
canyons near Colorado Springs, Boulder canyon near the city o f  
the same name, Red Cliff and Eagle River canyons near Red Cli f f ,  
Clear Creek canyon near Denver-with walls at places 1,000 f t .  
in height-the Granite canyon (11  m.)  o f  the South Platte west 
of  Florissant, and the fine gorge of  the Rio de las Animas (1,500 
f t . ) ,  would be considered wonderful in any State less rich in still 
more marvellous scenery. Among the peculiar features o f  the 
mountain landscapes are the mines. In districts like that o f  
Cripple Creek their enormous ore "dumps" dot the mountain 
flanks like scores o f  vast ant-hills; and in  Eagle River canyon 
their mouths, like dormer windows into the granite mountain roof, 
may be seen 2,000 f t .  above the railway. More than a dozen 
mountain passes lie above ~o,ooo feet. Argentine pass (13,132 f t . ) ,  
near Grays peak, is one o f  the highest wagon roads o f  the world; 
just east o f  Silverton is Rio Grande pass, about 12,400 f t .  above 
sea level, and in the Elk mountains between Gunnison and Pitkin 
counties is Pearl pass (12,715 feet). Many passes are traversed 
by  the railways, especially the splendid scenic route o f  the Denver 
and Rio Grande Western, with a water-level route through the 
Royal gorge o f  the Arkansas river. Among the higher passes are 
Hoosier pass (10,780 f t . )  in the Park range; Hayden Divide 
(10,780) and La Veta pass (9,378), both o f  these across the 
Sangre de Cristo range; the crossing o f  the San Miguel chain at 
Lizard Head pass (10,250) near Rico; o f  the Uncompahgre at 
Dallas Divide (8,977) near Ouray; o f  the Elk and Sawatch 
ranges at Fremont ( I  I ,320), Tennessee (10,424) and Brecken- 
ridge (11,503) passes, and the Busk tunnel, all near Leadville; 
and Monarch pass (11,302) above Salida. 

The climate o f  Colorado is exceptional for regularity and 
salubrity. The mean annual temperature for the State is about 
45' F.  Owing to the complex orography o f  the State, few climatic 
generalizations can be made. It may be said, however, that the 

I 
I 

W Y O M I N G  i N E B R A S K A  

M A P  O F  THE MAIN ROADS O F  COLORADO 

south-east is the warmest portion, lying as it does outside the 
mountains ; that the north-central region is usually coldest ; that 
the normal yearly rainfall for the entire State is about 16.38 in., 
with great local variations (rarely above 27 in.). Winds are 
constant and rather high ( 5  t o  10 m . ) ,  and for many persons 
are the most trying feature o f  the climate. Very intense cold pre- 
vails in winter in the mountains, and intense heat (110" F or more 
in the shade) is often experienced in summer, temperatures above 
go0 being very common. Nevertheless, the climate o f  Colorado 
is not to be judged severe, and that o f  the plains region is in 
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many ways ideal. I n  the lowlands the snow is always slight and 
it  disappears almost immediately, even in the very foothills of 
the mountains, as a t  Denver or Colorado Springs. Hen-ever hot 
the summer day, its night is always cool and dewless. Between 
July and October there is little rain, day after day bringing a 
bright and cloudless sky. Humidity is moderate (annual averages 
for Grand Junction, Pueblo, Denver and Cheyenne, Wyo., for 
6 A.M., about 50 to 66; for 6 P.M., 33 to 50). Sunshine is almost 
continuous; for the whole state the average of perfectly "clear" 
days is normally above 50%. Colorado, because of its lowness 
of humidity and clarity of atmosphere, has many famous arid 
health resorts. 

The wide variation in climatic conditions is explained by the 
fact that the altitude of the state varies from 3,385 ft.  in the 
bed of the Arkansas river a t  the Kansas line to  14,431 f t .  a t  the 
summit of Mt. Elbert. 

F l o r a  a n d  Fauna.-The life zones of Colorado are simple in 
arrangement. The boreal embraces the highest mountain altitudes ; 
the transition belts it on both sides of the continental divide; the 
upper Sonoran takes in about the eastern half of the plains region 
east of the mountains, and is represented further by two small 
valley penetrations from Utah. Timber is confined almost wholly 
t o  the high mountain sides, the mountain valleys and the parks 
being for the most part bare. Nowhere is the timber large or 
dense. The timber-line on the mountains is a t  about ~ o , o o o  ft., 
and the snow line a t  about 11.000 feet. I t  is supposed that the 
forests were much richer before the settlement of the state, 
which was followed by reckless consumption and waste and the 
more terrible ravages of fire. In  1872-76 the wooded area was 
estimated a t  32% of the state's area. I t  is certainly much less 
now. The principal trees, after the yellow and lodgepole pines, 
are the red fir, so-called hemlock and cedar, the Engelmann spruce, 
the cottonwood and the aspen (PopzJus tremz~loides). I n  1899 
Federal forest reserves had been created aggregating 4,849 sq.mi. 
in extent, and by 1940 this had been increased to 21,300 sq. miles. 
These national forests cover altitudes of 7,000 to 14,000 feet. 

Large game is still found in limited numbers west of the con- 
tinental divide. The great parks are a favourite range and shelter. 
Deer and elk frequent the mountains of the entire western part 
of the state, and are almost equally numerous in the higher eleva- 
tions on the eastern slope. The bison have been exterminated. 
Considerable bands of antelope live in the parks, and even de- 
scend to the eastern plains, and the mule deer, the most common 
of large game, is found through the mountains of the state. 
Grizzly or silver-tip, brown and black bears are found in the same 
regions. Rarest of all is the magnificent mountain sheep. Strict 
game laws have resulted in increasing the numbers of deer and elk 
and in preventing the extermination of birds and other small 
game. Millions of trout are planted annually in the mountain 
streams, and bass, catfish and crappies in the waters of the 
lower plains. 

Soil.-The soils of the lowlands are prevailingly sandy loams, 
with a covering of rich mould. The lands available for agriculture 
are the lowlands and the mountain parks and valleys. Cultivation 
is not intensive. Speaking generally, irrigation is essential to suc- 
cessful cultivation, and where it is practicable the soil proves 
richly productive. Irrigation ditches having been exempted from 
taxation in 1872, extensive systems of canals were soon developed, 
especially after 1880. The constitution of Colorado declares the 
waters of its streams to be the property of the state, and a great 
body of irrigation law and practice has grown up about this provi- 
sion. The riparian doctrine does not obtain in Colorado. In no 
other part of the semi-arid region of the country are the irrigation 
problems so diverse and difficult. I n  1940 investments in irrigation 
works for 3,400,ooo ac. totalled $~oo,ooo,ooo. There are irrigated 
lands in most of the counties. Except for the fact that quantities 
of water diverted for irrigation return to the streams through 
underground channels, both the Arkansas and the South Platte 
mould be dry a t  the state line. To end litigation and secure the 
best possible use of available waters, Colorado has compacts with 
some of the neighbouring states for a division of river waters, 
similar to the compact between the United States and Mexico cov- 

ering the Rio Grande river. Most 
important among recent irriga- 
tion developments is the con- 
struction of a 13-mi. tunnel un- 
der the continental divide, which 
will bring annually to the valley 
of the South Platte, most inten- 
sively farmed area in the state, 
320,000 ac.ft. from the headwat- 
ers of the Colorado river a t  
Grand lake. This tunnel, with ac- 
companying compensatory stor- 
age and power plants, totals $50,- 
ooo,ooo in cost. I ts  effect will be 
to  bring security to  a rich, irri- 
gated area without injuring the 
region from which the water is 

BY COURTESY OF E. GALLOWAY 
taken, and to provide firm and 
cheap electric power. Colorado 

SUNNYslDE N E A R  SILVERTON,  COLORADO PLANT has two large federal reclamation 
projects-the Grand valley and 

the Uncompahgre, both on the western slope. The parks and moun- 
tain valleys are largely given over to ranges. The native grasses 
are especially adapted for fodder. The grama, buffalo, and bunch 
varieties cure on the stem and furnish throughout the winter an 
excellent range food. These native grasses, even the thin bunch 
varieties of dry hills, are surprisingly nutritious, comparing very , 

favourably with cultivated grasses. Large areas temporarily de- 
voted to cultivation with poor success, and later allowed to revert 
to ranges, have become prosperous and even noted as stock coun- 
try. This is true of the sand-hill region of eastern Colorado. The 
grass flora of the lowlands is not so rich in variety nor so 
abundant in quality as that of high al t i tud~s.  

Minerals.-Colorado was primarily a mineral region, and to 
this fact it  owes its colonization. I t  possesses unlimited supplies, 
as yet not greatly exploited, of fine building stones, some oil and 
asphalt and related bituminous products, a few precious and 
semi-precious stones (especially tourmalines, beryls and aqua- 
marines found near Canon City and the Royal gorge of the Arkan- 
sas river), rare opalized and jasperized wood (in the eastern part 
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G R A P H  O F  THE VALUE O F  GOLD, SILVER A N D  COPPER,  LEAD A N D  Z I N C  
PRODUCED IN COLORADO FROM 1870 TO 1939 

of El Paso county), considerable wealth of lead and copper. 
enormous fields of bituminous coal and great wealth of the 
precious metals. In the exploitation of the last there have been 
three periods: That before the discovery of the lead-carbonate 
silver ores of Leadville in 18'79, in which period gold-mining was 
predominant; the succeeding years until 1894, in which silver- 
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mining was predominant; and the period since 1894, in which 
gold has attained the primacy. The two metals are found in more 
than 50 counties, San Miguel, Boulder, Eagle, Clear Creek, Park, 
San Juan and Teller being the leading producers. The Cripple 
Creek field in the last-named countj7 was one of the most wonder- 
ful mining districts of America. Leadville, in Lake county, was 
another. The district about Silverton (product 1870--1939 about 
$108,250,000, principally silver and lead, and mostly after I 881) 

G R A P H  O F  COAL MINED I N  COLORADO FROM 1880 T O  1939. THE RE-  
CORDED PRODUCTION B E G I N S  I N  1864 WITH 500 T O N S  FROM THE MAIN 
COAL A R E A S  

also had a remarkable development; and Creede, in the years of 
its brief prosperity, TTas a phenomenal silver-field. 

The stratified rocks of the Great Plains, the parks and the 
plateaus contain enormous quantities of coal. The coal-bearing 
rocks are confined to the Upper Cretaceous, and almost wholly to 
the Laramie formation. The main areas are on the two flanks 
of the Rockies, with two smaller fields in the parks. The east 
group includes the fields of Canon City (whose product is the 
ideal domestic coal of the western states). Raton and the South 
Platte; the park group includes the cones field and the Middle 
park; the west group includes the Yampa, La Plata and Grand 
river fields. The total includes every variety from typical lignite 
to typical anthracite. The aggregate area of beds is estimated 
by the United States Geological Survey at  19,750 sq.mi. (seventh 
in rank of the states of the union). The industry began in 
1864. Production reached its peak in 1918, when I 2,658,000 tons 
were produced, but natural gas and other factors brought about 
a gradual reduction to about 6,ooo.ooo tons in 1939. 

Mineral springs are numerous and occur in various parts of the 
state. The most important are at  Buena 'C'ista, Ouray, Wagon 
Wheel Gap, Poncha or Poncha Springs (80"-168" F ), Canon City, 
Manitou. Idaho Springs and Glenwood Springs (106~-125~ F., 
highly mineralized). The last three places, all beautifully situated 
-the first a t  the base of Pikes peak, the second in the Clear creek 
canyon, and the third a t  the junction of the Roaring Fork with 
the Grand river-have an especially high repute. 

Government.- The first and only state constitution of Colo- 
rado was adopted in the year 1876. I t  requires a separate popular 
vote on any amendment-though as many as six may be (since 
1900) voted on at  one election. Amendments have been rather 
freely adopted. The general assemblies are biennial, sessions not 
limited, average about I I O  days; state and county elections are 
held a t  the same time (since 1902). Adeclaredintentior, to become 
a United States citizen ceased in 1902 tc be sufficient qualification 
for voters, full citizenship (with residence qualifications) being 
made requisite. An act of 1909 provides that election campaign ex- 
penses shall be borne "only by the state and by the candidates" 
and authorizes appropriations for this purpose. Full woman suf- 
frage was adopted in 1893 (by a majority of about 6,000 votes). 

Women have served in the legislature and in many minor offices. 
The governor may veto any separate item in an appropriation 
bill. The state treasurer and auditor may not hold office for two 
consecutive terms. Popular initiative and referendum were intro- 
duced in 1910, recall of officials in 1912. County government is 
of the commissioner type. 

By constitutional amendment in 1902 the city and county of 
Denver were established, with authority in the electorate to estab- 
lish by charter such form of government as they desired. Follow- 
ing many experiments, the present government provides for a 
mayor with broad powers, four appointed departmental managers 
and a council with legislative authority, only the auditor and the 
school authorities being elected independently. 

Population.- The population of Colorado in 1860 was 34,277 ; 
in 1880, 194,327; in 1910, 799,024; and in 1940, 1,123.296. 
This last figure represents an increase of 8.4% over the popu- 
lation in 1930. The population per square mile was 10.8, as  
compared with 44.2 for the United States as a whole. Of the 1940 
population, 590,756, or 52.6%, lived in urban places; that is, 
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U R B A N  A N D  RURAL POPULATION O F  COLORADO, 1860-1940 

in cities of 2,500 or more. The number of occupied dwelling 
units returned in the housing census of 1940 was 316.112, which 
is approximately the same as the number of families. The average 
population per family (occupied dwelling unit) declined from 
3.9 in 1930 to 3.6 in 1940. The white population of Colorado 
(including Mexicans) formed 98.5% of the total in 1940, The 
population of the state and of its principal cities is summarized 
for recent censuses in the following table: 

590,756 519,882 453,259 
Rural . 532,540 515,90g 486,370 

52.6 50.2 48.2 . . 
Denver 322,412 287,861 256,491 12.0 12.2 
Pueblo. . . 52,162 50,096 43,050 4.1 16.4 
Colorado Springs 36,789 33,237 30,105 10.7 10.4 

F i n a n c e  a n d  Education.- The general assessment valuation 
of taxable property in 1939 was $ I , I I ~ , z ~ & , o o o ,  on which there 
was a state levy of 4.4 mills, including 1.18 mills levied in 1937 
for a 10-year period for new buildings at  state institutions. 
Principal sources of revenue in addition to property taxes in- 
clude taxes on sales, services, incomes, liquors, inheritances, 
corporations and motor fuel, and federal aid. State disbursements 
for public welfare, including old-age pensions and direct relief, 
were $zo,ooo,ooo in 1940 Colorado has the highest old-age 
pension program in the United States. Disbursements for highway 
construction in 1939, including federal aid, were $12,200,000. 
Total bonded indebtedness of the state and its subdivisions a t  
the beginning of 1940 was as follows: state, $3,z 57, joo; RIoffat 
tunnel district, $15,470,000; counties, $1,758,000; cities and 
towns-general. $49,124,000; special, $9,572,000; school dis- 
tricts. $21,528,000. 

The public-school system of Colorado dates from 1861, when a 
school law was passed by the territorial legislature; this law was 
superseded by that of 1876. which with subsequent amendments is 
still in force. In expenditure for the public schools per head of 
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total population, Colorado is sixth in rank of the 48 States. The 
school population in 1938 was 31 2,845, of whom 233,141 attended 
school. The total number of teachers was 9.590, and of school 
buildings 2,905. The average number of days attended per year 
per pupil enrolled was, in 1938, 138.3, an increase from 93.4 in 
1900. The total expenditure for public schools in 1938 was 
$23,017,216, $98.72 per head. The income of the permanent 
school fund, derived from federal land grants, is annually appor- 
tioned among the districts. The remainder of the school funds, and 
by far the greater amount, is raised by local taxation. Only 2.8% 
of the population ten years of age and over were listed as illiterate 
in the census of 1930. The percentage of illiterates among the 
native whites was 0.8; among the foreign-born white, 8.6; and 
among the Negroes 3.9. The state institutions are: The University 
of Colorado, a t  Boulder (opened 187 7) ; the School of Mines, a t  
Golden (1874) ; State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, 
a t  Fort Collins (1879); State College of Education, a t  Greeley 
(1889) ; Western State college, a t  Gunnison (1909) ; Adams State 
Teachers college, a t  Alamosa (1925); and a school a t  Colorado 
Springs for the deaf and blind. All are supported by special taxes 
and appropriations-the Agricultural college receiving also the 
usual aid from the federal government. Experimental stations in 
connection with the Agricultural college are maintained a t  different 
points. 

Institutions of higher education, other than those supported 
by the state, are: Colorado college a t  Colorado Springs; Uni- 
versity of Denver, Colorado Woman's college, and Regis college, 
all a t  Denver; and Loretto Heights college a t  Loretto. The United 
States maintains an Indian school at  Towaoc. 

Of charitable and reformatory institutions, a soldiers' and 
sailors' home is maintained a t  Monte Vista, an insane hospital at 
Pueblo, a home for dependent and neglected children at  Denver, 
homes for mental defectives at  Ridge and Grand Junction, an 
industrial school for girls near Morrison, and for boys at  Golden, 
a reformatory at  Buena Vista and a penitentiary at  Canon City. 
Denver was one of the earlier cities in the country to institute 
special courts for juvenile offenders, a reform that is widening in 
influence and promise. 

The parole system is in force in the state reformatory, and in 
the industrial school at  Golden (for youthful offenders) no locks, 
bars or cells are used, the theory being to treat the inmates as 
"students." The state has a parole law and an indeterminate- 
sentence law for convicts. 

Indus t ry ,  T r a d e  a n d  Transport.- In the decade 1910--20 
agriculture displaced mining as Colorado's most important in- 
dustry. The number of farms in 1935 amounted to 63,644; their 
total area amounted to 29,978,472 acres, and their average size 
increased by 1935 to 471.2 acres. The value of all farm lands 
and buildings amounted to $418, 7 j 7,555. Reports for 1935 indi- 

G RAPH S H O W I N G  P E R C E N T A G E  PRODUCED I N  COLORADO O F  T H E  TOTAL 
OUTPUT O F  CERTAIN COMMODITIES I N  T H E  U N I T E D  STATES I 

cated increased numbers of farms but decreased acreage in farms, 
capital valuations and values of products, as compared with the 
1930 figures. The farm population decreased between the years 
1930 and 1935 from 282,827 to 276,198. Less than one-half of 
the farms are operated by managers or tenants. Irrigation is 
extensively used throughout the main agricultural areas. The 
acres actually irrigated increased from 2,792,032 in 1910 to 3,393,- 
619 in 1930. Organized drainage enterprises, most of them having 
been rendered necessary by faulty irrigation, had affected, in 1930 
366,719 ac., a t  a cost of $4,358,866. According to the 1935 cen- 
sus of agriculture, 4.961,ooo ac. of the farms were in crops; the re- 
maining acreage was in pasture or idle under provisions of the 

In 193 7 there were, according to <he U.S. census of manufactures, 
1,233 industrial establishments, employing 25,932 wage earners, 
with products valued at  $23 7,838,s 70. Beet-sugar manufacturing 
has been the chief industry since 1914. There were 16 operating 
plants in 1937, which manufactured sugar amounting to 303,000 
short tons. Other important industries were: Slaughtering and 
meat packing $39,806,000; flour and other grain-mill products 
$1o,zgg,600; construction and repairs in steam railway shops 
$5,890,209; butter, cheese and condensed milk products $8,890,- 
100; bakery products $11,844,ooo; and printing and publishing 

Agricultural Adjustment administration. The severe drought in 
1934 caused production of crops to  fall to the lowest point in 2 5  

years; only 3,947,390 acres were harvested. The principal 1935 
farm crops were: 

newspapers-and periodicals $i ,47~,500.  Denver,-the chief indus- 
trial centre, had 610 manufacturing establishments and products 
valued a t  $115,84 7,600. 

The state is well supplied with railway mileage in spite of its 
rugged topography. I n  the year 1939 there were 4,868 mi. of 
main line railways in operation-a decline from the 5,724 mi. in 
operation in 1915. The Denver Pacific, built from Cheyenne, 
Wyo., reached Denver in  June 1870, and the Kansas Pacific, from 
Kansas City, in August of the same year. Then followed the 
building of the Denver and Rio Grande (1871), to which the 
earlier development of the state is largely due. The Santa Fe 
(1873), Burlington (1882), Missouri Pacific (1887) and Rock 

Acreage Production -- 

All Crops . . 4,961,000 . . 
Corn . . . 1,266,ooo 10,761,om bu. 
Wheat . . 553,000 6,532,000bu. 
Oats . . , . 160,000 4,480,000 bu. 
Barley . , . 321,000 6,420,000 bu. 
Potatoes . .. , roo,ooo 18,ooo,ombu. 
Tame Hay. :, . 1 , 0 6 9 , ~  I, 7 I 2,000 tons 
Wild Hay . . 354,000 3 j4,000 tons 
Dry Beans . 435,000 117,400,mo Ibs. 
Cantaloupes . 6,240 1,030,om crates 
Apples . . . . I, j90,ooo bu. 
Peaches . . . . 1,276,000 bu. 
Cherries . . . . 4,662 tons 
Sugar Beets . 140,000 1,826,000 short tons 

Farm Value 

$ 
62,693,000 

7,102,000 
5,885,000 
1,532,000 
z,8zj,ooo 
9,540,Om 

11,128,ooo 
2,I 24,- 
3,003,000 

772,- 
1,097,- 
1,02 1,000 

233,000 
10,609,000 

On Jan. I ,  193 j,  there were 31 2,000 horses; 22,000 mules; 1.439,- 
ooo cattle; 2,736,000 sheep and 273,000 swine on the farms of 
Colorado. 

As in the case of agriculture, the mining industry in Colorado 
was hard hit by the economic depression beginning in 1929; by 
1934, however, a marked revival of production had set in. Colo- 
rado, with mineral products valued at  $6o,403,000 in 1938 ranked 
I 5th among the states, producing 1.52% of the total value for the 
United States. Colorado, which ranks seventh among the states 
in coal production, had an output in 1939 of 5,991,022 tons, worth 
approximately $15,816,000. Coal has long been the state's most 
valuable mineral product. In  1938 with an output valued at  
$13,136,100, Colorado ranked fifth among the states in gold 
production. I t  was third for silver, with output worth $5,046,000, 
and seventh for lead and for zinc. The production of lead and of 
zinc in 1938 had dropped to $869,800 and $437,100, respectively. 
Petroleum production dropped from 2,750,060 bbl. in 1928 to 
908,504 in 1933; by 1938 it  had picked up to 1,448,600 bbl. valued 
a t  $1,594,700. Brick and other clay products in 1935 had a 
value of $1,393,000. 

A marked influence on Colorado's economic life is found in the 
existence of large forested and mountain areas and the consequent 
establishment of forest reserves and national parks. There were 
in 1940, 13,638,381 ac. in national forests, and there were two 
national parks and six national monuments. Timber supplies, 
grazing for stock, irrigation and hydro-electric power are im- 
portant. The tourist business is a leading industry of the state. 

From 1900 to 1920 the number of manufacturing establishments 
in Colorado nearly doubled, the number of persons engaged 
more than doubled, and the capital invested increased 225%. 
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Island (1888) systems reached Pueblo, Denver and Colorado 
Springs successively from the east. The Colorado and Southern, 
a consolidation of roads connecting Colorado with the south, and 
the Denver and Salt Lake have also become important. The 
electric railway systems, operated by eight companies, had in 
1937 a total of 267 mi. of track. 

There were 12,202 mi. of highway in the State system a t  the 
end of 1939. Of this amount 8,272 mi. were surfaced; there were 
also 8,466 mi. of surfaced county roads. The total number of 
motor vehicles registered in the year 1939 was 344.838. of which 
312,847 were passenger cars, buses and taxis. Motor licence fees 
and a gasoline tax of five cents per gallon are the chief sources of 
highway revenue. 

HISTORY 

Colorado was acquired by the United States in three successive 
waves of westward expansion. The portion north of the Arkansas 
river and east of the meridian of its head mas acquired by the 
Louisiana Purchase (9.v.) in 1803, but its exact boundary was 
not established until 1819, when the western boundary of the 
United States was incorporated in the treaty with Spain. The 
boundary of the United States was extended farther westward 
in 1845, with the admission of Texas. By a boundary adjustment 
between that State and the Federal Government in 1850, a strip of 
territory between the Rio Grande river and the present boundaries 
of Texas became a part of the public domain. The territory west 
of the Rio Grande was included in the Mexican cession of 1848. 

Before the coming of the white men two types of Indians in- 
habited the country. The southern and south-western parts of the 
State were occupied by the cliff-dwellers, a sedentary, agricultural 
people. On the plains and to the northward dwelt the Utes and 
other nomadic, hunting tribes. Only a few of the pueblos and 
cave dwellings remain to commemorate the Indian culture of the 
south-west. 

E a r l y  Explore rs  and Fur-traders.- The first Europeans to  
enter the bounds of the State were Spaniards who came in from 
Mexico to seek their fortune or to  christianize the savages. I t  is 
tolerably certain that Coronado entered Colorado territory in 
1540 in search of the fabled "Seven Cities of Cibola." Almost 
a decade before the founding of the first English settlement in 
America, a Spanish adventurer, Juan de Oiiate, planted a colony 
on the Rio Grande, and seven years later founded Santa Fe (q.v.), 
the second oldest city in the United States. Through the 17th 
century expeditions were made by small bands of Spaniards in  
almost every direction from the settlements on the Rio Grande, 
and the mountains of Colorado must have become a familiar sight 
to them. The next explorer supposed to have entered the country 
was Juan Maria Rivera, who, with several companions, prospected 
on the Rio San Juan and is thought to have gone as far west and 
north as the valley of the Gunnison. There are meagre records 
of indisputable Spanish exploration in 1776, in what is now the 
southern part of the State, by the friars Escalante and Dominguez 
who were in search of a route to  northern California. Fur traders 
were the next to  enter the country. In  I 799 Jean de la Maison- 
neuve and a Swiss named Preneloupe, while trading on the Upper 
Missouri, decided to visit the mountain country to the west and 
on July 20, 1799, arrived a t  the present site of Denver. I t  was 
also the fur  trade that took the first American, James Purcell, into 
the Colorado region in 1803. I n  1806 Zebulon M. Pike, mapping 
the Arkansas and Red rivers of the Louisiana territory for the 
U.S. Government, followed the Arkansas into Colorado, inci- 
dentally discovering the famous peak that bears his name. In 
1819-20 Maj. S. H. Long explored the valleys of the South Platte 
and Arkansas, pronouncing them uninhabited and uncultivable 
(as he also did the valley of the Missouri, whence the idea of the 
"Great American Desert"). His name is also commemorated by 
a famous summit of the Rockies. There is nothing more of 
importance in Colorado annals until 1858. From 1804 to 1854 
the whole or parts of Colorado were included, nominally, in some 
half-dozen territories carved successively out of the trans-Missis- 
sippi country; but not one of these had any practical significance 
for  an uninhabited land. From 1828 to 1832 a fortified trading 

post was maintained near La Junta in the Arkansas valley on the 
Santa Fe trail; in 1834-36 several private forts were erected or, 
the Platte; in 1841 the first overland emigrants to  the Pacific 
coast crossed the State, and in 1846-47 the Mormons settled 
temporarily at  the old Mexican town of Pueblo. John C. FrCmont 
had explored the region in 1842-43 and 1845 (and unofficially in 
later years for  railway routes), and gave more trustworthy re- 
ports of the country to  the world than had his predecessors. 
Commerce in these years centred in the (New) Mexican town 
of Taos. 

Colorado Becomes a State.-Colorado was practically an 
unknown country when in 1858 gold was discovered in the plains, 
on the tributaries of the South Platte, near Denver. In  1859 
various discoveries were made in the mountains. The history of 
Denver dates from the gold rush in 1858. Julesburg, in the 
extreme north-east corner, a t  the intersection of the Platte valley 
and the overland wagon route, became transiently important dur- 
ing the rush of settlers that followed. Emigration from the east 
was stimulated by the panic, and hard times following 18 57. Dur- 
ing 1860--62 there was a continuous stream of immigration. 
Denver (under its present name), Black Hawk, Golden, Central 
City, Mount Vernon and Nevada City were all founded in 1859; 
Breckenridge, Empire, Gold Hill, Georgetown and Mill City in 
1860 and 1861. The political development of the next few years 
was complicated. "Arapahoe county," including all Colorado, was 
organized as a part of Kansas territory in 1858; but a delegate 
was also sent to  Congress to work for the admission of an inde- 
pendent territory (called "Jefferson"). At about the same time, 
early in 1860, a movement for Statehood was inaugurated, a Con- 
stitution being framed and submitted to the people, who rejected 
it, adopting later in the year a Constitution of territorial govern- 
ment. Accordingly the territory of Jefferson arose, claiming to 
extend over 6" of latitude (37'-43") and 8" of longitude (102"- 
110"). Then there was the Kansas territorial Government also, 
under which a full county organization was maintained. Finally 
peoples' courts, acting wholly without reference to  Kansas, and 
with little reference to  the local "provisional" legislature, secured 
justice in the mining country. The provisional legislature of the 
territory of Jefferson maictained an illegal but rather creditable 
existence some

w

hat precariously and ineffectively until I 861. I t s  
acts had slight importance. Some, such as the first charter of 
Denver, were later re-enacted under the legal territorial Govern- 
ment, organized by the United States in Feb. 1861. Colorado 
City, the first capital, was replaced by Golden in 1862. I n  1868 
Denver was made the seat of government (in 1881 permanently, 
by vote of the people). I n  1862 some Texas forces were defeated 
by Colorado forces in an attempt to occupy the territory for the 
Confederacy. From 1864 to 1870 there was trouble with the 
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians. A sanguinary attack on an 
Indian camp in Kiowa county in 1864 is known as the Sand Creek 
Massacre. In  1867 the Republican Party had prepared for the 
admission of Colorado as a State, but the enabling act was vetoed 
by President Johnson, and Statehood was not gained until 1876. 
Finally, under a Congressional enabling act of March 3, 1875, a 
Constitution was framed by a convention a t  Denver (Dec. 20, 
1875 to March 14, 1876) and adopted by the people July I ,  1876. 
The admission of Colorado to the Union was thereupon proclaimed 
on Aug. I ,  18 76. 

L a b o u r  Troubles.-For a considerable time after this the 
history of the State was identified with that of her great mining 
camps. After 1890 industrial conditions were confused and de- 
velopment retarded by strikes and lock-outs in the mines, 
particularly in 1894, 1896-97 and 1903-04. when martial law was 
several times necessary. Questions of railways, franchises, union 
wage scales, and sheep and cattle interests entered into the political 
and economic troubles of these years. The Colorado "labour wars" 
were among the most important struggles between labour and capi- 

I tal, and afforded one of the most sensational episodes in the story 
' of all labour troubles in the United States in these years. A 
State board of arbitration was created in 1896, but its usefulness 
was impaired by an opinion of the State attorney-general (in 

1 1901) that it  could not enforce subpoenas, compel testimony or 
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enforce decisions. A law establishing an eight-hour day for 
underground miners and smelter employees (1899) was unani- 
mously voided by the state supreme court, but in 1902 the people 
amended the constitution and ordered the general assembly to 
re-enact the law for labourers in mines, smelters and dangerous 
employments. Fnllowing the repeal of the Sherman law in 1893, 
the silver question became the dominant issue in politics, resulting 
in the success of the Populist-Democratic fusion party in three 

1910 I 3  532 113ACRES 

1900 9 474 588 ACRES 

4 598 941 ACRES 

1 165 373A 

ACRES 

i 

1920 24,462,014 ACRES 

1 I 
GRAPH S H O W I N G  T H E  INCREASE I N  T H E  AMOUNT O F  L A N D  I N  F A R M S  A N D  
R A N C H E S  I N  COLORADO. 1870  TO 1935 

successive elections, and permanently and greatly altering prior 
party organizations. I n  recent years the two major parties have 
been so equally balanced in strength that the state administration 
has been a t  times Republican and at  times Democratic. 

Colorado was a great cattle country until about 1890, when the 
free range began to pass away because of fencing for agricultural 
enterprises. The cattlemen had to adjust themselves to the new 
situation by providing winter forage, and this led to the culti- 
vation of alfalfa and other hays. Later, with the introduction 
of the sugar-beet industry, Colorado regained some of its former 
importance as a meat-producing state. Lambs and cattle are 
fattened on the hay crops, and sheep and cattle consume the by- 
products of the sugar-beet industry. 

Constitutional Reforms.-A constitutional amendment 
adopting initiative and referendum was ratified in Nov. 1910. In 
the same year a primary election law provided for direct nomina- 
tions by the people of candidates for the U.S. senate, representa- 
tives in congress, and all elective state, district, county, ward and 
precinct officers, as well as members of the state legislature. The 
expense of candidates in such primary elections was limited by 
the act, and severe penalties were provided for violations. In  
1911 an act was passed providing for registration of voters for 
all elections to be held in the state except school elections, and 
providing severe penalties for false registration and other viola- 
tions of the act. In  Nov. 1912 the people approved amendments 
to the state constitution providing for the recall of elective 
officials and. in certain cases, for the recall of iudicial decisions. 

The legislature in 1919 passed an act providing for a budget 
system in making appropriations and creating a state budget and 
efficiency commissioner. The first buaget prepared under this act 
was presented to the legislature in 1921. I n  1920 the voters 
adopted an initiated constitutional amendment raising the limit on 
state tax levy from four mills to five, the additional revenue 
being limited to the use of state educational institutions. In  
1921 a proposed amendment to  extend the tenure of office of 
state and county officers was defeated. Proposals for a conven- 
tion to revise the state constitution were rejected in 1921 and 
I930  In  1921 inheritance tax laws were strengthened by raising 
the rates thereof. Persistent advocacy by the governor secured 
the passage of laws for the re-establishment of a national guard 
and for a Department of Safety, with a body of rangers as a state 
police force; the latter was disbanded in 1923. The legislature 
in 1922 voted a $6,7oo,ooo bond issue to finance the Moffat tun- 
nel, and before it was completed in 1934 a total issue of 
$18,ooo,ooo had been authorized. A loan of $3,8jo,ooo from the 
Reconstruction Finance corporation enabled the Denver and Rio 
Grande railroad to build its strategic Dotsero cut-off connecting 
Denver with Salt Lake City. Serious labour disturbances occurred 
beginning with the depression in 1930 as coal production fell off 
4 j % ,  petroleum so%, and the major crops even more precipi- 
tously. Democrats strengthened by the party's national ascend- 
ancy swept state and national elections in 1932, 1934 and 1936. In  
1931 Colorado ratified the national child labour amendment. 
Under pressure of necessity laws for prohibition repeal, closer 
supervision of insurance and banking companies, and grants to 
aid the destitute were passed in 1934. A 2 %  emergency retail sales 
tax was passed in I 9 3 j  supplemented by the 2 %  professional 
service tax in 1937. I n  1936 a $45 per month old age pension was 
ratified by popuiar vote. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The history of the state is treated in the following 
works: W. F. Stow, History o f  Colorado (3 vols., 1918) ; J.  C. Smile?, 
Semi-ceniennial History o f  Colorado (1913) ; F. L. Passon, "A Pre- 
liminary Bibliography of Colorado History," vol. iii., No. 3 of Univer- 
sity o f  Colorado Studies (June 1906) ; H. H.  Bancroft, History of 
. . . Nevada, Colorado and Wyonziizg, 1540-1888 (1890) ; J ,  F. 
Willard, Union Colony o f  Greeley (1918) ; and University of Colorado 
Senzi-centennial Series (1927). Works chiefly descriptive are: Irving 
Howbert, Indians o f  the Pike's Peak Region (1914) and Memories of 
a Lifetime i n  the Pike's Peak Region (1925) ; A. P. Hill, Colorado 
Pioneers in Picture and Story (1915) ; M .  L. Baggs, Colorado, the 
Queen Jewel o f  the Rockies (1918) ; A. C. Carson, Colorado, the T o p  
of the World (1912); E. A. Mills, Spell of the Rockies ( I ~ I I ) ,  I n  
Beaver World (1913), Rocky  Mountain Wonderland (1915), Y o u r  Na- 
tional Parks (1917) ; and E. Parsons, Guide Book t o  Colorado (1911). 

Governmental administration is dealt with in Colorado Statutes 
Annotated, 1935; governmental reorganization in 1941 Session Laws. 
On soil and agriculture consult: Altltual Reports of CoIorado Co- 
operative Crop Reporting Service (state-federal) ; Colorado Year 
Book, published biennially by the State Planning commission; Annual 
Reports of Colorado State Director of Markets; U.S. Forest Service 
Reports; publications of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (see 
department bibliographies) ; Sixteenth United States Census (1940). 
For mineral resources: see U.S. Geological Survey Bulletins (consult 
bibliographies) ; also the Annual Report and the annual volume on 
Mineral Resources; Colorado State Bureau of Mines, Biennial Report;  
inspector of coal mines, Annual Report. For rivers: see Index to 
Reports o f  the Chief o f  Engineers, United States Army (1900, covering 
1866-1900). On fauna and flora: see U.S. Biological Survey Bulletins 
(especially No. 10) ; the Biennial Report of the State Game and 
Fish Commissioners: U.S. Geological Survey, 19th Annual Report, 
pt. 5; 20th Annual Report ,  pt. 5; various publications of the U.S. 
Forest Service; Porter and Coulter, Synopsis o f  the Flora of 
Colorado (1879). For topography and early description: see Hayden 
reports on Colorado, U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological and 
Geographical Survey of the Territories (13 vols., 1867-78) ; Capt. 
J. C. FrCmont, Report o f  the Exploring Expedition t o  the Rocky  
Mountains i n  1842. ~ublished I ~ A <  as Congressional document No. 166. 

of 1935 allowed the sale of liquor by the glass and in bulk. I gion of southeastern ~ a l i f o r i i a  which ektends from San Gor- 

An act, proposed by initiativk, was passed at  thk same time, pro- 
viding for a ballot without party headings. ~h~ voters adopted in 
Nov. 1914 an amendment to the state constitution, prohibiting 
the sale and manufacture of intoxicating liquor, which became 
effective on Jan. I ,  1916; and the prohibition amendment to the 
federal constitution was ratified by the colorado legislature in 
regular session on Jan. I j ,  1919. Following the repeal of national 
prohibition, Colorado, in 1934, gave up state prohibition. The law 

and in various othk; editions. oilher repo;ts of early explorations are:' 
The  ExPedztion o f  Zebulon Montgo7nery Pike . . . through Louisiana 
Territory and i n  New Spain i n  the Years 1805-06-07, edit. E. Coues 
(3 vols., 1895) ; Account of an  Expedition from Pittsburgh t o  the 
Rocky Mountains, 1819-20, under the Comnzand of Major S .  H .  Long, 
compiled . . . b y  Edwin James (1823) ; Capt. H.  tansb bury, ~ x p l o r a -  
tion o f  the Valley o f  the Great Salt Lake ( 1 8 5 2 ;  also published as 
Senate Executive document No. 3, sand Congress, Special Session) ; 
colorado, ~~~~i~~~ co id^ series. (C. A. D.; E. D. F.) 

COLORADO DESERT. a name a ~ ~ l i e d  to that arid re- 
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gonio pass south-eastward to the Gulf of California, and includes 
the depression (248.7 ft .  below sea level) known as "Salton 
sink." I t  is separated from the Mohave desert (9 .v . )  by the San 
Bernardino, Cottonwood, Chuckwalla and Chocolate mountains. 
The Colorado desert is about 2 0 0  m. in length and attains a maxi- 
mum width of 50 miles. The northwestern portion consists 
chiefly of shifting sand dunes but farther southeast, below the 
sea level, the valley floor is silt-covered and fertile; the soil of 
the Imperial valley ( q . ~ . )  is highly productive when irrigated. 
The rainfall varies considerably from year to year, but the aver- 
age is between 3 and 4 in. yearly. During the five summer months 
the mean daily temperature is high, about go0 F, and occasionally 
an extreme of 125' or more in the shade is reached. 

See W. C. Mendenhall, Ground Waters of the Indio Region, Cali- 
fornia wi th  a sketch of the Colorado Desert, and Some Desert Water- 
ing Places i n  South-eastern California and South-western Nevada. 
These are U.S. Geological Survey Water  Supply Papers, nos. 2 2 5  and 
224, respectively. See also J. Smeaton Chase, California Desert Trails 
(1919). 

COLORADO NATIONAL MONUMENT, a tract of 
13,883 ac. in central Colorado, U.S.A., near the west boundary, set 
apart by the Government as a reservation in 1911. I t  is notable 
for its enormous sandstone monoliths which have been grotesquely 
formed by erosion. One of the largest of these is Independence 
rock; its base is 250 ft .  by IOO ft. and it rises to a height of 500 
feet. Another, Fisherman's Head, is over 400 ft. high and is topped 
by the semblance of a human face. 

COLORADO POTATO BEETLE, a chrysomelid beetle 
(Leptinotarsa decernlifzeata, Say), native to the western United 
States. This leaf-beetle, first named and described by Say in 
1824, fed originally on a wild solanaceous plant, Solafzuv~ rostra- 
turn, abounding in the Rocky Mountain region. With the westward 
advance of civilization, the cultivation of potatoes was brought to 
its neighbourhood, and the insect at once took to the cultivated 
plant and began an eastward spread. By 1864 or 186; it had 
crossed the R!Iississippi river in Illinois. By 1869 it reached Ohio. 
In  1874 it reached the Atlantic seaboard. In its spread across the 
country, it  flourished best in what is known as the Upper Austral 
life zone. I t  did not readily accomnlodate itself to the severe 
winters of the far north nor to the hot summers of the far south. 
As it progressed, certain predatory insects and certain birds be- 
came accustomed to it, and as early as 1869 Paris green began to 
be used against i t ;  so that by the time the beetle reached the At- 
lantic, potato growers in the mid-west were able to control it in 
their fields. 

Great alarm was expressed in Europe. The German Government, 
early in 1875, issued a decree against the importation of American 
potatoes, and was followed the same year by Belgium, Spain, France, 
Russia, Italy, Hungary and Austria, and by Portugal and Sweden the 
following year. In spite of the German decree, the beetle was discov- 
ered in a potato field near Hamburg, but was exterminated by radical 
measures. It  is quite likely that the insect has been imported by acci- 
dent into European countries since that date, but in no case has it been 
established except that shortly after the War of 1914-18 it was found to 
have been introduced near Bordeaux in France in a region where there 
had been large bodies of American, troops. From that region it has 
since spread, rather slowly, into surrounding departments, but the 
French Government, having adopted American methods, feels that it 
can well be kept in check. It  is now known to be established in France, 
Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, Germany, and Switzerland. It  has 
been found sporadically in England but repressive measures are be- 
lieved to have exterminated the species. 

Both the adult beetles and the larvae feed upon the foliage of the 
potato plant. In the early days it not only caused the loss of entire 
crops but sometimes destroyed tlie potato yield of whole counties and 
of large portions of some States. It  materially affected the market 
price of potatoes. The estensive work of the insect on the foliage 
affected the quality of the tuber, and at one time it was difficult to 
obtain potatoes that were not watery when cooked. The adult beetles 
pass the winter underground, and in the spring lay their eggs upon the 
plants. There are two generations each year, the leaf-feeding larva 
descending to the ground to turn to pupa. The insect feeds on nearly 
all solanaceous plants, including eggplant, tomato and tobacco among 
the cultivated species. The tender-leaved varieties of potato are most 
affected. The insect is held in check by the application of arsenicals. 
In the U.S. one formula is, one part Paris green to 10 to 20 parts of 
flour, sifted land plaster or fresh air-slaked lime. Another is, I Ib. 
Paris green to 7 j  to 125 gal. of water, I Ib. o i  quickiime being added 
to  prevent scorching of the foliage by the arsenical. 

BIBLIOGRAPI%T.-F. H. Chittenden, "The Colorado potato beetle," 

U.S. Dept. Agr. Cir. 87 (1907);  Pauline M. John5on and Anita M. 
Ballinger, "Life history studies of the Colorado potato beetle," Jour. 
Agr. Research, 5:917-925 (1916) ; Arthur Gibson, R. P. Gorham, H. q; 
Hudson, and J. A. Flock, "The Colorado potato beetle in Canada. 
Dominion of Canada Dept. Agr. Bul. 52 (1925) ;  R. L. Webster, "Po- 
tato Insects," Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 1j5, pp. 362-367 (191 j ) .  

(L. 0. H.) 
COLORADO RIVER, a stream in the south of the Argen- 

tine Republic. I t  has its sources on the eastern slopes of the 
Andes in the latitude of the Chilean volcano Tinguiririca (about 
34' 48' S.), and pursues a general east-south-east course to  the 
Atlantic, where it  discharges through several channels of a delta 
extending from lat. 39' 30' to  39' 50' S. I t s  total length is about 
620 m., of which about 200  m. from the coast up to Pichemahuida 
is navigable for vessels of 7 ft .  draught. I t  has been usually de- 
scribed as being formed by the confluence of the Grande and Bar- 
rancas, but as the latter is only a small stream compared with the 
Grande it  is better described as a tributary, and the Grande as a 
part of the main river under another name. After leaving the 
vicinity of the Andes the Colorado flows through a barren, arid 
territory and receives no tributary of note except the Curaco, 
which has its sources in the Pampa territory and is considered to 
be part of the ancient outlet of the now closed lacustrine basin 
of southern Mendoza. The bottom lands of the Colorado in its 
course across Patagonia are fertile and wooded, but their area is 
too limited to support more than a small, scattered population. 

COLORADO RIVER. The Colorado river and its upper 
tributaries rise in the mountains of Wyoming, Colorado and Utah, 
where precipitation, especially in the form of snow, is heavy. 
Including the Green river, the Colorado river is about 1,7oom. 
long. I t s  drainage basin covers 244,ooosq m. or & of the 
area of the United States, and includes parts of seven States- 
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, Arizona and 
California. The river forms for I jm. the boundary between Ari- 
zona and hlexico and then flows 8om. through the Republic of 
i\Iexico to the Gulf of California. I ts  discharge varies from about 
3,000 second-feet a t  low water to a flood discharge of more than 
noo,ooocu.ft. per second. I t s  water supply, with storage, is esti- 
mated to be equivalent to a uniform flow of 19,300 second-feet a t  
Lees Ferry, 22,600 second-feet a t  the lower end of Black Canyon, 
and ? I , I O O  second-feet a t  Parker. When development in the upper 
basin is completed and the canyon section and the lower river are 
developed these quantities will be reduced. With an average 
annual flow a t  Yuma of 17,000,ooo acre-feet a t  the present time 
and an average silt content of 0.62% by volume, the annual load 
of silt brought to the delta region by the Colorado and Gila aver- 
ages 105,000 acre-feet, or ~;.o,ooo,ooo cubic yards. 

The region traversed by the Colorado and its tributaries is for  
many reasons of intense interest to the people of the United 
States. Here was the home of that forgotten people of which there 
is almost no record except the hieroglyphics on the rocks, the 
ruins of their irrigation systems, and the cliff dwellings by which 
they are most widely known; in this region were Spanish missions 
whose history extends back nearly to the days of Balboa and Cor- 
tez; here is the Grand Canyon, whose grandeur cannot be de- 
scribed; and here are the greatest known natural bridges, 
so remote and inaccessible that they have only recently been 
discovered. 

For more than 1,ooom. along its course the Colorado has cut 
for itself a deep, narrow gorge or canyon, but a t  some points 
where lateral streams join it the canyon is broken and these nar- 
row transverse valleys divide it into a series of canyons. Virgin, 
Kanab, Paria, Escalante, Fremont, San Rafael, Price and Du- 
chesne rivers on the west, and the Little Colorado, San Juan, 
Grand, White and Yampa on the east have also cut out for them- 
selves narrow, winding gorges or deep canyons. Each river enter- 
ing these has cut another canyon; each lateral creek has cut a 
canyon; and each brook runs in a canyon; so that much of the 
upper part of the basin of the Colorado is traversed by a laby- 
rinth of these deep gorges. The longest unbroken canyon through 
which the Colorado runs is that known as tile Grand Canyon be- 
tween the mouth of the Paria and the Grand IJ'ash. 

The Grand Canyon is zjSm. long and at  one place is Igm 



COLORADOS-COLORADO SPRINGS 
wide and nearly 6,oooft. deep. All the scenic features of 
canyon are on a grand scale. Low plateaux, dry and tre 
stretch back from the brink of the canyon. I n  some places 

glistening in the sunlight. 
On the California side of the lower portion of the river 

United States a vast desert, which has been known as the C 
desert and more recently as the Saiton basin, stretches 
westward from the head of the Gulf of California, a disk 
150 miles. At one time in the geological history of this 
the Gulf of California extended a long distance farthe ,000 horse power and an area of ~ , ~ o o , o o o  acres 
north-west, above the point where the Colorado now ed. The income will gradually cancel the entire cost 
but this stream brought its mud from the mountains n, towards which Congress had appropriated $165,- 

28 and in the course of fifty years accumulate a 
ated a t  an additional $16j,ooo,ooo. The dam it- 

t o  the Rocky Mountain States will open a new field 
n provided with a n  adequate supply of hydro- 

nia-&Iexico line, a break which diverted all the waters 
rado into the Salton sink and created the Salton sea, 
mum depth of 76ft., a length of 50m. and a width of I uth American Indians belonging 
a total water area of 445 square miles. The brea 

engineering skill and an outlay of $z,ooo,ooo. 
The Colorado problem is international. Under 

neither the United States nor Mexico can take 
cominon boundary line which might impede n 
Colorado river. The language of the treaties do 

lorado, U.S.A., 75m. 
its value for irrigation and water-power. I t  c e sea, open to the 
sequence for complete use, a large quantity o mountains, includ- 
centrations of fall, reservoir sites for the cont of El  Paso county. 
power plants, and several million acres of i 
the stretch where power may be developed. 
h.p. can be developed. The flood menace is 
brought down annually to  Yuma produces 
in the leveed sections in the delta and ca 
new outlets. These threats necessitate large expenditures 
revetment and the steady raising of levees to  prevent further 
asters such as occurred in 19oj. 

For the purposes of controlling floods a 
of the lower Colorado river and for interce 
for storage and delivery of water for irrig 
the generation of power, Congress has pro 
tion of a dam in the Colorado river a t  I31 
canyon. As the project entailed a n  a d j  

ico, Utah and Wyoming), and 8,joo,ooo t o  the lower States. A 
disagreement between Arizona and California delayed ratifica- 
tion of this compact until 1928 when all but Arizona ratified by 



COLORADO TO GULF HIGHWAY-COLOSSIANS 
1909 a part of the park system of the city. Among other points 
of interest are the two Cheyenne canyons, the Cave of the 
Winds, the Grand Caverns and (at Florissant) a petrified forest. 
Many descriptions of this country may be found in the stories of 
Helen Hunt Jackson ("H.H."). Colorado Springs was laid out as 
a model city in 1871 by Gen. W. J. Palmer, president of the 
Denver and Rio Grande railway, which reached the valley that 
year. It was incorporated in 1872, chartered as a city in 1878, 
and in I 92 I adopted a city manager form of government. The his- 
toric town of Colorado City, which sprang up during the gold 
rush of 1859 and was for four days in 1862 the seat of the terri- 
torial legislature,was consolidated 
with Colorado Springs in 1916. 

COLORADO TO GULF 
HIGHWAY extends from Den- 
ver, Colo., to Galveston, Tex., 
about 1,200 m., and also to 
Brownsville, Tex., about I ,450 
miles. For nearly zoo m. of the 
way, and at  an elevation of 5,000 
ft., its route is within view of the 
Rocky mountains. It skirts the 
eastern base of Pikes Peak, and 
traverses Raton pass between 
New Mexico and Colorado, af- 
fording from points in the latter 
views that extend southward for 
more than roo miles. This high- 
way crosses immense agricultural 
and live stock districts in Texas, 
and forms the main artery of 
travel from the Colorado Rocky 
mountains to the gulf of Mexico. 
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Wichita 
Falls. Fort Worth. Houston, San 
Antonio and corpus Christi are among the cities situated along 
its course. 

COLORATURA (It.), a term in music applied to vocal pas- 
sages of a florid and brilliant character, whereby the underlying 
melody is ornamented and, as i t  were, "coloured"; aria di colora- 
tura, coloratura singing, and so on, being common uses of the 
term. 

COLORIMET'ER, an instrument for determining the inten- 
sity of a colour (q.v.) relative to a standard colour intensity. The 
two are viewed simultaneously and the standard is modified by 
definite degrees until the intensities appear equal. This modifica- 
tion may be effected (a) for liquids, by altering the length of the 
column or the concentration of the standard liquid, (b) for solids 
or liquids, by interposing in front of or behind the standard a 
movable transparent, coloured wedge or some such device. Colori- 
metric methods may be used to determine hydrogen ion concen- 
tration. (See HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION; Determination 
of Hydrogen, etc.) (See CHEMISTRY: Analytical.) (See also 
CHROMATOMETER.) 

COLOSSAE, once the great city of south-west Phrygia, was 
situated on rising ground (1,150 ft.) on the left bank of the Lycus 
(Chz~ruk Szc), a tributary of the Maeander, at  the upper end of 
a narrow gorge 24  m. long. It was a large, prosperous city (Herod. 
vii. 30; Xenophon, Afiab. i. 2 ,  5 6), until it was ruined by the foun- 
dation of Laodicea in a more advantageous position. Colossae 
was the seat of an early Christian church, the result of St. Paul's 
activity a t  Ephesus, though perhaps actually founded by Epaph- 
ras. The church, to which St. Paul wrote a letter, was mainly 
composed of mingled Greek and Phrygian elements deeply imbued 
with fantastic and fanatical mysticism. Colossae lasted until the 
7th and 8th centuries, when it was gradually deserted under 
pressure of the Arab invasions. 

COLOSSAL CAVERN, a limestone solution cave in Edmon- 
son county, central Kentucky, U.S.A., I$ m. from the famous 
Mammoth cave with which i t  is probably connected. Eden 
valley, which lies between these eaves, is indisputably a "sink" 
formed by the collap~e of a great chamber or series of chambers 

that formerly united them. Bed Quilt cave as well as many 
smaller caverns and grottoes in the vicinity are doubtless part of 
the same system of caverns, all hollowed out by solution in the 
St. Louis limestone beneath the overlying Chester sandstone. 
From the main entrance at  the foot of a steep hill across Eden 
valley from Mammoth cave, the cavern extends southward by 
the "Chinese Wall," "Uncle Tom's Pool" and "Lizard Spring" to 
Vaughan's Dome, a great chamber 40 it.  wide, 300 ft. long and 
79 ft. high, thence southward by Florence Avenue and the "Ruins 
of Carthage," a spacious hall 400 ft. long, IOO ft. wide and 30 ft. 
high of which the flat roof is one continuous limestone block to 
the so-called "Ruins of Martinique," where the general course 
changes south-eastward, and passing by a number of spectacular 
features, leads to Colossal Dome, the most impressive of all the 
chambers, fringed by innumerable tinted stalactites and stalag- 
mites, richly resonant when struck. Continuing south-eastward 
past the "Pearly Pool" of limpid water, and by a passageway be- 
tween stately columns and grotesque figures, the cavern ends in a 
copious chalybeate spring. The fauna of the cavern is character- 
ized by paucity of species, though of these the number of indi- 
viduals is relatively large. The temperature is uniformly 54" F., 
the atmosphere fresh and pure. (W. E. E.) 

COLOSSEUM, the Flavian amphitheatre in Rome, begun by 
Vespasian, on the site of part of Nero's famous Golden House, 
and inaugurated by Titus in A.D. 80. I t  consisted originally of 
three arcaded storeys of stone and an upper gallery, originally of 
wood, which was rebuilt of stone in the present form sometime 
in the third century. The colosseum probably seated between 
40,000 and 50,000 people. I t  is elliptical in plan with its long 
axis 62oft. and its short axis 513ft.; its arena, 281ft. long and 
177ft. wide. I ts  total height to the top of the third century 
stone screen wall is about 160 feet. For a further description see 
AMPHITHEATRE. 

COLOSSIANS, EPISTLE TO THE, the 12th book of the 
New Testament, one of the later letters -of the Apostle Paul. 
Colossae, like the other Phrygian cities of Laodicea and Hierapo- 
lis, had not been visited by Paul, but owed its belief in Jesus 
Christ to Epaphras, a Colossian who had laboured not only in his 
native city, but also in the adjacent portions of the Lycus valley- 
a Christian in whom Paul reposed the greatest confidence (i. 7; 
iv. 12, 13). This Epaphras, like the majority of the Colossians, 
was a Gentile. I t  is probable, however, that Jews were there with 
their synagogues (cf. Josephus Ant. xii. 149) and that some of the 
Gentiles, who afterwards became Christians, were either Jewish 
proselytes or adherents, who paid reverence to the God of the 
Jews. At all events, the letter indicates a sensitiveness on the part 
of the Christians not only to oriental mysticism and theosophy 
(cf. Sir W. M. Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia and the 
Chz~rch in the Roman Empire), but also to the Judaism of the 
Diaspora. 

Our first definite knowledge of the Colossian Church dates from 
the presence of Epaphras in Rome, c. A.D. 60, when Paul was a 
prisoner. Paul has received news, perhaps by letter (J. R. Harris, 
Expositor, Dec. 1898, pp. 404 et seq.) touching the state of reli- 
gion in Colossae. I-Ie learns, to his joy, of their faith, hope and 
love, but detects a lack of that strength and joy and perfection, 
that richness of the fullness of knowledge expected of those who 
had been made full in Christ (i. 6, 9-11, 28; ii. 2, 7, 10). The rea- 
son for this, Paul sees, is the influence of the claim made by certain 
teachers.in Colossae that the Christians, in order to attain unto 
and be assured of full salvation, must supplement Paul's message 
with their own fuller and more perfect wisdom, and must observe 
certain rites and practices (ii. 16, 21, 23) connected with the 
worship of angels (ii. 18, 23) and elementary spirits (ii. 8, 20). 

The origin and the exact nature of this religious movement are 
alike uncertain. ( I )  If i t  represents a type of syncretism as 
definite as that known to have existed in the developed gnostic 
systems of the 2nd century, it is inconceivable that Paul should 
have passed it by as easily as he did. (2) As there is no reference 
to celibacy, communism and the worship of the sun, i t  is improb- 
able that the movement is identical with that of the Essenes. (3) 
The phenomena might be explained solely on the basis of Judaism 



(von Soden, Peake). Certainly the asceticism and ritualism might 
be so interpreted, for there was among the Jews of the Dispersion 
an increasing tendency to asceticism, by way of protest against the 
excesses of the Gentiles. The reference in ii. 23 to severity of the 
body may have to do with fasting preparatory to seeing visions (cf. 
Apoc. Baruch, xxi. I ,  ix. 2, v. 7). Even the worship of angels, not 
only as mediators of revelation and visions, but also as cosmical 
beings, is a well-known fact in late Judaism (Apoc. Bay., lv. 3 ;  
Etl~iopic Enoch, lx. 11, lxi. 10; Col. ii. 8, 20; Gal. iv. 3) .  As for 
the word "philosophy" (ii. 8 ) ,  i t  is not necessary to  take it  in the 
technical Greek sense when the usage of Philo and Josephus per- 
mits a looser meaning. Finally the references t o  cir~umcision, 
paradosis (ii. 8) and dogntata (ii. 20), directly suggest a Jewish 
origin. If we resort solely to  Judaism for explanation, it  must be a 
Judaism of the Diaspora type. (4) The difficulty with the last- 
mentioned position is that it  under-estimates the speculative ten- 
dencies of the errorists and ignores the direct influence of oriental 
theosophy. I t  is quite true that Paul does not directly attack the 
speculative position, but rather indicates the practical dangers 
inherent therein (the denial of the supremacy of Christ and of 
full salvation through Him) ; he does not say that the errorists hold 
Christ to  be a mere angel or an aeon, or that words like pleroma 
(borrowed perhaps from their own vocabulary) involve a rigorous 
dualism. Yet his characterization of the movement as an arbitrary 
religion (ii. 23), a philosophy which is empty deceit (ii. 8 ) ,  accord- 
ing to elemental spirits and not according to Christ, and a higher 
knowledge due to a mind controlled by the flesh (ii. IS) ;  his 
repeated emphasis on Christ, as supreme over all things, over men 
and angels, agent in creation as well as in redemption, in whom 
dwelt bodily the fullness of the Godhead; and his constant stress 
upon knowledge-all these combine to reveal a speculation real 
and dangerous, even if nai've and regardless of consequences, and 
to suggest (with Jiilicher and McGiffert) that in addition to 
Jewish influence there is also the direct influence of Oriental 
mysticism. 

T o  meet the pressing need in Colossae, Paul writes a letter and 
entrusts it  to Tychichus, who is on his way to Colossae with Onesi- 
mus, Philemon's slave (iv. 7, 9).  (On the relation of this letter to 
Ephesians and to the letter to be sent f rom Laodicea to  Colossae, 
see EPHESIANS, EPISTLE TO THE.) 

A letter like this, clear cut in its thought, teeming with ideas 
emanating from a unique religious experience, and admirably ad- 
justed to  known situations, bears on its face the marks of genuine- 
ness even without recourse to  the excellent external attestation. 
I t  is not strange that there is a growing consensus of opinion that 
Paul is the author. With the critical renaissance of the early part 
of the 19th century doubts were raised as to its genuineness (e.g., 
by E. T .  Mayerhoff, 1838). Quite apart from the difficulties cre- 
ated by  the Tiibingen theory, legitimate difficulties were found in 
the style, in the speculation of the errorists and in the theology 
of the author. ( I )  As to style, i t  is replied that if there are pecul- 
iarities in Colossians, so also in the admittedly genuine letters, 
Romans, Corinthia7zs, Galatiatzs. Moreover, if Philippians is Paul- 
ine, so also the stylistically similar Colossians (cf. von Soden). 
(2) As to the speculation of the errorists it  is explicable in the 
lifetime of Paul, recourse to  the developed gnosticism of the 2nd 
century being unnecessary. (3) As t o  the Christology of the 
author, it does not go beyond what we have already in Paul except 
in emphasis, which itself is occasioned by the circumstances. What 
is implicit in Corinthians is explicit in Colossia~zs. H.  J. Holtzmann 
(1872) subjected both Colossians and Ephesians to  a rigorous 
examination, and found in Colossians a t  least a nucleus of Pauline 
material. H. von Soden (188j), with well-considered principles of 
criticism, made a similar examination and found a much larger 
nucleus, and later still (1893), in his commentary, reduced the 
non-Pauline material to a negligible minimum. Harnack, Jiilicher, 
McGiffert, Moffatt and Dibelius agree with Lightfoot, Weiss, Zahn 
(and early tradition) in holding that the letter is wholly Pauline- 
a position which is proving more and more acceptable to  contem- 
porary scholarship. 

BIBLIOGRAPRY.-In addition to literature mentioned in the text, 
see Sanday, art. "Colossians" and Robertson, art. "Ep:,esians," in 

Smith's Bible Dict. (1893), and A. Jiilicher, art. "Colossians" and 
"Ephesians," in Encyc. Bib. (1899) ;  he ~ntroductions of H. J. 

~$~~{~02t~7(?& ~ i , , ~ ~ ~ ~ )  ; ( ; ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ; n ~ ~ ~  o $ 1 ~ ~ ) ~ 3 L ~ $ ~ ~ $  
(9th ed., I X ~ O ) ,  H. von Soden (1893), T. K. Abbott (1897), E. Haupt 
( I ~ o z ) ,  Peake (1go3), P. Ewald (2nd ed., I ~ I O ) ,  hI. Dibelius 
(2nd ed., 1927). (J. E. F.) 
COLOSSUS, in antiquity, a term applied generally to statues 

of great size (hence the adjective "colossal"), and in particular 
to the bronze statue of the sun-god Helios in Rhodes, one of the 
wonders of the world, made from the spoils left by Demetrius 
Poliorcetes when he raised the siege of the city. The sculptor was 
Chares, a native of Lindus, and of the school of Lysippus. The 
work occupied him 12 years, it is said, and the finished statue stood 
7 0  cubits high. I t  stood near the harbour, but a t  what point is not 
certain. As early as the 16th century the belief was current that 
it  had stood across the entrance to the harbour, with a beacon 
light in its hand and ships passing between its legs. The statue 
was thrown down by an earthquake about the year 224 B.c.; then, 
after lying broken for nearly 1,000 years, the pieces were bought 
by a Jew from the Saracens, and probably reconverted into in- 
struments of war. 

Other Greek colossi were the Apollo of Calamis; the Zeus and 
Herakles of Lysippus; the Zeus a t  Olympia, the Athena in the 
Parthenon, and the Athena Promachos on the Acropolis-all the 
work of Pheidias. 

The best-known Roman colossi are: a statue of Jupiter on the 
Capitol; a bronze statue of Apollo in the Palatine library; and 
the colossus of Nero in the vestibule of his Golden House, after- 
wards removed by Hadrian to  the north of the Colosseum, where 
the basement upon which it  stood is still visible (Pliny, Nut. Hist., 
xxxiv. 18). 

Gigantic statues of divinities and royalties are characteristic of 
Egyptian, Assyrian and Indian archaeology, size being an indica- 
tion and measure of social and religious importance. 
COLOUR. In  this article colour is discussed mainly from 

the physical point of view. Under VISION it  is discussed from 
the physiological point of view. I t  is not possible to make a clear- 
cut separation of the two aspects, and therefore the two articles 
supplement and overlap one another at  certain points. 
The Nature of Co1our.-In looking round a t  the different ob- 

jects surrounding him the person of normal vision recognises 
not only that they differ in form, but also that some are brighter 
than others and further that they differ in a respect which we 
name colour. As bodies are seen by the light proceeding from 
them this means that light as  modified by various physical causes 
can produce different colour sensations. The nature of the sensa- 
tion of colour is not a thing that can be explained to anybody 
who has never experienced it, although there have often been 
attempts to find analogies between sound and colours. 

The sensation of colour can be produced by stimuli other than 
light, for instance by pressure on the eyeball in complete darkness. 
I t  can also be produced in darkness if the eye has previously 
been exposed to bright light of any colour: the so-called after- 
images are then formed. The particular colour sensation pro- 
duced by a light of a particular kind and strength from a coloured 
object also depends upon the light to  which the eye has been 
previously exposed, and upon the colour of the objects imme- 
diately surrounding it, phenomena which are referred to  as suc- 
cessive and simultaneous contrast. These physiological effects 
are dealt with under VISION as are also the various types of 
deficiency of colour perception. We are here dealing with the 
colour effects produced in a normal eye in a normal state. 

The physical side of the subject is approached most simply by 
considering pure spectral colours. When white light from a slit 
is passed through a prism and projected on a screen by a suitable 
arrangement of lenses, there is produced a band of light which is 
called a spectrum. The normal eye at  once recognizes that the 
light at different parts of this band varies not only in brightness, 
but also in colour. The band is red a t  one end, violet a t  the other, 
and between lie a range of colours, in the order orange, yellow, 
green, blue and indigo, making in all the so-called seven primary 
colours. Physically the spectrum represents a continuous range 



COLOUR 
of wave-lengths of light, which extends beyond the limits of 
vision at both ends, beyond the red into the infra-red, and beyond 
the violet into the ultra-violet. The wave-length of the extreme 
visible red is something less than twice the wave-length of the 
extreme visible violet. (See RADIATION.) The colour sensations 
excited by the light blend into one another, and it is impossible 
to  say exactly where one of the primary colours stops, and the 
next begins. The distinction of these colours is entirely subjective, 
that is, a matter of the organs of sense-perception, for physically 
there are no steps in the spectrum corresponding to the different 
colours. While by using sufficiently refined instruments the num- 
ber of wave-lengths distinguishable by physical means can be made 
practically as great as we like, yet the most trained eye never 
sees more than seven primary colours, within which are distin- 
guishable shades of colour. The number of shades of colour, 
or hues, which the eye can pick out as distinguishable within the 
seven primary colours is also very limited. There is some dispute 
as to the number, which depends to a great extent upon the 
method employed to isolate patches which appear monochromatic 
to the eye; different experts vary in their estimate between 130 
and 30. I n  any case the sensations of colour divide up the 
spectrum in a way manufactured by the observer, and not repre- 
sented by any physical divisions. Roughly speaking, the wave- 
lengths corresponding to the boundaries between the primary 
colours found by a normal observer are given in the following 
table, but some people of good colour vision do not make any 
distinction between blue and indigo, and so naturally make a 
different division, while people of inferior colour vision distinguish 
still fewer primary colours (see VISION). The arbitrary element 
is still further emphasized by comparing the results of the two 
experienced investigators cited. The wave-lengths are given in 
thousandths of a millimetre, denoted by p. 

) Observations / By Listing 
by Abney 

A coloured light that reaches the eye from, say, a lantern 
provided with coloured glasses, or from a coloured body, such as 
a piece of cloth, will not, in general, be a pure spectral colour, 
i.e., light of a given single wave-length, or of a narrow range 
of wave-lengths. Rather, it will consist of one or more wide 
continuous ranges of wave-lengths. If we want to specify the 
light physically we must not only be able to measure what wave- 
lengths are present in the mixture, but also the intensity of each. 
When we have done this we shall have sufficient information to 
enable us to reproduce a coloured light which will have the same 
effect on any normal eye in a normal state. I t  must be em- 
phasized, however, that the reverse does not hold, namely if we 
have a second coloured light which produces exactly the same 
effect as the first on a normal eye, it does not follow that i t  
consists physically of the same wave-lengths in the same strength. 
For instance light of a pure spectral yellow, consisting of a nar- 
row range of wave-lengths in the neighbourhood of . jgop, can be 
matched exactly by a mixture of spectral green light and of 
spectral red light in suitable intensities. The eye is quite unable 
to decide if a colour is simple or compound. I t  is a fact of the 
greatest practical importance that any colour sensation, whatever 
the physical characteristics of the light that produce it, can be 
matched by light of three selected wave-lengths, by varying the 
relative intensities of these three components. This is an ex- 
perimental fact which is quite independent of the validity of any 
three colour theory of vision. The question of the connection 
between the physical stimulus and the colour perceived is further 
considered in the last section of this article. 

Coloured Bodies.-For the discussion of colour, white light, 
such as daylight, can be considered as consisting of a mixture of 

Red . . . . . . 
Orange . . . . . . 
Yellow . . . . . . 
Green , . . . . . 
Blue. . . . . . 
ultramarine indigo . . . 
Violet . . . . . . 

all wave-lengths of the visible spectrum. (The physical nature 
of white light is discussed in detail in LIGHT.) A body, such as 
a piece of cloth, illuminated by such light, appears coloured be- 
cause it absorbs light of certain wave-lengths partially o r  com- 
pletely, and throws back the remainder. Thus an ordinary blue 
object absorbs red, orange and yellow rays, and scatters blue 
together with some green, indigo and violet; the purer the colour 
the smaller is the spectral region of the unabsorbed light. A 
yellow object absorbs the blue, indigo and violet, and generally 
throws back with the yellow a certain amount of green, orange 
and red. The colour is thus produced by absorption. When white 
light, say, falls on a pigment a small part is reflected unchanged 
a t  the surface as white light, but the greater part penetrates a 
short distance into the body and then, as a result of internal 
reflections and refractions due to irregularities, emerges again 
modified by the loss of the rays which are most strongly absorbed. 
This fact can be strikingly illustrated by taking a piece of bril- 
liantly coloured glass, and crushing it  to a fine powder; the powder 
will appear white. The crushing leads to the creation of a very 
large amount of new surface, a t  each of which a certain amount 
of surface reflection takes place, so that the light is no longer 
able to penetrate sufficient thickness of the substance for marked 
absorption to manifest itself. If the powder is now wetted with 
water or still better with an oil of about the same refractive 
index as the glass, which markedly diminishes the surface re- 
flection, the colour is largely restored. Another illustration of 
the same phenomenon, given by R. W. Wood, is provided by 
a bead of fused borax, coloured with cobalt so deeply as to 
appear black. If such a bead is crushed the powder appears blue, 
for the diminished penetration leads to a less complete absorp- 
tion. The white froth on a coloured liquid such as  beer, is another 
aspect of the same phenomenon: the liquid of which the froth 
is composed appears brown when the light can penetrate a 
sufficient depth before being turned back, but the bubbles present 
so great a number of reflecting surfaces, that the light is unable 
to penetrate any depth, and the bubbles appear white. 

Similarly, a transparent substance, such as a piece of coloured 
gelatire, held between a white light and the eye, owes its colour 
to the fact that it absorbs the remainder of the spectrum. Neg- 
lect of the fact that the colours of glasses and pigments are due 
to absorption often leads to  great confusion as to  the result of 
mixing colours. If we mix a blue and a yellow pigment the green 
sensation produced is not the result of mixing blue and yellow 
light. The blue pigment absorbs, roughly speaking, the red, orange 
and yellow: the yellow pigment absorbs the blue, indigo and violet. 
I t  follows that the only colour which escapes the double ab- 
sorption is green, which accordingly is thrown back from the mix- 
ture. If we mix blue and yellow light, by letting a beam which 
has passed through a piece of ordinary yellow glass fall on a 
white screen which is also illuminated by the appropriate amount 
of light which has passed through an ordinary blue glass, the 
result is a white light, for yellow and blue are complementary 
colours. Of course if we let the light pass first through one glass 
and then through the other the result will be green light as with 
the pigments, for the light transmitted is the spectral region which 
escapes the double absorption. I n  the same way a red and blue 
glass, put together may stop all light and appear black, but red 
and blue light mixed produce a purple. 

An interesting phenomenon due to absorption colour is the 
so-called dichromatism exhibited by certain bodies, which, viewed 
by transmitted light, appear one colour in thin layers, and another 
colour in thick layers. For instance, a thin plate of cobalt glass 
appears blue, a thick plate red. I n  such substances the fraction 
of the incident light absorbed in a layer of given thickness varies 
markedly with the wave-length. Thus if in the incident white 
light the green is visually more intense than the red, but the 
absorption coefficient for green in the substance is greater than 
that for red, a thin layer will appear green, a thicker layer, in  
which the green has been relatively reduced, yellow, and a thicker 
layer still, red. R. W. Wood has shown this well by dissolving 
the dyes "brilliant green" and "naphthalene yellow" in hot Canada 
balsam, and preparing a thin wedge of the substance between 
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two glass plates; the thin edge of the wedge appears green, the 
thick edge red, the intermediate portion yellow. The fact that 
most bodies do not exhibit dichromatism means that their absorp- 
tion coefficient is much the same for all wave-lengths. 

The colour which a body exhibits must clearly depend upon the 
illuminating light. While there are certain exceptional substances 
which actually transform the light which falls on them to a 
different colour (see FLUORESCENCE AND PHOSPHORESCENCE) the 
ordinary pigment, whether natural, as in a flower, or artificial 
as in a dyed cloth, merely scatters back one colour of the mixed 
light falling upon it, and absorbs the rest; if the colour which 
we normally attribute to the body is not present, or is present 
only in  reduced quantity, in the illuminating light, then the ap- 
pearance of the body will be much modified. If a piece of white 
paper is placed in various coioured lights it will in each case take 
on the colour of the light, appearing blue in blue light, green 

r2Mt 7 , I I I 1 CURVE No. 1 - BLUE SKY I 

CURVE NO. 2 - NOON SUNLIGHT 

CURVE NO. 4 _. *H~LF.WATT" 
ELECTRIC LAMP 

cURVE N ~ .  5  - ORDINARY TYPE 
ELECTRIC LAMP 
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F I G .  I.- CURVES S H O W I N G  T H E  RELATIVE ENERGY O F  T H E  DIFFERENT 
S P E C T R A L  R E G I O N S  FOR V A R I O U S  S O U R C E S  O F  LIGHT.  A L L  COMMONLY 
T E R M E D  WHITE 

in green light. If,  on the other hand, a red poppy is placed in 
blue light it  will appear black, for it  completely absorbs blue 
light: in red light it will appear brilliant red, in yellow light a less 
brilliant yellow and in the green very dark indeed. The average 
blue pigment appears black in red, orange or yellow light, greenish 
in green light, for most blues do not completely absorb the green, 
and, of course, blue in blue light. The modifications in appear- 
ance which coloured bodies undergo with change of illumination 
is familiar to most people from the change in appearance of 
fabrics in natural and artificial light. This is particularly marked 
with blue, in consequence of the fact that artificial light differs 
from daylight chiefly by relative deficiency of blue. Thus a cloth 
that appears blue by day will appear nearly black by artificial 
light, for it absorbs all colours but blue, and there is little blue 
present in the illuminating light. Petruschewski showed that a 
white surface illuminated by light from a petroleum lamp pre- 
sented exactly the same appearance as a dark orange surface 
illuminated by daylight, and a bright blue surface seen by the 
petroleum light matched a bright brown surface seen by day- 
light. 

While most ordinary bodies, such as pigments, exhibit the ab- 
sorption, or body colour which has just been discussed, with 
certain bodies the light that is reflected at  the surface, without 
penetration, shows a marked colour. Such bodies are said to  
reflect selectively, and to show surface colour; they show a 
different colour when viewed by reflected light from that which 
they exhibit when viewed by transmitted light. Many of the 
aniline dyes show strong surface colour when prepared in thin 
films. The colours of the metals are of this nature; gold, for 
instance, which shows the well known yellow colour by reflected 
light, appears green by transmitted light, as can be easily shown 
by placing a goldleaf between two plates of glass, and looking 
a t  a white light through it. The leaf is thin enough to transmit 
an appreciable quantity of light. 

Colours due to other physical causes also occur. Thin films, 
such as soap-bubbles, oil on water, and slivers of mica exhibit 
colours due to interference (see LIGHT). Films of uniform thick- 
hess exhibit a uniform colour, but wedge-shaped films, such as, 
using the term in a general sense, the air film between a slightly 
cobvex surface and a plane eurface whish gives rise to Newton's 

rings, show complicated sequences of colours due t o  the removal 
of different spectral regions by interference at  the different 
thicknesses. The colours of certain iridescent crystals such as are 
found in potassium chlorate, and opals, are due to  interference 
from a number of approximately equidistant thin laminae. The 
colour of the blue sky is due to  the diffraction of light by small 
suspended particles and the air molecules themselves; the shorter 
wave-lengths, i.e., those a t  the blue end of the spectrum, are 
more scattered by small particles than the larger wave lengths, 
so that, if light is passing through a medium containing such 
particles, an observer standing to one side sees the path of the 
light as blue (see LIGHT). AS the blue light is not created, but 
merely scattered out of the white light, the beam itself will be- 
come redder. This accounts for the red appearance of the sun 
at  sunset, when the rays pass through a great thickness of scattered 
particles, and on foggy days, when the number of particles in 
the atmosphere is large. The colours of the rainbow are due 
to interference, the refraction and general theory being more com- 
plicated than the refraction explanation given in elementary 
text books. 

White, Black and Grey.-When we turn to the question of 
what precisely is meant by white light, which has been so fre- 
quently mentioned, we are confronted by the fact that there is 
no precise standard. I t  can be roughly defined as sunlight at 
noon on a clear day. I t  is necessary to mention the time of day 
and the atmosphere since the relative intensities of the different 
colours into which sunlight can be resolved are affected by the 
absorption of the atmosphere, so that sunlight in the early morn- 
ing, a t  noon and a t  late afternoon is not of precisely the same 
colour. The colour of sunlight will similarly be slightly different 
a t  noon on a clear day in different latitudes. Artificial lights which 
are usually called white differ still more among themselves and 
are all much yellower than sunlight, that is, the blue end of the 
spectrum is relatively faint in the artificial light (see fig. I) .  

White light serves to emphasize the fact that identical colour 
sensations can be produced by different physical stimuli. Not 
only can any white light containing all wave lengths be imitated 
by the mixture of light of three different narrow spectral regions, 
but there are various pairs of colours which, when taken together 
in correct proportions, produce the sensation of white. Any two 
colours constituting such a pair are called complementary colours. 
Such pairs are red light of wave length , 6 5 6 ~  and bluish green 
light of wave length .49zp; yellow light of wave length .585,u 
and blue light of wave length .48 jp. The most skilled eye is quite 
unable to analyse a white light or a coloured light into its spectral 
components. 

The fact that "white" artificial light differs so markedly from 
white daylight, by reason of its deficiency of the blue end of the 
spectrum, leads to coloured fabrics appearing quite a different 
colour in daylight and in artificial light, as has already been men- 

, tioned. To obtain an artificialillu- 
mination which shall make col- 
oured objects appear as they do 
in daylight, various types of so- 
called "daylight lamps" are made, 
which are extensively used by 

F R O M  L. C. M A R T I N ,  " C O L O U R  A N D  METHODS 
those who deal in fabrics. One 

O F  CoLouR REPRODUCT~ON' (BLACKIE) such lamp is the Sheringham day- 
F I G .  2 -THE S H E R I N G H A M  L A M P  light lamp, illustrated diagram- 
FOR P R O D U C I N G  A L I G H T  E Q U I V -  matically in fig. 2 ,  on which an 
A L E N T  BY MEANS O F  ordinary electric hot wire lamp is 
A COLOURED REFLECTOR used. The light from this lamp 
is thrown by a silvered reflector, which cuts off all direct light, on 
to a shade, the inside of which is covered with patches of colours 
in which green and blue predominate. These green and blue 
patches absorb most of the red end of the spectrum, while throw- 
ing back the green and blue practically unabsorbed, and so in- 
crease the relative proportion of the blue end in the way required 
to give a rough imitation of daylight. A body which absorbs a 
large fraction of the incident light, without absorbing any one 
colour markedly better than another, throws back a feeble white 
light. and appears grey. A body which absotbs completely inci- 
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lunlinating values of the colour sensations. One of the most recent 
is that of Munsell, in which the three co-ordinates are:-the 
height of the point from the horizontal plane, representing the 
intensity, or brilliance; the distance from a vertical axis, repre- 
senting the saturation; and the angle from a vertical plane, repre- 
senting the hue. 

A method of colour classification much adopted, on account of 
its simplicity of use, among those practically concerned with col- 
our, such as manufacturers of paints and printing inks, is some 
form of colour atlas or colour chart, in which patches of various 
colours are arranged on some system. The Munsell colour tree to 
which reference has just been made is used to effect the classifi- 
cation in such a chart, known as the Munsell colour atlas, issued 
by the Munsell Colour Company, in America. OstwaId in I917 
brought out a very elaborate colour atlas, with about 3,000 colour 
specimens. H e  used a special classification-hue, white-content, 
black-content-in place of Helmholtz's hue, saturation and inten- 
sity. The Socikt6 des Chrysanthkmistes issues a colour chart with 
colour names in four languages. A necessity of any such colour 
chart, is of course that all copies shall conform accurately and 
that the colours shall not fade. 

A large number of instruments have been &vised for  colour 
measurement. For scientific investigations of colour perceptions 
much use has been made of the colour-patch type of apparatus, 
in which lights of two or more different wave lengths, isolated 
from a spectrum by slits, are brought into coincidence as super- 
imposed patches on a white diffusing screen. The intensities of the 
separate colours can be varied so as  to  produce all possible 
shades. This apparatus exists in various forms. For  technical 
work instruments are now being constructed in which, instead 
of a spectral hue, light which has passed through an arbitrary 
colour filter is being used. The three beams of light, one of which 
has passed through a red filter, the second through a green filter 
and the third through a blue filter, are brought into superposition 
on a screen. Each beam can be varied in intensity. One of the 
best forms of such apparatus is due to Guild. In  Guild's trichro- 
matic colorimeter the light enters by three sector-shaped win- 
dows, provided respectively with red, blue and green filters. By 
the mechanism of a revolving prism the field is illuminated by 
light from the three u,indou~s in rapid succession. When the speed 
of alternation is high enough the sensations blend and the mixed 
colour is perceived. Still another type of instrument, called the 
tintometer, depends upon passing the light successively through 
three filters of different colour, each of which subtracts some- 
thing from the original white light. Although only three colours 
are chosen each must be represented by a series of various depths 
of colour, so that some 470 glasses are necessary in a complete 
matching set. The match is then given in terms of the depth of 
colour of each of the three filters which, placed one behind the 
other, transmit the given light. 

A different type of apparatus is the spectrophotometer, by 
means of which the physical constitution of a coloured light may 
be actually measured. The light is resolved into a spectrum, and 
the intensity of each wave-length present is measured separately. 
This measurement is usually effected by the help of a standard 
source of white light, the intensity of the transmitted hue being 
controlled by polarizing prisms of one type or another. I f  two 
such prisms are used, one as polarizer and the other as analyser, 
the intensity of the light transmitted can be controlled by rotat- 
ing the analyser, the angular position of which gives an exact 
measure of the percentage of light cut off (see LIGHT). The 
Nutting spectrophotometer and the Konig-Martins spectropho- 
tometer are two well-known instruments which make use of this 
principle (see PHOTOMETRY). Such instruments are largely used 
for measuring the light transmitted by colour filters, coloured 
glasses, dyes and so on. 

A third type of instrument is the colorimeter of the Nutting 
pattern, which matches any given coloured light by manufacturing 
a light of given hue, saturation and intensity. A spectral hue is 
separated out from a spectrum by means of an adjustable slit, and 
a given quantity of white light is added from a separate source. 
This gives adjustable hue and saturation. The intensity is varied 

dent light of all wave-lengths throws back no light, and appears 
black. Black is an absence of all colour. Helmholtz says that 
black is a true sensation, even although it  is produced by the ab- 
sence of all light, and seeks to justify this somewhat paradoxical 
statement by pointing out that an object in our field of view which 
throws back no light appears black, but an object behind our back, 
which also throws no light into the eye, produces no sensation. 

Classification and Measurement  of CoPo~r.-If we wish to  
classify the colour sensations produced by the light from coloured 
bodies the immediate problem is not to analyse the light physi- 
cally into its different wave-lengths, each of a given intensity, but 
rather to  find the simplest way in which the same colour sensa- 
tion can be produced. I t  is a fact of experience that, apart from 
intensity, i.e., the brightness of the colour, any colour can be 
matched by a spectral colour to which a proportion of white light 
has been added. Pure spectral colours, without admixture of 
white light, are said to  be saturated, and, in proportion as white 
light is added, become less and less saturated. The spectral colour 
is usually referred to as a hue, the term colour being reserved for 
the general sensation. The statement that any colour can be 
matched by a spectral hue to which white has been added requires 
qualification, for the purple sensation cannot be so matched. A 
saturated purple is itself produced by mixing light from the violet 
and red ends of the spectrum, and such a purple must be added 
to the spectral hues to  complete the description. The purple hue, 
which is compounded of the ends of the spectrum, can be regarded 
as aifording a transition from one end to the other, so that the 
hues can be arranged in a circle, with purple between the red and 
violet, forming a bridge from one to the other. We may, then, 
taking the spectral colours and purple as saturated hues, say that 
colour sensations can differ in three respects only: hue, saturation 
and intensity. This classification was introduced by Helmholtz. 
Expressed somewhat differently, the sensation produced by any 
given coloured light, however mixed it may be physically, can be 
matched by a certain quantity of white light and a certain quan- 
tity of a saturated hue. T o  specify the sensation we must give 
the wave-length of the hue and the quantities of white light and of 
this coloured light. If we are dealing with a coloured surface we 
must clearly illuminate it with some kind of standard white light 
in order to make a measurement of the hue and saturation. The 
intensity of the light from the coloured surface will be propor- 
tional to the intensity of the illuminating light. I t  is therefore 
reasonable to take, as  a measure of the intensity of the colour of 
the body, the ratio of the brightness of the light proceeding from 
the body to the brightness of the light from a perfectly white 
surface similarly illuminated. The term brilliance is often used, 
especially in America, to denote this ratio. 

Newtbn arranged the saturated hues round the circumference 
of a circle as shown in fig. 3, and placed at  the middle of the 
circle white. Any line joining 
the centre TY to  a point P of the 
circumference transition from then the represents saturated the 

hue represented by P to white 
light, the degree of saturation 
lessening to zero as we approach 
the centre. Newton also gave 
a rule by which the result of 
mixing colours could be ob- 
tained from his figure, certain 
weights being a t t r i b u t e d to 
each spectral hue, and the cen- 
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tre of gravity found. This two- 'IG. OF 

d i m e n s i o n a 1 figure has been COLOUR CLASSIF'CATlON 

variously modified, a colour triangle being a more usual method 
of representation (see VISION). If,  as Lambert did, we use 
three dimensions and let lines normal to the surface represent 
intensities, diminishing as we go upwards, we can represent 
any colour sensation. We have a pyramid of colour, the point of 
which will represent black. There have been many modifications 
of this three dimensional representation of colour sensation, de- 
signed to get over certain difficulties which arise in respect of the , 
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by altering the width of the slits, or else by other means commonly 
used in physical instruments, such as rotating sectors with con- 
trollable gaps or polarizing prisms. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-H. von Helmholtz, Handbuclz der physiologisclte~z 
Optik (1911) (English translation published by the Optical Society 
of America in 1924-25), this is the classical book on the subject; 
L. C. Martin, Colour and Methods of Colour Reproduction ( I ~ z s ) ,  
this book contains a good description of colour-measuring instruments; 
Luckiesh, Color and its Application (1915) ; Ostwald, Die Farben- 
lehre (1918-19), this book contains a full account of Ostwald's own 
system; "Report of the Committee on Colorimetry" Jot~rnal Optical 
Society of America (bibl., 1922) ; J. Guild, "Survey of Modern 
Developments in Colorimetry," Proceedings of the Optical Convention, 
Part I. (bibl. 1926). (E. N. DA C. A.) 

INFLUENCE OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION 
The sensation of white light is caused by electromagnetic vibra- 

tions of a certain wave length impinging on the retina of the eye. 
The sensation of colour is produced by the absorption of one or 
other of the coloured components of white light when the light 
strikes some suitable surface or passes through a suitable medium 
-the light reflected from the surface or transmitted through the 
medium consequently conveying to the retina a sensation of 
colour complementary to that absorbed. There is an analogy be- 
tween variations of colour in light and pitch in sound. 

Many substances do not absorb any definite portion of the 
visible spectrum-the name applied to the range of colours into 
which white light can be resolved-but give general absorption 
throughout the range. 

Such substances appear, therefore, colourless both by trans- 
mitted and reflected light and it  is only those materials which 
cause selective absorption, that is which absorb some definite 
portion of the visible spectrum, that appear coloured. I t  follows, 
therefore, that there must be some special property possessed by 
substances which produce the sensation of colour which distin- 
guishes them from other substances that appear colourless. 

As a matter of fact it is quite easy to detect the causes leading 
to the main underlying difference between the two types, for they 
may be divided into two classes which, for the sake of conven- 
ience, may be named the physical cause and the chemical cause; 
and, in the first instance a t  any rate, the reason for production 
of colour is quite clear and it  is a comparatively simple matter 
to reproduce the effect mechanically. For example, white light is 
resolved into its component colours when i t  is allowed to impinge 
on a glass surface which has been ruled with a number of fine 
lines, and there are a number of other ways by which the sensa- 
tion of colour can be imparted by purely mechanical means. 

As a matter of fact many natural objects, especially in the 
animal kingdom, owe their colour to the physical cause. The 
vivid green of certain beetles, the colours of the peacock's 
feathers, the colours of butterflies' wings and the colour of blue 
eyes are all produced in this way, the colour effect being caused 
by the interference of white light through the agency of minute 
excrescences or fine filaments on the surface of the objects that 
appear coloured. The colour effects in such cases are, therefore, 
subjective and it  would be just as reasonable to attempt to ex- 
tract a coloured substance from the peacock's feather as it  would 
be to  do so from the rainbow. 

On the other hand there are a great number of substances the 
colours of which must be ascribed to the second or chemical 
cause. These occur both naturally and artificially and are dis- 
tinguished from those of the first or physical section by reason 
of the fact that the coloured substances in them can be extracted 
from the coloured materials and, when extracted, are found to be 
definite chemical compounds which owe their colour to  their 
chemical constitution. I n  nature such coloured substances are to 
be found mainly in the vegetable kingdom, in the colouring mat- 
ters, for example, of the flowers and of green grass or leaves. 
Moreover, it is easy to distinguish by a practical test between the 
two types because if a pelcock's feather is viewed by transmitted 
light the brilliant colours ~vill disappear, whereas, if a red rose 
leaf is treated in the same manner no change in colour will be 
noticed 

Nevertheless, it is only reasonable to suppose that the two 

types of phenomena are of the same order and that whilst the 
physical or subjective colour is due to the intermolecular inter- 
ference of white light, the chemical colour is due to  intrantolecular 
interference, or, in other words, white light is "filtered" through 
the molecular structure of the chemical substance, leaving a "por- 
tion" behind in its passage. The colour is therefore dependent on 
the chemical composition of the particular compound. I t  remains 
then to compare those chemical compounds which produce colour 
with those that are colourless so as to reach some conclusion as 
to the influence of molecular structure on colour production. I n  
the first place, however, it is necessary to  attempt to arrive a t  
some definition of what is meant by colour in a strictly scientific 
sense. 

The Spectrum.-The range of the visible spectrum which is  
produced, for example, when a beam of white light passes through 
a quartz prism, represents a range of electromagnetic vibrations 
of wave lengths between 4,000 and 8,000 Angstrom units. This 
is, however, only one octave in the range of 62 octaves of wave 
lengths from 0.01 t o  3.5X1016 Angstrom units which has been 
investigated. I t  is clearly, therefore, scientifically illogical to re- 
strict the term "coloured" to those substances which cause ab- 
sorption only in the short region capable of detection by the eye, 
because a substance which produces selective absorption in any 
other region of the electromagnetic range is also "coloured" al- 
though such colour requires the aid of some external influence 
in order that it  may be detected. 

I t  is necessary, therefore, to  distinguish between visible colour 
and invisible colour and to describe those substances which give 
selective absorption in the visible region as visibly coloured and 
those which give selective absorption in other regions as invisibly 
coloured. 

Infra-red and Ultra-violet Regions.-It is fortunate that the 
photographic plate is more sensitive to waves immediately out- 
side the visible region of the spectrum than is the eye, for by its 
aid it is possible to detect selective absorption in those regions 
immediately outside the visible spectrum, which are known as 
the infra-red and the ultra-violet, and thus to show that many 
substances which appear colourless to the eye possess neverthe- 
less intense invisible colour. Moreover, i t  is possible by simple 
chemical reactions to  transform compounds having this invisible 
colour into those having visible colour or, in other words, by a 
change of structure, to  throw the absorption from the irlvisible 
region into the visible region. In  this tvay it is possible to corre- 
late structure with visible colour. 

For example, the hydrocarbon benzene (C8H,) appears colour- 
less to the eye both by reflected and transmitted light, neverthe- 
less when its spectrum is photographed marked selecti\re.absorp- 
tion in the ultra-violet region is manifested. Benzene is, there- 
fore, a substance having a strong invisible colour. By a simple 
series of reactions it  is possible to transform benzene (I . )  into 
quinone (11.) and by so doing to shift the absorption from the 
invisible to the visible region of the spectrum, thus obtaining 
visible colour (yellow). 

C H  C=O 
/ \ 

C H  C H  
/ \ 

C H  C H  
I /  I I1  II 

C H  CH C H  C H  
\ 4 \ / 

C H  C=O 
~ I. 11. 

Benzene (invisibly coloured) Quinone (yellow) 

Absorpfion.-This change, in the case of many derivatives of 
benzene, takes place with remarkable ease and with astonishing 
rapidity, thus the change from phenol-phthalein (III . ) ,  the ben- 
zenoid or invisibly coloured form, to the sodium salt (IV ), the 
quinonoid or visibly coloured form, by the action of alkali, and 
the reverse change which is effected by the action of acid, is so 
rapid and sensitive that the substance is used as an efiective 
indicator in alkalimetry. 
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111. 
Benzenoid form 

(invisibly coloured) 

IV. 
Quinonoid form 

(red) 

The hydrocarbons naphthalene (C,,H,) and anthracene (Cl,Hlo) 
provide further examples of the same kind and, in fact, the 
occurrence of colour among organic compounds which has led 
to the foundation of the coal-tar colour industry is based mainly 
on this change. 

I t  is also possible to  start with a benzenoid derivative which 
by reason of its structure is visibly coloured and by a simple 
chemical change, such as that illustrated above, to throw ab- 
sorption from one end of the visible spectrum to the other and 
thus to transform a red substance into a blue one. 

As a matter of fact Nature has utilized this method to produce 
her red and blue flowers. The red flowers are those in which the 
cell sap is acid, the blue those in which it is alkaline. If the cell 
sap is neutral the flowers are purple. (See also ANTHOCYAKINS.) 

Red 
(rose) 

Blue 
(cornflower) 

I t  would appear, therefore, that the occurrence of visible colour 
is mainly adventitious and depends on molecular conditions 
which are subject to control. I t  happens to be a property of the 
quinone ring because the parent substance benzene possesses the 
power of causing absorption just outside the visible region. Even 
so, the formation of the quinone ring may not shift the absorption 
of benzene far enough to bring it  within the visible region, and 
there are thus derivatives of quinone which have no visible colour. 
On the other hand the shift of the bands may be caused by other 
structures and there are, in consequence, derivatives of benzene 
such as azobenzene, CsH,-N=N-CoH,, to which no quinone 
structure can be assigned, yet which possess strong visible colour. 

If the wider definition of colour be accepted it is probable that 
there is no such thing as a colourless material, because it is likely 
that every substance gives selective absorption somewhere within 
the range of electromagnetic vibrations. I t  appears to be in the 
power of many substances belonging to the aliphatic series of 
organic chemistry to give selective absorption in the infra-red 
region of the spectrum. Visibly coloured substances in this por- 
tion of organic chemistry are not of frequent occurrence, but 
when such colour occurs it  is always associated with the presence 
of what is known as the conjugated system of double linkages; 
thus glyoxal (V.) and diacetyl (VI.) are yellow:- 

I I I 
H-C+ CHrC=O CH30-C=O 
(V.1 (VI.1 (VII.) 

Methyl oxalate (VII  ) is, however, visibly colourless and it must 
be assumed that in this case the infra-red absorption has not 
been thrown into the visible region. I t  is of interest to note that 
the same system of conjugated linkages is present in the con- 
ventional formula for benzene (I . ) .  

Colour  in Chemistry.- It is also significant that visible 
colour is shown only by unsaturated carbon compounds and that 
in no case has a visibly coloured saturated compound been pre- 
pared. I t  follows therefore:-That both visible and invisible 
colour are associated with unsaturation. Thctt they are sssociated 
with the occurrence of selective absorption either outside or 

within the visible region of the spectrum, the former causing in- 
visible, and the latter visible colour. That occurrence of this zb- 
sorption is bound up with the presence of a system of conjugated 
double linkages within the molecule. (See also DYES, SYXTHETIC.) 

The causes leading to the production of visible colour in in- 
organic compounds will not be clearly understood until more is 
known about the molecular structures of such substances. I t  is 
obviously due, initially, to the presence of a colour-producing 
element such as copper, chromium, cobalt, etc. The cause of 
colour in these elements is probably molecular, as instance the 
change in colour iodine undergoes when heated. Nevertheless the 
structure of the salt must also play a part as is shown, for ex- 
ample, in the disappearance of the blue colour of hydrated copper 
sulphate when it loses part of its water of hydration. In  any case 
the causes of visible colour in this section of chemistry are not 
so clearly defined as they are in the organic section, and no use- 
ful purpose would be served by dealing with them in the present 
state of our knowledge. 
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COLOUR AND RACE. The narrowing of the world by 

improved transport, the levelling o'f mankind by the spread of 
education, and the increase of wealth and rise in social position of 
coloured peoples are bringing the races into relationships which 
may provide the most difficult problems of this century. The 
progress of civilization is threatened by the serious danger of 
racial conflict and the still more serious evil, the demoralization 
caused by inter-racial and colour prejudice. 

I. PRIMARY RACES 
Mankind, according to most authorities, includes three primary 

divisions or races which are as difficult to delimit as the breeds of 
dogs. According to some authorities the three races are so differ- 
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ent that they should be regarded as distinct 
species; but the fact that all their members 
can interbreed and produce fertile offspring 
is weighty evidence of their specific unity. 
In  opposition to the view than the human 
races are specifically distinct is the claim 
that there is no real difference between 
them, and that the apparent distinctions 
are no more significant than those varia- 
tions in complexion, head form and size, 
that occur between members of the same 
family. That claim is based on the differ- 
ences between the extremes of any one race 

AFTER FRIEDENTHAL being greater than the difference between 
FIG. I.-CROSS-SECTIONS the races. This overlap, however, no more 
O F  H U M A N  HAIR.  MAG- proves the invalidity of racial distinction 
NIFIED mAMETRES than the fact that a bee has more points 
in common with mankind than it has with a barnacle is evidence 
that man is an insect. 

The characteristic which seems to be most constant and useful 
in the classification of man is the hair, which marks off three pri- 
mary races: in Cymotrichi (wavy-haired, Caucasian); Leiotrichi 
(smooth-haired, Mongolian); Ulotrichi (woolly-haired, negro) 
( s ~ e  fig I ) The division into these three races is now generally 
accepted. Apart 'from the hair the physical characters of each of 
the races vary so greatly that their definition 1s difficult. The main 
distinctions are remarkably stable, for the negro anJ the Caucasia~l 
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and African people to accept readily his help and even his rule; 
but his success has rendered inevitable a readjustment between 
the white and coloured sections of mankind. 

The Ballads of Bengal, collected and published by Dines 
Chandra Sen (1923), show that in the 16th century northern 
India under its Mogul rulers wds in appalling disorder. The Euro- 
pean commercial pioneers were either preceded or followed by 
missionaries who gave important secular help and faithfully upheld 
the interests of the native population when they tended to clash 
with those of the trader. Hence the growth of European influence 
was widely welcomed. The Chinese, for example, appreciated not 
only the work of the early Jesuit missionaries, but the help of the 
European staff in its imperial customs service. The eastern people 
also prized the benefits of European trade; but they could not 
have much share in it  without giving European capital and traders 
the security of extraterritorial privileges, which lapse as the neces- 
sity for them disappears. In  time, however, the material disad- 
vantages of foreign control, the galling symbols of inferiority, 
religious fanaticism and the mistakes of government have led to 
reaction. 

Reaction.-The control of the world by the European peoples 
is a comparatively recent development and may be only tempo- 
rary. The uprising of national sentiment since 1900 has already 
lessened the European domination. The most important single 
factor in this change was the Russo-Japanese War of 1904. In  
India the rise of the professional class with the spread of western 
education, the irritation of some genuine grievances and the 

are clearly represented in early Egyptian pictures, and the three 
races were probably distinct in the Stone Age. 

As Haddon points out, "the Ancient Egyptian artists who deco- 
rated the royal tombs a t  Thebes in the XVIII th Dynasty distin- 
guished between four races: (I) The Egyptians, whom they 
painted red; ( 2 )  the Asiatics or Semites, who were coloured yel- 
low; (3) the Southerners or negroes, who naturally were painted 
black; and (4) the Westerners, or Northerners, white. We our- 
selves speak loosely of white men, yellow men, black men, red 
men and brown men." The correspondence between colour and 
races founded on hair form is not complete. The negro has 
woolly hair, the straight hair belongs to the Mongolians, while the 
Caucasian peoples have wavy hair. The colour differences are less 
reliable. The negroes vary in colour from chocolate hue to a 
brown so dark that it  is often called black; the American Mon- 
golians differ so much from the typical yellow that they were 
calied the Red Indians. The Caucasians include the whites of 
Europe, the brown races of Asia, North Africa and Australia, and 
some of the blackest of the African tribes. 

Characteristics.-The social and intellectual differences are 
well marked, though in these respects the races overlap. As re- 
gards courage, endurance and self-sacrifice the three races are not 
unequal. The brown people have contributed to  progress most of 
the chief handicrafts and the founders of all the chief religions- 
Buddhism, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islamism and Christianity. 
The Mongolian is characterized by steady industry, high skill in 
craftsmanship, and habitual self-surrender to  his community. The 
negro, on the other hand, has a strong individuality which is less 
adapted to political stability and social coherence; he generally 
lives in vilIage communities, which, except where ruled and organ- 
ized by non-negroes, have never united into a powerful wide-rul- 
ing nation. The Caucasian race is not a political unity; for  it is 
divided into the white section or European, including the white 
settlers in other continents, and the brown Caucasians, who are 
grouped with the Mongolian and the negro as the coloured section 
of mankind. 

The European peoples have shown the greatest capacity for ini- 
tiative, combination and sub-division of work, and have thereby 
subdued the forces of nature, yoked the powers of steam and elec- 
tricity, and by an infinitely complex organization achieved success 
in industry on a great scale. The white nations during the last 
four centuries have established their dominion and direct rule 
over eight-ninths of the habitable land of the earth, although they 
number only one-third of its inhabitants. The benefits received 
from the European's skill in administration led many Eastern 

I II. THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 

' stimulus to Indian nationalism by the Japanese success led to  the 
establishment of partial Indian self-government by a measure 
which contains the machinery for its further extension. The es- 
tablishment of a republic in China with its remarkable develop- 
ment of scientific and educational activity among the intellectual 
classes of that country, the recovery by Afghanistan of the man- 
agement of her foreign affairs, the wresting by Arabia of its inde- 
pendence from Turkey and the establishment of Egypt as an inde- 
pendent Sultanate are some results of the growth of Asiatic 
nationalism. 

European  Problems.-Europe is a welter of racial problems. 
The surge from the East which brought the Magyars into the 
heart of Europe, the pressure of the Turk, the thrust of the Alpine 
race to the plains and peninsulas, the clash of Slav and Tartar and 
RIongol in Russia, the over-pressure of population in some coun- 
tries, such as Germany and Italy, combined with the decline in the 
rural population of France, have played, and still play, a decisive 
part in shaping the political conditions of Europe. Differences of 
culture, religion, language and institutions go with differences of 
race, and, in south-eastern Europe, the tangled mountains enhance 
the separatist tendencies of the folk that dwell there. 

Contact with northern Africa and the Mediterranean littoral is 
of great antiquity. The population of Portugal has a strong Afri- 
can element. The hIoorish occupation of Spain has left its mark 
on the characteristics, physical and political, of the Spanish people. 
The population of southern Italy and Sicily contains elements of 
African origin. The population of the south of France is very 
mixed. The extension of the French and Italian colonial empires 
to Africa has enlarged the area of contact, and with it, the range 
of problems. The Mediterranean peoples historically display a 
comparative readiness to  absorb coloured groups, while the Teu- 
tonic stock holds aloof from such intermarriages. Asia is firmly 
held by the Mongolians and dark Caucasians. Africa is the home 
of the negro and of a negro-dark Caucasian intermixture in the 
north, and taking the continent as a whole, the pure whites are in 
a small minority. Native influence tends to  increase. The three 
other continents are the possible heritage of the European, though 
North America may have to absorb a considerable and increasing 
proportion of negro, and Australia will have to accept inevitable 
delays in the cultivation of its tropical lands by white labour. 
From tropical and sub-tropical countries come the raw materials 
which Europe needs for her factories. These areas are valuable 
markets for European products. The problems vary with the his- 
torical circumstances in which European control was established 
in each area, and with the local ~ol i t ical  and economic conditions. 

The race problems in the British Commonwealth are of extreme 
complexity, for its autonomous dominions, with their different 
circumstances and traditions, necessarily adopt different labour 
and immigration policies. This differentiation is possible so long 
as each dominion shows reasonable consideration for the responsi- 
bilities of the Empire as a whole, and is prepared to tolerate the 
limitations involved in partnership. 

Canada.-The racial problems in Canada are comparatively 
simple, id spite of the complications due to  the French-speaking 
population, which is increasing in numbers and spreading west- 
ward both in Quebec and Ontario. The Indians of Canada are few 
(110,000) and, though slowly increasing, are of no political im- 
portance. The colour line is an issue only in British Columbia, 
where there has been a considerable immigration from India and 
China, which has been stopped, and from Japan, which is now in- 
significant. The main racial problem in Canada concerns the 
mixture of the present population, which is derived from north- 
western Europe, with immigrants from eastern and southern 
Europe. If the vast immigration of Italians and Slavs into the 
Lnited States were diverted to  Canada, that country would have 
to restrict her inflow of immigrants. 

S o u t h  Africa.-In South Africa "the poor white" presents a 
serious problem, and the conditions illustrate the difficulty of 
maintaining a fair standard of life for the less efficient members 
of a dominant minority. South Africa has an extremeIy mixed 
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F I G .  2 .- MAP O F  T H E  WORLD S H O W i N G  THE THREE BROAD D I V I S I O N S  O F  T H E  R A C E S  O F  M A N K I N D ,  C A U C A S I A N ,  MONGOLIAN A N D  
N E G R O ,  A N D  T H E I R  D I S T R I B U T I O N .  SMALL S E C T l O N S  O F  INTERMEDIATE P E O P L E S  C A N N O T  BE C O N V E N I E N T L Y  DENOTED I N  A MAP O F  
T H I S  S C A L E ,  A N D  A R E  C O N S E Q U E N T L Y  INCLUDED IN T H E  RACE T O  WHICH THEY A R E  MOST CLOSELY ALLIED.  T H E  C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  
ADOPTED I S  THAT O F  T H E  B R I T I S H  MUSEUM " GUIDE TO T H E  R A C E S  OF MANKIND ' 

population, for both the white and coloured sections are com- 
posite. The white settlers include Dutch, British, and some 
French Huguenots. The coloured population consists of negroes 
from many different South African tribes, the descendants of West 
African negroes introduced in the 18th century, and Asiatics. The 
West African negroes and Asiatics have given rise to the class 
known as the Cape Boy. 

The European position in South Africa has been weakened 
by the feud between British and Boer, due to difference of ideas 
on native policy. I t  led to the early quarrel over the abolition of 
slavery, and to Cape Colony granting the negro the franchise, 
which is refused him in the other South African States. 

In  the effort to save the position of the white artisan the South 
African Government proposes the policy of segregation. No white 
man can settle in some parts of South Africa without the sanction 
of the Governor-General; and it  is proposed that in some areas 
certain occupations should be reserved to the white artisan. The 
principle of segregation was adopted by the natives' land act of 
1913, but it  is opposed by many capitalists lest i t  should raise the 
cost of labour. The elections in South Africa in 1924 show that a 
large section of the white population regards some plan of segre- 
gation as indispensable for the maintenance of the European posi- 
tion; but the difficulty in securing for the natives adequate 
reserves of land has delayed the enactment of the measures pro- 
posed in 1925. 

Tropical  Africa.-In tropical Africa the race policies are 
based upon two different principles. I n  West Africa the Govern- 
ment acts as the trustee of the native, and protects him against 
the sale of his ground or produce on unfavourable terms. The 
native is encouraged to become a small holder and cultivate his 
own land. The resultant increase in numbers and wealth of the 
population has given the Europeans probably greater prosperity 
as merchants than they would have achieved as planters using 
native labour. I n  Kenya (East Africa) European settlers were 
invited to develop the fertile lands alongside the railway, large 
land grants were given and the natives were expected to enter the 
service of the Europeans. The Eash Indians, including many who 

had been employed in the construction of the railway, spread 
through the country and were especially useful in retail trade with 
the negroes. The extension of European plantations has now cre- 
ated a greater demand for labour than the population can supply. 
More labour is required to reap a harvest than to sow the crop. 
Hence efforts have been made to discourage the natives from 
working in their own reserves and to force them by taxation and 
other means into the European service, "a settlement," remarks 
Sir Leo C. Money ( T h e  Peril of the White, p. 43) "that would 
finally dispose of Kenya as a White Illan's Land." The problem 
in Kenya Colony is how to work both the native reserves and the 
European estates without forced labour, which has been rejected 
by the responsible leaders of each of the three British political 
parties as approximating to slavery. The opposition of Europeans 
in Kenya to the further immigration of Asiatics has been deeply 
deplored in India. 

Australia.-Australia is the one continent which is blest with 
the absence of any inter-racial problem. When European coloni- 
zation began it  was inhabited only by a few nomads. After the 
Federation of Australia in 1901, the White Australia Policy was 
adopted, and the coolies who had been imported to work the sugar 
plantations were sent back, excepting those who had made homes 
in the country. The Queensland sugar industry was thus left de- 
pendent on white labour. Despite emphatic predictions to  the 
contrary it  has continued to develop. I t s  success, the health of the 
people of tropical Queensland and the general trend olf medical 
opinion (see, for example, Gregory, Menace of Colour, ch. 8 and 
9) show that tropical Australia can be developed by white labour 
provided the standard of life be maintained by the absence of 
coloured labour. Some South European immigration is being 
restricted by an annual quota. 

India.-India presents inter-racial problems of peculiar diffi- 
culty due to the great diversity of race, language and religion. 
The population is mainly dark Caucasian, with some Mongolian 
elements and, in the south, possibly a negro strain. Racial differ- 
ences are vital in India. Much evidence has been collected by 
Indian scholars in support of the view that the caste system i s  in 
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origin a colour reaction of a dominant light-skinned group which, 
by its superiority, imposed hegemony and its institutions upon the 
indigenous, darker-skinned stocks. Caste is varna and varpza is 
colour. In  the south where the dark-skinned proto-Indics (see 
RACES OF MAKKIXD) are most numerous, the segregation of the 
lower groups is still a feature of the social polity. The languages 
are a Babel, and the two chief creeds, Hinduism and Islamism, 
represent the very antithesis of religious thought. The problem 
for the Government of India is how a small oligarchy can harmon- 
ize the conflicting interests of 320 millions of such diverse people. 
The growth of Indian Nationalism has led to an extensive measure 
of self-government, which has so far proved only a partial suc- 
cess. The establishment of elective councils is a mark of the 
faith of the British Government in the depth o'f British influence 
in India. The spread of western education has rendered many In- 
dians capable of taking a responsible part in the administration of 
the country. (J. W. G.) 

111. THE UNITED STATES I 
The race problem in the United States is noteworthy for its 

complexity, and for the fact that it  has developed within the brief 
space of three centuries. These conditions, while they create a 
fascinating subject for the student of ethnology, also constitute 
an exceedingly knotty problem for the practical political adminis- 
trator. The agglomeration of peoples has taken place so suddenly 
that the slow processes of natural amalgamation have not had 
time to operate. 

The aboriginal population of the territory that is now included 
in the United States belonged to the red race, American Indians, 
or "Amerinds" as they are sometimes called. This is one of the 
primary races of man on a five-fold classification; otherwise it is 
regarded as a highly specialized branch of the Mongolian race. 
The total number resident in this territory on the arrival of the 
white man, according to the best estimates, was probably not 
over half a million. From two-thirds to three-quarters of that 
number still survive. This element has never become an integral 
part of the American body politic because, on the one hand, of 
the difference in culture level that prevented any fusion on a 
basis of equality, and, on the other hand, of their own refusal 
to submit to enslavement which precluded any such adjustment 
as has been made with the natives in many other colonial areas. 

The foundations of the American people itself were laid by 
groups of Caucasians, coming almost entirely frcm the British 
Isles, thus predestining the United States to be essentially a white 
man's country. Very early, however, a highly diverse factor was 
introduced through the landing of a ship-load of African negro 
slaves from a Dutch vessel in 1619. The importation of this 
element was continued for roughly two centuries, while at the 
same time the natural increase added largely to their numbers, 
so that by the time the first Federal census was taken in 1790 
the blacks numbered 757,181 or 19.3% of the entire population. 
There was thus created a problem of race adjustment of tre- 
mendous magnitude and extreme difficulty, involving, as it  did, 
two of the most widely differentiated races on earth. 

As long as the negroes remained a subject people, the social 
relations between them and the whites, cruel, unjust and abhorrent 
as they were in many of their aspects, were at  least simple, definite 
and worlrable. There was abundant admixture of blood, but it  
did not involve any assumption of social equality, and the 
resulting mixed breeds were invariably classed with the negroes. 
When, however, the Civil War resulted in the liberation of the 
slaves, the social problem took on a new aspect. I t  became a 
question of harmonizing the two races on the basis of an actual 
legal equality and an implied social and personal equality. Some 
sort of a nzodzls vivendi has been established and maintained, but 
it cannot be considered satisfactory to either element. One factor 
that must have important bearings on future developments is the 
fact that while the negro population is increasing absolutely, it is 
diminishing relatively. In  spite of the classification of every in- 
dividual with any black blood as a negro, the percentage of negroes 
recorded by the census of 1920 was only 9.9. This may possibly 
portend the gradual dilution of the negro stock until i t  eventually 

I ceases to be recognized as a separate element. 
Aside from the negroes, there was no appreciable admixture of 

the white blood of the American people by any other race until 
about the middle of the nineteenth century. Then began a small 
inflow of the Mongolian race, represented by Chinese, attracted 
largely by the gold finds in California and the attendant demand 
for cheap manual labor. At first these Chinese workers were 
welcomed. Their foreign ways were regarded as picturesque and 
amusing, and their willingness to  do women's work in a pre- 
dominantly male community an asset. As their numbers 
increased, however, and there arose actual competition between 
white and yellow workers, the sentiment of the whites rapidly 
changed until eventually i t  became one of bitter animosity. As a 
result of the ensuing protest, fomented by measures not too 
commendable in their details, Congress in 1882 inaugurated the 
Chinese Exclusion Acts which have been maintained and strength- 
ened subsequently and have had the effect of virtually putting a 
stop to Chinese immigration. The few Chinese who remain in 
the country continue as a separate element for the most part, 
but their number is not large enough to arouse any concern. 

The next contingent of the yellow race to  attract attention was 
the Japanese. These began coming about the beginning of the 
20th century, a t  first in very small numbers. As in the case of the 
Chinese, the original attitude of the Americans was one of wel- 
come, which rapidly changed to antagonism and opposition as their 
numbers increased. Protests emanating particularly from the 
Pacific coast, finally became so vociferous that an arrangement 
was entered into by the diplomatic representatives of the two 
countries, commonly known as "the gentlemen's agreement," by 
which, in return for the suppression of certain discriminations 
against her people, Japan agreed voluntarily to prohibit all ordi- 
nary emigration. This agreement continued in force with a rea- 
sonable degree of satisfaction to both parties until i t  was super- 
seded by the general clause in the Immigration Act of I924 
prohibiting immigration to all foreigners who are not eligible to 
citizenship in the United States. 

At about the same time as the coming of the Japanese there 
appeared small contingents of Hindu immigrants who at  one 
time threatened to create a serious problem. This movement, 
however, was effectively checked by the immigration officials who 
applied the regular exclusion clauses to  the Hindus in such a way 
as to rule that they were all either polygamists or likely to become 
a public charge-or both. Later they were definitely excluded 
by the "barred zone" provision, and finally by the "eligibility 
clause" of the act of 1924. 

I t  thus appears to be quite definitely established that the United 
States is to be predominantly a white man's country, a t  least for 
a long time to come. There has been a great deal of discussion 
of the relative desirability of the different branches of the white 
race, particularly in connection with the agitation that preceded 
the act of 1924. This has centred about the "Nordic hypothesis," 
which insists that the peoples of northwestern Europe, belonging 
to the tall, blond race, are peculiarly adapted to develop free 
institutions and to preserve the pristine character of democracies. 
Interest in this theory was intensified by  the "quota" provisions 
of the restrictive immigration laws, which were designed to favour 
the migration of the Nordic stock, as contrasted with the Alpine 
and Mediterranean. This led, in turn, t o  a careful study of the 
racial origins of the original American people. The best authority 
on this question is the special census volume, entitled A Century 
of  Population Growth, which gives the proportions in 1790 as 
follows: English, 82.1 percent; Scotch, 7.0; Irish, 1.9; Dutch, 
2.5; French, 0.6; German, 5.6; all others, 0.3. This indicates a 
very high predominance of the Nordic stock. Subsequent immi- 
gration has very much diminished this percentage, though the 
United States census is not taken in such a way as to  reveal the 
facts of race positively. I n  general, great caution is needed in 
considering American problems to distinguish between traits that 
are truly racial and those which are attributable to culture, tradi- 
tion and environment. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  A classified racial census of the world's 
population is given by Sir Leo Chiozza Money, The  Peril of the W h i t e  
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COLOUR-BLINDNESS, a term applied to a condition of 
vision in which the number of colours which can be differentiated 
is markedly less than normal. Many different types have been 
noted; Schjelderup recognizes a t  least 18 which need explanation 
by any theory of colour vision; and there are evidences of an in- 
definite variety of gradations from full trichromatic vision to total 
colour-blindness in which all things appear in shades of grey 
only. However, the data available a t  present indicates the follow- 
ing types as of principal importance: ( I )  anomalous trichroma- 
tism, involving a minimum of departure from the normal; ( 2 )  

dichromatism, in which all colours can be matched by mixtures 
of two, instead of requiring three, elementary stimuli; (3) mono- 
chromatism, in which there is no discrimination of wave-length 
compositions, as such. Colour-blindness may rest either upon con- 
genital and non-remediable conditions, or it may be a consequence 
of disease or injury to the optic nervous system. In  the former 
case, the characteristics are biometrically more clear-cut than in 
the latter. 

Colour-blindness of the first two types listed above is diffi- 
cult to detect under ordinary conditions of life, because of the 
skill with which the affected individual utilizes brightness cues 
in judging the colours of objects. However, when presented with 
appropriately selected pigments, or with spectral stimuli, he may 
make egregious errors or show an easily measurable departure 
from normal. When an anomalous trichromat is required to match 
a spectral yellow with a mixture of spectral red and green, he may 
require either more red or more green than the normal, corres- 
ponding to the protanomalous and deuteranomalous conditions, re- 
spectively. For the protanomalous, reds are reduced in brightness 
as well as colour value, and the anomalous trichromats, in general, 
show weaknesses of the colour sense in the form of high thresholds, 
easy fatigability, increased contrast effects, and the like. I t  seems 
probable that anomalous trichromatism merely constitutes an ex- 
treme variant of normal trichromatic vision, which naturally differs 
in its exact characteristics from one individual to another. 

Dichromatism represents the most common form of colour- 
blindness, being a characteristic of about 4% of males and about 
one-tenth this proportion of females. I t  shows the properties of 
a sex-linked character in the Mendelian scheme of heredity. These 
statements apply primarily to the two forms which are known as 
protanopia and deuteranopia, respectively. Tritanopia, a rarer 
dichromatic condition, is associated with pathological rather than 
with hereditary defects. Both of the first two forms are character- 
ized by an inability to distinguish between reds and greens, when 
these colours are adjusted to the same brightness, for a given 
individual. I n  both types, a narrow region of the spectrum, hav- 
ing a wave-length lying somewhere between 490 and 500 pp, 
matches a white or grey, although for the normal observer this 
region is a slightly bluish green. 

The brightness of the spectrum at the long-wave (red) end is 
very markedly reduced in the case of the protanope, yielding a 
distorted visibility curve, as compared with the normal. The 

deuteranope has a Curve which is approximately the same as that 
of the normal trichromat. I t  is a general rule that colour nuatches 
or equations which are established by the latter are valid for 
the former, a fact which is taken to indicate that dichromatism 
is derived from trichromatism by the simple dropping out of a 
colour component. Tritanopia, or "blue-blindness," involves a 
confusion between blue and yellow, with a neutral band in the 
yellow region of the spectrum. I t  is associated with detachment 
of the retina. Data from cases of monocular colour-blindness indi- 
cate that the colour sensations of the protanopes and deuteranopes 
are confined to yellow, grey and blue. The tritanopes presumably 
see the spectrum in terms of red, grey, and green. 

Monochromatism is a condition in which all objects or stimuli 
appear to be of the same colour-various shades of grey. I n  
practically all cases, there is an accompanying condition of day- 
blindness or photophobia, confirming the view that monochromat- 
ism is referable to complete functional loss of the retinal cone sys- 
tem, which is responsible for chromatic discrimination in general. 
Vision is thus restricted to the rod system, which is achromatic 
even in the normal individual. 

For a more detailed discussion of the facts and theories of coiour- 
blindness, see J. H. Parsons A n  Introduction t o  the S tudy  of Colour 
Vision, Part 11. (1924). (L. T. T.) 

COLOURED HEARING, a particular form of synaesthesia, 
which manifests itself by the appearance in consciousness of 
colours (or various shades of grey) whenever certain sounds are 
heard. These colours are most frequently associated with tones 
of the musical scale. For some individuals each tone of the scale 
has its specific colour; for others all of the tones within certain 
regions of the scale will have the same colour. I t  is seldom, how- 
ever, that two peopb agree as to  the colour they associate with 
the same tone or region of tone. I t  has been estimated that 
coloured hearing occurs in about 5% of the population. 

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE refers to the use of 
special pigments to create colour effects in the appearance of a 
structure, whether applied purely as decoration, like paint, or 
built in as integral elements of the construction. 

The range of available materials is wide. Bricks may be had in 
natural tones running from reds through the greys, whites, blacks 
and brown. Terra-cotta is burnt clay either unglazed or covered 
with coloured glazes fired on to the piece itself. Mosaic in glass, 
stone or marble, permits the widest range of tone and pattern, 
for it is frankly an application of small elements, each pure in 
colour, to a large composition on a flat or rounded surface. 
Marbles in every conceivable tone have always been favourite 
elements in the embellishment of buildings; the greenish lime- 
stones so popular in Italy, the warm, golden-coloured stones of 
France, the rich Kato or Kasota stones of western America may 
also be mentioned here. The granites present blacks, greys, rich 
reds and purples; and glass can be obtained in all shades. Metals, 
such as zinc, lead, copper and gold combined with alloys, such as 
bronze, are fertile with possibilities. Woods, either stained to 
emphasize their natural colour, or painted, allow further latitude. 
Paint, either mixed with water as a wash, or combined with oil as 
a more permanent covering, has been the usual resource in finish- 
ing a building. On roofs, the slates, brown, grey, green and purple, 
vie with tiles of baked earth. 

USE OF COLOUR IN THE PAST 
Historically, the monotone has been widespread since the days 

of the Italian Renaissance (see RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE). I n  
Italy such fragments of Greek and Roman architecture as were 
then found apparently induced the artists of the period to assume 
that little colour had been employed by the ancients. Although the 
normal instinct of the Italians, as was later evidenced, tended 
towards the employment of interesting variations of colour, the 
classic palace of the 14th and 15th centuries developed into a stone 
structure, serious in composition and of a distinctly severe mono- 
tone in colour. In  earlier centuries the cathedrals of Venice, 
Palerrno, Siena and Florence used a play of marble and mosaic 
inlays that gave great distinction to their facades. In  Venice, in 
particular, the strong Byzantine influence retained colour and dec. 
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orations such as rnarked the Doges' palace and many of the stately 
houses along the canals. Throughout Italy, coincident with the se- 
vere perfection of such admirable buildings as the Farnese palace 
in Rome, came the delightful work of P. Lombardi in the Santa 
Maria dei Miracoli in Venice, the sgraffito decoration of Peruzzi 
in Rome, the terra-cottas of the della Robbias in Florence. In all 
these buildings the artists, fortunately emancipated from the dis- 
tinction of architect and painter, gave expression to their talents 
in the production of structures agreeable in colour as well as form. 

In  spite of these agreeable variations the masters of the Ren- 
aissance, who were ultimately to inspire architects throughout 
Europe and America, swept on to a clear type of design. This 
tradition leads directly to the present and has consistently main- 
tained so strong a check on the designer that the mere considera- 
tion of colour on an exterior is often met with shock and sus- 
picion. So powerful has this influence been that in every capital 
of Europe and the Americas greyish-white stone structures deco- 
rated with carvings of the same materials are commonplace. Occa- 
sionally red, and more recently buff, brick buildings are seen, but it  
is fair to assume that the theory of the greyish mass is dominant. 
Before analysing the records antedating the Renaissance i t  may be 
interesting to note that in most of the countries in whose capitals 
traditional work was built the popular expressions were vastly 
different. I n  Spain, particularly in the south, the Moorish reac- 
tions produced houses brilliantly painted in primary colours, quite 
similar to the vigorous handling of the Dutch peasants' dwellings. 
Climatic conditions may, in part, be responsible for the striking 
appearance of the Dutch towns, but it  is apparent that where no 
restraint existed, experiment has been permitted and a most de- 
lightful result obtained. Sweden and Norway made similar essays, 
which were also somewhat analogous to the brilliant tones of the 
Russian peasant buildings. Throughout Bohemia, Poland, Hungary 
and Austria, are similar evidences of painted wood and plaster, 
all, to be sure, in the smaller buildings in contrast to  the chaste 
grey of the aristocratic town structures. I t  is quite clear that in 
European countries where the influence of Byzantium and the 
East was strong, colour has ever been dear to the populace and 
has been expressed quite as freely on the fa~ades  as in the interiors 
of their buildings. 

Greece.-The theory that the buildings of Greece were of white 
marble has of course been shattered since the early part of the 
19th century by the researches of Schliemann and countless other 
archaeologists, which have proved that the decorative features of 
the Greek temples, the mouldings, metopes, sculptures and espe- 
cially the non-structural elements were brilliantly painted. Part of 
the restorations are necessarily conjectural, but sufficient evidence 
is available to show that the great Greek monuments must have 
been strikingly beautiful in brilliant colours contrasting with the 
purity of the marble mass. I t  is equally obvious that to  the mod- 
ern eye, trained to accept whiteness as perfection, the actual Greek 
masterpieces would appear garish and startling. A serious attempt 
at  restoration has been made in the new art museum in Phila- 
delphia where, under the direction of Leon Solon, a Greek design 
has been executed with terra-cotta in such colours as were prob- 
ably employed on the Parthenon. I n  Rome, more particularly in 
the residential buildings, the Greek conception prevailed and in the 
excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum the brilliant contrasts 
of painted plaster, coloured marbles and mosaics clearly indicate 
a tendency that must have been quite as marked in Greek domestic 
work of approximately the same epoch. 

Asia.-In Asia two powerful influences were evident. Byzan- 
tium, the capital of Rome during the 4th century, exerted great 
power not only in Greece and the neighbouring countries of the 
Balkans, but indirectly in Russia and Italy proper. Reflecting the 
richness of Persia, Egypt and the East in general, Byzantium (see 
BYZANTINE AND ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE) poured on the 
West a stream of versatility and imagination more particularly 
reflected in the lavish use of strongly coloured mosaics. Ravenna 
still represents a glorious contribution to the history of the use 
of that particular medium. Further east, China had for centuries 
produced works of art in painting, sculpture and architecture (see 
CHINESE ARCHITECTWRE~ vhich were particularly notable in the 

epochs marking a lull in European cultural activity. The Mongol 
invasion of the 12th century had done more than conquer Persia 
and its great empire. Chinese forms, decorative motifs, were 
promptly absorbed in Persian decoration and some of the influ- 
ence of China through Persia found its way to Spain. India like- 
wise had developed a rich heritage of architecture (see INDIAN 

ARCHITECTURE; INDONESIAN AND FARTHER INDIAN ART) coloured 
no doubt by both China and Persia in proportion to the invading 
successes of their various rulers. All this truly eastern art ex- 
pressed itself vigorously in sumptuous colour arrangements : in 
the buildings by the use of burnt clays, in lacquers by the lavish 
use of gold, crimson, etc., and quite noticeably in the magnificent 
costumes embroidered on the richest silk and satin. Marco Polo's 
amazement at  the glories spread before his eyes in  his travels 
through Persia, Turkestan and China was a sincere acknowledg- 
ment of the existence of something at  least unusual t o  a Venetian 
in the days of the glory of his native city. 

Goth ic  Architecture.- In Europe with the development of 
Gothic architecture (9 .v . )  i t  was evident that some of the rich- 
ness of the East would remain. Curiously enough, the fact that the 
Gothic sculptured reliefs were quite as brilliantly painted as their 
prototypes in Greek Art is equally ignored. The interiors of the 
Sainte Chapelle in Paris and the restorations of some of the earlier 
chbteaux in the Loire district indicate what the Gothic painted 
decoration must have been. Much of the Gothic sculpture of the 
13th century was fully painted though, to be sure, the actual 
monuments retain little indication of colour apart from the bril- 
liant stained glass (9.v.). I t  is  evident that this desire for ex- 
pression in colour would appear in  varied forms in different peoples 
and throughout their histories. The Spanish iron work (see IRON 

IN ART) of the 16th century, possibly the finest in Europe, is like- 
wise enriched with reds, blues and gold, all handled with the bold- 
ness of master craftsmen. Brussels is noteworthy for its great 
Place surrounded by stone structures now quite dark with the 
patina of age, but superbly ornamented with gold decorations. 

Primitive peoples are lovers of colour in precise relationship to  
their independence of so-called civilized contacts. The artistic ex- 
pression of the tribes of Central Africa, the natives of Polynesia, 
the Incas of South America, the Mayas of Central America, the 
American Indians and,finally, the Esquimaux, is shown in bold pat- 
terns of pure colour which cover the most sacred structures and 
also the boats, tents and domestic vessels. I n  Asia, the Assyrians 
produced magnificent tile decorations which are among the gems 
of the Louvre collection. Egypt in its constant unfolding of its 
treasures from the royal tombs proves the freedom and versatility 
of her artists (see EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE). The furniture, 
pottery, glass, jewellery, fabrics, indicate an understanding of the 
combination of colour and form that is almost incredible. In  
Persia the magnificent blue dome of Ispahan, the tile, lacquers, 
rugs of Persian history from the Sassanian period to our day are 
additional indications of an instinct for colour that has persisted 
through the historic races of the world. 

CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE AND THEORY 

In approaching contemporary architecture, one is faced with 
certain preconceived theories as to what is acceptable. If an 
architect ventures to  experiment, even though he directly copies an 
example of accepted historic reputation, he risks making his build- 
ing conspicuous. The tradition of the monotone has developed so 
uniformly that the very knowledge of how to experiment seems 
to be a lost art. The painter theoretically equipped to handle 
colour has withdrawn to his studio and in his own restricted 
dignity produces canvases that may or may not eventually deco- 
rate a building. Where the public might gain from the exercise of 
his ability he refrains, not necessarily from choice but for the 
obvious reason that where all buildings are monotonous there is 
no need of a colourist. 

T h e  New Archi tecture.-Grant ing that tradition has re- 
strained development and that under existing conditions extensive 
use of colour is impossible, a new factor of enormous influence has 
appeared. The tall building on a comparatively narrow street in 
one of out big cities can no longer employ the decorative forms 
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so lovingly and superbly handled by the masters of the past (see 
ARCHITECTURE). TWO reasons are evident: copying any man's 
work intended for a particular place or period is not only false but 
a stamp of inability in design; the detail, charming in a structure 
40 ft .  in height is ludicrous in one 400 ft. higher. If the detail, as 
much of the earlier American sky-scraper architecture shows, is 
merely inflated to suit the increased distance from the eye the fal- 
lacy is no less obvious. The decoration of the tall building must 
produce the same agreeable effects of rhythm, symmetry, pictur- 
esqueness, sparkle or whatever basic theories the designer wishes, 
with quite new mediums. Flat surfaces take the place of the obso- 
lete cornices, and colour in surfaces. in proportion to the distance 
from the observer, marks the accents that the artist desires. The 
practical question of material. whether the effect will be produced 
in burnt clay or terra-cotta, bricks covered with glazes baked under 
high temperatures, mosaic or glass, will depend, in large measure, 
on the ingenuity of the designers themselves. What seems to be 
particularly vital, however, is the conception of the use of colour 
as a part of the structure and not as merely applied ornament. 

The dream of a coloured city, buildings in harmonious tones 
making great masses of beautiful pattern, may be less of a vision 
if the enterprising city developer realizes what it means. There is 
evident economy of effort in the application of colour in lieu of 
carved decoration which cannot be seen; and the novelty of a 
structure distinguishable from its neighbours has a practical value 
which must appeal without question to the designer and his public. 
The precise manner of handling colour, whether in masses, adapted 
as contrasts to  the major tone of the building, as accents only, or 
in the entire structure by reason of its basic material, depends 
again on the programme of the creative designer; but a positive 
conception of the employment of colour cannot countenance mere 
spots of bright tiles, marbles or other substances used to relieve the 
sobriety of a facade. The individual must learn what media fit 
his taste and are adapted to the conditions of his work. 

The classic conception of colour was that functional elements 
should be in base colours, particularly where stone and metal were 
employed, and that only decoration should be toned. In modern 
construction, where the entire facade is applied to a skeleton frame 
of concrete or steel, the design would be false if the artist persist- 
ently emphasized classicism where all construction is evidenced 
on the facade. As he creates his design, if he is willing, he can 
attempt accents and effects quite in keeping with contemporary 
building practice. 

I n  recent years little of actual value has been produced that 
would indicate broad acceptance of the need of colour on buildings. 
The Radio City buildings in New York, striking as they are in mass 
and arrangement, carry on the classic principle of grey masses re- 
lieved by richly decorated sculptures and entrance features. They 
do not indicate a departure from the norm of the stone block. 

I n  exposition architecture, however, the public has been privi- 
leged to see what might be accomplished with the architects en- 
couraged to experiment. Here the painters have been asked to co- 
operate. In  Chicago, in 1933-34. while the results were somewhat 
confused due t o  a lack of organization in scheme, the effect was 
nevertheless striking and had a considerable influence on the many 
visitors. I n  New York in 1939-40, a more carefully analyzed col- 
our scheme, using mural paintings to  a degree before unknown and 
accepting a policy of separating the Fair into broad zones of colour 
-gold, blue, red, white,-produced a superb effect of mass, that 
a t  night, with the added attraction of lights carefully set to pro- 
duce accents on trees, flowers, and the building blocks, developed 
a substantial result in the use of colour on buildings. 

I t  is important to note the fact that the painters helped materi- 
ally to accomplish this effect. Paint was the main element, for the 
use of more substantial materials could not be general in view of 
the cost. To  the public the Fair in New York demanded compari- 
son with the white Exhibition of Chicago in 1893, which capti- 
vated the eye as an expression of neo-classicism, and where no 
colour of any consequence appeared. The World's Fair in San 
Francisco in 1939-40 also mas designed with similar concentration 
on brilliant colour masses. The possibilities of colour in large 
masses have been established. 
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COLOUR INDEX, in astronomy. the difference between the 
visual magnitude and the photographic magnitude of a star. Since 
the ordinary photographic plate is proportionately more sensitive 
to blue light and less to red, this gives a measure of the colour of 
star. The colour index ranges from about -0.5 mag. for the bluest 
(hottest) stars to nearly 2.0 mag. for the reddest stars. 

COLOUR IN FLOWERS: see ANTHOCYANINS and ANTHO- 
XANTHINS. 

COLOURING MATTERS: see DYES. NATURAL; and DYES, 
SYNTHETIC. 

COLOUR MEASUREMENT (&~UNSELL SYSTEM). The 
first essential to the application of the Munsell Colour System is 
a clear understanding of the three dimensions of colour, and once 
having grasped the simple logic of these, the practical advantages of 
the system will be manifest. Colour has three dimensions-Hue, 
Value, and Chroma, which fully and accurately describe any colour 
as readily as the three dimensions of a box describe its length, 
width, and height. The idea of the three dimensions of colour 
may be expressed thus: 

- 
H U E  VALUE CHROMA 

Measurement around Measurement up a Measurement on a hori- 
a circle vertical pole zontal away from a ver- 

tical pole 

With these three simpie directions of measurement well in mind, 
there need be little confusion in comprehending what is meant by 
colour measurement. 

Hue.-This first dimension is defined by A. H. Munsell as, "The 
quality by which we distinguish one colour from another, as a 
red from a yellow, a green, a blue, or a purple." Suppose that a 
spectrum is cast by a prism. or a section of a rainbow. I t  is 
true that it contains all visible hues, merging one into the 
other by indistinguishable degrees-but always in a fixed order. 
Now imagine that such a spectrum is fixed or printed on a band 
of paper and that it begins at one end with red and going through 
all possible hues, it arrives back at  red again at  the other end. 
The hues are unevenly divided and they merge one into the gther 
by indistinguishable degrees. But. preserving the order of these 
hues, divide them into equal steps, as a ruler is divided into 
inches, by selecting familiar colours-red, yellow, green, blue, 
purple. These may be called the Principal hues but between each 
of them another division is made, where each merges into the 
other. These may be called yellow-red, green-yellow, blue-green. 
purple-blue, and red-purple, and they will be known as Intermedi- 
ate hues because they are intermediate or half-way between the 
Principal hues. The five Principal and five Intermediate hues may 
be called the major hues. Now, if this band is bent into a circular 
hoop, so that the red at  one end meets and laps the red at  the other 
end. there has been constructed 
a perfect scale of hue in the cir- 
cular form, with the five Princi- 
pal hues opposite the five Inter- 
mediate hues. The circle of hues 
with the five Principal hues and 
five Intermediate hues is shown 
in this form in the accompanying 
colour plate. The selection of 
five colours for the Principal hues is based on their complementary 
hues as determined by "after image." The five Principal hues and 
their complements, the five Intermediate hues, divide the hue 
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circle into ten parts-visually equidistant one part from another 
and readily expressed by the decimal system. So it is that 
when one states the first dimension of a colour, one is referring 
to its position on this circular scale of hues. In  writing a colour 
notation, this first dimension is expressed by the initial letter of 
the hue-R for red, a Principal hue, and BG for blue-green, an 
Intermediate hue. 

These ten steps being decimal numbers, may, of course, be in- 
finitely subdivided and it  may frequently happen that a given 
colour does not fall exactly on any of these ten divisions of hue, 
but somewhere between two of them. Allowance has been made 
for this by dividing each of the steps of the Principal and Inter- 
mediate hues into ten further divisions-called Special Intermedi- 
ate hues. These ten subdivisions represent about as fine a varia- 
tion of hue as even a trained eye can distinguish, and it  would be 
obviously futile, for practical purposes, to carry i t  further. The 
numerals run from I to 10, 5 always marking a Principal hue or 
an Intermediate hue and 10 always falling half-way between a 
Principal and an Intermediate hue. Thus the system has a series 
of numerals denoting any practical step or gradation between one 
hue and another and in writing a colour notation, of which one 
of these special Intermediate hues is a part, the numeral is given, 
denoting the position of the hue on this scale, before the letter 
which stands for the nearest Principal or Intermediate hue, thus 
7 R, 3 YR, 2 Y. The ten major hues then are expressed: j R, 
5 UR, 5 Y, etc. The notation 10 R may also be expressed as Red 
Yellow-Red, it being half-way between these two hues, similarly 
10 T becomes Yellow Green-Yellow, etc. 

These are called Second Intermediate hues. 

Diagram showing the 5 Principal Hues, the 5 lntermediate Hues, the 10 
Second Intermediate Hues, and the 80 Special Intermediate Hues (indicated 
by the numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, 7, 8, 9), in the 100 tjue circuit. 

I t  should be remembered that the hue Red embraces all reds 
whether light or dark, weak or strong, its hue merely determines 
its point on the spectrum hue circle. 

Value.-This is the second dimension and is probably the sim- 
plest to understand. I t  is, according to Mr. Munsell's definition, 
"The quality by uhich u7e distinguish a light colour from a dark 
one." Note that the first dimension did not tell whether a 
colour was light or dark. It told, for example, that it was red 
and not green, but there may be a light red and a dark red, and 
it is the function of this dimension of Value to tell how light 
or how dark a given colour may be. For this purpose a scale of 
Valse is needed, which may be imagined as a vertical pole or 
5 . ~ 5  to the circle sf Hues, black at the lower end, representing 
total absence of light, and nhite at  the top, representing pure light, 

and between these a number of divisions of grey regularly graded 
between white and black. This gradation could also be infinite. 
Since pure black is unattainable, it is called zero and the scale 
begins with the darkest grey as one. numbering the steps up to 
nine, which is the lightest grey. Pure white, which is also un- 
attainable, may be called ten. I n  the prac- 
tical use of the scale of Value, therefore, 
there are but nine steps and the middle 
one of these is five-which is referred to 
as Middle Value. The Value scale is 
shown in this form in the accompanying 8 
colour plate with proper divisions between 
black and white. In  writing a colour nota- 7 
tion this dimension of Value is expressed 
by a numeral, which denotes at  which 6 
step on the scale of Value the colour falls. 
This numeral is written above a line, as .J 
B 6/ for example, by which is meant that 
this particular blue, regardless of its other 4 
qualities, is as light or as darkas the sixth 
step upon the scale of Value. A colour 3 
such as is called "maroon" is an example 
of a red which is low in value, because it 
is dark, and what is called a "pink" is a red 
which is high in value, because it is light. 

Chroma.-When it is stated that the 
colour is blue or yellow or green, and that 
it is dark or light, t ~ o  of its important 
qualities are indicated-its Hue and Value, but this by no means 
describes it completely I t  may be said of a flower that it  is red 
and that it is light, but it may also be said that a certain brick 
is red and also light, and yet there is a notable difference between 
their respective colours, if they are placed side by side. Both 
may be red and of the same Value, but the flower is strong in 
colour and the brick is weak in colour, or greyer. I t  is this differ- 
ence which is measured on the dimensions of Chroma. This di- 
mension is the measure of the strength or weakness of a colour. 
The scale of Value may be referred to in the convenient and 
easily understood form of a vertical pole, which represents the 
neutral axis of all the circle of Hues and is, of itself, of no 
colour, but is pure grey. Around this pole may be placed the 
band representing the scale 
of Hue and then any one 
of these hues on the cir- 
cumference of the band 
may be imagined as grow- 
ing inward toward the 
grey pole in the centre, 
growing greyer or weaker 
in colour strength until i t  
reaches this centre pole 
and loses its colour en- 
tirely. This gives a visual- 
izatibn of the idea of the 
dimension k n o w n  as 
Chroma. By dividing these 
bands into regular measured steps, one has a scale upon uhich 
the strength of colour may be measured. This dimension of 
Chroma is written in a colour notation by means of a numeral 
below a line. which denotes the step upon the Chroma scale at  
which it falls, thus /2, /4, /8, /IO, etc. 

Needless to say, all of the Hues may be thus measured on this 
dimension at right angles to  the vertical pole and grading from 
grey, step by step away from the pole to greater and greater 
strength of colour. 

A complete Chroma chart of red is sho~in  011 the colour plate; 
on this chart the vertical scale of Value is repeated to emphasize 
its position in relation to Chroma. 

There are two important facts which sllould be considered 
First, colours differ by nature in their Chroma strength, some be- 
Ing much more powerful than others The strongest red pigment 
wed, for ex2mple, is approximately tnlce as ponerflil as the 
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Quality that  distinguishes one colour 
from another. Measure of the strength or weaktiess of a colour. 

A t  the right is a projection plicity, Hues are shown 
showing the Principal and only at the Value in  which 
Intermediate Huesarranged they reach their strongest 
radially in ten equal di-  Chroma. A complete Tree 
visions about the verti- would show each Hue de- 
cal scale of Value in  the veloped completely from 
same order as the Hue black to white, as shown in 
circle above. For sim- the red Chroma chart above. 

THE C O L O U R  T R E E  

small areas of the complemen- 
tary yellow. Note the yellow- A free use of a number. of com- 
ish hue of the grey, a result of plementary h u h ,  pucples and 
simultaneous contrast. green-yellows predominating, 
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strongest blue-green pigment and the red pigment will, therefore, 
require a correspondingly greater number of steps on a longer 
path to reach grey. The second fact is that all colours do not 
reach their maximum Chroma strength at  the same level of 
Value. I t  can be readily comprehended, for example, that the 
strongest yellow pigment is by nalure much lighter, or higher in 
Value, than the strongest blue pigment and, therefore, the com- 
plete Chroma paths of these two colours will each touch the 
neutral pole at different values. 

The form, which conveys most completely the character of 
colour qualities and dimensions governing the range of pigments 
in regular use, has been conceived by A. H. Munsell as a "Colour 
Tree." The "Colour Tree" has for its trunk the vertical scale of 
Value and the branches represent the different hues arranged 
radially about the trunk, these branches varying in length with 
the Chroma strength of each hue. A colour tree is shown in this 
form in the accompanying colour plate-the vertical scale of 
Value in the centre with the ten major hues are shown only at the 
Value level a t  which they reach their strongest Chroma. If each 
hue was shown at  every level of Value the figure would become a 
solid with the strong colours outside gradually becoming greyer 
until they reach the grey Value scale. 

Each of the three dimensions by which any colour may be meas- 
ured has been described, and also how each is written in a colour 
notation. I t  remains only to put these separate notations together 
and to write a complete notation embodying all three dimensions. 
For example, given a certain colour to measure and define, it is 
found that upon the scale of Hue it  is Purple-blue. Upon com- 
paring it with the scale of Value, it is seen to be but three steps 
from the bottom, and two steps away from the neutral grey pole 
upon the scale of Chroma. A complete notation for this colour 
would, therefore, be written PB 3/2. I t  is scarcely necessary to 
point out the practical advantages of such a system of definite 
measurement and notation over the vague and variable terms in 
general use, borrowed from the animal, mineral, and vegetable 
kingdoms, such as plum, olive, fawn, mouse, etc., of which no 
two persons ever have quite the same idea. 

The Use of C01our.-Contrast in Value is, perhaps, the most 
important factor in a composition or design. Value difference 
alone without regard to Hue or Chroma may make or mar the 
result. Value contrast will make lettering or type, for example, 
legible or illegible. A colour of middle Value will be least dis- 
tinguishable on another colour of equal Value and the greater 
the contrast in Value the better the legibility. 

Maximum contrast is obtained by the use of colours of ex- 
tremely strong Chromas if they differ sufficiently in Value from 
black or white, or one another. Some examples of this form of 
contrast would be a yellow of extreme Chroma on a black; a low 
value purple-blue on white; a strong yellow on dark blue. 

I t  is also useful t o  know the relative power of colours. Of 
course in  considering the power of a colour it is impossible to 
think of it  without a background colour and the contrast of Value 
and Chroma must be considered. 

A strong yellow on a black field is an excellent example of 
maximum visibility. Although certain other factors have a bear- 
ing on the case, this visibility may be attributed to the extreme 
contrast plus the power of the yellow. The power of a colour may 
be considered as the product of the Value times the Chroma. The 
magnitude of the product is a good indication of the worth of a 
colour from the attention or attraction standpoint. Thus, a 
bright, strong yellow-red would be considered as a powerful colour 
because of the large product resulting from its high Value and 
strong Chroma. 

For example, in terms of the Munsell notation a yellow-red a t  
its present extreme Chroma would be YR 7/13 with a power 
product of 91 (7 x 13), whereas the strongest red R 4/14 has a 
power product of only 56. The strongest available yellow Y 8/12 

will have a power of 96, a little higher than the yellow-red. 
The simplest use of colour is the monochrome, by which one 

hue alone is used in its many combinations of Value and Chroma. 
Some of the pleasantest colour harmonies are in the group called 
"neighbouring" or analogous colour schemes which utilize a series 

of hues in their sequence on the chromatic circle. 
Complementary colour schemes offer great varieties of colour 

relationships from the strongest to the weakest contrast, depend- 
ing on the Value and Chroma adjustment. When complementary 
colours are used together they have the effect of making each other 
more brilliant. This should be borne in mind in selecting the 
proper Value and Chroma, because if the same Value and Chroma 
of each colour is used, an unpleasant condition of vibration be- 
tween the two colours will occur. 

If one colour of a pair of complementaries is weakened in 
Chroma, the other will appear still brighter by contrast. Comple- 
mentary pairs may be used in all the steps from low to high Value 
and weak to strong Chroma, depending on the purpose of a design. 
More than one pair of complementaries may be used in a com- 
position and possibilities in this group are limited only by the in- 
genuity and taste of the designer. 

In  summing up, remember that while genius may work in vio- 
lent colour combinations, those of lesser talent must play safe. 
Satisfactory results may be achieved if colours of low Value and 
weak Chroma are used for larger areas and the small areas are con- 
trasted with colours of high Value and strong Chroma. 

Two examples of the use of colour are shown in the accompany- 
ing colour plate. The first of these shows the use of purple-blue 
with grey and small areas of its complementary yellow. The pur- 
ple-blue is low in Value and moderate in Chroma as it  occupies 
the larger area of the design. I ts  complementary yellow is high in 
Value and strong in Chroma. The grey shown in this example ap- 
pears t o  be a yellow very weak in Chroma-this is the result of 
simultaneous contrast, the large area of purple-blue causing the 
grey to appear yellow (its complement) in comparison. The sec- 
ond example shows a free use of a number of complementary hues, 
purples and green-yellows predominating. 

The context of this article is principally a revision and condensation of 'LA Practical 
Description of the Munsell System" written by T. M. Cleland for the Strathmore Paper 
Fmpany.  Material has also been used from "A Color h-otation" by A. H. Munsell, and 

hfunsell Manual of Color" by F. G. Cooper. The section on "Use of Colour" and the 
two sketches, by Rudolph Ruzicka are from "Three Monographs of Color" published by 
the Research Laboratories of International Printing Ink Corporation, a division of 
Interchemical Corporation. Article and colour plate arranged and designed by Arthur 
S. Allen. 

@QLOUR MILL, a machine used in mixing and grinding 
paints. I ts  history may be traced back to the time when man 
first discovered that paint was made more tractable, and con- 
sequently furnished a more beautiful surface, by thoroughly grind- 
ing the contents. He secured two flat stones, placed the paint 
on the upper surface of the bottom stone, and milled it  by rotat- 
ing the top stone by hand. This method was slow and tiresome, 
and finally the principle was applied to a sort of gristmill type 
of which our present mills are a direct descendant. 

Colour mills, or paint mills, fall into two general classifications: 
( I )  those designed to grind or pulverize dry colours or dry paints, 
(2) those designed to grind paste paints and ready-mixed or liquid 
colours. The dry colour mills are divided into three groups: 
( I )  The ball mill, which consists of a large cylinder made, of 
cast iron, steel or bronze, and contains a quantity of balls, of 
similar metal, which pulverize the colours as the cylinder rotates; 
( 2 )  The buhrstone mill, which is similar to the old-fashioned 
gristmill; (3) The disintegrator, which powders the dry colour 
by forcing it  through closely set steel discs revolving a t  a tremen- 
dous speed. This is the most modern type of dry colour mill. 

I t  is necessary to grind paint thoroughly in order to "wet" 
each pigment particle with the so-called paint vehicle, to break 
up the agglomerates of pigment particles, and to expel the occluded 
air. In the case of the fine oil colours, artists' colours and inks, 
the pigment particle itself is actually ground finer. Thus the 
desiratum of the grinding procedure is the creation of paints per- 
fect in texture and supreme in beauty of colour. 

The paste and ready-mixed paint mills are of five types: ( I )  
the stone mill, ( 2 )  the roller mill, (3) the pebble mill, (4)  the 
iron mill, ( 5 )  the colloid mill. The most widely used of these is 
the stone, or buhrstone, mill. I t  is made of two flat, round stones, 
which are usually cut from Virginia or North Carolina buhrstone, 
French buhrstone, or Esopus stone, which is softer than buhr- 
stone. The top stone is stationary and has a hole or eye in its 
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centre, the size of which depends on the size of the mill. The 
lower stone, which rotates, is solid and adjustable, which means 
that it can either be forced up  hard against the top stone, or 
that any desired clearance between the two stones can be main- 
tained. The paint to be ground is dropped through the eye of the 
top stone and a grinding action is accomplished by the rotation of 
the lower stone, which forces the paint between the grinding 
surfaces of the two stones. 

Stone mills vary in size from 8 in. in diameter, for laboratory 
use, to 6 ft., although the sizes in general commercial use range 
from 15 to 36 inches. Some are water-cooled and others have 
no cooling device, and others are also made in "tandem form" 
which consists of two mills in one, for double grinding. Grooves 
about 4 in. deep are cut into the grinding surfaces of the stones 
in such a manner as to  give to  the paint a scissor-cutting action 
between the stationary and revolving stones. For producing the 
most beautiful and delicate colours, the water-cooled I j or 20 in. 
stone mills are used, the paint being reground until, when tested, 
it is found to be absolutely speckless. 

Roller mills are constructed with one, three, or five chilled 
steel rollers, the three-roller type being the most widely used. 
These mills grind the paint by pulling it between the closely set 
rollers. Printing inks and the finest of enamels are ground on this 
type of mill and in many cases colours are ground and reground 
several times in order to produce the finest possible texture. 

The pebble mill is constructed with a large cylinder holding 
55% paint and 45% pebbles. By rotating the cylinder the pebbles 
fall through the paint and break up the agglomerates or lumps. 
This type of mill is generally used for grinding paints in the 
ready-mixed form, whereas stone or roller mills are generally 
used for grinding in paste form. The iron mill operates on the 
same principle as the stone mill, except that the grinding sur- 
face is smaller and of iron. This type is practically obsolete as 
paint "grinders," but is still being used to "feed" stone mills. 

Colloid mills, which are the most recently developed, are high 
speed mills grinding by forcing the paint through the minute 
clearance formed by the swiftly revolving steel "rotor" and the 
stationary steel "stator." The faces of the "rotor" and "stator" 
are machined with such precision that they can be adjusted to 
form an exact clearance of 2h in. throughout their entire 
circumference. This mill is more of an emulsifier than a grinder, 
and is not being used extensively in the paint trade. 

(G. IV. C.) 
COLOUR-MUSIC is the term most frequently employed to 

designate an ar t  which makes use of varying light or lights as its 
principal means of expression. The first mention of such an art 
was made in the eighteenth century From very ancient times, 
however, certain ana!ogies had been observed between colours and 
sounds and particularly between the principal colours of the rain- 
bow and the seven notes of the diatonic scale. The analogy be- 
tween colour harmony and sound harmony was remarked upon by 
Aristotle in his De Sensu, while in the sixteenth century Arcim- 
boldo, a Milanese painter, invented a system of colour harmony 
based upon a colour scale analogous in its order to the musical 
scale. 

That there was some mysterious fundamental relationship be- 
tween colours and sounds was a natural assumption in an age 
which was given to philosophizing upon the "Music of the 
Spheres." No doubt Kepler's The Harmo7zies of  the Universe 
considerably influenced Sir Isaac Newton, whose sponsorship of 
the analogy gave it  an authority which it has continued to possess 
to this day. Newton was struck by an analogy between the relative 
spaces occupied by the principal colours of the spectrum and the 
ratios of the notes of the diatonic scale, but as this observation 
depended entirely on the deviation of the particular prism he 
employed his conclusions were inaccurate, and it is probable that 
he himself later realized the nature of his mistake. Without 
question, however, his arbitrary division of the spectrum into 
seven principal colours has misled numberless colourists and it 
was not until late in the nineteenth century that it was proposed to 
develop an art of light entirely independent of the art of music. 

The undulatory theory of light first propounded by Dr. Thomas 

Young in the Bakerian lecture before the Royal Society in 1801, 
and later incorporated into the general theory of electro-magnetism 
in the hands of Clerk Maxwell and others, provided a new mathe- 
matical foundation upon which the indefatigable analogists might 
once more erect their specious systems. The measurement of the 
wave lengths of visible radiation, the curious fact that the fre- 
quency limits of visible radiation lie within the approximate 
compass of one octave, the fundamental similarity of the physical 
behaviour of electric waves and that of mechanical sound waves 
(namely, the similar laws of reflection, refraction, interference, 
etc.) all contributed towards an increasing confidence in the 
intimate correspondence between the two groups of phenomena. 
Only such great physicists as Helmholtz seemed to be able to  per- 
ceive the deep divergences between the two and to refer a t  last 
to the weakest point in the argument of the analogists, namely, to 
the radically different construction and characteristic response to 
stimuli of the two organs of sense involved, the eye and the ear. 

Louis Bertrand Caste1 (1688-1757) was probably the first to 
propose an art of colour-music. Born a t  Montpellier, November 
11, 1688, he became a Jesuit and was recognised as one of the most 
eminent mathematicians of his day. H e  first describes his La 
Mzlsiqz~e en Coulez~rs in I 720. Esprits, Saillies et Singularitis dzc 
Pbre Castel, published after his death in 1763, contains a chap- 
ter, "Clavessin pour les Veux," in which Caste1 states his general 
theory of colour-music, and describes a colour clavessin so con- 
structed that the keys not only actuated the tongues for pluck- 
ing the strings but also revealed certain transparent coloured 
tapes. Presumably it  was his intention to place sources of light 
behind these. 

Caste1 pursued his experiments with immense enthusiasm and 
wrote as intelligently about the subject as anyone ever has, but 
he was inevitably scorned by his contemporaries and almost for- 
gotten by those who followed him. The fact remains that if any- 
thing ever comes of colour-music, Caste1 will hold the position of 

' 

the great pioneer who first explored the ground. H e  is the Giotto 
or Guido d'Arezzo of colour-music. 

D. D. Jameson wrote a singular little pamphlet on colour- 
music in 1844. H e  proposed a notation and gives examples. Ap- 
parently he constructed an instrument of some kind and gave 
demonstrations. H e  employed glass containers filled with coloured 
liquids and projected light through these filters into a room lined 
with tin plates. Mechanically controlled shutters were used. 

A prophetic passage occurs in a book called Music and Morals, 
by the Rev. H. R. Haweis (1875)-"And here I will express my 
conviction that a colour-art exactly analogous to the Sound-art 
of music is possible. . . . Nor do I see why i t  should not equal 
any in the splendour of its results and variety of its applications." 

Bainbridge Bishop of Essex County, New York State, having 
read Chevreul and Field, built (1877), a projection instrument 
which formed part of a house organ, by means of which he could 
blend colours on a small screen simultaneously with the playing 
of music, by attaching levers and shutters to  the keys and direct- 
ing first daylight and later the light from an electric arc through 
coloured glass. 

William Schooling in an article in the Nineteenth Centzlry 
(July, 1895), described an art of colour-music on the lines of the 
sound analogy, and proposed to use various vacuum-tubes, with 
intensity control in conjunction with a keyboard. This article was 
written in 1893. 

In  the same year Professor Alexander Wallace Rimington 
(1854-1918) had independently conceived the idea of a colour 
organ which he patented and constructed. I t  was completed in 
1893 and he gave a private demonstration of its powers a t  the old 
St. James's Hall, London, on June 6th, 1895. A complete account 
of his theories and experiments, and of the colour-organ may be 
found in his book Colour-Music: The Art of Mobile Colour 
(1911). 

The project was next considered by  Louis Favre, in his La 
i4fusique des Coz~leurs et les Musiqz~es de 1'Avenir (1900). I n  the 
same year E. G. Lind, F.A.I.A., discussed a music-colour system 
and a projection instrument in The Music of Color and the 
Number Seven. 
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Mary Hallock Greenewalt, an American pianist, is one of the 

ablest experimenters of the present time. Though not insisting on 
a combined art of light and sound, she has spent most of her 
labours in the attempt to achieve such an aesthetic unity and her 
many patents and instruments are directed mainly to this end. 

Thomas Wilfred. born in Denmark in 1889, began experiment- 
ing in 1905 and is perhaps the most active of contemporary colour- 
musicians. Proceeding on independent lines he has from the first 
refused to be misled by the sound analogy. In  1919 he completed 
his first important colour-projector in America, where he now 
resides, and this he named "The Clavilux." He has given colour 
concerts throughout the United States, and during 1925 he gave 
concerts in Paris, London and Copenhagen. Wilfred's procedure 
is to project upon a screen an even flood of light into which he 
introduces fantastic figures which rhythmically move and at  the 
same time alter their form and colour. 

I n  Australia, Alexander Burnett Hector has for some years ex- 
perimented with various forms of colour-music. His first colour- 
organ made use of ordinary incandescent lamps combined with 
Geissler and X-ray tubes. M. Luckiesh, an American illuminating 
engineer, has also given the subject considerable attention and has 
experimented with various instruments for the production of 
mobile colour effects. 

Other experimenters have been M. Carol-BCrard and M. Va- 
lkre Berneird in France and Leonard C. Taylor, Claude Bragdon 
and Adrian Bernard Klein in England. The last named has con- 
structed an instrument embodying optical means for the produc- 
tion of coloured light by prismatic dispersion, the addition of 
white light to monochromatic light, control over wave-length and 
luminous intensity. The projector possesses an electrically oper- 
ated key-board and is well suited to experimental work in all forms 
of colour-music. 

Before discussing the theoretical requirements for an art of 
colour-music brief reference should be made to the phenomenon of 
colour audition (synaesthesia), whereby many musicians associate 
different keys with diiferent colours. One of the earliest scientific 
investigations of this phenomenon is that recorded by Francis 
Galton in his Inquiries into Hvma?z Faculty (1883). 

The "coloured hearing" of Scriabin, the Russian composer, led 
him to compose his Promethezrs, the Poem of Fire, for which he 
wrote an accompaniment of changing coloured light. I t  was per- 
formed in Moscow in 1911, with a colour-projection apparatus 
which apparently failed to function, and some years later (March 
2 0 .  191 j), at  Carnegie Hall, New York, with a "Clavier & LU- 
mikres," when, however, the results were not impressive. 

Ril l  colour-music as a means of expression ever be accorded 
the dignity of one of the great arts? At present it is impossible to  
say. Yet there seems no reason why the aesthetic enjoyment 
derived from the perception of the unity of a musical composition, 
its parts having unfolded in time, should not be aroused, equiva- 
lently, by observation of the construction of the various colour 
motifs, of combinations of sequences, and of the logical develop- 
ment of these, in a composition of light. The view is sometimes 
expressed that colour has little or no interest when it is divorced 
from form or familiar shape, but the literature of the subject is 
full of enthusiastic reports by those who have witnessed demon- 
trations of colour-music. 

A great physicist, Prof. Albert A. Michelson, referring to the 
colour effects familiar to those who use optical instruments has 
written in his Light FVaves arcd their Uses (1903)) "Indeed, so 
strongly do these colour phenomena appeal to me that I venture 
to predict that in the not very distant future there may be a colour 
art analogous to the art of sound-a colour-music in which the 
performer seated before a literally chromatic scale, can play the 
colours of the spectrum in any succession or combination, flash- 
ing on a screen-all possible gradations of colour, simultaneously 
or in any desired succession, producing at  will the most delicate 
and subtle modulations of light and cdour, or the most gorgeous 
and startling contrasts and colour chords! I t  seems to me that 
we have here at  least as great a possibility of rendering all the 
fancies, moods and emotions of the human mind as in the older 
art." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-L. B. Castel, h70uvelEes Exptriences d'Optique et 
d'Aco%stique (1734) and Esprits, Saillies, et Singularitds d u  Pdre 
Caste1 (1763) ; Hooper and A. Morley, Explanation o f  the Ocular 
Harpsiclaord (1757) ; Dr. Busby, Asszmtlation o f  Colours t o  Musical 
Sounds (182;) ; D. D. Jameson, Colour-Music (1844) ; M. L. Favre, 
La Musique des Couleurs (1890) ; A. W. Rimington, Colour-Music, 
the Art o f  Mobile Colour (1911); M. Luckiesh, T h e  Language of 
Color and Color and its Applzcatzons (1918) ; A. B. Klein, Colour- 
Music, T h e  Art o f  Light (with bibl.) (1926). (A. B. K.) 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY: see PHOTOGRAPHY. 
COLOUR PRINTING. The introduction of colour print- 

ing is obscure, and the claims of the Chinese and Japanese cannot 
be discounted, for it  is probable that these peoples were practising 
the methods of colour block printing, which they follow to-day 
and for which they are famed throughout the world, long before 
the inception of printing from movable types. The use of coloured 
inks was not common with the early printers, but, strangely 
enough, the very first books printed at  Mainz in the I 5th century 
were decorated with initials in colour. The "42-line Bible," be- 
lieved to be the first book printed from movable type, contained 
initials in red, some printed and others drawn in the spaces left 
for the purpose; whilst the later works produced at  Mainz had 
initials in both red and blue, the Psalter of 1457 being the most 
famous of these. Colour printing, therefore, may be said to have 
commenced with the birth of the typographic printer's art. The 
desire to rubricate the new method of producing books in the 
early days is not to be wondered at when it is recalled that print- 
ing took the place of the beautifully decorated written books pro- 
duced in the scriptoriums-works of art which call for the ad- 
miration of the world as evidence of unstinted patience and skill 
given to what was often a life's work. I n  1486, the famous school- 
master printer of St. Albans produced a book which contained 
woodcuts of armorial designs printed in red, blue and brown, but 
strange to relate, when yellow was introduced it was put in by 
hand. This was the first specimen of English printing (and the 
last for over zoo years) in which coloured inks were introduced. 

Early in the 16th century a new method of colour printing from 
wood blocks, called chiaroscuro, was introduced. This consisted 
of a black outline to which tints were added. There is uncertainty 
about the inventor of this process, both Germany and Italy claim- 
ing the credit for its invention. I t  found great favour on the Con- 
tinent. About this period, what might be called stencilling was 
introduced. This was used principally in the production of playing- 
cards. About the year 1630 the method of obtaining prints from 
copper-plates, into which the design was incised (intaglio) was 
practised. There are a number of colour prints in the British 
Museum produced by this process, the method entailing the 
rubbing of coloured inks into hollows cut below the surface, and, 
when the plate was completely inked, passing it  through a press, 
thereby obtaining an impression on a sheet of paper. The 18th 
century saw great developments in the art of colour printing. 
New methods were invented, and it  was at  this period that three- 
colour mezzotint prints were produced by a German of French 
extraction, named Le Blon, he being the first to apply the prin- 
ciples of the three primary colours (without, of course, the aid 
of photography). His method was to dissect the original paint- 
ing into its primary colour and tints, and make a separate mezzo- 
tint plate for each colour; these he printed in the respective 
coloured inks one on top of the other and, when the three im- 
pressions were registered into each other, they produced a result 
approximating the original picture. Le Blon's process was largely 
practised by others after his death in Paris, in I 741. In  I 718 an 
Englishman named Kirkall worked a process which had as its 
key a mezzotint plate, the colours being added by means of wood 
blocks. He also reverted to the original method of preparing an 
intaglio plate, dabbing the colours on to the plate by hand. This 
method of colour printing is still used for producing costly prints 
for art dealers. About the end of the 18th century a large number 
of mezzotints, stipples and line engravings in colour were produced, 
the best of which now command fabulous prices. 

Early in the 19th century, chiaroscuro printing was revived by 
IVilliam Savage, and some of his prints contained as many as 30 
colours. At this time, Senefelder's invention of lithography was 
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applied to  colour reproduction, when the picture was printed in 
flat tints. I t  was not until midway through the century that the 
superimposing of colour was attempted, and became known as 
chromo-lithography. I n  1834, the first colour prints by George 
Baxter were published. The method employed in producing this 
class of colour work, now known as Baxter prints, was by the use 
of an intaglio key plate which was printed in black or brown, to 
which was added a number of colours printed from wood or metal 
blocks. Colour printing from woodcuts and line blocks was carried 
on until the introduction of what is now known as the three-colour 
process-a method in daily use by letterpress printers. I n  the latter 
half of the 19th century chromo-lithography began t o  make rapid 
strides, and collotype, a beautiful process, was developed to meet 
the demands of art dealers for a high standard of colour printing. 
(See COLLOTYPE.) Mainly due to the application of photography 
and the advance of mechanical science, great developments have 
taken place in colour printing within the last half century. 

P r i n t i n g  Methods.-The basic methods by which prints are 
obtained may be summarized under three headings: relief print- 
ing, intaglio printing and planograplzic printing. Each of these 
methods has its own peculiar characteristics and each possesses 
certain qualifications for the production of work of a distinctive 
character. and it is not unusual to find a combination of two, or 
even three in modern reproductions. 

Relief Printing.-This is generally known as letterpress 
printing and embraces impressions obtained from relief surfaces; 
such as type, woodcuts, line blocks and half-tone blocks. 

Type.-When type is printed in colour, it is usual for the 
compositor to set up the matter complete, and then take out the 
lines or initials which have to be printed in colour. The space left 
blank by the removal of the lines or initials is filled up with 
"furniture," i.e., material of the same wldth and length but lower 
in depth than type so that it  will not print. The matter is then 
made portable by locking it into an iron frame, called a chase, 
by means of a series of wedges. The types which have been re- 
moved are placed in another chase, and are made to register, i.e., 
fit the places left blank in the main forme; this is also done by 
making up with furniture. Proofs are then pulled of the two 
formes for the purpose of registering the one into the other. 
Great care has to be exercised in each printing when putting the 
sheets through the machine in order that the colours will print 
where they are required. 

Woodcuts.-The production of woodcuts may be called a 
handicraft and is seldom used for present day commercial re- 
quirements, although attempts are being made to revive it in 
certain quarters, particularly in  the form of cutting the design on 
linoleum. The method in this instance is to  cut an outline of 
the design in relief and take impressions from the block which is 
"offsetted," i.e., a wet impression is transferred to  as many blocks 
as there are colours to be printed to complete the design. The 
cutter removes with a sharp knife those parts of the block that 
will not be required for a particular colour of ink in which it 
has to be printed. This manner of preparing colour printing 
blocks is mainly confined to amateurs and students of ar t  schools. 

L i n e  Blocks.-The making of line blocks is a photo-mechanical 
process. The artist's drawing, which must be in line or stipple, is 
placed on the copy-board of a camera, specially made for the 
purpose, to which a prism is attached. This enables the image 
to be reversed on the photographic plate when the exposure is 
made. Whcn developed and dried, the negative is placed in con- 
tact with a piece of metal (usually zinc) which has been coated 
with a sensitized solution of albumen and potassium bichromate. 
The negative and the plate are then placed in a screw frame to 
hold them in close contact durlng exposure to light. The light 
penetrating the white lines on the negative, hardens the sensitized 
coating and when sufficient exposure has been made the plate is 
washed; the parts which have been acted upon by light remaining 
hard whilst the parts not acted upon wash away. The parts which 
remain on the plate represent the design. This is then protected 
by an acid-resisting material and the plate placed in an acid bath 
which etches away the unprotected parts of the plate, leaving the 
lines and stipple as represented in the design standing in relief. 

Numerous operations take place before the plate is mounted on 
wood to make it  type high to meet the printer's requirements. 
The outline is known as a key-plate, and colours are added as  
required, either by photographic means or by the offset method. 
Tints of the colour in which the block is to be printed are pro- 
duced by means of stipple, or lines made on the plate before 
etching. Many of the delightful colour illustrations in Kate 
Greenaway's, Walter Crane's and Randolph Caldecott's books are 
printed from woodcuts or line blocks. 

Three-co1our.-This process is used for the reproduction of 
paintings of carpets and other colour subjects and is an adaptation 
of what is known as the half-tone process. A photographic nega- 
tive of the subject is taken through a cross-lined screen which 
breaks up the p~cture into innumerable little dots, varying in 
number and size according to the grading of the screen, and the 
tones contained in the picture. I t  is by the three-colour process 
that a large amount of colour printing for commercial purposes 
is produced. When photographing a painting, however, the colours 
and their component tints are scientifically separated. This is 
done by placing In the camera a piece of coloured optical glass 
called a colour filter, representative of one of the fundamental 
colours of the spectrum, through which the light passes before 
reaching the specially prepared photographic plate. Different 
coloured filters are required for each colour sensitive negative. 
The object of the filter is to  keep from being recorded on the 
negative the colours and their tints which are not complementary 
to the inks in which the printing blocks are to  be printed. For 
the blue printing plate a red filter is used, for  the red plate a 
green filter, and for the yelIow plate, a blue filter; and when, as 
is usual a t  the present day, a fourth colour is used, another filter 
is employed which is of an amber tint. This fourth colour block 
may be printed in grey or black, which greatly assists in over 
coming the difficulties met with in obtaining a correct rendering 
of the tones and colours in the original picture and, a t  the same 
time, materially helps the colour printer in producing clean and 
regular results throughout a long run. 

In  making colour plates the ruled screen, which breaks up  and 
provides the necessary ret~culation required for a printing surface, 
is turned round so that the dots are at  a different angle for each 
colour. When the screen negatives are developed they are 
photographically printed on to a piece of metal, usually copper, 
and etched in a similar manner to  that employed in making line 
blocks. Before a set of colour blocks is in a condition t o  be 
sent to the printer, however, a vast amount of artistic and pains- 
taking work has to  be done by etchers who endeavour, by means 
of repeated immersions in the etching bath, to obtain results in 
the finished print approximating to the original painting. T o  
obtain the best results from half-tone blocks, a paper with a 
glossy surface, known as ar t  paper, must be used. Objection, 
however, is frequently made to the glare of this coated paper but 
experiments are being made to make blocks which will print satis- 
factorily on a matt (i.e., non-glossy) paper and recent results 
give reason to hope that this will materialize in the near future. 

Relief P r i n t i n g  Machines.-The types of machine used for 
colour printing by relief methods are numerous, but they may be 
divided into two categories: ( I )  Platen machines, where the im- 
pression is obtained over the whole of the printing surface a t  the 
same moment; ( 2 )  Cylinder machines, where the pressure ex- 
tends along the whole length of the sheet but with only about a 
$in. contact with the printing surface. 

P l a t e n  Machines.-Those generally known as "heavy'' platens 
are most suitable for colour printing. The forme or plate is 
securely fixed in an iron frame called a chase, and placed on the 
"bed" in a perpendicular position, the inking rollers passing over 
the face of the forme, thus inking the surface. The ink, which is 
of a buttery consistency, is stored in a trough, and can be reg- 
ulated accord~ng to the supply required. A sheet of paper is 
placed (usually by hand) on to the guides fixed on to the platen, 
which is flat and moves up with a rocking motion to get the im- 
pression from the inked plate. The platen then rolls back, and 
the printer removes the printed sheet with his left hand and places 
it on a board fixed to the machine. at the same time placing another 
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sheet in positioo on the platen as it  begins to make its upward 
movement. Sheets of about zz+in. by 17+in. can be printed on 
this type of machine, but great skill is requlred to place the 
sheet accurately into the guides, which if not done, will prevent 
the subsequent colours from registering, i.e., fitting each other so 
that the finished print is sharp and clean, and the colour values 
of the original are  faithfully reproduced. 

Cyl inder  Machines.-These are used for large sheets and a 
heavy class of work. I n  this instance, the formes or plates are 
placed in a horizontal position and fixed securely on the bed of the 
machine which moves to  and fro. During the travel the plates 
are inked by a series of rollers held in brackets. These receive 
their supply of ink from a slab tc; which the ink has been trans- 
ferred from a duct, a trough which can be regulated to supply 
the amount of ink necessary. Working in conjunction with the 
bed on which the forme is placed is a large cylinder, secured in 
brackets, which rotates as the bed makes its to-and-fro move- 
ment, carrying with it  a sheet of paper which has been placed in 
lays. This is taken by means of a "gripper," which automatically 
takes the sheet round the cylinder, and thus obtains the im- 
pression from the plates. The sheets are then mechanically de- 
posited on to a board, where they are piled up one on top of the 
other until they are removed by the printer. On this class of 
machine, sheets ranging from zziin. by 174in. to 6oin. by 4oin., 
and sometimes larger, are printed. There are special machines 
for  printing two, three or four colours before the sheet is de- 
livered, but these are not used for the best class of work, although 
fair commercial results are obtained by this method, generally 
known as multi-colour printing. 

By whichever type of machine the work is printed, a great 
deal of work requiring care and skill is necessary before the 
actual printing of the sheet commences. The blocks have to be 
made type high, and this is done by the skilful fixing of pieces 
of paper below the wood mount so that the printing plate will 
present an even surface to the inking rollers in order that the 
plate may be correctly inked. This is called underlaying. An- 
other operation, called overlaying, is necessary. Briefly, this 
means the cutting out and pasting together of pieces of paper and 
fixing them on the machine in such a way that the requisite 
amount of pressure will be brought to bear upon the different 
tones contained in the plate. Thus, the solids would be repre- 
sented by the thickest parts of the overlay, the middle tones 
correspondingly less, and the high lights just sufficient to make 
the impression firm and no more. The treatment of the ink also 
requires attention, in order that each colour should print clearly 
on the top of the previous one. Care is likewise required to 
protect the sheets from the effects of changing temperature; 
while the adjustments of the machine have to receive special 
attention in order to  ensure that each of the colours will register, 
otherwise the work would be spoiled. 

I n t a g l i o  Printing.- The intaglio method of producing prints 
is theoretically an ideal one since it  produces the tones of an 
original in a similar way to that in  which many artists obtain 
"weight" in a picture-by applying varying amounts of colour. 
I n  other words, solids in an intaglio print have a greater quantity 
of ink than the middle tones and high-lights, the latter being 
practically plain paper. The method applicable to this process 
may be divided into two sections: hand work and mechanical. 
The first includes engravings, etchings, aquatints, mezzotints and 
photogravure. Each process has a distinctive characteristic and 
special method of preparing the plate, which it is necessary t o  
understand when dealing with colour prints commanding high 
prices. 

L i n e  Engraving.- The method of preparing plates for line 
engraving is as follows: a carefully prepared piece of copper is 
coated with a varnish on to which the design is drawn or trans- 
ferred. The drawing is then gone over line by line with a liner 
or graver which cuts furrows into the metal plate. Various shapes 
and sizes of gravers are used according to the character of the 
line required, the incisions varying in depth and width according 
t o  the nature of the drawing. The greatest care. therefore, must 
be taken to preserve the surface of the plate from damage, since 

the slightest scratch will print. 
S t ipp le  Engraving.- In this method the plate is obtained by 

etching the copper or zinc sheet, which is covered with a wax acid 
resist, the work being produced cn the plate by means of dots of 
various sizes and forms made by needies. These remove the wax 
coating and leave the metal bare. The plate is placed in a bath 
of diluted nitric acid and the bare metal is etched away. The 
parts which will appear as white in the print are protected by 
the wax. After necessary touching up has been done the plate is 
ready for printing. 

Etchings.-As the term suggests, etchings are obtained from 
plates on which the work has been bitten below the surface. The 
method of making the plate is somewhat similar to that followed 
in stipple engraving. A selected plate is coated with an acid- 
resisting preparation-a composition of wax, the design being 
drawn upon this with a steel point which removes the wax and 
leaves the metal bare. A mordant (i.e., acid) is then applied and 
etches away the metal where the steel point has removed the wax. 
Repeated application of the acid is required, the darker tones re- 
quiring more than the lighter. Aquatints. A plate for aquatint 
printing is covered evenly with powdered resin or bitumen. This 
is done by placing the plate in a box where resin or bitumen is 
agitated. The dust falls on to the plate which is then heated, 
melting the grains of powder which run together, and leaving the 
surface partially protected. This forms an acid-resisting ground. 
The subject to be reproduced is either drawn or transferred to  
the ground. The edges and back of the plate are stopped out 
with some acid-resisting liquid and after the first etch the parts 
of the picture which are to  be white are stopped out, and the plate 
is again placed in the acid balh. This is repeated until all the 
tones are treated. The plate is then removed from the bath, 
washed and dried. Aquatint is often used along with etching, the 
subject being first etched, and the lines protected, before adding 
the aquatint grounds and proceeding with the additional etchings. 

Mezzotints.-This is probably the ideal intaglio process for 
producing colour prints. I t  is not an etching process but one 
which is entirely dependent upon the skill of the artist. A flat 
and highly polished sheet of copper is roughened all over with 
what is called a rocking tool. This is from zin. to 3in. broad and 
made with varying degrees of fine teeth. The tool is rocked back- 
wards and forwards in every direction over the face of the plate 
until the plate is a mass of sharp teeth. An impression taken 
froin the plate a t  this stage would yield a solid black velvety print. 
The subject is then drawn or traced on to the "rocked" plate. 
A tool called a scraper is employed to get a surface with different 
gradations of tones, from high lights to  solids. This is done by 
expertly scraping away the grain or tooth from the plate in a 
greater or less degree, according to the strength of the tone re- 
quired. When the grain is completely removed the high lights 
will appear white in the print, the deepest tones being represented 
by the natural grain obtained by the rocking tool. 

Photogravure.- The making of a photogravure plate is some- 
what similar to that adopted in aquatint, where the copper-plate 
receives a ground of resin or bitumen, but, instead of drawing 
the design on the ground, a special photographic print is em- 
ployed. What is known as a carbon tissue is made, i.e., a mixture 
of gelatin and carbon or pigment being made and a thin film of 
this spread on a piece of paper. When this is dry it is treated 
with potassium bichromate, which after drying is exposed to light 
under a reversed photographic positive of the subject. Gelatin 
thus treated with bichromate and dried becomes sensitive to  light, 
and acquires the property of becoming insoluble in hot water 
wherever light has acted upon i t ;  thus the layer of gelatin is 
penetrated by the light and rendered insoluble to  varying depths 
according to the proportional strength of the light passing through 
the positive. This printed carbon tissue is soaked in cold water 
and pressed upon the prepared plate. Warm water is then applied, 
and as the gelatin not affected by light remains soluble, i t  dis- 
solves, the paper support coming away a t  the same time, leaving 
a tone mould or relief of the subject affixed to the plate. This, 
along with the resin ground, constitutes the acid resist. The plate 
is then subjected to a series of etchings by a suitable mordant. 
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I n t a g l i o  Plates.-The printing of intaglio plates is indeed 

an art,  calling for great skill, extreme patience, a high artistic 
sense and much experience. The general principle in inking a 
plate is to rub the colour all over it  with what is called a "dabber," 
i.e., a piece of blanket made into a pad. Care must be taken to 
get the ink into the dsepest hollows as well as into the lightest 
tones. During this work the plate is kept warm by placing it on 
a stove. The surplus ink is then carefully wiped off the surface 
of the plate by cloths varying in degrees of fineness. Discretion 
must be used by the printer in wiping the plate, some parts re- 
quiring more than others. When producing colour prints the 
colours are painted on the plate by small dabbers or paper stumps, 
i.e., a piece of suitable paper rolled in the shape of a pencil and 
dipped into the special colour required. This is then dabbed into 
the tones in the plate in  accordance with the scheme of the 
original picture which the printer follows. When all the colours 
are filled in, the plate is wiped and polished, the finishing touch 
being given by the palm of the hand. I t  is then ready for the im- 
pression to be taken. This is done by placing the inked plate on 
the bed of what is known as a copper-plate press. A piece of 
special damped paper is placed upon the face of the plate, which 
is then backed with a soft packing and the impression obtained by 
running the plate and paper under a steel cylinder. Extreme care 
has to  be taken in removing the print from the plate. I t  is by 
these intaglio processes that the high-priced prints sold by art 
dealers are produced. Usually, about 20 colours are used in a 
colour print, and frequently it  takes at  least a day to obtain a 
print. 

M a c h i n e  Photogravure.- Thanks to  the progress of me- 
chanical science, within recent years it  has been made possible 
to apply the principles of photogravure (intaglio) to  every daf 
use, more particularly in the production of magazines and supple- 
ments to  newspapers. This method of printing has made greater 
advances in America and on the Continent than in Great Britain, 
although excellent work is done in England where probably the 
best examples of colour work are produced. This method of re- 
production masquerades under many titles, i.e., gravure, machine 
photogravure, rotogravure, intaglio printing and sometimes photo- 
gravure. The method of preparing the printing surface is similar 
to that of photogravure; a photographic print is taken on a film 
of sensitized gelatin spread over a sheet of paper and mixed with 
a coloured pigment. T o  provide the necessary reticulation, in 
place of the resinous ground employed in hand photogravure, a 
photographic copy of a ruled screen is incorporated on the 
carbon tissue along with the design and then transferred to the 
copper-plate or cylinder, the latter being generally used. The 
p h t e  is then mechanically etched and sent to  the press room for 
printing. 

Machines.-The machines used are of two types. One is the 
flat-bed machine, where the plate is flat and placed on a bed over 
which a cylinder carrylng a sheet of paper travels, thus obtaining 
the impression. The inking and cleaning of the plate are done 
mechanically. The other variety is the rotary machine where the 
paper receives its impression when travelling between two cylin- 
ders, one of which bears the work and the other provides the 
necessary impression. This style is in most general use. The 
etched cylinder runs in a bath of volatile ink, and as it  rotates 
a fine and delicately adjusted knife, called a "doctor," scrapes the 
surplus ink off the surface. This falls back into the trough, leav- 
ing the cylinder clean. The paper is either fed in by hand or sup- 
plied from a reel or web, this passing between the printing and 
pressure cylinders. Frequently both sides of the paper are printed 
before it is ~utomatically cut up into sheets. Colour reproductions 
by this method require a distinct cylinder for each colour, the 
separation of colours being obtained in the same manner as that 
in the making of three-colour blocks. Great difficulty, however, 
is experienced due to register troubles in obtaining results equal 
to those by other printing processes. Experiments are continually 
being made, and no doubt in time colour reproductions will be- 
come part of the ordinary day's work of the gravure printer, in- 
stead of being confined to one or two firms who have made colour 
work a speciality. 

P lanographic  Printing.- This, as the term denotes, means 
surface printing, such as lithography, and possibly collotype might 
be included. 

Lithography.- The basic principle of this process is the antip- 
athy of water to grease. A design is drawn or transferred on 
to a level stone or a sheet of metal which must be free from 
grease. This must also be water-absorbing. Upon a dry surface 
the lithographic artist either draws or paints the design in an 
ink of a greasy nature, with a pen or brush. The stone is then 
prepared for printing by gumming, rolling up with printing ink, 
and etching; the effect being that, when the printing surface is 
damped over with water and a roller charged with printing ink 

1 passed over the stone, the design which has rejected the water 
i will accept the ink from the roller, while the clean parts of the 
I stone which have absorbed the water repel the ink. A sheet of 
I paper is then brought into contact with the stone and run through 
a press, thus an impression of the design is transferred to the 
sheet. The first attempts at  colour printing by this process were 
obtained by printing flat tints. According to the number of colours 
in the picture, offsets were transferred on t o  as many stones as 
the number of colours required, and the parts of the design 
which had to be printed in a particular colour were painted in, 
following the practice of the engravers who cut woodcuts for 
colour printing. The next development was to print colours on 
the top of each other. This was done by stippling, and demanded 
great skill and patience. When the original picture was handed 
over to the lithographic artist he would first make an intricate 
tracing of the original, detailing every variation in form and 
colour; after drawing on the stone an elaborate key to scale, he 
proceeded to paint in the parts which had to be solid, and the 
graduated tints by making dots with a pen in circular formation, 
varying the sizes and spaces between them according to the tones 
and tints of colour he desired to  reproduce. Thus, in each of 
the stones which represented a separate printing, he would in- 
corporate a particular colour and its component tints. When the 
drawing of the various colours was finished, which would some- 
times take weeks, proofs were taken on a hand press and altera- 
tions made where necessary. I t  was by this means that certain 
colours in their various hues would be obtained; i.e., super-imposing 
blue on yellow produced a green; violet was obtained by printing 
blue on the top of red; and so on. The drawing was done with a 
black ink, but this did not affect the colour to be printed as it only 
provided the means by  which the design is absorbed by the stone, 
each stone being printed separately in  a different coloured ink. 
The colours were registered into each other by means of marks 
called "register marks." When artists use the lithographic process 
to reproduce their own work, they sometimes draw the design by 
freehand direct on the stone. Few lithographic artists are capable 
of doing this, the usual practice being to trace the original and 
reduce it to the size required by  scaling. Another method is to  
use grained stones on which the artist works with crayons. I t  is 
by this means that chalk drawings are reproduced. Stippling is a 
tedious and laborious operation calling for great proficiency and 
many years of training. Many chromo-lithographic prints had as 
many as 2 5  printings, and good lithographic prints, produced in 
the early part of the 19th century, now command high prices. 

Photo-Lithography.-As the demand for speed became 
greater mechanical means were adopted, and hand work has now 
largely been superseded by photographic methods, b y  which either 
a transfer taken from a specially prepared half-tone relief block 
is put on the printing surface, or what are known as photo-litho 
transfers are employed. The modern practice is t o  make screen 
colour negatives in the same way as those made for three-colour 
printing. The lithographic printing plate is coated with albumen 
and ammonium bichromate, the negative being placed in contact 
with it, and exposed to light. When sufficient exposure has been 
given, the plate is washed and the part of the sensitized coating 
which has been acted upon by light remains on the plate, and from 
this impressions are obtained. A different stone or plate is required 
for each colour and the sheet of paper passes through the press 
or machine for each printing. Reproducing pictures by this process 
has materially reduced the number of printings, seven or eight 



being the hverage number required. 
L i thographic  Machines.-The work is proved upon a press 

carrying the stone or plate on which, when damped and inked, 
a sheet of paper is placed opposite marks and backed with a few 
sheets of paper or other material. A hinged frame with a sheet 
of leather or metal called a tympan is then lowered on to the 
stone and run through under a scraper. Small editions can be 
printed on a press but when a large number of copies are re- 
quired a machine, either flat-bed or rotary, is used. 

Flat-bed.-By this method, the stone is placed on the carriage 
and levelled up to a certain height so that the proper inking may 
be given to the stone and the necessary pressure obtained to 
transmit an impression of the design from the stone to  the 
paper. This is done by passing the sheet round a cylinder which is 
supported by brackets and runs in unison with the bed. At the 
crown of the cylinder there are boards to hold the paper, each 
sheet is laid into guides and by means of grippers, the sheet is car- 
ried by the cylinder over the stone. Behind the cylinder an appa- 
ratus is attached for automatically damping the stone as it  passes 
to and fro, while in front of the cylinder there is a series of inking 
rollers which supply the necessary ink. The printed sheets are 
either taken off by hand or mechanically by "flyers" and deposited 
on t o  the delivery board. 

Rotary.-This type of machine has a plate stretched round 
one cylinder, with apparatus for automatically damping and ink- 
ing. The sheets are fed into the machine and taken round the 
impression cylinder by means of grippers, and thus the im- 
pression of the design is transferred to the paper. This type of 
machine allows for higher speed than the flat-bed and is mainly 
used for poster printing. Both these methods are rapidly giving 
way to what is called "offset." By the offset method the sheet of 
paper does not come in direct contact with the plate upon which 
the design is drawn, but transfers an inked impression to a sheet 
of rubber stretched round an auxiliary cylinder, when, as the 
machine rotates, the paper comes into contact with the rubber 
cylinder from which it receives its impression. The chief feature 
of the offset principle is that paper with a rough surface, or even 
fabric, can be printed, often adding additional quality to  the 
print. This process has made lapid strides, and has, without 
doubt. great possibilities as a colour printing process. 

Collotype.-Collotype is claimed to be the ideal colour re- 
productive process. Prints produced by this process command 
higher prices than those obtained by other processes, with the 
exception of hand intaglio methods. I n  this instance, no mechan- 
ical reticulation such as that obtained by the use of a screen, is 
required. The necessary grain is provided by the natural drying 
of the gelatin and cannot be distinguished by the naked eye. 
Continuous tone negatives are used, and these are retouched, to 
provide .the proper colour rendering, by workers with a keen 
appreciation of colour and its analysis. I t  is then photographically 
printed on a sensitized film of gelatin floated on a glass plate 
about Bin. thick. I t  is then washed in running water, and the 
parts mostly affected by the light, which has passed through 
the negative, are hard and insoluble, whilst those which have 
only been partially affected are more or  less soluble according to 
the intensity of light which has passed through the negative on 
to the sensitized gelatin film. The surface is, more or less, water- 
absorbent, and consequently resists the ink in varying degrees. 
There is no mechanical printing process more capable of giving 
finer reproductions of coloured subjects. I t  reproduces the atmos- 
phere of the original picture with remarliable fidelity, whilst its 
capacity for giving depth of colour and quality is unsurpassed by 
any other printing method. The average number of printings is 
seven or eight. 

Col lo type  Machines.-The machines used for collotype print- 
ing are  similar to  a flat-bed lithographic machine, but no damping 
is required. I n  fact, damp is the greatest enemy with which the 
collotype printer has to contend. I t  is seldom possible to obtain 
more than 1.000 copies from a plate. No printer of experience 
would care to  prophecy by what particular method colour print- 
ing would be produced in the future. Experience has proved that 
each method adapts itself to its own particular field, and seldom 

does a new method entirely supplant processes which have proved 
successful. Since the 1880s great strides have been made in de- 
veloping colour printing processes, and, with the aid of the 
engineer, machines are constantly being adapted to meet the 
demands for finer and more accurate results. Many colour 
prints are produced by a combination of the different methods 
of reproduction. (See PRINTIXG; PHOTO-ENGRAVING; COLLOTYPE; 
LITHOGRAPHY .) 
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COLOURS, FAST. The dyestuffs producing the fastest 
shades upon textile materials are the "vat" dyes of the anthra- 
quinone and indigoid classes, more especially the former. (See 
DYES, SYNTHETIC.) 

COLOURS, MILITARY. The tern1 "colours" is a collo- 
quial expression embracing the standards and guidons carried by  
cavalry regiments and the colours proper carried by  infantry regi- 
ments and certain other arms. Like all national and tribal flags, 
colours are  symbols embodying the spirit of the people who fight 
under them. The origin of these symbols can be traced to the dim 
beginnings of history, a fact which is confirmed by recent excava- 
tions in India bringing to light evidence that there was a "cult of 
the standard" over 5,000 years ago. These primitive symbols 
were made of metal or wood. They are frequently mentioned in 
the Bible : "The children of Israel shall pitch every man by his own 
standard, with the ensigns of their fathers' house" (Num. ii., 2 ) .  

I t  is not until just prior to  the Christian era that we find standards 
made of cloth, silk or damask. The standards of Julius Caesar's 
army were made of metal, usually surmounted by an eagle, a 
practice copied later by the French. - 

Twofold Purpose of C0lours.-These military flags have 
always had a twofold purpose: ( a )  to serve as  visible rallying 
points on the field of battle; and (b)  as distinguishing marks of 
persons of superior social status. Before the introduction of long- 
range weapons it was impossible to  locate one's leader in the con- 
fusion and dust of battle unless his distinctive insignia was held 
aloft. Sometimes the insignia or ensign could not be seen, so the 
bugles, trumpets, drums, fifes, and, later, bands, usually played 
some music round the standard to assure the fighting men, through 
the sense of hearing, that the standard was still flying. This em- 
ployment of flags and music is aptly stated in the Chinese Book 
of W a r ,  written 500 B.c.-"The drum and bell are used because 
the voice does not carry; the flag is used to assist the sight." To 
lose the standard, therefore, often meant that one's leader was 
lost, or a t  least there was no assurance that he was still leading, 
which caused the troops to  become dispirited. The importance of 
"keeping the flag flying" was very great, but the conspicuity at- 
tendant upon the carrying of it  increased the mortality of colour- 
or standard-bearers as long-range weapons became more efficient. 
The mortality of colour-bearers in the Crimean War was tre- 
mendous and this was the last European war in which British 
colours were carried. They were, however, carried in the Zulu 
War of 1877-79, when Lieu~s.  Melvill and Coghill of the 1st bat- 
talion, 24th Regiment (now the South 1~'ales Borderers) endeav- 
oured to save the Queen's colour a t  the notorious Isandlwana 
disaster on Jan. 2 2 ,  1879. Colours were last carried at  the 
Battle of Laing's Nek on January 28, 1881, in the first Boer 
War. During the Russo-Japanese War, 1904-5, both sides car- 
ried colours. During the World War colours were not taken into 
action but identification was obtained by means of small flags 
during the day and by coloured flares at  night. As regards the 
second purpose, that of being employed as distinguishing marks, 
early evidence of this may be seen in the sculptures unearthed at 
Nineveh which show two designs of standards attached to the 
yoke of the chariot of Darius. The continuity of this idea finds 



revolutionary, and made a definite break with the past. I t  became 
the foundation of all subsequent warrants and, in fact, with slight 
modifications, is in force to-day. Although it  permitted only two 
colours to be borne a few regiments acquired a third, particularly 
those which served in India between 1780 and 1806. These third 
colours were, however, definitely abolished in 1835. (T .  J. E.) 

Bri t ish Colours in 1940.-Modern mechanization of the cav- 

expression in all ages in the personal standard of royal personages 
and the nobility, and, in a lesser degree, in the flags used to denote 
the headquarters of higher commanders of the fighting services 
a t  the present time. Early military flags were of two main types: 
(a) the "personal," borne in feudal armies where.service was ren- 
dered to the immediate overlord, and ( b )  the "national" or "stand- 
ardized" as borne by national or standing armies. I n  the British 
service the transition period lasted from 1661, when Charles 11. 
created the standing army, until 1743 when a clothing warrant 
stated "No Colonel to put his arms, crest, device, or livery, in any 
part of the appointments of his regiment." This abolished the 
"personal" aspect of the colour. The same warrant directed the 
"number of the rank of the regiment" to be painted in the centre 
of the regimental or second colour, thereby inaugurating the 
"regimental" aspect. 

Modern  Co1ours.-Present-day colours are the direct descend- 
ants of the mediaeval baron's banner. The baron's regiment con- 
sisted of companies under knights. Later the baron's flag be- 
came the "colonel's colour" and the knights' banners the "company 
colours." The baron's banner was usually square and bore his 
coat-of-arms. The banner of a person under the rank of knight- 
banneret was swallow-tailed like a guidon; this also bore the 
knight's coat-of-arms. Variety was the predominant note a t  this 
period and "standardized" colours were not introduced until about 
1620 when Gustavus Adolphus regularized his cavalry, and ordered 
that each regiment should have eight troops, with a standard to 
each troop, each regiment having all its standards of one pattern 
and bearing similar devices. During the Commonwealth both 
Parliamentarian and Royalist forces adopted the standardized 
pattern of colours. I n  1661, Charles 11. issued a warrant to  pro- 
vide "twelve colours or ensigns for our Regiment of Foot Guards." 
I n  the same year he issued a further warrant for another regi- 
ment of Foot Guards then a t  Dunkirk, for "twelve colours of the 
same sort as those of Colonel Russell's Regiment," thereby pur- 
suing the policy of standardization by ordering the same number 
of the "same sort" for both regiments, These warrants are also 
important from the fact that they authorized for these two regi- 
ments-which were amalgamated in 1665 to form the Grenadier 
Guards-the royal badges which they carry, in rotation, on their 
regimental colours a t  the present day. During the early part of 
William III.'s reign a reorganization of infantry took place by 
which they fought in three divisions, pikemen in the centre and 
musketeers on the flanks. The colours were therefore reduced to 
three per regiment and the cavalry standards were also reduced to 
the same number. In  1707 the pikemen were abolished as a tacti- 
cal division and this caused the colours to be reduced again to two 
per regiment. Many regiments appear to have kept up their three 
colours until 1743 when George 11. issued a warrant in drastic 
terms. This warrant was not very clear on many points and it was 
followed by another in 1751, under which each regiment was to 
have only two colours, viz., the first, or king's colour, to be the 
Great Union (except for Foot Guards), and the second, or regi- 
mental colour, to  be of the colour of the facing of the regiment, 
with the Union in the upper canton, except those regiments faced 
with red or white, whose second colour was to  be the red cross of 
St. George, in a white field and a union in the upper canton. In  
the case of the Foot Guards, the king's standard (crimson) is the 
first colour, and the second is the Great Union. Several line regi- 
merits were also authorized to bear "royal devices and ancient 
badges" on their colours. This warrant, the first of its kind, was 

alry has necessitated a reduction in the number of regiments of 
that arm, some of the older regiments being combined in pairs. 
Where that occurred the combined unit bears the flags of both the 
old regiments. The Household Cavalry and the Dragoon Guards 
carry standards, the Dragoons have guidons. All are of crimson 

silk damask and are emblazoned with various badges. Royal arnls 
and badges are borne on the standards of the Household Cavalry, 
regimental badges are placed on the standards and guidons of the 
other regiments. Lancer and hussar regiments have no standards. 
Each infantry regiment, ~v i th  the exception of the rifle regiments, 
carries two colours; the first, or king's colour, and the second, or 
regimental colour. In  the regiments of Foot Guards the king's 
colourisof crimson silk damask and bears some royal devicet\,hich 
has been assigned to the regiment as a badge. The regimental 
colour is the national Union flag, with a regimental badge on the 
centre. The first colour of the other infantry regiments is the 
Union flag, with the title of the regiment on the centre. The 
second colour carries the regimental badges on a background of 
the colour of the facings of the uniform, except that when the 
facings are scarlet or white, the colour has the red cross of St. 
George on a white field. I t  should be noted that all regiments 
having the word "Royal" in the title have blue facings. The rifle 
regiments carry no colours. The royal crest, a crowned standing 
lion, forms the finial of the staff of all colours and standards. 
Colours of units of the Indian army and of Dominion troops fol- 
low the general rules for British regiments. 

Batt1eHonours.-In addition to  the distinctive badges pertain- 
ing to the different regiments, colours and standards in the Bri- 
tish army bear the battle honours which have been earned. These 
honours are of two kinds, ( I )  a symbol or badge. (2) the name of 
a battle or campaign in which the regiment participated. The 
first battle honour granted was "Emsdorff," authorized in 1768 
for the 15th Hussars for its distinguished services a t  that battle 
in 1760, where it defeated and captured five battalions of French 
infantry with their colours. In 1784 the word "Gibraltar" mas 
authorized to be borne on the regimental colour of each regiment 
that had taken part in the defence of Gibraltar under Sir George 
Elliot (1779-83). In  addition to the word "Gibraltar," a castle 
and key to symbolize that famous fortress is now embroidered on 
the colours. "Minden" was authorized in 1801. I n  1802 the 
Sphinx, as a badge, was granted to the regiments which had taken 
part in the Egyptian campaign of the preceding year. I n  1811 an 
order recognized and regulated the custom which had gradually 
come into being and in due course authorization mas given for 
campaignspriy to  Emsdorff, the earliest so recognized being ' Tan- 
gier, 1662-80, borne on the colours of the Queen's Royal it'est Sur- 
rey regiment and the 1st Royal Dragoons. In addition to the cas- 
tle and key for Gibraltar and the sphinx for Egypt a mural crown 
is used -hen the defence of a city is commemorated, a dragon for 
the campaign in China and either a tiger or an elephant for  service 
in Indian wars. A rare badge is the naval crown granted for serv- 
ices afloat. One example is the Welch Regiment, which served as 
marines under Admiral Rodney in the West Indies in 1782. An- 
other is the Queen's Royal West Surrey which served abgard the 
fleet under Admiral Howe in the victory of the "Glorious First of 
June," 1794. At first these battle honours were placed on both the 
king's and the regimental colours, but since 1844 they are on the 
second colour only with these exceptions; (a) the Foot Guards, 
who place their honours on both colours; ( b )  the Honourable 
Artillery Company, whose honours are on the king's colour only; 
and (c)  the ten selected honours of the World War, which are 
placed on the king's colour in accordance with an order of 1922. 
Lancers and hussars, having no colours or standards, place their 
battle honours on the drum covers; rifle regiments paint them on 
their drums and place then1 on their cap badges. 

COLOURS IN OTHER ARMIES 
Uni ted  States  of America.-In March of I 7 79 the army regu- 

lations called for two colours for each regiment, one to be "the 
standard of the United States," the same throughout the army; 
the other a regimental colour varying according to the facings of 
the uniform. In  other words the British system was adopted on 
paper, but it was not carried into effect. ?;he ~ e v o l u t i o n ~ r y  War 
ended before any of these flags were issued. The colours actually 
carried were a heterogeneous collection issued by the different 
States or donated by individuals. I t  is doubtful whether the na- 
tional flag, the Stars and Stripes, was carried by troops in that 
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war, certainly not with any official authorization. In 1787 the one 
regiment then in existence was furnished one colour, showing the I 
coat-of-arms of the United States and that plan was followed for 
subsequent regiments until 1834 when the artillery was furnished 
with two colours, one, the regimental, having a red background, 
the other, the national flag. I n  1841 the same system was ex- 
tended to the infantry, but it  was not until 1895 that the cavalry 
mas given a standard of the Stars and Stripes. The regimental 
colour in those days had the arms of the United States. After the 
World War (1914-18) the regimental colour was changed by re- 
placing the shield, crest and motto of the United States by the 
regimental devices on a background in the colour of the facings, 
red for artillery and engineers,'yellow for cavalry, blue for infan- 
try, etc. The battle honours are carried on silk streamers made in 
the same colours as the ribbons of the different campaign medals, 
each streamer being inscribed with the principal battles of that 
war in which the regiment participated. The streamer is attached 
t o  the staff of the regimental colour only, just below the spear- 
head finial. The regiments which were decorated with the four- 
ragkre by the French for particularly brilliant services in the 
World War, attach a fourragkre to the staff. Each company has a 
guidon inscribed with the company letter and regimental number. 
The background is in the colour of the facings, except cavalry 
guidons, which are red and white in two horizontal stripes. 

France.-The military colours of France had their origin in the 
15th century, when Charles VII  and Louis X I  organized royal foot 
troops among the burghers of cities in their effort to  curb the 
power of the nobles, and unify the country. These troops usually 
carried banners bearing the arms or device of the parish, sur- 
mounted by a white cross. From that time until the Revolution 
the colours of the infantry in the French army bore a white cross. 
I n  1791 the Assembly prescribed that the "first flag of each regi- 
merit will hereafter carry the three national colours," blue, white 
and red, charged with the number of the regiment and the motto 
"Discipline et  ObCissance & la l0i." I t  was not until 1803, how- 
ever, that the colours were arranged in the familiar three vertical 
stripes, there was no systematic arrangement before that year, 
Prior to  the Revolution the staff of each colour was surmounted 
by a fleur-de-lis. Under the First Republic a spearhead was used. 
when  Napoleon became Emperor he used the Roman eagle stand- 
ing on a thunderbolt, and that became the most important part of 
the standard, SO that the entire device, eagle and flag, was known 
as an "Eagle." Under Louis Philippe the Gallic cock was used as 
a finial. Napoleon I11 returned to the eagle of his uncle, while the 
~ h i r d  Republic uses a spearhead, bearing the monogram ''RF." 
There is but one colour for each regiment, the tricoloured flag 
of France, bearing the number of the regiment within laurel 
wreaths and the inscription "La RCpublique Fran~aise" on one 
side. On the other side is "Honneur Patrie" and the names of the 
most important battles in which the regiment has participated. 
Prior to  the World War only four such names were permitted, now 
the number has been doubled. Attached to the staff, just below 
the spearhead, is a "cravate," on which are placed the decorations 
which the regiment has earned for specially meritorious services 
in action, the Legion d'Honneur, Medaille Militaire, Croix de 
Guerre, or perhaps a fourragere. The fourragkre is a cord, 
lar to  an aiguillette, in the colours of the ribbon of one of the 
above mentioned decorations. 

Germany.-German troops do not carry the national flag. In  
the days of Frederick the Great, Prussian regiments bore a white 
flag on which was a black eagle from the coat-of-arms of Prussia. 
That was typical of all German troops, as each principality and 
kingdom used the local coat-of-arms on the colours of their own 
regiments. This practice lasted until the National Socialist gov- 
ernment abolished all territorial subdivisions. Now the regimental 
flag shows an iron cross with a swastika in each corner of the flag. 
On the centre of the cross is the badge of Nazi Germany, a black 
eagle standing on a swastika, within a wreath of oak leaves. The 
field of the flag varies according to the arm of service, white for 
infantry, yellow for cavalry, red for artillery, pink for mechanized 
infantry, etc. The eagle on a swastika forms the finial of the stat? 
Colours of foot troops are squ3re, motorized and mounted regi- 

ments carry guidons. 
Spain,-Each regiment in the Spanish army carries one colour, 

the national flag having the coat-of-arms on the centre. Since 
the victory of the Nacionalistas in the Civil War, the old flag of 
the monarchy has been restored, with the coat-of-arms of Ferdi- 
nand and Isabella, in a revised form to show all five of the ancient 
kingdoms comprising modern Spain. There are, however, many 
exceptions to this rule, as all older regiments are authorized to 
carry the colours they formerly bore, in some cases as far back 
as the 17th century. These ancient colours are of two kinds. 
( I )  the red raguled saltire cross of Burgundy, the flag used by 
the armies of the Emperor Charles V in the 16th century, and 
( 2 )  a purple flag, the most notable of which is the colour of the 
regiment Inmemorial del Rey, which dates back historically to  
1634, and by tradition much earlier. The regiments thus hon- 
oured comprise most of the artillery and engineers and the First 
Royal Infantry regiment. The Fifth Engineers of Valencia and 
the air service bear the red cross of Burgundy superimposed on 
the national flag. The staff is always topped by a spearhead, more 
or less decorated. 

Belgium, Por tuga l ,  I t a l y ,  Japan.--Other nations follow the 
French and Spanish custom by using the national flag for the 
only colour carried by a regiment. The Belgians embroider in gold 
the battles for which the regiment was decorated for distinguished 
services, and place the decoration itself on the cravate. The 
Portuguese use a knot of silk ribbon in the colours of the decora- 
tion which has been awarded. This is attached to the staff above 
the flag. Italian colours also have a cravate, called "nastro" in 
Italian. The colour carried by the Japanese is the rising sun with 
16 rays. 

Nothing is placed on it except the regimental title. 
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COLOUR-SERGEANT, a rank peculiar to the ~ ~ i t i ~ h  
created in 1813 at  iVellington7s request, and till 1915 the senior 
N.C.0. of a company. One particular duty of the colour-sergeant 
is that of LLAttending the Colours." The original distinctive badge 
, a s  a "Colour supported by two cross swords and ensigned with a 
crown,, worn above the che,rrons on the tunic. a new 
rank, that of warrant officer class 2 ,  was created and generally the 
senior of the colour-sergeants of a double company was promoted 
thereto. 

COLOURS OF ANIMALS. Pigments or colour-produc~ng 
substances have many rhles iI1 the life of organisms, Some are 

fuIldamental importance, like the greenish pig- 
ments (chlorophylls) of most plants and the reddish pigment 
(haemoglobin) of the blood in backboned animals. ~~t it is 
necessary to draw a distinction between pigmentation and colors- 
tion. ~h~~ it is useful to the ermine ( ~ ~ ~ t ~ l ~  ermines) and to 
the mountain hare ( L ~ * ~ ~  variabilis) to  have a white colour in 
winter, but there is no pigment involved, the whiteness being due 
to gas-vacuoles in the hairs, conversely, some very important 
pigments, such as cytochrome (see below), are practically with- 

out colour. 
ordinary visible light consists of rays of different wave-lengths, 

each of which produces in our eye and brain a particular colour- 
sensation, such as red or green. The shortest are the violet rays, 
and the longest, at the other end of the spectrum, are the 
rays. ~f the colours, which are the vital results of the rays of 
different wave-lengths, are written down in this way 

Violet Green 
Indigo Yellow 
Blue Orange 
Green Red 

the pairs placed opposite each other are called "complementary 
colours" ("green" appearing twice because there are several 
"greens"), and their relation to one another is important in under- 
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standing colouring. If by some process of filtering we can subtract 
from the complete white light any one member, e.g., red, then the 
light will appear green-the colour complementary to that filtered 
out. The fact to  be emphasized is that a pigment or colour- 
producing substance is one which interferes with the whiteness 
of ordinary light. The molecule of the pigment is able to absorb 
or to reflect only certain parts of the visible spectrum. On the 
other hand the interference with the white light may be wholly 
due to  the physical structure of the substance, e.g., when it  
presents a finely grated or finely laminated surface. 

This leads t o  an important distinction in animals between (a) 
structural or physical coloration, (b) pigmentary or chemical 
coloration, and (c) a combination of the two. (a)  Structural or 
physical coloration, due to the texture or architecture of the sur- 
face of the animal, may be illustrated by the mother-of-pearl 
(nacre) in the interior of a mollusc's shell, where the lime and 
an organic matrix are laid down (conchin) in very fine laminae. 
I f  the shell is pounded, the iridescence disappears. (b) Chemical 
or pigmentary coloration, due to the presence of a substance whose 
molecules absorb or reflect only a certain part of the visible 
spectrum, may be illustrated by the reddish pigment of our blood, 
the blackish pigment of dark fur  or feathers, and the yellowish 
pigment of yolk of egg. (c) But the finest coloration in animals 
is due to  a combination of physical and pigmentary colour, as in 
the blue feathers of some parrots, the metallic green wing-covers 
of some beetles, the blue scales of some butterflies, and the 
iridescent bristles of Aphrodite, the sea-mouse. When physical 
structure is an accessory factor, in addition to chemical pigmenta- 
tion, the colour of the surface changes as it  is moved about, as 
is familiar in the "eye" of the peacock's feather. When physical 
structure enhances the effect of a pigment, i t  may result in a 
colour, notably blue or green, quite different from the colour, 
often brownish, of the pigmented substance itself. Thus a butter- 
fly may be burnished blue above and pale brown below, yet with 
the same pigment on both surfaces. 

CHEMISTRY OF ANIMAL PIGMENTS 

Chlorophyll.- To begin with, something must be said about 
chlorophyll ( q . ~ . ) ,  the green colouring matter of plants. Not 
only is it the most important pigment in the world, being vitally 
connected with photosynthesis, but it often occurs in a few 
animals, it is the source of some other animal pigments, and it 
presents an interesting analogy with haemoglobin, the red pig- 
ment of the blood. What is called chlorophyll seems to be a 
complex of four pigments, two chlorophyll-greens and two chloro- 
phyll-yellows, the latter belonging to a different group. I n  the 
two chorophyll-greens, which differ from one another only in 
the proportion of oxygen they contain, the molecule can be split 
into two parts by the action of an alkali. One of these is a complex 
colourless alcohol called phytol. The other has for its foundation 
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the "pyrrol ring" (! c in which four carbon atoms form a 
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ring with one atom of nitrogen. I n  the chlorophyll molecule there 
are four of these rings joined together, and linked to these in 
some way is an atom of magnesium. The molecule of haemoglobin, 
which is even larger than that of chlorophyll, may also be split 
into two parts:-(I) a colourless portion, not an alcohol, but a 
protein called globin; and ( 2 )  a coloured portion, haem. This 
haem, like chlorophyll, consists of four "pyrrol rings" linked to- 
gether with an atom of metal, which in this case is iron. Very 
different chemically and physiologically from the two true chloro- 
phyl l~ ,  yet similarly related to one another, are the two chloro- 
phyll-yellow pigments, carotin and xanthophyll, which have also 
their analogues among animal pigments, belonging as they do to 
the series of lipochroines or fatty pigments, such as the reddish 
colour-substance of shrimps and prawns. 

G r e e n  Animals.-There are five ways in which animals may 
have a green colour : (a) The greenish freshwater sponges (spon- 
gillids), the common green freshwater polyp (Hydru viridis), 
some sea-anemones, many Alcyonarian corals, and the littoral 

worm, Convolz~ta roscoflensis, are illustrations of a green appear- 
ance due to the presence of numerous symbiotic algae, often of 
the genus Zoochlorella. The green colour is due t o  the included 
partner-plants which have the usual chlorophyll. (b) There is 
an appreciable greenish tinge on the rough shaggy hair of the 
tree-sloths (Bradypodidae) of the South American forests. But 
the green colour is quite adventitious, being due to the presence 
of numerous unicellular Algae on the rough hairs. (c) While most 
greenish Protozoa, such as Stenlor polymor#hus, many marine 
Ciliates, and occasional green Amoebae, owe their colour to  
symbiotic unicellular Algae, there are a few which are believed 
to have chlorophyll of their own. This is probably the case in 
the common Euglena viridis and in some other green Flagellata, 
and in the green bell-animalcule, Vorticella viridis. I t  is possible 
that the primitive Protists, from which Protophyta and Protozoa 
diverged, may have had a photosynthetic pigment allied to chloro- 
phyll, and that some Protozoa have inherited this. (d) A few 
notable green animals have a green pigment different from chloro- 
phyll, a good example being the Gephyrean worm Bonellia, whose 
pigment is called bonellein. An allied green pigment occurs in 
Eulalia viridis, one o i  the Palolo worms. (e) Finally, the green 
colour may be a structural effect, without there being any green 
pigment, as  in some green beetles and green birds. I t  is in- 
structive to find that the same colour-result may be brought 
about in these different ways. 

Blood Pigments.-These form a group the most important 
member of which is the red pigment haemoglobin, characteristic 
of Vertebrates, but also occurring in some Invertebrates. Earth- 
worms and many marine Annelida have a pigment practically the 
same as the haemoglobin of Vertebrates, but it  is important to  
notice that haemoglobin varies a little from one type to another, 
the differences having to do with the attached protein (globin), 
and not with the essential nucleus or haem. This is a good in- 
stance of specificity, for even in nearly related species, such as 
horse and ass, or dog and fox, there is a difference in the details 
of the haemoglobin crystals. This hints a t  the chemical basis 
or chemical individuality of species. 

An interesting instance of the occurrence of haemoglobin among 
Invertebrates is to be found in "blood-worms," the red aquatic 
larvae of some species of harlequin-fly (Chiro~zomus), which live 
in foul or in very deep water where there is less oxygen than 
usual. One species lives as a larvae at  a depth of 1,oooft. in Lake 
Superior and only comes to the surface occasionally. The haemo- 
globin helps the blood-worm to capture, and perhaps store, the 
sparse oxygen. 

In  many Invertebrates, especially in  crustaceans and molluscs, 
the blood pigment is  haemocyanin, allied to  haemoglobin, but 
with copper instead of iron. I t  has often a bluish colour, but may 
be so pale that the blood appears colourless, though it  is far  
from being pigmentless. As in the case of haemoglobin, there 
seem to be many varieties of haemocyanin. I t  does not seem to 
occur in insects, where the gas-carrying function of the blood 
is less important, owing to the system of air-tubes or tracheae 
which carry air t o  every hole and corner of the body. Haemo- 
cyanin appears to  have between a quarter and a third of the 
oxygen-carrying power of haemoglobin. 

This is an appropriate place for a reference to  a n  interesting 
series of pigments, called cytochromes, discovered by D. Keilin 
in 1925.  Cytochrome contains the "haem" nucleus, and is there- 
fore allied to haenloglobin and haemocyanin. I t  is perhaps almost 
universal in its distribution, for it  occurs in  both Vertebrates and 
Invertebrates, as well as in plants. The probable function of 
cytochromes is to control the distribution of oxygen within the 
cell. 

Melanins.-A third group of pigments is the melanin series, 
occurring in the dark skin of the negro, the black feathers of 
the crow, the black choroid of the eye, and the ink-sac of cuttle- 
fishes. hfelanins are typically dark pigments, always occurring 
in minute granules, almost defying solution, and very hard to 
purify since they will not crystallize. Thus relatively little is 
known of their chemical constitution. According to the general 
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view, however, they are derivable from an important amino-acid 
called tyrosin, or some similar substance. When tyrosin is 
treated in a test-tube with a common enzyme, tyrosinase, and then 
exposed t o  air, i t  forms a pigment, first reddish and then black, 
which seems identical with a natural melanin. But as amino- 
acids readily arise from the breaking-down of proteins, we reach 
a provisional interpretation of melanin as the outcome of the 
everyday disintegrative or katabolic changes in the proteins which 
form the universal building-materials of protoplasm. 

Chromolipoids o r  Lipochromes.-A fourth group of pig- 
ments, often called "fatty pigments," is widely represented among 
both plants and animals. They show no great resemblance to fats 
beyond their solubility in ether. The two yellowish pigments, 
carotin and xanthophyll, which accompany chlorophyll-green in 
ordinary plants, are characteristic chromolipoids, and they occur 
in animals as well. Carotin gives the yellowish colour to butter 
and xanthophyll occurs in the yolk of the bird's egg. Very common 
and allied to  carotin is the reddish zoonerythrin ("animal red") 
familiar in the Norway lobster (Nephrops norvegicus) and the 
red wattle above the eye of the grouse. The blue colour of the 
common lobster is due to a compound of zoonerythrin with a 
protein. When the protein is destroyed by heating, the free pig- 
ment produces the red colour, which is well seen in the living 
rock lobster (Palinurus). 

O t h e r  Pigments.-There are many other animal pigments 
which cannot be included in any of these four main groups, such 
as the uric acid pigments of the wings of some butterflies, the 
purple of Murex and related gasteropods, the carmine of the 
female cochineal insect, and so on. The last mentioned is a gluco- 
side, yielding sugar when treated with dilute acid, and may per- 
haps be interpreted as a reserve product, a t  the opposite pole 
from the uric acid pigments which are of the nature of waste. 
Of great importance is such a step as D. L. Thomson's tracking 
of the "flavone" or "flavonol" of the wings of the marble-white 
butterfly (Melanargia galatea) to  a similar pigment obtained by 
the caterpillar from the grass on which it  feeds. 

USES OF COLOUR 

I t  makes for clearness to  distinguish (a) primary physiological 
significance in the everyday life of the organism, such as is pos- 
sessed by chlorophyll and haemoglobin; ( b )  secondary physi- 
ological significance, such as is illustrated when a pigment is in- 
terpretable as a waste-product or the like in the normal rneta- 
bolism; and (c) ecological or bionomic value in the external 
activities and inter-relations of the organism. 

In  the same way structural details, such as are due to rhyth- 
mically punctuated growth, as in shells and scales, must have a 
primary physiological or developmental explanation, but this is 
not inconsistent with a secondary utility in the struggle for ex- 
istence. Many peculiarities that give rise to structural coloration 
are primarily the ripple-marks of growth, but these may furnish 
the raw material for secondary utilization as an ornament or a 
disguise. 

I n  some cases a dark superficial colour, due to a deposition of 
melanin, may protect the animal from too much sunshine. The 
intensely black pigmentation of the peritoneal lining of the 
body-cavity of some fishes, amphibians and reptiles is not known 
to be of use, but in the choroid of the eye it helps to make a dark 
chamber; and it  is not easy, nor particularly profitable, to draw 
a hard and fast line between such an internal utilization and 
the external concealment that is afforded when a cuttlefish dis- 
charges the melanin of its ink-sac, throwing dust in the eyes of 
its enemies. 

For a warm-blooded animal in cold surroundings the dress that 
conserves most heat is a coat of white fur or white feathers, as 
in the ermine, Arctic fox, mountain hare, ptarmigan and snowy 
owl. But this is not inconsistent with trying to find a physi- 
ological reason for the development of gas-vacuoles and the re- 
moval or non-production of pigment. Nor is it inconsistent with 
proving, if i t  can be proved, that the whiteness is of protective 
value in  making the ptarmigan, let us say, inconspicuous against 

a background of snow. I t  is possible that this secondary utility 
holds for one creature, such as the ptarmigan, yet not for another, 
such as the mountain hare, though the two agree in not being per- 
manently white, but in changing to white when winter sets in. 
Thus it often happens that after heavy snowfall, when everything 
edible is buried deep, the mountain hare seeks the bare low grounds 
where i t  is staringly conspicuous. 

Conceal ing Coloration.-The colour of an animal often 
makes it  very inconspicuous in  its natural environment. This is an 
obvious fact;  but it  does not follow that the resemblance has 
survival value by concealing the animal, for that requires to be 
proved statistically. This has been done in the case of the praying 
mantis, for Cesnola demonstrated experimentally that the green 
variety of this quaint insect usually escaped the eyes of birds 
when tethered on green foliage, though not when the leaves were 
withered; and conversely with the brown variety. The degree 
of protection afforded must be measured in each case, and that is 
the more difficult since the cryptic coloration may hide the animal 
from the eyes of some of its enemies, but not from others. The 
same critical estimate of advantage must be made when the 
colour-resemblance is supposed to favour aggression, as when the 
white ermine steals over the snow on the crouching bird. 

The concealing coloration may be general, like the brown 
lizard in the desert, or it  may be detailed, as when the disruptive 
pattern of the ground-bird breaks up the outline of the body. 
The resemblance is enhanced when the form of the body, or part 
of the body, as well a s  its colour, resembles some object in the 
ordinary environment, as in the case of leaf-insects or the squat 
spider, Ornithoscatoides, which is like a bird's dropping on a leaf. 
The colour resemblance is usually permanent, but it  may be 
seasonal, as in the ptarmigan, or momentary as in the case of 
those flat-fishes that assimilate their colourjng very rapidly  to 
that of the adjacent sand or shingle. An obvious importance 
attaches to cases where the coloured animal appears to  choose a 
particular spot on which it is inconspicuous; thus Longstaff re- 
ports cases of butterflies which alight on backgrounds which match 
their own coloration. 

W a r n i n g  Co10urs.-Since many animals are able to form 
associations rapidly, and since many can discriminate differences 
in the inLensity of illumination as well as certain colours as such, 
there is no a priori reason for rejecting the theory that conspicuous 
coloration on the part of an unpalatable or troublesome animal 
may serve as a noli-me-tangere advertisement, impressing itself on 
the memory or reflex-registrations of an enemy, and thus con- 
ducing to the greater security of the race. E. B. Poulton has given 
experimental evidence of the protective value of the warning 
coloration of various unpalatable insects; for frogs, lizards and 
birds to  which they were offered learned after a little experience 
to  leave them alone. Some of G. D. H. Carpenter's field observa- 
tions in Africa point strongly in the same direction. Thus a large 
bloated grasshopper, Dictyophora laticincta, which emits when 
grasped copious bubbles of strongly smelling yellow froth, is in 
the habit of exposing its short scarlet wings when disturbed, but 
hardly troubles to move out of the way. I t  was pulled to pieces 
and tasted, but not eaten by a young monkey who would eat 
more ordinary grasshoppers with zest. I t  must not be inferred 
that startlingly conspicuous colouring necessarily implies un- 
palatability, or that it necessarily serves as a warning advertise- 
ment, but there is reason to accept the theory in some well- 
investigated cases. 

Recognit ion Co1ours.-It is often advantageous that mem- 
bers of the same species should recognize their kindred rapidly, 
partly in relation to the possibility of pairing, and partly because 
kindred are not likely to  be hostile. The recognition may be 
effected by smell or by touch or by characteristic sounds, but i t  
is sometimes visual, especially among the higher animals, such as 
birds and mammals. Without including cases where the courting 
male displays signals which interest and excite the female, there 
is abundant evidence of immediate recognition by sight, and to 
this visual recognition the colouring of the animal may contribute. 
The cotton-tail of the rabbit may be a case in point. 
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Cour tsh ip  Co10urs.-Even among Invertebrate animals there 

are many instances of colour-display on the male's part before 
mating (see COURTSHIP CP ANIMALS). The fiddler-crab (Gelasi- 
mus) waves his luridly coloured and extraordinarily exaggerated 
great claw when a female hoves in sight. Many observers have 
satisfied themselves that brightly-coloured male spiders show off 
their good points before the coy females a t  the breeding season. 
Colour-display reaches a climax in birds, where the male is often 
gorgeous in comparison with the female, as in birds of paradise, 
pheasants and peacocks. I t  is necessary, of course, to be careful 
in attaching too much importance to the colours as colours, for 
many birds are relatively colour-blind. Thus various experiments, 
apart from courtship altogether, indicate that many birds are 
unable to discriminate blue as  such. Allowance must be made 
for the form of the decorations, their suggestive movements, the 
varying reflections of the plumage, and so forth, but in many in- 
stances colour as colour seems to be a factor in the display which 
excites the interest and attention of the female bird, and may 
eventually evoke a sympathetic sexual echo. 

Besides the uses of colour that have been mentioned, there are 
others. Thus there are the difficult phenomena of mimetic 
coloration, sometimes protecting the "mimic" from its enemies, 
sometimes enabling the "mimic" to be aggressive on the strength 
of its resemblance to the "model." A palatable butterfly may be 
protected from the attacks of birds by its mimetic resemblance to 
an unrelated unpalatable butterfly with which it  consorts, or a 
spider may do certain aggressive things under the shield of its 
close resemblance to its companion ants (see MIMICRY). 

As an instance of the more occasional uses of colouring we may 
refer to the bright colours inside the mouth of some nestlings. 
W. P. Pycraft has pointed out that the conspicuousness of the 
colour when the young birds gape, may enable the parents to 
supply the food with greater rapidity and precision. 

Ecological Classification of A n i m a l  Colo~r~ . -Exc lud in~  
colours of direct physiological value, Poulton classified the ecolog- 
ically "significant" colours in the following scheme, which is very 
useful, though its technical Greek terms are somewhat forbidding. 

I. Apatetic colours, resembling the environment or some part of it. 
A. Cryptic colours, concealing-resemblances. 

I. Procryptic colours, resemblances for protection. 
2. Anticryptic colours, resemblances for aggression. 

B. Pseudosematic colours, false warning and signalling. 
I. Pseudo aposematic colours, protective mimicry. 
2. Pseudo episematic colours, aggressive mimicry and 

alluring coloration. 
11. Sematic colours, warning and signalling colours. 

I. Aposematic &lours, marning colours. 
2. Episematic colours, recognition markings. 

111. Epigamic colours, displayed in courtship. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The subject of animal coloration is obviously fascinating and 
is apt to induce a natural enthusiasm that interferes with the 
sceptical mood of the scientific inquirer. Hence several cautions 
must be kept in mind-(a) No matter how apparently useful a 
particular type of coloration may appear in the observer's eyes, 
its utility to the animal must be proved experimentally or statis- 
tically. This must not indeed be pressed too hard, for if the field 
naturalist repeatedly observes a predatory animal pass close 
beside a cryptically coloured brooding bird, that is in itself a 
verv convincing fact. ( b )  When a certain utilitv in the coloration 
is dighly probible and'& illustrated by many analogous cases, it 
may be provisionally accepted; and yet there may be some other 
greater utility that is left undiscovered. For many years 
naturalists were more or less content to  say that the whiteness of 
certain animals that frequent snow-covered areas was an adapta- 
tion for concealment-giving them a cloak of invisibility against 
the white background. But in some cases the protective value is 
very dubious, and in most cases the primary utility is to be 
looked for in the conservation of the animal heat. Similarly, it 
seems reasonable to believe that many desert animals are pro- 
tectively concealed by their sandy colouring, and yet there is 
probably some other value in the remarkable frequency of this 

brownish colouring in this particular environment. (c) Care 
must be taken to distinguish differences in the intensity of illumin- 
ation of the surface of the animal from differences in colour as 
colour. (d) Whenever it is assumed that an animal is apprecia- 
tive of colour as colour, as in a courtship display of blackcock, 
an enquiry must be made into the presence of a colour-sense in 
this type of animal. More than that, the enquiry must probe into 
the question whether the animal can discriminate the colours 
that are most prominent in the courting display or in the warn- 
ing signals. Of recent years numerous reliable data have been 
accumulated in reference to colour-sense in different kinds of 
animals, and in regard to the not infrequent occurrence of partial 
colour-blindness. (e)  In  many cases it  is also well to raise the 
previous question, whether the coloration has any ecological util- 
ity at  all. The colouring of many deep sea animals may have no 
more external significance than the colouring of the withering 
leaves in autumn. I n  all cases the first question should be into 
the biochemical nature of the pigment, or into the developmental 
reason for the structural details on which the coloration depends; 
after that, the secondary significance of the coloration, if i t  has 
any, may be more profitably investigated. (See also FISHES: Col- 
oratton.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-K. Semper, Animal Life (1881) ; C. F. W. Kruken- 
berg, Grundziige einer vergleichenden Physiologie der Farbstoffe und 
der Farben (Heidelberg, 1884) ; E. B. Poulton, Colours o f  Animals 
(1890) ; ,F. E .  Beddard, Animal Colou~ation (1892) ; M .  I. Newbigin, 
Colour zn Nature (1898) ; G. Bohn, L'ivolution du Pigment (1901) ; 
P. Klingksiegk and I. Valette, Code des Couleurs (1908) ; G. H. 
Thayer, Concealing-coloration in the Animal Kingdom (1909) ; A. S. 
Pearse, Animal Ecology (1926). (J. A. TH.) 

COLOUR VISION: see VISION. 
COLSTON, EDWARD (1636-1721 1, English philanthropist, 

the founder of~Colston's Charity and a generous donor to other 
foundations in his native city of Bristol and elsewhere, was born 
a t  Bristol on Nov. 2, 1636, and died a t  Mortlake, near London, 
on Oct. 11, 1721. His father was a keen Bristol merchant and an 
ardent Royalist. Edward Colston was educated at  Christ's Hos- 
pital, London, of which school he was later on governor and a 
generous benefactor. H e  made his fortune in trade with the West 
Indies and in a sugar refinery which he established in Bristol, and 
though he was domiciled in London he spent much time in his 
native city. There he endowed (1708) "Colston's Charity" for the 
education of IOO boys in the principles of the Church of England. This 
school, built on Augustine's Back, was subsequently removed to 
Stapleton, Gloucestershire. Almshouses, homes for sailors and other 
schools in Bristol were endowed by him, and he made many benefac- 
tions to London hospitals and schools. 

Colston, who was in the habit of bestowing large sums yearly for 
the release of poor debtors and the relief of indigent age and sickness, 
and who gave (1711) f6,ooo to increase Queen Anne's Bounty Fund 
for the augmentation of small livings, was always keenly inter- 
ested in the organization and management of his foundations; the 
rules and regulations were all drawn up by his hand, and the minutest 
details of their constitution and economy were dictated by him. He 
was a high churchman and Tory. 

See T. Garrard, Edward Colston, tlze Philanthropist (4t0, Bristol, 
1852) ; G. Pryce, A PoPular History of Bristol (1861). 

COLT, SAMUEL (1814-1862). American inventor, born 
July 19, 1814, a t  Hartford, Conn. Colt ran away to sea at  16, sail- 
ing from Boston, Aug. 2, 1830, for India. During this voyage he 
whittled a wooden model of the Colt revolver. (See PISTOL.) He had 
several metal models made between 1831 and 1835. 

Colt's invention was a single-barrelled pistol or rifle having a many- 
chambered rotating breech which was turned, locked and unlocked by 
cocking. 

He took out English and European patents in 1835, and United 
States Patent No. 138, Feb. 25, 1836. On March 5, 1836, the Patent 
Arms Manufacturing Co., of Paterson, N. J., was formed to manufac- 
ture and sell Colt's arms. The first military use of Colt arms was in 
the Seminole War in 1837. They were also used by the Texas Rangers in 
the war between Texas and Mexico. Lack of general acceptance of the 
new weapons, however, caused the Patent Arms company to failin 1842. 

Colt then turned to the invention of electrically-discharged sub- 
marine mines. He also conducted a telegraph business which utilized 
the first cable ever laid under water. 

As a result of the Mexican War, 1846-48, Captain Walker was sent 
to Colt with a government order, dated Jan. 4, 1847, for 1,000 revolv- 
ing pistols. These were made at the factory of Eli Whitney at Whit- 
neyville, Conn. Colt established his own plant a t  Hartford in the latter 
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part of 1847. He moved twice, until in 1855 he set up the largest private 
armory in the world on the site of the present Colt plant. 

Colt developed beyond any maker before him the manufacture of 
interchangeable parts, and the production line as we know it. He also 
had advanced ideas concerning working conditions and employee wel- 
fare. His invention netted him one of the outstanding fortunes of the 
period. He died at Hartford, Jan. 10. 1862. (C. T. H.) 

COLTON, a city of San Bernardino county, California, U.S.A., 
5 5  mi. E. of Los Angeles; served by Southern Pacific, Santa Fe, 
Union Pacific and Pacific Electric railways. The population was 
8,014 in 1930 and 9,686 in 1940. Citrus, grapes and ether fruits 
and garden produce are packed and shipped from there. The 

French bishops (602) for keeping Easter according t o  the Celtic 
usage, and a powerful conspiracy was organized against him at  
the court of Burgundy for boldly rebuking King Theuderich 11. 
and the queen-mother Brunhild. Being forcibly removed from 
his monastery, with St. Gall and other monks he withdrew to 
Switzerland, where he preached to the Suebi and Alamanni. 
Finally he was forced to retire to  Italy, where he founded the 
monastery of Bobbio in  the Apennines, where he  died on Nov. 
21, 615. His writings, which include some Latin poems, prove 
him a man of learning, acquainted with the Latin and Greek 
classics. 

largest portland cement plant in the west is there; also con- 
crete pipe and conduit manufacturing, citrus by-products plant, 
flour and feed mills, car shops, candy plant, large fruit refrig- 
eration plant and various other industries. I t  was settled about 
1860 and incornorated in 1887. 

St. Columban's writings were published by Patrick Fleming in his 
Collectanea sacra Hiberni (Louvain, 1667), and reproduced by ~ i g n e ,  
vol. lxxxvi. See further, Wright's Biographia Literaria; and U .  Cheval- 
lier, des sources 

COLUMBANI, PLACIDO. Italian architectural designer, 
COLT'S-FOOT, the popular name of a small herb, Tussilago 

Farfara, a member of the family Compositae, which is common 
in Great Britain in damp, heavy soils. I t  has a stout, branching, 
underground stem, which sends u p  in March and April scapes 
about 6 in. high, each bearing a head of bright yellow flowers. 
The fruits bear a soft, snow-white, woolly pappus, somewhat like 
that of the dandelion. The leaves, which appear later, are broadly 
cordate with an angular or lobed outline, and are covered on the 
under-face with a dense white felt. They are smoked in cases of 
asthma. 

In eastern North America the colt's-foot has become exten- 
sively naturalized, having the appearance of a native plant, along 
banks, roadsides and the shores of streams from Nova Scotia to 
Minnesota and southward to Pennsylvania. 

CQ)l,UB;O : see GALEOPITHECUS. 
COLUMBA, SAINT (Irish, Colztm) (521-597), Irish saint 

(also Columkille "of the church"), was born on Dec. 7, 521, a t  
Gartan in Co. Donegal. His father, Feidlimid, was a member of 
the reigning family in Ireland and was closely allied to that of 
Dalriada (Argyll). His  mother Eithne was descended from the 
king of Leinster. T o  these connections as much as to his piety 
and ability he owed his immense influence. Columba studied under 
the distinguished Finian of Moville (a t  the head of Strangford 
lough) and Finian of Clonard, and c. 551 was ordained priest. 
During his residence in Ireland he  founded a number of churches 
and the famous monasteries Daire Calgaich (Derry), on the banks 
of Lough Foyle, and Dair-magh (Durrow) in King's county. 

I n  563 Columba with 12 disciples established himself on the 
island of H y  or Iona, where he erected a church and a monastery, 
and in 565 applied himself t o  the task of converting the Picts. 
By his preaching, his holy life and miracles he converted the 
whole of northern Scotland and established many monasteries 
there, the monastery of Iona being regarded as the mother house 
and its abbots as  the chief ecclesiastical rulers even of the bishops. 
Columba, in his character of chief ecclesiastical ruler, gave formal 
benediction and inauguration to Aidan, the successor of Conall, as 
king of the Scots. H e  accompanied that prince to Ireland in 575, 
and took a leading part in a council held a t  Drumceat in Ulster. 
which determined the position of the ruler of Dalriada with regard 
t o  the king of Ireland. The  last years of Columba's life appear to 
have been spent mainly a t  Ions, where he was already revered as 
a saint. H e  died on June 8, 59 7. 

Several Irish poems are ascribed to Columba, but they are 
manifestly of a later age. Three Latin hymns may be attributed 
t o  the saint with some degree of certainty. 

The life of St. Columba by Cuminius, who became abbot of Ions 
in 657, was enlarged by Adamnan, who became In 679. These 
narratives were supplemented by the notices given by Bede. See 
W. Reeves, Life o f  S t .  Columba, written by Adamnan (1857) ; W. F. 
Skene, Celtic Scotland, vol. ii. "Church and Culture" (1877). 

COLUMBAN (s43-615), Irish saint and writer, was born in 
Leinster, and educated in the monastery of Bangor, Co. Down. 
About 585 he left Ireland with 12 other monks, and established 
himself in the Vosges, in an ancient fortification called Anagrates, 
the present Anegray in the department of Haute-SaGne. He then 
built the abbey of Luxeuil. for the congregation of which he 
drew up his rule, His erlemies accused him before a synod of 

who worked chiefl? in England i n  the latter part of the ;8th 
century. H e  belonged to the school of the Adams and Pergolesi, 
and like them frequently designed the enrichments of furniture. 
H e  was a prolific producer of chimney-pieces, which are often 
mistaken for Adam work, of moulded friezes, and painted plaques 
for cabinets and the like. There can be no question that the Eng- 
lish furniture designers of the end of the 18th century, and 
especially the Adams, Hepplewhite and Sheraton, owed much t o  
his graceful, flowing and classical conceptions, although they are 
often inferior to  those of Pergolesi. His books are still a valuable 
storehouse of sketches for internal architectural decoration. His 
principal works are:-Vases and Tripods ( I  7 70) ; A N e w  Book  
of Ornaments ( I  7 7 5) ; A variety of Capitals, Friezes and 
Corniches, and how to  increase and decrease t hem,  still retaining 
their proportions ( I  7 76). 

COLUMBARIUM, originally a pigeon house, and so still 
used, particularly of the large, round, tower-like structures 
common in many districts in  France; a dove cote. The term is 
also, and more commonly, applied to a sepulchral building con- 
taining many small niches for funerary urns. Columbaria were 
the most common places for the disposal of the ashes of the 
dead in imperial pre-Christian Rome, except for the very 
wealthy. Many have been excavated and are one of the most 
fruitful sources of Latin inscriptions. Columbaria were erected 
by societies, gilds, the slaves and freedmen of great families and 
similar associations. They usually took the form of an open 
court, the walls of which contained the arched niches for the 
urns. Occasionally they were treated with considerable architec- 
tural splendour as in the columbarium of the freedmen of Livia 
in the Via Appia, Rome (early first century A.D.). I n  modern 
times, with the revival of cremation, there has come a new 
development of columbaria in connection with the great crem- 
atories, the most famous example being that surrounding the 
crematory of Hanover, Germany. 

For Roman columbaria see R. Lanciani, Ancient Rome in the Light 
of Recent Excavations, chap. iii. (1889) ; G. Rivoira, Roman Architec- 
ture~ Fig. ' 9  (19~5). 

COLUMBIA, a city near the centre of Missouri, U.S.A., about 
Iom, N. of the Missouri river, a t  an altitude of jzoft.; the county 
seat of Boone county. I t  is on Federal highways 40 and 63, and is 
served by the Missouri-Kansas-Texas and the Wabash railways. 
The population was 10,392 in 1920 (18.5% Negroes) and in 1940 
was 18,399 by the federal census. I t  is in a region of diversified 
agricultural interests; has large flour mills and several other man- 
ufacturing industries; is the seat of the University of Missouri, 
the Christian college for women (Disciples), Stephens college 
and the Bible college of Missouri (Disciples) ; and is the head- 
quarters of the State teachers' association. 1n the quadrangle 
on the campus is the monument of gray granite from the grave 
of Thomas Jefferson, designed by him and bearing the famous 
inscription he wrote for it. I t  was given to the university by his 
descendants when Congress erected the monument now standing 
on his grave- Columbia was settled about 1821, and was incor- 
porated as a city in 1826. 

COLUMBIA, a borough of Lancaster county, ~ e n n s ~ l v a n i a ,  
U.S.A., amid beautiful scenery on the Susquehanna river (a mile 
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wide a t  this point), 80 mi. tlr. by N. of Philadelphia. I t  is on the 
Lincoln highway, and is served by the Pennsylvania and the 
Reading railways. The population in 1940 was 11,547 by the 
federal census. Columbia is a busy trading and shipping centre, 
and has numerous and varied manufacturing industries, with an 
output in 1939 valued at  $7,186,400. Columbia was settled by 
Quakers in 1726 and was incorporated in 1814. I t  was one of the 
places considered by the congress in  1790 for the permanent site 
of the national capital. 

COLUMBIA, the capital of South Carolina, U.S.A., and the 
county seat of Richland county, on the Congaree river, in the 
geographical centre of the state. I t  is on federal highways I,  
21 and 76; is served by the Atlantic Coast line, the Columbia, 
Newberry and Laurens, the Seaboard Air line and the Southern 
railways; a municipal airport is located 34 miles southeast of the 
post ofice. 

The population in 1930 was 51,581 (37.8% Negroes) and was 
62,396 in 1940. Suburbs just outside the city limits add 28,000 
to the metropolitan population. 

The city is beautifully situated on a bluff above the river. Wide 
streets, many trees and fine public buildings make it  very attrac- 
tive. The state house is built of granite from near-by quarries 
and has specimens of over 50 species of trees on its grounds. 
Columbia is the centre of a rich agricultural and forest district. 
I t  has important manufactures, especially of cotton goods, cotton- 
seed oil, fertilizer and machinery. The output of its 175 indus- 
tries in 1939 was valued at  $~O,OOO,OOO. The assessed valuation 
of property is over $20,000,000. The University of South Caro- 
lina, chartered in 1801 as South Carolina college, and opened 
there in 1804, has an enrolment of over 2.000. Among the other 
educational institutions are Columbia college (1854) ; Columbia 
Bible college; Benedict college (187o), for Negroes of both sexes; 
Allen university (18 TO),  for Negroes of both sexes; and Lutheran 
Theological Southern seminary (1829). The state penitentiary 
and the state insane asylum are there. In  1786, when the site 
was still largely forest, i t  was chosen for the capital, and a town 
was laid out, which was governed directly by the legislature until 
1805, when it  was incorporated as a village. A city charter was 
secured in 1854. On Feb. 17, 1865, Gen. Sherman entered 
Columbia, and that night a fire broke out which destroyed most 
of  the city. From June 1862, until the close of the war, the 
buildings of the university (then the college) were used by the 
Confederate government for a hospital. 

COLUMBIA, a city of Tennessee, U.S.A., 46 mi. S. by W. of 
Nashville, on the Duck river; the county seat of Maury county. 
I t  is on federal highway 31, and is served by the Louisville and 
Nashville and the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis railways. 
The population in 1920 was 5,526 (35% Negroes) ; i t  was 7,882 
in 1930 and 10,579 in 1940. I t  is in a fine fa~ming  region, where 
tobacco, corn, wheat, alfalfa and potatoes are grown, and many 
mules are raised. Phosphate rock is mined within 1 2  miles. The 
city has a large mule market. I ts  factories include flour mills, 
a cannery, a cotton mill and plants making furniture, work 
clothes and lighting fixtures. Columbia was settled about 1807 
and incorporated in 1822. In  1862-63 it was Gen. N. B. For- 
rest's base of operations, and during Gen. Hood's Nashville 
campaign (Nov.-Dec. 1864) it was occupied alternately by fed- 
eral and Confederate troops. James K. Polk began there (1820) 
to practise law. 

COLUMBIA RIVER, the largest river flowing into the 
Pacific ocean from the western continent, is one of the world's 
great hydroelectric power streams. More than 30% of the poten- 
tial hydro power of the United States is located within its 
watershed. 

The Columbia river rises in the ice fields of the Rocky moun- 
tains in British Columbia (50' N., 116" W.), about 80 mi. N. of 
the international boundary, and flows northwest for about 170 
mi. to lat. 5z0, where it  turns sharply south, nearly encir- 
cling the Selkirk mountains. I t  enters the United States near 
the northeast corner of Washington. Through Washington the 
Columbia flous circuitously, in what is called the Big Bend, to its 
junction with the Snake, its largest tributary. h'st far hclo~v 

it turns west and forms the boundary between Washington and 
Oregon for about 325 mi. Ice of the glacial period, which ex- 
tended as far south-as the Big Bend, greatly modified its course, 
once the line of the series of lakes now in the Grand Coulee. 

The total area drained by this system is 259,000 sq.mi.. of 
which 220,300 are in the United States. The total length of t h ~  
river is about 1,210 mi. The mean flow a t  its mouth is about 
280.000 sec.ft. (maximum about 1,2 50.000)-approximately eight 
times the mean flow of the Colorado at  Yuma, and nearly double 
that of the Nile a t  Assuan. The fall through 400 mi. in Wash- 
ington is over 1,000 ft. 

Numerous rapids in the upper river afford many hydroelectric 
power sites. The Columbia's mouth is the only deepwater har- 
bour between San Francisco and Cape Flattery, a distance of 7 70 
mi. Tides are perceptible 140 mi. up the river. The mean tide a t  
Astoria is about six feet, and the average tidal flow a t  the mouth 
is about r,ooo.ooo sec.ft. 

Early development in the river basin was confined to naviga- 
tion and irrigation. Navigation improvement has been developed 
by the U.S. war department, while irrigation has been handled for 
the most part by the department of the interior. A project for a 
go-ft. channel 300 ft. wide, from Portland to the sea, was au- 
thorized in 1911, and a 3 j-ft. channel 500 ft. wide in 1928. A 
lock was completed at  Cascade rapids in 1898, and an 8-mi. canal 
was built in 1918 around Celilo falls. Principal irrigation 
developments have been the Yakima project, irrigating slightly 
more than j00,000 ac. in 1941, with water from one of the Colum- 
bia's principal tributaries, and the Vale-Owyhee project in the 
Snake river basin. 

First surveys for complete utilization of the river system were 
begun by the war department in 1927. In  1933 construction of 
the first two of a series of multiple-purpose dams was begun a t  
Bonneville, Ore., 140 mi. from the ocean, and a t  the juncture 
of Grand Coulee with the present course of the river 450 mi. 
above Bonneville. 

Because the river's power potentialities are peculiarly suited to  
the needs of electrolytic and electric furnace operations, govern- 
ment economists planned development of the northwest as a light 
metals manufacturing centre. 

Bonneville dam, completed in 1937 for the dual purpose of 
navigation improvement and ultimate generation of 518.400 kw. 
of electricity, comprises a spillway 1,090 ft.  long between the 
Washington shore and Bradford island, and a powerhouse and 
navigation lock between the island and the Oregon shore. With 
completion of a 27-ft. channel from Portland to Bonneville in 
1942, the lock will permit ocean vessels to ascend the river 192 
mi. As a result of navigation improvement, tonnage on the river 
above Bonneville increased from 417,000 t o  700,000 between 1939 
and 1 9 4 ~ .  

Grand Coulee dam, first operated in 1941, was designed t o  
supply water for the Columbia basin irrigation project and for 
generation of 1,944,000 kw. of electric power. The dam is 3.000 
ft. long at  its crest, and the height from bedrock is 550 ft .  The 
spillway has a capacity of ~,ooo,ooo cu.ft. per sec. 

On Aug, 20, 1937, congress passed an act establishing the 
Bonneville power administration as agency for the transmission 
and sale of power generated a t  Bonneville. A presidential ex- 
ecutive order signed Aug. 26, 1940, made the agency the trans- 
mission and marketing unit for Grand Coulee power. 

By June 30, 1941, the combined generating capacity of both 
dams had reached a total of 214,400 kw., and a total of 322,000 
kw. had been contracted to retail power distribution agencies 
and electrometallurgical and electrochemical industries. Near- 
ly 1,400 mi. of high-voltage transmission system had been con- 
structed. Complete generator installation at  Bonneville was 
scheduled for 1943. (P. J. RA.) 

COLUMBIA RIVER HIGHWAY begins a t  Astoria, Ore- 
gon, and ends at  Pendleton, 336 mi. distant in the same State. Of 
this mileage 2 0 2  mi. are paved and 134 mi. are of oiled rock or gravel. 
I t  runs within sight of the Columbia river practically all the 
way, sometimes along its lower banks and sometimes along rocky 
walls a t  great heights above the stream, often passing by tunnel 
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through projecting mountain spurs. Portland, Hood River, The 
Dalles and Umatilla and also the great snow-crowned peaks, 
Multnomah Falls and Mt.  Hood are points of interest along its 
course. I t  is part of the old "Oregon Trail" made famous by the 
Astor family and is one of the most notable scenic highways in 
America. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, one of the oldest and most 

important of the higher institutions of learning in the United 
States, situated for the most part on Morningside Heights, New 
York city. I t  embraces Columbia college, founded as King's col- 
lege in 1754; a school of medicine (the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons) founded 1767, removed in 1928 to a site on the Hudson 
above 165th Street where, in conjunction with the Presbyterian 
hospital and allied institutions, i t  forms the nucleus of a great 
medical centre; school of law (1858); school of engineering, or- 
ganized as school of mines in 1863; school of architecture (1881) ; 
graduate facilities of political science (1880), philosophy (1890) 
and pure science (1892); school of journalism (1912); school of 
business (1916); school of dental and oral surgery (1916); 
school of library service (1926). Closely affiliated to it and incog 
porated in its educational system are the College of Pharmacy 
(1829), in West 68th Street; Teachers college, founded in 1886, 
as the New York College for the Training of Teachers, and essen- 
tially a part of the university since 1895; Barnard college (for 
women) founded in 1889, and essentially a part of the university 
since 1900; Bard (formerly St. Stephen's college), Annandale-on- 
Hudson (for men) founded in 1860, and essentially a part of the 
university since 1928, New York Post-Graduate Medical School, 
founded in 1882 and essentially a part of the university since 1931. 
Reciprocal relations also exist between the university and Union 
Theological Seminary, thus practically adding to the university a 

dent's house, Faculty house, faculty residential halls, residence 
halls for men and for women, and four centres of foreign inter- 
ests, the Maison Francaise, the Casa Italiana, the Deutsches Haus, 
and the Casa de las Espaiias. The library contains about 1,520,000 
volumes exclusive of duplicates and unbound pamphlets. 

The highest authority in the government of the institution is 
vested in a board of 24 trustees, vacancies in which are filled by 
co-optation; but the immediate educational interests are directed 
largely by the members of the university council, which is com- 
posed of the president of the university, the dean and elected rep- 

thcologis.il i .~cul~y.  - -- - - .- . --- 
In co-oueration nith the Ilinistrv of Education in Porto Rico 7 - 

the univeisity in 1924 assumed responsibility for educational and 
scientific work of the school of tropical medicine on the island of 11111 -8111-m.11.11 - -F K 

Porto Rico. Three research institutes are connected with the uni- 
LOW MEMORIAL LIBRARY 

v e r s i t ~ ,  the Institute of Educational Research, the Institute of  The library, one of the first five bulldlngs to be erected on the present 
Cancer Research and the D e  Lamar Institute of Public Health. site of the college when i t  removed to Mornings~de Heights in 1896, was the 

courses in university extension are open to men and who gift of Seth Low, at that time president of the institution. The statue half 
way up the steps represents Alma Mater 

can give only a portion of their time to study, but who desire to  
purs;e subjects Included in a liberal education. These courses, as  
such, do not lead to degrees. Under university extension there is 
aIso an Institute of Arts and Sciences which conducts a series of 
lectures and recitals of a popular nature. itTomen are admitted 
by all faculties of the university with the exception of that of 
engineering. Since 1900 a summer session has been held for six 
weeks. Teachers and others, under the direction of the Teachers 
college, are afforded an opportunity to pursue courses i n  absentia 
and so meet some of the requirements for an academic degree o r  
a teacher's diploma. 

I n  1936 there were in Columbia university in all departments 
3,190 instructors and administrative officers, and in the 12 months 
ending June 30, 1935, 33,495 students were enrolled. Of these, 
roughly one-third were registered in the 1935 summer session; 
more than one-third in the degree-granting schools and faculties 
during the academic year 1935-1936. In  addition to the resident 
students there were 676 non-resident students in home study and 
1,986 non-resident students in extra-mural and special courses. 
The numerous university publications include works embodying 
the results of original research published by Columbia University 
Press; "Studies" published in. the form of a series by each of 
several departments; various periodicals edited by some members 
of the faculty, such as The  Romanic Review, The Gerwzanic Re- 
view, The Political Science Quarterly, etc. and several papers or 
periodicals, published by the students, among which are the 
Colzimbia Spectator, a daily paper, the Columbia Law Review and 
the Columbia Jester. 

With one exception the 69 buildings of the university on Morn- 
ingside Heights have been erected since 1896. They include be- 
sides the several department buildings and laboratories, two li- 
brary buildings, a university hall (with gymnasium), Earl Hall 
( fo r  social purposes), St. Paul's chapel (dedicated in 1go7), Presi- 

resentatives from the faculty of each school. The alumni of the 
university have been given a definite part in the government of 
the institution by an agreement under which six of the 24 trustees 
are elected on alumni nomination. The productive endowment of 
the university, including the endowments of Teachers college, 
Barnard college, College of Pharmacy, Bard College, and New 
York Post-Graduate Medical School had a book value in 1936 of 
$85,749,434, which, added to the property occupied for educa- 
tional purposes, made a total capital holding of $144,336,580 The 
tuition fees to  the students in the several schools range from $400 
to $545. The total budget appropriations for the maintenance of 
the work of the whole educational system of the university for the 
year 1936-1937 were $14,840,633.25. 

The charter granted by the Crcwn in 1754, for the establish- 
ment of King's college, was so free from narrow sectarianism as 
to  name ministers of five different denominations for ex-officio 
governors, and provide that the governors should not "exclude 
any person of any religious denomination whatever from equal 
liberty and advantage of education or from any of the degrees, 
liberties, privileges, benefits or immunities of the said college on 
account of his particular tenents in matters of religion." The 
purpose of the institution as set forth by its first president, Dr.  
Samuel Johnson (1696-1772) was about as broad as that now 
realized. 

In  1756 the erection of the first building was begun a t  the 
lower end of Manhattan island, near the Hudson, and the institu- 
tion prospered from the beginning. From 1776 to 1784, during 
the Revolutionary War, the exercises of the college were sus- 
pended and the library and apparatus were stored in the New 
York city hall. In  1784 the name was changed to Columbia col- 
lege, and an act of the legislature was passed for creating a State 
university, of which Columbia was to be the basis. Rut  the plan 
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was not a success, and three years later, in 1787, the act was re- 
pealed and the administration of Columbia was entrusted to a 
board of trustees of which the present board is a successor. In  
1857 there was a n  extensive reorganization by which the scope of 
the institution was much enlarged, and a t  the same time i t  was re- 
moved to a new site on Madison Avenue between 49th and 50th 
Streets. 

From 1890 to 1895 much reorganization and centralization in its 
administration was effected. I n  1896 the name of Columbia uni- 
versity was adopted, and in the autumn of 1897 the old site and 
buildings were again abandoned for new, this $me on Morning- 
side Heights. I n  1912 the corporate title of the university was 
changed from the "Trustees of Columbia College in the City of 
New York" to the "Trustees of Columbia University in  the City 
of New York." 

See J. B. Pine, Ki~zg's College, now Columbia University (1896) ; 
A History of Col%~mbza Universzty, by members of the faculty (1904) 
and F. P. Keppel, Columbia (1914). 

(N. M. B.) 

COLUMBIDAE : see DOVE ; PIGEON. 
COLUMBINE, any plant of the genus Aqzlilegia of the crow- 

foot family (Ranunculaceae). They bear slender,, delicate, long- 
stalked, deeply divided leaves with blunt segments, and loose 
panicles of handsome, drooping, blue, white or yellow flowers, 
which are characterized by having all the five petals spurred. 

They grow in woods and thickets, and often in alpine meadows. 
Some horticultural varieties are well known in cultivation. There 
are about 75 species of columbine, natives of north temperate 
regions, together with numerous varietal forms and crosses de- 
veloped by cultivation. 

The 2 0  odd species found in North America, chiefly in the 
Rocky Mountain region, rank among the most beautiful wild 
flowers of the continent, several of which, including the following. 
are widely cultivated. The eastern columbine ( A .  cafzadensis). 
called also honeysuckle and rock bells, found in dry woods from 
Nova Scotia to North-West Territories and southward to Florida 
and Texas, with nodding, scarlet and yellow flowers, an inch or 
more across, is a favorite spring wild flower. The Rocky Mountain 
columbine ( A .  coerzdea), with handsome, erect, blue and white 
florers, 2 in. or more across and spurs 2 in. long, is the state 
flower of Colorado. 

The golden columbine ( A .  ckrysantha), found from western 
Texas to Arizona, grows 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, with clear yellow 
flowers, sometimes 3 in. across and very slender spurs about 3 in. 
long. The Sitka columbine (A. formosa), m-hich ranges from 
Utah and northern California to Montana and Alaska, has nod- 
ding red and yellow flowers, about 2 in. across, with short, thick 
spurs. - 

The common columbine of California is a form of this, with 
pendulous, scarlet flowers and short spurs. 

Columbine, in pantomime (q.v.1, is the fairy-like dancer who 
is courted by Harlequin. I n  the mediaeval Italian popular comedy 
she was Harlequin's daughter. (See COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE ) 

COLUMBITE, a rare mineral consisting of iron niobate. 
FeKbz06, in which the iron and niobium are replaced by varying 
amounts of manganese and tantalum respectively, the general for- 
mula being (Fe, Mn) (Nb, Ta)206. I t  was in this mineral that 
Charles Hatchett discovered, in 1801, the element niobium, which 
he himself called columbium after the country (Columbia or 
America) whence came the specimen in the British Museum col- 
lection which he examined. I t  crystallizes in the orthorhombic 
system, and the black, opaque crystals are often very brilliant 
with a sub-metallic lustre. Hardness 6 ;  sp. gr. 5.3. With increas- 
ing amount of tantalum the specific gravity increases up to 7.3, and 
members at this end of the series have been given the name of 
tantalite (FeTaz06). These minerals occur as crystals and compact 
masses in granite and pegmatite. 

COLUMBIUM or NIOBIUM, a metallic chemical element, 
which has, as yet, found little application in the arts. First ob- 
served in 1801 by C. Hatchett in a New England mineral, since 
named columbite, it was identified by Rose in 1844. The metal 
was first prepared by Blomstrand (1866) by reducing its chloride 

with hydrogen. Later its oxide was reduced, by Moissan in the 
electric furnace in contact with carbon and by Goldschmidt by 
the use of aluminium powder. 

Columbium, whose symbol is Cb or Xb, is a steel-grey metal, 
atomic number 41, atomic weight 93.1, of specific gravity 
7.06 and melting point 1,9j0° C. I t  has nearly the same hardness 
as wrought iron in massive pieces, is malleable and may be 
welded. I t  burns on heating in air, is scarcely attacked by hydro- 
chloric or nitric acid, but is soluble in warm concentrated sul- 
phuric acid. I t  is related to  vanadium and tantalum chemically 
and occurs associated with the latter most frequently in nature; 
the chief minerals being tantalite, columbite, fergusonite and 
yttrotantalite. With other elements it  is found in pyrochlor, 
euxenite and samarskite. Three oxides of columbium are known, 
namely the dioxtde, CbzOz, the tetroxide, CbzOl, and the pelztoxide, 
Cb2O5, whilst a fourth oxide, columbium trioxide, Cb203, has 
been described by E .  F. Smith and P. Maas (1894). 

Columbium tetroxide, Cbz04, is obtained as a black powder 
when the pentoxide is heated to a high temperature in a current 
of hydrogen. I t  is unattacked by acids. Columbium pentoxide, 
Cbz05, is obtained from columbite after the removal of potassium 
tantalifluoride. (See TANTALUM.) The mother liquors are concen- 
trated, and the double salt K2CbOF5, HzO, which separates, is de- 
composed by sulphuric acid, or by continued boiling with water. 
The pentoxide is a white-amorphous infusible powder, which when 
strongly heated in sulphuretted hydrogen, yields an oxysulphide. 
Several hydrated forms are known, yielding salts known as co- 
lumbates. A percolumbic acid, HCb04.nHz0, has been prepared 
by P. Melikoff and L. Pissarjevski (1899), as a yellow amorphous 
powder by the action of dilute sulphuric acid on the potassium 
salt, which is formed when columbic acid is fused in a silver cru- 
cible with eight times its weight of caustic potash. 

Columbium trihloride, CbCls, is obtained in needles or crystal- 
line crusts when the vapour of the pentachloride is slowly 
passed through a red-hot tube. When heated in a current of car- 
bon dioxide it forms the oxychloride CbOC13, and carbon mon- 
oxide. Columbium pentachloride, CbCl;, is obtained in yellow 
needles when a mixture of the pentoxide and sugar charcoal is 
heated in a current of air-free chlorine. I t  melts a t  194' C (H. 
Deville) and boils a t  240.5' C. I t  is decomposed by water, and 
dissolves in hydrochloric acid. Columbium oxycbloride, CbOC13, 
formed when carbon tetrachloride and columbic acid are heated 
together at 440' C, forms a white silky mass which volatilizes a t  
about 400' C. I t  deliquesces in moist air, and is decomposed 
violently by water. Columbium pentafluoride, CbFB, is obtained 
when the pentoxide is dissolved in hydrofluoric acid. I t  is only 
known in solution; evaporation of the solution yields the pent- 
oxide. The oxyfluoride, CbOF3, results when a mixture of the 
pentoxide and fluorspar is heated in a current of hydrochloric 
acid. I t  forms many double salts with other metallic fluorides. 
These double salts belong to an isomorphous series in which 

I fluorine is replaced atom by atom by oxygen, e.g., KzTiFG, HzO, 
KKbOFj, Hz0 and K27NO2F4, HzO. 

COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER (c. 1446 or 1451-1506) 
(in Spanish, CRISTOBAL C O L ~ N ) ,  was the eldest son of Domenico 
Colombo and Suzanna Fontanarossa, and was probably born a t  
Genoa, the exact date of his birth being uncertain. According to 
the Life of Columbus by his son Ferdinand (a statement sup- , 

ported by Las Casas), young Christopher was sent to  the Univer- 
sity of Pavia, where he studied astronomy, geometry and cosmog- 
raphy. Yet, according to the admiral's own statement, he became 
a sailor a t  fourteen. Evidently this statement, however, cannot 
mean the abandonment of all other employment, for in 1470, 
1472 and 1473 we find him engaged in trade at  Genoa, following 
the family business of weaving, and (in 1473) residing a t  the 
neighbouring Savona. I n  1474-75 he appears to  have visited 
Chios, where he may have resided some time, returning to Genoa 
perhaps early in 1476 Thence he seems to have again set out 
on a voyage in the summer of 1476, perhaps bound for England; 
on Aug 13, 1476, the four Genoese vessels he accompanied were 
attacked off Cape St. Vincent by a privateer, one Guillaume de 
Casenove, surnamed Coallon or Colombo ("Columbus") ; two of 
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the four ships escaped, with Christopher, to Lisbon. In  Dec. 1476, 
the latter resumed their voyage to England, probably carrying 
with them Columbus, who, after a short stay in England, claims 
to have made a voyage in the northern seas, and even to have 
visited Iceland about Feb. 147 7. This last pretension is disputed. 
but it  is perhaps not to  be rejected, and we may also trace the 
Genoese about this time a t  Bristol, a t  Galway, and probably 

wine between joint and joint, and to have heard of two men 
being washed up a t  Flores "very broad-faced, and differing in 
aspect from Christians." West of Europe, now and then, men 
fancied there hove in sight the mysterious islands of St. Brendan, 
of Brazil, of Antillia or of the Seven Cities. I n  his northern 
journey, too, some vague and formless traditions may have 
reached the explorer's ear of the voyages of Leif Ericson and 

THE FIRST PICTORIAL VERSION OF  COLUMBUS'.DISCOVERY O F  A M E R I C A  
T h ~ s  woodcut, executed in  the year Columbus returned to Spaln after h ~ s  
discovery of America, shows the three boats that made up the exped~tlon. 
After a woodcut in "La lettera dell~sole che ha trouato nuouamente i l  Re 
dispagan," Florence. 1493 

among the islands west and north of Scotland. Soon after this he 
returned to Portugal, where (probably in 1478) he married Felipa 
Moiiiz de Perestrello, daughter of Bartholomew Perestrello, a 
captain in the service of Prince Henry the Navigator, and one of 
the early colonists and first governor of Porto Santo. 

About 1479 Columbus visited Porto Santo, here as in Portugal 
probably employing his time in making maps and charts for a 
livelihood, while he pored over the logs and papers of his deceased 
father-in-law, and talked with old seamen of their voyages, and of 
the mystery of the western seas. H e  seems step by step to have 
conceived that design of reaching Asia by sailing west which was 
to  result in the discovery of America I n  1474 he is said to have 
corresponded with Pgolo Toscanelli, the Florentine physician and 
cosmographer, and to have received from him valuable sugges- 
tions, both by map and letter, for  such a Western enterprise. (The 
whole of this incident has been disputed by some recent critics ) 
H e  had perhaps already begun his studies in a number of works, 
especially the Book of Marco Polo and the Imago Mundi of Pierre 
d'Ailly, by which his cosmographical and geographical concep- 
tions were largely moulded. His views, as finally developed and 
presented to the courts of Portugal and Spain, were supported by 
three principal lines of argument, derived from natural reasons, 
from the theories of geographers, and from the reports and tradi- 
tions of mariners. H e  believed the world to be a sphere; he under- 
estimated its size; he overestimated the size of the Asiatic con- 
tinent. And the farther that continent extended towards the east, 
the nearer it  came towards Spain. Nor were these theories the only 
supports of his idea. Martin Vicente, a Portuguese pilot, was said 
to  have found, 400 leagues to the westward of Cape St Vincent, 
and after a westerly gale of many days' duration, a piece of 
strange wood, wrought, but not with iron; Pedro Correa, Colum- 
bus's own brother-in-law, was said to, hsve seen another such waif 
a t  Porto Santo, with great canes capable of holding four quarts of 

Thorfinn Karlsefne, and of the coasts of Markland and Vinland. 
All were hints and rumours to bid the bold mariner sail towards 
the setting sun, and this he a t  length determined to do. 

QUEST FOR A PATRON 

For the promotion of the plan the concurrence of some state 
or sovereign was necessary. Columbus, on the accession of 
John 11. of Portugal, seems to have entered the service of this 
country, to have accompanied Diego d'Azambuja to the Gold 
Coast, and to have taken part in the construction of the fort of 
St. George at  E l  Mina (1481-Sz). On his return, he submitted 
to King John his scheme for reaching Asia by a western route 
across the ocean. The king was interested in the rival scheme (of 
an eastern. or south-eastern route round Africa t o  India) initiated 
by the Genoese in 1291, and revived, for Portugal, by Prince 
Henry the Navigator; but he listened to the Genoese, and referred 
him to a committee of council for geographical affairs The 
council's report was adverse; but the king, who was inclined to 
favour the theory of Columbhs, assented to the suggestion of the 
bishop of Ceuta that the plan should be carried out in secret and 
without its author's knowledge. A caravel was despatched; but 
it returned after a brief absence, the sailors having lost heart, and 
refused to venture further. Upon discovering this treachery, Col- 
umbus left Lisbon for Spain (1484), taking with him his son 
Diego, the only issue of his marriage with Felipa Moiiiz, who was 
by this time dead H e  departed secretly;-according to some 
writers, to give the slip to  King John; according to others, t o  
escape his creditors. 

next betook to the south of 'pain, and 
meditating an appeal to the king of France, opened his plans to  
the co,nt (from 1491, duke) of Medina Celi. The latter gave 
him great encouragement, entertained him for two years, and even 
determined to furnish him with three or four caravels, to carry out 
his great design. Finally, however, being deterred by the con- 
sideration that the enterprise was too vast for a subject, he turned 
his guest from the determination he had come to of making 
application at  the court of France, by writing on his behalf t o  
Queen Isabella; and Columbus repaired to  the court a t  Cordova 
at her bidding (1486). I t  was an ill moment for the navigator's 
fortune. Castile and Leon were in the thick of that struggle which 
resulted in the final conquest of the Granada Moors; and neither 
Ferdinand nor Isabella had time as yet to give due consideration 
to Columbus's proposals. The adventurer was indeed kindly re- 
ceived; he was handed over to the care of Alonso de Quintanilla, 
whom he speedily converted into an enthusiastic supporter of his 
theory. H e  made many other friends, and among them Beatriz 
Enriquez, the mother of his second son Fernando. But the com- 
mittee, presided over by the queen's confessor, Fray Hernando de 
Talavera, which had been appointed to consider the new project, 
reported that it  was vain and impracticable. 

From Cordova Columbus followed the court to  Salamanca, 
having already been introduced by Quintanilla to  the notice of the 
grand cardinal, Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, "the third king of 
Spain"; the latter had befriended and supported the Genoese, 
and apparently arranged the first interview between him and 
Queen Isabella. At Salamanca prolonged discussions took place 
upon the questions now raised; the Dominicans of San Esteban 
entertained Columbus during the conferences (1486-87). I n  1487 
Columbus, who had been following the court from place t o  place 
(billeted in towns as an officer of the sovereigns, and gratified 
from time to time with sums of money towards his expenses), was 
present at the siege of Malaga. In  1488 he was invited by the 
king of Portugal, his "especial friend," to return to  that country. 
and wa? assured of protection against arrest or proceedings of 

1 any kind (March 20) : he had probably made fresh overtures to  
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King John shortly before; and in the autumn of 1488 we find him 
in Lisbon, conferring with his brother Bartholomew and laying 
plans for  the future. We have no record of the final negotiations 
of Columbus with the Portuguese Government, but they clearly 
did not issue in  anything definite, for Christopher now returned 
to Spain (though not till he had witnessed the return of Bartholo- 
mew Diaz from the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope and his 
reception by King John), while Bartholomew proceeded to Eng- 
land with a mission to interest King Henry VII. in the Columbian 
schemes. If the London enterprise was unsuccessful (as indeed it 
proved), it was settled that Bartholomew should carry the same 
invitation to the French court. H e  did so; and here he remained 
till summoned to Spain in 1493. Meantime Christopher, unable 
throughout 1490 to get a hearing a t  the Spanish court, was in  1491 
again referred to a junta, presided over by Cardinal Mendoza; but 
this jzlnta, to  Columbus' dismay, once more rejected his proposals; 
the Spanish sovereigns merely promised him that when the Gra- 
nada war was over, they would reconsider what he had laid 
before them. 

Columbus was now in despair. H e  at  once betook himself to 
Huelva, a little maritime town in Andalusia, north-west. of Cadiz, 
with the intention of taking ship for France. He halted, however, 
a t  the monastery of La Rabida, near Huelva, and still nearer 
Palos, where he seems t o  have made lasting friendships on his 
first arrival in Spain in Jan. 1485, where he especially enlisted the 
support of Juan Perez, the guardian who invited him to take up his 
quarters in the monastery, and introduced him to Garcia Fernan- 
dez, a physician and student of geography. Juan Perez had been 
the queen's confessor; he now wrote to her in urgent terms, and 
was summoned to her presence; and money was sent to Columbus 
to bring him once more to court. H e  reached Granada in time to 
witness the surrender of the city (Jan. 2, 1492), and negotiations 
were resumed. Columbus believed in his mission, and stood out 
for high terms; he asked for the rank of admiral a t  once ("Ad- 
miral of the Ocean" in all those islands, sehs, and continents that 
he might discover), the vice-royalty of all he should discover, and 
a tenth of the precious metds discovered within his admiralty. 
These conditions were rejected, and the negotiations were again 
interrupted. An interview with Mendoza appears to  have fol- 
lowed; but nothing came of it, and before the close of Jan. 1492, 
Columbus actually set out for France. At length, however, on the 
entreaty of the queen's confidante, the Marquesa de Moya, of 
Luis de Santangel, receiver of the ecclesiastical revenues of the 
crown of Aragon, and of otber courtiers, Isabella was induced to 
determine on the expedition. A messenger was sent after Colum- 
bus, and overtook him near a bridge called "Pinos," 6 m. from 
Granada. H e  returned to the camp at  Santa FC, and on April 17, 
1492, the agreement between him and their Catholic majesties 
was signed and sealed. 

As his aims included not only the discovery of Cipangu or 
Japan, but also the opening up of intercourse with the grand khan 
of Cathay, he received a royal letter of introduction to the latter. 
The town of Palos was ordered to find him two ships, and these 
were soon placed a t  his disposal. But no crews could be got to- 
gether, in spite of the indemnity offered to  criminals and "broken 
men" who would serve on the expedition; and had not Juan Perez 
succeeded in interesting in the cause the Palos "magnates" Martin 
Alonso Pinzon and Vicente Yafiez Pinzon, Columbus' departure 
had been long delayed. At last, however, men, ships and stores 
were ready. The expedition consisted of the "Santa Maria," a 
decked ship of IOO tons with a crew of 52 men, commanded by 
the admiral in person; and of two caravels; the "Pinta" of 50 
tons, with 18 men, under Martin Pinzon; and the "Nifia," of 40 
tons, with 18 men, under his brother Vicente Yafiez, afterwards 
(1499) the first to  cross the line in the American Atlantic. 

THE NEW WORLD DISCOVERED 

T h e  First Voyage.-The adventurers numbered 88 souls; and 
on Friday, Aug. 3, 1492, a t  eight in the morning, the little fleet 
weighed anchor, and stood for the Canary islands. An abstract of 
the admiral's diary made by Las Casas is yet extant; and from it 
many particulars may be gleaned concerning this first voyage. 

Three days after the ships had set sail the "Pinta" lost her rudder; 
the admiral was in some alarm, but comforted himself with the 
reflection that Martin Pinzon was energetic and ready-witted; 
they had, however, to put in at  Teneriffe, to refit the caravel. On 
Sept. 6, they weighed anchor once more with all haste, Columbus 
having been informed that three Portuguese caravels were on the 
look-out to intercept him. On Sept. 13, the westerly variations of 
the magnetic needle were for the first time observed; on the 15th 
a meteor fell into the sea at  four or five leagues distance; soon 
after they arrived at  those vast plains of seaweed called the Sar- 
gasso Sea; while all the time, writes the admiral, they had most 
temperate breezes, the sweetness of the mornings being especially 
delightful. On the 17th the men began to murmur; they were 
frightened by the strange phenomena of the variation of the 
compass, but the explanation Columbus gave restored their tran- 
quillity. On the 18th they saw many birds, and a great ridge of 
low-lying clouds; and they expected to see land. On the 20th they. 
saw boobies and other birds, and were sure the land must be near. 
In this, however, they were disappointed; and thenceforth Colum- 
bus, who was keeping all the while a double reckoning, one for 
the crew and one for himself, had great difficulty in restraining the 
evil-disposed from the excesses they meditated. On the 2j th  
Martin Alonso Pinzon raised the cry of land, but it  proved false, 
as did the rumour to  the same effect on Oct. 7, from the "Niiia." 
But on the 11th the "Pinta" fished up a cane, a pole, a stick which 
appeared to have been wrought with iron, and a board, while the 
"Niiia" sighted a branch covered with berries; "and with these 
signs all of them breathed and were glad." At ten o'clock on that 
night Columbus himself perceived and pointed out a light ahead, 
and at  two in the morning of Friday, Oct. 12, 1492, Rodrigo de 
Triana, a sailor aboard the "Nifia," announced the appearance of 
what proved to be the New World. The land sighted was a n  
island, called by the Indians Guanahani, and named by Columbus 
San Salvador. I t  is generally identified with Watling island. The 
same morning Columbus landed, richly clad, and bearing the royal 
banner of Spain. H e  was accompanied by the brothers Pinzon. 
bearing banners of the Green Cross ( a  device of the admiral's), 
and by a great part of the crew. When they all had "given thanks 
to God, kneeling upon the shore, and kissed the ground with tears 
of joy, for the great mercy received," the admiral named the 
island, and took solemn possession of i t  for their Catholic majes- 
ties of Castile and Leon. At the same time such of the crews 
zs had shown themselves doubtful and mutinous sought his pardon 
weeping, and prostrated themselves at  his feet. 

This voyage resulted in the discovery of the islands of Santa 
Maria de la Concepcion (Rum Cay), Fernandina (Lond island), 
Isabella (Crooked island), Cuba or Jz~ana (named by Columbus in 
honour of the young prince of Spain), and Hispaniola, Haiti, or 
San Domingo. Off the last of these the "Santa Maria" went 
sground, owing to the carelessness of the steersman. No lives 
were lost, but the ship had to be unloaded and abandoned; and 
Columbus, who was anxious to  return to Europe with the news of 
his achievement, resolved to plan a colony on the island, to  build 
s fort out of the material of the stranded hulk, and to leave the 
crew. The fort was called La Navidad; 44 Europeans were placed 
in charge. On Jan. 4, 1493 Columbus, who had lost sight of Martin 
Pinzon, set sail alone in the "h'iiia" for  the east; and two days 
afterwards the "Pinta" joined her sister-ship. A storm separated 
the vessels, and Columbus did not reach the island of Santa Maria 
in the Azores until Feb. 18. Here he was threatened with capture 
by the Portuguese governor, who could not for some time be 
brought to recognize his commission. On Feb. 24, however, he 
was allowed to proceed, and on March 4 the "Nifia" dropped 
anchor off Lisbon. The king of Portugal received the admiral with 
the highest honours. On March 13 the "Nifia" put out from the 
Tagus, and two days afterwards, Friday, the 15th, she reached 
Palos. 

The court was at Barcelona; and thither Columbus proceeded. 
He entered the city in a sort of triumphal procession, was received 
by their majesties in full court, and, seated in their presence, re- 
lated the story of his wanderings, exhibiting the "rich and strange" 
spoils of the new-found lands,-the gold, the cotton, the parrots, 
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the curious arms, the mysterious plants, the unknown birds and 
beasts, and the Indians he had brought with him for baptism. All 
his honours and privileges were confirmed to him; the title of 
Don was conferred on himself and his brothers; he rode at the 
king's bridle; he was served and saluted as a grandee of Spain. 
A new and magnificent scutcheon was also blazoned for him (May 
4, 1493), whereon the royal castle and lion of Castile and Leon 
were combined with the five anchors of his own coat of arms. On 
May 3-4, Alexander VI. granted bulls confirming to the crowns 
of Castile and Leon all the lands discovered, or to be discovered, 
west of a line of demarcation drawn IOO leagues west of the 
Azores, on the same terms as those on which the Portuguese held 
their colonies along the AfriCan coast. A new expedition was got 
ready to secure and extend the discoveries already made 

Second Voyage.-After several delays the fleet weighed anchor 
on Sept. 24, 1493. I t  consisted of three great carracks (galleons) 
and 14 caravels (light frigates), having on board over I , joo men, 
besides the animals and materials necessary for colonization. 
Twelve missionaries accompanied the expedition, under the orders 
of Bernardo Buil or Boil, a Benedictine; Columbus had already 
been directed (May 29, 1493)~ to endeavour to Christianize the 
inhabitants of the islands, to make them presents, and to "honour 
them much," while all under him were commanded to treat them 
"well and lovingly," under pain of severe punishment. On Oct. 13, 
the ships, which had put in at  the Canaries, left Ferro; and on 
Sunday, Nov. 3, after a single storm, an island was sighted to the 
west, which was named Dominica. Northwards from this the isles 
of Marigalante and Guadalupe were next discovered and named; 
while on the north-western course to  La Navidad those of Mont- 
serrat, Antigua, San Martin, Santa Cruz and the Virgin Islands 
were sighted, and the island now called Porto Rico was touched at, 
 hurried!^ explored, and named San Juan Bautista. On Nov. 22, 
Columbus came in sight of Hispaniola, and sailing westward to La 
Navidad, found the fort burned and the colony dispersed. H e  
decided on building a second fort, and coasting on 30 m. east of 
Monte Cristi, he pitched on a spot where he founded the city 
of Isabella. 

COLONIZATION 
The climate prove4 unhealthy; the colonists were greedy of gold, 

ignorant and mutinous; and Columbus, whose inclination drew 
him westward, was doubtless glad to escape the worry and anxiety 
of his post, and to avail himself of the instructions of his sover- 
eigns as to further discoveries. On Feb. 2, 1494 he sent home, by 
Antonio de Torres, that despatch to their Catholic highnesses by  
which he may be said to have founded the West Indian slave 
trade. H e  established the mining camp of San Tomaso in the 
gold country of central Hispaniola; and on April 24, 1494, having 
nominated a council of regency under his brother Diego, and 
appointed Pedro Margarit his captain-general, he again put to sea. 
After following the southern shore of Cuba for some days, he 
steered southwards, and discovered (May 14) the island of Ja- 
maica, which he named Santiago. H e  then resumed his exploration 
of the Cuban coast, threaded his way through a labyrinth of islets 
which he named the Garden of the Queen (Jardin de la Reyna), 
and, after coasting westwards for many days, became convinced 
that he had discovered continental land. He therefore caused 
Perez de Luna, the notary, to  draw up a document to this effect 
(June 12, 1494), which was afterwards taken round and signed 
(the admiral's steward witnessing) by the officers, men and boys of 
his three caravels, the "Niiia," the "Cordera," and the "San Juan." 
H e  then stood to the south-east, and sighted the island of Evange- 
lists (now Isla de 10s Pinos), revisited Jamaica, coasted the south 
of Hispaniola, and on Sept. 24, touched at  and named the island 
of La Mona, in the channel between Hispaniola and Porto Rico. 
Thence he had intended to sail eastwards and complete the survey 
of the Caribbean Archipelago; but he was exhausted by the ter- 
rible tear and wear of mind and body he had undergone (he says 
himself that on this expedition he was 33 days almost without 
sleep), and on the day following his departure from La Mona he 
fell into a lethargy that deprived him of sense and memory, and 
had well-nigh proved fatal to life. At last, on Sept. 29, the little 
fleet dropped anchor off Isabella, and in his new city the admiral 

lay sick for five months. 
The colony was in a sad plight. Every one was discontented, 

and many were sick, for the climate was unhealthy and there was 
nothing to eat. Margarit and Boil had deserted the settlement 
and fled to Spain, but ere his departure the former, in his capacity 
of captain-general, had done much to outrage and alienate the 

COLUMBUS C I P H E R .  T H E  INTERPRETATION O F  T H E  S E V E N - L E T T E R E D  
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Indians. The strongest measures were necessary to undo this 
mischief, and, backed by his brother Bartholomew, Columbus 
proceeded to reduce the natives under Spanish sway. Alonso de 
Ojeda succeeded by a brilliant coup de mailz in capturing the 
cacique Caonabo, and the rest submitted. Five ship-loads of 
Indians were sent off to  Seville (June 24, 149j) to  be sold a s  
slaves; and a tribute was imposed upon their fellows, which must 
be looked upon as the origin of that system of reparti~nientos or 
encomiendas which was afterwards to  work such mischief among 
the conquered. I n  Oct. 1495 Juan Aguado arrived a t  Isabella, 
with a royal commission to report on the state of the colony; here 
he took up the position of a judge of Columbus's government; and 
much recrimination followed. Columbus decided to return home; 
he appointed his brother Bartholomew adelantado of the island; 
and on March 10, 1496 he quitted Hispaniola in the "Niiia." The 
vessel, after a protracted and perilous voyage, reached Cadiz on 
June 11, 1496, where the admiral landed, wearing the habit of a 
Franciscan. H e  was cordially received by his sovereigns, and 
a new fleet of eight vessels was put a t  his disposal. By royal 
patent, moreover, a tract of land in Hispaniola, of j o  leagues by 
20, was offered to him, with the title of duke or marquis (which he 
declined); for three years he was to receive an eighth of the 
gross and a tenth of the net profits on each voyage; the right 
of creating a mayorazgo or perpetual entail of titles and estates 
was granted him; and his two sons were received into Isabella's 
service as pages. 

DISCOVERY OF SOUTH AMERICA 
Third Voyage.-Meanwhile, however, the preparing of the 

fleet proceeded slowly, and it was not till May 30, 1498 that he set 
sail with his main fleet of six ships-two caravels had already 
been sent on ahead. From San Lucar he steered for Porto Santo, 
Madeira, and Gomera, despatching three vessels direct from the 
Canaries to Hispaniola. H e  next proceeded to the Cape Verde 
islands, which he quitted on July 5. On the 31st of the same 
month, being greatly in  need of water, and fearing that no land 
lay westwards as he had hoped, Columbus had turned his ship's 
head north, when Alonzo Perez of Huelva saw land about 15 
leagues to  the south-west. I t  was crowned with three hill-tops, 
from which circumstance, and in fulfilment of a vow made a t  
starting (to name the first land discovered on this voyage in honour 
of the Trinity), the admiral named it Trinidad, which name it yet 
bears. On Wednesday, Aug. I ,  he beheld for the first time the 
mainland of South America, the continent he had sought so long. 
I t  seemed to him but an insignificant island, and he called it  Isla 
Santa. Sailing westwards, next day he saw the Gulf of Paria 
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(named by him the Golfo de la Ballena), into which he was borne 
at  immense risk on the ridge of waters formed by the meeting of 
the sea and the Orinoco estuaries. For several days he coasted 
the continent, esteeming as islands the various projections he saw, 
'and naming them accordingly, nor was it until he had realized the 
volume poured out by the Orinoco that he began to perceive the 
truly continental character of his last discovery. H e  was now 
anxious to revisit the colony in Hispaniola; and after sighting 
Tobago, Grenada, and Margarita, made for San Domingo, the 
new capital of the settlement, where he arrived on Aug. 31. He 
found that affairs had not prospered well in his absence. By 
the vigour and activity of the adela?ztado, the whole island had 
been reduced under Spanish sway; but under the leadership of 
Francisco Roldan the malcontent settlers had risen in revolt, and 
Columbus had to compromise matters in order to restore peace. 
Roldan retained his office of chief justice; and such of his follow- 
ers as chose to  remain in the island were gratified with reparti- 
mientos of land and labour. 

At home, however, court favour had turned against Columbus. 
For one thing, the ex-colonists were often bitterly hostile to the 
admiral and his brothers. They were wont to parade their griev- 
ances in the very court-yards of the Alhambra, to surround 
the king when he came forth with complaints and reclamations, 
to  insult the discoverer's young sons with shouts and jeers. Again, 
the queen began to criticize severely the shipment of Indians 
from the new-found lands to Spain. And once more, there was 
no doubt that the colony itself, whatever the cause, had not pros- 
pered so well as might have been desired. Ferdinand's support of 
Columbus had never been very hearty, and his inclination to super- 
sede the Genoese now prevailed over the queen's friendliness. 
Accordingly, on May 21, 1499, Francisco Bobadilla was appointed 
governor and judge of Hispaniola during royal pleasure, with 
authority to examine into all complaints. Columbus was ordered 
to deliver up his charge to Bobadilla, and to accept whatever 
the latter should deliver him from the sovereigns. Bobadilla left 
Spain in June 1500, and landed in Hispaniola on Aug. 23. 

Columbus, meanwhile, had restored such tranquillity as was 
possible in his Government. With Roldan's help he had beaten 
off an attempt on the island of the adventurer Ojeda, his old 
lieutenant; the Indians were being collected into villages and 
Christianized. Gold-mining was profitably pursued; in three 
years, he calculated, the royal revenues might be raised to an 
average of 60,000,ooo reals. The arrival of Bobadilla, however, 
speedily changed this state of affairs. On landing, he took posses- 
sion of the admiral's house and summoned him and his brothers 
before him. Accusations of severity, of injustice, of venality 
even, were poured down on their heads, and Columbus anticipated 
nothing less than a shameful death. Bobadilia put all three in 
irons, and shipped them off to Spain. Alonso Vallejo, captain 
of the caravel in which the illustrious prisoners sailed, still re- 
tained a proper sense of the honour and respect due to Columbus, 
and would have removed the fetters; but to this Columbus would 
not consent. He would wear them, he said, until their highnesses, 
by whose order they had been affixed, should order their removal; 
and he would keep them afterwards "as relics and as memorials 
of the reward of his service." H e  did so. His son Fernando "saw 
them always hanging in his cabinet, and he requested that when 
he died they might be buried with him." Whether this last wish 
was complied with is not known. 

A heart-broken and indignant letter from Columbus to Doiia 
Juana de Torres, formerly nurse of the infante Don Juan, arrived 
at  court before the despatch of Bobadilla. I t  was read to the 
queen, and its tidings were confirmed by communications from 
Alonso Vallejo and the alcaide of Cadiz. There was a great move- 
ment of indignation; the tide of popular and royal feeling turned 
once more in the admiral's favour. He received a large sum to 
defray his expenses; and when he appeared at  court, on Dec. 17, 
I 500, he was no longer in irons and disgrace, but richly apparelled 
and surrounded with friends. He was received with all honour 
and distinction. The queen is said to have been moved to tears 
by the narration of his story. Their majesties not only repudiated 
Bobadilla's proceedings, but declined to inquire into the charges 

that he at  the same time brought against his prisoners, and prom- 
ised Columbus compensation for his losses and satisfaction for 
his wrongs. A new governor, Nicolas de Ovando, was appointed, 
and left San Lucar on Feb. 13, 1502, with a fleet of 30 ships, to 
supersede Bobadilla. The latter was to be impeached and sent 
home; the admiral's property was to be restored; and a fresh 
start was to be made in the conduct of colonial affairs. Thus 
ended Columbus's history as viceroy and governor of the new 
Indies which he had presented to the country of his adoption. 

HIS LAST ADVENTURE 
T h e  F o u r t h  Voyage.-His hour of rest, however, was not 

yet come. Ever anxious to serve thkir Catholic highnesses, "and 
particularly the queen," he had determined to find a strait through 
which he might penetrate westwards into Portuguese Asia. After 
the usual inevitable delays his prayers were granted, and on May 
9, I j02, with four caravels and I jo  men, he weighed anchor from 
Cadiz, and sailed on his fourth and last great voyage. He first be- 
took himself to the relief of the Portuguese fort of Arzilla, which 
had been besieged by the Moors, but the siege had been raised 
before he arrived. H e  put to sea westwards once more, and on 
June I 5 discovered the island of Martinino (probably St. Lucia). 
He had received positive instructions from his sovereigns on no 
account to touch at  Hispaniola; but his largest caravel was greatly 
in need of repairs, and he had no choice but to abandon her or 
disobey orders. H e  preferred the latter alternative, and sent a 
boat ashore to Ovando, asking for a new ship and for permission to 
enter thz harbour to weather a hurricane which he saw was coming 
on. But his requests were refused, and he coasted the island, 
casting anchor under lee of the land. Here he weathered the 
storm, which drove the other caravels out to sea, and annihilated 
the homeward-bound fleet, the richest that had till then been 
sent from Hispaniola. Roldan Bobadilla perished with others of 
the admiral's enemies; and Fernando Columbus, who accom- 
panied his father on this voyage, wrote long afterwards, "I am 
satisfied it was the hand of God, for had they arrived in Spain 
they would have never been punished as their crimes deserved, 
but rather been favoured and preferred." 

After recruiting his flotilla a t  Azua, Columbus put in at Jaquimo 
and refitted his four vessels; and on July 14, I 502 he steered for 
Jamaica. For several days the ships wandered painfully among 
the keys and shoals he had named the Garden of the Queen, and 
only an opportune easterly wind prevented the crews from open 
mutiny. The first land sighted (July 30) was the islet of Guanaja, 
about 40 m. east of the coast of Honduras. Here he got news from 
an old Indian of a rich and vast country lying to the eastward, 
which he at once concluded must be the long-sought-for empire of 
the grand khan. Steering along the coast of Honduras, great hard- 
ships were endured, but nothing approaching his ideal was dis- 
covered. On Sept. 12 Cape Gracias-a-Dios was rounded. The 
men had become clamorous and insubordinate; not until Dec. 5 ,  
however, would he tack about and retrace his course. I t  now 
became his intention to plant a colony on the river Veragua, which 
was afterwards to give his descendants a title of nobility; but he 
had hardly put about when he was caught in a storm, which lasted 
eight days, wrenched and strained his crazy, worm-eaten ships, 
severely, and finally, on Epiphany Sunday 1503, blew him into 
an embouchure which he named Belem or Bethlehem. Gold was 
very plentiful in this place, and here he determined to found 
his settlement. By the end of March 1503 a number of huts had 
been run up, and in these the adelantado (Bartholomew Colum- 
bus), with 80 men, was to remain, while Christopher returned to 
Spain for men and supplies. Quarrels, however, arose with the 
natives; the cacique was made prisoner, but escaped again; and 
before Columbus could leave the coast he had to abandon a 
caravel, to take the settlers on board, and to relinquish the enter- 
prise of colonization. Steering eastwards, he left a second caravel 
at Puerto Bello; he thence bore northwards for Cuba, where he 
obtained supplies from the natives. From Cuba he bore up for 
Jamaica, and there, in the harbour of San Gloria, now St. Ann's 
bay, he ran his ships aground in a small inlet still called Don 
Christopher's cove (June 23,  1503). 
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The expedition was received with great kindness by the natives, 

and here Columbus remained upwards of a year, awaiting the 
return of his lieutenant Diego Mendez, whom he had despatched 
to Ovando for assistance. During his critical sojourn here, the 
admiral suffered much from disease and from the lawlessness of 
his followers, whose misconduct had alienated the natives, and 
provoked them to withhold their accustomed supplies, until he 
dexterously worked upon their superstitions by prognosticating 
an eclipse. Two vessels having at  last arrived for his relief, Colum- 
bus left Jamaica on June 28, 1504, and, after calling at  Hispaniola, 
set sail for Spain on Sept. 12. After a tempestuous voyage he 
landed once more at  San Lucar on Nov. 7, 1504. As he was too 
ill to go to court, his son Diego was sent thither in his place, to 
look after his interests and transact his business. Letter after 
letter followed the young man from Seville-one by the hands 
of Amerigo T'espucci. A licence to ride on mule-back was granted 
him on Feb. 23, 1505; and in the following May he was removed 
to the court a t  Segovia, and thence again to Valladolid. On the 
landing of Philip and Juana a t  Coruiia (April 25, I j06), although 
"much oppressed with the gout and troubled to see himself 
put by his rights," he is known to have sent off the adelantado 
to pay them his duty and to assure them that he was yet able to  
do them extraordinary service. The last documentary note of him 
is contained in a final codicil to the will of 1498, made at  Valla- 
dolid on May 19, 1506. By this the old will is confirmed; the 
mayorazgo is bequeathed to his son Diego and his heirs male, 
failing these to  Fernando, his second son, and failing these to the 
heirs male of Bartholomew; only in case of the extinction of the 
male l i ~ e ,  direct or collateral, is i t  to  descend to the females of 
the family; and those into whose hands it  may fall are never t o  
diminish it, but always to increase and ennoble it  by all means 
possible. The head of the house is to sign himself "The Admiral." 
A tenth of the annual income is to be set aside yearly for distribu- 
tion among the poor relations of the house. A chapel is founded 
and endowed for the saying of masses. Beatriz Enriquez is left 
to the care of the young admiral. Among other legacies is one of 
"half a mark of silver to a Jew who used to live at  the gate of the 
Jewry, in Lisbon." The codicil was written and signed with the 
admiral's own hand. Next day (May 20, 1506) he died. 

After the funeral ceremonies a t  Valladolid, Columbus's remains 
were transferred t o  the Carthusian monastery of Santa Maria de 
las Cuevas, Seville, where the bones of his son Diego, the second 
admiral, were also laid. Exhumed in I 542, the bodies of bath 
father and son were taken over sea to Hispaniola and interred 
in the cathedral of San Domingo. I n  1795-96, on the cession 
of that island to the French, the relics were re-exhumed and 
transferred to the cathedral of Havana, whence, after the Spanish- 
American War of 1898 and the loss of Cuba, they were finally 
removed to Seville cathedral, where they remain. The present 
heir and representative of Columbus belongs to the Larreategui 
family, descendants of the discoverer through the female line, 
and retains the titles of admiral and duke of Veragua. 

I n  person Columbus was tall and shapely. The only authentic 
portrait of him is that which once belonged to Paulus Jovius, and 
is still in the possession of the de Orchi family (related to Jovius 
by female descent) a t  Como. I t  shows us a venerable man with 
clean-shaven face, thin grey hair, high forehead, sad thoughtful 
eyes. I t  bears the inscription Col z~mbz~s  Lygur. novi  orbis repertor. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O  Columbus, ffistorie del Signor Don Fer- 
nando Colombo . . . e Vera relatione della vita . . . dell' Ammiraglio 
D. Christoforo Colombo (the Spanish original of this, written before 
1539, is lost; only the Italian version remains, first published at Venice 
in 1571; a good edition appeared in London in 1867) ; BartolomC de 
las Casas, IIistoria de las Indias, written 1527-61, but first printed at 
Madrid in 1875; Andres Bernandez, Historia de 20s Reyes Catolicos 
(contemporary with Fernando Columbus's Historie, but first printed 
at Granada in 1856; best edition, Seville, 1870) ; Gonzalo Fernandez 
Oviedo y Valdes, Historia general de las Indias (Seville, 1535 ; best edi- 
tion, Madrid, 1851-55) ; Peter Martyr d'Anghiera, Opus Epistolarum, 
first published in 1530, and De Orbe Novo (Decades), printed in 1511 
and 1530; Francisco Lopez de Gomara, Historia general de las Indias 
(Saragossa, 1552-53, and Antwerp, 1554) ; Antonio de Herrera, His- 
toria general de las Indias occidentales (publication first completed in 
1615, but best edition perhaps that of 1730, Madrid) ; Juan Bautista 
Mufioz, H i s t o h  del Nuevo Mundo (Madrid, 1793) ; M. Fernandez 

Navarrete, Coleccion de 10s Viages y descubrimientos que hicieron $07 
mar 10s Espaiioles (Madrid, 1825-37) ; Washington Irving, History of 
the Life and Voyages of ColumSus (1827-28) ; Alex. von Humboldt, 
Examen critique (1836-39) ; R. H. Major, Select Letters o f  Columbus 
(Hakluyt Society, 1847) ; Fernandez Duro, Colon y Pinzon (Madrid, 
1883) ; Henry Harrisse, Christophe Colomb (1884), and Christophe 
Colomb devant l'histoire (1892) ; Justin Winsor, Christopher Columbus 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1891) ; Josk Maria Asensio, Cristoval Colon (Bar- 
celona, 1892) ; Clements R. Markham, Life o f  Christopher Columbus 
(1892) ; John Fiske, Discovery of America (Boston and New York, 
1892) ; E. J. Payne, History of the New World called America, vol. i. 
(Oxford, 1892) ; Paul Gaffarel, EIistoire de la dtcouverte de l'dmtrique 
(1892) ; Charles I. Elton, Career o f  Columbus (1892) ; Raccolta 
Colombiana (1892, etc.) ; Sophus Ruge, Columbus (Berlin, 1902) ; 
John Boyd Thatcher, Christopher Columbus (New York, 1903-04) ; 
Henry Vignaud, Etudes critiques sur la vie de Colomb avant ses dkcou- 
vertes (1905) ; F. Young, Christopher Columbus and the New World of 
his discovery (1906) ; M. AndrB, Le Ve'ridique Aventure de Christophe 
Cglomb (1927, Eng. trans. E.P.Hugenin,Colzcmhus, 1928). (C.R.B.) 
COLUMBUS, a city of Georgia, U.S.A., room. S.S.W. of 

Atlanta, a t  the head of navigation on the Chattahoochee river; 
the county seat of Muscogee county. I t  is on Federal highway 80, 
and is served by the Central of Georgia; the Seaboard Air Line, 
and the Southern railways, and by river steamers t o  Apalachi- 
cola, on the Gulf of Mexico. The population was 31,125 in 1920 
(29.2% negroes), and was 53,280 federal census in 1940. Includ- 
ing suburbs, there were over 65,000 persons living within 3m. of 
the county court house. Phoenix City and Girard (Ala.) lie just 
across the river, which is spanned by two concrete highway bridges. 
Columbus is one of the leading industrial centres of the South, 
with roo plants making 2 0 0  different articles. Most of them are 
operated by electricity, generated from the falls of the river, 
which drops 362ft. in 3 4 m  just above the city. The cotton mills 
have over 5 j j,ooo spindles. Other leading manufactures are brick, 
t ~ l e ,  concrete pipe, fertilizer, ice-making and refrigerating machin- 
ery, cotton gins, textile machinery, agricultural implements, cane 
mills, engines, boilers, shafting and pulleys, log skidders, doors, 
bank and office furniture and other lumber products. The output 
of the factories within the city in 1939 was valued at  $60,000,- 
ooo, and there are many plants just outside the corporate limits. 
The assessed valuation of property for 1940 was $39.569,005. 
Columbus has a large export trade in cotton, and is the shipping 
point also for the pecans, peanuts, dairy products, live stock and 
diversified crops grown in the vicinity. 

Columbus was founded in 1828 by the State of Georgia, as an 
outpost on the border of the Indian lands and as a vantage point 
from which to utilize the water-power and the transportation fa- 
cilities of the river. I t  was laid out by the State engineers, with 
avenues and streets 99-164f wide and ample reservations forpub- 
lic squares and buildings. The cotton-gin industry was established 
in 1832; the textile industry in 1837. This was the point of em- 
barkation for troops from the south-east du'ring the Mexican War. 
During the Civil War the city ranked next to Richmond in the 
manufacture of supplies for the Confederate Army. On April 16, 
1865, after Lee had surrendered, it was captured by a Union force 
under Gen. James Harrison Wilson. Hydro-electric development 
was begun about 1900. The first cotton-mill worked by electricity 
was in Columbus, and it was here artificial ice was made on a 
commercial scale. Columbus was also the first city in the South 
to establish municipal graded schools, and the first in the country 
to provide industrirll training as part of its public-school system. 
In  1922 it adopted a commission-manager form of government. 
Muscogee county also is governed by commission. 

At Ft.  Benning, 8m. S. of Columbus, is the infantry school of 
the U.S. Army. The reservation, selected partly for its variety 
of terrain, consists of 97,000 ac. along the river, and the person- 
nel numbers about 35,000. 
COLUMBUS, a city of Indiana, U.S.A., on the east fork of 

the White river, 41m. S.E. of Indianapolis; the county seat of Bar- 
tholomew county. I t  is on Federal highway 31, and is served by 
the Big Four and the Pennsylvania railways. The population in 
1930 was 9,935; in 1940 it was 11,738. The city is surrounded by 
a fine farming region. I ts  manufactures include leather, textiles, 
lumber, handles, iron castings, transmission, metal furniture, 
radios, auto parts, meat packing and diesel engines. 



COLUMBUS-COLUMELLA 
COLUMBUS, a city of northeastern Mississippi, U.S.A., or, 

the Tombigbee river, near the Alabama state line; the county 
seat of Lowndes county. I t  is on federal highways 45 and 82, and 
is served by the Columbus and Greenville, the Mobile and Ohio, 
the Southern and the Frisco railaays. The population in 1930 mas 
10,743, and was 13,645 (51.2% Negroes) in 1940 by the federal 
census. The city ships cotton, hay, cattle and hardwood lumber; 
has a large floral industry ; and the output of its cotton and lumber 
mills, veneer and brick plants, marble works and other manu- 
facturing industries was valued in 1939 at  $3,330,000. The dairy 
industry is developing rapidly; three large cheese factories began 
operations in the county early in 1928. The Mississippi State 
college for women (enrolment, 1,140 in 1941) was established 
there in 1884. 

At Starkville, 2 j mi. W., is the Mississippi state college. 
De Soto in I 540 crossed the Tombigbee river near the site of 

Columbus. The land a a s  ceded to the United States by the Choc- 
taw Indians in 1816, and the first log cabin was built in 1817. In  
1821 the city was incorporated, and Franklin academy, the first 

1 free public school in the state, was established. During the Civil 
War the Confederate government maintained a? large arsenal 
there, and in 1864 the city was for a short time the capital of the 
state. After the battle of Shiloh it  was a hospital centre. About 
1,500 soldiers were buried in Friendship cemetery, where on the 
first "decoration day" (April 25, 1866) the women of Columbus 
inaugurated the custom of placing flowers on northern and south- 
ern graves alike. 

COLUMBUS, a city of eastern Nebraska, U.S.A., on the Loup 
river, just above its junction with the Platte, 87 mi. IV. of Omaha; 
the county seat of Platte county. I t  is a t  the intersection of the 
Lincoln and the Meridian transcontinental highways, and is served 
by the Union Pacific and the Burlington railways. The population 
in 1930 was 6,898; in 1940 it  was 7,632 by the federal census. I t  
is the centre of a fertile farming region that raises corn, tvheat, 
alfalfa, hogs, cattle and poultry, and has several factories. The 
city was founded about 18 57. 

COLUMBUS, the capital of Ohio, U.S.A., near the centre of 
the state, a t  the cdnfluence of the Scioto and the Olentangy rivers; 
a port of entry and the county seat of Franklin county. I t  is on 
federal highways 23, 33, 40 and 62; has three airports; and is 
served by the Baltimore and Ohio, the Chesapeake and Ohio, the 
New York Central, the Norfolk and Western and the Pennsylvania 
railways and by two transcontinental air lines. American Air- 
lines and Transcontinental & Western Air. The area is 39. j sq.mi. 
The population in 1940 was 306,087. The city lies on a level 
plain. The state house, constructed between 1839 and 1859 at  a 
cost of $1,400,000, is a dignified building in Doric style (304 by 
184 ft., with a rotunda I 58 ft. high) of gray limestone from a 
local quarry, set in a square of ten acres. On the Scioto river, near 
the capitol, a civic centre development includes these structures: 
city hall, American Insurance Union Citadel (the city's tallest 
skyscraper, 555.5 ft.), City Safety building, U.S. post office and 
court house, Ohio departments of state building, Central high 
school and Columbus auditorium. The centre flanks a graceful 
bend of the Scioto for a distance of three city blocks. A planning 
commission mas created in 1920, and zoning ordinances are in 
force. The water supply is obtained from the Scioto river by 
means of the Griggs dam (1904-oj) and the OIShaughnessy dam 
(1922-24), impounding respectively ~,~oo.ooo,ooo and 5,000,000,- 
ooo gallons. Both dams are in parklands of great beauty owned by 
the city. Filtering and softening plants and a municipal electric- 
light plant were completed in 1908. Natural gas is available from 
the fields of eastern Ohio. The city has 81 public and 24 parochial 
schools; libraries aggregating I ,500,ooo volumes to which the pub- 
lic has access; 540 mi. of paved streets ; 806 mi. of sewers; I I hos- 
pitals; three municipal markets; and 1,200 ac. in public parks. 
The state fairgrounds of I jo  ac. are just 2 4  mi. from the centre of 
the city. Columbus is the seat of the Ohio State university (q.v.), 
of Capital university (1850) including the Evangelical Lutheran 
theological seminary, of the state penitentiary and of state institu- 
tions for the insane, the feeble-minded, the blind and the deaf. 
There are three daily papers, including the Ohio State Journal 

(estab. I ~ I I ) ,  which is widely known throughout the country. 
The private philanthropic agencies of the city are financed jointly 
through a "community fund," with an annual budget of over 
$600,000. Columbus is the home of Battelle Memorial institute, 
one of the world's largest research agencies, and several other or- 
ganizations conducting research in metallurgy, fuels, ceramics, 
business and agriculture. The city's assessed valuation of property 
in 1940 was $369,637,850. 

Ohio State university occupies a beautiful campus 3 mi. N. of 
the state house. I ts  campus and farm cover 1,400 ac., and the 
total value of its plant is more than $25,000,000. I ts  magnificent 
stadium (opened in 1922), in a 92 ac. tract on the bank of the 
Olentangy, covers 10 ac. and has 72,000 seats. Within the city 
limits is Ft. Hayes (formerly Columbus barracks), which in 1922 
became headquarters of the 5th corps area of the U.S. army. In  
East Columbus, on a reservation of 281 ac., is one of the three 
general reserve depots of the army. 

Columbus has a large trade in coal from the Ohio fields in the 
neighbourhood, and in wool, livestock, grain and other agricul- 
tural products. I t s  jobbing market serves a territory in which 
there are 30,000 dealers and I ,62 2,000 consumers. The manufac- 
turing industries are important and diversified, with an aggre- 
gate output in 1937 valued a t  $169,j17,720. Among the leading 
manufactures are iron and steel products (notably mining machin- 
ery and steel railway cars), shoes, glass, teeth, flour, cereal 
products, caskets, aeroplanes, fire fighting equipment, coated 
fabrics and agricultural implements. There are several meat- 
packing plants. 

Postal receipts in 1940 amounted to $3,998,284; bank debits to  
individual accounts in 1940 were $2,164,073,254. 

This region was opened to settlement in I 787. In  I 797 the first 
log cabin within the present limits of Columbus was built a t  
Franklinton, on the west bank of the Scioto, which became the 
county seat when Franklin county was organized in 1803. Through 
the enterprise of four citizens who offered the general assembly 
land for a state house and a penitentiary on the higher ground 
east of the Scioto, that site was chosen for the seat of government, 
and in 1812 a town was there laid out on the "refugee lands" 
appropriated by congress for Canadians and Nova Scotians who 
had sympathized with the colonies in the recent struggle. I t  
was named after Christopher Columbus, because "to him we are 
primarily indebted in being able to offer the refugees a resting 
place." The first state house, a plain two-story brick building, 
was completed in 1814. The borough of Columbus was incorpo- 
rated in 1816; it became the county seat in 1824; and in 1834, 
when the population was 3,500, it  was incorporated as a city. I n  
1860 the population was 18.554; in 1880, 51,647 ; in 1900, I 2 j ,  560. 
Franklinton was annexed in 1871, and the area was increased by 
successive additions of territory in every decade thereafter. The 
present charter (Jan. I ,  1916) provides for a mayor as executive, 
a legislative council of seven elected a t  large, a nonpartisan ballot, 
the recall of elected officials and the referendum. I n  the flood of 
1913 about IOO lives were lost in Columbus, three bridges were 
destroyed, more than 4,000 dwellings were flooded and somtS- 20 , -  

ooo persons were temporarily homeless. As a protection against 
future floods the channel of the Scioto has been widened and 
revetments have been built. 

COLUMELLA, LUCIUS IUNIUS MODERATUS, of 
Gades, writer on agriculture, contemporary of Seneca the philos- 
opher, flourished about the middle of the 1st century A.D. His 
extant works treat of the cultivation of all kinds of corn and 
garden vegetables, trees, flowers, the vine, the olive and other 
fruits, and of the rearing of cattle, birds, fishes and bees. They 
consist of the twelve books of the De re rustica (the tenth, 
which treats of gardening, being in dactylic hexameters in imi- 
tation of Virgil), and of a book De arboribus, the second book 
of an earlier and less elaborate work on the same subject. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-T~~ best complete edition is by J. G.  Schneider 
(1794). Of a new edition by K. J. Lundstrom, the tenth book appeared 
in 1902 and De arboribus in 1897. The tenth book was edited in 1920 
by J. P. Postgate in the Covp. Poet. Lat. There are English translations 
by R. Bradley (1725), and anonymous (1745) ; and treatises, Dc 
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COLUMN-COLVIN 
Col~imellae vita et scriptis, by V. Barberet (1887), and G. R. Becher 
(1897), a compact dissertation with notes and references to authorities. 
See also W. E. Heitland, Agricola (Cambridge, 1921). 

COLUMN, in architecture, a vertical support, round or polyg- 
onal in plan, in contradistinction to a pier (q.v.), usually rec- 
tangular in plan. Occasionally the word is used for any vertical 
support. The earliest columns were undoubtedly simple tree 
trunks; large wooden columns, tapered, with the small end down, 
were a characteristic feature of the Aegean architecture (see 
WESTERN ASIATIC ARCHITECTURE: 5 K~OSSOS,  vol. 23, p. 526), 
as in the palace at  Knossos (c. I joo B.c.); contemporary frescoes 
show that such columns were common and were used, not only 
structurally but as cult objects (the Lion Gate at  Mycenae, 
c. 1200 B.c., shows two lions flanking such a column). The Hit- 
tites, the Assyrians and the Egyptians in their smaller works also 
used wooden columns for which many stone bases exist. In  
modern times wooden columns play an important part in the 
monumental architecture of China and Japan, when they are 
usually covered with brilliantly coloured lacquer. Stone bases are 
almost universally used with wooden columns in order to preserve 
the wood from damp. Those of Assyria and the Hittites are richly 
decorated. Stone capitals are also sometimes found. 

Stone columns furnish the greatest architectural opportunities, 
however, and they have been favourite architectural motives in 
many styles. Primitive types of stone columns, probably derived 
by cutting the corners off square, rock-cut piers, a form which may 
have resulted in the invention of the flute ( q . ~ . ) ,  are to be found 
in the polygonal shafts of the temple at  Deir-el-Bahri, and the 
tombs of Beni Hassan, in Egypt, both from the third millennium 
B.C. The Greeks evidently developed their columns from two 
sources; one a modification of Aegean prototypes, which, chang- 
ing material from wood to stone, reversed the direction of the 
taper so that the smaller end was up in a growth which gave rise 
to the Doric order (see ORDER). The other a development from 
Asiatic sources, is more slender, and has a high, decorated base 
and a much enriched capital (9.v.). This development produced 
the Ionic and Corinthian orders. Almost all Greek columns are 
fluted. 

Etruscan structural columns were largely wooden. The decora- 
tive representations remaining in stone tombs show types both 
Greek and Oriental. Under the Roman empire the Greek orders 
were much used and further developed, but owing to the fact that 
the shafts were frequently marble monoliths, fluting was often 
omitted. Renaissance columns generally follow classic precedent, 
but additional decoration, in the form of ornamental banding and 
heavy rustication, occasionally appears. The taper of all classic 
and Renaissance columns is produced with a curved profile known 
as the entasis (9.v.). 

Although most columns thus far noted are monolithic, or built 
with drums (horizontal stones the entire width of the column, set 
one above the other), columns were often built of small stones or 
brick, and in the mediaeval period this type became almost uni- 
versal. Small columns, however, remained monolithic. Mediaeval 
columns are generally without taper or entasis. 

In  Mohammedan countries columns follow either Byzantine or 
classic tradition, with, however, many changes in the capitals. But 
in India there is a separate and characteristic type of column de- 
sign. Indian columns are extremely varied and complex, and 
much broken up horizontally and vertically by many small mould- 
ings and sinkages, occasionally further enriched with fantastic 
sculpture. (See BASE, CAPITAL, ENTASIS, ORDER and the articles 
on Architectural History.) (T. F. H.) 

COLUMNIST, one who is responsible for a stipulated amount 
of writing, humorous or semi-serious in character, on a daily 
newspaper. Originally this material was confined to the editorial 
page as a relief from its serious nature, but it now occurs in the 
sports section, if the writer's trend is in that direction, or on a 
page devoted to various types of feature writing. The columnist 
may do all his cwn writing or he may depend to a greater or less 
extent upon contributors, in which case he acts as editor of the 
column. In  either case he maintains a running commentary on 
contemporary life. He attacks its shams and hypocrisies and 
esp~cially the individuals who best epitomize them, and in so doing 

has a variety of tools at his disposal, including jokes, jingles, light 
verse, short editorials, paragraphs. anecdotes, humorous mottoes, 
reminiscences and short essays. H e  may be obviously humorous, 
subtly so, cynical or satirical or any combination of these, but the 
result must be entertaining; his own personality must always 
shine through and his personal bias be apparent. Since the success 
of the column depends upon the utter freedom of expression of 
the writer he escapes the ordinary editorial restrictions. 

COLURE, in astronomy, either of the two principal meridians 
of the celestial sphere, one of which passes through the poles and 
the two solstices, the other through the poles and the two equi- 
noxes; hence designated as solstitial coln~re and equinoctial colz~re, 
respectively. (From Gr. K ~ ~ O S ,  shortened, and otph, tail). 

COLUTHUS or COLLUTHUS, of Lycopolis in the Egyp- 
tian Thebaid, Greek epic poet, flourished during the reign of 
Anastasius I.  (491-518). According to Suidas, he was the author 
of Calydoniaca (probably an account of the Calydonian boar 
hunt), Persica (an account of the Persian wars), and Encomia 
(laudatory poems). These are all lost, but his poem in some 400 
hexameters on The Rape of Helen was discovered by Cardinal 
Bessarion in Calabria. I t  is a poor imitation of Homer. I t  related 
the history of Paris and Helen from the wedding of Peleus and 
Thetis down to the elopement and arrival a t  Troy. 

The best editions are by Van Lennep (1747), G. F. Schafer (1825)~ 
E. Abel (1880). 

COLVIN, JOHN RUSSELL (1807-18 57), lieutenant- 
governor of the North-West Provinces of India during the mutiny 
of 1857, was born in Calcutta on May 29, 1807. Passing through 
Haileybury he entered the service of the East India Company in 
1826. In  1836 he became private secretary to  Lord Auckland, 
and his influence over the viceroy has been held partly responsible 
for the first Afghan war of 1837; but it  has since been shown that 
Lord Auckland's policy was dictated by the secret committee of 
the company at  home. I n  1853 Colvin was appointed lieutenant- 
governor of the North-West Provinces by Lord Dalhousie. On 
the outbreak of the mutiny in 1857 he had with him a t  Agra only 
a weak British regiment and a native battery, too small a force 
to make head against the mutineers. A proclamation which he 
issued was censured at  the time for its clemency, but it followed 
the same lines as those adopted by Sir Henry Lawrence and subse- 
quently followed by Lord Canning. Exhausted by anxiety and mis- 
representation he died on Sept. 9, just before the fall of Delhi. 

His son, SIR AUCKLAND COLVIN (1838-1908), followed him in 
a distinguished career in the same service, from 1858 to 1879. He 
was comptroller-general in Egypt (1880-82), and financial adviser 
to the khedive (1883-87), and from 1883 till 1892 was back again 
in India, first as financial member of council, and then, from 1887, 
as lieutenant-governor of the North-West Provinces and Oudh. 
He was created K.C.R.I.G. in 1881 and K.C.S.I. in 1892, when he 
retired. He published The Making of Modern Egypt in 1906, and 
a biography of his father, in the "Rulers of India" series, in 1895. 
He died at  Surbiton on March 24, 1908. 

COLVIN, SIR SIDNEY ( I  84 j-192 ;), English literary and 
art critic, was born at  Norwood, London, on June 18, 1845, and 
died on May 11, 1927. H e  was scholar and then fellow of Trinity 
college, Cambridge. I n  1873 he was elected Slade professor of 
fine art at Cambridge; he was four times re-elected, and from 1876 
to 1884 was director of the Fitzwilliam museum. From the date 
of his fellowship in 1868 onwards he had contributed many 
articles to the reviews and to the Encyclopadia Britannica on the 
fine arts. In 1873 he met Robert Louis Stevenson, and formed 
a friendship which endured until Stevenson's death. The story 
of this friendship is told in the Vailima Letters, which appeared 
under Colvin's editorship in 1890. Colvin also edited the Edin- 
burgh edition of Stevenson's works and two further volumes of 
letters in 1895 and 1911. I n  1884 he was appointed keeper of the 
prints and drawings in the British museum. I n  addition to the 
reorganization of the system, which made the rich collections of 
the museum more readily available to students and to the general 
public, he arranged for the acquisition of numerous precious col- 
lections before their value was generally realized. He wac knighted 
on his retirement in 1921. 



COLWYN RAY---COMACINES 
.iimong his works are: Landor (1881) ; Keats (1887) ; Early History 

of Engravfng in England (190j) ; Memories and Notes (1ga1). 
See E .  V. Lucas, The Colvins atid Their Friends (1928). 
COLWYN BAY, watering-place, Denbighshire, North Wales, 

on the Irish sea, 404m. 1V.N.W. of Chester by the L.M.S.R. POP. 
of urban district of Colwyn Bay and Colwyn (1901), 8,689; 
(1931) 20,88j. The town has grown rapidly since 1918, and is 
now almost continuous with Old Colwyn and Rhos-on-Sea, with 
which i t  is linked by a promenade gm. long. I t  is a flourishing 
modern seaside resort and a convenient centre for excursions In 
North Wales. To  the south-east (z+m.) is Llanelian-yn-Rhos, 
famous for its "cursing well" ( F f y n n o n  Elian).  The name Col- 
wyn is that of the lords of Ardudwy, the narrow tract of country 
between the mountains and the sea in west Merionethshire. 

COLP, a small group of African birds about 1 2  in. long, with 
crested heads, finch-like bills, short, rounded wings and long 
tails 

The knoan species are all included in the genus Colizu, divided 
into three groups: ( a )  with back and tail brown; (b )  with back 
and tail gray, and with nhite on the lower back; (c)  with back 
lavender broxn and tail greenish or bluish gray. 

COLZA OIL, a non-drying oil obtained from the seeds of 
Brassica cantpestris, var. oleifera, a variety of the plant which 
produces Swedish turnips. Colza is extensively cultivated in 
France, Belgium, Holland and Germany; and, especially in the 
first-named country, the expression of the oil is an important in- 
dustry. In  commerce colza is classed with rape oil, to which both 
in source and properties it  is very closely allied. I t  is a compara- 
tively inodorous oil of a yellow colour, having a specific gravity 
varying from 0.912 to 0.920. The cake left after expression of the 
oil is a valuable.feeding substance for cattle. Colza oil is exten- 
sively used as a lubricant for machinery and for burning in lamps. 

COMA, in medicine, a complete and prolonged loss of con- 
sciousness from which a patient cannot be roused. There are 
various degrees: in the slighter forms the patient can be partially 
roused only t o  relapse again into a state of insensibility; in the 
deeper states, the patient cannot be roused at  all. Coma may 
arise abruptly from ( I )  concussion, compression or laceration of 
the brain from head injuries, especially fracture of the skull; (2) 
alcoholic and narcotic poisoning; (3)  cerebral haemorrhage, em- 
bolism and thrombosis. I t  may also supervene in diabetes, 
uraemia, general paralysis, meningitis, sleeping and sleepy sickness, 
cerebral tumour and acute yellow atrophy of the liver. The depth 
of insensibility to stimulus is a measure of the gravity of the 
symptom; thus the conjunctival reflex and even the spinal re- 
flexes may be abolished, the only sign of life being the respiration 
and heart-beat. A characteristic change in respiration known as 
Cheyne-Stokes breathing occurs prior to death in some cases. 

Coma Vigil is a state of unconsciousness met with in the 
algide stage of cholera and some other exhausting diseases. The 
patient's eyes remain open, and he may be in a state of low 
muttering delirium. 

The word "coma" which is used in astronomy for the envelope 
of a comet and in botany for a tuft, though spelt the same in 
English, is derived from a different Greek word. 

COMA BERENICES ("Berenice's hair"), in astronomy, a 
constellation of the northern hemisphere; it was first mentioned 
by Callimachus, and Eratosthenes (3rd century B.c.), but is not 
included in the 48 asterisms of Ptolemy. 

COMACCHIO, a town of Emilia, Italy, province of Ferrara, 
3om. E.S.E. by road from the town of Ferrara, on the level of the 
sea, in the centre of the lagoon of Valli di Comacchio, just north 
of the present mouth of the Reno. Population (1936) 9,141 
( town);  13,894 (commune). I t  is built on 13 different islets, 
joined by bridges, and its industries are fisheries and saltworks. 
Comacchio appears as a city in the 6th century, a fortress owing 
fo its central position in the centre of the lagoons. I t  was included 
in the "donation of Pippin"; it  was taken by the Venetians in 854, 
but afterwards came under the archbishops of Ravenna; in I299 
it  came under the house of Este. I n  I597 it was claimed by 
Clement VIII  as  a vacant fief. Sec also SPIYA. 

See A. Beltramelli, Da Conzacchio ad Argenta (Eergamo, Arti 

Grafiche, 1905, well illustrated). 
COMACINES, THE, may be defined as  the people who 

lived in the Iron Age all round the lake of Como, and on the 
adjoining lakes of Lugano and Varese. They are close relatives 
of the Golasecca tribes near Lago Maggiore but show some points 
of difference from them (see GOLASECCA). The records for  the 
Como region begin much earlier than for the Somma plateau on 
the Ticino. At Malgesso near Varese, and a t  Albate, Moncucco, 
San Fermo and Villa Nessi, four sites clustered at  the south end 
of the Lago di Como, have been found objects which, though few, 
yet demonstrate that there were settlements here a t  the very 
opening of the Iron Age, made by a branch of those cremating 
peoples who came over the Venetian Alps in  successive waves 
between 1200 and 1000 B.c., and who must be judged on this 
evidence to have found their way into Lombardy as early as into 
any other region. Their march westwards was probably by way 
of the Val di Sole and the Valtellina. They buried, like the Villa- 
novans and all the other cremating invaders, in pottery jars, which 
contained the ashes of the deceased and a few small objects or 
personal ornaments. Weapons and larger objects might be placed 
adjoining the jar, which was often enclosed in a shelter of rough 
slabs as shown in the annexed figure. The archaeology of the 
Iron Age in the region of Como and Varese falls into three well- 
defined periods. From the 12th century to about 750 B.C. is the 
Early period, contemporary with the two Benacci stages of Bolo- 
gna. The Middle period is the correlative of the Arnoaldi period 
of Bologna, equivalent to the Golasecca civilization of 7 jo  to 500 
B.c.; and the Late period runs from joo B.C. down to the Gaulish 
invasions of the 4th century. A fair amount of material repre- 
sentative of all this time has been discovered and chronicled by 
local archaeologists, whose records have been published for the 
last jo  years in the Rivista archeologica della provincia d i  Como.  
So far as the objects have been collected in any one place they 
may be seen in the municipal museum of the town of Como. 

I n  the Early period, represented by the cemeteries of Mon- 
cucco, Villa Nessi and San Fermo, very archaic fibulae have been 
found which can hardly be later than the 12th century B.c., of 
types familiar in other parts of Italy a t  Pianello, Timmari and 
Bismantova. A certain number of the Comacines had thus ar- 
rived at  their new homes simultaneously with the establishment 
of the earliest Villanovans in Etruria and Latium. The ossuary 
employed for burial was, however, not the Villanovan urn but a 
pottery situla or spherical olla, as seen in Nos. 3-5 of the plate. 
All the pottery of this stage is of the rough hand-made style 
seen in these examples, often incised with bands and chevrons 
formed by rows of dots. Apart from pottery, the most important 
objects of the Early period are the weapons, particularly the 
bronze swords. All belong to types wfiich must have been imported 
from north of the Alps. There was one instance of the antennae- 
handled sword, well known as a transalpine product, which 
occurs on a number of different sites in north Italy as well as in 
Etruria. More remarkable than this, however, are the examples 
figured as Nos. I and 2 in the plate, which are not familiar else- 
where in Italy. No. 2 ,  a famous sword from Bernate near Como, 
is a definitely Hungarian model, which may be matched by one 
lately found a t  Sondrio in the Valtellina and another from Serra- 
valle near the Ticino. Another foreign type is No. I ,  from Mon- 
cucco, closely resembling a sword found at  Colico on the northern 
edge of the Lago di Como. 

T o  the Middle Comacine period of 750 to 500 B.C. belong a 
few graves a t  Rebbio and Albate, as well as sporadic finds from 
sites nearer to the Po; but the principal material is  derived from 
40 graves at  Valtravaglia, situated on Lago Maggiore though be- 
longing by its affinities rather to the Varese district than to 
Golasecca. The pottery of Valtravaglia, exhibited in the museum 
of Como, has a misleading appearance, for its looks exceedingly 
primitive, being hand-made and incised with simple geometrical 
patterns. The ossuaries were of the olla shape with resemblance 
to Golasecca forms, as well as to those of Moncucco; fibzclae were 
of unmistakable forms of the 7th and 6th centuries; weapons 
were completely absent. Ornamental art of the Middle period is 
well exemplified by the ribbed fibula with hanging chains, the 
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FIGS. I-12.-COMACINE CULTURE (LAKE O F  COMO. IRON AGE) FROM THE IOTH TO THE 5TH CENTURY B.C.  
1-5: Early veriod (1-2, bronze; 3-5, pottery). 6-8: Middle period (bronze). 9-12: Late period (9-10, bronze; 1 1 ,  bronze & coral; 12, silver and gold) 
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necklace of bronze chains with poppyhead pendants, and the 
engraved situla, all shown in the plate. This situla was found 
on the Adda a t  Trezzo a little east of Monza. I ts  pointille' tech- 
nique and the style of the anim&l-drawing are closely comparable 
to  the rude art of the Sesto Calende situla (see GOLASECCA). 

The Late Comacine period is 
considerably influenced by the 
Etruscans, whose products began 
to penetrate into the Lake region 
about 500 B.c., before which time 
they were quite unknown there. 
Bronze palettes such as those 
shown in Nos. 9 and 10 of the 
Plate are an Etruscan invention; 
they were used for shifting the 
ashes and placing the incense on 
the sacrificial fire. A gaudy set 
of manicuring implements on a 
chatelaine of '  massive silver FIG. n . - - P L A N  O F  A TOMB AT 

picked out with gold (No. 12) is M O N C U C C O  

of late Etruscan origin, and a complete series of Etruscan objects 
was found at Rondineto. Many of the fibulae, however, are dif- 
ferent from the Etruscan and the Bolognese, belonging to types 
peculiarly characteristic of the Lake region, many of which are 
found also in the Italian-speaking Swiss canton of Ticino. No. I I 

is a good example of a very popular form. 
Closely connected with the Comacine civilization is that of the 

head-waters of the Rhine. Through their mediation Etruscan, 
Greek, Bolognese and Venetian products found their way to 
Switzerland, western Germany, France, Belgium and even Eng- 
land. Being of a peaceful disposition, these Ligurians possessed no 
weapons, but they were well provided with ornaments and other 
objects showing a high standard of luxury. Many of these were 
obtained from their clients on either side of the Alps, but a cer- 
tain number were produced locally. I n  particular the Ticinese 
developed a primitive but independent style of metal-work, shown 
at  its best in their bronze girdles. These barbaric objects contrast 
curiously with the sophisticated bronze vessels of Campanian 
workmanship found in the same graves. The Bellinzona cemeteries 
begin about Goo B.C. and continue down to the Roman empire. 
I t  is to be observed that the Early La T h e  (g.v.) period 500 to  
300 B.C. is free of all Gaulish influence, but the middle La T h e  
which succeeds this is entirely Gaulish in character. 

D. Randall-MacIver, The Iron Age in Italy, gives the few original 
authorities. (D. R.-M.) 

COMANA, a city of Cappadocia (frequently called CHRYSE 
or AUREA, i.e., the golden, to distinguish it from Comana in Pon- 
tus; mod. S/m/zr),  celebrated in ancient times as the place where 
the rites of Ma-Enyo, a variety of the great west Asian Nature- 
goddess, were celebrated with much solemnity. The service was 
carried on in a sumptuous temple with great magnificence by 
many thousands of hierodozlloi (temple-servants). To  defray 
expenses, large estates had been set apart, which yielded a more 
than royal revenue. The city, a mere apanage of the temple, was 

ARCHAEOLO GICAL 

FIG 14 

Canton Ticino as seen in a group of cemeteries clustering about 
Bellinzona. The burial-rite is inhumation, which has led some 
authors to  regard these people as Ligurian colonists from the west- 
ern plain of the Po. They exploited their geographical position at 
the opening of the principal pass then in use, which was not the 
St. Gotthard but the Val di Mesocco, to become the porters and 
carriers of a transport service between northern Italy and the 

governed immediately by the chief priest, who was always a mem- 
ber of the reigning Cappadocian family, and took rank next to 
the king. The number of persons engaged in the service of the 
temple, even in Strabo's time, was upwards of 6,000, and among 
these, to judge by the names common on local tombstones, were 
many of Persian race. Under Caracalla, Comana became a 
Roman colony, and it received honours from later emperors down 
to the official recognition of Christianity. The site lies a t  Shahr, 
a village in the Anti-Taurus on the upper course of the Sarus 
(Sihun), mainly Armenian, but surrounded by new settlements of 
Avshar Turkomans and Circassians. The place has derived impor- 
tance both in antiquity and now from its position a t  the eastern 

end of the main pass of the western Anti- 
Taurus range, the Kuru Chai, through 
which passed the road from Caesarea- 
Mazaca (mod. Kaisarieh) t o  Melitene 
(Malatia), converted by Septimius Seve- 
rus into the chief military road to the 
eastern frontier of the empire The extant 
remains at  Shahr include a theatre on the 
left bank of the river, a fine Roman door- 
way and many inscriptions; but the exact 
site of the great temple has not been 
satisfactorily identified. There are many 
traces of Severus' road, including a bridge 
at  Kemer, and an immense number of 
milestones, some in their original positions, 
others in cemeteries. 

See P. H. H. Massy in G ~ o g .  Jotlrn (Sept. 
1905) ; E. Chantre, Mission en Cappadocie 

BY COURTESY OF T H E  SMITH- ( 1 ~ 9 ~ ) .  (D. G. H.) 
SONIAN INSTITUTION 

1 c o m n N c H E  I N D I A N  OF COMANA, an ancient city of Pontus, 
1 T H E  SHOSHONEAN STOCK said to have been colonized from Comana 

in Cappadocia, standing on the river Iris (Tozanli Su or Yeshil 
Irmak). The moon-goddess was worshipped in the city with a 
pomp and ceremony in all respects analogous to those employed 
in the Cappadocian city. The slaves attached to the temple alone 
numbered not less than 6,000. Some slight remains of Comana 
are still to be seen near a village called Gumenek on the Tozanli 
Su, 7 m. from Tokat. 

COMANCHE, a Plains Indian tribe, close relatives of the 
Wind River Shoshone of Wyoming. They ranged from this State 
south-westward into Texas, were active raiders. penetrating into 
Mexico, and fought the Mexicans, Texans and various tribes con- 
sistently. They were among the most nomadic of bison-hunting 
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Indians. I n  the historic period their affiliation has been closest 
with the Kiowa. There remain 1,600 on a reservation in OMa- 
homa. 

COMAYAGUA, a city and former capital of Honduras, 
Central America, now the capital of the department of Comaya- 
gua. Population (1940) 4,758; a t  one time (1827) it had a popu- 
lation of about 18,000 people. The city lies on the right bank of 
the Humuya river in a fertile valley 32 mi. long by 16 mi. wide, 
and is distant from the capital, Tegucigalpa (q.v.), about 70 mi. 
by road. It lies on the line of the proposed transcontinental rail- 
way, but, what is more important a t  the present time, on the high- 
way from Tegucigalpa to the north coast, a route which includes 
a boat trip across Lake Yojoa to  Portrerillos (about roo mi. from 
Comayagua), the inland terminus of the National railway. Coma- 
yagua boasts a handsome cathedral, dating from 1715, and other 
public buildings of the colonial era which have fallen into disre- 
pair. The town was founded originally in 1540, with the name of 
Valladolid la Nueva, by Alonso de CQceres, under instructions 
from the Spanish government t o  found a town midway between 
the two oceans. The new town soon afterwards became the capital 
of the province of Honduras, was given the rank of a city in 1557 
and became the site of an episcopal see in 1561. I n  1827 it  was 
burned by the revolutionaries, suffered from various subsequent 
battles and in 1880 Tegucigalpa was made the capital. 

COMAYAGUELA, the twin city of Tegucigalpa ( q . ~ . ) ,  
capital of Honduras, from which it is separated only by a narrow 
river. Comayagiiela is to be distinguished from Comayagua (q.v.). 

COMB. A toothed toilet implement used for cleaning and 
arranging the hair, and also for holding it  in place after it  has 
been arranged; the word is also applied, from resemblance in form 
or in use, to various appliances employed for dressing wool and 
other fibrous substances, to  the indented fleshy crest of a cock, 
and to the ridged series of cells of wax filled with honey in a 
beehive. Hair combs are of great antiquity, and specimens made 
of wood, bone and horn have been found in Swiss lake-dwellings. 
Among the Greeks and Romans they were made of boxwood, and 
in Egypt also of ivory. For modern combs the same materials are 
used, together with others such as tortoise-shell, metal, india- 
rubber and celluloid. 

There are two chief methods of modern manufacture. A plate 
of the selected material is taken of the size and thickness re- 
quired for the comb, and on one side of it, occasionally on both 
sides, a series of fine slits are cut with a circular saw. This method 
involves the loss of the material cut out between the teeth. 
The second method, known as "twinning" or "parting," avoids 
this loss and is also more rapid. The plate of material is rather 
wider than before, and is formed into two combs simultaneously, 
by the aid of a twinning machine. Two pairs of chisels, the cutting 
edges of which are as long as the teeth are required to be and are 
set a t  an angle converging towards the sides of the plate, are 
brought down alternately in such a way that the wedges removed 
from one comb form the teeth of the other, and that when the 
cutting is complete the plate presents the appearance of two 
combs with their teeth exactly dovetailing into each other. I n  
india-rubber combs the teeth are moulded to shape and the whole 
hardened by vulcanization. 

COMBACONUM or KUMBAKONAM, a city of British 
India, in the Tanjore district of Madras, in the delta of the 
Cauvery, on the South Indian railway, 194 m. from Madras. Pop. 
(1g31), 62,317. The city is historically interesting as the capital 
of the Chola race, an old Hindu dynasty, from whom the whole 
coast of Coromandel, or Cholamandal, derives its name. I t  has 
a notable gopuram, or gate pyramid, rising to a height of IOO ft. 
and ornamented with stucco figures. One of its water tanks is 
traditionally connected with the Ganges by a subterranean pas- 
sage and as such forms a centre for pilgrims. Brass and other 
metal wares, silk and cotton cloth and sugar are manufactured 
here. 

COMBE, GEORGE (1788-1858), Scottish phrenologist, was 
born in Edinburgh on Oct. 21, 1788. After attending Edinburgh 
high school and university he entered a lawyer's office in 1804, and 
in 1812 began to practise on his own account. I n  1817 his first es- 

say on phrenology was published in the Scots Magazine; these and 
other papers were published in 1819 in book form as Essays on 
Phrenology, which in later editions became A System of Phren- 
ology. In  1820 he helped to found the Phrenological Society, 
which in 1823 began to publish a Phrenological Jourlzal. By his 
lectures and writings he attracted public attention to the subject 
on the continent of Europe and in America, as well as a t  home; 
and a long discussion with Sir William Hamilton in 1827-28 
excited general interest. 

His most popular work, The Constitution of  Man, was published 
in 1828. In 1838 he visited America and spent about two years lec- 
turing on phrenology, education and the treatment of the criminal 
classes. On his return in 1840 he published his Moral Philosophy, 
and in the following year his Notes on the United States of North 
America. In  1842 he delivered, in German, a course of 2 2  lectures 
on phrenology in the university of Heidelberg, and he travelled 
much in Europe, enquiring into the management of schools, prisons 
and asylums. He married in 1833 Cecilia Siddons, a daughter of 
the great actress. H e  was engaged in revising the hinth edition of 
The Constitution of Man when he died at  Moor Park, Farnham, 
on Aug 14, 1858. 

COMBE, WILLIAM (1741-1823), English writer, the 
creator of "Dr. Syntax," was born in Bristol in 1741. H e  was 
educated at  Eton, where he was contemporary with Charles 
James Fox, the 2nd Baron Lyttelton, and William Beckford. 
William Alexander, a London alderman and his reputed father, 
bequeathed him some £2,000 (a little fortune that soon disap- 
peared in a course of splendid extravagance which gained him the 
nickname of Count Combe) and after a chequered career as  
private soldier, cook and waiter, he finally settled in London 
(about I 771), as a law student and bookseller's hack. In  I 776 
he made his first success in London with The Diaboliad, a satire 
full of bitter personalities. Four years afterwards ( I  780) his 
debts brought him into the King's Bench; and much of his sub- 
sequent life was spent in prison. Periodical literature of all sorts 
(pamphlets, satires, burlesques, "two thousand columns for the 
papers," "two hundred biographies,") filled up the next years, 
and about 1789 Combe was receiving £200 yearly from Pitt, as  
a pamphleteer. I n  1809-11 he wrote for ackermann's Political 
Magazine the famous Tour of Dr. Syntax in  search of the Pic- 
turesque (descriptive and moralizing verse of a somewhat dog- 
gerel type), which, owing greatly to Thomas Rowlandson's 
designs, had an immense success. I t  was published separately in  
1812 and was followed by two similar Tours, "in search of Con- 
solation," and "in search of a Wife," the first Mrs. Syntax having 
died at  the end of the first Tour. Then came Six Poems in 
illustration of drawings by Princess Elizabeth (1813), The Eng- 
lish Dance of  Death (1815-16), The Dance o f  Life (1816-17), 
The Adventures of  Jolznny Qz~ae Genus (1822)-all written for 
Rowlandson's caricatures. I n  his later years, notwithstanding a 
by no means unsullied character, Combe was sought out for the 
sake of his charming conversation and inexhaustible stock of 
anecdote. He died in London, June 19, 1823. 

Brief obituary memoirs of Combe appeared in Ackermann's Literary 
Repository and in The Gentleman's Magazine for Aug. 1823;  and in 
May 1859 a list of his works, drawn up by his own hand, was printed 
in The Gentleman's Magazine. 

COMBE or COOMB, a term particularly popular in south- 
western England for a short closed-in valley, either inland on 
the side of a down or, more generally, when it  forms a small 
coastal feature. I t  appears in place-names as a termination, e.g., 
Ilfracombe, and as a prefix, e.g., Combemartin. The etymology 
of the word is uncertain; in English combe or cumb is an obsolete 
word for a "hollow vessel," and a similar meaning is attached to 
the Teutonic forms kurnnz and kumme. The Welsh cwm, in place- 
names, means hollow or valley, and may be compared with cum 
in several Cumbrian and Scots place-names. The Greek ~i)p/37) 
also means a hollow vessel, and there is a French dialect word 
combe meaning a little valley. 

COMBERMERE, STAPLETON COTTON, IST VIS- 
COUNT ( I  7 73-1865), British field-marshal and colonel of the IST 

Life Guards, was the second son of Sir Robert Salusbury Cotton 
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CAROLINGIAN. TENTH CENTURY: 
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T W E L n H  CEUTURY IVORY COMB 
FOUND I N  WALES. BEARING 

A b T l h  INSCRIPTION 

Y COURTESY OF THE DIRECTOR OF T H E  VICTORlA AND ALBERT MUSEUM, LOl iDON k N D  T H E  TRUSTEES 0 7  THE B R I T I S H  MUSEUM 

COMBS O F  VARIOUS COUNTRIES RANGING I N  DATE FROM THE 4TH CENTURY ONWARDS 
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of Combermere Abbey, Cheshire, and was born on Nov. 14, 1773, 
a t  Llewenny Hall in Denbighshire. H e  was educated a t  West- 
minster school, and when only 16 obtained a second lieutenancy 
in the agrd regiment (Royal Welsh Fusiliers). H e  served in 
Cape Colony (1796), India ( I  797-I~OO), Ireland ( I ~ o o ) ,  and in 
the Peninsula ( I  808-181 2). He commanded Wellington's cavalry 
in Portugal, and fought a t  Salamanca (1812). His career of 
active service was concluded in India (1826), where he besieged 
and took Bhurtpore. For this service he was created Viscount 
Combermere. I n  1855 he was made a field-marshal and G.C.B. 
H e  died at  Clifton on Feb. 21, 1865. 

See Viscountess Combermere and Capt. W. W .  Knollys, The 
Combermere Correspondence ( 1 8 6 6 ) .  

COMBES (JUSTIN LOUIS), EMILE (1835-I~ZI) ,  
French statesman, was born at  Roquecourbe, Tarn, on Sept. 6, 
1835  He was a doctor by profession, practising at  Pons. Charente- 
InfCrieure. I n  1885 he was elected to the senate by the depart- 
ment of Charente-InfCrieure. H e  sat with the democratic Left. 
On Nov. 3, 1895, he entered the Bourgeois cabinet as minister of 
public instruction, resigning with his colleagues on April 2 1  follow- 
ing. H e  actively supported the Waldeck-Rousseau ministry, and 
upon its retirement in 1903 he was himself charged with the 
formation of a cabinet. In  this he took the portfolio of the 
interior, and devoted himself to  the struggle with clericalism. 
The parties of the left in the chamber, united upon this question 
in the Bloc republicain, supported Combes in his application of 
the law of 1991 on the religious associations, and voted the new 
bill on the congregations (1904), and under his guidance France 
took the first definite steps toward the separation of Church and 
State. The defection of the Radical and Socialist groups induced 
him to resign .on Jan. 17, 1905, although he had not met an 
adverse vote in the Chamber. H e  sat in the Briand cabinet of 
1915-16 without portfolio. H e  died on May 25, 1921, a t  Pons. 

COMBINATION IN INDUSTRY. The term combina- 
tion, in its industrial sense, is used to designate the entire process 
whereby the competition of rival manufacturers or traders has 
given place, in the evolution of industry, and is still giving place, 
to  concerted or unified business control and action. The word is 
not a particularly happy one in this usage, recalling as i t  does, the 
Combination laws directed against trade unionism, but no better 
word has suggested itself as capable of covering every phase of the 
movement whereby the old type of trade competition disappears 
and something that is certainly not the old competition appears 
in its place. The simplest, though not necessarily the least sophis- 
ticated, kind of combination is that which occurs where a number 
of manufacturers or traders, who are rivals in business, meet from 
time to time and arrive at  an "honourable understanding" or "gen- 
tlemen's agreement" as to the prices they shall charge or the 
districts they shall serve. (See GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT.) 
These are for the most part casual and always informal. 

A more organic form of the same kind of combination is the 
association of manufacturers or traders for the regulation of 
prices, output, selling areas, etc. (See ASSOCIATIONS, IXDUSTRIAL.) 
These associations are composed of independent business concerns 
temporarily associated for the particular purpose of limiting com- 
petition and are to be distinguished from permanent fusions or 
mergers. 

An intermediate type of combination between the association 
and the permanent fusion is the profit-pooling agreement under 
which two or more firms may agree for a term of years to  share, 
in a fixed ratio based upon the pre-agreement profits of the several 
firms, the combined future profits of the group. From these casual 
or systematic combinations of independent interests one passes 
almost insensibly to the various types of consolidation, though in 
the passage from terminable to permanent combination a great 
gulf is crossed for only in the most extreme circumstances and in 
the rarest event will a permanent combination ever again break 
up into its original components. 

"Vertical" and "Horizontal" Combinations.-Permanent 
combinations are termed consolidations, and of these a distinction 
may usefully be made between "vertical" consolidations formed 
of a number of firms engaged in the production of a commodity at 

various stages of manufacture (e.g. coal and iron mining, pig iron, 
iron and steel, ships); and "horizontal" combinations formed of 
firms engaged in the same line of manufacture at  the same stage o i  
production. From this point the terminology becomes arbitrary 
and overlapping. 

The word "trust," which is used as a popular label for any large 
business or association of businesses which is suspected of using 
monopolistic powers, was originally an American form of organiza- 
tion in which "trustees" figured as the controllers and directors of 
a group of financially centralized enterprises. (See TRUSTS for 
a fuller account and discussion of all kinds of consolidations having 
mono~olistic ~owers . )  I n  England the term combine is fairlv con- 
sistently appr~priated in popujar speech-it seldom if ever appears 
in the registered title of a comwanv-to horizontal consolidations 
of firms that  were originally o i  somewhat the same order of im- 
portance and which, after their finances are merged and their direc- 
tion centralized, remain to  outward appearances as distinct firms 
trading under their original names and using thelr former trade- 
marks. 

T h e  Cartel.-Another type of permanent or semi-permanent 
combination is the cartel, characteristic of but not exclusive to  
German industrial development (see CARTEL), in which the generic 
idea around which the organization is shaped is frequently the 
joint selling agency; and yet another manner in which ostensibly 
competing concerns may be brought under collusive direction is by 
arrangements under which one or more of the directors of one 
concern serve on the board of a rlval concern and vice versa. 

"Holding Company."'-The particular manner in  which a 
consolidation is effected and afterwards operated gives rise to 
another range of terminology. "Trust" has already been referred 
to. "Holding company" is another term in the same class and de- 
notes an arrangement whereby a new limited company is formed to 
purchase the whole of, or a controlling interest in, the share capitals 
of each of the companies which are to be merged into one interest. 
"Absorption" is preferably confined to cases in which a large firm 
purchases outright a smaller concern, which thereupon disappears 
as a separate entity, its custom and goodwill passing as far as may 
be to the purchasing firm. 

A very different type of organization from any of the above, yet 
one that partakes of combination in a reflex sense is the co-opera- 
tive society (see CO-OPERATION) in which consumers associate to 
establish stores and to a lesser extent factories and workshops from 
which they can purchase the goods they require, the surplus profits 
being returned to the members in the shape of dividends on pur- 
chases. From the present point of view of concentration and cen- 
tralized control the co-operative movement must take its place as 
a part of the general movement from competition towards com- 
binations. 

Combinat ions and t h e  Community.- In the growth of com- 
bination as a ruling factor in the conduct of industry and trade, two 
distinct though related elements may be seen. One is concerted 
control determining the levels of production and price which were 
previously the fortuitous resultant of the pursuit of gain b y  com- 
peting individuals; the other is the substitution of a few big busi- 
nesses for many small businesses and the emergence in the eco- 
nomic field of that concentrated power-over sources of supply, 
over instruments and processes of production, over the channels 
of trade, over public policy-that bigness gives. The emergence 
of conscious control and concentrated financial power in industry 
has created a new order of problem for the industrial communltles 
of the world, for "the law of demand and supply" can no longer be 
relied upon to insure that prices and supplies will be about what 
they ought to be;  nor can "the law of struggle and survival" be 
relied upon to ensure that the industrially more fit will succeed 
against the industrially less fit. Intelligent control has tremendous 
advantages over blind struggle if used in the best interests of the 
producers themselves and the community generally; the problem 
for the future is whether and how far concerted control and con- 
centrated power w ~ l l  be used aright, and how far it  will prove de- 
sirable and practicable to  control the controllers. For a fuller 
examination of the social and political problems of combination 
see TRUSTS, also MOSOPOLY. (J. H.) 



COMBINATION LAWS--COMRINATORIAL ANALYSIS 
For bibliography, see that under TRUSTS. 
COMBINATION LAWS, the name given to the British 

acts of 1799 and 1800, which made trade unionism illegal. 
Previously combinations of journeymen had only been illegal 
when, as was frequently the case, Parliament has passed special 
legislation dealing with the organization of the trade, and jour- 
neymen's combinations could reasonably be regarded as attempts 
to interfere with operation of a particular statute. Combina- 
tions of workmen to secure the enforcement of such laws (which 
generally included provisions for the fixing of wage rates) were 
indeed permissible, and petitions from such combinations were 
frequently accepted by Parliament throughout the first three- 
quarters of the 18th century. Parliament in addition passed from 
time to time laws forbidding combinations in particular trades: 
in 1800, according to Whitbread, there were 40 such acts. But 
towards the end of the 18th century, judges began to declare that 
trade unions were also illegal a t  common law: and this opinion, 
together with skilful pressure by employers, led in 1799 to the 
passing of the first Combination act. which was hurried through 
all its stages in no more than 24 days. The vigorous protests 
that it  aroused secured the passing of a second Act in 1800, but 
the modifications secured were trifling. 

The law, as finally amended, sentenced to three months in gaol 
or to two months' hard labour any working man who combined 
with another to gain an increase in wages or a decrease in hours, 
or who solicited anyone else to leave work, or objected to work- 
ing with any other workman. The sentence was to be given by 
two magistrates and appeal was forbidden unless "two sufficient 
sureties in the penalty of £20" were given, which was the more 
improbable as anyone contributing to the expenses of a person 
convicted under the Act would be fined LIO, and the recipient 
another f j. The removal of a conviction by certiorari was for- 
bidden, and defendants could be forced to bear witness against 
each other. Other clauses forbade employers' combinations, but 
these were never in any recorded case put into operation. Despite, 
however, the attractive nature of this act, the employers and the 
Government often preferred to proceed by means of the law 
against conspiracy, trade unionism being now ofhcially an offence. 
Thus in 1818 a t  Bolton two secretaries and the president of a 
union were sentenced to two and one years of imprisonment 
respectively for "conspiracy" in calling and attending a meeting 
of operatives on the request of the employers. In  Ireland, ac- 
cording to the evidence given in 1824, the punishments inflicted 
included public whippings. 

The laws were repealed in 1824 as a result of the patient in- 
trigue of the radical tailor, Francis Place ( q . ~ . ) ,  acting through 
Joseph Hume, M.P. The repealing bill attracted little attention, 
and the Prime Minister, though he supported it, later declared 
he was ignorant of its contents. The repeal was followed by a 
rush of strikes and in 182; an attempt was made to re-impose 
the Acts. This was frustrated by Place's persistent wirepulling 
and agitation, and the final Act of 182j differed very little from 
the plain repeal of 1824. The whole story is told by Place. prob- 
ably with a bias in his favour, in his mss. in the British Museum 
(Add. mss. 2 7 798-9). 

See also S .  and B. Webb, History of Trade L'nionzsm (1898, latest 
ed. 1920) ; R. W. Postgate, T h e  Builders' History (1923) ; G. Wallas, 
Life  of Francis Place (1525). (R. W. P.) 

COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS. Combinatory analysis 
is a branch of mathematics dealing with various elementary 
topics in  number theory, algebra, and tacticalgeometry and exten- 
sive developments therefrom. Historically this title includes the 
beginnings of topics now rightly assigned to number theory, 
Diophantine analysis, the theory of probability, determinants, 
group theory, Analysis Situs, and the theory of aggregates. Even 
the formulas of the theory of partitions may be included in 
Number Theory, and symmetric functions in the Theory of 
Forms. 

Many of the  traditional problems which involve a t  most the 
investigation a t  any stage of a discrete number of possibilities, 
usually fall under the general designation of combinatorial 
problems. Among the best developed might be said to  be the 

subjects of triple-systems (established on a firm basis by the  
work of J. Steiner, 1852, and E .  H. Moore, 1593); Magic squares, 
Latin squares, the map colouring or four-colour problem, the 
eight queens problem, the Game of Nim (C. L. Bouton, tlntzals 
of Matlzematics, 2nd ser. vol. i., ~ g o z ) ,  unicursal or maze prob- 
lems, theory of knots, tesselation or parquetry, decimation 
problems and the Problem of the Virgins. Such subjects a s  
cryptograms, bridge problems, and chess problems, while deeply 
studied, continue largely unmathematical. 

A hint as to  the historical sequence (mentioning only conspic- 
uous early investigators) in the development of the elementary 
fundamental subjects in this field may be afforded b y  the fol- 
lowing bare list: (I) Figurate numbers (triangular, square, and 
polygonal numbers generally, pyramidal, cubic, prismoidal 
numbers, etc.)-earliest Pythagoreans, Nicomachus (c. IOO 

A.D.), Diophantus (c. 250 A.D.), Fermat (1621), Lagrange and 
Euler (17jo), Gauss (1801); (2) the binomial coefficients-re- 
puted Chinese writings of 14th century, Michael Stifel (I 544), 
Briggs (1620), Pascal (1665), Leibniz (1666), Newton (1676), 
Wallis (1685), J. Bernoulli (1713); (3) permutations, combina- 
tions, probability-J. Bernoulli (1713); (4) symmetric functions 
-Girard (1629), D e  Moivre (1698), Newton ( I  707), Waring 
(1762), Lagrange (1770); (5) determinants-Leibniz ( 1 6 ~ 0 ) ,  
Cramer ( I ~ ~ O ) ,  Lagrange (1773), Gauss ( I ~ o I ) ,  Cauchy (1815) ; 
(6) the application of generating functions to  problems in parti- 
tions-Euler (1770), Ferrers (1853), Sylvester (1882). 

I l l u s t r a t i v e  Examples.-Consider the following simple prob- 
lem in pernzt~tatiofzs (one of the two traditional uses of the term, 
here meaning "arrangement"): What  numbers of two figures 
each (in the usual decadic notation) can be formed with the 
digits, I ,  3, 5, 7? To  make the problem precise i t  must be stated 
whether repeated use of a digit in the representation of a 
single number will be permitted. We may obviously form a 
table as fo1lo.i.l~: 

I 

Tens' digit I 3 5 7 
Units' digit 

The numbers are all distinct and are clearly 42 = 16 altogether, 
of which four, those in  the "principal diagonal" have repeated 
digits, leaving 4.3 = 12 numbers nrith digits distinct. 

Analogous problems in combi~zations are distinguished from 
problems in permutations in that  the arrangement of the  ele- 
ments is now regarded as  without significance, attention being 
devoted merely to  which elements are selected. For  example: 
I n  how many ways can two numbers whose sum is even be se- 
lected from among the numbers, I, 2 ,3,4,  5 .6,8? We note first 
that  both summands must be even or both odd to have a n  even 
number as their sum, and that  the order of their choice is 
immaterial. Again the problem must be made precise by  stipu- 
lating whether or not two equal summands are to  be accepted. 
Suppose distinct summands only are desired. For odd summands, 
there are two pairs using the number I, namely (I ,  3), (I ,  5) 
and one more using the number 3, namely (3, 5). There are  
similarly three pairs using the number 2, namely (2, 4), (2, 6), 
(2, S), two new pairs using 4 but  not 2, namely (4, 6) and (4, 8), 
and one remaining pair (6, 8). The  total number of pairs is 
therefore ( Z + I ) + ( ~ + Z + I )  =g .  

Two Numer ica l  Functions.-Before making a systematic 
study of such problems, i t  is desirable to introduce two numerical 
functions. The first of these logically, although not historically, 
is the factorial,fz~nctio~z n!  or 172, defined, for . r z > ~ ,  as  the con- 
tinued product of the natural numbers up  to and including 72. 

Thus n !  = 1.2 ( n - ~ ) . n .  For each positive integer % > I ,  we 
have the recursion relation (%+I) ! = (fz+~)(n!). I n  conformity 
with this relation we naturally define I!  as  I and o!  as  I ,  and 
regard n !  for negative integers as not finite. The first few values 
of fz! are given by  o!  = I ,  I !  = I ,  2! =2,  3! =6, 4! = 2 1 .  5 !  =IZO, 
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6 !  =720, 7 !  =5,040, S! =40,320, 9 !  =362,8So. T h e  value o f  n !  
increases, wi th  increasing n ,  w i th  extraordinary rapidity.  T h e  
remarkable size o f  the answers t o  certain combinatorial prob- 
lems due to  this fact has interested and astonished generations o f  
schoolboys. For large values o f  it an approximation o f  n !  is 
afforded b y  Stirling's asymptotic formula (17301, which, t o  give 

only  t h e  leading t e rm,  approximates n !  b y  (:)%dm where 

e is t h e  "Naperian base", 2.71828 . . . . ~he . fac tor ia1  function 
( n  - I )  ! m a y  be  regarded as exhibiting the  integral values only 
o f  the  celebrated gamnzafunction ( o f  Euler),  I '(n),  while r ( r )  is 
defined for complex numbers generally. I t  is o f  interest that 
r ( 4 )  = d a ,  and more generally r ( x )  r ( I  -r) =  sin ( a  - z). 
Further s tudy  o f  this function leads through the  very  heart o f  
modern analysis t o  difference equations, complex functions, 
definite integrals, contour integration, asymptotic series, etc. 
I n  number theory n ! + ~  m a y  be  used i n  Euclid's proof that 
the  number o f  primes is infinite, and occurs also i n  Wilson's 
theorem. 

T h e  next  function needed is  the  biizomial coefficient (I;), 
a numerical function o f  t w o  independent integers, n, k ,  and 

definable i n  terms o f  factorials b y  (:) = n ! /  [ ( n- k ) !  k ! ] ,  

(Newton ,  1676), although m u c h  older than  either factorials or 

t h e  binomial theorem. T h e  values o f  c) m a y  b e  conveniently 

exhibited b y  the  so-called Pascal's arithmetical triangle 
(Apianus,  I 527; Michael S t i fe l ,  I 544; Blaise Pascal, 166;; and 
apparently b y  Chu  ShI-kie, 1303), where the  ( k  +  st element 
counting whether f rom l e f t  t o  right or f rom right t o  l e f t  i n  the  

( ? z + ~ ) s t  horizontal row (counting f rom the  t o p )  is  . C) 
T h e  triangle extends downward indefinitely. I t  starts as follows: 

A table o f  i t s  values u p  t o  rz, k=50, is given b y  J .  W .  L. 
Glaisher (Messenger of Matlzematics, 47,  191 7 ,  97-107) . T h e  
law o f  formation o f  a horizontal row f rom t h e  elements o f  
t h e  row above m a y  b e  expressed concisely b y  the  conditions 

(3=C)=1,("2')=(3+(~:~). These propertiesof 

(;) alone, are used i n  establishing b y  complete induction the  

binomial theorem: 

for positive integral exponents n. I n  the  theory o f  combinations (z) is sometimes denoted b y  .Ck, and m a y  then  b e  called " the 

k-combination o f  n" or " the  number o f  combinations o f  n dis- 
t inct  things taken  k at  a t ime  without repetitions." 

M a n y  important and surprising relations hold among these 
binomial coefficients for which reference m a y  b e  made t o  Hagen, 
Synopsis der hoheren Mathemalik (vol.  i, 1891, p. 64 sqq., or 
Ne t to ,  chap. xiii.). 

T w o  F u n d a m e n t a l  Problems.-Perhaps the simplest and 
most  fundamental general problem i n  the  subject o f  permuta- 
t ions m a y  b e  stated i n  traditional form as follows: T o  determine 
a systematic method of securing once and only once each possible 
arrangement (or "permutation") of k things selected from among 

n given distinct things; ( a )  whcn 9,epetitions are allowed, ( b )  whefz 
the things i n  each arra?zgeme?zt of k things are distinct. Also to 
determine the nunzber of such arrangenzents. I n  a n  "arrange- 
ment" as here used, t h e  on ly  feature considered is the  ordinal 
count o f  the  distinct objects,  i.e., as t o  which is first, which is 
second, which is th ird ,  and so forth.  W h e n  repetitions are 
permitted, one m a y  select the  first object for our arrangement 
i n  any  one o f  n a y s ,  since one m a y  select a n y  one o f  t h e  given 
objects o f  the  set t o  be  t h e  first o f  t h e  arrangement. T h i s  
having been done one can again select a n y  one o f  the  n as t h e  
second, and so for th ,  obtaining nk possible arrangements o f  
exactly k things f rom among f z  permutations permitted. For 
repetitions not permitted, t h e  first is selected i n  any  one o f  n 
ways, the  second arbitrarily f r o m  among t h e  ( n- I )  l e f t  avail- 
able. Th i s  makes  n ( n - I )  ways  o f  selecting th is  first ordered 
pair. T h e  third m a y  b e  chosen as a n y  one o f  t h e  n- 2 remaining 
things, giving n ( n - I )  ( n - 2 )  distinct possible ordered triads, 
and so forth.  T h e  number o f  distinct arrangements o f  k distinct 
elements selected f r o m  among f z  given distinct elements is 
therefore n ( n -  I ) .  . . (n-k+ I )  = % ! / ( a -  k )  ! , denoted sometimes 
b y  ,Pk, " the k-permutations o f  12," or " the  number o f  arrange- 
ments  (or permutations) o f  lz distinct things taken  k at  a t ime  
without repetitions." 

T h e  corresponding problem i n  combinations is i n  some ways  
more fundamental.  I t  m a y  b e  stated as follows: T o  determine 
a systematic method of securing once and only once each possible 
conzbination of k things selected from among n given distinct things: 
(a )  when repetitions are allowed, ( b )  when the things i n  each com- 
bination of k things are distinct. Also to determine the number 
of such combinations. B y  a combination is meant  a collection 
without regard t o  t h e  sequence or order among t h e  elements. 
Instead o f  starting afresh as m a y  b e  done, let  u s  assume tha t  
the  permutation problem has  been solved and a table is  before 
us giving all distinct arrangements o f  k things selected f rom 
among the  given n. W e  m a y  treat t o  some extent  simultaneously 
cases (a )  and ( b ) .  T h e  following procedure is analogous t o  the  
use o f  the  Sieve of Eratosthe~tes (c. 230 B.c.) i n  t h e  theory  o f  prime 
numbers. Establish in a n y  arbitrary manner a sequence among 
the  "arrangementsv appearing i n  t h e  table. T a k e  t h e  first 
arrangement. N o t e  wha t  k things are there contained. G o  
through the  entire table crossing o u t  all other arrangements 
comprising these same k things and constituting merely rear- 
rangements o f  this first accepted arrangement. Proceed t o  the  
next arrangement t h a t  has not  yet been crossed o u t  and repeat 
the  process. T h i s  is clearly a procedure t h a t  never requires one 
t o  turn back and re-examine or cross o u t  a n y  arrangement once 
accepted. All t he  arrangements t h a t  finally remain will con- 
stitute also distinct combinations. I n  case ( b )  when  n o  arrange- 
ment  contains repeated elements,  t h e  number o f  distinct ar- 
rangements which constitute t h e  same combination is  clearly 
kPk= k !  , since i t  is possible t o  arrange a given set o f  k things i n  
exactly k !  ways  and each o f  these possible ways  m u s t  appear 
once and only once i n  t h e  table. T h e  entire collection o f  
,Pk=n!/(n-k)! distinct arrangements contains therefore each 
combination exactly k !  t imes ,  so t h a t  t h e  number o f  distinct 

combinations is ( n ! / ( n - k )  ! / k !  or . (3 
Before taking u p  t h e  count i n  case ( a ) ,  t h e  case o f  combina- 

tions wi th  repeated elements, i t  is convenient t o  note  certain 
combinatorial relations i n  a set o f  integers arranged i n  increas- 
ing order. Consider a set,  s ,  o f  k distinct numbers selected f rom 
among the  first n+k- I  natural numbers ,  and let  th is  set be 
arranged i n  increasing order. I t  is t o  b e  noted tha t  t h e  h t h  num-  
ber i n  this set, s. (h= I ,  2 ,  . . , k )  cannot be  less t h a n  h nor 
more than  n + h - I .  For i t s  smallest value would occur when  
the  first h numbers o f  the  set are consecutive, giving t h e  value 
h ,  and i ts  largest value would occur when  the  last  k - h + ~  
numbers are consecutive, giving the  value n+h- I .  I f  f rom 
the  h th  number o f  the  set we subtract h- I ,  (h= I ,  2 ,  - ., k ) ,  
the  consequent devived set, s', will be  arranged i n  non-decreas- 
ing order, and n o  one o f  i t s  elements is  greater t h a n  n. T h i s  
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derived set may contain repeated elements. TWO distinct given 
sets, s ,  result in two distinct derived sets, st, and conversely dis- 
tinct derived sets, s', correspond to distinct given ordered sets, 
s. We may state the following important theorem in parti- 
tions. For each set, s ,  of k distiizct rtatural numbers arranged 
in order of increasing nzagizitztde selected from the first n+k-  I 

natural numbers, there i s  a uniquely determined set s' of k natural 
numbers arranged in order of magnitude selected with repetitions 
allowed, from the first n natural numbers, alzd conversely. Re- 
turning now to case (a) for combinations, we may imagine our 
original set of n distinct things numbered ordinally from 1st 
to nth. I n  each combination of k things selected from this 
set, the k things retain their ordinal designation, so that each 
combination may have its k elements arranged ordinally in 
a unique manner except for repeated elements, among which 
order is regarded as immaterial. By applying the theorem stated 
above, we see that  the theory of combinations allowing repeti- 
tions as considered in case (a) may be replaced by the theory 
of combinations of k elements selected from an initial set of 
?z+k-I elements, no repetition being allowed. Thus the 
number of combinations permitting repetition in case (a) is 

("'6-1). 

Partitions.-A subject at first sight independent of permu- 
tations but in fact almost identical with it is that of partitions, 
one theorem in which subject has been mentioned above. This 
topic is but a phase of the general subject of distributions, 
being the theory of combinations of summands having a given 
sum. For compactness in display, it is convenient to formulate 
the typical problem as follows: I n  how many ways can the 
number m+n be represented as the sum of exactly n distinct 
positive integers? Thus for n=4,  m=z, we have 

two ways, and for n=2 ,  m=4, 77-e have 6 = j+1=4+2=3+ 3, 
three ways. The following table TI-as given by Euler who studied 
the recursion relations among the values. 

. I . .  . . . . . . . . . 
If this partition function be denoted by P(lz, m ) ,  m-e have 

the relations of Euler: P ( I , I~Z)  = P(n,  o) = P(n, I )=  I ,  P(f1, ~ t z )=o ,  

( m < o ) ,  P ( n ,  ?n)=P(~z-~,m)+P(?z,m-~z),~(tz,m)=~~(s,nz-s), 
8 = 1 

and of Stern (1840), 

From the simplest tactical considerations (Ferrers, 1853) of 
the horizontal rows aLLd vertical columns of a poixt diagram 
("lattiGe diagram" or "graph") such as the following, one may 
infer an important general theorem. Here we have twenty 
points arranged in horizorltal rows containing respectively; 5, 
3,  4, 3, 2, 2, points and also in vertical columns containing re- 
spectively 6, 6, 4, 3, I ,  points: . . . . . 

. . 

. . From such observa- 

tions we have the Theorem of Reciprocity (Sylvester, 1882): 
Every partitiolt of n i~z to  k positive summands of which the greatest 
i s  equal to h, determines a reciprocal partition of n i~z to  h positive 
summands  of which the greatest i s  equal to k .  As immediate 
corollaries one has: The  number of partitions of lz into k parts 
i s  equal to the number of partitions of n into parts of which the 
largest i s  k ;  and, The number of partitions of n into not more than 
k parts i s  equal to the number of partitiotzs of ?t wi th  ?zo part greater 
than k .  

Another  Problem in Permutations.-Another typical gen- 
eral problem in the domain of permutations and combinations 
is the following: Given a partition of n, say n = ml+mz+. . .+mh, 
to determine the number of distinct possible arrangements 
using all of n given things, each once only, of which ml are 
alike (say of type I), mz are alike, but of another type (say 
type 2), and so forth, there being in all, h distinct types. Since 
rearrangements within each type are freely possible, among the 
total n! possible arrangements of elements, one has ml!  arrange- 
ments differing only with respect to interchanges among ele- 
ments of type I. These are independent of rearrangements 
within type 2, and so forth, giving n ! / [ m l !  m2!  - . - m h ! ]  arrange- 
ments distinct with respect to type. This number is called a 
multizomial coeficient on account of its being the coefficient of 
x y l  xyz  . . . x p  in the expansion of (x1+x2+ - . . +x,Jn in powers 
of the separate arguments. This is the germ of two lines of in- 
vestigation, the study of the powerful method of generatilzg 
functions in which the coefficients of the several terms of a power 
series are interpreted as numerical functions (used throughout 
MacMahon's treatise), and the study of divisibility of factorials 
by products of factorials, since the multinomial coefficient is 
necessarily an integer. (See Dickson, History of Theory of 
Numbers, vol. i., ch. ix.) As to generating functions, lack of 
space and the complexity of the subject require us to dismiss 
briefly this fundamental tool for research in combinatorial 
analysis. I t  is known that 

is a valid identity for all complex values of x less in absolute 
value than unity. By imagining the expansion in power series 
and comparing coefficients, we infer a t  once that the nunzbev 
of representations of n as a s u m  of odd integers allowing repeti- 
tions i s  equal to the number of representations of ~z as a s u m  of 
distinct ijztegers (allowing both odd and even numbers). De 
Morgan's theorem illustrating the simplest case of Sylvester's 
denumerants, proved by use of generating functions, states that 
the ptumber of representations o f?% as a sztm of the numbers I, 2 ,  3, 
allowiizg repetitiofzs i s  equal to the ifzteger lying nearest to 
&(ptf 3)'. 

Sets a n d  Subsets.-The theory of combinations with distinct 
elements is identical with the theory of finite aggregates or finite 
sets. Many of the concepts apply equally to all well-defined 
sets whether finite or infinite. There are many grave philosoph- 
ical difficulties associated with the general definition of set (see 
Whitehead and Russell, PrilzcipiaiMatIzematica, vol., i., ch. ii., 
particularly p. 63 sqq.), but this concept lies a t  the basis of 
modern analysis. (Hobson, Fu.rzctiolzs of a Real Variable, 2nd 
ed. I, p. 1-2.) One may a t  least say that a set is a collection 
comprising distinct objects of any sort, called elements of the 
set, such that it may be definitely ascertained whether any 
arbitrarily assigned object is or is not an element of the set. 
If A and B are sets, A is called a subset of B (and B a sztperset 
of A )  if and only if each element of A is an element of B. Thus 
A is a subset and superset of itself. I t  is convenient to introduce 
a unique null-set with no elements which is a subset of every set. 
Any subset of A which is neither A itself, nor the null-set is a 
proper subset of A. The elements common to two sets A and B 
constitute the sectioiz or logical product of A and B. The set 
each element of which is in a t  least one of the sets A ,  B, is the 
spread or logical sunz of A and B. Given three sets A ,  B, C, 
the sets A and B are said to be supplcnzetztary i f z  C, if and only if 
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A and B have no common element, and C is their spread. In 
this case only is subtraction possible. We write then B =  C-A, 
and A = C-B. This notion may be used to demonstrate the 
theorem, If ~z>k>h ,  the ??umber of combitzatiotzs of IZ distinct 
tlzings take~z k at a time (witlzout repetitiofzs), which iizclude h 
specified elemefzts, is equal to tlze number of co~)tbi~zatio~zs of these 
same n things taken n-k at a time (witkoztt repetitions) which 
exclude each of these h specified things. In  particular for 

z 0 ,  ( )  = ( )  If a set has a finite number, a, of 

elements, the total number of subsets is 2,, since each element 
in turn may independently be included or excluded. Hence c) + c) + c) + . . . + (::) = 2.. as ~OIIOWS also by putting 

a = x = I in the binomial expansion. 
Uniform Correspondences.-If a correspondence is estab- 

lished from a set A to a set B such that for each element of A 
there is one and only one corresponding element of B, the corre- 
spondence is uniform (or "one-to-one" in the broad sense) from 
A to B, and determines a single-valued (or uniform) functio~z 
"on A to B." This is the sense in which "function" is now 
used throughout mathematics, after successive extensions 
through centuries. If a correspo~ldence is one-to-one reciprocally 
from A to B so as to establish an actual pairing off of elements 
of A against elements of B, it is biz~~zifororm (or "one-to-one" in 
the narrow sense of "one-to-one reciprocally"). The corre- 
spondence then has a unique biuniform invevse correspondence 
K-l from B to A, which determines the same tallying or pairing 
off. Two sets between which there can exist a biuniform corre- 
spondence are said to be equivalent or to have the same car- 
dinal izzlmber. (See NW~IBER, or Cantor, Theory of Transfirtite 
Numbers [trans.], 1915.) When two finite sets A and B have 
the same cardinal number n, there exist ?z! distinct biuniform 
correspondences from A to B. I t  is sometimes convenient to 
select one of these correspondences as a principal correspond- 
ence and by means of it establish a corresponding notation 
for the two sets. \Vhen A and B coincide, this principal corre- 
spondence is chosen as merely the identical correspondence 
whereby each element corresponds to itself. A biuniform 
correspondence within a single set may be called a substitu- 
tiox (or "permutation" in the more fundamental sense). The 
simplest type of substitution is a circular or cyclic substitution, 
permuted elements all following in a single cycle. Each ele- 
ment of the cycle may be carried into any other element of 
the cycle by repeating the given correspondence or its inverse 
sufficiently often. (Where the cycle contains but a finite num- 
ber of elements, the inverse is itself obtained by repeating the 
direct correspondence a certain number of times.) The simplest 
cyclic substitution after the identity is a tra~zspositio~t, by 
which a single pair of elements is interchanged, and every other 
element left unaltered. Each substitz~tion i t z  a finite set may be 
expressed (in an iltjinite number of ways) as the result of a jilzite 
fzz~nzber of transpositiofzs, but wzore if~terestingly, as the resu!t of a 
filzite ~zuntber of contpo?ze?zt cyclic substitutiotzs each of which 
leaves unaltered every ele?ne~zt fievwzuted (not left ifzvariant) by ally 
other of the cornpo~zent cyclic sz~bstitutions. Thus each substi- 
tution breaks up the given finite set of ele~nents into uniquely 
determined cycles. A substitution within a finite set is said 
to be even or odd according as the number of cycles each vrith 
an even number of elements is even or odd. In  this connection 
we have the important theorem: A substitution in a finite set 
.rulzich is expressible as the resztlt of an even number of transposi- 
tiofzs is  evcjz, a d  one expressible as the resztlt of an odd number 
of transpositio~zs is  odd. Each sztbstit~ttiotz is eitlzer even or odd, 
but Pzever both even a~zd odd. 

Any study of substitutioiis leads to the co~lsideration of 
groups of substitutions. From this fundamental point of view 
the theory of permutations (in the sense of arrangements) so 
far  as the case of distinct elements is concer~led is a phase of the 
~ t u d y  of substitutions among elements of subsets of a give11 set 

Matrices and Determinants,-Given two sets (not nsces- 

sarily finite), A and B. Let a denote a variable element of A ,  
and b a variable element of B. A set C is called a direct product 
of A and B (to be distinguished from "logical product") if 
there is a biuniform correspondence between the elements of C 
and the ordered pairs (a, b). If the elements of C are indepen- 
dent algebraic variables, then C is called a general matrix 011 
(A,B). The variable a is said to determine the (horizontal) 
row and b the (vertical) colzcm~z of the matrix. When A and B 
have the same cardinal number, the matrix is square. If a 
principal correspondence is chosen between A and B, the nota- 
tion x,, acquires a meaning. The set of all these variables with 
repeated subscripts are said to constitute the psi~zcipal diago~zal 
of the square matrix. There need be no preassigned arrange- 
ment among the elements of A. Thus, if A consists of the three 
symbols +, X, o, then there is a general square matrix of nine 
independent variables, say w++, w+x, w+o, WX+, wxx, WXO, WO+, 
WOX, woo, which can be written in any order but of which w++, 
wxx and woo form the elements of the principal diagonal, and 
for example, wxo, wx+, wxx are in the same row (in some order). 
By a dctermitzantaL product of the elements of a general square 
matrix of order n, i.e., with IZ rows and n columns, is meant a 
product H xx,a of elements "one from each row and each column," 
that is, a product of n elements where the first subscripts, a, 
take on each value in A once and only once, and the second 
subscripts, b, take on each value once and only once. For ex- 
ample, the following are determinantal products of the matrix 
given above, W+O WX+ WOX, W O O  ?OX+ W+X, wxx W O O  w++, but such 
a product as w+o wx+ w ~ x  is not a determinantal product since 
among first subscripts + appears twice and o not a t  all. The 
product of the elements of the principal diagonal is always a 
determinantal product (the pr i~~cipal  determinantal product). 
For a finite square matrix of order 72, there are n!  such detcr- 
minantal products. (Only n2-z>z+z are independent [Polya, 
Arclz. d. Math. u. Plzys. [3] 24 [ I ~ I ~ ] ,  pp. 369-375].) Now each 
product determines a biuniform correspondence from A to B 
and hence among the set of symbols used in common by the 
two sets. This correspondence is that  by which the value of a 
appearing as first subscript in any factor corresponds to the 
value of b which is the second subscript of this same factor. 
Thus for a square matrix of finite order, each of the n! deter- 
minantal products determines definitely either an even or an 
odd substitution. The principal determinantal product deter- 
mines the identical substitution which is even. For lz> I ,  there 
are the same number, 72!/2, of even as of odd substitutions. To 
each of the IZ! determinantal products a sign is attached, +, if 
the substitutioil it  defines is even, -, if the substitution is odd. 
The algebraic sum of all these signed products is defined, as 
the defernzina~zt of the general matrix. (See DETERIIINANTS.) 
For a matrix of order nine, the product x27X18Y4gt66ri3Y81X35X9.1xj3 

determines the cycles (2735) (18) (49) ( 6 ) ,  with three of an even 
number of elements. This product is given the minus sign. 
For the traditional method of determining the sign of a term 
by counting "permanences" and "inversions," see Scott and 
Matthews, Theory of Determi)zants (2nd ed., 1904, p. 1-14). 

Symmetric Functions.-The application of substitution 
groups to algebra finds a rich development in the Galois Theory 
of Equations. The simplest topic in this connection, essentially 
preliminary and incidental to the latter subject, is the theory of 
sy~nvzctric jz~~zctiofzs, fundamentally equivalent to much of the 
theory of distributions. A symmetric rational integral function 
of IZ independent variables a, 0, . - , v, nlay be expressed as a sum 
of terms, each of the form k8ail@'2 . . v" where il, i2,. . i, 
are non-negative integers, where the summation sign, 2; covers 
all terms obtainable by transpositions among the variables. 
The sum B a" l z  . - . v2n has a unique term for which 
i 0 This is called the leader, and the whole 
sum is called a .~no.rtomial sltnz. A monorrlial sum is completely 
identified by the specification, (il, i?, - . . in) of its leader, where 
the final set of zeros, if any, may be omitted, and nhere suc- 
cessive equal ind~ces such as i,=i,+~ = . . . =iu+h-~ may be con- 
densed by writing i:. The most important mono~nisl sums are 
the n elel7ze1ztnry syrrtttzetric functio~~r ( ~ ~ ) , ( n t . =  I, 2, a . - , 1 1 )  and 
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the infinite sequences of power-sums, s,,, =(nz), (m= I ,  2, . . .), 
s o  = n. It is  often convenient to  define the symbol (1") for 
m > n  a s  identically zero, thereby enabling many recursioil 
relations t o  hold universally. Another important fundamental 
system of symmetric functions is the infinite sequence of homo- 
geneous product-sums denoted by hm where for example, 
h4 = (4) + (31) +(22) + (212) +(14), and lz, generally is the sum of 
all monomial sums whose specifications are partitions of m. A 
system of great interest, relatively little studied in this con- 
nection (Thiele, 1889) is the system comprisingin addition .to t0=1, 
and tl= ( ~ ) / n ,  the algebraic semi-invariants, t,,, (Cayley, 1886) 
definable by  the implicit recursion relation 

sm+l = 2 ( ) t h + ~  sm-k. 

Here t,(ca, cp, . - a ,  CV) = cm t,, ( a ,  0 ,  . . , v), 

tm(a+c, P+c, . . . , V+C) =tnl(a ,  0,- a a , v), m > I, 
but form = I ,  2, . . . = t ,  ( a ,  0 ,  . . - , V) +c. For the relations among 
these involved i n  Newton's Identities, liTaring's Formulae and 
the proofs, and generalizations, the reader is referred to treatises 
on Algebra. The  entire subject of symmetric functions acquires 
new significance when studied from the point view alge- 
bvaic invaria~zts. T h e  differential operators of invariant theory 
are illllstrated for example by the ~~~~~~d operator, D, used 
to determine explicit coefficients i n  certain expansions. (See 
MacMahon.) T h e  process transzrection by  which concomitants 
of a system of forms are obtained suggests the use of mt~lti- 
linear symmetricf~~nctio~ss of m systems, a subject not yet devell 
oped.   he set of independent variables. ( a ,  0 , .  . . , v) may be- 
come infinite i n  number or even continuously infinite as in the 
theory of integral equations. Or again all explicit mention of 
them may be suppressed a s  in  certain algebraic studies, and a 
general theory including tha t  of symmetric functions be de- 
v e l o ~ e d ,  bu t  applicable t o  much wider domains. Determicants 
i n  non-commutative domains have been investigated (see LIAEAR 
ALGEBRAS), and this suggests further problems in this line also. 

BIBLIOGRAPIZY.--E. Nctto, Lehrbzlch der Combinatorik (2nd ed., 
1927). Theory of distributions in general: P. A. MacMahon, Com- 
binatory Analysis ( z  vols., 1915-161, and Introduction to Combifiatory 
Analysis (1920). See also Dicksoil, Hzstory of the Theory of iVzlmbers 
(vol. 11. 1920; ch. i., "Polygonal, pyramidal and figurare numbers," ch. 
lii. "Partitions." Among collections of mathematical recreat~ons are 
the following: W. W. R. Ball, Mathematzcal Recreatzons (5th ed., 
1911) ; H. E. Dudcney, Canterbury Puzzles (2nd ed., 1919) : W. Ahrcns, 
Math. Unterlzaltzlngen und Spiele (3rd ed., 1921) ; E. Lucas, RecrCa- 
tions mathe'matiques (1862-94, 4 vols.) ; P. A. MacMahon, New 
 mathematical Pastimes (1921). (A. *. B.) 

COMBINES. The term "combinen is in pcpular use through- 
out Great Britain and the Dominions as a synonym for what is 
more commonly spoken of in the Unitcd States as a "merger." I t  
is employed to denote the large and probably monopolistic con- 
cern which results from the permanent "combination" of a number 
of smaller concerns in the same line of business. The combine 
is one form of industrial consolidation and is dealt with more 
fully, along with other forms, under TRUSTS. 

COMBING. Prior to the development of mechanical means 
of fibre-spinning, each fibre was treated in accordance with its 
nature-more particularly its length. Thus the silk fibre 400 to 
6ooyd long was readily reeled. The cotton fibre-often not more 
than an inch in length-was spun on what is known as the spindle- 
draft system, a comparatively thick sliver of the material, usually 
drawn from a bundle of the raw material, being actually attenuated 
into a finer sliver while twist is being inserted, the twist simply 
controlling the fibres and keeping the thread intact while the fibres 
are gliding upon one another. On the attenuation's being completed 
much more twist is inserted, usually to  give the maximum strength 
to the thread. Two fibres-flax and long wool-did not lend them- 
selves to either of these processes, being either too short for reel- 
ing or too long for spindle-draft spinning. For flax a process 
termed "scutching" or "dressing" has been evolved; for wool a 
process termed "combing." I t  is interesting to note, however, 
that the dressing process for flax has been successfully applied to 
what is termed waste or spun silk, and the combing process (orig- 

97 
inally worked out for wool) even to comparatively short cotton 
fibres-for reasons which are obvious when the process of combing 
is understood. 

As Bishop Blaize, a saint of the 4th or 5th century, is the patron 
saint of the wool-combers, i t  seems probable that the craft goes 
back a t  least into mediaeval times. In  its latest form as a handi- 
craft, wool-combing was performed with two combs, one of which, 

after being heated, was fixed to 
the "pad-post." The wool to be 
combed was then lashed by hand 
into the teeth of this fixed comb, 
and the fringe hanging from it 
was then combed by drawing the 
other comb, also heated, a t  right 
angles across the face of the pad- 
post comb, gradually straighten- 
ing out all the fibrous mass. After 
feeding back into the pad-post 
comb and again combing, the ulti- 
mate result was that both combs 

WOOL C O M B I N G  AS A H A N D IC R A F T  
A heated comb is seen fixed to a a straightened fringe 
"pad-post," and the wool is lashed of wool fibres. The wool was 
into the teeth of the comb. The then drawn off each comb in sue- 
fringe is then combed by drawlng 
another heated comb through i t  and hand. as a continu- 
the fibres are gradually straightened OUS sliver some three to five feet 
,,t both combs long, leaving in the comb "milk- 
ingsv and "backings" which were with the subsequent lot, 
and "noil"-the short fibres actually left in the comb teeth, which 
were too short to comb again. ~h~ slivers were then 
broken up and again this operation being termed 

little nail was taken out, but the long fibres were 
arranged longitudinally in a neat sliver from a 
fibre thread-termed a worsted thread-could be spun. Hand- 
~ombing  was practised as an established craft until about 1860 
when the development of the machine comb, interacting with the 
Supply of merino wool from ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ l i ~  ( ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~  bay-hence the 
term Botany wool), resulted in the evolution of an industry turn- 
ing over many times the weight of that had been turned 
Over b~ the hand-combers. 

Cartwright 's  I n v e n t i o n . - ~ r .  Ecimund Cartwright, a clergy- 
man with an unusua!:~ ingenious mind, thought out, about I 785 
to 1800, the ideas which underlie the tm,o types of comb at pres- 
ent in use. In  the first comb he employed a vertical c~lillder or 
barrel into which the comb teeth were fixed more or less radially, 
this being the prototype of the various forms of Heilman combs 
which are now employed both in the short wool and long cotton 
industries. In  the second comb he placed the large carrying cylin 
der horizontally, charging i t  tvith tufts of combed wool overlaid 
so that on being drawn off a continuous sliver was formed. Thus 
the idea of hand-combing was imitated, but with circular combs 
lending themselves to continuity of action. 

Other inventors followed Cartwright, but it  was not until Heil- 
man, Lister and Holden were at  work that the comb showed signs 
of being a practical success. Heilman and Lister were both prac- 
tically successful with their "tuft" combs, Heilman employing 
the vertical and Lister the horizontal circular positions. I n  a great 
lawsuit Heilmdn proved himself to  be the first inventor of the 
"tuft" idea; Lister promptly bought him out and suppressed his 
vertical cylindrical comb in Britain from about 1854 to 1900, 
when, French combers having established a large trade with this 
comb on the Continent and having become the envy of their Brit- 
ish competitors, attempts were made to wrest some of the finest 
wool trade from them, and this necessitated the reintroduction of 
the Heilman comb for wool. I n  the meantime, however, a Mr. 
Donisthorpe, working in Leeds with a man named Noble, evolved 
another type-now termed the "Noble" comb (see WORSTED 
 MANUFACTURE)-^^^ this has proved the best for crossbred and 
medium Botany wools. I t  consists of Cartwright's horizontal large 
circle, with two smaller horizontal circles which work inside the 
larger circle, touching tangentially, and thus forming two combing 
positions. The wool is dabbed into the pins of the touching circles, 
and as in revolving these separate, the combed wool lies be- 
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tween them as a continuous fringe on the inside of the large circle 
and the outside of the small circle. These two fringes are drawn 
off by vertical rollers, united together and also to the two corre- 
sponding slivers from the other combing position, thus forming 
what is termed the "top." The short fibres, termed "noil," rest in 
the teeth of the two small circles inside the large circle. This noil 
is thrown out with "noil-knives" so that the small combs are freed 
from fibre in order to proceed continuously with the combing oper- 
ation in conjunction with the larger circle which has been freed by 
the drawing-off rollers. The wool which has to follow on for 
combing is now lifted out of the pins of the large comb, a little 
more is drawn off and dabbed into the pins of both large and'small 
circles where they impinge, and the combing operation is con- 
tinued. The Noble comb is not a "tuft" comb, and, with the excep- 
tion of the dabbing mechanism, is circular and continuous in all its 
motions. Thus of the practical combs employed for both wool 
and cotton to-day, three-viz., Lister's, Holden's and Heilman's- 
are "tuft" combs and one-the Noble-a non-tuft comb. All, 
however, deliver continuous combed slivers. The Heilman cotton 
comb, specially designed for the purpose by Nasmith and other 
cotton engineers, is the only type which has ever been successfully 
employed for cotton. Only the best cottons-Sea Island, Egyptian 
and the very best American-are combed. (A. F. B.) 
COMBUSTION. This term implies the process of burning 

and in the popular mind is generally associated with the produc- 
tion of flame (9.v.). So far as terrestrial conditions are con- 
cerned, it  is due to the combination of a combustible substance 
with oxygen and the consequent evolution of heat. The condition 
of flame is due to the oxidation of gases or vapours at  a very rapid 
rate so that high temperatures are attained, the molecules con- 
cerned thereby becoming highly radiant. Scientifically, the term 
has a broader meaning and is extended to other oxidations. At 
atmospheric temperature oxidation of a combustible material 
generally occurs, if a t  all, only very slowly, and usually with little 
outward manifestation. When, however, the temperature is raised, 
as for example by the application of some external source of 
heat, the process becomes greatly accelerated, and if the "ignition 
point" be reached, heat will be developed at  a rate greater than 
that a t  which it can be dissipated and flame will ensue. Thus, when 
a lighted match is applied to coal-gas issuing from a jet, the 
temperature is so raised that self-propellant combination is estab- 
lished between the gas and the oxygen of the air with which it 
intermingles, flame then appears and is maintained a t  the jet. 
Similarly, when coal is heaped on a fire, its volatile constituents 
liberated by heat mix with the surrounding air and after ignition 
give rise to flame; the residual coke, consisting largely of carbon, 
becomes incandescent, its primary oxidation proceeding without 
flame. 

The explanation of the nature of fire or flame was sought in 
very early times. At first fire was thought to  be an element, but 
as far back as the fourth century B.C. i t  was demonstrated that 
air plays an important part in the phenomenon. During the middle 
ages, however, the notion of an "element of fire" universally pre- 
vailed until Francis Bacon classed it  among his "phantoms of 
the market place" as one of those "fictions which spring from 
vain and false theories" (Novum Organunz). The first important 
experimental study of combustion commenced with the Oxford 
School of Chemistry about 1660 under the leadership of Robert 
Boyle. With the assistance of his pupil Robert Hooke, he had 
contrived his "Machina Boyleana," a forerunner of the modern 
air-pump, and by its aid proved that neither charcoal nor sulphur 
burns when strongly heated in vessels exhausted of air, although 
each inflames as soon as air is readmitted. Having found that 
a mixture of either substance with nitre catches fire even when 
heated in a vacuum, Bople concluded that combustion depends 
upon the action of something common to both air and nitre. He 
conciuded further that, in the calcination of metals a ponderable 
"fire-stuff" is taken up, thus accounting for the gain in weight 
already observed by the French physician, Jean Rey, in 1630. 
Robert Hooke said (Micrographia, 1665) ". . . that shining 
transient body which we call Flame, is nothing else but a mixture 
of Air, and volatil sulphureous parts of dissoluble or combustible 

bodies, which are acting upon each other whilst they ascend. . . ." 
I t  was, however, John Mayow, another of Boyle's pupils, who in 

his Tractatus Quinqzre Medico-Physici (1674) expounded views 
nearest to those held to-day. I n  common with Hooke, blayow 
regarded heat and light as originating in the motions of particles. 
By making the now familiar experiment of burning a candle or 
other substance in a bell jar of air enclosed over water, he ob- 
served that the air is diminished in bulk by combustion and that 
when the flame expires the residual air is inactive and will not 
support combustion. Also he observed that the respiration of 
animals in an enclosed space had the same effect, and concluded 
that respiration and combustion were analogous processes. H e  
therefore postulated the existence of two kinds of particles: 
(a)  inflammable particles which exist in all combustible sub- 
stances, and ( b )  nitro-aerial particles which, originating in the 
sun, become linked to normal aerial particles (which per se are 
inert) in the upper atmosphere. These particles ( a  and b) are 
mutually so hostile that when suitably brought together they 
enter into sharp conflict, whereby they are thrown into violent 
motion the outcome of which is the appearance of fire. Such a 
view differs from that propounded by A. L. Lavoisier a century 
later and now held, in that (i.) it did not recognize that common 
air is a mixture of two physically similar but chemically distinct 
gases, and (ii.) i t  regarded combustion only as the interplay and 
not as the actual combining of two opposite kinds of particles. 
But for his early death in 1679 Mayow might have discovered 
the gas now called oxygen. 
. At the beginning of the 18th century, another view of combus- 
tion known as the "phlogiston" theory, originally propounded by 
J. J. Becher (1635-IGQI). v:as developed and promulgated by 
G. E. Stahl, and soon became universally accepted. According 
to Lhis theory, all combustible bodies contain a t  least two "prin- 
ciples"-one of "combustibility" called phlogiston (from the 
Greek ~$Xo-yiurbs, burnt) which escapes during combustion, and 
the other of "incombustibility" which remains behind as the ash. 
More easily combustible substances, e.g., charcoal, were supposed 
to consist so largely of phlogiston that after its escape during 
combustion little or no visible residue remains. The inherent 
defect of the theory was that it did not account for the fact that 
the products of combustion are invariably heavier than the original 
substance. This was overcome by ascribing to phlogiston a nega- 
tive weight. The phlogiston theory dominated chemistry during 
the greater part of the 18th century but it did not long survive 
the discovery of oxygen by K. W. Scheele and by J. Priestley; 
for Lavoisier was able to prove that this gas is really the active 
constituent of air, and in 1783, after Henry Cavendish's dis- 
covery of the composition of water, he correctly interpreted its 
compound nature as an oxide of hydrogen. In  his RBfEections sur 
le Phlogistique he denied the existence of phlogiston and pro- 
pounded his new oxygen theory of combustion. His main con- 
tentions were, ( I )  inflammable substances will burn only in 
oxygen or where oxygen is present; ( 2 )  oxygen is consumed in 
combustion and, uniting with the substance burnt, causes an 
increase in weight and a corresponding decrease in the weight 
of the air used. 

Spontaneous Combustion.-In certain circumstances ignition 
may occur without the application of any external source of heat. 
Thus, when heaps of finely divided coal or of cotton waste soaked 
in oil are kept in badly ventilated places, oxidation, proceeding 
slowly at  first, may cause heat to  accumulate until ultimately 
the temperature is raised to the "ignition point," when inflamma- 
tion occurs. The spontaneous firing of hay-ricks is the result 
of similar causes. 

Slow a n d  Cata ly t ic  Combustion.- It has already been 
mentioned that oxidation of a combustible material can occur 
at temperatures below those at  which flame is developed. Thus, 
Davy in 1817 discovered that when mixtures of hydrogen and 
oxygen are passed through a tube heated a t  temperatures between 
360" and 500" C they combine to form water "without any 
violence and without light." W. A. Bone and his collaborators 
have found that mixtures of certain gaseous hydrocarbons with 
oxygen are very reactive a t  300' C and in some cases even at 
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a50° C. The rate of such combination is always accelerated by 
contact of the reacting gases with some foreign material or 
surface, a phenomenon of the greatest importance in chemistry 
and known as "catalytic" or "surface" combustion. As a result 
of these and other researches, i t  is necessary to  distinguish be- 
tween two possible conditions under which gaseous combustion 
may occur, viz., (i.) hontogeneously, i.e., uniformly throughout 
the system as a whole, (a)  a t  temperatures below the ignition 
point, slowly and without flame, and ( b )  a t  temperatures above 
the ignition point, rapidly and with flame; and (ii.) Itetero- 
geneously, i.e., in layers in direct contact with a hot surface. 

Incandescent  Surface Combustion.-Davy also set out to  
enquire whether, seeing that the temperatures of flame far exceed 
those a t  which solids become incandescent, a body can be main- 
tained in an incandescent state by combination of the gases a t  
i ts surface without actual flame. H e  discovered that if a heated 
platinum wire be plunged into a mixture of coal-gas with air 
rendered non-explosive by excess of the combustible, the wire 
immediately becomes red hot and continues so until nearly the 
whole of the oxygen has disappeared. I n  1906 W. A. Bone was 
able to effect a fEa?neless i?zcandescetzt surface combustion by burn- 
ing explosive gas-air mixtures in contact with surfaces of ordinary 
refractory material, which were thereby maintained in a continu- 
ous incandescence without flame; and in conjunction with C. D. 
McCourt he applied this discovery to  various domestic and in- 
dustrial heating operations, including steam raising, etc. The 
advantages of such a system are, (i.) the combustion is greatly 
accelerated by the incandescent surface, (ii.) the combustion is 
perfect with a minimum excess of air, (iii.) the attainment of very 
high temperature is possible and (iv.) owing to the large amount 
of radiant energy developed, transmission of heat from the seat 
of combustion to the object to  be heated is very rapid. 

Lastly, i t  should be mentioned that combustion is not neces- 
sarily controlled by simple thermal factors but may be profoundly 
influenced by the electrically charged condition (degree of ioniza- 
tion) of the reactants. Such is probably the case in the ignition 
of explosive mixtures by electric discharges and also in catalytic 
combustion. 

Gaseous Explosions.-When a combustible gas issuing from 
an orifice is ignited, a stationary flame is maintained by the active 
chemical combination of the combustible with the oxygen of the 
atmosphere with which it  intermingles. Should, however, the com- 
bustible previously be mixed with air (or oxygen) in suitable 
proportion, the mixture becomes explosive, and given favourable 
conditions flame will be propagated through it. When such a 
mixture is ignited in a confined space, the heat developed raises 
the gases to a high temperature with consequent rapid increase in 
pressure. This explosion pressure is the source of power in gas- 
and petrol-engines. 

I n  order that a gaseous mixture may be explosive it is necessary 
that the percentage of the particular combustible present should 
lie between certain limits. Also, in order to initiate flame the mix- 
ture must be raised locally a t  least to  its ignition temperature. In  
neither case are these conditions constant, but they are dependent 
on the temperature and pressure of the mixture and also on its 
environment. Usually, however, they can be reasonably well de- 
fined; thus at  atn~ospheric temperature and pressure the following 
figures have been found : 

Hydrogen and Carbon mon- 
oxide and air 

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper 1 i t  1 i t  1 i t  i t  I i t  I limit I --- I Limits of innam- I / 1 / / I / 
mability (vol- 

atures (approx- I imate) . j)o0 C 680' C 1 660°C 

ume percent- 
age of com- 
bustible gas in 
air) . . . 

Ignition temper- 

I t  should also be borne in mind that in certain cases the elec- 
trically charged state of the gases may play an important rBle in  
the initiation of flame. 

P r o p a g a t i o n  of Flame.-In the case of mixtures of "limit" 
composition, the heat liberated by oxidation of the combustible 
is just sufficient to  raise adjacent layers of gas t o  the "ignition 
temperature," flame being propagated only very slowly. When 
richer mixtures are exploded the nature of flame movement is 
dependent on circumstances. Thus if a mixture be ignited a t  the 
open end of a tube which is closed a t  the other end, an initial 
slow "uniform movement" usually occurs, its velocity being 
dependent on ( I )  the composition of the mixture, ( 2 )  its temper- 
ature and pressure, (3) the nature and diameter of the tube 
employed, (4) the direction of flame propagation, and (5) the 
source and character of the ignition. Flame movement so initiated 
usually proceeds a t  uniform velocity for a certain distance and its 
termination is marked by a period of accelerated vibrational flame 
movement which may in certain cases give rise to  detonation. 
When a mixture is ignited near the closed end of a tube the for- 
ward movement of the flame is  continuously accelerated until 
ultimately detonation may be set up. It should also be mentioned 
that, when an explosive mixture is ignited in a state of turbulence, 
as in a gas engine, the rate of normal flame propagation (and 
hence pressure development) is much more rapid than if the 
mixture were stagnant. 

Detonation.-When detonation (Fr. Ponde Explosive) oc- 
curs, flame is propagated a t  an enormously high velocity (c. 
2,000 to 3,000 metres per second), each successive layer of 
the explosive mixture concerned being ignited by adiabatic 
compression in an explosion wave. I n  such circumstances chem- 
ical reaction is more intense and of much shorter duration than 
in normal combustion; in addition, the pressure in the wave is 
much greater than that developed in ordinary explosions, thus 
accounting for its shattering effect. I t  is set up when a sufficiently 
explosive mixture is ignited by means of a detonator (e.g., a ful- 
minate charge) or in circumstances such that an advancing flame 
is exposed to the effects of compression waves. When once estab- 
lished, the velocity of the wave is constant and within wide limits 
unaffected by the material and diameter of the tube employed, 
being solely dependent on the nature of the explosive mixture, 
its temperature and pressure. 

(For heats of combustion, see THERMOCHEXIISTRY.) 
See W. A. Bone and D. T. A. Townend, Flame and Combztstion in 

Gases ( 1 9 2 7 )  ; R. T. Haslam and R. P. Russell, Fuels and their 
Combustion (1926). (D. T. A. T.) 

COMEDY, the general term applied to a type of drama the 
chief object of which, according to modern notions, is to amuse. 
I t  is contrasted on the one hand with tragedy and on the other 
with farce, burlesque, etc. As compared with tragedy it  is dis- 
tinguished by having a happy ending (this being considered for  
a long time the essential difference), by quaint situations, and by 
lightness of dialogue and character-drawing. As compared with 
farce it  abstains from crude and boisterous jesting, and is marked 
by some subtlety of dialogue and plot. I t  is, however, difficult to  
draw a hard and fast line of demarcation, there being a distinct 
tendency to combine the characteristics of farce with those of 
free comedy. This is perhaps more especially the case in the 
"musical comedy," which has been popular in Great Britain and 
America since the later 19th century, where true comedy is fre- 
quently subservient to broad 'farce and spectacular effects. 

The adjective "comic," which strictly means that which relates 
to comedy, is a modern usage generally confined to the sense of 
"laughter-provoking." The phenomena connected with laughter 
and that which provokes it, the comic, have been carefully investi- 
gated by psychologists, in contrast with other phenomena con- 
nected with the emotions. I t  is generally agreed that the pre- 
dominating characteristics are incongruity or contrasts in the 
object, and shock or emotional seizure on the part of the subject, 
I t  has also been held that the feeling of superiority is an essential, 
if not the essential, factor; thus Hobbes speaks of laughter as a 
"sudden glory." Physiological explanations have been given by 
Kant, Spencer and Darwin. Modern investigators have paid much 
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attention to the origin both of laughter and of smiling, babies be- 
ing watched from infancy and the date of their first smile being 
carefully recorded. For an admirable analysis and account of the 
theories see James Sully O n  Laughter (1902). (See  DRAMA, 
HUMOUR, CARICATURE, etc.) 

COMENIUS or KOMENSKY, JOHANN AMOS ( I  592- 
1670), a famous writer on education, and the last bishop of the 
old church of the Moravian and Bohemian Brethren, was born 
either a t  Comna, or a t  Niwnitz, in  Moravia. Having studied at  
Herborn and Heidelberg, and travelled in Holland and England, 
he became rector of a school a t  Prerau, and later of a school a t  
Fulnek. I n  1621 the Spanish invasion drove him into Poland. 
Soon after he was made bishop of the Moravians. While teach- 
ing Latin a t  Lissa, he published Pu~tsopl~iae  prodromus (1630), 
a work on education, and Janua linguarum reserata (1631), the 
latter being produced in 12 European languages, and in Arabic, 
Persian and Turkish. H e  subsequently published similar works, 
as  the Eruditionis sclzolasticue junua and the Janua linguarum 
trilinguis. His original method of te%ching Latin and Greek con- 
sisted in giving, in parallel columns, useful sentences in the ver- 
nacular and the languages to  be taught. I n  some of his books, 
as the Orbis se~zsualizlm pictzrs (1658), pictures are added; this 
work is, indeed, the first children's picture-book. I n  1638 
Comenius was requested by the Government of Sweden to draw 
u p  a scheme for the management of its schools; and a few years 
after he was invited to  join the commission that the English par- 
liament intended to appoint for the reform of education. He 
visited England in 1641, but the disturbed state of politics pre- 
vented the appointment of the commission, and Comenius left for 
Sweden where the minister, Oxenstjerna, employed him in the 
organization of Swedish schools. H e  died Nov. 15, 1670, a t  
Amsterdam. 

Comenius was disgusted a t  the pedantic teaching of his own 
day, and insisted that the teaching of words and things must go 
together. Languages should be taught, like the mother tongue, 
by topical conversation-pictures and objects should be used. I n  
his course he included singing, economy, politics, world-history, 
geography, science and the arts and handicrafts. 

As a theologian, Comenius was influenced by Boehme. His religious 
zeal is manifested in his semi-educational work, The Labyrinth of the 
World and tlze Paradise o f  the Heart, ed. Lutzom (Temple classics, 
1905). The Great Didactic was edited b y  M. W. Keatinge (1910). 
Comenius also published three historical wor1;s-Ratio disciplinae or- 
dinisque i n  unitate fratrum Bohemorum, Historia persecutionurn ec- 
clesiae Bohemicae (1648), and Martyrologium Bohemicum. See 
C. von Raumer, Gesrhichte der Padogogik (1857) ; D. J.  G. Carpzov, 
Religionsuntersuclzung der Bohmischen und mahrischen Bruder (1742) ; 
S .  S. Laurie, John Comenius (1881). 

COMETS. In  addition to the planets and their satellites, 
the sun's retinue contains a very large number of comets. These 
are distinguished from the planets in three ways: ( I )  their orbits, 
instead of being appreciably circular, like those of the planets, 
are elongated ellipses, which, in the majority of cases, are almost 
parabolic; (2) their masses are exceedingly small compared with 
those of the major planets, and are probably much less even than 
those of the minor planets; (3) they are generally surrounded by 
hazy or ncbulous envelopes; these are styled the "coma" when 
their outline is nearly circular, or the "tail" when i t  is greatly ex- 
tended. The name "comet" is derived from the Greek and Latin 
words for "hair," from a fancied resemblance between the tails 
of comets and long hair streaming in the wind. The terms for 
them used in China and Japan, translated "besom star," may 
come either from a comparison between a comet's tail and the 
bundle of twigs in a broom, or from a fancied resemblance between 
the motion of a comet's tail across the constellations and that 
of a broom over a floor. 

Distances a n d  Periods of Comets.-The distances of comets 
from the sun vary within enormously wide limits; the comets 
1880 I. and 1887 I. approached within 90,000 miles of the sun's 
surface, and several other comets approached almost as closely. 
The greatest distance to which comets recede from the sun can 
only be given vaguely; but it  seems to be a large fraction of the 
distance (2 j millions of millions of miles) that separates us from 
the nearest fixed star. indeed, in a fm cases comets are found to 

be moving in hyperbolic orbits, which implies that they may pass 
beyond the sun's control into that of some other star; but such 
cases are exceptional. The periods of comets, that is, the times 
required to accomplish a single revolution in their orbits, likewise 
vary enormously; the shortest known period is that of Encke's 
comet, three and one-third years, whilst the longest is in the 
neighbourhood of a million years. The average periods of comets 
are very long, certainly many thousands of years, and the number 
of comets of long period that approach the sun in a century is 
about 300 (making some allowance for undetected ones). The 
majority of these show no appreciable deviation from a parabolic 
orbit, and we are probably not overestimating their average period 
if we put it  a t  40,000 years. We thus obtain 120,000 as the total 
number of comets in the solar system, which makes them by far  
the most numerous class of objects in the system; the minor 
planets are probably to  bereckoned by thousands, but the highest 
estimate of their number is about 50,000. 

Comets in A n c i e n t  Times.-Comets appear a t  irregular inter- 
vals, and their rapid, capricious movements, combined with the 
occasional size and brilliance of their tails, have caused them to 
be regarded with mingled interest and apprehension. Since the 
belief was long prevalent that the movements of the heavenly 
bodies influenced the affairs of men, it  is not unnatural that 
comets were regarded as particularly potent in such influences; 
later they were associated with plague, famine and war. These 
erroneous ideas had, however, the useful result of causing the 
movements of comets to be noted with great care. Many such 
notices have come down to us, especially in the Chinese annals; 
they have been useful in  enabling the history of Halley's comet 
to be carried back 2,000 years, and in giving probable identifica- 
tions of a few other comets. 

There were two schools of opinion concerning the nature of 
comets in early times; one regarded them as true celestial bodies, 
the other as vaporous exhalations within the earth's atmosphere. 
The former view was held by the Roman philosopher, Seneca, 
who made the sagacious forecast: "Some day there will arise a 
man who will demonstrate in  what regions of the heavens the 
comets take their way; why they journey so far  apart from the 
other planets; what their size, their nature." Unfortunately Euro- 
pean astronomers for many centuries exhibited less sagacity than 
Seneca, and adopted the view that comets were atmospheric 
exhalations, though this was capable of easy refutation by the 
fact that comets shared in the daily revolution of the heavens, 
rising and setting like the stars. The erroneous view had the effect 
of causing very little attention to be paid to  the positions of 
comets among the stars, so that up to  the 16th century the Euro- 
pean cometary records are far inferior in accuracy to the Chinese 
ones. I t  was one of the useful achievements of Tycho Brahe t o  
establish, by comparison of observations made a t  two distant ob- 
servatories, that comets are more remote than the moon, so that 
they must be regarded as heavenly bodies. 

ORBITS OF COMETS 

L a w  of G r a v i t a t i o n  Appl ied  t o  Comets.-It was impossible 
to ascertain the true orbits of comets till the law of gravitation 
had been established. Newton proved that under a force that 
diminished in proportion to the inverse square of the distance, 
a body could describe any of the curves known as "conic sec- 
tions," that is, the circle, ellipse, parabola or hyperbola. I t  was 
soon recognized that the observed movements of comets could be 
explained on the hypothesis that they were travelling round the 
sun in elongated ellipses or in parabolas, being visible for only a 
small portion of their orbits in the neighbourhood of the sun. 
Newton himself applied the new principle to the brilliant comet of 
1680; subsequently he obtained the assistance of Halley, who 
in 1704 collected the observations of 24 comets, commencing with 
that of the year 1337, and calculated their orbits; he made the 
preliminary assumption that they were moving in parabolas, since 
this simplified the work. All parabolas are of the same shape, . 
so that tables can be constructed that are available for all cases; 
the same assumption is still made in calculating the orbits of 
new comets, since it is known to be true in the majority of cases. 
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On collecting the orbits thus found, Halley noticed that there 
were three, those of 1531, 1607 and 1682, that were moving in 
paths that were practically identical. The intervals between their 
appearances were not exactly equal, the first being longer by 15 
months; but Halley saw that this could be readily explained by the 
disturbing action of the large planets, Jupiter and Saturn; in the 
case of elongated orbits a small change of velocity has an exag- 
gerated effect on the period. Examination then revealed records 
of another appearance of the same comet in 1456. I t  was confi- 
dently and correctly assumed that all four apparitions belonged to 
a single body, whose return might be expected about 1758. The 
fact of a comet's return was now established for the first time. 
There had been some conjectured cases earlier; but they were 
erroneous, the orbits not having been deduced on correct prin- 
ciples. Halley's prediction was justified by the result, the comet 
having returned in 1759 and again in  1835 and 1910. 

Comets of S h o r t  Period.-Halley called his comet a "IlIercury 
among comets," supposing that it  had the shortest period of any; 
this has been known to be incorrect since the discovery of Encke's 
comet early in the 19th century. This is the true "Mercury of 
comets," its period being three and one-third years. More than 
60 other comets are known whose periods are less than 80 years. 
These divide themselves naturally into four groups, to  which are 
given the names of the four giant planets. There is not much 
doubt that there is some connection between each group and the 
planet whose name i t  bears. Jupiter's family is  much the largest, 
containing some 50 members, whose periods lie between 3.3 and 
8.9 years; the mean is 6.38 years, which is 0.538 of Jupiter's 
period; the orbits of most of the members pass close to  that of 
Jupiter. Saturn's family has four members; their periods lie 
between 13.1 and 17.7 years; the mean is 14.9 years or 0.57 of 
Saturn's period. Uranus has only two comets; the mean period is 
36.6 years, or 0.44 of Uranus's. Neptune has the considerable 
family of nine comets, including that of Halley; their mean period 
is 70.9 years, or 0.43 of Neptune's. The connection of the first 
family with Jupiter is not disputed; his influence on many of its 
members has been considerable. But the connection of the other 
planets with their families is not universally recognized. There 
seems to be a good case for assuming connection; the divisions 
between the families are well marked, and the mean period of each 
family is about half that of its planet; this implies that their 
aphelia (the points of their orbits furthest from the sun) are 
near the orbits of their respective planets; no other comets are 
known with periods of less than 1 2 0  years, except those in the 
four families. The nature of the connection between the planets 
and their families will be discussed in the section "Origin of 
Comets." 

Our knowledge of the short-period comets may be said to 
date from 1819. There were a few cases before that when a 
parabolic orbit was found not to  satisfy the observations, and an 
elliptical one was deduced. The follo

w

ing is a list of them: 
Lahire's comet 1678, period 5.38 years; Grischow's comet 1743 I., 
6.73 years; Helfenzrieder's comet 1766 II. ,  4.5 years; Messier's 
comet 1770 I. (now known as Lexell's comet), 5.6 years; Mon- 
taigne's comet 1774 (now known as Biela's comet), 6.77 years; 
Pigott's comet 1783, 5.89 years. I n  many of these cases the ob- 
servations were rough, and the period considered doubtful; it had 
not been verified by the return of the comet. We now know that 
Biela's comet was seen again in 1806, 1826, etc., but this had not 
then been recognized. 

Encke's Comet.-On Nov. 26, 1818, Pons, an assiduous comet 
hunter a t  Marseilles, found a telescopic comet that was observed 
for 40 days; J. F. Encke, a celebrated German astronomer, under- 
took the study of its orbit, and found that it  was an ellipse with 
a period of 3.3 years, which was then, and still remains, the 
shortest known cometary period. Encke was able to prove, by 
laborious calculation of the disturbances produced by Jupiter. 
that comets seen in I 786, 1795 and 1805 were identical with i t ;  
he predicted the circumstances of its return in 1822, which were 
exactly verified. From that day to the present time, the comet 
(which bears Encke's name, owing to his brilliant work upon it) 
has been observed at  every return. Thkre is only one other comet 

that has a similar unbroken record, namely Halley's comet. The 
reason in the case of Encke's comet is that it  passes within 31 mil- 
lion miles of the sun, which is much closer than the other comets 
of short period; it  is then so brightly lit up that it  is usually an 
easy object to observe. I t  has also been fortunate in having a 
succession of able mathematicians, Encke, von Asten and Back- 
lund, to  calculate the disturbances in its orbit. One peculiarity 
noticed by Encke was that, after making allowance for planetary 
disturbances, the period was getting shorter by two and one-half 
hours each revolution. I t  was conjectured that this might arise 
from a "resisting medium" in space, which slightly retarded the 
comet's motion; i t  can be shown that such a retardation brings 
the comet nearer the sun and shortens its period. Against this 
suggestion is the fact that other short-period comets do not 
show the effect; but it  can be replied that Encke's comet passes 
nearer to  the sun than they do, and the medium would probably 
be denser there. A more serious objection is that the effect has 
gradually diminished in amount; i t  lost 20% in 1858, another 20 

in 1868, 28% in 1895, and there was a further loss about 1905, 
bringing the amount down to one-ninth of what it  was before 1858. 

I t  is worth while to  exhibit the changes in the period by giving 
a table of the dates of periheliolt passuge (that is, the time when 
the comet is nearest to  the sun). These are given in Greenwich 
civil time; after each perihelion up to 1871 is given the interval 
in days t o  the 18th following perihelion, about 594 years later 
(equal to five revolutions of Jupiter and two of Saturn, so that 
their disturbing action nearly repeats itself after the interval). I t  
will be seen that the interval suffers a rapid diminution at  one part 
of the table, but remains almost stationary towards the end of i t ;  
i t  is easy, with the aid of this table to predict future returns within 
less than a day. 

Perihelion 
1786 Jan. 31.37 
1789 May 19 
1792 Sept. 4 
1795 Dec. 21.94 
1799 Apr. 10 
1802 Aug. I 
180j Nov. 22.00 
1809 Mar. 12 
1812 June 26 
1815 Oct. 1 2  

1819 Jan. 27.75 
1822 May 24.46 
1825 Sept. 16.78 
1829 Jan. 10.24 
1832 May 4.49 
1835 Aug. 26.86 
1838 Dec. 19.51 
1842 Apr. 12.52 
1845 Aug. 10.10 
1848 Nov. 26.58 
1852 Mar. 15.21 
1855 July 1.53 
18j8 Oct. 18.87 

Interval 
(days) 

21,739.73 
21,740 
21,740 
21,740.58 
21,740 
21,739 
21,737.42 
21,736 
21,734 
21,732 
21,729.92 
21,725.34 
21,722.35 
21,719 25 
21,715.99 
213712.39 
21,708.85 
21,705.44 
21,704.28 
21,70343 
21,705.32 
21,705.90 
21,705.94 

Perihelion 
1862 Feb. 6.75 
186j May 28.42 
1868 Sept. 15.11 
1871 Dec. 29.31 
1875 Apr. 13.48 
1878 July 26.67 
1881 Nov. 15.80 
188j Mar. 8.13 
1828 June 28.49 
1891 Oct. 18.48 
1895 Feb. 5.25 
1898 May 27.36 
1901 Sept. 15.96 
1905 Jan. 12.38 
1908 May 1.41 
I911 Aug. 19.53 
1914 Dec. 5.43 
1918 Mar. 24.81 
1921 July 13.56 
19aq Oct. 31.94 
1928 Feb. 19.71 
1931 June 3.9 

Interval 
(days) 

21,705431 
21,  705.52 
21,70j.60 
21,705.6 

. . 

. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

Encke's comet is generally easier to  see before perihelion than 
after i t ;  the approach to the sun causes its envelopes to  expand 
till they become very diffused and faint. This comet makes 
occasional close approaches to  Mercury, whose perturbations of 
its motion afford the best determination of Mercury's mass; Back- 
lund deduced the value of one nine-millionth of the sun or one 
twenty-seventh of the earth, a smaller value than that previously 
adopted. 

Other  Comets of Jupiter.- The aphelion point of the orbit 
of Encke's comet lies 84 million miles inside Jupiter's orbit. The 
other members of Jupiter's comet family make much closer ap- 
proaches to  it, occasionally penetrating within its satellite sys- 
tem. The smallness of cometary masses is demonstrated by the 
absence of any disturbance to the motion of the satellites, whereas 
the comet's orbit suffers great changes. The orbit of Lexell's 
comet of I7 j O  underwent such changes both in 1767 and 1779 
that its previous and subsequent paths were outside our sphere 
of vision. Other comets that have undergone large disturbances 
from Jupiter are d'Arrest's in 1860, Brooks's in 1886, Wolf's in 
1875 and 1922; curiously enough, in this latter comet the second 
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perturbations almost exactly reversed the first, and sent the comet 
back to its former path. 

Space forbids a full account of all the members of the Jupiter 
family; two of the more interesting members are selected as spec- 
imens. The first is Biela's comet; this was seen in 1772 and 
1805, but its orbit was not definitely fixed till Biela and Gam- 
bart found it  independently in 1826. I t s  period was found to be 
six and three-fourths years, and its orbit intersected that of the 
earth, a fact which caused much groundless alarm a t  its return 
in  1832; this, however, was the occasion of a useful popular bro- 
chure on this comet, and comets in general, by the famous Arago. 
The return of the comet in 1839 was not seen, the comet being 
badly placed. I n  1846 the surprising discovery was made that 
i t  had split into two comets, which travelled side by side at  a 
nearly constant distance. The division of a comet into two equal 
portions is a very rare occurrence, though several cases of the 
separation of small fragments are known; it  has, however, been 
conjectured that the family of brilliant sun-grazing comets that 
appeared in 1843, 1880, 1882, 1887, were separated portions of a 
single comet. The two portions of Biela's comet appeared again 
in  1852, somewhat further apart. Their non-appearance in 1859 
excited no surprise, since they were badly placed in the sky; but 
early in  1866 their calculated position was favourable, yet in 
spite of careful search nothing could be found; nor have they 
ever again been seen as comets. Their presence has been mani- 
fested in the shape of showers of meteors; displays of these, mov- 
ing in the same path as the comet, occurred on Nov. 27, 1872, and 
again in  Nov. 1885, 1892 and 1898. 

The disappearance of Biela's comet is evidence of the transitory 
nature of short-period comets. Two other comets, Brorsen and 
Tempe1 I., have likewise been lost; both were observed a t  a suf- 
ficient number of returns up to 1879 to ensure accuracy in the 
determination of the orbits and periods, but neither has been 
seen since 1879. 

The other Jupiter comet selected for description is that discov- 
ered by Pons in 1819, and found to have a period of 5.6 years; 
i t  was not seen again till 1858, when it  was found by Winnecke, 
so that it  bears a double designation. I t  may perhaps be identical 
with Helfenzrieder's comet of 1766, but this has not yet been 
proved. The point of interest in this comet is the notable change 
in its period and perihelion distance, produced by Jupiter's ac- 
tion. The perihelion distance from the sun in millions of miles 
was 37 in 1766, 72 in 1819, 77 in 1875, 82 in 1886, 86 in 1898, 
go in 1909 and 1915; there was then a n  abrupt increase of six 
million miles up to 96 t  in 1921 and 1927. The period has now 
increased to six years, almost exactly half that of Jupiter, and 
there are large disturbances by Jupiter every alternate revolution. 
The  perihelion point was inside the earth's orbit up  t o  1915, but 
then went two million miles outside it. Showers of meteors con- 
nected with this comet were seen in June 1916, and June 1927. 
On June 26, 1927, it  approached the earth within three and one- 
half million miles. This is the second nearest cometary approach 
on record; the nearest is that of Lexell's comet in  17 70 within one 
and one-half million miles. The comet Pons-Winnecke was clearly 
visible to  the naked eye in 1927, and its nucleus appeared like a 
small star; i ts diameter was not greater than some two miles. 

Comets of S a t u r n  and Uranus.-The best known member of 
Saturn's family is Tuttle's comet, discovered in 1858, and then 
found to be identical with Mechain's comet of 1790. I t s  period 
is 133 years, and it  has been seen a t  every return since 1858. 

The more interesting of Uranus's two comets is Tempel's comet, 
found in 1866. I t s  period is one-third of a century, and its orbit 
coincides with that of the "Leonid" meteors, which are seen in 
November to  radiate from the "sickle" of Leo. There were bril- 
liant displays of these in  1833 and 1866, but that of 1899 was 
much poorer, since perturbations by Jupiter had diverted their 
course away from the earth. This comet is the first (following 
the order of increasing period) whose motion is retrograde, or 
opposed to that of the planets. I t  has not been seen a t  any other 
return, unless it  be identical with one seen in China in 1366; if 
identical, i t  has greatly diminished in splendour; it  was a con- 
spicuous naked-eye object in 1366, but a feeble telescopic one in 

1866. Le Verrier has made researches on the previous history of 
this comet, and concluded that it  made a close approach to Uranus 
in A.D. 126. At present their orbits are separated by 35 million 
miles. The comet was not seen in 1899. Stephan's comet of 1867 
is the other member of the Uranus family; this also has not been 
observed again. 

Neptune's Comets.-Neptune's family is much larger and bet- 
ter observed than that of Uranus. I t  has nine members, of which 
five have been observed a t  a second apparition. Halley's comet 
heads the list; this has been traced back to 240 B.C. by comput- 
ing the planetary perturbations. At every return except that of 
163 B.C. i t  has been identified with an actually observed comet. 
There is a possible identification in 467 B.c.; both the Chinese an- 
nals and Aristotle (in Meteorologica) record this comet: the latter 
adds that a large meteor fell (a t  Aegos Potami) while the comet 
was visible; this increases the probability that i t  was Halley's 
comet, since i t  is one of those that approach near enough to the 
earth to give meteor showers. The apparition of this comet in 
A.D. 1066 is recorded on the Bayeux tapestry. The head of the 
comet passed across the sun in 1910, but was absolutely invis- 
ible, demonstrating the very small amount of matter contained in 
it. The earth probably passed through the tail a t  that time; but 
there was little, if any, evidence of its presence. There was a sim- 
ilar passage of the earth through the tail of the great comet of 
1861; no phenomenon was noticeable beyond a diffused glare, 
demonstrating the very small density of the tails of comets. Four 
other members of Neptune's family have been seen on their sec- 
ond visit; these are ( I )  Pons-Brooks, 1812 and 1884; (2) Olbers, 
1815 and 1887; (3) Westphal, 1852 and 1913; (4) Brorsen- 
Metcalf, 1847 and 1919. These are inferior to Halley's comet in 
brightness, but superior to most of the Jupiter comets. Three of 
the Neptune family have retrograde motion; these are Halley's 
comet, the Pons-Gambart comet 1827 II., and Ross's comet 
1883 11. 

The influence of Neptune on his comet family in  the present 
position of their orbits is very small. The least distances between 
the orbits of Neptune and the different comets are given in terms 
of the distance from the earth to  the sun:-for de Vico's comet 
it is four units; for the comets Pons-Brooks and Pons-Gambart 
six units; for Halley's and the Brorsen-Metcalf comet eight units; 
for  the comet 1921 I. (Dubiago) it  is ten units; for the other 
three comets, Olbers, Westphal and Ross, i t  is about 18 units. I t  
must, however, be remembered that the influence a t  a given dis- 
tance increases as we go further from the sun, since the solar in- 
fluence is very small in those outer regions. Thus Neptune is nevel- 
less than ten units from Uranus, yet it  disturbs it  noticeably. 
I t  is probable that disturbances by Jupiter have gradually changed 
the orbits of these Neptune comets, and that they once came 
much closer to  Neptune. 

I t  is possible to  trace evidence of comet families still further 
from the sun. There are no comets known with periods between 
about 80 and 1 2 0  years; then we have the following group of 
four comets: ( I )  1862 111. (Tuttle), period 119 years; this is 
the comet associated with the August meteors; (2) Barnard's 
comet, 1889 III., period 128.3 years; (3) Mellish's comet, 191 7 
I., period 145.0 years; (4) the comet Grigg-Mellish, 1907 II . ,  
identified by E. Weiss with that of 1742, the period being there- 
fore 164.3 years. This last is the only comet outside the h'ep- 
tune family that has been observed a t  a second return. There is 
a possible fifth member of the family; the comets of 1532 and 
1661 have such similar orbits, that identity is suspected; if so, 
the period is 128.3 years. This family gives some ground for sus- 
pecting the existence of an extra-Neptunian planet with period 
about 335 years and distance 48.2 units. I t  is noteworthy that both 
Lowell and Gaillot deduced the existence of a planet a t  about 
this distance from small unexplained perturbations of Uranus. 
There is some evidence for another comet family with periods 
near 400 years, which would give 1,000 years for the associated 
planet. Prof. G. Forbes strongly supports the existence of this 
planet from cometary statistics, but i t  is far more doubtful than 
the 335-year one. 

Comets of L o n g  Period.-We pass on to the comets whose 
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orbits are scarcely distinguishable from parabolas. There has been 
considerable controversy as to whether these are to be regarded 
as true members of the solar system or stray wanderers from out- 
side it. The matter is, however, capable of being settled by 
simple considerations. The relative motions of the stars, includ- 
ing the sun, are of the order of several miles per second; a comet 
entering the sun's sphere of influence with such a speed would 
travel not in a parabola, but in a strongly marked hyperbola. No 
comets have been observed to travel in such orbits, and it  is safe 
to  conclude that they do not come to the solar system from 
outside. The suggestion has been made that the number of comets 
in interstellar space is very large, and that we see only those 
exceptional ones that happen to enter the sun's sphere of influ- 
ence with zero relative velocity, all others passing too far from 
the sun for us to see them. This suggestion rests on a fallacy. 
The number of comets with no thwart velocity, but with velocity 
in the line between them and the sun, would be far greater than 
the number with zero velocity in both directions; the former 
would pass through our sphere of vision equally with the latter, 
and their orbits would be of the markedly hyperbolic form that 
has never been observed. 

This conclusion is strengthened by another consideration. If 
comets came to the solar system from outside, we should meet 
more coming from the direction towards which the solar system 
is moving (not far from the bright star Vega) than from the 
opposite direction. Now on tabulating all the comets that have 
appeared since 1700, and excluding those with periods less than 
1,000 years (since their orbits have probably been modified by 
planetary perturbations), i t  appears that, up to the year 1862, 
63 comets came from the hemisphere containing the solar apex, 
and 76 from the opposite one. Between 1862 and 1927 the num- 
bers are 61 and 96 for the two hemispheres. I t  should be noted 
that comets coming from the anti-apex hemisphere are some- 
what better placed for northern observers than those from the 
apex one; but this consideration should have less weight in the 
more recent period, in which there have been several careful 
comet-observers in the southern hemisphere. The figures show 
that there is certainly no excess of comets from the apex hemi- 
sphere, and therefore that they do not come from outside the 
system. 

Origin of Comets.-On examining the comets of long period 
that have appeared since 1700, we find that 139 had direct motion 
(that is, in the same direction as the planets) and 157 had retro- 
grade motion; there is thus no preference for direct motion in 
these comets. This makes i t  very difficult to  form any theory to  
explain their origin; if they date back to the same epoch as the 
formation of the family of planets, we should expect that the di- 
rection of motion which is so strongly favoured in the one case 
(there are no exceptions among the p!anets, but there are a few 
among the satellites) should prevail in the other likewise. But the 
statistics show that the preference is slightly in the other direction. 
I t  must be admitted that there is no satisfactory theory of the 
origin of the comets of long period. We may postulate a solar 
origin for the family of sun grazing comets that appeared in 1843, 
1880, 1882, 1887. The phenomena of solar prominences indicate 
that matter is frequently being driven off from the sun at  high 
speed. If the speed of ejection is less than 383 miles per second 
(the speed for motion in a parabola) such matter will return to the 
sun; but planetary perturbations may suffice to  cause it  to miss 
the solar surface and continue to  circulate round it  in a long 
ellipse. It seems, however, scarcely possible to  postulate a solar 
origin for  the numerous comets whose paths do not approach 
the sun within a distance of IOO million miles; and we must 
leave the question of their origin as  one to  which, we cannot a t  
present return an answer. 

A suggestion is, however, possible in the case of the short- 
period comets. The explanation generally adopted is that they 
were formerly long-period comets that happened to pass very near 
to one of the giant planets, and suffered large perturbations, which 
reduced their periods to their present value. I t  is easy to calcu- 
late that only a few comets would pass close enough to Jupiter 
in a million years to suffer such a great change in their orbits. 

This does not appear to be at  all adequate to  keep up the sup- 
ply, in view of the rapid wastage that is going on. I n  the last 
century we have witnessed the definite disintegration of Biela's 
comet, while those of Brorsen and Tempe1 I. have probably 
suffered a like fate. An alternative theory was suggested by  
R. A. Proctor about 1870. H e  suggested that the comets in  ques- 
tion had been expelled from the planets to  whose families they 
belong a t  a time when these planets were still in  a semi-sunlike 
state. This involves the conclusion that these comets have been 
travelling in  their present orbits for millions of years; i t  is dif- 
ficult to  accept this, but i t  does not seem to be impossible that 
the giant planets may still be in  a condition t o  expel comets. The  
radiometric researches of Lampland, Coblentz and others have 
proved that their outer cloud-layers are cold; but since their 
cloud-mantles are thousands of miles thick, this is not incon- 
sistent with a state of great activity (perhaps of a volcanic char- 
acter) lower down. I n  fact many of the disturbances seen in their 
atmospheres, such as  the great red spot on Jupiter and the bright 
spots on Saturn in 1876 and 1903, are proofs of the existence of 
sources of energy a t  a great depth in their atmospheres, where 
solar energy could not penetrate. There does not appear to  be 
any impossibility in  the hypothesis that occasional discharges of 
torrents of matter may take place a t  speeds sufficient to  carry 
the matter away from the planet. The necessary speed in miles 
per second is 374 for Jupiter, 2 2 4  for Saturn, 133 for Uranus, 
13$ for  Neptune. Such speeds may appear improbable, but the 
capture theory involves much greater improbabilities. The  ex- 
pulsion theory gives a possible explanation of the non-occurrence 
of retrograde orbits in the Jupiter family, while we meet them 
in the Uranus and Neptune families. The speed of expulsion nec- 
essary for retrograde motion would be 50 miles per second from 
Jupiter, but only a third of this for the outer planets. I t  may 
be noted that the outer planets would soon cease to  be the con- 
trollers of the families of which they were the parents. The paths 
of such of them as came into our sphere of visibility would nec- 
essarily approach that of Jupiter; on the occasions of such ap- 
proaches, the powerful attraction of Jupiter would modify the 
comets' orbits by degrees, till they no longer made near ap- 
proaches to  the orbits of their parent planets. On this view the 
year A.D. 126, assigned by Le Verrier as  the date of capture 
of Tempel's comet of the Leonid meteors, would be the date of 
the expulsion of the comet and the meteors from Uranus. 

T H E  PHYSICAL NATURE OF COMETS 

When predicting the circumstances of the return of a periodic 
comet, the assumption is made that no force is acting upon it 
except the gravitational attraction of the sun and planets. 
The assumption is justified by the fact that in all such cases 
where the previous appearances of the comet have been well ob- 
served, and where the perturbations have been carefully computed, 
the prediction is close to the truth. On the other hand, study of 
the tails of comets shows that they are acted on by a repulsive 
force from the sun, which is in many cases much stronger than 
the gravitational force. I t  is concluded that the tail is composed 
of matter in a much more finely divided state than the head, and 
that the head is made up of fairly large lumps, for which the 
repulsive force is negligible compared with the gravitational. We 
are led t o  the same conclusion in t

w
o other ways. 

First, the matter driven out into the tail is clearly lost to  the 
comet, whose attraction is quite inadequate to  bring it  back from 
the great distances to  which it  is sent; but large comets, like that 
of Halley, continue to emit new tails a t  each approach to the 
sun. Hence the head must have reservoirs to contain this gas, 
and give some of it  off a t  each approach. Meteoric masses, when 
analysed, are often found to contain hydrogen and other gases, 
so that it  is reasonable to conclude that a comet's head is formed 
of similar masses. 

Secondly, when orbits were calculated for the leading showers 
of meteors, i t  was found in many cases that they agreed closely 
with the orbit of some comet, and in the case of the Leonid me- 
teors the year of maximum display, 1866, coincided with the peri- 
helion passage of the comet. Since we do not see meteors unless 
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they enter the earth's atmosphere, we can see only the meteors 
belonging to those comets whose orbits approach that of the 
earth; but we may infer their existence in other cases. The 
meteoric lumps are probably some feet in diameter, comparable 
with those large meteoric masses that have fallen to  earth from 
time to time; specimens are exhibited at  the Natural History 
Museum, South Kensington, and elsewhere. Lumps of a much 
smaller size would hardly retain a plentiful supply of gas for 
thousands of years, such as we infer to have been given out by 
Halley's comet from the accounts of immense tails a t  many of 
its returns. We cannot imagine the diameter of the lumps to run 
into miles since some sign of them would then have been visible 
when that comet transitted the sun in 1910. 

There are two suggestions as to  the nature of the repulsive 
force that drives out the tail; these are radiation pressure and 
electrical repulsion. The amount of the accelerative action has 
been measured by taking photographs a t  short intervals, and 
noting the outward movement of luminous knots in the tail; esti- 
mates as high as So times that due to gravity have been obtained, 
which is higher than the acceleration that radiation pressure could 
produce. There is another proof that other forces are at  work in 
driving out the tail. I t  is easy to prove that all matter driven 
from the comet's head by solar action would leave the head along 
the line from the sun to the comet; but i t  is quite common for 
the tail to consist of several streamers radiating from the head 
like a fan, the outer ones making a considerable angle with the 
line from the sun. 

The force expelling these streamers must be situated in the 
head, and electrical repulsion is the most probable solution. afore- 
house's comet of 1908 was a specially favourable one for studying 
tail formation; it  would seem that most of the matter leaves the 
head on the sunward side, but is soon bent back by the solar 
repulsive action. The action is like that of the jets in a fountain, 
shot up by water pressure, and curved downwards by grav- 
ity. When looking a t  the congeries of jets in the fountain we see 
that their outline is parabolic; in just the same manner we fre- 
quently see a series of parabolic hoods on the sunward side of 
the comet's head. These hoods are clearly shown in the photo- 
graphs of Morehouse's comet of 1908, and in the drawings of 
those of 1874 and 1881. 

The emission of tail matter is not continuous, but intermit- 
tent; in Morehouse's comet, and in Halley's (1910) the photo- 
graphs showed discarded tails, with a space between them and 
the new tail. Halley's comet also lost its tail on Jan. 24, 1836, 
and there were rapid changes of appearance, which would seem 
to have had their seat in the nucleus. Holmes's comet of 1892 
exhibited very remarkable changes, which were the more notable 
since it  was distant from the sun, in the middle of the zone of 
asteroids. I t  suddenly attained naked eye visibility, though it had 
been equally well placed for observation for some weeks without 
anything being seen of it. There must have been something of 
the nature of an explosion in the nucleus, causing a great out- 
rush of diffused matter which a t  first was very bright, but grew 
fainter as i t  expanded till i t  could no longer be discerned; then 
a second outburst took place, repeating the course of the first on 
a smaller scale. The comet was seen again in 1899 and 1906, but 
it never repeated the remarkable outbursts of its first apparition. 

The comet of 1744 had six divergent tails; this was looked on 
at  that time as very abnormal, and those who did not see the 
comet received the accounts with incredulity. But photographs 
show that multiple tails are quite common, though the outside 
ones are seldom so conspicuous as in 1744. 

Comets in t h e  Spectroscope.-The spectroscope indicates that 
most of the light of the nucleus is reflected sunlight; but most of 
that from the gaseous envelopes gives a spectrum of bright bands. 
These have been identified with those of carbon monoxide, cyano- 
gen and hydrocarbons. At a moderate distance from the sun 
(half the earth's distance, or less) the spectrum of sodium usually 
becomes visible; it  was conspicuous in Wells's comet of 1882, 
and gave the comet a yellowish colour. When a comet comes very 
near the sun, as in the great comet of 1882, the spectrum of 
metals, including iron, becomes visible. I t  will be remembered 

that iron is an important constituent of many meteors. The Rus- 
sian astronomer, Theodore Bredichin, published a theory of com- 
ets' tails in which he postulated a hydrogen composition for long 
straight tails, a hydrocarbon one for those of intermediate type, 
and iron or other heavy substance for short, highly curved tails. 
The spectroscope hardly confirms this in details, since it  does 
not reveal the presence of pure hydrogen; moreover, spectro- 
scopic photographs taken with a prismatic camera do not indicate 
notable difference between the compositions of neighbouring tails. 

G r a d u a l  Diffusion of Cometary  Matter.-There are two 
distinct ways in which cometary material becomes scattered; the 
tails evidently consist of very finely-divided matter, either gas or 
fine dust, since here the non-gravitational forces predominate over 
gravitation. But meteors continue to  follow gravitational orbits; 
hence they consist of much larger particles, similar to  those form- 
ing the comet's head, on which we have seen that gravitation is 
in control. The large dispersion of the meteors away from the 
comet's head is surprising, and must have taken a long time to 
complete. Thus in both the November Leonid shower (Tempel's 
comet), and the August Perseid one (Tuttle's comet), the meteors 
form a complete ring round the whole orbit, though they are 
more densely packed in the neighbourhood of the comet. So also 
the Aquarid meteors of May, whose connection with Halley's 
comet is admitted, travel in paths separated from that of the 
comet by many millions of miles. The cause of the beginning of 
this scattering action is obscure, but once it  had started it  would 
proceed with accelerated pace, since the attraction of the sun 
and planets on the different portions would henceforth be appre- 
ciably different. We become aware of the existence of meteors 
only when they enter the earth's atmosphere; hence only a small 
minority of comets yield visible meteors; but from analogy we 
may infer their existence with confidence in the case of all the 
periodic comets. I t  is more doubtful whether comets with sen- 
sibly parabolic orbits are accompanied by meteor swarms. 

There are two ways in which comets may cease to  exist as 
such. Either the meteors in the head may lose all their gas (this 
appears to be the case with Biela's) or these meteors may become 
so diffused and scattered as  to  lose all semblance of unity and 
coherence. We have no actual experience of the dissolution of 
a comet in the latter manner; in fact the coherence of the heads 
of some comets is surprisingly great, and seems t o  indicate some 
unknown force holding the constituents together. Thus the comet 
Pons-Winnecke has been known since 1819, and has made sev- 
eral close approaches to  Jupiter; further i t  has given rise to  a 
meteor shower, which was well seen in June 1916. Yet when the 
comet approached very near the earth, in June 1927, its nucleus 
was seen to be very small, not more than two miles in diameter 
according to Prof. V. Slipher and M. Baldet. 

B ~ ~ ~ r o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - P r a c t i c a l l y  all handbooks of astronomy have chap- 
ters on comets; reference can be made here only to books dealing 
specially with them; the first two books are of a popular character:- 

George F. Chambers, F.R.A.S., The Story of the Comets (Oxford, 
1910) ; Mary Proctor, F.R.A.S., The Romance of Comets (London and 
New York, 1926). 

J. G .  Galle, Verzeichniss der Elemente der bisher Bereclzneten 
Cometenbahnen (1894), contains orbits of comets from 372 B.C. to 
A.D. 1893, with copious notes in German. A sequel to Galle's Cometen- 
bahnen, continuing it to A.D. 1925, published as vol. xxvi. part 2, of 
Memoirs of British Astronomical Association (Perth, 1925). 

Bengt Stromgren, Tables for a motion in parabolic orbits, vol. xxvii. 
part 2 ,  of Memoirs of British Astronomical Association (Perth, 1927). 

Prof. H. C. Plummer, Introductory Treatise on Dynamical Astron- 
omy (Cambridge, 1918), contains much useful matter relating to 
orbits, but needs mathematical knowledge. 

Prof. Charles P. Olivier, Meteors (Baltimore, 1925). The associa- 
tion of meteors to comets is very close; there is much relating to - 
comets in this, book. 

John Williams, Observations of comets ( i n  China) from 611 B.C. 
to A.D. 1640 (1871). A. Pingre, Come'tograpkie; ou Trait6 historique 
et the'orioue des Combtes (1781). contains much interesting matter 
relating tb ancient and mediaeval comets, but is probably accessib!e 
only in libraries. 

A full and simple description of the method of finding orbits, both 
elliptical and parabolic, was given by Dr. G .  Merton in the Monthly 
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society for June 1925. Nothing 
is needed with it beycnd a nautical almanac and logarithm tables (or, 
if preferred, a calculating machine). (A. C. D. C.) 
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S E R V k T O I R E  F L A W M A R I O N  D E  J U V I S Y  

RECENTLY OBSERVED COMETS 

1. Halley's comet, May 4, 1910.  Halley in 1 7 0 4  was the first astronomer 
t o  establish the fact of a comet's periodic return and t o  calculate 
its e l l ip t ical  orb i t .  His calculations were verified by the reappearance 
of the comet i n  the years 1759,  1 8 3 5  and 1 9 1 0  

2. Brooks's comet, November 11, 1911. I n  1 9 1 1  this comet was easily 
v is ib le t o  the naked eye and had a long ta i l  

3. Morehouse's comet, November, 1908.  Discovered i n  that year by  Daniel 
Walter Morehouse, then of the Yerkes observatory. The ta i l  formation 
of the comet is clearly shown here; a series of parabolic hoods may 
be seen on the sunward side of the head of the comet 

4. Halley's comet as seen on Aor i l  27 ,  1910.  This comet, called by its 
discoverer, because of i ts short period, the "Mercury among comets," 

is a member of the Neptune family. I t s  hlstory can be traced i n  
Chinese annals as far back as the year 2 4 0  B.C. 

5. Pons-Winnecke comet, June 23 ,  1927. A member of the Jupiter fami ly  
of comets, named after Pons, who discovered it - i n  1819,  and 
Winnecke, who rediscovered i t  in  1858.  The photograph shows the 
comet at a distance of four m i l l i on  miles f rom the earth. Stars are 
visible through the transparent cometic envelope. This comet's 
orbi t  is changed every alternate revolution 

6. Comet Finsler, photographed w i th  the 24-inch reflector of the Yerkes 
Observatory by Dr. G. Van Biesbroeck on August 5 and 6. This 
comet was discovered in the morning of July 4, 1 9 3 7  by Dr. P. Finsler 
of Switzerland. I t  reached i ts  closest approach t o  the earth on 
August 9 when the distance was forty-five m i l l i on  miles. 



PLATE COMIC STRIP 

-:-' 2 UNCOUTH '1 

P O P U L A R  U.S. COMIC STRIPS  

1. "Superman," by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster 4. "Li ' l  Abner," by  A l  Capp 
2. "Popeye," created by Elr ie  S e ~ a r  5. " Mut t  and Jeff," by  Bud Fisher 
3. "The Gurnps," originated by Sidney Smith and continued 6. "Mickey Mouse," by W a l t  Disney 

after his death by Gus Edson 



COMET-SEEKER-COMITIA 
COMET-SEEKER, a small telescope adapted especially t o  

searching for comets: commonly of short focal length and large 
aperture, in order to  secure the greatest brilliancy of light. 

COMIC OPERA, which in its broadest significance may be 
regarded as including any kind of opera or musical play of a 
humorous character, in its more restricted and more commonly 
received meaning, implies an opera light in character, based on 
an amusing subject and having spoken dialogue. (See MUSICAL 
COMEDY.) 

COMIC STRIP. The remote ancestry of the American serial 
comic would include the figures of "The Rake's Progress" and 
'.Marriage a la Mode" of Hogarth, the work of Rowlandson and 
Cruikshank, and the "Robert hlacaire" of Daumier and Philipon. 
The indigenous product first found expression in the back pages 
of the American magazines of the latter half of the 19th century. 
Conspicuous and enduring examples of this early work were 
Palmer Cox's "The Brownies," a series of drawings depicting 
the astonishing adventures of a race of benevolent little people, 
akin to the fairies; and the sketches of A. B. Frost. I t  was in 
the '90s that the comic serial found its way into the newspapers. 
"The Yellow Kid," a creation of that decade, contributed to the 
coinage of the term "Yellow Journalism." "The Yellow Kid" is 
g e n e ~ d l y  credited to R .  F. Outcault. Frederick Burr Opper, E. M. 
Hawarih. T. E. Poners. Gene Carr, creator of "Lady Bountiful." 
and Carl Schultz, creator of "Foxy Grandpa," were other out- 
standirg comic artists of the period. Somewhat later came the 
"Bird Center" cartoons of John T .  McCutcheon, racy of the soil 
of the Mid-West. Many successful comic strips have been repro- 
duced as animated cartoons (see MOTION PICTURES: Ani~izated 
Cartoons). "Bud" Fisher's "Mutt and Jeff" has been a striking 
example of the longevity of comic strips, as is Sidney Smith's 
"The Gumps," continued after his death in 193 j by other artists. 
Among well-known contemporary comic serials are, or have been, 
"Mr. and hlrs." started by the late Clare Brigg and continued by 
others; H. T. Webster's "The Timid Soul," "Poker Portraits," and 
"Trailer Tintypes": "The Thimble Theatre." with its famous 
character "Popeye," by Elzie Segar (1894-1938) ; Fontaine Fox's 
"The Toonerville Trolley"; Frank Willard's "Moon Mullins" and 
William De Beck's "Barnev Google." 

COMINES, PHILIPPE DE, SIECR D'ARGEXTOU (6.  1445- 
1509), French statesman and historian, was born at the castle of 
Cominef, in Flanders. H e  was brought up at  the court of his god- 
father, Philip V., duke of Burgundy, and in 1464 was taken into 
the service of Charles the Bold, count of Charolais. \Then in 1468 
Charles, now duke of Burgundy, detained Louis XI., king of 
France, a t  PCronne, Comines brought about a reconciliation be- 
tween the two princes; in 1472 Louis persuaded him to desert the 
duke's service for his own, made him chamberlain, loaded him with 
honours and estates and in 1476 appointed him seneschal of Poitou. 
After Louis's death in 1483 Comines was at  first one of the coun- 
sellors of the regent, Anne of Beaujeu, but he was justly suspected 
of intriguing against the regency, with the dukes of Bourbon and 
Orleans, was banished from court, and in 1486 was imprisoned at  
Loches for some months in one of the cages used by his old master, 
Louis XI.  On March 24, 1488, he was sentenced to the confisca- 
tion of a quarter of his property and was confined to one of his 
estates for ten years; but he was soon taken into favour again by 
Charles VIII. ,  and employed as ambassador on various missions. 
He died in Oct. 1509 a t  Argenton, an estate acquired through his 
marriage with HClhne de Chambes. 

The Me'ntoires, which he wrote in his latter years, earn for 
Comines the title of one of the greatest historians of his age; 
his portrait of Louis XI .  is one of the classics of history. 

The first part of the Memoires, Cronique et hystoire du roy Louis 
onziesme, faicte et compos4e par Philippe de Comines, written between 
1489 and 1491, was first printed in 1524; the second part, Croniques 
du roy Charles huytiesme, was written between 1495 and 1498, and 
printed in I j28. Seven mss. are known, derived from a single holo- 
graph. Later editions were issued by D. Sauvage ( 1 ~ 5 2 ) ~  D. Godefroy 
(1649) and Lenglet Dufresnoy (London 1747). More recent editions 
are by B. de Mandrot (1901-03) and J. Calmette ( 3  vols. 1924-2s). 
The first English translation was made by T. Danett, The  Histoiie of 
Philip de Commines (1596, repr. 1897). 

See H .  Timpe, Btude sur la vie et les mdmoires de Philippe dr 

Comines; and for a detailed bibliography Ulysse Chevalier, Rdpertoire 
des sources historiques d u  moyen cige, Bio-bibliographic. 

COMITIA, the name applied to the most formal types of 
gathering of the sovereign people in ancient Rome, is the plural 
of comitiz~m, the old "meeting-place," on the north-west of the 
Forum. The Romans had three words for describing gatherings 
of the people. These were co7~cilizrm, comitia and contio. Of these 
concilium could be applied to any kind of meeting and might be 
employed to denote an organized gathering of a portion of the 
Roman people such as the plebs, and in this sense is contrasted 
with comitia, which when used strictly should signify an assembly 
of the whole people. 

Popular phraseology did not conform to this canon, and contitia, 
which gained in current Latin the sense of "elections" was some- 
times used of the assemblies of the plebs. The distinction between 
comitia and cofztio was more clearly marked. Both were formal 
assemblies convened by a magistrate; but while, in  the case of 
the comitia, the magistrate's purpose was to ask a question of the 
people and to elicit their binding response, his object in summon- 
ing a colztio was merely to  bring the people together either for 
their instruction or for a declaration of his will as expressed in 
an edict. The earliest comitia was organized on the basis of par- 
ishes (curiae) of patricians only, and was known in later times 
as the comitia curiata. The curia voted as a single unit and thus 
furnished the type for that system of group-voting which is found 
in the popular assemblies. The organization which gave rise to 
the colnitia centuriata was the result of the earliest steps in the 
political emancipation of the plebs. Three stages in this process 
may be traced. I n  the first place the plebeians gained rights of 
ownership and transfer, and could thus become freeholders of 
land and of the appurtenances of this land (res ?izancipi). This 
legal capacity rendered them liable to  military service as heavy- 
armed fighting men, and as such they were enrolled in the mili- 
tary units called ce7ztzaiae. Khen the enrolment was completed 
the whole host (exercitzis) was the best organized and most repre- 
sentative gathering that Rome could show. I t  therefore became 
invested with voting powers, and for two centuries (508-287 
B.c.) was the dominant assembly in the state. But its aristocratic 
organization, based on property qualifications which gave the 
voting power to the greater landowners, prevented it from being 
a fitting channel for the expression of plebeian claims. Hence 
the plebs adopted a new political organization of their own. The 
tribunate called into existence a purely plebeian assembly, the 
conciliz~m plebis, firstly, for the election of plebeian magistrates; 
secondly, for jurisdiction in cases where these magistrates had 
been injured; thirdly, for presenting petitions on behalf of the 
plebs through the consuls to the comitia centuriata. This right 
of petitioning developed into a power of legislation. The Hor- 
tensian law (237 B.c.) recognized the right of resolutions of the 
plebs (plebiscita) to bind the whole community. The plebeian 
assembly was organized on the basis of the territorial tribes in 
471 B c. This change suggested a renewed organization of the 
whole people for comitial purposes. The conzitia tributa populi 
was the result and appears as a legislative body in 357 B.C. 

I n  spite of the formal differences of these four assemblies and 
the fact that patricians were not members of the plebeian body, 
the people expressed its will equally through all, although the 
mode of expression varied with the channel. This will was in 
theory unlimited. I t  was restricted only by the conservatism of 
the Roman, by the condition that the initiative must always be 
taken by a magistrate, by the de fact0 authority of the Senate, 
and by the magisterial veto which the Senate often had at  its 
command (see SENATE). There were no limitations on the legis- 
lative powers of the comitia except such as they chose to  respect 
or which they themselves created and might repeal. I n  spite of 
the creation of ql~aestiones perpetziae (permanent commissions), 
they never lost the right of criminal jurisdiction, derived mainly 
from the right of appeal (provocatio) against the decisions of 
magistrates. Finally, the assemblies elected to  every magistracy, 
with the exception of the Dictator and the Interrex. The distribu- 
tion of these functions amongst the various comitia, and the differ- 
ences in their organization were as follows:- 



COMITY-COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE 
The comitia curiata in the later republic became a merely 

formal assembly. I t s  main function was that of passing the lex 
curiata necessary for the ratification both of the imperiz~m of the 
higher magistracies of the people, and of the potestas of those of 
lower rank. This assembly also met, under the name of the 
comitia calata, and under the presidency of the pontifex maximus, 
to  perform certain religious functions. For the purpose of passing 
the lex cztriata, this comitia was in Cicero's day represented by 
but thirty lictors. The covzitia celzturiata could be summoned 
and presided over only by the magistrates with imperiztm. The 
consuls were its usual presidents for election and for legislation, 
but the praetors summoned it  for purposes of jurisdiction. I t  
elected the magistrates with imperiz~m and the censors, and alone 
had the power of declaring war. According to the principle laid 
down in the Twelve Tables, capital cases were reserved for this 
assembly. I t  was not frequently employed as a legislative body 
after the two assemblies of the tribes, which were easier to sum- 
mon and organize, had been recognized as possessing sovereign 
rights. The internal structure of the comitia centuriata underwent 
a great change during the republic. In  the early scheme the First 
Class and the eqzdites together could always outvote the rest, 
having 98 centuries against 95. The newer plan has been inter- 
preted in different ways but the essential fact was that it  reduced 
the combination of equites and prima classis to  a minority by a 
fresh distribution of the classes and centuries over the tribes. In  
88 B.C. a return was made to the more aristocratic system by a 
law passed by the consuls Sulla and Pompeius. But this change 
was not permanent. 

The corrtitia tributa was in the later republic the usual organ for 
laws passed by the whole people. I t s  presidents were the magis- 
trates of the people, usually the consuls and praetors and, for 
purposes of jurisdiction, the curule aediles. I t  elected these aediles 
and other lower magistrates of the people. I t s  jurisdiction was 
limited to monetary penalties. 

The conciliu?n plebis, although voting, like this last assembly, 
by  tribes, could be summoned and presided over only by plebeian 
magistrates, and never included the patricians. I t s  utterances 
(plebiscita) had the full force of law; it  elected the tribunes of 
the plebs and the plebeian aediles, and it  pronounced judgment on 
the penalties which they proposed. The right of this assembly to 
exercise capital jurisdiction was questioned; but it  possessed the 
undisputed right of pronouncing outlawry (aquae e t  ignis inter- 
dictio) against anyone already in exile. 

There was a body of rules governing the comitia which were 
concerned with the time and place of meeting, the forms of pro- 
mulgation and the methods of voting. The comitia curiata and 
the two assemblies of the tribes met within the walls, the former 
in the Comitium, the latter in the Forum (q.v.), o r  on the Area 
Capitolii; but the elections a t  these assemblies were in the later 
Republic held in the Campus Martius outside the walls. The 
comitia centuriata was by law compelled to meet outside the 
city, and its gathering place was usually the Campus. Promulga- 
tion was required for the space of 3 nundinae (i.e., 24 days) before 
a matter was submitted to  the people. The voting was preceded 
by a co~ztio a t  which a limited debate was permitted by the magis- 
trate. I n  the assemblies of the curiae and the tribes the voting 
of the groups took place simultaneously, in that of the centuries 
in a fixed order. I n  elections as well as in legislative acts an abso- 
lute majority was required, and hence the candidate who gained 
a mere relative majority was not returned. 

The comitia survived the republic. The last known act of 
comitial legislation belongs to the reign of Nerva (A.D. 96-98). 
After the essential elements in the election of magistrates had 
passed to the Senate in A.D. 14, the formal announcement of the 
successful candidates (re~zuntiatio) still continued to be made to 
the popular assemblies. Early in the 3rd century Dio Cassius still 
saw the comitia centuriata meeting with all its old solemnities 
(Dio Cassius, lviii. 2 0 ) .  

B I B L I O C R . ~ P H Y . - ~ ~ O ~ ~ S ~ ~ ,  Romisches Staatsrecht, iii., p. 300 et seq.; 
A. H. J. Greenidge, Ronzan Public Life, p. 65, et seq., 1 0 2 ,  238, et seq., 
and App. i. (1901) ; G. W. Botsford, Roman Assemblies (1909); 
J. E. Sandys, Compa>lion to Latin Stz~dies (rgzr), with useful bihli- 
ography ; W, E. Heitland, Roman Republic (1923). 

COMITY: see INTERNATIONAL LAW, PRIVATE. 
COMMA, originally, in Greek rhetoric, a short clause, some- 

thing less than the "colon"; hence a mark (,), i n  punctuation, to  
show the smallest break in the construction of a sentence (Gr. 
~bppa,  something stumped or cut off, ~bare iv  t o  strike). The 
mark is also used to separate numerals, mathematical symbols, 
and the like. Inverted commas, or '(quotation-marks," are placed 
at  the beginning and end of a sentence or word quoted, or of a 
word used in a technical or conventional sense; single inverted 
commas are used for quotations within quotations. 

I n  music, comma is the name for the extremely small and purely 
theoretical intervals of sound resulting from the slightly different 
vibration numbers which may be possessed by one and the same 
note, according to the different ways in which it  is arrived a t  by 
the process of tuning up or down from some other note. 

COMMAND, in military engineering, the height measured 
vertically of the crest of a fortified work above the natural sur- 
face of the surrounding ground. I n  military organization it  is 
used, in a general sense, to mean the whole number of troops 
under a particular officer's command, e.g., "General A's command," 
especially when comprised of fractions of different units or forma- 
tions. I n  a specific sense it  is applied in the British and Indian 
armies to the highest and largest nature of commands which exist 
in peace time. These are on a territorial basis, and in them are 
stationed a varying number of divisions and brigades. The troops 
at home are distributed among the Aldershot, Eastern, Northern, 
Scottish Southern and Western Commands, besides certain "dis- 
tricts." The commands are usually sub-divided territorially into 
"areas." The army in India is divided territorially into the 
Northern, Western, Eastern and Southern Commands. 

COMMANDANT. A military commander of a place or 
body of men, irrespective of his substantive rank, which varies 
with the size and importance of the place or force. Sometimes 
"commandant" forms part of a title, e.g., "colonel-commandant." 
In  the French army a commandant is the battalion commander 
(see OFFICERS). 

COMMANDEER (from the South African Dutch komman- 
derelz, to command), properly, to compel the performance of 
military duty in the field, especially of the military service of 
the Boer republics (see C o n t i t t ~ ~ ~ o ) ;  also to seize property for 
military purposes; hence used of any peremptory seizure for 
other than military purposes. 

COMMANDER. Any officer vested with the command of a 
force, formation, unit or detachment of troops, whether in the 
naty or in the army. 

CBMMANDERY, a division of the landed property in Eu- 
rope of the Knights Hospitallers (see ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM). 
The property of the order was divided into "priorates," subdivided 
into "bailiwicks," which in turn were divided into "command- 
eries"; these were placed in charge of a "commendator" or com- 
mander. The word is also applied to the emoluments granted to 
a commander of a military order of knights. 

COMMANDO, a Portuguese word meaning "command," 
adopted by the Boers in South Africa for military and semi-mili- 
tary expeditions against the natives. More particularly a "com- 
mando" was the administrative and tactical unit of the forces of 
the former Boer republics, "commandeered" under the law of the 
constitutions, which made military service obligatory on all males 
between the ages of 16 and 60. Each "commando" was formed 
from the burghers of military age of an electoral district. 

COMMEDIA DELL' ARTE, name given to the medi- 
aeval ItaEan comedy in which the plot was written out, but the 
dialogue was improvised by the actoqs. The name conznzedia dell' 
nrte all' improvviso means, therefore, a comedy improvised by 
the actor gild (arte) or profession. Certain characters recur almost 
invariably in these plays (e.g., Arlecchino, the Captain, the Doc- 
tor), and are the prototypes of the Punch and Judy show, and the 
Clown, Harlequin, Colombine and Pantaloon of the pantomime. 
The influence of the cornmedia dell' arte can, indeed, be traced 
throughout European art and literature. (See ITALIAN LITERA- 
TURE.) 

See Winifred Smith, The Commedia dell' Arte (New York, 1912). 



COMMEMORATION-COMMERCE 
COMMEMORATION, a celebration of some past event, 

especially the ceremonial closing of the academic year at  Oxford 
university. This consists of a Latin oration in coininemoration 
of benefactors and founders; of the recitation of prize composi- 
tions in prose and verse, and the conferring of honorary degrees 
upon English or foreign celebrities. "Commencement" is the 
term for the equivalent ceremony at  Cambridge, and this is also 
used in the case of American universities. 

COMMENDATION, approval, a recommendation of one 
person to the favour of another. Commendatio is the liturgical 
term for  the office commending the souls of the dying and departed 
to the mercies of God. I n  feudal law i t  was applied to the act by 
which a freeman placed himself under the protection of a lord 
(see FEUDALISM). I n  ecclesiastical law the commendation, or 
grant i n  commendam of benefices was made temporarily until a 
vacancy was filled up, and frequently to  persons who, by defect of 
age or orders, were for the time being debarred from receiving 
institution. The practice of granting benefices i n  commenda?n 
to laymen, or, in  the case of monasteries, to secular clerks who 
enjoyed their revenues and privileges for life, or to  bishops t o  
hold with their sees, became very general in the later middle ages, 
especially on the continent. I n  1836 the tenure of benefices in 
commendafiz in England was forbidden by act of parliament. 

COMMENTARII, notes to  assist the memory, memoranda. 
This original idea of the word gave rise to a variety of meanings: 
notes and abstracts of speeches for the assistance of orators; 
family memorials, the origin of many of the legends introduced 
into early Roman history from a desire to glorify a particular 
family; diaries of events occurring in their own circle kept by 
private individuals-the day-book, drawn up  for Trimalchio in 
Petronius (Satyricon, 53) by his actz~arius (a slave to whom the 
duty was specially assigned) is quoted as an example; memoirs of 
events in which they had taken part drawn up by public men- 
such were the "Commentaries" of Caesar on the Gallic and Civil 
wars, and of Cicero on his consulship. Different departments of 
the imperial administration and certain high functionaries kept 
records, which were under the charge of an official known as a 
comme?ztariis (cf. a secretis, ab epistz~lis). 

The Comrnentarii Principis were the register of the official acts 
of the emperor. These must be distinguished from the cum- 
mentarii diurni, a daily court-journal. At a later period records 
called ephemerides were kept by order of the emperor; these were 
much used by the Scriptores Historiae Augustae (see AUGUSTAN 
HISTORY). The Comnze~ztarii Se?zatz*s, only once mentioned 
(Tacitus, Annals, xv. 74)  are probably identical with the Acta 
Senatus ( q . ~ . ) .  There were also Contmentarii of the priestly 
colleges. Mention should be made of the Commentarii Regum, 
containing decrees concerning the functions and privileges of the 
kings, and forming a record of the acts of the king in his capacity 
of priest. 

See the exhaustive article by A. von Premerstein in Pauly-Wissowa, 
Realencyklopadie (1901) ; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. of Roman Lit. (En& 
trans.), pp. 7 2 ,  77-79; and the conclse account by H. Thedenat ln 
Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnuire des antiquitts. 

CQh/gMENTRY, a town of central France, in the department 
of Allier, about 7 miles E S.E. of Montlu~on. Pop. (1936) 
6,640. Commentry gives its name to a coalfield over j,ooo acres 
in extent, and has important foundries and forges. 

COMMERCE. I n  the widest sense the term commerce 
covers the exchange of commodities and all the arrangements 
necessary for effecting such exchange; but in general usage i t  is 
more or less strictly confined to exchanges conducted on a large 
scale, particularly between distant places. The desire to make an 
exchange of goods will arise when one area possesses by nature 
something which another does not, or when it has acquired by 
skill a relative advantage in the making of particular articles. 
The extent to  which commerce will develop in such circumstances 
will depend on a number of factors. If the means of transport 
are primitive the volume of long-distance trade will necessarily 
be small and the goods which enter into it must be able to bear 
high costs. If the trade route is dangerous and the trader has no 
prospect that his enterprise will receive proper protection the 

heavy risks may seriously discourage him. If methods have not 
been elaborated for con~puting, recording and paying debts he 
has no firm basis for  his operations. If the goods have to pass 
political boundaries and the countries concerned burden it  with 
tolls or taxes the trade will tend to be restricted. The history of 
the evolution of commerce, therefore, mainly consists of an ac- 
count of how the tendency towards making exchanges has been 
limited by defective means of transport, by the perils of the 
route, by the lack of appropriate mechanism for carrying on trade, 
and by regulations adopted in the interests of particular States. 

Commerce in the A n c i e n t  World.-Long-distance trading 
presented great difficulties in the ancient world. I t  seems first to  
have developed along desert routes which had the advantage that 
comparatively large groups could travel together in caravans and 
defend themselves against marauders. Oases could be established 
as ports of call and entrep8ts. I n  this way trade sprang up be- 
tween the civilizations of the Tigris-Euphrates valley and of 
Egypt. A very large caravan would be required to  convey a 
hundred tons and its progress would be slow. I t  follows that the 
goods which entered this trade had to have a high value in  pro- 
portion to  their bulk. They would include such things as oriental 
spices, drugs and dyes as well as fine textile fabrics and a variety 
of metal ornaments. But necessaries (for which there was a large 
and constant demand) would obviously not appear. This caravan 
trade retained its essential characteristics for centuries. I n  the 
course of time the caravan trade became subordinate to  sea 
routes. The first people to make this development of the over- 
land commerce were the Phoenicians. From their bases on the 
Syrian coast they carried goods by sea t o  Cyprus and Rhodes 
and step by step found their way to the western Mediterranean 
and beyond. The original cities of Tyre and Sidon and the colo- 
nies they founded, of which Carthage became the chief, were true 
commercial centres. Articles wrought in  metal, glass ware and 
textiles were exchanged for tin, copper and silver in  the West. 
The Phoenicians were pioneers in the craft of ship construction, 
and the wealth which they amassed demonstrated the fact that a 
long-distance sea trade could be very profitable. Their merchants 
appear to  have made their exchanges on the basis of goods for  
goods; it  remained for their rivals and successors, the Greeks, 
to spread the use of coined money. Athens, in  particular, intro- 
duced and maintained an excellent silver currency which won 
general acceptance because it  was not allowed to depreciate. She 
exported olive oil, figs, honey, pottery and small quantities of 
metal and textile goods. Her trade with the Black sea is an early 
example of dependence for essential food supplies on regular 
communication by sea. The fortified harbour a t  the Peiraeeus 
also attracted a considerable volume of entrep8t trade, i t  being 
used by the merchants of Asia Minor and Syria in their dealings 
with the rest of Greece and countries t o  the West. Greek com- 
mercial enterprise was offered new opportunities when the con- 
quests of Alexander opened the way into the heart of Asia. The  
consequent stimulus to  long-distance trade was reflected in the 
growth of Antioch and Alexandria as great commercial cities. 

Commerce of t h e  R o m a n  Empire.-In the earlier phases of 
its history Rome took little interest in  commerce. I n  i ts  origins 
an agricultural community, it  long clung to its traditions. But the 
series of events which led to  the destruction of Carthage (146  
B.c.) and the assertion of Roman supremacy over Greece neces- 
sarily opened up the possibilities of commercial development. 
When Augustus put an end to civil dissensions and inaugurated a 
period of peace these possibilities were fully explored. The main 
current of trade continued in the direction determined by the 
Greeks. T o  Antioch came the chief caravan routes from the East. 
The commodities thus secured were shipped from its port, Se- 
leucia, to all parts of the Mediterranean. They were the typical 
articles of this trade-spices, drugs, silks, etc.-and catered for  
the demands of the wealthier classes. The commerce of Alexan- 
dria, however, was of a twofold nature. Oriental luxury goods 
from Arabia and India reached Egypt by way of the Red sea. 
Augustus took steps to  protect this trade by forcing the Arabs 
and Ethiopians to desist from piracy and he also had the navi- 
gable canals repaired. A sea-captain, named Hippalus, is said to 



COMMERCE 
have observed the periodicity of the monsoons about the middle 
of t h e - ~ s t  century of our era, thus making a direct voyage to 
India possible and eliminating the need of calling a t  Arabian 
ports. There is, indeed, much testimony to the extent of this 
commerce in the first two centuries. Pliny complains that the 
demand for Eastern luxuries mas so great that it  had caused a 
drain of silver from the West to pay for them. This is partly 
confirmed by the fact that large quantities of coins of the early 
Roman emperors have been found in southern India. But there 
was another side to the trade of Alexandria. The importation of 
corn from Egypt was essential for the sustenance of the growing 
population of Rome. Some 20 million bushels were imported 
annually, part of it  being produced on the emperor's domains in 
Egypt, but most being exacted as tribute from the province. 
Elaborate precautions were taken to safeguard the supply. Severe 
penalties were promulgated under Augustus ag,ainst anyone who 
delayed the sailing of a corn-ship. The port a t  Ostia, where the 
corn was unloaded, was improved by Claudius. Trajan instituted 
regular sailings and provided granaries for storage. State super- 
vision was necessary not only because the trade was vital to the 
existence of Rome but because of its very nature. There was no 
true exchange of goods between Rome and Egypt. Even at its 
zenith Rome was singularly unproductive; it  never had the means 
of paying for its imports. Little is known of the organization of 
commerce, as, for instance, of the respective functions of mer- 
chants and shippers; but it is obvious that the corn trade was not 
one in which private enterprise could find a place. The trader 
was no doubt discouraged in other ways. Ships which were not 
part of a convoy were in danger of being attacked by pirates. 
Weather conditions in the Mediterranean made winter sailing 
perilous. With favourable winds the voyage between Alexandria 
and Rome could be accomplished in eight or nine days. When 
winds were contrary recourse had to be had to coasting from 
point to point and weeks could easily be consumed. A vivid ac- 
count of such a voyage is given in the 27th chapter of Acts, the 
"ship of Alexandria" and her cargo of wheat being lost. I t  is not 
surprising, therefore, that the activities of the private merchant 
continued to centre in the provinces of the eastern Mediterranean. 
Some of them found means of extending their trade to  the West 
as  the Roman empire promoted the growth of cities where a de- 
mand for luxury goods arose. But that commerce had its roots 
in the East is proved by the fact that in most cases the merchant 
discovered in the West turns out to be a Greek, a Syrian or a Jew. 

T h e  B y z a n t i n e  Empire.-When the Roman empire in the 
West collapsed under the successive blows of the barbarian inva- 
sions the volume of this trade was greatly reduced. Commerce 
was virtually confined to the eastern Mediterranean where Con- 
stantinople enjoyed pre-eminence as the capital of the east Roman 
or Byzantine empire. Antioch had been sacked by the Persians 
in 540 and was captured by the Saracens in 637. The rising tide 
of Mohammedanism swept over Egypt, and Alexandria itself 
capitulated in 641. Constantinople, however, did not fall into the 
hands of a Mohammedan conqueror until the I j th century. She 
attracted to herself the commerce between Asia and Europe. 
From the fall of Rome in the 5th century to the age of the Cru- 
sades she was the great entrepBt of long-distance trade. Unlike 
Rome, Constantinople and the other cities of the Byzantine em- 
pire established a reputation for their manufactures. High quality 
textile goods, leather work, armour, engraved and enamelled metal 
articles of exquisite workmanship, carved ivories, mosaics and 
porcelain were among the exports. Corn, wax, furs, amber, salt 
fish, unwrought metals and raw wool were secured in exchange 
from the less advanced peoples whom she did so much to civilize. 
Merchants had the advantage of good money-the bezant, a gold 
piece which was generally acceptable. The principles of banking 
and the use of credit notes were known. Loans could be raised at  
a moderate rate of interest. Shipping was assisted by the develop- 
ment of insurance. I t  is true that from the reign of Justinian 
(528-565) there was a tendency to adopt a commercial policy 
in  the fiscal interests of the empire. There were heavy duties on 
the import and export of certain commodities, and taxes were 
bvied on purchases and sales. Justinian also introduced the prin- 

ciple of monopoly in favour of the silk industry which he  took 
pains to set up in order that the empire might be independent 
of the supplies from the East which were controlled by Persia. 
Against these restrictions must be placed the influence of the 
great fairs of Constantinople and Thessalonica at  which the mer- 
chants who resorted to  them from all countries enjoyed great 
freedom of trade. Concessions were also made to alien merchants 
by granting them special quarters. The most favoured of thcm, 
such as the Venetians and the Genoese, had extensive privileges; 
others were subject to  restrictions as to the time they were al- 
lowed to stay within the empire and their business had to be con- 
ducted under supervision. 

T h e  I t a l i a n  T r a d i n g  Towns.-The heirs of Constantinople 
were the Italian trading towns. They had developed under the 
aegis of the Byzantine empire and they profited from its decline. 
Venice in particular rose to splendour in the middle ages. Sit- 
uated amid the lagoons a t  the head of the Adriatic sea, it  was a t  
first a place of refuge in the troubled days of the barbarian inva- 
sions. A position could hardly have been better chosen to serve as 
an entrep8t through which the trade of the Levant could pass into 
central Europe as conditions there became more settled. The 
merchants of Germany had access to  it  across the Brenner pass, 
and goods could also be conveyed along the valley of the Po and 
by way of the St. Gotthard pass to the growing towns of the Rhine- 
land and the Low Countries beyond. Through Istria and along 
the Save the countries of the Danube basin could be reached. 
The Venetians themselves, however, had a predilection in favour 
of sea routes. I t  was by sea that they imported oriental com- 
modities. To  make the sea route to the eastern Mediterranean 
secure they aimed a t  gaining control of the coast-line and the 
islands. Advantage was taken of the crusades to pursue this 
policy. Concessions were exacted in return for shipping services. 
When the leaders of the fourth crusade, for instance, negotiated 
for their trans-shipment to  Egypt-the first proposed objective 
of the expedition-Venice demanded a payment of 85,ooo marks 
and a share in the conquests. Since they could not satisfy these 
claims the leaders of the crusade were induced to do Venice a 
service by capturing for her Zara, a position she coveted on the 
Adriatic. Although the Venetians were not responsible for the 
subsequent diversion of this crusade to the capture of Constanti- 
nople itself in 1204, they took advantage of the turn of events 
and claimed large territorial grants. This persistence in strength- 
ening her hold in the Levant indicates the character of her trade. 
Year by year she was attempting to find new outlets in the West 
for the goods carried by caravans from the East and the products 
of Byzantine workshops. As she was pre-eminently a sea-power i t  
was natural that she should consider a sea route to the West. 
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From the early part of the 14th century a fleet of galleys was des- 
patched to the countries of the western Mediterranean, and it 
made its way by easy stages through the Strait of Gibraltar as  
far as the Low Countries. The voyage, which was usually annual, 
was publicly organized and controlled. The goods, however, were 
carried on the account of individual merchants t o  whom oppor- 
tunity of securing space on the ships was offered by auction. Since 
Bruges was then the chief mart of north-west Europe most of the 
cargoes were directed there; but a ship might detach itself from 
the fleet to  call a t  Southampton, Sandwich or London. By this 
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means such commodities as pepper, cloves, indigo, ginger, etc., 
were carried to the West at a lower cost than that of the overland 
route. As a return cargo the galleys took wool, hides and metals 
which were worked up in Italy for export to the East. Florence, for 
instance, was the centre of a flourishing cloth industry organized 
on a capitalist basis, and Lucca had an important silk industry. AS 

the Italian towns were purely commercial some kind of exchange 
of goods was necessary and consequently the expansion of trade 
promoted industrial activity. I t  was also facilitated by the im- 
prsved mechanism of conlmerce effected by the Italians in the 
methods of account-keeping and the organization of credit. Bank- 
ers, particularly those of Florence, had connections throughout 
western Europe. The commercidl activities of \'enice were ri- 
valled, though not equalled, by those of Genoa and Pisa. Genoa 
strove not unsuccessfully for a share in the Levantine trade and 
contended with Pisa for the trade of North Africa and Spain. 

T h e  Hansea t ic  League.-The fact that the Venetians found 
it worth while to make a direct sea voyage to the Low Countries 
shows that good markets for long-distance trade had grown up 
there by the 14th century. These had developed slowly from the 
9th century onwards as new kingdoms had arisen out of the ruins 
of the Roman empire. hlerchants began to enjoy some measure 
of protection. Charles the Great, for instance, assured Offa of 
Mercia in 796 that any of his subjects lawfully pursuing their 
business in his dominions would be safeguarded against oppres- 
sion. The Northmen found their way by river routes from the 
Baltic to the Black sea and obtained supplies of oriental goods. 
Progress was slow a t  first. By the 11th century, however, German 
towns had taken the initiative and the merchants of Cologne were 
particularly active. The towns of north Germany also entered 
into agreements with one another to co-operate in suppressing 
robbery on the roads and piracy at  sea. Out of such understand- 
ings the powerful Hanseatic League ultimately emerged. I t  was 
a confederation of towns, mostly though not exclusively in Ger- 
many, formed to consult their common commercial interests. 
The League was no less than a great commercial State; i t  had 
its regular assemblies, its courts and its treasury, and it entered 
into treaty relations with foreign States. The main purpose was 
to gain concessions in its favour from the rulers of other coun- 
tries. Such privileges it  strictly confined to its members. In  
countries where long-distance commerce had not developed the 
League negotiated for factories or settlements which were at once 
residences and warehouses. They were concrete expressions of the 
treaty privileges gained by the League and the means of super- 
vising the activities of its own members. There was a factory a t  
Bergen from which the trade with Iceland could be carried on, 
and another a t  Novgorod where goods could be exchanged for 
Russian products. I n  London the League had its settlement called 
the Steelyard, and i t  long enjoyed more favourable terms than 
any other merchants in the payment of customs duties. Still 
more important was the position which it occupied in Bruges 
where the merchants of northern Europe and the Mediterranean 
came into direct contact. I t  was also the chief market for English 
wool and Flemish cloth. The Hanseatic merchants, therefore, 
were chiefly engaged in exchanging the products of the northern 
countries-furs, salt fish, flax, timber and tar-for wool, leather, 
cloth and the commodities in which the Italians specialized. They 
confined their attention to merchandise and did not undertake 
money-lending. Under the leadership of Lubeck and Hamburg 
the League established a great prestige which was of first impor- 
tance in the commercial development of northern Europe. 

Character is t ics  of Mediaeva l  Commerce.-The total vol- 
ume of long-distance trade in the middle ages was comparatively 
snlall. With respect to  the necessaries of life most areas were self- 
sufficing. The goods which entered into international trade were 
still mainly articles of luxury for the wealthier classes. Oriental 
products reached western Europe chiefly through the agency of 
Venice and Genoa. They were paid for to an increasing extent by 
the export of high quality woollens. Cloth was the first European 
product which was carried long distances in considerable quan- 
tities. I t  became worth while for special classes of merchants ta 
devote all their attention to its sale. For the most part, however. 

nerchants dealt in a variety of goods and a wholesale market in 
my commodity was exceptional. Particular value, indeed, was 
tttached to the right of retail trading. Local merchant gilds tried 
o monopolize it  by forcing outsiders to  sell in bulk. The mem- 
Iers of the Hanseatic League were extremely jealous of the priv- 
lege of retailing where they had secured it. Obviously the retail 
narket was more certain and profitable. The travelling merchant 
:overed a range of articles, and even when he became resident and 
lis business was carried on through agents, i t  retained its general 
lature. 

Mediaeval commerce was restricted in many directions. Trans- 
lort remained expensive both by land and sea; by land only small 
quantities could be carried by pack-horse or some such method 
ind frequent tolls were exacted, and by sea it  was customary to 
mange common sailings for the sake of convoy and this meant 
.hat the relative cheapness of carriage had to be set against the 
slowness with which the capital invested was turned over. Local 
xganizations of merchants often succeeded in imposing serious 
-estraints on foreigners. The custom of I~ostilzg was common, 
~sual ly requiring that aliens should have the period of their so- 
journ in a country limited to 40 days and that they should stay 
with a native merchant to whom the details of their business 
should be revealed. Commerce also frequently suffered from 
regulations imposed in the fiscal interest of States. The chief 
~ o o d s  on which customs were paid had to pass through pre- 
scribed staple ports, and the situation and number of such staples 
were subject to constant change, usually for political reasons. The 
2xport of money was often forbidden because special importance 
was placed on the accumulation of the precious metals within the 
zountry. Sometimes alien merchants suffered from popular out- 
cry against the nature of their trade, it  being alleged that they 
were importing useless or harmful Iuxuries and exporting neces- 
saries. The catalogue of discouragements, whether natural or 
irtificial, seems formidable. I t  should be remembered, however, 
that local and Governmental restrictions were often relaxed. 
Reference has already been made to the privileges enjoyed by 
organizations of alien merchants such as the Hanseatic League. 
The fairs (see FAIR) also gave opportunity for temporary free- 
dom of trade and were resorted to by merchants engaged in long- 
distance commerce. Among the most notable fairs in western 
Europe were those of Champagne, which were held a t  Provins, 
Troyes and other centres, and extended over the greater part of 
the year. Merchants attending them were guaranteed safe jour- 
neys and protection in their lawful enterprise. I n  the conduct of 
the fairs a common code of mercantile law was evolved to meet 
the problem of settling disputes between merchants of different 
countries without delay. The mechanism of trade was improved. 
Money-changing had to be arranged because of the great variety 
of coins which were current. From money-changing, money- 
lending was an easy step. The inconvenience of paying debts a t  
a distance by incurring the risk of sending money, when it  was 
lawful to do so, or by despatching goods which the debtor was 
willing to accept, was removed by the growing use of the principle 
of the bill of exchange. 

F r o m  t h e  M e d i t e r r a n e a n  t o  t h e  Atlantic- The con- 
quests of the Ottoman Turks in the 15th century threatened t o  
close the routes by which oriental goods had reached the Levant. 
Constantinople fell into their hands in 1453, and although Venice 
succeeded in her negotiations for the retention of her trading 
privileges for a time, the Christian powers could not but regard 
the Turkish advance into Serbia, Wallachia, Bosnia and Greece 
with apprehension. Venice herself was involved in a series of 
wars with the Turks in the 16th century and suffered heavily 
from the exhaustion of her resources and the loss of territory. 
Prolonged disturbance in the Mediterranean reacted adversely on 
the long-established and lucrative trade with the East. The 
question naturally arose whether the commodities could be ob- 
tained by some other route. The pioneer work of Prince Henry 
of Portugal was rewarded by the rounding of the Cape of Good 
Hope by Bartholomew Diaz in 1486 and by Vasco da Gama's 
successful voyage from Lisbon to Calicut in 1498, Meanwhile 
Christopher Columbus, a Genoese sailor in the service of Castile, 
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sought India by sailing west and discovered a "new world" lying 
across his path. 

These two discoveries were destined to effect a revolution in 
commerce, but their consequences were not apparent for some 
time. Portugal and Spain claimed exclusive rights in the ex- 
ploitation of the new routes. The English were not without hope 
that they would be able to find a northern passage to the East. 
This would enable them to avoid conflict with the Portuguese and 
Spaniards, and also to  carry on an intermediate trade in woollens 
for which there was no demand in the tropics. The best-known 
att:mpt to  find a north-east passage is that of Chancellor and 
Willoughby in I j 53. Chancellor succeeded in reaching Arch- 
angel and on the basis of trading concessions made by the tsar 
of Russia an English joint-stock company-commonly called the 
Muscovy or Russia Company-was formed. I t  included in the 
area with which it  proposed to trade Armenia, Media, Hyrcania, 
Persia and the Caspian sea; in other words, it intended to get into 
contact with the trade routes of central Asia. That this was 
possible was demonstrated by the celebrated traveller, Anthony 
Jenkinson, who in 1557-59 went from Archangel to  Moscow, 
along the Volga to the Caspian sea and then found his way to 
Bokhara, where he saw great numbers of Indians and Chinese 
buying and selling. This would seem an impracticable route 
from England to the East, and yet the fact remains that the 
Russia Company made good profits from its "Persian Voyages" 
in the years 1566-81. As to  a north-west passage the persistent 
endeavours of the English to find one are illustrated by the 
careers of Martin Frobisher, John Davis, Henry Hudson and 
William Baffin. But the tendency of the Eastern trade to return 
to  its old channels was still strong. An agreement was arrived 
at  with the sultan of Turkey and an English company was formed 
in I 581 to carry on direct trade with the eastern Mediterranean. 
I t  was fully incorporated as the Governors and Company of Mer- 
chants of the Levant in I 592. For some years the company did 
fairly well, particularly by importing currants, but towards the 
end of the century it met with difficulties. 

T h e  Sea R o u t e  t o  India.--Meanwhile Portugal and Spain had 
been endeavouring to profit from their discoveries. The Portu- 
guese aimed a t  controlling for their own advantage the existing 
Indian trade-routes to  Africa, the Red sea, the Persian gulf, the 
Cambay ports and the Spice islands. The centre of their power 
was Goa, but they had important settlements a t  Ormuz, Calicut 
and Cochin. I n  I 580 the crowns of Portugal and Spain were 
united in the person of Philip 11. This meant that the Portuguese 
possessions were a t  the mercy of the enemies of Spain. The 
position of the Spaniards in the New World had already been 
challenged by English sea-captains. John Hawkins had tried to 
gain a footing in the West Indies by supplying the Spaniards 
there with African negroes to  do the field work for them. This 
breach of her monopoly was strongly resented. Spain had con- 
centrated her main attention on the silver mines of hlexico and 
Peru. The treasure thus obtained by forced labour was expended 
in Europe in buying commodities from other countries and 
in the conduct of wars. I t  did not strengthen her commercial posi- 
tion; in fact the yield of the plate fleet was often mortgaged to 
her creditors before it  arrived. The one general result of her 
policy, indeed, was a fall in the purchasi'ng power of money with 
all the social consequences of a price revolution. Francis Drake 
in his famous circumnavigation of the world in the years I 577-80 
showed a t  how many points Spain could be attacked by an intrepid 
adventurer. H e  returned with a cargo of gold, silver, silk, pearls 
and precious stones. These were the spoils of a daring exploit and 
provided no foundation for  trade. I t  was still to be sought in 
the East. 

In  the last decade of the 16th century the English and Dutch 
turned their attention to the Cape passage to India. Sir James 
Lancaster in the expedition of I 591-94 reached the Indian ocean 
but then met with a series of disasters. The Dutch voyage of 
I 595, commanded by Houtman, who had served on Portuguese 
ships in the East, succeeded in getting a valuable cargo of spices 
from Bantam. Encouraged by this example, and provoked to ac- 
tion by the high prices the Dutch exacted for spices, the Levant / 

merchants in London took steps to form a new company. A char- 
ter was granted to the "Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London trading to the East Indies" on Dec. 31, 1600. For tht- 
first seven years the voyages of the company were directed to the 
Spice islands. The trade was lucrative, but it presented one 
serious difficulty-the ships could not take out commodities which 
the natives wanted. From its inception the company had been 
given the right to  export silver, provided it  did not exceed fgo,ooo 
in value in any one voyage; but this privilege exposed it to  the 
charge that it  was undermining the strength of the country. I n  
the prevailing state of opinion the company could not but be sensi- 
tive to this attack. When their factors at  Bantam informed them 
that there was a good market for Indian calicoes there, they 
naturally explored the possibility of sending English goods to the 
Cambay ports, where they could be exchanged for calicoes, which 
were acceptable in exchange for spices in Java. So the company 
sought and ultimately obtained the right to  establish a factory 
or trading-setflement at  Surat. There they found that indigo 
could be bought at  a price which yielded high profits in Europe, 
and it long remained one of the chief articles of direct trade be- 
tween England and India. A footing was also gained in Persia 
where silk was obtained for export to Europe. The English com- 
pany, in fact, gradually established itself on the mainland, the 
growing hostility of the Dutch driving it from the Spice islands. 
In the later years of the 17th century the English woollen indus- 
try was complaining that the import of Indian textiles was ruin- 
ing its trade; and later the use of certain Indian piece-goods was 
prohibited in Great Britain. They were imported and offered by 
auction for re-export and mostly shipped to West Africa. This 
example shows that the costs of carriage were so reduced by the 
development of the direct sea route to  India that fabrics cheap 
enough to clothe negro slaves could enter into the trade. 

R i v a l r y  of E n g l a n d  and Holland.-English commerce had 
been largely in the hands of aliens, chiefly Italians and Germans, 
during the middle ages. But two groups of native merchants in 
the course of time won recognition as distinct companies-the 
Merchants of the Staple who exported wool and the Merchant Ad- 
venturers who sought markets for English cloth. With the growth 
of the woollen industry the latter became the more important of 
the two. Their origins are obscure, but by the 16th century they 
enjoyed the monopoly in the export of cloth by English subjects 
to the Low Countries and Germany. They came into conflict with 
the merchants d the Hanseatic League, and in I 578 the Germans 
finally lost the favourable position they had so long held in 
England. The Merchant Adventurers themselves had their chief 
seat abroad at  Antwerp, which in the 16th century had succeeded 
to the position previously occupied by Bruges; but the political 
disturbances in the Low Countries drove them to seek a centre in 
the north and they eventually settled in Hamburg. The Hanseatic 
League monopoly in the Baltic was further challenged in I 579 
by the formation of the Eastland Company which secured conces- 
sions in Elbing a t  the mouth of the Vistula. This activity in form- 
ing trading companies-reference has already been made to the 
Russia Company, the Levant Company and the East India Com- 
pany-might seem to indicate a policy of promoting English com- 
merce. That was not necessarily the result. The companies were 
given exclusive rights as far as English subjects were concerned 
in the areas assigned to them and they were tempted to exploit 
this privilege for their own ends. There is good ground for con- 
tending that .the expansion of trade was due to the interlopers 
who defied the rights of the companies and tried to break their 
monopoly. At any rate the 17th century witnessed many attacks 
on the company system because it was alleged to restrict com- 
merce; and the case against it  seemed the stronger since Dutch 
competition was in so many instances successful in depriving the 
companies of trade in their special areas. The "endeavours of the 
industrious Dutch" are the constant theme of English economic 
writings in the 17th century. 

The wealth of Holland rested primarily on the degree of organ- 
ization she applied to the herring fishery, for it gave her ex- 
perienced sailors and a commodity for which there was a great 
demand in the European markets. The fishing season was so ar- 
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ranged that a great fleet was kept constantly at  sea and its wants 
supplied by  other ships which brought in the herrings ready salted 
and packed in barrels. Situated at  the mouth of great riverways, 
the Dutch mere able to dispose of this fish on profitable terms. 
Amsterdam, it  was said, was built on herring bones. Fishing led 
to  an improvement in  shipping and the building up of the proud 
position of being the chief maritime carrier in the world. Her 
towns were intimately connected by waterways and each special- 
ized in some direction. Ships were built appropriate for the differ- 
ent kinds of cargoes and their parts were standardized. With a 
high net tonnage, and managed by a comparatively small crew, 
specialized ships following a regular course in quick succession 
could easily offer freight rates with which other countries could 
not compete. Writing in 166j Sir Josiah Child puts down a list 
of trades which the English had lost-the Russian, the Baltic, the 
Spanish, that of the Spice islands and the Far  East, even that of 
Scotland and Ireland-all had fallen to the Dutch. They had, ac- 
cording to him, the advantages of better education, better work- 
manship, better commercial laws, better ship-designing, and above 
all a better banking system with a lower rate of interest. The 
English Navigation Act of 1651 was designed to damage the 
Dutch carrying trade by requiring that, as a general rule, goods 
should not be imported except in English ships or ships of the 
country where they originated. Contemporaries supposed that 
this policy did irreparable harm to the Dutch, but their opinion 
is not supported by the evidence. The Dutch carrying trade sur- 
vived with little diminution for many years; its relative decline 
in the 18th century was due to other causes. 

T h e  Mercan t i l e  System.-"The ordinary means to  increase 
our wealth and treasure," declared Thomas Mun in the middle 
of the 17th century, "is by foreign trade, wherein we must ever 
observe this rule-to sell more to  strangers yearly than we con- 
sume of theirs in value." This meant that a government should 
see that the value of the commodities exported was greater than 
that of those imported; the difference, it was supposed, would 
have to be paid in treasure, i.e., coin or bullion. The means 
adopted to secure a favourable balance of trade in this sense con- 
stituted the mercantile system. The trade with foreign countries 
in general and each country in particular was examined to dis- 
cover whether the general and particular balances were or were 
not favourable. If a balance was considered to be unfavourable, 
steps had to be taken to correct it. I n  France Louis XIV.'s minis- 
ter, Colbert, set himself to promote French commerce on these 
principles; he accordingly tried to  restrict trade with England and 
Holland. English mercantilists, on the other hand, regarded trade 
with France as disadvantageous and it was subjected to the pro- 
hibitive tariff of 1678 until Pitt  initiated a more liberal policy in 
the commercial treaty of 1786. I t  was also found that the importa- 
tion of naval stores-tar, pitch, resin and timber-from the Baltic 
meant that England had a permanently unfavourable balance of 
trade with Sweden and Russia; consequently an attempt was made 
to stimulate a new source of supply by offering bounties on the 
production of these commodities in the American colonies. I n  
fact colonization seemed to offer to  the countries of western 
Europe a way of escape from the supposed disadvantages of un- 
favourable balances of trade. The colonies might either produce 
the commodities which had otherwise to be imported from a for- 
eign country, such as naval stores, or send to the mother country 
some staple goods, such as tobacco or sugar, which could be re- 
exported to foreign countries and thus give it a firmer ~osi t ion in 
their markets. I t  was for this reason that the English Navigation 
Act of 1660 "enumerated" certain articles which had to be sent in 
the first instance to England, a list which included sugar, tobacco, 
indigo and ginger. The mother country was to be the entrepdt for 
these goods. I t  followed that the highest value was put upon the 
colonies which produced them, i.e., the West Indies, Virginia and 
Maryland. The New England colonies were looked upon with 
suspicion because they produced commodities similar to those of 
the mother country. There is no doubt, of course, that England 
would have made high profits had she been able to monopolize the 
new staples which were now entering into long-distance trade. 
For a time she supplied the European markets with sugar, but in 

the 18th century Dutch and French producers were able t o  under- 
sell her. I t  was to prevent the New England colonies from trad- 
ing with the foreign West Indies and thus assisting in their devel- 
opment that the Molasses Act of 1733 was passed. For  30 years 
the act was almost a dead-letter, and then the declared intention 
of the mother country to enforce it  contributed to  the beginnings 
of revolutionary agitation in the colonies. The history of tobacco 
is different. I t  was overproduced in the British colonies and prices 
fell; but since so much credit had been advanced to the planters 
their position of heavy indebtedness was also an element in es- 
trangement from the mother country. The aims of mercantilism 
had been defeated by the course of events. The revolt of the 
American colonies in 1776 made a serious breach in the system, 
and the publication of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations in the 
same year supplied the classical refutation of its fallacies. 

T h e  I n d u s t r i a l  Age.-The fact that so much importance was 
attached to the trade in sugar and tobacco-and, it  should be 
added, the East India Company's monopoly in tea-is a n  indica- 
tion of the change which had come over long-distance trade. 
Commerce was now supplying the necessaries of the many rather 
than the luxuries of the few. Since these necessaries were only to  
be obtained in exchange for other goods, the increasing demand 
promoted industries in the trading countries. This was particu- 
larly the case in Great Britain where commercial expansion led to 
an industrial revolution. A country which had attempted to use 
colonial staples in order to  become "a nation of shopkeepers" 
found herself converted into "the workshop of the world." Her 
position as a great ocean carrier, the financial system which had 
been built up, the freedom of movement for persons and goods 
within her boundaries and the natural resources in coal and iron 
all contributed to this conversion. Perhaps one of the most signifi- 
cant results was the change in the direction of the flow of textiles. 
Until the end of the 18th century the trade with India had been 
looked upon with some disfavour because it  involved considerable 
imports of calicoes and muslins and a comparatively small export 
of English woollens. The introduction of machinery in the Lan- 
cashire cotton industry completely altered the position. Raw cot- 
ton was now imported in large quantities from America and 
machine-made piece goods were sent to India where they were 
sold at  such prices that the native products could not compete 
with them. The application of steam-power to transport enor- 
mously enlarged the scope of commerce. Railways opened up the 
interior of the continents and so brought to the ports commodities 
which would not otherwise have entered into long-distance trade, 
or in many cases indeed would not have come into existence. The 
steamship reduced the length of voyages and construction in iron- 
and later in steel-greatly increased its carrying capacity; services 
were also more regular than in the old sailing days. When the 
Suez canal was opened in 1869 it provided a much shorter route 
to the East particularly suited to  the steamship. 

All these changes naturally reacted on commercial policy. 
Great Britain between 1820 and 1860 abandoned the restrictive 
system which had survived from the 18th century. T o  sell her 
manufactures in the markets of the world she opened her ports to  
the raw materials and food stuffs which other countries could 
supply. She was also able to put her financial resources a t  the 
disposal of those who undertook the building of railways' and 
other projects abroad and thereby helped to multiply the goods 
which entered into commerce. Railways and low ocean freights 
made it  possible for wheat grown in the Mississippi valley to  be 
sold in Great Britain a t  prices which drove British farmers to  
reduce arable cultivation. A rapidly growing population depended 
to an ever greater degree on the import of food from overseas. 

Wor ld  Economy.-In the later decades of the 19th century 
the process of industrialization made rapid progress in other coun- 
tries, particularly in the United States of America and Germany. 
They possessed deposits of coal and iron-the essential pre- 
requisites in the first phase of industrialism-and became great 
manufacturing centres. A country cannot develop such resources 
on a large scale and remain independent of other countries; for 
the ideals of self-sufficiency and industrial development are incom- 
patible. The reasons are obvious enough. An industrialized coun- 
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try is an urbanized country with a growing population; the indus- 
tries require raw materials and wide markets for inanufacturec 
goods and the population needs food supplies which must be 
sought elsewhere. So there emerged a system which was an un- 
easy combination of rivalry and interdependence. For while the 
industrial countries competed with one another in supplying non- 
industrial countries with manufactured articles and in trying tc 
gain access to the tropical products, such as rubber, which were 
beginning to assume importance, they also found the widest 
scope for the exchange of goods in the trade between themselves 
because highly organized communities naturally offer the best mar- 
kets for a great variety of commodities. Before the World War. 
for instance, Great Britain sold more to  Germany than to any 
country except India, and she bought more from Germany than 
from any country except the United States. 

These con~mercial ties seemed to some to preclude the possibil- 
ity of war between the Great Powers. I n  this they proved to be 
wrong. Still war revealed the fact of the real interdependence 
of nations. I t  showed that great industrial communities cannot 
inflict damage on one another without suffering themselves in the 
process and indeed endangering the whole economic structure on 
the preservation of which the standard of life of their dense 
populations ultimately depends. A world economy must neces- 
sarily mean that it  is only a degree less disastrous to  win a war 
than to lose it. The conquered can only be made to bear a pro- 
portion of the war costs if the conquerors assist them to re- 
establish their industries, which is merely to say that the only 
way to heal the disruption caused by war is to bind the nations 
together again. The fundamental fact in the modern world is the 
revolution in the means of transport and communication. Before 
the industrial age the movement of men and goods was difficuIt 
and therefore exceptional; it has become easy and usual. And 
while modern inventions have greatly speeded up transport it has 
practically annihilated distance with respect to the sending of 
information. The sale of goods in large quantities can be effected 
at  great distances. Where grading is possible they can be sold 
by description even before they have come into existence; for 
speculators engage to deliver goods at  a given price at  a future 
date in the expectation that they will be able to buy a t  a lower 
price when the time comes to deliver. In  these and other respects 
the mechanism of modern commerce tends to establish a world 
market in certain staple commodities. 

T h e  Post-War Period.-The post-war period at  first presented 
almost insuperable obstacles to the resumption of normal commer- 
cial relations Financial devices adopted in the course of the war 
produced a derangement of currencies which made international 
trade extremely difficult. Some nations, alarmed at  the possibility 
that their markets might be flooded by goods from countries where 
the depreciation of the currency constituted a bounty on export, 
tried to safeguard themselves by means of restrictions on trade. 
Such regulations and the absence of commercial understandings 
gave a general instability to what trade was available. There was 
also the real poverty of the populations in the chief countries, 
which meant a falling off in purchasing power. The lack of a sur- 
plus for capital investment in the undeveloped parts of the world 
reacted on the demand for manufactured goods and also on the 
supp4y of food and raw materials. But the instability of the ex- 
changes and the fall in purchasing power were short period conse- 
quences of war. The real question was whether in the long run 
normal trade relations would be resumed. 

The war and the terms of the treaties which concluded it  pro- 
moted a movement which hampered foreign trade. During the 
war native industries had been stimulated and the plea for self- 
sufficiency strengthened; the countries which won recognition of 
their national aspirations, therefore, proceeded to erect tariff 
barriers along their frontiers. As a result of the peace treaties the 
number of independent customs administrations mas nearly 
doubled. The prohibitions and restrictions imposed by these 
States together with the constant changes of tariff rates had 
serious consequences, particularly in central Europe. A return to 
a general policy of freer international commerce was recognized 
by the International Economic Conference, which met at  Geneva 

in May 1927, to be a condition precedent to the restoration of 
prosperity. The advantages which accrue from the lowering of 
trade barriers hardly require to be demonstrated in view of the 
history of commerce. For if i t  proves anything it is that restrictive 
regulations have been harmful to those who have adopted them 
when they have not been entirely futile. But there is always the 
temptation to try to  direct the course of eventi. The war cer- 
tainly hastened inevitable changes. Eastern countries, for in- 
stance, are supplying their own needs in machine-made textiles 
to an increasing extent. The exports of British cotton piece-goods 
to India declined j.j% between 1913 and 1923, a decline due in 
unequal proportions to a fall in consumption, increased local pro- 
duction and more severe foreign competition. I t  is also clear 
that coal is no longer the only practical means of producing power 
and that this fact must embarrass the countries which have excess 
productive capacity. Changes such as these make the future un- 
certain and often lead to the adoption of short-sighted policies. 

A few simple principles stand. There is a mutual advantage in 
the exchange of commodities between different areas. Modern 
means of transport and communication make such exchange easy 
where no hindrances are imposed. T o  industrial communities such 
exchange is vital. A country in the position of Great Britain, 
for instance, can only secure food and raw materials if it can find 
markets for its manufactures. Should markets be lacking it  
will be impossible to maintain the present population with the 
standard of living to which it  has become accustomed. The loss 
of some markets must be compensated for by the discovery of 
others and a falling off in the demand for the heavier commodities, 
such as coal, or the coarser goods, such as cheap cotton piece- 
goods, must be met by the concentration on the more highly manu- 
factured articles. Whether such compensations can be found will 
depend on many factors, chiefly on increased efficiency of pro- 
duction. I t  was the practice of commerce that led to the industrial 
development of the Great Powers and it is hardly conceivable that 
its volume will be reduced, though its nature and direction will be 
changed in the course of the 20th century. 
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COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF: see GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENTS. 

COMMERCIAL COURT, in England, a court presided over 
by a single judge of the king's bench division, for the trial, as 
expeditiously as may be, of commercial cases. By the Rules of 
the Supreme Court, Order xviii. a (made in Kov. 1893), a plain- 
tiff was allowed under certain circumstances to  dispense with 
pleadings altogether. 

Out of this order there grew the commercial court. I t  is not a 
distinct court or division or branch of the High Court, and is not 
regulated by any special rules of court made by the rule com- 
mittee. I t  originated in a notice issued by the judges of the 
queen's bench division, in Feb. 1895, the provisions contained in 
which represent only "a practice agreed on by the judges, who 
have the right to  deal by convention among themselves with 
this mode of disposing of the business in  their courts" (per Lord 
Esher in Barry v. Perzcvian Corporation, 1896, I Q.B. p. 209). 

The scheme is only applicable to cases in which there is some 
single issue of law or fact, or the case depends on the construction 
of some contract or other instrument or section of an act of par- 
liament, and such issue or question is either agreed upon by the 
parties or at once ascertainable by the judge. 

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION, being a recent develop- 
ment of the educational system, is, in most countries, still in a 
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state of transition, no adequate general plan having yet been 
adopted. The need for this type of education, however, has gradu- 
ally become recognized, and in Great Britain and the United 
States considerable progress is being made. 

The Education Act of 1918 led t o  the formation of Continua- 
tion schools and classes under the London County Council and 
other educational authorities in Great Britain, and an association 
was formed for the advancement of education in industry and 
commerce. I n  the United States the Federal Board for Voca- 
tional Education has also done active work in this direction. 
(See CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.) 

I. GREAT BRITAIN 
T h e  Institute.- The beginnings of public commercial educa- 

tion in Britain may largely be ascribed to the activities of the 
mechanics' institutes in the early and middle pzriods of the 19th 
century, in which evening classes in both book-keeping and lan- 
guages gradually grew up. These were succeeded by technical in- 
stitutes, such as the Birmingham and Midland Institute and the 
Manchester High School of Commerce. I n  fact, up to 1890, and 
even later, the north of England and the Midlands were, as re- 
gards commercial education, in advance of London and the rest 
of the country. In  1890 the school boards gained the right to 
undertake evening work. This ultimately led to the country 
being covered with a network of evening schools. The work at  
first was of a rather elementary nature, consisting of book-keep- 
ing, shorthand, typewriting, English and often French. The Tech- 
nical Education Act gave a considerable impetus to the spread of 
commercial education in polytechnics and similar institutions. 

Still the movement had to face a good deal of opposition, or a t  
least inertia, mainly from the widespread belief, which has not yet 
entirely disappeared and which is based on a half-truth, that com- 
merce is best learned in the shop and the counting-house. Again, 
there was a good deal of muddle-headed thinking on the subject. 
Mr. Sidney Webb pointed out in a London conference held at the 
Society of Arts in 1897 that the term commerce covered a multi- 
tude of things-a vast number of distinct callings, from account- 
ancy and banking to typewriting. I t  therefore involved an educa- 
tion of very varying degree, from elementary to university 

Universities.-Mr. Sidney Webb was largely responsible for 
the creation in 1895 of the London School of Economics and 
Political Science as an institute for higher commercial work. 
Beginning largely as a college for evening work, it subsequently 
developed a flourishing day side, and became a school of London 
university. Further developments in the course of higher educa- 
tion were the creation of faculties of commerce in the University 
of Birmingham (1900) and the re-constituted University of Man- 
chester ( ~ g o q ) ,  while London in 191 7 established a bachelorship 
and mastership of commerce. A commercial degree can also be 
obtained at  Newcastle (University of Durham), and at  Liverpool 
a B.A. is awarded for proficiency in certain commercial subjects. 

Economics figure as a prominent subject in the syllabus of other 
universities, but are taught mainly on theoretical lines, and no 
degree in commerce is obtainable. Probably the most complete 
choice of subjects for commercial study is offered by the London 
School of Economics and Political Science, amounting to nearly 
270 courses given by some 80 lecturers and assistants. More than 
half of its departments are concerned wholly or partially with 
commerce. I t  prepares for the degrees of Bachelor of Commerce 
and Master of Commerce, and provides for research work. 

Schools of Commerce.-Below the universities come the vari- 
ous day schools of commerce, often forming a section or depart- 
ment of a technical institute. The age of entry is generally 16, 
and some prepare for the B.Com. Such are for instance, the City 
of London College, The Regent Street Polytechnic Higher School 
of Commerce, the West Ham Technical Institute, with its course 
in commerce (three years), and the Manchester Municipal High 
School of Commerce. There are also junior commercial schools, 
where the age of entry is usually 13 and the course is two years 
(occasionally three). 

Secondary Schools.-Certain secondary schools, like Hackney 
Downs and Holloway (London), prepare their students for de- 
grees in commerce, while a t  least one of the public schools (Brad- 

field) has a definite commercial section. A large number of girls' 
secondary schools also do commercial work, which in many cases 
is confined to pupils who have passed the first school examination. 
In  others it is begun by pupils of 15 who desire to  specialize in 
commerce. Typewriting, shorthand and book-keeping, with com- 
mercial French, history and geography, are the staple subjects. 

H i g h e r  E l e m e n t a r y  Schools.-Up to 1908 the curricula of 
the higher elementary schools were based on lines giving a gen- 
eral education. I n  that year, the London schools of this type were 
reorganized with a dual bias, commercial and technical, and re- 
named central-a school might have one or both sections. The 
London central schools largely became the model for other central 
schoo!s for the rest of the country. I n  the voluntary day continu- 
ation school the teaching, which at  the outset was general, became, 
in London at  least, largely commercial. 

E v e n i n g  Work.-Some evening work in the London School 
of Economics and elsewhere is of university standard. Below this 
ranks the work of the evening schools, many of which, especially 
in the country, are situated in technical institutes, notable exam- 
ples being the Manchester and Birmingham Municipal Schools of 
Commerce, the Hull Central School of Commerce, the Bradford 
Commercial College, the City of London College and the 24 Lon- 
don evening institutes. 

The range of work is considerable, and, apart from typewriting, 
shorthand and book-keeping, includes preparation for examina- 
tions in accountancy of all kinds, banking, insurance (life. fire, 
marine), railway administration, civil service (post-office, iniand 
revenue, customs and excise), courses for solicitors' or stock- 
brokers' clerks, for secretaries or grocers' assistants. This involves 
classes in economics, including economic history and geography, 
and the economics of shipping, railways, etc.;  the theory and 
practice of commerce, banking, currency, foreign exchanges, sta- 
tistics, the machinery of business, secretarial practice, knowledge 
of commodities, law of all kinds-general, conveyancing, bank- 
ing, company, commercial, mercantile, marine, joint stock, income 
tax, etc. 

The teaching of languages comprises French, German, Spanish, 
Italian and other less known languages, and Esperanto by the 
course system, all students under 18 who have not had a good 
secondary or central school education are obliged to take a course 
in which a language often forms a part. Students enter the insti- 
tutes at  sixteen. Below these are the junior institutes, usually 
entered at  14, where all pupils are obliged to take a course. 

P r i v a t e  Initiative- There also exist a number of schools 
attached to big business houses, as well as many private institu- 
tions, which prepare mainly for the lower and intermediate walks 
of commerce and the civil service. 

Examinations.- In addition to the examinations mentioned 
above, and some higher commercial certificates, a large number 
of students in the evening institutes and elsewhere take the exam- 
ination of the Society of Arts, the Chamber of Commerce and 
other societies. The Society of Arts held its first practical exam- 
ination in 1856, and among the subjects were French and book- 
keeping. The candidates, mainly drawn from mechanics' insti- 
tutes, numbered 56. I n  1927 the number of papers worked was 
over 88,000. The London Chamber of Commerce, which began in 
1890 with 65 candidates and 17 passes (all junior), had, in 1926, 
more than 2 ~ , O G O  worked papers. (C. BR.) 

11. UNITED STATES 
The first commercial courses offered in the United States early 

in the 19th century were for the purpose of training book-keepers. 
Since 1894 commercial courses have included, besides book- 
keeping, the subjects of typewriting and shorthand. Retail selling 
was added about ten years later. 

Early commercial training was given almost entireIy in private 
commercial schools which recruited their students chiefly from 
the graduating classes of public elementary schools. Public pres- 
sure for free commercial education, and business pressure for 
trained office workers possessing more than elementary schooling, 
put commercial courses in the curricula of urban high schools. 
In  the beginning, the high school courses were mere copies of 
those offered in the private schools, and were taught, in the main, 
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by teachers drafted from these institutions. In  time, however, 
both teachers and courses were greatly improved. The better high 
schools now offer both short and long courses in the three fol- 
lowing groups of work-(I) secretarial and recording, (2) 
accounting and (3) selling. 

I t  is interesting to  note that in the competition against the 
public high schools, the private commercial schools are steadily 
losing ground as the following statistics taken from a 1926 bulle- 
tin of the United States Bureau of Education will show. 

The introduction of commercial courses into high schools did 
not insure continued adjustment to the changing needs of a busi- 
ness world in which commercial practices were gradually becoming 
highly specialized. A Congressional commission in 1916 reported 
"the quality of commercial education might be improved" and the 
Smith-Hughes act of 191 7 placed definitely upon the newly 
created Federal Board for Vocational Education the responsibility 
for making surveys to determine the actual commercial education 
needs of the country. I n  its survey of commercial occupations in 
which workers 14 to 18 years of age are employed, the Federal 
board classified and analysed the following junior commercial 
occupations-(I) general clerk, ( 2 )  shipping clerk, (3) receiving 
clerk, (4) stock clerk, (5 )  file clerk, (6) mail clerk, (7) typist, 
(8) billing clerk, (9) duplicating and addressograph machine 
operator, (10) calculating machine operator, (11) office boy, (12) 
collector, (13) assistant book-keeper, (14) entry clerk, (15) 
ledger clerk, (16) cost clerk, ( I  7) book-keeping machine operator, 
(18) time-keeper, (19) statement clerk, (20) stenographer, (21) 
dictating machine operator, (22) junior sales person, (23) mes- 
senger, (24) bundle wrapper, ( 2 5 )  cashier and (26) examiner. 
Following the presentation of the Federal findings, commercial 
continuation, high and evening schools greatly altered their cur- 
ricula to  meet more adequately the needs of junior workers who, 
in more cases than not, need training in other commercial courses 
than book-keeping, typewriting and stenography. The Federal 
Board has also been very active in assisting national associations 
of retail grocers, dry goods merchants, laundry owners and others 
in developing curricula suitable for the training schools of the 
special commercial interests. 

On the university level there is an unusually active development 
of schools of commerce and business administration. Besides spe- 
cialized courses, these schools offer general opportunities in eco- 
nomics, business law, finance, marketing and merchandising, and 
business organization and administration. The most recent addi- 
tion to  the curriculum to receive great attention is business ethics. 

I n  their research investigations, these university schools are 
focusing their efforts upon the most perplexing problem business is 
facing-the economical distribution of goods. In  the larger cen- 
tres, also, these schools are affecting co-operative arrangements 
with business interests. Notable among these is the Meat Packers' 
institute affiliated with the University of Chicago. 

(W. F. R.) 
Schools of Business.-The organization of professional schools 

of business in the United States is part of that broader educa- 
tional trend which has given us schools of medicine, law, den- 
tistry, agriculture, engineering and journalism. The first school 
of commerce in the United States which could properly be re- 
garded as of collegiate type was the Wharton school at  the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania, founded in 1881. During more than 
the first two decades of its existence i t  could boast little more 
than the conventional academic course interspersed with eco- 
nomics, political science and sufficient mercantile law and account- 
ancy to meet the stipulation of the school's founder that it afford 
"training suitable for those who intend to engage in business or 
to undertake the management of property." No other school 
was organized until 1898, when the University of California and 

the University of Chicago entered the lists I n  1900 the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin, Dartmouth college and New York university 
presented organized courses. The University of Michigan followed 
in 1901. Beginning with 1908 growth accelerated, and by the end 
of 1925 no university was without some courses stressing educa- 
tion for business. Many of the colleges of the country, large and 
small, have imitated this procedure on a minor scale. 

Schools of business have often been classified according to con- 
ditions set for student admission. I n  a number of instances, of 
which the Wharton school is typical, a student may be admitted 
at  the end of his high school career to a course of study which 
covers four academic years and affords a mixture of general 
academic and more specific business instruction. I n  other in- 
stances, of which the school a t  Columbia is a fair example, two 
pre-business college years must be completed in general academic 
subjects before a student may pass on to two or more special years 
of business study, and thence, if he so choose, to more advanced 
study of graduate character. At Dartmouth and Michigan, three 
years of college work are required for admission to a two-year 
business course leading to a master's degree; and at  Harvard 
and Leland Stanford the schools of business require college 
graduation for admission to a course leading to a master's degree. 
Most of the urban institutions have developed continuation 
courses, often highly specialized, for students not interested in  
an academic degree. 

Owing to varying maturity of students resulting from divergent 
entrance requirements, and other more local reasons, school ob- 
jectives as well as curricula show considerable diversity. In  many 
instances the aim has been loosely expressed as "training for busi- 
iness," and the resulting curriculum is a loose collection of busi- 
ness courses adapted to immediate practical needs. But among 
the older and better organized schools there is gradually emerg- 
ing a conception of objective which stresses preparation for ulti- 
mate managerial responsibility. The aim is to afford business 
knowledge which is transferable and typical of many fields of . 
business enterprise, and gives its possessor freedom and power 
rather than narrowly focussed skill leading to fixity of occupa- 
tional status. Resulting curricula, therefore, are tending less t o  
depict business routine, and more to  stress fundamentals, a t  least 
as a basis for possible subsequent specialization. A background of 
geographic knowledge and technology, acquaintance with lan- 
guage, accounting and statistics, familiarity with business struc- 
ture and function, and its place in the broader fabric of society, 
have all come to be regarded as essentials of instruction. Beyond 
this there is a growing array of opportunities for study and re- 
search in special fields such as production, marketing, finance, 
transportation and insurance, with increasing emphasis in the 
larger urban institutions. on specialized and technical phases of 
current practice and experimentation. Methods of instruction for 
the most part follow the usual college types; but in a few in- 
stances distinctive methods have been evolved. At Cincinnati 
practice in active business is co-ordinated with theory a t  school 
on a supervised co-operative basis; and a t  Harvard a case method 
of instruction i s  being perfected, somewhat along law school lines, 
to give realistic quality to class work and afford a synthetic 
view of business administrative devices and judgments which by 
other methods can be treated only hypothetically and as segre- 
gated phases of practice. But all of these problems of curriculum 
and of teaching method are still in a highly fluid state. Business 
research in a variety of forms is pursued in a number of schools, 
and in the stronger ones their research activities are guided by 
regularly organized bureaux. The American Association of Col- 
legiate Schools of Business through its information service pro- 
motes co-ordination and avoidance of duplication in research 
projects. The association likewise affords a forum for discussion 
of general school problems. Two periodicals, The Narvard Busi- 
ness Review and The Journal of Business (Chicago), besides ir- 
regularly issued publications, furnish scientific discussion of edu- 
cational and business problems. (R. C. McC.) 

COMMERCIAL FEDERATION: see CUSTOMS UNION. 
COMMERCIAL LAW, a term used rather indefinitely to 

include those rules and principles which govern commercial trans- 
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actions and customs. I t  includes within its compass such titles 
as principal and agent; carriage by  land and sea; merchant ship- 
ping; guarantee; insurance; bills of exchange; partnership; limit- 
ed companies; bankruptcy, etc. 

COMMERCIAL PAPER, a term popularly applied to  all 
kinds of short-term negotiable instruments which call for the pay- 
ment of money and which may be used for borrowing. Strictly, 
i t  should be used only for such paper as arises from commercial, 
as distinguished from investment, speculative, personal, real es- 
tate or public transactions. I t  includes such instruments as short- 
term notes, drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances, etc. 

I n  the more narrow financial sense, commercial paper signifies 
only those unsecured promissory notes issued by business borrow- 
ers (industrial or mercantile corporations or partnerships) and 
sold through note brokers to  banks, insurance companies and other 
large investors. Only loans of considerable size are represented 
by commercial paper, $zj,ooo being about the absolute minimum, 
as  small issues would not pay the commercial paper house for the 
cost of the investigating and selling. Such notes usually range in 
denominations of from $5.000 to $~o,ooo each, but often, to  
accommodate the smaller banks, some are issued in denominations 
of $2,500. Commercial paper notes are signed by the borrower, 
made payable to  himself or order and then endorsed in blank so 
that they can be transferred easily to whatever customer that 
note-broker may find. Guarantees or endorsements sometimes 
appear on such notes, but this is very rare, and makes the notes 
unpopular with both the commercial paper houses and the banks, 
for to them it indicates that the credit of the issuing firm was not 
sufficiently sound to carry the notes alone. 

The commercial paper houses which sell the notes do not (al- 
though thcre are exceptions) endorse or guarantee the paper they 
sell, but stake their futures as brokers upon the continued offering 
of sound material only. Before accepting an issue of notes the 
commercial paper house makes a most rigid and exhaustive exam- 
ination to assure itself of their soundness, and in the event of the 
borrower's default, frequently assumes the loss itself in order 
to protect its reputation with its clients. These notes vary in time 
from one month to  one year, the majority of them being for about 
a four months' period. Business houses which utilize the com- 
mercial paper method of borrowing avoid as far as possible fre- 
quent short term loans, as they have to pay 4% commission to 
the paper house for each successive issue. Both the length of the 
issue and the rate of interest paid, however, are necessarily largely 
governed by the financial condition and needs of the issuing com- 
pany and by current demands of the banks and other prospective 
purchasers. 

There are several reasons which may influence businesses to sell 
their paper on the open market rather than borrow directly from 
banks. Some of them are: ( I )  They may sell paper on the 
open market when the available funds of the local bank are insuf- 
ficient to  take care of the desired loan. ( 2 )  They may often be 
able to sell commercial paper at  a lower interest rate than is ob- 
tainable at  the local banks. (3) They may reserve a regular line 
of credit a t  local banks to  be used, if advisable, upon other occa- 
sions. Care must be taken, however, not to pit the open market 
as a competitor against the bank for the firm's business, otherwise 
the bank's line of credit may be found to be withdrawn when 
wanted. (4) A larger line of credit is usually obtainable through 
the open market than through dealing exclusively with local banks. 
(5) A wide geographic distribution of a firm's paper, providing 
the firm makes all payments promptly and regularly, gives the firm 
a wide reputation as an issuer of "prime paper," and banks in every 
part of the country are willing to take it up. This makes future 
borrowing comparatively easy. (6) The open market may be used 
to obtain funds to  settle up  bank loans and thus maintain local 
bank credit. (7)  I n  a loan obtained through the sale of commer- 
cial paper no part of the proceeds is tied up, as is the case with 
bank loans, where a deposit of about 20% of its line of credit is 
required. 

There are also several reasons why banks are glad to purchase 
commercial paper. Among them are: (1) Banks may thus utilize 
funds that are not in immediate demand for local loans. ( 2 )  

They may sometimes procure a higher interest rate on commercial 
paper than is current on local loans. (3)  They may buy only such 
notes as have maturities fitting in exactly with the bank's expected 
needs for cash. (4) The bank is under no obligation, moral or 
otherwise, to  renew such notes, and thus avoids embarrassment 
which sometimes arises over renewal demands on local loans. I t  
is well assured that commercial paper will be paid at  maturity 
without question or quibble. ( j )  The bank's money is in obliga- 
tions scattered over a wide territory, which geographical diversifi- 
cation gives assurance that only a small portion may be affected 
diversely by unfavourable local causes. (6) The bank obtains the 
advantage of the broker's careful investigation and experienced 
judgment in the selection of the paper. (7) The bank may redis- 
count commercial paper through the Federal Reserve banks to  
provide liquid assets, in case of necessity. (J. H. B.) 

British Usage.-The term "commercial paper" is not used in 
English banking circles. The term implies the obtaining of credit 
by means of a promissory note issued to a "note-broker," or alter- 
natively, direct to a bank, and the essence of such a document is 
that it is merely a promise to pay a certain sum a t  a certain date. 

The usual way of obtaining credit in England is either by an 
advance from a banker, which may or may not be secured, and 
which may be for a definite sum and run for a definite period, or 
simply be a running overdraft; or else by means of a bill of ex- 
change (see BANK, Bills of Exchange). The bill is the nearest 
approach in England to an American note, but even so, there are 
several vital points of difference. The chief is that while a note 
is but a promise by a single individual, a bill is an order to  pay 
given by one individual to a second. Thus, a note need only bind 
one person, while a bill must bind at  least two. A bill, too, can be 
secured. Thus, if i t  is endorsed D/P, the goods against which it 
is drawn are only delivered to the purchaser after he has paid the 
bill. 

I n  general, the bill is used extensively in international trade, 
where the case of the note would be impracticable. Take the case 
of a shipment of goods from Hamburg to New York. The seller 
may draw his bill upon a bank in London, which has arranged to 
accept on behalf of the New York buyer. The seller may then dis- 
count it a t  his Hamburg bank who, in turn, endorse it  and send it 
to London for acceptance and for sale in the London market. 
Thus the bill carries the "names" of the seller himself, of his Ham- 
burg bank, and of the accepting London bank, and the holder has 
two banks and a private individual to fall back upon; whereas if 
the buyer simply gave a note, all the holder of the note would 
have would be the name of an individual on the other side of the 
Atlantic. (N. E. C.) 

COMMERCIAL TREATIES. A commercial treaty is a 
contract between states relative to trade. I t  is a bilateral act 
whereby definite arrangements are entered into by each contract- 
ing party towards the other-not mere concessions. As regards 
technical distinctions, an "agreement," an "exchange of notes," 
or a "convention" properly applies to one specific subject; where- 
as a "treaty" usually comprises several matters, whether com- 
mercial or political. 

I n  ancient times foreign intercourse, trade and navigation were 
in many instances regulated by international arrangements. The 
text is extant of treaties of commerce and navigation concluded 
between Carthage and Rome in jog and 348 B.C. Aristotle men- 
tions that nations were connected by commercial treaties; and 
other classical writers advert to these engagements. Under the 
Roman empire the matters thus dealt with became regulated by 
law, or by usages sometimes styled laws. When the territories 
of the empire were contracted, and the imperial authority was 
weakened, some kind of international agreements again became 
necessary. At Constantinople in the 10th century treaties cited 
by Gibbon protected "the person, effects and privileges of the 
Russian merchant"; and, in western Europe, intercourse, trade 
and navigation were carried on, a t  first tacitly by usage derived 
from Roman times, or under verbal permission given to merchants 
by the ruler to whose court they resorted. Afterwards, security 
in these transactions was afforded by means of formal docunlents, 
such as royal letters, charters, laws and other instruments possess- 
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ing the force of government measures. Instances affecting English 
commercial relations are the letter of Charlemagne in 796, the 
Brabant Charter of 1305, and the Russian ukase of 1569. Medi- 
aeval treaties of truce or peace often contained a clause permit- 
ting in general terms the renewal of personal and commercial 
communication as it subsisted before the war. This custom is 
still followed. But these mediaeval arrangements were precarious: 
they were often of temporary duration, and were usually only 
effective during the lifetime of the contracting sovereigns. 
The Modern System Begins.-Passing over trade agreements 

affecting the Eastern empire, the modern commercial treaty sys- 
tem came into existence in the 12th century. Genoa, Pisa and 
Venice were then well-organized communities, and were in keen 
rivalry. Whenever their position in a foreign country was strong, 
a trading centre was established, and few or no specific engage- 
ments were made on their part. But in serious competition or 
difficulty another course was adopted: a formal agreement was 
concluded for the better security of their commerce and naviga- 
tion. The arrangements of 1140 between Venice and Sicily; the 
Genoese conventions of I149 with Valencia, of 1161 with Moroc- 
co, and of 1181 with the Balearic Islands, the Pisan conventions 
of I 173 with Sultan Saladin, and of I 184 with the Balearic 
Islands, were the earliest Western commercial treaties. Such 
definite arrangements, although still of a personal character, were 
soon perceived to be preferable to  general provisions in a treaty 
of truce or peace. They afforded also greater security than priv- 
ileges enjoyed under usage; or under grants of various kinds, 
whether local or royal. The policy thus inaugurated was adopted 
gradually throughout Europe. The first treaties relative to the 
trade of the Netherlands were between Brabant and Holland in 
1203, Holland and Utrecht in 1204, and Brabant and Cologne in 
12 j1. Early northern commercial treaties are those between Riga 
and Smolensk in 1229, and between Liibeck and Sweden in 1269. 
The first commercial relations between the Hanse Towns and 
foreign countries were arrangements made by guilds of merchants, 
not by public authorities as a governing body. For a long period 
the treaty system did not entirely supersede conditions of inter- 
course between nations dependent on permission. 

The earliest English commercial treaty is that with Norway in 
1217. I t  provides ut  mercatores e t  homines qui sunt de potestate 
vestra libert? e t  sine impediment0 terram nostram adire possint, et 
hotnines et mercatores nosfri  similiter vestram (that merchants 
and men who are of your power may freely and without impedi- 
ment visit our territory, and our men and merchants similarly 
visit yours). These stipulations are in due treaty form. The 
next early English treaties are :-with Flanders, I 274 and 1314; 
Portugal, 1308, 1352 and 1386; Baltic Cities, 1319 and 1388; 
Biscay and Castile, 1351; Burgundy, 1417 and 1496; France, 
1471, 1497 and 1510; Florence, 1490. The commercial treaty 
policy in England was carried out systematically under Henry IV. 
and Henry VII. I t  was continued under James I. to extend to 
Scotland English trading privileges. The results attained in the 
17th century were-regularity in treaty arrangements; perma- 
nent instead of personal nature; the conversion of permissive into 
perfect rights; questions as to contraband and neutral trade stated 
in definite terms. Treaties were a t  first limited to  exclusive and 
distinct engagements between the contracting states; each treaty 
differing more or less in its terms from other similar compacts. 
Afterwards by extending to a third nation privileges granted to 
particular countries, the most favoured nation article began to 
be framed, as a unilateral engagement by a particular state. The 
Turkish capitulations afford the earliest instances; and the treaty 
of 1641 between the Netherlands and Portugal contains the first 
European formula. Cromwell continued the commercial treaty 
policy partly in order to obtain a formal recognition of the com- 
monwealth from foreign powers. His treaty of 1654 with Sweden 
contains the first reciprocal "most favoured nation clausen:- 
Article IV. provides that the people, subjects and inhabitants of 
either confederate "shall have and possess in the countries, lands, 
dominions and kingdoms of the other as full and ample privileges, 
and as many exemptions, immunities and liberties, as any foreigner 
doth or shall possess in the dominions and k ingd~ms of the said 

confederate." The government of the Restoration replaced and 
enlarged the Protectorate arrangements by fresh agreements. The 
general policy of the commonwealth was maintained, with further 
provisions on behalf of colonial trade. In  the new treaty of 1661 
with Sweden the privileges secured were those which "any for- 
eigner whatsoever doth or shall enjoy in the said dominions and 
kingdoms on both sides." 

I n  contemporary treaties France obtained from Spain (1659) 
that French subjects should enjoy the same liberties as had been 
granted to the English; and England obtained from Denmark 
(1661) that the English should not pay more or greater customs 
than the people of the United Provinces and other foreigners, 
the Swedes only excepted. The colonial and navigation policy of 
the 17th century, and the proceedings of Louis XIV., provoked 
animosities and retaliatory tariffs. During the War of the Spanish 
Succession the Llethuen Treaty of 1703 was concluded. Portugal 
removed prohibitions against the importation of British woollens; 
Great Britain engaged that Portuguese wines should pay one-third 
less duty than the rate levied on French wines. 

At the peace of Utrecht in 1713 political and commercial 
treaties were concluded. England agreed to remove prohibitions 
on the importation of French goods, and to grant most favoured 
nation treatment in relation to  goods and merchandise of the like 
nature from any other country in Europe; the French general 
tariff of Sept. 18, 1664, was again to be put in force for English 
trade. The English provision was a t  variance with the Methuen 
Treaty. A violent controversy arose as to the relative importance 
in 1713 of Anglo-Portuguese or Anglo-French trade. I n  the end 
the House of Commons, by a majority of 9, rejected the bill 
to give effect to  the commercial treaty of 1713; and trade with 
France remained on an unsatisfactory footing until 1786. The 
other commercial treaties of Utrecht were very complete in their 
provisions, equal to  those of the present time; and contained most 
favoured nation articles-England secured in 1715 reduction of 
duties on woollens imported into the Austrian Netherlands; and 
trading privileges in Spanish America. Moderate import duties 
for woollens were obtained in Russia by the commercial treaty of 
1766. In  the meanwhile the Bourbon family compact of Aug. IS, 
1761, assured national treatment for the subjects of France, Spain 
and the Two Sicilies, and for their trade in the European te r r i  
tories of the other two states; and most favoured nation treat- 
ment as regards any special terms granted to any foreign country. 
The first commercial treaties concluded by the United States with 
European countries contained most favoured nation clauses: this 
policy has been continued by the United States, but the wording 
of the clause has often varied. 

In  1786 France began to effect tariff reform by means of com- 
mercial treaties. The first was with Great Britain, and i t  
terminated the long continued tariff warfare. But the wars of 
the French Revolution swept away these reforms, and brought 
about a renewal of hostile tariffs. Prohibition and differential 
duties were renewed, and prevailed on the Continent until the 
sixth decade of the 19th century. I n  1860 a government existed 
in France sufficiently strong and liberal to revert to the policy 
of 1786. The bases of the Anglo-French treaty of 1860, beyond 
its most favoured nation provisions, were in France a general 
transition from prohibition or high customs duties to  a moderate 
tariff; in the United Kingdom abandonment of all protective im- 
posts, and reduction of duties maintained for fiscal purposes t o  
the lowest rates compatible with these exigencies. Other European 
countries were obliged to obtain for their trade the benefit of 
the conventional tariff thus established in France, as an alternative 
to the high rates inscribed in the general tariff. A series of 
commercial treaties was accordingly concluded by different 
European states between 1861 and 1866, which effected further 
reductions of customs duties in the several countries that 
came within this treaty system. I n  1871 the Republican 
government sought to  terminate the treaties of the empire. 
The British negotiators nevertheless obtained the relinquish- 
ment of the attempt to  levy protective duties under the guise 
of compensation for imposts on raw materials; the duration 
of the treaty of 1860 was prolonged; and stipulations better 
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worded than those before in force were agreed to for shipping 
and most favoured nation treatment. In  1882, however, France 
terminated her existing European tariff treaties. Belgium and 
some other countries concluded fresh treaties, less liberal than 
those of the system of 1860, yet much better than anterior ar- 
rangements. Great Britain did not formally accept these higher 
duties; the treaty of Feb. 28, 1882, with France, which secured 
most favoured nation treatment in other matters, provided that 
customs duties should be "henceforth regulated by the internal 
legislation of each of the two states." I n  1892 France also fell 
out of international tariff arrangements; and adopted the system 
of double columns of customs duties-one, of lower rates, to be  
applied to  the goods of all nations receiving most favoured treat- 
ment; and the other, of higher rates, for countries not on this 
footing. Germany then took up  the treaty tariff policy; and 
between 1891 and 1894 concluded several commercial treaties. 

During the succeeding 2 0  years the world's tariffs and con- 
comitant treaties were remodelled again and again, and at  the 
outbreak of the World War, nearly all the nations were linked to- 
gether by a close network of commercial treaties, by means of 
which it  was attempted to reconcile three very different objects, 
( I )  the gathering of customs revenue, ( 2 )  the protection of home 
industries, and (3) the furtherance of export trade. Each such 
treaty represented a compromise in the pursuance of these ob- 
jects, but each, nevertheless, formed a link of real commercial 
importance. 

Scope.-The scope of commercial treaties is well expressed by  
Calvo in his work on international law. They provide for the 
importation, exportation, transit, trans-shipment and bonding of 
merchandise; customs tariffs; navigation charges; quarantine; the 
admission of vessels to  roadsteads, ports and docks; coasting 
trade; the admission of consuls and their rights; fisheries; they 
determine the local position of the subjects of each state in the 
other country in regard to  residence, property, payment of taxes 
or exemptions, and military service; nationality; and a most 
favoured nation clause. They usually contain a termination, and 
sometimes a colonial article. Some of the matters enumerated by  
Calvo-consular privileges, fisheries and nationality-are now 
frequently dealt with by separate conventions. Contraband and 
neutral trade are not included as frequently as they were in the 
18th century. 

The preceding statement shows that commercial treaties afford 
to foreigners, personally, legal rights and relief from technical 
disabilities; they afford security to  trade and navigation, and 
regulate other matters comprised in their provisions. I n  Europe 
in 1914 the general principles established by a series of treaties 
(1860-66) held good, viz., the substitution of uniform rates of 
customs duties for prohibitions or differential rates. The dis- 
advantages urged are that these treaties involve government inter- 
ference and bargaining, whereas each state should act indepen- 
dently as its interests require; that they are opposed to free 
trade, and restrict the fiscal freedom of the legislature. I t  may 
be observed that these objections imply some confusion of ideas. 
All contracts may be designated bargains, and some of the details 
of commercial treaties in Calvo's enumeration enter directly into 
the functions of government; moreover, countries cannot remain 
isolated. If two countries agree by simultaneous action to adopt 
fixed rates of duty, this agreement is favourable to commerce, 
and it  is not apparent how it  is contrary even to free trade prin- 
ciples. Moreover, security in business transactions,'a very im- 
portant consideration, is provided. 

COMMERCIAL TREATIES AFTER THE WAR 

The War made a serious breach in the commercial treaty sys- 
tem. I t  is true it  did not alter the basic principles of the policy 
of concluding con~mercial treaties, but it brought financial and 
protectionist interests so strongly into the foreground that the 
interest in international trade was extraordinarily restricted and 
is only now beginning to receive greater recognition. Two forms 
are characteristic for all modern commercial treaties: tariff rates 
and the most favoured nation clause. By tariff rates are meant 
the concessions in the rates of the customs tariffs on both sides 

Treaties which embrace both forms are called tariff treaties and 
are preferred by states which carry on a very active commerce 
with one another. By far the greatest number of all commercial 
treaties are restricted to the most favoured nation (M.F.N.) 
clause; they are called most favoured nation treaties, for, although 
the first type also include M.F.N. treatment, this is subordinated 
to  the tariff rates which constitute their chief feature. Treaties of 
a different type, merely comprising tariff rates without M.F.N. 
treatment, were of rare occurrence and were mostly a survival 
of an earlier period. 

Most F a v o u r e d  N a t i o n  Clause.-M.F.N. treatment secures 
to the treaty state equality of position with those foreign coun- 
tries which receive most favourable treatment. I n  the form in 
which i t  has de

v

eloped since the year 1860, i t  secures for this 
state not merely all the privileges which any other state has 
received in the past and still enjoys, but also those which i t  will 
recei1.e in future, and moreover immediately and without addi- 
tional compensation. 

There is, i t  is true, a still more favourable treatment than the 
foreign parity given by the M.F.N. clause, viz., inland parity or 
national treatment, which places the persons and goods of the 
country concerned on an equality, not with those of other foreign 
countries, but with those of the nationals of the country itself; 
but its sphere of application is a different and a t  the same time 
a more limited one. By its nature it only applies to  such economic 
measures as are not confined to foreign goods and persons, such 
as import duties, admission of consuls, etc., but may affect both 
domestic and foreign goods and persons, so that discrimination 
in their treatment would constitute a new and arbitrary protec- 
tion for the home country; e.g., taxes on consumption, admission 
to trade and settlement, conditions for the use of railways and 
roads, etc. I n  oriental countries in which foreigners received 
special privileges, i t  sometimes occurred that the foreign parity 
was more favourable than the inland parity. 

Reciprocity, by virtue of which a favour is only accorded t o  
the treaty state in return for an equivalent compensation, is less 
favourable than M.F.N. treatment or foreign parity. This prin- 
ciple was to  be found in many commercial treaties down to the 
middle of the 19th century and still exists in later commercial 
treaties, in cases where i t  is not merely a matter of passive per- 
mission, but of an active intervention on the part of the state; 
e.g., the admission of joint-stock companies, privileges for com- 
mercial travellers, the granting of benefits of workers' in- 
surance, etc. 

There are several varieties of M.F.N. treatment. The uncon- 
ditional is to-day the most common, but the conditional is also 
to  be found, by virtue of which the treaty state has a right to a 
privilege granted to another country if i t  was given without 
compensation, but can only secure it  for an equivalent compen- 
sation if this privilege has been acquired by the other country 
as a result of a concession on its part. This latter form is dis- 
tinguished from reciprocity by the fact that i t  contains an obliga- 
tion to grant equality of position when the necessary condition is  
fulfilled, which is not the case with reciprocity. Unconditional 
M.F.N. treatment has, i t  is true, the disadvantages ( I )  that it  
diminishes the value of every concession, because the area to  
which this applies is extended, (2) that it  hinders a concession 
to one treaty state, because this would subsequently benefit auto- 
matically a stronger competitor, (3) that by adapting the con- 
cession to the special conditions of the treaty state, its extension 
to the other most favoured countries can in practice be excluded. 
I t  has, however, the great merit that it  guarantees to  the treaty 
state equal competitive conditions in the territory of the other 
for the whole period of the treaty and greatly facilitates the con- 
clusion of commercial treaties. 

Conditional M.F.N. treatment involves fresh negotiations with 
the other states on the conclusion of each tariff treaty, and may 
give rise to  technical and political difficulties which may endanger 
the whole treaty structure. The post-War period has brought 
about an interesting and characteristic change; while the United 

1 States, in contrast t o  the European countries, maintained before 1 the War conditional M.F.N. treatment which, by its nature, is 
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relatively unfavourable to  the treaty method, they have gone 
over in the later commercial treaties, e.g., the treaty with Ger- 
many of Dec. 8, 1923, to unconditional M.F.N. treatment. This 
change is attributable to an alteration in their commercial inter- 
ests. Formerly they supplied mainly raw materials (cotton, 
copper, etc.), which the European states needed urgently for 
industries, while they constituted an important market for Euro- 
pean manufactures and therefore were in a strong position when 
treaties were negotiated. Now, however, the export interests of 
their industries have come into greater prominence and demand 
a modification of their foreign commercial relations. On the other 
hand, France, which before the War had not favoured the treaty 
method, is now contemplating, in accordance with the law of 
July 2 0 ,  1919, the conclusion of commercial treaties in  which 
reciprocal tariff concessions are granted, and has thus in theory 
returned to the principle of reciprocity. This policy has, it is 
true, been substantially modified in practice, for France has not 
merely allowed the former M F.N. treaties to  continue in force, 
but has also adopted M.F.N. treatment in newly concluded com- 
mercial treaties, though subject to  considerable restrictions. 

M.F.N. treatment as a rule binds both contracting parties to 
reciprocal treatment, but this is not a necessary condition, for 
in the treaties with countries in the East it  only applies unilater- 
ally in favour of the European states. The victorious states also 
chose the unilateral form for the Peace Treaties of 1919, but 
only for a period of five years; the Council of the League of 
Nations has made no use of the power granted to it  to  extend 
the application of this clause. I n  many commercial treaties of 
the former enemy states, the limitation was already set aside 
a t  an earlier date. 

M.F.N. treatment can, however, be restricted not only in its 
form, but in its contents. I n  its widest scope it  covers all matters 
of trade and shipping, but in all cases it applies to the customs 
tariff and customs procedure. I n  the post-War period some states 
have restricted it to certain customs items or parts of the customs 
tariff. On the other hand, the commercial treaty between Eng- 
land and Germany concluded on Dec. 2 ,  1924, contains reciprocal, 
unconditional, unlimited M.F.N. treatment. 

Tariff Systems.-Tariff treaties depend largely on the tariff 
system which is a t  the basis of the tariffs of the treaty states. 
We can distinguish the single-line tariff, which has only one tax 
for each article for all countries, from the double tariff, which 
consists of two columns of tariff rates of which the one with the 
lower rates is applicable to  the most favoured countries, and 
the other with the higher rates to  remaining countries. Depend- 
ing on the origin of the lower column, the double tariff can be a 
general-conventional tariff in which only the higher general tariff 
is fixed by an autonomous law of the country concerned, while 
the conventional tariff is composed of the concessions or binding 
rates granted to other countries by commercial treaties. By a 
binding rate is meant the transfer of a tariff rate from the general 
tariff to the conventional tariff a t  the same figure, in order to 
secure its application for the whole period of the treaty, since 
an autonomous tariff can a t  any time be modified by the country 
concerned, by a new law. The double tariff can, however, also be 
a maximum-minimum tariff, in which the column with the lower 
rate is also fixed by autonomous legislation and therefore pro- 
vides the limit to  which tariff concessions can be granted to 
foreign countries. 

The single-line tariff which Great Britain and some countries 
of northern Europe have applied, necessarily involves M.F.N. 
treatment, because it leaves no room for tariff concessions; but 
there is the possibility, of which formerly Belgium has taken 
advantage, of granting tariff concessions by commercial treaties 
which are then taken over into the single-line tariff and thereby 
extended to all countries, whether or not they have granted 
M.F.N. treatment by treaty. In  the general-conventional tariff 
which is predominant in Germany and other Central European 
states, the chief emphasis lies in tariff treaties with M.F.N. treat- 
ment. The maximum-minimum tariff is less favourable to the 
treaty method. This, although of Spanish origin, can to-day be 
described as the French tariff system, because the unilateral and 

therefore relatively high minimum rates offer small inducement t o  
the conclusion of commercial treaties, and their autonomous 
regulation affords no security against subsequent increases. I n  
its most extreme form it  might result in the same article being 
subject to divergent tariff rates according to the country of 
origin, which would naturally exclude any M.F.N. treatment. 
Even if France herself has never gone so far as  this, her com- 
mercial treaties in the post-War period exhibit great specializa- 
tion. In  these treaties she grants some tax rates of the minimum 
tariff, then some rebates from the tariff rates of the maximum 
tariff and applies elsewhere the maximum tariff. 

Post-War Changes.-The pre-War commercial treaties cor- 
responded to the normal market conditions in which production 
outran demand so that it  was the concern of the seller to  find a 
market for his goods and not of the purchaser to  obtain the goods 
he required. The state only sought to facilitate the path of trade 
in foreign countries; whether and how far advantage was taken 
of this was the concern of the merchant. The scarcity of goods 
brought about by the War, however, upset the normal market 
conditions; instead of the purchaser, the seller had the stronger 
position, and it  was not the man who wanted the goods who dic- 
tated conditions, but the man who controlled their supply. Com- 
mercial treaties of the old type were temporarily pushed into 
the background by two new types; the compensation treaties and 
the treaties based on quotas, which are distinguished from the 
ordinary forms by the fact that the contracting states pledge 
themselves, not merely to permit movement of private trade, 
but to a definite undertaking. 

In  the compensation treaties the state declares that it  will 
supply specified quantities of certain goods, in return for which 
it receives others of which i t  is urgently in need. Here the 
obligation to deliver is in the foreground, since i t  is mainly a 
matter of essential goods, such as wheat, coal, etc. Occasionally, 
as for example in the case of France in relation to Switzerland, 
there was also an obligation to accept delivery, when the other 
party was at pains to secure at  least part of a market for its 
high-grade luxury products (embroideries) which it  had lost as 
a result of the War. A condition of these treaties was the sup- 
pression of private trade and the setting up  of state Centrales 
for the most important goods, because the state administration 
can only deliver goods which are under its own control. 

The treaties with quotas which arose later are distinguished 
from the above by the fact that the treaty states do not pledge 
themselves to the delivery of goods against goods, but merely 
agree to the issue of export licences for specified quotas of goods, 
for which it  was also necessary that an import licence should be 
granted by the receiving state, but whose actual delivery, where 
the goods were not still subject to state control, remained in the 
hands of private trade. Such treaties were often not published a t  
all but only communicated to the government departments and 
the undertakings concerned. 

After the War, normal market conditions gradually returned, 
though less owing to a rise in production than to a general fall 
in purchasing power. The consequence of this equalization of 
supply and demand on a lower level was that the struggle for 
foreign markets gave place to  a struggle for the retention of the 
home market. Protection came so strongly to  the fore that even 
England had to sacrifice part of its traditional free-trade policy. 
The protectionist tendency was appreciably strengthened by the 
currency depreciation in many countries, which results in an 
export bounty for the products of the country concerned. The 
countries with high exchanges protected themselves against such 
exchange dumping by raising their import duties or by special 
additional duties (e.g., Spain, Czechoslovakia). The countries 
with weak exchanges in turn were forced to prohibit imports of 
luxury *goods, and to hinder payments to  foreign countries by 
controlling exchange transactions, in order to  prepare for stabil- 
ization by improving the balance of payment. Hence it  resulted 
that the protectionist system was even accentuated by a system 
of prohibitions such as people had believed to have finally dis- 
appeared with mercantilist ideas by the middle of the 19th 
century. 
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I t  is true that gradually the  need for normal commercial 

treaties with M.F.N. treatment and tarif f  rates has been receiving 
great recognition, but  the  after-effects o f  the conditions o f  
political and commercial war have b y  no means vanished. T h e  
commercial treaties concluded befo're the W a r  were determined 
b y  the  belligerent Powers contrary t o  former custom, when their 
operation used merely t o  be  suspended for the period o f  the War .  
Negotiations entered into since then have been confronted with 
such great conflicts o f  interest and uncertainty o f  conditions, 
that  o f t en  agreements could only be  made for a year, terminable 
at  three months' notice, whilst formerly they  used t o  hold good 
for  t en  years and more. M.F.N. treatment amongst the European 
states has o f t e n  been only conditionally granted, and restricted 
t o  certain crttegories o f  goods. Further, events in  Russia have 
caused a severe dislocation o f  the  old-established trade relations, 
for she demanded the  recognition o f  her state monopoly of  the  
export trade and o f  the  abnormal political institutions of  the  
Soviet rbgime. 

O n  the other hand, owing t o  the  economic crisis and the  
political unrest o f  Europe, endeavours have been made to  join 
certain states into a customs union b y  abolishing the customs 
duties between them.  T h u s  abortive proposals were made that 
Austria, whose continued existence appeared hopeless, should be  
united t o  Germany or should join with other neighbouring states 
into a Danubian Federation. Schemes for economic union have 
also been discussed i n  the  Balkans and between the Baltic states. 
But  such preferential relations arouse political objections, because 
the union o f  economic interests may  also bring about political 
tics, and are also impeded b y  the  fact that the states receiving 
M.F.N. treatment are not willing t o  be  excluded f rom the ad- 
vantages o f  preferential relations. U p  t o  the present these ideas 
have nowhere been realized. (See  also TREATIES. )  

BIBLIOGRAPRY.-JOS~~ Gruntzel, Handelspolitik (3rd ed., Vienna 
1921), and Economic Protectionisnz (1916)  ; T.  E.  Gregory, Tariff! 
(1921). (C. M. K.;  J .  G.) 

COMMERCY, a town o f  north-eastern France, capital o f  
an arrondissement in  the department o f  bleuse, on the le f t  bank 
o f  the Meuse, 26 mi.  E. o f  Bar-le-Duc. Pop. (1936) 7.748. I t  
dates f rom the  9th  century, when its lords were dependent on 
the  bishop o f  b le tz .  I n  1544 i t  "as  besieged b y  Charles V .  For 
some time the lordship was in  the  hands o f  Franqois Paul de 
Gondi, cardinal de Retz ,  who lived i n  the town and there com- 
posed his memoirs. From h im i t  was purchased b y  Charles IV 
duke o f  Lorraine. I n  1744 the castle became the residence o f  
Stanislas. king o f  Poland, as whose guest Voltaire visited the 
town i n  1747. T h e  industries include iron-working and the inanu- 
facture o f  boots and hosiery. Commercy is lrnomn for the pastry 
called "Madeleine." 

COMMERS, the German t e rm for the  students' social gather- 
ings held on occasions such as the  breaking-up o f  term and the 
anniversary o f  the  university's founding (Lat .  commercium) 
A Commers consists o f  speeches and songs and the drinking o f  
beer. Strict rules as t o  drinking exist, and the chairman after 
each speech calls for  what is called a salamander. 

COMMISSAR, or COMMISSARY, an official in the Unior 
o f  Socialist Soviet Republics entrusted with the guidance o f  a 
separate branch o f  the administration. a5 the People's Commis. 
sary for  Foreign Affairs,  for W a r  and Marine, etc. 

COMMISSARIAT, the  department o f  an army charged wit1 
the provision o f  supplies, both  food and forage, for the troops 
T h e  supply o f  military stores such as ammunition is not includec 
i n  the  duties o f  a commissariat. I n  almost every army the dutie: 
o f  transport and supply are performed b y  the same corps oi 
departmental troops. 

COMMISSARY, generally, a representative, e.g., the e m  
peror's representative who presided in  his absence over thc 
imperial d ie t ;  and especially, an ecclesiastical official who exer. 
cises i n  special circumstances the jurisdiction o f  a bishop (q.v.)  : 
i n  the Church o f  England this jurisdiction is exercised in a consis 
tory  court ( q . ~ . ) ,  except in  Canterbury, where the court o f  the 
diocesan as opposed t o  the nletropolitan jurisdiction o f  the arch. 
bishop is called a commissary court, and the judge is the corn. 

nissary general o f  the city and diocese o f  Canterbury. W h e n  
i see is vacant the jurisdiction is exercised b y  a "special commis- 
m y "  o f  the metropolitan. Commissary is also a general military 
erm for an official charged with the  duties o f  supply, transport 
ind finance o f  an army. I n  the 17th and 18th centuries the  com- 
wissaire des guerres, or Kriegskommissar was an important official 
n continental armies, b y  whose agency the troops, in  their relation 
o the civil inhabitants, were placed upon semi-political control. 
In French military law, conzmissaires du gouvernement represent 
.he ministry o f  war on military tribunals, and more or less corre- 
spond t o  the British judge-advocate (see COURT-MARTIAL). 

COMMISSION, the act o f  committing or entrusting any 
:barge or duty  t o  a person, and the  charge or trust thus  com- 
mitted, and so particularly an authority, or the  document em- 
bodying such authority, given t o  some person t o  act i n  a par- 
ticular capacity. T h e  t e rm is thus applied t o  the  written authority 
to command troops, which the  sovereign or president, as com- 
mander-in-chief o f  the  armed forces, grants t o  officers, or t o  the 
similar authority issued t o  justices o f  the  peace. For the  various 
commissions o f  assize see A SSIZE.  T h e  word is also used o f  the  
order issued t o  a naval officer t o  take the command o f  a ship o f  
war, and when manned, armed and fully equipped for  active 
service she is said t o  be  "put i n  commission." 

I n  the law o f  evidence (q.v.) the presence o f  witnesses may ,  
for  certain necessary causes, be  dispensed with b y  the  order o f  
the court, and the evidence be taken b y  a commissioner. Such 
evidence i n  England is  said t o  be  " o n  commission" (see R.S.C. 
Order X X X V I I  ). I n  the United States such evidence is taken 
b y  "deposition." Where  the  witness is out o f  the  jurisdiction o f  
the court, and his place o f  residence is a foreign country where 
objection is taken t o  the execution o f  a commission, or is a Brit- 
ish colony or India, "letters o f  request" for the  examination o f  
the  witness are issued, addressed t o  the  head o f  the  tribunal in 
the foreign country, or t o  the secretary o f  State for  the  colonies 
or for India. 

Where  the functions o f  an office are transferred f rom an in- 
dividual t o  a body o f  persons, the  body exercising these delegated 
functions is generally known as a commission and the members 
as commissioners; thus the  office o f  lord high admiral o f  Great 
Britain is administered b y  a permanent board, the lords o f  the  
admiralty. Such a delegation may  be also temporary, as where 
the authority under the great seal t o  give the royal assent t o  legis- 
lation is  issued t o  lords commissioners. Similarly bodies o f  per- 
sons or single individuals may  be  specially charged wi th  carrying 
out particular duties; these m a y  be  permanent, such as the  Char- 
i t y  Commission or the Ecclesiastical and Church Estates Com- 
mission, or may  be  temporary, such as international commissions 
o f  inquiry (see ARBITRATION; DOGGER B A N K ) ,  or such as the  
various commissions o f  inquiry, royal, statutory or departmental, 
o f  which an account is given below. 

I n  the  United States there are many  qommissions i n  both  the  
Federal and State Governments. T h e  U.S. Interstate Commerce, 
Federal Trade and Civil Service commissions are examples. Many 
States have public utilities and civil service commissions. Mu-  
nicipalities also have commissions in many  instances. 

Internationally, commissions o f t e n  are appointed t o  settii: 
claims between different nations on behalf o f  their subjects, and 
sometimes t o  define boundaries, and also for  other purposes. 

A commission may  be granted b y  one person t o  another t o  act 
as his agent, and particularly in  business; thus the  t e rm is ap- 
plied t o  that method o f  business in  which goods are entrusted 
to  an agent for  sale, the  remuneration being a percentage on the 
sales. Th i s  percentage is known as the "commission," and hence 
the word is extended t o  all remuneration which is  based o n  a per- 
centage o f  the value o f  the work done. T h e  right o f  an agent t o  
remuneration in  the form o f  a "commissioi~" is always founded 
upon an express or implied contract between himself and his prin- 
cipal. Such a contract may  be implied f rom custom or usage, 
f rom the conduct o f  the principal or f rom the circumstances o f  
the particular case. Such commissions are only payable on trans- 
actions directly resulting f rom agency and may be payable though 
the principal acquires no benefit. I n  order t o  claim remuneration 
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an agent must be legally qualified to act in the capacity in which 
he claims remuneration. H e  cannot recover in respect of unlawful 
or wagering transactions, or in  cases of misconduct or breach of 
duty. 

Commissions of Inquiry, i.e., commissions for the purpose of 
eliciting information as t o  the operation of laws, or investigating 
particular matters, social, educational, etc., are distinguished, ac- 
cording to the terms of their appointment, as royal, statutory and 
departmental. A royal commission in England is appointed by the 
Crown, and the commissions usually issue from the office of the 
executive government which they specially concern. The objects 
of the inquiry are carefully defined in the warrant constituting 
the commission, which is termed the "reference." The commis- 
sioners give their services gratuitously, but where they involve any 
great degree of professional skill compensation is allowed for time 
and labour. The expenses incurred are provided out of money an- 
nually voted for the purpose. Unless expressly empowered by Act 
of parliament, a commission cannot compel the production of 
documents or the giving of evidence, nor can it  administer an 
oath. A commission may hold its sittings in any part of Great 
Britain, or may institute and conduct experiments for the purpose 
of testing the utility of invention, etc. When the inquiry or any 
particular portion of it is concluded, a report is presented to the 
Crown through the home department. All the commissioners, if 
unanimous, sign the report, but those who are unable t o  agree 
with the majority can record their dissent, and express their in- 
dividual opinions, either in paragraphs appended t o  the report 
or in separately signed memoranda. 

Statutory commissions are created by Acts of parliament, and, 
with the exception that they are liable to  have their proceedings 
questioned in parliament, have absolute powers within the limits 
of their prescribed functions and subject t o  the provisions of the 
Act defining the same. By the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) 
Act 1921, where i t  has been resolved by both houses of parliament 
that a tribunal be established for enquiring into a definite matter 
described in the resolution as of urgent public importance and in 
pursuance thereof a tribunal is appointed either by  the king or a 
secretary of State, i t  may be provided that the act shall apply, 
and in such case the tribunal shall have all the powers, rights and 
privileges that are vested in the high court, or in  Scotland the 
court of session, for enforcing the attendance of witnesses and 
examining them on oath, compelling the production of documents, 
and the issue of commissions or requests to  examine witnesses 
abroad. Departmental commissions or committees are appointed 
either by a Treasury minute or by the authority of a secretary of 
State, for the purpose of instituting inquiries into matters of 
official concern or examining into proposed changes in adminis- 
trative arrangements. They are generally composed of two or 
more permanent officials of the department concerned in the in- 
vestigation, along with a subordinate member of the administra- 
tion. Reports of such committees are usually regarded as con- 
fidential documents. 

I n  the United States commissions are established through 
authority of acts of Congress or the State legislatures. Interna- 
tionally they are created by treaties or conventions. 

See A. Todd, Parliamentary Government in England, vol. ii.; 
Charles A. Beard, American Government and Politics. 

COMMISSION AGENT: see AGENTS IN BUSINESS. 
COMMISSIONAIRE, the designation of an attendant, 

messenger or subordinate employee in hotels on the Continent 
of Europe, whose chief duty is to  attend a t  railway stations, 
secure customers, take charge of their luggage, carry out the 
necessary formalities with respect to  i t  and have i t  sent on to 
the hotel. They are also employed in Paris as street messengers, 
light porters, etc. 
The Corps of Commissionaires.-In England this is an 

association of pensioned soldiers of trustworthy character, 
founded in 1859 by Captain Sir Edward Walter, K.C.B. (1823- 
1904). I t s  headquarters are a t  41ga Strand, London, 1V.C. I t  
was first started in a very small way, with the intention of pro- 
viding occupation for none but wounded soldiers. The nucleus 
of the corps consisted of eight men, each of whom had lost a 

limb. The demand, however, for neat, uniformed, trusty men, 
to perform certain light duties, encouraged the founder to extend 
his idea, and the corps developed into a large self-supporting 
organization. I n  1927 there were over 4,600 members of the 
corps, nearly 3,000 of whom served in London. There are local 
divisions of the corps a t  Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester and Newcastle. 

COMIdISSIONER, in  general an officer appointed to  carry 
out some particular work, or to discharge the duty of a particular 
office; one who is a member of a commission (q.v.). H e  is legally 
defined as a person authorized by letters patent, act of parliament 
or other lawful warrant to  execute any public office. The Com- 
missioners Clauses Act of 1847 provides that commissioners exe- 
cuting undertakings of a public nature under an act of parliament 
are immune from personal liability. I n  this sense the word is ap- 
plied to  members of a permanently constituted department of the 
administration, as civil service commissioners, commissioners of 
income tax, commissioners in lunacy, etc. I t  is also the title given 
to the heads of or important officials in various governmental de- 
partments, as commissioner of customs. I n  some British posses- 
sions in Africa and the Pacific the head of the Government is 
styled high commissioner. I n  India a commissioner is the chief 
administrative official of a division which includes several districts. 
The office does not exist in Madras, where the same duties are 
discharged by a board of revenue, but is found in most of the 
other provinces. The  commissioner comes midway between the 
local government and the district officer. I n  the regulation prov- 
inces the district officer is called a collector (q.v.), and in the non- 
regulation provinces a deputy-commissioner. I n  the former he 
must always be a member of the covenanted civil service, but in 
the latter he may be  a military officer. 

A chief commissioner is a high Indian official, governing a prov- 
ince inferior in status to a lieutenant-governorship, but in direct 
subordination to the governor-general in council. Of the 15 
provinces of British India, nine are administered by lieutenant- 
governors and the remaining six by  chief commissioners. 

A commissioner for oaths in England is a solicitor appointed by 
the lord chancellor to administer oaths to persons making affida- 
vits for the purpose of any cause or matter. The Commissioner 
for Oaths Act 1889 (with an amending act 1891), amending and 
consolidating various other acts, regulates the appointment and 
powers of such commissioners. Under the Rules of the Supreme 
Court (R.S.C. 0. 37 r. 5) the High Court may order that any 
witness, whose attendance in court ought for sufficient cause to  be 
dispensed with, be examined on oath by an officer of the court or 
a commissioner appointed for that purpose. I n  such cases the 
evidence is said to  be taken "on commission." 

COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE DE RAVI- 
TAILLEMENT. This commission was established as the result 
of an agreement concluded a t  a meeting held on Aug. 13, 1914, be- 
tween delegates of the French ministries of finance, war and 
marine and representatives of the British Foreign office, Treasury, 
Admiralty, War Office and Board of Trade. The functions of the 
commission were to co-ordinate purchases of munitions, military 
and naval equipment and food supplies by the two Governments, 
to prevent competition in the same markets and consequent in- 
flation of prices, and to help the French Government to  purchase 
efficiently and economically. 

In  due course delegates of the Russian, Belgian, Serbian, Jap- 
anese, Italian, Portuguese, Rumanian, Greek, Brazilian and 
United States Governments were appointed on the commission, 
and its scope was accordingly extended to cover purchases for all 
the Allied and Associated Governments. 

Organization.- The commission comprised: (a) Representa- 
tives of British Government departments, (b) representatives of 
the Allied and Associated Governments, and (c) a British execu- 
tive staff. 

(a)  The British representatives included members of the For- 
eign office, Admiralty, War Office, Board of Trade, Board of Agri- 
culture, Ministry of Munitions, Ministry of Food and Committee 
of Imperial Defence. The functions of each of these representa- 
tives was to act as the official mouthpiece of the department 
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which he represented in expressing its views as to the effect of 
an Allied Government demand upon the supply of the materials 
in which the department was interested and in conveying its 
advice as to  the method by which the demand could best be met. 
In  course of time it  was found more convenient for the duties 
originally undertaken by these delegates to be performed by spe- 
cial "allied sections" of the departments concerned, established 
to receive and take action on Allied demands received from the 
British staff. 

(b) The representatives of the Allied and Associated Gov- 
ernments comprised upwards of 50 accredited delegates, includ- 
ing military and naval officers, civil officials and commercial ex- 
perts, together with large technical, financial, shipping and clerical 
staffs, numbering in all some 1,500 persons. 

F u n c t i o n  of Delegates.-The primary function of these del- 
egates was to  formulate to the British Government the require- 
ments of their own Governments and to ascertain how they could 
be met from the point of view of supplies, finance and tonnage; 
to advise as to the priority of manufacture and shipments of the 
materials which it  might be found possible to supply; and to 
discuss technical details, sign or approve contracts, authorize 
payments by the British Government on Allied Government ac- 
count, carry out inspection of materials, and the like. 

(c)  The British executive staff consisted of civil servants and 
temporary assistants, including a number of military officers and 
business men, and numbered in 1918 approximately jso persons. 
I t  was a t  first under the direction of Mr. U. F. Wintour, C.B., 
C.M.G., and, on his becoming director of army contracts, his place 
was taken by Mr. (afterwards Sir) Edmund Wyldbore Smith. 

The functions of the British executive staff were:- 
( I )  To  receive and examine the demands formulated by the 

delegates of the Allied and Associated Governments, and to col- 
late them with information obtainable from diplomatic, military 
or other sources and obtain further details and specifications 
which might be required. 

(2)  To  examine and report to the Treasury upon all proposals 
which involved the expenditure of the British credits granted to  
the Allies. 

(3) To  enquire into the available supply of tonnage for the 
transport of the various materials concerned and the relative 
order of priority in which it should be utilized, and to keep the 
ministry of shipping, the marine department of the Board of Trade 
and any other departments concerned in close touch with the 
needs of the Allied and Associated Governments. 

(4) To  present the Allied demands in proper form to the dif- 
ferent British supply departments concerned, making sure that 
every department was consulted, and to see that the demands - - 
were given prompt attention and that steps were immediately 
taken by those departments to place contracts, to supply from 
British stocks or to advise the Allied delegates with what firms, 
and also upon what conditions contracts might be placed by the 
delegates. 

(5) To  carry out all the official business involved in connec- 
tion with the formal authorization of the supply of material by 
British Government departments to the Allies; the arrangement 
of railway and shipping facilities, the issue of export permits 
under the authority of the president of the board of trade for 
materials the export of which was prohibited; the preparation of 
statistics as to contracts placed, deliveries made, total quantities 
of materials bought and shipped, and the like. 

The total value of the war material supplied to the Allies from 
the United Kingdom, through the Commission Internationale de 
Ravitaillement, amounted to approximately f672,ooo,ooo of which 
some 48% went to France, 20% to  Russia and 15% to Italy. 
The commission had its offices in London and was highly effective 
during the period of its activity. 

COMMITMENT, in common law a narrdnt in writing of a 
magistrate, justice, or other official having police jurisdiction, 
directing the conveyance of a person named or sufficiently de- 
scribed therein to a prison or other legal place of custody, and 
his detention therein for a time specified, or until the person to 
be detained has done a certain act specified in the warrant, e.g., 

paid a fine imposed upon him on conviction. An interval must 
necessarily elapse between the decision to commit and the making 
out of the warrant of commitment, during which interval the 
detention in custody of the person committed is undoubtedly 
legal. A commitment differs also from a warrant of arrest, in 
that it  is not made until after the person to be detained has 
actually appeared, or has been summoned, before the court which 
orders committal, to  answer to some charge. 

I t  is ordinarily essential to a valid commitn~ent that it  should 
contain a specific statement of the particular cause of the deten- 
tion ordered. T o  this the chief, if not the only exception, is in 
the case of commitments by order of either house of parliament. 
Commitments by justices of the peace must be under their hands 
and seals. Commitments by a court of record if formally drawn 
up are under the seal of the court. 

I n  the case of superior courts no statutory forms of commit- 
ment exist, and the same formalities are not so strictly enforced. 
Committal of a person present in court for contempt of the court 
is enforced by his immediate arrest by the tipstaff as soon as com- 
mittal is ordered, and he may be detained in prison on a memo- 
randum of the clerk or registrar of the court while a formal 
order is being drawn up. And in the case of persons sentenced a t  
assizes and quarter sessions the only written authority for enforce- 
ment is a calendar of the prisoners tried, on which the sentences 
are entered up, signed by the presiding judge. 

Commitments are usually made by courts of criminal jurisdic- 
tion in respect of offences against the criminal law, but are also 
occasionally made as a punishment for disobedience to the orders 
made in a civil court, e.g., where a judgment debtor having means 
to pay refuses to satisfy the judgment debt, or in cases where 
the person committed has been guilty of a direct contempt of 
the court. (See HABEAS CORPUS.) 

The term is used in substantially the same sense in the United 
States Federal and State courts. 

COMMITTEE, a person or body of persons to whom some- 
thing is entrusted (Lat. cornmittere, to entrust); also a person 
or persons to  whom the charge of the body ("committee of the 
person") or of the property and business affairs ("committee of 
the estate") of a lunatic is committed by the court. (See IN- 
SANITY.) The common meaning is that of a body of persons ap- 
pointed to deal with business matters. For parliamentary com- 
mittee, see PARLIAMEXT. 

COMMITTEE FOR INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA- 
TION: see CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS. 

COMMODE, originally, a tall head-dress with a fan-shaped 
frame covered with lace or silk. I t  was introduced by Mlle. de 
Fontanges, the red-haired mistress of Louis XIV. The term is now 
more commonly applied to a piece of furniture that is closely 
related to the chest of drawers, the chest, the bureau, and the 
sideboard. Because of this wide application of its use, the com- 
mode has been the object of various modification~. I t  is of French 
origin, having come into notice about the latter part of the 17th 
century, when it was known as a commode table. Some had lids, 
and opened up in a way similar to that of a chest; others had 
drawers, which gave opportunity for more ornamentation, with 
metal handles and escutcheons. The commode was at  first con- 
fined t o  very fashionable drawing-rooms, but Chippendale con- 
templated its use in other places, especially the bedroom. This 
type is usually made with drawers and set upon legs, resembling 
in many ways a wash-stand. Another bedroom commode that 
came into use about the beginning of the 18th century was very 
similar to the chest, and still another was not unlike a travelling 
trunk, each being only about zft. high, zft. long, and ~ $ f t .  deep. 
These bedroom commodes are rare, however, and the larger, draw- 
ing-room types should be considered first because of their wider 
use and greater quantity. Besides the variety of styles, sizes, and 
usks of such commodes, all kinds of finishes were applied: ma- 
hogany, lacquer, marquetry, and paint. Carving is perhaps the 
most outstanding feature; in fact, the preponderance of carving 
and ornamentation is often the only thing that distinguishes them 
from the sideboard and other pieces of furniture similar in use. 
(See also BUREAU; CHEST; SIDEBOARD.) 
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COMMODIANUS, a Christian Latin poet, who flourished 

about A.D. q o .  Commodianus is supposed to have been an Afri- 
can. As he himself tells us, he was converted to  Christianity 
when advanced in years, and felt called upon t o  instruct the 
ignorant in the truth. H e  was the author of two extant Latin 
poems, Instructiones and C a r m e n  apologeticzcnz. The Znstructiones 
consist of 80 poems, each of which is an acrostic (with the excep- 
tion of 60, where the initial letters are in  alphabetical order). 
The initials of the 80, read backwards, give Commodianus Men- 
dicus Christi. The  first part is addressed to the heathens and 
Jews, and ridicules the divinities of classical mythology; the sec- 
ond contains reflections on Antichrist, the end of the world, the 
Resurrection, and advice to  Christians, penitents and the clergy. 
In  the Apologeticurn all mankind are exhorted to  repent, in view 
of the approaching end of the world. T o  the classical scholar the 
metre alone is of interest. The rules of quantity are sacrificed to 
accent. The first four lines of the Znstrztctiones may be quoted 
by way of illustration: 

Praefatio nostra viam erranti demonstrat, 
Respectumque bonum, cum venerit saeculi meta, 
Aeternum fieri, quod discredunt inscia corda: 
Ego similiter erravi tempore multo. 

These versus politici (as they are called) show that the change 
was already passing over Latin which resulted in the formation 
of the Romance languages. The use of cases and genders, the 
construction of verbs and prepositions, and the verbal forms 
exhibit striking irregularities. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Editio princeps, by  J. B. Pitra in the Spicilegium 
Solesmense (1852) from a ms. in the Middlehill Collection now at 
Cheltenham, supposed to have been brought from Bobbio. The best 
edition of the text is by B. Dombart (1887) ; see also M .  Manitius, 
Geschichte der christlich-lateinischen Poesie (1891) ,  with bibliography; 
G. Boissier, 'iCommodien," in the Mdlanges Renier (1887) ; L. Vernier, 
"La Versification latine populaire en Afrique," in Revue de philologie, 
xv. (1891) ; C. E. Freppel, Commodien, Arnobe, Lactance (1893),  and 
H .  Brewer, Kommodzan v o n  Gaza (Paderborn, 1906). Teuffel- 
Schwabe, Hist. of R o m a n  Literatz6re (Eng. trans., 384),  should also 
be consulted. 

COMMODITY, i n  economics, a portion of wealth, a thing 
which being desired as  possessing the power to  satisfy human 
wants, is limited in supply and has therefore value in exchange. 
Every commodity which satisfies a want is said to  possess "util- 
ity"; conversely, everything possessing utility is a commodity. The 
economic expression "utility" does not mean usefulness, and has 
no moral significance. The economic touchstone is the satisfaction 
of human want, from whatever cause arising. Thus, an alcoholic 
beverage may or  may not be useful, but it  is wanted and in demand 
and is therefore in the economic sense a commodity. In the same 
way, the autograph manuscript of a b001i already printed may be 
a commodity. ( S e e  ECONOMICS.) 

COMMODUS, LUCIUS AELIUS AURELIUS (161- 
1921, also called Marcus Antoninus, emperor of Rome, son of 
Marcus Aurelius and Faustina, was born a t  Lanuvium on Aug. 
3 1 ,  161. At  the age of 15 he was associated by his father in the 
government. On the death of Aurelius, whom he had accompanied 
in the war against the Quadi and Marcomanni, he hastily con- 
cluded peace and hurried back to Rome (180). I n  183 he was 
attacked by a n  assassin at the instigation of his sister Lucilla and 
many senators, and from this time be became tyrannical. Many 
distinguished Romans were put to  death as implicated in the con- 
spiracy, and others were executed for no reason at  all. The  treas- 
ury was exhausted by  lavish expenditure on gladiatorial and wild 
beast combats and on the soldiery, and the property of the wealthy 
was confiscated. Plots against his life naturally began to spring 
up. That  of his favourite Perennis, praefect of the praetorian 
guard, was discovered in time. The next danger was from the 
people, who were infuriated by the dearth of corn. The mob 
repelled the praetorian guard, but the execution of the hated 
minister Cleander quieted the tumult. The attempt also of the 
daring highwayman Maternus to seize the empire was betrayed; 
but a t  last Eclectus the chamberlain, Laetus the praefect of the 
praetorians, and the emperor's mistress Marcia, finding their 
names on the list of those doomed to death, had the emperor 
murdered on Dec. 31, 192. During his reign the frontier of Dacia 

was successfully defended against the Scythians and Sarmatians, 
and a tract of territory reconquered in north Britain. I n  1874 a 
statue of Commodus was dug up a t  Rome, in which he is repre- 
sented as Hercules-a lion's skin on his head, a club in his right 
and the apples of the Hesperides in his left hand. 

See Aelius Lampridius, Herodian, and fragments in Dio Cassius; 
H. Schiller, Geschichte der romisclzen Kaiserzeit; J .  Zdrcher, "Com- 
modus" (1868, in Biidinger's Untersuclzz~ngen cur romisclzen Kaiser- 
geschiclzte, a criticism of Herodian's account) ; Pauly-Wissowa, Real- 
encyklopbdie, ii. 2,464 ff. (von Rohden) ; Heer, "Der historische Wert 
des Vita Commodi" (Philologus, Supplementband, ix.). 

COMMON FIELD SYSTEM: see CULTIVATION; LAND 
TENURE.  

COMMON GOOD, in Scotland, the name of ancient cor- 
porate property owned by the royal burghs and held by them for 
the communal benefit of their citizens. These properties consist 
for the most part of land and buildings. The communal funds 
derived from the Common Good are spent upon objects t o  which 
expenditure out of rates cannot be applied. Thus, the Royal 
Observatory a t  Edinburgh, an institution of much distinction, is 
maintained out of the Common Good. 

COMMON LAW means the law common to the whole realm, 
as distinct from the law peculiar to certain classes of persons such 
as, in the middle ages, the "Law Merchant." This is the sense in 
which the term comes into general use in  the reign of Edward I .  
The term, which has often been used in many senses, is best de- 
fined by contrast. I t  is contrasted with statute law, as law not 
promulgated by the sovereign body; with equity, as a kind of 
"supplemental law," which, in Maitland's words, is in the nature 
of "a gloss" upon the common law, corrective of it  and auxiliary 
to i t ;  and again with local customary law, as the general law for 
the whole realm, tolerating variations in certain districts and under 
certain conditions. I t  is also sometimes contrasted with civil, or 
canon, or international law, which are foreign systems recognized 
in certain special courts only and within limits defined by the com- 
mon law. When so contrasted with foreign systems of law or with 
statute law, i t  is used to include equity itself, and since the "fu- 
sion" of common law in equity, which was finally consummated by 
the Judicature Act of 1873,  common law and equity are adminis- 
tered in the High Court "concurrently" and indeed conjointly. 
As the universal law of the realm it  has often been described as 
the national inheritance or "birthright" of Englishmen which Eng- 
lish settlers carry with them when they occupy or colonize a new 
country. I t  was defined by Lord Wensleydale in Mirehoztse v. 
Bfennell 8 Bing. 515, as "a system which consisted in applying t o  
new combinations of circumstances those rules which we derive 
from legal principles and judicial precedents." I t s  sources are 
therefore to be found in the law reports of cases actually decided, 
and it was said with perfect truth by Burke that "to put a n  end t o  
reports is to put an end to the law of England." 

Blackstone divides the civil law of England into l e x  scripta or 
statute law, and l e x  n o n  scripta or common law. The  latter, he 
says, consists of ( I )  general customs, which are the common law 
strictly so called, (2) particular customs prevailing in certain dis- 
tricts, and (3) laws used in particular courts. The first is the law 
by which "proceedings and determinations in  the king's ordinary 
courts of justice are guided and directed." That the eldest son 
alone was heir to  his ancestor, that a deed is of no validity unless 
sealed and delivered, that wills shall be construed more favour- 
ably and deeds more strictly, are examples of common law doc- 
trines, "not set down in any written statute or ordinance, but de- 
pending on immemorial usage for their support." The validity of 
these usages is to be determined by the judges-"the depositaries 
of the law, the living oracles who must decide in all cases of 
doubt, and who are bound by  a n  oath t o  decide according to the 
law of the land." Their judgments are preserved as records, and 
" i t  is an established rule to  abide by former precedents where the 
same points come again in litigation." Thus Blackstone, a decision 
of the supreme court of appeal, namely the House of Lords, is 
consequently final, and the question a t  issue can never be raised 
and re-argued again. "Nothing," as Lord Halsbury remarked, "but 
an act of parliament can set right that which is alleged to be 
wrong in a judgment of this House." ( L o n d o n  S tree t  T r a m w a y s  



COMMON LAW 
v. L.C.C., 1898, A.C. 375.) 

Deference t o  Precedents.-The extraordinary deference paid 
to precedents is the source o f  the most striking peculiarities of the 
English common law. It was the rigid adherence o f  the common 
law courts to  established precedent which caused the rise o f  an in- 
dependent tribunal administering justice on more equitable prin- 
ciples-the tribunal o f  the chancellor, the court o f  chancery. The  
old common law courts-king's bench, common pleas and ex- 
chequer-were always, as compared with the court of chancery, 
distinguished by  a certain rigidity o f  ideas and their whole sys- 
tem of  practiced pleading was highly technical. At the same time 
the common law judges showed extraordinary ingenuity in extend- 
ing the scope o f  the "original" writs, with which a common law 
action began, to meet the changing circumstances of society. The 
common law by the free use o f  fictions swallowed the law mer- 
chant and digested the greater part o f  Admiralty law. 

Two great defects o f  form long disfigured the English law. One 
was the separation o f  common law and equity. The Judicature 
Act o f  1873 remedied this by  merging the jurisdiction o f  all the 
courts in one supreme court, and causing equitable principles to 
prevail over those o f  the common law where they "conflict." As a 
matter o f  fact there had been little conflict between the two sys- 
tems o f  law since the 17th century. As Maitland has happily put 
it ,  "equity had come not t o  destroy but to fulfil." Equity was not 
a self-sufficient system whereas the common law was. Another 
defect is the overwhelming mass o f  precedents in which the law is 
embedded. This can only be removed by some well-conceived 
scheme o f  the nature o f  a code or digest. T o  some extent this di f-  
ficulty has been overcome by such acts as the Bills o f  Exchange 
Act 1882, the Sales o f  Goods Act 1893 and the Law of  Property 
Act o f  1925. The last act was no mere codification, but revolu- 
tionary in the very doctrine o f  the law. The former acts were, 
however, little more than a reproduction in statute form of doc- 
trines already established by  the courts, and in spite o f  the mod- 
ern growth o f  legislation, mainly social and administrative, what 
Dicey wrote many years ago is still true, namely that "nine- 
tenths o f  the law of  contract and nearly the whole o f  the law of  
torts are not t o  be discovered in any volumes o f  the Statutes." 

In the early 16th century most countries in Europe underwent 
the influence o f  what was known as the "Reception," i.e., the re- 
ception o f  Roman Law which, with the revival of the study o f  
jurisprudence, was "received" into various European countries 
and displaced their old customary or "common law," or as it was 
sometimes expressively called '(folk-law." England alone escaped 
this invasion by  an alien system of  law, and Maitland ascribed her 
immunity t o  the fact that "Mediaeval England had schools o f  
law," in other words Inns o f  Court which preserved the traditions 
o f  the common law. "What is distinctive o f  mediaeval England," 
he wrote, "is not parliament, for we may everywhere see in Europe 
assemblies of  estates, nor trial by  jury, for this was but slowly 
suppressed in France; but the Inns o f  Court, and the Year Books 
(i.e., the mediaeval law reports) that were read therein, and we 
shall hardly find their like elsewhere." And to  any reception o f  
Roman law the Inns o f  Court offered a stout and successful re- 
sistance. The constitutional importance o f  their victory was enor- 
mous, for the absolutist doctrines o f  Roman law found little or no 
place in the common law of  England, and it was no accident that 
the greatest champions o f  the liberties o f  the subject against the 
despotic claims o f  the Stuart kings were the common lawyers, 
headed by  the redoubtable Coke. Indeed most o f  our constitu- 
tional law, more particularily that which relates to the liberty o f  
the subject, to the liability o f  servants o f  the Crown to answer 
for their wrongful acts, and other such fundamental principles, is 
to be found in the common law and nowhere else. 

Judicial Legislation.-Coke held that the common law was 
the very incarnation o f  human wisdom and that not only was it 
superior to  the king, in that the king "hath no prerogative but 
that which the common law allows him," but also that Par!iainent 
itself could not change it-a doctrine the second proposition o f  
which, however, was already becoming obsolete with the growth 
o f  the modern principle o f  the sovereignty o f  parliament. In 
earlier times, unquestionably, the judges regarded the common 

law as supreme and unchangeable by any authority other than 
themselves-a view in which earlier parliaments were only too 
ready to acquiesce, as innumerable statutes, limiting the arbitrary 
jurisdiction o f  the king's council and asserting the right o f  the 
subject to claim the jurisdiction o f  the common law courts with 
trial by jury, abundantly testify. Magna Carta, which was re- 
garded as simply a declaration o f  the common law and was granted 
long before parliament came into existence, represented to  the 
mind o f  Coke "such a sovereign that he hath no fellow"; in other 
words it was a kind o f  fundamental law which parliament itself 
could not alter. And in the middle ages it was the judges rather 
than parliament who legislated in the matter o f  civil rights and 
criminal liabilities, sometimes avowedly (e.g., Beresford C. J .  in 
the reign o f  Edward 11. [ I ~ I O ] ,  who said "by  this decision . . . 
we shall make a law throughout the land"), sometimes by the use 
o f  those transparent fictions by  which the original action o f  tres- 
pass was extended to cover the whole field o f  contract and tort. 
The development o f  the criminal law was entirely judicial, the most 
notable example in this respect being the judicial doctrine o f  "con- 
structive treason." To-day judges disavow the office o f  "judicial 
legislation" and, in  theory, observe Bacon's monition that their 
office is jz~s dicere not jzls dare, in other words to declare the law 
and not to  make it. But in practice the judges undoubtedly leg- 
islate, i f  only by the extension o f  old rules to new sets o f  circum- 
stances, or even by laying down a new rule where there is no pre- 
cedent. The invention o f  the doctrine o f  "common employment" 
in the case of Priestly v. Fowler (183 7 )  3 M .  and W .  I .  is an ex- 
ample o f  the latter; the extension o f  petition o f  right to  a claim 
to recover unliquidated damages for breach o f  contract b y  the 
Crown, in Tlzomas v. the Queen (1874) 44 L.J.Q.B. 9., may be 
legitimately regarded as an example o f  the former. Equity itself 
was originally a form of  judicial legislation and nothing else, sup- 
plementing the defects or correcting the injustices, morally speak- 
ing, of  the common law. The minds of English judges are certainly 
still receptive to common usage-cf. the words o f  Vaughan Wil- 
liams L.J. in Harrowing Steamship Co. v. Thomas and Sons (The 
Times, March 15, 1913):  "The courts have modified the natural 
construction to  make decisions accord with commercial practice 
and convenience which I have heard described as commercial 
equity." So too the common law will take note o f  commercial 
usage in expanding the legal definition o f  negotiable instruments. 

There is also the possibility o f  the invocation by judges o f  what 
is known as the principle of "public policyn-once defined as "the 
prevailing opinion o f  wise men as to  what is for the public good" 
-whereby the judges have innovated freely, as, for example, by 
declaring certain kind o f  contracts unenforceable as contrary to  
the public interest, o f  which the most familiar example is con- 
tracts in restraint o f  trade. The rule o f  policy is avowedly a rule 
susceptible o f  constant change to  suit the changing conditions o f  
society. It would therefore be quite a mistake to  regard the fact 
that our common law is based upon precedent as meaning that it 
is rigid, inflexible and incapable o f  expansion. And although a 
statute can, o f  course, abolish any rule of common law, it can only 
do so by express words or necessary intendment. In the absence 
o f  such a manifest intention, the common law remains, and is the 
"key to unlock" the meaning o f  the statute which will always be 
construed by  the light o f  it. 

In its freedom from the infection o f  foreign influences, the com- 
mon law is as much a national possession as the English language 
itself. It  is instinct with the English genius for practice as opposed 
to theory and o f  no other system of  law can it be said so truly, 
in the language o f  Mr. Justice 0. IV. Holm~s  that "the life o f  the 
law is not logic but experience." The Pilgrim Fathers took it with 
them to  America, even as they took the English speech, with the 
result that it is the foundation o f  the law o f  the United States 
and nowhere has it been more admirably studied. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--\V. Blackstone, Commentaries (1765-69) ; 0. W. 
Holmes, The Common Law (1881) ; F.  W. Maitland, English Law and 
the Renaissalrce ( I ~ o I ) ,  Collected Papers, ed. H.A.L. Fisher (1911) ; F .  
Pollock, Geziz~s of the Common Law ( ~ g o q ) ,  E~pansion of the Common 
Law (1904) ; A. V. Dicey, Law and Opinion in England (1905) ; 
C .  H. MacIlu7aine, The High Court o f  Parliament and its Supremacy 
(1910) ; Lord Shaw, The Law of  the Kininsnten (1923). ( J .  H .  Mo.) 



COMMON LODGING-HOUSE-COMMONS 
COMMON LODGING-HOUSE, a house or part of a 

house in which persons of the poorer classes are harboured or 
lodged for hire for a single night or for less than a week a t  a time 
(Daley v. Lees, 1926, I K.B. 401, and in which there is com- 
munity of accommodation for either eating or sleeping (London 
C.C. v. Hankins, 1914, I R.B. 490). This definition is very gen- 
erally accepted as embracing those houses which, under the Public 
Health and other Acts, must be registered and inspected. The 
provisions of the Public Health Act, 1875, which extends to the 
country generally, excluding the metropolis, are that every urban 
and rural district council must keep registers showing the names 
and residences of the keepers of all common lodging-houses in 
their districts, the situation of every such house, and the number 
of lodgers authorized by them to be received therein. The whole 
of the house must be open at  all times to the inspection of any 
officer of a council. The county of London (except the City) is 
under the Common Lodging Houses Acts 1851 and 1853. The 
administration of these Acts was in the hands of the chief commis- 
sioner of police from 1851 to 1894, when it  was transferred to 
the London County Council. The county council has authority to 
make regulations as to common lodging-houses, subject to con- 
firmation by the minister of health to whom the powers of the 
Local Government Board were transferred on July I ,  1919 (Min- 
istry of Health Act, 1919, ss. 3 and 5). As to Scotland, see the 
Public Health (Scotland) Act, 1897, ss. 89-100. The term com- 
mon lodging-house is not in use in the United States, although 
cheap rooming houses frequently are called "lodging-houses." 
Such lodging-houses are not licensed as are hotels. 

COMMON ORDER, BOOK OF, sometimes called The 
Ordcr of Geneva or Knox's Lifurgy, a directory for public wor- 
ship in the Reformed Church in Scotland. In  1557 the Scottish 
Protestant lords in council enjoined the use of the English Com- 
mon Prayer, i.e., the Second Book of Edward VI. Meanwhile, a t  
Frankfort, among British Protestant refugees, a controversy was 
going on between the upholders of the English liturgy and the 
French Reformed Order of Worship, respectively. By way of 
compromise John Knox and other ministers drew up a new 
liturgy based upon earlier Continental Reformed services, which 
was not deemed satisfactory, but which on his removal to Geneva 
in 1556 he published for the use of the English congregations in 
that city. The Geneva book made its way to Scotland, and was 
used here and there by Reformed congregations. Knox's return 
in I j j 9  strengthened its position, and in I j62 the General As- 
sembly enjoined its use as the "Book of Our Common Order" 
in "the administration of the Sacraments and solemnization of 
marriages and burials of the dead." I n  1564 a new and enlarged 
edition was printed in Edinburgh, and the Assembly ordered 
that "every Minister, exhorter and reader" should have a copy 
and use the Order contained therein not only for marriage and 
the sacraments but also "in Prayer," thus ousting the hitherto 
permissible use of the Second Book of Edward VI. a t  ordinary 
service. 

The rubrics of the Scottish portion of the book are somewhat 
stricter, and, indeed, one or two of the Geneva rubrics were made 
more absolute in the Scottish emendations; but no doubt the 
Book of Common Order is best described as  a discretionary 
liturgy. The Westminster Directory which superseded the Book 
of Common Order, like it, enjoined interment "without any cere- 
mony," such being stigmatized as "no way beneficial t o  the dead 
and many ways hurtful to the living." Civil honours may, how- 
ever, be rendered. 

Between 1606 and 1618 various attempts were made under 
English and Episcopal influence, by assemblies afterwards de- 
clared unlawful, to set aside the Book of Common Order. The 
efforts of James I ,  Charles I.  and Archbishop Laud proved fruit- 
less; in 1637 the reading of Laud's draft of a new form of 
service based on the English prayer book led to riots in Edin- 
burgh and to general discontent in the country. The General 
Assembly of Glasgow in 1638 abjured Laud's book and took its 
stand again by the Book of Common Order, an act repeated by 
the assembly of 1639, which also demurred against innovations 
proposed by the English separatists, who objected altogether to 

liturgical forms, even to the Lord's Prayer. The following years 
witnessed a counter attempt to  introduce the Scottish liturgy 
into England, especially for those who in the southern kingdom 
were inclined to Presbyterianism. This effort culminated in the 
Westminster Assembly of divines (16431, a t  which six commis- 
sioners from the Church pf Scotland were present, and joined 
in the task of drawing up a Common Confession, Catechism and 
Directory for the three kingdoms. The General Assembly of 1645 
after careful study approved the new order. An act of Assembly 
on Feb. 3, and an act of parliament on Feb. 6 ordered its use in 
every church, and henceforth, though there was no act setting 
aside the Book of Common Order, the Westminster Directory 
was of primary authority. The act of parliament recognizing the 
Directory was annulled at  the Restoration and the book has never 
since been acknowledged by a civil authority in Scotland. But 
General Assemblies have frequently recommended its use, and 
worship in Presbyterian churches is largely conducted on the 
lines of the Westminster Assembly's Directory. 

Contemporary Scottish worship, during the period (1564-1645) 
when the Book of Common Order was in use, is described by W. 
Cowper, Bishop of Galloway, in his Seven Days' Conference Between a 
Catholzc Chrzstian and a Catholzc R o m a n  (1615)~ and A. Henderson in 
T h e  Government and Order o f  the Church of Scotland (1641). 

COMMONPLACE, a passage or argument appropriate to  
several cases; a 'lcomn~on-place book" is a collection' of such 
passages or quotations arranged for reference under general heads. 
To such a book the name adversaria was given, which is an adap- 
tation of the Latin adversaria scripta, notes written on one side, 
the side opposite (adversus) of a paper or book. From its original 
meaning the word came to be used for a platitude or truism, being 
equivalent to trivial or ordinary. I t  was first spelled as two words, 
then with a hyphen, and so is still-in the sense of a "common- 
place book " 

COMMON PLEAS, COURT OF, was the first of the 
three common law courts to  emerge as a distinct judicial body 
from the Curia Regis. Owing to the increase of pleas between 
subject and subject (contnz~~?tia placita) before the Curia Regis, 
Henry 11. appointed five justices to  sit permanently in that court 
--in banco residentes-to hear such causes, and if any could not 
be determined by them it should be reserved for the hearing of 
the king himself and his wise men, i.e., coravt rege in his council. 
But as yet there was no clear division. The justices sat now in 
one division of the Curia Regis, now in another. Both before 
and after John's reign the court of common pleas, although gen- 
erally stationary at  Westminster, followed the king from place 
to place as part of the Curia Regis. This constituted one of the 
grievances of the barons, and accordingly by Art. 17 of Magnd 
Carta it  was provided that i t  should not do so but should be held 
in some certain place. This eventually became a particular spot 
in 'CITestminster Hall. During Henry 111.'~ minority there could 
not be a court held coram rege, and so one court tried all causes; 
but upon his majority in 1224 the division again appeared, and 
from that date the court of common pleas and the court held 
coram rege-which later became the court of King's bench ( q . ~ . )  
-had separate rolls. I n  1272 the court of common pleas had its 
own chief justice, and the separation might be said to be com- 
plete. By the Judicature Act, 1873, the jurisdiction of the court 
was transferred to the king's bench division of the high court of 
justice. 

See Holdsworth, Hist. Eng. L a w ,  vol. i. (H. H. L. B.) 
COMMONS, the term for the lands held in commonalty. a 

relic of the system on which the lands of England were for the 
most part cultivated during the middle ages. The country was 
divided into vills, or townships-often, though not necessarily, or 
always, coterminous with the parish. I n  each stood a cluster of 
houses, a village, in which dwelt the men of the township, and 
around the village lay the arable fields and other lands, which they 
worked as one common farm. Save for a few small enclosures near 
the village-for gardens, orchards or paddocks for young stock- 
the whole township was free from permanent fencing. The arable 
lands lay in large tracts divided into compartments or fields. 
usually three in number, to receive in constant rotation the trien- 
nial succession of wheat (or rye), spring crops (such as barley, 



COMMONS 
oats, beans or peas) and fallow. Low-lying lands were used as 
meadows, and there were sometimes pastures fed according to 
fixed rules. The poorest land of the township was left waste-to 
supply feed for the cattle of the community, fuel, wood for repairs 
and any other commodity of a renewable or practically inexhaust- 
ible character. This waste land is the common of our own days, 
and this system of farming is known as the common-field or open- 
field system. 

So far back as accurate information ex tpds  the arable land is 
found to be parcelled out, each householder owning strips in each 
field. These strips are always long and narrow, and lie in sets paral- 
lel with one another. The plough for cultivating the fields was 
maintained at  the common expense of the village, and the draught 
oxen were furnished by the householders. From the time when the 
crop was carried till the next sowing, the field lay open to the cattle 
of the whole vill, which also had the free run of the fallow field 
throughout the year. But when two of the three fields were under 
crops, and the meadows laid up for hay, it is obvious that the cattle 
of the township required some other resort for pasturage. This was 
supplied by the waste or common. Upon it the householder turned 
out the oxen and horses which he contributed to the plough, and 
the cows and sheep, which were useful in manuring the common 
fields,-in the words of an old law case: "horses and oxen to 
plough the land, and cows and sheep to compester it." Thus the 
use of the common by each householder was naturally measured 
by the stock which he kept for the service of the common fields; 
and when, a t  a later period, questions arose as to the extent of the 
rights on the common, the necessary practice furnished the rule, 
that the commoner could turn out as many head of cattle as he 
could keep by means of the lands which were parcelled out to him, 
-the rule of Ievancy and couchancy, which has come down to the 
present day. (See below: Rights of Comnzon.) 

I n  the earliest post-conquest times the vill or township is found 
to be associated with an overlord. (See MANOR.) At whatever 
date the overlord first appeared, there can be hardly any doubt 
that the village lands, whether arable, meadow or waste, were sub- 
stantially the property of the villagers and the use regulated among 
themselves. The idea that the common was the "lord's waste," 
and that he had the power to  do what he liked with it, subject to 
specific and limited qualifying rights in others, was, there is little 
doubt, the creation of the Norman lawyers. 

S ta tu tes  of M e r t o n  and Westminster  t h e  Second.--One of 
the earliest assertions of the lord's proprietary interest in waste 
lands is contained in the Statute of Merton, a statute which, it is 
well to notice, was passed in one of the first assemblies of the 
barons of England, before the commons of the realm were sum- 
moned to parliament. This statute, which became law in the year 
1235, provided "that the great men of England (which had 
enfeoffed knights and their freeholders of small tenements in their 
great manors)" might "make their profit of their lands, wastes, 
woods and pastures," if they left sufficient pasture for the service 
of the tenements they had granted. Some 50 years later, another 
statute, that of Westminster the Second, supplemented the Statute 
of Merton by enabling the lord of the soil to enclose common 
lands, not only against his own tenants, but against "neighbours" 
claiming pasture there. These two pieces of legislation undoubt- 
edly mark the growth of the doctrine which converted the over- 
lord's territorial sway into property of the modern kind, and a 
corresponding loosening of the hold of the rural townships on the 
wastes of their neighbourhood. T o  what extent the two acts were 
used, it is very difficult to say. By the Tudor period enclosures 
had made greater progress in some counties than in others. T. 
Tusser, in his eulogium on enclosed farming, cites Suffolk and 
Essex as enclosed counties by way of contrast to Korfolk, Cam- 
bridgeshire and Leicestershire, where the "open7' or "champion" 
(champain) system prevailed. The Statutes of Merton and Kest- 
minster may have had something to do with the progress of 
enclosed farming; but it  is probable that their chief operation lay 
in furnishing the lord of the manor with a farm on the new 
system, side by side with the common fields, or with a deer park. 

The first event which really endangered the village system was 
the coming of the Black Death. This scourge is said to have swept 

away half the population of the country after the middle of the 
14th century. The disappearance, by no means uncommon, of a 
whole family gave the overlord of the vill the opportunity of 
appropriating, by way of escheat, the holding of the household in 
the common fields. The land-holding population of the townships 
and the persons interested in the commons were thus sensibly 
diminished. 

During the Wars of the Roses the small cultivator is thought 
to have again made headway. But his diminished numbers, and 
the larger interest which the lords had acquired in the lands of 
each vill, no doubt facilitated the determined attack on the com- 
mon-field system which marked the reigns of Henry VIII .  and 
Edward VI. 

This attack, which had for its chief object the conversion of 
arable land into pasture for the sake of sheep-breeding, was the 
outcome of many causes. I t  was no longer of importance to  a 
territorial magnate to possess a large body of followers pledged 
to his interests by their connection with the land. On the other 
hand, wool commanded a high price, and the growth of towns and 
of foreign commerce supplied abundant markets. At the same 
time the confiscation of the monastic possessions introduced a race 
of new overlords who were not bound to their territories by any 
family traditions, and also tended to spread the view that the 
strong hand was its own justification. Of this viewpoint there is 
abundant evidence both from the complaints of writers such as 
Latimer and Sir Thomas More, and from the statutes and royal 
commissions of the day, that large enclosures were made a t  this 
time, and that the process was effected with much injustice and 
accompanied by great hardship. "TVhere," says Bishop Latimer 
in one of his courageous and vigorous denunciations of "enclosers 
and rent raisers," "there have been many householders and inhabit- 
ants, there is now but a shepherd and his dog." I n  the fu!l tide of 
this movement, and despite Latimer's appeals, the Statutes of 
Merton and Westminster the Second were confirmed and re- 
enacted. Both common fields and commons no doubt disappeared 
in many places; and the country saw the first notable instalment 
of enclosure. 

Righ ts  of Common.-The distinguishing feature in law of 
common land is that it  is land the soil of u~hich belongs to one 
person, and from which certain other persons take certain profits- 
for example, the bite of the grass by the mouth of cattle, or gorse, 
bushes or heather for fuel or litter. The right to  take such a 
profit is a right of common; the right to  feed cattle on common 
land is a right of common of pasture; while the right of cutting 
bushes, gorse or heather (more rarely of lopping trees) is known 
as a right of common of estovers (estouviers) or botes (respec- 
tively from the Norman-French estouter, and the Saxon botan, 
to furnish). Another right of common is that of krbary,  or the 
right to cut turf or peat for fuel. There are also rights of taking 
sand, gravel or loam for the repair and maintenance of land. The 
persons who enjoy any of these rights are called commoners. 

From the sketch of the common-field system of agriculture 
which has been given, we shall readily infer that a large proportion 
of the commons of the country, and of the peculiarities of the 
law relating to commons, are traceable to that system. Thus, 
common rights are mostly attached to, or enjoyed with, certain 
lands or houses. A right of common of pasture usually consists 
of the right to turn out as many cattle as the farm or other private 
land of the commoner can support in winter; for, as we have seen, 
the enjoyment of the common, in the village system, belonged to 
the householders of the village, and mas necessarily measured by  
their holdings in the common fields. The cattle thus commonable 
are said to be levant and coucha?zt, i.e., uprising and down-lying 
on the land. But it  has now been decided that they need not in 
fact be so kept. At the present day a commoner may turn out any 
cattle belonging to him, wherever they are kept, provided they d o  
not exceed in number the head of cattle which can be supported 
by the stored summer produce of the land in respect of which the 
right is claimed, together with any winter herbage it  produces 
The animals which a commoner may usually turn out are those 
which were employed in the village system-horses, oxen, cows 
and sheep. These animals are termed commonable animals. A 
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right of pasture attached to land in the way we have described is 
said to be appendant or appurtenant to such land. Common of 
pasture appendant to land can only be claimed for commonable 
cattle; and i t  is held to  have been originally attached only to 
arable land, though in claiming the right no proof that the land 
was originally arable is necessary. 

The characteristic of connection with house or land also marks 
other rights of common. Thus a right of taking gorse or bushes 
or of lopping wood for fuel, called fire-bote, is limited to the tak- 
ing of such fuel as may be necessary for the hearths of a particular 
house, and no more may be taken than is thus required. The 
same condition applies to common of turbary, which in its more 
usual form authorizes the commoner to cut the heather, which 
grows thickly upon poor soils, with the roots and adhering earth, 
to a depth of about gin. So, also, a right of digging sand, gravel, 
clay or loam is usually appurtenant to land, and must be exercised 
with reference to the repair of the roads, or the improvement of 
the soil, of the particular property to which the right is attached. 

T o  the manorial lord the law assigned the ownership of the soil 
of the common of the vill; and the common has for many cen- 
turies been styled the waste of the manor. The trees and bushes 
on the common belong to the lord, subject to any rights of lopping 
or cutting which the commoners may possess. The ground, sand 
and subsoil are his, and even the grass, though the commoners 
have the right to take i t  by the mouths of their cattle. To the 
overlord, also, was assigned a seignory over all the other lands of 
the vill; and the vill came to be termed his manor. At the present 
day it  is the manorial system which must be invoked in most cases 
as the foundation of the curiously conflicting rights which coexist 
on a common. (See COPYHOLD, MANOR.) 

M a n o r i a l  Commons.-Within the bounds of a manor, speak- 
ing generally, there were three classes of persons possessing an 
interest in the land, viz. :-(a) Persons holding land freely of the 
manor, or freehold tenants. (b)  Persons holding land of the 
manor by copy of court roll, or copyhold tenants. (c) Persons 
holding from the lord of the manor, by lease or agreement, or 
from year to year, land which was originally demesne, or which 
was once freehold or copyhold and has come into the lord's hands 
by escheat or forfeiture. 

Amongst the first two classes were found the majority of the 
commoners on the wastes or commons of the manor. T o  every 
freehold tenant belonged a right of common of pasture on the 
commons, such right being "appendant" to the land which he 
holds freely of the manor. This right differed from most other 
rights of common in the characteristic that actual exercise of the 
right need not be proved. "Common appendant," said the Eliza- 
bethan judges, "is of common right, and commences by operation 
of law and in favour of tillage." I t  seems almost necessarily to 
follow that the freehold tenants of the manor were the representa- 
tives of the householders of the vill. Copyholders' rights were 
generally of the same character. They did not, however, exist as 
of common right, without proof of usage, but by the custom of 
the manor, but by the Real Property Act (1922) every copyhold 
is now enfranchised and converted into freehold,and all the manor- 
ial incidents connected with that form of tenure disappear. Rights 
of common enjoyed by the tenants are specifically preserved. 

Righ ts  of Common N o t  Connected w i t h  M a n o r i a l  System. 
-So far we have considered common rights as they have arisen 
out of the manorial system, and out of the still older system of 
village communities. There may, however, be rights of common 
quite unconnected with the manorial system. Such rights may be 
proved either by producing a specific grant from the owner of the 
manor or by long usage. I t  is seldom that an actual grant is pro- 
duced, although it  would seem likely that such grants were not 
uncommon a t  one time. But a claim founded on actual user is 
by no means unusual and there are special rules applicable to each 
kind of claim. 

A remarkable instance of such a common attached to the 
survival of an archaic community may be seen a t  Malmesbury in 
Wiltshire. Of this an account by Maitland is to  be found in his 
Collected Essays, vol. ii., p. 328. Here a tract of 500 acres, named 
King's Heath, alleged to have been originally granted by King 

Athelstan to the town for service in battle against the Danes, was, 
in 1821, set out by a private act among the members of the old 
corporation, who till 1885 also governed the town, according to 
which every person in the borough is entitled to possess one 
allotment and every capital burgess a plot of from 8 to 15 acres. 

There are still to  be found, here and there, a group of arable 
common fields, and occasionally a piece of grass land with many 
of the characteristics of a common, which turns out to be a 
common field or meadow. The Hackney Marshes and the other 
so-called commons of Hackney are really common fields or com- 
mon meadows, and along the valley of the Lea a constant suc- 
cession of such meadows is met with. They are still owned in 
parcels marked by metes; the owners have the right to grow a 
crop of hay between Lady day and Lammas day; and from 
Lammas to March the lands are subject to  the depasturage of 
stock. 

Some of the largest tracts of waste land to be found in England 
are the waste or commonable lands of royaI forests o r  chases. 
The thickets and pastures of Epping forest, now happily preserved 
for London under the guardianship of the city corporation, and 
the noble woods and far-stretching heaths of the Yew Forest, will 
be called to mind. Cannock Chase, unhappily enclosed according 
to law, though for the most part still lying waste, Dartmoor, and 
Ashdown forest in Sussex, are other instances; and the list might 
be greatly Iengthened. I t  is enough in this connection to say that 
the common rights in a forest were usually enjoyed by the owners 
and occupiers of land within its bounds (the class nlay differ 
in exact definition, but is substantially equivalent to this) without 
reference to manorial considerations. Epping forest was saved 
by the proof of this right. 

Enclosure.-We have seen that in the case of each kind of 
common there is a division of interest. The soil belongs to one 
person; other persons are entitled to take certain products of the 
soil. This division of interest preserves the common as an open 
space. The commoners cannot enclose, because the land does not 
belong to them. The owner of the soil cannot enclose, because en- 
closure is inconsistent with the enjoyment of the commoners' 
rights. At a very early date i t  was held that the right of a com- 
moner proceeded out of every part of the common, so that the 
owner of the soil could not set aside part for the commoner and 
enclose the rest. The Statutes of Merton and Westminster the 
Second were passed to get over this difficulty. But under these 
statutes the burden of proving that sufficient pasture was left 
was thrown upon the owner of the soil; such proof can very 
seldom be given. Moreover, the statutes have never enabled 
an enclosure to be made against commoners entitled to  estovers 
or turbary. I t  seems clear that the statutes had become obsolete 
in the time of Edward VI., or they would not have been re-enacted. 
And we know that the zealous advocates of enclosure in  the 18th 
century considered them worthless for their purposes. 

When, therefore, the common-field system began to fall out 
of gear, and the increase of population brought about a demand 
for an increased production of corn, i t  was felt to  be necessary 
to resort to parriament for power to effect enclosure. The legisla- 
tion which ensued was based on two principles. One was that 
all persons interested in the open land to be dealt with should 
receive a proportionate equivalent in enclosed land; the other, 
that enclosure should not be prevented by the opposition, or the 
inability to act, of a small minority. Assuming that enclosure 
was desirable, no more equitable course could have been adopted, 
though in details particular acts may have been objectionable. 
The first act was passed in 1709; but the precedent was followed 
but slowly, and not till the middle of the 18th century did the 
annual number of acts attain double figures. The high-water 
mark was reached in the period from 1765 to 1785, when on a n  
average 47 acts were passed every year. From some cause, pos- 
sibly the very considerable expense attending upon the obtaining 
of an act, the nunlbers then began slightly to fall off. The first 
General Enclosure Act was passed in 1801. This act would a t  
the present day be called an Enclosure Clauses Act. I t  contained 
a number of provisions applicable to  enclosures, which could be 
incorporated by reference, in a private bill. Under the stimulus 
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thus applied enclosure proceeded apace. In the year 1801 no fewer 
than 119 acts were passed, and the total area enclosed probably 
exceeded 300,000 acres. Three enclosures in the Lincolnshire fens 
account for over 53,000 acres. As before, the movement after a 
time spent its force, the annual average of acts falling to about I 2 

in the decade 1830-40. Another parliamentary committee then sat 
to  consider how enclosure might be pron~oted; and the result was 
the Enclosure Act 1845, which, though much amended by sub- 
sequent legislation, still stands on the statute-book, The chief 
feature of that act was the appointment of a permanent com- 
mission to make in each case all the enquiries previously made (no 
doubt capriciously and imperfectly) by committees of the two 
Houses. The commission, on being satisfied of the propriety of 
an enclosure was to  draw up a provisional order prescribing the 
general conditions on which it  was to be carried out, and this 
order was to be submitted to  parliament by the Government of 
the day for confirmation. I t  is believed that these enclosure orders 
afford the first example of the provisional order system of legisla- 
tion, which has attained such large proportions. 

Again enclosure moved forward, and between 1845 and 1869 
(when it  received a sudden check) 600,ooo acres passed through 
the hands of the enclosure commission. Taking the whole period 
of about a century and a half, when parliamentary enclosure was 
in favour, we shall probably not be far wrong in concluding that 
about one acre in every seven in England was enclosed during 
the period in question. I t  seems likely that, on the whole, England 
would have gained, had enclosure stopped in 1845. 

Open  Space Movement.-As a fact it  stopped in 1869. Be- 
fore the enclosure commission had been in existence zo years 
the feeling of the nation towards commons began to change. The 
rapid growth af towns, and especially of London, and the awaken- 
ing sense of the importance of protecting the public health, 
brought about an appreciation of the value of commons as open 
spaces. Naturally, the metropolis saw the birth of this sentiment. 
An attempted enclosure in 1864 of the commons at  Epsom and 
Wimbledon aroused strong opposition; and a select committee 
of the House of Commons was appointed to consider how the 
London commons could best be preserved. Fortunately a small 
knot of men, who afterwards formed the Commons Preservation 
Society, took the question up. Chief amongst them were George 
Shaw-Lefevre, afterwards Lord Eversley, chairman of that society 
since its foundation, Henry Fawcett and Sir Charles Dilke. On the 
committee's report of the Commons Preservation Society the 
Metropolitan Commons Act 1866 was passed, which prohibited 
any further parliamentary enclosures within the metropolitan PO- 
lice area, and provided means by which a common could be put 
under local management. The lords of the manors in which the 
London commons lay felt that their opportunity of making a rich 
harvest out of land, valuable for building, though otherwise worth- 
less, was slipping away; and a battle royal ensued. Enclosures 
were commenced, and the Statute of Merton prayed in aid. The 
public retorted by legal proceedings taken in the names of com- 
moners. These proceedings-which culminated in the mammoth 
suit as  to  Epping forest, with the corporation of London as plain- 
tiffs and 14 lords of manors as defendants-were uniformly suc- 
cessful; and the London commons were saved. By degrees the 
manorial lords, seeing that they could not hope to do better, 
parted with their interest for a small sum to some local authority; 
and a large area of the common land, not only in the county of 
London, but in the suburbs, is now in the hands of the representa- 
tives of the ratepayers, and is definitely appropriated to the rec- 
reation of the public. 

The movement to preserve commons as open spaces soon 
spread to the rural districts. Under the Enclosure Act of 1845 
provision was made for the allotment of a part of the land to be 
enclosed for field gardens for the labouring poor, and for recrea- 
tion. But those who were interested in effecting an enclosure 
often convinced the enclosure commissioners that for some reason 
such allotments would be useless. T o  such an extent did the 
reservation of such allotments become discredited that, in 1869, 
the commission proposed to parliament the enclosure of 13,000 
acres, with the reservation of only one acre for recreation, and 

none at  all for field gardens. This proposal attracted the attention 
of Henry Fawcett, who, with his characteristic intrepidity, op- 
posed the annual enclosure bill (which had come to be considered 
a mere form) and moved for a committee on the whole subject. 
The ultimate result was thc passing, seven years later, of the Com- 
mons Act 1876. This measure, introduced by a Conservative Gov- 
ernment, laid down the principle that an enclosure should not be 
allowed unless distinctly shown to be for the benefit, not merely of 
private persons, but of the neighbourhood generally and the pub- 
lic. I t  imposed many checks upon the process, and following the 
course already adopted in the case of metropolitan commons, of- 
fered an alternative method of making commons more useful to  
the nation, viz., their management and regulation as open spaces. 
The effect of this legislation and of the changed attitude of the 
House of Commons towards enclosure has been almost to  stop that 
process, except in the case of common fields or extensive mountain 
wastes. I t  can be quite truly said that every struggle to protect 
commons from unlawful enclosure originated in the desire that the 
threatened area should be preserved as an open space in the pub- 
lic interest for use and enjoyment. But the public interest as such, 
although the motive of the action of the Commons Preservation 
Society was not an interest which the court of law would a t  that 
time recognize, being considered too vague and indefinite, and the 
long struggle in parliament, of which the successive acts of parlia- 
ment, already mentioned, mark the different stages, was really a 
struggle to obtain such recognition, far more than for the protec- 
tion of the commoners themselves. But public opinion during the 
past 50 years has entirely veered round, and gradually insisted that 
commons, with due regard to  all existing rights, should be pre- 
served as open spaces and protected as such. Owing further to  the 
influence of the Commons Preservation Society, aided by the 
growth of public opinion, in the year 1893 Lord Thring carried 
through parliament the Commons Law Amendment Act, which 
provided that in future no enclosure under the Statute of Merton 
should be valid, unless made with the consent of the Board of 
Agriculture, which was to consider the expediency of the enclosure 
from a public point of view. 

Regulation.-We have alluded to the regulation of commons 
as open spaces. The primary object of this process is to bring a 
common under the jurisdiction of some constituted authority, 
which may make by-laws, enforceable in a summary way before 
the magistrates of the district. Outside the metropolitan police 
district a provisional order for regulation may be made under 
the Commons Act 1876, with the consent of the owner of the soil 
and of persons representing two-thirds in value of all the inter- 
ests in the common. And under an act passed in 1899 the council 
of any urban or rural district may, with the approval of the Board 
of Agriculture and without recourse to parliament, make a scheme 
for the management of any common within its district, provided 
no notice of dissent is served on the board by the lord of the 
manor or by persons representing one-third in value of such inter- 
ests in the common as are affected by the scheme. There is yet 
another way of protecting a common. A parish council may, by 
agreement, acquire an interest in it, and may make by-laws for its 
regulation under the Local Government Act 1894 The acts of 
1894 and 1899 undoubtedly proceed on right lines. For, with the 
growth of efficient local government, commons naturally fall to  
be protected and improved by the authority of the district. 

The acreage of the remaining common land in England a t  the 
beginning of the 20th century was roughly estimated a t  some- 
where between 1,500,ooo and 2.000,ooo acres. I t  is most capri- 
ciously distributed. In  the Midlands there is very little to be 
found, while in a county of poor soil, like Surrey, nearly every 
parish has its common, and there are large tracts of heath and 
moor. I n  the metropolitan police district nearly 12,oooac. of 
common land have been put under local management. 

The evidence of the change of policy referred to above is shown 
by the manner in which during the last 2 0  years the public inter- 
est in common lands has been protected in many acts of parlia- 
ment relating to other subjects. Thus the Town Planning Acts pro- 
hibit the taking of common land under a town-planning scheme, 
unless an equal area be given in exchange to the satisfaction of 
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the Ministers of Agriculture and Public Health. Similar restric- 
tions appear in other Housing Acts, including the act of 1925; 
and also in the Development and Roads Improvements Act 1909, 
in the case of new roads in urban areas. So too the Small Hold- 
ings Acts of 1908-26 save all existing commons from appropri- 
ation or compulsory purchase under those acts, unless local en- 
quiries are first held under the Commons Act of 1876 and the 
consent of parliament to  any such scheme is obtained. Various 
large areas of common land acquired under water schemes, espe- 
cially in the Lake district, have been made, subject to  public right 
of access. The Law of Property Act of 1925, ss. 102 and 103, 
for the first time gives to the public a statutory right of access for 
air and exercise on every common or piece of manorial waste and 
to any rural common to which the section may hereafter be applied 
and provides that no enclosure or appropriation of land on and 
after Jan. I ,  1926, shall hereafter be lawful without the consent 
of the Minister of Agriculture, who may not consent to any 
enclosure unless satisfied that the interests of the public, as dis- 
tinguished from those of the owners of the soil, will be benefited. 
These clauses have been aptly described as the "coping-stones" 
of the edifice which it  has taken the Commons Preservation 
Society 60 years to build. 
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COMMON SENSE nowadays usually signifies the intelli- 
gence of normal people as distinguished from the views more or 
less peculiar to those who belong to special schools of thought. The 
contrast intended is sometimes that between the views of average 
people as against the views of peculiar or exceptional people, and 
sometimes that between the attitude of those who have just a 
general education and the attitude or outlook of those who have 
specialized in some way or other. The term, or rather its Greek 
equivalent ( ~ o t v l j  U ~ U O I ~ U L S )  was first introduced by Aristotle, who 
seems to have been prompted by a variety of considerations. The 
five senses of popular psychology are each of them a special sense 
-visual only, or auditory only, or tactual only, and so on. As the 
organs for each of them are distinct and separate i t  seems remark- 
able that the visible, auditory, tactual and other sense qualities of 
an object should be localized in one and the same object. Hence 
the postulation of a "common" sense in addition to the "special" 
senses in order to  account for the synthesis in question. Again, 
there are some things apprehended in sense perception which are 
not peculiar to any one of the special senses but are common to 
two or more of them-such are, for instance, motion, rest, num- 
ber, size, shape. I t  seemed, therefore, reasonable to  Aristotle to 
assume a common sense for the apprehension of such "common 
sensibles" as they were called. Once more, the different special 
sense-impressions are frequently compared and commonly differ- 
entiated. This likewise seemed to be the function of a common 
sense capable of comparing the reports of the several special 
senses. I t  is not quite certain whether Aristotle regarded the spe- 
cial senses as special functions of the common sense which in- 
cluded them all and more, or whether he regarded common sense 
as something separate from each of them but co-operating with 
them. In any case, he was led by the aforementioned and other 
considerations to formulate the existence of a common sense 
which he also credited with the function of memory, imagination 
and even of awareness of the fact that we are having sense-expe- 
riences. I t  is this last function, probably, that prompted some 
later writers to substitute an "inner" sense for Aristotle's "com- 
mon" sense. Having regard to the kind of functions which Aris- 
totle attributed to "common sense" it is not strange that the term 

should eventually have come to acquire the meaning of some- 
thing like the general intelligence of the ordinary person. 

COMMON SENSE PHILOSOPHY, or "the philosophy of 
common sense," is the usual designation of the Scottish philoso- 
phy or the Philosophy of the Scottish school consisting of Thomas 
Reid (1710-1796), Adam Ferguson (1723-18161, Dugald Stewart 
( I  753-1828) and others. This trend of thought was a reaction 
or revolt against the scepticism of Hume and the subjective ideal- 
ism of Berkeley, both of which were regarded as the consequences 
of a false start, namely an excessive stress on ideas, and as reduc- 
tions to absurdity of the premises from which they started. For 
the false start Descartes and Locke were held t o  be chiefly re- 
sponsible inasmuch as they gave to ideas an importance that in- 
evitably made everything else succumb to them. "Ideas (says 
Reid) seem to have something in their nature unfriendly to other 
existences . . . they have by degrees supplanted their constitu- 
ents, and undermined the existence of everything but themselves. 
First, they discarded all secondary qualities of bodies; and it was 
found out by their means that fire is not hot, nor snow cold, nor 
honey sweet; and, in a word, that heat and cold, sound, colour, 
taste and smell, are nothing but ideas or impressions. Bishop 
Berkeley advanced them a step higher, and found out, by just 
reasoning from the same principles, that extension, solidity, space, 
figure and body, are ideas, and that there is nothing in nature but 
ideas and spirits. But the triumph of ideas was completed by the 
Treatise on Human  Nature,  which discards spirits also, and leaves 
ideas and impressions as the sole existences in the universe" 
(Works, i. p. 109). In  the actual perception of the normal un- 
sophisticated man, sensations are not mere ideas or subjective im- 
pressions but carry with them the belief in corresponding qualities 
as belonging to external objects. Such beliefs, Reid insists, "be- 
long to the common sense and reason of mankind," and in matters 
of common sense "the learned and the unlearned, the philosopher 
and the day-labourer, are upon a level." Kant was too much under 
the influence of idealism to respect the philosophy of common 
sense, which is the natural enemy of idealism, and so we find him 
speaking contemptuously of common sense as "one of the subtlest 
inventions of modern times, by which the emptiest talker may 
coolly confront the profoundest thinker, and hold out against him" 
(Prolegome~m, Introduction). That,  however, did not kill the 
philosophy of common sense. Not only was it  adopted as the 
official philosophy of France from 1816 till 1870, but in one form 
or another it has survived to this day, and contemporary thinkers 
still oppose certain subjective and idealistic tendencies by an 
appeal to common sense. 

See J. McCosh, The Scottish Philosophy (1875) and the articles 
on the philosophers named. (A. WO.) 

COMMONWEALTH, a term generally synonymous with 
commonweal, i.e., public welfare, but more particularly signifying 
a form of government in which the general public have a direct 
voice. "The Commonwealth" is used in a special sense to denote 
the period in English history embracing the Protectorate of 
Oliver Cromwell, between the execution of Charles I. in 1649 and 
the Restoration in 1660. Commonwealth is also the official 
designation in America of the States of Massachusetts, Pennsyl- 
vania, Virginia and Kentucky. The Commonwealth of Australia 
is the title of the federation of Australian colonies carried out 
in 1900. The associated self-governing communities of the Brit- 
ish empire are also described as the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY, supply- 
ing substantially all of the electric light and power service in 
Chicago, is the successor by consolidation and merger to a number 
of electric utility companies the first of which (the Chicago 
Edison Company) was incorporated in 1887. I t  now controls, 
through direct stock ownership, important electric and gas utilities 
which supply service to 563 communities in 11,000 sq.mi. of terri- 
tory in northern Illinois. 

In  1892, the generating capacity of the Chicago Edison Company 
was 3,180 kilowatts. At the 1939 year-end, the generating capac- 
ity of Common wealth Edison Company and subsidiaries was nearly 
z,ooo,ooo kilowatts. They were then serving over 1,365,000 elec- 
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tric customers and 279,000 gas customers. The system electric 
maximum demand for the winter of 1939-40 was approximately 
1.542,ooo kilowatts. The property, plant, and equipment of the 
company and subsidiaries (consolidated) at  Dec. 31, 1933, was 
$681,122,806 ; total assets, $841,424,013 ; capital stock (including 
minority interests), $262,014,833; and funded debt, $377 270,900 
which includes $82.332,900 of debentures, convertible into stock. 
COMMUNE, in its most general sense, a group of persons 

acting together for purposes of self-government, especially in 
towns. (See  BOROUGH, and COMMUNE, MEDIAEVAL, below.) 
"Commune" (Med. Lat. communia, Lat. conzmunis, common), 
is now the term generally applied to  the smallest administrative 
division in many European countries. 

"The Commune" is the name given to the BCla Kun rkgime 
in Hungary (see HUNGARY: History) and more generally to the 
Parisian insurrection of March 18 to May 29, 1871. Short-lived 
communes appeared a t  the same time in Marseilles. St. Qtienne, 
Lyons and Narbonne. During the Franco-Prussian War the 
complete separation between Paris and the provinces had led 
to a total division of political sentiment; the peasant districts, 
disliking the prolongation of the war by the republic, returned 
a majority of monarchist deputies to the new assembly which 
was elected on Feb. 8, while Paris, which had ardently desired 
a continuance of the war, returned extreme Republicans. Adolphe 
Thiers (q.v.)  who was selected as premier concurred with the 
assembly in believing that the disarmament and crushing of 
the armed National Guard of Paris was a necessary preliminary 
to the restoration of order. On the night of March I 7-18 by 
his orders General Vinoy made an attempt to seize the cannon 
of the National Guard parked in Montmartre. This miscarried 
in the early morning owing to Vinoy's regular soldiers revolting 
and joining the Guard. In  the ensuing tumult two generals were 
killed and the Government with the exception of Jules Ferry 
precipitately fled from Paris. The elective "Central Committee" 
of the Guard was thus unexpectedly left as the only effective 
authority: it negotiated elaborately with the local mayors (as 
the remaining legal authorities) and secured their consent to  
holding on March 26 an election for a commune, which resulted 
in a heavy "Red Republican" and Socialist majority. Despite 
the memories of 1793 called up by this name, it  was intended by 
a majority of the members to mark only the assumption by Paris 
of the municipal powers previously denied her, and on this basis 
negotiations were privately opened with Thiers. He, however, 
adhered to his original policy and on April 2 bombarded Paris. 
A communard sortie next day was repulsed and thenceforward 
war was unceasing. 

The policy of the Commune was only partly Socialist: the 
most advanced department in this respect being Leo Frankel's 
department of labour. Other departments were disorganized by 
the absence of Blanqui ( a  prisoner in Thiers' hands) whose 
followers comprised the majority and were accustomed to work 
only under his immediate direction. The Commune, which 
afterwards was regarded as the first "workers' republic," had 
hardly begun to carry out its semi-socialist programme, largely 
adapted from the International, when the military situation 
became untenable. 

Disorganization and unequal odds had led to the loss of 
Forts Issy and Vanves and the breaching of the wall a t  Porte 
Maillot and Auteuil. Thiers' troops entered by the latter on 
May 2 2  and occupied the west end, shooting a number of 
prisoners. Certain of the members of the Commune fled; others, 
after ordering the shooting of 67 hostages in their hands, con- 
ducted an embittered resistance which only ended with the 
capture of Fort Vincennes on May 29. The victors executed 
most of their prisoners out of hand: 20,000 Parisians without 
distinction of sex or age are generally supposed thus to have 
perished, though some writers put the figure as high as 36,000. 
The survivors were mostly deported to New Caledonia. The 
scene of the greatest slaughter, a wall in Pkre Lachaise cemetery, 
is the site of an annual international Socialist celebration. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The best history, out o f  a great number, is Edmond 
Lepelletier, Hisfoire de la Commune. For original authorities see 

R. W. Postgate, Revolution from 1789 t o  1906 (1920) ; P. Lissagaray, 
History oj the C o m m u ~ t e  (1886) ; G. da Costa, La Commune Vecue 
(1903) ; C. Pelletan, La Semaine de &fai,(1880) ; Journal Oficiel de 
1% Comnzu?ze (reprinted 1872) ; Karl Marx, The  Civil W a r  i n  France 
(1871). 

See INTERNATIONAL ; BLANQUI, L. A. ; DELESCLUZE ; CLUSERET ; 
FERRC; FRAXCE: History. (R. W. P.) 

MEDIAEVAL 
A short account is here given of the rise and development of 

towns in central and western Europe since the downfall of the 
Roman empire. All these arose under similar conditions, economic, 
legal and political, irrespective of local peculiarities. Kindred eco- 
nomic conditions prevailed in all the former provinces of the 
Western empire, while new law concepts were everywhere intro- 
duced by the Germanic invaders. I t  seems advisable to begin with 
an account of the German towns, for their development was least 
affected by foreign interference, and it may also be said that their 
constitutional and economic history has been more thoroughly 
investigated than any other. 

Germany.- The German towns should be considered from 
three points of view, as jurisdictional units, as self-administrative 
units and as economic units. One of the chief distinguishing 
features of early as opposed to modern town-life is that each 
town formed a jurisdictional district distinct from the country 
around. Another trait, more in accordance with modern condi- 
tions, is that local self-government was more fully developed in the 
towns than without. And, thirdly, each town in economic matters 
followed a policy as independent as possible of that of any other 
towns or of the country in general. The problem is, how this 
state of things arose. 

The German towns may be divided into two main classes: 
those that arose on the ruins of former Roman cities in the Rhine 
and Danube countries, and those that were newly founded a t  a 
later date in the interior. Foremost in importance among the 
former stand the episcopal cities. Most of them had never been 
entirely destroyed during the Germanic invasion. Roman civic 
institutions perished; but probably parts of the population sur- 
vived, and small Christian congregations with their bishops in 
most cases seem to have weathered all storms. Much of the city 
walls presumably remained standing, and within them German 
communities soon settled. 

I n  the 10th century it  became the policy of the German emper- 
ors to hand over to the bishops full jurisdictional and administra- 
tive powers within their cities. The bishop henceforward directly 
or indirectly appointed all officers for the town's government. 
The chief of these was usually the advocatz~s or Vogt ,  some neigh- 
bouring noble who served as the proctor of the church in all secular 
affairs. I t  was his business to preside three times a year over the 
chief law-court, the so-called echte or zcngebotene Ding, under the 
cognizance of which fell all cases relating to real property, personal 
freedom, bloodshed and robbery. For the rest of the legal business 
and as president of the ordinary court he appointed a Schultlzeiss, 
centenarius or causidiczls. Other officers were the Burggrnf or 
praefectus for military matters including the preservation of the 
town's defences, walls, moat, bridges and streets, to  whom also 
appertained some jurisdiction over the craft-gilds in matters 
relating to  their crafts; further the customs-officer or teleonarius 
and the mint-master or ntonetae magister. I t  was not, however, 
the fact of their being placed under the bishop that constituted 
these towns as separate jurisdictional units. The chief feature 
rather is the existence within their walls of a special law, distinct 
in important points from that of the country a t  large. The towns 
enjoyed a special peace, as it  was called, i e . ,  breaches of the 
peace were more severely punished if committed in  a town than 
elsewhere. Besides, the inhabitants might be sued before the town 
court only, and to fugitives from the country who had taken 
refuge in the town belonged a similar privilege. This special legal 
status probably arose from the towns being considered in the first 
place as the king's fortresses or burgs (see BOROUGH), and, there- 
fore, as participating in the special peace enjoyed by the king's 
palace. What struck the townless early Germans most about the 
Roman towns was their mighty walls. which were to them the 
main feature distinguishing a town from a village; and the fact 
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of the town being a fortified place likewise necessitated the specia 
provisions mentioned for maintaining the peace. 

T h e  N e w  Towns.-The new towns in the interior of German] 
were founded on land belonging to the founder, some ecclesiastica 
or lay lord, and frequently adjoining the cathedral close of onc 
of the new sees or the lord's castle, and they were laid out accord. 
ing to a regular plan. The most important feature was the market. 
square, often surrounded by arcades with stalls for the sale of 
the principal commodities and with a number of straight streets 
leading thence to the city gates. As for the fortifications, some 
time naturally passed before they were completed. Furthermore, 
the governmental machinery would be less complex than in the 
older towns. The legal peculiarities distinguishing town and coun- 
try, on the other hand, may be said to  have been conferred on 
the new towns in a more clearly defined form from the beginning. 

An important difference lay in the mode of settlement. There 
is evidence that in the former Roman towns the German new- 
comers settled inuch as in a village, i.e., each full member of the 
community had a certain portion of arable land allotted to him 
and a share in the common. Their pursuits would a t  first be 
mainly agricultural. The new towns, on the other hand, general 
economic conditions having meanwhile begun to undergo a marked 
change, were founded with the intention of establishing centres 
of trade. Periodical markets, weekly or annual, had preceded them, 
and already enjoyed the special protection of the king's ban, 
acts of violence against traders visiting them or on their way to- 
wards them being subject to special punishment. The new towns 
may be regarded as markets made permanent. The settlers invited 
were merchants and handicraftsmen. The land now allotted to 
each member of the community was just large enough for a house 
and yard, stabling and perhaps s small garden. These building 
plots were given as free property or, more frequently, a t  a merely 
nominal rent with the right of free disposal, the only obligation 
being that of building a house. All that might be required besides 
would be a common for the pasture of the burgesses' cattle. 

The example thus set was readily followed in the older towns. 
The necessary land was placed at  the disposal of new settlers, 
either by the members oi the older agricultural community, or 
by the various churches. The immigrants were of widely differing 
status, many being serfs who came either with or without their 
lords' permission. The necessity of putting a stop to belated prose- 
cutions on this account in the town court led to the acceptance of 
the rule that nobody who had lived in a town undisturbed for the 
term of a year and a day could any longer be claimed by a lord as 
his serf. But even those who had migrated into a town with their 
lords' consent could not very well for long continue in serfdom. 
When, on the other hand, certain bishops attempted to treat all 
new-comers to their city as serfs, the emperor Henry V. in charters 
for Spires and Worms proclaimed that in these towns all serf-like 
conditions should cease. This ruling found expression in the famous 
saying: Stadtluft  rnacltt frei, "town-air renders free." As may be 
imagined, this led to  a rapid increase in population, mainly during 
the 11th and 13th centuries. There would be no difficulty for the 
immigrants to  find a dwelling, or to make a living, since most of 
them would be versed in one or other of the crafts in practice 
among villagers. 

The most important further step in the history of the towns 
was the establishment of an organ of self-government, the town- 
council, with one, two or more burgomasters at  its head. As units 
of local governwtent the towns originally stood on the same legal 
basis as villages, with the responsibility for all common interests 
below the cognizance of the public courts or of those of their lord. 
I n  the towns, however, this right was strengthened at  an early date 
by the jus negotiale. At least as early as the beginning of the 11th 
century, mercantile communities claimed the right, confirmed by 
the emperors, of settling mercantile disputes according to a law 
of their own. Furthermore, in the rapidly developing towns, oppor- 
tunities for the exercise of self-administrative functions constantly 
increased. The new self-governing body soon began to legislate 
in matters of local government, imposing fines for the breach of 
its by-laws. Thus it  assumed a jurisdiction, partly concurrent 
with that of the lord, which it further extended to breaches of 

the peace. And, finally, it raised funds by means of an excise-duty. 
I n  the older and larger towns it soon went beyond what the bishops 
thought proper to tolerate; conflicts ensued; and in the 13th 
century several bishops obtained decrees in the imperial court, 
either to suppress the council altogether, or to make it  subject 
to their nomination, and more particularly to abolish the excise 
as detrimental to episcopal finances. In  the long run, however, 
these attempts proved of little avail. 

The Craft-gilds.-Meanwhile the tendency towards self-gov- 
ernment spread even to the lower ranks of town society, resulting 
in the establishment of craft-gilds. From a very early period there 
is reason to believe that merchants among themselves formed 
gilds for social and religious purposes, and for the furtherance of 
their economic interests. On the other hand, the most important 
commodities offered for sale in the market had been subject to 
official examination already in Carolingian times. Bakers', butch- 
ers', shoemakers' stalls were grouped together in the market- 
place to facilitate control, and with the same object in  view a 
master was appointed for each craft as its responsible representa- 
tive. By and by these crafts or "offices" claimed the right of 
electing their master and of assisting him in examining the goods, 
and even of framing by-laws regulating the quality of the wares 
and the process of their manufacture. The bishops a t  first resented 
these attempts at  self-management, as they had done in the case 
of the town council, and imperial legislation in their interests was 
obtained. But each craft a t  the same time formed a society for 
social, beneficial and religious purposes, and, as these were entirely 
in accordance with the wishes of the clerical authorities, the other 
powers could not in the long run be withheld, including that of 
forcing all followers of any craft to join the gild. I t  is not sug- 
gested that in each individual town the rise of the gilds was pre- 
ceded by an organization of crafts on the part of the lord and his 
officers; but that voluntary organization could hardly have pro- 
ceeded on such orderly lines as on the whole it did, unless the 
framework had in the first instance been laid down by the 
authorities. The principle of compulsory association would have 
found still less ready acceptance both on the part of the authori- 
ties and on that of the men, had it  not previously been in full prac- 
tice and recognition under the system of official market-control. 

E x t e r n a l  Relations.-From an early date the towns, more 
particularly the older episcopal cities, took a part in imperial 
politics. Legally the bishops were in their cities mere representa- 
tives of the imperial government. This fact found formal expres- 
sion mainly in two ways. The Vogt,  although appointed by the 
bishop, received the "ban," i.e., the power of having justice exe- 
cuted, which he passed on to the lesser officers, from the king or 
emperor direct. Secondly, whenever the emperor held a general 
assembly, or diet, in one of the episcopal cities, and for a week 
before and after, all jurisdictional and administrative power re- 
verted to him and his immediate officers. The citizens on their part 
clung to this connection and made use of it  whenever their inde- 
pendence was threatened by their bishops, who strongly inclined 
to consider themselves lords of their cathedral cities, much as if 
these had been built on church-lands. As early as 1073, therefore, 
we find the citizens of Worms successfully rising against their 
bishop in order to  provide the emperor Henry IV. with a refuge 
against the rebellious princes. Those of Cologne made a similar 
attempt in 1074. But a second class of imperial cities (Reic l~s-  
stiidte), much more numerous than the former, consisted of those 
founded on demesne-land belonging either to the empire or to one 
of the families who rose to  imperial rank. This class was largely 
reinforced after the extinction of the royal house of Hohenstaufen, 
when a great number of towns founded by them on their demesne 
successfully claimed immediate subjection to the crown. During 
the interregnum, a federation of more than IOO towns was 
formed, spreading from the Rhine as far as Bremen in the 
north, Zurich in the south and Regensburg in the east, with the 
object of helping to preserve the peace. I n  the following centuries 
the imperial cities in south Germany, where most of them were 
situated, repeatedly formed leagues to protect their interests 
against the power of the princes and the nobles, and destructive 
wars were waged; but no great political issue found solution, the 
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relative position of the parties after each war remaining much 
what it had been before. On the part of the towns this was 
mainly due to lack of leadership and of unity of purpose. #At the 
time of the Reformation the imperial towns, like most of the 
others, stood forward as champions of the new cause and did valu- 
able service in upholding and defending it. After that, however, 
their political part was played out, mainly because they proved 
unable to keep up with modern conditions of warfare. I t  should 
be stated that seven among the episcopal cities, viz., Cologne, 
Mainz, Worms, Spires, Strasbourg, Basle and Regensburg, claimed 
a privileged position as  "Free Cities," but neither is the ground 
for this claim clearly established, nor its nature well defined. The 
general obligations of the imperial cities towards the empire were 
the payment of an annual fixed tax and the furnishing of a number 
of armed men for imperial wars, and from these the above-named 
towns claimed some measure of exemption. Some of the imperial 
cities lost their independence a t  a n  early date, as unredeemed 
pledges to some prince who had advanced money to the emperor. 
Others seceded as members of the Swiss Confederation. But a 
considerable number survived until the reorganization of the 
empire in  1803. At the peace in 1815, however, only four were 
spared, namely, Frankfurt, Bremen, Hamburg and Lubeck, these 
being practically the only ones still in a sufficiently flourishing 
and economically independent position to  warrant such preferen- 
tial treatment. But finally Frankfurt, having chosen the wrong side 
in the war of 1866, was annexed by Prussia, and only the three 
seaboard towns retained the style of Freie und Hansestadte. But 
until modern times most of the larger Landstidte or mesne-towns 
for all intents and purposes were as independent under their lords 
as the iniperial cities were under the emperor. They even followed 
a foreign policy of their own, concluded treaties with foreign 
powers or made war upon them. Nearly all the Hanseatic towns 
belonged to this category. With others like Bremen, Hamburg 
and Magdeburg, i t  was long in the balance to  which class they 
belonged. All towns of any importance, however, were for  a con- 
siderable time far ahead of the pripcipalities in administration. 
I t  was largely this fact that gave them power. When, therefore 
from about the I 5th century the princely territories came to be 
better organized much of the raison d'2tre for the exceptional 
position held by the towns disappeared. The towns from an early 
date made i t  their policy to suppress the exercise of all handicrafts 
in the open country. On the other hand, they sought an increase 
of power by extending rights of citizenship to numerous individual 
inhabitants of the neighbouring villages. By this and other means, 
e.g., the purchase of estates by citizens, many towns gradually 
acquired a considerable territory. These tendencies both princes 
and lesser nobles naturally tried to  thwart, and the mediate towns 
or Lalzdstadte were finally brought to stricter subjection in the 
greater principalities such as  Austria and Brandenburg. Besides, 
the less favourably situated towns suffered through the concentra- 
tion of trade in the hands of their more fortunate sisters. But 
the economic decay and consequent loss of political influence 
among both imperial and territorial towns must be chiefly ascribed 
to inner causes. 

Commerc ia l  Policy.-The period of the rise of cities till well 
on in the 13th century was naturally a period of expansion and 
of a considerable amount of freedom of trade. Afterwards, a 
protectionist spirit gained the upper hand, and each town made 
it  its policy to restrict as far  as possible the trade of strangers. 
I n  this revolution the rise of the lower strata of the population 
to power played an important part. The craft-gilds had remained 
subordinate to  the council, but by-and-by they claimed a share 
in the government of the towns. Originally any inhabitant hold- 
ing a certain measure of land, freehold or subject to  the mere 
nominal ground-rent abovementioned was a full citizen inde- 
pendently of his calling, the clergy and the lord's retainers and 
servants of whatever rank, who claimed exemption from scot 
and lot, to  use the English formula, alone excepted. The majority 
of the artisans, however, were not in this happy position. More- 
over, the town council, instead of being freely elected, filled up 
vacancies by co-optation. with the result that all power became 
vested in a limited number of rich families Against this state 

of things the crafts rebelled, alleging mismanagement, malver- 
sation and the withholding of justice. During the 14th and I 5th 
centuries revolutions and counter-revolutions, sometimes accom- 
panied by considerable slaughter, were frequent, and a great va- 
riety of more democratic constitutions were tried. Zurich, how- 
ever, is the only German place where a kind of tyrannis, so fre- 
quent in Italy, came to be for a while established. On the whole 
it must be said that in those towns where the democratic party 
gained the upper hand an unruly policy abroad and a narrow- 
minded protection a t  home resulted. An inclination to hasty 
measures of war and an unwillingness t o  observe treaties among 
the democratic towns of Swabia were largely responsible for the 
disasters of the war of the Swabian League in the 14th century. 
At home, whereas a t  first markets had been free and open to 
any comer, a more and more protective policy set in, traders 
from other towns being subjected more and more t o  vexatious 
restrictions. I t  was also made increasingly difficult to  obtain 
membership in the craft-gilds, high admission fees and so-called 
masterpieces being made a condition. Finally, the number of 
members became fixed, and none but members' sons and sons-in- 
law, or members' widows' husbands were received. The first re- 
sult was the formation of a numerous proletariat of life-long as- 
sistants and of men and women forcibly excluded from following 
any honest trade; and the second consequence, the economic ruin 
of the town to the exclusive advantage of a limited number. From 
the end of the I 5th century population in many towns decreased, 
and some once important centres of trade sank to the level al- 
most of villages. Those cities, on the other hand, where the mer- 
cantile community remained in power, like Nuremberg and the 
seaboard towns, on the whole followed a more enlightened policy, 
although even they could not quite keep clear of the ever-grow- 
ing protective tendencies of the time. Many even of the richer 
towns, notably Nuremberg, ran into debt irretrievably, owing 
partly t o  an exorbitant expenditure on magnificent public build- 
ings and extensive fortifications, calculated to  resist modern in- 
struments of destruction, partly t o  a faulty administration of 
the public debt. 

One of the principal achievements of the towns lay in the field 
of legislation. Their law was founded originally on the general 
national law, or custom, and on special privilege. New founda- 
tions were regularly provided by their lord with a charter em* 
bodying the most important points of the special law of the town 
in question. This miniature code would thenceforth be developed 
by means of statutes passed by the town council. The codifica- 
tion of the law of Augsburg in 1276 fills a moderate volume in 
print (ed. by  Christian Meyer, Augsburg, 1872). Later founda- 
tions were frequently affiliated by their founders to the nearest 
existing town of importance, though that might belong to a dif- 
ferent lord. Afterwards, if a question in law arose which the 
court of a younger town found itself unable to answer, the court 
next senior in affiliation was referred to, which in turn would 
apply to  the court above, until a t  last that of the original mother 
town was reached, u7hose decision was final. This system was 
chiefly developed in the colonial east, \>here most towns were af- 
filiated directly or indirectly either to Lubeck or to  Magdeburg; 
but it was by no means unknown in Germany proper. 

Italy.-To turn to Italy, the country for so many centuries in  
close political connection with Germany, the foremost thing to 
be noted is that here the towns grew to even greater independence, 
many of them in the end acknowledging no overlord whatever 
after the yoke of the German kings had been shaken off. On the 
other hand, nearly all of them i n  the long run fell under the sway 
of some local tyrant-dynasty. 

From Roman times the country had remained thickly studded 
with towns, each being the seat of a bishop. From this arose their 
most important peculiarity. For i t  was largely due to  an iden- 
tification of diocese and municipal territories that the nobles of 
the surrounding country took up their headquarters in the cities, 
either voluntarily or because forced to do so by the citizens, who 
made it their policy thus to turn possible opponents into partisans 
and &fenders. I n  Germany, on the other hand, nobles and 
knights u-ere carefully shut out so long as the town's independence 
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was a t  stake, the members of a princely garrison being required 
to take up their abode in the citadel, separated from the town 
proper by a wall. I n  consequence of this, municipal life in  Italy 
was from the first more complex, the main constituent parts of 
the population being the greater nobles, the lesser nobles (knights) 
and the people. Furthermore, the bishops being in most cases the 
representatives of the imperial power, the struggle for freedom 
from the latter ended in emancipation from all temporal episcopal 
government as well. Foremost in this struggle stood the cities 
of Lombardy, most of which all through the barbarian invasions 
had kept their walls in repair and maintained some importance 
as economic centres, and whose popolo largely consisted of mer- 
chants of some standing. As early as the 8th century, the laws 
of the Lombard King Aistulf distinguished three classes of mer- 
chants (negotiantes), among whom the majores et  potentes were 
required to keep themselves provided with horse, lance, shield 
and a cuirass. The valley of the Po formed the main artery of 
trade between western Europe and the East, Milan being besides 
the point of convergence for all Alpine passes west of the Bren- 
ner. Lombard merchants soon spread all over western Europe, a 
chief source of their ever-increasing wealth being their employ- 
ment as bankers of the papal see. 

The struggle against the bishops, in  which a clamour for ec- 
clesiastical reforms and a striving for local self-government were 
strangely interwoven, had raged for a couple of generations when 
King Henry V., great patron of municipal freedom as he was, 
legalized by a series of charters the statzls quo (Cremona, 1114, 
Mantua, 1116). But under his weak successors the independence 
of the cities reached such a pitch as to  be intolerable to an ener- 
getic monarch like Frederick I. Therefore in 1158 a commission 
was appointed embracing four Roman legists as representatives 
of the emperor, as well as those of 14 towns, to examine into im- 
perial and municipal rights. The  claims of the imperial govern- 
ment were acknowledged, only such rights of self-government 
being admitted as could be shown t o  be grounded on imperial 
charters. But when i t  came to carrying into effect these Roncag- 
lian decrees, a general rising resulted. Milan was besieged by the 
emperor and destroyed in 1162 in accordance with the verdict 
of her rivals. Nevertheless, after a defeat a t  Legnano in 1176 
Frederick was forced to renounce all pretensions t o  interference 
with the government of the cities, merely retaining an overlordship 
that was not much more than formal (peace of Constance in 
1183). All through this war the towns had been supported by 
Pope Alexander 111. Similarly under Frederick 11. the renewal of 
the struggle between emperor and pope dovetailed with a fresh 
outbreak of the war with the cities, who feared lest an imperial 
triumph over the church would likewise threaten their independ- 
ence. The emperor's death finally decided the issue in  their favour. 

M u n i c i p a l  Governm2nt.-Municipal freedom in Italy was 
based on the formation of a commune headed by elected consuls, 
usually to the number of 12 representing the three orders of 
capitani, valvassori and popolo. Frequently, however, the number 
actually wielding power was much more restricted, and their 
position altogether may rather be likened t o  that of their 
Roman predecessors than to that of their German contemporaries. 
I n  all important matters they asked the advice and support of 
"wise men," as a body called the credenza, while the popular 
assembly (parlamentum, concio, consilium genera!e) was the 
true sovereign. The consuls with the assistance of judices also 
presided in the law-courts; but besides the consuls of the com- 
mune, there were co7zstdes de placitis specially appointed for juris- 
dictional purposes. I n  spite of these multifarious safeguards, 
family and political factions early destroyed the fabric of liberty. 
Party government was impossible and resort was often had to 
the appointment as chief magistrate of a podestd from among the 
nobles or knights of a different part of the country not mixed 
up with the local feuds. But the end was in most cases the 
establishment of the despotisn~ of some leading family, such as 
the Visconti a t  Milan, the Gonzaga at  Mantua, the della Scala in 
Verona and the Carrara in Padua. 

I n  Tuscany, the historic r61e of the cities, with the exception 
of Pisa, begins at  a later date, largely owing to the overlordship 

of the powerful margraves of the house of Canossa and their suc- 
cessors, who here represented the emperor. Nevertheless, com- 
munes-with consuls a t  their heads were formed in Tuscany much 
as elsewhere. On the other hand the Tuscan cities managed to pro- 
long the reign of liberty to a much later epoch, no podestci ever 
quite succeeding here in his attempts to  establish the rule of his 
dynasty. Even when in the 15th century the Medici attained to 
power in Florence the form a t  least of a republic was still main- 
tained, and not till 1531 did one of them, supported by Charles 
V., assume the ducal title. 

Long before the last stage, the rule of signori, was reached, the 
commune as originally constituted had everywhere undergone 
radical changes. As early as the 13th century the lower orders in 
Florence formed an organization under officers of their own, side 
by side with that of the commune, which was controlled by the 
great and the rich. I t s  establishment was followed by  numerous 
constitutional experiments which led to  constant disorder and to 
an occasional reign of terror like that of the Signore Gauthier 
de Brienne, duke of Athens (1342-43). I t  was not till after a 
rising of the lowest order of all, the industrial labourers, had been 
suppressed in 13 78 (tumult0 dei Ciompi, the wool-combers), that 
quieter times ensued under the wise leadership, first of the Albizzi 
and finally of the Medici. 

The history of the other Tuscan towns was equally tumultuous, 
all of them save Lucca, after many fitful changes, finally pass- 
ing under the sway of Florence, or the grand-duchy of Tuscany, 
as the State was now called. Pisa, one time the mightiest, had 
been crushed between its inland neighbour and its maritime rival 
Genoa (battle of Meloria, 1282). 

Venice.-Apart in its constitutional development from all 
other towns in Italy, and, it  might be added, in Europe, stands 
Venice. Almost alone among Italian cities its origin does not 
go back to Roman times. I t  was not till the invasions of Hun and 
Lombard that fugitives from the Venetian mainland founded a 
number of small communities under elected tribunes, acknowl- 
edging as their sovereign the emperor a t  Constantinople. Just 
before or after A.D. 700 the young republic seems to have thrown 
off the rule of the Byzantine dux Histriae et  Venetiae and elected 
a duke (doge) of its own, in whom was vested the executive 
power, the right to  convoke the popular assembly (co~zcio) and 
appoint tribunes and justices. Political unity was thus estab- 
lished. I n  1032 i t  was provided that no duke might appoint his 
successor or procure him to be elected during his own lifetime. 
Besides this two councils were appointed without whose consent 
nothing of importance was to  be done. After the murder by the 
people of Duke Vitale Michiel in  1172, the ancient popular meet- 
ing was replaced by  a great council of from 450 to 480 members 
elected annually by  special appointed electors in  equal proportion 
from each of the six wards. One of the functions of this body was 
to appoint most of the State officials or their electors. There 
was also an executive council of six, one member from each ward. 
Besides these, the duke, who was henceforward chosen for life 
by a body of 11 electors from among the aristocracy, would in- 
vite persons of prominence (the pregadi) in order to secure their 
assent and co-operation whenever a measure of importance was 
to be placed before the great council. Only under extraordinary 
circumstances was the concia to  be summoned. I n  order to  con- 
trol the executive the avvogadori di covjmupe were appointed. 
After 1310, this body developed into the Council of Ten (Consig- 
lio dei Dieci), from which the State inquisition arose in  the 16th 
century. The general tendency of constitutional development in 
Venice henceforward ran in an exactly opposite direction t o  that 
of all other Italian cities, towards a growing restriction of popular 
rights, until in I zgG the great council was for all future time closed 
to all but the descendants of a limited number of noble families, 
whose names were in that year entered in the Golden Book. 

The marked steadiness in the evolution of the Venetian 
constitution is no doubt largely due to  the fact that in Venice the 
nobility was entirely commercial. Elsewhere the presence of large 
numbers of turbulent country nobles furnished the first germ 
for the unending dissensions which ruined such promising begin- 
nings. I n  Venice, on the contrary, its businesslike habits of mind 
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led the ruling class to  make what concessions might seem needful, 
while both the masses and the head of the State were kept in due 
subjection to the laws. Too much stability, however, finally 
changed into stagnation, and the constitution proved too rigid 
to  deal effectively with the many problems which confronted the 
government under the changed conditions of the 16th century. 

The cities of southern Italy do not here call for special atten- 
tion. Several of them developed a certain amount of independ- 
ence and free institutions, and took an important part in trade 
with the East, notably so Amalfi. But, after incorporation in the 
Norman kingdom, all individual history for them came to an end. 
(For Rome, see separate article.) 

France.- I n  no other country is there such a clear grouping of 
the towns on geographical lines as in France, these geographical 
lines, of course, having in the first instance been drawn by his- 
torical causes. Another feature is the extent to which, in the unruly 
times preceding the civic movement, serfdom had spread among 
the inhabitants even of the towns throughout the greater part 
of the country, and the application of feudal ideas to town govern- 
ment. I n  some other respects the constitution of the cities in the 
south of France has more in  common with that of the Italian 
communes, and that of the northern French towns with those of 
Germany, than the constitutions of the various groups of French 
towns have with each other. 

I n  the group of the villes consulaires, comprising all important 
towns in the south, the executive was, as in Italy, in the hands 
of a body of colzsziles, whose number in most cases rose to 12. 
They were elected for the term of one year and re-eligible only 
after an interval, and they were supported by a municipal coun- 
cil which, however, as a rule was far from comprising the whole 
body of citizens. Another feature which these southern towns 
had in common with their Italian neighbours was the prominent 
part played by the native nobility. The relations with the clergy 
were generally of a more friendly character than in the north, 
and in some cases the bishop or archbishop even retained a con- 
siderable influence in the management of the town's affairs. Dis- 
sensions among the citizens, or between the nobles and the bour- 
geois, frequently ended in the adoption of a podestat. In  sev- 
eral cities of the Languedoc, each of the two classes composing 
the population retained its separate laws and customs. The in- 
fluence of Roman law is shown by the statz~ts n5z~nicipaux of many 
southern towns. I n  the improvement and expansion of these 
statutes a remarkable activity was displayed by means of an an- 
nual correctio s tatutor t~m carried out by specially appointed 
statutores. I n  the north, on the other hand, the carta com?ntzlllziae, 
forming as it  were the basis of the commune's existence, seems 
to have been considered almost as something sacred and un- 
changeable. 

The constitutional history of the communes in northern France 
in a number of points widely differed from that of these villes 
consulaires. Their origin was often the result of a revolution. 
These revolutions were in the first place directed against the 
bishops; but the higher clergy and the nobility were here distinctly 
more hostile to  the aspirations of the citizens than in the south. 
As a result the clergy and the nobles were excluded from all mem- 
bership of the commune, except that those residing in the town 
might be required to swear not to  conspire against it. The com- 
mune was formed by an oath of mutual help. The members were 
usually described as jzirati although in some communes that term 
was reserved for the members of the governing body. None but 
men of free and legitimate birth, and free from debt and conta- 
gious or incurable disease were received. The members of the 
governing body were styled jzlre's pairs or e'chevins. The last was, 
however, as in Germany, more properly the title of the jurors in 
the court of justice, which in many cases remained in the hands 
of the lord. I n  some cases the town council developed out of this 
body; but in the larger cities, like Rouen, several councils 
worked and all these names were employed side by side. The 
number of the members of the governing body proper varies from 
12 to  roo, and its functions were both judicial and administrative. 
The most striking distinction, however, as against the villes con- 
sulaircs was the elevation of the vresident of the body to the po- 

sition of wtaire or mayeur (sometimes also called pre'vbt, prae- 
positus). As elsewhere, a t  first none but the civic aristocracy were 
admitted to take part in the management of the town's affairs; 
but from the end of the 13th century a share had to be conceded 
to representatives of the crafts. Dissatisfaction, however, was not 
easily allayed; the lower orders applied for the intervention of 
the king; and that effectively put an end to political freedom. 
This tendency of calling in State help marks a most striking dif- 
ference from the policy followed by the German towns, where all 
classes appear to  have been always far too jealous of local inde- 
pendence. The result for the nation was in the one case despotism, 
equality and order, in the other individual liberty and an inability 
to move as a whole. At an early stage the king had frequently 
come to the assistance of the communes in  their struggle with 
their lords, and his confirmation came to be considered neces- 
sary for their lawful existence. This proved a powerful lever for 
the extension of the king's authority. I t  is strange that in France 
the towns never had recourse to those inter-urban leagues which 
played so important a part in Italian and in German history. 

T h e  Villes Franches.-These two varieties, the communes 
and the villes conszllaires, together form the group of villes libres. 
As opposed to these stand the villes fratzckes, also called villes 
pre'votales after the chief officer, villes de bourgeoisie or  villes 
soumises. They make up  by far the majority of French towns, 
comprising all those situated in the centre of the kingdom, and 
also a large number in the north and the south. They are called 
villes franches on account of their possessing a franchise, a charter 
limiting the services due by the citizen to their lord; but political 
status they had little or none. According to the varying extent of 
the liberties conceded them, there may be distinguished towns 
governed by an elective body and more or less fully authorized 
to exercise jurisdiction; towns possessing some sort of municipal 
organization, but no rights of jurisdiction, except that of simple 
police; and, thirdly, those governed entirely by seignorial oficers. 
To this last class belonged some of the most important cities in 
France, wherever the king had power enough to withhold liberties 
deemed dangerous and unnecessary. On the other hand, towns 
of the first category often came close to the villes libres. -4 
strict line of demarcation, however, remained in the mutual oath 
which formed the basis of the civic community in both varieties 
of the latter, and in the fact that the ville libre stood to its lord 
in the relation of vassal and not in that of an immediate posses- 
sion. But however cornplbtefnent assujettie Paris might bc, its 
organization, naturally, was immensely more complex than that of 
hundreds of smaller places which, formally, might stand in an 
identical relationship to their lords. Like other villes franches, 
under the king, Paris was governed by a pre'v8t (provost), but 
certain functions of self-government for the city were delegated 
to the company of the marcltattds de l'eazt, that is, the gild of 
merchants whose business lay down the river Seine, to  the citizens 
as such. At their head stood a pre'v8t des vzarcharzds and four 
e'chevins de la marchandise. Other prud'ho?nnzes were occasionally 
called in, and from 1296 prbvBt and dchevins appointed 24 
councillors to form with themselves a parloir aux bozirgeois. The 
crafts of Paris were organized in me'tiers, whose masters were ap- 
pointed, some by the pre'v6t de Paris, and some by certain grest 
officers of the court. I n  the tax rolls of A.D. 1292 to 1300 no fewer 
than 445 names of crafts occur, while the Litlye des fndtiers writ- 
ten in 1265 by Btienne de Boileau, then pre'v8t de Paris, enumer- 
ates 101 organized bodies of tradesmen or women and artisans. 
Among the duties of these bodies, as elsewhere, was the guet or 
night-watch, which necessitated a military organization under 
qziartuiniers, cinquantainie~s and dixuitzieus. This gave thcm a 
certain power. But both their revolutions, under the prAvSf dcs 
marchands, Rtienne Marcel, after the battle of hlaupertuis, and 
again in 1382, were extremely short-lived, and the only tangible 
result was a stricter subjection to the king and his officers. 

Flanders.-An exceptional position among the cities of France 
is taken by those of Flanders, more particularly the three "Great 
Towns," Rruges, Ghent and Ypres, whose population was Flemish, 
i .e . ,  German. They sprang up at  the foot of the count's castles 
and rose in close conjunction with his power. On the accession of 
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a new house they made their power felt as early as 1128. After- 
wards the counts of the house of Dampierre fell into financial de- 
pendence on the burghers, and therefore allied themselves with 
the rising artisans, led by the weavers. These, however, proved 
far more unruly, bloody conflicts ensued, and for a considerable 
period the three great cities ruled the whole of Flanders with a 
high hand. Their influence in the foreign relations of the country 
was likewise great, i t  being in their interest to  keep up friendly 
relations with England, on whose wool the flourishing state of 
the staple industry of Flanders depended. I t  is a remarkable fact 
that the historical position taken up by these cities, which polit- 
icatly belonged to France, is much more akin t o  the part played 
by the German towns, whereas Cambrai, whose population was 
French, was the only city politically situated in Germany, where 
a commune came to be established. 

I n  the Spanish  peni?zsula, the chief importance of the numerous 
small towns lay in the part they played as fortresses during the 
unceasing wars with the Moors. The kings therefore extended 
special privileges ( f u e r o s )  to  the inhabitants, and they were even 
a t  an early date admitted to representation in the Cortes. Of 
greater individual importance than all the rest was Barcelona. 
Already in 1068 Count Berengarius gave the city a special law 
(usa t ic i )  based on its ancient usages, and from the 14th century 
its commercial code became influential all over southern Europe. 

The constitutions of the Scandinuvian towns were largely mod- 
elled on those of Germany, but the towns never attained any- 
thing like the same independence. Their dependence on the royal 
government most strongly'comes out in the fact of their being 
uniformly regulated by royal law in each of the three kingdoms. 
I n  Sweden particularly, German merchants by law took an equal 
share in the government of the towns. I n  Denmark their influ- 
ence was also great, and only in Norway did they remain in the 
position of foreigners in spite of their famous settlement at Ber- 
gen. The details, as well as those of the German settlement at  
Wisby and on the east coast of the Baltic, belong rather to the 
history of the Hanseatic League ( q . v . ) .  Denmark appears to be 
the only one of the three kingdoms where gilds at  an early date 
played a part of importance. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-For Germany it is best to consult Richard Schroder, 
Lehrbuch der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte (5th ed. Leipzig, 1907), 
ss. 51 and 56, where a bibliography as complete as need be is given, 
both of the monographs deallng with various aspects of the question, 
and of works on the history of individual towns. As a sort of comple- 
ment to Schroder's chapters may be considered, F. Keutgen, Urkun- 
den  zur stadtischen Verfasstingsgeschichte (1901)) a collection of 437 
select charters and other documents, with a very full index. There 
is an excellent succinct account for general readers by Georg von 
Below, "Das altere deutsche Stadtewesen und Burgertum," Mono- 
graphien zur Ureltgeschichte, vol. vi. (Bielefeld and Leipzig, 1898, 
illustrated). As for Italy, the most valuable general work for the 
early times is still Karl Hegel, Geschichte der Stadteverjatsung v o n  
Italien seit der Zeit der romischen Herrschaft bis z u m  Aztsgang des 
swolj ten Jahrkunderts (a  vols. Leipzig, 1847), in which it was for 
the first time fully proved that there is no connection between 
Roman and modern municipal constitutions. For the period from 
the 13th century it will perhaps be best to consult W. Assmann, 
Geschichte des Mittelalters, 3rd. ed., by L. Viereck, dritte Abteilung, 
Die letzten beiden Jahrhunderts des Mittelalters: Deutschland, die 
Schweiz, und  Italien, by R. Fischer, R. Scheppig and L. Viereck 
(Brunswick, 1906). In this volume, pp. 679-943 contain an excellent 
account of the various Italian States and cities during that period, 
with a full bibliography for each. For France, there are the works 
by Achille Luchaire, Les Communes fran~aises d l'kpoque des Capitiens 
directs (189o), and Paul Viollet, "Les Communes fran~aises au moyen 
age," Mkmoires de 1'Acade'mie des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres, tome 
sxxvi. (1900). A valuable account for France north of the Loire is 
that contained in the great work by Karl Hegel, Stadte und Gzlden 
der germanisehen Volker i m  Mittelalter ( z  vols. Leipzig, 1891). Of 
course, there are also numerous monographs, among which the 
following may be mentioned: Edouard Bonvalot, Le Tiers Btat  d'aprds 
h charte de Beaumont et ses fcliales (1884) ; and A. Giry, Les Btab- 
lissements de Rouen ( 2  vols. 1883-85) ; also a collection of documents 
by Gustave Fagniez, Qocunzents relatifs d Phistoive de l'industrie et 
dzr commerce en  France (2 vols. 1898. 1900). Some valuable works 
on the commercial history of southern Europe should still be men- 
tioned, such as W. Heyd, Gesckiclzte des Levantelzandels i m  Milttlal- 
ter ( 2  vols. Stuttgart, 1879; French edition by Furcy Raynaud, 2 
vols. 1885 ' ie9,  improved bv the author), recognized as a standard 
work; Adolf Schaube, Iiandelsgeschichte der romanischen Volker des 

Mittelmeergebietes bis zutn Ende der KreuzzQge (Munich and Berlin, 
1906) ; Aloys Schulte, Geschichte des mittelalterlichen Handels und 
Verkehrs zwischen Westdeutschland und Italien nzit Ausschluss Vene- 
digs ( z  vols. Leipzig, 1900) ; L. Goldschmidt, Universalgeschichte des 
Handelsrechts (vol. i. Stuttgart, 1891). (F. K.) 

COMMUNICATION: see RAILWAYS: Signalling; SIGNAL 

COMMUNICATION ; WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY ; TELEGRAPH ; TELE- 
PHONE; BROADCASTING; TELEVISION; SEMAPHORE; FATHOM- 
ETER. 

COMMUNICATIONS. I n  military language, the system of 
communication for supply, reinforcement, evacuation of wounded, 
etc., by road, rail, navigable waterways 'ind air, between an army 
and its base (q .v . )  or bases of operation inclusive. 

COMMUNISM, a term often loosely used to denote different 
systems of social organization aiming at  common property of the 
means of production, or a t  an equal distribution of wealth and 
income, or a t  both. Historically the term was frequently used as 
identical with socialism, as was done by Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels in their famous Commzln is t  M a n i f e s t o  (1848). I n  earlier 
times there were many communist movements, most of them 
formed on a religious basis, generally under the inspiration of a 
literal interpretation of passages in the Scripture. These early 
communists founded communities in which, as a rule, articles 
of production and consumption were held in common property 
and the reform of society was advocated on ethical grounds. The 
early or "Utopian" socialists of the 19th century followed, on 
the whole, a similar course, though they replaced the religious 
emphasis by a rational and philanthropic motivation. Best known 
among them are Robert Owen (1771-1858), who founded the 
community of New Harmony in 182 j in Indiana, and Fran~ois  
Fourier ( I  772-1837), whose disciples organized a number of set- 
tlements in the United States after the model of Fourier's original 
"phalanx." The most famous of these American settlements was 
Brook Farm, established in 1841 a t  West Roxbury, Mass. With 
the writings of Karl Marx, communism and socialism gained a 
new meaning. 

The communalization was confined to the means of produc- 
tion; the basis of the movement was no longer sought in religious 
or ethical assumptions, but in the social sciences and in a histori- 
cal and economic analysis of the forces a t  work in society; the 
industrial working class was regarded as the bearer of the new 
order which would no longer be confined to small groups but 
would become worldwide as the result of an immanent historical 
process which uses the class war as its vehicle. 

I n  recent times the meaning of the word communism has been 
narrowed down t o  denote that interpretation of Marxian doctrine 
proposed by Lenin when he came t o  power in Russia as a result 
of the revolution in Nov. 1917, and on the basis of which he and 
his followers have tried to  transform society in Russia. Com- 
munism in that sense is only one of the possible interpretations 
of Marxian socialism, and leading socialists from the beginning 
have attacked Lenin's theory and its realization in Russia. While 
socialism put its faith in an evolutionary development and in 
democratic means of attaining the liberation of all men from eco- 
nomic servitude, communism regarded revolution and a n  ensuing 
dictatorship of the proletariat as a necessary period of transition 
to the future free and equalitarian society in which everyone 
v~ould contribute to the common good according to his abilities 
and would receive according to his needs. Lenin's communistic 
interpretation of Marxian socialism goes back t o  the year 1903, 
when at  the second party congress the Russian Social Democratic 
party split into two factions, one representing the majority and 
therefore called bolsheviks (which means "majority group") under 
Lenin, and a minority group (mensheviks) under Martov. Against 
his opponents who proposed the formation of a mass party after 
the example of the German Social Democrats, Lenin insisted 
upon the necessity of founding a party of picked and selected 
men, entirely devoted to the socialist cause, who would be able 
to act in revolutionary situations as a closely-knit, disciplined 
and resolute group, and seize power, though only a minority. 
Lenin's group opposed any co-operation with bourgeois demo- 
cratic or moderate socialistic parties; during the war of 1914-18 
it assumed an intransigent attitude against any form of "patriot- 
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ism" and concentrated its efforts on the transformation of the 
national war into a social war. After the outbreak of the Russian 
revolution in March 1917, the bolsheviks under the leadership of 
Lenin (whose real name was Vladirnir llyich Ulyanov, 187- 
1924) were the only group with strict discialine and definite pur- 
pose and thus were able to direct the a111orphous and leaderless 
revolutionary discontent of the masses. After having seized power 
in Nov. 1917, the bolsheviks established their dictatorship as a 
dictatorship of the proletariat, renamed the party communist 
party, and defeated (thanks to the leadership and gift of organi- 
zation of Leon Trotsky) the counterrevolution and kept them- 
selves in power against great initial odds. 

According to communist theory, the social revolution-accom- 
plished in the interests of the proletariat and, after the abolition 
of class society, of all men-must be conducted by the "pro- 
letariat's advance guard," the communist party, because the 
pcople as a wholc and even large parts of the proletariat, edu- 
cated in the presocialist era in the bourgeois concepts of life, 
are unable to grasp and to realize the new order immediately. 
The communists insist upon the activization of the masses and 
their growing participation in the establishment of the new 
order. As the instrument of this participation they accepted the 
workers', soldiers' and peasants' councils (the Russian word for 
council is soviet) which had been formed during the Russian 
revolution in 1905. In  these soviets only the working classes 
were represented, not the "capitalists" or "exploiters"; the mode 
of election was so carefully regulated that only deputies be- 
longing to or approved by the party were chosen. But com- 
munism, differing in that respect from fascism, regards dictator- 
ship as a transitional institution, and full democracy as the goal. 
I t  believes that true democracy cannot be realized in capitalistic 
society on account of the economic exploitation imposed upon 
the economically weaker elements of society, and that the gener- 
ally accepted forms of parliamentary democracy only veil the con- 
trol of society by capitalists. While fascism believes in the un- 
alterable and beneficial inequality of men and races and appeals 
to  the instincts of man which have their origins in the past. 
communism believes in the equality of all men and races, and its 
outlook is based on reason as a common element in all men and 
as a guide for the construction of the future To this future 
the happiness of the present generation and the traditions of the 
past are ruthlessly sacrificed. Theoretically a classless society 
of free individuals will emerge as a result of the dictatorship. 
Marxism regards the state as an organ of class rule, and as the 
struggle for the emancipation of the proletariat is the last of 
all possible class conflicts (because after its emancipation there 
will remain no lower class to be emancipated), the communist 
state in suppressing the class basis destroys its own basis or, as 
i t  has been expressed, the state withers away and a system of 
complete freedom emerges. What has happened so far in real- 
ity, however, is the opposite. The state in Russia under com- 
munist dictatorship has not pet begun to wither away, but is 
the first example of the truly totalitarian state in which no 
sphere of individual life is allowed to remain outside its all- 
inclusive grip. 

I n  trying to create a true democracy of free and equal indi- 
viduals, terror was ruthlessly employed, all humanitarian con- 
siderations and individual rights were disregarded, and the as- 
sumption of the class character and economic determination of 
all intellectual and moral life led to a complete relativization of 
all standards of truth and of ethics. 

I n  its practical application in Russia, communism has passed 
through several stages. By the end of 1920, after a long struggle 
against external and internal enemies, the communist power ap- 
peared consolidated within Russia. At the same time, it had to 
abandon the expectations of world revolution which had animated 
Lenin and his followers in 1917. They had looked upon the Rus- 
sian revolution as the first stage of a worldwide process; for them 
socialism or communism were international movements which 
could only succeed, and were destined to succeed, on a worldwide 
basis. In  1919 Lenin had founded the Communist or Third Inter- 
national, but it proved unable to make any progress outside Rus- 

sia, and the several communist parties existing abroad soon be- 
came instrumental to the policy of the communist state in Russia. 
With the practical abandonment of all hopes for an immediate 
morld revolution and with the complete exhaustion of Russia's 
resources as a result of the war of 1914-18 and its own civil wars, 
Lenin was forced to replace the policy of "war communism" in 
March 1921, by the so-called "new economic policy" (YEP) .  I t  
represented a compromise between nationalized and private econ- 
omy, an interim providing for the education of the Russian people 
to that initiative and efficiency which is needed for the function- 
ing of modern industrial civilization. Large-scale industry re- 
mained nationalized and foreign trade was a government monop- 
oly; but small-scale industry, domestic trade, and especially agri- 
culture, reverted to private enterprise, and a new class of pros- 
perous peasants (kulaks) and urban middle-men (nepmen) de- 
veloped, whose wealth, however, gave them neither political rights 
nor social standing. During the NEP period (1921 to 1928) a 
struggle for leadership in the communist party (after the death of 
Lenin) developed between Trqtsky, his nearest collaborator in the 
decisive years of the conquest of power, and Joseph Stalin, who as 
secretary-general had succeeded in bringing the party machine 
under his control. I n  this struggle Stalin was victorious. During 
the N E P  Russia's constitutional structure was also fundamentally 
changed. Communism, firmly believing in the equality of all races 
and peoples, abandoned the concept of the Russian Empire in 
which the Russian element had ruled over many different racial 
and ethnical groups, some very considerable in size and some tiny, 
some highly literate and some most primitive. In its place it 
created in 1924 the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), 
a federation of a number of equal sister-republics within which 
smaller ethnical groups and all minorities enjoy autonomy and 
fully equal rights. All precedence of the Russian element or of 
the Russian language has been abolished; the soviet government 
made a great effort to create or promote literatures in the vernac- 
ular tongues and to make the non-Russian population share in 
the activities of the party and of the administration. 

The period of the NEP was followed in 1928 by a renewed drive 
for the "realization of socialism" in the soviet union. The aim of 
the new policy was defined in retrospect by Stalin in his report 
to the Seventeenth Party congress in Jan. 1934, when he pointed 
out that the USSR "has become radically transformed; it has 
discarded the features of backwardness and mediaevalism. From 
an agrarian country it has become transformed into an indus- 
trial country. From a land of small individual agriculture it  has 
become a land of collective, large-scale mechanized agriculture. 
From an ignorant, illiterate and uncultured country it  has be- 
come-or rather it  is becoming-a literate and cultured country 
covered with a network of higher, middle and elementary schools 
operating in the languages of the nationalities of the USSR." 
This speedy drive toward socialism called for advance planning 
in all branches of the economic and cultural life of the country; 
the so-called Five-Year Plan. I n  a poor and backward 
country like Russia the excessive tempo of the planning, the 
lack of managerial and engineering talent and of skilled labour. 
naturally resulted not only in frequent maladjustments and tre- 
mendous waste. but could be financed only by a general reduc- 
tion of the standard of living. The "advance towards socialism" 
proceeded on three lines: industrial, agricultural and educational. 
In the first field the Five-Year Plan was devoted to the better 
exploitation of natural resources and to the building up of 
heavy industry; in the second field to the collectivization of 
individual farms and to the introduction of machinery and more 
efficient methods of cultivation; in the third field to  the fight 
against illiteracy and traditionalism, and to a change of the ways 
of life and thought-habits of the population. The first Five- 
Year Plan dating from Oct. I ,  1928, was declared successfully 
terminated a t  the end of 19 32, and was then followed by further 
similar plans. 

I n  its foreign policy the soviet union, after having abandoned 
the hope of a European revolution, concentrated for some years 
upon the expectation of stirring up revolutionary movements in 
the Orient. The communists supported the nationalist movements 
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in the colonial and semi-colonial countries, in Turkey and Persia, 
in India and China. Their hopes were frustrated by the defeat 
suffered in China in 1927. After that time the soviet government 
pursued a policy of making Russia secure against any foreign 
~nvasion. With the growth of fascism in Japan and Germany, 
and with the conclusion of the anti-communist pact by Germany, 
Italy and Japan, the soviet union, which had joined the League of 
riatioils in 1934, stressed its willingness to co-operate n i th  other 
nations in a system of collective security. Similarly, the commu- 
nist parties outside the soviet union, who until then had .violently 
opposed all bourgeois democracies and moderate socialistic par- 
ties, and who had seen their main purpose less in a struggle against 
conservative or reactionary parties than in violent abuse of 
democratic and social democratic groups, changed their tactics 
after 1933 and declared themselves ready to co-operate in creat- 
ing a "popular front" against fascism. For a short time they 
gained thereby some influence in several countries. Before this 
they had been unable to  gain a strong position anywhere in the 
western world, even in times of great economic stress. Deeply 
imbued with the Russian example which, peculiar t o  the character 
of a backward and undeveloped country, had very little to offer 
to progressive and highly developed societies, the communist 
parties outside Russia remained a sect essentially foreign to the 
cnvironment in which they proposed to function, and their doc- 
trinaire terminology carried no conviction. Their negative policy 
helped rising fascism to undermine democracy, and the bogey 
of communism frightened many members of the upper classes 
in democratic countries and drove them to a closer co-operation 
with fascism. The influence of communism was further weakened 
by the great purges of the party in the years 1937 and 1938, to 
which many high officials of the political and economic adminis- 
tration, old and trusted leaders of the party, and the most experi- 
enced an8  renowned officers of the armed forces, fell victims. A 
complete overhauling of the personnel and even of the doctrines 
of the communist revolution strengthened the personal position 
of Stalin, and the regime in the soviet union took on more and 
more the character of his personal dictatorship. In  the light of 
this new development the history of the Russian revolution and 
all doctrinal manuals were rewritten. Stalin's position became 
more and more akin to that of the leaders in the fascist dictator- 
ships and a similar Byzantine exaltation was accorded to his 
person. "Progressive" tendencies regarding marriage and divorce, 
abortion and high natality, education and family, which had been 
characteristic of the first period of communism, were abandoned, 
and replaced by more conservative attitudes. A new stress was 
laid upon the national past. 

During the period of the co-operation of the soviet union with 
the democratic nations, a new democratic constitution was intro- 
duced on Nov. 2 5 ,  1936, which stressed the principles of democ- 
racy without abandoning the firm grip of the dictatorship upon 
the country. But in 1939 communism again performed a complete 
about-face in its international and in its general policy. The 
communists had until then demanded energetic and armed resist- 
ance against every case of fascist aggression anywhere. This policy 
was completely reversed a t  the end of Aug. 1939, when the soviet 
union signed a nonaggression and friendship treaty with national 
socialist Germany, which was followed in April 1941 by a similar 
treaty with Japan. During the first 2 0  months of the war which 
began in 1939, the soviet union was bent upon keeping aloof from 
the war itself, but a t  the same time extended its own territory. 
By a war against Finland certain minor but strategically impor- 
tant slices of that country were added to the soviet union; with- 
out military opposition, the soviet union incorporated the three 
Baltic republics, Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania, occupied 
eastern Poland and attached it t o  the existing soviet republics 
of Ukraine and of White Russia, and annexed Bessarabia and 
northern Bukovina from Rumania. In  all these new acquisitions 
the communist regime and way of life were immediately intro- 
duced. Hand in hand went a regime of ever-increasing military 
preparedness within the soviet union. On May 9, 1940, the soviet 
arniy, in order to achieve higher efficiency, abandoned some of 
the principles of communism. The vast powers of the political 

commissioners in the army were ended and full authority was 
restored to the military officers. 

Outside the soviet union all communist activities are forbidden 
in fascist and semi-fascist countries. Some democracies like 
SwitzerIand have lately adopted similar measures. Communist 
parties were of some importance at  the end of the '30s in France 
and in Czechoslovakia, but with the end of the democratic re- 
gimes there they have ceased to exist. Internationally their 
activities were of importance only in Spain and in China. The 
civil war in Spain, which lasted from July 1936 to March 1939, 
provided the numerically weak communists with an opportunity 
to influence in various ways the policy of the Spanish republican 
government, especially in view of the fact that the soviet union 
was the only power which supplied the Spanish government, 
though insufficiently, with war materials to enable it  to maintain 
its authority against the fascist military uprising of General 
Franco and his followers, who were fully supported by the Italian 
and German governments. In  China communist groups estab- 
lished themselves in the western provinces and fought for agrarian 
reform and for better educational and sanitary standards. Long 
hostile to the national government of Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek, they finally made common cause with hiin against Japanese 
invasion. Communism in China seemed more an indigenous agra- 
rian revolutionary movement born of the backward conditions of 
the country and the exploitation of the masses, than an integral 
part of the worldwide coinn~unist movement which has its centre 
in Moscow. 
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COMMUNISM, PRIMITIVE. Many societies which are 
classified as  primitive or as belonging to the lower culture, ex- 
hibit features which have given rise to the view that communistic 
principles regulate their economic system. Thus, among the 
Lhota Nagas of Assam "land can be held either by the village. 
a moru~zg-men's house-a clan, or an individual. The land 
close to a village is usually waste land and common property, as 
are the rights of 'poisoning' in certain pools. Every nzorung owns 
land which is the property of the ?norung as a whole and not of 
any individuals in it. I t  is worked by the boys of the morung. 
. . . A very large proportion of the land in the Lhota country is 
clan land, which is held in common by all members of that par- 
ticular clan in the village. . . . Heirlooms such as the ancient 
doos and spears which a Lhota so prizes are held in trust by the 
senior member of the clan in the village" (J. P. Mills, Lhota 
Nagas, 1922, p. 97). Corporate ownership by clans or morzmgs, 
and common rights over waste land cannot fairly be called com- 
munistic. They indicate-what is already true of the majority of 
lower culture societies-that the kindred, or biologic, groups of 
which those societies are composed (see TRIBE and CLAN) have 
economic functions in the sum of social life. I t  is asserted em- 
phatically by Rivers (History of Melanesian Society, 1914, vol. 
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ii. p. 146 seq.) that "it is clear that definite communism of prop- 
erty still flourishes in one form or another throughout Melanesia." 
H e  states in support of this that "at Pentecost, not long ago, all 
property was owned by the verana or social group within the 
moiety, and that this communistic ownership still persists in the 
case of canoes." H e  saw in certain features of ceremonial in the 
Banks Islands survivals of communism, and found at  Eddystone 
"a large degree of community in the ownership of land" which 
"belongs to a group of persons brought into relationship with one 
another by kinship." In  a later chapter (ibid. p. 384 seq.) 
he argued that a communistic people would need money, not for 
internal economic functions, but only for external transactions, 
and associated the use of money with the disappearance of com- 
munism. I n  elaborating the theory of culture movements in 
Polynesia he found that the communism in Polynesia was char- 
acteristic of the earlier settlers, who accepted the later immi- 
grants as chiefs-"endowed with Divine attributes" and ''able to 
obtain all they needed for the asking." People enjoying these 
ample privileges would need no money. The picture is incomplete 
because it  raises the suspicion that the chiefs-licensed plunderers 
-kept their booty to themselves. 

The intimate investigations made by Malinowski in the Tro- 
briands, disclose facts which warrant the conclusion that "there 
is a strict definition in the rights of everyone, and this makes 
ownership anything but communistic" (Crime and Custom, 1926, 
p. 19). Clearly, therefore, we must distinguish between control, 
exploitation, utilization and ownership-and we must be prepared 
to find that social groupings which sometimes coincide and are 
identical with, and a t  other times cut right across, biologic group- 
ings such as the clan, are endowed with economic functions which 
constitute their unity and give them their value. That primitive 
ownership, as we now know it, is tempered by rights of others, is 
hardly a proof of prior communism. Among the Ba-Ila (Ila- 
speaking Peoples, vol. i., p. 339), "My collateral grandfather's 
property is mine potentially. I may enter my grandfather's 
brother's village, spear his oxen, or rob his fields with impunity." 
Elsewhere, in the Torres Straits (Report,  vol. v., p. 146), "The 
nephew, even if quite a small boy, could take, lose, spoil or de- 
stroy anything belonging to his (maternal) uncle and the uncle 
would utter no word of reproach or anger." The fact is that 
"reciprocity, the give and take principle, reigns supreme also 
within the clan, nay within the nearest group of kinsmen. As we 
have seen already, the relation between the maternal uncle and 
his nephews, the relations between brothers, nay the most unselfish 
relation, that between a man and his sister, are one and all 
founded in mutuality and the repayment of services." (B. Ma- 
linowski, Crime and Czlstom, 1926, p. 47.) 

I t  is suggestive of the difficulties of this topic, some of which 
are, perhaps, due to awkward uses of a terminology which has 
specialized connotations, that in his account of the Andaman 
islanders (1922, p. 41) Prof. Radcliffe Brown states that "The 
economic life of the local group, though in effect it  approaches to 
a sort of Communism, is yet based on the notion of private 
property." Land is sometimes in common, but there is private 
ownership of trees of economic value. Priority of labour entails 
ownership, but the custom of constantly exchanging presents, and 
the strong feeling that no request should be refused, result in the 
constant circulation of "almost every object" which they possess. 
Every man is expected to  do his share in providing both himself 
and others with food, and in its distribution regard is had to 
seniority. E. T. Man (i lndaman Islarzders, 1880, p. 29) records 
that the oko-pai-ads, dreamers of dreams, who are credited with 
the possession of supernatural powers, often arrange with those 
who lavish gifts upon them to keep available for them articles 
not immediately needed, which are thereby bespoken and not 
available as gifts to  others. Therefore, at a low level of culture, 
individual ownership is recognized but is tempered by the sense 
of solidarity and mutuality, which places generosity high as a 
virtue. Here, too, as throughout the lower culture, when viewed 
closely, personality and individuality are factors in the economic 
as in all other aspects of social life. The subjecti~re character 
of the lower culture attitude towards property finds its expression 

in the sentimental value attached by modern communities to the 
old and venerable. The economic attitudes of the lower culture 
comprise respect of heirlooms, but in their normal working ex- 
hibit the principle of reciprocity of service-a far different thing 
from Communism, however defined-just as the social order of 
lower culture groups is based on the ultimate facts of inequality 
of men, leaving theories of equality and rights to  purblind 
theorists. (See works quoted in text.) 

COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL: see ISTERNATIOKAL, 
THE. 

COMMUNITIES, INDUSTRIAL, group systems of 
housing employees and their families near isolated factories, pro- 
vided by the factory owners. Although en~ployers' housing in the 
United States is as old as industry itself, i t  was not until the latter 
part of the 19th century, when economic conditions following the 
Civil War made it necessary for owners to provide, if not com- 
pletely control, the living conditions of employees, that industrial 
communities came into any great prominence. Since that time, 
when the Pullman and southern mill villages were established, such 
communities have become common all over the United States, 
especially in the regions of the Western coal fields, New England 
textile mills and the Ohio rubber factories. The degree to  which 
the company owns and controls the village activities varies con- 
siderably, but often the employees have a voice in the Municipal 
Government. I n  the better type of industrial communities streets 
are laid out, houses constructed, water supply and sewage systems 
constructed and stores are operated where food, clothing and fuel 
may be bought a t  reduced prices. Physicians and visiting nurses 
are maintained by the factory officials, while education is con- 
ducted through clinics, day nurseries and hygiene classes. Often 
the company helps to support the public scl~ools and to conduct 
night classes, and it frequently provides gymnasium and recreation 
facilities. Working further on the theory that good living condi- 
tions result in increased production, there is a growing tendency 
among some of the more progressive factory owners to plant 
trees, set aside parks and generally to  combine the aesthetic with 
the utilitarian in the make-up of industrial communities 

COMMUNITY CENTRES, a phrase used in the United 
States to  describe rooms or buildings, often public school build- 
ings, in which all residents of a village, small town, or neighbour- 
hood of a city may meet for entertainment, recreation, educational 
pursuits, cultural, civic, or other activities. Groups of women, 
agricultural organizations, religious associations, or community 
societies representative of the major social groups in the com- 
munity, administer the buildings not owned by governmental 
agencies. 

Community centres have developed largely in the United States 
since 1910 and are steadily increasing in number. Community 
solidarity became a matter of public interest during the World 
War, but in general the complexity of group organization and 
differentiation in social, civic and industrial life have created 
a feeling of need for co-ordination and common understanding 
among the residents of a district. Community centres are the 
chief result of this desire for neighbourhood unity. Thirty-two 
States and the District of Columbia have laws providing for 
community use of school buildings. Community centres are 
encouraged by State departments of education, university exten- 
sion departments, farm organizations and at least three national 
associations. (L. E .  160.) 

COMMUNITY CHEST, a term used largely in the United 
States to describe a co-operative organization of citizens and so- 
cial welfare agencies in a community. Its general functions are 
( I )  to raise funds each year, by community-~~ide appeal, for 
affiliated voluntary social welfare and health agencies, and to 
distribute those funds in accord with a mutually agreed-upon 
budget procedure, and (2) to promote the social welfare and 
health of the community by co-ordinating existing programs and 
improving standards of social work, preventing duplication, con- 
ducting research, administering common services, and developing 
better public understanding and support. Closely allied with the 
community chest is the central planning group, known as the 
Council of Social Agencies. In  1940 there were 552 con~munity 
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chests or funds. Of these, 534 were in the United States (main- 
land) ,  eleven in Canada, two in South Africa, one in the Virgin 
islands, and two in Hawaii. The areas in which community chests 
are organized include a total population of about fifty millions, 
nine million of whom annually contribute. All but six cities of 
~oo,ooo and over in the United States have community chests. In  
1940, 552 chest campaigns raised $86,186,466. 

The history of the modern community chest movement is traced 
from the organization in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1913, of a Federation 
for Charity and Philanthropy, which not only raised money for 
its member agencies but introduced the principle of budgeting to 
determine needs and resources. Denver, Colorado, has had joint 
financial campaigns for its social agencies since 1887, but Cleve- 
land first used the community chest principle as it is known today. 
Community Chests and Councils, Inc., national organization of 
community chests on a voluntary membership basis, was organized 
in Feb. 1918, as a clearing house for information for the 21 local 
chests then existing. First called the American Association for 
Community Organization, and later the Association of Community 
Chests and Councils, in 1933 it was incorporated and adopted its 
present name. An advisory committee of local chest and council 
executives guides the staff in carrying out policies decided upon 
by a board of directors. The association is financed by dues from 
its corporate members. 

To  give nation-wide backing to the money-raising efforts of 
local community chests and voluntary social work generally, the 
Community Mobilization of Human Needs was organized in 1932. 
I t  is administered by Community Chests and Councils, Inc., for 36 
national social agencies which co-operate in an annual "Mobiliza- 
tion." The Mobilization chairman is assisted by a National 
Citizens' Committee of nearly 150 members. (G. E.  V.) 

C O M M U N I T Y DRAMA AND COMMUNITY 
THEATRE: see LITTLE THEATRE MOVEMENT. 

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, or COMMUNITY 
TRUST, THE, in the United States is an agency organized for 
the permanent administration of funds placed in trust for public 
educational, charitable, scientific, or benevolent purposes. The 
first of such trusts to be organized was the Cleveland Foundation, 
brought into existence in Jan. 1914 by the Cleveland Trust Com- 
pany, of Cleveland, 0 .  (9.v.). I ts  founder was Frederick Harris 
Goff, then president of the Cleveland Trust Company. The funda- 
mental plan of organization of the Cleveland foundation has 
been closely followed by nearly all subsequent community foun- 
dations. I t  has four characteristic features: ( I )  I ts  funds are not 
the gift of a single individual or family, but the union of numer- 
ous large and small gifts left at different times by various donors 
and designed to promote the well-being of mankind. (2) These 
funds are placed in the custody of banks and trust companies 
charged with the duty of safeguarding and investing them, but 
have no voice in directing their expenditure. (3) The income of 
the funds is disbursed by a committee, changing through rotation 
of appointments, chosen for their knowledge of the educational, 
charitable and benevolent needs of the time, and selected in 
major part by public officials. (4) This distribution committee 
must respect and observe the expressed desire of the founder 
of a trust as to the particular purpose for which it shall be applied, 
subject to the condition that i f  i t  shall appear that circumstances 
have so changed since the execution of the will or deed of trust 
as to render unnecessary, undesirable, impractical or impossible 
a literal compliance with its terms, a resolution adopted by the 
committee may operate to free the instrument of gift from any 
specific restriction or provision. The fundamental characteristics 
of the community foundation may be summarized as providing 
for the union of numerous gifts instead of a single large one; 
arranging for the business control of the investments, and the 
social control of the expenditures; and the attempt to substitute 
contemporary wisdom for foresight in the use of the income. 

In  the years since the Cleveland Foundation was organized 
there have been established more than 75 such trusts, with about 
250 banks and trust companies as their trustees. In  some cases 
there is only one trustee, and in others several. This latter arrange- 
ment is known as the multiple trusteeship. In  nearly all cases 

the objectives are broadly stated as being the prcmotion of the 
well-being of mankind, and especially that of the inhabitants of 
the city where the foundation is located. 

In 1938 there were 13 community foundations each of which 
had active principal funds in excess of $~.ooo,ooo. Among others 
community foundations were in the following different cities in 
the United States: Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Denver, 
Indianapolis, New York, Richmond, Santa Barbara, and in Win- 
nipeg, Canada. In the case of each of these cities, and also in 
that of many others. i t  is known that wills of certain persons 
are in existence that will bring bequests to the organizations in 
future years, and in some of these instances in very large sums 
of money. 

In 192j some 16 different community foundations distributed 
nearly $450,000 of income. I n  the year 1928 there were 26 which 
disbursed about $600,000. In  1938 the number that had begun to 
distribute funds had increased to 43, and the distributions to 
more than $1,75o,ooo. The active principal funds of the 78 com- 
munity foundations existing in 1 ~ ~ 8  were approximately $48,000.- 
ooo in amount. (L. P. A.)  

COMMUNITY KITCHEN. I n  the United States there 
has been, since 1910, an increasing tendency on the part of 
Americans to take their meals outside of their homes, with the 
growth of the community kitchen and its corollary the com- 
munity dining room. 

Communi ty  Ki tchens  and D i n i n g  Rooms.-Many reasons 
may be assigned for this movement. In  the first place it was a 
natural step in view of the changes in the home itself: the urban 
home had become smaller, for every square inch of floor area, 
every cubic inch of space, cost money in rent, and consequently 
the functions of the home were limited so as to  effect a reduction 
of space. The home kitchen shrank first to the kitchenette, and 
is now in process of vanishing entirely. Even where the space 
for an elaborate kitchen is available, the problem of getting suit- 
able servants is so troublesome as to induce many to get along 
with a minimum of domestic service, and, as the mistress of the 
house is herself less willing to be a kitchen drudge than formerly, 
many meals are taken outside the home, particularly those of 
an elaborate nature. Private hospitality is more and more offered 
in hired hotel space in preference to  the home. Banquets and 
other special functions are easily handled in public dining rooms, 
and involve little responsibility on the part of the host and hostess. 
The emancipation of women is another factor. Many women 
have succeeded in establishing themselves, professionally or com- 
mercially, before marriage. They prefer financial independence 
to keeping house. The small, compact, efficiently arranged apart- 
ment is the result, with meals away from the home. 

These factors are intensified by the constantly rising standards 
of living and by the greatly improved marketing technique which 
has stiinulated a demand for many possessions previously non- 
existent or rare. Demands upon the family income have ad- 
vanced, encroaching upon the former budget allotment for rent 
and servants. Small and servantless homes come as a natural 
sequence. If even then the income is too meagre, the modern 
woman has no hesitation in aiding her husband to double it by 
taking a position herself. Another blow to the home as the chief 
or sole source of prepared food has been dealt by the automobile 
and touring habit. I t  is estimated that in 1910 there were, in 
the United States, less than 3j0,ooo automobiles; in 1925 over 
~;,ooo,ooo were registered. Such an increase in the use of a 
personal means of conveyance with a day's travel radius of, say, 
2oom. could not but have its effect on the food habits of the 
nation. "Automobile" business is considered a substantial part 
of the total business of hotels and restaurants. 

The hotel kitchen, like its domestic counterpart, has had its 
troubles with its personnel, and for similar reasons. Working, 
however, on a larger scale and increasingly on standardized prod- 
ucts, it can make readier use of machines as a substitute for 
labour. The modern quantity kitchen is thinly staffed but 
splendidly equipped. Washing-machines for dishes, glassware, 
and silver, each adapted to the task in hand, enable two men to 
do the work of ten and to do it better. There is less breakage, 
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the silver bears an enhanced sheen, and the bacteria count is re- 
duced 90%. Dirt and filth, once the bugbears of any but the 
most expensive dining places, are now, perhaps, more rare in 
hotels than in the home. There are also the great mixers which, 
for example, beat up a bushel of mashed potatoes or a gallon 
of cream with equal facility, the steam-cookers, the potato- 
peelers and a host of smaller indispensables that save time, 
labour, and space where food is cooked on a wholesale scale. 
Electricity has helped in cookery and is now applied to refriger- 
ation. (H.  B. M.) 

COMMUNITY SINGING is mass singing by groups or 
crowds, or in a more advanced stage, singing by a community 
chorus meeting regularly for training and instruction in four 
part chorus singing. Some of the best renditions of the oratorios 
and choral works come from these community choruses. For 
community singing in Great Britain see CHORAL SINGING. 

The community chorus movement in the United States was 
launched in Rochester, N Y., in 1912 by Harry Barnhart, a singer, 
musician, conductor and a pupil of Maestro Cortezze and Verdi, 
trained for the concert and operatic stage. For some time before 
1912, Mr. Barnhart was filling engagements in vaudeville. A 
feature of his "act" had been to get the audience to join in the 
chorus of his songs. Discovering that everybody wanted to sing 
and could sing under proper encouragement and direction, he 
determined to develop the idea. While filling an engagement in 
Rochester, N.Y., he secured permission from the mayor to appear 
with the municipal band in Convention hall and have the people 
sing. The audience responded most enthusiastically and there was 
formed the first community chorus. The idea spread to other 
surrounding communities. I n  1914 many of these choruses came 
together for a great festival in the Rochester Exposition buildings, 
forming a trained chorus of some 1,500 singers. They began with 
unison singing and evolved into well trained choral groups. 

Arthur Farwell, American composer and exponent of American 
Indian lore, became deeply interested in the movement and in- 
duced Mr. Barnhart to  come to New York once each week to 
conduct a community chorus. During this time Claude Bragdon, 
architect and author, then resident in Rochester, saw the pos- 
sibility of combining light and colour with the outdoor singing. 
Crowds up to 15,ooo gathered in a public park led by the trained 
community singing group. This became known as "Song and 
Light." 

The New York city community chorus grew rapidly with Arthur 
Farwell as president and W. K. Brice as treasurer. Weekly public 
sings and rehearsals were held. Soon a great chorus was de- 
veloped which culminated in giving Handel's "Messiah" in Madi- 
son Square Garden and three annual "Song and Light Festivals" 
in Central Park with ~oo ,ooo  people singing antiphonally across 
the lake in  the night. At about this time community choruses 
started in many cities. 

When the United States entered the World War Gen. Frank- 
lin Bell, then in command of the eastern division, commandeered 
Mr. Barnhart to  take charge of singing in the army. Singing was 
organized in every camp under the direction of competent song 
leaders. At the close of the war, there was a song leader in every 
community in  the United States but the movement did not go 
forward as i t  should have because of a lack of competent con- 
ductors. There were, however, in 1928, many fine community 
choruses throughout the country. (H. BT.) 

COMMUTATION [Lat. cornmutare, to change], a process of 
exchanging one thing for another, particularly of one method of 
payment for another, such as payment in money for payment in 
kind or by service, or of payment of a lump sum for periodical 
payments. (See ANNUITY; COPYHOLD and TITHES.) In  law, the 
substitution of a lesser sentence on a criminal for a greater. I n  
electrical engineering, the reversal of the course of an electric 
current, by means of a contrivance known as a "commutator" 
(see DYNAMO). I n  the United States a "commutation ticket" on 
a railway is the equivalent of an English season-ticket, and the 
ticket-holder is known as a "commuter." 

COMMUTATIVE LAWS. Two laws relating to numbers, 
one with respect to addition and the other with respect to multi- 

plication. These laws may respectively be defined symbolically 
as follows: a+b=b+a, and ab=ba; that is, the terms or the 
factors may have their order changed in any way we choose. 
The laws do not hold throughout the entire range of mathematics, 
however. For example, the commutative law of addition does not 
hold for  the conditionally convergent series I-i++--++ . . . . 

COMMUTATOR, a switch by means of which the current 
in a circuit is reversed. (See also ELECTRIC GENERATOR.) 

COMMUTER: see COMMUTATION. 
COMNENUS, the name of a Byzantine family which from 

1081 to 1185 occupied the throne of Constantinople and originally 
came from Paphlagonia. I t s  first member in Byzantine history is 
MANUEL EROTICUS COI~NENUS, an able general serving Basil 11. 
in the East. The increasing unpopularity of the Macedonian 
dynasty culminated in a revolt of the nobles and the soldiery of 
Asia against its feeble representative Michael VI. Stratioticus, 
who abdicated after a brief resistance. Manuel's son Isaac was 
crowned emperor in St. Sophia on Sept. 2, 1057. For the rulers of 
this dynasty see ROMAN EMPIRE, LATER, and separate articles. 

With Andronicus I .  (1183-1185) the rule of the Comneni 
proper a t  Constantinople ended. A younger line of the original 
house, after the establishment of the Latins at  Constantinople in 
1204, secured possession of a fragment of the empire in Asia 
Minor, and founded the empire of Trebizond (q.v.), which lasted 
till 1461, when David Comnenus, the last emperor, was deposed 
by Mahommed 11. 

See Hertzberg's article "Komnenen," in Allgemeine Encyklopadie, 
and an anonymous monograph, Prtcis historique de la maison impe'riate 
des ComnBnes (Amsterdam, I 7 8 4 ) .  

COMO (anc. COMUM), a city and episcopal see of Lombardy, 
Italy, capital of the province of Como, a t  the south end of the 
west branch of the Lake of Como, 32m. by rail N. by W. of 
Milan. Pop. (1936) 42,569 (town) ; j6.304 (commune). Moun- 
tains enclose the city in its valley and give fine lake-views. The  
old town, with rectangular Roman plan, is enclosed by walls with 
12th century towers. The marble cathedral on the site of an 
earlier church has a nave of 1396, the f a ~ a d e  belongs to  1457-86, 
while the exterior of the east end was altered into the Renaissance 
style, and richly decorated with sculptures by Tommaso Rodari in 
1487-1526. The dome is an unsuitable addition of 1730-70 by  
the Sicilian architect, Filippo Juvara. I n  the same line as the fa- 
~ a d e  of the cathedral are the Broletto (in black and white marble), 
dating from 1215, the seat of the original rulers of the commune, 
and the massive clock-tower. The Romanesque church of S. 
Abbondio outside the town (11th century) has two fine campanili 
a t  the ends of the aisles close to  the apse. The churches of S. 
Giacomo (1095-1117) and S. Fedele (12th century) are also 
Romanesque. Como is a tourist resort, and the steamboat traffic on 
the lake is largely for  travellers. The hill station of Brunate 
(2,350ft.) above the town to the east is reached by a funicular 
railway. The Milanese possess many villas here. Como is an 
industrial town, having large silk factories and other industries. 
(See LOMBARDY.) I t  is connected with Milan by two lines of 
railway, one via hlonza the other via Saronno, and also with 
Lecco and Varese. 

Of the Roman Comum little remains above ground; the south- 
east gate, flanked by two octagonal towers, was found in 1914, 
and a portion of the south-east wall may be seen: later fortifica- 
tions, largely constructed with Roman fragments, had been super- 
imposed on it. Thermae have also been discovered. Comum be- 
longed to Gallia Cisalpina; in 196 B.C. M. Claudius Marcellus 
conquered the Insubres and the Comenses. In  89 B.c., having 
suffered damage from the Raetians, i t  was restored by Cn. Pom- 
peius Strabo, and given Latin rights with the rest of Gallia Trans- 
padana; 5,000 colonists were sent by Caesar in 59 B.c., and the 
place received the name Novum Comum. The place had an im- 
portant iron industry; and the banks of the lake were, as now, 
dotted with villas. I t  was also the starting-point for the journey 
across the lake in connection with the Spliigen and Julier 
passes. (See CHIAVENNA.) The elder and younger Pliny were 
born here, the latter founded baths and a library and gave money 
for  the support of orphan children. There was a paefectus 
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classis Comensis (a  commander of the Como flotilla) under the 
late empire, and it  was regarded as a strong fortress. 

During the early barbarian invasions many inhabitants took 
refuge on the Isola Comacina off Sala, but Como recovered in 
Lombard times. I t  became subject to the archbishops of Milan, 
but gained its freedom towards the end of the 11th century. In  
1118 war broke out with Milan; Como was taken and its forti- 
fications dismantled in 1127. From 11 j4 it gave its allegiance to 
Barbarossa throughout the war of the Lombard League. After 
frequent struggles with hfilan, it fell under the Visconti in 1335. 
Thenceforth it shared the fortunes of Milan, becoming in the 
Napoleonic period the chief town of the department of the 
Lario. I t  bore a considerable part in the national risings of 1848- 
j9  against Austrian rule. Pope Innocent XI.  and Alessandro Volta 
were born here. 

COMO, LAKE OF, in Lombardy, north Italy, due north of 
Milan (its ancient name was Lacus Larius and i t  is still some- 
times called Lario, though already termed Lacus Comaci?tus in 
the 4th century). I t  is formed by the Adda, flowing through the 
Valtelline to  the north end of the lake (here falls into the hlera, 
see CHIAVENNA) and flows out of it  a t  the south-east end. The 
area is jj4sq.m.; i t  is about 3om. from end to end, 4 to zim. in 
breadth, surface 6joft. above the sea, greatest depth 1 , jq j f t .  A 
railway runs along its eastern shore from Colico to Lecco (244m.), 
while on its western shore Menaggio is reached by rail from Por- 
lezza on the Lake of Lugano (8 miles). Colico, a t  the northern 
extremity, is by rail I7m. from Chiavenna and 42m. from Tirano, 
while at, its southern end Como is 32m. from Milan, and Lecco the 
same distance. The lake fills a remarkable depression cut through 
the limestone ranges that enclose it, and once doubtless extended 
as fa r  as Chiavenna, the Lake of Mezzola being a witness of its 
ancient bed. The Bellagio promontory divides the south-east arm, 
the true exit ending a t  Lecco, from the enclosed south-west arm 
ending a t  Como. The north, Tivano, wind blows during the morn- 
ing, the south, Breva, in the afternoon. Violent storms occur sud- 
denly. Virgil and Claudian sang Como's beauty and the two Plinys 
are associated with the lake. The shores are bordered by splendid 
villas, while perhaps the most lovely spot on it  is Bellagio. Va- 
renna, to the east, and Menaggio, to  the west, are nearly opposite 
each other, while Cadenabbia, to the west, faces Bellagio. 

COMBNFORT, IGNACIO (1812-1863), a Mexican soldier 
and politician, who, after occupying a variety of civil and military 
posts, was in Dec. 1855, made provisional president by Alvarez, 
and from Dec. 1857, was for a few weeks constitutional president. 
(See R~EXICO.) 

COMORIN, CAPE, a headland in the state of Travancore, 
forming the extreme southern point of the peninsula of India. 
I t  is situated in 8" 4' 20" N., 77" 35' 35" E., at  the end of the 
Western Ghats. The village of Comorin, with the temple of 
Ranniyambal, the "virgin goddess," on the coast a t  the apex 
of the headland, is a frequented place of pilgrimage. 

COMORO ISLANDS, a group of volcanic islands belonging 
to France, in the Indian Ocean, a t  the northern entrance of the 
Mozambique Channel between Madagascar and the African conti- 
nent. There are besides a large number of islets of coral forma- 
tion. Particulars of the four principal islands Great Comoro, 
Anjuan, hlayotte and Moheli, follow: 

I .  Great Comoro, or Angazia, the largest and most westerly, 
has a length of about 38 m., with a width of about 12 m. Near 
its southern extremity it  rises into a fine dome-shaped active 
volcano, Kartola (Karthala), which is over 8,500 ft. high, and 
is visible for more than roo m. Up to about 6,000 ft .  i t  is clothed 
with dense vegetation. Eruptions are recorded for the years 
1830, 1855, 1858 and 1904. I n  the north the ground rises grad- 
ually to a plateau some 2,000 ft.  above the sea; from this plateau 
many regularly shaped truncated cones rise another 2,000 ft. The 
centre of the island consists of a desert field of lava streams, about 
1,600 ft. high. The chief towns are Maroni (pop. about z,ooo), 
Itzanda and Mitsamuli; the first being the seat of the French 
administrator. 

2. Anjuan, or Johanna, next in size, lies E. by S. of Comoro. 
I t  is some 30 m. long by 2 0  a t  its greatest breadth. The land 

rises in a succession of richly wooded heights till it culminates in a 
central peak, upwards of j,ooo ft .  above the sea, in 12" I ~ ' S . ,  44" 
27' E.  The former capital, hlossamondu, on the N.W. coast, is 
substantially built of stone, surrounded by a wall, and commanded 
by a dilapidated citadel; i t  is the residence of the sultan and of 
the French administrator. There is a small but safe anchorage a t  
Pomony, on the S. side, formerly used as a coal depot by ships 
of the British navy. 

3. Mayotte, about 21 m. long by 6 or 7 m. broad, is surrounded 
by an extensive and dangerous coral reef. The principal heights 
on its extremely irregular surface are: Mavegani Mountain, which 
rises in  two peaks to  a maximum of 2,164 ft., and Uchongin, 
2,100 ft. The French headquarters are on the islet of Zaudzi, 
which lies within the reef in 12" 46' S., 45" 20' E. There are 
substantial government buildings and store-houses. On the main- 
land opposite Zaudzi is RlsapCrC, the chief centre of trade. 

4. Moheli or Mohilla lies S. of and between Anjuan and Grand 
Comoro. I t  is 15 m. long and 7 or 8 m. at  its maximum breadth. 
Unlike the other three it  has no peaks, but rises gradually to  a 
central ridge about 1,900 ft.  in height. Fomboni (pop. about 
2,000) in the N.W. and Numa Choa in the S.W. are the chief 
towns. 

Except Great Comoro, which is arid, the islands are very fertile. 
There are forests of coconut palms, and among the products are 
rice, maize, sweet potatoes, yams, coffee, cotton, vanilla and 
various tropical fruits, the pawpaw tree being abundant. The 
fauna is allied to that of Madagascar rather than to the mainland 
of Africa; it  includes some land birds and a species of lemur 
peculiar to the islands. Large numbers of cattle and sheep are 
reared. Turtles are caught in abundance along the coasts, and 
form an article of export. The climate is in  general warm, but 
not torrid nor unsuitable for Europeans. The dry season lasts 
from May to the end of October, the rest of the year being rainy. 
The natives are of mixed hIalagasy, Negro and Arab blood. Native 
life owes to Muslim civilization most of its external character- 
istics. The inhabitants of Madagascar call them Antalaora (people 
from across the sea). The European inhabitants are mostly 
French. The external trade of the islands has developed since 
the annexation of Madagascar to  France. Sugar refineries, dis- 
tilleries of rum, and sawmills are worked in Mayotte by French 
settlers. Cane sugar and vanilla are the chief exports. The islands 
are regularly visited by vessels of the Messageries Maritimes 
fleet, and a coaling station for the French navy has been estab- 
lished. The natives live on vegetables, fish, fruit and meat. They 
are cultivators, sailors and fishermen. They are more advanced 
than the Malagasy to whom in the past they have furnished many 
chiefs. 

The islands were first visited by Europeans in  the 16th century; 
they are marked on the map of Diego Ribero made in 1527. At 
that time, and for  long afterwards, the dominant influence in, 
and the civilization of, the islands was Arab. A Sakalava chief 
who had been driven from Madagascar by the Hovas took refuge 
in Mayotte c.  1830, and, with the aid of the sultan of Johanna, 
conquered the island. French naval officers having reported on the 
strategic value of Mayotte, Admiral de Hell, governor of RCunion, 
sent an officer there in 1841, and a treaty was negotiated ceding 
the island to France. Possession was taken in 1843, the sultan of 
Johanna renouncing his claims in the same year. In  1886 the 
sultans of the other three islands were placed under French pro- 
tection. The islands, as regulated by the decree of April 9, 1908, 
are under the supreme authority of the governor-general of Mada- 
gascar. The archipelago as a whole is entitled "h1ayotte and 
dependencies." The local administration is in the hands of an 
official who himself governs Mayotte from his residence a t  
Zaudzi but is represented in the other islands by  administrators. 
On the council which assists the governor are two nominated 
native notables. In  1910 the sultan of Great Comoro ceded his 
sovereign rights to France. 

The fles Gloriezlses, three islets 160 m. N.E. of Mayotte, with 
a population of some 2 0  souls engaged in the collection of guano 
and the capture of turtles, were in 1892 annexed to France and 
placed under the control of the administrator of Mayotte. 
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See Notice sur lbiayotte et les Comores, by Emile Vienne, one oi 

the memoirs on the French colonies prepared for the Paris Exhibition 
of 1900; Le Sultanat d'Anjouan, by Jules Repiquet ( ~ g o r ) ,  a syste- 
matic account of the geography, ethnology and history of Johanna; 
Les colonies fran~aises (rgoo), vol. ii., pp. 179-197, in which the story 
of the archipelago is set forth by various writers; an account of the 
islands by A. Voellzkow in tpe Zeitschrift of the Berlin Geog. Soc. 
(No. g, rgob), and Carte des Iles Comores, by A. Meunier (1904). 

COMPANION, a store-room for provisions on board ship 
(Fr. clzawzbre de la compagne) ; the framed windows over a hatch- 
way on the deck of a ship; also the hooded entrance-stairs to the 
captain's cabin. 

COMPANY. The smallest administrative unit functioning in 
an infantry battalion; it  is usually commanded by a captain or 
officer of equivalent rank, though in the British service junior 
majors also command companies (see MAJOR). The number of 
companies in a battalion varies according to the system favoured 
by each country, and the sub-division of a company into platoons, 
sections, etc., is dictated by the distribution, and consequently 
the tactical value, of the arms which it  carries. Up to the out- 
break of the World War the company was also the tactical unit of 
the battalion. 

toons of 4 sections each; Latvia-3 platoons of 2 sections each; 
Lit7~uania-2 platoons of 3 sections each. Several countries also 
have "headquarter companies," "machine gun companies," etc., 
the name of which usually indicates their special purpose. 

COMPANY LAW. "Company" is one of a number of words 
like "union," "guild," "society," "corporation," denoting-each 
with its special shade of meaning-the association of individuals 
in pursuit of some common object. The taking of meals together 
was, as the word signifies (cum, with, panis, bread,) a character- 
istic of the early company. Guild had a similar meaning: but 
this characteristic, though it  survives in the Livery company 
(see LIVERY COMPANIES), has in modern times disappeared. 
The word "company" is now monopolized-in British usage- 
by two great classes of companies-(I) the joint stock company, 
constituted under the Companies Acts, 1908 to 1917, namely 
the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908 (which consolidated the 
various Acts from 1862 to 1908) and certain amending acts, and 
(2) the "statutory company," constituted under a special Act to  
carry on some work of public utility, such as a railway, docks, etc., 
and regulated by the Companies Clauses Acts, 1843 and 1863, and 
amending Acts. (For United States ldw see p. 151.) 

Although the expression now refers to a fixed number of officers 
and men. in  the earlv davs of all armies it, or its equivalent, re- I. JOINT STOCK COMPANIES 
ferred lobsely to  the number of men a lord or knight brought into 
the field. About the middle of the 14th century "Free Companies" 
came into being. These were disbanded soldiers, who, having a 
greater love for war than peace, banded themselves together and 
plundered France a t  their pleasure. The greatest leader of these 
was John Hawkwood. I n  order to bring about their suppression, a 
certain number were taken into the service of France against 
Spain. AS their distinctive mark they adopted the white cross, 
the old English colour of the Crusades, and one company, .'The 
White company," has been immortalized in literature by Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle. 

In  the 16th century a company of German la~tdskf~echts was 
400 strong, and about the same period a company in the Spanish 
army varied from 150 to 300 men, whilst in England 100 was the 
usual strength. I n  1650 Gustavus Adolphus made great reforms 
in military organization. As regards the infantry he made corn- 
panies of uniform strength, 106 men, distributed in twenty-one 
rots or files, and six cor~ora l sh i~s .  A corporalship of pikes con- 
sisted of three files, and four files of musketeers. Each Company 
had a reserve of eighteen supernumerary men. Eight companies 
constituted a regiment. Four companies, or half of such a regi- 
ment, were called either a squadron or by the Italian name bat- 
taglia, from which the modern battalion is derived. 

The infantry of the Commonwealth ['New Model" army bore a 
close resemblance to  the foregoing in that each regiment had ten 
companies of I I O  men apiece. The colonel, lieutenant-colonel and 
major each had companies, the remaining commanders being seven 
captains. The privates were divided into an equal number of pike- 
men and musketeers. At the Restoration in 1660 the number of 
men in a company was reduced to 80, and sometimes 50, but the 
number of companies in a regiment was increased to twelve. At 
his accession in 1685, James 11. added a company of grenadiers 
to every regiment. Towards the end of the 18th century the 
"Dundas System" (evolved by Colonel David Dundas) was intro- 
duced into the British service, under which each company was 
divided into 2 platoons and each platoon into 2 sub-divisions, but 
in 1913 this organization was abolished for the present system. 

At the present time (1928) the following is the organization of 
a company in some armies:-Groat Britain-4 platoons, each 
platoon subdivided into 4 sections ( 2  Lewis gun and 2 rifle); 
U.S.A.-company headquarters and 3 platoons, each platoon con- 
sisting of section headquarters and 3 squads; Frame-a head- 
quarters section and 4 fighting sections (sections de combat), each 
corresponding to a British platoon; Germany-company head- 
quarters and 3 platoons, each divided into 2 light machine gun 
groups and one or more rifle groups; Belgium-3 platoons each 
of 4 grou$es de combat; Japan and Poland-company head- 
quarters and 3 platoons; Netherlands-company headquarters 
and 4 platoons on British model; Baltic States: Estonin-3 pla- 

The joint stock company may be defined as an association of 
persons incorporated to promote by joint contributions to  a 
common stock the carrying on of some commercial enterprise. 
Associations formed not for "the acquisition of gain" are re- 
ferred to  below. The joint stock company has had a long history 
which can only be briefly sketched here. The name "joint stock 
company" is-or waspused to distinguish such a company from 
the "regulated company," which did not trade on a joint stock but 
was in the nature of a trade guild, the members of which had a 
monopoly of foreign trade with particular countries or places. (See 
Adam Smith, Wealth oJ Nations, bk. v. ch. i. pt. iii.) 

The earliest kind of joint stock company is the chartered. (See 
CHARTERED COMPANIES.) The grant of a Charter is one of the 
exclusive privileges of the Crown, and the Crown has from time to 
time exercised it  in furtherance of trading enterprise. Examples 
of such grants are the Merchant Adventurers of England, char- 
tered by Richard 11, the East India Co., chartered 
by Queen Elizabeth (1600) ; the Bank of England, chartered by 
\villiam and Mary (1694); the Hudson's Bay Co.; the Royal 
African Co.; the notorious South Sea Co.; and in later times the 
New Zealand Co., the North Borneo Co., and the Royal Niger Co. 
Chartered companies had, however, several disadvantages. A 
charter was not easily obtainable and was costly. The members 
could not be made personally liable for the debts of the company: 
and once created--though only for defined objects-such a 
company was invested with entire independence and could not be 
kept to the conditions imposed by the grant, which was against 
public policy. A new form of commercial association was wanted, 
free from these defects, and it  was found in the common law 
company-the lineal ancestor of the modern trading company. 
The common law company u7as not an incorporated association, 
but a great partnership with transferable shares. Companies 
of this kind multiplied rapidly towards the close of the 17th and 
beginning of the 18th centuries, but they were regarded with 
strong disfavour by the law, for reasons not very intelligible 
to modern notions, the chief being that such companies pur- 
ported to act as corporate bodies, raised transferable stock, used 
Charters for purposes not warranted by the grant, and were- 
or were supposed to be-dangerous and mischievous, tending 
(in the words of the preamble of the Bubble Act) to  "the com- 
mon grievance, prejudice and inconvenience of His Majesty's 
subjects or great numbers of them in trade, commerce or other 
lawful affairs." They were too often-and this no doubt was the 
real ground of the prejudice against them-utilized by unprin- 
cipled persons to promote fantastic and often fraudulent schemes. 
Matthew Green, in his poem "The Spleen," notes how 

"Wrecks appear each day, 
And yet fresh fools are cast away." 

, T h e  result was that by  an Act of 1719, commonly called the 
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Bubble Act, such companies were declared to be common nuisances 
and indictable as such. But the Act, though not formally repealed 
till 1825, proved quite ineffectual to check the growth of joint 
stock enterprise, and the legislature, finding that such companies 
had to be tolerated, adopted the wiser course of regulating what 
it could not repress. One great inconvenience of these common 
law trading companies arose from their being unincorporated. 
They were formed of large fluctuating bodies of individuals, and 
a person dealing with them did not know with whom he was 
contracting or whom he was to sue. This evil the legislature 
sought to rectify by empowering the Crown to grant to companies 
by letters patent without incorporation the privilege of suing and 
being sued by a public officer. Ten years afterwards-in 1844- 
a more important line of policy was adopted, and all companies, 
with some exceptions, were enabled to obtain a certificate of in- 
corporation without applying for a Charter or special Act. The 
Act of 1862 carried this policy one step farther by prohibiting 
all associations of more than 20 persons from carrying on busi- 
ness without registering under the Act. The real vitality of joint 
stock enterprise lies in the co-operative principle, and the natural 
growth and expansion of this fruitful principle was checked until 
the middle of the 19th century by the notorious risks attaching 
to unlimited liability. Failures like those of Overend and Gurney, 
and of the Glasgow Bank, caused widespread misery and alarm. 
I t  was not until limited liability had been introduced that the 
real potency of the principle of industrial co-operation became 
apparent. The practical difficulty was how to bring home to per- 
sons dealing with the company notice that the liability of the 
shareholders was limited. This was solved by requiring the com- 
pany to add to its name the word "Limited," paint it  up  on its 
premises, and use it  on all documents. While limited companies 
have been multiplying, the unlimited company has become prac- 
tically an extinct species. The growth of limited companies is, 
indeed, one of the most striking phenomena of our day. Their 
number may be estimated a t  about 99,000. Their paid-up capital 
amounts to the stupendous sum of £4,636,000,000 and what is 
even more significant is that the number. of shareholders has 
grown in a much greater ratio than the colossal growth of the 
aggregate capital. The profits and risks of nearly every kind of 
business have been spread over fresh thousands of individuals, 
and those with moderate incomes are more and more participat- 
ing in that accumulation of wealth from business which formerly 
built up the fortunes of individual traders, bankers, or single 
families. 

I t  is with the limited company then-the company limited by 
shares-as the normal type and incomparably the most im- 
portant, that this article mainly deals. 

COMPANIES LIMITED BY SHARES 

The Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908 (replacing the Com- 
panies Act, 1862) was intended to constitute a comprehensive 
code of law applicable to joint stock companies for the whole of 
the United Kingdom. Recognizing the mischief of trading con- 
cerns being carried on by large and fluctuating bodies the Act 
begins by declaring that no company, association or partnership, 
consisting of more than 20 persons, or ten in the case of banking, 
shall be formed for the purpose of carrying on any business which 
has for its object the acquisition of gain by the company, asso- 
ciation or partnership or the members thereof, unless it is regis- 
tered as a company under the Act, or is formed in pursuance 
of some other Act of parliament or of letters patent, or is a 
company engaged in working mines within and subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Stannaries. Broadly speaking, the meaning of 
the Act is that all commercial undertakings, as distinguished from 
literary or charitable associations, shall be registered. "Business" 
has a more extensive signification than "trade." Having thus 
cleared the ground the Act goes on to provide in what manner 
a company may be formed under the Act. The machinery is 
simple, and is described as follows:- 

Any seven or more persons, or where the company will be a private 
company (see infra) any two or more persons, associated for any law- 
ful purpose may, by subscribing their names to a memorandum of aqso- 
ciation and otherwise complying with the requirements of this Act in 

respect of registration, form an incorporated company with or without 
limited liabihty. I t  is not necessary that the subscribers should be 
traders, nor will the fact that six of the subscribers are mere dummies, 
clerks or nominees of the seventh affect the validity of the company. 

Memorandum of Association.-The document to  be sub- 
scribed-the Memorandum of Association-corresponds, in the 
case of companies formed under the Companies Acts, to the Char- 
ter or deed of settlement in  the case of other companies. I t s  
form is given in a schedule to the Act, and varies slightly accord- 
ing as the company is limited by shares or guarantee, or is un- 
limited. I t  is required to state, in the case of a company limited 
by shares : 

( I )  the name of the proposed company, with the addition of the 
word "limited" as the last word in such name; 

( 2 )  the part of the United Kingdom, whether England, Scotland or 
Ireland, in which the registered office of the company is to be situate; 

(3) the objects of the company; 
(4)  that the liability of the members is limited; and 
( 5 )  the amount of share capital with which the company proposes 

to be registered, divided into shares of a fixed amount. 
No subscriber of the memorandum may take less than one share, and 

each subscriber must write opposite his name the number of shares he 
takes. 

These five matters the legislature has deemed of such intrinsic 
importance that it has required them to be set out in the com- 
pany's Memorandum of Assocjation. They are the essential 
conditions of incorporation, and as such they must not only be 
stated, but the policy of the legislature has made them with 
certain exceptions unalterable. 

The most important of these conditions is the third, and 
its importance consists i n  this, that the objects defined in the 
memorandum circumscribe the sphere of the company's activities. 
This principle, which is one of public policy and convenience, 
and is known as the "t~l tra  vires doctrine," carries with it  im- 
portant consequences, because every act done or contract made 
by a company ultra vires, i.e., in excess of its powers, is absolutely 
null and void. The policy, too, is a sound one. Shareholders 
contribute their money on the faith that it is to be employed in 
prosecuting certain objects, and it  would be a violation of good 
faith if the company, i.e., the majority of shareholders, were to be 
allowed to divert i t  to  something quite different. So strict is the 
rule that not even the consent of every individual shareholder can 
give validity to an ultra vires act. 

Art ic les  of Association.-The articles of association are the 
regulations for internal management of the company-the terms 
of the partnership agreed upon by the shareholders among them- 
selves. A model or specimen set of articles known as Table A 
mas given by the Companies Act, 1862, and is appended in a re- 
vised form to the Consolidation Act. 

The articles usually contain a complete code for the govern- 
ment of the company, dealing with the company's shares, the issue 
of certificates, the company's lien on its shares, the making of 
calls, the transfer, transmission and forfeiture of shares, their 
conversion into stock, the issue of share warrants, alteration of 
capital, general meetings and the voting thereat, directors and 
their qualification, powers, duties, election and proceedings, man- 
aging directors, dividends and reserve fund, capitalization of 
profits by the issue of bonus shares, accounts, audit and notices. 
They can be altered by special resolution. 

Registration.-When a company is to be registered the mem- 
orandum of association, generally accompanied by articles, is 
taken to the registrar of companies at  Somerset House, together 
with ( I )  a list of persons who have consented to be directors of 
the company (fee stamp 5s.); (2) a statutory declaration by a 
solicitor engaged in the formation of the company, or by a per- 
son named in the articles as a director or secretary of the com- 
pany, that the requirements of the Act in respect of registration 
have been complied with (fee stamp 5s.); and (3)  a statement 
as to the nominal share capital (stamped with an ad valorem duty 
of £I  per £100). If these documents are in order, the registrar 
registers the company and issues a certificate of incorporation. 
On registration, the memorandum and articles of association be- 
come public documents, and any person may inspect them on pay- 
ment of a fee of IS. This has important consequences, because 
every person dealing with the company is presumed to be ac- 
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quainted with its constitution, and to have read its memorandum 
and articles. The memorandum and articles also bind the company 
and its members to the same extent as if each member had 
signed and sealed them. 

The stamps and fees payable on registering a company with a 
capital of £ ~ , o o o  are about £7;  £~o ,ooo  about £34; £~oo,ooo 
about £ 280. 

Capital.-The capital, which is required to be stated in the 
memorandum, and which represents the amount which the com- 
pany is empowered to issue, is what is known as the nominal 
capital. This must be distinguished from the subscribed capital, 
which is the aggregate amount agreed to be paid by those who have 
taken shares in the company. A "minimum subscription" may be 
fixed by the articles. If it  is, the directors cannot go to allot- 
ment on less; if i t  is not, the whole of the capital offered for  
subscription must be subscribed. A company may increase 
its capital, consolidate it  into shares of larger amount, and sub- 
divide it  into shares of smaller amounts; it may also, with the 
sanction of the court, reorganize its capital; and the objects can 
be altered, in certain respects, by special resolution confirmed 
by the court. 

The rights attached to preference shares are sometimes set out 
in the memorandum, but if this is done, they cannot be altered 
without the sanction of the court, unless a power of alteration 
is reserved in the memorandum. The usual practice is, accord- 
ingly, either to set out the rights in the articles, when they can 
be altered by special resolution, or else to  set them out in the 
memorandum, reserving a power of alteration. If this power 
were to  be abused so as to amount to  a fraud by the ordinary 
shareholders on a minority of preference shareholders, the court 
would interfere by injunction. If the preference rights are set out 
in the memorandum without power of alteration, they can be 
altered as part of a scheme of arrangement, involving a resolu- 
tion passed by a majority in number representing three-fourths 
in value of the preference shareholders present a t  the meeting, 
and the sanction of the court. Preference shares with rights set 
out in the memorandum can also be consolidated with other 
shares as part of a reorganization by special resolution, sanc- 
tioned by resolution of the preference shareholders, passed by an 
absolute majority in number and three-fourths in amount of 
the preference shareholders, whether present or not present a t  
the meeting, confirmed by order of the court. But a limited com- 
pany cannot reduce its capital, either by direct or indirect means, 
without the sanction of the court. The inviolability of the capital 
is a condition of incorporation-the price of the privilege of 
trading with limited liability and by no subterfuge will a com- 
pany be allowed to evade this cardinal rule of policy, either 
by paying dividends out of capital, or buying its own shares, 
or returning money to shareholders. But the prohibition against 
reduction means that the capital must not be reduced by the 
voluntary act of the company, not that a company's capital must 
be kept intact. I t  is embarked in the con~pany's business, and it  
must run the risks of such business. If part of i t  is lost, there 
is no obligation to replace it  and to cease paying dividends until 
such lost capital is repaid. The company may in such a case 
write off the lost capital and go on trading with the reduced 
amount. But for this purpose the sanction of the court must be 
obtained. 

Shares.-A share is an aliquot part of a company's nominal 
capital. I t  may be of any amount. The tendency of late years has 
been to keep the denomination low (£1, 10s. or even IS.) and 
so to appeal to  a wider public. Shares are of various kinds- 
ordinary, preference, deferred, founders' and management. Into 
what classes of shares the original capital of the company shall 
be divided, what shall be the amount of each class, and their 
respective rights, privileges and priorities, are matters for the 
consideration of the promoters of the company. 

Preference Shares.-A company may issue preference shares 
even if there is no mention of them in the memorandum of asso- 
ciation; the preference given may be as to dividends only, or 
as to dividends and capital. The dividend, again, may be pay- 
able out of the year's profits only, or it  may be cumulative, that 

is, a deficiency in one year is to  be made good out of the profits 
of subsequent years. Prima facie, a preferential dividend is cumu- 
lative. Preference shareholders have the right to  inspect balance 
sheets. 

Founders' Shares-which originated with private companies- 
are shares which usually take the whole or a portion of the profits 
after payment of a dividend of 7 or 10% to the ordinary share- 
holders. They are much less in favour than they used to be. 

Stock and S h a r e  Warrants.- Paid up shares may be con- 
verted into stock, and share warrants to  bearer may be issued. 
A share warrant entitles the bearer to the shares or stock speci- 
fied in it, and such shares or stock are transferable by delivery of 
the warrant. The warrant is a negotiable instrument. 

Promoters.-The machinery of company formation is gen- 
erally set in motion by a person known in business, but not in 
law, as a "promoter," i.e., one "who undertakes t o  form a company 
with reference to a given project and to set it going, and who takes 
the necessary steps to accomplish that purpose." Whether what a 
person has done towards this end constitutes him a promoter or 
not, is a question of fact;  but once an affirmative conclusion is 
reached, equity clothes such promoter with a fiduciary relation 
towards the company which he has been instrumental in creating. 
This doctrine is now well established, and its good sense is ap- 
parent when once the position of the promoter towards the com- 
pany is understood. Promoters "have in their hands the creation 
and moulding of the company. They have the power of defining 
how and when and in what shape and under what supervision it 
shall start into existence and begin to act as a trading corpora- 
tion." Such a control over the destinies of the company involves 
correlative obligations towards it, and one of these obligations 
is that the promoter must not take advantage of the company's 
helplessness. A promoter may sell his property to the company, 
but he must first see that the company is furnished with an in- 
dependent board of directors to  protect its interests and he must 
make full and fair disclosure of his interest in order that the 
company may determine whether it  will or will not authorize 
its trustee or agent (for such the promoter in equity is) to make 
a profit out of the sale. I t  is not a sufficient disclosure in such 
a case for the promoter merely to refer in the prospectus to a 
contract which, if read by the shareholders, would inform them. 
of his interest. They are under no obligation to inquire. I t  is 
for the promoter to bring home notice, not constructive but 
actual, to the shareholders. 

When a company is promoted for acquiring property-to work 
a mine or patent, for instance, or carry on a going business-the 
usual course is for the promoter to frame a draft agreement for 
the sale of the property to  the company or t o  a trustee on i ts  
behalf. The memorandum and articles of the intended company 
are then prepared, and an article is inserted authorizing or requir- 
ing the directors to adopt the draft agreement for sale. I n  
pursuance of this authority the directors a t  the first meeting 
after incorporation take the draft agreement into consideration; 
and if they approve, adopt it. Where they do so in the exercise 
of an honest and independent judgment, no exception can be 
taken to the transaction; but where the directors are nominees 
of the promoter, perhaps qualified by him and acting in his inter- 
est, the situation is open to grave abuse. Indeed the fastening 
of an onerous or improvident contract on a company a t  its start, 
by interested promoters acting in collusion with the directors, has 
been the principal cause of the scandals associated with company 
promotion. See also COMPANY PROMOTING. 

Prospectus.-Concurrently with the adoption of the contract 
for the acquisition of the property which is the company's raison 
d'gtre, the directors have t o  consider how they will best get the 
company's capital subscribed. Sometimes this is done by issuing 
a prospectus inviting the public t o  subscribe for shares; some- 
times the directors prefer to  place the capital through the medium 
of brokers, financial agents and other intermediaries. A com- 
pany which is not a private company but does not go t o  the public 
on a prospectus must file a statement in lieu of prospectus. 

A prospectus is an invitation to the public to take shares on 
the faith of the statements therein contained, and is thus the 
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basis of the agreement to take the shares; there therefore rests 
on those who are responsible for its issue an obligation to act 
with the most perfect good faith, and this obligation has been re- 
peatedly emphasized by judges of the highest eminence. (See the 
observations of Kindersley, V.C., in New Brwzszwick Railway Co. 
v. Muggeridge, 1860, I Dr. & Sm. 383, also those of Lord Her- 
schell in Derry v. Peek, 1889, 14 A.C. 376.) Directors must be 
perfectly candid with the public; they must not only state what 
they do state with strict and scrupulous accuracy, but they must 
not omit any fact which, if disclosed, would falsify the statements 
made. This is the general obligation of directors when issuing a 
prospectus; but on this general obligation the legislature has 
engrafted special requirements. The Companies Act, 1867, re- 
quired the dates and names of the parties to any contract entered 
into by the company or its promoters or directors before the issue 
of the prospectus, to be disclosed in the prospectus; otherwise the 
prospectus was to be deemed fraudulent. This enactment was 
repealed by the Companies Act, 1900, but only in favour of more 
stringent provisions incorporated in the Consolidation Act of 
1908. Now, not only is every prospectus to be signed and filed 
with the registrar of companies before it  is issued, but it must 
set forth a long and elaborate series of particulars about the 
company-the contents of the memorandum of association, the 
number of founders, management or deferred shares, the share 
qualification of the directors and the provisions in the articles as 
to  their remuneration, the minimum subscription on which they 
may proceed to allotment, the shares and debentures issued 
otherwise than for cash, the names and addresses of the vendors 
and the amount payable to them, the amount paid for under- 
writing, the amount of preliminary expenses, of promotion money 
(if any), the dates of and parties to material contracts, the in- 
terest (if any) of every director in the promotion or in property 
to be acquired by the company, and the voting rights conferred by 
the several classes of shares. Neglect of this statutory duty of 
disclosure will expose directors to personal liability. For false or 
fraudulent statements-as distinguished from non-disclosure-in a 
prospectus directors are liable in an action of deceit or under the 
Consolidation Act, s. 84, replacing the Directors Liability Act, 
1890. This Act was passed t o  meet the decision of the House of 
Lords in Derry v. Peek (14 A.C. 337), that a director could not 
be made liable in an action of deceit for an untrue statement in a 
prospectus, unless the plaintiff could prove that the director had 
made the untrue statement fraudulently. The section enacts in 
substance that when once a prospectus is proved to contain a 
material statement of fact which is untrue, the persons responsible 
for the prospectus are to be liable to pay compensation to anyone 
who has subscribed on the faith of the prospectus, unless they can 
prove that they had reasonable ground to believe, and did in fact 
believe, the statement to be true. Actions under this section have 
been rare, but their rarity may be due to directors having become 
more careful in their statements. Directors who circulate a pros- 
pectus containing statements which they know to be false, with 
intent to induce any persons to become shareholders, may be 
prosecuted. 

A l l o t m e n t  of Shares.-Before the Companies Act, 1900, it 
was a matter for directors' discretion on what subscription they 
should go to allotment; this they often made scandaiously in- 
adequate, but now the Consolidation Act, replacing the Act of 
1900, provides that no allotment of share capital offered to the 
public for subscription is to be made unless the amount fixed by 
the articles and named in the prospectus as "the minimum sub- 
scription" upon which the directors may proceed to allotment 
has been subscribed and the application moneys-which must 
not be less than 5 %  of the nominal amount of the share-paid 
to and received by the company. If no minimum is fixed, the 
whole amount of the share capital offered for subscription must 
have been subscribed before the directors can go to allotment. 
A company which is not a private company but does not go to 
the public is subject to similar restrictions, the statement in 
lieu of prospectus being substituted for the prospectus. The 
"minimum subscription" is to be reckoned exclusively of any 
amount payable otherwise than in cash. If these conditions are 

not complied with within 40 days, the application moneys must 
be returned. Any "waiver clause" or contract to waive com- 
pliance with the section is to be void. An allotment of shares 
made in contravention of these provisions is voidable at  the 
option of the applicant for shares within one month after the 
first or statutory meeting of the company. 

Even when a company has got what under the name of the 
"minimum subscription" the directors deem enough capital for 
its enterprise, i t  cannot commence business or make any bind- 
ing contract or exercise any borrowing powers until i t  has ob- 
tained a certificate entitling it  to commence business. TO obtain 
this the company must have allotted shares to the amount of 
not less than the minimum subscription, every director must have 
paid up his shares in the same proportion as the other members 
of the company, and a statutory declaration, made by the sec- 
retary of the company or one of the directors, must have been 
filed with the registrar of companies, that these conditions have 
been complied with. 

Directors.-These conditions fulfilled, the company gets its 
certificate and starts on its business career, carrying on its busi- 
ness through the agency of its directors, to  whom, as  we have 
seen above, considerable responsibilities attach. 

The first directors are often appointed by the articles; their 
consent to act must be filed with the registrar of companies. 
Directors other than the first are elected a t  the annual general 
meeting, a certain proportion-usually one-third-retiring under 
the articles by rotation each year, their places being filled by 
election. A share qualification is nearly always required, on the 
well-recognized principle that a stake in the undertaking is the 
best guarantee of fidelity to the company's interests. A director 
once appointed cannot be removed during his term of office by 
the shareholders, unless there is a special provision for that pur- 
pose in the articles; but a company may remove a director if the 
articles-as is usually the case-authorize removal. The authority 
and powers of directors are prima facie those necessary for carry- 
ing on the ordinary business of the company, but the more im- 
portant of such powers are usually defined in the articles. For 
instance, it is commonly prescribed how and when the directors 
may make calls, to what amount they may borrow, how they 
may invest the company's funds, in what circumstances they may 
forfeit shares, or veto transfers, in what manner they shall con- 
duct their proceedings, and what shall constitute a quorum of 
the board; whenever, indeed, specific directions are desirable 
they may properly be given by the articles. But, superadded to 
and supplementing these specific powers, there is usually inserted 
in the articles a general power of management; the powers, 
whether general or specific, thus conferred upon directors are in 
the nature of a trust, and the directors must exercise them with 
a single eye to  the benefit of the company. For instance, in 
allotting shares they must consult the interests of the company, 
not favour their friends. So in forfeiting shares they must not 
use the power collusively for the purpose of relieving the share- 
holder from liability. To  do so is an abuse of the power and a 
fraud on the other shareholders. 

Directors n o t  Trustees.-It would give a very erroneous 
idea of the position and functions of directors to speak of them 
-as is sometimes done-as trustees, except in a modified sense. 
They are "commercial men managing a trading concern for the 
benefit of themselves and the other shareholders." They have 
to carry on the company's business, to extend and consolidate it, 
and to do this they must have a free hand and a large discre- 
tion to deal with the exigencies of the commercial situation. This 
large discretion the law allows them, so long as they keep within 
the limits set by the company's memorandum and articles. They 
are not to be held liable for mere errors of judgment, still less 
for being defrauded; all that the law requires of them is that 
they should be faithful to  their duties as agents-"diligent and 
honest," to use the words of Sir George Jessel, formerly master 
of the rolls. A director is not bound to attend all meetings of the 
board. He must not sign cheques without informing himself 
of the purpose for which they are given. On the same principle, 
directors must not delegate their duties to others unless expressly 
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authorized to do so, as where the articles empower the board to 
appoint a committee, or individual directors to appoint substitutes. 
Directors may, it  is true, employ skilled persons, such as engineers, 
solicitors, valuers or accountants, to assist them, but they must 
still exercise their judgment as business men on the materials 
before them. Then in the matter of honesty, a director must not 
accept a present in cash or shares or in any other form what- 
ever from the company's vendor, nor must he make any profit 
in the matter of his agency without the knowledge and consent 
of his principal, the company. H e  must not, in other words, put 
himself in a position in which his duty to the company and his 
own interest conflict or even may conflict. This rule often comes 
into play in the case of contracts between a company and a 
director. There is nothing in itself invalid in such a contract, but 
the onus is on the director, if he would keep such a contract, to 
show that the company assented to his making a profit out of the 
contract, and for that purpose he must show that he made full 
and fair disclosure to the company of the nature and extent of his 
interest under the contract. I t  is for this reason that when a com- 
pany's vendor is also a director he does not join the board until 
his co-directors have exercised an independent judgment on the 
propriety of the purchase. 

Misfeasance.-A director must also bear in mind-what is a 
fundamental principle of company management-that the funds 
of the company are entrusted to the directors for the objects 
of the company as defined by the company's memorandum 
of association and authorized by the general law, and that they 
must not be diverted from those objects or applied to purposes 
which are outside the objects of the company (ultra vires), or 
outside the powers of management given to the directors. This 
does not abridge the large discretion allowed to directors in 
carrying on the business of the company. The funds embarked 
in a trading company are intended to be employed for the acqui- 
sition of gain, and risk, greater or less according to circum- 
stances, is necessarily incidental to such employment; but it is 
quite another matter when directors pay dividends out of capital, 
or return capital to the shareholders, or spend money of the 
company in "rigging" the market, or in buying the company's 
shares, or paying commission for underwriting the shares of the 
company, except to the extent authorized by the articles and 
Companies Acts. Directors who in these or any other ways 
misapply the funds of the company are guilty of "misfeasance" 
(breach of trust), and all who join in the misapplication are 
jointly and severally liable to replace the sums so misapplied. 
The remedy of the company for misfeasance, if the company is 
a going concern, is by action against the delinquent directors; 
but where a company is being wound up, the legislature has pro- 
vided a summary mode of proceeding, by which the liquidator, or 
any creditor or contributory of the company, may take out what 
is known as a misfeasance summons, to compel the delinquent 
director or officer to repay the misapplied moneys or make com- 
pensation. The court is, however, given a discretionary power 
to relieve a director from liability if he has acted honestly and 
reasonably and ought fairly to be excused. 

In  managing the company's affairs directors must meet to- 
gether and act as a body, for the company is entitled to their 
collective wisdom in council assembled. Board meetings are held 
a t  such intervals as the directors think expedient. Notice of the 
meeting must be given to all directors who are within reach, but 
the notice need not specify the particular business to be trans- 
acted The articles usually fix, or give the directors power to fix, 
what number shall constitute a quorum for a board meeting. 
They also empower the directors to elect a chairman of the board. 
The directors exercise their powers by a resolution of the board, 
which is recorded in the directors' minute-book. The articles 
usually provide for the payment of a certain sum to each director 
for his services during thr year. When this is the case, it is 
an authority to the directors to pay themselves the amount of 
such remuneration. The remuneration, unless otherwise expressly 
provided, covers all expenses incidental to the directors' duties. 
A director. for instance, cannot claim to be paid in addition to 
his fixed remuneration his travelling expenses for attending board 

meetings. 
Directors are liable criminally for falsification of the com- 

pany's books, and for this or any other criminal offence the 
court in winding up may direct a prosecution; but the court will 
not as a rule interfere with the discretion of directors honestly 
exercised in the management of the company's affairs. The direc- 
tors have prima facie the confidence of the shareholders, and it  
is not for the court to say that such confidence is misplaced. 
If shareholders are dissatisfied with the management, the remedy 
is in their own hands-they can call a meeting and elect a new 
board. 

Con~panies registered since the ~ 2 n d  November 1916 must in 
all trade catalogues, trade circulars, showcards and business let- 
ters sent to any part of His Majesty's dominions mention the 
present Christian names or initials, the present surnames, any 
former Christian names and surnames, and the nationality, if 
not British, and, if the nationality is not the nationality of origin, 
the nationality of origin of all the directors. The annual summary 
sent to the registrar of companies by all companies whenever 
registered must contain somewhat similar particulars. 

When a company is wound up, the directors' powers of manage- 
ment come to an end. Their agency is superseded in favour of 
that of the liquidator. 

Meetings.-Although the Companies Acts treat the directors 
of a company as the persons in whom the management of its 
affairs is vested, they also contemplate the ultimate controlling 
power as residing in the shareholders. A controlling power of this 
kind can only assert itself through general meetings; and that it 
may have proper opportunities of doing so, every company is 
required to hold a general meeting, called the statutory meeting, 
within three months from the date at  which it  is entitled to  coin- 
mence business. This meeting acquired new significance under 
the Companies Act of 1900 and marks an important stage in the 
history of a company. Seven days before it  takes place the 
directors are required to send to the members a certified report 
informing them of the general state of the company's affairs-the 
number of shares allotted, cash received for them, an abstract 
of receipts and payments. the amount of preliminary expenses, 
the particulars of any contract to  be submitted to the meeting, 
etc. Furnished with this report the members come to the meeting 
in a position to discuss and exercise an intelligent judgment upon 
the state and prospects of the company. Besides the statutory 
meeting a company must hold one general meeting a t  least in 
every calendar year, and not more than fifteen months after the 
holding of the last preceding general meeting. This annual general 
meeting is usually called the ordinary general meeting. Other 
meetings are extraordinary general meetings. Notices convening 
a meeting must inform the shareholders of the particular busi- 
ness to be transacted; otherwise any resolutions passed a t  the 
meeting will be invalid. Voting is regulated by  the articles. Gen- 
erally a vote is given to a shareholder for every share heId by 
him, but sometimes a scale is adopted. for instance, one vote for 
every share up to ten, with an additional vote for every five 
shares beyond the first ten up to one hundred, and an additional 
vote for every ten shares beyond the first hundred. I n  default of 
any regulations, every member has one vote only. Sometimes pref- 
erence shareholders are given no vote at all, or are only allowed to 
vote in certain events, e.g., if their dividends are unpaid, or on 
certain matters, e.g., winding up, reduction of capital or matters 
directly affecting their rights. The articles usually contain pro- 
visions regulating the demand for a poll; this may be demanded 
on an extraordinary or special resolution by three persons, unless 
the articles require a demand by a greater number of persons, 
but they cannot require a demand by more than five. 

Agreement for Shares.-A contract to take shares is like any 
other contract. I t  is constituted by offer and acceptance, com- 
municated to the offerer. The offer in the case of shares is usually 
in the form of an application in writing to the company, made 
in response to a prospectus, requesting the company to allot the 
applicant a certain number of shares in the undertaking on the 
terms of the prospectus, and agreeing to accept the shares, or any 
snlaller number, which may be allotted to the applicant. An 
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allottee is entitled to rescind his contract where the allotment is 
irregular, e.g., where the minimum subscription has not been 
obtained. When an application is accepted the shares are allotted, 
and a letter of allotment posted to the applicant. Allotment is 
the usual, but not the only, evidence of acceptance. As soon as 
the letter of allotment is posted the contract is complete, even 
though the letter never reaches the applicant. An application for 
shares can be withdrawn at  any time before acceptance. As soon 
as the contract is complete, i t  is the duty of the company to 
enter the shareholder's name in the register of members, and to 
issue to him a certificate under the seal of the company, evi- 
dencing his title to the shares. 

Register  of Members.-The register of members plays an im- 
portant part in the scheme of the company system. The principle 
of limited liability having been once adopted, justice required not 
only that such limitation of liability should be brought home by 
every possible means to persons dealing with the company, but 
also that such persons should know as far as possible what was 
the limited capital which was the sole fund available to satisfy 
their claims-what amount had been called up, what remained un- 
called, who were the persons to pay and in what amounts. These 
data might materially assist a person dealing with the company 
in determining whether he would give it  credit or not; in any case 
they are matters which the public has a right to know. The legis- 
lature, recognizing this, has exacted as a condition of the privilege 
of trading with limited liability that the company shall keep a 
register and make returns to the registrar of companies containing 
those particulars, which shall be accessible to the public. In  
order that the register may be accurate, and correspond with the 
true liability of membership for the time being, the court is em- 
powered to rectify it in a summary way by ordering the name of 
a person to be entered on or removed therefrom. This power can 
be exercised, whether the dispute as to membership is one be- 
tween the company and an alleged member, or between one 
alleged member and another, but the machinery of the section 
is not meant to be used to t ry claims to rescind agreements to 
take shares. The proper proceeding in such cases is by action. 

P a y m e n t  f o r  Shares.-The same policy of guarding against 
an abuse of limited liability requires that shares in the case of a 
limited company shall be paid for in full. The legislature has 
allowed such companies to trade with limited liability, but the 
price of the privilege is that the limited capital to which alone the 
creditors can look shall a t  least be a reality. I t  is therefore ultra 
vires for a limited company to issue its shares a t  a discount; but 
there is nothing in the Companies Acts which requires that the 
shares of a limited company, though they must be paid up in full, 
must be paid up in cash. They may be paid "in meal or in malt," 
and it  is accordingly common for shares to be allotted in payment 
for property purchased or for services. The company must, how- 
ever, file with the registrar of companies a return stating, in the 
case of shares allotted in whole or in part for a consideration other 
than cash, the number of the shares so allotted, and the nature of 
the consideration for which they have been allotted. 

Though every share carries with it the liability to pay th t  
full amount in cash or its equivalent, the liability is only to pay 
when and if the directors call for it. A call must fix the time and 
place for payment. 

Rescission of Agreement.-When a person takes shares from 
a company on the faith of a prospectus containing any false or 
fraudulent representations of fact material to  the contract, he 
is entitled to rescind the contract. The company cannot keep a 
contract obtained by the misrepresentation or fraud of its agents; 
the misrepresentation, for purposes of rescission, need not be 
fraudulent, it is sufficient that it is false in fact: fraud or reck- 
lessness of assertion will give the shareholder a further remedy 
by action of deceit, or under sect. 84 of the Consolidation Act; 
but, t o  entitle a shareholder to  rescind, he must show that he 
took the shares on the faith or partly on the faith of the false 
representation; if not, it was innocuous. A shareholder claiming to 
rescind must do so promptly. I t  is too late to commence pro- 
ceedings after a winding-up has begun. 

Transfe r  of Shares.-The shares or other interest of any 

member in a company are personal estate and may be transferred 
in the manner provided by the articles. One of the chief objects 
when joint stock companies were established was that the shares 
should be capable of being easily transferred; but, though every 
shareholder has a prima facie right to  transfer his shares, this 
right is subject to the regulations of the company, and it  may 
and usually does by its articles require that a transfer of partly 
paid shares shall receive the approval of the board of directors 
before being registered,-the object being to secure the company 
against having an insolvent shareholder substituted for a solvent 
one. This power of the directors to refuse a transfer must not, 
however, be exercised arbitrarily or capriciously. If it were, it 
would amount to  a confiscation of the shares. Directors, for 
instance, cannot veto a transfer because they disapprove of the 
purpose for which it  is being made (e.g., to multiply votes), if 
there is no objection to the transferee. 

Blank Transfers.-It is a common and convenient practice to 
deposit share or stock certificates with bankers and others to 
secure an advance. When this is done the share or stock certifi- 
cate is usually accompanied by a blank transfer-that is, a trans- 
fer executed by the shareholder borrower, but with a blank left 
for  the name of the transferee. The handing over by the borrower 
of such blank transfer signed by  him is an implied authority to  
the banker, if the loan is not paid, to fill in the blank with his 
name and get himself registered as the owner. 

Dividends.-A company can only pay dividends out of prof- 
its-which have been defined as the "earnings of a concern 
after deducting the expenses of earning them." To pay dividends 
out of caaital is not onlv ultra vires but illegal. as constituting a 
return of' capital to shareholders. Before &ing dividends, Idi- 
rectors must take reasonable care to secure the ~reaara t ion  of 
proper balance-sheets and estimates, and must &exercise their 
judgment as business men on the balance-sheets and estimates 
submitted to them. If they fail to do this, and pay dividends 
out of capital, they will incur serious liabilities. The onus is 
on them to show that the dividends have been paid out of profits. 
The court, as a rule, does not interfere with the discretion of 
dsectors in the matter of paying dividends, unless they are 
doing something ultra vires. 

Borrowing.-One of the many advantages incident to  in- 
corporation under the Companies Acts is found in the facilities 
which such incorporation affords for borrowing on debentures or 
debenture stock. Borrowing was not specifically dealt with by the 
Companies Acts prior to 1900, but that it was contemplated by 
the legislature is evident from the provision in § 43 of the act 
of 1862 for a company keeping a register of mortgages and 
charges. The policy of the legislature in this, as in other matters 
connected with trading companies, was apparently to leave the 
company to determine whether borrowing should or should not 
form one of its objects. 

A company is debarred from borrowing unless i t  is expressly 
or impliedly authorized to do so by its memorandum of associa- 
tion. I n  the case of a trading company borrowing is impliedly 
authorized as a necessary incident of carrying on the company's 
business, but a non-trading company, for instance a company 
formed to promote art, science, religion or charity, has no implied 
borrowing power. A company established for the conveyance of 
passengers and luggage by omnibuses, a company formed to buy 
and run vessels between England and Australia, and a company 
whose objects included discounting approved commercial bills, 
have all been held to be trading companies with an incidental 
power of borrowing as such to a reasonable amount. A building 
society, on the other hand, has no inherent power of borrowing 
(though a limited statutory power was conferred on such societies 
by the Building Societies Act, 1874). Public companies formed 
to carry out some undertaking of public utility, such as docks, 
water works, gas works, etc., have only limited powers of borrow- 
ing. I t  has been found, however, that an implied power of bor- 
rowing, even when it attaches, is too inconvenient to  be relied on 
in practice, and an express power is always now inserted in the 
memorandum. This power is in most general terms. I t  is left 
to the articles to define the amount to be borrowed, the nature of 
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the security, and the conditions, if any, such as the sanction of a 
general meeting, on which the power is to be exercised. A com- 
pany cannot exercise any borrowing power until i t  has become 
entitled to  commence business. (See supra.) A person who is 
proposing to lend money to a company must be careful to see 
( I )  that the memorandum authorizes borrowing, and (2) that the 
borrowing limit in the articles is not being exceeded, for if i t  
should turn out that the borrowing was in excess of the com- 
pany's powers and ultra vires, the company cannot be bound, 
and the borrower's only remedy is against the directors for breach 
of warranty of authority, or t o  be surrogated to the rights of any 
creditors who may have been paid out of the borrowed moneys. 

A company proposing to borrow usually issues a prospectus, 
similar to  the ordinary share prospectus, stating the amount of 
the issue, the dates for payment, the particulars of the property 
comprised in the security, the terms a s  to redemption, and so on, 
and inviting the public to subscribe. Underwriting is also resorted 
to, as in the case of shares, to  ensure that the issue is  taken up. 
There is no objection to a company issuing debentures or deben- 
ture stock at  a discount, as there is to  its issuing its shares a t  a 
discount. The directors must borrow on the best terms the com- 
pany's credit will enable i t  to obtain. A prospectus inviting sub- 
scriptions for debentures or debenture stock must be filed and 
contain the same particulars as a prospectus offering shares, and 
it comes within s. 84 of the Consolidation Act. Further, persons 
who are parties to it have the onus cast upon them, should the 
prospectus contain any misstatements, of showing that, a t  the 
time they issued the prospectus, they had reasonable grounds to 
believe, and did in fact believe, that the statements in question 
were true; otherwise they will be liable to pay compensation to 
any person injured by the misstatements. 

Debentures.-Etymologically, "debenture" is  merely the Latin 
word debentzlr, the first word in a document in common use by 
the Crown in early times admitting indebtedness to  its servants or 
soldiers. This was the germ of a security which has now, with 
the expansion of joint stock company enterprise, grown into an 
instrument of considerable complexity. 

Debentures may be classified in various ways. From the point 
of view of the security they are either ( I )  debentures (simply); 
(2) mortgage debentures; (3) debenture bonds. In  ( I )  the se- 
curity is a floating charge: in (2) there is also a floating charge, 
but the property forming the principal part of the security is 
specifically mortgaged by the company to trustees under a trust 
deed for the benefit of the debenture-holders: in (3) there is no 
security proper, only the covenant for payment by the company. 
For purposes of title and transfer, debentures are either "regis- 
tered" or "to bearer." For purposes of payment they are either 
"terminable" or "perpetual." 

T h e  F l o a t i n g  Debenture.- The form of debenture chiefly 
in use is that secured by  a floating charge. By it the company 
covenants tp pay to the holder thereof the sum secured by the 
debenture on a specified day, o r  a t  such earlier date as the 
principal moneys become due under the provisions of the security, 
and in the meantime to pay interest on the principal moneys until 
payment, or until the security becomes enforceable under the 
conditions; and the company further charges its undertaking and 
all its property, with the payment of the amount secured by the 
debenture; uncalled capital, if included, must be expressly men- 
tioned, because the word "property" by itself will not cover it. 
This is the body of the instrument; on its back is endorsed a 
series of conditions, constituting the terms on which the deben- 
ture is issued. Thus the debenture-holders are to  rank pard passu 
with one another against the security; the debenture is to be 
transferable free from equities between the company and the 
holder; the charge is to  be a floating charge, and the debenture- 
holders' moneys are to  become immediately repayable and the 
charges enforceable in certain events: for instance, if the interest 
is in arrear for (say) two or three months, or in the event of 
winding-up, Other events indicative of insolvency are sometimes 
added in which payment is to be accelerated. The conditions also 
provide for the mode and form of transfer of the debenture, the 
death or bankruptcy of the holder, the place of payment, etc. 

The most characteristic feature of the security-the floating 
charge-grew naturally out of a charge on a company's under- 
taking as a going concern. Such a charge could only be made 
practicable by leaving the company free to deal with and dispose 
of its property in the ordinary course of its business-to sell, 
mortgage, lease and exchange it  as if no charge existed; and this 
is how the security works. The debenture-holders give the di- 
rectors an implied licence to deal with and dispose of the'property 
comprised in the security until the happening of any of the 
events upon which the debenture-holders' money becomes, under 
the debenture conditions, immediately repayable. Pending this 
the charge is dormant. The licence extends, however, only to  
dealings in  the ordinary course of business. Payment by a com- 
pany of its just debts is always in the ordinary course of business, 
but satisfaction by execution levied i f z  invztufn is not. The lender 
has a security covering the whole assets for the time being, and 
can intervene a t  any moment by obtaining a receiver, if his 
security is imperilled, even though none of the events in which 
the principal moneys are made payable have happened. If any 
of them has happened, for instance default in paymcnt of interest, 
or a resolution to wind up, the payment of the principal moneys is  
accelerated, and a debenture-holder can at  once commence a n  
action to obtain payment and to realize his security. 

Often a proviso is inserted in the conditions endorsed on the 
debenture, that the company is not to create any mortgage or  
charge ranking in priority to or pari passu with that contained in 
the debentures. A floating charge created by a company within 
three months of winding up is invalid, except to  the amount of 
the cash paid and interest a t  5%, unless the company is shown to 
have been solvent a t  the time. 

T r u s t  Deeds.-When the amount borrowed is large, the com- 
pany commonly executes a trust deed by way of further security. 
The object of such a trust deed is twofold: ( I )  i t  creates a legal 
mortgage of specific property in favour of the trustees of the 
deed (the charge contained in the debentures is only an equitable 
security), and it further charges all the remaining assets by way 
of floating charge, with appropriate provisions for enabling the 
trustees, in certain events similar t o  those expressed in the deben- 
ture conditions, to  enforce the security, and for that purpose to  
enter into possession and carry on the business, or to sell i t  
and distribute the proceeds; ( 2 )  i t  organizes the debenture-holders 
and constitutes trustees who can watch over the interests of the 
debenture-holders and take steps for their protection, if necessary. 
I n  particular it  provides machinery for the calling of meetings of 
debenture-holders, and empowers a majority of (say) three- 
fourths in value a t  such meeting to bind the rest to  any compro- 
mise or arrangement with the company which such majority may 
deem beneficial. This may save recourse to a scheme or arrange- 
ment sanctioned by the court. 

Debentures  Registered a n d  t o  Bearer.-Debentures are, for 
purposes of title and transfer, of two kinds-(I) registered 
debentures, and ( 2 )  debentures to bearer. Registered debentures 
are transferable only in the books of the company. Debentures 
to  bearer are negotiable instruments and pass by delivery. Cou- 
pons for  interest are attached. Sometimes debentures to bearer 
are made exchangeable for  registered debentures and vice versa. 

D e b e n t u r e  Stock.-Debenture stock bears the same relation 
to debentures that stock does to  shares. "Debenture stock," a s  
Lord Lindley states (Companies, 5th ed., 1 9 5 ) ~  "is merely bor- 
rowed capital consolidated into one mass for the sake of con- 
venience. Instead of each lender having a separate bond or 
mortgage, he has a certificate entitling him t o  a certain sum, 
being a portion of one large loan." This sum is not uniform, as in  
the case of debentures, but variable, and is usually made trans- 
ferable in sums of any amount not involving a fraction of £1. 

One debenture-stockholder, for instance, may hold £20 of the 
stock, another f 20,000.  Debenture stock created by companies 
under the Companies Acts, unlike that created by  statutory com- 
panies governed by the Companies Clauses Acts, is created by a 
contract between the company and the trustees of a debenture- 
stock trust deed, which is analogous in its provisions to the trust 
deed above described used to secure debentures. By such deed 
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the company covenants with the trustees, as representing the 
debenture-stockholders, to pay the amount of the stock, and 
creates a legal mortgage of specific property, and charges its other 
assets by way of floating charge, in favour of the trustees, with all 
requisite powers and provisions for enabling them to enforce the 
security on default in payment of interest or on the happening of 
certain specified events evidencing insolvency. The company 
further covenants to enter the names of the stockholders in a 
register, and to issue certificates for the amount of their re- 
spective holdings. These certificates have, like debentures, the 
conditions of the security endorsed on their back. 

Redemption.-A company generally reserves a right of re- 
deeming the security before the date fixed for repayment; and 
accordingly a power for that purpose is commonly inserted in the 
conditions and trust deed, if there is one. But as debenture or 
debenture-stockholders, who have got a satisfactory security, do 
not wish to be paid off, the right of redemption is often qualified 
so as  not to  arise till (say) five years after issue, and a premium 
is made payable by way of bonus. Sometimes the number of 
debentures or the amount of stock to be redeemed each year is 
limited. The selection is made by drawings held in the presence 
of the directors, or, if there is a trust deed, of the trustees. A 
sinking fund is often provided for, and this is especially suitable 
where the security is of a wasting character such as leaseholds, 
mining property or a patent. Such a fund is formed by the com- 
pany setting apart a certain sum each year out of the profits of 
the company after payment of interest on the debentures. Re- 
deemed debentures and debenture stock may in certain cases be 
reissued. 

Regis t ra t ion  of Mortgages and Charges.-A company is 
bound to keep a register of mortgages and charges, which is open 
to the inspection of creditors and members of the company. Mort- 
gages and charges of certain specified classes must also be regis- 
tered within twenty-one days from their creation with the registrar 
of companies. Otherwise they are void-so far as they are securi- 
ties-against the liquidator and any creditor of the company, but 
the holders retain the rights of unsecured creditors. An extension 
of the time for registering may be granted by the court. 

D e b e n t u r e  Scrip.-Debentures and debenture stock are usually 
made payable by instalments, for example 10% on application, 
10% on allotment and the remainder at  intervals of a few months. 
Until these payments are complete the securities are not issued, 
but to enable the subscriber to  deal with his security pending com- 
pletion the company issues t o  him an interim scrip certificate 
acknowledging his title and exchangeable on payment of the re- 
maining instalments for debentures or debenture stock certificates. 

Remedies.-When debenture-holders' security becomes en- 
forceable there are a variety of remedies open to them. These fall 
into two classes-(I) remedies available without the aid of the 
court; (2) remedies available only with the aid of the court. 

I .  If there is a trust deed, the trustees may appoint a receiver 
of the property comprised in the security, and they may also sell 
under the powers contained in the deed, or under the Law of Prop- 
erty Act, 1925. Spmetimes, where there is no trust deed, similar 
powers-tp appoint a receiver and to sell-are inserted in the 
conditions endorsed on the debentures. 

2 .  The remedies with the aid of the court are-(a) an action by 
one or more debenture-holders on behalf of all for a receiver and 
to realize the security; (b) an originating summons for sale or 
other relief; (c) an action for foreclosure where the security is 
deficient (all the debenture-holders must be parties to this pro- 
ceeding) ; (d) a winding-up petition. Of these modes of proceed- 
ing, the first is by far the most common and convenient. Immedi- 
ately on the issue of the writ in the action the plaintiff applies 
for the appointment of a receiver to protect the security, or if the 
security comprises a going business, a receiver and manager. In  
due course the action comes on for judgment, when the court 
directs accounts and inquiries as to what is due to  the holders of 
the debentures and what property is comprised in the security, 
and gives leave to  apply for a sale. If the company has gone into 
liquidation, leave must be obtained to commence or continue the 
action, but such leave in the case of debenture-holders is ex dehito 

justitiae. The administration of a company's assets in such actions 
by debenture-holders (debenture-holders' liquidations, as they are 
called) has encroached very much on the ordinary administration 
of winding up, and great hardship is often inflicted by the floating 
security on the company's unsecured creditors, who find that 
everything belonging to the company, uncalled capital included, 
has been pledged to the debenture-holders. No doubt such credi- 
tors might have inspected the company's register of mortgages 
and charges, but it  is not always practicable to do this. 

Auditors.-By the Consolidation Act strict provisions are 
made for the appointment and remuneration of auditors by a com- 
pany, and their rights and duties are defined. 

P r i v a t e  Companies.-The "private company" may be likened 
to an incorporated partnership. T o  be a private company the 
articles must restrict the right to  transfer shares, limit the num- 
ber of members, and prohibit any invitation to  the public to  sub- 
scribe for shares, debentures or debenture stock of the company. 
A private company need not consist of more than two members, 
and enjoys many advantages as regards commencement of busi- 
ness, freedom from the obligation to issue a statement in lieu of 
prospectus and to make certain returns to the registrar of com- 
panies and other matters. 

Individual traders and trading firms have become alive t o  the 
advantages offered by incorporation; for it  gives them the pro- 
tection of limited liability, prevents dislocation of a business by 
the death, bankruptcy or lunacy of any of its members, enables 
a trader to distribute among the members of his family interests 
in his business on his decease through the medium of shares and 
facilitates borrowing on debentures or debenture stock; and with 
a view to secure these advantages thousands of traders have con- 
verted their businesses into limited companies. To  so large an 
extent has this been done that private companies now form about 
go% of the companies registered. 

Although a private company does not appeal to  the public to  
subscribe its capital, in the main features of its constitution it dif- 
fers little from a public one. I t  is only in one or two particulars 
that special provisions are requisite. I t  is generally desired for 
instance: ( I )  to  keep all the shares among the members-the 
partners or the family-and not to let them get into outside hands; 
and (2) to give the principal shareholders, the original partners, a 
paramount control over the management. For this purpose it is 
usual to provide specially in the articles that no share shall be 
transferred to a stranger so long as any member is willing to pur- 
chase it  a t  a fair value; that a member desirous of transferring his 
shares shall give notice to  the company which shall offer the 
shares to the other members; that if within a certain period the 
company finds a purchaser, the shares shall be transferred to him, 
and that in case of dispute the value shall be settled by arbitration 
or shall be such a sum as the auditor certifies to  be the fair value. 
So in regard to the management it  is common to provide that the 
owners of the business shall be entitled to  hold office-as directors 
for a term of years or for life, provided they continue to hold a 
certain number of shares; or an owner is empowered to authorize 
his executors or trustees, whilst holding a certain number of shares, 
to appoint directors. Directors holding office on these speciaI 
terms are often given very extensive powers and are described as 
"governing" or "permanent" or "life" directors. This union of in- 
terest and management in the same persons gives a private com- 
pany an unquestionable advantage over a public company. 

The so-called "one-man company" is merely a variety of the 
private company. The fact that a company is formed by one 
man, with the aid of six dummy subscribers, is not in itself (as 
was at  one time supposed) a fraud on the policy of the Com- 
panies Acts, but it is occasionally used for the purpose of com- 
mitting a fraud, as where an insolvent trader turns himself into a 
limited company in order to evade bankruptcy; and it  is to an 
abuse of this kind that the term "one-man company" owes its 
opprobrious signification. 

COMPANIES LIMITED BY GUARANTEE 

The second class of limited companies are those limited by  
guarantee, as distinguished from those limited by shares. In  the 
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company limited by guarantee each member agrees, in the event 
of a winding-up, to contribute a certain amount to the assets-£5, 
£I or 10s.-whatever may be the amount of the guarantee. The 
peculiarity of this form of company is that the interests of the 
members are not expressed in any terms of nominal money value 
like the shares of other companies, a form of constitution designed 
to give a superior elasticity t o  the company. The property of the 
company sitnply belongs to the company in certain fractional 
amounts. This makes it convenient for clubs, syndicates and other 
associations which do not require the interest of members to be 
expressed in terms of cash. 

COMPANIES NOT FOR GAIN 

An association formed to promote commerce, art, science, re- 
ligion, charity or any other useful object may, with the licence 
of the Board of Trade, register under the Companies Acts with 
limited liability, but without the addition to its name of the word 
"Limited," upon proving to the board that it  is the intention of the 
association to apply its profits or income in promoting its objects, 
and not in  payment of dividends to  its members. This licence is 
revocable. In  lieu of the word "Company," the association usually 
adopts as part of its name some such title as association, chamber, 
club, college, institute or society. The power given by this section 
has proved very useful, and many kinds of associations have 
availed themselves of it, such as medical institutes, law societies, 
nursing homes, chambers of commerce, clubs, schools and learned 
societies. The guarantee form (see supra) is well adapted for 
associations of this kind, supported as they usually are, by annual 
subscriptions. No such association can hold more than two acres 
of land without the licence of the Board of Trade. 

COST-BOOK MINING COMPANIES 

These are in substance mining partnerships. They derive their 
name from the fact of the partnership agreement, the expenses 
and receipts of the mine, the names of the shareholders, and any 
transfers of shares being entered in a "cost-book." The affairs of 
the company are managed by an agent known as a "purser," 
who from time to time makes calls on the members for the ex- 
penses of working. A cost-book company is not bound t o  register 
under the Companies Acts but may do so. 

Winding-up.-A company once incorporated under the Com- 
panies Acts cannot be put an end to except through the machinery 
of a winding-up, though the name of a company which is commer- 
cially defunct may be struck off the register of companies by the 
registrar. Winding-up is of three kinds : ( I )  voluntary, ( 2 )  by the 
court and (3) subject to the supervision of the court. Of these 
voluntary winding-up is by far the most common. Of the com- 
panies that come to an end 90% are so mound up; and this is in 
accordance with the policy of the legislature, that shareholders 
should manage their own affairs-winding-up being one of such 
affairs. 

Voluntary.-A voluntary winding-up is carried out by the share- 
holders passing a special resolution requiring the company to be 
wound up voluntarily or an extraordinary resolution to the effect 
that it  cannot by reason of its liabilities continue its business, and 
that it  is advisable to wind up. The resolution is generally ac- 
companied by the appointment of a liquidator. I n  a voluntary 
winding-up there is a power for the liquidator or any contributory 
or creditor to apply to the court to  determine any question arising 
in the winding-up, or to  exercise any powers which the court might 
exercise if the company were being wound up by the court. The 
liquidator must summon a meeting of creditors to determine 
whether an application shall be made to the court for the appoint- 
ment of a new liquidator or a committee of inspection. When the 
affairs of the company are fully wound up, the liquidator calls a 
meeting, lays his accounts before the shareholders, makes a 
return to  the registrar and the company is dissolved by operation 
of law three months after the registration of the return. 

B y  t h e  Court.-Irrespective of voluntary winding-up, the legis- 
lature has defined certain events in which a company may be 
wound up by the court. These events are: (i.) when the company 
has by  special resolution resolved that the company be wound up 

by the court; (ii.) when default is made in filing the statutory 
report or holding the statutory meeting; (iii.) when the company 
does not commence its business within a year or suspends it for 
a year; (iv.) when the members are reduced, in  the case of a 
private company, below two, or, in the case of any other company, 
below seven; (v.) when the company is unable to  pay its debts, 
and (vi.) when the court is of opinion that it  is just and equitable 
that the company should be wound up. A petition for the purpose 
may be presented either by a creditor, a contributory, or the com- 
pany itself. Where the petition is presented by a creditor who can- 
not obtain payment of his debt, a winding-up order is ex debifo 
justitiae as against the company or shareholders, but  not as against 
the wishes of a majority of creditors. A winding-up order is not 
to be refused because the company's assets are over mortgaged. 

On a winding-up order being made the official receiver, as liqui- 
dator, $ro tent., requires a statement of the affairs of the company 
verified by the directors, and on it  reports to  the court a s  to the 
causes of the company's failure and whether further inquiry is de- 
sirable. If he further reports that, in his opinion, fraud has been 
committed in  the promotion or formation of the company by a 
particular person, the court may order such person to be publicly 
examined. 

A liquidator's duty is to protect, collect, realize and distribute 
the company's assets in due course of administration; and for 
this purpose he advertises for creditors, makes calls on contribu- 
tories, sues debtors, takes misfeasance proceedings, if necessary, 
against directors or promoters, and carries on the company's busi- 
ness-supposing the goodwill to  be an asset of value-with a view 
to selling it  as a going concern. H e  may be assisted by a com- 
mittee of inspection, composed of creditors and contributories. 
When the affairs of the company have been completely wound 
up the court makes an order that it  be dissolved, and it  is dissolved 
accordingly, but the court has power t o  declare the dissolution 
void. 

Under Supervision.-The court may make an order that a volun- 
tary winding-up shall continue but subject to the supervision of the 
court. Such a n  order has the advantage of operating as a stay 
of any actions or executions pending against the company. Ex- 
cept in these respects, the winding-up remains a voluntary one. 
The court does not actively intervene unless set in motion. 

Reconstruction.-A large number of companies now wind u p  
only to  reconstruct. The reasons for a reconstruction are gener- 
ally either to  raise fresh capital, or to  get rid of onerous prefer- 
ence shares. Reconstructions are carried out in  one of three 
ways: ( I )  by sale and transfer of the company's undertaking and 
assets to a new company, under s. 192 of the Consolidation Act, 
or ( 2 )  by sale and transfer under a power to  sell contained in the 
company's memorandum of association, or (3) by  a scheme of 
arrangement, sanctioned by  the court, under s. 120. Usually de- 
benture-holders take debentures in the new company. 

Wrongs by a Company.-A company, though a mere legal 
abstraction, without mind or will, may be made liable in damages 
for malicious prosecution, nuisance, fraud, negligence, trespass 
and other wrongs. The sense of the thing is that  the "company" 
is a nomen collectivum for the members. I t  is they who have put 
the directors there t o  carry on their business and they must be 
answerable, collectively, for what is done negligently, fraudu- 
lently or maliciously by their agents. A company may be con- 
victed of many kinds of crime. 

L a t e r  Legislation.-By the Companies Bill now (1928) be- 
fore Parliament it is proposed to empower companies to issue 
redeemable preference shares, t o  tighten up  the law as to  prospec- 
tuses and offers of shares or debentures for sale, to recast the law 
as to minimum subscription, under certain conditions to  allow 
the issue of shares at  a discount, to  give creditors more power 
in a voluntary winding-up, to create various offences on the lines 
of the law of bankruptcy, to  prevent the hawking of shares from 
house to house, and to amend the Companies Acts in  many other 
ways. The present Acts and the new Act, when passed, are to  be 
consolidated in a new Consolidation Act. 

AUTHORITIES.-BUC~~~Y on the Companies Acts, Palmer's Company 
Precedents, Lindley on Companies, Stiebel on Companies. 
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11. STATUTORY COMPANIES 

There is another large class of companies, which for shortness 
may be called statutory companies, constituted by special Act of 
Parliament for  the purpose of carrying on undertakings of public 
utility, such as railways, canals, harbours, docks, waterworks, 
gasworks, bridges, ferries or tramways. The objects of such 
companies nearly always involve an interference with the rights 
of private persons, often necessitate the commission of a public 
nuisance, and require therefore the sanction of the legislature. 
For this purpose a special Act has to be obtained. A private bill 
to authorize the undertaking is introduced in Parliament, con- 
sidered in committee, and either passed or rejected. These private 
bill committees are tribunals acknowledging certain rules of 
policy, taking evidence from witnesses and hearing arguments 
from professional advocates. I n  many of these special Acts, deal- 
ing as they do with a similar subject matter, similar provisions 
are required, and to avoid repetition and secure uniformity the 
legislature has passed certain general Acts-codes of law for 
particular subject matters frequently recurring-which can be 
incorporated by reference in any special Act with the necessary 
modifications. Thus the Companies Clauses Acts, 1845 to 1889, 
supply the general powers and provisions which are commonly 
inserted in the constitution of such companies, regulating the 
distribution of capital, the transfer of shares, payment of calls, 
borrowing and general meetings. The Lands Clauses Consolidation 
Act, 1845, supplies the machinery for the compulsory taking of 
land incident to  most undertakings of a public character. The 
Railways Clauses Acts, 1845 and 1863 (as amended by the Mines 
[Working Facilities and Support] Act, 1923), the Waterworks 
Clauses Acts, 1847 and 1863, the Gasworks Clauses Act, 1847 
and the Electric Lighting (Clauses) Act, 1899, are other codes 
of law designed for incorporation in special Acts creating com- 
panies for the construction of railways or the supply of water, 
gas or electric light. 

The provisions of the Companies Clauses Acts as to shares and 
stock are, with a few exceptions, analogous to those of the Com- 
panies Acts. The capital is divided into shares of a certain 
number and amount. A share register is kept and certificates 
are issued t o  shareholders; power is given to convert paid-up 
shares into stock; preference shares may be created, but carry 
dividends only out of the profits of each year; shares and stock 
may be issued a t  a discount, but if the old ordinary shares are 
at  a premium, any new shares must be offered first to  the old 
shareholders. 

The borrowing powers of these companies, the form of their 
debenture or debenture stock, and the rights of the holders de- 
pend on the conjoint operation of the companies' own special Act 
and the Companies Clauses Acts. The provisions of these Acts 
as to borrowing, being express, exclude any implied power of 
borrowing. The policy of the legislature is to give proper facilities 
fo r  borrowing, and at  the same time to take care that under- 
takings of public utility which have received legislative sanction 
shall not be broken up or destroyed, as they would be if the 
mortgagees or debenture-holders were allowed the ordinary rights 
of mortgagees for realizing their security by  seizure and sale. 
Hence the legislature has given them only "the fruit of the tree." 
The debenture or debenture-stock-holders may take the earnings 
of the company's undertaking by obtaining the appointment of 
a receiver, but that is all they can do. They cannot sell the under- 
taking or disorganize it by levying execution, so long as the com- 
pany is a going concern; but this protecting principle of public 
policy will not be a bar to a debenture-holder, in his character of 
creditor, presenting a petition to wind up the company, if it is 
no longer able to  fulfil its statutory objects. Certain statutory 
companies may now under the Stat. Companies (Redeemable 
Stock) Act, 1915, issue redeemable debenture stock, and also 
redeemable preference stock. 

R a i l w a y  Companies.-These have special legislation which 
will be found in the Railway Companies Powers Act, 1864, the 
Railways Construction Facilities Act, 1864, and the Railway 
Securities Act, 1866, and numerous other acts. The more im- 
portant railways have been amalgamated under the Railways Act, 

( 192 I. (See GREAT BRITAIN : Communications.) 
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bald on Railways. 

I 111. BRITISH COMPANIES ABROAD 

The status of British companies trading abroad, so fa r  as Ger- 
many, France, Belgium, Greece, Italy and Spain are concerned, 
is expressly recognized in a series of conventions entered into 
between those countries and Great Britain. 

I n  France.-The value of the convention with France has been 
much impaired by the interpretation put upon the words of it  
by the court of cassation in La Construction Lim. According to 
this case the nationality of a company depends not on its place of 
origin but on where it has its centre of affairs, its principal estab- 
lishment. The result is that a company registered in Britain under 
the Companies Acts may be transmuted by a French court into 
a French company in direct violation of the convention. 

f n  Germany.-The convention with Germany, which is in 
similar terms to that with France, has also been narrowed by 
judicial construction. The "power of exercising all their rights" 
given by the convention to British companies has been construed 
to mean that a British company will be recognized as a corporate 
body in Germany, but i t  does not follow from the terms of the 
convention that any British company may as a matter of course 
establish a branch and carry on business within the German 
republic. I t  must still get permission to trade and to hold land, 
register itself in the communal register and pay stamp duties. 

Foreign companies may found an affiliated company or have 
a branch establishment in Italy, provided they publish their 
memorandum and articles and the names of their directors. 

Foreign Companies  Generally.-Where no convention exists 
the status of an immigrant corporation depends upon inter- 
national comity, which allows foreign corporations, as it does 
foreign persons, to  sue, to make contracts and hold real estate, 
in the same way as domestic corporations o r  citizens; provided 
the stranger corporation does not offend against the policy of the 
state in which it seeks to  trade. 

There is  a growing practice for  states to  impose by express 
legislation conditions on foreign corporations coming to do busi- 
ness within their territory. These conditions are mainly di- 
rected to securing that the immigrant corporation shall make 
known its constitution and shall be amenable to  the jurisdiction 
of the courts of the country where i t  trades. Thus, by the law 
of Western Australia-to take a typical instance,-a foreign com- 
pany is not to commence or carry on business until it empowers 
some person to act as its attorney to sue and be sued and has 
an office or place of business within the State, to  be approved 
of by the registrar, where all legal proceedings may be served. 
New Zealand, Manitoba and many other States have adopted 
similar precautions; and by the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 
1908, s. 274, a foreign company having a place of business within 
the United Kingdom is required to file with the registrar of com- 
panies a copy of its Charter or memorandum and articles, a list 
of directors, and the names and addresses of one or more persons 
authorized to accept service of process. Special conditions of a 
more stringent nature are often imposed in the case of particular 
classes of companies of a quasi-public character, such as banking 
companies, building societies or insurance companies. Regula- 
tions of this kind are perfectly legitimate and necessary. They 
are in truth only an application of the law of vagrancy to cor- 
porations, and have their analogy in the restrictions now generally 
imposed by states on the immigration of aliens. 

/ 1V. COMPANY LAW OUTSIDE THE UNITED KINGDOM 

Aust ra l ia  a n d  N e w  Zealand.-Company law in Australia 
and New Zealand follows very closely the lines of legislation in  
the United Kingdom. I n  New South Wales the law is consolidated 
by the Companies Act, 1899, amended 1900, 1906, 1907, 1918 ; in 
Victoria by an Act of 1915, amended 1920, 1926; in South Aus- 
tralia by an Act of 1892, amended 1893, 1924 and 1926 (two 
Acts); in Tasmania by an Act of 1920, amended 1922, 1923, 1927; 
in Western Australia by  an Act of 1893, amended 1897, 1898, 
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1899, 1902, 1922. I n  Queensland the law is contained in the 
Companies Act, 1863, amended 1889,1891, 1892, 1893, 1894,1896, 
1909, I 9 1 3  In  New Zealand the law is consolidated by an Act of 
1908, amended 1910, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1921-22 (temporary), 
1924. 

Canada.-Companies in Canada can be incorporated either 
under the Dominion Companies Act (Revised Statutes of Canada, 
1927, c. 27) or under the Companies Acts of one or other of the 
nine Provinces. The Acts of the Provinces of Nova Scotia, 
Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia in the main follow 
the English law, incorporation being effected by the registration 
of a memorandum of association, usually accompanied by articles 
of association. The Dominion Act and the Acts of the Provinces 
of Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island and New 
Brunswick on the other hand provide for incorporation by 
letters patent granting a Charter. The various Acts and amending 
Acts are too numerous to refer to here in detail. 

Applicants for letters patent for a Dominion company must file 
an application showing the purposes of incorporation, the place of 
business, the amount of the capital stock, the number of shares 
and the amount of each, the names of the applicants, the amount 
of stock taken by each and the amount and mode of payment. 
Other provisions may also be embodied. A company cannot com- 
mence business until 10% of its authorized capital has been 
subscribed and paid for. The word "limited" as part of the com- 
pany's name is to be conspicuously exhibited and used in all 
documents. The directors are not to be less than three, and must 
be holders of stock. Borrowing powers may be taken by resolution 
of a two-thirds majority at a special meeting of the stockholders. 

A U T R O R I T Y - M ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~  on Canadian Commercial Corporations. 
(K. T. E.) 

France.-There are two kinds of limited liability companies 
in France-the socie'te' en conzmandite and the socie'te' anonyme. 
The socie'te' en commalzdite corresponds in some respects to the 
British private company or limited partnership, but with this 
difference, that in the socittd en comma~zdite the managing part- 
ner is under unlimited liability to  creditors; the sleeping-partner's 
liability is limited to the amount of his capital. The French 
equivalent of the English ordinary joint stock company is the 
socie'te' anonyme. The minimum number of subscribers necessary 
to form such a company is seven. The socie'te' anonyme is not 
legally constituted unless the whole capital is subscribed and one- 
fourth of each share paid up. Assets, not in money, brought into 
a company are subject to verification of value by a general meet- 
ing. The minimum nominal value of shares, where the com- 
pany's capital is less than 200.000 fr., is 25 fr.; where the capi- 
tal is more than 200,000 fr., IOO fr. The socie'td is governed by 
articles which appoint the directors, and there is one general meet- 
ing held every year. A socie'te' anonyme may issue preference 
shares. The doctrine that a corporation never dies has no place in  
French law. A socie'te' anonyme may come to an end. 

Since 1925 a new form of association has been brought into 
existence under the name of socie'te' d responsabilite' limite'e. I t s  
main differences from the socie'te' anonynte are as fo1lcws:-(I) 
The number of partners or shareholders is not limited and there 
may be only two partners or shareholders; (2) the capital of the 
company must be at  least 25,000 fr. and it  cannot be reduced to 
less than that amount; (3) the company can only be finally in- 
corporated when all the shares have been allotted and have been 
fully paid up;  (4) the shares are not transferable to persons other 
than shareholders except with the consent of the majority of the 
shareholders representing between themselves at  least three- 
quarters of the company's capital; (5) the company must have a 
fixed nationality which cannot be changed except with the con- 
sent of all the shareholders. 

Germany.- In Germany the class of companies most nearly 
corresponding to English companies limited by shares are "share 
con~panies" (Aktiengesellschaften) and "commandite companies" 
with a share capital (Ko~nmanditgesellsclzaften auf Aktien). 
Since 1892 a new form of association has come into existence 
known by the name of partnership with limited liability (Gesell- 
schafter~ mit beschrankter Haftzlng), which has largely super- 

seded the commandite company. 
In  forming this paid-up company certain preliminary steps h3ve 

to be taken before registration :-(I) The articles must be agreed 
on; (2) a managing board and a board of supervision must be 
appointed; (3) the whole of the share capital must be allotted 
and 2510 ,  a t  least, must be paid up in coin or legal tender notes; 
(4)  reports on the formation of the company must be made by 
certain persons; and (5) certain documents must be filed in the 
registry. 

In  all cases where shares are issued for any consideration, not 
being payment in full in  cash, or in which contracts for the pur- 
chase of property have been entered into, the promoters must 
sign a declaration in which they must state on what grounds 
the prices agreed to be given for such property appear to  be justi- 
fied. I n  the great majority of cases shares are issued in certifi- 
cates to bearer. The amount of such a share to  bearer must as 
a general rule be not less than the equivalent of f 50, but registered 
shares of £10 may be issued. Balance sheets have to published 
periodically. 

Partnerships with limited liability may be formed by two or 
more members. The articles of partnership must be signed by 
all the members, and must contain particulars as to the amount 
of the capital and of the individual shares. If the liability on any 
shares is not to be satisfied in cash, this also must be stated. The 
capital of a limited partnership must amount to f ~ , o o o .  Shares 
must be registered. Insolvent companies in Germany are sub- 
ject to  the bankruptcy law in the same manner as natural persons. 

For further information see a memorandum on German com- 
panies printed in the appendix to the Report of Lord Davey's 
Committee on tlze Amendment of Company Law, pp. 13-26. 

Italy.-Commercial companies in Italy are of three kinds:- 
( I )  General partnerships, in which the members are liable for all 
debts incurred; (2) companies in accomandita, in which some 
members are liable to an unlimited extent and others within cer- 
tain limits; (3) joint stock companies, in which the liability is 
limited to the capital of the company and no member is liable 
beyond the amount of his holding. None of these companies 
needs authority from the Government for its constitution; all 
that is needed is a written agreement brought before the public 
in the ways indicated in the code. I n  joint stock companies the 
trustees (directors) must give security. They are appointed by a 
general meeting for a period not exceeding four years. The com- 
pany is not constituted until the whole of its capital is subscribed, 
and until three-tenths of the capital a t  least has been actually paid 
up. When a company's capital is diminished by one-third, the 
trustees must call the members together and consult as to what 
is to be done. An ordinary meeting is held a t  least once every year. 
Shares may not be made payable "to bearer" until fully paid up. 
A company may issue debentures if this is agreed to by a certain 
majority. One-twentieth, a t  least, of the dividends of the com- 
pany must be added to the reserve fund, until this has become 
equal to one-fifth of the company's capital. Three or five asses- 
sors-members or non-members-keep watch over the way in 
which the company is carried on. (x.1 * 

THE UNITED STATES 
The word "company," which has of recent years acquired a 

definite meaning in England, retains in the United States all of 
its original vagueness, being used indiscriminately to  designate 
all sorts of associations of men from a group of volunteer firemen 
to the Pennsylvania railroad. The modern business organizations 
which are called in England the joint-stock company and the 
statutory company, respectively, are in America known as the 
"corporation," or, when one wishes to  differentiate the two, as 
the "business corporation" and the "public service corporation." 

ORDINARY BUSINESS CORPORATIONS 
The development of business corporations in the United States 

has in general been substantially similar to that of joint stock 
companies in England, but there are a number of important di- 
vergencies between the business practices and law of the two 
countries. The legal differences are in part the consequence of a 
difference in business practices, in part due to different views of 
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public policy and in part to the peculiarities of the American 
federal system of government. 

S t a t e  a n d  Federa l  Corporations.- It is a well settled princi- 
ple of American law that power to create corporations is vested 
in the legislature alone, and the word legislature in this connection 
means, in general, the legislature of some one of the States. The 
U.S. Congress has implied power to create many kinds of cor- 
porations, but it has rarely done so except in the case of national 
banks. Persons desiring to incorporate for other than banking 
purposes must therefore look to some State legislature for 
assistance. 

Genera l  Corpora t ion  Laws.-During the early years of the 
19th century, this assistance was given sparingly, the incorpora- 
tion of every enterprise requiring a special legislative act. During 
the last IOO years, however, more liberal views have prevailed, and 
in all the States to-day there are general laws enabling persons de- 
siring to incorporate to do so by performing certain specified 
acts. I n  the case of ordinary business corporations, the principal 
statutory requirements are the payment of certain fees and the 
signing and filing of a document, called "articles of incorporation" 
or some similar name, which sets forth the powers which the cor- 
poration is to have, and certain other matters, such as the total 
amount of the authorized capital and whether preferred as well 
as common stock is to be issued. 

P r o m o t i o n  a n d  Organization.-Although the statutes thus 
determine the legal framework of the enterprise, the actual or- 
ganization of a business corporation usually involves many things 
to which the statutes make no reference. IlIost corporations are 
formed to develop some particular property or to  take over 
some existing business. Important preliminary agreements are 
ordinarily entered into by the promoters of the enterprise prior 
to incorporation. Although these agreements are not in legal 
theory binding upon the subsequently formed corporation, in 
practice one of the first acts of the corporation upon its forma- 
tion is the adoption of them. 

Moreover, although incorporation laws frequently provide for 
the making of a minimum number of subscriptions in some statu- 
tory form, they generally permit additional subscriptions to be 
made either prior or subsequent to incorporation by inform$ 
contracts subject only to  certain statutory regulations with regard 
to payment. Furthermore, although it  is well settled that a cor- 
poration has power to finance itself through the issue of bonds, 
as well as by subscriptions to  stock, the issue of bonds is not as 
a general rule based upon any provision in the statute but upon 
the implied power of borrowing money which is possessed by all 
business corporations. 

In  addition to the acts which are necessary to incorporation, 
the statutes generally contemplate the doing of additional acts 
before the corporation shall be in a position to do business. Thus, 
most incorporation acts provide that the incorporators shall, be- 
fore engaging in business, meet together for the purpose of adopt- 
ing by-laws and electing directors. 

Doing  Business in Severa l  States.-The laws of the several 
. States differ considerably both as to the manner in which incor- 

poration may be obtained and as to the powers which corporations 
may have. In  view of these differences, the question how far it 
is possible to become incorporated in a State whose laws are 
peculiarly favourable to the sort of organization which the pro- 
moters of the enterprise desire and to retain the benefits of such 
incorporation while carrying on business in another State is one 
of great importance. The courts have held that a corporation 
formed in one State may engage in business in another State un- 
less expressly forbidden to do so and that, under such circum- 
stances, its internal organization continues to be governed by the 
laws of the State in which it  was created. Nzvertheless, except in 
so far as the corporation's business is interstate commerce, the 
second State may, by statute, deny it the right to do business 
therein or may, as the price of permitting it to do so, impose 
severe restrictions upon it. 

In  practice, corporations of one State are, with few excep- 
tions, permitted to do business in other States, subject to certain 
regulations. In some cases these regulations are sufficiently bur- 

densome to make it  desirable for the owners of an incorporated 
enterprise to organize a second corporation under the laws of the 
second State for the purpose of carrying on the business done in 
that State. Frequently, however, the situation is such that per- 
sons desiring to do business mainly or even wholly in one State 
deem it for their advantage to  incorporate in another. 

Stockholders' Liability.-Although the corporation laws of 
the States differ in a number of important respects, they all pos- 
sess the common feature of limiting to some extent the liability 
of the stockholders for the corporate debts, the limit of liability 
being in most States the amount of the stockholders' subscription. 
In  order to prevent this stockholders' liability from approaching 
the vanishing point, i t  was until recently generally provided that 
all stock issued must have a par value and that the subscribers to 
the stock should remain liable to the corporation's creditors until 
they or their transferees had paid either in cash, property or serv- 
ices, a sum equal to this par value. The practical consequences of 
these laws have been regarded by most persons concerned with the 
financing of corporations as undesirable and their criticisms have 
in recent years led to the enactment of laws permitting the issue 
of stock without par value. 

Blue Sky  Laws.-No-par stock is a device to  insure greater 
flexibility in capitalization and to relieve stockholders from what 
may in some cases be regarded as an unfair burden of liability. 
Permission to use such a device certainly does not diminish the 
need of surrounding the issue of corporate stock with safeguards 
designed to protect the investor against being misled by fraudu- 
lent or over-optimistic promoters and stock salesmen. In  order, if 
possible, to discourage the activities of such persons, the majority 
of the States have in recent years enacted so-called "blue sky" 
laws which make it  a criminal offence to sell stock without a 
licence from a public official, who is under a duty of refusing to 
grant a licence if he believes the plan of incorporation to be 
illegal, fraudulent or unfair. Certain classes of securities, such 
as those listed on a stock exchange, are generally+exempted from 
the requirements of these statutes. 

De Fac to  Corporations.--The enactment of such laws may 
tend to reduce somewhat the tendency to carelessness with re- 
spect to compliance with incorporation laws, which has been a 
source of considerable difficulty in American corporation law. 
As a result of such carelessness it not infrequently happens that 
persons engage in business under what they believe to be a 
corporate form of organization without being legally incorporated. 
The courts have treated organizations of this type as having a 
de facto corporate existence, a view of the situation which has 
no parallel in the law of England. 

Corporate Powers a n d  U l t r a  Vires Acts.-The powers 
which corporations possess depend in the main upon the provisions 
in their articles, though there are certain powers which are im- 
plied from the mere fact of incorporation, and other powers which 
are denied to all corporations regardless of what their articles 
may provide. One important power which is freely granted in 
some States while rigidly refused in others is the power to  hold 
stock in other companies, a power which enables one corporation 
to control another through ownership of a majority of its stock. 
It not infrequently happens that the managing officers of corpora- 
tions attempt to do in the corporate name acts which the cor- 
poration is not authorized to do. In  contrast to the English view 
that such ultra vires acts are wholly void, American courts have 
in general held that they will, in many cases, confer rights and 
impose liability upon the corporation. 

Directors.-The legal principles which govern the activities of 
an American corporation once it becomes a going concern are, 
however, in the main, substantially similar to  those which govern 
an English joint-stock company. Both are managed by officers 
under the supervision of boards of directors, who possess auto- 
cratic powers but are liable to their corporations for losses due 
to ultra vires acts or to gross negligence, and are accountable for 
any profits derived from taking an unfair advantage of their 
position 

Stockholders' Rights.-The stockholders in American corpo- 
rations, like those in English companies, have no share in the 
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management of the enterprise but have the right of meeting to- 
gether, generally a t  annual intervals, to elect directors, amend the 
articles of incorporation or the by-laws, and approve or disapprove 
certain voidable acts of the directors. As a general rule the prin- 
ciple governing such stockholders' action is one of majority con- 
trol, although devices for obtaining what may amount to minority 
control, such as the disfranchisement of certain classes of stock 
or the organization of voting trusts, are permissible in some 
States. 

In  addition to the voting rights which he generally possesses, a 
stockholder's more important rights include the right to share in 
any dividend paid to  the class of stockholders to which he belongs, 
the right to  subscribe to any new stock issued, to share in the 
assets on dissolution, to transfer his stock and to sue to redress 
wrongs done to the corporation where the directors fraudulently 
or unreasonably refuse to  act. 

Dissolution.-The laws of most States contain elaborate pro- 
visions for the dissolution of corporations and the distribution of 
their assets among stockholders and creditors. I n  the case of in- 
solvent corporations, however, what practically amounts to a dis- 
solution of the corporation is frequently obtained without resort 
to these statutes, either by the institution of bankruptcy pro- 
ceedings against the corporation or by a receivership. Such pro- 
ceedings often result in a reorganization rather than an aban- 
donment of the enterprise. 

OTHER CORPORATIONS 
Special Types of Corporations.-In addition to the statutes 

governing ordinary business corporations, there are in most States 
separate enactments relating to stock corporations engaged in 
special kinds of business, such as banking and public service. 
Banks may be organized under either Federal or State laws, which 
in general do not differ greatly from those relating to the organiza- 
tion of ordinary business corporations except with respect to a 
few matters such as that of stockholder's liability. The activities 
of banking corporations are, however, subject to a much greater 
degree of supervision by the State than is the case with respect to 
ordinary business corporations. 

So, too, in the case of public service corporations, the differ- 
ences between the laws relating to them and those relating to  
corporations engaged in ordinary business are less with respect to 
the manner of organization of such corporations than with respect 
to the amount of regulation to which they are subjected. The 
regulation of such enterprises is a very important part of the busi- 
ness law of to-day, but since such regulation depends rather upon 
the nature of the business than on its incorporation, it is not 
dealt with here. 

In  addition to these various classes of stock corporations, the 
laws of the States also provide for the organization of various non- 
stock corporations, including organizations engaged in business on 
the mutual or co-operative basis, and non-business corp"orations, 
such as charitable, educational, religious, social and fraternal 
bodies. 

UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATIONS 
The unincorporated association is a common form of organiza- 

tion for other than business purposes, and is also occasionally 
used for the carrying on of business. When used for the latter 
purpose it is in effect a large partnership with transferable shares 
and has the serious disadvantage that it results in personal lia- 
bility on the part of the shareholders. Such liability may, how- 
ever, be avoided in many States by giving control of the enter- 
prise and legal title to its assets to trustees. This latter form of 
organization at  one time possessed certain advantages over the 
corporation, but recent statutes have largely done away with 
these advantages. (E. M. D.) 

See S .  D. Thompson, Comnzentaries o n  the  Law o f  Private Corpora- 
tions ( 6  vols.) ; Beach on Corporations, and the American Encyclo- 
paedia o f  Law.  
COMPANY-PROMOTING. Company-promotion is a rec- 

ognized branch of financial industry, called into being by the 
readiness of capitalists, large and small, to take a share or shares 
in any kind of enterprise, from a government loan down to a 
mining venture in some obscure part of the earth. Some com- 

panies, notably many evolved a t  the time of the South Sea craze 
that ended in the bursting of the Bubble, had no more solid 
foundation than the imagination of the people who promoted 
them; people who traded upon the eagerness of the greedy, and 
the innocence of the ignorant, in drawing-up the prospectus of 
some fantastic scheme that might lure money from the public's 
pocket and direct it into the hands, farther than which i t  #did 
not travel, of the fraudulent company pron~oter. The Limited 
Liabilities act, 1862, and its supplementary enactments, went 
far to lay down greatly needed law upon the subject of new 
companies, and, by slow degrees, company promotion won a 
place for itself amongst responsible branches of finance. Com- 
pany-promoting is no longer a synonym for dishonesty and legal- 
ized chicanery. It is recognized as an essential cog in the wheel 
of financial machinery. 

P r o m o t i o n  of a Company.-The founder of a successful 
store, desirous of turning his interest into cash, approaches a com- 
pany promoter and says how much he wants for the undertaking. 
Valuations are made, reports drawn up, profit-statements or es- 
timates set out, the proportions settled of what the seller, found- 
er of the business, \rill accept in cash and shdres, preference, ordi- 
nary, deferred sharrs-perhaps debeniurr stock-of his own 
property. H e  asks certain terms: the company-promoter, experi- 
enced judge in such matters, suggests variations. By degrees, and by 
compromise, agreement is reached. Underwriting arrangements, 
with trust companies and others, are then made. The promo- 
tion of the company has thus arrived at  that stage where the pub- 
lic can be approached with a prospectus of the undertaking, and 
investors are thereupon invited to  subscribe the money for the 
purchase of the business, provision of working capital, etc. 
The company-promoter may buy the whole business outright and 
re-offer it  to  the public, making a profit for himself on the trans- 
action. The small-print part of a prospectus, which not everybody 
takes the trouble to study, often contains information that will 
enable a prospective subscriber to judge whether an excessive 
sun: has been paid to  the intermediaries between the seller of 
the business and the public who are invited to buy it  through ap- 
plication for its shares. There may be a number of businesses 
which, bought singly by the company-promoter, lend themselves 
to amalgamation and to issue of their shares in a new, big concern 
to  the public. 

Promoters  a n d  Promoting.-C~mpan~-~romotin~ fulfils a 
necessary part of the development of the principles governed by 
the Limited Liabilities Acts. I t  can be, and is, carried on by 
an individual, or a firm, or a limited company. I t  is a business 
in which the ordinary risks vary a good deal, according to the 
fluctuating factors of the money market; of political events, do- 
mestic and foreign; of natural disturbances. The company-pro- 
moter may find prospects of a very successful new issue are 
marred, on a sudden, by a revolution, a n  earthquake, the illness 
or death of a foreign ruler. Company-promoting takes into ac- 
count these hazards, the unknown as well as the known, and 
charges its clients accordingly. There is no set scale of profit or 
commission. There is no set rule as  to  who may or may not be 
the promoter. Sometimes a railway or other company, with pow- 
ers in hand to issue more stock, will give an order to stock ex- 
change firms to sell, a t  a fixed minimum price, a particular secur- 
ity of its own until a certain amount has been disposed of, and 
the railway or company has thereby obtained the money it re- 
quires. I n  such a case, the services of a professional company- 
promoter are dispensed with, while, to  instance a foreign gov- 
ernment or municipal loan, the borrower frequently sells the 
whole amount to a single firm, or to three or four firms who 
pay one price, and issue the loan to the public at  some higher 
figure. T h e  borrower is thereby secured of getting his money. The 
issuing firms, out of the profit they make, may pay underwriting, 
advertising and other expenses The popularity of the limited 
liability princip!e, and of its application to all sorts and conditions 
of business, have made company-promotion a lucrative branch of 
business, and have accordingly drawn to its ranks an increasing 
number of persons though, as has been said above, it  is a business 
by no means without its risks. 
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S h a r e  "Introductions.''-Before the World War, the usual 

manner for the company-promoter to  approach the investor was 
through the medium of a prospectus, advertised in the news- 
papers and circulated, with a certain degree of discrimination, 
through the post. Since the War, there has sprung up a wide- 
spread development of the practice of doing without a prospectus, 
and, in lieu, of "introducing" shares to the stock exchange markets. 
The owner of a business which he, the owner, wishes to  turn into 
cash, will take the necessary lcgal steps to incorporate that busi- 
ness into a public company, the shares of which he will sell out- 
right to a buyer who advertises certain particulars, including vari- 
ous contracts in relation to the company, in newspapers, as being 
for public information only, and not as an invitation to subscribe 
for the shares. This is preliminary to the Stock Exchange com- 
mittee being asked to give their sanction-without which nothing 
can be done to make a stock exchange market-for dealing in 
the shares. Public interest is aroused by the advertisement; pos- 
sibly there may be a few other advance paragraphs that whet 
curiosity; the buyers of the shares can usually count with confi- 
dence upon finding other buyers who will pay a higher price if 
they, the prospective buyers, have the assurance that the new- 
comer is a sound concern. By the time that permission to deal is 
given by the Stock Exchange committee, the people who hold 
all the shares, and who therefore are the only people able to sell, 
find themselves armed with a long list of buyers ready-made for 
the opening of the market: buyers who quite commonly do not 
know the price a t  which the shares will be sold to them, but 
who do know that it  will be a reasonable figure, as compared 
with the lower price that the first buyers had given for the 
shares. This system of company-promotion had a mild vogue 
before the War, but it  achieved prominence by reason of the 
difficulties encountered during the War in the way of raising 
money for fresh enterprises through the medium of the prospec- 
tus. Since then the practice, despite obvious disadvantages that 
have evoked criticism from the thoughtful and the austere, has 
gained increasing popularity amongst those who have stocks and 
shares for sale, and who claim for this method that i t  is more 
economical than that of issuing and circulating a full prospectus. 

P r o m o t i o n  by Offer of Sale.-The main disadvantage, and 
principal point for criticism, is the fact that less information 
may appear in an offer for sale than is contained in a prospectus. 
Reference to  the newspapers will show, on many days in a month, 
the marked differences between the two kinds of invitation offered 
to the public to subscribe money for the stock, bonds or shares in 
a new company, in some new loan, or other form of borrowing. 
The prospectus sets out a good deal of comprehensive detail. I t  
gives (generally in small print) the amount of money or shares 
payable to  the original sellers, and the amount that the inter- 
mediary, the promoter, is asking from the public, the difference 
being, of course, the promoter's profit. The offer for sale, which is 
a different thing from the introduction of shares to  a market, 
frequently takes the shape of a letter, written by someone con- 
nected with the concern-the chairman of a company, or perhaps 
its managing director-which letter details the same kind of in- 
formation as a prospectus would give, but from which there will 
be omitted, in all probability, the intermediate profits that are be- 
ing made by promoters or others. 

Stock E x c h a n g e  Requirements.- In all cases, the Stock 
Exchange committee, before granting permission to deal in the 
new issue, require the assurance that the directors collectively 
and individually are responsible for the information advertised. 
The announcements made for "public information only" are gen- 
erally followed by the shares being introduced to the stock ex- 
change market in the manner described above. The issue must be 
advertised in two leading London morning papers, an8 must 
give all material conditions relating to  the formation of a com- 
pany, as precedent to permission being obtained from the 
Stock Exchange committee for transactions to take place in the 
shares. As the object of the people who have bought the shares is 
to  sell the latter again a t  a profit, i t  is obvious that the Stock 
Exchange committee's permission to deal is essential; otherwise, 
there will be no such free market as shall enable the sale to be 

easily effected. The sellers, in command of the majority of the 
issue, can ask what price they please. The buyers, with little 
to guide them except details required to  be advertised, are di- 
vided between the fear on the one hand, of paying too high a 
price, and, on the other hand, of being left out of some good op- 
portunity because it  is advertised in a way that certainly saves 
money. The ordinary prospectus affords the investor a more con- 
siderable body of detail, as a general rule, than do the offers of 
sale or the particulars advertised as being "for public infor- 
mation only." (W. L.) 

UNITED STATES 
The r61e of the promoter is to  take the new idea of the 

inventive mind and make it  feasible for commercial exploitation. 
Until comparatively recently, he was the only link who brought 
the dreamer and the practical man together. The promoter's 
stock in trade is imagination, backed by enthusiasm. H e  must 
be able to open the windows of his mind to admit oblique rays 
of light, to which the common run of mentalities are not yet 
sensitive. As a figure who makes business more dynamic, more 

1 receptive to the inevitable consequences of flux, the promoter 
serves a useful economic function. 

Of late, the financing of new ideas has not rested exclusively 
with promoters. Established companies have to an ever-increas- 
ing extent since the World War recognized the importance of 
research. Going concerns have in their laboratories consciously 
sought to extend the frontiers of applied science. The General 
Electric Company, for example, spends more on research each 
year than Harvard university. The Bell laboratories of the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company appropriate huge 
sums annually to keep abreast of the newer thought in the field 
of communications. That relative newcomer, the Radio Cor- 
poration of America, is another leader in research. I n  the field of 
industrial chemistry, E.  I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, of 
Wilmington, Del., is active in combining science with business. 
In  the purely industrial field, the General Motors Corporation 
devotes vast energies to  engineering research. Accordingly, eco- 
nomic progress is less haphazard than it  used to be before the 
war. New ideas are no longer borne primarily in the minds of 
casual, outside inventors. T o  an increasing extent, new methods 
and new processes are found as a result of deliberate planning. 
New inventions spring to an increasing extent from a deliberate 
search in the laboratories for novel means of accomplishing 
new objectives. 

An outstanding characteristic of the management of the best 
conducted American companies is an open mind. Accordingly, 
the individual with a new idea no longer finds his only avenue to 
success through combination with a promoter. Frequently, his 
best market is with an established company. But changes of view- 
point come gradually. Conservatism in business, though rela- 
tively less insistent, still lingers. Some pioneers must still set up 
new business agencies to exploit their novel conteptions. I n  the 
United States, the conditions for starting new companies vary 
in the 48 States. In  general, a vast amount of freedom is given 
to promoters. Some commonwealths, like Delaware, specialize 
in granting companies a free hand, and accordingly even com- 
panies intending to operate mainly in other States prefer a Dela- 
ware charter. Tax exemption features in Florida have encouraged 
company organization in that State. Ninety per cent of American 
business is carried on by corporations operating under State 
charters. Although the nature of the restrictions vary, new com- 
panies get a large area of freedom. However, in the last decade, 
two score States have adopted so-called blue sky laws, which set 
up standards to safeguard the interests of security buyers. Under 
the blue sky laws, the vendors of securities must satisfy a State 
commission of their own integrity and also as to the authenticity 
of statements made concerning the new company, which is being 
financed. Of late, there has been a drift  away from this pater- 
nalistic type of regulation in favour of the fraud law, which has 
been adopted in New York, New Jersey and Maryland. Under 
this type of legislation, the law enforcement officers do not deal 
with all new security issues, but specialize in those which seem 
tainted with fraud. The blue sky and fraud laws are State enact- 
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merits, rather than Federal laws. The Federal Government oper- 
ates to protect investors from fraud largely through the statutes 
to prevent the use of the mails for fraudulent purposes. The argu- 
ment used in favour of the newer type of fraud law, as opposed 
to the blue sky type, is that i t  is less burdensome to legitimate 
business. Moreover, i t  is commonly stated that the blue sky 
law gives the investor a false sense of security, in that he feels 
that the State has certified as to  the good character of a par- 
ticular new offering. As a matter of fact, the State only intends 
to imply an absence of fraud, but to  the untrained mind there is 
an implication that governmental authority stands behind the 
investment. 

I n  dealing with new promotions, governmental authority is sup- 
plemented by the organized effort of honest business to protect its 
good name. "Better Business Bureaux" have been organized in 44 
American cities, and their work in fraud fighting in the financial 
and merchandise field is co-ordinated through the National Better 
Business Bureau, whose headquarters are in New York city. 
Recently, Better Business Bureaux have been organized in Mon- 
treal and Toronto. These bureaux are voluntary organizations, 
supported by subscriptions of individuals, corporations and organ- 
ized security exchanges. The New York Stock Exchange virtually 
underwrote the initial expenses of the New York Better Business 
Bureau, which is the largest and most effective link in the nation- 
wide system. The better business movement originated from a 
realization that fraudulent practices increased the sales resistance 
which legitimate business faced. With the rise of the small 
investor during the war loans, the public became easy prey for 
crooked promoters. Andrew W. Mellon, secretary of the Treas- 
ury, once estimated that the American public squandered a billion 
dollars a year in fraudulent investments. Unless new ideas are 
sponsored by established companies, financing becomes difficult. 
The better grade investment houses are chary of novelties pro- 
moted by newcomers without a record of business success behind 
them. Accordingly, many inventors have been driven into the 
hands of security charlatans who operate in the shadow of the 
financial district. Recognizing the economic need of financing 
promising new ideas, a group of New York capitalists banded 
together and agreed to put up their own capital to  finance new 
projects during the experimental stage, after which securities would 
be offered directly to  the investment public. Out of thousands of 
ideas submitted, an extraordinarily small percentage was deemed 
feasible. Inventors are frequently deluded with the importance 
of their creation, and are inclined to overvalue it. 

Ordinarily the promoter limits himself to finding business 
opportunities, and to organizing to take advantage of them. Such 
preliminary work includes the mobilizing of capital, physical 
property and management. If the individual is a professional 
promoter, he steps out when the company has been launched, and 
turns to something else. Charles R. Flint, organizer of the Amer- 
ican Chicle Company, was not inclined to continue to manage 
companies after organizing them. Sometimes, as in the case 
of 0. P. and M. J. Van Sweringen, of Cleveland, real estate and 
railroad operators, the genius of promoters is combined with a 
capacity for management. When a promoter deals with estab- 
lished investment bankers, the procedure resembles the English 
practice. Bankers make their commitments dependent on surveys 
by engineering concerns and audits by certified public account- 
ants. The work of promoters in recent years has included not only 
the sponsoring of new ventures, but also the merging of old. In  
the field of gas and electricity, mergers have been almost uni- 
versal. Huge holding companies have absorbed increasing num- 
bers of operating companies scattered in various districts at home 
and abroad. Promoters and brokers have played an active part 
in persuading the old owners to  sell out to the new. The develop- 
ment has been paralleled in industry, where the newest develop- 
ment has been the creation of what Paul M. hlazur, of Lehman 
Brothers, bankers, has described as the circular trust, which con- 
sists of a combination of companies in allied lines, like the cereal, 
coffee, salad dressing and imitation coffee units banded together 
by the Postum Company. The alleged advantage of such trusts, 
which are neither of the old fashioned vertical or horizontal type, 

is that they become more important factors in dealing with their 
customers, particularly the powerful chain stores. Moreover, 
there are supposed to be economies in the saving of executive 
salaries, in financing, in co-ordinated handling of advertising and 
in combination of sales and service forces. Frequently, new units 
are acquired through an exchange of stock. The deal is made 
attractive to the group selling out because i t  gets a liquid security 
for an illiquid one. The public, moreover, is willing to capitalize 
the earnings behind the liquid security far more liberally. I n  the 
railroad field, under the Transportation Act of 1920, railroad 
mergers are encouraged, and the restraining hand of the anti- 
trust laws is partially lifted. Progress in the direction of railroad 
weddings has been slow, partially because of vagaries in the law, 
but important initial steps have already been taken. These new 
groupings call for promotion skill of the highest order. 

I n  the case of new companies, the promoter is frequently 
compensated in stock, and his remuneration depends on the suc- 
cess of the venture. Company-promotion has been facilitated in 
the United States in  recent years by a new public appreciation 
of the value of common stocks as long term investments. The 
bulk of industrial financing has not consisted of the launching of 
brand new companies, but of the turning of hitherto close cor- 
porations, like the great department stores, into companies in 
which outside investors participate. I n  some transactions, like 
the sale of Dodge Brothers, to  the banking house of Dillon, Read 
and Company, the former owners completely relinquished their 
stake in the company. In  other deals, like the financing of great 
department stores, the bankers will buy for the public only a 
minority interest, and will insist on a continuance of the same 
management. 

Ordinarily new untested securities are not promptly admitted to  
trading on the New York Stock Exchange, but are first required 
to go through a seasoning process on the New York Curb Market. 
Many new issues are unlisted and are dealt in only over the 
counter. New issues are most economically distributed through 
the established banks and investment banking houses, with a 
regular clientele. Newspaper and magazine advertising backs up 
the efforts of legitimate stock and bond salesmen. The process of 
financing through less well established finance houses that send out 
"high-pressure" salesmen to call upon strangers, has repeatedly 
been demonstrated to be costly and unsatisfactory. Established 
companies, like the public utilities enterprises, have been able in 
specific deals to eliminate the middle man-the banker-by selling 
securities directly to patrons of the companies. Many of the large 
public utility, industrial and railroad companies have been selling 
stock directly to employees. (M. S. R.) 

COMPANY UNIONS. A labour organization in the U.S.A. 
in which the employer exerts an influence which interferes with 
collective bargaining is a "company union." Most frequently it  is 
a union whose membership and officers are restricted wholly to  the 
employees of the special establishment, and differs thus in form 
from the trade union which enrols in a unified body workers of 
the same or similar occupations in a large number of plants. Com- 
pany unions grew with special rapidity during 1919-26 and after 
the enactment of the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, 
which guaranteed labour's "right to organize." 

Since 1935 the National Labor Relations Act has outlawed 
employer practices which would result in company unions. Princi- 
ples involved are: ( I )  whether organization is employer domi- 
nated at  its inception; ( 2 )  the nature and efficacy of collec- 
tive bargaining by the organization; (3) contrast in the em- 
ployer's treatment of rival organizations; (4) whether the con- 
stitution and by-laws of the organization reveal extensive control 
by the employer or his agents; (5) whether employer-controlled 
organizations and public officials in the community have been 
utilized to secure control over the labour organization. In  the 
estabflshment of these principles the board followed the assump- 
tion that the formation and administration of labour organizations 
were the concern of the employee and not of the employer. 

Since 1937, when the National Labor Relations Act was de- 
clared constitutional. company unions have been on an "experi- 
mental" retreat. Employers have been attempting to adapt them 
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for legitimacy under the law. Among the techniques of adapta- 
tion are reorganization of old company unions, or forming new 
ones, into "independent" unions; readaptation of company unions 
by the introduction of dues-paying, written agreements, holding 
meetings outside of company property, and by incorporation. 
However, certain basic features, like the discpuragement of "out- 
side" unions and membership in only the plant, or plants, of the 
single company, are still retained. (See CLOSED SHOP.) (S. PE.) 

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY is a term, now obsolescent, 
applied to the study of the structure of diverse animals, intended 
to bring out their differences and resemblances. I t  arose as a 
separate science in the 16th century, although the most important 
generalization which has resulted from it was tacitly assumed by 
those earlier anatomists who, unable to  dissect human bodies, 
made observations on pigs acd other domestic animals, applying 
their results to  man. A comparative study of anatomy actively 
pursued during the 18th and early part of the 19th centuries, led 
zoologists to  the discovery that all animals might be placed in a 
few great groups, distinguished from one another by fundamental 
dissimilarities in structure. Of these groups, that which attracted 
the greatest attention was the phylum Vertebrata. I t  was soon 
realized that all mammals resembled one another in  the funda- 
mental structure of their skeletons, that the differences that were 
discernible could plausibly be regarded as explicable by the loss 
of parts, e.g., that the hand of a horse differed from that of man 
by the complete loss of two outermost digits, and such reduction 
of the second and fourth that the third alone remained functional. 
Observations of this type led to  the theory of "architypes" in- 
vented by Oken, and accepted and much extended by R. Owen. 

Comparative anatomy formed the foundation on which the 
theory of evolution was and is based. Until the community of 
structure which exists between animals often widely different in 
appearance, had been discovered, no reasons whatsoever existed 
for doubt of their separate creation. 

Comparative anatomy forms the basis of all work on the classi- 
fication of animals, the larger groups are established on a basis 
of knowledge of the complete structure of the animals included 
in them, and the differences which are used to separate the smaller 
groups, genera, and species, although they can very often be 
observed in surface view, are really anatomical in their nature. 

The study of comparative anatomy led to the development of 
the conceptions underlying the terms homology and analogy, and 
an attempt further to discriminate between these two caused com- 
parative anatomists to begin the study of embryology in order to 
determine the homologies of structures from their mode of origin. 
Continuation of this work and its establishment as a special dis- 
cipline, has led to the use of the term morphology to include the 
old comparative anatomy, embryology and all studies in  which 
the centre of interest is the structure rathcr than the function of 
the parts of the animal. For the further development and present 
position of this branch of science, see MORPHOLOGY. 

(D. M. S. IV.) 
COMPARATIVE ETHICS. The comparative study of 

ethics is concerned with the rules, principles and ideals guiding or 
inspiring human behaviour, technical rules for sufficiently obvi- 
ous reas-ons excluded. I t s  field is thus nearly coincident with that 
of philosophical ethics. But while philosophy is a t  bottom inter- 
ested in the ultimate validity of moral conceptions, comparative 
ethics is primarily concerned with the fact that, valid or invalid, 
they exist, that they play their part in the life of the individual 
and society and have their affiliations with other factors in human 
development. I t  is as much interested in their differences as in 
their points of agreement, in the conceptions which the student 
may think absurd or outrageous as in those which he approves 
as sound, in the customs of the simplest peoples as in those of 
the most advanced civilizations. Whether the question of validity 
can in the end be excluded from this study has been a matter 
of controversy. Some would think that in the last resort it is 
required as the underlying standard of comparison. Others main- 
tain that there is no such standard and that comparative ethics 
can very well get on without it. Some seem even to imagine that 
compdrison itself gives the standard, since it  shows what ideas 

prevail and success is the only measure of worth. But such 
optimism cannot be maintained. The lower ideal may make the 
stronger appeal to  prevailing sentiments, and if prevalence is 
itself the test we get varying standards with varying times. If i t  
is contended that what prevails anywhere must be best for that 
time and place, this is contrary to  fact, since it  is often clear 
enough to the observer or historian that accepted standards 
work injuriously, even ruinously. More careful writers agree that 
comparative treatment does not of itself yield a standard of 
rationality, but are not agreed on the question whether such a 
standard is (a) attainable, (b) required for the purposes of com- 
parative ethics. On the first question it  is assumed in this article 
that such a standard is attainable, and is implied when we use 
terms like "higher" or "lower" "progress" or "deterioration" in 
morals. But in strictness its elucidation is the problem of philo- 
sophic ethics and will not be attempted here. Nevertheless com- 
parative study both points the way to the philosopher and, in 
exhibiting the operation of moral ideas in social life, provides a 
broad basis of experience as the test of his theory. 

I n  any case we should not exaggerate differences. Those who 
affirm and those who deny a "truth" in the ethical order may 
follow the same path for a long distance, if not to the end. The 
same data are before both parties, the same record of customs, 
laws, religious requirements and moral codes, and they may be 
compared as historical facts without deciding on their relative 
values. We may work out a series of historic changes or com- 
pare the variations of moral outlook characteristic of one culture 
with those of another. We may enquire into the causes of such 
variation and investigate the influence of economic and other 
factors, all without resort t o  a philosophical valuation. We may 
even (and this is important) select any given order of moral 
ideas as a standard of reference and show the deviations of other 
accepted orders therefrom without assuming its superior valiaity. 
A very simple code is of value for such a purpose, because it  
enables us to  mark the kind of deviations which arise with the 
greater complexity of life. The code of our own day is also useful 
(so long as we do not covertly and uncritically assume that it is 
the highest), because, good or bad, it is the product of the civiliza- 
tion which is latest in point of time and beyond question the 
most developed in certain forms of human achievement. Com- 
bining the two points of reference we can enquire how far ethical 
codes are correlated with the advance of general culture, a ques- 
tion which, wherever philosophic truth lies, is of great intrinsic 
importance. This does not affect the right of those who hold to 
some system as the ideal and the truth to  make it the basis of 
another series of comparisons, and how far the two schemes of 
comparison would coincide or diverge is a question which for them 
is of high interest. 

T h e  Special Prob lems  of C o m p a r a t i v e  Ethics.-Thus, 
whatever our attitude to the final problems of philosophic ethics, 
we seem to have something to learn from the comparative method. 
Let us try to state our objective in general terms. We are con- 
fronted with divergencies relatively slight as between individuals 
of the same society, but often very material when we compare 
one society with another, one class with another, one epoch or 
one culture with another. Comparative ethics may be said to  
have taken its rise from the recognition of these differences, and 
to consist essentially in the endeavour to interpret them. The 
first question which it raises may be put in this way: ( I )  I s  there 
behind the specific differences some generic principle common 
to human societies; ( 2 )  if so, are we to think of the differences 
simply as phases in the development of the common principle or 
are they due in whole or in part to other factors in social life, 
economic for example, or religious or intellectual? Some of these 
appear from the outset to  be much more closely bound up with 
the ethical than others, and i t  is (3) for comparative investiga- 
tion to examine the different modes and degrees of correlation 
and so determine the place of the ethical factor in the cultural 
history of mankind. I n  so doing it  will have (4) t o  consider 
whether a real ethical development is discoverable, and if so how 
it is related to other developments in society. T o  the question 
how far this last point necessitates a philosophic analysis we will 
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not add anything to what has been said above. I t  is on any view 
clear that comparative investigation is essential to any theory of 
development. 

Moral Elements Common to All Known Societies.-(I) 
On the first question comparative investigation has reached some 
definite results. I t  shows that as far as our records go the ac- 
ceptance of some code of conduct is co-extensive with humanity. 
I t  has often been questioned whether every society has its re- 
ligion, but if a very wide induction has any validity it is certain 
that every society has its code. If exceptions are to  be found 
a t  all they are not in what appear as the most "primitive" so- 
cieties but in cases of decadence, where the long-established code 
of one culture is broken and not replaced by the irruption of 
another. Everywhere in stable society there is a code which bids 
men do this and not do that. The codes differ a good deal and 
the reasons rendered for them are sometimes obscure or to  
modern minds absurd. Among the simplest peoples the moral 
and the customary, the legal, the magical, the religious, are barely, 
if a t  all, distinguished, but there are customs or laws, oral or 
written, prescribing or forbidding definite classes of action, up- 
held by the impartial onlooker and the general judgment of so- 
ciety, which visits a breach with reprobation if not with specific 
penalty. These 'are the essential elements of a working moral 
code and have to be recognized as such, even if some parts of the 
code are condemned as defective or, as judged by some other 
standards, immoral. 

This is not all. If we run the gamut of culture from the highest 
to the lowest, we shall find that the codes cover the principal 
relations of social life. They deal with person and property and 
specifically with sex, imposing restraints on behaviour which from 
our point of view may be just or unjust, but which are certainly 
working rules. These rules rest on, and in turn support, a cer- 
tain community of life, extending beyond the simple family of 
parents and young children, where natural feeling might be a 
sufficient guide. I t  is true that the moral purview is often seri- 
ously limited and that behind it  and sometimes even within it  
economic or political forces or perversities of religious or magical 
ideas may work havoc with human relations, but such failings do 
not prevent the code from being effective in its own way and on 
its own conditions. In  particular, it is highly effective among the 
simplest peoples that we know. We do not within the field of 
comparative ethics find a people without a working code, and if 
we are dealing with an evolution, it is within this field not an 
evolution of morals out of something else but an evolution within 
morals of clearer, more comprehensive or more powerful prin- 
ciples, which are better fitted to cope with the problems multiplied 
and intensified by the complex and many-sided developments of 
human activity. 
The Moral as an Aspect of the Rational Development.- 

This generalization must not be taken for more than i t  is worth. 
I t  does not apply beyond the field of our observation. We know 
nothing of the social organization or ethics of really primitive 
men, a fortiori nothing of the intermediate forms of life which 
must have intervened, if we accept the evolution hypothesis, be- 
tween man and beast. We confine ourselves rigidly to the state- 
ment that comparative ethics knows of no pre-moral stage. But 
if we go beyond comparative ethics to  the behaviour of the higher 
animals and combine the study of institutions with that of 
psychology we shall discover a perfectly feasible line of advance. 
On the one hand the simplest societies that we know consist of 
small groups of families related by the combined links of descent 
and intermarriage. On the other hand the higher animals give 
evidence of strong parental attachment and in many cases of herd 
sympathies as well. Fundamentally their instincts are as much 
race-preservative as self-preservative in function. If man evolved 
from an animal, the central psychological change which came 
about was that, as cause and effect of language and social inter- 
course, he acquired the rational power of relating the instincts 
and emotions of the moment to general and permanent needs, 
could see the past and future in the present, and so transmute the 
impulses of sex and parenthood into a permanent family tie and 
the pack instincts into a code of mutual loyalty and co-operation. 

Morality is essentially the rationalization1 of primary impulse- 
feelings, and we find the codes of the simplest peoples to be just 
such as would be achieved by the rationalization of simple im- 
pulse-feelings by a simple intelligence. Vile do not witness the 
birth, still less the prenatal history of morals, but what we find 
is what we should expect as the product of the known causes in  
o p e r a t i ~ n . ~  I n  becoming rational, man became moral. 

Intimate Relation of Moral and Religious Development. 
-(2) and ( 3 )  So far the generic principle. What of the varia- 
tions? The social code, always embodying a certain morality, is 
deeply influenced by religious, economic, political and even 
environmental factors. As to  religion, the attitude that men as- 
sume to the agencies controlling human life, its relation to  morals, 
is so close as a t  times to  approach identity. The divine is a t  cer- 
tain phases almost an incarnation of the moral law. I n  other 
phases the relation is not so close. In  some of the lower cultures 
the spirits recognized are non-moral. I n  higher phases again 
morality is often critical of religion, and claims for itself the 
ultimate sovereignty in the world of conduct. All through there 
is a possible ground of difference in that morality is essentially 
concerned with the ordering of human life, religion with the 
ordering of the universe in which human life is included, and 
though in the remoteness of final truth the part must harmonize 
with the whole, in the partial truth that men attain this harmony 
is yet imperfectly understood and historically the two orders have 
certainly not always been in sympathy. Men's notions of religion, 
as above defined, depend not on their moral standing alone but 
on any or all of their intellectual attainments. For  beliefs about 
the governance of the world seriously affect the view of what is 
necessary to personal and social well-being, and therewith the 
moral order. Intellectual advance makes in the end for truth, 
but may import fresh errors on its way. A tribal god, for ex- 
ample, represents a certain advance in definiteness of conception 
and even a moral advance in the direction of social unity, yet he 
may be a Moloch. Human sacrifice is not found in the simplest 
societies, but rests on conceptions representing a certain advance. 
I t  must be subjoined that a scientific conception of the universe 
may become, as in our own time, a basis of resistance to  the de- 
veloped social conscience, and serve as a justification for un- 
restricted selfishness. I n  sum, neither religion nor philosophy is 
identical with morals and may be in conflict with them. 

Influence of Economic and Political Developments.- 
The political and economic situations of a people again are in- 
timately related to  its social code. We may believe that there is  
a moral principle in the individual, but we cannot fail to  realize 
that the applications of a principle, the working shape that it  
assumes, are taken by the average man from the society in which 
he finds himself, and taken without criticism. H e  distinguishes 
right and wrong, but what is right he learns, as he grows up, 
from his teachers and companions. The right for him is what he 
comes to expect and what he knows will be expected of him. That 
means that it  will be defined by the relations of men in the so- 
ciety to which he belongs and these relations are determined by  
a complex of political and, more pervasively, of economic rela- 
tions, and in both of these the physical environment, taken in 
conjunction with the available skill in dealing with it, is a seri- 
ous factor. These influences condition the relations of men, shape 
and reshape them, and the customary system of any period, 
though it  may resist changes, is in the main overborne by the 
constant pressure of needs. The actual institutions of a society 
are the results of an adjustment of human relations to  the needs 
of life, and a solution, good or bad, of the problem of living 

'The word is used in its legitimate sense, in which it means the 
explicit, consistent, generalized expression of an antecedent impulse, 
not in the spurious sense now popular in which it means the sophistical 
justification of an impulse by something plausible but extraneous. 

2The rise of fundamentally new impulse-feelings is not excluded 
at any stage, but we should not postulate them so long as we can 
evplain the phenomena by combinations or modifications of elements 
already known. Ii any quite new instinct or quasi-instinct are% in 
the early evolution of man, it was probably of the nature of some 
restraint on the sex impulse and especially connected with aversion 
to intercourse bet~teen the nearest kin. The controversies that arise 
on this polnt cannot be entered into here. 
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together under given conditions. I n  higher stages of culture men 
begin to  pose this problem consciously and seek to remedy faults 
in the existing scheme of solution, or to resist changes making for 
its deterioration. But in the main social change proceeds on its 
unreflective course, and in so doing governs rather than obeys 
the moral conscience. I n  fact, both political and economic de- 
velopments involve differentiations and divisions, often gravely 
affecting the code of moral obligations. 

G e n e r a l  Charac te r  of E t h i c a l  Development.-(4) I n  the 
end, however, the moral principle reasserts itself by an enlarge- 
ment of the common good and a fuller insistence on primary 
rights and duties. Superficially the order which emerges out of 
a conflict may resemble that which has never been assailed, but 
in spirit i t  is quite otherwise. The conflict here in question is 
not one in which we expect to  find a decisive victory for good and 
all, for the development of human life on all sides goes forward, 
and every fresh step brings new occasions of discord. T o  balance 
such opposites, to  select the good in each, to purge the contra- 
dictions, refine the crudities and mould the divergencies into a 
wider harmony, is the standing problem of social ethics, and its 
solution, with the clarification of moral ideas, the widening of 
sympathies and the fuller appreciation of human purpose which 
it involyes, is what is meant by ethical development. 

Ethics  of the Simplest  C u l t u r a l  Stages Known.-Any at- 
tempt to  sketch this development, even in the roughest outline, 
encounters great difficulties. The available material, though 
voluminous, is patchy. Of the civilized peoples we have partial 
(on the side which interests us, very partial) histories, and their 
beginnings are lost in antiquity. For the lower cultural stages 
the only evidence of any great value is derived from the study 
of contemporary or quite recent peoples. Here materials for his- 
tory run very short and end in abysses of conjecture. Essentially 
we are not tracing continuous development, but comparing cul- 
tures, reached often on divergent lines, subjected to ubiquitous 
cross-currents of culture-contact, whereby the products of higher 
and lower stages come to jostle one another in the same people. 
Even the most untouched primitives have their long history 
behind them, a history which has brought some of them to the 
pinnacle of their own special arts and has given ample time for 
the adjustment of their institutions to  their mode of life. Diffi- 
culties and complications of this kind must be borne in mind 
when we start, as, after all, we must, with peoples as we find 
them in their various cultures as they stand. We begin then 
with the lowest grades known, where food is gained from day to 
day by gathering vegetable products and hunting, or, more rarely, 
fishing, a state in which we find a large number of peoples now 
slowly or swiftly passing to extinction under the influence of 
civilization. There is the great group of Australian aboriginals, 
and there is a number of scattered peoples in the Malay Penin- 
sula and Archipelago with a few representatives among the most 
primitive of the Indian hill tribes, in the Andaman and Philip- 
pine Islands, in the Central African Forest (Pygmies), in the 
Kalahari desert (remnants of the Bushmen) and in South Amer- 
ica (Botocudos and Fuegians). If we omit the Australian abo- 
riginal~, the remainder, in spite of their very wide diffusion, 
present such remarkable similarities that they have been thought 
to be the scattered remnants of a race once spread over the whole 
world. But the suggestion cannot be sustained. If there were 
an original unity the world over i t  was a unity not of race- 
unless in a sense too vague to be of any value-but of culture. 
Our concern, however, is with their actual culture which presents 
variations indeed, but variations within a striking identity. They 
live in little groups of anything from a couple of dozen to five 
or six score of men, women and children (larger numbers prob- 
ably represent in the main temporary combinations), generally 
with a leading man whose powers are what he makes of them, and 
they hunt and gather in a territory of known boundaries, which is 
either peculiar to each little group or perhaps common to a 
number of friendly groups. Unauthorized trespass on this terri- 
tory is resented, often to the death, and that is the cause of feud 
with the white man who was unable to grasp that the land was 
group property. The family is by preponderant practice but 

rarely by rigid rule monogamous, and the wife has a position 
which varies but is often one approaching equality and in general 
better than that which obtains among the cultivating or pastoral 
peoples. Marriage is stable after the birth of children and some- 
times it would seem virtually indissoluble (Vedda, perhaps Anda- 
manese), but conjugal fidelity is not always rated high (Ituri 
Pygmies). Parental and filial love are strongly marked and the 
old and weak are cared for unless in times of distress (Bushmen). 
By practice if not by rule the little groups freely intermarry and 
courtship is free, subject to  varying degrees of parental influ- 
ence. There is private property in such things as weapons, tools 
and the hut, and the wife has her own. There is even a queer 
form of private ownership of trees, wild honey and the like which 
turns up in oddly coincident forms in very remote regions. 
Whether this points to  identity of origin is doubtful, but an odd 
thing about it is that it  amounts to  very little, for not only is 
the land common to the group, but its produce, the food, is al- 
most always shared and no member of the group who is  present 
goes without. 

Peace a n d  Order.-With regard to  peace and order we must 
discriminate. The Semang are peaceable, and in one of their 
tribes, the Djahai, both murder and theft are said to  be un- 
known. The Punans of Borneo are said not to fight one another 
unless egged on by stronger tribes. The wild Kubu have never 
known war. On the other hand, feuds between groups were com- 
mon among the Andamanese, and blood revenge is said by a good 
authority to be the basis of the Bushman's code. The Central 
African Pygmies are renowned fighters under negro leaders, but 
among those untouched by outer influences feuds between groups 
seem to be unknown, and the occasions for private vengeance 
very rare. Some Fuegians fought over trespass, and so, may 
be, did the extinct Tasmanians. The Philippine Negritos, now 
very peaceable, seem from the Spanish records not only to have 
fought doughtily against the encroaching Indians and Spaniards, 
but also on occasion among one another. The Kubus and Punans, 
innocent of organized war, know private revenge. I n  general 
while crime is rare there is no means of redress outside the group 
except vengeance, and even within the group the evidences of 
impartial criminal authority are, for the "wild" tribes, very slight. 
Adultery and trespass were the two main causes of quarrel. T o  
round off the picture we must point out that the little groups 
were innocent of slavery, cannibalism (one exception), human 
sacrifice, prostitution, polyandry (with rare exceptions), large 
scale polygamy, infanticide (with a few exceptions, e.g. ,  the Bush- 
men and perhaps the Fuegians) and degradation of women-in 
fact of the vices which we have been taught to associate with sav- 
agery and which are in fact realized among peoples of more ad- 
vanced material culture. The picture is one of human society 
with the barest minimum of organization, accumulation and 
differentiation, and if i t  only presented the rudiments of cleanli- 
ness as wcll as godliness i t  would be far from unpleasing. 

At the lowest it is quite clear that the moral order a t  this 
stage is free from the grave defects which soon become appar- 
ent as we follow the political and economic advance. T o  what 
is this due? Recent missionary investigators lay great stress on 
the religious factor wherein they find the elements of ethical 
monotheism, or something nearly amounting thereto. T o  ex- 
amine this opinion would be to  embark on endless controversy. 
All that can be said here is that the best evidence is derived from 
the Semang. Here, and perhaps among the Fuegians and African 
Pygmies, we find the fear of a power associated with thunder 
who kills people. Generally he kills for certain offences, mostly 
of a morally indifferent sort, but including, among some Semang 
tribes, adultery (and seemingly practices which might give rise 
to incest), and in one case murder. If this is  a beginning of 
ethical monotheism it  is certainly rudimentary enough, but if i t  
should turn out to be in fact a part of the original Semang tra- 
dition we must admit a root of ethical monotheism not previously 
ascertained. 

T h e  A u s t r a l i a n  Aboriginals.- The other great group of 
gatherers and hunters, the Australian aboriginals, present a less 
amiable picture. In  important respects the social structure is 
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similar to  that described, but there is a complex of marriage pro- 
hibitions which has never been satisfactorily explained, but a t  
any rate serves to keep different groups connected by ties of 
affinity. The position of women is in general less favourable and 
polygamy is more common. I t  would seem, however, that the 
alleged group marriage is rather a logical construction of the in- 
vestigator than an actual institution. Infanticide is known and 
so is cannibalism. The idea of blood vengeance underlies the 
whole juridical system because deaths are imputed to witchcraft 
and, though peaceful relations are in general maintained between 
neighbours, it is by an elaborate institution of regulated combats 
and ordeals in which every effort is made to avoid serious blood- 
shed. The fear of the feud, however, is always in the background 
and the reality is far from being unknown. Bloodshed is certainly 
on a very small scale, but it  is to be remembered that we are 
dealing with groups which can afford to lose very few members. 
There was no general state of war, but neither was there a state 
of secure justice and peace. 

A d v a n c i n g  C u l t u r e  and Social  Differentiation.-AS we 
ascend from the gatherers to  the higher hunters (a  few of whom, 
more properly fishermen, are of relatively advanced culture) and 
to the lowest and thence to  the more advanced agriculturists, or 
alternatively to the lower and higher pastoral cultures, the or- 
ganization of society grows. The tribe, originally a barely defin- 
able unity, acquires a government and perhaps incorporates other 
tribes and becomes a little state. Within it the family enlarges 
into the kindred group which gives organized protection to its 
members but, as a consequence, often threatens to dissolve so- 
ciety in blood feuds. However, these are brought into some 
order by the mechanism of composition for crimes, and, as we 
move towards the upper end of the scale, we more frequently find 
a government assuming responsibility for the protection of its 
subjects and controlling or even suppressing vengeance. On the 
other hand, fighting takes a more organized shape and, by the 
side of feuds or in place of them, we get real wars which require 
at  first an occasional, but later on a standing, military organiza- 
tion and in which the treatment of the vanquished is often severe. 
The captive women become inferior wives or concubines, rein- 
forcing the tendency t o  polygamy; the men may be "adopted" 
or killed, but with the development of agriculture they become 
useful as slaves and raids are even organized to obtain them. 
Cannibalism is not rare, though less common than has been 
popularly supposed, and human sacrifice is prompted by magico- 
animistic conceptions of the effect of blood upon fertility. The 
chief's power is increased and by his side appears a nobility 
or upper caste to  whom in many cases the ownership of land is 
restricted. Apart from the institution of slavery we more and 
more frequently meet with a differentiation of ranks and the 
contrast of wealth and poverty sets in. Religion, mainly animistic, 
although admitting of some greater gods, has little to say to  
morals, and the taboos which protect property and the automatic 
retribution of the broken oath or the beggar's curse have more 
of magic in them than of religion. Politically society is organized 
more efficiently and on a larger scale, but a t  a cost which, when 
we compare the resulting order with that of the simplest peo- 
ples, seems excessive. On the whole we must admit a moral 
decadence if we take the series of cultures as successive in time. 
The truth seems to be that among the gatherers and hunters the 
lack of all differentiation, the utter absence of ambition, of de- 
sire to  accumulate and to improve the position of the people, 
removes the most potent causes of strife and prevents the emer- 
gence of anything in the nature of oppression. The wholesale 
cannibalism and human sacrifice of relatively high cultures could 
not arise unless there were a helpless population with whom 
the stronger could deal a t  his will. Polygamy from first to last 
seems in the main a matter of wealth and social position. I t  is 
not easily tolerated among equals, particularly where women are 
so few that, if one man has two wives, another must have none. 
I n  brief, the early moral code can deal not amiss with uniformity 
and lack of effort. I t  is quite unable to cope with the inequalities, 
the ambitions and fears which are the product of energy of 
movement, 

T h e  E a r l y  Civilizations.- In turning from the uncivilized 
world, best known to us from contemporary or recent evidence, 
to the peoples who have a recorded history, we have to hark back 
some 5,000 years or more in time. The character of our evidence 
changes. UTe have written codes of law, sacred books, ethical and 
philosophical treatises. We have large stretches of continuous 
history in distinct countries and can trace development or de- 
teriorgion in time and read the narrative of the impacts of cul- 
ture upon culture. What we call civilization carries the organiza- 
tion of life, of which we have seen the beginnings in barbarism, to  
a higher pitch. Industry, including improved agriculture, makes 
the position of man in relation to  nature relatively secure, renders 
the systematic cultivation of arts and sciences a possibility for 
the more prosperous classes and admits the growth of population 
and the formation of dense aggregates a t  trading, political, re- 
ligious or military centres. States are organized a t  first, it would 
seem, on the relatively small scale of the Egyptian Nome, the 
Sumerian city state, and, perhaps, the early Indian tribal repub- 
lics, and their tendencies to  internecine warfare are apt to end in 
larger consolidations under the more successful centres which, in 
their turn, establish vast but insecure empires over peoples of 
different race and culture. But throughout the earlier part of 
this history, indeed through the greater part of Oriental history, 
the stability of civilization seems due rather t o  the persistence 
of the archaic organizations of the patriarchal family, the clan 
and the village, than to the kingdoms or great empires super- 
imposed upon others. The village husbandman goes on with his 
work-"agricola incurvo terram dimovit aratroH-brings up his 
children and grandchildren and follows the cult of his ancestors 
and household gods while empires rise and fall around him, 
knowing the central power in the person of the tax-gatherer or 
the corruptible magistrate to whose court, even if wronged, he 
obstinately prefers the decision of the family council or the vil- 
lage elders. I t  is not our business to deal with cultural or political 
history, and, even if we were to  confine ourselves to  those laws 
and institutions which are of special interest to  ethics, we should 
find too many differences of detail and too many points of doubt 
and obscurity to  justify summary treatment. So far as the earlier 
Oriental history is concerned we must confine our attention to a 
few salient points. 

( I )  The union of peoples with divergent customs required a 
codification of law, which is now no longer the spontaneous 
product, universally accepted, of a homogeneous group, but relies 
on kingly powers for enforcement. The earliest code that has 
come down to us is that of Hammurabi, dating from about the 
close of the third millennium before Christ. Ethically it  contains 
much that is barbaric in the way of retaliation and vicarious 
punishment, but it  contemplates organized courts of justice with 
rules of procedure and provision for documentary evidence. I t  
protects the debt-slave and limits his servitude to  three years, 
regulates divorce and recognizes a concubine by the side of the 
fully legitimate wife (more than one such wife being admissible, 
it would seem, only in some exceptional circumstances). Unfor- 
tunately we have no such code of Egyptian law, and we have no 
evidence of self-help or retaliation as recognized customs, but 
find organized justice in being in the earliest dynasties. The po- 
sition of women is known to have been good in many ways, both 
in Egypt and Babylonia (in the former country in particular it  
surprised the Greek travellers), but it  would seem that the Egyp- 
tian bride had to protect herself against the introduction of other 
wives by a clause in the marriage contract, and the contracts we 
have are of a late period. Slavery existed both in  Egypt and in 
Babylonia, but it  would seem that the majority of the cultivators 
were personally free, though subject to arbitrary treatment by 
king, feudal noble and tax-gatherer. Slaves were obtained in 
large numbers for great works by successful wars or simple slave 
raids. Prisoners were also sacrificed in Egypt, though neither 
under the Pharaohs nor under any of the rulers of Sumer and 
Akkad do we meet with the exaggerations of wholesale barbarity 
which were the boast of the Assyrian kings. 

E a r l y  E t h i c a l  Documents.-(a) Ethically interesting docu- 
ments come down to us from b ~ t h  Egypt and Babylonia-from 
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the latter a series of incantation tablets, giving long lists of sins 
which might involve men in the meshes of demons or witches. 
The "sins" are partly ceremonial but many belong to the class of 
offences condemned by commonplace morals, the rnosl interesting 
ethical feature being that their consequences could be avoided 
by such magical means as burning them away. With these tab- 
lrts we may cornpare the two famous "negative confessions" in 
the Book of tlzc Dead, a list which again is commonplac~ when 
not utterly obscure, the interest lying once more in the fact that 
a formal repudiation, an address to the god specially cognizant 
of each sin, and a claim of power based on knowledge of the 
right names of the deities concerned, are the requisites of safety 
in the trial to which the deceased is subjected. I t  is here, how- 
ever, that, primitive as the procedure of the court may be, we 
have far the earliest systematic exposition of a trial of the dead, 
and as to the substance of the proper life, i t  is worth noting that 
the repudiations end with a claim of merit. "I have given bread 
to the hungry, and water to the thirsty, and apparel to the naked, 
and a boat to  the shipwrecked mariner." With this assertion of 
beneficence we must compare the repeated boasts of feeding 
the hungry, considerate treatment of widows and so forth, on 
tombs of the Old and Middle Kingdoms. 

(3) We have also from Egypt the first moral treatises, such 
as the precepts of Ptah-Hotep dating from the Middle Kingdom. 
Their mild platitudes recommend a certain moderation in life, 
submission to authority and restraint in dealing with inferiors, 
but on the whole constitute an extremely dull prologue to the 
later wisdom literature of the Hebrews. There is, however, a 
real fire in "The Peasant's Complaint" (also Middle Kingdom) 
which is a sustained invective against the law's delays and the 
magistrate's neglect. 

(4) I n  the cult of Osiris and the judgment of the dead, Egyp- 
tian religion seems to be feejing its way to some relation to 
ethics. During the 2nd millennium B.C. its own structure began 
to be criticised. The multiplication of gods had gone too far 
and the well known attempt a t  solar monolatry by Akhenaton 
represented one form of reaction. I t  does not however appear 
that the new monolatry had any special interest in ethics and 
the attempt to establish it  was defeated once and for all. The 
other line of criticism was more subtle and successful, consist- 
ing in a mystical identification of the many gods as names, forms 
or manifestations of one and the same spiritual principle. This 
tendency is frequently present in religious writings of the new 
kingdom and may be taken as the best expression of religious 
thought in Egypt. Whether it  was the starting point of the 
ethico-religious development in Asia from the Jordan to the 
Hoangho from about the 8th or 9th century onwards there is no 
evidence to decide. 

Ethico-rel igious T h o u g h t  in India.-In any case it would 
appear probable that there were connecting links between move- 
ments which took their rise during this period in India, China, 
Iran and Palestine and finally in Ionia. I t  is true that they are 
spread over some centuries, but 2 0 0  or 300 years are but a small 
fraction of the long history of civilization. I t  is equally true that 
there is little surface resemblance between the mysticism of the 
Upanishads, the hard outlines of Zoroastrian dualism, the prac- 
ticality of Confucius, the ethical monotheism of the prophets and 
the philosophy of the Greeks. But there is a deeper and far more 
impressive identity in the stir of thought, and thought about ul- 
timate questions and their bearing on the life of man, which is 
apparent in them all. Things were said and written in this 
period which are still of interest; questions were raised which are 
still unanswered; foundations were laid on which we are still 
building. I t  is the real birth-time of thought and it  cannot be by 
mere coincidence that the germination took place a t  no distant 
periods in very distant places. Possibly the real beginnings were 
in India, but in the obscurity of all questions of date it  is im- 
possible to speak with certainty. Recent criticism refuses any 
very high antiquity to the "Vedic Age" and seems to bring the 
compilation of the Upanishads to within 200  years of the birth of 
Buddha. Some beginnings of speculation are, however. to be 
found in the Vedas themselves and are the more striking because 

they express for the first recorded time m a n s  sense of utter 
helplessness in the presence of the problem of origins. "Death was 
not there. nor immortality; there was no distinction of day and 
night. That One breathed, calmly, self-supported, there was 
nothing different from or above it  . . . from what this creation 
arose and whether anyone made it  or not-hc who in the highest 
heaven is its ruler, he verily knows, or even he does not know." 
Contrasting such language with that of an ordinary Vedic hymn 
to Indra we feel that we have passed into a different world-a 
world in which men are beginning to think and experience for the 
first time what it is to  seek a solution and find none. 

The hymn quoted is no unfitting prelude to the constructive 
efforts put together in the Upanishads where the central concep- 
tion is that the Reality a t  the base of all experience is spiritual- 
smaller than the kernel of a canary seed, but greater than the 
earth and the sky, greater than all these worlds. This spirit is 
"the self within my heart," who, though myself, is yet so hard for 
me to find that I must go through austerities, make sacrifices and, 
above all, study the law and the truth in order to arrive at  that 
inner knowledge. Ethically the important feature is the conception 
of life upon two planes, the lower one of the workaday world and 
the higher reserved for the ascetic and recluse and revealing his 
union with the spiritual principle of all reality. The system is 
(in its most orthodox expression) metaphysically monistic and 
ethically dualistic, and the conflict or adjustment of these di- 
vergencies may be said to have dominated all later Indian thought 
and to have deeply influenced the thought of the West. One line 
of development may be briefly indicated as of ethical impor- 
tance. The monistic principle pressed far  enough reduced the 
whole world of ordinary life to an illusion and along with it all 
plurality, including the distinction of self and self. I n  reaction 
from this the Sankhya system, without leaving its anchorage in 
Vedic orthodoxy, asserted the reality and the permanence, i .e.,  
the immortality, of the personal self. This doctrine could take 
concrete shape by allying itself with aboriginal non-Vedic notions 
of transmigration. The self lived before this birth and would live 
after death in one or other of the transitory forms which did not 
affect its eternal being. Nevertheless the manner of its life in 
each incarnation left its effect, the Karma, which determined the 
subsequent incarnations in such sort that ultimately, though it 
would seem with no regularity of succession, one paid for one's 
sins by a lower and was paid for one's virtues by a higher in- 
carnation. This doctrine could be used to justify the slowly 
germinating distinctions of caste which arose from the union of 
a multiplicity of tribes, many of low culture, under the con- 
quering Aryan and became by degrees the dominating fact in the 
Hindu social system. Practically and legally the caste system 
maintained and fostered divisions and distinctions incompatible 
with moral unity, but in theory it  gave concrete expression to the 
original principle that life in the highest and lowest is fundamen- 
tally one. He who is now a Brahman and godlike, if not actually 
a god, may have been and may yet be again a pariah, and for 
that matter an insect. When this conception is pressed as in 
Jainism all life becomes sacred. The doctrine of Ahimsa, or 
harmlessness to  all that lives, takes the centre of the ethical stage 
and in milder forms is to influence all subsequent ethics in India. 

Buddhism.-But metaphysical discussion rotating endlessly 
round the same insoluble questions is sure to  germinate not only 
new dogmas but simple scepticism as to ultimate truth. Men who 
are not content with negative results then fall back on the ex- 
perience of life and its actualities of happiness and misery. This 
was the track leading to the Buddhistic system in which in its 
original form the permanence or substantiality of things was de- 
clared to be beyond the reach of our knowledge. All that we know 
is transitory. Not even our self or our soul is substantial. But 
life is suffering, and we can in our experience trace the root of 
suffering, which is desire. Moreover we can extirpate desire not 
by the violent reaction to extreme austerity but just by abandon- 
ing every selfish impulse, which we can learn to do by cultivating 
restraint of conduct and the higher thought which expresses itself 
in love and compassion for all that lives. What then of future 
existence and the doctrine of transmigration? This was too deeply 
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ingrained to be set aside, but an accomillodation was reached by 
regarding Karma not as itself a quasi-substance ingrained upon a 
substantial soul, but as a mode of causality whereby the doings 
of one life are carried over into another. The manner of this 
transference was left wholly unexplained, but one thing was 
insisted on, that the working of Karma was maintained entirely 
by desire. Cut this root and the Karma would die. Its Nirvana 
or total extinction was open to anyone who would tread the noble 
eightfold path of the Buddha to the end, which would involve 
cutting himself off from household cares and living not with 
austerities but with restraint, as a mendicant monk. 

Religion in this form is little more or less than ethics. I t  
propounds a life to be led and a salvation to be won therein. 
This life is that of a higher plane, only attainable by resolutely 
abandoning the ordinary level of human interests, and it offers 
no reward except the surcease of unrestful passions and accom- 
panying remorse. I t  is not obedience to religion, it is religion it- 
self; not a consequence of dogma, but an interpretation of experi- 
ence; very negative in regard to  practical aims, it  yet has its 
positive side in the universalism which would recognize no real 
distinction of Brahman and non-Brahman, and which fitted it 
for its place as the oldest of the world religions. But the delicate 
poise between practicality and mysticism could not be maintained. 
Buddhism had its day when Magadha united the bulk of the 
peninsula in one empire and King Xsoka set up the pillars intended 
to educate his people in the mild rules of his faith; but stronger 
and ruder forces broke upon it, driving it  from the land of its 
birth, and from within transforming it  into a theistic system with 
the founder as a god and reincarnation restored as the centre of 
belief. I n  this evolution me cannot attempt to follow it  here. 

Taoism.-A more prosaic but more practical ethics had its 
origin in China almost contemporaneously with the teaching of 
Buddha. Confucius defined his position in the first place in oppo- 
sition to animistic conceptions and secondarily in opposition to 
the mysticism of the Tao. Taoism had its roots rather in magic 
than religion and has tended always to  return to the pit from which 
it was digged. I t s  traditional founder, Laotse, formerly described 
as an older contemporary of Confucius and criticized by name in 
the Confucian records, is now thought of as half legendary and of 
quite uncertain date. We cannot therefore speak with any 
certainty of the affiliations between the remarkable Quietism de- 
veloped In the Taoist schools and the doctrines of universalism, 
restraint of self and harmlessness that we have seen in India. 
"The sage governs by  ridding the heart of its desires" is the very 
essence of Buddhism. "The soft and the weak overLome the 
hard and the strong" goes a little farther. On the other hand the 
parallel is close between "I ivould return good for good. I would 
also return good for evil," which we read in The Si~itple Tt'ny, and 
"Let a man overcome anger by kindness, evil by good," which is 
a verse from a Buddhist Sutta. I t  is a pity that such phrases 
should have degenerated into platitudes, for as a fact they express 
an exceedingly subtle law of moral causation which needs the 
cool scientific explanation and definition which it has never re- 
ceived. At best in quite modern times the underlying truth has 
been approached from different sides in the appreciation of the 
value of error to truth, of the stability of unions founded on 
freedom, and of the backstroke of success in war upon the victor. 

T h e  Chinese Classics.-Laotse, however, pushed his ideas to 
an extreme from which the practical sense of Confucius revolted. 
A Conservative Radical, he stood for the integral Chinese social 
tradition, in particular for the solidarity of the Patriarchal 
family, without the supernatural support of the spirit world. 
The social order was good in itself and the moral life which 
served it  honestly was good in itself and needed no reward. 
Moral innovations are not sought, so what Confucius has to 
tell us sounds a little too obvious, but the Golden Rule was no 
platitude when he first enunciated it ,  and his later disciples, 
particularly hIencius, had a good deal of serious criticism to 
make on the working of political institutions and did much to 
develop the national dislike of militarism. In any case the auton- 
omy of ethics, its emancipation from theology and from political 
authority, the conception of a good soclal order as an end in 

itself and of its service as inherently the best life for the indi- 
vidual, are as much Chinese as Greek in their origin, and have 
had a wider and more continuous influence in  China than in the 
West. 

E t h i c a l  Teach ing  of t h e  Prophets.-When we turn from the 
Far East to  the Western World we find i t  true, when all indirect 
and secondary influences have been allowed for, that the main 
sources of European ethics and religion are Hebrew or Greek. 
During the period that we have been considering, the Hebrew 
prophets set up a national deity for exclusive worship in oppo- 
sition to the native polytheism. With this monolatry they came 
to associate something more important, a humane social code 
for all Hebrews which they actually succeeded in incarnating in 
a new code of law, and they finally extended the authority of 
their God, now conceived as a spiritual being to be worshipped in 
spirit and truth, from the land of Palestine to  the surface of 
the earth and from the surface of the earth to  Heaven and Sheol. 
We have vague outlines of a supreme god among the simpler 
peoples. We have seen such a god punishing certain acts, in- 
cluding some in which morality is concerned. W e  have had no 
such clear-cut personality controlling a systematized moral law, 
nor do we find anything approaching it  in the cult of Atum. while 
the Indian philosophy sought spiritual unity in  an immanent 
principle rather than a transcendent personality. I n  the light of 
these comparisons the work of the prophets, which is too well 
known to need detailed illustration, stands out as one of the 
original contributions of the world and the religious source alike 
of Christianity and Mohammedanism. 

T h e  Deve lopment  of Ethics  in Greece.-On the ethical side 
however this influence is fairly matched by that of the Greek 
thinkers who first turned the light of systematic analysis on the 
passions of men and the rules that bind them. The  far-reaching 
scepticism of knowledge, religion, morals and law which developed 
in the j th  century was met by a great effort of reconstruction in 
which a thoroughgoing attempt was made to place the obligations 
of man as a thinking and social being on the basis of a reasoned 
system of values. The attempt might suggest too intellectual 
a view of morals, but especially in the hands of Aristotle other 
elements in the formation of character obtain full recognition, 
and the function of reason is seen to lie not in the dictatorial 
imposition of abstract principles but in the harmonization of the 
fundamental needs of personal and social life. Man must be in 
harmony with himself, and the inner harmony, as Plato u-as the 
first to show, would express itself in the social harmony of which 
it might be regarded as both cause and effect. Without a well 
ordered state man could not obtain the education or the environ- 
ment in which he could make the most of himself, and without 
the co-operation of the best men the state could not be well 
ordered. On the lower levels of human nature there are confiicts 
of interest between society and the individual, but there is a deep- 
er and more real self whose interests include those of society. 
Thus the ration'lity of the moral life lies in its necessity to  the 
harmonious fulfilmeilt of human nature in personal and social 
relations. Here lies the true rationality of Ethics. Yet there runs 
throughout this school the sense of a final discrepancy at  the 
highest stage of development. For the ideal of the thinker is to  
think, and thought is above and in many directions removed from 
practice. The Guardian having attained philosophy only returns 
to the care of human affairs from a sense of burdensome obliga- 
tions. The Aristotelian sage will as far as possible put off his 
mortality, and the ultimate value to him of practical wisdom and 
statesmanship is that it sets the speculative reason free. The 
social life with its duties after all appears rather as a means to  
ends above society, than as itself the fullest expression of the 
rational good-and there is a premonition here of the withdrawal 
of the Stoic from a social order which is no longer free to the 
inner shell of his own virtue, or even of the saint from a corrupted 
world to  the cell in which he can meditate on heavenly things. 
But the earlier thinkers, including Aristotle, rested their work on 
the tradition of free city states in which the good citizen was one 
who could both rule and be ruled with a view to life a t  its best. 
Plato, the revolutionary aristocrat, saw clearly enough that the 
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social harmony which he desired was fatally split by internal 
divisions. The state of actuality was not one state but two, 
fatally divided by what we now call class conflict, whzt was for 
the Greek the ever threatening shadow of faction which a t  any 
time might overwhelm patriotism and open the gates to  the enemy. 
Plato's ideal solution was to  sweep away private property and 
the family life, a t  least for the ruling class, as  the foci of ob- 
struction to the perfect unity in  which he saw salvation. As a 
practical reformer he set out more moderate proposals, but his 
method was still essentially Utopian, starting with the supposition 
of a new city to  be erected and a free hand for  the philosophic 
statesman in the framing of i ts  institutions. Aristotle, the Con- 
servative moderate, is opposed t o  the destruction of institutions 
of long standing which seem to meet deep-seated human needs and 
fears the excess of unity as a distortion of the real meaning of 
happiness. H e  is the founder of con~parative politics, but for a 
moral rationalist he is too ready t o  find specious reasons for the 
established fact-slavery for instance-instead of resolutely sub- 
mitting the traditions of society t o  the test of reason; and he 
could so far ignore the changes that were going on before his 
eyes as to treat the decaying city state as  the last word of political 
development. 

T h e  Stoics.-The need for a broader basis was in fact most 
clearly conceived by some of those writers contemptuously dis- 
missed as "incomplete Socratics."The cosmopolitanism of the 
Cynics bore fruit in the generation which followed the establish- 
ment and witnessed the wars of the military monarchies, in the 
Stoic school, whose teaching has had a wider influence on law 
and government than that of the much greater philosophers who 
preceded them. For Stoicism the true community was neither 
the city state nor any actual political organization to which a man 
is subject, but nothing short of the entire cosmic system ordered 
by the universal reason, as his own life is or should be ordered by 
his private reason, whereby he shares in the universal. How, 
if all things are so governed, evil and error arise is no easier for 
the Stoic to explain than for others who place perfect wisdom and 
goodness in  the seat of final authority. But however explained it  
was the fact, and man has to steer a course disturbed by his own 
passions in  a world often awry from the same cause. H e  has 
however two fixed points to  guide him. The first and foremost 
is that he must keep himself erect. This he can do by following 
the inner light of his own rationality and as long as he does so it 
is fundamentally well with him, though he perish on the rack. 
But this implies consistent disregard of outward circumstances, 
and among outward circumstances he must include other persons 
-even his father, wife or child. T o  say that neither their mis- 
fortunes nor their death nor their disgrace can affect the inner 
citadel of his being so long as he has done his best for them 
would be to  reduce the Stoic Wise Man t o  a cold-hearted prig, 
but logical consequences often produce caricatures, and the 
sensible Stoic would confine himself to  maintaining that what- 
ever you have to bear you save yourself from the worst by bear- 
ing it  well-non quid feras interest, sed quemadmodum feras. 
But how does this heightened claim of personality square with 
social obligations? This brings us t o  the second point, the law of 
nature, proceeding from the cosmic reason which the private 
reason will recognize. This law is above positive law, which may 
depart from it. Thus by the law of nature all men are equal, 
while the laws of the State may countenance slavery. The duty 
of the Stoic as lawyer or ruler is to bring the law of the State into 
harmony with the law of nature, and the influence of the Stoic 
jurisprudence on the imperial legislation in this regard bore fruit 
not unworthy of Stoic pretensions. 117e saw the first-fruits of 
ethical religion in Deuteronomy. Here we find those of an ethical 
rheory which has become a religion, but was soon t o  be over- 
shadowed by a religion of a different order. 

E th ics  in t h e  Mediaeva l  Church.-Much of Greek philos- 
ophy, ethical as well as metaphysical, was embodied in the fabric 
of Christian doctrine, but the core is, as in Buddhism, a life 
rather than a theory of the universe. This life resembles that of 
original Buddhism in its selfless unworldliness, but adds to it a 
fuller sense of personality and a more optimistic outlook. I ts  

ideal is not confined to the extinction of selfishness, but includes 
the unimpeded fellowship with God and man for which the way 
is thus prepared. I t  is not a code, still less a theology. One would 
have said that it must be killed by organization but for the 
historic fact that i t  has endured to re-inspire successive impulses 
of revival. However, Christianity like Buddhism was from the 
first propagandist and like all successful propaganda had to make 
its terms with the world, becoming thereby an elaborate theology 
and a widespread organization, which soon lost its democratic 
elements and became a vast hierarchy. Finally converting the 
State it  had to find means of reconciling its ethics with law, 
government and social life-an adjustment more easily made 
plausible in form than genuine in spirit. However, there came 
into being a system undertaking the supreme direction of life on 
all sides, personal and political, educationd and moral, economic, 
literary, artistic and even sportive, seeking moreover by arduous 
nlissionary effort to  extend its sway over all mankind. The sys- 
tem was essentially authoritarian; in  fact it  conceived human 
nature as steeped in original sin, from which it  was to  be redeemed 
only by the blood of Christ acting through the sacraments of the 
Church. The moral law is not educed from so corrupt a nature 
by the analysis of its true needs and the rational investigation 
of the means to  their fullest and most harmonious expression. 
I t  is imposed on our reluctant being as the divine command in- 
terpreted by the divinely appointed authority. Whatever place 
charity may hold in theory it  is faith, unquestioning acceptance 
and implicit obedience, which will in the fabric of such an ethics 
constitute the keystone, and, if all men are the sons of God, and 
brothers accordingly, the line between those within and without 
the fold will be as deeply marked as in any primitive moral order. 
To the outsider the supreme duty is to  convert him, and to this 
end strong measures will be justified. Still stronger ones will be 
in order t o  save tkie backslider or punish the perverter of the 
faithful. Among the faithful i t  is the sins of the flesh that are the 
most feared, for their attack is subtle and dangerous even to the 
godly. The flesh wars against the spirit and its gratification is 
only saved from polluting us by the Sacrament of Marriage, 
available only in  strict indissoluble monogamy and only so for 
laymen. The experience of the joys of marriage and parenthood 
is incompatible with spiritual functions. The degree in which 
the control of sex takes the centre of the moral stage is in fact 
a distinguishing mark of the theological as compared with other 
systems, and seems a t  bottom to be a part of that repression of 
the natural man which is the essence of a supernatural law. I t  
is for the same reason that pride is the chief of the deadly sins 
and that the moral appeal is not to a proper self-respect but to a 
humble and contrite heart. Indeed, contrition borders upon a 
virtue. This rigid code none can keep a t  every point, but for the 
gravest lapse there is room for repentance in  penance done with 
sincerity of contrition. Such forgiveness meets a genuine human 
need, but its systematic organization not only brings relief to  the 
stricken heart after the event but can hardly avoid suggesting 
to the tempted man that if he yields he will be a t  worst incurring 
a debt which he can pay off. I n  fine, the functions of the confessor 
seem to take upon themselves what is elsewhere left t o  the stirrings 
of the individual conscience, and the regularization of confession 
allows no moral privacy. Finally, worldly well-being for the 
community as for the individual falls into a very secondary place. 
I t  is not necessary to  salvation that man should conquer nature 
or control the conditions of racial development. Neither can any 
of the truths of science matter greatly, since the one essential 
truth is known. T o  expound and defend it  is the one great in- 
tellectual duty and to have the intelligence necessary to follow 
the exposition is the measure of the education required for the 
layman. For the rest i t  may be better that he should abstain 
from things which except in the hands of the appointed experts 
may be dangerous to  the faith. 

Pro tes tan t i sm a n d  E t h i c s - O n  the ethical side the Refor- 
mation acted in the first instance as an astringent. I n  its oppo- 
sition to Sacramentalism it  brought the ethical to the front and 
placed each man's salvation ultimately in his own personal 
relation to God. I t s  interpretation of Christian duty could be  
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hard and austere. I n  its insistence on the Mosaic Law as a genu- 
ine revelation of God it might overlook the admitted superiority 
of the New Dispensation. But it  was faithful to its lights and 
unambiguous in its demands on its followers. That it  was directly 
responsible for the withdrawal of moral control from economics 
has been recently and conclusively shown to be a false charge; but 
its strength was in the industrial and commercial classes and it  
gave a certain religious sanction t o  the industrial virtues. A 
deeper influence on individuality emerged as it developed, for 
even against its will i t  was forced to appeal to the individual 
conscience, and in the end to set it  as a judge above all traditional 
authority. The exercise of private judgment became not only a 
right but a duty and, as the social implications of the principle 
became apparent, was seen to lie a t  the centre not only of per- 
sonal religion but of social progress. The central position of 
liberty which is the characteristic contribution of modern ethics 
had its birth in the religious struggles of dogmas which long waged 
war without quarter. 

But there was more to come. The literalness of Biblical in- 
terpretation led to  more than one revival of the Christian life, 
The doctrine of non-resistance revived in more than one quarter 
and found persistent and influential expression in Quakerism, 
which gave the lead to modern ethics in opposition to war, slavery, 
a barbarously cruel penal system and the irrational subjugation of 
women. The wider appeal of Methodism and Evangelicalism 
not only reformed manners but, cultivating the arts of the plat- 
form and the press, made an appeal to elementary Christianity 
the touchstone of political issues and for the first time established 
an organized body of moral conviction as a driving force in public 
affairs on a great scale. The moral influence of Christianity was 
probably never so great as in the 19th century, which was the time 
of the most serious intellectual attack on its foundations. 

M o d e r n  E t h i c a l  Theory.-For in the meantime a rationaliz- 
ing movement was gathering strength. The revival of science, 
which dates back to the contact with the Arabic schools in the 
13th and even the 12th and 11th centuries, achieved its first 
spectacular success with Galileo, and between his time and that 
of Newton a great "physical synthesis" was established, which 
set scientific method on the footing from which it  could advance 
upon the series of discoveries that have given its distinctive 
character to the modern world. Philosophers might ally them- 
selves with theologians in criticizing the mechanistic assumptions 
on which science relied, but too often they found that the definite 
results obtained by these methods survived attack and, what was 
even more, that where error came about science could repair it  
without loss of temper or damage to its main fabric. I t  was not 
till physical science had achieved the final triumph of the later 
19th century that it  began to doubt its own assumptions and a 
reconstruction set in, of which the end is not in sight, but which 
has gone far enough to shake the apparent simplicity and seem- 
ingly axiomatic character of mechanistic principles and to justify 
those who study the world of mind, of ethics, politics, religion 
and ar t  in pursuing their course without the uneasy belief that 

parance, their ultimate resillts can be nothing but superficial app- 
the underlying causes of which must be ultimately traceable to  
the mechanical interaction of physical particles. 

As a fact the application of rational methods to ethics-that 
is to say the use of critical analysis in  the ascertainment of data, 
defined principles in their elucidation, and the check of experience 
upon the results-has gone on from the first great days of science. 
Of its history we can here mention only certain central concep- 
tions which are closely related to  ethical development in general. 
I t s  beginning may be regarded as a development of the idea of 
the law of nature which came down from the Stoics and had been 
preserved in the foundations of the Canon Law. What ground 
could be found for morals in the nature of man and society? 
Hobbes thought that men were by nature enemies and that society 
was an artifice of restraint which they imposed on themselves 
through mutual fear. Locke, with more reason and with some 
knowledge of the life of American Indians without organized 
government, found a social principle in man and a sense of obli- 
gation which would bind where no constraint of law existed. The 

18th century could find natural rights which organized society 
might enforce but did not create, and Adam Smith could argue 
that the system of natural liberty would give us an economy that 
was more often hampered than improved by collective regulation. 
That personality has rights which written law does not create 
and may violate has become an integral part of modern ethics, 
but the antithesis of nature and society was not a happy basis for 
their affirmation. Rights are social obligations viewed from one 
end as duties are social obligations viewed from the other end, 
and though they are valid whether required by law or  not they 
cannot be laid down as so many independent absolute truths, but 
must be taken in relation to one another and to the social well- 
being to which they contribute. The true right is in fact a con- 
dition of social well-being, and i t  is because this is the fact, 
whether we know it or not, that it  has a validity which is inde- 
pendent of enactment or opinion. On the other hand, as a con- 
dition of the very complex whole which makes up the common 
weal, its definition is a much more arduous matter than appeared 
when we approached it  light-heartedly in  isolation, and indeed 
though we may be confident in the direction we are taking we are 
still seeking and probably shall long seek better and more inclusive 
definitions of liberty and equality. These drawbacks in the theory 
of natural rights were clearly seen by Bentham and were among 
the causes urging him to put forward his conception of the great- 
est happiness of the greatest number as the ethical and political 
end. This standard had in his opinion the great advantage of 
being determinable by experience. We can find out what makes 
people happy or miserable, and our morals, laws, institutions and 
executive government should be shaped thereby. Ethically his 
doctrine performed the service of convincing people first that 
there is in morals and law an end to be attained, which is what 
makes them worth having; secondly that this end is concerned 
with human happiness and misery-the happiness or misery of 
every single person affected being brought into the account; 
thirdly, that we may be mistaken as to the things that make for 
happiness and must submit our judgment in this as in  oth'er mat- 
ters to the test of experience. For these reasons the Benthamite 
dictum formed a useful theoretic basis for the democratic changes 
of the Reform period. I ts  weakness was that in taking happiness 
as the sum of pleasures minus pains it  deserted the real fact, 
which is, that i t  lies in qualitative conditions of personal and social 
life which can be but very imperfectly rendered in any numerical 
terms. Even the practical difficulties in working democracy come 
back to the inadequacy of numerical majorities to measure the 
effective will in a comnlunity. 

E th ics  and Rel ig ion  in t h e  Modern  World.-A remedy 
was sought by Green in the conception of a common good which 
was the harmonious realization of personality in the members of 
the community. In  such realization there is happiness and in the 
thwarting of it misery and failure, so that Bentham's principle 
was rather to be supplemented than altogether set aside, but it 
could be seen that instead of reckoning in indefinite millions of 
individuals extending through generations me must look for the 
general causes of social development and deterioration, and that 
what was right would come finally to be recognized as that which 
would make for the development of humanity, whether by giving 
larger freedom of scope for the expression of personality or by 
facilitating mutual aid and collective achievement. The ethical 
thus takes its place as the governing condition of human develop- 
ment, and to understand it  is to have the key to the future of all 
that man can do to shape his own destiny. The moral impulses 
arose through heredity in response to  vital needs. They were 
shaped by experience into standards accepted with little criticism 
and sometimes distorted by the gnarled forms assumed by dif- 
ferent societies in response to  their environment. By selection 
of those which are consistent with human needs and the rejection 
of the inharmonious we can form a feasible conception of the 
goal of human effort and arrive at  a reasoned analysis of that 
which we have hitherto pursued without fully knowing it. and 
therefore without clear conceptions either of our true ends or of 
the ways and means thereto. 

I n  spite of all differences of method and outlook there was a 
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great deal in common between the rationalistic movement in 
ethics and the applied ethics of the religious movements de- 
scribed above. I n  fact some of the most severe critics of the 
speculative basis of Christianity were concerned to uphold the 
moral validity of the Christian ethics. On both sides the sim- 
plest and most universal sentiments and obligations of humanity 
were put in the place of authority, and a similar humanitarianism 
was reflected in the dominant literary influences of the 19th 
century. 

Mater ial is t ic  Cross-currents.-On the other hand there have 
been cross-currents of no small importance. Historical material- 
ism, which has gained a wide hold in Europe, treats the entire 
ethico-religious history of man as a secondary result of the 
economic life of society. The theory of natural selection has 
been held to justify might as against right, whether as between 
individuals or nations. A strongly developed strain in the semi- 
philosophical literature of the last generation from Nietzsche to 
many contemporary writers makes   he self the centre of some- 
thing approaching worship and is highly disparaging of anything 
like altruism. The World War and the subsequent political and 
industrial upheavals have weakened confidence in the social order 
and relaxed the inhibitions on violent self-assertion. So while 
much has been done in practical legislation to  give effect to the 
ideals referred to above, the moral basis of these ideals seems to 
have lost some of its hold upon men. On the other hand the ma- 
terialist assumptions that lie behind the reaction are themselves 
shaken, and scepticism has been turned on scientific as well as 
theological dogma. The way is opened t o  wider applications of 
scientific method and a, more liberal interpretation of scientific 
principles, from which humanistic and in particular ethical studies 
have all to gain. (L. T. Ho.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-E. Westermarck, Origin and Development of the 
Moral Ideas (1916) ; Carveth Read, Natural and Social Morals; A. 
Sulherland, Origin and Growth of the Moral Sentiment; L. T .  Hob- 
house, Morals i n  Evolz~tion (4th ed. 1 9 2 3 ) .  Numerous citations of 
authorities on special peoples and on distinct branches of the subject 
will be found in these works. For the simpler peoples, R. H. Lowie, 
Przmztive Society (1921) should be consulted. The first series of 
Sacred Books of the East-translations, ed. by F. Max Muller-on- 
tains rich material for the Oriental civilizations, mainly religious but 
with much ethical matter. For European civilization ancient and 
modern see the special bibliographies for each period, or religious 
body or school of thought. 

COMPARATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Feeling, think- 
ing, and acting depend upon the nervous system. I n  man the 
sense organs, the central nervous organs, and the muscles form 
a combination by which we feel, think, and act. I t  is usual to  
limit the term nervous system to the first two of these three sets 
of organs. All three, however, are linked together as a unit in 
performance. 

The sense organs, such as the eye and the ear, receive external 
stimuli, light and sound, and originate nervous messages or im- 
pulses that are sent over the appropriate nerves to the brain. In 
this central organ these impulses awaken the sensations of sight 
and of hearing and are switched over outgoing nerves to  the ap- 
propriate muscles whereby a specified act may be performed. 
Thus if very strong light is thrown on the eye we experience the 
sensation of great brightness and certain muscles respond in that 
the eye winks. 

Since sense organs are the means of receiving external changes 
they are commonly called receptors. They include in addition to 
the eye and the ear, the organs of taste and of smell, of touch and 
of pain, of cold and of heat, and of a score or more other senses. 
The central organs, such as the brain, are not only the seat of the 
sensations, but, like the central office in a telephone system, they 
switch the impulses to the proper terminals. Hence they are 
often called adjustors. The terminals of the various animals may 
be not only muscles but glands, electric organs, luminous organs, 
colour organs and the like. They are the effective parts of the 
combination by which a given animal responds to changes about 
it. Hence they have been called effectors. By the combined 
working of receptors, adjustors, and effectors all animal behaviour 
is carried out. I t  is by means of these three sets of organs that 
the worm retreats from danger into its burrow, the ant carries 

I food to its hill, the frog jumps for a fly, the bird builds its nest, 
and man writes a page. I n  short these are the organs that under- 
lie all animal behaviour. 

Many of the acts of the higher animals are carried out with 
almost invariable uniformity, e.g.,  the withdrawal of the foot 
when it is pricked or the watering of the mouth when food is 
smelled. Such acts are called reflex, for the sensory impuise 
seems to be turned back to the exterior by the central organ in 
almost the mechanical way in which light is reflected from a 
mirror. Other acts, e.g., the crying of a newborn child or the 
suckling of a young mammal, are more conlplicated than reflexes 
and yet are inborn in that they are not learned and need only an 
appropriate stimulus to  start them going. Such acts are called 
instinctive and rest upon a structural basis preformed in each 
individual. Finally there is the large body of daily performance 
acquired by learning and including those plastic activities that, 
under the influence of memory and other stored experience, are 
moulded into the acts of everyday life. These range from such 
simple performances as walking, running, or flying, to the enor- 
mously complex operations in the intellectual life of the higher 
animals including man. Here belong the capacity for memory, 
for imagination, for voluntary action with its moral implications, 
and the like. Here too occur those important modifications, which. 
essentially pathological, lead to abnormal mental conditions and 
insanity. 

When an attempt is made to arrange normal animal activities 
under the three class~s of reflexes, instincts, and higher acts, it 
is found that they are not always conveniently so placed. Walk- 
ing is not only learned, but is in part instinctive if not reflex. 
The so-called reflexes themselves are often open to profound 
change. Thus the sneeze of a yokel, an almost purely reflex act, 
can through the social training of the well-bred be brought under 
control and even completely extinguished. Hence reflexes, in- 
stincts, and habits are really not classes of acts in themselves 
but rather phases of behaviour that qualify almost all perform- 
ances. I n  the vertebrates, from fishes to man, the nervous organi- 
zation includes a large variety of plastic operations which thus 
favour active habit formation. I n  the insects and other like 
creatures, on the contrary, the nervous organization, though in- 
cluding plasticity, leans strongly toward the instinctive side. 
Bees like men may learn to  find their way about and are helped 
in this by their fellows, but they build their comb and do a thou- 
sand other things instinctively and without training. Much of the 
life of an insect is thus semi-automatic, and in this respect it  is 
in strong contrast with that of a vertebrate, where freedom of 
action and learning play predominant parts. 

The structure of the various types of nervous systems by which 
the behaviour of the higher animals is carried out shows great 
individuality, and yet each such type exhibits a certain uniformity 
in that it is made up of a combination of nerve-cells or neurones. 
A neurone commonly consists of a cell-body and one or more 
lengthy processes or nerve-fibres. Ordinarily the cell-bodies mass 
together and thus establish what are called nerve-centres whereas 
the nerve-fibres are assembled in the form of nerve tracts by 
which one centre is put into connection with another. These rela- 
tions can be easily seen in the nervous system of such a n  animal 
as the earthworm. 

The nervous system of this creature consists of a small brain 
in its head from which a long strand of nervous material passes 
backward along the under side of its body to the tail. In each of 
the hundred or more segments in the worm this strand enlarges 
into a nerve-centre from which nerves pass out to the adjacent 
parts, muscles and skin. I n  the skin are lodged a large number of 
nerve-cell bodies whose outer ends reach the external surface of 
the worm as fine bristle-like terminals and whose inner ends be- 
come attenuated into delicate nerve-fibres that make their way 
as constituents of a nerve to  their terminations in the ventral 
nerve-centre. Each of these peripheral cells with its attached 
fibre is a neurone and since these neurones are concerned with the 
reception of stimuli that impinge upon the skin they are called 
receptor neurones. In  the ventral nerve-centre these neurones 
come into contact with the cell-bodies of a second set of neurones 
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whose nerve-fibres make their way out from the centre to termi- 
nate in the worm's muscles. Neurones of this kind, in conse- 
quence of their connection with muscles, are known as effector 
neurones. When the skin of an earthworm is stimulated and the 
animal responds by muscular movement, receptor and effector 
neurones are active in carrying out such a simple nervous 
operation. I 

Beside these two classes of neurones there is in the nervous 
system of the earthworm a third class, the internuncial neurones. 
These are neurones the whole of whose extent lies within the 
central organs and which serve as a means of uniting one nerve- 
centre with another. They extend for the most part up and down 
the length of the central nervous organ. 

I n  worms generally the three types of neurones already de- 
scribed are about equally abundant, but in the crabs, insects and 
other higher invertebrates the internuncial neurones increase dis- 
proportionately till finally in the vertebrates they make up a very 
large part of the central nervous organs. In  these animals the 
central organs consist of a brain in the head and a spinal cord 
extending backward through the body. These nervous parts are 
located on the dorsal aspect of the animal, not on its ventral face 
as in insects, crabs, and worms. The cord and brain in the verte- 
brates include receptor and effector neurones as in the inverte- 
brates but these two classes of elements together do not make up 
more than a few per cent of the central organs, the great bulk of 
which is composed of internuncial neurones. In  fact some of the 
most important organs in man and the higher vertebrates, such 
for instance as the cerebral hemispheres, are composed exclusively 
of this type of neurone. 

In  all animals from the worms and insects to the higher forms 
the brain is a conspicuous and very characteristic part of the 
central system. I t  is always located a t  the anterior end of the 
creature and is the nervous centre with which the chief sense 
organs of the body are connected. I n  man and in other higher 
animals the brain is thus associated with the organs of taste and 
of smell, with the ears and the eyes. The development of these 
important receptors and of the brain has progressed h ~ n d  in hand 
in an evolutionary ~voy .  This progress has involved the change 
of several of the head sense organs from what may be called 
surface-receptors to distance-receptors. The nature of these two 
kinds of receptors may be illustrated by certain human sense 
organs. We refer our sensations of touch to the spot on the outer 
surface of the skin where the foreign body impinges. We believe 
we taste our food where it is in contact with the surface of our 
tongue. Receptors that are thus concerned with the surfaces of 
our bodies are called surface-receptors and represent a very primi- 
tive type of such organ. There is good reason to assume that all 
the receptors of an earthworm or other lowly creature are of this 
type. But in higher animals there is a second kind of receptor 
We see the surrounding landscape through the eye but we do 
not think of seeing it on the sensitive surface of the eye where 
the image is really formed but in the distant exterior. In a similar 
way the sound of the noon bell does not seem to be in the ear 
but comes from the distant clock tower. JVith such sense organs 
as the eye and the ear we project the disturbance that excites 
us to a distant point and think of it as being far away from us 
and not in contact with our bodies. Hence such sense organs are 
appropriately called distance-receptors. 

In  the el-olution of sense organs there are ample grounds to be- 
lieve that distance-receptors have evolved from the relatively 
more primitive and simpler surface-receptors. Those sense organs 
in the skin of the earthworm that are concerned with the recep- 
tiori of odours, of light, and of vibrations are without doubt 
surface-receptors of the kind from which have evolved the dis- 
tance-receptors of the higher animals. 

I n  the evolutionary changes whereby surface-receptors have 
been converted into distance-receptors there has gone on hand in 
hand in the higher animals a corresponding growth of the brain. 
Thus in a way the transformations undergone by the sense organs 
have made possible a corresponding transformation of the brain 
In  this growth, however, the brain has assumed a r61e of its own 
and has developed peculiar and characteristic functions that have 

carried it far beyond what is merely needed for increased sensory 
action. This growth has placed the brain at  the apex of nervous 
development. For the brain of the higher animals and especially 
of man is riot only a most complicated switching station for nerve 
impulses, but has become a repository of past experiences, and a 
centre for all those higher nervous activities that make up mental 
life, and that we regard as most characteristic of our personal 
selves. In  this way the brain has come to serve as the seat of 
those remarkable performances of memory, volition, imagination 
and the like that are looked upon as the distinguishing features 
of the individual man. 

As already shown the ordinary nervous activities of the higher 
animals depend upon the three-fold organization of sense-organ, 
central organ, and effector. I n  animals simpler than crabs and 
worms this degree of nervous organization is greatly reduced or 
even lacking. In  many lowly creatures, especially in jelly-fishes 
and sea-anemones, the nervous system is represented chiefly by 
receptors which are often directly connected with the muscles. 
These receptors are located in the outer skin of the animal but are 
seldom specialized enough to be easily distinguishable as such. 
They connect with the muscle below them either immediately or 
through a delicate nervous net-work. This net-work spreads over 
much of the animal's body following the distribution of receptors 
and muscles. I t  is nowhere sufficiently concentrated to form a 
central organ and the system may therefore be described as 
diffuse. I t  is an arrangement of receptors and effectors without 
an adjustor. 

Since this diffuse system very generally permeates the bodies 
of these lower animals their parts show remarkable independence 
of action. Thus the tentacles of a sea-anemone which surround 
the mouth of the animal and are very effective in the appropria- 
tion o'f its food, will respond to bits of meat with great eficiency 
even after they have been cut from the animal. The creeping 
foot of the sea-anemone will continue to creep after the rest of 
the animal has been cut away. This autonomy of the parts 
demonstrates the all-sufficiency of the nerve and muscle con- 
tained in each particular portion and sho~vs that a given activity 
is not dependent upon some distantly located central organ. The 
leg of a crab, an insect, or a frog, if cut off, shows no such 
powers. I t  no longer moves as it  formerly did because i t  lacks 
nervous connection with a central adjustor. The tentacle of the 
sea-anemone contains within itself the nerve and muscle neces- 
sary for its own type of response. 

The receptors of the sea-anemone and other such animals serve 
as delicate triggers to set their muscles in action. As this seems 
to be their one function they are more appropriately designated 
receptors than sense organs for they are apparently not concerned 
with sensations. 

Collectively the receptors and underlying nerve-net of these 
simple creatures constitute a type of nervous system quite dis- 
tinct from that seen in the higher forms. Not only does such 
a nervous system lack centralization but its nerve-net has the 
remarkable property of transmitting nervous impulses in any 
direction. I ts  diffuse character is not only structural but also 
functional. I n  the centralized nervous system of one of the higher 
animals it  is possible to send a nervous impulse over a succession 
of neurones from the receptor to the elfector side. When the 
attempt is made to send the impulse in the reverse direction 
the transfer fails. I n  the region where one neurone touches the 
next there is a valve-like device which will allow the impulse to 
pass in one direction but not in the reverse. No such impediment 
occurs in nerve-nets where impulses spread with the utmost 
freedom, and in any direction. I t  is interesting to observe that 
although the nerve-net is a type of nervous organization charac- 
teristic of the lower animals, it has been retained in part a t  least 
in many higher forms. Thus the vertebrate digestive tube has 
a nervous organization closely resembling thst of a sea-anemone, 
and many details in the movements of the vertebrate digestive 
organs are repetitions of those folind in animals whose nervous 
systems are wholly of the nerve-net type. 

Simple receptors and nerve-nets such as those described ap- 
parently mark the first step in the evolution of true nervous 
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organs, for in  animals lower in  the scale than sea-anemones, e.g., 
sponges, n o  nervous structures at all have been identified nor do 
the  activities o f  these animals suggest such parts. Sponges grow 
almost plant-like f r o m  a submerged base and show scarcely any 
movements.  B y  means o f  a system o f  minute lashes they draw 
through their bodies a current o f  water from the floating contents 
o f  which they  extract their food. Their chief movements are the 
opening and closing o f  inlet and outlet pores for  this system o f  
water circulation. These  movements are accomplished b y  very 
simple muscles which apparently act through direct stimulation 
and without the  intervention o f  nerves. Such muscles since they 
act o f  themselves m a y  be designated independent effectors. 

I n  the  protozoans, the  simplest o f  all animals, each individual 
as a rule is a single cell. Wi th in  the  bodies o f  some o f  these 
forms fiblrous systcms have been discovered which connect the 
central part o f  the  cell with locomotor lashes on the  exterior. 
These  systems have been regarded b y  some as nervous in char- 
acter but  i t  is b y  no means certain that such is the case. 

Apart f rom these possible traces o f  nervous origins in  the pro- 
tozoans, true nervous elements appear first i n  the  trigger-like 
receptors o f  the  sea-anemones and jelly-fishes. Organs o f  this 
type were doubtless the  forerunners o f  the  true sense organs o f  
the higher animals. T o  these in  the course o f  t ime were added 
central nervous parts, especially the  brain, that organ o f  para- 
mount importance in  the l i fe  o f  the higher animals and especially 
o f  man. 

See C.  S .  Sherrington, Tlze Integrative Action of the Nervous 
SgStem (1906) ; C.  J. Herrick, Introduction to Neurology (1918) and 
Brains of Rats and Men (1926) ; G. H. Parker, The  Elementary 
Nervous System (1919) ; C .  U. A. Kappers and A. B. D. Fortnyn, 
Vergleichende Anntomie des Nervensystems (1920). (G. H. P.) 

COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY. Physiology as defined 
in  the medical curriculum o f  most institutions o f  higher learning 
confines i ts enquiries pre-eminently t o  man and his nearest allies, 
focussing attention on those activities o f  the  body which are o f  
special interest t o  the problems o f  health and disease and those 
which can be  conveniently studied within a narrow range o f  
animal material. From a practical point o f  view this preoccupa- 
tion wi th  clinical objectives has i ts drawbacks: for medicine has 
been repeatedly enriched b y  the more catholic approach which 
makes no restriction on its materials or problems. This  more 
embracing attitude t o  the  scope o f  physiological science is referred 
t o  b y  the terms general physiology and comparative physiology. 
I n  practice there is no hard and fast distinction between these 
two  terms, though some authors have endeavoured t o  define one. 

Modern comparative physiology represents a rapprochement 
between the teaching o f  physiology and zoology which is  really a 
return t o  the practice o f  an earlier period, when morphology and 
physiology were not as yet divorced. Many o f  the  zoologists o f  
the earlier half o f  the 19th century regarded morphology as the 
handmaid o f  physiology. T o  m e n  like Milne-Edwards i t  is clear 
that the  ultimate problems o f  the biologist were physiological. 
W i t h  the  rising influence o f  the evolutionary theory the  purely 
architectural approach o f  the Cuvierian school received a strong 
impetus. Structural details o f  little or n o  significance as aiding 
an understanding o f  the properties o f  living matter came to  be 
cherished for their historical interest as a possible means o f  throw- 
ing light on the ancestry o f  man and the  pageant o f  l i f e  in pre- 
ceding geological epochs. T h e  20th century has witnessed a 
strong reaction against this tendency. Th i s  is partly because pro- 
gress in  palaeontology and i n  the morphology o f  recent animals 
has made i t  clear that the extent o f  parallel and convergent 
evolution presents unsurmountable difficulties t o  the task o f  con- 
structing a classification o f  living beings which expresses in all its 
minutiae their family relationships. I t  has arisen also through 
the recognition that the ultimate justification o f  the evolutionary 
hypothesis is bound u p  with the understanding o f  the machinery 
o f  heredity and variation. T h e  awakened interest i n  experimental 
problems which has resulted f rom Mendelian research has exerted 
its influence over the whole field o f  zoology, so that morphology 
is  taking second place i n  current investigation. Morphology, the 
study o f  structure as a separate issue, has completed its task. 
I t  has placed the principle o f  geological succession on a firm 

foundation. I t  has laid down as far as i t  is possible, at least for 
some time t o  come, those major associations in systematic zoology 
which can with any legitimate confidence be considered t o  indicate 
ancestral relationships. Further than that i t  cannot progress t o  
any considerable distance except in  so far as fresh relics o f  extinct 
animals may be  unearthed f rom time t o  time. Here and there 
lacunae remain. Certain practical problems in  relation t o  parasitic 
forms o f  l i f e  justifiably continue t o  absorb a considerable measure 
o f  attention. But there is no likelihood that morphology divorced 
from physiology will contribute t o  the  building u p  o f  another 
generalization o f  the  magnitude o f  the  evolutionary hypothesis. 
I n  short the study o f  the  lower organisms is likely t o  receive i ts 
chief driving force f r o m  comparative physiology. 

T h e  practical justification for extending the scope o f  physio- 
logical science t o  the  study o f  the  lower animals resides partly in  
the fact t h i t  many  phenomena o f  universal biological significance 
can be more conveniently studied i n  species only remotely related 
t o  man;  partly also because it is sometimes easier t o  approach 
the latter with the  detachment and objectivity which are essen- 
tials o f  scientific method. Thus ,  on the  one hand, the  phenomena 
o f  reproduction in  i ts most  fundamental aspects and the  physical 
properties o f  the  cell as a physiological unit present almost un- 
surmountable difficulties i n  the  case o f  viviparous warm-blooded 
animals like man  and his nearer relatives: but  rapid progress can 
be made i n  dealing wi th  simpler aquatic forms o f  l i f e  which spawn 
their reproductive cells into the sea; and such progress suggests 
methods which m a y  direct fruitful  enquiry into the  investigation 
o f  more difficult material. Again, it is at present impossible t o  
think about human behaviour i n  purely objective terms;  yet con- 
siderable progress has been made in  the acquisition o f  predict- 
able knowledge about behaviour i n  more lowly organisms, and 
from such enquiries have emerged habits o f  treatment which are 
paving the way t o  a scientific study o f  behaviour i n  more com- 
plex beings. One might say that the  business o f  the comparative 
physiologist is t o  find the right animal for the solution o f  a par- 
ticular problem. I n  n o  field is the value or the  comparative 
method emphasized i n  a more striking manner than i n  the  experi- 
mental study o f  inheritance, which, rightly conceived, is an essen- 
tial compartment o f  physiological science, though frequently dis- 
cussed under the  separate heading Genetics (9.v.). For rapid 
advance in  genetics, it is necessary t o  deal wi th  organisms that 
breed prolifically, attain sexual maturity in  the  least possible 
t ime, and present well-defined true-breeding varieties for study. 
T h e  fruit-fly Drosophila melanogaster passes through its l i fe-  
cycle in  a f ew  days, breeding prolifically and has a great number o f  
discrete varieties which breed true t o  t y p e  (see CYTOLOGY). I t  
would hardly be  an exaggeration t o  say that more could be  found 
out i n  a year's research on inheritance i n  Drosophila than i n  
several thousand years o f  study o f  human material. Y e t  many  
o f  the generalizations derived f rom the study o f  the  fruit-f ly and 
other low organisms apply t o  the  problems o f  inheritance i n  man  
himself, though the  principles themselves would never have been 
elucidated i f  n o  other forms had been accessible. 

Within  the limits o f  space available i t  is only possible t o  select 
a f ew  lines o f  enquiry in  which the  comparative method has 
proved especially illuminating. First and perhaps foremost the 
physiology o f  the  fertilization and early development o f  the  egg 
may be mentioned. T h e  reader who is not familiar wi th  the  nature 
o f  the fertilization process is referred t o  the  article CYTOLOGY. 
From the physiological standpoint the  problem o f  absorbing in- 
terest is the material nature o f  the  stimulus imparted b y  the  
sperm t o  the egg, b y  which a phase o f  active cell-division is  
initiated in  the  latter, culminating in  the production o f  a new 
individual. A new epoch dawned in  the  closing year o f  the  19th 
century, when Loeb, perhaps the  most distinguished pioneer o f  
the comparative method in  physiology, found i t  possible b y  means 
o f  purely physicochemical stimuli t o  induce eggs o f  the sea-urchin 
t o  develop in  a normal manner without contact with the  sperm 
or male element. B y  placing the  eggs i n  certain solutions o f  
organic acids and subsequently treating them with concentrated 
sea-water, the content o f  which in dissolved material had been 
raised b y  adding such substances as sugar or salts, eggs o f  the  sea- 
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urchin can be induced to segment and to grow into larvae, though 
free of any contamination by sperm. This discovery initiated a 
large volume of research, the net result of which has been to show 
that the physical changes produced by these artificial agencies are 
similar to  the internal events that precede active development in 
normally fertilized eggs: and it  has now been possible to produce 
fertili~ation by physicochemical means in eggs of species of most 
groups of cold-blooded animals whose eggs are fertilized exter- 
nally. Modern work on tissue culture (q.v.) encourages the antiri- 
pation that this may be achieved in the near future in warm- 
blooded animals, possibly ultimately in man himself. A fuller 
exposition of this work would lead into technical issues, but one 
feature of the development of the sea-urchin's eggs discovered by 
Loeb is of the utmost interest, namely the immense increase of 
resp~ratory activity that accompanies fertilization. Warburg 
found that the oxidation process was proportional to the iron con- 
tent of the egg, and that by carefully drying the egg-substance a 
powder might be prepared that would continue to absorb oxygen 
and burn up organic compounds, as does the living cell. Not only 
did he separate the functions of respiration from what would be 
ordinarily called "living matter,'' but succeeded in making sus- 
pensions of cllarcoal containing iron capable of facilitating the 
spontaneous oxidation of organic substances such as occur in 
animal food, and these physical respiratory models were shown 
to be affected by various types of reagents which reduce oxygen 
consumption in the living body in a precisely analogous manner. 

In  the study of behaviour from the physiological standpoint the 
progress that has been achieved illustrates in a convincing manner 
the intellectual discipline to  be derived from dealing with animals 
that can be approached readily without the bias towards the tra- 
ditional anthropomorphic attitude that is inevitable in dealing 
with man's nearer relatives. Thus the analysis of behaviour of 
jelly-fishes and sea-anemones by Romanes, Parker and others, 
can be discussed without difficulty in terms of the properties of 
the conducting (nervous) tissues without recourse to terms like 
memory or will, like or dislike. I n  the behaviour of the more 
complex animals notable advance has been made by studying 
bodily orientation in relation to  group stimuli such as light and 
gravitation. Thanks to the labours of Loeb, Mast and others the 
old meaningless statement that the moth moves towards the candle 
because it  likes the light, has given place to an understanding of 
how light stimulating certain parts of the retina discharges nervous 
impulses to  particular groups of muscles whose contraction brings 
the body into such a position that it  must move along the path of 
the incident rays. The new interpretation makes possible pre- 
dictions that are actually verifiable, as for instance the fact that, 
if one eye is blackened, the moth will fly in circles. The applica- 
tion of the comparative method to the study of animal behaviour 
has been one of the main contributing influences to  the develop- 
ment of the modern school of belzavioz~rist psychology (see 
PSYCHOLOGY, COMPARATIVE; ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR). 

Examples of chemical co-ordination in animal responses are set 
forth in the article E ~ D ~ ~ R I N ~ L ~ G Y ,  where the r61e of internal 
secret in^ in the developmental processes is also indicated. I t  can 
be said that everything of any general significance that is known 
about the physiology of development has been based on the study 
of lower forms of life, more especially those which display phases 
of abrupt development (metamorphoses, q.v.), as do sea-urchins, 
salamanders, etc. (see EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY). Of recent 
developments in comparative physiology, one field in which the 
comparative method has proved invaluable is the physiology of 
the cell or microscopic units of the animal body (see CYTOLOGY: 
Experimental Cytology and Cell Inclusions). The germ cells of 
marine organisms, worms, starfishes, and the like have provided 
much of the most favourable material for manipulation in experi- 
mentation on isolated cells. The researches of Pantin, Chambers 
and others on the movements of the Amoeba are worthy of men- 
tion in this connection. I n  the study of nervous co-ordination and 
muscular activity the most favourable materials have hitherto 
been found among animals dealt with by the medical physiologist. 
But considerable attention has been paid of recent years to the 

mechanism of ciliary activity, bioluminescence, colour change and 
other forms of response which are specially illustrated by the 
lower organisms. One field in which significant advance has been 
made through the researches of Krogh, Barcroft arld their co- 
workers, is in the study of the variety of respiratory pigments 
which in different groups of the animal kingdom serve, like the 
haemoglobin or red colouring matter of human blood, as a means 
of taking up oxygen and transporting i t  to the tissues. 

Though the influence of comparative physiology has largely 
been manifest in relation to human physiology, it  is probable that 
it  has unrealized possibilities of practical application in relation 
to  agriculture, fisheries and other applied sciences. At present 
the experimental study of breeding is the only branch of com- 
parative physiology which has notably contributed to the solu- 
tion of commercial problems. Comparative physiology has still 
to  shoulder the task of interpreting the mechanism of animal dis- 
tribution in terms very different from the teleological assumptions 
of the evolutionists of the 19th century. (See ECOLOGY, ANIMAL; 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS.) 

BIBLIOGR~LPHY.-iV. M. Bayliss, Principles o f  General Physiology 
(1924) ; H. Winterstein, Handbuch dcr Vergleiclzende Pkysiologie 
(1923-25) ; L. T. Hogben, Comparative Physiology (1926). 

(L. T. H.) 

COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY. Comparative sciences 
generally are concerned with the co-ordination of differences in 
a common subject matter. Comparative psychology attempts this 
task in the world of Mind. Now in the expressions of mental 
activity the range of difference is enormous, extending from very 
low phases of animal life to the highest achievements of civilized 
culture, and all these differences must be regarded as significant 
for the student of Mind and its function in the world of life. 
Are we then to infer that they all belong to the field of compara- 
tive psychology? A critic will object that this would be to create 
an inlpossible science. The study of culture, for instance, is 
sociological or historical. I t  requires quite different methods from 
those of the study of an ape or a beetle or a decerebrated frog. 
We must in mere mercy to our student put a limit. Shall we 
then say that the concern of psychology is with faculty rather 
than performance? The difficulty here is that in the last resort 
faculty can only be measured by performance. Thus a popular 
explanation of the immense divergencies of human culture refers 
them to what is known as racial psychology, i.e., to supposed 
inherent differences in the faculties of different races. Psychology 
can only test this supposition by calling in the aid of sociology 
to determine how much difference can be effected by the cumula- 
tive effect of social inheritance, operating on a common ground- 
work of capacity. But it cannot wash its hands of the problem. 
Whether through some extension of innate faculty or through 
the social causes suggested, the actual achievements of thought are 
indutiably greater in the civilized than in the uncivilized world, 
and the function of Mind in the direction of life proportionately 
enlarged. The significance of mental development would be missed 
if these chapters in its story were cut out. 

Nevertheless, the student, forced to economize his energies, 
must limit his field. H e  may hope to become an expert in one 
method, but not in a dozen, so he chooses one for his speciality. 
Unfortunately the demands of specialization are progressive. He 
might choose, say, animal psychology as his field, but there is still 
an immense difference between the study of chimpanzees and that 
of starfish, an immense difference between the methods of a 
physiological laboratory, which may be applied to any animal and 
to man himself, and those of the systematized observation of the 
normal animal. Cruelty barred, all methods are legitimate, but it 
is a familiar fact thst he who follows one exclusively will tend t o  
take that one alone as the universal solvent. Now it is precisely 
the business of the comparative psychologist to accept evidence 
from all quarters and all methods, and try to piece them together 
into a coherent whole. We cannot then make any such division as  
would destroy the unity of the comparative view, but we may 
recognize that with development methods change; the changes 
determine the lines of specialization. 
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Behaviour  and Behaviourism.-In all fields the principal 

data are contained in behaviour. This is easily seen in regard to 
the higher fields, as soon as we recollect that the use of words 
and therefore the writing and reading of books, to say nothing of 
the execution of works of art, are forms of behaviour. I n  the last 
analysis the phenomena of our own consciousness are also the be- 
haviour of those complex a-holes which are ourselves and this radi- 
cal Behaviourism is the one and only method of all psychology. 
I t  is also the one and only method of physical science, for if 
Mind is the unity which we conceive to run through certain forms 
of behaviour, so Matter is the unity which runs through other 
forms of behaviour. This truth is now fully recognized in physics, 
which conceives matter as a form of energy. Radical behaviour- 
ism applies impartially to  "matter" and "mind." The world of our 
experience is material in so far as it  acts in certain generic ways 
known roughly to commonsense and more elaborately to  physical 
sciences. But we also find many objects, which while behaving in 
some ways like matter, being e.g. visible and tangible, neverthe- 
less reveal differences which are the more striking the more 
rigidly physics delineates the material world as essentially indif- 
ferent in all its changes to  the later outcome of such changes. 
For throughout the world of living things we find behaviour so 
correlated with circumstances as to contribute to the mainte- 
nance of an individual organism and its race, and among many 
organisms we find the correlation wider, more efficient, and mak- 
ing not only for racial life but for certain qualities of life. The 
factors at  work in this correlation are many, but there is some- 
thing running through them all which stands in marked contrast 
with our conception of matter and we call it generically Mind. I t  
is still for psychology to give more precision to that term, as it  
is for physics to give the precision to the conception of matter. 
And it is for philosophy to explain how one and the same reality 
can exhibit these differences of aspect. 

What is a t  present known as Behaviourism would sweep the 
whole field of direct consciousness out of psychology in the name 
of the strict requirements of observable fact as a basis of science. 
We do not know what fack we observe more directly and im- 
mediately than that, for example, we are sometimes cold or hot, 
angry, pleased, grieved or joyous. But, says the behaviourist, 
all these are physical states. That is a confusion between e .g . ,  
a sensation and its stimulus. Science has only two rules about 
observation. One is that our inductions must be founded on it, 
and the other is that we must treat all observations impartially. 

At the same time, it  should be recognized (a) that introspec- 
tion as a technical method is full of difficulties which increase 
with refinement; (b)  that when we come to beings not altogether 
like ourselves, and with no language to correct our errors, the 
imputation of processes like our own is risky, and in extreme cases 
impossible; (c)  that it is possible, though more laborious, to build 
up and state a comparative psychology without using terms de- 
rived from the direct consciousness of mental process, merely by 
analysing modes of correlation; (d)  that when we observe corre- 
spondence, say between an animal's response to external things 
and our own, we must infer i r  the animal a function corresponding 
to that of which we are conscious though it  may be that what per- 
forms the function is not in all respects the same as in us. Itre are 
sure that our dog "recognizes" us, but it is equally apparent that 
he does so in terms of scent, a mode which to us is alien and almost 
incomprehensible. When describing animal behaviour in terms im- 
plying conscious process we must always have this limitation in 
mind. On this condition we shall use such terms in the sequel. 

T h e  S t r u c t u r a l  Basis of Correlation.-All living things 
inherit a psycho-physical structure which lays the foundation of 
a self-sustaining and race-preserving life. One way in all organ- 
isms in which the structure acts is by response to a stimulus, and 
some hold that all behaviour can in the last resort be reduced to 
responses to stimuli, external or internal. This theory is difficult 
to disprove because the internal stimuli are beyond the reach of 
exhaustive observation, but an hypothesis resting on vague possi- 
bilities is of no value. There is no apparent reason why a struc- 
ture should not be formed to act of itself in determinate ways, or 

why internal changes should not take place which at  some point 
give rise to recognizable forms of behaviour. The real contrast, 
as experience shows us, lies between the specific response to 
specific stimulus and the subordination of passing or partial 
responses to a broad and relatively enduring line of behaviour. 

Structures may be purely mechanical and give accurately pre- 
dictable response to external influences. I n  the case of a man- 
made machine, the external influence often resembles a stimulus 
in that it bears no quantitative or qualitative relation to its 
results, e.g. when a lightly-turned handle sets a powerful engine 
in motion. The condition is simply that all the mechanical con- 
nections must be intact. But the working of the machine is in no / way dependent on its successful execution of the result for which 
it was designed, and any part which is itself intact may work 
separately from the whole, as when a repairer having taken a 
machine to pieces works a part by hand and gets the responses 
normally given to the operation of the other parts. The parts 
then are in essentials indifferent to one another and work in the 
same way in or out of the machine. Some organic responses 
appear to be of this type. They seem to be governed neither by 
their results nor by the condition of the organism as a whole, 
but to depend purely on the integrity of communication be- 
tween the part stimulated (the receptor) and the muscle, gland 
or other "effector." The contraction of the iris and the blink- 
ing of the eyelids on the approach of a body to the face 
seem to be of this type. These are the true unconditioned re- 
flexes. f e get in these cases a vivid impression of a definite 
mechanism which, once set going, proceeds to its specific conclu- 
sion without any of the variations in accordance with circum- 
stances and consequences which suggest the operation of mind. 
More often however the reflex is not so completely unconditioned. 
Other parts of the organism may inhibit it. Other stimuli may 
modify it, and finally it may depend on what we can only call the 
general condition of the organism. Thus, sucking in young mam- 
mals is a reflex response to a body placed within the lips, but the 
replete infant ceases to suck. 

Acquired Response.-Reflexes play a large part in animal 
life from the protozoon which withdraws its pseudopodium on con- 
tact with a blunt needle to a man who is set coughing by a crumb 
in the windpipe. Generally they are hereditary, and many are per- 
fect from birth while others, like the pecking of newly hatched 
chicks, need a little time to perfect them. f ith practice however 
a new element comes in, the continued influence of the results of 
action by which the hereditary reflex acquires perfection. But a 
good deal more may be acquired than this polish of a rough-hewn 
response. The newly hatched chick will peck at  the edible and 
inedible indiscriminately at  first, but very few experiments suffice 
to quell the response to inedible things like bits of orange peel 
and concentrate them on grains and the like. Here results oper- 
ate at  a slightly higher remove. At some point in or after the con- 
tact with the peel the chick will try to  reject the peel and there- 
after avoids it. Our natural interpretation is that the taste is 
nasty, while that of the grain is acceptable. This raises the whole 
question discussed above of the interpretation of behaviour in 
terms derived from our consciousness. Follo~ving the principle 
there laid down, we shall say that something in the chick per- 
forms just the same function as pleasant or unpleasant feeling in 
us. Whether, apart from this function, it is the same thing in a 
chick as in us we cannot say. If we use a term importing feeling, 
in this case "bad taste," of the chick, it is soldy to express this 
identity of function. 

But there is a further point. In  ourselves we should say that 
we avoided certain food because we expected the bad taste. 
Probably this would not be true of the chick. I t  is more likely 
that the unpleasant reaction operates directly on the responding 
mechanism, and that the chick never has the act and its conse- 
quence before it as two distinct objects. The result changes the 
whole character of the response, but by a process which we may 
call hlarticzrlate as compared with that articulate forecast which 
we can make. All the lower grades of learning depend on these 
inarticulate correlations. I n  the case taken, experience of results 
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inhibited response, but i t  may also engender positive responses, 
e.g., t o  "signals" where none previously existed. Pavlov, who 
has studied such responses elaborately under the title "Condi- 
tioned Reflexes," makes the time factor a centre of importance, 
and this is probably true wherever the correlation is inarticu- 
late. The signal must overlap the access to the food and must 
precede it. (Some qualifications of this general statement need 
not be considered here.) All sorts of arbitrary signals can be 
used and a dog will come to react to them by salivation in 
from three to 20 trials. Secondly, reflexes may be established by 
applying a new stimulus not less than 10 seconds before one to 
which response was already made, and in some cases even a third 
reflex was established in the same way. Beyond this it  was not 
found possible to go. The acquired reflex, generally a measured 
salivation, could be easily distinguished by withholding the food, 
and, if a brief interval of time were allowed between signal and 
food, the appearance of the reflex would be proportionately de- 
layed. I t  is evident that this behaviour closely resembles that 
which in man we call expectancy. How are we to decide by  
behaviour whether such an element is present or not? 

Conation.-The answer must be found in Conation, to which 
expectancy, so far as affecting action, belongs. Conation can be 
best understood in its developed form of deliberate purpose. I n  
psychological terms purpose is that which directs action towards 
an end defined in an idea and guided by judgments of the relation 
of each act to the end. The objection made that the end is not 
always clear from the beginning, and is sometimes modified as 
we approach it, is not relevant. The facts on which it  rests indi- 
cate, sometimes that the purpose is not fully developed, some- 
times that we only come to understand its conditions by trial and 
error, sometimes that i t  is inspired by some larger want which 
we have not ourselves understood. Purpose as such is that which 
directs action to ideal ends. The distinction between this and the 
reflex appears clearly in behaviour, for the reflex is the specific 
type response of a pre-formed structure, whether founded on 
heredity or acquirement. But in purpose we are free to vary our 
responses indefinitely as the bearing of the act upon the end may 
require. Outer objects become important which otherwise stimu- 
late no response whatever. We make adjustments and combina- 
tions that have never occurred before and may never occur again; 
we may vary our actions in the progress of the effort, discarding 
or correcting one that turns out useless and substituting methods 
which suit the case. All this, which can be easily amplified, but 
is of course familiar, may be summed up in the simple formula 
that in purpose behaviour is subject to continuous direction 
towards an end. Now this is the direct antithesis of the conception 
of mechanism, which is founded on the total exclusion of ends, 
and which would be revolutionized if we were to allow that the 
relation of a mechanistic change to some ultimate outcome were 
to  be imported as a factor into our calculations. 

But there are forms of conation which fall short of true pur- 
pose. There are efforts towards an end of which there is no 
articulate idea. These are expressed in behaviour in more than 
one way. First, there is persistence in activity with variation of 
method until a certain result is attained; secondly, the result once 
attained, the method which has produced it is subsequently pre- 
ferred, the others being discarded. This form of conation has been 
verified among protozoa by Jennings' well-known observations of 
"Stentor." I t  is the true foundation of the method of trial and 
error, where either we want something but do not quite know 
what i t  is, but only that we are dissatisfied with everything else, 
or we know what we want but do not know the means to it. This 
is the position of Professor Thorndike's cats, who want to  get 
out of the cage in which they are shut, but not knowing how t o  
do it, "scrabble" about till they a t  last happen to pull or push the 
catch which sets them free. The value of these experiments was to  
show the seemingly ingenious things which might be done by 
this method. There is thirdly the adjustment and combination of 
responses to  the indefinitely varying requirements of a situation. 
Here any single response might be taken as mechanistically pre- 
determined by heredity or habit, but the combination is a unique 

product that can never be repeated. There must then be a factor 
dealing with the situation of the moment as required by the bear- 
ing on the result, otherwise the result is a success with no cause 
hut "chance." 

The question may be asked, why we should deny ideas in such 
cases. The answer is that ideas are founded upon exyerience and 
in particular an articulate experience which in many of these 
cases is available. This brings us to the problem of instinct. 

Instinct.-A bird at  mating time begins to build a nest, and 
even when brought up in captivity builds it true to type. The 
laying of eggs, brooding over them, feeding and attending to the 
young till they are fledged, follow in due course. There is a 
continuous sequence of actions till the result is reached and all 
is over. I n  the meantime every detail of behaviour is determined 
by relation to  this result. Yet i t  is extremely difficult, and in the 
very comparable case of the solitary wasp quite impossible, to 
believe in any such elaboration of ideas as would be implied in 
saying that the bird fully understood what it  was about. The  
whole proceeding then is steadily directed to an end which is not 
foreseen. This is the general definition of instinct. I t  cannot be 
identified with a compound reflex on account of the modifica- 
tions and unique combinations of type activities that can be 
found in it. I t  is conative, but i t  is a mode of conation, a drive 
or a need which we must regard as part of the hereditary struc- 
ture. But if there is no foresight, how are responses adapted to 
changes of the environment? The bird will in fact modify its be- 
haviour to suit special cases, 4.g. the location, materials or form 
of the nest. What modifies this behaviour if not foresight of the 
end? Sometimes possibly a foresight of shorter range, e.g. a dog 
having once been frustrated by a rabbit doubling a t  a particular 
point may anticipate i t  and cut the curve. Perhaps in less articu- 
late fashion a bird finding a cat about moves its nest-building 
operations to a safer place. Even the solitary wasp, unable to 
get a spider into its hole by ordinary methods, has been seen to 
resort to one device after another till i t  has succeeded. To  this 
proximate end her actions seem definitely directed. With such 
cases we may contrast instances of caterpillars persisting in de- 
tails of cocoon spinning when they are superfluous; or that of the 
Sitaris beetle grub, which "ought" to attach itself to the hairy 
undergrowth of the bumble-bee, but will in fact respond to any 
similar surface in the same way and often perishes for that rea- 
son. If we contemplated such instances alone we should think of 
instinct as after all very like compound reflex; if we contemplated 
the others alone we should think of it  as very like intelligence. The 
truth seems to be that i t  moves between an upper and a lower limit 
-Intelligence, which as it  advances gradually takes its place by 
substituting foresight for hereditary determination of response, 
and Reflex in which no modification of detail is possible, and the 
mechanism must be perfect from birth in all particulars or use- 
less. When either of these limits is touched the use of the term 
instinct seems inappropriate. 

L imi t s  of A n i m a l  Intelligence.- In instinct, however modi- 
fied by inarticulate correlation, there is conation but no true pur- 
pose; but stages in the execution of an instinct may become 
purposive if there is articulate correlation, that is if the result 
is present in idea as something distinct from but connected with 
the act. This is impossible as long as the sensory life is limited 
to  experience charged with Affect or feeling and thereby modifying 
reactions. But if we suppose an articulate perception, e.g. of 
visual objects as wholes of parts and of things related to and syc- 
ceeding one another, whether charged with Affect or not, we have 
complexes of distinct but related elements. If again we suppose 
one element of such a complex capable of "reviving" the remainder 
the "revival" is easily shown to take the form of ideas of things 
related to the elements given. I f ,  finally, action is directed to one 
of the elements so revived, it  is directed by an ideal reference and 
is purpose. Thus purpose in an elementary form is an articulate 
correlation of perceptual and conative reactions. The evidence 
of such correlation in behaviour is broadly that the acquisition of 
co-ordinated modes of behaviour is not limited to habituation or 
trial and error. Much controversy has arisen on the question of 



whether any animal behaviour furnishes conclusive evidence of 
this kind for the operation of purpose. The most decisive evi- 
dence is that produced by Kohler's observations of chimpanzees. 
Below the anthropoids, which might be regarded as a transitional 
class, experimental work on monkeys, and in a less degree on 
dogs, cats, elephants and olher mammalia reputed intelligent, 
tends, though less decisively, in the same direction. 

Universals  a n d  T h e i r  Correlat ion.-f  hat has told most 
strongly against the attribution of purpose to animals is probably 
the belief that ideas involve language and are of a general char- 
acter, but ( I )  whether with or without language we form ideal 
references to particular things or occurrences which we remember 
or anticipate. Ideas are not as such general, though everything 
general is grasped in ideas. (2) I n  forming anticipatory ideas, we 
are moving in the direct line of conation, the idea merely giving 
necessary direction to the conative behaviour. In  forming gen- 
eral ideas expressible in language. we go beyond the range of our 
immediate efforts (though of course we are constantly calling on 
ideas to help us in them), and compare one case with another. 
As the general ideas become formed, all objects to which they 
apply are in a sense grouped irrespectively of juxtaposition in a 
class, and what we learn by the idea we can apply to any member 
of the class. Here we get down to the "universal" underlying the 
less reflective use of observation in guiding anticipation, and at 
this deeper level an immense expansion of the field of correla- 
tion is opened. Further, in getting away from the immediate 
situation we have a similarly indefinite extension of range into the 
past and future. We grasp those combinations of inner and outer 
experiences which are ourselves and other persons and objects. 
We become aware of self in the true sense of a continuous unity, 
for which the immediate situation is only a detail. Thus in the 
result we arrive at  a completely new principle of correlation and 
behaviour wherein any object or occasion may be dealt with in 
accordance with its affinities of character (its class) or its po4i- 
tion in a structural whole, constituted by the life of the individual 
and of the groups, fanlily and society to  which he belongs. 

Thought is more than language but it is by expression and com- 
munication that its achievements are consolidated and made 
the basis of further advance. Thus it is the social factor which 
makes its higher development possible. 

Cr i t i ca l  Thought.- In the animal world intelligence (the 
correlation effected by the individual) is confined to detail. The 
ground plan is laid by heredity in the shape of instinct. With the 
formation of general ideas it  becomes possible to  guide life by 
rules of behaviour which can be taught and eventually criticized, 
and by general aims, from self-advancement to religious devotion, 
which may govern all conduct. This does not abolish the under- 
lying hereditary factor, but it does modify and even transform it. 
The simplest peoples have codes which put considerable restraint 
on raw impulse. Broadly, what all codes have to do is to  accom- 
modate the animality, selfishness and narrowness of the physical 
structure to the needs of social life and, as in response to the 
growth of knowledge social life expands, to adapt behaviour to 
the new requirements. Such codes do not originate in any sys- 
tematic plan, but in action and reaction as between individuals 
and groups, which work towards an equilibrium of accepted cus- 
tom, enduring until disturbed by some change in the social situa- 
tion. But the order of life leaves men dissatisfied in many ways 
both intellectually and emotionally, and from a very early stage 
they begin to look for a compensation or solution, real or imagi- 
nary. They build up a wonder world of magic and an inner or after 
world of spirits, and find in one or both some shadow of the fuller 
harmony of feeling and experience which they need. All the time, 
through the cumulative action of tradition they are increasing 
their real power of dealing with nature and of organizing combined 
efforts and so learning the need of more definite conceptions 
and more trustworthy methods. Theories of nature and human 
life are originated, and though propagating themselves by sugges- 
tion and dogma they have eventually to sustain themselves against 
criticism. Their fortunes constitute the history of ethics, religion, 
philosophy a n d  conscience, and cannot be outlined here. What 

must be said is that they force us to  the attempt to  brIng the 
underlying conditions of life, ever in the background as the 
ultimate arbiters of success and failure, within the scope of in- 
telligent appreciation, so that we may come to understand what 
has made us that which we are, and what are the ultimate condi- 
tions of that fuller harmony for which we seek. I n  this task of 
philosophy in its most comprehensive sense the principles under- 
lying the purposes and methods of the mind become objects 
of the mind capable of critical exposition, and if such a task 
can ever be completed the extension of scope and increment of 
power would be comparable to that which came about through 
the rise of general ideas. I t  would be a step as great as that which 
separates human self-consciousness from animal instinct. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-C. Lloyd Morgan, Animal Belzaviour; Emergent 
Evolution; I .  P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes, Eng. Trans., E .  V. 
Anrep (1927) ; L. T. Hobhouse, Mind in  Evolution ( 1 ~ 2 j )  ; J. Loeb, 
Comparative Physiology of the Brain and Comparative Psychology 
(1900); H .  S .  Jennings, Behaviour o f  the Lowar Organjsvzs (1906) ; 
E. L. Thorndike, Animal Intelligence (1911) ; W .  Kohler, The 
Mentality of Apes (1927) ; Comparative Psyclzology MonograpJ~s, 
J. B.  Watson, editor (1922-date) ; Journal of Comparative Psychology 
(1921-date). (L .  T .  Ho ) 

COMPARETTI, DOMENICO (1835-~gzg), Italian 
scholar, was born at  Rome on the 27th of June 1835. He studied 
at the university of Rome, took his degree in 1855 in natural sci- 
ence and mathematics, and entered his uncle's pharmacy as assist- 
ant. His scanty leisure was, however, given to study. He learned 
Greek by himself, and gained facility in the modern language by 
conversing with the Greek students at  the uriiversity. I n  spite of 
all disadvantages, he not only mastered the language, but became 
one of the chief classical scholars of Italy. In  1857 he published, 
in the Rheinisches Museum, a translation of some recently dis- 
covered fragments of Hypereides, with a dissertation on that ora- 
tor. This was followed by a notice of the annalist Granius Licin- 
ianus, and one on the oration of Hypereides on the Lamian War. 
In 1859 he was appointed professor of Greek at  Pisa on the recom- 
mcndation of the duke of Sermoneta. A few years later he was 
called to a similar post a t  Florence, remaining emeritus professor 
at Pisa also. H e  subsequently took up his residence in Rome as 
lecturer on Greek antiquities and greatly interested himself in the 
Forum excavations. H e  was a member of the governing bodies of 
the academies of Milan, Venice, Naples and Turin. The list of his 
writings is long and varied. Of his works in classical literature, the 
best known are an edition of the Ezcxenippzu of Hypereides, and 
monographs on Pindar and Sappho. H e  also edited the great 
inscription which contains a collection of the municipal laws of 
Gortyn in Crete, discovered on the site of the ancient city. I n  
the Kalewala and the Traditional Poetry of the Finns (English 
translation by I. M. Anderton, 1898) he discusses the national 
epic of Finland and its heroic songs, with a view to solving the 
problem whether an epic could be composed by the interweaving 
of such national songs. H e  comes to a negative conclusion, and 
applies this reasoning to the Homeric problem. H e  treats this 
question again in  a treatise on the so-called Peisistratean edition 
of Homer ( L a  Commissione omerica d i  Pisistrato, 1881). His 
Researches concerning the Book of Sindibad have been translated 
in the Proceedings of the Folk-Lore Society. His IJergil in the 
Middle Ages (translated into English by E. F. Benecke, 1895) 
traces the strange vicissitudes by which the great Augustan poet 
became successively grammatical fetich, Christian prophet and 
wizard. Together with Professor Alessandro d'hncona, Comparett~ 
edited a collection of Italian national songs and stories (9  vols., 
Turin, 1870-1891), many of which had been collected and written 
down by himself for the first time. Comparetti died in 1929. 

COMPASS, a term of which the evolution of the various 
meanings is obscure; the general sense is "measure" or "measure- 
ment," and the word is used thus in various derived meanings- 
area, boundary, circuit. I t  is also more particularly applied to a 
mathematical instrument ("pair of compasses") for measuring 
or for describing a circle, and to the mariner's compass. 

The common mathematical compasses or dividers are composed 
of two legs or rods, usually of steel, joined together by a pivot- 
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joint a t  one end and pointed at  the other. When used for drawing 
circles or arcs, the lower parts of the legs are removable or change- 
able for a new section carrying pen or pencil. Beam compasses, 
which consist of points sliding on a bar, to which they may be 
clamped at  any desired point, are used for lengths greater than 
the pivot compasses can expand. The compasses used in engi- 
neering drawing are more fully described in the article DRAWING, 
ENGIXEERIXG. I t  should be noted, however, that while the instru- 
ments used In this work are simple in design careful manipulation 
must be exercised to obtain good results. 

Proportional dividers or compasses have a point at each end of 
the leg and the pivot between, thus forming a double pair of 
compasses opposite to  each other. To  adapt these two sets of 
compasses for variable proportions, the pivot is made a clamping 
screw and may be fixed at  any point, or contains some similar 
device. I n  one type of proportional divider the whole length of 
the legs is divided into zoo equal parts, which are further sub- 
divided into tenths by means of a vernier. By this means any 
desired ratio may be readily set off. Such an instrument is ap- 
plicable to a variety of purposes in connections with lines, planes 
and solids. For example, the ratio between the diameter and the 
circumference of a circle is quickly obtained by one setting of the 
vernier, the circumference being reduced to lineal measure. Tri- 
angular cornpasses have three legs so that the vertices of a tl.i- 
angle may be all transformed simultaneously. See also TOOL: 
Measurement. 

The compass has long been used in land surveying as an instru- 
ment for determining directions and, indirectly, angles. Almost 
all of the old surveys in America have been made with the com- 
pass as the angle-measuring instrument, and while this instrument 
to a great extent has been supplanted by the transit there are still 
many compasses in use. The compass is frequently used in pre- 
liminary mine surveys and for exploratory surveys, and the com- 
pass on the transit instrument is always used in all but city sur- 
veys as a check. A knowledge of the compass and compass sur- 
veying is essential to  a clear understanding of old surveys, with 
which every surveyor is concerned when resurveying old lands 
measured by compass survey. For these reasons, the compass 
and compass surveying finds a place in every treatise of survey- 
ing and is discussed under the article SURVEYING. The solar com- 
pass is an instrument for determining the true meridian by 
an obsenration on the sun. I t  was formerly specified for important 
government surveys in the United States. 

There are two distinct types of mariner's compasses in general 
use at  the present time-the magnetic compass, which depends 
upon the Earth's magnetic field to obtain its directive force, and 
the gyro-compass (q.v.) which obtains its directive force from 
the Earth's rotation (x.1 

The Magnet ic  Compass, with which this article is concerned, 
is an instrument by means of which the directive force of that 
great magnet, the Earth, upon a freely-suspended needle, is uti- 
lized for a purpose essential to  navigation. The needle is so 
mounted that it  only moves freely in the horizontal plane, and 
therefore the horizontal component of the earth's force alone 
directs it. The direction assumed by the needle is not generally 
towards the geographical north but diverges towards the east or 
west of it, making a horizontal angle with the true meridian, 
called the magnetic variation or declination; amongst mariners 
this angle is known as the variation of the compass. In  the 
usual navigable waters of the world the variation alters from 30" 
to  the east to  45" to the west of the geographical meridian, being 
westerly in the Atlantic and Indian oceans, easterly in the Pa- 
cific. The vertical plane passing through the longitudinal axis 
of such a needle is known as the magnetic meridian. Following 
the first chart of lines of equal variation compiled by Edmund 
Halley in 1700, charts of similar type have been published from 
time to time embodying recent observations and corrected for 
the secular change, thus providing seamen with values of the 
variation accurate to about 30' of arc. Possessing these data, it is 
a s y  to ascertain by observation the effects of the iron in a ship 
in disturbing the compass, and it  will be found for the most part 

in every vessel that the needle is deflected from the magnetic 
meridian by a horizontal angle called the deviation of the com- 
pass; in some directions of the ship's head adding to the known 
variation of the place, in other directions subtracting from it. 
Local magnetic disturbance of the needle due to magnetic rocks 
is observed on land in all parts of the world, and in certain 

FIG. I.- COMPASS CARD,  SHOWING DIVISIONS INTO P O I N T S ,  QUARTER 
P O I N T S  A N D  DECREES.  T H E  NORTH P O I N T  I S  EMBELLISHED WITH A 
" FLEUR DE LYS" 

places extends to  the land under the sea, affecting the compasses 
on board the ships passing over it. The general direction of these 
disturbances in the northern hemisphere is an attraction of the 
north-seeking end of the needle; in the southern hemisphere, it is 
repulsion. The approaches to Cossack, North Australia; Cape 
St. Francis, Labrador; the coasts of Madagascar and Iceland, 
are remarkable for such disturbance of the compass. 

The compass as we know it is the result of the necessities of 
navigation which have increased from century to century. There 
are two main types of magnetic compass, the dry card and liquid 
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compass ; the former, known as 
the Thomson compass, invented 
by the late Lord Kelvin, is 
almost universally used in the 
mercantile marine but has been 
superseded in the British navy 
by the liquid type. 

The Compass Card.-The 
card consists of a paper ring 
marked with degrees and points 
similar to  that shown in fig. I. 

This is mounted on a frame, 
fig. 2 ,  where an aluminium ring 

2.-C O P A S S  FRAME is connected by  32 radial silk 
WHICH CARD IS  ATTACHED. T H E  
NEEDLES, SUSPENDED FROM threads to a central disc of alu- 
THREADS,  DIRECT T H E  CARD,  A N D  minium; this is pierced in the 
T H E  W HO LE IS MO UNTED O N  AN centre to receive an aluminium 
A L U M I N I U M  CAP A S   O OWN IN cap with a highly polished sap- 
FIG.  3 phire centre worked to the form 
of an open cone. To  direct the card eight short light needles 
are suspended by silk threads from the outer ring. The magnetic 
axis of any system of needles must exactly coincide with the axis 
passing through the north and south points of the card Single 
needles are never used, two being the least number, and these 
are so arranged that the moment of inertia about every diameter 
of the card shall be the same. The combination of card, needles 
and cap is generally termed "the card"; on the continent of 
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also provided for locating the compass inside the container so as 
to avoid any displacement of the lubber point. 

Problem No. (ii.) arises owing to the fact that the true vertical 
is replaced by a false vertical when changes of speed and course, 
or both, are made. In  the space at  disposal, it is impossible to  
explain the effect on the compass under all conditions, but exam- 
ples are given of the effect of change of speed only and of change 
of course only, in order to give a general idea of the complications 
that may arise. 

Assume the magnet system to be replaced by  a single needle 
suspended from a point above its centre of gravity and that the 
aeroplane is steering E. and begins to  increase speed. The needle 
lags behind and is W. of the pivot; i t  will then swing to meet the 
line of dip through the pivot and settle there, producing easterly 
deviation. North and south accelerations have no effect because 
the line of the needle is not disturbed from the line of dip. 

Supposing now a change of course from N. to E., the false 
vertical points down and W., the deviation is easterly as in the 
above case; if this deviation is less than the change of course, the 
compass underestimates the change; if the deviation is equal to  
the change of course, no turn is indicated at  all; and if deviation 
exceeds the change, the sense of the turn as registered is opposite 
to the actual turn. The effect is the same turning from N. to W. 

Turning from S. to  either E. or W., the effect is to  exaggerate 
the turn and is not therefore serious. 

Turning from E.  to W., there is no immediate effect, as the 
false vertical points down and N. or S.; but the angle of banking 
brings the false vertical nearer, or further, from the line of dip, 
thus diminishing or increasing the directive force. 

From the above it  will be seen that the most serious trouble 
arises when course is altered from N. and is commonly called 
"northerly turning error." 

The above effects are the most important, but several others 
are introduced as well and may modify the former. 

Development of the compasses was generally in the hands of 
the Admiralty compass department from the middle of 1917 
onwards and proceeded fairly rapidly until finally, in 1918, the 

Europe it is called the "rose." The section of a compass bowl in 
fig. 3 shows the mounting of a Thomson card on its pivot, which, 
in common with the pivots of most other compasses, is made of 
brass, tipped with osmium-iridium, which although very hard can 
be sharply pointed and does not corrode. Fig. 3 shows the gen- 
eral arrangement of mounting all compass cards in the bowl. I n  
fig. 4 another form of compass called a liquid or spirit compass 

I /-- B O W L  P A m Y  I 
IN SECTION 

is shown partly in section. The 
card nearly floats in a bowl filled 
with distilled water, to which 
35% of alcohol is added to pre- 
vent freezing; the bowl is hermet- 
ically sealed with pure india- 
rubber, and a corrugated expan- 
sion chamber is attached to the 
bottom to allow for the expansion 
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and contraction of the liquid. The FIG. 3.-T S O  N.S COMPASS 

card is a mica disk, either painted BOWL 

as in fig. I, or covered with linen The bowl is made of brass, a chamber 
Riled wi th  a viscous fluid being 

upon which the degrees and points attached to the bottom to steady i t  
are printed, the needles being en- when resting in the gimbal system 

closed in brass. of the binnacle 

Mounting.-Great steadiness of card under severe shocks, 
combined with a minimum of friction in the cap and pivot, is 
obtained from this compass. All compasses are fitted with a gim- 
bal ring to  keep the bowl and card level under every circum- 
stance of the ship's motion in a seaway, the ring being connected 
with the binnacle or pedestal by means of journals or knife edges. 
On the inside of every compass bowl a vertical black line is 
drawn, or pointer let in, called the "lubber's point," and it is 
imperative that when the conlpass is placed in the binnacle the 
line joining the pivot and the lubber's point be parallel to the 
keel of the vessel. Thus, when a degree on the card is observed 
opposite the lubber's point, the angle between the direction in 
which the ship is steering and the north point of the compass or 
course is a t  once seen, and if the magnetic variation and the dis- 
turbing effects of the ship's iron are known, the desired angle 
between the ship's course and the geographical meridian can be 
computed. I n  every ship a position is selected for the magnetic 
compass as free from neighbouring iron as possible. The com- 
pass is also provided with an azimuth circle or mirror, and a 
shadow pin or style is placed in the centre of the glass cover, by 
either of which the variable angle between the compass north and 
true north called the "total error," or variation and deviation 
combined can be observed. The binnacles or pedestals for com- 
passes are generally constructed of wood about 45in. high, and 
fitted to receive and alter a t  pleasure the several magnet and soft 
iron correctors. They are also fitted with different forms of sus- 
pension in which the compass is mounted to obviate the mechan- 
ical disturbance of the card caused by the vibration of the hull 
in ships driven by powerful engines. 

Ai rc ra f t  Compasses.-In Oct. 1909, a member of the Ad- 
miralty flew tvith Cody, taking an ordinary liquid compass resting 
in cotton waste in a box. 

After the outbreak of the World War, as a result of the neces- 
sity of the situation, much pioneer work was done a t  the royal 
aircraft experimental station at  Farnborough, and it was found 
that the main problems to be solved were (i.) to damp the vibra- 
tions of the engine to such an extent that they had no effect on 
the compass, (ii.) to so design the card that the effect on it of 
change of speed and course, or both, was as small as  possible. 

Definitely to accomplish (i.), i t  was necessary to  produce a 
suspension so efficient that the vibrations were practically ab- 
sorbed before they reached the bowl, and a t  the same time the 
compass had to be definitely located. 

The bedding of cotton waste and that of horse-hair were later 
replaced by varying combinations of springs and felt pads, until 
finally a very efficient suspension was found in Sorbo rubber, 
which has since been generally employed. 

I n  modern types, provision is made for securing Sorbo pads 
t o  the inside of the container in such a manner that they absorb 
vibrations in a lateral and vertical direction, special means are 
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FIG. 4.-THE L IQUID COMPASS, USED I N  THE BRITISH NAVY BECAUSE OF 
ITS COMPARATIVE STABILITY UNDER GUNFIRE 
Compared with the dry card magnetic system, this compass is comparatively 
heavy and is therefore provided wi th  a float. The cap is secured to t h e  
float which is so designed that  when resting on the  pivot the  buoyancy is 
negative and there is a minimum of friction 

aperiodic compass was produced. U p  to this time the card, con- 
sisting of card, float, and magnet system, was substantial, as, in 
ship compasses and when disturbed its oscillations were periodic. 

T h e  Aperiodic Compass.-The card and float were dispensed 
with, the magnets reduced in size, and wire or glass damping fila- 
ments radiating from the cap were introduced. When the system 
was disturbed, these filaments offered great resistance to  passage 
through the liquid and the oscillations became aperiodic. 

Without a card, however, it was difficult to  use this instrument 
as a compass, and to overcome this, two very novel methods were 
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F I G .  5.- COMPASS TYPE P . 4 . ,  SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR U S E  IN AIRCRAFT 
Engine vibrations are so successfully resisted that they become aperiodic and do not affect the magnetic system. To this end the card has 
been abandoned and the grid ring substituted. This is set t o  the 
the grid wires 

introduced. I n  the first, a graduated ring was fitted to the top 
of the compass bowl, capable of being rotated and clamped in any 
position; grid wires were fitted across the inner diameter, running 
from oO to 180'. T o  use this instrument as a compass, the ring 
is rotated until the course required is opposite the lubber point 
when it is clamped; the head of the machine is then brought round 
until the N. S. filament of the magnet system is parallel to the 
grid wires. 

In  the second methcd, a scale, graduated to IOO', is secured 
to the inner side of the bowl, the centre of the scale being in fore 
and af t  line. The damping filaments are numbered o, I,  2 ,  3 
clockwise looking down a t  the compass and spaced as follows:- 
looO, looO, looO, 60°, making 360" in all, and so secured to the 
cap that when the o filament coincides with the o on the scale 
the heading is North. Similarly with the No. I filament at  80' 
the heading would be South or 180'. 

The fact that aeroplnnes operate in extremes of temperature 
provides a further problem. Specifications for modern aeroplane 
compasses provide for n, range of temperature from -so0 C to 
+so0. Pure alcohol is the most suitable liquid and will not freeze 
at  the low temperatures. Unfortunately, it has been very difficult 
to  find any paint or other coating which will stand it, the result 
being discoloration of the liquid and the formation of deposits. 

Figures 5 and 6 show two aperiodic compasses, the former fitted 
with graduated rotatable ring, grid wires and clamp, the latter 
with the centesimal scale. The courses indicated are respectively 
N.E. or 45" and 83" or N. 83" E. 

Deviation.- The effects of the iron and steel in ships upon 
the magnetic compass occupied the attention of the ablest 
physicists of the 19th century. The hull of an iron or steel 
ship is a magnet. and the distribution of its magnetism depends 
upon the direction of the ship's head when building, this result 
being produced by induction from the earth's magnetism, de- 
veloped and impressed by the hammering of the plates and frames 
during the process of building. The disturbance of the compass 
by the magnetism of the hull is generally modified, sometimes 
favourably, more often unfavourably, by the magnetized fittings 
of the ship, such as masts, conning towers, deck houses, engines 
and boilers. Thus in every ship the compass needle is more or 
less subject to deviation differing in amount and direction for 
every azimuth of the ship's head. This was first demonstrated by 
Commander Matthew Flinders's experiments in H.M.S. "In- 
vestigator" in 1800-1803, and in 1810 led that officer to introduce 
the practice of placing the ship's head on each point of the com- 
pass and noting the amount of deviation whether to the east or 

dourse and the machine turned unti l  the N.S. filament is parallel w i t h  

west of the magnetic north, a process which is in full exercise at  
the present day and is called "swinging ship." When speaking of 

! the magnetic properties of iron it  is usual to  adopt the terms 
"soft" and "hard." Soft iron is iron which becomes instantly 
magnetized by induction when exposed to any magnetic force, 
but has no power of retaining its magnetism. Hard iron is less 
susceptible of being magnetized, but when once magnetized it 
retains its magnetism permanently. The term "iron" used in 
these pages includes the "steel" now commonly employed in ship- 
building. If an iron ship be swung when upright for deviation, 
and the mean horizontal and vertical magnetic forces at  the 
compass positions be also observed in different parts of the 
world, mathematical analysis shows that the deviations are caused 
partly by the permanent magnetism of hard iron, partly by the 
transient induced magnetism of soft iron both horizontal and 
vertical, and in a lesser degree by iron which is neither magneti- 
cally hard nor soft, but which becomes magnetized in the same 
manner as hard iron, though it  gradually loses its magnetism on 
change of conditions, as, for example, in the case of a ship, re- 
paired and hammered in dock, steaming in an opposite direction 
at  sea. This latter cause of deviation is called sub-permanent 
magnetism. The horizontal directive force on the needle on board 
is nearly always less than on land, sometimes much less, whilst 
in armour-plated ships it ranges from .8 to  .2 when the directive 
force on land=~.o .  If the ship be inclined to starboard or to  
port additional deviation will be observed, reaching a maximum 
on N. and S. points, decreasing to zero on the E. and W. points. 
Each ship has its own magnetic character, but there are certain 
conditions which are common to vessels of the same type. 

Instead of observing the deviation solely for the purposes of 
correcting the indications of the compass when disturbed by the 
iron of the ship, the practice is to subject all deviations to 
mathematical analysis with a view to their mechanical correction. 
The whole of the deviations when the ship is upright may be 
expressed nearly by five co-efficients, A, B, C, D ,  E. Of these 
A is a deviation constant in amount for every direction of the 
ship's head. B has reference to horizontal forces acting in a 
longitudinal direction in the ship, and caused partly by the per- 
manent magnetism of hard iron, partly by vertical induction in 
vertical soft iron either before or abaft the compass. C has 
reference to forces acting in a transverse direction, and caused 
by hard iron. D is due to transient induction in horizontal soft 
iron, the direction of which passes continuously under or over the 
compass. E is due to transient induction in horizontal soft iron 
unsymmetrically placed with regard to the compass. When data 
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of this character have been obtained the compass deviations may 
be mechanically corrected to within 1'-always adhering to the 
Axinciple that "like cures like " Thus the part of B caused by 
the permanent magnetism of hard iron must be corrected by 
permanent magnets horizontally placed in a fore and aft direction, 
the other part caused by vertical soft iron by means of bars of 
vertical soft iron, called Flinders bars, before or abaft the com- 

DAMPING FILAYEHT , FORWARD 
I , CENTESIMAL SCALE 

FIG. 6.- AIRCRAFT COMPASS TYPE 253. ANOTHER APERIODIC D E S I G N  
The absence of the card is here overcome in a different way. The course 
steered in degrees is  the number indicated on the centesimal scale by the 
a ~ ~ r o p r i a t e  numbered filament, in this case 83O 

pass. C is compensated by permanent magnets athwart-ships and 
horizontal; D by masses of soft iron on both sides of the compass, 
and generally in the form of cast-iron spheres, with their centres 
in the same horizontal plane as the needles; E is usually too small 
t o  require correction; A is fortunately rarely of any value, it is 
constant and can be adjusted by moving the lubber line in steering 
compasses. The deviation observed when the ship inclines to 
either side is due ( I )  to  hard iron acting vertically upwards or 
downwards; ( 2 )  to vertical soft iron immediately below the 
compass; (3) to vertical induction in horizontal soft iron when 
inclined. T o  compensate ( I ) ,  vertical magnets are used; (3) is 
partly corrected by the soft iron correctors of D ;  ( 2 )  and the 
remaining part of (3) cannot be conveniently corrected for more 
than one geographical position at  a time. Although a compass may 
thus be made practically correct for a given time and place, the 
magnetism of the ship is liable to changes on changing her geo- 
graphical position, and especially so when steaming at  right angles 
or nearly so to the magnetic meridian, for then sub-permanent 
magnetism is developed in the hull. Some vessels are more liable 
to  become sub-permanently magnetized than others, and as no 
corrector has been foucd for this source of deviation the navigator 
must determine its amount by observation. 

Every compass and corrector supplied to ships of the British 
navy and machines belonging to the air ministry is examined and 
tested at  the admiralty compass observatory. 

The director is responsible for investigating the magnetic char- 
acter of ships, selecting suitable positions for the compasses in 
the early stages of design and subsequently keeping records of 
their behaviour; similarly, in the case of machines for the Air 
ministry, he advises during the mock-up stage. 

History.-The mariner's compass during the early part of the 
19th century was still very imperfect, although numerous in- 
ventors had tried to improve it. In  1837 the admiralty compass 
committee was appointed to  make a scientific investigation of the 
subject and propose a form of compass suitable alike for azimuth 
and steering purposes. The committee reported in July 1840, 

and after minor improvements by the makers the admiralty com- 
pass, the card of which is shown in fig. I ,  was adopted by the 
Government. Gntil 1876, when Sir William Thomson introduced 
his patent compass, this compass was not only the regulation 
compass of the British navy, but mias largely used in other coun- 
tries in the same or a modified form. The introduction of power- 
ful engines causing serious vibration to compass cards of the 
admiralty type, coupled with the prevailing desire for larger 
cards, the deviation of which could also be more conveniently 
compensated, led to the gradual introduction of the Thomson 
compass. Several important points were gained in the latter; the 
quadrantal deviation could be finally corrected for all latitudes; 
frictional error a t  the cap and pivot was reduced to a minimum, 
the average weight of the card being 200  grains; the long free 
vibrational period of the card was found to be favourable to its 
steadiness when the vessel was rolling. The first liquid compass 
used in England was invented by Francis Crow in 1813. Sub- 
sequent improvements were made by E. J. Dent, and especially 
by E. S. Ritchie, of Boston, Mass. I n  1888 the form of liquid 
compass (fig. 4) was introduced, and with minor modifications is 
almost universally used in H.M. ships. I t  has also proved to be 
the most trustworthy magnetic compass under the shock of heavy 
gun fire at  present available. The deflector is an instrument de- 
signed to enable an observer t o  reduce the deviations of the com- 
pass to an amount not exceeding 2' during fogs, or a t  any time 
when bearings of distant objects are not available. I t  is certain 
that if the directive forces on the N., E., S., and W. points of a 
compass are equal, there can be no deviation. With the deflector 
any inequality in the directive force can be detected, and hence the 
power of equalizing the forces by the usual soft iron and magnet 
correctors. Several kinds of deflector have been invented, that 
of Lord Kelvin (Sir William Thomson) being the simplest, but 
Dr. Waghorn's is also very effective. 

The Magnet ism of Ships.-In 1814 Flinders first showed (see 
Flinders's Voyage, vol. ii. appx. ii.) that the abnormal values of the 
variation observed in the wood-built ships of his day was due 
to deviation of the compass caused by the iron in the ship; that 
the deviation was zero when the ship's head was near the N. 
and S. points; that it attained its maximum on the E. and W. 
points, and varied as the sine of the azimuth of the ship's head 
reckoned from the zero points. H e  also described a method of 
correcting deviation by means of a bar of vertical iron so placed 
as to correct the deviation nearly in all latitudes. This bar, now 
known as a "Flinders bar," is still in general use. I n  1820 Dr .  
T. Young (see Brande's Quarterly Jourml, 1820) investigated 
mathematically the magnetism of ships. In  1824 Professor Peter 
Barlow (1776-1862) introduced his correcting plate of soft iron. 
Trials in certain ships showed that their magnetism consisted 
partly of hard iron, and the use of the plate was abandoned. In  
1835 Captain E.  J. Johnson, R.N., showed from experiments in 
the iron steamship "Garry Owen" that the vessel acted on an 
external compass as a magnet. I n  1838 Sir G. B. Airy magnetically 
examined the iron steamship "Rainbow" a t  Deptford, and from 
his mathematical investigations (see Phil. Trans., 1839) deduced 
his method of correcting the compass by permanent magnets and 
soft iron, giving practical rules for the same in 1840. Airy's and 
Flinders's correctors form the basis of all compass correctors 
to this day. In  1838 S. D.  Poisson published his Memoir on the 
Deviations of  the Compass caused by the Iron i n  a Vessel. In  
this he gave equations resulting from the hypothesis that the 
magnetism of a ship is partly due to the permanent magnetism 
of hard iron and partly to the transient induced magnetism of 
soft iron; that the latter is proportional to the intensity of the 
inducing force, and that the length of the needle is infinitesimally 
small compared to the distance of the surrounding iron. From 
Poisson's equations Archibald Smith deduced the formulae given 
in the Admiralty Manual for Deviations of the Compass (1st ed., 
1862), a work which has formed the basis of numerous other 
manuals since published in Great Britain and other countries. 
In  view of the serious difficulties connected with the inclining of 
every ship, Smith's formulae for ascertaining and providing for 
the correction of the heeling error with the ship upright continue 
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to be of great value to safe navigation. In  1855 the Liverpool 
compass committee began its work of investigating the magnetism 
of ships of the mercantile marine, resulting in three reports to the 
Board of Trade, all of great value, the last being presented in 1861. 

See also MAGNETISM and XAVIGATION; articles on Magnetism of 
Ships and Deviations of the Compass, Phil. Trans. (1839-83), Journal 
United Service Inst. (18 59-89), Trans. Inst. Nav. Archit. (1860-6z), 
Report of Brit. Assoc. (1862), London Quarterly Rev. (1865); also 
Admiralty Mama1 (1862-1920) ; Towson's Practical Information on 
Deviations of the Contpass (1886). (E. W. C.; G. B. H.) 

HISTORY OF THE MARINER'S COMPASS 

The discovery that a lodestone, or a piece of iron which has 
been touched by a lodestone, will direct itself to point in a north 
and south position, and the application of that discovery to 
direct the navigation of ships, have been attributed to various 
origins. The Chinese, the Arabs, the Greeks, the Etruscans, the 
Finns and the Italians have all been claimed as originators of the 
compass. There is now little doubt that the claim formerly 
advanced in favour of the Chinese is ill-founded. I n  Chinese 
history we are told how, in the sixty-fourth year of the reign of 
Hwang-ti (2634 B.c.), the emperor Hiuan-yuan, or Hwang-ti, 
attacked one Tchi-yeou, on the plains of Tchou-lou, and finding 
his army embarrassed by a thick fog raised by the enemy, con- 
structed a chariot (Tchi-nan) for indicating the south, so as to 
distinguish the four cardinal points, and was thus enabled to 
pursue Tchi-yeou, and take him prisoner. But, as other versions 
of the story show, this account is purely mythical. For the south- 
pointing chariots are recorded to have been first devised by the 
emperor Hian-tsoung (A.D. 806-820); and there is no evidence 
that they contained any magnet. There is no genuine record of a 
Chinese marine compass before A.D. 1297, as Klaproth admits. No 
sea-going ships were built in China before 139 B.C. The earliest 
allusion to the power of the lodestone in Chinese literature 
occurs in a Chinese dictionary, finished in A D. I 21, where the 
lodestone is defined as "a stone with which an attraction can 
be given to a needle," but this knowledge is no more than that 
existing in Europe a t  least five hundred years before. Xor is 
there any nautical significance in a passage which occurs in the 
Chinese encyclopaedia, Poei-wen-yun-foz~, in which it is stated 
that under the Tsin dynasty, or between AD.  265 and 419, 
"there were ships indicating the south." 

The Chinese, Sir J. F. Davis informs us, once navigated as far 
as India, but their most distant voyages a t  present extend not 
farther than Java and the Malay Islands to the south (The 
Chinese, 1844). According to an Arabic manuscript, a translation 
of which was published by Eusebius Renaudot (Paris, 1718), they 
traded in ships to the Persian Gulf and Red Sea in the 9th 
century. Sir G. L. Staunton, in vol. i. of his Embassy to China 
(1797), after referring to the early acquaintance of the Chinese 
with the property of the magnet to point southwards, remarks 
(p. 445), "The nature and the cause of the qualities of the magnet 
have at  all times been subjects of contemplation among the Chi- 
nese. The Chinese name for the compass is ling-nun-chiizg, or 
needle pointing to the south; and a distinguishing mark is fixed 
on the magnet's southern pole, as in European compasses upon 
the northern one." The number of points of the compass, accord- 
ing to the Chinese, is twenty-four, which are reckoned from the 
south pole; the form also of the instrument they employ is 
different from that familiar to Europeans. The needle is peculiarly 
poised, with its point of suspension a little below its centre of 
gravity, and is exceedingly sensitive; it  is seldom more than an 
inch in length, and is less than a line in thickness. "It may be 
urged," writes Mr. T. S. Davies, "that the different manner of 
constructing the needle amongst the Chinese and European navi- 
gators shows the independence of the Chinese of us, as theirs 
is the worse method, and had they copied from us, they would 
have used the better one" (Thomson's British Annual, 1837, 
p. 291). On the other hand, it has been contended that a knowl- 
edge of the mariner's compass was cornmunicated by them directly 
or indirectly to  the early Arabs, and through the latter was intro- 
duced into Europe. 

Sismondi has remarked (Literature of Europe, vol. i ) that it 

is peculiarly characteristic of all the pretended discoveries of the 
middle ages that when the historians mention them for the first 
time they treat them as things in general use. Gunpowder, the 
compass, the Arabic numerals and paper, are nowhere spoken of 
as discoveries, and yet they must have wrought a total change 
in war, in navigation, in science, and in education. G Tiraboschi 
(Storia della letteratura italiana, IV. ii. p. 204, e t  seq., ed. 2 ,  
i788), in support of the conjecture that the compass was intro- 
duced into Europe by the Arabs, adduces their superiority in 
scientific learning and their early skill in navigation. H e  quotes 
a passage on the polarity of the lodestone from a treatise trans- 
lated by Albertus Magnus, attributed by the latter t o  Aristotle, 
but apparently only an Arabic compilation from the works of 
various philosophers. As the terms Zoron and Aphron, used there 
to signify the south and north poles, are neither Latin nor Greek, 
Tiraboschi suggests that they may be of Arabian origin, and that 
the whole passage concerning the lodestone may have been added 
to the original treatise by the Arabian translators. 

Dr. W. Robertson asserts (Historical Disquisition concerni~zg 
Ancient India, p. 227) that the Arabs, Turks and Persians have no 
original name for the compass, i t  being called by them Bossola, 
the Italian name, which shows that the thing signified is foreign 
to them as we!! as the word. The Rev. G. P .  Badger has, how- 
ever, pointed out (Travels of Ludovico di Varthema, trans. J. W. 
Jones, ed. G. P.  Badger, Hakluyt Soc., 1863, note, pp. 31 and 3 2 )  
that the name of Bushla or Busba, from the Italian Bussola, 
though common among Arab sailors in the Mediterranean, is very 
seldom used in the Eastern seas,-Dai'rah and Beit el-Zbrah 
(the Circle, or House of the Needle) being the ordinary appel. 
latives in the Red Sea, whilst in the Persian Gulf Kiblah-nimeh is 
in more general use. Robertson quotes Sir J. Chardin as boldly 
asserting that "the Asiatics are beholden to us for this wonderful 
instrument, which they had from Europe a long time before the 
Portuguese conquests," and proceeds to argue that the Arabs 
had neither instruments nor charts which were not copied from 
European ones. The observations of Chardin, who flourished 
between 1643 and 1713, cannot be said to receive support froin 
the testimony of some earlier authorities. That the Arabs must 
have been acquainted with the compass, and with the construction 
and use of charts, a t  a period nearly two centuries previous t o  
Chardin's first voyage to the East, may be gathered from the 
description given by Barros of a map of all the coast of India, 
shown to Vasco da Gama by a Moor of Guzerat (about the 15th 
of July 1498), in  which the bearings were laid down "after the 
manner of the Moors," or "with meridians and parallels very 
small (or close together), without other bearings of the compass; 
because, as the squares of these meridians and parallels were very 
small, the coast was laid down by these two bearings of N. and S., 
and E. and W., with great certainty, without that multiplicatioh 
of bearings of the points of the compass usual in our maps, which 
serves as the root of the others." Further, we learn from Osorio 
that the Arabs at  the time of Gama "were instructed in so many 
of the arts of navigation, that they did not yield much to the 
Portuguese mariners in the science and practice of maritime 
matters." (See The Three Voyages of Vasco da Gama, Hakluyt 
Soc., 1869; note to chap. xv. by the Hon. H. E. J. Stanley, 
p. 138.) Also the Arabs that navigated the Red Sea a t  the same 
period are shown by Varthema to have used the mariner's chart 
and compass (Travels, p. 31). 

Again, it  seems that compasses of a primitive description, 
which can hardly be supposed to have been brought from Europe, 
were employed in the East Indies certainly as early as several 
years previous to the close of the 16th century, as appears from 
William Barlowe's Navigator's Supply, published in I 597. Bailak 
Kibdjaki, also, an Arabian writer, shows in his Merchant's 
Treasure, a work given to the world in 1282, that the magnetized 
needle, floated on water by means of a splinter of wood or a reed, 
was employed on the Syrian seas at  the time of his voyage from 
Tripoli to Alexandria (1242)~ and adds:--"They say that the 
captains who navigate the Indian seas use, instead of the needle 
and splinter, a sort of fish made out of hollow iron, which, when 
thrown into the water, swims upon the surface, and points out 
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the north and south with its head and tail" (Klaproth, L e t t r ~ ,  
p. 5 7). Furthermore, although the sailors in the Indian vessels 
in which Niccola de' Conti traversed the Indian seas in 1420 are 
stated to have had no compass, still, on board the ship in which 
Varthema, less than a century later, sailed from Borneo to Java, 
both the mariner's chart and compass were used; it  has been 
questioned, however, whether in this case the compass was of 
Eastern manufacture (Trawls  of Vartl~enta, p. 249). We have 
already seen that the Chinese as late as the end of the 18th 
century made voyages with compasses on which but little reliance 
could be placed; and it  may perhaps be assumed that the com- 
passes early used in the East were mostly too imperfect to be 
of much assistance to navigators, and were therefore often dis- 
pensed with on custolnary routes. The Arab traders in the Levant 
certainly used a floating compass, as did the Italians before the 
introduction of the pivoted needle; the magnetized piece of iron 
being floated upon a small raft of cork or reeds in a bowl of 
water. The Italian name of calamita, which still persists, for the 
magnet, and which literally signifies a frog, is doubtless derived 
from this practice. 

The Arabic geographer, Edrisi, who lived about 1100, is said 
by Boucher to give an account, though in a confused manner, 
of the polarity of the magnet (Hallam, Mid. Ages, iii. 9, part 2 ) ;  
but the earliest definite mention as yet known of the use of the 
mariner's compass in the middle ages occurs in a treatise entitled 
D e  utensilibus, written by Alexander Neckam in the 12th century. 
H e  speaks there of a needle carried on board ship which, being 
placed on a pivot, and allowed to take its own position of repose, 
shows mariners their course when the polar star is hidden. In 
another work (De naturis rerum, ii. 89) he writes,--"Mariners at 
sea, when, through cloudy weather in the day which hides the 
sun, or through the darkness of the night, they lose the knowledge 
of the quarter of the world to  which they are sailing, touch a 
needle with the magnet, which will turn round till, on its motion 
ceasing, its point will be directed towards the north" (W.Chappel1, 
Nature, 1876). The magnetical need!e, and its suspension on a 
stick or straw in water, are clearly described in La Bible Guiot, 
a poem probably of the 13th century, by Guiot de Provins, 
wherein we are told that through the magnet (la manette or 
l'amanid.re), an ugly brown stone to which iron turns of its own 
accord, mariners possess an ar t  that cannot fail them. A needle 
touched by it, and floated by a stick on water, turns its point 
towards the pole-star, and a light being placed near the needle on 
dark nights. the proper course is known (Hist. litte'raire de la 
France, ix. p. 199; Barbazan, Fabliaux, ii. p. 328). Cardinal 
Jacques de Vitry, bishop of Acon in Palestine, in his History 
(cap. 89), written about the year 1218, speaks of the magnetic 
needle as "most necessary for such as sail the sea"; and another 
French crusader, his contemporary, Vincent de Beauvais, states 
that the adamant (lodestone) is found in Arabia, and mentions a 
method of using a needle magnetized by i t  which is similar to 
that described by Kibdjaki. 

I n  1248 Hugo de Bercy notes a change in the construction of 
compasses, which are now supported on two floats in a glass cup. 
From quotations given by Antonio Capmany (Qzlestiones Criticas) 
from the De contemplatione of Raimon Lull, of the date 1272, 
it  appears that the latter was well acquainted with the use of 
the magnet a t  sea, and before the middle of the 13th century 
the poets Gauthier d'Espinois and Guido Guinizzelli allude to the 
compass needle. Brunetto Latini also makes reference to the 
compass in his encyclopaedia Livres dou tre'sor, composed about 
1260 ( I .  ii. 120). Dante (Paradiso, xii. 28-30) mentions the point- 
ing of the magnetic needle toward the pole star. In  Scandinavian 
records there is a reference lo  the nautical use of the magnet in 
the Hazlksbdk, the last edition of the Landndmabdk (Book of the 
Colonization of Iceland) :-"Floki, son of Vilgerd, instituted a 
great sacrifice, and consecrated three ravens which should show 
him the way (to Iceland); for a t  that time no men sailing the 
high seas had lodestones up in northern lands." 

Haukr Erlendsson, who wrote this paragraph about 1300, died 
in 1334; his edition was founded on material in two earlier works, 
that of Styrmir ICarason (who died 124j),  which is lost, and that 

cf Hurla Thordson (died 1284) which has no such paragraph. 
All that is certain is a knowledge of the nautical use of the 
magnet at the end of the 13th century. From T. Torfaeus we 
learn that the compass, fitted into a box, was already in use among 
the Norwegians about the middle of the 13th century (Hist. rer. 
~Vorvegicarum, iv. p. 345, Hainiae, 1711); and it  is probable that 
the use of the magnet a t  sea was known in Scotland at  or shortly 
subsequent to that time, though King Robert, in crossing frorn 
Arran to Carrick in 1306, as Barbour writing in 13 j j informs us, 
"na nedill had na stane," but steered by a fire 011 the shore. 
Roger Bacon (Opus ntajzis and Opus minus, I 266-1 26 j )  was 
acquainted with the properties of the lodestone, and wrote that 
if set so that it  can turn freely (swimming on water) it  points 
toward the poles; but he stated that this was not due to the pole- 
star, but to the influence of the northern region of the heavens. 

The earliest unquestionable description of a pivoted compass 
is that contained in the remarkable Epistola de magnefe of Petrus 
Peregrinus de Maricourt, written a t  Lucera in  1269 to Sigerus 
de Foncaucourt. Of this work twenty-eight mss. exist; seven 
of them being a t  Oxford. The first part of the epistle deals 
generally with magnetic attractions and repulsions, with the 
polarity of the stone, and with the supposed influence of the 
poles of the heavens upon the poles of the stone. In  the second 
part Peregrinus describes first an improved floating compass with 
fiducial line, a circle graduated with 90 degrees to each quadrant, 
and provided with movable sights for taking bearings. H e  then 
describes a new compass with a needle thrust through a pivoted 
axis, placed in a box with transparent cover, cross index of brass 
or silver, divided circle, and an external "rule'' or alhidade pro- 
vided with a pair of sights. I n  the Leiden ms. of this work, which 
for long was erroneously ascribed to one Peter Adsiger, is a 
spurious passage, long believed to mention the variation of the 
compass. 

Prior to  this clear description of a pivoted compass by Pere- 
grinus in 1269, the Italian sailors had used the floating magnet, 
probably introduced into this region of the Mediterranean by 
traders belonging to the port of Amalfi, as commemorated in 
the line of the poet Panormita: "Prima dedit nautis usum mag- 
netis Amalphis." This opinion is supported by the historian 
Flavius Blondus in his Italia illz~strata, written about 1450, who 
adds that its certain origin is unknown. I n  1511 Baptista Pio in 
his Commentary repeats the opinion as to  the invention of the 
use of the magnet a t  Amalfi as related by Flavius. Gyraldus, 
writing in 1540 (Libellzu de re nnzrfira), misunderstanding this 
reference, declared that this observation of the direction of the 
magnet to the poles had been handed down as discovered "by a 
certain Flavius." From this passage arose a legend, which took 
shape only in the 17th century, that the compass was invented in 
the year 1302 by a person to whom was given the fictitious name 
of Flavio Gioja, of Amalfi. 

From the above i t  will have been evident that, as Barlowe 
remarks concerning the compass, "the lame tale of one Flavius 
at Amelphus, in the kingdome of Naples, for to have devised it, 
is of very slender probabilitie"; and as  regards the assertion of 
Dr. Gilbert, of Colchester (De magnete, p. 4, 1600), that Marco 
Polo introduced the compass into Italy from the East in 1260, 
we need only quote the words of Sir H.  Yule (Book of Marco 
Polo): "Respecting the mariner's compass and gunpowder, I 
shall say nothing, as no one now, I believe, imagines Marco to 
have had anything to do with their introduction." 

When, and by whom, the compass card was added is a matter 
of conjecture. Certainly the Rosa Ventorzlm, or TT'ind-rose, is far 
older than the compass itself; and the naming of the eight prin- 
cipal "winds" goes back to the Temple of the Winds in Athens 
built by Andronicus Cyrrhestes. The earliest known wind-roses 
on the portulani or sailing charts of the Mediterranean pilots have 
almost invariably the eight principal points marked with the 
initials of the principal winds, Tramontano, Greco, Levante, 
Scirocco, Ostro, Africo (or Libeccio), Ponente and Maestro, or 
with a cross instead of L,  to mark the east point. The north point, 
indicated in some of the oldest compass cards with a broad arrow- 
head or a spear, as well as with a T for Tramontano, gradually 
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developed by a combination of these, about 1492, into a fleur de 
lis, still universal. 'The cross at the east continued even in British 
compasses till about I joo. Wind-roses with these characteristics 
are found in Venetian and Genoese charts of early 14th century, 
and are depicted similarly by the Spanish navigators. The naming 
of the intermediate subdivisions making up the thirty-two points 
or rhumbs of the compass card is probably due to Flemish navi- 
gators; but they were recognized even in the time of Chaucer, 
who in I391 wrote, "Xow is thin Orisonte departed in xxiiii. 
partiez by thi azymutz, in signification of xxiiii. partiez of the 
world: a1 be it so that ship men rikne thilke partiez in xxxii." 
(Treatise o?z the Astrolabe, ed. Skeat, Early English Text Soc., 
1872). The mounting of the card upon the needle or "flie," so as 
to turn with it, is probably of Amalphian origin. Da Buti, the 
Dante commentator, in 1380 says the sailors use a compass a t  
the middle of which is pivoted a wheel of light paper to turn 
on i ts  pivot, on which wheel the needle is fixed and the star (wind- 
rose) painted. The placing of the card at the bottom of the 
box, fixed, below the needle, was practised by the compass- 
makers of Nureinberg in the 16th century, and by Stevinus of 
Bruges about 1600. The gimbals or rings for suspension hinged 
at  right-angles to one another, have been erroneously attributed 
to Cardan, the proper term being cardine, that is hinged or pivoted. 
The earliest description of them is about 1604. The term binnacle, 
originally bittacle, is a corruption of the Portuguese abitacolo, 
to denote the housing enclosing the compass, probably originating 
with the Portuguese navigators. 

The improvement of the compass has been but a slow process. 
The Libel of English Policie, a poem of the first half of the 15th 
century, says with reference to Iceland (chap. x ) -  

Out of Bristowe, and costes many one, 
Men haue practised by nedle and by stone 
Thider wardes within a litle while. 

(Hakluyt, Principal Navigations, p. 201, I 599). 
From this it  would seem that the compasses used at that time 
by English mariners were of a very primitive description. Bar- 
lowe, in his treatise Magnetical Advertisements, printed in 1616 
(p. 66), complains that "the Compasse needle, being the most 
admirable and useful instrument of the whole world, is both 
amongst ours and other nations for the most part, so bungerly 
and absurdly contrived, as nothing more," The form he recom- 
mends for the needle is that of "a true circle, having his Axis 
going out beyond the circle, a t  each end narrow and narrower, 
unto a reasonable sharpe point, and being pure steele as the circle 
it selfe is, having in the middest a convenient receptacle to place 
the capitell in." I n  1750 Dr.  Gowan Knight found that the needles 
of merchant-ships were made of two pieces of steel bent in the 
middle and united in the shape of a rhombus, and proposed to 
substitute straight steel bars of small breadth, suspended edge- 
wise and hardened throughout. H e  also showed that the Chinese 
mode of suspending the needle conduces most to sensibility. I n  
1820 Peter Barlow reported to the Admiralty that half the com- 
passes in the British Navy were mere lumber and ought to  be 
destroyed. H e  introduced a pattern having four or five parallel 
straight strips of magnetized steel fixed under a card, a form 
which remained the standard admiralty type until the introduc- 
tion of the modern Thomson (Kelvin) compass in 1876. 

(F. H. B. ;  S. P. T.) 
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COMPASS PLANT, a native of the interior of North 
American prairies, which takes its name from the position as- 
sumed by the leaves. These turn their edges approximately to  
north and south, thus avoiding the excessive midday heat, while 
getting the full benefit of the morning and evening rays. The 
compass plant (Silphizl7n laciniatz~m), called also pilot-weed and 
rosin-weed, belongs to the family Compositae Another member 
of thr same family, Lacfzlca Starioln, whicll has ljeen regarded as 
the parent spccies of the I ultivated lettuce ( L .  ~ ~ ; t i z ~ a ) ,  behaves 

in the same way when growing in dry exposed places; it  is a 
native of Europe and northern Asia which has been widely intro- 
duced into North America. 

COMPAYR~, JULES GABRIEL ( I  843-19 I 3), French 
educationalist, was born a t  Albi on Jan. 2, 1843, and died on Feb. 
24, 1913, in Paris. After holding various educational appoint- 
ments he became in 1881 deputy for Lavaur in the chamber, and 
took an active part in the discussions on public education. De- 
feated a t  the elections of 1889, he was appointed rector of the 
Academy of Poitiers in 1890, and five years later to the Academy 
of Lyons. His principal publications are his Histoire critique des 
doctrines de l'e'ducation en France (18jg) ; Ele'nte~zts d'e'ducation 
civiqz~e (1881), a work placed on the index a t  Rome, but very 
widely read in the primary schools of France; Cour.7 de pe'dagogie 
th&rique e t  pratiqzle (1885, 13th ed., 1897); L'e'volution in- 
tellectuelle e t  nzorale de l'enfant (1893); and a series of mono- 
graphs on Les Grands Bdz~cafeurs. 

COMPENSATING BEAM. The name given to a lever 
which connects mechanical actions in such a manner as to  provide 
an equalizing effect, or else causes synchronization of movements. 
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SKETCH OF A COMPENSATING B E A M  I N  A N  A M E R I C A N  LOCOMOTIVE 

Appl ied t o  the  axle box springs, and pivoted b y  pins th rough  the  fu l c rum 
blocks, it eaualizes the  pressures, thus m in im iz ing  shocks due t o  runn ing  
on uneven road beds 

The principal example is that extensively applied to the axle-box 
springs of locomotives, particularly in countries where the roads 
are rather uneven. Injurious jerks and shocks are transmitted by 
the constantly varying loads on the respective axles. But if a lever 
is pivoted a t  the centre of its length, and the ends attached to the 
ends of the hangers of two springs, the result will be an equaliza- 
tion of the loads. These beams are variously fitted, in some loco- 
motives between the driving-wheel springs, in others also between 
a rear driving-wheel set and those of a trailing axle, while com- 
pensation between the springs of leading driving-wheels and those 
of a pony truck is often made. The pivoting of the beam may be 
by holes and pins through the fulcrum blocks, or else the beam 
has half-circles cut out for the pivot or, rather, roller pins. The 
former arrangement is depicted in the drawing from an American 
locomotive. Some designs of central buffers embody a compen- 
sating beam to obviate uneven working. 

COMPENSATION, a term applied in English law to a 
number of different forms of legal reparation; e.g., under thc 
Forfeiture Act 1870 (s.q), for loss of property caused by felony, 
or-under the Riot (Damages) Act 1886-to persons whose 
property has been stolen, destroyed, or injured by rioters (see 
RIOT). I t  is due, under the Agricultural Holdings Act 1883-1906, 
for agricultural improvements (see LAXDLORE AKD TENANT; cf. 
also ALLOTMEKTS and SMALL HOLDISGS) ; under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act 1906 to workmen, in respect of accidents in 
the course of their employment (see E~IIPLOYERS' LI~BILITY). 
Under the Licensing Act 1904, it  is payable on the extinction of 
licences to  sell intoxicants; under the Government Obligations 
Acts 1914 to 1916, for damage to property resulting from hostile 
action; under the Workmen's Compensation (Illegal Employ- 
ment) Act 1918, for injuries which have been sustained by work- 
men in certain cases of illegal employment (see WORKMEN'S 

COJIPEXSATION); under the Allotments Act 1922. to tenants for 
growing crops; and under the Lalldlord and Ten,~nt  Act 1927, 
fur irriproverncnt5 and goodulill to tenants of business premises. 

Compensation, in its rnost familiar sense, is a legal term for 



the reparation or satisfaction made t o  the owners of property 
which is taken by the State or by local authorities or by the 
promoters of public utilities under statutory authority. 

The right of individual ownership had, up to quite recent times, 
one exception, viz., s l a~ery .  Men were free or unfree. The 
latter, in law, had no rights, but the former could dispose freely 
of their persons and of their property. This right of individual 
ownership has recently been challenged in Russia, which has 
abolished the right to private property, and has expropriated 
it  for alleged public purposes without compensation. To  a large 
extent, however, the U.S S.R. has been compelled to  reverse 
this policy and to recognize the right of individual ownership. I ts  
example was followed by most of the Succession States which 
arose as a result of the World War. Influenced by the wave of 
communism which almost overwhelmed them, these States i a h e  
name of agrarian reform have expropriated private landowners 
either with inadequate compensation or with none at  all. I t  is 
alleged that although individual ownership is one of the funda- 
mental rights according to natural law or morality, i t  possesses 
no juridical basis. I t  may, however, be stated with confidence 
that the inviolability of private property is recognized in ( I )  
the municipal law of the great majority of civilized states; (2) 
international law ( a )  in time of peace and ( b )  in time of war; 
and (3)  the Peace Treaties following the World War. 

M u n i c i p a l  Law-By Art. 545 of the French Civil Code, no 
one may be deprived of his property except for purposes of 
public utility and for adequate compensation. Art. 11 of the 
Belgian Constitution of 1893 is to the same effect. Art. 438 of 
the Italian Code declares that no one shall be constrained to 
surrender his property, except for causes of public utility and 
subject to previous payment of just indemnity. The Spanish 
Code is to the same effect. By Art. 3 of the Law of 1879 ex- 
propriation must be preceded by ( I )  declaration of public utility, 
(2) declaration that the whole or part of the land is indispensably 
required, (3) a just valuation, and (4) payment of the compen- 
sation. The provisions for the protection of private property in 
most of the South American republics are similar, with the addi- 
tion borrowed from the United States that no one may be deprived 
thereof without due process of law. By Art. 153 of the Con- 
stitution of the German Federation property is guaranteed. Ex- 
propriation is admissible only in the public interest and so far 
as authorized by law. Adequate compensation must be given 
unless a federal law otherwise determines. Expropriation by the 
Federal Government as against States, local communities and 
associations serving public interests is permitted only if accom- 
panied by compensation. By Art. 80 of the Danish Constitution; 
Art. 625 of the Netherlands Civil Code; Art. 104 and 105 of the 
Constitution of Norway, and others, the same principles of in- 
violability and compensation are also recognized. 

I n  England it  used to be said that the Crown is entitled by 
its prerogative to  take the property of the subject without com- 
pensation; but this is not borne out either by the judicial decisions 
or by the practice of the executive. By Magna Carta, ch. 39, "no 
freeman shall be deprived of his freehold"; by the Petition of 
Right, "the ancient and undoubted right of every freeman is that 
he hath a full and absolute property in his goods and estate"; 
and by the Bill of Rights, "whereas by the common law and 
statutes every freeman hath a proprietie in his goods and estate." 
I n  the Case of the King's Prerogative in Saltpetre (1606), al- 
though it  was held that the king might dig for saltpetre in land 
of a subject for the defence of the realm, nothing was said about 
compensation. I n  X's Petition of Right (191 j )  3 K.B. 649, 
Avory J. held that the king by virtue of his prerogative was 
entitled to take possession of land for the defence of the realm 
without compensation. This decision was affirmed by the Court 
of Appeal, but in De Keyser's Royal Hotel, Ltd.  v. The  King 
(1920) A.C. 508, where the Crown claimed t o  take property for 
adniinistrative purposes without compensation, the Court of 
Appeal ordered an examination of the records to be made, from 
which it appeared that from a very early period-1492-to 
modern times the Crown had never taken a subject's land without 
paying lor it, and that there was no trace of any claim by the 

Crown to such a prerogative. I t  was further held that where a 
matter within the prerogative is provided for by statute the pre- 
rogative is merged in the Crown, and that by the Defence Act 
1842 provision is made for payment of compensation "either 
for the absolute purchase thereof or for the possession of the 
use thereof during such time as the exigence of the public service 
shall require." This decision was affirmed by the House of Lords, 
which held, inter alia, that the Crown had no power to take 
possession of the premises in right of its prerogative simpliciter, 
and that the suppliants were entitled to compensation under the 
Act of 1842. In  the later case of France, Fenwick G. Co., Ltd. v. 
The Kilzg (1926) 43 T.L.R. 18, Wright J. said, "I shall assume 
that the Crown has no right a t  common law t o  take a subject's 
property for reasons of State without paying compensation." 
Thus it is a well established principle of English law that when 
the Crown takes the property of a subject the dispossessed owner 
is, as of right, entitled to  full compensation. Where land is taken 
by the Crown, by local authorities, or by promoters of under- 
takings under statutory authority the amount of compensation is 
determined by agreement or by arbitration under the provisions of 
the Land Clauses Act 1845 and the Land Clauses Consolidation 
Act 1860. Similar Acts have been enacted in Scotland, India, and 
most of the Colonies. Compensation is also payable for land com- 
pulsorily acquired under numerous statutes, e.g., Acquisition of 
Land (Assessment of Compensation) Acts 1919; Housing Act 
1923; Public Health Act 1925; Town Planning Act 192j, and 
Housing Act 1925. 

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Law.-The principle of the inviolability of 
private property has long been recognized by  international jurists 
and publicists. I t  has been applied both in time of peace and in 
time of war, and has been embodied in numerous treaties. 

I t  is a general rule of international law that private rights and 
private property to  whomsoever belonging are not affected by the 
conquest, annexation, or cession of the territory in which they 
are situate. This fundamental right has been judicially affirmed 
in the United States in numerous cases, e.g., U.S. v. Percheman, 
7 Peters 51 (1883). Apart from treaties it  has long been recog- 
nized, first that a State is entitled to  protect its subjects in an- 
other State from injury to their property resulting from measures 
in the application of which there is discrimiltation between them 
and the subjects of such other State; and secondly, that a State 
is entitled to protect its subjects in another State from injz~stice 
at  the hands of such other State even though the measure com- 
plalned of is applied equally t o  the subjects of such State. "A 
sovereign,'' said the American secretary of state, Frelinghuysen, 
in 1885, "who departs from the principles of public law cannot 
find excuse therefore in his own municipal code." 

I t  is probably true to say that down to the end of the 16th 
century all enemy property, public or private, found by a belliger- 
ent within his territory a t  or after the outbreak of hostilities was 
liable to seizure and confiscation. Private property of immediate 
use in war is still liable to seizure, but is  now subject to an 
obligation of restitution or, if i t  has been destroyed or con- 
sumed, of payment of its value. With regard to  private property 
of other kinds there has in practice been gradual mitigation of 
confiscation, until all property, whether land or goods, and choses 
in action, such as debts and credits, enjoyed immunity from 
confiscation. Since the beginning of the 19th century we find 
only two instances of confiscation. One was the confiscation of 
property of British subjects found in Denmark in 1807-for 
which there had been no precedent for more than a century- 
and the other the decree issued in 1861 by  the Southern Con- 
federacy during the American Civil War confiscating all property 
of whatsoever kind except public stocks and securities held by 
alien enemies. According to the Continental theory immunity is 
obligatory, subject only to such qualifications as may be imposed 
by military necessity or public emergency; whilst the Anglo- 
American theory recognizes a right of confiscation, subject to  a 
general policy of immunity. In  their practical application each 
would permit confiscation in exceptional circumstances, such as 
public necessity or by way of reprisal, whilst, apart from such 
exceptions, each would recognize immunity. See B r o ~ ~ n  v linitell 
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States, 8 Cranch, I I O  (1814); In  re Ferdinand Ex-Tsar of But- 
garia ( r g ? ~ ) ,  I Ch. 107. Upon the outbreak of the World War 
none of the belligerents attempted to confiscate enemy private 
property. On the contrary measures were adopted by all of 
them for its safe custody. 

Treaties.-The principle of the inviolability of private prop- 
erty was embodied in the Peace Treaties concluded during and 
after the World War. Thus the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty of 
March 3, 1918, declared that i t  was not permissible to expro- 
priate property rights without adequate compensation. This prin- 
ciple was expressly recognized i n  the Peace Treaties of Versailles, 
St. Germain-en-Laye, Trianon and Neuilly. It is true that 
liquidation of enemy private property within their own territories 
was granted t o  the Allied and Associated Powers. The property, 
however, was not confiscated, but its value credited to the repara- 
tion account of the conquered State. There was no intention t o  
confiscate, although as  a rule confiscation resulted, through the 
failure of the conquered States to  compensate their own nationals 
in accordance with the terms of the Treaties. Further the property 
rights and interests of former enemy nationals in the Succession 
States are protected by  express provisions in the treaties. If such 
rights and interests are expropriated or interfered with, the 
amount of compensation or damages is t o  be determined by the 
Mixed Arbitral Tribunals which have been established by the 
treaties (see the Vienna Report, International Law Association, 
1927). (H. H. L. B.1 

U n i t e d  States.-The fifth amendment to  the U.S. Consti- 
tution provides that "no person shall be . . . deprived of life, 
liberty or property without due process of law; nor shall private 
property be taken for  public use without just compensation." 
This amendment is construed as limiting the power of the Federal 
Government alone. The 14th amendment, however, applies to  the 
States, and while it  contains no clause specifically requiring just 
compensation when Property is taken for a public use, such 
requirement is none the less assumed to be implied in the clause 
that no State shall "deprive any person of life, liberty or property 
without due process of law." Property rights, however, are not 
"inviolable" i n  any absolute sense. The Supreme Court said, in 
sustaining the emergency rent laws of the District of Columbia 
in  1921-"The fact that tangible property is also visible tends 
to give rigidity to  our conception of our rights in i t  that we do 
not attach to others less concretely clothed. But the notion that 
the former are exempt from the legislative modification required 
from time t o  time in civilized life is contradicted not only by the 
doctrine of eminent domain, under which what is taken is paid 
for, but by  that of the police power in  its proper sense, under 
which property rights may be cut down, and to that extent taken, 
without pay. Under the police power the right t o  erect buildings 
in a certain quarter of a city may be  limited to  from eighty to  
one hundred feet. TVelch V. Swasey, 214 U.S. 91. Safe pillars 
may be required in  coal mines. Plymoz~th Coal CO. v. Penfzsyl- 
vania, 232 U.S. 531. Billboards in cities may be regulated. St .  
Louis Poster Aduertisifzg CO. V. St .  Louis, 249 U.S. 269. Water- 
sheds in the country may be kept clear. Perley V. North Caroli?za, 
249 U.S. 511. These cases are enough to establish that a public 
exigency will justify the legislature in  restricting property rights 
in land to a certain extent without compensation. . . . The only 
matter that seems to us open to debate is whether the statute 
goes too far. For  just as  there comes a point a t  which the police 
power ceases and leaves only that of eminent domain, it  may be 
conceded that regulations of the present sort pressed t o  a certain 
height might amount t o  a taking without due process of law . . ." 
(Block V. Hirsh, 256 U.S. 135). Where eminent domain (9.v.) 
is the power used, money compensation must be given, equiva- 
lent in general to  what the owner loses. The concept is a t  times 
ambiguous and is generally said to  call for the market value of 
the property, although that, too, is at  times ambiguous and it  
may sometimes fail t o  protect the expropriated owner from loss, 
as in Banner Milling CO. V. State (240 N.Y. 533, certiorari denied, 
269 U.S. 582, 1925), where compensation did not include loss due 
to the cost of moving the business or interrupting its good will. 

(R. L. HA.) 
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COMPENSATION INSURANCE: see WORKMEN'S COM- 

PENSATION. 

COMPETITION FESTIVALS: see FES~~IVALS, MUSICAL. 
COMPETITIQM IN INDUSTRY. According t o  doc- 

trines evolved in the course of the eighteenth century and for- 
mulated by economists from Quesnay t~ Adam Smith, the well- 
being of a community is better served by leaving the individual 
free t o  manage his own affairs in his own way in the light of what 
he conceives to  be his own interest than by subjecting him t o  in- 
terference by even the best intentioned government. Left  to  his 
own devices under conditions of economic freedom the individual 
will find his greatest gain in furnishing those goods or services fo r  
which there is most demand, and will, in the long run, find little 
profit in exacting a price much higher than his total expense of 
production. During the course of the Industrial Revolution these 
doctrines gained general acceptance, and, by the middle of the 
19th century, the beneficially self-impelling and self-regulat- 
ing nature of the economic order was widely held as an article of 
faith, to be reinforced a little later by the application to human 

of nhat  was popularly understood to be the Darwinian 
theory of progress, proceeding by a struggle for  existence in which 
the least fit go under and the most fit survive, 

The outlook of the 19th century upon the economic order came 
therefore to  be increasingly dominated by the view that supplies, 
prices, profits, and wages were best left to  look after themselves. 
Let the State give no privileges and set no impediments, let i t  be 
content to make the rules, let it leave the business world to  its 
own devices, and would ensure that all would be for  
the best. The desire for  gain would urge each t o  maximum effort; 
and would harmonize supplies and requirements, 

ensure that the level of wages, prices, and profits were 
about what they ought to be, and would make for the elimination 
of the less fit economic unit and the survival of the more fit-the 
better placed, the more energetic, the more adaptable. 

L ~ W  of Competition.-The "law of competition" under which, 
in conditions of economic freedom, these eminently desirable re- 
sults achieve themselves nlay be set out crudely as follow:-(a) 
whenever demand grows in proportion to supply, be- 
tween Rould-be buyers sends up the price; (b) a relatively high 

spells a relatively large profit; (c) a relatively large prohi 
attracts capital and enterprise t o  the industry; (d )  supplies in- 
crease; (e)  between sellers brings down the price 
until i t  barely covers production expense including a normal profit: 
whene\,er supply grows in proportion to demand, (a) prices fall;  
(b) profits shrink; ( c )  the weaker producers drop out of business 
leaving the stronger to carry on; (d )  supplies contract; (e) profits 

to normal; and the cycle begins afresh. 
Similarly, vrages tend to find their own level in  the 

of employers for workpeople and of workpeople for  
the bestepaid employment, 

m'hat was not sufficiently realized by those who pinned their 
economic faith t o  the "law of competition" Iyas that the law will 
operate completely and effectively only where a condition of per- 
fect economic freedom prevails and where buyers and sellers have 
the widest knowledge of present and prospective demands, SUP- 

plies, and prices. A condition of economic freedom demands 
something more than non-interference on the part of the State; 
it demands the free access of buyers to sellers and the absence 
of all action in restraint of free competition on the part of those 
engaged in industry. At no time has such a condition prevailed 
over the whole of industry and trade. I t  was probably most nearly 
reached in the first half of the 19th century when, following upon 
the great inventions, the improvement in transport, and the ex- 
tension of joint-stocks financing, new enterprises sprang up  and 
offered their wares with a minimum of collusion over extensive 
areas; but even then economic freedom was far from perfect. And 
i t  was to become steadily less so. By the 'seventies or 'eighties a 
new "law" began to force itself on the attention of the economic 
world; the law that "competition begets combin'ation." HOT%'- 
ever natural may be, it is not in human nature that 
several sellers should go on undercutting each other t o  the ad- 
vantage of buyers when by agreement between themselves they 

- 
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can establish a higher price or control the common output and so 
keep prices above the competitive level. I t  is this second "law" 
that has already come to engage the attention of governments in 
many countries and is likely to constitute one of the major prob- 
lems of government for many generations to come. 

None the less, competition still prevails over wide areas of 
trade and industry, and in examining the nature and governance 
of demand, supply, and price, it is still convenient first to assume 
free competition and then to enquire into the extent to which the 
limitation of competition by external circumstance or by the delib- 
erate action of interested parties nullifies the conclusions reached. 

Kinds of Competition.--Competition is not necessarily to be 
identified with harshness or aggression. A common form of com- 
petition between producers or sellers is competition in service. 
The grocer "serves" his customers, and if he can "serve" them 
more acceptably than the rival grocer in the next street he will 
increasingly attract their custom. He cannot thereby be consid- 
ered as displaying a ruthless attitude towards his rival. The grocer 
in the next street may be a very good fellow, and it may be piti- 
able that his business should decline, but the increasingly patron- 
ized grocer would find little moral justification for relaxing, on 
that account, his efforts to serve his customers well. His highest 
obligdtion is to do as well as he can that to which he has set his 
hand. If both were class-conscious members of a Grocers' Trade 
Union, the stronger might go easy with his service in order not to 
set a standard which would force the pace of the weaker; but to 
sacrifice service to loyalty is only to forsake one virtue for an- 
other-not necessarily higher. The more successful grocer may 
in human fellowship give his rival a hand in improving his service 
and so acquire double merit, but the fact that rivals do not uni- 
versally do so reflects not upon competition but upon human 
nature. 

The creative competition mhich centres upon the rendering of 
better service, even though it leaves the weakest to go to the wall 
and the hindmost to the devil, is in itself honourable and bene- 
ficial. In this respect it  commonly differs from competition not 
of service but of injury. If the prospering grocer, not content 
with excelling by service, sets himself deliberately to  injure his 
rival's business-by blocking his sources of supply, by selling 
goods below cost until the rival is driven from the field, or by 
false advertising.-the inorality and social advantage of his pro- 
ceeding become highly questionable. Such aggressive competition 
aimed at  the injury of a rival may be defended with much plausi- 
bility on the ground that it merely speeds up the process of weed- 
ing out the inferior, and the argument might be acceptable if i t  
were true that the pov,er of aggression is always a measure of fit- 
ness to  serve. To  assume that such is the case is, however, just as 
dubious as to claim that the competitor in a footrace who gained 
first place by doping or bludgeoning his rivals was necessarily the 
best runner. One of the commonest types of competition pertains 
to quality and price. Each competitor endeavours either to sell 
the same article at  a price lower than that quoted by his rival, or 
a better article at  the same price. Such competition is commonly 
aided by informative advertising-a device which helps the aver- 
age person to satisfy his wants more cheaply, more satisfactorily, 
and far  more easily than if this method of broadcasting informa- 
tion did not exist. In  this connection, the fact should be noted 
that, to justify the advertising of an article on a wide scale, i t  
must be of such a quality as to satisfy the desires of those who 
purchase it. 

Wastefulness of Competition.- In so far as advertising fails 
to increase knowledge concerning the quality and availability of 
goods, but merely induces buyers to shift their purchasing with- 
out gain to  themselves, it represents a waste of materials and hu- 
man effort. The degree to mhich such waste occurs is a matter of 
dispute. 

Aggressive competition often expends effort in nugatory combat 
which might much more beneficially be given to improving and 
cheapening method, process, and product. Undercutting among 
rival manufacturers may lead to goods being sold at  "cut-throat" 
prices; but the price may none the less be higher than it might be 
if the individual firms were in friendly communication or if the 

manufacture were concentrated in a few, instead of spread over 
many, establishments. Competitive production often means a 
wasteful duplication of activity and plant; it results in each firm 
working out its technical and commercial problems without help 
from the others; it allows each manufacturer to go in for many 
varieties and patterns and to specialize in none; it leaves each 
firm to buy in small quantities, to market in small parcels, and to 
carry separate stocks. I t  leads to needless multiplication of shops 
of all types, with the result that most shopkeepers make but a 
meagre livelihood, and far too many persons are diverted to the 
mercantile field when they would benefit society more by working 
in other industries. Thus, competition ]nay stimulate the will to 
serve and yet deny the means. For these reasons goods produced 
under a rCgime of free con~petition may be dear even though the 
competing producers are making less than a living profit. 

One of the most serious defects of the competitive system in an 
advanced industrial order arises out of the time lag between the 
decision to produce and actual production; coupled with lack of 
knowledge, intensified, may be, by dellberate secretiveness, as to 
what others may be planning to do. Even in primary agricultural 
production a season will elapse between seedtime and harvest; a 
decade may elapse between planting and fruit-bearing; and a 
temporary shortage may induce many, unknown to each other, to  
sow or plant for the production of what is momentarily scarce 
and dear; with the result that the eventual yield is inordinate, the 
glut leads to low prices andb waste, each separate cultivator de- 
cides to plant anything rather than what he overplanted before, 
and shortage comes again. 

In manufacture, the same process is to be observed. If the 
cotton trade is prosperous a score o i  enterprisers may decide to 
build new mills with the object of partaking in the current pros- 
perity, none reckoning on the action of his fellow, but more than 
a season will elapse between the forming of a company and the 
production of the first bale of cloth, and, by then, circumstances 
that made the boom may have passed aa7ay, and into the very 
depths of the slump may be poured the products of a score of new 
mills. In  this respect the case of manufacture is worse than the 
case of agriculture. The cotton factory remains, useless for any- 
thing but textile production, and in the effort of redundant fac- 
tories merely to  keep going, a t  whatever loss, a whole industry 
may be brought to a ruinous condition ~ h i c h  may endure until 
some of the weaker factories have to close down, thereby reducing 
supplies and allowing prices to rise again. Fluctuation is inherent 
in all economic competition, and violent in "blind" competition, 
but, where business men are well informed as to the state and 
prospects of the market and the action and plans of their com- 
petitors, its extent may be lessened somewhat. 

In formed and U n i n f o r m e d  Competition.-111 the United 
States, where concerted action in restraint of competition is for- 
bidden by law, the substitution of informed for uninformed 
competition has made marked progress. Not only is business in- 
formation issued on a voluminous scale by the Government and 
by private agencies, but associations of firms in the same line of 
industry collect information as to enquiries, quotations, orders, 
stocks, etc., from members, and issue digests of the information 
to contributing members. The legality of such activities under 
the Anti-Trust laws, particularly when they relate to prices or 
output, is, however, doubtful. (See  ASSO~IATIONS, INDUSTRIAL.) 

Hindrances  t o  F r e e  Competition.- The chief obstacles 
which prevent competition from operating effectively may be clas- 
sified under three heads, namely custom, monopoly, and govern- 
mental interference. Custom interferes in many ways with the 
free play of competitive forces. For example, farm rents in a 
whole community are often set a t  a definite share of the crop, re- 
gardless of the quality of the land. Merchants mark up the prices 
of their goods by customary percentages, ignoring the state of 
trade. Common labour commands a customary wage despite strik- 
ing differences in the eificiencies of individual workers. 

For centuries, monopoly. either complete or partial, has limited 
the realm of competition. Nothing is more natural than for com- 
petitors to get together and agree to fix prices, curtail production, 
divide up territory, and drive out competitors by fair means or 
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foul. Improvement in means of communication and growth of 
large-scale enterprise has facilitated the extension of monopoly. 
The 19th century nitnessed a widespread development of power- 
ful monopolistic labour unions which, by raising wage rates un- 
duly, have seriously curtailed opportunities for employment. 
Similarly, huge manufacturing concerns have adopted the policy 
of maintaining selling prices in the face of falling demand, and 
have thus necessari!~ brought about a decline in production and 
accentuated depression. Governments have long interfered with 
competition by fostering monopolies, levying tariff duties, fixing 
wage rates, and placing numerous restrictions upon the freedom 
of enterprise. 

Despite its wastefulness and weaknesses, most economists agree 
that no other economic system has as yet been able to turn out 
an average volume of product per man-hour even approaching 
that produced under a system of free competition. 

The enormous quantity and variety of goods thrown upon the mar- 
kets of the world during the period in which competition has been in 
the ascendant affords sufficient proof that individualism is a potent 
conjuror of worldly goods. Furthermore, competition is socially bene- 
ficial in another way as well, for it provides a zest that might otherwise 
be lacking in industrial endeavour. The presence of an avowed trade 
enemy, the sense of danger, the imperative need for keeping in fighting 
trim have produced in the past qualities of alertness, vigour, and self- 
reliancc which the more amiable objective of service might not have 
fostered so keenly. The type of character produced by these influences 
may not be wholly admirable, but it is at any rate strong and forceful 
and it is a commonplace that very many of those who are eminent 
in the new sphere of service by combination acquired their ability and 
strength in an environment of competitive struggle. 

(J. H.; W. I. K.) 
COMPIEGNE, a town of northern France, capital of an 

arrondissement, department of Oise, 52 mi. N.N.E. of Paris, 
famous for its chbteau, park and forest. Pop. (1936) 17,929. 
The town, which is a favourite summer resort, stands on the 
northwest border of the forest of Compikgne and on the left 
bank of the Oise, near its confluence with the Aisne. The river 
is crossed by a bridge built in the reign of Louis XV. 

Compikgne (Co?t~pendiunz) seems originally to have been a 
hunting lodge of the early Frankish kings. I t  was enriched by 
Charles the Bald with two castles, and a Benedictine abbey dedi- 
cated to  Saint Corneille, the monks of which retained down to 
the 18th century the privilege of acting for three days as lords 
of Compikgne, with full judicial privileges. I t  was in Compikgne 
that King Louis I the Debonair was deposed in 833; and at the 
siege of the town in 1430 Joan of Arc was taken prisoner by the 
English. A monument to  her faces the hbtel de ville. The treaty 
of Compikgne, between Richelieu and the Dutch, was signed there 
in 1624. In  1814 Compikgne offered a stubborn resistance to the 
Prussian troops. Under Napoleon I11 it was the annual resort 
of the court during the hunting season. From 1870 to 1871 it was 
one of the headquarters of the German army. The town was occu- 
pied by the Germans in 1914, and was bombarded in 1918. The 
armistice of Kov. 11, 1918 was signed there in a dining car. 
During World War 11, the Germans again occupied the town in 
June, 1940; the Franco-German armistice of June 2 2 ,  1940 mas 
signed in the same dining car a t  Compikgne. Later the Germans 
moved the car to Berlin. 

The h6tel de ville, with a graceful facade surmounted by a 
lofty belfry, is late Gothic (early 16th century). Of the churches, 
St. Antoine (13th and 16th centuries) has some fine Renaissance 
stained glass, and St. Jacques dates from the 13th and 15th cen- 
turies. There are remains of the ancient abbey of St. Corneille. 
Compi&gne, from a very early period until 1870, was the occa- 
sional residence of the French kings. I ts  magnificent palace 
(chlteauj,  now an ar t  museum, Tvas erected chiefly by Louis XV 
and restored by Nkpoleon I .  I t  has two facades, one overlooking 
the town, the other facing a fine park and a forest ('j sq.mi.). 
Compikgne is the seat of a subprefect, and has tribunals of first 
instance and of commerce. Industries are boatbuilding, rope- 
making, cooperage and copper and iron founding. Asparagus is cul- 
tivated in the environs. There is river-borne trade in timber and 
coal. Telephone accessories, parachutes, etc. are manufactured. 

COMPLEMENT, that which fills up or completes anything, 
e.g., the number of men necessary to man a ship (Lat. complere, 

to fill up). I n  geometry (q.v.) the complement of an angle is the 
difference between the angle and a right angle; the complements 
of a parallelogram are formed by drawing parallel to  adjacent 
sides of a parallelogram two lines intersecting on a diagonal; four 
parallelograms are thus formed, and the two not about the 
diagonal of the original parallelogran~ are the complements of the 
parallelogram. I n  analysis, a complementary function is a partial 
solution to a differential equation ( q . ~ . )  ; complementary opera- 
tors are reciprocal or inverse operators. A "complementary colour' 
is one which produces white when mixed with another. (See 
COLOUR.) I n  Spanish the word cumplimento was used for  the 
performance of acts of courtesy, and it  came into use in English, 
with a change in spelling to  "compliment," with the sense of an 
act of politeness, especially of a polite expression of praise. 

COMPLEMENTARY COLOURS, any two colours which 
Logetner produce nhite light are said to be complementary colours. 
(See COLOUR ) 

COMPLEX NUMBERS are such as consist each of (at 
least) two constituents, no part of either equalling any part of the 
other. T o  elucidate: Kumbers seem implied, though dimly, as 
well-nigh primary features of psychic experience; in perception 
'.objectsH are posited singly (sun, moon) or in groups (stars, fin- 
gers), and certain likenesses among groups are slowly conceived 
as numbers. Hence the class of integers, I ,  2 ,  3, 4, 5 (fingers), 
etc.; much later the two hands yield ten as (an unfortunate) base 
of notation. Such counting, conceptualizing, once started, pro- 
ceeds indefinitely; the groups soon become no longer envisageable. 

Negatives.-These "natural" or whole numbers are combined 
in two direct operations (addition, multiplication), which present 
certain uniformities called commutative, associative and dis- 
tributive laws (9.v.) expressed thus: a +  b= b+a, a+(b+c)  = 
a+b+c, and ab=ba, abc=a(bc) ,  a(b+c)=ab+ac,  each de- 
claring equivalence between two ways of counting. T o  these the 
"Law of Cancellation" may be added: If a+b=a+-b', then 
b=  b'; if a.b=a.b', then b =  b'. Both operations may proceed a t  
will, without end; but not so their inverses, subtraction (a-b) 
and division (a+ b, a/b). A special case requires notice : if from 
any group as 5, all (5) be subtracted, nothing is left as remainder. 
To  symbolize this we invent a number zero (o) ,  defined thus: 
a -a=o;  also a*o=a, a X o = o .  The operation a + b  is possible 
for e-~ery b, but a- b only for b not more than a. The mind 
chafes at  such limitation and would make such subtraction always 
possible by fashioning new numbers (a'), such that a+a'=o. 
Since a-a=o,  adding a' is equivalent to  subtracting a; hence 
the new numbers (called negative to  distinguish them from the 
originals, called positive-compare north and south latitudes) 
are marked thus a'= (- a). The domain of numbers thus 
doubled, all subtractions become possible, the foregoing laws still 
holding. 

Fractions.-Similarly, among integer-groups most divisions 
(partitions into equal groups) are impossible (as of 7 by 2 or 3 ) ;  
and again, refusing to be hemmed in activity, our minds frame 
new numbers by definition: Any fraction n/d shall be a number. 
which multiplied by d yields a product n; or (n/d) d = n  (n and 
d being either + or -). In  this new realm of number all divisions 
also are possible, except division by o, which remains undefined 
and excluded. 

Irrationals.- The mind now proposes intricate inverse prob- 
lems, asking, "What is the number on which given operations pro- 
duce a given result?" i.e., ''What is the x that satisfies a given 
equation?" For simple x, of 1st degree, the answer is ready: if 
ax+b=c, then x =  (c-b)/a, a number already created. Not 
so, perhaps, for x in the second degree, as if x" 2; no integer or 
fraction has 2 as its square. The question, then, remains un- 
answerable till a new number is made, whose square is 2; so de- 
fined, it  is named second (or square) root of 2 and is written 
~7 Similar definition is extended to all positives (by Theodorus 
of Cyrene, c. 490 B.c., up to 17, thence on by Theaetetus of 
Athens, c. 380 B.c.), to  higher powers and roots, as the grd, 4th, 
. . nth. Such algebraic irrationals were long a myth in mathe- 
matics; the Greek mind shrank from creating such monsters. But 
it  was imperative: the diagonal of a unit-square showed a length 



COMPLEX NUMBERS 
requiring such an irrational as its symbol. The Greek, however 
had no such symbol; for him the irrational existed, but as a 
length only, and for centuries still he persisted in regarding only 
integers as  numbers proper. 

"Imaginaries."-Far more difficult the question, "What is x, 
if x2+1 =o, or x2= - I ~ ? "  NO answer is found among numbers 
thus far defined, since all their squares are +. So again the un- 
escapable alternative: accept the impossible, or else make new 
numbers with negative squares. At last, with extreme reluctance. 
the mind ordains a new unit (i, so designated by Euler, 1748)) 
defining : i.i= - I, i q  I = o. (The 2d root of a negative seems 
to present itself for the first time in the Stereometrica [I., 341 of 
Heron the Great Measurer [of Alexandria, c. A.D. so?-zoo?], 

ing marked I ,  2, 3, . . . . . . . ' I 
FIG. 1.-AXIS OF REAL NUMBERS 

right and left respectively + and 

- 
where v - 6 3  is taken as ~63.) Though unfortunately called 
"imaginary" (if not by Albert Girard, 1629, by Descartes, 1637 
who seems to regard such "roots" as non-existent, in his Ge'omd- 
trie), i t  is neither more nor less imaginary than the (so-called 
real) unit i, though of later birth from intellectual activity of 
higher refinement. 

T h e  Complex.-Thus coined to meet an emergency, the i-unit 
is subjected to the same laws as its elders, and to the fundamental 
postulate: If two factors form a product o (ab=o),  then one 
of them is o ( a = o  or b=o).  Compounds of these two disparate 
units ( I  and i )  are called "complex numbers" (Gauss) or "quan- 
tities" and are written x+iy to make the composition explicit; 
otherwise, z may be put for x+iy. As x and y are quite inde- 
pendent of each other, evidently the domain of complex numbers 
is twofold extended. The factors of x2+y2, x+iy and x-iy are 
conjugate. 

Complete.-Is a third unit needed? The central theorem oi 
algebra answers that, however complex the conditions imposed, 
if expressible through an algebraic equation of the nth degree in z, 
they are satisfied by n complex z-values, of the form a+ib 
(Gauss, 1799) ; so a third unit is not needed. The complex "field" 
or domain is closed and self-consistent; there is no way to pass 
without it  by operations within it. However, for n>4,  the roots 
in general are no longer expressible through algebraic functions of 
the coefficients, as foreseen by Gauss ( I  77 7-18 j j), declared by 
Rufini, and strictly proved first by Abel (1802-29). Hence we 
must insert an endless class of transcendents, like a and e, none 
expressible precisely by algebraic operations in finite numbers, 
but all precise as cuts (Dedekind) and determinable to any degree 
of precision, wherewith the linear series (of so-called reals and 
hence also of "imaginaries") becomes "dense," "compact," with- 
out gap. Their existence, also, is secured solely by definition, 
and some (as a and e )  play significant rBles in  other quarters, 
e.g., metric geometry. 

But even if not necessary, may not new units be admissible? 
So thought, even a t  a sacrifice of the commutative law, Grass- 
mann ("Azlsdehnztngslehre," 1844) and Hamilton (Quaternions, 
1853, 1866). Their brilliant creations have won more wonder 
than imitation. As Schering remarked, "All results attainable by 
Quaternions may be reached by shorter and smoother paths." 
(See QUATCRNIONS.) 

Axes  of Reals a n d  Imaginaries- Graphic representation or 
depiction of number is of prime importance. As it  is natural to 
objectify mental experience, nothing seems simpler than to pic- 
ture integers on a scale or axis by 

-- (fig. I ) .  ~ r a c t i o n s  and irrationals fall between the integers, 
and the whole line or axis depicts by its points (as distant from o) 
the class of so-called reals. 

How to depict the other unit i and the universe of complex 
numbers was long a vexing puzzle. Two centuries after the cubic 
had slowly yielded ( I  506-76) to  the Italians, Dal Ferro, Tar- 
taglia, Cardano and others, the "imaginary" still hovered in the 
air. The first fixation was by John Wallis ("De Algebra Tracta- 
tus," 1685). His constructions, like Heinrich Kiihn's ( I  753), 
though ingenious, were too complicated to be satisfactory. Far 

lengths in units starting from a 
zero-point o, successive ends be- 

o 
-k -i -i -k -i i i i 

I G .  4 .- NORMS A N D  D IRECT IVES  I termined by OP, OQ ?fig. 5 ) .  
Such is the addition or comr~osi- 

uperior was the essay of the surveyor Caspar Wessel ("On; 
Xrectionens analytische Betegning") , laid before the Danish 
Loyal Academy 1797, printed in its RIemoirs 1799, there for- 
otten till rediscovered and published in French 1897-3 kind of 
ector-analysis akin to the developments of the Paris account- 
nt Jean Robert Argand, 1806, to whom credit for the accepted 
epresentation is commonly assigned. The decisive step, uncon- 
ciously in Wessel's tracks, was taken in Gauss's memoir, April 
j, 1831, contributed to the Royal Society of Gottingen 

T h e  Rotor  i.-The simple re- 
flection seems to be this. Since 

Y i.i = - I,  two multiplications by 
i equal one multiplication by 
- I ; this is depicted by rotation 
(fig. 2 )  about 0 through 180') 
since - a = +a( - I )  ; hence, con- 

x x sistently, one multiplication by i 
-6 may be depicted by rotation 

through go0, which leaves allpure 
i-numbers ranged on an axis 

-52 through 0 perpendicular to the 
(so-called) real axis. Where, 

-Y then, is the complex, as 3+4i? 
F ~ G ,  -THE COMPLEX N U M B E R  Answer: the part 3 is represented 

by  O F  on the "real" axis, the 
art 4i by F P  vertical, the whole 3+4i by the broken line OFP, 
r by the point P (of co-ordinates 3, 4 ) ;  and so for all such, 
rhich together fill the plane. 
Operat ions Depicted.-The length OP, imaging in size a 

umber r = a + b i  is v a 2 + b 2 ,  called the "norm" or "absolute 
value" (or "amount"). Denote 
it  by I and the director-angle of 
O P  by  +; then a t  once r = l  

~ ~ c o s ~ B t r ~ 1 n ~ 6 = e " O  ( c o s + + ~  sin+). T h a t  complex 
p ~ c o s e t i  s ~ n e = e * '  multiplication is pictured by 

-1 0 
rotation round 0 is vividly 
shown in Cotes-Dehloivre-Euler 

p7 8-rr formulae (1710, 1730, 1743) ; 
Z 

el+= cos++i sin+, (el+).= (cos 
-Y  ++ i sin+).= cosn++i sinn+; 

F I G ,  -OPERATIONS also el+.e1' = (cos++isin+) (cos 
e+i sine) = cos(++e) +i sin(+ 

-6). Plainly elo, or cose +i sin@, is a complex number of norm I, 
naged by a point on the unit-circle about 0 at  the end of the arc 
f the angle 8, and each multiplication by el+ rotates the point 
]rough an arc + (fig 3). Now to multiply a+ib (OF) by c+di 

on of vectors (representing directed magnitudes), as in the ~ a r a l -  
logram of Forces, etc. : Subtraction and division are like addition 
nd multiplication, mutatis mutandis. 

(OF'), resolve each into norm and - 
director, thus : a+ hi= \/a2+ bZ. 
elb, c+di = v' c2+d2, &lo; the -- 
p r o d u c t  is v ' a L + b 2 t l c 2 + d 2 .  
el (++ ) ; i e , norm of the prod- 
uct is the product of the norms, 
and the directive angle is the sum 
of the directives of the factors 
(fig. 4 ) .  Multiplication is thus, 
graphically, simultaneous turn- 
ing (rotation, rotor) and stretch- 
ing (tension, tensor). Addition of 
complex numbers is easy: thus 
(a+ib) + (c+id) = a+c+i= 
(b+d).  The point S ,  standing 
for sum, is also reached by adding 
OP, OQ as vectors, i e , by trans- 
porting OQ to the parallel posi- 
tion PS, or by drawing 0s as a 
diagonal of the ~arallelocram de- 

Y 

15 

10 

:P (15%) = F F' 
=(2tO ( 3 + 6 i )  

- 

-X o 1 2 3 4 5  x 
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and stem contain oil passages, or, as in lettuce and dandelion, 
a milky white latex. The flowers are crowded in heads (capitula) 
which are surrounded by an involucre of green bracts,-these 
protect the head of flowers in the bud stage, performing the usual 
function of a calyx. The enlarged top of the axis, the receptacle. 
is flat, convex or conical, and the flowers open in centripetal suc- 
cession. In  many cases, as in the sunflower or daisy, the outer 
or ray-florets are larger and more conspicuous than the inner, or 
disc-florets; in other cases, as in dandelion, the florets are all 
alike. Ray-florets when present are usually pistillate, but neuter 
in some genera (as Centaurea);  the disc-florets are hermaphro- 

dite. The flower is epigynous; the calyx 
is sometimes absent, or is represented by a 
rim on the top of the ovary, or takes the 
form of hairs or bristles which enlarge in 
the fruiting stage to  form the pappus, by  
means of which the sced is dispersed. The 
corolla, of five united petals, is regular and 
tubular in shape in the disc-florets, or irreg- 
ular, when it  is either strap-shaped (ligu- 
late), as in the ray-florets of daisy, etc., or 
all the florets of dandelion, or more rarely 
two-lipped. The five stamens are attached 
to the interior of the corolla-tube; the fila- 
ments are free; the anthers are jo~ned (syn- 
genesious) to form a tube around the single 
style, ending in a pair of stigmas. The in- 
ferior ovary contains one ovule (attached 
to base of chamber), and ripens to form a 
dry one-seeded fruit, a typical achene; the 
seed is filled with the straight embryo 

The flower-heads are an admirable exam- 
ple of an adaptation for pollination by in- 
sects. The crowding of the flowers in heads 
ensures the pollination of a large number 
as the result of a single insect visit. Honey 
is secreted at  the base of the style, and is 
protected from rain or dew and the visits 
of short-lipped insects by the corolla-tube, 
the length of which is correlated with the 
length of proboscis of the visiting insect. 
When the flower opens, the two stigmas are 
pressed together below the tube formed by 
the anthers, the latter split on the inside, 
and the pollen fills the tube; the style grad- 
ually lengthens and carries the pollen out 
of the anther tube, and finally the stigmas 
spread and expose their receptive surface 
which has hitherto been hidden, the two 
being pressed together. Thus the life his- 
tory of the flower falls into two stages, an 
earlier or male and a later or female. This 
fa~rours cross-pollination as compared with 
self-pollination. In  many cases there is a 
third stage, as in dandelion, where the stig- 

p ~ n c ~  G~~~~~ lE.EM.,,. mas finally curl back so that they touch 
T A R Y  B O T A N Y , ~  (BELL s s o h S ~  any pollen grains which have been left on 

H 0  ' lii the style below, thus ensuring self-pollina- 
D E T A I L S  O F  S T R U C T U R E  
A. Ray flower, which has tion if cross-pollination has not been 

no stamens, style, or  effected. 

Higher Problems.-In analytic geometry the plane is fully 
possessed by x- and y-axes, each point depicting a pair of 
reals ( x ,  y) ; any line an equation, as a circle x2+y2=r2; a right 
line as b x f  ay=ab. Intersections are found by solving two 
equations as siniultaneous; points common to two loci, as line 
and circle, picture pairs of values (of x and y)  satisfying both 
equations. If both pairs be real, their corresponding points 
are in the plane (X, Y ) ;  if complex they are not-line and 
circle not meeting in the plane (fig. 2 ,  under Coordinates). Con- 
sistency bids them meet in complex points of a complex domain 

-1 -but where? The problem is too 
profound for discussion here; 
the final answer, complete and 

(''") perfect, must be awaited. Yet r/ 1 in the graphs and any fact even are case that though creatures numbers it urill come exemplify of and of Mind, their age 

. . 
stigma 

6. Vertical section through 
The devices for distribution of the fruit 

an inner floret are very varied. Frequently there is a 
C. Inner flcret; regular, hairy or silky pappus forming a tuf t  of 

ziFhefdu ~ ~ ~ l ~ a T  hairs, as in thistle or coltsfoot, or a para- 
mens and pistil chute-like structure as in dandelion; these 

D. Vertical sectlo! of the  render the fruit sufficiently light to  be 
one seeded f r u ~ t  carried by the wind. I n  Bidens the pap- 

pus consists of two or more stiff-barbed bristles which cnuse the 
fruit to cling to the coats of animals. Occasionally, as in sun- 
flower or daisy, the fruits bear no special appendagr and remain 
on the head until jerked off. 

Compositae are generally considered to represent the most 

they still obey their creator. 
Any adequate treatment of the 

logical bases of the algebra of 
complex quantities and its "iso- 

5 

P (4 +32) 

- * o  ; B 3 4 4 ; i 7  morphic" systems, in the sense of 
-Y Peano and the Italian school 

FIG. 5 .- A D D I T I O N  OF CO MPLEX (since 189o), with its 2 7  inde- 
N U M B E R S  pendent postulates, or of Dede- 
kind's arithmetic system of "cuts," and of "couples" with sums 
and products so defined as to introduce the "imaginary" incognito 
(Essays  on Nuwzber, tr. by W .  W. Beman, 1909) without naming 
it, or of Riemann's representation of functions of complex argu- 
ment, would lead too fa r  afield and belong rather to algebra and 
logic, and to function theory in general, which the reader may find 
discussed under appropriate titles. 
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COMPLIANCE, a psychological term for one of the so-called 
"primary" emotions. When an animal or human being meets an 
opposing force which he recognizes as stronger than himself, he 
gives in to the opponent to avoid injury to himself, and takes what- 
ever extra trouble is necessary to avoid a conflict inevitably dis- 
astrous to  the weaker party. This feeling and reaction of com- 
pliance is the basic emotional mechanism which enables living 
organisms to escape destruction and suffering in the struggle for 
existence. 
COMPLUVIUM, the open space left in the roof of the 

atrium of a Roman house for lighting (see C A V ~ D I U M ) .  
COMPOSITAE, the name given to the largest fanlily of 

flowering plants. I t  includes approximately goo genera and over 
13,000 species comprising about one-fifteenth of the flowering 
plants. I t  is characterized by crowding of the flowers into heads. 
The family is cosmopolitan, and the plants show considerable 
variety in habit. The great majority, including most British 
representatives, are herbaceous, but in the warmer parts of the 
world shrubs and arborescent forms also occur; the latter are 
characteristic of the flora of oceanic islands. In  herbaceous 
plants, the leaves are often arranged in a rosette on a much 
shortened stem, as in dandelion, daisy and others; when the 
stem is elongated the leaves are generally alternate. The root 
is generally thickened, sometimes, as in dahlia, tuberous; root 



COMPOSITE ORDER--COMPOSITOR 
highly developed order of flowering plants. By the massing of 
the flowers in heads great economy is effected in the material 
required for one flower, as conspicuousness is ensured by the 
association; economy of time on the part of the pollinating insect 
is also effected, as a large number of flowers are visited at  one time. 
The floral mechanism is both simple and effective, favouring cross- 
pollination, but ensuring self-pollination should that fail. The 
means of seed-distribution are also very effective. 

A few members of the order are of economic value. c.g. ,  Lactuca 
(lettuce; q.v.), Cichorium (chicory; q.v.), Cynara (artichoke 

' YOUNGER DISC FLOWER 
WITH ANTHERS VISIBLE 

RAY-FLOWERS 

DISC FLOWER 

i GREEN BRACTS 

RECEPTACLE OF 

I I 
F R O M  G R O O M ,  "ELEMENTARY BOTANY" ( B E L L  L S O N S )  

V ERT ICAL SECTION T H R O U G H  T H E  FLOWER HE A D  O F  T H E  S UNFLO WER 

and ~ardoon;  q . ~ . ) ,  Helianthus (Jerusalem artichoke). Many are 
cultivated as garden or greenhouse plants, such as Solidago 
(golden rod), Ageratzun, Aster (q.v.) (Michaelmas daisy), Eieli- 
chrysum ("everlasting"), Zi?znia, Rudbeckia, Helianthus (sun- 
flower), Coreopsis, Dahlia (q.v.), Tagefes (French and African 
marigold), Gaillardia, Achillea (yarrow), Chrysa~ztliemum, Taua- 
cetum (tansy), Arnica, Doronicz~m, Ci~zeraria, Calendula (common 
marigold), Echinops (globe thistle), Cenfaurea (9.v.). Some are 
of medicinal value, such as Authentis (chamomile), Artemisia 
(wormwood), Tussilago (coltsfoot) , Arnica. Insect powder is 
prepared from species of Pyretlzri~iit In the genus C,'trysa?ztl~ernum. 
A species of Parthe?zium, guayule, is a source of rubber. 

The order is divided into two subfamilies:-Tubulifiorae, 
characterized by absence of latex, and the florets of the disc 
being not ligulate, and Ligulifiorae, characterized by presence of 
latex and all the florets being ligulate. The first subfamily con- 
fains the majority of the genera, and is divided into a number 
of tribes. The family is well rep- 1 A I 

resented in ~ r i t a i n . - i n  which 4 2  

of the goo genera are native. 
These include some of the com- 
monest weeds, such as dandelion 
(Taraxacum oficinale), daisy 
(Bellis perennis), g r o u n d s e 1 
(Senecio vulgaris) and ragwort 
(5'. Jacobaea) ; coltsfoot (Tussi- 
lago Farfara) is one of the earliest 
plants to flower, and other genera 
a r e Chrysanthemunz (o  x - e y e 
daisy and corn-marigold), Arc- 
tium (burdock), Centaurea (knap- 
weed and cornflower), Carduus 
and Cnicus (thistles). Hieraciunz 
(hawkweed), S o n c h u s (sow- 
thistle), Acltillea (yarrow, or mil- 
foil, and sneezewort), Eupatoriunz 
(hemp-agrimony) , Gnaplzalium 
(cud-weed) , Erigeron (fleabane), 
Solidago (golden-rod), Anthemis F R O M  G R O O M ' S  " ELEMENTARY BOTANY,'  ( G .  

(may-weed a n d chamomile), 8;g;FL;;dER, O R  B A C H E L O R , S  

Cichoriu?n B U T T O N ,  A  MEMBER O F  T H E  FAMlLY 
(nipplewort), Crepis (hawk's- COMPOSITAE.  T H E  S M A L L  F I G U R E  

beard), Hypochaeris (cat's-ear), 1 s  A V E R T I C A L  S ECT ION OF A N  

and Tragopogon (goat's beard). I N N E R  

In  North America over 2 0 0  genera are represented by many 
species distributed over the whole country. 

COMPOSITE ORDER, in architecture, the last developed 
and most complex of the classical orders (see ORDER), SO called 
because its capital is a compound of the volutes (spirals) of the 

Ionic order and the acanthus leal es af the Corinthian. The earliest 
example known is found in the arch of Titus at  Rome (A.D. 81). 
The form became common, however, only after the time of 
Hadrian (A.D. I I 7-138). The entablature was usually Corinthian, 
but in the Renaissance period Vignola and the other architects 
who arranged codifications of the orders developed a separate 
type based largely upon the temple of Venus a t  Rome (reign 
of Hadrian). 

COMPOSITION, the action of putting together and the 
product of such action (Lat. conzpositio, from cornponere, to put 
together). In  philology, the putting together of two words to 
form a single word; in grammar, the combination of words into 
sentences, and sentences into periods; the ar t  of producing a work 
in prose or verse, or the work itself. In  music L1composition" is 
used both of the ar t  of combining musical sounds in accordance 
with the rules of musical form, and of the whole art of creation 
or invention. In  the other fine arts the word is used of the 
balanced arrangement of the parts of a picture, a piece of sculp- 
ture or a building, so that they form one harmonious whole. 

The word also means an adjustment of differences between 
two or more parties. A more particular use is the legal one, for 
an agreement by which a creditor agrees to  take a sum less than 
his debt in satisfaction of the whole. (See BANKRUPTCY.) I n  
logic (q.v.) "composition" is the name given to a fallacy of 
equivocation, where what is true distributively of each member 
of a class is inferred to be true of the whole class collectively. 
Composition, often shortened to "compo," is the name given to 
materials compounded of more than one substance, and is used in 
various trades and manufactures for a mixture, such as stucco, 
cement and plaster. 

COMPOSITOR. One who "composes," or sets up, printing- 
type. The compositor is a highly skilled craftsman, who can only 
do his work effectively if he is well educated and especially well 
read, for he has constantly to handle ms. bristling with difficult 
terms and of varying degrees of legibility. 

The first step in the actual production of any class of printed 
matter is the composition of the written word frcm the manu- 
script. In  the early days of printing, when type faces were large, 
and all type was set by hand, the compositor's work was of a 
simple straightforward character, consisting in the main of type- 
setting for books, pamphlets and small news-sheets. 

The compositor's time, however, is not wholly taken up in mere 
type-setting. The matter having been composed, stickful by stick- 
ful, and deposited on a long narrow frame called a galley, is 
proved or printed in slip form, when it  is carefully read for 
errors by the "corrector of the press" or printer's reader, and 
afterwards sent to the author for possible alterations. The matter 
is then made up into columns and pages, the latter being "im- 
posed" on a stone or metal surface t o  be prepared for the actual 
printing on the press. 

Imposition consists in laying the made-up pages on the imposing 
surface in such a way as to ensure that when the printed sheet of 
eight, sixteen or inore pages is folded, the folios all fall in correct 
order and the margins around the pages are in agreement with 
instructions. A compositor engaged mainly on imposition is called 
a "stone hand." Various implements are used for this work, 
such as mallets, planers, shooters, chases and quoins. Modern 
methods have not eliminated the old-time tools, which are still 
necessary even in up-to-date printing offices. Metal quoins and 
furniture and mechanical lock-ups have, however, largely taken 
the place of the wooden prototypes which were invariably used 
up to fifty years ago. 

In  the office of a daily newspaper, the compositor is not called 
upon to impose the pages in sheets. Each page, owing to its size, 
is prepared singly for the stereotyper, who casts the plates, which 
in turn are imposed direct on the cylinders of the press. 

The introduction of bar-line composing machines brought about 
a revolution in type-setting, but did not materially alter other 
branches of the compositor's work. I t  is the more rapid produc- 
tion on the machines that has made possible the huge development 
which has taken place in newspaper production in recent years. 
The bar-line machine, in which the complete line, or slug, is the 
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unit, as distinct from the single letter or movable type, is most in 
use, especially in newspaper work, but a machine producing single- 
letter composition also has a wide vogue for book and magazine 
printing. The machine compositor, although as an apprentice 
fully trained in all classes of work, is rarely called away from the 
machine. 

I n  one other respect the compositor's work has undergone a 
great change. I n  addition to the setting of displayed advertise- 
ments for newspapers and magazines, the compositor is called 
upon to produce jobbing work of all descriptions, such as posters, 
programmes, brochures, catalogues, etc.-each of these providing 
its own special appeal, and demanding expert interpretation by the 
compositor, who is usually the designer of the "lay-out'' as well. 
H e  has thus become much more of a craftsman than the old-time 
compositor, who knew little or nothing of the principles or oppor- 
tunities of artistic display. I t  is probably due to these intensive 
changes in the work that the compositors have been able to 
maintain the old conditions of seven-year apprenticeship. (See 
PRINTING.) 

COMPOUND, a combination of various elements to form a 
whole. A "chemical compound" is a substance which can be 
resolved into simple constituents, as opposed to an element which 
cannot be so resolved. (See CHEMISTRY.) A "compound engine" 
is one where the expansion of the steam is effected in two or more 
stages (see STEAM ENGINE) ; in zoology, the "compound eye" of 
insects and crustacea is made up of several ocelli or simple eyes 
(see E YE) ;  in botany, the "compound leaf" has two or more 
separate blades on a common leaf-stalk; in surgery, in a "com- 
pound fracture" the skin is broken as well as the bone. Compound 
interest is interest paid upon interest. 

The verb "to compound" is used of the settlement of differences, 
and especially of an agreement made to pay part of a debt in dis- 
charge of the whole (see BANKRUPTCY); similarly of the substi- 
tution of one payment for periodic payments. In  the system of 
"compounding" for rates the occupier of premises pays an in- 
creased rent, and the owner is responsible for the payment of the 
rates. I n  law, to compound a felony is to agree with the felon not 
to prosecute him, in return for valuable consideration, or, in the 
case of a theft, on return of the goods stolen. Such an agreement 
is a misdemeanour punishable by fine and imprisonment. 

The name "compounders" was given during the reign of Wil- 
liam 111. of England to the members of a Jacobite faction who 
were prepared to restore James 11. to the throne on certain con- 
ditions. Until 18 j3,  in the University of Oxford, those possessing 
private incomes of a certain amount paid special dues for their 
degrees and were known as grand and petty compounders. The 
corruption "compound" (from the Malay kampufzg, a quarter of 
a village) is the name of the enclosed ground which surrounds an 
Anglo-Indian house. 

COMPOUND ENGINE, a steam-engine (9.v.) in which the 
expansion is performed in two stages, the first in the "high- 
pressure cylinder" and the second in the "low-pressure cylinder." 
If three or four stages are employed the engine is called a triple 
or a quadruple expansion e?zgine respectively. 

COMPOUNDING : see LARCENY. 
COMPOUND PIER, an architectural term for a pier (9.v.) 

or column (9.v.) consisting of a number of vertical members or 
mouldings clustered around or attached to a central mass. I t  
developed in Roman architecture to allow a single pier to support 
several arches. In  the Romanesque and Gothic periods the idea 
was worked out in a more complicated way in order to furnish 
support, or the appearance of support, not only for cross, diag- 
onal and wall ribs, but often to carry the main elements of the 
arch mouldings. I n  some cases in the late Gothic work of France 
and Germany, the mouldings of a compound pier are the identical 
mouldings of the arch or ribs carried down to the ground without 
a capital. Compound piers are usually built of continuous layers 
of stone, but occasionally, in English work, the clustering shafts 
are independent and sometimes of a different material. 

COMPRADOR, originally. a native servant in European 
households in the East, but now the name given to the native 
managers in European business houses in China, and also to native 

contractors supplying ships in the Philippines and elsewhere in the 
East. The word is Portuguese, from Lat. compamre, to procure. 

COMPRESSED AIR. I t  would be possible to enumerate 
some zoo distinct applications of compressed air in the operation 
of machines and in manufacturing processes. No other power 
agent has such a varied range of uses, or is so conveniently 
stored and conveyed. I t s  applications may be broadly divided 
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I 
D I A G R A M  S H O W I N G  T H E  M E C H A N I S M  OF  A S I N G L E - A C T I N G  A I R  COM. 
PRESSOR 
Air,  compressed to exert pressures varying from a few pounds to several 
thousand pounds per sq. inch, is a power agent of great u t i l i ty ,  employed in 
some 200 different ways. Two of its most familiar uses are in instruments 
for breaking up roads, and in those for spraying paint on large surfaces 

into free and enclosed action. I n  the former category are, tor  
instance, the air-jets for cleaning machinery and fabrics, the 
nozzles for feeding air to gas and oil burners, the air-lifts for 
pumping, and operations such as the blowing out of tanks in sub- 
marines and oil ships, glass blowing, sand-blasting, and the 
spraying of whitewash, distemper, paint, varnish and enamel. 
These spraying processes are far more economic than the brush 
methods. I n  one case a ship required the services of six men for 
136 hours to paint by hand, while with compressed-air spraying 
a similar ship was painted by two men in 40 hours. 

The category of enclosed action comprises scores of methods 
wherein the air acts in a cylinder to  give a power movement, or 
is otherwise confined, e.g., in portable pneumatic hammers for 
chipping, riveting, caulking, rock drilling, concrete breaking and 
sand ramming, and in the rotating tools for drilling, reaming, 
tapping, grinding, buffing. tube expanding and boiler-tube clean- 
ing. Hoists, cranes, jacks and foundry moulding-machines, as 
well as forging and planishing hammers, resembling steam ham- 
d e r s  in general type, are used in large numbers, and there are  
also chucks for machine-tools, to grip pieces of work on the move- 
ment of a hand or foot lever. Many actions on machines, which 
would otherwise be slowly and laboriously performed by hand, 
are effected in an instant by a pneumatic cylinder. Some kinds of 
engines, including those for torpedoes and coal-cutters, are air- 
driven, as are locomotives when fire or sparking is inadmissible. 
In  railway service there are the air-brakes and the pneumatic sig- 
nalling and switching apparatus. Large gas and oil engines are 
started up by a charge of compressed air, while caissons and tunnel 
shields are worked with its help. Other equipments for which it  
must be employed are those used in wreck raising and diving. I n  
several industries testing is effected with air, besides inflation and 
the agitation of liquids. 

Air pressures vary from a few to many thousand pounds per 
square inch. A hand compressor is used for small demands. 
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Power-driven machines include those actuated by belt pulley, 
steam cylinder, electric motor, gas, oil or petrol (gasolene) engine 
-the last especially for portable outfits for road-breaking. Single- 
acting compressors take in air through an inlet-valve a t  one stroke 
of the piston and force it  through a discharge-valve to the stor- 
age receiver on the return stroke. This is sketched in the figure. 
Double-acting compressors have two sets of valves, and deliver air 
a t  each stroke. Single-stage machines effect the compression at one 
operation, multi-stage in a succession of cylinders, varying from 
two to five. 

As the act of compression generates heat, all compressors must 
be fitted with means for cooling. In  small ones fins are cast on the 
cylinder, in others a water-jacket surrounds the cylinder. Inter- 
coolers are placed between the stages in multi-stage outfits, to 
abstract the heat from the air by bringing it  into contact with 
large water-cooled surfaces. When large volumes of air are re- 
quired a t  a moderate pressure, e .g . ,  in mining, a turbo-compressor 
is to  be preferred to  the reciprocating type. 

COMPRESSION. This word is applied to many industrial 
processes, including the reduction in volume of air and gases for 
use or storage purposes, that of loose substances for convenience 
of transport, fluid compression in steel ingot making to drive out 
gases and produce sound steel, the testing of materials by forces 
tending to crush them and the production of gasoline from natural 
gas. I n  steam-engine cylinders the steam is compressed at  the end 
of the stroke, to exert a cushioning effect, and to prevent sudden 
shock to the parts a t  reversal. Higher speeds and smoother work- 
ing are thus possible. In  gas, petrol and oil-engines compression 
has a vital effect on the efficiency, and depends largely on the 
accuracy of bore of the cylinder, and the fit of the piston, piston- 
rings and" the valves. Compression has two principal results with 
regard to  a mixture of gas and air; i t  raises the temperature, and 
also produces a more intimate mixture, through which the flame 
spreads more rapidly than it would do in an uncompressed mix- 
ture. Compression ratio is the ratio between the volume of gas 
in the cylinder with the piston at  the outer end of its stroke, and 
the compressed volume when the piston is a t  the other end of its 
stroke. The degree of compression must be determined by the 
ignition temperature of the charge, which varies in different fuels. 
For instance, in the cylinder of a gas engine using the ordinary 
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T H E  CYCLE I N  A  4 - S T R O K E  DIESEL E N G I N E .  S H O W I N G  THE ACTION O F  
T H E  VALVES T H R O U G H O U T  O N E  REVOLUTION 
The compression is very high in this engine, giving sufficient temperature to 
the air to ignite the charge of oil injected for the working stroke 

town supply, the pressure ordinarily will not exceed roo lb. per 
sq.in. Pre-ignition (i e., ignition during compression stroke) may 
be due to over-compression, and occurs when a certain supply of 
gas is changed for another kind, or when the gas comes in contact 
with overheated parts in the system, or when hot gases from the 
previous cycle are retained. The grehtest pressures are used in 
the Diesel engine, in order to raise the temperature to a sufficient 
degree to ignite oil as it is sprayed into the cylinder gradually at 
the conclusion of the compressive stroke (see fig.). In  practice, 
these range from about q jo  to 480 lb, per square inch, the result- 

ant temperature being about r,oooo. Tlils IS sufficient to cover 
the requirements for cold starting. A lower pressure can be used 
when a hot bulb, or similar heating device, is employed; lower 
compression allows a lighter construction of the engine parts. 

COMPROMISE, a term, meaning strictly a joint agreement, 
which has come to signify such a settlement as invol\.es a mutual 
adjustnient, with a surrender of part of each party's claim. The 
equivalent word in Latin languages is trnnsactio and its derivatives. 

COMPROXISE MEASURES OF 1850, in American his- 
tory, a series of measures the object of which was the settlement 
of five questions in dispute between the pro-slavery and anti- 
slavery factions in the United States. Three of these questions 
grew out of the annexation of Texas and the acquisition of western 
territory as a result of the Mexican War. The settlers who had 
flocked to California after the discovery of gold in 1848 adopted 
an anti-slavery State constitution on Oct. 13, 1849, and applied 
for admission into the Union. In  the second place it was neces- 
sary to form a territorial Government for the remainder of the 
territory acquired from Mexico, including that now occupied by 
Nevada and Utah, and parts of Wyoming. Colorado, Arizona and 
New Mexico. The fundamental issue was in regard to the ad- 
mission of slavery into, or the exclusion of slavery from, this 
region. Thirdly, there was a dispute over the western boundary 
of Texas. Should the Rio Grande be the line of division north 
of Mexico, or should an arbitrary boundary be established farther 
to the eastward; in other words, should a considerable part of 
the new territory be certainly opened to slavery as a part of 
Texas, or possibly closed to it  as a part of the organized territorial 
section? Underlying all of these issues was, of course, the great 
moral and political problem as to whether slavery was to be 
confined to the south-eastern section of the country or be per- 
mitted to spread to the Pacific. The two questions not growing 
out of the Mexican War were in regard to the abolition of the 
slave trade in the District of Columbia, and the passage of a new 
fugitive slave law. 

Congress met on Dec. 3, 1849. Xeither faction was strong 
enough in both houses to carry out its own programme, and it  
seemed for a time that nothing would be done. On Jan. 29, 1850, 
Henry Clay presented the famous resolution which constituted 
the basis of the ultimate compromise. His idea was to combine the 
more conservative elements of both sections in favour of a set- 
tlement which would concede the Southern view on two ques- 
tions, the Northern view on two, and the balance the fiith. Daniel 
Webster supported the plan in his great speech of March 7, 
although in doing so he alienated many of his former admirers. 
Opposed to the conservatives were the extremists of the North, 
led by William H. Seward ancl Salmon P. Chase, and those of the 
South, led by Jefferson Davis. Most of the measures were re- 
jected and the whole plan seemed likely to fdil, when the situation 
was changed by the death of President Taylor and the accession 
of Millard Fillmore on July 9, 1850. The influence of the adminis- 
tration was now thrown in favour of the compromise. Under 
a tacit understanding of the moderates to vote together, five 
separate bills were passed, and were signed by the president be- 
tween Sept. 9 and 20, 1850. California was admitted as a free 
State, and the slave trade was abolished in the District of Colum- 
bia; these were concessions to  the North. New Mexico (then 
including the present Arizona) and Utah were organized without 
any prohibition of slavery (each being left free to  decide for or 
against, on admission to Statehood), and a rigid fugitive slave 
law was enacted; these were concessions to the South. Texas 
(q.v.) was compelled to give up  much of the western land t o  
which it had a good claim, and received in return $ro,ooo,ooo. 

This legislation had several important results. I t  helped t o  
postpone secession and civil war for a decade, during which time 
the north-west was growing more wealthy and more populous, and 
was being brought into closer relations with the north-east. I t  
divided the Whigs into "Cotton i7rThigs" and "Conscience Whigs," 
and in time led to  the downfall of the party. I n  the third place, 
the rejection of the Wilmot Proviso and the acceptance (as re- 
gards New Pviesico and Utah) of "Squatter Sovereignty" meant 
the adoption of a new principle in dealing with slavery in the ter- 
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ritories, which, although it  did not apply to the same territory, was 
antagonistic to the Pylissouri Compromise of 1820. The sequel 
was the repeal of the hlissouri Compromise in the Kansas-Ne- 
braska bill of 1854. Fourthly, the enforcement of the fugitive 
slave law aroused a feeling of bitterness in the North which 
helped eventually to bring on the war, and helped to make it, when 
it  came, quite as much an anti-slavery crusade as a struggle for 
the integral preservation of the Union. The compromise measures 
are sometimes spoken of collectively as the Omnibus bill, owing 
to their having been grouped originally-when first reported 
(May 8)  to the Senate-into one bill. 

The best account of the above Compromises is to be found in J. F. 
Rhodes, History of the United States from the Compromise of 1850, 
vol. i. ( 1 8 9 6 ) .  See also T. C. Smith, Parties and Slavery (1906). 

(W. R. SM.) 

CQMPSA, ancient city of the Hirpini, Italy, near the sources 
of the Aufidus, on the boundary of Lucania and not far from 
that of Apulia, on a ridge 1,998 ft.  above sea-level. I t  was betrayed 
to Hannibal in 216 B.C. after the defeat of Cannae, but recaptured 
two years later. I t  was probably occupied by Sulla in 89 B.c., and 
it  was the scene of the death of T. Annius Milo in 48 B.C. 

COMPTON, ARTHUR HOLLY (1892- ), American 
physicist, was born in Wooster, O., on Sept. 10, 1892. Graduating 
in 1913 a t  the College of Wooster, he pursued further studies 
at  Princeton university, from which in 1916 he received the degree 
of doctor of philosophy. H e  was instructor in physics at the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota in 1916-17, and research physicist for the 
Westinghouse Light company of East Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1917-19. 
After a year (1919-20) of research at  Cambridge university, Eng- 
land, he became professor and head of the department of physics 
in Washington university at  St. Louis, Mo. I n  :923 he was made 
professor of physics in the University of Chicago. H e  made note- 
worthy investigations on the earth's rotation, on the specific heat 
of solids and especially on X-rays. H e  measured the wave-length 
of the hard gamma rays and discovered the change in the wave- 
length of X-rays when scattered and also the total reflection of 
X-rays. With C. H.  Hagenow, he effected the complete polariza- 
tion of X-rays and, with R. L. Doan, obtained X-ray spectra from 
ruled gratings. I n  recognition of his achievements in research he 
was awarded in 1927, jointly with C. T. R. Wilson, of England, 
the Nobel prize for physics. I n  addition to numerous scientific 
articles he published Secondary Radiatiofzs Produced b y  X-rays 
(1922) and X-rays  and Electrons (1926). 

COMPTON, HENRY ( I 63 2-1 7 I 3), English divine, was 
educated at  Queen's College, Oxford, then travelled in Europe, 
and was made bishop of Oxford in 1674, and in the following year 
was translated to the see of London. He was also appointed a 
member of the privy council, and was entrusted with the education 
of the two princesses-Mary and Anne. H e  showed unusual lib- 
erality to  Protestant dissenters and held several conferences with 
the clergy of his diocese on the subject of reunion with them. On 
the accession of James 11. he consequently lost his seat in the 
council and his deanery in the Chapel Royal; and for his firm- 
ness in refusing to suspend John Sharp, rector of St. Giles's-in- 
the-Fields, whose anti-papal writings had rendered him obnoxious 
to  the king, he was himself suspended. At the Revolution Comp- 
ton's old position was restored to him; and he was chosen as one 
of the commissioners for revising the liturgy. During the reign 
of Anne he remained a member of the privy council, and was one 
of the commissioners appointed to  arrange the terms of the union 
of England and Scotland. H e  died a t  Fulham on July 7, 1713. 
H e  published, besides several theological works, A Translation 
f r o m  the  I ta l ia?~ of the  L i f e  o f  Donna Olynzpia MaLadichi?zi, who 
governed the CI~urch  dzui?rg the fivze of Pope In~toce?zt X.,  which 
mas f r o m  the  year 1644 t o  16jj (1667)~ and A Tra?zsLatio?z from 
the  French o f  the Jesziits' Intrigues ( I  669). 

COMPTON, a city of Los Angeles county, California, IJ.S.A. 
midway between Los Angeles and Long Beach. I t  is served by the 
Southern Pacific and the Pacific Electric railways. In  1930 the 
population was 12,516; in 1940 it was 16,198 by the federal cen- 
sus. Compton is in a market-gardening region, and is surroundec 
by producing oil nells oil-storage farms and refineries. The joint 
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harbour of Los Angeles and Long Beach is but a few miles dis- 
tant. On the southern border of the city is the new freight- 
classification yard of the Southern Pacific Company. The city 
is a residential suburb, and it also has substantial manufacturing 
industries of its own, whose products include rubber tyres, water 
bottles and fruit jars, ladders, tools and equipment for oil wells, 
and cooling towers for gasolene plants. Compton was founded 
about 1868, was incorporated as a city of the sixth class in 1888 
and as a city of the fifth class in 1925. The new charter provides 
for a planning commission and for a city-manager form of 
government. 

COMPTON EFFECT. The Compton Effect is the change 
in quality of a beam of X-rays when it  is scattered. Imagine 

I _________I 
F I G .  2.- DIAGRAM ANALYZING T H E  SPECTRUM O F  T H E  RAYS 

that different primary wave-lengths are increased in wave-length 
by the same amount when the rays are scattered. and he showed 
at the same time that this change could be explained if the X-rays 
are corpuscular in nature. 

T h e  E x p e r i m e n t  and Its Explanation.-According to the 
theory that X-rays consist of electromagnetic waves, scattered 
X-rays are similar to an echo. When an X-ray wave passes 
through a piece of paper composed of electrons, each electron is 
set in vibration by the wave and, because of its forced vibrations, 
emits a new wave which goes in all directions as a scattered X-ray. 
The number of vibrations of these new wa'es per second is the 
same as the number of vibrations of the electron, which is in turn 
the same as the frequency of the original X-rays. Experiment, 
however, shows that the frequency of the scattered rays is less 
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that a piece of paper when held 
between the eyes and a green light 
appears green, but that when the 
paper is moved to a position a t  
right angles with the light its 
colour changes to yellow, and when 
turned to the opposite side from E F I G ,  ,.--DIAGRAM O F  PARALLELO- the light its colour becomes red. 

G R A M  OF MO MENTA I N  COMPTON Such a change in colour would 
EFFECT correspond to the increase in 
wave-length which X-rays undergo when they are scattered, a 
small change when scattered at a small angle, but a larger differ- 
ence for the rays scattered a t  a large angle. This phenomenon 
owes its chief interest to the fact that it  indicates a corpuscular 
structure for X-rays. 

Mistory.-The earliest experiments on secondary X-rays 
showed a difference in the penetrating power of the primary and 
the secondary rays. Barkla and his collabcrators found (1908) 
that the secondary X-rays from heavy elements consist mostly of 
fluorescent radiations characteristic of the radiating element, and 
that it  is the presence of these fluorescent rays which is chiefly 
responsible for the greater absorbability of the secondary rays. 
Later experiments, showed, however, a measurable difference in 
penetration even for the rays coming from light elements, such as 
carbon, from which no such fluorescent rays are emitted. I t  was 
established by J. A. Gray (1920) that in such cases the change 
in quality was an accompaniment of the process of scattering or 
diffuse reflection of the primary X-rays. A spectroscopic study of 
the scattered X-rays by A. H. Compton (1923) revealed the fact 
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ray. (See QUANTUM THEORY.) P M 

As we shall show later, the 1 I 

than that of the primary rays. This prediction of the wave 
theory of X-rays is thus incorrect. 

The corpuscular theory of the scattering process supposes that 
each X-ray particle, or "photon" may collide with an electron 
of the scattering material and bounce off. In  fig. I is shown a dia- 
gram of such a collision. The photon strikes the electron at 0 ,  
and bounces off toward P, while the electron recoils from the im- 

p h o b n  theory can be put in a 
quantitative form, in whichit pre- 
dicts an increase in wave-length 

pact in the direction OQ. The 
collision is supposed to be elastic; 
but a part of the energy of the 
photon is spent on the recoiling 
electron. I t  follows that the de- 
flected or scattered photon must 
have less energy than it  had be- 
fore the collision. Such a decrease 
in the energy of the photon would 
be described in the language 
of the wave theory as a decrease 
in frequency or an increase in 
wave-length of the scattered X- 

of the X-rays due to the scatter- 
ing process of 2.42 X IO-'OX ( I  - 
cos 4) centimetre, where q5 is the 
angle between the primary and 
the scattered rays. 

A diagram of the apparatus 
used for testing this prediction is 
shown in fig. 2. X-rays pass 
through a radiator R, which may 
be for example a block of carbon 
or paraffin. Some of the rays are 
scattered through slits I and 2 

into the X-ray spectrometer. In  ,,,, .,,, ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,, 
this instrument a crystal of cal- FIG.   SCATTERED X-RAY SPEC- 

cite takes the place of the prism T R U M  

or the grating of an optical spec- Lino P i s  shown and one of increased 
trometer and spreads theraysinto wave-length, its position marked by M 

. 

a spectrum, which is examined by the ionization chamber. (See 
SPECTROSCOPY: ROENTGEN RAY.) By placing the X-ray tube be- 
fore the slits in place of the radiator, the spectrum of the primary 
X-rays can be compared with that of the scattered rays. 

Fig. 3 compares the spectrum of the primary X-rays with the 
spectrum of these rays after they have been scattered by a block 
of graphite. The upper curve shows a prominent line in the X-ray 
spectrum of molybdenum. The lower curves show the spectrum 
of these rays after being scattered from graphite a t  three different 
angles. In  each case, in addition to  a line of the original wave- 
length, there appears a more prominent line of increased wave- 
length. Measurements on spectra of this type have shown that 
the difference in wave-length between the two sets of lines is 
given accurately by the formula 2.42 x 1 0 - l ~ ~  ( I  - cos4) cm. as 
predicted by the photon theory. 

The line whose wave-length has not been changed is called the 
"unmodified" line. I t  may be accounted for as due to  photons de- 
flected by electrons that are too tightly held in the atom to recoil 
from the impact of the photon. 

T h e  Recoil Electrons.-TVe have seen that, according to the 
photon theory, when an X-ray particle collides with an electron, 
the electron recoils from the impact unless held too tightly by its 
atom. Electrons recoiling in this manner were discovered inde- 
pendently by C. T. R. Wilson and 15'. Bothe (1923) a few months 
after their prediction. Fig. 4 is a photograph of the trails of four 
such recoil electrons, taken by Ikeuti, using TVilson's method. I t  
will be seen that the tracks of these electrons start nearly in the 
direction of the X-ray beam, as they should if they are recoiling 
from deflected X-ray photons. In  fact a detailed study of such 
photographs shows that the number of these trails is about equal 

MOL~BDENUM 
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to the number of photons of scattered X-rays, and that their 
directions and ranges are in good accord with the predictions of 
the photon theory. , 

The corpuscular character of the scattered X-rays is shown 
most clearly by tracing the path of a photon after it  has collided 
with an electron. This has been done (Compton and Simon, 
1925) in the manner shown diagrammatically in fig. 5. A feeble 
beam of X-rays is admitted into a cloud expansion chamber of 
the type devised by Wilson to show the trails left by fast moving 
electrons. A photon is scattered by an electron at  0 ,  and the trail 
of the electron as it  recoils is visible. If it  starts along the line 
OQ, the X-ray particle must have proceeded in the direction OP, 
determined by the usual mechanical laws of elastic collisions. The 
deflected photon can make itself visible by exciting a second high- 
speed particle before it escapes through the wall of the chamber. 
The track at  A represents such an occurrence. Ji7hen such a sec- 
ond track appears it  is possible to trace the path followed by the 
X-ray particle after its collision with the first electron. If the 
scattered X-rays did not consist of particles, but were propagated 
as waves spreading in all directions, when a second electron ap- 
pears, there is no more reason why it  should occur at  h than at  
some other position such as B. The fact that in the experiments 
the scattered ray excited secondary electrons near the line OP, 
determined by the angle of recoil 8, means that the X-rays go in 
definite directions. 

Unless there is some improbably large error in the experiments. 
we may therefore infer that scattered X-rays go as discrete parti- 
cles in definite directions. At the same time, experiments on the 
diffraction, interference and polarization of light and X-rays, and 
on electrical oscillations associated with electric waves, can leave 
no doubt but that electromagnetic radiation has the properties of 
waves. No satisfactory explanation has as yet been offered of 
how radiation may have a t  the same time the properties of waves 
and those of particles. Such a reconciliation does not, however, 
seem impossible. 

T h e  Photon.-The experiments associated with the Compton 
Effect thus seem to establish the existence of a paiticle of radia- 
tion. This particle, the photon, may be classified with the electron 
and the proton as one of the three fundamental units of matter. 
I t  does not possess an electric charge as do the electron and the 
proton, but it does have an electric "field," that is, i t  exerts a 
force on an electron in its neighbourhood. I t  also has mass, the 
essential characteristic of matter, its mass being 2 . 1 9 ~  IO-~" 

grams, where X is the wave-length of the radiation expressed in 
centimeters. For a hard gamma ray, of wave-length 2.4Xro-'O 
cm., its mass is equal to  that of an electron at  rest; but for or- 

FROM "PROCTEDINGS OF TriE ROYAL SOCIETY," 1 9 2 3 ,  B Y  COURTESY OF THE C O U N C I L ,  A N D  
OF PROFESSOR C .  T .  R .  WILSON 

FIG. 4.- TRAILS O F  E L E C T R O N S  RECOILING FROM SCATTERED X - R A Y S  

dinary light its mass is only about 0~00000j that of an electron. 
The photon seems to disappear when absorbed by an atom, and to 
be created again when the atom emits radiation. However, the 
suggestion has been made by G. N. Lewis (1926) that the photon 
is really retained by the atom and docs not lose its identity. The 
motion of the photon is always with the speed of light, which in 
free space is about 3X IO'O cm. per second. 

Calculat ion of t h e  Change  of Wave-leng th  of Scat tered 
X-rays.-The photon theory can be put in quantitative form by 
making use of Einstein's postulate (1905) that the energy of the 
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photon is proportional to che frequency of the corresponding wave. 
Einstein assumes that the energy of a light particle is E = hv, 
where v is the number of vibrations per second of the corres- 
ponding wave and h is a universal constant which has the value 
6 . 5 5 X 1 0 - ~ ~  erg seconds. For a photon moving with the velocity 
of light, the theory of relativity demands that its momentum shall 
be E/c, where c is the velocity of light, ie. ,  the momentum of a 

I I 
FIG. 5.-DIAGRAM S H O W I N G  T H A T  A S E C O N D  ELECTRON M A Y  BE EJECTED 
BY T H E  S C A T T E R E D  RAY AT A ,  B U T  NOT AT B 

photon is hv/c, or its equivalent Iz/X, where X is the wave-length 
of the corresponding wave. 

The mathematical statement that the total energy after the 
collision between the photon and the electron is the same as 
before is, 

kv = hv' + f tnv2, (1) 
where v' is the "frequency" of the photon after collision, and 
4 mv2 is the kinetic energy with which the electron recoils (neg- 
lecting higher powers of v2/c2, which become important only when 
the electron's speed v is comparable with that of light). 

The statement that the total momentum of the photon and 
electron along the X axis remains equal to the hv/c after the col- 
lision is, to the same degree of approximation, 

hv hv' -=- cos 4+mv cos e 
c C 

(2) 

Similarly, along the Y axis the momentum is 
hv' 

0 =-  sin+-mvsinB 
C 

In  these three equations we have three unknown quantities, 
=vf, v and 8 (in the experiments 4 is usually known), for which 
the equations may be solved. I t  is more convenient, however, to 
express the results of the solution thus: 

Ekin = +mu2 = hv X za cos2 O(approx.) (5) 
cot B =  - (I +a) t an  $4, (6) 

where a=lz/mc X. These equations represent the solutions of 
equations ( I ) ,  (2) and (3) except for higher powers of v2/c2. 
Equations (4) and (6) are exact solutions if the relativity expres- 
sions for the kinetic energy and momentum of the electron are 
used. 

Equation (4)  expresses the difference in wave-length between 
the two sets of lines shown in fig. 3. I t  has been found to be as 
accurate as our knowledge of the constants, It, m, and c. Equation 
(5)  describes the motion of the recoil electrons and has been 
found to agree with the experiments. The last equation (6) has 
been verified by experiments such as that pictured in fig. 5. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. H. Compton, X-Rays and Electrons (1926) ; 
E. N. da C. Andrade, TIze Structure of tlze Atom (1927) ; see also 
A. H .  Compton, in Physical Review (1923) ; C. T. R. Wilson, in 
Proc. Roy .  Soc. A.  (1923); A. H .  Compton and A. W. Simon, in 
Physical Review (1925), Bothe and Geiger, in Z'eits. fur  Physik (1925). 

(A. H. C.) 
COMPTROLLER or CONTROLLER, the title of an offi- 

cial whose business primarily was to examine and take charge of 
accounts, hence to  direct or control; e.g., the English comptroller of 

the household, comptroller and auditor-general (head of the 
exchequer and audit department), comptroller-general of patents, 
etc., comptr~ller-general (head of the national debt office). The 
word is frequently spelt controller, as in controller of the navy, 
controller of the stationery office. Tne word is used in the same 
sense in the United States, as comptroller of the Treasury, an 
official who examines accounts and signs drafts, and comptroller 
of the currency, who administers the law relating to  the national 
banks. I n  the United States a comptroller is also a principal busi- 
ness executive officer whose duty i t  is to translate information 
obtained in accounting and business records into instruments for 
administrative control. The general auditor is responsible to him, 
and his department deals with questions of insurance, compensa- 
tion, taxation and costs. 

COMPURGATION or LAW WAGER, a method of de- 
fence common to many of the tribes which overran the Roman 
empire and to the Welsh, and subsequently adopted by the 
Church. If the defendant could get a certain number of persons 
(compurgators) to support his denial on oath of the charge, he 
won his case. 

COMPUTING MACHINES: see MATHEAIATICAL IXSTRU- 
MENTS. 

COMSTOCK. ANNA BOTSFORD (1854-1930), Ameri- 
can naturalist and-wood-engraver, was born a t  Otto, N.Y , on Sept. 
I ,  1854. She graduated a t  Chamberlain institute, Randolph, N.Y., 
in 1873, and a t  Cornell university in 1878, and studied art a t  
Cooper Union, New York city. I n  1878 she married J. H. Com- 
stock (9.v). As a wood-engraver she attained success with nature 
subjects and exhibited engravings at  the World's Columbian ex- 
position a t  Chicago in 1893 and a t  other important expositions. 
She became an influential advocate of nature-study in education 
and, following a wide experience in university extension work in 
this field, was made in 1913 assistant professor and in 1920, pro- 
fessor of nature-study in Cornell university. Among her published 
works are: Ways of the Six-Footed (1903); How to Know the 
Butterflies, with J. H. Comstock (1904); Handbook of Nature- 
Stz~dy (Ithaca, N.Y., 1911, 16th ed., 1925); The Pet Book 
(1914) ; Bird, Aninzal, Tree, and Plant Notebooks (1914) ; and 
Trees at Leisure (191 6). 

COMSTOCK, ANTHONY (1844-191 s ) ,  American anti- 
vice crusader, was born at  New Canaan, Conn., on March 7, 1844. 
H e  received a high school education, and served (1863-65) with 
the 17th Connecticut Regiment in the Civil War. In  1872 he 
became an active worker with the Young Men's Christian Asso- 
ciation in New York city and devoted himself chiefly to the 
suppression of salacious literature. H e  was instrumental in organ- 
izing the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice in 1873, 
and was appointed chief special agent of the society. In  the 
same year he was able to  secure the passage of the so-called Com- 
stock Laws of 1873 through the Federal Congress, and was ap- 
pointed special agent of the Post Office Department. For many 
years he carried on an energetic prosecution of such establish- 
ments, literature and practices as he deemed immoral and in- 
jurious to the public. H e  died in New York city on Sept. 21, 191 5. 

See H .  Broun and M. Leech, Anthony Comstock, Roundsman o f  
the Lord (1927). 

COMSTOCK, JOHN HENRY ( 1 8 4 9 - I ~ ~ I ) ,  American 
entomologist, was born in Janesville, Wis., on Feb. 24, 1849. After 
his graduation at  Cornell university in 1874, he pursued further 
study a t  Yale university in 1874-75 and at  the University of 
Leipzig in 1888-89. H e  was instructor and assistant professor 
of entomology in 1875-78 at  Cornell university, and, after serving 
as U.S. entomologist a t  Washington in 1879-Sr, was made profes- 
sor of entomology a t  Cornell university and continued in that 
chair until 1914 when he became professor emeritus. By his 
influential work as a teacher and by his researches and writings, 
he contributed notably to the advancement of entomological 
science, and rose to foremost rank among American entomologists. 
Besides numerous articles in scientific journals his published 
writings include: A Jla~zzral on the Study oJ I?zsects, with Anna 
Botsford Comstock (Ithaca, N.Y., 189j, 1904, 1907); Insect Life 
( 1 8 ~ 7 ,  1891); Introduction to Entowzology (Ithaca, 1888, 1920, 
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1924); How to Know the Butterflies, with Anna B. Comstock 
(1904); The Spider Book (1912); and The Wings of Insects 
(Ithaca, 1918). 

CBMTE, AUGUSTE (ISIDORE AUGUSTE MARIE 
FRANCOIS XAVIER) (I 798-1857), French Positive philos- 
opher, mas born on Jan. 19, 1798, at  Montpellier, where his father 
was a receiver-general of taxes for the district. H e  went first to  
the local school, and in 1814 to the &ole Polytechnique, where he 
displayed, in addition to great intelligence, the strenuous applica- 
tion that marked him all his life. His tendency to rebellion against 
authority, however, was also strongly developed already, and be- 
fore he had been there five years he was involved in a mutiny 
which resulted in the break-up of the school. I n  1816 he returned 
to Paris to make his living by teaching mathematics. 

Saint-Simon.-About 1818 Comte became associated with 
Saint-Simon, who was destined to exercise a very decisive in- 
fluence upon the turn of his speculation. In  after years he so 
far forgot himself as to  write of Saint-Simon as a depraved 
quack, and to deplore his connection with him as purely mis- 
chievous. While the connection lasted he thought very differently. 
Saint-Simon is described as the most estimable and lovable of 
men, and the most delightful in his relations; he is one of the 
most worthy of philosophers. The most cursory glance into 
Saint-Simon's writings is enough to reveal the thread of con- 
nection between the ingenious visionary and the systematic 
thinker, though this is not to  deny either Comte's originality of 
thought or his superiority to Saint-Simon. I t  was undoubtedly 
Saint-Simon who launched him, to take Comte's own word, by 
suggesting what became the two starting points of the Comtist 
system-first, that political phenomena are as capable of being 
grouped under laws as other phenomena; and second, that the 
true destination of philosophy must be social, and the true object 
of the thinker, the reorganization of the moral, religious and 
political systems. The occasion resulting in the breach between 
them (1824) was an attempt on Saint-Simon's part to print a 
production of Comte's as if i t  were in some sort connected with 
Saint-Simon's schemes of social reorganization. Not only was the 
breach not repaired, but long afterwards Comte, as we have said, 
with painful ungraciousness took to calling the encourager of his 
youth by very hard names. 

I n  Le Producteur Comte began to expound the philosophic ideas 
that were now maturing in his mind. He announced a course of 
lectures (1826), which it  was hoped would bring money as well 
as fame, and which were t o  be the first dogmatic exposition of the 
Positive philosophy. These attracted hearers so eminent as Hum- 
boldt the cosmologist, Poinsot the geometer, and Blainville the 
physiologist. 

Unhappily, after the third lecture of the course, Comte suffered 
a severe attack of cerebral derangement. H e  did not recover 
his health for more than a year, and as soon as convalescence set 
in he was seized by so profound a melancholy at  the disaster 
which had thus overtaken him, that he threw himself into the 
Seine. Fortunately he was rescued, and the shock did not stay his 
return to mental soundness. 

T h e  Coarse of Posi t ive Ph i losophy  began to be published in 
1830; the lectures were renewed in 1828. In  1833 he was appointed 
examiner of the boys who in the various provincial schools 
aspired to  enter the &ole Polytechnique a t  Paris. This and 
two other engagements as  a teacher of mathematics secured 
him an income of some £400 a year. H e  made M. Guizot, then 
Louis Philippe's minister, the important proposal to establish a 
chair of general history of the sciences. If there are four chairs, 
he argued, devoted to the history of philosophy, that is to say, 
the minute study of all sorts of dreams and aberrations through 
the ages, surely there ought to  be at  least one to  explain the 
formation and progress of our real knowledge. This wise sugges- 
tion, still unfulfilled, was a t  first welcomed, according to Comte's 
own account, by Guizot's philosophic instinct, and then repulsed 
by his "metaphysical rancour." 

Every year from 1831 to 1848 he delivered a course of gratui- 
tous lectures on astronomy, and this public spirit showed itself 
in other ways. H e  was imprisoned for refusing to serve in the 

National guard, his position being that, as a republican, though 
he would not take arms against the new monarchy, he would take 
no oath to  defend it. His only relaxation was the opera, to which 
he was devoted. 

In  1842, as already stated, the last volume of the Positive Plzil- 
osophy was given to the public; but instead of the contentment 
which he had earned by 12 years' hard work, Cornte found him- 
self in the midst of a sea of small trguble. First in 1842 he sep- 
arated from his wife. Next, a lawsuit with his publisher, who 
inserted in the sixth volume a protest against a certain footnote, 
in which Comte had used some hard words about Arago. Comte 
threw himself into the suit with energy and won it. Third and 
worst of all, in a preface to the sixth volume, he deliberately 
angered the men on whom depended his annual re-election to 
the post of examiner for the Polytechnic school. The result was 
that he lost the appointment, and with it, one-half of his in- 
come. This was the occasion of an episode which is of more than 
merely personal interest. 

J. S. Mil l  was in correspondence with Comte before 1842. 
He had been greatly impressed by Comte's philosophic ideas; 
Mill admits that his own System of Logic owes many valuable 
thoughts to Comte, and that, in the portion of that work which 
treats of the logic of the moral sciences, a radical improvement in 
the conceptions of logical method was derived from the Positive 
Philosoplty. Their correspondence turned principally upon the 
questions of the equality between men and women, and of the 
expediency and constitution of a sacerdotal or spiritual order. 
When Comte found himself straitened. he confided the entire 
circumstances to Xlill. As might be supposed by those who know 
the affectionate anxiety with which Mill regarded the welfare 
of any one whom he believed to be doing good work in the world, 
he at  once took pains to  have Comte's loss of income made up 
to him, until Comte should have had time to repair that loss by 
his own endeavour. Mill persuaded Grote, Molesworth, and 
Raikes Currie to advance the sun1 of £ 240. At the end of the year 
(1845) Comte had taken no steps to enable himself to dispense 
with the aid of the three Englishmen. Mill applied to them again, 
but with the exception of Grote, who sent a small sum, they gave 
Comte to understand that they expected him to earn his own 
living. Mill had suggested to Comte that he should write articles 
for the English periodicals, and expressed his own willingness to 
translate any such articles from the French. Comte at.first fell 
in with the plan, but he speedily surprised and disconcerted Mill 
by boldly taking up the position of "high moral magistrate," and 
accusing the three defaulting contributors of a scandalous falling 
away from righteousness and a high mind. Mill was chilled by 
these pretensions; and the correspondence came to an end. There 
is something to be said for both sides. Comte, regarding himself 
as the promoter of a great scheme for the benefit of humanity, 
might reasonably look for the support of his friends in the ful- 
filment of his designs, but his subsequent attitude of censorious 
condemnation put him entirely in the wrong. 

From 1845 to 1848 Comte lived as best he could, as well as 
made his wife her allowance, on an income of fzoo a year. His 
little account books of income and outlay, with every item en- 
tered down to a few hours before his death, are accurate and neat 
enough to have satisfied an ancient Roman householder. In  
1848, through no fault of his own, his salary was reduced to £80. 
LittrC and others, with Comte's approval, published an appeal for 
subscriptions, and on the money thus contributed Comte sub- 
sisted for the remaining nine years of his life. By 1852 the sub- 
sidy produced as much as £200 a year. I t  is worth noticing that 
Mill was one of the subscribers, and that LittrC continued his as- 
sistance after he had been driven from Comte's society by his 
high pontifical airs. R e  are sorry not to be able to  record any 
similar trait of magnanimity on Comte's part. His character, 
admirable as it is for firmness, for intensity, for inexorable will, 
for iron devotion to what he thought the service of mankind, yet 
offers few of those softening qualities that make us love good 
men and pity bad ones. 

Comte's L i t e r a r y  Method.-It is best to  think of him only as 
the intellectual worker, pursuing in uncomforted obscurity the 



laborious and absorbing task to which he had given up his whole 
!ife. His singularly conscientious fashion of elaborating his ideas 
made the mental strain more intense than even so exhausting a 
work as the abstract exposition of the principles of positive science 
need have been. We did not write down a word until he had first 
composed the whole matter in his mind. When he had thoroughly 
meditated every sentence, he sat down to write, and then, such 
was the grip of his memory, the exact order of his thoughts came 
back to him, and he wrote down what he had intended to write, 
without the aid of a note. I t  is hardly possible, however, to 
share the admiration expressed by some of Comte's disciples for 
his style. When compared with such philosophic writing as 
Hume's, Diderot's, Berkeley's, then Comte's manner is heavy, 
laboured, monotonous, without relief and without light. Only the 
interest of the matter prevents one from thinking of Rivarol's 
ill-natured remark upon Condorcet, that he wrote with opium on 
a page of lead. The general effect is impressive, not by any vir- 
tues of style, but by reason of the magnitude and importance of 
the undertaking and the visible conscientiousness and the grasp 
with which it is executed. I t  is by sheer strength of thought, by 
the vigorous perspicacity with which he strikes the lines of 
cleavage of his subject, that he makes his way into the mind of 
the reader; in the presence of gifts of this power we need not 
quarrel with an ungainly style. 

Comte pursued one practice which ought to be mentioned in 
connection with his personal history, the practice of what he 
styled hygiZne ce're'brale. After he had acquired what he con- 
sidered to be a sufficient stock of material, and this happened 
before he had completed the Positive Pkilosophy, he abstained 
from reading newspapers, reviews, scientific transactions and 
everything else, except two or three poets (notably Dante) and 
the Zmitatio Christ;. I t  is true that his friends kept him informed 
of what was going on in the scientific world. Still this partial di- 
vorce of himself from the record of the social and scientific 
activity of his time, though it  may save a thinker from the de- 
plorable evils of dispersion, moral and intellectual, accounts in no 
small measure for the exaggerated egoism, and the absence of all 
feeling for reality which marked Comte's later days. 

I n  1845 Comte made the acquaintance of Madame Clotilde de 
Vaux. Very little is known about her qualities. Her letters speak 
well for her good sense and good feeling, and it  would have been 
better for Comte's later work if she had survived to exert a 
wholesome restraint on his exaltation. Their friendship had only 
lasted a year when she died (1846), but the period was long 
enough to give her memory a supreme ascendancy in Comte's 
mind. After her death Comte was inconsolable, he visited her 
tomb every week and invoked her memory three times every day. 

Comte lost no time, after the completion of his Course o f  Posi- 
tive Philosophy, in proceeding with the System o f  Posifive Polity, 
for which the earlier work was designed to be a foundation. The 
first volume was published in 1851, and the fourth and last in 
1854. I n  1848 when the political air was charged with stimulating 
elements, he founded the Positive society, with the expectation 
that it might grow into a reunion as powerful over the new revolu- 
tion as the Jacobin club had been in the revolution of 1789. The 
hope mas not fulfilled, but a certain number of philosophic dis- 
ciples gathered round Comte, and eventually formed themselves, 
under the guidance of the new ideas of the latter half of his life, 
into a kind of church, for whose use was drawn up the Positivist 
Calefzdar (1849), in which the names of those who had advanced 
civilization replaced the titles of the saints. Gutenberg and 
Shakespeare were among the patrons of the thirteen months in 
this calendar. In  the years 1849, 1850 and 1851, Comte gave 
three courses of lectures a t  the Palais Royal. They were gratui- 
tous and popular, and in them he boldly advanced the whole of his 
doctrine, as well as the direct and immediate pretensions of him- 
self and hi3 system. The third course ended in the following un- 
compromising terms "In the name of the past and of the future, 
the servants of humanity-both its philosophical and its practical 
servants-come forward to claim as their due the general direction 
of this world. Their object is to constitute at length a real Provi- 
derice in all departments-moral, intellectual and material, Con- 

sequently they exclude once for all from political supremacy all 
the different servants of God-Catholic, Protestant or Deist-as 
being a t  once behindhand and a cause of disturbance." A few 
weeks after this invitation, a very different person stepped for- 
ward to constitute himself a real Providence. 

T h e  Catechism of Posi t ivism was published in 1852. I n  the 
preface Comte took occasion to express his approval of Louis 
Napoleon's c o l ~ p  d' &tat of the 2nd of December-"a fortunate 
crisis which has set aside the parliamentary system and instituted 
a dictatorial republic." Whatever we may think of the political 
sagacity of such a judgment it is due to Comte to say that he did 
not expect to see his dictatorial republic transformed into a 
dynastic empire, and next, that he did expect from the Man of 
December freedom of the press and of public meeting. Hls later 
hero was the emperor Nicholas, "the only statesman in Christen- 
dom"-as unlu~ky  a judgment as that which placed Dr. Franca in 
the Comtist Calendar. Comte died of cancer on Sept. 5, 1857. 
By his will he appointed 13 executors who were to preserve his 
rooms a t  10 rue hlonsieur-le-Prince as the headquarters of the 
new religion of Humanity. 

E a r l y  Writings.-In proceeding to give an outline of Comte's 
system, we shall consider the Positive Polity as the more or less 
legitimate sequel of the Positive Philosophy, notwithstanding 
the deep gulf which so eminent a critic as J. S. Mill insisted 
upon fixing between the earlier and the later work. His letters 
when he was a young man of one-and-twenty, and before he had 
published a word, show how strongly present the social motive 
was in his mind, and in what little account he should hold his 
scientific works, if he did not perpetually think of their utility 
for the species. "I feel," he wrote, "that such scientific reputation 
as I might acquire would give more value, more weight, more 
useful influence to my political sermons." In  1822 he published 
a Plan of the Scientific Works  necessary to reorganize Society. In  
this he points out that modern society is passing through a great 
crisis, due to the conflict of two opposing movements; the first, 
a disorganizing movement owing to the break-up of old institu- 
tions and beliefs; the second, a movement towards a definite 
social state, in which all means of human prosperity will receive 
their most complete development and most direct application. 
How is this crisis to  be dealt with? What are the undertakings 
necessary in order to pass successfully through it towards an 
organic state? The answer to this is that there are two series of 
works. The first is theoretic or spiritual, aiming at the develop- 
ment of a new principle of co-ordinating social relations, and the 
formation of the system of general ideas which are destined to 
guide society. The second work is practical or temporal; it settles 
the distribution of power, and the institutions that are most con- 
formable to the spirit of the system which has previously been 
thought out in the course of the theoretic work. As the practical 
work depends on the conclusions of the theoretical, the latter 
must obviously come first in order of execution. 

I n  1826 this was pushed farther in a most remarkable piece 
called Consideraf io?~~ on the Spiritual Power-the main object 
of which is to demonstrate the necessity of instituting a spiritual 
power, distinct from the temporal power and independent of it. 
In  examining the conditions of a spiritual power proper for mod- 
ern times, he indicates in so many terms the presence in his mind 
of a direct analogy between his proposed spiritual power and the 
functions of the catholic clergy a t  the time of its greatest vigour 
and most complete independence-that is to say from about the 
middle of the 11th century, until towards the end of the 13th. 
H e  refers to D e  Maistre's memorable book, Du Pape, as the most 
profound, accurate and methodical account of the old spiritual 
organization, and starts from that as the model to be adapted to 
the changed intellectual and social conditions of the modern 
time. I n  the Positive Philosophy, again (vol. v.p.344), he dis- 
tinctly says that catholicism, reconstituted as a system on new 
intellectual foundations, would finally preside over the spiritual 
reorganization of modern society. Much else could be quoted 
to the same effect. If unity of career, then, means that Comte 
from the beginning designed the institution of a spiritual power, 
and the systematic reorganization. of life, it is difficult to deny him 
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whatever credit that unity may be worth, and the credit is per- 
haps not particularly great. Even the readaptation of the catholic 
system to a scientific doctrine was plainly in his mind j o  years 
before the final execution of Positive Polity, though it is difficult 
to believe that he foresaw the religious mysticism in which the 
task was to land him. A great analysis was to precede a great 
synthesis, but it  was the synthesis on which Comte's vision was 
centred from the first. Let us first sketch the nature of the 
analysis. Society is to be reorganized On the base of knowledge. 
What is the sum and significance of knowledge? That is the ques- 
tion which Comte's first master-work professes to answer. 

T h e  Law of t h e  Three  States.-The Positi.de Philosophy opens 
with the statement of a certain law of which Comte was the 
discoverer, and which has aIways been treated both by dis- 
ciples and dissidents as the key to his system. This is the Law 
of the Three States. I t  is as follows: Each of our leading con- 
ceptions, each branch of out knowledge, passes successively 
through three different phases; there are three different ways 
in which the human mind explains phenomena, each way follow- 
ing the other in order. These three stages are the theological, the 
metaphysical and the positive. Knowledge, or a branch of knowl- 
edge is, in the theological state, when i t  supposes the phenomena 
under consideration to be due to immediate volition, either in the 
object or in some supernatural being. I n  the metaphysical state, 
for volition is substituted abstract force residing in the object, 
yet existing independently of the object; the phenomena are 
viewed as if apart from the bodies manifesting them; and the 
properties of each substance have attributed to them an existence 
distinct from that substance. In the positive state inherent voli- 
tion or external volition and inherent force or abstraction per- 
sonified have both disappeared from men's minds, and the ex- 
planation of a phenomenon means a reference of it, by way of suc- 
cession or resemblance, to some other phenomenon-means the 
establishment of a relation between the given fact and some 
more general fact. In  the theological and metaphysical state 
men seek a cause or an essence; in the positive they are content 
with a law. T o  borrow an illustration from an able English dis- 
ciple of Comte:-"Take the phenomenon of the sleep produced 
by opium. The Arabs are content to attribute it  to the 'will of 
God.' Moliere's medical student accounts for i t  by a soporific 
prilzciple contained in the opium. The modern physiologist knows 
that he cannot account for it  a t  all. H e  can simply observe, 
analyse and experiment upon the phenomena attending the action 
of the drug and classify it  with other agents analogous in char- 
acter."-(Dr. Bridges). 

The first and greatest aim of the positive philosophy is to 
advance the study of society into the third of the three stages- 
to remove social phenomena from the sphere of theological and 
metaphysical conceptions, and to introduce among them the same 
scientific observation of their laws which has given us physics, 
chemistry, physiology. Social physics will consist of the condi- 
tions and relations of the facts of society, and will have two de- 
partments-one, statical, containing the laws of order; the other 
dynamical, containing the laws of progress. While men's minds 
were in the theological state, political events, for example, were 
explained by the will of the gods, and political authority based on 
divine right. In  the metaphysical state of mind, then, to retain 
our instance, political authority was based on the sovereignty of 
the people, and social facts were explained by the figment of a 
falling away from a state of nature. When the positive method 
has been finally extended to society, as it  has been to chemistry 
and physiology, these social facts will be resolved, as their ulti- 
mate analyses, into relations with one another, and instead of 
seeking causes in the old sense of the word, men will only examine 
the conditions of social existence. When that stage has been 
reached, not merely the greater part, but the whole of our knowl- 
edge, will be impressed with one character, the character, namely, 
of positivity or scientificalness: and all our conceptions in every 
part of knowledge will be thoroughly homogeneous. The gains of 
such a change are enormous. The new philosophical unity will 
now in its turn regenerate all the elements that went to  its own 
formation. The mind will pursue knowledge without the wasteful 

jar and friction of conflicting methods and mutually hostile con- 
ceptions; education will be regenerated; and society will reor- 
ganize itself on the only possible solid base-a homogeneous 
philosophy. 

Classification of Sciences.-The Positive Plzilosophy has an- 
other object besides the demonstration of the necessity and pro- 
priety of a science of society. This object is to show the sciences 
as branches from a single trunk-is to give to science the en- 
semble or spirit or generality hitherto confined to philosophy, and 
to give to philosophy the rigour and solidity of science. Comte's 
special object is a study of social physics, a science that before his 
advent was still to be formed; his second object is a review of 
the methods and leading generalities of all the positive sciences 
already formed, so that we nlay know both what system of in- 
quiry to follow in our new science, and also where the new science 
will stand in relation to  other knowledge. 

The first step in this direction is to arrange scientific method 
and positive knowledge in order, and this brings us to  another 
cardinal element in the Comtist system, the classification of the 
sciences. In the front of the inquiry lies one main division, that, 
namely, between speculative and practical knowledge. With the 
latter we have no concern. Speculative or theoretic knowledge is 
divided into abstract and concrete. The former is concerned with 
the laws that regulate phenomena in all conceivable cases: the 
latter is concerned with the application of these laws Concrete 
science relates to objects or beings; abstract science to events. 
The former is particular or descriptive; the latter is general. 
Thus, physiology is an abstract science; but zoology is concrete. 
Chemistry is abstract; mineralogy is concrete. I t  is the method 
and knowledge of the abstract sciences that the positive philoso- 
phy has to reorganize in a great whole. 

Comte's principle of classification is that the dependence and 
order of scientific study follows the dependence of the phenomena. 
Thus, as has been said, it  represents both the objective dependence 
of the phenomena and the subjective dependence of our means of 
knowing them. The more particular and complex phenomena 
depend upon the simpler and more general. The latter are the 
more easy to study. Therefore science will begin with those at- 
tributes of objects which are most general, and pass on gradually 
to other attributes that are combined in greater complexity. Thus, 
too, each science rests on the truths of the sciences that precede 
it, while it  adds to them the truths by which it  is itself constituted. 
Comte's series or hierarchy is arranged as follows:- ( I )  Mathe- 
matics (that is, number, geometry, and mechanics), ( 2 )  Astron- 
omy, (3)  Physics, (4) Chemistry, (5 )  Biology, (6) Sociology. 
Each of the members of this series is one degree more special 
than the member before it, and depends upon the facts of all 
the members preceding it, and cannot be fully understood with- 
out them. I t  follows that the crowning science of the hierarchy 
dealing with the phenomena of human society will remain longest 
under the influence of theological dogmas and abstract figments, 
and will be the last to pass into the positive stage. You cannot 
discover the relations of the facts of human society without 
reference to the conditions of animal life; you cannot under- 
stand the conditions of animal life without the laws of chemistry; 
and so with the rest. 

This arrangement of the sciences, and the Law of the Three 
States, are together explanatory of the course of human thought 
and knowledge. They are thus the double key of Comte's system- 
atization of the philosophy of all the sciences from mathematics 
to physiology, and his analysis of social evolution, which is the 
base of sociology. Each science contributes its philosophy. The 
co-ordination of all these partial philosophies produces the gen- 
eral positive philosophy. Thousands had cultivated science, and 
with splendid success; not one had conceived the philosophy 
which the sciences when organized would naturally evolve. A few 
had seen the necessity of extending the scientific method to all 
enquiries, but no one had seen how this was to be effected. . . . 
The positive philosophy is novel as a philosophy, not as a collec- 
tion of truths never before suspected. I t s  novelty is the organiza- 
tion of existing elements. I ts  very principle implies the absorption 
of all that great thinkers had achieved; while incorporating their 
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results it extended their methods. . . . What tradition brought 
was the results; what Comte brought was the organization of these 
results. He always claimed to be the founder of the positive 
philosophy. That he had every right to such a title is demon- 
strable to all who distinguish between the positive sciences and 
the philosophy which co-ordinated the truths and methods of 
these sciences into a doctrine-(G. H .  Lewes). 

Comte's classification of the sciences has been subjected to a 
vigorous criticism by Herbert Spencer. Spencer's two chief points 
are these:-(I) He denies that the principle of the development 
of the sciences is the principle of decreasing generality; he asserts 
that there are as many examples of the advent of a science being 
determined by increasing generality as by increasing speciality. 
( 2 )  H e  holds that any grouping of the sciences in a succession 
gives a radically wrong idea of their genesis and their interde- 
pendence; no true filiation exists; no science develops itself in iso- 
lation; no one is independent, either logically or historically. 
LittrC, by fa r  the most eminent of the scientific followers of 
Comte, concedes a certain force to  Spencer's objections, and 
makes certain secondary modifications in the hierarchy in con- 
sequence, while still cherishing his faith in the Comtist theory of 
the sciences. J. S. Mill, while admitting the objections as good, 
if Comte's arrangement pretended t o  be the only one possible, 
still holds the arrangement as tenable for the purpose with which 
it was devised. G. H. Lewes asserts against Spencer that the 
arrangement in a series is necessary, on grounds similar to those 
which require that the various truths constituting a science should 
be systematically co-ordinated, although in nature the phenomena 
are intermingled. 

The first three volumes of the Positive Pl~ilosophy contain an 
exposition of the partial philosophies of the five sciences that pre- 
cede sociology in the hierarchy. Their value has usually been 
placed very low by the special followers of the sciences concerned; 
they say that the knowledge is second-hand, is pot coherent, 
and is too confidently taken for final. The Comtist replies that 
the task is philosophic, and is not to be judged by the minute 
accuracies of science. In  these three volumes Comte took the 
sciences roughly as he found them. His eminence as a man of 
science must be measured by his only original work in that de- 
partment-the construction, namely, of the new science of society. 
This work is accomplished in the last three volumes of the Posi- 
tive Pl~ilosophy, and the second and third volumes of the Positive 
Polity. The Comtist maintains that even if these five volumes 
together fail in laying down correctly and finally the lines of the 
new science, still they are the first solution of a great problem 
hitherto unattempted. "Modern biology has got beyond Aristotle's 
conception; but in the construction of the biological science, not 
even the most unphilosophical biologist would fail to recognize 
the value of Aristotle's attempt. So for sociology. Subsequent 
sociologists may have conceivably to  remodel the whole science, 
yet not the less will they recognize the merit of the first work 
which has facilitated their labours."-(Congreve). 

Sociological Conceptions.-lye shall now briefly describe 
Comte's principal conceptions in sociology, his position in respect 
to which is held by himself, and by others, to raise him to the 
level of Descartes or Leibnitz. Of course the first step was to ap- 
proach the phenomena of human character and social existence 
with the expectation of finding them as reducible to general laws 
as the other phenomena of the universe, and with the hope of 
exploring these laws by the same instruments of observation and 
verification as had done such triumphant work in the case of the 
latter. Comte separates the collective facts of society and history 
from the individual phenomena of biology; then he withdraws 
these collective facts from the region of external volition, and 
places them in the region of law. The facts of history must be 
explained, not by providential interventions, but by referring 
them to conditions inherent in the successive stages of social 
existence. &This conception makes a science of society possible. 
What is the method? I t  comprises, besides observation and ex- 
periment (which is, in fact, only the observation of abnormal 
social states), a certain peculiarity of verification. We begin by 
deducing every well-known historical situation from the series 

of its antecedents. Thus we acquire a body of empirical generai- 
izations as to  social phenomena, and then we connect the general- 
izations with the positive theory of human nature. A sociological 
demonstration lies in the establishment of an accordance between 
the conclusions of historical analysis and the preparatory concep- 
tions of biological theory. As Mill puts it:-"If a sociological 
theory, collected from historical evidence. contratlicts the estab- 
lished general laws of human nature; if (to use M. Comte's 
instances) it  implies, in the mass of mankind, any very decided 
and natural bent, either in a good or in a bad direction; if it 
supposes that the reason in average human beings predominates 
over the desires, or the disinterested desires over the personal- 
we may know that history has been misinterpreted, and that the 
theory is false. On the other hand, if laws of social phenomena, 
empirically generalized from history, can, when once suggested, 
be affiliated to  the known laws of human nature; if the direction 
actually taken by the developments and changes of human society 
can be seen to be such as the properties of man and of his dwell- 
ing-place made antecedently probable, the empirical generaliza- 
tions are raised into positive laws, and sociology becomes a 
science." The result of this method is an exhibition of the events 
of human experience in co-ordinated series that manifest their 
own graduated connection. 

Next, as all investigation proceeds from that which is known 
best to that which is unknown or less well known, and as, in social 
states, i t  is the collective phenomenon that is more easy of access 
to the observer than its parts, therefore we must consider and 
pursue all the elements of a given social state together and in 
common. The social organization must be viewed and explored 
as a whole. There is a nexus between each leading group of social 
phenomena and other leading groups; if there is a change in one 
of them, that change is accompanied by a corresponding modifica- 
tion of all the rest. "Not only must political institutions and 
social manners on the one hand, and manners and ideas on the 
other, be always mutually connected; but further, this consoli- 
dated whole must be always connected by its nature with the 
corresponding state of the integral development of humanity con- 
sidered in all aspects of intellectual, moral and physical ac- 
tivity."-(Comte). 

Is  there any one element which communicates the decisive im- 
pulse to all the rest-any predominating agency in the course of 
social evolution? The answer is that all the other parts of social 
existence are associated with, and drawn along by, the contem- 
porary condition of intellectual development. The reason is the 
superior and preponderant element which settles the direction in 
which all the other faculties shall expand. "It is only through 
the more and more marked influence of the reason over the general 
conduct of man and of society, that the gradual march of our 
race has attained that regularity and persevering continuity which 
distinguish it  so radically from the desultory and barren expan- 
sion of even the highest animal orders, which share, and with 
enhanced strength the appetites, the passions, and even the pri- 
mary sentiments of man." The history of intellectual develop- 
ment, therefore, is the key to social evolution, and the key to 
the history of intellectual development is the law of the Three 
States. 

Among other central thoughts in Comte's explanation of his- 
tory are these:-The displacement of theological by positive con- 
ceptions has been accompanied by a gradual rise of an industrial 
rCgime out of the military rCgime; the great permanent contri- 
bution of catholicism was the separation which it  set up between 
the temporal and the spiritual powers; the progress of the race 
consists in the increasing preponderance of the distinctively human 
elements over the animal elements; the absolute tendency of 
ordinary social theories will be replaced by an unfailing adher- 
ence to the relative point of view, and from this i t  follows that 
the social state, regarded as a whole, has been as perfect in each 
period as the co-existing condition of humanity and its environ- 
ment would allow. 

The elaboration of these ideas in relation to  the histcry of the 
civilization of the most advanced portion of the human race oc- 
cupies two of the volumes of the Positive Plzilorophy, and has 



been accepted by very different schools as a masterpiece of rich, 
luminous, and far-reaching suggestion. Whatever additions it may 
receive, and whatever corrections it  may require, this analysis 
of social evolution will continue to be regarded as one of the 
great achievements of human intellect. 

The third volume of the Positive Polity treats of social 
dynamics, and takes us again over the ground of historic evolu- 
tion. I t  abounds with remarks of extraordinary fertility and com- 
prehensiveness, but i t  is often arbitrary; and its views of the past 
are strained into coherence with the statical views of the pre- 
ceding volume. As it  was composed in rather less than six months, 
and as the author honestly warns us that he has given all his at- 
tention to a more profound co-ordination, instead of working out 
the special explanations more fully, as  he had promised, we need 
not be surprised if the result is disappointing to those who had 
mastered the corresponding portion of the Positive Plzilosoplzy. 
Comte explains the difference between his two works. In the 
first his "chief object was to  discover and demonstrate the laws 
of progress, and to exhibit in one unbroken sequence the collec- 
tive destinies of mankind, till then invariably regarded as a series 
of events w h o l l ~  beyond the reach of explanation, and almost de- 
pending on arbitrary will. The present work, on the contrary, 
is addressed to those who are already sufficiently convinced of 
the certain existence of social laws, and desire only to  have them 
reduced to a true and conclusive system." 

T h e  Posi t ivis t  System.-The main principles of the Comtian 
system are derived from the Positive Polity and from two other 
works,-the Positivist Catechism; a Su7nntary Exposition of tlze 
Universal Religion, in twelve Dialogues between a Woman and a 
Priest of Humanity; and second, The Subjective Synthesis (1856), 
which is the first and only volume of a work upon mathematics 
announced a t  the end of the Positive Plzilosoplzy. The system for 
which the Positive Philosophy is alleged to have been the scien- 
tific preparation contains a polity and a religion; a complete 
arrangement of life in all its aspects giving a wider sphere 
to intellect, energy and feeling than could be found in any of 
the previous organic types-Greek, Roman, or Catholic-feudal. 
Comte's immense superiority over such pre-revolutionary utopians 
as the Abbe Saint Pierre, no less than over the group of post- 
revolutionary utopians, is especially visible in this firm grasp of 
the cardinal truth that the improvement of the social organism 
can only be effected by a moral development, and never by any 
changes in mere political mechanism, or any violences in the way 
of an artificial redistribution of wealth. A moral transformation 
must precede any real advance. The aim, both in public and pri- 
vate  life, is to  secure to  the utmost possible extent the victory 
of the social feeling over self-love, or altruism over e g o i ~ r n . ~  This 
is the key to the regeneration of social existence, as i t  is the key 
to that unity of individual life which makes all our energies con- 
verge freely and without wasteful friction towards a common end. 
What are the instruments for securing the preponderance of 
altruism? Clearly they must work from the strongest element in 
human nature, and this element is feeling or the heart. Under the 
catholic system the supremacy of feeling was abused, and the 
intellect was made its slave. Then followed a revolt of intellect 
against sentiment. The business of the new system will be to 
bring back the intellect into a condition, not of slavery, but of 
willing ministry to  the feelings. The subordination never was, 
and never will be, effected except by means of a religion, and a 
religion to be final, must include a harmonious synthesis of all 
our conceptions of the external order of the universe. The char- 
acteristic basis of a religion is the existence of a power without 
us, so superior to  ourselves as to command the complete sub- 
mission of our whole life. This basis is to be found in the positive 
stage in humanity, past, present and to come, conceived as the 
Great Being. 

"A deeper study of the great universal order reveals to us a t  
length the ruling power within it of the true Great Being, whose 
destiny it is to  bring that order continually to perfection by con- 
stantly conforming to its laws, and which thus best represents to 
us that system as a whole. This undeniable Providence, the su- 

lFor Comte's place in the history of ethical theory see ETHICS. 

preme dispenser of our destinies, becomes in the natural course 
the common centre of our affectioqs, our thoughts and our actions. 
Although this Great Being evidently exceeds the utmost strength 
of any, even of any collective, human force, its necessary consti- 
tution and its peculiar function endow it with the truest sympathy 
towards all its servants. The least amongst us can and ought con- 
stantly to aspire to  maintain and even to improve this Being. 
This natural object of all our activity, both public and private, 
determines the true general character of the rest of our exist- 
ence, whether in feeling or in thought; which must be devoted 
to love, and to know, in order rightly to  serve our Providence, 
by a wise use of all the means which i t  furnishes to  us. Recip- 
rocally this continued service, whilst strengthening our true unity, 
renders us at  once both happier and better." 

T h e  e x a l t a t i o n  of h u m a n i t y  into the throne occupied by the 
Supreme Being under monotheistic systems made all the rest of 
Comte's construction easy enough. Utility remains the test of 
every institution, impulse, act;  his fabric becomes substantially 
an arch of utilitarian propositions, with an artificial Great Being 
inserted a t  the top to  keep them in their place. The Comtist 
system is utilitarianism crowned by a fantastic decoration. Trans- 
lated into the plainest English, the position is as follows: "So- 
ciety can only be regenerated by the greater subordination of 
politics to morals, by the moralization of capital, by the renova- 
tion of the family, by a higher conception of marriage, and so 
on. These ends can only be reached by a heartier development of 
the sympathetic instincts. The sympathetic instincts can only 
be developed by the religion of humanity." Looking a t  this prob- 
lem in this way, even a moralist who does not expect theology to 
be the instrument of social revival, might still ask whether the 
sympathetic instincts will not necessarily be already developed 
to their highest point, before people will be persuaded to accept 
the religion, which is a t  the bottom hardly more than sympathy 
under a more imposing name. However that may be, the whole 
battle-into which we shall not enter-as to the legitimateness 
of Comtism as a religion turns upon this erection of humanity 
into a Being. The various hypotheses, dogmas, proposals, as to 
the family, t o  capital, etc., are merely propositions measurable 
by considerations of utility and a balance of expediencies. Many 
of these proposals are of the highest interest, and many of them 
are actually available; but there does not seem to be one of 
them of an available kind, which could not equally well be ap- 
proached from other sides, and even incorporated in some radi- 
cally antagonistic system. Adoption, for example, as a practice for 
improving the happiness of families and the welfare of society, 
is capable of being weighed, and can in truth only be weighed, 
by utilitarian considerations, and has been commended by men 
to whom the Comtist religion is naught. The singularity of 
Comte's construction, and the test by which it  must be tried, is 
the transfer of the worship and discipline of catholicism to a sys- 
tem in which "the conception of God is superseded" by the ab- 
stract idea of humanity, conceived as a kind of personality. 

And when all is said, the invention does not help us. We have 
still to settle what is for the good of humanity, and we can only 
do that in the old-fashioned way. There is no guidance in the 
conception. No effective unity can follow from it, because you 
can only find out the right and wrong of a given course by sum- 
ming up the advantages and disadvantages, and striking a bal- 
ance, and there is nothing in the religion of humanity to force two 
men to find the balance on the same side. The Comtists are no 
better off than other utilitarians in judging policy, events, conduct. 

The particularities of the worship, its minute and truly in- 
genious re-adaptations of sacraments, prayers, reverent signs, 
down even to the invocation of a New Trinity, need not detain 
us. They are said, though it  is not easy to believe, to  have been 
elaborated by way of Utopia. If so, no Utopia has ever yet  bee^ 
presented in a style so little calculated to stir the imagination, to  
warm the feelings, to  soothe the insurgency of the r$ason. I t  is 
a mistake to present a great body of hypotheses-if Comte meant 
them for hypotheses-in the most dogmatic and peremptory form 
to which language can lend itself. And there is no more extraor- 
dinary thing in the history of opinion than the perversity with 
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which Comte has succeeded in clothing a philosophic doctrine, so 
intrinsically conciliatory as his, in a shape that excites so little 
sympathy and gives so much provocation. An enemy defined 
Comtism as catholicism m i ~ z u s  Christianity, to  which an able 
champion retorted by calling i t  catholicism plus science. Comte's 
Utopia has pleased the followers of the catholic, just as little as 
those of the scientific spirit. 

The elaborate and minute systematization of life, proper to the 
religion of humanity, is to be directed by a priesthood. The priests 
are to possess neither wealth nor material power; they are not to 
command but to counsel; their authority is to rest on persuasion, 
not on force. When religion has become positive and society in- 
dustrial, then the influence of the Church upon the State becomes 
really free and independent, which was not the case in the middle 
ages. The power of the priesthood rests upon the special knowl- 
edge of man and nature; but to this intellectual eminence must 
also be added moral power and a certain greatness of character, 
without which force of intellect and completeness of attainment 
will not receive the confidence they ought to inspire. The func- 
tions of the priesthood are of this kind:-To exercise a sys- 
tematic direction over education; to hold a consultative influence 
over all the important acts of actual life, public and private; t o  
arbitrate in cases of practical conflict; to preach sermons recalling 
those principles of generality and universal harmony which our 
special activities dispose us to ignore; to  order the due classifica- 
tion of society; to perform the various ceremonies appointed by 
the founder of the religion. The authority of the priesthood is 
to  rest wholly on voluntary adhesion, and there is to be perfect 
freedom of speech and discussion. This provision hardly consists 
with Comte's congratulations to the tsar Kicholas on the "wise 
vigilance" with which he kept watch over the importation of west- 
ern books. 
The Condition o f  Women had always powerfully impressed 

Comte; to  him it  seemed absolutely essentidl to  elevate it. 
( S e e  a remarkable passage in his letters to M. Valat, pp. 84-87.) 
His friendship with Madame de 17aux had deepened the impres- 
sion, and in the reconstructed society women are to play a highly 
important part. They are to be carefully excluded from public 
action, but they are to  do many more important things than 
things political. T o  fit them for their functions they are to be 
raised above material cares, and they are to  be thoroughly edu- 
cated. The family, which is so important an element of the 
Comtist scheme of things, exists to carry the influence of woman 
over man to the highest point of cultivation. Through affection 
;he purifies the activity of man. "Superior in power of affection, 
more able to keep both the intellectual and the active powers in 
continual subordination to feeling, women are formed as the 
natural intermediaries between humanity and man. The Great 
Being confides specially to  them its moral providence, maintain- 
ing through them the direct and constant cultivation of universal 
affection, in the midst of all the distractions of thought or action, 
which are for ever withdrawing men from its influence. . . . 
Besides the uniform influence of every woman on every man, to 
attach him to humanity, such is the importance and the difficulty 
of this ministry that each of us should be placed under the special 
guidance of one of these angels, to  answer for him, as it  were, 
to  the Great Being. This moral guardianship may assume three 
types-the mother, the wife and the daughter; each having several 
modifications, as shown in the concluding volume. Together they 
form the three simple modes of solidarity, or unity with contem- 
poraries, obedience, union and protection-as well as the three 
degrees of continuity between ages by uniting us with the past, 
the present and the future. I n  accordance with my theory of the 
brain, each corresponds with one of our three altruistic instincts 
-veneration, attachment and benevolence." 

How the positive method of observation and verification of 
real facts has landed us in this, and much else of the same kind, 
is extremely hard to guess. Seriously to examine an encyclopaedic 
system, that touches life, society and knowledge at  every point, 
is evidently beyond the conlpass of such an article as this. There 
is in every chapter a whole group of speculative suggestions, each 
of which ~vould need a long chapter to itself to elaborate or to  

discuss. There is a t  least one biological speculation of astounding 
audacity, that could be examined in nothing less than a treatise. 
Perhaps we have said enough to show that after performing a 
great and real service to  thought Comte almost sacrificed his 
claims to gratitude by the invention of a system that, as  such, 
and independently of detached suggestions, is markedly retro- 
grade. But the world will take what is available in Comte, while 
forgetting that in this work which is as irrational in one way as  
Hegel is in another. (J. &lo.; X.) 

See  also the article POSITIVISM. 
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REVIEWS.-The following reviews deal with positivism:-El Posi- 
t i v i s m ~  (Buenos Aires) , and La Revue Positiviste internatio?zale (Paris). 
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COMBJS, the spirit of revelry (Gr. ~ i j p o s ,  band of revellers) ; 
in art, occasionally shown as attendant on Dionysus (q.v.); 
described by Philostratus in Zntagi~zes i. 2. From this source, 
presumably, Ben Jonson got the name (Pleaszcre reconciled to  
Virtzie, 1619). R4ilton's Comus  is his own creation, only the 
name being classical. 

See Roscher's Lexikon, art. ''Komos," and cf. JONSON; MILTON. 
CBMYN, JOHN (d. c. ~ j o o ) ,  Scottish baron, was a son of 

John Comyn (d. 1274), justiciar of Galloway, who was a nephew 
of the constable of Scotland, Alexander Cornyn, earl of Buchan 
(d. 1289)) and of the p o ~ ~ e r f u l  and wealthy Walter Comyn, earl 
of Mentieth (d. 1258). The elder Comyn took a prominent part 
in the affairs of Scotland with his uncle the earl of Buchan and 
had interests in England as well as in  his native land; he fought 
for Henry 111. a t  Northampton and at  Lewes, and was imprisoned 
for  a short time in London. The younger Comyn, who had in- 
herited the lordship of Badenoch from his great-uncle the earl of 
Mentieth,.was appointed one of the guardians of Scotland in 1286, 
and shared in the negotiations between Edward I. and the Scots 
in 1289-90. When Margaret, the Maid of Norway, died in 1290, 
Comyn was one of the claimants for the Scottish throne, but he 
urged the claim of his brother-in-law, John Baliol. After sup- 
porting Baliol in his rising against Edward I., Comyn submitted t o  
Edward in I 296. 

JOHN COLIYN (d. 1306)) called the "red Comyn," was a grand- 



son of the justiciar. Like Badenoch, his father, he assisted Baliol 
against Edward I., and was for some time a hostage in England. 
Having been made guardian of Scotland after the battle of Falkirk 
(1298) he led the resistance to the English king for about five 
years, and then early in 130.1 surrendered. He is remembered for 
his quarrel with Robert the Bruce. The pair met a t  Dumfries in 
Jan. 1306; during a heated altercation charges of treachery were 
made, and Comyn was stabbed to death either by Bruce or by 
his followers. 

Another member of the Comyn family active in  Scottish affairs 
during these troubled times is JOHN COMYN, earl of Buchan (d. c. 
1313). This earl, a son of Earl Alexander, was constable of Scot- 
land, and was first an ally and then an enemy of Robert the Bruce. 

CONACRE, in Ireland, a system of letting land, mostly in 
small patches, and usually for the growth of potatoes as a kind 
of return instead of wages. I t  is now practically obsolete. 

CONANT, JAMES BRYANT (1893- ), American 
educator. was born in Boston, Mass. March 26, 1893. He re- 
ceived both his A.B. and Ph.D (1916) degrees from Harvard 
University, and, after spending a year in the research division of 
the Chemical Warfare Service, returned to Harvard University as 
an instructor in chemistry. H e  was advanced in rank until he be- 
came professor of organic chemistry in 1929 and chairman of the 
department in 1931. On May 8, 1933 he was elected president of 
Harvard University to  succeed A. Lawrence Lowell. He was 
recognized as one of the more brilliant of the younger organic 
chemists of the country by the award to him in 1932 of the 
Chandler Medal. Later in the same year he received the Xichols 
Medal of the American Chemical Society, in recognition of his 
researches into the chemical structure of chlorophyll. His re- 
search has also included work in reduction and oxidation proc- 
esses, free radicals, and the quantitative study of organic reac- 
tions. His publications include papers in scientific journals, and 
textbooks. 

CONATION, a psychological term, originally chosen by Sir 
William Hamilton (Lectures on Metaphysics, pp. 12 7 foll.), used 
generally of an attitude of mind involving a tendency to take 
action (Lat. conari, attempt),  e.g., when one decides t o  remove an 
object which is causing a painful sensation, or to try to inter- 
rupt an unpleasant train of thought. This use of the word tends 
to  lay emphasis on the mind as self-determined in relation to ex- 
ternal objects. Another less common use of the word is to de- 
scribe the pleasant or painful sensations which accompany muscu- 
lar activity; the conative phenomena, thus regarded, are psychic 
changes brought about by  external causes More usually the term 
conation is employed now as synonymous with willing, and de- 
notes one of the ultimate kinds of mental process. I t  includes 
all that is known as impulse, desire and act of volition. 

The chief difficulty in connection with conation is that of dis- 
tinguishing it from "feeling," a term of very vague significance 
both in technical and in common usage. Thus the German psy- 
chologist F. Brentano holds that no real distinction can be made. 
H e  argues that the mental process from sorrow or dissatisfaction, 
through hope for a change and courage to act, up to the voluntary 
determination which issues in action, is a single homogeneous 
whole (Psyclzologie, pp. 308-309). The mere fact, however, that 
the series is continuous is no ground for not distinguishing its 
parts; if i t  were so, it would be impossible to distinguish by 
separate names the various colours in the solar spectrum, or 
indeed perception from conception. A more material objection, 
moreover, is that, in point of fact, the feeling of pleasure or 
pain roused by a given stimulus is specifically different from, and 
indeed may not be followed by, the determination to modify or 
remove it. Pleasure and pain, i.e., hedonic experiences per se, are 
essentially distinct from appetition and aversion; the pleasures 
of hearing music or enjoying sunshine are not in general accom- 
panied by any volitional activity. I t  is true that painful sensa- 
tions are generally accompanied by definite aversion or a tend- 
ency to take action, but the cases of positive pleasure are amply 
sufficient to support a distinction. Therefore, though in ordinary 
language such phrases as "feeling aversion" are quite legitimate, 
accurate psychology compels us to confine "feeling" to states of 

consciousness in which no conative activity is present, i.e., t o  
psychic phenomena of pleasure or pain considered by themselves. 

CON BRIO (I t . ) ,  "with fire" (lit. "noise"), a familiar direc- 
tion in musical scores, e.g., Allegro cofz brio. 

CONCA, SEBASTIANO (1679-1 ~ 6 . 1 ) ~  Italian painter of 
the Florentine school, was born at  Gaeta, and studied a t  Naples 
under Francesco Solimena. I n  I 706, along with his brother Gio- 
vanni, who acted as his assistant, he settled a t  Rome, where for 
several years he worked in chalk only, to improve his drawing. 
He was patronized by the Cardinal Ottoboni, who introduced 
him to Clement XI . ;  and a "Jeremiah" painted in the church of 
St. John Lateran was rewarded by the pope with knighthood and 
by the cardinal with a diamond cross. Of his many pictures the 
"Probatica," or "Pool of Siloam," in the hospital of Santa Maria 
della Scala, a t  Siena, is considered the finest. 

CONCARNEAU, a fishing port of western France in the 
south of the department of Finistkre, 14 mi. S.E. of Quimper. 
Pop. (1936), 5,878. The town is picturesquely placed on the Baie 
de la For&t. The old portion stands on an island, and is sur- 
rounded by ramparts, parts of which are believed to date from the 
14th century, while a fashionable little watering-place is growing 
up on the adjacent Sables-Blancs. Sardine-tinning is carried on. 
Of recent years the lace industry has revived among the women. 

CONCENTRATION CAMPS are camps in which the ci- 
vilian population of a conquered country or territory in a state 
of rebellion are gathered together to  put an end to guerilla war- 
fare waged by civilians wearing civilian clothes and therefore 
indistinguishable from the peaceful citizens. They were used by 
the Spaniards in Cuba and the British in South Africa. The Nazi 
regime uses them in peace and war. I n  peace time recalcitrant 
citizens are put in such camps. (See SOUTH AFRICAN WAR.) 

CONCEPCION, a province in the southernmost part of 
central Chile, lying between the province of Nuble on the north 
and east, and Bio-Bio and Cautin on the south. Bounded by the 
Pacific on the west, Concepci6n is one of the few provinces of 
Chile whose eastern border is not adjacent to Argentina. Area 
2,201 sq.mi.; population (1940 census) 308,241, one of the three 
most densely inhabited provinces of Chile. Concepci6n is the 
most important province in south central Chile because of its 
advantageous commercial position, fertility, mining and indus- 
tries. The climate is mild and the rainfall abundant. The coast 
is indented by the large and sheltered bay of Concepci6n and 
the northern part of the gulf of Arauco. Talcahuano, on Con- 
cepci6n bay, is 8 mi. N. of the provincial capital (Concepci6n) 
and is its port. Other ports and industrial towns on the bay are 
Penco and TomC. The province produces large quantities of 
grain, vegetables, wine, livestock and timber. Near the coast are 
extensive deposits of coal, which is shipped principally from 
Lota and Coronel on the gulf of Arauco. The coal mines at  
these places are the largest in the country, and the most pro- 
ductive in South America. The State central railway from San- 
tiago to Puerto Montt crosses the eastern part of the province. 
and branch lines serve the important towns and industrial cen- 
tres along the coast. 

CONCEPCION, a city of south central Chile, capital of a 
province and department of same name, on the right bank of the 
Bio-Bio river, 7 mi. above its mouth, and 3 jj mi. S.S.W. of Santiago 
by rail. Pop. (1940) 85,938. I t  is the commercial centre of a 
rich agricultural region, its trade passing in great part through 
the port of Talcahuano, 8m. distant by rail. The small port of 
Penco, situated on the same bay and Iom. distant by rail, also 
receives a part of the trade. Concepci6n is one of the southern 
termini of the Chilean central railway, by which it is connected 
with Santiago to the north, with Valdivia and Puerto Montt to 
the south, and with the port of Talcahuano. Another line extends 
southward through the Chilean coal-producing districts to Cu- 
ranilhue, and a short line of Iom runs northward to Penco. The 
districts tributary to Concepci6n produce wheat, wine, wool, 
cattle, coal and timber, and among the industrial establishments 
of the city are flour mills, furniture and carriage factories, dis- 
tilleries and breweries. The city is built on a level plain but 
little above sea-level, and is laid out in regular squares with 



broad streets. I t  is an episcopal see with a cathedral and several 
fine churches, and is the seat of a university. The city was 
founded by Pedro de Valdivia in 1550. I t  was situated on the 
bay of Talcahuano where the town of Penco now stands but was 
destroyed by earthquakes in  1570, I 730 and 1751, and was then 
(1755) removed to the margin of the Bio-Bio. I n  1835 it was 
laid in ruins, a graphic description of which is given by Charles 
Darwin in The Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle, and severe damage was 
suffered in the earthquake of 1939. The city was twice burned by 
the Araucanians during their long struggle against the Spanish 
colonists. . 

CONCEPCION or VILLA CONCEPCION, the principal 
town and a river port of northern Paraguay, on the Paraguay 
river, 138 mi. (234 mi. by river) N. of Asunci6n. and about 345 
f t .  above sea-level. Pop. (1940) 14,793, largely Indians and mesti- 
zos. I t  is a distributing centre for the towns on both sides of 

. the Paraguay-Brazil border and is a port of call for the river 
steamers trading with the Brazilian town of Corumbl, Mato 
Grosso. The principal products of the sparsely inhabited country 
which surrounds Concepci6n are Paraguay tea, or "yerba matC," - - 
cattle and quebracho. 

CONCEPT AND CONCEPTION, in philosophy, a term 
applied to a general idea derived from and considered apart from 
the particulars observed by  the senses. The mental process by 
which this idea is obtained is called abstraction (9.v.). By the 
con~parison, for instance, of a number of boats, the mind ab- 
stracts a certain common quality or qualities in virtue of which 
the mind forms the general idea of "boat." Thus the connota- 
tion of the term "boat," being the sum of essential qualities in 
respect of which all boats are regarded as alike, whatever their 
individual peculiarities may be, is described as a "concept." The 
mental process by which a concept is affirmed is called "concep- 
tion," a term which is often loosely used in a concrete sense for 
"concept" itself. I t  is also used even more loosely as synonymous 
in the widest sense with "idea," "notion." Strictly, however, it is 
contrasted with "perception," and implies the mental reconstruc- 
tion and combination of sense-given data. Thus when one carries 
one's thoughts back to a series of events, one constructs mentally 
a whole made up of parts which take definite shape and character 
by their mutual inter-relations. This process is called conceptual 
syntlzcsis, the possibility of which is a sine qua no?z for the ex- 
change of information by speech and writing. I t  should be noticed 
that this (very common) psychological interpretation of "con- 
ception" differs from the metaphysical or general philosophical 
definition given above, in so far as it includes mental presenta- 
tions in which the universal is not specifically distinguished from 
the particulars. Some psychologists prefer to restrict the term 
to the narrower use which excludes all mental states in which 
particulars are cognized, even though the universal be present also. 

In  biology conception is the coalescence of the male and female 
generative elements, producing pregnancy. 

CONCEPTUALISM (from "Concept"), in philosophy, a 
term applied by modern writers to  a scholastic theory of the 
nature of universals, to  distinguish it  from the two extremes of 
nominalism and realism. The  scholastic philosophers took up the 
old Greek problem as to the nature of true reality, whether the 
general idea or the particular object is more truly real. Between 
realism which asserts that the genus is more real than the species, 
and that particulars have n o  reality, and nominalism according 
to which genus and species are merely names (nomina, flatzds 
vocis), conceptualism takes a mean position. The conceptualist 
holds that universals have a real existence, but only in the mind, 
as the concepts which unite the individual things; e.g., there is 
in the mind a general notion or idea of boats, by reference to  
which the mind can decide whether a given object is, or is not, 
a boat. On the one hand "boat" is something more than a mere 
sound with a purely arbitrary conventional significance; on the 
other it  has, apart from particular things to  which it  applies, 
no reality; its reality is purely abstract or conceptual. This 
was enunciated by AbClard in opposition to Roscellinus (nominal- 
ist) and William of Champeaux (realist). AbClard held that 
it  is  only by becoming a predicate that the class-notion or general 

term acquires reality. Thus similarity (conformitas) is observed 
to exist between a number of objects in respect of a particular 
quality or qualities. This quality becomes real as a mental con- 
cept when i t  is predicated of all the objects possessing i t  ("quod 
de pluribus natum est praedicari"). Hence Abelard's theory is 
alternatively known as sermonism (sermo, "predicate"). His 
statement of this position oscillates markedly, inclining sometimes 
towards the nominalist, sometimes towards the realist statement, 
using the arguments of the one against the other. Hence he is 
described by some as a realist, by others as a nominalist. When 
he comes to explain that objective similarity in things which is 
represented by the class-concept or general term, he adopts the 
theological Platonic view that the ideas which are the archetypes 
of the qualities exist in the mind of God. They are, therefore, ante 
rem, in re and post rem, or, as Avicenna stated it, z~niuersalia afzte 
multiplicitatem, in multiplicitate, post mz~ltiplicitate?n (universals 
exist before, in, and after the multiplicity of their particulars). 
T h e  whole controversy suffers from a tendency to confuse "idea" 
in the sense of a concept or notion in the mind with "idea" in 
the Platonic sense of an ultimate archetype of phenomenal objects. 

(A. Wo.) 
CONCERT, a term meaning, in general, co-operation, agree- 

ment or union; the more specific usages being in music and in 
diplomacy. The term "Concert of Europe" has been commonly 
applied, since the Congress of Vienna (1814-IS), to the six 
great European Powers consulting or acting together in questions 
of common interest. This ceased to exist on the formation, before 
the World War, of the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente. 

A complete history of concerts, in the sense of musical enter- 
tainments, has yet to  be written, but it  appears that some of the 
earliest entertainments of this kind were given in England. This 
was as long ago as 1672 when on Dec. 30, John Banister, a well- 
known violinist of the day and leader of the King's Band, who 
was also a composer, announced the first of them as follows in 
the London Gazette: 

"These are to give notice that a t  Mr. John Banister's house, 
now called the Musick School, over against the George Tavern, 
in White Friars, this present Monday, will be musick performed 
by excellent masters, beginning precisely a t  four of the clock 
in the afternoon, and every afternoon for the future, precisely 
a t  the same hour." 

The charge of admission to these "musick" makings was one 
shilling and from the fact that they were continued by Banister 
till the year of his death (1679) they were evidently successful. 

Another and better known pioneer in the same field was 
Thomas Britton (1643-1714) who lives in history as the "Musi- 
cal Small-Coal Man." (He was an itinerant vendor of "small- 
coal" who was a t  the same time a man of wide general knowl- 
edge and intelligence and an enthusiastic music-lover.) His 
concerts given weekly in a room over his shop in Clerkenwell, 
were established in 1678 and enjoyed great popularity. The most 
eminent performers, including even Handel, appeared at  them and 
they were attended by all the best people of the day, who paid 
the modest subscription of ten shillings a year for the privilege. 

The first of London's regular concert rooms was formerly sup- 
posed to have been that known as 'LHickford's," situated in the 
first instance in Panton street, Haymarket, but recent researches 
have shown that there were two earlier rooms. Of these the first 
and most important was one situated in Villiers street, Strand, 
known usually as the York Buildings Room, where concerts were 
being given at  least as  early as 1685, and the other, a smaller 

1 room in Covent Garden, known as "La Vendu," where concerts 
were also being regularly given about the same time. 

I t  was not until some years later that Hickford's was opened, I the first mention of it which is to be found in the newspapers 
of the period being contained in an advertisement in the Post Boy 
for 1697. But once established, Hickford's speedily eclipsed in 
popularity and importance both of its predecessors and remained 
for some three-quarters of a century the centre of London's 
musical life. 

In  1739 Hickford shifted his quarters to Brewer street, Golden 
Square, where the "new Great Room" which he referred t o  in his 



CONCERTINA-CONCERTO 

of the accordion (q .v . ) ,  is con- J 
strutted with a double action, T H E  CONCERTINA,  A  LINK BETWEEN 

T H E  MOUTH ORGAN A N D  THE HAR- 
the same being produced On MON,UM.  THE S O U N D  1 5  PRODUCED 
compressing and expand~ng the B Y  T H E  PRESSURE OF A I R  FRO M 

bellows, whereas in the German T H E  BELLOWS O N  F REE MET AL L IC  

concertina or accordion two dif- R E E D S  

ferent notes are given out. Concertinas are made in complete 
families-treble, tenor, bass, and double bass, having a combined 
total range of nearly seven octaves. 

The timbre of the concertina is penetrating but soft, and the 
instrument is capable of the most delicate gradations of tone. It 
is possible to play on it  diatonic and chromatic passages, or 
arpeggios in legato or staccato style, with rapidity, shakes single 
and double in thirds, and also to play in parts as on the pianoforte 
or organ, and to produce very rich chords. Concertos were written 
for conce

r

tina with orchestra by Blolique and Regond~, a sonata 
with piano by Rtolique, while Chaikovski scored in his second 
orchestral suite for four accordions. 

advertisements remained in excellent preservation until 1934 when, 
with deplorable disregard of its unique interest and historical asso- 
ciations-Mozart had actually appeared here as a prodigy of eight 
-it was pulled down to make room for a neighbouring hotel. 

Hickford's Room, where concerts continued to be given till 
1779, was succeeded as London's chief musical resort by the Han- 
over Square Rooms. where from 1774 onwards for the best part of 
a century many of the more important concerts took place. Much 
frequented also during this period were the Argyll Rooms (from 
about 1800 to 183o), while later (18 58) came St. James's hall 
which, in turn, was for many years the centre of London's musical 
life. 

Here were given the famous Monday and Saturday Popular 
concerts, the Richter concerts, those of the Philharmonic Society, 
and others, important and unimportant, in ever-increasing numbers 
as year by year the concert-giving industry steadily developed. 
Yet St. James's hall was never a satisfactory undertaking finan- 
cially and it was pulled do%n in 1905 to make way for the Picca- 
dilly hotel which occupies its site today. 

In  the meantime the somewhat larger Queen's hall had already 
been erected in Langham place, and this constitutes London's most 
important concert room to-day, though not the largest, this dis- 
tinction belonging to the Royal Albert hall with its accommoda- 
tion for ~ o , o o o  hearers. 

On the Continent and in America concert-giving has followed 
much the same course as that sketched above, developing every- 
where from the smallest beginnings into a veritable industry of 
prodigious dimensions. In  Germany and Austria, under the 
patronage system, p iva t6  performances in the residences of the 
sovereigns and great nobles a t  first checked the development of 
ordinary public concerts but by the beginning of the 18th century 
these were coming to be known, and by Beethoven's time they 
were well established; the like applying in the case of Paris, where 
the famous "Concerts spirituels" were founded by Philidor in 
172 j. (H. A. Sc ) 

CONCERTINA, a wind instrument of the seraphine family 
with free reeds, forming a link in the evolution of the harmonium 

The aeola., constructed by the representatives of the original 
firm of Wheatstone, is a still more artistically developed concer- 
tina. 

See also ACCORDION; CHENG; HARMONIUX ; FREE-REED 

VIBRATOR. 
CONCERTO, in music, a term which appears as  early as the 

beginning of the 17th century, a t  first with vague meanings, but 
soon acquiring a sense justified by its etymology (Lat. concertus, 
from certare, t o  strive; also confused with concentzls), being ap- 
plied chiefly to compositions in which unequal instrumental or 
vocal forces are brought into opposition. 

Although by Bach's time the concerto as a purely instrumental 
form was thoroughly established, the term frequently appears in 
the autograph title-pages of bis church cantatas, even when the 
cantata contains no instrumental prelude. Indeed, so entirely does 
the actual concerto form, as Bach understands it ,  depend upon 
the opposition of masses of tone unequal in volume, with a com- 
pensating inequality in power of commanding attention, that Bach 
is able to rewrite an instrumental movement as a chorus without 
the least incongruity of style. The very title of his secular cantata, 
Verei~ligte Zwietracht der wechsellzden Saiten ("united contest 
of turn-about strings"), is a perfect definition of the earlier form 
of concerto grosso, in  which the chief mass of the orchestra was 
opposed, not to a mere solo instrument, but t o  a small group called 
the concertino; unless, indeed, the whole work was for a large 
orchestral mass in which tutti passages alternate with passages 
in which the whole orchestra is dispersed in every possible kind 
of grouping. 

But the special significance of this cantata is that its first chorus 
is arranged from the second movement of the first Brandenburg 
concerto and that, while the orchestral material is merely trans- 
posed and arranged for larger forces, the whoIe four part chorus 
has been evolved from the solo part for a kit-violin (violin0 
piccolo). This shows that the true relation between the opposed 
factors in a concerto depends not on volume of sound, but on 
power to command attention. 

A conveniently isolated individual %ill con~mdnd more 
attention than the crowd, whether in real life, drama, or instru- 
mental music. But in music the human voice, u~ i th  human words, 
will thrust any orchestral force into the background, whether 
the voice be individual or choral. The full chorus is the 
equivalent of the kit-violin and the kit-violin is the equivalent 
of the full chorus because both assert personality against the 
orchestra. 

Hence the polyphonic concerto is fundamentally identical with 
the vocal aria, as matured by Alessandro Scarlatti. The orchestra 
is entrusted with a short pregnant summary or ritornello of the 
main contents of the movement, and the solo, or the groups cor- 
responding thereto, will either take up this material or first intro- 
duce new themes to be combined with it, and, in short, enter 
into relations with the orchestra very like those between the 
actor and the chorus in Greek drama. The polyphonic concerto, 
the vocal aria, and the forms of many of Bach's choruses, even 
including some that contain fugues, ought to be classed under 
the head of ritornello forms. (See ARIA.) Many of Bach's larger 
movements for solo instruments without orchestra will a t  once 
reveal the proper lines of their interpretation in the light of 
ritornello form. The harpsichord, no less than the organ, can 
obviously imitate contrasts between solos and tuttis with excellent 
effect. 

In slow movements of concertos Bach uses the grourtd 
bass (see VARIATIONS), diversi-fied by changes of key (klavier 
concerto in D minor), the more melodic types of binary form, 
sometimes w ~ t h  the repeats ornament~lly varied or inverted (con- 
certo for 3 Elaviers in D minor, concerto for klavier, flute, and 
violin in A minor), are found besides aria-form on the aria scale. 
In  finales the rondo form (viol~n concerto in E major, klavier 
concerto in F mlnor) and the binary form (3rd Brandenburg con- 
certo) may be found. 

When musical forms changed t o  those of the dramatic sonata 
style the problems of the concerto proved ridiculously easy to  
ordinary musicians and the tasks of the h~ghest interest to  the 

from the mouth organ, interme- 
diate links being the chengand the 
accordion. The concertina con- 
sists of two hexagonal or rectangu- 
lar keyboards connected by a 
long expansible bellows of many 
folds similar to  that of the ac- 
cordion. The keyboards are fur- 
nished with rows of knobs, which, 
on being pressed down by the fin- 
gers, open valves admitting the 
air compressed by the bellows to 
the free reeds, which are thus set 
in vibration. The English con- 
certina, or melodion, invented by 
Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1829, 
the year of the reputed invention 

- 
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greatest composers. Bach's sons took important new steps. Philipp 
Emanuel Bach developed a romantic rhetoric. Johann Christian, 
the "London" Rach, initiated the all-important method of empha- 
sizing a change of key so that it became a dramatic event irrevers- 
ible except by other dramatic developments. Mozart, as a boy, 
modelled himself closely on Johann Christian Bach, and by the 
time he was 2 0  was able to  write concerto ritornellos that gave 
the orchestra admirable opportunity for asserting itself by the 
statement, in charmingly epigrammatic style, of some five or six 
sharply contrasted themes, afterwards to be worked out with 
additions by the solo, with the orchestra's co-operation and inter- 
vention. 

The problem changes rapidly as the scale of the composition 
grows. On a large scale a too-facile alternation between solo and 
tutti produces forms too sectional for the high organization re- 
quired in first movements; yet frequent alternation is evidently 
necessary, as the solo is  audible only above a very subdued or- 
chestral accompaniment, and it  would be inartistic to confine the 
orchestra to  that function. Hence in the classical concerto the 
ritornello is never abandoned, in spite of the enormous dimensions 
to which the sonata style expanded it. Mendelssohn and most 
later composers evidently see in i t  only a conventional impediment 
easily abandoned. Yet its absence reduces the whole style to a 
more theatrical and lighter art-form. Hence it  is restored to its 
place not only by  Brahms in his four magnificent examples, but 
by Joachim in his Hungarian concerto and by Elgar in his violin 
concerto. The danger in so long an orchestral prelude is that the 
work may for  some minutes be indistinguishable from a symphony 
and thus the entry of the solo may be unexpected without being 
inevitable. This will happen if the composer treats his tutti so 
like the exposition of a sonata movement as to make a deliberate 
transition from his first group of themes to a second group in 
a complementary key, even if the transition be only temporary- 
as in Beethoven's C minor concerto. But Beethoven's C minor 
concerto is the one which Spohr and Hummel and even Joachim 
took as their model, and thus the true solution of the problem 
remained for Brahms to rediscover. 

Mozart keeps his whole tutti in the tonic, relieved only by 
his mastery of sudden subsidiary modulation. Beethoven, in turn, 
after the C minor concerto, grasped the true function of the 
opening tutti and enlarged it  to his new purposes. With an inter- 
esting experiment of Mozart's before him, he, in his G major 
concerto, Op. 58, allowed the solo player t o  state the opening 
theme, making the orchestra enter pianissimo in a foreign key. 
I n  this concerto he also gave variety of key t o  the opening tutti 
by means of an important theme which modulates widely, an 
entirely different thing from a deliberate modulation from ma- 
terial in one key to material in another. His fifth and last piano- 
forte concerto in E flat begins with a rhapsodical introduction 
for the solo player, followed by a long tutti confined to the 
tonic major and minor with a strictness explained by the gorgeous 
modulations with which the solo subsequently treats the second 
subject. I n  this concerto Beethoven also organizes the only un- 
digested convention of the form, namely, the cadenza, a custom 
elaborated from the operatic aria, in which the singer was allowed 
to extemporize a flourish on a pause near the end. A similar 
pause was made in the final ritornello of a concerto, and the 
soloist was supposed to extemporize what should be equivalent to 
a symphonic coda. Cadenzas are, to  this day, a form of musical 
appendicitis, since the player (or cadenza-writer) cannot be the 

. composer himself and is rarely so capable of entering into his 
intentions as Joachim, whose written cadenzas for classical violin 
concertos are unsurpassable. 

Brahms's first concerto in  D minor, Op. I;, was the outcome 
of many changes and, though on a mass of material originally 
intended for a symphony, was nevertheless so perfectly assimilated 
into concerto form that in his next essay, the violin concerto, 
Op. 77, he had no more to  learn and was free to continue making 
true innovations. He found out how to include wide key contrasts 
in  the opening tutti, thus giving the form a wider range in def- 
initely functional key than any other instrumental music. Further, 
i t  may be noted that in  this work Brahms develops a counter- 

plot in the opposition between solo and orchestra; giving not 
only the development by the solo of material stated by the 
orchestra, but also a counter-developnlent by the orchestra of 
material stated by the solo. This concerto is, on the other hand, 
remarkable as being the last in which a blank space is  left for a 
cadenza; a testimony of confidence in Joachim. I n  the pianoforte 
concerto in B fiat, and in the double concerto, Op. 102, the idea 
of an introductory statement in which the solo takes part before 
the opening tutti is carried out on a large scale, and in the double 
concerto both first and second subjects are thus suggested. 

The forms of slow movements and finales in classical concertos, 
though often treated in special ways, present no general principles 
peculiar to the concerto; for a sectional opposition between s o b  
and tutti is not of great disadvantage to  slow movements and 
finales. The scherzo, on the other hand, is normally too sectional 
for successful adaptation to classical concerto style, and the 
solitary great example of its use is the second movement of 
Brahms' B flat pianoforte concerto, a movement in  a very special 
form. 

The post-classical concertos, in which the first movement dis- 
penses with the opening tutti, began with Mendelssohn, whose 
violin concerto dominates the whole subsequent history of the 
form. The happy idea of putting a cadenza at  the dramatic crisis 
of the return after development instead of in the coda has almost 
become a convention. The other movements of concertos have 
not been affected by Mendelssohn's changes, nor .does the linking 
of all three movements uninterruptedly together make any essen- 
tial difference to the scheme. But there is no limit to  the expansion 
or reduction of the first movement. Spohr reduces it  to  an accom- 
panied recitative in his Gesangs-scene, a work in which he dis- 
covered that a concerto could be an aria, which astonished him 
as the swimming of ducklings astonishes the fostering hen. Bruch's 
famous G minor concerto (not his only interesting experiment 
in new concerto-forms) also reduced the first movement to dra- 
matic gestures without drdmatic action. On the other hand, the 
huge first movement of Schumann's pianoforte concerto was 
originally intended to stand alone under the title of Fantasia. This 
example would cover the case of most first movements of this 
size in modern concertos, whether like Schumann's they have 
"second subjects" and recapitulations or not. 

The case where the concerto as a whole is a fantasia (as with 
Liszt) needs no discussion. Another line has been struck out by 
Saint-Saens, most neatly in his first violoncello concerto; namely, 
that the whole work is one movement, but that after an exposition 
comprising a "first" and "second" subject the development drifts 
into a slow movement (or scherzo), and this is followed by a 
finale of which the matter is partly independent and partly a re- 
capitulation completing the first movement. I n  his C minor 
pianoforte concerto Saint-Saens begins with a theme with vari- 
ations and proceeds with a slow second theme, followed by a 
scherzo and finale which transform their own and the previous 
materials in various effective ways. But really the term Fantasia 
would adequately cover all post-classical forms of concerto. The 
only modern meaning of the word is "composition for one or more 
solo players with orchestra"; and no special aesthetic or formal 
questions remain to be considered within the limits of this article. 

(D. F. T.) 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES have been subject to  many 

changes during recent times, not least in the matter of their length. 
More and more it  has come to be recognized that, in the case a t  
all events of serious music, the amount which can be properly 
assimilated and enjoyed a t  one sitting is strictly limited, and 
modern concert-goers read with amazement of the Gargantuan 
musical feasts which their robuster predecessors were apparently 
able to digest. Thus of a concert given by Beethoven in 1807 one 
reads that the programme consisted of no fewer than four of his 
symphonies (the first four) ;  while that of, another concert which 
he gave in the following year was even more astonishing, includ- 
ing the C minor and Pastoral symphonies, the Choral Fantasia, 
the G major piano concerto, two extracts from the Eisenstadt 
Mass, a vocal item ("Ah! perfido") and an improvisation on the 
piano. Modern concert programmes are not only more reasonable 
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in length but also, in the best instances, far more thoughtfully 
and artistically arranged. 

I n  this connection reference may be made to the analytical pro- 
gramme or concert programme with explanatory notes and com- 
ments. This is usually regarded as a recent invention, but it goes 
back considerably farther than is generally supposed. As early 
as 1783, according to Grove, something of the kind was tried in 
Berlin, while in Great Britain Thomson, the first Reid Professor 
of Music at  Edinburgh university, in 1841 incorporated historical 
and analytical notes on the pieces to  be performed in the pro- 
grammes of the concerts of the Professional Society of Edin- 
burgh. Later Ella, in connection with the concerts of the Musical 
Union, which began in 1845; Wylde in the programme books of 
the New Philharmonic Society, whose first concert was given in 
1852; John Hullah, and others, adopted the same procedure, 
which has since become practically the rule in England and Amer- 
ica in the case of concerts of a suitable type. Elsewhere the 
analytical programme has never established itself to  anything like 
the same extent as in England and America. 

CONCESSIONS. The term concession covers a wide range 
in time, space and variety of forms and uses. Many of the types 
of grant, franchise, contract, charter and license embraced within 
its meaning have been known for centuries in widely separated 
parts of the globe. I t  is, however, only since about 1900 that 
the word has come t o  have an interest for the general reader. In  
the discussions preceding, during and subsequent to  the World 
War, the subject of concessions came to more general public 
notice. They were revealed as the legal means, the forms of con- 
tract and agreement, under which the industrial development of 
large parts of the world, especially those parts known as back- 
ward countries, has recently been accelerated. Hostile critics 
have described them as instruments for "economic penetration," 
devices for control of markets and raw materials, disguises for ag- 
gression, means for undermining the sovereignty of weak States, 
and even-instancing the Baghdad railway concession-as the 
ultimate cause of the World War. So grandiose and sinister a 
conception serves only to  illustrate the Protean and fascinating 
character of concessions. 

O r i g i n  a n d  History.-Though concessions have a long his- 
tory, their origin is obscure. A concession meant a t  first a grant 
from prince or king; the older form of grant usually reading, in 
royal phrase, "concessimus" or "damus et concedimus." They 
may be said to  have existed in  one form or another from time 
immemorial; but they seem to have appeared first in  Europe 
during the middle ages and since that time their history can be 
traced in nearly all parts of the civilized world. That history 
breaks into three divisions: The first or feudal period was con- 
fined largely to grants of land and runs from the early middle 
ages apparently down to the time of the discovery of America. 
I n  this period those concessions were granted upon which the 
great landed estates of western Europe and of England were 
founded. Some authorities maintain that the greater part of the 
landed estates in France under the ancien rkgime were based upon 
concessions from the Crown, and the English law writer Coke, 
referring in the year 1660 t o  the great English estates, remarked, 
"and so . . . their estates, which were nothing but concessions 
from the Crown." The second period is that of the early char- 
tered companies such as the East India company, the London 
company, the Massachusetts company, the Hudson Bay com- 
pany, and of various individual adventurers who received grants 
of land and a greater or less measure of sovereign power over 
the territories they were to develop and their inhabitants. The 
third period in the history of concessions runs parallel with the 
modern industrial era. I n  this period concessions have taken in- 
creasingly the form of franchises with which during most of the 
period they have gone step by step and side by side on a similar 
course. Both alike have undergone an evolution, proceeding from 
an agreement, permission, license, or title, more or less secret, in 
which favour, privilege, grant, grace or gift was the predominant 
element, to a form of contract in which the chief element is 
bargain, exchange and open competition, and from which the 
elements of privilege, favour and secrecy have practically dis- 

appeared. 
N a t u r e  of Concessions.-Concessions partake of the charac- 

ter of franchises, permits, charters, licenses and contracts, and 
vary with the industries and conditions which call them into 
being. I n  Latin American countries concession covers a very 
wide latitude. A writer summing up the situation says, "a con- 
tract to lay sewers, to  lay a pipe line, to sell mules, to  build a 
factory, or a hospital, or a school, to buy timber tracts on the 
public domain, to  explore a given section for mineral or water, 
to supply beef or coal or oil to  any public institution, is called 
a concession.'' 

During a period of more than three years' duration the bulletin 
of the Pan American union recorded an average of 300 conces- 
sions per year and the list was not exhaustive. Some of these 
concessions are mere permits-police or administrative formali- 
ties; such are water permits. Some have a traditional quality as 
if they were survivals or inheritances from an early period; such 
are certain land grants for colonization. Some are licenses exist- 
ing for the preservation of governmental authority over certain 
spheres of business; such are banking concessions. Some are ar- 
rangements for economy; such are concessions of a portion of a 
tract of land in return for the surveying of the whole tract. Some 
are reciprocal contracts for the development of resources, for 
improvement of communications and for increased control of 
territory; such are concessions for building railroads. Some are 
business contracts in  which the Government offers inducements 
to capital, usually foreign, for the development of industries or 
natural resources; such are the oil concessions. I t  is this last 
type of concessions which most of those who have written or 
spoken upon the subject have in mind; it  is concessions of this 
type which constitute concessions par excellence. Such conces- 
sions are issued under general provisions of laws and are in a 
broad sense open on similar terms to all applicants. I t  is in this 
type that we find the predominant motive for concessions both in 
Latin America and elsewhere. That motive on the part of the 
grantor is the desire on the part of undeveloped or partially de- 
veloped countries to  bring in outside capital and industrial skill 
for the establishment or extension of industries and for the ex- 
ploitation of natural resources. On the part of the concessionaire 
the motive is twofold-to secure favourable conditions for the 
adventure of capital, and to secure protection from injury by new 
or unfair impositions after the capital has been adventured and 
a prospect appears of a return. The chief specific benefit sought 
through concessions is exemption from taxation-first from local 
or import taxes, secondly from export taxes. Such exemptions 
are not unusual in the United States: municipalities seeking the 
establishment of new industries, or the erection of new plants 
within their limits, frequently offer exemption from local taxation 
for a given period; export taxes, on the other hand, are expressly 
prohibited under the Constitution, which states that "no tax or 
duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State." 

The geographical range of concessions is as wide as its range 
in time. Not only are they numerous in Latin America but also 
in Europe, Africa and Asia. They are frequent in France, Spain, 
Italy, Bulgaria, Turkey, Russia, Persia, the Dutch East Indies, 
the Philippine islands and China. They occur in  British colonial 
possessions and are not unknown in the United States. Numbers 
of concessions were issued in the former South African republic 
and on the annexation of that country were the subject of an 
inquiry instituted under a commission, appointed by the British 
Government. The report of this commission is among the most 
authoritative and illuminating sources available to  the student 
of the subject. 

Po l i t i ca l  Concessions.-The various types of concessions al- 
ready referred t o  are chiefly if not wholly of the industrial or 
commercial type. There is another type of concession-the po- 
litical-which has the essential character of a treaty, both parties 
being Governments and the documents constituting international 
agreements. Examples of this type of concession are found as 
early as 1557 when China granted to Portugal the concession of 
Macao, which has remained in the control of Portugal ever since. 
They include the famous Chinese concessions: to Russia for the 
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Chinese Eastern railway (1896); to Germany for the Shantung 
railway (1897); to Germany the city, port and environs of 
Kiauchau (1898); to  Great Britain Weihaiwei (1898); to Bel- 

"gium, part of the port of Tientsin (1902). Of the same general 
type are the concessions of Guantanamo bay made by Cuba to 
the United States in 1899, that of Fonseca bay granted by Nica- 
ragua to the United States in 1916, and that for the Baghdad rail- 
way granted to Germany by Turkey in 1911. 

Similar to these in one respect-that the grantor surrenders 
certain prerogatives of sovereignty to the concessionaire-is the 
famous concession granted by the sultan of Borneo to Sir James 
(Rajah) Brooke in 1842 under which the principality of Sarawak 
has been governed by the Brooke family ever since. Other con- 
cessions of the kind are those made by the sultan of Zanzibar 
to the British East Africa company and the German East Africa 
Association and those granted by the sultans of Brunei and Sulu 
in 1877 to Alfred Dent and Baron de Overbeck. As a rule con- 
cessions of this type are conditional upon payment of a nominal 
annual rent. 

T o  this type of concessions is due a development of some in- 
terest-that of "concessions within concessions." These are found 
in the chartered companies which sprang up about the end of 
the 19th century, such as the Royal Niger company, the Imperial 
British East Africa company, the British South Africa company, 
and the British North Borneo company. Some if not all of these 
companies were originally based upon concessions made by chiefs 
or tribes of the various regions described, and they in turn 
granted concessions for the development of industries and of the 
natural resources within their boundaries. 

M i n i n g  Concessions.-Concessions have provided the cus- 
tomary basis for development in  the mining industry through 
many centuries and over the greater part of the world. Since the 
year 1256, mining has been conducted under concessions in Spain; 
it  has been so conducted in France since feudal times, and in 
portions of Germany from the earliest records. Concessions have 
afforded and still afford the customary basis of mining operations 
not only in those countries, but also in Latin America, in Turkey, 
and the Balkan States, in the East Indies, in portions of China, 
and in considerable portions of Africa. Under the law of 1791 
in France mining operations can be conducted only by virtue 
of an act of concession from the State, and the law of France has 
established legal forms for such concessions-the most recent 
adopted in 1882-which are models for such regulations in all 
French colonies and possessions, and have been much used in 
drawing similar forms and regulations in other portions of the 
globe. 

O i l  Concessions.--One of the most ancient, most numerous 
and most widely distributed types of concession and one that has 
been prolific of controversy is the concession for oil. A concession 
for the collection of petroleum, which was then used, it  appears, 
chiefly for medicinal purposes, was granted in the district of 
Miano de Medisano by the ducal chamber of Parma, Italy, in 
the year 1400. Since that time petroleum concessions have in- 
creased in number and have spread over nearly all of the known 
world. There are few countries however remote where they 
have not appeared and their number is beyond computation. The 
rapid industrial development of the first quarter of the 20th cen- 
tury, however, with its new applications of petroleum for power 
and fuel, particularly to automotive engines, has given the oil 
concession a fresh and fateful importance. Statesmen and en- 
gineers have declared that oil is the chief factor in  progress and 
that the nation which controls the oil supply will control the 
future of the world. Great Governments have striven to secure 
a share in oil fields and oil concessions. The Government of the 
United States has interposed to prevent concessions in the Carib- 
bean region being granted to transatlantic companies and to se- 
cure to  her citizens a share in the oil-fields of Mesopotamia. The 
British Government has meantime become an actual partner in 
one great oil corporation and has a voice in the management of 
a t  least two others. The situation recalls that of the 16th and 
I 7th centuries when bullionism was the prevalent economic doc- 
trine and the possession of the precious metals and the mines 

thereof was regarded as the chief end of individual and govern- 
mental effort. 

Though oil concessions are operated in different lands and 
couched in different languages, they are surprisingly alike in 
character. If one examines the texts of a hundred or more, rang- 
ing from China to  Peru, he will find them essentially similar. 
They are true, bilateral contracts with obligations upon the con- 
cessionaire always substantial and often onerous. The conces- 
sionaire is usually obliged to make an investment or do a pre- 
scribed amount of drilling within a certain time and, in the event 
of finding oil, to pay a royalty upon each ton or barrel obtained. 
A typical example is afforded by the Tabasco contract-one of 
the Pearson concessions of Mexico. The terms required S. Pear- 
son and Son to deposit in advance the sum of $~o,ooo,  to invest 
within seven years the sum of $3jo,ooo and to pay a royalty to 
10% of the profits. Though it was a t  one time denounced by 
politicians and others as an iniquitous contract, draining the 
natural wealth of Mexico for the benefit of foreigners, the fact 
is that after considerable expenditure no production was obtained. 
The terms of many concessions are less onerous than these, yet 
as a rule concessions are burdensome to all but very wealthy 
holders. 

The terms of concessions may be illustrated by the royalties 
required in typical cases in different parts of the world:- 
Burma, Yomah Oil Co. Ltd., 16c per barrel; Egypt, Anglo-Egyp- 
tion Oil Co. Ltd., 36c per ton; Germany, the Allgemeine Erdoel- 
gesellschaft, 5% of gross production; Italy, Anglo-Italian Pe- 
troleum Co. Ltd., 5% of the net product; Mexico, Sres. Flores 
and Loaeza, 10% of the net profit; Panama, Lincoln G. Valen- 
tine, 5% of gross production; Persia, Anglo-Persian Oil Co. Ltd., 
16% of the net profits plus £3,000 per annum; United States, Ed- 
win B. Foster (Osage Indian Lease), 10% of the gross produc- 
tion; Venezuela, General Asphalt Co., 5% of gross production; 
Caribbean Petroleum Co., 4oc per ton, also rent of 8c per acre; 
West Indies, United British West Indies Petroleum Syndicate, 
Ltd., 48c per ton. 

The payment of royalty is often the least onerous obligation 
to be met by the holder of an oil concession. More burdensome 
are the requirements of investment and of performance of drill- 
ing, etc., within a given period. For example, the Valentine con- 
cession in Panama required an investment of $~,OOO,OOO, and 
the Pearson concessions in Mexico required an investment of 
$2,975,000. The difficulties of conducting engineering operations 
in remote and tropical countries such as Colombia, Panama, 
Persia, China, where natural conditions are adverse and means 
of transportation are lacking, are very great. 

Because of the enormous economic and financial interests in- 
volved and because of the ease with which the popular imagina- 
tion can be inflamed over international competition, oil conces- 
sions contain many possibilities of friction. Recent events in 
Iraq, in  Colombia, in  Persia, in Venezuela, in  Mexico, show what 
explosive political material they conceal. I n  the course of time, 
as the present furore for possession of oil reserves dies down, 
to be replaced by other prizes of international competition, oil 
concessions will lose their present prominence. Meanwhile it  
may be hoped that that competition, which has often been pursued 
with a zeal worthy of a better cause, may be tempered with mod- 
eration and so guided as to prevent it  from imperilling the peace 
of the world. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - B ~ ~ ~ ~ S  and Foreign State Papers; Recueil Inter- 
national de Legislation Coloniale (19x1-14) ; Texts of Concessions 
(Diarios oftciales of S. American republics, Gacetas, etcJ ; A. Picard, 
Trait6 des Chemins de Fer (1887) ; 0. Walmesley, Guide t o  the Mining 
Laws of the World (1894) ; A. Giron, Dictionnaire de Droit Admin- 
istratif (189;) ; Report of Transvaal Concessions Commission (1901) ; 
Hertslet, Treaties (1908) ; N .  D. Harris, Intervention and Coloniza- 
tion i n  Africa (1914) ; J .  Jastrow, The  Baghdad Railway and the W a r  
(1917).  (W. B.  P.) 

CONCH. I n  architecture, the term is sometimes given to the 
half dome over the semicircular apse of the basilica (q .v . ) .  I n  
late Roman and in Renaissance buildings shells are frequently 
cawed in the heads of circular niches. h low class of the negro 
or other inhabitants of the Bahamas and the Florida Keys arc 



CONCHOID- 
sometimes called "Conches" or "Conks" from the shell-fish which 
form their staple food. 

CONCHOID: see CURVES, SPECIAL. 
CONCHOLOGY, the study of shells, especially those of the 

Mollusca (q.v.), the most important classes of which, from a con- 
chological point of view, are the Gastropoda ("univalves") and 
Lamellibranchia ("bivalves"), qq.v. 

CONCIERGE, in modern usage, a hallporter or janitor, 
but originally the important guardian of a house or castle; in 
the middle ages a court official who was the custodian of a royal 
palace. In  Paris, when the Palais de Ea Cite' ceased about 1360 
to be a royal residence and became the seat of the courts of 
justice, the Conciergerie was turned into a prison. The word is 
of unknown origin; the Latinized form was Concergius or Con- 
cergerius. 

CONCILIATION IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: 
see INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. 

CONCINI, CONCINO (d. 1617), COUNT DELLA PENNA, 
MARSHAL D'ANCRE, Italian adventurer, minister of Louis XIII .  
of France, was a native of Florence. H e  came to France in the 
train of Marie de' Medici, and married the queen's lady-in-waiting, 
Leonora Dori, known as Galigai. I n  1610 he had purchased the 
marquisate of Ancre and the position of first gentleman-in- 
waiting. Then he obtained successively the governments of Ami- 
ens and of Normandy, and in 1614 the b2ton of marshal. As first 
minister of the crown from that date, he abandoned the policy 
of Henry IV., allowed the treasury to be pillaged, and drew upon 
himself the hatred of all classes. The nobles were bitterly hostile 
t o  him, particularly CondC, with whom he negotiated the treaty 
of Loudun in 1616, and whom he had arrested, on the advice of 
Richelieu, in September, 1616. But Louis XII I .  was tired of 
Concini's tutelage. Concini was killed by the guards on April 2?, 
1617. Leonora was accused of sorcery and sent to  the stake m 
the same year. 

See E. Lavisse, Histoire de France, vol, vi. 
CONCLAVE, strictly a room or set of rooms, locked with a 

key (from Lat. conclave, from cum, together, and clavis, a key); 
in this sense the English word is obsolete. I t s  present loose appli- 
cation to any private or close assembly, especially ecclesiastical, 
is derived from its technical application to the assembly of car- 
dinals met for the election of the pope, with which this article is 
concerned, and in which connection it  is applied t o  that system of 
strict seclusion to which the electors of the pope have been and 
are submitted, formerly as a matter of necessity, and subsequently 
as the result of a legislative enactment; hence the word has 
come to be used of the electoral assembly of the cardinals. The 
system was instituted by Gregory X in 1274. 

Episcopal appointment by  election can be traced back to an 
early date. The method of election at  Rome was the same as in 
other towns; the Roman clergy and people and the neighbouring 
bishops each took part in it  in their several capacities. The people 
would signify their approbation or disapprobation of the candi- 
dates more or less tumultuously, while the clergy were, strictly 
speaking, the electoral body, met to elect for themselves a new 
head, and the bishops acted as presidents of the assembly and 
judges of the eIection. We can we11 imagine that in an assembly of 
such size, in which the candidates were acclaimed rather than 
elected by counting votes, the various functions were not very 
distinct, and that persons of importance, whether clerical or lay, 
were bound to influence the elections, and sometimes decisively. 
Moreover, this form of election lent itself to  cabals; and these 
frequently gave rise to  quarrels, sometimes involving bloodshed 
and schisms, i.e., the election of antipopes, as they were later 
called. The remedy for this abuse was found in having recourse, 
more or less freely, to  the support of the civil power. The 
emperor Honorius, ior example, upheld Boniface (418) against 
his competitor Eulalius, a t  the same time laying down that cases 
of contested election should henceforth be decided by a fresh 
election; but this would have been a dangerous method and was 
consequently never applied Theodoric upheld Symmachus ('$98) 
against Laurentius because he had been elected first and by a 
greater majority. 

The accepted fact soon became law, that the candidate should 
not receive the episcopal consecration until he had obtained the 
confirmation of the emperor. Hence arose long vacancies of the 
See, indiscreet interference in the elections by the imperial officials,' 
and sometimes cases of simony and venality. This deplorable 
state of affairs lasted almost without interruption till the middle 
of the 11th century. When the emperors were a t  Rome, they 
presided over the elections; when they were away, the rival factions 
of the barons struggled for the spiritual power as they did for the 
temporal. During this period were seen cases of popes imposed by 
a faction rather than elected, and then, a t  the mercy of sedition. 
deposed, poisoned, or thrown into prison, sometimes to be restored 
by force of arms. After the death of Clement 11. the delegates of 
the Roman clergy actually went t o  Polden to ask Henry 111. to  
give them a pope, and similar steps were taken after the death 
of Damascus II. ,  who reigned only zo days. Fortunately on this 
occasion Henry 111. appointed, just before his death, a man of 
high character, his cousin Bruno, bishop of Toul, who presented 
himself in Rome in company with Hildebrand. From this time 
began the reform. Hildebrand had the election of Victor 11. 
(1055), Stephen IX.  (1oj7), and Nicholas 11. (1058) carried 
out according to the canonical form, including the imperial rati- 
fication. The celebrated bull I n  nomine Donz{ni of April 13, 10 59 
determined the electoral procedure. Out of respect for tradition, 
it preserved all the former factors in the election though their 
scope was modified. The election was reserved to the members of 
the higher clergy, to  the cardinals, among whom the cardinal 
bishops have the preponderating position. The consent of the 
rest of the clergy and the people was now only a formality. The 
same was the case of the imperial intervention; the emperor had 
no rights save those he had received as a concession from the Holy 
See. Further, by this bull, the emperors would have to deal with 
the fait accompli; for it  provided that, in the event of disturbances 
aroused by mischievous persons a t  Rome preventing the election 
from being carried out there freely and without bias, the cardinal 
bishops, together with a small number of the clergy and of the 
laity, should be empowered to hold the election where they should 
think fit; that should difficulties of any sort prevent the enthrone- 
ment of the new pope, the pope elect would be empowered im- 
mediately to act as if he were actually pope. This legislation was 
definitely accepted by the emperor by the concordate of Worms 
( I  I 19). TWO other points of great importance were established by 
Alexander 111. a t  the Lateran Council of I I 79. The constitution 
Licet de vita~zda discordia makes all the cardinals equally electors, 
and no longer mentions the lower clergy or the people; it  also 
requires a majority of two-thirds of the votes to  decide an election. 
This latter provision, which still holds good, made imperial 
antipopes henceforth impossible. 

Abuses nevertheless arose. An electoral college too small in 
numbers, which no higher power has the right of forcing to haste, 
can prolong disagreements and draw out the course of the election 
for a long time. I t  is this period during which we actually find 
the Holy See left vacant most frequently for long spaces of time. 
Thus, after the death of Clement IV. in 1268, the cardinals, of 
whom 17 were gathered together a t  Viterbo, allowed two years to  
pass without coming to an agreement; the magistrates of Viterbo 
had recourse to the method of seclusion: they shut up the electors 
in the episcopal palace, blocking up all outlets; and since the 
election still delayed, the people removed the roof of the palace 
and allowed nothing but bread and water to  be sent in. Under 
the pressure of famine and of this strict confinement, the cardinals 
finally agreed, on Sept. I, 1271, to elect Gregory X., after an 
interregnum of two years, nine months and two days. 

Taught by experience, the new pope considered what steps 
could be taken to prevent the recurrence of such abuses; in 1274, 
at the council of Lyons, he promulgated the constitution Ubi  
periculzlm, the substance of which was as follows: At the death 
of the pope, the cardinals who were present are to  await their 
absent c-olleagues for ten days; they are then to meet in one of 
the papal palaces in a closed conclave; none of them is to have 
to wait on him more than one servant, or two a t  most if he viere 
ill; in the conclave they are to lead a life in common, not even 
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having separate cells; they are to  have no communication with 
the outer world, under pain of excommunication for any who 
should attempt to  communicate with them; food is to be sup- 
plied to  the cardinals through a window which would be under 
watch. Finally, the election is to  be the sole business of the con- 
clave, and the magistrates of the town wher.e it  was held are 
called upon to see that these provisions be observed. Adrian V. 
and John XX. were weak enough to suspend the constitution U b i  
$ericulum, and the abuses a t  once reappeared. This further proof 
was therefore decisive, and Celestine V., who was elected after a 
vacancy of more than two years, took care, before abdicating the 
pontitcate, to revive the constitution of Gregory X., which was 
inserted in the Decretals (lib. i. tit. vi., de election. cap. 3). 

Elec tora l  Reform.--Pius IV. undertook the task of reforming 
and completing the legislation of the conclave. The bull I n  eli- 
gendis (of Oct. I ,  I j62), signed by all the cardinals, is a model of 
precision and wisdom. I n  addition to the points already stated, we 
may add the following: that every day there was to be a scrutiny, 
i.e., a solemn voting by specially prepared voting papers (conceal- 
ing the name of the voter. and to be opened only in case of an 
election being made a t  that scrutiny), and that this was to be 
followed by the "accessit," i.e., a second voting, in which the car- 
dinals might transfer their suffrages to  those who had obtained 
the greatest number of votes in the first. Except in case of urgent 
matters, the election was to  form the whole business of the con- 
clave. The cells were to  be assigned by lot. The functionaries of 
the conclave were to  be elected by the secret vote of the Sacred 
College, and the most stringent measures were to be taken to en- 
sure seclusion. 

All previous legislation concerning the conclave was codified 
and renewed by Pius X.'s bull, Vacante Sede Apostolico (Dec. 
z j ,  1go4), which abrogates the earlier texts, except Leo XIII.'s 
constitution Praedecessores Nostr i  (May 24, 1882), authorizing 
occasional derogations in circumstances of difficulty, e.g., the 
death of a pope away from Rome or an attempt to interfere 
with the liberty of the Sacred College. The bull of Pius X. is 
rather a codification than a reform, the principal change being 
the abolition of the scrutiny of accession and the substitution of 
a second ordinary scrutiny during the same session. 

Until after the Great Schism the conclaves were held in various 
towns outside of Rome; but since then they have all been held in 
Rome, with the single exception of the conclave of Venice ( I ~ o o ) ,  
and in most cases in the Vatican. There was no place permanently 
established for the purpose, but removable wooden cells were in- 
stalled in the various apartments of the palace, grouped around 
the Sistine chapel, in which the scrutinies took place. The arrange- 
ments prepared in the Quirinal in 1823 did duty only three times, 
and for the most recent conclabes it  was necessary to arrange an 
inner enclosure within the vast but irregular palace of the Vatican. 
Each cardinal is accompanied by a clerk or secretary, known for 
this reason as a conclavist, and by one servant only. With the 
officials of the conclave, this makes about two hundred and fifty 
persons who enter the conclave and have no further communi- 
cation with the outer world save by means of turning-boxes. 
Since 1870 the solemn ceremonies of earlier times have not been 
seen; for instance the procession which used to celebrate the entry 
into conclave; or the daily arrival in procession of the clergy and 
the brotherhoods to  enquire at  the "rota" (turning-box) of the 
auditors of the Rota: "Habemusne Pontificem?" and their return 
accompanied by the chanting of the "Veni  Creator"; or the "Mar- 
shal of the Holy Roman Church and perpetual guardian of the 
conclave" visiting the churches in state. But a crowd still collects 
morning and evening in the great square of St Peter's, towards the 
time of the completion of the vote, to  look for the smoke which 
rises from the burning of the voting-papers after each session; 
when the election has not been effected, a little straw is burnt with 
the papers, and the column of smoke then apprises the spectators 
that they have still no pope. Within the conclave, the cardinals, 
alone in the common hall, usually the Sistine chapel, proceed 
morning and evening to their double vote, the direct vote and the 
"accessit." Sometimes these sessions have been very numerous; 
for example, in 1740, Benedict XIV. was only elected after a55 

scrutinies; on other occasions, however, and notably in  the case 
of the last few popes, a well-defined majority has soon been evi- 
dent, and there have been but few scrutinies. Each vote is im- 
mediately counted by three scrutators, appointed in rotation, the 
most minute precautions being taken to ensure that the voting 
shall be secret and sincere. When one cardinal has at  last obtained 
two-thirds of the votes, the dean of the cardinals formally asks 
him whether he accepts his election, and what name he wishes to 
assume. As soon as he has accepted, the first cardinal deacon goes 
to  the Loggia of St. Peter's and announces the news t s  the 
assembled* people. The conclave is dissolved; on the following 
day the election is officially announced to the various governments. 
A few days after his election, takes place the coronation, froin 
which the pontificate is officially dated, and the pope receives the 
tiara with the triple crown, the sign of his supreme spiritual 
authority (see TIARA). 

R i g h t  of Veto.-In conclusion, a few words should be said 
with-regard to the right of veto.  During the 16th and 17th cen- 
turies, the various Catholic Courts instructed the Cardinals of 
their own nation to secure, as far as lay in their power, the re- 
moval of candidates distasteful to their party; and the govern- 
ments could even make public their desire to  exclude certain 
candidates. But they soon claimed an actual right of formal and 
direct exclusion, which should be notified in the conclave in  their 
name by a cardinal charged with this mission, and should have a 
decisive effect; that is what has been called the right of veto. 
We cannot say precisely a t  what time during the 16th century 
this transformation of the practice into a right, tacitly accepted by 
the Sacred College, took place. The fact remains, however, that 
it  was a right based on custom, and was not supported by any 
text or written concession; but the diplomatic right was straight- 
forward and definite, and was better than the intrigues of former 
days. During the 19th century Austria exercised, or tried to  exer- 
sise, the right of veto at  all the conclaves, except that which elected 
Leo XIII .  (1878) ; i t  did so again at  the conclave of 1903. On 
Aug. 2 Cardinal Rampolla had received 29 votes, when Cardinal 
Kolzielsko Puzina, bishop of Cracow, declared that the Austrian 
government opposed his election; the Sacred College considered 
that it ought to yield, and on Aug. 4 elected Cardinal Sarto, who 
took the name of Pius X. By the bull Cornmissurn Nob i s  (Jan. 20, 
1go4), Pius X. suppressed all right of "veto" or "exclusion" on 
the part of the secular governments, and forbade, under pain of 
excommunication reserved to the future pope, any cardinal or 
conclavist to  accept from his government the charge of proposing 
a "veto," or to exhibit i t  to the conclave under any form. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The best and most complete work is Lucius Lector, 
Le Conclave, origine, histoire, organisation, le'gislatzon ancienne et 
moderne (Paris, 1894). See also Catholic Encyclopaedia, art. Conclave, 
Moroni, Dizionario di erudizione stonco-ecclesiastzca, S.V. Conclave, 
Conclavisti, Cella, Elezione, Esclusiva (1870) ; Barbier de Montault, 
Le Conclave (Paris, 1878). On the conclave of Leo XIII., R. de Cesare, 
Conclave di Leone X I I I .  (Rome, 1888). On the conclave of Pius X.: 
an eye-witness (Card. Mathieu), Les Derniers Jours de L i o n  X I I I .  
et le conclave (Paris, 1904). See further; for the right of veto: Phillips, 
Kirchenrecht, t. v. p. 138; Sagmiiller, Die PapstwahEen und die Stdate 
(Tiibingen, 1890) ; Die Papstwahlbullen und das staatliche Recht des 
Exclusive (Tiibingen, 1892) ; Wahrmuhd, Ausschliessangs~echt det 
katholischen Staaten (Vienna, 1888). 

CONCORD, a town of Middlesex county, Massachusetts, 
U.S.A., zom. N.W. of Boston, served by the Boston and Maine 
Railroad. I t  has an area of 25 sq.mi., and a population in 1940 
(federal census) of 7,972. The state feforrnatory for men is situ- 
ated here. 

The village of Concord, where the confluence of the Sudbury 
and the Assabet forms the beautiful little Concord river celebrated 
by Thoreau, has a wealth of historic and literary associations. A 
county convention held here in Aug. I 7 74 recommended the call- 
ing of the first provincial congress of Massachusetts, which met 
here on Oct. 11, 1774, and in March and April 1775. After that 
the colonists began storing military supplies in the village, and it  
became the objective of the British expedition which a t  Lexington 
on April 19, 1775, engaged in the first battle of the Revolution. 
I n  a brief engagement at Lexington early in the morhing, blodd 
was shed on both sides, but no British were killed. At Concord 
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500 minute-men confronted the British troops and drove them 
back on Lexington. A granite obelisk, erected in 1837, when Em- 
erson wrote his ode on the battle, marks the spot where the first 
British soldiers fell. Across the stream, "where once the embat- 
tled farmers stood, and fired the shot heard round the world," is a 
fine bronze "minute-man" by D.  C. French. Many notable ora- 
tions have been delivered here on the anniversary of the battle, 
among them one by Edward Everett in 1825 and one by George 
William Curtis in 18;s. 

The town was settled and incorporated in 1635. I t  was the 
home of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry D. Thoreau,, Nathaniel 
Hawthorne, A. Bronson Alcott and his daughter Louisa, and other 
distinguished writers and philosophers. From the "Old Manse," 
built in 1765 for William Emerson, his grandson wrote Nature, 
and Hawthorne wrote his Mosses from a n  Old Manse. "Orchard 
house" still stands-the home of the Alcotts during the years 
when the "Concord Summer School of Philosophy and Literature" 
(1879-88) was held in a rude building adjoining. The "Concord" 
grape was first grown here by Ephraim Bull in 1853, marking the 
beginning of the cultivation of table grapes in America on a com- 
mercial scale. 
CONCORD, a city in the southern part of North Carolina, 

U.S.A., on the Rocky river, 21 mi. N.E. of Charlotte; the county 
seat of Cabarrus county. I t  is on federal highway 29, and is 
served by the Southern railway. The population in 1920 was 
9,903, of whom 1,746 were Negroes, and was 11,820 in 1930 and 
15,572 in 1940 by the federal census. I t  is in a cotton-growing 
district, and has textile mills. Concord was laid out in 1793 and 
incorporated in 185 I. 
CONCORD, the capital of New Hampshire, U.S.A., and the 

county seat of Merrimack county, on the Merrimack river, near 
the centre of the southern part of the state. I t  is on federal 
highways 3, 4 and 202; is served by the Boston and Maine rail- 
road; and has a municipal airport. The area is 64 sq.mi. The 
population was 25,228 in 1930 and 27,213 in 1940 (85% native 
born) by the federal census. 

Concord has broad, well shaded streets, several parks, and many 
fine public buildings. The state capitol is an impressive structure 
of fine-grained white granite from the neighbouring quarries. The 
state hospital for the insane and the state prison are situated here, 
and there are several homes and hospitals founded by private 
philanthropy. St. Paul's school for boys (Protestant Episcopal, 
1853) is 2 mi. W. of the city. There is abundant water power. The 
factory product (with leather belting and printing and pub- 
lishing leading) was valued in 1939 at  $10,729,380. Large quanti- 
ties of granite are shipped from Concord. 

A trading-post was established here about 1660. I n  I 725 Massa- 
chusetts granted the land to some of her citizens, who established 
a settlement called Pennycook (the name of the Indians who had 
formerly occupied it),  but New Hampshire in I 727 issued an over- 
lapping grant, and the conflicting claims gave rise to  a celebrated 
land case. The settlement was incorporated by the Massachusetts 
general court in 1734 as Rumford, and the settlers finally (1755) 
were confirmed in their possession, but under the jurisdiction of 
New Hampshire. I n  1765 the name was changed to "the parish of 
Concord," and in 1784 the town of Concord was incorporated. A 
city charter granted in 1849 was accepted in 1853. In  1778 and 
again in 1781-82 a State Constitutional Convention met in Con- 
cord; in 1782, the first State legislature; and in 1788, the conven- 
tion d i c h  ratified the Federal Constitution. The State capital 
was definitely estdblished there in 1808. The N e w  Hampshire 
Patriot, founded (1808) and for 20 years edited by Isaac Hill, 
was a leading exponent of Jacksonian democracy in New England. 
Concord was the home of the picturesque and versatile Benjamin 
Thompson (Count Rumford) and of Mary Baker Eddy, founder 
of the Christian Science movement. The site of Mrs. Eddy's home 
is occupied by a home for aged Christian Scientists. 
CONCORD, BOOK OF, the collective documents of the 

Lutheran confession, consisting of the Confessio Augustana, the 
Apologia Confessionis Augustanae, the Articula Smalcaldici, the 
Catechismi Major e t  Minor and the Formula Co7tcordiae. This 
last was a formula issued on the 25th of June 1580 (the jubilee 

of the Augsburg Confession) by the Lutheran Church in a n  at-  
tempt to heal the breach which,.since the death of Luther, had 
been widening between the extreme Lutherans and the Crypto- 
Calvinists. Previous attempts a t  concord had been made a t  the 
request of different rulers, especially by Jacob Andrea with his 
Swabian Concordia in 1573, and Abel Scherdinger with the Maul- 
bronn Formula in 1575. I n  1576 the elector of Saxony called a 
conference of theologians a t  Torgau to discuss these two efforts 
and from them produce a third. The Book of Torgau was evolved, 
circulated and criticized; a new committee, prominent on which 
was Martin Chemnitz, sitting at  Bergen near Madgeburg, consid- 
ered the criticisms and finally drew up  the Formula Concordiae. I t  
consists of ( a )  the "Epitome," ( b )  the "Solid Repetition and 
Declaration," each part comprising twelve articles; and was ac- 
cepted by Saxony, Wiirttemberg, Baden among other states, but 
rejected by Hesse, Nassau and Holstein. Even the free cities were 
divided, Hamburg and Liibeck for, Bremen and Frankfort 
against. Hungary and Sweden accepted it, and so finally did Den- 
mark, where at  first i t  was rejected, and its publication made a 
crime punishable by death. I n  spite of this very limited recep- 
tion the Formula Concordiae has always been reckoned with the 
five other documents as of confessional authority. 

See P. Schaff, History of Creeds ch. vi., a;d Creeds of the Evangel- 
ical Protestant Churches; W .  A. Curtis, art. Confessions" in Hasting's, 
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics ( 5  13, "Confessions in the 
Lutheran Churches") with references. 

CONCORDANCE, literally agreement, harmony; hence de- 
rivatively a citation of parallel passages, and specifically an alpha- 
betical arrangement of the words contained in a book with cita- 
tions of the passages in which they occur. Concordances in this 
last sense were first made for the Bible. Originally the word was 
only used in this connection in the plural concordantiae, each 
group of parallel passages being properly a concordantia. 

The original impetus to  the making of concordances was due 
to the conviction that the several parts of the Bible are consistent 
with each other, as parts of a divine revelation. To  Anthony of 
Padua (1195-1231) tradition ascribes the first concordance, the 
anonymous Concordantiae Morales, of which the basis was the 
Vulgate. The first authentic work was due to Cardinal Hugh of 
St. Cher, a Dominican monk (d. 1263), who, in preparing for a 
commentary on the Scriptures, found the need of a concordance. 
I t  became the basis of one by Conrad of Halberstadt (c .  1290) 
and of another by John of Segovia in the next century. The first 
Hebrew concordance was compiled in  1437-45 by Rabbi Isaac 
Nathan b. Kalonymus of Arles (printed a t  Venice in 1523 by 
Daniel Bomberg, in Base1 in 1556, 1559 and 1581). I t  was pub- 
lished under the title Meir Natib,  "The Light of the Way," and 
in 1556 was translated into Latin by  Johann Reuchlin. I t s  errors 
were corrected by Mario di Calasio, a Franciscan friar, who 
published a four-volume folio Concordantiae Sacr. Bibl. Hebr. e t  
Latin, a t  Rome, 1621, much enlarged, with proper names included. 
Another concordance based on Nathan's was Johann Buxtorf the 
elder's Concordantiae Bibl. Ebraicae nova e t  artificiosa methodo 
dispositae, Basel, 1632. Calasio's concordance was republished in 
London under the direction of William Romaine in 1747-49, in  
four volumes, folio. I n  1754 Dr. John Taylor, a Presbyterian 
divine in Norwich, published in two volumes the Hebrew Con- 
cordance adapted to  the English Bible. I n  the middle of the 19th 
century Dr. Julius Fiirst issued a thoroughly revised edition of 
Buxtorf's concordance. The Hebriiischen und chaldiiischen Con- 
cordanz zu den Heiligen Schriften Alten Testaments (Leipzig, 
1840) carried forward the development of the concordance in 
several directions. I t  gave ( I )  a corrected text founded on Hahn's 
Vanderhoogt's Bible; (2) the Rabbinical meanings; (3) explana- 
tions in Latin, and illustrations from the three Greek versions, 
the Aramaic paraphrase, and the Vulgate; (4) the Greek words 
employed by the Septuagint as renderings of the Hebrew; (5) 
notes on philology and archaeology, so that the concordance con- 
tained a Hebrew lexicon. An English translation by Dr.  Samuel 
Davidson was published in 1867. A revised edition of Buxtorf's 
work with additions from Fiirst's was published by B. Bar (Stettin, 
1862). A new concordance embodying the matter of all previous 
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works with lists of proper names and particles was published by 
Solomon Mandeikern in Leipzig (1896; smaller edition, 1900). 
There are also concordances of biblical proper names by G. 
Brecher (Frankfort-on-Main, 18.76) and Schusslovicz (Wilna, 
1878). 

A Concordance to  tlte Septz~agitzt, published at  Frankfort in 
1602 by Conrad Kircher of Augsburg, gave the Hebrew words in 
alphabetical order and the Greek words by which they are trans- 
lated undyr them. A Septuagint concordance, giving the Greek 
words in alphabetical order, was published in I 718 in two volumes 
by Abraham Tromm, a learned minister a t  Groningen, then in 
the eighty-fourth year of his age. I t  gives the Greek words in 
alphabetical order; a Latin translation; the Hebrew word or words 
for which the Greek term is used by the Septuagint; then the 
places where the words occur in the order of the books and chap- 
ters; a t  the end of the quotations from the Septuagint places are 
given where the word occurs in Aquila, Symmachus and Theodo- 
tion, the other Greek translations of the Old Testament; and the 
words of the Apocrypha follow in each case. Besides an index to 
the Hebrew and Chaldaic words there is another index which con- 
tains a lexicon to the Hexapla of Origen. In  1887 (London) ap- 
peared the Handy Concordance of the Sepfuagi~zt giving various 
readings from Codices Vaticanz~s, Alexandrinz~s, Sinaiticais and 
Ephraemi, with an appendix of words from Origen's Hexapla, not 
found i n  the above nzanuscripts, by G.M., without quotations. A 
work of the best modern scholarship was brought out in 1897 by 
the Clarendon Press, Oxford, entitled A Concordance to the 
Septz~agint and the other Greek versions of the Old Testament 
including the Apocryphal Books, by Edwin Hatch and H. A. Red- 
path, assisted by other scholars; this was completed in 1900 by 
a list of proper names. 

The first Greek co?tcoyda?zce to the New Testament was pub- 
lished at  Basel in I 546 by the Lutheran Sixt Birck or Xystus 
Betuleius ( I  joo-j4). This was followed by Stephen's concor- 
dance (1594) planned by Robert Stephens and published by 
Henry, his son. Then in 1638 came the T U ~ L E ~ O V  of Erasmus 
Schmied or Schmid, which has been the basis of subsequent con- 
cordances to the New Testament. Revised editions of it were 
published a t  Gotha in 171 7, and at  Glasgow in 1819. In the 
middle of the 19th century Bruder brought out a beautiful edition 
(Tauchnitz) collating the readings of Erasmus, R. Stephens' third 
edition, the Elzevirs, and others, and presenting a selection from 
ancient patristic mss. and various interpreters. Bruder was edited, 
with readings of S. P. Tregelles, in 1888, by JVestcott and Hort. 
The Englishman's Greek Concordance of the New Testament, 
and the Englishman's Hebrew and Chaldee Co~zcordar~ce are in- 
tended to put the results of the abbve-mentioned works at the 
service of those who know little Hebrew or Greek. They are the 
work of George V. Wigram assisted by W. Burgh and superin- 
tended by Tregelles, B. Davidson and W. Chalk (1843; and ed. 
1860). Mention should also be made of A Concordance to tlze 
Greek Testantent with the English version to each word; tlte prin- 
cipal Hebrew roots correspo?zdirtg to  the Greek words of the 
Septuagint, with short critical notes and an index, by John Wil- 
liams, LL.D., London ( I  7 67). 

In  1884 Robert Young brought out a Concordance to the Greek 
New Testantent with a dictionary of Bible Words and Synonyms: 
this contains a concise concordance to eight thousand changes 
made in the Revised Testament. Another important work of 
modern scholarship is the Concordance to the Greek Testament, 
edited by the Rev. W. F. Moulton and A. E. Geden, according 
to the texts adopted by Westcott and Hort, Tischendorf, and the 
English revisers. 

The first concordance to the English version of the New Testa- 
ment was published in London, 1535, by Thomas Gybson. I t  is a 
black-letter volume entitled The Concordance of the New Testa- 
??tent most necessary to be had i n  the hands of all soche as delyte 
i n  the co?rtmunication of any place co~ztayned in ye New Testa- 
nzent. The first English concordance of the entire Bible was John 
Marbeck's, A Concordance, that is to saie, a worke wherein by the 
order o f  the letters of the A.B.C. ye maie redely find any worde 
conteigned in the whole Bible, so often as it is there expressed 

or mentioned, Lond. I 550. Although Robert Stephens had divided 
the Bible into verses in I 545, Marbeck does not seem to have 
known this and refers to the chapters only. I n  I j jo  also appeared 
Walter Lynne's translation of the concordance issued by Bullinger, 
Jude, Pellican and others of the Reformers. Other English con- 
cordances were published by Cotton, Newman, and in abbreviated 
forms by John Downham or Downame (ed. 1652), Vavasor Pow- 
ell (1617-jo), Jackson and Samuel Clarke (1626-1 701). I n  1737 
Alexander Cruden (q .v . )  published his Corltplete Concordance to  
the Holy Scriptures o f  the Old and N e w  Testament,  t o  which is 
added a concordance to tlze books called Apocrypha, superseding 
all its predecessors. Three editions were published during Cru- 
den's life, and many since his death. Later concordances only 
supersede his notably accurate work by combining an English with 
a Greek and Hebrew concordance ( a )  the Critical Greek and 
English Concordance, by C. F. Hudson, H.  A. Hastings and Ezra 
Abbot, Boston (Mass ), and ( b )  the Critical Lexicon and Con- 
cordance to the English and Greek Ne7n Testament,  by E .  L. Bul- 
linger, 1892. James Gall's Interpreting Concordance to  the New 
Testament, shows the Greek original of every word, with a glos- 
sary explaining the Greek words of the New Testament with their 
varied renderings in the Authorized Version. The most convenient 
is ( c )  Young's A?zalytical Co7zcordance (Edinburgh, 18jg), giv- 
ing ( I )  the original Hebrew or Greek of any word in the English 
Bible; (2) the literal and primitive meaning of every such orig- 
inal word; (3) thoroughly reliable parallel passages. There is a 
Stzidents' Concordavce to  tlze Revised Version o f  the N e w  Testa- 
ment showing the changes embodied in the revision, published 
under licence of the universities; and a concordance to  the Re- 
vised Version by J. A. Thoms for the Christian Knowledge So- 
ciety. Biblical concordances having familiarized students with the 
value and use of such books for the systematic study of an author, 
the practice of making concordances has now become common. 
There are concordances to the works of Shakespeare, Browning, 
and many other writers. (D. M.) 

CONCORDAT, a term originally denoting an agreement be- 
tween ecclesiastical persons or secular persons, but later applied 
to a pact concluded between the ecclesiastical authority and the 
secular authority on ecclesiastical matters which concern both, 
and, more specially, to a pact concluded between the pope, as 
head of the Catholic Church, and a temporal sovereign for the 
regulation of ecclesiastical affairs in the territory of such sovereign 
(pactum concordatz~m or solemr~is conventio): I t  is to concordats 
in this later sense that this article refers. 

For the purposes of a concordat the state recognizes the official 
sfatzrs of the church and of its ministers and tribunals; guarantees 
it certain privileges; and sometimes binds itself t c  secure for it  
subsidies representing compensation for past spoliations. The 
pope on his side grants the temporal sovereign certain rights, 
such as that of making or controlling the appointment of digni- 
taries; engages to proceed in harmony with the government in the 
creation of dioceses or parishes; and regularizes the situation 
produced by the usurpation of church property, etc. The great 
advantage of concordats-indeed their principal utility-consists 
in transforming necessarily unequal unilateral claims into con- 
tractual obligations analogous to  those which result from an 
international convention. Whatever the obligations of the state 
towards the ecclesiastical society may be in pure theory, in practice 
they become more precise and stable when they assume the nature 
of .a bilateral convention by which the state engages itself with 
regard to  a third party. And reciprocally, whatever may be the 
absolute rights of the ecclesiastical society over the appointment 
of its dignitaries, the administration of its property and the go17- 
ernment of its adherents, the exercise of these rights is limited 
and restricted by the stable engagements and concessions of the 
concordatory pact, which bind the head of the church with regard 
to  the nations. 

Concordats have therefore the perpetuity of conventions which 
contain no time limitation; but, like every human convention, 
they can be denounced, in the form in use for international 
treaties, and for good reasons, which are summed up in the 
exigencies of the general good of the country. Nevertheless, 
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there is no example of a concordat having been denounced or 
broken by the popes, whereas several have been denounced or 
broken by the civil powers, sometimes in the least diplomatic 
manner, as in the case of the French concordat in 1905. The 
rupture of the concordat a t  once terminates the obligations which 
resulted from it on both sides; but i t  does not break off all 
relation between the church and the state, since the two societies 
continue to  coexist on the same territory. T o  the situation defined 
by concordat, however, succeeds another situation, more or less 
uncertain and more or less strained, in  which the two powers 
legislate separately on mixed matters, sometimes not without 
provoking conflicts. 

Objects  of Concorda tory  Conventions.-These cannot be 
described in detail; they bear upon very varied matters and we 
must confine ourselves here to a brief re'sume'. I n  the first place 
there is the official recognition by the state of the Catholic religion 
and its ministers. Sometimes the Catholic religion is declared to 
be the state religion, and at  least the free and public exercise of 
its worship is guaranteed. As regards candidates for ecclesiastical 
offices, the concordats concluded with Catholic nations regularly 
give the sovereign the right to nominate or present t o  bishop- 
rics, often also to other inferior benefices, such as canonries, 
important parishes and abbeys; or a t  least the choice of the 
ecclesiastical authority is submitted to the approval of the civil 
power. I n  all cases canonical institution (which confers ecclesias- 
tical jurisdiction) is reserved to the pope or the bishops. I n  
countries where the head of the state is not a Catholic, the bishops 
are regularly elected by the chapters, but the civil power has the 
right to  strike out objectionable names from the list of candidates 
which is previously submitted to it. Certain concordats deal with 
the orders and congregations of monks and nuns with a view to 
subjecting them to a certain control while securing t o  them the 
legal exercise of their activities. Ecclesiastical immunities, such 
as reservation of the criminal cases of the clergy, exemption from 
military service and other privileges, axe expressly maintained in 
a certain number of pacts. One of the most important subjects 
is that of church property. An agreement is come to as to  the con- 
ditions on which pious foundations are able to be made; the 
measure in which church property shall contribute to  the public 
expenses is indicated; and, in  the 19th century, the position of 
those who have acquired confiscated church property is regular- 
ized. I n  exchange for this surrender by the church of its ancient 
property the state engages to contribute to  the subsistence of the 
ministers of public worship, or a t  least of certain of them. 

Concordats  in History.-Scholars agree in associating the 
earliest concordats with the celebrated contest about Investitures 
( q . v . ) ,  which so profoundly agitated Christian Europe in the 11th 
and 12th centuries. The first in date is that which was concluded 
for England with Henry I. in 1107 by the efforts of St. Anselm. 
The convention of Sutri of I I I I between Pope Paschal 11. and the 
emperor Henry V. having been rejected, negotiations were resumed 
by Pope Calixtus 11. and ended in the concordat of Worms (1122), 
which was confirmed in I I 77 by the convention between Alexander 
111. and the emperor Frederick I. I n  this concordat a distinction 
was made between spiritual investiture, by the ring and pastoral 
staff, and lay or feudal investiture, by the sceptre. The emperor 
renounced investiture by ring and staff, and permitted canonical 
elections; the pope on his part recognized the king's right to 
perform lay investiture and t o  assist a t  elections. Analogous to 
this convention was the concordat concluded between Nicholas 
IV. and the king of Portugal in 1289. 

The lengthy discussions on ecclesiastical benefices in Germany 
ended finally in the concordat of Vienna, promulgated by Nicholas 
V. in 1448. Already at  the council of Constance attempts had 
been made to reduce the excessive papal reservations and taxes in 
the matter of benefices, privileges which had been established 
under the Avignon popes and during the Great Schism; for 
example, Martin V. had had to make with the different nations 
special arrangements which were valid for five years only, and 
by which he renounced the revenues of vacant benefices. The 
council of Base1 went further: i t  suppressed annates and all the 
benefice reservations which did not appear in the Corpus Juris. 

Eugenius IV. repudiated the Base1 decrees, and the negotiations 
terminated in what was called the "concordat of the princes," 
which was accepted by Eugenius IV. on his death-bed (bulls of 
Feb. 5 and 7, 1447). I n  Feb. 1448 Nicholas V. concluded the 
arrangement, which took the name of the concordat of Vienna. 
This concordat, however, was not received as law of the Empire. 
In  Germany the concessions made to the pope and the reserva- 
tions maintained by him in the matter of taxes and benefices were 
deemed excessive, and the prolonged discontent which resulted 
was one of the causes of the success of the Lutheran Reformation. 

I n  France the opposition to the papal exactions had been still 
more marked. I n  1438 the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges adopted 
and put into practice the Base1 decrees, and in spite of the in- 
cessant protests of the Holy See the Pragmatic was observed 
throughout the I j th  centfiry, even after its nominal abolition by 
Louis XI. in 1461. The situation was modified by the concordat 
of Bologna, which was personally negotiated by Leo X. and 
Francis I .  of France at  Bologna in Dec. I 515, inserted in the bull 
Primitiva (Aug. I 8, I j I 6))  and promulgated as law of the realm 
in I j17, but not without rousing keen opposition. All bishoprics, 
abbeys and priories were in the royal nomination, the canonical 
institution belonging to the pope. The pope preserved the right 
to nominate to  vacant benefices i m  cz~ria and to certain benefices 
of the chapters, but all the others were in the nomination of the 
bishops or other inferior collators. However, the exercise of the 
pope's right of provision still left considerable scope for papal 
intervention, and the pope retained the annates. 

The concordats drawn up  during the 17th and 18th centuries 
either fell to the ground or had to be recast. I n  the 19th century 
we find a long series of concordats, of which a good number are 
still in force. The first in date and importance is that of 1801, 
concluded for France between Napoleon and Pius VII. after 
laborious negotiations. The first consul was given the right to 
nominate bishops, the bishoprics and parishes were redistributed 
and the erection of seminaries allowed. The pope condoned 
those who had acquired church properLy; and by way of com- 
pensation the government engaged to give the bishops and cur& 
suitable salaries. The concordat n a s  solemnly promulgated on 
Easter Day 1802, but the government had added to it  unilateral 
provisions of Gallican tendencies, which were known as the 
Organic Articles. After having been the law of the Church of 
France for a century, it  was denounced by the French Govern- 
ment in 1905. 

A concordat with England was proposed by Castlereagh in 1814, 
but the negotiations broke down over the question of episcopal 
nominations. I n  addition to  the case of France, important con- 
cordats were concluded during the 19th century with Germany, 
Bavaria (1817), Prussia (1821), Hanover (1824); Austria (1855, 
denounced by the Austrian Government on the proclamation of 
papal infallibility in 1870) ; Spain (1851, 18 j;, 1904) ; Switzerland 
(1828, 1845, 1888) and Portugal (1857, 1886). I n  the case of 
Russia, a formal concordat was found inapplicable even as far  
back as 1847. I n  the case of Holland and Belgium, concordats 
were replaced by an amicable  nodu us vivendi. After the World 
War of 1914-1918 many new concordats were made. The most 
important were with Poland ( r g q ) ,  Lithuania and Rumania 
(1927)) Italy (1929) and Germany (1933). 

See J .  Turmel's article on "Concordat" in Hastings Encyclopaedia o f  
Religion and Ethics; Catholic Encyclopaedia, art. "Concordat"; Mirbt, 
art. "Konlcordate" in Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklopadie, 3rd ed. (with 
reff.) ; A Mercati. Raccolta d i  Concordati (1919) ; F .  M. Cappello, 
De natura concordatorunz (1928) ; M. Bierbaum, Das Konkordat i n  
Kultur, Politih, und Recht (1928) ; On the Italian Concordat see 
W. Parsons, The  Pope and Italy (192~); on the French concordats: 
Thomas, Le concordat de 1j16 (1910). 

CONCORDIA, a Roman goddess, the personification of civic 
concord. Several temples in her honour were erected a t  Rome, 
the most ancient being one on the Capitol, dedicated to  her by 
Camillus (367 B.c.),  subsequently restored by Livia, the wife 
of Augustus, and consecrated by Tiberius (A.D. 10). Concordia 
was represented as a matron holding in her right hand either a 
patera or an olive branch, and in her left either a cornu copiae 
or a sceptre. 
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CONCORDIA (mod. CONCORDIA SAGITTARIA), an ancient 

town of Venetia, in Italy, 16ft. above sea-level, j Im.  W. of 
Aquileia, a t  the junction of roads to Altinum and Patavium, to  
Opitergium (and thence either to  Vicetia and Verona, or Feltria 
and Tridentumj, t o  Noricum by the valley of the Tilaventus (Tag- 
liamento), and to Aquileia. Previously a mere village, Augustus 
made it a colony. Under the later empire it  was one of the most 
important towns of Italy; it  had a strong garrison and a factory 
of missiles for the army. I n  the garrison cemetery many impor- 
tant inscriptions have been discovered. I t  was taken and destroyed 
by Attila in A.D. 452. Parts of the ancient city walls, the sites of 
the forum and the theatre, and probably that of the arms factory 
have been found. The ancient see of Concordia was transferred 
in 1339 t o  Portogruaro, where i t  still remains. The old Roman- 
esque cathedral and baptistery are preserved. 

CONCORDIA, a city of northern Kansas, U.S.A., on the 
Republican river, I j jm. It7. of Atchison; the county seat of Cloud 
county. I t  is on the Meridian national highway, and is served by 
the Burlington, the Missouri Pacific, the Santa Fe and the Union 
Pacific railways. The population in 1930 federal census was 
5 ,792  and in 1940, 6 ,255 .  I t  has a large wholesale trade, and 
manufactures flour, brick, brooms, butter and cheese, and ice. 
Coal, building stone and clay are found near by. Concordia was 
settled about 1871, and was incorporated in 1872.  

CONCRETE, a term used in various technical senses, with 
the general significance of combination, conjunction, solidity. 
Thus the building material made up  of separate substances com- 
bined into one is known as concrete (see below). I n  mathematics 
and music, the adjective has been used as synonymous with "con- 
tinuous" as opposed to "discrete," i.e., "separate," "discontinu- 
ous." This antithesis is no doubt influenced by the idea that the 
two words derive from a common origin, whereas "discrete" is 
derived from the Latin discer?zere (to discriminate), as "concrete" 
is derived from concrescere (to grow together). In  logic and also 
in  common language concrete terms are those which signify per- 
sons or things as opposed t o  abstract terms which signify quali- 
ties, relations, attributes (so J. S. JIill). Thus the term "man" 
is concrete, while "manhood" and "humanity" are abstract, the 
names of the qualities implied. Confusions between abstract and 
concrete terms are frequent; thus the word "relation," which is 
strictly an abstract term implying connection between two things 
or persons, is often used instead of the correct term "relative" 
for people related to  one another. Concrete terms are further sub- 
divided as singular, the names of things regarded as individuals, 
and general or common, the names which a number of things bear 
in common in virtue of their possession of common character- 
istics. These latter terms, though concrete in so far as they denote 
the persons or things which are known by them (see DENOTA- 
TION), have also an abstract sense when viewed connotatively, 
i.e., as implying the quality or qualities in isolation from the indi- 
viduals. The ascription of adjectives to the class of concrete 
terms, upheld by J. S. Mill, has been disputed on the ground that 
adjectives are applied both t o  concrete and to abstract terms. 
Hence some logicians make a separate class for adjectives, as being 
the names neither of things nor of qualities, and describe them as 
attributive terms. 

See J. S. Mill, System of Logic, 1874; J. N. Keynes, Formal Logic, 
1906; H. W. B. Joseph, Inrroduction to Logic, 1916; A. Wolf 
Essentials of Logic, 1926. 

CONCRETE is a building material made by mixing stone, 
sand, water and a cementing material. The ingredients are mixed 
together with the addition of clean water into a plastic mass 
which gradually hardens into a rock-like substance of the nature 
of conglomerate. As a building material it is distinguished by the 
facility with which it  can be deposited and moulded while plastic 
into almost any shape. Materials suitable for its manufacture are 
almost universally available and the mixing and placing do not 
require expert labour. I t  is adapted to an infinite variety of uses 
in engineering and architecture, including massive structures such 
as heavy foundations, retaining walls, dock walls, breakwaters 
bridges and dams, and more intricate construction in ferro-con- 
crete for floors, columns, buildings, arches, domes, towers, watel 

anks, pontoons, foundation cylinders, piles, open-work jetties 
~ n d  many other purposes. I t  has been used in masses of over 
5 0  million cu.ft. in a single dam. 

Concrete made with lime as the cementing material was largely 
lsed by the Romans in the construction of aqueducts, bridges and 
~ t h e r  massive work, generally with a facing of brickwork or 
nasonry on the exposed surfaces, and some specimens of the 
incient works have exhibited extraordinary durability. Lime in 
;ome form was almost the only binding material available until 
.he introduction in the 19th century of Portland cement. The 
atter material is so superior in strength and reliability that it 
las almost superseded lime, except for unimportant work. Limited 
Jse is also made of other cements having qualities similar to  
Portland cement, such as natural cement and cement made from 
)last furnace slag (see CEMENT). When water is added t o  cement 
I slow chemical action takes place with liberation of some heat, 
ind the cement in a few hours begins to harden into a stone-like 
substance. When i t  is mixed with sand a mortar is formed which 
jets hard, but with less ultimate strength than neat cement, and 
~f broken stones are mixed with the mortar, concrete is obtained. 
In practice the materials are mixed together at  one time and sound 
k n s e  concrete is obtained when the mortar is in such volume and 
so mixed as to fill all the interstices among the broken stones. The 
sand used should be clean and sharp, entirely free from clay, 
loam, silt or vegetable matter, and it  will give best results when 
it is a good blend of grains of all sizes from *in. down to i+minch. 
I t  may be obtained in a natural state from pit, river or seashore, 
or may be produced by crushing natural rock such as granite, 
h a p  or hard sandstone. 

The stone may be pebbles or flints from gravel beds, or crushed 
hard rock, or broken artificial material such as slag, bricks, 
clinker or even concrete. Cinders and coke are sometimes used 
to form a light concrete, but should be excluded from important 
work. Hard limestone is generally suitable but has been found 
unsatisfactory in concrete conduits for conveyance of soft water, 
and is not the best material for producing fire-resisting concrete. 
Granite, gneiss, trap and hard sandstone rock produce good aggre- 
gate for concrete. Generally the angular stones produced by 
crushing rock are less easily formed into dense concrete without 
voids than the rounded stones of natural gravel which slip past 
each other readily and are thus more easily compacted together. 
Smoothness of surface of the stones is no disadvantage from the 
point of view of adhesion of the materials when the stones are 
small. The water used for mixing should be clean and free from 
acid alkali, oil or vegetable contamination. Sea water can be 
used without adverse effect other than the production of some 
surface efflorescence. Water from peat moors should not be used. 

Concrete Mixtures.-Concrete may be mixed in very differ- 
ent proportions according t o  the strength required, and the size 
of stone used may be varied in accordance with the massiveness 
of the rock. The general principle to be followed in proportion- 
ing the mixture is that the volume of mortar produced by the 
mixing together of the cement and sand should be rather more 
than sufficient to fill the interstices of the broken stone so that 
no unfilled voids remain. The voids in broken stone are usually 
under 50% so that a quantity of sand equal to half the broken 
stone will normally suffice for complete filling. Relative propor- 
tions of cement, sand and stone, are frequently stated thus 
I : 3 : 6, which ind ica teh  mixture in the proportions of one part 
of cement to three parts of sand and six parts of stone. Such a 
mixture with stone of a maximum size of gin. is suitable for 
foundations of mass concrete and similar work where great 
strength is not required. A I : 2 : 4 mixture is generally appro- 
priate for reinforced concrete building construction with stone 
not exceeding *in. so that the concrete may be readily filled 
between and around the reinforcing bars. Mixtures still richer 
in cement are required for concrete piles to  obtain adequate 
strength and for tanks and hydraulic structures to  obtain water- 
tightness. The richest mixture in common use is I : I : 2 which 
is suitable for reinforced concrete in marine works, and for 
reinforced conduits to convey water under pressure. The propor- 
tions given are in round numbers, but the best proportions to  use 
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for particular materials should be determined by ascertaining by 
experiment the nature of the grading and the percentage of voids. 
The densest mixture of stones and sand, i.e., the one which weighs 
most per unit volume, will be capable of furnishing the strongest 
concrete. The tests for grading are used to indicate whether a 
part of the constituent materials should be augmented or dimin- 
ished. Addition of fine sand to promote water-tightness is often 
useful in concrete for hydraulic and marine works. The propor- 
tion of water to be used is almost as important as that of the 
other constituents. Enough water should be added to produce, 
after thorough mixing a plastic mass which can be rammed and 
tamped into position, so as to fill completely all corners and en- 
close solidly all reinforcement where such occurs. Too dry a mix- 
ture will give rise to inevitable voids and surface defects, while 
excess of water causes marked diminution of strength. Small 
quantities of concrete may be mixed by hand on a wooden plat- 
form, the dry materials being turned over by shovel two or three 
times before water is added, and the mixture again turned over 
twice while wet or until a uniform consistency is obtained. Most 
concrete mixing is now done by machines, in quantities of from 
6 cu.ft. to 60 cu.ft. a t  a time. In  one type the mixing is done 
in a power-operated drum having internal vanes which cause 
rapid and thorough mixture of the materials as the drum rotates. 
The machine includes power-operated loading and discharging 
apparatus and a measuring tank for water. 

The question of the endurance of concrete under exposure to 
chemicals is important. Sea water contains salts which sometimes 
penetrate and afiect pervious concrete and any steel reinforcement 
contained therein. I t  is considered that magnesium sulphate is 
the most injurious of such salts. The fundamental precaution 
to be taken in the case of concrete for marine structures is to  
make the concrete so dense that penetration by water is pre- 
vented. A mixture in the proportions I : I : 2 formed with well 
graded small aggregate and an adequate proportion of very fine 
material in the sand will give good endurance under most circum- 
stances. Concrete is readily attacked by strong acids, but where 
thoroughly hardened and of dense quality it  offers considerable 
resistance to weak acid solutions. I n  certain arid regions soluble 
alkaline salts contained in the ground are injurious to  concrete. 
Such salts include the sulphates and chlorides of magnesium 
sodium and calcium. The remedy, as in the case of sea water 
appears to be the use of dense impervious concrete. Mineral oils 
such as petroleum, engine and transformer oils have little effect 
on good concrete. Vegetable oils, such as palm oil, have on the 
other hand a very injurious effect. as they unite with the lime of 
the cement and cause softening and disintegration. 

Propert ies  of Concrete.-The most important qu,llity of 
concrete is the facility with which it can be formed into large 
and strong monolithic structures. I t s  usefulness depends on high 
compressive strength in conjunction with great durability and 
adequate tensile strength to  ensure cohesion. The strength of 
concrete naturally depends on the quality and proportions of the 
constituents as well as the methods of mixing and placing, and 
obviously the proportion of cement used will have a large effect 
on the result. In  England compressive strength is commonly de- 
termined by the force required to crush 6in. cubes of concrete. 
I n  the United States 6in. by 12in. cylinders are usually specified. 
When cement is used complying with the British Standard Specifi- 
cation 1925, the crushing stress for cubes 2 8  days old should be 
not less than z,ooolb. per sq.in. for a I : 2 : 4 mixture, rising 
to 3,ooolb. per sq in. for a I : I : 2 mixture. Much higher results 
are commonly obtained. The tensile strength is only a fraction 
of the compressive strength, usually about one-tenth. Concrete 
expands and contracts with rise and ftll  of temperature and it 
is a curious and important fact that the rate of expansion is almost 
the same as that of steel, a condition which enables the two mate- 
rials to act together in the structural combination known as ferro- 
concrete, where primarily the concrete sustains the forces of com- 
pression and the steel resists the forces of tension. The question 
of the elasticity of concrete is important in relation to the 
stresses in ferro-concrete construction. Concrete yields much more 
than steel under the same stress, so that relatively the concrete 

is more elastic to  an extent which for convenience is expressed 
by a ratio termed the modulus ratio. The actual ratio for matured 
concrete is commonly from 7 to 10, whereas for purposes of cal- 
culation a ratio of 15 is often assumed. While undergoing the 
chemical changes that transform it  from a plastic to a hard mate- 
rial, concrete is subject to shrinkage, which, while introducing 
some secondary stresses in the materials of ferro-concrete, causes 
it to close around and hold the reinforcing bars with firm grip. 
Watertightness is of special importance in hydraulic and marine 
structures and is promoted by having a mixture in which the mor- 
tar is rather more than sufficient to fill the interstices in the aggre- 
gate and is watertight in itself. As a rule watertightness cannot 
be relied on where the mortar is a I : 2 mixture, whereas a I : I 
mixture will usually be satisfactory. Proper grading of the sand 
and a sufficiency of fine sand are necessary for the attainment of 
the best results. 

Concrete is largely used as a casing around structural steel- 
work for protection against fire. I t  is well known that bare steel- 
work, owing to its excellent heat conducting properties, soon 
attains a dangerous temperature in a fire with consequent failure 
from softening. Concrete in comparison with steel is a poor 
conductor of heat and furnishes protection by delaying the pas- 
sage of heat to the steelwork. As the temperature of the concrete 
rises on the surface to a high level dehydration takes place, accom- 
panied by increase in the heat insulating properties, so that 
although the surface layers of the concrete are damaged the pen- 
etration of heat is thereby further hindered. A thickness of ain. 
of concrete well bound to the steelwork with wire or metal mesh 
reinforcement meets the requirements of certain building author- 
ities and fire associations. Concrete is frequently used as the 
wearing surface on floors subject to foot traffic and occasionally 
also to floors to  sustain wheeled traffic. The wearing surface is 
usually a coating of fine concrete or mortar from I to  zin. thick 
applied on top of the concrete floor. The requirements of such a 
coating are strength and resistance to  abrasion, as well as good 
adhesion to the concrete below, and they are in the main to be 
attained by the use of fine hard aggregate such as quartz, granite 
or flint, in a well graded mixture from $in. down to fine sand. Two 
parts of such aggregate mixed with one part of cement, applied 
before the floor concrete has completely set, and well trowelled 
to produce a smooth surface, should produce a satisfactory result. 
Carborundum offers very high resistance to abrasion and in a finely 
divided form like fine sand is sometimes mixed with the surface 
floor layer. Small proportions of powdered cast-iron or steel are 
also sometimes used to improve the density and qualities 
of floors, but it is doubtful whether they add anything to the 
wearing properties of good concrete made with quartz or granite. 
Silicate of soda is an acid-resisting liquid chemical "hardener" 
which may be added to the mixing water or applied on the surface 
of finished concrete, with the object of hardening the surface and 
improving the resistance to abrasion. 

Uses of Plain Concrete.-Plain or mass concrete though not 
so adaptable to  architectural treatment can be used for almost all 
building purposes for which massive masonry or brickwork is 
suitable. I t  is particularly suitable for the construction of mono- 
lithic foundation slabs to distribute the load from buildings, walls, 
piers and all classes of heavy erections, from the fact that it  is 
deposited in a plastic condition and thereby takes perfect and 
uniform bearing even on irregular ground. The spreading of the 
load so as to keep the pressure on the ground within its safe bear- 
ing power is effected by making the foundation slab wider than 
the wall or other part which is sustained. The use of concrete as a 
foundation for important roads is a reversion after many cen- 
turies to the excellent practice of the Romans. A substantial 
foundation of concrete is almost indispensable where a large 
volume of heavy traffic has to be borne. Plain concrete is well 
adapted to the construction of gravity retaining walls for the hold- 
ing up of a vertical face of earth. The foundation slab for  such 
a wall usually has considerable projection beyond its face and is 
deposited in a trench without the use of shutters or forms. The 
v,all itself requires to be built within shutters or forms back 

front a h i c l ~  are held against a ~ ~ r i e s  of standing timbers 
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S T R U C T U R A L  CONCRETE A P P L I E D  T O  LARGE- SCALE OPERATIONS 

1. Section of large concrete pipe being placed in line from the Ozark 
mountains t o  Tulsa, Oklahoma 

2. Concrete viaduct along c l i f f  on mountain road through Golden Gate 
canyon, Yeilowstone National park, Wyoming 

3. Six-lane concrete express highway leading to entrance of Lincoln tunnel 
i n  New York c i t y  

4. Concrete reservoir, Eastern Hil ls, Cincinnati, Ohio, holding a reserve of 
35,000,000 gaiions 

5. Sea wa l l  b u i l t  of concrete sections along gul f  coast of State of Missis- 
sippi. The step formation permits i ts  use as a landing for small boats, 
or observation gallery dur ing aquatic sports 

6 .  Rai l  and Harbour Terminals building, Toronto, Canada, showing 
columns and floors of reinforced concrete. View of the superstructure 
dur ing construction 

7 .  Concrete monument, entrance t o  Valhalla Memorial park, Burbank, 
California. Structure is concrete throughout, the int r icate outer 
decoration being made of pre-cast architectural concrete 

8. Concrete trol ley wire supports, Detroit, Toledo & l ronton railroad 
9.  A concrete-pouring record: approximately 10,500,000 cu.yd. of con- 

crete in the Grand Coulee dam on the Columbia river, U.S.A. View 
shows the steel trestle erected pr ior  to the pouring above the base 

10. Concrete breakwater, Port Maitland, near Yarmouth, Nova Scotia 
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stayed from the ground by raking or horizontal struts as the cir- 
cumstances may require. The shutters may be of timber or sheet 
steel and are usually arranged in horizontal courses of a few feet 
in height. The concrete is deposited and well rammed in layers 
between the shutters and after a course has set firm the shutters 
are removed and raised into position for the next course. A sound 
smooth surface is obtained on the concrete by working a spade 
or other suitable tool repeatedly up and down on the inside of the 
shutters whereby the coarse stones are kept back, finer material 
is brought to the face and air is expelled. High retaining walls 
may be very massive and are suitable for the use of a variety of 
concrete known as rubble or cyclopean concrete in which large 
blocks of stone are embedded. Such concrete is made with ordi- 
nary concrete as a matrix and with the large stone as an 
exceedingly coarse aggregate. Good results are obtained when the 
large stones, which according to circumstances may be as large as 
3 man or a crane can lift, are placed and embedded in a soft layer 
of plain concrete, and then covered over by the succeeding layer 
of plain concrete which must be rammed and worked so as to  
surround every stone. The large stones must be kept sufficiently 
far  from the shutters and from each other to ensure that the plain 
concrete will flow into and completely fill all interstices. 

Dams, dock walls and graving docks are classes of structure in 
which concrete is used in enormous masses and where cyclopean 
concrete may often be used to advantage. I n  the case of a dam, 
various classes of concrete are used to suit the conditions in dif- 
ferent parts of the work. I n  the heart of the dam, mass and 
weight are required, and proportions varying from I : z : 4 to 
I : 3 : 6 are commonly used. Watertightness is obtained by pro- 
viding a richer and denser layer next to  the water face with a 
nlixture varying from I : I : z to I : z : 4. In  the case of a high 
dam large con~pressive stresses $1 be developed in the concrete 
near the inner and outer surfaces at  the bottom under varying 
conditions of water level, so that richer and stronger concrete may 
be necessary in these regions. Where climatic conditions are 
severe rich concrete may be necessary on all exposed surfaces and 
sometimes i t  is advisable to  have the surfaces protected with a 
facing of granite or other durable masonry. Somewhat similar 
conditions obtain in the case of concrete for dock walls and 
graving docks. The construction should be watertight and sur- 
faces exposed to wear and abrasion should be protected either by 
rich concrete or by a separate facing of granite or similar material. 
A number of dock walls have been provided with foundations in 
an interesting manner by sinking large cellular structures of con- 
crete through the ground until a firm foundation is reached. Such 
constructions are known variously as caissons or monoliths and 
are usually built up on a metal shoe formed with cutting edges. 
The sinking is effected by excavating the earth from the cellular 
interior spaces by hand excavation or by mechanical means, using 
a grab. As excavation proceeds the structure sinks and at  the same 
time building upwards with mass concrete or concrete blocks takes 
place so that the top is kept above ground level. When a firm 
foundation has been reached the interior spaces may be filled with 
concrete or the bottom may simply be plugged with concrete and 
the rest of the spaces filled with sand or broken stone. Such a 
foundation structure is generally used as a base on which to build 
a wall of mass concrete. I n  the case of breakwaters ( q . v . )  very 
large use has been made of concrete in the form of huge precast 
blocks. Where the depth of water is not great the whole structure 
may be formed of such blocks, but more frequently their use is 
confined to the upper part of the construction resting on top of a 
broad bank of rubble deposited in the water. The blocks are made 
and cured in a large construction yard ashore and are handled'and 
iowered into positfon by heavy travelling cranes and set into cor- 
rect positiorl by the aid of divers. At the port of Dublin, blocks 
of 3 j o  tons weight were used which were handled and deposited 
by heavy flcaiiilg sheers. 

Deposi t ion U n d e r  Water.-It is sometinles necessary to 
deposit ccncrete in water and as concrete sets as well in water as 
in air excellent concrete can be obtained provided it is not dis- 
turbed during the setting period. The danger to be feared is that 
motion of the water will carry away some of the cement and so 

weaken the concrete. One method is to fill the concrete into large 
canvas bags which are lowered into position through th' water. 
Such a "bag block" is plastic and flexible and adapts and fits itself 
when deposited to  the sea bed or to adjacent blocks. Where the 
under water space in which the concrete is to be deposited is con- 
fined, so that disturbance from currents or motion of the water is 
eliminated, the plastic concrete may be deposited through a large 
tube reaching almost to the bottom of the space. This method is 
appropriate where under water shutters have been erected, or 
where the concrete is confined within the walls of cylinders, cais- 
sons, monoliths and similar constructions. Concrete deposited 
through the tube is conveyed directly to the bottom of the space 
to be filled and as further concrete is sent down the space is 
gradually filled with quiet displacement of the water as the surface 
of the concrete rises. There is no need to raise the tube as filling 
proceeds and indeed best results are obtained when the lower end 
of the tube is kept near the bottom of the space. The filling should 
proceed without intermission until the whole quantity is deposited. 
Some "laitance" or scum formed of material washed out of the 
cement will always be found on the upper surface of concrete. 
Such scum should be carefully removed before any further con- 
crete is placed on top. 

Ferro-concrete.-The introduction of ferro-concrete is gen- 
erally attributed to  Joseph Monier, a French gardener, who about 
the year 1868 developed the idea of strengthening concrete by 
incorporating in it  a network of small iron rods for the purpose 
of constructing water basins. Many other inventors, some even 
before Monier, have contributed to the scientific development of 
the combination which is now almost indispensable i11 civil engi- 
neering work. I n  almost any engineering structure certain members 
or parts have to sustain forces of conlpression tending to crush 
them while other parts have to sustain tensile stresses which exert 
a tearing effect and other parts again are subject to  transverse 
stresses tending to shear them through. The fundamentel basis of 
the ferro-concrete combination is that concrete is provided to 
sustain the compressive stresses and to act as the universal binding 
material of the system, while steel is provided to withstand the 
tensile stresses and to assist in resisting shearing stresses. From 
broad theoretical considerations controlled by the results of many 
experiments and much practical experience, laws have been for- 
mulated which enable ferro-concrete members and parts to  be 
accurately and economically proportioned for the duty they have 
to perform. The fundamental properties that enable the two ele- 
ments to act in combination are the equality of the coefficients of 
expansion and the adhesion and grip with which even plain round 
steel rods are held so that stresses are transmitted t o  them without 
giving rise to slipping. Other properties which conduce to the 
economy and usefulness of the system of construction are the 
facility with which it  can be formed within moulds to  any desired 
shape, the excellent protection against corrosion afforded to the 
steelwork by its coating with cement, and the permanence and 
fire resisting quality of the construction. 

F loor  Slabs.-Fire resisting floors are frequently formed with 
a series of small rolled stcel joists filled in with plain concrete, the 

joists being arranged t o  carry the -1 load, but this type of construc- 
tion is not classed as reinforced 
concrete. In  a reinforced concrete 
floor slab steel rods are used in 
the bottom of the slab to  take the 

F I G .  I.--CROSS-SECTION O F  SIMPLE tensile stresses and the concrete 
R E I N F O R C E D  FLOOR SLAB itself resists the compressive 
stresses and shearing stresses which in the other case are taken by 
the top flanges and the webs of the steel joists. A simple reinforced 
floor slab of this kind is showi~ in cross-iection in fig. I.  Main 
steel rods to provide the cross-seciion ascertained by calculation 
are disposed regularly across the span in the bottom of the slab 
which is subject to tension, and a smaller quantity of distribution 
rod; are arranged at  right angles to bind the slab in the other 
direction. Fig. z illustrates the ditference introduced by continuitg 
of a s!ab over more than one span whereby tension occurs in th? 
upper part of the slab over intermediate supports so that there the 
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F I G .  2.- CROSS-SECTION OF FLOOR SLAB.  SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF REINFORCEMENT RODS I N  T H E  CENTRE. WHERE TENSION 
OCCURS 

allocated to the concrete. The distribution of the load takes place 
in accordance with the elastic properties of the materials, so that 
if the modular ratio (referred to  above) is 15, each square inch of 
cross section of main steel rod will bear 15 times as much load as 
a square inch of concrete. Thus if the cross section of a particular 
column had 300 sq.in. of concrete and 10 sq.in. of steel, the steel 
would carry as much as 10 x 15 = 150 sq.in. of concrete and would 
therefore carry half as much as the actual concrete or one-third of 
the total load. If the average working stress on such a column 
were fixed at  5001b. per sq.in. the capacity of the column for sus- 
taining load would be ascertained thus:- 

reinforcing rods must be arranged near the upper surface. 
Beams.-Beams of plain rectangular form are frequently used 

as lintels bridging over openings in walls, and are usually formed 
of the same thickness as the wall and with a depth arranged to 
suit the load. The tensile flange is constituted by a number of rods 
in the bottom of the beam while an area of concrete in the top of 
the beam constitutes the compression 
flange as shown in fig. 4. Reinforcement 
of vertical 'stirrups" or other form may 
be provided to aid the concrete in re- STIRRUPS 

sisting shearing stresses. Beams in rein- 
TENSION 

forced construction are most frequently FLANGE 

required to carry reinforced concrete floor 

their cross section and strength. Such a 

slabs which when cast integrally with FIG.  3.-CROSS-SECTION 

the beams can be utilized to augment ~ ~ E T R ~ ~ ~ ~ U L A R  'ON- 

beam is indicated in fig. 5. In  this case the concrete in the 
vertical stem or web is called upon to sustain proportionately 
larger stresses so that web reinforcement may become essential, 
and this is provided either by vertical links or "stirrups" as shown, 
or by bending up in a diagonal direction certain of the main tension 
rods in the end portions of the beam, or by a combination of the 
two methods. Suitable arrangements for continuity may be pro- 
vided, as shown in fig. 2 ,  which represents a beam continuous over 
two spans. I t  is noteworthy that by bending up certain of the 
main rods and overlapping them in the top of the beam over a 
support not only is provision made for resisting shearing stresses 
but also for withstanding the reverse bending which occurs. Con- 
tinuous beams are usually more heavily stressed a t  intermediate 

Concrete , . . . . . . 3ooX 500 =15o,ooolb. 
Steel . , . . . . . . IoX SOX j00= 75,000lb. 

Total 225,ooolb. 
or IOO tons. 

supports than in the central por- 
tions of spans so that it is often 
appropriate to increase the depth 
by forming the bottom with a 

downward slope for a short dis- 
tance next to each support. 

Columns.-A ferro-concrete 
column for the support of vertical 
loads, when properly designed and 
constructed, is a t  once econom- 
ical, durable and fire resisting. I t  
consists of a shaft of concrete 
containing a number of vertical 

I t  is seldom possible to arrange that columns shall be loaded 
uniformly over their cross section in the manner assumed in the 
foregoing simple calculation. I n  actual building construction they 
are usually employed to support ferro-concrete floors in a mono- 
lithic construction whereby the bending of the floor beams induces 
bending effects also in the columns, which must be taken into con- 
sideration along with the loads in determining the cross sections 
required. Fig. 7 is a perspective section showing a typical con- 
struction in a building where the columns support main beams 
which in turn carry a series of subsidiary beams over which a slab 
floor is formed. I t  is readily understood that considerable labour 
is involved in fabricating and supporting the moulds for the beams 
in a construction of this type, and efforts a t  simplification have 
resulted in patented floors of the flat slab type in which all beams 
projecting below the floor slab are dispensed with and a thicker 
floor slab is supported directly on the columns through large cir- 
cular or square capitals. Such a floor is usually reinforced by 
several systems of rods radiating from the columns and disposed 
near the under surface of the slab in the central portions of floor 
panels and near the top where they pass over the capitals. The 
design of floors of this type is based on approximate theory con- 
trolled by the results of stress measurements in tests of actual 
Boors. The method has hitherto found little application in Britain, 
where much more use has been made of light flat-ceilinged floors 
having in their lower part rows of hollow tile blocks set so as to  
leave intermediate spaces for the formation of narrow reinforced 
beams, the floor being completed by a continuous concrete layer 
placed over the tiles and beams. Floors of this type are well 
adapted for filling in the panels between the main floor beams of 
structural steel-framed buildings, and have the advantages of 
lightness and good insulating qualities, while a plaster ceiling can 
be applied to the grooved soffits of the tiles. 

Foundations.-Reinforced concrete construction is adapted to 
varied uses in foundation work. Thus, retaining walls of ample 
strength can be readily constructed in places where there is no 
room for a wall of mass concrete. Heavy columns can be sup- 
ported in a relatively thin but wide-spread foundation of reinforced 
concrete with great saving in weight, volume and depth of con- 
struction, as compared with mass concrete. On weak ground, a 
complete layer of light reinforced concrete in the shape of a plain 
or ribbed slab may be provided to distribute the entire load over 

TENSION FLANGE 
OF STEEL BARS 

AND STEEL RODS 

OF CONCRETE 

steel bars bound together at  close F I G .  4.- CROSS-SECTION OF C O N -  

intervals by smaller steel bars CRETE BEAM INTEGRAL WITH FLOOR 

either in the form of a continuous SLAB 

spiral or of separate links. The shaft may have any shape appro- 
priate to the conditions and site. Sections of circular or octagonal 
shape are commonly adopted when spiral hooping is used, while 
square and rectangular cross sections are more commonly used 
with a binding of separate links. Typical cross sections of a square 
and an octagonal column are shown in fig. 6. The square column 
has four main vertical rods with a binding of separate links while 
the octagonal column has eight main rods with a continuous spiral 
binding. The thicltness of concrete covering the main rods should 
in no case be less than  in. The load is borne partly by the 
concrete and partly by the st.eel, the greater portion being usually 
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1 
FIG. 5.-DIAGRAM SHOWING LONGITUDINAL ELEVATION O F  CONCRETE BEAM 

the whole basement area of a structure in an economical and effi- 
cient manner unattainable with other methods of construction. 

Ferro-concrete piles have largely superseded timber piles as a 
means of transmitting heavy loads down through layers of weak 
material to a firm stratum of ground, without the necessity for 
deep excavation. They are usually made of one or other of the 
types of column section shown in fig. 6, and are manufactured in 
a horizontal position in moulds laid out on a prepared floor. A 
fine concrete mixture of the order of I : I$ : 3 is desirable for 
piles, to  enable them to withstand the severe stresses produced in 
handling and driving with a heavy hammer, and a still richer 
mixture is of advantage for marine work. When ordinary Port- 
land cement is used piles will normally be fit for driving in 30 
days; if first quality rapid hardening Portland cement is used the 
piles may be driven a t  seven days, and with the use of "ciment 
fondu" they may be driven when 24 hours old. Concrete piles 
require to be driven with a heavy hammer which for satisfactory 
results should weigh at  least half as much as the pile. A steel 
helmet or collar fitted over the head of the pile receives the strokes 
of the hammer and transmits them to the pile head through a 
cushioning layer of canvas or rope. Fig. 8 shows the method of 
pile driving in progress for the foundations of a large power station 
where 6,000 concrete piles from 25ft. to 46ft. long were used. 
A close wall of piling driven from the surface can be readily pro- 
vided in soft or wet ground in many cases where the construction 
of an ordinary wall within a deep timbered trench would be 
prohibitive owing to excessive difficulty and cost. The special 
piles used for such work are known as "sheet piles" and are formed 
with bevelled points and grooved ends so that they drive close 
together in a regular line. A satisfactory form has semi-circular 
grooves at  each end and a short projecting tongue on the cast-iron 

I I 

LINKS OF f" ROD 

F I G .  6.- TYPICAL S E C T I O N S  O F  CONCRETE COLUMN 
Left, a sauare column with four main vertical rods and a binding of separate 
links. Right, an octagonal column with eight main vertical rods and a 
continuous spiral binding 

point which engages with the groove on the last driven pile, while 
the upper end may be held to line beheen  timber walings during 
the driving. The circular hole formed by the grooves of the meet- 
ing piles is filled with cement mortar after being cleaned out with 
a water jet. This type of pile is shown in fig. 8 which also indi- 
cates the restricted driving head which is provided to enable the 
driving helmet to pass the last driven pile. 

Caissons and F l o a t i n g  Craft.-An important development in 
subaqueous foundation work, such as dock walls, jetties, break- 
waters and bridge piers, consists in the employment of rein- 

forced concrete caissons of rectangular, cylindrical or other form 
which may be constructed in dry dock or on a staging on dry land, 
then launched or floated out, towed to the site, and deposited in 
position on a bed prepared by dredging or by divers. Such caissons 
form a permanent part of the construction and are generally used 
as a working base for further operations of sinking downwards and 
building upwards, the top being kept always above water. Sinking 

J 
FIG. 7.- PERSPECTIVE SECTIONAL VIEW O F  REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURE.  SHOWING C O L U M N S ,  BEAMS A N D  FLOOR S L A B S  

downwards through suitable materials may be effected by grab- 
bing through open wells in the interior of the caisson, while for 
difficult cases the excavation may be carried on by men working 
under compressed air. Large concrete caissons have been applied 
in the construction of the upper portions of breakwaters as a t  
Valparaiso and elsewhere. I n  the Oswald street bridge at  Glasgow 
cylindrical caissons zoft. in diameter were used for the founda- 
tions of the piers. These caissons were constructed on a staging 
ashore, fitted with a false bottom, lowered into the water, floated 
out to  position, deposited on the prepared bed, and after removal 
of the temporary bottom, sunk to the necessary depth by grabbing 
and excavation inside, the pier on top of a group of caissons being 
built up as  the sinking proceeded. 

Concrete Ships.-The results of the construction of reinforced 
concrete cargo vessels a t  the close of the World War were satis- 
factory and indeed surprising as regards watertightness, main 
longitudinal and transverse strength and lightness of construction. 
The hull weight in careful design was less than that of a wooden 
vessel, though somewhat greater than that of a steel hull. The 
principal disadvantage lay in the relative tenderness of the thin 
skin construction under the bumping and rubbing to which a vessel 
is often subject when in port and when touching ground. The 
results were instructive as regards the possibilities of carrying out 
light watertight concrete constructions with rich concrete of small 
aggregate without the addition of any special waterproofing ma- 
terial and with very fine limits of cover of concrete and spacing of 
bars. In  Great Britain, in addition to numerous barges and steam 
tugs, a few self-propelled cargo vessels were constructed, the prin- 
cipal being the "Armistice" of about 1,100 tons dead weight which 
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a t  the beginning of 1928 had been in continuous service for 
eight years. 

Roads.-Concrete, either plain or containing a mesh of rein- 
forcement, has been used for many years as a foundation layer 
for roads subject to heavy traffic, particularly in cities. A more 
recent development, to some extent still in the experimental stage, 
is its use to form the finished road surface. Such use has been 
rendered practicable by great improvement in the quality of 
cement and increased knowledge of the methods of attaining dense 
wear-resisting concrete. The principal requirements are: (a) Adc- 
quate strength to sustain the heaviest loads imposed by the traffic 
and distribute them on to the ground. This is a matter of the 
design of a plain or reinforced slab of sufficient strength. (b)  
Resistance to abrasion. This is dependent on quality of concrete, 
and satisfactory results can be obtained when aggregate and sand 
of the hardest and most wear-resisting nature, such as quartz, 
granite or flint, are used in properly graded proportions with a 
somewhat rich mixture of the best cement and no avoidable excess 
of mixing water. Particular care is also required to  see that the 
surface is not exposed to the sun or dry winds during the first 
week or two after laying, as otherwise perfect setting and harden- 
ing will be prevented by evaporation of water. A coating of sand 
two or three inches thick, kept damp by frequent spraying, forms 
a useful protection during the period of curing. ( c )  Adequate 
precautions to prevent cracking. Cracking due to shrinkage in 
large flat areas of concrete is unavoidable, and large, unsightly 
cracks are most readily avoided by laying the concrete in bays with 
construction joints arranged on definite lines. I n  one method 
alternate transverse strips are laid and allowed to set, and the 
intermediate bays are then filled in. In  another method the con- 
crete is laid in two or more longitudinal strips of a maximum width 
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of about I jft. The length of a strip may be about 2 5  to  soft. 
according as the concrete is plain or reinforced. 

Bridges and Arches.-Bridges of moderate span may be 
formed of simple beams and slabs, but the field for this class of 
construction is limited by the rapidly increasing deadweight of the 
structure itself. The particular form of bridgework for which 
ferro-concrete is pre-eminently suited is arch construction which 
compels consideration wherever abutment and headroom condi- 
tions are suitable and the span is not small. The particular 
advantage of the arch is that a single main member serves to  
carry the load as compared with two main members and a web 

system in the case of a beam or truss. Further, the arch has the 
economical advantage that the thrust is principally taken by con- 
crete, which is cheaper for this purpose than steel, and in large 
arches only a relatively small proportion of reinforcement is 
required to withstand such tensile stresses as may develop in 
consequence of irregular distribution of live load and the effects of 
shrinkage, temperature and rib-shortening in the concrete. The 
arch form, in addition, lends itself to the attainment of good ap- 
pearance. The largest arch bridge completed in 1928 is the road 
bridge of 432ft. span across the Seine a t  St. Pierre du Vauvray, 
France. Whereas formerly qooft. was looked on as being near the 
practicable limit for a concrete arch, recent developments have 
greatly extended the limits, and completely worked-out projects 
are now in existence for more than one bridge with spans of about 
booit., while spans of 1,oooft. do not appear to  be unattainable. 

H y d r a u l i c  Works.-There has been rapid extension in the 
use of ferro-concrete in all classes of hydraulic construction (see 
AQEEDUCTS and DAMS). I t  is employed for all classes of tank con- 
struction, including underground covered tanks, tanks erected on 
the ground and tanks supported on high towers. For  the latter class 
a circular form is usually most appropriate with circumferential 
hoop reinforcement to resist the bursting effect of the water pres- 
sure on the sides. Where water pressure has to be resisted a rich 
concrete mixture not leaner than I : 14 : 3 is called for, and an in- 
ternal rendering of cement mortar will give added security against 
percolation. I t  is also of great importance that the risk of forma- 
tion of cracks should be eliminated as far as practicable, and con- 
sideration of the elastic co-operation of the materials and the de- 
sirability of keeping the actual tensile stress on the concrete below 
its rupture value lead to the employment of low tensile stresses on 
the steel. Satisfactory results may be expected when the sections 
of concrete and steel are suitably proportioned and the stress on 
the steel, when the latter is considered as taking the whole of the 
tension, is limited to  about 10,ooolb. per sq.in. The reinforcement 
must be consistently proportioned throughout and be without 
sudden breaks in the quantity or arrangement. Surfaces of con- 
crete do not lend themselves very readily to satisfactory archi- 
tectural treatment, so that in many fine buildings the supporting 
framework of reinforced concrete is entirely hidden behind face- 
work of masonry or other material. Good effects in buildings can 
be attained when the visible concrete is well finished and confined 
to well-proportioned and suitably lined vertical and horizontal 
bands of the framework, the rest of the elevation being formed 
of panelling and face-work of other materials. I n  bridges principal 
reliance must be placed on satisfactory form and proportions com- 
bined with very careful work in constructing and setting the 
moulds which form the exposed surfaces. Parapets and pillars of 
good finish and appearance may be pre-cast in small pieces in 
carefully finished moulds, preferably of metal. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. W. Buel and C. S. Hill, Reinforced Concrete 
(1906) ; M .  S. Ketthum, T h e  Design o f  Walls, Bins and Grain Ele- 
vators (190'7) ; E. Morsch, Concrete Steel Constructioiz (1910) ; J .  D. 
W. Ball, Reinforced Concrete Railzvay Structures (rg13) ; G. A. Hool, 
Reinforced Concrete Construction (vols. i., ii. and iii., 1916) ; J. Melan, 
Plain and Reinforced Concrete Arches (1917) ; G. A. Hool and N. C. 
Johnson, Concrete Engineer's Handbook (1918) ; J. Williamson, Cal- 
culating Diagrams for the Design of Reinforced Concrete Sections 
(1919) ; 0. Faber and P. G. Bowie, Reinforced Concrete Design (vols. 
i. and ii., 1920) ; Ewart S. Andrews, Elementary Principles of Rein- 
forced Concrete Construction and Detail Design of Reinforced Con- 
crete (3rd ed. 1924) ; 0. Faber, Reinforced Concrete Beams i n  Bending 
and Shear (1924) ; G. P. Manning, Reinforced Concrete Design 
(1924) ; F. W. Taylor, S. E. Thompson and E. Smulski, Treatise o n  
Concrete, Plain and Reinforced (1925) ; W. L. Scott, Reinforced Con- 
crete Bridges (192;) ; A. E. Wynn, Design and Construction o f  Form- 
work for Concrete Structures (1926) ; 0. Faber and H. L. Childe, The  
Concrete Year Book (1928, etc., bib].). (J. WI.) 
CONCRETION, in petrology, a name applied to  nodular or 

irregularly shaped masses of various size occurring in a great 
variety of sedimentary rocks, differing in composition from the 
main mass of the rock, and in most cases obviously formed by 
some process which ensued after the rock was deposited. As 
these bodies present so many variations in composition and struc- 
ture, it will conduce to clearness if some of the commonest be 
briefly described. In sandstones there are often hard rounded 
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lumps, which separate out when the rock is broken or weathered. 
They are mostly siliceous, but sometimes calcareous, and may 
differ very little in general appearance from the bulk of the sand- 
stone. Through them the bedding passes uninterrupted, thus show- 
ing that they are not pebbles; often in their centres shells or 
fragments of plants are found. Argillaceous sandstones and 
flagstones very frequently contain "clay galls" or concretionary 
lumps richer in clay than the remainder of the rock. Nodules of 
pyrite and marcasite are common in many clays, sandstones and 
marls. Their outer surfaces are tuberculate; internally they com- 
monly have a radiate fibrous structure. Csually they are covered 
with a dark brown crust of limonite produced by weathering; 
occasionally imperfect crystalline faces may bound them. Not 
infrequently (e.g., in  the Gault) these pyritous nodules contain 
altered fossils. 

Another type of concretion, very abundant in many clays and 
shales, is the "septarian nodule." These are usually flattened, 
disk-shaped or ovoid, often lobulate externally like the surface 
of a kidney. When split open they prove to be traversed by a 
network of cracks, which are usually filled with calcite and other 
minerals. These white infillings of the fissures resemble partitions; 
hence the name from the Latin septum, a partition. Sometimes 
the cracks are partly empty. They vary up to &in. in breadth, 
and are best seen when the nodule is cut through with a saw. 
These concretions may be calcareous or may consist of carbonate 
of iron. The former are common in some beds of the London 
Clay, and were formerly used for making cement. The clay- 
ironstone nodules or sphaerosiderites are very abundant in some 
Carboniferous shales, and have served as iron ores; some of the 
largest are 3ft. in diameter, and in the centre fossils are often 
found, e.g., coprolites, pieces of plants, fish teeth and scales. 
Phosphatic concretions are often present in certain limestones, 
clays, shelly sands, and marls. 

Another very important series of concretionary structures are 
the flint nodules which occur in chalk, and the patches and bands 
of chert which are found in limestones. Flints consist of dark- 
coloured cryptocrystalline silica. They weather grey or white 
by the removal of their more soluble portions by percolating water. 
Their shapes are exceedingly varied, and often they are studded 
with tubercules and nodosities. They sometimes have internal 
cavities and very frequently contain shells of echinoderms, mol- 
luscs, etc., partly or entirely replaced by silica, but preserving 
their original forms. Chert occurs in bands and tabular masses 
rather than in nodules; it  often replaces considerable portions of 
a bed of limestone (as in  the Carboniferous limestone). Corals 
and other fossils frequently occur in chert, and when sliced and 
microscopically examined both flint and chert often show silicified 
foraminifera, polyzoa, etc., and sponge spicules. 

These examples will indicate the great variety of substances 
which may give rise to  concretions, which seem to arise from 
the tendency of chemical compounds to be slowly dissolved by 
interstitial water, either while the deposit is unconsolidated or 
a t  a later period; it is highly probable that such solutions are 
usually in the colloidal state. Certain nuclei, present in the rock, 
then determine reprecipitation of these solutions, and the deposit 
once begun goes on till either the supply of material for growth 
is exhausted, or the physical character of the bed is changed by 
pressure and consolidation till i t  is no longer favourable to  
further accretion. The process resembles the growth of a crystal 
in a solution by slowly attracting to itself molecules of suitable 
nature from the surrounding medium; but in the majority of 
cases it  is not the crystalline forces, or not these alone, which 
attract the particles. The structure of a flint, for example, shows 
that the material had so little tendency to crystallize that it  
remained permanently in cryptocrystalline or subcrystalline state. 
That the concretions grew in the solid sediment is proved by the 
manner in which lines of bedding pass through them and not 
round them. (J. S. F.) 
CONCUBINAGE. The state of a man and woman cohabit- 

ing as married persons without the full sanctions of legal marriage. 
(Lat. co7zcubina, a concubine; from con-, with, and cubare, to lie.) 

I n  early historical times, when marriage laws had scarcely 

advanced beyond the purely customary stage, the concubine was 
definitely recognized as a sort of inferior wife, differing from those 
of the first rank mainly by the absence of permanent guarantees. 
The history of Abraham's family shows us clearly that the con- 
cubine might be dismissed at  any time, and her children were 
liable to  be cast off equally summarily with gifts, in order to  leave 
the inheritance free for the wife's sons (Genesis xxi. g ff., xxv. 
s ff.). 

R o m a n  Law.-The Roman law recognized two classes of legal 
marriage: ( I )  with the definite public ceremonies of confarreatio 
or coemptio, and ( 2 )  without any public form whatever and rest- 

, 

ing merely on the afiectio maritalis, i.e. the fixed intention of tak- 
ing a particular woman as a permanent spouse. The difference 
between English and Scottish law, which once made "Gretna Green 
marriages" so frequent, is due to the fact that Scotland adopted 
the Roman law which on this particular point was followed by 
the whole mediaeval Church. 

Next to these strictly lawful marriages came concubinage as 
a recognized legal status, so long as the two parties were not 
married and had no other concubines. I t  differed from the form- 
less marriage in the absence ( I )  of afectio maritalis, and there- 
fore (2) of full conjugal rights. For instance, the concubine was 
not raised, like the wife, to  her husband's rank, nor were her 
children legitimate, though they enjoyed legal rights forbidden 
to mere bastards, e.g., the father was bound to maintain them 
and to leave them (in the absence of legitimate children) one-sixth 
of his property; moreover, they might be fully legitimated by the 
subsequent marriage of their parents. I n  the East, the Emperor 
Leo the Philosopher (d. 911) insisted on formal marriage as the 
only legal status; but in the Western Empire concubinage was 
still recognized even by the Christian emperors. The early Chris- 
tians had naturally preferred the formless marriage of the Roman 
law as being free from all taint of pagan idolatry; and the eccle- 
siastical authorities recognized concubinage also. The first Council 
of Toledo (398) bids the faithful restrict himself "to a single 
wife or concubine, as it  shall please him"; and there is a similar 
canon of the Roman synod held by Pope Eugenius 11. in 826. 
Gratian, in the 12th century, tried to explain this away by assum- 
ing that the concubinage here referred to meant a formless mar- 
riage; but in 398 a church council can scarcely so have misused 
the technical terms of the then current civil law. 

Even as late as the Roman councils of 1052 and 1063, the 
suspension from communion of a layman who had a wife and a 
concubine a t  the same time implies that mere concubinage was 
tolerated. I t  was also recognized by many early civil codes. In  
Germany "left-handed" or "morganatic" marriages were allowed 
by the Salic law between nobles and women of lower rank. I n  
different States of Spain the laws of the later middle ages recog- 
nized concubinage under the name of barragania, the contract 
being lifelong, the woman obtaining by it  a right to  maintenance 
during life, and sometimes also to part of the succession, and the 
sons ranking as nobles if their father was a noble. I n  Iceland, 
the concubine was recognized in addition to the lawful wife, 
though it  was forbidden that they should dwell in the same house. 
The Norwegian law of the later middle ages provided definitely 
that in default of legitimate sons, the kingdom should descend 
to illegitimates. 

Handfasting.- In the Danish code of Valdemar II . ,  which was 
in force from 1280 to 1683, it  was provided that a concubine kept 
openly for three years shall thereby become a legal wife; this 
was the custom of hand vesten, the "handfasting" of the English 
and Scottish borders, which appears in Scott's Monastery. I n  
Scotland, the laws of William the Lion (d. 1214) speak of con- 
cubinage as a recognized institution; and, in the same century, 
the great English legist Bracton treats the "concubina legitima" 
as entitled to certain rights. There seems to have been a t  times 
a pardonable confusion between some quasi-legitimate unions and 
those marriages by mere word of mouth, without ecclesiastical 
or other ceremonies, which the Church, after some natural hesita- 
tion, pronounced to be valid. Thus, in the case of Richard 
d'Anesty, decided by papal rescript in 1143, "a marriage sol- 
emnly celebrated in church, a marriage of which a child 



had been born, was set aside as null in favour of an earlier 
marriage constituted by a mere exchange of consenting words." 
The great mediaeval canon lawyer Lyndwood illustrates the diffi- 
culty of distinguishing, even as late as the middle of the 15th 
century, between concubinage and a clandestine, though legal, 
marriage. H e  falls back on the definition of an earlier canonist 
that if the woman eats out of the same dish as the man, and if 
he takes her to church, she may be presumed to be his wife; if, 
however, he sends her to draw water and dresses her in vile 
clothing, she is probably a concubine. 

Cler ical  Celibacy a n d  Concubinage.-Another and more 
serious confusion between concubinage and marriage was caused 
by the gradual enforcement of clerical celibacy (see CELIBACY). 
During the bitter conflict between laws which forbade sacerdotal 
marriages and long custom which had permitted them, it was 
natural that the legislators and the ascetic party generally should 
studiously speak of the priests' wives as concubines, and do all 
in their power to reduce them to this position. This very naturally 
resulted in a too frequent substitution of clerical concubinage for 
marriage; and the resultant evils form one of the commonest 
themes of complaint in church councils of the later middle ages. 
I t  may be gathered from the Dominican C. L.  Richard's Analysis 
Conctliorum (vol. ii., 1778) that there were more than I I O  such 
complaints in councils and synods between the years 1009 and 
1528. Dr. Rashdall (Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages) 
points out that a master of the University of Prague, in 1499, 
complained openly to the authorities against a bachelor for assault- 
ing his concubine. 

Concubinage in general was struck a t  by the concordat between 
the Pope Leo X., and Francis I. of France in 1510; and the 
Council of Trent, while insisting on far more stringent conditions 
for lawful marriage than those which had prevailed, imposed 
heavy penalties on concubinage and appealed to the secular arm 
for  help against contumacious offenders (Sessio xxiv. cap. 8). 

See also J .  A. and Aug. Theiner, Einfuhrung d.  erewtcngenen 
Ehelosigkeit (1828, re-issued in 1845) ; Du Cange's Glossariui;~, $.a. 
Concz~bina, the article "Concubinat" in Wetzer and Vi7elte's Ki~clzen- 
lexikon (2nd ed., Freiburg i/R., 18841, and Dr. H. C. Len's History of 
Sacerdotal Celibacy (3rd ed., 1907) (G .  G. C.) 

CQNDE, PRINCES OF. The French title of prince of 
CondC, assumed from the ancient town of CondC-sur-l'Escaut, 
was borne by a branch of the house of Bourbon. The first who 
assumed it  was the famous Huguenot leader, Louis de Bourbon 
(see below), the fifth son of Charles de Bourbon, duke of Ven- 
d6me. His son, HENRY, prince of CondC ( I  j j z - I  j88), also be- 
longed to the Huguenot party. Fleeing to Germany he raised a 
small army with which in 1575 he joined Alen~on. H e  became 
leader of the Huguenots, but after several years' fighting was 
taken prisoner of war. Not long after he died of poison, adminis- 
tered, according to the belief of his contemporaries, by his wife, 
Catherine de la TrCmouille. This event, among others. awoke 
strong suspicions as to the legitimacy of his heir and namesake, 
HENRY, prince of CondC ( I  588-1646). I n  1609 King Henry IV. 
arranged for him a marriage with Charlotte de Montmorency, 
whom shortly after CondC was obliged to save from the king's 
persistent gallantry by a hasty flight, first to  Spain and then to 
Italy. On the death of Henry, CondC returned to France, and in- 
trigued against the regent, Marie de' Medici; but he was seized, 
and imprisoned for three years (1616-19). His wife elected to  
share his captivity. On his release CondC strove to blot out the 
memory of the Huguenot connections of his house by affecting the 
greatest zeal against Protestants. His son Louis, the great CondC, 
is separately noticed. 

The next in succession mas HENRY JULES, prince of CondC 
(1643-1 709)' son of the great CondC and of Claire ClCmence de 
MaillC-BrCzC, niece of Richelieu. His grandson, Louis Henry, duke 
of Bourbon (1692-1740), Louis XV.'s minister, did not assume 
the title of prince of Cond6 which properly belonged to him. 

The son of the duke of Bourbon, LOCIS JOSEPH, prince of CondC 
(1736-1818), distinguished himself in the Seven Years War, and 
most of all by his victory a t  Johannesburg. As governor of Bur- 
gundy he improved the industries and means of communication of 

that province. At the Revolution he took up arms in behalf of the 
king, became commander of the "army of CondC," and fought in 
conjunction with the Austrians till the peace of Campo Formio 
in 1797, being during the last year in the pay of England. H e  then 
served the emperor of Russia in Poland, and after that (1800) 
returned into the pay of England, and fought in Bavaria. In  1800 
Cond6 arrived in England, where he resided for several years. On 
the restoration of Louis XVIII.  he returned to France. H e  died in 
Paris in 1818. H e  wrote Essai szlr la vie du grand Con& 
(1798). 

LOUIS HENRY JOSEPH, duke of Bourbon (1756--1830), son of 
the last named, was the last prince of CondC. At the Revolution 
he fought with the army of the emigre's in Likge. Between the 
return of Napoleon from Elba and the battle of ilTaterloo, he 
headed an abortive royalist rising in La VendCe (q.v.). On Aug. 
27, 1830, he was found hanged. 

See Muret, L'Histoire de l'armie de Condd; Chamballand, Vie  de 
Louis Joseph, prince de C o n d i ;  Crktineau-Joly, Hzstoire des trois 
derniers princes de la maison de Conde'; and Hzstoire des princes de 
Condi ,  by the duc d'Aumale (translated by R. B. Borthwick, 1872). 

CONDE, JOSE ANTONIO ( I  766-1820), Spanish Oriental- 
ist, was born a t  Peraleja (Cuenca), and educated a t  the Univer- 
sity of Alcalb. His Historia de la Dominacidn de 10s Arabes en 
Espaiia was published in 1820-21. Only the first volume was 
corrected by the author, the other two being compiled from his 
manuscript by Juan Tineo. This work was translated into German 
(1824-zs), French (1825) and English (18 54). Conde's preten- 
sions to scholarship have been severely criticized by Dozy, and 
his history is now discredited. 

CONDE, LOUIS DE BOURBON, PRIKCE OF (1j30- 
1569), fifth son of Charles de Bourbon, duke of Vendhme, 
younger brother of Antoine, king of Navarre (1518-62), was the 
first of the famous house of CondC. After his father's death in 
I 537 Louis was educated in the principles of the reformed re- 
ligion. Brave though deformed, gay but extremely poor for his 
rank, CondC was led by his ambition to a military career. H e  
fought with distinction in Piedmont under Marshal de Brissac; 
in I j j z  he forced his way with reinforcements into Metz, then 
besieged by Charles V.; he led several brilliant sorties from that 
town; and in 1554 commanded the light cavalry on the Meuse 
against Charles. I n  1557 he was present a t  the battle of St. 
Quentin. But descendants of the constable de Bourbon were 
still looked upon with suspicion in the French court, and CondC's 
services were ignored. The court designed to reduce his narrow 
means still further by despatching him upon a costly mission to 
Philip 11. of Spain. His personal griefs thus combined with his 
religious views to force upon him a r61e of political opposition. 
He was concerned in the conspiracy of Amboise, which aimed at  
forcing from the king the recognition of the reformed religion. 
He was consequently condemned to death, and was only saved by  
the decease of Francis 11. At the accession of the boy-king 
Charles IX., the policy of the court was changed, and Cond6 
received from Catherine de' Medici the government of Picardy. 
But the struggle between the Catholics and the Huguenots soon 
began once more, and henceforward the career of CondC is the 
story of the wars of religion (see FRAXCE: History). He was 
the military as well as the political chief of the Huguenot party, 
and displayed the highest generalship on many occasions, and 
notably a t  the battle of St. Denis. At the battle of Jarnac, with 
only 400 horsemen, CondC rashly charged the whole Catholic 
army. Worn out with fighting, he at  last gave up his sword, and 
a Catholic officer named Montesquiou treacherously shot him 
through the head on March 13, I 569. 

CONDE, LOUIS 11. DE BOURBON, PRINCE OF (1621- 
1686), called the great CondC, son of Henry, prince of CondC, and 
Charlotte de Montmorency, was born in Paris on Sept. 8, 1621, 
and educated by the Jesuits a t  Bourges. The duc d'Enghien, as he 
was styled during his father's lifetime, served in the campaigns of 
1640 and 1641 in northern France, and a t  twenty-two, was com- 
pelled, for political reasons, to  marry Richelieu's niece, Claire 
ClCmence de Maill&-BrCzC, a child of thirteen H e  was passion- 
ately attached to Marthe du Vigean, and resented his forced 



marriage. H e  was present with Richelieu during the dangerous 
plot of Cinq Mars, and afterwards fought in the siege of Perpig- 
nan (1642). 

I n  1643 Enghien was appointed t o  command against the Span- 
iards in northern France and a t  the battle of Rocroy (May 18) a t  
the age of 2 2  won his place amongst the great captains of modern 
times. Enghien returned to Paris in triumph, and in gallantry and 
intrigues strove to forget his hated marriage. In  1644 he was sent 
to Germany with reinforcements for Turenne, who was hard 
pressed, and took command of the whole army. The battle of 
Freiburg (Aug.) was desperately contested, but in the end the 
French army won a great victory over the Bavarians and Imperial- 
ists under Count Mercy. The summer campaign of 1645 opened 
with the defeat of Turenne by Mercy, but this wds retrieved in the 
brilliant victory of Nordlingen, in which Mercy was killed, and 
Enghien himself received several serious wounds. The capture of 
Philipsburg was the most important of his other achievements 
during this campaign. I n  1646 Enghien served under the duke of 
Orleans in Flanders, and when, after the capture of Mardyck, 
Orleans returned to Paris, Enghien, left in command, captured 
Dunkirk (Oct. 11th). (See THIRTY YEARS' WAR.) 

I t  was in this year that the old prince of CondC died. The 
enormous power that fell into the hands of his successor, together 
with his own military renown, alarmed the court. CondC himself 
held Burgundy, Berry, the inarches of Lorraine, and other impor- 
tant territories; his brother Conti held Champagne, his brother- 
in-law, Longueville, Kormandy. The government, therefore, deter- 
mined to permit no increase of his already overgrown authority, 
and Mazarin determined at  once to  find him employment and to 
tarnish his fame as a general. H e  was sent to lead the revolted 
Catalans. Ill-supported, he was forced to raise the siege of 
Lerida, and returned home in bitter indignation. In  1648, how- 
ever, he received the command in the Low Countries; and at Lens 
(Aug. 19) a battle took place, which ended in a victory that fully 
restored his prestige. 

I n  September of the same year CondC was recalled to court, 
for the regent Anne of Austria required his support. Influenced 
by the fact of his royal birth and by his arrogant scorn for the 
bourgeois, Condi: lent himself to  the court party, and finally, 
after much hesitation, he consented to lead the army which was 
to reduce Paris (Jan. I 649). 

On his side, insufficient as were his forces, the war was carried 
on with vigour, but the political situation inclined both parties to  
peace, which was made at  Rueil on March 20 (see FROWDE, THE). 
But CondC soon became estranged from the court. His own 
pride and ambition, and the personal resentment of Anne caused 
the sudden arrest of CondC, Conti and Longueville on Jan. 18, 
1650. Others, including Turenne and his brother the duke of 
Bouillon, made their escape. Vigorous efforts for the release of the 
princes were made. The women of the family were now its heroes. 
The young princess of CondC, having collected an army, obtained 
entrance into Bordeaux. But the delivery of the princes was 
brought about in the end by the junction of the old Fronde (the 
party of the parlement and of Cardinal de Retz) and the new 
Fronde (the party of the CondCs); and Anne was a t  last, in 
February 1651, forced to liberate them from their prison at  Havre. 
A later shifting of parties left CondC and the new Fronde isolated. 
With the court and the old Fronde in alliance against him, CondC 
made common cause with the Spaniards, who were at  war with 
France. At the battle of the Faubourg St. Antoine (Sept. 16j1) 
CondC and Turenne, two of the foremost captains of the age, 
measured their strength (July 2, I-652), and the army of the prince 
was only saved when La Grande Mademoiselle, daughter of the 
duke of Orleans, persuaded the Parisians to admit him within their 
gates and to turn the cannon of the Bastille on Turenne's army. 
Paris underwent a new investment, which ended in the flight of 
CondC to the Spanish army (Sept. 1652), and thenceforward, up 
to  the peace, he was in open arms against France, and held high 
command in the army of Spain. But his genius found little scope 
in the cumbrous and antiquated system of war practised by the 
Spaniards, and his disastrous defeat a t  the Dunes near Dunkirk 
(June 14, 1658), in which an English contingent of Cromlvell's 

veterans took part on the side of Turenne, led Spain to  open 
negotiations for peace. After the peace of the Pyrenees in 1659, 
CondC obtained his pardon (January 1660) from Louis XIV., who 
thought him less dangerous as a subject than as possessor of the 
independent sovereignty of Luxemburg, which had been offered 
him by Spain as a reward for his services. 

CondC now accepted, and loyally maintained henceforth, the 
position of a chief subordinate, even subservient, to a masterful 
sovereign At Chantilly he gathered round him a b r i i h n t  com- 
pany, which included many men of genius-Molikre, Racine, 
Boileau, La Fontaine, Nicole, Bourdaloue and Bossuet. Proposals 
for the election, a t  first of CondC's son Enghien, and afterwards 
of CondC himself, to  the throne of Poland, were eventually vetoed 
(1674) by Louis XIV., and John Sobieski was elected. In  1668 
CondC proposed to Louvois, the minister of war, a plan for 
seizing Franche-ComtC, the execution of which was entrusted 
to him, and successfully carried out. With Turennc he was the 
principal French commander in the campaign of 1672 against the 
Dutch. At the forcing of the Rhine passage at  Tollhuis (June 12) 
he received a severe wound, after which he commanded in Alsace 
against the Imperialists. In  1673 he was again engaged in the Low 
Countries. and in 1674 he fought his last great battle a t  Seneff 
against the prince of Orange (Aug. 11). His last campaign was that 
of 1675 on the Rhine, where the army had been deprived of its 
general by the death of Turenne; and where by his careful and 
methodical strategy he repelled the invasion of the Imperial army 
of Montecucculi. H e  spent the last eleven years of his life in re- 
tirement at  Chantilly, where he specially sought the companion- 
ship of Bourdaloue, Nicole and Bossuet, and devoted himself to  
religious exercises. H e  died on Nov. 11, 1686 

His fame rests on his military genius. Unlike his great rival 
Turenne, Cond6 was equally brilliant in his first battle and in his 
last. The one failure of his generalship was in the Spanish Fronde, 
and in this everything united to thwart his genius. I n  private 
life he was harsh and unamiable, seeking only the gratification 
of his own pleasures and desires. Condk's unhappy wife had 
some years before her husband's death been banished to ChLteau- 
roux on a trumped-up charge of infidelity. CondC placed her in 
confinement, and in his last letter to the king requested him never 
to  allow her to be released. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-SPC, besides the numerous Me'nzoires of the time, 
Fitzpatnck, T h e  Great Conde' and the period of the Frondr (and ed., 
1874)~ and Lord Mahon, Lzfe o f  Louis, prince of Condt  (London, 
184j):, Also Gen. i. de PiCpape, Histoire des princes de Conde' au 
18e szecle ( 2  vols, 1911-13) ; H. M. Williams, T h e  Love  Aflairs of 
the Conde's, I j30--1740 (1912) ; V~scount A.M.R A. de Noaiiles, La 
M i r e  dzc Grand Conde', Cizarlotte-Marguirite de Montmorency, Prin- 
cesse de Conde'. 

CONDE, the name of some 2 0  villages in France. The impor- 
tant ones are: CondC-en-Brie (Lat. Condetz~m) a seat of a princi- 
pality in the middle ages; Condir-sur-Aisne (Condatus) given in 
870 by Charles the Bold to the abbey of St. Oven a t  Rouen, and 
which also gave its name to a seigniory during the middle ages; 
CondC-sur-Lfarne (Condate) has a fine church with Romanesque 
tower, and was once a place of some importance. Condir-sur- 
1'Escaut in the department of Nord a t  the junction of the canals 
of the Scheldt and the CondC-&Ions (pop. [1936] 6.288), lies 
7 mi. north by east of Valenciennes and 2 mi. from the Belgian 
frontier. Condir (Condate) dates from the Iate Roman period. I t  
passed into French possession by the Treaty of Nijmuregen 
(1678). I t  was taken by the Austrians (1793) and in 1815 it  again 
fell to the allies I t  was from this place that the princes of 
CondC (q.v ) took their title (see P.  L.  Perron-GClineau, Condk 
nlzcien et  moderne [Nantes, 18861). There is also a town in the 
department of Calvados, 33 m. south-south-west of Caen, called 
CondC-sur-Noireau (q.v.), important for cotton-spinning and 
weaving. 

CONDENSATION : see METALLURGY. 
CONDENSATION OF GASES: see LIQUEFACTION OF 

GASES. 
CONDENSED MILK: see FOOD PRESERVATION. 
CONDENSER, an instrument for compressing air, gas, steam, 

or a device for concentrating electricity (see p. 216). Condenser 



CONDENSER (ELECTRICAL) 
also is used in textile work t o  denote an apparatus which doffs 
the web from the carding machines and separates it into slivers 
of soft yard. I t  is also used in photography as a lens to produce 
powerful illumination of a slide or other object which is being 
viewed. A lantern condenser causes light rays to  converge after 
passing thrbugh the slide, so that they may also pass through the 
remaining lenses, which focus the picture on the screen. 

Perhaps the best known type of condenser is that used in con- 
nection with steam. James Watt in 1769 first patented a device 
for the condensation of steam in a vessel separate from the steam- 
cylinder. I n  the early atmospheric engine a vertical cylinder was 
open a t  the top, and the piston was connected by a chain to a 
pivoted beam, the other end of which worked a pump rod. On 
admission of steam the piston was pushed up t o  the top, then 
steam was turned off, and a spray of cold water thrown on to 
the piston. The steam in the cylinder condensed, cfeating a par- 
tial vacuum, with the consequence that the piston was forced 
down by atmospheric pressure, and became ready for another 
cycle. The great waste of power due to  this alternate heating 
and cooling of the cylinder led Watt to  invent the separate con- 
denser, in which he closed the cylinder at each end, and jacketed 
it ,  to conserve the heat. I t  will be apparent from this that the 
purpose of a condenser is to create a partial vacuum at  the exhaust 
branch of a prime mover. The air-pump improves this condition 
by removing air which has leaked into the system. The expansive 
properties of the steam in the cylinder or turbine are utilized 
to  the best advantage. The vacuum is measured in inches of 
mercury, and the effect of increase in vacuum is very marked 
in the case of turbines; thus, an increase of from 27 in. to 2 9  in. 
has resulted in some cases in a saving of over 13% in steam con- 
sumption. For reciprocating steam-engines it is not quite so impor- 
tant to attain a high vacuum, because of the limited volume of 
cylinder space for expansion. Steam condensers are divided into 
the two main classes of surface and jet condenser. 

A surface condenser is a vessel filled with brass tubes, passing 
through plates near the ends; cooling water circulates through 
these tubes, and the exhaust steam being admitted becomes con- 
densed by contact with the great number of cold surfaces, and 
falls to the bottom, being then the condensate, which goes thence 

EXHAUST STEAM INLET 

CUTLET FOR COOLING WATER 

ONDENSER IS FILLED 
WITH BRASS TUBES 

AIR SUCTION 

INLR FOR COOLING WATER 

CONDENSATE sucnon 

FIG. 1.-CROSS-SECTION OF A SURFACE CONDENSER. SHOWING T H E  
MOVEMENT THROUGHOUT T H E  SYSTEM 
T h e  cooling water  circulates through t h e  tubes, and t h e  exhaust steam from 
t h e  engine or turbine,  becoming condensed by contact w i t h  these cold sur- 
faces, falls t o  the bottom 

into a reservoir termed a hot-well, or is pumped direct to the 
boiler. The cooling water is dealt with in the manner explained 
under COOLING SYSTEM. Improvements in the ordinary con- 
denser (fig. I )  are made in several cases, the object being to 
expose a large area of tubes to the incoming steam. Regenerative 
condensers are designed so that the temperature of the conden- 
sate does not fall so much as usual; this reduces heat losses caused 
by the lower boiler-feed temperature. 

Tn a jet condenser the steam and water mingle for the purpose 
of cooling. The jet condenser may be of three types; the baro- 

metric, siphon or ejector. The ejector condenser (fig. 2) is the 
simplest in design. A stream of cooling water is discharged down 
through a nozzle, and the steam enters a passage at  right angles 
and is directed on to the water by the set of guides-direct conden- 
sation being thus effected. An evaporative condenser comprises a 
mass of tubes arranged upon a platform or roof; the steam passes 
through the numerous tubes, and 
the cooling water, trickling over 
their outsides, produces rapid 
evaporation of the water film and 
condensation of the steam. Con- 
densers in gas-making practice 
cool the gas and remove all sub- ~XHAUST STEAM 

stances which are not permanent 
gases at  normal temperatures. 
These include atmospheric con- 
densers, which have the exteriors 
of the tubes through which the 
gas passes cooled by the air, and 
water condensers. The latter are 
supplied with a flow of water sur- 
rounding the gas tubes while in 
another class the water goes 
through tubes, and the gas around 
them. Water-cooling by flow or FIG. 2.-SECTION OF AN EJECTOR 
by submergence in a tank is also CONDENSER 

done in the case of ammonia and T h e  stream of  cooling water  rushes 
down through t h e  cones and t h e  

COz, in refrigerating plants. exhaust steam enter ing a t  t h e  side 
Condensers used in ammonia is directed on t o  t h e  water ,  so be- 

plants are classified as  atmos- coming 
'Ondensed 

pheric, double-pipe and submerged. Other manufactures re- 
quiring the use of condensing apparatus are those of petroleum 
and perfumes. (F. H.) 

CONDENSER (ELECTRICAL), a piece of electrical 
apparatus used originally solely for storing an electric charge, 
but now having many forms and diverse industrial and scientific 
applications. Until comparatively recent years the term con- 
denser has been associated almost exclusively with the leyden 
jar, although the name was not used until some time after the 
discovery of the jar. I t  was first bestowed by Alessandro Volta 
(1745-1827) upon a different apparatus used by him in the 
course of his investigations upon atmospheric electricity. Volta's 
apparatus more resembled an electrophorus (q.v.), and was used 
as a condenser of variable capacity. At that time electricity was 
regarded as a fluid which could be cortde~tsed if the proper pro- 
cedure were adopted, but it  is now known that the action of a 
condenser is to store electricity by a n  accumulation of charges 
on the plates, electrodes, or armatures of the condenser. 

The electrical condenser is distinct in its properties from other 
electrical apparatus in that energy is stored in it  in electrical form, 
and the energy which is passed into it  during the charging process 
by connecting the condenser to a source of electromotive force 
is entirely or almost entirely returned again, when the condenser 
is discharged by connecting its plates or coatings by a wire. In 
the early days of electrical experiment in the 17th and 18th cen- 
turies many attempts were made to store up the "electric fire." 

Leyden Jar.-The first real success in  this direction was 
achieved by the discovery of the device subsequently called the 
leyden jar. This discovery was first made in October 174'5 by 
Dean E. G. von Kleist of the cathedral of Kamin, who used a 
small apothecary's vial with a nail or piece of wire to  make con- 
nection inside, the vial being held in the hand. By presenting 
the nail to the conductor of an electrical machine he found that 
the electricity passed into the vial as he showed by taking i t  into 
another room where it was possible t o  set fire to spirits of wine 
with the discharge spark, and to receive a shock by touching the 
nail. Some three months later, in Jan. 1746, Pieter van Mussch- 
enbroek, a professor in the University of Leyden, independently 
discovered the same phenomenon using a glass bottle filled with 
water and having an iron wire dipping into the water and pro- 
jecting out through the cork so that it could be hung from a 
musket barrel suspended horizontally by silk threads. After elec- 



CONDENSER (ELECTRICAL,) PLATE I 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF G E N E R A L  ELECTRlC COMPANY 

L A R G E R  C A P A C I T O R S  AND T H E I R  U S E S  

1. Pole-mounted Py rano l  capac i tor  ins ta l led t o  increase the cur rent -car ry-  3. Dus t - t i gh t  capac i tor  instal led i n  an i ndus t r i a l  p l an t  t o  imp rove  t he  
i n g  capac i t y  of d i s t r i b u t i o n  feeders b y  imp rov ing  the power factor power  fac tor  of the d i s t r i bu t i on  c i r c u i t  

2. La rge  rnobi ie capac i tor  for  substa t ion service w h i c h  can be moved 4. Large Pyranol  capacitors for  substat ion service 
read i ly  f r o m  one locat ion t o  another  t o  increase t he  cur rent -car ry ing The wo rd  " Pyranoi ,"  registered. U.S. patent  office, is the name of the 
capac i t y  of cen t ra l - s t a t i on  o r  i ndus t r i a l  c i rcu i ts  l i q u i d  d ie lec t r ic  w i t h  w h i c h  t he  capacitors are t reated 



PLATE 11 CONDENSER (ELECTRICAL) 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF G E N E R A L  E L E C T R I C  COMPANY 

V A R I O U S  TYPES O F  C A P A C I T O R S  

1. Sma l l  Pyranol  capac i tor  for increasing the cu r ren t - ca r r y i ng  capacity of 4. Pyranol  capacitors for  rad io  t ransmi t ters  
f luorescent-lamp c i r cu i t s  by imp rov ing  the over-a l l  Power factor 5 .  subway - t ype  pyvano l  capac i tor  for  use on underground d i s t r i b u t i o n  

2. E lec t ro l y t i c  capac i tor  for  mo to r - s ta r t i ng  service systems 

3. Sma l l  Py rano l  capacitors for  suppression of rad io  in ter ference The wo rd  "Pyranol "  is registered, U.S. patent  office 



CONDENSER (ELECTRICAL) 
trifying the bottle, a violent shock could be obtained if the mus- 
ket oarrel and the jar were simultaneously grasped. 

The leyden jar was in the succeeding years developed into 
various forms and put to many uses, both for purposes of science 
and amusement; and it  is still used in laboratories, though the 
interest in it  is largely historical. For many electrical experi- 
mental applications it forms a useful condenser which is not 
costly, but for most industrial applications it  has been super- 
seded by other forms of condenser having greater efficiency and 
other desirable electrical properties. The leyden jar of to-day 
consists of a wide mouthed jar or bottle of good quality glass, as 
free as possible from bubbles or other irregularities and coated 
inside and outside with a layer of tinfoil extending over the bot- 
tom of the jar and for a distance up the side of one-half to two- 
thirds of the height of the jar (Pl. I .  fig. I ) .  The exposed upper 
surface is generally coated with shellac or similar varnish to re- 
duce surface leakage. The top of the jar is usually closed with a 
wooden stopper through which a brass rod is passed to make 
connection with the tinfoil. Various sizes of jars are in use, these 
giving different electrical capacity values-the electrical capacity 
of a condenser being the measure of its electrical size or, in other 
words, the measure of the charge it  can store under the appli- 
cation of a given charging voltage. 

F u n d a m e n t a l  Units.-The fundamental unit of electrical 
capacity in the electrostatic system of measurement is the centi- 
metre or abstatfarad (see  ELECTRICITY), and this unit is em- 
ployed to some extent in Europe, while an old unit of capacity, 
called after the leyden jar and equal to I,ooocm., still has 
some adherents. The practical unit of capacity in terms of the 
workaday electrical units of the volt and the coulomb (one am- 
pere is one coulomb per second) is called the farad, after 
Michael Faraday ( q . ~ . ) ,  whose researches were so intimately 
associated with electrical discovery and who also carried out 
fundamental work on the dielectric of the condenser. This unit 
is rather large, so that for most purposes the microfarad (equal 
to one-millionth of a farad, i.e., IO-~F)  is employed as the unit 
of measurement. For  still smaller condensers, such for example 
as many of those employed in radio communication there is 
employed the still smaller unit, the nzicro~nicrofarad (equal to 
one billionth of a farad, i.e., 10-12F), convenient in order to avoid 
the use of very small fractions in expressing the capacity. 

Cons t ruc t ion  and Properties.-The essential components 
of any form of condenser are, firstly, the metal plates, foils, or 
armatures forming the conducting connections or parts where the 
electric charges accumulate; and secondly, the insulating dielec- 
tric (so designated by Faraday) which separates the plates. I n  
the leyden jar the dielectric is the glass which separates the two 
tinfoil coatings, and the main differences between the jar and the 
more modern forms of condenser lie in the use of different dielec- 
tric materials, some being more suited for certain conditions than 
others. The most important dielectrics now in use in condensers 
are air, mica, paper impregnated with various other insulating 
materials, glass, ebonite, oil and certain cellulose compounds, such 
as celluloid and cellulose acetate. These are but a very few of 
the insulating materials which could possibly be used as condenser 
dielectrics, but they possess special properties fitting them for 
some particular application of the condensers. The dielectric 
properties of most importance in condenser construction are spe- 
cific inductive capacity, or dielectric constant; dielectric strength; 
resistivity; and phase difference. The relative importance attach- 
able to each of these depends upon the use to which the condenser 
is to be applied. 

The first mentioned of these properties, specific inductive ca- 
pacity, determines the capacity of a condenser of given physical 
dimensions. I t  is expressed as the ratio of the capacity of a con- 
denser having the particular material as dielectric to the capacity 
of the same condenser, or of a condenser of exactly similar physi- 
cal dimensions but having the plates separated by air only. The 
higher the value of this constant, therefore, the greater is the 
capacity of a condenser of given dimensions. The materials giv- 
ing high values for the dielectric constant have, however, in many 
cases other harmful properties which prohibit their practical use in 

condensers. Most useful condenser dielectrics have a dielectric 
constant below 8, while insulating oil, and oil- or wax-impregnated 
paper dielectrics have values usually between 2 and 4. 

The second property-dielectric strength-expresses the abil- 
i ty of a condenser to withstand the application to it of high 
voltages. When the voltage applied between the plates of a con- 
denser is gradually increased the electric stress in the dielectric 
is increased a'lso, until ultimately a value is reached at  which the 
dielectric gives way-or breakdown occurs-and a discharge, gen- 
erally in the form of a spark, passes through the material. The 
breakdown voltage per unit thickness of the material depends to  
some extent upon the thickness itself and upon the nature of the 
conducting electrodes that are applied to its surfaces. I n  general 
the breakdown voltage is relatively greater for the thinner sheets 
of the material, with the result that it  is generally economical to  
subdivide high voltage condensers into a number of smaller ele- 
ments, connected electrically in series, each element having a 
thinner dielectric adapted to withstand the appropriate fraction of 
the total voltage applied to  the whole composite condenser. 

The resistivity of the dielectric expresses a measure of the leak- 
age or passage of electricity from one terminal to the other when 
voltage is applied. The property is of most interest for condensers 
which are subjected to steady or direct voltages. I t  is a quantity 
which is most commonly measured in connection with condenser 
dielectrics as a means of estimating the quality of the dielectric, 
not only from the point of view of the quality of the material 
itself but chiefly as a guide to the efficiency with which it has been 
freed from moisture. Minute traces of water, whether in the form 
of moisture condensed on the surfaces of the dielectric or actually 
absorbed into the pores of the material, bring about a very marked 
reduction of the resistivity, and such reduction is generally ac- 
companied also by a marked decrease in the breakdown voltage, 
or dielectric strength of the substance. 

The dielectric phase difference is a property which is encount- 
ered only when a condenser is subjected to alternating voltages, 
and it then expresses the departure of the condenser from the 
ideal. When a condenser is subjected to an alternating voltage 
there is a charging current flowing into it  during all the time that 
the voltage across its terminals is increasing. This charging current 
falls to zero when the voltage reaches its maximum value, and dur- 
ing all the time that the voltage is decreasing a discharge current 
will flow out of the condenser, this falling to zero again when the 
voltage reaches its minimum value and is about to commence in- 
creasing again. Thus, if the applied voltage waveform is sinusoi- 
dal, the waveform of the current flowing in the circuit-made up 
of the successive.charging and discharging currents-will like- 
wise be sinusoidal, but there will be a phase displacement between 
the two, the current wave being go0 in advance of the voltage 
wave. In  a condenser with an ideal or perfect dielectric-if such 
could be constructed-this phase displacement would be exactly 
go0 and no energy would be expended in the dielectric; but in all 
practical dielectrics a phenomenon known as electric absorption 
is observed, the effect of which is that the charging current does 
not cease a t  the instant that the voltage reaches a steady value, 
but persists for some time after in the form of a gradually de- 
creasing absorption current. Likewise the discharge from most 
dielectrics does not cease immediately the applied voltage has 
been removed or has decreased to its steady minimum value, but 
it persists in the form of a gradually decreasing absorption dis- 
charge. Thus the zero points of the current waveform of the con- 
denser subjected to an alternating voltage do not coincide in time 
with the instants of maximum and minimum value of the voltage 
waveform, but are delayed by a small fraction of a period. The 
phase displacement between current and voltage is thus very 
slightly less than go0. The departure from exactly go0 is the 
phase difference. The amount of energy expended in the dielectric 
is directly proportional to the sine of this phase difference angle- 
or, since in almost all cases this difference is small, the losses be- 
come directly proportional to  the phase difference itself. This 
quantity is sometimes also expressed as the power factor of the 
dielectric (numerically equal to the sine of the phase difference, or 
the cosine of the phase angle). 
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For many condenser dielectrics the phase difference increases 

with frequency, with the result that condensers employing these 
substances are unsuited for use in high frequency circuits. With 
some other materials, however, the increase is either small or neg- 
ligible while in some a maximum value is reached in the ordinary 
range of practical frequencies so that there is relatively a reduc- 
tion of losses at  the higher or radio frequencies. This property is 
one which has a very considerable bearing upon the choice of 
condenser dielectric for any given use, since in practice so many 
condensers are required for use in alternating current circuits 
either of high or low frequency. 

Types, Uses, a n d  Materials.-There are to-day many varie- 
ties of condensers, although the number of different dielectrics is 
limited. The wide variety of applications for which they are used, 
however, has involved the development of a correspondingly wide 
variety in designs produced primarily to fit the condenser for its 
particular application. I n  the field of radio communication alone 
many types of condensers have been produced from time to time, 
and are in common use for the different purposes for which con- 
densers are needed both in transmitting and in receiving appara- 
tus, the design of the condenser depending to a considerable ex- 
tent upon the nature of the voltage to which it is to  be subjected. 

The chief practical uses to which the early Leyden jars were 
applied was in conjunction with wireless telegraphy apparatus, and 
a modification of the original jars is still occasionally used for 
such purposes. An improvement was introduced about 1904 by 
Moscicki in the form of elongated glass tubes (Pl. I .  fig. 2 )  with 
silvered coatings for the conductors, and a thickening of the glass 
adjacent to the edges of the metal coatings so as to reduce the in- 
tensity of the electric stress in the material a t  these points, and so 
to reduce the liability to breakdown. For ships' wireless trans- 
mitting sets another modification has been much used. This con- 
sists of interleaved glass and metal sheets mounted in an oil-filled 
container. The glass dielectric of these condensers has not incon- 
siderable dielectric losses, when subjected to high voltages. The 
general growth in the power of wireless stations of recent years, 
accompanied by the replacement in many cases of the "spark" or 
damped-wave transmitters by continuous-wave ones, has rendered 
it imperative to make use of condenser dielectrics having the low- 
est possible electrical losses. I n  some cases air dielectric con- 
densers have certain advantages for  radio uses, particularly for 
the short wave-length stations. They are, however, also used 
sometimes in the longer wave stations (Pl. I .  fig. 3),  where bulk 
is of no particular importance. 

Mica as a dielectric for condensers for radio transmitters has 
been particularly developed during the last decace, apart from the 
use of smaller condensers for ship spark transmitters (Pl. I .  fig. 
4) .  With it i t  has become possible to construct condensers for use 
in high frequency circuits wherein they often have to pass very 
large high frequency currents produced by valve oscillators, the 
condensers causing an energy loss of not more than o.oa% of the 
reactive kilovoltamperes flowing in the circuit. The electrical effi- 
ciency of such condensers can thus be said to exceed 99.98%. For 
radio transmitters using frequencies in excess of about 2,000 kilo- 
cycles quite small condensers with mica dielectric suffice, such for 
example as the small condenser shown in PI. I .  fig. 5, which is much 
used particularly for portable radio stations for military and simi- 
lar purposes. At the other end of the scale are the huge condensers 
used in high-power radio stations, where very large currents and 
high voltages are involved. The photograph reproduced as PI. I .  
fig. 6, of the condenser gallery a t  the Rugby Radio station of the 
British Post Office illustrates the use of a number of condensers of 
this type. On this gallery are grouped the condensers for the main 
oscillation circuit of the high-power telegraph transmitter of the 
station, these being disposed in two main groups on opposite sides 
of the gallery. At the far end are some of the condensers used in 
the transmitter for the Transatlantic telephone which is also 
housed in the same building. 

These condensers are all constructed of a very large number of 
small condenser elements arranged in groups connected together 
in series and parallel to provide sufficient bulk of dielectric for 
the electrical loading. Each of these elements consists of inter- 
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leaved thin sheets of mica and metallic foil-usually copper or 
tin-securely held together to prevent relative movement. Each 
of these elements, therefore, has to  support only a fraction of the 
total voltage applied to the condenser, depending upon the num- 
ber of such elements connected in series; while likewise i t  has to 
carry only a fraction of the total current flowing into the coa- 
denser, depending upon the number of such elements connected 
in parallel. In the larger condenser illustrated in P1. I. fig. 6, i t  may 
be seen that each of the radial arms or spokes of the ring-shaped 
supports consists of a number of such series-connected mica di- 
electric condenser elements, and that all these arms or spokes are 
connected in parallel, this arrangement serving also as a means 
of supporting the central high voltage connection to the condenser, 
the other terminal being joined to these metallic ring-shaped sup- 
ports, which serve both as conductors and as clamps for holding 
the condenser elements in position. 

I n  the application of condensers to  radio apparatus operating 
upon the very high frequencies necessary for "short wave" and 
"beam" transmissions, further difficulties have been encountered 
owing to the energy losses in the dielectric forming the terminal 
insulators for the condenser. The proper subdivision of the cur- 
rent in the interior of the condenser to ensure that no part of the 
condenser is overloaded also presents some difficulty unless great 
care is taken to ensure that all the current paths through the con- 
denser have as nearly as possible the same inductance. I11 con- 
densers for long wave-length radio circuits this factor is of little 
importance, but with frequencies in excess of a few million per 
second excessive heating of parts of the condenser may occur if it 
is not considered in the design of the condenser. A recent form 
of condenser, with a mica dielectric, specially produced for use 
in theze very high frequency circuits, is illustrated in P1. I, fig j. It 
consists, as may be seen from the photograph, of several small con- 
densers mounted upon one another, so that they are all joined in 
series. Each is enclosed in an insulating tube, which provides the 
insulation between the top and bottom metal parts which form 
the terminals of the condenser. The electrical stress in this in- 
sulator is by this means reduced to a reasonably small figure, while 
inside each of the condenser parts the current flow is subdivided 
into several channels each consisting of a number of condenser 
elements connected in series, as requisite for the operating voltage 
snd frequency. 

So in radio transmitters and in receiving sets as now commonly 
used for the reception of broadcast transmissions, a variety of 
condenser arrangements is commonly employed. A group of such 
condensers is illustrated in P1. I. fig. 8. In  the upper part of this 
photograph are shown some patterns of fixed condensers, and in 
the lower part some types of variable air condensers as used for 
.wing the circuits of the receiver. Of the fixed condensers those 
of smallest capacity-below about 0.01 microfarad-are custom- 
srily made with a mica dielectric, while for the larger capacities 
paper dielectric condensers are generally used. Still larger capac- 
ity condensers of similar type, up to about 20 microfarads, are 
used in the filter circuits of the so-called "battery eliminators'' 
which are often used to enable a radio receiver to obtain its cur- 
rent supplies from electric lighting mains, in which application 
they perform the functions of providing a low impedance bypass 
path for unwanted currents of audio frequency. 

Variable condensers used in radio receiving sets are constructed 
in as simple a manner as possible in order to  avoid unnecessary 
expense in their manufacture. Several patterns are illustrated in 
P1, 11. fig, I and fig. 2. They are now almost always of the rotary 
vane type in which a number of fixed metal vanes are mounted on 
a supporting framework and a similar set of slightly smaller vanes 
are mounted upon a spindle carried in the same framework, so that 
by turning the spindle the one set of vanes can be moved so as to 
interleave with the other set to a greater or less extent. I n  these 
condensers the dielectric is the air between the two sets of plates; 
and some form of insulation is provided, so that although both sets 
of vanes are supported by the same framework they are electrically 
insulated from one another. The capacity of these condensers is 
almost directly proportional to the amount by which the two sets 
of vanes overlap one another, so that if the rotary set of vanes IS 



semicircular the capacity of the condenser will be very closely 
proportional to the angular rotation of the spindle from its initial 
or "zero" position. Until recently all variable condensers were 
constructed of this form, the differences in design consisting 
mainly in the means adopted to support the various parts and t o  
insulate the two sets of vanes; in recent years, however, other 
variations have been introduced primarily in order to facilitate 
the tuning of the circuits of the radio receiver in which the con- 
densers are used. By appropriate shaping of the vanes of the con- 
denser the capacity can be made proportional to the square of the 
angular rotation of the spindle, or to  the reciprocal of the square 
of the angle, or to the logarithm of it, or to  almost any other 
desired mathematical function. The object of such modifications 
is to facilitate the use of the apparatus by making the scale- 
reading of the dial attached to the condenser spindle propor- 
tional, for example, to  the resonance wave-length of the circuit 
in which the condenser is used, or proportional to its frequency, 
etc. A typical form taken by a laboratory variable condenser is 
depicted in P1. 11. fig. 3. Such condensers for accurate experi- 
mental work need to be constructed in a much more robust man- 
ner and on a larger scale than are those used in radio receivers. 
The most mechanically robust patterns can also be used as ca- 
pacity standards for testing and measurement purposes, when they 
have been accurately calibrated. I n  some cases the space between 
the plates is filled with insulating oil to increase the capacity of 
the condenser. 

Paper as a dielectric for electrical condensers has been used for 
many years, condensers using large sheets of this material, soaked 
in paraffin wax and interleaved with tinfoil sheets, having been 
employed since the early days of both telegraphic and telephonic 
con~munication. With the increasing use of telephones--every 
instrument usually requires a t  least one condenser (Pl. I .  fig 7),  
and the exchmges large numbers-the methods of manufacturing 
these condensers have been very much simplified. To-day they 
are made by rolling long strips of paper and foil together 
on a machine until the required capacity is obtained, the con- 
denser "plate" thus obtained being pressed flat and impregnated 
with some forin of insulating wax. Various grades of paper are 
employed, depending to some extent upon the uses for which the 
condcnsers are intended, while for the conducting "plates" of the 
condenser either very thin tinfoil or aluminium foil is used, or a 
foiled paper, viz., a thin paper into the substance of which a 
deposit of tin is pressed to form a conducting coating This latter 
conductor was introduced in 1900 by G. F. Mansbridge at  a time 
when the manufacture of long strips of tinfoil of sufficient thin- 
ness for use in paper condensers presented almost insuperable 
difficulties. The condenser plates, after the impregnation, are 
sealed into a metal or insuhting casing which must also prevent 
the access of moist air to the condenser paper, since this would 
cause rapid deterioration of the insulation. 

Condensers of this type, constructed with a type of paper that 
allows only of low electrical losses, are used on alternating cur- 
rent electric power circuits for improvement of the power factor 
of the circuit. Particularly for voltages of about 500 and upwards 
similar condensers are often treated with an oil impregnation in 
place of wax, and are sealed in a metal tank or container filled 
with a high flash-point insulating oil (Pl. 11. fig. 5). The oil being 
fluid permits of the flow of convection currents if any appreciable 
heat is liberated in the condenser, and so aids in the cooling of the 
condenser and tends to  prevent failure of the dielectric. These 
condensers have also found application in conjunction with elec- 
tric railway signalling equipment where they provide a means of 
resonating the circuits of the signalling relays (P1 11. fig. 6). For 
the electric induction furnace, too, these condensers are also used 
to form a resonant circuit tuned to the frequency of the generator 
supplying the electrical energy to the furnace, the winding of the 
furnace coil providing the inductance of the circuit, so that the 
requisite large current can flow through the circuit of the coil and 
condenser while the generator has only to provide the energy re- 
quired to  melt the metal in the furnace, the electrical losses in the 
condenser being negligible. These furnaces are commonly worked 
with alternator supply, a t  frequencies of between 500 and 5,000 

cycles. Under these conditions the electrical losses in the con- 
densers, if of paper dielectric, become of importance unless ade- 
quate cooling of the die!ectric is provided .by the oil. For still 
higher frequencies, valve oscillators are often used, usually with 
mica dielectric condensers immersed in oil (Pl. 11. fig. 7). 

The readiness of a condenser to  allow the passage of high fre- 
quency currents has furnished two other important applications 
of condensers in conjunction with high voltage electric power 
lines. When these lines are carried overhead they are liable to  
disturbances due to lightning and similar atn~ospheric electrical 
effects, which often cause damage to the transformers and other 
apparatus connected to the lines. With condensers connected be- 
tween the lines and earth the high frequency disturbances and 
surges can be drained away to earth and their harmful energy dis- 
sipated. Similar condensers joined to the lines and connected to 
a special type of radiotelephone apparatusprovide a means of guid- 
ing speech communication along the power lines (Pl. 11. fig. 4) ,  
and thus furnishing a valuable and very reliable means of com- 
munication between the power- and sub-stations connected with 
the power line network. This communication is not so liable to in- 
terruption and other disturbances as are separate telephone lines 
of the ordinary type. 

I n  all these and many other applications of condensers the real 
heart of the condens~r is the dielectric, and a proper use of the 
materials and knowledge of their properties has been the only 
means of building up the present known types of condensers. 
Many insulating materials besides those mentioned here are 
known, and may yet be applied in condenser construction as appro- 
priate uses for them develop. 

See P. R. Courszy, Electrical Condensers, their Constrztction, Design 
and Ind~~s tr ia l  Uses (1927), for extensive bibliography. (P. R. C.) 

CQNDER, CHARLES ( I S ~ S - I ~ O ~ ) ,  English artist, son of 
a civil engineer, was born in London, and spent his early years 
in India. After an English education he went into the govern- 
ment service in Australia, but in 1890 determined to devote him- 
self to art, and studied for several years in Paris, where in 1893 
he became an associate of the SociCtC Sationale des Beaux-Arts. 
About 189j his reputation as an original painter, particularly of 
Watteau-like designs for fans, spread among a limited circle of 
artists in London, mainly connected first with the New English 
Art Club, and later the International Society; and his unique 
and charming decorative style, in dainty pastoral scenes, gradu- 
ally gave hjm a certain vogue. H e  died on Feb. 9, 1909. 

CONDE-SUB-NQIREAU, a town in the department of 
Calvados, France, a t  the union of the Noireau and Drouance, 
33 m. S S.W. of Caen by rail. Pop. ( 1 9 3 6 ) .  4,479. Throughout 
the middle ages CondC (Condaf t tm,  Condetztm) was the seat of 
an important castellany, which was held by a long succession of 
powerful nobles and kings. The piace was held by the English 
from 1417 to 1449. Of the castle some ruins of the keep survive. 
Tine church of St. Martin has a choir of the 12th and 15th cen- 
turies, and a stained-glass window (15th century) representing 
the Crucifixion. The town is the seat of a tribunal of commerce, 
a board of trade-arbitrators and a chamber of arts and manufac- 
tures I t  is important for its cotton-spinning and weaving, and for 
its fairs. I t  should not be confused with CondC sur I'Escaut, from 
which the princes of CondC (q v.) took their title. 

CONDILLAC, ~ T I E N N E  BONNQT DE ( I  715-1 780), 
French philosopher, was born at  Grenoble of a legal family and, 
like his elder brother, the well-known political writer, abbC de 
hlably, took orders and became abbC de hlureau.' His works are 
Essai ~ 2 1 ~  lJori,gi?te des contzaissa?zces hu??zai??es ( I  746), Traitt! 
des syst??rzes ( I  749), Trait6 des  sensations ( I  754), Traitt! des  
animazln: ( I  75 j )  , a comprehensive C o w s  d'e'tz~des ( r  767-73), 
written for the young Duke Ferdinand of Parma, a grandson of 
Louis S V . ,  L e  Corr~merce e t  le gozwerneqnent, conside're's rela- 
t i ve l~zent  l'znz d l'az~tre (1776), and two posthumous works, 
Logique ( I  781) and the unfinished Lalzgzle d e s  calcztls ( I  798). 
In  his earlier days in Paris he came much into contact with the 
circle of Diderot. A friendship with Rousseau, which lasted in 

lie., abbot itz commendam of the Premonstratensian abbey of Mu- 
reau in the Vosges.-(Ed.) 
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some measure to the end, may have been due in the first instance 
to  the fact that Rousseau had been domestic tutor in the family 
of Condillac's uncle, M. de Mably, a t  Lyons. 

Though Condillac's genius was not of the highest order, he is 
important both as a psychologist and as having establishe'd sys- 
tematically in France the ~ r i n c i ~ l e s  of Locke, whom Voltaire had 
lately made fashionable. ' I n  setting forth his empirical sensa- 
tionism, Condillac shows many of the best qualities of his age and 
nation, lucidity, brevity, moderation and an earnest striving after 
logical method. Nevertheless, in the analysis of the human 
mind on which his fame chiefly rests, he has missed out the 
active and spiritual side of human experience. His first book, 
the Essai sur l'origine des con?taissartces humaines, keeps close 
to his English master. H e  accepts with some indecision Locke's 
deduction of our knowledge from two sources, sensation and 
reflection, and uses as his main principle of explanation the asso- 
ciation of ideas. His next book, the Traite' des systhmes, is a 
vigorous criticism of those modem systems which are based upon 
abstract principles or upon unsound hypotheses. His polemic, 
which is inspired throughout with the spirit of Locke, is directed 
against the innate ideas of the Cartesians, Malebranche's faculty- 
psychology, Leibnitz's monadism and pre-established harmony, 
and, above all, against the conception of substance set forth in 
the first part of the Ethics of Spinoza. By far the most import- 
ant of his works is the Traite' des sensations, in which he questions 
Locke's doctrine that the senses give us intuitive knowledge of 
objects, that the eye, for example, judges naturally of shapes, 
sizes, positions and distances. T o  clear up such questions we 
must study our senses separately, to  distinguish precisely what 
ideas we owe to each sense, to observe how the senses are 
trained, and how one sense aids another. The result, he is con- 
fident, will show that all human faculty and knowledge are 
transformed sensation only, to the exclusion of any other princi- 
ple, such as reflection. The plan of the book is that the author 
imagines a statue organized inwardly like a man, animated by a 
soul which has never received an idea, into which no sense-im- 
pression has ever penetrated. H e  then unlocks its senses one 
by one, beginning with smell, as the sense that contributes least 
to human knowledge. At its first experience of smell the con- 
sciousness of the statue is entirely occupied by i t ;  and this 
occupancy of consciousness is attention. The statue's smell- 
experience will produce pleasure or pain; and pleasure and pain 
will thenceforward be the master-principle which, determining all 
the operations of its mind, will raise it by degrees to all the 
knowledge of which it is capable. The next stage is memory, 
which is the lingering impression of the smell-experience upon 
the attention: "memory is nothing more than a mode of feeling." 
From memory springs comparison: the statue experiences the 
smell, say, of a rose while remembering that of a carnation; and 
"comparison is nothing more than giving one's attention to two 
things simultaneously." And "as soon as the statue has com- 
parison it has judgment." Comparisons and judgments become 
habitual, are stored in the mind and formed into series, and thus 
arises the powerful principle of the association of ideas. From 
comparison of past and present experiences in respect of their 
pleasure-giving quality arises desire; it is desire that determines 
the operation of our faculties, stimulates the memory and im- 
agination, and gives rise to the passions. The passions, also, are 
nothing but sensation transformed. SG runs the argument in the 
first section of the treatise. In  the second section Condillac 
invests his statue with the sense of touch, which first informs 
it of the existence of external objects. In  a very careful and 
elaborate analysis, he distinguishes the various elements in our 
tactile experiences-the touching of one's own body, the toucli- 
ing of objects other than one's own body, the experience of 
inovemen.t, the exploration of surfaces by the hands; he traces 
the growth of the statue's perceptions of extension, distance and 
shape. The third section deals with the combination of touch 
with the other senses. The fourth section deals with the desires, 
activities and ideas of an isolated man who enjoys possession 
of all the senses; and ends with observations on a "wild boy" 
who was found living among bears in the forests of Lithuania. 

The conclusion of the whole work is that in the natural order of 
things everything has its source in sensation, and yet that this 
source is not equally abundant in all men; and, finally, that man 
is nothing but what he has acquired; all innate faculties and ideas 
are to be swept away. 

Condillac's work on politics and history, contained, for the 
most part, in his Cours d'e'tudes, offers few features of interest, 
except so far as it  illustrates his close affinity to English thought: 
he had not the warmth and imagination to make a good his- 
torian. In  logic, on which he wrote extensively, he is far less 
successful than in psychology. H e  enlarges with much iteration, 
but with few concrete examples, upon the supremacy of the 
analytic method; argues that reasoning consists in the substitution 
of one proposition for another which is identical with it ,  and 
further he rejects the mediaeval apparatus of the syllogism. 
I t  is obvious enough that Condillac's anti-spiritual psychology, 
with its explanation of personality as an aggregate of sensations, 
leads straight to atheism and determinism. There is, however, 
no reason to question the sincerity with whish he repudiates both 
these consequences. What he says upon religion is always in 
harmony with his profession; and he vindicated the freedom of 
the will in a dissertation that has very little in common with the 
Traite' des sensations to  which it  is appended. The common re- 
proach of materialism should certainly not be made against him. 
He always asserts the substantive reality of the soul; and in the 
opening words of his Essai, "Whether me rise to heaven, or 
descend to the abyss, we never get outside ourselves-it is always 
our own thoughts that we perceive," we have the subjectivist 
principle that forms the starting-point of Berkeley. 

As was fitting to a disciple of Locke, Condillac's ideas have 
had most importance in their effect upon English thought. In 
matters connected with the association of ideas, the supremacy 
of pleasure and pain, and the general explanation of all mental 
contents as sensations or transformed sensations, his influence can 
be traced upon the Mills and upon Bain and Herbert Spencer. 
And, apart from any definite propositions, Condillac did a notab!e 
work in the direction of making psychology a science. His 
method, however, of imaginative reconstruction was by no means 
suited to English ways of thinking. In  spite of his protests 
against abstraction, hypothesis and synthesis, his allegory of the 
statue is in the highest degree abstract, hypothetical and syn- 
thetic. In  France, however, Condillac's doctrine, so congenial 
to the tone of 18th century philosophism, reigned in the schools 
for over j o  years, challenged only by a few who, like Maine de 
Biran, saw that it  gave no sufficient account of volitional expe- 
rience. Early in the 19th century the romantic awakening of 
Germany had spread to France, and sensationism was displaced 
by the eclectic spiritualism of Victor Cousin. 

B ~ ~ ~ ~ o c ~ a ~ ~ ~ . - C o n d i l ~ a c ' s  collected works were published in 1798 
and two or three times subsequently; the last edition (1822) has 
an introductory dissertation by h. F. ThCry. The Encycloptdie 
mtthodique has a very long article on Condillac (Naigeon). Biographi- 
cal details and criticism of the Trait6 des systdmes in J. P. Damiron's 
Mtmoires pow servir ri l'histoire de la philosophie a24 dix-huitidme 
siicle, tome iii.; a full criticism in V. Cousin's Cours de l'ltistoire de la 
philosophie moderne, ser. i. tome iii. 

See also F. RethorC, Condillac ou l'empirisme et le rationalisme 
(1864) ; L. Dewaule, Condillac et la psychologie anglaise contemporaine 
(1891) ; V. Saltnikova, Die Philosophie Condillac (1901) ; G. De 
Baguenault de Puchesse, Condillac: sa vie, sa philosophie, son influence 
(1910) ; H. BCdaude, Condillac ri Parme, Lettres intdites (Grenoble, 
1924) ; Z. Q. Schaupp, The Naturalism of Cortdillac (1926). 

(H. ST.) 
CONDITION, a stipulation, agreement. (Lat. condicio, from 

condicere, to agree upon, arrange; not connected with conditio 
from condere, conditum, to put together.) The term is applied 
technically to any circumstance, action or event which is regarded 
as the indispensable requisite of some other circumstance, action, 
or event. I t  is also applied generally to the sum of the circum- 
stances in which a person is situated, and more specifically to fa- 
vourable or prosperous circumstances; thus a person of wealth or 
birth is described as a "person of condition," or an athlete as 
being "in condition," i.e., physically fit, having gone through the 
necessary course of preliminary training. I n  all these senses there 
is implicit the idea of limitation or restraint imposed with a view 



CONDITIONAL FEE-CONDI

T

IONED REFLEX 
to the attainment of a particular end. 

( I . )  I?z Logic the term "condition" is closely related to "cause" 
in so far as it is applied to prior events, etc., in the absence of 
which another event, called the effect, would not take place. I t  is, 
however, different from "cause," inasmuch as a cause usually 
consists of a multiplicity of conditions each of which is indispen- 
sable, but only the totality of which is adequate to the produc- 
tion of the effect. I t  is customary to distinguish between positive 
and negative conditions. Positive conditions are those which ac- 
tually contribute something to the result; negative conditions con- 
sist in the absence of whatever may frustrate or modify the effect 
in question. Thus light, warmth, and moisture are each a positive 
condition of the healthy growth of a plant; the absence of wire- 
worms and other pests, on the other hand, would be called a 
negative condition. 

Assertions concerning the relation between conditions and re- 
sults are called colzditio?~al assertions (judgments or propositions). 
They are of two main types known as Itypotl~etical and disjunctive 
respectively. I n  the hypothetical assertion this condition is usu- 
ally contained explicitly in the antecedent, and the result in the 
consequent. Thus, e.g., if f l ~ e  temperature of a metal is raised, i ts  
wolunje is kcreased, (or generally if A ,  then C ,  i.e., if a certain 
antecedent is true, a certain consequent is true). I n  the disjunc- 
tive assertion the condition is implicit rather than explicit, but 
still i t  is there. Thus, e g., either the volz1me of a metal remains 
the same or i ts temperatrlre I~as  changed (or generally either A I  

or A z ,  i.e., alternative AI or alternative A2 is true). But this 
means if the temperature of a metal lzas not changed, i ts  
volume remains the same (or generally if not Az ,  then A I ,  or 
vice versa). 

( 2 . )  I n  P l ~ i l o ~ o p h y  the above uses of the term condition have 
led to the contrast between "conditioned" and "absolute" being 
(or "dependent" versus "independent" being). Thus all finite 
things exist in certain relations not only to all other things, but 
possibly also to thought; in other words, all finite existence is 
"conditioned." Hcnce Sir JVm. Hamilton speaks of the "philoso- 
phy of the unconditioned," i.e., of thought in distinction to things 
which are determined by thought in relation to other things (see 
ABSOLUTE). An analogous distinction is made (c f .  H. W. B. 
Joseph, Zntrodtlction to Logic, pp. 380, foll ) between the so-called 
universal laws of nature and conditional principles which, though 
they are regarded as having the force of law, are yet dependent or 
derivative, i.e., cannot be treated as universal truths. Such prin- 
ciples hold good under present conditions, but other conditions 
might be imagined under which they would be invalid; they hold 
good only as corollaries from the laws of nature under existing 
conditions. 

( 3  ) I n  Law, condition in its general sense is a restraint annexed 
to a thing, so that by the non-performance the party to it  shall 
receive prejudice and loss, and by the performance commodity or 
advantage. Conditions may be either ( I )  condition in a deed or 
express condition, i.e., the condition being expressed in actual 
words; or ( 2 )  condition in law or inzplied condition, i.e., where, 
although no condition is actually expressed, the law implies a con- 
dition. The word is also used indifferently to mean either the 
event upon the happening of which some estate or obligation is 
to begin or end, or the provision or stipulation that the estate or 
obligation will depend upon the happening of the event. A condi- 
tion may be of several kinds: ( I )  a condition precedent, where, 
for example, an estate is granted to  one for life upon condition 
that, if the grantee pay the grantor a certain sum on such a day 
he shall have the fee simple; ( 2 )  a condition sztbseqtdent, where, 
for example, an estate is granted in fee upon condition that the 
grantee shall pay a certain sum on a certain day, or that his estate 
shall cease. Thus a condition precedent gets or gains, while a con- 
dition subsequent keeps and continues. A condition may also be 
nfirmative, that is, the doing of an act;  negative, the not doing of 
an act;  restrictive, compzrlsory, etc. The word is also used ad- 
jectivally in the sense set out above, as in the phrases "conditional 
legacy," "conditional limitation," "conditional promise," etc., that 
is, the legacy, the limitation, the promise is to take effect only 
upon the happening of a certain event. 

CONDITIONAL, FEE, in common law, an estate or 
property granted to a man and to the heirs of his body, or to the 
heirs male of his body. As developed in English law, i t  was 
called a conditional fee by reason of the condition expressed 
or implied in the donation of it, that if the donee died without 
such particular heirs, the land should revert to the donor. I n  other 
words it  was a fee simple on condition that the donee had issue, 
and as soon as such issue was born, the estate was supposed to be- 
come absolute by the performance of the condition. A conditional 
fee was converted by the statute De Donis Co?zditz'o:ralibz~s into 
an estate tail (see ENTAIL; LAWS OF REAL PROPERTY). 

CONDITIONAL LIMITATION, in law, a phrase used in 
two senses. ( I )  The qualification annexed to the grant of an 
estate or interest in  land, providing for the determination of that 
grant or interest upon a particular contingency happening. An 
estate with such a limitation can endure only until the particular 
contingency happens; it  is a present interest, to  be divested on a 
future contingency. The grant of an estate to  a man so long 
as he is parson of Dale or while he continues unmarried are in- 
stances of conditional limitations of estates for life (resolutive 
condition). ( 2 )  A future use or interest in land limited to take 
effect upon a given contingency. For instance, a grant to X. and 
his heirs to the use of A,, provided that when C. returns from 
Rome the land shall go to the use of B. in fee simple. E. is  said 
to  take under a conditional limitation, operating by executory 
devise or springing or shifting use (investitive condition). ( S P ~  
REMAIKDER, REVERSION.) 

CONDITIONED REFLEX, ( I )  the neural mechanism by 
which, under certain definite conditions, ( a )  a new stimulus is 
substituted for the one originally effective in bringing about a 
specific reaction or (b)  a new response takes the place of the 
originally adequate reaction to a specific stimulus. Thus, with a 
horse, the snap of the whip is a substitute stimulus for the smart 
of the lash. The exclamation of an adult who stubs his toe is a 
substitute response for the child's howl of pain. (2)  Modification 
of reflex behaviour as a result of alteration of the conditions under 
which the behaviour in question occurs, without assumption as to  
the neural mechanisms invoived. 

The first conditioned reflex experiments were conducted by 
Pavlov, a Russian physiologist. H e  discovered that certain signal 
stimuli, like sight and smell of food, are just as effective as the 
taste of food for evoking the salivary flow. This raised the ques- 
tion: Can any neural stimulus, such as the ringing of an electric 
bell, be substituted for the natural stimulus in arousing reflex 
reaction? I n  putting this problem to test, Pavlov used dogs as 
subjects, and worked chiefly with the alimentary and reject re- 
flexes. The dog was fastened in position before a partition which 
could be opened for the presentation of food. An electric bell 
was sounded and kept ringing until after the food was presented. 
After about 30 trials, i t  was found that the sounding of the bell 
alone mas sufficient to evoke the salivary flow. Thus, a new reflex 
had been built up. The dog responded to the sounding of the bell 
in the same way that he did to the taste of food. This new re- 
action was named by Pavlov the conditioned reflex. 

Co?ztrol of Subject and Stimz~lzis.-The subject of a conditioned 
reflex experiment, whether animal, child or adult, must be in a 
physical condition which permits the functioning of the natural 
or unconditioned reflex. That is, if the salivary reflex is being 
conditioned to a new stimulus, the dog must be hungry. The en- 
vironment must be controlled so that all stimuli more potent 
biologically than the ones under test are eliminated. 

Presentation of Stinzz~lzls.--There are three possible ways of 
combining the neutral stimulus with the adequate stimulus. The 
hell may be sounded before presentation of food; simultaneously 
with presel~tation of food; or aftcr food is given. Only the first 
two methods result in a conditioned reflex. 427  successive pre- 
sentations of the odour of vanillin 5 to 10 sec. after acid was 
introduced into the inoulh failed to develop a conditioned re- 
jection reflex. On the other hand, a single trial with the vanillin 
 resented before the acid sufficed to build up a conditioned 
response. For the most efficient conditioning the new stimulus 
must not only precede the natural stimulus, but it must also over- 
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lap the other in point of time. I t  is possible, however, to  build 
up a conditioned reflex, even though an appreciable interval 
occurs between the cessation of the new stimulus and the be- 
ginning of the natural stimulus. After a considerable number of 
trials, the response will occur upon presentation of the condi- 
tioned stimulus, but only after an interval of time equal to the 
period of separation occurring in the original trials. This is called 
a trace reflex because the proximate cause of the response is 
not supposed to be the neural stimulus, but rather its trace left 
on the central nervous system. The Iongest latent period reported 
is about 30 minutes. 

Conditions for Modifying the Response.-The natural response 
to  an electric shock is withdrawal. The natural response to food 
may be smacking the lips together with increased salivary flow. 
By suitable presentation of these two stimuli it has been found 
that the electric shock will combine with the food as stimulus to 
the extent of inhibiting the defence reflex and establishing salivary 
flow as the new response to the shock stimulus. I f ,  however, the 
electric current is applied to skin over bone, it  will not become 
conditioned to the food response. I n  a situation of this sort the 
result will depend in each instance on the relative strength of the 
two unconditioned responses. The one which is physically weaker 
and biologically less important is lost while the more funda- 
mental reflex wins out. This principle is particularly vital in the 
reconditioning of children. 

Use a n d  A d a p t a b i l i t y  of t h e  Condi t ioned  Reflex.-In an- 
imal psychology the conditioned reflex has been particularly use- 
ful in investigating sensory discrimination. A conditioned reflex 
is first built up to a specific sensory stimulus, let us say, auditory. 
Then a different stimulus of the same category is substituted. If 
the animal does not respond to the new sound it  is inferred that 
he discriminates between the two. By this method of differential 
conditioning it has been found that a dog's hearing is more sensi- 
tive than a man's. I n  experiments with children, Mateer suggests 
using the speed with which a conditioned reflex can be developed 
as  an index of intelligence. Extension of Pavlov's technique to 
human subjects was made possible by apparatus designed by Lash- 
ley for catching and measuring salivary secretion. Cason in com- 
bining the eye wink with a substitute stimulus proved that the con- 
ditioned response occurs more quickly than the voluntary eye 
wink. H e  also succeeded, after 400 repetitions, in bringing about 
contraction of the pupil in response to the ringing of the bell, al- 
though the normal response to the bell is a slight dilation. Watson 
and Jones have proved that emotional responses of children can 
be reconditioned. Although a child is not naturally afraid of a 
furry animal, he becomes afraid if a naturally frightening sound 
accompanies presentation of the animal. In  this way many un- 
natural emotional responses are built up. Jones has demonstrated 
the possibility of removing undesirable fears by what is known 
as a reconditioning technique. If the animal the child fears is 
brought into the room when the child is eating, the eating, being 
a stronger biological response, controls and the withdrawal re- 
sponse is eliminated (See BEHAVIOURISM.) 

E v a l u a t i o n  of t h e  Condit ioned Reflex.-With regard to the 
supposed underlying neural mechanism, the question has been 
raised as to whether or not the conditioned reflex is a true reflex. 
An experiment by Lang and Olmsted may indicate that it is not. 
A true reflex is a predetermined necessary response of the organ- 
ism to a given stimulus. If an experimentally created, conditioned 
reflex wherein saliva flows at  the beat of a metronome is a true 
reflex, it  should still function even though the salivary receptor 
tract is destroyed. Lang and Olmsted found that the removal of 
afferent connections from the salivary gland abolishes the con- 
ditioned reaction. This demonstrates a dependence upon a second 
neural mechanism which is not present in a true reflex. Neverthe- 
less the conditioned reflex is an accepted method for changing 
behaviour. As such it is firmly established in the animal labora- 
tories and widely recognized as a basic method of child training 
all over the world. 

See I. P. Pavlov, Conditioned Reflexes (Eng. trans. by G. V. 
Anrep, 1927) and W. H. Burnham. The Normal Mind (1924);  W. 
Koh!er, The Jleritality o f  Apes (Eng trans. 192 5 ) .  (E. H. MA.) 

CONDOM, a town of south-western France, capital of an ar- 
rondissement in the department of Gers, 2 j mi. N.S.W. of Auch, 
on the right bank of the Bai'se, a tributary of the Gironde. Pop. 
(1936), 4,064. Condom (Condomus) was founded in the 8th cen- 
tury, but in 840 was sacked and burnt by the Normans. A mon- 
astery, built here c. 900 by the wife of Sancho of Gascony, de- 
stroyed by fire, was rebuilt in 1011 by Hugh, bishop of Agen. 
Round this abbey the town grew up, and in 1317 was made into 
an episcopal see by Pope John XXII .  The line of bishops, which 
included Bossuet (1668-1671)) came to an end in 1790 when the 
see was suppressed. Condom was, during the middle ages, a for- 
tress of considerable strength. During the Hundred Years' War, 
after several unsuccessful attempts, i t  was captured and held by 
the English. I n  1569 i t  was sacked by  the Huguenots under 
Gabriel, count of Montgomery. 

The streets are small and narrow, with several old houses. The 
Gothic church of St. Pierre (1506 to 1521), till 1790 a cathedral, 
is without aisles or transept. On the south is a beautifully sculp- 
tured portal. An adjoining cloister of the 16th century is oc- 
cupied by the h6tel de ville. The former episcopal palace with its 
graceful Gothic chapel is used as a law-court. There are a sub- 
prefecture, a tribunal of first instance. and a communal college. 
The town is the chief centre of the brandy trade of Armagnac. 

CONDOR, an American vulture (Sarcorhamphus gryphus), 
almost the largest of existing birds of flight. I t  usually measures 
about 4 ft. in length and 9 ft. between the tips of its wings, but 
large specimens span 10 ft. or more. The head and neck are des- 
titute of feathers, and the head, which is much flattened above, is 
in the male crowned with a caruncle or comb, while the skin of 
the neck in the same sex forms a wattle. The adult plumage is of 
a uniform black, with the exception of a frill of white feathers 
nearly surrounding the base of the neck, and certain wing feathers 
which have large patches of white. The middle toe is greatly 
elongated, and the hinder one but slightly developed, while the 
talons are comparatively straight and blunt. The female, contrary 
to the usual rule among birds of prey, is smaller than the male. 

The condor is a native of the South American Andes, from the 
Straits of Magellan to  4' north latitude. I t  is often seen on the 
shores of the Pacific, especially during the rainy season, but its 
favourite haunts are a t  elevations of 10,ooo to 16,000 ft. There, 
during February and March, on inaccessible ledges of rock, it  
deposits two white eggs, from 3 to  4 in. in length, its nest consist- 
ing merely of a few sticks. Incubation lasts for seven weeks, and 
the young are covered with a whitish down until almost as large 
as their parents. They are unable to  fly till a year old. By 
preference condors feed on carrion, but do not hesitate t o  
attack sheep, goats and deer. They are exceedingly voracious. 
When gorged with food, they are sluggish and may then be read- 
ily caught. They sleep during the greater part of the day, 
searching for food in the morning and evening. They are heavy 

slee~ers. and hunters climb the . , 

trees on which they roost,noosing 
them before they wake. They can 
exist, i t  is said, without food 
for more than 40 days. On wing 
the movements of the condor 
are remarkably graceful. The 
birds flap their wings on rising 
from the ground, but after attain- 
ing a moderate elevation they 
seem to sail on the air. T h u r  - -- 

Darwin watched one for half an hour without once observing a 
flap of its wings. Humboldt observed them over Chimhorazo at  a 
height of more than 23,000 feet. 

The California condor (Gynznogyps californianus) is found in 
the Coast ranges of southern California from Monterey bay south 
to Lower California and east to Arizona. I t  has white under-wing 
coverts, with a wing spread of 10 ft. 

CONDORCET, MARIE JEAN A N ~ O I N E  NICOLAS 
CARITAT, MARQUIS DE (1743-1 794), French mathematician, 
philosopher and revolutionary, was born at  Ribemont, in Picardy, 
on Sept. 17, 1743. H e  descended from the ancient family of 



that ultimately adopted. Condorcet was one of the first to declare 
for a republic, and drew up the memorandum which led to the 
suspension of the king and the summoning of the national con- 
vention (Sept. 4, I 792) .  I n  the convention he represented the 
department of Aisne, and was a member of the committee on the 
Constitution. His draft, however (presented Feb. 15, 1793), was 
rejected in favour of that of H. de Skchelles. I n  the trial of 
Louis XVI. he voted against the death penalty. But his inde- 
pendent attitude was becoming dangerous and his opposition to 
the arrest of the Girondists led to his condemnation and outlawry. 
He found a refuge at  the house of hlme. Vernet, widow of the 
sculptor. 

T o  occupy his mind, some of his friends prevailed on him to 
engage on the work by which he is best known, the "Esquisse 
d'un tableazb historiqzle des progrks de  l'esprit hzimain." Other 
works were written a t  the same time, including the " Avis  d'un 
proscrit iz sa jille." Some of them were published by friends at  
the time and others were issued after his death. Still interested in 
public affairs and believing that the house of Xfme. Vernet was 
watched, he escaped, and after hiding in thickets and quarries for 
three days, entered the village of Clamart on the evening of April 
7, I 794. His appearance betrayed him, and he was taken to Bourg- 
la-Reine and imprisoned. Next morning he was found dead, 
whether from exhaustion or by poison is unknown. 

His philosophical fame rests chiefly on the Esqtiisse mentioned 
above. I t s  fundamental idea is that of the continuous progress 
of the human race to  an ultimate perfection. The disorders and 
violence of the revolution he attributed to bad institutions, from 
which humanity would ultimately free itself. He conceived the 
history of humanity as divided into nine epochs, advancing from 
the primitive life of hunting and fishing, through the pastoral to 
the agricultural age; with the invention of the alphabet a t  this 
stage the ,  third period closes and authenticated history begins. 
The subsequent stages are the epochs of Greece and Rome and 
the middle ages, in two divisions, one closing with the crusades 
and the other with the invention of printing. The eighth epoch 
extends to  the philosophical revolution effected by Descartes, and 
the ninth to  the revolution of 1789, including the discoveries of 

Caritat, who took their title from Condorcet, in Dauphine. He 
was educated at  the Jesuit college in Rheims and at  the College 
of Navarre in Paris, where he showed his first promise as a 
mathematician. In  1769 he became a member of the Academy of 
Sciences, to  which he contributed papers on mathematical and 
other subjects. 

H e  was the friend of almost all the distinguished men of his 
time, and a zealous propagator of the religious and political views 
then current among the literati of France. He was induced by 
D'Alembert to take an active part in the preparation of the Ency- 
clope'die. He was elected to  the perpetual secretaryship of the 
Academy of Sciences in 1777, and to the French Academy in 
1782, and was a member of other European academies. I n  I 785 
he published his Essai sur l'application de  l'analyse aux  proba- 
bilite's des de'cisions @rises iz la pluralite' des voix, a remarkable 
work which has a distinguished place in the history of the doctrine 
of probability; a second edition, greatly enlarged and completely 
recast, appeared in 1804, under the title of Ele'ments d u  calcul 
des  probabilite's e t  son  application azix jezrx de hazard, iz la loterie, 
e t  aux  jzigeme?zts des hommes,  etc.  I n  1786 he married Sophie 
de Grouchy, a sister of Marshal Grouchy, said to have been one 
of the most beautiful \vomen of her time. Her salon at  the H8tel 
des ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  where condorcet lived in his capacity as inspector- 
genera' of the was One of the of the time. 
I n  1786 Condorcet published his v i e  de Turgot, and in 1787 his 
Vie  de  Voltaire. Both works were widely and eagerly read, and 
are perhaps, from a purely literary point of view, the best of Con- 
dorcet's writings. 

The outbreak of the Revolution, which he greeted with enthu- 
siasm, involved him in a great deal of political activity. He was 
elected to represent Paris in the Legislative Assembly, and became 
its secretary. H~ was chief author of the address to the E~~~~~~~ 

On z1 and 22,  17g3, he presented the 
a scheme for a svstem of State education, which was the basis of 

67 of Berner-Studien z. Phil. ZL. ihrer Gesch. (1908). 

CONDOTTIERE (plural, condottieri), an Italian term, de- 
rived ultimately from Latin condz~cere, meaning either "to con- 
duct" or "to hire," for the leader of the mercenary military com- 
panies, often several thousand strong, which used to be hired out 
to carry on the wars of the Italian states. The word is often ex- 
tended so as to  include the soldiers as well as the leader of a com- 
pany. The condottieri played a very important part in Italian 
history from the middle of the 13th to the middle of the 15th cen- 
tury. The special political and military circumstances of mediae- 
val Italy, and in particular the wars of the Guelphs and Ghibel- 
lines, brought it  about that the condottieri and their leaders 
played a more conspicuous and important part in  history than the 
"free companies" elsewhere. Amongst these circumstances the 
absence of a numerous feudal cavalry, the relative luxury of city 
life and the incapacity of city militia for wars of aggression were 
the most prominent. From this it resulted that war was not 
merely the trade of the condottiere, but also his monopoly, and 
he was thus able to  obtain whatever terms he asked, whether 
money payments or political concessions. These companies were 
recruited from wandering mercenary bands and individuals of all 
nations, and from the ranks of the many armies of middle Europe 
which from time to time overran Italy. 

Montreal d'Albarno, a gentleman of Provence, was the first to  
give them a definite form. A severe discipline and an elaborate 
organization were introduced within the company itself, while 
in their relations to the people the most barbaric licence was 
permitted. Montreal himself was put to death a t  Rome by 
Rienzi, and Conrad Lando succeeded to the command. The 
grand company, ,as i t  was called, soon numbered about 7,000 
cavalry and 1,500 select infantry, and was for some years the 
terror of Italy. They seem to have been Germans chiefly. On 
the conclusion (1360) of the peace of Bretigny between England 
and France, Sir John Hawkwood (q.v,)  led an army of English 
mercenaries, called the white company, into Italy, which took 
a prominent part in the confused wars of the next thirty years. 
Towards the end of the century the Italians began to organize 
armies of the same description. This ended the reign of the 

Loke, Xewton and Rousseau. In  the tenth epoch, that of the 
future, he pictures man advancing to the destruction of all 
inequalities of opportunity and the perfection of individual human 
nature. The basis of all progress, he thought, was popular educa- 
tion. The book is notable for its intense aversion to all religion, 
especially Christianity, and to monarchy. I t  had considerable 
influence on Comte. 

Madame de Condorcet (b. 1764), who was some 20 years 
younger than her husband, was rendered penniless by his pro- 
scription and compelled to support not only herself and her four- 
year-old daughter but her younger sister, Charlotte de Grouchy. 
After the end of the Jacobin Terror she published an excellent 
translation of Adam Smith's Theory  of Moral Sent iments;  in 
1798 a work of her own, Lettres szir la sympathie; and in 1799 
her husband's Bloges des acade'micie?zs. Later she co-operated 
with Cabanis, who had married her sister, and with Garat in 
publishing the complete works of Condorcet (1801-04). She 
adhered to the last to the political views of her husband, and under 
the Consulate and Empire her salon became a meeting-place of 
those opposed to the autocratic rCgime. She died a t  Paris on 
Sept. 8, 1822. 

A Biographie de Condorcet, by M .  F .  Arago, is prefixed to A. 
Condorcet-O'Connor's edition of Condorcet's works, in 12 volumes 
(1847-49). There is an able essay on Condorcet in Lord Morley 
of Blackburn's Critical Miscellanies. On Condorcet as ,a historical 
philosopher see Comte's Cours de philosophie positive, I". zja-253, 
and SystBme de politique positive, iv. Appendice GCnCral, 109-111; 
F. Laurent, Btudes, xii. 121-126, 89-110; and R.  lint, ~ h i l o s o p h ~  
of  History in France and Germany, i. 125-138. The Me'moires de 
Condorcet sur la Re'volution fran~aise, extraits de sa correspondance 
,t de celles de ses amis ( a  VO~S., Ponthieu, r824),  which were in 
fact edited by F. G. de la Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, are spurious. 
See also I. F. E. Robinet, Condorcet, sa vie et son oeuvre, and 
more especially L. Cahen, Condorcet et la Re'volution fran~aise (1904). 
On Madame de Condorcct see Antoine Guillois, La Marqzdise de 
Condorcet, sa famille, son salon et ses oeztvres (1897) ; S. Krynska, 
"Entwicklung und Fortschritt nach Condorcet und A. Comte," in vol. 
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purely mercenary company, and began that of the semi-national 
mercenary army which endured in Europe till replaced by the 
national standing army system. The first company of importance 
raised on the new basis has  that of St. George, originated by 
Alberigo, count of Barbiano, many of whose subordinates and 
pupils conquered principalities for thenlselves. Shortly after, the 
organization of these mercenary armies ITas carried to the high- 
est perfection by Muzio Attendolo Sforza, condottiere in the 
service of Naples, who had been a peasant of the Romagna, and 
by his rival Brancaccio di Montone in the service of Florence. 
The army and the renown of Sforza were inherited by his son 
Francesco Sforza, who became duke of Milan (1450). Less for- 
tunate was another great condottiere, Carmagnola, who first served 
one of the Visconti, and then conducted the wars of \'enice against 
his former masters, but a t  last awoke the suspicion of the Venetian 
oligarchy, and was put to death before the palace of St. Mark 
(1432). Towards the end of the 15th century, when the large 
cities had gradually swallo

w

ed up the small states and Italy itself 
was drawn into the general current of European politics, and be- 
came the battlefield of powerful armies-French, Spanish and 
German-the condottieri, who proved unequal to  the gendarmerie 
of France and the improved Italian troops disappeared. 

The soldiers of the condottieri were almost entirely heavy ar- 
moured cavalry (men-at-arms). They had, a t  any rate before 
1400, nothing in common with the people among whom they 
fought, and their disorderly conduct and rapacity seem often to 
have exceeded that of other mediaeval armies. They were always 
ready to change sides a t  the prospect of higher pay. They were 
connected with each other by the interest of a common profes- 
sion, and by the possibility that the enemy of to-day might be 
the friend and fellow-soldier of to-morrow. Further, a prisoner 
was always more valuable than a dead enemy. I n  consequence of 
all this their battles were often as bloodless as they were the- 
atrical and skilful. Splendidly equipped armies were known to 
fight for hours with hardly the loss of a man (Zagonara, 1423; 
Molinella, 1467). 

CONDOURIOTES, PAUL (1855-1935), Greek admiral 
and statesman, was born April 14 (new style), 1855, in the island 
of Hydra. H e  adopted a naval career and served in the Greco- 
Turkish War of 1897. H e  commanded the fleet in the Balkan War 
of 1912-13, and twice defeated the Turkish navy in the Darda- 
nelles. In  the Zai'mes and Skouloudes cabinets of 1915 he was 
Minister of Marine, but followed M. Venizelos to  Salonika in 1916 
and formed with him and Gen. Danglks the Provisional Govern- 
ment, opposed to that of King Constantine. After the king's first 
deposition in 1917, he again became Minister of Marine in the 
third Venizelos cabinet, resigning in 1919, when parliament be- 
stowed on him the title of "admiral" for life. In  1920, on the death 
of King Alexander, he was for a short time regent. Soon after the 
defeat of M. Venizelos he resigned and went abroad, but returned, 
and on Dec. 20, 1923, the day after George 11. left Greece, was 
again appointed regent. On March 25, 1924, the National Assem- 
bly, after deposing the dynasty, confirmed his mandate until after 
the plebiscite of April 13, and his title was then changed to that of 
president of the republic. On March 19, 1925, he resigned but 
resumed the Presidency on Aug. 24, after the fall of Pangalos, and 
remained in office until Dec. 1929. 

CONDUCTION: see HEAT: Conduction of Heat in Solids 
and i?z Gases and Liquids; ELECTRICITY, CONDUCTION OF. 

CONDUCTIVITY, in heat, is the quantity of heat (q.v.) 
passing per second through a slab of unit cross-sectional area 
when the temperature gradient between the two faces is unity. 
Electrical conductivity is the current, or the quantity of electricity 
(9.v.) passing per second, through a similar slab when the po- 
tential gradient is unity, and it  is the reciprocal of the resistivity. 
I n  sound (q.v.) the conductivity of the orifice or neck of a resona- 
tor is the ratio of the area to  the length of the orifice. 

CONDUIT, a channel for the conveyance of liquids. The 
word is chiefly applied to  artificial channels or pipes through which 
water is conveyed (see AQUEDUCTS). 

CONE, in its earliest geohetric use, denoted the solid space 
swept over by a right triangle rotating about one side (altitude 

or axis, a )  the other side (base, r) tracing out the circle base of 
the cone, and the hypotenuse (slant height, s )  its curved surface, 
the vertex V of triangle, and cone being the same (fig. I ) .  

Cones a n d  Conics.-At first the size of the vertical angle of 
such a right circular cone (twice that of the triangle) appeared 
important, and hence such cones were divided into three classes, 
according to its size, and hence were named "acute-, right-, ob- 

tuse-angled." The natural position of a 
plane cutting through a cone seemed t o  
be perpendicular to the slant height (i.e., 
the hypotenuse or generatrix in any 
position, called also a n  element, e, of the 
surface). I t  is said that Menaechmus (c. 
350 B.c.), in striving to construct the 
so-called double mean p r o p o r t i  o n  a 1, 

F I G .  I.-A CONE A N D  ITS a:x=x:y=y:b, discriminated three cor- 
ELE MENTS  responding types of conic sections, after- 
wards named respectively ellipse, parabola and hyperbola. It 
was the "great geometer," Apollonius, born a t  Perga in Pam- 
phylia (%. c. 225 B.c.), student in the Euclid school of Alexandria, 
who perceived and showed that the type of cone was indifferent, 
any plane section of any circular cone, parallel to  a n  element, 
yielding a parabola, and other sections yielding either an ellipse 
or hyperbola. 

Volume a n d  Area.-The conception of a cone as solid called 
for the measurement of its content, a fact enunciated first by the 
travelling philosopher Democritus (c. 460-6. 370 B.c.), proved by 
Eudoxus of Cnidos (c. 408-c. 355 B.c.), and later completed by 
the great reckoner, Archimedes (287-212 B.c.), who showed that 

B] a cone, hemisphere and cylinder, all of the 
same base and height (fig. 2) have volumes 
respectively as I ,  2, 3,-a relation holding 
for any type of the extremes-the cone and 
cylinder. If they had equal bases and 
heights, the volume of the one is one third 

F I G .  2.-RELATION OF that of the other, which is the product of 
c o N E ,  CYLINDER A N D  base and height. Plainly the curved surface 
HEMISPHERE of a right circular cone may be thought as 
slit all along any element and then flattened out on  a plane (tan- 
gent along the opposite element) into a circular sector; hence the 
curved surface equals in area the sector area, i.e., the half-product 
of base-circumference as arc and slant height as radius. 

Obl ique  Cone.-The circular cone is defined by Apollonius 
more generally as the surface (or its enclosed volume) traced by 
a right line passing through a fixed point (vertex) and gliding 
along a fixed circle. The right line through this vertex and the cen- 
tre of this circle is the axis; if this be a t  right angles to  the base 
(the plane of the circle), the cone is right; otherwise, i t  is oblique, 
in which case the vertical angle is not of constant size. Any plane 
containing the axis cuts the solid in such a vertical angle, and the 

surface in its sides (elements of the cone). 
The plane containing the axis and being 
perpendicular to  the base of the cone forms 
the "principal section"; any plane per- 
pendicular thereto and inclined equally 
but inversely (with the base) to  the gen- 
erator-elements therein is called a "sub- 
contrary section." This cuts the cone 
in a circle, as  do all planes parallel to  i t  
or to the base, all which are therefore 
called "cyclic planes" (fig. 3). 

Cone a s  Surface.-It was natural to  re- 
gard and define the solid first rather than 

3'-CYCL1C PLANES the bounding curved surface, and hence 
the early Greek achievements were largely in stereometry. Only 
very gradually it  came to be felt that the surface alone possessed 
peculiar properties, the enclosed space being indifferent. Hence the 

' 

very recent change in definition and treatment from three to  two 
dimensions. From the new point of view the cone concept under- 
goes a broad generalization, designating any path of (or surface 
traced by) a right line (the generatrix, g)  that passes always through 
a fixed point V. This path, to be definite, is directed by  some curve 
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(the directrix D ) ,  along which the line glides always (fig. 4) .  
Thus, in the right circular cone, D is the circle bounding the cone's 
base, the track of the moving end of the hypotenuse (g). In  the 
oblique circular D is still a circle, but no longer traced by one 
certain point of the line g. If D be a conic (as an ellipse) the 
surface is called a "quadric cone." If a fixed direction (or line 
called the axis) be assumed as  passing through the fixed vertex V, 
the motion of the tracing line g might be directed by ordered vari- 
ation in the vertical angle between the fixed and the moving 
line. I n  the most important case, the right circular cone, this 

variation is the simplest possible; 0 ,  the 
angle is constant; the two lines are rigidly 
joined at  V ;  and the generatrix swings 
freely round the axis (which may be 
thought as turning in itsel/). 

Tangency.-Such seems to be the sim- 
plest and most vivid conception of the 
right circular cone; the two halves meeting 
at  V and extending oppositely without end 
are called nappes or sheets. If slit through- 

FIG. 4.-CONE AS SUR- out along an element, and rolled out (de- 
FACE veloped) on the plane tangent along the 

opposite element, the nappes would appear as centrically sym- 
metric sectors of an infinite circle about V as centre. Any plane 
tangent to a cone passes through V and touches the cone along 
some element throughout. All such planes would touch the whole 
cone-surface and would envelop it  completely. The tangent plane 
at  any given point of the surface (except V) is quite definite, but 
a t  V this definiteness disappears, all tangent-planes pass alike 
through V,-a matter of importance in treating the umbilical 
points in Fresnel's wave-surface, in connection with Hamilton's 
discovery of the conical refraction of light. 

Equation.- In analytic geometry the equatim of the right 
circular cone traced by rotating the line y=mx round the y axis 
is y2=m2 (x2+z2). This simply means that, as any point P (of 
the line) rotates round the y axis, its y remains unchanged and -- 
also its distance Vx2+z2 from the y axis (OY), and the fixed 
ratio of these two lengths is m. 

Intersection.-The doctrine of the intersection of a cone with 
other surfaces belongs rather to  constructive geometry, where it 
is developed and applied. I t s  importance may be presumed from 
the fact that central projection is cone-like, the lines of projec- 
tion issuing like rays of light from a point, the vertex of the cone. 
An interesting special case is the sphero-conic, the intersection of 
any quadric cone with a sphere about the vertex of the cone as 
centre. 

Truncation.- In more elementary measurement we meet with 
the frustum (fig. 5),  especially of the right circular cone. The 
word, meaning piece, denotes a truncated cone, or the portion of a 
cone (viewed as a solid) between the base and a cutting plane 
generally parallel thereto. The problem of computation was ap- 
parently first proposed with respect to  truncated pyramids, and 
very naturally in Egypt. Indeed, one of the earliest extant com- 
putations of volume is Egyptian and relates to such a figure. 
Much later, and in the Stereometrica of the encyclopedic Heron 
"the mechanic7' of Alexandria (c. A.D. so? or as late as A.D. zoo?) 
the volume is calculated for a pyramid-frustum on a square base 
(roo), the top-section a square (4),  the oblique edge g ;  the height 

is found to be 7, which multiplied by { (F)2+f('0-2)2[ 
2 

gives 2895, a correct result as seen by the now well known rule or 
formula, one-third the product of height by the sum of the bases 
and their geometric mean. But in a second example the sides of 
the square (base and top) are given as 28 and 4, and the slant 
edge as 15, which is impossible, since even the projection of any 
such slant on the base plane would be v12~+ 1 2 ~  or 288, which is 
more than 1 ~ = ~ 2 2 5 .  Accordingly the reckoner in applying his 
method, of which the foregoing rule is the resultant formula, 

7 

meets with V -63, which he treats as ~ 6 3 .  Whether or not this 
be the work of Heron, it is notable as the oldest known appearance 
of the so-called "imaginary," the square root of a negative num- 

ber. (See COMPLEX NUMBER.) The rule or formula used above 
holds for all such frustums of cones and pyramids. I t  was used 
much later by the leading Hindu mathematician Brahmagupta 
(c. 628) in his Brdlzma-sphuta-sidd'hinta. The surface of such a 
frustum is plainly the difference between two circular sectors of 
the same angle and centre, into which the cone and the top could 
be rolled out on a tangent-plane (fig. 5). Heron recommends sim- 

ilar practical methods for  measuring other 
.> I surfaces, as wrapping the solid in a thin 

I' \ 1 F,' , 1 cover and then spreading this out (Metrica. 

FRUSTUM 

- 
I .  Fin.). 

L i m i t i n g  Case.-If the vertex of the 
right-circular cone retire indefinitely along 
the axis, the cone passes over into a cylin- 
der (q.v.) or cylindric surface, and the 
frustum becomes an ordinarv (risht- 

circular) cylinder, its volume the product of base an2 al;it;de, 
its curved surface the product of the circle of the base by the 
altitude. This limiting case of the cone-frustum is of course much 
simpler than the general case. 

For Bibliography, see COKIC SECTIONS. (W. B. SM.) 
CONECTE, THOMAS (d. 1434), French Carmelite, was 

born a t  Rennes. H e  travelled through Flanders and Picardy, 
denouncing the vices of the clergy and the extravagant dress of 
the women. H e  taught that he who is a true servant of God need 
fear no papal curse, that the Roman hierarchy is corrupt, and that 
marriage is permissible to  the clergy, of whom only some have the 
gift of continence. I n  Italy, despite the opposition of Nicholas 
Kenton (d. 1468), provincial of the English Carmelites, he intro- 
duced several changes into the rules of that order. H e  was finally 
condemned and burnt for heresy. 

An account of his preaching and its effect is given by Enguerrand de 
Monstrelet, provost of Cambrai (d. 1453), in his continuation of 
Froissart's Chronicles. 

CONE-FLOWER, the popular name given in North America 
to  species of Rudbeckia and other closely related genera of 
the family Compositae, many of which are cultivated as orna- 
mentals. The large, solitary flower heads, often 4 in. or more 
across, consist of a cone-shaped central portion (disk) surrounded 
by numerous brightly coloured ray flowers. A striking example is 
the purple cone-flower (Echinacea purpurea), called.also red sun- 
flower and black sampson, native to the central United States. 
I t  is a coarse, stout perennial herb, 2 ft .  to 5 ft. high, bearing 
lance-shaped leaves and long leafless flower stalks each ending 
in a single head, sometimes 5 in. across, with a purplish centre 
and purple or crimson rays. 

CONEGLIANO, a town and episcopal see of Venetia, Italy, 
province of Treviso, 17 mi. N. by rail from the town of Treviso, 
230 ft. above sea level. Pop. (1936) 7,544 (town); 15,434 (com- 
mune). I t  is commanded by a large castle and contains many 
picturesque old houses. I t  was the birthplace of the painter Cima 
da Conegliano, a fine altar-piece by whom is in the cathedral 
(1493). The place is noted for its wine, chiefly sweet champagne. 
A branch railway runs north-west to Vittorio Veneto (g miles). 

CONESTOGA, an extinct tribe of North American Indians 
of Iroquoian stock. Their country was Pennsylvania and Mary- 
land on the lower Susquehanna river and at  the head of Chesa- 
peake bay. They were sometimes known as Susquehannas. 

CONEY ISLAND, a seaside resort about 9m. S.E. of   an- 
hattan island, New York, U.S.A. I t  was formerly an island sepa- 
rated from the mainland by Gravesend bay, Sheepshead bay, 
Coney island creek, a tidal inlet, and a broad stretch of salt 
marshes, much of which has been filled in. I t  lies within the limits 
of the borough of Brooklyn. New York city. The island is the 
westernmost of a chain of outlying sandbars that extends alongthe 
southern shore of Long Island for about roo miles; it  is about 
5 mi. long and varies from $ mi. to I mi. in width. I t  is served by 
several lines of electric railway and (in summer) by steamboats. 

The island is the most popular seashore resort of the United 
States. I t  is now a popular all-year residential community. I t s  
all-year population is close to 1oo.000. At the extreme western 
extremity is the district known as Sea Gate, lying between Graves- 
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end bay and lower New York bay. I t  is an exclusive residential 
section which in later years has become an all-year community 
with the natural influx of summer residents. Surf avenue con- 
nects it  on the east with the part of Coney Island usually of in- 
terest to the average visitor. Coney Island's wide expanse of 
white sandy beach, its 34-mi. boardwalk running from Sea Gate 
to Manhattan beach, its amusement parks, amusement devices of 
all kinds, "side shows," rides, cafes, annual Mardi Gras and 
weekly fireworks displays have helped Coney Island retain its 
popularity throughout the years. T o  the east are Brighton and 
Manhattan beach. 

CONFALONIERI, FEDERICO, COUNT ( I  785-1 84,6), 
Italian revolutionary, was born at  Milan, descended from a noale 
Lombard family. I n  1806 he married Teresa Casati. During the 
Napoleonic period Confalonieri was among the opponents of the 
French rCgime, and was regarded as  one of the leaders of the 
Italiani puri, or Italian National Party. At the time of the Milan 
riots of 1814, when the minister, Prina, was assassinated, Confal- 
onieri was unjustly accused of complicity in the deed. After the 
fall of Napoleon he went to Paris with the other Lombard dele- 
gates to  plead his country's cause, advocating the formation of a 
separate Lombard State under an independent prince. But neither 
there nor in London, where he subsequently went, did he receive 
any encouragement. He then joined the freemasons and returned 
to Milan, where he found the Austrians in possession. 

Early in 1821 he visited various parts of Italy to  sound the 
liberal leaders, and also corresponded with the Piedmontese of- 
ficers who, believing that they had the approval of Prince Charles 
Albert of Carignano, the heir to the throne, were planning a mili- 
tary revolt. Confalonieri warned them that Lombardy was not 
ready. On the outbreak of the Piedmontese revolt (March-April 
1821) the Austrian authorities arrested Silvio Pellico and Maron- 
celli and afterwards Confalonieri. After a long trial Confalonieri 
was condemned to perpetual imprisonment in the fortress of 
Spielberg (Jan. 1824). He was taken to Vienna and had a long 
interview with Prince Metternich, who tried, without success, to 
extract confessions incriminating other persons, especially Charles 
Albert. His wife died in 1830, and in 1836, on the death of the 
emperor, Francis, he was pardoned and exiled to America. He 
came back to Europe after a year's absence, and in 1840 obtained 
permission to return to  Milan to  see his dying father. H e  himself, 
broken in health and spirits, died on Dec. 10, 1846. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - & ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  e Lettere d i  Federico Confalonieri (ed. 
by G. Casati, Milan, 1890). A. D'Ancona's Federico Confalonieri 
(Milan, 1898) is based on the memoirs and a large number of secret 
documents from the archives of Vienna and Milan. A. Luzio's Antonio 
Salvotti e i processi del Venturo ( I ~ o I ) ,  in T .  Casini and V. Florini's 
Biblioteca storica del risorgimento italiano. Ser. 3.  Nos. I, a (1897, 
etc.), contains many fresh documents which to some extent exonerate 
Salvotti from the charge of cruelty; among other papers Metternich's 
account of his interview with Confalonieri is given in full. See also A. 
Luzio, Nziovi documenti sul process0 Confalonieri (1go8), in T .  Casini, 
etc., Biblioteca storica del risorgimento, etc., Ser. 5. No. 5 ;  R. Huch, 
Das Leben des Grafen  Federigo Confalonieri, 2 vol. (Leipzig, 1910). 

CONFARREATIO, the ancient patrician form of marriage 
among the Romans, especially necessary a t  the nuptials of those 
whose children were intended to be vestal virgins or flamens of 
Jupiter. The name originated in the bride and bridegroom shar- 
ing a cake of spelt ( far  or panis farreus), in the presence of the 
pontifex maximus, flamen dialis, and ten witnesses. This form of 
marriage could only be dissolved by another equally solemn 
ceremony, which was called difarreatio. I n  later republican times, 
confarreatio became obsolete except in the case of the most sa- 
cred priesthoods-the &ancines and the rex sacrorum. Confarreatio 
was the most solemn of the three forms of marriage (q v . ) ,  but 
in later times the ceremony fell into disuse, and Cicero mentions 
but two, coemptio and usus. (See  ROMAN LAW.) 

CONFECTIONERY MANUFACTURE. Confectionery 
is a term of wide application, covering all food preparations 
of the nature of sweetmeats which have sugar as their principal 
constituent. 

The manufacture of confectionery on a large scale has grown in 
half a century from an insignificant trade into an industry of inter- 
national importance. This rapid advance is largely due to the re- 

markable development of automatic machinery and to the greatly 
increased purchasing power of the people of the white nations. 

In  America, according to the 1925 report of the census bureau 
of the department of commerce, the establishments manufacturing 
confectionery to the extent of not less than $ ~ , O O O  in value per an- 
num numbered 1,931. The total value of the products of these es- 
tablishments in that year was $379,081,441. I n  addition, some 60 
establishments were engaged primarily in  the manufacture of 
chocolate, cocoa and cocoa butter, the value of their products be- 
ing $106,642,474. The value of the ice cream products in 1925 was 
$317,554,289, and of chewing gum, $47,838,150. 

Great Britain produced in 1924 j,350,800cwts. of confectionery, 
(including chocolate confectionery), the value being £31,197,ooo; 
of manufactured chocolate and cocoa the output was 1,171,400 
cwts., valued a t  £8,479,000. The third census of production, 
from which these figures were obtained, also showed that the out- 
put of manufactured chocolate and confectionery exceeded that 
of 1907 (the time of the second census) by nearly 9070, and that 
the increase in confectionery (including chocolate confectionery) 
was about 42%. 

Chocolate and confectionery are manufactured on a large scale 
in nearly all the British Dominions. Other large producing coun- 
tries are Switzerland (where milk chocolate is the specialty), Hol- 
land, Germany, France and Belgium. 

Sugar  Boiling.-The principal ingredient of all confectionery 
is sucrose, the ordinary sugar of commerce, and the main process 
in confectionery manufacture is sugar boiling. A saturated solu- 
tion of sugar and water can be boiled to  a number of stages be- 
tween 2 2 0 '  I?. and 360" F., a t  each of which a definite change in 
the solution is produced. At 240" F., for instance, the syrup, if 
agitated, becomes fondant, a mass of crystals so minute that they 
are not visible to the naked eye. At a further stage the syrup be- 
comes of the chsistency required for toffee, and finally it  becomes 
a solution of brittle sugar used in hard boiled goods. 

For hard boiled goods the latest method of manufacture involves 
the use of the automatic continuous cooker. The main part of this 
machine consists of a steam-jacketted vertical tube containing a 
hollow taper-spiral of gunmetal. The sugar solution is pumped 
into the machine at  the top of the spiral and in a thin film is pro- 
pelled downwards, a t  the same time being subjected to the action 
of the heat from the outer steam jacket. The syrup is in contact 
with the heat only from eight to  ten seconds, but the heat is so 
intense and the quantity of syrup in contact with it  so minute that 
the syrup issues from the spiral completely cooked and of per- 
fectly transparent colour. The cooked syrup is poured on to a 
warm table, mixed with essence and colour as required, and passed 
through rollers to take the desired shape. 

In  order to obtain the beautiful and popular "satin" effects, the 
candy-pulling machine is used and this is necessary also for such 
goods as butter-creams and other light confections. 

Toffee, in which butter is added to the sugar syrup, may be 
made in a continuous cooker which has been adapted for the pur- 
pose. I t  is also made in steam-jacketted mixing pans fitted with 
beaters or mixers which are driven a t  a high speed, the apparently 
immiscible ingredients thus being completely blended in a highly 
efficient manner. This is the basic principle also in the manu- 
facture of caramels and similar goods. 

Fondant.-Fondant is produced by  cooking a sugar syrup, to  
which glucose is added, to  240' F., a t  which point the syrup 
quickly dries on stirring and is easily powdered, the sugar crystal- 
lizing spontaneously. If it is slowly cooled and there is an absence 
of movement, large crystals are formed; but if i t  is cooled and 
stirred rapidly the result is small crystals. The mass becomes dry 
because the water in the syrup is driven off entirely by the rapid 
evolution of heat as the sugar crystallizes. The best fondant is 
soft and smooth, and is produced by rapid cooling and heating. 

The large scale method of manufacturing fondant is by the use 
of a complete automatic cream-boiling and fondant-making plant. 
The syrup is cooked as in the continuous cooker and passed to a 
gunmetal revolving water-cooled drum which cools it  practically 
instantaneously, the film of cooled syrup being automatically 
scraped from the drum to fall into a continuous cream-beating 
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machine. The latter, of which there are many types, rapidly beats 
the cream, to which flavouring and colouring are added, to a fine 
consistency. 

When the fondant cream has been prepared, it is moulded for 
subsequent crystallizing (or dipping in sugar syrup) or for choco- 
late dipping or covering. This moulding is done in starch and the 
whole process may be completed automatically and continuously. 
The operaticns of the plant employed cover the filling of trays 
with starch; the levelling of the trays; the printing in the starch 
with moulds; the depositing of fondant cream (or other similar 
candy) into these imprints and the delivering of the trays filled 
with freshly cast goods for  setting; the emptying of the set creams 
and the starch from the trays; the final cleaning of the creams, and 
their ejection for crystallizing or chocolate dipping. 

The manufacture of lozenges requires the preparation of pow- 
dered sugar with gelatine and other ingredients made into a dough 
which is compressed and stamped out by machine. Other confec- 
tionery is made by one or other of the foregoing processes. 

Chocolate  Confectionery.- The constituents of chocolate are 
cocoa, sugar and cocoa butter. (See CHOCOLATE.) 

The chocolate covering of confectionery may be performed 
either by hand or by machine. If by hand, the liquid chocolate is 
placed in slightly heated shallow pans; the centres are thrown into 
the mass and quickly withdrawn with a special fork, coated. They 
are then placed on glazed papers ready for cooling. Sometimes the 
covering is done almost entirely by hand. 

The most up-to-date plant for covering automatically is the 
enrober. The centres are fed into this machine on a travelling can- 
vas belt. They pass over a bath of chocolate on a wire belt con- 
veyor and receive a bottom coating. They then pass within an en- 
closed case on a second wire belt conveyor and travel through a 
shower of liquid chocolate, which is made continuous by means of 
a pumping arrangement. The  surplus chocolate is removed from 
the covered pieces by an air blast and a slight automatic tapping 
movement, and the goods, leaving the case, pass on to plaques on 
another travelling conveyor, where their tops are decorated by girl 
operatives. To  secure the much desired gloss on chocolates rapid 
cooling is an essential, and accordingly the goods are taken on the 
travelling conveyor through a cooling chamber and emerge at  the 
other end ready for packing. (C. T .  J.) 

UNITED STATES 
The basic principles of the manufacture of confectionery in the 

United States are practically the same as obtain in England, with 
the possible exception that more open-fire, pure sugar hard candy 
is used. Hard candy is manufactured by cooking over gas or coke 
stoves a t  320' to  340' F. The gloss or satin-finish obtained is the 

Since 1918 there has also been developed on outlet for the 
"home-made" type of candy retailing at  popular prices. This is 
made up in various types of goods bringing back a number of the 
older kinds such as were commonly used during the last genera- 
tion. These pieces are large, have home-made characteristics and 
embody such items as caramels, nougats, hard candy, toffees, bon 
bons and hand-rolled, chocolate-dipped creams. These goods are 
offered by chain store organizations that often outfit their stores 
t o  resemble kitchens, with unique fixtures and window displays. 

(P. F. C.) 
CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA, the title of 

the independent Government formed by the seceding Southern 
States-Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Missis- 
sippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Vir- 
ginia-in the early part of 1861. The causes leading to the secession 
had grown out of social and economic conditions, chiefly depend- 
ent upon slavery, which had been a subject of compromise for 
40 years. Important among the movements toward the separation 
of the North and South were: the struggle over Missouri; the 
nullification pronouncement of South Carolina; the activities of 
abolitionists which caused the Southern leaders to  make impossi- 
ble demands on Congress for the protection of slavery; the pass- 
age of a fugitive slave law which public opinion in the North would 
not enforce; and finally the struggle between the representatives 
of the North and South over the constitutional right to  exclude 
slavery from the Territories. The slave States, in proportion t o  
their population, had played a more important part in  the previous 
political history of the United States than was their share. I n  
the election of Lincoln the Southern leaders saw the end of their 
preponderance of power in the Union, as well as a threat to the 
institution of slavery. 

Secession.-South Carolina took the position that secession 
should not be dependent on the joint agreement of the slave States, 
but rather on the voluntary action of each separate State. I n  
accordance with this policy, it  adopted an ordinance of secession 
on Dec. 20, 1860. I t s  action was followed by Mississippi, Florida, 
Alabama, Georgia and Louisiana on Jan. 9, 10, 11, 19 and 26, 1861, 
respectively, and by  Texas on Feb. 1. On Feb. 4, 1861, the dele- 
gates of the first six States met a t  Montgomery, Ala., for  the pur- 
pose of framing a Government, and after the lapse of four days 
the convention reported a constitution for the provisional Gov- 
ernment of the Confederate States of America, which was to  last 
until a permanent constitution should be put into operation. All 
laws of the United States in  force on Nov. I, 1860, which were 
not inconsistent with the provisional constitution, were continued. 
The next day (Feb. g),  the provisional Congress elected Jefferson 
Davis of Mississippi president and Alexander H. Stephens of 

result of manipulation on the part of the spinner. The spinner Georgia vice president. Further work of the Congress was to  
takes the finished batch after it has been pulled and, protected 
by heavy buckskin gloves, feeds i t  into machines, frictional heat 
being caused by rubbing. This brings a high gloss which is known 
as the finish to the surface of the candy. 

The greatest volume of confectionery business in the United 
States is done in the lower prices, particularly the penny-goods 
class. Next in sales, is the 5 cent chocolate-covered bar. The third 
class of confectionery in volume of sales is the candy sold in bulk, 
principally in small candy and grocery stores and in the chain 
stores. The consumption of milk chocolate, both in solid-bar form 
and as a coating for candies, has been steadily increasing and 
in 1928 had reached approximately 40% of the total consumption 
of chocolate. The increase in  the consumption of 5 and 10 cent 
bars, accentuated by the popularity created for this type of goods 
during and after the World War, has been somewhat responsible 
for  a decrease in the sale of chocolates in bulk. This decrease has 
been offset, however, by  the advance in the sale of finished, pack- 
aged chocolates. The sale of 5 cent bars has so developed that 
some large manufacturers have devoted their entire plant facilities 
to  one or more bars. I n  some instances it  has been necessary to 
establish three or four factories, strategically situated across the 
continent, t o  supply the demand. The  penny-goods business has 
similarly grown, so that many large manufacturing plants have 
given over their entire production to this particular type of goods. 

appoint all principal committees, including one of two representa- 
tives from each State to  draw u p  a permanent constitution for  
the Confederate States as a whole. 

Davis  I n a u g u r a t e d  President.-Jefferson Davis, a t  the 
formal ceremony of his inauguration a t  Montgomery, Ala., on 
Feb. 18, delivered an address in defence of the seceded States. It 
was, he asserted, "wanton aggression on the part of others that 
justified the action of the Southern people. We have vainly endeav- 
oured to secure tranquillity and obtain respect for the rights to  
which we are entitled. As a necessity, not a choice, we have 
resorted to  the remedy of separation." The president's cabinet, 
as then constituted, contained Robert Toombs, of Georgia, as  
secretary of State; C. G. Memminger, of South Carolina, secretary 
of treasury; L. P. Walker, of Alabama, secretary of war; S. R. 
Mallory, of Florida, secretary of navy; J. H. Reagan, of Texas, 
postmaster-general; and Judah P. Benjamin, of Louisiana, 
attorney-general. Of these Benjamin was distinctly the most 
powerful intellectually, occupying subsequently the positions of 
secretary of war and secretary of State. Plemminger, with little 
training or aptitude for his difficult position, did not distinguish 
himself as a financier, and was succeeded in the summer of 1864 
by Trenholm, a Charleston banker of high intelligence and good 
training, who, however, found it in~possible to save the Confeder- 
acy from financial ruin. 
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THE F I R S T  FLAG O F  THE CONFEDERATE STATES O F  AMERICA ( A )  WAS RAISED O N  MARCH 4 .  1 8 6 1 .  A N D  W A S  CALLED T H E  S T A R S  A N D  
B A R S .  IT CONSISTED O F  O N E  HORIZONTAL WHITE BETWEEN TWO RED BARS;  THE FIELD W A S  B L U E  W l T H  SEVEN WHITE S T A R S .  AT THE 
BATTLE O F  MANASSAS,  J U L Y  1 8 6 1 ,  T H E  CONFEDERATE FORCES HAD GREAT DIFFICULTY I N  D I S T I N G U I S H I N G  T H E I R  OWN REINFORCE-  
MENTS FROM T H O S E  O F  THE ENEMY BECAUSE O F  THE SIMILARITY. IN THE DUST A N D  HEAT O F  BATTLE. BETWEEN THE S T A R S  A N D  B A R S  
A N D  THE S T A R S  A N D  STRIPES.  T O  PREVENT A REPETITION OF T H l S  A NEW DESIGN ( B )  T H E  "BATTLE FLAG." W A S  CHOSEN,  HAVING A 
RED FIELD CROSSED DIAGONALLY BY A C R O S S  O F  B L U E  W I ~ H  THIRTEEN WHITE STARS.  IN MAY 1 8 6 3 .  THE CONFEDERATE C O N G R E S S  
ADOPTED A S E C O N D  NATIONAL FLAG ( C )  KNOWN A S  T H E  "STAINLESS BANNER."  WHICH W A S  P U R E  WHITE WlTH THE "BATTLE FLAG" 
I N  THE LEFT CORNER.  T H I S  FLAG. HOWEVER, WHEN HANGING LIMP LOOKED LIKE A FLAG O F  TRUCE,  S O ,  O N  MARCH 4. 1 8 6 5 .  T H E  CONFED-  
ERATE CONGRESS CHANGED T H E  NATIONAL FLAG BY PLACING A BROAD 
LAST FLAG O F  THE CONFEDERACY 

T h e  P e r m a n e n t  Constitution.--The provisional congress, on 
March 11, 1861, adopted and submitted to the several States for 
ratification the permanent Constitution of the Confederate States 
of America. I t  was subsequently ratified by the 11 seceded States 
and such portions as were adaptable to war conditions were put 
into operation in 1862. The document followed closely the funda- 
mental law of the United States, but where opportunity offered the 
"States rights" view of the sovereign and independent position of 
the individual States was emphasized. I t  even went so far as to 
allow a State legislature to impeach a Confederate official acting 
wholly within that State; it was specifically stated that legisla- 
tive powers were "delegated" rather than "granted" and that each 
State was accordingly acting in its "sovereign and independent 
character." 

The Confederate constitution used the words "slave'' and "slav- 
ery" in provisions regarding that institution, and forbade all legis- 
lation which might impair right of property in negro slaves. The 
African slave trade, however, was prohibited. The Southern atti- 
tude toward a protective tariff was emphasized by the constitu- 
tional provision that no bounty should be paid nor any protective 
duties levied on foreign importations for the benefit of any branch 
of industry; it forbade the expenditure of public money for inter- 
nal improvements except for aids to navigation and these were 
to bear their own cost. The expenses of the post office, after the 
first year, were not allowed to exceed its receipts. The constitution 
increased the powers of the executive as against the prerogatives 
of Congress; it  gave him the power to  veto separate items in ap- 
propriation bills; and the Congress could appropriate money for 
particular purposes only by a two-thirds majority, unless it  were 
asked for by the head of that department. The president's term of 
office was lengthened to six years, but he was declared ineligible 
for reelection; members of the cabinet were recognized on the 
floor of Congress. 

These changes all had reference to times of peace. The war 
powers of the Government were left unchanged from those pro- 
vided for by the Federal Constitution. Provisions of that docu- 
ment as to suspending the writ of habeas corpus and the provisions 
regarding conscription were left equally vague in the new Confed- 
erate constitution. These led to acrimonious discussion and much 
bitter feeling against the centralized war powers of the Govern- 
ment at  Richmond. As the war progressed, the Richmond authori- 
ties, through force of necessity, became more and more oppres- 
sive, and this aroused the "States rights" feeling of many of the 
outstanding leaders. Governors of States resisted the acts of Con- 
gress for the conscription of men, the control of food, the suspen- 
sion of civil procedure, and the regulation of their imports and 
exports, as an invasion of their sphere of authority. Such condi- 
tions made it evident that a confederated form of government, 
such as was planned by the Southerners, was unsuited to the 
stringent requirements of war times and contributed doubtless 
somewhat to the final cataclysm. 

RED BAR ACROSS T H E  E N D  O F  IT ( D l .  T H l S  W A S  THE FOURTH A N D  

Movements f o r  Conciliation.-With the assemblage of the 
thirty-sixth U.S. Congress for its second session on Dec. 3, 1860, 
the question uppermost in the minds of many political leaders 
was, how could a compromise of sectional grievances be effected. 
To attain this end a special committee was appointed by each, 
the House and the Senate, but after prolonged debate it became 
evident that extremists of neither side favoured compromise and 
as a consequence these efforts were of no avail. The public, how- 
ever, had not given up  hopes of an agreement. Petitions poured 
in upon Congress for  a reconsideration of the Crittenden com- 
promise. Virginia came forth as the champion of a "peace con- 
vention" and on Feb. 4, 1861-the same day that delegates from 
the seceding States met a t  Montgomery to form a Southern Con- 
federacy-representatives from 14 States (later increased to 21) 
assembled at  Washington to settle peaceably the sectional quarrel. 
After the selection of ex-president Tyler as chairman, the conven- 
tion heard reports from various State delegations and finally gave 
serious consideration to the Crittenden compromise which it  
thought "would be acceptable by the people of this common- 
wealth," but after labouring for nearly a month with diminishing 
harmony, the conference came to naught. The Confederacy, taking 
no part in conciliatory movements, sent to Washington three com- 
missioners-A. B. Roman, Martin J. Crawford and John Forsyth 
-to seek recognition as an independent nation and to effect a 
peaceable agreement regarding public property situated within 
the seceding States. They, although not officially received, carried 
on with secretary of State Seward, chiefly through the mediation 
of justices Campbell and Nelson of the Supreme Court, negotia- 
tions in accordance with their instructions, and, also, for the 
evacuation of Ft.  Sumter. However, when it  became known that 
President Lincoln intended to provision the fort rather than evacu- 
ate it, as Seward had intimated, the Southern commissioners 
charged the president with a breach of faith and withdrew, thus 
bringing to a close the last attempt a t  a peaceable settlement. 

Prepara t ion  f o r  War.-In the meantime the Confederate 
Congress had authorized an army of roo,ooo men; had seized prac- 
tically all the coast fortifications and arsenals within the seceded 
territory; had adopted a national flag; had given sanction to loans 
amounting to $~g,ooo,ooo for which an export duty of $ of a cent a 
pound on cotton was pledged; and had sent commissioners to  
Europe to enlist the sympathy of foreign Governn~ents in the 
Southern cause. 

On April 12 the Confederate forces opened fire on Ft. Sumter 
and thus was begun the terrible civil conflict which was to  last for 
four years. (See AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.) President Lincoln's call 
for volunteers to suppress the rebellion, brought to an end the 
hesitant policy of the remaining slave States. Most of the border 
States had shown a strong Union sentiment due chiefly to a more 
diversified economy, closer business relations with their neigh- 
bours to the North and a greater non-slave holding population. 
When Virginia left the Union, on April 17, 1861, the Unionist 
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faction of the north-west managed to tear away several disaffected 
counties, organized them into the State of West Virginia, and later 
entered the Union as a separate commonwealth. The withdrawal 
of Virginia was followed by Arkansas and North Carolina on 
May 6 and 20, 1861, respectively, and by Tennessee on June 24, 
1861. Four other slave States-Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky 
and Missouri-remained in the Union. 

Compara t ive  M i l i t a r y  Strength.- The final grouping of the 
States for the great conflict showed 11 in the Confederacy as 
opposed to 23 loyal to the Union; in population there was a similar 
inequality, approximately g,ooo,ooo (including about 3,500,ooo 
slaves) confronting 23,000,000. No official records exist to show 
the exact military strength of the Confederacy; however, it has 
been estimated by competent authorities that it possibly equalled, 
as compared with the Federal, a ratio of two to three. I t  was 
largely owing to the strategic skill of their military leaders that 
the Southern armies, smaller and more poorly equipped than their 
opponents, maintained the unequal contest for four years. In  
the naval operations the North had an overwhelming advantage, 
which was promptly and effectively used. The blockade of the 
Southern ports, beginning in the spring of 1861, was much less 
spectacular than the operations of the army, but was quite as 
effective in breaking down the Confederacy. I t  cut off the South 
from foreign war supplies, and reduced it to dependence upon its 
own products, which were almost exclusively agricultural. Manu- 
facturing industries hardly existed in the slave-holding States. 
Of the few iron works only that of the Tredegar at Richmond was 
capable of turning out ordnance of the larger type. The output 
of these plants was supplemented by arms obtained from the 
Federal arsenals in 1861, by capture and to some extent by eluding 
the blockade. Powder factories were established and vigorously 
operated The scarcity and high price of clothing put a premium 
on the establishment of textile factories, but their product was 
far below the demand. As compared with those of the North, the 
South's railways were inadequately equipped and did not form 
connected systems. During the war, the inroads of the Federal 
troops, and the natural deterioration of the lines and rolling stock 
greatly reduced their value as a military factor. To offset this 
inequality in numbers and resources, the South had certain definite 
advantages. Their soldiers would fight a defensive war on familiar 
soil, for the protection of their homes and property; the vastness 
of the territory-an area slightly larger than that of the United 
Kingdom, the Irish Free State, Spain, France, Germany, Belgium, 
the Netherlands and Denmark, combined-would make a speedy 
subjugation of the Confederacy impossible; and with the slaves 
to till the soil, they felt reasonably sure of a food supply. There 
was also a firm conviction in the South that England would aid 
them rather than allow the Federal blockade to ruin her cotton- 
milling industry. 

The harvests in the South during the war were fairly abundant, 
as far as they were not destroyed by the advancing Northern 
armies. Maize was raised in large quantities, and, in general, the 
raising of food products instead of tobacco and cotton was encour- 
aged by legislation and otherwise. The scarcity of food in the 
armies and cities was due chiefly to  the breaking down of the 
means of transport, and to the paper money policy with its attend- 
ant evils. 
The W a r  Administration.- The second session of the provi- 

sional Congress, which met on April 29 at Montgomery, voted 
to accept an invitation from the Virginia convention to make 
Richmond the capital of the new Government. The transfer was 
effected by July 20, 1861. I n  the November following, the Con- 
federacy, for the first time, was to choose a president and vice 
president in accordance with the provisions of its permanent con- 
stitution. Personal differences (there were no parties) were for- 
gotten, and Davis and Stephens were elected without opposition. 
The Provisional Government gave way to the new when the first 
Congress elected under the permanent Constitution met on Feb. 
18, 1862. Four days later Jefferson Davis was inaugurated for a 
term of six years, but this was brought to an untimely close by the 
collapse of the Confederacy. The personnel of the new Congress 
and administration was materially weakened by many of the most 

brilliant leaders answering the call of military duty. Petty jealous- 
ies and an abhorrence of centralized Government did much to 
lower the effectiveness of the war administration. The first Con- 
gress, after holding four sessions, gave way to the second in Feb. 
1864. The latter was able to  hold two sessions before taking 
final adjournment, on March 18, 1865. 

F i n a n c i a l  Problems.-The Confederacy was hampered 
throughout its existence by an inadequate system of public finance. 
The effectiveness of the Federal blockade reduced the proceeds 
from import duties almost to nothing. A small export duty on 
cotton was expected to  produce a large revenue sufficient to base 
a loan upon, but the small amount of cotton exports reduced this 
source to an insignificant figure. There being, besides, no manu- 
factures to tax under an internal revenue system such as the North 
adopted, the Confederacy was cut off from deriving any consider- 
able revenue from indirect taxation. The first Confederate tax law 
levied a direct tax of $zo,ooo,ooo, which was apportioned among 
the States. These, with the exception of Texas, contributed their 
apportioned shares to the central Government by issuing bonds 
or notes, so that the tax was in realily but a disguised form of loan. 
The specie holdings of the Southern banks largely found their 
way into the Confederate treasury in payment for the $15,ooo,ooo 
loan effected early in 1861. Other specie was secured from the 
various Federal offices and the mint a t  New Orleans. These sums 
were soon sent to Europe in payment for foreign war supplies. Also 
the gold and silver in general circulation soon left the country 
almost entirely, driven out by the rising flood of paper money. 
The first notes were issued in March 1861, and bore interest. 
They were soon followed by others, bearing no interest but re- 
deemable at  a stated time after the restoration of peace. New 
issues were continually provided so that from an initial $~,ooo,ooo 
in circulation in July 1861, the amount rose to $~oo,ooo.ooo by 
the autumn of 1863; and to no less than $~,ooo.ooo,ooo by the 
end of the war. This policy of issuing irredeemable paper money 
was copied by the individual States and other public bodies. Even 
corporations and other business concerns issued promissory notes 
intended to circulate from hand to hand. As a result of this re- 
dundancy of the currency the price of gold rose to great heights. 
By the end of 1861 a paper dollar was quoted at  90 cents in gold; 
during 1863, a t  6 cents; and still lower during the last months of 
the war. In  the spring of 1865 potatoes sold in Richmond for 
$100 a bushel and coffee at  $40 a pound in Confederate currency, 
but in gold this was less than the price demanded in New York. 
This rise of prices reflecting the inflation of the currency was no 
advantage to the producer. Prices were often fixed by legislative 
action, and supplies for  the army were obtained by impressment, 
the price to be paid for them being arbitrarily fixed at  a low 
figure. 

The bonds of the Confederacy rapidly fell in value, and were 
quoted during the war at  approximately the value of paper money, 
in which medium they were paid by the subscribers. An effort to 
avoid the falling price of bonds was the inauguration of a system 
of produce loans whereby the bonds were subscribed for in cotton, 
tobacco and food products. This policy enabled the Government 
to secure at  least a part of the armies' food supplies. The South, 
in its monopoly of cotton, held a pawn of value in negotiating for 
foreign loans. In  the spring of 1863. the French banking house 
of Erlanger and Company undertook to float a loan of $15,000,- 
ooo, redeemable, six months after the conclusion of peace, in Xew 
Orleans cotton at  the rate of I 2 cents a pound. The placing of the 
bonds in Europe was mismanaged by the Confederate agents, but 
notwithstanding about $6,250,000 was realized from the loan. 

Fore ign  Relations.-The foreign relations of the Confederate 
Government were one of its chief disappointments. Early in 1861 
LIT. L. Yancey headed a commission sent to Europe to enlist the 
sympathy of foreign Governments in the Southern cause. J. M. 
Mason and John Slidell followed later in the same year, after a 
short detention by the Federal Government, which had removed 
them from the British vessel "Trent" while en route to Europe. 
They received considerable unofficial sympathy ; were allowed to 
float Confederate loans; buy military supplies; and, in violation 
of neutrality, ships were built in both France and England and 
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delivered to the Confederacy (see "ALABAMA" ARBITRATION). 
Great Britain's recognition of the Confederacy as a belligerent 
power on May 13, 1861, gave encouragement to  the Confederate 
Commissioners who were seeking political recognition, but, largely 
due to the skill and persistence of the Federal minister in London, 
Charles Francis Adams, this never came. 

Collapse of t h e  Confederacy.-When i t  was apparent that 
the Southern cause was tottering, Vice-President Stephens, R. 
M. T. Hunter and former justice Campbell of the U.S. Supreme 
Court opened communications with the Federal military authori- 
ties for permission to go to Washington to confer with the Federal 
Government. A conference of the representatives of the two 
Governments was arranged for Feb. 3, 1865, a t  Hampton Roads. 
President Lincoln would consider no terms which did not include 
a restoration of the union, and as this point exceeded the instruc- 
tions of the Confederate Commissioners, the conference failed. 
The surrender (April 9) of Lee and the Army of Northern Vir- 
ginia marked the end of the Confederate States of America. In  
making its struggle for independence, the South sacrificed every- 
thing, and emerged from the war a financial and industrial wreck. 
(See article SOUTH, THE.) 
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(J. A. Du.) 
CONFEDERATION, primarily any league or union of 

people or bodies of people. The term in modern political use is 
generally confined to a permanent union of sovereign states, for 
certain common purposes, e.g., the German Confederation (Bund), 
established by the Congress of Vienna in 181 j. The distinction 
between confederation and federation (see FEDERAL GOVERN- 
MENT), terms synonymous in their origin, has been developed in 
the political terminology of the United States. Up to 1789 these 
were a confederation; then the word federation, or federal re- 
public, was introduced as implying closer union. This distinction 
was emphasized during the Civil War between North and South, 
the seceding states forming a confederation (Confederate States 
of America) in opposition to  the Federal Union. Confederation 
thus comes to mean a union of sovereign states in which the stress 
is laid on the sovereign independence of each constituent body 
(cf. the German Staatenbund); Federation implies a union of 
states in which the stress is laid on the supremacy of the common 
government (Ger. Bz~ndesstaat). The distinction is, however, by 
no means universally observed The variant "confederacy," 
derived through the Anglo-French confederacie, and meaning gen- 
erally a league or union, whether of states or individuals, was 
applied in America in the sense of confederation to the seceding 

Southern States. In  its political sense, however, confederacy has 
generally come to mean rather a temporary league of independent 
states for certain purposes: as applied to individuals "confed- 
eracy" is often used to describe a secret combination, probably 
for illicit purposes. 

In  trade union terminology a federation (e.g., The Miners' 
Federation of Great Britain) is an alliance of autonomous unions; 
whereas a confederation (e.g., the Iron and Steel Trades Con- 
federation) is a body to which the constituent unions have handed 
over the majority of their powers-in other words, a disguised 
form of amalgamation, made necessary by the provisions of 
British law. 

CONFERENCE, a bringing together for the purpose of dis- 
cussion, particularly a meeting of members of one or more 
societies, of representatives of legislative or other bodies, or of 
different States (Lat. conferre). Such are the meetings between 
members of the upper and lower chambers of the British parlia- 
ment, or of the United States Congress, to  adjust matters of 
difference, and the assemblies of the prime ministers of the various 
British colonies, held at  stated intervals to consult with the im- 
perial government. The title of Colonial Conference was changed 
to that of Imperial Conference in 1907, but the proposal to change 
conference to council was dropped; it  was felt that the adminis- 
trative functions usually connoted by the word "council" made 
that title less suitable to  an assembly with purely deliberative and 
consultative powers, which were more fitly expressed by "confer- 
ence." In  diplomacy the word "conference" is used of a meeting 
of the representatives of States of greater or less importance for 
the purpose of settling particular points, as distinguished from a 
"congress," which is properly a meeting of the great Powers for 
the settlement of questions of general interest. In  practice, how- 
ever, the distinction is not consistently maintained. The meetings 
preliminary to  a congress and the sessions of the congress itself 
are also styled "conferences" (see CONGRESS). The word is also 
applied to the annual assetnblies for transacting church business 
in the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Great Britain and to various 
similar assemblies in the Methodist Episcopal Church of America 
(see METHODISM). 

CONFESSION. Among the Jews confession of the people's 
sins was and is a part of the observances of the Day of Atone- 
ment (Lev. xvi. 21). The confession of one's personal sins was 
also enjoined and is practised (e.g., Ps. xxxii. 5 ;  Prov. xxviii. 13). 
The Baptist's converts confessed their sins openly (Mark i. 5) .  

I n  the Gospels confession is scarcely mentioned. But much is 
said about forgiveness, and John xx. 23 with Matt.  xviii. 18 witness 
to the early belief that the Church is empowered to administer 
God's pardon. The rest of the New Testament is scarcely more 
explicit on the subject. Baptism conveys the forgiveness of sins, 
and therefore ought to result in freedom from all wilful sin. But 
what was to be done to the baptized Christian who fell into 
grievous sin? On the one hand the Epistle to the Hebrews 
(vi. 4-6) declared that renewals of the lapsed are impossible. On 
the other hand, the confession of sins is enjoined in James v. I j, 
16 and I John i. 9, and the exercise of discipline is referred to in I 
Cor. v. and 2 Cor. ii. 5-11 (the identification of the two cases is 
precarious), Gal. vi. I and other passages. The principle is 
laid down that the sin of the member affects the whole body, and 
therefore the Church is bound to deal with it  both from pity for 
the sinner and for the sake of its own purity. 

The definite discussion of the problem dates from The Shepherd 
of Hermas (Rome, c. A D.  145). Hermas rejects both the ex- 
treme opinions, viz., that to the baptized Christian there is no 
such thing as sin, or no such thing as further forgiveness. But 
while he insists on repentance and mortification, he says nothing 
about public confession or discipline. 

At the beginning of the 3rd century, something like a definite 
system had been established a t  Carthage and elsewhere. Three 
groups of sins, classified as ( I )  idolatry, which included apostasy, 
(2) adultery or fornication and (3) murder, were held to exclude 
the guilty person from sharing in the eucharist until death, that 
is, if he had committed the sin after baptism. Not that it  was 
asserted that he, therefore, could not be forgiven by God; indeed, 
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he was urged to pray and fast and undergo Church discipline; 
but the Church refused to venture on any anticipation of the 
divine decision. For other grave sins the baptized person was 
allowed to undergo discipline once, but only once in his life; if 
he relapsed again, he must remain excommunicate like the adul- 
terer. Baptism was the first plank thrown out to save the drown- 
ing man, "confession" the second, and there was no third chance. 
It was largely due to  the rigour of this rule that men so fre- 
quently deferred baptism till late in life. Less serious sins were 
held t o  be adequately dealt with by ordinary prayers. Public but 
general confession of sins and intercession for penitent sinners 
have from early times formed a normal part of public worship in 
the Christian Church. 

The process of public confession or penance (exomologesis, 
Greek for public confession) was as follows (see Tertullian, de 
paenitentia ix., and other writers). The sinner was admitted 
to  it as a privilege by laying on of hands. H e  wore sackcloth, 
made his bed in ashes and fasted or used only the very plainest 
fare. This went on for a time proportionate to the gravity of the 
offence, perhaps for years. At last the penitent was readmitted 
by the bishop and clergy with further laying on of hands. H e  
must still (at least according to later rules) live in strict ab- 
stinence, forgoing, e.g. ,  the use of marriage. One can hardly be 
surprised that Tertullian says that few faced such an ordeal. In 
this account nothing is said of confessions; but it  would appear 
that in early days the sins were made known to the congregation, 
and in notorious cases they would take the initiative and expel 
the offender. I t  was also common for a penitent to take advice 
as to the necessity in his case of undergoing exomologesis, and 
this, of course, involved confession. I t  is to be noticed that the 
clergy were never admitted to this public discipline; but a cleric 
might be deposed and then admitted as a layman. 

Church practice was not the same everywhere at  the same time. 
I t  is, therefore, natural that we should trace the stages of develop- 
ment through the friction they caused. Speaking broadly, develop- 
ment was from rigour to indulgence. Thus Calixtus, bishop of 
Rome 219-223, decided to admit adulterers to exomologesis and 
so to communion; and Tertullian, now become a Montanist, pours 
out his scorn on him. Thirty years later, first a t  Carthage, then 
a t  Rome, the same step has been taken with regard to penitent 
apostates, a t  least the less guilty of them. But the Church was 
thereby involved in a'double conflict; for while on the one hand 
the novatianist schism represents the puritan outcry against such 
laxity, on the other, the martyrs claimed a position above church 
law, and gave trouble by issuing libelli pacis, i.e., requests or even 
orders that so-and-so should be readmitted to communion forth- 
with without undergoing discipline. I t  was out of this practice 
that later on Indulgences grew up. 

A further relaxation appears about the same time. Those under 
discipline were allowed to receive the eucharist when in articulo 
mortis. This was sometimes effected by means of the reserved 
sacrament without any formal reconciliation, even without the 
presence of bishop or priest. 

I n  the 4th century at  Rome and Constantinople we hear of 
"penitentiaries," that is, priests appointed to act for the bishop in 
hearing the confession of sins, and deciding whether public dis- 
cipline was necessary. A scandal a t  Constantinople in 391 led to 
the suppression in that city not only of the office of penitentiary, 
but practically of public exonzologesis also. This inevitably led on 
to the reiteration of confession after repeated lapses, and Chry- 
sostom (bishop of Constantinople, 398-407) was attacked for 
allowing such a departure from ancient rule. 

But in the West public discipline continued though under less 
and less rigorous conditions. Penitents were excused the painful 
ordeal of open humiliation; only at  the end were they publicly 
reconciled by the bishop. This was a t  Rome and Milan appointed 
to  be done on the Thursday before Easter, and gradually became 
a regular practice, the same penitent year after year doing penance 
during Lent, and being publicly restored to communion in Holy 
Week. Towards the end of the 4th century priests began to be 
allowed to take the bishop's place in the re-admission of penitents 
and t o  do it  privately. And with this step the evolution of the 

system was completed. 
The irruptions of the barbarians lowered the general moral 

standard, and church discipline tended to become mechanical 
and legalist (see PENITENTIAL and INDULGENCE). Yet among 
the religious, women and laymen as well as clergy, the old ideals 
survived. Thus in the chapter-house of a monastery acts of 
discipline took place regularly, on the Scriptural theory that the 
sin of the individual is the concern of the society; open confession 
was made, open penance was expected. Gradually such confession 
or more private forms of it  came to be considered a normal part 
of the Christian life. I t  was allowed for priests as well as lay- 
men. Penance was reckoned one of the sacraments, one of the 
seven when that mystic number was generalIy adopted; but there 
was no agreement as to  what constituted the essential part of the 
sacrament, whether the confession, the laying on of hands, the 
penance or the dismissal. I t  was more and more regarded as  the 
special function of the priest to administer absolution, though 
as late as the 16th century we hear of laymen confessing to and 
absolving one another on the battle-field because no priest was a t  
hand. 

At last, in  I Z I ~ ,  the council of the Lateran decreed that  every 
one of either sex must make confession a t  least once a year before 
his parish priest, or some other priest with the consent of the 
parish priest. Treating this rule as axiomatic the school-men 
elaborated their analyses of the sacrament of penance, distinguish- 
ing form and matter, attrition and contrition, mortal and venial 
sins. The Council of Trent repudiated the worst corruptions and 
repelled as slanders certain charges which were made against the 
mediaeval system; but i t  retained the obligation of annual con- 
fession, and laid it down that the essential part of the sacrament 
consisted in the priest's words of absolution. (See ABSOLUTION.) 

As discipline is now administered in the Roman Church, anyone 
who is in "mortal" sin is forbidden to receive Holy Communion; 
he must first make his confession and receive absolution. The  
faithful are bound to confess all "mortal" sins; they need not 
confess "venial" sins. No priest may hear confessions without 
licence from the bishop. Children begin to go to confession about 
the age of seven. 

I n  the Greek Church confession has become obligatory and 
habitual. Among the Lutherans auricular confession survived the 
Reformation, but the general confession and absolution before 
communion were soon allowed by authority to serve as a substi- 
tute. Since the beginning of the 19th century the practice of 
auricular confession has been t o  a certain extent revived among 
orthodox Lutherans. 

T o  come to England, Wesley provided for spiritual discipline 
( I )  through the class-meeting, whose leader has to  advise, com- 
fort or exhort as occasion may arise, and ( 2 )  through the min- 
isters, who have to bear the chief responsibility in the reproof, 
suspension or expulsion from communion of erring brethren. I n  
the Salvation Army people are continually invited to  come for- 
ward to the "penitent form," and adn~issions of past evil living 
are publicly made. Among the Calvinistic bodies in the British 
Isles and abroad kirk discipline has been a stern reality; but in 
none of them is there either private confession or priestly abso- 
lution of a formal kind. 

The Church of England holds as usual a central position. The 
method generally adopted is one of general confession to God in 
the face of the Church, to  be in secret used by each member of the 
congregation for the confession of his own particular sins, and to 
be followed by public absolution. See e.g., "Forms of Prayer t o  be 
used a t  Sea." But three other methods of confession for private 
use are mentioned in one of the exhortations in  the communion 
service. First, all men are urged to practise secret confession to 
God alone, and in it the sins are to be acknowledged in detail. 
Secondly, where the nature of the offence admits of it, the sinner is 
to acknowledge his wrong-doing to the neighbour he has aggrieved. 
And, thirdly, the sinner who cannot satisfy his conscience by  these 
methods is invited to open his grief to a minister of God's word. 
Similarly, the sick man is to be moved to make a special confession 
of his sins if he feels his conscience troubled with any weighty 
matter. The priest is bound, under the most stringent penalties, 



never to divulge what he has thus learnt. On the other hand, the 
Church of Ireland has made important alterations even in the 
passages that concern the sick, while the Protestant Episcopal 
Church of the United States has omitted that part of the visitation 
service altogether. 

Auricular confession never died out in the Church of England, 
but there has been a great increase and development of the prac- 
tice since the Oxford movement in the middle of the 19th century. 
Two chief difficulties have attended this revival. ( I )  There were 
none among the English clergy who had experience in delicate 
questions of conscience; and there had been no treatment of 
casuistry since Sanderson and Jeremy Taylor. (See CASUISTRY.) 
Those, then, who had to hear penitents unburden their souls were 
driven to the use of Roman writers on the subject. (2) The ab- 
sence of any authoritative restraint on the hearing of confessions 
by young and unqualified priests, the Church of England merely 
directing the penitent who wishes for special help t o  resort to any 
"discreet and learned minister." Extreme views are held on the 
question. Some oppose auricular confession as the citadel of 
sacerdotal authority and as a peril to morals, while others speak 
as if it were a necessary element in every Christian life, and hold 
that post-baptismal sin of a grave sort can receive forgiveness in 
no other way. Such a view cannot be found within the covers of 
the English Prayer-Book. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-HOO~~~, Ecclesiastical Polity, book vi.; Morinus, 
Commentarius historicus de sacramento paenitentiae; Mead, "Exo- 
mologesis" and "Penitence" in Dictionary of Christian Antiquit ic~ 
(1875) ; E. B. Pusey, Advice, etc. being the A b b t  Gaume's Manual 
for Confessors, etc. (1878) ; Carter, T h e  Doctrine o f  Confession in the 
Church of England (188j) ; H .  C. Lea, A History of Auricular Con- 
fession and Indulgences in the Latin Church (Philadelphia, 1896) ; 
H. Wace, Confession and Absolution: Report of Fz~lham Conference 
(1903) ; H .  B. Swete, in Journal of Theological Studies (April 1903) ; 
P. Batiffol, Btudes d'histoire et de thtologie positive, premidre strie, 
4th ed. (1906) ; K. E. Kirk, Some Principles of Moral Theology 
(1920). (W. 0. B.) 

Law.-In criminal procedure confession has always, of course, 
played an important part, and the attempt to obtain such a con- 
fession from the incriminated person, whether by physical torture 
or by less violent means, was formerly a recognized expedient for 
securing the conviction of the guilty. This method was carried 
t o  ruthless extremes by the Inquisition (q .v . ) ,  but was by no 
means unknown in countries in which this institution never gained 
a foothold; as in England, where torture was practised, though 
never legalized, for this purpose. In  English Iaw the confession 
of an incriminated person can be received in evidence against him 
only if i t  has been free and voluntary. 

'Confessions may be considered as falling into two classes ( I )  
those made before a judicial tribunal, and (2) those not so made. 
As to ( I )  statements by the accused before the justices in the case 
of indictable offences must be received strictly in accordance with 
the provisions of s.12 of the Criminal Justice Act 1925, which 
now takes the place of s.18 of the Indictable Offences Act 1848. 
The accused must receive the statutory caution, and he must be 
given clearly to understand that he has nothing to hope from any 
promise of favour and nothing to fear from any threat. Any 
statement is taken down in writing. Again, an accused person may 
freely and voluntarily confess in open court to the offence for 
which he is being tried. Confessions under class (2) give rise to 
more difficulty. They arise when a confession or admission is 
made, not to a justice or to the court of trial, but to  some person 
who is called to give evidence as to the confession. I t  must be 
freely and voluntarily made, and if it is shown that it  was made in 
consequence of any promise of favour, threat or temporal induce- 
ment by some person in authority, such as a police officer or the 
prosecutor, evidence of such confession will be rejected. State- 
ments by suspects or accused persons to the police are dealt with 
by a memorandum issued by the Home Office containing rules 
approved by the judges of the king's bench, and are to be found 
in the 27th edition of Archbold's Criminal Pleading a t  page 398. 
The genrral principles as to admissions and impressions are set 
out in Ibraham v. The King (24 Cox C.C. 174) and Rex v. Voisin 
(26 Cox C.C. 224). 

In divorce law, the confession of a wife charged with adultery 

is always treated with circumspection and caution, for fear of 
collusion between the parties to a suit. Where, however, such a 
confession is clear and distinct the court will usually receive it  as  
evidence against the person making it, but, speaking generally, 
some corroboration will be required. 

CONFESSIONAL. A box, cabinet or stall, in which the 
priest in Roman Catholic churches sits to hear the confessions of 
penitents. The confessional is usually a wooden structure, with 
a centre compartment (entered through a door or curtain) in 

which the priest sits, and on each 
side a latticed opening for the 
penitents to  speak through, and 
a step on which they kneel. By 
this arrangement the priest is 
hidden, but the penitent is visible 
to  the public. Confessionals 
sometimes form part of the archi- 
tectural scheme of the church, 
but, more usually, they are mov- 
able pieces of furniture. 

The confessional in its modern 
form dates no farther back than 
the 16th century, and Du Cange 
cites the year 1563 for an early 
use of the word co?tfessionale in 
this sense. Originally the term 
was applied to the place where 

A CONFESSIONAL O F  T H E  1ciTH C E N -  a martyr or ''confessor" (in the 
T U R Y .  CO NS IS T ING O F  A WOODEN sense of one whoconfesses Christ) 
S T R U C T U R E  W IT H  A DOO R FOR T H E  had been buried. Confessional 
P R I E S T  TO ENTER BY A N D .  O N  O N E  boxes were devised to guard 
'IDE* A GRATED against scandals by securing at  
WHICH T H E  P E N I T E N T S  MAKE T H E I R  
C O N F E S S I O N S  once essential publicity and a rea- - - - - - . . - 

sonable ~ r i v a c v .  and bv se~arat inn * ,  . A u 

~ r i e s t  and ~eni ten t .  I n  the middle ages stringent rules were laid 
hown, in (his latter respect, by th; canon Taw in the case of 
confessions by women and especially nuns. I n  England, before 
the Reformation, publicity was reckoned the best safeguard, the 
priest usually hearing confessions a t  the chancel opening or a t  
a bench end in the nave near the chancel. 

With the revival of auricular confession in the English Church, 
confessionals were introduced into some Ariglican churches. The 
question of their legality was raised in 1900 in the case of Davey 
v. Hinde (vicar of the church of the Annunciation, Brighton), 
tried before Dr. Tristram in the consistory court of Chichester. 
They were condemned as illegal. 

CONFESSION AND AVOIDANCE. A plea is confes- 
sion and avoidance neither simply admits nor denies alleged facts; 
it admits that the facts alleged by the opposite party make out a 
good prima facie claim or defence, but it  proceeds to destroy the 
effect of these allegations either by showing some justification or 
excuse of the matter charged, or some discharge or release from it. 
(See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE.) 

CONFESSOR, a word used in the Christian Church to de- 
note ( I )  a male saint who is not included in any of the categories 
martyr, apostle, evangelist, (2) a priest empowered to hear con- 
f essions. 

( I )  I n  the early Church the title was restricted to those who 
had suffered persecution and torture, though not actual death, for 
the faith, but after the ages of persecution it  came to be applied 
to those who had lived a holy life and died in peace. From about 
the 4th century persons so honoured*became objects of cultus. 
As in the case of "saint," the right of declaring the holy dead to 
be "confessors" was ultimately reserved to the Holy See; King 
Edward of England thus was made a "Confessor" on his canoniza- 
tion by Alexander 111. in 1161. (2) For the functions of the 
confessor in the second sense, see the article CONFESSION. 

CONFIRMATION in the Christian sense is one of the 
sacramental rites by which the catechumen is admitted to  full 
membership in the Church. With rare exceptions i t  comes after 
baptism, and is specially connected with the gift of the Holy 
Spirit. 



CONFIRMATION OF BISHOPS 
The word "confirm" is not used in the New Testament in this 

technical sense, which cannot be traced back beyond the 5th cen- 
tury, and is only found in the Western Churches and in their off- 
shoots. But the rite itself in some form has been practised from 
the beginning, its chief names in primitive and later ages being 
laying on of hands, unction, sealing, all of which are Scriptural. 

As in early times the three ceremonies, baptism, unction and im- 
position of hands, were usually united in a single service, and the 
two last frequently duplicated in it, there is often doubt as to  
which precisely is intended in a given passage, and similarly as to  
what was believed to be the grace conferred in each case. Early 
practice has been summed up  thus. There was great variety in 
detail, but all were agreed in the endeavour to follow the example 
of the Apostles (Acts viii. 14-17, xix. 2-6; Heb, vi. 2) in provid- 
ing a complement to baptism, in order to claim our Lord's promise 
to  send the Holy Spirit to strengthen the Church. 

When Christianity in the 4th century came to be tolerated and 
patronized by the state and numbers increased, the older rule that 
fixed certain days for baptism broke down, and it was impossible 
for bishops to  attend every baptismal service. Thereupon East 
and ?Vest gradually came to adopt different methods of meeting 
the difficulty, which further increased as infant baptism became 
the rule. In  the East the iinposition of hands died out and the 
whole emphasis was laid on the anointing with oil: the oil was 
consecrated by  the bishop, and the child anointed or "sealed" with 
it  by the parish priest, and this was its confirmation. With its 
baptism thus completed, the infant was capable of receiving holy 
communion. And to this day in the Churches of the East the in- 
fant is baptized, anointed and communicated by the parish priest 
in the course of a single service. 

The West on the other hand was forced, if confirmation was 
to be administered only by bishops, to separate it from baptism. 
The child was baptized at  once, that it  might be admitted to the 
Church, while the completion of its baptism was put off till i t  
could be brought to a bishop. Western canons insist on both points 
a t  once; baptism is not to be deferred beyond a week, nor con- 
firmation beyond two, three or seven years. Henry VIII., reviv- 
ing the practice of early centuries, had his daughter, afterwards 
Queen Elizabeth, both baptized and confirmed when she was only 
a few days old. And the rubrics of the English Prayer-Book still 
direct that the person who is baptized as an adult is to "be con- 
firmed by the bishop so soon after his baptism as conveniently 
may be." 

But theologians in the West had elaborated a theory of the 
grace of confirmation, which made its severance from baptism 
seem natural. I t  brought no entirely fresh gift; its purpose was 
little more than to strengthen that which the grace of baptism 
had begun. At the time of the Reformation, while neither side 
favoured the Eastern practice, the Reformers with their strong 
sense of the crucial importance of faith, emphasized the action of 
the individual in the service, and therefore laid it down as a rule 
that confirmation should be deferred till the child could learn a 
catechism on the fundamentals of the Christian faith. At the 
same time the Scriptural basis of the rite was denied by others, 
and so many of the Protestant bodies have abandoned the rite of 
laying on of hands; but it  remains among the Lutherans (who, 
whether episcopal or not, attach great importance to it)  and in 
the group of Churches in communion with the Church of England. 
Among Roman Catholics confirmation is reckoned one of the 
seven sacraments; it is not administered normally till the child is 
seven and can reason; in many cases less emphasis is laid on the 
confirmation than on the first communion which may either 
precede or follow it. 

At the revision of the Book of Common Prayer in 1661 an 
addition was made to the service by prefixing to it a solemn re- 
newal of their baptismal vows by the candidates, and this has in 
England often been wrongly taken to be the essential feature of 
confirmation. 

Practically the preparation of candidates for confirmation is 
one of the most important duties of the Anglican parish priest 
and, after a long period of neglect of this duty, is now generally 
discharged with great care: classes are formed and instruction is 

given for several weeks before the coming of the bishop to lay 
on hands "after the example of the holy Apostles" (prayer in the 
Confirmation Service). 

Of late years there has been a controversy among Anglican 
theologians as to  the exact nature of the gift conveyed through 
confirmation, and as to  the relation of the gifts conferred in bap- 
tism and confirmation respectively. The view that connects con- 
firmation rather than baptism with the Pentecostal outpouring 
of the Spirit has had to contend against a long established tradi- 
tion, but appeals to Scripture (Acts viii. 16) and to much patris- 
tic teaching are made on its behalf. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-HOO~~~, Ecclesiastical Polity, book v. ch. lxvi.; 
Jeremy Taylor, A Discourse of Confirmation; A. J. Mason, The 
Relation o f  Confirmation to Baptism (2nd ed. London, 1893) where 
see list of other writers; A. C. A. Hall, Bishop of Vermont, Con- 
firmation (London and New York, 1902) ; F. H. Chase, Confirmation 
iiz the Apostolic Age (London, 1909) ; various writers, Confirmation, 
vol. i. Historical and Devotional; vol. ii. Practical (S.P.C.K. 1926). 

(W 0. B.) 
CONFIRMATION OF BISHOPS. I n  canon law confirma- 

tion is the act by which the election of a new bishop receives the 
assent of the proper ecclesiastical authority. I n  the early centuries 
of the history of the Church the election or appointment of a 
suffragan bishop was confirmed and approved by the metropolitan 
and his suffragans assembled in synod. By the 4th canon of the 
first council of Nicaea ( A D .  325), however, it was decreed that the 
right of confirmation should belong to the metropolitan bishop of 
each province, a rule confirmed by the 12th canon of the council 
of Laodicaea. For the appointment of a metropolitan no papal con- 
firmation was required either in the West or East; but the practice 
which grew up, from the 6th century onwards, of the popes pre- 
senting the pallium (9 .v . )  at  first honoris caz~sa, to  newly appointed 
metropolitans gradually came to symbolize the licence to  exercise 
metropolitan jurisdiction. By the 8th and 9th centuries the papal 
right of confirmation by this means was strenuously asserted; yet 
as late as the 13th century there were instances of metropolitans 
exercising their functions without receiving the pallium, and it was 
not till after this date that the present rule and practice of the Ro- 
man Catholic Church was definitively established. ( S e e  Hinschius, 
Kirchenrecht, ii. p. 28 and notes.) The canonical right of the 
metropolitan to  confirm the election of his suffragans was still 
affirmed by Gratian; but from the time of Pope Alexander 111. 
(11 59-81) the canon lawyers, under the influence of the False 
Decretals, began to claim this right for the pope (Febronius, De 
stat21 ecclesiae, and ed., 176j, cap. iv. 3 3, 2). From the 13th cen- 
tury onwards it  was effectively exercised, though the all but uni- 
versal practice of the popes of reserving and providing to vacant 
bishoprics, initiated by Clement V., obscured the issue, since in 
the case of papal nominations no confirmation was required. The 
question, however, was raised, in connection with that of the 
papal reservations and provisions, a t  the councils of Constance and 
Basel. The former shelved it  in the interests of peace; but the 
latter once more formulated the principle that elections in the 
churches were to be free and their result confirmed according to 
the provisions of the common law ( j ux ta  juris co?nmzlnis disposi- 
t ionem) ,  i e., by "the immediate superior" to whom the right of 
confirmation belonged (Febronius, up. cit. Appendix, p. 784). 

I n  England, where the abuse of provisors had been most acutely 
felt, the matter was dealt with during the vacancy of the Holy 
See between the deposition of John XXII I .  a t  Constance (May 
141 j) and the election of Martin V. (Nov. 141 7). During the in- 
terval the only possible way of appointing a bishop was by the 
ancient method of canonical election and confirmation. Shortly 
after the deposition of John XXII I . ,  Henry V. assented to an 
ordinance that during the voidance of the Holy See bishops-elect 
should be confirmed by their metropolitans ( R o t z ~ l i  Parliamen- 
torum, iv. p. T I ) ;  but the ordinance was not recorded on the 
Statute Roll. Three bishops only, namely, John Chaundeler of 
Salisbury, Edmund de Lacey of Hereford and John Wakering of 
Korwich, were confirmed by the archbishop of Canterbury during 
the papal vacancy. ?Then Martin V. was elected pope in 1417 he 
resumed the practice of providing bishops, and from this time until 
the Reformation the canonical election and confirmation of a 



CONFISCATION-CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION 
bishop in England was a rare exception. 

I n  Roman Catholic countries the complete control of the pa. 
pacy over the election and appointment of bishops has since the 
Reformation become firmly established, in spite of the efforts of 
Gallicans and "Febronians" to assert what they held to  be the 
more Catholic usage (see GALLICANISM; FEBRONIANISM; BISHOP) 

In  England at  the Reformation the share of the papacy in ap- 
pointing bishops was abolished, but the confirmation became al- 
most formal in character. By 2 j Hen. VIII.  c. 20, s. 4, i t  is pro- 
vided that after an episcopal election a royal mandate shall issue 
to the archbishop of the province "requiring him' to confirm the 
said election." or, in case of an archbishop-elect, to  one archbishop 
and two bishops, or to four bishops, "requiring and commanding" 
them "with all speed and celerity to  confirm" it. This practice 
still prevails in the case of dioceses which have chapters to elect. 
The confirmation has usually been performed by the archbishop's 
vicar-general, and, in the southern province, a t  the church of St. 
Mary-le-Bow, London; but after 1901 i t  was performed, in 
part, a t  the Church House, Westminster. All objectors are cited 
to  appear on pain of contumacy af ter  the old form; but although 
the knowledge that opposition might be offered has been a safe- 
guard against improper nominations, e.g., in the case of Dr.  Clarke 
the Arian, confirmation has never been refused since the Refor- 
mation. See also BEXEFICE; PROVISION. 

BIBLIOGRAPIIY.-L. Thomassin, Vetus et nova disciplina, pars. ii 
lib. ii. tit. 1-4 (17oj-1706) ; E. Gibson, Codex juris ecclesiasticl 
anglicani, tit. v. cap. i. (1761) ; W. H. Bliss, Calendar of Entries in t h e  
Papal Registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland, vols. i.-vii.. 
(London, 1893-1906) ; John Le Neve, Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae 
(Oxford, 1854) ; Sir R. J. Phillimore, Ecclesiastical Law, pp., 36-47 
(London, 18gj) ; art. "The Confirmation of Archbishops and Bishops" 
in the Guardian for January zo, 1897, pp. 106-107; P. Gasparri, 
Codex iuris canonici, lib. ii, tit. 4, (1918) ; Ottavian, Institutiones juris 
publici ecclesiastic.i, vol. i, n. 228. 

CONFISCATION, in Roman law the seizure and transfer of 
private property to the fisczrs by the emperor; hence the appro- 
priation, under legal authority, of private property to  the State 
I n  common law the term embraces forfeiture (q.v.) in the case of 
goods, and escheat (q .v . )  in the case of lands, for crime or in 
default of heirs. Goods may also be confiscated for breaches 
of statutes relating to customs, excise or explosives. The word is 
used, popularly, of spoliation under legal forms, or of any seizure 
of property without adequate compensation. (See  COMPEXSATION. ) 

CONFOLENS, a town of south-western France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Charente, 44 mi. N.E. of 
AngoulEme by rail. Pop. (1936)  2,118. The ancient town, with 
steep narrow streets occupies a fine situation on the Vienne, which 
is crossed by a 15th century bridge. On the left bank is the 11th 
century church of St. BarthClemy. The ruined castle and the 
church of St. Maxime ( I  5th century) are on the right bank. Con- 
folens possesses a subprefecture and a tribunal of first instance: 
laces and paper are made. 

CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION. Conformal geom- 
etry had its origin in the practical 
problem of so mapping the earth's 
curved surface upon a flat leaf 
of paper that differences of 
directions a t  any point of the 
surface shall be indicated by 
equal differences of direction 
at  the corresponding point on 
the map. By the term conformal 
representation (also called isog- 

F I G .  I onal, orthomorphic) is under- 
stood any continuous mapping of one surface or region upon an- 
other, with a one-to-one correspondence of their points, and 
in such manner that corresponding angles in the two surfaces 
or regions are equal. The term conform is due to  Gauss, 
who referred thereby t o  the equivalent property that correspond- 
ing infinitesimally small triangles on the two surfaces tend to 
confornz, i.e., approach similarity, when their dimensions are in- 
definitely diminished. Thus suppose A B C  to be a small triangle on 
one surface formed by three intersecting curves, and A'B'C' the 
corresponding triangle on a second surface. As B and C approach 

A along B A  and C A ,  correspondingly B' and C' will approach A' 
along B'A' and C'A'. When the transformation is conformal, the 
sides of the rectilinear triangles A B C  and A'B'C' tend to become 
proportional, and the three angles of the two triangles to be 
respectively equal. Consequently the angle between the two 
curves meeting a t  A must be equal to  the angle between the two 
corresponding curves at  A'. A net of infinitesimal triangles closing 
around A so as to  make up a curvilinear polygon enclosing A ,  is 
transformed into a similar polygon around A'. The ratio of mag- 
nification in passing from the triangles a t  A to  those a t  A' varies 
in general with the position of A .  

The earliest known conformal representation is the stereogra- 
phic projection of Hipparchus ( c .  140 B.c.) and Ptolemy ( c .  A.D. 
I 50).  Another early conformal representation was afforded by 
the familiar Mercator's projection (1568) .  ( See  MAP: Projec- 
t ions.)  

Lambert (1772)  was the first to seek the general conformal 
representation of the earth's surface on a plane, and Lagrange 
first noted its connection with functions of the complex variable. 
In  1822 the Society of Sciences at  Copenhagen proposed as prize 
subject "the general solution of the problem to so build the parts 
of one given surface upon another given surface that the image 
shall be similar in its smallest parts to  the (surface) imaged." 
The solution of this problem was obtained by Gauss and pub- 
lished in 182 j in a memoir (Collected works,  vol. 4 )  which marks 
the beginning of a general theory of conformal representation. 
The next great step was due to Riemann ( 1 8 5 9 ) ,  and among the 
important contributors in the last 50 years Schwarz and Klein 
should be particularly mentioned. 

Conformal  Represen ta t ion  in a Plane.-If the points of 
the ordinary plane are represented by z=x+iy where ;=.\/--I, 

the bilinear transformation z'= (az+b)/(cz+ b) with real or 
complex coefficients, transforms the plane conformally upon itself, 
changing circles (inclusive of straight lines) into circles. This 
transformation may be resolved into a proper succession of simpler 
elementary transformations, viz., translations, rotations, magni- 
fications, inversions and reflections on the axis of reals. The 
totality of these transformations and their combinations form a 
group, any succession of them resulting in a single bilinear trans- 
formation, or the same with z replaced by its conjugate. I n  an 
inversion, and likewise in  a reflection, the sense of the angle is 
reversed; i.e., clockwise angles are changed into anti-clockwise 
angles and vice versa. Correspondingly two classes of conformal 
transformations are distinguished-those with and those without 
change of angle-sense. 

In  his famous Erlanger Program, Klein revealed how the dif- 
ferent kinds of geometry are associated each with a different 
collection or group of transfor- 
mations. Each particular geom- 
etry is a study of the properties 
and theorems invariant under ap- 
plication of all transformations of 
the group. Ordinary Euclidean 
geometry rests on the so-called 
principal group, which results in 
combining in all possible ways 
translations, rotations, magnifica- 
tions and reflections, and contains 
the theorems which are unaltered 
by these transformations. If b I G .  *.-DIAGRAM I L L U S T R A T l N d  
with this group we combine all ORTHOGONAL S Y ~ T E M  0, HYP,,. 

I inversions of the plane with re- BOLAS 
spect to its circles, we obtain a special conformal group, known 
as the group of reciprocal radii. 

The general conformal group of a plane or plane region com- 
prises all conformal transformations into itself. Properties which 
are unaltered under this group constitute a conformal geometry,  
which has been only fragmentarily developed. 

Consider a continuous reversible point-to-point transformation 
of the interior of a region of the ordinary (x,y)-plane into the 
interior of a region of the (u,v)-plane, by means of the fullctions 
ir=u(x,y), v= v ( x , y )  provided with continubus first derivatives. 



CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION 
I t  is easily established (see W. F. Osgood, Lehrbuck der Funk- 
tionentkeorie) that the necessary and sufficient condition that the 
two regions shall thereby be built conformally one on the other, 
without change of angle-sense, is that u and v shall satisfy the 

a ~ t  a v  au a v  
Cauchy-Riemann differential equations, - = - a a u ' r 3 v = - z '  - .. - 2  -, - .. 
the conformality ceasing only in the points where these derivatives 
are all zero. I n  other words, w=zl(x,y)+iv(x,y) must be an 
analyfic function of z=x+iy in the region considered. Conformal 
geometry enters, therefore, into the very warp and woof of the 
theory of analytic functions. T o  obtain a conformal transforma- 
tion we have only to  select any analytic function, w= f (2)-for 
instance, zn, eZ, or sin 2,-with restricted or unrestricted domain, 
and split the function into its real and imaginary parts, f (z )=  
u(x,y)+iv(x,y). The equations u=u(x,y), v=v(x,y) then map 
any portion of the z-domain, in which f (z) is analytic, into a cor- 
responding domain of the w-plane. The conformality ceases only 
a t  the isolated points for which f'(z) =o. The w-region may over- 
lap itself if too large a portion of the z-plane is taken, giving rise 
then to an overlapping Rieman~t sz~rjace. 

By the analytic transformation w=f(z)  just indicated, families 
of orthogonal straight lines x=c,, y=c, are mapped into 
orthogonal families of curves in  the (u,v)-plane, and likewise the 
curves zc=cl, v=c2  into an orthogonal system in the (x,y)-plane. 
For example, if f (z) = ( ~ + i y ) ~ ,  we get Z L = X ~ -  y2, v= zxy, and 
the orthogonal system u =  cl, v=cz consisting of straight lines 
parallel to the axes of the (14,~)-plane, is mapped into an orthog- 
onal system of equilateral hyperbolas, x2-y2=c,, 2xy=cq. This 
is perhaps the simplest method of securing orthogonal systems of 
curves, which are of fundamental importance in hydrodynamics, 
electricity and potential theory where the curves of one system 
are interpreted as lines of force or stream lines, and those of the 
orthogonal system as equipotential or level lines. 

Riemann's  Problem.-In his inaugural dissertation (1851) 
Riemann proposed the problem whether any simply connected 
region of a plane can be built conformally upon any other such 
region. This is undoubtedly the central problem in the con- 
formal geometry of the plane. T o  answer the question affirm- 
atively it is obviously sufficient to  show that each of the regions 
can be mapped conformally upon a circle. Riemann's proof of 
this fact was vitiated by the famous Dirichlet principle, later 
recognized to be true only under limitations, and he failed to dis- 
tinguish between the problem of merely building their interiors 
conformally upon each other and the more complicated problem 
arising when their boundaries are also brought under considera- 
tion. The first complete proof that the interior (R)  of any simply 
connected region, no matter how intricate its boundary, can be 
built conformally upon the interior of a circle, was given by 
Osgood in 1900. If its boundary is a Jordan curve, it will simul- 
taneously be mapped continuously point-to-point on the perimeter 
of the circle (C. CarathCodory, article in Math. Ann., Leipzig, 
1913). Satisfactory results regarding the conformal mapping of 
doubly connected regions, etc., have been obtained by Koebe 
(191 j-IS). 

The uniqueness of the conformal transformation of the region 
( R )  into the circle or its equivalent, the half-plane, can be secured 
in various ways, for instance, by requiring that three boundary 
points of (R)  shall pass over into three preassigned perimeter 
points of the circle or half-plane. The analytic function w=f(z) 
which effects the transformation is thereby uniquely defined. 
For example, the requirement that a rectangle E,E2E,E, shall be 
built upon the half-plane of z above its real axis defines the ana- 
lytic function dz 

(wz) 4' -- 
I d (z-el) (8-e2) (z-e3) (2-e4)' 

in which e,, ez, e,, el, are the points on the real z-axis (three of 
them arbitrarily selected) which correspond to the vertices 
El, E,, E,, E,  of the rectangle and at  which the conformality of 
the representation breaks down. Properties of the function 
w=f(z)  manifest themselves in the shape of the region (R), and 
accordingly conformal representation can be used for their study. 

I n  particular, i t  has been an invaluable aid in the development of 
the theory of hypergeometric, elliptic modular, and automorphic 
functions. 

Conformal  Represen ta t ion  of O n e  Surface u p o n  A n o t h e r .  
-It is easily established tha t  any  ordinary surface can be built 
conformally upon any other with, of course, the  admission of 
points where the conformality ceases. For suppose the position 
of the" points on one of these surfaces t o  be fixed by  x= J l ( u ,  v), 
XP =f2(u, v), ~ 3 = j 3 ( ~ t ,  a ) ;  then the formula for the  length of arc  
on the surface has the form ds2 =dx2+dy2+dz2= Edu2+ zFdu dv 
+Gdv2, in  which E, F, G are functions of zt and  v. Le t  ds2 be 

resolved into its factors 
Edu+Fdv+ id  EG-F2.dv , in  which the  

d 3  
quantity under each radical is necessarily positive, inasmuch as  
ds2 i s  positive irrespective of the relative values of du  and  dv. 
Let p(u , v)& iX(u , v) be the integrating factors by  which we 
must multiply these two factors to  make them complete differ- 
entials, and denote these differentials by d+(u , v)* i$(u , v )  ; then 

d'2+d'2. If $, $ are plotted a s  ordinary ds2 takes the form ---- 
X2+p2 

rectangular co-ordinates i n  a plane, the corresponding arc  i n  
the plane is dsl= 4 d$2+d+2. Since ds and dsl are proportional, 
i t  follows tha t  the surface is built conformally upon the  plane. 
Similarly, the other surface can be built upon the plane. Then, 
since by  Riemann's theorem any two simply connected pieces of 
the plane can be  built conformally the one on  the other, i t  fol- 
lows tha t  the two surfaces can be mapped conformally o n  each 
other, a s  stated above. When isothevmic co-ordinates $,$ are 
used t o  fix the position of a point on  one surface and likewise 
isothermic co-ordinates 41, on the other, $+i+ is a n  analytic 
function of ~$~+i$,.  

A special case of note is that in which corresponding infinitesi- 
mal arcs ds, ds, on the two surfaces are not merely proportional 
but equal. The two surfaces are then applicable one to  the other; 
i.e , they can be applied one to the other without stretching, some- 
what as we would roll a leaf of paper into a cylinder. Another 
important case is that in which a minimal surface is built con- 
formally on a sphere. This is accomplished very simply by draw- 
ing the normal at  each point P of the minimal surface, and then 
taking, as the corresponding point P' on the sphere, the point in 
which it is cut by a ray drawn through the centre of the sphere, 
parallel to the normal and like directed. I n  this and other 
cases the conformal representation is of value in studying the 
surface. 

Conformal  Represen ta t ion  f o r  a Space of T h r e e  o r  M o r e  
Dimensions.-Quite contrary to what might be naturally ex- 
pected, the conclusions for two dimensions cannot be carried over 
bodily to a space of three or more dimensions. According t o  a 
notable theorem of Liouville the group of all conformal trans- 
formations for 12.23 is identical with the group of reciprocal 
radii, that is, with the group resulting from combination of the 
principal group of rigid translormations (translations, rotations, 
magnifications and reflections) with inversions with respect to  
hyperspheres Z ( x , - ~ , ) ~ = a ~ ,  (i= 1,z . . ., n).  Accordingly there 
is nothing analogous to  the conformal representation of a region 
of the z-plane upon a w-region by means of an arbitrarily selected 
analytic function w= f (2). 

Klein has pointed out a second noteworthy fact which is also 
without analogue in two dimensions, viz., for n > z  the conformal 
geometry of an Euclidean space of rz-dimensions is identical with 
the projective geometry of a hypersphere in nf I dimensions 
which is transformed into itself projectively in the most general 
manner. Various topics have been treated in conformal geometry 
of n-dimensions such as the possibility of referring non-Euclidean 
to Euclidean space conformally, but the development must be 
regarded as fragmentary. 
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&fathematischen Wissensckaften, vol. ii. (1919) ; E. Picard, Trait6 
d'analyse (3rd ed., 1922-z j) ; LV. F. Osgood, Lehrbuclz der Funktionen- 
theorie (3rd ed , 1928).-Conformal representation of one surface upon 
another: L. Bianchi, Vorlesungen uber Differentialgeometrie (1899) ; 
A. Voss, "Abbildung und Abwickelung zweier Fl'achen auf Einander," 
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CONFUCIANISM, a misleading general term for the teach- 

ings of the Chinese classics upon cosmology, the social order, 
government, morals and ethics. Confucius is not the founder of 
the system, but is the transmitter of the teachings of antiquity 
and the editor of some of the classics. Mencius (372-289 B.c.) 
interpreted the work of Confucius. Confucianism was formulated 
in the Han dynasty (206 B.c.-A.D. 221). I n  the first century of 
our era the system came into contact with Buddhism and under- 
went certain changes which were interpreted by Chu Hsi (1130-- 
1200) and by U'ang Yang Ming (1472-152e). Though the gov- 
ernment of the Manchu dynasty (1644-1012) made Chu Hsi's 
commentaries the standard, scholars attempted to restore the 
primitive teaching of Confucius and the ancients but were hin- 
dered by the impact of the West upon Chinese culture. 

Cosmology.-In cosmology Confucianism starts out with an 
impersonal cosmic energy and principle which produced the yin 
and the yang, the negative and the positive principles. These by 
their interaction produced Heaven and Earth and all beings. The 
social order evolved from the universal order and models of gov- 
ernment, social life and morals existed in the universal order as 
ideas or images. These were transmitted as symbols to  the saints 
and the sages and interpreted and adapted by them to the needs 
of the people. 

Government.- The government was modelled upon that of 
the patriarchal family, the country being regarded as a large 
family. The emperor was considered as appointed by Heaven 
to be the father and the mother of the people and ruled as a 
benevolent patriarch. The conception of the State as an abstract 
entity was never developed. The emperor was assisted by the 
officials recruited from the people on the basis of a civil examina- 
tion in the classics. They were arranged in ranks, each possess- 
ing certain rights and duties and were bound together and to the 
emperor by a rigid ceremonial. The emperor and officials united 
all the functions of government, being the priests, executives, the 
law-makers and the judges. The government was one of men 
rather than of laws. 

M o r a l  System.-The moral system started with the axiom 
that all men were by nature good, formulated by Mencius. A 
corollary to this was the dogma that goodness is developed by the 
study of the classics. Society was divided into five relations: 
ruler-subject, father-son, husband-wife, older brother-younger 
brother, friend-friend. The fundamental theory underlying these 
relations was that of reciprocity expressed by the words, "What 
you do not wish done to yourself do not do to the other man," 
essentially the principle of the Golden Rule. 

The virtues were finally grouped under five: love, the root of 
all the others, corresponding to our word humanity in its old 
meaning; justice, which assigns to each one his place and his 
duties and rights in that status; reverence, through which the 
rights are acknowledged and the duties performed; wisdom, 
which discriminates between good and evil; sincerity, which im- 
parts reality to all. The outstanding virtue was filial piety, which 
also includes loyalty and is the outgrowth of reverence. 

AS Ethics.-Confucianism as an ethical system was a mixture 
of nature worship and ancestor worship. There were three classes 
of sacrifices under the last dynasty: the great sacrifices, namely, 
Heaven, Earth, the imperial ancestors and the gods of the grain 

'and of the ground; the middle sacrifices, 10 the sun, moon, certain 
cultural heroes including Confucius and nature gods; the general 
sacrifices, performed entirely by the officials, includin~ cultural 
heroes, nature gods and departmental deities. T o  the p-ople were 

left their ancestors and gods approved by the State. The em- 
peror as the high priest of the nation worshipped Heaven a t  the 
winter solstice and Earth a t  the summer solstice. The purpose 
of the worship was the conservation and the perpetuation of this 
system. 

In  China the establishment of the republic in 1912 brought 
with it far-reaching changes. The relation between Heaven and 
the emperor upon which the government was based was aban- 
doned and the new idea that the people are the real rulers of 
China is being inculcated. Confucianism ceased to be a State 
system, though certain practices have survived. I t  has become a 
type of church and is slowly trying to collect and organize its 
heritage._ The new cult is being established about Confucius. 
Religious toleration, however, is granted by the constitution and 
Confucianism after over 2,000 years as the dominant State sys- 
tem is taking its place as one of the cults of China. See CON- 
FUCIUS. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J~~~S Legge, The Chinese Classics (1861-72) ; E. 
Faber, Systematical Digest of the Doctrines of Confucius, 2nd ed. 
(1902) ; Chen Huan-chang, The Economic Principles o f  Confucius 
and hzs School (New York, 1911) ; articles, "Confucianism" and "Con- 
fucius," J. Hastings, Encyclopaedia o f  Religion and Ethics, vol iv. 
(1911) ; D. T. Suzuki, A Brief History o f  Early Chinese Philosophy 
(1914) ; H. A. Giles, Confucianism and its Rivals (1915) ; Sir Charles 
Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism (1921) ; Hu Shih, The Development 
o f  Logical Method in Ancient China (1922) ; J. P. Bruce, Chu Hsi, 
Philosophy of Human Nature (Hsing Li) (1922) ; Introduction to CIzu 
Hsi and the Sung School of Philosophy (1923) ; A. Forke, The World 
Conception of the Chinese (1925). (L. H.) 

CONFUCIUS (550 or 551-478 B.c.), the famous Sage of 
China. He was born, according to the historian Sze-ma Ch'ien, in 
the year 550 B.c.; according to Kung-yang and Kuh-liang, two 
earlier commentators on his A~znals of Lu, in 551; but all three 
agree in the month and day assigned to his birth, which took place 
in winter. His clan name was K'ung, and Confucius is merely the 
latinized form of K'ung Fu-tze, meaning "the philosopher or mas- 
ter K'ung." H e  was a native of the state of Lu, a part of the 
modern Shan-tung, embracing the present department of Yen- 
chow and other portions of the province. Shuh-liang Heih, the 
father of Confucius, was commandant of the district of Tsow. 
Confucius was the son of Heih's old age. 

Heih died in the child's third year, leaving his family in strait- 
ened circumstances. Long afterwards, when Confucius was com- 
plimented on his acquaintance with many arts, he accounted 
for it  on the ground of the poverty of his youth. When he was 
five or six, people took notice of his fondness for playing with 
his companions a t  setting out sacrifices, and at  postures of cere- 
mony. H e  tells us himself that a t  fifteen his mind was set on 
learning; and a t  19 he was married,-his wife being from his 
ancestral state of Sung. A son was born in the following year; 
and he had subsequently two daughters. Immediately after his 
marriage we find him employed under the chief of the K i  clan to 
whose jurisdiction the district of Tsow belonged, first as keeper 
of stores, and then as superintendent of parks and herds. 

I n  his ~ 2 n d  year Confucius established a school, not of boys 
to be taught the elements of learning, but of young and enquiring 
spirits who wished to be instructed in  the principles of right con- 
duct and government. H e  accepted the substantial aid of his 
disciples; but he rejected none who could give him even the 
smallest fee, and he would retain none who did not show earnest- 
ness and capacity. Thereafter, in 517 B.C. two scions of one 
of the principal houses in Lu joined the company of his disciples 
in consequence of the dying command of its chief; and with them 
he visited the capital of the kingdom. There he examined the 
treasures of the royal library, and studied the music which was 
found in its highest style at  the court. There, too, according to 
Sze-ma Ch'ien, he had several interviews with Lao-tsze, the father 
of Taoism. I t  is characteristic of the two men that the latter, a 
transcendental dreamer, appears to have thought little of his 
visitor, while Confucius, an inquiring thinker, was profoundly 
impressed with him. 

On his return to Lu, in the same year, that State fell into great 
disorder. The marquis was worsted in a struggle with his minis- 
ters, and fled to  the neighbouring state of Ts'i. Thither also went 
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PORTRAITS  O F  CONFUCIUS 

1. Confucius and his favourite disciple, Yen-tse, both carrying swords, 4. Scene w i t h  inscription re lat ing t o  the v is i t  of Confucius t o  the court 
f rom a rubbing of an engraving on stone dated A.D. 1563,  after an of Ch'u, where K ing  Chao intended t o  confer on h i m  as a f ief the 
earlier stone engraving dated 1107.  Style of Ku  K'ai-chih, painter d ist r ic t  Shu Shieh. According t o  the inscription, objections were 
of the 4 t h  century raised by one of the king's ministers, who asked the k i n g  i f  he had 

2 .  Centre panel of "Confucius a t  the 'Apricot Altar, '"  a paint ing by another ambassador as br i l l iant  as Tzu Kung, a minister as learned 
Kano Tanyu (1602-1674), o f  the Kano school as Yen H u i  or a general as clever as Tzu Lu, a l l  disciples of Confucius. 

3. Confucius, after a rubbing of a stone engraving dated A.D. 1734  Upon the king's admi t t i ng  tha t  he had not, the minister pointed ou t  
i n  the Pei l i n  ( the Museum of Inscriptions) a t  Sian. This portrait tha t  the interests of Ch'u would be endangered i f  power were 
is typical  of those representing Confucius as a kind-hearted old conferred on Confucius, who had these talented disciples t o  assist h im; 
gentleman. The large ears, a sign of sincerity, and the rather flat and the k i n g  was thus dissuaded f rom his purpose. The ox car t  a t  
nose, curved inward, are characteristic of his appearance as usually the lef t  is supposed t o  have carried Confucius in his wanderings 
described some centuries after his death, and these features are through the provinces and is depicted i n  many paintings of his l i f e  
emphasized i n  most of h is  port ra i ts  
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Confucius, for he would not countenance by his presence the men 
who had driven their ruler away. H e  was accompanied by many 
of his disciples. As they passed by the T'ai mountain, the atten- 
tion of the travellers was arrested by a woman weeping and wail- 
ing a t  a grave. The sage stopped, and sent one of his followers 
to  ask the reason of her grief. "My husband's father," said she, 
"was killed here by a tiger, and my husband also, and now my son 
has met the same fate." Being asked why she did not leave so 
fatal a spot, she replied that there was there no oppressive Gov- 
ernment. "Remember this," said Confucius to his disciples, "re- 
member this, my children, oppressive government is fiercer and 
more feared than a tiger." 

H e  did not find in Ts'i a home to his liking. The marquis of 
the State was puzzled how to treat him. The teacher was not a 
man of rank, and yet the prince felt that he ought to give him 
more honour than rank could claim. Some counsellors of the 
court spoke of him as "impracticable and conceited, with a thou- 
sand peculiarities." I t  was proposed to assign to him a consider- 
able revenue, but he would not accept it  while his counsels were 
not followed. Dissatisfactions ensued, and he went back to Lu. 

There for 15 more years he continued in private life, prose- 
cuting his studies, and receiving many accessions to his disciples. 
H e  had a difficult part to play with the different parties in the 
State, but kept aloof from them all; and at  last, in his ~ 2 n d  year, 
he was made chief magistrate of the city of Chung-tu. A marvel- 
lous reformation, we are told, forthwith ensued in the manners of 
the people; and the marquis, a younger brother of the one that 
fled to Ts'i and died there, called him to higher office. He was 
finally appointed minister of crime,-and there was an end of 
crime. Two of his disciples a t  the same time obtained influential 
positions in the two most powerful clans of the State, and co- 
operated with him. H e  signalized his vigour by the punishment of 
a great officer, and in negotiations with the State of Ts'i he 
laboured to restore to the marquis his proper authority, and as 
an important step to that end, to  dismantle the fortified cities 
where the great chiefs of clans maintained themselves like the 
barons of feudal Europe. "He strengthened the ruler," it  is said, 
"and repressed the barons. A transforming Government went 
abroad. Dishonesty and dissoluteness hid their heads. Loyalty 
and good faith became the characteristics of the men, and chastity 
and docility those of the women. H e  was the idol of the people, 
and flew in songs through their mouths." 

But the marquis of Ts'i and his advisers saw that if Confucius 
were allowed to prosecute his course, the influence of Lu would 
become supreme throughout the kingdom, and Ts'i would be the 
first to suffer. A large company of beautiful women, trained in 
music and dancing, and a troop of fine horses, were sent to Lu. 
The bait took; the women were welcomed, and the sage was ne- 
glected. Confucius felt that he must leave the State. The neglect 
of the marquis to  send round, according to rule, among the minis- 
ters portions of the flesh after a great sacrifice, furnished a plaus- 
ible reason for leaving the court. H e  withdrew, though very un- 
willingly and slowly, hoping that a change would come over the 
marquis and his counsellors, and a message of recall be sent to  
him. But no such message came; and he went forth in his 56th 
year to a weary period of wandering among various States. 

His  Ideas of Government.-A disciple once asked Confucius 
what he would consider the first thing to be done, if entrusted with 
the government of a State. His reply was, "The rectification of 
names." When told that such a thing was wide of the mark, he 
held to it, and indeed his whole social and political system was 
wrapped up in the saying. H e  had told the marquis of Ts'i that 
good government obtained when the ruler was ruler, and the min- 
ister minister; when the father was father, and the son son. 
Society, he considered, was an ordinance of Heaven, and was 
made up of five relationships-ruler and subject, husband and 
wife, father and son, elder brothers and younger, and friends 
There was rule on the one side of the first four, and submission 
on the other. The rule should be in righteousness and benev- 
olence; the submission in righteousness and sincerity. Between 
friends the mutual promotion of virtue should be the guiding 
principle. I t  was true that the duties of the several relations 

were being continually violated by the passions of men, and the 
social state had become an anarchy. But Confucius had con- 
fidence in the preponderating goodness of human nature, and in 
the power of example in superiors. "Not more surely," he said, 
"does the grass bend before the wind than the masses yield t o  
the will of those above them." Given the model ruler, and the 
model peoble would forthwith appear. And he himself could make 
the model ruler. H e  could tell the princes of the States what 
they ought to be; and he could point them to examples of perfect 
virtue in former times. With his own lessons and those patterns, 
any ruler of his day, who would listen to him, might reform and 
renovate his own State, and his influence would break forth be- 
yond its limits till the face of the whole kingdom should be filled 
with a multitudinous relation-keeping, well-fed, happy people. 
"If any ruler," he once said, "would submit to  me as his director 
for 12 months, I should accomplish something considerable; and 
in three years I should attain the realization of my hopes." 

His  Disciples.-His professed disciples amounted to 3,000, 
and among them were between 70 and 80 whom he described as 
"scholars of extraordinary ability." The most attached of them 
were seldom long away from him. They stood or sat reverently 
by his side, watched the minutest particulars of his conduct, 
studied under his direction the ancient history, poetry and rites 
of their country, and treasured up  every syllable which dropped 
from his lips. They have told us how he never shot a t  a bird 
perching nor fished with a net, the creatures not having in such 
a case a fair chance for their lives; how he conducted himself in 
court and anlong villagers; how he ate his food, and lay in his bed, 
and sat in his carriage; how he rose up before the old man and the 
mourner; how he changed countenance when it  thundered, and 
when he saw a grand display of viands a t  a feast. H e  was free 
and unreserved in his intercourse with them, and was hurt once 
when they seemed to think that he kept back some of his doc- 
trines from them. Several of them were men of mark among the 
statesmen of the time. I t  was they who set the example of speak- 
ing of him as the greatest of mortal men. 

Thirteen years elapsed before Confucius returned to Lu. I n  
this period were comprised his travels among the different States, 
when he hoped, and ever hoped in vain, to meet with some prince 
who mould accept him as his counsellor, and initiate a Govern- 
ment that should become the centre of a universal reformation. 
Several of the princes were willing to entertain and support him; 
but for all that he could say, they would not change their ways. 

I t  was in his 69th year, 483 B.c., that Confucius returned to Lu. 
One of his disciples, who had remained in the State, had been suc- 
cessful in the command of a military expedition, and told the 
prime minister that he had learned his skill in war from the 
master,-urging his recall, and that thereafter mean persons 
should not be allowed to come between the ruler and him. The 
State was now in the hands of the son of the marquis whose 
neglect had driven the sage away; but Confucius would not again 
take office. Only a few years remained to him, and he devoted 
them to the completion of his literary tasks, and the delivery of 
his lessons to his disciples. 

His  Death.-The next year was marked by the death of his 
son, which he bore with equanimity. But on the death of his 
favourite disciple, Yen Hwui, in 481 B.c., he wept and mourned 
beyond what seemed to his other followers the bounds of pro- 
priety, exclaiming that Heaven was destroying him. His own last 
year, 478 B.c., dawned on him with the tragic end of his next 
beloved disciple, Tze-lu. Early one morning, we are told, in the 
fourth month, he got up, and with his hands behind his back, 
dragging his staff, he moved about his door, crooning over: 

The great mountain must crumble, 
The strong beam must break, 
The wise man must wither away like a plant. 

Tze-kung heard the words, and hastened to him. The master 
told him a dream of the previous night, which, he thought, 
presaged his death. "No intelligent ruler," he said, "arises to  
take me as his master. My time has come to die." He took to his 
bed, and after seven days expired. He uttered no prayer, and he 
betrayed no apprehension. 
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When their master thus died, his disciples buried him with 

great pomp. A multitude of them built huts near his grave, and 
remained there, mourning as for a father, for nearly three years; 
and when all the rest were gone, Tze-kung, the last of his favourite 
three, continued alone by the grave for another period of the 
same duration. The news of his death went through the States. 
The man who had been neglected when alive seemed to become all 
a t  once an object of unbounded admiration. 

The grave of Confucius is in a large rectangle separated from 
the rest of the K'ung cemetery, outside the city of K'iuh-fow. 
A magnificent gate gives admission to a fine avenue, lined with 
cypress trees and conducting to the tomb, a large and lofty 
mound, with a marble statue in front, bearing the inscription 
of the title given to Confucius under the Sung dynasty: "The 
most sagely ancient Teacher; the all-accomplished, all-informed 
King." A little in front of the tomb, on the left and right, are 
smaller mounds over the graves of his son and grandson, from 
the latter of whom we have the remarkable treatise called The 
Doctrine of the Mean. All over the place are imperial tablets of 
different dynasties, with glowing tributes to the one man whom 
China delights to honour; and on the right of the grandson's 
mound is a small house said to mark the place of the hut where 
Tze-kung passed his nearly five years of loving vigil. The adjoin- 
ing city is still the home of the K'ung family; and there are said 
to  be in it  some 40,000 or jo,ooo of the descendants of the sage. 

H i s  Influence on China.-The dynasty of Chow finally 
perished two centuries and a quarter after the death of the sage 
at  the hands of the first historic emperor of the nation.-the first 
of the dynasty of Ts'in, who swept away the foundations of the 
feudal system. State after State went down before his blows, but 
the name and followers of Confucius were the chief obstacles in 
his way. He made an effort to destroy the memory of the sage 
from off the earth, consigning to the flames all the ancient books 
from which he drew his rules and examples (save one), and bury- 
ing alive hundreds of scholars who were ready to swear by his 
name. But Confucius could not be so extinguished. The tyranny 
of Ts'in was of short duration, and the next dynasty, that of Han, 
while entering into the new China, found its surest strength in 
doing honour to his name, and trying to gather up  the P-reck of 
the ancient books. I t  is difficult to determine what there was 
about Confucius to  secure for him the influence which he has 
wielded. He left no writings in which he detailed the principles of 
his moral and social system. The Doctrine of the Mean, by his 
grandson Tze-sze, and The Great Learning, by TsZng Sin, the 
most profound, perhaps, of his disciples, give us the fullest infor- 
mation on that subject, and contain many of his sayings. The 
Lurz-Yii, or Analects, "Discourses and Dialogues," is a compila- 
tion in which many of his disciples must have taken part, and has 
great value as a record of his ways and utterances; but its chap- 
ters are mostly disjecta membra, affording faint traces of any 
guiding method or mind. Mencius, Hsiin K'ing and writers of the 
Han dynasty, whose works, however, are more or less apocryphal, 
tell us much about him and his opinions, but all in a loose and 
unconnected way. 

The sage, probably, did not think it necessary to put down many 
of his own thoughts in writing, for he said of himself that he 
was "a transmitter, and not a maker." Nor did he lay claim to 
have any Divine revelations. H e  was not born, he declared, with 
knowledge, but was fond of antiquity, and earnest in seeking 
knowledge there. The rule of life for men in all their relations, 
he held, was to  be found within themselves. The right develop- 
ment of that rule, in  the ordering not of the individual only, but 
of society, was to  be found in the words and institutions of the 
ancient sages. 

China had a literature before Confucius. All the monuments 
of it, however, were in danger of perishing through the disorder 
into which the kingdom had fallen. The feudal system that had 
subsisted for more than 1,500 years had become old. Confucius 
did not see this, and it  was impossible that he should. 

China was, in his eyes, drifting from its ancient moorings, and 
the expedient that occurred to him to arrest the evil was to gather 
up and preserve the records of antiquity, illustrating and com- 

I mending them by his own teachings. For this purpose he lectured 
to his disciples on the histories. poems and constitutional works 
of the nation. What he thus did was of inestimable value to his 
own countrymen, and all other men are indebted to him for what 
they know of China before his time, though all the contents of 
the ancient works have not come down to us. 

He wrote, we are told, a preface to the Shu Khzg, or Book of 
Historical Documents. The preface is, in fact, only a schedule, 
without any remark by Confucius himself, giving the names of 
100 books, of which it  consisted. Of these we now possess jg, 
the oldest going back to the agrd, century, and the latest dating 
in the 8th century B.C. The credibility of the earlier portions, 
and the genuineness of several of the documents, have been 
questioned, but the collection as a whole is exceedingly valuable. 

The Shih king, or Ancient Poems, as existing in his time, o r  
compiled by him (as generally stated, contrary to  the evidence 
in the case), consisted of 311 pieces, of which we possess 305. 
The latest of them dates 585 years B.c., and the oldest of them 
ascends perhaps twelve centuries higher. I t  is the most interest- 
ing book of ancient poetry in the world, and many of the pieces 
are really fine ballads. Confucius was wont to say that he who 
was not acquainted with the Slzilt was not fit to be conversed 
with, and that the study of it would produce a mind without a 
single depraved thought. This is nearly all we have from him 
about the poems. 

The Li ki, or Book of Rites and Ancient Ceremonies arlf 
of Institutions, chiefly of the Chow dynasty, have come down 
to us in a mutilated condition. They are still voluminous, but they 
were edited, when recovered under the Han dynasty, with so many 
additions, that it  is hardly worth while to speak of them in con- 
nection with Confucius, though much of what was added to them 
is occupied with his history and sayings. 

Of all the ancient books not one was more prized by him than 
the Yi-king, or "The Book of Changes," the rudiments of which 
are assigned to Fuh-hi about the 30th century B.C. Those rudi- 
ments, however, are merely the 8 trigrams and 64 hexagrams, 
composed of a whole and a broken line (-, - -), without 
any text or explanation of them earlier than the rise of the Chow 
dynasty. The leather thongs, by which the tablets of Confucius's 
copy were tied together, were thrice worn out by his constant 
handling. He said that if his life were lengthened he would give 
50 years to  the study of the Yi, and might then be without great 
faults. This has come down to us entire. If not intended from 
the first for purposes of divination, it was so used both before and 
after Confucius, and on that account it  was exempted, through the 
superstition of the emperor of the Ts'in dynasty, from the flames. 
I t  is supposed to give a theory of the phenomena of the physical 
universe, and of moral and political principles by the trigrams and 
the different lines and numbers of the hexagrams of Fuh-hi. 
Almost every sentence in i t  is enigmatic. As now published, there 
are always subjoined to it  certain appendixes, which are ascribed 
to Confucius himself. Pythagoras and he were contemporaries, 
and in the fragments of the Samian philosopher about the "ele- 
ments of numbers as the elements of realities" there is a remark- 
able analogy with much of the Yi. 

A greater and more serious difficulty is presented by his last 
literary labour, the work claimed by him as his own, and which 
has already been referred to more than once as the Annals of Lu. 
Its title is the Ch'un Ch'iu, or "Spring and Autumn," the events 
of every year being digested under the heads of the four seasons, 
two of which are used by synecdoche for the whole. Mencius 
held that the composition of the Clz'un Ch'iu was as great a work 
as Uu's regulation of the waters of the deluge with which the Shu 
King commences, and did for the face of society what the earlier 
labour did for the face of nature. This work also has been pre- 
served nearly entire, but i t  is excessively meagre. The events of 
242 years barely furnish an hour or two's reading. Confucius's 
annals do not bear a greater porportion to the events which they 
indicate than the headings in our Bibles bear to the contents of 
the chapters to which they are prefixed. Happily Tso K'iu-ming 
took it  in hand to supply those events, incorporating also others 
with them, and continuing his narratives over some additional 
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years, so that through him the history of China in all its States, 
from year to year, for more than two centuries and a half, lies 
before us. Tso never challenges the text of the master as being 
incorrect, yet he does not warp or modify his own narratives to  
make them square with i t ;  and the astounding fact is, that when 
we compare the events with the summary of them, we must pro- 
nounce the latter misleading in the extreme. Men are charged 
with murder who were not guilty of i t ,  and base murders are re- 
lated as if they had been natural deaths. Villains, over whose 
fate the reader rejoices, are put down as victims of vile treason, 
and those who dealt with them as he would have been glad to do 
are subjected to horrible executions without one word of sym- 
pathy. Ignoring, concealing and misrepresenting are the charac- 
teristics of the Spring and A z ~ t u m n .  

And yet this work is the model for all historical summaries in 
China. The want of harmony between the facts and the state- 
ments about them is patent to  all scholars, and it  is the knowl- 
edge of this, unacknowledged to themselves, which has made the 
literati labour with an astonishing amount of fruitless ingenuity 
and learning to find in individual words, and the turn of every 
sentence, some mysterious indication of praise or blame. But 
the majority of them will admit no flaw in the sage or in his 
annals. His example in the book has been very injurious to his 
country. One almost wishes that critical reasons could be found 
for denying its authenticity. Confucius said that "by the Spring 
and A u t u m n  men would know him and men would condemn him." 
I t  certainly obliges us to make a large deduction from our esti- 
mate of his character and of the beneficial influence which he has 
exerted. The examination of his literary labours does not on the 
whole increase our appreciation of him. We get a higher idea of 
the man from the accounts which his disciples have given us 
of his intercourse and conversations with them, and the attempts 
which they made to present his teachings in some systematic 
form. If he could not arrest the progress of disorder in his 
country, nor throw out principles which should be helpful in 
guiding it  to a better state under some new constitutional system, 
he gave important lessons for the formation of individual char- 
acter, and the manner in which the duties in the relations of 
society should be discharged. 

T h e  Golden  Rule.-Confucius on several occasions gave his 
"golden rule" deduced from his study of man's mental constitu- 
tion. "What you do not like when done to yourself do not do to 
others." I t  has been said that he only gave the rule in a nega- 
tive form to give force to  a positive statement. 

Another valuable contribution to ethical and social science 
was the way in which he inculcated the power of example, and 
the necessity of benevolence and righteousness in all who were in 
authority. H e  taught emphatically that a bad man was not fit to  
rule. As a father or a magistrate, he might wield the instruments 
of authority and punish the transgressors of his laws, but no 
force would countervail the influence of his example. 

A few of his more characteristic sayings may here be given, 
the pith and point of which attest his discrimination of character, 
and show the tendencies of his views: 

"What the superior man seeks is in himself; what the small man 
seeks is in others." 

"The superior man is dignified, but does not wrangle; social, but 
not a partisan. He does not promote a man simply because of his 
words, nor does he put good words aside because of the man." 

"A poor man who does not flatter, and a rich man who is not 
proud, are passable characters; but they are not equal to the poor 
who yet are cheerful, and the rich who yet love the rules of propriety." 

"Learning, undigested by thought, is labour lost; thought un- 
assisted by learning, is perilous." 

"In style all that is required is that it convey the meaning." 
"Extravagance leads to insubordination, and parsimony to mean- 

ness. I t  is better to be mean than insubordinate." 
"A man can command his principles; principles do not master the 

man." - 
"The cautious seldom err." 

Sententious sayings like these have gone far to form the ordi- 
nary Chinese character. Hundreds of thousands of the literati 
can repeat every sentence in the classical books; the masses of 
the people have scores of the Confucian maxims, and little else 

of a n  ethical nature in their memories,-and with a beneficial 
result. 

His  Ethics  a n d  Philosophy.-Confucius laid no claim, it has 
been seen, to  Divine revelations. Man as he is, and the duties 
belonging to him in society, were all that he concerned himself 
about. Man's nature was from God; the harmonious acting out 
of it  was obedience to  the will of God; and the violation of i t  
was disobedience. But in affirming this, there was a striking dif- 
ference between his language and that of his own ancient models. 
In  the King the references to the Supreme Being are abundant. 
With Confucius the vague, impersonal term, Heaven, took the 
place of the Divine name. 

There were, we are told in the Analects, four things of which 
he seldom spoke-extraordinary things, feats of strength, rebel- 
lious disorder and spiritual beings. Whatever the institutions of 
Chow prescribed about the services to be paid to  the spirits of 
the departed, and to other spirits, he performed reverently, up to  
the letter; but a t  the same time, when one of the ministers of 
Lu asked him what constituted wisdom, he replied: "To give 
one's self earnestly to the duties due to men, and while respecting 
spiritual beings, to  keep aloof from them,-that may be called 
wisdom." Again, "While you cannot serve men," he once replied 
to the inquiry of Tze-lu, "how can you serve spirits?" The oracle 
of Confucius was equally dumb on another question. "While 
you do not know life," he said to the same enquirer, "what can 
you know about death?" 

His teaching was thus hardly more than a pure secularism. H e  
had faith in man, man made for society, but he did not care t o  
follow him out of society, nor to  present to him motives of con- 
duct derived from the consideration of a future state. Good and 
evil would be recompensed by the natural issues of conduct within 
the sphere of time,-if not in the person of the actor, yet in the 
persons of his descendants. Confucius never appeared to give 
the evils of polygamy a thought. H e  mourned deeply the death of 
his mother; but no generous word ever passed his lips about 
woman as woman. Nor had he the idea of any progress or regen- 
eration of society. I t  was no doubt the moral element of his 
teaching, springing out of his view of human nature, which at-  
tracted many of his disciples, and still holds the best part of the 
Chinese men of learning bound to him; but the conservative 
tendency of his lessons-nowhere so apparent as in the Ch'un 
Ch'iu-is the chief reason why successive dynasties have delighted 
to do him honour. (J. LE.; X.) 
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C O N G ~  D'~LIRE, a licence from the Crown in England 
issued under the great seal to the dean and chapter of the cathedral 
church of the diocese, authorizing them to elect a bishop or arch- 
bishop, as the case may be, upon the vacancy of any episcopal or 
archiepiscopal see in England or in Wales. According to the 
CIzronicle of Ingulphus, abbot of Crowland, who wrote in the reign 
of William the Conqueror, the bishoprics in England had been, for 
many years prior to  the Norman Conquest, royal donatives con- 
ferred by delivery of the ring and of the pastoral staff. Disputes 
arose for the first time between the Crown of England and the see 
of Rome in the reign of William Rufus, the pope claiming to dis- 
pose of the English bishoprics; and ultimately King John, by his 
charter U t  liberae szlnf electiones totius Angliae ( I  a 14), granted 
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that the bishops should be elected freely by the deans and chapters 
of the cathedral churches, provided the royal permission was first 
asked, and the royal assent was required after the election. This 
arrangement was confirmed by subsequent statutes passed in the 
reigns of Edward I .  and Edward 111. respectively, and the practice 
was ultimately settled in its present form by the statute Payment of 
Annates, etc., 1534. According to the provisions of this statute, 
upon the avoidance of any episcopal see, the dean and chapter of 
the cathedral. church are to certify the vacancy of the see to the 
Crown, and to pray that they may be allowed to proceed to a new 
election. The Crown thereupon grants to the dean and chapter its 
licence under the great seal to elect a new bishop, accompanied by 
a letter missive containing the name of the person whom the dean 
and chapter are to  elect. The dean and chapter are thereupon 
bound to elect the person so named by the Crown within 12 days, 
in default of which the Crown is empowered by the statute to nom- 
inate by letters patent such person as it may think fit, to  the vacant 
bishopric. Upon the return of the election of the new bishop, the 
metropolitan is required by the Crown to examine and to confirm 
the election, and the metropolitan's confirmation gives to the elec- 
tion its canonical completeness. I n  case of a vacancy in a metro- 
political see, an episcopal commission is appointed by the guardians 
of the spiritualities of the vacant see to confirm the election of 
the new metropolitan. (See CONFIRMATION OF BISHOPS.) 

CONGLETON, HENRY BROOKE PARNELL, IST 
BARON (1776-1842), was the second son of Sir John Parnell. H e  
was educated at  Eton and Cambridge. From 1806-32, he was re- 
turned to parliament for Queen's county, and from 1833-37 for 
Dundee. He was raised to the peerage in 1841 as  Baron Congle- 
ton of Congleton, but in 1842, he committed suicide. H e  was a 
liberal Whig, being commissioner of the treasury for  Ireland in 
1806, secretary at  war in 1830-31 and paymaster of the forces 
and treasurer of the ordnance and navy from 1835-41. His most 
important treatise is that On Financial Reform (1830). 

CONGLETON, municipal borough, east Cheshire, England. 
on the L.M S R. 89 mi. S S.W. of Macclesfield. Pop. (1938) 
14,940 Area 8.7 sq.mi. I t  is in a deep valley, on the banks of the 
Dane, a tributary of the Weaver, with an important "gap" through 
the Pennines behind. 

Congleton (Co~~gulton)  was held in Domesday by Hugh, earl 
of Chester. In  the 13th century, the manor passed to Henry, 
earl of Lincoln, who by a charter dated 1282 declared the town 
a free borough, with a gild merchant. This charter was con- 
firmed by successive sovereigns, with additional privileges. The 
governing charter, which held force until the Municipal Corpora- 
tion Act of 1835, was granted by James I in 1624. Charters 
were also granted by Charles I1 and George IV. I n  1272 Henry, 
earl of Lincoln, obtained a Saturday market and a three days' 
fair. This market is still held. I n  1311 a Tuesday market is 
mentioned, and a fair a t  the feast of St. Martin. Henry VI  granted 
a fair a t  the feast of SS. Philip and James. James I confirmed 
these and granted one on the Thursday before Quinquagesima 
Sunday. Congleton suffered severely from the plagues of 1603 
and 1641. The grammar school was in existence as early as 1553. 
In  the 16th and 17th centuries the leather laces known as "Con- 
gleton points" were in high repute. The town manufactures silk, 
which was introduced in 1752 by a Mr. Pattison of London. Coal 
is raised, and the other industries include weaving, finishing, stitch- 
ing, etc , of textiles, agriculture and tobacco making. Congleton 
is served by the Macclesfield canal. I t  is in the Macclesfield 
~arliamentary division of Cheshire. 

CONGLOMERATE, in petrology, the term used for a 
coarsely fragmental rock consisting of rounded pebbles set in a 
finer grained matrix (from the Lat. conglomerare, to  form into a 
ball, glomus, glomeris; so also the general term "conglomeration" 
for a miscellaneous collection of things gathered together in a 
mass). I f  the pebbles are angular, the rock is termed a breccia 
(q .v  ). Conglomerate is thus merely consolidated gravel or 
shingle. The coarser constituents have attained their present 
rounded shapes by weathering and by attrition during transport 
by streams and the waves and currents of the sea. Their size 
varies considerably; occasionally they are T O  or aoft. in diameter, 

but are usually a foot or less. Quartzites, cherts and flints, and 
vein-quartz being among the hardest and most durable of all 
rocks, are specially abundant in conglomerates; but granite, 
gneiss, sandstone and limestone are also of frequent occurrence. 
Although conglomerates occur in geological formations of all 
ages, they reach a considerable thickness only in the Palaeozoic 
rocks in Britain. I n  the old red sandstone of Scotland, for ex- 
ample, they are thousands of feet in thickness and consist largely 
of boulders of andesite, granite, quartzite, gneiss, etc. 

The matrix in which the pebbles are embedded is usually formed 
of sandy material cemented by a siliceous, ferruginous, calcareous, 
dolomitic or clayey bond. The "Brockram" of the North of 
England is a well-known Permian limestone-conglomerate. The 
Dolomitic conglomerate of the Bristol district is a similar rock 
of Triassic age. The pebble-beds of the Bunter (Trias) are a 
valuable source of underground water-supply. For Crush-con- 
glomerate see BRECCIA. (P. G. H.  B.) 

CONGO, formerly known as Zaire, the largest of the rivers 
of Africa and exceeded in size among the rivers in the world by 
the Amazon only. The Congo has a length of fully 3,000 m. and 
a drainage area estimated a t  1,425,000 sq m., with a diameter of 
some 1,400 m. either way. This vast area includes the equatorial 
basin of Central Africa and much of the surrounding plateaus. 
West and north the Congo basin is bounded by comparatively 
narrow bands of higher ground, while east and south the drainage 
area of the river includes considerable portions of the high 
plateau of east and south Central Africa. The main drainage of 
the Congo system is thus north and west, and these two directions 
dominate the great bow-like sweep of the main stream before 
it is deflected south on approaching the western highlands, 
through which it  finally forces a way to the Atlantic Ocean. 
From the high lands of the south and east in which the head- 
streams of the Congo have their origin, the land falls in a succes- 
sion of steps, generally marked by gorges or rapids in the upper 
courses of the streams. Besides the main stream most of the 
affluents are navigable for considerable distances; in all there are 
over 6.000 m. of navigable water in the Congo basin and 20,000 m. 
of overhanging wooded banks. On the Congo alone are over 4,000 
islands, many of considerable length-some fifty of them are 
over ten miles long. The volume of water poured into the 
Atlantic is calculated a t  1,200,000 cubic ft .  or more per second. 

Head-streams.-The easterly head-streams are regarded gen- 
erally as marking the t rue course of the parent river. The most 
remote of these rivers is the Chambezi, which rises (in British 
territory) on the southern slope of the plateau between lakes 
Nyasa and Tanganyika at  an elevation of about 6,000 feet. The 
watershed is formed by the crest of the plateau, and is perfectly 
distinguishable, save a t  a spot called Ikomba, about half-way 
between the lakes, where is a swamp which drains to both the 
Atlantic and the Indian oceans. The Chambezi source is in 9" 6' 
S , 31' 20' E. I t s  chief tributary, the Karungu, rises in go 50' S., 
33' 2' E. After the junction of the Karungu and Chambezi the 
river flows in a south-westerly direction through a fairly fertile 
country. In  its lower course it  passes through papyrus marshes, 
and dividing into several channels, enters the vast swamp which 
adjoins the southern part of Lake Bangweulu ( q . v . ) .  The river, 
known as the Luapula (Great River), which issues from this 
swamp is a continuation of the Chambezi. The Luapula on 
leaving the swamp bends west and then south and approaches the 
watershed of the Zambezi. The source of its most southern 
affluent, and therefore the most southern point in the Congo 
basin, is approximately in 13" 30' S. Turning north the Luapula 
precipitates itself down the Mumbatuta (or Mambirima) falls 
(12" 17' S., 29' 15' E.), the thunder of which can be heard on a 
still night for 8 or 9 miles. The river, the width of which varies 
from 250 to 1 , 2 0 0  yd., is almost unnavigable until below the 
Johnston falls, a series of rapids extending from 11' 10' to  10" 
30' S. Below the falls the river is navigable by steamer all the 
way to Lake Mweru-a distance of IOO miles. Before entering 
Lake Mweru (q v.), IOO m. below the Johnston falls, the Luapula 
again passes through a swampy region of deltaic character. The 
river (known now as the Luvua) makes its exit a t  the north-west 
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corner of the lake, and bending westwards, passes across the 
zone of the Kebara and hIugila mountains, falling during this 
interval nearly 1,000 feet. I n  about 6" 45' S., 26" 50' E.  it  joins 
the Kamolondo (otherwise Lualaba), the main western branch 
of the Congo, which, as it  flows in a broad level valley at a 
lower level than the eastern branch, is held by some to be the 
true head-stream. 

The Kamolondo is formed by the junction of several streams 
having their source on the northern slope of the south-central 
plateau as it  dips towards the equatorial basin. The streams 
flowing south from it belong to the Zambezi basin, but the water- 
shed is not everywhere clearly defined. There is, however, no 
connection between the Zambezi and Congo systems. The Lualaba, 
also known as Nzilo, which is the main stream of the Kamolondo, 
rises at  an altitude of 4.700 i t . ,  in 26" 40' E., just north of 12" S. 
East of the Lualaba-between it  and the Luapula-rises the river 
Lufira. With many windings the Lualaba and Lufira pursue a 
generally northerly direction, passing through the Mitumba range 
in deep gorges, their course being broken by rapids for 40 or 50 
miles. Below Konde rapids in go 20' S. the Lualaba is, how- 
ever, free from obstructions. (Just above the last of the series 
of rapids it is joined by the Lubudi, a considerable river and the 
westernmost of the Kamolondo affluents.) Between the rapids 
named and '7" 40' S. its valley is studded with a chain of small 
lakes and backwaters. I n  the rainy season the whole region be- 
comes a marsh; various grasses, especially papyrus, form floating 
islands, and the conditions generally recall the sudd region of 
the Nile. I n  about 8" 20' S. the Lualaba and Lufira unite in one 
of these marshy lakes-Kisale-through which there is a navi- 
gable channel. The region watered by these western head-streams 
of the Congo includes Katanga and other districts, which are 
among the most valuable parts of the Belgian Congo. For prac- 
tical purposes navigation down stream begins at  Bukama, in 
about go 50' N., the Lualaba there being some 300 yd. wide and 
10 ft.  deep. Bukama is in railway connection with Cape Town 
and with the lower Kasai. 

The Upper Congo o r  Lua1aba.-After the junction of the 
Luapula (Luvua) and the Lualaba (Kamolondo) the united 
stream, known as the Lualaba or Lualaba-Congo, and here over 
half a mile wide, pursues a north-north-west course towards the 
equator. The Dia rapids, some 300 m. below the Konde rapids, 
are the first obstruction to navigation encountered. A mile or 
two lower down the Lualaba passes through a narrow gorge 
called the Porte d'Enfer. From this point to as far north as 
3" 10' S. the course of the river is interrupted by falls and rapids. 
I n  this part of its course the Congo becomes a majestic river, 
often over a mile wide, with flat wooded banks. Between the 
junction of the two main upper branches, about 1,700 ft. above 
the sea, and the first of the Stanley falls (1,520 ft .) ,  the fall of 
the river is less than 200 ft., in  a distance of 500 m. Of the 
tributaries it  receives in this section the Lukuga connects Lake 
Tanganyika with the Congo system (see TANGAKYIKA). 

S t a n l e y  Falls.-Stanley falls, which mark the termination 
of the upper Congo, begin a few miles south of the equator. At 
this point the river forsakes the northerly course it  has been 
pursuing and sweeps westward through the great equatorial basin. 
The falls consist of seven cataracts extending along a curve of 
the river for nearly 60 miles. They are not of great height- 
the totaI fall is about 2 0 0  ft.-but they effectually prevent navi- 
gation between the waters above and those below except by 
canoes. The first five cataracts are near together; only g m. 
separate the first from the fifth. The sixth cataract is 2 2  m. lower 
down, and the seventh, the most formidable of all, is 26 m. below 
the sixth. The fall, divided into two portions by an islet, is 800 
yd. wide. The channel is narrowed at  the foot of the fall to 
some 450 yd. by an island close to the left bank; on the right 
bank is the island of Wane Rusari (2 m. long by $ m. broad), 
separated from the mainland by a channel 30 yd. wide. The 
fall is only about 10 f t . ;  but the enormous mass of water, and 
the narrow limits to which it is suddenly contracted, make it 
much more imposing than many a far loftier cataract. 

The Middle Congo,--Below Stanley falls the Congo is un- 

broken by rapids for 980 m., and is navigable throughout this 
distance all the year round. The river here makes a bold north- 
westerly curve, attaining its most northerly point (2" 13' 50'' N.) 
a t  22' 13' E., and reaches the equator again after a course of 
630 m. from the falls-the distance in a direct line being 472 
miles. For another 250 m. the river flows south-westerly, until a t  
Stanley pool the limit of inland navigation is reached. For the 
greater part of this section the Congo presents a lacustrine char- 
acter. Immediately below the falls the river, from & to I m. 
broad, flows between low hills, which on the south give place to  
a swampy region, the river-bank marked by a ridge of clay and 
gravel. After receiving the waters of the Aruwimi-130 m. below 
the falls-the Congo broadens out to 4 or 5 m.; its banks, 
densely wooded, are uniformly low, and the supface of the water 
is studded with alluvial islands and innumerable sandbanks. The 
velocity of the current decreases as the waters spread out, though 
there is always a channel from 4 t  to  5 it .  deep. About roo m. 
below the Aruwimi confluence the Loika or Itimbiri joins the 
main stream from the north, the Congo narrowing considerably 
here, owing, it  is supposed, to  the matter deposited by the Loika. 
At two or three other places lower down, the river is contracted 
to  2 3  or 2 m. as a result of a slight elevation in the ground, but 
for a distance of 500 m. no real hill is met with. 

On the southern curve of the horseshoe bend are found the 
largest islands of the Congo-Esumba, 30 m. long, and Nsumba, 
50 m. long, and over 5 m. across a t  its broadest part. At this point 
the river from bank to bank is g m. wide. Opposite Nsumba, the 
hfongala, a northern affluent, enters the main stream, whilst 
lower down (just north of the equator) the Lulanga, Ikelemba 
and Ruki rivers, southern tributaries, mingle their black waters 
with the dark current of the Congo. Thirty miles south of the 
equator the river is joined by the Ubangi (q.v.), its greatest 
northern affluent. Here the Congo is fully 8 m. wide. Opposite 
the Ubangi confluence is the mouth of a narrow channel, some 
10 m. long, which connects the Congo with Lake Ntomba, a sheet 
of water about 23 m. long by 8 to 12  broad. I n  flood time the 
water flows from the Congo into the lake. Immediately below 
ferruginous conglomerate hills of slight eminence reduce the 
river to a width of less than 2 m., and in comparatively close 
succession are two or three other narrows. With these exceptions 
the Congo continues a t  a width of 5 to 6 m. until a t  2" 36' S. it 
abruptly contracts, being confined between steep faced hills. 

This stretch of the river, known as the "Chenal," is I 25 m. long 
and is free from islands, though long reefs jut into the stream. 
I ts  width here varies from 2 m. to less than I mile. About 40 m. 
after the Chenal is entered the Kasai ( q . ~ . ) ,  coming from the 
south, empties its brick-coloured waters at  right angles into the 
Congo through a chasm in the hills 700 yd. wide. The confluence 
is known as the Kwa mouth. The Chenal ends in the lake-like 
expansion of Stanley pool, 2 0  m. long by 14 broad. The middle 
of the pool is occupied by an island (Bamu) and numerous sand- 
banks. The banks offer considerable variety in character. On the 
north bank.are the Dover cliffs, so named by H. M. Stanley 
from their white and glistening appearance, produced, however, 
not by chalk but by silver sand. On the south side stands the 
great red cliff of Kallina Point (about 50 ft .  high). Round the 
point rushes a strong current 73 knots an hour, difficult to  stem 
even for a steamer. On the northern bank of the river a t  the 
western end of the pool is Brazzaville, the capital of French 
Equatorial Africa. South of the pool, hills, low but steep, reappear, 
and 4 m. lower down begin the cataracts which cut off the middle 
Congo from the sea. Some 300 yd. above the first of these 
cataracts is Leopoldville, the capital of the Belgian Congo Colony, 
connected with the lower river a t  Matadi by railway. At Stanley 
pool the elevation of the river above the sea is about 800 ft., 
a fall of over 500 ft. in the 980 m. from Stanley falls. The 
velocity of the stream in the middle Congo varies considerably. 
At the Aruwimi confluence the rate is from 300 t o  g j o  ft. a 
minute; in the b r o a d ~ r  stretches lower down the current is not ' more than 2 0 0  i t .  a minute. Through the Chenal the pace is 
greatly accelerated, and as it flows out of Stanley pool the current 
is not less than 600 ft.  a minute. 
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T h e  Lower  Congo.-The cataracts below Stanley pool are 

caused by the river forcing its way through the mountains which 
run parallel to the western coast df the continent. About 30 
main rapids are distinguished, and in 215 m. the river falls 800 
feet. The highlands (known as the Serro do Crystal) consist o'f 
two mountain zones with an intermediate zone of lower elevation. 
The passage of this intermediate zone is marked by a fairly 
navigable stretch of river extending from Manyanga to Isangila, 
a distance of 70 m. The last rapid is a little above Matadi, whence 
the river is navigable for large vessels to the sea, a distance of 
about 85 miles. At Matadi the river widens out into an estuary 
with many mangrove-bordered creeks and forest-clad islands of 
a deltaic character. This estuary is traversed by a deep caiion, 
in which soundings of 900 ft.  have been obtained. The mouth of 
the river is in 6" S. and 12" 20' E. The caiion or gully is con- 
tinued into the open sea for over IOO m., with depths as much 
as 4,000 f t .  below the general level of the sea floor. Just below 
Matadi, where the width of the river is about half a mile, depths 
of 276 and 360 ft. have been found, the current here running 
a t  from 4 to 8 knots, according to the season; while the difference 
in level between high and low water is 2-25 feet. The difference 
is caused by the rainy or dry seasons, of which there are two each 
during the year. I n  the middle Congo May and November are 
the times of greatest flood; in the lower river the floods are 
somewhat later. At Stanley pool the maximum rise of water is 
about 15 ft .  The tides are Ifelt as far as Boma, 49 m. from the 
mouth of the river, but the rise is there less than a foot; while 
a t  the mouth it is 6 ft .  The cafion above mentioned is occupied 
by salt water, which is nearly motionless. Above it  the fresh 
water runs with increasing velocity, but decreasing depth, so 
that just within the mouth of the river it is only a few feet deep. 

The river a t  its mouth between Banana Point on the north and 
Sharks Point on thc south is over 7 m. across. Banana Point 
(which grows no bananas) is the end of a long sandy peninsula, 
its highest spot not more than 6 f t .  above high water; Sharks 
Point is bolder and shaped somewhat like a reaping-hook with 
the point turned inward, thus enfolding Diegos bay. The current 
of the river is perceptible fully 30 m. out to sea, the brown waters 
of the Congo being distinguishable from the blue of the ocean. 

N o r t h e r n  T r i b u t a r y  Rivers.--Of the many affluents of the 
middle river the Ubangi on the north and the Kasai on the south, 
with their tributary streams, are noticed separately. Other notable 
affluents which join the river on its right bank include the Lindi, 
which enters the Congo about 15 m. below Stanley falls in 25" 
4' E. and is navigable from its mouth for over IOO m., and the 
great Aruwimi, which rises, as the Ituri, in close proximity to  
Albert Nyanza, flowing generally from east to west. The Aruwimi 
is formed of many branches and its upper basin extends over 23" 
of latitude. The river flows almost entirely through the great 
equatorial forest, which here seems to reach its maximum density. 
I t s  confluence with the Congo is in I' 12' N., 23" 38' E., and 
it  is navigable for 90 m., up  to the Yambuya rapids. The Loika, 
Itimbri or Lubi river, rises in about 26' E., and joins the Congo by 
two mouths, 22' 35'-46' E. The Loika is navigable as fa r  as the 
Lubi falls, a distance of I50 miles. The Mongala, which drains 
the country between the Loika to  the east and the Ubangi to  
the west, rises in about 3' N., 23" 20' E., and flows in a somewhat 
similar curve (on a smaller scale) t o  that of the Ubangi. The 
Mongala is navigable for over 300 m. The Mongala confluence 

.is in I "  53' N., 19" 49' E. Below the Ubangi confluence the Sanga, 
in I"  12' S., 16' 53' E., joins the Congo. The Sanga rises in the 
north-west verge of the Congo basin and flows in a general north 
to  south direction. The main northern branch rises in  southern 
Adamawa in about 7" N., 15" E. An almost equally large western 
branch, the Dscha (or Ngoko), rises about 3" N., 13;" E., and 
in its course traverses a vast tract of dense forest. The Sanga 
is navigable by steamers as far as the south-east corner of the 
Cameroons, a distance of approximately 350 miles. The Likuala 
and Alima, which join the Congo within 30 m. of the mouth of 
the Sanga, are much smaller streams. 

S o u t h e r n  Tributaries.- The first of the southern tributaries 
of the middle Congo, the Lomami, enters the main stream in 

oO 46' N., 24" 16' E. I t  has a length of over 700 m., rising in 
nearly go S. I t  flows south to north, the greater part of its course 
being parallel to and from 40 to 150 m. west df the upper Congo. 
For the last 2 0 0  m. it  is navigable by steamers. Below the 
mouth of the Lomami there is a long stretch with no southern 
tributary, as the great plain within the Congo bend is drained 
by streams flowing in the same direction as the middle Congo- 
east to west. The Lulanga (or Lulongo), about 400 m long, 
enters in oO 40' N., 18" 16' E. The main branch of the Ruki or 
Juapa, which enters a little north of the equator in 18" 21' E., 
has its rise between 24" and 25" E. and about 3" S., in the 
swampy region traversed by the Lomami. I t  is about 600 m. long 
and has two large southern tributaries. A few miles above the 
Ruki confluence the Ikelemba (some 150 m. in length) joins the 
Congo. The Lulanga, Ikelemba and Ruki, and their sub-streams, 
have between them over 1,000 m. of navigable waters. No rapids 
intercept their course. 

Exploration.-Unlike the Nile there are no classic associations 
with the Congo. A single mention made of the Zaire by Camoens 
in the Lusiads exhausts its connection with literature (up to the 
beginning of the 19th century), other than in little known and 
semi-fabulous accounts of the ancient kingdom of Congo. The 
mouth of the river was discovered by Diogo CHo or Cam either 
in 1482 or 1483. T o  mark the discovery and to claim the land 
for the Portuguese crown he erected a marble pillar on what is now 
called Sharks Point. Hence the river was first called Rio de 
PadrLo (Pillar river). I t  soon, however, became known as Zaire 
(q.v.), a corruption of a native word meaning "river," and subse- 
quently as the Congo. I n  the three centuries succeeding Diogo 
CLo's discovery strangely little was done to explore the river 
though various European firms established "factories" in the estu- 
ary, trading in slaves and other commodities 4 t  length the British 
Admiralty took action, and in 1816 despatched Captain J. K. 
Tuckey, R.N., a t  the head of a well-equipped mission. The 
expedition was prompted by the suggestion that the Congo was 
identical with the Niger. Captain Tuckey reached the Congo on 
July 6, 1816, and managed to push up  stream as far as Isangila, 
beyond the lowest series of rapids; but sickness broke out, the 
commander and 16 other Europeans died and the expedition had 
to return. Captain Tuclrey and several of his companions are 
buried on Prince's island, just above Boma, the point where 
the Congo widens into an estuary. For 60 years, though two or 
three attempts were made no other European reached even as 
far as Isangila. Lieutenant W. Grandy, R.N., who was sent 
from England in 1872 to the relief of David Livingstone, started 
from Ambriz, south of the Congo estuary, and, after many vicis- 
situdes, reached, late in 1873, a point on the Congo below the 
cataracts. The death of Livingstone was soon afterwards re- 
ported; and in April 1874, just as Grandy was prepared to ascend 
the river, letters of recall brought the expedition to a close. 

I t  was by working down from its source that the riddle of the 
Congo was solved. I n  1868 David Livingstone traced the course 
of the Chambezi to Lake Bangweulu. In  March 1871 he reached 
the town of Nyangwe on the Lualaba, and died (1873) whilst 
endeavouring to trace the head-streams of that river, which he 
believed to be the Nile. "I have no fancy," he once said, "to 
be made into 'black man's pot' for the sake of the Congo." But 
by 1872 geographers were able to affirm, from Livingstone's own 
reports, that the great river system he had explored must belong 
to the Congo and not to the Nile. Actual proof was lacking, and 
of the course of the main river there was absolute ignorance. In  
Oct. 1876, H. M. Stanley arrived at  Nyangwe from Zanzibar and 
from that point navigated the river over 1600 m. t o  Isangila- 
"Tuckey's FurthestH-reached in July 1877, thus demonstrating 
the identity of the Lualaba with the Zaire of the Portuguese. 
Stanley's great journey marked an epoch in the history of Africa, 
politically and commercially as well as geographically. Of the 
travellers who followed Stanley none did more to add to the 
exact knowledge of the main river and its greatest tributaries 
than the Rev. George Grenfell (1849-1906) of the Baptist Mis- 
sionary Society, while the Aruwimi was partly explored by 
Stanley in 1887 in his last expedition in Africa. The detailed sur- 
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vey of the river system was mainly done by Belgian officers, 
notably by Captains A. Delacommune and C. Lemaire. In  1913 
Captain R. Walker, R.E., showed that the Luapula did not issue 
from Lake Bangweulu, as had been supposed, but was a direct 
continuation of the Chambezi, Alongside all the non-navigable 
reaches of the river railways have been built (see BELGIAN 

CONGO). 
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CONGO FREE STATE, the name used by British writers 

for the  tat Indipendant du Congo, a state of equatorial Africa 
which occupied most of the basin of the Congo river. In  1908 
the state was annexed to Belgium. The present article deals 
with the history of the state; for later events see BELGIAN CONGO. 

The state owed its existence to the ambition and force of charac- 
ter of a single individual, Leopold II. ,  king of the Belgians. Inter- 
est in Central Africa had been greatly stimulated in the middle of 
the 19th century by the discoveries of David Livingstone, J. H. 
Speke, Richard Burton and others, and in 1876 King Leopold 
summoned in Brussels a conference of geographical experts which 
resulted in the creation of "The International Association for the 
Exploration and Civilization of Africa." National committees were 
formed in variow countries and an international commission was 
instituted with headquarters in Brussels. The Belgian committee 
devoted attention first to  East Africa, but the arrival in Aug. 1877 
of H. M. Stanley a t  the mouth of the Congo, which marked the 
end of the great journey in which he discovered the course of that 
magnificent river, a t  once turned Leopold's thoughts to the im- 
mense possibilities offered by the development of the Congo basin. 
Having tried in vain to interest British merchants in the develop- 
ment of the region, Stanley in Nov. 1878, accepted Leopold's 
offer to  return to the Congo, build a chain of stations on the banks 
of the river, open a road through the cataract region separating 
the estuary from the navigable waters above, and to conclude 
agreements with the native chiefs. A separate committee of the 
International Association was formed in Brussels, under the name 
of Comitk  d'e'tudes du Hnztt Congo; this committee afterwards be- 
came the International Association of the Congo. Though inter- 
national in name the association soon came entirely under the 

BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  P H E L P S  S T O K E S  F U N D  
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direction of King Leopold and his associates. Stanley, as agent of 
the association, spent four years in the Congo, founding stations 
and making friendly agreements with various chiefs. The first 
station was founded at  Vivi in Feb. 1880. 

Recogni t ion  by the Powers.-Before Stanley's return to  
Europe the work of the association had attracted much attention 
among the powers interested in Africa. A little tardily the impor- 
tance of the newly-discovered regions was realized. On behalf of 
France M. de Brazza had reached the Congo from the north and 
had established various posts, including one, the present Brazza- 
ville, on Stanley Pool (see FRENCH EQTJATORIAL AFRICA). Por- 

tugal, on the strength of the discovery of the mouth of the Congo 
by her navigators in the 15th century, advanced claims to sov- 
ereignty over both banks of the estuary of the river. These claims 
were recognized by the British Government in a convention con- 
cluded in Feb. 1884. This convention aroused much opposition, 
especially in Great Britain and Germany, and was never ratified. 
I t  led directly to  the summoning of the Berlin Conference of 
1884-85, and to the recognition of the International Association 
as  a sovereign state. Such recognition had been King Leopold's 
aim. I n  any case the position of the association was anomalous. 
On the Congo itself there was no one great native state; the region 
was under the rule of a vast number of petty chiefs. This made it  
comparatively easy for the association, locally, to assume supreme 
authority. The United States of America, where Leopold's aims 
and Stanley's work attracted much sympathy, was the first great 
power, in a convention signed April 2 2 ,  1884, to recognize the as- 
sociation as a properly constituted state. At this time King Leo- 
pold was negotiating with France not only for recognition of the 
association but on boundary questions. Negotiations were con- 
ducted by and in the name of the president of the association, 
Col. M. Strauch, a Belgian officer. By a note of April 23,  1884, 
Col. Strauch gave France the right of pre-emption-the first right 
to  purchase-should the association be compelled to sell its posses- 
sions. 

In  1887 it  was announced by the Congo State that this preferen- 
tial right granted to France in 1884 was not intended to be opposed 
to the rights of Belgium, and in fact Belgium ultimately acquired 
the Congo State. While the negotiations with France were pro- 
ceeding Germany recognized the independence of the association 
(Nov. 8, 1884). This was followed by recognition by Great Britain 
(Dec. 16, 1884) and other Powers. Owing to difficulties in reach- 
ing agreement as to boundaries, French recognition mas delayed 
until Feb. j ,  1885; that of Portugal followed on Feb 14. 

While the negotiations for recognition were going on the Berlin 
congress on African affairs met. Some of its decisions directly 
affected the International Association. A conventional basin of the 
Congo was defined, and in this conventional basin it was declared 
that "the trade of all nations shall enjoy complete freedom." Free- 
dom of navigation of the Congo and all its affluents was also 
secured, and differential dues on vessels and merchandise were 
forbidden. Trade monopolies were prohibited, and provisions made 
for the suppression of the slave trade, and the protection of mis- 
sionaries, scientists and explorers. Provision was also made for the 
Powers owning territory in the conventional basin to proclaim 
their neutrality. The International Association not having pos- 
sessed, a t  the date of the assembling of the conference (Nov. IS, 
1884) any recognized status, was not formally represented a t  
Berlin, but the flag of the association having, before the close of 
the conference, been recognized as that of a sol~ereign state by all 
the powers, with the exception of Turkey, the association formally 
adhered to the General Act signed by the delegates to the confer- 
ence on Feb. 26,  1885. 

Leopold's next step was to assume his place as the sovereign of 
the new state. The Belgian Chamber in April 188 j authorized the 
king "to be the chief of the state founded in Africa by the Inter- 
national Association of the Congo" and declared that "the union 
between Belgium and the new state of the Congo shall be exclu- 
sively personal." The formal proclamation of the king's sovereign- 
ty  was made on July I, 1885, at Boma (on the north bank of the 
lower Congo) by Colonel (later Sir) Francis de Winton, who had 
succeeded Stanley as head of the local administration. This was 
followed by a circular letter sent to the Powers on Aug. I by King 
Leopold in which he declared the perpetual neutrality of "the In- 
dependent State of the Congo" and set out the frontiers then 
claimed by the state. The king had been compelled to  yield to  
France considerable areas in the Congo basin, including the north 
bank of the river itself from Stanley Pool to the confluence with 
the Ubangi; Portugal obtained the south bank of the river from its 
mouth up to Noki. I n  a race with British agents for unappropria- 
ted regions Leopold succeeded in securing for the Congo Free 
State the highly mineralized region of Katanga and the only part 
of the Congo basin where white settlement on any scale is possible. 
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I t  was not until 1894 that an agreement was made with Great 
Britain defining the frontier with British possessions in Central 
Africa. By this agreement King Leopold also attained, for a time, 
an outlet on the Nile for the Congo State. This was one of his great 
ambitions and he had sent more than one expedition to the Upper 
Nile. Now by the 1894 agreement he obtained a lease from Great 
Britain of the Eahr-el-Ghazel province. However, in 1906 the lease 
was annulled, though King Leopold was permitted during his reign 
to hold the Lado Enclave. The whole episode was part of the 
struggle for supremacy in the Upper Nile and of the British 
efforts to obtain an "All-Red" route from the Cape to Cairo. (See  
AFRICA: History.) 

T h e  A r a b  War.-While seeking to extend the boundaries of 
the state the administration had many internal difficulties to over- 
come. Much energy was shown in establishing posts along the 
Congo itself and its main affluents; from the first steamers had 
been placed on the river and it  was early determined to build a 
railway round the cataract region so that the produce of the upper 
river could be brought more easily to the markets of the world. 
The avowed object of the Free State was to develop the resources 
of the country with the aid of the natives and to the mutual bene- 
fit of blacks and whites. But it  soon became apparent that the 
Arab slave-traders, mostly of Zanzibar origin, who had established 
themselves in the country between Lake Tanganyika and Stanley 
Falls were a serious obstacle to any progress over a large region. 
The state was poor-its revenues had to be supplemented from 
the private purse of King Leopold-and a cautious policy was 
enjoined on its officers who were brought into relations with the 
Arabs on the upper river, of whom Tippoo-Tib was the chief. In 
1886 the Arabs had destroyed the state station at  Stanley Falls, 
and it  was apparent that a struggle for supremacy was inevitable. 
But the Free State was at  that time ill prepared for a trial of 
strength, and at  Stanley's suggestion the bold course was taken of 
appointing Tippoo-Tib governor of Stanley Falls, as the represen- 
tative of King Leopold. This was in 1887, and for five years the 
nzodus viverzdi thus established continued. During those years 
fortified camps were established by the Belgians on the Sankuru, 
the Lomami, and the Arumiwi, and the Arabs were quick to see 
that each year's delay increased the strength of the forces against 
which they would have to contend. In  1891 the imposition of an 
export duty on ivory excited much ill-will, and when it became 
known that, in his march towards the Nile, van Kerckhoven had 
defeated an Arab force, the Arabs 
on the upper Congo determined I -7 
to th; conflict. In  
May 1892 the murder of M. Ho- 
dister, the representative of a 
Belgian trading company, and of 
ten other Belgians on the upper 
Lomami, marked the beginning 
of the Arab war. When the news 
reached the lower river a Belgian 
expedition under the command of 
Commandant (afterwards Baron) 
Dhanis was making its way to- 
wards Katanga. This expedition 
was diverted to the east, and, after 
a campaign lasting several months, 
during which the Arab strong- 
holds of Nyangwe and Kasongo 
were captured, the Arab power P YGMIES O F  T H E  BELGIAN CONGO 

was broken and many of- the leading Arabs were killed. The 
political and commercial results of the victory of the Free State 
troops were of great importance; henceforth the Free State was 
master of its own house. Rather it was master'over the greater 
part. In  1895 there was a revolt of the Batetelas in the Lulua and 
Lrrnami districts. The mutineers were defeated; but in 189 7 the 
Batetelas again revolted and took possession of a large area of the 
eastern portion of the state. The mutineers were not finally dis- 
persed until near the end of 1900. I n  other parts of the country 
the state had difficulties with native chiefs, several of whom pre- 
served their autonomy. I n  the central Kasai region the state had 

been unable to make its authority good up  to the time it  ceased to 
exist. 

Although in 188; the Belgian Parliament had declared that the 
union between Belgium and the Congo was pureiy personal it  had 
been foreseen that the union would become closer. I n  1889 King 
Leopold made public certain terms of his will, dated Aug. 2 of that 
year, in which he bequeathed to Belgium "all our sovereign rights 
over the Independent State of the Congo." This was a preliminary 
to a request for financial help, and in 1890 Belgium granted a loan. 
receiving in return the option of annexing the Congo state at  the 
end of a period of ten years and six months. Further financial difi- 
culties led to a proposal, eventually defeated, for the annexation of 
the state to Belgium as from Jan. I ,  189 j, and this proposal led to 
a Franco-Belgian convention (Feb. 5, 189;) in which the Belgian 
Government recognized "the right of preference possessed by 
France over its Congolese possessions in case of their compulsory 
alienation in whole or in part." I n  1901 the question of the annex- 
ation of the Free State again formed the subject of prolonged dis- 
cussion in the Belgian Parliament. I t  was decided at  that time not 
to exercise the option possessed under the terms of the 1890 loan. 
At that period (1901) King Leopold opposed the immediate an- 
nexation of the state. 

T h e  Charges of Maladministration.- By this time charges 
highly injurious to the administration of the Free State had been 
publicly made. I t  was admitted that the state, as far as it  could, 
had suppressed cannibalism, that it  had strictly enforced anti- 
liquor laws, and had broken the power of the Arab slavers, but it  
was accused of robbing the natives of their rights, of suppressing 
freedom of trade and even of countenancing "atrocities." The dis- 
cussions in the Belgian Parliament on the affairs of the Congo 
State were greatly embittered by these charges. The administra- 
tion of the state had indeed undergone a complete change since 
the early years of its existence. A decree of July I ,  188 j, had, it is 
true, declared all "vacant lands" the property of the state ( D o -  
maine prive' de l'e'tat), but it  was not for some time that this 
decree was so interpreted as  to confine the lands of the natives to  
those they lived upon or "effectively" cultivated. Their rights in 
the forest were not a t  first disputed, and the trade of the natives 
and of Europeans was not interfered with. But in 1891-when the 
wealth in rubber and ivory of vast regions had been demonstrated 
-a secret decree was issued (Sept. 21)  reserving t o  the state the 
monopoly of ivory and rubber in the "vacant lands" constituted 
by the decree of 188 j, and circulars were issued making the monop- 
oly effective in the Aruwimi-Welle, Equator and Ubangi districts. 
The agents of the state were enjoined to supervise their collection, 
and in future natives were to be obliged to sell their produce to the 
state. By other decrees and circulars (Oct. 30, Dec. j, 1892, and 
Aug. 9, 1893) the rights of the natives and of white traders were 
further restricted. The effect of these later decrees was to  assign 
to the Government an absolute proprietary right over nearly the 
whole country; a native could not even leave his village without a 
special permit. The oppressive nature of these measures drew forth 
a weighty remonstrance from the leading officials, and C. Janssen, 
the governor, resigned. Vigorous protests by the private trading 
companies were also made against this violation of the freedom of 
trade provided for by the Berlin Act, and eventually an arrange- 
ment was made by which certain areas were reserved to the state 
and certain areas to  private traders, but the restrictions imposed 
on the natives were maintained. The "concession" companies 
were first formed in 1891. In  all of the companies the state had 
a financial interest as shareholder or as entitled to  part profits. 

This monopolist system of exploitation was fruitful of evil. It 
involved, in many cases, oppressive treatment of the natives. Only 
in the lower Congo and a narrow strip of land on either side of the 
river above Stanley pool was there any freedom of trade. The  
situation was aggravated by the creation in 1896, by a secret 
decree, of the Domaine de la cozlronne, a vast territory between 
the Kasai and Ruki rivers, covering about 112 ,000  sq.m. T o  ad- 
minister this domain, carved out of the state lands and treated as 
the private property of Leopold II. ,  a Fondation was organized 
and given a civil personality. I t  was not until 1902 that the exist- 
ence of the Domaine de la coztronne was officially acknowledged. 



The Fondatiotz controlled the most valuable rubber region in the 
Congo, and in that region the natives appeared to be treated with 
great brutality. In  the end of the 19th century and the early years 
of the 20th the charges brought against the state assumed a more 
and more definite character and gave rise to  a strong agitation 
against the Congo State in the United States and elsewhere. 

A c t i o n  by G r e a t  Britain.-The agitation was particularly 
vigorous in Great Britain, and the movement entered on a new era 
when on May 20, 1903, the House of Commons agreed without a 
division to a motion requesting the Government to confer with the 
other signatories of the Berlin Act, "by virtue of which the Congo 
Free State exists, in order that measures may be adopted to abate 
the evils prevalent in that state." 

Representations to the powers made by the British Foreign Of- 
fice followed, but evoked no official response-except from Tur- 
key. I n  Great Britain however the agitation was greatly strength- 
ened by the publication of a report made by Mr. (later Sir) Roger 
Casement (q .v . ) ,  then British consul a t  Boma, on a journey he 
had made in 1903 on the Congo above Stanley Pool.' The Congo 
administration denied most of the charges made in the Casement 
report-in particular it adduced evidence going to show that the 
cases of mutilation of natives which had occurred were neither the 
work of nor approved by the agents of the state, but were custom- 
ary punishments inflicted by the chiefs on their people; methods 
of barbarism which the state had not so far been able to eradicate. 
The efforts to disprove the charge that the state had become a 
monopolistic trading concern, to  the detriment of the natives as  
well as to would-be white merchants, were not successful. Belgian 
public opinion was aroused and critical, and this led to the appoint- 
ment by King Leopold in July 1904 of a commission of enquiry to  
visit the Congo. 

T h e  Commission of Enquiry.- The commission was com- 
posed of M. Edmond Janssens, advocate-general of the Belgian 
Cour de Cassation, who was appointed president; Baron Giacomo 
Nisco, president ad interim of the court of appeal a t  Boma; and 
Dr. E. de Schumacher, a Swiss councillor of state and chief of the 
department of justice in the canton of Lucerne. I ts  stay in the 
Congo State lasted from Oct. 5 ,  1904, to Feb. 21, 1905, and its 

I -- 
F R O M  " N U M I S M A T I Q U E  DU CONGO."  BY PERMISSION OF A .  MAHIEU 

F IVE F R A N C  P I E C E ,  REVERSE A N D  O B V E R S E .  S T R U ~ K  FOR T H E  C O N G O  
FREE S T A T E  T H R E E  Y E A R S  AFTER ITS  O R G A N l Z A T i O N  

report appeared in h'ov. 19oj. While expressing admiration for the 
signs which had come under its notice of the advance of civiliza- 
tion in the Congo State, the commission confirmed the reports of 
the existence of grave abuses in the upper Congo, and recom- 
mended a series of measures which would, in its opinion, suffice 
to ameliorate the evil. I t  approved the concessions system in prin- 
ciple and regarded forced labour as the only possible means of 
turning to account the natural riches of the country, but recognized 
the need for a liberal interpretation of the land laws, effective 
application of the law limiting the amount of labour exacted from 
the natives to 40 hours per month, the withdrawal from the con- 
cession companies of the right to  employ compulsory measures, 
the regulation of military expeditions, and the freedom of the 

'Roger Casement's association with Germany during the World 
War led to a legend that Germany had fomented the Congo atrocities 
agitation for her own purposes. There was no evidence to support 
this legend. Neither did Casement's treason in 1914-16 affect the 
truth of a report made in 1903. 

courts from administrative tutelage. Simultaneously with the 
report of the commission of enquiry, a decree was published ap- 
pointing a commission to study the recommendations contained 
in the report, and to formulate detailed proposals. The report of 
the reforms commission was not made public, but as the fruit of 
its deliberations King Leopold signed on June 3, 1906, decrees em- 
bodying various changes in the administration of the Congo State. 
By the advocates of radical reforms these measures were regarded 
as utterly inadequate, and even in Belgium, among those friendly 
to the Congo State system of administration, some uneasiness was 
excited by a letter which was published along with the decrees, 
wherein King Leopold intimated that certain conditions would 
attach to the inheritance he had designed for Belgium. Among 
the obligations which he enumerated as necessarily and justly rest- 
ing on his legatee was the duty of respecting the arrangements 
by which he had provided for the establishment of the Domaine de 
la courolzne and the Domaine prive' de I'e'tat. 

A n n e x a t i o n  by Belgium.-The Belgian Parliament looked 
with disfavour on this latest indication of King Leopold's policy 
and in Dec. 1906 resolved that a committee appointed in 1901 to 
study the conditions which should govern the Congo State when it  
became a Belgian possession should "hasten its labours." While 
the committee was sitting, further evidence was forthcoming that 
the system complained of on the Congo remainer! unaltered, and 
that the "reforms" of June 1906 were illusory. Not only in Great 
Britain and the United States did the agitation against the adminis- 
tration of the Congo State gain ground, but in Belgium and France 
reform associations enlightened public opinion. The Government 
of Great Britain let i t  be known that its patience was not in- 
exhaustible, while the Senate of the United States declared that i t  
would support President Roosevelt in his efforts for the amelior- 
ation of the condition of the inhabitants of the Congo. 

I t  was clear that Belgium would have t o  undertake responsibil- 
ity for the Free State before long, and in Nov. 1907 a treaty was 
signed for the cession of the state. Some of its terms revealed 
clearly the proprietorial attitude Leopold adopted. These terms 
stipulated for the maintenance of the Fondation de la courofzne. 
This "government within a government" was secured in all its 
privileges, its profits as heretofore being appropriated to  allow- 
ances to members of the royal family and the maintenance and 
development of "works of public utility" in Belgium and the Con- 
go, those works including schemes for the embellishment of the 
royal palaces and estates in Belgium and others for making Ostend 
"a bathing city unique in the world." The state was t o  have the 
right of redemption on terms which, had the rubber and ivory 
produce alone been redeemed, would have cost Belgium about 
£8,500,000. These terms were preposterous and had not long 
been published before it was realized that the treaty would not be 
accepted by the Belgian Parliament unless they were modified. So 
negotiations were begun again. While they were in progress the 
British Government again expressed its views, and in very moni- 
tory language. I n  Feb. 1908 a British parliamentary paper was 
issued (Africa N o .  r, 1908) containing consular reports on the 
state of affairs in the Congo. Mr. W. G. Thesiger, consul a t  Boma, 
in a memorandum on the application of the labour tax, after de- 
tailing various abuses, added, "The system which gave rise to these 
abuses still continues unchanged, and so long as it  is unaltered the 
condition of the natives must remain one of veiled slavery." On 
the same day the British foreign secretary, Sir Edward Grey 
(afterwards Viscount Grey of Fallodon, q.v.) , declared that the 
Congo State had "morally forfeited every right to international 
recognition." 

This declaration by Sir Edward Grey, together with the report 
of W. G. Thesiger, a man whose testimony was unimpeachable, 
virtually ended the conflict. King Leopold hastened t o  make 
such terms as he could. On March j ,  1908, an additional act was 
signed in Brussels annulling the clauses in the treaty of cession 
concerning the Fondation, though the king obtained very generous 
compensation for the surrender of that domain. Finally the Bel- 
gian Chamber, after some four months' debate adopted, Aug. 20, 
1908, the treaty of cession, the additional act and a law setting out 
the principles upon which the new colony should be  governed. 
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These measures were voted by the Senate on Sept. 9 following, and 
on Nov. 14 of the same year the "Congo Free State" ceased to 
exist. On Nov. I j the Belgian Government assumed authority 
without ceremony of any kind. 

This assumption of authority by Belgium was not lightly under- 
taken, as was shown by the legislature having had the matter under 
consideration for 14 years. Public opinion in Belgium was per- 
turbed by the prospect of taking over the administration of a vast, 
distant and badly administered territory, likely to be for years a 
severe financial drain upon the resources of Belgium. But Belgium 
assumed its heavy task with the determination that as a colonial 
possession the Congo territory should be honestly governed, and 
in real agreement with the humanitarian principles which Leopold 
11. had never ceased to profess. And though it  was widespread 
that there had been in practice many and grievous shortcom- 
ings, there was recognition of the work Leopold 11. had accom- 
plished. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-H. M. Stanley, T h e  Congo and the Founding o f  
i ts  Free State (1885), an indispensable work for the beginnings of 
the state; A. Chapeaux, L e  Congo, htstorzque, diplomatzque . . . 
(Brussels, 1894), and A. J. Wauters, LJEta t  inde'pe~zdant d u  Congo 
(Brussels, 1899), good general accounts; D. C. Boulger, T h e  Congo 
State (1898),-a defence of King Leopold; Prof: E. Cattier, of Brussels 
Univeraty, Etude sur la sztuatzon de l'e'tat znde'pendant d u  Congo 
(Brussels, 1906), a severe criticism of the Congo administration The 
two following books are direct indictments of the L ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
rCgime:- H. R. FOX Bourne, Civilization i n  Congoland (1903) ; E. D. 
Morel, King Leopold's Rule in Africa (1904) ; Mark Twain, King 
Leopold's Soliloquy (London, 1907) is a bitter satire. A. Verreersch, 
L a  Question Congolaise, is another indictment of Free State methods. 
The Fall o f  the Congo Arabs, by S ,  L. Hinde (189t), is an account 
of the campaign of 1892-93 by an English surgeon who served in the 
state forces. Of official documents the Protocols and General Act o f  
the Wes t  African Conference (1885) is a British Blue Book and Nos. 
9 and 10 of the Bulletin Oficiel of the Free State (published monthly 
in Brussels, 1885-1908) contain the report of King Leopold's com- 
mission of enquiry. A. J. wauters and A, ~~~l published in Brussels 
(1895) a Bibliographic d u  Congo 1880-95 which contains 3,800 entries. 
A British White Paper, Correspondence and reports . . . respecting 
the administration of the . . . Congo (1904) gives R. Casement's re- 
port and Africa N o .  I, 1908 gives W .  G .  Thesiger's report. 

(F. R, c.) 
CONGREGATION, an assembly of persons, especially a 

body so assembled for religious worship, or habitually attending a 
particular church, and hence the basis of the religious system 
known as Congregationalism (q.v.) (Lat. congregatio, a gathering 
together, from ctlnt, with, grex, a flock). In  the English versions 
of the Bible ucongregationx is used to translate ~ ~ b .  'edih, the 
whole community of the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ,  and kalzal, the assembly of 
the people; but the Revised Version 'tcongregation~ is kept for 
the first (LXX. avvaywy$) and L(assembly~ for the second 
(LXX. SKK~?l,,ia). In the Roman church the word is used in 
several senses, ( I )  ~h~ congregations or committees of the col- 
lege of cardinals which form administrative departments, e,g,, the 
congregations of Rites, etc. (see cUXIA R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  
( 2 )  ~h~ committees of bishops for the regulation of procedure at 
general councils. (3) ~h~ branches of a religious order, following 
its general rule, but forming separate groups, each with its own 
special constitution and observances. ~h~~ the ~~~~~i~~~ are a 
congregation of the Cistercian order, itself an offshoot of Bene- 
dictine monasticism. (4) communities of religious under rule, 

of persons who have taken no vows or have not taken 
'tsolemnx vows, such as the oratorians, oblates and ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  
(5) I n  France, religious associations of lay persons, male or fe- 
male, for some pious, charitable or educational purpose (see 
FRENCH LAW AND INSTITUTIONS). 

In  secular usage there are two congregations or governing bodies 
of the university of Oxford, viz., the "Ancient House of Congre- 
gation," consisting of the vice-chancellor, proctors and 
regent masters, grants and confers degrees, and the "Congrega- 
tion of the university of oxford," created by act of parliament in 
1854, and of all ~ ~ ~ b e r s  of convocation who are tech- 
nically resident. All statutes must be passed by this congregation 
before their introduction in convocation, and it  alone has the 
power of amending statutes. the university of cambridge 

is the term used of the meeting of the senate. In 
Scottish history, the frequent occurrence of the word, in  the sense 

CONGREGATION--CONGREGATIONALISM 
of "church," in the national covenant of I 537, gave the name 
of "congregation" to the reforming party, and the signatories 
of the covenant were generally known a s  "lords of the congrega- 
tion." 

CONGREGATIONALISM, the name given to that type 
of church organization in which the autonomy of the local church, 
or body of persons wont to  assemble in Christian fellowship, is 
fundamental. Varied as are the forms which this idea has as- 
sumed under varying conditions of time and place, it  remains dis- 
tinctive enough t o  constitute one of the three main types of 
ecclesiastical polity, the others being Episcopacy and Presby- 
terianism. I t  regards church authority as inherent in  each local 
body of believers, as a miniature realization of the whole Church, 
which can itself have only an ideal corporate being on earth. 
But while in practice it is religious democracy, in theory it  claims 
to be the most immediate form of theocracy, God Himself being 
regarded as ruling His people directly through Christ as Head of 
the Church, whether Catholic or local. So viewed, Congrega- 
tionalism is essentially a "high cJtzlrch" theory, as distinct from 
a high clerical one. I t  springs from the religious principle that 
each body of believers in actual church-fellowship must be free 
of all external human control, in order the more fully to obey the 
will of ~~d as conveyed to conscience by ~i~ spirit. H~~~ re- 
sponsibility and privilege are correlatives. This, the negative 
aspect of the congregational idea, has emerged a t  certain stages 
of its history as Independency. I t s  positive side, with its sense of 
the wider fellowship of "the Brotherhoodn ( I  Pet. v ,  9, cf. ii. IT) ,  
has expressed itself in varying degrees at  different times, accord- 
ing as conditions were favourable or the reverse. But catholicity 
of feeling is inherent in the congregational idea of the church, 
inasmuch as it knows no valid use of the term inter- 
mediate between the local unit of habitual christian fellowship 
and the church universal. On such a theory confusion between 
full catholicity and loyalty to some partial expression of it is 
minimized, and the feeling for Christians as such, everywhere and 
under whatever name, is kept pure. 

Congregationalism proper, as a theory of the organized Christian 
life contemplated in the New Testament, emerges a t  the Reforma- 
tion, with its wide recovery of such aspects of evangelic experience 

with and access t o  Him through the 
sole mediation of Christ. The practical corollary of this, "the 
Priesthood of though grasped by Luther (cf. Lindsay, 
Hist. of the Reformation, i. 435 ff.)  and continental reformers 
generally, was not fully carried out by them in church organization. 
This was due partly to a sense that only here and there was there 
a body of believers ripe for the congregational form of church- 
fellowship. which Luther himself regarded as the New Testament 
ideal, partly to fear of AnabaPtism, the radical wing of the 
Reformation movement, which first strove to recover primitive 
Christianity apart altogether from ~raditional forms. The develop- 
ment of congregation31 churches Proper was gradual, the result of 
constant study of ''the Word of G d "  in the light of experience. 
The Process can traced most in London There, owing 
to measures taken in 1565-1566 t o  enforce clerical subscription to 
the of worship, especially touching vestments, 
certain persons of humble station began to assemble in houses 
"for preaching and ministering the sacraments" (Grindal's Re- 
mains, lxi.). This led in June 1567 to the arrest of some fifteen out 

a hundred men and in 
(ostensibly for a wedding), none of whom, t o  judge from the 
eight examined, was a minister. Probably they were not long kept 
in prison, for six them were among a similar body of 7 7  per- 
Sons "found together" in a private house on March 4, 1568, the 
l eders  of whom were imprisoned, and liberated only after "one 

'Here, in 1561, appeared A Confession o f  faith, made b y  common 
consent o f  divers reformed Churches beyond the seas; wi th  a n  Exhor- 
tation t o  the Reformation of the Chzwch. I t  advocated "the polity 
that our Saviour Jesus Christ hath established," wit4 "pastors, super- 
intendes, deacons"; so that "all true pastors have equal power and 
authority . . . and for this cause, that no church ought to pretend any 
rule or lordship over other"; and none ought "to thrust himself into 
the government of the Church [as by ordination at large], but that it 
ought to be done by election." See C. Burrage, T h e  Church-Co7,enant 
Idea (Igo4), p. 43. 



CONGREGATIONALISM 
whole year," early in May 1569 (ibid, pp. 316 ff.). Perhaps it  
was between I 567 and I 568 that they began to organize themselves 
more fully in conjunction with four or five of the suspended clergy, 
with elders and deacons of their own appointing (Grindal, Zurich 
Letters, lxxxii.; Remains, lxi.). This act of ordaining ministers, 
probably after the Genevan order-which they certainly used from 
May 1568-and their excominunication of certain deserters from 
their "church" (so Grindal), clearly mark the fact that this body 
of some 2 0 0  persons had now deliberately taken up  a position 
outside the national church, as being themselves a "church" in a 
truer sense than any parish church, inasmuch as they conformed 
to the primitive pattern. Their ideal is embodied in a manifesto 
set forth about 1570 under the title The True Marks of Christ's 
Church, etc., and signed by "Richard Fytz, Minister," as being 
"the order of the Privy Church in London, which by the malice 
of Satan is falsely slandered." 

"The minds of them that by the strength and working of the 
Almighty, our Lord Jesus Christ, have set their hands and hearts to 
the pure, unmingled and sincere worshipping of God, according to his 
blessed and glorious Word in all things, only abolishing and abhorring 
all traditions and inventions of man whatsoever, in the name of Reli- 
gion and Service of our Lord God, knowing this always: that the true 
and afflicted Church of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ either hath, 
or else ever more continually under the cross striveth for to have, 

"First and foremost, the Glorious word and Evangel preached, not in 
bondage and subjection [i.e., by episcopal licence], but freely and 
purely. 

"Secondly, to have the Sacraments ministered purely, only and alto- 
gether according to the institution and good worde of the Lord Jesus, 
without any tradition or invention of man. 

"And last of all, to have not the filthy Canon law, but discipline only 
and altogether agreeable to the same heavenly and almighty worde of 
our good Lord, Jesus Christ." 

Here we have essential Congregationalism, formulated for the 
first time in England as the original and genuine Christian polity, 
and as such binding on those loyal to the Head of the Church. All 
turns, as we see from the petition addressed in 1571 to the queen 
by twenty-seven persons (the majority women, possibly wives in 
some cases of men in prison), upon the duty of separation with a 
view to purity of Christian fellowship (2 Cor. vi. I 7 f.) ,  and upon 
moral discipline "by the strength and sure warrant of the Lord's 
good word, as in Matt. xvii. 15-18 ( I  Cor. v.)" were it only in a 
church of "two or three gathered in the Name." Whatever 
may be thought of the application of these principles, there is no 
mistaking the deeply religious aim of these separatists for con- 
science' sake, viz., the realizing of the Christian ideal in personal 
conduct, in a fellowship of souls alike devoted to the Highest; nor 
can it be doubted that the "mingled" communion of the parish 
churches made church "fellowship" in the apostolic sense a prac- 
tical impossibility. This was confessed alike by the bishops (e.g., 
Whitgift) and by the Puritans, who maintained the paramount 
duty of remaining within the queen's church and there working for 
the further reformation which they recognized as sadly needed by 
English religion. But the radical "Puritans" (the above documents 
in the State Paper Office are endorsed "Bishop of London: Puri- 
tans") felt that this meant treason to the Headship of Christ in 
His Church; and that until the prince should set aside "the super- 
stition and commandments of men," and "send forth princes and 
ministers (like another Josiah), and give them the Book of the 
Lord, that they may bring home the people of God to the purity 
and truth of the apostolic Church, they could do no other than 
themselves live after that divine ideal. They were not separated 
of their own choice, but by the word of God acting on their con- 
sciences." 

R o b e r t  Browne.-"Reformation without tarrying for Anie" 
was the burden laid on the heart of these Congregational pioneers; 
and it continued to press heavily on many, both "Separatists" and 
conforming "Puritans" (to use the nicknames used by foes), be- 
fore it  became written theory in Robert Browne's work under 
that title, published at  Middelburg in Holland in 1582 (see 
BROWNE, ROBERT). The story of the many attempts made in the 
interval by ',forward" or advanced Puritans to secure vital re- 
ligious fellowship within the queen's Church, and of the few 
cases in which these shaded off into practical Separatism, is still 

wrapped in some obscurity.' But tentative efforts within parochial 
limits, by accustoming the more godly sort to feel an inner bond 
peculiar to themselves, prepared many for the congregational 
idea of the church, and on the other hand made them feel more 
than ever dissatisfied with the "mixed" services of the parish 
church. I t  seemed to them impossible that vital religion could be 
inculcated, unless there were other guarantee for ministerial fit- 
ness than episcopal licensing, unless in fact the godly in each 
parish had a voice in deciding whether a man was called of God 
to minister the Word of God (see C. Burrage, The True Story o f  
Robert Browne, pp. 7,  I I f.). But this implied the gathering of 
the earnest "professors" in each locality into a definite body, com- 
mitted to the Gospel as their law of life. Such a "gathered 
church" emerges as the great desideratum with Robert Browne 
between 1572, when he graduated a t  Cambridge, and 1580-81 
when he first defined his Separatist theory. I t  involved for him 
a definite "covenant" entered into by all members of the church, 
with God and with God's people, to abide by Christ's laws as 
ruling all their conduct, individually and collectively. 

From Browne's idea of a holy people, covenanted to walk 
after Christ's mind and will, all else flowed, as is set forth in his 
Book wlzick sheweth the life and manners of all true Christians. 
As it  may be called the primary classic of congregational theory, 
i ts  leading principles must here be summarized. Since the hearing 
of the word of God unto obedience is due to "the gift of His 
Spirit to  His children," every church member is a spiritual person, 
with a measure of the spirit and office of king, priest and prophet, 
to be exercised directly under the supreme Headship of Christ. 
Thus mutual oversight and care are among the duties of the mem- 
bers of Christ's body; while their collective inspiration, enabling 
them to "try the gifts of godliness" of specially endowed fellow- 
members, is the divine warrant in election to church office. Thus 
the "authority and office7' of "church governors" is not derived 
from the people, but from God, "by due consent and agreement 
of the church." Conference between sister churches for counsel is 
provided for; so that, while autonomous, they do not live as  
isolated units. Such were the leading features of Browne's Con- 
gregationalism, as a polity distinct from both Episcopacy and Pres- 
byterianism. Any varieties in  the congregational genus which 
emerge later on, keep within his general outlines. T o  this fact the 
very nickname "Brownists," usually given to early "Separatists" 
by accident, but Congregationalists in essence, is itself witness. 

"The kingdom of God was not to be begun by whole parishes, 
but rather of the worthiest, were they never so few." This sen- 
tence from Browne's spiritual autobiography contains the root of 
the whole matter, and explains the title of his other chief work, 
also of I j82, A Treatise of Reformation w'thout tarrying for any, 
and of the wickedness of those Preachers which will not reform 
till the Magistrate command or compel tlzem. Here he, first of 
known English writers, sets forth a doctrine which, while falling 
short of the Anabaptist theory that the civil ruler has no standing 
in the affairs of the Church, in that religion is a matter of the 
individual conscience before God, yet marks a certain advance 
upon current views. Magistrates "have not that authority over the 
church as to  be . . . spiritual Kings . . . but only to rule the 
commonwealth in all outward justice. . . . And therefore also 
because the Church is in a commonwealth, i t  is of their charge; 
that is, concerning the outward provision and outward justice, 
they are t o  look to it. But to  compel religion, to  plant churches 
by power, and to force a submission to ecclesiastical government 
by laws and penalties, belongeth not to  them . . . neither yet to 
the Church" (Treatise, etc., p. 12). Here Browne distinguishes 
acceptance of the covenant relation with God (religion) and the 
forming or "planting" of churches on the basis of God's covenant 
(with its laws of government), from the enforcing of the cove- 
nant voluntarily accepted, whether by church-excommunication or 
by civil penalties-the latter only in cases of flagrant impiety, such 
as idolatry, blasphemy or Sabbath-breaking. I n  virtue of this 
distinction which implied that the nation was not actually in 

'See, however, The Presbyterian Movement in the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth, as illustraled by the Minute Book of the Dedham Classics 
1582-1589 (Camden Society, 3rd series, vol. viii., 1905). 
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covenant with God, he taught a relative toleration. I n  this he 
was in advance even of most Separatists, who held with Barrow1 

"that the Prince ought to compel all their subjects to  the hearing 
of God's Word in the public exercises of the church." As, how- 
ever, the prince might approve a false type of Church, in spite of 
what they both assumed to be the clear teaching of Scripture, and 
should so far  be resisted, Browne and Barrow found themselves 
practically in the same attitude towards the prince's religious 
coercion. I t  was part of their higher allegiance to  the King of 
kings. 

Between 1580 and I j81, when Browne formed in Norwich the 
first known church of this order on definite scriptural theory, and 
Oct. 1585, when, being convinced that the times were not yet 
ripe for the realization of the perfect polity, and taking a more 
charitable view of the established Church, he yielded to the pies- 
sure brought to bear on him by his kinsman Lord Burghley, so 
far as partially to conform to parochial public worship as defined 
by law (see BROWSE, ROBERT), the history of Congregationalism 
is mainly that of Browne and of his writings. Their effect was 
considerable, to judge from a royal proclamation against them and 
those of his friend Robert Harrison, issued in June 1583. But the 
repression of "sectaries" was now, and onwards until the end of 
the reign, so severe that the organization of churches was im- 
possible. We can trace none in England, until we come in I j86 to 
Greenwood and Barrow, the men whose devotion to a cause in 
which they felt the imperative call of God seems to have rallied 
into church-fellowship the Separatists in London, whether those 
of Fytz's day or those later convinced by the failure of the Puri- 
tan efforts a t  reform and by the writings of Browne. At what 
exact date this London church-which had a more or less con- 
tinuous history down to and beyond 1624-was actually formed, 
is open to doubt. I t  was only in Sept. I 592 that it elected officers, 
viz., a pastor (Francis Johnson), a teacher (Greenwood), two 
deacons and two elders. Yet as Barrow held that a church could 
exist prior to its ministry, this settles nothing. I n  I j89 Greenwood 
and Barrow composed "A true Description out of the Word of 
God of the visible Church," which represents the ideal enter- 
tained in their circle. I t  was practically identical with that set 
forth by Browne in I 582, though they were at  pains to deny per- 
sonal connection with him whom they now regarded as an 
apostate. 

E x i l e  in Holland.-After the execution of Greenwood, Bar- 
row and the ex-Puritan Penry ( a  recent recruit to Separatism), 
in the spring of I j93, it seemed to some that Separatism was "in 
effect extinguished." This was largely true for the time as regards 
England, thanks to  the rigour of Archbishop Whitgift, aided by 
the new act which left those who denied the queen's power in 
ecclesiastical matters no option but to  leave the realm. Even this 
hard fate the bulk of the London church was ready to endure. 
Gradually they resumed church-fellowship in Amsterdam, where 
the learned Henry Ainsworth (9.v.) became their leader in place 
of Greenwood. More important historically is the church which 
was formed originally a t  Gainsborough (?1602), by "professors" 
trained under zealous Puritan clergy in the district where Not- 
tinghamshire, Yorkshire and Lincolnshire meet, but which about 
1606 reorganized itself for reasons of convenience into two distinct 
churches, meeting a t  Gainsborough and in Scrooby Manor House. 
Ere long these also were forced to seek refuge, in 1607 and 1608 
respectively, a t  Amsterdam, whence the Scrooby church moved 
to Leiden in 1609 (Bradford's History of Plymouth Plantation, 
chs. 1-3). The permanent issues of the Gainsborough-Amsterdam 
church are connected with the origins of the Baptist wing of Con- 
gregationalism, through John Smyth and Thomas Helwys (see 
BAPTISTS). AS for the Scrooby-Leiden church under John Robin- 
son (q.v.) ,  it was in a sense the direct parent of historical "Con- 
gregationalism" in England and America (see U.S. section, p. 2 j ~ ) .  

Separatism was now passing into Congregationali~m,~ both in 
'See F. J. Powicke, Henry Barrow  goo), pp. 128  foll., for his 

views on the topic. 
2The abstract term dates only from the 18th century. But "congre- 

pational" (due to the rendering of ecclesia by "congregation" in early 
English Bibles) appears about 1642, to judge from the N e w  Englirh 
Pictio%ary, 

sentiment and in language. The emphasis changes from protest 
to calm exposition. In  the freer atmosphere of Holland the exiles 
lose the antithetical attitude, with its narrowing and exaggerative 
tendency, and gain breadth and balance in the assertion of their 
distinctive testimony. This comes out in the writings both of Rob- 
inson and of Henry Jacob, both of whom passed gradually from 
Puritanism to Separatism a t  a time when the silencing of some 
300 Puritan clergy by the canons of 1604, and the exercise of 
the royal supremacy under Archbishop Bancroft, brought these 
"brethren of the Second Separation" into closer relations with the 
earlier Separatists. In  a work of 1610, the sequel to his Divine 
Beginning and Institution of Christ's true Visible and Ministerial 
Church, Jacob describes "an entire and independent3 body-politic," 
"endued with power immediately under and from Christ, as every 
proper church is and ought to be." But his claim for "independ- 
ent" churches no longer denies that true Christianity exists within 
parish assemblies. Similarly Robinson wrote about 1620 a Treatise 
of the Lawfulness of hearing of the Ministers of the Clzzirch of 
England which shows a larger catholicity of feeling than his 
earlier Justification of Separation (1610). These semi-separatists 
still set great store by the church-covenant, in which they bound 
themselves "to walk together in all God's ways and ordinances, 
according as H e  had already revealed, or should further make 
them known to them." But they realized that "the Lord had 
more truth and light yet to break forth of his Holy Word"; and 
this gave them an open-minded and tolerant spirit, which con- 
tinued to mark the church in Plymouth Colony, as distinct from 
the Puritans of Massachusetts Bay. Such, then, was the type of 
church formed in 1616 by Henry Jacob when he returned to 
London. I t  was founded under the tolerant Archbishop George 
Abbot ( I  j62-1633), and would have been content with toleration 
such as the French and Dutch churches in England enjoyed. But 
Charles I .  and Archbishop Laud would make no terms with those 
who denied royal supremacy in religion, and in 1632 this church 
was persecuted. 

Independency.-Besides such regular churches in London 
and the provinces under the early Stuarts, there were also nu- 
merous 'Lconventicles" composed of very humble folk, such as the 
eleven scattered about London which Bishop Joseph Hall ( I  574- 
16 j6) reports in 1631, and which he states in 1640 had grown to 
some eighty. I n  these latter the earlier Brownist or even Ana- 
baptist spirit probably prevailed. Further there was arising a new 
type of "Independent," to use the term now coming into use. 
Conjoint repression of civil and religious liberty had made 
thoughtful men ponder matters of church polity. The majority, 
indeed, even of determined opponents of personal rule in state 
and church favoured Presbyterianism, particularly before 1641, 
when Henry Burton's Profestation Protested brought before edu- 
cated men generally the principles of Congregationalism, as dis- 
tinct from Puritanism. But besides this telling pamphlet and the 
controversy which ensued, the experience of New England as to 
the practicability of Congregationalism, at  least in that modified 
form known as the "New England Way," produced a growing 
impression, especially on parliament. Hence even before the 
Westminster Assembly met in July 1643, Independency could 
reckon among its friends men of distinction in the state, like 
Cromwell, Sir Harry Vane, Lord Saye and Sele; while Milton 
powerfully pleaded the power of Truth to  take care of herself 
on equal terms. In  the assembly, too, its champions were fit, if 
few. They included Thomas Goodwin and Philip Nye, who had 
practised this polity during exile abroad and now strove to avert 
the substitution of Presbyterian uniformity for the Episcopacy 
which, as the ally of absolutism, had alienated its own children. 
Yet the "Five Dissenting Brethren" would have failed to secure 
toleration even for themselves as Congregationalists-such WAS 

the dread felt by the assembly for Anabaptists, Antinomians, and 
other "sectaries"-had it not been for the vaguer, but widespread 
Independency existing in parliament and in the army. Here, 
then, we meet with a distinction (cf. Dale, p. 374 ff.) of moment 
for the Commonwealth er l ,  between "Independency" as a prin- 

3"Independent" is not yet used technically, as it came to be about 
I 640 
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ciple and "Congregationalism" as an ideal of church polity. In- 
dependency, like nonconformity, is primarily a negative term. 
I t  simply affirn~s the right of any society of private persons to 
meet together for worship, without being interfered with by any 
external auth0rity.l Such a right may be asserted on other theories 
than the congregational or even the Christian. Congregationalism, 
however, denotes a positive theory of the organization and powers 
of Christian churches, having as corollary independency of ex- 
ternal control, whether civil or ecclesiastical. Historically the 
two terms have been used interchangeably during the last two 
hundred years. But under the Commonwealth many professed 
the one without fully accepting the other. 

During the Civil War Congregationalism broadened out into re- 
ciprocal relations with the national life and history. Thenceforth 
it involves not only the story of Nonconformity and the growth 
of religious liberty, but also the whole development of modern 
England. T o  sketch even in outline "The Evolution of Congrega- 
tionalism" in correspondence with so complex an environment is 
here impossible. Only salient points can be indicated. 

Deve lopment  A f t e r  t h e  Restoration.-During the Pro- 
tectorate, with its practical establishment of Presbyterians, In- 
dependents and Baptists, the position of Congregationalism was 
really anomalous, in so far as any of its pastors became parish 
 minister^,^ and so received "public maintenance" and were ex- 
pected to administer the sacraments to  all and sundry. But the 
Restoration soon changed matters, and by forcing Presbyterians 
and Congregationalists alike into Nonconformity, placed the for- 
mer, instead of the latter, in the anomalous position. In practice 
they became Independents, after trying in some cases to create 
voluntary presbyteries, like Baxter's associations, adopted partially 
in 1653-1660, in spite of repressive legislation. But though Pres- 
byterians did not in many instances become Congregationalists 
also, until a later date, the two types of Puritanism were drawn 
closer together in the half-century after 1662. The approxima- 
tion was mutual. Both had given up the strict jure divino theory 
of their polity as apostolic. The Congregationalism of the Savoy 
Declaration (Oct. 12, 1658), agreed on by representatives-the 
majority non-ministerial-from 1 2 0  churches, is one tempered by 
experience gained in Holland and New England, as well as in the 
Westminster Assembly. Hence when, after the Toleration Act of 
1689, a serious attempt was made to draw the two types together 
on the basis of Heads of Agreefnent assented to  by the United 
Ministers in  and abottt London, formerly called Presbyterian and 
Congregatiorzal, the basis partook of both (much after the fashion 
of the New England Way), though on the whole it favoured Con- 
gregationalism (see Dale, pp. 474 ff.). In  many trust-deeds of this 
date (which did not contain doctrinal clauses), and for long after, 
the phrase "Presbyterian or Independent" occurs. Yet the two 
gradually drifted apart again owing to doctrinal differences, 
emerging first on the Calvinistic doctrine of grace, and next on 
Christology. In  both cases the Congregationalists took the "high." 
the Presbyterians the "moderate" view. These specific differences 
revealed different religious tenden~ies ,~  the one type being more 
warmly Evangelical, the other more "rational" and congenial in 
temper with 18th-century Deism. The theological division was 
accentuated by the Salters' Hall Controversy ( I  7 I 7-1 7 19), which, 
nominally touching religious liberty versus subscription, really in- 
volved difference~ as to Trinitarian doctrine. Ere long Arianism 
and Socinianism were general among English Presbyterians (see 
U NITARIANISM) .  Congregationalists, on the other hand, whether 

'The opposite of this external Independency, admission of civil 
oversight even for churches enjoying internal ecclesiastical self-govern- 
ment, was also common, being the outcome of the traditional Puritan 
attitude to the state. See A. Mackennal, The Evolz~tion of Congrega- 
tionalisrn ( I ~ o I ) ,  pp. 43 ff. 

2For the distinction between "Gathered" and "Re-formed" churches 
in this connection, see Dale, p 376. 

3A parallel is afforded by the history of Congregationalism in Scot- 
land, which arose early in the 18th century through the evangelistic 
fervour of the Haldanes in an era of "moderatism"; also by the rise of 
the kindred Evangelical Union, shortIy before the Disruption in 1843. 
These two movements coalesced in a single Congregational Union in 
1596. 

Independents or Baptists, remained on the whole Trinitarians, 
largely perhaps in virtue of their very polity, with its intimate 
relation between the piety of the people and that of the ministry. 
Yet the relation of Congregational polity to its religious ideal had 
already become less intimate and conscious than even half a 
century before: the system was held simply as one traditionally 
associated with a serious and unworldly piety. "Church privileges" 
meant to many only the sacred duty of electing their own ministry 
and a formal right of veto on the proposals of pastor and deacons. 
The fusion into one office of the functions of "elders" and "dea- 
cons" (still distinguished in the Savoy Declaration of 1658) was 
partly a t  least a symptom of the decay of the church-idea in its 
original fulness, a decay itself connected with the general decline 
in spiritual intensity which marked 18th-century religion, after 
the overstrain of the preceding age. Yet long before the Evan- 
gelical Revival proper, partial revivals of a warmer piety occurred 
in certain circles; and among the Independents in particular the 
new type of hymnody initiated by Isaac Watts (1707) helped 
not a little. 

The Methodist movement touched all existing types of English 
religion, but none more than Congregationalism. While the 
"rational" Presbyterians were repelled by it  as "enthusiasm," the 
Independents had sufficient in common with its spirit to assimi- 
late-after some distrust of its special ways and doctrines-its 
passion of Christlike pity for "those out of the way," and so to  
take their share in the wider evangelization of the people and the 
Christian philanthropy which flowed from the new inspiration. 
For underneath obvious differences, like the Arminian theology of 
the Wesleys and the Presbyterian type of their organization, 
there was latent affinity between a "methodist society" and the 
original congregational idea of a church; and in practice Metho- 
dism, outside the actual control of the Wesleys, in various ways 
worked out into Congregationalism (see Rlackennal, op. cit. pp. 
156 ff., Dale, pp. 583 ff.). So was it in the long run with the 
Countess of Huntingdon's Connection, springing from White- 
field's Calvinistic wing of the Revival, not to  mention the con- 
gregational strain in some minor Methodist churches. 

But whilst Congregationalism grew thereby in numbers and 
in a sense of mission to a11 sorts and conditions of men, it  modi- 
fied not only its Calvinism but also its old church ideal in  the 
process. During most of the next century i t  inclined to an in- 
dividualism untempered by a sense of mystic union with God and 
in Him with all men (see Dale, pp. 387 ff., for an estimate of 
these and other changes). I t  lost, however, its exclusive spirit. 
I ts  pulpit, which had always been the centre of power in the 
churches, has for a century or more taken a wider range of in- 
fluence in a succession of notable preachers. Congregationalists 
generally have been to the fore in attempts to apply Christian 
principles to matters of social, municipal, national and inter- 
national importance. They have been steady friends of foreign 
missions in the most catholic form (supporting the London Mis- 
sionary Society, founded in 1795 on an inter-denominational 
basis), of temperance, popular education and international peace. 
Their weakness as a denomination has lain latterly in their very 
catholicity of sympathy. Thus it  was left to  the Oxford Revival, 
with its emphasis on certain aspects of the Church idea, to  help 
to re-awaken in many Congregationalists a due feeling for specific 
church-fellowship, which was the main passion with their fore- 
fathers. Another influence making in the same direction. but in a 
different spirit, was the Broad Church ideal represented in various 
forms by Thomas Erskine of Linlathen, F. W. Robertson of 
Brighton and F. D.  Maurice. In  the last of these the conception 
of Christ's Headship of the human race assumed a specially in- 
spiring form. This conception, in a more definitely Biblical and 
Christian shape, attained forcible expression in the writings of 
R. W. Dale of Birmingham, the most influential Congregational- 
ist in the closing decades of the 19th century, in whom lived 
afresh the high Congregationalism of the early Separatists. 

Modern  Tendencies.-Modern Congregationalism, as highly 
sensitive to the Zeitgeist and its solvent influence on dogma, 
shared for  a time the critical and negative attitude produced by 
the first impact of a culture determined by the conception of 
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development as applying to the whole realm of experience. But 
it  has largely outgrown this, and is addressing itself to  the pro- 
gressive re-interpretation of Christianity, in an essentially con- 
structive spirit. Similarly its ecclesiastical statesmen have been 
developing the full possibilities of its polity, to suit the demands 
of the time for co-ordinated effort. While its priilciple of congre- 
gational autonomy has been gaining ground in the more centralized 
systems, whether Episcopal or Presbyterian, its own latent ca- 
pacity for co-operation has been evoked by actual needs to a de- 
gree never before realized in England. Association for mutual 
help and counsel, contemplated in some degree in the early days, 
from Browne to the Savoy Declaration of 1658, but thereafter 
forced into abeyance, began early in the 19th century to find ex- 
pression in County Unions on a voluntary basis, especially for 
promoting home missionary work. These in turn led on to the 
Congregational Union of England and Wales, formed in 1832, 
and consisting a t  first of "County and District Associations, to- 
gether with any ministers and churches of the Congregational 
Order recognized by an Association." Lat'er it was found that an 
assembly so constituted combined the incompatible functions of 
a council for  the transaction of business and a congress for shaping 
or expressing common opinion: and its constitution was modified 
so as to  secure the latter object only. But after half a century's 
further experience, public opinion, stimulated by growing need 
for common action in relation to  certain practical problems of 
home and foreign work, proved ripe for the realization of the 
earlier idea in its double form. In  1904 the Union was again mod- 
ified so as to  embrace ( I )  a council of 300, representative of the 
county associations, to  direct the business for which the Union 
as such is responsible, and (2) a more popular assembly, made up 
of the council and a large number of direct representatives of the 
associated churches. Association, however, remains as before 
voluntary, and some churches are outside the Union; nor has a 
resolution of the assembly more than moral authority for any of 
the constituent churches. As regards the "Declaration of Faith, 
Church Order and Discipline" adopted in 1833, and still printed 
in the official Year Book "for general information" as to  "what is 
commonly believed" by members of the Union, what is character- 
istic is the attitude taken in the preliminary notes to "creeds and 
articles of religion." These are disallowed as a bond of union or 
test of communion, much as in the Savoy Declaration of 1658 it 
is said that constraint "causeth them to degenerate from the name 
and nature of Confessions," "into Exactions and Impositions of 
Faith." 

Among topics which have exercised the collective mind of 
modern Congregationalism, and still exercise it, are church-aid 
and home missions, church extension in the colonies, the condi- 
tions of entry into the ministry and sustentation therein, Sunday 
school work, the social and economic condition of the people 
(issuing in social settlements and institutional churches), and, 
last but not least, foreign missions. Indeed the support of the 
London Missionary Society has come to devolve almost wholly on 
Congregationalists, a responsibility recognized by the Union in 
1889 and again in 1904. T o  afford a home for the centralized ac- 
tivities of the Union, the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, Lon- 
don, was built on the site of the Fleet prison-soil consecrated 
by sacrifice for conscience under Elizabeth-and opened in 1875. 
There the Congregational Library, founded a generation before, 
is housed, as well as a publication department. A congregational 
hymn-book (including Watts' collection) was issued by the 
Union in 1836, and again in fresh forms in 1859, 18'73 and 1887. 

The theological colleges which train for the Congregational 
ministry have themselves an interesting history, which goes back 
to the private "academies" formed by ejected ministers. They 
underwent great extension owing to the evangelical revival, and 
became largely centres of evangelistic activity (Dale, p. 593 ff.). 
But they were burdened by the necessity of supplying literary 
as  well as theological training, owing to the disabilities of non- 
conformists a t  Oxford and Cambridge till 1871. Even before 
that, however, owing partly to the impulse given by the university 
of London after 1836, the standard of learning in some of the 
colleges had been rising; and the last generation has seen marked 

advance in this respect. I n  1886 Spring Hill college, Birming- 
ham, was transplanted to Oxford, where it  was refounded under 
the title of Mansfield college, purely for the post-graduate study 
of theology (first principal, Dr. A. M. Fairbairn); in 1905 Chesh- 
unt college, founded by the countess of Huntingdon, was trans- 
ferred to Cambridge, whilst the creation of the university of 
Wales, the reconstitution of London University, and the creation 
of Manchester University, led, between 1900 and 19oj, to  the 
affiliation to them of one or more of the other colleges. Indeed 
in all cases the students are now in some sort of touch with a 
university or university college. There are eight colleges in Eng- 
land, viz., besides Mansfield and Cheshunt, New and Hackney col- 
leges, London; Western college, Bristol; Yorkshire United college, 
Bradford; Lancashire Independent college, Manchester; the 
Congregational Institute, Nottingham. 

The outstanding features in the development of Congregation- 
alism during the first quarter of the 20th century have been an 
intensifying of the denominational consciousness and a strengthen- 
ing of the tendency towards Connectionalism. On its practical 
side this forward movement took the form of collecting f500,ooo 
in order to establish the various organizations of Congregation- 
alism on a sounder financial basis, and to supply more adequate 
retiring pensions for aged ministers. The latter object was the 
main element in the scheme, proving conclusively that the Con- 
gregational Union is now more prepared than it  was to  recognize 
some corporate responsibility for its ministers. This point was 
further emphasized by certain new and more stringent regulations 
for the admission and recognition of ministers. The normal entry 
to the ministry is through a recognized college. Failing this, excep- 
tional cases may be provided for by a three years' probation and 
periodic examinations under the supervision of a county union. 
Nothing here interferes with the autonomy of the individual 
church. Churches are still a t  liberty to call whom they will to  
minister to them. But recognition by the union and a share in the 
union grants and superannuation funds is only available for those 
who submit to the conditions which the union imposes. The 
churches generally have accepted these conditions which safeguard 
their interests as well as those of the ministers and establish the 
status of the ministry on a much more satisfactory footing. 

In 1919 the country was divided into nine administrative areas 
called provinces and a moderator appointed over each area to  
act as adviser and "Father in God" to the churches within it. The 
tentative scheme then adopted was after a few years' trial amend- 
ed in 1924. I t  was provided that the provinces should be formed 
by the grouping of county unions, and that a moderator, who 
might be either a minister or a layman, should be appointed for 
each such group. The moderators act in concert with the county 
union executives, and with special provincial committees elected 
ad hoc. The fear that these arrangements would interfere unduly 
with the autonomy of the churches has not been realized. 

Bri t ish Dominions.-The growth of Congregationalism in 
the British dominions and colonies has steadily proceeded during 
the last hundred years, and was fostered by the union of 1832. I n  
Canada an interesting development has to  be recorded. The Con- 
gregational churches, with a few negligible exceptions, are now 
merged along with the Methodists and Presbyterians in  the United 
Church of Canada. This reunion is the culmination of negotia- 
tions and discussions which have been going on for some years. 
Congregationalists have taken a leading part in the reunion move- 
ment. They have shown themselves willing to accept a central 
organization and a closely-knit church fellowship, while safe- 
guarding spiritual liberties. I n  the doctrinal basis of the United 
Church they helped to secure that the declaration of faith accepted 
by the partners to  the union should be purely declaratory and 
should not be made "an imposition upon any." Their college a t  
Montreal, affiliated with others in the theological faculty of 
McGill University, is doing fine work in training men for the 
very varied types of ministry which the country requires. 

Congregationalism in Australia has not kept pace with the 
growth of population. In  spite of its freedom and adaptability it 
has made less progress than the more closely organized churches. 
I t  maintained too long an individualist type of independency and 
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tended to live on the reputation of certain large and prosperous 
churches led by men of outstanding ability. But the general level 
of the ministry is higher than it  ever was, and with three colleges 
in Sydney, Adelaide and Victoria it should not be difficult to  
maintain it. The Congregational Unions foster a sense of cor- 
porate responsibility among all the churches. The down-town and 
country churches now feel themselves part of a living organism 
and they and their stronger brethren stand or fall together. The 
establishment of provident, sustentation and building funds has 
done much to increase the denominational consciousness and 
makes for efficiency and home missionary enterprise. The failure 
of the recent negotiations for reunion among the Australian 
churches may prove a blessing in disguise. I t  is said that Congre- 
gationalism now breathes more freely and is preparing to give 
itself more heartily to  its distinctive witness. The difficulties are 
very great in a country where practical materialism and religious 
conservatism seem to go hand in hand. But these very difficulties 
constitute a challenge and an opportunity, and there are many 
indications that the Congregational churches are alive to the need 
and are preparing themselves to  meet it. 

The Congregational problem in South Africa is much compli- 
cated by the existence of native and coloured churches. These 
greatly outnumber the white churches, and since the withdrawal 
of control by the London Missionary Society, have tended to 
interpret their independency very literally. But guidance and 
fostering are supplied partly by the white churches, which have 
to find men for administrative posts and most of the money, and 
partly by the Colonial Alissionary Society. The Congregational 
Union of South Africa now comprises all the churches under a 
central organization and is creating a new sense of corporate fel- 
lowship and responsibility. I t  is tackling the educational problem 
among the natives, training teachers and preachers and initiating 
social work. 

I n  the smaller Congregational Unions of Nova Scotia, British 
Guiana, New Zealand, Jamaica, Tasmania and Newfoundland, the 
new spirit of fellowship, co-operation and denominational re- 
sponsibility is making itself felt to the great advantage of the 
churches themselves and to the increase of their capacity for 
aggressive work. They represent a new and very effective type 
of federated independency. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-T~~ literature bearing on the subject is given with 
some fulness in the appendix to R. W. Dale's History o f  English Con- 
gregationalism (1go7), the most authoritative work at present avail- 
able. For the ancient church the data are collected in T. M. Lindsay's 
Tlze Church and the Ministry i n  the early Centuries ( ~ g o z ) ,  and in 
papers by J. V. Bartlet in the Contemp. Review for July 1897 and 
April 1902. For the modern period in particular see H. M. Dexter's 
Congregationalism of the Last Three Hundred Years, as seen i n  its 
Literature (188~) ,  supplemented by bibliographies in the first vols. of 
the Congregational Historical Society's Transactions (1901 ff.), them- 
selves a growing store of fresh materials. Of the older histories Wad- 
dington's ~ongregational  History in 5 vols. (1869-1880) tontains 
abundant data; while for more detailed study reference may be made 
to various county histories, such as T. Coleman, Independent Churches 
o f  Northamptonshire (18j3),T.W.Davids, Annals of  Evangelical Non- 
conformity i n  Essex (1863), R. Halley, Lancashire, its Puritanism and 
Nonconformity (1869) ; G. H. Pike, Ancient Meetifzg-Houses in Lon- 
don (18'70) ; J. Browne, Hzstory o f  Gong. 2% Norfolk and Sllffolk 
(1877) ; W .  Urwick, Nonconformity i n  Hertfordshire (1884) ' W .  
Densham and J. Ogle, Congr. Churches o f  Dorset (1899) ; w. H. 
Summers, History of the Berks, S.  Bucks, and S. Oxon. Coag. Churches 
(1905) ; and F. J. Pomricke, History o f  the Cheshire Cong. Union, 
1806-1906.   he victoria County Histories (Constable) may also be 
consulted. Important documents for Congregational Faith and Order, 
\?ith historical introductions, are printed in Wllliston Walker's Creeds 
and Platforms of Congfegationalism (1893). Statistical and other 
information relating to the churches of the Congregational connection 
is set forth systematically in the annual issues of the Congregational 
Year Book. Two magazines have been successfully established: The  
Congregational Church Monthly and the Congregational Quarterly. 
For a brief but brilliant account of the Congregational connection at 
the present time see W. B. Selbie, Congregationalism (1928), in the 
series "The Faiths" edited by L. P. Jacks. (X.1 

UNITED STATES 

The history of Congregationalism in the United States is bound 
up with the development of the Protestant reformation in Eng- 
land. This resulted in the Puritan movement, whose purpose was, 

as its name indicates, still further to  purify both the creeds and 
the practices of the Anglican Church as by law established. This 
movement developed an aggressive left wing, which carried its 
demand for change so far that its leaders finally insisted on sep- 
arating, not only from what it regarded as the errors in the Church 
of England, but from the Anglican Church itself. Robert Browne 
( I  jjo-1631) was a pioneer in this radical protest and those who 
follo

w

ed him were first known as Brownists and later as Sepa- 
ratists, both of which names were greatly disliked by those who 
were forced to bear them. I n  the early years of the 17th century 
a congregation, among other groups whose history is uncertain 
and whose existence was unstable, gathered a t  Scrooby in the 
north of England, where William Brewster was postmaster. Their 
leaders were Richard Clyfton and John Robinson. This congre- 
gation sought refuge in Holland, arriving a t  Leyden in 1608. 
Here they enjoyed the wise and devoted leadership of John Rob- 
inson, won the respect of the Dutch, drew many members from 
England, a,nd finally reached a membership of about 300. This 
Scrooby-Leyden group became the first permanent Congrega- 
tional Church. Finally, however, they were convinced that there 
was no hope of their persistence in Holland. The economic strug- 
gle was too severe, and the second generation was intermarrying 
with the Dutch and tending to lose the sharpness and fervour of 
the principles which had guided their fathers in the emigration 
from the mother country. Return to England was impossible; 
they therefore turned to America. After long negotiations their 
plans won the support of certain English merchant adventurers, 
a charter was secured, and, after inany vicissitudes, the stronger 
part of the congregation reached Plymouth, Mass., in 1620. The 
remainder of the group, under John Robinson's leadership, ex- 
pected to  follow in due time, as many did, although Robinson 
himself died in Holland in 1625. These Plymouth immigrants 
have always borne the name of the Pilgrim fathers. They met 
the rigours of the climate and the hard conditions of the new 
country, lived in comparative peace with the native Indians, and 
assumed a position of great influence in the subsequent settlement 
of New England. 

The next step in the development of the Congregational 
Churches in the United States is concerned with the Puritan exo- 
dus from England, chiefly due to  the persecution of nonconform- 
ists under the leadership of Laud. These immigrants were not 
Separatists when they left home. They still thought of the Church 

*"gland 's their mother church, they were forced 
protest against and separate from the errors which they discov- 
ered in it. Laud's policy, however, was uncompromising. There 
is no more conspicuous example of a foolish programme of perse- 
cution than is seen in this policy to out of the 
land" a group of people of such quality as the English Puritans. 
They chose a better location for their new homes than the Pil- 
grim fathers had done. Boston had an excellent harbour; the re- 
gion was favourable profitable fishing was within 
easy reach. The high tide of this Puritan exodus was reached 
between 1630 and 1640. The settlements were made at  Salem, 
Boston, Charlestown, Watertown and other favourable locations 
around ~~~~~~h~~~~~~ bay. ~h~ significant factor in this story, 
however, is not the number or quality of the immigration, but the 
changes which took place in their ideas of church organization 
and government after they had reached the new country and were 
forced to organize their churches. According to the statements 
which they had made before leaving it have been 
their policy to  establish a purified Anglican Church order in  
Massachusetts. They had said: "We esteem it our honour to call 
the Church of England our dear mother,'' Their leaders had never 
looked with favour upon the independent congregation at piym- 
0~1th. I n  the winter of 1628-29, however, there was dire sickness 
at  Salem, and Samuel Fuller, deacon of the church of the Pilgrim 
Fathers at  Plymouth, hurried to render such help as he could. 
H e  was both an ardent defender of the Congregational way in 
church government and a beloved physician. Our knowledge of 
this period is scanty, but when the colonists of Massachusetts bay 
organized their churches they followed the Plymouth model, and 
the New England colonies became Congregational and not Angli- 
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can, after the Salem practice. 

T h e  Covenant.-The peculiar factor in this form of church 
government was the use of the covenant instead of a creed as the 
basis of fellowship. There was little need of a doctrinal state- 
ment to  guarantee their church government, for they were uni- 
formly Calvinists, assenting to such precise enunciations as were 
to  be found in the statement sanctioned by the Synod of Dort. 
Their covenant was short and simple: 

"We covenant with the Lord and one with another; and do bind 
our selves in the presence of God, to walk together in all His 
ways, according as H e  is pleased to reveal Himself unto us in 
His blessed word of truth." 

Another significant factor in this entrance upon a new church 
order was taken when Francis Higginson and Samuel Skelton, 
both of whom were ordained clergymen of the Church of Eng- 
land, were ordained at  Salem by the laying on of hands. This 
broke with the entire doctrine and practice of Episcopal succes- 
sion, as maintained in England, and recognized the essential Con- 
gregational principle that every congregation is endowed with 
the full right to  choose and ordain its own ministers. 

F i r s t  Period.-The first period in the history of the Congre- 
gational Churches in the United States extends from 1620 to 
1740. During these 120 years the principal interest in the devel- 
opment is concerned with church government rather than doctrine. 
I t  is an era of quite uniform Calvinism in theology. The two chief 
factors deserving attention are the beginning of missions to the 
Indians, and among the expanding settlements, the founding of 
schools and colleges. Clearly defined among the purposes which 
inspired the movement of the Pilgrim fathers from Holland to 
America was the desire to convert to  the Christian religion the 
natives of the country, concerning whom fascinating reports had 
been brought back and given wide currency in England, espe- 
cially from Virginia. When John Robinson learned that the death 
of certain natives had been a result of a collision between the 
Plymouth colonists he deplored the fact that it  had been necessary 
to  kill them before any had been converted. The  beginning 
of missions to  the Indians was first successfully made by John 
Eliot, minister of the Roxbury church, who learned the Indian 
language, reduced it  to writing, translated the Bible into the 
native tongue, and established communities of "praying Indians" 
in the colony. H e  was one of many successors to  carry on the 
effort to Christianize the Indians. The Congregational Churches 
have actively maintained their Indian missions from the day 
when Eliot first preached to them in their own language in 1646. 
Schools and churches are still maintained for the Indians on their 
reservations. Another noteworthy activity of the Congregational 
Churches has been their devotion to education. This was due to 
the importance placed by them upon accurate knowledge of the 
Bible and their firm conviction that ignorance is not the mother 
but rather the real foe of true religion. Therefore, as soon as they 
had built their houses and made a beginning with the agriculture 
which was necessary to their economic support, they laid the 
foundations of their common school system and soon after pro- 
vided for higher education in colleges. They expressed their pur- 
pose clearly in the language of the legislature, or general court, 
to provide for a more thorough understanding of the Bible, "it 
being one chief project of that old deluder, Satan, to keep men 
from the knowledge of the Scriptures." I n  1636 the legislature of 
Massachusetts voted funds for a college, to which the name of 
John Harvard was given in 1639. Thus began the coiltinuous 
programme of organizing and sustaining colleges by the Congre- 
gational Churches, until the entire country where these churches 
have been in action is dotted with them. An educated ministry 
and an intelligent church membership have been insisted upon 
from the earliest days and institutions of learning to guarantee 
this result have been supported with sacrificial devotion. 

The second period in the history of the Congregational 
Churches in the United States extends from 1740 to 1850. During 
this period the paramount interest was in questions of theology 
rather than church organization. Periods of spiritual fervour gen- 
erally follow periods of decline. The upward movement is regis- 
tered by a spiral rather than a uniform curve. 

The loss in religious fervour of the colonial period was a source 
of profound distress to  the ministers of the Congregational 
Churches, and under their efforts to stem the tide various religious 
manifestations took place. The general tendency of the time, 
however, was to lay stress upon "good works" as the effective 
means of producing a religious experience. Preaching was there- 
fore concerned largely with ethical idealism. I t  was not until 
about I 734 that a widespread and profound movement of religious 
revival began, which has come to be known as the Great Awak- 
ening. I ts  origin was in the preaching of Jonathan Edwards of 
Korthampton, Mass. Edwards was both a theologian and preacher 
of unique power and he ranks as perhaps the greatest intellectual 
leader produced in the Congregational Churches. I n  1740, George 
Whitefield came from England to help in the Awakening, news 
concerning which had produced a profound impression in the 
mother country. The  movement then swept rapidly on. Many 
physical expressions of excitement accompanied the revival and 
created sharp divisions between the leaders. The good results of 
the Great Awakening are unquestioned, however. The moral 
standards of communities were lifted and religion became a vital 
factor in human experience such as  it  had not been before. A 
most conservative estimate of the number added to the churches 
as a result of the revival is 25,000 out of a population of perhaps 
300,000 in New England a t  that time. 

The differences in opinion brought out by the Great Awakening 
quickly deepened and soon the churches were filled with contro- 
versy. The old, stable Calvinism, which had been generally domi- 
nant, was sharply assailed by those who were not satisfied with 
its affirmations of the absolute sovereignty of God, the total de- 
pravity of man, the inability of the human will in the process of 
salvation, and the doctrines of foreordination and election. Out 
of the discussions came a t  last the only distinctive system of 
divinity which has been contributed by the United States to  the 
history of doctrine. I t  was a form of modified Calvinism which 
is generally known as the New England theology. The heart of 
it was an emphasis upon the love of God in relation to  men and 
the power of man in responding to the divine influences in the 
experiences of religion. Theology became less austere and for- 
mal; it was humanized by the definers of the new point of view. 
In  various aspects the New England theology was dominant in the 
pulpits and theological schools of the Congregational Churches 
until about the year 18o0. As was inevitable, however, the theo- 
logical developments issuing from the Great Awakening swung to 
a left wing, and a strong Unitarian movement was incipient even 
when the Awakening was at  its height. This did not come to full 
strength, however, until about 1800. Then the anti-Trinitarians 
became aggressive. In  1805 they secured the election of one of 
their number to the Hollis Professorship of Divinity a t  Harvard, 
thus entrenching themselves in the oldest college of Congrega- 
tional heritage. A strong group of leaders of the liberal movement 
arose, prominent among whom was William Ellery Channing. The 
conflict centred in New England. By 1815 the Unitarians had as- 
sumed such strength that they were able Do carry a majority in 
many of the oldest and strongest of the New England Congrega- 
tional churches, and, as a result of a favourable court decision, 
to maintain possession of the records and property of the organ- 
izations. I n  Boston, for example, out of 14 Congregational 
churches all but two became Unitarian, involving immense loss in 
members and money to the orthodox group, as they were currently 
known. In  Massachusetts alone, 96 churches thus separated from 
the Congregational organization. 

The period from 1800--1850 was marked by close union in mis- 
sionary expansion with the Presbyterians, who had little strength 
in New England, but possessed larger resources in New York and 
Pennsylvania. I n  doctrine the two bodies were in practical agree- 
ment, both being Calvinists in their earlier history. I n  church 
government they were not sharply separated. When the westward 
emigration demanded organized agencies to follow the settlers 
with religious influences, it was therefore most natural that the 
Congregationalists and Presbyterians should seek to work to- 
gether. They therefore adopted in 1801 a Plan of Union to gov- 
ern their missionary expansion. The New England Congregational 
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leaders felt that the more closely organized Presbyterian system 
fitted the needs of the isolated settlements of the expanding fron- 
tier and therefore were quite willing that their missionaries should 
use this form of government for  the new churches. The financial 
support during this half century came principally from Congre- 
gational sources in New England and the missionaries were gen- 
erally members of Congregational churches. They were not guided 
by any strong denominational consciousness and in the end the 
results of their work accrued far more to  the Presbyterian than 
to their own fellowship. No statistics are accurate at  this point; 
but one of the most careful students of the period has estimated 
that fully 2,000 churches which would naturally have been Con- 
gregational became Presbyterian in the country west of the Hud- 
son river under the operation of the Plan of Union. 

The third period in the history of the Congregational Churches 
in the United States, from 1850 onward, has been one of growing 
self-consciousness in purpose, and the creation of sufficient ad- 
rninistrative machinery to  carry on its common religious enter- 
prises at  home and abroad. No profound doctrinal controversies 
have rent the churches, which suffered great material losses from 
the Unitarian separation and the Plan of Union. The most sig- 
nificant developments of the period may be summed up as indi- 
cated below. 

Missionary Expansion.-In 1810 the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions was organized to sponsor the 
work indicated by its name. While entirely Congregational in ori- 
gin, it  included in its membership at  first, representatives of the 
Presbyterian and Dutch Reformed Churches. Later both these 
bodies withdrew. ~ f t ~ ~  1 8 4 ~  the board extended its work widely 
and it has borne a part in missionary work in foreign lands, quite 
out of proportion to the numbers and wealth of its supporting 
churches. This has been especially significant in Turkey. During 
the same time the boards established for home n~issions and edu- 
cation have been vigorously a t  work. The contribution of the 
American Missionary Association to the education of the negroes 
and other races in the United States has been conspicuous, par- 
ticularly since the close of the Civil War in 1865. 

Administration.- The ideals of Congregational Church gov- 
ernment are the independence of the local congregation and the 
fellowship of the independent churches for mutual counsel and 
for the prosecution of those enterprises which no single church 
alone could compass. Harmonious balance between these two 
principles involves and assures the symmetry and success of the 
whole plan. The years since 1910 have witnessed a striking devel- 
opment of the fellowship of the churches. This appears in the 
growth of the influence of the state conferences and the larger 
function of the State superintendent, not merely because of 
counsel and financial support given to the small or missionary- 
aided congregations, but also through increasing co-operation in 
the affairs of the larger and self-supporting churches. I n  effecting 
pastoral relations, organizing and carrying out their own commu- 
nity programmes, and in all matters of policy, the churches have 
come to look for guidance to  the superintendent and also, through 
him to the board of directors of the State conference. This serv- 
ice is rendered without assuming any rights of judicature, and it  
issues in a gratifying increase of practical efficiency. 

N a t i o n a l  Organization.- The development of the national 
organization of the Congregational Churches has kept pace with 
that of the state units. The effort to  perfect closer organization, 
cut down overhead cost, and increase the community service of 
the churches has been strongly influenced by similar movements 
in the economic world. After a period of careful study by a com- 
mission chosen for its representative character, the first step 
in advance was taken at  Kansas City in I913  The national coun- 
cil was given larger functions in the work of the church, still safe- 
guarding the autononly of the individual congregation. A general 
secretary was chosen to represent the churches of the nation in 
their relations with small congregational groups, other denomi- 
nations and in international relationships. The various societies 
through which the churches had carried on their missionary work 
were more closely integrated with the national council. Again, 
after intensive study by a commission, new plans were adopted 

by the national councils in 1925 and 1927 by which the work of 
the denomination is divided into two groups, home and foreign, 
and the administrative costs are further simplified. 

D o c t r i n a l  Position.- he Congregational Churches always 
have laid more emphasis upon their covenant with God and with 
one another, entered into in order to constitute church member- 
ship, than upon formal creeds. All Congregational creeds have been 
looked upon as platforms for action and testimonies as to  faith 
generally accepted rather than as dogmatic statements and tests. 
No single statement can be indicated as the authoritative creed of 
all the Congregational Churches, since each congregation adopts 
its own creed and there is wide variety. During a period of in- 
tense doctrinal debate, which has caused division in other bodies 
of American Protestantism, the Congregational Churches have 
not been seriously disturbed. All shades of opinion are repre- 
sented among the clergy and laity; their deepest unity seems t o  
be in their worship and their programmes of service. They occupy 
in general a liberal evangelical position. Interdenominational 
movements towards comity and unity have been shared largely 
by the Congregational churches and their missionary programme 
has been sustained with growing power and enthusiasm. The Con- 
gregational Year Book for 1926 gives the number of churches as 
5,608; total membership 914,695; number of ministers (in the 
United States and foreign mission lands, with and without pas- 
torates), 5,571 ; Sunday School members, 769,3 72 ; gifts for be- 
nevolence, $4,618,660; home expenses, $22,104,535. 

See Leonard Bacon, The Genesis of the New England Church 
(1874) ; Wllliston Walker, The Creeds and ~ l a t f o r m s  of congrega- 
tionalism (1893) and 11 History o f  the Congregational Churches i n  
the United States (1894) ; Frank Huqh Foster, A Genetic History o f  
the New England Theology (1907) ; William E. Strong, The  Story o f  
the American Board (1910) ; William E. Barton, The Law of  Congre- 
gational Usage (1916) ; Ozora S. Davis, The Pilgrim Faith (1918). 

(0 .  S. D.) 

CONGRESS, in diplomacy, a solemn assembly of sovereigns 
or their plenipotentiaries met together for the purpose of definitely 
settling international questions of common interest. I n  this sense 
the word first came into use in the 17th century; a n  isolated in- 
stance occurs in 1636, when it was applied to the meeting of dele- 
gates summoned by the pope to Cologne, to attempt to  put an 
end to the Thirty Years' War. I n  1647 the meetings of delegates 
for the conclusion of peace, assembled at  Osnabriick and Miinster, 
were termed a congress; and in spite of objections to  it  on the 
ground that it  was "coarse and inappropriate," based on the 
physiological sense of the word (Lat. congressus), i t  continued 
thenceforward in use. 

The adoption of the name Congress for the national legislative 
body in the United States (and so for other American countries) 
was simply a development from this usage; for the "continental 
congresses" of 1774 and 1775-81, and the "congress of the con- 
federation" (1781-88) were, as inter-state representative delibera- 
tive bodies, analogous to  international congresses, and the Con- 
gress established under the Federal Constitution of 1789 ulti- 
mately consists of representatives of the sovereign States com- 
posing the Union (see UNITED STATES: Constitxtion and Gov- 
ernment). The more general analogous use of the term (Church 
Congress, etc.) is of modern origin. 

I n  its international sense the term "congress" has usually only 
been applied to gatherings of first-class importance, attended either 
by the sovereigns themselves or by their secretaries of State for 
foreign affairs, less important meetings being termed "confer- 
ences." The dividing-line between the congress and conference is. 
however, historically ill-defined, the two terms having often been 
used indifferently in official diplomatic correspondence even of 
such dignified assemblages as the meetings of sovereigns and 
statesmen a t  Aix-la-Chapelle (1818), Troppau (1820) and Lai- 
bach (1821). Since the World War, indeed, the word "congress" 
has fallen into disuse, even the great assemblage of its representa- 
tives of the Allied and Associated Powers which settled the terms 
of the Treaty of Versailles being known as the Conference of 
Paris. 

The results of the work done a t  various international con- 
gresses and conferences in developing a sense of the common 



interests of nations are dealt with under INTERNATIONAL LAW and 
allied articles; while the more important congresses are treated 
under their topographical headings. 

Convocat ion and Cons t i tuen t  E lements  of a Congress.- 
Any sovereign Power has the right to issue invitations to a con- 
gress or conference. I n  principle, moreover, every State directly 
concerned in the matters to be discussed has the right to  be repre- 
sented. But this principle, though affirmed by the Powers at Aix- 
la-Chapelle in 1818, has rarely been translated into practice. At 
the congress of Vienna (1814-15), the decisions of which affected 
every State in Europe, a committee of the five great Powers 
claimed and exercised the right to settle everything of importance; 
and this set the precedent which has been followed ever since. At 
the congresses of Paris (1856) and Berlin (1878), as a t  that of 
Vienna, the great Powers regulated the affairs of lesser States 
without consulting the representatives of the latter. Similarly, a t  
the conference of 1869 on the affairs of Crete no representative 
of Greece was present; and a t  the conference of London (1883), 
on the international regulation of the Danube, the sovereign state 
of Rumania, though a Danubian power, was not represented. 

This procedure naturally caused much dissatisfaction among the 
lesser Powers, and led to  frequent protests on their part from the 
Congress of Vienna onward. But, although the principle of the 
equality of all sovereign States was admitted in theory, such at- 
tempts as were made to apply it in practice, e.g., a t  the Hague 
Conferences, proved most unsatisfactory. At the Peace Confer- 
ence of Paris, though lip-service was paid to the rights of small 
nationalities, all matters of importance were settled by the Big 
Four in secret conference, the full public sessions being mere 
dress parades. Under the Covenant of the League of Sations, 
however, an attempt was made to secure the rights of small States, 
and so far as the right to be heard is concerned, this was done; but 
effective decisions can only be made by the Council, in which the 
great Powers preponderate, or with its consent. The Council and 
Assembly together form, in effect, a permanent congress, though 
the name is not applied to  the Geneva meetings. The practical in- 
convenience of the theoretical equality of all sovereign states, and 
of the necessity for unanimity in all decisions, was well illustrated 
when the protracted efforts of the Assembly to ''interpret" the 
obnoxious article X of the Covenant were defeated by the iso- 
lated vote of Persia. 

Procedure.--When the congress assembles the first business is 
the verification of powers, which is done by a commission spe- 
cially appointed to  examine the credentials of the plenipoten- 
tiaries. If the foreign minister himself attend, he needs no creden- 
tials; those of his colleagues are countersigned by him. The veri- 
fication being completed, questions of procedure, of precedence 
and the like, are settled. The question of precedence which, in 
earlier times caused much trouble, was settled by the rule observed 
a t  the congress of Berlin (1878)) according to which the pleni- 
potentiaries took their seat a t  a horse-shoe table in the alphabeti- 
cal order of the states they represented, according to the French 
alphabet. 

The presidency of the congress is by courtesy reserved for the 
minister for foreign affairs of the state in which the meeting is 
held; if, however, he decline to  serve, a president is elected; or, 
if there be a mediating Power, the minister representing this 
presides. 

The discussions are governed by carefully defined rules. Thus 
every proposition must be presented in writing, and all decisions 
to  be binding on all must be unanimous. The secretary keeps the 
minutes (procBs-verbal) of each session, which are signed by all 
present and read a t  the next meeting. This protocol-as it  has 
been called since the congress of Vienna-takes the form of a 
bald, but very exact resum6 of important points discussed, ending 
with a record of the conclusions and resolutions arrived at. If 
there be no such results, opinions are recorded. If any plenipo- 
tentiary dissent from the general opinion, such dissent must be 
recorded in the protocol. Sometimes short signed memoranda, 
known as a vote or opinion,  are attached to the protocol, stating 
the reasons that have governed the Powers in question in agreeing 
to a given conclusion. Individual Powers may express their dis- 

sent in two ways: either by placing such dissent on record, or by 
withdrawing altogether from the sessions of the congress. The 
conclusions arrived at  after the discussion of the various subjects 
before the congress are usually embodied in separate conventions, 
duly signed by the Powers who are a party to them. Finally, these 
separate conventions are brought together in an inclusive treaty, 
signed by all the plenipotentiaries present, known as the Final Act. 

See P. Pradier-FodCrC, Cours de droit diplomatique (2nd ed., 
Paris, 1899) ; Ernest Satow, '4 Guide t o  Diplomatic Practice (1~22) .  

(W. A. P.) 

CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, 
a federation of labour unions in the U.S.A., was formed as the 
Committee for Industrial Organization Kov. 9, 193 j, when John L. 
L e ~ ~ i s  of the United &line Workers and representatives of seven 
other unions decided to launch an independent drive to unionize 
unorganized labour. The type of organization promoted was the 
vertical, or industrial union (including all branches of a single in- 
dustry) as opposed to the horizontal ,  or craft union long favoured 
by the American Federation of Labor. I n  Sept. 1936, the C.I.O., 
as it came t o  be known, was suspended with its adherents from 
the A.F. of L. But it proceeded to organize such key industries 
as steel, rubber, and motor cars, and reached agreements with 
such large corporations as U.S. Steel and General Motors. I n  the 
following years the C.I.O. and the A.F. of L. engaged in a bitter 
struggle for leadership of American labour. The C.I.O. held its 
first convention at  Pittsburgh Nov. 14-18, 1938, adopted its new 
name and a constitution, and elected Mr. Lewis president. 

CONGREVE, RICHARD (1818-1899), English Positivist, 
was born at  Leamington on Sept. 4, 1818, was educated a t  Rugby 
and Oxford, and was a fellow of Wadham college. I n  1878 he 
caused the split in English Positivism by refusing to admit the 
authority of P. Laffitte, Auguste Comte's successor. Congreve 
translated several of Comte's works, and in 1874 published a vol- 
ume of essays advocating the renunciation by Britain of her foreign 
possessions. H e  died at  Hampstead July j, 1899. 

Hii publications were: Ronzatz Empire of the W e s t  (1855) ; anno- 
tated edition of Aristotle's Polztics (185:; 2nd ed., 1 8 7 ~ )  ; ~ a t e c h i s n z  
of the Positive Religion, tran~lated front the French o f  A. Conzte 
(1858, 3rd ed., 1891) ; Elizabeth of England (1862) ; Essays, political, 
social, and religious (1874; 2nd series, 1892) ; Historical Lectures (col- 
lected in one volume, 1902). 

See P. Thomas, Auguste Cotnte and Richard Congreve, 1910. 

CONGREVE, SIR WILLIAM, BART. (1772-1828), British 
artillerist and inventor, was born on May 20, 1772, being the 
eldest son of Lieut.-Gen. Sir William Congreve (d. 1814)~ comp- 
troller of the royal laboratory a t  Woolwich, who uTas made a 
baronet in 1812. H e  was educated a t  Singlewell school, Kent, and 
(1788-93) at Trinity college, Cambridge. H e  is chiefly remem- 
bered for his war rockets which, first fired a t  Boulogne in 1806 
in salvos from boats of special construction, were very effective; 
and in 1807, 1808 and 1809 they were employed with excellent 
results on land and afloat a t  the siege of Copenhagen, in Lord 
Gambier's fight in the Basque Roads and in the Walcheren expe- 
dition. In 1810 or 1811 Congreve became equerry to the prince 
regent, with whom he was a great favourite. and in 1811 he was 
elected a fellow of the Royal Society; in the same year he at  
last received military rank, being gazetted 1ieut.-colonel in the 
Hanoverian artillery. I n  1812 he became member of parliament 
for Gatton. In  1813, a t  the request of the Admiralty, he designed 
a new gun for frigates. That same year the new "Rocket Troop" 
of the Royal Artillery rendered excellent service a t  Leipzig. Con- 
greve's rocket was replaced by Hale's, which had no stick. 

In 1814, on the death of his father, Col. Congreve succeeded to 
the baronetcy and also to  the office of comptroller of the royal 
laboratory. In 1820 Sir William Congreve was elected member 
of parliament. H e  died a t  Toulouse on May 16, 1828. 

Congreve was an ingenious and versatile man of science. Be- 
sides the war rocket he invented a gun-recoil mounting, a time- 
fuse, a parachute attachment to the rocket, a hydro-pneumatic 
canal lock and sluice (1813), a perpetual motion machine, a 
process of colour printing (1821) which was widely used in Ger- 
many, a new form of steam-engine, and a method of consuming 
smoke (which was applied at  the royal laboratory) ; he also took 



CONGREVE 
out patents for a clock in which time was measured by a ball roll- 
ing on an inclined plane; for protecting buildings against fire; in- 
laying and combining metals; unforgeable bank-note paper; a 
method of killing whales by means of rockets, improvements in the 
manufacture of gunpowder, stereotype plates; fireworks; gas 
meters, etc. The first friction matches made in England (1827) 
were named after him by their inventor, John Walker. H e  pub- 
lished a number of works, including three treatises on The Con- 
greve Rocket System (1807, 1817, and 1821); A n  Elementary 
Treatise on tlze Mounting of Naval Ordnance (1812); A Descrip- 
tion o f  the Hydropneumatical Lock ( I  81 5) ; A New Principle o f  
Steam Engine (1819) ; Resumption of Cash Payments (1819) ; 
Systems o f  Currency (1819), etc. 

See Col. J. R. J. Jocelyn, Journal of tlze Royal Artillery, vol. xxxii. 
No. z (1905). 
CONGREVE, WILLIAM ( I  670--I 729), English dramatist, 

the greatest English master of comedy, was born at Bardsey, near 
Leeds. where he was baptized on Feb. 10, 1670, although the in- 
scription on his monument gives the date of his birth as 1672. 
H e  was the son of William Congreve, a soldier who was soon after 
his son's birth placed in command of the garrison a t  Youghal. 
T o  Ireland, therefore, is due the credit of his education-as a 
schoolboy a t  Kilkenny from 1681 to 1685, and then as an under- 
graduate at  Dublin under St. George Ashe, where he was a 
contemporary and friend of Swift. His family moved from 
Ireland to Staffordshire, probably a t  the Revolution, and it  seems 
to have been there, in 1690, that Congreve wrote The Old Bache- 
lor, to amuse himself, as he says, during convalescence from an 
illness. From college he came to London, and was entered as a 
student of law a t  the Middle Temple in 1691. The first-fruits of 
his studies appeared under the boyish pseudonym of "Cleophil," 
in the form of a novel (Incognita, or Love and Duty reconciled, 
1692), whose existence is now remembered only through the 
avowal of Dr. Johnson that he "would rather praise it than read 
it." Tradition has it  that Incognita was written at  the age of 17, 
but there are evidences of revision at  a maturer age. Congreve 
took his place in the London of William and Mary very quickly. 
H e  had some poems in Gildon's hiiscellany (1692), and was 
enlisted by Dryden among those who collaborated in his transla- 
tion of Juvenal, contributing also the complimentary poem that 
was prefixed to Dryden's translation of Persius that accompanied 
it  (1692). 

I n  1693 Congreve's career of fame began with the brilliant 
appearance and instant success of his first comedy The Old 
Baclzelor (1693) under the generous auspices of Dryden, then, 
as  ever, a witness to the falsehood of the vulgar charge which 
taxes the greater among poets with jealousy or emy.  The dis- 
crowned laureate had never, he said, seen such a first play; and, 
indeed, the graceless grace of the dialogue was as yet only to 
be matched by the last and best work of Etherege, standing, as 
till then i t  had done, alone among the barefaced brutalities of 
Wycherley and Shadwell. The types of Congreve's first work 
were the common conventional properties of stage tradition, but 
the fine and clear-cut style ip which these types were reproduced 
was his own. The gift of one place and the reversion of another 
were the solid fruits of his splendid success, but the tradition 
that portrays him as living in wealth on lavish sinecures does 
not need Swift's exaggerated picture of his poverty to refute it. 
Swift wrote of him that 

Congreve spent on writing plays 
And one poor office half his days. 

Next year a better play from the same hand met with worse 
fortune on the stage, and with yet higher honour from Dryden. 
The noble verses, as faultless in the expression as reckless in the 
extravagance of their applause, prefixed by Dryden to TIze Double 
Dealer (1694) must naturally have supported the younger poet, 
if, indeed, such support can have been required, against the 
momentary annoyance of assailants whose passing clamour left 
uninjured and secure the fame of his second comedy; for the 
following year witnessed the crowning of his art and life, in the 
appearance of Love for Love (1695). The production of this play 
is a landmark in the theatrical history of the period. For some 

time the patentees of Drury Lane, in spite of their monopoly, 
had allowed the affairs of the theatre to get into such a condition 
that there seemed some danger of London being left without a 
theatre a t  all. Seeking to counteract falling profits by cutting 
salaries, they drove their players to  the edge of mutiny, and the 
murder of Mountfort, closely followed by the deaths of Leigh 
and Nokes, had brought affairs to a crisis which even the brilliant 
success of The Old Bachelor could only mitigate. At last William 
111. was persuaded that he was not bound by his predecessor's 
monopoly, and the malcontents of the Theatre Royal opened a 
new theatre in the tennis-court in Lincoln's Inn Fields. The 
patentees did their best to wreck the scheme, seeking to recover 
some of the deserters by offers of increased salaries, but only two 
were tempted back (see the prologue of Love for Love) ,  and the 
venture opened successfully on April 30, 1695, with Love for Love. 
In  1697 Congreve's ambition, rather than his genius, adventured 
on the foreign ground of tragedy, and The Mourning Bride (1697) 
began such a long career of good fortune as in earlier or later 
years would have been closed against a far better work. H e  was 
now manager of the new Lincoln's Inn theatre, and under contract 
to supply them with a new play every year-which he entirely 
failed to do. His health was already indifferent. Next year he 
attempted, without his usual success, a reply, Amendments of 
Mr. Collier's False and Imperfect Citations (1698) to  the attack 
of Jeremy Collier, the nonjuror, "on the immorality and pro- 
faneness of the English stage'-an attack for once not discredit- 
able to the assailant, whose honesty and courage were evident 
enough to prove him incapable alike of the ignominious precau- 
tion which might have suppressed his own name, and of the 
dastardly mendacity which would have stolen the mask of a 
stranger's. Against this merit must be set the mistake of con- 
founding in one indictment the levities of a writer like Congreve 
with the brutalities of a writer like Wycherley-an error which, 
ever since, has more or less perverted the judgment of succeed- 
ing critics. The general case of comedy was then, however, as 
untenable by the argument as indefensible by the sarcasm of 
its more brilliant and comparatively blameless champion. Art 
itself, more than anything else, had been outraged and degraded 
by the recent school of the Restoration, and the comic work of 
Congreve, though different rather in kind than in degree from 
the bestial and blatant licence of his immediate precursors, was 
inevitably for a time involved in the sentence passed upon the 
comic work of men in all ways alike his inferiors. The true and 
triumphant answer to  all attacks of honest men or liars, brave 
men or cowards, was then as ever to be given by the production 
of work unarraignable alike by fair means or foul, by frank im- 
peachment or furtive imputation. In  I 700 Congreve thus replied 
to Collier with The W a y  o f  the World-the unequalled and un- 
approached masterpiece of English comedy, which may fairly 
claim a place beside or just beneath the mightiest work of h1olih-e. 
On the stage which had recently acclaimed with uncritical applause 
the author's more questionable appearance in the field of tragedy 
this final and flawless evidence of his incomparable powers met 
with a rejection then and ever inexplicable on any ground of 
conjecture. There is a persistent but insufficiently authenticated 
tradition that the author himself rushed in front and rated the 
unappreciative audience. Whether from disgust a t  this treat- 
ment or not, a t  any rate, he wrote no more plays, though there 
are two more pieces of more or less dramatic work from his pen. 
I t  is known that Congreve, Vanbrugh and Walsh collaborated to 
translate Molikre's M ,  de Pourceaugrzac, under the title of Squire 
Trelooby; i t  is, however, a matter of conjecture whether the 
anonymous work of this name, published in 1704, represents their 
work. The general opinion is that it does, and Summers includes 
it in his edition of Congreve's complete works (Nonesuch Press, 
1925). The other is an opera Semele, set to music by Handel; i t  
was performed at  Cambridge in 1925. 

I n  1705 he was associated with Vanbrugh in the management 
of the Queen's theatre, while still retaining an interest in the 
Lincoln's Inn venture. But increasing gout made him unfit for 
the work and he soon retired definitely from theatre manage- 
ment. During the rest of his life Congreve produced little beyond 



CONGRUENCE-CONGRUOUS 
a volume of fugitive verses, published ten years after the mis- 
carriage of his masterpiece. But mention should be made of the 
Discourse on tlze Pindaric Ode, which accompanied his Pindaric 
Ode to the Queen, in 1786. This essay, based on the work of 
Lesueur and Schmid, is a valuable piece of literary criticism, 
bringing out clearly the true structure of the Pindaric ode, and 
helping to dam the flood of purposeless aggregations of long and 
short lines that had been assuming the name. His even course of 
good fortune under Whig and Tory Governments alike was 
counterweighed by the physical infirmities of gout and failing 
sight. H e  died on Jan. 19, 1729, in consequence of an injury 
received on a journey to Bath by the upsetting of his carriage; 
was buried in Westminster Abbey, after lying in state in the 
Jerusalem chamber; and bequeathed the bulk of his fortune to 
the chief friend of his last years, Henrietta, duchess of Marl- 
borough, daughter of the great duke, rather than to his family, 
which, according to Johnson, was in difficulties, or to Mrs. Brace- 
girdle, the actress, with whom he had lived longer on intimate 
terms than with any other mistress or friend, but who inherited by 
his will only f 200. 

The one memorable incident of his later life was the visit of 
Voltaire, whom he astonished and repelled by his rejection of 
proffered praise and the expression of his wish to be considered 
as any other gentleman of no literary fame. The great master of 
well-nigh every province in the empire of letters, except the only 
one in which his host reigned supreme, replied that in that sad 
case Congreve would not have received his visit. His portrait, 
painted by Kneller, for the Kitcat club, depicts him as handsome 
and inclined to be stout. We get hints of taste rather in  advance 
of his age in his collections of pictures and old ballads, and his 
love for his country house in Buckinghamshire. But it is re- 
markable how indefinite an impression we get of him. Dr. Proto- 
popesco, in his study of him ( U n  classique moderne), says: 
"HBte assidu de la maison des Marlborough, nous n'entendons 
que le bruit de ses mbchoires; avec ses amis, il ne fait que boire." 
We know him to have been a wit, but none of his talk is preserved. 
H e  had no enemies, and the most varying figures of his time, 
bitterly at  war with each other, succeed each other in his rooms 
without embarrassment. Gay calls him "unreproachful." 

We may conclude with the estimate of Congreve's work which 
A. C. Swinburne wrote for the ninth edition of the Erzcyclop~dia 
Britnnnica in an article largely retained above, with certain addi- 
tions of matters of fact. 

"The fame of the greatest English comic dramatist is founded 
wholly or mainly on but three of his five plays. His first comedy 
was little more than a brilliant study after such models as were 
eclipsed by this earliest effort of their imitator; and tragedy 
under his hands appears rouged and wrinkled, in the patches and 
powder of Lady Wishfort. But his three great comedies are more 
than enough to sustain a reputation as durable as our language. 
Were it not for these we should have no samples t o  show of 
comedy in its purest and highest form. Ben Jonson, who alone 
attempted to introduce it by way of reform among the mixed 
work of a time when comedy and tragedy were as inextricably 
blended on the stage as in actual life, failed to give the requisite 
ease and the indispensable grace of comic life and movement to 
the action and passion of his elaborate and magnificent work. Of 
Congreve's immediate predecessors, whose aim had been to raise 
on French foundations a new English fabric of simple and un- 
mixed comedy, Wycherley was of too base metal and Etherege 
was of metal too light to  be weighed against him; and besides 
theirs no other or finer coin was current than the crude British 
ore of Shadwell's brutal and burly talent. Borrowing a metaphor 
from Landor, we may say that a limb of h4olikre would have 
sufficed to make a Congreve, a limb of Congreve would have 
sufficed to make a Sheridan. The broad and robust humour of 
Vanbrugh's admirable comedies gives him a place on the master's 
right hand; on the left stands Farquhar, whose bright light genius 
is to Congreve's as female is to male, or 'as moonlight unto sun- 
light.' No English writer, on the whole, has so nearly touched the 
skirts of Rlolikre; but his splendid intelligence is wanting in the 
deepest and subtlest quality which has won for Molikre from the 

greatest poet of his country and our age the tribute of exact and 
final definition conveyed in that perfect phrase which salutes a t  
once and denotes him-'ce moqueur pensif comme un ap6tre.' 
Only perhaps in a single part has Congreve half consciously 
touched a note of almost tragic depth and suggestion; there is 
something well-nigh akin to  the grotesque and piteous figure of 
Arno!phe himself in the unvenerable old age of Lady Wishfort, 
set off and relieved as it  is, with grace and ar t  worthy of the 
supreme French master, against the only figure on any stage 
which need not shun comparison even with that of CClimkne." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-(I) Works: The Works of William Congreve were 
published in 1710 (3 vols.). The Dramatic Works of Wycherley, 
Congreve . . . (edit. Leigh Hunt, 1840), contains a biographical and 
critical notice. See also The Comedies of William Congreve (1895), 
with an introduction by W. G. S. Street; Semele (edit. D. D. 
Arundell, 1925) ; Incognita (edit. Brett-Smith, Percy reprint no. 5 ,  
1922). The Complete Works of William Congreve (4 vols., 1923, 
Nonesuch Press, edit. M. Summers) includes Squire Trelooby and 
his letters to the Keallys, as well as a full critical and biographical 
introduction. The theatrical history is prefixed to each play. I t  
should be added that the productions of Love for Love (1917) and 
The Way of the World (1918) by the Stage Society caused a con- 
siderable revival of interest in Congreve, and The Way of the World 
was produced at the Lyric theatre, Hammersmith, in 1923, and ran 
for over IOO nights, being again successfully revived at Wyndham's 
in 1927. A few fragments otherwise unedited will be found in A 
Sheaf of Poetical Scraps (edit. D. Protopopesco, Bucharest, 1923). 

(2) Biography: Memoirs of the Life, Writings and Amours of 
William Cotzgreve by "C. Wilson" (London, 1730) is one of Curll's 
more blatant frauds, and is quite valueless; E. Gosse, The Life of 
William Congreve (1881, new ed., 1924) ; D. Protopopesco, Un 
classique moderne, WilJiam Congreve (Bucharest, 1925). See also 
Swift, Jourfzal to Stella, and G .  Meredith, An Essay on Comedy 
(1897). 
CONGRUENCE, a mathematical term employed in several 

senses, each of them connoting harmonious relation, agreement 
or correspondence. 

Two geometric figures are said to be coftgrzlent, or to be in the 
relation of congruence, if i t  is possible to  superpose one of them 
on the other so that they shall coincide throughout. Thus two 
triangles are congruent if two sides and their included angle in the 
one are equal to two sides and their included angle in the other. 
This idea of congruence seems to be founded on that of a "rigid 
body," which may be moved from place to  place without change 
in the internal relations of its parts. But it  must rest on a previous 
concept of metrical relations among the parts of the body, since 
otherwise there would be no basis on which to determine whether 
the body had changed in shape and size. 

The position of a (straight) line (of infinite extent) in space 
may be specified by assigning four suitably chosen co-ordinates. A 
congruence of lines in space is the set of lines obtained when the 
four co-ordinates of each line satisfy two given conditions. For ex- 
ample, all the lines cutting each of two given curves form a con- 
gruence. The co-ordinates of a line in  a congruence may be ex- 
pressed as functions of two independent parameters; from this 
it follows that the theory of congruences is analogous to that of 
surfaces in space of three dimensions. An important problem for 
a given congruence is that of determining the simplest surface into 
which it  may be transformed. 

Two integers a and b are said to  be congruent modulo m if 
their difference a-b is divisible by the integer m. I t  is then said 
that a is congruent to b modulo m, and this statement is written 
in the symbolic form a = b  mod. m. Such a relation is called a 
congruence. Congruences, particularly those involving a variable 
x, such as x p s x  mod. p, p being a prime number, have many 
properties analogous to those of algebraic equations. They are of 
great importance in the theory of numbers (see NUMBERS, THE- 
ORY OF). 
CONGRUOUS, that which corresponds to  or agrees w ~ t h  

anything (Lat. congruere, to agree); the derivation appears in  
"congruence," a condition of such correspondence or agreement, 
a term used particularly in mathematics, e.g., for a doubly infinite 
system of lines (see SURFACE), and in the theory of numbers, for 
the relation of two numbers, which, on being divided by a third 
number, known as the modulus, leave the same remainder. (See 
NUMBER.) 



CONIBOS-CONIC SECTION 
CONIBOS, a tribe o f  South American Indians belonging to  the 

Panoan (q.v.)  linguistic stock. T h e  Conibos, one o f  the largest 
tribes o f  this group, live to-day on the  upper Ucayali river in  the 
vicinity o f  Cumarea. B y  tradition their former home was further 
south on the lower Urubamba. T h e y  are a sedentary, agricultural 
people, living in large rectangular thatched houses. T h e y  make 
excellent cotton textiles and beautifully decorated pottery, and 
are expert in  the management o f  their dug-out canoes. T h e  dead 
were formerly buried i n  large urns, beneath the floors o f  the 
houses. Monogamy is the  rule except for chiefs, and each girl 
prior t o  marriage has t o  go through an artificial defloration 
ceremony. 

See W .  C.  Farabee, "Indian Tribes of eastern Peru" (Papers of 
the Peabody &/luseum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, 
Harvard university, vol. x.). 

CONICAL REFRACTION: see LIGHT. 
CONIC SECTION, the intersection o f  a plane with a cone 

(q .v . ) .  I n  Greek geometry and for centuries af ter  the cone was 
regarded as a solid; hence any section was looked upon as a sur- 
face bounded b y  a curve. Later geometers feeling that conical 
properties belong t o  cones as surfaces, the bounded space within 
being relatively indifferent,  define a cone as a surface. Hence the 
plane section becomes not an area but a plane-curve, though ques- 
tions o f  areal content o f  course remain in  place. T h e  study o f  
conics seems t o  have issued f rom Plato's Academy, with its in- 
scription, "Let  none unversed in  geometry 
enter." Plato himself was abreast but 
hardly ahead o f  the mathematics o f  his 
day, such as was afterwards enshrined in 
Euclid's thirteen books o f  Elements (c.  
300 B.c.), but  the interest and enthusiasm 
he aroused accomplished wonders. 

T h e  Triad.-Plato's associate, Menaech- 
mus,  was the brother o f  Deinostratus who H F I G .  1 

.was the exploiter i f  not inventor o f  thequad- 
ratrix o f  Hippias (c .  420 B.c.). I t  was Menaechmus who is said 
t o  have told Alexander that there is "no royal road to  geometry," 
and who saw (c .  359 B.c.) that finding the mean proportional in- 
volved relations such as, for us ,  determine 
two parabolas and an hyperbola, defined 
b y  the equations x2=ay, y2=bx, xy  =ab. 
But  such curves did not exist i n  his day 
and it  became necessary t o  invent them,  
as possessing geometric properties sym- 
bolized now i n  these equations. This  he 
is said t o  have done (as  appears probable 
f rom the epigram o f  Eratosthenes, c. 230 
B.c., " D O  not . . . cut the cone in  triads 
o f  Menaechmus") b y  imagining a right 
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circular cone cut b y  a plane perpendicular 
t o  the edge or generatrix, and in  one o f  three curves (bounding 
the plane section) according as the cone was right-, acute- or 
obtuse-angled at the vertex. I n  the  first and simplest case the 
plane, being parallel t o  the  opposite edge, 
could never meet i t .  T h e  section then ex- 
tended indefinitely, yielding a curve, now 
named parabola (q .v . ) ,  always the  same 
in  shape though varying i n  size. I n  the 
second case the  plane cut the  opposite 
edge, the  section was closed and finite, 
and was later named the  ellipse (q.v.) .  I n  
the third case the plane, diverging more E!!!fl F IG .  3 

and more f rom the opposite element o f  the cone, never meets i t  
(except in  the  opposite nappe, as recognized b y  Apollonius),-the 
curve is now known as the  hyperbola (q.v.). B y  help o f  this triad 
(figs. I ,  2 ,  3), says Eutocius o f  Ascalon (c. A.D. 560),  its inventor 
found t w o  solutions for  the cube problem. Both the ellipse and 
the hyperbola change shape on varying the vertical angle, which 
in  the parabola cannot vary. As the  plane nears the vertex, the 
ellipse shrinks t o  a point, but  the parabola and the hyperbola 
straighten out,  each into a pair o f  right lines, divergent in the 
hyperbola but  coincident in  the parabola. 

Through more than a century much progress was made b y  
such writers as Aristaeus, Euclid and Archimedes. Euclid's four 
books on conics, now lost but  mentioned b y  Pappus (fl. c. 300) 
and Proclus ( c .  412-485)) were probably summed u p  i n  the  first 
four books o f  the  conics o f  Apollonius. Archimedes (287-212 
E c.) also m a y  have written such a treatise, now lost. His extant 
works contain weighty contributions, such as the quadrature o f  the  
parabola, the first o f  its kind, improving Eudoxus's method o f  ex- 
i~austion, and inserted as a tract between the two  books on mass- 
centres and the equilibrium o f  plane areas. Also i n  his books on 
Conoids and Spheroids he  effected the cubature o f  these solids b y  
like means ( o f  compression), slicing each into thin parallel lam- 
inae, then forming two  series o f  thin cylinders wi th  bases respec- 
tively the larger and smaller bases o f  these layers, between which 
two series the volume sought must  lie. As  the  strata become ever 
thinner, the two series close down upon the  volume, lying always 
between,-a rigorous method suggesting integration. H e  also 
found the area o f  the ellipse (props. 5 ,  6 in  the same work ) ,  but  
not o f  the hyperbola. T h e  crowning peak in  Greek mathematics, 
though not so broad-based as Archimedes, i s  Apollonius, born (c .  
262 B.c.) i n  Perga, Pamphylia, a student i n  the  Euclid-school at 
Alexandria and the author o f  eight books (387 propositions) on 
Co~zics, monumentally edited in  two folios b y  Edmund Halley 
(Oxford, I~IO), with commentaries. Books I.-IV. resume the 
science as known down t o  Conon o f  Samos, almost a contempo- 
rary, and books V.-VIII.  contain higher developments b y  the 
author himself .  

According t o  Geminus o f  Rhodes (c .  70 B.c.), cited b y  Eutocius, 
Apollonius first showed that all conics are sections o f  any circular 
cone, right or oblique; also, as Pappus tells us, he gave the  names 
parabola (application or equality, literally, casting alongside), 
ellipse (de fec t ) ,  and hyperbola (excess), t o  express certain facts 
in  the comparison o f  areas. H e  assumed the axis o f  the  cone 
oblique t o  i ts circular base, also a principal plane through the ver- 
tex and upright on that base, cutting the cone i n  the axial triangle, 
its sides being elements o f  the cone, i ts  base a diameter o f  the  
circle, and the diameter perpendicular thereto being conjugate. 
His section planes were all at right angles t o  this axial triangle, but  
at varying angles t o  the  base (e.g., rotating round the  conjugate 
as axis), each section being thus symmetric as t o  the  principal 
plane. He  showed that all earlier types o f  conics (right-, acute- 
and obtuse-angled cones) result as follows: the  right-angled cone 
gives a parabola when the  rotating plane becomes parallel t o  a 
cone-element ; the ellipse when i t  turns away f r o m  parallelism and 
f rom the axis; and hyperbola when i t  turns away oppositely 
toward the axis,-in which case i t  would cut the opposite con- 
gruent nappe traced b y  the same generatrix g prolonged backward 
(figs. 1-3). 

T h e  Parameter.- The intersection o f  the cutting plane with 
the axial triangle he  called ~ X a y i a  ~ X e v p i i  (transverse side, 

Lat. latus transversum) ; i t  is also called a 
diameter o f  the conic, as halving a system 
o f  parallel chords. T h e  point where the 
diameter meets the cone surface (and 
conic) is named the  vertex o f  the  conic. 
Through the vertex is now drawn in  the  
cutting plane a perpendicular t o  the di- 
ameter, tangent t o  the curve and o f  a 
length p determined b y  the Pythagorean 
application of areas, a favourite process in 
Greek geometry, as in  Euclid, I . ,  44. Th i s  

FIG. 4 f i  may be defined for the  ellipse and hyper- 
bola as a third proportional to  the length d o f  the diameter, and the 
length d' o f  its conjugate; that is, d : 6 = d f : p ,  whence p=2b2/a. 
I f  in such application ( the  more familiar English is "construction 
upon") the area-length goes beyond the line-length, there is excess 
(hyperbole) ; but  i f  the former falls short o f  the latter, there is de- 
fect (ellipsis, leaving ou t ) .  This  is what happens in  the  hyperbola 
and the ellipse, the  two sections being named accordingly, whereas 
exact equality (or  application) obtains in  the midsection, therefore 
named parabola ( f ig .  4 ) .  This  third proportional f l  he named 
bp6'ia (erect, whence latus rectunz, for latus erectum) ; i t  is now 
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called pnran~eter (side-measure, condensing a long Apollonian 
clause). 

These distinctive areal properties are expressed in cartesian co- 
ordinates, the rectangular axes being the diameter and the tangent 

P a t  the vertex, by the equation y2=px--x2 for the ellipse; y2=p3 
d 

for the parabola; and y 2 = p ~ + t x 2  for the hyperbola. Either 
d 

form, the ellipse or hyperbola, would hold for the parabola, since 
p/d=o for an infinite d; the parabola thus appears as a common 
limit of the ellipse and the hyperbola. Such equations were of 
course unknown to Apollonius, who employed their equivalents 
in their picturesque but cumbrous forms of areal relation. 

Eccentricity.- In the parabola only one vertex seems actual, 
but in the ellipse the other side of the axial triangle is also cut by 
the plane, giving a second vertex; also in the hyperbola the other 
side prolonged is cut by the plane in a second vertex; in both 
cases the line joining the vertices is called a diameter, and its mid- 
point is called the conic's centre. With the notion of centre comes 
that of any diameter and its conjugate, each bisecting all chords 
parallel to the other, though in the hyperbola the conjugate's ends 
can be seen only on the conjugate hyperbola. Naturally Apol- 
lonius deals throughout with areas, parallelograms and propor- 
tions, so that his proofs now seem laboured and awkward, however 
ingenious. I n  Bk. I II . ,  Prop. 45, he first attains the notion of foci 
as "the points arisen from the application," a vague denotation, 
but a focus (so named by Kepler, 1604) is defined as divid- 
ing the major axis into parts whose rectangle equals one fourth the 
figure (i.e., the rectangle of major axis and parameter). The focus 
of the parabola escaped the attention of Apollonius, but not of 
Pappus, his worthiest commentator, who "wrote under Diocletian" 
(284-305) and in a lemma of Bk. VII. of his mathematical collec- 
tion (avvaywy7j) shows that the ratio of the distances of any 
point on any conic from a fixed point (focus) and a fixed line 
(directrix) is constant, thus adding this latter concept to  the Apol- 
lonian list. The constant ratio e is called the eccentricity; origi- 
nally a term of Ptolemaic astronomy, it  has passed from sense to  
sense till lodged at  length in that just given. The conic is an 
ellipse, a parabola, or an hyperbola according as e < r ,  e=r ,  or 
e> I ; in the circle, i t  is o. 

O t h e r  Definitions.-In Bk. 11. Apollonius defines asymptote: 
On the tangent to an hyperbola at  V lay off VA=VAf, making 
the whole length AA' equal t o  the parallel diameter; then the 
lines MA, MA', from the centre M, will continually approach 
but never meet the hyperbola. I n  Bk. IV. he discusses the mutual 
intersection of conics, showing that any two meet a t  most in four 
points (tangent points counting double), and continues the har- 
monic division begun in Bk. 11. under the name of proportion. 
Bks. V.-VII.(I.) advance to brilliant original work on maximal 
and minimal lengths from any point (in the plane) to  the conic, 
introducing the sub-normal found constant in the parabola. Apol- 
lonius determines centres of curvature, but neither the notion nor 
the measure of curvature itself, and may well have reached with- 
out realizing or comprehending fully the conception of evolute, 
the highest summit of Greek geometry. Bk. VII. develops with 
much ingenuity the doctrines of complementary chords (parallel 
to  conjugate diameters), the constant sum of squared conjugate 
diameters, and the areas of related parallelograms, all of course 
strictly geometrically. 

Greek mathematics culminated in Apollonius. Little further ad- 
vance was possible without new methods and higher points of 
view. Much later, the Arabs and other Muslims absorbed the 
classic science greedily; it was the Persian poet Omar Khayyam 
(c. 1044-1 I 23/4), one of the most prominent of mediaeval mathe- 
maticians, with his remarkable classification and systematic study 
of equations, which he emphasized, who blazed the way to the 
modern union of analysis and geometry. In  his Algebra he con- 
sidered the cubic as soluble only by the intersection of conics, and 
the biquadratic not a t  all. 

Modern  Treatment.- The first modern treatment of conics 
(1522), a libellus of 34 pages, ushered in a volume of collected 

papers of a theologian, Johann Werner of Niirnberg (1468-1528). 
I t  out-Greeked the Greeks in dealing with the conic, figuring the 
cone always, whereas Apollonius figures generally only plane 
curves, and treats not the ellipse but only the parabola and hyper- 
bola, as they count only in the duplication of the cube, Werner's 
main concern. Also Francesco Maurolico (1494-15 75) published 
in translation Bks. I.-IV. of Apollonius, with a mistaken attempt 
at  restoring the others (1564). 

Johann Kepler (1571-1630) was the first to proclaim the reg- 
nance of the conic in the sky. Apollonius had rightly ranked i t  
among things worth study on their own account (Bk. V., Pref.); 
Kepler placed the sun in a world-focus, with planets rolling round 
it in ellipses, as confirmed and rationalized in Newton's Law of 
Inverse Squares. But Kepler's main advance in pure conic- 
doctrine lay in enunciating (1604) as "analogy" the principle or 
law of continuity, Leibniz's Zex continuationis, which supplies the 
parabola with a "blind focus" and with a vertex a t  infinity, all 
diameters being parallel, therewith preparing a path for projec- 
tive geometry (see PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY). H e  also found 
~ ( a f  b) as the approximate length of the ellipse, a and b being 
the semi-axes. 

Pro jec t ive  G e o m e t r y  and Coordinates.-Meantime Claude 
Mydorge (1585-1647), Girard Desargues (1593-166z), and Blaise 
Pascal (1623-62) made France the continuator of Greece in pure 
geometry. The first of these scholars published two books on 
conics in 1631 and two more in 1639. Four others were lost, being 
taken to England by Lord Cavendish and Lord Southampton. 
Mydorge showed that if all rays to a conic from a point in its plane 
be prolonged in the same ratio, their ends will form a similar conic. 
But it  was Desargues who published (1639) a "Rough Draft" on 
conic sections so far beyond the age that, like Grassmann's 
Ausdehnungslelzre and Mobius's Statik, i t  was cast into the scien- 
tific waste-basket; fortunately, however, Philippe D e  La Hire had 
made a written copy of i t  in 1679. This work introduced the In- 
finite, regarded the cylinder as a cone with its vertex a t  infinity, 

and grounded the notion of involution. 
( D E S I R O U E S , S  The so-called Desargue's Theorem declared Kl that a chord cuts a conic and an inscribed 

quadrangle in  six points in involution (OP. 
OP'= k c 2 )  ; also if two triangles have 
their corresponding vertices on three com- 
punctal lines, then their corresponding 

M l -  -- . - M, sides meet in three collinear points (and 
conversely),-the basis of homology (Pon- 
celot) (fig. 5). 

2' Only Pascal seemed able to keep step 
with Desargues. H e  attended mathematical 

FIG. 5 meetings with his father and before 1640 
composed a book on conics. Leibniz wrote to Pascal's nephew 
(Aug. 30, 1676) vainly urging its publication; it  perished, save for 
a small introductory fragment, so that the most that is known 
about it is only from Leibniz's letter. Pascal avows the leadership 

of Desargues, stating without 
proof, as  the first lemma to 
the latter's theorem, his own 

L1...s~nQs% about the hexagram inscribed in 
a circle, that the three inter- 
sections of its three pairs of 

3 opposite sides are collinear. The 

FIG. 6 
reciprocal, Bianchon's Theorem, 
was first published in 1806. 

Since both regarded the cone solely without any axial triangle, 
and viewed any conic as a shadow or projection on a plane of 
any circle of the cone from its vertex, such a property of the 
circle-hexagram would in their minds pass over into the cor- 
responding Hexagramina mysticunt of the conic. From this prop- 
osition Pkre Mersenne (1588-1648) declares that Pascal deduced 
400 corollaries. 

To RenC Descartes ( I  596-16 jo) the algebraization and conse- 
quent transfiguration of geometry, especially of conics, is com- 
monly ascribed, although his Ge'ome'trze (1637) reads more like a 
geometrization of algebra (see ANALYTIC GEOMETRY). Pierre de 
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Kowalewski, 1901) ; A. Clebsch, Lecons sur la Gtome'trie (tr. A. 
Benaist, 1903) ; W. Dette, ~ n a l .  Geom. der ~ e ~ e l s c h n i t t e  ( 1 ~ 0 ~ )  ; 
F.  Enriques, L'Evolz~tion des iddes ge'ome'triques duns la pense'e 
grecque (tr. M. Igz7) ; P. Ver Eecke, Les Coniques d' 
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Ebene u. des Raumes (1925) ; J .  Steiner, Vorl. iiber synthetische Geom. 
(2nd ed., 1875-76) ; F. Wicke, Eznfiihrung in  d. Hohere Math., 
2 vols., 1927; H. P. Hudson, Cremona Transformations (1927). On 
the history of the subject, F. Cajori, History of Mathematics (1919) ; 
M. Cantor, Vorl. ii. d. Geschichte d. Mathematik, 4 vols., 1880-1908, 
1922-24 ; Encyclope'die des Scifnces Math. pures et appliques (1913- 
14) ; Fundamenta mathematica (1920-26) ; S. Giinther and H. 
Wieleitner, Geschichte der Mathematik (1908-21) ; T. L. Heath, 
A History o f  Greek Mathematics ( rgzr ) ,  and Apollonius of Perga 
(1896) Archimedes Aristerchus o f  Samos (1920) ; D, E. 
Smith, ' History of ~ a t h e A a t i c s ,  z vols. (1923-25) ; J. Tropfke, 
Geschichte d. Elementarmath. (2nd ed., 1921 seq.) ; E. Duporcq, 
Premiers Principes de Ge'ome'trie moderne ( ~ 9 2 4 ) .  (W. B. SM.) 

CONIC SURFACE: see CONE. 
CONIFERS or CONIFERALES: see G ~ n ~ x o s ~ c n ~ ~ s .  
CONIINE. This alkaloid, first isolated by Giesecke in 1827, 

occurs in hemlock (q.v.) along with several closely related 
alkaloids (see ALK~LOIDS) and can be prepared in a crude state 
by the process described for nicotine (9.v.); these alkaloids are 
all highly toxic. Coniine, C,H,,N, is a colourless, strongly alkaline 
liquid, which boils a t  166-167' C, and solidifies a t  -2' C to a 
crystalline mass. I t s  specific rotation is [a], - I  s . ~ ' ,  i t  dissolves 
water, but is itself sparingly soluble in that solvent though readily 
soluble in ether or alcohol. The salts crystallize well; the picrate, 
which melts a t  75' C, and the double compound with potassium 
cadmium iodide, which melts a t  118' C, are characteristic and 
suitable for identification of the alkaloid. Coniine is one of the 
simplest of the natural alkaloids and was the first to  be synthe- 
sized (Ladenburg, 1886). 

CONINGTON, JOHN (182 5-1869), English classical schol- 
ar, was born a t  Boston in Lincolnshire. He had a distinguished 
career at  Oxford, and in 1854 was appointed, as first occupant, 
to the chair of Latin literature founded by  Corpus Christi 
College. I n  1852 he began, in conjunction with Prof. Goldwin 
Smith, a complete edition of Virgil with a commentary, of which 
the first volume appeared in 1858, the second in 1864, and the 
third, in which H.  Nettleship replaced Prof. Goldwin Smith, 
soon after Conington's death. I n  1866 Conington published his 
most famous work, the translation of the Aeneid of Virgil into 
the octosyllabic metre 

His edition of Persius with a commentary and a spirited prose 
translation was published pos t~umous~y  in In the same year 
appeared his Misc~llaneous Writings, edited by J. A. Symonds, with 
a memoir by Prof. H. J. S. Smith (see also H. A. J. Munro in 
Journal o f  Philology, ii., 1869). Among his other editions are Aeschy- 
lus, Agamemnon (1848), Choephori (1857) ; English verse translations 
of Horace, Odes and Carmen Saeculare (1863), Satires, Epistles, and 
Ars Poetica (1869). 

CONINXLOO, GILLIS VAN (1544-1607), Flemish 
painter, born on Jan. 24, I j44, probably a t  Antwerp. H e  studied 
under Lenaert Kroes and Gillis Mostert. After a period of travel 
in France he returned to Antwerp in 1570 and was made a mem- 
ber of the Guild of Painters. H e  had, however, to  leave his home 
again in 1585 t o  escape from religious persecution, and stayed at  
Frankenthal in  Germany for ten years. I n  1595 he settled at  
Amsterdam. Van Mander (Hymens ed., 1884), calls him the 
best landscapist of his time, His work represents the gradual 
transition from the phantastic conception of landscape of the 
16th century as seen in the early work of Paul Brill to the real- 
istic representation of the 17th, and may accordingly be divided 
into three periods. His early work at  Antwerp is well represented 
by 'q-he Judgment of Midas" at  Dresden; the second, or Franken- 
thal period by two landscapes, one at  the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 
Milan, the other a t  Schwerin; the last period, where all colours 
are blended in one harmonious tone, by "Landscape with Figuresu 
(1598) in the Leichtenstein Gallery at  Vienna He brought the 
Flemish tradition to Holland and Germany. 

See E. Plietzsch, Die Frankenthaler Mazer (1910). 

CONIC 
Fermat (1601-6j), keener and deeper in mathematical insight as 
well as earlier in his inventions, nevertheless was later in publi- 
cation. Their chief achievement mas to introduce motion into 
Greek static conceptions, by using a pair of variables (x, Y)  to  
represent s moving point tracing a curve. An equation connecting 
the variables defined the motion of the point. Thus all is life and 
motion, "mouvement continu." 
Equations symbolize the classic 
TOTO' ( loci ) ,  and conversely loci 
depict equations. All conics are 
grouped in a single equation of 
the second degree, ax2+ zhxy + FIG. BA 
by2+2gx+zfy+~ =o, each par- 
titular conic being determined by a set of values (a, h, b, f ,  g) con- 
stant for any one curve but varying from conic to  conic, while 
individual points are fixed by special value-pairs (x, Y), each pair 
satisfying the curve's equation. Thus the pair X=3, Y-4 satisfies 
the equation x2+y2= 25 ; hence the point 
(3, 4) is on the curve, a circle of radius 5 
about the origin 0 (see COORDINATES). 
Hints of this kind had already been put 
forth in Muslim works, and in France by 
Fran~ois  Vikte (1540-1603), but not the 
notion of the moving point (x, y) .  This 
mutual depiction of value-pair ( x ,  y) and FIG. 7 
moving point P, by  its effecting a union 
of algebra and geometry, marks the birth of modern mathematics. 

A prompt reaction to the stimulus of Descartes's Giomktrie was 
seen in John jvallis's TractatzLs on conics, spreading the "new 
method," quite ignoring the classics, and notable for introducing 
the sign oo : "Esto co Nota nu- 
meri infiniti" (1655). A similar 
reaction appears in the writings 
of D e  l7H8pital (1707), although 
D e  La Hire still followed his 
master's method of projection 
(168 5). Despite the wideand clear 
vision thus opened, the classic 
precedent retained a fascination, 
more or less determining later 
works, which introduced new syn- 
thetic ideas even while following 
analytic paths. Thus Newton 

,,, 

( I  642-1 72 7) conceived the conic FIG. 8 

as envelope of two sides of two constant rotating round 
fixed vertices, the other two sides meeting always on the same 
right line; and (Geometrica organics, 17") 
imagined the conic as a locus of the vertex of a triangle, each side 
fixed a t  one point, the other ver- 
tices moving each on a fixed line. 
Michel Chasles ( I  793-1880) em- 
ployed and extended both these 
conceptions. 

Later advances in the doc- 
trine of conics have been made 
mainly in connection with an- 
alytic and especially the projec- 
tive geometry and coordinates 
(9q.v.). Nevertheless the Greek 
synthetic spirit found extraor- 
dinary reincarnation in the work 

FIG. 9 of Jacob Steiner (1796-1863). 
As a pupil of Pestalozzi, he naturally laid especial stress on in- 
tuition and envisagement, while unjustly disliking all forms of 
analysis and eschewing its use as a reproach to geometry Proper. 
But his insight and ingenuity Were alike amazing and not only 
levelled the way for  Van Staudt (179&1867) and his followers 
in the geometry of position, but may also be said to have rounded 
out and filled in  apparently the whole circuit of the theory of 
conic sections. 

BIBLIOGRAP~Y.-H. F. Baker, Principles of Geometry, 4 vols., 1922; 
E. CesBro, Lezioni di geometria intrinseca (1896; German tr. by G. 
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CONJEEVERAM, a town of British India, in the Chingleput 

district of Madras, 45 m. W.S.W. of Madras by the South Indian 
railway. The population (61,376 in 1921) has largely increased in 
recent years. I t  is esteemed by the Hindus as one of the holiest 
places in southern India, ranking among the seven sacred cities of 
India, and is remarkable for the number of its temples and shrines. 
Of these the old Jain temple, situated in a hamlet some 2 m. south 
of the Weavers' quarter of the city (Pillapalaiyam), dates from 
the time when the Chola power was at  its height (12th or 13th 
century); the inscriptions contain an almost perfect record of the 
dynasties who held the country. Older than this temple are the 
great temples of Vishnu and Siva, which date from the time of the 
Pallava kings. The latter is remarkable for  its lofty towers and 
the extreme irregularity of its design. I t  contains fine porches, 
great tanks, and a hall with 540 carved columns. About 2 m. dis- 
tant, in Little Conjeeveram, is the Vara-daraja-swami Vaishnava 
temple, also containing a hall of pillars, beautifully carved, and 
possessing a rich treasury of votive jewels. For a century or more 
quarrels between the Tangalai and Vadagalai sects, connected with 
the worship of the temple, as to  the form of a symbol on the wall 
of the inner enclosure have led to  much litigation. The general 
aspect of the city is pleasing, with broad streets lined with fine 
trees. I ts  only important industry is the weaving of superior silk 
and cotton cloths and szris, which supports a large proportion of 
the population. 

Conjeeveram, a British corruption of Kanchipuram (the golden 
city), is very ancient, having been an influential place before the 
Christian era, and in its early centuries the capital of the Pallava 
dynasty. I n  the 11th century the city was conquered by the 
Cholas. Later i t  came to the Muslims, the kings of Vijayanagar, 
the Mahrattas and the emperor Aurungzeb. I t  remained in 
Muslim hands until 1752, when it  was captured by Clive. 

CONJUGAL RIGHTS: see DIVORCE. 
CONJUNCTION, a general term signifying the act or state 

of being joined together. I t  is used technically in astronomy and 
grammar. In  astronomy, two bodies are said to be in conjunction 
in right ascension or longitude when they have the same right 
ascension or longitude. The conjunction of Mercury or Venus 
with the sun is "superior" when the planet lies beyond the sun, 
and "inferior" when the planet is between us and the sun. In  
grammar the term "conjunction" is applied to one of the so- 
called "parts of speech," viz., those words which are used to 
"join together" words, clauses or sentences. Conjunctions are 
variously classified according to their specific function; e.g., 
adversative ("but," "though") which contrast, illative ("there- 
fore") where the second sentence or clause is an inference from 
the first, temporal where a time-relation is expressed, and so forth. 

CONJURING, the art, sometimes called White or Natural 
Magic, and long associated with the profession of "magician," 
consisting of the performance of tricks and illusions, with or 
without apparatus. Historically this art has taken many forms, 
and has been mixed up with the use of what now are regarded 
as  natural though obscure physical phenomena. The employment 
of purely manual dexterity without mechanical apparatus may 
be distinguished as legerdemain, prestidigitation or sleight of hand. 

E a r l y  History.-Whether or not the book of Exodus makes 
the earliest historical reference to  this form of natural "magic" 
when it  records how the magicians of Egypt imitated certain 
miracles of Moses "by their enchantments," it  is known that the 
Egyptian hierophants, as well as the magicians of ancient Greece 
and Rome, were accustomed to astonish their dupes with optical 
illusions, visible representations of the divinities ar?d subdivinities 
passing before the spectators in  dark subterranean chambers. The 
principal optical illusion employed in these effects was the throw- 
ing of spectral images upon the smoke of burning incense by 
means of concave metal mirrors. But the desired effect was often 
produced in a simpler way, by causing the dupe to look into a 
cellar through a basin of water with a glass bottom standing 
under a sky-blue ceiling, or by figures on a dark wall drawn in 
inflammablc material and suddenly ignited. The flashes of light- 
ning and the rolling thunders which sometimes accompanied these 
manifestations were easy tricks, now familiar to everybody as the 

JURING 
/ ignition of lycopodium and the shaking of a sheet of metal. 

Judging from the accounts which history has handed down to 
us, the marvels performed by the thaumaturgists of antiquity 
were very skilfully produced, and must have required a consider- 
able practical knowledge of the art. The  Romans were in the 
habit of giving conjuring exhibitions, the most favourite feat 
being that of the "cups and balls," the performers of which were 
called acetabularii, and the cups themselves acetabula. 

Optical  Tricks.-The history of conjuring by mechanical 
effects and inventions is full of curious detail. Spectral pictures 
or reflections of moving objects, similar to  those of the camera 
or magic lantern, were described in the 14th and 16th centuries. 
Thus, in  the House of Fame, bk. iii., Chaucer speaks of "appear- 
ances such as  the subtil tregetours perform a t  feasts"-pictorial 
representations of hunting, falconry and knights jousting, with 
the persons and objects instantaneously disappearing; exhibitions 
of the same kind are mentioned by Sir John Mandeville, as seen 
by him at  the court of "the Great Cham" in Asia; and in the 
middle of the 16th century Benvenuto Cellini saw phantasmagoric 
spectres projected upon smoke at  a nocturnal exhibition in the 
Colosseum at  Rome. The existence of a camera obscura a t  this 
latter date is a fact;  for the instrument is described by Baptista 
Porta, the Neapolitan philosopher, in his Magia A7atz~ralis ( I  j5S). 
And the doubt how magic lantern effects could have been pro- 
duced in the 14th century, when the lantern itself is alleged to 
have been invented by Athanasius Kircher in the middle of the 
17th century, is set a t  rest by the fact that glass lenses were con- 
structed at  the earlier of these dates-Roger Bacon, in his Dis- 
covery of the Miracles of Art ,  Natu3.e alzd Magic (about 1260), 
writing of glass lenses and perspectives so well made as to  give 
good telescopic and microscopic effects, and to be useful to old 
men and those who have weak eyes. Towards the end of the 
18th century Comus, a French conjuror, included in his entertain- 
ment a figure which suddenly appeared and disappeared about 
three ft .  above a table-a trick explained by the circumstance that 
a concave mirror was among his properties. 

A new era in  optical tricks began in 1863 when John Nevi1 
'Maskelyne (b. 1839), of Cheltenham, invented a wood cabinet 
in which persons vanished and were made to reappear, although 
it was placed upon high feet, with no passage through which a 
person could pass from the cabinet to  the stage floor, the scenes, 
or the ceiling; and this cabinet was examined and measured for 
concealed space, and watched round by persons from the audience 
during the whole of the transformations. The general principle 
was this: if a looking-glass be set upright in the corner of a room, 
bisecting the right angle formed by the walls, the side mall re- 
flected will appear as if i t  were the back, and hence an object 
may be hidden behind the glass, yet the space seem to remain 
unoccupied. This principle, however, was so carried out that no 
sign of the existence of any mirror was discernible under the 
closest inspection. Two years later the same simple principle ap- 
peared in "The Cabinet of Proteus," patented by Tobin and 
Pepper of the Polytechnic Institution, in which two mirrors were 
employed, meeting in the middle, where an upright pillar con- 
cealed their edges. I n  the same year Stodare exhibited the illusion 
in an extended form, by placing the pair of mirrors in the centre 
of the stage, supported between the legs of a three-legged table 
having the apex towards the audience; and as the side walls of 
his stage were draped exactly like the back, reflection showed an 
apparently clear space below the table top, where in reality a 
man in a sitting position was hidden behind the glasses and ex- 
hibited his head ("The Sphinx") above the table. The plane 
mirror il!usion is so effective that i t  has been reproduced with 
modifications by various performers. 

Acoustic Tricks.-Among the acoustic wonders of antiquity 
were the speaking head of Orpheus, the golden virgins, whose 
voices resounded through the temple of Delphi, and the like. 
Hippolytus explains the trick of the speaking head as prac- 
tised in his day, the voice being really that of a concealed assistant 
who spoke through the flexible gullet of a crane. Towards the 
close of the 10th century Gerbert (Pope Sylvester 11.) constructed 
(says William of Malmesbury) a brazen head which answered 
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questions; and similar inventions are ascribed to Roger Bacon, 
Albertus Magnus and others. In  the first half of the 17th century 
the philosopher Descartes made a speaking figure which he called 
his daughter Franchina; but the superstitious captain of a vessel 
had it  thrown overboard. I n  the latter part of the same century 
Thomas Irson, an Englishman, exhibited at  the court of Charles 
11. a wooden figure with a speaking-trumpet in its mouth; and 
questions whispered in its ear were answered through a pipe 
secretly communicating with an apartment wherein was a learned 
priest able to  converse in various languages. Johann Beckmann, 
in his History of Inventio~zs (about 1770, Eng. transl. by W. 
Johnston, 4th ed., 1846), relates his inspection of a speaking fig- 
ure, in which the words really came through a tube from a con- 
federate who held a card of signs by which he received intelligence 
from the exhibitor. Somewhat later was shown in England the 
figure of an infant suspended by a ribbon, having a speaking- 
trumpet in its mouth-an illusion in which two concave mirrors 
were employed, one of them concentrating the rays of sound into 
a focus within the head of the figure; and the mirror nearest 
the figure was hidden by a portion of the wall-paper which was 
perforated with pin-holes. I n  1783 Giuseppe Pinetti de Wildalle, 
an Italian conjuror of great originality, exhibited among his many 
wonders a toy bird perched upon a bottle, which fluttered, blew 
out a candle, and warbled any melody proposed or improvised 
by the audience-doing this also when removed from the bottle 
to a table, or when held in the performer's hand upon any part 
of the stage. The sounds were produced by a confederate who 
imitated song-birds after Rossignol's method by aid of the inner 
skin of an onion in the mouth; and speaking-trumpets directed 
the sounds to  whatever position was occupied by the bird. About 
the year 182j  Charles, a Frenchman, exhibited a copper globe, 
carrying four speaking-trumpets, which was suspended in a light 
frame in the centre of a room. Whispers uttered near to this 
apparatus were heard by a confederate in an adjoining room by 
means of a tube passing through the frame and the floor, and 
answers issued from the trumpets in a loud tone. Subsequently 
appeared more than one illusion of a similar order, in which the 
talking and singing of a distant person issued from an isolated 
head or figure by aid of ear-trumpets secretly contained within 
parts in which, from their outside form, the presence of such 
instruments ~ o u l d  not be suspected. 

Lucian tells of the magician Alexander in the and century that 
he received written questions enclosed in sealed envelopes, and a 
few days afterwards delivered written responses in the same 
envelopes, with the seals apparently unbroken; and both he and 
Hippolytus explain several methods by which this could be 
effected. I n  this deception we have the germ of '(spirit-reading" 
and "spirit-writing," which, introduced in 1840 by John Henry 
Anderson, "The Wizard of the North," became common in the 
re'pertoire of modern conjurors,-embracing a variety of effects 
from an instantaneous substitution which allows the performer 
or his confederate to  see what has been secretly written by the 
audience. The so-called "second-sight" trick depends upon a 
system of signalling between the exhibitor, who moves among the 
audience collecting questions to  be answered and articles to be 
described, and the performer, who is blindfolded on the stage. 

F i r e  Tricks.-Fire tricks, such as walking on burning coals, 
breathing flame and smoke from a gall-nut filled with an inflam- 
mable composition and wrapped in tow, or dipping the hands in 
boiling pitch, were known in early times, and are explained by 
Hippolytus (iv. 33). At the close of the 17th century Richard- 
son astonished the English public by chewing ignited coals, pour- 
ing melted lead (really quicksilver) upon his ,tongue and swallow- 
ing melted glass. Galen speaks of a person in the and century who 
relighted a blown-out candle by holding it  against a wall or a 
stone which had been rubbed with sulphur and naphtha; and the 
instantaneous lighting of candles became a famous feat of later 
times. Baptista Porta gave directions for performing a trick en- 
titled "many candles shall be lighted presently." Thread is boiled 
in oil with brimstone and orpiment, and when dry bound to the 
wicks of candles; and, one being lighted, the flame runs to them 
all. H e  says that on festival days they are wont to do this among 

the Turks. "Some call i t  Hermes his ointment." I n  1783 Pinetti 
showed two figures sketched upon a wall, one of which put out 
a candle, and the other relighted the hot wick, when the candle 
was held to their mouths. By wafers he had applied a few grains 
of gunpowder to the mouth of the first, and a bit of phosphorus 
to that of the other. A striking trick of this conjuror was to  
extinguish two wax candles and simultaneously light two others 
at  a distance of 3 ft., by firing a pistol. The candles were placed 
in a row, and the pistol fired from the end where the lighted 
candles were placed; the sudden blast of hot gas from the pistol 
blew out the flames and lighted the more distant candles, because 
in the wick of each was placed a millet-grain of phosphorus. A 
more recent conjuror showed a pretty illusion by appearing to 
carry a flame invisibly between his hands from a lighted to an 
unlighted candle. What he did was to hold a piece of wire for a 
second or two in the flame of the first candle, and then touch 
with the heated wire a bit of phosphorus which had been inserted 
in the turpentine-wetted wick of the other. But in 1842 Ludwig 
Dobler, a German conjuror of much originality, surprised his 
audience by  lighting two hundred candles instantaneously upon 
the firing of a pistol. This was the earliest application of elec- 
tricity to stage illusions. The candles were so arranged that each 
wick, black from previous burning, stood a few inches in front 
of a fine nozzle gas-burner projkcting horizontally from a pipe of 
hydrogen gas, and the two hundred jets of gas passed through 
the same number of gaps in a conducting-wire. An electric cur- 
rent leaping in a spark through each jet of gas ignited all simul- 
taneously, and the gas flames fired the candle wicks. 

Magnet ic  Tricks.-J. E .  Robert-Houdin (180 5-7 I ) ,  who 
opened his "Temple of Magic" a t  Paris in 1845, originated the 
application of electro-magnetism for secretly working or con- 
trolling mechanical apparatus in stage illusions. His Soire'es fan- 
tastiques at  Paris gave him such a reputation that the French 
Government actually sent him to Algiers in order to  show his 
superiority to the local marabouts; and he ranks as the founder 
of modern conjuring. H e  first exhibited in 1845 his light and 
heavy chest, which, when placed upon the broad plank or "rake" 
among the spectators, and exactly over a powerful electromagnet 
hidden under the cloth covering of the plank, was held fast a t  
pleasure. I n  order to divert suspicion, Houdin showed a second 
experiment with the same box, suspending it by a rope which 
passed over a single small pulley attached to the ceiling; but any 
person in the audience who took hold of the rope to  feel the 
sudden increase in the weight of the box was unaware that the 
rope, while appearing to pass simply over the pulley, really passed 
upward over a winding-barrel worked as required by an assistant. 
Remarkable ingenuity was displayed in concealing a small electro- 
magnet in the handle of his glass bell, as well as in  his drum, the 
electric current passing through wires hidden within the cord by 
which these articles were suspended. 

Mechanical  Tricks.-Down to the latter part of the 18th cen- 
tury no means of secretly communicating ad libitum motions to  
apparently isolated pieces of mechanism had superseded the 
clumsy device of packing a confederate into a box on legs draped 
to look like an unsophisticated table. Robert-Houdin employed 
vertical rods each arranged to rise and fall in a tube, according as 
it  was drawn down by a spiral spring or pulled up  by  whip-cord 
which passed over a pulley a t  the top of the tube and so down 
the table leg to the hiding-place of the confederate. I n  his centre 
table he had ten of these "pistons," and the ten cords passing 
under the floor of the stage terminated a t  a keyboard. Various 
ingenious automata were actuated by this means of transmitting 
motion; but the most elaborate piece of mechanical apparatus con- 
structed by Houdin was his orange tree. The oranges, with one 
exception, were real, stuck upon small spikes, and concealed by 
hemispherical screens which were covered with foliage; and the 
screens, when released by the upward pressure of a piston, made 
half a turn, and disclosed the fruit. The flowers were hidden 
behind foliage until raised above the leaves by the action of an- 
other piston. Near the top of the tree an artificial orange opened 
into four portions; while two butterflies attached to two light arms 
of brass rose up behind the tree, appeared on each side by the 
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spreading of the arms, and drew out of the opened orange a 
handkerchief which had been borrowed and vanished away. 

Levitations.-1n all ages a very popular magical effect has been 
the apparent floating of a person in empty space. An endless 
variety of ingenious apparatus has been invented for the purpose 
of producing such effects, and the present article would be incom- 
plete without some reference to one or two of the more modern 
examples. A very pretty illusion of this kind is that originally 
produced under the title of "Astarte." A lady is brought forward, 
and after making her bow to the audience she retires to the back 
of the stage, the whole of which is draped with black velvet and 
kept in deep shadow. There she is caused to rise in the air, to 
move from side to side, to advance and retire, and to revolve in all 
directions. The secret consists in an iron lever, covered with vel- 
vet t o  match the background, and therefore invisible to the 
audience. This lever is passed through an opening in the back cur- 
tain and attached to a socket upon the metal girdle worn by the 
performer. The girdle consists of two rings, one ins?de the other, 
the inner one being capable of turning about its axis. By means 
of this main lever and a spindle passing through it  and gearing 
into the inner ring of the girdle, the various movements are pro- 
duced. 

I n  1835 was first exhibited in Eqgland a trick which a Brahman 
bad been seen to perform a t  Madras several years before. Ching 
Lau Lauro sat cross-legged upon nothing-one of his hands only 
just touching some beads hung upon a genuine hollow bamboo 
which was set upright in a hole on the top of a wooden stool. The 
placing of the performer in position was done behind a screen; 
and the explanation of the mysterious suspension is that he passed 
though  the bamboo e strong iron bar, to  which he connected a 
support which, concealed by the beads, his hand and his dress, 
upheld his body. I n  1849 Robert-Houdin reproduced the idea 
under the title cxf ethereal suspension-professedly rendering his 
son's body devoid of weight by administering vapour of ether to 
his nose, and then, in sight of the audience, laying him in a hori- 
aontal position in the air with one elbow resting upon a staff 
resembling a long walking-stick. The support was a jointed iron 
frame under the boy's dress, with cushions and belts passing 
round and under the body. Subsequently the trick was improved 
upon b y  Sylvester-the suspended person being shown in several 
changes of position, while the sole supporting upright was finally 
removed. For the latter deception the steel upright was made 
with polished angular faces, apex towards the spectators, and 
acted in  a dim light on the same principle as  the mirrors of a 
Sphinx table. Before lowering the light, the reflector bar is cov- 
ered by the wood staff set up  before it. 

Vanishing Tricks.-The mysterious vanishing or appearing of 
a person under a large extinguisher upon the top of a table, and 
without the use of mirrors, was first performed by Comus, a 
French conjuror very expert in the cups-and-balls sleight-of-hand, 
who, appearing in London in 1789, announced that he would con- 
vey his wife under a cup in the same manner as he would balls. The 
feat was accomplished by means of a trap in a box table. Early 
in the 19th century Chalons, a Swiss conjuror, transformed a bird 
into a young lady, on the same principle. I n  1836 Sutton varied 
the feat by causing the vanished body t o  reappear under the crust 
of a great pie. Houdin "vanished" a person standing upon a table 
top which was shown to be only a few inches thick; but there 
was a false top which was let down like the side of a bellows, 
this distension being hidden by a table-cloth hanging sufficiently 
low for  the purpose, and the person, when covered by the ex- 
tinguisher, entered the table through a trap-door opening upwards 
Robin, in  1851, added to the wonder of the trick by vanishing 
two persons in succession, without any possibility of either escap- 
ing from the table-the two persons really packing themselves 
into a space which, without clever arrangement and practice, 
could not hold more than one. 

Automata.-Among the most meritorious and celebrated 
n~echanical illusions have been automaton figures secretly influ- 
-aced in their movements by concealed operators. I n  the 17th 
century &"I Raisin, organist of Troyes, took t o  the French court 
a harpsichord which played airs a s  directed by the audience; but, 

upon opening the instrument, Louis XIV. discovered a youthful 
performer inside. I n  1769 Baron Kempelen, of Pressburg, in  
Hungary, completed his chess-player, which for a long time re- 
mained the puzzle of Europe. I t  was an illusion-the merit con- 
sisting in the devices by which the confederate player was hidden 
in the cabinet and body of the figure, while the interior was opened 
in successive instalments to  the scrutiny of the spectators. The 
first player was a Polish patriot, Worousky, who had lost both 
legs in a campaign; as he was furnished with artificial limbs when 
in public, his appearance, together with the fact that no dwarf 
or child travelled in Kempelen's company, dispelled the suspicion 
that any person could be employed inside the machine. This auto- 
maton, which made more than one tour to  the capitals and courts 
of Europe, and was owned for a short time by Napoleon I., was 
exhibited by Malzel after the death of Kempelen in 1819, and 
ultimately perished in a fire a t  Philadelphia in 1854. A revival 
of the trick appeared soon afterwards in Hooper's "Ajeeb," shown 
at  the Sydenham Crystal Palace and elsewhere. A chess-playing 
figure, "Mephisto," designed by Gumpel, was also exhibited. No 
space existed for the accommodation of a living player within; 
but, as there was no attempt a t  isolating the apparatus from 
mechanical communication through the carpet or the floor, there 
was nothing to preclude the moving arm and gripping finger and 
thumb of the figure from being worked by any convenient connec- 
tion of threads, wires, rods and levers. I n  1875 Maskelyne and 
Cooke produced a t  the Egyptian Hall, in London, an automaton 
whist-player, "Psycho," which, from the manner in which it was 
placed upon the stage, appeared to be perfectly isolated from any 
mechanical communication from without; there was no room 
within for the concealment of a living player by aid of any optical 
or other illusion, and yet the free motions of both arms, especially 
of the right arm and hand in finding any card, taking hold of it  
and raising it or lowering it  to  any position and at  any speed as 
demanded by the audience, indicated that the actions were directed 
from without. The arm had all the complicated movements neces- 
sary for chess or draught playing; and "Psycho" calculated any 
sum up to a total of gg,ooo,ooo. 

Modern Developments.-Like most forms of refined enter- 
tainment the conjuror's magic appears to have kept well abreast 
of the times. Certainly, a t  no period of the world's history has it 
ever been so popular as a t  present. As a natural consequence, so 
many skilled exponents of the art have never before existed. Yet 
there is one respect in which a t  the present day conjuring shows no 
advance upon the records of earlier times. The one great peculiar- 
ity in connection with magic, a t  every period, has been the limited 
number of those who prove themselves capable of originating 
magical effects. This peculiarity has never been more thoroughly 
emphasized than a t  present. There are many who, as entertainers, 
are entitled to  rank with the highest, but to only a few can 
prominence be justly given as originators. The only logical con- 
clusion to be drawn is that to invent original illusions is a matter 
of no ordinary difficulty, and, indeed, all who have attempted work 
of that kind will admit that such is the case. When, however, an 
original principle has been invented, it  may be utilized in producing 
many and apparently quite distinct effects. As a n  example of this, 
Maskelyne's "Cleopatra's Needle," invented in 1879, may be men- 
tioned. The trick consisted of a piece of mechanism representing 
an exceedingly light model of the famous obelisk. So light was it, 
in fact, that it  couId easily be lifted with one hand. Upon an 
isolated stand, previously examined by the audience, a sheet of 
ordinary brown paper was laid, and on this the "needle" was 
placed. Thus during the performance communication with the 
obelisk was obviously impossible. Yet from within it human 
beings emerged i n  a most startling manner. The secret consisted 
in the fact that the "needle" was capable of being lifted by in- 
visible means, and from the outset contained two or three persons 
concealed within it. 

Bbck Magic.--In 1886 M. Buatier de  Kolta, in conjunction 
with J. N. Maskelyne, presented a t  the Egyptian Hall, London, a 
series of illusionary effects upon an entirely novel principle, to 
which they gave the name of "Black Magic." The main idea 
was based upon the fact-obvious when once it  is pointed out- 
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that visible form cannot exist in the absence of shadow or vary- 
ing tint. I n  other words, we can only distinguish forms when they 
exhibit either variations in colour or shade. Absolute uniformity 
must, necessarily, mean invisibility. To  bring about this uniform- 
ity, the entire stage was draped in black velvet, giving it  the ap- 
pearance of a dark and immensely deep cavern. There were no 
lights within it, though from the front it  was brilliantly illu- 
minated. Upon the stage, thus prepared, the most startling appear- 
ances and disappearances took place, within a few feet of the foot- 
lights. The illusions were produced by the simple method of 
covering anything to be concealed by screens of black velvet. 
These could be brought almost to the front of the stage, and yet 
would remain invisible; thus, in an instant, persons or articles 
would appear, apparently from space, or would disappear into it. 
The principle involved in the production of these illusions was 
adopted subsequently by many conjurors, and has served to pro- 
duce an almost endless variety of effects. 

O r i e n t a l  Tricks.-Oriental ingenuity, which furnished the 
original idea of the ethereal suspension trick, contributed the 
Chinese rings introduced into England in 1834; also the Chinese 
feat of producing a bowl of water with goldfish out of a shawl, 
first seen in England in 1845, and the Indian rope-tying and 
sack feats upon which the American brothers Davenport founded 
a distinct order of performances in 18 jg. Their quick escape from 
rope bonds in which they were tied by representatives of the 
audience, the instantaneous removal of their coats in a dark skance, 
leaving themselves still bound, and their various other so-called 
"phenomena" were exposed and imitated by Maskelyne, who, in 
1860, greatly surpassed any feats which they had accomplished. 
H e  proceeded to exhibit himself floating in the air, to show 
"materialized spirit forms," and to present a succession of wonders 
of the spirit mediums in novel performances. 

Legerdemain.- In the case of purely dexterous tricks, little 
advance has been made. Some new sleights, introduced from 
America, consist in an amplification of the method of concealing 
coins and cards at  the back of the fingers. The principle has re- 
ceived the incongruous title of "back-palming." By means of this 
method both back and front of the hand alternately can be shown 
empty, while, notwithstanding its apparent emptiness, the hand 
nevertheless conceals a coin or card. The first and fourth fingers 
are caused to act as pivots, upon which the concealed articles are 
turned from front to  back, and vice versa, the turning being per- 
formed by the second and third fingers. The movement is very 
rapid, and is accomplished in the act of turning over the hand to 
show the two sides alternately. -The sleight requires an enormous 
amount of practice. Unfortunately this dexterity may be applied 
not only to conjuring but to cheating, particularly in the case of 
card-sharpers. It takes various forms: ( I )  marking the cards; 
( 2 )  abstracting certain cards during the game for clandestine use; 
(3)  previously concealing cards about the person; (4) packing 
the cards; ( j )  substituting marked or prepared packs; (6) con- 
federacy; (7) false shuffles. 

Card  Tricks.-That a mysterious and apparently elaborate 
mechanical movement may, after all, possess the utmost simplicity 
is illustrated by the familiar conjuring trick known as "rising 
cards." Four cards having been chosen by the audience and re- 
turned to the pack, this is placed end upwards in a glass goblet, 
o r  in a thin case not deep enough to hide the pack, upon the top 
of a decanter or upon a stick. At command, the cards rise, one 
at  a time, out of the pack; one rises part of the way and sinks 
back again; one rises quickly or slowly as directed; one comes 
out feet first, and, on being put back, rises head upwards like the 
others; and one dances in time to music, and finally jumps out 
of the pack. At the conclusion there remain only the goblet or 
the case and the cards, subject to  the minutest examination of 
any one from the audience, without a trace of moving mechanism 
visible. This was one of the chief jeux of Louis Christian Comte, 
the French conjuror and ventriloquist, a t  the end of the 18th cen- 
tury, and in varied forms has been popular to the present day. 
Probably it was suggested by the earlier device of the golden 
head dancing in a glass tumbler, which is described in The Con- 
juror Unmasked (1790). Several crown pieces were put in the 

glass, a small gilded head above them, and a plate or other flat 
cover laid upon the mouth of the glass; yet the head thus isolated 
jumped inside the glass so as to count numbers and answer ques- 
tions. The secret communicator of motion was a fine silk thread 
attached to the head and passing through a tiny notch cut in the 
lip of the glass, and so to  a confederate who pulls it. I n  the case 
of the rising cards the whole of the movements are effected by 
arranging a single silk thread in the previously prepared pack, 
passing over some cards and under others, and led behind the 
decanter or other support to  the stage and thence to  the con- 
federate. As this infinitely simple mechanical agent is drawn 
altogether out of the pack after the last card has risen, literally no 
trace remains of any means of communicating motion to the cards. 

Recent  Advances in Conjuring.-Advancement in conjur- 
ing is mainly to be measured in the improved manner of achiev- 
ing the limited number of effects possible to the art. These are, 
chiefly, apparent creation, destruction and restoration, disappear- 
ance ("evanishment"), surprising transformations, substitutions, 
transportation ("apporting") and similar acts seemingly done in 
defiance of natural laws. 

The decapitation act (involving the apparent severance of the 
left arm, left leg or head of a man), introduced by Dr.  Lynn in 
1874 under the title of "Palingenesia," was revived, and a vari- 
ation presented in the form of "sawing a woman in half." The 
effect is briefly as follows:-A woman whose hands and feet are 
bound is ptaced into a cabinet, in which there is little room for 
movement, in a reclining position. Cords are passed through the 
cabinet from the hands and feet; in this way i t  is shown that 
the woman cannot move. The cabinet is closed and the whole 
sawn in half a t  about the waistline of the woman, after which 
the two halves of the cabinet are removed and the woman, still 
bound, is shown to be unharmed. The effects depend on optical 
illusions and mechanical principles cleverly utilized. Among acts 
done in apparent defiance of the law of gravitation is that known 
as "Asrah," which involves the disappearance of a floating form 
and its reappearance. 

Houdini 's  Performances.-The most radical development in 
conjuring in the present century is the series of sensational escapes 
which were devised or developed by Houdini. His success de- 
pended partly on his great physical strength and the fact that 
he was slightly bow-legged. I n  an outdoor exhibition he allowed 
himself to  be suspended, head down, some 75 ft. above the 
ground, in which position he freed himself from a straight jacket 
previously fastened upon him. The release was accomplished by 
first gaining slack of about two inches at  the shoulder. Another 
remarkable act was that from the so-called "Chinese water tor- 
ture cell." The "cell" is a metal-lined mahogany tank having a 
front of plate glass. This tank was filled with water, into which 
Houdini was lowered head first, his feet being fastened in stocks, 
that is, a mahogany cover in two sections, brass-bound. When he 
was submerged, the cover was padlocked on the tank, which was 
enclosed in a curtained cabinet. By his unaided effort he effected 
an escape within the space of two minutes. 

I n  his "overboard act" he was shackled with irons and placed 
in a box, which was locked, roped and weighted. The box was 
then submerged from a boat, to which he returned after freeing 
himself under water. The "milk-can escape" involved the use of 
a trick can. The top was locked to an outer section, which en- 
veloped the inner can containing the liquid. A simple lifting 
movement put the operator safe from harm and made escape easy. 
Other sensational effects produced included the "evanishment" 
of an elephant from a cabinet situated in the centre of a fully- 
lighted stage and the so-called "Hindu needle trick," in which 
upwards of IOO needles and several yards of thread were ap- 
parently swallowed, and afterwards withdrawn from the mouth 
with the needles threaded at  intervals. 

M i n d  Reading.-Logically classifiable under conjuring are 
those effects produced through natural means by many so-called 
spirit mediums and mind readers. The mortality of the World 
War quickened interest in psychic phenomena and thereby opened 
a frequently lucrative field for clever charlatans. A noted per- 
former claimed a vision able to penetxate metal, reading the time 



through a closed watch case and deciphering messages placed in 
a closed metal box. I t  was subsequently shown that his power 
depended on normal vision, view of the objects being obtained 
by such adroit handling of the object that he was able to obtain 
a glimpse of the contents. A medium, "Eva" of Paris, attracted 
much attention by her ability, in suitable surroundings, to emit 
and reabsorb "ectoplasm," the movement of which, on investiga- 
tion, was shown to be obstructed when a veil was placed over her 
mouth. 

Another notable instance was that of "Margery" (Mrs. 
Crandon of Boston), whose acts of levitation, bell ringing and 
other phenomena, ostensibly through a spirit, "Walter," were 
investigated in 1924 by a committee on which were psychologists 
from Harvard and other universities and shown to be repro- 
ducible by natural means. Among other effects commonly pro- 
duced by mediums are slate writing, spirit photography and the 
revelation of information of which the medium is presumably un- 
aware. The devices for securing these effects by natural means 
are very numerous, many of them requiring great adroitness of 
mind as well as much mechanical ingenuity. 

Qual i f i ca t ion  of Conjuror.-Modern magic calls to  its aid 
all the appliances of modern science-electricity, magnetism, op- 
tics and mechanics; but the most successful adepts in the art look 
down upon all such aids and rely upon address and sleight of 
hand alone. The prestidigitator's motto is "The quickness of the 
hand deceives the eye"; but this very phrase, which is always in a 
performer's mouth, is in itself one of the innocent frauds which 
the conjuror employs as part and parcel of his exhibition. The 
truth is that it  is not so much upon the quickness with which a 
feat is performed as upon the adroitness with which the time and 
means of performing it  are concealed that its success depends. 
The right opportunity for executing the required movement is 
technically called a tenzps. This is defined to be any act or move- 
ment which distracts the attention of the audience while some- 
thing is being "vanished" or "produced." Experiment will readily 
convince any one that it  is absolutely impossible t o  move the hand 
so quickly as to abstract or replace any object without being 
perceived, so long as the eyes of the audience are upon the per- 
former. But it  is very easy to do so unnoticed, provided the 
audience are looking another way a t  the time; and the faculty 
of thus diverting their attention is a t  once the most difficult and 
the most necessary accomplishment for a conjuror to acquire. I t  
does not suffice to point, or ask them to look in another direction, 
because they will obviously suspect the truth and look with all the 
more persistence. The great requisite is to "have a good eye"- 
in French conjuring parlance avoir de l'oeil. An earnest, convinced 
look of the performer in a particular direction will carry every- 
one's glances with it, while a furtive glance at  the hand which is 
performing some function that should be kept secret will ruin all. 
The motto prefixed by Robert-Houdin to his chapter on the "Art 
of Conjuring" is-"to succeed as a conjuror, three things are essen- 
tial: first, dexterity; second, dexterity; and third, dexterity"; and 
this is not a mere trick of language, for triple dexterity is required, 
not only to  train the hand to the needful adroitness, but to acquire 
the absolute command of eye and tongue that any successful 
conjuror must have. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The secrets of conjuring were for a long time 
jealously guarded by its professors, but in 1793 a work appeared in 
Paris, by M. Decremps, entitled Testament de Je'rome Skarpe, pro- 
fesseur de physique amusante, which gives a very fair account of the 
methods then in vogue. In 1858 a still more important and accurate 
book was published-Sorcellerie ancienne et moderne explique'e, by 
J. N. Pousin; and in 1868 J. E. Robe$-Houdin issued his Secrets de 
la prestidigation et de la magie wh~ch IS a masterly exposition of the 
entire art and mystery of conjuring. The last-mentioned book was 
translated into English by Professor Louis Hoffman, the author of 
Moddrn Magic. See also J. E. Robert-Houdin, Les Trickeries des 
Grecs; Hoffman, More Magic, and Later Magic; Edwin Sachs, Sleight 
of Hand; J .  N. Maskelyne, Sharps and Flats; A. Plate and H. Hatton, 
Magician Tricks (1910) ; W. Goldston, Exclusive Secrets; N. Maske- 
lyne and D. Devant, Our Magic (1911) ; L. Hoffmann, Latest  magic 
(1918) ; H. Houdini, A Magician among the Spirits (1924) ; H. Car- 
rington, Magic for Every One (1927) ; H. Kellock, Houdini's Life 
Story (1928) ; C. J. S. Thompson, The Mysteries and Secrets of Magic 
(Phila., 1928). 

CONKLIN, EDWIN GRANT (1863- ), American bi- 
ologist, was born at  Waldo, O., on Nov. 24, 1863. H e  graduated 
a t  Ohio Wesleyan university in  1886 and received from Johns 
Hopkins university in 1891 the degree of doctor of philosophy. 
He was professor of biology a t  Ohio Wesleyan university in  1891- 
94, and professor of zoology a t  Northwestern university from 
1894 to 1896 and a t  the University of Pennsylvania from 1896 
to 1908 when he was appointed to  a similar chair in Princeton 
university. H e  made valuable researches in embryology and 
cytology and in the mechanism of heredity and evolution, and by 
his skill as an investigator, teacher and writer, rose to foremost 
rank among American zoologists. Besides numerous and varied 
contributions to scientific journals, his writings include Heredity 
and Enviroument in  tlze Development of itfen ( I  91 5-2 I ) ; Direc- 
tion of Hunzan Evolutio~z (1921) ; Problents of Organic Adapta- 
tion (1921); and A Synopsis of tlze General Morphology of 
Aninzals (192 I ) .  He retired from active teaching in 1933. 

CQNKLING, ROSCOE (1829-1888), American lawyer and 
political leader, was born in Albany, N.Y., on Oct. 30, 1829. H e  
was the son of Alfred Conkling (1789-18~3), who was a represent- 
ative in Congress from New York in 1821-23, a Federal dis- 
trict judge in 182 j-jz, and U.S. minister to Mexico in 1852-53. 
Roscoe Conkling was admitted to the bar a t  Utica, N.Y., in 1850, 
was appointed district attorney of Oneida county in the same year, 
and soon attained success in the practice of his profession. At first 
a Whig, he joined the Republican Party a t  its formation, and was 
a Republican representative in Congress from 1859 to 1863. H e  
refused to follow the financial policy of his party in  1862, and de- 
livered a notable speech against the passage of the Legal Tender 
Act. In  1863 he resumed the practice of law, and in April 1865 
was appointed a special judge advocate by the secretary of war. 
He was again a represtntative in Congress from Dec. 1865 until 
1867, when he entered the Senate. After the war he allied him- 
self with the radical wing of his party, was a member of the joint 
committee that outlined the congressional plan of reconstructing 
the late Confederate States, and laboured for the impeachment of 
President Johnson. During President Grant's administration he 
was a member of the senatorial coterie that influenced most of 
the president's policies. I n  the Republican national convention 
of 1876 Conkling sought nomination for the presidency, and after 
the disputed election of this year he took a prominent part in 
devising and securing the passage of a bill creating a n  electoral 
commission. I n  1880 he was one of the leaders of the unsuccessful 
movement to nominate Grant for a third presidential term. With 
Grant's successors, Hayes and Garfield, his relations were not 
cordial; an opponent of civil service reform, he came into conflict 
with President Hayes over the removal of Chester A. Arthur and 
other federal office-holders in New York; and when in 1881 Presi- 
dent Garfield, without consulting him, appointed William H.  Rob- 
ertson, a political opponent of Conkling, as collector of the port 
of New York, and when this appointment was confirmed by the 
Senate in spite of Conkling's opposition, Conkling and his asso- 
ciate senator from New York, Thomas C. Platt, resigned their 
seats in the Senate and sought re-election as a personal vindica- 
tion. Being unsuccessful, Conkling took up  the practice of law in 
New York city. 

While in public life Conkling always attracted attention by his 
abilities, his keenness and eloquence in debate, his aggressive lead- 
ership and his striking personality. Though always a strenuous 
worker in Congress, he was not the originator of any great legis- 
lative measures, and his efficiency as a law-maker is thought t o  
have been much impaired by his personal animosities. His hostil- 
ity to  James G. Blaine, a fellow Republican senator, was especially 
marked. H e  died in New York city on April 18, 1888. 

See A.  R. Conkling (ed.), The Life and Letters of Roscoe Conkling 
(1889) ; James Barnet Fry, The Conkling and Blaine-Fry Con- 
troversy in 1866 (1893) ; George S. Boutwell, "Blaine and Conkling 
and the Republican Convention of 1880," in McClure's Magazine, 
vol. xiv., p. 281-286 (1900) ; Venila Lovina Shores, "The Hayes- 
Conkling Controversy, 1877-79," in Smith College Studies in History, 
vol. iv., No. 4 (1919). 

CONN, LOUGH, a lake of western Ireland, in Co. Mayo. 
I t s  length (N.N.W. to S.S.E.) is 9 m. and its extreme breadth 
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5 m. On the south a narrow passage communicates with Lough 
Cullin. The total length of the two loughs is nearly 12 m. They 
drain eastward by a short channel tributary to the Moy. Lough 
Conn lies 42 ft .  above sea-level. I t  contains a few islands, and its 
shores are generally low. 

CONNAUGHT, ARTHUR WILLIAM PATRICK AL- 
BERT, DUKE OF (1850-1942), third son and seventh child of 
Queen Victoria, was born a t  Buckingham Palace on May I ,  
1850 In  1874 he was created duke of Connaught and Strathearn 
and earl of Sussex. H e  was entered a t  the Royal Military Acad- 
emy, Woolwich, in 1866, and gazetted to the Royal Engineers in 
1868. Promoted captain in the Rifle Brigade in 1871, and lieu- 
tenant-colonel in 1876, he became general in 1893. The duke 
served with the expeditionary force in Egypt (1882), and com- 
manded the Guards brigade a t  Tel-el-Kebir. I n  1886 he went to 
India, where he commanded the Bombay army until 1890. On 
his return home he held command in the southern district (1890- 
93), and a t  Aldershot (1893-98), and in 1900 succeeded Lord 
Roberts as commander-in-chief in Ireland. On the re-organization 
of the War Office in 1904, he held the new office of inspector-gen- 
era1 to the forces until 1907, when he was made commander-in- 
chief in the Mediterranean. I n  1910 the duke opened the Union 
Parliament of South Africa on behalf of King George V. H e  
succeeded Earl Grey as governor-general and commander-in-chief 
of Canada (1911-16); and in 1920 he went to India as the repre- 
sentative of the king, to  inaugurate the provincial legislative coun- 
cils of Madras, Bengal and Bombay. 

On March 13, 1879, the duke married Princess Louise Mar- 
guerite of Prussia, third daughter of Prince Frederick Charles, 
who died in London on March 14, 1917 The duke's only son, 
Prince Arthur of Connaught (1883-1938), married, 1913, Princess 
Alexandra, Duchess of Fife, daughter of the Princess Royal. who 
had succeeded in 1912 t~ her father's dukedom by s?ecial re- 
mainder. Prince Arthur held the post of governor-general of the 
Union of South Africa from 1920 until Dec. 1923. The duke of 
Connaught's elder daughter, Margaret (1882-1920) was married 
in 1905 to the crown prince of Sweden, and died at  Stockholm on 
hlay I ,  1920. The younger daughter, Patricia (1886- ), re- 
signed her royal title on her marriage, in 1919, with the Hon. 
Alexander Robert Maule Ramsay, third son of the 13th earl of 
Dalhousie. The duke of Connaught died Jan. 16, 1942. 

CONNAUGHT (kbnf+cht or k6nfaw-t), a northwestern prov- 
ince of Eire, having as the greater part of its eastern boundary 
the river Shannon, over its middle course. I t  includes the coun- 
ties Mayo, Sligo, Leitrim, Galway and Roscommon (qq.v. for 
topography, etc.). Population (1936) 52 5,468. 

In  early times, Connaught (Conlzachta) was a Firbolg or pre- 
Celtic state, but about A.D. I 50 it passed under the Gaelic dynasty 
which ruled a t  Cruachu, now Croghan, in Co. Roscommon. This 
dynasty pushed over the Shannon and founded a new kingdom 
of Meath, with Tara as its capital about 250. Connaught and 
Meath then remained a joint kingdom till 483, when the former 
became a separate state which lasted till 1224. In the 12th 
century Connaught produced a great High King in Turloch 
O'Connor. On the death of Cathal "Crovderg," Henry 111. made 
a grant of Connaught to Richard de Burgh, saving a few cantreds 
in Co. Roscommon to the O'Connors (1227). Richard's son 
Walter became earl of Ulster as well as lord of Connaught, but 
when Earl U7illiam was murdered in 1333 his heiress, marrying 
prince Lionel of Clarence, ultimately carried these titles to the 
Crown. Connaught was, however, occupied by junior branches 
of the de Burghs, .who took respectively the appellations of Mac- 
William "Uachtair" and "Iochtair" ("the Upper and Lower 
MacWilliam"), or the Clanrickard and Mayo Burkes. I n  1543 
Ulick Burke was created earl of Clanrickard, and in 1603 "Mac- 
William Iochtair" Viscount hlayo. I n  I 576 Connaught was divided 
into shires by Sir Henry Sidney, who also placed it, like Munster, 
under a president, a system which lasted 70 years. In  I j 8 j  Sir 
John Perrot made with the resident gentry and chiefs the "Com- 
position of Connaught," which confirmed them in their lands by 
knight-service of the Crown. The result was that the province 
remained loyal on the whole during the Tyrone rising, and till 

1640 was the most Gaelic and Norman part of Ireland. I t s  history 
is henceforth part of the national history. 

CONNAUGHT TUNNEE,on the main line of the Canadian 
Pacific railway, pierces Mt. Macdonald in the Selkirk Range east 
of Glacier, British Columbia. I t  reaches an elevation of 3,7goft., . 
above sea level, has a concrete lined cross-section 23 by 29ft., 
is double tracked and jmi. long. I t  was driven through rock and 
earth by the pioneer tunnel method involving a small working tun- 
nel with cross-cuts to  the main tunnel permitting the working 
of several faces simultaneously. The line change involved lowered 
the railway summit j j2ft., eliminated 2,300 degrees of curvature. 
4.3mi. of distance and 4.jmi. of snowsheds. Fans a t  the West 
portal drive joo,ooo cu.ft. of air per minute through the tunnel. 
The total cost was $s,zoo,ooo. 

CONNEAUT (konny btt), a city in northeast Ohio, U.S.A., 
in Ashtabula county; a t  the mouth of the Conneaut river, on lake 
Erie. I t  is on federal highway 2 0 ,  and is served by the Bessemer 
and Lake Erie, the New York Central, and the Nickel Plate rail- 
ways. The population in 1930 was 9,691 ; i? 1940, 9,3 j j by the 
federal census. I t  is a port of entry, and its fine harbour has 
a large traffic, chiefly in receipts of iron ore, coal and steel 
(11,938,637 tons in 1940) The city has railroad shops, can- 
neries, tin can and textile factories, lamp works, tanneries and 
various other manufacturing industries. Conneaut was settled 
in 1798, and was chartered as a city in 1898. 

CONNECTICUT (kb-n6tfi-k~lt), called the "Nutmeg State," 
is one of the 13 original states of the union, and one of the New 
England group. I t  is bounded north by Massachusetts, east by 
Rhode Island, south by Long Island sound, and west by New 
York; the southwest corner projects along the sound indenting 
New York for about 13 miles. The state is situated between 
40' 54' and 42' 3' N. and between 71" 47' and 73' 43' W., and 
its total area is 5,009 sq.mi., of which I I O  are water surface. 
Only two states of the Union, Rhode Island and Delaware, are 
smaller in area. The state has 169 towns which are the principal 
units of local government. The counties, of which there are 
eight, have so little governmental importance that there are no 
county seats. There are 21 incorporated cities. 

Physiography.-Connecticut lies in the south portion of the 
peneplain region of New England. I ts  surface is in general that 
of a gently undulating upland divided near the middle by the low- 
land of the Connecticut valley, the most striking physiographic 
feature of the state. The upland rises from the low south shore 
at  an average rate of about 2 0  i t .  in a mile until i t  has a mean ele- 
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vation along the north border of the state of 1,000 ft .  or more, 
and a few points in the northwest rise to a height of about 
2,000 ft. above the sea. The lowland dips under the waters of Long 
Island sound at  the south and rises slowly to a height of only 
IOO f t ,  above them where it  crosses the north border. At the north 
the lowland is about I j mi. wide; a t  the south it  narrows to only 
5 mi., its total area is about 600 sq.mi. I ts  formation was caused by 
the removal of a band of weak rocks by erosion after the general 
upland surface had been first formed near sea level and then 
elevated and tilted gently south or southeast; in this band of 
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weak rocks were several sheets of hard igneous rock (trap) in- 
clined from the horizontal several degrees, and so resistant that 
they were not removed but remained to form the "trap ridges," 
such as West Rock ridge near New Haven and the Hanging hills of 
Meriden. These are identical in origin and structure with Mt.Tom 
range and Holyoke range of Massachusetts, being the south con- 
tinuation of those ranges. The ridges are generally deeply notched. 
but their highest points rise to the upland heights directly to the 
east or west. The west section of the upland is more broken than 
the east section, for in the west are several isolated peaks lying in 
line with the south continuation of the Green and the Housatonic 
mountain ranges of Vermont and Massachusetts, highest among 
them being: Bear mountain, 2,355 ft .  ; Gridley mountain, 2,2w ft . ;  
Mt.  Riga, 2,000 f t . ;  Mt. Ball and Lion's Head, each 1,760 ft. ;  
Canaan mountain (North Canaan), 1,680 ft . ;  and Ivy mountains 
(Goshen) 1,640 ft. Just as the surface of the lowland is broken 
by the notched trap-ridges, so that of the upland is often inter- 
rupted by rather narrow deep valleys. or gorges, extending usu- 
ally from north to  south or to the southeast. The lowland is 
drained by the Connecticut river as far south as Middletown, but 
here this river turns to  the southeast into one of the narrow 
valleys in the east section of the upland, the turn being due to 
the fact that the river acquired its present course when the land 
was a t  a lower level and before the lowland on the soft rocks was 
excavated. The principal rivers in the west section of the upland 
are the Housatonic and its affluent, the Naugatuck; in the east 
section is the Thames, which is really an outlet for three other 
rivers (the Yantic, the Shetucket and the Quinebaug). In  the cen- 
tral and north regions of the state the course of the rivers is rapid, 
owing to a relatively recent tilting of the surface. The Connecti- 
cut river is navigable as  far as Hartford, and the Thames as far 
as Norwich. The Housatonic river, which in its picturesque course 
traverses the whole breadth of the state, has a short stretch of 
tide-water navigation. The lakes which are found in all parts of 
the state and the rapids and waterfalls along the rivers are largely 
due to  disturbances of the drainage lines by the ice invasion of the 
glacial period. To  the glacial action are due also the extensive 
removal of the original soil from the uplands and the accumula- 
tion of morainic hills in many localities. The sea coast, about 
IOO mi. in length, has a number of bays, making several good har- 
bours which have been created by a depression of small valleys. 

The climate of Connecticut, though temperate, is subject to  
sudden changes, yet the extremes of cold and heat are less than in 
the other New England states. The mean annual temperature is 
49' F., the average temperature of winter being 27" and that of 
summer 7z0. Since the general direction of the'winter winds is 
from the northwest, the extreme of cold ( -  10" or-15") is felt 
in the northwestern part of the state. The prevailing summer 
winds, which are from the southwest, temper the heat of summer 
in the coast region, but extreme heat (100") is found in the 
central part of the state. The annual rainfall varies from 45 to 
jo  inches. 

Government.- The present constitution of Connecticut is that 
framed and adopted in 1818 with subsequent amendments (41 up 
to 1941) Amendments are adopted after approval by a majority 
vote of the lower house of the general assembly, a two-thirds ma- 
jority of both houses of the next general assembly, and ratifica- 
tion by the electors. The executive and legislative officials are 
chosen by the electors for a term of two years, the attorney-gen- 
era1 for four years; the judges of the supreme court of errors and 
the superior court, appointed by the general assembly on nornina- 
tion by the governor, serve for eight years, and the judges of the 
courts of common pleas (in Hartford, New London, New Haven, 
Litchfield and Fairfield counties) and of the district courts, 
chosen in like manner, serve for four years. In  providing for the 
judicial system, the constitution says: "the powers and jurisdic- 
tion of which courts shall be defined by law." The general assem- 
bly has interpreted this as a justification for interference in legal 
matters. I t  has a t  various times granted divorces, confirmed 
faulty titles, annulled decisions of the justices of the peace, and 
validated contracts against which judgment by default had been 
secured. Qualifications for suffrage are: the age of 21 years, citi- 

zenship in the United States, residence in the state for one year 
and in the township for six months preceding the election, a good 
moral character, and ability "to read in the English language any 
article of the constitution or any section of the statutes of this 
state." The right to decide upon a citizen's qualifications for suf- 
frage is vested in the selectmen and clerk of each township. A 
property qualification, found in the original constitution, was re- 
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moved in 1845. The 15th amendment to the federal constitu- 
tion was ratified (1869) by Connecticut, but Negroes were ex- 
cluded from the suffrage by the state constitution until 1876. 

The jurisprudence of Connecticut, since the 17th century, has 
been notable for its divergence from the common law of England. 
In  1639 inheritance by primogeniture was abolished, and this re- 
sulted in conflict with the British courts in the 18th century. At 
an early date, also, the office of public prosecutor was created to  
conduct prosecutions. which until then had been left to the ag- 
grieved party. A homestead entered upon record and occupied by 
the owner is exempt from liability for debts to the extent of 
$1,000 in value. There were 35 members in the senate and 267 in 
the house of representatives in 1939. 

Population.- The population of Connecticut in 1790 was 237,- 
946; in 1820 it was 2jj,248; in 18j0, 370,792; in 1880, 622,700; 
in 1910, I , I I ~ , ~  56; and in 1940, I.709,242. This last figure rep- 
resents an increase of 6.4% over the population in 1930. The 
population per square mile was 348.9, as compared with 44.2 
for the United States as a whole. Of the 1940 population, 
1,158,162, or 67.8%, lived in urban areas, comprising all cities 
and boroughs of 2,500 or more and four large densely populated 
towns. The number of occupied dwelling units returned in the 
housing census of I940 was 448,887, which is approximately the 
same as the number of families. The average population per fami- 
ly (occupied dwelling unit) declined from 4.1 in 1930 to 3.8 in 
1940. The white population of Connecticut formed 98.1% of the 
total in both 1940 and 1930. The number of males in the popu- 
lation of the state was practically the same as the number of 
females. The population of the state and of its principal cities 
is summarized in the following table: 

i Population Per cent of Area Increase 
I I I 

The State.  , 

Urban . . 
Rural , . . . 

Per cent u;ban. . . 
Principal citieq: 

Hartford , , . . 
New Haven . 
Bridgeport 
Waterbury . 
New Britain 
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PHOTOGRAPHS, (I, 2 )  E W l N G  GALLOWAY, (3) DE COU FROM EWlNG G A L L O W A Y ,  ( 4 )  E. 0 .  HOPPE, FROM A CAMERA STUDY,  ( 5 )  PUBLISHERS PHOTO SERVICE, ( 8 )  BROWN BROTHERS 

V I E W S  O F  CONNECTICUT AND T H E  CONNECTICUT R I V E R  

1. A street in New London, Connecticut, showing houses of the second 4. Midwinter  scene at Middietown on the Connecticut r iver, showing 
quarter of the nineteenth century another house of the eighteenth century type common throughout the 

2. Hartford, Connecticut's State capital and the head of water traffic on State 
the Connecticut river. This photograph shows the Hartford vehicular 5 .  Growing tobacco under cheesecloth on the plantations of the American 
bridge and the railroad bridge over the Connecticut Sumatra Company in the Connecticut Valley near Avon 

3. Covered br idge over the Connecticut r iver in the Whi te Mountains. 6. View of the Naugatuck river, which joins the Housatonic. These are the 
These bridges were bu i l t  pa r i l y  w i t h  the object of protecting horses two  chief rivers in the western section of the Connecticut upland 
from the s ight  of running water 





CONNECTICUT 
Finance.-The report of the state for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1940 showed state government revenue receipts of $74,- 
596,669; governmental costs, $72,195,799, including capital 
outlay of $12,078,901. The state debt of $ ~ ~ , O O O , O O O  was 
largely offset by treasury balances. The principal sources of 
revenue were: the motor vehicle licence fees; an inheritance tax; 
a gasoline tax of two cents per gallon; a net income corporation 
tax; a tax on steam railways; a state tax on towns; taxes on sav- 
ings banks; and a tax on stock insurance companies. The state 
has no personal income tax. There is a military commutation tax 
of $2, and all persons neglecting to pay it are liable to imprison- 
ment. I n  1937, taxes for local government purposes yielded $77,- 
294,724. The legal rate of interest is 6% and days of grace are 
not allowed. 

Education.-Education has always been a matter of public 
interest in Connecticut. Soon after the foundation of the colonies 
of Connecticut and New Haven, schools similar to the English 
grammar schools were established. The Connecticut code of 1650 
required all parents to educate their children, and every township 
of 50 householders (later 30) to have a teacher supported by the 
men of family, while the New Haven code of 1656 also encour- 
aged education. In  1672 the general court granted 600 ac. of land 
to each county for educational purposes; in 1794 the general as- 
sembly appropriated the proceeds 
from the sale of western lands 
to education, and in 1837 made a 
similar disposition of funds re- 
ceived from the federal treasury. 

Beginning on July I j, 1909, the 
organization of public educa- 
tion was changed from the dis- 
trict type to town management 
type. In  1921 there were less 
than ten townships that had not 
availed themselves of the law by 
which all the schools are under 
the direction of the town school OF C O M M E R C E  

committee. Appropriations for HARKNESS M E M O R I A L  TOWER A N D  

the support of the schools are QUADRANGLE,  YALE UNIVERSITY.  

made a t  a town meeting. Com- NEW cONNECTICUT 

pulsion was made more rigid by the enactment providing that 
after Sept. I ,  1911, no employment certificate should be accepted 
by any employer, except certificates issued by the state board of 
education. 

There were 31 2,713 children between the ages of 4 and 16 in- 
clusive, in 1939. Of this number, 242,427, or 77.5%, were enrolled 
in the public schools, and 53,065 of the remainder attended pri- 
vate or parochial schools. The public school attendance con- 
sisted of 164,874 in the kindergarten and elementary schools and 
100,960 in the secondary schools. Fifty-six private high schools 
and acadenlies helped to lessen the public secondary school at- 
tendance. In  1937 the total number of teachers in the public 
schools was 10,399. The public school expenditure for 1937 was 
$26,896,857-or $99.62 per capita of average attendance. The 
state maintains 11 trade schools, which had an enrolment of 
10,391 in 1940 and helps in the maintenance of two others. Sup- 
plementing the educative influence of the schools are the publ~c 
libraries, 199 in number in 1940. 

Higher education is provided by Yale university (q.v.); by 
Trinity college (non-sectarian), a t  Hartford, founded in 1823; 
by Wesleyan university, a t  Middletown, founded in 1831; by the 
Hartford theological seminary (1834) ; by the University of Con- 
necticut (1881) a t  Storrs, which has an experiment station; by 
the Connecticut experiment station a t  New Haven, which was 
established in 1875 at  Middletown and mas the first in the United 
States; by teachers' colleges at  New Britain (established 1881), 
Willimantic (189o), New Haven (1894), and Danbury (1903) ; 
by Connecticut College for Women ( I ~ I I ) ,  a t  New London; and 
by a women's college, Albertus Magnus, Roman Catholic, a t  New 
Haven, opened in 1925. Graduate institutions include the Berke- 
ley Divinity school, a t  New Haven, and Hartford Seminary 
foundation. Since 1936 nine junior colleges have been established 

' in the state. 

1 Chari t ies  and Corrections.-A Commissioner of Welfare, 
I assisted by an advisory Public Welfare Council, has supervision 
I over all philanthropic and penal institutions. The institutions sup- 

ported in whole or in part by the state are: a state prison a t  
Wethersfield; ten county jails; Connecticut reformatory, a t  
Cheshire; Connecticut state farm for women, a t  Niantic; Con- 
necticut school for boys, a t  Meriden; Long Lane farm for girls, a t  
Middletown; House of the Good Shepherd, a t  Hartford; Florence 
Crittenton mission, a t  New Haven; the Connecticut state hospital, 
a t  Middletown; the Norwich state hospital, a t  Norwich; the 
Fairfield state hospital, a t  Newtown; state training schools for 
feeble-minded a t  Mansfield and Southbury; the American school 
for the deaf, in Hartford; the oral school for the deaf, a t  Mystic; 
the Connecticut institute and industrial home for the blind, a t  
Hartford; the Newington home for crippled children; Fitch's 
Home for soldiers and sailors, a t  Noroton Heights and Rocky Hill; 
a home for disabled soldiers under the direction of the Women's 
relief corps; five tuberculosis sanatoria for adults and one for 
children, 57 town alms-houses, eight county temporary homes for 
dependent and neglected children, and 40 public hospitals. Private 
institutions under the supervision of the state board include 12 

hospitals for the insane, 27 homes for the aged, and 24 institutions 
for children. 

The greatest part of these institutions are supported by reli- 
gious or benevolent organizations. 

Indus t ry ,  T r a d e  a n d  Transportation.- Connecticut is not 
an agricultural state. Although one-half of the land surface is in- 
cluded in farms, only 11.5% of the land area was cropped in 1939, 
but agriculture is of considerable economic and historic interest. 
The accounts of the fertility of the Connecticut valley were 
among the causes leading to the English colonization, and until 
the middle of the 19th century agriculture was the principal occu- 
pation. In  1940, 32.2% of the population was classed as rural, 
though the actual farming population was somewhat smaller. I n  
1940 the farms of the state numbered 21,163, a loss of 5,6 j 2  since 
1910. The average value of land and buildings per acre in 1940 
was $135.41 as compared with $63.28 in 1910. Tobacco is one of 
the most important agricultural products; the crop decreased 
from 28,110,453 lb. valued a t  $4,415,948 in 1910, to  14,276,000 
lb., valued at  $4,844,000 in 1934, to 19,470,968 lb. in 1939, value 
not given. In the season of 1922 the Connecticut Valley Tobacco 
association, a pool with a Connecticut membership of 2,400 grow- 
ers farming 90% of the acreage of outdoor tobacco in the state, 
was formed for the collective marketing of the crop. The associa- 
tion sorts, packs, sweats and sells the leaf. Dairying is practised 
on more than three-fifths of the farms of the state. The quality 
of the milk is being steadily improved through a system of inspec- 
tion put into effect by the Milk Regulation board and adrnin- 
istered by the Dairy and Food commission. The number of milch 
cows fluctuates around 11 5,000. 

The production of milk increased from 45,749,849 gal. in 1909 
to 71,983,767 gal. in 1939. In  the same period the output of but- 
ter fell from 3,498,551 lb. to 364,190 lb. The poultry industry 
increased very rapidly, owing to the favourable climate and the 
large market close a t  hand, there being produced in 1940 20,289,- 
094 doz. of chicken eggs. 

For the same reason market gardening increased, the gardeners 
being organized into one state and 16 local organizations; the 
1939 crop of farm garden vegetables was valued a t  $6,30o.o00. 
The values of five leading crops in 1939 were: hay, $6,826,000; 
tobacco, $10.442,000; potatoes, $3,238,000; Indian corn, $1,384,- 
ooo; and apples, $978,000. 

The mineral industries of Connecticut have had a declining 
fortune. The early settlers soon discovered metals and began to 
work them. About 1740 the production of iron became an impor- 
tant industry in the vicinity of Salisbury, and from Connecticut 
iron many of the American military supplies in the Revolutionary 
War were manufactured. The quarries of granite near Long 
Island sound, those of sandstone a t  Portland, and of feldspar at  
Branchville and South Glastonbury, however, have furnished 
building and paving materials for other states. The total produc- 
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tion of mines and quarries of Connecticut in 1929 was valued a t  
$3,810,000, and in 1938 a t  $3,059,688. 

The fisheries are still a source of wealth but are not as impor- 
tant as formerly. According to the U. S. bureau of fisheries, there 
were 1,161 persons and 70 vessels of all types engaged in the in- 
dustry in 1933. The fisheries products of the state in 1938 
were I 1,838,ooo lb. and were valued at  $1,420,000. The principal 
products, according to value, were market oysters, seed oysters, 
lobsters, flounders and bluefish. 

Manufacturing has encountered none of the vicissitudes of 
other industries. Indeed, manufacturing in Connecticut is notable 
for its early beginning and its development of certain branches 
beyond their development in other states. Iron products were 
manufactured throughout the 18th century, nails were made be- 
fore 1716 and were exported from the colony, and it  was in Con- 
necticut that cannon were cast for  the continental troops and the 
chains were made t o  block the 
channel of the Hudson river to 
British ships. Tinware was man- 
ufactured in Berlin, Hartford 
county, as early as 1740, and tin, 
steel and iron goods were ped- 
dled from Connecticut through 
the colonies. The Connecticut 
clockmaker and clock pedlar was 
the 18th century embodiment 
of Yankee ingenuity; the most 
famous of the next generation of 
clockmakers were Eli Terry 
(17 72-18 59), who made a great 
success of his wooden clocks; 
Chauncy Jerome, who first used GRAPH OF VALUE OF MANUFAC- 

brass wheels in 1837 and founded TURED PRODUCTS (ENTIRE COL- 

in 1844 the works of the New ~ ~ N ~ H E ~ " R ~ ~ u ~ ~ $ ' ~ ~ ~ ,  

Haven Clock company; Gideon 
Roberts, and Terry's pupil and 
successor, Seth Thomas (1786-1859), who built the factory at  
Thomaston carried on by his son Seth Thomas (1816-88). In  
1732 the London hatters complained of the competition of Con- 
necticut hats in their trade. From 1802 brass works were in 
o~era t ion  at  Waterbury-the great brass manufacturing business 
there growing out of the making of metal buttons. I n  G68 paper 
mills were erected at  Norwich, and in 1776 a t  East Hartford. In  
1788 the first woollen mills in New England were established at  
Hartford, and about 1803 IOO merino sheep were imported by 
David Humphreys, who in 1806 built a mill in that part of Derby 
which is now Seymour and which was practically the first New 
England factory town; in 1812 steam was first used by the Mid- 
dletown Woollen Manufacturing company. In  1804 the manufac- 
ture of cotton was begun a t  Vernon, Hartford county; mills a t  
Pomfret and Jewett City were established in 1806 and 1810 re- 
spectively. Silk culture was successfully introduced about 1732; 
and there was a silk factory a t  Mansfield, Tolland county, in 1758. 
The period of greatest development of manufacturing began after 
the war of 1812. The decade of greatest relative development 
was that of 1909-19, during which the value of the products 
increased 184%. During the period 1850-1900, when the popula- 
tion increased 145%, the average number of wage earners em- 
ployed in manufacturing establishments increased ~ 4 8 . 3 % ~  the 
number so employed constituting 13.7% of the state's total 
population in 1850 and 19.5% of that in 1900. The average num- 
ber of wage earners in establishments conducted under the factory 
system in 1923 was 263,232, or 17.6% of the total population. 

The war of 1914-18 brought a great volume of orders t o  Con- 
necticut factories and caused large numbers of plants to change 
the character of their products. I n  May 1918, 80% of Connecti- 
cut's manufacturing was directly or indirectly engaged in produc- 
ing munitions, rifles, machine guns, clothing and other articles used 
by the military forces, and there were five plants where ships and 
power boats were constructed. Wages were high during this pe- 
riod. I n  the years of rapid expansion there were a great many 
strikes, and labour organizations increased in membership. During 

the t ~ o  years following the armistice the factories began the proc- 
ess of readjustment to peace-time conditions, which was com- 
pleted by the depression of 1920-21. I n  1922 the situation steadily 
improved; unemployment declined, and in Dec. 1922 the depart- 
ment of labour reported an actual shortage of labour in the state. 
The growth of industry after 1922 was indicated by the fact that 
in 1923 and 1924 the cost of new factory construction and ad- 
ditions was $16,807,775. 

The 3,062 industrial establishments operating within the state 
in 1925 gave employment to  242,362 wage earners, and had an 
output valued a t  $1,274,951,562. Connecticut's decrease in rank 
as a producer of textiles, especially cotton goods, was caused, in 
part, by industrial readjustments and, in part, by the increase in 
cotton manufacturing in the south. On the other hand, new 
industries have been developed. Connecticut is one of the lead- 
ing producers in the aeroplane industry. 

In  1933, when the depression was a t  its worst, the 2,410 indus- 
trial establishments operating within the state gave employment 
to 183,322 wage earners and had an output valued a t  $634,705,- 
ooo, but at the close of I940 the 1929 records for employment, 
wage earnings and production were being surpassed. The follow- 
ing table for 1937 shows production as a whole practically a t  the 
1925 level, but with fluctuations in the several industries. 

I Industry  1 a g e  1 v a i u e  of 
earners Products 

Transportation of products is facilitated by water routes 
and 890 mi. (1940) of steam railways. The New York, New 
Haven and Hartford company controls the greater part of this 
railway mileage. Electric rail~vays developed rapidly after 1895 
until a maximum of 1,618 mi. was reached in 1922. The state 

Electrical machinery . . . . . 
Hardware , . . . 
Foundry and machine shop products . 
Hats, fur felt . . . . . . 
Woollengoods . . . . . . 
Silverware and plated ware . . , 

Cotton goods . . . . . 
Silk and rayon goods . . . , . 
Nonferrous metal products . . . . 

Connecticut Tercentenary Medal. Obverse (left) : The founders of Connecticut 
with the figure of Thomas Hooker holding the Fundamental Orders. Reverse 
(r ight):  The transplanted grapevines of the State Seal, and the motto, 
"Qui transtulit sustinet" ("He who brought us hither sustains us") 

16,741 
14,143 
15,573 
6,936 
5,045 
3,669 

13,283 
5,408 

22,210 

highway system on June 30, 1940, was 2,817 mi., of which nearly 
all were surfaced. Motor vehicles registered in 1939 were 476,837. 
I t  is estimated that motor traffic on Connecticut roads averages 
over 500,000 mi. an hour. Motor trucks handle an extraordinarily 
large proportion of freight business in the state. 

History.-The first settlement by Europeans in Connecticut 
was made on the site of the present Hartford in 1633 by a party 
of Dutch from New Netherland. In  the same year a trading post 
was established on the Connecticut river, near Windsor, by mem- 
bers of the Plymouth colony, and John Oldham (1600-36) of 
Massachusetts explored the valley and made a good report of its 
resources. Encouraged by Oldham's account of the country, the 
inhabitants of three Massachusetts towns, Dorchester, Water- 
town and Newtown (now Cambridge), left the colony for the 
Connecticut valley. The emigrants from Watertown founded 
Wethersfield in the winter of 1634-35; those from Dorchester 
settled at  Windsor in the summer of 1635; and in the autumn of 
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the same year people from Newtown settled at  Hartiord. These 
early colonists had come to Massachusetts in the Puritan migra- 
tion of 1630; their removal to Connecticut, in which they were 
led principally by Thomas Hooker (q.v.), Roger LudIow (c. 1590- 
1665) and John Haynes (d. 1654), was caused by their discontent 
with the autocratic character of the government in Massachusetts; 
but the instrument of government which they adopted in 1639, 
known as the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, reveals no 
radical departure from the institutions of Massachusetts. The 
general court-the supreme civil authority-was composed of 
deputies from the towns and a governor and magistrates who were 
elected by the freemen of the towns. I ts  powers were not clearly 
defined; there was also no separation of the executive, legislative 
and judicial functions, and the authority of the governor was lim- 
ited to that of a presiding officer. The government thus estab- 
lished was not the product of a federation of townships as has 
often been stated; indeed, the townships had been governed dur- 
ing the first year by commissioners deriving authority from Mas- 
sachusetts, and the first general court was probably convened by 
them. I n  1638 the celebrated Fundamental Orders were drawn up, 
and in 1639 they were adopted. Their most original feature was 
the omission of a religious test for citizenship, though a precedent 
for this is to be found in the Plymouth colony; on the other hand, 
the union of Church and State was presumed in the preamble, and 
in 1659 a property qualification (the possession of an estate of 
£30) for suffrage was imposed by the general court. 

In  the meantime another migration to the Connecticut country 
had begun in 1638, when a party of Puritans who had arrived in 
Massachusetts the preceding year sailed from Boston for the Con- 
necticut coast, and there founded New Haven. The leaders in this 
movement were John Davenport ( I  59 7-16 70) and Theophilus 
Eaton, and their followers were drawn from the English middle 
class. Soon after their arrival these colonists drew up a "Planta- 
tion Covenant" which made the Scriptures the supreme guide in 
civil as well as religious affairs; but no copy of this is now extant. 
I n  June 1639, however, a more definite statement of political 
principles was framed, in which it  was clearly stated that the rules 
of Scripture should determine the ordering of the Church, the 
choice of magistrates, the making and repeal of laws, the dividing 
of inheritances, and all other matters of public import; that only 
Church members could become free burgesses and officials of the 
colony; that the free burgesses should choose 12 men who should 
choose seven others, and that these should organize the Church 
and Civil Government. I n  1643 the jurisdiction of the New Haven 
colony was extended by the admission of the townships of Milford, 
Guilford and Stamford to equal rights with New Haven, the rec- 
ognition of their local governments and the formation of two 
courts for the whole jurisdiction-a court of magistrates to try im- 
portant cases and hear appeals from "plantation" courts, and a 
general court with legislative powers, the highest court of appeals, 
which was similar in composition to the general court of the Con- 
necticut colony. Two other townships were afterwards added to 
the colony-Southold, on Long Island, and Branford, Conn. 

The religious test for citizenship was continued (except in the 
case of six citizens of Milford), and in 1644 the general court de- 
cided that the "judicial laws of God as they were declared by 
Moses" sliould constitute a rule for all courts "till they be 
branched out into particulars hereafter." The theocratic character 
of the government thus established is clearly revealed in the series 
of strict enactments and decisions which constituted the famous 
"Blue Laws." Of the laws (4; in number) given by Samuel 
Peters in his General History of Connecticut, more than one-half 
really existed in New Haven, and more than four-fifths existed in 
some form in the New England colonies. Among those of New 
Haven are the prohibition of trial by jury, the infliction of the 
death penalty for adultery, and of the same penalty for conspir- 
acy against the jurisdiction; the requirement of strict observance 
of the Sabbath, and heavy fines for "concealing or entertaining 
Quaker or other blasphemous heretics." 

A third Puritan settlement was established in 1635 at  the mouth 
of the Connecticut river, under the auspices of an English com- 
pany, whose leading members were William Fiennes, Lord Say and 

Sele ( I  j82-1662), and Robert Greville, Lord Brooke (1608-43). 
I n  their honour the colony was named Saybrook. I n  1636 George 
Fenwick (d. 1657), a member of the company, arrived, and as 
immigration from England soon afterwards greatly declined on 
account of the Puritan revolution, he sold the Saybrook colony to 
Connecticut in 1644. This early experiment in colonization a t  
Saybrook and the sale by Fenwick are important on account of 
their relation to a fictitious land title. The Saye and Sele company 
secured in 1631 from Robert Rich, earl of Warwick (1587-1658), 
a quitclaim to his interest in the territory lying between the Nar- 
ragansett river and the Pacific ocean. The nature of Warwick's 
right to  the land is not stated in any extant document, and no 
title of his to  i t  was ever shown. But the Connecticut authorities 
in their effort to  establish a legal claim to the country and to 
thwart the efforts of the Hamilton family to  assert its claims to 
the territory between the Connecticut river and the Narragansett 
bay-claims derived from a grant of the Plyn~outh Company to 
James, hfarquess of Hamilton (1606-49) in 1635-elaborated the 
theory that the Plymouth Company had made a grant to War- 
wick, and that consequently his quitclaim conferred jurisdiction 
upon the Saye and Sele company; but even in this event Fenwick 
had no right to  make his sale, for which he never secured confir- 
mation. 

The next step in the formation of modern Connecticut was the 
union of the New Haven colony with the older colony. This was 
accomplished by the royal charter of 1662, which defined the 
boundaries of Connecticut as extending from Massachusetts south 
to the seas and from Narragansett bay west to  the South Sea 
(Pacific ocean). This charter had been secured without the 
knowledge or consent of the New Haven colonists, and they 
naturally protested against the union with Connecticut. But on 
account of the threatened absorption of a part of the Connecticut 
territory by the colony of New York, granted to the duke of York 
in 1664, and the news that a commission had been appointed in 
England to settle inter-colonial disputes, they finally assented to 
the Union in 1665. Hartford then became the capital of the united 
colonies, but shared that honour with New Haven from I 701 until 
18 5. The charter was liberal in its provisions. I t  created a cor- 
poration under the name of the governor and company of the 
English coIony of Connecticut in New England in America, sanc- 
tioned the system of government already existing, provided that 
all acts of the general court should be valid upon being issued 
under the seal of the colony, and made no reservation of royal or 
parliamentary control over legislation or the administration of 
justice. Consequently there developed in Connecticut an inde- 
pendent, self-reliant colonial government which looked to its 
chartered privileges as the supreme source of authority. 

Although the governmental and religious influences which 
moulded Connecticut were similar to  those which moulded New 
England a t  large, the colony developed certain distinctive charac- 
teristics. I t s  policy was "to avoid notoriety and public attitudes; 
to secure privileges without attracting needless notice; to act as 
intensely and vigourously as possible when action seemed neces- 
sary and promising; but to say as little as possible, and evade 
as much as possible when open resistance was evident folly." 

The relations of Connecticut with the neighbouring colonies 
were notable for numerous and continuous quarrels in  the 17th 
century. Soon after the first settlements were made a dispute 
arose with Massachusetts regarding the boundary between the 
two colonies; after the brief war with the Pequot Indians in 
1637 a similar quarrel followed regarding Connecticut's right to 
the Pequot lands; and in the Kcw England Confederation (estab- 
lished in 1643) friction between Massachusetts and Connecticut 
continued. Difficulty with Rhode Island was caused by the con- 
flict between the colony's charter and the Connecticut charter 
regarding the western boundary of Rhode Island; and the en- 
croachment of outlying Connecticut settlements on Dutch terri- 
tory, and the attempt to  extend the boundaries of New York to the 
Connecticut river, gave rise to other disputes. These questions 
of boundary were a source of continuous discord, the last of them 
not being settled until 1881. The attempts of governors Joseph 

1 Dudley (1647-1720), of Massachusetts, and Thomas Dongan 
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(1634-171j1, of Kew York, to uniie Connecticut with their 
colonies also caused difficulty. The relations of Connecticut and 
New Haven with the mother country were similar to those of the 
other New England colonies. The period of most serious friction 
was that during the administration of the New England colonies by 
Sir Edmund Andros ( q . ~ . ) ,  who in pursuance of the later Stuart 
policy both in England and in her American colonies visited 
Hartford on Oct. 31, 1687, to execute quo warranto proceedings 
against the charter of 1662. I t  is said that in  the course of a 
discussion at  night over the surrender of the charter the candles 
were extinguished, and the document itself (which had been 
brought to  the meeting) was removed from the table whcre it  
had been placed. According to tradition it  was hidden in a large 
oak tree, afterwards known as the "Charter Oak"  But though 
Andros thus failed to  secure the charter, he dissolved the existing 
government. After the Revolution of 1689, however, government 
under the charter was resumed, and the Crown lawyers decided 
that the charter had not been invalidated by the qzro warranto 
proceedings. 

Religious affairs formed one of the most important problems 
in the life of the colony. The established ecclesiastical system 
was the Congregational. The code of 1650 (Connecticut) taxed 
all persons for its support, provided for the collection of church 
taxes by civil distraint if necessary, and forbade the formation 
of new churches without the consent of the general court. The 
new Halfway Covenant of 1657, which extended church member- 
ship so as to include all baptized persons, was sanctioned by the 
general court in 1664. The custom by which neighbouring churches 
sought mutual aid and advice prepared the way for a presby- 
terian system of church government, which was established by 
an ecclesiastical assembly held at  Saybrook in 1708, the Church 
constitution there framed being known as the "Saybrook Plat- 
form." At that time, however, a liberal policy towards dissent 
was adopted, the general court granting permission for churches 
"soberly to differ or dissent" from the establishment. Hence 
a large number of new churches soon sprang into being. In  1727 
the court forbade any ordained minister to  enter another parish 
than his own without an invitation and decided that only those 
were legal ministers who were recognized as such by the general 
court. Throughout the remaining years of the 18th century there 
was constant friction between the establishment and the non- 
conforming churches; but in 1791 the right of free incorporation 
was granted to all sects. 

I n  the Revolutionary War Connecticut took a prominent part. 
At the time of the controversy over the Stamp Act the general 
court instructed the colony's agent in London to insist on "the 
exclusive right of the colonists to tax themselves, and on the 
privilege of trial by jury," as rights that could not be surrendered. 
The patriot sentiment was so strong that loyalists from other 
colonies were sent to Connecticut, where it  was believed they 
would have no influence; the copper mines in East Granby were 
converted into a military prison; but among the nonconforming 
sects, on the other hand, there was considerable sympathy for 
the British cause. Preparations for war were made in 1774; on 
April 28, 1775, the expedition against Ticonderoga and Crown 
Point was resolved upon by some of the leading members of the 
Connecticut assembly; and although they had acted in their 
private capacity, funds were obtained from the colonial treasury 
to raise the force which on May 8 was put under the command 
of Ethan Allen. Connecticut volunteers were among the first to 
go to Boston after the battle of Lexington, and more than one- 
half of Washington's army a t  New York in 1776 was composed 
of Connecticut soldiers. Yet with the exception of isolated British 
movements against Stonington in 17 75, Danbury in 1777, New 
Haven in I 779 and New London in I 781, no battles were fought 
in Connecticut territory. 

I n  1776 the government of Connecticut was reorganized as a 
State, the charter of 1662 being adopted by the general court as 
"the Civil Constitution of this State, under the sole authority of 
the people thereof, independent of any king or prince whatever." 
I n  the formation of the General Government the policy of the 
State was national. I t  acquiesced in the loss of western lands 

through a decision (1782) of a court appointed by the Con- 
federation (see WYOMIKG VALLEY) ; favoured the levy of taxes 
on imports by Federal authority; relinquished (1786) its claims 
to all remaining western lands, except the Western Reserve (see 
OHIO); and in the Constitutional Convention of 1787 the present 
system of national representation in Congress was proposed by 
the Connecticut delegates as a compromise between the plans 
presented by Virginia and those presented by New Jersey. 

For many years the Federalist party controlled the affairs of 
the State. The opposition to the growth of American nationality 
which characterized the later years of that party found expression 
in a resolution of the general assembly that a bill for incorporating 
State troops in the Federal army would be "utterly subversive of 
the rights and liberties of the people of the State, and the freedom, 
sovereignty and independence of the same," and in the prominent 
part taken by Connecticut in the Hartford Convention (see 
HARTFORD) and in the advocacy of the extensive amendments 
proposed by it. But the development of manufactures, the dis- 
content of nonconforming religious sects with the establishment, 
and the confusion of the executive, legislative and judicial 
branches of government in the constitution opened the way for  
a political revolution. All the discontented elements united with 
the Democratic Party in 1817 and defeated the Federalists in the 
State election; and in 1818 the existing constitution was adopted 
From 1830 until 1855 there was close rivalry between the Demo- 
cratic and Whig Parties for control of the State administra- 
tion. 

In  the Civil War Connecticut was one of the most ardent sup- 
porters of the Union cause. When President Lincoln issued his 
first call, for 7 5,000 volunteers, there was not a single militia 
company in the State ready for service. Gov. William A. Buck- 
ingham (1804-7 j ) ,  one of the ablest and most zealous of the "war 
governors," and afterwards, from 1869 until his death, a member 
of the United States Senate, issued a call for volunteers in April 
1861; and soon 54 companies, more than five times the State's 
quota, were organized. Corporations, individuals and towns made 
liberal contributions of money. The general assembly made an 
appropriation of $2,000,000, and the State furnished approxi- 
mately 48,000 men to the army. Equally important was the moral 
support given to the Federal government by the people. After 
the war the Republicans were more frequently successful a t  the 
polls than the Democrats. Representation in the lower house of 
the general assembly, by the constitution of 1818, was based on 
the townships, each township having two representatives, except 
townships created after 1818, which had only one each. This 
method constituted a serious evil when, in the transition from 
agriculture to manufacturing as the leading industry, the popula- 
tion became concentrated to a considerable degree in a few large 
cities and the relative importance of the various townships was 
greatly changed. The township of Marlborough, with a population 
in 1900 of 322, then had one representative, while the city of 
Hartford, with a population of 79.850, had only two; and the 
township of Union, with 428 inhabitants, and the city of New 
Haven, with 108,027, each had two representatives. The appor- 
tionment of representation in the State senate had become almost 
as objectionable. By a constitutional amendment of 1828 it had 
been provided that senators should be chosen by districts, and 
that in the apportionment regard should be had to population, 
no county or township to be divided and no part of one county 
to be joined to the whole or part of another county, and each 
county to have at  least two senators; but by 1900 any relation 
that the districts might once have had to population had dis- 
appeared. The system of representation had sometimes put in 
power a political party representing a minority of the voters: in 
1878, 1884, 1886, 1388 and 1890 the Democratic candidates for 
State executive offices received a plurality vote; but,  as a majority 
was not obtained, these elections were referred to the general 
assembly, and the Republican Party, in control of the lower house, 
secured the election of its candidates; in 1901 constitutional 
amendments were adopted making a plurality vote sufficient for 
election, increasing the number of senatorial districts, and stipu- 
lating that "in forming them regard shall be had" population. 
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The question of calling a constitutional convention, for which 

the present constitution makes no provision, was submitted to the 
people in 1901 and was carried. But the act providing for the 
convention had stipulated that the delegates thereto should be 
chosen on the basis of township representation instead of popula- 
tion. The small tomnships thus secured practical control of the 
convention, and no changes were made. A compromise 
amendment submitted by the convention, providing for two repre- 
sentatives for each township or 2,000 inhabitants, and one more 
for each 5,000 above jo,ooo, satisfied neither side, and when 
submitted to a popular vote, on june 16, 190z, was overwhelm- 
ingly defeated.   he state added several amendments to its con- 
stitution, notably that of I924 granting the governor Power to  
veto specific sections of appropriation bills, but refused to ratify 
the national income tax, prohibition and proposed child labour 
amendments and suffrage' A work- 
men's compensation law Was adopted in 1914, but Connecticut's 
chief claim to rank among the more humane states rested upon 
her eleemosynary institutions. I n  1931 the state broke another 
tradition by legalizing Sunday baseball, ~h~ financial crisis in 
1933 forced a grant to the governor of extraordinary authority 
over the banks but failed to  prompt an appropriation sufficient to  
match the desired federal allotment of $~,OOO,OOO for relief. Dis- 
content found expression in the election of a socialist mayor in 
Bridgeport and of several of that party to the legislature. Popular 
attention focused on the state's tercentenary in 193j. Despite a 
swing away from the New Deal in I935 President Roosevelt 
carried Connecticut in the 1936 election, and again in that of 
1940. 

1937 the state administration was extensively reorganized 
by a series of legislative acts which increased the powers of 
the governor, centralized the administration, especially of the 
spending departments, placed the state civil service fully under 
a merit system, and provided for more effective handling of af-  
fairs in the interim between legislative sessions. ln 1939 many 
improvements affecting the minor courts were enacted. In the 
decade of the '30s many important measures of social legislation 
were adopted, notably systems of unemployment compensation 
and old-age assistance, With the aid of federal funds the state 
conducted an extensive building program for  the University of 
Connecticut and for humane institutions in the three years end- 
ing in 1940. Outstanding additions to the state's excellent 
system of highways the connecticut river bridge at Middle- 
town (19~8)  and the Merritt parkway which is being con- 
tinued by the Wilbur L. Cross highway which will complete the 
Connecticut section ot a N!? york to Boston parkway roufe. The 
most notorious case of political corruption In the state's history- 
the Waterbury scandal-resulted in the most remarkable trial before 
the courts of connecticut and ended in the sentencing of a group of 
offenders to long prison terms (1941). 

Floods, particularly in the Connecticut river, attained record heights 
in   arch 1936 and Wrought great damage as did the hurricane of 
Sept. 1938 which struck the eastern part of the state with terrific 
violence. 

Beginning in 1940 the national program for military preparedness 
and for aid to Great Britain involved placing large contracts with 
Connecticut manufacturers, especially in such lines as machine tools, 
arms, ammunition and aeroplanes. As a result the state reached a new 
peak in employment and production. 

BIBLIOGRAPIIY.-The "Acorn Club" has published a list of books 
printed in Connecticut between 1709 and 1800 ( ~ g o q ) ,  and Alexander 
Johnston's Connectzcut (1887) contains a bibliography of Connecti- 
cut's history up to 1887. Some of the recent histories are: E. B. 
 anf ford, A ~ z s t o r y  o f  Conncctzcut (1922) ; C. M. -4ndrews, Colt- 
necticut's Place i n  Coloizial History (1924) ; G. L. Clark, A History of 
Connecticut: Its People and Institutions (1914) ; and N, G,  Osborn, 
editor, History o f  Connecticut in &fonographic Fortn (192 j ) . Other 
recent works of value are: P. W. Bidwell, Rural Economy in New 
~ n ~ l a n d  at the Begilzning o f  ?!ze Nineteenth Century (1916) ; R. J. 
Purcell, Connrcticut in Tralzsztzon (1918) ; and C. M. Douglas, The 
Government of the State o f  Connecticut, revised and rewritten by 
L. S.  ill^ (1917). works dealing with colonial and early history 
are: Connecticut as a Colony and as a State (~goq) ,  which is written 
from secondary sources, as also is G. H. Hollister's History of  Con- 
necticut (1857) ; Alexander Johnston, Connecticut, a well-written work 
but presenting theories regarding the relationship between the town- 
ship3 and the state not generally accepted by historical scholars; 
B .  Trumbull, A Coinplete History o f  Connecticut fvonz 1630 to r?od 
(1804-IS) ; E. E. Atnater, History of tlze Colony of New Haven 

(1881) ; and the monograph of C. H. Levermore, "The Republic of 
New Havens" and that C. M. "The River Towns 
Connecticut," in Johns Hopkins University Studies (1886-89). There. 
is a good chapter in H. L. Osgood's Hzstory of the American Colonies 
in the Seventeenth Century (1904). For the sources, see Colonial 
Records of Connecticut (Hartford, 1850-go) ; The Records o f  the 
Colon? and the Plantatiolz o f  New Haven  artfo ford, 1857-58) and 
Records of the State of Connecticut (Hartford, 1894-95). The Collec- 
tions (Hartford, 1860 seqq.) of the Connecticut Historical society 
contain valuable material, especially the papers of Gov. Joseph 
Talcott; and the Papers (New Haven, 1865 seqq ) of the New Haven 
Colony Historical society are extremely valuable for local history; 
but a vast number of documents relating to the colonial and state 
periods, now in the state library at Hartford, have never been 
published, For information concerning industries, agriculture, etc., 
see the Sixteenth Census of the United States and the Census o f  
Il.ianufactures, of 1937; for law and administration, consult the work 
of Douglas given above; the last two chapters on "The Constitution 
and Laws of Connecticut" in New England States (1897) ; "Town 
Rule in ConnecticutV in political Science Quarterly; B. Steinerjs History 
o f  Edtccation in Connecticut (18~3) ; and the reports of the administra- 
tive boards and officials, especially those of the bureau of labour 
statistics, the board of education, the board of charities and the 
treasurer. The physical features of the state are treated in W. M. 
Davis's Physical Geography o f  Southern New England (1895) and the 
Bulletins of the State Geological and Natural History Survey com- 
mission. The following important works on Connecticut have ap- 
peared: J. M. Morse, A Neglected Period of Connecticut's History, 
1818-1850 (1933) ; Isabel M. Calder, The New Haven Colony (1934) ; 
C. M. Andrews, Colonial P~r iod  o f  American  ist tory (4 vol., 1934- 
39)' of which the chapters relating to Connecticut are the best ac- 
counts now available for the topics covered; Florence S. M. Crofut, 
Guide to the History and Historic Sites of Connecticut ( z  vol., 1937), 
containing accounts of all towns in the state and extensive bibliog- 
raphy; Supplementary List (1938) of more than 1,000 titles, prepared 
by A. C. Bates for the Acorn club; Connecticzdt: A Guide t o  I ts  Roads, 
Lore and People (American Guide Series, 1938) ; C. W. Bur~ee,  
s tory  o f  Connecticut (4 vol., 1939) ; Odell Shepard, Connecticut Past 
and Present (1939). The Committee on Historical Publications of 
the State Tercentenary commission issued a series of 60 pamphlets 
(1933-361, each a monograph on a topic in ~onnecticut history. The 
Connecticut Guide by E. L. Heermance (1935) is a convenient collec- 
tion of information arranged for automobile trips to places of historic 
interest, 

CONNECTICUT RIVER, a stream of the New England 
states, U.S.A. I t  rises in Connecticut lake in northern New 
Hampshire-several branches join in northeast Vermont, near 
the Canadian border, about 2,000 ft.  above the sea-flows south, 
forming the boundary between Vermont and New Hampshire, 
crosses Massachusetts and Connecticut, and empties into Long 
Island sound. I t s  course is about 345 mi and its drainage basin 
11,085 sq.miles. The principal tributary is the Farmington, which 
rises in the Berkshire hills, in Massachusetts, and joins the Con- 

necticut above ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ d .  F~~~ its head to the ~~~~~~h~~~~~~ 
border the banks are wooded, the bed narrow, the tributaries small 
and torrential, and the valley slopes cut sharply in crystalline 
rocks. I n  the 273 m i  of this upper portion of its course the aver- 
age descent is 15 t~ 34 f t .  a mile. In  Massachusetts and Con- 
necticut the river flows through a basin of weaker triassic shales 
and sandstones, and the valley consequently broadens out, mak- 
ing the finest agricultural cegion of large extent in New England. 

N~~~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ k ~  and at other points rugged hills of harder trap 
rock rise so high above the valley lowland that they are locally 
called mountains. The valley sides rise from the river channels by 
a series of steps or terraces noted their perfection of form. 
They have been cut by the river in its work of removing the heavy 
deposits of gravel, sand and clay that were laid down in this low- 
land during the &sing stages of the glacial period. In the course 
of this excavation of glacial deposits the river has here and there 
discovered buried spurs of rock over which the water now tumbles 
in rapids and falls. For example, 11 mi. above Hartford are the 
Enfield falls, where a descent of 31.8 ft .  in low water (17.6 in high- 
est water) is made in j.25 miles, ~t ~ i d d l ~ t ~ ~ ~  (corm.), the 
river turns abruptly southeast, leaving the belt of triassic rocks 
and again entering the area of crystalline rocks which border the 
lowland. Therefore, from near Middletown to the sea the valley 
again narrows. The river valley is a great ~ n a n ~ f a ~ t ~ ~ i n ~  region, 
especially is a good lvater poner derived the 
stream, as at  Wilder and Bellows Falls (Vt.), a t  Turner's Falls, 
and Holyoke (Mass.), and a t  Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Sev- 



era1 huge power dams have been constructed for the purpose of 
developing commercial current. 

From Hartford seaward the Connecticut is a tidal and navigable 
stream, with a 12 ft .  channel a t  low water. The Connecticut, like 
the Hudson, is a migration route for birds going from the south 
to  nest in Canada. 

B ~ L I o G R ~ P H Y . - - S ~ ~  Reports o f  Rivers and Harbovs Conzlnittee 
(U.S.. House of Rep. 67 Cong. 2nd sess. 1922) and E. M. Bacon, Con- 
necttcz~t River and the Valley of the Connecticut (1906). 

CONNECTING-ROD. A device to convert linear motion 
into circular motion, or vice versa, used in engines, pumps, com- 
pressors and machines. The con- 
necting-rod is coupled to the pis- 
ton-rod through the crosshead in 
steam-engines, air-compressors, 
pumps and the large gas and 
Diesel engines, but in other ia- 
ternal-combustion engines and in 
pneumatic and hydraulic engines 
it  pivots directly in the piston. 
A crank and connecting-rod are 
employed to work slides in press- 
ing, bending, stamping, forging, 
punching, shearing, sawing, slot- I 
ting and shaping machines. ~h~ F I G .  I .- ARTICULATED ROD S Y S -  

TEM O F  THE BRISTOL JUPITER 
crank and connecting-rod were RADIAL A E R O - E N G I N E ,  T H E  RODS OF 
patented in 1780 by Pickard. W H I C H  A R E  OF P REC IS E LY E QUAL 

This forced James Watt to devise WEIGHT 

the peculiar sun-and-planet motion for his beam-engines. 
Various adjusting devices are fitted to connecting-rods to take 

up play in the brasses or steps as these wear down and cause 
knocking. In  the majority of stationary engines the weight of a 
connecting-rod need not be considered as is necessary in the case 
of locomotives, motor cars and aero engines. I t  is, therefore, a 
solid circular or rectangular section. Fig. 2 shows a connecting- 
rod for a Galloway gas engine, of which the diameter near the 
forked end is I ft. 2 in. 

oil Which Adiusts Wedge 

/I5 Ft..Centre to Centre 

F I G .  2 - C O N N E C T I N G . R O D " F O R  EALLOWAY G A S  E N G I N E .  I 5  FT.  LONG: 
DIAMETER O F  SMALLER E N D ,  NEAR THE FORK. B E I N G  I FT .  2 I N .  

Locomotive connecting-rods are either of rectangular cross- 
scction or of girder or H-section, as are also those for car and 
aero engines. The articulated system, for V-engines and the 
radial engines, comprises a master-rod, and the other rods pivoted 
to its big end. This is seen in fig. I ,  of a Bristol Jupiter radial 
outfit, with four articulated rods pivoted to the master rod, and 
four to  its cap. Very light hollow pivot and gudgeon-pins are 
employed. All the rods are made of similar weights and the whole 
articulation is carefully hand polished so as to remove tool marks 
and scratches, which might possibly be the origin of fatigue 
cracks under the severe duties demanded. 

CONNECTIVE TISSUES, in anatomy, the intercellular, 
supporting substances found in the tissues and organs of the 
animal body. They comprise the following types: areolar tissue, 
adipose tissue, reticular or lymphoid tissue, white fibrous tissue, 
elastic tissue, cartilage and bone. They are all developed from the 
same layer of embryonic cells and according to the nature of their 
work the ground substance varies in its texture, being fibrous in 
some, calcareous and rigid in others. 

Areolar Tissue.--This is found in its most typical form uniting 
[he skin to  the deeper lying parts. I t  varies greatly in density 
according to the animal and the position of the body from which 
ic is taken. A piece of the looser variety, microscopically, consists 

:ONNEGTIVE TISSUES 
of bundles of fine white fibres (fig. I )  running in all directions 
and interlacing with one another to form a meshwork with inter- 
vening spaces. The bundles vary much in size, but the fibres of 
which they are composed are very uniform. A bundle may branch 
by sending fibres to unite with similar branches from neighbour- 
ing bundles, but the individual fibres neither branch nor fuse with 
one another. They are arranged parallel to  one another, and in the 
bundles are bound together by a cement substance. The mesh- 
work formed by these bundles is filled by a ground substance con- 
taining mucin. I n  this ground substance lie the cells of the tissue. 
I n  addition to  the white fibres a second variety of fibres (yellow 
elastic fibres) is present in  this tissue. They can be readily dis- 
tinguished by their larger and variable size, by their more distinct 
outline, and by  the fact that they, for the most part, run as 
straight lines through the preparation. Moreover they frequently 
branch, and the branches unite with those of neighbouring fibres. 
Several of these will be found torn across in  any preparation 
especially at  the edges, and the torn ends are curled up in a very 
characteristic manner. The two types of fibre further differ from 
one another both chemically and physically. Thus the white fibre 
swells up and dissolves in  boiling water, yielding a solution of 
gelatin, whereas the yellow elastic fibre is quite insoluble under 
these conditions. The white fibres swell when treated with weak 
acetic acid, and are readily dissolved by peptic digestion but not 
by pancreatic. The yellow elastic fibres, on the other hand, are 
unaffected by acetic acid and resist the action of gastric juice for 
a long time, but are dissolved by pancreatic juice. Physically, the 
white fibres are inextensible and extraordinarily strong, being able, 
weight for weight, to  carry a greater strain than steel wire. The 
yellow elastic fibres, on the other hand, are easily extensible and 
very elastic, but are far  less strong than the white fibres. 

Several types of cells are found in this tissue and may be classi- 
fied as: ( I )  Lamellar cells, i.e., flattened branching cells, usually 

I I 

FIBRIL 

I 
F I G .  1.- CONNECTIVE T I S S U E  M A G N I F I E D  3 5 0  DIAMETERS,  S H O W I N G  HOW 
T H E  WHITE F I B R I L S  WHICH GIVE S T R E N G T H .  A N D  THE ELASTIC F I B R I L S .  
WHICH GIVE ELASTICITY.  A R E  DEVELOPED FROM C E L L S  O F  T H E  K I N D  
F O U N D  BETWEEN T H E  F I B R I L S  

attached to the bundles of white fibres or a t  the junction of two 
or more bundles. The branches commonly unite with similar 
branches of neighbouring cells. ( 2 )  Plas~tza cells. These have 
peculiar staining reactions, are small and. in  the main, spherical. 
(3) Granular cells: spherical cells densely packed with granules 
which stain deeply with basic dyes. (4) Lezlcocytes: blood cor- 
puscles which have left the capillaries. They vary in number and 
variety. 

Adipose or Fatty Tissue.-This is farmed from areolar tissue 
by an accumulation of fat within certain of the cells of the tissue, 



CONNECTIVE TISSUES 
especially the granular cells, though some regard fa t  cells as 
specific, and to be found in large numbers only in certain parts 
of the body. The fa t  is either taken in as such by the cell, or, 
more commonly is manufactured by the cell from other chemical 
material (carbohydrate chiefly) and deposited within it as small 
granules. As these accumulate they run together, and this process 
continuing, the cell a t  last becomes converted into a thin layer of 

living material surrounding a single large 
fat globule. The use of fatty tissue is as a 
storehouse of food. Hence, it is found 
where it will not interfere with the work- 
ing of the tissues and organs, and in several 
positions as packing to fill up irregular 
spaces, e.g., between the eyeball and the 
bony socket of the eye. 

Re t icu la r  Tissue.-Here, the reticulum 
of white fibres is built up of very fine 
strands leaving large interspaces in which 
the cells typical of the tissue are enclosed. 
The ground substance is reduced to a mini- 
mum. Many connective tissue and endo- 
thelial cells lie on the fibres which may in 
places be completely covered by them. 
Such a general scaffolding may be demon- 
strated in lymphatic glands, the spIeen, 
liver and other cellular organs. 

W h i t e  F ibrous  Tissue.-In this tissue 
the white fibres largely preponderate. I t  is 

RAT'S  T A I L  S T A I N E D  W I T H  
found wherever great strength combined 

C H L O R I D E ,  SHOW- with flexibility is required and the fibres 
I N G  1  N T E R L A  C I N G are arranged in the direction in which the 
B u N D L E s O F  W H I T E  stress has to be transmitted. The fibrous 
F I B R O US  T ISS UE bundles may be parallel as in a tendon, or 
united to form a membrane. Such are the ligaments around the 
joints or the fasciae covering the muscles of the limbs, etc. I n  
other positions, e.g. the dura mate?, the fibrous bundles course 
in all directions, and form a very tough membrane. The cells of 
such tissues lie in the spaces between the bundles and are flattened 
in two or three directions where they are compressed by the oval 
fibrous bundles surrounding them (figs. z and 3). The cells thus 
lie in linear groups parallel to the bundles, presenting a char- 
acteristic appearance when examined under the microscope. 

Yel low Elastic Tissue.-This 
is mainly composed of elastic 
fibres. I t  is found where a contin- 
uous but varying stress has to 
be supported. In  some positions 
the elastic tissue consists of 
branching fibres arranged parallel 
to one another and bound to- 
gether by white fibres, e.g., liga- 
rnellturn nuchae (fig. 4 ) .  In other 
cases it forms thin plates per- 
forated in many directions and 
~roduces  a fenestrated mem- 

F I G .  J . - -TRANSVERSE SECTION O F  brane. Such plates are arranged 
O 

T H E  round the larger arteries forming 
B U N D L E S  O F  W H I T E  F I B R O U S  
T I S S U E  A R E  B O U N D  TOGETHER BY a large proportion of the 
CONNECT IVE T I S S U E ,  T H E  STELLATE wall. All the connective tissues 
F O R MS  I N  T H E  B U N D L E S  B E I N G  carry a small number of blood 
T E N D O N  OR C O N N E C T I V E  T I S S U E  vessels and are supplied with 
CELLS lymphatics and nerves. 

Cartilage.-Cartilage or gristle is a tough and dense tissue 
with a certain degree of flexibility and high elasticity. I t  is found 
where flexibility is required but a fixed shape must be retained, 
e.g. the trachea and the external ear or pinna. I t  is largely asso- 
ciated with the bones in the formation of the skeleton. The tissue 
consists of cells embedded in a solid matrix or ground substance. 
Three varieties are distinguished according to the nature of the 
matrix: hyaline, white fibro-cartilage and elastic cartilage. In the 
first the matrix is homogeneous, in the others the correspondi~ig 
type of fibrous tlssue is preFent. 

H y a l i n e  Car t i l age  (fig. 5).-In this variety the cells are 
rounded, have an oval nucleus and a granular, often vacuolated 
cell-body. Their number varies in different specimens, being, 
roughly, in inverse ratio to the age of the tissue. Cartilage grows 
by deposition of new matrix by the cartilage cells which thus 
become more and more separated from one other. They are often 
to be seen in groups of two. three or four cells, indicating the 
common origin of each group from a parent cell. Towards the 
surface of the cartilage they tend to become flattened in a direc- 
tion parallel to the surface. Some of them near the surface of a 
piece of cartilage may be branched, appearing as a transition form 
between connective tissue corpuscles and typical cartilage cells. 

This is particularly the case at 
points where tendons or ligaments 
are attached. Lime salts are often 
deposited in the matrix of 
hyaline cartilage especially in o!d 

V - I animals or in-the -deeper layers 
F I G .  4.- YELLOW ELASTIC F I B R E S  Of articular cartilage &here it is 
O F  T H E  ttached to hone. Such a deposit 
I N G  T H E  B R A N C H I N G  A N D  INTER-  ? 

CHARACTER,  T H E  I R -  1s well marked in the superficial 
R E G U L A R L Y  PLACED T RANS VERSE parts of the skeleton of the carti- 
M A R K I N G S  W H E N  T H E  F IB R ES  HAVE laginous fishes. I n  the develop- 
BEEN TEASED OUT ment of vertebrata, the skeleton 
is first laid down as hyaline cartilage which is gradually removed, 
bone being deposited in its place. I n  the adult, hyaline cartilage 
is found a t  the ends of the long bones (articular cartilage), uniting 
the bony ribs to the sternum (costal cartilage), and forming the 
cartilages of the nose, trachea and bronchi, etc. All forms of 

FIG. 5.- WHITE H Y A L I N E  CARTI-  
LAGE.  A  H O M O G E N E O U S  MATRIX 

cartilage are non-vascular so that 
the cells must obtain food and 
get rid of waste products by dif- 
fusion through the matrix. 

W h i t e  Fibro-Cartilage.- In 
this variety, white fibres ramify 
through the matrix (fig. 6). The 
cells lie separate and not in 
groups, and the amount of matrix 
between commonly is small. The 
white fibres may run in all di- 

INTERS PERS ED W I T H  CA RT ILAGE rections or, chiefly, in one direc- 
c E L L s w H o s E A R R A N G E M E N T  tion only. Owing to the presence 
S H O W S  THEIR DEVELOPMENT B Y  of much fibrous tissue this 
D I V I S I O N  O F  T H E  MOTHER C E L L  variety of cartilage is tougher 
than hyaline cartilage and less flexible. I t  is found in places which 
have to withstand great compression but where a less rigid 
structure than bone is demanded. Thus it  forms the intervertebral 
discs, the interarticular cartilages, or the edges of joint surfaces 
to d e e ~ e n  the surface. 

F I G .  6.- WHITE FIBRO-CARTILAGE 
The matr ix i s  permeated by numerous 

Elast ic  Fibro-Cartilage.-In 
this variety the matrix is per- 
meated by a complex and well- 
defined meshwork of elastic fibres 
(fig. 7 ) .  The size of the fibres 
varies much in different speci- 
mens. I t  is found in parts where 
flexibility and pertnanence of 

white fibres and contain large numbers shape are requisite, as in thepinna 
of  characteristic cartilage cells of the ear, the epiglottis, etc. 

Bone.-In bone, mineral salts are deposited in the intercelluiar 
matrix. I f  bone be incinerated so that the organic matter is burnt 
away, a residue is left which consists chiefly of calcium phosphate, 
and amounts to as much as two-thirds of the weight of the original 
bone. I f ,  on the other hand, bone be macerated in hydrochloric or 
nitric acid the calcium phosphate is dissolved, leaving the organic 
matter practically unaffected and still showing the microscopic 
structure of bone. Hence it  follo~vs that the organic matrix is 
uniformly irilpregnated with the calcium salts. According to its 
naked-eye appearance bone is distinguished as compact  or cancel- 
Znted. The former is dense like ivory and forms the outer surface 
of all bones The whole of the shaft of a long bone is composed 
of this compact form. CLnce1!?tecl hone h i s  a cpongy sti-ilcture 



CONNECTIVE TISSUES 
and contains large interspaces filled with a fatty tissue rich ir 
blood vessels. This variety forms the interior of most bones 
especially the heads of the long bones, the interior of the ribs, etc 
The cavity of the shaft of a long bone is filled, as are the smallel 
cavities in cancellated bone, with bone marrow (see below). 

The minute structure of bone may be seen in a piece of dried 
bone which has been ground down until sufficiently thin for micro- 
scopic purposes. In  a thin transverse slice of a long bone are seen 
(fig. 8) a number of circular units 
bound into a compact whole by 
intervening material showing in 
the main the same structural de- 
tails. Each of these units is an 
Haversian system. Centrally, 
there is a dark area, the Haver- 
sian canal, around which the bone 
matrix is deposited as concentric 
laminae. Between the laminae 
are the bone lacunae and spread- 
ing away from them in directions 
generally transverse to  the lami- 
nae are fine branching lines-the FIG. 7.-ELASTIC FIBRO-CARTILAGE. 

canaliculi. All dark parts of the NUMEROUS 

specimen are natural spaces filled CELLS AND 

with debris during preparation. I n  the living bone the Haversian 
canal contains an artery and vein, some capillaries, a flattened 
lymph space, fine medullated nerve fibres-the whole being sup- 
ported in a fine fatty tissue. Each lacuna is filled with a cell (the 
bone corpuscle) and the canaliculi contain fine branching proc- 
esses of these cells. On comparing such a section with one taken 
parallel to  the long axis of the shaft of a bone it  is seen that the 
Haversian canals run some distance along the length of the bone, 
and frequently unite with one another or communicate by 
obliquely coursing channels. The spaces between the Haversian 
systems are filled in  with further bony tissue which may or may 
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FIG. 8.- TRANSVERSE SECTION O F  BONE SHOWING M I N U T E  STRUCTURE 

not be arranged in laminae. Cancellous bone only differs from 
compact bone in the arrangement of the bone tissue. This en- 
closes a number of irregular, communicating spaces strengthened 
in places by parallel trabeculae that run in the direction in which 
the bone has to support its maximum strain. Usually the bone 
trabeculae are so fine that they do not contain Haversian systems, 
but they include bone corpuscles. 

Bone Marrow.-This fills the central cavity of tubular bones 
and the cavities of spongy bone tissue. I t  is largely composed of 
f a t  cells and is red or yellow in colour. Red marrow consists of 

fa t  cells lying in a tissue made up of large and small marrow cells 
and giant cells or myeloplaxes (fig. 9 ) .  The whole of these 
elements are supported in a delicate connective tissue. Some of 
the marrow cells are typical leucocytes and lymphocytes as found 
in circulating blood. Others (myelocytes) are larger than leu- 
cocytes, with round or oval nuclei, and a protoplasm containing 
small or large granules. These different types of cell probably 
develop into leucocytes. The giant cells are large spherical cells 
with several nuclei. I n  addition to fully developed red blood 
corpuscles there are also present numerous young nucleated red 
blood cells (erythroblasts or haematoblasts). 

Development  of Bone.-New bone is formed from a vascular 
fibrous membrane, either directly, or with interpolation of a carti- 
laginous stage. The development of bone from cartilage is the 

INOPHILE CELLS 

MARROW CELLS 

FIG. 9.-SECTION O F  B O N E  MARROW T O  SHOW T H E  COMPOSITION O F  
THE M A I N  FACTORY O F  CELLS OCCURRING I N  T H E  BLOOD 

more complicated of the two because in it  bone formation is 
taking p~aEe in two positions at  the same time and in two rather 
different manners. Thus bone is being laid down from the outside 
by the fibrous membrane surrounding the cartilage, (perichon- 
drium) and also within the substance of the cartilage (endochon- 
dral formation). Perichondral formation takes plice ' somewhat 
earlier than endochondral, and in a long bone is first seen around 
the centre of the shaft, i.e. in that portion of the bone which 
forms the diaphysis. Here the perichondrium is vascular and car- 
ries on the surface next to the cartilage an almost continuous 
layer of cuboid cells, the osteoblasts. Calcium salts are deposited 
in the matrix of the immediately subjacent cartilage and the cell 
spaces of the cartilage increase in size while the cartilage cells 
shrink. Further growth of cartilage ceases in this region so that 
a t  one time the shaft of the cartilage may appear constricted in 
the middle. The formation of bone endochondrally is ushered in by 
the ingrowth of blood vessels from the perichondrium. A way 
through the calcified matrix of the cartilage is eroded by poly- 
nucleated giant cells, the osteoclasts, which apply themselves to  
the matrix and gradually dissolve it  away. The enlarged cartilage 
spaces are thus opened to one another, and soon the only remnants 
of the matrix consist of irregular calcified trabeculae. I n  this way 
the primary marrow spaces are produced, the whole structure 
representing the future spongy portion of the bone. The next 
step in both perichondral and endochondral bone formation con- 
sists in the deposition of bone matrix by the osteoblasts. I n  the 
spongy portion they deposit a layer upon the surfaces of the 
calcified cartilage matrix, and thus in newly formed bone we find 
a central framework of cartilage enclosed in a layer of bone (see 
fig. 10). I n  the perichondral formation the deposition is effected 
in the same manner but is not uniformly spread over the whole 
surface, trabeculae being formed. These become confluent a t  
places, thus leaving spaces through which blood vessels and osteo- 
genetic tissue pass to  reach the interior of the bone. As the de- 
position of bone matrix proceeds, some of the osteoblasts become 
included within the matrix, and ceasing to form fresh matrix 
become bone ~orpuscles. Increase in thickness of the new bone 
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is effected by the deposition of fresh matrix followed again by the 
inclusion of further osteoblasts. The spaces within the trabeculae 
become in this way gradually narrowed by the deposition of 
matrix until a t  last a centre is left only large enough to contain 
the blood vessels and their accompanying nerves, lymphatics and 
a small number of osteoblasts. Bone formation then ceases. I n  
this manner the Haversian systems are produced. 

Growth of the bone proceeds by deposition of more matrix on 
the exterior, but absorption is also taking place. This is most 
typically seen within the spongy I 
p6rtion. The absorption of the 
trabeculae is effected by the os- 
teoblasts. These become applied 
to  the trabeculae and gradually 
eat their way into the matrix thus 
coming to lie within lacunae. 
They possess the power of dis- 
solving both bone and cartilage 
matrix. Side by side with this 
solution process we may often 
see new formation taking place 
by the activity of the osteoblasts 
(fig. 10). I n  this manner the 
whole framework of the bone 
may be gradually replaced. The 
process is most active in em- 
bryos and very young animals, 
but also continues during the 
whole life of an animal, thus ef- 
fecting alterations in shape and 
structure of the whole bone. 
Growth in the length of a bone 
is effected by formation of new 
bone at  either end of the shaft. 
After the ossification centre has 
been formed in the shaft (dia- 
physis) of the bone subsidiary 
centres make their appearance in F 1 G. 'O.-B 0 N E DEVELOPMENT 

the heads of the bones. These 
form, by a similar process of bone formation, fresh bone masses 
which, however, are not continuous with the bone tissue of the 
shaft. They form the epiphyses. They are attached to the dia- 
physis by an intermediate piece of cartilage, and it is by a process 
of growth of this cartilage and its subsequent replacement by bone 
that growth in length of the whole bone is effected (fig. 10). This 
piece of intervening cartilage can be easily seen in a young bone 
and persists as long as the bone can increase in length. Thus in 
man the last junction of epiphysis to diaphysis may not take place 
until the 28th year. 

Development of bone in membrane shows a course in all 
respects very similar to perichondral bone formation. A layer of 
osteogenetic tissue makes its appearance in the membrane from 
which the bone is to  be formed. I n  this tissue a number of stiff 
fibres are deposited which soon become covered and impregnated 
with calcium salts. Around these bundles of fibres numbers of 
osteoblasts are deposited and by them bone matrix is deposited in  
irregular trabeculae. The bone increases by the deposition of 
fresh matrix just as in perichondral bone formation and Haversian 
systems are formed after precisely the same manner. 

CONNELLITE, a rare mineral species, a hydrous copper 
chloro-sulphate, of very complex composition, crystallizing in the 
hexagonal system. I t  occurs as  velvety tufts of delicate acicular 
crystals of a fine blue colour, and is associated with other copper 
minerals of secondary origin, such as cuprite and malachite. 

CONNELLSVILLE, a city of Fayette county, Pa., U.S.A., 
on the Youghiogheny river, 60m. S.S.E. of Pittsburgh. I t  is on 
Federal highway 119, and is served by the Baltimore and Ohio, 
che Pennsylvania, the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie and the Western 
Maryland railways. Population, 1930 x7as 13,290; in 1940 it was 
13,608. The city is the centre of the Connellsville coal-field 
which is famous for the coking qualities of its coal. The produc- 
tion of the entire district has ranged from 6 to 18 million tons 

of coke (one-sixth to one-third of the entire output of the coun- 
try); before the development of the by-product process it  some- 
times amounted to 50% of the total. The city also manufactures 
coking and mining machinery, mine pumps, safes, iron, electrical 
steel, fire glass, paving brick, flour, lumber, candy and other prod- 
ucts. Connellsville was settled in 1770 and was laid out in 1793 
by Zachariah Connell. 

CONNEMARA, a district in the west of Co. Galway. Eire. 
( S e e  GALWAY.) 

CONNERSVILLE, a city of Indiana, U.S.A., on the west 
fork of Whitewater river, 59 mi. E.S. of Indianapolis; the county 
seat of Fayette county. I t  is served by the Baltimore and Ohio, 
New Work Central and the Nickel Plate railways, buses and nine 
commercial truck lines. Population (1940) was 12,898. Conners- 
ville is a manufacturing city set in a good farming community 
notable for production of corn and hogs. Products include posi- 
tive rotary blowers, centrifugal blowers, gas meters, gas exhaust- 
ers, automobile engine parts, delivery trucks, cabinets for electri- 
cal refrigeration, automobile and cabinet hardware, steel kitchen 
sinks and cabinets, bottle coolers. caskets. casket hardware, com- 
mercial rug cleaning equipment, flour, aeroplane parts. 

Connersville was named after John Conner, frontiersman and 
Indian trader, reared by the Indians, who in 1813 laid out the 
town. I t  received a city charter in 1869. 

CONNING TOWER: see SUBMARINE. 
CONNOLLY, JAMES (1870--1g16), Irish Socialist, u7as 

born in Clones, Co. Monaghan, Ulster, on June 5, 1870. H e  was 
the first effective propagandist of Socialisn~ in Ireland, but did 
not come into prominence until 1913 when, in collaboration with 
James Larkin, he directed the six-months' strike of 20,000 Dublin 
transport and other workers against the combination of em- 
ployers headed by William Murphy. Though the strike failed. it  
left behind an immensely increased semi-revolutionary Labour 
movement and the drilled but not armed Citizen Army. During 
the World War, Connolly decided Socialism could come in Ireland 
only after the Nationalist question was settled and the war 
stopped: for these reasons he joined with Sinn Fein and lvas 
commander-in-chief in the Easter week rebellion. H e  was executed 
by the British on May 12, 1916. 

See Connolly's Labour in Ireland (1g17), and D. Ryan, James 
Connolly (1924). 

CONNOTATION, in logic, a term (largely due to  J. S. 
Mill) sometimes equivalent to intension, which is used to describe 
the sum of the qualities regarded as belonging to any given thing, 
or, more usually, class of things, and suggested by the name by 
which it  is known; thus the term "elephant" connotes the hav- 
ing a trunk, a certain shape of body, texture of skin, and so on. 
I t  is clear that as  scientific knowledge advances the connotation 
or intension of terms increases, and, therefore, that the connota- 
tion of the same term may vary considerably according to the 
knowledge of the person who uses it. Again, if a limiting adjec- 
tive is added to a noun (e.g., African elephant), the connotation 
obviously increases. More usually the term connotation is now 
used for the conventionally fixed implication of a term, and is 
practically equivalent to definition. I n  all argument i t  is essen- 
tial that the speakers should be in agreement as to the connota- 
tion of the words they use. General terms such as "socialism." 
"slavery," "liberty," and technical terms in philosophy and the- 
ology are frequently the cause of controversies which would not 
arise if the disputants were agreed as to the connotation of the 
terms. I n  addition connotative terms, as those which denote  things 
and imply attributes, are opposed to non-connotative,  which 
merely denote things, without implying attributes, or (in the case 
of abstract terms) which designate or name attributes, relation- 
ships, etc., instead of merely implying them, and which do not 
denote things. 

See J .  S .  Mill System o f  Logic, 1874, etc.; J .  N. Keynes, Formal 
Logic, 1906; H .  W .  B. Joseph Introduction to Logic (1916) ; A. Wolf 
Essentials of Logic, 1926, also articles EXTEXSION, MEANING. 

CONOID, in geometry, any surface traced by a conic section 
rotating round either of its axes. Hence there are more varieties 
of conoids than of conics. These include ( I )  the ellipsoid, which 
may be (a) a prolate spheroid, shaped like a lemon, formed when 



an ellipse rotates round its major axis, or (b) an oblate spl~eroid, 
shaped like an orange or the earth, formed when the rotation is 
round the minor axis; a special limiting case is (c)  the sphere, 
formed when the ellipse becomes a circle, all diameters then being 
equal. Archimedes (287-212 B.c.) preferred the term spheroid 
to ellipsoid, as seen in his work on conoids and spheroids. (2) The 
paraboloid generated by a parabola rotating about its axis, rounded 
near the vertex but spreading out indefinitely more and more like 
a cylinder. All rays emerging from the focus would be reflected 
from the paraboloid, considered as a mirror, these rays being par- 
allel to the axis, as one immense beam-whence the construction 
of such reflectors approximately paraboloidal. (3) The Izyper- 
boloid, either of one sheet (nappe), by rotation round the conju- 
gate axis-funnel-like, spreading out from a narrow neck, asymp- 
totic outside to the "asymptote-cone"; or of two symmetric con- 
gruent sheets, asymptotic inside to an "asymptote-cone," formed 
when rotation is round the transverse axis. (See ELLIPSOID, 
PARABOLOID, HYPERBOLOID.) 

The equations of the conbids are : xz+yZ+z2 ='az,for the sphere; 
X"~+Z" x2+z2 112 
$ f b 2  = I ,  for the prolate spheroid; - +-- = I ,  oblate 

a2 b2 

spheroid; y2+z2 = 4pr, for the paraboloid; * -2 = I,  for 
a"2 

x2 y2+z2 
- I ,  for the hyperboloid the hyperboloid of one sheet ; - -- - 

a2 b2 
of two sheets. These "surfaces of rotation," or "revolutes," are 
only special cases of ellipsoid, paraboloid, hyperboloid (q.v.) as 
named in analytic geometry. 

CONOLLY, JOHN (1794-1866), English physician, was 
born a t  Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, of an Irish family, on May 
27, 1794. H e  graduated M.D. at  Edinburgh in 1821, and in 1828, 
after practising at  Eewes, Chichester and Stratford-on-Avon, was 
appointed professor of the practice of medicine a t  University 
college, London. I n  1830 he published a work on the Indications 
of Insanity. In  co-operation with Sir Charles Hastings and Sir 
John Forbes, he founded in 1832 the association which finally 
became the British Medical Association. I n  1839 he was elected 
resident physician to the Middlesex County asylum a t  Hanwell, 
where he carried out on a large scale the principle of non-restraint 
in the treatment of the insane. The principle was ultimately ac- 
cepted as fundamental despite continued and strong opposition. 
I n  1844 he ceased to be resident physician at  Hanwell, but re- 
mained visiting physician until 1852. H e  died on Rlarch 5, 1866, 
a t  Hanwell, where in the later part of his life he had a private 
asylum. His works include Co?zstrz~ction and Governnzcnt of 
Lunatic Asylufns (1847); The Treatment of the Insane witlzout 
MecJzanical Restrai~zts (1856); and an Essay on Hap~zlet (1863). 

CONON, son of Timotheus, Athenian general. After having 
held several commands during the Peloponnesian War (q.v.), he 
was chosen as one of the ten generals who superseded Alcibiades 
in 406 B c. H e  was defeated a t  sea and shut up in Mytilene. The 
Athenian victory a t  Arginusae (q.v.) rescued him (406), and as 
he had not been present a t  the battle, he was not tried with the 
other generals, and was allowed to retain his command. In 405, 
however, the Athenian fleet was defeated at  Aegospotami, and 
Conon with difficulty escaped to Cyprus. On the outbreak of the 
war between Sparta and the Persians (400) he obtained from 
Artaxerxes joint command with Pharnabazus of a Persian fleet. In  
394 he defeated the Lacedaemonians near Cnidus, and thus de- 
prived them of the empire of the sea. H e  expelled the Lacedaemo- 
nian harmosts from most of the maritime towns of the Aegean, 
and restored the long walls and the fortifications of the Peiraeus. 
According to one account, he was put to death by Tiribazus, when 
on an embassy from Athens to the Persian court to  counteract the 
intrigues of Sparta; but it  seems more probable that he escaped 
to Cyprus and died there about 390. 

See Xenophon, Hellenica, iv. 3. 8 ;  Justin vi. 3 ;  Cornelius Nepos, 
Conon; Lysias, De bonis Aristopkanis, 41-44; Isocrates Panegyricus 41. 

CQNON, grammarian and mythographer, flourished at  Rome 
in the time of Caesar and Augustus. H e  was the author of a 
collection of myths and legends, relating chiefly to  the foundation 

of colonies. The work, dedicated to Archelaus Philopator, king 
of Cappadocia, contained 50 Narratives; an epitome, with brief 
criticisms, has been preserved in Photius (cod. 186). Nicolaus of 
Damascus is said to have made considerable use of the work 
(edition by U. HGfer, 1890). 

CONON of Samos, Greek astronomer and geometer (3rd cen- 
tury B.c.), made astronomical observations in Italy and Sicily, 
but settled in Alexandria. H e  was the friend of Archimedes, who 
survived him. Conon is best known in connection with the Kome 
Berenikes (Hair of Berenice). Berenice, the wife of Ptolemy 
Euergetes, had in accordance with a vow dedicated her hair in the 
temple of Arsinoe of Zephyrium as an offering on the safe return 
of her husband from his Syrian expedition. I t  disappeared from 
the temple, and was declared by Conon to have been placed 
among the stars. Callimachus wrote a poem on the subject, of 
which only a few lines are preserved, but we possess the imitation 
of it  by Catullus. Conon wrote on astronomy in seven books, 
and made a list of the observations of solar eclipses recorded in 
Egypt. I-Ie also investigated the question of the maximum num- 
ber of points of intersection of two conics, and of a conic and a 
circle. (See Apollonius, Conics, Bk. iv., Pref.) 

CONQUEST, in general, the subjugation of one belligerent 
force by another; in international law, the subjugation of one 
independent State by another, which may be followed by the 
acquisition by the conqueror of territory which admittedly be- 
longed to the conquered. When this occurs the rights of conquest 
arise. These rights according to one view rest solely upon force; 
according to another they are governed by the principle of suc- 
cession ( q . ~ . ) .  Where the acquisition of territory is only partial, 
the title of the conqueror is usually confirmed by a treaty of 
peace. This may operate either expressly, by way of cession; or 
impliedly, by virtue of the principle of uti possidetis, whereby 
each belligerent retains possession of such territory as is under his 
control a t  the time of the termination of the war. I n  either case 
the title rests upon treaty rather than upon conquest alone. Where, 
however, the acquisition involves the whole of the territory, and 
there is no longer in existence any authority to  cede, then the 
title of the conqueror rests upon conquest. But the conquest 
must be complete. There should be "firm possession" on the part 
of the conqueror, coupled with "intention," and "ability" to re- 
tain the acquired territory. The former will be manifested by 
some formal proclamation or declaration of annexation (q.v.). 
But proclamation will be premature unless the subjugation of the 
enemy is complete. The latter will be shown by the complete 
establishment of the authority of the conqueror indicated either 
by some formal act of surrender, such as the compact of Vereenig- 
ing of 1902, or by the cessation of substantial resistance. But the 
conquest will not be regarded as complete if the war is continued 
by a third Power in alliance with the particular State which is 
subjugated. 

The rights and liabilities of the conqueror ought, according to 
modern opinion and practice, to  be governed by the principle of 
succession subject to certain qualifications. Thus the conqueror 
succeeds to the rights and obligations of his predecessor in title, 
to the extent a t  any rate of the assets acquired. But he is not 
bound to recognize or to discharge the obligations incurred by his 
predecessor or by individuals for purposes of the war, nor by 
obligations arising out of tort, nor by the personal debts of the 
former head of the State. nor by obligations of a mixed public 
and private character. 

Private rights, interests and property, to  whomsoever belong- 
ing in the conquered territory are now generally understood not 
to be affected by conquest and annexation or cession. The munici- 
pal law relating to  such rights, interests and property is not 
affected and remains in force until altered by the conqueror in 
the ordinary course of legislation, subject however to any pro- 
visions of the new constitution. (H. H.  L. B.) 

CONRAD or KONRAD, a German masculine proper name, 
borne by four German kings and emperors (M.H. Ger. KuonrBt, 
"keen in counsel"). The last of the Hohenstaufen, Conrad the 
younger, duke of Swabia, is known by the diminutive form 
Conradin (9.v.) .  



CONRAD 11.- -CONRAD IV. 
CONRAD 11. (c. 990-1039), Roman emperor, son of Henry, 

count of Spires, and a descendant of Emperor Otto the Great. H e  
was a member of the Conradine house, counts of Franconia, and 
he founded the Salian or Franconian imperial dynasty. After a 
contest with a younger member of his family, and in the face of 
much opposition on the part of the Polish and Burgundian kings 
and the duke of Swabia, Conrad was finally crowned at  Rome on 
March 26, 1027. H e  did much to establish the imperial authority 
in Italy (he had been crowned with the Iron Crown of Lombardy 
in 1026) and might have done more if he had not had to face con- 
tinual revolts among the German princes. He was very successful 
in crushing these outbreaks, and he left Germany far stronger and 
greater in territory than he found it. He sought to establish the 
hereditary principle in Italy, and in a lesser degree in Germany, 
and to unite the two countries by marriage ties; his ecclesiastical 
policy was firm and autocratic, and he substituted Justinian's 
Code in Lombardy for the old Lombard laws. He died at  Utrecht 
on June 4, 1039, and was buried in the cathedral he had begun to 
build at  Spires. 

See Wipo, Gesta Chuonradi 11. imperatoris, Herimann of Reichenau, 
Chronicon, Annales Sangallenses majores, Annales Hildisheimenses, 
all in the Monumenta Germaniae historica. Scriptores (Hanover and 
Berlin, 1826-92). An edition of Wipo, together with parts of the 
Chronicon and t h c  Annalcs Sangallenses, edited by H. Bresslau, was 
published at Hcnover in 1878. 

H. Bresslau, Jalzrbiicher des deutschen Reichs unter Konrad 11. 
(Leipzig, 1879-84) ; H. Bresslau, Die Kanzlei Kaiser Konrads 11. 
(Berlm, 1869) ; W. Arndt, Die Wahl  Conrad 11. (Gottingen, 1861) ; 
J. von Pflugk-Harttung, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte Kaiser Kon- 
rads IZ. (Stuttgart, 1890) ; M. Pfenninger, Die kirchliche Polztik Kaiser 
Konrads II. (Halle, 1880) ; M. Pfenninger, Kaiser Konrads ZI. Bezie- 
hungen zu Aribo von Mainz Pilgrim von Koln, und Aribert von  
Mailand (Breslau, 1891) ; 0. Bliimcke, Burgund unter Rudolf 111. und 
der Heimfall der burgundischen Krone an Kaiser Konrad 11. (Greifs- 
wald, 1869). 

CONRAD I. (d. 918), German king, son of Conrad, count of 
Lahngau. When Louis the Child died, in 911, Conrad was chosen 
German king a t  Forchheim on Nov. 8, 911, owing to the efforts of 
Hatto I. ,  archbishop of Mainz, and to the reputation he appears to  
have won in war and peace alike. H e  found the unity of Germany 
threatened by the Magyars and the Normans from without, and by 
the growing power of the stem-duchies from within. H e  failed to 
bring Lorraine into subjection, and was equally unsuccessful in his 
struggle with Henry, duke of Saxony, afterwards King Henry the 
Fowler. H e  died on Sept. 23, 918, and was buried at  Fulda. H e  
named his former enemy, Henry of Saxony, as his successor. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-F. Stein, Geschirhte des Konigs Konrad I .  von  
Franken und seines Hauses (Nordlingen, 1872) ; "Die Urkunde des 
deutschen Konigs. Konrad I." in Monumenta Germaniae Historica 
Diplomats (edit. T .  von Sickel, Hanover 1879-84) ; E. Dhmmler, Ge- 
schichte des Ostfriinkisclzen Reichs in Jahrb. d.  Dezlt. Gesch. (Leipzig, 
1887-88). 

CONRAD 111. (1og3-11gz), German king, second son of 
Frederick I., duke of Swabia, and Agnes, daughter of the emperor 
Henry IV., was the first king of the Hohenstaufen family. His 
father died in 1105, and his mother married secondly Leopold III . ,  
margrave of Austria. I n  I I I 5 his uncle the emperor Henry V. ap- 
pointed him duke of Franconia. I n  1116, together with his elder 
brother Frederick II . ,  duke of Swabia, he was left by Henry as 
regent of Germany, and when the emperor died in I I 25 he became 
titular king of Burgundy, or Arles. I n  1126 he took part in the 
war between his brother Frederick and the new king, Lothair the 
Saxon, and was chosen king in opposition to Lothair on Dec. 18, 
I I 27. Hastening across the Alps he was crowned king of Italy a t  
Monza in June 1128, and in spite of the papal ban was generally 
acknowledged in northern Italy. The rival popes, Innocent 11. and 
Anacletus II. ,  both declared against him; the Romans repudiated 
him; and after failing to  seize the extensive possessions left by 
Matilda, marchioness of Tuscany, he returned to Germany in 1132. 
H e  continued the struggle against Lothair tili Oct. 1135, when he 
submitted, was pardoned, and recovered his estates. I n  1136 he 
accompanied the imperial forces to Italy in the capacity of stand- 
ard-bearer, and sought to win the favour of Pope Innocent 11. 

I n  Dec. 1137 Lothair died, and some of the princes met at Co- 
blenz and chose Conrad for a second time as German king o: 
March 7, 1138, in presence of the papal legate. Crowned at  Aix-la- 

Chapelle six days later, he was acknowledged at  Bamberg by 
several of the South German princes; but his position could not 
be strong while Henry the Proud, the powerful duke of Bavaria 
and Saxony, refused his allegiance. Attempts a t  a. peaceful settle- 
ment of this rivalry failed, and Henry was placed under the ban in 
July 1138, when war broke out in Bavaria and Saxony. The  king 
was unable to make much headway, in spite of the death of Duke 
Henry, which occurred in Oct. 1139; and his half-brother Leopold 
IV., margrave of Austria, to  whom Bavaria had been entrusted, 
was defeated by Henry's brother Welf, afterwards duke of Spoleto 
and margrave of Tuscany. Conrad captured the fortress of Weins- 
berg from Welf in Dec. 1140, and is said to  have allowed the 
women to leave the town, each with as  much of her property as 
she could carry on her back. T o  his surprise, so the story runs, 
each woman came out bearing on her back a husband, a father or 
brother who thus escaped the conquerors. Peace was made a t  
Frankfort in May 1142, when Henry the Lion, son of Henry the 
Proud, was confirmed in the duchy of Saxony, while Bavaria was 
given to Conrad's stepbrother Henry Jasomirgott, margrave of 
Austria, who married Gertrude, the widow of Henry the Proud. 

Affairs in Italy demanded the attention of the king, as Roger I . ,  
king of Sicily, had won considerable authority on the mainland 
and refused t o  recognize the German king, whose help Pope Lucius 
11. implored against the rebellious Romans. This state of affairs 
drove Conrad into alliance with the East Roman emperor, Manuel 
Comnenus, who in 1146 married his stepsister; but the condition 
of Germany prevented the contemplated campaign against Roger. 
The solitary success amid the general disorder in the empire was 
the expedition undertaken in I 142 by Conrad into Bohemia, where 
he restored his brother-in-law Ladislaus to this throne. An at- 
tempt, however, to  perform the same service for another brother- 
in-law, also called Ladislaus, who had been driven from his Polish 
dukedom, ended in failure. Disorder was rampant in Saxony, 
Bavaria and Burgundy; and in 1146 war broke out between the 
Bavarians and the Hungarians. A term was placed to this con- 
dition of affairs by the preaching of Bernard of Clairvaux, and the 
consequent departure of many turbulent nobles on crusade. I n  
Dec. 1146 the king himself took the cross, secured the election and 
coronation of his young son Henry as his successor, appointed 
Henry I., archbishop of Mainz, as his guardian, and set out for 
Palestine in  the autumn of I 1 4 7  Marching with a large and 
splendid army through Hungary, he reached Asia Minor, where 
his forces were decimated by disease and by the sword. Stricken 
by illness, Conrad returned to Constantinople a t  Christmas 1147, 
but in March 1148 set out to  rejoin his troops. Having shared in 
the fruitless attack on Damascus, he left Palestine in Sept. 1148 
and passed the ensuing winter a t  Constantinople, where he made 
fresh plans for an attack on Roger of Sicily. H e  reached Italy 
by sea; but the news that Roger had allied himself with Louis VII., 
king of France, and his old opponent Welf of Bavaria, compelled 
him to return hastily to Germany. H e  was obliged to neglect re- 
peated invitations from the Romans, who sent him a specially 
urgent letter in  I 149, and consequently never received the imperial 
crown. 

Conrad died on Feb. 15, 1152, a t  Bamberg, where he was buried. 
By his wife, Gertrude, daughter of Berenger, count of Sulzbach, 
he had two sons, the elder of whom, Henry, died in 1150. Passing 
over his younger son Frederick on account of his youth, he ap- 
pointed as his successor his nephew Frederick III . ,  duke of Swabia, 
afterwards the emperor Frederick I .  

See Otto of Freising, "Chronicon," in the Monuments Germaniae 
historica. Scriptores, Band xx. (Hanover and Berlin, 1826-92). The 
best modern authorities are 0. van Heinemann, Lothar der Sachse 
und Konrad 111. (Halle, 1869) ; W. van Giesebrecht, Geschichte der 
deutschen Kaiserzeit, Band iv. (Brunswick, 1877) ; L. van Ranke, 
Weltgeschichte, achter Teil (Leipzig, 1887-88) ; W. Bernhardi, Konrad 
111. (Leipzig, 1883) ; J. Jastrow, Deutsche Geschichte i m  Zeitalter der 
HoLenstaufen (Berlin, 1893). 

CONRAD IV. (1228-1254), German king, son of the em- 
peror Frederick 11. and Isabella of Brienne, was born a t  Andria 
in Apulia on April 26, I 228. I n  I 235 he was made duke of Swabia 
and in 1237 was chosen king of the Romans, or German king, a t  
Vienna, in place of his half-brother Henry, an election which 



CONRAD 
was subsequently confirmed b y  the diet at Spires. I n  1240 he 
called an assembly t o  Eger, where many  o f  the princes declared 
openly against the pope, and was soon in  arms against Siegfried, 
archbishop o f  Riainz, the leader o f  the papal party in  Germany. 
Although defeated near Frankfurt in  Aug. 1246 b y  the  antl-king, 
Henry Raspe, landgrave o f  Thuringia, he  obtained help from the 
towns and f rom his father-in-law, Ot to  II . ,  duke o f  Bavaria, and 
drove Henry Raspe t o  Thuringia. H e  was carrying on the  struggle 
against Henry Raspe's successor, William 11.) count o f  Holland, 
when the emperor died in  Dec. 1250, and a f e w  days later Conrad 
narrowly escaped assassination at Regensburg. H e  raised an 
army b y  pledging his Swabian estates and marched t o  Italy in 
1 2  51,  where with the help o f  his illegitimate half-brother, Man- 
fred, he  overran Apulia and took Capua and Naples. He died 
at Lavello on May  2 I ,  I 2 54. He  l e f t  a son named Conradin. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--F. W .  Schirrmacher, Die letcten HohenstauJen 
(Gottingen, 1871) ; K .  G. Hugelmann, Dze Wahl Konrads IV. zu Wien 
im Jakre 1273 (Weimar, 1914) ; J .  Buhler, Die Hohenstaufen (Leipzig, 
1925). 

CONRAD ( d .  g j s ) ,  surnamed the "Red," duke o f  Lorraine, 
was a son o f  a Franconian count named Werner.  H e  rendered 
valuable assistance t o  the  German king Otto ,  afterwards the em- 
peror Ot to  the Great, and i n  944 was made duke o f  Lorraine. I n  
947 he married Otto's daughter Liutgard (d .  953) ,  and after- 
wards took a prominent part i n  the  struggle between Louis IV.,  
king o f  France, and Hugh the Great, duke o f  Paris. He  accom- 
panied his father-in-law t o  Italy in  951, and when Otto  returned 
t o  Germany in 952, Conrad remained behind as his representative, 
and signed a treaty with Berengar II., king o f  Italy, which brought 
about an estrangement between the German king and himself. 
H e  entered into alliance with his brother-in-law Ludol f ,  and taking 
u p  arms against Otto,  seized the person o f  the king, afterwards 
resisting successfully an attack on Mainz. He  then ravaged the 
lands o f  his enemies in Lorraine; treated wi th  the  hlagyars for 
support, but submitted to  Ot to  in June 954, when he was de- 
prived o f  his duchy, though permitted t o  retain his hereditary 
possessions. He  was killed on the Lechfeld on Aug. 10, 95 j ,  while 
fighting for Ot to  against the  Magyars, and was buried at Worms.  
He  l e f t  a son Otto,  who was the grandfather o f  the emperor 
Conrad 11. 

See Widukind, "Res gestae Saxonicae," in the Monuments Ger- 
matriae historica. Scriptores, Band iii. (Hanover and Berlin, 1826-92) ; 
W .  von Giesebrecht, Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit (Leipzig, 
1851) ; R.  Kopke and E. Durnmler, Jahrbucher des deutschen Reichs 
unter Kaiser Otto I .  (Leipzig, 1876) ; K. Kostler, Die Ungarnsclzlacht 
auf dem Lechfelde (Augsburg, 1884). 

CONRAD, JOSEPH (185 7-1924), English novelist, was 
born on Dec. 6 ,  185 7 ,  i n  the Ukraine, o f  a Polish family o f  the 
name o f  Korzeniowski; his father, a man o f  letters, became in- 
volved i n  the Polish insurrection o f  1863 and was banished t o  
Vologda, whence he returned t o  Cracow before his death. I n  Cra- 
cow, the son, Joseph, passed his boyhood. He learned t o  speak and 
write French with fluency as a youth. His first acquaintance with 
English literature was made through Polish translations o f  Shakes- 
peare and Dickens; later on Hugo's Travailleurs de la mer and 
the novels o f  Marryat and Fenimore Cooper-particularly 
Cooper's The Pilot-inspired h i m  wi th  romantic ideas o f  the sea- 
man's l i fe.  

A t  the age o f  17 he  found h ~ s  way t o  Marseilles, and for two 
years served in  French ships in the Mediterranean and on the 
South American coast. W i t h  hardly a word o f  English speech at 
his command, he came to  Lowestoft  i n  1878, qualified as able 
seaman on a coasting vessel, and in Aug. 1880 sailed as third mate 
to  Sydney In the Clyde-built, Clyde-owned sailing ship "Loch 
Etive," commanded b y  a famous clipper captain, William Stuart 
o f  Peterhead. Four years later he had become a master in the 
British merchant service and a British subject, and for  a number 
o f  years his calling sent h i m  t o  many parts o f  the world and 
through a constant succession o f  adventures, all contributory to  
the cosmopolitan spirlt and the range o f  Incident i n  his subse- 
quent stories. 

" M y  first English reading was the Standard newspaper," he 
wrote t o  a friend as late as 1911; "and m y  first acquaintance b y  

the ear with i t  was in  the speech o f  fishermen, shipwrights and 
sailors o f  the East Coast. Bu t  i n  1880 I had mastered the  lan- 
guage sufficiently t o  pass the first examination for officers i n  the  
merchant service, including a viva voce o f  more than two  hours. 
But 'mastered' i s  not the right word: I should have said 'acquired.' 
I 've never opened an English grammar i n  m y  life." 

A Sequence  of  Novels.-During a period o f  ill-health ( the  
result o f  Congo fever) ,  he  started his first novel, Almayer's 
Folly, the writing o f  which engaged him,  with frequent and pro- 
tracted intermissions, f rom 1889 till 1894. Into i ts composition 
went many personal experiences o f  his own as first officer o f  a ship 
in  which he had sailed between Singapore, Borneo, Celebes and 
Sumatra. W h e n  published in  1895 it  was recognized, b y  acutely 
discerning readers, as a portent o f  something new in  English fic- 
tion, the product o f  a rare temperament and o f  unusual experi- 
ences, expressed in  a fastidious choice o f  phrase, i n  a studied 
cadence whenever that would carry an emotional e f f ec t ,  or best 
suggest half-lyrical moods evoked b y  natural scenes or moments 
o f  human crisis. His style in  general had dignity, clarity and 
idiomatic vigour, with an elusive quality o f  charm which few 
readers probably suspected mlght be  due t o  the  writer being a 
foreigner, with at least three languages at his command where- 
f rom to  choose and adapt the colours and harmonies o f  his verbal 
palette. 

This first novel was enough t o  establish a small though devoted 
band o f  permanent Conradians, but  neither i t ,  nor i ts immediate 
successors-An Outcast o f  the Islands (1896) ,  The Nigger of the 
Narczssus ( ~ S q j ) ,  Lord J im   goo), Youth (1902)  and Ty#hoo?z 
(1903)- found any large body o f  the reading public t o  share the 
enthusiasm o f  the critics till many  years after.  O f  The Nigger of 
the Narcissus, Conrad, in  the year before he died, declared i t  was 
" the story b y  which as a creative artist I stand or fall;  at any rate, 
no one else could have written it." I t  and You th  and Typhoon 
brought out hitherto unexploited aspects o f  l i fe  at sea wi th  amaz- 
ing e f fect ,  and gave ocean storms and the trials and endurance o f  
the mariner an epic grandeur. T h e  scene o f  An Outcast of the 
Islands and o f  Lord J im  was laid on the same coasts as Almayer's 
Folly. 

Soon after his emergence as a writer, he  gave u p  the sea, and 
went t o  live in Kent.  But  the public apathy regarding his work, 
and the stress o f  pecuniary cares paralysed his pen for a while; 
ever a slow writer, h e  began t o  find a whole day at the desk pro- 
duced no more than a f ew  sentences, and thoroughly disheartened, 
decided to  go t o  sea again. Fortunately for himself and English 
letters, his efforts t o  get a command on a Clyde ship, four years 
after giving u p  the sea, failed. A modest Civil List pension was 
secured for him, and relinquished as soon as the sales o f  his books 
made hls circumstances easier. Still i n  the prime o f  l i fe ,  he 
wrought industriously and could yet call u p  reserves o f  zest, pas- 
sion, poetic and romantic mood t o  v i v i f y  the recollections o f  his 
earlier strange experiences. I n  the  following 25 years he  produced 
a score o f  volumes o f  fiction; complete novels for the most part, 
others, collections o f  his short stories; as well as several volumes 
o f  his own reminiscent experiences. 

Conrad's "first period" is  generally classified as ending wlth 
Nostronzo (1go4) ,  a tale o f  an imaginary, state in  South America, 
with i ts atmosphere created f rom an old book o f  South American 
travels. The Mirror of the Sea which followed, a blend o f  remi- 
niscence, fable and reflection, m a y  be  looked upon as commenta- 
tory on a chapter closed. 

T h e  Second Period.-It was, i n  many  respects, a new Conrad 
who produced in  1907 The Secret Agent, a fantastic tale o f  the 
anarchist and criminal underworld, which 15 years later, he  dram- 
atised Chance (1914)  first brought h i m  a large public and ade- 
quate financial rewards. Wi th in  the Tides (1915)- a series o f  
short tales-was followed b y  Vzctory (1915) (wi th  the  old Celebes 
and Java background), The Arrow o f  Gold ( r g r g ) ,  The  Rescue 
(1920) and The Rover (1923) .  For many  o f  Conrad's earliest 
admirers those novels, though delightful, missed something o f  his 
first creative ecstasy, but  b y  t h e m  h e  secured a great vogue for 
all his works in  Britain and America, and on his death he was 
recognized and honoured on both sides o f  the  Atlantic. 



CONRADIN---CONRAD VON HOTZENDORF 
The Rover-an historical tale with its scene laid in the peninsula 

between Toulon and Hyi.res-was, in a sense, the residual product 
of a much greater Mediterranean story he had been brooding on 
since 1907, dealing with French intrigue a t  Napoleon's Elba 
period. This latter work, begun only in June 1920, was but half or 
two-thirds done when he died, and i t  was published in its frag- 
mentary state in 1925, with the title of Szlspense. 

An Estimate.--Conrad, as has been said, brought to his first 
essays in English writing at  least tri-lingual knowledge, and al- 
though he never contemplated writing in French, he found in the 
best French writers inspirational effects of balance, light and 
shade, a delight in words for their own sake, as well as more subtle 
psychological results arising from the indulgence of personal 
mood even at  the cost of action, held momentarily in suspense. 
This French influence was rarely absent from his work, and won- 
derfully enriched it. 

He came to the study and practice of Engiish in his maturity, 
with an instinctive sense of verbal beauty, a respect for good 
technique, a cultivated mind and high ideals as an artist. In all 
his books is manifest a scrupulous avoidance of cliche' either of 
thought or phrase, and a philosophy that forbade surrender to ro- 
mantic sentimentalism on the one hand or "realistic" squalor on 
the other. I t  was his conviction that only through an unremitting 
care for the shape and ring of sentences, an approach could be 
made to plasticity, to colour, and the light of magic suggestiveness 
could be brought to play for an evanescent instant over the com- 
monplace surface of words worn thin by ages of careless usage. 
"The sincere endeavour to accomplish that creative task, to go as 
far on the road as his strength will carry him, to be undeterred 
by falterings, weariness or reproach, was," he said, "the only justi- 
fication of the worker in prose." 

There was no deliberate ethical purpose in his books. "I sus- 
pect," he said, "that the aim of creation cannot be ethical at all. 
I would fondly believe that its object is purely spectacular-a 
spectacle for awe, love, adoration or hate, if you like, but in this 
view-never for despair. These visions, delicious or poignant, are 
a moral end in themselves." For the most renowned Russian nov- 
elists he had neither respect nor admiration, which perhaps is not 
to be wondered at in a Pole. Though he disliked the appellation 
of "romantic novelist" and preferred to be known as a "creative 
artist," he greatly vindicated romance in a period of "realistic" 
reaction. H e  died at  BiJhopsbourne, near Canterbury. on Aug. 3, 
1924. A volume, Last Essays, was published in 1926. 

See Ford Madox Ford, Josepiz Conrad (1924) ; A. Symons, Notes 
on Joseph Conrad: Witit iome ~~npublzshed letters (1926) ; G. Jean- 
Aubry, Joseph Conrad, Life and Letters (1927). (N. M.) 

CONRADIN or CONRAD THE YOUNGER (1252- 
1268), king of Jerusalem and Sicily, son of the German king, 
Conrad I\'., was born a t  Wolfstein, Bavaria, on March 25, 1252. 
Although he had been entrusted by his father to  the guardianship 
of the Church, pope Innocent IV. sought to bestow the kingdom 
of Sicily on a foreign prince. Innocent's successor, Alexander 
IV., continued this policy, offered the Hohenstaufen lands in 
Germany to Alphonso X. king of Castile, and forbade Conradin's 
election as king of the Romans. Having assumed the title of king 
of Jerusalem and Sicily, Conradin took possession of the duchy 
of Swabia in 1zG2. Conradin's first invitation to Italy came from 
the Guelphs of Florence, by whom he was asked to take arms 
against Manfred, who had been crowned king of Sicily in 1258. 
This invitation was refused. but after Manfred's fall in 1266 
mvoys came again to Bavaria. Conradin crossed the Alps and 
issued a manifesto at  Verona setting forth his claim on Sicily. 
His partisans both in the north and south of Italy took up arms; 
his envoy was received with enthusiasm in Rome; and the young 
king himself was welcomed at  Pavia and Pisa. In  Nov. 1267 he 
was excommunicated; but his fleet was victorious over that of 
Charles, duke of Anjou, who had taken possession of Sicily on 
Manfred's death; and in July 1268 he was himself greeted with 
immense enthusiasm at  Rome. In  Aug. 1268 he unsuccessfully 
encountered the troops of Charles at  Tagliacozzo. He was seized 
a t  Astura and handed over to  Charles Tried as a traitor, he was 
beheaded with his friend Frederick of Baden, titular duke of Aus- 

tria. With his death the Hohenstaufen race became extinct. I n  
the great 14th century "Manesse" ms. (c)  collection of mediaeval 
German lyrics, preserved at  Heidelberg, there are two songs by 
Conradin, and his fate has formed the subject of several dramas. 

See I?. W. Schirrmacher, Die letzten Hohenstaujen (Gottingen, 
1871) ; del Giudice, I1 Giudizio e la condanna di Corradino (Naples, 
1876) ; K. Hampe, Gesclzichte Konradins von Hohenstaufen (Berlin, 
1893) ; E. Miller, Konradin van  Hohenstaufen (Berlin, 1897). 

CONRAD OF MARBURG (c. I I 80-1 z33), German inquis- 
itor, born probably a t  Marburg, and educated a t  the university of 
Bologna. I t  is not certain that he belonged to any order, although 
he has been claimed both by the Franciscans and the Dominicans. 
In  1214 he was commissioned by Innocent 111. to arouse interest 
in the proposed crusade, and during his mission of reforming con- 
vents he came to occupy, in 1 2 2 6 ,  a position of influence a t  the 
court of Louis IV., landgrave of Thuringia. H e  became confessor 
to the landgrave's wife, St. Elizabeth of Hungary (q.v.), and 
exercised the landgrave's rights of clerical patronage during his 
absence on crusade. I n  1227 he was employed by Pope Gregory 
IX. to extirpate heresy in Germany, to  denounce the marriage of 
the clergy, and to visit the monasteries. I n  1233 he accused 
Henry II. ,  count of Sayn, of heresy. An assembly a t  Mainz of 
bishops and princes declared Henry innocent, but Conrad demand- 
ed that this sentence should be reversed. As he rode from Mainz 
he was murdered near Blarburg, on July 30, 1233. His Epistola 
ad papam de wtiraculis Sa?zctae Elisabethue was published a t  
Cologne in 1653. Conrad is known to English readers through 
Kingsley's Saint's Tragedy, in which he is a prominent character. 

See E. L. T .  Henke, Konrad von Marburg (Marburg, 1861) ; B. Kal- 
ter, Konrad van Marburg und die Inquisition in Deutschland (Prague, 
1882) ; A. Hausrath, Der K~tzermeister Konrad von Marburg (Leipzig, 
1883) ; Michael, Gesch. <_es dez~tschen Volkes, vol. ii. (Freiburg, 1899). 

CONRAD OF WURZBURG (d. 1287), the chief German 
poet of the second half of the 13th century. By birth probably 
a native of \Vurzburg, he seems to have spent part of his life in 
Strasbourg and his later years in Basle, where he died on Aug. 
31, 1287. Like his master, Gottfried of Strasbourg, Conrad did 
not belong to the nobility. His style is dignified in tone; his metre 
is clearly influenced by Gottfried's tendency to relieve the monot- 
ony of the epic-metre with ingenious variations, but it  is always 
correct; his narratives-if we except Die halbe Birn, of which the 
authorship is doubtful-are free from coarseness, and, although 
mysticism and allegory bulk largely in his works, they were not 
allowed to usurp the place of poetry. Conrad's powers are to  be 
seen to best advantage in his shorter verse romances, such a s  
Ei~gellzart zlnd E ~ ~ g e l t n ~ t ,  Raiser Otto  and Die Herzenzaere; the 
last mentioned is one of the best poems of its kind in Middle High - 
German literature. 

B r ~ ~ ~ o c ~ a ~ r - ~ u . - T h e r e  is no uniform edition of Conrad's works. 
Der troja~zische Krieg was edited by A. von ICeIler for the Stuttgart 
Literarische Verein (1858) ; Purtenopier und iVeliur, by  K. Bartsch 
(1871) ; Die goldcne Schntiede and Silvester, by W. Grimm (1840 and 
1841); Alezius, by H. F .  Massmann (1843) and R. Henczynski 
(1898) ; Der Welt Lolzn, by F .  Roth (1843) ; Engelhart und Engeltrut, 
by M .  Haupt (1844, 2nd ed., 1890) ; Kluge der Kztnst, by E. Joseph 
(1885). The shorter poems, Otto and Herzemaere, will be found most 
conveniently in Erzahlungen u~zd Schwanke des Mittelalters, edited 
by H .  Lambel (and ed., 1883). Modern German translations of 
Conrad's most popular poems have been published by I(. Pannier 
and H. Kriiger in Reclam's Universulbibliothek (18 79-91). On 
Conrad see F. Pfeiffer in Germania, iii. (1867), and W. Golther in the 
Allgenteine deutsche Biographie, vol. xliv. (1898), s.v. "Wiirzburg, 
Konrad van." Paul Genke has edited Die Legenden (Halle, 1925-27). 

CONRAD VON HOTZENDORF, FRANZ (1852-1925/, 
Austro-Hungarian soldier, was born in Vienna Nov. I I ,  1852. Con- 
rad was the leading military figure of the old Dual Monarchy, and 
also one of its most influential politicians. I n  1899, as a brigadier 
in Trieste, his observations on Italian Irredentist propaganda in- 
spired him with a lasting mistrust of the third member of the Tri- 
ple Alliance. Here he made the acquaintance of the heir t o  the 
throne, the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, whose ideas coincided 
with his own in many respects. Francis Ferdinand's influence ele- , vated Conrad to the post of chief of staff in 1906. His predecessor, 
Gen. Beck, had held this post for some 2 0  years, in the course of 
which Beck, who shared the ernperor Francis Joseph's optimism, 
had allowed the army to lag far behind modern progress, in techni- 
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cal matters and had paid little attention to the national problems. 

Conrad at  once began to reorganize the army, especially the 
artillery. His activities earned him the hatred not only of the 
German Liberals but also of the Slavs and the Magyars, all of 
whom, if for different reasons, were opposed to an aggressive 
army policy. His most serious conflict, however, came with the 
emperor himself and the minister of foreign affairs, Count Aeh- 
renthal. Conrad was convinced that the Monarchy could not avoid 
a conflict with Serbia; and further that Italy must be considered 
not as an ally but an enemy. H e  believed the only salvation to be 
in aggressive "preventive" measures. Both before and after the 
annexation of Bosnia and Hercegovina he urged that the only so- 
lution of the Southern Slav question would be the "preventive" 
annexation of Serbil. When Italy became engaged in war with 
Turkey in 1911, he again advocated a "preventive" war against 
the Monarchy's ally. This last suggestion led to such a conflict of 
views with Aehrenthal, who believed that peace could be main- 
tained, that Conrad was forced to resign. H e  was reappointed, 
however, a few months later, when events in the Balkans again 
grew critical. Conrad did not overestimate the strength of his 
army, and, therefore, when war broke out and the attitude of 
Italy and Rumania grew critical, he urged-vainly-that these 
former Allies be appeased by territorial concessions. Meanwhile 
he conducted the operations of the Austro-Hungarian troops in 
Galicia with skill and boldness, and later, when they entered the 
World War, also saved his country from much devastation by his 
bold strategy. When, however, the young emperor Charles him- 
self took over the command of his army in place of the previous 
nominal commander, the Archduke Frederick, he took offence at  
Conrad's assured manner and dismissed him from his post. From 
March 1917 on Conrad commanded an army group on Austria's 
Italian Front. No further successes crowned his efforts, and finally 
the troops under his command disintegrated with the collapse of 
the Monarchy. 

Conrad's political views aroused much controversy. From his 
own point of view-the maintenance a t  all costs of the dynastic 
power of the Habsburgs-they were undoubtedly correct; he took 
too little account however of the stronger but more remote influ- 
ence of world politics. As a strategist he was bold and skilful but 
unlucky. h s  a personality he was simple and deeply respected; his 
chief failing was his often faulty judgment of human character. 
After the downfall of the Monarchy Conrad withdrew entirely 
into private life and occupied himself with the preparation of his 
monumental memoirs, AILS ~Wei~zer Dienstzeit, the fifth volume of 
which appeared in 1925. IIe died a t  hlergentheim Aug. 26, 1925. 

(C. A. I f . )  
CONRADY, AUGUST ( I  864-1926), German orientalist, 

was born a t  Wiesbaden on April 28, 1864. I n  1897 he was appoint- 
ed a professor a t  the University of Leipzig, where he eventually 
became director of the school of oriental studies. H e  became an 
authority on Chinese languages and literature and on Indo- 
Chinese philology, the study of which he originated. 

Among his works are Eine indochinesische Kausativ-Denominativ- 
bildung (1896) ; the section on "China" in J. von Pflugk-Harttung's 
Weltgeschichte (1910) ; Die chinesischen Handschriftenkz~nde Stten 
Hedins in Lou-lan (1920). 

CONRART or CONRARD, VALENTIN (1603-16'i5), 
one of the founders of the French academy, was born in Paris of 
Calvinist parents. H e  was made councillor and secretary to the 
king; and in the year 1629 his house became the resort of men of 
letters. Cardinal Richelieu offered to  give the society his protec- 
tion, and in this way (1635) the French academy was created. 
I ts  first meetings were held in the house of Conrart, who was 
unanimously elected secretary, and discharged the duties of his 
post for 43 years, till his death on Sept. 23, 1675. The most 
important of Conrart's works is his Me'moires sur l'lzistoire de 
son temps, published by L. J. N. de MonmerquC in 182 j. 

See also R. Kerviler and Edouard de BarthClemy, Conrart, sa vie 
et sa correspondance (1881) ; C. B. Petitot, Mtmoires relatifs d 
l'histoire de France, vol. xlviii.; and Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du lundi 
(July 19, 1858). 

CONS, EMMA (1838-I~IZ),  English philanthropist, was 
born in London on March 4, 1838. Through an acquaintance with 

Miss Octavia Hill she became interested in social work, and in 
particular in housing questions. She became known for her work 
in connection with illorley College and the Royal Victoria Hall, 
Waterloo Road, which is generally known as the "Old Vic." Miss 
Cons, whose social work in Lambeth had shown her the difficulty 
of providing decent amusement at  a cheap rate, obtained an inter- 
est in the Royal Victoria Hall in 1880. At one time a well-known 
theatre, it later degenerated into a disreputable haunt where only 
the lowest melodramas were played. I t  was then enlarged and 
improved, the sale of drink was forbidden, and programmes of 
music, drama and lectures were undertaken. I n  1882 the wealthy 
manufacturer and philanthropist Samuel Morley began to take 
an interest in the Hall, and in 1884 joined the executive com- 
mittee, contributing not only money but sympathy and practical 
business advice. The "Old Vic" attained high repute, and in 
1889 concert performances of grand opera were started, a chorus 
being formed in 1896. Symphony concerts were given in 1905 
and for several seasons. Emma Cons was elected to the first Lon- 
don County Council (1888) and was chosen an alderman, but 
retired owing to difficulties raised as to the right of women to 
sit. She died a t  Hever, Rent, on July 24, 1912. 

Her sister, Ellen Cons (1840--1920), was also closely associated 
with many philanthropic schemes, and was one of the governors 
of the "Old Vic." She died in London on June 25, 1920. 

CONSALVI, ERCOLE (1757-1824), Italian cardinal and 
statesman, was born a t  Rome on June 8, I 757. I n  I 776 he entered 
the Academia Ecclesiastica at  Rome, in which Pope Pius VI. took 
a strong personal interest. This led to  his being appointed in 
1783 camariere segreto to the pope, then a domestic prelate, a 
member of the Congregation del bz~on governo, and, on the first 
vacancy, auditor of the Rota for Rome. 

I n  1798, when the French occupied Rome (dethroning the 
pope and dispersing the cardinals), Consalvi was imprisoned in 
the castle of St. Angelo, but on being deported to Naples he man- 
aged with difficulty to  reach Pius VI., who had sought refuge in 
the Certosa of the Val d' Ema, and was present a t  his death-bed. 

As secretary to the conclave of November 1799, Consalvi helped 
secure Cardinal Chiaramonti's election as Pius VII. (March 14, 
1800). On Aug. 11, Consalvi was appointed cardinal-deacon and 
secretary of state, or prime minister, an appointment for which he 
was admirably fitted. H e  recognized the urgent need for reform in 
the system of papal government. H e  permitted laymen to hold 
certain public offices, under surveillance of prelates, organized a 
guard from the Roman nobility, decreed a plan for redeeming the 
base coinage, permitted the communes a certain municipal liberty, 
and promised the liquidation of the public debt. I n  the long 
debates between Rome and France about the Concordat, Con- 
salvi took the leading part, and it  was largely owing to his firmness 
and tact that the Concordat as ultimately signed was free from 
the objectionable clauses on which the first consul had a t  first 
insisted. Owing to continuous friction with Kapoleon, Consalvi 
resigned in June 1807, and when in 1808 Gen. Miollis entered 
Rome, and the temporal power of the pope was formally abolished, 
he broke off all relations with the French. I n  1809 he was at  
Paris, where he received from Napoleon an apology for the 
treatment he had received. With unbending dignity, however, 
he retained his antagonism; and shortly afterwards he was one 
of the 13 cardinals who refused to attend the emperor's marriage 
with Marie Louise. For this he was banished to Reims, and not 
released till some three years later, when Napoleon had extorted 
terms from the captive pope kt Fontainebleau. Consalvi w4s 
soon after allowed to resume his functions under the restored 
pontificate. 

I n  1814 Consalvi was sent as papal plenipotentiary t o  the 
congress of Vienna. Here he obtained for the pope the restitu- 
tion of the marches (Ancona, Treviso and Fermo) and legations 
(Bologna, Ferrara and Ravenna), but he failed to prevent Austria 
from annexing the possessions on the left bank of the Po and ob- 
taining the right to garrison Ferrara and Comacchio. This led 
to his presenting at  the close of the congress a formal protestatio, 
in which he denounced the failure of the Powers to  do justice to  
the Church, and their refusal to re-establish that "centre of 
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political unity," the Holy Roman empire. 

Consalvi was now practically governor of Rome, and his rule, 
in times of singular difficulty and unrest, was characterized by 
wisdom and moderation. His foreign policy was guided by the 
traditional antagonism of the papacy to German domination in 
Italy, and by a desire to free the Holy See from the political 
entanglements of the age. Thus he resisted all Metternich's 
efforts to draw him into his "system," and stoutly maintained 
the doctrine of non-intervention against the majority of the 
Powers of the Continental alliance. 

On the death of Pius VII. (Aug. 21, 1823), Consalvi retired 
t o  his villa of Porto d' Anzio; and, though he accepted from the 
new pope the honorary office of prefect of the college D e  propa- 
ganda fide, his political career was closed. He died on Jan. 24, 
1824. H e  was a notable patron of the arts and sciences, music 
being his main passion. For the city of Rome he did much; 
ancient buildings were excavated and preserved by his direction; 
chairs of natural science and archaeology were founded in the 
university; and extensive purchases were made for the Vatican 
museum, which was augmented by the beautiful Braccio Nuovo. 

See C. von Duerm, Correspondance du Cardinal Consalvi avec le 
prince C .  de luetternich, 181j-zj (1899) ; I. Rinieri, Correspondenza 
inedita dei Cardinali Consalvi e Pacca, 1814-15 (Turin, 1903) ; J. 
CrCtineau-Joly, Mimoires dtl Cardinal Consalvj, 2 vols, (186~) ; J. L. 
Bartholdy, Zzige aus dem Leben des Cardinal Coitsalvi (Stuttgart, 
1824) ; Cardinal Wiseman, The Last Four Popes (1858) ; Ernest 
Daudet, Le Cardinal Consalvi (Paris, 1866) ; E. L. Fischey, Cardinal 
C~nsa l v i  (Mainz, 1899) ; F. Nielsen, Hzst. of  the Papacy t n  the 19th 
Century ( 2  vols., Eng. trans. by A. J. Mason, 1906). 

CONSANGUINITY or KINDRED, in law, the connec- 
tion or relation of persons descended from the same stock or com- 
mon ancestor (v inculum personarum ab eodem stipite descenden- 
t i z m ) .  This consanguinity is either lineal or collateral. Lineal 
consanguinity is that which subsists between persons of whom one 
is descended in a direct line from the other, while collateral rela- 
tions descend from the same stock or ancestor, but do not descend 
the one from the other. Collateral kinsmen, then, are such as lineal- 
ly spring from one and the same ancestor, who is the stirps, or root, 
as well as the stipes, trunk or common stock, whence these rela- 
tions branch out. I t  will be seen that the modern idea of con- 
sanguinity is larger than that of agizatio in the civil law, which was 
limited to  connection through males, and was modified by the 
ceremonies of adoption and emancipation, and also than that of 
cognatio, which did not go beyond the sixth generation, and was 
made the basis of Justinian's law of succession. The degrees of 
collateral consanguinity were differently reckoned in the civil and 
in the canon law. "The civil law reckons the number of descents 
between the persons on both sides from the common ancestor. The 
canon law counts the number of descents between the common 
ancestor and the two persons on one side only," and always on the 
side of the person who is more distant from the common ancestor. 
English law follows the canon law in beginning at  the common 
ancestor and reckoning downwards. The question of consan- 
guinity owes its great importance to  the relationship it  bears to  
the laws of marriage and inheritance. The laws of inheritance and 
descent are regulated in a great measure according to consan- 
guinity, however much they may vary in different jurisdictions. 

Apart from those countries which have made either the civil 
or the canon law the basis of reckoning degrees of consanguinity 
(and practically all civilized countries adopt one or other), it is 
impossible to describe any method or system, for they are as vari- 
ous as the countries and tribes. See, however, the article INDIAN 
LAW; and consult J. F. McLennan, O n  Primitine Marriage (1865); 
L. H. Morgan, Sys t ems  o f  Consanguinity and A f in i t y  o f  the Hu-  
ntan Family (1870) ; E.  A. Westermarck. History of Human Mar- 
riage (2nd ed'> 1 ~ 9 4 ) ;  E. C r a w l e ~ >  The Rose ('9"); A' 
  an^ and J. J. Atkinson, Social Origilzs and Primal Law (1903) ; 
E. B. Tylor, Prinzitive Czdtzlre (4th ed., 1903). See also AFFIN- 
ITY; MARRIAGE ; INHERITANCE ; MATRIARCHY. 

CONSCIENCE, HENDRIK (1812-1883), ~ l ~ ~ i ~ h  writer, 
of mixed French and Flemish parentage, was born at Antwerp on 
Dec. 3, 1812. His father, Pierre Conscieizce, from Besanqon, 
had been chef de  timonerie in the navy of Napoleon, and was 

appointed under-harbourmaster a t  Antwerp in 1811, when that 
city formed part of France. About 1826 he retired to  that Rem- 
pen or Campine which Hendrik Conscience so often describes in 
his books-the desolate flat land that stretches between Antwerp 
and Venloo. At the age of 17 Hendrik left Kempen to be a tutor 
in Antwerp, and to prosecute his studies. H e  volunteered as a pri- 
vate in the new Belgian army at  the revolution of 1830, and 
served in barracks a t  Venloo, and afterwards at  Dendermonde, 
until 1837, when he retired with the grade of sergeant-major. 
Thrown in this way with Flemings of every class, the young man 
formed the idea of writing in the despised idiom of the country 
-an idiom which was then considered too vulgar to  be spoken, 
much less written in, by educated Belgians. His poems, how- 
ever, written while he was a soldier, were all in French. H e  re- 
ceived no pension when he was discharged, and going back idle 
to his father's house, he determined to write a Flemish book. 
A passage in Guicciardini fired his fancy, and straightway he 
wrote the wonderful series of sketches of the War of Dutch Inde- 
pendence entitled In' t  lYonderjaar 1566 (Ghent, 1837). 

His father thought it  so vulgar to  write a book in Flemish 
that he turned his son out of doors, and Hendrik started for  
Antwerp, with two francs and a bundle of clothes. An old school- 
fellow gave him shelter, and soon people, amongst them 
the painter W a ~ ~ e r s ,  interested themselves in the Young man. 
Wappers presented him to the king, who expressed a wish that the 
bvonderjaar should be added to the library of every Belgian 
school, ~t was under the patronage of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l d  1, that CgnScience 
published his second work, Fantasy, in the same year, 1837. A 
small appointment in the provincial archives relieved him from 
want, and in 1838 he wrote the historical romance called T h e  
Lion  of Flanders, which was followed by H o w  to  become a 
Painter (1843), W h a t  a Motlzei- can S z ~ f e r  (1843), Siska v a n  
Roosemael (1844), Lambrecht Hensmans (1847), Jacob v a n  
Artevelde (1849), and T h e  Conscript (1850). I t  was long before 
the sale of his books, greatly praised but seldom bought, made 
him in any degree independent. His ideas, however, began to be 
generally* accepted. 

At a Flemish congress which met a t  Ghent so early as 1841, the 
writings of Conscience were mentioned as the seed of a really 
national literature. I n  1845 was published his History of Bel- 
gium, but he was well advised to return to those exquisite pic- 
tures of Flemish home life which form his best work. He was 
now a t  the height of his genius, and Blind Rosa (1850), Rikket ik-  
ketak (18j1), T h e  Decayed Gentleman ( I ~ s I ) ,  and T h e  Miser 
(1853) rank among the most important of the long list of his 
novels. These had an instant effect upon contemporary fiction, 
and Conscience had many imitators. I n  18 5 j the earliest transla- 
tions of his tales began to appear in English, French, German and 
Italian. I n  1867 the sinecure of keeper of the Royal Belgian 
museums was created for him. He died in Antwerp on Sept. 10, 
1883, and was awarded a public funeral. 

The portraits of Conscience present to us a countenance rather 
French than Flemish in type, with long smooth hair, contempla- 
tive dark eyes under heavy brows, a pointed nose, and a humorous 
broad mouth; in late life he wore the ornament of a long white 
beard. I n  spite of too rhetorical a use of soliloquizing, and of a 
key of sentiment often pitched too high for modern taste, the 
stories of Conscience are animated by a real spirit of genius, 
mildly lustrous, perhaps, rather than startlingly brilliant. What- 
ever glories may be in store for the literature of Flanders, Con- 
science is always sure of a distinguished place as  its forerunner 
and its earliest classic. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-P. de Mont, Hendrik Conscience, z yn  leven en zyne 
werken geschetst (Haarlem, 1883) ; J. Bernaerts, Conscience-Literatur 
(bibl. 1910) ; M. Antheunis, Hendrik Conscience (.intwerp and Ley- 
den, 1912) ; L. Woelbers and M. Aloys, Het Leven en bet Werk  van 
H.  Conscience (Tongeren, 1912) ; F. Jostes, "Hendrik Conscience" in 
Schriften der Gesellschaft zur PfEege der deutsch-fELimischen Bezie- 
hungen, Heft 11. (1917) ; E. de Bock, Hendrik Conscience en de 
opkomst de Vlaamsche romantiek (1920). An English translation of 
the Tales was published in 10 vol. (1888-92). 

CONSCIENCE, a philosophical term used both popularly and 
technically in many different senses for that mental faculty which 
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decides between right and wrong. In popular usJge 'conscience' 
is generally understood to give intuitively authoritative decision: 
as regards the moral quality of single actions; this usage implicit13 
assumes that every action has an objective or intrinsic goodness 
or badness, which "conscience" may be said to discern much in 
the same way as the eye sees or the ear hears. Moralists generally 
however, are agreed that in all moral judgments of this characte~ 
there is an implied reference to moral laws, the validity of whicl- 
is in some ethical systems the true subject-matter of conscience 
The part played by conscience in relation to general moral laws 
and particular cases will vary according to the view taken of the 
character of the general laws. I f ,  on what is called the "jural' 
theory, these laws are regarded as deriving their authority from 
an external source, the operation of conscience is so far limited. It 
may be held to recognize the validity of divine laws, for example; 
or it  may be confined to the deductive process of applying those 
laws to particular cases, known as "cases of conscience" (see 
CASUISTRY). I f ,  on the other hand, the general laws are regarded 
as intuitive, then the discernment of them may be taken as the true 
function of conscience. In  either theory, conscience may be under- 
stood as the active principle in the soul which, in face of two al- 
ternatives, tells a man that he ought to select the one which is in 
conformity with the moral law. Apart from the two functions of 
discerning between right and wrong, and actively predisposing the 
agent to moral action, conscience has further a retrospective action 
whereby remorse falls upon the man who recognizes that he has 
broken a moral law. See ETHICS; CHARACTER; also BUTLER, 
JOSEPH; and compare the "moral sense" doctrine of Shaftesbury. 

There are ccrtain special uses of the word "conscience." A Con- 
science clausc is the term given to a special provision often in- 
serted in an English act of parliament to enable persons having 
religious scruples to  absent themselves from certain services or 
to abstain from certain duties, such as war service as a combatant, 
otherwise prescribed by the act. Conscience money is the name 
given to a payment voluntarily made by a person who has evaded 
his obligations, especially in respect of taxes and the like. This 
usage derives from the last function of conscience mentioned 
above. Co~zscie?zce Coztrts were local courts, established by acts 
of parliament in London and various provincial towns, for the 
recovery of small debts, usually sums under f 5 .  They were super- 
seded by county courts (9.v.). 

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR, one who on moral or 
religious grounds declines to serve as a combatant, or who refuses 
obedience to military service acts on the ground that the State 
has no right to force the individual to perform military service 
of any kind. In  Great Britain the Military Service Act of 1916 
raised the issue of the conscientious objectors on a large scale; 
tribunals were set up to deal with them, many were sent into non- 
combatant units or put to agricultural or other necessary work, 
while of the large numbers not granted exemption many suffered 
imprisonment for disobedience to  army orders. The Representa- 
tion of the People Act, 1918, disfranchised for five years after the 
war any conscientious objector who had refused to undertake the 
work of national importance allotted him. 

The U n i t e d  States.-Conscientious objection among drafted 
men in the United States was of various sorts: objection to all 
wars on religious or humanitarian grounds; to the World War on 
economic and political grounds; to combatant service; to all 
service in the army or under military orders; to alternative service 
under conscription and for the avowed purpose of helping the war. 
This last class of objectors in the United States as in Great Britain 
were called absolutists. 

The United States by reason of its geographical position had 
never found necessary the European system of universal military 
training and service. Save for a limited use of the draft in the 
latter part of the Civil m7ar it had fought its wars with volunteers. 
This fact and the avowed intention of certain young men to imi- 
tate British conscientious objectors, early impressed the Govern- 
ment. I n  the conscription bill, exemption, but only from com- 
batant service, was granted to members of recognized religious 
sects or organizations in existence at  the time of the passage of 
the law, whose creed or principles opposed participation in war. 

The President found it  necessary considerably to  enlarge the meas 
ure of exemption for objectors. "Sincere" objectors were offered 
alternative service, in some cases with the Friends' Red Cross 
unit in France, more often in agricultural work. "Insincere" ob- 
jectors and absolutists who refused all service were court mar- 
tialled not as objectors but for refusal to obey some specific 
military order. The last objectors, 31 in number, were released 
in Nov. 1930. I t  should be explained that "sincere" objectors as 
interpreted meant objectors to all war; "insincere" objectors 
meant objectors to this particular war. I n  practice the distinction 
was hard to maintain. 

The number of objectors was surprisingly small. According 
to the Government report, of 3,989 objectors in camps 1,300 
"accepted or were assigned to non-combatant service," 1,299 were 
furloughed for alternative service, 450 were sent to prison by 
courts-martial and the remainder were still in camp when the 
Armistice was signed. (N. M. T.) 

CONSCIOUSNESS in its widest sense denotes mental ex- 
perience of every kind. I n  this sense of the term consciousness 
may be described as the subject matter of psychology (q.v.), and 
psychology might be defined as the science of consciousness. 
Very frequently, however, the term is used in the sense of self- 
consciousness, or of what is in the focus of consciousness, or a t  
least in the margin of consciousness. I t  is then contrasted with the 
sub-conscious and the unconscious, etc. (See ABNORMAL PSY- 
CHOLOGY, and PSYCHOANALYSIS.) 

Physiology of Consciousness.-Physiologists and most psy- 
chologists assume that physical awareness is wholly dependent 
upon some definite bodily structure or structures. Various theories 
exist as to the identity of this bodily organ of consciousness. One 
theory holds that each atom of the physical body possesses an 
inherent attribute of consciousness. If each atom, or, in later 
forms of rhis theory, each cell of the body emanates its own 
consciousness, then the "self" must actually consist of an amal- 
g,:mation of all these tiny units of awareness. Experimental 
evidence is against this theory, since physical consciousness seems 
to disappear from any part of the body disconnected from the 
central nervous system. 

A second theory assumes that there exist, in the brain, speciai 
nerve cells capable of producing consciousness whenever acti- 
vated. There is no physical evidence for the existence of such 
special consciousness cells. 

A third theory seeks to identify consciousness with some aspect 
of the simple nerve impulse. There are two lines of evidence 
against this theory. First, the physical phenomena most closely 
corresponding with consciousness do not occur wifhilz individual 
nerve cells, but rather between the individual cells joined to- 
gether in any reflex-arc system. Some of these phenomena are 
inhibition, irreversability of direction of propagated disturbances, 
fatigue, marked susceptibility to  drugs, conflict and mutual facili- 
tation of impulses, marked delay of reflex conduction, after dis- 
charge and summation of impulses. Second, identical nerve cells 
are activated in producing very dissimilar states of consciousness; 
and different nerve cells are stimulated to  produce identical 
elements of consciousness. 

The psychonic theory, based on the correspondences between 
consciousness and inter-neuronic phenomena, suggests that con- 
sciousness occurs each time any unit of junctional tissue between 
individual neurones is energized. Units of junctional tissue are 
termed psychons, and each psycho?zic i?npztlse is regarded as a 
single unit of physical consciousness. This theory is now under 
experimental investigation. 

See W. M. Marston, "The Psychonic Theory of Consciousness," 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology (July 1 9 2 6 ) .  

(W. M. M.) 

CONSCRIPTION. Compulsion as applied to  military recruit- 
ment should not be confused with conscription, which entails not 
only the natural obligation of every able-bodied man to defend 
his hearth, home and country against foreign aggression, but the 
establishment of a standing army of short service men entirely 
at  the call of the government of the land. Whilst in all such mili- 
tary organizations as the Greek and Roman city militias and the 
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Saxon fyrd compulsion was by natural right and tradition, in most 
of the great modern armies it  is by law, and in such as do not 
enforce conscription by the inducement of pay, or the avoidance 
of starvation. We thus obtain two main systems of recruitment, 
the compulsory and the voluntary; both are professional, the latter 
in that its men undergo a prolonged training, and the former in 
that its instructional cadre and its corps of officers are permanent, 
whilst the bulk of its men serve but for one, two, or three years. 
Conscription in its modern sense dates from the French Revolu- 
tion, and was exactly adapted to the environment of its times, 
namely equality of service, liberty of popular opinion backed by 
force, and the fraternity of all classes of society; such were theo- 
retically the governing ideals of this period. To understand its 
influence on the history of the 19th and 20th centuries, and to 
trace its future demands a brief survey of military development 
preceding the date of its initiation. namely 1798. 

E a r l y  His tory  of M i l i t a r y  Development.-The principle 
that every able-bodied man should assist in the defence of the 
community to  which he belongs held good in fact as long as agri- 
cultural instruments could be effectively used as military weapons, 
though naturally weapons of the chase-bow, spear and long 
knife-were pleferred. I t  was the manufacture of armour, a 
purely military invention, which introduced the professional sol- 
dier, and since that early date, lost in the dawn of human history, 
each purely military invention has had a marked influence on the 
militarization of civil life. If the invention was costly, or difficult 
to  come by, armies became small and aristocratic, as was the case 
during the middle ages when armour was of predominant military 
importance; if cheap and easy, then large and democratic, as after 
the advent of gunpowder. When trade began to become more 
profitable than plunder, that is after the crusades, occupations 
began to become specialized, wealth was accumulated and forti- 
fications became a necessary safeguard to  wealth, trade and com- 
merce. Fortifications demanded permanent garrisons, and as it  
was uncongenial and beneath the dignity of a military aristocracy, 
or a rich burgher community, to man and protect castle or city 
walls, hired soldiery came into existence, and in time specialized 
into two classes: the defenders and attackers of fortresses. I t  is 
in these troops, rather than in the feudal levy, that the origin 
of present day standing armies must be sought. As fire arms 
were introduced, organization and training became more compli- 
cated, and in the 16th century we find Machiavelli and Maurice of 
Nassau suggesting the idea of universal service. At this period 
it was reckoned that 5,000 disciplined Spanish troops were more 
than a match for four times their number of Burghers, but except 
for Spain, enriched by the gold and silver of the New World, 
nations were too poor to  maintain large professional armies, and 
continued to depend on citizen militia forces and the hire of 
mercenaries. 

With the close of the Wars of Religion in 1648, conflicts be- 
tween nations centred more and more round dynastic questions, 
the object being territorial acquisition, and as such was useless 
without revenue and inhabitants to pay it, as Clausewitz says: 
"The principle of moderation was introduced into the conduct of 
hostilities altogether foreign to their nature." Plunder and pillage 
were forbidden, with the result that the profession of the soldier 
became less and less remunerative, and armies more and more de- 
pendent on the lower strata of society-those men who were 
lacking in s ~ i r i t  and intelligence. and unsuited to earn a livelihood 
in civil employment. ~ h u s  it  happened that immediately preced- 
ing the outbreak of the French Revolution, exceot for a few corbs 
d'elites, the human quality of all armies th;oughout ~ u r o p e  
"reached the very nadir of degradation." I t  was time for some- 
thing new. 

T h e  B i r t h  of Conscription.-The general upheaval which 
followed the outbreak of the Revolution in 1789 swept away the 
old royal army of France, and simultaneously initiated the prob- 
lem of national defence. The theory of equality logically led to 
the demand for universal service, and as the majority of the 
people are naturally adverse to risking their skins, universal serv- 
ice was tantamount to  compulsory enlistment. The proposal ac- 
cepted was a threefold one, namely, voluntary enlistment for the 

line, all unmarried citizens between 18 and 40 years of age to  con- 
stitute the militia, and the rest of the male population to form 
the National Guards for home defence. The last mentioned cate- 
gory proved popular, and 2,571,000 names were inscribed, but 
only 60 out of the 169 battalions of volunteers i t  was hoped to 
raise were obtained. The result was so disappointing that on July 
I I ,  1792 a decree was passed according to which every able-bodied 
man was to  consider himself liable for active service, it  being left 
to the communes to select those who were to proceed to the front. 
The means of enforcing this law were so imperfect that not more 
than 30,000 men reached the field armies, and only remained with 
them for a few months. T o  fill the ever increasing gaps in the 
ranks, on Feb. 20, 1793 the Convention decreed a compulsory 
levy of 500,000 men, which was so unpopular that thousands de- 
serted their homes, and Vendee rose in revolt. At length in August 
Carnot succeeded in introducing a workable scheme which limited 
liability to service to  men between 18 and 25. This was accepted 
by the people, because the class called upon was not politically 
strong enough to resist coercion, and by Jan. I, 1794 no less than 
770,000 men were under arms. 

The successes of Bonaparte in Italy, which brought wealth and 
glory to France, as well as the consolidation of political power and 
the revival of trade, brought to  the notice of political economists 
the loss of productive energy in compelling highly skilled civil 
workers to  enlist whilst those in the ranks were willing to  renew 
their contract. This consideration coupled with the fact that by 
the summer of 1798 a renewal of the war with Austria was inevit- 
able, General Jourdan proposed a system of conscription which 
became law on the 19th Fructidor (Sept. 4) that year. "The 
young men in each Department were to be registered in five 
classes, the first consisting of those between twenty and twenty- 
one, and so on in an ascending scale of age to the last class, those 
between twenty-four and twenty-five. The conscripts each year 
were to  be drawn from the first class, each subsequent class to 
be called out only in case the first did not furnish a sufficient num- 
ber." Such were the main clauses of this law which not only ren- 
dered the Napoleonic conquests possible, but which \\-ere destined 
to influence the subsequent course of European history in a man- 
ner quite unrealized by its initiators. 

Conscript ion U n d e r  Napoleon.-Though under the Direc- 
tory this law proved worse than a failure, only 37,000 conscripts 
being obtained out of the required 200.000, when once Bonaparte 
seized the reins of power he forged out of it his tremendous armies. 
At Schonbrunn, in 1805, he said to Metternich: "I can use up 
25,000 men a monthx-such was the pivotal argument in his 
theory and practice of "absolute warfareu-the nation was but a 
vast manufactory of cannon-fodder. I n  1800, France provided 
him with 30,000 men; 60,000 in 1801; 60,000 in 1802; 60,000 in 
1803 ; 60,000 in 1804; 210,000 in 1805; 80,000 in 1806; 80,ooo in 
1807; 240,000 in 1808; 76,000 in 1809; 160,ooo in 1810; 120,000 
in 1811; 237.000 in 1812; and 1,140,000 in 1813-a total of 
2,613,000. These figures are not only interesting in themselves, 
but are indicative of the whole course of European warfare, and 
its nature, from 1800 t o  the present day. The cheapness of the 
musket as a weapon coupled with the democratic spirit of the age 
threw nations back to the primitive idea of military power, namely, 
the nation in arms. The theory that "God marches with the big- 
gest battalions" coloured the entire strategy and tactics of the 
wars of the 19th century, whether in Europe, Asia or America, and 
formed the crucial military problem of the Russo-Japanese war 
of 1goq-05, and the World War of 1914-18. This theory sprang 
full-armed from out the head of the French Revolution, and it is 
of interest to trace its influence on the national life and military 
art of its greatest exponent during the last 130 years of its 
existence. 

T h e  Inf luence of Conscript ion o n  Prussia.-Napoleon's 
conquests brought with them the French law of conscription which 
was immediately enforced. Prussia pursued this idea to  its logical 
conclusion, and in 1808 "definitely affirmed the principle of uni- 
versal service without distinction of class, or right of exemption 
by purchase." After Tilsit her enthusiasm was checked by the 
Emperor, but only temporarily so, for she returned to it in fuli 
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force once her adversary was crushed. From 1815 onwards, as 
one writer aptly expresses i t :  "Army expenditure became the fly- 
wheel which steadied her disorganized finance." The nationaliza- 
tion o f  the Prussian army not only stimulated trade, for it had to 
be fed, clothed and equipped, but consolidated the nation which, 
since the peace o f  Westphalia, had been groping in the dark 
toward the realization o f  Wallenstein's dream o f  a united Ger- 
manic Empire. Compulsory service brought all classes and ranks 
into close intercourse. The army became the national university 
in which was cultivated a common spirit. The better class recruits, 
consciously, or unconsciously, instructed their social inferiors, and 
in  the exercise o f  these functions mutually added t~ each other's 
character and sympathies. The intelligence o f  the men reacted on 
their officers who were compelled to keep pace with the general 
intellectual movement. As the duration o f  service was limited to 
three years, the regimental officers had to  become in every way 
instructors o f  their men, with the result that a magnificent corps 
o f  officers was created. During the 50  years following Napoleon's 
defeat at Waterloo, the Prussian military machine separated the 
wheat from the chaff,  yearly turning out as it  did an increas:ng 
number o f  men whose physical and moral training were vastly 
superior to the unconscripted man o f  the classes from whom they 
had sprung. This system of  national reconstruction through uni- 
versa1 service reached the apex o f  its perfection in the sixties and 
swept all before it in the victories o f  1866 and 1870. 

T h e  Causes o f  Decline.-Perfection in war as in peace is the 
herald o f  death. Prussia's greatness grew out of Jourdan's law of  
conscription, and the results o f  this law reached their zenith at 
Sedan. Since 1870 a new social environment has been created 
which has vastly influenced the organisation o f  armies. First, the 
general introduction o f  compulsory education, h2s largely replaced 
the educative value o f  compulsory service. Secondly, the enor- 
mous advances in science and industrial production, with their 
consequents-luxury, wealth and intellectuai pursuits-have 
changed the character o f  nations, and have replaced agriculture by 
manufacture,as the key industry o f  civilised countries. Thirdly, 
a still more important consequent waz and still is the change in 
the power and nature o f  weapons themselves. 

From 1870 onwards the value o f  conscription, both as a national 
stimulant and a means o f  lnilitary recruitment, began to sag. The 
pay o f  the conscript was negligible, and, as luxuries increased, it 
had to  be supplemented oy small paternal and maternal allow- 
ances, unless the soldier was o f  the type who could cheerfully 
tolerate acute discomfort and the normal lack o f  art in military 
cooklng. The best men refused to re-engage and returned to civil 
life, consequently inferior soldiers had to be promoted to non- 
commissioned rank, and when invested with authority frequently 
abused i t ;  this tended by degrees to  make conscription unpopular. 
Industrialization was at first followed by a vast increase in the 
population, and as years followed, more and more did it become 
impossible to absorb the ever-increasing numbers o f  men o f  mili- 
tary age. In all conscript armies this led to a host o f  exemptions, 
which though in theory strictly regulated, in practice resulted in 
many abuses, the richer classes o f  men o f  military age normally 
being able to  avoid servlce, or i f  conscripted to  carry out their 
duties on easier terms. In spite o f  these disabilities, which became 
apparent before the 19th century reached its close, all great 
nations, other than Great Britain and America, placed their faith 
in conscription, and still fervently believed with Napoleon and 
Clausewitz that God marches with the biggest battalions, and that, 
consequently, numbers o f  men are the deciding factor in war. 

T h e  World  W a r  o f  1914-1918.-The World War o f  1914- 
1918 was fought out on this assumption at terrific cost. Amongst 
the combatants conscription became universal, Great Britain and 
Amerlca being compelled to  adopt it. In all some 50 millions o f  
men were conscripted, and the total casualties in killed alone has 
been reckoned at more than 10 millions. What the war cost 
directly and indirectly it is impossible to calculate. Throughout 
its entire duration the Central Powers were outnumbered, yet it 
was only after over four years' incessant struggle that the Allies 
were able to enforce an armistice on Germany. The "big bat- 
talions" had grotesquely failed as an instrument whereby econom- 

ical victory could be gained. There was no Sadowa and no 
Sedan, in place battles such as Verdun, the Somme and Ypres 
(191 7 )  were fought to mutual destruction. As the war proceeded it 
became more and more apparent that, as in 1798, it was nothing 
less than a national, let alone military crime to conscript all 
classes o f  men as i f  they were one class and o f  equal value, and to  
fill the trenches, which were little more than altars o f  human 
sacrifice to a discredited god, with highly skilled mechanics, miners 
and professional men. Throughout the war it was scarcely realised 
by any o f  the General Staffs that the one great tactical problen~ 
was not to increase fighting man power, but as far as it was pos- 
sible to eliminate the fighting man, the human slop-butt, and 
replace him by a mechanic. In spite o f  tank attacks, air attacks, 
naval attrition and chemical attacks, it was not realised that 
weapons give blows and men receive them, and that the main 
problem in tactics is how t o  give blows without receiving them, 
ancl not c. mere mathematical question o f  human tonnage. It was 
not grasped that quality and not quantity was the problem, and 
so little was this realised that, in 1919, Germany was denied the 
power to maintain a conscript army, and was compelled to  estab- 
lish a voluntary one, that is to  rely on quality, whilst her most 
powerful land enemy-France-adhered to  bulk numbers. 

T h e  Future.-To those who can read the past and follow 
present tendencies, the future development o f  recruitment is clear 
and certain. Conscription is the military expression o f  an agricul- 
tural democracy, and when nations cease to  depend on agriculture 
as their staple industry it rapidly becomes a burden. An industrial 
democracy lives in a totally different world. As military power 
was once based on the numbers o f  sturdy yeomen and peasants 
who could be impressed or enlisted, to-day it depends on the 
numbers o f  skilled mechanics, not only to manufacture war ma- 
chines but to fight them. The advent o f  the motor-driven battle 
vehicle has reintroduced armour as an essential in tactical organi- 
sation. Another armoured age faces the great armies o f  the world, 
an age o f  costly machines in place o f  cheap muskets, and the ten- 
dency is, consequently, one towards small armies in which quality 
will replace the quantity theory o f  the present cannon fodder 
masses. None but industrial powers are likely to  wage great wars 
with a?y hope o f  s~ccess, for in spite of all opposition, petrol- 
Power 1s transforming armies as surely as steam-power trans- 
formed navies from 1860 onwards; the result must be the same. 

Whilst 100 years ago any merchantman could be converted into 
a warship at a few days' notice, to-day not all the merchantmen in 
the world could fight, on equal terms, a single Dreadnought. 

The theory of conscription, as some military men believe, is 
growing out o f  date. In their opinion no conscript army will be 
able to face an organised attack by armed motor cars, let alone by 
tanks and kindred weapons. It will have its use solely as an army 
o f  occupation, a force o f  men which will occupy a conquered area 
but not conquer it.  The fighting armies o f  the future \,;ill be 
voluntary, highly professional and highly paid, consequently, com- 
paratively small, this is the whole tendency o f  present day 
military evolution. 
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THE UNITED STATES 
Revolution and War of 1812.-During the Revolution and 

the War o f  1812 the volunteer system failed to  procure the men 
required for military purposes. T o  stimulate voluntary enlist- 
ments bounties, consisting of gifts o f  money, land, and clothing, 
were granted to  recruits. Massachusetts and Virginia resorted to 
conscription in 1777. On February 6 ,  1778, two-thirds o f  the 
authorized Continental Army being unrecruited, Congress recom- 
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mended that the other colonies follow the example set by Massa. 
chusetts and Virginia. Washington, himself, wrote to the presi- 
dent of the Continental Congress in 1778, "I believe our greatest 
and only aid will be derived from drafting, which I trust may be 
done by the United States." The aid extended by France averted 
the necessity for conscription. During the latter part of the War 
of 1812, when volunteers failed to fill the depleted ranks of the 
Army, Congress considered several methods of conscription, but 
peace prevented definite action. 

C i v i l  War.-The volunteer system which enthusiastically filled 
the Union ranks in 1861 practically collapsed in 1862 after the 
president had issued a call for goo,coo additional volunteers I n  
the summer of 1862, the States attempted conscription, but with- 
out success. The Federal Government was then forced to accept 
the necessity of a Federal draft, an obligation the Confederacy 
had already been driven to assume nearly one year before. On 
March 3, 1863, the Enrollment Act was passed, boldly declar- 
ing the liability to military service in  the national forces of all 
males, except certain exempted persons, between the ages of 2 0  

and 45. The law imposed upon the citizen a direct and personal 
obligation to the nation. 

Unfortunately, the principle of universal liability of all citi- 
zens to perform military service was not carried to its logical con- 
clusion; the law was weakened by provisions authorizing the pay- 
ment of bounties and the hiring of substitutes. The calls for men 
were apportioned among the States. If not filled by volunteers 
before a certain date, the deficit had to be supplied by conscrip- 
tion. I n  order to  avoid conscription, each State, and the sub- 
divisions thereof, entered upon a race for volunteers. Larger and 
larger became the bounties. Wealthy communities reached into 
the poorer districts and bought up the necessary manpower. The 
result was inevitable. Riots broke out especially in New York 
city and order was restored only by the arrival of troops with- 
drawn from the front. 

The Confederate conscription law was enacted in April, 1862 
I ts  purpose was to insure the retention of the men already in the 
service as well as to obtain others. I n  its administration emerged 
the modern theory that the industrial organization behind the line 
was quite as important as the military organization. This theory 
was not successfully applied because the army officers by whom 
the act was administered lost sight of every consideration except 
the single one of procuring soldiers. 

W o r l d  War.-In 1917 the Administration decided to rely upon 
conscription for the recruitment of the army. I n  urging the 
passage of the bill, known as the Selective Service Act, the secre- 
tary of war stated "This is no time to tolerate uncertainty in the 
raising and the maintenance of the large numbers of men which 
the present emergency is likely to require nor uncertainty in the 
methods to be adopted for the establishment of an adequate effi- 
cient military service. The bill makes certain the raising and 
maintenance of the required forces with the utmost expedition. 
I t  establishes the principle that all arms-bearing citizens owe to 
the nation the duty of defending it. I t  selects only those who, by 
reason of their age and physical capacity, are best fitted to receive 
the training and withstand the actual hardship of campaign, and 
who, happily, can be taken with least disturbance of normal eco- 
nomic and industrial conditions." The law was unequivocal in 
its terms. I t  vested the president with plenary power of prescrib- 
ing regulations which should strike a balance between industrial, 
agricultural, and economic need of the nation on the one hand 
and the military need on the other, and which should summon 
men for service in the place in which it  should best suit the com- 
mon good to call them. The regulations for the Administration of 
the law were written so as to avoid the mistakes made in the 
execution of conscription in the Civil War. 

The governors of States, the mayors of cities, and the officials 
of couilties were called upon to lend their aid in the accomplish- 
ment of registration which began on June 5, 1917. Over ~o.ooo,ooo 
men, between the ages of 2 1  and 30 years, were enrolled in a 
single day. Later the age limits were changed to 18 to 45 years, 
and the number enrolled was increased to 24,ooo,ooo. With the 
registration completed, it became necessary to provide a system 

of local selection boards and to prescribe their procedure in hear- 
ing and resolving claims for exemption. The life histories and the 
most intimate relations of the enrolled men were carefully ex- 
amined and their future status fixed. Questionnaires, which elicited 
detailed information, and physical examinations formed the basis 
of classification. The available manpower was grouped into four 
classes in the inverse order of its industrial importance; a fifth 
group contained those exempted from all liability under the terms 
of the Selective Service Law. The first class constituted the 
reservoir of manpower, the drain of which for military duty 
would least disturb the domestic and economic life of the nation. 
The other classes contained the men whose domestic and indus- 
trial relations were such that their call to the colours should be 
deferred as long as the exigencies of the military situation would 
permit. I n  order to determine the order in which men were to 
be called to the colours, a great central lottery was established 
in Washington. 2,810,296 men were inducted into the service 
through selective service, while approximately 2,000,000 addi- 
tional men, anticipating their call, voluntarily enlisted in the 
Army and Navy. 

The task of selective service did not stop with the raising of 
armies; rather it  became more intricate and more highly diffi- 
cult. The classification scheme sorted out from the 24,000,000 
registrants and placed in the Army those whose withdrawal from 
domestic and industrial connections would create the least dis- 
turbing effect upon the current of national life. But the remainder 
far outnumbered those who went to the fighting forces. The 
efforts of the residue, the deferred classes, which formed the great 
army behind the lines, had to be directed so that they could con- 
tribute most effectively to  the fighting forces. How to mould 
this vast group of manpower, how to weave its energies into the 
general pattern of national effectiveness, attaining a maximum of 
war-time production and a minimum of peace-time disturbance- 
these were the problems, herculean in magnitude, yet susceptible 
of only the most delicate treatment, to  which the selective service 
organization had to address itself. From the war-time standpoint, 
occupations may be roughly placed in three groups: ( I )  Those 
enterprises such as shipbuilding and the manufacture of muni- 
tions; (2) Those enterprises contributing to the general good, 
without which the normal life of the nation \vould be seriously 
affected and the continuance of which must be fostered to render 
a return to peace-time conditions easy; (3) The non-productive 
employments. The ultimate aim of the system was to eliminate 
useful manpower in the third group, to  comb the second to the 
minimum consistent with the preservation of the framework of 
normality and to fill the first to the utmost possible limits. The 
whole scheme may be envisioned as an instantaneous destruction 
of the third group, a gradual compression of the second and a 
constant expansion of the first. 

T h e  Future.-The value of the conscription method over the 
volunteer method was so clearly demonstrated in the World War 
that there can never be a question as to  the choice, provided large 
armies are required. The volunteer system always constitutes a 
serious drain upon essential war industries; large numbers of men 
whose energies may be of infinitely more value in  the industrial 
world than on the battlefield will abandon their productive 
labours. The modern conscription method inventories the nation's 
manpower. By means of it, the most available men may be drawn 

1 at  such times and in such numbers as required for use in the 
1 fighting forces with the least possible disturbance of the economic 
1 structure of the country. 

I n  war, as in the industrial world, a modern machine, operated 
by a few men under favourable conditions, may be capable of 
greater execution than a much larger number of men unaided by 
the machine. However, war machines now have physical, tactical 
and strategical limitations which prevent universal use of them. 
Mechanical fighting elements of this kind must always manoeuvre 
above ground. A gun can always be found to destroy the heaviest 
armour. Immobilized, such elements are quite vulnerable. Re- 
placement is slow and costly. Above all, they alone cannot hold 
conquered ground." This can be done only by men, usually in 
large numbers. A completely mechanized fighting force, there- 
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fore, has distinct limitations as to the terrain on which it  can be 
employed and as to time and manner of its employment. I t  is 
essentially an element of offense. The use of modern war machines 
will not materially reduce the size of armies in future wars of great 
magnitude and conscription will be as necessary as i t  has been in 
the past. ( E  H .  CR.; X.) 
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CONSECRATION, the act of making anything or anyone 
sacer, i e., cut off from ordinary use and included within the 
sphere of holy or magico-religious things, as a priest, a church, 
sacramental elements, the Apis-bull. (See  BISHOP, DEDICATION, 
PURIFICATIOS.) 

Often consecration is tantamount to  cursing. Holiness is dan- 
gerous and may even involve social degradation. Particular sites, 
rivers, springs, hills, meadows, caves, rocks, trees, or groves, are 
holy, and from time immemorial have been so, as the natural homes 
or haunts of gods or spirits, e.g. Mt. Sinai, Mecca, the Capitol. As 
a rule their initial consecration goes back beyond memory and 
tradition; we can rarely seize it  in the making. I n  ancient society 
certain animals, plants, kins, families, were also holy and bound 
up with the god by bload ties or otherwise (see TOTEMISM). 
Among the Arunta (see ARUNTA) we catch the consecrating 
agency at  work. Their babies are reincarnations of spirits which 
quitted a bush or rock passed by the mothers a t  the moment of 
conception. Each spirit, as it quits its nanja or natural haunt to 
enter the mother, drops a chztringa, a slab of stone or wood marked 
with the child's totem and containing its spirit attributes. 

We catch the god himself a t  the work of consecration in tales of 
voices heard from heaven or of birds alighting on favoured heads. 
At His baptism a dove descended upon Jesus, and one quitted 
Polycarp's body a t  the moment of his death. Birds are commonly 
visible forms of gods, spirits, or ghosts; thus the Polynesians hold 
that birds convey from and into their idols the spirits which live 
therein. A natural consecration also hallows objects fallen from 
heaven, like the idol of Artemis a t  Ephesus. 

In  such cases the holiness or tabu (9.v.) is traditional, or any- 
how not imparted at  a given moment by human intervention. The 
god has not been constrained or invited to enter in. Fetishes afford 
examples of such constraint or invitation. Thus a West African 
native who wants a sul t~nan calls on a spirit to enter a rude image 
or other object, promising it offerings and worship. If a spirit 
consents to take up its residence in the object, a low hissing sound 
is heard, and the sziltmnn is complete. I t  receives a small portion 
of the daily food of its owner, and is treated with reverence. Sim- 
ilar rites consecrated the Semitic massebhas or nosbs-erect pillars 
of stone in which the god really lived, and which were no mere 
images or symbols of him. (See  also BAETYLUS.) Such stone pil- 
lars were usually two in number, as in Solomon's temple ( I  Kings 
vii. 15, 21) or in Melkarth's shrine a t  Tyre, described by Herod- 
otus (ii. 44). Sometimes 12 stood together, e.g., in Jos. iv. 2 0  and 
Exod. xxiv. 4, which passages may have suggested that Armenian 
rite of founding a church, in which we witness the transition from 
a stonehenge to a church building. The bishop and clergy choose 
a suitable spot, and erect 12 large stones unwrought and unpol- 
ished around the central rock of the altar, and on these the walls of 
the church are laid. In  Armenia and the Caucasus the cult of such 
sacred trees and pillars passed without break into that of the cross, 
which was generally made of the wood of a sacred tree, brought 
into church, and hallowed with prayers, washing and anointing. 
Ever after Christ's spirit is enshrined in i t ;  it cures disease, drives 
off demons and wards off wind and hail. Animal victims are sacri- 
ficed before it, as in old days before the sacred pole or pillar, and 
it is worshipped and adored. I n  Hindu and classical Roman cult, 
objects used in worship may themselves be adored. 

I t  is not always easy to  mark off consecration from inspiration. 
Thus in New Zealand "a priest, by repeating charms, can cause 
the spirit to enter into the idol . . . it is the same atua or spirit 
which will a t  times enter not the image but the priest himself, 
throw him into convulsions and deliver oracles through him." 

(Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii. 174.) I t  is, however, best to  restrict 
the term "consecration" to cases where the spirit falls on a person, 
not automatically or unexpectedly, but by some kind of ritual o r  
prayer, as ( I )  blowing, as in John xx. 22. I n  the rite of laying 
hands on an elect the bishop of the Armenian Paulicians blows 
three times in the face of the newly ordained. The impure spirit 
is blown out and the pure blown in. (2) Laying-on of hands, as in  
confirmation and ordination. (3) Branding or signing the person, 
especially on the forehead, with the sacred emblem. So a Hindu 
paints his caste emblem on his forehead, and a fugitive slave in 
ancient Egypt, once marked with sacred stigmata in a temple, 
could not be reclaimed by the master. H e  belonged to the god. 
An inanimate object may also be thus marked. (4) Use of a name. 
The invocation of a powerful name over a thing or person brings 
him or it within its sphere of influence, and actually communicates 
thereto the demoniac or supernatural power wielded by the owner 
of the name. ( S e e  NAME.) 

Amulets, including various ornaments, etc., stamped with divine 
emblems or otherwise haliowed, communicate their holiness to the 
wearers. Cursing is, equally with consecration, a tabu imposed 
on a thing or person. I t  may be noted in consecration how nicely 
the taboo or contagion, whether of holiness or unholiness, can be 
localized. A Canadian buried his wife in a plot he had bought in a 
Catholic cemetery. Presently he died also, but without the sacra- 
ments, for he had changed his religion. His executors ignored the 
protests of the Catholic clergy and buried him in the same grave. 
Ultimately the bishop of Quebec, unable to  get a mandamus from 
the English privy council to disinter him, solemnly deconsecrated 
the ground down to the estimated depth of the lid of the wife's 
coffin. Lastly, a classical mode of consecrating persons, or winning 
or reinforcing their holiness or kinship with the god, is the sacri- 
ficial or sacramental meal. ( S e e  SACRAMENT and SACRIFICE.) 
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CONSEIL DE FAMILEE ("family council"), in France, 
an institution for the protection of the interests of minors. By 
the Code Civil (art. 407-410) it  is composed of seven members; 
the local justice of the peace is the presiding officer. The other 
six members must be relations of the minor, chosen from the 
mother's and father's side of the family respectively (three on 
each side). Five members make a quorum. The council has 
power to appoint a guardian to the minor; to  authorize marriage 
or oppose i t ;  to  audit the accounts and decide questions concern- 
ing the minor's estate. The French family council is founded on 
the Roman Law of Tutelage. 

CONSEQUENS is the Latin form of "consequent," and 
means "that which follows." I ts  correlative term is "antecedent," 
that which precedes. In  logic both terms are used with special 
reference to the hypothetical or conditional judgment or proposi- 
tion. Such a proposition usually expresses a connection between 
a condition and a result. The condition is commonly expressed 
first, the consequent last. The general form is If A ,  t hen  C ,  
where A stands for the condition or antecedent, and C for the 
result or consequent, e.g., If it rains the  streets are w e t ;  If a 
triangle i s  equilateral, t hen  it is equiangular. Now if a given 
hypothetical proposition is true, its consequent must be realized 
whenever its antecedent is. On the other hand, the consequent 
may in some cases be realized or brought about in other ways than 
that indicated by the antecedent. Streets, e.g., may be sprinkled 
by water-carts instead of by rain. I t  is therefore not legitimate 
to argue from the truth of the consequent (say, the  streets are 
w e t )  to the truth of the antecedent (say, it is, or has bee~z ,  rain- 
ing).  Such an inconclusive inference is known as the Fallacy of 
conseqzcefzs, or simply Conseqz~ens. 



CONSERVATIVE PARTY-CONSERVATOIRE 
CONSERVATIVE PARTY. I n  Great Britain, the name 

of the successors of the Tories (see WHIG AND TORY). J. W. 
Croker popularized the term in an article in the Quarterly Review, 
Jan. 1830, but the name had already been used by Canning at a 
city dinner as early as 1824, and Greville had written in his diary 
on March 14, 1829, "Herries told Hyde Villiers that their policy 
was conservative, that of the Whigs subversive." For some time 
i t  was only used sporadically, and many of the old Tary rCgime 
disliked it. The term "Tory" has, in fact, never quite fallen out 
of use, and has been commonly retained by many modern Con- 
servatives who wish to emphasize that theirs is a constructive and 
positive policy of constitutional as opposed to radical reform, 
and not merely one of letting things remain simply "as they are." 
After the Reform act of 1832 associations known as "Consti- 
tutional" or "Conservative" multiplied throughout the country; 
and a "National Union of Conservative and Constitutional As- 
sociations" formed a confederation in 1867, in alliance with 
the work of the central Conservative office under the Party 
whips. I t  was, however, unlike the similar Liberal "National 
Liberal Federation," under the control of influential people who 
were loyal to  the central office. I n  this respect the Conserva- 
tive Party, as an internally loyal party, had some advantage 
in organization; and such independent outbreaks as that of 
the "Fourth Party" (in the Parliament of ISSO), while stimu- 
lating to  the central office, may be said to have applied a useful 
massage rather than to have led to  any breaking of bones; while 
the Primrose League and any similar new bodies, acted as co- 
operating agencies. Gladstone's proposal of home rule for Ire- 
land in 1886 resulted in a great accession of strength to the party, 
owing to the splitting oif of the Liberal Unionists from the Liberal 
Party. From this time the term "Unionists" began to come into 
use, to  signify both the Conservative and the Liberal Unionist 
Parties; and, as the distinction between the two wings gradually 
grew smaller, to signify the whole party. 

For ten years prior to  1906 the Conservatives, in close alliance 
with the Liberal Unionists, were continuously in power. In  1903, 
however, Joseph Chamberlain raised a new issue by promulgating 
his policy of tariff reform. Tariff reform split the Unionist Party, 
as home rule, 20 years before, had split the Liberal Party, though 
neither so fundamentally nor so permanently. Nevertheless at  the 
general election of 1906 the Unionists suffered a crushing reverse, 
and the Liberals came into power, fettered only by the still co- 
ordinate authority of the House of Lords. T o  curb the Lords they 
introduced (-4pril 1910) the Parliament bill, which the Unionists 
stoutly but unavailingly opposed. In  November 1911 the 
Conservative Party was compelled, by the resignation of Mr. Bal- 
four, to  elect a new leader. The industrialists and protectionists 
urged the claims of Mr. (now Sir) Austen Chamberlain; the old 
Tories, the churchmen, and the country folk, preferred Mr. Walter 
Long. Ultimately both stood aside in  order to  secure unanimity, 
and the choice of the party fell on Mr. Bonar Law. 

Leadersh ip  of B o n a r  Law.-The choice proved a happy one, 
though the new leader's powers were displayed to much greater 
advantage in  the House of Commons than on the platform. His 
leadership continued until his resignation of the premiership, after 
only a few months' tenure, in 1923. After the passage of the Par- 
liament act in April 1912, Mr. Asquith introduced and ultimately, 
by the aid of the Parliament act, carried a home rule bill. Mean- 
while Ulster was preparing to resist forcible disjunction from the 
United Kingdom, and behind Ulster stood the bulk of the Unionist 
Party. But by that time the issues of European peace and war 
were hanging in the balance. Party controversies were instantly 
put aside, and the Conservative leaders promised, in the event of 
war, the whole-hearted support of the party to the Government. 

T h e  W a r  Period.-That promise was fulfilled in the letter and 
the spirit. In  May 1915 Mr. Bonar Law and other Conservative 
leaders joined forces with the Liberals and Socialists in an admin- 
istration formed to conduct the War to  a successful issue. But the 
issue was not yet ;  victory tarried; public dissatisfaction grew; in 
Dec. 1916 a political crisis supervened and Mr. Asquith resigned. 
Mr. Bonar Law was invited to form a government but declined, 
and chose instead to serve as chancellor of the Exchequer and 

leader of the House of Commons under Mr. Lloyd George as 
premier. A new coalition of the three parties ensued, and was 
maintained until the conclusion of the Armistice (Nov. I I 1918). 

Post-War Changes.-The long parliament was a t  last dissolved 
(Nov. 1918) and Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Bonar Law jointly 
appealed, as  leaders of the Coalition, to  the new and vast elec- 
torate created by the Reform act of 1918. The country gave them 
an over

w

helming majority and, as spokesmen for the nation, they 
attended the Peace Conference at  Paris. After the conclusion of 
peace the cohesion between the two wings of the Coalition mani- 
festly weakened. A considerable section of the Conservative Party 
became increasingly restless under Mr. Lloyd George's leadership, 
and after the concession of dominion home rule to  southern Ire- 
land (1921), the "die-hards," as they were termed, decided that 
when the inevitable appeal to  the country came, they would make 
it as Conservatives, sans phrase and under their own leaders. Mat- 
ters reached a crisis on Oct. 19, when a meeting of Conservative 
h1.P.'~ held a t  the Carlton Club, decided by 187 to 8 j votes, "that 
the Conservative Party, while willing to  co-operate with the 
Liberals, should fight the election as an independent party, with 
its own leader and with its own programme." 

T o  this result two speeches largely contributed. One was a 
singularly direct, manly, and courageous speech by Mr. Stanley 
Baldwin; the other was a firm declaration by Mr. Bonar Law, who 
had been reluctantly persuaded to emerge from retirement and 
head the revolt against the Coalition. But it  was a soldiers' battle; 
the victory was that of the rank and file, who for the last two years 
had been increasingly suspicious of Mr. Lloyd George's policy. 

The die was now cast. The Coalition was smashed; Mr. Lloyd 
George resigned and Mr. Bonar Law became prime minister and 
the head of a purely Conservative ministry-the first since 1905. 
The electorate showed its confidence in the new administration by 
returning (Nov. 1922) 344 Conservatives as against 53 Asquithian 
Liberals and 61 n'ational (or Lloyd George) Liberals, and 142 
Labour-Socialist members. The parliament elected in Nov. 1922, 
on the cry of rest and recuperation, was short-lived. Mr. Bonar 
Law was compelled by illness to  resign in May 1923. Who was to  
succeed him? Length and distinction of service, great experience, 
intellectual endowments-all pointed to  Lord Curzon of Ked- 
leston. The King, however, decided that a peer premier wad, 
under the circumstances, impracticable, and his choice fell on Mr. 
Stanley Baldwin. 

The new Government did not last long. Mr. Baldwin, convinced 
that only protection could provide a positive cure for unemploy- 
ment, asked the country (Nov. 1923) to  endorse that conviction. 
At the ensuing general election the country declined. The Liberals 
and Socialists combined to turn out Mr. Baldwin's Government; 
the Labour Party took office on Liberal sufferance, but in the early 
autumn of 1924 became involved in irretrievable difficulties and 
appealed to  the country. The country showed even less liking for 
Socialism than for protection, and Mr. Baldwin achieved a victory 
almost national in dimensions. The new parliament contained 
nearly 420 Conservatives and 151 Socialists, while the Liberal 
Parties were in the aggregate reduced to 40. Mr. Baldwin, rightly 
interpreting the verdict of the country as a call to  the union of all 
constitutionalists, included in his new ministry not only those 
Unionists who, like Sir Austen Chamberlain and Lord Birkenhead, 
had gone into temporary exile with Mr. Lloyd George, but Mr. 
Winston Churchill, who for nearly 2 0  years had been a member 
of the Liberal Party and now took office as chancellor of the Ex- 
chequer. Though defeated in the 1929 election, the Conservatives 
and the National Government won a decisive majority in that of 
1931 and again in 1935. (See ENGLISH HISTORY.) (J A.R.M.) 

CONSERVATOIRE, a public institution for instruction in 
music and declamation. The name conservatoire has come to be 
used not only of the French institutions to  which it  properly ap- 
plies, but also of similar establishments in other countries. I n  the 
United States, however, the anglicized form '(conservatory" is 
employed, a form far more satisfactory from the point of view of 
linguistic purity, but difficult to adopt in England, where the word 
has long since meant something quite different, to wit, a particular 
kind of greenhouse. The Italian conservatorios were the earliest, 



CONSERVATOR-CONSIDERATION MONEY 
and originated in  hospitals for the rearing of foundlings and 
orphans in which a musical education was given. The first to which 
a definite date can be assigned is the Conservatorio di Santa Maria 
di Loretto, a t  Naples, founded by Giovanni di Tappia in 1537. 
Three other similar schools were afterwards established in the city, 
of which the Conservatorio di Sant' Onofrio deserves special men- 
tion on account of the fame of its teachers, such as Alessandro 
Scarlatti, Leo, Durante and Porpora. 

The celebrated conservatoire of Paris owes its origin to the 
Ecole Royale de Chant et  de Declamation founded by Baron de 
Breteuil in 1784, for the purpose of training singers for the opera. 
Suspended during the stormy period of the Revolution, its place 
was taken by the Conservatoire de Musique, established in 1795. 
The plan and scale on which it was founded had to be modified 
more than once in succeeding years, but under the successive di- 
rection of eminent musicians, including Cherubini, Auber, Am- 
broise Thomas, Gabriel FaurC, it thereafter occupied, as it con- 
tinues to do (1939), a foremost place among institutions of its 
kind. Of other European conservatoires of the first rank may be 
named those of Berlin, the famous Hochschule fur Musik, founded 
in 1869, and long directed by Joachim; of Vienna, founded in 
1817; of Leipzig, which assumed such importance in the days of 
Mendelssohn, by whom it was founded in 1843; of Brussels, 
founded in 1833 and long presided over by the celebrated FCtis; 
and of Cologne, founded in 1849; to mention but a few. 

I n  England the functions of a conservatoire have been dis- 
charged by the Royal Academy of Music, of London, founded in 
1822, the Royal College of Music (1882), the Guildhall School of 
Music and similar institutions. 

In  the United States the leading teaching institutions include 
the National Conservatory of Music of America, founded in New 
York in 1885, of which Dvoi-Qk was director for a time, the Insti- 
tute of Musical Art and the American Institute of Applied Music, 
both also in New liork. Other well-known American establish- 
ments are the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore (1868), the 
American Conservatory of RIusic (1886) and the Conservatory of 
Dramatic and PIlusical Art (188j) in Chicago, the Cincinnati 
Conservatory of Music (18Gj), and the New England Conserva- 
tory of Music in Boston (1867). 

CONSERVATOR, a title given in the middle ages t o  various 
officers, such as those appointed by the council of Wurzburg in 
1287 to protect the privileges of certain religious persons, the 
guardians of academic rights in the University of Paris, certain 
Roman magistrates as late as the 16th century, or the co7zservator 
Judaeorum, who was enjoined to look after the Jews of the county 
of Provence in 1424. By the statute 2 Henry V. there was ap- 
pointed a conservator of truce and saie conducts in each English 
seaport "to enquire of all offences done agzinst the king's truce 
and safe conducts, upon the main sea, out of the liberties of the 
cinque ports." In  Scotland the conservator of the realm (c. 1503) 
had jurisdiction to  settle the disputes and protect the rights of 
Scottish merchants in foreign ports or places of trade. In  Eng- 
land the conservators of the peace (custodes pacis) were the 
precursors of the modern justices of the peace. Stubbs traces 
their origin to the assignment of knights, in 1195, to  enforce the 
oath to  preserve the peace which Richard I. ordered to be taken 
by all persons above the age of 15. By the statute I Edward 111. 
conservators of the peace were appointed for each county to guard 
the peace and to hear and determine felonies. The office was 
reconstituted by the parliament of 1327, and its powers were 
extended in 1360. From the sovereign and the lord chancellor down 
to the justice and the village constable, all who have to do with 
the repression of crime are included within the general term of 
conservators of the peace. As commonly used nowadays in Eng- 
land the term conservator is applied only to the guardian of a 
museum or of a river (see THANES). 

I n  some countries the registrar of land transfers, etc., is called 
conservator. 

CONSETT, an urban district of Durham, England, 12 mi. 
S.W. of Newcastle-upon-Tyne by a branch of the L.N.E.R. Pop. 
(11938) 37,340 Area 2.5 sq.mi. At Shotley Bridge a colony of 
German metalworlters. making swords and knives, was established 

in the 17th century. Metalworking, iron smelting, furnace build- 
ing and the production of coke are important. There was unem- 
ployment in these industries during the depression of the 1930s. 

CONSHOHOCKEN, a borough of Montgomery county, 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the Schuylkill river, 12m. N.\V. of Phila- 
delphia; served by the Pennsylvania and the Reading railways. 
Pop. (1940) 10,776 Industries include the manufacture of fire 
trucks and pumps, steel sheets and plates, water heaters, tanks, 
steel containers, rubber tires, rubber mechanical goods, glass bot- 
tles and scientific glassware; textiles, caps and uniforms, paper 
fibre, steel conduits for electrical insulation. Across the river is 
the borough of \Vest Conshohocken (pop. 1940, 2.464) which has 
woolen yarn mills, stone quarries, and manufactures cement and 
chemicals. Conshohocken is an Indian word meaning "pleasant 
valley." The borough was settled about 1820 and incorporated in 
1850. Until 1830 it was called Matson's Ford. 

CONSIDERANT, VICTOR PROSPER (1808-1893), 
French socialist, was born a t  Salins (Jura) on Oct. 12, 1808. 
Educated a t  the &ole Polytechnique in Paris, he entered the 
French army as an engineer, rising to the rank of captain. He 
resigned his commission in 1831, in order to devote himself to  
advancing the doctrines of Fran~ois  Fourier. On the death of 
Fourier in 1837 he  became the acknowledged head of the move- 
ment, and took charge of La Phalange, the organ of Fourierism. 
He also established phala?zges at  CondC-sur-Vesgres and elswhere. 
During this period he published his Destine'e sociale (1834-38), 
undoubtedly the most able and most important work of the 
Fourierist school. After the revolution of 1848 he was elected to 
the Constituent Assembly for the department of Loiret, and in 
1849 to the Legislative Assembly for the department of the Seine. 
ConsidCrant's share in the "demonstration" under the leadership 
of Ledru-Rollin on June 13, 1849, made it  necessary for him to 
leave France. H e  made Brussels his headquarters and from there 
made his visits to  America. On the second of these visits he 
founded at  San Antonio, Texas, the short-lived communistic 
colony of La R6union. H e  returned to Paris in 1869, and died 
there on Dec. 27, 1893. The most important of ConsidCrant's 
other writings were Exposition dzb systbme de  Fourier (1845)~  
Pri?zcipes d u  socialisme ( I  84 7) , The'orie d u  droit de  proprie'te' 
et d u  droit a u  travail (1848). 

See Mme. Coignet, Victor Considgrant, sa vie, son oeuvre (1895) ; 
P. Collard, Victor Considgrant, sa vie, ses ide'es (Dijon, 1910). 

CONSIDERATION, in the law of contract, an act or for- 
bearance, or the promise thereof, offered by one party to an 
agreement, and accepted by the other as an inducement to  that 
other's act or promise (Pollock on Contract ) .  Consideration in 
the legal sense is essential to the validity of every contract unless 
it is made in writing under seal. The meaning of the word is quite 
accurately expressed by a phrase used in one of the earliest cases 
on the subject-it is strictly a quid pro quo. Something, whether 
it be in the nature of an act or a forbearance, must move from 
one of the parties in  order to  support a promise made by the other. 
A mere promise by A to give something to B cannot be enforced 
unless there is some consideration "moving from B." While every 
contract requires a consideration, i t  is held that thc court will 
not inquire into the adequacy thereof, but it must be of some value 
in the eye of the law. I t  must also be legal, and it  must be 
either present or future, not past. "Valuable consideration" dif- 
fers from causa, which was required in the Roman law of con- 
tracts, since this, i.e., the reason, such as affection or moral duty, 
was sufficient to make a contract sustainable. I n  Scots law a mere 
promise without consideration is enforceable. See CONTRACT. 

CONSIDERATION MONEY. I n  the transfer of stocks 
and shares, this is the amount of money stated on the deed of 
transfer as being paid by the buyer to  the seller. If shares are 
sold on the Stock Exchange, however, i t  by no means follows that 
the seller will find named on the transfer the sum for which his 
stockbroker sold the shares, and which was stated on the stock- 
broker's contract note. That is because shares may change hands 
several times during a stock exchange settlement period, and, 
under the Stamp act, i t  is the amount paid by the sub-purchaser 
which has to be stated on the transfer for the purpose of assess- 



ment of the transaction to ad valorem stamp duty. 
CONSIGNMENT, generally, the delivery or transmission of 

any person or thing for safe custody, e.g., of a malefactor to prison, 
or of a horse to the care of a groom. I n  law, consignment is used 
for the sending or transmitting of goods to a merchant or factor 
for sale. The person who consigns the goods is called the con- 
signor, and the person residing at  the port of delivery or elsewhere 
to  whom the goods are to be delivered when they arrive there is 
called the consignee. Consignation as used in the Code NapolCon 
and similar systems means payment into court. (See AFFREIGHT- 
MENT.) 

CONSISTORY, a term which, like many other expressions, 
has undergone a regular evolution in the course of centuries. I t  
was first applied (from Lat. consistorium, literally, a standing 
place, hence meeting place) to the audience-chamber in which the 
emperors received petitions and gave judgment; it soon came to 
mean also the persons who took part in the deliberation, and, by an 
extension of meaning, a tribunal or jurisdiction (see Du Cange, 
Glossarium, s .v . ) .  But the expression has now long been exclusive- 
ly applied to gatherings of ecclesiastical persons for the purpose of 
administering justice or transacting business. 

In  the Western Church the episcopal consistory was simply the 
bishops' tribunal, the proceedings of which took a more or less 
strictly judicial form. But the name has disappeared almost 
everywhere; the only episcopal consistories outside England (see 
CONSISTORY COURTS) which survive are in Austria and in certain 
dioceses of Bavaria and Germany (see Vering, Kirchc?zrecitf, 
§ 149). Thus the name has come to be applied almost exclusively 
to meetings of the college of cardinals with the pope as president, 
formerly for deliberative purposes, but nowadays purely formal 
and ceremonial, the business upon which they are supposed to 
meet being discussed and decided previously; they are now 
merely a kind of solemn promulgation. 

There are three kinds of consistory: the secret consistory, in 
which only the cardinals take part;  the public consistory, to which 
are admitted persons from outside and a fairly large audience; 
and finally, the semi-public consistory, in which the bishops pres- 
ent in Rome take part with the cardinals, and are allowed to state 
their opinion. The last form is only used in the case of the con- 
sistory preceding a canonization. The public consistory is now 
only held for the ceremony of conferring the hat on newly created 
cardinals; formerly the popes used to receive in public consistory 
sovereigns and certain other great persons, but in this case the 
consistory was not deliberative in form. 

Finally, in secret consistories were discussed matters of general 
interest, such as the creation of cardinals, the provision of 
cathedral churches and other higher benefices,-hence called 
consistorial,-the creation, union or division of dioceses, the con- 
ferring of the pallium ( q . ~ . ) ,  and other matters of importance. 
The custom is for the pope to open the meeting by a discourse, 
or "consistorial allocution." Such, for example, were the allocutions 
of Pius IX.  against the successive invasions of his temporal do- 
main, or that of Pius X. against the breaking of the Concordat by 
the French government. 

See the Catholic Encyclopaedia, art. "Consistory," and for full his- 
torical information, Bouix, De Curia rornana, pt. ~ i .  c. I .  (Paris, 1850) ; 
Plattenberg, Notitia congregationurn, cap. 3 (Hildesheim, 1693) ; 
Cardinal de Luca, Theatrtim veritatis, lib. xv. p. 2 (Rome, 1671). 

CONSISTORY COURTS, those ecclesiastical courts 
wherein the ordinary jurisdiction of the bishop is exercised (see 
CONSISTORY). They exist in every diocese of England. Consistory 
courts were established by a charter of William I., which appointed 
the cognizance of ecclesiastical causes in a distinct place or court 
from the temporal. The officer who exercises jurisdiction in a 
consistory court is known as the chancellor (q.v.), and he is 
appointed by patent from the bishop or archbishop. All jurisdic- 
tion, both contentious and voluntary, is committed to him under 
two separate offices, those of official principal and vicar-general; 
the distinction between the two offices is that the official principal 
usually exercises contentious jurisdiction and the vicar-general 
voluntary jurisdiction. ( In the province of York there is an offi- 
cial principal of the chancery court and a vicar-general of the 

diocese.) Since about the middle of the 19th century consistory 
courts have been shorn of much of their importance. Before the 
year 1858 consistory courts exercised concurrently with the courts 
of their respective provinces jurisdiction over matrimonial and 
testamentary matters. This jurisdiction was taken away by the 
Court of Probate Act 1857 and the Matrimonial Causes Act 
18 j7.  They had also corrective jurisdiction over criminous clerks, 
but this was abrogated by the Church Discipline Act 1840. The 
principal business of consistory courts is now the dispensing of 
faculties. The procedure in such is strictly forensic, for all appli- 
cations for faculties, though they may be unopposed, are com- 
menced by citation, calling on all who may have an interest to  
oppose. From the consistory courts an appeal lies to  the provin- 
cial courts, i.e. the arches court of Canterbury and the chancery 
court of York. Also, by the Clergy Discipline Act 1892, a clergy- 
man may be prosecuted and tried in a consistory court for im- 
moral acts or conduct. Under this act, either party may appeal 
either to the provincial court or to  the king in council against any 
judgment of a consistory court. 

CONSOLATION, in general the soothing of disappointment 
or grief. In  the sense of compensation for loss the word "consola- 
tion" has had a variety of adaptations; consolatio was the name 
for the evening meal given to monks after a regular collation 
"by way of consolation," and to certain payments made to mem- 
bers of chapters over and above the revenues of their benefices. 
In  an analogous sense we use the word in such combinations as  
"consolation prize," "consolation race," ('consolation stakes," 
meaning such as are open only to competitors who have not won 
in any preceding "event." 

CONSOLE, in architecture, a corbel (q.v.) or built-in bracket 
(q.v.) whose height is greater than its projection. Decorative 
consoles were used by the Greeks and Romans of the classic 
period to support the projecting cornice over a door, as in the door 
of the Erectheum (q v.) a t  Athens (completed 408 B.c.), and 
the temple of Vesta at  Tivoli (early first century). The type of 
console decoration thus set, consisting of "S" scrolls on the sides, 
a moulded edge with, occasionally, an applied leaf, was widely 
used throughout the Renaissance styles (see RENAISSANCE ARCHI- 
TECTURE), not only for door and window cornices, but also as a 
decoration under window sills and sometimes in cornices or other 

I 
BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  M E T R O P O L I T A N  MUSEUM O F  A R T  

CONSOLE TABLE OF T H E  FIRST Q U A R T E R  OF  THE E I G H T E E N T H  C E N T U R Y  
This example is  of gilded wood and topped with a royal red marble slab 

positions, such as the reversed consoles used as buttresses in the 
dome of S. Maria della Salute in Venice, begun 1631. I t  was a 
favourite form of the baroque period (see BAROQUE ARCHITEC- 
TURE), which treated it with the utmost fantasy. 

In  furniture, the word console, or console table, is used to 
describe a type of table supported either upon brackets, like 
consoles, or by legs of similar form, and always designed to be 
placed against the mall. This type of table was particularly im- 
portant in France from the time of Louis XIV. to the fall of 
Napoleon. In almost all cases French console tables are richly 



CONSOLIDATED GOLD FIELDS---CONSOLS 
decorated with carved scrolls, shells, flowers, wreaths and even 
masks. During the Louis XVI. and empire periods the design is 
much more restrained. These console tables were frequently 
of bronze or brass, with marble tops, and when of wood usually 
gilded or painted, except under the empire, v~hen they were of 
natural wood with brass mountings. A console mirror is a long 
narrow mirror designed to occupy the space above a console table. 

CONSOLIDATED GOLD FIELDS OF SOUTH AF- 
RICA, LTD. The Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd. was formed 
in 1887 by Cecil Rhodes and Charles Rudd with the principal ob- 
ject of exploiting 'gold mines on the newly discovered Witwaters. 
rand. 

Together with other companies it was absorbed in 1892 by the 
Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa, Ltd. The objects of 
this company being limited by its memorandum of association, an 
operating company, New Consolidated Gold Fields, Ltd , was 
formed in 1919 in order to  enlarge the scope of the business. All 
the shares in the operating company are held by the parent corn- 
pany. The capital of the company has been increased from time 
to time from the original £250,000 to a figure of £6,500,000 in 
1939. The capital has never been written down and is exceeded by 
the book value of the investments which "show a further unreal- 
ized profit". The average return on the ordinary share capital 
over the life of the company is over 174%. 

A subordinate company, the Gold Fields Rhodesian Develop- 
ment Co , Ltd., was formed in 1911 to undertake business in this 
field, followed by others of similar objects and title for America 
(1911) and Australia (1932). The central administration is in 
London and offices are maintained in Johannesburg, New York 
Bulawayo, and Kalgoorlie. 

The company's main field of activity has always been the Wit- 
watersrand where it has taken a prominent part in technical pro- 
gress and has, in recent years, been responsible for the develop- 
ment of the western extension of the field (West Witwatersrand 
Areas, Ltd.) over a distance of 40 miles. Since, however, 
further extensions of the gold fields became limited, the manage- 
ment considered it essential to extend its field and scope of 
investment to other parts of the world. As a result of such 
developments other interests held directly or through associated 
companies are world wide and include gold mining in Western 
Australia, West Africa, United States, Canada, Venezuela, Colom- 
bia and New Guinea. The company also has widespread interests 
in base metals and in oil, and through its American subsidiary 
company was responsible for the successful development of the 
potash and borax deposits a t  Searles Lake in California. 

(L. C. M. ;  X.) 
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL, a term used in the United 

States to designate a school that has been formed by the union 
of two or more rural districts. Though the name is sometimes 
used interchangeably with centralized schools, the two really 
have different meanings. The movement to consolidate the small 
school districts into larger ones had its beginning in New York 
State in 1853 when an act was passed entitled, "Union School 
Laws." Massachusetts followed next with the passage of a law 
in 1869 permitting the expenditure of public money to transport 
children to school, a law originally intended to permit the carry- 
ing of the older children to central town high schools. By 1880 
the towns were taking advantage of the law to close small out- 
lying schools and transport the children to a central town school. 
This movement was accelerated in Massachusetts when in 1882 
the district system was abolished and the township system re- 
stored in its place. The consolidation movement had spread to 
all the New England States by 1890. By this time New Jersey 
and Nebraska had passed legislative acts that made consolidation 
possible; and Indiana had started the movement without waiting 
for legislative provisions. In  1894 Ohio passed a law permitting 
the expenditure of public money for the transportation of pupils. 
By 1910 38 States had enacted permissive legislation, and by I927 
there were in the United States about 15,ooo consolidated schools. 
The consolidated schools vary in size from the small two-room 
school to the large modern school of 600 or more pupils equal 
m physical equipment, curriculum, teaching force and financial 

support to the better town and city schools. 
Advantages.-The advantages of the consolidated school 

may be summarized as follows: ( I )  Better classification and 
gradation of pupils is made possible, and classes large enough to 
stimulate rivalry and enthusiasm in the work of the school. 
(2) The number of grades a teacher must handle and the number 
of recitations are materially reduced, while the length of the 
recitations are materially increased. (3) The curriculum can be 
enriched by the introduction of instruction in agriculture, home 
economics, manual training, music, art and nature study. (4) The 
larger school unit makes possible buildings with better equipment 
in heating, ventilation, lighting and sanitary conveniences; pro- 
fessionally trained teachers, and modern teaching equipment and 
supplies. (5) Consolidation makes possible longer terms of school 
than the small districts usually can afford; provides supervision 
of instruction; and higher salaries for teachers which lengthens 
the tenure of office. (6) Transportation, which is an essential 
feature of consolidation, provides for the placing of the children 
under the care of a responsible person in travelling to and from 
the school. (7) Enrolment in the school is increased and absences 
and tardiness are reduced to the minimum. (8) I t  brings to- 
gether at  one place enough pupils to permit of organized plays 
and games, making it  possible to  utilize the educative value of 
play which is largely lost to the small district school. (9) I t  
offers to rural children and rural communities all the desirable 
educational advantages which the city children now enjoy. 

(W. D. A,;  W. H I  HA.) 
CONSOLIDATION. I n  military language, the act of mak- 

ing secure, against enemy counter-attack, ground or trenches that 
have been captured. Consolidation is effected in two ways-by 
the reorganization and suitable distribution of the occupying troops 
and by the rapid provision of entrenchments. For Consolidation 
in Industry and Commerce, see MERGER. 

CONSOLIDATION ACTS. Where opportunity offers, the 
law expressed in many statutes is sometimes recast in a single 
statute, called a Consolidation Act. In  settling private acts, such 
as those relating to public undertakings, common clauses were 
embodied in separate statutes, and their provisions are ordered 
to be incorporated in any private act of the description men- 
tioned therein. 

CONSOLS. An abbreviation of Consolidated Annuities, a 
form of British government stock which originated in 1751. 
Previous to the World War Consols formed the larger portion of 
the funded (for the uninitiated it  may be explained that funded 
British debt usually covers that portion of the debt where redemp- 
tion is entirely a t  the option of the Government) debt of the 
United Kingdom, but in the progress of the British national debt 
in the 19th century it  was deemed expedient instead of borrowing 
at various rates of interest according to the state of the market to 
offer a fixed rate of interest, usually 3% or 34% and lenders were 
given an advantage in the principal funded. Thus subscribers of 
£ roo would sometimes receive f 150 of 3% stock. I n  1815, a t  the 
close of the French wars, a large loan was raised a t  as much as 
£174 in 3% stock for £100. This practice began in the reign of 
George 11. when some portions of debts on which interest had been 
successfully reduced were consolidated into 3% Annuities and 
Consols as the annuities were called, and other stocks of nominal 
low interest rapidly increased under the same practice during the 
great wars. In  times of peace, when money rates enabled portions 
of debt a t  a higher interest to  be commuted into stock of lower 
interest, it was usually into Consols that the conversion was 
effected. In  the earlier part of the 19th century, temporary 
revenue deficits were sometimes covered by an issue of Consols, 
while Exchequer bills when funded have taken the same form. 
Consols themselves, however, underwent a great conversion in 
1888, when the existing Consols, and certain 3% annuities were 
consolidated into one stock, the rate of interest being reduced for 
14 years to 23% per annum and thereafter to  24%. During the 
first 14-year period, owing to the great ease in the London money 
market, the 2+% Consols touched the extraordinarily high level 
of 114, but as 1902 approached, with the reduction to 2 4 %  in 
interest, the price steadily declined. 
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Consols A f t e r  1914.-In 1914 previous to  the World War, 2 4 %  

Consols stood at  about 744, the amount then outstanding being 
about . £ ~ ~ O , O O O , O O O .  During the war period (as shown under 
NATIONAL DEET) British government borrowing in various forms 
completely overshadowed the total of 2 4 %  Consols, which became 
a comparatively small part of the British national debt. Moreover, 
in 1915 the Government issued a 44% War Loan, partly for cash, 
and partly in exchange for outstanding annuities and Consols, 
when the amount exchanged was reduced to £289,797,000, and at  
the beginning of 1928 the total amount outstanding of 24%. 
Consols and 23% and 23% annuities was roughly £~oo,ooo,ooo. 
At this latter date, the British national debt was still in a transition 
period as regards funded and unfunded debt, but it  should be 
noted that in addition to 2;% Consols, other British funded debt 
a t  March 31, 1927, consisted of F73g,g36,ooo in 34% Conversion 
Loan, £166,000,000 in new 4% Consols (created in 1927 through 
cash subscriptions to  the amount of £32,602,000 and through 
the conversion of maturing short-dated bonds to the amount of 
F133,f82,000), and £ 13,646,000, as expressed in debts to the banks 
of England and Ireland, bearing 24% interest, making the total 
funded debt £I ,2 20,000,000. (See NATIONAL DEBT). 

(A. W. K.) 
CONSORT, in general, a partner or associate, but more par- 

ticularly a husband or wife. The word is also used in conjunction 
with some titles, as "queen consort," "prince consort." Under the 
law of Great Britain, the queen consort is a subject, but has cer- 
tain privileges. By the Treason Act 1351, the compassing and 
imagining her death is high treason, as is also the commission 
of adultery with her. With regard to  the acquisition and disposal 
of property, the incurring of rights and liabilities under contract, 
suing and being sued, a queen consort is regarded as a feme sole 
(32 Henry VIII .  c. 51, 1540; Private Property of the Sovereign 
Act 1800). I n  other words she may sue and be sued as a private 
subject. The queen consort has her own ceremonial officers and 
appears in the courts by her attorney- and solicitor-general. At 
one time she had a revenue out of the demesne lands of the Crown 
and a portion of any sum paid by a subject to the king in return 
for a grant of any office or franchise; this was termed aururn 
reginae or queen-gold. Provision is now made for the queen con- 
sort by statute. When the husband of a queen consort dies she 
becomes a queen dowager. A queen regnant, holding the crown 
in her own right, has all the prerogatives of a sovereign. In  the 
four cases of queens regnant in English history, the husbands' 
positions have each been different. When Mary I .  married Philip 
of Spain it  was provided by every safeguard that words could sug- 
gest that the queen alone should exercise all the powers of the 
Crown; official documents, however, were to  issue in their joint 
names. William 111. occupied the throne jointly with his wife, 
Mary 11. The husband of Queen Anne, George of Denmark, who 
was naturalized by act of parliament in 1689, occupied no definite 
position, and differed only from other subjects of the queen in the 
conditions of his naturalization. The position of Prince Albert of 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, the husband of Queen Victoria, was some- 
what like that of Prince George of Denmark. A few days before 
his marriage he had been naturalized as a British subject, and 
immediately after his marriage letters patent were issued, giving 
him precedence next to the queen. He had, however, no distinctive 
title, and the privileges and precedence he received were only by 
courtesy. As the patent which gave him precedence was inopera- 
tive outside Great Britain, certain difficulties occurred a t  foreign 
courts, and in order to settle these, the formal title of "Prince Con- 
sort" was conferred upon him by letters patent in 1857. 
CONSPIRACY, in English law, an agreement between two 

or more persons to do an unlawful act, or to do a lawful act by 
unlawful means. I t  is not necessary that the unlawful act or the 
unlawful means should be criminal; they need be only wrongful, 
i.e., tortious. At common law conspiracy is an indictable mis- 
demeanour, but by s. 4 of the Offences against the Person Act 
1861 conspiracy to murder, whether the victim be a subject of 
the king or not, and whether he is within the king's dominions or 
not, is declared also a misdemeanour and is punishable by penal 
servitude not exceeding ten years. Conspiracy to commit treason 

is treason. I t  is also interesting. to note that the legislature has 
interfered in the case of illegal agreements as to bidding a t  auc- 
tions, and has made it an offence for a dealer to  abstain from 
bidding for a consideration (Auctions Bidding Agreements Act 
1927). 

Criminal conspiracy may be classified as follows:-(I) T o  cheat 
and defraud; ( 2 )  to  injure by wrongful acts other than fraudulent 
acts; (3) to commit any offence punishable by law; (4) to  do 
any act with intent to pervert the course of justice; (5)  con- 
spiracies or combinations in relation to  trade and employments. 
A husband and a wife cannot commit the offence as they are in  
law one person, but they can conspire with a third person. 

I n d i v i d u a l s  A c t i n g  in Concert.-The most important ques- 
tion in the law of conspiracy, apart from the statute law affecting 
labourers, is how far things which may be lawfully done by  indi- 
viduals can become criminal when done by individuals acting in 
concert, and some light may be thrown on it  by a short statement 
of the history of the law. I n  th6 early period of the law down to 
the I 7th century, conspiracy was defined by the Ordinance of 
Conspirators of 1305:-('Conspirators be they that do confedre or 
bind themselves by oath, covenant, or other alliance, that every 
of them shall aid the other falsely and maliciously to indite, or 
cause to  indite, or falsely to move or maintain pleas, and also such 
as cause children within age to appeal men of felony, whereby 
they are imprisoned and sore grieved, and such as retain men in 
the country with liveries or fees to maintain their malicious enter- 
prizes, and this extendeth as well to the takers as to the givers." 
The offence aimed at  here is conspiracy to indict or to maintain 
suits falsely; and it  was held that a conspiracy under the act was 
not complete, unless some suit had been maintained or some person 
had been falsely indicted and acquitted. A doctrine, however, grew 
up that the agreement was in itself criminal, although the con- 
spiracy was not actually completed (Poulterer's case, 1611). This 
developed into the rule that any agreement to  commit a crime 
might be prosecuted as a conspiracy. 

A still further development of this doctrine is that a combination 
might be criminal, although the object apart from combination 
would not be criminal. A dictum of Lord Denman's is often 
quoted as supplying a definition of conspiracy. I t  is, he says, 
either a combination to procure an unlawful object, or to  procure 
a lawful object by unlawful means; but the exact meaning to be 
given to the word "lawful" in this antithesis has nowhere been 
precisely stated. A thing may be unlawful in the sense that the 
law will not aid it, although it  may not expressly punish it. The 
extreme limit of the doctrine is reached in the suggestion of Lord 
Mansfield, C.J., in 1809 (2 Camp. 369) that a combination to 
hiss an actor a t  a theatre is a punishable conspiracy. 

The application of the wide conception of conspiracy t o  trade 
disputes and to civil questions arising out of contracts for service 
is dealt with under the headings LABOUR LAW, STRIKES AND 
LOCKOUTS, and TRADE UNIONS. 

T h e  Conspiracy and Pro tec t ion  of P r o p e r t y  Act.-The 
criminal side is regulated by the Conspiracy and Protection of 
Property Act, 1875, which enacted by s. 3 that "an agreement or 
combination by two or more persons to do, or procure to be done, 
any act in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute between 
employers and workmen shall not be indictable as a conspiracy, if 
such act committed by one person would not be punishable as a 
crime. By s. 4 of that statute a person employed on the supply 
of gas and water, breaking his contract with his employer, and 
knowing or having reasonable cause to believe, that the conse- 
quence of his doing so, either alone or in combination with others, 
will be to deprive the inhabitants of the place wholly or to  a great 
extent of their supply of gas or water, shall be liable on conviction 
to a penalty not exceeding f20, or a term of imprisonment not 
exceeding three months. And by s. 5 any person wilfully and 
maliciously breaking a contract of service or hiring, knowing or 
having reasonable cause to believe that the probable consequences 
of his so doing either alone or in combination with others will be 
to endanger human life or cause serious bodily injury, or to expose 
valuable property whether real or personal to destruction or 
serious injury, shall be liable to the same penalty. By s. 7 every 
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person who, with a view to compel any other person to abstain 
from doing or to do any act which such other person has a legal 
right to do or abstain from doing, wrongfully and without legal 
authority, ( I )  uses violence to or intimidates such other person, 
or his wife and children, or injures his property; or (2) persist- 
ently follows such other person about from place to place; or 
(3) hides any tools, clothes or other property owned or used by 
such other person, or deprives him of or hinders him in the use 
thereof; or (4) watches or besets the house or other place where 
such other person resides or works, or carries on business, or 
happens to  be, or the approach to such house or place; or (5) 
follows such other person with two or more other persons, in a 
disorderly manner, in or through any street or road, shall be liable 
to the before-mentioned penalties." 

The Trade Disputes and Trade Unions Act, 1927, pre- 
scribes that: "3. ( I )  I t  is hereby declared that it  is unlawful for 
one or more persons (whether acting on their own behalf or on 
behalf of a trade union or of an'individual employer or firm, and 
notwithstanding that they may be acting in contemplation or 
furtherance of a trade dispute) to attend at  or near a house or 
place where a person resides or works or carries on business or 
happens to be, for the purpose of obtaining or communicating 
information or of persuading or inducing any person to work or 
to abstain from working, if they so attend in such numbers or 
otherwise in such manner as to be calculated to intimidate any 
person in that house or place, or to obstruct the approach thereto 
or egress therefrom, or to lead to a breach of the peace; and 
attending a t  or near any house or place in such numbers or in 
such manner as is by this subsection declared to be unlawful shall 
be deemed to be a watching or besetting of that house or place 
within the meaning of section seven of the Conspiracy, and Pro- 
tection of Property Act, 1875. (2) I n  this section the expression 
'to intimidate' means to cause in the mind of a person a reasonable 
apprehension of injury to him or to  any member of his family or 
to any of his dependents or of violence or damage to any person 
or property, and the expression 'injury' includes injury to a per- 
son in respect of his business, occupation, employment or other 
source of income, and includes any actionable wrong. (3) In 
section seven of the Conspiracy, and Protection of Property Act, 
1875, the expression 'intimidate' shall be construed as having the 
same meaning as in this section. (4) Notwithstanding anything 
in any Act, it-shall not be lawful for one or more persons, for the 
purpose of inducing any person to work or to abstain from work- 
ing, to  watch or beset a house or place where a person resides or 
the approach to such a house or place, and any person who acts 
in contravention of this subsection shall be liable on summary 
conviction to a fine not excecding 2 0  pounds or to  imprisonlnent 
for a term not exceeding three months." I t  was further provided 
by s. 6 :  "(4) There shall be added to section five of the Con- 
spiracy, and Protection of Property Act, 1875, the following pro- 
vision, that is to  say :- 

'If any person employed by a local or other public authority 
wilfully breaks a contract of service with that authority, knowing 
or having reasonable cause to believe that the probable conse- 
quence of his so doing, either alone or in combination with others, 
will be to cause injury or danger or grave inconvenience to the 
community, he shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a fine 
not exceeding ten pounds or to  imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding three months ' " A combination of two or more persons, 
even where not expressly provided for, would be punishable as a 
conspiracy, as provided in s. 3 of the act of 1875. (x,) 

UNITED STATES 

The American law of conspiracy is rooted firmly in the English 
common law, the influence of which is plainly discernible in most 
American decisions. I n  the United States the most important field 
to which the law of conspiracy has been applied is that of com- 
binations in restraint of trade, whether these combinations are of 
labour with a view to securing concessions by employers or of 
industrial enterprises with a view to price fixing through control 
of production. 

The Sherman Act.-In this connection a large body of law 

centres around the Sherman Anti-trust Act of 1890 and the Clay- 
ton Anti-trust Act of 1914. The first section of the Sherman Law 
makes every "conspiracy in restraint of trade andcommerceamong 
the states or with foreign nations illegal." Again in the third sec- 
tion it is made an offence "to combine or conspire with any other 
person or persons to monopolize any part" of such trade or com- 
merce. The decisions interpreting the scope of the word "conspir- 
acy" as used in the Sherman Law are very broad. A mere tacit un- 
derstanding between persons to  work to a common purpose will be 
a conspiracy. The exchange of trade information through organ- 
ized channels with a view to influencing prices through control of 
production may be a violation. Always a criminal intent, that is, 
the intent to do something forbidden by the act, must be present, 
but the result intended is the criterion, and there need be no delib- 
erate intention to violate the act. A series of acts in themselves 
innocent when taken together may give rise to the charge of con- 
spiracy, when the collective effect is to limit commerce or to  
restrain trade. Furthermore a person who joins the combination 
or conspiracy after its inception will be equally guilty with the 
originators. Corporations. though artificial, may be guilty of con- 
spiracy. Necessarily they act through agents and these agents 
together with the corporation are responsible. 

The Sherman Law, being enacted in pursuance of Federal au- 
thority, is limited to interstate commerce or commerce between 
the nations. But it has been held that even though various de- 
fendants may be engaged exclusively in intrastate commerce, if 
they conspire to restrain the trade of other persons who are 
engaged in interstate commerce they will be guilty under the act. 

The Clayton Act undertakes to define with greater precision 
certain types of conspiracy or combination in restraint of trade 
which are punishable. One of its principal purposes was to elim- 
inate as a crime under the Sherman Law combinations among 
labourers for the purpose of achieving legitimate trade-union pur- 
poses. To that end certain trade-union practices were specifically 
permitted. In some instances, however, these practices were lawful 
at common law and therefore also under the Sherman Law. Thus 
the Clayton Act to a considerable degree is simply a legislative 
pronouncement of what was already the law. (R. P. B.) 

CON SPIRIT0 (It .) ,  "with spirit," a common direction in 
music, spiritoso having the same meaning. 

CONSTABLE, ARCHHBALD (1774-1827), Scottish pub- 
lisher, was born on Feb. 24, 1774, a t  Carnbee, Fife. I n  1795 he 
started in business as a dealer in rare books. H e  bought the Scots 
Magazine in 1801, and John Leyden, the orientalist, became its 
editor; in Nov. 1802 he issued the first number of the Edinburgh 
Review, to which Lord Jeffrey, Sir Walter Scott, Henry Hallam, 
and afterwards Macaulay were the leading contributors. I n  1805, 
jointly with Longman and Co., Constable published Scott's Lay 
o f  the Last Minstrel, and in 1807, iMarnzion; but in 1808 there 
was a split between Constable and Scott, who transferred his 
business to John Ballantyne and Co., until 1813, when that firm 
was in difficulties and Constable again became Scott's publisher. 
In  1812 Constable purchased the copyright of the EncycloPcedia 
Britalznica, adding the supplement (6  vols., 1816-24) t o  the 4th, 
5th and 6th editions (see ENCYCLOPEDIA) ; and in 1814 he 
bought the copyright of Waverley. The firm also published the 
Afznual Register. In  1826 Constable failed for  over f 2~0,000, 
through over-speculation, while James Ballantyne and Co. also 
went bankrupt; Sir Walter Scott was involved in the failure of 
both firms; but Constable started business afresh, and began in 
I 827 Constable's iMiscellany o f  original and selected works, a 
series of original works and of standard books republished in 
cheap form. He died on July 21, 1827. Archibald Constable's 
son, Thomas ( I ~ I Z - ~ I ) ,  was appointed, in 1839, printer and pub- 
lisher in Edinburgh to Queen Victoria. 

See T .  Constable, Archibald Constable and his literary Corre- 
~ f i ~ " d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (3 vols. 1873). 

CONSTABLE, HENRY ( I  562-1613), English poet, grad- 
uated from St. John's college, Cambridge, in 1580. H e  became a 
Roman Catholic, but nevertheless appears to have been in the 
secret service of the English Government in Paris in 1584 to 1585. 
In I 598 he was sent by the pope to Scotland to indicate the terms 
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on which James VI. would be supported in his claim to the 
English throne, and later he was in the service of the king of 
France. Most of his adult life was spent abroad, and when he 
ventured to visit England in 1604 he was arrested. H e  died at  
LiCge on Oct. 9, 1613. Constable has an early place in the devel- 
opment of the English sonnet. His Diana, the praises of  his 
Mistress in certain sweet sonnets, by H. C., which owes some- 
thing to the Diane of Desportes, contained 23 poems, and was 
printed in I 592. The reprint of I 594 contains 76 pieces, many of 
them by other hands. Constable contributed four sonnets to Sid- 
ney's Apologie of Poetry, and four pastoral poems to England's 
Helicon ( I ~ o o ) ,  one of which, the Shepheardes Song o f  Venus and 
Adonis, was certainly known to Shakespeare. 

The second edition of Diana was reprinted by Arber in the English 
Garner, vol. ii. (1877). Sixteen Spiritual1 Sonnettes attributed to Con- 
stable were found in ms. and printed by Thomas Park in Heliconia 
( I S I S ) ,  and another small colIection found in Canterbury by H. J. 
Todd was printed in the Harleian Miscellany (i813). Constable's 
works were edited by W. C. Hazlitt in 1859. 

CONSTABLE, JOHN ( I  776-1837), English landscape 
painter, was born a t  East Bergholt in Suifolk on June 11, 1776. 
His father was a man of some property, including water-mills a t  
Dedham and Flatford, and two windmills, in which John, the sec- 
ond son, was set to work a t  the age of 17, after leaving Dedham 
grammar school. From boyhood he was devoted to painting, 
which he studied in his spare time in company with John Dun- 
thorne, a local plumber and glazier. While working thus he made 
the acquaintance of Sir George Beaumont, a mediocre painter but 
a keen patron of the arts, and was inspired by the sight of 
Claude's "Hagar and Ishmael" and by some drawings of Girtin 
which Sir George possessed. His passion for art increasing, he 
was allowed by his father to  visit London in 1795 to consult the 
landscape-painter Joseph Farington, R.A. (1747-ISZI), who rec- 
ognized his originality and gave him some technical hints. H e  also 
made the acquaintance of the engraver J. T .  Smith, who taught 
him etching, and corresponded with him during the next few 
years, which were spent partly in  London and partly in Suffolk. 
I n  1797 he was recalled to  work in his father's counting-house 
at  Bergholt, and it  was not till Feb. 1799 that he definitely 
adopted the profession of painting, and became a student a t  the 
Royal Academy. The few existing works of this period are heavy, 
clumsy and amateurish. Recognizing their faults, Constable 
worked hard a t  copying old masters "to acquire execution." In 
1802 he exhibited a t  the Royal Academy, and was much helped 
and encouraged by the president, Benjamin West, who did him 
a further service by preventing him from accepting a drawing- 
mastership (offered by Archdeacon Fisher, of Salisbury), and 
thereby greatly stimulating his efforts. The manner of West ap- 
pears strongly in  the altar-piece painted by Constable for Bran- 
them church in 1804, but Gainsborough, the Dutch masters and 
Girtin are the predominant influences upon his landscape, es- 
pecially Girtin in the year 1805, and in 1806, when he visited the 
Lake District. From 1806 to 1809 Constable was frequently 
engaged in painting portraits or in copying portraits by Reynolds 
and Hoppner. The effect on his landscape was great. H e  learned 
how to construct an oil painting, and the efforts of the next few 
years were devoted to combining this knowledge with his innate 
love of the fresh colour of nature. 

With the year 1811 began a critical period. H e  exhibited a 
large view of Dedham Vale, in which the characteristic features 
of his art appear for the first time almost fully developed, and 
he became attached to Miss Maria Bicknell. His suit was opposed 
by the lady's relatives, and Constable's apparently hopeless pros- 
pects drove him again to portrait-painting, in which he acquired 
considerable skill. Not until the death of his father in 1816 was 
he able to  marry and settle in No. I Keppel street, Russell square 
London, where a succession of works now well known was 
painted: "Flatford Mill" (i817), "A Cottage in a Cornfield," 
and in 1819 "The White Horse," which was bought by his great 
friend Archdeacon Fisher for L I O ~ ,  as was the "Stratford Mill" 
of 1820. I n  1819 two legacies each of F4,ooo diminished his do- 
mestic anxieties, and his talent was recognized by his election 
in November to the associateship of the Roydl Academy. The 

series of important works was continued by "The Haywain" 
( ISZI) ,  "A View on the Stour" (1822), L'Sali~bury Cathedral 
from the Bishop's Garden" (1823), and "The Lock" (1824). This 
last year was a memorable one. "The Haywain" was sold to  a 
Frenchman, was exhibited at  the Louvre, and, after creating a 
profound sensation among French artists, was awarded a gold 
medal. I n  the following year "The White Horse" won a similar 
distinction at  Lille. I n  1825 he exhibited "The Leaping Horse" 
(perhaps his masterpiece), in 1826 "The Cornfield," in 1827 
"The Marine Parade and Chain Pier, Brighton," and in 1828 
"Dedham Vale." 

I n  1822 Constable had taken Farington's house, 3; Charlotte 
street, Fitzroy square, London, but his wife's health failing he 
turned his attention to Hampstead. After temporary occupation 
first of 2 Lower terrace and then of a house on Downshire hill, he 
took No. 6 Well walk in 1827, letting the greater part of his 
London house. I n  1828 his financial position was made secure by 
a legacy of £20,000 from Mr. Bicknell, but the death of his wife 
towards the end of the year was a shock from which he never 
wholly recovered. His election to membership of the Academy in 
the following year did not lessen his distress: he felt that the 
honour had been delayed too long. His chief exhibit in 1829 was 
"Hadleigh Castle," and this was succeeded by the great "Salis- 
bury Cathedral from the Meadows" (1831), "The Opening of 
Waterloo Bridge" (1832), which had been begun in 181 7, "Engle- 
field House" (1833), L'The Valley Farm" (1835)) "The Cenotaph" 
(1836) and "Arundel Mill and Castle" (1837). Constable had 
long suffered from rheumatism and nervous depression but his 
sudden death on March 31, 1837, could be traced to no definite 
disease. H e  was buried in Hampstead churchyard, where his 
tomb may still be seen. 

I n  May 1838 his remaining works were sold a t  auction, but 
fetched very small prices. Many were bought in by his children, 
and through their generosity have passed to the English nation, 
as the various national collections testify. Nowhere else can 
Constable's art be studied completely or safely, since forgeries 
and imitations are common and have crept into the Louvre and 
other famous galleries. Much of the power of his work survives 
in the noble series of mezzotints made after his sketches by David 
Lucas, and first issued in 1833. Though a commercial failure a t  
the time of publication, this English Landscape series is now 
deservedly prized, as are the other plates which Lucas engraved 
after Constable. Constable himself made a few desultory experi- 
ments in etching, but they are of no importance. 

As already indicated, the mature ar t  of Constable did not de- 
velop till after the year 1811, when he began to combine the fresh 
colour of nature, which he had learned to depict by working in 
the open air, with the ar t  of making a picture, which he had 
learned from painting portraits and copying those of other mas- 
ters. His development was unusually slow, and his finest work, 
with but few exceptions, was done between his 40th and 50th years 
(1816-26). During the last 12 years of his life his manner be- 
came more free, and the palette knife was constantly used to 
apply spots and splashes of pure colour, so that his technique 
often suggests that afterwards employed by the Impressionists. 
Yet his direct influence upon French landscape has sometimes 
been overrated. When Constable first exhibited a t  the Salon in 
1825 Theodore Rousseau, the pioneer of French naturalism, was 
only 12 years old, and the movement of 1830 was really originated 
in France by Gros and GCricault, while in England the water- 
colour painters led the way. Constable's death in 1837 removed 
the man and most of his work from the public eye for another 
generation, and he became a famous shadow rather than a living 
force. So Monet and the Impressionists, when they sought after 
the secret of painting air and sunshine, looked to Turner rather 
than to Constable, and in England the eloquence of Ruskin 
pointed in the same direction. 

Since the British nation came into the possession of a large 
portion of Constable's pictures and sketches, his work has been 
better understood. Though limited in range of subject to  the 
scenery of Suffolk, Hampstead, Salisbury and Brighton, his 
sketches express the tone, colour, movement and atmosphere of 
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the scenes represented with unrivalled force and truthfulness, and 
modern criticism tends to  rate their spontaneity above the delib- 
erate accomplishment of his large finished works. His treatment 
of skies is specially notable. Here his early experience as a miller 
told in his favour. No one has painted English cloud effects SO 

truthfully, or used them as a compositional quantity with so 
much skill. Though in looking a t  nature he was determined to 
see with his own eyes and not with those of any former master, 
he found that the science of his predecessors was necessary to 
him before his sketches could be translated into large pictures. 
In  these pictures his vivid tones and fresh colour are grafted upon 
the formulae of Claude and Rubens, and it  is a common error 
to  regard Constable as an opponent of the great old masters. His 
pictures, like his writings and lectures, prove just the reverse. His 
dislike was reserved for  the painters who took their ideas from 
other painters instead of getting them directly from nature. 

(C. J. H.)  
BIBLIOGR.APRY.-C. R. Leslie, Memoirs of the Life o f  John Con- 

stable, R.A. (2nd ed. 1845, 3rd ed. 1896) (the classical work on the 
subject) ; English Landscape Scenery, a Series o f  Forty Mezzotint 
E~zgravings on Steel, by David Lucas, from pictures painted by  John 
Corntable, K.A. (folio, 1855). The large work on Constable and 
h k  Influence on Landscape Painting, by C .  J. Holmes (~goz) ,  
contains the only chronological catalogue of Constable's paintings 
and sketches. Leslie's biography has been admirably rendered Into 
French by Leon Bazalgette (1905) See also A. B. Chamberlain, 
~~h~ constable (1903) ; ~~~d U~inds&, ~~h~ constable, R.A. (1903) ; 
Sir J. D. Linton, Constable's Sketches in Oil and Water-colour (1905) ; 
E. V. Lucas, John Constable, the Painter (1924). 

CONSTABLE, SIR MARMADUKE (c .  145 j-I 518), Eng- 
lish soldier, was descended from a certain Robert (d. 1216), lord 
of Flamborough, who was related t o  the Lacys, hereditary con- 
stables of Chester, hence the surname of the family. A son of Sir 
~ ~ b ~ ~ t  Constable (d, 1488), Marmaduke was in F~~~~~ with 
Edward IV. in 1475 and with Henry VII. in 1492. After being 
sheriff of Staffordshire and Yorkshire, he fought a t  the battle of 
Flodden in 1513. H e  died on Nov. 20, I 518. 

Sir Marmadukejs eldest son, Sir Robert Constable (c .  1478- 
1537), helped Henry VII. to defeat the Cornish rebels a t  Black- 
heath in 1497 1536, he took part in the rising known as the 
Pilgrimage of Grace which broke out in the north of England. 
H e  was tried for treason and hanged in 1537. 

Sir Marmaduke's second son, Sir Marmaduke ( c .  I ~ ~ O - I  j45), 
was knighted after the battle of Flodden, and was at  the Field of 
the Cloth of Gold in 1520. H e  was a knight of the shire for York- 
shire and then for Warwickshire, and was a member of the Council 
of the North from 1537 until his death. 

Another noteworthy member of this family was the regicide, 
Sir Sxi'illiam Constable (d. 16 55), created a baronet in 1611. He 
fought with the parliamentarians at  Edgehill and in 1644 in north 
yorkshire, In 1 6 ~ 8 ,  he became governor of ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ .  H~ was 
one of the king's judges, was a member of the council of state 
under Cromwell, and died on June IS, 1655. 

CONSTABLE, a title now confined to the lord high constable 
of England, the lord constable of Scotland, the constables of some 
royal castles in England, and to certain executive legal officials 
of inferior rank in Great Britain and the United States. 

~h~ Byzantine comes (K6prls a T a p ~ o ~ )  was in his 
origin simply the imperial master of the horse, the head of the 
imperial stables, and a great officer of state. From the East the 
title was borrowed by the ~ ~ ~ ~ k i ~ h  kings, and during the taro- 
lingian epoch a comes stabz~li  was a t  the head of the royal stud, 
the marshals (marescalci) being under his orders. The office sur- 
vived and expanded in F~~~~~ under the capetian dynasty; in the 
I I th  century the constable has not only the general superintend- 
ence of the royal stud, but an important command in the army- 
though still under the orders of the seneschal-and certain limited 
powers of jurisdiction. F~~~ this time the office of con- 
stable tended, in France, continually to increase in importance. 

the 14th century, owing to the confusion of his prerogatives as 
the royal lieutenant with his functions as constable, the constable 

as commander-in-chief of the army. ~h~ ~~~~~h 
kings never the office of constable to bf?come hereditary, 
and in Jan. 1627, after the death of Francois de Bonne, duc de 

Lesdiguikres, the office was suppressed by royal edict. 
The jurisdiction of the constable, known as the conne'tablie et 

mare'clzausse'e de France, was held in fee until the abolition of the 
office of constable, when it  became a royal court, presided over by 
the lieutenant ge'niral with the l iez~te~zant  particzilier and the pro- 
cureur d u  roi as assessors. I t s  seat was ultimately fixed at  Paris, 
as part of the organization of the parlement. I t s  jurisdiction, 
which included all military persons and causes, was somewhat 
vaguely extended to embrace all crimes of violence, etc., com- 
mitted outside the jurisdiction of the towns; it  thus came ofted 
into conflict with that of the other royal courts. 

The Gothic kings of Spain and, later on, the kings of Naples 
also, had their comites stabuli with similar functions. 

In  England the title of constable was unknown before the Con- 
quest, though the functions of the office were practically those of 
the English staller. I n  the laws of Edward the Confessor the title 
constable is mentioned as the French equivalent for the English 
heretoga. After the Conquest the constable duly makes his ap- 
pearance as "quartermaster general of the court and of the army." 
From the first, however, the title of constable was not confined 
to the constable Proper, whose office in the reign of Stephen Was 
made hereditary under the style of high constable (see  LORD HIGH 

CONSTABLE); for under the N ~ r m a n ~ a n d  Angevin kings, the title 
soon came to  be loosely applied to any high military command. 
I ts  extension to officials exercising civil jurisdiction is not diffi- 
cult to  account for. I n  feudal society, based as this was on a 
military organization, it  is easy to see how the military jurisdiction 
of the constables would tend to encroach on that of the civil 
magistrates. The origin of the modern chief and petty constables, 
however, is to  be traced t o  the Statute of Winchester of 1285, by 
which the national militia was organized by a blending of the 
military System with the constitution of the shires. Under this act 
a chief Or high constable was appointed in every hundred; while in 
the old tithings and villatae the village bailiff was generally ap- 
pointed a petty constable. The high and petty constables remained 
the executive legal officers in the counties until the County Police 
'4cts 1839 and 1 ~ 4 0  reorganized the county police. I n  1842 an 
important statute was passed enacting that for the future no 
appointment of a petty constable, headborough, borsholder, tith- 
ing-man or peace officer of the like description should be made 
for anY parish at  any court leet, except for purposes unconnected 
with the preservation of the Peace, and providing, as a means of 
increasing the security of Persons and property, for the appoint- 
ment by justices of the peace in divisional petty sessions of fit 
persons or their substitutes to act as constables in the several 
parishes of England, and giving vestries an optional power of pro- 
vidirg paid constables. Under the Acts of 1839 and 1840 the es- 
tabllshment of a paid county police force was optional with the 
justices. With the Police Act of 1856 this optional power became 
C O ~ P U ~ S O ~ Y ,  and thenceforth the history of the Petty constable in 
England is that of the police. By the High Constables Act, 1869, 
the office of high constable was abolished, and, as the establish- 
ment an efficient police rendered the general 
of parish constables unnecessary, the appointment ceased, sub- 
ject to the appointment by vestries of paid constables under the 
chief constable of the county (Parish Constables Act 1872). See  
further, POL1cE. 

"Special constables" are Peace officers appointed to  act on oc- 
casional emergencies when the ordinary police force is thought to  
be deficient. 

In  the United States, outside the larger towns, the petty con- 
stable retains much the same status as in England before the Act 
of 1842. He still has a limited judicial power as conservator of the 
peace, and often exercises various additional functions, such as that 
of tax-collector or overseer of the roads or other duties, as may 
be decided for him by the community which appoints him. I n  the 
old colonial days the office, borrowed from ~ i g l a n d ,  was of much 
importan~e. The office of high constable existed also in Phila- 
delphia and New Yorkr  in the latter city 1~301  and in some 
towns the title has been retained for the chief of the police force. 

BIBLI~GRAPRY.-DU Cange, Glossari~tm (ed. Niort, 1 8 8 ~ ) ,  s. "Comes 
Stabuli"; R. Gneist, Hist. o f  the Eng. Constitution (trs. London, 
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1891) ; W. L. MelviIle Lee, Hist. of Polic'f in England (London, 1901) ; 
E7zcycl. o f  the Laws of England, s. Constable" (London, 1907) ; 
\V. Stubbs, Constitz~tional Hzst. of England (Oxford, 1875-78) ; A. 
iuchaire, Manztel des znstitutrons fran~aises (Paris, 1892). 

CONSTANCE or KONSTANZ, a town in the Land of 
Baden. Germany, on the south or left bank of the Rhine, as it flows 
from the Lake of Constance to form the Untersee. Pop. (1939) 
38,469. I t  is some 30 mi. by rail from Schaffhausen (on the west) 
and 22$ mi. along the south-west shore of the lake from Rorschach. 
.A fine bridge leads north over the Rhine to one suburb, Peters- 
hausen, while to  the south the town gradually merges into the 
Swiss suburb of Kreuzlingen. Constance, originally a Roman sta- 
tion, was a bishop's see from the 6th century (transferred hither 
from Vindonissa, near Brugg, in the Aargau) till its suppression in 
1821. T O  this it  owes its importance. The bishop was a pnnce 
of the Holy Roman empire, while his diocese included a t  one 
time most of Baden and Wiirttemberg and a large portion of 
Switzerland. Towards the end of the 12th century the city be- 
came an imperial free city, but the bishop pract'ically ruled it till 
the time of the Reformation. The former cathedral church was 
erected 1069-89, but was later rebuilt in Gothic style. The 
Dominican convent, on an island east of the town, is now a hotel. 
but the buildings (especially the cloisters) are well preserved. 
The Kaufhaus (warehouse for goods) is 14th century, while the 
town hall dates froin 1592. I n  the market-place are the Gasthazls 
zum Barbarossa, where Frederick Barbarossa is said to have signed 
the peace of Constance (1183). while in the house named zufn 
Hohen Hafen the emperor Sigismund is said to have invested 
Frederick of Hohenzollern with the mark of Brandenburg (141 7). 
A great Reforming Church council was held in Constance from 
1414-18. I t  condemned and burned John Huss in 1415 and 
Jerome of Prague in 1416. Constance is the natural capital of 
the Thurgau, so that when in 1460 the Swiss wrested that region 
from the Austrians, the town and the Swiss Confederation should 
have been naturally drawn together. But Constance refused to 
give up to the Swiss the right of exercising criminal jurisdiction 
in the Thurgau, which it  had obtained from the emperor in 1417, 
while the Austrians, having bought Bregenz, were also desirous of 
securing the city. I n  1530 Constance (whose bishop had been 
forced to flee in 1527 to Neersburg) joined, with Strasbourg, 
Memmingen and Lindau, the Schmalkalden League. But after 
the defeat of the Protestants in 1547 at  Miihlberg the city found 
itself isolated in southern Germany. The Austrians had long tried 
to obtain influence in the town, especially when its support of the 
Protestant cause attracted the sympathy of the Swiss. Hence 
Charles V. in 1548 forced it  to surrender to the imperial authority 
and to receive the bishop again and consent to annexation to the 
Austrian dominions. Protestantism was then vigorously stamped 
out. I n  1633 Constance resisted successfully an attempt of the 
Swedes to take it ,  and in 1805, by the treaty of Pressburg, was 
handec! over by Austria to  Baden. Constance trades in textiles 
and iron goods and is a tourist centre. 

CONSTANCE, COUNCIL OF. This council, convoked at  
the instance of the emperor Sigismund by Pope John XXII1.- 
one of the three popes among whom Christendom was at the time 
divided-with the object of putting an end to the Great Schism 
of the West and reforming the church, was opened on Nov. 5, 
1414, and did not close until April 22, 1418. I n  spite of his 
reluctance to go to Constance, John XXIII . ,  who succeeded Alex- 
ander V. (the pope elected by the council of Pisa), hoped that 
the new council, while confirming the work of the council of Pisa, 
would proclaim him sole legitimate pope and definitely condemn 
his two rivals, Gregory XII .  and Benedict XIII .  But he was soon 
forced to renounce this hope. So urgent was the need of restoring 
union at any cost that even prelates who had taken an active part 
in the work of the council of Pisa, e.g., Pierre d'Ailly, cardinal 
bishop of Cambrai, were forced to admit, in view of the fact that 
the decisions of that council had been and were still contested, that 
the only possible course was to  reconsider the question of the 
union de novo,  entirely disregarding all previous deliberations on 
the subject, and treating the claims of John and his two competi- 
tors with the strictest impartiality. Feebly supported by the 
Italians, by the majority of the cardinals, and by the representa- 

tives of the king of France, John soon found himself in  danger of 
being driven to abdicate and fled into Austria. 

The fathers, determined to have their will carried out, drew up 
in their 4th and 5th sessions (March 30 and April 6, 1415) a set 
of decrees with the intention of justifying their attitude and put- 
ting the fugitive pope a t  their mercy. Interpreted in  the most 
general sense,these decrees,which enacted that the council of Con- 
stance derived its power immediately from Christ, and that every- 
one, even the pope, was bound to obey it  and every legitimately 
assembled general council in all that concerned faith, reform, 
union, etc., were tantamount to the overturning of the constitu- 
tion of the church by establishing the superiority of the council 
over the pope. The validity of the decrees was especially con- 
tested on the ground that the council was not ecumenical, since 
it  represented at  that date the obedience of only one of three rival 
popes. Nevertheless, John, who had been abandoned by the duke 
of Austria and imprisoned in the castle of Radolfzell, near Con- 
stance, was arraigned, suspended and deposed (May 29), and 
himself ratified the sentence of the council. Gregory X1I. was 
next required to renounce his rights, and this he did, with as 
much independence as dignity, through a legate, who previously 
convoked the council in the name of his master, and thus in some 
sort gave it the necessary confirmed authority. This was the 
regular extinction of the line of pontiffs who, if the validity of 
the eIection of Urban VI. on April 8, 1378, be ~ d m i t t e d ,  had held 
the legitimate papacy for thirty-seven years. All that remained 
was to obtain the abdication of Benedict XIII. ,  the successor of 
the Avignon pope, Clement VII, but the combined efforts of the 
council and the emperor were powerless to overcome the obstinacy 
of the Aragonese pope. Abandoned by almost all his adherents 
Benedict found refuge in the impregnable castle of Pefiiscola, 
overlooking the Mediterranean, and remained intractable. At the 
council proceedings were instituted against him, which ended a t  
last on July 26, 141 7, in his deposition. 

The action of the council of Constance in renewing the con- 
demnation of the doctrines of 'VZTycliffe pronounced a t  Rome in 
1413, and in condemning and executing John Huss and Jerome of 
Prague ( q q . ~ . ) ,  is dealt with elsewhere; nor is i t  possible to men- 
tion here all the intrigues and quarrels that arose during three 
and a half- years among the crowd of prelates, monks, doctors, 
simple clerks, princes and ambassadors composing this tumultu- 
ous assembly. From the outset, voting by count of heads had 
been superseded by voting according to nations, i.e., all questions 
were deliberated and settled in four distinct assemblies-the 
Italian, the French, the German and the English,-the decisions 
of the nations receiving a formal ratification afterwards by the 
council in general congregation, and also, if occasion arose, in 
public session (it is noteworthy that the English, who had 
hitherto been considered to form part of the German "nation," 
were recognized as a separate nation a t  this council for the first 

+ .  

t ~ m e ) .  These four groups, however, were of unequal importance, 
and thanks to this arrangement the English, although weakest in 
point of numbers, were able t o  exercise the same influence in the 
council as if they had formed a fourth of the voters. 

The reform which the council had set itself to  effect was a sub- 
ject the fathers could not broach without stirring up dissension: 
some stood out obstinately for preserving the status quo, while 
others conternplated nothing less than the transformation of the 
monarchical administration of the church into a parliamentary 
democracy, the subordination of the sovereign pontiff, and the 
annihilation of the Sacred College. I n  view of these difficulties, 
the opinion which tended to assure the success of one at  least of 
the great tasks before the council, viz., the re-establishment of 
unity by the election of a single pope, finally prevailed. The 
general reform on which the council had failed to come to an 
understanding had to be adjourned, and the council contented 
itself with promulgating, on Oct. 9, 1417, certain reforming de- 
crees on which an agreement could be reached; e.g., the princi- 
ple of the periodicity of the councils (the first was to assemble 
after the lapse of five years, the second within the next seven 
years, and subsequent councils were to meet decennially). In  the 
event of a fresh schism, the council, which bound itself to  assem- 
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ble immediately, even without formal convocation, was to remain 
sole judge of the conflict. The execution of the general reform of 
the church in its head and members was left in the hands of the 
future pope, who had to proceed conjointly with the council, or 
rather with a commission appointed by the nations-in other 
words, once the new pope was elected, the fathers, conscious of 
their impotence, were disinclined to postpone their dispersion until 
the laborious achievement of the refdrm. On March 21, 1418, 
however, seven additional points were agreed on. 

I n  order to  rebuild the see. of St. Peter on a basis now cleared 
of obstacles, an attempt was made to surround the election of 
the future pope with all the necessary guarantees. The authority 
of the cardinals, who were the only persons judicially invested 
with the right of electing the pope, emerged from the crisis 
through which the church had just passed in far too feeble and 
contested a condition to carry by its own weight the general assent. 
I t  was therefore decided that with the cardinals each nation 
should associate six delegates, and that the successful candidate 
should be required to  poll two-thirds of the suffrages, not only in 
the Sacred College, but also in each of these five groups. The ad- 
vantage of this arrangement was that the choice of the future pope 
would depend, not only on the vote of the cardinals, thus safe- 
guarding tradition, but a t  the same time on the unanimous con- 
sent of the various nations, by which the adhesion of the whole 
Catholic world to the election would be guaranteed. There was, 
indeed, a danger lest the rivalries in the assembly might render 
it exceedingly difficult, not to say impossible, to obtain such 
unanimity. But a t  the end of three days the conclave resulted in 
the election of Cardinal Otto Colonna, who took the name of 
Martin V. (Nov. 11, 1417)~ and the Great Schism of the West was 
at  an end. 

T o  all seeming the pope had admitted the canonicity of several 
of the decrees of Constance-for instance, he had submitted to 
the necessity of the periodical convocation of other councils; 
but from his reticence on some points, as well as from his general 
attitude and some of his constitutions, it, appeared that the whole 
of the decrees of Constance did not receive his unqualified ap- 
proval, and without any definite pronouncement he made some 
reservations in the case of decrees which were detrimental to 
the rights and pre-eminence of the Holy See. 

See Hefele-Leclercq, Histoive des conciles, V I I ,  108-584 (1916) ; art. 
"Constance" in the Catholic Encyclopaedia; M. Creighton, History 
of the Papacy Jrom the Great Schism, vols. i., ii. (1897) ; N. Valois, 
La France et le grand schislne de LJOccident (1896 ff.) ; H. Finke, 
Fo~sclzungen u. Quellen zzsr Geschickte des Konstanzer Konzils (1889). 

CONSTANCE, LAKE OF (Bodensee), after Lake Geneva 
the largest lake in the Alpine region, is on the north-east frontier 
of Switzerland, and is formed by the Rhine. I t s  north-west end 
divides into two arms, the U~ztersee (from Constance to Stein- 
am-Rhein) and the Uberlingersee (running up to Ludwigshafen). 
From Bregenz to Stein-am-Rhein it  is 464m. long and from 
Bregenz to Ludwigshafen 40 miles. I t s  surface is 1,gogft. above 
sea-level, greatest width IoJrn., and greatest depth 827 feet. The 
area of the lake is ao42sq.m., part being in Switzerland (cantons 
of Thurgau and St. Gall), part in  Austria, and small portions in 
Baden, Wurttemberg and Bavaria. For accounts of many ancient 
lake dwellings see H.  Reinerth, Die jungere Steinzeit der Schweiz 
(1927). 

CONSTANS I., FLAVIUS JULIUS (d. 3501, emperor of 
the West, was the son of Constantine the Great and Fausta. 
Under his father he governed Western Illyricum, Italy and Africa, 
and a t  the division of the empire in 337 he received this share 
as emperor. His brother Constantine 11. invaded him in 340, 
but was defeated and killed. H e  was killed in  the rebellion of 
Magnentius, in the Pyrenees, in 350. 

See Aurel. Vict., de Cues, xli.; Cambridge Mediaeval History, vol. i. 
CONSTANS 11. (FLAVIUS HERACLIUS) (630-668), 

emperor of the East from 641 to 668, was the son of Constantine 
111. and Gregoria and was born on Nov. 7, 630. H e  succeeded, 
after an interval due to the usurpation of Heracleonas, in 641, 
with Valentine as regent. His reign is notable for disasters at the 
hands of the Arabs and the Lombards. He fitted out an expedi- 
tion to recover Egypt then occupied by the Arabs and tried to get 

assistance from China. The only result was that the Arabs at- 
tacked Greek North Africa, and while he was engaged there, Mu- 
Awijah took Syria and Cyprus and ravaged Cilicia. In  651 the 
Arabs extended their hold on Sicily and captured Rhodes. I n  6 js, 
the loss of the sea fight off Lycia endangered Constantinople itself, 
but Constans profited by the internal dissensions of the Arabs and 
won some successes on the Danube. The Lombards invaded north 
Italy at  the beginning of his reign. Constans decided to turn 
them out, and made the last recorded attempt to re-establish 
Rome as the centre of the united empire. H e  left for Italy in 662 
and at  first was successful, but then failed and went to live in 
Syracuse. Africa now revolted under a new tribute and was lost, 
and the reign closes with further losses in Italy and the Greek 
provinces. Constans died mysteriously in his bath a t  Syracuse on 
July I j, 668. 

The reign is also notable for heretical disturbances, and an edict 
of Constans, the Typus, prohibits all religious discussion. I n  6 53 
the exarch Calliopas captured the pope. 

See Zonaras ii. 87. 

CONSTANS, JEAN ANTOINE (1833-1g13), French 
statesman, was born at  BCziers on May 3, 1833, and died in Paris 
on April 7, 1913. H e  was professor of law a t  Douai and then at 
Toulouse until he was elected deputy for the latter city in 1876. 
H e  was minister of the interior in the Freycinet cabinet of 1880, 
and again, during the Boulangist agitation, in  the Tirard and 
Freycinet cabinets (1889-92). H e  took strong measures against 
the Boulangists and against the Ligue des Patriotes, and was 
violently attacked for  his action in the press. Constans was am- 
bassador at  Constantinople from 1898 to 1907. 

CONSTANT, BENJAMIN JEAN JOSEPH (184 j- 
1902), French painter, was born in Paris, and studied under 
Cabanel. His first Salon picture, "Hamlet e t  le Roi," was hung 
in 1869, and he became at  once one of the recognized modern 
masters in France. I n  addition to  a number of subject-pictures, 
such as "Trop Tard" ( I S ~ O ) ,  "Samson et  DClilah" (1871), and 
others taken from Moroccan studies, he was an eminent painter of 
portraits of some of the most prominent men and women of the 
day, one of his last being that of Queen Victoria (1900). 

See G. Haller, Le Salon: Dix ans de Peinture (1902). 
CONSTANT, a quantity which does not vary. In  mathe- 

matics and physics a quantity may be constant with respect to  
one variable but not with respect to  another. Many so-called 
physical constants are constant under certain conditions only; 
e.g., the boiling point of a pure substance is constant only if the 
atmospheric pressure is constant (see VAPORIZATION). On the 
other hand there are constants which express invariable ratios, 
such as the gas co?zstarzt R (see THERMODYNAMICS), the gravita- - 
tional constant (see GRAVITATION), and Avogadro's constant 
(q.v.) N. The elementary electric charge e (see ELECTRON) is 
an example of an invariable physical quantity. Another type 
of physical constant is the universal constant, e.g., Plank's con- 
stant h, the element of action (see QUANTUM THEORY). 

CONSTANTA, a seaport on the Black Sea, and capital of 
the department of Constanfa, Rumania; 149 mi. east by south 
from Bucharest by rail. Pop. (1939) 61,412. ConstanJta was 
founded as Constantiana by Constantine the Great (A.D. 274- 
337) in honour of his sister Constantia. Tomi, where Ovid spent 
eight years of exile, is near by. The bulk of the town was re- 
built after its cession to Rumania in 1878. I t  was severely 
damaged in World War I ,  but afterwards recovered very rap- 
idly, especially owing to the absence of competition from Odessa. 
I t  likewise developed as a bathing station, and there are min- 
eral springs in the neighbourhood. There are hotels, a casino, 
broad streets and numerous mosques, churches and synagogues 
for the mixed population; it has a small local industry, but Con- 
stanJta's principal importance is as Rumania's chief outlet to the 
Black sea, and it  does a large transit trade, the main exports being 
oil and cereals, and imports coal, coke, machinery, iron goods and 
textiles. A pipe line runs to the Rumanian oil fields; there are 
many oil storage tanks, and a special basin for vessels loading 
with petroleum. The harbour is protected by two breakwaters; i t  
requires constant dredging, but has a depth of 20 f t .  beside the 
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quays, and 24 ft .  in the eastern portion. There are nearly 3 mi. of 
quays, with coal and timber wharfs, warehouses and grain ele- 
vators, and the railway alongside. The harbour accommodates 30 
large steamers, with further space on the western side. There are 
steamship services to Constantinople-Peiraeeus-Naples, Constanti- 
nople and Alexandria, and two runs monthly are made to Jaffa 
and Haifa. Constanfa was used by the Germans in World War I1 
as a supply base for their armies in the U.S.S.R. 

CONSTANT DE REBECQUE, HENRI BENJAMIN 
( I  767-1830), French writer and politician, was born in Lausanne 
on Oct. 25, I 767, the son of Juste Arnold de Constant, who 
commanded a regiment in the Dutch service. After a good pri- 
vate education a t  Brussels he was sent to  Oxford, Erlangen and 
then to Edinburgh, where he came into contact with prominent 
Whigs. He returned to Switzerland in 1786, and in the next 
year visited Paris, where he met Madame de Charrikre, who, 
although 27 years older than Constant, became his mistress, and 
the liaiso?~, an affair possibly more of the intellect than of the 
heart, lasted until 1796, when Constant became intimate with 
Madame de StaEl. H e  became chamberlain at  the court of 
Charles William, duke of Brunswick, and in I 789 he married one 
of the ladies-in-waiting, Wilhelmina, Baroness Chramm. On the 
dissolution of his marriage in 1794 he resigned a post which his 
republican opinions made distasteful. 

Constant, who had met Madame de Stael a t  Lausanne in 1794, 
followed her in the next year to Paris; by 1796 he had established 
with her intimate relations, which, in spite of many storms, 
endured for ten years. I n  I 796 he published two pamphlets in 
defence of the Directory and against the counter-revolution, and 
he supported Barras in I 797 and I 799 in the coups d'dtat of 18 
Fructidor, and of 18 Brumaire. I n  Dec. 1799 he was nominated 
a member of the Tribunate, where he showed from the outset an 
independence quite unacceptable to  Napoleon, by whom he was 
removed in the "creaming" of that assembly in 1802. The salon 
of Madame de Stael was a centre for those disaffected from the 
Napoleonic rCgime, and in 1803 he followed her into exile. Much 
of Constant's time was spent with her at  Coppet; but he also 
made long sojourns a t  QTeimar, where he mixed in the Goethe- 
Schiller circle, and accumulated material for the work on religion 
which he had begun, so far back as 1j8;, a t  Colombier. His 
relations with Madame de Stael became more and more diffi- 
cult, and in 1808 he secretly married Charlotte von Hardenberg, 
whom he had known a t  Brunswick, and whose divorce from her 
second husband, General Dutertre, he had secured. 

The Napoleonic reverses of 1813 brought him back to politics, 
and in November he published a t  Hanover his D e  l'esprit d e  
conqugte e t  de l 'usurpation dans  leztrs rapports avec la civili- 
sat ion ei~rope'e?zne, directed against Napoleon. H e  also entered 
into relations with the crown prince of Sweden (Bernadotte). 
On his return to  Paris, during its occupation by the allied sov- 
ereigns, he was well received by the emperor Alexander I. of 
Russia, and resumed his old place in the Liberal salon of Madame 
de StaEl. I n  a series of pamphlets he advocated the principles of 
a Liberal monarchy and the freedom of the press. At this point 
began the second great attachment of his life, his infatuation for 
Madame RCcamier, under whose influence he committed the worst 
blunder of his political career, for, after an interview with Napo- 
leon on April 10, he became a supporter of his Government and 
drew up the A c t e  constitutio?z?zel. The return of Louis XVIII. 
drove him into exile. 

I n  London in 181 j he published Adolphe,  one of the earlier 
examples of the psychological, autobiographical novel. In I 8 16 
he was again in Paris, advocating Liberal constitutional principles. 
H e  founded in 1818 with other Liberal journalists the Minerve 
frangaise and in 1820 La Renomme'e.  In  1819 he was returned 
to the Chamber of Deputies. Perhaps the greatest service he ren- 
dered to his party was his consistent advocacy of the freedom 
of the press. At the outbreak of the revolution of 1830 he was 
absent from Paris, but he returned a t  the request of Lafayette 
to take his share in the elevation of Louis Philippe to the throne. 
On Aug 2 7 he was made president of the council of State. H e  
died on Dec. 8 of the same year. During his later years he 

had been a cripple in consequence of a fall in the Chamber of 
Deputies, and he fought the last of his many duels sitting in a 
chair. After the death, in 1817, of Madame de Stael, whom he 
continued to visit daily until the end, he had ceased to go into 
society, giving himself up to his passion for play. 

I n  the most important of his writings, D e  la religion considdre'e 
duns sa source, ses formes, e t  ses ddveloppements ( 5  vols., 182 j- 
31), Constant traces the successive transformations of the relig- 
ious sentiment imperishable under its varying forms. Besides 
Adolphe,  in its way as important as Chateaubriand's R e n d ,  he lef t  
two other sketches of novels in ms., which are apparently lost. 
His political tracts were collected by himself as, Collection c o m -  
plBte des  ouvrages publids sur . . . la France, formant  u n e  espBce 
d e  cours d e  politique constitutionnelle (4  vols., 1818-zo), as were 
his Discours d la  Chanzbre des  De'putds ( 2  vols., 182 7). 

BIBLIOGRAPEY.--See Constant's Cahier rouge, published first in 
1907, containing his autobiography from 1767 to 1787; Journal 
intime (1804-16), re-edited with the Lettres d sa famille by D. 
Melegari in 1895; the semi-autobiographical Adolplte; his letters to 
Madame de Charrikre; to Madame RCcamier, edited by Madame 
Lenormant in 1882. His ordinary diary has disappeared, with his 
letters to his wife and to Madame de Stael. See further, Ed. Herriot, 
Madame de Rlcamier et ses amis (1904) ; Sainte-Beuve in Derniers 
portraits litte'raires (B. Constant and Madame de Charrikre) , Causeries 
du lundi (vol. xi.), Nouveaux lundis (vol. i.) ; B. Faguet, Politiques 
et moralistes du XZXe sidcte (16re sCrie, 1891) ; P. Godet, Madante de 
CharriBre et ses amis (Geneva, 1905) ; L. Michon, Le Gouvernement 
parlementaire sous la Restauration (~gog) ,  containing an analysis of 
the more important of Constant's political writings; G. Rudler, L a  
Jeunesse de B. Constant, and Bibliographic critique (1909) ; G. 
DecIareuil, De Pespn't de conquzte ou Benjamin Constant, cosmopoZite, 
positiviste et anti-militariste (1920). 

CONSTANTIA, a district of Cape Colony, in the Cape pen- 
insula, noted for the excellent quality of its wines, the best pro- 
duced in South Africa. The Government wine farm, Groot Con- 
stantia, 10 m. S. of Cape Town, contains over I jo,ooo vines. This 
and the adjacent farm of High Constantia are the only farms on 
\which the vines yielding the finest wines flourish. The district is 
also celebrated for the excellence of the fruit it yields. Groot 
Constantia House is a good example of the Dutch colonial dwelling- 
houses of the 17th century. I t  was built ( c .  1684) by the governor 
Simon van der Stell, and named in honour of his wife Constance. 
Van der Stell also laid out the vineyard, which soon attained a 
wide reputation. Old Cape Colony,  by Mrs. A. F. Trotter (1903) 
contains a plan and sketches of Groot Constantia. 

CONSTANTINE VI. (1861-1930), Patriarch of the Greek 
Orthodox Church, whose family name was Araboghlou, was born 
at  Sigmi, Anatolia, became metropolitan of Derkos, and succeeded 
Gregory VII. as Oecumenical Patriarch on Dec. 17, 1924, but was 
expelled from Constantinople on Jan. 30, 192 j,  on the ground that 
he was not "domiciled" in the sense of the terms of the treaty of 
Lausanne. H e  retired to Salonika, and resigned in order to avoid 
friction. H e  was succeeded in the patriarchate by Basil Georgiades, 
metropolitan of Nicaea. 

For a full account of the dispute over the expulsion of Constantine 
see Survey of Internat. Aff. 1925, vol. ii., pp. 266 et seq. (1927). 

CONSTANTINE, the name of several Roman emperors. 
CONSTANTINE I., known as "The Great" (z88?-33;), Roman 

emperor, was born on Feb. 2 7, probably A.D. 288, a t  Naissus (the 
modern Nish) in upper Moesia (Serbia). H e  was the illegitimate 
son of Constantius I .  and Flavia Helena (described by St. Am- 
brose as an innkeeper). While still a boy, Constantine was sent- 
practically as a hostage-to the Eastern court. H e  accompanied 
Diocletian to  the East in 302, was invested with the rank of tri- 
bunus  primi ordinis and served under Galerius on the Danube. I n  
305 Diocletian and Maximian abdicated, and Constantius and 
Galerius became Augusti, while Severus and Maximin Daia at- 
tained the rank of Caesars. Constantius now demanded from 
Galerius the restoration of his son, which was unwillingly granted; 
indeed, we are told that Constantine only escaped from the court 
of Galerius by flight, and evaded pursuit by carrying off all the 
post-horses! He found his father at  Bononia (Boulogne), on the 
point of crossing to Britain to repel an invasion of Picts and 
Scots. After gaining a victory, Corlstantius died at  Eboracum 
(York) and on July 25, 306, the army acclaimed his son as  
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Augustus. Constantine, however, accepted the nomination of the 
army with feigned reluctance and wrote a carefully worded letter 
to  Galerius, disclaiming responsibility for the action of the troops, 
but requesting recognition as Caesar. Galerius was not in a posi- 
tion to refuse the request, in view of the temper of the western 
army, and for a year Constantine bore the title of Caesar not only 
in his own provinces, but in those of the East as well. He fought 
with success against the Franks and Alamanni, and reorganized 
the defences of the Rhine. The rising of Maxentius (q.v.) at 
Rome (Oct. 28), supported by his father Maximian (q.v.), led to 
the defeat, capture and death of the western Augustus, Severus. 
Maximian thereupon recognized Constantine as Augustus (A.D. 
307) ; their alliance was confirmed by the marriage of Constan- 
tine with Fausta, the daughter of Maximian, and the father and 
son-in-law held the consulship, which, however, was not recog- 
nized in the East. Galerius now invaded Italy, but was forced by 
a mutiny of his troops to  retire from the gates of Rome. Maxi- 
mian urged Constantine to fall upon the flank of his retreating 
army, but he once more showed his determination to tread the 
strict path of legitimacy. In  308 Diocletian and Galerius held a 
conference a t  Carnuntum and determined to annul the actions of 
the Western rulers. Maximian was set aside, Licinius invested 
with the purple as Augustus of the West (Nov. I I ) ,  while the 
title filius Az~gustorum was conferred upon Constantine and 
Maximin Daia. Constantine tacitly ignored this arrangement; he 
continued to bear the title of Augustus, and in 309, when he him- 
self was proclaimed consul (with Licinius) in the East, no consuls 
were recognized in his dominions. I n  310, while Constantine was 
engaged in repelling an inroad of the Franks, Maximian endeav- 
oured to resume the purple at  Arelate (Arles). Constantine re- 
turned in haste from the Rhine, and pursued Maximian to Mas- 
silia, where he was captured and put to death. Since Constantine's 
legal title to the Empire of the West rested on his recognition by 
Maximian, he had now to seek for a new ground of legitimacy, 
and found it in the assertion of his descent from Claudius Gothicus 
(q.v.), who was represented as the father of Constantius Chlorus. 

Constantine's patience was soon rewarded. I n  311 Galerius 
died, and Maximin Daia (who had assumed the style of Augustus 
in 310) a t  once marched to the shores of the Bosporus and a t  the 
same time entered into negotiations with Rlaxentius. This threw 
Licinius into the arms of Constantine, who entered into alliance 
with him and betrothed his half-sister Constantia to  him. In the 
spring of 312 Constantine crossed the Alps, before Maxentius 
had completed his preparations. The force he commanded was of 
uncertain strength; according to his panegyrist (who may have 
underrated i t )  it consisted of about 25,000, according to Zonaras 
of nearly ~oo,ooo men. H e  stormed Susa, defeated IlIaxentius's 
generals a t  Turin and Verona, and marched straight for Rome. 
This bold move, which contrasted strongly with Constantine's 
usual caution, was, it  would seem, the result of an event which, 
as told in Eusebius's Life o f  Constantine, takes the form of a 
conspicuous miracle-the Vision of the Flaming Cross which 
appeared in the sky a t  noonday with the legend 'Ev r o i ~ q  v i ~ a  
(,'By this conquer"), and led to  Constantine's conversion to 
Christianity. Eusebius professes to have heard the story from the 
lips of Constantine; but he wrote after the emperor's death, and 
it was evidently unknown to him in the shape given above when 
he wrote the Ecclesiastical History. The author of the De morti- 
b z ~ s  persecr~torum was a well-informed contemporary, and he tells 
us that the sign was seen by Constantine in a dream; and even 
Eusebius supplements the vision by day with a dream in the fol- 
lowing night. I n  any case, Constantine adopted the monogram 
(borne on the labarum [q.v.]) as  his device. $ 

Maxentius, trusting in superiority of numbers, marched out of 
Rome and prepared to dispute the passage of the Tiber at  the 
Pons Mulvius (Ponte Molle), beside which a bridge of boats was 
constructed (see SAXA RUBRA). The army which Constantine 
had been training for six years a t  once proved its superiority. The 
Gallic cavalry swept the left wing of the enemy into the Tiber, 
and with it perished Maxentius, owing, as was said, to the collapse 
of the bridge of boats (Oct. 28, 3r2). The remainder of his 
troops surrendered a t  discretion and were incorporated by Con- 

stantine in the ranks of his army, with the exception of the 
praetorian guard, which was finally disbanded. 

Thus Constantine became undisputed master of Rome and the 
West, and Christianity, although not as yet adopted as the official 
religion, secured by the edict of Milan toleration throughout the 
empire. This edict was the result of a conference between Con- 
stantine and Licinius in 313 a t  Milan, where the marriage of the, 
latter with Constantia took place. In  314 war broke out between 
the two Augusti, owing, as  we are told, to the treachery of 
Bassianus, the husband of Constantine's sister Anastasia, for  
whom he had claimed the rank of Caesar. After two hard-won 
victories Constantine made peace, Illyricum and Greece being 
added to his dominions. Constantine and Licinius held the consul- 
ship in 3 I 5. 

Peace was preserved for nearly nine years, during which the 
wise government of Constantine strengthened his position, while 
Licinius (who resumed the persecution of the Christians in 321) 
steadily lost ground. Great armaments were called into being by 
both emperors, and in the spring of 324 Licinius (whose forces 
are said to have been superior in numbers) declared war. H e  was 
twice defeated, first a t  Adrianople (July I )  and afterwards a t  
Chrysopolis (Sept. 18), when endeavouring to raise the siege of 
Byzantium, and was finally captured a t  Xicomedia. His life was 
spared on the intercession of Constantia and he was interned a t  
Thessalonica, where he was executed in the following year on the 
charge of treasonable correspondence with the barbarians. 

Constantine now reigned as sole emperor in East and West, 
presiding a t  the council of Nicaea (see under NICAEA and COUN- 
CIL) in 325. In  the following year his eldest son, Crispus, was 
banished to Pola and there put to death on a charge brought 
against him by Fausta. Shortly afterwards, as it would seem, 
Constantine became convinced of his innocence, and ordered 
Fausta to be executed. The precise nature of the circumstances 
remains a mystery. 

In  326 Constantine determined t o  remove the seat of empire 
from Rome t o  the East, and before the close of the year the  
foundation-stone of Constantinople was laid. At least two other 
sites-Sardica and Troy-were considered before the emperor's 
choice fell on Byzantium. I t  is probable that this step was con- 
nected with Constantine's decision to make Christianity the 
official religion of the empire. Rome was naturally the strong- 
hold of paganism, to  which the great majority of the senate clung 
with fervent devotion. Constantine did not wish to do open 
violence to this sentiment, and therefore resolved to found a new 
capital for the new empire of his creation. H e  announced that 
the site had been revealed to him in a dream; the ceremony of 
inauguration was performed by Christian ecclesiastics on May I I, 
330, when the city was dedicated to  the Blessed Virgin. 

I n  332 Constantine was called in  t o  aid the Sarmatians against 
the Goths, over whom his son gained a great victory. Two years 
later there was again fighting on the Danube, when 300,000 Sar- 
matians were settled in Roman territory. I n  335 a rebellion in 
Cyprus gave Constantine an excuse for executing the younger 
Licinius. In  the same year he carried out a partition of the em- 
pire between his three sons and his two nephews, Delmatius and 
Hannibalianus. The  last named received the vassal-kingdom of 
Pontus with the title of re% regum, while the others ruled as  
Caesars in their several provinces. Constantine, however, retained 
the supreme government. Finally, in 337, Shapur (Sapor) 11. of 
Persia asserted his claim to the provinces conquered by Diocletian, 
and war broke out. Constantine was preparing to lead his army 
in person, when he was taken ill and after a vain trial of the baths 
at  Helenopolis, died a t  Ancyrona, a suburb of Nicomedia, on May 
22, having received Christian baptism shortly before a t  the hands 
of Eusebius. H e  was buried in the church of the Apostles a t  
Constantinople. 

I t  has been said by Stanley that Constantine was entitled to  be 
called "Great" in virtue rather of what he did than of what he 
was; and it  is true that neither his intellectual nor his moral 
qualities were such as to earn the title. His claim to greatness 
rests mainly on the fact that he divined the future which lay be- 
fore Christianity, and determined to enlist i t  in the service of his 
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empire, and also on his achievement in completing the work be- 
gun by Aurelian and Diocletian, by which the quasi-constitutional 
monarchy or "principate" of Augustus was transformed into the 
naked absolutism sometimes called the "dominate." There is no 
reason to doubt the sincerity of Constantine's conversion to 
Christianity, although we may not attribute to him the fervent 
piety which Eusebius ascribes to him, nor accept as genuine the 
discourses which pass under his name. The moral precepts of the 
new religion were not without influence upon his life, and he 
caused his sons to receive a Christian education. Motives of 
political expediency, however, caused him to delay the full recog- 
nition of Christianity as the religion of the state until he became 
sole ruler of the empire, although he not merely secured toleration 
for it  immediately after his victory over Maxentius, but inter- 
vened in the Donatist controversy as  early as 313, and presided 
a t  the council of Arles in  the following year. By a series of enact- 
ments, immunities and privileges of various kinds were conferred 
on the Catholic Church and clergy-heretics being specifically ex- 
cluded-and the emperor's attitude towards paganism gradually 
revealed itself as one of contemptuous toleration. From being the 
established religion of the state it  sank into a mere superstitio. 
At the same time its rites were allowed to subsist except where 
they were held to be subversive of morality, and even in the closing 
years of Constantine's reign we find legislation in favour of the 
municipal flavzines and collegia. I n  333, or later, a cult of the 
Gens Flavia, as the Imperial family was called, was established 
a t  Hispellum (Spello) ; the offering of sacrifices in the new temple 
was, however, strictly prohibited. Nor was i t  until after Constan- 
tine's final triumph over Licinius that pagan symbols disappeared 
from the coinage and the Christian monogram (which had already 
been used as a mint mark) became a prominent device. From this 
time forward the Arian controversy demanded the emperor's con- 
stant attention, and by his action in presiding a t  the council of 
Nicaea and afterwards pronouncing sentence of banishment against 
Athanasius he not only identified himself more openly than ever 
with Christianity, but showed a determination to assert his suprem- 
acy in ecclesiastical affairs, holding no doubt that, as the office 
of pontifex maximus gave him the supreme control of religious 
matters throughout the empire, the regulation of Christianity fell 
within his province. I n  this matter his discernment failed him. 
I t  had been comparatively easy to  apply coercion to the Dona- 
tists, whose resistence to  the temporal power was not wholly due 
to  spiritual considerations, but was largely the result of less pure 
motives; but the Arian controversy raised fundamental issues, 
which to the mind of Constantine appeared capable of compro- 
mise, but in reality, as Athanasius rightly discerned, disclosed 
vital differences of doctrine. The result foreshadowed the process 
by which the church which Constantine hoped to mould into an 
instrument of absolutism became its most determined opponent. 
It is unnecessary to  give more than a passing mention to the 
legend according to which Constantine, smitten with leprosy after 
the execution of Crispus and Fausta, received absolution and bap- 
tism from Silvester I. and by his Donation to the bishop of Rome 
laid the foundation of the temporal power of the papacy (see 
DONATION OF CONSTANTINE). 

The political system of Constantine was the final result of a 
process which, though it  had lasted as  long as the empire, had 
assumed a marked form under Aurelian. I t  was Aurelian who 
surrounded the imperial person with oriental pomp, wearing the 
diadem and the jewelled robe, and assuming the style of dominus 
and even deus, who assimilated Italy to  the condition of the 
provinces and gave official furtherance to the economic process 
by which a rCgime of status replaced a rigime of contract. Diocle- 
tian endeavoured t o  secure the new despotism against military 
usurpation by  a n  elaborate system of co-regency with two lines 
of  succession, bearing the names of Jovii and Herculii, but main- 
tained by  adoption and not by hereditary succession. This arti- 
ficial system was destroyed by Constantine, who established 
dynastic absolutism in favour of his own family, the GensFlavia, 
evidence of whose cult is found both in Italy and in Africa. To  
form a court he created a new official aristocracy to replace the 
senatorial order, which the military emperors of the 3rd century 

A.D. had reduced to practical insignificance. Upon this aristocracy 
he showered titles and distinctions, such as the revised patriciate, 
which carried with them the coveted immunity from fiscal bur- 
dens. As the senate was now a quantit i  ne'gligeable, Constantine 
could afford to  readmit its members freely to the career of pro- 
vincial administration, which had been almost closed to them 
since the reign of Gallienus, and to accord to i t  certain empty 
privileges such as the free election of quaestors and praetors, 
while on the other hand the right of the senator t o  be  tried by his 
peers was taken away and he was placed under the jurisdiction of 
the provincial governor. 

I n  the administration of the empire Constantine completed the 
work of Diocletian by effecting the separation of civil from mili- 
tary functions. Under him the praefecti praetorio ceased entirely 
to  perform military duties and became the heads of the civil 
administration, more especially in the matter of jurisdiction: in  
331 their decisions were made final and no appeal t o  the emperor 
was ~ermi t ted .  The civil governors of the provinces (vicarii and 
praesides) had no control of the military forces, which were com- 
manded by duces; and not content with the security against 
usurpation which was afforded by this division of power, Constan- 
tine employed the comites who formed a large element in the 
official aristocracy to supervise and report upon their conduct of 
affairs (see COUNT), as well as an army of so-called agentes in 
rebus who, under colour of inspecting the Imperial posting serv- 
ice, carried on a wholesale system of espionage. I n  the organiza- 
tion of the army Constantine was responsible for the creation of 
the great commands under the magistri peditunz and equitum. H e  
also introduced the practice of placing barbarians, especially Ger- 
mans, in posts of high responsibility. 

The organization of society in strictly hereditary corporations 
or professions was no doubt partly completed before the acces- 
sion of Constantine; but his legislation contributed t o  rivet the 
fetters which bound each individual to  the caste from which he 
sprang. Such originales are mentioned in Constantine's earliest 
laws, and in 332 the hereditary status of the agricultural ~ o l o ~ z u s  
was recognized and enforced. Above all, the municipal decuriones 
on whom the responsibility for raising taxation rested saw every 
avenue of escape closed against them. I n  326 they were forbidden 
to acquire immunity by joining the ranks of the Christian clergy. 
I t  was the interest of the government by such means to  secure 
the regular payment of the heavy fiscal burdens both in money 
and in kind which had been laid on the subjects of the empire by 
Diocletian and were certainly not diminished by Constantine. One 
of our ancient authorities speaks of him as having been for 10 

years an excellent ruler, for  12 a robber and for 10 a spendthrift, 
and he was constantly forced to make fresh exactions in order to  
enrich his favourites and to carry out such extravagant projects 
as the building of a new capital. T o  him are due the taxes, known 
as collatio glebalis, levied on the estates of senators, and collatio 
lusfralis, levied on the profits of trade. 

I n  general legislation the reign of Constantine was a time of 
feverish activity. Nearly 300 of his enactments are preserved to 
us in the Codes, especially that of Theodosius. They display a 
genuine desire for reform and distinct traces of Christian influ- 
ence; e.g., in their humane provisions as to the treatment of 
prisoners and slaves and the penalties imposed on offences against 
morality. Nevertheless, they are often crude in conception as well 
as turgid in style, and were manifestly drafted by official rhetori- 
cians rather than by trained legists. Like Diocletian, Constantine 
believed that the time had come for  society to be remodelled by  
the fiat of despotic authority, and it is significant that from hence- 
forth we meet with the undisguised assertion that the will of the 
emperor is the sole fountain of law. Constantine, in fact, embodies 
the spirit of absolute authority which, both in church and State, 
was to prevail for many centuries. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The principal ancient sources for the life of Con- 
stantine are the biography of Eusebius, which is, however, untrust- 
worthy owing to the ecclesiastical bias of its author, the tract de 
mortibus persecutorurn ascribed to Lactantius, the orations of the 
Panegyrici, Nos. vi.-x., the second book of the history of Zosimus 
(written from the pagan standpoint), the so-called Excerpta Valesiana 
and the writings of Aurelius Victor and Eutropius. Among modern 
books may be mentioned H. Schiller, Geschichte deu romischen Kaiseu- 
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zeit, ii. 2, 164 ff. (1887) ; C. H. Firth, Constantine the Great (1905) ; 
Seeck, Geschichte des Untergangs der antiken Wel t ,  vol. i. (1909) ; 
and, above all, Cambridge Mediaeval History, vol. i. chap. I ( I ~ I I ) ,  
with useful bibliography. On the religious policy of Constantine, G. 
Costa, Religione e politica nel impero roman0 (1923) should be con- 
sulted. For an examination of the "Constantine Myth," see Burch, 
M y t h  and Constantine the Great (1927). (H. S. J.) 

C ~ N ~ T A N T I N E  11. (317-3401, Son of Constantine the Great, 
Roman emperor (337-340), was born a t  Arelate (Aries) in Feb- 
ruarY 317. On March 1 in the same Year he was created Caesar, 
and was consul in 320, 321, 324 and 329. The fifth anniversary of 
his Caesarship was celebrated by the panegyrist Nazarius. He 
gained the credit of the victories of his over the ~ 1 ~ -  
nianni (331)~ and over the Goths (332). From 335 he administered 
the Gallic portion of the empire as Caesar till his father's death, 
May 22, 337. On Sept. 9 in the same year he assumed the title 
of Augustus, together with his brothers Constans and Constantius, 
and in 338 a meeting was held at  Viminiacum, on the borders of 
Pannonia, to arrange the distribution of the empire. In  accordance 
with the arrangements made by his father, Constantine received 
Britain, Spain, and the Gauls. By virtue of his seniority he claimed 
a kind of control over his brothers. Constans declined to submit; 
and Constantine demanded from Constans the cession of Africa 
and equal authority in Italy. I n  340 Constantine invaded Italy, 
but was killed near Aquileia. 

See Zosimus ii., xii.; Aurelius Vi~tor, Epit. 41; Eusebius! V!ta Con- 
stantini, iv. ; 0. ~ e e c k  in Pauly-Wlssowa's Realenc~clopadte, lv. pt. 1. 
(1900) ; Gibbon, Decline and Fall; ch. 18. 

CONSTANTINE III . ,  son of the emperor Heraclius (d. 641) by 
his first wife, succeeded as joint-emperor with Heracleonas, the 
son of Heraclius by his second wife. Court intrigues nearly led to 
a civil war, which was prevented by the death of Constantine 
(May 6 4 1 )  He was supposed to have been poisoned by order of 
his step-mother. 

CoNsTANTINE IV.9 POgOnatus (the "bearded"), Constans 
II., was emperor from 668 to 68j. After his accession he crushed 
an Armenian usurper in Sicily. For six years (672-77) the Arabs 
under the caliph Moawiya ( see  CALIPHATE) besieged Constanti- 
nop1e3 but were at last make peace and agree to pay 
tribute for  30 years. The attacks of the Slavs and Avars upon 
Thessalonica were repulsed. But Constantine was unable to pre- 
vent the Bulgars from crossing the Danube and settling in the dis- 
trict where their name still survives. The Bulgarian kingdom 
was established under its first king Isperich in 679. The tribute 
paid the Arabs was used to purchase the good of the new 
settlers. Constantine summoned the sixth ecumenical council a t  
Constantino~le, which sat from Nov. 7, 680, t o  S e ~ t .  16, 681. 

CONSTANTINE V., Copronymz~s ,  son of Leo 111. the iconoclast, 
was emperor 740-75. Immediately after his accession, while he 
was fighting against the ~ ~ ~ b ~ ,  his brother-in-law, an ~~~~~i~~ 
named Artavasdus, a of the image-wOrshi~~ers, had been 
proclaimed emperor, and it was not till the end of 743 that Con- 
stantine re-entered Constantinople. When he felt his position se- 
cure, he determined to settle the religious controversy. I n  754 he 
assembled at  the palace of Hiereion 338 bishops, by whom the wor- 
ship of images was forbidden as opposed to all Christian doctrine. 
But the resistance to iconoclasm continued, chiefly owing to the 
influence of the monks. A vigorous campaign against monasticism 
took place; the monasteries were closed, and monks and nuns were 
compelled to  marry. One of the most important results of the 
struggle was the defection of the pope, who sought and obtained 
protection from Pippin, king of the Franks. From this time on- 
ward the nominal dependence of Rome and the papacy on em- 
perors at  Constantinople ceased. Constantine has been described 
by the orthodox historians of his time as a monster of iniquity; 
but it  is now generally admitted that he was one of the most ca- 
pable rulers who ever occupied the Byzantine throne. H e  restored 
the aqueduct built by Valens and destroyed by the barbarians in 
the reign of Heraclius, re-peopled Constantinople (after it had 
been devastated by a great plague) and some of the cities of 
Thrace, revived commercial prosperity, and fought with consider- 
able success against the Arabs, Slavs and Bulgarians. 

CONSTANTINE VI., grandson of Constantine V., was emperor 
780-97. At ten years of age he succeeded his father, Leo IV., under 

the guardianship of his mother Irene (9.v.) .  I n  782 the Arabs 
under Harun al-Rashid penetrated as far  as the Bosporus, and ex- 
acted an annual tribute as the   rice of an inglorious peace. ~ v e n  
when Constantine came of age, Irene practically retained the 
supreme power. At length Constantine had her arrested, but fool- 
ishly pardoned her in 792. I n  796 she organized a plot against him 
and in June 797 he was seized and blinded. According to some, he 
died on the same day; according to others, he survived for several 
years. With Constantine VI. the Isaurian dynasty became extinct. 

See Theophanes and the biographies of the patriarch Tarasius and 
Theodore of Studium; also F. C. Schlosser, Geschichte der bilderstiir- 
menden Kaiser des ostromischen Reichs (Frankfurt am Main C18121). 

CONSTANTINE VII., PorpJzyrogenitus ("born in the purple") 
(905-959), East Roman emperor, author and patron of literature, 
was the son od Leo VI. the Wise. Though nominally emperor from 
912-59, he was practically excluded from all real share in the 
government by ambitious relatives until 945. H e  was poisoned by 
his son Romanus in 959. Constantine was a painter and a patron 
of art and literature. Knowledge of his times is due to the fol- 
lowing works written by or directly inspired by him: ( I )  D e  T h e -  
matibus,  an account of the military districts (Themata) of the 
empire during the time of Justinian, chiefly borrowed from Hier- 
ocles and Stephanus of Byzantium; (2) D e  administrando imperio,  
written for the use of his son; (3)  D e  cerimoniis aulae Byzantinae,  
describing the customs of the Eastern Church and court; (4) 
a life of Basilius I., his grandfather, based on the work of Genesius; 
also two treatises on military subjects are attributed to him: one 
on tactics which, as the title shows, was really written by his grand- 
son Constantine VIII., the other a description of the different 
methods of fighting in fashion amongst different peoples. A speech 
on the despatch of an image of Christ to Abgarl king of Edessa, 
is also preserved. Of works undertaken by his instructions the most 
important were the Encyclopaedic Excerpts from all available 
treatises on various branches of learning: ( I )  Historjca, in 53 
sections, of which D e  legationibus, D e  virtut ibzu e t  vitiis, D e  
sententiis, De insidiis, have been wholly or partly preserved; ( 2 )  
Basilica, a compilation from the different parts of the Justinian 
Corpus Juris; (3) Geoponica,  agricultural treatises; (4) Zatrica, 
a medical handbook by one Theophanes Nonnus, chiefly 
from Oribasius; ( j )  Hippiatrica, on veterinary surgery, the con- 

nection of which with Constantine is, however, disputed; (6) 
Historia animalizLm, a compilation from the epitome of Aristotle,s 
work on the subject by Aristophanes of Byzantium, with additions 
from other writers such as Aelian and Timotheus of Gaza. 

See A. Rambaud, L,Empire grec au dixidme sitcle (1870) ; also 
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. 53, and G. Finlay, Hist. of Greece, ii. 
294 (1877). Many of Constantine's works will be found in Migne, 
Patrologia Graeca, cix., cxii., cxiii.; for editions of the rest, C. Krum- 
bacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur (1897), and the article 
by Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa's Realencyclopadie der classischen Alter- 
tumswissenschaft (19oq? should be consulted. The former contains a 
valuable note on the Gothic Christmas" described in detail in the 
De ceremoniis; see also Bury in El%. Hist. Rev .  xxii. (1907). 

CONSTANTINE VIII.  This title is given by Gibbon to the son of 
Romanus I. Lecapenus, one of the colleagues of Constantine VII. 
Porphyrogenitus, but it  is now generally bestowed upon Constan- 
tine, the brother and colleague of Basil 11. from 976-1025, sole 
ruler 1025-28. H e  gave himself up to pleasure and allowed the 
administration to  fall into the hands of six eunuchs. 

CONSTANTINE IX.  Monomachus, emperor 1042-54, owed his 
elevation to Zoe, the empress who, in order to secure her position, 
married Constantine, with whom she shared the throne till her 
death in 1050. I n  his old age, Constantine, who had once been a 
famous warrior, utterly neglected the defences of the empire and 
reduced his army by disbanding 50,000 of his best troops; on the 
other hand, he spent extravagant sums on luxuries and the erection 
of magnificent buildings. Rebellions broke out a t  home and 
abroad; the Normans conquered Lombardy, which subsequently 
(1055) became the duchy of Apulia, and thus Italy was lost to the 
empire; the Petchenegs (Patzinaks) crossed the Danube and at-  
tacked Thrace and Macedonia; and the Seljuk Turks made their 
appearance on the Armenian frontier. 

CONSTANTINE X. Ducas,  emperor 1059-67, succeeded Isaac I. 
Comnenus (q.v.). But the choice was not justified, for Copstan- 
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tine, who had shown himself a capable minister, proved incompe- 
tent as an emperor. H e  reduced the army, cut down the soldiers' 
pay, failed to  keep up the supply of war material, and neglected 
the frontier fortresses at  a time when the Seljulr Turks were press- 
ing hard upon the eastern portion of the empire. Alp Arslan over- 
ran Armenia in 1064. The Magyars occupied Belgrade, the Petch- 
enegs (Patzinaks) continued their inroads, and in 1065 the Uzes 
(called by the Greeks Comani), a Turkish tribe from the shores 
of the Euxine, crossed the Danube in vast numbers, ravaged Thrace 
and Macedonia, and penetrated as far as Thessalonica. The empire 
was only saved by an outbreak of plague amongst the invaders and 
the bravery of the Bulgarian peasants. In  the year before Con- 
stantine's death the remnant of the Byzantine possessions in Italy 
was finally lost to the empire, and the chief town, Bari, taken by 
the Normans. (H. S. J.) 

For the later Constantines references to general authorities wilI be 
found under ROMAN EMPIRE, LATER; see also CALIPHATE and SELJUKS 
for the wars of the period. 

CONSTANTINE, king of the Hellenes (1868-1923), eldest 
son of George I .  and of the Grand Duchess Olga Constantinova 
of Russia, was born at  Athens on Aug. 2, 1868. The prince com- 
pleted his education in Germany, where he attended the univer- 
sity of Leipzig, served in the Guards and studied at  the Prussian 
Staff college. In  1869 he married the Princess Sophia Dorothea 
of Hohenzollern, daughter of the Emperor Frederick. This union 
was popular in Greece because of the superstition that when a 
Constantine and a Sophia were upon the throne the empire of 
Byzantium would be restored, and, coupled with the fact that he 
was appointed a field marshal in the Prussian Army in 1913, it  
affected the king's attitude during the World War. 

On returning
Y

to Greece, the crown prince was given various 
military appointments; in 1897 he took over the command of the 
army in Thessaly, and he was held largely responsible for the 
disastrous campaign of that year. I n  1909 Constantine and his 
brothers were once more made scapegoats by the Military league, 
and were compelled to resign their commissions. Subsequently, 
on the initiative of Venizelos, the royal princes were recalled from 
their practical exile. Thenceforward, acting in co-operation with 
the French military mission, Constantine, now inspector-general 
of the army, devoted himself to  reforms which were markedly 
apparent during the Balkan wars, and the successes that were 
then gained completely re-established his prestige. H e  succeeded 
his father on the throne of Greece on March 18, 1913. 

On Aug. 7, 1914, immediately after the outbreak of the World 
War, Constantine expressed his personal sympathy for the Ger- 
man emperor and advocated a neutrality which would be useful 
to  him, but took no active steps. But after the entry of Turkey 
into the war, the king, probably influenced by his military ad- 
visers, vetoed Venizelos' proposal to  co-operate with the West- 
ern Powers in the Dardanelles in exchange for their promises of 
concessions in Asia Minor. Venizelos resigned (March I ~ I S ) ,  
but a t  the subsequent election in June he obtained a large par- 
liamentary majority. (See VENIZELOS.) 

For some months the struggle between the king and Venizelos 
continued, but from Oct. 1915 the rupture was complete, and 
thenceforward Constantine was more occupied by his relations 
with the Allies than by the internal crisis. The closing months 
of 1915 and the earlier part of 1916 passed without any overt 
signs of hostility, but in May of the latter year Fort Rupel, which 
commanded the Struma pass into eastern Macedonia, was sur- 
rendered to the Bulgarians, and the Allies demanded the complete 
demobilization of the Hellenic army, which menaced them in 
Macedonia. Five months later (Oct). the Greek fleet (except 
three vessels) was taken over by the Allies, and in November, the 
demobilization having proceeded slowly, a further demand was 
made for the cession of war material. This request was not com- 
plied with, and, although it  would appear that the king had given 
personal assurances to  the French admiral, an Allied landing at  
the Peiraeeus was opposed, and the naval contingents, disembarked 
there on Dec. I, had to be withdrawn after material losses. A 
month later a further blockade was declared and the removal 
of the whole Greek army to the Peloponnesus was insisted on. 

This was agreed to and a formal apology was made for the events 
of Dec. I ,  but it soon became obvious that the king's attitude con- 
stituted a danger to the Allied position a t  Salonika. 

I n  June 1917 M. Jonnart, the High Commissioner of the 
protecting Powers, arrived at  Athens, where, backed up by strong 
forces, he demanded better guarantees for the safety of the Allied 
army in Macedonia, a more loyal adherence to the constitution 
and the departure of the king. Constantine, accompanied by the 
queen and the crown prince, sailed from Greece on June 12, leav- 
ing his son Alexander upon the throne; but the proclamation then 
issued by the king was ambiguous, and contained no final renun- 
ciation of his rights. Constantine spent the next three years in 
Switzerland. 

As a result of the election of Nov. 1920, and of the subsequent 
plebiscite, Constantine returned to Athens at  the end of Decem- 
ber. His position was exceedingly difficult. Never recognized by 
Great Britain and France, he was compelled either to  pursue the 
Asiatic policy of his predecessors or to make himself unpopular 
by sacrificing gains promised to Greece under the already signed 
Treaty of Skvres. Rightly or wrongly, he adopted the former 
alternative; he declared himself in favour of a continuation of 
the Turkish campaign, and he failed to  condemn, if he never en- 
couraged, the Greek objections to  the several offers of mediation 
made by the Western Powers. For the disastrous results of the 
campaign in Asia Minor see GREECE: History.  By the last week 
in Sept. 1922 an insurrection had broken out in the army, and, a t  
the demand of a revolutionary committee headed by Col. Gonatas, 
the king abdicated in favour of his son George. On Sept. j c  Con- 
stantine left Athens for Palerrno, where he died on Jan. 11, 1923, 
from haemorrhage of the brain. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y , - D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Vaka, Constantine, King and Traitor 
(1918) ; Paxton Hibben, Constantine I .  and the Greek People (1920) ; 
Major G. M. Melas, Ex-King Constantine and the W a r  (1920) ; 
William Miller, A History o f  the Greek People, 1821-1921, (1922). 

CONSTANTINE (FLAVIUS CLAUDIUS CONSTANTINUS), 
usurper in Britain, Gaul and Spain (A.D. 407-410) during the reign 
of Honorius, was a common soldier, invested with the purple by 
his comrades in Britain. H e  at  once crossed over to  Gaul and soon 
made himself master of the country as far as the Alps and Pyre- 
nees, and established his capital a t  Arelate (Arles). Spain was 
finally annexed by Constans, the son of Constantine. After the 
downfall of Stilicho, Honorius, hard pressed by the barbarians, 
pardoned Constantine, recognized him as joint ruler, and per- 
mitted him to confer the title of Caesar upon Constans. This gave 
Constantine his opportunity. With a large army he marched into 
Italy, avowedly to assist Honorius, in reality with the intention of 
making himself ruler of the West. But his plans were upset by the 
revolt of Gerontius. This capable general set up one of his own 
adherents as emperor, invaded Gaul, and put Constans to  death a t  
L'ienna (Vienne). H e  then besieged Constantine himself in Arelate, 
but the advance of an Italian army forced him to retire. The gen- 
erals of Honorius themselves continued the siege. Constantine, 
seeing that resistance was useless, surrendered the city on condi- 
tion that his life should be spared. H e  was, however, executed by 
order of Honorius. 

See Zosimus v. ad fin. and vi.; Sozomen, Ecclesiastical History, ix. 
11 foll.; Gibbon's Decline and Fall, ed. J .  B. Bury, pp. 272, 340, 502; 
0. Seeck in Pauly-Wissowa's Realencyclopadie, iv. pt. I .  (1900). 

CONSTANTINE PAVLOVICH ( I  7 79-1 83 I ) ,  grand- 
duke and cesarevich of Russia, was born a t  Tsarskoye Selo on 
April 27, 1779, the second son of the tsar Paul and his wife 
hiaria Feodorovna, and was educated under the direction of his 
grandmother, Catherine 11. The only person who really took him 
in hand was Cirsar La Harpe, who was tutor-in-chief from 1783 
to- May 1795, and educated both the empress's grandsons. 

Like Alexander, Constantine was married by Catherine when 
not yet 17 years of age, and he made his wife, Juliana of Coburg, 
intensely miserable. After a first separation in the year 1799, 
she went bsck permanently to  her German home in 1801, the 
victim of a frivolous intrigue. Constantine's first campaign took 
place under the leadership of the great Suvorov. The battle of 
Rassignano was lost by Constantine's fault, but a t  Novi he 
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distinguished himself by such personal bravery that the emperor 
Paul bestowed on him the title of cesarevich, which according to 
the fundamental law of the constitution belonged only to the 
heir to the throne. 

I n  command of the Guards during the campaign of 180j Con- 
stantine shared the responsibility for the battle of Austerlitz; 
while in 1807, 1812, 1813 and 1814 he showed courage but not 
competence as a soldier. 

Constantine's importance in  political history dates only from 
the moment when Alexander made him commander-in-chief of 
the forces of Congress Poland. The command of the Lithuanian 
troops and of those of the Russian provinces that had formerly 
belonged to the kingdom of Poland was added in 1819. H e  or- 
ganized their army for the Poles, and felt himself more a Pole 
than a Russian, especially after his marriage (May 27, 1820), 
with a Polish lady, Johanna Grudzinska. After this marriage he 
formally renounced any claim to the succession to the tgardom, 
but the fact was only revealed to  two or three persons, and his 
brother Nicholas was left in ignorance of it. On the death of 
Alexander (Dec. I ,  182;), there was much confusion and un- 
certainty. After three weeks hesitation Constantine sent a n  uncon- 
ditional renunciation of any claim to Nicholas, whose accession was 
then announced. On the 26th the Dekabrist rising in  Petrograd 
took place and the mutineers shouted, "Long live Constantine!" 
The rising was easily suppressed. Constantine had had no part in 
the plot. But differences soon arose between him and his brother 
in consequence of the share taken by the Poles in the Dekabrist 
conspiracy. Constantine held obstinately to  the belief that the 
Polish army and bureaucracy were loyally devoted to the Russian 
empire. The eastern policy of the tsar and the Turkish War of 
1828 and 1829 caused a fresh breach between them. I t  was 
owing to the opposition of Constantine that the Polish army took 
no part in this war. 

The insurrection a t  Warsaw in Nov. 1830 took Constantine 
completely by surprise. I t  was owing to his utter failure to 
grasp the situation that the Polish regiments passed over to the 
revolutionaries; and during the continuance of the revolution he 
showed himself a s  incompetent as he was lacking in judgment. 
The suppression of the revolution he did not live to  see. He 
died of cholera a t  Vitebsk on June 27, 1831. 

See also Karrnovich, Tlze Cesarevich Constantine Pavlovich (1899)  
(Russian) ; T. Schiemann. Geschichte Russlands unter Kaiser Nicolaus 
I . ,  vol. i. (1904) ; Pusyrevski, T h e  Russo-Polish War o f  1831 (2nd ed., 
1890) (Russian). 

CONSTANTINE (ancient CIRTA), city of Algeria, capital of 
the department of the same name, 54 mi. by railway S. by W. of 
the port of Philippeville, in 36" 22' N., 6' 36' E. Constantine is 
the residence of a general commanding a division, of a prefect 
and other high officials, is the seat of a bishop, and had a popula- 
tion by the census of 1936 of 87,820. The city occupies a 
romantlc posit~on on a rocky plateau, cut otf on all sides save the 
west from the surrounding country by a beautiful ravine, through 
which the river Rummel flows. The plateau is 2,130 ft .  above sea- 
level, and from 500 to nearly 1,000 ft. above the river bed. The 
ravine, formed by the Rummel, through erosion of the limestone, 
varies greatly in width-at its narrowest part the cliffs are only I j 
ft .  apart, a t  its broadest the valley is 400 yd. wide. At the N.E. 
angle of the city the gorge is spanned by an iron bridge built in 
1863, N. and S, by a bridge and a viaduct built in 1912. Along 
the north-eastern side of the city the Rummel is spanned in all 
four times by natural stone arches or tunnels. 

Wal l s  and Buildings.-Constantine is walled, the extant 
mediaeval wall having been largely constructed out of Roman ma- 
terial. Through the centre from north to south runs a street (the 
rue de France) roughly dividing Constantine into two parts. The 
place du Palais, in which are the palace of the governor and the 
cathedral, and the kasbah (citadel) are west of the rue de France, 
as  is likewise the place NCgrier, containing the law courts. The 
native town lies chiefly in the south-east part of the city. A strik- 
ing contrast exists between the Moorish quarter, with its tortuous 
lanes and Oriental architecture, and the modern quarter, with its 
rectangular streets and wide open squares, frequently bordered 

, with trees and adorned with fountains. Of the squares the place 
de Nemours is the centre of the commercial and social life of the 
city. New quarters have arisen to the S.W. of the town. The 

I palace, built by Ahmed Pasha, the last bey of Constantine, be- 
tween 1830 and 1836, is a specimen of Moorish architecture of the 
19th century. The kasbah, which occupies the northern corner of 
the city, dates from Roman times, and preserves in its more 

I modern portions numerous remains of other Roman edifices. I t  is 
now turned into barracks and a hospital. The fine mosque of 
Sidi-el-Kattani (or Salah Bey) dates from the close of the 18th 
century. 

The native industry of Constantine is chiefly confined to leather 
goods and woollen fabrics. A considerable trade is carried on over 
a large area by means of railway connection with Algiers, Bona, 
Tunis and Biskra, as well as with Philippeville. 

History.-Constantine, or, as i t  was originally called, Cirta 
or Kirtha, from the Phoenician word for a city, was in ancient 
times one of the most important towns of Numidia, and the resi- 
dence of the kings of the Massyli. Under Micipsa (and century 
B c.) it  reached the height of its prosperity, and was able to fur- 
nish an army of ~ o , o o o  cavalry and 20,000 infantry. Though it  
afterwards declined, i t  still continued an important military post, 
and is frequently mentioned during successive wars. Caesar 
having bestowed a part of its territory on his supporter Sittius, 
the latter introduced a Roman settlement. I n  the war of Maxen- 
tius against Alexander, the Numidian usurper, i t  was laid in ruins; 
and on its restoration in A.D. 313 by Constantine it  received the 
name which it still retains. I t  was not captured during the Vandal 
invasion of Africa, but on the conquest by the Arabians (7th cen- 
tury) it  shared the same fate as the surrbunding country. Succes- 
sive Arab dynasties looted it. During the 12th century it  was still 
a place of considerable prosperity; and its commerce was extensive 
enough to attract the merchants of Pisa, Genoa and Venice. Fre- 
quently taken and retaken by the Turks, Constantine finally be- 
came under their dominion the seat of a bey, subordinate t o  the 
dey of Algiers. T o  Salah Bey, who ruled from 1770 to 1792, we 
owe most of the existing Moslem buildings. I n  1826 Constantine 
asserted its independence of the dey of Algiers, and was gov- 
erned by Haji Ahmed, the choice of the Kabyles. In  1836 the 
French under Marshal Clause1 made an unsuccessful attempt t o  
storm the city, which they attacked by night by  way of El- 
Kantara. The French suffered heavy loss. I n  1837 Marshal 
ValCe approached the town by the connecting western isthmus, 
and succeeded in taking i t  bv assault. though anain the French 
lost heavily. U.S. troo& occipied the'city i i  N&. 1942. See E. 
Mercier, Histoire de Constantine (Constantine, 1905). 

CONSTANTINE THE AFRICAN (c. 1020-1387) is one 
of the few important medical figures of the Middle Ages. H e  was 
the initiator of the significant "Arabist" movement, the process 
of translation into Latin from Arabic. Legends have clustered 
about his name and his early career is still obscure. 

I t  is said that he was born a t  Carthage. H e  was certainly a n  
Arabic-speaking Christian and led a wandering life. Later he 
claimed that he had studied in many Eastern centres of learning. 
The legends tell that on his return to  his native city his learning 
brought him under suspicion of witchcraft and he had to flee. We 
hear of him in the service of the Norman duke, Robert Guiscard 
(q .v . ) .  This was probably about 1071, in Sicily rather than a t  
Salerno, with which Constantine's name is more closely linked. 
There is in fact some evidence that Constantine was actually a 
native of Sicily rather than of Carthage, and i t  must be remem- 
bered that some Arabic was still spoken in Sicily in the eleventh 
century. Moreover, in addition to Arabic he knew some Latin and 
had a smattering of Greek, and this trilinguality is fully consistent 
with his birth in the "many-tongued isle" where all three vernacu- 
lars were in use. Constantine probably followed Robert Guiscard 
to Salerno. There he became a monk and ended his days at  the 
Benedictine house of Monte Cassino. He translated a t  Monte 
Cassino a number of Arabic works into Latin, and it  seems that 
he had help with the Latin. The character of these works and the 
knowledge displayed in them suggest that he  bad neither visited 
Cairo nor Irak in the way that he claimed. The books themselves 
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are mainly renderings of works by Jewish writers living in North 
Africa. These works, though wretchedly translated, are yet ex- 
ceedingly important for the history of culture. They represent 
the first inflow of a group of new ideas and their appearance 
marks the end of the "dark ages" and the dawn of the scholastic 
period. 

Among the works which Constantine thus conveyed were two 
philosophical treatises by Isaac Israeli (855-955) of Kairosuan, 
known to the West as Isaac the Jew. One of these writings, 
O n  de f i~ i t i ons ,  contains an account of some of the favourite terms 
used by the Latin scholastics and later adopted by them from him. 
Another, O n  the Elements,  was an exposition of Aristotelian 
physics. From the same author he translated a number of medical 
works which he issued under his own name. H e  treated similarly 
the works of Isaac's pupil Ibn Jezzar. The most important 
medical work that he rendered into Latin he called Pantechne. 
I t  was in fact an abbreviated version of the Liber Regius of the 
Persian Ali ibn a1 Abbas (died 994), known as Haly Abbas to the 
Latins. This was extremely important as the first work which 
gave the Western world a view of Greek medicine as a whole, 
though the view was somewhat dimmed by the Arabic cloud that 
was around it. 

Constantine sought to  pass off his translations a s  his original 
work and i t  is probable that he never produced any independent 
writing. Nevertheless his works spread through Europe with ex- 
traordinary rapidity and i t  is difficult to  overestimate their in- 
fluence on the ages which followed. They continued to be read 
until the sixteenth century and were particularly influential at 
the important medical school at  Salerno (9.v.). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-M. Steinschneider, Die Europdischen Uebersetz- 
ungen aus denz Arabischen bis Mittes des 17. Jahrhunderts (Vienna, 
1904) ; C. and D. Singer, "The Origin of the Medical School of 
Salerno" in Essays on the History of Medicine presented to K. Sudhoj 
(Ziirich, 1924) ; and K. Sudhoff in Kurzes Handbuch der Geschichte 
der Medizin (4th ed., Berlin, 1922). (C. SI.) 

CBNSTANTINOPLE, Turkey, now called Istanbul, for- 
merly the capital of the Turkish empire, situated in 41" of 16" N. 
and 28" jb'  14" E. The city stands at  the southern extremity of 
the Eosporus, upon a hilly promontory that runs out from the 
European side of the straits towards the Asiatic bank. The sea of 
Marmora is on the south, and the bay of the Bosporus, forming 
the magnificent harbour of the Golden Horn, some 4 m. long, on 
the north. Two streams, the ancient Cydaris and Barbysus, now 
Ali-Bey-Su and Kiahat-Hank-Su, enter the bay at  its north-western 
end. A small winter stream, the Lycus, flowing through the prom- 
ontory west to  south-east into the Sea of Marmora, separates 
a long ridge, divided by cross-valleys into six eminences, over- 
hanging the Golden Horn, from a large isolated hill in the south- 
west. Hence the claim of Constantinople to be enthroned, like 
Rome, upon seven hills. The first hill has the Seraglio, St. Sophia 
and the Hippodrome; the second the column of Constantine 
and the mosque Nuri-Osmanieh; the third the war office, the 
Seraskereate tower and the mosque of Sultan Suleiman; the 
fourth the mosque of Sultan Mohammed II., the Conqueror; the 
fifth the mosque of Sultan Selim; the sixth Tekfour Serai and the 
quarter of Egri Kapu; the seventh Avret Tash and the quarter of 
Psamatia. I n  Byzantine times the two last hills were named 
respectively the hill of Blachernae and the Xerolophos or dry hill. 

HISTORY 
O r i g i n  and Site.-Constantinople is famous in history, in the 

first place as the capital of the Roman empire in the,East for 
more than eleven centuries (330-1453), and in the second as 
the capital of the Ottoman empire which followed. In  respect 
of influence over the course of human affairs, its only rivals are 
Athens, Rome and Jerusalem. Yet even the gifts of these rivals 
to  the cause of civilization often bear the image and superscrip- 
tion of Constantinople upon them. Roman law, Greek literature, 
the theology of the Christian church, for example, are intimately 
associated with the history of Constantinople. 

The city was founded by Constantine the Great, through the 
enlargement of the old town of Byzantium (9.v.) in A.D. 328, and 
was inaugurated as a new seat of government on May 11, A.D. 

330. T o  indicate its political dignity, i t  was named New Rome, 
while to perpetuate the fame of its founder it was styled Con- 
stantinople. The chief patriarch of the Greek church still signs 
himself "archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome." The  old 
name of the place, Byzantium, however, continued in use. 

The creation of a new capital by Constantine was not an .act 
of personal caprice or individual judgment. I t  was the result 
of causes long in operation, and had been foreshadowed, 40 years 
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The arch over the street is adjacent to Mosque Valid6 Sultane, while a t  the 
other end of the vaulted passage Is the bridge which leads aoross the Golden 
Horn to Pera, the European quarter 

before, in the policy of Diocletian. After the senate and people 
of Rome had ceased to be the sovereigns of the Roman world, 
and their authority had been vested in the sole person of the em- 
peror, the eternal city could no longer claim to be the rightful 
throne of the state. That honour could henceforth be conferred 
upon any place in the Roman world which might suit the con- 
venience of the emperor, or serve more efficiently the interests he 
had to guard. Furthermore, the empire was now upon its defence. 
Dreams of conquests and extension had long been abandoned, and 
the pressing question of the time was how to repel the persistent 
assaults of Persia and the barbarians upon the frontiers of the 
realm, and so retain the dominion inherited from the valour of the 
past. The size of the empire made it  d,ifficult, if not impossible, 
to attend to these assaults, or to  control the ambition of successful 
generals, from one centre. Further, the East had grown in political 
importance, both as the scene of the most active life in the state 
and as the portion of the empire most exposed to attack. Hence 
the famous scheme of Diocletian to  divide the burden of govern- 
ment between four colleagues, in order to  secure a better adminis- 
tration of civil and of military affairs. I t  was a scheme, however, 
that lowered the prestige of Rome, for it  involved four distinct 
seats of government, among which, as the event proved, no place 
was found for the ancient capital of the Roman world. I t  also de- 
clared the high position of the East, by the selection of Nicomedia 
in Asia Minor as the residence of Diocletian himself. When Con- 
stantine, therefore, established a new seat of government at  By- 
zantium, he adopted a policy inaugurated before his day as essen- 
tial to  the preservation of the Roman dominion. H e  can claim 
originality only in his choice of the particular point a t  which that 
seat was placed, and in his recognition of the fact that his alliance 
with the Christian church could be best maintained in a new 
atmosphere. 

But whatever view may be taken of the policy which divided 
the government of the empire, there can be no dispute as to the 
w i s d o ~  displayed in the selection of the site for a new imperial 
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throne. Situated where Europe and Asia are parted by a channel 
never more than 5 m. across, and sometimes less than half a mile 
wide, placed at  a point commanding the great waterway between 
the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, the position affords im- 
mense scope for commercial enterprise and political action in rich 
and varied regions of the world. Moreover, the site constituted a 
natural citadel, difficult to approach or to invest, and a n  almost 
impregnable refuge in the hour of defeat, within which broken 
forces might rally to retrieve disaster. To  surround it, an enemy 
required to be strong upon both land and sea. Foes advancing 
through Asia Minor would have their march arrested, and their 
blows kept beyond striking distance, by the moat which the waters 
of the Bosporus, the Sea of hlarmora and the Dardanelles combine 
to form. The narrow straits in which the waterway connecting the 
Mediterranean with the Black Sea contracts, both to the north and 
to the south of the city, could be rendered impassable to  hostile 
fleets approaching from either direction, while on the landward 
side the line of defence was so short that it  could be strongly forti- 
fied, and held against large numbers by a comparatively small 
force. Nature, indeed, cannot relieve men of their duty to be 
wise and brave, but, in the marvellous configuration of land and 
sea about Constantinople, nature has done her utmost to enable 
human skill and courage to establish there the splendid and stable 
throne of a great empire. 

Arch i tec ture  a n d  Antiquities.-Byzantium, out of which 
Constantinople sprang, occupied most of the land comprised in 
the two hills nearest the head of the promontory, and the level 
ground at  their base. The landward wall started from a point 
near the present Stamboul custom-house, and reached the ridge 
of the second hill, a little to the east of the point marked by 
Chemberli Tash (the column of Constantine). There the principal 
gate of the town opened upon the Egnatian road. From that 
gate the wall descended towards the Sea of Marmora, touching 
the water in the neighbourhood of the Seraglio lighthouse. The 
Acropolis, enclosing venerated temples, crowned the summit of 
the first hill, where the Seraglio stands. Immediately to the 
south of the fortress was the principal market-place of the town, 
surrounded by porticoes on its four sides, and hence named the 
Tetrastoon. On the southern side of the square stood the baths 
of Zeuxippus, and beyond them, still farther south, lay the Hip- 
podrome, which Septimius Severus had undertaken to build but 
failed to complete. Two theatres, on the enstern slope of the 
Acropolis, faced the bright waters of the Marmora, and a stadium 
was found on the level tract on the other side of the hill, close to 

the Golden Horn. The Strategion, devoted to the military exer- 
cises of the brave little town, stood close to Sirkedji Iskelessi, and 
two artificial harbours, the Portus Prosforianus and the Neorion, 
indented the shore of the Golden Horn. A graceful granite column, 
still erect on the slope above the head of the promontory, com- 
memorated the victory of Claudius Gothicus over the Goths a t  
Nissa, A.D. 269. All this furniture of Byzantium was appropriated 
for the use of the new capital. 

According to Zosimus, the line of the landward walls erected 
by Constantine to defend New Rome was drawn at  a distance of 
nearly 2 m. ( I  j stadia) to the west of the limits of the old town. 
I t  therefore ran across the promontory from the vicinity of Un 
Kapan Kapusi (Porta Platea), a t  the Stamboul head of the Inner 
Bridge, to the neighbourhood of Daud Pasha Rapusi (Porta 
S. Aemiliani), on the Marmora, and thus added the third and 
fourth hills and portions of the fifth and seventh hills t o  the 
territory of Byzantium. We have two indications of the course of 
these walls on the seventh hill. One is found in the name Isa 
Kapusi (the gate of Jesus) attached to a mosque, formerly a 
Christian church, situated above the quarter of Psamatia. I t  per- 
petuates the memory of the beautiful gateway which formed the 
triumphal entrance into the city of Constantine, and which sur- 
vived the original bounds of the new capital as late as 1508, when 
it was overthrown by an earthquake. The other indication is the 
name Alti Mermer (the six columns) given to a quarter in the 
same neighbourhood. The name is an ignorant translation of Exa- 
kionion, the corrupt form of the designation Exokionion, which 
belonged in Byzantine days to that quarter because marked by 
a column outside the city limits. Hence the Arians, upon their 
expulsion from the city by Theodosius I., were allowed t o  hold 
their religious services in the Exokionion, seeing that it  was an 
extra-mural district. This explains the fact that Arians are some- 
times styled Exokionitae by ecclesiastical historians. The Con- 
stantinian line of fortifications, therefore, ran a little to the east 
of the quarter of Alti Mermer. In  addition to the territory en- 
closed within the limits just described, the suburb of Sycae or 
Galata, on the opposite side of the Golden Horn, and the suburb 
of Blachernae, on the sixth hill, were regarded as parts of the 
city, but stood within their own fortifications. I t  was to the ram- 
parts of Constantine that the city owed its deliverance when 
attacked by the Goths, after the terrible defeat of Valens at 
Adrianople, A D  378. 

Fortifications A g a i n s t  Barbarism.-To his courtiers. the 
bounds assigned to New Rome by Constantine seemed too wide, 
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but after 80 years they were too narrow for the population that 
had gathered within the city. The barbarians had meantime also 
grown more formidable, and this made it  necessary to have 
stronger fortifications for the capital. Accordingly, in 413, in 
the reign of Theodosius II . ,  Anthemius, then praetorian prefect 
of the East and regent, enlarged and refortified the city by the 
erection of the wall which forms the innermost line of defence in 

V IEW ACROSS T H E  GOLDEN H O R N  TOWARD STAMBOUL 

the bulwarks whose picturesque ruins now stretch from the Sea 
of Marmora, on the south of Yedi KulCh (the seven towers), 
northwards to  the old Byzantine palace of the POrphyrogenitus 
(Tekfour Serai), above the quarter of Egri Kapu. There the new 
works joined the walls of the suburb of Blachernae, and thus 
~ro tec ted  the city on the west down to the Golden Horn. Some- 
what later, in 439, the walls along the Marmora and the Golden 
Horn were brought, by the prefect Cyrus, up to  the extremities 
of the new landward walls, and thus invested the capital in com- 
plete armour. Then also Constantinople attained its final size. 
For any subsequent extension of the city limits was insignificant, 
and was due to strategic considerations. In  447 the wall of 
Anthemius was seriously injured by one of those earthquakes to  
which the city is liable. The disaster was all the more grave, as 
the Huns under Attila were carrying everything before them in 
the Balkan lands. The desperateness of the situation, however, 
roused the government of Theodosius II., who was still upon the 
throne, to put forth the most energetic efforts to  meet the emer- 
gency. If we may trust two contemporary inscriptions, one Latin, 
the other Greek, still found on the gate Yeni Mevlevi KhanCh 
Kapusi (Porta Rhegium), the capital was again fully armed, and 
rendered more secure than ever, by the prefect Constantine, in 
less than two months. Not only was the wall of Anthemius 
restored, but, a t  the distance of 20 yd., another wall was built in 
front of it, and a t  the same distance from this second wall a broad 
moat was constructed with a breastwork along its inner edge. 
Each wall was flanked by 96 towers. Here was a barricade 190- 
207 ft. thick, and IOO ft .  high, with its several parts rising tier 
above tier to  permit concerted action, and alive with large bodies 
of troops ready to pour, from every coign of vantage, missiles 
of death-arrows, stones, Greek fire-upon a foe. I t  is not 
strange that these fortifications defied the assaults of barbarism 
upon the civilized life of the world for more than a thousand years. 
As might be expected, the walls demanded frequent restoration 
from time to time in the course of their long history. Inscriptions 
upon them record repairs, for example, under Justin II., Leo the 
Isaurian, Basil II. ,  John Palaeologus, and others. Still, the ram- 
parts extending now from the Marmora to Tekfour Serai are to  
all intents and purposes the ruins of the Theodosian walls of the 
5th century. 

This is not the case in regard to  the other parts of the fortifica- 
tions of the city. The walls along the Marmora and the Golden 
Horn represent the great restoration of the seaward defences of 
the capital carried out by the emperor Theophilus in the 9th cen- 
tury; while the walls between Tekfour Serai and the Golden 
Horn were built long after the reign of Theodosius II., super- 
seding the defences of that quarter of the city in his day, and 
relegating them, as traces of their course to the rear of the later 
works indicate, to the secondary office of protecting the palace 
of Blachernae. I n  627 Heraclius built the wall along the west 
of the quarter of Aivan Serai, in order to bring the level tract a t  
the foot of the sixth hill within the city bounds, and shield the 

church of Blachernae, which had been exposed to great danger 
during the siege of the city by the Avars in that year. I n  813 
Leo V. the Armenian built the wall which stands in front of the 
wall of Heraclius to strengthen that point in view of a n  expected 
attack by the Bulgarians. 

The splendid wall, flanked by nine towers, that descends from 
the court of Tekfour Serai to  the level tract below Egri Kapu, 
was built by Manuel Comnenus ( I  143-1 180) for the greater se- 
curity of the part of the city in which stood the palace of Blach- 
ernae, then the favourite imperial residence. Lastly, the portion 
of the fortifications between the wall of Manuel and the wall of 
Heraclius presents too many problems to be discussed here. 
Enough to say, that in  it we find work belonging t o  the times of the 
Comneni, Isaac Angelus and the Palaeologi. 

If we leave out of account the attacks upon the city in  the 
course of the civil wars between rival parties in the empire, the 
fortifications of Constantinople were assailed by the Avars in  
627; by the Saracens in 673-677, and again in 718; by the 
Bulgarians in  813 and 913; by the forces of the Fourth Crusade 
in 1203-04; by the Turks in 1422 and 1453. The city was taken 
in 1204j and becane the seat of a Latin empire until 1261, when 
it Was recovered by the Greeks. On May 29, 1453 C ~ n s t a n t i n o ~ l e  
ceased to be the capital of the Roman empire in the ~ a s t ,  and 
became the capita1 of the Ottoman 

MONUMENTS AND ART 
The Walls.-Notable points in the circuit of the walls of the 

city are the following: ( I )  The Golden Gate, now included in 
the Turkish fortress of Yedi KulCh. I t  is a triumphal archway, 
consisting of three arches, erected in honour of the victory of 
Theodosius I .  over Maximus in 388, and subsequently incorpo- 
rated in the walls of Theodosius II., as the state entrance of the 
capital. (2) The gate of Selivria, or of the PegC, through which 
Alexius Strategopoulos made his way into the city in 1261, and 
brought the Latin empire of Constantinople to an end. ( 3 )  The 
gate of St. Romanus (Top Kapusi), by which, in 1453, Sultan 
Mahommed entered Constantinople after the fall of the city 

reat breach made in the ramparts 
crossing the valley of the Lycus, 
the scene of the severest fighting 
in the siege of 1453, where the 
Turks stormed the city, and the 
last Byzantine emperor met his 
heroic death. (5) The palace of 
the Porphyrogenitus, long erron- 
eously identified with the palace 
of the Hebdomon, which really 
stood at  Makrikeui. I t  is the 
finest specimen of Byzantine 
civil architecture left in the city. 
(6) The tower of Isaac Angelus 
and the tower of Anemas, with 
the chambers in the body of the 
wall to the north of them. (7) 
The wall of Leo, against which 
the troops of the Fourth Crusade 
came, in 1203, from their tamp 
on the hill opposite the wall, and 
delivered their chief attack. (8) 
The walls protecting the quarter 

'THE MOSQUE OF THE S T A N D A R D  of Phanar, which the army and 
BEARER fleet of the Fourth Crusade under 
9 e c ~ 4 " 6 , " ! 6 ~ 0 h ~ ~ m ~ " , ~ " , ~ ~ 0 , " f " U e [ ~ ~  the Venetian doge, Henrico Dan- 
Standard Bearer of the Prophet, this dolo, carried in 1204. (9) Yali 
was the imperial Kiosk Kapusi, beside which the 
southern end of the chain drawn across the mouth of the harbour 
during tt siege was attached. (10) The ruins of the palace of 
Hormisdas, near Chatladi Kapu, once the residence of Justinian 
the Great and Theodora. I t  was known in later times as  the 
palace of the Bucoleon, and was the scene of the assassination 
of Nicephorus Phocas. (11) The sites of the old harbours between 
Chatladi Kapu and Daud Pasha Kapusi. (12) The fine marble 
tower near the junction of the walls along the Marmora with 
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the landward walls. 

Internal.-Arrangements inside the city were determined 
by the configuration of its site, which falls into three great divi- 
sions-the level ground and slopes looking towards the Sea of 
RiIarmora, the range of hills forming the midland portion of the 
promontory, and the slopes and level ground facing the Golden 
Horn. In  each division a great street ran through the city from 
east to west, generally lined with arcades on one side, but with 
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arcades on both sides when traversing the finer and busier quar- 
ters. The street along the ridge formed the principal thoroughfare, 
and was named the RiIesC ( M i a q ) ,  because i t  ran through the 
middle of the city. On reaching the west of the third hill, it 
divided into two branches, one leading across the seventh hill to 
the Golden gate, the other conducting to the church of the Holy 
Apostles, and the gate of Charisius (EdirnCh Kapusi). The MesC 
linked together the great fora of the city,-the Augustaion on the 
south of St. Sophia, the forum of Constantine on the summit of 
the second hill, the forum of Theodosius I. or of Taurus on the 
summit of the third hill, the forum of Amastrianon where the 
mosque of Shah ZadCh is situated, the forum of the Bous at Ak 
Serai, and the forum of Arcadius or Theodosius 11. on the summit 
of the seventh hill. This was the route followed on the occasion 
of triumphal processions. 

Of the edifices and monuments which adorned the fora, only a 
slight sketch can be given here. On the north side of the Augus- 
taion rose the church of St. Sophia, the most glorious cathedral 
of Eastern Christendom; opposite, on the southern side of the 
square, was the ChalcC, the great gate of the imperial palace; on 
the east was the senate house, with a porch of six noble columns; 
to the west, across the MesC, were the law courts. In  the area of 
the square stood the Milion, whence distances from Constan- 
tinople were measured, and a lofty column which bore the eques- 
trian statue of Justinian the Great. There also was the statue of 
the empress Eudoxia, famous in the history of Chrysostom, the 
pedestal of which is preserved in the Museum gardens. The 
Augustaion was the heart of the city's ecclesiastical and political 
life. The forum of Constantine was a great business centre. Its 
most remarkable monument was the column of Constantine, built 
of 12 drums of porphyry and bearing aloft his statue. Shorn of 
much of its beauty, the column still stands to  proclaim the 
enduring influence of the foundation of the city. 

In  the forum of Theodosius I .  rose a column in his honour, 
the basis of which was identified in 1927.  There also was the 
Anemodoulion, a beautiful pyramidal structure, surmounted by a 
vane to indicate the direction of the wind. Close t o  the forum, 
if not in it, was the capitol, in which the university of Constanti- 
nople was established. The most conspicuous object in, the 
forum of the Bous was the figure of an ox, in bronze, beside which 
the bodies of criminals were sometimes burnt. Another hollow 
column, the pedestal of which is now known as Avret Tash, 
adorned the forum of Arcadius. A column in honour of the em- 
peror Marcian still stands in the valley of the Lycus, below the 
mosque of Sultan RiIohammed the Conqueror. Many beautiful 
statues, belonging to good periods of Greek and Roman art, deco- 
rated the fora, streets and public buildings of the city, but confla- 
grations and the vandalism of the Latin and Ottoman conquerors 

of Constantinople have robbed the world of most of those 
treasures. 

The imperial palace, founded by Constantine and extended by 
his successors, occupied the territory which lies to the east of 
St. Sophia and the Hippodrome down to the water's edge. I t  
consisted of a large number of detached buildings, in grounds 
made beautiful with gardens and trees, and commanding magnifi- 
cent views over the Sea of Marmora, across to the hills and moun- 
tains of the Asiatic coast. The buildings were mainly grouped 
in three divisions-the ChalcC, the DaphnC and the "sacred pal- 
ace." Labarte, Paspates and Ebersolt have attempted to recon- 
struct the palace, taking as their guide the descriptions given of it 
by Byzantine writers. The work of Ebersolt is specially valuable, 
but without proper excavations of the site all attempts to  restore 
the plan of the palace with much accuracy lack a solid foundation. 
With the accession of Alexius Comnenus, the palace of Blachernae, 
a t  the north-western corner of the city, became the principal 
residence of the Byzantine court, and was in consequence ex- 
tended and embellished. I t  stood in a more retired position, 
and was conveniently situated for excursions into the country 
and hunting expeditions. Of the palaces outside the walls, the 
most frequented were the palace a t  the Hebdomon, now Mak- 
rikeui, in the early days of the empire, and the palace of the PegC, 
now Balukli, a short distance beyond the gate of Selivria, in later 
times. For municipal purposes, the city was divided, like Rome, 
into fourteen regions. 

CHURCHES 
As the seat of the chief prelate of Eastern Christendom, 

Constantinople was characterized by a strong theological and 
ecclesiastical temperament. I t  was full of churches and mona- 
steries, enriched with the reputed relics of saints, prophets and 
martyrs, which consecrated it  a holy city and attracted pilgrims 
from every quarter to its shrines. I t  was the meeting-place of 
numerous ecclesiastical councils, some of them ecumenical (see 
below, CONSTANTINOPLE, COUNCILS OF). I t  was likewise dis- 
tinguished for its numerous charitable institutions. Only some 2 0  

of the old churches of the city are left. Most of them have been 
converted into mosques, but they are valuable monuments of 
the art which flourished in New Rome. Among the most interest- 
ing are the following: St. John of the Studium (Emir-Achor 
Jamissi) is a basilica of the middle of the 5th century, and the 
oldest ecclesiastical fabric in the city; it  is now, unfortunately, 
almost a complete ruin. SS. Sergius and Bacchus (Kutchuk Aya 
Sofia) and St. Sophia are erections of Justinian the Great. The 
former is an example of a dome placed on an octagonal structure, 
and in its general plan is similar to the contemporary church of 
S. Vitale at  Ravenna. St. Sophia (i .e. ,  'Ayia 2o+ia, Holy Wis- 
dom) is the glory of Byzantine art, and one of the most beautiful 
buildings in the world. St. Mary Diaconissa (Kalender Jamissi) 
is a fine specimen of the work of the closing years of the 6th cen- 
tury. St. IrenC, founded by Constantine, and repaired by Jus- 
tinian, is in its present form mainly a restoration by Leo the 
Isaurian, in the middle of the 8th century. St. Mary Panachrantos 
(Fenari Isa Mesjidi) belongs t o  the reign of Leo the Wise (886- 
912).  The Myrelaion (Bodrum Jami) dates from the 10th cen- 
tury. The Pantepoptes (Eski Imaret Jamissi), the Pantocrator 
(Zeirek Kilissb Jamissi), and the body of the church of the 
Chora (Kahriyeh Jamissi) represent the age of Comneni. The 
Pammakaristos (Fetiyeh Jamissi), St. Andrew in Krisei (Khoja 
Mustapha Jamissi), the narthexes and side chapel of the Chora 
were, a t  least in their present form, erected in the times of the 
Palaeologi. I t  is difficult to assign precise dates to SS. Peter and 
Mark (Khoda Mustapha Jamissi a t  Aivan Serai), St. Theodosia 
(Gul Jamissi), St. Theodore Tyrone (KlilissC Jamissi). The 
beautiful fasade of the last is later than the other portions of 
the church, which have been assigned to the 9th or 10th cen- 
tury. 

For a study of the church of St. Sophia, the reader must 
consult the article BYZANTINE ART. The present edifice was 
built by Justinian the Great, under the direction of Anthemius of 
Tralles and his nephew Isidorus of Miletus. I t  was founded in 
5 3 2  and dedicated on Christmas Day 538. I t  replaced two earlier 
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churches of that name, the first of which was built by Constantius 
and burnt down in 404, on the occasion of the exile of Chrysostom, 
while the second was erected by Theodosius 11. in 415, and 
destroyed by fire in the Xika riot of 532. Naturally the church 
has undergone repair from time to time. The original dome fell 
in 558, as the result of a n  earthquake, and among the improve- 
ments introduced in the course of restoration, the dome was 
raised 25 ft. higher than before. Repairs are recorded under 
Basil I., Basil II., Andronicus 111. and Cantacuzene. Since the 
Turkish conquest a minaret has been erected at  each of the four 
exterior angles of the building, and the interior has been adapted 
to the requirements of Muslim worship, mainly by the destruc- 
tion or concealment of most of the mosaics which adorned the 
walls. I n  1847-48, during the reign of Abd-ul-Mejid, the building 
was put into a state of thorough repair by the Italian architect 
Fossati. Happily the sultan allowed the mosaic figures, then ex- 
posed to view, to  be covered with matting before being plastered 
over. They may reappear in the changes which the future will 
bring. The dome, which had fallen into considerable disrepair, 
was reinforced on the outside and reroofed in 1926-27. 

The Hippodrome.-Citizens of Constantinople found recrea- 
tion in the chariot-races held in the Hippodrome, now the At 
Meidan, to the west of the mosque of Sultan Ahmed. So much did 
the race-course (begun by Severus) enter into the life of the people 
that it  has been styled "the axis of the Byzantine world." I t  was 
not only the scene of amusement, but on account of its ample 
accommodation it  was also the arena of much of the political life 
of the city. The factions, which usually contended there in sport, 
often gathered there in  party strife. There emperors were ac- 
claimed or insulted; there military triumphs were celebrated; 
there criminals were executed, and there martyrs were burned 
at  the stake. Three monuments remain to mark the centre of 
the building; an Egyptian obelisk of Thothmes III., on a pedestal 
covered with bas-reliefs representing an emperor, presiding a t  
scenes in the I-Iippodrome; the triple serpent column, which 
stood originally at  Delphi, to  commemorate the victory of Plataea 
479 B.c.; an obelisk, once covered with plates of gilded bronze. 
Excavations begun by the British Academy in 1927 have recovered 
the plan and dimensions of the Hippodrome. I t  is 480 metres long 
and I I 7.5 wide. 

The city was supplied with water mainly from two sources; 
from the streams immediately t o  the west, and from the springs 
and rain impounded in reservoirs in the forest of Belgrade, to  
the north-west, very much on the system followed by the Turks. 
The water was conveyed by aqueducts, concealed below the sur- 
face, except when crossing a valley. Within the city the water 
was stored in covered cisterns, or in large open reservoirs. The 
aqueduct of Justinian, the Crooked aqueduct, in the open country, 
and the aqueduct of Valens that spans the valley between the 4th 
and 3rd hills of the city, still carry on their beneficent work, and 
afford evidence of the attention given to the water-supply of the 
capital during the Byzantine period. The cistern of Arcadius, to 
the rear of the mosque of Sultan Selim (having, it  has been 
estimated, a capacity of 6,571,720 cu.ft. of water), the cistern 
of Aspar, a short distance to  the east of the gate of Adrianople, 
and the cistern of Mokius, on the seventh hill, are specimens of 
the open reservoirs within the city walls. The cistern of Bin Bir 
Derek (cistern of Illus) with its 224 columns, each built up with 
three shafts, and the cistern Yeri Batan Serai (Cisterna Basilica) 
with its 420 columns show what covered cisterns were, on a grand 
scale. The latter is still in use.' 

Byzantine Constantinople was a great commercial centre. To  
equip it  more fully for that purpose, several artificial harbours 
were constructed along the southern shore of the city, where no 
natural haven existed to accommodate ships coming up  the Sea 
of Marmora. For the convenience of the imperial court, there 
was a small harbour in the bend of the shore to  the east of 
Chatladi Kapu, known as the harbour of the Bucoleon. To the 
west of that gate, on the site of Kadriga Limani (the Port of the 

'For the ancient water-supply see Count A. F. Andreossy, Constan- 
tinople et le Bosphore; Tchikatchev, Le Bosphore et Constantinople 
(2nd ed., 186j) ; Forchheimer and Strzygowski, Die byzantinischetz 
Wasserbehaltey; also article AQUEDUCTS. 

Galley), was the harbour of Julian, or, as it  was named later, the 
harbour of Sophia (the empress of Justin 11.). Traces of the 
harbour styled the Kontoscalion are found at  Kum Kapu. T o  the 
east of Yeni Kapu stood the harbour of Kaisarius or the Heptas- 
calon, while to  the west of that gate was the harbour which bore 
the names of Eleutherius and of Theodosius I .  A harbour named 
after the Golden gate stood on the shore to the south-west of 
the triumphal gate of the city. 

THE MODERN CITY 
As the capital of the Ottoman empire, the aspect of the city 

changed in many ways. The works of art which adorned New 
Rome gradually disappeared. The s t r ~ e t s ,  never very wide, be- 
came narrower, and the porticoes along their sides were almost 
everywhere removed. A multitude of churches were destroyed, 
and most of those which survived were converted into mosques. 
I n  race and garb and speech the population grew largely oriental. 
One striking alteration in the appearance of the city was the con- 
version of the territory extending from the head of the promon- 
tory to within a short distance of St. Sophia into a great park, 
within which the buildings constituting the seraglio of the sultans, 
like those forming the palace of the Byzantine emperors, were 
ranged around three courts, distinguished by their respective 
gates-Bab-i-Humayum, leading into the court of the Janissaries; 
Orta Kapu, the middle gate, giving access to the court in which 
the sultan held state receptions; and Bah-i-Saadet, the gate of 
Felicity, leading to the more private apartments of the palace. 
From the reign of Abd-ul-Mejid, the seraglio was practically aban- 
doned, first for  the palace of DolmabagchC on the shore near 
Beshiktash, and then for Yildiz Kiosk, on the heights above that 
suburb. The older apartments of the palace, such as the throne- 
room, the Bagdad Kiosk, and many of the objects in the imperial 
treasury are of extreme interest to all lovers of oriental art. The 
seraglio was thrown open to the public in 1926. Another great 
change in the general aspect of the city has been produced by 
the erection of stately mosques in the most commanding situa- 
tions. The most remarkable mosques are the following:-The 
mosque of Sultan Mohammed the Conqueror, built on the site 
of the church of the Holy Apostles (1463-6g), rebuilt in 1768 
owing to injuries due to an earthquake; the mosques of Sultan 
Selim, of the Shah Zadeh, of Sultan Suleiman and of Rustem 
Pasha-all works of the 16th century, the best period of Turkish 
architecture; the mosque of Sultan Bayezid 11. (1497-1 505) ; 
the mosque of Sultan Ahmed I. (1610); Yeni-ValidC-Jamissi 
(161 5-166 j )  ; Nuri-Osmanieh ( I  748-1 7 j 5 )  ; Laleli-Jamissi ( I  765). 
The Turbehs containing the tombs of the sultans and members of 
their families are often beautiful specimens of Turkish art. 

I n  their architecture, the mosques present a striking instance 
of the influence of the Byzantine style, especially as it  appears 
in St. Sophia. The architects of the mosques have made a skilful 
use of the semi-dome in the support of the main dome of the 
building, and in the consequent extension of the arched canopy 
that spreads over the worshipper. I n  some cases the main dome 
rests upon four semi-domes. At the same time, when viewed from 
the exterior, the main dome rises large, bold and commanding, 
with nothing of the squat appearance that mars the dome of St. 
Sophia, with nothing of the petty prettiness of the little domes 
perched on the drums of the later Byzantine churches. The great 
mosques express the spirit of the days when the Ottoman empire 
was still mighty and ambitious. 

For all intents and purposes, Constantinople is now the col- 
lection of towns and villages situated on both sides of the Golden 
Horn and along the shores of the Bosporus, including Scutari and 
Radikeui. But the chief parts of t h i ~  group of towns are Istanbul, 
or Stamboul (from Gr. cis 74v T~XLV,  "into the city"), the offi- 
cial name of the city since the founding of the republic, 
Galata and Pera. Galata has a long history, which becomes of 
general interest after 1265, when it  was assigned to the Genoese 
merchants in the city by Michael Palaeologus, in return for the 
friendly services of Genoa in the overthrow of the Latin empire 
of Constantinople. I n  the course of time, notwithstanding stipula- 
tions to the contrary, the town was strongly fortified and proved 
a troublesome neighbour. During the siege of 1453 the inhabitants 
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maintained on the whole a neutral attitude, but on the fall of the 
capital they surrendered to the Turkish conqueror, who granted 
them liberal terms. The walls have for the most part been re- 
moved. The tower, however, which formed the citadel of the 
colony, still remains. There are also churches and houses dating 
from Genoese days. Galata is the chief business centre of the city, 
the seat of banks, post-offices, steamship offices, etc. Pera is the 
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principal residential quarter of the European communities settled 
in Constantinople. 

Since the middle of the 19th century the city has yielded more 
and more to western influences, and is fast losing its oriental 
character. The Galata quay, completed in 1889, is 756 metres 
long and 20 metres wide; the Stamboul quay, completed in 1900, 
is 378 metres in length. The harbour, quays and facilities for 
handling merchandise, which have been established a t  the head 
of the Anatolian railway, a t  Haidar Pasha, would be a credit to 
any city. The growth of the imperial museum of antiquities, 
under the direction of Hamdy Bey and Halil Bey has been re- 
markable; and w h i l ~  the collection of the sarcophagi discovered 
at  Sidon constitutes the chief treasure of the museum, the in- 
stitution has become a rich storehouse of many other valuable 
relics of the past. The museum of Ottoman ar t  in Tchinili Kiosk 
and the museum of the ancient Orient are two new additions since 
1923. The fine medical school between Scutari and Haidar Pasha, 
the Hamidieh hospital for children and the asylum for the poor 
tell of the advance of science and humanity in the place. 

Many foreign educational institutions flourish in Constantinople 
itself, and they are largely attended by the youth belonging to the 
native communities of the country. The Greek population is pro- 
vided with excellent schools and gymnasia, and the Armenians 
also maintain schools of a high grade. The old War Office (Seras- 
kerat) in Stamboul is now used to house the University of Stam- 
boul, a new but flourishing institution, based upon the French 
system. 

Transfe r  of t h e  Capital.-Constantinople passed through 
several periods of political and economic disaster, relieved only 
by very brief periods of normal life and prosperity, during the 
years 1900 to 192 j. Four wars following each other in quick suc- 
cession caused at  times a complete cessation of trade, the influx 
of hordes of refugees, demoralization in the organization and 
regulation of civic'life, loss of population and an acute impoverish- 
ment of all classes. Within this period also Constantinople lost, 
in theory as well as in fact, the position held well-nigh uninter- 
ruptedly for 16 centuries-that of the headship of a great empire. 
During the Balkan wars (1912-13) the city narrowly escapeu 
capture by the Bulgarians; the refugees who poured in from 
Thrace taxed the resources of the city to  the utmost, and the 
loss of Europeal provinces unfavourably affected its trade posi- 
tion. During World War I the city was in a state of complete 
blockade by sea, subjected to numerous air attacks, and during 

the last months before the Armistice, almost denuded of food, 
fuel and other necessities of life. The outstanding features of the 
period of the occupation by Great Britain, France and Italy (Nov. 
13, 1918-Oct. 2, 1923) were: a short period in 1919-20 of intense 
commercial activity and relative prosperity, brought to an abrupt 
end in 1921 by the combined effects of the war in Anatolia and 
the worldwide trade depression; the outbreak in 1919 of the 
nationalist movement and the Greek war; the invasion of the city 
in 1919 and 1920 by some ~oo,ooo destitute refugees, the bulk 
of whom were Turks (30,000) and Russians (6j,ooo) ; the arrival 
in the city at  intervals, mostly in 1922 and 1923, of over 200,000 
Greek deportees from Anatolia, most of whom were speedily 
moved on to Greece; the seizure of the machinery of government 
by the nationalists after the Mudaniya armistice in Oct. 1922; the 
flight of the deposed sultan, Mehmed VI., on Nov. 17, 1922; 
and the formal evacuation of the city by the Allies on Oct. 2, 1923. 

The vital factor in the fortunes of the city was its relation to 
the nationalist movement. When, in March 1920, the British 
attempted to suppress the activities of those supporters of the 
nationalist movement who were still in the city, many were exiled 
to Malta, and thousands of sympathizers left for Anatolia to 
assist in the task of liberation. The Anatolian leaders determined 
that Constantinople should no longer exact that tragic tribute of 
lives and treasure which had repeatedly exhausted their country 
in the past and the subordination of Constantinople to Angora 
and Anatolia was definite and complete when, on March 3, 1924, 
the caliph, Abdul Mejid, was expelled. 

During World War I1 Constantinople was on a constant qui 
vive, especially after the axis conquest of the Balkans, fearing a 
German attempt to drive through Turkey to the middle east or 
the southern Caucasus. 

Climate.-The climate of the city is healthful, but relaxing. I t  
is damp and liable to sudden and great changes of temperature. 
The winds from the north and those from the south are at  con- 
stant feud, and blow cold or hot in the most capricious manner, 
often in the course of the same day. "There are two climates at  
Constantinople, that of the north and that of the south wind." 
The winters may be severe, but when mild they are wet and not 
invigorating. I n  summer the heat is tempered by the prevalence 
of a north-east wind that blows down the channel of the Bosporus. 
Observations a t  Constantinople and at  Scutari give the following 
results, for a period of twenty years. 

nople Scutari 

Maximum . 103' 6' 
hIinimum 17' 2' 

Rain . . . . . . . 
Sumber of rainy days . 112 128.6 

The sanitation of the city has been improved, although much 
remains to be done in that respect. No great epidemic has visited 
the city since the outbreak of cholera in 1866. Typhoid and pul- 
monary diseases are common. 

Population.- The population was given in 1940 as 789,346. 
A careful census in 1927 credited the Vilayet with 794,444, of 
whom 547,126 were Muslims, 100,214 Greeks, 53,129 Armenians, 
47,03 j Jews, 23,930 Catholics, and 4,421 Protestants. The popu- 
lation of the city in 1927 was 690,857. 

Water-supply.-The sultans enlarged and increased the res- 
ervoirs in the forest of Belgrade, and new aqueducts were added 
to those erected by the Byzantine emperors. Old cisterns within 
the walls were abandoned, and water led to basins in vaulted 
chambers (Taxim), from which it  is distributed by underground 
conduits to fountains. 

For the supply of Pera, Galata and Beshiktash, Sultan Mahmud 
I. constructed, in 1732, four bends in the forest of Belgrade, 

, N.N.W. and N.E. of the village of Bagchekeui, and the fine aque- 
duct which spans the head of the valley of BuyukderC. After 1885 
a French company, La Compagnie des Eaux, rendered a great 
service by bringing water to Stamboul, Pera, and the villages 
on the European side of the Bosporus, from Lake Dercos, which 
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lies close to  the shore of the Black Sea some 29 mi. distant from 
the city. The Dercos water is laid on in many houses. After 1893 
a German company supplied Scutari and Kadikeui with water 
from the valley of the Sweet Waters of Asia. 

Administration.-For the preservation of order and security, 
the city is divided into four divisions (Belad-i-Selassi), viz., 
Stamboul, Pera-Galata, Beshiktash and Scutari. 

The municipal government of the four divisions of the city is 
in the hands of a prefect, appointed by the president of the re- 
public, and subordinate to the minister of the interior. He is 
officially styled the prefect of Stamboul, and is assisted by a 
council of twenty-four members, appointed by the president or 
the minister of the interior. The city is furthermore divided into 
ten municipal circles as follows. I n  Stamboul: (I) Sultan Baye- 
zid, (2) Sultan Mehemet, (3) Djerah Pasha (Psamatia) ; on the 
European side of the Bosporus and the northern side of the 
Golden Horn: (4) Beshiktash, (5) Yenikeui, (6) Pera, (7)  Buy- 
ukder&; on the Asiatic side of the Bosporus: (8) Anadol Hissar, 
(9) Scutari, (10) Kadikeui. Each circle is subdivided into several 
wards (mahalleh).  The outlying parts of the city are divided 
into six districts (Cazas ) ,  namely, Princes' islands, Guebzeh, 
Beicos, Kartal, Kuchuk-ChekmedjC and ShilC, each having its 
governor (kaimakam),  ~h~~~ districts are dependencies of the 
ministry of the interior, and their municipal affairs are directed by 
agents of the prefecture. 

Modern iza t ion  of Constantinople.-The modernization of 
the city made remarkable strides in spite of the adverse condi- 
tions. I n  1912 electric lighting and in 1913 and 1914 the first 
eIectric tramways and telephones were introduced. During World 
War I the municipal organization and services seriously de- 
teriorated. w i t h  the restoration of complete ~ ~ ~ k i ~ h  control, and 
particularly under the energetic administration of the prefect, Dr. 
Emin Bey, a decided change for the better took place. A genuinely 
effective fire-fighting organization was created for the first time 
in the history of the city, periodically devastated throughout its 
long history by terrible fires; the condition of the streets, which 
during the occupation were morally and materially in a deplorably 

state, was improved; 25 km. of new were con- 
structed and 250 km. of old roads repaired; the water supply was 
augmented; the construction of a thoroughly modern sewage 
system was begun in Stamboul; a new slaughter house, an ice 
factory and refrigerating plant, six dispensaries and a hospital 
were built and placed under municipal management. 

The city remains the educational and cultural centre of the 
nation. The National university was installed in the commodious 
buildings of the old war office. I t  was founded in 1900 and com- 
pletely reorganized in 1933. I n  1936 it  had 4,812 students, among 
whom were 929 women. The two normal schools, one for men 
and one for women, continue to function. The foreign schools 
which existed before 1914 are allowed to continue their work, but 
no new ones may be opened, and like all private schools they are 
under strict supervision of the ministry of public education. 

The most striking social changes relate to the status of women. 
The veil was almost completely discarded during world War 1, 
and in 1925 the European hat began to supplant the traditional 
"charshaf." Men and women mingle freely in the streets and at  
public and the compartments reserved for women in 
public conveyances have been done away with. The university has 
opened all its departments to women. The new municipal law of 
1930 granted Turkish women the right to vote and to be elected in 
municipal elections. I n  Dec. 1934 they received the same 
for  national elections. The complete suppression in 1925 of the 
fez and the headgear men removed One 

more picturesque and distinctive feature of the life of the city, as 
did the introduction of the Latin alphabet in 1928 instead of the 
picturesque Arab characters. 

The capitulations (q.v.)  were abolished in 1914 and their 
abolition confirmed by.the treaty of Lausanne. The old Ottoman 
code has been replaced by one based upon the Swiss code. I t  be- 
came effective in Oct. 1926. Foreigners have a right to establish 
their own schools and hospitals, and to hold their special religious 
services. 

309 
The commercial life of Constantinople was revolutionized by 

the wars of 1912-23. I n  1919 and 1920 the port revived in con- 
nection with transit trade to Russia and Rumania, but in  1921 
this revival collapsed. Instability of Turkish currency, world- 
wide trade depression and mar in Anatolia were prime causes. 
However, there was a gradual improvement until the world de- 
pression of the 1930s. Coastwise trade was reserved for Turkish 
vessels, and a port monopoly for handling goods was established. 
The tonnage of vessels in transit through the port of Constan- 
tinople in 1926 was only 11.6% less than the corresponding ton- 
nage for 1908, and the years after 1926 showed a further gain in 
the traffic of the port as Turkish commercial life was stimulated 
by government measures. In  1938, 15.041 ships of 13,059,000 
tons passed through the Bosporus and 9,025 ships of I 5,370,000 
tons through the Dardanelles. Air service connects Istanbul with 
Ankara during the summer. (A. VAN M.; X.)  
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Reports o f  the Department of Overseas Trade, London. 
CONSTANTINOPLE, COUNCILS OF, of the numerous 

ecclesiastical councils held at  Constantinople the most important 
are the following: 

(I.) The second ecumenical council, in  381, which was in reality 
only a synod of bishops from Thrace, Asia and Syria, convened 
by Theodosius with a view to uniting the upon the basis 
of the orthodox faith. No Western bishop was present, nor any 
R~~~~ legate; from E~~~~ came only a few bishops, and these 
tardily. y e t ,  despite its sectional character, the council came in 
time to be regarded as ecumenical alike in the west and in the 
East. The council reaffirmed the Nicene faith and denounced all 
opposing doctrines. The so-called "Niceno-Constantinopolitan 
creed,- has almost universally been ascribed to this coun- 
cil, is probably a jerusalem baptismal formula revised by the 
interpolation of a few Nicene test-words. More recently its claim 
to be called "Constantinopolitan" has been challenged. I t  is not 
found in the earliest records of the acts of the council, nor was 
it  referred to  b y  the council of Ephesus (431), nor by the "Robber 
Synod" (449), although both of these confirmed the Nicene faith. 
~t all events, i t  became the creed of the universal church, and has 
been retained without change, save for the addition of filioque. 

(,.) The council of 553, the fifth ecumenical (acknowledged 
to be so in 6g0), grew out of the controversy of the "Three Chap- 
ters," a n  adequate account of which, up to  the time of the council, 
may be found in the articles JUSTINIAN and VIGILIUS. I t  was 
utterly subservient to the emperor. ~h~ u ~ h ~ ~ ~  chapters" were 
condemned, and their authors, long dead, anathematized, without, 
however, derogating from the authority of the council of chalce- 
don, which had given them a ,-lean bill of orthodoxy. ~h~ ortho- 
dox faith was set forth in fourteen anathemas with special refer- 
ence to Nestorians (9.v.).  Opinion is still divided as to  whether 
Origen was condemned. His name occurs in the eleventh anath- 
ema, but some consider it  an interpolation; Hefele defends the 
genuineness of the text, but finds no evidence for a special session 
against Origen, as some have conjectured. A smalier council was 
held in Constantinople in 543 to which the anathemas against 
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Origen probably belong. 

(3.) The sixth ecumenical council (680-681) was convened by 
the emperor Constantine Pogonatus to  terminate the Monothelite 
(q.v.) controversy. All the patriarchates were represented, Con- 
stantinople and Antioch by their bishops in person, the others by 
legates. The council approved the first five ecumenical councils 
and reaffirmed the Nicene and "Niceno-Constantinopolitan" 
creeds. Monothelitism was unequivocally condemned; Christ was 
declared.to have had "two natural wills and two natural operations, 
without division, conversion, separation or confusion." Prominent 
Monothelites, living or dead, were anathematized, in particular 
Sergius and his successors in the see of Constantinople, the former 
pope, Honorius, and Macarius, the patriarch of Antioch. An im- 
perial decree confirmed the council, and commanded the accep- 
tance of its doctrines under pain of severe punishment. The 
Monothelites took fright and fled to Syria, where they gradually 
formed the sect of the Maronites (q.v.). 

(4.) The "Quinisext Synod" (692), so-called because it was 
regarded by the Greeks as supplementing the fifth and sixth 
ecumenical councils, was held in the dome of the Imperial Palace 
("Zn Trullo," whence the synod is called also "Trullan"). Its work 
was purely legislative and its decisions were set forth in 102 

canons. The sole authoritative standards of discipline were de- 
clared to  be the "eighty-five apostolic canons," the canons of the 
first four ecumenical councils, of the Eastern Fathers and of Cyp- 
rian, and also of a number of Eastern synods. They proceeded to 
add a series of disciplinary canons which became a recognized part 
of the canon law of the Eastern church. The council was confirmed 
by the emperor and accepted in the East ;  but the pope protested 
against various canons, chiefly those respecting the rank of Con- 
stantinople, clerical marriage, the Saturday fast, and the use of the 
symbol of lamb; and refused, despite express imperial command 
and threat, to accept the "Pseudo-Sexta." So that while the synod 
adopted a body of legislation that has continued to be authoritative 
for the Eastern Church, it did so at  the cost of aggravating the 
irritation of the West, and by so much hastening the inevitable 
rupture of the church. 

The iconoclastic synods of 754 and 815, both of which promul- 
gated harsh decrees against images and neither of which is recog- 
nized by the Latin Church, and the synod of 842, which repu- 
diated the synod of 815, approved the second council of Nicaea, 
and restored the images, are described under the "iconoclastic 
controversy" in the general histories of the Eastern Church, to 
which the reader is also referred for details of the synods of 869 
and 879. The former, regarded by the Latin Church as the eighth 
ecumenical council, condemned Photius as an usurper and restored 
Ignatius to the see of Constantinople; the latter, which the Greeks 
considered to have been the true eighth ecumenical council, held 
after the death of Ignatius and the reconciliation of Photius with 
the emperor, repudiated the synod of 869, restored Photius, and 
condemned all who would not recognize him. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-D~~W~~~ Stone, art. "Councils, early Christian" in 
Hastings, Encyclopaedia o f  Religion and Ethics, vol. iv.; Hauck, 
"Synoden" in Herzog-Hauck, Redencyklopaedie, vol. xix.; Wllhelm, 
"Councils" in Catholic Encyclopaedia, vol. iv.; Rackham, <'The Posi- 
tion of the Laity in the Early Church," in Essays in Aid of the Reform 
o f  the Church, ed. Gore (1888) ; Report on  the position of the Laity 
(Canterbury Convocation Committee, 1902). 

CONSTANTINOPLE, SIEGE OF (A.D. 1453). Moham- 
med II . ,  becoming sultan of the Ottoman empire, in Feb. 1451, 
set his heart on the capture of Constantinople. A pretext was 
found, and a castle was at once built on the Bosphorus to 
secure his army during the projected siege. On June 2 1 ,  1452, the 
Greek Emperor, Constantine Palaeologus, closed the gates of Con- 
stantinople, and the sultan declaring war appeared before the city 
at  the head of 250,000 men supported by a blockading fleet of 300 
galleys and zoo smaller ships. Fourteen batteries of cannon were 
a t  once brought to play on the land face of the city, among which 
was an immense piece drawn by 50 oxen. The garrison of Constan- 
tinople was weak, comprising 5,000 armed Greeks, 2,000 for- 
eigners and some 400 Genoese who were the heart and soul of 
the defence. The fleet of the emperor consisted of 13 war ships, 
and his artillery was vastly inferior to Mohammed's. 

Whilst the bombardment was in progress, 150 Turkish vessels 
attempted to force the harbour, and astonishing as it may seem 
were defeated by one Greek and five Genoese galleys. Mohammed 
then dragged 72 galleys five miles over land from the Bosphorus 
to the inner part of the harbour, and to assist their work he built 
a bridge of casks across the harbour, but all to  no purpose. Bom- 
bardment and assault having failed, the sultan sent his brother-in- 
law to treat with the emperor, who refused to yield. Thereupon 
the sultan announced to his army that on May 28 a general assault 
would take place. Trumpets were sounded and fires lit around 
the city until i t  was surrounded by a glowing half-moon of flame 
symbolic of its approaching capture. 

The defences were held as follows: The gate of St. Romanus by 
the emperor, Gustiniani, captain of the Genoese, and Don Francis 
of Toledo; that of "The Thousand Men," by Paul and Anthony 
Troilus Bochiardi of Genoa; the Charsis gate by Theodorus of 
Caristos, the noted archer, and John Grant the German artillerist. 
At the gate of Kynegion was posted Cardinal Isodorus, whilst the 
palace of Blachernae was held by Jerome Minotto the Venetian. At 
the Xyloporta stood the Genoese, Leonard of Langasco. Then 
along the harbour came Lucas Notarias, high admiral, Gabriel 
Trevisano, the galley-captain, Andreas Dinio and Pedro Giuliani, 
the Spaniard. Between the Golden Gate and the gate of Selivria 
stood Maurice Cataneo, and Theophilus Paleologus held the 
defences between Selivria and the gate of St. Romanus. 

The assault took place on May 28, and after two hours' fierce 
fighting was repulsed. Gustiniani was, however, wounded, and t o  
the consternation of the emperor retired to his galley and sailed 
for Galata. A second assault was then made and repulsed, when 
an astonishing event took place. The Kerkoporta, or gate of fluted 
wood, long ago blocked up by Isaac Comnenus to frustrate a 
prophecy that the Emperor Frederick would enter the city by it, 
had been a few days before opened up to facilitate a sortie, but so 
accustomed had the defenders become to disregard it that no gar- 
rison was posted over it. Fifty Turks stole through this gate, and 
though they were a t  once despatched, this rear attack, one of the 
most famous in all history, was followed by the direst results. A 
cry went up that the Turks were in the city. The garrison, over- 
wrought by the strain of the defence, suddenly took panic. Mo- 
hammed, noticing the disorder, flogged his men on to a third as- 
sault, and the almost undefended walls were scaled. The emperor 
seeing his men fall back cried: "Is there, then, no Christian who 
will kill me," and rushing on his enemy, he fell under the swords 
of the Osmanli. Thus perished the last of the Roman emperors. 

See Von Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches; J .  C. Engel, 
Geschichte des Ungrischen Reichs (1813) ; G. Finlay, History o f  the 
Byzantine and Greek Empires, f rom 1057 t o  1453 (1854) ; G. B. 
Malleson, Ambushes and Surprises (1885). (J. F. C. F.) 

CONSTANTINUS, pope from 708 to 715, was a Syrian by 
birth. He asserted the supremacy of the papal see and at  the com- 
mand of the emperor Justinian 11. visited Constantinople. H e  died 
on April 9, 715. 

CONSTANTIUS 111. was born in Illyria in the second half 
of the 4th century A.D. H e  fought for Honorius against Gerontius 
in Gaul and Spain, reduced Arles and captured Constantine the 
Tyrant. He was consul in 414, defeated Ataulphus and married 
Placidia, the sister of Honorius. In  421 he was named Augustus 
and co-emperor of the West, and he died a t  Ravenna in September 
of that year. 

1 See Zosimus v. and vi. 
CONSTANTIUS, FLAVIUS JULIUS (3 I 7-361)~ em- 

peror of the East 337-361, was the son of Constantine the Great 
and Fausta, and was born at  Sirmium in Pannonia on Aug. 6, I 317. When the three sons of Constantine were made Caesars, 
Constantius was given the Eastern provinces. Constantine's 
death in 337 was followed by a wholesale massacre of the rest of 
the family by the soldiers, to secure the succession of the desig- 
nated sons, in which only Julian and Gallus escaped. A conference 
in Pannonia followed, a t  which it  was arranged that Constantine 
11. took the West, Constantius the East (Thrace, Macedonia, 
Greece, Asia and Egypt) and Constans Italy and Illyricum. Con- 
stantius was immediately plunged into war with Shapur ( q . v . ) ,  



which lasted throughout the reign. The early campaigns are 
obscure and seem to have been indecisive, but he won a fairly 
complete victory a t  Singara in 344 or 348. In 350 occurred the 
revolt of the West and the usurpation of Magnentius. Constantius 
refused to abandon the war with Shapur, but took advantage of 
the insurrection of Vetranio to use him against Magnentius. Then 
Shapur's attention was diverted by the Massagetae; Constantius at  
once sent Gallus to  Syria with the title of Caesar, and turned west 
to join Vetranio. Together they defeated Magnentius at  a great 
battle a t  Mursa on the Drave on Sept. 28, 351. The losses on 
both sides were enormous, and the Roman forces were permanently 
weakened. The eastern and western empires were thus again 
united under Constantius, a monarchy of the oriental type. 

In  355 the critical situation in Gaul led to the appointment of 
Julian as commander there, which was entirely successful (for 
these campaigns see JULIAN). Constantius visited Rome in 3 57, 
where he set up the obelisk from Heliopolis (now the Lateran 
obelisk) in the Circus Maximus, and moved the altar of Victory 
from the Curia, marking the end of official paganism. I n  359 he 
went back to Asia to meet Shapur. His order that the Gallic 
troops should come East after Julian's victories in Gaul led to their 
revolt and proclamation of Julian as emperor. Constantius was 
unwilling to leave the war with Shapur, and both sides made at- 
tempts at  compromise. Eventually Constantius started to march 
West, but he died on the way, near Tarsus in Cilicia, on Nov. 3, 
361. 

Constantius took his responsibilities as emperor very seriously. 
On two critical occasions he sacrificed his own interests to the 
claims of the empire, and stayed on the eastern frontier when 
his fortunes were at  stake in Gaul. His fault was his dependence 
on the inner circle of palace officials, due to the unapproachable 
nature of the oriental monarchy founded by Diocletian. In the 
religious quarrels of the time he supported the anti-Athanasian 
party, was forced by Constans to take Athanasius back in 346, but 
had him accused at  Arles after his victory over Magnentius in 3 j ~ .  

See Amm. Marc., xiv.-xxi.; Zosimus, ii., iii.; Agathion, iv.; Zonaras, 
xiii.; Cambridge Mediaeval History, vol. i. 

CONSTANTIUS, FLAVIUS VALERIUS, commonly 
called CHLORUS (the Pale), Roman emperor and father of Con- 
stantine the Great (q.v.), was born about A.D. 250. H e  was of 
Illyrian origin. Having distinguished himself by his military 
ability and his able and gentle rule of Dalmatia, he was, on 
March I ,  293, adopted and appointed Caesar by Maximian. In  
the distribution of the provinces Gaul and Britain were allotted to  
Constantius. But Britain, where Allectus had declared himself 
independent, was not re-united to the empire until 296. In  298 
Constantius overthrew the Alamanni in the territory of the Lin- 
gones (Langres) and strengthened the Rhine frontier. During the 
persecution of the Christians in 303 he behaved with great hu- 
manity. H e  obtained the title of Augustus on May I , 305, and 
died the following year before July 2 j at  Eboracum (York) dur- 
ing an expedition against the Picts and Scots. 

See Aurelius Victor, De Cuesaribus, 39 ; Eutropius ix. 14-23 ; Zosimus 
ii. 7. 

CONSTELLATION, in astronomy the name given to certain 
groupings of stars (from the Lat. constellatus, studded with stars; 
con, with, and stella, a star). 

From the earliest times the star-groups known as constellations, 
the smaller groups (parts of constellations) known as asterisms, 
and also individual stars, have received names connoting some 
meteorological phenomena, or symbolizing religious or mythologi- 
cal beliefs. At one time it  was held that the constellation names 
and myths were of Greek origin; this view has now been disproved, 
and an examination of the Hellenic myths associated with the 
stars and star-groups in the light of the records revealed by the 
decipherment of Euphratean cuneiforms leads to the conclusion 
that in many, if not all, cases the Greek myth has a Euphratean 
parallel, and so renders it  probable that the Greek constellation 
system and the cognate legends are primarily of Semitic or even 
pre-Semitic origin. 

The Sumerians and Accadians, the non-Semitic inhabitants of 
the Euphrates valley prior to the Babylonians, described the stars 

collectively as a "heavenly flock"; the sun was the "old sheep"; 
the seven planets were the "old-sheep stars"; the whole of the 
stars had certain "shepherds," and Sibeianna (which, according to 
Sayce and Bosanquet, is the modern Arcturus, the brightest star 
in the northern sky) was the "star of the shepherds of the heavenly 
herds." The Accadians bequeathed their systen t o  the Babylon- 
ians, and cuneiform tablets and cylinders, boundary stones, and 
Euphratean a r t  generally point to  the existence of a well-defined 
system of star names in their early history. From a detailed study 
of such records, in their nature of rather speculative value, R. 
Brown, junr. (Primitive Constellations, 1899) has compiled a 
Euphratean planisphere, which he regards as  the mother of all 
others. The tablets examined range in date from 3000-500 B.c., 
and hence the system must be anterior to  the earlier date. Of great 
importance is the Creation Legend, a cuneiform compiled from 
older records during the reign of Assur-bani-pal, c. 650 B.c., in  
which there occurs a passage interpretable as pointing to the ac- 
ceptance of 36 constellations: 12 northern, 1 2  zodiacal, and 12 

southern. 
The Phoenicians-a race dominated by the spirit of commercial 

enterprise-appear to  have studied the stars more especially with 
respect to  their service to  navigators; according to Homer "the 
stars were sent by Zeus as  portents for mariners." But all their 
truly astronomical writings are lost, and only by  a somewhat spec- 
ulative piecing together of scattered evidences can an estimate of 
their knowledge be formed. The inter-relations of the Phoenicians 
with the early Hellenes were frequent and far-reaching, and in the 
Greek presentation of the legends concerning constellations a dis- 
tinct Phoenician, and in turn Euphratean, element appears. One 
of the earliest examples of Greek literature extant, the Theogoizia 
of Hesiod (c. 800 B.c.), appears to  be a curious blending of Hel- 
lenic and Phoenician thought. Although not an astronomical work, 
several constellation subjects are introduced. I n  the same author's 
Works and Days, a treatise which is a sort of shepherd's calendar, 
there are distinct references to  the Pleiades, Hyades, Orion, Sirius, 
and Arcturus. I t  cannot be argued, however, that these were the 
only stars and constellations named in his time; the omission 
proves nothing. 

The same is true of the Homeric epics wherein the Pleiades, 
Hyades, Ursa major, Orion, and Bootes are mentioned, and also 
of the stars and constellations mentioned in Job. Further support 
is given to the view that, in the main, the constellations were trans- 
mitted to the Greeks by the Phoenicians from Euphratean sources 
in the fact that Thales", the earliest Greek astronomer of any note, 
was of Phoenician descent. According to Callimachus he taught 
the Greeks to steer by Ursa minor instead of Ursa major; and 
other astronomical observations are assigned to him. But his 
writings are lost, as is also the case with those of Phocus the Sam- 
ian and the history of astronomy by Eudemus, the pupil of Aris- 
totle; hence the paucity of our knowledge of Thales's astronomical 
learning. 

From the 6th century B.C. onwards, legends concerning the 
constellation subjects were frequently treated by the historians 
and poets. Aglaosthenes or Agaosthenes, an early writer, knew 
Ursa minor as Kvv6uovpa, Cynosura, and recorded the translation 
of Aquila; Epimenides the Cretan (c. 600 B.c.) recorded the trans- 
lation of Capricornus and the star Capella; Pherecydes of Athens 
(c. joc-450 B.c.) recorded the legend of Orion and stated the 
astronomical fact that when Orion sets Scorpio rises; Aeschylus 
(52 5-4 56 B.c.) and Hellanicus of Mytilene (c. 496-41 I B.c.) nar- 
rate the legend of the seven Pleiades. 

I n  the 5th century B.C. the Athenian astronomer Euctemon, 
according to Geminus of Rhodes, compiled a weather calendar in 
which Aquarius, Aquila, Canis major, Corona, Cygnus, Delphinus, 
Lyra, Orion, Pegasus, Sagitta, and the asterisms Hyades and 
Pleiades are mentioned, always, however, in relation to  weather 
changes. The earliest Greek work which purported to  treat the 
constellations qua constellations, of which we have certain 
knowledge, is the @arv6p~va of Eudoxus of Cnidus (c. 403-350 
B.c.). The original is lost, but a versification by  Aratus (c. 270 
B.c.), a poet a t  the court of Antigonus Gonatas, king of Macedonia. 
and an 'Etrjyqais or commentary by Hipparchus are extant. 
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I n  the Cbaiv6p~va of Aratus 44 constellations are enumerated, 

viz., 19 northern: Ursa major, Ursa minor, Bootes, Draco, 
Cepheus, Cassiopeia, Andromeda, Perseus, Triangulum, Pegasus, 
Delphinus, Auriga, Hercules, Lyra, Cygnus, Aquila, Sagitta, 
Corona and Serpentarius; 13 central or zodiacal; Aries, Taurus, 
Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri- 
cornus, ' Aquarius, Pisces and the Pleiades ; and I 2 southern : 
Orion, Canis, Lepus, Argo, Cetus, Eridanus, Piscis australis, Ara, 
Centaurus, Hydra, Crater and Corvus. In  this enumeration 
Serpens is included in Serpentarius and Lupus in Centaurus; these 
two constellations were separated by Hipparchus and, later, by 
Ptolemy. On the other hand, Aratus kept the Pleiades distinct 
from Taurus, but Hipparchus reduced these stars to an asterism. 
Aratus was no astronomer, while Hipparchus was; and from the 
fact that the latter adopted, with but trifling exceptions, the con- 
stellation system portrayed by Aratus, i t  may be concluded that 
the system was already familiar in Greek thought. 

Three hundred years after Hipparchus, the Alexandrian astron- 
omer, Ptolemy, adopted a very similar scheme in his uranometria, 
which appears in the seventh and eighth books of his Almagest, 
the catalogue being styled the " E K ~ ~ U L S  K ~ V O V L K ? ~  or "accepted 
version." The names and orientation of the 48 constellations 
therein adopted are, with but few exceptions, identical with those 
used a t  the present day; and as it cannot be doubted that Ptolemy 
made only very few modifications in the system of Hipparchus, 
the names were adopted a t  least three centuries before the 
Alnzagest was compiled. 

A later innovator of moment was Johann Bayer, a German 
astronomer, who published a Uranometria in 1603, in which 12 

constellations, all in the southern hemisphere, were added to 
Ptolemy's 48, viz., Apis (or Musca) (Bee), Avis Indica (Bird of 
Paradise), Chameleon, Dorado (Sword-fish), Grus (Crane), 
Hydrus (Water-snake, , Indus ( ~ n d i a n )  , Pavo (Peacock), Phoenix, 
Piscis volans (Flying fish), Toucan, Triangulum australe. Accord- 
ing to W. Lynn (Observatory, 1886, p. 255), Bayer adapted this 
part of his catalogue from the observations of the Dutch navi- 
gator Petrus Theodori (or Pieter Dirchsz Keyser), who died in 
1596 off Java. 

The Coelum stellatum Christianum of Julius Schiller (1627) is 
noteworthy for the attempt made to replace the names connoting 
mythological and pagan ideas by  the names of apostles, saints, 
popes, bishops, and other dignitaries of the Church, etc. Aries 
became St. Peter; Taurus, St. Andrew; Andromeda, the Holy 
Sepulchre; Lyra, the Manger; Canis major, David; and so on. 
This innovation (with which the introduction of the 12 apostles 
into the solar zodiac by the Venerable Bede may be compared) 
was shortlived. A similar confusion was attempted by E. Weige- 
lius, who sought to  introduce a Coelum heraldicum, in which the 
constellations were figured as the arms or insignia of Earopean 
dynasties, and by  symbols of commerce. 

I n  Edmund Halley's southern catalogue (Catalogus stellarzlm 
az~straliunt), published in 1679 and incorporated in Flamsteed's 
Historia coelestis (1725), the following constellations are named: 
Piscis australis, Columba Noachi, Argo navis, Robur Caroli, Ara, 
Corona australis, Grus, Phoenix, Pavo, Apus or Avis Indica, 
Musca apis, Chameleon, Triangulum australe, Piscis volans, 
Dorado or Xiphias, Toucan or Anser Americanus, and Hydrus. 
Flamsteed's maps also contained Mons Menelai. This list contains 
nothing new except Robur Caroli, since Columba Noachi (Noah's 
dove) had been raised to  the skies by Bartschius in 1624 

I n  1690 two posthumous works of Johann Hevelius (1611-87), 
the Firntamentum sobiescianum and Prodromus astronomiae, 
added several new constellations to the list, viz., Canes venatici 
(the Greyhounds), Lacerta (the Lizard), Leo minor (Little Lion), 
Lynx, Sextans Uraniae, Scutum Sobieskii (the shield of Sobieski), 
Vulpecula et Anser (Fox and Goose), Cerberus, Camelopardus 
(Giraffe) , and Monoceros (Unicorn) ; the last two were original- 
ly due to Jacobus Bartschius. I n  1679 Augustine Royer intro- 
duced the most interesting of the constellations of the southern 
hemisphere, the Crux australis or Southern Cross. 

Nicolas Louis de Lacaille, who made extended observations of 
the southern stars in 1751 and in the following years, and whose 

results were embodied in his posthumous Coelum australe stelli- 
ferlcnz (1;63), introduced the following new constellations: 
Apparatus sculptoris (Sculptor's workshop), Fornax chemica 
(Chemical furnace), Horologium (Clock), Reticulus rhomboidalis 
(Rhomboidal net),  Caela sculptoris (Sculptor's chisels), Equuleus 
pictoris (Painter's easel), Pyxis nautica (Mariner's compass), 
Antlia pneumatica (Air pump), Octans (Octant), Circinus 
(Compasses), Norma alias Quadra Euclidis (Square), Telescopium 
(Telescope), Microscopium (Microscope), 'and Mons Mensae 
(Table Mountain). Attempts have been made to introduce new 
constellations since that date, but none of these is now accepted. 
The large Ptolemaic constellation of Argo is, however, subdivided 
into Vela (Sails), Puppis (Stern), and Carina (Keel). 

The question of an authoritative definition of the precise 
boundaries of the constellations, which is of some importance in 
the nomenclature of variable stars, etc., was in  1928 under con- 
sideration by the committee of the International Astronomical 
Union. 

The following list contains the constellations now used. The 
Ptolemaic constellations are printed in small capitals. Those 
marked with an asterisk are the subject of separate articles. 

h70rthern: 
*ANDROMEDA *CYGNUS *OPHIUCHUS 
*AQUILA DELPHINUS *PEG ASUS 
*AURIGA *DRACO *PERSEUS 
*BO~TES EQWULFUS SAGITTA 
Camelopardalis *HERCULES SERPENS 

*Canes Venatici Lacerta TRIANGULUM 
*CASSIOPEIA Leo Minor *URSA MAJOR 
*CEPHEUS Lynx *URSA MINOR 
*Coma Berenices *LYRA Vulpecula 
CORONA BOREALIS 

Zodiacal: 
*AQUARIUS "GEMINI *SAGITTARIUS 
*ARIES *LEO *SCORPIUS 
*CANCER *LIBRA *TAURUS 
*CAPRICORNUS *PISCES *VIRGO 

Southern: 
Antlia Dorado *ORION 
Apus ERIDANUS Pavo 
AR A Fornax Phoenix 
Caelum Grus Pictor 

*CANIS MAJOR Horologium Piscis Austrinus 
CANIS MINOR HYDRA Puppis 
Carina Hydrus Pyxis * CENTAURUS Indus Reticulum 

*CETUS LEPUS Sculptor 
Chamaeleon LUPUS Scutum 
Circinus Mensa Sextans 
Columha Microscopium Telescopium 
CORONA AUSTRINA Monoceros Triangulum Australe 
CORVUS Musca Tucana 
CRATER Norma Vela 
Crux Octans Volans 

('2. E.; A. S. E.) 
CONSTIPATION, the condition of body when the faeces 

are unduly retained, or there is difficulty in evacuation (see DI- 
GESTIVE ORGANS; and THERAPEUTICS). I t  may be due to consti- 
tutional peculiarities, sedentary or irregular habits, improper diet, 
etc. The treatment varies with individual cases, according to the 
cause a t  work, laxatives, dieting, massage, tonics, etc., being pre- 
scribed. In  diagnosis it is essential to eliminate constipation due 
to intestinal obstruction, peritonitis and similar conditions. 

CONSTITUENCY, a political term for the body of electors 
within a defined political area who choose a representative for 
parliament or other public assembly, for the place or district so 
represented, and for the residents therein generally. 

CONSTITUTION, the fundamental system of laws govern- 
ing a country. For U. S. Constitution see the articles UNITED 
STATES and CONSTIWTION AKD CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. 

CONSTITUTION, a United States frigate familiarly known 
as "Old Ironsides," is without doubt the most fam0u.s ship in the 
annals of the American navy. She was one of the first three naval 
vessels built by the United States; designed by Joshua Humphreys 
of Philadelphia, her keel was laid a t  Hartt's ship-yard, Boston, in  
1794, She was launched in 1797 and in the following year was 
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first commissioned and placed in service against the French pri- 
vateers then infesting American waters. In  1804-05, the "Consti- 
tution" participated in the war against Tripoli, which resulted in 
peace with the Barbary States, and stopped the tribute the United 
States had been paying the African pirates. . I t  was not until the 
War of 1812, however, that she won her enduring place in Ameri- 
can history. On Aug. 19, 1812, when the moral of the country 
was a t  its lowest ebb, the "Constitution," under the command of 
Captain Isaac Hull, won a brilliant victory over the British 
frigate "Guerrikre." This naval duel was followed by numerous 
other victories hardly less notable, the better known being the 
destruction of the "Java" (Dec. 29, 1812) and the capture 
of the two armed vessels "Cyane" and "Levant" on Feb. 2 0 .  

1815. I t  was during the "Constitution's" engagement with the 
"Guerrikre" that the American sailors, on seeing the British shot 
bounding off the solid oak sides of their ship, dubbed her "Old 
Ironsides," and it  is by this name that she is known to millions 
of ilmericans to-day. 

On June 16, 1927, "Old Ironsides" was dry-docked at the 
Charlestown navy yard, Boston, for her fourth reconstruction, a 
fact which testifies to the abiding place which she holds in the 
love and admiration of the American people. Congress, on Rlarch 
3, 1925, authorized her restoration by funds raised by popular 
subscription. The greater part of the necessary funds (estimated 
at  $6 ~ O , O O O )  have been raised by the donations of school children. 
When the work is completed, this historic old ship will again be 
able to  sail the seas. "Old Ironsides" is what is generally known 
as a 44-gun frigate, although she always carried more than that 
number; in the battle with the "Guerrikre" she carried 55 guns 
and 456 men. Her  length over all is 204 i t . ,  beam 44 ft.  8 in., 
draught 2 2  ft .  6 in., armour 21h in. oak, and gun range 1,200 
yards. She was originally built of live oak and red cedar, all well 
seasoned wood, and the bolts which fastened her timbers and the 
copper sheathing were made in Paul Revere's shop. The present 
restoration is to follow faithfully her original lines. 

See F. A. Magoun, The "Constitzrtion" and other Historic Ships 
( 1 9 2 8 )  ; and the Sczentific American vol. cxuxiii., p. zo and vol. cxxxvii., 
P. 530. 

CONSTITUTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. 
The word constitution is in its modern sense a term which, orig- 
inally generic, has, like the word "parliament" undergone a spe- 
cialization of function. In  the time of Cicero i t  (cofzstitz~tio) is 
used indifferently for a point in rhetoric, the nature or form of 
the human body, and lastly, in a legal, but very wide, sense, any 
regulation or ordinance. I n  this last application it acquires ma- 
jestic significance in the time of Justinian as a term for a law or 
collection of laws issued by the sovereign. Such were the many 
hundreds of novellae constitz~tiones or "novels" in which Justinian 
codified the law of Rome. In  this plural use it  makes one of its 
rare appearances in English history, namely in those Constitu- 
tions of Clarendon (1164) in which Henry 11. attempted to 
delimit the spiritual and temporal jurisdictions in this country, 
"the first authoritative redaction" in our history, as Pollock and 
Maitland call them, "of hitherto unwritten custom." But it was 
still an exotic word, belonging to the civil and canon law, and 
never took root in our legal language. Instead of it  we find 
"Assize" or "Charter" for a law or collection of laws, to  be dis- 
placed later by the words "Statute" and "Ordinance." When it 
re-emerges in England in the 18th century, it is as a word used 
exclusively in the singular, not in the plural, and with a specialized 
and somewhat abstract meaning. I t  then came to mean in Eng- 
lish what it means to-day, i.e., no longer any particular law, or 
any particular collection of laws, but the whole structure of a po- 
litical society, its legislative and executive organs and their func- 
tion, and, also, the rights and duties of subjects in relation to the 
supreme power in the State. This is as near to  a general defini- 
tion as one can get, but i t  is a t  best a loose definition for the 
simple reason that the term, although definitely naturalized in 
the domain of "Public Law," has a different meaning in different 
countries. How different may be illustrated by contrasting Ches- 
terfield's statement in the 18th century that "England is the only 
monarchy in the world that properly can be said to have a con- 

stitution" with De Tocqueville's declaration a hundred years 
later that England was the only country which had got no con- 
stitution at  all. iVhat D e  Tocqueville meant was that England 
has no fundamental law or written instrument creating, organiz- 
ing and defining the legislature and the executive and delegating 
to them certain powers. That  is true enough and the term "con- 
stitution" in nearly every modern country, except England, means 
just this, because they possess, and England does not, an instru- 
ment of this character. 

The  Sovereign and the Constitution.-What Chesterfield 
meant, on the other hand, was that England was the only country 
in which the exercise of the power of the sovereign was subject to 
the control of the courts of law and of parliament. In  other words 
by a "constitution" he meant certain legal principles restrictive 
of arbitrary power. And this also was true. I n  all other coun- 
tries at that time the king was above the law, alike in the exec- 
utive sphere and in the legislative. And it  was just because the 
sovereign was above the law in every country but our own that a 
revolution was necessary to  subjugate him to it and to create 
legislatures, more or less representative of the public will, to con- 
trol him. Hence the appearance with the French Revolution in 
1789, still more with the revolutions of 1848, of "written" consti- 
tutions on the continent of Europe. Parliaments, i.e., assemblies 
of "estates," once universal in Europe, had disappeared every- 
where, except in England, in the 17th century and it  was necessary 
to re-create them. That could only be done by a supreme act of 
legislation, namely a "written" constitution. So, too, with the 
invasion of Roman law, which England alone escaped, the will of 
the sovereign had become supreme over his subjects and it was 
necessary to concede to them "rights" which, again, could only be 
done by some written constitution. Such "constitutions" have 
nearly all originated in secession, as in the case of the United 
States, or in revolution as in France or, as in the case of the 
Treaty of Versailles, in the creation of new States by treaty. In  
England, owing to the continuity of her parliament and still more 
the supremacy of her common law (q.v.), with its doctrine that 
the king has no prerogatives except those which the common law 
allows him, no such written constitution-except during the revolu- 
tionary and republican interval of the Commonwealth and Pro- 
tectorate-was ever necessary. Hence the notable fact that both 
the substantive "constitution" and the adjective "constitutional" 
are unknown to English law; they are not what English lawyers 
call "words of art" ; they have no technical meaning. Black- 
stone in his more literary moments sometimes, but rarely, speaks 
of "our constitution," but the term finds no place in the rubrics 
of his chapters; Bolingbroke appears to have been the first to use 
it, and he uses it, like Chesterfield and Burke, in a philosophical 
sense as meaning the principles of English liberty. 

T h e  Term GUnconstitutional."-To-day the term "unconsti- 
tutional" in England is yet more vague. I t  does not mean, as i t  
does in the United States, "illegal," but unconventional, that is 
to say, something which, though legal, is unusual or contrary to 
political usage. I t  is "unconstitutional" for the prime minister 
to remain in office after a vote of "no confidence" by the House 
of Commons but it  is in no sense illegal, for the law, which knows 
not the ofice of prime minister nor the conventional usage of the 
responsibility of the executive to parliament, is silent on the point. 
But where, as in most modern states, the constitution is embodied 
in a fundamental law, the executive and the legislature are, with 
certain exceptions, alike subject to it ,  are indeed delegations of 
it, and their proceedings, if contrary to its provisions, ntay be 
illegal in the strictest sense of the term, i.e., such as the courts will 
refuse to enforce. In  such a case the legislature is, of course, not 
sovereign. I n  England, on the other hand, parliament, in the 
absence of any such "constitution," is supreme. But an Act of 
the American congress may be declared "unconstitutional" by the 
Supreme Court or rather disregarded and such a declaration, or 
rather such a repudiation means that it is "illegal." An Act of 
the British parliament, on the other hand, can never be illegal 
although its Acts have often been called "unconstitutional" in 
the sense of being arbitrary or unprecedented. This sharp dis- 
tinction between "legal" and "constitutional," in the case of the 
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English use of: the adjective, does not, however, extend to the use 
of the substantive. 

T h e  Theory  of t h e  Engl i sh  Constitution.- The "constitu- 
tion" in England includes both law, i.e., common law and statute 
law, in so far as they deal with the sovereign's power and the rights 
of the subject as against it ,  and conventional usage. The strictly 
legal theory of the English constitution involves a dualism, i.e., 
the legislative power is in the king in parliament and the executive 
power is in the king in council, and each is independent of the 
other. But political usage or convention has developed an in- 
formal body known as the "cabinet" which, legally speaking, is 
merely a meeting of certain members of the privy council, but 
conventionally is a meeting of privy councillors who should be, 
and invariably are, members of one or other house of parliament 
and belong to the party which is in a majority, whether an ab- 
solute or a relative majority, in the lower house. Political usage 
also dictates that if this body ceases to  command the confidence 
of a majority in the house of commons the members shall either 
resign their respective offices, although they are legally responsible 
only to the king, or shall, through the prime minister, ask the king 
to exercise his prerogative of dissolution and here again political 
usage dictates, though the law does not, that the king shall not 
refuse the prime minister its exercise. The legal theory, and the 
political usages which thus qualify it, are both included in the 
term "the English constitution"; so also are included all that part 
of the common law which recognizes and enforces the rights of 
the subject such as the right to  a writ of Habeas Corpus (q.v.), 
the right to trial by jury (q.v.), and the right to sue any officer 
of the Crown for wrongful acts even though committed in his 
official capacity. This last brings out another distinctive charac- 
teristic of the term "constitution" in England, namely, that Brit- 
ish law knows not the distinction, so familiar in Europe, between 
"public law" (droit public in France, Staatsrecht in Germany) 
and "private law" (droit #rive' or Privatreclzt), between law re- 
lating to  the State and law relating to  private individuals. In  
other words so much of the English constitution as is not to be 
found in statute law or political usage is to be found-and indeed 
it  is by far the larger part-in the common law. Even a right so 
"political," and therefore so peculiar in other countries to the 
domain of "public law," as the right to vote was in England as 
much a "private" right as the right to sue for trespass or for 
recovery of one's freehold. I t  was, except in the parliamentary 
boroughs, simply a right arising out of the law of real property, 
namely, a freeholder's right, and a returning officer who refused 
to allow the freeholder t o  exercise i t  could be sued in an ordinary 
"private" action for damages. I n  a word British constitutional 
law, if we exclude mere conventional usages, is common law, and 
the common law, which is "unwritten," is supreme. The differ- 
ence between Great Britain and the United States may with 
some exaggeration be expressed by reversing the historic words 
of Article VI. of the "written" American Constitution, which 
declares "This Constitution . . . shall be the supreme law of 
the land." I n  England we may say "the supreme law of the 
land is the constitution." England's statute law does, indeed, also 
secrete some part of her constitutional law, but more often than 
not, especially in earlier times, such statutes purported merely 
to declare the common law, as in the case of the Statute of Trea- 
sons, or to  bond the king by a kind of contract to cease disregard- 
ing the common law, as in the case of the Petition of Right, or 
to expedite the existing process of the common law, as in the case 
of the Habeas Corpus Acts. Other "constitutional" statutes have 
indeed changed the law, the most notable example being the 
Parliament Act (1911) which, in effect, destroyed the legislative 
power of the house of lords as one of the estates of the real~n. 

W r i t t e n  Constitutions.- Far too much has been made, how- 
ever, by jurists, particularly by Dicey, of the distinction between 
countries with a "written" constitution, or fundamental law, and 
countries without it. A written constitution can never exhaust the 
whole sphere of constitutional law. Such a constitution always 
presupposes an advanced state of society with a common law of 
its own, without which, indeed, the written constitution is unin- 
telligible for its very terms have to be interpreted in the light of 

it. I n  Germany, where "written" constitutions came into existence 
as long ago as 1848, jurists have been quick to see this. As 
Hatschek (Deutsches und Preussisches Staatsrecht, I., p. 8) ,  em- 
ploying the German juristic distinction of "material" law and 
"formal" law, points out, every State, just because i t  is a State, 
has always had a constitution in the "material" sense, i.e., some 
common law ruling the relation between subject and sovereign. 
Such a "constitution" belongs to  every State as the clothes belong 
to the body-"es gehort z24 jedem Staat wie das Kleid zurn 
Korper." Without it  there is no State except that "state of 
nature," so satirized by Hobbes, which was naked indeed. This 
material constitution is to be found in the customary law 
(Gewohnheitsrecht) even though the country knows nothing of 
representative institutions and the will of the monarch be supreme. 
A "constitution" in the "formal" sense, i.e., a written funda- 
mental law (a  Grundgesetz), may be wrested from the monarch 
but even if i t  were revoked the "material" constitution would 
remain. This is equally true of the United States. 

In the U n i t e d  States.-The United States constitution is 
full of terms such as "treason," "trial by jury," "the obligation 
of contracts," all of which imply, as a condition precedent to the 
constitution, the pre-existence of common law, and the first two 
are some of the constitutional elements in the common law which 
the English settlers carried with them across the Atlantic. The 
constitutional law of America is therefore not to  be found solely 
in the "constitution" but also in the common law. I t  has been 
said that there is no common law of the United States and that 
there is only the common law of the individual States. This is 
true enough as regards criminal law (cf. Mr. Justice Chase in 
U.S. V. Warrall: 1798; 2 Dallas, 384). The common law, it  has 
been declared, could "only be made part of our federal system 
by legislative adoption" (Wlzeaton v. Peters, 8 Pet., 591), a 
statement which requires some qualification when i t  comes to the 
interpretation of the duties of common carriers in  interstate com- 
merce. But in the interpretation of the American constitution 
itself the Supreme Court has been driven to admit that the com- 
mon law must be resorted to for the definition of terms used in 
the Constitution when such terms are not there defined (United 
States V. Smith, 5 Wheaton, 153). I n  this sense, and to this ex- 
tent, the 'Lconstitution" of America itself is unwritten. Behind 
the framework of the formal constitution there stands the "ma- 
terial" constitution of the English common law, without which 
the American constitution is but a skeleton. As is well observed 
by Mr. Burdick, the American constitution is  not an invention 
but a codification. Furthermore, there has been an accretion of 
"conventional" usage, particularly as to the relations between 
president and congress, of a non-legal character in America just 
as there has been in England. No country can ever be perma- 
nently imprisoned i n  the strait-jacket of a written constitution. 
Either the jacket is "stretched" by judicial interpretation-witness 
the immense developments, in the hands of the Supreme Court, 
of the Interstate Commerce clause-or i t  is expanded by the 
growth of "conventions." If it  were not, a written constitution 
would indeed be the lethal thing of D e  Maistre's epigram: "DBs 
que Z70tz e'crit zme constitution, elle est morte." (See United 
States section of this article further on ) 

T h e  Legis la tu re  a n d  t h e  Constitution.--Nor, again, is the 
distinction in the powers of the legislature which Dicey makes 
between countries with a written constitution and countries with- 
out one a t  all as sharp and decisive as Dicey makes it. Tha t  
distinguished writer assumes, almost as a matter of course, 
that when a country has a written constitution, two things fol- 
low, ( I )  that the legislature is "subordinate" to the constitution, 
( 2 )  that statutes passed by it  in conflict with the constitution are 
ultra vires, and, as a necessary consequence, that the courts can 
refuse to enforce them. But this is only true of federal constitu- 
tions, i .e.,  constitutions where the legislative power is divided (and, 
with it, the "internal sovereignty" of the country) between a 
central legislature and a number of local legislatures, each su- 
preme in its respective sphere. I n  such a case the central legis- 
lature, as in the United States and in Germany, is restricted t o  
legislation in respect of certain enumerated subjects, but in  
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respect of them is "supreme" or as it is tersely put in the new 
German constitution "Federal law fractures (bricht) State law." 
I n  case of conflict, i.e., when it  is a question whether the over- 
riding federal law is within federal competence, some kind of ex- 
ternal arbitration is necessary and this is naturally found in a 
court. In  the case of the United States this arbitral power was, 
curiously enough, never expressly entrusted to the Supreme 
Court, i t  assumed it (in Marburg v. Madison, I Cranch, 137) or 
more truly, it inherited it from the privy council, and, even SO, 
the court never directly declares a Federal (or State) statute ultra 
vires, i t  merely refuses to enforce it when it arises as an issue in 
legislation. I n  the new German constitution (Article 13)) how- 
ever, express provision is made for the direct reference of such 
conflicts to the Reichsgericht, i.e., the Supreme Court a t  Leipzig, 
which was formally invested with this L'constitutional" jurisdic- 
tion by a Reich Statute of April 8, 1921. But in a non-federal 
or "unitary" country like France, the existence of a written con- 
stitution in no way implies any power on the part of the courts 
to  declare an enactment of the legislature unconstitutional. The 
interpretation of the constitution is in France entrusted to a 
branch of the legislature, viz., the Senate, on the initiative of 
the Government. If the interpretation is disputed as amounting 
to a judicial act, the decision of the senate is treated as equivalent 
t o  a "revision" or amendment of the constitution. I n  that case the 
two chambers sitting together under the name of the "National 
Assembly" decide the issue. The French legislature, in spite of 
the existence of a written constitution, is thus in reality sovereign. 
I t  is sovereign not only in the immunity of its legislation from the 
control of the courts but also in its power to  change the constitu- 
tion itself. No external authority, such as a plebiscite as in 
Australia and Switzerland or a majority of the State legislatures 
as in America, is required in France to effect a change in the con- 
stitution. The legislature has therefore the "constituent" power, 
and is truly sovereign. So too in Germany, alike under the old 
imperial constitution (Act 78) and the constitution of 1919, "the 
constitution can be altered in the ordinary course of legislation." 
The American idea of some power superior to the Federal legis- 
lature, and external to  it, in the matter of constitutional change is, 
as Anschiitz remarks, quite "foreign" to German public law. And 
ever since the decision of the Privy Council in McCauley v. the 
King, A.C. ( ~ g z o ) ,  691, it can no longer be said of the British 
colonies with their written constitutions, that their legislatures 
are, as Dicey said they were, "subordinate" bodies unable to pass 
laws which conflict with their "constitution." In  that case it was 
held that, unless the constitution itself specifically prescribes a 
special procedure for its amendment, i t  can be amended by mere 
implication by an ordinary law with no more formality than "an 
Act for the licensing of dogs." A "written" constitution therefore 
in no way excludes the existence of a "sovereign" legislature 
except in a Federal system. I t  all depends on the terms of the 
constitution, or, to quote Lord Birkenhead's phraseology in the 
McCauley case, whether it  is "controlled" or "uncontrolled." 

The Sphere of Cons t i tu t iona l  Law.-It will be fairly 
obvious from what has been said above that restrictive attempts 
to  define the sphere of constitutional law as something distinct 
from other branches of law are futile. I t  cannot be segregated, 
whether the constitution be written or unwritten, from the com- 
mon law of each particular country. Hence the futility of those 
frequent excursions into its domain by the exponents of what is 
called "Political Science" who, ignorant of law, are the un- 
licensed practitioners of this branch of learning. So far as they 
treat of a particular constitution they are ill-informed; so far 
as they attempt generalizations from all constitutions they are 
beating the air. As Maitland ironically observed, "Political 
Science is very apt to look like sublimated jurisprudence," but it  
is jurisprudence without jurists, a kind of cloudy exhalation of 
sociology, ethics, economics, "crowd psychology," with a little 
ill-digested law to give it  a certain density of atmosphere. There 
is no such thing as a "science" of State institutions even in the 
case of "Federalism" which, as Jellinek, himself a lawyer, points 
out in his Allgemeine Staatslehre (3rd ed., s. 737) is not a "gen- 
eral concept" (Allgenzei~zbegriff) a t  all but resolves itself into 

the legal study of each particular "empirical type" of Federation. 
Sovereign P o w e r  and t h e  Referendum.-One of the chief 

problems with which constitutional law is occupied is the defini- 
tion of the sovereign power in the State. But it is by no means the 
only problem. For this reason Austin's attempt to  delimit the 
scope of "constitutional law" is singularly unsatisfactory. H e  
describes it in the following terms: "In a country governed by a 
monarch, constitutional law is extremely simple, for it  merely 
determines the person who shall bear the sovereignty." Simple 
indeed is such a definition, and all too passive, for it  excludes 
the activity of the legislature and the executive, i.e., the process 
of legislation, the modes in which the sovereign power is exer- 
cised, the sanctions attendant on its exercise, the control of the 
courts over the executive, the "rule of law" and the whole sphere 
of the rights of the subject. Nor is his attempt, followed by 
Holland, to distinguish constitutional law from "administrative 
law" any happier. There is no such thing as administrative law 
in England in any technical sense of the term a t  all, nor, even if 
there were, would it  be possible to separate the functional activity 
of the institutions of the State from their organic character. Such 
ill-nourished definitions, if accepted, would exclude, for example, 
all consideration of two such great instruments of the English 
constitution as the writ of mandamus and the writ of habeas 
corpus. 

None the less, the definition of the sovereign power is, as has 
been observed, important; and Austin's definition of it ,  famous 
for its heresy, is, although universally rejected, and rightly so, by 
English lawyers, interesting and, if applied to other countries 
than England, including certain British colonies, not quite so ques- 
tionable as it was. H e  defines it  as  residing not in  the king, lords 
and commons, in other words in "parliament" but as in the king, 
lords and the electorate. But this, to adopt the terminology of 
Bryce in his Essays in Jurisprudence, is to confound "political" 
sovereignty with "legal" sovereignty. The commons are, it" is 
true, merely representatives of the electorate and may be called 
to account by the latter, but in  the interval between one general 
election and another the participation of the commons with the 
king and the lords in the sovereign power is unquestionable-"the 
English people" as Rousseau, writing in the days of the Septen- 
nial Act, said, "are free only once every seven years.'' To-day he 
would have said every "five." And there is nothing to prevent 
parliament postponing the appeal to the electorate indefinitely by 
prolonging its own existence. I t  did so in the I 7th century during 
the Civil War, again in the 18th century when it  repealed the 
Triennial Act, and again in the present century when, during the 
World War, it lengthened its term of existence from the five 
years prescribed by the Parliament Act to eight. Where, however, 
as in Queensland and Manitoba, infected by the political experi- 
ments of the Western States of America, British colonies have, by 
adopting the referendum, introduced a new factor into legislation, 
namely a plebiscite, it may be argued with much plausibility that 
the "sovereignty" has passed to the electorate. The argument, 
however, is not decisive, for the simple reason that, both in Mani- 
toba and in Queensland, the legislature remains sovereign inas- 
much as it can a t  any time repeal the Acts instituting the referen- 
dum and thereby deprive the electorate of the voice in legislation 
conferred on it. Moreover the decision as to  what bills shall be 
submitted to the referendum rests, in the case of Queensland, 
with the Government which is not bound to submit them a t  all 
(see Taylor v. the Attorney General of Queensland [ I ~ I  71 23  
Commonwealth Law Reports 45 7). Where, as in the case of Mani- 
toba, provision is made not only that bills must be submitted to 
the electorate but that the electorate may "initiate," as well as 
vote upon, legislative proposals, to which, in the event of a major- 
ity of votes being cast for them the Lieut.-Governor shall give 
his assent as though the proposal had been passed by the legisla- 
ture itself, we seem to encounter the "sovereign people" in the full 
sense of the word, as in the Western States of America-where 
such institutions had been adopted on the principle that, as 
Ostrogorski puts it, "the best cure for democracy is more de- 
mocracy." But not quite! The Manitoba Act itself still excluded 
Supply Bills and Appropriation Bills from the proposed referen- 
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dum, for the very obvious reason that if it lay with the electorate 
to vote taxes it would vote none. The legislature therefore re- 
mained supreme in certain matters. This "Initiative and Referen- 
dum Act" was, however, declared ultra vires by the privy council 
(see A.C. [ ~ g ~ g ] ,  p. 935), on the ground, among others, that it 
purported to deprive the Crown, i.e., the Lieut.-Governor, of its 
voice in legislation. Indeed, there can be no doubt that great as 
the ''constituentV powers of British legislatures in the Dominions 
are, as has been seen above, they do not include the power either 
of excluding the Crown as a factor in legislation or of depriving 
the legislature of its representative character. The legislature is 
internally sovereign but its sovereignty stops short of the para- 
doxical power of destroying its own existence and substituting for 
it that of the electorate. The same is true of the German Reichstag 
under the present German constitution. That constitution is re- 
markable for the extent to  which it  adopts the institution of the 
Referendum, not merely in the matter of revision of the consti- 
tution but of ordinary legislation which must be submitted to a 
referendum if the president so decides or one-fourth of the mem- 
bers so request, and it  may be so submitted if one-tenth of the 
electorate so petition. But as Hatschek observes, not one of these 
provisions makes the popular decision (Volksentscheid) an inde- 
pendent source of law, and all of them require the co-operation of 
the Reichstag at  one stage or another. The Reichstag, together 
with the Reichsrat, continue to  participate in the sovereign power 
of legislation, in so far as, under a Federal system, a Federal legis- 
lature is "sovereign" a t  all. The most that can be said in such 
cases of the Referendum is that sovereignty is shared with the 
electorate. Indeed it is impossible to  say that the people are ever 
sovereign, in the full legal sense, in any country with a legislature 
in the real sense of the word, except where it comes to a revision 
of the constitution, and not always even then. The sacramental 
words, faithfully copied in the preamble of the Australian consti- 
tution, with which the constitution of the United States com- 
mences: "We, the people of the United States, in order to  form a 
more perfect Union . . . do ordain and establish this "Constitu- 
tion" no more confer sovereignty on "the people" in America 
than in Australia. This, because the people who "ordained and 
established" the constitution have no power to  change i t ;  a ma- 
jority of the State legislatures alone can do that. The same is the 
case in Australia, because, in spite of the fact that constitutional 
amendment is referred to the electorate, such amendment can 
only take effect if the majority of the electorate also represents 
a majority of the States. And as in Australia, so in Switzerland. 
Popular sovereignty is therefore apt to resolve itself, legally speak- 
ing, into a myth in any organized society. I t  is a purely primitive 
idea, belonging to the days when, in the words of Tacitus, the 
freemen of the German tribes decided every question with a loud 
shout and, we may surmise, by knocking the minority on the head. 
We may also find the idea of popular sovereignty in the Anglo- 
Saxon folkmote and the Landesgemeinde of the forest cantons 
of Switzerland: we shall find it nowhere else. 

F e d e r a l  Constitutions.- The sovereignty of the legislature is, 
as has been seen, qualified in the case of a federal system by the 
fact that the powers of the central legislature are limited, and 
can only be increased, by an external authority, namely the con- 
stituent States, who have been, and are, the contracting parties 
to the federal contract. I s  i t  qualified in the case of a unitary 
State? Laband, by far the most authoritative of the older gen- 
eration of constitutional lawyers in Germany, answers the ques- 
tion (Reicksstaatsrecht Bd. IV., pp. 5 et seqq., 1914) by saying 
"Yes" in the case of a monarchy, "No" in the case of a republic. 
T o  Englishmen his affirmative would seem unintelligible. Eng- 
land is a monarchy, they would retort, the legislature is the 
"king in parliament" and parliament is supreme. So too, one 
might say, was the Landtag of Prussia from 1851 to 1919. But 
looking a t  the matter from the point of view of French and Ger- 
man constitutional law, Laband was right. The sovereignty of 
the legislature in the Prussian monarchy was qualified because, 
to a German jurist no law, even when assented to by the king of 
Prussia as part of the legislature, was complete without a "sanc- 

. tion" and Laband carefully distinguishes between the sanction 

of the law (Gesetzbefehl) and the law itself (Gesetzinhalt). Now 
in England no separate "sanction" is necessary to  every Act of 
Parliament (it is an imputed misdemeanour a t  common law t o  
disobey any Act of parliament, for the law imputes a command 
to obey it, whether the Act itself provides for a penalty or not), 
and the legal obligation of the Act is  complete from the moment 
it receives the royal assent. But in Germany and in France an 
Act of the legislature is incomplete until a decree is issued by the 
head of the State to "promulgate" it. This promulgation was in 
those countries the exclusive prerogative of the monarch, and 
he could withhold it  as the head of the Executive, even when he 
had assented to the "law" as the head of the legislature. To-day 
no president has replaced the king of Prussia where, by a curious 
anomaly, the prime minister elected by the legislature, is the only 
visible head of the State. But in the "Empire" (Reich), the presi- 
dent, who has replaced the kaiser, has no power to withhold the 
decree of promulgation, although he may, in his discretion, sub- 
mit the bill to a referendum; while in France all that the presi- 
dent can do is to postpone the promulgation-the "acte de 
naissance" of the law, as Moreau calls it-by asking the two 
chambers to reconsider the bill, a power which, in fact, has never 
been exercised and would only encounter defeat if i t  were. Hence 
it  is that Laband regards the sovereignty of the legislature as only 
complete in countries with a republican form of government. 

T h e  Sovereignty of t h e  Executive.-So far we have con- 
fined our consideration of sovereignty to  legislative sovereignty. 
But in spite of Austin, legislative sovereignty is not the whole of 
sovereignty. There is the sovereignty of the executive, and we 
have authority for the distinction. Both Laband and Salmond 
make it. Laband treats the enforcement of a law as of equal im- 
portance with the enactment of it, and points out that this power 
resides in the monarch alone, or, as we should say in England, in 
the "king in council" and in such of the king's servants as the 
Attorney General, the Director of Public Prosecutions and the 
police. Here we come up against the venerable principle, origi- 
nating with Montesquieu, of "the separation of powers." This 
doctrine may be said to originate in  that famous chapter of 
Montesquieu's (Esprit de Lois liv. ix. chap. vi.) in which he de- 
scribes the ideal constitution from the point of view of political 
liberty as that where the legislature, the executive and judiciary 
are mutually independent of one another. That chapter has been 
much misunderstood, for he reduces the ultimate "powers" in a 
State not to three but to two, namely the legislature and the 
executive. Obviously if the judiciary were invested with a co- 
equal and irreducible power, there could be no legislation without 
its consent, which is exactly what happened in France when the 
"Parlement of Paris," which was a court, and nothing else, 
claimed to control with a kind of judicial veto, exercised by way 
of "registration," the legislative powers of the king on the one 
hand, and the States General on the other; a claim which, as 
Aubert, the historian of the Parlement of Paris observes, had no 
real foundation in law or in fact, and was easily overcome by a 
lettre de jussion, i.e., a formal command of the king. The  impor- 
tant thing, in the interest of the liberty of the subject, is not 
that the judiciary should be supreme but that the judges should 
be independent-in other words secure in their tenure of office. 
Practically every country has adopted this principle; it  took root 
in Prussia as early as the time of Frederick the Great and in the 
Germany of to-day no judge can be relnoved from his office 
except by a judgment of his colleagues. Beyond this the doc- 
trine of separation of powers has nowhere taken root with any 
degree of completeness except in America, where the "Fathers of 
the Constitution" adopted Montesquieu's theory, or what they 
took to be such, as if they believed in the doctrine of verbal 
inspiration. Hamilton's great sentence in No. 47 of the Federalist 
is classic: "The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive 
and judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few or many, 
and whether hereditary, self-appointed or elected, may justly be 
pronounced the very definition of tyranny." Upon this rock the 
American constitution is built. The Supreme Court is established, 
and its jurisdiction to a large extent determined, by the constitu- 
tion itself and to that extent it is co-ordinate with the legislature 
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and independent of it. The same holds good of Australia where 
the adoption of this American principle qualifies the British prin- 
ciple of parliamentary sovereignty which otherwise prevails-the 
qualification was inevitable if one adopted, as the Australian 
Convention was determined to do, the American model of a 
Federal system. But even congress may regulate the jurisdiction 
of the Federal Courts, as it  has done by the Judicial Code, and 
the judges are necessarily subject to the joint authority of the 
president and congress in that their appointment must be vested 
somewhere. The most striking feature of the American constitu- 
tion is the complete separation of the executive and the legisla- 
ture-here there is not only, as in England, a dualism in law, but 
a dualism in fact. On the other hand in England the legislature 
being omnipotent can delegate its powers of legislation to the 
Executive-and does so to an increasing extent-whereas in 
America it  is a fundamental principle, resulting from the separa- 
tion of powers and the theory that congress itself is but a dele- 
gate of the constitution, that the Federal legislature cannot in 
turn delegate its power of law-making to the executive. But the 
Supreme Court had had to keep pace with the development of 
governmental functions attendant on the increasing complexity 
of society, and it  has come to recognize as "constitutional" the 
devolution by congress of powers of "subordinate legislation" to 
commissions particularly the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(see Interstate Comm. C o m ~ n .  v. Illinois Cent. R. R. Co. [ I ~ I O ]  

215 U.S. 4 j 2 ) .  The truth is that a complete separation of powers 
is impossible in any highly organized political society. The Exec- 
utive, quite apart from the powers of legislation delegated to it, 
in Parliamentary times, has always legislated in monarchical coun- 
tries, just as the courts have always legislated by developing 
the Common Law ( q . ~ . ) .  Until the 17th century the king legis- 
lated by proclamation in this country; and in some matters, such 
as the King's Regulations and the Orders in Council regulating 
the Civil Service, he-or rather his Government-legislates still, 
although he cannot create new offences. But in Prussia, till 
1919, the relative sphere of royal ordinances and parliamentary 
statutes was, in spite of the constitution of 1851, a debatable 
subject, and Bismarck did not hesitate, in his conflict with the 
Prussian chamber, to fall back on an ordinance (Verordnung) 
when he could not procure a statute (Gesetz).  The position taken 
up by the putative fathers of the new Reich and Prussian consti- 
tutions of 1919 is that the executive shall have no power to make 
regulations affecting the rights and duties of the citizen except 
when empowered to do so by statute. In  this sense, and to this 
extent, all modern executives legislate. The result is often to 
confer, by a draft statute, powers of a most arbitrary kind upon 
Government departments-even to the paradoxical extent of 
enabling them to make regulations inconsistent with the Act 
under which they are made-cf. sect. 67 ( I )  of the Rating and 
Valuation Act of 1925 and R e x  v. Ministry of Health (T.L.R., 
April 30, 1927).  So too judicial powers are sometimes conferred 
on Government departments in the interpretation of statutes with- 
out appeal to the courts (cf. Small Holdings Act, 1908, and E x  
parte Ringer 25 T.L. Rep. p. 718) .  Such developments are objec- 
tionable, not because they offend against any abstract theory of 
separation of powers, still less because they are unprecedented, 
for there was a time when the king's council legislated, admin- 
istered and judged, and until 1888 (and to some extent still) the 
lower organs of the governmental hierarchy, namely the Justices 
of the Peace, were both judges and administrators. The real ob- 
jection is that no Government department should be judge in its 
own cause, or act as a legislator without the check of popular 
control. The great constitutional problem in most countries to- 
day is how .to subjugate these encroachments of the bureaucracy 
to the continuous control of the courts on the one hand and of the 
legislature on the other. 
The Elast ic i ty  of Constitutions.- It will be apparent from 

the foregoing that there are no fixed principles in constitutional 
law. Here, as elsewhere, the life of the law, to adapt the words of 
0. W. Holmes, "is not logic but experience." Constitutional law 
is not a matter for categories. Some writers have indeed distin- 
guished constitutions into "rigid" and "flexible," but even the 

most rigid of constitutions, such as the Federal type, have thriz 
elasticity. The "War Power" under the American constitution 
has, under the inexorable test of the World War, proved itself an 
instrument capable of completely transforming, for the time be- 
ing, all constitutional limitations on the legislative power of 
Congress, enabling, as it  has been held to  do, congress to  regulate 
prices, requisition ships, control railroads, and even temporarily 
to  enforce "Prohibition" (cf. Hamilton v. Kentucky Distilleries 
Co., 251 U.S. 146, 1919) before the Constitution had been 
amended. This magic invocation of the "War Power" completely 
upset the carefully devised balance of powers between the Federal 
and the State legislatures. Exactly the same thing happened in the 
federally constituted Dominions of the British Empire-in 
Canada (cf. Fort Frances Pulp Co. v. Manitoba Free Press Co., 
A.C. [1923] p. 695),  and in Australia (cf. Farey v. Barrett 2 1  

C.L.R. 433)  where the "Defence Power" was held, like the "War 
Power" in America, to cover, i n  time o f  war, all kinds of exten- 
sions of Federal powers which, in time of peace, would be "a 
trespass on the reserved powers of the States." I n  constitutions, 
as in other things, i t  is the letter that killeth and the spirit that 
giveth life. 

In  no department of law has there been so much conscious 
imitation as in constitutional law. I t  is, indeed, the only depart- 
ment of law in which nations have deliberately borrowed from one 
another on a large scale, and it  is fashionable to  say that England 
is the foster-mother of the constitutions of the world. A very little 
reflection should, in the light of what has been written above, 
serve to show that this is only very partially true. No country 
could borrow our "constitution" without first destroying its com- 
mon law and adopting our own. Such a repudiation of its hlstoric 
past would be impossible. I t  is only that part of the constitution 
which relates to  the legislature, in  particular the bi-camera1 sys- 
tem and the law and custom of parliament, that has been deliber- 
ately copied from England. Here, indeed, the transcription has 
been great. When England, almost alone among the countries of 
Europe, escaped the shock of the French Revolution, the pres- 
tige of her constitution became immense. Montesquieu had al- 
ready singled out the English constitution for the admiration of 
mankind as  the one polity which secured the liberty of the sub- 
ject-and in his time he was right. After the French Revolution, 
men set themselves everywhere in Europe to follow Burke's ad- 
vice and "study the British constitution." From Guizot to Gneist 
a whole school of European thinkers set themselves to  under- 
stand it, and indeed t o  transplant it. And yet even here it  may be 
said, paradoxically enough, that i t  was only possible to  imitate 
the English constitution in proportion as it  was possible to mis- 
understand it. No constitution will ever bear transplantation from 
one political climate, i.e., from one legal atmosphere, to  another. 
I t  is always an exotic. Of no institution is this more true than of 
our own Second Chamber. Hamilton counselled the adoption of 
a Second Chamber in the American constitution by analogies 
drawn from the functions of the house of lords-"a most noble 
institution" he called it-as a council of the Crown which, a t  the 
time he wrote in the Federalist, i t  appeared to be but no longer 
was. The result is that the American senate has acquired an 
ascendancy in the American legislature which, ever since the Re- 
form Act took the constituencies out of the pockets of the peers, 
the house of lords has definitely lost, and no two institutions 
could be more unlike. Exactly the same divergence has occurred 
in the case of another "second chamber" which was deliberately 
adopted from our own country; the French senate-the creation 
of the Monarchists-has become the creature of the Republicans 
by that strangest of political ironies by which, as a classical 
authority tells us, "men realized a Republic while dreaming of a 
monarchy." None the less, the house of lords stood in the eyes 
of continental jurists for  a principle. namely the division of the 
legislative body into two chambers, of which bi-camera1 principle 
Esmein remarks, with perfect truth, that it  is "zme institution 
presque ge'ne'rale chez 2es peuples qui pratiqzlent le gouvernement 
repre'sentatif" and, equally truly, that "tozltes les nations qzdi ont 
adopt6 ce systeme Z'ont directemerzt, ou indirectement, em- 
prunte' ci l'A?zgleterre." But beyond the mere "division" of the 
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legislature they borrowed little or nothing, and the second cham- 
bers of European countries exhibit little or no uniformity of type 
and in their constitution no resemblance whatsoever to the house 
of lords-it would have been necessary to borrow our law of 
incorporeal hereditaments, in other words our law of peerage, be- 
fore such a resemblance could have been achieved. Another insti- 
tution which was copied with some fidelity from England was the 
principle of "responsible government." Here, however, the 
transcription came much later. Before 1919 responsible govern- 
ment did not exist in Germany. I n  France, indeed, it has existed 
ever since 1870, and a t  intervals before that date, and yet here 
again i t  has only been possible to adopt it  by transforming it. 
Hanotaux describes the French cabinet in terms borrowed from 
Bagchot's account of the English analogue when they have 
already ceased to apply to  the original. The most definitive 
feature of cabinet government in England to-day is the prescrip- 
tive right of a prime minister to  exercise the prerogative of dis- 
solution, but a French prime minister has no such power, and the 
cabinet in France, as also in  post-war Germany, is subject to a 
degree of control by committees of the legislature which would be 
inconceivable in this country. 

There are thus no general principles, common to all mankind, 
in constitutional law. If there were, it  would partake of the char- 
acter of International Law, whereas its character is almost as 
national as common law itself. Many a revolution, and with it  
the apparent '.adoption" of an exotic constitution may appear t o  
contradict this but, in  the long run, nations always "revert to  
type." 
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UNITED STATES 

The term "Constitutional Law" has, in the United States, the 
restricted meaning of the law that is handed down by courts in 
construing and applying the provisions of written Constitutions, 
State and Federal. I t  is not commonly used to embrace the po- 
litical practices of departments of Government or the legislation 
and the executive action in the exercise of the powers conferred by 
Constitutions. I n  the United States as in England there are cus- 
toms and conventions which influence or control the relations 
between the different departments of Government and are there- 
fore part of the fundamental law of the land. I n  a broad sense 
they belong to the realm of constitutional law. The narrow use 
of the term in the United States is due to the fact that the judicial 
interpretation of Constitutions controls constitutional develop- 
ment to  an extent unknown in any other country. 

State and Federal Constitutions in the United States not only 
distribute powers of government but contain restraints on gov- 
ernmental action in favour of individual liberty and property. The 
Federal Constitution restricts State as  well as national action. 
Some of its restrictions on State action are for the purpose of 
leaving the field clear for  national authority; others are to  leave 
individuals free from State coercion. All these restrictions are 
interpreted and applied by courts. State courts are final authori- 
ties on the application of State Constitutions to  State executive 
and legislative action. The U.S. Supreme Court is the final author- 
ity on the application of the Federal Constitution to  national and 
State legislative and executive action. 

Strangely enough this power of the courts to  interpret and 
enforce constitutional clauses is not explicitly granted in American 
Constitutions. I t  has been inferred by the courts from the exist- 
ence of the constitutional restrictions and the duty of courts to 
apply in lawsuits the higher law of the Constitution against the 
inferior law of the legislatures whenever the courts find a conflict 
between the two. The exercise of the judicial power is confined to 
lawsuits, though in some States there is the practice of securing 
advisory opinions from the judiciary upon the request of the gov- 
ernor or the legislature. Such opinions may indicate what the 
court would do if legislation should come before it  in  its judicial 
capacity, but it  is not strictly a binding adjudication of constitu- 
tional law. 

R e q u i r e m e n t  of D u e  Process.-The powers of the national 
Government are dependent upon grant in the Federal Constitution 
and any statute of Congress may be questioned in the courts on 
the ground that the Constitution did not confer the authority to 
enact it. Thus when Congress imposed an additional tax on the net 
income of employers who made use of the labour of children under 
designated ages or beyond designated hours, the Supreme Court 
held that the detailed enumerations in the statute indicated clearly 
that it  was in substance a regulation of child labour rather than 
a tax, and therefore was not within any power cocferred on Con- 
gress. An earlier statute of Congress which prohibited the inter- 
State transportation of products from factories in which children 
worked was also held to  be a regulation of the manufacture rather 
than of the interstate commerce and therefore an encroachment 
on the reserved powers of the States. These illustrations indicate 
that the question whether a statute is constitutional may be a 
very debatable one which the court answers without any clear 
guidance in  the language of the Constitution. This is even more 
apparent when the courts are called upon to decide whether 
statutes are void because they deprive persons of liberty or prop- 
erty without due process of law. The requirement of due process 
is not confined to the procedure by which law is made or enforced, 
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but is held to  apply to the substance of the command or the pro- 
hibition of a statute. A statute violates the requirement of due- 
process if it comes within the judicial condemnation of arbitrari- 
ness. The due-process clauses in State and Federal Constitutions 
set no standard by which to determine what is arbitrary and what 
is reasonable. The courts set the standards as well as apply them. 
Since the Federal Constitution subjects both State and national 
legislation to this test of the judicial conception of due-process, 
the U.S. Supreme Court may in cases properly before it  annul for 
undue harshness not only statutes of Congress but acts of State 
legislatures and ordinances of municipal councils. 

This power of courts in the United States to annul statutes be- 
cause, to  the judicial mind, they seem unreasonable, is peculiar to  
the American system of government. I t  differs from the executive 
veto power only because the opportunity for judicial action must 
arise in an actual lawsuit and because the courts practice a degree 
of self-restraint in positing the limit of reasonableness. Courts 
undoubtedly sustain as constitutional many statutes for which they 
would not vote as members of the legislature or would not approve 
as governor. None the less, i t  is apparent from the actual results 
of the judicial decisions that in  many instances the controlling 
element in judicial annulment of statutes is the aversion of a 
majority of the court to  the policy of the legislation before it. 
A striking illustration of this is the decision of the U.S. Supreme 
Court by a five to three vote that an employer is denied due 
process of law if compelled to pay women employCs a living wage 
so long as he retains them in his employ. This question came 
before 45 judges of State and Federal courts, of whom 35 thought 
the legislation constitutional and ten thought it  unconstitutional. 
The negative opinion of five out of nine justices of the Supreme 
Court outweighs the affirmative opinion of 35 judges and annuls 
minimum wage legislation both by Congress and by State legisla- 
lature. No such legislation can be enforced until the majority of 
the Supreme Court changes its mind or until there is an amend- 
ment to  the Federal Constitution. 

At one time the Supreme Court held that a State may not re- 
strict hours of labour in bakeries to ten a day, but later a ten-hour 
law applying to all factories was sustained. The court has allowed 
the States to prescribe the minimum weight of loaves of bread but 
prohibited them from fixing maximum weights in order to prevent 
confusion. The States may regulate employment agencies in a 
number of ways but may not forbid private agencies to  accept 
fees from employCs seeking work. While in an emergency land- 
lords may be restricted in the rents charged, ticket scalpers may 
not be forbidden to charge more than 50 cents in excess of the 
box-office price. 

More numerous are the decisions sustaining State regulatory 
laws. Many trivial objections are brought to the Supreme Court 
year by year to meet with merited rejection. Among the more 
important legislation to find judicial approval are laws requiring 
banks to contribute to  a guarantee fund to secure the safety of 
deposits in all banks, laws substituting the system of workmen's 
compensation for the common law of liability to injured employCs 
and laws establishing a zoning plan which designates areas in which 
manufacturing or commerce is forbidden and which excludes 
apartments or two-family houses from certain residential districts. 

Cont ro l  of Taxation.-Questions raised by tax laws of the 
States and of the United States bring many constitutional issues 
before the courts. Most important is the issue of jurisdiction, 
since it  is held to be a denial of due process to tax persons or 
property not subject to the jurisdiction of the taxing authority. 
The equal-protection clause of the 14th amendment is a safeguard 
against unjustified discrimination in imposing taxes, and the courts 
have to pass on the question whether i t  is reasonable t o  impose 
special taxes on special enterprises, to vary the rates on different 
kinds of property, to impose progressive rates on inheritances or 
incomes or to indulge in eccentricities in assessing property. While 
the Supreme Court has been liberal in allowing variations in the 
tax systems of the States, i t  is not infrequent that a discrimination 
is held to be without justification. 

Under the canon that a tax is unconstitutional unless it is levied 
for  a public purpose, the courts review the propriety of the enter- 

prises into which public moneys are put. The Supreme Court has 
held the States to rather strict account in their various efforts to  
appropriate money in aid of private enterprises conducted by 
private corporations or by individuals, but has shown liberality 
in allowing States and cities to go into businesses that compete 
with private undertakings. The North Dakota enterprise of oper- 
ating State banks, State grain elevators and State home-building 
agencies was sustained by an unanimous Supreme Court, and there 
seems little likelihood that any business conducted by States or 
cities will be declared unconstitutional under the 14th amendment. 
The spending power of the United States may go even far- 
ther, both bedause of the difficulty of getting any complaint before 
the courts for consideration and because of the latitude which the 
Supreme Court has shown toward contributions by the United 
States in aid of individuals. 

Owing to the constitutional requirement that all direct taxes 
levied by the United States must be apportioned among the several 
States in accordance with their population, there has arisen the 
important question of what is a direct tax. At one time the 
Supreme Court announced that it  was doubtful whether any tax 
is a direct tax except capitation taxes and taxes on land. This, 
however, was receded from, and the court held that income taxes 
are in substance direct taxes when levied on income from prop- 
erty, thereby overruling an earlier decision which had sustained the 
Civil War income taxes. This change of judicial front led to  the 
adoption of the 16th amendment which relieves income taxes from 
the requirement of apportionment among the States. This makes 
a constitutional issue out of the question what is income and what 
is capital. The Supreme Court has laid down that income from 
capital must be a gain derived from capital and separated there- 
from. I t  held, therefore, that a stock dividend is not income, be- 
cause such a dividend withdraws no assets from the corporation 
to turn over to the stockholder. Some payments by one corpora- 
tion to another have been held not income because the two cor- 
porations though separate in form were regarded as identical in 
substance. All genuine dividends by which a corporation pays 
corporate assets to  a distinct corporation or t o  an individual 
stockholder are treated as income, even though in fact they may 
represent no economic gain to  the recipient, because he paid for 
his stock a price determined by the expectancy of the dividend. 

Other Federal taxes held to be indirect taxes are customs 
duties, excises on doing business in corporate form or in special 
kinds of business like extracting oil, manufacturing tobacco or 
liquor, making oleomargarine, and taxes on estates or legacies. 
The constitutional requirement that duties, imposts and excises 
shall be uniform throughout the United States is construed to re- 
quire only geographical uniformity. The United States may there- 
fore impose progressive rates on incomes and inheritances and 
may select the enterprises it  will tax and those i t  will exempt about 
as whimsically as it  chooses. The smoker and the motorist and 
the theatre-goer still suffer from the incidence of Federal excises 
which are not applied to  manufacture and sales generally. The 
Federal customs tariffs have from the beginning been discrim- 
inatory, and there is no judicial doubt as to their constitutionality, 
notwithstanding contrary constitutional doctrine occasionally an- 
nounced in political party platforms. 

E m i n e n t  Domain.-Taxation and regulatory legislation bring 
to the courts most of the cases involving constitutional issues. 
There is also the power of eminent domain under which the Gov- 
ernment takes private property for public use, or authorizes such 
taking by railroads and other enterprises, privately owned and 
managed, but regarded as quasi-public. I n  every case it  is a 
judicial question whether the taking is for a public use and whether 
the compensation offered is just. This power of eminent domain 
must be distinguished from the police power under which noxious 
activities may be suppressed without compensation. The injury 
from a police prohibition may be greater than that from an emi- 
nent domain injury such as the obstruction to light, air and access 
caused by the erection of an elevated railroad in the highway, but 
for the latter there must be compensation, while for the former 
there is no redress. The theory is that the police power is confined 
to the suppression of what is harmful, while the power of eminent 
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domain causes an injury by actually taking title to  property or 
preventing the full enjoyment of it. These constitutional questions 
as to the propriety of exercises of the powers of police, taxation 
and eminent domain arise under broad constitutional clauses which 
leave the courts fairly free to apply such canons as  they choose. 
In  addition to these broad limitations there are in the Federal 
Constitution a number of more specific restrictions applying 
mainly to  the action of the Nation2 Government. Similar clauses 
in State Constitutions restrict the action of State authorities. Pro- 
hibitions against ex-post-fncto legislation, against laws impairing 
the obligation of contracts, against unreasonable searches and seiz- 
ures, against compulsory self-incrimination, against cruel and unu- 
sual punishments and against conviction and imprisonment except 
after indictment by grand jury and trial by petit jury are con- 
tained in the Federal Constitution and in many State Constitu- 
tions. Even these specific clauses leave to the courts a consider- 
able latitude in interpreting them, and from year to year novel 
questions arise which provoke contrariety of judicial opinion. 
Many State courts allow the use of evidence obtained by wrong- 
ful searches and seizures though the Supreme Court holds that the 
introduction of such evidence amounts to compulsory self-incrim- 
ination. On the whole, the Supreme Court applies these restric- 
tions on Federal action more rigidly than State courts apply cor- 
responding restrictions on State action. 

These specific clauses designed to keep governmental action 
within the limits of propriety arose out of historic abuses from 
which the colonists deemed that they had suffered. They derive 
from English precedents and were regarded as guarantees of the 
historic rights of Englishmen. They have, however, been of rela- 
tively less importance in American constitutional law, partly per- 
haps because their monitions have commonly been heeded, but 
largely because they are confined mainly to modes of executing the 
laws while the due-process and equal-protection clauses apply to 
the substantive commands of legislation. Judicial control of the 
methods of governmental action is of minor importance com- 
pared with judicial control of the sphere of governmental action. 
These broad constitutional restrictions in favour of individual 
liberty and private property put it  within the power of the judi- 
ciary to  impose the judicial conception of the proper scope of 
governmental activity upon the contrary conceptions of legisla- 
tures and electorates, except as these agencies act by way of con- 
stitutional amendment. I t  is this far-reaching power of the courts 
to set limits to the ends to be sought by legislation that makes 
American constitutional law a unique phenomenon in the process 
of government. 

F e d e r a l  System.-Since the Federal Constitution ordains 
a Federal system of government, i t  is necessary to have some 
organ vested with authority to  restrict the States and the nation 
to their respective spheres. The Constitution declares itself to be 
the supreme law of the land, and directs State judges to disregard 
State statutes that are in conflict with valid exercises of national 
power. This is ample warrant for the power exercised by the 
Supreme Court to declare State statutes invalid as encroachments 
on national authority and to declare national statutes invalid as 
encroachments on State authority. The  States do not look to the 
Federal Constitution as the source of their powers. They have all 
powers of government not denied to them by prohibitions in the 
Federal Constitution or by inference from grant of competing 
powers to  the National Government. Since many of the clauses 
granting power to the National Government do not explicitly make 
the national authority exclusive, the Supreme Court has to deter- 
mine for itself whether an exercise of State power is consistent 
with the possession of a similar power by the United States or 
with an exercise thereof. 

For half a century the Supreme Court was uncertain as to  
whether the grant of power to Congress to  regulate interstate 
and foreign commerce should be construed as a negation of State 
power over such commerce. Then it decided that no single answer 
could be given to the question. In  some ways and for some pur- 
poses the States may regulate interstate commerce and in othei- 
ways and for other purposes they may not. Though the court 
has framed formulae for  marking the division between what the 
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States may and may not do, the formulae are not sufficiently ex- 
plicit t o  be much more than baskets into which to put the decisions 
after they have been reached. Thus there comes before the Su- 
preme Court an infinite variety of problems each with peculiarities 
that leave each case to turn pretty much on its own facts. The 
only general rule that can be laid down is that the States may 
regulate interstate commerce somewhat but  not too much, and 
this is so general that it  does not give much guidance. 

State police power has been allowed to forbid the exportation 
to a sister State of dead game, green lemons and water from 
running streams, but not natural gas or oil. States may prevent 
the entrance of oleomargarine coloured to resemble butter but 
not of cigarettes or intoxicating liquor, except as authorized by 
Congress or by the 18th amendment. States may require some 
interstate trains to stop at  some cities but not other interstate 
trains a t  other cities. States may regulate interstate ferry fares 
but not interstate railroad rates. What the court does is to com- 
pare the need of the State for the local regulation with the need of 
the nation for interstate commerce measurably free and unfet- 
tered, and to decide in each case which need seems t o  be the 
greater. As cases accumulate, some more general canons develop, 
and standards appear to aid in deciding cases that arise later. 

R e g u l a t i o n  of Commerce.-State taxation is a form of regu- 
lation which is said to  be invalid when applied t o  interstate 
commerce. The doctrine is better expressed that the States may 
not tax interstate commerce "as such." They may, by  taxes on 
property or on net income, take toll from the economic fruits of 
inter-State commerce, since such taxation is not regarded as a 
burden on the commerce itself. The decisions in this field of 
constitutional law have often seemed erratic, and lower courts 
have frequently confessed or proved their inability t o  discern the 
purport of Supreme Court distinctions. If we look a t  the results 
of the Supreme Court decisions we find that in economic fact 
the States are allowed to tax interstate commerce in ways that 
afford adequate safeguards that this commerce will not be bur- 
dened more heavily than property and business generally. 

This work of umpiring the Federal system without any clear 
guidance in the language of the Constitution is a work that the 
courts cannot escape if the Federal system is t o  continue. The 
Constitution for  the most part contents itself with broad outlines 
and eschews details. Had it done otherwise, it  could hardly have 
lasted so long with so little formal amendment. I n  effect it left  
to the judiciary the work of drafting details which the framers 
wisely failed to do. Thus the courts are year by year makers of 
the Constitution in the sense of the Constitution that actually 
controls. Constitutional law in the United States is continuous 
Constitution-making by judiciary. In  conventional theory, con- 
stitutional law is the interpretation of the language of the Consti- 
tution, but in plain fact it  is to  a large extent a law created by the 
courts from considerations of statesmanship and with but little 
restraint or direction in the language of the written instrument. 
The written instrument is but a small part of the real effective 
Constitution. The actually controlling Constitution is in large part 
the constitutional law that the courts have made in the name of 
the written instrument. (T .  R. P.) 

CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS, a work attributed to the 
philosopher Aristotle (384-322 B.c.), forming one of a series of 
Constitutions, 158 in number, which treated of the institutions 
of the various states in the Greek world. The work was extant 
until the 7th century AD., or even later, but  was subsequently 
lost. A copy of the treatise was discovered in Egypt in 1890 and 
acquired by the trustees of the British Museum, for whom it 
was edited by Mr. (now Sir) F.  G. Kenyon, a t  that time an assist- 
ant in the department of manuscripts. 

Date.-It may be regarded as established by internal evidence 
that the treatise was composed sometime between 329 and 322 
B.C. I n  c. 54, 7 an event is dated by the archonship of Cephisophon 
(329) ; on the other hand in c. 42, I the author proceeds t o  de- 
scribe the constitution as it  existed in his own day-a democracy 
-but the democratic constitution was abolished, and a timocracy 
established, on the surrender of Athens to Antipater, a t  the end 
of the Lamian war, in the autumn of 322. 



CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS 
Authorship.- There can be no question that the treatise dis- 

covered in Egypt is identical with the work upon the constitution 
of Athens which is repeatedly referred to by writers such as 
Plutarch, and by the scholiasts and lexicographers, and which 
passed in antiquity under the name of Aristotle. Of 91 quotations 
from Aristotle, bearing on Athenian constitutional history, of 
allich 58 are expressly referred to "The Coilstitution of Athens," 
78 are found in our treatise. The remaining 13 must have come 
either from the beginning of the work, which is wanting in the 
papyrus, or from the latter portion of it, which is mutilated. 
Controversy has centred mainly round the question, I n  what 
sense is the treatise "Aristotelian"? I s  it  the work of Aristotle 
himself, or is it the work of a pupil or pupils and so has merely 
proceeded from his school? 

The objections urged against the attribution of the work to 
Aristotle himself have been based partly on three contradictions 
between the Constitz~tion and the Politics and partly on style. 
One of the contradictions is easily resolved, and as regards the re- 
maining two there is nothing improbable in the suggestion that 
as the Constitution is a later work than the Politics, Aristotle 
found reason in the interval to change his mind on certain points. 
In  the matter of style, stress has been laid on the occurrence in 
the "Constitution" of many words that are not found in the 
other writings of Aristotle, and, conversely, on the absence of 
so many of the expressions that are typical of his style. But such 
arguments are beside the point; the "Constitution" is a historical 
work intended for popular use; hence its style must necessarily 
be different from that of a philosophical treatise. The one serious 
argument against the attribution of the work to Aristotle himself 
is that drawn from its general character. Many scholars, deeply 
concerned for the credit of Aristotle as a historian, have argued 
that a treatise so inadequate could not possibly have come from 
his pen. They point to the absence of proportion in the narrative 
part, to  the acceptance of erroneous views and to the undue pre- 
dominance of the anecdotic element. But on the other side is 
the consensus of antiquity. Every ancient writer who mentions 
the "Constitution" attributes i t  to Aristotle, while no writer is 
known to have questioned its genuineness. Again the date which 
can with certainty be assigned to its composition, on internal 
grounds, coincides with the period of Aristotle's second residence 
in Athens. Doubtless a series such as the "Constitutions," 158 in 
number, might well be entrusted to pupils working under the di- 
rection of their master, but the "Constitution of Athens" must 
have been infinitely the most important of the series and one 
that would most properly be reserved for the master's hand. 

Contents.-The treatise consists of two parts, one historical, 
and the other descriptive. The first 41 chapters compose the 
former part, the remainder of the work the latter. The first part 
comprised an account of the original constitution of Athens, and 
of the 11 changes through which i t  successively passed. The 
papyrus, however, is imperfect a t  the beginning, but a reference 
to chap. 41 makes it  clear that the missing chapters contained a 
sketch of the original constitution and of the changes introduced 
in the time of Ion and Theseus. I n  this connection it  is remark- 
able that while mention is made of "the constitution of Theseus," 
there is no reference to the incorporation of Attica into one 
state or process of Sunoikismos, traditionally associated with the 
name of Theseus. Such a process may have been effected only 
gradually and may not have been complete before the 7th century, 
but the final result of it  surely merited a place among the 
"changes," or constitutional landmarks, of Athenian history. Its 
importance in the minds of the Athenians of the age of Pericles is 
sufficiently indicated by Thucydides (11. chap. I 5) who points to 
the festival of the Sunoikia. 

The second part describes the constitution as it  existed at  the 
period of the composition of the treatise (329-322 B.c.) ; the sub- 
jects which receive the fullest treatment are the Council, the 
Archons and the Law-courts. 

Sources.-The labours of several workers in this field, notably 
Keil and Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, have rendered it comparatively 
easy to form a general estimate of Aristotle's indebtedness to 
previous writers. 

Among these sources are unquestionably Herodotus, Thucydi- 
des, Xenophon, and the poems of Solon. There is now among 
critics a general consensus in favour of the view that the most 
important of his sources was the Attlzis of Androtion. An Atthis 
is a local history of Athens and Attica. This Atthis was published 
only a few years earlier than the "Constitution," probably about 
340. From it are derived not only the passages which are annalistic 
in character and read like excerpts from a chronicle (e.g., chap. 
13 init., in which is described the "anarchy" which followed the 
legislation of Solon, and chap. 22, which contains an account of 
"ostracism" and a list of ostracized statesmen), but also most 
of the matter common to the "Constitution" and to Plutarch's 
Solon. I t  is also generally agreed that among the sources was a 
work, written towards the end of the 5th century B.c., by an 
author of oligarchical sympathies, with the object of defaming 
the character and policy of the heroes of the democracy. This 
source can be traced in passages such as chap. 6 . 2  (Solon turning 
the Seisachtlzeia to  the profit of himelf and his friends) and 
chap. 27.4 (Pericles' motive for the introduction of the dicasts' 
pay). The authorship of this pamphlet is uncertain, as is also 
its relationship to  another source of importance, viz., that from 
which are derived the accounts of the Four Hundred and the 
Thirty. The chief characteristics of that part of the "Constitu- 
tion" are the prominence given to the term "traditional consti- 
tution" (T~TPLOS T O ~ L T E ~ ~ )  and the favourable view taken of the 
character and aims of Theramenes. I t  has been maintained, on 
the one hand, that this last source (the authority followed in the 
accounts of the Four Hundred and the Thirty) is identical with 
the oligarchical pamphlet, and, on the other, that it  is none other 
than the Atthis of Androtion. The former hypothesis is possible. 
The latter is impossible. We know from the iragments that have 
descended to us that the Atthides uniformly adopted a democratic 
tone. We also know that Androtion belonged to the radical wing 
of the democratic party a t  Athens. The probability is that Aris- 
totle followed not one but several oligarchical works composed 
about the end of the 5th or a t  the beginning of the 4th century B.C. 

and that he was indebted to one or other of these, not merely in 
his account of the Four Hundred and the Thirty but also in the 
earlier constitutional history. (Cf. the prominence assigned to 
the Areopagus throughout the treatise ) 

Value.-It will be realized that the value of any particular 
statement will vary with the character of the source from which 
it comes. For the history of the 5th century the passages which 
come from Androtion's Atthis carry with them a high degree of 
authority, but in passages which are derived from other sources 
than the Attlzis a much lower degree of authority can be claimed, 
even for statements relating to the 5th century. The constitution 
of Dracon in chap. 4 is certainly an interpolation; the 17 years' 
ascendancy of the Areopagus after the Persian Wars must be 
regarded as unhistorical, also the introduction of payment for 
the citizens by Aristeides and the association of Themistocles 
with Ephialtes in  the overthrow of the Areopagus. I t  is remark- 
able that there is not a word about the organization of the Em- 
pire in the 5th century. The period between Cleisthenes and the 
Peloponnesian War is treated very inadequately. But even so it  
must be admitted that our debt to the narrative contained in 
the first part is great. Much new material has been supplied which 
throws light not only on the Solonian reforms but also on the 
economic and political conditions of Athens in pre-Solonian days 
and on the period of confusion which immediately followed the re- 
forms. To estimate what the discovery of the treatise has meant 
to our knowledge of Cleisthenes, i t  is only necessary to  compare 
the histories of Greece written before 1891 with those published 
after that date. Many questions which had given rise to con- 
troversy in the past are now settled; the Areopagus was in exist- 
ence long before Solon; Solon, however, not Cleisthenes was the 
founder of the Heliaea; the Archons were not appointed by lot 
until 487 B.c., and Ephialtes, not Pericles, was the democratic 
leader when the Areopagus was deprived of its powers. Further, 
from the treatise we realize the great part played by the moderate 
men in the revo!utions of the Four Hundred and the Thirty. 

Again, there can be no question as to  the importance, or the 



trustworthy character of the Second Part. True, there are some 
omissions even Kere, e.g., the Ecclesia is touched on only inciden- 
tally, but it  remains as our chief authority for the institutions of 
the 4th century. We need, however, to be continually on our 
guard against arguing from the practice of the 4th cenfury to that 
of the sth, unless corroborative evidence is available. 
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down to 1912 is given in Sandys' "Aristotle's Constitution of Athens" 
(Macmillan, 1912), which is the most complete edition of the treatise 
published in any language. Other editions: Editio princeps, ed. by 
F. G. Kenyon, Jan. 1891, with commentary; 3rd and revised ed. 
Jan., 1892. Aristotelis I I o X ~ r e i a  'ABqvaiwv ed. G. Kaibel and U. von 
Wilamowitz-Mollendorf (1891 ; 3rd ed. 1898). Aristotelis qui fertur 
'ABqvaiwv a o X i ~ ~ i a  recensuerunt 11. van Herwerden et J. van Leeuwen 
(Leyden, 18g1). 

A school edition, with notes in German, by Karl Hude (Teubner: 
and ed., 1916). The best translations are those of Kenyon, in English, 
and of Kaibel and Kiessling, in German. 

Works dealing with the subject: Bruno Keil, Die Solonische Ver- 
fassung nach Aristoteles (1892), and most important of all U. von 
Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, Aristoteles und Athen (1893 ; also in anastatic 
reprint). See also Vol. 2 of G. Busolt, Griechische Staatskunde, new 
edition by Swoboda (Munich, 1926). (E. D. T. J.) 

CONSUETUDINARY, customary, especially in law, as 
opposed to statutory. As a noun, a manual of the ritual customs 
of a particular monastery, cathedral or religious order. 

CONSUL, the title borne by the highest of the ordinary 
magistrates of Rome during the republic. The consulship arose 
with the fall of the ancient monarchy (see ROME : History, ii ). 
The deep-seated Roman reverence for the abstract conception 
of the magistracy, as expressed in the ilnperiuln and the auspicia, 
led to the preservation of the regal power in a qualified form. 
The two new officials who replaced the king bore the titles 
of leaders (praetores) and of judges (iudices). But the new 
fact of colleagueship (collegium) caused a third title to pre- 
vail, that of consziles or "partners." This first example of the 
collegiate principle assumed the form familiar in the Roman com- 
monwealth. Each of the pair of magistrates could act up to the 
full powers of the inzperiunz; but the dissent of his colleague 
rendered his decision or his action null and void. At the same time 
the principle of a merely annual tenure of office was insisted on. 
The two magistrates a t  the close of their year of office were 
bound to transmit their power to  successors; and these successors, 
whom they nominated, were obliged to seek the suffrages of the 
people. The only body known to us as electing the consuls during 
the republican period was the comitia centuriata (see COMITIA). 
The consulate was originally confined to patricians. A struggle 
for office ensued between patricians and plebeians which was 
brought to an end by the Licinio-Sextian laws of 367 B.c., which 
enacted that one consul must be a plebeian (see PATRICIANS). 

The executive power of the consuls was gradually limited ( I )  
in jurisdiction, by the grant of appeal (provocatio), the growth 
of the praetorship and the publication of law (e.g, the XII .  
Tables) ; ( 2 )  in administration, by the appointment of the tribunes 
of the plebs and the creation of new magistrates (censor in 443, 
curule aediles in 367 B.c.)  to take over parts of their functions. 
The result of these limitations and of this specialization of func- 
tions in the community was to leave the consuls with less specific 
duties at  home than any magistrates in the State. But this may be 
of itself a sign of a general duty of supervision. The consuls were 
in a very real sense the heads of the State. They exercised control 
in concert with the senate, whose chief servants they were. They 
were the most regular consultants of this council, they formulated 
its decrees as edicts, and they brought before the people legislative 
measures which the senate had approved. They also represented 
the State to  the outer world and introduced foreign envoys to 
the senate. The consulate was, as Cicero expresses it, the cul- 
minating point in an official career. The consuls retained certain 
powers of jurisdiction. This jurisdiction was either ( I )  adminis- 
trative or (2) criminal. ( I )  Their administrative jurisdiction was 
concerned with financial matters such as claims made by the State 
and by individuals against one another, when the censors were 
not in office, and with disputes about property between the cities 
of Italy. ( 2 )  Their criminal jurisdiction was of three kinds. In 
the first place, it  was their duty to set in motion the criminal 

law for ordinary, as opposed to political crimes. The reference 
of such cases to the assembly of the people was effected through 
their quaestors (see QUAESTOR). Secondly, when the people and 
senate, or the senate alone, appointed a special commission (see 
SEXATE), the commissioner named was often a consul. Thirdly, 
we find the consul conducting a criminal enquiry raised by a 
point of international law. I t  is possible that in this case his 
advising body (consilium) was composed of the fetiales (see 
HERALD, ad fin). 

The consuls were recognized as the heads of the administration 
abroad as well as a t  home. I t  thus became necessary that depart- 
ments of administration (provinciae) should be determined and 
assigned. The method of assignment varied. Foreign wars often 
d~manded  the attention of both consuls. I n  this case the regular 
army of four legions was usually divided between them. When 
it was necessary that both armies should co-operate, the principle 
of rotation was adopted, each consul having the command for 
a single day-a practice which may be illustrated by the events 
preceding the battle of Cannae (Polybius iii. 110; Livy xxii. 41). 
During the great period of conquest from 264 to 146 B.C. Italy 
was generally one of the consular "provinces," some foreign 
country the other; and when at  the close of this period Italy was 
at  peace, this distinction approximated to one between civil and 
military command. The consuls settled their departments by 
agreement or by lot (comparafio, sortitio) ; the power of declaring 
what should be the consular provinciae was usurped by the senate 
(see SENATE). But the home officials invested with the inzperium 
proved insufficient for the military needs of the empire, and the 
system of prolonging the command (prorogatio imperii) grew up 
(see PROVINCE). The ex-magistrates after their year of office 
began to go abroad to undertake a year of provincial government 
and, in some special cases, appointments were made by law for 
longer periods. Technically the provinces might still be consular, 
actually they were proconsular. The Lex Pompeia, 52 B.c., estab- 
lished a five years' interval between home and foreign command 

Since the theory of the persistence of the republican consti- 
tution was of the essence of the principate, the consuls necessarily 
lost little of their outward position and dignity under the rule 
of the Caesars. I n  the interval between the death or deposition 
of one princeps and the appointment of another the consuls 
resumed their normal position as the heads of the State. As the 
presidents of the senate, who after A.D. 14 elected them to their 
offi;e, they directed that high criminal jurisdiction which the 
senate of this period assumed (see SENATE). A restored power 
of jurisdiction is indeed one of the features of their position during 
this time, and it  is probable that the civil appeals which came to 
the senate were delegated to the consuls. They acted for a time 
as delegates to the princeps in matters of chancery jurisdiction 
such as trusts and guardianship. The consulship was also a prepa- 
ration for certain commands abroad, and for the praefecture of the 
city. The tenure of the office was progressively shortened. I n  the 
early principate the consuls held office for six months, later for 
four to two months. The consuls appointed for Jan. I were called 
ordinarii, the others szrffecti; and the whole year was dated by 
the names of the former. This distinction continued in the empire 
of Diocletian and Constantine. The ordilzarii were nominated by 
the emperor, the suffecti by the senate, and their appointment 
was ratified by the emperor. The consulship was still the greatest 
dignity which the empire had to bestow; and the pomp and cere- 
mony of the office increased in proportion to the decline in  its 
actual power. The entry of the consuls into office was celebrated 
by a great procession, by games given to the people and by a 
distribution of gifts. But the senate, over which they presided, 
was little more than the municipal council of Rome; and the 
justice which they meted out had dwindled down to formal and 
uncontested acts. The last consul born in a private station was 
Basilius in the East in A.D. 541. But the emperors continued to 
bear the title for some time longer. 

B I B L I ~ G R A P H Y . - M O ~ ~ S ~ ~ ,  Romisckes Staatsreclzt, ii., pp. 74-140 
(1887) ; Pauly-Wissosa, Realrncyklopadie, iv , 1,112 et seq. (new ed., 
Stuttgart, 1893) ; Greenidge, Ronzan Publzc Lzfe (1901) ; J. E. Sandys, 
Companion to Latin Studies (1921) with useful bibliography; W. E. 
Heitland, Roman Republic (1923). 



CONSUL 
I N  MODERN TIMES 1 rested and incarcerated, not merely on criminal charges. but for 

A consul is a public officer authorized by the State whose coin- 
mission he bears to protect the interests and to foster the commer- 
cial affairs of its subjects in a foreign country, and formally per- 
mitted by the Government of the country wherein he resides to 
perform the duties which are specified in  his commission. (For 
the ancient magisterial office of consul see above.) 

A consul, as such, is not invested with any diplomatic char- 
acter, and he cannot enter on his official duties until permission 
in the form of an exequatur has been granted to him by the 
authorities of the State to  which his nomination has been com- 
municated by his own Government. This exequatzlr may be re- 
voked at  any time at  the discretion of the Government where he 
resides. The status of consuls commissioned by the Christian 
Powers to reside in certain oriental countries, and to exercise 
judicial functions in civil and criminal matters between their own 
countrymen and strangers, is exceptional to the common law, 
and has been founded on special conventions or capitulations 
(9.v:). 

History.-The title of consul, in the sense in which it  is used 
in international law, is derived from that of certain magistrates 
in the cities of mediaeval Italy, Provence and Languedoc, charged 
with the settlement of trade disputes whether by sea or land (con- 
sules ~nercatorum, co~zsules artis maris, etc.). With the growth 
of trade it  early became convenient to appoint agents with simi- 
lar powers in foreign parts, and these often, though not invari- 
ably, were styled consuls (consdes ilu partibw zdtramarinis). 

I t  was not till the beginning of the 19th century, that the system 
developed universally. Hitherto consuls had, for the most part, 
been business men with no special qualification as regards train- 
ing; but the French system, under which the consular service 
had been long established as part of the general civil service of 
the country-a system that had survived the Revolution un- 
changed-was gradually adopted by other nations; though, as in 
France, consuls not belonging to the regular service, and having 
an inferior status, continued to be appointed. In  Great Britain 
the consular service was organized in 1825; in France the series of 
ordinances and laws by which its modern constitution was fixed 
began in 1833. I n  Germany progress was at  first hindered by the 
political conditions of the country under the old Confederation, 
but a well organized consular system followed the establishment 
of the united empire. The functions, duties and privileges of 
French and German consuls do not differ materially from those 
of British consuls; but there is a great difference in the organiza- 
tion and personnel of the various consular services. In  France, 
Germany, Italy, the United States, Japan, Belgium and other 
countries, members of the consular and diplomatic services are 
interchangeable; in Great Britain, although the entrance examina- 
tion is practically the same, the consular and diplomatic services 
are still entirely separate. I t  was France which led the way in 
amalgamating these two services, by decrees of July 10, 1880, 
and April 27, 1883, and other countries have gradually followed 
her example. 

Few countries can afford the cost of career officers at  every 
consular post, and the corps of career officials is therefore supple- 
mented by honorary officers, usually residents engaged in trade, 
who are citizens of the country which nominates them, or in 
which they reside. 

Privilege.-Whereas diplomatic privileges and immunities are 
clearly defined, those to be enjoyed by consuls are not yet estab- 

. lished, and considerable difference of opinion exists on the sub- 
ject. France on the one hand has negotiated many consular con- 
ventions; Great Britain, on the other, has always refused to be 
a party to one. The right to establish consuls is now universally 
recognized by Christian civilized States. Jurists a t  one time con- 
tended that according to international law a right of "ex-terri- 
toriality" attached to consuls, their persons and dwellings being 
sacred, and themselves amenable to  local authority only in cases 
of strong suspicion on political grounds. Apart from treaty and 
convention, custom has established very few consular privileges, 
and the 20th century view is that perhaps consuls may be arm 

civil debt; and that, if they engage-in trade or become-the owners 
of immovable property, their persons certainly lose protection. 
This question of arrest has been frequently raised in Europe:- 
In the case of Barbuit, a tallow-chandler, who from 1717 to 1735 
acted as Prussian consul in London, and to whom the exemption 
conferred by statute on ambassadors was held not to  apply; in 
the case of Cretico, the Turkish consul in London in 1808; in the 
case of Begley, the United States consul a t  Genoa, arrested in 
Paris in 1840; and in the case of De la Fuente Hermosa, Uru- 
guayan consul, whom the Cour Royale of Paris in 1842 held liable 
to arrest for debt. In  the same way consuls are often exempt from 
all kinds of rates and taxes, and always from personal taxes. 
They are exempt from billeting and military service, but are not 
entitled (except in the Levant, where also freedom from arrest and 
trial is the rule), to have pnvate chapels in their houses. The 
right of consuls to exhibit their national arms and flag over the 
door of the consular office is not disputed, and the inviolability 
of consular archives is generally admitted. 

GREAT BRITAIN 
Until the year 1825 British consuls were usually merchants en- 

gaged in trade in the foreign countries in which they acted as 
consuls, and their remuneration consisted entirely of fees. An 
act of that year, however, organized the consular service as a 
branch of the civil service, with payment by a fixed salary in- 
stead of by fees; consuls were forbidden also to engage in trade, 
and the management of the service was put under the control of a 
separate department of the Foreign Office, created for the pur- 
pose. The restriction as to engaging in trade was withdrawn 
in 1832, except for salaried members of the British consular 
service. Since then, and especially as the result of the reorganiza- 
tion of the consular service, consequent on the recommendations 
as to the creation of new posts, training, pay and allowances made 
by Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland in 1919, the service has become a 
first-class one, and its members are recruited from the same ex- 
amination as the higher division of the home civil service, the 
Foreign Office and diplomatic service, and the Indian civil service. 
(See CIVIL SERVICE.) I t  is now grouped in three divisions, ( I )  
the general service, ( 2 )  the Levant, (3) the Far East (China, 
Japan and Siam). 

At posts where the cost of living is very high, local allowances 
are granted in addition. 

Routine.-The routine duties of a British consul are very 
vaned; his chief work is connected w L h  shipping, commercial, 
political, judicial and notarial matters. Under the Merchant Ship- 
ping Acts of 1894 and 1906, British consuls have certain statu- 
tory duties and powers relating mainly to  the welfare of the crew 
and to discipline on board. At a foreign port engagements and 
discharges of seamen have to be sanctioned by the consul, who 
arranges suitable hospital treatment for sick seamen, and takes 
charge of their wages. The consul also provides for the subsist- 
ence of seamen who are shipwrecked or left behind; they are 
generally sent home in the first British ship. Complaints by 
crews as to their treatment on board are investigated by the con- 
sul, who enters a statement in the log book and reports to  the 
Board of Trade. When an offence has been committed on the 
high seas by British seamen, the consul may make inquiry on 
oath and send home the offender and the witnesses. I n  certain 
cases, a consul can summon a naval court to deal with a grave 
offence or casualty, but the procedure is cumbersome, and effect 
cannot always be given to the findings. Naval courts are now 
rarely called. The master of every British ship, not carrying pas- 
sengers, is obliged to deposit at the consular office at  a port where 
there is a British consul the copy of the articles of agreement with 
the crew, if the ship remains 48 hours in port. I t  has been the 
aim of the British Government to reduce consular formalities in 
connection with shipping to a minimum, ahd foreign ships, as 
well as British, are saved time an8 money by this enlightened 
policy 

Havlng regard to the great importance attached to the com- 
mercial duties of a Britlsh consul and as the result of a recoma 
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mendation contained in the majority report of a committee set 
up in  1919, under the chairmanship of Lord Cave, to examine 
the question of Government machinery for dealing with trade 
and commerce, the Consular department of the Foreign Office, 
which is responsible for the administration of the consular service, 
was placed under the administrative control of the department 
of Overseas Trade, a joint department of the Foreign Office and 
the Board of Trade. This department is also authorized to com- 
municate with, and give instructions to, consuls on all questions 
relating to commercial intelligence and the development of Brit- 
ish overseas trade. Consuls report direct to the department of 
Overseas Trade on commercial matters, and they are also, as 
regards the commercial side of their work, under the general 
supervision of the commercial diplomatic officer attached to the 
embassy or legation to the country in  which they are stationed. 
By this co-operation of the consular and commercial diplomatic 
services a net-work of Government commercial representatives 
is thrown over the majority of foreign countries. Thus suitable 
prominence is given to this side of a consul's duties, and pro- 
ficiency in this respect is now an important factor in deciding 
upon claims for promotion. 

I t  is the duty of a consul to  deal to  the best of his ability 
with all questions on commercial subjects addressed to him not 
only by the departments a t  home but also by individual British 
traders. H e  is expected also to  furnish on his own initiative re- 
ports on matters of commercial interest. In addition to such 
important questions as tariffs, customs regulations, patents, regu- 
lations respecting commercial travellers and their samples, forma- 
tion of industrial syndicates, legislation regarding transport, or- 
ganization of international exhibitions and fairs, aerial naviga- 
tion, labour legislation, crops and fishery matters, the consul is 
expected to report regularly on changes in the general financial 
and other conditions affecting local trade and industry; openings 
for the sale of British goods and effects of foreign competition; 
the development and organization of local industry, trade, finance, 
public utilities and means of transport; and the development of 
local export trade in raw materials. 

The furnishing of reports on individual trades or industries is 
amongst the most important of the consul's duties, and necessi- 
tates making exhaustive and at  times difficult enquiries into the 
extent of the demand for the particular goods in question, the 
nature of foreign and local competition, the buying methods of 
local purchasers and the selling methods of competitors, as well 
as into such cognate subjects as suitable packing, distribution 
of trade literature, advertising and transport. The consul has also 
to  report, so soon as it comes to his notice, any specific opening 
for the introduction of British manufactures, such for instance, 
as a public works contract. Another matter of great importance 
to  the British manufacturer a t  home is the knowledge of new 
sources of supply of raw materials for use in industry, and the 
consul must watch developments in this direction. 

A consul may be called upon, in connection with his commer- 
cial work, to answer inquiries of the nature outlined above re- 
ceived from firms in the British dominions or from the Trade 
Commissioners of any dominion Government. I t  is, in fact, the 
function of a consul to help British trade within his area in every 
way in which he properly can. 

Political and judicial duties form a large part of the work of 
the Levant and Far East consular services. 

The consul acts as a notary public; he draws up marine and 
commercial protests, attests documents, draws up wills, and pow- 
ers of attorney. H e  celebrates marriages, or witnesses marriages 
performed by a local authority, and, if required, reads the burial 
service when the ministrations of a clergyman cannot be obtained. 
H e  gives advice to  British subjects of whatever race, issues pass- 
ports, and at most posts keeps a register of British residents. A 
system of inspection was inaugurated in 1913, and developed 
after the World War. This work is carried out by a corps of 
four inspector-generals, whose duty it  is to visit consular posts 
all over the world, furnish reports and make recommendations 
as regards personnel, work and conditions, to the Consular de- 
partment of the Foreign Office. 

UNITED STATES 

After the War of the Revolution, the United States appointed 
unpaid consuls from among American merchants residing abroad. 
This system worked badly and although the consular system was 
established by acts of Congress in 1790 and 1792, it  was not until 
1856 that the organization of the service was effected in a satis- 
factory manner. By a law passed by Congress in  that year the 
service was reduced to a regular system similar to  the British 
consular service. Salaries were fixed and the relations between 
official and business duties were clearly defined. The appointment 
of consular officers was placed in the hands of the President. 

The consular service continued to operate under this law until 
the Rogers Act was passed in 1924, when complete re-organization 
of the diplomatic and consular services was effected, the two 
being merged in the "Foreign Service of the United States." 
Although these services had been on a civil service basis for 
almost two decades there was much criticism regarding salaries, 
promotions, interchangeability of position between the two serv- 
ices, and retirement provisions. 

The new act took cognizance of rewards for meritorious service, 
the admission of persons not possessing independent means, the 
development of a schedule of advancement whereby an official of 
the consular service may rise to the rank of a minister, the 
adoption of a n  adequate pension and retirement system, and the 
principle of the interchangeability of diplomatic and consular 
posts. The old classes were abolished and all officials below the 
rank of minister were designated as Foreign Service officers. Nine 
new classes were created with salaries ranging from $9,000 a year 
in class one, down to $3,000 a year in class nine. Unclassified 
subordinates draw salaries of $3,000 or less. 

Only those who pass a satisfactory examination and serve a 
probationary period, or who may be transferred after a period 
of five years continuous service in the Department of State, are 
eligible for appointment in the Foreign Service. The Secretary 
of State refers to the President matters relating to applicants and 
promotions. Although "representation allowances" may be granted 
by the President, Ambassadors and Ministers receive no increase 
in salaries, which are fixed a t  $7,500 and $~o .ooo  (with a 
maximum of $12,000) respectively. A board dealing with all 
matters relating to personnel and a Foreign Service school, which 
provides for one year of instruction, were established in 1924. 

The duties of the American consuls include discharge and 
relief of seamen of American vessels; issuing and visking of 
passports; settlement of estates of American citizens who may 
die intestate in foreign countries; issuance of bills of health 
certifying to the sanitary condition of passengers, cargo and crew 
of vessels clearing from foreign ports for ports of the United 
States; and certification of invoices on dutiable merchandise for 
export to the United States. 

The solemnization of marriages is not permitted by  consuls but 
they may be witnesses thereto. Consular officers in China, 
Morocco, Maskat, Siam, Persia, Zanzibar and Tripoli are invested 
with judicial powers. The exemptions and privileges of consular 
officers depend largely upon the treaties existing between the 
United States and the countries to which they are credited. 

The duties of consular officers with respect to  the development 
of American foreign trade are of comparatively recent origin but 
of great importance today. Every member of the service is 
expected to have accurate and full knowledge of all conditions 
affecting trade and industry in the community to which he is 
accredited. H e  reports to the government new markets for Ameri- 
can manufactures and notes all developments. Much of this 
information is published in Commerce Reports, issued weekly. On 
the basis of this material monthly and yearly studies of trade are 
compiled and are issued by the government under the name of 
i140ntkly Consular Reports and Co~~rnercial  Relations. For special 
manufactures, a t  the suggestion of individuals or firms seeking 
information, independent studies are made by consuls and printed 
in separate form. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. de Miltitz, Manuel des cofzsuls (London and 
Berlin, 1837-43) ; Baron Ferdinand de Cussy, Dictionnuire du diplo- 
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"CONSULATE OF THE SEA," a celebrated collection 
of maritime customs and ordinances (see  also SEA LAWS) in the 
Catalan language, published at  Barcelona in the latter part of the 
I 5th century. I t s  proper title is T h e  Book of the  Consulate, or 
in Catalan, L o  Libre de Consolat, the name being derived from 
the fact that it  embodied the rules of law followed in the mari- 
time cities of the Mediterranean coast by  the commercial judges 
known generally as consuls (q.v.). The earliest extant edition 
of the work, which was printed a t  Barcelona in 1494, is without a 
title-page or frontispiece, but it  is described by the above-men- 
tioned title in the epistle dedicatory prefixed t o  the table of 
contents. The only known copy of this edition is preserved in 
the National Library in Paris. Capmany, in his Codigo de 10s 
cosfz~?nbres marit imas de Barcelona (Madrid, 1791), states that 
there was extant to  his knowledge a more ancient edition of the 
Book of the  Consz~late,  printed in semi-Gothic characters, which 
he believed to be prior to 1484. This is the earliest period to 
which any historical record of the Book of tlze Conszllate being in 
print can be traced back. There are, however, two Catalan mss., 
preserved in the National Library in Paris, the earliest of which 
(ms. Espagnol 124) contains the first two treatises in the Book 
of the Consulate of 1494, written in a hand of the 14th century. 

The edition of 1494, which is justly regarded as  the editio 
princeps of the Book  of the  Consulate, contains ( I )  a code df 
procedure issued by the kings of Aragon for the guidance of the 
courts of the consuls of the sea, (2) a collection of ancient cus- 
toms of the sea and (3) a body of ordinances for the government 
of cruisers of war. A colophon a t  the end states that "the book 
commonly called the Book of the  Consulate ends here"; after 
mlhich there follows T h e  Acceptations, which purports to record 
that the previous chapters and ordinances had been approved by 
the Roman people in the 11th century, and by  various princes 
and peoples in the 12th and 13th centuries, but this document 
clearly has no proper reference to  the Book of t he  Co?zsz~late, 
and is, in fact, of no historical value whatsoever. The remainder 
of the volume consists of what may be regarded as an appendix 
to the original Book of tlte Consulate. This appendix contains 
various maritime ordinances of the kings of Aragon and of the 
councillors of the city of Barcelona, ranging over a period from 
1340 to 1484. 

An excellent translation into French of "The Customs of the 
Sea," which are the most valuable portion of the Book of the 
Consulate, was published by Pardessus in the second volume of 
his Collection des  lois fnaritintes (1834), under the title of "La 
Compilation connue sous le nom de consulat de la mer." See in- 
troduction, by  Sir Travers Twiss, to  the Black Book of the Ad- 
miralty (London, 1874), which in the appendix to  vol. iii. con- 
tains his translation of "The Customs of the Sea," with the 
Catalan text. 

CONSUMER ADVERTISING, advertising directed to 
those who use or consume goods rather than to wholesalers, re- 
tailers, or others who are interested in distributing the goods. 
Advertising directed to distributors is called dealer advertising. 

CONSUMERS' CREDIT: see INSTALITENT SELLING. 
CONSUMER'S SURPLUS, in economics, the excess which 

the purchaser of an article would be willing to  pay over the price 
which he actually pays rather than go without it. Thus, "con- 
sumer's surplus" is an economic expression of the surplus satis- 
faction which a bargain yields to the purchaser. In  the case of 
a good bargain there is a big consumer's surplus, as when a 
woman buys a t  a low price a fine dress for  which she would will- 
ingly pay much more. For many articles consumers would gladly 
give higher prices rather than go u~ithout them. The news of the 
day, well printed for a penny, is a case in point; probably a few 
would give five shillings, many would give sixpence, and tens if 
not hundreds of thousands would give twopence, rather than go 
without a newspaper. Here is a very clear case of consumer's sur- 
plus. The intelligent consumer strives so to apportion his expendi- 
tures as to make his total consumer's surplus a maximum. ( S e e  
ECONOMICS. )  

CONSUMPTION, in economics, means much more than the 
'(destroying7' or "consuming" which is the literal meaning of the 
word (Lat. consunzere). The economist means by consumption 
the utilization of services or material goods for the gratification 
of human beings. This is not destruction, for that implies failure 
to satisfy wants. (See  E CONOMICS. )  

CONSUMPTION : see 1 ~ B E R C U L O ~ I S .  
CONSUS, an ancient Ita!ian deity, cult-partner of Ops (q.v.). 

The time a t  which his festival was held (after harvest and seed- 
sowing), the nature of its ceremonies and amusements, his altar 
at the end of the Circus Maximus always covered with earth 
except on such occasions, all point to  his connection with agri- 
culture. His name is clearly derived from condere, to  store away, 
and he is in all probability god of the store-bin. Anciently, when 
the true meaning of his cult was forgotten, three explanations 
were rife: ( I )  H e  was a god of good counsel (consil ium) : Varro 
ap. Augustine, Civ .  Dei ,  iv., 11; (2) H e  was Neptunus Equester; 
i.e., Poseidon Hippios: Dion. Hal., i. 33, 2. (3)  H e  was god of 
hidden or secret (condi ta)  policy, Dion. Hal., ii., 31, 3. 

His festival was celebrated on Aug. 2 1  and Dec. I j. On the 
former date, the Aamen Quirinalis, assisted by the vestals, offered 
sacrifice, and the pontifices presided a t  horse and chariot races in 
the circus. Horses and mules, crowned with garlands, were given 
rest from work. A special feature of the games in the circus was 
chariot racing, in  which mules took the place of horses. The origin 
of these games was generally attributed to Romulus, sometimes to  
Evander. There was a sanctuary of Consus on the Aventine, 
dedicated by L. Papirius Cursor in 272 B.C. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-See W. W. Fowler, Roman Festivals, p. 207; G. 
Wissowa, Religion u. Kultus (2nd ed.), p. 201 et seq. 

CONTAINERS, METALLIC, a phrase describing cylin- 
ders, tank cars, barrels, drums and cans, used to hold substances 
either in gaseous solid or liquid form a t  atmospheric or high pres- 
sures. 

Cyl indr ica l  Types.--Cylindrical containers are built to with- 
stand rough usage and high pressure. Gases and liquids under pres- 
sure that are likely to be explosive,highly combustible or poisonous 
are usually held in them. Increases in temperature due to weather 
or fire might easily double or treble the original pressure in the con- 
tainer and if the strength of the container were insufficient, an 
explosion causing serious damage or loss of life might result. 
These containers or cylinders range in size from very small flasks 
containing only a few ounces of material to  tank cars carrying a 
battery of tanks designed to carry several tons. The design of 
cylinders varies depending on the physical and chemical prop- 
erties of the material to be shipped. Some are equipped with 
special safety devices which operate when the internal pressure 
increases to a point where further increase in pressure might 
rupture the container. Others are equipped with devices to  per- 
mit the escape of the contents when the temperature of the vessel 
and contents betomes excessive. Substances shipped in cylinders 
are oxygen, acetylene, hydrogen, nitrogen, chlorine, sulphur 
dioxide, nitrous oxide, ethylene, methyl chloride, ammonia, car- 
bonic acid gas, liquefied petroleum gases, helium, argon, blaugas, 
pintsch gas and a number of others. 

Containers designed to transport materials having considerable 
weight, or bulk, which are in suitable form to permit being 
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shipped at  ordinary atmospheric pressure are designated as tank 
cars, barrels, drums and cans (see CANNING). 

T a n k  Cars.-These consist of railway cars equipped with one 
or more tanks, the total capacity being generally about 8,000 gal- 
lons. They are equipped with piping for  heating and liquefying 
viscous liquids, valves and vents to facilitate filling and emptying. 
Where large quantities of material are to be transported, and the 
existing regulations permit that material to be shipped in bulk, 
these tank cars offer a very economical service as containers. 

Barrels.-Because the number of consumers whose business 
warrants delivery of material in tank cars is limited, barrels, 
drums and cans play a large part in the distribution of many 
products to the consumer. Those containers having a bilged shape 
similar to the wooden barrel or keg, are termed barrels. They are 
made of heavy gauge steel and are designed to withstand extreme 
abuse. Their shape makes them easy to handle especially when 
filled with heavy materials, and because of their sturdy construe- 
tion and long life they are treated as transport equipment, being 
depreciated on a basis of probable life and number of trips 
through which they are likely to remain sound. Records show 
that bilged steel barrels of the seamless type have a life of over 
2 0  years with an average of eight trips per year. Bilged type 
containers of 30 and 50 gal. sizes are produced in the United 
States. Germany produces bilged steel barrels up to I 10 gal. 
capacity. There are two distinct types of barrels, those fitted with 
threaded bung and vent for liquid substances and those equipped 
with removable plates or full removable heads to facilitate empty- 
ing semi-liquids, paste or solid substances. These containers 
having straight sides and a capacity ranging from 10 gal. up t o  
I I O  gal. are usually termed drums. They are made in a variety 
of designs depending on the product to  be shipped. For liquid 
products they are provided with threaded bungs and vents. For 
semi-liquids, pastes and solid substances the drums are equipped 
with removable heads to facilitate the removal of the contents. 

Drums.-Two distinct types of drums are produced in the 
United States. Heavy gauge drums are required for the shipment 
of substances which are combustible, explosive or corrosive. Those 
for highly corrosive substances such as acids, are specifically de- 
signed to give service under extreme conditions. Substances hav- 
ing a low flash point, or those of the non-corrosive type may be 
shipped in very light gauge steel drums used only for one ship- 
ment, the drum being destroyed after it  has been emptied. When 
the material shipped is non-combustible or non-corrosive and 
where long distance shipments are made, or where the substances 
pass through several hands before reaching the ultimate consumer, 
the light gauge single trip drum is economical. Where return 
freight rates are not excessive and when marketing conditions are 
favourable the returllable type or heavy gauge drum and the 
bilged type steel barrel have proved themselves to be an economy 
over the light gauge single trip container of the drum type. 

Cans.-The number of consumers who purchase smaller quan- 
tities of materials than are contained in standard drum sizes, is 
legion. Also many substances are of such a nature that they are 
used in small quantity by  the consumer. For these substances 
cans of a variety of shapes and sizes varying from a few ounces 
to 10 gal. capacity are manufactured. They are strictly of the 
single trip container type, are sold with their contents, are !loll- 
returnable and are often made non-refillable. Tank cars, barrels, 
drums and cans are used for the distribution of vegetable, animal 
and mineral oils, gasolene, kerosene, turpentine, alcohol, soaps, 
ink, paint, varnish, shellac, lacquers, putty, lard and lard substi- 
tutes, acids, medicines and many th~usands of chemical corn- 
pounds. 

The construction of the large majority of tank cars, cylinders, 
barrels, drums and cans is often (particularly in the United 
States) under Government supervision. (H. ME.) 

CONTANGO, a Stock Exchange term for the rate of interest 
paid by a "bull" who has bought stock for the rise and who, when 
the settlement arrives, is unable or unwilling to take it  up and 
pay for it. H e  arranges to  "carry over" or "continue" his bar- 
gain, and does so by entering into a fresh bargain with his seller, 
or some other party, by which he sells the stock for the settle- 

ment and buys it  again for the next, the price a t  which the 
bargain is entered being called the making-up price. The rate 
that he pays for this accommodation, which amounts to borrow- 
ing the money involved until the next settlement, is called the 
contango. 

CONTARINI, a distinguished Venetian family, who gave to 
the republic eight doges and many other eminent citizens. The 
story of their descent from the Roman family of Cotta, appointed 
prefects of the Reno valley (whence Cotta Reni or Conti del 
Reno), is probably a legend. One Mario Contarini was among 
the 12 electors of the doge Paulo Lucio Anafesto in 697. Domen- 
ico Contarini, elected doge i n  1043, subjugated rebe!lious 
Dalmatia and recaptured Grado from the patriarch of Aquileia. 
H e  died in 1070. Jacopo was doge from 1275 to 1280. Andrea 
was elected doge in 1367; during his reign the war of Chioggia 
took place (1380); he was the first to melt down his plate 
and mortgage his property for the benefit of the state. Other 
Contarini doges were: Francesco (1623-24), Niccolb (1630-31), 
who built the church of the Salute, Carlo (1655-j6), during 
whose reign the Venetians gained the naval victory of the Dar- 
danelles, Domenico (1659-75) and Alvise (1676:84). Many 
members of the family distinguished themselves In the wars 
against the Turks, and no less than seven Contarini fought a t  
Lepanto. Other members of the house were famous as merchants, 
prelates and men of letters; among these we may mention 
Cardinal Gasparo Contarini (1483-1542), and Marco Contarini 
(163r-S9), who was celebrated as a patron of music and collected 
a t  his villa of Piazzola a large number of valuable musical mss., 
now in the Marciana library at  Venice. 

See J. Fontana, "Sulla patrizia farniglia Contarini," in 11 Gondoliere 
(1843). 

CONTE, NPCOLAS JACQUES (1755-~Soj), a French 
mechanical genius, chemist and painter, born at  Aunou-sur- 
Orne, near SCes, on Aug. 4, 1755 The war with England deprived 
France of plumbago; he substituted for it an artificial substance 
obtained from a mixture of graphite and clay. I n  1795 he was 
associated with Monge and Berthollet in experiments for  the 
inflation of military balloons, was conducting the school for that 
department of the engineer corps a t  Meudon, was perfecting the 
methods of producing hydrogen in quantity, and was appointed 
(3.796) by the Directory to the command of all the aerostatic 
establishments. H e  was at  the head of the newly created Con- 
servatoire des arts e t  mktiers, and occupied himself with experi- 
ments in new compositions of permanent colours, and in 1798 
constructed a metal-covered barometer for measuring compara- 
tive heights, by observing the weight of mercury issuing from the 
tube. As chief of the aerostatic corps in the expedition to Egypt, 
he was for three years and a half, to  quote Berthollet, "the soul 
of the colony." H e  made, in an almost uncivilized country, uten- 
sils, tools and machinery of every sort from simple windmills t o  
stamps for minting coin. The expedition was provided with bread, 
cloth, arms and munitions of war; the engineers with the exact 
tools of their trade; the surgeons with operating instruments. H e  
made the designs, built the models, organized and supervised the 
manufacture, and seemed to be able to  invent immediately any- 
thing required. H e  died a t  Paris on Dee. 6, 1 8 q .  

COMTE, literally a "story," is a word so frequently used in 
English literary criticisms that some definition of i t  seems to be 
demanded. A conte, in French, differs from a r&cit or a rapport 
in the element of style; it may be described as an anecdote told 
with deliberate art,  and in this introduction of ar t  lies its peculiar 
literary value. As early as the 13th century, the word is used 
in French literature to  describe an anecdote thus briefly and 
artistically told, in prose or verse. The fairy-tales of Perrault 
and the apologues of La Fontaine were alike spcken of as contes, 
and stories of peculiar extravagance were known as contes bleus, 
because they were issued to the common public in coarse blue 
paper covers. The most famous contes in the 18th century were 
those of Voltaire, who has been described as having invented the 
conte philosophique. But those brilliant stories, Candide, Zadig, 
L'Inge'nu, La Princesse de Babylone and Le Taureau blanc, are 
not, in  the modern sense, contes a t  all. The same may be said 
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of those of Marmontel, and of the insipid imitations of Oriental 
fancy which were so popular a t  the close of the 18th century. 
The most perfect modern writer of contes is Guy de Maupassant 
and his celebrated anecdote called "Boule de suif" may be taken 
as an absolutely perfect example of this class of literature, the 
precise limitations of which it is difficult to define. 

CONTEMPT OF COURT, in English law, any disobedience 
or disrespect to the authority or privileges of a legislative body, 01 

interference with the administration of a court of justice. 
The H i g h  C o u r t  of Parliament.- Each of the two houses of 

parliament has by the law and custom of parliament power to 
protect its freedom, dignity and authority against insult, disregard 
or violence by resort to its own process and not t o  ordinary courts 
of law and without having its process interfered with by those 
courts. The nature and limits of this authority to  punish for con- 
tempt have been the subject of not infrequent conflict with the 
courts of law, from the time when Lord Chief Justice Holt threat- 
ened to commit the speaker for attempting to stop the trial of 
Ashby v. White ( I ~ o I ) ,  as a breach of privilege, to  the cases of 
Burdett v. Abbott ( I ~ I O ) ,  Stockdale v. Hansard and Howard v. 
Gosset (1842, 1833), and Bradlaugh v. Gosset (1884). I t  is now 
the accepted view that the power of either house to punish con- 
tempt is exceptional and derived from ancient usage, and does 
not flow from their being courts of record. Orders for committal 
by the Commons are effectual only while the house sits; orders by 
the Lords may be for a time specified, in which event prorogation 
does not operate as a discharge of the offender. I t  was at one 
time considered that the privilege of committing for contempt 
was inherent in every deliberative body invested with authority 
by the constitution, and consequently that colonial legislative 
bodies had by the nature of their functions the power t o  commit 
for contempt. But in Kielley v. Carson (1843; 4 Moore, P.C. 63) 
it  was held that the power belonged to parliament by ancient 
usage only and not on the theory above stated, and in each colony 
i t  is necessary to  inquire how far the colonial legislature has 
acquired, by order in council or charter or from the imperial legis- 
lature, power to  punish breach of privilege by imprisonment or 
committal for contempt. This power has in some cases been given 
directly, in others by authority to make laws and regulations 
under sanctions like those enforced by the houses of the imperial 
parliament. In  the case of Nova Scotia the provincial assembly 
has power to give itself by statute authority to  commit for con- 
tempt (Fielding v. Tltomas, 1896; L.R.A.C. 600). I n  Barton v. 
Taylor (1886; 11 A.C. 197) the competence of the legislative as- 
sembly of New South Wales to make standing orders punishing 
contempt was recognized to exist under the colonial constitution, 
but the particular standing orders under consideration are held 
not to cover the acts which had been punished. (See &/lay, Parl. 
Pr., 10th ed., 1896; Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, 
3rd ed., 1897.) 

Cour t s  of Justice.-The term contempt of court, when used 
with reference to the courts or persons to whom the exercise 
of the judicial functions of the Crown has been delegated, means 
insult offered to such court or person by deliberate defiance of 
its authority, disobedience to its orders, interruption of its pro- 
ceedings or interference with the due course of justice, or any 
conduct calculated or tending to bring the authority or adminis- 
tration of the law into disrespect or disregard, or to interfere with 
or prejudice parties or witnesses during the litigation. For prac- 
tical purposes most, if not all, contempts fall within the classi- 
fication which follows :- 

(a) Disobedience to  the judgment or order of a court com- 
manding the doing or abstaining from a particular act, e.g., an 
order to execute a conveyance of property or an order on a 
person in a fiduciary capacity to pay into court trust moneys 
as to which he is an accounting party. This includes disobedience 
by the members of a local authority to a mandamus to do some 
act which they are by law bound to do. 

(b)  Disobedience by inferior judges or magistrates to the lawful 
order of a superior court. Such disobedience, if amounting to 
wilful misconduct, would usually give ground for amotion or re- 
moval from office, or for prosecution or indictment or informa- 

tion for misconduct. 
(6) Disobedience or misconduct by executive officers of the 

law, e.g., sheriffs and their bailiffs or gaolers. The contempt con- 
sists in not con~plying with the terms of writs or warrants sent 
for execution. A sheriff who fails to attend the assizes is liable t o  
severe fine as being in contempt (Oswald, 51). The Sheriffs Act 
1887 enumerates many instances in which misconduct is punish- 
able under that act, but reserves to  superior courts of record 
power to deal with such misconduct as a contempt (s. 29). See 
also Harvey's Case, 1884, 26 Ch. D. 644. 

(d)  Misconduct or neglect of duty by subordinate officials 
of courts of justice, including solicitors. In  these cases it  is more 
usual for the superior authorities to  remove the offender from 
office, or for disciplinary proceedings to  be instituted by the Law 
Society. But in the case of an unqualified person assuming to 
act as a solicitor or in the case of breach of an undertaking given 
by a solicitor to  the court, proceedings for contempt are still 
taken. 

(e)  Misconduct by parties, jurors or witnesses. Jurors who 
fail to attend in obedience to a jury summons and witnesses who 
fail to attend on subpoena are liable to  punishment for contempt, 
and parties, counsel or solicitors who practise a fraud on the court 
are similarly liable. 

( f )  Contempt in  facie czcriae. I t  is immaterial whether the 
offender is juror, party, witness, counsel, solicitor or a stranger 
to the case a t  hearing, and occasionally it is found necessary 
to punish for contempt persons under trial for felony or mis- 
demeanour if by violent language or conduct they interrupt the 
proceedings a t  their trial. 

(g) Attempts to  prevent or interfere with the due course of 
justice, whether made by a person interested in a particular case 
or by an outsider. This branch of contempt takes many forms, 
such as frauds on the court by justices, solicitors or counsel, 
tampering with witnesses, threatening judge or jury or attempting 
to bribe them and the like; and also "scandalizing the court it- 
self" by abusing the parties concerned in a pending case, or by 
creating prejudice against such persons before their cause is 
heard. 

Invect ives A g a i n s t  Judges.-The loczbs classicus on the sub- 
ject of contempt by attacks on judges is a judgment prepared by 
Sir Eardley-TVilmot in the case of an application for an attach- 
ment against J. Almon in 1765, for publishing a pamphlet libelling 
the court of king's bench. The object of the discipline enforced 
by the court by  proceedings for contempt of court is not now, 
if it ever was, to vindicate the personal dignity of the judges or 
to protect them from insult as individuals, but t o  vindicate the 
dignity and authority of the court itself and to prevent acts 
tending to obstruct the due course of justice. The question whether 
a personal invective against judges should be dealt with brevi 
manu by the court attacked, or by proceedings at  the instance of 
the attorney-general by information or indictment for a libel on 
the administration of justice or on the judge attacked, or whether 
it should be dealt with by a civil action for damages, depends on 
the nature and occasion of the attack on the judge. 

I n  Macleod v. St.  Az~byn, 1899, A.C. 549 it was said that pro- 
ceedings for scandalizing the court itself were obsolete in Eng- 
land. But in 1900 the king's bench division, following the Almon 
case, summarily punished a scurrilous personal attack on a judge 
of assize with reference to  his remarks in a concluded case, pub- 
lished immediately after the conclusion of the case (R. v. Gray, 
1900, 2 Q.B. 36). A recent example of the application of the prin- 
ciple laid down in this case will be found in R. v. Editor of the 
New Statesman (1928) 44 Times Law Reports 301. The same 
measure may be meted out to  those who publish invectives 
against judges or juries with the object of creating suspicion 
or contempt as to  the administration of justice. But the existence 
of this power does not militate against the right of the press 
to publish full reports of trials and judgments or to  make with 
fairness, good faith, candour and decency, comments and criti- 
cisms on what passed at  the trial and on the correctness of the 
verdict or the judgment. T o  impute corruption is said to go be- 
yond the limits of fair criticism which is, of course, allowable. 
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The exact limits of the power to  punish for contempt of court 

in respect of statements or comments on the action of judges and 
juries, or with reference to  pertding proceedings, have been the 
subject of some controversy, owing to the difficulty of reconciling 
the claims of the press to liberty and of the public to  free dis- 
cussion of the proceedings of courts of justice with the claims of 
the judges to  due respect and of the parties to litigation that 
their causes should not be prejudiced before trial by outside inter- 
ference. As the law now stands it is permissible to publish con- 
temporaneous reports of the proceedings in cases pending in any 
court (Law of Libel Amendment Act 1888, s. 3 ) ,  unless the 
proceedings have taken place in private (in camera), or the court 
has in the interests of justice prohibited certain references, such 
as to names, or even any report, until the case is concluded. But it  
is not permissible to make any comments on a pending case calcu- 
lated to interfere with the due course of justice in the case, or to  
publish statements about the cause or the parties calculated to  
have that effect. 

The difference between pending and decided cases has been 
frequently recognized by the courts. What would be a fair 
comment in a decided case may tend to influence the mind of the 
judge or the jury in a case waiting to be heard, and will accord- 
ingly be punished as a contempt. When an iction is a t  an end 
the courts will not interfere though the proceedings are misrepre- 
sented to the injury of the applicant; but scandalizing the court, 
e.g., by attacks on the judge, may be punished even after the end 
of the action (Dunn v. Brown, 1922, I Ch. 276). 

Punishment.- "In the superior courts the power of committing 
for contempt is inherent in their constitution, has been coeval 
with their original institution and has been always exercised" 
(Oswald, On Contentpt, 3) .  The high court in which these courts 
are merged is the only court which has a general jurisdiction t o  
deal summarily with all forms of contempt. Each division of that 
court deals with the particular contempts arising with reference 
to proceedings before the division; but the king's bench division, 
in the exercise of the supervisory authority inherited from the 
old court of king's bench as custos morum, also from time to 
time deals with acts constituting interference with justice in 
other inferior courts whether of record or not. 

Inferior courts of record have, as  a general rule, power to  
punish only those contempts which are committed in  facie curiae 
or consist in disobedience to the lawful orders or judgments of 
the court. For instance, a county court may summarily punish 
persons who insult the judge or any officer of the court or any 
juror or witness, or wilfully interrupt the proceedings, or mis- 
behave in the court-house (County Court Act 1888, s. 162), and 
may also attach persons who, having means, refuse to comply 
with an order to pay money, or refuse to comply with an order 
to deliver up a specific chattel or disobey an injunction. A court 
of quarter sessions has a t  common law a like power as to con- 
tempts in facie curiae and is said to  have power to punish its 
officials for contempt in non-attendance or neglect of duty. 

Contempt of court is a misdemeanour and is punishable by 
fine and imprisonment or either a t  discretion. The offence may 
be tried summarily, or may be prosecuted on information or on 
indictment. The prerogative of pardon extends to all contempts 
of court which are dealt with by a sentence of clearly punitive 
character; but it  is doubtful whether it  extends to committals 
for disobedience to  orders made in aid of the execution of a civil 
judgment. 

Except in cases of contempt in facie curiae evidence on oath 
as  to the alleged contempt must be laid before the court, and 
application made for the "committal" or "attachment" of the 
offender. The differences between the two modes are technical 
rather than substantial. 

The procedure for dealing with contempt of court varies some- 
what according as the contempt consists in disobeying an order of 
the High Court made in a civil cause, or in interference with 
the course of justice by persons not present in court nor parties 
t o  the cause. I n  the first class of cases the court proceeds by 
order of committal or giving leave to issue writ of attachment. 
In proceedings on the Crown side of the king's bench division it 

I is still usual to apply in the first place for a rule nisi for leave 
to attach the alleged offender who is given an opportunity of 
explaining, excusing or justifying the incriminated acts. The 
king's bench procedure is that generally used for interference with 
the due course of criminal justice or disobedience to  prerogative 
writs such as mandamus. 

An order of committal is an order in execution specifying the 
nature of the detention to be suffered, or the penalty to  be paid. 
The process of attachment merely brings the accused into court; 
he is then required to answer on oath interrogatories administered 
to him, so that the court may be better informed of the circum- 
stances of the contempt. I f  he can clear himself on oath he is 
discharged; if he confesses the court will punish him by fine or 
imprisonment, or both, a t  its discretion. 

Scotland.-In Scotland the courts of session and justiciary 
have, a t  common law, and exercise the power of punishing con- 
tempt committed during a judicial proceeding by censure, fine or 
imprisonment proprio motu without formal proceedings or a 
summary complaint. The nature of the offence is there in sub- 
stance the same as in England (see Petrie, 1889: 7 Rettie Justi- 
ciary 3 ;  Smith, 1892: 2 0  Rettie Justiciary 52). 

Ireland.-In Ireland the law of contempt is on the same lines 
as in England, but conflicts have arisen between the bench and 
popular opinion, due to  political and religious differences, which 
have led to proposals for making juries and not judges arbiters 
in cases of contempt. 

British Dominions Beyond Seas.-The courts of most British 
possessions have acquired and freely exercise the power of the 
court of king's bench to deal summarily with contempt of court; 
and it  is not infrequently the duty of the privy council to  restrain 
too exuberant a vindication of the offended dignity of a colonial 
court. I n  British Guiana proceedings for contempt, not committed 
in facie curiae, must be tried before a jury. 

I n  the United States, contempt also exists as applied to  legis- 
lative bodies. A person who has offended the dignity of the Senate 
or House of Representatives of Congress, may be brought before 
the offended body by its sergeant-at-arms and reprimanded by its 
presiding officer. I n  the event of an individual having defied the 
authority of either House of Congress, he may be indicted by the 
Federal Courts, when such defiance becomes a matter of fact. The 
state legislatures are similarly protected by state constitutions and 
statutes from contempt. 

Contempt of court in the Federal and State courts exists: I n  
direct cases, in the presence of the court; in constructive cases, 
not in the presence of the court; in criminal cases, such as bribery 
of court officials; and in civil cases, where an individual declines 
to observe a civil order of the court, but does not offend the dignity 
of the court. Contempt cases are punished by the court, without 
the intervention of a jury. 

CONTI, PRINCES OF. The title of prince of Conti, 
assumed by a younger branch of the house of CondC, was taken 
from Conti-sur-Selles, a small town about 2om. S.W. of Amiens, 
which came into the CondC family by the marriage of Louis of 
Bourbon, first prince of CondC, with Eleanor de Roye in 1551. 

FRANCOIS ( I  558-1614), the third son of this marriage, was 
made marquis de Conti, and between 1581 and 1597 received 
princely rank. Conti appears to  have taken no part in the wars 
of religion until I 587, when he declared in favour of Henry of 
Navarre, afterwards King Henry IV. of France. H e  signed the 
declaration recognizing Henry IV. as king, and he continued to 
support Henry, although on the death of Charles, cardinal de 
Bourbon, in I 590 he himself was mentioned as a candidate for 
the throne. I n  1605 Conti married, as his second wife, the beauti- 
ful and witty Louise Marguerite (1574-1631), daughter of Henry 
duke of Guise and Catherine of Cleves, whom, but for the influ- 
ence of his mistress Gabrielle d' EstrCes, Henry IV. would have 
made his queen. Conti died in 1614. His widow was secretly 
married to Franqois de Bassompierre (q.v.) who joined her in 
conspiring against Cardinal Richelieu. Upon the exposure of the 
plot the cardinal exiled her to  her estate at  Eu, near Amiens, 
where she died The princess wrote Avenfures de la c o w  de Perse, 
in which, under the veil of fictitious scenes and names, she tells 
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the history of her own time. 

I n  1629 the title of prince de Conti was revived in favour of 
ARMAND DE BOURBON (1629-1666), second son of Henry 11. of 
Bourbon, prince of Conde, and brother of Louis, the great CondC. 
H e  played a conspicuous part in the two Frondes, and then fought 
in the Italian and Spanish campaigns, but after his defeat before 
Alessandria in 1657 retired to Languedoc, where he devoted him- 
self to study and mysticism until his death. At Clermont, Conti 
had been a fellow-student of Molibre's for whom he secured an 
introduction to the court of Louis XIV. 

LOUIS ARMAND -DE BOURBON, prince de Conti (1661-168j), 
eldest son of the preceding, succeeded his father in 1666, and in 
1680 married Marie Anne, a daughter of Louis XIV. and Louise 
de la Vallibre. H e  served with distinction in Flanders in 1683, and 
against the wish of the king went to Hungary, where he assisted 
the Imperialists to  defeat the Turks at  Gran in 1683. 

FRANSOIS LOUIS DE BOURBON, prince de Conti (1664-1709), 
younger brother of the preceding, was known until 1685 as prince 
de la Roche-sur-Yon. I n  1683 he assisted the Imperialists in 
Hungary, and while there he wrote some letters in which he 
referred to  Louis XIV. as le roi du the'citre, for which on his return 
to  France he was temporarily banished to Chantilly. Conti was 
a favourite of his uncle, the great CondC, whose granddaughter 
Marie ThCrPse de Bourbon (1666-1 732) he married in  1688. I n  
1689 he accompanied his intimate friend, Marshal Luxembourg, 
to the Netherlands, and shared in the French victories a t  Fleurus, 
Steinkirk and Neerwinden. I n  1697 Louis XIV, offered him the 
Polish crown, and by means of bribes the abbC de Polignac secured 
his election. Conti started rather unwillingly for his new king- 
dom, probably, as St. Simon remarks, owing to his affection for 
Fransoise, wife of Philip II. ,  duke of OrlCans, and daughter of 
Louis XIV. and Madame de Montespan. When he reached Dan- 
zig and found his rival Augustus II., elector of Saxony, already in 
possession of the Polish crown, he returned to France. The mis- 
fortunes of the French armies during the earlier years of the war 
of the Spanish Succession compelled Louis to  appoint Conti, 
whose military renown stood very high, to  command the troops 
in Italy. H e  fell ill before he could take the field, and died on 
Feb. 9, I 709. 

LOUIS ARMAKD DE BOURBON, prince de Conti (1696-1727), 
eldest son of the preceding, was a prominent supporter of the 
financial schemes of John Law, by  which he made large sums of 
money. 

LOUIS FRANGOIS DE BOURBOX, prince de Conti ( I  7 I 7-1 7 76), 
only son of the preceding, saw his first fighting in Bohemia in 
1741. He was appointed to command the army in Italy, where 
hc forced the pass of Villafranca and won the battle of Coni in 
1744. I n  1745 he was sent to check the Imperialists in Germany, 
and in 1746 was transferred to the Netherlands, where some 
jealousy between Marshal Saxe and himself led to  his retirement 
in 1747. I n  this year a faction among the Polish nobles offered 
Conti the crown of that country, and was supported by Louis 
XV. Although Conti did not secure the Polish throne he remained 
in the confidence of Louis until 1755, when his influence was 
destroyed by the intrigues of Madame de Pompadour. When the 
Seven Years' War broke out in 1756 he was refused the com- 
mand of the army of the Rhine, and began the opposition to the 
administration which caused Louis to  refer to him as "my cousin 
the advocate." I n  1771 he was prominent in opposition to the 
chancellor Maupeou. H e  supported the parlements against the 
ministry, was especially active in  his hostility to  Turgot, and 
was suspected of aiding a rising which took place at  Dijon in 
1775. Conti, who died on Aug. 2, 1776, inherited literary tastes 
from his father, was a brave and skilful general, and a diligent 
student of military history. His house, over which the comtesse 
de Boufflers presided, was the resort of many men of letters, and 
he was a patron of Jean Jacques Rousseau. 

LOUIS FRAN~OIS JOSEPH, prince de Conti (1734-1814)) son of 
the preceding, distinguished himself during the Seven Years' War. 
H e  took the side of Maupeou in the struggle between the chan- 
cellor and the parlements, and in 1i88 declared that the integrity 
of the constitution must be maintained. H e  left France in 1789, 

but returned in 1790. Arrested by order of the National Conven- 
tion in 1793, he was acquitted, but his estates were confiscated. 
The Directory banished him from France, but he took no part in 
royalist intrigues, and lived in retirement at  Barcelona till his 
death in 1814, when the house of Conti became extinct. 

See G. Tallemant des Reaux, Historiettes (1854-60) ; R. L. Marquis 
dlArgenson, Journal et me'moires (1859-6;) ; E. Boutaric, Corre- 
spondence skcrBte de Louis X V .  sur la polztique CtrangBre (1866) ; 
L. de R. duc de Saint Slmon, Me'moires (1873) ; P. Foncin, Essai stir le 
ministBre de Tuvgot (1877) ; E. Bourgeois, Nedchatel et la politique 
prz~ssienne en Franche-Comtt! (187 j )  ; F. de Bassompierre, Me'moires 
(1877) ; F.  J. de P. cardinal de Bernis, Me'moires et 1ett;es (1878) ; 
J .  V. A. duc de Broglie, Le Se'cret du roi (1878) ; P. A. Cheruel, 
Histoire de la Minorite' de Lozlis X IV .  et du MinistZre de Mazarin 
(1879) ; C. E. duchesse dlOrlCans, Me'moires (1880). 

CONTI ,  NHCOEO DE' (%. 141 9-1 44~+),  Venetian explorer 
and writer, was a merchant of noble family, who left Venice 
about 1419 for 25 years. We next find him in Damascus, whence 
he made his way over the north Arabian desert, the Euphrates 
and southern Mesopotamia, t o  Baghdad. From Baghdad he sailed 
down the Tigris t o  Basra and the head of the Persian gulf; he 
next descended the gulf t o  Ormuz, coasted along the Indian 
ocean shore of Persia to  Cambay, where he began his Indian life 
and observations. H e  next dropped down the west coast of 
India and struck iniand to Vijayanagar, the capital of the prin- 
cipal Hindu state of the Deccan (destroyed in 1555). of which 
he gives an interesting description. Thence he travelled to  R'Ialia- 
pur near Madras, the traditional resting-place of the body of 
St. Thomas, and the holiest shrine of the native Nestorian 
Christians. H e  then went for a year t o  Sumatra, gaining a good 
knowledge of the cannibal natives, and of the camphor, pepper 
and gold of this "Taprobana." From Sumatra he took a stormy 
voyage of sixteen days t o  Tenasserim, near the head of the Malay 
peninsula. We then find him a t  the mouth of the Ganges, which 
he ascends and descends, visiting Burdwan and Aracan, pene- 
trating into Burma, and navigating the Irrawaddy to Ava. From 
Pegu he went to  Java, his farthest point. After remaining there 
for nine months, he returned by Ciampa (usually Cochin-China 
in later mediaeval European literature, but here perhaps some 
more westerly portior of Indo-China), Coloen (Kulam or Quilon), 
Cochin, Calicut and Cambay, to Sokotra, which he describes as 
still mainly inhabited by n'estorian Christians; to  the "rich city" 
of Aden; to Gidda (or Jidda), the port of Mecca; over the 
desert to Cairo; ;nd so to  Venice, arriving in 1444. 

As a penance for his (compulsory) renunciation of the Christ- 
ian faith during his wanderings, Eugenius IV. ordered him to 
relate his history to Poggio Bracciolini, the papal secretary. The 
narrative closes with Conti's replies to Poggio's questions on 
Indian life, social classes, religion, fashions, manners and cus- 
toms. Conti divides the Indies into three parts; from Persia to  
the Indus; from the Indus to  the Ganges; and beyond the 
Ganges. This last he considered t o  excel the others in wealth 
and culture, and &o be abreast of Italy in civilization. He notes 
many interesting Indian customs, and reproduced several old 
legends. Conti's name-forms, partly through Poggio's vicious 
classicism, are often unrecognizable, but on the whole this is the 
best account of southern Asia by any European of the 15th 
century; while the traveller's visit t o  Sokotra is an almost unique 
performance for a Latin Christian of the middle ages. 

The original Latin is in Poggio's De varietate Fortunae, book iv. 
(ed. AbbC Oliva, Paris, 1723). The Italian translation printed in 
Ramusio's Navigationi et viaggi, vol. i., is from a Portuguese transla- 
tion. India in the Fifteenth Century (1857), contains an English trans- 
lation made by J. Winter Jones for the Hakluyt Society, with an 
introduction by R. H. Major. 

C O N T I N E N T ,  a term used i n  physical geography for the 
larger continuous masses of land, namely: Asia, Africa, North 
America, South America, Europe and Australia in the order of 
their size. See CONTINENTS, ORIGIN OF; CONTINENTAL SHELF, 

I t  is interesting to  take into consideration that the areas of 
volcanic activity are mostly where continent and ocean meet; 
and that around the continents there is an almost continuous 
"deep" from IOO to 3oom. broad, of which the Challenger Deep 
(11,400ft.) and the great Tuscarora Deep are fragments. The 
great floating segments are the Eurasian (with an area roughly 
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of 24, reckoning in millions of square miles), strongly ridged on 
the south and east, and relatively flat on the north-west; the 
African (twelve) rather strongly ridged on the east, less abruptly 
on the west and north; the North American (ten), strongly ridged 
on the west, more gently on the east, and relatively flat on the 
north and in the interior; the South American (nine), strongly 
ridged on the west and somewhat on the north-east and south-east, 
leaving ten for the smaller blocks. The delicate balance or isostasy 
of lighter land material and heavier ocean-bed substance was 
made the subject of considerable work by Hayford The Figure of 
the Earth and Isostasy (1909) and a statement of modern views 
on the subject was made by A. Morley Davies in the Geograpltical 
Journal (July I 92 5). 

The foundation structures of the continents are similar. Their 
rocks and soils are due to  differential minor movements in the 
past, by which various deposits were produced. These move- 
ments, followed by long periods of rest, allow of the development 
and migration of forms of life, the development of varied char- 
acteristic land forms, the migration and settlement of human 
beings and intercourse between races and communities, with 
finally the commercial interchange of commodities produced upon 
different parts of the continental surface by varying soil and 
climatic conditions; in short, for those geographical factors which 
form the chief influences upon past and present human history. 
That such movements have not ceased is known by the fact that 
certain coastal regions are now undergoing changes of level by 
which land is emerging from the sea, or sinking beneath it. Such 
changes take place very slowly. There is general agreement that 
the positions of the present continents were determined as long 
ago as Archaean times. (See GEOGRAPHY.) 

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC AND GUTTA 
PERCHA COMPANY. This rubber company was founded 
in Hanover, with a capital of 9oo.000 marks, in Oct. 1871. Owing 
to difficulties in construction, etc., the actual work of the com- 
pany was not begun until Sept. 1873 The first full year was 
1874, when a loss of 26,587 marks was sustained. In  the course 
of time, new uses were being found for rubber and the gradual 
growth of the concern may be judged from the increase in the 
number of employees: (1874) 246; (1884) 450; (1889) 500, 
and during the years of the World War, 8,000 in Hanover and, 
including all others elsewhere in the pay of the company, 13,ooo. 
In the three years 1910-13 the capital of the Continental rose 
9,000,000 to I j,ooo,ooo marks. 

The activities of the company fall into several well-defined 
classes. The surgical productions comprise hot-water bags, ice- 
bags, bathing caps, air cushions, syringes, sponges, surgical gloves, 
bath shoes, bath mats; shaving brushes and so forth; the industrial 
products include motor car accessories of all kinds, from tyres, 
mats, treads. insulating pads, grips, rings, tubes, etc.; there are 
also specialized technical products connected with electrical under- 
takings, typewriters (platens, etc.), and even furnishings, covers 
for upholstery, etc. 

The company has several times extended its premises in the 
course of its development, has large works and a spacious resi- 
dential club-house for employees. The workers publish a monthly 
called Echo Continental, with a circulation of 90.000. (W. HR ) 

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO, chartered Oc- 
tober IS, 1932, under the Yational Bank Act, succeeded the 
Continental Illinois Bank and Trust Company, chartered under 
the laws of the State of Illinois, through an exchange of stock, 
share for share. The present bank represents a union, consum- 
mated March 18, 1929, of the Continental National Bank and 
Trust Company of Chicago and the Illinois Merchants Trust 
Company, and is the outgrowth of a series of consolidations and 
mergers of banks, savings associations and trust companies in  
Chicago, the oldest of which was chartered in 1857. 

The Continental National Bank and Trust Company of Chi- 
cago, one of the two components of the present bank, resulted 
December I ,  192 7, from a union of the business of the Continental 
and Commercial National Bank of Chicago and its state chartered 
affiliate, the Continental and Commercial Trust and Saviny: 

Bank. These merging banks were themselves integrations of four- 
teen banking institutions. The oldest of this group, the Merchants 
Association, had been founded in 1861. 

The Illinois Merchants Trust Company, the other component 
bank, assumed corporate existence April 9, 1923, as a consolida- 
tion of the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank and The Merchants 
Loan and Trust Company. The Corn Exchange National Bank of 
Chicago was a member of this merging group, but was not physi- 
cally united with the Illinois Merchants Trust Company until 
September 29, 1924. The oldest component of this group, the 
Merchants Savings Loan and Trust Company, had been organized 
in 1857. Four other banks also were identified with the Illinois 
Merchants group through consolidation prior t o  1903 with the 
Corn Exchange National Bank of Chicago. 

As of March 26, 1940, the capital account of the Continental 
Illinois National Bank and Trust Company was $97,776,000, con- 
sisting of: Common stock $ jo.ooo,ooo (with par value of $335) ; 
surplus, $~O,OOO,OOO; undivided profits, $17,776,000. 

Reserve for contingencies was $16,154,000. Total resources 
amounted to $1,422,505,000, while aggregate deposits stood a t  
$1,301,972,000. 

The bank is housed in the building originally erected for the 
Illinois Merchants Trust Company, and is a member of the 
Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora- 
tion and the Chicago Clearing House Association. 

CONTINENTAL SHELF, the term in physical geography 
for the submerged platform upon which the continental areas 
stand in relief. The volume of the hydrosphere is a little too 
great for the true ocean basins, and it  runs over, covering the 
borders of the continents. If a medal be partly sunk under water 
the image and superscription standing above water would repre- 
sent a continent with adjacent islands and the sunken part just 
submerged would represent the continental shelf. The litho- 
sphere's surface may be considered to consist of three parts. 
namely, the continent heights 21%, the deep ocean 644% and a 
transitional area separating them. This transitional area of slight 
gradient is almost bisected by the present coast-line, for nearly 
one-half of it  (~o,ooo,ooo sq.m.) lies under water less than IOO 

fathoms deep, and the remainder is under 6ooft. in elevation. 
The former is called the continental shelf, and represents the 
area which would be added to the continents if the land rose 
600 feet. This shelf varies in width; surrounding it, leading to 
the great depths, is Wagner's continental slope. Around Africa- 
except for isolated patches-and off the western coasts of America 
the shelf scarcely exists. I t  is wide under the British Isles and 
northern France, and extends as  a continuous platform under 
the whole of the North sea except off south-west Norway. I t  
unites Australia to  New Guinea on the north and t o  Tasmania 
on the south, connects the Malay Archipelago along the broad 
shelf east of China with Japan and unites north-western America 
with Asia. I t  curves southwards outside Newfoundland and 
northwards holds Hudson Bay in the centre of a shallow dish. I t  
adds considerable areas to  the real oceanic boundaries of eastern 
United States, Florida, the Gulf States, eastern Central America 
and equatorial Brazil, while southwards the Falklands rise from 
its eastern border. I n  many places it is a plain of marine de- 
nudation, where the waves have battered down the cliffs and 
dragged the eroded material under the present sea level. If there 
were no compensating action in the differential movement of land 
and sea in the transitional area the whole of the land .would be 
gradually planed down to a submarine platform, and all the 
globe would be covered with water. There are, however, pcriodi- 
cal movements of this transitional area by which fresh areas of 
land are raised above sea-level, while the sea sinks more deeply 
into the great ocean basins, and the enlarged continents offer a 
new strip to  the unceasing action of the waves. 

CONTINENTAL SYSTEM, the name given to Napoleon's 
design for  paralysing Great Britain through the destruction of her 
commerce. By the Berlin Decree (Nov. 21, 1806) and the Milan 
Decree (Dec. 17, 1807) he declared Great Britain to  be in a state 
of blockade, and forbade either neutrals or French allies to trade 
with her or her Colonies. T o  Napoleon's "continental system" 
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England responded by Orders in Council which subjected all 
countries in alliance with Napoleon to a counter-blockade. The 
campaign of starvation brought great suffering to both countries, 
and vast annoyance to neutrals, causing in particular the Anglo- 
American War of 1812. But since England held the command of 
the sea with an overwhelming superiority never before witnessed, 
the contest proved disastrous to Napoleon-not only because of 
the resulting privations, but also because, in the effort to  maintain 
his system, Napoleon was forced to undertake responsibilities too 
great for him to support. (See FRANCE: History; ENGLISH HIS- 
TORY; NAPOLEON, etc.) 

CONTINENTS, ORIGIN OF. Throughout the greater 
part of the 19th century geologists in general believed that our 
present continents and oceans were only temporary features of 
the globe. In  the last quarter of the century, however, the idea 
of the permanence of the ocean basins began to gain ground. I t  
cannot be said that there is any universal agreement upon the 
question even yet. Many geologists are now inclined to ascribe 
a high antiquity to the Pacific ocean but to look upon the Atlantic 
and Indian oceans as comparatively modern. Haug and others still 
suspect the former existence of a Pacific continent. If continents 
and oceans are not permanent, the present distribution of land 
and sea is only an episode in the history of the globe and has no 
more significance than the distribution in the past. I t  was not 
geologists, therefore, who first endeavored to formulate general 
theories to account for the present shapes of continents and 
oceans. Those who made such attempts ignored the changes in the 
past and their speculations were received with little favour by 
geologists. The most suggestive of these speculations was the 
tetrahedral theory of Lowthian Green, who assumed that the earth 
is cooling, the interior contracting more rapidly than the exterior, 
and under the force of gravity the outer crust collapses. Fair- 
bairn's experiments on the crushing of wrought-iron tubes led 
him to believe that the collapsing sphere will tend to approach a 
tetrahedral form. The corners of the tetrahedron will rise above 
the water, forming triangular masses of land; the faces of the 
tetrahedron will remain covered and will form the oceans. He 
places one corner a t  the South Pole and the other three in the 
northern hemisphere. The corner a t  the South Pole is the Antarc- 
tic continent and the opposite face of the tetrahedron is  covered 
by the Arctic ocean. The triangular masses of land formed by the 
other three corners are represented respectively by North and 
South America, Europe and Africa, Asia and Australia, all of 
them wide toward the north and tapering toward the south. The 
two last are united in the north, but the Caspian depression is 
below sea-level and the plain of the Obi but little above it. Be- 
tween these three land-masses lie the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific 
oceans, all narrowing toward the north and, in the south, where the 
tetrahedral edges are lowest, uniting into a continuous belt around 
the globe. 

The actual form which Lowthian Green believes the earth to 
have reached is the hexakistetrahedron with all the faces so much 
rounded that the departure from the spheroidal form is slight. 
Lowthian Green's theory was entirely neglected in England for 
many years, but was more favourably received in France. D e  
Lapparent seems to have been the first to recognize it  as a probable 
hypothesis and at  a later date both Michel LCvy and Marcel Ber- 
trand adopted it  in a modified form. Since the closing years of the 
last century a tetrahedral theory in some shape or other has been 
accepted .by many writers in England, Germany and America; 
but once more i t  is generally discredited. On physical grounds 
objection has been raised that the tetrahedron is not a figure of 
equilibrium for a rotating earth, and even a slight approximation 
to it  cannot be retained. 

Suess's Theories.-A great advance in our knowledge of the 
history of the globe was made by Suess in his Das Antlitz der 
Erde. He showed that there are large areas where even the oldest 
fossiliferous beds still lie horizontal. Here the crust of the earth 
has been rigid, in the ordinary sense of the term, since Cambrian 
times. I t  has broken, but it has never crumpled. Between these 
areas lie broad belts in which the strata are often folded. Here 
the crust has been weaker and has yielded to tangential pressures 

by crumpling and overthrusting. The crumpling was not a con- 
tinuous process. There were well-defined periods of folding sepa- 
rated by intervals during which the whole earth was free, or almost 
free, from such disturbances. During these intervals, however, 
fracturing of the resistant areas took place and large blocks sank; 
and there were also wide extensions or transgressions of the sea 
over the land. 

In  the Northern Hemisphere there are three areas in which the 
Cambrian beds remain unfolded. These are: ( I )  Laurentia, which 
includes most of Canada east of the Rockies and probably 
stretched to the western islands of Scotland, ( 2 )  the Baltic shield 
and Russia?~ platform, (3) Angaraland, which includes a great 
part, but not the whole, of eastern Siberia. 

In  the Southern Hemisphere also there are areas in which the 
oldest fossiliferous beds known show no folding. The most exten- 
sive is Gondwa?za-land, which includes the greater part of South 
America east of the Andes, most of Africa between the Atlas and 
the mountains of the Cape, Arabia, Syria and the peninsula of 
India. The upper Cretaceous sea extended over a considerable area 
and even marine Jurassic beds are found in places, but much the 
larger part was land throughout the Mesozoic era. A similar re- 
mark applies to  a great part of Australia. Between the Mesozoic 
land-areas of the north and those of the south lies a belt in which 
the Mesozoic beds are for the most part marine. This is the 
Tethys of Suess. 

Between the rigid masses of the north and those of the south 
the more yielding crust beneath the sea of Tethys was crushed, 
and the great series of mountain ranges which run from west to  
east across the Old World was elevated. Tethys was much reduced 
in size and is now represented chiefly by the Mediterranean sea. 
About the same time Laurentia and Gondwana-land broke up, 
large portions sinking beneath the sea, and thus the present Atlan- 
tic came into existence. The Pacific appears to  have been sea 
throughout the Mesozoic era at  least, but nevertheless i t  has 
functioned as a rigid area. 

T h e  Wegener  Hypothesis.-Wegener introduces an entirely 
different conception, according to which the relative positions even 
of whole continents have altered greatly in quite recent times. I t  
has long been known to geologists that the visible part of the 
earth's crust consists chiefly of the lighter and more acid rocks, and 
beneath this i t  has been commonly supposed that there lies a layer 
of the denser and more basic rocks. The interior core must be 
denser still. In  formulating these ideas Suess proposed the names 
Sal, Sima and N i f e  for the three concentric regions respectively. 
The term Sal is now usually replaced by Sial, and with this modi- 
fication Suess's nomenclature is widely adopted. I t  has generally 
been supposed that the sial covers the whole globe. I t  may be thin- 
ner under the oceans and thicker on the continents, but i t  is 
present everywhere. Wegener believes that i t  is discontinuous. 
The floor of the ocean is formed of sima and the continents are 
sheets of sial floating in the sima. Because the sial is of smaller 
density its surface rises above the surface of the sima. The sima 
is not liquid in the ordinary sense of the word; but there is no 
perfect solid, and the sheets of sial, supposed to be about ~ o o k m .  
thick, could not lie upon the sima without the force of gravity 
pressing them in until they floated. 

Wegener's view is that the sheets of sial are not only separate 
and floating in the sima but also moving laterally, and that their 
positions relatively to one another have altered in the past and 
are altering still. According to him if we take the edge of the 
continental shelf as the edge of the sial sheets and allow for the 
effects of Tertiary folding, the pieces of sial can be fitted together 
into one continuous sheet covering about a third of the globe. 
This, he thinks, was the condition a t  the close of the Palaeozoic 
era. He does not follow the edge of the continental shelf with 
any precision, and the allowance that he makes for the Tertiary 
folding is purely fanciful. 

I t  is in the Southern Hemisphere that the geological evidence 
for a former union of the continental masses is strongest, and i t  
is perhaps significant that the nearest approach to a fit is that 
between Africa and South America. The close similarity between 
the rocks and fossils of these two areas has led most geologists 
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to assume a former land connection. Both regions are character- 
ized by the occurrence of the fossil Glossopteris.flora, which differs 
considerably from the contemporaneous flora of Europe. The 
same flora has also been found in India and Australia. All these are 
brought together in Wegener's scheme and the similarity in rocks 
and fossils is a t  once explained. But the Glossopteris flora is also 
found in Siberia and northern Russia, which in his reconstruction 
become farther away from the presumed home of Glossopteris 
than they are at present. 

J o l y  and Radio-activity.- Joly's theory is based on the 
effects of radio-activity. Like Wegener he thinks that the con- 
tinents are sheets of sial floating in the sima, which forms the 
floor of the ocean. Relative displacements of the continents may 
have taken place, but only a t  certain periods. The sial and the 
sima are both radio-active and the radio-active elements in them 
are continually generating heat. Unless this heat can escape the 
temperature must rise. The melting point of the sial rocks is 
known to be much higher than that of the sima, which is basaltic 
in composition. 

Suppose that a t  a certain period the whole of the sial is solid 
and the sima also is solid down to a considerable depth. Heat c a n  
only escape by the slow process of conduction. Beneath the sial, 
according to Joly, there will be no escape from the sima, because 
the base of the sial itself, owing to its own radio-activity, must be 
nearly at  the melting point of sima. Since the escape of heat is 
so slow the temperature rises and the sima melts from below up- 
wards. Tidal movements in the molten sima acting upon the 
downward projections of the sial move the whole crust so that 
the local accumulations of heat originally formed beneath the 
sial come to lie under the thin layer of solid sima beneath the 
ocean. This is quickly thinned still further, and molten sima 
escapes through fractures. The loss of heat now becomes more 
rapid and an era of cooling and consolidation begins. 

We must suppose, then, that there are periods during which 
the sima layer melts more or  less completely and periods during 
which i t  solidifies down t~ a considerable depth. I t  has been 
shown experimentally that basalt, and most other rocks that 
have been tested, expand on melting and decrease in density. As 
the sima melts i t  expands, and therefore the general level of the 
earth's surface is raised. But because the density of the sima is 
decreased the masses of sial which are floating in it  sink more 
deeply into the layer. Their surfaces, owing to the general rise, 
become farther from the earth's centre, but, relatively to the 
surface of the sima they are depressed. I n  this way the widespread 
transgressions characteristic of certain geological periods are ex- 
plained. As the sima cools again and becomes denser the surface 
falls but the sial masses rise relatively to the sima. When the 
sima begins to cool, the crust upon it ,  if not already complete, is 
soon completed by the consolidation of molten material in its 
fissures. Together with the sial masses it  now covers the whole 
globe. But the sima continues to contract further and the cover- 
ing becomes too large. And now begins a period of folding and 
other earth movements to enable the crust to  descend with the 
sima. 

The great merit of the theory, from the geological point of view, 
is that it offers an explanation of the most remarkable features in 
the history of the globe, the periodicity of earth-folding and sea- 
transgressions and their widespread character. However, in view of 
our ignorance of what goes on in by far the greater part of the in- 
terior of the globe it  remains improbable that any theory founded 
on examination of a thin external skin can be complete. 

BIBLIOGRAPXY.--W. Lowthian Green, Vestiges of the Molten Globe 
(1875) ; E. Suess, Das Antlitz der Erde (1883-1909-Eng. trans. 
1904) ; A. Wegener, Die Entstehung der Kontinente und Ozeane 
(192o-Eng. trans. 1924) ; J. J o l ~ ,  "The Movement of the Earth's 
Surface Crust," Phil. Mag. (1923), also Radio-activity and the Sur- 
face History of the Earth, Halley Lecture (1924) and The Surface 
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(P. LA.) 
CONTINUATION: see CARRYING OVER; CONTANGO. 
CONTINUATION SCHOOLS (DAY AND EVENING). Early 

in the 19th century, it came to be recognized in Great Britain that 
the existing elementary schools could no longer satisfy the national 

educational needs, which had increased considerably through the 
immense social and economic changes brought about by  the indus- 
trial revolution: accordingly, attempts were made to supplement 
their work by  that of night schools for persons fully occupied 
during the daytime. Under the influence of such men as Dr. Birk- 
beck and Lord Brougham, "Mechanics' Institutes" were founded 
to give factory workers instruction in the scientific principles of 
workshop practice. (See also COMMERCIAL EDUCATION ) 

These institutes a t  first attracted large numbers of artisans, but 
their popularity amongst working men quickly declined; one of 
the most important reasons for this was that the elementary edu- 
cation of the workman was in general not sufficient to  enable him 
to profit by the instruction provided in science and mathematics. 
Other organizations, including "night schools" taught by ele- 
mentary teachers, came into existence and were carried on for 
many years without any public assistance. I n  1851, however, the 
Government decided to make additional grants to  elementary day 
schools which held continuation classes and the number of these 
increased steadily until 1870, when they had more than 80,000 
students. Elementary education became compulsory after 1876 
and the attendance a t  night schools declined for a time; the attend- 
ance increased, however, after the removal by the evening school 
code of 1893 of the previous age limit of 21, and of the require- 
ment that all scholars should be instructed in elementary subjects. 

The A c t  of 1902.-Side by side with these night schools, there 
were in existence from 1856 state-aided classes in science and art. 
There was, however, no definite connection between the two, 
though after the fusion of the education department and the science 
and ar t  department into a single Board of Education, steps were 
taken in 1901 to secure some connection between the two groups 
of schools. The Education Act of 1902 which placed the responsi- 
bility for both elementary schools and schools for "further educa- 
tion" on the county and county borough authorities made it  possi- 
ble to  organize continuation schools and to fix their position in  
schemes of education. 

When pupils leave full time day education and commence work, 
provision is now generally made for them to continue their educa- 
tion in the evenings: the courses of instruction usually require 
attendance a t  school for two hours on three evenings a week from 
September until Easter. For boys who are in industrial occupa- 
tions, instruction is usually given in mathematics, technical draw- 
ing or workshop practice, science and English. For those in com- 
mercial occupations, the instruction includes English and arith- 
metic, together with subjects of a more vocational character. 
For those not needing vocational instruction or for whom organ- 
ized courses may not be suitable, instruction is provided which 
is designed to create interest and stimulate intellectual enthusiasm. 
Since the World War, the increase in  the demand for  adult educa- 
tion has continued in remarkable fashion. 

During the year 1926-27-the latest period for  which statistics 
are available-there were 727,650 students (18.5 per 1,000) in 
England and Wales in attendance at  evening technical courses; 
of these 389,813 were men and boys and 337,837 women and 
girls. I n  the day continuation courses, 23,884 boys and girls (6  per 
10,ooo) were in attendance. 

A c t  of 1918.-The Education Act of 1918 (since included in 
the Education Act 1921) laid upon local authorities for higher edu- 
cation the duty of establishing and maintaining day continuation 
schools in  which suitable courses of general instruction (up  to 16) 
and with a vocational bias (from 16 to 18) were to  be provided for 
all "young persons"; attendance was to be compulsory and free. 

Some the as well as some of the larger L.E.A.'s 
(Local education authorities) decided to exercise their powers at  
once and proceeded to establish day continuation schools: accord- 
ingly in 1921-22 there were in the country 1 2 2  of these schools 
with 95,530 pupils. During the next year all the authorities except 
Rugby closed their compulsory schools, mainly owing to the finan- 
cial crisis through which the country was passing a t  that time. 
Moreover, an important administrative difficulty had not been 
fully appreciated, though it had been foreseen, viz. :-the "ap- 
pointed day" for the operation of the continuation school clauses 
was not fixed. L.E.A.'s were allowed to fix their own "appointed 
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days"; and, in consequence, the enforcement of the Act created 
obvious unfairness between the juveniles living in an area where 
the Act was in operation, and juveniles in a contiguous area which 
had decided not to establish compulsory day continuation schools; 
also, the small employer who had a very limited number of junior 
employees was handicapped by the withdrawal of his assistants 
during working hours more heavily than the big employers who had 
large staffs of juniors. 

The compulsory schools were, however, open for long enough 
t o  reveal that there was a real demand among certain classes for 
the continued education of their children, and some L.E.A.'s 
opened voluntary schools in order to meet it. I t  was significant 
also that within a short time of the closing of the compulsory 
schools it  was found to be necessary to  open unemployment edu- 
cational centres throughout the country for juveniles who were in 
receipt of the out-of-work donation. Proprietary schools and col- 
leges also increased in number and enrolments. 

T h e  V.D.C. Schools.-The voluntary day continuation schools 
supply the needs chiefly of two types of juveniles:-(a) those 
whose parents cannot afford to pay school fees but are able to 
maintain their children while they are receiving a training designed 
to enable juveniles to escape "blind alley" occupations; (b) those 
who have the opportunity or "earning and learning" at  the same 
time. The numbers of students provided by these two categories 
are relatively small a t  present, though persistent. There remains 
the type of juvenile who regards organized education as finished 
when the wage-earning period commences and moreover does not 
enter a club, church or social organization of any kind; the Educa- 
tion Act of 1918 brought these juveniles under continuous educa- 
tional control until they reached 18 years; a t  the present time 
they are free and a potential menace to progress. 

I n  London an endeavour has been made to entice these juveniles 
(who incidentally are in danger of permanent blind alley occupa- 
tion) into a special type of evening institute where the instruction 
is just that mhich makes an appeal to boys whose daily occupa- 
tions are of a routine or repetitive kind. The subjects offered in 
these institutes are mainly practical, e.g., woodwork, metal work, 
boot-repairing, hobbies, physical exercises and boxing, drawing 
and painting; the amenities of club life are also available. Similar 
provision has been made for the corresponding type of girls in the 
(free) Women's Evening Institutes. 

There has been a very marked tendency in recent years to in- 
crease and widen the scope of the teaching in the evening schools, 
this applies to  both vocational and non-vocational instruction; the 
former has been greatly encouraged by various well-known exam- 
ining bodies while the latter has received invaluable support from 
the L.E A.'s and the adult education movement which has suc- 
ceeded, especially since the war, in reaching types of students who 
have hitherto shown little desire to pursue any form of cultural 
study. 

Co-operat ion w i t h  Employers  and Outs ide  Bodies.-Em- 
ployers are now attaching more importance to "further education" 
and are either co-operating effectively with the L.E.A.'s or main- 
taining their own works schools and classes; this co-operation is 
no longer confined to the better known occupations (e .g .  engi- 
neering, building, commerce, printing, etc.) but is being extended 
t o  such occupations as the distributing and outfitting trades, gro- 
cery and meat trades, laundries, milk shops, etc. The readiness 
with which employers are prepared to serve on advisory and con- 
sultative education committees is also indicative of an awakened 
interest. Co-operation between L.E.A.'s and the Boy Scouts' asso- 
ciation, Girl Guides, Church Lads' Brigade, Juvenile advisory com- 
mittees, Juvenile organization committees, Toc H, and organiza- 
tions of this kind is doing much to ensure that the work begun in 
the day elementary schools is carried to a more profitable stage in 
the day continuation and evening schools, and eventually into the 
polytechnics, higher commercial schools and schools of art. 

The aim of "further education" at  the present time is to  make 
a provision which recognizes the facts that hours of labour are not 
so long as formerly and that the work itself has become more 
tedious and monotonous owing to improvements in mechanical 
methods and appliances. The general tendency therefore is in the 

direction of securing that form of co-operation between employers, 
social agencies and educational bodies by which the increased 
leisure time of the workers may be occupied more happily and, a t  
the same time, technical skill in daily occupations so developed as  
to improve the workers' own economic position pari passzd with 
the industry in which they are engaged. (B. I . )  

UNITED STATES 
In  the United States continuation (or compulsory part-time) 

schools are found in more than half the States, the age of required 
attendance reaching 17 or 18 in several States, as New York, Cal- 
ifornia, and Wisconsin. Generally, however, four to six hours of 
daytime attendance per week are required for all employed young 
persons between 14 and 16 years of age. 

The first State to establish compulsory continuation schools was 
Wisconsin (1909). Before 1915 Massachusetts and New York had 
enacted legislation permitting any community to  require such at- 
tendance. All other State legislation has been enacted since 1915, 
and its application very generally is State-wide, leaving no option 
to local areas. 

American interest in  conthuation schools derives from several 
sources. As far back as  the middle of the 19th century the decay 
of apprenticeship as a means of superior technical training led 
to the foundation of "Mechanics' Institutes" in many cities. 
These inspired the extensive establishment of public evening 
classes, especially in industrial centres. But evening classes, 
valuable as they might be for young adults, seemed poorly adapted 
for juvenile workers. 

Investigations made in Massachusetts ( ~ g o g ) ,  New York (1919) 
and elsewhere very generally indicated : (a )  excessive withdrawal 
from schools of poorly equipped juvenile workers between 14 and 
16 years of age; (b) unsuitability of evening classes for their 
needs, and ( c )  possibilities of either full-time or part-time train- 
ing, for industrial pursuits or for still much needed general edu- 
cation of part-time day attendants. The successful examples of 
Bavaria, Saxony, Baden and Scotland in providing such schools 
were carefully studied. The passage of the (English) Education 
Act of 1918 served as an additional stimulus. 

Continuation schools are generally administered by city and 
town school authorities, but with fairly close State and some 
Federal supervision because of the fact that relatively large pro- 
portions of their support derive, not from local funds, but from 
State and (under the Smith-Hughes Act) Federal sources. A few 
cities (notably Boston, Milwaukee, Piew York and Newark) have 
established central schools exclusively for continuation-school 
pupils. In  some cases classes are maintained in commercial or in- 
dustrial establishments employing large numbers of workers within 
the required attendance age. 

The difficulty of providing competent teachers for continuation 
schools has heretofore prevented the public from having anything 
like a full realization of their possible benefits. Classes or groups 
formed in continuation schools are necessarily more heterogeneous 
than are classes in  ordinary public schools. Each teacher must 
meet from 150 to 300 pupils per week, with a consequent disper- 
sion of personal contact and impairment of understanding. Theo- 
retically, a t  any rate, the subjects taught should be very differently 
organized from subjects of similar names in ordinary public 
schools. 

The problems of appropriate curricula have been found still 
more complicated. Doubtless many of the earlier supporters of 
compulsory part-time schools believed that these schools would 
solve the problems of vocational training. I n  practice they have 
done so only in a limited number of instances. On the other 
hand, a t  best these schools have been found very efficacious in 
making more real and significant such kinds of general education 
as pupils had already had, and also in keeping them in touch with 
school procedures in such ways that many have returned to full- 
time schools. 

Authorities still differ as to the actual educational functions that 
should be made the primary objectives of continuation schools. 
One group favours a considerable range of studies, even though 
profound learning is not practicable within the limits of the time 
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available. Another group favours concentration on the part o f  in- 
dividual pupils according t o  bent ,  outside employment, prospects 
and the'like. I n  the meantime, minority groups o f  dissatisfied em- 
ployers or parents in  certain States have made many attempts t o  
repeal the legislation establishing continuation schools. In  prac- 
tically no instance have these attempts succeeded. I t  is therefore 
reasonable t o  assume that continuation school education has finally 
been adopted as an integral and important part o f  the American 
public-school system. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. L. Jones, The Continuation School in the United 
States, U.S. Bur. of Educ. Bull. No. I of 1907; A. L. Hall-Quest, The 
University Afield (1926) ; 0. D. Evans, Educational Opportunities for 
Young Workers (1926) ; Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Education, 
Biennial Survey of Education (1922-24) Bull. 1926, No. 23, Wash.; 
U.S. Senate Document No. 936. (D. SN.) 

CONTINUED FRACTIONS. An expression o f  the form 
b 

a +  - 
i s  called a continued fraction. Such a fraction c+ - 

f e+- 
R+ 

m a y  terminate or be  continued t o  infinity.  T h e  English no- 
ta t ion for such a fraction, which will be used throughout th is  

. . . . T h e  continental notation is  article, i s  a & -  - - 
c k e f  g S .  

b1  ' 4 ' fl . . . , which is perhaps the  better o f  the  two, for a+ - 
Ic le IR 

t h e  ambigui ty  should b e  assigned t o  the  numerators o f  the so- 
b 

called partial quotients - 7 $9 - . not  t o  the  denominators, i n  
c e 

order t o  bring all cases under the  same general treatment.  
I f  we f o r m  f r o m  a continued fraction 

terminated or infinite, t he  succession o f  terminated continued 
a1 a1 a2 

fractions ao, ao+ -, ao+ - -, . . . and evaluate these in the  
bl bl+ bz 

Pn forms @ fi 
ej. . ., t h e n  - i s  said t o  be  a co,zocrgcnt to  t h e  

Po P 1  q2 4. 
continued fraction f. W e  have PO= ao, $1 = bl ao+al, 

p2=aob1 b2+al b2+aoi12, . . . qo= I ,  ql=bl, q2= blb2+a2,. . . 
and i t  i s  easily proved b y  induction that  we have 

Pn= bnpn-I f an fin-2, qn= bnqn-z+anqn-2, 

a result established b y  Wall is  (q.v.). 
I t  should be  noticed t h a t  i n  using these relations the fraction 

#,/q, m u s t  not  be  reduced. T h u s  i n  the  continued fraction 
2 I I 

I +  - - - . . . , t he  third convergent must  be taken t o  be  
3 + 1 + 2 +  

6/4 not  3 / 2 .  Actually p, and qn, regarded as functions of  the  
independent variables ao, a,, a2 . . . a,, bl, bs,. . . b, cannot be  
resolved into  factors. I n  the  general fraction, where a minus 
sign replaces a plus sign, we have the  relations 

an 
corresponding t o  such a t e r m  as - - bn 

a1 az 
T h e  fraction - 

b l+  G+ . . can b e  regarded as the  general t ype  

a1 az 
o f  a continued fraction, for the  fraction ao+ - 

bl + bz+ . . can be 

I I 
brought ta  th is  t y p e  b y  writing it as - - -  az  ... , 

o + e o - t  b1-k bz+ 
I n  t h e  general t y p e  we have always 

Pn q?~-i - pn-I qn = ( - 1 ) ~ a 1  a2 . . . a,, 

a result easily proved b y  induction. 

R e g u l a r  C o n t i n u e d  Fractions.- The type o f  continbed frac- 
tion o f  most  practical interest and importance is t h e  simple or 
vegulai* co~zti~zued fraction, which is the  fraction o f  the  t y p e  

1 1 1  

+b,+ b2+ G+ - where bi, b2, b3, . . are all positive integers. 

A n y  positive number less t h a n  u n i t y  can be  represented i n  this 
form,  and any  number whatever,  positive or negative,  no t  a n  

I I 
integer, can b e  represented i n  the  f o r m  bo+ - bl + &+ . . . ) where 

bl, bl , .  . . , called the  partial quotients, are positive integers and 
b0 is either zero or a n  integer, positive or negative. For a positive 
number N ,  greater t h a n  un i t y ,  bo is  the  integral part o f  N ;  for 
a negative number - N ,  bo is  - ( b + ~ ) ,  where b is  t h e  integral 
part o f  N .  T h e  process o f  converting a positive number x/y 
in to  a regular continued fraction is e f fect ively  t h a t  o f  finding the  
greatest common measure o f  t w o  numbers ,  so t h a t  t h e  repre- 
sentation is  unique,  wi th  a n  exception t o  be  presently ment ioned,  
and the  fraction terminates i f  t he  number is  rational. I f  the  
number is  irrational the  fraction is  infinite; and ,  conversely, a 
finite regular continued fraction is  a rational number and a n  
infinite continued fraction represents a n  irrational number.  

T h e  exception t o  the  unique representation is  the  following. 
I n  converting a rational number in to  a finite continued fractior, - 
bo+ 2- . . . I t  we should naturally s top at  a t e r m  f, where 

bl+ + b ,  b,, 
bn was greater t h a n  un i t y .  W e  might  however write th is  

13 I I 
t e r m  as T h u s  we could write - as - - 

bn-I + I I7 1 + 3 +  
1 1 1 1  - - -  -, so tha t  a rational number can  b e  converted in to  
I + 3 + 3 + 1  
a simple continued fraction having a n  odd or even  number o f  
partial quotients,  whichever w e  please. 

For a regular continued fraction we have p,qn-l-p,-lq,=(-~)n, 
so t h a t  every  convergent is a fraction i n  i t s  lowest terms. 
Every  odd convergent i s  greater t h a n  the  succeeding e v e n  con- 
vergent. T h e  odd convergents steadily decrease and the  even  
convergents steadily increase. Each odd convergent i s  greater 
t h a n  the  succeeding even  convergent and t h e  value o f  the  frac- 
t ion lies between t h a t  o f  any  t w o  consecutive convergents. T h e  
values o f  pn and q, each increase steadily wi thout  l imi t  unless 
the  fraction terminates. I t  follows t h a t  every  infinite continued 
fraction o f  th is  t y p e  determines a definite irrational number ly-  
ing i n  value between a n y  odd convergent and the  succeeding or 
preceding even  convergent. Every  convergent p,/q, i s  a better 
approximation t o  f ,  the  value o f  the  fraction, t h a n  a n y  preceding 
convergent and also t h a n  a n y  rational fraction whosc denomi- 
nator is  less t h a n  q,. T h e  difference between p,/q, and f i s  less 
t h a n  1/q,qn+l which is  less t h a n  ~ / q ; .  I f  t he  difference between 
f and a fraction P/Q is less t h a n  1/2 Q 2 ,  t h e n  P/Q m u s t  be  a con- 
vergent t o  the  continued fraction in to  wh ich f  can be  converted. 
T h i s  is also true if the  difference between YY and f2Q2 is less t h a n  
f. Of t w o  consecutive convergents t o  a regular continued frac- 
t ion,  f, at  least one, p l q ,  d i f fers  f r o m  f b y  less t h a n  1/2 q2 and o f  
three consecutive convergents a t  least one,  p/q,  d i f fers  f r o m  f b y  
less t h a n  ~ / . \ l g q ~ .  T h e  very  diff icult  problem o f  determining 
whether it is possible or not t o  find approximations t o  a n  irra- 
tional number x o f  the  f o r m  p/q, where p and q are integers, 
such t h a t  the  difference between p/q and x is less t h a n  1/kq2, 
where k is  a n  assigned number,  depends upon  continued frac- 
tions. I t  has been shown tha t ,  i f  k<3 ,  there are a n  infinite n u m -  
ber o f  such approxiniations unless x is  a quadratic surd o f  a 
certain t ype .  Some recent work o n  this  subject i s  given b y  
J .  H .  Grace (Londolz Math. Soc. Proc., vol.  17) and P. J .  Hea- 
wood (ibid., vol. 20). A result o f  some interest t h a t  i s  estab- 
lished b y  means o f  continued fractions far more easily is tha t ,  
i f  x and y are any  t w o  numbers whose ratio is  irrational, and a 
is any  assigned number. t h e n  a n  infinite succession o f  pairs o f  
positive integers rn and lz can be  found such tha t  mx-.rzy differs 
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from a by less than any arbitrarily assigned small positive 
number e.  

Since any convergent p/q to the regular continued fraction 
into which a number x may be converted differs from x by less 
than I/@, and is a better approximation than any fraction whose 
denominator is not greater than q, we can in this way find rational 
numbers which are approximations to any given number of any 
degree of accuracy that we require, but it may happen that the 
actual convergent found has an inconveniently large denomi- 
nator. The problem of finding the best approximation to a 
number x in the form of a rational fraction whose denominator 
does not exceed a given number D can be solved as follows. 
Let pn-l/qn-l and pn-z/qn-z be two consecutive convergents to 
the fraction representing x and let pn= b,pn-I+$,-2. Then the 
fractions of the sequence 

Pn-z+Pn-1, en-.+ 29,-1 p n - ~ +  bnpn-I 
f .  . ' 

qn-2' qn-z+~n-1 qn-2+ 2qn-I qn-z+ bn ~ n - I .  r 

are increasing or decreasing according as $2 is odd or even. They 
are called intermediate or auxiliary convergents. If we take the 
partial quotients of odd order with their intermediate convergents, 
wherever the partial coefficients differ from unity, and form the 

0 Pl $3 Pn-2 Sequence -,. . . - .  . . - . , . . . . - and also the partial 
I 41 q 3  Pn-2 qn 

quotients of even order with their intermediates, and form the se- 
1 f i 2  p4 fin-1 quence -,. . . - . . . - 1 .  . . - . . . then :the members of the 
0 Q2 94 Qn-1 

first sequence are steadily increasing and the members of the sec- 
ond sequence are steadily decreasing, both sequences tending to x 
as a limit, x lying between every two consecutive members of 
either sequence; also no rational number with a denominator less 
than that of the second member of the pair can be inserted 
between them. If then we take that member of either sequence 
whose denominator is not greater than D and nearest to it, we 
have the best approximation of the kind required. 

A simple application of continued fractions is to find solutions 
in integers of the indeterminate equation ax* by =c, where a and 
b are integers prime to each other and c is an integer. If we con- 
vert a lb  into a continued fraction with an even number of terms 
and p/q is its penultimate convergent, aq-bp= I ;  so that solu- 
tions of the equation are furnished by x=cq+bt, y =cp f at, 
where t is any integer. Other interesting applications of con- 
tinued fractions are to prove that any divisor of a number of 
any of the forms a2+b2, a2f  2b2, a2+3b2, where a and b are 
mutually prime integers, is of the same form, and also not 
merely to prove that any prime number of the form 41z+1 can 
be represented as the sum of two squares in a t  least one way, 
but to obtain these representations explicitly. 

Regular Recurring Fractions.-A very important type of 
the infinite regular continued fraction is the recurring continued 
fvactioft. I n  this type the partial quotients recur in a cycle, if 
not a t  once, a t  least after some fixed term. If a quadratic surd 
of the form (P+dR)/Q, where P, Q and R are integers and R is 
not a perfect square, is converted into a continued fraction, the 
fraction will be of this type. Here R is essentially positive, P 
and Q may be positive or negative. A quadratic surd of the form 
(P-dR)/Q is the reciprocal of Q(P+dR) (P2-R) and there- 
fore can be converted into a continued fraction of the same 
form. If however (P-dR)/Q is negative, we must first write 
it in the form A + (P'-.\IR)/Q, where A is a negative integer 
and (P'-dR)/Q is positive, which is always possible, and con- 
vert (PI-dR)/Q into a continued fraction. 

A recurring continued fraction is said to be pure when all the 
quotients recur, mixed when there is a non-recurring part. The 
value of a pure recurring fraction is always of the form 
(P+dR)/Q, being the p o s i t i v e  s o l u t i o n  of the equation 
x=(xp, + pn-~)/Jxqn + qn-I), where ~n/qn and ~n-l/q,-l are the 
last and penultinlate convergents of the terminated fraction 
formed by the cycle of recurring quotients. I t  follows imme- 
diately that the value of a mixed recurring fraction is of the form 
(P f dR)/Q. Two conjugate surds have the same cyclic part in 

their development. The continued fraction corresponding to a 
surd of the form dR/Q, where K>Q"as a particular form. It 

I I . . . I I 
is of the form b + - 

b l + &  +b,+Z+ . ., the recurring 

quotients being bl, b2,. . . bn, 21) and possessing the property 
61 = b,, b2= bn-1, b3 = bn-2, etc. The convergents possess the 
property that QP,~-~,~R/Q=(-I)~M,,  where M,  is one of a 
recurring cycle of integers. If p/q is the convergent correspond- 
ing to the last partial quotient of a cycle, and ptlq '  the preceding 
convergent, then qt2R/QZ-- pt2 = + I ,  the upper or lower sign 
being taken according as p/q is an even or odd convergent. These 
properties of the recurring continued fraction lead to the solu- 
tions, when they exist, of the Diophantine equation x2- N y 2 = k a ,  
where x, y, N ,  a are integers and N is not a perfect square. 
(The particular case of this equation, x2- Ny2 = I ,  is commonly 
known as Pell's equation, though Pell's connection with it is 
simply that he published the solutions given by Brouncker and 
Wallis. The equation itself was proposed by Fermat as a chal- 
lenge to the English mathematicians. The complete theory of 
these equations was given by Lagrange.) The case of a>.\IN 
can be made to depend on that of a < diV, and in this case 
x/y must be a convergent to the continued fraction which 
is the development of dN. Since for every such convergent 
pn2- Nqn

2= (7 I )~M, ,  where M,is one of a fixed cycle of numbers, 
the equation IS either not soluble a t  all or admits of an infinite 
number of solutions. I n  particular the equation x2-Ny2= I is 
always soluble, x/y being a penultimate convergent to the suc- 
cessive or alternate periods of the fraction corresponding to .\IN. 
The equation x2- Ny2 = - I has no solution if the number of 
quotients in the period of the fraction is even. If the number 
of quotients is odd, the solutions are given by the penultimate 
convergents in the alternate periods of the fraction. If x', y' is 
a particular solutio~l of x2-Ny2=1, then another solution is 
X, Y where X+  YdN = (xt+ yfdN)', r being any integer. If p ,  q 
is a particular solution of x2 - Ny2 = a, SO is p ~ ' ~ ~ V q y ' ,  py'+Nqxl, 
and it may be shown that all possible solutions of both equations 
are of these forms. That  the equation x2 - Ny2 = - I cannot 
always be soluble is clear from the fact that N ,  being a factor 
of x2+1, must be the sum of the squares. I t  is not true however 
that the equation is necessarily soluble if iV is the sum of two 
squares. The equation xZ-8y2= - I is not soluble. I n  fact with 
N = 8 ,  the only soluble equations are x2-8y" I, x2-8y2= -4. 

Applications t o  I r r a t iona l  Numbers.-Some other applica- 
tions to irrational numbers may be mentioned. If two irrationals x 
and y are connected by a relation of the form x=  (ay+b)/(cy+d), 
where a, b, c, d are integers, such that ad-be=& I,  then in the 
developments of x and y as regular continued fractions the 
partial quotients, after some fixed term, of one must coincide 
with the partial quotients, after some fixed term, of the other. 
I n  particular, if 

. 9 for b l > l  

and = - f for bl= I. 

I I 
If x=bo+ - 

b l +  bzf . . and if, for any arbitrarily chosen number 

n, an index v can be found such that b,+l>q;, pV/qv being the 
convergent corresponding to bv, then the irrational number x is 
transcendental; that is, it  cannot be the root of an algebraic 
equation with rational coefficients. 

General Continued Fractions.-The general continued frac- 
tion differs in many respects from the regular continued fraction. 
In  particular, the representation of a number as such a fraction 
is not unique, the value of an infinite continued fraction is not 
necessarily irrational, nor do its convergents necessarily tend to  
a finite limit. For example, it  is easily verified that the rcth con- 
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vergents to the continued fractions 

are ~ t / ( n +  I) and sin nO/sin(n + 1)0 respectively. The con- 
vergent~ of the first fraction tend to the rational limit unity, 
the convergents of the second tend to no definite limit. The 
functions p, and q,, the numerators and denominators of the 

nth convergent to the fraction . . . , are algebraic 
b l +  bzf 

integral functions of al, a2  . . . a,, bl, bz . . . b,. They are 
called cumula~tts or continuants and can be studied as integral 
algebraic functions. I t  is also possible to exhibit p, and q, as 
determinants and their properties can be derived from the 
properties of determinants. The determination of p, and q, de- 
pends on the solution of the difference equation u,= b,~,-lfa,, 
which may sometimes be solved by the methods of the Cal- 
culus of Differences (q.~.). I n  particular, if b,=b and a,=a 
always, u, is of the form A a n + B P ,  where a and P are the roots 
of the quadratic x2=ax+b and A and B are constants deter- 
mined by the values of uo and ul. If the fraction is recurring, 

al '3 . . .  a, a1 a2 . . , a, 3 
say - 

b l + b 2 +  +6,+K+G+ + b n + b l +  
. . . , then, if 

a1 a, 
v ,  denotes the r th convergent, we have r,+,=- . . . -- 

bl+ + b n f ~ v '  

leading to a relation of the form Av,+,v,+Bv,+, +Co,+D=o, 
where A ,  B, C, D are constants, a standard type of soluble differ- 
ence equation. By the use of this solution we could determine 
any convergent of a recurring fraction with non-recurring ele- 
ments a t  the beginning. As an instance of a fraction that can be 

I IZ 32 52 
evaluated, consider Brouncker's fraction, - - - 

I + 2 + 2 + 1 +  

We have ztn = 2un-, + (212 - I) 2u,-?, if U ,  = p, or q,. This relation 
may be written as un- (zn+ 1)un-1= (2~2- I) (u,-I-= Un-z), 
whence 

en- (2lt+ l)pll-l = ( 212 -  1)(212-3) . . . 3(Pz-3pl) 
= -(2?2-1)(2It-3) . . . 3.1 

~ ~ - ( 2 n + 1 ) ~ , - ~ = ( 2 ~ - 1 ) ( 2 f i - 3 )  . . . 3(q?-3ql)=o, 
from which we easily find that the nth convergent is the sum of 

I I I 
the first PL terms of the series I - - + - - - +. . . , Gregory's 

3 5 7  
series for i n .  Hence the value of the fraction is fn.  

The question of the convergence of the general continued 
fraction is a matter of great difficulty, except in the case in which 
all the elements are positive. 

a1 a2 
The fraction bo+ - 

b l +  bz+ . . can be converted into 

where dl = bl/al, d2=alb2/a3, d3 = a2b3/ala3 etc. If all the 
elements are positive the necessary and sufficient condition 
that the fraction should be convergent is that the series 
dl+d2+d3+ . . . should be divergent. 

There are no general conditions, both necessary and sufficient 
for the convergence of continued fractions whose terms may be 
negative or complex, and sufficient conditions are not of a simple 
kind. One case may be mentioned. The continued fraction 
5 2 3  . . , where a, and b, are positive, is convergent if: 
b1- bz -  b3-  

for all vaiues of n, b,, is greater than or equal to a , , + ~ .  
On the question of the irrationality of such fractions we have 

two simple theorems, namely, that the infinite continued frac- 

a1 a2 
ii + 61+ . . where a, and b, are always positive, converge: 

to an irrational number if b, is never less than 0,. The infinitc 

a1 2 :ontinued fraction - . . converges to an irrational num- , 

bl - b2- 

Ier if b, is never less than a,+ I and is infinitely often less than 
I.,+ I. These conditions, though sufficient, are not necessary. 

A type of fraction which has some analogies with the regular 
'raction is the senti-regztlav fraction. A fraction is said to be 
semi-regular when a,=& I,  h, is a positive integer, is 
lot less than I ,  the last deliominator exceeds I if the fraction 
.erminates, and b,+a,+l is not less than 2 infinitely often if the 
'raction is infinite. A real number x can be expressed in one way 
~ n l y  as a semi-regular fraction, in which the $- determination 
~f the ambiguities of the successive a's is specified. The fraction 
terminates if x is rational and is infinite if x is irrational. A pe- 
riodic semi-regular fraction is a quadratic surd. A semi-regular 
rraction can always be coilverted into a regular fraction. 

Conversion o f  Series in to  Continued Fractions.-A con- 
tinued fraction can be found, whose convergents are the elements 
3f any assigned sequence of numbers. I n  particular, if we take 
the sequence ul, ttl+uz, . . . ul+u?+ . . . f u n ,  and take 
bn=ul+ . . . +un, qn= I ,  we have 

30 that, if we form the fraction, whose nth partial quotient is 
-u,/u,-1/(1 +u,/unnl) and adjust the first term to give p1 = ul, 
P ~ = Z L ~ + Z L Z ,  q1=#1, q2.= I ,  this fraction will be such a fraction. 
I t  can be simplified into the form 

z result given first by Euler. 
A problem of a different character is the representation of an 

infinite serics of the form ao+alz+a2x2+ . . . as a continued 
a,, ff1.Y ff2x 

fraction of the form -_ - . . , where LYO, a1, a? . . . are 
1 - 1  1 -  

independent of x. The forms1 expressions for CYO, at, at  . . . in 
terms of a,,, al, a?  . . . by means of tleterminantshavebeengiven 
by T. Muir (Edinbttrglz Trans., vol. 27). There remains always, 
of course, the question of convergence to be considered. Some 
particular cases were kilown in the 18th century; for example, -- 
if F ( n , x ) = ~ + x / ( ~ !  y-)+x2/(z! y+n  y+n+r )+  . . . then 

7 %  r'(1,x)/r(olx)=- - . . .  . . . .  
Y + Y + I + Y + ~ +  + y + n +  

I n  particular we can deduce that 

From these we can show that T ,  n2 and any rational power of e 
are irrational, results given in the 18th century by the German 
mathematician Lambert. An extension of these results to the 
ratio of two hypergeometric series has been given by Gauss. 

Applications of this type of continued fraction have been made 
to definite integrals. For example 

r m  
x x x x ex 2x dl = - - - - - - . . ., 3 result obtained 

1+xt I + I + I + I +  I + I +  1. - 
by Euler. Under certain conditions, definite integrals of the form 

1 1 1 1  
conaergozt corttiizz~ed jt,actio~ts of the form - - - ... ,  

blz + bz + baz + b4+ 

Any further discussion is beyond the scope of this article but a 
good idea of the principle can be found in a paper by L. J. Rogers 
in vol. 3 of the London Mathematical Society's Proceedings. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-0. Perron, Die Lekre v o n  dem Ketten-briicken 
(1913) is complete on both the arithmetic and the function-theory 
sides. The arithmetic side is dealt with in most treatises on algebra, 
very thoroughly in G.  Chrystal, Algebra and in great detail in J. A. 
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Serret, Cours d'Algdbra. Full details of the history and development 
can be found in the Encyclopaedie der wzathematische Wissenschaften 
(Leipzig in progress) or in the French edition of the same aork 
(Tome I., vol. I., pp. 282-317). (A. E. J.) 

CONTINUITY. Let f(x)  be a function of x defined in a 
domain D, where D is either an interval for a real variable x or 
a region for a con~plex variable x; and let x = a  be a point of D 
so that f ( a )  is a defined value of f(x).  Then f(x)  is said to be 
continuous at  the point a if it is true that, for  every positive 
number E however small. there exists a positive number 6 de- 
pendent on E such that f (a+q)-f(a)  is numerically less 
than E for all values of 11 numerically less than 6, and such that 
a + g  belongs to D. By employing the notion of limit (see LIMIT) 
this definition may be stated more briefly as follows: If x = a  is 
a point of the domain D of definition of f (x)  so that f (a) is a 
defined value of f (x)  and if the limit of f (x) ,  as x approaches a 
in  D ,  exists and is f (a ) ,  then f(x)  is said to  be continuous at  a. 

I f  f (x )  is continuous a t  each point of D then f (x) is said to 
be continuous throughout D. The number 6 which appears in 
the first form of the definition may change with a change of a 
as  well as with a change of q If f (x)  is such that 6 can be 
taken independent of a and dependent only on 7, then f(x) is 
said to be uniformly continuous in D. A function which is 
continuous in a closed domain D is also uniformly continuous in 
D; but this proposition does not hold for an open domain. A 
real-valued function which is continuous in a closed interval has 
a greatest value and a least value which are actually attained 
in the interval, and there is a t  least one point in the interval a t  
which the function takes any given value between its greatest 
and its least value. 

The tern1 geometric continuity is used for a concept which arises 
in projective geometry in introducing elements a t  infinity (see 
GEONETRY) . 

See E. W. Hobson, Tlceory of Functions of a Real Variable, vol, i. 
(third edition, 1927) and vol. ii. (second edition, 1926). (R. D. Ca.) 

CONTINUO (BASSO CONTINUO): see FIGURED BASS. 
CONTINUOUS VOYAGE : see CONTRABAND ; NEUTRAL- 

ITY 

CONTINUOUS WAVES, in radio communication, alternat- 
ing electric waves in space, of constant amplitude and frequency. 
They are produced by certain types of radio transmitting sets, the 
waves being made the "carrier" of the desired intelligence by mod- 
ulating them by an appropriate method. 

CONTOUR, CONTOUR LINE, a line drawn upon a map 
through all the points upon the surface represented that are of 
equal height above sea-level. The word is French and means gen- 
erally "outline," from the Med. Lat. contornare, t o  round off. 
The points mentioned lie upon a horizontal plane a t  a given eleva- 
tion passing through the land shown on the map, and the contour 
line is the intersection of that horizontal plane with the surface 
of the ground. The contour line of 0, or datum level, is the 
coastal boundary of any land form. If the sea be imagined as ris- 
ing ~ o o f t .  a new coastline with bays and estuaries indented in the 
valleys would appear at  the new sea-level. If the sea sank again 
to  its former level the ~ o o f t .  contour would be represented by the 
beach mark made when the sea was ~ o o f t .  higher. If instead of 
receding the sea rose continuously a t  ~ o o f t .  per day a series of 
levels ~ o o f t .  above one another would be marked daily upon the 
land until a t  last the highest mountain peaks appeared as islands 
less than ~ o o f t .  high. A record of this series of advances marked 
upon a flat map of the original country would give a series of 
contour lines at  ~ o o f t .  intervals. Contour lines of this character, 
a t  varying intervals according to the scale of the map, are marked 
on most maps that indicate topographical features. 

CONTRABAND, a term denoting commodities the import 
or export of which is prohibited by law. With the development 
of neutrality (q.v.) it was extended to those commodities which 
the subjects of neutral States were forbidden to supply to bellig- 
erents. These became known as "contraband of war." Under the 
British system contraband has been defined as "neutral property 
found on board ship either on the high seas, or in the territorial 
waters of either belligerent, which is by nature capable of being 

used to assist in, and is on its way to assist in, the naval or mili- 
tary operations of the enemy" (see Parl. Pap. 1909 [Cd. 4,5543 
p. 3).  Speaking on this point in the House of Commons as long 
ago as 1801 Sir William Grant, then solicitor general, declared 
that the distinction of contraband was artificial; there was no 
such distinction; all articles designed for and conducive to  the 
advantage of the enemy were inadmissible to  be freely conveyed 
and therefore contraband. Nevertheless, a distinction was drawn 
by Great Britain, adopting the classification propounded by Gro- 
tius, viz.:-(I) absolute contraband, i.e., articles primarily 
adapted and used for purposes of war, e.g., arms, ammunition and 
materials for making the same, articles of military equipment, 
military and naval stores and the like; ( 2 )  conditional and occa- 
sicnal contraband, i.e., articles ancipitis usus, capable of use in 
peace or war, e.g., provisions, money, railway and transport ma- 
terial, horses, hay, hemp and the like; such articles were only 
to be liable to seizure and condemnation if shown to be destined 
for the naval or military forces of the enemy or for a place of 
naval or military equipment belonging to or occupied by him. I n  
declarations notifying neutrals, the Crown was entitled to extend 
or reduce the lists of both absolute and conditional contraband, 
subject to any restriction by treaty or international law. 

The harshness of the doctrine of conditional contraband was 
in practice mitigated by the British practice of pre-emption. 

With this view the United States and Japan substantially 
agreed. Continental opinion, on the other hand, was opposed to 
the doctrine of conditional contraband and sought to restrict 
contraband to articles of immediate warlike use. I n  practice, how- 
ever, many Continental Powers when belligerents enforced rules 
of contraband even more severe than those under the British 
system. France, for instance, in her war with China in 1885 de- 
clared rice bound for ports north of Canton absolute contraband 
although Great Britain refused to recognize this unless the rice 
was destined to a place of naval or military equipment (see Purl. 
Pap. 188 j [Cd. 4,3 5 9 3 )  Spain in the Spanisli-American War of 
1898 claimed to include anything which the Government might 
determine as contraband; whilst Russia in the Russo-Japanese 
War of 1904 declared foodstuffs, fuel and raw cotton to be abso- 
lute contraband whether bound for a military destination or not 
(see Parl. Pap. 1900 [Cd. 2,3481). Seizures under this declara- 
tion aroused strong remonstrances from both Great Britain and 
the United States which led to some revision whereby articles 
unless consigned to the belligerent Government or its administra- 
tion, or to its armed forces, fortresses or naval ports, or con- 
signed to agents or contractors for the naval or military authori- 
ties, were exempt from capture. 

I n  consequence of these differences of opinion and of practice, 
not only between different States but also in the practice of the 
same State at  different times, according to whether it was neutral 
or belligerent, an attempt, which proved abortive, was made at  
The Hague Peace Conference of 1907 to settle the vexed dis- 
tinction between absolute and conditional contraband. Ultimately 
at  the London Conference of 1908-09 after much discussion and 
many compromises an agreement found expression in the Dec- 
laration of London. Three lists of articles were drawn up. By 
Art. 2 2  the articles therein described, viz., articles exclusively 
used in war, such as arms, etc., and some articles also used in 
peace, such as horses, might without notice be treated as absolute 
contraband. By Art. 23 articles exclusively used in war might 
be added to this list by  declaration followed by notification to the 
Powers. By Art. 24 articles a~zcipitis usus, such as foodstuffs, 
fodder, clothing, money, vehicles, vessels, railway material, air- 
craft, fuel, powder and explosives not specially prepared for use 
in war, barbed wire, horseshoes, harness, field-glasses and nautical 
instruments, might be treated as conditional contraband if shown 
to be destined to ( I )  the armed forces of the enemy, or ( 2 )  a 
Government department, i.e., either to enemy officials or to a 
contractor in the enemy territory who notoriously supplies arti- 
cles of this kind to the enemy, or (3)  to  a fortified place belong- 
ing to the enemy or to  any other place serving as a base of 
operations The latter phrase was, as Pitt  Cobbett suggested it  
might be, interpreted by Germany in the World War to mean "a 
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base of supply." By Arts. 33 and 36 where a belligerent had no 
seaboard, conditional contraband was liable to capture even though 
bound for a neutral port, if shown to be destined for the use of 
the armed forces or of a Government department. With this ex- 
ception "the doctrine of continuous voyage" was wholly ex- 
cluded in the case of conditional contraband, although by Art. 
30 absolute contraband was liable to capture if destined to the 
territory belonging to or occupied by the enemy or his armed 
forces, and this whether directly or by transhipment or by sub- 
sequent land transport. By Art. 2 7  articles not susceptible of use 
in war might not be declared contraband of war, and by Arts. 28 
and 29 the articles therein described might not be declared con- 
traband of war, including raw cotton, wool, silk, jute, flax, hemp 
and other raw materials of the textile industries and yarns of 
the same, rubber, metallic ores, paper, soap and articles serving 
exclusively to  aid the sick and wounded. By Art. 37 a vessel 
carrying contraband with a hostile destination was liable to cap- 
ture and condemnation throughout the whole of her voyage, but 
by Art. 38 this liability ceased with the deposit of the goods. By 
Art. 39 the contraband itself was liable to condemnation, but by 
Art. 40 the vessel was only liable to  condemnation if the contra- 
band amounted to more than one-half of the cargo. If the contga- 
band were less than one-half, the vessel by Art. 41 was only liable 
to the costs and expenses incurred by the captor. By Art. 42 all 
other goods belonging to the owner of the contraband were liable 
to  condemnation. Where the vessel was ignorant of the outbreak 
of war or of some declaration adding to or altering the existing 
lists, Art. 43 gave the captor the right of pfe-emption of such 
part of the cargo as  was contraband. With some notable excep- 
tions these provisions were in substantial agreement with Anglo- 
American doctrines and practice. I t  was these exceptions which 
caused the House of Lords to  refuse to  ratify the Declaration. 
Nevertheless upon the outbreak of the World War the Declara- 
tion was adopted by all the belligerents, but with important modi- 
fications. As, however, the war progressed the list of conditional 
contraband became merged in that of absolute contraband and 
the "free list" practically disappeared. Germany was the first to 
declare cotton absolute contraband. Rubber was declared abso- 
lute contraband by Great Britain in Oct. 1914. Foodstuffs, how- 
ever, remained in the British and German lists as conditional 
contraband. But with the application of the doctrine of continu- 
ous voyage by the Allies, and the treatment of eGery Allied port 
by Germany as a base of supplies, continued adherence to this 
provision of the Declaration became impracticable. Accordingly 
by the British and French Orders of July 7, 1916, the Declara- 
tion was formally abandoned and all commodities directly or 
indirectly of use to  the enemy in the prosecution of the war 
were declared absolute contraband. Another innovation was the 
rejection by the British Prize Courts of the old rule which ex- 
cluded the captor's evidence. Evidence "out of the ship's mouth," 
i.e., the evidence supplied by the ship's papers, was found in mod- 
ern conditions t o  be insufficient. I n  lieu of this i t  has been sug- 
gested that the system embodied in the treaty between Great 
Britain and Sweden of 1661, whereby the ship's papers should be 
officially certified a t  the port of export, should be- substituted. 
But whilst i t  would protect the normal trade of a neutral, i t  
would also protect an abnormal trade. Belligerents cannot be 
expected to permit neutrals to  carry on an abnormal trade which 
is of direct assistance to the enemy and helps to prolong the war. 
Just as  neutrals are entitled to  supply either belligerent with all 
commodities at  their own risk, so either belligerent may prevent 
such commodities reaching the other by blockade and the appli- 
cation of the doctrine of continuous voyage. The right to declare 
any article of direct or indirect use to  the enemy in the prosecu- 
tion of the war appears to some to be a naval weapon conferring 
upon a belligerent the right to starve the civilian population. I t  
was so regarded by Germany, and the German jurist, Dr. Sieve- 
king, accepts the doctrine that the distress of the civil population 
is a legitimate and indeed the chief weapon of a modern belliger- 
ent. Rut it is conceived that the chief aim of Great Britain was 
not to starve the civilian population. I t  was a return to her old 
principle stated a t  the head of this article, viz., to  prevent com- 

modities which would be of use in the prosecution of the war 
from reaching the enemy. A belligerent will no more allow, for 
instance, jute and cotton from which high explosives may be 
manufactured to reach the enemy in the future than he allowed 
hemp and timber in the past. "In view of present conditions of 
both war and commerce," writes the American Charles Cheney 
Hyde, "a belligerent should enjoy the right to intercept and con- 
demn all articles capable of assisting the enemy, even though con- 
signed to neutral territory, if shown to be ultimately destined by 
land or sea to the domain of the enemy, and that irrespective of 
the final destination of ships which bear them on their way 
towards an intervening port." (H. H. L. B.) 

CONTRACEPTION: see BIRTH CONTROL. 
CONTRACT, the legal term for  a bargain or agreement; 

some writers, following the Indian Contract Act, confine the term 
to agreements enforceable by law: this, though not yet univer- 
sally adopted, seems an improvement. Enforcement of good faith 
in matters of bargain and promise is among the most important 
functions of legal justice. I t  might not be too much to say that, 
next after keeping the peace and securing property against vio- 
lence and fraud so that business may be possible, i t  is the most 
important. Yet we shall find that the importance of contract is 
developed comparatively late in the history of law. The common- 
wealth needs elaborate rules about contracts only when it  is ad- 
vanced enough in civilization and trade to  have an elaborate sys- 
tem of credit. The Roman law of the empire dealt with contract, 
indeed, in a fairly adequate manner, though i t  never had a com- 
plete or uniform theory; and the Roman law, as settled by Justin- 
ian, appears to have satisfied the Eastern empire long after the 
Western nations had begun to recast their institutions, and the 
traders of the Mediterranean had struck out a cosmopolitan body 
of rules and custom known as the Law Merchant, which claimed 
acceptance in the name neither of Justinian nor of the Church, 
but of universal reason. I t  was amply proved afterwards that the 
foundations of the Roman system were strong enough to carry the 
fabric of modern legislation. But the collapse of the Roman 
power in western Christendom threw society back into chaos. 

I n  this condition of legal ideas, which it  would be absurd t o  
call jurisprudence, the general duty of keeping faith is not recog- 
nized except as a matter of religious or social observance. Those 
who desire to be  assured of anything that lies in promise must 
exact an oath, or a pledge, or personal sureties; and even then the 
court of their people-in England the Hundred Court in the first 
instance-will do nothing for them in the first case, and not much 
in the two latter. Probably the settlement of a blood-feud, with 
provisions for the payment of the fine by instalments, was the 
nearest approach to a continuing contract, as we now understand 
the term, which the experience of Germanic antiquity could fur- 
nish. I t  is also probable that the performance of such undertak- 
ings, as it  concerned the general peace, was a t  an early time re- 
garded as material to the commonweal; and that these covenants 
of peace, r?ther than the rudimentary selling and bartering of 
their day, first caused our Germanic ancestors to  realize the im- 
portance of putting some promises at  any rate under public sanc- 
tion. The history of the law, and even the present form of 
much law still common to almost all the English-speaking world, 
can be understood only when we bear in mind that our fore- 
fathers did not start from any general conception of the State's 
duty to enforce private agreements, but, on the contrary, the 
State's powers and functions in this regard were extended gradu- 
ally, unsystematically, and by  shifts and devices of ingenious 
suitors and counsel, aided by judges, rather than by any direct 
provisions of princes and rulers. Money debts, i t  is true, were re- 
coverable from an early time. But this was not because the debtor 
had promised to repay the loan; it  was because the money was 
deemed still to belong to the creditor, as if the identical coins 
were merely in the debtor's custody. The creditor sued to recover 
money, for centuries after the Norman Conquest, in exactly the 
same form which he would have used to demand possession of 
land; the action of debt closely resembled the "real actions," and, 
like them, might be finally determined by a judicial combat; and 
down to Blackstone's time the creditor was said to have a prop- 



erty in the debt-property which the debtor had "granted" him. 
Giving credit, in this way of thinking, is not reliance on the right 
to call hereafter for an act, the payment of so much current 
money or its equivalent, to be periormed by the debtor, but 
merely suspension of the immediate right to possess one's own 
particular money, as the owner of a house let for a term suspends 
his right to occupy it. This wcs no road to the modern doctrine of 
contract, and the passage had to be made another way. 

I n  fact the old action of debt covered part of the ground of 
contract only by accident. I t  was really an action to recover any 
property that was not land; for the remedy of a dispossessed 
owner of chattels, afterwards known as detinue, was only a slightly 
varying form of it. If the property claimed was a certain sum of 
money, it might be due because the defendant had received money 
on loan, or because he had received goods of which the agreed 
price remained unpaid; or, in later times a t  any rate, because he 
had become liable in some way by judgment, statute or other 
authority of law, to  pay a fine or fixed penalty to the plaintiff. 
Here the person recovering might be as considerable as the lord 
of a manor, or as mean as a "common informer"; the principle 
was the same. In  every case outside this last class, that is to say, 
whenever there was a debt in the popular sense of the word, it  
had to be shown that the defendant had actually received the 
money or goods; this value received came to be called quid pro 
quo-a term unknown, to all appearance, out of England. Never- 
theless the foundation of the plaintiff's right was not bargain or 
promise, but the unjust detention by the defendant of the plain- 
tiff's money or goods. 

Modes of Proof.-We are not concerned here to  trace the 
change from the ancient method of proof-oath backed by "good 
suit," i.e., the oaths of an adequate number of friends and neigh- 
bours-through the earlier form of jury trial, in which the jury 
were supposed to know the truth of their own knowledge, to the 
modern establishment of facts by testimony brought before a 
jury who are bound to give their verdict according to the evidence. 
But there was one mode of proof which, after the Norman Con- 
quest, made a material addition to the substantive law. This was 
the proof by writing, which means writing authenticated by seal. 
Proof by writing was admitted under Roman influence, but, once 
admitted, it acquired the character of being conclusive which be- 
longed to all proof in early Germanic procedure. Oath, ordeal and 
battle were all final in their results. When the process was started 
there was no room for discussion, though any formal irregularity 
was fatal. So the sealed writing was final too, and a man could 
not deny his own deed. We still say that he cannot, but with 
modern refinements. Thus the deed, being allowed as a solemn 
and probative document, furnished a means by which a man could 
bind himself, or rather effectually declare himself bound, to any- 
thing not positively forbidden by law. Whoever could afford 
parchment and the services of a clerk might have the benefit of 
a "formal contract" in the Roman sense of the term. At this day 
the form of deed called a bond or "obligation" is, as it stands 
settled after various experiments, extremely artificial; but it  is 
essentially a solemn admission of liability, though its conclusive 
stringency has been relaxed by modern legislation and practice in 
the interest of substantial justice. By this means the perform- 
ance of all sorts of undertakings, pecuniary and otherwise, could 
be and was legally secured. Bonds were well known in the 13th 
century, and from the 14th century onwards were freely used for 
commercial and other purposes; as for certain limited purposes 
they still are. The "covenant" of modern draftsmen is a direct 
promise made by deed; it occurs mainly as incident to convey- 
ances of land. The mediaeval "covenant," conventio, was, when 
we first hear of it, practically equivalent to  a lease, and never 
became a common instrument of miscellaneous contracting, 
though the old books recognize the possibility of turning it to vari- 
ous uses of which there are examples; nor had it  any sensible in- 
fluence on the later development of the law. On the whole, in the 
old common law one could do a great deal by deed, but very little 
without deed. The minor bargains of daily life, so far as they in- 
volved mutual credit, were left to the jurisdiction of inferior 
courts, of the Law Merchant, and-last, not least-of the Church. 

RACT 
Fidei  Laesi0.-Popular custom, in all European countries, rec- 

ognized simpler ways of pledging faith than parchment and seal. 
A handshake was enough to bind a bargain. Whatever secular law 
might say, the Church said it was an open sin to  break plighted 
faith; a matter, therefore, for spiritual correction, in other words, 
for compulsion exercised on the defaulter by the bishop's or the 
archdeacon's court, armed with the power of excommunication. 
In this way the ecclesiastical courts acquired much business which 
was, in fact, as secular as that of a modern county court, with the 
incident profits. Mediaeval courts lived by the suitors' fees. What 
were the king's judges to do? However high they put their claims 
in the course of the rivalry between Church and Crown, they 
could not effectually prohibit the bishop or his official from deal- 
ing with matters for which the king's court provided no remedy. 
Continental jurists had seen their way, starting from the Roman 
system as it  was left by Justinian, to reduce its formalities to a 
vanishing quantity, and expand their jurisdiction to the full 
breadth of current usage. English judges could not do this in the 
15th century, if they could ever have done so. Nor would simpli- 
fication of the requisites of a deed, such as has now been intro- 
duced in many jurisdictions, have been of much use a t  a time when 
only a minority even of well-to-do laymen could write. 

There was no principle and no form of action in English law 
which recognized any general duty of keeping promises. But 
could not breach of faith by which a party had suffered be treated 
as some kind of legal wrong? There was a known action of tres- 
pass and a known action of deceit, this last of a special kind, 
mostly for what wbuld now be called abuse of the process of the 
court; but in the later middle ages it was an admitted remedy for 
giving a false warranty on a sale of goods. Also there was room 
for actions "on the case," on facts analogous to those covered by 
the old writs, though not precisely within their terms. If the 
king's judges were to capture this important branch of business 
from the clerical hands which threatened to engross it, the only 
way was to devise some new form of action on the case. There 
were signs, moreover, that the court of chancery would not neg- 
lect so promising a field if the common law judges left i t  open. 

Assumpsit.-The mere fact of unfulfilled promise was not 
enough, in the eyes of mediaeval English lawyers, to give a handle 
to the law. But injury caused by  reliance on another man's under- 
taking was different. The special undertaking or "assumption" 
creates a duty which is broken by fraudulent or incompetent mis- 
carriage in the performance. I profess to be a skilled farrier, and 
lame your horse. I t  is no trespass, because you trusted the horse 
to me; but it is something like a trespass, and very like a deceit. 
An action on the case was allowed without much difficulty for 
such defaults. The next step, and a long one, was to provide for 
total failure to  perform. A builder, instead of doing bad work, 
does nothing at  all within the time agrecd upon for completing 
a house. Can it  be said that he was done a wrong? At first the 
judges felt bound to hold that this was going too far ;  but suitors 
anxious to have the benefit of the king's justice persevered, and 
in the course of the 15th century the new form of action, called 
assnmpsit frpm the statement of the defendant's undertaking on 
which it was founded, was allowed as a remedy for non-per- 
formance as well as for faulty performance. Being an action for 
damages, and not for a certain amount, i t  escaped the strict rules 
of proof which applied to the old action of debt; being in form for 
a kind of trespass, and thus a privileged appeal to the king to do 
right for a breach of his peace, it escaped likewise the risk of the 
defendant clearing himself by oath according to the ancient popu- 
lar procedure. Hence, as time went on, suitors were emboldened 
to use "assumpsit" as an alternative for debt, though it  had been 
introduced only for cases where there was no other remedy. By 
the end of the 16th century they got their way; and it  became a 
settled doctrine that the existence of a debt was enough for  the 
court to presume an undertaking to pay it. The new form of 
action was made to cover the whole ground of informal contracts, 
and, by extremely ingenious devices of pleading, developed from 
the presumption or fiction that a man had promised to pay what 
he ought, it was extended in time to a great variety of cases where 
there was in fact no contract a t  all. 
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Consideration.- The new system gave no new force to gratui- 

tous promises. For it was assumed, as the foundation of the juris- 
diction, that the plaintiff had been induced by the defendant's 
undertaking, and with the defendant's consent, to alter his posi- 
tion for the worse in some way. H e  had paid or bound himself to 
pay money, he had parted with goods, he had spent time in labour, 
or he had foregone some profit or legal right. If he had not com- 
mitted himself to anything on the strength of the defendant's 
promise, he had suffered no damage. T o  sum up the foregoing in 
modern language, the plaintiff must have given value of some kind, 
more or Iess, for the defendant's undertaking. This something 
given by the promisee and accepted by the promisor in return for 
his undertaking is what we now call the consideration for the 
promise. In cases where debt would also lie, i t  coincides with the 
old requirement of value received (quid pro quo) as a condition 
of the action of debt being available. But the conception is far 
wider, for the consideration for a promise need not be anything 
capable of delivery or possession. I t  may be money or goods; but 
it may also be an act or series of acts; further (and this is of the 
first importance for our modern law), it  may itself be a promise 
to pay money or deliver goods, or to  do work, or otherwise to act 
or not to act in some specified way. Again, it need not be anything 
which is obviously for the promisor's benefit. His acceptance 
shows that he set some value on i t ;  but in truth the promisee's 
burden, and not the promisor's benefit, is material. The last and 
not strictly logical refinement of holding that, when mutual prom- 
ises areexchanged between parties, each promise (though by itself 
of no value) is a consideration for the other and makes it binding, 
was conclusively accepted only in the 17th century. The result 
was that promises of mere bounty could no more be enforced than 
before, but any kind of lawful bargain could; and there is no 
reason to doubt that this was in substance what most men wanted. 
Ancient popular usage and feeling show little more encouragement 
than ancient law itself to merely gratuitous alienation or obliga- 
tions. Also (subject, till quite modern times, to the general rule 
of common-law procedure that parties could not be their own 
witnesses, and subject to  various modern statutory requirements 
in various classes of cases) no particular kind of proof was neces- 
sary. The necessity of consideration for the validity of simple 
contracts was unfortunately confused by commentators, almost 
from the beginning of its history, with the perfectly different rules 
of the Roman law about ~zzidum pactum, which very few English 
lawyers took the pains to  understand. 

The doctrine of consideration is in fact peculiar to those juris- 
dictions where the common law of England is in force, or is the 
foundation of the received law, or, as in South Africa, has made 
large encroachments upon it  in practice. Substantially similar 
results are obtained in other modern systems by professing to 
enforce all deliberate promises, but imposing stricter conditions 
of proof where the promise is gratuitous. 

As obligations embodied in the solemn form of a deed were 
thereby made enforceable before the doctrine of consideration was 
known, so they still remain. When a man has by deed declared 
himself bound, there is no need to look for any bargain, or even 
to ask whether the other party has assented. This rugged frag- 
ment of ancient law remains embedded in our elaborate modern 
structure. Nevertheless gratuitous promises, even by deed, get 
only their strict and bare rights. There may be an action upon 
them, but the powerful remedy of specific performance-often 
the only one worth having-is denied them. For this is derived 
from the extraordinary jurisdiction of the chancellor, and the 
equity administered by the chancellor was not for plaintiffs who 
could not show substantial merit as well as legal claims. The sing- 
ular position of promises made by deed is best left out of account 
in considering the general doctrine of the formation of contracts; 
and as to interpretation there is no difference. In  what follows, 
therefore, it will be needless, as a rule, to distinguish between 
"par01'~ or "simple" contracts, that is, contracts not made by 
deed, and obligations undertaken by deed. 

Promise and Offer.-From the conception of a promise being 
valid only when given in return for something accepted in consid- 
eration of the promise, it  follows that the giving of the promise 

and of the consideration must be simultaneous. Words of promise 
uttered before there is a consideration for them can be no more 
than an offer; and, on the other hand, the obligation declared in 
words, or inferred from acts and conduct, on the acceptance of a 
consideration, is fixed at  that time, and cannot be varied by sub- 
sequent declaration, though such declarations may be material as  
admissions. I t  was a long while, however, before this consequence 
was clearly perceived. I n  the 18th century it  was attempted, and 
for a time with considerable success, to  extend the range of en- 
forceable promises without regard to  what the principles of the 
law would bear, in order to satisfy a sense of natural justice. This 
movement was finally checked as late as 1840, and traces of it  
remain in certain apparently anomalous rules which are indeed 
of little practical importance, but which private writers, a t  any 
rate, cannot safely treat as obsolete. However, the question of 
"past consideration" is too minute and technical to be pursued 
here. The general result is that a binding contract is regularly 
constituted by the acceptance of an offer, a t  the moment it  is 
accepted. I t  also follows that an offer before acceptance creates 
no duty of any kind; which is by no means necessarily the case 
in systems where the English rule of consideration is unknown. 
The question what amounts t o  final acceptance of an offer is, on 
the other hand, a question ultimately depending on common sense. 
The rules that an offer is understood to be made only for a 
reasonable time, according to the nature of the case, and lapses 
if not accepted in due time; that an expressed revocation of an 
offer can take effect only if communicated to  the other party 
before he has accepted; that acceptance of an offer must be 
according to its terms, and a conditional or qualified acceptance 
is only a new proposal, and the like, stand on general convenience 
as much as on any technical ground. 

Correspondence.-Great difficulties have arisen, in other sys- 
tems as well as in  the English, as to the completion of contracts 
between persons a t  a distance. There must be some rule, and yet 
any rule that can be framed must seem arbitrary in  some cases. 
On the whole the modern doctrine is as follows: 

The proposer of a contract can prescribe or authorize any 
mode, or a t  least any reasonable mode, of acceptance, and if he 
specifies none he is deemed to authorize the use of any reasonable 
mode in common use, and especially the post. Acceptance in 
words is not always required; an offer may be well accepted by  an 
act clearly referable to the proposed agreement, and constituting 
the whole or part of the performance~sked for-say the despatch 
of goods in answer to  an order by post, or the doing of work be- 
spoken; and i t  seems that in such cases further communication- 
unless expressly requested-is not necessary as matter of law, how- 
ever prudent and desirable it  may be. Where a promise and not an 
act is sought (as where a tradesman writes a letter offering goods 
for sale on credit), i t  must be communicated; in the absence of 
special direction letter post or telegraph may be used; and, fur- 
ther, the acceptor having done his part when his answer is com- 
mitted t o  the post, English courts have held for about half a 
century (since 1879)~ after considerable previous doubt, that any 
delay or miscarriage in course of post is a t  the proposer's risk, 
so that a man may be bound by an acceptance he never received. 
I t  is generally thought-though there is no English decision- 
that, in conformity with this last rule, a revocation by telegraph 
of an acceptance already posted would be inoperative. Much 
more elaborate rules are laid down in some Continental codes. I t  
seems doubtful whether ;heir complication achieves any gain of 
substantial justice worth the price. At first sight it  looks easy to  
solve some of the difficulties by admitting an interval during which 
one party is bound and the other not. But, apart from the risk of 
starting fresh problems as hard as the old ones, English principles, 
as above said, require a contract to  be concluded between the 
parties a t  one point of time, and any exception to this would 
have to be justified by very strong grounds of expediency. We 
have already assumed, but it should be specifically stated, that 
neither offers nor acceptances are confined to communications 
made in spoken or written words. Acts or signs may and con- 
stantly do signify proposal and assent. One does not in terms 
request a ferryman to put one across the river. Stepping into the 
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boat is a n  offer to pay the usual fare fo r  being ferried over, and 
the ferryman accepts it by putting off. This is a very simple case, 
but the principle is the same in all cases. The term "implied 
contract," current in this connection, is ambiguous. I t  sometimes 
means a contract concluded by acts, not words, of one or both 
parties, but still a real agreement; sometimes an obligation im- 
posed by law where there is not any agreement in  fact, fo r  which 
the name "quasi-contract" or L1constructive contract" is more 
appropriate and now usual. 

Interpretation.- The obligation of contract is a n  obligation 
created and determined by the will of the parties. Herein is the 
characteristic difference of contract from all other branches of 
law. The business of the law, therefore, is to  give effect so far as 
possible to the intention of the parties, and all the rules for  inter- 
preting contracts go back to this fundamental principle and are 
controlled by it. Every one knows that its application is not al- 
ways obvious. Parties often express themselves obscurely; still 
oftener they leave large parts of their intention unexpressed, or 
(which for the law is the same thing) have not formed any inten- 
tion a t  all as to what is to be done in certain events. But even 
where the law has to fill up gaps by judicial conjecture, the guid- 
ing principle still is, or ought to be, the consideration of what 
either party has given the other reasonable cause to expect of 
him. The court aims not a t  imposing terms on the parties, but a t  
fixing the terms left blank as the parties would or reasonably might 
have fixed them if all the possibilities had been clearly before 
their minds. For this purpose resort must be had to various tests: 
the court may look to the analogy of what the parties have 
expressly provided in case of other specified events, to the constant 
or general usage of persons engaged in like business, and, a t  need, 
ultimately to the court's own sense of what is just and expedient. 
One important application of this principle is the doctrine of 
"frustration of the adventure" now largely developed in cases 
arising out of the World War. Where the fulfilment of a contract 
according to the true intention is rendered impossible by emergent 
facts not within the control or contemplation of the parties, the 
court will treat the contract as if it had been conditional and hold 
performance excused: a strictly exact statement cannot be given in 
a short compass, but the result is that the possibility of liberal per- 
formance has ceased t o  be an adequate test, and various detailed 
rules and exceptions are now brought under a more general con- 
cept. All auxiliary rules of this kind are subject to the actual will 
of the parties, and are applied only for want of sufficient declara- 
tion of it by the parties themselves. A rule which can take effect 
against the judicially known will of the parties is not a rule of 
construction or interpretation, but a positive rule of law. HOW- 
ever artificial some rules of construction may seem, this test will 
always hold. I n  modern times the courts have avoided laying 
down new rules of construction, preferring to keep a free hand 
and deal with each case on its merits as a whole. I t  should be 
observed that the fulfilment of a contract may create a relation 
between the parties which, once established, is governed by fixed 
rules of law not variable by the preceding agreement. Marriage 
is the most conspicuous example of this, and perhaps the only 
complete one in  our modern law. 

There are certain rules of evidence which to some extent guide 
or restrain interpretation. I n  particular, oral testimony is not 
allowed to vary the terms of an agreement reduced to writing. 
This is really in aid of the parties' deliberate intention, for the 
object of reducing terms to writing is to make them certain. 
There are apparent exceptions to the rule, of which the most con- 
spicuous is the admission of evidence to  show that words were used 
in a special meaning current in the place or trade in question. But 
they are reducible, i t  will be found, to  applications (perhaps over- 
subtle in some cases) of the still more general principles that, be- 
fore giving legal force t o  a document, we must know that it is 
really what it  purports to be, and that when we do give effect to  
it according to its terms we must be sure of what its terms really 
say. The  rules of evidence here spoken of are modern, and have 
nothing to do with the archaic rule already mentioned as to the 
effect of a deed. 

performance- Every contracting party is bound to perform 

his promise according to its terms, and in case of any doubt in the 
sense in which the other party would reasonably understand the 
promise. Where the performance on one or both sides extends 
over an appreciable time, continuously or by instalments, questions 
may arise as to the right of either party to refuse or suspend fur- 
ther performance on the ground of some default on the other side. 
Attempts to lay down hard and fast rules on such questions are 
now discouraged, the aim of the courts being to give effect to the 
true substance and intent of the contract in every case. Nor will 
the court hold one part of the terms deliberately agreed to more 
or less material than another in modern business dealings. "In 
the contracts of merchants time is of the essence," as the Supreme 
Court of the United States has said in our own day. Certain an- 
cient rules restraining the apparent literal effect of common pro- 
visions in mortgages and other instruments were in truth control- 
ling rules of policy. New rules of this kind can be made only by 
legislation. Whether the parties did or did not in fact intend the 
obligation of a contract to be subject to  unexpressed conditions is, 
however, a possible and not uncommon question of interpretation, 
as we have noted above. One class of cases giving rise to such 
questions is that in which performance according to the real intent 
of the parties is frustrated by some external cause not due to the 
promisor's own fault. As to  promises obviously absurd or im- 
possible from the first, they are unenforceable only on the ground 
that the parties cannot have seriously meant to create a liability. 
For precisely the same reason, supported by the general usage and 
understanding of mankind, common social engagements, though 
they often fulfil all other requisites of a contract, have never been 
treated as binding in law. The singular case has actually occurred 
of parties framing a complete business agreement and adding an 
"honourable pledge clause" which expressly excluded legal juris- 
diction. Here the manifest intention not to create an enforceable 
obligation prevents the other specific terms, however precise, 
from creating any. 

Illegality.-In all matters of contract, as we have said, the 
ascertained will of the parties prevails. But this means a will both 
lawful and free. Hence there are limits to the force of the general 
rule, fixed partly by the law of the land, which is above individual 
will and interests, partly by the need of securing good faith and 
justice between the parties themselves against fraud or misad- 
venture. Agreements cannot be enforced when their performance 
would involve an offence against the law. There may be legal 
offence, it  must be remembered, not only in acts commonly recog- 
nized as criminal, disloyal or immoral, but in the breach or non- 
observance of positive regulations made by the legislature, or per- 
sons having statutory authority, for a variety of purposes. Again, 
there are cases where an agreement may be made and performed 
without offending the law, but on grounds of "public policy" it is 
not thought right that the performance should be a matter of legal 
obligation, even if the ordinary conditions of an enforceable con- 
tract are satisfied. A man may bet, in  private a t  any rate, if he 
likes, and pay or receive as the event may be; but for many years 
the winner has had no right of action against the loser. Unfortunate 
timidity on the part of the judges, who attempted to draw distinc- 
tions instead of saying boldly that they would not entertain actions 
on wagers of any kind, threw this topic into the domain of legisla- 
tion; and the laudable desire of parliament to  discourage gambling, 
so far as might be, without attempting impossible prohibitions, has 
brought the law to a state of ludicrous complexity in both civil 
and criminal jurisdiction. But what is really important under this 
doctrine of public policy is the confinement of "contracts in re- 
straint of trade" within special limits. I n  the middle ages and 
down to modern times there was a strong feeling-not merely an 
artificial legal doctrine-against monopolies and everything tend- 
ing to monopoly. Agreements to  keep up prices or not to compete 
were regarded as criminal. Gradually it  was found that some kind 
of limited security against competition must be allowed if such 
transactions as the sale of a going concern with its goodwill, or 
the retirement of partners from a continuing firm, or the employ- 
ment of confidential servants in matters involving trade secrets, 
were to be carried on to the satisfaction of the parties. Attempts 
to lay down fixed rules in these matters were made from time to 
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time, but they were finally discredited by the decision of the 
House of Lords in the Maxim-Nordenfelt company's case in 1894. 
Contracts "in restraint of trade" will now be held valid, provided 
that they are made for valuable consideration (this even if they are 
made by deed), and do not go beyond what can be thought rea- 
sonable for the protection of the interests concerned, and are not 
injurious to the public. (The Indian Contract Act, passed in 
1872, has unfortunately embodied views now obsolete, and remains 
unamended.) All that remains of the old rules in England is the 
necessity of valuable consideration, whatever be the form of the 
contract, and a strong presumption-but not an absolute rule of 
law-that an unqualified agreement not to  carry on a particular 
business is not reasonable. 

Fraud.-Where there is no reason in the nature of the contract 
for not enforcing it, the consent of a contracting party may still 
not be binding on him because not given with due knowledge, or, 
if he is in a relation of dependence to the other party, with inde- 
pendent judgment. Inducing a man by deceit to enter into a 
contract may always be treated by the deceived party as a ground 
for avoiding his obligation, if he does so within a reasonable time 
after discovering the truth, and, in particular, before any innocent 
third person has acquired rights for value on the faith of the con- 
tract. (See FRAUD.) Coercion would be treated on principle in the 
same way as fraud, but such cases hardly occur in modern times. 
There is a kind of moral domination, however, which our courts 
watch with the utmost jealousy, and repress under the name of 
"undue influence" when it  is used to obtain pecuniary advantage. 
Persons in a position of legal or practical authority-guardians, 
confidential advisers, spiritual directors and the like-must not 
abuse their authority for selfish ends. They are not forbidden to 
take benefits from those who depend on them or put their trust in 
them; but if they do, and the givers repent of their bounty, the 
whole burden of proof is on the takers to show that the gift was in 
the first instance made freely and with understanding. Large 
voluntary gifts or beneficial contracts, outside the limits within 
which natural affection and common practice justify them, are 
indeed not encouraged in any system of civilized law. Professional 
money-lenders were formerly checked by the usury law: since 
those laws were repealed in 1854, courts and juries have shown a 
certain astuteness in applying the rules of law as to fraud and 
undue influence-the latter with certain special features-to trans- 
actions with needy "expectant heirs" and other improvident per- 
sons which seem on the whole unconscionable. The Money-lenders 
Act of 1900 and subsequent amendments have fixed and (as finally 
interpreted by the House of Lords) also sharpened these develop- 
ments. In  the case of both fraud and undue influence, the person 
entitled to avoid a contract may, if so advised, ratify it after- 
wards; and ratification, if made with full knowledge and free 
judgment, is irrevocable. A contract made with a person deprived 
by unsound mind or intoxication of the capacity to form a rational 
judgment is on the same footing as a contract obtained by fraud, 
if the want of capacity is apparent to  the other party. 

Misrepresentation.- There are many cases in which a state- 
ment made by one party to the other about a material fact will 
enable the other to  avoid the contract if he has relied on it, and 
it was in fact untrue, though it may have been made at  the time 
with honest belief in its truth. This is so wherever, according to 
the common course of business, it is one party's business to know 
the facts, and the other practically must, or reasonably may, take 
the facts from him. I n  some classes of cases even inadvertent 
omission to disclose any material fact is treated as a misrepresenta- 
tion. Contracts of insurance are the most important; here the 
insurer very seldom has the means of making any effective enquiry 
of his own. Misdescription of real property on a sale, without 
fraud, may according to its importance be a matter for compensa- 
tion or for setting aside the contract. Promoters of companies 
are under special duties as to good faith and disclosure which have 
been worked out a t  great length in the modern decisions. But 
company law has become so complex within the present generation 
that, so far from throwing much light on larger principles, it is 
hardly intelligible without some previous grasp of them. Some- 
times it is said that misrepresentation (apart from fraud) of any 

material fact will serve to void any and every kind of contract. 
I t  is submitted that this is certainly not the law as to the sale of 
goods or as to the contract to marry, and therefore the alleged 
rule cannot be laid down as universal. But it  must be remembered 
that parties can, if they please, and not necessarily by the express 
terms of the contract itself, make the validity of their contract 
conditional on the existence of any matter of fact whatever, in- 
cluding the correctness of any particular statement. If they have 
done this, and the fact is not so, the contract has no force; not 
because there has been a misrepresentation, but because the 
parties agreed to be bound if the fact was so and not otherwise. 
I t  is a question of interpretation whether in a given case there was 
any such condition. 

Mistake is said to  be a ground for avoiding contracts, and there 
are cases which it is practically convenient to  group under this 
head. On principle they seem to be mostly reducible to  failure of 
the acceptance to correspond with the offer, or absence of any 
real consideration for the promise. I n  such cases, whether there be 
fraud or not, no contract is ever formed, and therefore there is 
nothing which can be ratified-a distinction which may have im- 
portant effects. Relief against mistake is given where parties who 
have really agreed, or rather their advisers, fail to  express their 
intention correctly. Here, if the original true intention is fully 
proved-as to which the court is rightly cautious-the faulty doc- 
ument can be judicially rectified. 

Disability.-By the common law an infant (i .e. ,  a person less 
than 2 1  years old) was bound by contracts made for "necessaries," 
i.e., such commodities as a jury holds, and the court thinks they 
may reasonably hold, suitable and required for the person's con- 
dition; also by contracts otherwise clearly for his benefit; all 
other contracts he might confirm or avoid after coming of age. 
An extremely ill-drawn act of 1874 absolutely deprived infants of 
the power of contracting loans, contracting for the supply of goods 
other than necessaries, and stating an account so as to bind them- 
selves; it  also disabled them from binding themselves by  ratifica- 
tion. The liability for necessaries is now declared by legislative 
authority in the Sale of Goods Act, 1893; the modern doctrine is 
that it is in no case a true liability on contract. There is an obli- 
gation imposed by law to pay, not the agreed price, but a reason- 
able price. Practically, people who give credit to an infant do so 
a t  their peril, except in cases of obvious urgency. 

Married women were incapable by the common law of con- 
tracting in their own names. At this day they can hold separate 
property and bind themselves to the extent of that property- 
not personally-by contract. The law before the Married Wom- 
en's Property Acts (1882 and 1893, and earlier acts now super- 
seded and repealed) was a very peculiar creature of the court of 
chancery; the cases in which it  is necessary to  go back to it  are 
now, of course, very few. But a married woman can still be re- 
strained from anticipating the income of her separate property, 
and the restriction is still commonly inserted in  marriage settle- 
ments. 

There is a great deal of philosophical interest about the nature 
and capacities of corporations, but for modern practical purposes 
it may be said that the legal powers of British corporations are 
directly or indirectly determined by acts of parliament. For com- 
panies under the Companies Acts the controlling instrument or 
written constitution is the memorandum of association. Company 
draftsmen, taught by experience, nowadays frame this in the most 
comprehensive terms. Questions of either personal or corporate 
disability are less frequent than they were. In  any case they stand 
apart from the general principles of our law of contract. 

Cont rac t  a n d  Property.-The rights created by contract are 
personal rights against the promisors and their legal representa- 
tives, and therefore different in kind from the rights of ownership 
and the like which are available against all the world. Nevertheless 
they may be and very commonly are capable of pecuniary estima- 
tion and estimated as part of a man's assets. Book debts are the 
most obvious example. Such rights are property in the larger 
sense: they are in modern law transmissible and alienable, unless 
the contract is of a kind implying personal confidence, o r  a con- 
trary intention is otherwise shown. The rights created by negoti- 
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able instruments are an important and unique species of property, 
being not only exchangeable but the very staple of commercial 
currency. Contract and conveyance, again, are distinct in their 
nature, and sharply distinguished in the classical Roman law. But 
in the common law property in goods is transferred by a complete 
contract of sale without any further act, and under the French 
civil code and systems which have followed it  a like rule applies 
not only to movables but to immovables. I n  English law procuring 
a man to break his contract is a civil wrong against the other con- 
tracting party, subject to exceptions which are still not clearly 
defined. (F. Po.) 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-H~S~O~~: Ames, "The History of Assumpsit," Har- 
vard Law Rev., ii. I, 53 (Cambridge, Mass., 1889), and in vol. iii. of 
Select Essays i n  Anglo-American Law (Boston, Mass., 1909) ; Pollock 
and Maitland, History o f  English Law, 2nd ed., ii. 184-239 (1898). 
Modern: Pollock, article "Contract" in Encyclopaedia of the Laws of 
England (2nd ed., 1907), a technical summary of the modern law; 
the same writer's edition of the Indian Contract Act (with D. F. Mulla, 
London and Bombay, 5th ed., 1924) restates and discusses the 
principles of the common law besides commenting on the provision 
of the act in detail. Of the text-books, Anson, English Law of  Con- 
tract, reached a 16th edition in 1923; Harriman, Law of Contracts 
(2nd ed., 1901) ; Leake, Principles of the Law of Contract (7th ed., 
by Randall, 1921) ; Pollock, Principles of Contract (9th ed., I ~ Z I ) ,  
third American ed., Wald's, completed by Williston (1906) ; the title 
"Contract" in Halsbury's Laws o f  England, vol. vii. (1909) and Suppl. 
(1927). An unfinished book by the late Sir John Salmond was edited 
and completed by Prof. Winfield of Cambridge in 1927. 0. W. Holmes 
(justice of the Supreme Court of the United States), The Common 
Law (Boston, Mass., 1881) is illuminating on contract as on other 
legal topics. 

UNITED STATES 

I n  a few points the American law differs from the English. The 
deed has rather generally been deprived of its full effect in cre- 
ating a contractual obligation without consideration, by legisla- 
tion providing that a seal shall merely raise a rebuttable presump- 
tion of consideration being present. As to  usury, the States have 
almost all maintained in general the older English policy of fixing 
a statutory maximum interest rate, and in some manner penalizing 
the contracting for more. (See  USURY; on contracts in restraint 
of trade in America see especially TRUSTS: Legal Position of: 
United States.) 

The rule that inducing one contracting party to  break his con- 
tract is a legal wrong to the other contracting party has become of 
great social importance in the United States in recent years in the 
field of labour and its relations; this not so much because of the 
usual remedy for civil wrongs, by way of damages, as because of 
the willingness of the courts to  find an "irreparable injury" 
threatened, and hence to  issue an injunction against inducing such 
breach. The usual case is that of attempted organization of a 
non-union factory personnel by union organizers. Where the men 
are employed from week to week, inducing them to quit work has 
generally been recognized as enjoinable; and a similar rule has 
sometimes been applied even where the employment was from 
day to day. Open shop employers, to  bring themselves within the 
protection of the rule, have often required their employes to 
sign, as part of their contract of employment, an agreement not 
to  join a union (except, perhaps, a designated company union) 
while they continue on the job; such an agreement has been held 
to make an attempt t o  unionize the men enjoinable. 

This leads directly into two other major phases of contracts in 
the United States: ( I )  liberty of contract under the Constitution; 
and ( 2 )  the use of standardized contract. 

L i b e r t y  of Contract.-The Federal Constitution not only 
guarantees contract by forbidding any State to  pass "any law im- 
pairing the obligation of contracts," but provides also in the 5th 
and 14th amendments that neither Congress nor any State shall 
deprive any person of "liberty or property" "without due process 
of law." Since the '90s a good deal of legislation which attempted 
to restrict the theretofore customary scope of property rights or of 
freedom of economic action has been declared unconstitutional- 
and therefore invalid-under these clauses. The argument of un- 
constitutionality has been pressed with peculiar force against re- 
strictions on a worker's freedom to contract for employment, 
irrespective of whether the legislation was intended for the work- 

er's benefit and designed to remedy abuses which his power t o  
choose between jobs seemed insufficient to prevent. Thus statutes 
have fallen which made i t  an offence to  make employment condi- 
tional upon the worker's agreement not to  join a union; or re- 
quired him to be paid in money rather than in truck or in a check 
on the company store; or prescribed a minimum wage for women 
employks; though hours and sanitary conditions of labour can val- 
idly be subjected to  considerable regulation. Unconstitutionality 
has also afflicted, peculiarly, attempts a t  price regulation outside 
the businesses traditionally regarded as public utilities; prices, as 
the heart of free contract, are to be free from Government con- 
trol; indeed, even private agreements by competitors to  raise 
prices or keep them up are both illegal and penal offences. Finally, 
various attempts to  regulate particular businesses by prescribing 
certain terms of contracts, e.g., to prevent fraud (maximum and 
minimum sizes of loaves of bread), have been held invalid by the 
Supreme Court, as undue deprivations of liberty or property; the 
two concepts fuse in these cases. I t  is clear that two policies are 
here in conflict. One is the traditional view of the 19th century, 
buttressed by the individualism of a territory far from fully ex- 
ploited; a free hand in acting and bargaining is the country's sal- 
vation-hence the constitutional language should be construed to 
annul any legislative restraint. The other is the need to control 
those abuses which emerge repeatedly when the powerful bargainer 
crushes the weaker, or when the anonymous producer slips fraud- 
ulent or dangerous articles into an uncontrolled market; under 
this view no reasonable legislative restraint on contract should be 
annulled, and a liberal view should be taken as to  what is reason- 
able. Which view will prevail in new cases is still extremely diffi- 
cult to predict. 

S tandard iza t ion  of Contract.-The freedom of contract 
thus guaranteed by the Constitution extends to  wide freedom in 
drawing up the terms of association of any group. This is a sort 
of private self-government, recognized and intended by law. Pri- 
vate government of this sort, but of some persons over others, de- 
velops, however, to  an unanticipated extent, where freedom of 
contract is accompanied by concentration of bargaining power, 
on the one hand, and by the introduction of standardized forms 
of contract, on the other. Such standardized contracts are of 
vast and increasing importance. In a sense the law itself provides 
them, in such codes as the Uniform Sales Act (see SALE OF GOODS) 
or the Negotiable Instruments law (see BILL OF EXCHANGE), 
which lay down a sort of frame for all contracts which come 
within their terms and hence cover hundreds of unforeseen 
possibilities which the contracting parties did not stop to consider. 
But the law in such matters is commonly directed largely to indi- 
cating results where t he  expressed agreement i s  silent. I t  thus be- 
comes feasible and useful for  concerns specializing in particular 
lines to  capitalize their experience by building form-contracts 
which expressly resolve in their own favour all the points com- 
monly left to implication. The advantages of this are obvious. 
Not only are the scales tipped, in most of the possible contin- 
gencies, in favour of the concern drawing the form, but that con- 
cern can automatically make available to  untrained clerks or 
salesmen the full skill, forethought and experience of both the 
high executives and legal counsel; moreover, the contracts being 
standardized, the handling of performance as well as of claims and 
disputes becomes simpler and cheaper. Some effects of standard- 
ized employment contracts have been mentioned above. Those of 
standardized business contracts fall into two classes. On the one 
side are the cases where bargaining power on the two sides is 
somewhat even, as where associated buyers negotiate a form of 
contract with associated sellers; the uniform bill of lading is in 
substance of this character, with the consequence of reasonable 
and careful protection of all parties concerned. On the other side 
are the cases where bargaining power is not balanced, and one 
side must take or leave what the other offers; the forms of resi- 
dence and small ofice lease, of policies of insurance, of contracts 
for sale of agricultural implements and of automobile agency con- 
tracts are examples. Here the law has sometimes intervened to 
hold the scales more even. The courts often "construe the contract 
strictly" in the interests of fairness; they have often made use of 
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the doctrine of consideration to hold what seemed an unfair con- 
tract t o  be wholly unenforceable because one side was not suffi- 
ciently bound to do anything for the other; finally, in fields where 
experience showed the need, there has come in due time legislative 
regulation of the permissible forms of contract, notably in the 
case of insurance policies. The whole situation brings out clearly 
the sometimes neglected fact that free contract, as a device to  
accomplish the multitude of adjustments no Government can 
foresee or attend to, is for proper effectiveness none the less condi- 
tioned by the existence and continuance of something approaching 
equality of power among the bargaining parties. Most legislative 
interference with freedom of contract, whether constitutional or 
not, will be found traceable to the absence of such substantial 
equality. 

I n  closing, it  should be noted that during the 19th century the 
field of contract was the scene of a hitherto unparalleled develop- 
ment of Anglo-American legal theory. Out of a great variety of 
traditional specific relations-"vendor and purchaser," "buyer and 
seller of goods," "bailor and'bailee," etc.-a sustained effort was 
made to build a general law and theory of contract. I t  was the 
first sweeping attempt to  systematize a large field of the common 
law in the manner in which the civil law of the Continent is 
systematized. For good or for bad i t  was really most remark- 
ably successful; the results reaching their fruition in the restate- 
ment of the law of contracts approved in 1928 by the American 
Law Institute. As yet the movement toward systematization 
shows less promise in other sections of American law. 

See Pound, 18 Yale, L.J. 454 (1908) ; Ely, Property and Contract 
in their Relation to the Distribution of Wealth (1914) ; Williston, 
Contracts (1920) ; Issacs, 2 7  Yale L.J. 34 (1926) ; Restatement of 
the Law of  Contracts (American Law Institute, 1928). (K. N. L.) 

CONTRACT BRIDGE, which, since 1930, has won a world- 
wide popularity unequalled in the history of cards, is the fourth 
in a succession of card games of which the basic game is Whist. I n  
Contract Bridge, two pairs of players, as partners, compete for 
tricks, as in Whist; the cards of one player, known as the dummy, 
are exposed upon the table, as in Bridge-Whist, the second game 
of the series; and the four players bid for the right to name the 
trump suit, as in  Auction Bridge, the third game of the series. 
The distinctive feature of Contract Bridge is that a pair cannot 
score the tricks it wins toward making a game unless it  previously 
has contracted to win those tricks. 

A game is won and ended when a pair scores IOO points for 
tricks as  contracted. For this purpose, the value of tricks is 
translated into points, varying with the suit named as trump. 
Each trick over six contracted for and won counts, if spades are 
trumps, 30; hearts, 30; diamonds, 20; clubs, 20; notrumps, 40 
for the first trick and 30 thereafter. The pair which first makes 
two games wins the rubber. If the opposing side has made a game, 
the rubber-winning pair scores a bonus of 500 points and, if the 
opposing side has not made a game, a bonus of 700 points. All 
bonuses and all points, other than trick points toward game, are 
scored as premiums. These premiums include the regular points 
for tricks won but not contracted for; undertrick penalties when 
opponents fail to  fulfill their contract; bonuses for bidding and 
making a small slam (twelve tricks) or a grand slam (thirteen 
tricks); and IOO points for holding four trump honours in one 
hand, or 150 points for holding, in one hand, five trump honours. 
or all four Aces, if there are no trumps. 

When a pair has made a game i t  is "vulnerable" and undertrick 
penalties and slam bonuses are affected by vulnerability. A con- 
tract may be doubled and redoubled, which doubles or quadruples 
the trick points toward game if the contract is fulfilled. When 
not doubled, each undertrick costs a penalty of 50 points not 
vulnerable and I O O  points vulnerable. When doubled, the first 
undertrick counts IOO points not vulnerable and 2 0 0  points vul- 
nerable, and subsequent undertricks 2 0 0  points not vulnerable 
and 300 points vulnerable. Not vulnerable, the small slam bonus 
is 500 points and the grand slam bonus 1000 points; vulnerable 
they ark 750 and 1500 points respectively. 0ve;tricks at  a doubled 
contract count IOO each not vulnerable, 2 0 0  vulnerable. Redou- 
bling doubles the value of doubled undertricks or overtricks. 

Contract Bridge, as it is played today, originated in November, 
1925, in a Bridge game on a steamship enroute from Los Angeles 
to  Havana. Harold S. Vanderbilt, one of the participants in this 
game, is credited with introducing the game to New York clubs, 
in which it gradually supplanted Auction Bridge. The game of 
plafond, developed in France about 1922, as an evolution of Auc- 
tion Bridge, already had introduced the condition that tricks must 
be contracted for in order to be scored toward game, but Mr. 
Vanderbilt added the vulnerability feature, the slam bonuses, and 
a new schedule of scoring which, with a few variations, remains 
in force today. 

A greater measure of skill is required in Contract Bridge than 
in its predecessors. Whereas, in Auction Bridge, the object of 
calling (bidding) was solely to name the trump suit, players a t  
Contract Bridge must determine how many tricks they can expect 
to win. T o  accomplish this, an interchange of accurate partner- 
ship information is essential. Ely Culbertson of Kew York con- 
ceived, for this purpose, the method of systematic bidding which 
now is in general use by Contract Bridge players. H e  introduced 
to Contract Bridge the Approach Principle, which holds that suit 
bids should be preferred to notrump bids and he originated the 
Forcing Principle, under which certain bids require partner to  
make some responding bid. His system of bidding is called the 
Culbertson or Approach-Forcing System. 

Those who had been active in writing and teaching the game of 
Auction Bridge soon turned to Contract Bridge and developed or 
recommended various systems of bidding. Many of these made 
use of artificial conventions, with certain calls which indicated a 
certain number of high cards rather than willingness to play at  
the contract named. Mr. Vanderbilt's system, in which an opening 
bid of one club shows three "quick" tricks in Aces and Kings, 
remains the most popular of these systems. Most systems of bid- 
ding have now disappeared and those which remain are so similar 
that, except for the few users of artificial conventions, good play- 
ers throughout the world use the same methods. These, in basis, 
comprise the original Approach-Forcing system. 

Contract Bridge was not generally adopted in Great Britain 
until 1930 The leading Whist and Bridge players in the London 
clubs objected to the use of systematic bids, and, even when they 
turned t o  Contract Bridge, their sentiment was against all "sys- 
tems." Their playing methods, however, approximate those of all 
other good players, and they actually play a system without so 
terming it. The adoption of Contract Bridge in Great Britain was 
rapid after an American team, which included Mr. and Mrs. Cul- 
bertson, Theodore A. Lightner and Waldemar von Zedtwitz, 
played a series of matches in London in 1930 against teams made 
up of Lt.-Colonel Walter E. Buller, Mrs. Gordon Evers, Lieuten- 
ant Cedric Kehoe and Dr. Nelson Wood-Hill, and two teams rep- 
resenting Crockford's Club of London, one team being Colonel 
H. M. Beasley, Sir Guy Domville, George Morris and Captain 
K. Hogg, the other Miss Ethel Thomas, Mrs. Cavendish-Bentinck, 
F. Lyon and Ivor Birts. I n  1933 Charles M. Schwab of New 
York offered a trophy for a World's Championship match, in 
which American and British teams competed in 1933 and 1934. 
The American team both years included Mr. and Mrs. Culbertson 
and Lightner, with Michael T .  Gottlieb in 1933 and Albert More- 
head in 1934. The 1933 British team was made up of Colonel 
Beasley, Domville, Morris, P. V. Tabbush, Graham Mathieson and 
Lady Doris Rhodes; the 1934 team, of R. Lederer, W. Rose, H. St. , J. Ingram and S. Hughes, with Colonel G. G. J. Walshe and 
A. Frost as  alternates. The American teams won all these matches, 
the three in 1930 and the contests for the Schu7ab Trophy in 1933 

1 2nd 1934. 
The first laws drafted for Contract Bridge were issued by the 

Knickerbocker Whist Club in New York, but were replaced a few 
months later in 1927 by a code promulgated by The Whist Club I of New York. International interest in Contract Bridge made it 
desirable that there be an international code, and in 1932 the 
Portland Club of London, which had been making the laws for 
Great Britain and several European countries since it issued its 
first code in January 1929, cooperated with The Whist Club of 
New York and with the Commission Fran~aise du Bridge in the 
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drafting of the first International Code. This was replaced, in 
March 1935, by  the present International Code, which is followed 
in nearly every country in the world. 

Contract Bridge tournaments are played in duplicate; the cards 
dealt to each player are kept separated so that other players may 
later have exactly the same cards, and the luck of the deal is 
eliminated. Duplicate tournaments are governed by laws which 
follow the International Code except for a few differences which 
are unavoidable because of the difference in playing procedure. 

The popularity of Contract Bridge has made it  an industry which 
gives employment, directly or indirectly, to thousands. (E. CUL.) 

CONTRACTILE VACUOLE, in biology, a spherical space 
filled with liquid, which a t  intervals discharges into the medium; it  
is found in all fresh-water groups of Protozoa (q.v.), also in the 
naked aquatic reproductive cells of Algae and Fungi. I t  is absent 
in states with a distinct cell-wall to  resist excessive turgescence. 
I t s  function is to  remove the water which must diffuse into un- 
protected cells in  a medium of lower osmotic pressure than them- 
selves. 

CONTRACT NOTE. A document issued by a stockbroker 
to  his client, giving details of the sale or purchase of stock on 
the client's account. I n  the case of the London Stock Exchange, 
a typical contract note shows the cost of the shares, the cost of 
the Government stamp duty required to  legalise the transfer, the 
fee charged by the company for registering the transfer and issu- 
ing a new certificate, the brokerage charged by the stockbroker. 
It also states the settlement day when the shares must be paid for. 

CONTRADICTION, PRINCIPLE OF (principium con- 
tradictionis), in logic, the term applied to the second of the three 
primary "laws of thought." The oldest statement of the law is 
that contradictory statements cannot both a t  the same time be 
true, e.g., the two propositions "A is B" and "A is not B" are 
mutually exclusive. A may be B a t  one time, and not a t  another; 
A may be partly B and partly not B at  the same time; but it 
is impossible to predicate of the same thing, a t  the same time, and 
in the same sense, the absence and the presence of the same qual- 
ity. This is the statement of the law given by Aristotle. I t  takes 
no account of the truth of either proposition; if one is true, the 
other is not; one must be false. 

Modern logicians, following Leibniz and Kant, have generally 
adopted a different statement, by which the law assumes an es- 
sentially different meaning. Their formula is  "A is not not-A"; 
in other words it  is impossible to  predicate of a thing a quality 
which is its contradictory. Unlike Aristotle's law this law deals 
with the necessary relation between subject and predicate in a 
single judgment. Whereas Aristotle states that one or other of 
two contradictory propositions must be false, the Kantian law 
states that a particular kind of proposition is in  itself necessarily 
false. On the other hand there is a real connection between the 
two laws. The denial of the statement "A is not-A" presupposes 
some knowledge of what A is, i.e., the statement A is A. I n  other 
words a judgment about A is implied. Kant's analytical propo- 
sitions depend on presupposed concepts which are the same for 
all people. His statement, regarded as a logical principle purely, 
does not therefore amount to more than that of Aristotle. 

CONTRAFAGOTTO, DOUBLE BASSOON or CON- 
TRABASSOON, a wood-wind instrument of the double reed 
family, which it  completes as the bass, the other members being 
the oboe, cor anglais, and bassoon. The modern wooden contra- 
fagotto (there is also a type made of brass) has a pitch one 
octave below that of the bassoon and three below that of the oboe, 
its compass extending from 16ft. C. to middle C. The notes of 
both extremes are difficult to  produce. The quality of tone is 
somewhat rough. The contrafagotto has a complete chromatic 
compass, and it  may therefore be played in any key. I t  forms a 
fine bass to the reed family, and supplies in the orchestra the 
notes missing in the double-bass in order to reach 16ft. C. 

The origin of the contrafagotto, like that of the oboe (9.v.) 
must be sought in the highest antiquity (see AULOS). I t s  imme- 
diate forerunner was the double bombard or bombardino, or the 
great double quint-pommer. Handel scored for the instrument 
and it was used in military bands before being adopted in the 

I. CANONIC FORMS AND DEVICES 

orchestra. Owing to its faulty construction 
and harsh tone the double bassoon fell into 
disuse, in spite of the fact that Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven all scored for it 
abundantly; the last used it  in the C minor 
and choral symphonies and wrote an ob- 
bligato for it in Fidelio. Improved methods 
of construction have, however, restored it 
to favour as an instrument of value for 
sparing use. 

CONTRALTO, the term for the low- 
est variety of the female voice, as dis- 
tinguished from the soprano and mezzo- 
soprano. Originally it  signified, in choral 
music, the part next higher than the alto, 
given t o  the falsetto counter-tenor. 

CONTRAPUNTAL FORMS, in 
music. The forms of music may b: con- 
sidered in two aspects, the texture of the 
music from moment to moment, and the 

In the canonic forms, the earliest known in music as an inde- 
pendent art, the laws of texture also determine the shape of the 
whole, so that i t  is impossible, except in the light of historical 
knowledge, to say which is prior to the other. The principle of 
canon being that one voice shall reproduce note for note the ma- 
terial of another, i t  follows that in a composition where all parts 
are canonic and where the material of the leading part consists of 
a pre-determined melody, such as a Gregorian chant or a popular 
song, the composer has nothing to do but to adjust minute detail 
till the harmonies fit. The whole composition is the predetermined 
melody plus the harmonic fitness. The art does not teach com- 
position, but it  does teach fluency under difficulties, and thus the 
canonic forms play an important part in the music of the I jth 
and 16th centuries; nor indeed have they since fallen into neglect 
without grave injury to the art. But strict canon is inadequate, 
and may become a nuisance, as the sole regulating principle in 
music; nor is its rival and cognate principle of counterpoint on a 
Canto Fermo (see p. 349) more trustworthy in primitive stages. 
These are rigid mechanical principles; but even mechanical prin- 
ciples may force artistic thought to leave the facile grooves of 
custom and explore the real nature of things. Even to-day the 
canonic forms are great liberators if studied with intelligence. 

The earliest canonic form is  the rondel or rota as practised in 
the 12th century. I t  is, however, canonic by accident rather than 
in its original intention. I t  consists of a combination of short 
melodies in several voices, each melody being sung by each voice 
in turn. Now it is obvious that if one voice began alone, instead of 
all together, and if when it  went on to the second melody the 
second voice entered with the first, and so on, the result would be 
a canon in the unison. Thus the difference between the crude 
counterpoint of the rondel and a strict canon in the unison is a 
mere question of the point a t  which the composition begins, and a 
12th century rondel is simply a canon a t  the unison begun at  the 
point where all the voices have already entered. There is some 
reason to believe that one kind of rondeau practised by Adam de 
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definitely organized long before the shape THE CONTRAFAGOTTO 
could be determined by any but external or mechanical con- 
ceptions. The laws of musical texture were known as the laws of 
"Counterpoint" (see COUNTERPOIST and HARMONY). The "con- 
trapuntal" forms, then, are historically the earliest and aestheti- 
cally the simplest in music; the simplest, that is to say, in prin- 
ciple, hut not necessarily the easiest to appreciate or to execute 
Their simplicity is like that of mathematics, the simplicity of the 
elements involved; it develops into results more subtle and intri- 
cate than popular; whereas much of the art that is popular con- 
tains many and various elements combined in ways which, though 
familiar in appearance, are often not recognized for the compler: 
conventions of civilization that they really are. 
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la Hale was intended t o  be sung in the true canonic manner of 
the modern round; and the wonderful English rota, "Sumer is 
icumen in," shows in the upper four parts the true canonic method, 
and in its two-part pes the method in which the parts began to- 
gether (see MUSIC, Ex. I ) .  I n  these archaic works the canonic 
form gives the whole a stability contrasting oddly with its cacoph- 
onous warfare between nascent harmonic principles and ancient 
antiharmonic criteria. As soon as harmony became established on 
the true contrapuntal basis, the unaccompanied round attained the 
position of an elegant trifle, with hardly more expressive possi- 
bilities than the triolet in poetry, a form to which its brevity and 
lightness renders it  fairly comparable. Orlando di Lasso's 
Ckle'brons sans cesse is a beautiful example of the 16th century 
round with a delightful climax in its fourth line: (see I., below). 

I. Round (originally for male voices). When the first voice reaches 
the 2nd line, tlze 2nd voice begins the   st line, and so on. 

Orlando di Lasso. 
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I n  classical times the possibilities of the round enormously in- 
creased; and with the aid of elaborate instrumental accompani- 
ments it  plays an important feature a t  points where a tableau is 
possible in a n  operatic ensemble. I n  such a round the first voice 
can execute a long and complete melody before the second voice 
joins in. Even if this melody be not instrumentally accompanied, 
it  will imply a certain harmony, or a t  all events arouse curiosity as 
to  what the harmony is to  be. And the sequel may shed a new 
light upon the harmony, and thus by degrees the whole character 
of the melody may be transformed. The humorous and subtle 
possibilities of this form were first fully revealed by Mozart, 
whose astounding unaccompanied canons would be better known 
but for his habit of extemporizing unprintable texts for them. 

The round or the catch (which is simply a specially jocose 
round) is a favourite English art-form, and the English specimens 
of it are almost as numerous and sometimes as anonymous as folk- 
songs. But they are apt to  achieve only the easy task comprised 
in a good piece of free and fairly contrapuntal harmony in three 
or more parts, so arranged that it  remains correct when the parts 
are brought in one by one. Even Cherubini gives hardly more than 
a valuable hint that the round may rise to higher things; and, 
unless he be an adequate exception, the unaccompanied rounds of 
Mozart and Brahms stand alone as works that raise the round to 
the dignity of a serious art-form. 

With the addition of an orchestral accompaniment the round 
obviously becomes a larger thing; and in such specimens as that 
in the finale of Mozart's Cosi fan tutte,  the quartet in the last act 
of Cherubini's Far~iska, the wonderfully subtle quartet "Mir ist 
so wunderbar" in Beethoven's Fidelio, and the very beautiful num- 
bers in Schubert's masses where Schubert finds expression for 
his genuine contrapuntal feeling in lyric style, we find that the 
length of the initial melody, the growing variety of the orchestral 
accompaniment and the finality and climax of the free coda, com- 
bine to give the whole a character closely analogous to  that of a 

set of contrapuntal variations, such as  the slow movement of 
'Haydn's "Emperor" string quartet, or the opening of the finale of 
Beethoven's 9th symphony. Berlioz is fond of beginning his 
largest movements like a kind of round; e.g. his Dies Irae, the 
Sc2ne aux Champs in the Symphonie Fantastique, and the opening 
of his Damnation de Faust. 

Three conditions are necessary if a canon is to  be  a round. 
First, the voices must imitate each other in the unison; secondly, 
they must enter a t  equal intervals of time; and thirdly, the whole 
melodic material must be as many times longer than the interval 
of time as  the number of voices; otherwise, when the last voice has 
finished the first phrase, the first voice will not be ready t o  return 
to  the beginning. Strict canon is, however, possible under innu- 
merable other conditions, and even a round is possible with some 
of the voices a t  the interval of an octave, as is of course inevitable 
in writing for unequal voices. And in a round for unequal voices 
there is obviously a new means of effect in  the fact that,  as  the 
melody rotates, its different parts change their pitch in  relation 
to each other. 

The art by which this is possible without incorrectness is that 
of double, triple and multiple counterpoint (see COUNTERPOINT). 
I t s  difficulty is variable, and with an instrumental accompaniment 
there is none. I n  fugues. multiole counterooint is one of the nor- - ,  

ma1 resources of music; and few devices are more self-explanatory 
to the ear than the process by which the subject and counter- 
subjects of a fugue change their positions, revealing fresh melodic 
and acoustic aspects of identical harmonic structure a t  every turn. 
This, however, is rendered possible and interesting by  the fact 
that the passages in such counterpoint are often separated by 
episodes and are free to appear in  different keys. Many fugues of 
Bach are written throughout in multiple counterpoint; but the 
possibility of this depends upon the freedom of the musical design 
which allows the composer to  select the most effective permuta- 
tions and combinations of his counterpoint, and also t o  put them 
into whatever key he chooses. Some of Bach's choruses might be 
called Round-Fugues, so regular is the course by which each voice 
proceeds to  a new counter-subject as the next voice enters. See 
the Et i n  terra Pax of the B minor Mass, and the great double 
chorus, N u n  ist das Heil. 

The resources of canon, when emancipated from the principles 
of the round, are considerable when the canonic form is strictly 
maintained, and are inexhaustible when it  is treated freely. A 
canon need not be in the unison; and when i t  is in  some other 
interval the imitating voice alters the expression of the melody 
by transferring it  to another part of the scale. Again, the imitating 
voice may follow the leader a t  any distance of time; and thus we 
have obviously a definite means of expression in the difference of 
closeness with which various canonic parts may enter; as, for 
instance, in the stretto of a fugue. Again, if the answering part 
enters on an unaccented beat where the leader began on the 
accent (per arsin e t  thesin),  there will be artistic value in  the 
resulting difference of rhythmic expression. All these devices 
ought to  be quite definite in their effect upon the ear, and their 
expressive power is undoubtedly due to  their special canonic 
nature. The beauty of the pleading, rising sequences in  crossing 
parts in the canon at  the 2nd at  the opening of the Recordare in 
Mozart's Requiem is attainable by no other technical means. The 
close canon in the 6th a t  the distance of one minim in reversed 
accent in the 18th of Bach's Goldberg Variations owes its smooth 
harmonic expression to the fact that the two canonic parts move 
in sixths which would be simultaneous but for the pause of the 
minim which reverses the accents of the upper part while i t  creates 
the suspended discords which give harmonic character. 

Two other canonic devices have important artistic value, viz ,  
augmentation and diminution (two different aspects of the same 
thing) and i~zversion. I n  augmentation the imitating part sings 
twice as slow as the leader, or sometimes still slower. This ob- 
viously should impart a new dignity to  the melody, and in dimi- 
nution the usual result is an accession of liveliness. Beethoven, 
in the fugues in his sonatas opp. IOG and 110, adapted augrnenta- 
tion and diminution to sonata-like varieties of thematic expres- 1 sion, by employing them in triple time, so that, by douhling the 
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11. Theme of Fugue Beethoven Sonata, op. 106 
(a) 

- - - 4 - -  3' 'I is equivalent to a crotchet. Trills are not inverted. 
fb) Inverted inexact 

(c) Augmented, prod~cini new rhythmic sense. 

I (d) Cancrirans, or backwards; producing new rhythms. 
m. I 

length of the original notes across this triple rhythm, they produce 
an entirely new rhythmic expression. (See C.) 

The device of i7zversion consists in the imitating part reversing 
every interval of the leader, ascending where the leader descends 
and vice versa. I t s  expressive power depends upon so fine a sense 
of the harmonic expression of melody that its artistic use is one 
of the surest signs of the difference between classical and merely 
scholastic music. There are many melodies of which the inversion 
is as natural as the original form, and does not strikingly alter its 
character. Such are, for instance, the theme of Bach's Kunst der 
Fuae, most of Purcell's contrapuntal themes, the theme in the 

earlier, or, if they do imitate its continuation, to keep to the same 
interval. 

Such a texture differs in no way from that of the fugue of 
more modern times. But the form is not what is now understood 
as fugue, inasmuch as 16th century composers did not normally 
think of writing long movements on one theme or of making a 
point of the return of a theme after episodes. With the appear- 
ance of new words in the text, the 16th century composer naturally 
took up a new theme without troubling to design it for con- 
trapuntal combination with the opening; and the form resulting 

- ,  

fugue of Beethoven's o p  'Io9 and the eighth of Brahms's 
variations on a theme by Haydn. But even in such cases inver- 
sion may produce harmonic variety as well as a sense of melodic 
identitv in difference. Where a melody has marked features 

111. Ilarmless eancrilrans deoices for the eye, depending o n  the clefs 
used. 

(a) Mozart "Jupiter" Symphony (recapitulation in 

of ris; and fall, such as long scale or bold skips, the 
inversion, if productive of good harmonic structure and expres- 
sion, will be a powerful method of transformation. This is 
admirably shown in the 12th of Bach's Goldberg Variations, in 
the 15th fugue of the first book of his Forty-eight Preludes and 
Fugues, in the finale of Beethoven's sonata, op. 106, and in the 
second subjects of the first and last movements of Brahms's 
clarinet trio. The only remaining canonic device which figures in 
classical music is that known as cancrizans, in which the imitating 
part reproduces the leader backwards. I t  is of extreme rarity in 
serious music; and, though it  sometimes happens that a melody or 
figure of uniform rhythm will produce something equally natural 
when read backwards (as in III . ) ,  there is only one example 
of its use that appeals to the ear as well as the eye. This is to 
be found in the finale of Beethoven's sonata, op. 106, where it 
is applied to a theme with such sharply contrasted rhythmic and 
melodic features that with long familiarity a listener would prob- 
ably feel not only the wayward humour of the passage in itself, 
but also its connection with the main theme. All these devices are 
also independent of the canonic idea, since there are so many 
methods of transforming themes in themselves, and need not 
always be used in contrapuntal combination. 

11. FUGUE 
I n  the polyphonic 16th century motets the essentials of canonic 

effect are embodied in the entry of one voice after another with a 
definite theme stated by each voice, often at  its own convenient 
pitch, thus producing a free canon for as many parts as there 
are voices, in alternate intervals of the 4th, 5th and octave, and 
a t  artistically proportionate distances of times. I t  is not necessary 
for the later voices to imitate more than the opening phrase of the 
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(b) Brahms Quartet in A minor, op. 51 No. 2. 
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Violin I Violoncello 
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from this treatment of words was faithfully reproduced in the 
instrumental ricercari of the time. Occasionally, however, breadth 
of treatment and terseness of design combined to produce a short 
movement on one idea indistinguishable in form from a fughetta 
of Bach; as in the Kyrie of Palestrina's Missa Salve Regilza. 
But in Bach's art the preservation of a main theme is more 
necessary the longer the composition; and Bach has an incalcu- 
lable number of methods of giving his fugues a symmetry of form 
and balance of climax so subtle and perfect that we are apt to  
forget that the only technical rules of a fugue are those which 
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refer to  its texture. , 

In Die Kuns t  der Fuge Bach has shown with the utmost clear- 
ness how in his opinion the various types of fugue may be clas- 
sified. That extraordinary work is a series of fugues, all on the 
same subject. The earlier fugues show how an artistic design may 
be made by simply passing the subject from one voice to another 
in  orderly succession (in the first example without any change of 
key except from tonic to  dominant). The next stage of organiza- 
tion is that in which the subject is combined with inversions, 
augmentations and diminutions of itself. Fugues of this kind can 
be conveniently called stretto-fugues.' The third and highest 
stage is that in which the fugue combines its subject with con- 
trasted counter-subjects, and thus depends upon the resources of 
double, triple and quadruple counterpoint. But of the art by 
which the episodes are contrasted, connected climaxes attained, 
and keys and subtle rhythmic proportions so balanced as to give 
the true fugue-forms a beauty and staPility second only to those 
of the true sonata forms, Bach's classification gives us no direct 
hint. 

A comparison of the fugues in Die Kunst  der Fuge with those 
elsewhere in his works reveals a necessary relation between the 
nature of the fugue-subject and the type of fugue. I n  Die Kunst 
der Fzcge Bach has obvious didactic reasons for taking the same 
subject throughout; and, as he wishes to show the extremes of 
technical possibility, that subject must necessarily be plastic 
rather than characteristic. Elsewhere Bach prefers very lively or 
highly characteristic themes as subjects for the simplest kind of 
instrumental fugue. On the other hand, there comes a point when 
the mechanical strictness of treatment crowds out the rhetorical 
development of musical ideas; and the 7th fugue (which is one 
solid mass of stretto in augmentation, diminution and inversion) 
and the 12th and 13th (which are inverted bodily) are academic 
exercises outside the range of free artistic work. On the other 
hand, the fugues with well-developed episodes and the fugues in 
double and triple counterpoint are perfect works of art and as 
beautiful as any that Bach wrote without didactic purpose. The 
last fugue Bach worked out up  to the point where three subjects, 
including the notes B, A, C, H ,  were combined. I t  has been found 
that the theme of the rest of Die Kuns t  der Fuge makes a fourth 
member of the combination and that the combination inverts. 
This accounts for the laborious exercises shown in the 12th and 
13th fugues. I t  is high time that teachers of counterpoint took Die 
Kulzst der Fuge seriously. 

Fugue is still, as in the 16th century, a texture rather than a 
form; and the formal rules given in most technical treatises 
are based, not on the practice of the world's great composers, 
but on the necessities of beginners, whom it would be as absurd 
to ask to write a fugue without giving them a form as to ask a 
schoolboy to write so many pages of Latin verses without a sub- 
ject. But this standard form, whatever its merits may be in com- 
bining progressive technique with musical sense, has no connection 
with the true classical types of fugue, though it  played an interest- 
ing part in the renascence of polyphony during the growth of the 
sonata style, and even gave rise to valuable works of art (e.g. 
the fugues in Haydn's quartets, op. 2 0 ) .  

One of its rules was that every fugue should have a stretto. 
This rule, like most of the others, is absolutely without classical 
warrant; for in Bach the ideas of stretto and of counter-subject 
almost exclude one another except in the very largest fugues, 
such as the 22nd in the second book of the Forty-eight; while 
Handel's fugue-writing is a masterly method, adopted as occasion 
requires, and with a lordly disdain for recognized devices. But 
the pedagogic rule proved to be not without artistic point in later 
music; for fugue became, since the rise of the sonata-styles a 
contrast with the normal means of expression instead of being 
itself normal. And while this was so, there was considerable point 
in using every possible means to enhance the rhetorical force of 
its peculiar devices, as is shown by the astonishing dramatic fugues 
in  Beethoven's last works. Nowadays, however, polyphony is 
universally recognized as a permanent type of musical texture, 
and there is no longer any reason why if it crystallizes into the 

1For technical terms see articles COUNTERPOINT and FUGUE. 

fugue-form a t  all it should not adopt the classical rather than 
the pedagogic type. I t  is still an unsatisfied wish of accurate 
musicians that the term fugue should be used to imply rather a 
certain type of polyphonic texture than the whole form of a com- 
position. We ought to describe as "written in fugue" such passages 
as the first subjects in Mozart's Zaz~BerfZote overture, the andantes 
of Beethoven's first symphony and C minor quartet, the first and 
second subjects of the finale of Mozart's G major quartet, the 
second subject of the finale of his D major quintet, and the expo- 
sition of quintuple counterpoint in the coda of the finale of the 
Jupiter Symphony ,  and countless other passages in the develop- 
ments and main subjects of classical and modern works in sonata 
form. 

I 111. COUNTERPOINT ON A CANTO FERMO 

The early practice of building polyphonic designs on a voice- 
part confined to a given plain-song or popular melody furnishes 
the origin for every contrapuntal principle that is not canonic, and 
soon develops into a canonic principle in itself. When the canto 
fermo is in notes of equal length and is sung without intermission, 
it is of course as rigid a mechanical device as an acrostic. Yet it  
may have artistic value in furnishing a steady rhythm in contrast 
to suitable free motion in the other parts. When it  is in the bass, 
as in Orlando di Lasso's six-part Regina Coeli, i t  is ap t  to  cramp 
the harmony; but when it  is in the tenor (its normal place in 16th 
century music) or any other part, i t  determines little but the 
length of the composition. I t  may or may not appeal to  the ear; 
if not, i t  a t  least does no harm;for its restricting influence on the 
harmony is small if its pace is slower than that of its surround- 
ings. I f ,  on the other hand, its melody is characteristic, or can be 
enforced by repetition, i t  may become a powerful means of effect. 

When the rhythm of the canto fernzo is not uniform, or when 
pauses intervene between its phrases, whether these are different 
figures or repetitions of one figure in different parts of the scale, 
the device passes into the region of free art. An early example 
of its simplest use, as i t  appears in Josquin's wonderful Miserere, 
is described in the article M ~ I C  and in a motet by Lasso. A 
16th century mass, when it  is not derived from those secular 
melodies to which the Council of Trent objected, is often so closely 
connected with the Gregorian tones, or a t  least with the themes 
of some motet appropriate to the holy day for which it  was written, 
that in a Roman Catholic cathedral service the polyphonic music 
of the best period co-operates with the Gregorian intonations to 
produce a consistent musical whole with a thematic coherence 
oddly suggestive of Wagnerian Leitmotif .  I n  later times the 
Protestant music of Germany attained a similar consistency, undel 
more popular and complex musical conditions, by the use oj 
chorale-tunes; and in Bach's hands the fugal and other treatment 
of chorale-melody is one of the most varied and expressive of 
artistic resources. The chorale is not unknown in Handel's E n g  
lish works. The passage "the kingdoms of the world" in the 
"Hallelujah Chorus" (down to "and H e  shall reign for ever and 
ever") is a magnificent development of the second part of the 
chorale Wache t  auf ("Christians wake, a voice is calling"); and 
it would be easy to trace a German or Roman origin for many of 
the solemn phrases in long notes which in Handel's choruses so 
often accompany quicker themes. 

From the use of an old ccl?~to feryno to the invention of an 
original one is a small step; and merges into the free develop- 
ment of counterpart on a canto f e r ~ n o  the general art of com- 
bining melodies which gives harmony its deepest expression and 
musical texture its liveliest action. Nor is there any such line 
to separate polyphonic from non-polyphonic methods of accom- 
panying melody; and Bach's Orgelbiichlein and Brahms's post- 
humous organ-chorales show every conceivable gradation between 
plain harmony or arpeggio and the most elaborate canon. 

In  Wagnerian polyphony canonic devices are rare except in 
such simple moments of anticipation or of communion with nature 
as we have before the rise of the curtain in the Rheingold and at 
daybreak in the second act of the Gotterdiin~merz~?zg. On the 
other hand, the art of combining contrasted themes crowds almost 
every other kind of musical texture (except tremolos arid similar 
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emotional symptoms) into the background, and is itself so trans- 
formed by new harmonic resources, many of which are Wagner's 
own discovery, that it  may almost be said to  constitute a new 
form of art. The influence of this upon instrumental music is as 
yet helpful only in forms which break away from the limits of 
the sonata style. Styles which break further away than the omniv- 
orous ar t  of Richard Strauss generally revolt againit polyphony 
altogether. That revolt is suicidal, and polyphony returns every 
time a brand-new theory of harmony has pitchforked it  out. All 
that is certain is that the two elements by which the music of the 
future will solve its problem are not those of instrumentation and 
external expression, but phrase-movement (or musical paragraph- 
ing) and counterpoint. These have always been the elements 
which suffered from neglect or anarchy in earlier transition periods, 
and they have always been the elements that gave rationality to 
the new art to which the transitions led. (D.  F. T.) 

CONTRAST, a term used in psychological discussion to 
designate the tendency of a given mental phenomenon to arouse 
or to encourage its opposite. Contrast has been alleged as one basis 
of "idea association," but its most definite demonstrations are 
found in the domain of sensation, particularly vision. The action 
may be either "simultaneous" or "successive," according as the 
aroused opposite appears concomitantly in a separate sensory 
area, or in the same area as the primary phenomenon a t  a later 
time. Thus, a bright surrounding field makes a grey spot look 
darker, while a dark outlying field causes it  to  appear brighter, 
than normal. After stimulation of the retina with white a dark 
after-image appears. Colour or chromatic contrast consists of an 
analogous tendency for each hue to arouse its complementary. 
Contrast is probably less potent for all aspects of mental life than 
is the opposed principle of assinzilation. 

CONTRAVALLATION : see CIRCUMVALLATION, LINES OF. 

CONTREDANSE, a dance derived from the English country 
dance, whence also it  takes its name, which enjoyed much popu- 
larity both in France and Germany during the 18th century and 
later. Although the derivation of the name has been disputed, it 
is confirmed by the character of the dance itself, which had ob- 
vious features in common with those of its English original The 
name was also applied to the music for such dances, of which 
Beethoven and Mozart both left examples. 

CONTRERAS, a hamlet about eight miles S.W. of the city 
of Rlexico. I t  was in the vicinity of this small town that Maj- 
Gen. f infield Scott, with some 4,200 American troops of his 
column in the southern campaign of the war between Mexico 
and the United States (1846-48) encountered first the difficult 
barriers of pedregal (lava beds) and lakes surrounding his ad- 
versary's capital. I n  this particular defence Gen. Santa Anna 
employed about 7,000 Mexicans, although possibly three times 
that number occupied forts and redoubts at  critical points else- 
whew about the city. Scott, having circled to the south of his 
goal, found, upon determined reconnaissance, that San Antonio 
directly in his front was so heavily defended that an assault 

might  cripple him. H e  decided to build a road over the pedregal 
toward the west, thereby pinching out Santa Anna's strong posi- 
tion. Accordingly on Aug. 19, 1847, Maj.-Gen. G. J. Pillow's 
division was ordered to supply working parties and push forward 
the road the engineers were building and to brush aside any 
small resistance without bringing on a general engagement. Pillow, 
however, after being stopped, decided to attack. I n  the pre- 
mature struggle only the natural team work of the trained leaders, 
such as Riley, Smith and Magruder, saved defeat until Scott, 
coming upon the field, ordered a concentration of his forces at 
San Gerbnimo, the key position. Darkness, aggravated by a 
storm, cut Scott off from the knowledge of the whereabouts of 
his troops. I n  the early morning, Aug. 20, Capt. Robert E. Lee, 
after a voluntary, desperate ride across the pedregal, bore Scott 
the intelligence that Brig.-Gen. P. F. Smith had found a way 
to the enemy's rear and would attack at  dawn. Scott prepared 
Twiggs to co-operate in front, and, as a result, San Ger6nimo was 
taken in front, flank and reverse in less than 2 0  minutes. San 
Antonio was evacuated and the battle of Churubusco begun the 
same day. The cannon and ammunition captured from the hlexi- 

cans aided Scott materially. The PIiexicp losses were approxi- 
mately 1,500 as against less than IOO Americans. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. H Smith, The War with Mexico, vol. i. (1919) ; 
G. B. McClellan, The Mexican War  Diary (1917) ; C .  M LTilcox, His- 
tory o f  the Mexican W a r  (1892) ; W .  A. Ganoe, The  History of the 
United States Army (1924) ; Original Correspondetzce and Reports 
i n  Old Files Section, Adjutant General's Office (Washington, D C.) 

(W. A.  G . )  
CONTREXEVILLE, a watering-place of north-eastern 

France, in the de~ar tment  of Vosges, on the Vair, a tributarv of 
the Meuse, 39 mi. W. of Epinal by  rail. Pop. (1936) 959. I t s  
mineral springs became generally known toxards the end of the 
18th century, and were developed after 1864 by the SociktC des 
Eaux de Contrexkville. The season is from May to September. 
The Colonnade des Sousces (1911) covers most of the mineral 
springs in use, and their cold saline waters are drunk as treatment 
for kidney diseases. The surrounding hilly country (Monts 
Faucilles) is well wooded. 

CONTROL, that which checks or regulates anything (Fr. 
contr8le, older form contre rolle, a counter roll or copy of a docu- 
ment used to check the original), and so especially command of 
body or mind by the will, and generally the power of regulation. 
In  England the "Board of Control," abolished in 1858, was the 
body which supervised the East India Company in the adminis- 
tration of India. I n  the case of '(controller," a general term for 
a public official who checks expenditure, the more usual form 
"comptroller" is a wrong spelling due to a false connection with 
('accompt" or "account." A "control" or "control-experiment," 
in science, is an experiment used, by an application of the method 
of difference, to check the inferences drawn from another 
experiment. 

For control in wartime of trade, industry, shipping, etc., see WAR 
CONTROL OF FOOD: J~ 'AR CONTROL OF SHIPPING; ALLIED MARI- 
TIME TRAKSPORT COUNCIL. 

CONTROLLED ESTABLISHMENTS. Controlled es- 
tablishments (1915-1918) were factories mobilized in Great 
Britain under the Munitions of War Act, passed m July 1915, 
shortly after the Ministry of Munitions was set up. Under this 
act, and the amending statute passed in Jan. 1916, the minister 
of munitions had power to make an order declaring any establish- 
ment to be controlled if munitions work were carried on in it, 
and if he judged such control to be expedient. 

The term munitions work, in its extended use, embraced not 
only the manufacture of arms, ammunition and explosives, ships, 
vessels, vehicles and aircraft, but also the production of metals, 
machinery and tools, and the carrying out of other ancillary 
processes and services involved in munitions production, such 
as works of construction for naval or military purposes, the pro- 
vision of houses for munition workers, work on docks and har- 
bours, the supply of light, heat, water, power or tramways, and 
the repair of fire engines. The minister of munitions was thus 
given a wide discretion in selecting factories to be controyled as 
essential munition works. 

Within a month of the passing of the act, 345 establishments 
were declared controlled, including the great armament and ship- 
building firms and firms making aircraft. To  these the machine 
tool makers were added and the list was gradually extended to 
include all the principal firms in the engineering, iron and steel 
and chemical trades, together with makers of mechanical vehicles, 
rubber goods and optical instruments, as well as certain miscel- 
laneous establishments engaged on textile and printing work. 
By Oct. 1915 the number had reached 1,000. I t  was 2,000 by 
December; 3,500 by May 1916; 4,600 by the end of that year. 
I t  reached 5,000 in July 1917, and the extension of control to 
certain smaller factories brought the final total up to  5,600 at  
the time of the Armistice. I n  Jan. 1918 more than 1,600,000 
men and 600,ooo women were employed in controlled establish- 
ments, including the 160 Government factories. While employ- 
ment in controlled establishments accounted for only a portion 
of the z,5oo,ooo men and ~,ooo.ooo women war workers in 1918, 
the importance of whose work was recognized by its inclusion in 
the "schedule of protected occupations," its true significance is 
shown by the fact that the controlled establishments included 
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practically all the 1,200,000 workpeople estimated to have been 
employed a t  the date of the Armistice on the production of 
destructive munitions proper. These establishments thus con- 
stituted the central and essential nucleus of war-time factories, 
and their work was properly regarded as of the same order of 
importance as that of the national factories established during 
the World War and administered directly by the Government. 

T h e  U n d e r l y i n g  Bargain.--The form of regulation to which 
an establishment was subjected by an order declaring it  to be 
controlled was concerned primarily with: (a) the suspension of 
trade union rules and practices tending to restrict output, and 
the avoidance of strikes, (b )  the limitation of the owners' profits 
to a reasonable level. The restriction of trade union activities 
on the one side, and of profiteering on the other, might appear 
at  first sight to be less essential than the control of industrial 
and manufacturing activities proper. The explanation of this 
anomaly is historical, for the genesis of the controlled establish- 
ment lies in the vain efforts made during the first eight months 
of the war to secure sufficient labour for armament manufacture, 
and to mitigate disputes in the engineering and shipbuilding 
trades by negotiation. The culminating point in this process was 
reached at  a conference with trade union leaders held on March 
17-19, and March 2 5 ,  1915, a t  which the full forces of the Gov- 
ernment were brought into play to secure a voluntary agreement 
ensuring industrial peace for the duration of the war. The out- 
come of the conference was a declaration, known as the Treasury 
Agreement, by which some 35 trade unions declared their willing- 
ness to recommend to their members that each union should take 
into favourable consideration such changes in working conditions 
and trade customs as might be necessary to accelerate output, 
and that during the war period there should in no case be any 
stoppage of work upon munitions. 

I n  view of this declaration it  was announced by the chancellor 
of the Exchequer (Mr. Lloyd George) that "it is the intention of 
the Government to conclude arrangements with all the important 
firms engaged wholly or mainly upon engineering or shipbuilding 
work for war purposes, under which their profits will be limited, 
with a view to securing that benefit resulting from the relaxation 
of trade restrictions or practices shall accrue to the State." I t  
was further laid down that the contemplated relaxation of trade 
practices should apply solely to war work, for war purposes and 
during the war period. The pledge was thus limited on either 
side to  a statement of intentions, and the trade unions looked 
to the Government to  take the first step, believing that, so long 
as contractors' profits were unregulated, any sacrifice of rules and 
restrictions would directly enhance the profits of private persons. 
Thus three months went by. Then the Munitions of War Act 
was passed, containing among its leading provisions the necessary 
sanctions for the carrying out of the bargain. 

Impl ica t ions  of Control.-The act prescribed that in a con- 
trolled establishment any rule, practice or custom tending to 
restrict production or employment should be suspended, and that 
the workpeople should be bound under penalties to observe ru!es, 
approved by the minister of munitions, affecting workshop dis- 
cipline and efficiency. On the other hand the profits of the estab- 
lishment were to  be regulated, and any excess over a standard 
amount was to be paid into the Exchequer. 

The broad principle under which limitation of profits was im- 
posed was subject to important adjustments and qualifications 
necessitated by the increase of capital expenditure or the adoption 
of costly methods of speeding up output. To  secure the maximum 
scale of production it  was in fact as necessary to guarantee an 
equitable return as to  confiscate the proportion of profit which 
might be held to be excessive. Clearly, as a mode of war-time 
taxation the munitions levy, with its narrowly restricted area of 
application, was something of an anomaly, and in any case this 
aspect of the controlled establishment lost its importance after 
Dec. 31, 1916, from which time the levy was merged in the 
provisions of the general excess profits tax instituted by the 
Finance Act of 1917. 

I n  addition to the control of profits, the owner of a controlled 
establishment was in a special sense subjected to the oversight 

of the minister of munitions as regards wages and employment, 
these questions being inevitably involved in the endeavour to  
enforce the fulfilment of the terms of the Treasury Agrcement, 
now enshrined in a schedule to the act. I n  carrying out this policy 
the owner received the fullest measure of official direction and 
assistance, and had substantial inducements to apply for control. 
I n  particular, submission to control earned the right to  apply 
for  skilled workmen enrolled as war munition volunteers, who 
could be assigned only to a controlled establishment. 

A controlled establishment was thus an industrial concern in 
which the State held a partnership, sharing both in the manage- 
ment and in the profits. The extent of this participation was, 
however, strictly limited. The Government did not, as has often 
been supposed, take over the management of the establishment, 
nor did it accept financial responsibility for its operation or lia- 
bilities. There was no transfer of ownership, nor did the owner 
become an agent of the Government. The situation of a controlled 
establishment remained, indeed, throughout its history in sharp 
contrast to  that of the new national factories built or established 
on Government account and occupied and operated by the State. 
These were in a different category, though by the powers of the 
Munitions of War (Amendment) Act, 1916, they were definitely 
classified among controlled establishments for purposes of labour 
regulation. 

War-Time Control.-It is well to emphasize the fact that the 
forms of control specifically applicable to this special class of 
establishment constituted only a minor part of the general system 
of industrial control exercised by the minister of munitions, to  
say nothing of those parts of the industrial field which fell to the 
War Office, Admiralty and Air Ministry, the Board of Trade, 
the Ministry of Food, and other departments. The minister of 
munitions was armed with wider powers than those relating ex- 
clusively to controlled establishments not only by the Munitions 
of War Acts but also, and in particular, by the Defence of the 
Realm Acts. Thus the Defence of the Realm (Amendment) No. 2 

Act, 191 j, gave powers to  take possession of and use any factory 
or workshop of whatever sort, or the plant of any factory. 
Authority was also given to require any work done in any factory 
or workshop to be carried on in accordance with directions given 
for  the purpose of making the factory or workshop, or the plant 
or labour engaged in it, as useful as possible for the production of 
war material. This control included the right to restrict and 
regulate the kind of work done, the employment of labour, the 
supply of metals or materials, the transfer of plant to  other 
establishments. One particularly important application of these 
powers was the imposition on industry generally of a system of 
priority control, devised to ensure that war work should receive 
preference over other work. 

The official control of munitions industries could never have 
been effective had these regulative provisions been confined to 
controlled establishments, unless the latter category, as was never 
contemplated, had been made co-extensive with munitions manu- 
facture. In  point of fact the number of firms which executed con- 
tracts for the minister of munitions was three or four times as 
great as the number of controlled establishments. I n  such circum- 
stances the regulations affecting labour inside controlled establish- 
ments clearly had to be applicable to similar labour elsewhere. 
So, again, the control over certain categories of wages in con- 
trolled establishments, set up by the Munitions of War (Amend- 
ment) act, 1916, inevitably spread over the whole sphere of 
industrial employment. Similarly the efforts to apply the policy 
of labour dilution by forcing the infiltration of women and semi- 
skilled workers, so as to make up for the ever growing scarcity 
of fully trained operatives, obviously implied the restriction of 
employment outside, as well as its encouragement inside, the 
sacred circle of essential occupations. Since the fulfilment of all 
the more urgent tasks of the Ministry of Munitions was condi- 
tional on the removal of these stumbling blocks, it  was inevitable 
that the controlled establishment as such, had less and less ad- 
ministrative significance as the months grew into years and the 
mobilization of the whole of the national resources became more 
and more comprehensive. 



CONTROLLING INTERES'r-CONVENTION 
Restora t ion  of pre-war Practices.-The obIigation to restore 

the practices and customs abandoned for war purposes was not 
likely to be overlooked by the trade unions concerned, and was, 
in fact, the subject of continuous and jealous watchfulness. Thus, 
when the amendment of the Munitions of War Act was under 
consideration in the summer of 1917, the inclusion of a clause 
providing guarantees and sanctions for fulfilment of the pledge 
was pressed upon the Government, but was postponed. A further 
bill was drafted and considered in the early months of 1918 in 
which this question was prominently dealt with, but action was 
again suspended, until the trade union protests became clamorous. 
I t  was feared that rigid insistence on immediate fulfilment might 
result in chaos, since it would involve the wholesale dismissal of 
dilutees and gravely accentuate the inevitable displacement of 
labour due to the cessation of the war demands. Finally, on 
Nov. 13, 1918, the prime minister (Mr. Lloyd George) and other 
ministers met representatives of employers and trade unions and 
asked for an advisory committee to consider and agree upon the 
form to be taken by the bill. I t  was not, however, until the 
spring of 1919 that agreement could be reached, and the Restora- 
tion of Pre-War Practices Act, 1919, was not actually passed 
until Aug. I j. Though admittedly incomplete, the records of 
departures from pre-war customs then numbered between 30,000 
and 40,000. The act made it obligatory, subject only to mutual 
agreement, that these practices should be restored within two 
months and be maintained in force for one year thereafter. Thus 
was the Treasury Agreement finally implemented. (G. I .  H. L.) 

CONTROLLING INTEREST, a financial term having two 
significations : ( I )  a person or group of persons who own 51 % or 
more of the voting stock of a corporation and who could thereby 
control stockholders' meetings; and, ( 2 )  a person or group of 
persons who either by ownership or proxy have the voting rights 
to a sufficient amount of the capital stock of a corporation to 
control a stockholders' meeting. 

The voting rights to 51% of the voting stock will always give 
this power of control, but i t  can often be exercised with a much 
smaller percentage for one or more of the following reasons: ( I )  
A considerable minority of the voting stockholders may be closely 
organized and in agreement to vote together on certain ques- 
tions, or a t  an election. The remainder may be unorganized and 
their votes divided in several ways. Let us suppose that about 
30% of the votes are banded together and that the other 70% 
have no organization. If the 7oy0 is divided several ways, some 
of it even voting inadvertently with the organized minority, the 
minority will very probably carry its points. (2) A minority of 
all the stock may constitute a majority of the stock actually vot- 
ing, as it  is very unusual to have more than 75y0 of the stock 
represented at  a meeting. In  such a case a minority consisting of 
38% of all the voting stock would control the meeting, even if 
all the remaining stock present were united against it. (3) Some- 
times stock votes by classes and a minority class may be given the 
privilege of choosing a majority of the board of directors. Con- 
sider a case of a company whose common stock represents 6070 
and whose preferred stock represents 40% of the whole. If there 
are nine directors, it may be so arranged that the preferred stock 
always chooses five of them and the common stock the remaining 
four. In  such a case, the majority of the preferred stock, which 
is about 21% of all the stock, can elect a majority of the directors 
and thus control. (4) Stock with a strict vetoing power exerts a 
strong negative control over various affairs. A certain class of 
stock, for example, 20% of the total, may be classified as non- 
voting for ordinary purposes, and yet the certificate of incorpo- 
ration may provide that certain things may not be done without 
the consent of the majority of this class. In  such a case, the 
holders of the majority of this stock, which would be only about 
11% of the entire stock, can block action. ( 5 )  Where statutes 
do not prohibit i t ,  certificates of incorporation sometimes provide 
that more than a bare majority of the total vote shall be required 
to perform certain acts, such as the election of directors, the 
necessary portion being sometimes 3, 3 or 3. In  such cases a 
minority once in power can remain so by blocking elections and 
other actions requiring the large vote. ( J.  H. B.) 

CONTROLS, RECEIVING SET, the switches and dial 
knobs used to control the power supply and adjust the tuning of 
a radio receiving set. 

CONTUMACY, a stubborn refusal to obey authority, obsti- 
nate resistance; particularly, in law, the wilful contempt of the 
order or summons of a court (see CONTEMPT OF COURT). In  ec- 
clesiastical law, the contempt of the authority of an ecclesiastical 
court is dealt with by the issue of a writ de contuntace capiendo 
from the court of chancery a t  the instance of the judge of the 
ecclesiastical court; this writ took the place of that de excom- 
n~unicato capiendo in 1813, by an act of George 111. ch. I 27 (see 
EXCOXMUNICATION) . 

CONUNDRUM. Originally a term meaning whim, fancy or 
ridiculous idea; later applied to  a pun or play upon words, and 
thus to a particular form of riddle in which the answer depends 
on a pun. The word is also dsed of any puzzling question or 
difficulty. 

CONVECTION, the transference of a mass of fluid against 
the force of gravity. If a fluid is heated from below it becomes 
less dense than the super-incumbent fluid and rises, the latter 
falling and taking its place. This motion involves an upward 
transfer of heat and is quite distinct from conduction (see HEAT), 
whereby the heat is transferred in all directions equally by the 
vibrations of molecules (for isotropic media, ISOTOPES) and 
from radiation (see RADIATION, RAYS), which is transmitted by 
the ether (9.v.). Convective equilibriz~m occurs in the atmosphere 
in temperate regions where a steady circulation of the atmosphere 
is preserved. I t  is adiabatic (see THERMODYNAMICS). 

CONVENIENCE GOODS, a name applied in the United 
States to a large class of articles which, whatever the source, are 
so similar in quality that consumers will accept them without 
making any effort to enquire into them or to compare values. 
(See STANDARDIZATION.) 

CONVENT, a term applied to the body of persons associated 
together in a monastery, whose official designation is "the abbot 
(or prior, etc.) and convent" of the place in question (Lat. con- 
ventus, from convenire, to come together). The popular use of 
the word for a nunnery, as distinct from a monastery or house 
of male religious, is strictly inaccurate: all houses of religious 
communities are monasteries, irrespective of the sex of the con- 
vent which inhabits them, and the term convent is equally free 
from such limitations. 

CONVENTION, a word of very various meanings, but al- 
ways conveying the sense of its Latin original (conventio, from 
convenire, to come together). Thus it may mean a meeting or 
assembly; an agreement between parties; a general agreement on 
which is based some custom, institution, rule of behaviour or 
taste, or canon of art;  hence extended to the abuse of such an 
agreement, whereby the rules based upon it  become "conven- 
tional" i.e. lifeless and artificial. The  word is of some interest 
historically and politically. I t  is used of an assembly of the rep- 
resentatives of a nation, state o r  party, and is particularly 
contrasted with the formal meetings of a legislature. I t  is thus 
applied to those parliaments in English history which, owing to 
the abeyance of the crown, have assembled without the formal 
summons of the sovereign; e.g. the convention parliament which 
in 1660 restored Charles 11. to the throne. More recently it  has 
had the meaning of an assembly summoned to frame a constitu- 
tion, as distinct from a merely legislative assembly. Such, a t  
least in its original intention, was the National Convention which 
ruled France from Sept. 1792 to Oct. 1795 The statutory assem- 
bly of delegates which framed the Constitution of the United 
States of America in 1787 was called the Constitutional Conven- 
tion; and the various American State Constitutions have been 
drafted and are from time to time revised by constitutional con- 
ventions. I n  the party system of the United States the nomina- 
tion of party candidates for office or election was formerly in 
the hands of delegates chosen by the primaries, meeting in the 
convention of the party; and the convention system was 
universal, from the national conventions of the Republican and 
Democratic Parties, which still nominate the candidates for  the 
Presidency and Vice-Presidency, down to city or county con- 



CONVENTION- 
ventions. which nominated the candidates for local offices. 
Except for the nomination of candidates for the highest offices, 
the convention has been superseded by the primary election in 
most instances. I n  diplomacy, "convention" is a general name 
given to international agreements other than treaties, but not 
necessarily differing either in form or subject-matter from a 
treaty, and sometimes used quite widely of all forms of such 
agreements (see TREATIES). 

CONVENTION, THE NATIONAL, in France, the con- 
stitutional and legislative assembly which sat from Sept. 20, 1792 
to Oct. 26 ,  1795 (the 4th of Brumaire of the year IV.). I t  was 
the first French assembly elected by universal suffrage, without 
distinctions of class. 

See FRANCE: History; GIRONDISTS ; MOUNTAIN ; DANTON ; ROBLS- 
PIERRE ; MARAT, etc. 

CONVERGENCE: see SERIES. 
CONVERSANO, a town and episcopal see of Apulia, Italy, 

province of Bari, r m .  S E. by rail from the town of Bari. 
Pop. (1936)  13.234 (town). I 7.677 (commune). I t  has a fine 
wuthern Komanesque cathedral of the end of the 11th century 
(the interior was destroyed by fire in 1912) and a picturesque 
castle which from 1456 belonged to the Acquaviva family, dukes 
of Atri and counts of Conversano. The convent of S. Benedetto 
is one of the earliest offshoots of Montecassino. 

CONVERSION, a general term for the operation of convert- 
ing, changing or transposing; used technically in special senses in 
logic, theology and law. (Lat. colzversio, from convertere, to turn 
or change.) 

I n  logic, conversion is one of three chief methods of immediate 
inference by which a conclusion is obtained directly from a single 
premise without the intervention of another premise or middle 
term. A proposition is said to be "converted" when the subject 
and the predicate change places; the original proposition is the 
"convertend," the new one the "converse." The chief rule gov- 
erning conversion is that no term which was not distributed in the 
convertend may be distributed in the converse; nor may the 
quality of the proposition (affirmative or negative) be changed. 
A term is said to  be "distributed" when it is taken universally; 
in the proposition "men are mortal" (meaning "all men") the 
term "men" is "distributed" while "mortal" is undistributed, be- 
cause there are mortal beings ahich are not men. I t  follows that 
of the four possible forms of propositions A, E ,  I and 0 (see ar. 
ticle A),  E and I can be converted simply. N o  S is P implies 
N o  P is S ;  and Sonte S is P ii~lplies Sonte P is S .  This form of 
conversion is called Simple Conversion; E propositions convert 
into E, and I into I. On the other hand, A cannot be converted 
simply. If all men are mortal, the most that can follow by con- 
version is that some mortals are men. This is called Conversion 
by Limitation or Per Accidcns. Only if i t  be known otherwise that 
the predicate also is distributed can there be simple conversion of 
a universal affirmative. Neither of these forms of conversion can 
be applied to  the particular negative proposition 0, which has tq 
be dealt with under a secondary system of conversion, as follows. 
The terminology by ~vhich these secondary processes are de- 
scribed is not altogether satisfactory, and logicians are not agreed 
as to the application of the terms. The following system is per- 
haps the most commonly used. We have seen that the converse 
of All S is P is Some P is  S ;  we can, in addition, derive from it 
another, though purely formal, proposition X o  S is ?ton-P, i.e., an 
E proposition. This process is called Obversion, Permutation or 
Immediate Inference by Privative Conception; it is applicable 
to every proposition including 0 .  A further process known as 
Contraposition or Conversion by Negation, consists of conversion 
following on obversion. 'Thus from All S is P we get N o  non-P is 
S. I n  the case of the 0 proposition we get (by obversion) Sow2 
S is non-P and then (by conversion) Some fzon-P is S (i.e., an I 
proposition). I n  the case of the I proposition the contrapositive 
is impossible, as infringing the main rule of conversion. Another 
term, Inversion, has been used by some logicians for a still more 
complicated process by the alternative use of conversion and ob- 
version, which is applicable to A and E,  and results in obtaining 
a proposition concerning the contradictory of the original subject; 

thus All S is P becomes Some ?ton-S is  not P. 
Considerable discussion has centred on the problem as to 

whether the process of conversion can properly be regarded as in- 
ference. The essence of inference is that the conclusion should 
embody knowledge which is not in  the premise or premises, and 
many logicians have contended that no fact is stated in the con- 
verse which was not in the convertend, or, in other words, that 
conversion is merely a transformation or verbal change of the 
same statement. Hence the term Eductions and Equivalent Pyop- 
ositional Forms have been given to converse propositions. I t  is 
clear, for instance, that if the universal affirmative is taken con- 
notatively as a scientific law, and not historically, no real infer- 
ence is achieved by stating as another scientific fact its converse. 
the particular affirmative. Moreover, even if the convertend is 
stated as an historic fact, though there is acquired a certain new 
significance, it may well be argued that the inference is not imme- 
diate but syllogistic. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-See J. S. Mill, Logic ( 1 8 7 ~ )  etc.; H. W. B. 
Joseph, Introduction to Logic ( 1 9 1 6 )  ; J. N .  Keynes, Formcl Logic 
(1910) ; A. Wolf, Ess~ntials  of Logic ( 1 9 2 6 )  and article 1,ocrc. 

RELIGIOUS 
Religious conversion is, in English, a convenient label for 

describing a considerable group of human experiences which 
have in common the one general feature that they involve a 
change from an unorganized life to  a life organized around a 
central idea. Medical psychology has given its considered opinion 
that such organization is not only normal but necessary to the 
general well-being of the individual. Those persons who demur 
to the interpretation of life in any sense in terms of religion 
declare that conversion is merely a psychological phenomenon, 
though still a fact to be studied. Those, however, who accept the 
religious interpretation of life in its widest sense are universally 
agreed that whatever form conversion may take it is the most 
momentous event in the life of every individual and is indispen- 
sable to the task of making the best use of that life. 

Essent ial  Features.-The essential feature of conversion is 
the unification of character. Nevertheless, a distinction is to be 
drawn between true conversion and other kindred phenomena, 
which are described respectively as counter-conversion, reversion, 
recognition, return, develcpment and crises of conscience. I n  
the case of an ardent Roman Catholic priest who became a free- 
thinker what happened may be described as "counter-conversion." 
The return of a lapsed individual to the faith of his earlier days 
may be more correctly termed "reversion." "Recognition" is the 
vital realization of a truth to which hitherto only verbal assent 
has heen given. "Return" is either a conscious reversion to the 
faith and habits of childhood or an unconscious transference from 
systems which have weakened (because they have become un- 
serviceable) to older objects of consciousness. "Development" 
may be distinguished from gradual conversion in that it  involves 
no overturning of values. "Crisis of conscience" involves a change 
less searching than conversion, such, for example, as when a poli- 
ticisn changes from one party to  another. On the other hand, true 
moral conversion is an actual overturning of values and involves 
a species of new creation. I t  has been defined as "a mutation of 
life occurring under the impulse of an ultra-terrestrial ideal" 
(De Sanctis). Or again as "a reaction taking the form of a psy- 
chological surrender to an ideal and issuing in moral development" 
(Undenvood). I t  has been further subdivided into gradual and 
sudden, or, as De Sanctis calls it, fulminant and progressive, and 
Starbuck, impulsive and volitional. There are those who shrink 
from admitting that any conversion is really sudden or fulminant. 
and will only allow that a gradual process extending over a con- 
siderable time may culminate in a crisis. In  some cases a real 
change occurs, but the crisis is apparently absent; i t  would seem 
that these are not true conversions but merely instances of de- 
selopnient, since the term "mutation" in zoology is applied only 
to sudden or saltatory changes. I t  must be admitted that those 
who have been brought up to expect a crisis often tend to experi- 
ence one, or, a t  any rate, to think that they do. This may be due 
either to auto-suggestion or to inherited temperament. I! is further 
to be noted that the so-called turning-point a t  which the con- 



CONVERSION 
sciousness of the absolute ideal, hitherto marginal and vague, be- 
comes focal and clearly defined, not infrequently occurs at  the be- 
ginning rather than a t  the end of the process. Thus it has been 
pointed out that not all the early Buddhist converts were unified 
and made happy as soon as they accepted the rule of life pre- 
scribed by the Buddha, and that John Bunyan was accustomed 
to date his conversion from the time when he gave up  lying and 
profanity, although unification and happiness did not come to him 
until some years later. Among Christians the necessity of "con- 
version" has in particular always been strongly urged by the 
Methodists, as i t  was by their founder, John Wesley, and it  is 
specially characterized by them as the "new birth." Re-birth from 
sin has certainly been a constant feature connected with Chris- 
tian discipleship from the first, and among adult converts, es- 
pecially in the mission-field, it is an indisputable fact. Revival 
preachers, and especially Salvationists, insist on the importance 
of instantaneous conversion. 

A g e  W h e n  Experienced.-The main features of conversion 
have been traced, however, in the life-stories of adherents of most 
of the great religions of the world. I t  is said that the phenomena 
belong almost exclusively to the years between the ages of 10 and 
25, and that the number of instances outside that range appear 
few and scattered; in other words, that conversion belongs dis- 
tinctively to the years of adolescence. The American psychologist, 
Starbuck, holds that the event comes earlier in general among 
females than among males, and most frequently a t  the ages of 
13 and 16, while among males it occurs most frequently a t  the age 
of 17 or immediately before or after. The difficulty about accept- 
ing these conclusions is that Starbuck, like his fellow-countryman, 
William James, has drawn nearly all his evidence from protestant 
evangelical circles, and seems to have overlooked the fact that 
outside these circles and even sometimes inside them conversion 
may take place at  much later periods of life. The American school 
in general seems, in fact, to confine conversion to the moral and 
religious crisis of adolescence. But this, however important, is 
only one type of conversion, and it  is by no means certain that 
many of the recorded instances of it are not the result of strong 
suggestion. The most that can be said is that the period between 
the ages of 15 and 2 5  is the time when the greatest changes occur 
in human personality, and that therefore this is  the most propi- 
tious epoch for the occurrence of decisive events in the history of 
individuals. Adolescence is only an extrinsic or indirect cause, 
a provocative stimulus to  an intellectual and ethical trans- 
formation which requires for its completion the additional pres- 
ence of a psychic factor. Indeed, the physiological causes of 
conversion can be greatly exaggerated. 

A c c o m p a n y i n g  Phenomena.-Certain features commonly 
accompany the change, and they so greatly resemble the phe- 
nomena belonging t o  eroticism that conversion has actually 
sometimes been defined as "falling in love with God." In less 
picturesque language i t  has been described as a concentration of 
affective energy on the object of faith, a practical revision and a 
new economy of love. I t  is marked by an ecstasy of joy, a sensa- 
tion of heat or fire in  the breast, or the consciousness of a bright 
light (technically called a photism), great buoyancy and light- 
heartedness, a feeling of peace and release from perplexity, a 
sense of newness of life extending even to the external world 
surrounding the converted individual, voices or auditions which 
appear to  be sensorial automatisms produced by the excited 
physical and mental condition of the subject, and above all 
(except, perhaps, in Buddhism) a sense of being under divine 
control so that the conversion seems something given rather than 
something achieved and is, in fact, felt to be the product of divine 
grace, not of human energy. Considerable difference of opinion 
has always existed as to the relation of individual free will to 
such a bestowal of grace. Some have held that man is merely the 
passive recipient, while others declare that a preliminary act of 
free will is necessary. Autobiographical accounts of many con- 
versions exist, and have been collected in recent years. Two of 
the most striking are those relating to St. Augustine of Hippo and 
to Blaise Pascal. I t  is necessary, however, to bear in mind that 
converted subjects tend to indulge in autobiography, and that 

many devout persons whose religious development has been 
tranquil and unruffled have no such tales to tell. 

The important question has further been raised whether the 
sense of "givenness" or grace is an illusion and whether conversion 
is not a predictable phenomenon due entirely to  natural causes. 
The antithesis is a dangerous one, and involves our whole concep- 
tion of the nature of divine activity. If a predictable mutation is 
to be excluded from the sphere of divine activity, the operation 
of the divine is then limited to  the abnormal and (at present) 
unexplained. Such a limitation is now less in favour among 
religious thinkers than formerly. Nevertheless, i t  is admitted 
by many psychologists on both sides of the Atlantic that conver- 
sion, even if i t  be a normal phenomenon, can only be systematized 
and predicted to  a limited extent, since the object studied by 
psychology, i.e., the way in which personal beings usually think 
and act, is in its nature essentially different from the object of the 
physical sciences. 

F a v o u r i n g  Conditions.-The situations favourable for the 
occurrence of religious conversion in an individual may be 
briefly summarized as follows : 

( I )  The presence of general religious tendencies deriving either 
from heredity, from the family or from early impressions. 

(2) An habitual tendency of the intellect towards absolute 
convictions. 

(3) A tendency of the individual spontaneously to  fix the 
attention beyond and above the realities of the senses. 

(4) A richness of affective potential or psychic energy held in 
suspension by the individual. 

(5) The tendency of the individual to  transfer his chief 
interests to questions of origin, purpose, destiny, and so forth. 

(6) The recurrence of painful experiences. 
In  a narrower sense "conversion" is used to denote the accept- 

ance of Christianity by  non-Christians or the acceptance or 
Catholicism by non-Catholics. The problem is often debated in 
Christian circles as to the relation of the sacraments to conversion, 
the general Catholic view being that sacraments convey grace and 
confer character, while the general Protestant view is that they 
declare in symbolic form a change which has already taken place 
as the result of an act of faith on the part of the individual. 

Modern Views.-The modern critical study of the Old Testa- 
ment, coupled with the conclusions of science as to man's 
ancestry, status and prospects, have greatly modified the belief 
in the relati011 of man to grace and conversion. The view stated 
in the tenth article of the Church of England was as follows: 
"The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such that he 
cannot turn and prepare himself by his own natural strength 
and good works to faith and calling upon God: wherefore we have 
no power to do good works pleasant and acceptable to God, with- 
out the grace of God by Christ preventing us that we may have a 
good will, and working with us when we have that good will"; 
but this is no longer literally held by many persons who would 
still insist that they were believing Christians. The results of the 
science of anthropology show no indication of a primeval fall, but 
rather of a struggle upward marred by acts and periods of retro- 
gression. Man may in consequence be hindered and hampered in 
his response to  the love of God, but although it  niight still be held 
that the Divine approach to man preceded man's response, man's 
feeble responsiveness would no longer be regarded as due to a 
single primeval catastrophe, but rather to  the vestiges in his nature 
of a sub-human ancestry-the unwilling dross which checks the 
flight of the soul to  its Creator-or a t  most to the wounds and 
disease produced by the failures and acts of rebellion committed 
in the course of human history. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-E. D. Starbuck, Psychology of Religion (1889) ; 
William James, T h e  Varieties o f  Religious Experience (Gifford Lectures, 
rgo~+z) ; R. H. Thouless, Intvoduction t o  the Psychology o f  Religion, 
chaps. xiii. and xiv. (1923) ; J. B. Pratt, T h e  Religiozbs Consciousness, 
chaps. vi.-ix. (1924) ; Underwood, Conversion (1926) ; S. De Sanctis, 
Religious Conversion (1927) .  (A. C. B.) 

In English a n d  American Law, conversion is the unauthor- 
ized exercise of dominion by one person over the property (other 
than money or chattels real) of another, in a manner inconsistent 
with his rights of possession. The history and exact definition of 



CONVERSION OF DEBT-CONVEYORS 
this form of actionable wrong have occupied the attention of many 
learned writers, and the incidents of actions to  assert the rights 
of the true owner form a considerable part of treatises on the 
rules and forms of civil pleading. There are many ways in which 
the wrong may be committed. I n  some cases the exercise of the 
dominion may amount to  an act of trespass or to  a crime, e.g. ,  
where the taking amounts to larceny or fraudulent appropriation 
by a person entrusted with the property of another. In  such cases, 
except where money is taken, the civil remedy of the owner is 
by action for conversion or detention of the property. The 
remedy in use in  these cases used to be  b y  what was called an action 
on the case for trover and conversion, the plaintiff putting aside 
all suggestions of trespass and of crime, and resting his case on 
the fiction that the defendant had found and used goods not his 
own. The fictitious averment of loss, never required in the 
United States, was abolished in England by the Common Law 
Procedure Act 1852. Under the present procedure, in which the 
old forms of action are not in use, the remedy is by a claim 
(usually called conversion) for wrongfully depriving the true 
owner of personal property of its use and possession by some 
specified act inconsistent with his dominion over it, usually by 
dealing with the property in a manner inconsistent with the 
owner's rights. Originally, the action of trover and conversion 
was limited to  goods and chattels, but i t  is now accepted as 
applying t o  valuable securities, such as cheques and bills of 
exchange. 

Refusal t o  deliver u p  to the owner is sufficient to  prove con- 
version, though i t  is often made the ground of an action for 
detinue, if the plaintiff desires to have the property returned 
in specie. The knowledge, motive or good faith of the person 
wrongfully dealing with the property of another is for civil 
purposes immaterial, and the action is  often brought to try the 
title of two claimants to  the same goods. Merely carrying or 
warehousing goods does not render the carrier or warehouseman 
liable for  conversion, as they do not purport to change the 
property in the goods and exercise no dominion. 

The exact measure of compensation due to a plaintiff whose 
goods have been wrongfully converted may be merely nominal if 
the wrong is technical and the defendant can return the goods; 
it  may be limited to  the actual damage where the goods can be 
returned, but the wrong is substantial; but in ordinary cases it  is 
the full value to  the owner of the goods of which he has been 
deprived. I n  fact the measure of damages is the loss actually 
sustained. Fraudulent conversion by  any person to his own use 
(or that of persons other than the owner) of property entrusted 
to  him was larceny at  common law and under modern statutes 
(Larceny Act, 1916). 

The term "conversion" is also used with reference to the 
rule of courts of equity which, in certain' cases (following 
the maxim of treating as done what ought to have been done), 
treats as converted into personalty land which has been directed 
so to  be converted by a will, contract, or settlement, or as con- 
verted into land personalty which has been by such instrument 
directed to  be applied for purchase of realty. The rule is also 
applied where a vendor of land dies between the making of the 
contract of sale and its completion by conveyance of the land. 

CONVERSION OF DEBT: see DEBT CONVERSION. 
CONVERTER: see BESSEMER STEEL. 
CONVEX, the exterior of a rounded surface as opposed to 

"concave." (See OPTICS.) 
CONVEYANCE, the act of conveying or transporting any- 

thing. The word is now used in three special senses: ( I )  a car- 
riage or other means of transport; ( 2 )  in law, the transference 
of property by deed or writing between living persons; and (3) 
the written instrument by which such transference is effected. 
(See Lams OF REAL PROPERTY.) 

CONVEYORS IN MASS PRODUCTION of manufac- 
tured articles of different kinds were used in non-mechanical 
industries long before the development of modern manufacturing 
made it  profitable to consider their use. An indication of their 
age may be had from a book on millwrighting, published in 
Philadelphia by  Oliver Evans in  1807 which shows the use of 

bucket, belt and screw conveyors in flour or grist mills. Whether 
these were in actual use or, like devices shown in some of 
Leonardo da Vinci's works, existed only in the mind of the 
author, i t  is impossible to say. Foundries were among the first 
of modern industries to adopt conveyors extensively, for  the 
handling of materials on a large scale. Belts were used for car- 
rying moulding sand for storing, for mixing or tempering, and 
for removing the sand from moulds. Moving platforms were 
also used a t  an early date for carrying moulds past the cupolas 
or pouring ladles, pausing long enough to have the metal poured 
and then continuing their travel until the moulds were cool 
enough t o  be dumped. This dumping in some cases, occurred 
while the metal casting was still very hot. Conveyors have been 
developed along many lines t o  meet the requirements of many 
industries. The best early example, and the one that probably 
gave the use of conveyors its greatest impetus, was in the High- 
Iand Park plant of the Ford h'Iotor Company in Detroit, Mich. 
(see MASS PRODUCTION). From a small beginning in one depart- 
ment this grew to enormous proportions, and contained many 
varieties of conveyors, devised or adapted t o  suit the peculiar 
requirements of the work in this plant. This development, begin- 
ning in about 1912 or 1913 has grown into use in practically 
every automobile plant, regardless of the size or quality of car 
built, and is now a standard part of factory equipment in  any 
sort of manufacturing where the quantity handled is sufficient 
to  justify it. The principle kept in mind in introducing conveyors 
a t  the Ford plant has been "to keep material three feet from the 
floor, and moving." The proper distance from the floor depends, 
of course, on the size and weight of the work and the convenience 
of the operator. One of the chief objects of the conveyor is to 
relieve the operators of as much manual labour as possible and 
so enable more and better work to be done. Keeping the work 
moving prevents the piling up of work in any department, avoids 
congestion around machines and aids in  securing a steady flow of 
work by acting as a pacemaker to the men. This helps to  secure 
a more constant output and a t  a higher rate than seems possible by 
the old method. 

Conveyors are made in many forms and are adapted for use 
for widely diversified purposes. They may be gravity slides, 
rollers, either level or inclined enough to allow the work (either 
in single units or in some sort of container), t o  travel by gravity 
toward the next station. Power driven chains o r  belts, with 
cleats, hooks or other devices, carry raw materials, semi-finished 
or completed, from machine to  machine, from department to  
department, from machine to inspection or to  sub-assembly, and 
from there to  the final assembly. The final assembly itself i. 
frequently done on some sort of a chain, belt or truck that is 
power driven at  a predetermined speed. Much ingenuity is dis- 
played in devising special forms of conveying mechanisms by 
which the material being carried can be automatically diverted 
from one line to  another, or be shunted t o  a side track t o  await 
removal. Conveyors move material, either by power or with a 
minimum of human effort, supply operators with material to  
work upon, and carry i t  away after the operations are completed. 
One of the advantages of conveyors is the reduction of the amount 
of material in  process, since there is no accumulation of work 
or material in large quantities. This greatly reduces the amount 
of capital invested in material. The constant flow of material, 
coupled with the smaller quantities in process, also enables the 
output to  be varied to meet sales requirements, as the work can 
be made to flow through a t  varying rates of speed. 

Each type or  system of conveying should have individual 
study, the best solution being largely influenced by the results 
of experience gained in previous installations. The main con- 
siderations are the convenience of the operator, keeping the con- 
veyor and its load out of the way of operators and of the ma- 
chines and benches. For work that is light in weight and is 
easily handled, the overhead conveyor is very convenient and is 
frequently employed in various forms. Such a conveyor is usually 
supported by wheels on each side of a suspended I-beam and has 
flat links with vertical pins so as to turn short corners. Joints 
must also be loose enough to permit an upward or downward 
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movement. A typical overhead conveyor for handling fans is 
shown in plate I., fig. I. I t  is over the assembly benches and 
the fan parts are hung on hooks within easy reach of the operator. 
The worker reaches up  and picks off the part he needs. When 
the fan is completed i t  is placed on a belt conveyor in the 
centre of the bench. From here i t  goes t o  the waist high con- 
veyor shown in the foreground a t  the left. This is  a slow moving 
conveyor and is wired with electric current so that the fans 
can receive a running test of the desired duration before reach- 
ing the other end of their travel. The conveyor is wired for 
two kinds of current so that both types of fans can be tested 
a t  the same time. A notable feature of this conveyor combina- 
tion is the compactness and the way in which it  conserves space. 
I t  is interesting to  note that the introduction of conveyors 
throughout a plant makes it  frequently unnecessary t o  enlarge 
the factory to meet the needs of increased demands. This is 
possible both because of the saving in space and also because of 
the speeding up of production, through material being in front 
of the operators when needed. The waist high type of conveyor 
is probably used more than any other type, because of the con- 
venience with which work can be handled from it and to it. 
When used in the production line i t  is frequently of the plain 
roller type and is not power driven. I t  is either set on a slight 
incline so that the work will move slowly from one machine to 
the next, or is level and a slight effort pushes the work along on 
the rollers. Conveyors of this type are usually behind the opera- 
tor where the work is light enough to be easily handled. When 
however the pieces are heavy enough to be fatiguing, the con- 
veyors run directly between the machines, where the operator has 
no lifting. H e  simply pushes the work over the rollers into the 
fixture on the machine. I n  some cases the rollers drop out of the 
way, in others the work is raised on locating points, but in most 
cases it  simply slides on to the table of the machine and is located 
in various ways. After the operation is performed the work is 
restored to the production line and i t  proceeds t o  the next ma- 
chine. I n  some cases spurs, or side tracks, are provided for 
taking work that requires a few extra operators. I n  other plants 
the conveyor line carries the work past the inspector's bench. 
After inspection it  goes to the assembly line, is returned for 
salvage, or scrapped. The roller type conveyor probably finds 
wider application than any other. I t  is the least expensive to 
install, and operating and maintenance costs are very low. I t  
can be used in plants with small output and it also has an im- 
portant place in large plants, in  connection with the various types 
of power driven conveyors that have become so much a part of 
modern manufacturing. An example of the utility of the roller 
conveyor in large or small plants is the case where a boxed 
article to be shipped comes down a line and is carried into the 
freight car where another short piece of roller conveyor, a t  
right angles, carries it  to  the end of the car for stacking. These 
rollers can be moved without difficulty and aid greatly in loading 
easily and rapidly. Adaptations of this method are used in both 
large and small plants. 

Power  D r i v e n  Conveyors-Power driven conveyors, of 
which the belt, platform and chain types are the most common, 
are of various types. There are also many modifications such as 
elevators, automatic or hand-controlled, for transferring articles 
from one floor to  the next,. Boxes are frequently carried by 
roller conveyor to  a n  elevator where they are moved to floors 
above or below as desired. The boxes slide on carriers that hang 
from cross bars on the elevator chains and so remain right side 
up as the chain passes over the top of the wheel. The boxes can 
be unloaded a t  any desired floor by setting the necessary switches. 
There are two principal methods of using power driven con- 
veyors: in connection with roller o r  other conveyors during the 
machining processes, and in the assembly of the various units and 
sub-assemblies into a complete whole. When used in the pro- 
duction division the power conveyor, usually a belt as shown in 
plate I. ,  fig. 2 ,  carries the work from one department to another, 
rather than from machine to machine. Here a power driven belt 
goes down one of the long bays of the shop, several hundred 
feet long. Boxes, usually of steel and called "tote" boxes, are 

placed on the power driven belt and start on their way down rhe 
shop. At the end of each box is a series of holes to receive pegs 
or bars that throw the proper switches and control the destina- 
tion of the box. A peg at  the left of the box in the foreground, 
for example, would strike the angular projection of the first 
switching arm and push the front end of the box to the left. By 
the time the switching peg reaches the end of the switching arm 
the box has been swung to the left sufficiently to clear the mov- 
ing belt and to start i t  down the roller conveyor at  right angles 
to the power belt in  the centre. Similar switching stations are 
placed the whole length of the belt line so that work of various 
kinds can be sent to any desired department. The angular side 
tracks at  the left enable the gathering of the desired material 
in boxes and sending it  down the line to  the other departments. 
I n  another type of belt conveyor line a wire stretched taut from 
the central position and a short distance above the belt, keeps 
the boxes or material placed on either side of the belt from be- 
coming mixed with the other. I n  some cases a single, wide belt 
will carry several lines of material. I n  still another application 
from the same plant the belt ends a t  the bench and has numerous 
side tracks, each provided with a short roller conveyor, and a 
switch arm. When used for assembling, the conveyor belt may 
either carry parts to  be used by  the assemblers or carry the 
machine being assembled from the beginning to its completion. 
In  some plants the belt moves in  the centre of the bench and 
the operators pick off the pieces needed as they pass. The as- 
sembling is done on the bench in front of the operators. 

Another method of using a belt conveyor for small parts is 
where boxes are placed on the belt and the proper parts are placed 
in the boxes as they move along in front of the assemblers who 
pick the necessary parts from the small bins in front of the belt 
line. In  a combination of belt and chain conveyor, the belt, made 
up of wooden slats, carries such large pieces as  cylinder blocks, 
transmission housings and manifolds from one shop to another, 
while the chain conveyor carries smaller parts than can be placed 
on hooks or carriers. I n  one installation they are carried between 
two buildings and require no handling except to  put them on 
and take them off the conveyors. An excellent example of the 
use of gravity in  handling finished work from the piston depart- 
ment in an automobile manufacturing plant is seen in plate I ,  
fig. 3. After inspection the pistons are placed in the trough at  
the left, and, when this is filled, it is raised so as to  let the pistons 
roll down the long inclined way to the line where the motors 
are being assembled. Conveyors now form a part of some types 
of machines. A case is found in an automobile plant where a 
standard washing machine is used for cleaning castings and 
metal parts from the oil and dirt which accumulates during the 
machining processes. The cylinder block in this case is placed 
on the conveyor and is fed slowly through the washing machine 
where jets of hot cleaning compound play on i t  from various 
nozzles. The speed of the conveyor is so timed that the cylinder 
block will be thoroughly cleaned when it  reaches the other end 
of the machine. A somewhat similar application of the conveyor 
is in heat treating apparatus where the work to be treated passes 
through the furnace at  a predetermined rate that gives it  just 
the desired time in the furnace. With oil, gas or electric heat 
and pyrometer control of the heat, the use of conveyors give a 
much more uniform product than can possibly be  secured by 
dependence on human observation and skill. 

Roller  Conveyors.-There are of course places where for 
one reason or another the work cannot well flow through a t  an 
absolutely uniform rate. Such a case might be where one man 
performed several different kinds of operations such as weighing 
and checking material as in  plate I . ,  fig. 4. Here the work comes in 
boxes from the other end of the building by a gravity roller con- 
veyor, ending in a rather small radius spiral that delivers the 
boxes to  the weigher a t  almost the floor level. This type of 
short radius spiral slows down the movement of the boxes due 
to the friction of the sides against the guard rail. This movement 
allows quite a number of boxes to  accuinulate until the weigher 
i: ready to handle them. The boxes are delivered between two 
scales, the conveyors on each side taking the boxes away from 
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T Y P E S  O F  A U T O M A T I C  CONVEYORS U S E D  I N  M A N U F A C T U R I N G  

1. Overhead conveyor, the parts t ravel l ing and being assembled by workers of an automobile manufacturing plant 
along the assembly bench 4. Roller cunveyor, w i th  spiral track to regulate speed of delivery and 

2. Power-driven conveyor. The boxes containing manufactured parts come br ing the boxes to proper levei for weighing and inspection 
along the conveyor bel t  (centre) and are directed to the proper 5.  Conveyor of car-type units w i th  roller top, used for transporting moulds 
side rollers by the t r iangular  switch above the conveyor i n  foundries 

3. Gravi ty  conveyor, carry ing finished pistons to the motor-assembly room 6. Trolley conveyor in foundry 



PLATE 11 CONVEYORS IN MASS PRODUCTION 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF ( 1 ,  3, 5 ,  6 )  THE F O R D  MOTOR C O M P A N Y .  ( 2 ,  4 )  T H E  H U D S O N  MOTOR CAR C O M P A N Y  

CONVEYORS I N  LARGE SCALE AUTOMOBILE M A N U F A C T U R I N G  

1. Piston and connecting-rod assembly department. Visible i n  the photo- 4. Large vertical conveyors, or elevators, which carry automobile bodies 
graph are both chain and belt types of conveyors, which carry the from upper floors for delivery t o  assembly department 
parts to the motor assembly department 5 .  Merry-go-round type of mould conveyor i n  an automobile foundry. The 

2. Large rack type conveyors through which automobile bodies pass large ladle at the lef t  f i l ls the moulds as they reach the location 
3. Workmen assembling motors on a chain conveyor, before installation in 6. A m i l l i n g  machine containing automobile castings. The chips fa l l  i n to  

the chassis the grat ing and are carried by conveyor back t o  the foundry 
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the scales in  either direction, as desired. The boxes are delivered ' 
to the metal platform, slid on to either scale, weighed, and sent 
on their way. I t  will be noted that the nearest scale has rollers 
on the platform to aid in handling the boxes. There is also a 
tote box storage near the spiral where boxes of material are 
held fo r  inspection. ,4n installation of this kind is very flexible 
and can be used to advantage in shops that are comparatively 
small in size. A modification of the roller conveyor in the direct 
product line has also been adopted in some fields. Instead of 
rollers to form the track, two tubes act as rails and guide and 
support the work fixture under the machine as well as allow it  
to  pass to  the next operation without delay. There are many 
applications of this type of conveyor work fixtures which allows 
the work to remain in the same fixture but to  be worked on by 
different machines in the production line. I n  this particular case 
the first machine drills all the holes in  the top of the crank case 
and the second machine all of the holes in the bottom, without 
disturbing the work itself. Although a power conveyor could be 
used and so timed as to  move intermittently between the drill- 
ings, i t  is not often practicable to do so. There are probably few 
cases where manual movement cannot be used to better advan- 
tage in work of this kind. 

Positively driven conveyors are probably more used in assem- 
blicg work than in the departments where the machining oper- 
ations are performed. While in some cases the work is removed 
from the conveyor, this does not often fit in  with the plan of the 
power driven idea, the purpose being to time the operations and 
to constantly urge a uniformly fast speed. I t  must not be for- 
gotten however that while the power driven conveyor speeds 
up the slower operators it  also slows down the very rapid workers, 
bringing them all to  the greatest uniform speed that can be 
economically maintained. I n  spite of the necessary slowing down 
of the few extra fast workers however, the net gain is usually well 
worth while by increasing the speed of the great majorit'y con- 
cerned. 

P l a n n i n g  Installations.- It takes very careful planning 
and observation to determine the best speed and so to divide the 
work that each operator will have time to perform his or her 
operations satisfactorily, without either wasting time or hurrying 
the operators to the point of unprofitable nerve tension. After a 
little experience in  a properly timed line however the average 
operator rather prefers to  have his pace set for  him, and the added 
earnings compensate for  any sentimental objection that may be 
held. Farm machinery, electric refrigerators, carpet sweepers, 
cash registers and auton~obiles of all types are now assembled 
by the use of conveyors, usually power driven. Work of the 
highest grade can be secured in this manner by utilizing trained 
men and driving the conveyor a t  the proper speed. After as- 
sembling, many types of products are tested, painted, crated and 
deposited on the shipping platform without ever stopping. Nor 
is distance any longer a barrier. I n  one automobile plant a con- 
veyor carries the completed engine a mile and a half, part of the 
way over the top of a large building, to meet the chassis on the 
assembly line. I n  another shop the building devoted to bodies 
contains over eight miles of conveyors handling the various parts 
and finally passing the completed body through the painting 
I~ooths. Among the problems to be considered in installing mov- 
i:lg conveyors are those of speed and flexibility. I t  is not possible 
to rely on maximuin production a t  all times and the successful 
conveyor system must function satisfactorily when only half 
the rnaximum output is required. Conveyor assembly necessitates 
the division of the work into single operations, sometimes to the 
extent of putting in a single screw, in order to tie-up, or syn- 
chronize with the other operations that must be performed. Then 
when business falls off, one operator can do two or more opera- 
tions and so keep the conveyors going at  a portion of their ca- 
pacity. In  some cases of decreased production the men move 
with the conveyor through two or more stations. I n  other in. 
stances operators stop the conveyor periodically so that each 
man can handle two or Inure operations from the single station. 
Some of the largest users of this method claim greater flexibility 
than can be secured in any other way. They can increase or de- 

crease the output a t  very short notice by changing the spacing 
of the men, the way in which they handle the operations, and 
by the speed of the conveyor. 

When considering conveyors as an aid to production it must 
be remembered that the great consideration is the number of 
completed units or mechanisms per hour or per day that will 
pass inspection. Speed in one department or by  a single opera- 
tor does not necessarily aid final production of completed ma- 
chines. Nothing is gained by piling up a surplus of certain parts 
if the rest of the mechanism lags behind. The surplus simply 
ties up  both labour and material and reduces the turnover of 
capital. Exceptionally rapid operators are of little direct value 
on actual production except as spur to raising the average or 
unless they can be used as instructors for the same purpose. 
Increased output coines from raising the efficiency of the average 
operator and the power driven conveyor helps by holding them 
to the speed that experience shows to be practical, without 
undue fatigue. Too high :pl:ed means fatigue and poorer work 
and the percentage of spolled work goes up. I t  is much more 
economical to  run the conveyors a little more slowly and get 
perfect work than t o  increase the output 10% and have a 5 %  
spoilage. So it  is necessary to study the speed of power driven 
conveyors very carefully in order to  secure the maximum output 
consistent with true economy, which must consider the quality 
of work and must not impose undue fatigue on the operators. 
Some classes of work make i t  advisable to  have the conveyor 
movement automatically intermittent, moving a given space and 
stopping for a sufficient period to have the necessary work per- 
formed at  that station. In  other places the conveyor movement 
is manually controlled, usually by push button electric switch 
and varies according to the time required by the work in hand. 
This method is not a t  all common except in trying out the time 
a t  which to set the intermittent movement, or even the contin- 
uous movement. 

I n t e r m i t t e n t l y  Moving  Conveyors.-Perhaps the best ex- 
ample of intermittently moved conveyors in  mass production 
work is the great specially built automobile frame making plant 
in Milwaukee, Wis. The cut sheets or strips that form the side 
rails of the frames come in from the side on a special conveyor 
that runs across the end of the main conveyor system. These 
strips are held under suitable dies and the "kink" or offset in the 
side frame is made to give the desired drop in the frame. After 
the strip is kinked the conveyor is so designed that it  turfis every 
second piece over on the other side so as to  make pairs, or rights 
and lefts, before they reach the large presses that form these 
strips into channels with the proper offset and so complete the 
side rails. These side rails, in pairs of rights and lefts, now start 
down the great central conveyor, one on each side, stopping 
every 18 f t .  Here previously formed cross members are fed in 
from the side and are put in place by operators. Special riveting 
machines held on long, pivoted arms, swing in from each side 
and rivet the cross members in place, withdrawing while the 
conveyor moves another IS ft .  and takes the first frame to the 
next position while a new frame has come into position for 
welding in the first cross member. At each station more parts 
are put into place and riveted either automatically or semi-auto- 
matically. Spring horns or supports, step brackets and other 
parts are fed to  the central conveyor and attached to the frame 
at  the proper point. IVhen the conveyor has carried the frame 
to the other end i t  is complete and ready to be transferred to  
another conveyor that carries i t  into another building where it  
is automatically painted. The painting conveyor first carries the 
frame through a washing tank to remove all grease, after which 
it is dried before going into the paint tanks where the painting 
proper is done. From the paint tanks the frames go by devious 
routes to  the storage racks where they dry. This is as high as a 
four or five storey building and can hold thousands of completed 
frames while they are awaiting shipment. Conveyors also carry 
them from the storage racks to  the shipping platform, and to the 
cars that carry then1 away. The actuating mechanism of this 
huge intermittent conveying system is a very large Geneva stop 
motion, so designed and timed as to  move the conveyor 18 ft. 
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and pause for a specific number of seconds while the various 
operations are performed. Although other mechanisms, such as 
interrupted gears or various linkages can be used to secure the 
same result, the Geneva stop motion has much to commend it  
for work of this kind. 

Some idea of the engineering problem presented in designing 
this plant can be had from the rather startling fact that it was 
necessary to synchronize 552 operations in making the average 
automobile frame. 

These operations, when performed on a day's production of 
7,000 frames a t  the rate of 360 frames per hour, aggregate about 
4,000,000 operations in the day's production. And yet, in spite of 
the necessary complications in such a plant, a force of zoo men 
can change the plant over for the produclion of an entirely dif- 
ferent frame, in ten hours. 

I n  one type of conveyor mechanism for motor car production, 
the frame conveyor is an entirely separate unit which comes to 
a junction with the final conveyor where the cars are completed. 
The frames are turned upside down on the first conveyor and 
both the front and rear axles are bolted in place, as well as the 
fuel tank, the step brackets and a few minor parts. The aheels 
are also mounted before the chassis reaches the end of the line. 

At this point the frame pauses over a pair of substantial arms 
provided with hooks, which swing up over the side frames and 
clamp them to the arms. 

Then suitable mechanism actuates a chain, and the arms swing 
over until the chassis is right side up and the wheels are in a set 
of V-shaped tracks. 

When the chassis is deposited right side up in the assembly 
track, four clamps release automatically, and the arms swing back 
ready for the next chassis. The final assembly is driven by a chain 
located usually between the tracks, and just beyond this point 
the engine comes out of the test room on an overhead carrier 
and is lowered onto the front end of the chassis. The steering 
mechanism, body, etc., all feed into the assembly line within a 
short space. 

An entirely different type of assembly line is one in which 
each end of the chassis is carried by a light four m-heel truck. 
These trucks are moved from a chain located between the 
tracks, these tracks being channels sunk in the floor so that 
they may guide the wheels of the trucks. A short double con- 
veyor for handling fenders is of the slat type. Slats with blocks 
support the fenders while they are being assembled to t h e ~ r  run- 
ning boards. Each belt has its own motor; the motion is re- 
duced by gears from the motor to variable speed pulleys and 
further reduced by a worm gear speed reducer, a chain from 
this driving the conveyor, whose speed can be varied by ad- 
justable cone pulleys. 

Two motor lines, one empty so as to show the chain and car- 
riers, can also be used. 

Small trucks or carriers are fastened to the chain, the front 
truck having a trough to accommodate two different wheelbases. 
Steel racks containing small parts for the assembler are at con- 
venient positions beside the track. Over the end of this line is a 
large opening in the floor through which the chassis is lifted to 
the second floor. 

The two hoist operators control the monorail hoists which lift 
the chassis to the upper tracks and also handle the bodies over 
the chassis after it is in line. 

The bodies come in from an opening in the side These hoists 
are usually operated by girls, who become very expert and fast 
in their work. 

Conveyors also play an important part in the construction of 
the bodies themselves. A general view down one of the aisles of 
a body plant, with its conveyors, is given in plate II., fig. 2.  This 
building is approximately ~ ,ooof t .  long and perhaps qooft. wide 
and contains 84mi. of conveyors. The bodies are on low trucks, 
the doors are hung, and they are nearly complete except for 
the roof The seat cushions come from their special depart- 
ment on the conveyors shown and can be picked off and put into 
place with a minimum of effort. In another way of handling the 
bodies as they approach completion, trucks hold the bod~cs at  

the most convenient height for the final operations, but the 
trucks also fold down so that they can be used in the low position 
if desired. At the end of the building is a huge vertical conveyor 
plate II., fig. 4, which carries the bodies in a n  almost continuous 
stream, from the finished floor to the great body motor trailers 
that carry them to the shop where they are put on the chassis. 
Just outside the vertical conveyor is the body trailer, holding 16 
bodies, on the low roller trucks that enable them to be rolled into 
place easily and quickly. Then the small tractor hauls them to the 
other plant. 

An interesting conveyor application is shown in plate II., fig. 5. 
The first is in the foundry of an automobile plant and is known as 
the merry-go-round, where the moulds are carried past the pouring 
station, although, being small castings, the ladles of molten metal 
can be carried to any of the moulds. The metal comes to this con- 
veyor in large ladles so as to  reduce the labour of carrying to the 
minimum. After the castings reach the machine shop the chips, 
which accumulate rapidly in these ddys of modern machining, 
must be disposed of. T o  reduce labour and to keep the chips off 
the floor and out of the way, they are returned to the foundry 
without human labour by the conveyor in plate II. ,  fig. 6. Running 
under the shop floor a t  convenient intervals, are chain conveyors 
with drags or scoops that carry the chips with them. Above the 
chain is a narrow opening covered by grating, part of which has 
been removed to show the conveyor chain beneath. This carries 
the chips direct to the foundry and is not only a convenience but a 
great time saver. 

Both expansion and construction must be considered in planning 
a conveyor line, and great care and experience are required to get 
the best results from a given amount of floor space. Instead of 
using straight line conveyors it is frequently found advisable t o  
curve the conveyor line and even to let i t  double on itself. Some- 
times this doubling on itself occurs two or three times and may 
bring the finishing point rather near the beginning. I n  such a case 
the parts in question would probably be made or assembled in a 
department at  right angles to the main conveyor line. This dou- 
bling, or sinuous conveyor line frequently lends itself t o  expansion 
more readily than the straight line conveyor. Where the depart- 
ment provides sufficient room for expansion, as is nearly always 
necessary, it has often been found more desirable to  lay out a 
sinuous conveyor that doubles on itself before reaching the end of 
the department. With such a lay-out additional workers can be 
put on the conveyor line by extending one of the "loops," follow- 
ing this with other and similar extensions as occasion demands. 
One great advantage of this method is that, regardless of the ex- 
pansion made in the department, the relation to  the main con- 
veyor line is not disturbed. The material continues to  enter and 
leave the department a t  the same point until the room provided 
for the department is entirely outgrown. (See MECHANICAL 

HANDLING.) (F. H. C.; X.) 
CONVICT, a term of somewhat loose signification technically 

applicable to anyone who has been adjudged guilty of a criminal 
offence by a court of competent jurisdiction. Specifically and in 
common parlance it  is confined to one who has been convicted of 
what is known in England as an '(indictable offence," i.e., one 
triable by jury, and, in the United States, of an offence involving 
moral turpitude, usually punishable by death or by confinement 
in a State prison. I t  is not the plea of guilty nor the verdict of 
the jury that fixes the status of the culprit as a convict-the one 
may be rejected or the other set aside by the court-but the judg- 
ment of the court, and the same consequence follows whether 
punishment is imposed or sentence suspended. The status of con- 
vict thus created is put an end t o  by a reversal of the judgment, 
by an unqualified pardon or by the completion of the sentence 
that may have been imposed on the offender. 

Apart from the punishment specifically imposed on him the con- 
vict incurs other incidental but heavy disabilities. Far  the worst 
of these is the social stigma which attaches to  him from the mo- 
ment of his conviction and which, in the vast majority of cases, 
practically involves a species of outlawry for life from the law- 
abiding community. But the legal disabilities incurred are scarcely 
less onerous. By the English common law, if convicted of a fel- 
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ony-and most criminal offences were felonies punishable by 
death-the convict became civilly dead, his estate was forfeited to 
the Crown and he suffered "corruption of blood," with the result 
that he could neither inherit nor transmit property. Forfeiture 
of estate was abolished in England by Act of parliament in 1870 
and, while nominally in  effect, was nex7er exacted in the English 
colonies in America. 

In  the United States to-day, in  the same way as in England, 
the convict sentenced to a State or convict prison loses all his 
civil rights during the period for  which he was sentenced. This 
loss or suspension of civil rights does not, however, place the con- 
vict outside the pale of the law. T o  kill him without warrant is 
murder and the person who assaults or robs him is no less ame- 
nable to  the law of the land than he would be if the victim of the 
act had been a free citizen. So the prisoner may be sued and in 
most States may sue and bind himself by contract, may grant or 
devise real or personal property, and may be a witness in a civil 
or criminal action. Everywhere, however, the sentence or the 
judgment of conviction disqualifies the convict from holding public 
office, from serving as a juror and from exercising the elective 
franchise. These disabilities continue, even in the event of a parole 
or conditional release, until his status as a convict has been re- 
moved. (See CRIMINAL LAW ; CRIMX~OLOGY; JUVENILE OFFEND- 
ERS ; PRISON.) (G. W KI ) 
CONVOCATION, an assembly of persons met together in 

answer to  a summons. The term (from Lat. convocatio, a calling 
together), is applied to  assemblies of the clergy or of the gradu- 
ates of certain universities, and in England to an assembly of the 
spirituality or clergy of the realm, summoned by the metropoli- 
tan archbishops of Canterbury and York respectively, within their 
ecclesiastical provinces, pursuant to  a royal writ, whenever the 
parliament of the realm is summoned, and which is also con- 
tinued or discharged, as the case may be, whenever the parliament 
is prorogued or dissolved. These assemblies consist of two Houses, 
an upper and lower. I n  the upper house sit the archbishops and 
bishops, and in the lower the deans and archdeacons of every 
cathedral, the provost of Eton College, with one proctor elected 
by each cathedral chapter and tivo by the beneficed clergy in each 
diocese in the province of Canterbury (in the province of York 
two proctors are elected by each archdeacon), with a prolocutor 
a t  their head. 

For the early history of convocation in the Church of England 
the reader is referred to the works named at  the close of this arti- 
cle, and to the relative portions of the articles ENGLAND, History, 
and ENGLAXD, CHURCH OF. The present account proceeds from 
the period of the Reformation. 

The period of greatest activity and greatest importance of con- 
vocation extends from about 1534 to 1664. I t  is marked by 
four important assemblies of the spirituality of the realm in pur- 
suance of a royal writ-the two first of which occurred in the 
reign of Edward VI., the third in that of Elizabeth, and the 
fourth in that of Charles 11. The two earliest were summoned to 
complete what is known as the reformation of the Church of Eng- 
land, which had been begun by Henry VIII., the third was called 
together to reconstruct that work, which had been interrupted by 
the reign of Mary (the consort of Philip I1 of Spain), whilst the 
fourth was summoned to re-establish the Church of England, the 
framework of which had been demolished during the civil war. On 
all of these occasions the convocations worked hand in hand with 
the parliament of the realm under a licence and with the assent of 
the crown. On the restoration of the monarchy in 1661 convoca- 
tion was not anxious to  retain the. liberty of taxing itself apart 
from the laity, seeing that its ancient liberty was likely to prove 
of questionable advantage to it. I t  voted, however, a benevolence 
to the crown on the occasion of its first assembling in 1661 after 
the Restoration and it  continued to do so until 1664, when an 
arrangement was made between Archbishop Sheldon and Lord 
Chancellor Hyde, and afterwards confirmed by Act of Parliament, 
under which convocation silently waived its long-asserted right of 
voting its own subsidies to the crown, and submitted itself thence- 
forth to  be assessed t o  the "aids" directly granted to the crown 
by parliament. I n  consequence of this practical renunciation of 

their separate status, as regards their liability to  taxation, the 
clergy have assumed and enjoyed in common with the laity the 
right of voting a t  the election of members of the House of Com- 
mons, in virtue of their ecclesiastical freeholds. 

The most important and the last work of the convocation dur- 
ing this period of its activity was the revision of the Book of 
Common Prayer which was completed in tlie latter part of 1661 

The Revolution in 1688 is the most important epoch in the 
next following period of the history of the synodical proceedings 
of the spirituality, when the convocation of Canterbury, having 
met in 1689 in pursuance of a royal writ, obtained a licence under 
the great seal to  prepare certain alterations in the liturgy and in 
the canons and to deliberate on the reformation of the ecclesias- 
tical courts. A feeling, however, of panic seems to have come 
over the Lower House, which took up a position of violent antag- 
onism to the Upper House. This led to  the prorogation of the 
convocation and to its subsequent discharge without any practical 
fruit resulting from its meeting. Ten years elapsed during which 
the convocation was prorogued from time to time without any 
meeting of its members for business being allowed. The next 
convocation which was permitted to  meet for business, in 1700, 
was marked by great turbulence on the part of the members of 
the Lower House, who denied the right of the archbishop to pro- 
rogue their sessions. I n  the first year of Queen Anne convocation 
was summoned again, when the Lower House, under the leader- 
ship of Dean Aldrich, its prolocutor, again challenged the right of 
the archbishop to prorogue it, and presented a petition to  the 
queen, praying her majesty to  call the question into her own 
presence. The question was thereupon examined by  the queen's 
council, which decided against the claim of the Lower House. 
During the remaining years of Anne's reign the two Houses were 
engaged either in internecine strife, or in censuring sermons or 
books, as teaching latitudinarian or heretical doctrines; and, when 
it had been assembled concurrently with parliament on the acces- 
sion of George I., a great breach was before long created between 
the two Houses by the Bangorian controversy ( q . ~ . ) .  Dr.  Hoadly, 
bishop of Bangor, having preached a sermon before the king, a t  
St. James's Palace in 1717, against the principles and practice of 
the nonjurors, which had been printed by the king's command, the 
Lower House, which was offended by the sermon and had also 
been offended by a treatise 01-1 the same subject published by Dr .  
Hoadly in the previous year, lost no time in representing the ser- 
mon to the Upper House, and in calling for its condemnation. A 
controversy thereupon arose between the two Houses which was 
kept up  with untiring energy, until the convocation was prorogued 
in I 71 7 in pursuance of a royal writ; from which time until 1861 
no licence from the crown was granted to convocation to proceed 
to business. During this period, it was usual for a few members 
to meet when first summoned with every new parliament, in pur- 
suance of the royal writ, for the Lower House to  elect a pro- 
locutor, and for both Houses to vote an address to the crown, 
after which the convocation was prorogued from time to time, 
pursuant to royal writs, and ultimately discharged when the parlia- 
ment was dissolved. 

I n  1852 the clergy at  last aroused themselves from their long 
repose, and the Upper House took the lead. The active spirit of 
the movement was Samuel Wilberforce, bishop of Oxford, but 
the master mind was Henry Phillpotts, bishop of Exeter. On the 
convocation assembling several petitions were presented to both 
Houses, praying them to take steps to procure from the crown the 
necessary licence for their meeting for the despatch of business, 
and an address to  the Upper House was brought up from the 
Lower House, calling the attention of the Upper House to the 
reasonableness of the prayer of the various petitions. After some 
discussion the Upper House, influenced mainly by the argument 
of Henry, bishop of Exeter, consented to receive the address of 
the Lower House, and the convocation was thereupon prorogued, 
shortly after which it was discharged concurrently with the dis- 
solution of parliament. On the assembling of the next convoca- 
tion of the province of Canterbury, the sessions of the convoca- 
tion were continued for several days; and from this time forth it  
may be considered to have resumed its action as a consultative 
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body, while it has also been permitted on more than one occa- 
sion to exercise its functions as a deliberative body. In 1865. 
under licence from the crown? the convocations of Canterbury and 
York framed a limited number of new canons; and in 1872 it was 
empowered by letters of business from the crown to frame resolu- 
tions on the subject of public worship, which were incorporated in 
the Act of Uniformity Amendment act of that year. 

As a deliberative body, convocation has done much useful work, 
but it  suffers considerably from its unrepresentative nature. The 
nonbeneficed clergy still remain without the franchise, but the 
establishment of the groups known as Houses of Laymen for 
both provinces has, to a certain extent, secured the co-operation 
of the lay element. Several attempts were made to promote 
legislation to enable the convocations to reform their constitu- 
tions and to enable them to unite for special purposes; in 1905 a 
bill was introduced into the house of lords; it  did not, however, 
get beyond a first reading. An important advance was made in 
1920, whe'n the C~ZLTC?L of England (Assembly)  Powers Act 
(1919) took effect. The assembly consists of three houses, com- 
posed of bishops, clergy, and laity respectively. The first two 
consist of the convocations of Canterbury and Irork, of which the 
respective upper houses form the House of Bislzops, and the re- 
spective lower houses the H o ~ ~ s e  of Clevgy; the House of Laity 
comprises representatives of the Laity of the provinces of Canter- 
bury and York, elected every five years by the lay members of 
the diocesan conferences, which consist of representatives elected 
by the members of the Church of England on a roll prepared in 
each parish. None of the powers belonging to the convocations 
of Canterbury and Irork is to be diminished by the assembly, 
which is also prohibit.ed from exercising any power belonging to 
the bishops by right of their episcopal office. 

See Phillimore, Ecclesiastical Law (2nd ed., 189j) ; Joyce, Hand- 
book o f  Convocations o f  the Clzurch of  England (1887); Lathbury, 
History o f  Convocation (1853) ; Cardwell, Synodalia (Oxford, 1842) ; 
and for sources: Gibson, Synodus Aitglicana (1702 ; edited by Card- 
well, 18 j q )  ; Wilkins, Concilia Magnae B~i tann iae  et Hibevniae (1737). 

CONVOLVULACEAE, a botanical family belonging to the 
tube-flowered series of the group of Dicotyledons having joined 
petals. I t  contains about jo genera with more than 1,000 species, 
and is found in all parts of the world except the coldest, but is 
best developed in tropical Asia and tropical America. The most 
characteristic are twining plants with generally smooth heart- 

shaped leaves and large showy 
white or purple flowers, as, 
for instance, the greater bind- 
weed of English and Ameri- 
can hedges. Convolvulus sep- 
iunt, and many species of the 
genus Ipomoea, the largest 
of the family including the 
"convolvulus major" of gar- 
dens, and morning glory. The 
creeping or trailing type is 

H EDGE B I N D W E E D  ( C O N V O L V U L U S  S E P I U M ) ,  A T W I N I N G  PLANT COMMON 
I N  TEMPERATE REGIONS.  SOMETIMES GROWN A S  A TRELLIS V I N E  

common, as in the field bindweed (Convolvzrlus arvensis), which 
has also a tendency to climb, and C.  soldanella, the sea bindweed, 
the long creeping stem of which forms a sand binder on temperate 
seashores; a widespread and efficient tropical sand binder is 
Ipornoea Pes-Caprae. In  hot dry districts such as Arabia and 
northeast tropical Africa occur several genera with a low, much- 
branched, dense, shrubby habit, with small hairy leaves and very 
small flowers. An exceptional type is represented by Hzlmbertia; 
a native of Madagascar. which forms a large tree; the dodder 
(q.v.) is a genus (Cuscuta) of leafless parasites with slender, 

thread-like twining etems. The flotvers stand singly in the leaf- 
axils or form cymose inflorescences; they are sometimes crowded 
into small heads. The bracts are usually scalc-like, but sometimes 
foliaceous, e.g. Convolvz~lus (section Calystegia), ~ h c r e  they are 
large and envelop the calyx. I n  North America, much the largest 
genera are Ipowzoea (morning glory), Cuscuta (dodder, love 
vine) and Convolvulzis (bindweed). 

The parts of the flower are in fives in calyx, corolla and stamens 
with two carpels which unite to form a superior ovary. The se- 
pals, generally free, show much variation in size, shape and cov- 
ering, and afford characters for the distinction of genera. The 
corolla is generally funnel-shaped, more rarely bell-shaped or 
tubular; the outer face is often marked out in longitudinal areas. 
five well-defined areas tapering from base to apex, and marked 
with longitudinal striae corresponding to the middle of the petals 
and alternating with five nonstriated weaker triangular areas. The 
slender filaments of the stamens vary widely, often in the same 
flower; the anthers are linear to ovate in shape, attached at  the 
back to the filament and open lengthwise. The ovary is generally 
tivo-chambered, with two inverted ovules standing side by side 
at  the inner angle of each chamber. The style is simple or 
branched, and the stigma linear, capitate or globose. The fruit 
is usually a capsule opening by valves; the seeds. where four are 
developed, are each shaped like the quadrant of a sphere; the 
seed coat is smooth, warty or hairy; the embryo is large with 
generally broad cotyledons surrounded by a horny endosperm 
Cusctcta has a thread-like spirally twisted embryo with no trace of 
cotyledons. 

The large showy flowers are visited by insects for tfie honey se- 
creted by a ring-like disk below the ovary; large-flowered species of 
Ipomoea with narrow tubes are adapted for the visits of birds. 

The largest genus, Ipomoea, has about 400 species distributed 
throughout the warmer parts of the earth Co~zvolvzil2rs has about 150 
species, mainly in temperate climates. Ct~sru ta  contain5 nearly loo 
species in the warmer and tempelate regions; two are British. 

The tuber-like roots of Ipontoea batatar are rich in starch and sugar, 
and, as the "sweet potato," form one of the most nidely distributed 
foods in the warmer parts of the earth Several species are used medic- 
inally for the strong purging properties of the milky juice they con- 
tain; jalap is the product of the tubercles of I .  Purga, a native of 
Mexico. The resinous cathartic scammony is obtained from the roots 
of Convolvulus scauzmonia, native to Asia hlinor. Species of Iponzoeu 
(morning glory) and Convolvzclus are cultivated as ornamental plants. 
Convolvulus sepiuln and C .  arvensis (bindweed) are pests in fields and 
gardens and many of the dodders (Cuscuta)  cause damage to crops. 

CONVOLVULUS, a genus of twining plants of the family 
Convolvulaceae (q . v . ) ,  commonly known as bindweeds or wild 
morning glories, comprising 2 0 0  or more species widely distrib- 
uted in temperate and tropical regions. The genus consists of 
two distinct sections, Calystegia, nith calyx inclosed in two broad 
leafy bracts, and Strophocazclos, with no bracts a t  or near the 
base of the calyx. C. arvensis, field bindweed (or  creeping Jenny 
of the western United States), originally native to  Europe but 
now widely introduced, is one of the most troublesome weeds of 
arable lands in the temperate zone. I t s  roots may penetrate the 
soil to a depth of more than 2 0  ft. C. sepiunz, hedge bindweed, 
native to both Europe and North America, is a commcn weed 
with shallow creeping rootstocks. I t  has been introduced as an 
ornamental vine is some places. Other well-known species in- 
clude the Japanese bindweed, C. japonicus, with a double-flowered 
form, introduced from eastern Asia as an ornamental; and the 
seaside bindweed C. soldanella, widespread on beaches of the 
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. (W. C. M.) 

CONVOY. Merchant vessels, transports, or naval auxiliaries 
assembled for passage together usually protected by combatant 
ships known as the escort. Also, a train of vehicles carrying 
troops or supplies Obsolete, the escorting vessels or troops. 
In early days all merchantmen were more or less armed. Thus 
the ships of the Hanseatic league and of Venice were required to 
sail in convoy for mutual protection. Both these methods con- 
tinued to be employed, until, with the advent of iron ships and 
steam power, merchantmen ceased to be armed. In  the meantime 
many nations had entered into treaties for the purpose of exempt- 
ing from visit and search (q v . )  ships under convoy, from which 
arose the so-called "right of convoy." This right Great Critain re- 
fused to recognize and the United States took the same view. It 
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BY COURTESY OF ( I )  T H E  IMPERIAL W A R  M U S E U M ;  PHOTOGRAPHS,  ( 2  5 )  BRITISH C O M B l N E  

CONVOYS O F  W O R L D  W A R S  I A N D  I I  

1. Al l ied convoy zigzagging i n  a danger zone during Wor ld War I. From 3. Increased protection was provided for Br i t ish convoys in Wor ld War I I  
1 9 1 4  to 1 9 1 7  the use of convoys was restricted to troopships, but by the fleet air arm of the navy 
in the lat ter  year intensified German submarine warfare compelled 
an extension of the service t o  merchant ships 4. An escort ship laying a smoke screen to cover a convoy 

2. Merchant vessels proceeding in single-l ine formation under the protec- 5. Depth charges exploding dur ing an attack on a submerged German sub- 
t ion of B r i t i sh  naval guns dur ing Wor ld War I I  marine i n  Wor ld War I I .  Notice the charges on the deck 
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was put to  the test during the war between Great Britain and 
France, when a fleet of Swedish merchantmen with naval stores on 
board, under convoy of a Swedish frigate, resisted the exercise of 
visit and search by a British squadron. The merchantmen were 
captured, sent in for adjudication and condemned with their car- 
goes. Lord Stowell held that the right of visit and search could not 
be displaced by the intervention of the neutral sovereign or by the 
fact of the vessel being under convoy (see The ;IIaria, I C., Rob. 
340). At the Naval conference of 1908, however, in view of the 
general acceptance of the doctrine of the "right of convoy" Great 
Britain expressed her willingness to  come into line. By Art. 61 
of the Declaration of London "Neutral vessels under national 
convoy are exempt from search. The commander of a convoy 
gives in writing at  the request of the commander of the belligerent 
warship, all inforn~ation as to  the character of the vessels and 
their cargoes, ~ t h i c h  could be obtained by search." By Art. 6 2 ,  if 
the commander of the belligerent warship had reason to suspect 
the accuracy of the information furnished, he could demand 
further investigation by the convoy commander'. The latter was 
required to withdraw his protection from any vessel if this investi- 
gation indicated that she was legally subject to capture. With the 
abandonment of the Declaration in 1916 Great Britain reverted to 
her former practice, and when the Dutch Government in 191s 
declared that certain vessels would be convoyed by a Dutch war- 
ship to the East Indies, she refused to recognize the right of con- 
voy and eventually agreed not to exercise the right of visit in this 
instance only upon terms agreed between the two governments 
(see Purl. Papers 1908 [Cd. 90281). There has been no general 
agreement with the British viewpoint. The U.S.A. Naval Instruc- 
tions, 1917 follov; the Declaration of London. Ho~vever, during 
the war of 1939, neutrals did not challenge the British practice. 
For the contrasting viewpoints, see Hyde, International Law, vol. 
2 ,  and Lauderpacht, International Law, vol. 2. 

The use of belligerent convoy by neutral vessels is analogous 
to shipping neutral goods on an enemy armed vessel. On principle 
the use of belligerent convoy is a good ground for seizure, and 
resistance will justify condemnation. By the U.S.A. Naval Instruc- 
tions, 1917, "any vessel under convoy of a vessel of the enemy is 
liable to capture." This is in accord with the British practice. 

( H . H . L . B . ;  R. M. G.) 
NAVAL CONVOY 

Naval convoy is a term used in naval warfare to describe 
the system of defending merchant ships, whereby the vessels sail 
in groups "convoyed" by warships. The practice of sailing in 
convoy was common in the middle ages, because most ships, 
whether ostensibly warships or not, had some sort of armament, 
and they could thus afford each other some mutual protection. 

The problem of mercantile convoy was fundamentally different 
in the War of 1914-18 from what it  had been in the days of sail- 
ing ships. Merchant vessels in the 18th century made very few 
round voyages in the year, often only one. The length of each pas- 
sage was uncertain, depending on wind and weather conditions, 
and the delays caused by assembly, awaiting escort and sailing in 
groups, were comparatively unimportant. The owners of fast 
sailing vessels might lose the profits to be gained by forestalling 
the market, but the nation suffered little. Hence trade could be 
carried on in time of war by a comparatively few convoys of 
great size. A homeward bound West Indian convoy might com- 
prise IOO or I jo  vessels; there are records of Baltic convoys 
during the Napoleonic war? of over 500 sail. Warships for escort 
could usually be provided from vessels of war returning home for 
refit, or returning to station after refit. Since those days, the 
greater frequency and certainty of voyages under steam has per- 
mitted the growth of massed industrial populations, depending 
for their very life, not merely on an immense volume of imported 
foodstuffs and raw materials, but on its arrival in a steady, con- 
tinuous stream of cargoes. Throughout the World War the stocks 
df food, of munitions and of materials for civil industries were 
small in comparison with annual requirements, and had to be 
continually renewed. The holding back of supplies for a few 
months, or even for a few weeks, might entail irremediable dis- 
aster. Thus, if trade were to be run in convoy at  all, it must be 

in numerous small convoys run to a regular schedule, not in a few 
large convoys a t  irregular intervals. The contrast may be illus- 
trated by the fact that, during the first two years of the War of 
the Austrian Succession, 35 outward and 45 homeward convoys 
sufficed for the requirements of the ocean trades; in the summer 
of 1918, 40 outward and 42 homeward convoys were run in the 
ocean trades alone every 32 days. I n  these circumstances convoy 
called for a greater allocation of force and a far more elaborate 
organization than in the past. At the best, too, it entailed very 
serious delays to the faster ships, owing to the wide discrepancies 
in speed between steamers, even of similar type. Neither to  the 
commercial nor to the naval mind was convoy a light matter. 

E a r l y  P a r t  of t h e  Wor ld  War.-During the first two and a 
half years of war, the use of convoy was restricted to the protec- 
tion of troop movements. As the submarine campaign increased 
in intensity, escort was frequently given, within the danger zone. 
to tankers and vessels with important Government cargoes; but 
the introduction of organized mercantile convoy was delayed until 
1917. So long as the attack on commerce was carried on by sur- 
face warships, the total effect, despite the notoriety attained by 
the "Emden" and other raiders, was comparatively trifling, and 
even the submarine campaign, in its earlier stages, produced an 
astonishingly small effect on the flow of commerce. Towards the 
end of 1916, however, the losses of neutral as well as of British 
and Allied shipping, became very serious, and the outbreak of un- 
restricted submarine warfare in Feb. 1917 compelled a recon- 
sideration of the whole problem of trade protection. At this time 
the general run of opinion at  the British Admiralty was strongly 
against convoy. I t  was condemned both as impracticable and 
undesirable; impracticable because there were not enough cruisers, 
destroyers and patrol craft to  provide escorts for the trade, and 
because accurate station keeping would be impossible in a group 
of steamers of varied type and speed; undesirable because of 
the delays involved, and because any protection derived from 
escort would be outweighed by the disadvantage of offering a 
large target to  torpedo attack. 

Organized  Convoys Begin.-The delays caused by the hold- 
ing up of shipping and by deviation to avoid danger areas were 
now, in fact, so serious as to discount one of the chief objections 
to convoy, and the losses suffered during the first three months 
of unrestricted waffare (see SUBRIARIKE CAXIPAIGKS) were so 
heavy as to threaten disastrous results to the supply system of 
the Allies. The existing methods of protection were clearly in- 
adequate, and the advocates of convoy became insistent. I n  Feb. 
1917 the French coal trade was organized in a system of con- 
trolled sailings which rapidly developed into regular convoys, and 
in April a Scandinavian convoy was introduced to protect the 
helpless, unarmed neutral, trading on Allied account, in the North 
sea. Meanwhile, the application of convoy to the ocean trades 
was being persistently urged both within and without the anti- 
submarine division of the Admiralty. A special committee was 
appointed a t  the Admiralty during May to draw up a detailed 
scheme of convoys for the ocean trades, and during the same 
month two experimental convoys mere sailed from Gibraltar and 
Hampton Roads respectively, Both these experimental convoys 
arrived without loss, and the experience gained went far  to dis- 
pose of the bogey of station keeping. Meanwhile, investigations 
had shown that the difficulty of providing escort had been mag- 
nified by an exaggeration of the number of voyages t o  be pro- 
tected, and the arrival of United States destroyers a t  Queenstown 
(Cobh) increased the available force. Regular convoys from 
Hampton Roads were started in June; from Sydney (Cape 
Breton), New York and Gibraltar in July; in August the system 
was extended to the south Atlantic trades and the outward traffic. 

The system adopted for convoys bound for England was for a 
group of steamers, collected at  a port of assembly, to be escorted 
by a cruiser or armed merchant cruiser. giving protection against 
surface raiders, to a rendezvous outside the submarine danger 
zone, whence the convoy was brought in by a destroyer escort. 
Outward convoys, collected a t  assembly ports on the west and 
south coasts of England, were taken through the danger zone by 
a destroyer escort, to a point of dispersal outside the ordinary 
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limits of submarine activity, whence the ships made their way 
individually to  their ports of destination In order to economize 
the forces used as destroyer escorts, which included destroyers, 
sloops and in some instances P-boats and trawlers, the escort, 
which had taken an outward convoy clear of the danger zone, was 
required to steam from the point of dispersal lo  the rendezvous 
m ~ t h  a homeward convoy, which it  then brought in. 

A seldom noted feature of the Br~tish mercantile convoy sys- 
tem, both of the wars of 1914 and 1939 and of earlier lvars, was 
the containing of the main enemy fleets in their home waters by 
heavy concentrations of war vessels between them and the open 
sea, thus permitting the safeguarding of convoys with escorts 
sufficient only to deal with submarines and other weak raiders. 
When this part of the system failed the results were disastrous, as 
in 1693 when the French Fleet under Tourville left Brest with 71 
vessels in May before the blockade was established, and destroyed 
IOO vessels of a convoy of four hundred. In  1918 when there was 
danger of German battle cruisers eluding the blockade, a division 
of American battleships was stationed a t  Berehaven, Ireland, to 
be in a posit~on to reinforce the escorts quickly if necessary. 

Work of t h e  Convoys.-The merchant convoys were organ- 
ized by the British Admiralty and escorted chiefly by the British 
Navy, with valuable assistance by the United States cruisers and 
destroyers in the Atlantic, Japanese destroyers in the Mediter- 
ranean and French vessels in the Bay of Biscay There were 
99,083 vessels convoyed with a loss of approximately 0.5%. 
Two million United States troops were carried to Europe, with the 
loss of only 637 soldiers, by special troop convoys organized and 
escorted by the United States Navy, augmented in the sprlng of 
1918 by British convoys to Liverpool and London. United States 
vessels escorted 82% and transported 46.25%, British vessel: 
transported 5 I .2 5%, and the remainder were transported b> 
French and Italian ships. 

Success of t h e  System.-From the first the convoys proved a 
triumphant success, and conclusively refuted the arguments 
against the system. The grouping of the ships diminished the num- 
ber of targets offered to the attack, and the convoys could be 
routed by wireless to evade areas of known submarine activity. 
When located by a submarine, they proved far less vulnerable 
than the opponents of the system had supposed. The threat of in- 
stant retaliation by the escort, and the menace presented to a 
submarine by a group of ships manoeuvring in concert on a broad 
front, hampered the movements of the assailant, and even when 
the attack was successful, there was no such wholesale havoc as 
had been feared. 

I n  the North sea in the World War of 1914-18 there were two 
serious disasters, both due to attacks by surface vessels; but in 
the ocean trades, even when a successful. attack was made on a 
comparatively large convoy. it was rarely that the submarine 
claimed more than one, or a t  most two victims. The total per- 
centage of loss was as follows:- 

Ships escorted safely in ocean convoy 16,539 99.08% 
Torpedoed in convoy 1 0 2  061% 
Lost by marine peril 16 009% 
Lost after parting company, etc. -- 36 0.22% 

Total sailings 16,693 IOO 00% 
In the short sea convoys (Scandinavian, Dutch, British east coast, 

French coal trade and Mediterranean local) there were over 80,000 
sailings, with a loss of less than 0 .5%.  

Delays, which were considerable a t  first, were subsequently re- 
duced to acceptable proportions by grouping ships into fast and 
slow convoys, by adjusting sailings to  the convoy programs and 
by better planning and co-operation. 

War of 1939.-In 1939 convoy was instituted on the pattern 
of previous wars, with the main German fleet contained. The sub- 
marine was no longer such a serious menace due to the develop- 
ment of adequate counter measures. But meanwhile air power had 
developed, without a corresponding development of the defence, 
.and, particularly after the German occupation of northern France, 
took a serious toll of shipping to British east coast ports Due to 
the inability of Britain to contain the main German air fleet, East 
Coast and Channel convoys were subjected to the full force of its 
attack. (See also BLOCKADE and SUBL~ARINE CAMPAIGN.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-C. E. Fayle "Seaborne Trade," History of the 
Great War ,  Vol. 3 (1924) ; Earl Jellicoe T h e  Crisis of the Naval War 
(1920) ; Admiral W. S. Sims T h e  Vzctory at Sen (1920) ; Sir J. A. 
Salter Allied Shipping Control (1921) (R .  M G.) 

CONVOY SLOOPS: see FLEET AUXILIARY VESSELS; also 
Coxvoy : Naval. 

CONVULSIONS, the pathological condition of body asso- 
ciated with abnormal, violent and spasmodic contractions and 
relaxations of the muscles, taking the form of a fit. Convulsions 
may be a symptom resulting from various diseases, e .g . ,  in uraemia, 
eclampsia, rabies, tetanus, hysteria, epilepsy, strychnine poison- 
ing, cerebral tumour and diseases. They are usually, but not 
always, accompanied by loss of consciousness. Popularly, the term 
is conllnonly restricted to the infantile variety, occurring in asso- 
ciation with teething, or other causes which upset the child's 
nervous system. The treatment (plunging into a hot bath, or 
administration of chloroform) must be prompt, as convulsions 
are responsible for a large part of infant mortality. 

The name "Convulsionaries" (Fr. Convz~lsion?zaires) was given 
to certain Jansenist fanatics in France in the 18th century, owing 
to the convulsions, regarded by them as proofs of divine inspira- 
tion, which were the result of their religious ecstasies (see JANSEX- 
ISX). The term "Convulsionists" is sometimes applied to them, 
as also, more loosely, to  other religious enthusiasts who exhibit 
the same symptoms. 

CONWAY, HENRY SEYMOUR ( I  72 1-1 795), British 
soldier and statesman, sat in the Irish parliament from 1741 
to 1761 as member for Antrim, and in the British House of 
Commons from I 741 to 1784 for various constituencies. In  1755 
he went to Ireland as secretary to  the lord-lieutenant, but after 
returning to England in the following year he was brought into dis- 
credit by the complete failure of an abortive expedition he par- 
ticipated in against Rochfort. As lieutenant-general he served 
under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick in the campaigns of 1761-63. 
His opposition in parliament to the views of the court on the 
Wilkes case led to his being deprived of his military command and 
of his appointment in the royal household. 

In the Rockingham ministry of 1765 Conway took office as 
secretary of State, with the leadership of the House of Commons. 
In the dispute with the American colonies his sympathies were with 
the latter, and in 1766 he carried the repeal of the Stamp Act. I n  
Jan. 1768, offended by the growing influence of the Bedford fac- 
tion which joined the Government, Conway resigned the seals of 
office, though he was persuaded by the king to remain a member 
of the cabinet and "Minister of the House of Commons." When 
Lord biorth became premier in 1770, Conway resigned from the 
cabinet and was appointed to the command of the Royal Regiment 
of Borse Guards. I n  I 772 he became governor of Jersey. I n  I 781 
his opposition to Lord North's American policy brought about 
the resignation of the premier, and in the Rockingham Govern- 
ment that followed, Gen. Conway became commander-in-chief 
with a seat in the cabinet. On Pitt's elevation to the premiership, 
Conway supported Fox in opposition; but after the dissolution of 
parliament in 1784 he retired from political life. H e  was made 
field-marshal in 1793, and died on July 9, 1795. 

See Horace Walpole, Letters, ed. P. Cunningham ( 9  vols., 1857) ; 
the duke of Buckingham and Chandos, Memoirs o f  the Court  and 
Cabinets of George 111. ( 4  vols., 1853). 

CONWAY, HUGH, the nom-de-plume of FREDERICK JOHN 
FARGUS (1847-1885)~ English novelist, who was born a t  Bristol 
on Dec. 26 1847, the son of an auctioneer. At the age of 13 he 
joined the training-ship "Conway" in the Mersey. I n  deference 
to his father's wishes, however, he abandoned the sea, and 
eventually, in 1868, took over the family business. I n  1883 
Fargus published through Arrowsmith his first long story, Called 
Back, of which over 3 jo,ooo copies were sold within four years. 
A dramatic version of this book was produced in London in 1884, 
and in this year Fargus published another story, Dark Days. 
He died at  Monte Carlo on May 15 1885. 

CONWAY, MONCURE DANIEL (183 2- IF)^), Ameri- 
can clergyman and author, was born of an old V~rginia family in 
Stafford county, Va., on March 17, 1832. H e  graduated a t  Dick. 
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inson college in 1849, studied law for a year, and then became a 
Methodist minister in his native State. In  18j3, owing largely to  
the influence of Ralph Waldo Emerson, he entered the Harvard 
Divinity school, where he graduated in 1854. His abolitionist 
views uroused the bitter hostility of his old neighbours, and 
brought his dismissal from a Unitarian church in Washington, 
D.C. From 1856 to 1861 he was a minister in the First Congre- 
gational Church in Cincinnati, O., a t  that time a centre of western 
culture, where, also, he edited a short-lived liberal periodical 
named after its eastern predecessor Tlze Dial. Subsequently with 
F. B. Sanborn he was an editor of the ConzmonweaZtic in Boston, 
Mass. During the Civil War he lectured in England in behalf of 
the North. From 1863 to 1884 he was the minister of the South 
Place chapel, Finsbury, London. During this time he wrote 
frequently for the London press, and in 1884 he returned to the 
United States to devote himself to literary work. He d ~ c d  in 
Paris, on Nov. 15, 1907. His publications include Tracts for 
To-day (1858); Republican Superstitions (1872); Idols and 
Ideals (1871) ; Demonology and Devil Lore (1878) ; A Necklace 
o f  Stories (1879); The  Wandering Jew (1881); Pine and Palm 
(1887) ; Tlze Life of Thomas Paine, with an unpublished sketch 
of Pairie by William Cobbett (1892) ; Solon~on and Solo?nonic 
Literature (1899) ; and M y  Pilgrimage to the Wise M e n  o i  the 
East ( I  906). His Auto biography ( I  904) is especially valuable 
for its sketches of inportant figures in the 19th century by whom 
he was esteemed as a leader of liberal thought. hloncure D. Con- 
way, Addresses and Reprints (1909) contains The Golden Hour 
(1862), The Earthward Pilgrimage (1870) and shorter pieces. 

CONWAY, WILLIAM MARTIN CONWAY, I ~ T  
Baron (1856-1937), English ar t  critic and mountaineer, was born 
at  Rochester on April 12, 1856, and educated a t  Repton and at 
Trinity college, Cambridge. I n  1880 his interest in earIy print- 
ing and engraving led him t o  make a tour of the principal li- 
braries of Europe, the result appearing in 1884 as a History 
of the Woodcutters of the Netherlands i n  the Fifteenth Centz~ry. 
His later works on art include Reynolds and Gainsboroz~gh 
(1886) ; Early Flemish Artists (1887) ; The Literary Remains o f  
Albrecht Diirer (1889); The Dawn of Art in tlze Ancielzt World 
(1891), dealing with Chaldaean, Assyrian and Egyptian ar t ;  
Early Ta~scan Artists (1902); Tlze Sport of Collecting (1914); 
The V a n  Eycks  and their Followers (1921); Art Treasures of 
Soviet Russia (1925). From 1884 to 1887 he was professor of art 
a t  University college, Liverpool; and from 1901 to 1904 Slade 
professor of the fine arts a t  Cambridge. He was knighted in 1895. 

Sir Martin Conway began mountaineering in the Alps at the 
age of 16 and after devoting several years to the mountains about 
Zermatt he published a guide-book to them for climbers, entitled 
The Zermatt Pocket Book. This was reissued as one of the 
series of Climbers7 Guides, which he edited in conjunction with 
the Rev. A. B. Coolidge, and these in form and arrangement were 
the original of scores of imitations issued in many languages and 
dealing with mountain ranges in four continents. H e  was presi- 
dent of the Alpine club 1902 to 1904. In 1892 he made the 
first complete ascent of any of the great Himalayan peaks, reach- 
ing a height of 23,oooft., in the course of the first scientific 
nlountaineering expedition undertaken in any part of the snow 
region of the Himalayas, and supported by the Royal Society, 
the Royal Geographical Society and the British Association. In  
1896-97 he explored the interior of Spitsbergen and crossed the 
main island for the first time; in the next year he explored and 
surveyed the Bolivian Andes, making the first ascent of the highest 
mountain of the group, Illimani (21,zooft.). He also ascended 
Aconcagua (23,080ft.) and explored Tierra del Fuego, making 
the first and almost successful attempt to climb Mt. Sarmiento, 
being driven down when near the summit by a terrific gale. 
At the Paris exhibition of 1900 he received the gold medal 
for mountain surveys, and in 1905 the founder's medal of the 
Royal Geogra~hical Society, of which he was vice-president. His 
expeditions are described in his Climbing and Exploration in the 
Kara-Koram flrimalayas (1894), The Alps from End to End 
(1895), The  First Crossing o f  Spitsbergen (1897), W i t h  Ski and 
Sledge over Arctic Glaciers (1898), The Bolivian Andes ( I ~ o I ) ,  

Aco?zcagua i n  Tierra del Fuego ( ~ g o z ) ,  and Mountain Memories 
(1920). N o  Ma?z.'s Land, a History of Spitsbergen from . . . 
1596 . . ., was published in 1906. 

I n  1902 he began the acquisition and chronological classification 
of photographic and other reproductions of works of ar t  of all 
kinds from the Stone Age down to the 18th century, now some 
250,000 in number. In  1905 he purchased the extensive ruins of 
Allington castle, near Wiidstone, and proceeded to bring them 
back into a habitable condition, a work which has been con- 
tinuously carried on for 2 1  years and is still in progress. He was 
vice-president of the Society of Antiquaries. From 1917 tic 
was director-general of the Imperial War Museum I n  1918 he 
entered the House of Commons as member for the combined 
English universities, and urged the reform of the passport system. 
I n  1931 he was created a baron. H e  died Apr. 19, 1937. 

CBNWAY, CONWY or ABERCONWY, municipal bor- 
ough, Carnarvonshire, Wales, 14m. by the L.3l.S.R. from Bangor. 
Pop. (est. 1938) 8,989. The river on the North Wales coastal 
route has been important from early times. Caerhun, 43m. from 
the present town, is on the high road from London to Holyhead 
and is the Canozdzim oi the Romans. The site was excavated in 
1936-27 revealing a Roman fort occupied down to Antonine 
times (see Arch. Camb., 1926-27 seq.). Diganhwy (Dyganwy, 
Deganwy) is mentioned in the hlabinogion (Geraint and E n i d ) ,  
if the reading is sound; i t  is certainly mentioned in the Annales 
Cambriae (years 812-822), and in the Black Book o f  Cavmartlte7z, 
xxiii., I. The town is enclosed by a high wall, roughly triangular, 
about Im. round, with 2 1  dilapidated round towers and their gate- 
ways. The castle in the south-east angle, built in 1284 by Edward 
I., was, in 1389, the scene of Richard II.'s agreement to abdicate. 
There are still ruins of the Cistercian abbey (1185), whose site is 
now occupied by the Gothic church of St. Mary (13th century 
and later). The castle was held for Charles I. by Archbishop 
Williams and taken by Gen. Mytton in 1646. I t  was later dis- 
mantled. Pearl fisheries existed at  Conway for many centuries, 
dating back to the Roman occupation. Two bridges, a tubular 
one for the railway and a suspension one, designed by Stephenson 
(1846-48) and Telford (1822-26) respectively, cross the Conwy. 
The Elizabethan Plbs Mawr is the locale of the Royal Cambrian 
Academy of Art. Conway is in the Carnarvon Boroughs parlia- 
mentary division. 

CONWAY, a city in central Arkansas, U.S.A., 3om. N.W. of 
Little Rock, on the Missouri Pacific railroad; the county seat of 
Faulkner county. The population in 1940 mas 5,782. I t  is the 
trading and shipping centre of a rich cotton-growing, farming 
and dairying country, and the seat of Central college (Baptist), 
Hendrix college (Methodist) and the State teachers college. The 
city was settled about 1871, and incorporated in 1875. 

CONY or CONEY, a name originally applied to the rabbit 
and still sometimes used for that animal, notably in the fur trade. 
The cony of the Bible, however, is a very different beast (see 
HYRACOIDEA), which, although superficially rodent-like, is a hoofed 
animal of dubious affinities, and is better termed the hyrax (9.v.). 
I t  is a small, stocky animal, living among rocks in deserts, hills 
and mountains. 

CONYBEARE, WILLIAM DANIEL ( I  787-1857), dean 
of Llandaff, English geologist, born in London on June 7, 1787, 
was a grandson of John Conybeare, bishop of Bristol (1692-1755), 
and son of Dr. William Conybeare, rector of Bishopsgate. Edu- 
cated a t  Westminster school and Christ Church, Oxford, he held 
various cures in southern England. H e  was appointed Bampton 
lecturer in 1839, and was instituted to the deanery of Llandaff in  
1845. I n  1821 he described a skeleton of the Plesiosaurus discov- 
ered by Mary Anning, and his account has been confirmed in all 
main points by subsequent researches. Among his most important 
memoirs is that on the south-western coal district of England, 
written in conjunction with Dr. Buckland, and published in 1824. 
His principal work is the Outlines o f  tlze Geology o f  England and 
Wales (182 2 ) ,  being a second edition of the small work issued by 
William Phillips and written in collaboration with that author. H e  
was a fellow of the Royal Society and a corresponding member 
of the Institute of France. H e  died in Itchenstoke, near Ports- 
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mouth, on Aug. 12, 1857. (Obituary in Gent. iMag., Sept. 1857, 
P 335.) 

COOCH BEHAR or KUCH BEHAR, a state of India, in 
Bengal, consisting of a submontane tract entirely surrounded by 
British territory. Area, 1318 square miles. Pop. (1921) 592,489; 
estimated revenue 3,867,000 rupees. The state forms a level 
plain of triangular shape, intersected by numerous rivers. The 
greater portion is fertile and well cultivated, but tracts of jungle 
are to be seen in the north-east corner, which abuts upon Assam. 
The rivers, of which the most important are the Tista and San- 
kosh, all pass through the state from north to  south, to  join the 
main stream of the Brahmaputra. Rice is grown on three-fourths 
of the cultivated area. Jute and tobacco are also largely grown 
for export. The State is connected with the Eastern Bengal State 
railway by the Cooch Behar State railway. 

The Koch or Rajbansi, from whom the name of the state is 
derived, were a widely spread tribe akin to the Indo-Chinese races 
of the north-east frontier, and were the masters of north-eastern 
Bengal and Lower Assam till they were overcome by the Moham- 
medans and Ahoms. They have now become largely Hinduized, 
especially in their own home, where the appellation "I<ochH has 
come to be a term of reproach. 

Cooch Behar at  the dawn of its history formed part of 
Kamarupa. In  the I 5th century it  was held by Khen kings, and 
early in the next century became the centre of the kingdom of 
the Koch king Biswa Singh. The greatest monarch of the dynasty 
was Nar Narayan, the son of Biswa Singh, who extended his 
power over a large part of Assam and southwards over what is 
now part of the British district of Rangpur. His son became 
tributary to the Mogul empire. In  I 772 the country was invaded 
by the Bhutanese and an appeal for assistance was made to War- 
ren Hastings. A detachment of sepoys drove out the Bhutanese 
who were forced to sue for peace through the mediation of the 
Tashi Lama of Tibet. By the resulting treaty the raja acknowl- 
edged subjection to the East India Company, and made over 
to  it  one-half of his annual revenues. The administration of the 
State is a t  present under a regent, H.H. the Maharani of Cooch 
Behar, on behalf of her son, H H.  Jagaddipendra Narayan Bhup 
Bahadur, who succeeded at  the age of seven in 1922. There is a 
regency council, the vice-president of which is an officer lent by 
the British Government. The governor of Bengal acts as the 
agent of the governor general for the purpose of superintending 
the administration. 

The town of Cooch Behar is situated on the river Torsa, and 
has a railway station. Pop. (1921) 11,461. I t  contains a college 
affiliated to the Calcutta university. 

COODE, SIR JOHN (1816-1892), English engineer, was 
born at  Bodmin, Cornwall, on Nov. 11, 1816, the son of a solicitor. 
In  1847 he was appointed resident engineer a t  the national har- 
bour works at  Portland then in progress, and i. 18j6 engineer-in- 
chief, a post which he occupied till the completion of the works in 
1872. His advice was sought by many of the colonial govern- 
ments. especially by those of South Africa and Australia, and by 
the Indian government. After the Portland harbour his best- 
known work is the harbour of Colombo, Ceylon. H e  was made a 
K.C M.G. in 1886. From 1884 till his death he was a member of 
the Suez Canal Commission, and was president (1889-91) of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers. H e  died a t  Brighton on Mar. 2, 
1892. 

COOK, ARTHUR JAMES (1884-1g31), English socialist 
and labour leader, was born at  Wookey in Somerset, the son of a 
soldier. H e  was educated a t  the elementary schools and at the 
London Labour college, and worked as a miner in the pits, espe- 
cially in the Rhondda area. In  1924, when Frank Hodges was 
made civil lord of the admiralty, he was elected, in his place, gen- 
eral secretary of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain. He 
took a prominent part in the events leading up to the threatened 
general strike of 1925 and the actual strike of 1926, and the coal 
lockout of that year. 

COOK, SIR EDWARD TYAS (1857-1919), British jour- 
nalist and author, was born at  Brighton and educated a t  Win- 
chester and New college, Oxford. Cook was connected with the 

Pall Mall Gazette under John Morley, and then under W. T. 
Stead, whom he succeeded as editor (1890-92). H e  was the first 

I editor (1893-96) of the Westminster Gazette, then editor of the 
Daily News (1896-1901) and leader writer on the Daily Clzronicle 
(1901-12). He was knighted in 1912. His strong political con- 
victions led to his resignation from the Pall Mall Gazette when 
it changed hands, and from the Daily News on account of its atti- 
tude 011 the Boer War. During the World War he rendered 

I valuable service to the official Press Bureau. ' Among Cook's publications are St?~dies in Ruskin (1890) ; Rights 
and Wrongs of the Transvaal War (1901) ; The Life of John Ruskin 
(1911) ; Life of Florence Nightingale (1913) ; Delane of "The Times" 
(1915) ; Lzterary Recreations (1918) ; and More Literary Recreations 
(1919). He also edited, in collaboration wlth A.  Wedderburn, the 
standard edition of the works of Ruskin (1903-07). See J.  Saxon Mills, 
Sir Edward Cook (1921). 

COOK, ELIZA (1818-1889), English author, was born on 
Dec. 24 1818, in Southwark, the daughter of a local tradesman. 
She was self-taught, and began when a girl to write poetry for 
the Weekly  Dispatch and N e w  dfonthly.  From 1849 to 1854 she 
conducted a paper for family reading called Eliza Cook's Journal. 
She also published Jottings from m y  Journal (1860), and N e w  
Echoes (1864); and in 1863 she was given a civil list pension. 
As the author of a single poem, "The Old Armchair," Eliza Cook's 
name was for a generation after 1838 a household word both in 
England and in America. She died a t  Wimbledon on Sept. 23 
1889. 

COOK, JAMES ( I  728-1 779), English naval captain and 
explorer, was born on Oct. 28, 1728, a t  Marton village, Cleveland, 
Yorkshire, where his father was first an agricultural labourer and 
then a farm bailiff. At 12 years of age he was apprenticed to a 
haberdasher at  Staithes, near Whitby, and afterwards to Messrs. 
Walker, shipowners, of Whitby, whpm he served for years in the 
Norway, Baltic and Newcastle trades. 

I n  1755, having risen to be a mate, Cook joined the royal 
navy, and after four years' service was, on the recommendation 
of Sir Hugh Palliser, his commander, appointed master suc- 
cessively of the sloop "Grampus," of the "Garland" and of the 
"Solebay," in the last of which he served in the St. Lawrence. 
He was employed also in sounding and surveying the river, and 
he published a chart of the channel from Quebec to the sea I n  
1762 he was present a t  the recapture of Newfoundland, and was 
employed in surveying portions of this coast (especially Placentia 
Harbour); in 1763, on Palliser becoming governor of Newfound- 
land, Cook was appointed "marine surveyor of the coast of 
Newfoundland and Labrador"; this office he held till 1767; and 
the volumes of sailing directions he now brought out (1766-68) 
showed remarkable abilities. At the same time he began to make 
his reputation as a mathematician and astronomer by his observa- 
tion of the solar eclipse of Aug. 5. 1766, a t  one of the Burgeo 
Islands, near Cape Ray, and by his account of the same in the 
Philosophical Transactions (vo!. lvii. pp. 21 j-216). 

In  1768 Cook was appointed to conduct an expedition, sug- 
gested by the revival of geographical interest now noticeable, and 
resolved on by the English Admiralty at  the instance of the Royal 
Society, for observing the impending transit of Venus, and prose- 
cuting geographical researches in the South Pacific Ocean. For 
these purposes he received a commission as lieutenant (May 25), 
and set sail in the "Endeavour," of 3 jo tons, accompanied by 
several men of science, including Sir Joseph Banks (Aug. 2 5). On 
April 13, 1769, he reached Tahiti, where he observed the transit 
on June 3. From Tahiti he sailed in quest of the great continent 
then supposed to exist in the South Pacific, explored the Society 
Islands, and thence struck to New Zealand, whose coasts he cir- 
cumnavigated and examined with great care for six months, chart- 
ing them for the first time with fair accuracy, and especially 
observing the channel ("Cook Strait") which divided the North 
and South Islands. His attempts to penetrate to the interior, 
however, were thwarted by native hostility. From New Zealand 
he proceeded to "New Holland" or Australia, and surveyedwith the 
same minuteness and accuracy the whole east coast. New South 
Wales he named after a supposed resemblance to Glamorganshire; 
Botany Bay, sighted on April 28, 1770, was so called by the 



COOK 
naturalists of the expedition. On account of the hostility of the 
natives his discoveries here also were confined to the coast, of 
which he took possession for Great Britain. From Australia 
Cook sailed to  Batavia, satisfying himself upon the way that (as 
Torres had first shown in 160;) New Guinea was in no way an 
outlying part of the greater land mass to the south. 

Arriving in England, by way of the Cape of Good Hope, on 
June 12, 1771, Cook was made n commander, and after was 
appointed to command another expedition for examining and 
determining once for all the question of the supposed great south- 
ern continent. With the "Resolution" of 462 tons, the "Adven- 
ture" (Captain Furneaux) of 330 tons, and 193 men, he sailed 
from Plymouth on July 13. 1772; he touched at  the Cape of 
Good Hope, and striking thence south-east (Nov. 22) passed the 
Antarctic Circle (Jan. 16, I 773), repassed the same, and made 
his way to New Zealand (March 26) without discovering land. 
From Kew Zealand he resumed his "search for a continent," 
working up and down across the South Pacific, and penetrating to  
67' 31' and again to 71' 10' S., with imminent risk of destruction 
from floating ice, but with the satisfaction of disproving the pos- 
sibility of the disputed continent in the seas south-eastward of 
New Zealand. He made for Easter Island, the exact position of 
which he determined, for the first time, with accuracy; noticing 
and describing the gigantic statues which Roggewein, the first 
discoverer of the island, had made known. In  the same manner he 
accomplished a better determination and examination of the 
Marquesas, as well as of the Tonga or Friendly Islands, than had 
yet been made; and after a stay a t  Tahiti to rest and refit, crossed 
the central Pacific to the "New Hebrides," as he renamed Quiros's 
"Southern Land of the Holy Spirit" (a  name preserved in the 
modern island of Espiri tu S a n t o ) ,  called by Bougainville the 
"Great Cyclades" (Crandes Cyclades),  whose position, extent, 
divisions and character were now verified as never before. Next 
followed the wholly new discoveries of New Caledonia, Norfolk 
Island, and the Isle of Pines. Another visit to New Zealand, and 
yet another examination of the far southern Pacific, which was 
crossed from west to east through the whole of its extent, from 
south Australia to Tierra del Fuego, were now undertaken by 
Cook before he finally closed his work in refutation of the Ant- 
arctic continent, as previously understood, on this side of the 
world. The voyage closed with a rapid survey of the ''Land of 
Fire," the rounding of Cape Horn, the rediscovery of the island 
now named Southern Georgia, the discovery of Sandwich Land, 
the crossing of the South Atlantic (here also exploding the great 
Terra Australis delusion). and visits to the Cape of Good Hope, 
St. Helena, Ascension. Fernando Noronha and the Azores. The 
voyage (reckoning only from the Cape of Good Hope and back 
to the same) had covered considerably more than 20,000 leagues, 
nearly three times the equatorial circumference of the earth; i t  
left the main outlines of the southern portions of the globe sub- 
stantially as they are known to-day; and it showed a possibility 
of keeping a number of men for years at  sea without a heavy toll 
of lives. Cook only lost one man out of 118 in more than 1,000 

days; he had conquered scurvy. 
The discoverer reached Plymouth on July a j, I 775, and his 

achievements were promptly, if meanly, rewarded. He was im- 
mediately raised to the rank of post-captain, appointed a captain 
in Greenwich hospital, and soon afterwards unanimously elected 
a member of the Royal Society, from which he received the 
Copley gold medal for the best experimental paper which had 
appeared during the year. 

Cook's third and last voyage was primarily to settle the question 
of the north-west passage, practically abandoned since before the 
middle of the I 7th century, but now taken up again, as a matter 
of scientific interest, by the British government. The explorer, 
who had volunteered for this service, was instructed to sail first 
into the Pacific through the chain of the newly discovered islands 
which he had recently visited, and on reaching New Albion to 
proceed northward as far as latitude 65" and endeavour to find a 
passage to the ~ t l ~ ~ t i ~ .  several &ips were at the same tirne 
fitted out to attempt a passage on the other side from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific. Sailing from the Nore on June 2.5, 17 76 (Plymouth, 

July IZ) ,  with the "Resolution" and "Discovery," and touching 
at  the Cape of Good Hope, which he left on Nov. 30, Cook next 
made Tasmania and thence passed on to New Zealand and the 
Tonga and Society Islands, discovering on his way several of the 
larger members of the Hervey or Cook Archipelago, especially 
Mangaia and Aitutaki (March gc-April 4, 17 77) ; some smaller 
isles of this group he had already sighted on his second voyage, 
Sept. 23, 1773. From Tahiti, as  he moved north towards the main 
object of his expedition, he made a far more important discovery, 
or rather rediscovery, that of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands, 
the greatest and most remarkable of the Polynesian archipelagos 
(early Feb. 1778). These had perhaps first been seen by the 
Spanish navigator Gaetano in I j j j ;  but their existence had been 
kept a close secret by Spain a t  the time, and had long been for- 
gotten. Striking the west American coast in 44" 55' N. on 
March 7 following, he made an almost continuous survey of the 
same up to Bering Straits and beyond, as far as 70' 41', where he 
found the passage barred by a wall, or rather continent, of ice, 
rising 1 2  f t .  above water, and stretching as far as the eye could 
reach. The farthest point visible on the American shore (in the 
extreme north-west of Alaska) he called Icy Cape. On his way 
towards Bering Straits he discovered and named King George's 
("Nootka") and Prince William's Sound, as well as Cape Prince 
of Wales, the westernmost extremity of North America, never yet 
seen by English navigators, but well known to Russian explorers, 
who probably first sighted it  in 1648; he also penetrated into the 
bay afterwards known as Cook's Inlet or River, which a t  first 
seemed to promise a passage to the Arctic Seas, to  the south-east 
of the Alaska peninsula. Cook next visited the Asiatic shores of 
Bering Straits (the extreme north-east of Siberia); returning t o  
America, he explored Norton Sound, north of the Yukon; touched 
at  (Aleutian) Unalaska, where he met with some Russian- 
American settlers; and thence made his way back to the Hawaiian 
group, which he had christened after his friend and patron Lord 
Sandwich, then head of the British admiralty (Jan. I 7, I 779). 
Here he visited Maui and Hawaii itself, whose size and importance 
he now first realized, and in one of whose bays (Kealakekua) he 
met his death early in the morning of Feb. 14, I 779. During the 
night of the 13th, one of the "Discovery's" boats was stolen by 
the natives; and Cook, in order to recover it, made trial of his 
favourite expedient of seizing the king's person until reparation 
should be made. Having landed on the following day with some 
marines, a scuffle ensued which compelled the party to  retreat to  
their boats. Cook was the last to retire; and as he was nearing 
the shore he received a blow from behind which felled him to the 
ground. He rose immediately, and vigorously resisted the crowds 
that pressed upon him, but was soon overpowered. 

Had Cook returned from his third voyage, there is ground for  
believing King George would have made him a baronet. Dis- 
tinguished honours were paid to his memory, both a t  home and 
by foreign courts, and a pension was settled upon his widow. 
But in his life a very inadequate share of official reward was 
dealt out to the man who not only may be placed first among 
British maritime discoverers, but also gave his country her title, 
and SO her colonies, in Australasia. As a commander, an observer 
and a practical physician, his merits were equally great. Reference 
has been made to his survey work and to his victory over scurvy; 
it  must not be forgotten that along with a commanding personal 
presence, and with sagacity, decision and perseverance quite extra- 
ordinary, went other qualities not less useful to  his work. H e  
won the affection of those who served under him by sympathy, 
kindness and unselfish care of others as noteworthy as his gifts 
of intellect. 

See the Account o f  a Voyage round the World i n  1769-1771, b y  
Lieut. Jaries Cook, in vols. ii. and iii. of Hawkesworth's Voyages 

('77:L; the ~ P C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~  fytfaLzf gt{ou.nd /$77y:lzf 
b,jage ihe pacific ocean . . . in 1776-r780, vols. i. and ii. written 
by Cook (1784) ; also the Narrative oj the Voyages round the world  
performed by Captain James Cook, b y  A. Kippis, D.D., F.R.S. (1788),  
long the standard life of the navigator, but now superseded by Arthur 
Kitson's Captain James Cook, the Circumnavigator (1907). See also 
E, S. Hodgson, Captain cookJs  voyages ( I g ~ o )  ; Y. G.  Rowe, Captain 
cook ,  Explorer and Navigator (1928).  (C. R. B.) 



COOK-COOKERY 
COOK, SIR JOSEPH (1860- ), Australian politician, 

was born a t  Silverdale, Staffs., and a t  the age of nine started life 
in a coal-mine. I n  1885 he went to Australia and, six years later, 
entered the New South Wales Legislature, holding office as post- 
master-general 1894-98 and minister of mines and agriculture 
1898-99. H e  was elected to the Commonwealth Parliament for 
Parramatta as a free trader in 1901 and became minister for 
defence under Deakin 1909-10. I n  1913, after the defeat of the 
Labour party, he became Premier and retained office until imme- 
diately after the outbreak of the World War. H e  did not take 
office again until 1917, when he was minister for  the navy in 
U'. M. Hughes's second ministry. From 1921 to I927 he was high 
commissioner in London for the Commonwealth. I n  1922 he was 
senior Australian delegate to  the third Assembly of the League of 
Nations. H e  was created G.C.M.G. in 1918. 

COOK, THOMAS (1808-1892)) English travelling agent, 
was born at  Melbourne in Derbyshire on Nov. 22, 1808. Beginning 
work at  the age of ten, he was successively a gardener's help and 
a wood-turner at  Melbourne, and a printer a t  Loughborough. At 
the age of 2 0  he became a Bible-reader and village missionary 
for the county of Rutland; but in 1832, on his marriage, com- 
bined his wood-turning business with that occupation. Cook 
persuaded the Midland Counties Railway Company to run a 
special train from Leicester to Loughborough and back at  a shil- 
ling a head for a temperance meeting on July 5, 1841, and this 
is believed to be the first publicly-advertised excursion train ever 
run in England. I n  1844 he entered into a permanent arrangement 
with the Midland Railway Company to place trains a t  his dis- 
posal, for which he should provide the passengers. At the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 Cook helped 165.000 visitors to  attend. On 
the occasion of the Paris exhibition of 1855 there was a Cook's 
excursion from Leicester to Calzis and back for £ I  10s. The 
following year saw the first grand circular tour in Europe. "Cook's 
tourists" were a t  first personally conducted, but in  the early '60s 
he began to be an agent for the sale of English and foreign tickets, 
the holders of which travelled independently. Switzerland was 
the first foreign country accessible under these conditions, and in 
1865 nearly the whole of Europe was included in the scheme. I t s  
extension to the United States followed in 1866. I n  the same year 
he began his system of "hotel-coupons," providing accommodation 
at a fixed charge. I n  1882, on the outbreak of Arabi Pasha's 
rebellion, Thomas Cook & Son were commissioned to convey 
Sir Garnet Wolseley and his suite to  Egypt, and to transport the 
wounded and sick up the Nile by water, for which they received 
the thanks of the war office. The firm was again employed in 
1884 to convey General Gordon to the Sudan, and the men 
(18,000) and stores necessary for  the expedition afterwards sent 
to  relieve him. I n  1889 Thomas Cook & Son acquired the ex- 
clusive right of carrying the mzils, specie, soldiers and officials of 
the Egyptian Government along the Nile. In  1891 the firm cele- 
brated its jubilee, and on July 19 of the following year Thomas 
Cook died. 

COBKE, J A Y  (1821-I~OS), American financier, was born 
a t  Sandusky ( 0 . ) )  on Aug. 10, 1821. At the age of 18 he entered 
the Philadelphia house of E.  W. Clark and Co., private bankers. 
Three years later he was admitted to membership in the firm. In  
1858 he retired from the firm, and devoted himself to reorganiz- 
ing some of the abandoned Pennsylvania railways and canals. On 
Jan. I, 1861 he opened in Philadelphia the private banking house 
of Jay Cooke and Co., and floated at  par a war loan of $3,ooo,ooo 
for the State of Pennsylvania. I n  1862 Salmon P. Chase, secre- 
tary of the Treasury, engaged him as special agent for the sale 
of the $~OO,OOO,OOO of so-called "five-twenty" bonds. Cooke 
secured the influence of the American press, appointed 2,500 sub- 
agents, and before the machinery he set in motion could be 
stopped he had sold $ ~ ~ , o o o , o o o  more of bonds than had been 
authorized, an excess which Congress immediately sanctioned. 
At the same time he used all his influence in favour of the estab- 
lishment of national banks, and organized a national bank a t  Wash- 
ington and another a t  Philadelphia almost as soon as such insti- 
tutions were authorized by Congress. In  the early months of 
1865, when the needs of the government were pressing, and the 

sale of the new "seven-thirty" notes by  the national banks had 
been very disappointing, Cooke's services were again secured. As 
a result, between Feb. and July 1865 he had disposed of three 
series of the notes, reaching a total of $83o,ooo,ooo. 

After the Civil War Cooke became interested in the develop- 
ment of the north-west, and in 1870 his firm undertook to finance 
the construction of the Northern Pacific railway, but failed a t  
the approach of the financial crisis of 1873. By 1880 Cooke had 
discharged all his obligations, and had again become wealthy. 
He died a t  Ogontz (Pa.) on Feb. 18, 1905. Cooke was noted for  
his piety. His estate at  Ogontz became a school for girls. 

See E. P. Oberholtzerj Jay Cooke, Financier of the Civil War 
1907). 

COOKE, ROSE TERRY (1827-18g2), American writer, 
~zde Terry, was born a t  West Hartford (Conn.), Feb. 17, 1827, was 
educated at  the Hartford Female seminary, and then found em- 
ployment as a teacher. Her  intense nature soon found vent in 
writing, however, and before she was 20 she had contributed to 
many magazines. She published in 1860 a volume of Poems, but 
after her marriage in  1873 to Rollin H .  Cooke she was best known 
for her fresh and realistic stories, though in 1888 she published 
more verse in her Complete Poems. Her  chief volumes of fiction, 
dealing mainly with New England country life, were Happy Dodd 
(1878), Somebody's Neighbors (1881), Root-bound and Other 
Sketches (1885), The Sphinx's Children and Other People's 
(1886), Steadfast, a novel (1889) and Huckleberries Gathered 
from New England Hills (1891). She died a t  Pittsfield (Mass.), 
on July 18, 1892. 

COOKERY. The ar t  of preparing and dressing food of all 
sorts for human consumption, of converting the raw materials, by 
the application of heat o r  otherwise, into a digestible and pleasing 
condition, and generally ministering t o  the satisfaction of the ap- 
petite and the delight of the palate. 

A n c i e n t  Cookery.-It is obvious that opportunity has domi- 
nated its history, for the art of cookery is to some extent the prod- 
uct of an increased refinement of taste, consequent on culture 
and increase of wealth. T o  this extent it  is a decadent art, minis- 
tering to the luxury of man, and to his progressive inclination to 
be pampered and have his appetite tickled. The Greeks learnt 
by contact with Asia to  increase the sumptuous character of their 
banquets, but we know little enough of their ideas of gastronomy. 
Athens was the centre of luxury. According to our chief authority, 
Athenaeus, Archestratus of Gela, the friend of the son of Pericles, 
the guide of Epicurus, and author of the Heduphagetica, was a 
great traveller, and took pains to  get information as to  how the 
delicacies of the table were prepared in different parts. His lost 
work was versified by Ennius. Other connoisseurs seem to have 

. 
IN E N G L A N D  ( A F T E R  T H E  PSALTER) 

been Numenius of Heraclea, Hegemon of Thasos, Philogenes of 
Leucas, Simonaclides of Chios and Tyndarides of Sicyon. The 
Romans, emerging from their pristine simplicity, borrowed from 
the Greeks their achievements in gastronomic pleasure. We read 
of this or that Roman gourmet, such as Lucullus, his extravagances 
and his luxury. The name of the connoisseur Apicius, after whom 
a work of the time of Heliogabalus is called, comes down to us 
in association with a manual of cookery. And from Macrobius and 
Petronius we can gather very interesting glimpses of the Roman 
idea of a menu. I n  the later empire, tradition still centred round 
the Roman cookery favoured by the geographical position of Italy; 
while the customs and natural products of the remoter parts of 



COOKERY 

BOILED POTATOES. 

CONDUCTION TO SAUCEPAN AND  STEAM^ PUDDING. 

CONVECTION CURRENTS IN WATER. 
CONDUCTION FROM WATER TO POTATOES. 

CONDUCTION TO SAUCEPAN AND WATER 
CONVECTION CURRENTS IN WATER AND STEAM. 

CONDUCTION FROM STTAM TO BASIN. 
CONDUCTION FROM BASIN TO PUDDING. 

CONDUCTION TO FRYING PAN AND FAT. 
CONVECTION CURRENTS IN FAT 
CONDUCTION FROM FAT TO FISH. 

GRILLED 8REAO ~ o A S T )  

CONVECTION CURRENTS IN AIR. 

CONDUCTIOM TO GRILLER. 
RADIATION TO BREAD AND GRLDIRON. 

FIG. I -A M O D E R N  G A S  O V E N  A N D  I T S  V A R I O U S  

Europe gradually begin to  assert themselves as the middle ages 
progress. 

T h e  Renaissance.--It is, however, not till the Renaissance, and 
then too with Italy as the starting-point, that the history of mod- 
ern cookery really begins. 

Montaigne's references to the revival of cookery in France by 
Catherine de' Medici indicates that the new attention paid to the 
ar t  was really novel. She brought Italian cooks to Paris and intro- 
duced there a cultured simplicity which was unknown in France 
before. I t  is to the Italians apparently that later developments are 
originally due. I t  is clearly established, for instance (says Abra- 
ham Hayward in his Art of Dining), that the Italians introduced 
ices into France. Fricandeaus were invented by the chef of Leo 
X .  And Coryate in his Crudities, writing in the time of James I., 
says that he was called "furcifer" (evidently in contemptuous 
jest) by his friends, from his using those "Italian neatnesses called 
forks " The use of the fork and spoon marked an epoch in the 
progress of dining, and consequently of cookery. 

Under Louis XIV. further advances were made. His nzattre 
d'h8te1, BCchamel, is famous for his sauce; and Vatel, the great 
CondC's cook, was a celebrated artist, of whose suicide in despair 
a t  the tardy arrival of the fish which he had ordered Madame de 
SCvignC relates a moving story. The prince de Soubise, immor- 
talized by his onion sauce, also had a famous chef. 

In  England, the names of certain cookery-books may be noted, 
such as Sir J. Elliott's (1539)~ Abraham Veale's ( I  j i j ) ,  and the 
Widdowe's Treasure (162j). The Accornplisht Cook, by Robert 
May, appeared in 1665, and from its preface we learn that the 
author (who speaks disparagingly of French cookery, but more 
gratefully of Italian and Spanish) was the son of a cook, and had 
studied abroad and under his father (c. 1610) at  Lady Dormer's, 
and he speaks of that time as "the days wherein were produced 
the triumphs and trophies of cookery." From his description 
they consisted of most fantastic and elaborately built-up dishes 
intended to amuse and startle, no less than to satisfy the appetite 

U S E S .  S H O W I N G  T R A N S F E R E N C E  OF H E A T  

treatise on cookery (1739), described the modern ar t  as "more 
simple, more appropriate, and more cunning, than that of old 
days," giving the ingredients the same union as painters give to  
colours, and harmonizing all the tastes. T h t  very phrase "cordon 
bleu" (strictly applied only to a woman cook) arose from an en- 
thusiastic recognition of female merit by the king himself. 

The French Revolution was temporarilya blow to Parisian cook- 
ery, as to  everything else of the ancielz rdgime. "Not a single tur- 
bot in the market," was the lament of Grimod de la Reynikre, the 
great gourmet, and author of the Ma?zziel des ampJ~itryons (1808). 
But while it  fell heavily on the class of noble amphitryons it had 
one remarkable effect on the art whichwas epoch-making. I t  is 
from that time that we notice the rise of the Parisian restaurants. 
To  1770 is ascribed the first of these, the Champ d'oiseau in the 
rue des Poulies. I n  1789 there were 100. I n  1804 (when the Alma- 
nach des gourmands, the first sustained effort a t  investing gastron- 
omy with the dignity of an art, was started) there were between 
joo and 600. And in 1814, to such an extent had the restaurants 
attracted the culinary talent of Paris, that the allied monarchs, 
on arriving there, had to contract with the two brothers VCry for 
the supply of their table. Among the great gastronomic names of 
Napoleon's day was that of his chancellor CambacCrks, of whose 
dinners many stories are told. Robert (the eponym of the sauce 
Robert),  Rechaud, and MCrillion were at  this period esteemed 
the Raphael, Michelangelo and Rubens of cookery; while A. Beau- 
villiers (author of Art dcs czikines) and Carhme (author of the 
Maztre d'h8tel frangais, and chef at  different times to the tsar 
Alexander I., Talleyrand, George IV. and Baron Rothschild) were 
no less celebrated. Perhaps the greatest name of all in the history 
of the literature of cookery is that of Antheime Brillat-Savarin 
(1755-1826), the French judge and author of the Physiologie du 
GoDt (182 j ) ,  the classic of gastronomy. 

E a t e r  History.-In England, Louis Eustache Ude, Charles 
Elm6 Francatelli and Alexis Soyer carried on the tradition, all be- 
ing not only cooks but authors of treatises on the art. The Original 

and palate. 1 (1835) of Thomas Walker, the Lambeth police magistrate, is 
F r e n c h  Cookery.-Louis XV. was a great gourmet; and his 

reign saw many developments in the culinary art. The mayonnaise 
(originally maho?zmzise) is ascribed to the duc de Richelieu. Such 
dishes as "potage d la Xavier," "cailles d la il/iirepoix," "chartreuses 
d la Mauconseil," "poulets d la 17illeroy," "potage d la Co~zdC," 

another work which has inspired later pens. Like the Physiologie 
dzi Goat,  i t  is no mere cookery-book, but a compound of observa- 
tion and philosophy. Among simple hand-books, Mrs. Glasse's, 
Dr. Kitchener's, and Mrs. Rundell's were standard English works 
in the 18th and early 19th centuries; and in France the CuisiniBre 

"gigot d la iVaiZly," owe their titles to celebrities of the day, and 1 de la Campa~ire (1818) went through edition after edition. An 
the Pompadour gave her name to various others. The Jesuits, 1 interesting old English work is Dr  Pegge's Fornze of Cury (1780)~ 
Prunoy and Bougednt, who wrote a preface to a contemporary ~ h i c h  includes some historical reflections on the subject. "lire 



COOKERY 

JOINTS OF MUTTON JOINTS OF VEAL 

I NECK (SCRAG) 
JOINTS OF PORK JOINTS OF BEEF BACON 1 NECK (INFERIOR CUTS) 

(BrEW) (8rEwJ 

2 NECK (MIDDLE) 2 NECK (INFERIOR CUTS) 

(srEw 08 BOIL) ( 8 r r w i  

3 NECK (BEST END) 3 NECK (BEST END) 
(Rorsr OR BAKE) (soasr on BAKE) 

4 LOIN (BEST END) 

I 
I NECK 8 LEG OR SHIN 4 LOlN 

(Ronsr on BAKE) (STEW) ( S ~ E W )  (ROAsr on BAKE) 

5 LOIN (CHUMP) SADDLE LEG z CHUCK RIB 9 THICK F U N K  1 COLLAR 5 LOIN (CHUMP) 

(ROAST OR BAKE) (ROAST OR BAKE) lROA8r OR BAKE) 2 BACK RIBS (ROr8r OR BAKE) 

6 LEG 2 SPRING OR BELLY 3 MIDDLE RIBS 1 0  THIN F U N K  3 LOIN AND LONG BACK 6 FILLET 
(RoAsr, BAKE OR BOIL) IBOIL) (noAsr OR BAKE) (BOIL J 

4 CORNER GAMMON 
fRoAsr on B ~ K E )  

7 BREAST OR FLANK 3 HAND 4 SIRLOIN 1 1  BRISKET 7 BREAST 

fsrEw) (BOIL) ( R o ~ s r  on BAKE) (Em) 5 CUSHION (Bon on S ~ E W )  

8 SHOULDER 4 SPARE RIB 5 RUMP I2 CLOD 6 F U N K  8 SHOULDER 

(RoASr on BAKE) (~0.487 OR BAKEI (ROAST OR BAKE) (BTEW) ( R o ~ s r  on &KE) 

5 FORE (LOIN) 6 AITCHBONE 1 3  SHIN 
7 THIN STREAKY 

9 BREAST 9 BREAST 

( s r ~ w )  ( R o ~ a r  OR BAKE) (noasr, BAKE on BOIL, (Brrw)  8 THICK STREAKY (BOIL on STEW) 

1 0  TROTTERS OR SHANKS 6 LOIN WITH KIDNEY 7 ROUND OR BUTTOCK 1 4  CHEEK 9 HOCK 1 0  HIND KNUCKLE 

(STEW) (ROAST OR BAKE)  ( R o A ~ T ,  8AKE 08 BOIL) ( S ~ E W )  (BOIL OR STEW) 

FIG. 2 .- C H I E F  J O I N T S ,  A N D  U S U A L  M E T H O D  O F  C O O K I N G  

have some good families in England," he says, "of the name of 
Cook or Coke. . . . Depend upon it ,  they all originally sprang 
from real professional cooks, and they need not be ashamed of 
their extraction any more than Porters, Butlers, etc." He points 
out that cooks in early days were of some importance; William the 
Conqueror bestowed land on his coquorunz praepositus and coquus 
regius; and Domesday Book records the bestowal of a manor on 
Robert Argyllon, by the service of a dish called "de la Groute" 
on the king's coronation day. 

At the present time, whatever the local varieties of cooking, and 
the difference of national custom, French cooking is admittedly 
the ideal of the culinary art, directly we leave the plain roast and 
boiled. And the spread of cosmopolitan hotels and restaurants 
over England, America and the European continent, has largely 
accustomed the whole civilized world to  the Parisian type. The 
improvements in the appliances and appurtenances of the kitchen 
have made the whole world kin in the arts of dining, but the 
French chef remains the typical master of his craft. See GAS- 
TRONOMY. 

MODERN COOKERY 

I n  its modern aspect, cookery is both an art and a science. 
I t  is an art because ( I )  it requires special manipulative skill, 
and ( 2 )  colour, design and attractive form and service are 
essential, especially in the higher grades. It is a science be- 
cause exact knowledge is necessary ( I )  in determining the cor- 
rect time and amount of heat needed by the food material to be 
cooked to make it  palatable and digestible, ( 2 )  of food values so 
that a rightly proportioned diet may be given, and (3) of all food 
stuffs so that they may be amalgamated suitably, satisfactorily 
and in definite and correct proportions. 

Baking.-Baking is cooking in an enclosed space called an oven 
which may be heated by coal in a closed or open range, by gas, 
by oil, by electricity. The heat passes to the oveil by conduction, 
and to the food by means of conduction and also convection (see 
fig. I ) .  

(a) Baking Meat.-Joints of beef, mutton, veal, pork (see 
fig. 2) .  General rules: A hot oven 330' F.  for the first 10-20 min. 
according to the size and quality of the meat, to set the albumen 
and so retain the juices of the meat. Then reduce the heat and 
cook slowly to make the joint tender and digestible. There should 
be frequent basting, for the same reason. The average baking 
times are :- 

Beef I S or 2 0  minutes to each lb. According to the 
Mutton\ m d  r j  or 2 0  minuter over. thickness of the 

joint and whether 
Pork 25 minutes to each lb. and solid meat or with 
Veal 1 2 5  minutes over. bones. 

Boned and stuffed meats zc-zj minutes to each lb. and 20-25 
' minutes over. 

Foreign or chilled meat should be allowed to thaw before cook- 
ing, or a tough joint will be the result. This may be done by hang- 
ing for a day, or by keeping in a warm place in the kitchen-the 
rack over the stove for example-for several hours. Frozen meat 
is usually sent from the butcher already thawed, but this must be 
ascertained. 

(b)  Poz~ltry and Game.-The same rule applies here with regard 
to great heat for the first ten minutes, then slow cooking. For 
basting, a piece of fat bacon should be put over the breast of the 
birds. 

Average times.-For chickens 3-1 hour, 
fowls 14 hours, 
small birds (i.e. plover), 1 5 - 2 0  min., 
medium bird3 (partridge, grouse, 

pigeon) 30-45 rnin., 
pheasant 4 j- j o  rnin., 
turkey ( 1 2  lb.) 3-35 hours. 

(See fig. 3.)  

Tough, coarse meat and old poultry should not be cooked by this 
method. (See sections on Boiling, Braising, Stewing.) 

(c)  Fish.-For the baking of steaks of fish (i.e., cod, salmon) 
and also for the baking of rolled fillets of fish, a moderate 
oven is essential, owing to the delicate nature of the flesh. Average 
time: 3-35 minutes according to thickness and size; for fillets 
10-1 j minutes. Covering with a buttered paper keeps in the 
flavour and ensures slow cooking. 

(d) Cakes.-(I) Large rich cakes and gingerbreads need long 
slow cooking: rich cakes 3-6 hours, gingerbread I&? hours 
(according to size). ( 2 )  The less rich pound cakes 13-2 hours. 
(3) Fruitless cakes, such as Madeira or Genoese or Sandwich, a 
moderate oven for about 2-1 hour. (4) Small cakes in tins, and 
(5) small cakes without tins, as rock buns, scones, baking powder 
bread, require a quick oven for I 5-20 min. (6) Swiss rolls, a 
quick oven for 10-1 j minutes. 

(e) Bread.-To stop growth of the yeast, bread must be 
placed in a hot oven, 340' F., and then the heat should be reduced. 
When cooked, there should be a hollow sound when tapped with 
the hand. 

( f )  Pastries.-The general rule for pastries is a /tot oven in 
order to cause the starch grains in the flour to burst so that they 
may absorb the fat. When the pastry is thus set a cooler tempera- 
ture is needed in order to finish cooking the meat or fruit, etc. 
If pastry is put into too cool an oven at  first the starch grains do 
not swell and burst and therefore cannot absorb the fat as i t  

1 melts; the result Is a hard tough pastry practically rninus the fat,  
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which melts out and spills over. Therefore the richer the pastry 
the hotter should be the oven and if the fat is rolled into the 
mixture the oven should be very hot. 

S h o r t  Crust.-Half fat to flour, fat incorporated by being 
rubbed into flour Oven temperatz~re 320" F. until pastry is set. 

F l a k y  and R o u g h  Puff.-Two-thirds fat to flour, fat incor- 
porated by being rolled into a dough made with the flour and 
water. Oven temperatlire to set pastry 320° F. and then reduce 
to  20e290° F. 

Puff Pastry.-Equal quantities of fat to flour, fa t  incorporated 
as  for rough puff. Oven telnperatzlre 340' F. 

H o t  W a t e r  Crust.-A hot oven at first ij the pie is not in a 
tin or dish but standing without support, then very moderate 
cooking. 

(g) Pzrddi7zgs.-Including batters, usually a hot oven at first 
and then cooler. I n  baking milk puddings, for large grains and 
without eggs, a slow oven and long cooking is necessary to allow 
the grain to soften and swell and absorb the milk gradually. For 
small grains with egg, and for custards, again use moderate heat or 
the egg will curdle. 

( h )  Vegetables.-Marrows, tomatoes, potatoes, and many 
others may be baked. The temperature of the oven and time for 
cooking must be judged by the size, texture and age of the vege- 
table and whether stuffed or not. A moderately hot oven is nearly 
always correct. Oven thermometers are not advisable, as they 
break and are easily put out of order. A few lessons and then ex- 
perience should be sufficient in order to judge oven heat needed 
for the various foods. 

Boiling.-Boiling is cooking food in very hot liquid which 
covers the food. U7ater boils a t  212' F., but although some foods 
are put into boiling water a t  first, they are cooked at a temperature 
between boiling point and simmering point, a temperature of 190" 
F. Simmering is slow boiling. A great many foods are never ex- 
posed to rapidly boiling liquid but only to simmering point. Boiled 
custard is a liquid food of eggs and milk and is erroneously 
named, as, if allowed to boil, the eggs would curdle-it is only 
brought to simmering point. In  boiling, heat passes to the pan 
by conduction and to the food by convection currents in the 
water or liquid (see fig. I ) .  

I. Meat.-The general rules and average times for boiling 
meat are: ( I )  Choose a pan suitable for size of joint. (2) Use 
only enough water to cover joint. (3) Add salt (except for salt 
meats), one tablespoon to two quarts; this flavours and raises 
temperature of water. (4) Plunge fresh meats into boiling water 
and allow to boil for  3-5 min., to harden outside albumen and 
keep in the juices. (5) Keep a t  simmering point to make the 
meat tender. Skim well. 

Add vegetables-carrot, turnip, onion-to give flavour. Salt 
meat and bacon must be immersed in cold water and brought 
quickly to  boiling point. By this means the fibres toughened by 
salting become tender and di- 
gestible. Allow about 2-25 min. 
to each lb., with 20-25 min. over 
for fresh meat and 25-30 min. 
over for salt meat. Time must 
be judged by the texture, size 
and thickness of the joint. For 
joints of beef, mutton, pork, 
bacon, see fig. 2. 

2. P02~1ltry.-Chickens, fowls F I G .  3.- THE T R U S S I N G  O F  A T U R .  

and turkeys are the only birds KE Y O R FOWL FOR ( A )  R O A S T I N G .  

usually boiled. This method ( B )  BOILING 

should be chosen for  those which are old and tough. The rules are 
a s  for fresh meat, and the times as for baking. (See fig. 3b.) 

When meats are boiled, some of the flavour is lost in the liquid 
or  pot liquor. For this reason vegetables are added to give flavour, 
and sauces are served, the pot liquor being used. 

3. Fish.-Whole fish and thick slices or steaks of fish may be 
boiled, although steaming is more suitable in most cases. (See 
Sfearning.) 

The generdl rules are: ( I )  Use a fish kettle (see fig. 6) if pos- 
sible, or as a substitute put the fish in muslin with the ends corn- 

ing just over the sides of the pan (see fig. 4). This makes it  easy 
to remove the fish without breaking the delicate flesh. ( 2 )  The 
water must just cover the fish. (3) Add salt, one tablespoonful 
to two quarts, and for white fish one tablespoonful of vinegar 
or lemon juice to make the flesh firm and white. (4 )  Fresh fish 
must not be put into boiling water or the flesh will break,.but into 

very hot water, which should 
simmer. Salmon, however, in 
order to keep its colour, may be 
plunged into boiling water. (5) 
Skim well. 

Average  Time.-Ten to I < 
minutes to each lb. and the same 
over. Salt fish should be soaked, 
before boiling, for  12 hours. 
Mackerel and very oily fish 
should be put into tepid water 
to draw out some of the oil. 

4. Veaetab1es.-Mav be di- 
F I G .  4 .- U T E N S I L S  FOR S T E A M I N G  crided into (a)  roots a i d  tubers: 

A. Perforated steamer 
6. Homely plan potatoes, artichokes, carrots, tur- 

nips, onions, beetroot, leeks; (b) 
leaf and green vkgetables: spinach, sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower; 
(c) stems: seakale, asparagus, celery; (d) seeds and seed cases: 
peas, beans, marrow, tomatoes. All these may be boiled and put 
in boiling water, except old potatoes (which cook more quickly if 
put into cold water, as they soften as boiling point is reached), and 
spinach, which boils in the water and juice from its own leaves; 
but boiling is not advocated, as the vitamin C (see VITAMINS) 
and valuable mineral salts are lost in the water. I t  is important 
to conserve the colour of green vegetables, and these may be par- 
boiled or scalded in boiling water and then cooked by other 
methods (see Braising and Steaming). 

General rules for boiling vegetables are: ( I )  Use boiling water 
with added salt (one tablespoon to one gallon), a little sugar 
for green vegetables, vinegar or lemon juice for white vegetables, 
both to keep the green and white colours. (2) Boil quickly, ex- 
cept for cauliflowers. (3) Skim well. (4) Keep the lid on the pan 
except for greens. (5) Drain thoroughly. Average time: 2-35 
min.; beetroot and old carrots one hour or more. Age, size and 
texture must be considered. 

5. Puddings -Suet crust, fruit puddings, Christmas puddings 
and all 'puddings with flour and suet foundations may be 
boiled. General rules for boiling puddings are: ( I )  Plenty of 
boiling water to  cover well the basin or tin. ( 2 )  Water must not 
go off the boil. (3) Pan must have a tightly fitting lid. (4) The 
mixture must fill the basin. (5) The basin must be covered with 
a floured cloth. Time:-At least 14 hours and for most mixtures 
2-3 hours or more. 

6. Stocks, Soups and Saz~ces, being liquid, are classed under 
Boiling-they boil and simmer. 

I t  must be remembered that a t  high altitudes the boiling point 
of water is appreciably lower than at  sea level, and food takes 
longer to cook. The accompanying table gives the variation of 
boiling point with the barometer reading. The boiling temperature 
of @re water drops about I "  C for every rise of 1000 ft. above 
sea-level; the boiling point is slightly higher when salt is present 
in the water. In order to produce an artificially high boiling point 
a vessel with an airtight lid, called a "digester," may be used; 
in this the pressure (regulated by a valve) can be raised to  any 
value that the vessel will allow. 

Variation of Boilhzg-Point of Watcr with Altitude 

Sea-level . . . . 
5,000 ft. . . . . 

10,000 ,, . . . . 
I j,ooo ,, . . . . 
20,000 ,, . , 

Barometer reading / Temperature of 
boiling water 

mm. in. oC OF I 
mercury mercury I 
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Braising.-This is one of the best of all methods of cookery. 

I t  is used very little in England but a great deal on the Continent 
of Europe. I t  is a combination of the methods of stewing and 
baking, bottom and top heat being possible. True braising is 
carried out in a special braising pan (see fig. 5c). The construction 
of the lid prevents evaporation, the full flavour in the food is re- 
tained and the baking and roasting process is accomplished by 
glowing charcoal being placed on 
the lid of the pan. I n  England a 
good substitute is made by cover- 
ing the pan with greased paper 
which the lid keeps in place and 
which keeps in all flavours and 
moisture, and by placing the pan 
for the last one-third of cooking 
time in a moderately hot oven to 
obtain top heat instead of using 
glowing charcoal on the lid. 

Meat (small joints, sweet- 
breads, kidneys, cutlets and fil- 
lets), poultry, game, fish and '.-'ODERN 

S I L S  vegetables may be braised. As A. Fryihg basket 
lean meats are chosen they should B. A Slice 

be "larded" or "barded" (see C. Braising pan 

barding and larding). A mirepoix of vegetables and bacon (see 
mirepoix) is prepared and the larded food to be braised is 
placed on this and cooked for two-thirds of the time over moder- 
ate hea,t on the stove. The lnirepoix is served and the stock re- 
duced by boiling after the food and vegetables have been removed. 
This is a rich method of cooking but very palatable, and the food 
is tender and digestible. 

Broi l ing:  see Grilling, below. 
Frying.-Cooking foods in hot fat is known as frying. 
Method I.-Shallow or Dry Frying: (a) With sufficient fat to 

cover the bottom of the pan to prevent the food sticking to 
the pan. Suitable for cutlets, fillets, eggs, steaks, liver, omelets, 
pancakes, fish (slices, or fillets, o r  whole if small). (b)  I n  a hot 
pan with no added fat, sufficient coming from the food fried; for 
bacon, oily fish, sausages. (c.) SautCing, when food is tossed or 
sautCd in the fat which is ultimately absorbed by the food; suitable 
for potatoes and other vegetables. Suitable fats for frying are: 
clarified fat,  dripping, lard, margarine (usually too much water), 
butter (expensive). 

Method 2.-Deep or French Fryi~tg: The food is immersed in 
a bath of hot fat in a strong iron pan, usually in a frying basket. 
If put straight into the fat  a slice is used when removing it  (see 
fig. 5 b )  Fats used as frying medium are oil (the best but too ex- 
pensive) and clarified fat. Fat  never boils when used for cooking- 
it  is hot enough when it is still and a bluish vapour rises from 
it, the temperature being judged by the amount or density of 
the vapour. 

Temperature varies from 320"-400" F.; must be determined 
by the food, whether raw or cooked, whether of a delicate nature, 
whether Iarge or thick, and so on: Fish from 340" F., fritters from 
320° F., potatoes 400' F., meat 360"-380" F., whitebait 400" F. 
If over-heated, fat gives off a disagreeable smell. General rules for 
frying are: ( I )  The fat must be hot. (2) I n  shallow frying the 
food is turned; in French frying the fat  must cover it. (3) In  
deep frying the food should be coated to  prevent the fat  becoming 
flavoured or penetrating the food. (4) Fry a few pieces at  one 
time and allow fat to reheat between each fry. ( 5 )  Drain all fried 
foods first over the pan in the basket or on the slice, and then on 
paper. (6) Strain the fat after using while cooking to remove 
crumbs or pieces of batter and coatings. (7 )  Frying is favoured 
owing to the tasty foods produced, but it  should be avoided for 
those with weak digestions. 

Grilling.-Grilling or broiling is cooking by radiant heat over 
o r  in front of a clear bright fire or under a griller on a gas or 
electric stove. I n  all cases the rays of heat come in direct contact 
with the food. I t  is a very quick method, but only the best cuts 
of meat are suitable and would be tender when cooked; therefore 
it is an expensive method. Small steaks, cutlets, fillets, parts of 

COOKERY 
poultry, sausages, kidneys, tomatoes, bacon, mushrooms and fish 
may be grilled. I t  is extravagant with regard to fuel if a coal 
fire is used, but the food is palatable and full of flavour. General 
rules for grilling are: ( I )  Have a clear bright fire, or the deflector 
on the stove red hot. (2) Great heat a t  first and throughout cook- 
ing, but after the first five or ten minutes the food may be a little 
farther from the heat. (3) The gridiron is greased, also the food, 
to prevent i t  burning and sticking to the heated gridiron. (4) 
A cut surface should be first exposed to the heat. ( j )  The food 
should be turned constantly to  ensure even cooking. (6) When 
finished, it should be tender and the juices retained in the centre. 
Average time: chop about 8-12 min.; cutlet about 8 min.; kidney 
about 8 min. or less; mackerel about 8-1 2 min. ; steak about I 2-20 

min. according to thickness and taste. 
Roasting.-This is cooking by means of radiant heat in front 

of a clear bright fire. Heat, as in grilling, passes by radiation direct 

ONE POT COOKERY 

Two METHODS 
OF STEAMING 

BWEEN TWO PLATES 

BASIN RESTING ON CUTTER 

A ROASTING JACK 

PATENT STEAMER 

WELL BOlTOM FOR 
CONDENSED STEAM 

FIG. 6.- COOKING U T E N S I L S  OF T H E  MODERN K I T C H E N ,  A N D  T H E I R  USES 

to the food, and is reflected by means of the roasting jack or 
Dutch oven (see fig. 6). In  the jack the meat hangs and rotates 
and so is equally cooked on all sides; the Dutch oven is turned con- 
stantly to  ensure equal cooking. Suitable foods: meat, poultry 
and game. For rules, data as to  time, and suitable joints see 
Baking. Roast meat has a finer flavour than baked owing to the 
free circulation of air round it. I t  is an expensive method because 
of fuel, the meat itself shrinks rather more, also the best cuts and 
joints are used. Modern ovens are so good and well ventilated 
that oven roastiilg has greatly superseded fire roasting. 
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Simmering.-See Boiling, p. 369. 
Steaming.-This is cooking by moist heat, viz., the steam from 

boiling water. Food either comes into actual contact with the 
steam as in the ordinary steamer, or the covered utensil in which it  
is cooked comes into actual contact with the steam. In  this latter 
method the full flavour is retained in the food, whereas in the 
steamer some of the flavour must be drawn into the steam and 
boiling water. Steaming is one of the most useful methods of 
cooking, and the food is light, digestible and has a delicate flavour. 
I t  is suitable for children and invalids. Practically all foods may 
be steamed, and it  is a method largely employed when re-heating. 

Kinds  of Steamers.-For the home a patent steamer, or an 
ordinary strong pan with a tightly fitting lid (see fig. 6). One 
pot cookery can be mentioned under this method (see fig. 6 ) ;  for  
small institutions either the patent steamer or a self-filling steamer. 
For very large institutions cooking is done by super-heated steam 
and takes a very short time. 

The covzservatioe nzethod of cooking vegetables is a method 
of steaming, whereby all the flavour and nutriment is conserved. 
The vegetables must be small or in small pieces; they are sautCd 
in butter and allowed to cook slowly to absorb it, and they finish 
cooking in a little added stock, milk or water, sufficient only to 
be absorbed; the lid, which must fit tightly, is on the pan during 
both processes. Rules for steaming are: The water must boil 
rapidly and must be kept boiling. If it  should evaporate, the pan 
must be filled with boiling water from a kettle. The lid of the 
steamer or pan must fit tightly t o  prevent any steam escaping. 
The  food must be covered with greased paper to  prevent con- 
densation making the food sodden. The time for steaming is 
slightly longer than for boiling except in  the case of super-heated 
steam, which is a very rapid method. 

Stewing.-This is long, slow cooking in a small quantity of 
liquid in a tightly covered vessel either in an oven or over gentle 
heat. A stew should never boil but only simmer slowly. I t  is an 
economical method ( I )  because the cheap and tough meats, old 
and hard vegetables, old and tough poultry may be used, the long 
slow cooking making them tender, digestible and full of flavour, as 
all the nutriment and flavour are conserved; salt fish and fish 
with coarse fibres are also best stewed; (2 )  because very little 
fuel is needed; (3) labour is economized, as one pan cooks meat 
and vegetables, a stew is quickly prepared and, while cooking, 
needs little attention. For stewing in an oven use a casserole, a 
jar which must be covered, or a fireproof glass utensil with cover. 

T h e  Fireless Cooker o r  H a y b o x  Cookery is a method of 
stewing, in which the food must be brought to boiling point, and 
when boiling the vessel must be packed into the box; the heat 
is thus conserved and the food continues cooking slowly. If fruit 
is stewed it  is put into boiling syrup and then cooked slowly. 

Classification of M e a t  and P o u l t r y  Stews.-(I) A clear 
stew: Stock or water are used without any thickening of flour, 
e.g., Irish stew, sea pie. ( 2 )  A brown stew for red meats and 
poultry. The gravy may be made first with a brown roux and stock 
or water (a roux is a blending of fat and flour) or the liquid may be 
thickened with flour before serving. (3) A white stew: White meat 
and poultry; a sauce or gravy being made with a white rozrx, milk 
or white stock or water, or the thickening of flour may be added 
before the stew is dished. N.B.-Flour must boil 8-10 min. to  
cook it  thoroughly. Very tough sinewy meat is softened by soak- 
ing in vinegar before cooking. Flavour is developed in meat and 
poultry if fried lightly before stewing. (E. G. C.) 

UNITED STATES 

I t  is only natural that in the United States of America cookery 
should be more cosmopolitan in character than in any other land, 
since the population is made up of more racial strains than any 
other. I t  is also natural that in so large an area, with so many 
different climates, there should be a great dissimilarity in different 
regions both in food materials and in methods of preparing them. 
However, the fact that climates from the north temperate to the 
tropical are included within the borders of the country has acted 
also to equalize markets by the distribution of the foods of any 
part of the country to  the other parts desiring them. The canning 

industry also makes available everywhere meat, poultry, fish, 
vegetables and fruit in endless variety. The American food mar- 
kets to-day present a variety to be found in no other country. 
This fact has already modified local practices and is bound to 
modify them further. The production of food by the individual 
consumer has lessened as the food industries have grown, and the 
latter are now largely regulated by legislative acts, to  protect the 
purity of the product. 

The early settlers had a very limited range of food materials. 
They adopted a t  once the maize, or Indian corn-known now 
simply as "corn" in the United States. They depended for meat 
chiefly on game, which was abundant, and soon added the wild 
turkey to the food birds known to them before. Fish and shell- 
fish were also plentiful as all the settlers were on or near the 
Atlantic coast. Curiously, the salmon and the shad, abundant in 
those days, were commonly disregarded, although now much 
valued. Cod, mackerel, oysters and lobsters were then, and have 
remained, important foods, although the lobster is now compara- 
tively scarce, and the oyster of the Pacific coast differs much from 
that of the Atlantic coast. Corn meal is still largely used, espe- 
cially in the South, which prefers the white meal, while the North 
generally uses the yellow. The South soon added rice. From the 
Indians the settlers learned of not only corn, but the pumpkin 
and succotash-a dish of corn and beans. Baked beans was a 
staple dish. Preserving fruit required much sugar, since they had 
no containers that could be sealed. Since the settlers had few 
vegetables, even the white potato being rare in the early days, 
they added much meat to  their corn meal dishes, and this per- 
haps began what is the present American practice of consuming 
more meat per person than the people of any other country. (The 
slaughtering and packing of meat is still the largest manufactur- 
ing industry of the United States.) This may be considered the 
first characteristic of American cookery-the abundance of meat. 
Broiling or grilling has always been the best method of cooking 
tender meat, and the beefsteak of the United States, thick, juicy 
and tender, is one of its outstanding dishes. I n  default of proper 
broilers in  the early days, such meats were pan-broiled-['fried" 
is the common term-and when this was badly done, with too 
much fat, it helped t o  produce the indigestion for which the 
inhabitants were a t  one time famous. As there was no way of 
keeping fresh-killed meat when it  could not be frozen, smoking, 
corning and later "jerking" (drying) were common. The pig, the 
food animal easiest raised, soon furnished much of their meat, 
ham, bacon and salt pork being staples. 

The teaching of cookery and nutrition commenced in the United' 
States, about 1870. This has become general in public schools as  
well as in higher schools, and has been supplemented by  printed 
education. Women's magazines are constantly giving the house- 
wife information about methods of cookery and the value of 
foods. Many newspapers do the same. Further, the advertising 
of food products has been of great educational value. Some 
misinformation has doubtless been given, but the standard is gen- 
erally high with the large food firms, and many publications em- 
ploy home economics experts to make the information they give, 
both as  to methods of cookery and food values, of unquestioned 
authority. In  addition, the U.S. bureau of home economics has 
done experimental work and issued practical food bulletins, liter- 
ally in millions. Most States have "extension" departments on 
the subject, spreading their information not only in print, but 
by the work of trained women going through the State to  address 
groups and train local leaders. The result is that the American 
public generally is attaining a knowledge of food which is grad- 
ually changing food habits. 

I n  1867 Pierre Blot could say truly: "The Americans live on 
half a dozen different kinds of foods," but that has all been 
changed by education, by the introduction of new foods by immi- 
grants, and by the wide distribution of the varied foods grown 
in the country, supplemented by much importation. The heavy 
consumption of meat noted as the first characteristic of Amer- 
ican cookery has been lessened by the influences just described and 
by the advance in the cost of meat. A second characteristic is the 
large consum~tioe of fruit-fresh, dried, preserved or canned. 



COOKING APPARATUS-COOKTOWN 
There are few American families where fruit is not served at one 
meal evrry day, and in many it  is part of all three meals. Fresh 
fruit is served uncooked, stewed, baked, broiled, pan-fried or made 
into a dessert with other materials. A third characteristic is the 
wide use of salads and green vegetables. Green salad materials are 
now available to almost everyone the year round, and these are 
served as an extra course or with the main dish. Green vegetables 
are increasingly marketed all the year, and where these are not 
available fresh, the canned vegetables may be obtained. Methods 
of cooking vegetables are varied. A popular cook-book gives 
recipes for 2 5  ways of cooking potatoes. A fourth characteristic is 
the general use of breakfast cereals. The corn meal mush, oatmeal 
and rice used early in the history of the country have been sup- 
plemented by dozens of manufactured products, some partly 
cooked, some ready to eat. Increasing numbers breakfast on 
fruit, cereal and a cup of coffee. The heavy breakfast of early 
days, with meat, potatoes, griddle cakes and doughnuts or pie, is 
rarely found now except in the families of those doing manual 
work. A fifth characteristic is the great variety of desserts 
(in Britain called sweets). The general use of pie began early 
and continues. The word means a dessert, with a lower crust and 
perhaps an upper crust of pastry, the filling usually of fruit. This 
and ice cream are used everywhere, and the two are even served 
together, the ice cream on the pie. Many other frozen desserts 
besides ice cream are common, and the growing use of the elec- 
tric o r  gas refrigerator will presumably increase their number. 
Cake is made in bewildering variety, although it  is no longer the 
pride of the housewife, as it  was earlier, to  serve six kinds at one 
meal. Bread is served with every meal in most homes. Much is 
still made in the home, but the growth of the baking industry has 
been rapid, and even in remote country districts "baker's bread" 
has in many families replaced the home-made product. Small 
breads, especially if to be served hot, are still commonly made a t  
home, although those made by the bakers are growing in number 
and variety. The word "bread" in the United States usually means 
bread of milled wheat flour-white bread-but whole wheat 
bread and rye bread are much eaten. Yeast, a home-made produc- 
tion in early days, is now rarely so made, manufactured yeast 
being marketed everywhere in a standardized and easily usable 
form. Commercial baking powders have almost entirely replaced 
the "soda and saleratus" (cream of tartar) of older times. The 
salt-rising bread still popular in some parts of the country is a 
"wild yeast" bread made in the home. Crackers (biscuits) are 
manufactured and imported in great variety, one of them-pilot 
.bread-being a reminder of the influence of sea cookery. Coffee, 
tea and cocoa (chocolate) are all in general use, the first being 
the favourite American beverage. "Soft drinks" have always been 
popular and since the prohibition of alcoholic beverages their 
use has grown greatly. Many of these drinks, such as fruit 
punches, are commonly made in the home. The amount of milk 
used increases steadily, and this rather as a beverage than for use 
in cookery. The national slogan of "A quart a day for every 
child" has had great effect. Condensed, evaporated and dried 
milk supplement the supply of fresh milk. The sugar consump- 
tion of the country for domestic use is very high, and, in addition, 
enormous amounts of candy are manufactured, bewildering in 
variety and ranging from simple sweets to  the richest and most 
complicated. The early settlers depended for sugar largely on 
honey and maple sugar, and the special flavour of each is still much 
prized, but the amount produced is small compared to that of cane 
and beet sugar. At first cheese was made a t  home, but the making 
of all except cottage cheese began to cease in the home (1851) and 
now a home-made cheese is a rarity. Cottage cheese is marketed, 
but also very generally made a t  home, even in cities. Cheese 
dishes are much used as 'Lmeat substitutes." Seasonings were few 
in colonial times, but the sea trade with the R7est Indies and 
the Orient soon increased the number. The importance of season- 
ings in the art of cookery is not yet as fully recognized as in 
France, but is being more and more studied. Sauces are said to  
be the test of a nation's cookery. The United States has devel- 
oped none of any importance, but has taken from many nations 
numerous varieties, and uses them increasingly with intelligence. 

Methods of cookery have changed with conditions. A primitive 
method was to build a fire on stones to heat them, rake off the 
ashes and coals, lay the food on the stones, and cover it  to steam. 
Another was to roast food in the hot ashes. Both of these survive 
in the New England clam bake, for which the clams on the hot 
stones are covered with wet seaweed, then with canvas, and also 
in the corn roast or potato roast. Huntersbstill cook birds by coat- 
ing them, feathers and all, with clay, and roasting in hot ashes. 
The name if not the method survives in the hoe-cake or ash-cake 
of the South, originally cooked in the fields by the negroes on a 
hoe blade thrust into the ashes. The early settlers had only the 
open fire and the brick oven. The first cooking stoves were mar- 
keted about 1830, and later came the gas range, the oil stove, 
the fireless cooker (q.v.), the electric range and electric appliances 
for table cookery (see HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES). Broiling became 
much easier with the gas and electric range, and so more general. 
Roasting, done on a spit before the open fire, was transferred to  
the oven and became really baking. Planking is usually broiling, 
though sometimes baking-the meat, fish or poultry being cooked 
on a stout plank, prepared for the pureose, and on it taken to the 
table. Braising, uncommon in earlier times, increased when stoves 
came in, and with the arrival of races using this method. Steam- 
ing has increased steadily, and many types of steamers are now 
marketed. This method of cookery has been urged because it 
retains the valuable salts and juices. The steam pressure cooker 
has been in use for some time for canning and also for cooking 
quickly at  a high pressure of steam. Waterless cookery now has 
many advocates, a method by which meat, poultry, fish, vegetables 
and fruit are cooked in their own juices, in utensils allowing this 
without danger of burning. Paper bag cookery had a brief vogue, 
but is  not now much in use. Chafing dish cookery is fairly com- 
mon, the electric chafing dish having in m m y  instances replaced 
that with an alcohol or spirit lamp. Kitchenette cookery means 
only recipes and directions for dishes easily prepared with the 
limited resources of the kitchenette. Special methods for cookery 
in high altitudes have been developed. 

The use of the thermometer in cookery, insuring the exact de- 
gree of heat needed, is growing. Special thermometers are used 
for deep fat frying and sugar cookery, oven thermometers for 
baking. Many cooking ranges are now made with an oven ther- 
mometer attachment and some with a thermostat for regulating 
the heat. 

New England still eats baked beans, clam chowder, corn bread, 
Boston brown bread, salt fish and pie of all kinds-but most of 
these are favourite dishes everywhere. The North Atlantic States 
still enjoy the crullers and doughnuts brought by the Dutch-but 
so do most Americans. Pennsylvania "Dutcl~" cookery is more 
nearly confined to its own area. The South still eats hot breads 
in great variety for breakfast, and beaten biscuit strays rarely 
from there. They use much rice, white corn meal in many forms, 
gumbos, Brunswick stew, Lady Baltimore ca!re-but all these are 
also enjoyed elsewhere. I n  New Orleans creole cookery still pre- 
vails, and some of the dishes are used in the North and West. 
The Middle West has taken from its inhabitants of Scandinavian 
and German origin many of their dishes, to  add t o  those brought 
from the East and the South. The South-west has added t o  its 
menu many Mexican dishes-tamales, tortillas, Mexican beans and 
dishes with some one of the many chili peppers. The Far  West 
has also adopted Mexican dishes, and is perhaps the most cos- 
mopolitan of all in its general home cookery. Everywhere one 
finds beefsteak, ham and eggs, corned-beef hash, baked beans, 
griddle cakes (under different names), salads, pie and ice cream. 

( I .  E.  L.) 
COOKING APPARATUS: see HOESEHOLD APPLIANCES. 
COOK ISLANDS: see PACIFIC ISLANDS. 
COOKSTOWN, market town, Co. Tyrone, Northern Ireland, 

534 m. W. by N. of Belfast on the L.M.S. and Great Northern of 
Ireland railway. Population of urban district (1926) 3, j 5 5  I t  
was founded in 1609 by the landlord, Allan Cook. I t  has long 
been concerned in the linen industry. 

COOKTOWN, a seaport of Banks county, Queensland, Aus- 
tralia, opposite a gap in the eastern cordillera at  the mouth of the 



COOKWOR'I'HY-COOLIDGE 
Endeavour river, about 1,ojom. N.N.W. of Brisbane. In 1770 
Captain Cook here beached his ship the "Endeavour," to repair 
the damage caused by striking a reef near the estuary. Cook- 
town became a municipality in 1876. 

I t  is visited by ocean steamers and is the centre of a biche- 
de-mer and pearl fishery. Tin and gold are mined and coffee and 
rice are grown. Cooktown is the port of the Palmer goldfields. 
A railway runs to Laura on the goldfield. I t  is the chief port of 
Queensland for  the New Guinea trade; and is also the seat of a 
Roman Catholic vicariate whose bishop has jurisdiction over 
Queensland north of lat. 18" 50'. 

COOKWORTHY, WILLIAM ( I  70 j-I 780), English potter, 
famous for his discovery of china-clay and china-stone in Corn- 
wall, and as the first manufacturer from English materials of a 
porcelain similar to the Chinese, was born a t  Kingsbridge, Devon, 
of Quaker parents. At 14 he was apprenticed to a London 
apothecary named Bevans, and afterwards carried on business a t  
Plymouth with his master, under the title of Bevans & Cook- 
worthy. The manufacture of porcelain was at  the time attracting 
great attention in England, and while the factories at  Bow, Chel- 
sea, Worcester and Derby were introducing the artificial glassy 
porcelain, Cookworthy spent many years in searching for English 
materials similar to those used by the Chinese. From 1745 on- 
xards he tra\relled over the greater portion of Cornwall and Devon 
in search of these minerals until he located them near to St. 
'lustell. With some financial assistance from Mr. Thomas Pitt 
of Boconnoc he established the Plymouth China Factory at  least 
as early as 1768 

But Cookvrorthy is remembered for his discovery of those 
supplies of clay and rocks which form the fcundation of English 
porc~lain and fine earthenware (see CTR~TVTICS). 

COOLIDGE, CALVIN (1872-1933), 30th President of the 
United States, was born a t  Plymouth, Vt., on July 4, 1872, the 
son of John C. Coolidge and Victoria J. Moor. He was descended 
from a long line of typical Kew England farmers and store- 
keepers, living in Puritan simplicity and taking a characteristic 
interest in local civic affairs. His father, like others in the an- 
cestral line, was selectman and moderator of the town meeting; 
he held the office of town constable for many years, and became a 
member of each House of the State Legislature. 

I t  is possible that much of the younger Coolidge's flair for 
practical politics was developed at  an early age as he listened to 
the conversation that passed in his father's country store, where 

'the Yankee democracy settled political issues over the nail and 
cracker barrels. His early education was characteristic of the 
region; he was first sent to the rural school-house, later to Black 
River academy and to St. Johnsbury academy, where he was 
prepared for Amherst college, which he entered in 1891. There 
he displayed the qualities which were to distinguish his later 
career, a dislike of ostentation, a capacity for hard work and 
clear thought, an ability to express his ideas in phrases that were 
frequently humorous and invariably terse. Such qualities did 
not make him a leader in his class (189;), either as scholar, social 
light or athlete; they did capture the admiration of a small 
group of the stronger men, and in senior year he was chosen "Grove 
0rator"for the class commencement. His interest in history had led 
him to prepare an essay on "Principles fought for in the War of 
the American Revolution," which was awarded the prize by the 
Sons of the Revolution in a national competition of college 
students. 

As L a w y e r  and Legislator.-Upon graduation, Coolidge 
studied law with a Northampton firm, Hammond and Field, and 
two years later, in 1897, began its practice. The members of the 
firm were interested in local politics, and he himself soon found 
opportunity to follow his natural inclination. He was elected a 
councilman of Northampton in 1899, city solicitor in 1900, and 
was appointed clerk of the courts, a county office, in 1904. He 
was a member of the Republican city committee. In  1907 and 
1908 he served as a member of the general court of Massachu- 
setts, the legislative body of the State, winning the reputation 
of a hard-working committeeman; he returned to Northampton 
to become mayor for two terms in 1910 and 1911. At the close 

of his second term he secured the Republican nomination for 
State Senator, which in his district was tantamount to  election 
From that time his political career in the State progressed by 
regular steps. I n  1914 and 1915 he was chosen  resident of the 
Senate; he was elected lieutenant-governor of Massachusetts 
for three terms, 1916, 1917, 1918 and governor of Massachusetts 
for  two terms, 1919 and 1920. In  each case of re-election he was 
returned to office by an increased majority. 

His success was not achieved by conventional electoral 
methods, for he avoided ostentatious advertising and was re- 
garded personally as a poor "mixer," shy, taciturn and appar- 
ently cold. Coolidge himself expressed in a characteristic phrase 
his conviction that electoral success ought to  depend upon the 
candidate's devotion to official duty. "Let men in public office, ' 
he said, "substitute the light that comes from the midnight oil 
for the limelight." And again, "We need more of the office desk 
and less of the show window in politics." H e  translated his epi- 
gram into action, and the success he achieved as mayor of Nor- 
thampton and as governor of Massachusetts, in securing both 
economy and efficiency, explains much of his consequent recog- 
nition at  the polls. At all times he displayed a political shrewd- 
ness which saved him from mistakes, and a diy common-sense, 
skilfully expressed in trenchant phrases that caught the imagina- 
tion of his auditors. 

Governor  of Massachusetts.-Coolidge, as governor of Mass- 
achusetts, proved himself an expert administrator; he was the 
first governor of the State to submit an executive budget for 
legislation and he pushed through various laws providing for 
the reduction in the number of administrative agencies in the 
State. But it  is likely that his name would not have become 
nationally prominent if i t  had not been for his handling of the 
strike of the Boston policemen. The Boston charter provided 
that the police department should be under the direction of a 
commissioner appointed by the governor (in this case the com- 
missioner had been chosen by Coolidge's predecessor); the 
mayor of Boston, however, may in certain contingencies take 
control of the police, and in "case of tumult, riot or mob," may 
call out such part of the State guard as is within the city of 
Boston; if the situation passes beyond his control he may call 
upon the governor to  mobilize the remaining State militia. 

T h e  Boston Police.-During the first week of Sept. 1919, the 
Boston police threatened to go on strike because of the refusal 
of the commissioner to permit affiliation with the American 
Federation of Labor; the commissioner was steadily supported 
in his position by Gov. Coolidge. On the afternoon of Sept. 9, 
about three-fourths of the policemen left their posts; disorder 
in the streets commenced during the night, which became riotous 
the following morning. The mayor, who had been previously 
informed by the commissioner that he did not need the State 
guard, on the morning of Sept. 10 called out the State guard in 
Boston and requested the governor to send at  least three regi- 
ments of infantry. Coolidge immediately issued the order. I t  is 
possible that, thus reinforced and with the aid of young college 
graduates, the local authorities might have handled the situation 
successfully. I n  view, however, of a threatened general strike 
calculated to  disorganize transportation and business activities, 
as well as the danger of continued rioting, Coolidge called out the 
entire State guard, and on Sept. 11 took charge of the police 
department. The strike was broken and order restored. Coolidge 
steadfastly supported the commissioner in his refusal to  reinstate 
the striking policemen, and in a public reply to  an appeal of 
Samuel Gompers clarified the issues involved: "The right of the 
police of Boston to affiliate has always been questioned, never 
granted, is now prohibited. . . . There is no right t o  strike 
against the public safety by anybody, anywhere, a t  any time." 
Warned that organized labour would prevent his election to any 
office in the future, he replied, "It does not matter." 

A s  Vice-President.-The action and words of C m l i d p ~  in this 
crisis were eminently characteristic. H e  took no step vntil it 
seemed necessary, but then he took it  decisively. The effect 
upon the popular mind was impressive. In  the election of Nov. 
1919, standing for re-election as governor, he received a 
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majority of 12 ~ , O O O .  His name was a t  once included in the list of 
possible presidential nominees for the following year. Already 
mentioned in 1916 by a few supporters, he might have received 
the nomination in 1920 if he had been given the solid backing of 
politicians from his own State. But at  the National Republican 
Convention, where the senatorial group in control did not ap- 
prove him, the Massachusetts delegation was divided and he 
did not have the support of the senior senator, Henry Cabot 
Lodge. H e  failed thus to profit by the deadlock, which w?s fi- 
nally broken in favour of Warren G. Harding. But when it came 
to a call for vice-presidential nominees, a wave of enthusiasm 
for Coolidge caught the convention which, with 6744 votes, 
nominated him on the first ballot. He was elected Vice-president 
of the United States in the following November, receiving with 
Senator Harding 404 electoral votes. 

As Vice-president, Coolidge was the first who attended meet- 
ings of the Cabinet, but he made no attempt to  enlarge the 
functions of his office. H e  attended faithfully to  the routine 
duties that went with the presidency of the Senate, consistently 
supported the policies of the Harding administration, and did 
nothing to bring himself before the public eye. Early in the 
morning of Aug. 3, 1923, in his father's house a t  Plymouth, Vt., 
he learned of the death of President Harding. The oath of office 
was administered by his father, a justice of the peace, and he 
immediately left for Washington. 

Becomes President.-Characteristically, President Coolidge's 
first interest was to assure the efficiency of the public adminis- 
tration, his second not to weaken his future position by any 
false step. Following four months' silence, his first presidential 
message, in Dec. 1923, commanded universal attention. I t  was 
brief and categorical. In  it  he made plain his opinion on the 
major problems before the country. H e  approved the main- 
tenance of the tariff without frequent revision, a reduction of 
taxes; he disapproved the soldiers' bonus as well as any compli- 
cated scheme of Government relief for the farmers. As regards 
foreign policy, he advocated co-operation without entanglement, 
opposing entrance into the League of Nations, but approving 
adherence to the World Court. The message was courageous in 
its lack of equivocation and attractive in its emphasis upon 
economic common-sense. 

With its delivery Coolidge caught the admiration and con- 
fidence of the ordinary citizen of the United States as a whole, 
as he had previously in Massachusetts. None the less, he faced 
a difficult situation in Washington. The Republican Party in 
Congress was broken into blocs, disinclined to accept his leader- 
ship, torn by factional struggles to secure advantage in the 
coming National Convention. Congress sustained the veto of 
Coolidge of the Postal Salaries bill by only one vote, and passed 
the Bonus bill over his veto. I n  the spring the disclosures of the 
Teapot Dome leases threatened to involve his Cabinet and dis- 
credit the Republican Party. The President met the demands for 
wholesale purification of the Administration with discretion 
and restraint; he immediately appointed special counsel to  prose- 
cute an investigation, but refused to satisfy popular clamour 
by hasty dismissal of accused officials: "I do not propose to 
sacrifice any innocent man for my own welfqre, nor do I propose 
to maintain in office any unfit man for my own welfare." At the 
Republican Convention, largely because of popular feeling in 
his favour, his control was unthreatened and he was nominated 
with ease; the vote of the convention was in many cases an un- 
willing tribute by the party leaders to the overwhelming power 
of public opinion "back home." 

Coolidge did not take an active part in the 1924 campaign, stay- 
ing for the most part in Washington and dealing with current 
problems of administration. In  the few speeches which he made 
he reiterated the basic principles which he had already stated: 
economy in public affairs, efficiency of public service, abstention 
from the League of Nations, adherence to the World Court. He 
made slight effort to answer the bitter criticism passed on the 
Republican Party for the scandals and its reactionary attitude, 
by the Democratic and Third Party nominees; he relied upon 
the increasing prosperity of the country under his administra- 

tion and the widespread feeling that he embodied a shrewd 
common-sense in which the nation might trust. H e  was vindi- 
cated by the result of the election, which gave him 382 electoral 
votes against 136 for Davis and 13 for La Follette. The popular 
vote was 15,700,ooo for Coolidge, 8,400,ooo for Davis, 4,800,ooo 
for La Follette. 

President ial  Administration- On March 4, 192 j,  Coolidge 
was inaugurated President by virtue of election. His position in 
the country and the party was strong. He still met difficulties 
with the old Congress, in which the insurgent senators combined 
on occasion with the Democrats to oppose his wishes; but the 
back of the insurgent-radical movement seemed broken, and his 
control of the new Congress became solidified. Rarely has a 
President fulfilled so exactly the predictions that were made of 
Coolidge. Indeed, his popularity with business elements and the 
warm adrhiration felt for him by the common citizen largely re- 
sulted from the fact that he was "predictable." His administration 
was characterized by no striking development apart from the 
continued maintenance of unparalleled national prosperity. I n  
matters of policy the President depended upon the three out- 
standing figures in his cabinet, Mellon, Hoover and Frank B. 
Kellogg, who on Jan. 10, 192 j succeeded Charles E. Hughes as 
Secretary of State. His other cabinet appointments were sound 
rather than brilliant: William M. Jardine as Secretary of Agri- 
culture, John G. Sargent as Attorney-General, Dwight F. Davis 
as Secretary of War, Curtis D.  Wilbur as Secretary of the Navy, 
Dr. Hubert Work as Secretary of the Interior. For the first time 
in more than jo years, the Senate refused to confirm a presidential 
nomination to a cabinet position, in the case of Mr. Charles 
Warren, whom Coolidge had named Attorney-General; the Presi- 
dent avoided a constitutional issue by sending in the name of Mr. 
Sargent. 

In  domestic affairs Coolidge, relying chiefly upon Mellon and 
Hoover, continued the policy already laid down in his year and 
a half of office: economy of administration, reduction of taxation, 
non-interference in industrial affairs. "Economy," he said, "is 
idealism in its most practical form." H e  demanded the reduction 
of the national budget and constantly supported the principle of 
the retirement of national indebtedness as a means of employ- 
ing Treasury surplus. I n  his message of Dec. 1926 he approved 
the plan to reduce the income tax payments of March I j and June 
I5 following, as a refund on taxes in excess of Treasury needs; 
but he opposed definitive tax reduction. In the case of Mississippi 
flood control he refused to be hurried into calling an extra ses- 
sion of Congress for the purpose of making special appropriations, 
but awaited the report of the engineers, without whose expert 
advice he felt that no wise action could be taken. H e  insistently 
opposed the McNary-Haugen Farm Relief Bill (see under "Be- 
comes President"), as  partly unconstitutional, but chiefly because 
he looked upon its price-fixing stipulations as economically un- 
sound. His own solution of the farmers' problem was found in 
the application of the principle of co-operative marketing His 
invariable conviction that the Government should not interfere in 
business lay behind his refusal to take action in the coal strike 
of I927 

In  the field of foreign relations President Coolidge laid con- 
stant emphasis upon the traditional principles of U.S foreign 
policy, especially control of the Caribbean and the devising of 
mechanism for settling differences between the powers by peace- 
ful methods. H e  urged the desirability of American adhesion to 
the World Court and the necessity of progressive and reciprocal 
limitation of armaments. His policy in  these respects was not 
crowned with success. On Jan. 27, 1926, the Senate voted in 
favour of participation in the World Court but with reservations 
which did not prove acceptable to  the participating powers; the 
President thereupon announced in his Armistice Day speech at  
Kansas City that he did not intend to ask the Senate to  modify 
its reservations in any further attempt to make participation in 
the World Court possible. In  I927 the conference of Great 
Britain, Japan and the United States called a t  Geneva for 
the purpose of securing further limitation of naval armaments, 
was unable to  reach any decision because of a deadlock on the 



problem of cruiser tonnage. I n  view of this failure the President 
approved a programme for the increase of U.S. naval armament. 
The administration of foreign policy and the conduct of negotia- 
tions he left to Secretary Kellogg. Although President Coolidge 
showed his interest in settling differences with Mexico by the 
appointment of his close friend, Dwight Morrow, as Ambassador 
to Mexico, responsibility for negotiations with President Calles 
as well as for the sending back of American marines into Sica- 
ragua, rested upon the Secretary of State. Mr. Kellogg also con- 
ducted the important negotiations which followed upon &I. 
Briand's proposal, in 1927, that the United States and France 
sign a treaty renouncing war as an instrument of national policy; 
through the diplomacy of Mr. Kellogg this proposal was extended 
to cover a plan for a multilateral treaty of similar intent, which 
was accepted by all the great and most of the small States of the 
world. Negotiations re the debts of foreign Governments .to the 
United States were left to  Secretary Mellon. In  the case of 
Italy, Belgium, Yugoslavia and Greece, the arrangements made by 
Mr. Mellon were ratified; the agreement which he negotiated 
with the French Ambassador was not ratified by the French 
Chamber, although France agreed on March I ,  1927, to pay pro- 
visionally a t  the rate of $~o,ooo,ooo a year. 

Although his name was not connected with any positive policy, 
except perhaps that of thrift, Coolidge's prestige among the 
American people increased each year. The economic prosperity 
of the nation, combined with his refusal to embark upon any 
imaginative policy which people did not understand, doubtless 
accounts in large degree for the confidence generally placed in 
him. Lacking many of the conventional traits of the orator, 
President Coolidge proved himself a political preacher second only 
to Roosevelt, and the public addresses in which he set forth his 
views systematically, made a strong popular appeal. His speeches 
on economy, better local Government, the need of the spiritual 
element in politics, obedience t o  law, religious toleration and the 
like, were readily understood and warmly approved by the average 
citizen. Whatever the cause, his prestige nas  such that it was 
generally assumed that the Republican Party would disregard 
the third-term tradition and renominate him for the presidency. 
With characteristic simplicity and without any warning, President 
Coolidge, on Aug. 2, 1927, stated: "I do not choose to run for 
President in 1928." The phrase, used in the New England sense, 
connoted a determination that could not be broken, regardless of 
any wealth of reason that might be brought to bear. All efforts 
to  "draft Coolidge for President," which were continued up to 
the time of the Republican Convention in June 1928, proved 
fruitless. The President exercised no clear influence at  the Con- 
vention, but the nomination of Herbert Hoover was looked upon 
as  an endorsement of the Coolidge administration. Upon the rec- 
ord of that administration the Republicans rested their case most 
successfully in the election of 1928. President Coolidge retired 
on Mar. 4, 1929, and in that year published TIte Azrtobiograplzy 
of Calvin Coolidge. He died, Jan. 5 ,  1933, a t  Piorthampton, Mass. 

On Oct. 4, 1905, Coolidge married Grace Anne Goodhue, of 
Burlington, Vt. Two sons, John and Calvin, were born on Sept. 
7,  1906, and April 13, 1908, respectively. The younger died on 
July 7, 1924, as a result of blood poisoning. (C. SEY ) 

COOLIDGE, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS BREVOORT 
(18jo-1926)~ Amer i~an  alpinist and writer on alpine subjects. 
was born on Aug. 28, 1850, near New York, and educated a t  
St. Paul's school, Concord, New Hampshire, Elizabeth college, 
Guernsey and Exeter college, Oxford, where he became modern 
history tutor. From 1880 to 1881 he was professor of English 
history a t  St. David's college, Lampeter, and from 1881 to 1885 
modern history tutor a t  Magdalen college, Oxford. During the 
period 1883 to 1895 he was curate at  South Hinksey, near Oxford. 
Climbing and alpine literature were always his main interests, 
and in 1909 he wen1 to Switzerland, and settled a t  Grindelwald. 
His chief ascents were made, during vacations, between 186; (Col 
du GCant) and 1898 (Ortler), and he made the first winter 
ascent of the TVetterhorn (1874) and the Schreckhorn (1879). 
Elis guide was the famous Christian Alrrrer, and later i\lmer's son. 
Coolidge made altogether over a thousand ascents in the French, 

Swiss and Italian Alps, but the Dauphin6 was his favourite dis- 
trict. His most notable books are S-&ss Travel and S-aiss Gzride- 
books (1889), and Tlze Alps in  Natzbre and History (1908). H e  
edited the first volume of Ball's Alpine Guide, and two issues of 
Murray's Handbook for Switzerland. He was the sole author of 
several volumes in the Climbers' Guide series, and contributed t o  
the Encyclopedia Britannica. H e  died a t  Grindelwald on May 
6, 1926. 

COOLIDGE TUBE, an X-ray tube with a hot cathode (q.v.) 
(see also X-RAYS, NATURE OF). 

COOLIE, a term applied generally to Asiatic unskilled labour- 
ers and specially to Indian or Chinese emigrants of this class. In  
many tropical countries, where the needs of the existing popula- 
tion were few and simple, and there was an abundance of fertile 
land open to its use, it was found impossible, after the abolition 
of slavery, to obtain an adequate supply of steady labour for the 
planting industry from local sources. The  emancipated negroes 
were able to obtain land on easy terms, and had no incentive to 
work for regular hours on the estates of the planters. The 
deficiency was remedied by promoting the immigration of a fresh 
labouring population drawn from the industrioas inhabitants of 
India and China. 

I n d i a n  I n d e n t u r e d  Emigration.--The needs of the British 
sugar-producing colonies after the abolition of slavery in 1834 
gave the first great impetus to the etnigration of coolies from 
India. Labourers were recruited under "indenture," a contract 
enforceable by penal sanctions, to serve for a term of years, 
usually five, in return for their wages and certain benefits and 
the cost of their passage. A considerable number of Indians had 
been introduced into Mauritius, and a few into British Guiana, 
by 1838 when the recruitment was stopped pending enquiry into 
abuses. I n  1842 indentured emigration to Mauritius was re- 
opened under proper safeguards; in 1844 it  was allowed to 
Jamaica, Trinidad and British Guiana, in 1860 to Natal and in 
1885 to Fiji. Emigration to certain French colonies was regular- 
ized by a convention of 1861, but was suspended about 1890, 
and not subsequently renewed. After 18 j z  emigration was allowed 
to Surinam under a convention with the Netherlands Govern- 
ment. The system of indentured emigration to distant colonies 
was strictly regulated by Indian legislation, which was progres- 
sively amended t o  remedy such abuses as came to light from time 
t o  time. The object was three-fold: first, to  prevent kidnapping 
or any kind of coercion or fraud, and to ensure that the recruited 
labourers properly understood the terms of their contracts before 
they left India; secondly, to secure their well-being prior to em- 
barkation and during the voyage; thirdly, to insist, as a condition 
of permitting emigration, on adequdte provision being made in 
the colonies for the equitable treatment of the immigrants. 

Colonial Governments made themselves responsible for recruit- 
ment through their agents in India; these agents employed 
recruiters approved by the Indian Government's protector of 
emigrants; persons recruited were taken before the magistrates, 
who registered their engagements, and were then conveyed to 
Calcutta, Madras or Bombay and housed in depots, licensed by 
the protector, pending embarkation on vessels which were also 
licensed and required to be equipped in every respect with what 
was needed to ensure the safety and welfare of the passengers on 
their long voyage. On arrival in the colony the labourers were 
distributed among the estates on which they were to work. The 
employer was responsible for the welfare of his indentured labour 
force. Under the colonial laws he was bound to provide regular 
but not excessive work, a t  fair wages, and to house his labourers 
and their families. Rations a t  less than cost price were some- 
times supplied. Medical care and inspection were provided by 
the employers and the Government. Special officials were ap- 
pointed for the protection of immigrants. The labourer on his 
side was bound to give regular work, and penalties, of fine or 
imprisonment, were provided by law for offences such as refusal 
to work or desertion 

At the expiry of hls contract the labourer was free either to 
re-indenture for a further period or to seek other employment 
or occupation; he frequently became a peasant proprietor; after 
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a minimum period of residence in the colony he had the option 
of a free or assisted return passage to India, but many ex-in- 
dentured coolies settled permanently in the colonies, where their 
descendants form a large and, for the most part, flourishing 
population. I n  1926 the approximate Indian population, mostly 
of this origin, was 2 j7,ooo in Mauritius, 125.000 in British Guiana, 
126,000 in Trinidad, 17,000 in Jamaica, 130,000 in Natal and 
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68,060 in Fiji. I n  British East Africa Indian labourers were sup- 
plied under Government auspices for the construction of the 
Uganda railway, which commenced in 189;; they were engaged 
on three-year contracts with the right of a return passage to 
India. At one time there were as many as 18,000 Indians thus 
employed; but only a few of them remained permanently in the 
country, and the bulk of the present Indian population in Kenya 
has a different migin. 

Cessation of I n d e n t u r e  System.-The Indian Government 
neither encouraged nor discouraged indentured emigration but 
confined itself to the neutral r61e of an honest broker between 
two parties to a con~n~ercial transaction, the colonial Government 
and planters on the one side and the Indian labourer on the 
other; the elaborate regulation of the system was no more than 
was necessary to avoid risk of the ignorance and weakness of the 
coolie class being imposed upon or exploited. I n  187 j the late 
Lord Salisbury, as secretary of State for India, suggested that 
coolie emigration should be actively encouraged with a view to 
relieving congestion in India and promoting prosperous Indian 
settlements in the under-populated colonies. The Government 
of India, however, declined to change their policy, considering 
that any probable flow of emigration would be negligible in pro- 
portion to the vast population of India, and that its promotion 
would cause misunderstanding and suspicion and would lay on 
themselves an embarrassing degree of responsibility for the 
prosperity of the emigrants and the quality of the labour supplied 
to the colonies. As time went on, the Government of India's atti- 
tude was affected by two further considerations; firstly, it was 
felt in India that her labour supply was not in excess of her 
growing industrial requirements; secondly, the treatment of ex- 
indentured Indians in Natal ied to acute political difficulty after 
the colony obtained self-government, and encouragement of In- 
dian settlement in other colonies might sow the seeds of similar 
trouble. Recruitment for Mauritius ceased in 1911 because the 
large Indian population rendered further immigration unnecessary. 
Meanwhile the grievances in Xatal were one of several factors 
which were making the whole system unpopular in India; others 
were the penal clauses of the colonial labour laws in general, 
and evils resulting from the small number of women who emi- 
grated; but above all i t  was felt that indenture attached a stigma 
of inferiority to the Indian race, and that the diffusion of coolies 
spread abroad a false estimation of India's cultural development 
by giving the impression thdt she was merely a reservoir of 
unskiiled labour; the term "coolie," for example, had come to be 

mistakenly used in the West Indies as synonymous with "Indian," 
and in South Africa with "Hindu." In  1910, Gokhale, in the 
Indian legislative council proposed that further indentured emi- 
gration to Natal should be forbidden, and this was done in the 
following year; in 1912 he urged that all recruitment under inden- 
ture should be abolished. During the war the system was sus- 
pended and the Government of India proposed its final aboli- 
tion; the British Government agreed, and the decision not to  
revive it was announced in 1917. The conventions with the 
Netherlands and France were formally terminated in 1919 and 
1921. In  the colonies outstanding indentures have come to an 
end either through cancellation, as in Fiji and British Guiana 
(1920) and Mauritius (1923), or through time expiry, save in 
a few cases of labourers who have entered into successive re-in- 
dentures. 

Modern Regulations.-After the abolition of indentured 
recruitment the way was open for the consideration of other 
methods of attracting labour to the colonies with a view to 
eventual settlement of the labourers as colonists. Memories of 
the indentured system, however, made unpopular any scheme 
based solely on the labour requirements of distant countries. 
The Government of India's policy in regard to  all forms of labour 
emigration has been embodied in the Indian Emigration act, 1922. 
No restrictions are placed on unassisted emigration, but the act 
applies to persons who receive financial assistance to Ieave India 
for the purpose of working for hire or engaging in agriculture; 
the assisted emigration of skilled workers may be permitted 
under adequate safeguards, but that of unskilled workers, includ- 
ing agriculturists, is prohibited except to  such countries and on 
such conditions as may be specified by the Government of India 
with the concurrence of the Indian legislature; any scheme of 
assisted emigration would be examined by these authorities in 
respect of the conditions of work and wages offered, medical and 
educational facilities, the cost of living, the terms of repatriation 
and the provisions of the labour laws in the country of emigra- 
tion, as well as the political status of Indian immigrants and their 
opportunities for economic and social advancement. The act 
provides minutely for the protection of assisted emigrants against 
abuses in recruitment and hardships in transit, and for securing 
that a due proportion of women accompany their male relatives. 
Under the act emigration to nlauritius was again permitted for 
one year in 1923, but was then discontinued as enquiry showed 
that the Indian population in the colony had reached saturation 
point. An attractive scheme for the settlement of a small num- 
ber of families as colonists in British Guiana was approved in 
1926 but lapsed owing to the difficulty of financing it. 

I n d i a n  Non-contract  L a b o u r  in Ceylon a n d  Malaya.- 
There is a large movement of Indian labour from the Madras 
Presidency to Ceylon and hfalaya, especially for work on the 
tea and rubber estates. The estimated Indian estate population 
in Ceylon was over 700,ooo in 1926. The total Indian population 
of Malaya was about 470,000 in 1921, of which more than half 
was on the estates, and is rapidly increasing, the estimate for 
1926 being 660,000. I n  Malaya prior to 1910 there was a certain 
number of indentured immigrants; otherwise emigration to these 
neighbouring countries, which has taken place from an early date, 
has been a natural and largely a spontaneous process. Recruit- 
ment is effected through kangalzies (labour headmen), originally 
the senior members of emigrant families, who return home and 
persuade other re!atives and friends to join them, financing the 
transaction with funds supplied by their employers. Recruitment 
for Ceylon was supervised by a labour commission set up by the 
planters in 1904; that for Malaya is financed by an Indian immi- 
gration fund established in 1907, which is officially managed and 
is maintained by a levy on employers. But this emigration was 
not regulated by the Indian Government till 1922; absence of 
long-term contracts, ease of communication with India and the 
patriarchal organization of the labour force made the system 
immune from the abuses to which emigration under indenture was ' liable, though it had defects of its own in Ceylon, such as the 
initial indebtedrless of the coolie to his kangani, from which the 
former might never escape, and the consequent power possessed 
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by the latter, in times of labour shortage, to barter the transfer 
of his gang from one estate to  another in consideration of 
receiving advances which he pocketed himself. 

This assisted emigration became subject to regulation by the 
act of 1922. I t  was temporarily allowed to continue, and in I923 
was definitely legalized under certain rules and conditions; the 
Governments of Ceylon and Malaya each appoint an emigration 
commissioner in India who is responsible for the organization of 
recruitment; the kafzganies are licensed by the colonial authori- 
ties; each recruit must be examined by his village headman, in 
the presence of the kangani, to ascertain that he understands 
the conditions attaching to his emigration and that his family 
agrees to his departure; engagements are limited to one month's 
duration; the Government of India has its agents in Ceylon and 
Malaya to assist and advise Indian residents; free repatriation is 
granted within one year of an immigrant's arrival when consid- 
ered desirable by the agent; in the case of Ceylon it is provided 
that no payment made by a kaltgani to enable a coolie to liquidate 
his debts in India before emigrating shall be recoverable. Besides 
agreeing to these conditions the colonial Governments abolished 
penalties for labour offences and made a number of ainendments 
in their labour laws affecting Indians; a minimum age has been 
prescribed for the employment of children on estates, and 
machinery has been set up for fixing standard wages sufficient to  
maintain a labourer and his family comfortably, and provide a 
margin for savings for sickness and old age. Emigrants to Ma- 
laya are accompanied on the voyage (of five t o  ten days' dura- 
tion) by travelling inspectors appointed by the colonial authorities. 

Assam.-In the Assam tea gardens there is a large immigrant 
population drawn from other parts of India to make up the 
deficiency of the local labour supply; in the year ending June, 
1927, the number of new immigrants was over 45,000; recruit- 
ment under careful official safeguards is carried on by sardars 
(labour headmen) who have themselves worked in the gardens; 
previously the labourers often entered into contracts which could 
be enforced by penal sanctions under the Assam Labour and 
Emigration act, or the Indian Workmen's Breach of Contract act; 
but more recently the penal provisions of the former act have 
been withdrawn, and the latter was repealed in 192 j. 

Chinese I n d e n t u r e d  Emigration.- Indentured emigration 
from China commenced about 1845. I t  was nominally prohibited 
before 1859, but owing to the weakness and corruption of the 
Chinese officials the prohibition n7as not effective; a t  the same 
time the refusal of legal recognition made it impossible to regu- 
late recruitment and it  was accompanied by all kinds of abuses. 
European firms en~ploying Chinese recruiters were engaged in the 
trafic. Many coolies were actually kidnapped or decoyed; the 
ships were badly equipped and overcrowded, and many died on 
the voyage. Their principal destinations were Cuba and Peru; 
on arrival the contracts, which ran for seven or eight years, were 
sold by auction, and the coolies frequently found themselves in 
a position virtually little better than slavery, owing to the ab- 
sence or non-enforcement of laws for their protection. So far 
as British ships were concerned, the traffic was checked by the 
Chinese Passengers act, 18 j  j ;  under this the certificate of an 
emigration officer was required for all vessels clearing from Hong- 
kong, or British vessels clearing from Chinese ports, which carried 
more than zo passengers on a voyage of more than seven days, 
and the certificate was to be withheld unless the coolies un- 
derstood the terms of their contracts, and the vessel satisfied 
minimum requirements as to space and provisions. 

In  18j9 the British Government obtained the co-operation of 
the Chinese authorities a t  Canton in establishing a legal and 
regulated system of emigration to the British West Indies on 
five-year contracts; the system was applied also to emigration 
to the territories of other powers. I n  the following year the 
Imperial Chinese Government by the Anglo-Chinese convention 
of 1860 formally sanctioned contract emigration to British ter- 
ritory under regulation. Similar conventions were concluded by 
other powers. Henceforward it became possible to control re- 
cruitment. The system adopted in 1859 continued in force till 
1866, when British, French and Chinese representatives signed a 

convention which provided for the grant of a free return passage 
to the coolies at  the expiry of their five-year contracts. This con- 
vention was not ratified by Great Britain and France, but the 
Chinese Government refused to continue countenancing emigra- 
tion on other terms; the trade at  Chinese ports was thus diverted 
to the Portuguese settlement of Macao, where its abuses had 
largely continued unchecked. 

In  Hongkong the law was strengthened in 1868, 1870 and 
1873.~ and contract emigration to places outside the British 
emplre was prohibited. In  1874 Macao was closed to the traffic, 
and, after an enquiry into the treatment of the coolies in  Cuba, 
the Chinese Government was more than ever averse to allowing 
it  through the treaty ports. Throughout this period the Chinese 
emigrants to the British West Indies went chiefly to  British 
Guiana; about 14,000 landed there between 1853 and 1879, and 
a few more in the course of the next generation, but the majority 
subsequently re-emigrated, and the Chinese population in 1921 
was only about 2,000. Indentured emigration to British territory 
was legalized afresh by the Anglo-Chinese convention of 1904 
in order to  enable Chinese to emigrate under three-year con- 
tracts for unskilled work in the Transvaal gold mines (see 
TRANSVAAL). More recently Chinese contract labourers were 
introduced by the Germans into Western Samoa. In 1920 the 
New Zealand Government adopted similar arrangements for the 
territory, but in 1923 they abolished the indenture system and 
replaced i t  by one of free labour. 

Chinese in Malaya.--From early 'times there has been a 
large spontaneous immigration of Chinese into Malaya. I n  the 
19th century it  was supplemented by assisted immigration or- 
ganized on a "credit-ticket" system; passages were paid by Chi- 
nese agents who recouped themselves from the immigrants or 
their prospective employers. From 1877 onwards this system 
was brought under strict regulation by the British Government 
with a view to preventing abuse and ensuring that immigration 
was voluntary; a protector of Chinese was appointed and regis- 
tration of contracts was compulsory. In  1914 (1916 in the state 
of Kelantan) the system was abolished and immigrants could 
no longer be compelled to  enter into any particular employment 
as security for repayment of passage money or any advance. 
The labour codes make special provision for the protection of 
Chinese. The law provides for the proper equipment of coolie 
ships and the comfortable accommodation of their passengers. 
Vessels carrying more than 2 0  immigrants must have a qualified 
medical practitioner on board. Specially appointed protectors 
examine the coolies on arrival, particularly in regard to the 
existence of any engagements to undertake labour or repay debts; 
their financial liability is limited to sums fixed by the protectors; 
immigrants under 16, or over 45, years of age, or physically 
unfit, and any who have been induced to travel by fraud or mis- 
representation may be repatriated a1 the expense of their cred- 
itors; any indebted immigrant who has obtained assistance by 
promising to enter into a labour contract may also be repatriated 
at  his creditor's expense, or released from his obligation, a t  the 
discretion of the protector. Penalties for labour offences have 
been abolished, and, apart from the special protection of Chi- 
nese, the laws in their general application provide amply for the 

I well-being of labourers and their dependants on the estates, for 
housing, water supply, sanitation, medical treatment, hospital 
accommodation, maternity benefits, nurseries for infants and 
education of children. The popularity of work in Malaya is 
shown by the increase in the Chinese population of the Straits 
Settlements and Federated Malay States from 583,000 in 1901 
to 993,000 in 1921. The total Chinese population in the whole 
of Malaya was about 1,174.000 in 1921, of whom 257,000 were 
born in the country; it  includes many independent agricultur- 
ists, merchants and mine-owners, as well as labourers in the tin 
mines and on the estates. 

B I B L I O ~ R A P H Y . - R ~ ~ O ~ ~  of the Committee on Emigration from India 
t o  the Crown Colonies and Protectorates (Cd. 5192, 1910) ; C. Clem- 
enti, Tke Chinese i n  British Gztiaiza (1915) ; P .  C. Campbell, Chinese 
Coolie Emigration to Countries within the British Empire (1923) ; 
"Emigrant," '<Indian Emigration," India o f  to-day, vol. v. (1024). 

(J, C. W.) 



COOLING EFFECT--COON-CAN 
COOLING EFFECT, the drop in temperature of a system 

whose internal potential energy is increased without heat being 
absorbed from outside is the Joule-Thomson cooling effect. (See 
ENERGY: C O ? G S C I . V ~ ~ ~ O ~ Z  of Energy; and THER\IODYKAMICS.) 

COOLING SYSTEMS. I n  certain industrial processes cool- 
ing has to be effected to render the working of an engine or 
machine practicable. All the internal-combustion engines generate 
such heat in the cylinder that unless cooled the lubricating oil 
would burn up, pistons and other parts would seize, and unequal 
expansions would create difficulties. Air cooling by means of fins, 
though adopted in motor-cycles and some aero-engines, has as 
yet been adopted by only a few motor-cars. 

In the water cooling, the most suitable system, a jacket is cast 
 round the cylinders, or made separately from thin sheet in aero- 
cngines. Two systems, the thermo-syphon and the pump are in 
use for passing the water through a radiator, which exposes it  to 
large cooling surfaces, past which air is drawn by a fan. In the 
thermo-syphon method, the hot water from the jacket rises to the 
top of the radiator and, becoming cooled, sinks to  the bottom and 
flows again to the jacket as illustrated in fig. I.  Refinements which 
assist in maintaining the required temperature in spite of weather 
and running conditions are the radiator shutter, adjusted over part 
of the radiator and the thermostat, which automatically operates 
the shutter. I n  large gas and Diesel engines the piston cannot suffi- 
ciently be cooled by the transmission of heat into the cyIinder 
walls, consequently a hollow water-cooled piston is used. Either 
pump or thermo-syphon flow is employed for these engines. 
Among other machinery that requires cooling are the cylinders for 
compressing air or ammonia, and parts of furnaces, such as 
tuyeres and hearth-jackets, which would otherwise rapidly burn 
away. Shaft and other bearings may have a much increased flow 
of oil, beyond that actually necessary for lubrication, if the speed 
is high or the shafts are big, or they may have water-cooling pas- 
sages in the bearings. When a cooler deals with the oil in its 
course of circulation it  may be of air-cooled pattern for aero- 
engines, or water-cooled in other instances. The condenser is a 
specimen of cooling apparatus for steam, gas, ammonia, or carbon 
dioxide, and there are also the cold air and brine circulating sys- 
tems around cold stores. Water has to be cooled in large volumes 
in several classes of plant, including condensing equigments and 
large internal-combustion engines. There are three methods em- 
ploying, severally, a large reservoir, into which the water goes and 

RADIATOR 

- 
F I G .  1.- THERMO-SYPHON COOLING SYSTEM U S E D  I N  MODERN MOTOR 
CAR 
Cool water, after being heated by contact with cylinders, rises and passes 
through the radiator to be cooled again, before circulating once more through 
the jacket 

cools by the surface area, a smaller pond with spraying devices, 
and a cooling tower filled with a framing of laths, up which air 
flows by natural or forced draught and meets the water falling in a 
finely divided state as shown in fig. z .  The spray pond has the 
water sprayed through a series of nozzles out over the water. the 
cooling effect being due to the water going up in the air in a finely 
atomized state. 

Several schemes for cooling are to be found in electrical ap- 
psratus to check injurious rises in temperature. I n  motors, gen- 
rrators, transformers, etc., care is taken to provide paths for free 

circulation of either air or oil as near as possible to the points 
where the heat is generated. Small transformers depend on natural 
air circulation, while others are mounted in tanks filled with in- 
sulating oil and are self cooling by means of tubes or radiators. 
Forced cooling is essential for large transformers, with air sup- 
plied by a fan, or water passed through piping in the oil, or the oil 
itself being cooled. Small and medium sizes of motors and gener- 

HOT WATER INLET 

OWER FILLED WlTH 
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F I G .  2.- WATER C O O L I N G  TOWER W l T H  N A T U R A L  DRAUGHT,  T H E  SYSTEM 
U S E D  WHERE LARGE V O L U M E S  O F  WATER MUST B E  COOLED 
The cooling tower is fitted with a framing of laths, up which air flows by 
natural or forced drabght, and meets water falling in a spray 

ators are cooled by a fan. For large units a closed system of cool- 
ing is preferable, as it  avoids the dust present in supplies of air 
drawn from outside. 

Heat generated in metal-working processes, such as turning, 
drilling. milling and grinding, must be dealt with by copious flood- 
ing with oil, water or compound, otherwise the tools would not 
endure and the work would be roughened and warped. 

COOLUS, ROMAPN, known as RENE WEIL (1868- ), 
French dramatist, born at  Rennes on May 2 5 ,  1868. His first 
popular success seems to have been Les Amants de Sazy ( I ~ o I ) ,  
a daring play full of biting irony, which has not yet lost its appeal 
Among the plays which definitely made Coolus' reputation are 
Antoinette Sabrier (1903), L'Enfant Che'rie (1906), Coeur & 
Coez~r (1go7), and Une Femme passe (1910). Since the World 
War he has tended to abandon serious comedy in favour of vaude- 
ville: L'Autruche (1923) and i l i k  un Dimanclze (1924). The dis- 
tinguishing features of Coolus' more important works are an ex- 
tremely lucid analysis of human character under the stress of 
passion, and an endeavour to  show that in questions of love we 
ought to judge with an indulgence founded on understanding and 
sympathy, and in that spirit of broad humanity which alone can 
avert tragedy in individual lives. L'Enfant Che'rie and Coezrr & 
Coeur are particularly characteristic in  this respect. Coolus has 
sometimes been accused of an immoral tendency, but he has al- 
ways claimed that, on the contrary. he defends the rights of con- 
science against the blind cruelty of convention. Since the death of 
Robert de Flers, Coolus has been president of the Society of 
Dramatic Authors and Composers. H e  was also one of the found- 
ers of the C T.I. (Confederation of Intellectual Workers). 

COOMA: see ALPS, AUSTRALIAN. 
COON-CAN is an adaptation of the old Spanish game of 

Conquian-derived from the Spanish word ConquiCn, "with 
whom." The game was taken over by the Spaniards to Mexico, 
where it  is played at  the present time under the slightly altered 
name of "Conquain." 

There is no record as to  when, or by whom, Coon-Can was in- 
troduced into England. I t  was first heard of a t  the Bath club in 
Dover street in the early years of the twentieth century. The 
Bath club has been the nursery of various new card games I t  
was played for a time at  the Portland club for high points, but 
the committee stepped in and decided that it was a gambling game 
and opposed to the rules of the club, and it  was promptly for- 
bidden I t  was also played at  the Travellers' club in Paris for a 
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short time, but it  soon died a natural death there. I t  has no real 
pretensions to rank as a scientific card game, but it  makes a n  
excellent family game, easy to  learn, and requiring no great card 
skill. 

The game can be played by any number of players up to seven, 
but five is the best number. Two full packs of fifty-two cards 
are used, with the addition of two jokers. If proper joker cards 
are not available, i t  is usual to  consider the twos of spades as 
jokers. A joker may be made to assume the place of any card 
which the holder of i t  chooses. 

The dealer deals ten cards, one a t  a time, to  each player. H e  
then places the remaining cards, in a pack, face downwards in 
the middle of the table, turning up  the top card and placing it  
by the side of the pack. 

The object of the game is to  dispose of all the cards in one's 
hand by forming combinations of three or more of a kind, such 
as three knaves, or four eights, or into sequences of three or 
more cards of the same suit, such as seven, eight, nine of hearts, 
or king, queen, knave, ten of spades, and placing them, face 
upwards, on the table. This is called "showing down." For the 
purpose of forming sequences an ace can be reckoned as the 
highest or lowest card, e.g., ace, two, three or ace, king, queen, 
but the cards must be of tlie same suit, it must be a "straight 
flush" in poker parlance. 

When the deal is completed, and the top card exposed, the 
player on the dealer's left must take into his hand either the 
exposed card, or the top unexposed card from the pack. If the 
exposed card is likely to  be of use to  him in forming any of the 
above mentioned combinations he will naturally take it. If it  is 
of no use to him he leaves it  on the table and takes the top card 
from the pack. H e  must take one or the other. After taking in 
a card, he may a t  once, if he wishes, show down on the table 
in front of him any combination, or combinations, such as have 
been described, that is, any sequence of three or more cards of 
the same suit, or three of a kind. Lastly, he must discard a card 
from his hand, placing it, face upwards, on the top of the exposed 
card, or, if he has taken the exposed card, in place of it. His 
proceedings must be in the specified order. He must first take in  
a card, then show down anything that he may wish to, and last of 
all, discard a card from his hand. After he has made his discard he 
can do nothing further until his turn comes round again. Each 
player, in turn, proceeds as described, first taking in either the 
exposed card or the top card from the pack, then showing down 
if he can do so, and if he wishes to, and lastly discarding a card, 
which must always cover up the last card exposed. 

I n  addition to  this, any player, in his proper turn, may add to 
a sequence already shown down by himself or anybody else, any 
card, or cards, which will continue the sequence at  either end, or 
he may add to three or more of a kind any cards of the same 
kind which he may happen to hold. If a sequence is shown down 
with a joker a t  either end of it, any player, in his proper turn, 
may move the joker to  the other end of the sequence, if so doing 
will enable him to add any cards to it, but when once a joker has 
been so moved, its position becomes fixed, it  cannot be moved 
back again. 

The game continues round and round in regular rotation, until 
one player is able to  show down all his cards. The game is then 
over. The player who has got rid of all his cards wins from each 
of the others the value of the cards which they still hold in 
their hands, i.e. which have not been shown down. 

A joker counts I j points, an ace counts 11 points, each court 
card counts 10 points, other cards count their face value. There 
is only one winner in each game. Losers do not pay the balance 
of points to  one another. 

There are many variations of the game, principally turning on 
the question of "ratting." "Ratting" is when a player sho~,: 
down some of his cards, possibly only three of them, with a viem 
to decrease his liability, before he is prepared to show down hi: 
whole hand. One variation is to  allow no ratting at  all. Another 
variation is that no one is allowed to show down less than six 
cards. Another variation, and probably a better one is that a 
player may rat a t  any time, but if he fails to win the game he 

must add 30 points to  his losing score. When one player has 
ratted, anyone else may show down without penalty. This is 
the game as played in England. I t  was very popular for a time, 
and it  is still played in some parts of the country. 

See W. Dalton, Coon-Can (1913). 

COOPER, ALEXANDER (d. 1660), English miniature 
painter. His works are of great rarity, and the chief are a series 
representing the king and queen of Bohemia and their children, 
some very remarkable portraits belonging to the queen of Holland, 
and others in the possession of the king of Sweden and in various 
Swedish galleries. H e  came to Sweden in 1646, and the Swedish 
documents declare that he was a Jew, and that his full name was 
Abraham Alexander Cooper. H e  had previously been residing in 
Holland, but on reaching Sweden entered the service of Queen 
Christina, and continued to be her miniature painter until 1654, 
when she resigned the Crown. Two years later Cooper was in 
Denmark, carrying out some commissions for Christian IV., but 
in 1657 was back again in Stockholm, where he died in the early 
part of 1660. The date of his birth is not known, but he is be- 
lieved to have been born in London. H e  was the brother of 
Samuel Cooper (q.v.) . 

For full information regarding his career, and for various documents 
bearing his signature, see The History o f  Portrait Miniatures, by  
G. C. Williamson, ch. vi. 78, and the Nineteenth Century, Oct. 1905. 

(G. C. W.) 
COOPER, SIR ASTLEY PASTON ( I  768-1841), English 

surgeon, was born at  Brooke, Norfolk, on Aug. 23, 1768, the son 
of a clergyman. H e  studied under Henry Cline, surgeon a t  St. 
Thomas's Hospital, London, and attended the lectures of John 
Hunter. H e  was connected with St. Thomas's as demonstrator 
in anatomy (1789-91), joint lecturer with Cline on anatomy and 
surgery (1791-I~OO), and then went to Guy's as surgeon. I n  1813 
he became professor of comparative anatomy to the Royal 
College of Surgeons, of which body he was president in 1827 and 
1836. H e  was vice-president of the Royal Society in  1830, and 
received a baronetcy in 1820. H e  died in London on Feb. 12, 
1841. 

Sir Astley Cooper was a great surgeon and his operation (1817) 
of tying the abdominal aorta for aneurism is historic; the 
achievement can only be appreciated when it  is borne in mind 
that the operation was accomplished before the days of anti- 
septic surgery. I n  the first volume of the Transactioits of the 
Chirurgical Society, of which he was one of the founders, he 
published (1805) a n  account of an attempt to  tie the carotid 
artery. Of his numerous works the most important is The  Anat- 
omy  and Surgical Treatment of Hernia. 

See Life of Sir Astley Cooper, b y  his son, B. B. Cooper (1843). 
COOPER, CHARLES HENRY (1808-1 866), English 

antiquary, was born at  Great Marlow, on March 20 1808, and 
died a t  Cambridge on March 21 1866. H e  was borough coroner 
and then town clerk of Cambridge. His earliest production, A 
New Guide to  the Univer~ i t y  and Town of Cambridge, was pub- 
lished anonymously in 1831. The  Annals of Cambridge (1842- 
53) contained a chronological history of the university and town 
from the earliest period to 18j3. His most important work, the 
Athenae Cantabrigienses (18 58, 1861), a companion work t o  the 
famous Afhenae Oxonieizses of Anthony & Wood, contains bio- 
graphical memoirs of alumni of the university from 1500 to 1609. 
H e  left an immense collection of ms. materials for a biographical 
history of Great Britain and Ireland. 

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE ( I  789-1 8 j I ) ,  American 
author, was born a t  Burlington, N.J., Sept. IS, 1789. I n  the next 
year, the family moved to the lake region of central New York 
He entered Yale college in the class of 1806; a silhouette taken 
of him in his undergraduate days shows a profile chiefly marked 
by determination. A boy of 14, he was old enough to display that 
pugnacity which was later to be one of his chief characteristics; 
he showed insubordination, and the faculty expelled him, unaware 
of the fact that he was to  be the most important man of letters 
ever connected with Yale. He went before the mast on a merchant 
vessel, and saw Europe for the first time. On Jan. I ,  1808, he 
became a midshipman in the U.S. navy. He resigned in 1817, was 
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happily married and retired to  the beautiful family estate at 
Cooperstown, where he died Sept. 14. 1851. 

In  1826 he took his family to Europe and lived abroad seven 
years. From 1833 until his death he lived in Cooperstown. The 
later years were clouded by continual quarrels with the news- 
papers, and by the suits for libel that he brought against them 
The echoes of this fight were heard across the ocean, and the 
London journals joined with those of New York in brutal attacks 
upon Cooper the controversialist. They never succeeded in fright- 
ening or quieting him, but they took up his time-the time that 
he might have more profitably employed in writing novels. 

Cooper's ideals in literature were not shaken, and his letter to 
the editor of a new magazine in 1841 is characteristic. The editor 
had written in boastful terms about the size of the periodical, 
and the large sums that would be paid to distinguished contrib- 
utors. "I never asked or took a dollar in my life, for any per- 
sonal service, except as an officer in the navy, and for full-grown 
books. . . . D o  you think size as important in a journal as 
ciuality? We have so much mediocrity in this country that, ex- 
cuse me for saying it, I think distinction might better now be 
sought in excellence.'' 

Cooper was prolific. He wrote more than 30 novels, many books 
of travel and several tons of polemics. The wonder is that he sur- 
vived such n mass of production. H e  came to the gates of im- 
mortality with a vast amount of excess baggage. We himself. 
however, is on the right side of the gates, although only a small 
portion of his works followed him. 

His happiest years were from 1821 to 1831. H e  was inter- 
nationally famous and the clear sky of domestic happiness and 
literary fame had not been stained by clouds of hostility. H e  
was welcomed everywhere in Europe as a distinguished man of 
letters; he revisited as a luxurious traveller the scenes he had first 
witnessed as a common seaman. During this decade, moreover, 
he composed masterpieces with fluent ease. Very few authors can 
show in so short a period so splendid an output. I n  1821 appeared 
The Spy. in 1823 The Pioneers and The Pilot (both germinal 
works), in 182 j Lionel Lincoln, in 1826 The Last of the Molzicans, 
in 1827 Tlic Prairie and in 1828 TIze Red Rover. 

Cooper never refused a challenge; and it is possible that if he 
had not been challenged, he would have remained in obscurity. 
H e  had reached the age of 30 without any apparent desire to 
write, when after reading aloud to his wife a novel of English 
society. he said, "I believe I could write a better story myself." 
Mrs. Cooper dared him to try. The result was Precaution, one of 
the worst novels in history, hopelessly bad in style, structure and 
characters. and disfigured by typographical errors. 

If this book had been a success, it is possible that he might 
never have written another. His temperament was encouraged 
by success, but inspired by failure. In  Browning's phrase, he 
made the stumbling-block a stepping-stone. The dates are sig- 
nificant: Precazrtiolz, 1820; The Spy, 1821. John Jay had told 
Cooper the story of a spy. and Cooper turned it  into one of the 
most successful novels in literature, Never was a work written 
with such contemptuous carelessness. The publisher became 
alarmed at  the increasing size of the manuscript as it  reached him 
in instalments, and expressed his misgivings. Cooper immediately 
wrote the last chapter, told the publisher to have it set up. 
printed and the pages numbered, so that he might know the ex- 
treme limit of the book. Then Cooper filled the intervening space. 
The novel scored a prodigious success and deserved it. 

From 1821 to the present moment Cooper has been a "house- 
hold word." Russian and Polish children are as familiar with the 
Leather-stocking Tales as are the boys and girls of America 
Morse, the inventor of the electric telegraph, wrote (1833) : "I 
have visited, in Europe, many countries, and what I have asserted 
of the fame of Mr. Cooper I assert from personal knowledge. 
In  every city of Europe that I visited, the works of Cooper were 
conspicuously placed in the windows of every bookshop. They 
are putlished as soon as he produces them in 34 different places in 
Europe. They have been seen by American travellers in the 
languages of Turkey and Persia, in Constantinople, in Egypt, at 
Jerusalem, at  Ispahan." 

1 Probably no writer ever showed greater inequalities in his work 
than Cooper. When he attempted "society" novels, he felI be- 
neath criticism; on the high seas or in the forest primeval, he is 
impressive. He could not make ladies and gentlemen seem real; 
but his men of the wood and of the wave are gloriously alive. His 
failure was not due to unfamiliarity with the material; he was a 
gentleman by birth and breeding, and knew the manners of 
aristocratic society. Why, then, could he not make them seem 
real? Perhaps because in that field he had no sympathetic imag- 
ination. In  the forest and on the ocean he lived with his char- 
acters; they were more real to  him than his neighbours; but 
apparently he could not visualize the children of fashion. 

One reason for Cooper's enormous popularity in foreign coun- 
tries is that his tales lend themselves easily to translation. I t  is 
not the style but the narrative that gives them distinction. Not 
only do Cooper's novels lose nothing in translation, they positively 
gain. Every time they were translated they were improved. 
French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Polish, Turkish and 
Japanese children hold in their little hands a better book than 
the original. 

American literature began like a child learning to talk, imitating 
its British parents. Cooper suffers from the same drawback in 
his novels of social life. But in his masterpieces he was, of all 
early American writers, the most truly and consistently American. 
We can see this more clearly than it  was perceived by his con- 
temporaries. H e  created an American literature out of American 
materials. I t  had in its robust tones no echoes of Europe. H e  was 
less influenced by foreign authors and foreign topics than any 
other American writer of his time. H e  was a path-maker. 

Apart from the excellence of his best works, he deserves credit 
as the founder of two great schools of fiction. H e  was apparently 
the only man in America who thought a sea story could be made 
interesting. While he was engaged in the composition of The 
Pilot, he talked it over with many men and women, and received 
not one favourable opinion. I n  a preface to the later edition. 
dated Aug. 10, 1849, Cooper gave an account of the inception of 
this work and the constantly discouraging comments he had from 
all sides. "Not a single individual among all those who discussed 
the merits of the project, within the range of the author's knowl- 
edge, either spoke or looked encouragingly. I t  is probable that 
all these persons anticipated a signal failure." The book appeared 
in 1823. I ts  success was immediate. I t  founded a new school in 
fiction, which has flourished and will flourish indefinitely. One 
of Cooper's friends declared that the sea could not be made 
"interesting," but Cooper's followers, Marryat, Melville, Clark 
Russell, Stevenson and Conrad have had no difficulties in engaging 
the attention of readers. Seventeen years after The Pilot appeared 
Richard Henry Dana's Two Years Before the Mast,  which re- 
sembled Cooper's work in its accidental entrance into immortality. 

Cooper was, is, and will be best known for the Leather-stocking 
Tales. They have often been called a drama in five acts. There 
is an orderly development in the character of the hero; the inci- 
dents have a regular and disciplined march; hence it is surprising 
that no two of the novels appeared in their logical order. Deer- 
slayer, which comes first, was written last; Mohica?zs, the second, 
was written after Piolzeers, the fourth; Pathfinder, the third, was 
written fourth; Pioneers was written first, and the series concluded 
with Prairie, which was written third. 'They were published in this 
order: Pioneers, 1823 ; M o h i c a ? ~ ~ ,  1826; Prairie, 1827 ; Pathfi?zder, 
1840; Deerslayer, 1841. 

When Cooper wrote The Pioyzeers, he apparently had no thought 
of continuation. I t  was a chance remark by a friend on an ex- 
cursion to Lake George, that emboldened him to make the risky 
experiment of reviving the hero. The Last of the A~oJticans justi- 
fied the adventure. Then he produced The Prairie, and left his 
scout dead and buried. But the popularity of Hawkeye called 
for a resurrection; and after 13 years he brought him back in 
Patlzfinder, and then crowned the series by the most difficult feat 
of all-he wrote Deerslayer and gave the immortal scout not 
only a new lease of life, but the freshness and glory of early 
youth. 

Cooper's powers developed with his hero. Natty Bumppo, in 
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Pioneers, is an ignorant and almost peevish elderly man, who 
regrets the advance of civilization. The ideal side is missing. But 
Wawkeye is alert, adroit, strong, resourceful, rejoicing in the 
plenitude of his powers. H e  is an addition to the population of 
immortals. H e  will live with D7Artagnan and Cyrano de Bergerac. 
His is essentially a romantic character; so that attacks on his 
"naturalness" are of no moment. Cooper knew perfectly well 
what he was about. H e  said, "In a moral sense this man of the 
forest is purely a creation. A leading character in a work of 
fiction has a fair right to  the aid which can be obtained from a 
poetical view of the subject." Cooper's "noble red man" has often 
been matter for laughter, but those who know most laugh least. 
If one will read Franklin's Remarks  Conccrlting the Savages of 
N o r t h  America, he will find that the great realist drew as favour- 
able a picture of these people as the great romanticist. 

Cooper's chief faults are faults of style; his English is chron- 
ically bad. His powers of characterization did not include 
subtlety. But he is a master of action; and his books have in 
them the principle of life. Balzac said, "If Cooper had succeeded 
in the painting of character to the same extent that he did in the 
painting of the phenomena of nature, he would have uttered the 
last word of our art." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--The chief authorities for the life of Cooper are 
the biography by T. R. Lounsbury, in the "American Men of 
Letters" series, the letters in two volumes, edited by James Fenimore 
Cooper, his grandson; and Le Roman de Bas-de-Cuir, by Margaret 
Murray Gibb, published at Paris in 1927. (W. L. P.) 

COOPER, PETER (1791-1883), American manufacturer, 
inventor and philanthropist, was born in New York city on Feb. 
12, 1791. H e  received practically no schooling, but worked with 
his father at  various trades. At 17 he was apprenticed to a coach- 
builder in New York city. On coming of age he got employment 
at  Hempstead (L.I.),  making machines for shearing cloth; three 
years afterwards he set up in this business for himself. After the 
war of 1812 he turned his shop into a furniture factory; soon sold 
this and for a short time was engaged in the grocery business on 
the site of the Bible house, opposite Cooper Union; and then in- 
vested in a glue and isinglass factory. About 1828 he built the 
Canton ironworks in Baltimore, Md., the foundation of his great 
fortune. In  1830 he designed and constructed the first steam 
locomotive built in America, the "Tom Thumb," which was about 
the size of a modern hand-car. H e  built, in 1836, a rolling mill in 
New York; in 1845 he removed it  to Trenton, N.J., where iron 
structural beams were first made in 1854 and the Bessemer proc- 
ess first tried in America in 1856; and at  Philippsburg, N.J., he 
built the largest blast furnace in the country at  that time. He 
built other foundries at  Ringwood (N.J.),  and at  Durham (Pa.), 
bought iron mines in northern 
New Jersey and carried the ore 
thence by railways to his mills. 
Actively interested with Cyrus 
Field in the laying of the first 
Atlantic cable, he was president 
of the New York: Newfoundland 
and London Telegraph Com- 
pany, and his frequent cash ad- 
vances made the success of the ,, co,RTEsy ,, PATH+ E X C H A N G E ,  

company possible; he was also T H E  s c ~ ~ ~  T H U M B , , ,  F IRS T STEAM 
president of the North American LOCO MOT IVE I N  A M E R I C A .  B U I L T  B Y  
Telegraph Company, which con- PETER COOPER I N  1 8 2 9 - 3 0 .  AND 

trolled more than one-half of the :": O N  T H E  
O H I O  

telegraph lines of the United 
States. For his work in advancing the iron trade he received the 
Bessemer gold medal from the Iron and Steel Institute of Great 
Britain in 1879. He took a prominent part in educational affairs, 
and conducted the campaign of the Free School Society to its 
successful issue in 1842, when a State law was passed forbidding 
the support from public funds of any "religious sectarian doc- 
trine." H e  is probably best known, however, as the founder of 
the Cooper Union (q.v.). Though he had been a hard-money 
Democrat, he joined the Greenback Party after the Civil \iTar, 
and in 1876 was its candidate for the presidency. He died in New 
York city on April 4? 1883. He published T h e  Political and 

Fina?zcial Opinions o f  Peter Cooper, wi th  a n  Az4tobiography of 
his Early Li fe  (1877), and Ideas for a Science o f  Good Govern- 
men t ,  in Addresses, Letters and Articles 072 a S tr ic t ly  National 
Currency, Tar i f f  and Civil Service (1883). 

There is a brief biography by R. W. Raymond, Peter Cooper 
(Boston, 1900). 

COOPER, SIR RICHARD POWELL, IST BART. (1847- 
1913), English agriculturist, was born on Sept. 21, 1847. H e  
became a member of the firm of Cooper and Nephews, chemical 
manufacturers and exporters of pedigree live stock, and achieved 
a great reputation as a breeder of shorthorn cattle and Shropshire 
sheep. H e  rendered great service to the Argentine republic by 
supplying it  with British live stock. H e  died a t  Berkhampstead 
on July 30, 1913, being succeeded as second baronet by his son 
Richard (b. 1874), M.P. for Walsall from 1910 to 1922. 

COOPER, SAMUEL ( I  609-1 672), English miniature paint- 
er. This artist was undoubtedly the greatest painter of miniatures 
who ever lived. H e  is believed to have been born in London, and 
was a nephew of John Hoskins, the miniature painter, by whom he 
was educated. H e  lived in Henrietta St., Covent Garden, and 
frequented the Covent Garden coffee-house. Pepys, who makes 
many references to  him, tells us he was an excellent musician, play- 
ing well upon the lute, and also a good linguist, speaking French 
with ease. According to other contemporary writers, he was a 
short, stout man, of a ruddy countenance. H e  married one Chris- 
tiana, whose portrait is a t  Welbeck Abbey, and he had one daugh- 
ter. I n  1668 he was instructed by Pepys to paint a portrait of Mrs. 
Pepys, for which he charged £30. H e  is known to have painted 
also the portrait of John Aubrey, which was presented in 1691 
to the Ashmolean museum, as we learn from his correspond- 
ence with John Ray, the naturalist. Evelyn refers to him in 
1662, when, on the occasion of the visit that the diarist paid to 
the king, Cooper was drawing the royal face and head for the 
new coinage. 

Magnificent examples of his work are to be found at  Windsor 
Castle, Belvoir Castle, Montague House, Welbeck Abbey, Ham 
House, the Rijks Museum at Amsterdam and in the collection 
of the late Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan. His largest miniature is ir. 
the possession of the duke of Richmond and Gordon a t  Goodwood. 
A piece of the artist's handwriting is to be seen a t  the back of 
one of his miniatures in the Welbeck Abbey collection, and one 
of his drawings in black chalk is in the University gallery a t  
Oxford. His own portrait of himself is in the collection of J. Pier- 
pont Morgan. 

For a fuller account see the History of Portrait Miniatures, by G. C. 
Williamson, vol. i., p. 64. (G.  C. W.) 

COOPER or COUPER, THOMAS (c. 151 7-1 594), English 
bishop and writer, was born in Oxford, where he was educated. 
He became master of Magdalen college school, and afterwards 
practised as a physician in Oxford. In  156j appeared the first 
edition of his greatest work, Thesaurus Linguae Rontanae e t  
Britannicae, followed by three other editions. 

Queen Elizabeth was greatly pleased with the Thesaurus, 
generally known as  Cooper's Dic f ioxary;  and its author, who had 
been ordained about 1559, was made dean of Christ Church, Ox- 
ford, in 1567. Two years later he became dean of Gloucester, in 
1571 bishop of Lincoln and in I 584 bishop of Winchester. Cooper 
defended the practice and precept of the Church of England 
against the Roman Catholics on the one hand and against the 
Martin Marprelate writings and the Puritans on the other. H e  
died at  Winchester April 29 1594. 

Cooper's Admonition aqainst Martin Marprelate was reprinted in 
1 8 4 7 ,  and his Aftswer in Defence of the Truth against the Apology o f  
Private Mass in 1850. 

COOPER, THOMAS (1759-1840), American educator and 
political philosopher, was born in London, Oct. 2 2 ,  1759, and 
studied at  Oxford. Because of his active sympathy with the 
French Revolution he emigrated to the United States about 
1793 and began the practice of law. becoming president-judge of 
the 4th District of Pennsylvania in 1806-11. Li!re his friend 
Joseph Priestley, Cooper was very highly esteemed by Thomas 
Jefferson, who secured for him the appointment as first professor 
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of natural science and law in the University of Virginia, a position 
which Cooper was forced to resign under the fierce attack made 
upon him by the Virginia clergy. After filling the chair of 
chemistry in Dickinson College, Carlisle (Pa.),  and in the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania, in 1819 he went to South Carolina 
college, Columbia, where he taught chemistry and political econ- 
omy. 

I n  1820 he became acting president of that institution, and 
was president from 1821 until 1833, when he resigned his presi- 
dency and, in the following year, his professorship, owing to the 
opposition within the State to his liberal religious views. He was 
a born agitator: John Adams described him as "a learned, inge- 
nious, scientific, and talented madcap." Before his college classes, 
in public lectures, and in numerous pamphlets he constantly 
preached the doctrine of free trade and tried to show that the 
protective system was especially burdensome to the South. His 
remedy was State action. Each State, he contended, was a 
sovereign power and was in duty bound to protest against the 
tyrannical acts of the Federal Government. H e  exercised con- 
siderable influence in preparing the people of South Carolina for 
nullification and secession. The last years of his life were spent 
in preparing an edition of the Statutes a t  Large of the State. Dr. 
Cooper died in Columbia on RIay 11, 1840. As a philosopher he 
was a follower of Hartley, Erasmus Darwin, Priestley, and Brous- 
sais; he was a physiological materialist and a severe critic of 
Scottish metaphysics. 

Among his publications are Some Illformation Respecting America 
(1794) ; Political Essays (1800) ; Lectures on the Elements o f  Political 
Economy (1826) ; A Treatise on the Law of Lzbel and the Liberty of 
the Press (1830) ; and a translation of Broussais' Oiz Irritation and 
Insanity (1831), with which were printed several of his own essays. 

See I. Woodbridge Riley, American Philosophy: The  Early Schools 
(1907) ; E. F. Smith, CWemistry in America (1914) ; and "The Possible 
Origin of a Lincoln Phrase" in the Review of Reviews (Feb., 1901). 

COOPER, THOMAS (1805-1892), English Chartist and 
writer, the son of a working dyer, was born a t  Leicester on March 
20, 1805, and was apprenticed to a shoemaker. H e  had a passion 
for  knowledge; studied Greek, Latin and Hebrew in his spare time; 
and in 1827 gave up cobbling to become a schoolmaster, and, later, 
a Methodist preacher. His affairs did not prosper, and in 1840 he 
joined the staff of the Leicestershire Mercury.  Here he was con- 
verted to Chartism and became one of the most ardent sup- 
porters of Feargus O'Connor (q.v.). H e  organized the most pov- 
erty-stricken Leicester workers into an "army" devoted to Chartist 
propaganda and the study of literature, assuming himself the title 
of "the Shaksperean General." H e  edited the Midland Coz(nfics 
Illunzinator for the Chartists and took a prominent part in the 
general strike of 1842, making an organizing tour in the Potteries. 
For this he was imprisoned in Stafford gaol for two years, where he 
produced TIze Purgatory of Suicides, a political epic in ten books. 
After his release from prison he became disillusioned in Feargus 
O'Connor, and his political enthusiasm waned. After 1848 histori- 
cal and educational subjects predominated in his lectures, and 
from 1856 he lectured in defence of Christianity. H e  died at 
Lincoln on July 15, 1892. See the L i f e  of Tltomas Cooper, written 
Ity Himself  (1872). 

COOPER, THOMAS SIDNEY (1803-I~OZ), English 
painter, was born at  Canterbury on September 26, 1803. At 
the age of 20 he went to London and was admitted as a student 
of the Royal Academy. H e  then returned to Canterbury, where 
he was able to  earn a living as a drawing-master and by the sale 
of sketches and drawings. By showing his first picture at the 
Royal Academy (1833) he began an unprecedentedly prolonged 
career as an exhibitor. Cooper's name is mainly associated with 
pictures of cattle or sheep, of which he produced many hundreds. 
H e  was elected A R.A. in 1845 and R.A. in 1867. H e  presented 
to his native place, in 1882, the Sidney Cooper art gallery. He 
wrote his reminiscences, under the title of M y  Lije,  in 1890, and 
died on Feb. 7, 1902. 

COOPERAGE. The trade of making casks of staves and 
hoops. The term is also applied to the factory where casks are 
made. The word is from "cooper," a maker of casks, derived 
from such forms as Mid. Dutch cuper, Ger. Kiijer,  Lat. cuparius; 

the same root is seen in various Teutonic words for a basket, 
such as Dutch kuip and Eng. "kipe" and "coop," but cooper is 
apparently not formed directly from "coop," which never means 
a "cask" but always a basket-cage for poultry, etc. Cooperage is 
of great antiquity; Pliny ascribes its invention to the inhabitants 
of the Alpine valleys. 

The trade is one in which there are numerous subdivisions, the 
chief of which are tight or wet and dry or slack cask manufacture. 
To  these may be added white cooperage, a department which 
embraces the construction of wooden tubs, pails, churns and 
other even-staved vessels. Of all departments, the manufacture 
of tight casks or barrels for holding liquids is that which demands 
the greatest care and skill since, in addition to being perfectly 
tight when filled with liquid, the vessels must bear the strain of 
transportation to great distances, and in many cases have to 
resist considerable internal pressure when they contain fermenting 
liquors. 

The staves are best made of well-seasoned oak. Since a cask 
is a double conoid, usually having its greatest diameter (tech- 
nically the bulge or belly) a t  the centre, each stave must be 
properly curved to form a segment of the whole, and must be 
so cut as to have a suitable bilge or increase of width from the 
ends to the middle; it must also have its edges bevelled to such 
an angle that it  will form tight joints with its neighbours. 

Setting up the Barrel.-The staves being prepared, the next 
operation is to set up or raise the barrel. For this purpose as 
many staves as are necessary are arranged upright in a circular 
frame, and round their lower halves are fitted truss hoops which 
serve to keep them together for the permanent hooping. The 
upper ends are then drawn together by means of a rope which is 
passed round them and tightened by a windlass, and other truss 
hoops are dropped over them, the wood being steamed or heated 
to enable it to bend freely to shape. The two ends of the cask 
are next finished to receive the heads by forming the chime, or 
bevel on the extremity of the staves, and the croze or groove 
into which the heads fit. Finally the heads and permanent hoops 
are put in place. The heads, when made of two or more pieces, 
are jointed by wooden dowel pins, and after being cut to size are 
chamfered or bevelled round the edge to fit into the croze grooves. 
The hoops are generally of iron. The manufacture of slack 
casks proceeds on the same general lines, but is simpler in various 
respects, both because less accurate workmanship is required, 
and because softer woods, largely fir, may be employed. 

Machinery of the most elaborate and specialized character has 
been devised to perform most of the operations in making both 
slack and tight casks, and though it involves considerable capital 
outlay it effects so great an economy of time that it  has largely 
superseded hand labour. Barrels without separate staves are 
made by bending a sheet of wood, sawn from a log in a con- 
tinuous strip, into the required circular shape, the bulge at  the 
centre being obtained by cutting out V gores from the ends. 
Barrels are also made of steel, either of the ordinary bulging 
form or consisting of straight-sided drums provided near the 
middle with rings on which they may be rolled. Immense num- 
bers of casks of different shapes and sizes are employed in various 
industries. Tight barrels are a necessity to  the wine and cider 
maker, brewer and distiller, and are largely used for the transport 
of oils and liquid chemicals, while slack barrels are utilized by 
the million for packing cement, alkali, china, fruit, fish and 
numerous other products. 

CO-OPERATION, Co-operation in the sense of working 
together for a common result is as old as human nature. FVhen 
primitive men hunted and their womenfolk prepared the meat 
there was elementary co-operation. In  this sense Dr.  Johnson 
wrote, of the larger and infinitely more varied economic order of 
his time, that "the business of life is carried on by a general co- 
operation." Despite an obvious lack of intention, different activi- 
ties did, in fact, work to one end. But that, a t  best, is unconscious 
co-operation; even in its general sense the word usually is reserved 
for a designed common effort. Wishes are expressed that political 
parties should co-operate for some national object, or that there 
should be co-operation of labour and capital These bodies or in- 
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terests are conceived as equal, and free each to take its own course. 
They are then asked to proceed together to a mutual end-to co- 
operate. 

The same implication of agents equal and free underlies the 
particular sense bf  the word in co-operation and the co-operative 
movement. Galley slaves pulled together; but they did not co-op- 
erate. I n  the gilds amongst the freemen of the English villages of 
the 15th century, as in the mujins or mutual-aid societies of Japan, 
and in the frz~itidres of Switzerland, it was different. In  these coun- 
tries, as elsewhere, such bodies were voluntary, and they arose 
amongst groups of people roughly on an equality. Of the two prin- 
ciples the voluntary element is even more necessary: in the Russia 
of 1920, when co-operative membership was compulsory and State 
control complete, the name "co-operative'' lost all meaning. Free 
association is essential. I n  Britain this spirit of association, in 
which each seeks his own benefit through that of the whole, is 
shared by friendly societies, clubs, trade unions and other bodies. 
From these kindred movements co-operation diverges by applying 
itself to  businesses such as usually are conducted for profit. A co- 
operative society thus becomes a voluntary union of persons, on a 
democratic basis, t o  supply its members with goods and services, 
or to  employ its members in producing for sale, or to sell its mem- 
bers' produce, or to finance its members, or to combine all these 
aims in one, and a t  the same time to distribute surpluses in a man- 
ner agreed upon by the members as fair to  each and all. 

Building societies may also come within the terms of this defini- 
tion, but have never been included with co-operative societies in 
Great Britain. (See BUILDING SOCIETIES.) 

Co-operation under any of these forms has roots which go back 
far into the past; but it is the modern world which has both cre- 
ated the need and given opportunity for the modern co-operative 
movement. This world came into existence when domestic hand 
labour, for domestic needs, was replaced by production in fac- 
tories, for markets; when the peoples of Europe began to mass to- 
gether in industrial towns; and when virgin continents became new 
factors in the world's life. At first, in Britain, the threatened 
workers co-operated in self-defence and to get for themselves the 
benefits of the new machinery. Then, gradually, a newer co-opera- 
tion came into effect, namely, combination (on the same mutual 
lines) of the consumers massed in the spreading towns, to  possess 
a larger share of the riches of the new production. Later, under 
the disturbing influence of new American food exports, there came 
the peasant co-operation of Ireland and Europe, again in self-de- 
fence. Last of all, there followed a somewhat similar movement of 
exporting farmers, equally to benefit each individual member while 
pursuing the gain of the whole number. These different move- 
ments we may now survey in detail, remembering, however, a fac- 
tor sometimes overlooked. The success of "all for each and each 
for all" is seen to depend very considerably on the degree of 
knowledge and intelligence, of honesty and loyalty and of active 
self-direction and self-reliance possessed by each. Thus writers on 
co-operation in Asiatic countries have pointed out how illiteracy, 
dependence on others, unpunctuality, inertia and the spirit of 
faction have checked or prevented the spread of the movement in 
the East; while elsewhere the zeal for education of the Rochdale 
pioneers is perceived to have been well-inspired. (For Co-opera- 
tion in the United States see page 389.) 

CO-OPERATION IN GREAT BRITAIN 
P r i m i t i v e  Efforts a n d  Failures.-Great Britain is the classic 

home of co-operation as a movement, and of consumers' co-opera- 
tion in particular. As early as 1761 a Fenwick weavers society in 
Ayrshire, Scotland, supplied its members with weavers' reeds, and 
also oatmeal for home consumption; and this was not the only 
Scottish effort. I n  England 1,400 inhabitants of Hull, to  protect 
themselves "from the invasions of covetous and merciless men," 
managed in 1795 to establish the Hull Anti-Mill society, whose 
flour mill continued for IOO years. Again, in the dockyard towns 
of Devonport and Sheerness the high prices of the period of the 
Napoleonic wars quickened the more responsible workers into de- 
vising societies t o  supply themselves a t  least with the most urgent 
necessaries, 

But these spontaneous beginnings did not constitute a concerted 
movement. That came after 1820, with Robert Owen. By that 
time capitalist large-scale manufacture had so developed in Great 
Britain as to destroy much of the old donlestic handwork. The 
new system had separated thousands of workers from the pur- 
chasers of the products they handled; it had also assembled work- 
ing populations in  new industrial towns as  massed consumers de- 
pendent on new and unfamiliar sources of supply. Meanwhi!e 
England had escaped the direct effects of war and revolution, and 
devoted religious and secular teachers had created a capacity in  
many workers to be something better than industrial machines. 
Robert Owen, himself a capitalist, but fresh from his famous pio- 
neer welfare work a t  New Lanark, found an immediate response 
to  his teaching that livelihood and security could be gained through 
forming self-employing co-operative communities. I n  London in 
1821 the Co-operative and Economical Society set out to  create a 
community of families buying a t  cost price through its own co-op- 
erative store, employing (gradually) its own members, and pro- 
viding for both education and recreation. 

The London society ended; but its aims were born again in 1827, 
a t  Brighton, with active and wise support from Dr. King, a 
Brighton physician. Dr. King emphasized the store as a means t o  
employing members in producing for the assured market of its or- 
ganized consumers. Other propagandists were busy, and, though 
statistics are lacking, by 1830 there were perhaps two to three 
hundred co-operative societies, two or  more journals, and several 
paid co-operative missionaries. And co-operative congresses held 
in Manchester and Birmingham projected a wholesale society-in 
this case against Owen's advice. I n  1831 the North-west of Eng- 
land United Co-operative Company was established in Liverpool. 
Yet within three years all this effort and enthusiasm had faded 
like a rainy sunset. The societies aimed at  capitalizing profits, in 
order to buy land and settle thereon communally. If they enjoyed 
any success (as at  Brighton) in view of the distance to  the com- 
munal ideal, i t  became tempting to divide the capital. But success 
was rare. Co-operators found then, as  many times since, that 
when shopkeeping (or other business) is made secondary to creat- 
ing employment, on the principle that economic value inheres in  
labour and production independently of serviceableness, then even 
the simplest shopkeeping fails. 

T h e  R o t h d a l e  Pioneers.-At Rochdale this truth was soon to 
be proved in a happier way. There, in 1844, a simple idea was ap- 
plied which revolutionized co-operation, and gave it a place in a 
world very rapidly outgrowing the pioneers' localized hope of an 
Owenite "self-supporting home colony of united interests." Two 
societies had failed in Rochdale; and to tread another path the 
Rochdale pioneers (the idea is attributed t o  Charles Howarth) 
proposed neither to  sell a t  cost nor to  capitalize profits, but to  
charge the accustomed market prices and credit each member per- 
sonally with his share of the surplus in precise proportion to his 
general purchases at  the society's store. The idea was not entirely 
new. Scotland (Lennoxtown) and Yorkshire (Meltham) had har- 
boured it  (with Lyons in France) ; but by opening membership to 
all householders a t  the cost of only a shilling entrance fee, and by 
permitting members to  withdraw accrued profits down to £I, as 
well as through systematic and commonsense capacity, combined 
with missionary zeal, the pioneers established their society and 
made its example infectious. Cash sales, liberal depreciation, the 
limited interest on capital (j%) and the educational grant from 
profits (23%)  further commended the Rochdale system. 

E n a b l i n g  Acts  a n d  Expansion.-Four years later, in 1843, 
Maurice and Kingsley were joined by Ludlow, already afire with 
the idea of co-operative workshops, and the raising of the Chris- 
tian Socialist banner attracted Hughes and Neale. The last three, 
especially, supported the northern co-operators, not only by advo- 
cacy, but by legal and parliamentary help, both unsparing and un- 
paid. Enabling Acts for friendly societies had developed since 
1793 and for building societies since 1836. In  1852 the first Indus- 
trial and Provident Societies Act extended the area of sanction, 
and expressly legalized dividends on purchases. I n  1862 a f u r t h e ~  
act, amongst other changes, allowed the autonomous societies in- 
creasing in the northern towns to federate, and so form a whole- 
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sale society related to the retail societies exactly as the latter were 
to their individual members. The co-operators immediately made 
good their project for the trading federation afterwards known 
as the Co-operative Vrholesale Society. A similar federation was 
established for Scotland, and separate British federations for in- 
surance and for publishing; while the Co-operative Union of Great 
Britain and Ireland came into being as a general protective, legal, 
propagandist and educational association. George Jacob Holy- 
oake, a prince of co-operative propagandists, and Dr.  Watts, of 
Manchester, shared vigorously in this work with the Christian 
Socialists. 

Yet the change which the pioneers had made, empirically, in 
shifting the practical co-operative appeal from the man in the 
workshop to the domestic consumer-the woman in the home- 
remained unperceived. The veteran Dr. King disliked the new 
dividend. I-Iolyoake, Hughes and Xeale supported it, but they lim- 
ited pure Rochdale co-operation to "distributive" societies. "Pro- 
duction," they held, should be differently organized, in  workshops 
supplying the retail stores but self-governing; and the "produc- 
tive" ~vorkers should share the profits with the customers and with 
the providers of capital. I t  was J. T. W. Mitchell, a late-comer to 
the Rochdale band, who saw new principles in the Rochdale prac- 
tices. He,  for the first time, distinctly taught a consumers' co-op- 
eration. Consumers were everybody. Consumers' needs were the 
reason for existence of all industry; industry prospered as it  served 
use and enjoyment. Consumers paid for all profits, distributive or 
productive; it was the consumers who were entitled through co-op- 
erative control to reduce their cost of living, and abolish poverty, 
by possessing and sharing all surpluses arising throughout industry. 
On this basis Mitchell looked forward to a universal co-operation 
based on the common needs of mankind, without distinction of 
class or race. 

Emergence of Consumers' Co-operation.-Holyoake, Hughes 
and Neale (the latter becoming the self-sacrificing, honorary, 
working secretary of the Co-operative Zinion) opposed Mitchell 
with a sincerity equal to his own, with much superior literary and 
oratorical powers, and with all the support of the educated on- 
lookers until, in 1891, Miss Potter (Mrs. Sidney Webb) wrote her 
Co-operative ~Moae?izent i?z Great Britain. But as the indefatigable 

.chairman of the English C.W.S. for 21 years, Mitchell saw "The 
Wholesale" succeed as distributor, as banker, and in ind2stry after 
industry, as manufacturer for its organized market, while produc- 
tive societies rose and fell. By its financial success rather than 
through any theoretical comprehension, his view triumphed. In 
bootmaking, printing and industries similarly open at  the time to 
small-scale effort, a group of productive societies remained as an 
alternative source of supply for the retail stores and, in bootmak- 
ing, a participator in Government contracts and export trade. 
These societies formed their own Co-operative Productive Federa- 
tion and remained influential, especially in the English midlands, 
as a partner in the Co-operative Union. But the tide flowed with 
the consumers movement. Societies modelled on the Rochdale suc- 
cess extended over Europe and gained a footing in the Dominions 
and in the United States. And where populations were too scat- 
tered for consumers' societies, and the large, common economic in- 
terest which is essential to co-operation was found instead in farm- 
ing communities widely interested in a staple product like wheat, 
fruit or butter, the Rochdale system was adapted to serve the 
whole in a manner as equitable to each participator. 

War - t ime  and L a t e r  Extensions.-Britain, curiously, though 
the mother of co-operation, has continued to call her offspring by 
other names. The law, as further amended in 1867, 1876, 1893 
and 1913, speaks officially of "industrial and provident societies." 
Consumers' societies are classed as "distributive," and the title 
"consumers" remains officially unknown. But in Europe "societies 
for consumption" carry that name from France to Russia; and in 
the United States the title "consumers" is also used. And in Brit- 
ain as in France, Germany, Austria and elsewhere, the World 
FVar brought the basis of consumers' service to the front. The dif- 
ferent governments found themselves obliged to work with the 
societies in recognizing the necessities of their nationals as con- 
sumers, and in doing justice equitably to their hungry populations. 

Thus the importance of organized consumption was emphasized, 
while high prices the world over drove consumers into co-operative 
membership. I n  Great Britain the number increased from 2,878,- 
648 consumer members in 1913, to  3,788,490 in 191 j and 4,548,- 
5 j 7  in 192 I. I n  192 j the figure had increased to over five millions. 
This British increase was typical of the growth in other lands; and 
though many European societies had to strike off lapsed members, 
later on, there remained a large net increase. 

After I 92 I the falling food prices which benefited consumers 
created a crisis in agriculture and stimulated ideas of co-operation 
there. Themselves farming 64,000 acres, the consumers societies 
were not unaware of what the fall meant. Relations were estab- 
lished in Britain with the National Farmers' Union, and though in 
matters of general supply it  proved difficult and sometimes impos- 
sible to reconcile special functional societies-farmers and la- 
bourers-with general societies of consumers covering the same 
areas, the existing movement for bringing agricultural societies 
into trading membership with the C.W.S. was considerably quick- 
ened. I n  1922, for example, the C.1V.S. created a precedent by 
successfully extending to an agricultural society in difficulties 
exactly the same financial and administrative service which had 
re-established many subsequently prosperous consumers' societies. 
Through the same agency, the British consumers entered into new 
relations with Dominion farmers' societies, and with Russian co- 
operators and English capitalists in respect to  Russian grain and 
other exports. When in 192 j an outcry arose because the Co-op- 
erative Party agreed to facilitate its work by avoiding competition 
with the Labour Party, i t  was not quite realized how wide in other 
directions the contacts of the co-operative movement were be- 
coming. 

Their history has proved British co-operators true to type. 
Theorizing has rarely guided them or misguided. Oblivious to 
merely logical consequences, they have travelled in whatever direc- 
tion promised success, provided the path approved itself to  the 
instincts and common sense of their movement as  a whole. 

RETAIL DISTRIBUTIVE OR CONSUMERS' SOCIETIES 

E x t e n t  and Character.-Consumers' co-operation in Britain 
has spread far beyond the industrial regions of the Midlands and 
the North. From Penzance to  Wick and Thurso there extends a 
network of between 1,200  and 1,300 independent, self-governing, 
territorial societies, the number decreasing through amalgamations 
while the societies enlarge. Some have grown enormously, like the 
London Co-operative Society, which covers an area north of the 
Thames from Hounslow to Southend-on-Sea, and includes 230,000 
members. Others continue as tiny village societies with perhaps 
less than IOO adherents. In  agricultural areas, as around Lincoln 
and Peterboro, Shrewsbury and Hereford, the society a t  the centre 
has branched out over hundreds of square miles. Elsewhere, as in 
parts of Lancashire, West Yorkshire or Durham, societies, per- 
haps too independent, are crowded together. All are equal in their 
complete autonomy. Their membership is by no means purely in- 
dustrial. With factory workers, miners and railwaymen, they in- 
clude clerks and professional men, farmers and rural labourers; 
while the revenues of the peerage have been known to benefit by 
dividend on purchases. By the older rules, either husband or wife 
holds the share book. In  the newer practice all adults are accepted. 
I t  is the C.W.S. of which people hear; but it is these local socie- 
ties which form the basis, and are the chief owners, of the federal 
institutions. 

At the Co-operative Congress of 1928 it  was recognized that 
the societies were too numerous for modern ideas of efficiency, 
and steps for hastening amalgamations were recommended from 
the chair; while by a small majority the C.W.S. was authorized 
to start retail stores from its wholesale centres rather than leave 
the localities to  attempt to create more small societies. All such 
steps, however, remain subject to  the will of the present local 
societies as composing the governing bodies. 

Practically all the consumers' societies have begun with a public 
meeting, an enrolment of members subscribing capital, the elec- 
tion of a committee of management, and the subsequent purchase 
or tenanting of a shop by the committee, and the appointment of a 
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paid manager. From selling plain groceries-just as any shop- 
keeper, except for the dividend-check given with every purchase- 
they have extended to universal supply and to baking, boot-repair- 
ing, tailoring, coal and milk delivery, laundering, dairy-farming 
and meat production. On the educational and recreative side, the 
societies maintain libraries, arrange lectures and week-end schools, 
entertain conferences, distribute their own periodicals, give con- 
certs, dances and entertainments in their own halls, establish 
choirs, hold mammoth "field days" for their members' children, 
conduct rambles and motor tours and organize travel guilds. They 
have outstanding between six and seven millions advanced for 
house purchase by members, and they own houses worth over three 
millions. Such services are not all found in every place; for one 
society will be a "live" one, and another seem content with a rather 
dull-minded routine shopkeeping. This variation, like the some- 
times varying prices of the societies for the same article, is felt na- 
tionally to be an obstacle. But all these activities widely exist. I n  
general, the societies in Great Britain do not supply intoxicants, 
and avoid overlapping with their own national institutions in 
manufacture and insurance. Otherwise they recognize no barriers 
in the field open to local voluntary association. 

Government-Trade-TaxationlThe government of all 
the distributive societies is entirely democratic, following usually 
the model rules of the Co-operative Gnion. Each member has one 
vote and only one. Membership rules, and not capital. The new- 
comer with f I invested ranks equally with the holder of shares to 
the legal limit of £ zoo. For the committee of management, as for 
other selected positions, all are equally eligible, except for varying 
qualifications in respect to the management committee, and these 
are as likely to be concerned with purchases as with the holding of 
capital. The Royal Arsenal Society in South London, with 180,ooo 
members, has a salaried executive, but the usual payment is a 
small fee for each meeting. Control may be through a group of 
de~artmental  managers or (the newer practice) a general manager 
or*managing-secretary. Employees as consumers may be members, 
and the more ~rogressive societies do not debar them from election 
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to the boards of management; joint advisory councils of the man- 
agement committee and the employees exist in certain societies 
and are officially recommended. Trade union wages and conditions 
are all but universal, and, since the World War, pension schemes 
have come into existence. Interest on capital is limited generally 
to j% or less, and rules are found that further limit the interest 
paid to non-purchasing members. Much of the members' capital 
represents dividends on past purchases, allowed to accumulate 
with the society. Cash sales in respect to groceries is the general 
rule; in other departments practices vary, many societies having 
introduced instalment clubs and hire-puichase for furniture. In  
1926, a sum of four million pounds, or I 6/ per member, was due 
to the societies for goods at  the end of the year. I t  is widely be- 
lieved that the societies are privileged in being excused income tax; 
but they are, in fact, taxed on their land and numerous buildings, 
while taxable members are liable to income tax on their share in- 
terest. The only untaxed money is the "disposable surplus," and, 
whether paid or reserved, this is legally regarded as a deferred dis- 
count-a saving through buying practically at cost price. A new 
kind of "income" would need to be defined, a "wage" of the con- 
sumer, earned whenever his pocket benefited by economy in self- 
supply, in order to  bring within the limits of any income tax the 
excess payments revealed in co-operative transactions at each 
accounting. 

Prosper i ty  and I t s  Problems.-That nothing succeeds like 
success is not always true. The consumers' societies have by nc 
means ousted multiple shops or individual traders. But they have 
so far prospered as to incur the danger of affluence. Amongst the 
thousands of members in each locality only hundreds at rnost at- 
tend the local business meetings. With millions passing through 
the coffers, many people prefer to  befriend causes deemed to be 
more needy, and voluntary help becomes apt to depend on a few 
Employees in turn develop the disposition which led to the short 
but determined struggle for special wages which occurred between 
societies and the National Union of Distributive Workers in Lan. 
cashire in 1924; or their co-operative loyalty is overcome by their 

class loyalty, as in certain areas during the general strike of May, 
1926. Yet to infer decadence from these signs would be as idle as 
for co-operators to see the millennium in a congress vote. What is 
more important is the really astonishing fact that having begun in 
1844 from nothing but tiny incomes and pressing needs, the British 
retail co-operative societies founded and continued by the "rude 
unlettered mass" should, for the troubled year of 1926, be able to  
show members' purchases of f 184,000,000, a surplus of f 17,000,- 
ooo returned on these purchases, a capital held by members of over 
£87,000,000, and a body of workers numbering 147,ooo'. I n  a 
world deemed to be incurably selfish these figures still constitute 
a revelation of new social forces. 

T h e  Guilds.-The Women's Co-operative Guild, founded in 
England in 1883, with later-born sisters in  Scotland and Ireland; 
the National Co-operative hlen's Guild, dating from 1911, and 
the more recently founded mixed guild, form a core of activity 
within the consumers' movement. The women's guild, having 
58,000 members, and holding an important annual congress, is a 
self-governing organization mainly of married women, intent on 
stimulating and organizing the ideas and abilities of the woman in 
the home, both as a co-operator and a citizen. 

THE NATIONAL (FEDERAL) CO-OPERATIVE ORGANI- 
ZATIONS 

T h e  Co-operat ive Wholesale Societies.-The wholesale so- 
cieties have grown from the retail as naturally as a tree from its 
roots. I t  would not be inapt to speak of their relationship to their 
members as resembling that of the Federal Government in 
America to the States of the Union. The original English (and 
Welsh) C.1V.S. came into being during the American Civil War, 
and the Lancashire promoters of the society were influenced by 
that struggle for federal unity. Unity is the note of the wholesale 
society, as diversity is of the retail. What would be a medley of 
local units competing against one another for supplies is trans- 
formed by a C.W.S. into an organized body, buying and selling 
together. Where the larger local societies would each be setting 
up rival wholesale departments, the national wholesale pools the 
strength of all, and supplies all, on open terms strictly equal 
toward all society-members. On the other hand a C.W.S. has 
no monopoly of the co-operative market. I t  is a wholesale de- 
partment, which the retail society may or may not elect to use. 
Only corporate bodies are members; for no individual in his own 
right holds any "wholesale" shares or enjoys any C.W.S. control. 

The society-members provide capital in the ratio of one £ 5  
share for every two members; and these shares, also, may accu- 
mulate out of the dividend of 3d. or qd. in the f on wholesale pur- 
chases. Once a quarter, on Saturday afternoons, several hundred 
delegates from the society-members attend regional meetings, and 
the general meetings subsequently held a t  its Manchester head- 
quarters by the C.W.S, and a t  Glasgow by the S.C.W.S. The 
voting power is based on membership qualified by purchases. 
Salaried full-time directors are elected, 3 2  by the societies in 
England and Wales for the C.W.S., 12 by Scottish societies for 
the S.C.W.S. Independent auditors are similarly chosen. The 
federations are so far servants that, except by consent, they 
cannot fix retail prices-maximum prices, and not minima, being 
desired. On the other hand they possess very great influence. 
All the directors have been elected from well-known and trusted 
local leaders. MJith their officials they represent the knowledge 
and power of a world-wide business. They can match their 

I national oversight against the strength of local independence. 
The C.W.S. Bank with its annual turnover of six or seven hundred 
mlllions is a giant in co-operative finance. In  addition there are 
the accountants and auditors appointed by the C.W.S., and the 
managers and travellers, all without any compulsory powers, yet 
constituting a body of vigilance, while themselves subject to the 
criticism of the local managers and executives, and of the C.1V.S. 
directors elected by those executives. 

Along these lines the C.W.S. conducts a trade that-from semi- 
failure and derision in the days when, literally, the federation 
employed two men and a boy-has grown to over seventy-five 

I 'Retail societies employees. The total number of employees of all 
societies in 1927 u7as 209,616. 
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millions yearly. From solicitors to artists, from bankers and taiiors 
to  land workers, miners and seamen, it  employs at  home and 
abroad, approximately, 50,000 w'orkers. I n  its own workshops, 
wholly or in part, it manufactures goods to  the value (at  whole- 
sale prices) of over twenty-five millions, these being supplied 
only to its corporate members. Besides its depots scattered over 
the world, in partnership with the S.C.W S. it  cultivates tea 
estates in India and Ceylon. The Co-operative Insurance Society 
is jointly held by itself and the S.C.W.S.; and it  is also represented 
on the board of the Manchester Ship Canal and of a colliery com- 
pany. Apart from its own 31,oooac. of English land, held as a 
consumers' federation, it has dealings with 160 agricultural so- 
cieties, IOO of which are members. I n  its relations with employees, 
by resolution of the delegate meetings, it has to  insist on trade- 
union membership, however oddly that action may seem to come 
from an employer; and though it has no immunity from strikes, 
no stoppage has been of long duration. Welfare work for em- 
ployees is carried on, with a thrift fund, and a pension scheme 
is in view; while with other responsibilities toward the millions 
who are its ultimate customers and owners, i t  maintains a con- 
valescent home, subsidizes and conducts publications, and sub- 
scribes to co-operative and guild education and propaganda. The 
tendency is to  enlarge rather than to narrow the scope and re- 
sponsibilities of the most powerful and most experienced co- 
operative organization in the world. 

O t h e r  Federations- Since the period when the co-operative 
idea was one function, one organization, amalgamation has re- 
duced the number of separate federations. Of those which remain, 
the National Publishing Society, the United Baking Society, of 
Glasgow, and the Co-operative Printing Society, of Manchester, 
are the most important. The two first, like the C.W.S., are limited 
to  society-members, and come definitely within the consumers' 
movement. The third includes trade unions and individuals. The 
Co-operative News and the Scottish Co-operator are both issued 
(weekly) by the publishing society. Local federations of con- 
sumers' societies for laundering are found chiefly in Lancashire 
and Yorkshire, one of these claiming to possess the largest 
laundry in the world. Federations for milk supply form the 
newest development along the same local lines. 

T h e  P r o d u c t i v e  Societies.-To meet with a ~icturesaue name 
like "guild of cricket-ball" makers is to have one's sympathies 
enlisted at  once on the side of productive independence. Shoe- 
making, printing and the clothing trades, however, are those which 
engage most of the societies representing partnerships in the co- 
operative movement between consumers, workers and individual 
small capitalists. Consumers' societies take employees into mem- 
bership as consumers. The productive societies seek to make 
their employees direct participants in workshop gains and control. 
Membership confers no right to  work; but employment, for the 
adult, does carry a right to membership. The Co-operative Pro- 
ductive Federation, of Leicester, which secures joint invoicing 
and joint exhibiting, but not joint selling, includes 41 societies 
with 5,700 employees, and sales reaching two and a quarter mil- 
lions yearly. I n  1926, amongst these societies, 2 2  shared profit 
with their workers in ratios of from 12d. to 2s. 8d. in the £ on 
wages. Altogether, of a surplus of £107,000 just over 5% (in 
addition to share interest) was distributed to  capital, 25% to 
labour and 35% to purchasers. The societies' copartnerships thus 
vary from private forms of copartnership in recognizing the con- 
sumer and not regarding their industry as simply the possession 
of capital and labour. On the other hand, the consumers' average 
share in control is only 21 %, the remainder being divided between 
the trade union and individual holders of capital (40%), and 
employees (39%). I n  post-war years the societies have not in- 
creased in number, and in the favourable field of bootmaking, for 
example, their sales have fallen behind those of the consumers' 
factories; but they hold their ground in the counsels of the 
movement, and with educational and social committees, and prov- 
ident or pension schemes, maintain the co-operative spirit. 

T h e  Co-operat ive Union.-The defensive, educational and 
propagandist union of the British co-operative movement exists 
as the necessary means to those ends, and may be said to have 

outgrown the moralist and copartnership aims inherited from its 
Christian Socialist co-founders in the form in which these aims 
are still expressed. I t  is a comprehensive body, including the 
consumers' movement, local and national, the productive societies 
and their federation, some farmers' societies, and tenants', build- 
ing and recreational societies. There is also an Irish section, and 
altogether 1.300 societies are affiliated. There is no salaried 
executive, but a complex control of sectional boards forming a 
central board which delegates work to smaller bodies. The union 
organizes co-operative opinion through district and regional con- 
ferences, especially through its great annual three-day congress 
of 1,700 delegates. Much of its work is done with the other na- 
tional organizations through joint committees, particularly the 
joint parliamentary committee. The central education committee 
is another important arm, having control of a co-operative college 
and a teaching staff, conducting classes and summer schools, and 
sharing in an international school. Amongst the co-operative 
millions it  is surprising t o  find the union's yearly subscription 
revenue 90 more than f41,ooo-a quarter of what the societies 
subscribe to  hospitals and charities. The local character of the 
movement largely accounts for this. while there might be added 
the value of the regular hospitality given to union conferences 
by the local societies. 

T h e  Co-operative Party.-Political co-operation is relatively 
a new force, born during the World War, when the congress of 
1917 turned from a traditional neutrality to  organize a political 
party that should be the co-operators' and consumers' own. One 
member of Parliament was elected from ten candidates in 1918; 
four in 1922; six in 1923 (one of whom held office in the first 
British Labour Government) ; and five in 1924. I n  Parliament the 
group keeps general touch with the Labour Party, which contains 
many co-operative members, but with its own leader and whips 
it concentrates on the innumerable issues in modern legislation af-  
fecting the mass of consumers. I t  also stands for the support of 
voluntary co-operation against any policy, from any quarter, 
which might fail in understanding and considering co-operative 
public interests. Municipal trading proposals i t  aims at  reconcil- 
ing with co-operative commitments, to prevent any clash. Two 
million out of nearly five million co-operators are collectively 
affiliated to the party, with a great majority in support in the 
South and Midlands. Through a relationship rather like that of 
the Established Church to Parliament, the party is under the 
authority of the Co-operative Union and the congress. 

A g r i c u l t u r a l  Co-operation in G r e a t  B r i t a i n  and I re land .  
-Before the British farmer is assailed for not co-operating in 
his business affairs as the Danish farmers do, it  should be remem- 
bered that he does not live by exporting two or three staple 
products, but by supplying variously a varied home market, often 
close at  hand. The national conditions in general prevent or dis- 
courage both large-scale production and mass selling. But it  has 
been estimated that one in every five English farmers is asso- 
ciated for the purchase of requisites; and in England and Wales 
societies with 60,000 members, dealing mainly in requisites, show 
a turnover of eight millions yearly. Societies for marketing dairy 
produce, eggs and poultry are found throughout Great Britain. 
In  the eastern and southern counties of England organized farmers 
possess large bacon factories; and auction marts, slaughter-houses, 
butter factories and retail shops are similarly held. Yet it  is diffi- 
cult either to classify or to  generalize about British agricultural 
co-operation. I n  scattered areas, as in Wales, many societies be- 
come general distributors; and the manager has to hold the 
scales between member-producers who want a good price for pigs, 
poultry or eggs, and member-consumers who quote the price a t  
which they could buy in the market town. Everywhere the asso- 
ciations tend to do business, not by system, but as circumstances 
demand; while the problem of specially federating for national 
trading so many varied and often conflicting aims proves insol- 
uble. I n  England different attempts have failed; but the National 
Farmers' Union undertakes the duty of promoting co-operation, 
and the Co-operative Wholesale Society, as already stated, in- 
vites farmers' societies into membership on equal terms with all 
other members. Generally, British agricultural co-operation is a 
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business rather than a movement. (For details about farmers' 
co-operative effort see AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATION.) 

Co-operat ion in Ireland.- In 1906 in a little cabin amongst 
the barren hills of Donegal, a few Irish peasants conducted in 
turn, every evening, a tiny co-operative store. Under the leader- 
ship of one "Paddy the Cope" this Templecrone society has 
become a peasant consumers' and producers' co-operative, em- 
ploying 70 persons and possessing several branches, a bakery, a 
hosiery factory and a local hall. Templecrone is an outstanding 
example of an Irish co-operation which in Belfast and in a few 
cities and towns is urban and wholly consumers', like the British, 
but elsewhere is represented by some hundreds of rural societies 
supplying farmers' requisites along with domestic needs. In the 
Free State the rural societies are federated for such purchases in 
the Irish Agricultural Wholesale Society. Since the disturbances 
and losses of the Irish political conflicts, the I.A.W.S. has been 
brought back to a sound position with assistance from the English 
C.W S. Of the two other main forms of co-operation which in the 
pre-war years inspired poetic hopes of a new social Ireland, the 
farmers' creameries again are prospering under Government su- 
pervision, but the credit movement has been merged in commer- 
cial banking. I n  joining a creamery the farmers take shares in pro- 
portion to  their cows, guarantee milk supplies, and receive pay- 
ment monthly, or oftener, in proportion to the butter fat from 
each supplier (less the value of separated milk returned), with 
the surplus on working costs divided in the same way at each 
year end. The principle is the simple Rochdale idea adapted; and 
in abolishing profiteering, distributing material benefit, and re- 
moving the sense of being exploited, is in this form almost as far- 
reaching. The Agricultural Organization Society in the Free State, 
as a non-trading, propaganda body, represents over 150,ooo 
farmers. 

CO-OPERATION IN CONTINENTAL EUROPE, INDIA, 
JAPAN AND ELSEWHERE 

T h e  Two Types: Peasants '  and Consumers
y

.-That the 
world is so full of a number of things becomes quite an imposing 
truth when one glances at  co-operation as it extends through 
Europe to Palestine, India and Japan. Socialist, Christian and 
Liberal societies, credit unions and land banks, distilleries, oil- 
pressing, horse-breeding, cattle-insurance and land-renting so- 
cieties, school and army societies-many unfamiliar forms con- 
vey, perhaps, a more confused than a happy sense of plenty. But 
the full picture can be put into simple outline. I n  the main, these 
all represent two types of co-operation. One is the Rochdale con- 
sumers' type, found throughout the world; but strongest in North- 
western and Central Europe. The other is the co-operation of 
peasant farmers. 

I n  Britain the proportion of consumers' societies' members to  
population is one in nine-the figure would be one in three if 
families were wholly included. Finland, Denmark, Switzerland, 
adding the families, show approximately the same ratio of one 
in three. Germany, Austria, Estonia, Sweden (including families, 
one in four to five) are not far behind; and France, Belgium and 
Czechoslovakia follow-one in five to  six. On the Danube, in 
Hungary, there is a change. The  proportion of co-operators is 
high (one in three), but that is due to  the farmers; and the na- 
tional wholesale society, the "Hangya" is first agricultural and 
then general. Eastward, consumers' societies diminish until few 
but peasant societies are found. I n  India there are some 3,000,000 
co-operative members-perhaps more than one in zc-but they 
are lightly organized in loan and supply groups which are less 
societies than clubs. And in Japan, though more developed, the 
character of the movement is not dissimilar. 

The two types are distinct. Socialist or Christian (Roman 
Catholic), the consumers, by  conserving for themselves the 
value of their customs, in effect seek a reduction in the cost of 
living for an unlimited number of members. The farmers, also 
hard pressed. aim at  increasing the wages of production by saving 
for themselves the gains made a t  their expense by usurers, mer- 
chants caring only to take advantage of markets and even con- 
sumers. Issues such as those of food taxes would, if raised, 

divide type from type. Yet both bodies work t o  prevent exploi- 
tation by middlemen. And all are co-operative, in so fa r  as they 
represent free association, and in each association a government 
based on equality in membership, and not on unequal capital 
holdings. The persons rule, and not the money. 

Western Europe.-In Continental Europe, France was first 
in co-operative effort. While Owen appealed to Britain, St.  Simon 
and Fourier laboured in France. I n  1835 two disciples, Derrion 
and Reynier, started a store-keeping co-operative society in  Lyons, 
the Commerce Veridique et Social, as a monument there attests. 
But French energy turned from the store to  the workshop, and 
founded workers' societies, from which Ludlow took to England 
the idea of workshop self-government. Neither this eventually 
State-aided movement nor the paternal Familistere of Guise has 
led to  any considerable result in modern France; but the consum- 
ers' movement-which began again a t  Nimes in 1885, derived 
strength from union in 1912, was conspicuous during the war, and 
is developing regional societies-has attained a membership of 
over 2,000,000. Equally successful are the farmers' butter-making 
and casein socidies of Poitou and west-central France. 

I n  Belgium, with its ~naisons  du people, co-operation has been 
developed by the Socialist movement as providing incidentally 
a party servant of great value; and this has very naturally led 
to  separate Catholic and LiberaI societies, with the result of 
weakening co-operation as a purely economic power, especially 
in the smaller centres of population. The peasant movement. 
including butter and cheese production and rural supply, is almost 
wholly Catholic, with the clergy taking an active part. I n  Holland 
an amalgamation of the neutral and workers' movements has 
helped to overcome a similar weakness. 

Belgian rural co-operation, derived from Germany, where, 
about 1849, Professor Huber made known the new success of 
co-operation in England, and where Schulze-Delitzsch and Raiff- 
eisen adapted the Rochdale idea to  the more primitive economic 
conditions then found in Germany. The loan societies of Schulze- 
Delitzsch for the town craftsmen and artisans, and the land banks 
of Raiffeisen for small farmers, became very successful, and 
created new movements for co-operative credit in other countries. 
The rural co-operation extended to the purchase of requisites and 
the provision of threshing and other machines; while building 
societies and consumers' societies grew up  under the shelter of 
the General Union established by  Schulze-Delitzsch. Following 
their improved legal position from 1889 onwards, and following, 
also, a new co-operative enthusiasm amongst German workers 
previously hostile, and an exclusion of consumers' societies by  the 
General Union, a new Central Union was established in 1903 
for consumers' societies only. This federation represented over 
3,000.000 members in 1927; while 750,000 were affiliated to the 
National Union-Catholic-at Dusseldorf-Reiszholz. German 
societies distinguish between management and supervision. Boards 
of management are composed of a few appointed officials, co- 
operating with elected boards of supervision and both with the 
general membership. Large societies like that in  Berlin, or the 
progressive Hamburg "Produktion," replace general meetings of 
members by councils elected from the membership, and these 
are the final authority. (Comparisons with England, however, 
show that differences of organizations count for less than the 
genera1 quality and spirit of a movement.) Joint committees for 
co-ordinating consumers, farmers and all other forms of co- 
operation are established in Germany, Denmark and Estonia. 
Denmark, avowing her debt to  Rochdale, exhibits a rural popu- 
lation using its double power as producers and consumers to 
attain a very complete co-operative welfare. Copenhagen, besides 
its big consumers' society, has a remarkable Workers' Co-operative 
Building Association. Scandinavia is also notable for the young 
and vigorous movement in Sweden, which in 1926 ended a rubber 
shoe monopoly. The Scandinavian C.W.S., established by the 
trading federations of the three countries, is regarded as a ~ O S -  

sible model for  a general international inter-trading association. 
In  Iceland, also, the movement is well-established. 

F r o m  Swi tzer land  Eastward.-Switzerland, amongst its 
equally advanced developments, can point to  the creation of a 
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co-operative village a t  Freidorf, Basle. Austria has the large 
Vienna society, and the land settlement societies. Poland, with 
nearly 2,000,000 consumer and peasant co-operators, since 1924 
had led in unity by the amalgamation of civil service, labour and 
Christian workers' co-operative federations. Finland, followed by 
the Baltic countries generally, shows an active co-operative de- 
velopment perhaps superior to that of Denmark. I n  the heart of 
Central Europe racial divisions weaken co-operation, Czech and 
German members in Czechoslovakia being separately organized. 
But in Silesia the friendly inter-relations of German, Czech or 
Polish societies have helped to ease the friction of frontiers. Pass- 
ing to  Asia, a similar reconciling influence is found in the credit 
societies of India, where members of different castes, and even 
"untouchable" Regars and Chamars, serve together on the com- 
m i t t e e ~ . ~  I n  India, however, as in Japan, peasant co-operation 
has been initiated and furthered from,above, by governmental 
power. Consumers' co-operation in Japan mainly represents em- 
ployers' benevolence, like Owen's a t  New Lanark, though the 
Christian social movement led by Mr. Kagawa has created inde- 
pendent societies. 

Russia  and Italy.-Russia is the most co-operative of all 
countries in Europe, the consumers' societies-apart from the 
Ukraine-including 15,000,ooo shareholding members, and con- 
ducting 48% of the country's retail trade. The consumers' so- 
cieties buy from State factories and also market rural members' 
produce; and their trade with the English C W S. easily out- 
distances any other in Europe. Yet, measured by employing 
power, the Centrosoyus falls much below the level of either of 
the British wholesale societies; whiIe notwithstanding the re- 
stored freedom of 19-24, it remains difficult to say how far  volun- 
tary co-operation, in a State under a class dictatorship, can be 
itself. The same question arises more acutely in Italy, where 
the National Union of Co-operative Societies was suppressed in 
Nov. 1925, Fascist organizations having been set up instead. In  
Jan. 1927, the board of management of the large consumers' 
society at  Trieste was similarly dismissed, and a Fascist com- 
missioner installed. Under such conditions the roots of co- 
operation die. What remains is State machinery. 

Consumers' Societies in t h e  Newer Lands.-But farmers- 
to  say nothing of the farm labourers, so far omitted-are them- 
selves important consumers; and in 1927 the then premier of 
Alberta (Mr. Brownlee) declared that, with the pools successful, 
the next step would be the consolidation and extension of co- 
operative purchasing. I n  Saskatchewan the important community 
hall movement, as part of the farmers' co-operation, shows a 
spirit a t  work very like that which built the co-operative halls 
of Lancashire; while the Co-operative Union in Ontario, repre- 
senting the few thousand co-operative consumers between Cape 
Breton island and the West, enjoys direct relations with the 
prairie grain growers. Apart from the latent rural power, con- 
sumers' co-operation in the newer countries is naturally weak. 
I t  is found in New Zealand and in the Australian capitals, and 
in South Africa chiefly amongst dockyard and railway employees. 
I n  South America, the Workers' Household Credit Building and 
Consumers' Society, a t  Buenos Aires had, in 1927, over 7,000 
members. 

Meanwhile, the U. S. Bureau of Labour Statistics, reporting in 
1926, found ~oo ,ooo  co-operative consumers throughout the 
United States. These co-operative societies are curious in being 
organized frequently amongst immigrant races, especially Finns, 
Scandinavians, Germans and Russians, so that a group of societies 
possessing their own wholesale federation may conduct a very 
considerable business while using almost entirely a language for- 
eign to America. This segregation, with the American distances and 
the consequent difficulties for united and trustworthy efforts 
amongst a population much more restless, economically, than in 
European cities, must long delay a powerful consumers' move- 
ment. But cafeterias and housing societies in New York-where 
the forward movement of consumers' co-operative services is 
notable-loan societies in the Eastern States, and general con- 
sumers' societies in the Middle West (including the Franklin 
1B. L. Mahtur, Wheatsheaf, June 1926. 

Creamery Association of Minneapolis), have laid solid founda- 
tions. There are also negro societies amongst negro students from 
New York to Colorado. Since 1915 the Co-operative League of 
America, with New York headquarters, has federated for all 
non-trading purposes American societies genuinely conforming 
with Rochdale principles, and has also linked up American 
co-operation with the international movement. 

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Co-operation.-Because of its million-fold 
memberships, its roots in home, farm and workshop, its forward 
possibilities and its everyday constructive work, the co-operative 
movement is imposing in a way* hardly to be guessed from co- 
operative store windows and advertisements of goods. The Inter- 
national Co-operative Alliance, first suggested by the French 
pioneer, de Boyve, and constituted in  189j, is a minor league of 
nations, representing 85,000 societies in 36 countries. Kept in 
being formally during the World War, the alliance resumed its 
triennial international congresses in 1921. I t  has headquarters in 
London, issues a monthly Bulletin in English, French and German, 
and at  Stockholm in 1927 found it necessary to promise to  con- 
sider a wider lingual basis. The International Co-operative Whole- 
sale Society, based on the C.W.S. headquarters a t  Manchester, 
solidly represents 26 national trading federations, covering 
28,000,000 individual members, and since 19.24 it  has explored 
the possibilities of international co-operative trade. The Inter- 
national Co-operative Women's Guild, pioneered in 1921, and 
established in 1924, speaks for the new place and new interests 
which women are finding through consumers' co-operation in 
Europe and America, as well as in Britain. An international co- 
operative summer school (held annually) and a students' fellow- 
ship, are fresh evidences of growth. All were active a t  Stockholm 
in 1927; and they look to Vienna for 1930. 

T h e  Future.-The question of the future of co-operation is 
of particular interest. The movement never was more vigorous. 
In  Great Britain its recovery from industrial depression has filled 
its supporters with confidence. Where numbers of its own mem- 
bers once anticipated its supersession in trade after trade by 
the "larger co-operation" of the municipalities, the Congress of 
1928 showed a unanimous belief in the power of voluntary 
co-operation to perform the services required. What might be a 
source of weakness in the division of the societies into political 
and non-political, appears to be proving, instead, a stimulus to  
healthy rivalry, since both wings remain united through the 
general federations, while vying with one another in producing 
results. And the extension of credit trading in the form of 
"mutuality clubs" was in 1928 too successful to create fore- 
bodings. 

The case is not dissimilar with consumers' co-operation abroad. 
In  Germany, especially, not only industrial depression but the 
more disastrous inflation had to be surmounted; in 1928 success 
in both tasks inspired the German co-operators. In  Sweden, recent 
co-operation has encouraged its supporters by enlisting a higher 
artistic skill than that which co-operative societies often command. 
Yet there, as throughout Europe, the movement still has far to 
go in supplying those articles into which individual taste and skill 
in design (as well as fashion) enter: In  Great Britain 80% of the 
societies' trade is in groceries; and the Continent has advanced 
less than Great Britain. Meanwhile the strike of employees in 
the model Finnish Society, Elanti, in May, 1928, together with 
the challenge of the Russian conception of co-operation as a 
workers' instrument for the socialism of a class, constituted a 
warning of the task that lies before co-operation in leading its 
whole membership to understand and respond to the common 
interests of the millions and to bring over sectional and individual 
interests into serviceable relation to  the whole. 

These underlying issues of the individual and the mass, the 
section and the whole, the class and the community, form the 
real problem of co-operation's future. Avowedly neutral in religion 
and politics, the international movement does not regard itself as 
excluded from ~ursuinn-although 011 a vaster, world-wide scale- 
the original aim of a-co-operarive community proposed by the 
co-o~erative fathers, the ~ ioneers  of Rochdale. How far is that 
aim 'practicable? I t  does not stand as the design of a theorist; to 
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any friendly constant observer it  must appear as arising from the 
social instincts of the masses. But amongst the masses themselves, 
there are multitudes bound to the co-operative movement only 
by self-interest and monetary ties. To  make economic democracy 
widely effective, the co-operators evidently need to find profounder 
means than those yet employed for arousing disinterested human 
enthusiasm. 

Furthermore, to have great effect in life's varied field, a move- 
ment must be complex, as well as extensive. Conscious mass power 
is a new thing, tremendous and far-extending, but it is not every- 
thing. Individual and personal integrity and skill will not be 
submerged; the side which enlists this latter power will also be 
hard to defeat. As a free movement, neither class-bound nor 
State-hound, co-operation appears to have before it  a magnifi- 
cent opportunity. Both producers' and consumers' co-operation 
present, i t  is urged by co-operators, a solution of the industrial 
problem by showing capital as a hired yet contented servant. 
Consumers' co-operation further offers the outline of a new eco- 
nomic society in which the workshop is related to the home and 
economic surplus to human needs, and where industry begins to 
look to its human ends instead of simply to profits and money 
wages. Whether the movement can lead a stubborn world deci- 
sively along this co-operative road, probably will depend more 
and more not only on its numbers, but also on its power to enlist 
intelligence, and develop in all ranks a leadership capable both 
of creating enthusiasm and producing everyday conviction amongst 
the masses of mankind. 
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of Agricz~ltural Requis t t e~  (H &I Stationery Ofice, 192j )  ; George 
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tfcraP Co-operaliow in tlze Britislt Empire (1928) ; N. H. Comish 
Cooperative Markefifzg of Agricultural Products (1929) For current 
informatior, also see The J'ecple's Yeov Book  (C.LV.S). (P. R.) 

CO-OPERATION PIil THE UNITED STATES 

Speaking generally, the co-operative movement in America 
is far less developed than in Europe. I t  came into prominence 
at  the beginning of this century and reached its zenith about 1920. 
when the instability of economic conditions caused the failure of 
tnany co-operative stores; those which did survive have prospered. 
Co-operative organizations are most developed in the Middle 
West, the majority being in towns of less than 2.500. They operate 
retail and wholesale stores, gasolene (petrol) filling stations, bak- 
eries, laundries, restaurants, creameries, etc. The capital for such 
stores is raised through non-returnable entrance fees, the issue of 
non-assessable capital stock and money borrowed from members 
and others. The entrance fee, usually ranging from 25 cents to $ 2 ,  

covers the cost of organization work; any balance forms a reserve 
fund. Most stores sell a t  current prices to avoid the antagonism of 
competitors. From the profits, a fixed rate of interest is paid on 
the share capital after which a percentage is put in reserve for 
losses, etc. The remainder of the profits is then returned to the 
members in proportion to their patronage. Co-operative stores tend 
to check profiteering in local merchants, to raise the quality of 

COOPER UNION 
:oods sold and to encourage fair wages for clerks. The system 
3urports to apply the principles of democracy to business enter- 
)rises. 

CO-OPERATION, AGRICULTURAL: see AGRICUL- 
rURAL CO-OPERATION. 

CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE : see AGRICULTURAL I N -  
1URASCE. 

COOPERING, or COPERING. A system of traffic in spirituous 
iquors, tobacco and other articles amongst the fishermen in the 
Worth Sea. The practice began in the middle of the 19th century, 
ivhen Flemish and Dutch koopers (traders) frequented the fishing 
leets for the purpose of barter. Trading first in tobacco, they 
:xtended their operations, and soon became practically floating 
:rag-shops. 

The demoralizing nature of the traffic was brought to  the public 
iotice in 1881, and a convention was held at  The Hague in 1882 
io consider means of remedying the abuses. I n  1887 Great Britain, 
Sermany, Belgium, Denmark, France and the Netherlands signed 
in agreement to prevent the sale or purchase of spirituous liquors 
imong fishermen at  sea. I n  Great Britain an act (the North Sea 
Fisheries Act, 1888) was passed to carry into effect the terms of 
he convention. The act (now repealed and replaced by the North 
Jea Fisheries Act, 1893, with which it  is identical but for some 
slight verbal modifications) imposes a fine not exceeding f j o  or 
5 term of imprisonment not exceeding three months for supplying, 
:xchanging or otherwise selling spirits. I t  imposes a like penalty 
lor purchasing spirits by exchange or otherwise, and requires every 
British vessel dealing in provisions or other articles to  have a 
icence and to carry a special flag. 

See E. J Mather, Nor'ard o f  thc Dogger (1888), and publications of 
the Royal Katlcnal Mission to Deep-Sea Fishermen. 

COOPERSTOWN, a village of New York, U.S .%.. ;o mi. TV 
of Albany, a t  the foot of Otsego lak:. n?lere the Susquehanna 
river emerges from it. 1.200 f t  above se'i level; the county seat of 
Otsego county. I t  is served by the Delab~are and Hudson and sev- 
2ral bus lines. The population in 1940 (federal census) was 
2,599. 

The charming village, with many quaint old houses, is in the 
nidst of the romantic scenes of J. Fenimore Cooper's "Leather- 
stocking Tales," now a prosperous dairying region. The shores of 
the lovely lake (9 mi. long and from f to 2 mi. wide), Cooper's 
"Glimmerglass," are now lined, as he predicted in 1838 they would 
be, with beautiful estates and modest cottages. The village is 
the site of the National Baseball museum and Doubleday field. 
the game having been invented a t  Cooperstown in 1839 by Gen- 
eral Abner Doubleday. There also is the museum headquarters 
of the New York State Historical association. 

I n  1785 Judge liilliam Cooper, of Burlington ( N  J.), acqulred 
lar.;e tracts of land in this region, and in 1788 laid out the village, 
which was incorporated in 1807. The Cooper home, Otsego hall. 
was for many years the largest private residence in the State. I t  
was burned in 1852, and its site is now a public park. Coopers- 
town was the home also of Erastus F. Beadle (d. 1894)~  who origi- 
nated the "dime novel," and of Samuel A. Nelson, a justice of the 
supreme court. See J. Fenimore Cooper, The Chronicles o f  Coop- 
erstown (Cooperstown. 1838). 

COOPER UNION, a unique educational institution "for 
the advancement of science and art" in New York city, founded 
in 1859 by Peter Cooper. I t  is housed in two buildings on Cooper 
square a t  the northern terminus of the Bowery, Third avenue. 
and Seventh street. In  a letter to the trustees accompanying the 
trust-deed to the property. Cooper said that he wished the cn- 
dowment to be "forever devoted to the advancement of science 
and art, in their application to the varied and useful purposes of 
life." Cooper's most efficient assistants in establishing and de- 
veloping the Union were his son, Edward Cooper, and his son-in- 
la\\., Abram S. Hewitt In  1900 Andrew Carnegie increased the 
financial resources of the Union by generous gifts. 

The instructing staff, laboratories and studios are excellent. 
All instruction is free and is open to all who meet the entrance re- 
quirements irrespective of race, creed colour, or place of residence. 
The library contains full files of current journals and magazines, 
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and in 1939-40 had 71,000 volumes; the number of reader5 
per year averages 250,000. There is a museum for the arts oi 
decoration, which opened in 1897, containing the famous J. Pier. 
pont Morgan collection of textiles, the Decloux collection of 17th 
and 18th century drawings of ornaments and decoration, the Wins. 
low Homer sketches, an outstanding collection of wallpapers. and 
an encyclopaedic picture reference library of 500,ooo classified 
clippings and photographs relating to the decorative arts. Apart 
from evening lecture courses, the principal departments of the 
Union, x i th  their attendance in 1939-40 were: a day school 
of engineering offering standard four-year day college courses in 
civil, electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering, 336; a night 
school of engineering offering co-ordinated courses of six years' 
duration in civil, electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering. 
and awarding degrees identical viith those granted in the day 
school, 961; a day school of art offering a four-year course in 
ar t  and its industrial applications, which includes drawing, paint- 
ing, decorative design, architecture, plastic design and advanced 
study in painting, sculpture, fashion illustration and costume 
design, graphic design, advertising design and architecture, 200; 
a night school of ar t  also offering a four-year course in ar t  and its 
industrial applications, 480; making a total enrolment of 1,977. 
All courses are of college grade. Admission is restricted to grad- 
uates of recognized secondary schools who have qualified in rig- 
orous intelligence and aptitude tests. Free lectures for the public 
are given throughout the winter under the auspices of the De- 
partment of Social Philosophy, in the Great Hall of the Union, 
where on Feb. 27, 1860, Abraham Lincoln gave before an audience 
of notables the famous "Cooper Union Address" which was largely 
instrumental in securing his nomination for the presidency. Since 
that eventful minter, thousands of lectures and addresses have 
been heard there, including those of John Tyndall, the English 
physicist, who gave the lectures on light, which stimulated the 
building of scientific laboratories in American universities. I t  was 
there that Robert G. Ingersoll gave one of his earliest addresses 
on religion and Victoria Woodhull defended rights for women. 
Gano Dunn succeeded to the presidency of Cooper Union follow- 
ing the death of R Fulton Cutting in 1934. With the installation of 
Dr. Edwin Sharp Burdell as director in 1938, a policy of scientific 
humanism, which aims to accomplish an intellectual synthesis 
of the natural sciences and the humanities, was inaugurated. A 
Department of Humanities, functioning as an integral part of the 
Institute of Technology, was established in 1939. 

CO-OPTATION, the election to vacancies on a legislative, 
administrative or other body by the votes of the existing mem- 
bers of the body instead of by an outside constituency (Lat. 
co-optare). Such bodies may be purely co-optative like the 
Royal Academy, or elective with power to add to the numbers 
by co-optation. An example of the latter are the municipal corpo- 
rations in England. 

CO-ORDINATES in the widest sense are class character- 
istics (in mathematics, primarily magnitudes) tha t  serve to  
distinguish and arrange the elements or units of a n  assemblage, 
specifically of a continuum. More particularly, i n  geometry 
they determine the position of each point, line, plane or other 
extent i n  a total of such. Co-ordinates of the simplest and 
principal type are called Cartesian from Reni: Descartes in whose 
G&om&tsie (1637) they first made a somewhat disguised and in- 
formal appearance, though vague hints may be found much 
earlier, as in  Nicole Oresme's Latin Treatise on the Latitudes of 
Forms (c. 1361). Perhaps with exacter justice they might be 
named "Fermatian," as  invented by Pierre de Fermat (1601-6 j) 
in  his study of maxima and minima (1629)~ who communicated 
his idea t o  11. Despagnet of Bordeaux, according t o  Fermat's 
letter to  Roberval (Sept. 22, 1636). Immediately following the 
appearance of the G&ome'trie, Fermat wrote t o  Descartes (Jan. 
10, 1638) setting forth his own conceptions, first published, how- 
ever, in  his Varia Opera in  1679-ideas and methods far in ad- 
vance of Descartes' and nearer to  the modern form, range and 
s!jstem. Indeed, i t  may be said that  they almost distinguish 
him as the "sole founder of analytic geometry" (H. Wieleitner, 
1 ~ 2 7 ) )  if not of modern mathematics. 

Para l le l  Co-ordinates.-The Cartesians are the two distances 
(x, y) of a point P (x, y) from two axes (OX, OY) in i t s  plane, 
that  meet (commonly a t  right angles) in  the origin 0. A fitting 
name is parallel co-ordinates (fig. I). Suppose the plane filled 
completely with each of two systems of parallel lines, the two 
intersecting a t  any  angle. Suppose also that  the lines are all 
numbered, from a base line i n  each system, along the  base 
line in the other (OX, OY); then through each point of the plane 
passes one and only one line of each system, and each line bears 

a number representing thelength 
i t  cuts off from 0 on the  other 
axis, and is given by  a n  equation 
as x=g,  y=4;  these lengths, 
numbers and equations are 
called co-ordinates of the point 
of intersection P(x, y ) ,  rectangu- 
lar or obliqzte according to angle 
XOY, b u t  in  both cases parallel 
(or rectilinear). 

T h e  co-ordinate y is often 
called the ordinate, a term repro- 

FIG. I ducing the Latin adverb ordin- 
at2 or ordinatim (arrangedly), long used with the participle 
applicata, in  translating Apollonius, for the Greek T E T ~ ~ ~ ~ V O S ,  

especially of parallel chords (in a conic) bisected by  their con- 
jugate diameter. Applicata itself furnished a n  equivalentl for 
'(ordinate," a s  in  Fermat's appliqu2e. Abscissa (abscisse), off- 
cut" (Gr. lzro~opfi) explains itself, as  segment cu t  off from a n  
axis, or diameter (reckoned either from vertex or centre) by  a 
conjugate chord (or ordinate). Both ordinate and  co-ordinate, 
as nouns, were slow in being recognized, being first used in their 
present sense by  Leibniz (1692). 

Equations. The  whole system of points forming the plane may 
now be indicated by  a symbol (x, y), both x and y "real" and 
arbitrary, ranging from zero (0) both ways t o  infinity (from -00 

to +oo), each point corresponding to one and only one pair of 
values (x, y), and conversely. B u t  if x and y be subjected t o  
some condition, as  x-y=o, the points (x, y) cannot be just 
anywhere in  the plane, b u t  only in  a certain region of value, 
viz., on the line bisecting the angle XOY ( w ) ;  hence x-y = o (fig. 
I) or x = y  is called the equation of the bisector. T o  each of its 
points corresponds a value-pair (x, y) satisfying its equation, 

and conversely. T h e  equation 
symbolizes a system of value- 
pairs (all tha t  satisfy it) ,  a11 de- 
picted together by all the points 
on the line and, conversely, a 
o n e-t 0-0 n e correspondence of 
point and value-pair. Likewise 
the  system of v a l u e - p a i r s  
x2+y2= 25 symbolizes a n  as- 

5 imaginary points ?r= j& -.\I - 2, y = j f 54  - 2 (fig. 2). Concen- 
2 2 
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semblage of points, a circle 
about 0, of radius j ;  conversely, 

FIG. 2 
such a circle depicts such a sys- 
tem of value-pairs. So for any 

curve and its symbolizing equation, and for any  equation and 
its depicting curve. 

Degrees. A11 equations of the first degree in  point co-ordinates 
(as lz+my+n=o) are depicted by lines, and hence are  
called linear, and conversely; all of the second degree (as 
ax2+ zhxy+ by2+ zjx+ 2fy +c = o) by  co~zics (see CONIC SECTION), 
of which both circles and line-pairs are  limiting cases, and con- 
versely; equations of a higher degree, by higher curves, and  con- 
versely; the numerical fact of degree corresponding to the geo- 
metric fact of intersection b y  a line. A curve of the n t h  order 
(its equation being of the ~ z t h  degree in  x and  y) meets a line in  
exactly n points, some perhaps coincident, or even null non-exist- 
ent in the plane of real x and y. Thus  3x+4y = 2 j meets x2+y2 = 2 5 
in the double tangent-point (3, 4), whiler+y = romeets i t  in  the 
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tric circles, as x2+y2= 36, x2+ y2 = 100, meet only in imaginary 
points a t  m. 

Transformation. There is often occasion to change the axes 
of reference. In  the simplest change of origin only, OX, OY are 
pushed, without turning, into new positions O'X', O'Y': if 0' 
be (a', b'), plainly x=x'+af, y=y'+b' (fig. 3). If OX, OY be not 
pushed, but only turned round 0, say counter-clockwise through 

the angle a, then clearly x=xl cos a- y' 
sin a, y = x' sin af-y'cos a (fig. 4). For 
both changes a t  once, the formulae are 
combined. This is the case for rectangu- 
lar axes; for oblique axes we have similar 

, processes with more complex results. 
Polar Co-ordinates-T h e s e c o n d 

bl b' 
a' 2' 

primitive type of co-ordinates is the 
x polar, used by Jakob (Jacques) Bernoulli 

- Y '  in 1694; a length or distance p(OP) 
-Y radius vector, inclined 8, direction angle, 

FIG. 3 to an initial direction OD (fig. 5). The 
co-ordinate net-work consists of all con- 

centric circles about 0 ,  with all their radii, each radius meet- 
ing each circle in one point only, and conversely. Rectangu- 
lar co-ordinates are readily expressed by polar co-ordinates, 
thus x =p  cos 0, y=p sine; conversely, p =  4 xZ+y2, B =  tan-ly/x. 

Threefold a n d  Fourfold Space.-Rectangular co-ordinates 
are easily extended to spaces of three or more dimensions. 
Imagine three planes mutually perpendicular, meeting by twos 
in OX, OY, 02, like the walls of a room and the edges at a 
corner. Then the co-ordinates of P are its three distances a, b, c, 
from the planes YOZ, ZOX, XOY, parallel to OX, OY, 0.2. Or 
imagine space filled with each of three 
sets of parallel planes, OX, OY, 02, 
being three intersections taken as axes. 
Then for all pointsof a plane upright on 
OX, parallel to YOZ, the distance x to 
YOZ, parallel to OX, is the same-say El 
x = a;  and similarly for y = b, z = c. Hence -x 
these three lengths (fig. 6) or their num- -x' " F  

bers a, b, c, or the three planes through -u .,. 
P, or their equations are co-ordinates of 
P. Clearly any equation of the first de- FIG. 4 

gree in x, y, z, as lx+my+nz+c=o, is depicted by a plane, 
with axial intercepts -c/l, -c/m, -c/n, and conversely. Also 
an equation of the second degree in x, y, z, symbolized by 

(a, he . . ) (x, y, z)2=o, 
is depicted by a quadric (ellipsoid, paraboloid, hyperboloid), 
and so on for higher degrees and surfaces. 

If there be four such independents (x, y, z ,  u), any set of values 
named mill specify an element in a manifold of four dimensions, 
and all such would constitute the total fourfold extent. Any 
single equation binding together the four would be depicted by 
a threefold extent, a section of the fourfold, as a curve is a sec- 
tion of a surface, and a surface a section of a solid. Similarly 
for any number of co-ordinates or values determining elements. 

Although no logical difficulty arises, the 
geometric representation offers a serious 
one; for the constructive power of our 
space sense does not reach beyond three 
dimensions, and so we cannot envisage a 

FIG. 5 fourfold, although the assemblage of 
musical notes appears to be such, since 

we distinguish a note by four marks high, loud, long, rich (tim- 
bre), that is by four co-ordinates. But we do not imagine a 
fourth axis U perpendicular to X, Y, 2, to the whole XYZ 
space, as Z is to XOY, to the XY-plane. I n  spite of this diffi- 
culty, however, the abstract reasoning is undisturbed. Thus, in 
transforming to polar co-ordinates, consider this example: in 
XOY draw O P  or pl to P (x, y), inclined 41 to Y, so that x= 
p1 sin 41, y=plcos41. SoinO-XYZ draw OP or p2 to P(x, y, z), 
inclined 42 to Z, 90O-4~ to the XY-plane, on which its ortho- 
gonal projection isp, sin qb2; i.e., a pl inclined as above, so that, 

on putting p3 sin 42 for p1 we have x =pl sin $2 sin 41, y = p, sin 
$2 cos 41, and besides z=pz cos 42. Quite similarly, in four di- 
me?sions, x=pz sin 43 sin 42 sin 41, y =p3 sin 4 3  sin 4, cos z= 
p3 sin 43 cos 42, u=p3 cos 43; and so on for other dimensions. 

Triangular Co-ordinates.-Thus far only parallel (especially 
rectangular) and polar co-ordinates have been considered, 
During the past century, there have been devised many others 
both linear and curvilinear. The first are linear co~~tbirzations of 
parallel co-ordi~zates introduced by Mobius (1827) in Der 
bavycentriscke Calcul, and then by Pliicker (1828) in his Aszalyt- 
isch-geometrische Erztwicklungen-of signal importance in pro- 
jective geometry. Mobius imagined three masses (pl, p,, p,) a t  
the vertices of a A ABC, as co-ordinates of their own mass 
centre P. Of course, only the ratios $1 :p2 :p3 are significant. If 

h ~ ,  2, 3 be (fig. 7) the altitudes of ABC, p! and dl, 2, 3 the distances of P from BC, 
CA, AB, we have the static equalities: 

(pl+p2+~3)dl, and so for the indi- 
ces 2,3; whence a t  once 

pi : p, :'pa= di/lzl: dz/hz= d3/h3, 
that is, the 9's vary as the d's multi- 
plied by the height-reciprocals, a special 
case of general trilinear co-ordinates in 

FIG. e which the assumed three lines must form 
a triangle. I n  any A ABC (fig. 7) take 

C A ,  CB as OX, OY, and any point P(x, y). Then dl = a = x sin 
C, P=ys inC,  and 

aa+bP+cy = 2A. (i) 

If P lie beyond any side, as a t  P', the corresponding 'distance 
is negative. We may now take a, p, y strictly a :p :Y as trilinear 
or trimetric co-ordinates of P ,  under condition (i). The quotient 
(aa+b@+cy)/zA= I and may serve as multiplier to make all 
terms of an equation explicitly homogeneous in a ,  @, y. If for 
aa/z A, b@/z A ,  cy/a A me put x, y, z, called ag,eal GO-ordinates 
the quotient becomes x+y+z= I and serves to make such equa- 
tions homogeneous, x ,  y, z being any numbers rightly signed and 
proportioned. The advantages of trilinear co-ordinates lie in 
homogeneity, adaptability, and the treatment of infinity (Klein). 

Extensions.-Epoch-making were the works of J. Pliicker 
(1828, 1831, 1835, 1839, 1846, 1868-69), broadening the notion 
not only of point-co-ordinates but also of co-ordinates in general, 
by regarding any geometric (or algebraic) form as a co-ordinate 
base and reckoning with the co-ordinates so defined. Thus he 
regarded any rational integral combination of point-co-ordinates 
denoted by a single letter, as itself a co-ordinate. Hence geomet- 
rically the most general co-ordinates of a point in three-space 
would be any three definite surfaces (of three surface-systems) 
meeting in the point. "The most general system of co-ordinates 
of a point consists of three sets of surfaces, on one of each of 
which it lies." (Thompson and Tait, Nut. Philos., ii. 202.) 

Curvilinear Co-~rdinates.-I\~e now reach the type of curvi- 
linear co-ordinates, as especially treated by Lam& in the period 

from 1830 to 1860. Any sur- 

j-/?%p/ 
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face-systems Ui= Ci (i= I, 2, 3), 
the C's being constants, whose 
functional-determinant Ux, y, z 
does not equal o, by their inter- 
sections (in twos of two systems) 
determine points in space just 
as do three systems of parallel 
planes in three-space (or two 
systems of parallel lines in two- 

FIG. 7 space, the plane). But this they 
do only within a region free from singularities of any such 
co-ordinate surface, which hardly affects their availability in 
mathematical physics. Of these curvilinear systems the elliptic 
(announced in 1839 by both Lam6 in Liouville's Jouvnal and 
Jacobi in Crelle's Journal) are of note as applicable throughout 
three-space, unhemmed by singularities. They are in a sense 
the three roots X1, X2, Xg of the cubic in, 

X ~ ~ / ( a - X ) + ~ ~ / ( b - h )  +z2/(c-X) = 1, 



symbolizing three confocal quadrics (for the three roots) 
through the point (z, yl 2). For -oo<X<c>o, an ellipsoid E; for 
c<X < b, an hyperbolold HI of one nappe; for b < X <  a, an hyper- 
boloid Hz of two nappes; for a<X, a nullibi (nullteilig) quadric 

'without real points. Such confocals intersect a t  right angles, 
forming an orthogonal system. So through each point P there 
pass three such surfaces (E, H I ,  H,), all intersecting by twos 
in P, and by Dupin's theorem each two meet on curvature-curves 
common to the two-space-curves of the fourth order, each in 
general of two branches. 

Specially useful in the study of spheres are pentaspheric co- 
ordinates, in which five spheres are assumed-one always a 
(nullibi) sphere without real points, if the five are all to meet a t  
right angles, forming an orthogonal system. If S,(i = I, 2,3,4, 5 )  
be the five powers (squared tangent-lengths from point to 
spheres) of a point P as to the five spheres, then the five- 
sphere co-ordinates (strictly, their four independent ratios, 
which alone count) are fixed by ux,=k,Si there a denotes the 
proportionality-factor and ki the arbitrary constants. These 
five are homogeneous, and since three-space has only a fourfold 
of spheres (an assemblage around each point as centre), some 
homogeneous equation of the second degree must connect the 
five; it is written Q=o. Just here emerges a notable distinction. 
Hitherto, in point-and-plane geometry, the co-ordinates used in 
determining an element of space have been quite independent 
of each other, wherefore the space as so constituted is called a 
lizear man.ifold; but in the point-geometry of pentaspheric co- 
ordinates as in various other types, there appear supernumerary 
co-ordinates which must satisfy a quadratic equation, wherefore 
the space so constituted is known as a quadratic manifold. Made 
generally known by Darboux (1873)~ but already used since 
1869, pentaspherics have been studied and developed mainly 
by Sophus Lie and Felix Klein. 

Other Elements.-Thus far the point P has been treated as 
the only geometric irreducible, but others are often useful. If 

I I 
b + m y + i = o  be a line L, then its intercepts (- - 9  - -) on 

l m  
OX, OY fix it and are constant for any one line, while x and 
y vary from point to point. But now suppose P (x, y) fixed 

I I 
(as 3, 4) q d  let I ,  m vary; then as the intercepts (- - -) m 
change, the line will swing round P (x, y). Hence the equation 
no longer symbolizes a row or range of points all on the same 
line L, but a sheaf or pencil of all lines in the plane on (through) 
the same point P. Thus the notions of P and L are inter- 
changed, giving lines on a point instead of points on a line, the 
equation remaining unchanged; hence 1 and m are line co- 
ordinates; that is, co-ordinates of the lines on (or $at pencil 
through) the point (z, y). So in ls+my+az+ I =o, on holding 
1, m, TZ fixed and letting x, y, 2; change, we get the twofold of 
value-triplets depicted by all points P (x, y, z )  of the plane; but 
on holding P fast (say 2,  3, 6) and letting 1, m, n loose, we get 
the twofold of value-triplets correlated with the (bundle of) 
planes on (through) the point P ( 2 ,  3, 6). So 1, m, n become 
plane co-ordinates, specifying all planes lying on a point (x, y, 2). 

Duality.-This discussion leads to the recognition of the 
principle of duality (Gergonne, 1771-18 59) or reciprocity. An 
equation is understood in two ways, as a symbol both ( I )  of a 
line (or plane) total of points, in point co-ordinates, and (2) of a 
point-total of lines (or planes) in line (or plane) co-ordinates. 
And so on prolifically; to every such theorem in either type of 
co-ordinates corresponds the dual or reciprocal in the other; 
proving either proves both, as in the theorems of Pascal and 
Brianchon. (See CONIC SECTION.) But the theorem must be 
such, i .e. ,  concerning positional relations, and not metrical, as 
lengths or sizes of angles. Order (number of intersections by a 
line) in the point-co-ordinate locus corresponds to class (number 
of tangents from a point) in the line (or plane) co-ordinates. In  
the line (or plane) co-ordinate envelop, each number being 
given by the degree of the equation in the respective co-ordinates; 

these latter co-ordinates are also called ta?tgefztial, since they are 
tangent to the forms they envelop and thus determine. 

Thus there appear as many lines as points in a plane, and as 
many planes as points in space. This is not strange, since there 
are infinitely more circles in the plane and spheres in space 
than points in either; in fact, around each point as centre a 
countless number of circles and spheres. It is no question of 
room or of crowding, but only of definition, of distinction one 
from another. Equations in point-co-ordinates (x, y ,  z) sym- 
bolize forms as aggregates of points (P) co-ordinated in specific 

i ways; equations in line or plane-co-ordinates symbolize such 
forms themselves as units co-ordinated into other aggregates, 
each individual in which is specified by a special set of values ~ (2, m, n). The mind makes space of more dimensions in com- 
plexes than in simples. I n  the line geometry proper of Pliicker 
(1868-69), the line displaces the point as "space-element." 
But it is fixed by four co-ordinates (not three), as in two pro- 
jections on co-ordinate planes (traces of two planes through 
the line and perpendicular to the co-ordinate planes), which are 
(say) x=az+cu, y=  bz+P; hence a, a, b, P are the line's four 
co-ordinates, though the preferred line-co-ordinates are six 
ho?itogeneous co-ordinates connected by one quadratic equation. 
Hence, as an aggregate of lines our three-space is fourfold. 
According as these four independents are joined by I ,  2, 3 
equations, there result three configurations: (I) a triple complex, 
as the total of tangents to a surface, a plane or sheaf of tangents 
a t  each point of the tv,~ofold surface of points; (2) a double 
coagruence, as the total of common tangents to two surfaces, as 
quadrics; (3) a simple regulus (or skew), as the system of tangents 
to HI HI, an hyperboloid of one sheet, whichever half of the total 
be regarded. 

The query wiIl a t  once arise, may not still other geometric 
wholes, as circle, conic or quadric, be taken as space-elements, 
raising still higher the dimensionality of our triple space of 
points? The answer is that this is possible and that it has been 
done, in a way, with the circle (by C. Stephanos, 1881), the 
aggregate of circles in space appearing as a sixfold extended 
domain of the fifth order in a ninefold extent. If the quadric 
be taken as space-element, our three-space attains nine dimen- 
sions, and so on. These brief hints may suggest the range and 
significance of the concept co-ordinates, and how the mind 
develops the notion of space, constituted a t  will of forms 
differing endlessly in complexity and degree, but all obeying the 
same logical laws and all united into one self-consistent whole. 
(See also ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-N. M. Ferrers, An Elementary Treatise on Trilinear 
Coordtnates (1861) ; W. A. Whitworth, Trilinear Coordinates and 
other fifethods of Mod. An. Geom. of two Dimensions (1866) ; K. 
Zindler, "Algebraische Liniengeometrie," Encyklopadie der Math. Wis- 
sensch. iii. bd., ii. teil, heft 8 (1922)  ; F. Dingeldey, "Kegelschnitte 
u. Kegelschnitt-systeme," ibid., heft I (1903) ; F. Enriques, "Prinzipien 
der Geometrie," ibid., iii. bd., i. teil, heft I (1907) ; E. Duporcq, Pre- 
miers Principes de Gtomttrie moderne (1924) ; P. Humbert, Fonctions 
de Lamt et fonctions de Mathieu (1926) ; D. B. &lair, Fourfold Geom- 
etry (1926) ; Sophus Lie, Geometrie (2 vols., 1927). (W. B. SM.) 

CO-ORDINATION, in chemistry, denotes a mode of linking 
between atoms first recognized by Alfred Werner in 1893. In 
accordance with the co-ordination theory, which affords a simple 
and comprehensive explanation of the chemical constitutions of 
complex salts, amines (9.v.) and mordant dyes, certain salts of 
boron, beryllium, chromium, cobalt, copper and many other ele- 
ments should exist in optically active forms. This prediction has 
since been verified experimentally in many instances. (See STER- 
EOCHEMISTRY.) 

An electronic interpretation of co-ordination was provided by 
N. V. Sidgwick in 1923, thus bringing this chemical conception 
into line with modern views of the constitution of matter. (See 
VALENCY.) 

COORG, a province of India, administered by a commissioner, 
subordinate to the governor-general through the resident of 
Mysore, who is officially also chief commissioner of Coorg. A leg- 
islative council with five nominated and fifteen elected members, 
was set up in 1923.  Coorg (an anglicized corruption of Kodagu, 



said to be derived from the Kanarese Kudzi, "steep," "hilly"), 
lies in the south of the peninsula, on the plateau of the Western 
Ghats, sloping inland towards Mysore. I t  is the chief coffee- 
producing state after Mysore, coffee cultivation having held its 
own in the face of severe competition. The administrative head- 
quarters are a t  hfercara. There is no railway. Coorg is the small- 
est province in India, its area being only 1,582 sq.m. I t  was con- 
stituted a province on account of its isolation. I t  lies at the top 
of the Western Ghats, and is cut off by them from easy communi- 
cation with the British districts of South Kanara and Malabar, 
which form its western and southern boundaries, while on its 
other sides it  is bordered by the native state of Mysore. I t  is a 
mountainous land of wooded hills, the lowest 3,000 ft. high, and 
deep valleys; the loftiest peak, Tadiandamol, has an altitude of 
5,729 ft. The principal river is the Cauvery, which rises on the 
eastern side of the Western Ghats, and with its tributaries drains 
the greater part of Coorg. During the rainy season, from June 
to the end of September, the rivers are very rapid. Coorg has 
a rainfall which may exceed 160 in. yearly, particularly heavy 
in the jungle tract, but the climate is on the whole healthy. The 
hottest time is April and May. In  the undergrcwth are cardamom, 
areca, plantain, canes,wild pepper,tree and other ferns, and arums. 
I n  the forest of the less thickly-wooded bamboo country in the 
west of Coorg the trees most common are blackwood, kino, mutti, 
acacia, etc., with teak and sandalwood in the eastern part. Ele- 
phants, tigers, cheetahs, wild boar, deer and buffalo are found. 
The most interesting antiquities of Coorg are the earth redoubts 
or war-trenches (kadangas) with a linear extent of between 500 
and 600 m. They are mentioned in inscriptions of the 9th and 
10th centuries. Rice is the staple product and the chief export. 
Coffee growing is the main industry, rubber and some tea are 
grown and there are sandalwood works. 

In  1931, the population, which is mainly agricultural, was 163,- 
327. Of the various tribes inhabiting Coorg, the Coorgs proper, 
or Kodagas, and the Yeravas, both special to the country, are the 
most numerous. The Kodagas, a light-coloured race of unknown 
origin, constitute a highland clan of independent spirit and free 
from the trammels of caste. Their religion consists of ancestor- 
and demon-worship, with a certain admixture of Brahman cults. 
The men are by tradition warriors and hunters, and while they will 
plough the fields and reap the rice, they leave all menial work to 
the women and servants. They speak Kodagu. The Yeravas are 
an inferior race, dark-skinned and thick-lipped. Though now 
nominally free, they were, before the establishment of British 
rule, the hereditary praedial slaves of the Kodagas. They are 
demon-worshippers. Their language, a dialect of Malayalam, is 
peculiar to them. Among the other tribes or castes special to  
Coorg are the Heggades, cultivators from Malabar, the Ayiri, who 
constitute the artisan caste and the Medas. There are several 
other tribes peculiar to Coorg. Of those not special to the country, 
the Holeyas, from Mysore, MaIabar and South Kanara, are the 
most numerous. They were formerly the slaves of the Kodagas 
and now act as their menials. Of the Tulu (farmer) class the 
Gaudas, who live principally along the western boundary, are 
the most important; they speak Tulu and wear the Coorg dress. 
The oflicial language of Coorg, which is that spoken by nearly 
half of the population, is Kanarese, the Coorg language (Kodagu) 
coming next. There are three secondary schools in the state, but 
no college. 

History.-Early accounts of Coorg are purely legendary, 
and it  was not till the 9th and 10th centuries that its history be- 
came the subject of authentic record. At this period, according 
to inscriptions, the country was ruled by the Gangas of TalakZd, 
under whom the Changalvas, kings of Changa-nid, held the east 
and part of the north of Coorg. After the overthrow, in the 11th 
century, of the Ganga power, the Changalvas became tributary 
to the Cholas, the Hoysalas and the Vijayanagar empire in turn. 
On the fall of the last-named empire a prince of the Ikkeri or 
Bednur family brought Coorg under his sway, his descendants 
continuing to be rajas of Coorg till 1834. Hyder Ali of Mysore 
occupied the country in 1780 but was expelled in 1782. Two 
years later Tippoo Sahib reduced the country; but the Coorgs 

having again rebelled in 1785 he vowed their destruction. Hav- 
ing secured some 70,000 of them by treachery, he drove them t o  
Seringapatam, where he had them circumcised by force. Coorg 
was partitioned among Muslim proprietors; but in 1788 Vira 
Raja succeeded in driving the forces of Tippoo out of the 
country. The British, who were about to  enter on the struggle 
with Tippoo, concluded a treaty with Vira Raja;  and during the 
war that followed the Coorgs proved invaluable allies. By the 
treaty of peace, Coorg, though not adjacent to  the East India 
Company's territories, was included in the cessions forced from 
Tippoo. On the spot where he had first met the British com- 
mander, the raja founded the city of Virarajendrapet. 

Vira Raja (d. 1809) was guilty towards the end of his reign of 
hideous atrocities, rivalled by his nephew, Vira Raja, a mon- 
ster of sensuality and cruelty, who ascended the throne in 1820, 
a t  the age of 20, Among his victims were all the members of the 
families of his predecessors. I n  1832, evidence of treasonable de- 
signs on the raja's part led t o  inquiries by the British resident 
a t  Mysore, and a British force marched into Coorg in 1834. On 
April 11 the raja was deposed by Colonel Fraser, the political 
agent with the force, and on May 7 the state was annexed to the 
East India Company's territory. 

The "Coorg rebellion" of 1837 was really a rising of the Gaudas, 
due to  a grievance a t  having to pay taxes in money instead of in 
kind. A man named Virappa, who pretended to have escaped 
from the massacre of 1820, tried to take advantage of this to  
assert his claim to be raja, but the Coorgs remained loyal to the 
British and the attempt failed. I n  1861, after the Mutiny, the 
loyalty of the Coorgs was rewarded by their being exempted 
from the Disarmament Act. 

See Rev. G. Richter, Castes and Tribes found in the Province of  
Coorg (Bangalore, 1887) ; Imperial Gazetteer of India (Oxford, 1908) 
vol. xi. S.V. where, besides an admirable account of the country and 
its inhabitants, the history of Coorg is dealt with in some detail. T h e  
Cambridge History of India, ed. Prof. E. J. Rapson (1922) ; Vincent 
Smith, Early History of India, revised b y  S. M. Edwardes (1924). 

COORNHERT, DIRCK VOLCKERTSZOON ( I  5 2 2 -  
15go), Dutch politician and theologian, was born at  Amsterdam. 
H e  settled in Haarlem, as engraver on copper, and produced works 
which retain high values. H e  published Dutch translations from 
Cicero, Seneca and Boethius. H e  was appointed secretary to the 
city (1562) and secretary to the burgomasters (1564). Throwing 
himself into the struggle with Spanish rule, he drew up the mani- 
festo of William of Orange ( I  566). Imprisoned at  The Hague 
(1568), he escaped to Cleves, where he maintained himself by 
his art. Recalled in 1572, he was secretary of State for a short 
time; his aversion to warfare led him back to Cleves, where 
William continued to employ his services and his pen. H e  stood for 
toleration and against capital punishment for heretics. H e  had no 
party views; the Heidelberg catechism, authoritative in Holland, 
he criticized. The great Arminius, employed to refute him, was 
won over by his arguments. He died at  Gouda on Oct. 29, 1590. 
His Dutch version of the New Testament, following the Latin of 
Erasmus, was never comp!eted. His works, in prose and verse, 
were published in 1630, 3 vols. 

See F.  D. J .  Moorrees, Dirck Volckertszoon Coornhert (1887) ; 
AT. Delvenne, Biog. des Pays-Bas (1829) ; A. J. van der Aa, Biog. 
Woordenboek der Nederlanden (1855). 

COOT, a bird of the genus Fulica, belonging to the family 
Rallidae or rails. The European coot (Fz~lica atra) breeds abund- 
antly in many of the larger inland waters of the northern parts 
of the Old World, in winter resorting to river mouths or shallow 
bays of the sea. Hunted in winter, a t  other times it  is com- 
paratively unmolested. The nest is a large mass of flags, reeds 
or sedge, among rushes in the water or on the margin, and fre- 
quently contains as many as ten eggs. The young are beautiful 
little creatures, clothed in jet-black down, with heads of a bright 
orange-scarlet, varied with purplish-blue. This brilliant colouring 
is soon lost, and they assume the sooty-black plumage which is 
worn for the rest of their lives; a characteristic of the adult is a 
bare white patch or callosity on the forehead. The coot is about 
18 in. in length, and sometimes more than 2 lb. in weight. Though 
its wings appear to be short and it  seems to rise with difficulty 



from the water, i t  is capable of long-sustained and rapid flight. It  
swims buoyantly, and dives with ease. When wounded it  is said to 
clutch the weeds a t  the bottom. I t  is not often found on dry 
land. The feet of the coot are remarkable, the toes being fringed 
by a lobed membrane, to facilitate swimming and walking over 
the ooze. 

The coot is found throughout the palaearctic region and in 
most other parts of the world is represented by nearly allied 
species, having almost the same habits. An African species (F. 
cristata) is distinguished by two red knobs on its forehead. The 
Australian and North American species (F. australis and F. 
americana) closely resemble the English bird; in South America 
half a dozen species are found, one (F. gigantea) being of consid- 
erable size. The remains of a large extinct species (F. newtoni) 
were discovered in Mauritius. 

COOTE, SIR EYRE (1726-1783), British soldier, the son 
of a clergyman, was born near Limerick, and entered the 27th 
regiment. H e  saw active service in the Jacobite rising of 1745, 
and some years later obtained a captaincy in the 39th regiment, 
which was the first British regiment sent to India. In  1756 a part 
of the regiment, then quartered a t  Madras, was sent forward to 
join Clive in his operations against Calcutta, and Coote was soon 
given the local rank of major. After the battle of Plassy he led 
a detachment in pursuit of the French for 4oom. under extraor- 
dinary difficulties. His conduct won him the rank of lieutenant- 
colonel and the command of the 84th regiment, newly-raised for 
Indian service. In  Oct. 1759 Coote's regiment arrived to take 
part in the decisive struggle between French and English in the 
Carnatic; in 1760 he led them in the decisive victory of Wandi- 
wash (Jan. 22). Coote loyally supported Monson in the siege and 
capture of Pondicherry, and soon afterwards (1761) was given 
the command of the East India Company's forces in Bengal. In  
1762 he returned to England, receiving from the Company re- 
wards for his great services. I n  1771 he was made a K.B. In  
1779 he returned to India as lieutenant-general commanding in 
chief. Following generally the policy of Warren Hastings, he 
nevertheless refused to take sides in the quarrels of the council, 
and made a firm stand in all matters affecting the forces. Hyder 
Ali's progress in southern India called him again into the field, 
but his difficulties were very great and i t  was not until June I ,  
1781, that the crushing and decisive defeat of Porto Novo struck 
the first heavy blow at  Hyder's schemes. The battle was won 
under most unfavourable conditions against odds of five to one, 
and is justly ranked as one of the greatest feats of the British 
in India. I t  was followed up by another hard-fought battle a t  
Pollilur and by the rout of the Mysore troops a t  Sholingarh a 
month later. His last service was the arduous campaign of 1782. 
Sir Eyre Coote died a t  Madras on April 28, 1783. 

CBPAIBA or CBPAIVA, an oleo-resin-sometimes termed 
a balsam-obtained from the trunk of the Copaifera langsdorfii 
(family Leguminosae) and from other species of Copaifera in the 
West Indies and Amazon valley. I t  is a viscous transparent liquid, 
occasionally fluorescent and light yellow to pale golden in colour. 
The odour is aromatic and characteristic, the taste acrid and 
bitter. I t  is insoluble in water, but soluble in absolute alcohol, 
ether and oils. 

COPAL, a hard lustrous resin, varying in hue from an almost 
colourless transparent mass to a bright yellowish-brown, having 
a conchoidal fracture, and, when dissolved in alcohol, spirit of 
turpentine, or other suitable menstruum, forming a valuable 
varnish. Copal is obtained from a variety of sources; the term 
is vaguely used for resins which, though similar in physical prop- 
erties, differ in their constitution, and are altogether distinct as 
to their source. In  Brazil and other South American countries, 
copal is obtained from Hymenaea courbaril, and other species, 
while the dammar resins and the piney varnish of India are 
occasionally spoken of as copal. By far the most important from 
a commercial point of view is the Zanzibar or East African copal, 
yielded by Traclzylobizrm verrucosunz. The resin is found in 
two distinct conditions: ( I )  raw or recent ("jackass" copal): 
and (2)  ripe or true copal. The raw copal obtained direct from 
the trees, or found at  their roots or near the surface of the 

1 ground, does not enter into European commerce. I t  is sent to 
India and China, where it  is manufactured into a coarse varnish. 
The true or fossil copal is found embedded in the earth over a 
wide belt of the mainland coast of Zanzibar, on tracts where not 
a single tree is now visible. I t  is not found a t  a greater depth than 
qft., and occurs in pieces varying from the size of small pebbles 
up  to masses of several ounces in weight, and occasionally lumps 
weighing 4 or jlb. have been obtained. Kauri copal is found in 
New Zealand, which exports large quantities. I t  is derived from 
the Kauri pine (Agathis azistralis), and like the East African 
copal is found in the earth often far  from living trees of this pine. 

COPALITE or COPALINE, also termed "fossil resin" and 
"Highgate resin," a naturally occurring organic substance found 
as irregular pieces of pale-yellow colour in the London clay at  
Highgate hill. I t  has a resinous aromatic odour when freshly 
broken, volatilizes at  a moderate temperature, and burns readily 
with a yellow, smoky flame, leaving scarcely any ash. 

COPAL VARNISH : see VARNISH. 
COPAN, a ruined city of Honduras, located near the Guate- 

malan border and on the Copin river, a tributary of the Motagua. 
The ancient city, buried under vegetation and alluvial deposits, 
is cut through by the river, so that the banks give a vertical sec* 
tion of centuries of life and building under the ancient Maya 
Indians. The ruins are named after a nearby modern town; this 
was captured by  the Spaniards in 1530. 

COPARCENARY, in law, the descent of lands of inheri- 
tance from an ancestor to  two or more persons possessing an 
equal title to them. I t  arose either by common law, as where an 
ancestor died intestate, leaving two or more females as his co-heir- 
esses, who then took as coparceners or parceners; or, by particular 
custom. as in the case of gavelkind lands, which descend to all 
males in equal degrees, or in default of males, to all the daughters 
equally. All such special forms of descent were abolished by the 
Law of Property Act 1922 and the Administration of Estates Act 
1925. 

The term "coparcenary" is not in use in the United States, joint 
heirship being considered as tenancy in common. 

CO-PARTNERSHIP, a term used (often with the prefix 
"Labour" or "Industrial" added) to denote ( I )  the ideal that 
workers should enjoy full participation in the profits and ad- 
ministration of industry, and (2) a specialized type of business 
organization (more or less embodying this ideal) introduced into 
the fabric of the existing economic order. 

As an ideal it  has a history as old as that of the co-operative 
movement (see CO-OPERATION), and like the latter i t  drew its 
inspiration in the second quarter of the 19th century from a 
refusal to recognise that the divorce between productive labour 
and the ownership and control of capital was either just or in- 
evitable. During the period of the Chartist movement, John 
Stuart Mill was not alone among economists in setting great store 
by co-partnership as a solvent of industrial discontent, and even 
as late as 1862 one finds him predicting that "the relationship of 
masters and workpeople will be gradually superseded by partner- 
ship in one of two forms: in some cases association of the 
labourers with the capitalist, in others, and perhaps finally in 
all, association of labourers among themselves." 

Already in the 'forties efforts to  achieve co-partnership in the 
forms to which Mill refers had met with wide support. The first 
form was held in view by the advocates of the limited partnership, 
legalisation of which would, i t  was hoped, put capital, protected 
by limited liability, a t  the disposal of the capital-less worker. 
The second form found expression in the starting of numerous 
societies for co-operative production. I n  neither of these direc- 
tions can it  be said that the course of economic development 
since 1850 has confirmed the accuracy of Mill's prediction. The 
introduction (1855-62) of the registered limited liability com- 
pany swamped the more modest proposal for the limited partner- 
ship. And though the reorganization of industry and trade on 
joint-stock lines has steadily developed (quite overshadowing 
even the ordinary partnership) that event has not in  itself con- 
tributed much to bring about co-partnership between capital and 
labour. Only in one respect, and that indirectly, have the British 



CO-PARTNERSHIP 
Companies Acts favoured employee membership of companies. As 
the result of legislation, 1907-13, the restriction of the member- 
ship of private companies to  50 has been waived in the case of 
employee or ex-employee shareholders. 

Nor again were the high hopes placed by Robert Owen (q.v.), 
and later by the Christian Socialists, in the "self-governing work- 
shop" form of co-partnership destined to be realised. The English 
co-operative movement, while always ready to encourage em- 
ployee-membership, has won its main victories on the side of 
consumers' control rather than of producers' or of workers' con- 
trol. The Scottish co-operative movement, however, has had 
notable success in  giving the employee as such a joint share in 
control with the ordinary consumer-member. 

Closely connected though it  was in the 'eighties with the co- 
operative movement and drawing part of its inspiration from the 
ideals of the Christian Socialists (see CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM), the 
organised movement has tended, especially in the present century, 
to  develop on lines of its own and to put forward on behalf of 
labour claims more moderate than those advocated, for example, 
by the Guild Socialists (see GUILD SOCIALISM). These claims as  
formulated by the Industrial Co-partnership Association (the 
present title of the propagandist body founded in 1884) are that 
all workers "shall share to  some extent in the profits, capital, and 
control of the business in which they are employed." By share 
in profits is meant an arrangement whereby as a matter of fixed 
rules the worker is entitled to  receive, in addition to the standard 
wages of the trade, some share in the final profit (if any) of the 
business. By share in capital is meant the accumulation by the 
worker of his share of profit, or part thereof, in the capital of 
the business. Share in  control is to be acquired in one or both 
of two ways: 

(a) by acquiring share capital, and thus gaining the ordinary 
rights and responsibilities of a shareholder. 

(b) by the formation of a co-partnership committee of workers 
having a voice in the internal management. 

I t  is obvious that even these fairly precise definitions leave 
considerable latitude in the planning of individual schemes, while 
the extent to  which the ideal of co-partnership is in any case 
realizable depends not only on the amount of the share (in net 
profits, capital and control) to  which the employees of an under- 
taking are to  become entitled but also on the kind of share con- 
templated under each head. 

Workers  a n d  Profit-Sharing.-On account of this element 
of uncertainty the annual statistics of the Ministry of Labour 
on "Profit-sharing and Labour Co-partnership" do not furnish a 
complete guide either to  the success which co-partnership has 
already won or to the r81e which it  is  likely to play in the future. 
The latest official figures show that a t  the end of 1926 there were 
in Great Britain 280 schemes (the survivors of 554 launched 
during the past 50 years), one-half dating after the World 
War. These schemes were operated by 274 firms, employing 
400,000 people of whom approximately one-half were eligible to  
participate in the benefits conferred. But at  least 50% of these 
existing schemes contemplate nothing more than a distribution 
of part of the net profits in cash (see PROFIT-SHARING). On the 
other hand, the official figures are far from being comprehensive- 
( I )  as regards capital ownership by employees, ( 2 )  as regards 
schemes which provide for their participation in internal manage- 
ment. Under the former head the Committee on Industry and 
Trade had to record (in 1926) that "no information is available 
as to the extent to  which employees own capital a t  the present 
time in the undertakings by which they are employed." But 
there is little doubt that the amount (e.g., in certain sections of 
the cotton industry) must be large. Under the latter head must 
be reckoned the extensive movement (stimulated by the Whitley 
Report) in favour of setting up joint works councils represent- 
ing the management and the workpeople employed in a particular 
establishment. In  some industries provision for joint consultation 
has been organised nationally as well as locally, and a tendency 
is observable--e.g., among railway companies-to use the ma- 
chinery for administrative purposes. Whitleyism, though it does 
not approach co-partnership from the profit-sharing angle, has 

yet contributed much towards the rationalisation of industry on 
co-partnership lines by insisting that collective bargaining is not 
the only matter in which joint consultation between employer 
and employee is desirable. 

Apart from these two developments there is little doubt that 
profit-sharing has up to the present been the basis of most of the 
experiments in co-partnership in Great Britain. Three types may 
be distinguished: ( I )  that in which either a specified proportion 
of the net profits or a bonus rising or falling with the rate of 
dividend is divisible among the employees; (2)  that in which the 
bonus or part of it  must be left with the firm either on deposit 
or in the form of special "co-partnership shares" t o  earn interest 
varying with the rate of dividend; (3) that in  which the profit 
is given indirectly through the offer of share or stock purchase 
facilities not available to  the outside public or t o  non-employee 
shareholders. These facilities may take the form of opportunity 
to  purchase by small instalments (a full dividend being payable 
before the last instalment is due), opportunity to  buy shares 
below the current price offered, or a right to  receive an extra 
bonus on dividend. I n  any case the arrangement does not, like 
the second type, involve the creation of a special, new class of 
share. 

Prac t ica l  Br i t i sh  Schemes.-This third type of scheme comes 
nearest to  satisfying the three conditions laid down by the I.C.A. 
I t  is, however, a type better suited for adoption by the large 
public company than by the small concern whose shares do not 
command a ready market. I n  the gas industry, where in combina- 
tion with direct profit-sharing it  has stood the test of years, 44 
English gas companies (60% of the total number) have adopted 
with slight variations the scheme originally launched by the South 
Metropolitan Gas Company in 1889. This scheme, under which 
the employees have, since 1894, been given the opportunity of 
investing in the company's ordinary stock and, since 1896, of 
appointing their own directors to  the board, was made statutory 
in 1920 on the basis of a division of profits (after payment of 
standard dividends) among consumers, shareholders, and em- 
ployees in the proportions of three-fourths, one-eighth, and one- 
eighth respectively. 

Although the economic conditions in the gas industry (standard- 
ized product, local monopoly, statutory limitation of dividend) 
are no doubt favourable to  co-partnership, the fact remains that 
in Great Britain, a s  in America, employee stock of share owner- 
ship has received recently marked encouragement by some of 
the larger British companies, more often than not in connection 
with schemes to give employees security of tenure and a direct 
voice in the control of the conditions under which they work. 
Viewed as an integral part of these larger administrative changes 
the co-partnership scheme of Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., 
one of the largest British combines with a pay-roll of over 40.000, 
is of special interest. Under this scheme facilities are given to all 
employees to  purchase ordinary shares in the company a t  2s. 6d. 
below the mean market price, while employees earning less than 
f2oo p.a. are entitled to  a bonus of one free share for every 
four shares purchased. I t  is also provided that the payment of all 
instalments outstanding on his shares are cancelled by the death 
of the employee-holder. The objection often urged against a 
scheme of this type, that it  is unwise to encourage people of small 
means to invest their savings in the industry in which they are 
employed, can hardly be sustained in regard to  a company con- 
trolling the production of necessaries under conditions of virtual 
monopoly. 

Another interesting variety of scheme (which avoids this par- 
ticular objection without entailing the issue of shares carrying 
restricted rights of ownership) is that of the Brush Electrical 
Engineering Company Ltd. Under this scheme the employees 
collectively are entitled to take their share of the surplus profits 
either in cash or in shares in the company. 

Of schemes in general it may be said that wherever the em- 
ployers or directors show (as in the case of the two schemes just 
mentioned) a sincere desire to adopt co-partnership in a form and 
for objects which are acceptable to organized labour outside as 
well as inside their particular businesses the prospects of success- 
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ful working will be fair. Much, too, depends upon the possibility 
(of which there are many signs) that the traditionally lukewarm 
attitude of Labour towards co-partnership may change to one of 
acceptance when it is realized that co-partnership (in the broad 
sense of the term) is an essential ingredient in the scientific 
rationalisation of industry. 

M o v e m e n t  ou ts ide  G r e a t  Britain.- In the United States, 
as a recent investigation by Princeton university shows, the "ac- 
quisition by employees of stock in the companies they work for 
has reached the proportions of a comprehensive movement." 
Though there is no doubt that this movement, fostered by instal- 
ment-purchase arrangements, has stimulated a similar develop- 
ment in other countries it  is difficult to  say whether co-partnership 
is likely to result from it as a permanent factor in the organization 
of American industries. I t  must be borne in mind that a large and 
increasing proportion of stock issued by American corporations 
is of the non-voting variety, that economic conditions have in 
themselves for many years past been favourable to  investors, 
and that the investment capacity of the average American em- 
ployee has been considerably greater than the employee in any 
other part of the world. H e  has had both the capacity and the 
opportunity to invest. Even then, of the total stock, the amount 
held by employee-investors is only something like 2 per cent. 

I n  New Zealand an act known as the Companies Empowering 
act was passed in 1924 which enables any company registered 
ullder the general company laws to issue labour shares to its 
employees, these shares to be of no-par value and not to form 
part of the share capital. Voting rights, however. as well as rights 
to a share in the profits are to  attach to these "shares" according 
to the regulations made by the company. 

I n  France a somewhat similar arrangement was authorized by 
an act in 1917 for SociCtCs Anonymes that choose to adopt it. 
Under this act, however, the "labour shares" (actions de travail) 
become the collective property of the employees organized in a 
"SociCtC commerciale co-operative de main d'oeuvre" with voting 
powers at  the company's meetings. (See PROFIT-SHARING.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-M~?Z~S~Y~ of Labour Report on Profit Sharing and 
Labour Co-partnership in the U.K. (Cmd. 544) (1920), also Annual 
Reports ditto in the Ministry of Labour Gazette; Report of Com- 
mittee on Industry and Trade (Survey of Industrial Relations, 1926) ; 
"Co-partnership" quarterly journal of the Industrial Co-partnership 
Association; Carpenter, Industrial Co-partnership (1921) ; E. Walls, 
Progressive Co-partnership (1921) ; Foerster and Dietel, "Employee 
Stock Ownership in the United States" (the Princeton University 
Report, 1927). (A. L. D.) 

COPE, EDWARD MEREDITH (1818-1 873), English 
classical scholar, was born in Birmingham on July 28 1818, and 
died on Aug. j 1873. H e  was a sound scholar, with perhaps a 
tendency to over-minuteness. H e  was the author of An Infroduc- 
tiorz to Aristotle's Rhetoric (1867), a standard work; The 
Rhetoric of Aristotle, with a commentary, revised and edited by 
J. E. Sandys (1877); translations of Plato's Gorgias (2nd ed., 
1884) and Phaedo (revised by H. Jackson, 187 5). 

The chief authority for the facts of Cope's life is the memoir 
prefixed to vol. i. of his edition of The Rhetoric of Aristotle. 

COPE [Med. Lat. cappa], a liturgical vestment of the West- 
ern Church. The word "cope," now confined to this sense, was 
in its origin identical with lLcape" and "cap," and was used until 
comparatively modern times also for an outdoor cloak, whether 
worn by clergy or laity. This, indeed, was its original meaning, 
the cappa having been an outer garment common to men and 
women whether clerical or lay. The word pluviale (rain-cloak), 
which the cope bears in the Roman Catholic Church, is exactly 
parallel so far as change of meaning is concerned. In  both 
words the etymology reveals the origin of the vestment, which 
is but a glorified survival of a garment worn by all and sundry in 
ordinary life. When spread out the cope forms an almost com- 
plete semicircle. Along the straight edge there is usually a broad 
band, and at  the neck is attached the "hood" (in Latin, the 
clypeus or shield) ; i.e., a shield-shaped piece of stuff which hangs 
down over the back. The vestment is secured in front by a broad 
tab sewn on to one side and fastening to the other with hooks, 
sometimes also by a brooch (called the morse, Lat. morsus). 

The cope thus preserves the essential shape of its secular 
original, and even the hood, though now a mere ornamental 
appendage, is a survival of an actual hood. The evolution of 
this latter into its present form was gradual; first the hood became 
too small for use, then it  was transformed into a small triangular 
piece of stuff (13th century), which in its turn grew (14th and 
I jth centuries) into the shape of a shield, and this again, losing 
its pointed tip in the 17th century, expanded in the 18th into a 
flap which was sometimes enlarged so as to cover the whole back 
down to the waist. I n  its general effect, however, a cope no 
longer suggests a "waterproof." I t  is sometimes elaborately 
embroidered all over; more usually i t  is of some rich material, 
with the borders in front and the hood embroidered, while the 
morse has given occasion for some of the most beautiful examples 
of the goldsmith's and jeweller's craft. 

The use of the cope as a liturgical vestment can be traced to 
the end of the 8th century. Before this the so-called cappa 
choralis, a black, bell-shaped, hooded vestment with no liturgical 
significance, had been worn by the secular and regular clergy a t  
choir services, processions, etc. This was in its origin identical 
with the chasuble, and if, as Father Braun seems to prove, the 
cope developed out of this, cope and chasuble have a common 
source. In  the 10th century, partly under the influence of the 
splendour-loving community of Cluny, the use of the cope be- 
came widespread; in the 11th century it  was universally worn, 
though the rules for its ritual use had not yet been fixed. I t  was 
at  this time, however, par excellence the vestment proper to the 
cantors, choirmaster, and singers. 

By the beginning of the 13th century the liturgical use of the 
cope had become finally fixed. The substitution of the cope 
for the chasuble in many of the functions for which the latter 
had been formerly used was primarily due to the comparative 
convenience of a vestment opened at  the front, and so leaving 
the arms free. A natural conservatism preserved the chasuble (q.v.) 
as the vestment proper to  the celebration of Mass; but the cope 
took its place in lesser functions; i.e., the censing of the altar dur- 
ing the Magnificat and at  matins (whence the German name 
Rauchmantel, smoke-mantel), processions, solemn consecrations, 
and as the dress of bishops attending synods. I t  is clear from this 
that the cope, though a liturgical, was never a sacerdotal vest- 
ment. If i t  was worn by priests, i t  could also be worn by laymen, 
and it was never worn by priests in their sacerdotal, i.e., their 
sacrificial, capacity. For this reason it  was not rejected with the 
"Mass vestments" by the English Church a t  the Reformation, in 
spite of the fact that it  was in no ecclesiastical sense "primitive." 
A cope was worn by the prelate who consecrated Archbishop 
Parker, and by the "gentlemen" as well as the priests of Queen 
Elizabeth's chapel; and, finally, by the 24th canon (of 1603) a 
"decent cope" was prescribed for the "principal minister" at  the 
celebration of Holy Communion in cathedral churches as well as 
for the "gospeller and epistler." Except a t  royal coronations, how- 
ever, the use of the cope, even in cathedrals, had practically ceased 
in England before the ritual revival of the 19th century restored 
its popularity. 

I t  will be convenient here to note other vestments that have 
developed out of the cappa. The cappa choralis has already been 
mentioned; it  survived as a choir vestment that in winter took 
the place of the surplice, rochet (q.v.) or almuce (q.v.). 

T h e  Cappa Magna.-From the hood of the cappa was devel- 
oped the almuce. At what date the cappa choralis developed into 
the cappa magna, a non-liturgical vestment peculiar to the pope, 
cardinals, bishops, and certain privileged prelates, is not known; 
but mention of it is found as early as the 15th century. This 
vestment is a loose robe, with a large hood (lined with fur in 
winter and red silk in summer) and a long train, which is carried 
by a cleric called the caudatarius. I t s  colour varies with the 
hierarchical rank of the wearer. 

T h e  Mozzetta.-Lastly, from the cappa is probably derived 
the mozzetta, a short cape with a miniature hood, fastened down 
the front with buttons. The name is derived from the Italian 
mozzare, to cut off, and points to its being an abbreviated cappa, 
as the episcopal "apron" is a shortened cassock. By the pope, 
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cardinals, bishops, and prelates, i t  is worn over the rochet, the 
colours varying as in the case of the cappa magna. 

See J .  Braun, S.J . ,  Die liturgische Gewandurzg (1907) ; also the bibli- 
ography to the article VESTMEXTS. 

COPELAND, HENRY, an 18th century English cabinet- 
maker and furniture designer. The dates of his birth and death 
are unknown but he was still living in 1768. He appears to have 
been the first manufacturing cabinet-maker who published designs 
for furniture. A New Book of Ornaments appeared in 1746, but 
a few of the plates are all that are known to exist. Between 1752 
and 1769 several collections of designs were produced by Cope- 
land in conjunction with Matthias Lock; in one of them Copeland 
is described as of Cheapside. Some of the original drawings are 
in the library at  the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Cope- 
land was probably the originator of a peculiar type of chair- 
back, popular for a few years in the middle of the 18th century, 
consisting of a series of interlaced circles 

COPENHAGEN, the capital of Denmark (Danish Kj$belz- 
havn), on the east coast of the island of Zealand (Sjaelland) at  
the southern end of the Sound, in 5;' 41' N., 12" 35' E. Pop. 
(1940) 890,130, including Frederiksberg (113,208) and Gentofte, 
(76,457). The nucleus of the city is on low-lying ground between 
the sea and a series of small freshwater lakes, known as St. JZr- 
gens Sgi, Peblings Sgi and Sortedams SZ, a southern portion oc- 
cupying the northern part of the island of Amager. An excellent 
harbour is furnished by the natural channel between the two 
islands; and communication from one division to the other is 
afforded by two bridges-the Langebro and the Knippelsbro, which 
replaced the wooden drawbridge built by Christian IV. in 1620. 
The fertile island of Amager produces vegetables for the capital; 
i t  was peopled by a Dutch colony planted in 1516, and many 
peculiarities of dress and language are retained. The older city, 
including both the Zealand and Amager portions, was formerly 
surrounded by ramparts and moats; but boulevards and gardens 
now occupy the landward site of fortifications. Outside the lines 
of the original city (about 5 mi. in circuit), there are extensive 
suburbs, especially on the Zealand side (gsterbro, Ngirrebro and 
Vesterbro or gsters~gade,  etc.) and Frederiksberg and Amagerbro 
to the south of Christianshavn. 

Copenhagen (i.e., Merchant's Harbour, originally simply Havn, 
Latinized as Hafnia), first mentioned in 1043, remained a mere 
fishing village until the 12th century, when Valdemar I .  presented 
that part of the island to Axel Hvide, renowned in Danish history 
as Absalon (9.v.) bishop of Roskilde, and afterwards archbishop 
of Lund. I n  1167 he erected a castle on the spot where the 
Christiansborg palace now stands, and the building was called after 
him Axel-huus. The settlement gradually became a great resort 
for merchants, and thus acquired the name of Kaupmannahijfn or 
Kjgbmannshavn, corrupted to Kjgibenhavn. In  1186, Bishop Ab- 
salon bestowed the castle and village, with the lands of Amager. 
on the see of Roskilde; but the Danish kings became anxious to 
regain it, and in 1245 King Eric IV. drove out Bishop Niels 
Stigson. On the king's death ( I Z ~ O ) ,  however, Bishop Jacob Er- 
landsen obtained the town, and, in I 254, gave to the burghers their 
first municipal privileges, confirmed by Pope Urban 111. in 1286. 
Trade or craft gilds were expressly prohibited in the later charter 
of Bishop Johann Kvag (1294); and the distinctive character of 
the constitution of mediaeval Copenhagen consisted in the absence 
of the free gild system, and the right of any burgher to pursue a 
craft under licence from the Vogt (adnocatus) of the overlord. 
Later on, though gilds were established they were strictly sub- 
ordinate to the town authorities. Copenhagen was attacked by 
Liibeck in 1248, and by Prince Jaromir of Riigen in 1259. In 
1306 it repelled the Norwegians, but in 1362, and again in 1368 
it  was captured by the opponents of Valdemar Atterdag. In  the 
following century a new enemy appeared in the Hanseatic league 
which was jealous of its rivalry, but their invasion was frustratec 
by Queen Philippa. Various attempts were made to obtain the 
town from the see of Roskilde, as the most suitable for the royal 
residence; but it was not till 1443 that Copenhagen became tht 
capital of the kingdom. From 1523 to I 524 it held out for Chris- 
tian 11. against Frederick I., who captured it at length and 

strengthened its defensive works; and it  was only after a year's 
siege that it yielded in 1536 to Christian 111. From 1658 to 1660 
it resisted Charles Custavus of Sweden, and was rewarded by 
various privileges for its defence. In  1660 i t  gave its name to the 
treaty which concluded the Swedish war of Frederick 111. I n  I 700 
it was bombarded by the united fleets of England, Holland and 
Sweden. I n  1801 the Danish fleet was destroyed in the roadstead 
by the English and in 1807 the city was bombarded by the British 
when the university buildings and its principal church were 
destroyed. 

The area occupied by the inner city is known as Cammelsholm 
(old island). The main artery is the Cothersgade, running from 
Kongens Nytorv to  the western boulevards, and separating a 
district of rectangular blocks to the north from one of irregular, 
narrow streets to  the south. The Kongens Nytorv, the focus of 
the life of the city and the centre of road communications, is an 
irregular open space a t  the head of a narrow arm of the harbour 
(Nyhavn). The Palace of Charlottenborg (1672) on the east side, 
takes its name from Charlotte, the wife of Christian V., and was 
granted by Frederick V. to the Academy of Arts, which holds its 
annual exhibition of paintings and sculpture in the adjacent 
Kzrnstudstilli~zg (1883). On the south is the Royal theatre. Other 
buildings in Kongens Tiytorv are the Foreign Office, several great 
commercial houses, the commercial bank and the Thotts Palais 
of c. 1685. The quays of the Nyhavn are lined with old gabled 
houses. 

From the south end of Kongens Nytorv, a street called Holmens 
Kana1 winds past the National Bank to the Holmens Kirke, or 
church for the royal navy, originally erected as an anchor-smithy 
by Frederick 1 1 ,  but consecrated by Christian IV., with a chapel 
containing the tombs of the great admirals Niels Juel and Peder 
Tordenskjold, the wood-carving of the 17th century. The street 
then crosses a bridge on to the Slottsholm, an island divided from 
the mainland by a narrow arm of the harbour, occupied mainly 
by the Christiansborg, originally built ( I  731-1745) by Christian 
VI. Twice destroyed by fire, in  1794 and 1884, the royal palace 
was rebuilt after 1903 for use on occasions of state. After 1918 
it was occupied by parliament, the supreme court and the 
foreign office. The Thorvaldsen bronze statues which stood over 
the portal of the palace before the fire, and the palace chapel, 
adorned with works by Thorvaldsen and Bissen, were saved from 
the fire. 

The exchange (Birsen), on the quay to the east, is an ornate 
gabled building erected in 1619-1640, surmounted by a remark- 
able spire. To  the south is the arsenal (Ti jhus)  with a collection 
of ancient armour. The Thorvaldsen museum (1839-1848) has 
an open court, containing the artist's tomb. Most of the original 
works of the famous sculptor are housed here. 

On the mainland, immediately west of the Slottsholm, is the 
Prinsens Palais, once the residence of Christian V. and Frederick 
VI. when crown princes, containing the national museum. This 
consists of six sections, the prehistoric collections, the Danish 
historical and Folk museums, the ethnographical and the numis- 
matic collections and the collection of classical antiquities. I t  
was founded in 1807 by Professor Kyerup, and extended between 
1815 and 1885 by C. J. Thomsen and J. J. A. Worsaae. The pre- 
historic Danish finds, in particular those of the Bronze Age, con- 
stitute one of the most remarkable collections in  existence. From 
this point the Raadhusgade leads north-west to  the combined 
Nytorv-og-Gammeltorv, where is the old town hall (Raadhus, 
1815), and continues as the Ngrregade, to the Vor Frue Kirke 
(Church of Our Lady), the cathedral church of Copenhagen. This 
church, on a 12th century site, was almost completely rebuilt after 
the bombardment of 1807. The f a ~ a d e  is surmounted by a group 
of 16 figures, one of Thorvaldsen's masterpieces, representing John 
the Baptist preaching. 

Just north of Vor Frue Kirke is the university, until 1933 
the only one in Denmark, founded by Christian I. in 1479, 
though its constitution dates from 1788. The building dates from 
1836. There were some 5,000 students in 1940. In  connection 
with the university are the observatory, the surgical academy in 
Bredgade, founded in 1786, and the botanic garden. The uni- 
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versity library, incorporated in 1867 with the Classen library, 
collected by the famous merchants of that name, contains about 
430,000 volumes, besides some 180,ooo theses. Rask's famous 
Persian manuscripts and the Arnamagnaean collection of old 
Norse-Icelandic documents are housed here. I t  shares with the 
royal library the right of receiving a copy of every book published 
in Denmark. Adjacent is St. Peter's church, built in a quasi-Gothic 
style, with a spire 256 ft .  high, and appropriated since 1585 as a 
parish church for the German residents in the city. A short dis- 
tance along the Krystalgade is Trinity church. I t s  round tower 
( I I I  ft .) ,  considered to be unique in Europe, was formerly used 
as an observatory. I t  is ascended by a broad inclined spiral way, 
up  which Peter the Great, is said to have driven in a carriage and 
four. The  Hfiibro-plads has an equestrian statue of Bishop Absa- 
Ion. The quarter north-east of Kongens Nytorv and Gothersgaden 
extending t o  the strong moated citadel (1662-63) which guards the 
harbour on the north-east, includes the palaces of Amalienborg, 
the castle and gardens of Rosenborg, etc. The Frederikskirke or 
Marble church was begun in the reign of Frederick V. (1749), but 
was left unfinished, until 1874, when i t  was purchased by a wealthy 
banker, M. Tietgen, who added the conspicuous dome. The four 
palaces, of uniform design, encircling the neighbouring Amalien- 
borg-plads, became, on the destruction of Christiansborg in 1794, 
the residence of the king and court till 1848. One of the four is 
inhabited by the king, the second and third by  the crown prince 
and other members of the royal family, while the fourth is occu- 
pied by the coronation and state rooms. 

South-west from the citadel extends a line of gardens on the site 
of former landward fortifications, skirted on the inner side by 
three wide boulevards, P(stervold, N$rrevold and vestervold Gade. 
The botanical gardens (1874) contain an observatory with a 
statue of Tycho Brahe. On the inner side of gstervold Gade is 
Rosenborg Park, the palace of Rosenborg (1608-~6~7) ,  an 
irregular building in Gothic style, with a high pointed roof, flanked 
by four  unequal towers. I t  contains a museum, including fine 
collections of Venetian glass and oriental tapestry, the famous 
silver drinking-horn of Oldenburg ( 1 4 7 ~ )  and the crown jewels. 
~~~~~~~~h~ among modern buildings is the ~~~~i~~~~~~ town hall 
(IgoI) with a tower at  the eastern angle. H~~~ is also the museum 
of industrial art, and the Ny-Carlsberg Glyptotek, with its collec- 
tion of sculpture, is on this boulevard, which skirts the Tivoli 
pleasure garden. 

The western (residential) quarter contains the park of Fred- 
eriksborg, with its palace erected under Frederick IV. (d. 1730) 
used as  a military school. The park contains a zoological garden 
and is continued south in the Sfindermarken. The quarter of 
Christianshavn skirts the harbour to the south, and lies within 
the fortifications. I t  contains the Vor Frelsers Kirke (Church of 
Our Saviour) dedicated in 1696, with a curious steeple 282 ft .  high 

The railway along the coast northward passes the seaside resorts 
of Klampenborg (6 mi.) and Skodsb0rg (10 mi.). Near Klam~en-  
berg is the D~rehave  (Deer park) or Skoven (the forest), a 
beautiful forest keches. The Zealand Northern railway Passes 
Lyngby, on the lake of the same name, and Hillerod (21 mi.), a 
considerable town close to the palace of Frederiksborg, erected 
in 1602-1620 by Christian IV., embodying two towers of an 
earlier building, and partly occupying islands in a small lake. I t  
was restored as a national historical museum after a fire in 1859. 
The palace church is an interesting medley of Gothic and Renais- 
sance detail. 

The city is the centre of several important learned societies 
including the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, 
founded in 17429 for  the advancement of mathematics, astronomy, 
natural philosophy, etc., by the publication of scientific works, and 
by the emhwment of research; and the Royal Antiquarian Society 
(1825) for< diffusing a knowledge of Northern and Icelandic 
archaeology. The Academy of Arts was founded by Frederick V. 
in 1754. The Carlsberg foundation, established in 1876 by Cap- 
tain J. C. Jacobsen, promotes research and publication and sup- 
ports the Frederiksborg museum. Among educational institutions, 
other than the university, may be mentioned the veterinary and 
agricultural college, established in 1773 and adopted by the state 

in 1776. Technical instruction is provided by the technological 
institute (1908). A high school of commerce was founded in 
Copenhagen in 1924. Churches other than Lutheran include the 
Reformed church, founded in 1688, and rebuilt in 1731, the 
Catholic church of St. Ansgarius, consecrated in 1842, and the 
Jewish synagogue in Krystalgade, which dates from 18j3. Of the 
monastic buildings of mediaeval Copenhagen traces are preserved 
in the present nomenclature of the streets. The Franciscan estab- 
lishment gives its name to the Graabrfidretorv or Grey Friars' 
market; and St. Clara's Monastery, the largest of all, which was 
founded by Queen Christina, is still commemorated by the Klare- 
boder or Clara buildings, near the present postoffice. The Due- 
brodre Kloster occupied the site of the hospital of the Holy Ghost. 

Copenhagen is by far the most important commercial town in 
Denmark. Most of the foreign trade passes through the capital, 
while its transit trade is considerable. I t  is further the head- 
quarters of nearly all the steamship and motorship owners of 
Denmark. The harbour is mainly comprised in the narrow strait 
between the outer Sound and its inlet the Kalvebod or Kallebo 
Strand. The trading capabilities were aided by the construction 
in 1894 of the Frihavn (free port) a t  the northern extremity of 
the town, well supplied with warehouses. The area of the free 
Port is .I4 sq.mi.; of the customs port, 1.4 sq.mi. Within the 
limits of the piers the harbour has a total water area of 6 8 
sq.mi. The free port has contributed largely towards the position 
of Denmark as an emporium of Baltic trade. I n  1937 ships ar- 
riving at Copenhagen numbered 20,051, with 7,121,000 net register 
tonnage. Danish neutrality in World War I brought a great in- 
crease of trade and general prosperity. After 1917, however, un- 
employment became serious. Copenhagen is not essentially a 
manufacturing town, though mention must be made of the Royal 
Copenhagen porcelain manufactory, employing about 1,000 hands, 
and celebrated for its models of Thorvaldsen's works in biscuit 
china. Hand-wrought silver, especially that of Georg   ens en, is 
internationally famous. Here also are great shipbuilding yards, 
S U C ~  as that of Burmeister and Wain. Diesel engines are manu- 
factured on a large scale. Mostly the manufacturing is for do- 
mestic consumption: chocolate, tobacco, leather goods, distilleries 
and breweries, etc. The machine shops became targets for British 

in War 11, after the German 
See 0. Nielsen, KZbenhavras Histovie og Beskrivelse (Copenhagen, 

1877-1892) ; C. Bruun and P Munch, Kdbenhawz. Skrildring of dets 
Historic, etc. (ibid. 1887-1901) ; Bering-Liisberg, KGbenhavn i gamle 
Dage (ibid. 1898, s e q . ) .  (X.1 

T h e  Bat t l e  of Copenhagen.-The sending of a British Fleet 
to the Baltic Sea in 1801 was the outcome of the formation 
of an Armed Neutrality, consisting of Russia, Prussia, Denmark 
and Sweden, backed by France, to  resist the British claim to 
right of search. The fleet included eighteen ships of the line, and 
was commanded by Sir Hyde parker who was fortunate enough 
to have Nelson as his Second-in-Command. The naval forces 
at  the disposal of the Neutrality Powers were, on paper, consider- 
able, but they were scattered in various ports, and no apparent 
effort was made to concentrate them. Indeed, many of the Russian 
&ips were frozen in at  ~ ~ ~ ~ l .  

~h~ ~ ~ i t i ~ h  force was at  the entrance to the sound on ~~~~h 
~ 1 s t .  Here they heard that Denmark refused to come to any 
agreement and was putting Copenhagen into a state of defence. 
~~l~~~ was in favour of immediately tackling ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  which he 
rightly regarded as leader of the Armed Neutrality, but parker 
declined to do this until Copenhagen had been reduced; neither 
would he approach that ,-ity by way of the Great Belt which would 
have enabled them to attack it  from the South and also have cut 
off Denmark from Russian help. After long delay the fleet entered 
the Sound where they were at  once engaged by the guns of Kron- 
borg Castle. The Danish shot, however, fell short and the Swedes 
made no effort to  second their attempts. Thus the British passed 
through successfully and in the afternoon of March 30th brought 
up under the lee of Hven Island, whence they began reconnoitring 
the approaches to  Copenhagen. 

Copenhagen lies on the islands of Zealand and Amag; t h ~  
channel between them forms the harbour which was protected 
by the guns of the citadel, of the Trekroner forts situated on 
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islands at  the harbour mouth, and by several large ships placed 
at  the entrance. The remainder of the Danish ships, eighteen in 
number and of various types, were anchored along the sea-front 
of Amag Island, in a line stretching south from the Trekroner 
forts. They were on the edge of the shoals in front of the island 
and thus their position could not be turned, and it  appeared t o  
the Danes that any enemy attacking from the North-the situation 
of the British Fleet-must pass the Trekroner to reach the line 
of battle. Parker thought hkewise, but Nelson's unerring eye 
had already discovered the weakness in the Danish position. East 
of Amag lies the Island of Saltholm; between them are two 
navigable passages, bisected by  a shoal-the Middle Ground. 
Along the westernmost edge of the Western Passage-the King's 
D e e p l a y  the Danish Fleet. On the other side of the Middle 
Ground lay the other passage-the Outer Deep. Nelson saw 
that, could he find that passage, he would be able to round the 
Middle Ground and approach the Danish force from the South, 
unhampered by the Trekroner. H e  offered to make the attempt 
with half the fleet. Parker, accepting, gave him ten sail of the line, 
two fifties and all the smaller vessels. 

Throughout the night of March g~st-April 1st soundings were 
taken, and in the morning of April 1st the whole fleet proceeded 
to the Northern end of the Middle Ground and from there 
Nelson's squadron successfully navigated the Outer Deep. During 
the night the wind, to  Nelson's delight, changed to South and in 
the morning the signal was made to weathe; the shoal into the 
King's Deep. Nelson had ordered that his leading ship should 
anchor opposite the fifth Danish vessel and that each successive 
ship, passing on the disengaged side of those already a t  grips, 
should take her place ahead. The leading Danish vessels he hoped 
to destroy by the continuous fire of the English as they passed in 
succession. The "Agamemnon" failed to  weather the shoal, and 
the "Bellona" and "Russell" went ashore in the King's Deep. 
This seriously depleted Nelson's force and compelled him to 
engage the Trekroner with only the light craft. The remainder 
were soon engaged in a stubbornly-contGted action. At one o'clock 
Parker signalled to  Nelson to withdraw, but the latter, putting 
his telescope to his blind eye, declined to obey. Anyhow with- 
drawal by the way they had come was impossible and by the 
Trekroner risky. An hour later the Danish fire slackened and 
Nelson tried to  take possession of such Danish vessels as had 
struck, but the Danes, contrary to  the usage of war, fired upon 

him as he did so. They agreed, 1-1 however, to an armistice. Nelson 
collected his prizes and withdrew. 
All but three of the Danish ships 
had been taken or sunk. 

Denmark eventually agreed to 
abandon the Neutrality for four- 
teen weeks, but the death of the 
Czar before Nelson reached Rus- 
sia, and a consequent change in 
Russian policy, brought about its 
complete collapse. 

See R. Southey, Life of Nelson, 
edited by G A. R. Callender (1922) 
( B b ) .  (G.  A. R. C.; J. G. B.) 
COPEPODA, one of the sub- 

classes of the Crustacea (q.v.), 
the members of which, for the 
most part of microscopic size, are 
abundant in the sea and in fresh 
waters. They form one of the 
most important constituents of 

F R O M  S A R S  CRUSTACEA O F  NORWAY " B Y  
P E R M I S S I O N  OF THE B E R G E N  M U S E U M  the plankton and it  would be 

FIG I --CYCLOPS V U L G A R I S  difficult to find a sample taken 
Female, carrylng a parr of egg masses with the tow-net in any part of 
the world which would not contain some representatives of the 
group The bottom-living species, which have been less studied, 
are not so numerous as individuals but probably much more 
ntlmerous as species than the pelagic forms A large number are 
parasitic on other aquatic animais of all classes and these exhibit 

a wide range of modifications in structure and life-history. 
The typical free-swimming Copepoda have usually a some- 

what pear-shaped body, divided into somites and narrowing behind 
to end in a "caudal fork." There is no distinct carapace, although 
one or two of the body-somites are coalesced with the head. 
There are four or five pairs of two-branched, oar-like, swimming 
feet. The unbranched antennules are generally large and many- 

I 1 
AFTER DANA 

FIG. 2.-CALOCALANUS PAVO, A M A R I N E  SPECIES. WHOSE FEATHERED 
H A I R S  OF THE TAIL ARE B R I L L I A N T L Y  COLOURED 

jointed, the antennae smaller, sometimes two-branched, and both 
are used in swimming. The mandibles are often of very primi- 
tive structure, the biramous palp retaining the form, and to some 
extent the function of a two-branched swimming foot. The un- 
paired or "nauplius" eye is usually present but the paired eyes 
are not developed in the typical Copepoda. The eggs are usually 
carried by  the female, cemented together in a pair of masses 
attached to the genital openings. The young are hatched, as a 
rule, in the nauplius stage and attain the adult form by the suc- 
cessive addition of somites and appendages without any very 
sudden change. The antennules, antennae and mandibles may re- 

tain in the adult, more nearly 
than they do in any other Crus- 
tacea, the form they have in the 
nauplius stage. 

Theparasitic habit has been ac- 
quired in the evolution of many 
unrelated families of Copepoda 
and themodifications of structure 
and of life-history t o  which it  has 
led are correspondingly diversi- 
fied. In  some parasites the power 
of swimming has been retained 
and the general form does not 
differ greatly from that of free- 
living s~ecies. the mouth-uarts 
onlylbe&ming modified for suck- 
ing the juices of the host. I n  
many other cases the male re- 
mains free-swimming and little 
modified while the adult female 
has a vermiform or distorted w -  1 body and loses most of the ap- 

BY COURTESY O F  T H E  RAY SOCIETY F R O M  
SCOTT a ‘ B R I ~ ~ ~ ~  P A R A S I T I C  C O P E ~ O D A "  pendages. I n  others again the 

FIG. 3.-LERNAEA B R A N C H I A L ~ S  minute and degenerate male is 
A parasite found on the gills of the attached, like a secondary para- 
cod and other fishes. Above are the site, to the body of the much 
branched root-like processes of the 
head-reaion, which are buried in the larger female. In all cases,  rob- 
tissues o f  the host, and below are the ably, the earliest stages are free- 
two masses of tubular egg-packets Swimming while the adults may 
be sedentary parasites. I n  some, however, the life-history is more 
complicated. In  the Monstrillidae, the adults, after a temporary 
parasitic phase, regain their appendages and again become free- 
swimming. I n  the Lemweidae there are in the female two para- 
sitic phases passed on two different species of fishes, with a 
temporary free-swimming phase intervening. 



Many of the parasitic Copepoda are much larger than any of 
the free-living species. The largest are species of Pennella which 
are parasitic on whales, and sometimes exceed a foot in  length. 

A small group of Crustacea parasitic on fish, the Branchiura 
or carp lice, are usually classed with the Copepoda although it 
is doubtful whether they have any close affinity with them. They 
have a broad, flat, oval body, somewhat resembling that of some 
Copepod fish-parasites from which, however, they differ con- 
spicuously in  the possession of a pair of large compound eyes. 
On the under side of the head there is, in most of the species, a 
pair of suckers which are shown by their development to be 
modified maxillae. I n  front of the mouth is a sharp protrusible 
spine connected with what is believed to be a poison-gland. The 
species are found both in fresh waters and in the sea. 

Apart from the Branchiura, the classification of the Copepoda 
presents great difficulties. I t  is now known that the parasitic 
members of the group cannot be segregated in a single order but 
the details of their distribution among the free-living families 
have still to be worked out. I n  the system adopted by  G. 0. 
Sars seven orders are recognized : the Calanoida, almost exclusively 
planktonic, the Harpacticoida and Cyclopoida, for the most part 
bottom-living, and the Notodelphyoida, Monstrilloida, Caligoida 
and Lernaeoida, exclusively parasitic. (W. T. C.) 

COPERNICUS or KOPPERNIGK, NICOLAUS (1473- 
1543), Polish astronomer, was born on Feb. 19, 1473, a t  Thorn 
in Prussian Poland, where his father, a native of Cracow, had 
settled as a wholesale trader. Nicolaus was virtually adopted 
by his uncle Lucas Watzelrode, later (in 1489) bishop of 
Ermeland. H e  studied mathematical science a t  the University 
of Cracow under Albert Brudzewski (1445-97), and incidentally 
acquired some skill in painting. At the age of 23 he repaired to 
Bologna, and there varied his studies of canon law by attending 
the astronomical lectures of Domenico Maria Novara (1454- 
1504). At Rome, in the Jubilee year 1500, he himself lectured 
with applause; but having been nominated in 1497 canon of 
the cathedral of Frauenburg, he recrossed the Alps in 1501 with 
the purpose of obtaining further leave of absence for the comple- 
tion of his academic career. Late in the same year, accordingly, 
he entered the medical school of Padua, where he remained until 
1505, having taken meanwhile a doctor's degree in canon law at  
Ferrara on May 31, 1503. After his return to Poland he resided 
a t  the episcopal palace of Heilsberg as his uncle's physician until 
the bishop's death on March 29, I 512. H e  then retired to  Frauen- 
burg, and vigorously attended to his capitular duties. H e  never 
took orders, but acted continually as the representative of the 
chapter under harassing conditions, administrative and political; 
he was besides commissary of the diocese of Ermeland; his medi- 
cal skill, always a t  the service of the poor, was frequently in 
demand by the rich; and he laid a scheme for the reform of the 
currency before the Diet of Graudenz in 1522. Yet he found 
time, amid these multifarious occupations, to elaborate an en- 
tirely new system of astronomy, by the adoption of which man's 
outlook on the universe was fundamentally changed. 

The main lines of his great work were laid down a t  Heilsberg; 
a t  Frauenburg, from 1513, he sought, with scanty instrumental 
means, to  test by  observation the truth of the views i t  embodied 
(see  ASTRONOMY: History) .  His dissatisfaction with Ptolemaic 
doctrines was of early date; and he returned from Italy, where 
so-called Pythagorean opinions were then freely discussed, in 
strong and irrevocable possession of the heliocentric theory. The 
treatise in which it was set forth, virtually finished in 1530, began 
to be known through the circulation in manuscript of a Commen- 
tariolus, or brief popular account of its purport, written by 
Copernicus in that year. Johann Albrecht Widmanstadt lectured 
upon it  in Rome; Clement VII. approved, and Cardinal Schon- 
berg transmitted to the author a formal demand for full publica- 
tion. But his assent to this was only extracted from him in 1540 
by the importunities of his friends, especially of his enthusias- 
tic disciple George Joachim Rheticus ( I  51 4-76), who printed, 
in the Narratio prima (Danzig, I 540), a preliminary account of 
the Copernican theory, and simultaneously sent to  the press a t  
Nuremberg his master's complete exposition of it  in the treatise 

entitled De revolutio~zibus orbium coelestium (1543). But the 
first printed copy reached Frauenburg barely in time to be laid on 
the writer's death-bed. Copernicus was seized with apoplexy and 
paralysis towards the close of 1542, and died on May 24, 1543, 
happily unconscious that the fine Epistle, in which he had dedi- 
cated his life's work to Paul III. ,  was marred of its effect by a n  
anonymous preface, slipt in by  Andreas Osiander, with a view 
to disarming prejudice by  insisting upon the purely hypothetical 
character of the reasonings it  introduced. The trigonometrical 
section of the book had been issued as a separate treatise (Wit- 
tenberg, 1542) under the care of Rheticus. The only work pub- 
lished by Copernicus on his own initiative was a Latin version 
of the Greek epistles of Theophylact (Cracow, 1509). His 
treatise D e  lnonetae cudendae ratione (1526) (first printed in  
1816), written by order of King Sigismund I., is an exposition of 
the principles on which it was proposed to reform the currency 
of the Prussian provinces of Poland. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-R~~~~CUS was the only contemporary biographer 
of Copernicus, and his narrative perished irretrievably. Gassendi's 
jejune Life (Paris, 1654) is thus the earliest extant of any note. I t  
mas supplemented, during the 19th century, by the various publica- 
tions of J. Sniadecki (Warsaw, 1803-18) ; of J. H. W. Westphal, 
J. Czynski, M. Curtze, H. A. Wolynski, F. Hipler, and others, hut 
their efforts were overshadowed by Dr. Leopold Prowe's exhaustive 
Nicolaus Coppernicus (Berlin, 1883-84), embodying the outcome of 
researches indefatigably prosecuted for over 30 years. The first volume 
(in two parts) is a detailed biography of the grcat astronomer; the 
second includes some of his minor writings and correspondence, 
family records, and historical documents of local interest. The effects 
of his Italian sojourn upon the nascent ideas of Copernicus may be 
studied in Domenico Berti's Copernico e le vicende del sistema Coper- 
n i c a n ~  in Italia (Roma, 1876), and in G. V. Schiaparelli's I Precursori 
del Copernico nell' antichitd (Milano, 1873). A centenary edition of 
De revolutionibus orbium coelestium was issued at  Thorn in 1873, and 
a German translation by C. L. Menzzer in 1879. (A. M. C.) 

COPIAP~,  a city of northern Chile, capital of the province 
of Atacama, about 35m. from the coast on the Copiap6 river. 
Pop. (1940) 21,731. The Caldera and Copiap6 railway (built 
1848-51 and one of the first in South America) extends beyond 
Copiap6 to the Chsiiarcillo mines (5om.) and other mining dis- 
tricts. Copiap6 stands 1,400ft. above sea-level and has a mean 
temperature of about 67' in  summer and 51" in winter. I t s  port, 
Caldera, 5om. distant by  rail, is situated about 6m. N. of the 
mouth of the Copiap6 river. Copiap6 is perhaps the best built 
and most attractive of the desert region cities. The river brings 
down from the mountains enough water to supply the town and 
irrigate a considerable area in its vicinity. Beyond the small 
fertile valley in  which i t  stands is the barren desert, on which 
rain rarely falls and which has no economic value apart from its 
minerals (especially saline compounds). Copiap6 was settled 
about 1540 and took its name from the Copayapu Indians who 
occupied that region. It was primarily a military station and 
transport post on the road to Peru, but after the discovery of the 
rich silver deposits near Chafiarcillo by Juan Godoy in 1832 it  be- 
came an important mining centre. I t  has a good mining school and 
reduction works, and is the supply station for an extensive mining 
district. For many years the Famatina mines of Argentina received 
supplies from this point by  way of the Come-Caballo pass. 

COPING, in  architecture, a capping or covering for the top 
of a wall, to prevent the entrance of water. I n  those countries and 
times in which parapets are common, coping design becomes of 
great importance; especially in Gothic work, where copings are 
usually of stone with a steeply sloped, and sometimes moulded, 
profile. Copings may be made of stone, brick, tile, slate, metal, 
wood or thatch and are usually sloped so as  not to  hold water, 
and projected beyond the face of the wall they cover in order 
to prevent the wall below from becoming saturated. 

COPLAND, ROBERT (fl. IS IS) ,  English printer and au- 
thor, is said to  have been a servant of William Caxton, and cer- 
tainly worked for Wynkyn de Worde. The first book to which 
his name is affixed as a printer is T h e  Boke  of Justices of Peace 
(ISIS) ,  a t  the sign of the Rose Garland, in  Fleet street, London. 
His best known works are T h e  hye  w a y  t o  the Spyttelb Izous, a 
dialogue in verse between Copland and the porter of St.  Bar- 
tholomew's hospital, containing much information about the vag- 
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Meanwhile hk had ma& a reputation as a poet, and was admitted 
to  the AcadCmie Franqaise in 1884. CoppCe became known as the 
pobte des hzrmbles because he chose as subjects for his often ex- 
quisite verse the cares, loves and sorrows of the common people. 
The first of his many volumes of verse, Le Reliquaire, appeared in 
1867; his first play, L e  Passant, in 1869, and his first prose story, 
U?ze Idylle pendant le sidge, in 1875. His plays include Severo 
Torelli (1883) and Pour la coztrorrne (189 j ) ,  the English transla- 
tion of which, by John Davidson, was produced in 1896. His 
stories, describing with real insight the lives of simple people, had 

abonds who found their way there; and Jyl  of Breyntfords Testa- 
ment .  H e  translated from the French the romances of Kynge 
Appolyne of Tlzyre (W. de IVorde. I ~ I O ) ,  T h e  History of Helyas 
Knygh t  of the Swanne (W. de Worde, 1513) and T h e  Life of 
I pomydon  ( H u e  o f  Rote lande) ,  not dated. Among his other 
works is T h e  Complaynte of t h e m  that ben too late maryed, an 
undated tract printed by W. de Worde. 

\TILLIA:~~ CCOPWXD, the printer, supposed to have been his 
brother, published three editions of Howleglas, perhaps by Robert, 
which in any case represent the earliest English version of Till 
Eulenspiegel. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The Knyght o f  the Swanne y a s  reprinted in Thom's 
Early Prose Romances, vol. Ill., and by the Grolier Club (1901) ; the 
Hye W a y  in W .  C.  Hazlitt's Remains of the Early Popular Poetry o f  

vol. iv. (1866). See the u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  to F. J. 
Furnivall's reprint of Jyl  of Breyntford (for private circulation, 
1871) and J. P. Collier, Bibliographical and Critical Account of the 
 ares st ~ o o k s  in the English Language, vol. i. p. I53 (1865). For 
the books issued from his press see Hand-Lists o f  English Printers 
(1501-56), printed for the Bibliographical Society in 1896. 

COPLESTON, EDWARD (1;l76-1849), English bishop, 
was born on Feb. 2, 1776, a t  Offwell in De:onshire,,and died qn 
Oct. 14, 1849. H e  was elected to a tutorship at  Oriel college in 
1797, and in 1800 was appointed vicar of St. Mary's, Oxford. H e  
was university professor of poetry (1802-IZ), dean of Oriel for 
some years, and succeeded to the provostship in 1814. The great 
prosperity of the college during the first quarter of the 19th 
century was partly due to  Copleston. I n  1826 he was appointed 
dean of Chester, and in the next year he was consecrated bishop 
of Llandaff. 

Copleston's best known writings are on economic subjects. H e  
wrote Letters t o  the  Rt. Horz. Robert  Peel . . . 072 the Per- 
nicionls e f f e c t s  o f  a Variable Standard o f  Valz~e ,  especially as i t  , 
regards the condition o f  the  Lower Orders and the Poor Laws 
(1819). I n  these two "letters" he did considerable service in 
drawing attention to the imperfect adaptation of wages and prices 
to currency depreciation. 

See W. J. Copleston, Memoir o f  E .  CoPleston, bishop of Llandafl 
(1851), with selections from his diary and correspondence ; Morley, 
Reminiscences o f  Oriel College (1883). 

COPLEY, JOHN SINGLETON (1737-181 j ) ,  English his- 
torical painter, was born of Irish parents a t  Boston, Massachu- 
setts. H e  was self-educated, and commenced his career as a 
portrait-painter in his native city. The germ of his reputation in 
England was a little picture of a boy and squirrel, exhibited a t  
the Society of Arts in 1760. I n  1774, after a successful career 
as a portrait painter in Boston, he went to Rome, and thence in  
177 j to England. I n  1777 he was admitted associate of the Royal 
Academy; in 1783 he was made Academician on the exhibition 
of his most famous picture, the "Death of Chatham," popular- 
ized immediately by Bartolozzi's elaborate engraving; and in 
1790 he was commissioned to paint a portrait picture of the 
defence of Gibraltar. The "Death of Major Pierson," in the 
National Gallery, also deserves mention. Copley's powers appear 
to greatest advantage in his portraits. The Boston museum of 
fine arts owns his portraits of Samuel Adams, John Quincy 
Adams, General Joseph Warren, Mrs. Warren and others. He was 
the father of Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst. 

See M. Badcock Amory, Life of Copley (Boston, 1872). 
COPPEE, FRANCOIS (1842-I~OS), French poet and 

novelist, was born in Paris on Jan. 12, 1842. After passing through 
the LycCe Saint-Louis he became a clerk in the ministry of war, 
and from 1878 to 188d was archivist to the 

vapour. I t s  specific heat is 0.0899 at  o0 C and 0.0942 at  100"; 
the coefficient of linear expansion per I" C is 0.001869. I n  electric 
conductivity it  stands next to silver; the conducting power of 
silver being equal to 100, that of perfectly pure copper is given 
by A. Matthiessen as 96.4 at  13" C. 

Copper is not affected by exposure in dry air, but in a moist 
atmosphere, containing carbonic acid, it  becomes coated with a 
green basic carbonate (verdigris). When heated or rubbed it  
emits a peculiar disagreeable odour. Sulphuric and hydrochloric 
acids have little or no action upon it a t  ordinary temperatures, 

a great vogue, especially after his reconversion to religion, and the 
publication of his L a  bonne Souffrance (1898) made him popular 
with the bien pensants. After this he became a violent Nationalist, 
took a leading part against Dreyfus, and was one of the four~ders 
of the Ligue de la Patrie franqaise. H e  died on May 23, 1908. 

See M. de Lescure's Fran~ois Coppe'e, l'homme, la vie, l'oeuvre 
(1889) ; G. Druilhet, U n  Pobte fran~ais (1902) ; Gauthier-Ferrikres, 
FransOis CoppCe et ' O n  Oeuvre 

COPPER, a metal which has been known to and used by the 
human race from the most remote periods. I t s  alloy with tin 
(bronze) was the first metallic compound in common use by man- 
kind, and so extensive and characteristic was its employment in  
prehistoric times that the epoch is known as the bronze age. B~ 
the Greeks and Romans both the metal and its alloys were indif- 
ferently known as xaX~bs and aes. As, according to Pliny, the 
Roman supply was chiefly drawn from Cyprus, i t  came to be 
termed aes cypriunt, which was gradually shortened to cypriurn, 
and corrupted into cztpru?n, whence comes the English word cop- 
per, the French cuivre and the German Kupfer .  

Copper is a brilliant metal (symbol Cu, atomic number 29, 
atomic weight 63.57) of a peculiar red colour which assumes 
a pinkish or yellowish tinge on a freshly fractured surface of the 
pure metal, and is purplish when the metal contains cuprous 
oxide. I ts  specific gravity varies between 8.91 and 8.95, according 
to the treatment to which it may have been subjected; J. F. W. 
Hampe gives 8.945 (0°/40) for perfectly pure, compact copper. 
Ordinary commercial copper is somewhat porous and has a specific 
gravity ranging from 8.4 to  8.9. It takes a brilliant polish, is in a 
high degree malleable and ductile, and in tenacity it  only falls 
short of iron, exceeding in that quality both silver and gold. By 
different authorities its melting-point is stated a t  from ~,oooO to 
1,200" C ;  C. T. Heycock and F. H. Neville give 1,080.5"; P. De- 
jean gives 1,085" as the freezing point. I ts  boiling point is vari- 
ously given as between 1,980" and 2,310' C. The molten metal is 
sea-green in colour, and a t  higher temperatures (in the electric arc) 
it vaporizes and burns with a green flame. G. IT. A Kahlbaum suc- 
ceeded in subliming the metal in a vacuum, and H. RIoissan (1905) 
distilled it  in the electric furnace. ~~l~~~ copper absorbs carbon 
monoxide, hydrogen and sulphur dioxide; in addition, to all 
appearances, i t  decomposes hydrocarbons (methane, ethane) in 
absorbing the hydrogen. These occluded gases are liberated 
when the copper cools, and so give rise to  porous castings, 
unless special precautions are taken. The gases are also ex- 
pelled from the molten metal by lead, carbon dioxide or water 
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CANADA 58 .173  " " 
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1 AFRICA 9 7 . 9 8 7  " " 
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even when in a fine state of division; but on heating, copper sul- 
phate, cuprous sulphide and sulphur dioxide are formed in the 
first case, and cuprous chloride and hydrogen in the second. Con- 
centrated nitric acid has also very little action, but with the 
dilute acid a vigorous action ensues. The first products of this 
reaction are copper nitrate and nitric oxide, but, as the concentra- 
tion of the copper nitrate increases, nitrous oxide and, eventually, 
free nitrogen are liberated. Many colloidal solutions of copper 
have been obtained. A reddish-brown solution is obtained from 
solutions of copper chloride, stannous chloride and an alkaline 
tartrate. 

Occurrence.-Copper is widely distributed in nature, occurring 
in most soils, ferruginous mineral waters and ores. I t  has been 
discovered in seaweed; in the blood of certain Cephalopoda and 
Ascidia as haemocyanin, a substance resembling the ferruginous 
haemoglobin, and of a species of Limulus; in straw, hay, eggs, 
cheese, meat and other foodstuffs; in the liver and kidneys and, 
in traces, in the blood of man and other animals; i t  has also been 
shown by A. H. Church to exist to the extent of 5.9% in turacin, 
the colouring-matter of the wing-feathers of the Turaco. 

Native copper, sometimes termed by miners malleable or virgin 
copper, occurs as a mineral having all the properties of the 
smelted metal. I t  crystallizes in the cubic system, but the crystals 
are often flattened, elongated, rounded or otherwise distorted. 
Usually the metal is arborescent, dendritic, filiform, moss-like or 
laminar. Native copper is found in most copper-mines, usually 
in the upper workings, where the deposit has been exposed to 
atmospheric influences. The metal seems to have been reduced 
from solutions of its salts, and deposits may be formed around 
mine-timber or on iron objects. I t  is not infrequently found in 
serpentine and in basic eruptive rocks, where i t  occurs as veins 
and in amygdales. The largest known deposits are those in the 
Lake Superior region, near Keweenaw Point, Mich., where masses 
upwards of 400 tons in weight have been discovered. The metal 
was formerly worked by the Indians for implements and orna- 
ments. I t  occurs in a series of amygdaloidal dolerites or diabases, 
and in the associated sandstones and conglomerates. Native silver 
occurs with the copper, in some cases embedded in it, like crystals 
in a porphyry. The copper is also accompanied by epidote, cal- 
cite, prehnite, analcite and other zeolitic minerals. Pseudomorphs 
after calcite are known and also after aragonite, the latter being 
found at  Corocoro, in Bolivia. 

Ores.-The principal ores of copper are the oxides cuprite and 
melaconite, the carbonates malachite and chessylite, the basic 
chloride atacamite, the silicate chrysocolla, the sulphides chalco- 
cite, chalcopyrite, erubescite and tetrahedrite. Cuprite (9.v.) 
occurs in most cupriferous mines, but never by itself in large 
quantities. Melaconite was formerly extensively worked in the 
Lake Superior region, and is abundant in some of the mines of 
Tennessee and the Mississippi valley. Malachite is a valuable 
ore containing about 56% of the metal; i t  is obtained in very 
large quantities from South Australia, Siberia and other localities. 
Frequently intermixed with the green malachite is the blue car- 
bonate chessylite or azurite (q.v.), an ore containing when pure 
55.16% of the metal. Atacamite (q.v.) occurs chiefly in Chile and 
Peru. Chrysocolla (q.v.) contains in the pure state 30% of the 
metal; it is an abundant ore in Chile, Wisconsin and Missouri. 
The sulphur compounds of copper are, however, the most valu- 
able from the economic point of view. Chalcocite, redruthite, 
copperglance or vitreous copper (Cu2S) contains about 80% 
of copper. Copper pyrites, or chalcopyrite, contains 34.6% of 
copper when pure; but many of the ores, such as those worked 
specially by wet processes on account of the presence of a large 
proportion of iron sulphide, contain less than 5% of copper. 
Cornish ores are almost entirely pyritic; and indeed it  is from 
such ores that by far the largest proportion of copper is extracted 
throughout the world. In  Cornwall copper lodes usually run east 
and west. They occur both in the "killas" or clay-slate, and in 
the "growan" or granite. Erubescite, bornite ( q . v . ) ,  or horseflesh 
ore is much richer in copper than the ordinary pyrites, and con- 
tains 56 or 57% of copper. Tetrahedrite (q v.), fahlore (fahl- 
erz), or grey copper, contains from 30 to 48% of copper, with 

arsenic, antimony, iron and sometimes zinc, silver or mercury. 
Alloys.-Copper unites with almost all other metals, and a 

large number of its alloys are of importance in the arts. The 
principal alloys in which i t  forms a leading ingredient are brass. 
bronze and German or nickel silver; under these several heads 
their respective applications and qualities will be found. 

COMPOUNDS 

Oxides.-Copper forms two definite oxides, cuprous oxide, 
Cu,O, and cupric oxide, CuO, both of which give rise to well- 
defined series of salts. The other less definite oxides, Cu,O and 
Cu,O, do not possess this property, as is also the case of the 
hydrated oxides, Cu,0,2H20 and Cu,O,jH,O, described by M. 
Siewert. 

Cuprous oxide, Cu,O, occurring as the mineral cuprite ( q . ~ . ) ,  
may be prepared artificially by heating copper wire to  a white 
heat, and afterwards at  a red heat, by the atmospheric oxidation 
of copper reduced in hydrogen, or by the slow oxidation of the 
metal under water. I t  is obtained as a fine red crystalline precip- 
itate by reducing a n  alkaline copper solution with sugar. I n  its 
finely divided form it  is of a fine red colour. I t  colours glass a 
ruby-red. The property was known to the ancients and during 
the middle ages; i t  was then lost for several centuries, to  be 
rediscovered in about 1827. Cuprous oxide is reduced by hy- 
drogen, carbon monoxide, charcoal or iron, to the metal; i t  
dissolves in hydrochloric acid, forming cuprous chloride, and in 
other mineral acids to  form cupric salts, with the separation of 
copper. I t  dissolves in ammonia, forming a colourless solution 
which rapidly oxidizes and turns blue. A hydrated cuprous oxide, 
(qCu,O, H 2 0 ) ,  is obtained as a bright yellow powder from 
cuprous chloride and potash or soda. Cuprous salts are generally 
white, insoluble in water, and readily oxidized to cupric salts, but 
stable soluble cuprous salts, giving neutral aqueous solutions, are 
obtained by co-ordinating the cuprous radical with sulphur con- 
taining agenda such as thiourea or ethylenethiocarbamide (Mor- 
gan and Burstall, 1928). 

Cupric oxide, CuO, occurs as the mineral melaconite, and can 
be obtained as a hygroscopic black powder by the gentle igni- 
tion of copper nitrate, carbonate or hydroxide; also by heating 
cuprous oxide. I t  oxidizes carbon compounds to  carbon di- 
oxide and water, and therefore finds extensive application in 
analytical organic chemistry (9.v.). I t  is also employed to colour 
glass, to which it  imparts a light green colour. Cupric hydroxide, 
Cu(OH),, is obtained as a greenish-blue flocculent precipitate by 
mixing cold solutions of potash and a cupric salt. This precipitate 
always contains more or less potash, which cannot be entirely 
removed by washing. A purer product is obtained by adding 
ammonium chloride, filtering and washing with hot water. Both 
the oxide and hydroxide dissolve in ammonia to form a beautiful 
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azure-blue solution (Schweizer's 
reagent), which dissolves cellu- 
lose, or perhaps holds it  in sus- 
pension as water does starch; ac- 
cordingly, the solution rapidly 
perforates paper or calico (see 
SILK, ARTIFICIAL). The salts de- 
rived from cupric oxide are gen- 
erally white when anhydrous, 
but blue or green when hy- 
drated. 

WORLD PRoDUCTloN OF COPPER Copper quadrantoxide, Cu,O,is 
T H E  YEARS 1891-1926 an olive-green powder formed 

by mixing well-cooled solutions of copper sulphate and alkaline 
stannous chloride; the tritoxide, Cu,O, is obtained when cupric 
oxide is heated to 1,5oo~-z,ooo~ C. Both are of doubtful com- 
position. Copper dioxide, CuO,H,O, is obtained as a yellowish- 
brown powder, by treating cupric hydrate with hydrogen per- 
oxide. When moist, it decomposes a t  about 6" C, but when dry 
at  about 180" (L. Moser, 1907). 

Cuprous Hydride.-Cuprous hydride, (CuH),, was first ob- 
tained by A. Wurtz in 1844, who treated a solution of copper 
sulphate with hypophosphorous acid, a t  a temperature not exceed- 
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ing 70" C. According to E. J. Bartlett and W. H. Merrill, it 
decomposes when heated and gives cupric hydride, CuH,, which is 
a strong reducing agent. 

Halides.-Cuprous fluoride, CuF, is a ruby-red crystalline 
mass, formed by heating cuprous chloride in an atmosphere of 
hydrotluoric acid a t  I ,IOO'-I,~OO~ C. I t  is soluble in boiling 
hydrochloric acid, but it  is not reprecipitated by water, as is the 
case with cuprous chloride. Cupric fluoride, CuF,, is obtained 
by dissolving cupric oxide in hydrofluoric acid. The hydrated 
form (CuF2,2H,0,5HF), is obtained as blue crystals, sparingly 
soluble in cold water. 

Cuprous chloride, CuCl or Cu2CI,, was obtained by Robert 
Boyle by heating copper with mercuric chloride. I t  is also ob- 
tained by burning the metal in chlorine, by heating copper and 
cupric oxide with hydrochloric acid, or copper and cupric chloride 
with hydrochloric acid. I t  dissolves in the excess of acid, and is 
precipitated as a white crystalline powder on the addition of 
water. I t  melts a t  below red heat to  a brown mass, and its 
vapour density a t  both red and white heat corresponds to the 
formula Cu,Cl,. I t s  solution in hydrochloric acid readily absorbs 
carbon monoxide and acetylene; hence it finds application in gas 
analysis. I t s  solution in ammonia absorbs acetylene, with the 
precipitation of red cuprous acetylide, Cu,C,, a very explosive 
compound. Cupric chloride, CuCl,, is obtained by burning copper 
in an excess of chlorine, or by heating the hydrated chloride, ob- 
tained by dissolving the metal or cupric oxide in an excess of 
hydrochloric acid. I t  is  a yellowish-brown deliquescent powder, 
which rapidly forms the green hydrated salt CuC1,,2H,O on ex- 
posure. The oxychloride occurs in nature as the mineral ataca- 
mite [Cu { Cu(HO),),]Cl,. I t  may be artificially prepared by 
heating salt with ammonium copper sulphate to 100'. "Bruns- 
wick green," a light green pigment, is obtained from copper sul- 
phate and bleaching powder. 

Cuprous iodide, Cu,I,, is obtained as a white powder by the 
direct union of its components or by mixing. solutions of cuprous 
chloride in hydrochloric acid and potassium iodide; or, with liber- 
ation of iodine, by adding potassium iodide to a cupric salt. 
Cupric iodide is only known in combination, as in CuI,,4NH3,H,0, 
which is obtained by exposing Cu,I,,4NH3 to moist air, or in 
combination with ethylenediamine as [Cu,zen,~H~Q)1,. 

Su lph ides  and Sulphate.-Cuprous sulphide, Cu,S, occurs 
in nature as the mineral chalcocite (q.v.) or copper-glance, and 
may be obtained as a black brittle mass by the direct combination 
of its constituents. Cupric sulphide, CuS, occurs in nature as 
the mineral covellite. I t  may be prepared by heating cuprous 
sulphide with sulphur, or as a dark brown precipitate by treating 
a copper solution with sulphuretted hydrogen. A cuproso-cupric 
sulphite, Cu,S03,CuS0,,2H,0, is obtained by mixing solutions of 
cupric sulphate and acid sodium sulphite. 

Cupric sulphate or "blue vitriol," CuSOa, one of the most im- 
portant salts of copper, occurs in cupriferous mine waters and 
as the minerals chalcanthite or cyanosite, CuSO1.5H20, and 
boothite, CuS0,.7HI0. Cupric sulphate is obtained commercially 
by the oxidation of sulphuretted copper ores, or by dissolving 
cupric oxide in dilute sulphuric acid. I t  was obtained in 1644 by 
Van Helmont, who heated copper with sulphur and moistened 
the residue, and in 1648 by Glauber, who dissolved copper in 
strong sulphuric acid. I t  crystallizes with five molecules of water 
in large blue triclinic prisms. When heated to  100' C it  loses four 
molecules of water and forms the bluish-white monohydrate, 
which, on further heating to 250'-260°, is converted into the 
white CuSO,. The anhydrous salt is very hygroscopic, and hence 
finds application as a desiccating agent. I t  also absorbs gaseous 
hydrochloric acid. Copper sulphate is readily soluble in water, 
but insoluble in alcohol; i t  dissolves in hydrochloric acid with a 
considerable fall in temperature, cupric chloride being formed. 
The copper is readily replaced by iron, a knife-blade placed in an 
aqueous solution being covered immediately with a bright red 
deposit of copper. This was formerly regarded as a transmuta- 
tion of iron into copper. Copper sulphate finds application in 
calico printing and in the preparation of the pigment Scheele's 
green. 

Carbonates.-Normal cupric carbonate, CuCO8, has only been 
obtained in the form of such complex salts as  [Cu(CO,),]K, 
(Reynolds, 1898) and f Cu,2C2H,(NH,),] CO32H,O (Morgan and 
Burstall, 1927), basic hydrated forms being formed when an 
alkaline carbonate is added to a cupric salt. Basic copper carbon- 
ates are of wide occurrence in the mineral kingdom, and consti- 
tute the valuable ores malachite, azurite and mountain or mineral 
green. Copper rust has the same composition as malachite; i t  
results from the action of carbon dioxide and water on the metal. 
Basic copper carbonate is also the basis of the valuable blue to  
green pigments, verditer, Bremen blue and Bremen green. 

O t h e r  Compounds.--A copper nitride, Cu,N, is obtained by 
heating precipitated cuprous oxide in ammonia gas (A. Guntz and 
H.  Bassett, 1906). A maroon-coloured powder, of composition 
CuNO,, is formed when pure dry nitrogen dioxide is passed over 
finely-divided copper a t  25'-30'. I t  decomposes when heated to  
go0; with water it gives nitric oxide and cupric nitrate and 
nitrite. Cupric nitrate, Cu(NO?),, is obtained by dissolving the 
metal or oxide in nitric acid. I t  forms dark blue prismatic crys- 
tals containing 3, 4 or 6 molecules of water according t o  the 
temperature of crystallization. 

Copper combines directly with phosphorus to  form several 
compounds. The phosphide obtained by heating cupric phos- 
phate, Cu,H,P20,, in hydrogen, when mixed with potassium and 
cuprous sulphides or levigated coke, constitutes "Abel's fuse," 
which is used as a primer. Basic copper phosphates occur fre- 
quently in the mineral kingdom:-libethenite, Cu,(OH)PO,; 
chalcosiderite, a basic copper iron phosphate; torbernite, a copper 
uranyl phosphate; andrewsite, a hydrated copper iron phosphate; 
and henwoodite, a hydrated copper aluminium phosphate. 

Copper forms several arsenides occurring in the mineral king- 
dom:-whitneyite, CusAs, algodonite, C u d s ,  and domeykite, 
Cu,As. Copper arsenate is similar to  cupric phosphate, and the 
resemblance is to be observed in the naturally occurring copper 
arsenates, which are generally isomorphous with the corresponding 
phosphates. Copper arsenite forms the basis of a number of 
once valuable, but very poisonous, pigments. Scheele's green is a 
basic copper arsenite; Schweinfurt green, an aceto-arsenite; and 
Casselmann's green a compound of cupric sulphate with potassium 
or sodium acetate. 

Copper siIicates occur in the mineral kingdom, many minerals 
owing their colour to the presence of a cupriferous element. 
Dioptase (q.v.) and chrysocolla (q.v.) are the most important 
forms. 

Detection.-Compounds of copper impart a bright green 
coloration to the flame of a Bunsen burner. Ammonia gives a 
characteristic blue coloration when added t o  a solution of a 
copper salt; potassium ferrocyanide gives a brown precipitate, 
and, if the solution be very dilute, a brown colour is produced. 
This latter reaction will detect one part of copper in 500,000 of 
water. For the borax beads and the qualitative separation of 
copper from other metals (see CHEMISTRY: A~zalytical). For the 
quantitative estimation (see ASSAYING : Copper). 

Medicine.-In medicine copper sulphate is employed occa- 
sionally as a rapid emetic, but its employment is very rare, as it 
is exceedingly depressant and, if i t  fails to act, may seriously 
damage the gastric mucous membrane. I t  is, however, a useful 
superficial caustic and antiseptic. A colloidal copper lysalbumin- 
ate has been used tentatively in malignant disease. All copper 
compounds are poisonous. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. W. Mellor, A Comprehensive Treatise on Zn- 
organic and Theoretical Chemistry, vol. iii. (1923)  ; J. Newton Friend, 
A Text-book of Inorganic Chemistry, vol. ii. (1924) ; Gmelin-Kraut, 
Handbuch der Anorganischen Ckemie, vol. v. pt. I. (Heidelberg, 
1909) ; R. Abegg, Handbach der Anorganischen Chemie, vol. ii., pt. I. 
(Leipzig, 1908). (X.; G. T. M.) 

Copper was probably the first metal to  be utilized by mankind, 
apart from gold and silver which were, no doubt, employed chiefly 
for ornamental purposes. In  the native state, as metal, i t  is found 
in various parts of the world, and from these sources the first 
supplies are presumed to have been obtained, the metal in this 
state being malleable and requiring no metallurgical treatment 
prior to use, At some later date the more readily reducible oxide 
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ores were treated by primitive peoples, ample evidence of this 
being obtained from time to time as new copper deposits are dis- 
covered and prehistoric workings are revealed. The extraction 
of the metal from the sulphide ores presented more difficulty than 
from the simpler oxide ores; in  some districts the sulphides appear 
to have resisted satisfactory treatment, and were therefore 
neglected. 

The development of the extraction processes until the middle 
ages was very gradual, and was confined mainly to  obtaining 

B Y  C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  N E V A D A  C O N S O L I D A T E D  C O P P E R  C O M P A N Y  

A N O P E N  CUT C O P P E R  M I N E  AT R U T H .  NEVADA,  WHICH IS MINED BY 
STEAM S H O V E L S  A N D  YIELDS A B O U T  2 0  P O U N D S  O F  C O P P E R  PER TON 
O F  O R E  

greater recovery of metal from a given quantity of ore. By that 
time, however, the general principles which underlie the methods 
for the dry extraction of copper were appreciated, Bnd they may be 
stated as follows. Since all sulphuretted copper ores (and these 
are of chief economic importance) are invariably contaminated 
with arsenic and antimony, it is necessary to eliminate these im- 
purities as far as practicable a t  the earliest possible stage in the 
treatment. This is effected by calcination or roasting. 

The roasted ore is then smelted to a mixture of copper and iron 
sulphides, known as "copper matte" or "coarse-metal," which con- 
tains little arsenic, antimony or silica. This coarse-metal is 
smelted with coke and siliceous fluxes (in order to slag away the 
iron) and the product, consisting of an impure copper sulphide, 
is variously known as "blue-metal" when more or less iron is still 
present, "pimple-metal" when richer in copper, or "fine" or 
"white-metal" which is a matte consisting of comparatively pure 
copper sulphide and containing approximately 75% of the metal. 
This product is re-smelted to form "coarse copper" or "blister 
copper" containing 95-97% of the metal, which is then refined. 

Refining.-Blister or coarse copper contains numerous impuri- 
ties. Sulphur, iron, lead, arsenic and antimony are almost in- 
variably present. Silenium, tellurium, zinc, nickel and cobalt are 
also liable to occur, and in addition, silver and gold, which are 
frequently found in sufficient quantity to pay for their extrac- 
tion. The object of refining is to remove these impurities as far as 
possible and to cast the copper into cakes and other forms suitable 
for mechanical treatment and conversion into rods, sheets, tubes, 
etc. The elimination of the impurities is effected by oxidation and 
removal either as slag or by volatilization. During the process 
the molten metal itself becomes partly oxidized, and this oxida- 
tion is continued and aided by the agitation of the bath with iron 
rabbles, or in more modern plants by means of compressed air 
blown either on the surface of the bath or below it. This opera- 
tion is termed "flapping" and is continued until the metal con- 
tains approximately 6% of cuprous oxide. The iron, sulphur, zinc, 
tin and cobalt will have been almost completely eliminated. Ar- 
senic, nickel and some other metals are not so completely removed, 
whilst the gold and silver and rarer metals still remain in the bath 
of metal. A sample ingot taken at  this stage and allowed to solid- 
ify, contracts on solidification and exhibits a brick red surface 
when fractured. 

The metal in this condition is known as "sett copper," and is 
relatively hard and easily fractured owing to the presence of the 
cuprous oxide. I t  is therefore necessary to reduce this oxide and 
reconvert it into metal. This is effected by "poling," which con- 
sists in forcing green trees or logs under the s u r f a ~ e  of the molten 
metal. The products which are evolved from the combustion and 
distillation of the wood reduce the oxide to  metal, and if the 
operation be properly conducted, "touch-pitch" copper, soft, mal- 
leable and exhibiting a lustrous, silky fracture, is obtained. The 
progress of the reduction is checked from time to time by the re- 
moval of small test buttons which are hammered out hot, 
quenched and fractured. Fracture must only occur when the but- 
ton is completely doubled over and flattened, and should show a 
silky texture and be of a salmon pink colour. Considerable skill 
is needed at  this stage of refining, as if the poling be carried too far 
the metal again becomes brittle and porous owing to the absorp- 
tion of furnace gases. Such metal is termed "over-poled," and on 
solidification the top surface of the ingot rises owing to the liber- 
ation of the absorbed gases during solidification. When the oper- 
ation is carried out correctly, the castings solidify with a flat rip- 
pled surface but this appearance although essential to good "touch- 
pitch" copper is only indicative of good material when the furnace 
condition as regards temperature and atmosphere are known to 
have been satisfactory. 

The "touch-pitch" condition is closely associated with the oxy- 
gen remaining in the metal and this is, in turn, influenced by a 
variety of factors, including the furnace conditions and tempera- 
ture in addition to the collective effect of the various impurities 
present in the metal. Modern refining practice gives very close 
attention to all these factors and the larger furnaces and mechani- 
cal devices enable very close control of the oxygen content to 
be maintained. 

The processes so far described are those developed to deal with 
a diversity of ore mixtures which were obtained from various 
sources and were treated on a relatively small scale both in Wales 
and in Germany. This position changed with the development of 
the enormous American ore bodies of comparatively uniform com- 
position, whilst in addition, an immensely greater scale of opera- 
tions was rendered possible by the increasing quantities of the 
metal required for the various forms of electrical development. 

Towards the end of the 19th century, America rose very 
rapidly to be the world's greatest producer of copper, and in 1926 
the United States produced 789,000 metric tons or over one-half 
of the world's total output. The fact that 86% of the total was 
produced by 35 companies shows the scale of the operations that 
have been in use. 

The treatment methods have been continually modified to take 
full advantage of all modern metallurgical improvements, the di- 
rect result of which has been considerable simplification of the 
extraction process. In  principle the operations are similar to  those 
already described, and may be classified under three main head- 
ings:- (~) concentration, (2)  furnace treatment, (3) electrolytic 
refining. In  addition, some ores and residues are now treated by 
hydro-metallurgical extraction methods or leaching followed by 
electrolytic deposition. 

Concentration.-Apart from the general development of or- 
dinary crushing and dressing plant practice, the outstanding fea- 
ture is the use of the oil flotation process and the high recoveries 
obtained from this method. Selective flotation is now applied to  
copper sulphide-pyrites ores so that there is an elimination of both 
silica and iron, leaving a high grade copper concentrate for smelt- 
ing. In  the case of mixed oxidized and sulphide ores it  is still a 
question whether the oxide portion can be floated with the sul- 
phide, although success is claimed by the use of potassium xan- 
thanate. These improvements in dressing practice are permitting 
very poor ore bodies to be mined economically; for example, in 
1926 the Miami Copper Company were working at  a profit an ore 
body containing but 2 0  lb. copper per ton. Differential flotation is 
being applied on various plants, including Anaconda, and results 
in a much greater ratio of concentration which permits the 
smaller tonnage of richer concentrates obtained to be treated in 
reverberatory furnaces. 
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COPPER MIN ING,  S M E L T I N G  A N D  R E F I N I N G  

1. Miner operating pneumatic d r i l l  preparatory to blasting ore i n  a copper the anodes through the electrolyte to the cathodes. coooer dissolves 
mine 

. ,  ~ 

from the anodes, and is deposiied, more than 99.9% pure, on the 
2. Copper converters. The copper product o f  the reverberatory furnace, cathodes. The impurit ies, which sometimes contain gold and silver, 

matte, is charged in to  the converters, where streams of air are blown settle to the bot tom of the tank and are recovered 
under pressure in to  the molten mass, burning the sulphur and oxidir- 
ing the iron and other This matte poured off, 4. Copper cathodes being removed from tanks. Copper refined by electroly- 

leaving metal l ic  "blister" coo~er-99% Dure sis comprises the bulk of production 

3. Copper anodes are placed i n  tanks conta'ini'ng an electrolyte of copper 5. Af ter  the cathode copper is removed from the tanks, i t  is melted and 
sulphate solution. Then th in  sheets of pure copper, or cathodes, are conditioned i n  furnaces. Then the pure molten copper, as shown here, 
suspended between the anodes. W i t h  the passage of the current from is cast i n to  shapes suitable for industrial use 





COPPER 
F u r n a c e  Treatment.- Prior to  1910 the blast furnace and 

the reverberatory furnace were in close competition for the 
ascendancy in the smelting of copper ore. With the increasing 
fineness of the ore to  be smelted, resulting from the fine crushing 
necessary to obtain satisfactory recoveries from the poorer ores 
treated by the dressing plant, the leaning began to be definitely in 
favour of the reverberatory furnace. But with the advent of the 
Dwight-Lloyd and other sintering plants, which enabled fine ores 
to  be agglomerated cheaply and efficiently, the blast furnace 
gained a new prestige. The recent developments of selective flota- 
tion enabling higher grade concentrates to be obtained, combined 
with the successful application of coal dust firing to reverbera- 
tory furnaces have again given this type of furnace an unques- 
tioned predominance which it  is likely to maintain. The modern 
copper smelting plant designed for the treatment of fine ore com- 
prises roasting furnaces of the McDougall type and very large re- 
verberatory furnaces. The process of extraction consists of (a) 
roasting in mechanical furnaces, (b) smelting to matte in rever- 
beratory furnaces, (c) blowing the matte to blister in basic con- 
verters, (d) casting the blister into anodes either direct or after 
partial refining in reverberatory furnaces, and (e) electrolytic 
refining. 

Roasting.-The hlcDougall type furnace is essentially a verti- 
cal cylinder with superimposed horizontal hearths and a central 
rotating shaft with radial arms for stirring the ore. The ore is fed 
in mechanically a t  the top of the furnace and is displaced by the 
rabble arms towards the periphery when it drops to the hearth 
beneath. The rabbles are here arranged to move the ore in the 
opposite direction, succeeding hearths being arranged alternately 
with slots provided for the ore to drop from one hearth to the next 
beneath. The central shaft and arms, water cooled in the original 
design, are now pressure air cooled as this offers several advantages, 
amongst which may be cited the absence of scaling and the possi- 
bility of returning the heated air to the bottom of the furnace for 
combustion purposes. Various other types of mechanical roasting 
furnaces were at  one time used for copper ores but they have all 
been superseded by one of the several modifications of the Mc- 
Dougall furnace, variously known as Evans-Klepetko, Herreshoff 
or Wedge furnace. The modern practice is to treat this calcine or 
roasted material in reverberatorv furnaces. which have been con- 

tinuously increasing in size, although they now appear to have 
reached their maximum as regards length. The tendency in most 
recent construction is to make them approximately ~ o o f t .  in 
length and to increase the width, although constructional diffi- 
culties have hampered this development and few exceed a jft. in 
width. All these modern furnaces use either pulverized coal or oil 
as a fuel, the choice depending on economic factors, great economy 
being effected by passing the flue gases through waste heat 
boilers to  recover rather more than a third of the heating value of 
the fuel in the form of steam. The  charging of the hot calcines is 

carried out along the sides of the furnace a t  frequent intervals, 
and this practice combined with the addition of highly siliceous 
ore for fettling purposes preserves the furnace sides. The furnace 
has two distinct functions, the first being the smelting of the 
charge, and the second the settling of the matte produced. The 
matte usually contains approximately 40% copper and is with- 
drawn intermittently as required for further treatment. The slag 
is withdrawn continuously from the far end of the furnace and 
flows into slag cars or granulating troughs. Such slags contain 
rather more copper than blast-furnace slag, and this is probably 
accounted for by dusting during the charging of such fine ma- 
terial. Special precautions are taken to collect the flue dust which 
is returned for further treatment. The next operation consists 
in the elimination of the sulphur from the matte and the produc- 
tion of blister copper in one operation. 

Converting.- The converting process consists in blowing thin 
streams of air under pressure through the molten matte retained 
in a suitable container. I t  was first used for copper by ManhCs 
and David in France, and a t  a later date the process was intro- 
duced both a t  Butte, Montana, and in Wales. Originally the con- 
verters were lined with siliceous material, the lining furnishing the 
silica required to flux the iron oxide produced during the blowing. 
Numerous attempts were made to replace this lining by  a basic 
lining owing to the short life of the acid linings, but not until 
1910 was success achieved by Pierce and Smith in  America. Sub- 
sequently it  was found that the basic lining was not limited in its 
application to the horizontal converters originally used, but could 
be applied to other forms of both the horizontal and vertical 
types. Amongst the advantages of the basic lined converter, as 
compared with the acid lined type, are an increased life of the lin- 
ing (one basic lining produces 2,500 tons copper as compared 
with ten tons from an acid lining), greater air efficiency, and abil- 
ity to  convert low grade matte. Modern basic lined converters are 
lined with magnesite, and the Pierce-Smith type, which is gen- 
erally favoured, consists of a horizontal cylindrical shell of steel 
plate supported on cast steel rings, which can revolve on rollers. 
The converters are of varying dimensions, to meet the operating 
conditions in various plants. An ordinary large size converter 
measures 13ft. x soft. and the air is supplied through 41 13in. 
tuyeres spaced a t  65n. centres. In  order to utilize the sulphur- 
ous gasei for acid manufacture or SO,, special arrangemenis are 
made in the form of hoods to prevent dilution with air. I n  con- 
verting 40% matte to blister copper, the daily capacity of such a 
converter varies from I 10-1 2 j tons. The method of operation is 
to charge in liquid matte and siliceous ore in  given proportions 
and blow for 30 to 40 minutes. The slag formed is then poured 
off, and further additions of liquid matte, siliceous ore together 
with converter cleanings and cold matte, are added and help t o  
lower the temperature of the bath. The charge is again blown, and 
the operation repeated until the converter is fully charged and the 
matte is enriched to "white-metal" (70-7 j% copper). The slag is 
then cleaned off as thoroughly as possible, scrap copper, cold white 
metal, etc., are added to reduce the temperature, and the final blow 
to blister copper is made. This blister copper is frequently tapped 
into ladles and transferred molten to reverberatory furnaces for 
partial refining and conversion into anodes for treatment in the 
electrolytic refining. In  some instances the anodes are cast direct 
from the converter, and although in such cases, owing to their 
uneven thickness, the electrolytic treatment is less efficient, the 
expense saved by eliminating the reverberatory treatment may 
balance the smaller recovery. In  preparing anodes in the rever- 
beratory refining furnace the same care need not be taken as for 
finished copper, and it  is usual to leave a larger proportion of 
cuprous oxide in the metal. The furnace can be of large capacity, 
and casting is carried out by means of a mechanical casting ma- 
chine, the anodes passing to the electrolytic refining. The pro- 
cedure described is applicable to fine ores such as sulphide concen- 
trates, but for the smelting of coarse ore the blast-furnace op- 
erated on a pyritic or semi-pyritic principle still holds its place. 

P y r i t i c  Smelting.-In this process the oxidation of pyritic 
ores and the formation of the slag furnish the heat necessary t o  
carry on the operation. Partial pyritic smelting is one in which the 
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deficiency of sulphur in the charge is made up by the addition of 
some carbonaceous fuel. I n  both cases considerably more air is 
required than when carbon forms the fuel. This pyritic effect is 
utilized in some degree in practically all blast furnace practice and 
the modern blast furnaces have been designed to meet these re- 
quirements. They are oblong in shape, with vertical ends and 
sloping sides fitted with the necessary tuyeres. The discharge is 
continuous, the slag matte mixture running continuously over a 
raised spout trapping the* blast. The matte and slag collect in a 
large fore-hearth settler where the matte settles and is tapped 
periodically for feeding to the converters. The slag is run off con- 
tinuously, either into a slag car or into some granulating device. 
The large furnaces a t  Anaconda are Sift .  long by 56in. wide at the 
tuyeres. Increasing the length in this manner decreases the heat 
losses at  the ends, giving greater regularity in operation with lower 
fuel and labour costs. I n  cases when a low grade matte is produced 
this is enriched sufficiently for converting by a second smelting. 
and is transferred molten or re-melted if the conditions are not 
favourable for immediate trca~mcnt. 

H y d r o - m e t a l l u r g i c a l  Treatment.-Thc development oi rhis 
type of treatment has received considerable attention in certain 
cases where it  is particularly applicable. I t  is eminently suited for 
low grade ores and residues with finely disseminated copper min- 
eral and a gangue that is not attacked by the solvent. Leaching 
may be divided into three classes:-(I) leaching in place, ( 2 )  heap 
leaching, (3) confined leaching in vats, tanks or other vessels. 
The first is only applicable when the mineral in the natural state 
is in a form soluble in the solvent, with the gangue in such a con- 
dition that the solution can operate. I t  is in successful operation 
a t  the Ohio Copper Co.'s mine, Utah, where the rock is shattered, 
leaving the mineral exposed along cleavage planes. Water intro- 
duced on the surface emerges in the main haulage tunnel with little 
loss. The ore ranges between 0.3% and 1.3% copper, and natural 
ventilation aids oxidation and renders the mineral readily soluble. 
The copper in the solution pumped out is precipitated on de-tinned 
scrap, yielding a go% copper precipitate, whilst one-third of the 
de-coppered liquor with two-thirds fresh water is returned to the 
mine. 

Heap leaching was first practised a t  Rio Tinto, Spain, and is in 
successful operation there and a t  other mines in Spain and Portu- 
gal. At Rio Tinto weathering is used to render the mineral soluble, 
the ore being a sulphide mineral which is crushed and sorted into 
coarse and fine. The heaps are of large dimensions, and are made 
up of alternate layers of coarse and fines, the top layers consisting 
of fine ores to  assist the distribution of the water. Whilst the 
heap is in course of formation, water is added to dissolve any cop- 
per sulphate already existent, and to hasten oxidation. The top of 
the heap is divided up with ridges for the even distribution of the 
water and the temperature during oxidation is adjusted by ma- 
nipulating the outlets from the stacks which are built up through 
the heap. I t  is essential for the oxidation to be regular and gradual 
to produce the desired porous material suitable for wet extraction. 
When the heap is sufficiently oxidized, water and liquor from the 
depositing tanks are run on until the soluble copper has been ex- 
tracted. At intervals of approximately one year the water dis- 
tributing channels are changed in position, and i t  takes six to 
seven years with massive ore to  reduce the heap of approximately 
roo,ooo tons to 0.2 j-0.30% copper, which is the economic limit 
of extraction. The liquor obtained is first reduced by contact with 
freshly mined pyritic fines, and the copper is then precipitated 
with pig-iron in the usual manner. 

Confined leaching in vats is the most general method of leaching 
Chile. 'I'hus at  Chuquicamata a deposit of approximately 

709,000 tons assaying 2% copper is being treated by such methods. 
The copper occurs in the ore as brochantite contaminated with 
chlorides. The process consists in crushing go% of the mineral to 
pass a iin. sieve, leaching with sulphuric acid, purification of the 
solution and deposition of the copper by electrolysis, using ferro- 
silicon anodes. The copper cathodes produced are cast into bars 
equal in grade to standard electrolytically refined copper. 

Ammonia leaching has not found very general acceptance, but 
in one or two instances, under special conditions, it has been suc- 

cessfully instituted. Low grade carbonate ores and native copper 
tailings yield readily to this treatment, and successful plants are 
in operation in Alaska and a t  the Calumet and Hecla property, 
Michigan. At the latter plant, tailings from concentrating native 
copper are being treated, the solution used containing 3% copper, 
6% IVH, and 4% CO,. The copper content of the solution is regu- 
lated by withdrawals for precipitation whilst losses of ammonia 
and CO, are replaced. I n  order to  maintain the solution in an 
oxidized condition, it is circulated through towers with an upward 
air current, any ammonia passing away during this treatment being 
recovered in absorption towers. The copper is precipitated from 
the ammoniacal solutions by boiling in special evaporators and 
the ammonia is recovered, A further development of ammonia 
leaching is being applied in Africa a t  Bwana M'Kubwa. A process 
has been developed for obtaining satisfactory recoveries from sili- 
cate ores (such as chrysocolla) which have previously presented 
many difficulties. The ore is first crushed to about &in. to    in. 
and is then fed to  a preheater, which is a cylindrical furnace of the 
rotary kiln type, where it  is heated to  400-jooO C. for about 30 
minutes. The furnace de-hydrates the ore and heats it  to the neces- 
sary temperature for a reaction to occur in the next furnace, to 
which it  is transferred. The second furnace is maintained with a 
reducing atmosphere by a stream of producer gas, the heat of the 
reaction being sufficient to maintain the temperature. The reduc- 
tion takes place rapidly, but the furnace has to be arranged with 
water cooling a t  the exit, so that the ore may be cooled down 
before passing into the air. The reduced ore is then crushed in 
rolls to  the size necessary for successful extraction by leaching. 
The copper content of the ore is now readily soluble in ammonium 
carbonate in the presence of oxygen, and the usual methods are 
employed for the subsequent precipitation of the copper in the 
form of oxide. Tar  and ammonia are both by-products in the 
manufacture of the producer gas required for the process. The tar 
is utilized by mixing with the oxide produced and aids reduction 
during the final refining, whilst the ammonia is stated to be 
sufficient in quantity to make up the losses during leaching. 

Electrolyt ic  Refining.-Copper made by this process con- 
tains a negligible quantity of impurities, and constitutes by far the 
greater portion of the world's production. The earliest attempt 
to refine copper electrolytically was made by Elkington, whose first 
patent is dated 1865. H e  cast crude copper into plates which were 
used as anodes, sheets of electro-dzposited copper being used as 
cathodes. Six anodes were suspended alternately with four ca- 

B Y  C O U R T E S Y  O F  T H E  C O P P E R  A N D  BRaSS R E S E A R C H  CORPORATION 

PURE COPPER S H E E T S  ( C A T H O D E S )  B E I N G  R E M O V E D  FROM T A N K S  COIN- 
T A I N I N G  S U L P H A T E  S O L U T I O N  A N D  A N O D E  SHEETS W H E N  N E W  C A T H O D E S  
A R E  LOWERED A N D  C U R R E N T  IS PASSED, COPPER IS DEPOSITED BY 

. ELECTROLYSIS 
thodes in a saturated solution of copper sulphate in a fireclay 
trough; all the anodes being connected in one parallel group and all 
the cathodes in another. A hundred or more troughs were coupled 
in series, the cathodes of the one to the anodes of the next, and 
they were so arranged that, with the aid of side pipes with 
leaden connections and India rubber joints, the electrolyte could be 
made to circulate once daily through them all from the top of one 
jar to the bottom of the next. The passage of current was con- 
tinued until the anodes were of no further use and the cathodes, 
when thick enough, were removed and either cast into cakes and 
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rolled or disposed of as cathodes. Silver, gold and other insoluble 
impurities collected a t  the bottom of the tanks up to the level of 
the lower side tubes and were then run off as mud through plugs 
or holes in the bottom, and collected in settling tanks for further 
treatment. Elki?gton's method is now known as the multiple sys- 
tem; a second method of connecting up the tanks, known as the 
series system, being introduced in 1886. America produces the 
greater part of the electrolytic copper required and over 80% of 
this copper output is prepared in 
this manner. The efficiency of 
the process is dependent on the 
composition, character and tem- 
perature of the electrolyte, the 
current density and the voltage, 
all of which have to be carefully 
controlled. 

T h e  M u l t i p l e  System.-This 
is now worked in oblong tanks 
with anodes made from copper 
partially refined after converting, 
and cathodes of pure BY C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  ANACONDA COPPER WIN- 
The usual composition of the ,,, 
electrolyte is 30% copper and L OADING COPPER O RE  I N T O  O R E  

12% free sulphuric acid. The CARS AT O N E  OF THE A N A C O N D A  

temperature of the bat-, ranges M I N I N G  COMPANY'S  M I N E S  

from 40 to Go0 C and continuous BUTTE' 

circulation of the liquid is essential to correct variations in com- 
position. The drop in potential between tanks ranges from 0.2 
t o  0.4 volts, and it  was found a t  Anaconda that more than 20% 

of the drop was due to contact resistance and leakages. The cur- 
rent density in  use ranges from 15 to 25 amperes per sq. ft., 
depending on the purity of the material to  be treated and the 
power cost in relation t o  the increased output obtained. The 
anodes used should be as  pure as  possible, to avoid contamina- 
tion of the electrolyte, and commonly average 99% copper, the 
precious metals recovered very largely defraying the cost of the 
process. I n  modern plants the anodes are usually cast about 3ft. 
square and may be up to 14in. in  thickness. Mechanical arrange- 
ments are provided for handling them in and out of the tanks 
in groups. The cathodes now used consist of thin sheets of 
deposited copper which are deposited on rolled sheet copper in 
special tanks arranged to form a slow deposit of sufficient 
strength to  allow the starting sheet formed to carry the full 
weight of the finished cathode. These cathodes, after seven to 
14 days depositing in  the tanks, are removed, washed and trans- 
ferred to  the refining-furnace for remelting, poling to pitch and 
casting into marketable forms. The slime which collects in the 
bottom of the tanks carries the impurities, and from time to time 
certain tanks are thrown out of circuit for the collection of the 
mud, which is then treated for the extraction of the rare metals. 

T h e  Series System.-In the Hayden series system cast or 
rolled anodes are placed vertically in series in the tanks so as to  
'fit closely along the sides, the electrolyte used being very similar 
to  that of the multiple system. As the current passes, the elec- 
trodes other than those a t  the ends become negatively charged 
on one side and  positive!^ charged on the opposite or exit side. 
Copper is deposited on the negative side, and the anode dissolves 
away from the opposite side until it is only a few per cent of,its 
original weight and the impurities have passed into the mud in the 
usual manner. Current connections are made through bus bars 
at  the ends of the tanks, and the current density is approximately 
2 2  amperes per sq. ft., with an E.M.F. of 2 2  volts for a tank con- 
taining 135 electrodes. The high voltage gives a large leakage 
of current, but  the actual current carried is considerably less 
than in the multiple system, 500 amperes as compared with 
Io,ooo amperes. In  some instances rolled electrodes are used, 
in  other cases refined cast anodes have given satisfaction, but it  
has been found that for this method the anode should be as high 
grade as The systems have been 
pared. The system has the advantage of being able to  
treat. all grades of copper, whereas the series system requires 
relatively pure material. Owing to the fact that the electrodes 

can be placed much closer together, the power cost for the series 
system is lower, and, in addition, much less copper is required 
for conductors. These advantages are, however, counterbalanced 
in the multiple system by cheaper produced anodes and lower 
handling and operating costs. Both syStems are  being operated 
successfully on a large scale. (C. A. E.) 
COPPER, OUTPUT AND MANUFACTURE. Before 

the World War, the world's production of copper had risen to  
about r,ooo,ooo tons per annum. From 1916-18 this rose to  ap- 
proximately 1,400,000 tons. For the next few years, owing to 
trade depression, production was restricted, but in  1926 the pro- 
duction exceeded the war-time maximum with 1,469,463 tons. 
Important new sources of the metal are being developed in Chili, 
Peru, Africa and Canada. 

World's Production of Copper, 1920-1934 

Short tons 

1,050,687 
1,373,157 
125~1,479 
1,634,193 
1,681,643 
1,883,431 
2,104,I 10 

. . 

. . 

. . 

Year / Netric tons 

1920 . . . . . 
I923 . . . . . 
1925 . . . . . 
1926 . . . . . 
I927 . . . . . 
19" . . 
1929 ' ' ' . . 
1931 ' ' ' ' . 
1933 . . . . . 
1934 . . . . . ' 

953,177 
1,245,720 
1,434,716 
1,482,538 
1,525,586 
1,708,649 
1,921,639 
1,349,904 
1,031,665 
1,253,683 

.Ttrorld's Copper Production by Countries 
(In Metric Tons) . 

Country 

United States , . . . . 
Mexico . . . . . . 
Canada 
Chile . . . . . . . 
Peru , . . . . . .  
Spain- 

Portugal . . . . . 
Japan . . . . . . . 

. . . . . 
Other countries . . . . 

Total , , . , , , 

Estimated Use of Copper in  the United States 

1928 

848,413 
65,844 
871666 

289,895 
53,028 

49,537 
68,233 

128j034 
12,015 

114,073 
1,716,738 

1931 --- 
475,945 

52,730 
1321117 
224,998 
46,094 

36,301 
75,848 

1 5 3 1 ~ 1 ~  
13,695 

138,558 --- 
1,349,904 

1934 

210,742 
47,280 

1 ~ ~ 3 3 9 4  
256,104 

27,554 

34,788 
59,966 

~ ~ 5 3 3 7 ~  
13,476 

~;a ,oor  

I ,253, 683 

(In tons of 2,000 lb.) 

(a) Generators, motors, electric locomotives, smitchboards, light bulbs, 
.tc, (b) Transmission distribution wire and bus bars, D~~~ not 
include starter, generator, and ignition equipment. (d) Bearings, bush- 
ings, lubricators, valves and fittings. (e) Excludes electrical work. 

1931 --- 
162,000 
70,000 
85,000 
4,900 

55,000 
5,000 

617600 

iggx 
z,ooo 

100 

1 ,200  

I,800 
13,000 

3,200 
1,600 
I,4m 

40,000 
48,200 

6jo,ooo - 
ro.43 

600,754 

Purpose 

Electrical manufactures (a) . . 
Telephones and telegraphs . . 
Light and power lines (b) . , 

wire cloth , . . . . 
Other rod and wire . . . . 
Ammunition . . . . . 
Automobiles (c) . ~~~~~~ ti,s, (& : : 
clocks and watches . . . , 

Coinage . . , . . . 
Copper-bearing steel . . . . 
Fire-fighting apparatus . 
~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t s  : : : 
~ ~ i l ~ ~ ~  equipment . . . 
Refrigerators . . . . . 
Shipbuilding . . . . . 

. . . 
~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u S e h O 1 d  . , 

Other uses , , . , . , 

Manufactures for export . . . 
,rot,l , , , , , 

U,,;, pounds per person , 

Shipments by refineries . . . 

'934 

IOI,OOO 
18,000 
40,000 
4,600 

40,000 
12,200 

639000 

$':: 
I , ~ o O  

900 
2,100 

2,600 
16,200 
3,700 
1j900 

42,000 
- 25,500 

465,m0 
7.36 

417,110 

1928 

213,000 
119,000 
I15,000 

7,100 
87,100 

8,200 
1273400 

;:;:: 
4,600 

800 
1,600 
2,300 

i;g 
6,000 

13,800 
1,600 
4,200 
2,6m 

65,800 
66,600 

990,700 -- 
r6.53 

983,460 



COPPER 
Copper in the Electr ical  Trade.-The major portion of the 

world's production of copper is utilized by the electrical industries, 
and of the remainder the greater part is finally used mixed with 
other metals in the form of alloys. This leaves a comparatively 
smali portion of the total production to be absorbed for general 
purposes. The table on page 407 gives an approximate analysis of 
the consumption of copper in the United States and the purposes 
for which it was utilized. 

S t a n d a r d  Electrolyt ic  Copper.-Typical samples of electro- 
lytic copper will contain from 99.92% to 99.96% copper, and of 
the remainder the major portion will consist of oxygen. A metal 
of this purity will show a conductivity of 99.8% to 100.3% as 
compared with the International Annealed Copper standard of 
j,328 ohms a t  zoo C, this system of measurement being univer- 
sally adopted for industrial purposes. The conductivity of com- 
mercial electrolytic copper is now expressed as  a percentage of 
this value. 

The specifications of the American Society for Testing Mate- 
rials require a minimum value of 99.9% for wire bars and cakes, 
and 97.5% for ingots, the determinations to be made on annealed 
samples. The average copper produced to-day is fully up to this 
standard, and much of it  will possess a conductivity exceeding 
100% owing to the great improvement in purity since the time 
when the standard was fixed. The majority of electrolytic copper 
is supplied in the form of wire bars which are mainly of Ameri- 
can origin. I n  order to facilitate mass production the sizes of 
these have been standardized, the several standard sizes varying 
in weight from 135 to 500 pounds. Wire bars vary in length 
from 3 i t .  to 5 ft., and in cross-section they are approximately 
4 in. square. 

As a result of the large outputs to  be handled, rolling mills for 
dealing with wire bars have reached a very high state of develop- 
ment, and modern mills are capable of dealing with the two bars 
simultaneously. The wire bars are first reheated to 800" to goo0 C 
and are rolled without any further reheating to approximately 
4 in. diameter, the size depending on the class of material to be 
made. Very high rolling speeds are used in the finishing passes in 
order to  increase the output, and such mills probably represent 
the highest stage of rolling development in the non-ferrous in- 
dustry. In  the early stages, steel or white iron dies are used for 
drawing, but for the finer wires and finishing passes, diamond 
dies are almost universally employ2d. 

Great advances have been made in the machinery used for 
wire drawing and multiple die machines are now in common prac- 
tice. I n  order to  minimize oxidation and scaling, special types of 
annealing furnaces are employed for annealing the coils between 
the drawing operations. The Bates-Peard furnace is a typical 
example of the type of plant used, and consists of a gas-fired 
furnace chamber, the ends of which pass beneath water seals. 
The coils of wire are fixed to a moving chain which passes 
through the water seal into the furnace chamber; the furnace is 
continuous in operation, the coils passing slowly from one end 
to the other on the moving chain, and passing out through the 
water seal a t  the opposite end where they are quenched. Anneal- 
ing by this method preserves the bright surface on the wire, and 
avoids any loss due to oxidation and scale. A considerable quan- 
tity of copper wire is marketed in the form of bare coils in the 
half-hard condition, but there is also a considerable tonnage 
which is subsequently covered with paper, cotton, silk, rubber or 
other insulating material for use in the form of covered con- 
ductors. Much of the wire is also supplied stranded, and all these 
operations are carried out on special machines which are largely 
automatic in operation. The machines consist essentially of a 
number of drums on which the wire or covering material is 
wound, and these drums are arranged so that they can be rotated 
on an axis through the central core as this passes through the 
machine. As the coils rotate round the core, the strands of wire 
or the covering material are automatically fed out under tension, 
and wind themselves round the core or central wire. 

The cables have now, in many cases, to undergo a special 
process to render them as impervious as possible to  moisture and 

at  a later stage they may receive an outer protective covering, 
lead being the final protection in many instances. Lead covering 
is extruded on to the outside of the cable by means of a special 
pressure extruding plant. For immersion under water an addi- 
tional protection has sometimes to be given in the form of hemp 
or metal armouring. Various designs of multiple cored and other 
special types of cable are manufactured and supplied for various 
purposes. The electrical industries also consume large quantities 
of bare copper strip for  incorporation in electrical machinery. 
In the narrow widths and thicker gauges this form of the metal 
is produced mainly from wire bars which are rolled in  a similar 
type of mill to that used for the production of wire. I n  addition, 
copper strip of greater width and much thinner gauge is produced 
in long lengths, and is usually supplied in the form of coils. 

The term copper "strip" as distinct from copper "sheet" is 
usually assumed t o  apply to material less than 24 in. wide which 
is supplied in the form of long lengths. The majority of the strip 
used is under 12 in. wide and is manufactured by a process 
which has not yet found application in the rolling of material 
over 3 ft. in width. In  the preliminary stages, the copper castings 
are rolled hot but in the later stages of manufacture, all the 
rolling is carried out cold, the material being coiled on coiling 
drums on each side of the rolling mills. Material produced by 
this method is of very even gauge and possesses an exceptionally 
good surface finish. The coils can be easily handled and are in 
general use for the manufacture of stampings, both in the 
electrical and other industries. Copper strip is supplied in various 
degrees of hardness according to the rolling it  has received sub- 
sequent to the last annealing. The usual grades of hardness or 
temper are termed soft, quarter-hard, half-hard, three-quarters- 
hard and hard. These various tempers are selected according to 
the amount of subsequent mechanical deformation t6 which 
they will be subjected. Copper sheets are produced by somewhat 
similar methods of manufacture, and in America especially, the 
majority of copper sheets are made from electrolytic copper, but 
in Europe fire-refined arsenical copper is used very largely in - 
the manufacture of sheets and plates. American and English 
practice is to use relatively small castings from I cwt. to 4 cwt. 
in weight, which are rolled out and cut to size. Both hot rolling 
and cold rolling is practised, depending on the surface of the 
sheet required, but American practice is tending more and more 
to use cold rolling for the final stages in sheet production, irre- 
spective of the surface finish required. I n  Europe several finishes 
are marketed; the hot rolled and descaled sheet is known as 
ordinary quality and has a distinct red colour which is greatly 
valued in certain parts of the world. The red coloration is due 
to a thin film of cuprous oxide, which is easily removed by im- 
mersion in dilute acid, and sheets cleaned in this way, known 
as acid cleaned or dipped sheets, are gaining favour for many 
purposes, especially when they have to be tinned or soldered. The 
so-called "ash" copper is a special finish obtained by annealing the 
sheets in air-tight packs, sheets annealed in this manner having 
an exceptionally adherent coating of cuprous oxide, which gives 
them a distinctive red colour. 

Cold Rolling.-Cold rolling is an operation carried out sub- 
sequent to hot rolling, and gives a sheet with an exceptionally 
smooth, bright finish, suitable for working up into highly polished 
articles. Cold-rolled sheets are manufactured in a variety of 
tempers similar to  those already quoted for strip copper. I n  
Europe methods have been developed to allow the use of large 
castings up to several tons in weight for  sheet manufacture, and 
progress is also being made in the manufacture by strip rolling 
methods of much greater widths than have previously been 
attempted. I n  this method of manufacture the greater part of 

, the rolling is a modified form of cold rolling, and the resultant 
sheets show a surface finish which is smoother than that obtained 
by the ordinary methods of hot rolling. In  the thicker gauges, 
coppcr sheets find application in many industries, and are manu- 
factured into pans and vessels of all kinds. The high heat con- 
ductivity of copper is of great value for such purposes, in addi- 
tion to which the malleable nature of the metal allows i t  to  he 
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worked into very intricate shapes. Where the metal is subjected 
to furnace gases and relatively high temperatures, it is generally 
considered that pure copper is not as satisfactory as arsenical 
copper containing approximately .g% arsenic. This applies also 
to the use of copper in locomotive fire-boxes. The Engineering 
Standards specifications and the British railway specifications re- 
quire the metal to contain .3% t o  .5% arsenic. Copper is used 
almost exclusively for British locomotives' fire-boxes, and also by 
many foreign railways. The plates used in their construction 
vary in thickness from 4 in. to  I in., and undergo a very rigid 
testing before acceptance. Where alkaline waters are used, copper- 
nickel alloys are coming into favour, as it has been found that 
they withstand these conditions. better and have a longer life 
than the ordinary arsenical copper fire-boxes. 

The use of copper for ordinary cooking utensils has declined 
owing to the competition of other metals, but its use still remains 
an important factor in the consumption of the metal in the 
Eastern market owing to religious rites which necessitate food 
being cooked in metallic vessels. A large tonnage of copper is 
exported annually from Europe in the form of circles and square 
sheets for consumption in India and the Eastern market, and 
owing to the severe hand working to which this material is sub- 
jected it requires to be of high quality. 

As one of the most malleable of common metals, copper is of 
great utility for working up by  hand or by mechanical means 
into various shapes, and its increased use is mainly prevented by 
its cost as compared with other competitive metals. In general, 
however, the main qualities on which its use depends are its 
malleability,. high heat conductivity and relative resistance to 
corrosion. 

Alloys of Copper.-These are the most generally used of all 
non-ferrous alloys and comprise mixtures of copper with zinc, 
tin, nickel, aluminium, lead, iron, manganese and phosphorus. In  
many instances they consist simply of binary alloys formed by the 
addition of one other metal to  copper, but in other cases two or 
more metals may be added in order to impart certain special 
properties. The principal series of alloys in which copper forms 
the chief constituent are brass (copper-zinc), bronze (copper-tin) 
and German or nickel silver (copper-zinc-nickel) (9q.v.). I n  
addition to these better known alloys, there are many others which 
are finding increasing application in industry as their properties 
become more widely recognized. Those of copper and nickel 
afford a typical example of this kind, and their manufacture has 
greatly increased during the 20th century. Owing to the fact 
that copper and nickel are completely miscible in the solid state, 
forming a complete series of solid solutions, the useful range of 
alloys is not confined within any definite limits of composition, 
although certain compositions have come into general use. Addi- 
tions of 2-1 j% nickel to copper provide a series of alloys which 
are considerably stronger and more resistant to oxidation at high 
temperatures than copper. These alloys possess the additional 
quality of greater resistance to  corrosion in alkaline water than 
arsenical copper, and have been adopted for locomotive fire-box 
manufacture where these conditions are encountered. The alloy 
formed of 20% nickel with the remainder copper is one of the 
most ductile of commercial alloys, and may be subjected to the 
most severe cold-working without the need of any intermediate 
annealing. I t  is also readily forged and rolled a t  a temperature 
above 800" C. These properties make it  a very suitable alloy 
for drop forgings and cold stamping and pressing, and it has a 
variety of uses in automobile construction for exposed fittings as 
it  takes a high polish and is resistant to atmospheric tarnishing. 
Other uses include bullet sheathing, for which purpose it is used 
by many nations including Great Britain and France. In the 
form of tubes its use is being rapidly extended for steam con- 
densers, although the alloys containing 2 j %  nickel and 30% 
nickel are stated by some authorities to give better results as 
condenser tubing than the softer and less resistant alloys of 
lower nickel content. The chief use of the 25% nickel alloy has 
been for coinage, and several of the British colonies employ it 
largely because of its resistance to corrosion. The alloy containing 

40% nickel has become very widely known under the name 
"Constantan." I t  has a high electrical resistance which remains 
practically constant over an appreciable range of temperature. 
This property renders it of value to the electrical industry, in 
addition to which its resistance to corrosion by organic acids and 
its silvery white colour when polished are causing it  to be em- 
ployed in increasing quantities for table-ware that has not to be 
silver-plated. 

Monel metal ( q . ~ . )  is a so-called "natural alloy" prepared by 
the reduction of a copper-nickel ore and containing 607~-;0% 
nickel. I n  addition to copper and nickel it  contains iron and 
manganese in small amounts, together with other impurities which 
influence its properties to some extent. I t  has been widely used 
in America for various engineering and culinary purposes, and 
possesses exceptionally high strength at  both normal and elevated 
temperatures. Alloys of similar nickel content are also being 
manufactured from the pure metals. 

Copper also forms an important series of alloys with aluminium 
which are classed under the general term "aluminium bronzes" 
(9.v.). The properties of these alloys have been the subject of 
numerous scientific investigations which have shown that the use- 
ful alloys rich in copper contain up to 11% aluminium. They may 
be classified into two main groups: those containing up to i.;% 
aluminium are extremely ductile, whilst those containing 8%- 
11% aluminium possess high tensile strength in the cast state. The 
ductile series containing less than 7 . ~ 7 ~  aluminium are especially 
useful for deep stamping, spinning and severe cold working of 
all kinds, and are finding application as a substitute for brass, 
compared with which they possess greater strength and resistance 
to  atmospheric corrosion. The new bronze coinage introduced 
in France contains 8.2 j% aluminium together with a little man- 
ganese, and this mixture approaches very nearly the upper limit 
for satisfactory cold working. The alloys with 8%-I 1% aluminium 
usually contain in addition 1 7 ~ ~ 3 7 ~  of iron and are in very 
general use for die-castings, for which their high tensile strength 
and clean casting properties are a great advantage. They are 
resistant to corrosion by mineral acids and also resist oxidation 
at  relatively high temperatures. 

In  addition to  the alloys mentioned, copper is the standard 
alloying material used for gold and silver although the new 
British silver coinage also contains nickel. Manganese copper 
containing 3%-5% manganese is used in the form of rod by 
many continental railways for the manufacture of locomotive 
stay-bolts as it is relatively resistant to oxidation and retains its 
strength a t  moderate temperatures. Manganin contains 1 7 7 ~  
manganese, 1%-2% nickel and the remainder copper, and has 
been extensively used for electrical resistances. I t  possesses the 
property of having a practically negligible temperature coefficient 
of electrical resistance at normal temperatures. There are also 
numerous more complex alloys containing three or more metals, 
such as the propeller bronzes, manganese bronzes, phosphor- 
bronzes. lead bronzes, etc., the properties of which render them 
particularly suitable for the purpose for which they are designed. 
Such alloys do not represent any important tonnage but their 
development is an indication of the progress of metallurgical 
science in providing materials to  meet modern requirements. (See 
BRASS; ALLOYS; ZINC; NICKEL; ALUMINIUM, etc.) 

(C. A. E.) 
COPPERAS (Fr. couperose; Lat. cupri rosa, the flower of 

copper), green vitriol, or ferrous sulphate, FeSoi7Hz0, having a 
bluish-green colour and an astringent, inky and somewhat sweet- 
ish taste. I t  is used in dyeing and tanning, and in the manufacture 
of ink. (See IRON.) 

COPPERHEAD (Tn'gonocephalau contortrix), an American 
snake allied to the rattlesnake (9.v.). 

COPPERHEADS, an American political epithet, applied by 
Union men during the Civil f a r  to those men in the north who. 
deeming it impossible to conquer the Confederacy, were earnest- 
ly in favour of peace and therefore opposed to the war policy of 
the president and of Congress. The term originated in the 
autumn of 1862, and its use quickly spread throughout the 
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north. In  the western States early in 1863 the terms "Copper- 
head" and "Democrat" had become practically synonymous. 
The name was adopted because of the fancied resemblance of 
the peace party to the venomous copperhead snake which strikes 
without warning. Though applied as a term of opprobrium, it  
was willingly assumed by those upon whom it was bestowed, 
and some advocates of the peace policy, to emphasize it, wore 
badges of heads cut from copper one-cent pieces. 

COPPERMINE, a river of Mackenzie district, Canada, about 
47 jm. long, rising in a small ,lake in approximately I I O O  20' W. 
and 65" 50' N., and flowing south to Lake Gras and then north- 
westward to Coronation gulf in the Arctic ocean. 

COPPERSMITH, in zoology, a bird (Xantholaema haema- 
tocephala) belonging to the barbet family (Capitonidae) and 
deriving its name from its metallic note. About the size of a spar- 
row, the coppersmith, which inhabits India, has green plumage 
with a red and yellow head. The allied Tinker (Barbutula pusilla), 
inhabits South Africa. I t  is black, yellow and white with a red cap. 

COPPICE or COPSE. A small plantation of trees which 
are cut periodically for use or sale, before the trees grow into 
large timber. The produce is employed for hurdle, crate and 
basket-making, hop poles and many other purposes. Whether 
naturally or artificially grown the produce is looked on by the 
English law as fructus industrialis. The tenant ior life or years 
may appropriate this produce. The word is derived from 0. Fr. 
copeis or coupeis, from Late Lat. colpare, to  cut with a blow. 

COPRA, the dried, broken kernel of the coco-nut, from which 
coco-nut oil is extracted by boiling and pressing. Copra is the 
form in which the product of the coco-nut is exported for com- 
mercial purposes. I t  is dried in the sun or in kilns to prevent 
putrefaction. The oil is used largely in the soap, margarine and 
candle trades. The total annual production, mostly in the oriental 
tropics, is estimated a t  about 4,~oo,ooo,ooo lb., with a plantation 
value of about £4 ~,OOO,OOO. The Philippine Islands are among the 
foremost producers, the total production in 1926 exceeding 
8oo,ooo,ooo pounds. The imports of copra into Great Britain 
amounted in 1926 to 74,372 tons valued at  52,127,210; for the 
same year the imports into the United States were 204,312 tons 
valued a t  £4,838,065. The word copra is a Spanish-Portuguese 
adaptation of the Malay word Kopperah (Hindustani Khopra), 
the coco-nut. (See COCO-NUT; OILS AXD FATS.) 

COPROLITES. The name was originally given by Dr. Wil- 
liam Buckland to certain bodies in the Lias of Gloucestershire 
which formerly had been considered fossil fir cones. H e  showed 
that they possessed characters which could be best explained on 
the supposition that they were the fossilized excreta of reptiles 
(from Gr. ~ d a p o s ,  dung and XiBos, stone). Chemical analysis 
showed that they were very rich in phosphatic minerals. 

Since Buckland's time the term has been extended to include 
practically all phosphatic nodules found in sedimentary rocks. The 
nodules, such as those of the Cambridge greensand, are largely 
lumps of phosphatized mud and frequently have been formed 
around some fossil which was derived from older beds or formed 
in and around shells of that period. Their formation appears to 
take place in a sea rich in phosphatic matter and where there are 
strong currents. 

Coprolites in the wide sense have been extensively dug in the 
past for artificial manure, since they yield from 50 to 55% 
CasP20s, but the industry is now almost extinct. (See also 
PHOSPHATE.) (W. B. R. K.) 

COPTIC LANGUAGE. Amongst the Egyptian natives, 
Coptic, the descendant of the ancient Egyptian language (q .v . ) ,  
survived the formidable inroads of Greek both in its pagan and 
Christian forms, and only succumbed at  length to the overwhelm- 
ing influence of Arabic, dying out finally in the 16th century. 
Early in the 2nd century A.D., pagan Egyptians, or perhaps for- 
eigners settled in Egypt, essayed to write the native language for 
magical purposes in Greek letters with some necessary supple- 
ments borrowed from demotic. This "Old Coptic," as it is termed, 
was still almost entirely free from Greek loan-words, and its 
strong archaisms are doubtless accounted for by the fact that the 
literary language, even in its most "vulgar7' forms, moved more 

slowly than the speech of the people. Christian literary Coptic, 
though at  first contemporary with some of the documents of Old 
Coptic, is very different. The unknown evangelizers who must 
have perfected the adaptation of the alphabet to  the various dia- 
lects of Egypt and translated the Scriptures out of Greek, flung 
away all pagan traditions, adopting, however, eight letters from 
demotic writing. The basis which they chose for the new litera- 
ture was doubtless the simple language of their intercourse with 
Christians and others among the peasants. They found this 
already chargcd with expressions from Grcek, and the Greek ele- 
ment was reinforced by  words borrowed from the books which 
they were translating, until written Coptic became full of Greek 
words, including even particles of the most varied kinds; some of 
these were very useful additions to the language, while others 
were really superfluous. Written Coptic, once established, did 
not greatly change with time, although after the bluslim con- 
quest it began to borrow scantily from Arabic and eventually took 
on the character of a dead language. 

Four leading dialects of Christian Coptic are recognized: Sa- 
hidic (formerly called Theban) spoken in the Upper Thebais; 
Akhmimic, in the neighbourhood of Akhmim; Fayumic, with 
which are associated the dialects of Middle Egypt as far as Mem- 
phis-Fayumic was wrongly identified as "Bashmiiric" by early 
scholars; Bohairic, the dialect of the "coast district" (formerly 
named "Memphite") spoken in the north-western Delta. The last, 
in accordance with its geographical position, shows wide differ- 
ences from all the others. Native writers record also a special 
dialect among the rude inhabitants of the marshes in the province 
of Bashmtr in the north-east of the Delta, but no remnant has 
come down to us. The fragm$nts of Old pagan Coptic show an 
Akhmimic colouring, and in Akhmimic and "sub-Akhmimic" 
there are some very old translations from the Old and New Testa- 
ments and various Apocrypha. But the immense literary and other 
influence of the "archimandrite Sheniite" and his monastery near 
Akhmim was exerted to spread its rival Sahidic ("Upper Egyp- 
tian") as the sole literary dialect throughout the south, and Akh- 
mimic disappeared in the 5th or 6th century even as far as the 
Fourth Cataract. The survivor actually penetrated far into Nubia, 
Nubian tomb-stones down to the 11th century being usually in- 
scribed in Sahidic, even as far south as the Fourth Cataract. Mid- 
dle Egyptian continued to be used longer than Akhmimic at  least 
for business purposes. Nothing is known of the early history of 
Bohairic which survives only in literary texts, beginning with an 
ms. of the end of the 9th century, and others somewhat later from 
the monastery of St. Macarius in the Nitrian desert. But Bo- 
hairic (with Arabic interpretations) has been the language of the 
sacred books of Christianity throughout the country since the 
14th century. When Coptic ceased to be spoken or understood, 
Bohairic assumed this position owing to the hierarchical impor- 
tance of Alexandria and the influence of the ancient monasteries 
established in the north-western desert. 

Literature.-Coptic literature (apart from mere business doc- 
uments and letters in Sahidic and Fayumic expressed in monkish 
language) is almost entirely religious and consists mainly of trans- 
lations from Greek. Such was the enthusiasm for Christianity 
amongst the lower classes in Egypt that versions from the Old 
and New Testaments were made into Sahidic, Akhmimic and 
Fayumic before the Council of Chalcedon ( 3 j 1 ) ;  they probably 
date back at  least as early as the middle of the 4th century, and 
are therefore of considerable textual importance. For  dwellers in 
and about the Delta the Greek version was probably sufficient, 
until the break with the Greek (Melkite) Church in the j th  cen- 
tury induced them to make a separate Bohairic translation. The 
Gnostic heresy, otherwise known only through the works of its 
opponents, is illustrated in some Coptic mss. of the 4th century, 
the so-called Pistis Sophia, and the Bruce Codex, respectively in 
the British Museum and Bodleian libraries. According to Schmidt 
and Harnack they are translations dating from the 3rd century 
and belong to an ascetic or encratitic sect of the Gnostics which 
rose in Egypt itself. There is abundance of apocryphal works, of 
apocalypses, of patristic writings from Athanasius to  the Council 
of Chalcedon, homilies, lives of saints and anecdotes of holy men, 
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acts of martyrs extending from the persecution of Diocletian to  
that of the Persians in the 7th century, and lives of later ascetics 
and martyrs reaching down to the 14th century. Unless some of 
the Egyptian acta sa?zctorum et martyrum should prove to have 
been originally written in Coptic, almost the only original works 
in that language of any importance are the numerous sermons and 
letters of Sheniite, the long-lived and now celebrated monk of 
AtrEpe near Akhmim, written in the Sahidic dialect in the 4th 
and 5th centuries. After the Arab conquest, as a defence to the 
threatened Church language and nationality, versifications of the 
Proverbs, of Solomon's Song and of various legends were com- 
posed, with other religious songs. They are mostly antiphonal, the 
numbers of stresses in a line marking the rhythm. There is no 
musical notation in the mss., but traditional church tunes are gen- 
erally referred to or prescribed for the songs. Of secular literature 
strangely little existed or a t  least has survived; only a few magical 
texts and fragments of a medical treatise, of the story of Alex- 
ander, and of a story of the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses are 
known. According to all the evidence available, the Coptic por- 
tion of the great library in the monastery of St. Macarius, made 
after its restoration in the 9th century, was bare of everything but 
religious books. 

Coptic was occasionally employed for literary purposes as late 
as the 14th century, but from the 10th century onwards the Copts 
wrote mostly in Arabic. Severus of Eshmunain ( c .  950) who 
wrote a history of the patriarchs of Alexandria, was one of the 
first to  employ Arabic; Cyril ibn Laklak and others in the 13th 
and 14th centuries translated much of the older literature from 
Coptic into Arabic and Ethiopic for the use of the Egyptian and 
Abyssinian churches. From this period also date the Arabic gram- 
mars of Coptic and vocabularies of Sahidic and Bohairic by Ibn 
'Assal and others. (See COPTS.) 

B I B L I O G R A P H P . - L ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ :  L. Stern, Koptische Grammatik (Leip- 
zip, 1880) ; Steindorff, Koptische Grammatik (Sahidic) , 2nd ed. 
(Leipzig, 1904, bibl.) ; A. Mallon, Grammaire Copte (Sahidic), 3rd 
ed. (Beyrouth, 1927) ; -4. Peyron. Lexicon Copticum (Torino, 1835) ; 
W. Spiegelberg, Koptisches Handworterbuch (Heidelberg, 192 I ) .  

Literature: J. Leipoldt, Schenz~te von Atripe und die Entstehung 
des national-agyptischen Christenturns (Leipzig, 1903) ; Geschichte 
der Koptirchen Litteratur, in C .  Brockelmann, Geschichte der Christli- 
chen Litteraturen des Orients (Leipzig, 1407) ; H. Junker, Koptische 
Poesie des zehnten Jahrhzinderts, I teil (Berlin, 1908) ; H. G .  Evelyn 
White, The Monasteries of the G7adi ' N .  fiiatrzin, part I ,  New Coptic 
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COPTOS, the modern Ruft  (a village near the east bank of 
the Nile about 2jm. N.E. of Thebes), an ancient city, capital of 
the fifth nome of Upper Egypt, and the starting-point of several 
roads to the Red sea, particularly the route to Berenice (9.v.). 
The trade with Arabia and India raised Coptos to great com- 
mercial prosperity; but in A.D. 2 9 2  its share in the rebellion 
against Diocletian led to  an almost total devastation. I t  again ap- 
pears, however, as a place of importance and as the seat of a 
considerable Christian community, though the stream of traffic 
turned aside to  the neighbouring Kiis. During part of the 7th 
century it was called Justinianopolis in honour of the emperor 
Justinian. 

The local god of Coptos, as of Chemmis (Akhmim, g.v.), was 
the ithyphallic Min; but in late times Isis was of equal importance 
in the city. Min was especially the god of the desert routes. 
Petrie's excavations on the site of the temple brought to light 
three very primitive limestone statues of the god with figures of 
an elephant, swords of sword-fish, sea-shells, etc., engraved upon 
them: there were also found some very peculiar terra-cottas of 
the Old Kingdom, and the decree of an Antef belonging to the 
latter part of the Middle Kingdom, deposing the nomarch for 
siding with the king's enemy. 

COPTS, the early native Christians of Egypt and their suc- 
cessors of the Monophysite sect, now racially the purest repre- 
sentatives of the ancient Egyptians. The name is a Europeanized 
form, dating perhaps from the 14th century, of the Arabic Kibt 
(or Kubt) ,  which, in turn, is derived from the Greek A i y b n ~ ~ o ~  
"Egyptians" (the Copts in the Coptic language likewise style 
themselves "people of Egypt," "Egyptians"). (See EGYPT: history, 

anguage, religion.) 
The beginnings of Christianity in Egypt are obscure; its ex- 

stence among the natives (as opposed to the mixed "Greek" 
~opulation of Egypt and Alexandria which produced so many 
eading figures and originated leading doctrines in the early 
:hurch) can be traced back as far as the Decian persecution (249- 
251) in the purely Egyptian names of several martyrs. St. 
Inthony ( c .  270) was a Copt; so also was Pachomius, the founder 
)f Egyptian monasticism at  the beginning of the 4th century. 
The Scriptures were translated into Coptic not later than the 
~ t h  century. A religion founded on morality and with a clear 
ioctrine of life after death was specially congenial to  the Egyp- 
ians; thus the lower orders in the country embraced Christianity 
'ervently, while the Alexandrian pagans were lost in philosophical 
;peculation and Neoplatonism was spread amongst the rich 
'Greek" landowners; these last, partly out of religious enthusiasm, 
lartly from greed, annoyed and oppressed their Christian 
leasantry. Egypt was then terribly impoverished; the upper 
:ountry was constantly overrun by raiders from Nubia and the 
jesert; and the authority of the imperial government was too 
weak to interfere actively on behalf of the Christians. The 
nonasteries, however, were refuges that could bid defiance to  the 
nost powerful of the pagan aristocracy as well as to barbarian 
hordes, and became centres of united action that, a t  the sum- 
nons of Shenoute, the organizer of the national church, swept 
iway the idols of the oppressors in  riot and bloodshed. I n  the 
course of the 5th century the Christians reached a position in 
which they were able to  treat the pagans mercifully as a feeble 
remnant. 

The Copts had little interest in  theology; they were content 
.o take their doctrine as prepared for them by the subtler minds 
of their Greek leaders at  Alexandria, choosing the simplest form 
when disputes arose. I n  325 their elected patriarch, Athanasius, 
and his following of Greeks and Copts, triumphed at  the council 
of Nicaea against Arius; but in 451 the banishment of Dioscorus, 
patriarch of Alexandria, by the council of Chalcedon created a 
yreat schism, the Egyptian church holding to his Monophysite 
tenets (see Coptic Cfzurch, below), while the Catholic and im- 
perial party at  Constantinople, called "Melkites," ever sought 
to further the orthodox theology of Chalcedon a t  the expense of 
the native church. Thenceforward there were generally two 
patriarchs, belonging to the rival communities, and the Copts 
were oppressed by the Melkites; Heraclius, in 638 after the 
repulse of the Persians, endeavoured to unite the churches, but, 
failing in that, he persecuted the Monophysites more severely 
than ever, until 'Amr brought Egypt under the Moslem rule of 
'Omar during the period 627-641. Under the persecution many 
Copts had gone over to  the Melkites, but now it  was the turn 
of the Melkites, as supporters of the emperor of Constantinople 
to suffer, and they almost entirely disappeared from Egypt, though 
a remnant headed by a patriarch of Alexandria of the Orthodox 
Christians has survived to this day. 

After a few years of the mild rule of 'Amr the Egyptians began 
to suffer for the benefit of the Muslim exchequer and for their 
religion. Many of the more thoughtful Christians had already 
embraced the simple and congenial doctrines of Islam; others 
went over for the sake of material gain. Conflicts took place 
between the Mohammedan minority and the Christians. The 
Copts were excellent scribes and accountants and were continued 
in their posts under the Arab rule. The pride of the Copts was a 
serious danger, perhaps even a chief source of their troubles, 
in earlier days; devout Moslems on more than one occasion 
stirred the mob to fury when they saw Christians lording it over 
"true believers." The lower orders of the Copts were continually 
oppressed. Thus there was every inducement amongst the Chris- 
tians to turn Mohammedan. Arab tribes, too, were encouraged 
to settle in Egypt until the Mohammedans exceeded the Copts in 
numbers. 

The history of the Copts consists on the one hand of the record 
of religious strife, of simony and other scandals in the church, 
and attempted reforms; and on the other hand of persecutions 
at  the hands of the Muslims. I n  the 8th century, the monks 
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were not only compelled to pay a capitation tax, but were branded 
with name and number, civilians were oppressed with heavy 
taxation, churches demolished, pictures and crosses destroyed 
(722-723). Degrading dresses were imposed upon the Christians 
(849-850); later, under Hakim (997), they were compelled to 
wear heavy crosses and black turbans as an ignominious distinc- 
tion. Saladin in 1171 re-enforced these statutes and defiled the 
churches. I n  1301, the blue turban was introduced, but many 
Copts preferred a change of religion to its adoption. I n  1348 a 
religious war raged a t  Cairo between the Copts and Mohamme- 
dans, and large numbers of Copts embraced Islam. 

There have been very few cases of conversion from Moham- 
medanism to Coptic Christianity; and, as intermarriage of Chris- 
tians with Mohammedans implied conversion to Islam, the Copts 
have undoubtedly preserved the race of the Egyptians as i t  existed 
a t  the time of the Arab conquest in remarkable purity. The 
Coptic fellahin of Upper Egypt and elsewhere are not markedly 
different from the Mohammedan fellahin, who, of course, are of 
the same stock, but mixed with Arab blood. 

I n  trades and professions, so long as the Copts had no foreign 
competition, they held their own. But, with the extension of rail- 
ways and agricultural roads and the increased facilities of commu- 
nication and prosperity, there has been a great influx of Italian, 
Greek, Armenian and other Levantine workmen, who, with their 
better tools, are undoubtedly superior to the Copts, and have 
proved formidable rivals. Furthermore, the importation of cheap 
European wares of every description is slowly killing all native in- 
dustry. Lastly, when the British, as the dominant race filled most 
posts of responsibility in the government, the Muslims, in  general, 
were obliged to content themselves with the subordinate posts 
which in the past they left to the Copts. Some Copts have attained 
high office, and in 1908 a Copt became prime minister. More- 
over, the Copts have to a certain extent made up  for the ground 
they lose elsewhere by  engaging in agriculture and banking, and 
there are now to be found many rich Coptic landowners and 
farmers, especially in Upper Egypt. 

Language.- The language spoken by the Copts was of various 
dialects, named Sahidic, Akhmimic, Fayumic, etc., descended 
from the ancient Egyptian with more or less admixture of Greek 
(for the Coptic dialects see EGYPT: Language). Coptic, however, 
has been entirely extinct as a spoken language for over 2 0 0  years, 
having been supplanted by Arabic; in the 13th century it was 
already so much decayed that Arabic translations of the liturgies 
were necessary. The literature is almost entirely religious, and 
consists mainly of translations from the Greek. Such was the 
enthusiasm for Christianity among the lower classes in Egypt that 
translations of the Bible were made into three of the dialects of 
Coptic before the council of Chalcedon; they probably date back 
at  least as early as the middle of the 4th century. Coptic was oc- 
casionally employed for literary purposes as late as the 14th 
century, but from the 10th century onward the Copts wrote 
mostly in Arabic. 

The Coptic Church.-Up to the 5th century the church of 
Alexandria played a part in the Christian world scarcely second 
to that of Rome; the names of Origen, Athanasius and Cyril bear 
witness to her greatness. But in the time of the patriarch Dios- 
corus the church, always fond of speculation, was rent asunder 
by the controversy resulting from the doctrine of Nestorius 
(q.v.) that the divine and human natures of Christ were "con- 
joined" by a moral not a metaphysical union, and the contrary 
doctrine of Eutyches that the divine and the human in Christ 
constituted a nature absolutely one. The Eutychian doctrine was 
condemned by the council of Chalcedon in 451. But to this de- 
cision, though given by 636 bishops, the Copts refused assent-a 
refusal which profoundly affected both the religious and the 
political history of their country. From that moment they were 
treated as heretics. The emperor appointed a new bishop of 
Alexandria, whose adherents the Copts styled Melkites or Im- 
perialists, while the Copts are distinguished as Monophysites and 
Jacobites. The opposition was national as well as theological; i t  
was in part an opposition of the native party and the Byzantine 
or court party. 

The distinctive Monophysite doctrine of the Copts is not easy 
to state intelligibly, and yet they clung to it  with something of the 
tenacity which marked their whole history. I t  is set forth in the 
Liturgy and recited a t  every Coptic mass in the following words:- 
"I believe that this is the life-giving flesh which thine only Son took 
from the . . . Holy Mary. H e  united it with His Divinity without 
mingling and without confusion and without alteration. . . . I 
believe that His Divinity was not separated from His Manhood 
for one moment or for the twinkling of an eye." On all other 
points of dogma the Copts agree with the Greek Orthodox Church. 

The Hierarchy.-"The most holy pope and patriarch of the 
great city of Alexandria and of all the land of Egypt, of Jerusalem 
the holy city, of Nubia, Abyssinia and Pentapolis, and all the 
preaching of St. Mark," as he is still called, had originally juris- 
diction over all the places named; but of places outside Egypt 
only jurisdiction over Abyssinia remains. The ancient rule is that 
no bishop is eligible for the patriarchate. The requirement of a 
period of desert life has so far prevailed that no one but a monk 
from one of the desert monasteries is now qualified. This rule, 
harmless perhaps when the monasteries were the great schools of 
learning and devotion, now puts a premium on ignorance, and is 
disastrous to the church; more particularly as even bishops must 
be chosen from the monks. The patriarch is elected by an assem- 
bly of bishops and elders. The patriarch's seat was transferred 
some time after the Arab conquest from Alexandria to the fortress 
town of Babylon (Old Cairo), and in modern times it was shifted 
to Cairo proper. The other orders and offices in the church are 
metropolitan, bishop, chief priest, priest, archdeacon, deacon, 
reader and monk. 

C1zurches.-The numerous remaining churches in Egypt but 
faintly represent the vast number standing in ancient times. 
Rufinus says that he found ~ o , o o o  monks in the one region of 
Xrsinoe. Later, in 616, the Persians are described as destroying 
600 monasteries near Alexandria. Abi3 SBlih (12th century) gives 
a list of churches surviving in his day, and their number is aston- 
ishing. The earliest were cut out of rocks and caverns. I n  the days 
of Constantine and Justinian basilicas of great splendour were 
built, such as the church of St. Mark at  Alexandria and the Red 
Monastery in Upper Egypt. This type of architecture permanently 
influenced Coptic builders, but there prevailed also a type, prob- 
ably native in origin, though possessing Byzantine features, such 
as the domed roofing. There is no church now standing which 
bears any trace of the fine glass mosaics which once adorned the 
basilicas, nor is there any example of a well-defined cruciform 
ground-plan. But the use of the dome by Coptic architects is 
almost universal, and nearly every church has a t  least three domes 
overshadowing the three altars. The domes are sometimes lighted 
by small windows; but the walls are windowless, and the churches 
consequently gloomy. 

Every church has three altars a t  the eastern end in three con- 
tiguous chapels. The central division, the lzaikal or sanctuary, is 
always divided from the choir by a fixed partition or screen with 
small arched doorway closed by double doors. This resembles the 
Greek iconostasis, the screen on which the sacred pictures are 
placed. Haikal screen and choir screen are often sumptuously 
carved and inlaid. A marble basin for the mandatum in the nave, 
and an epiphany tank at  the west are common features. The altar 
is usually built of brick or stone, hollow within, and having an 
opening to the interior. A wooden altar-slab covered with crosses, 
etc., lies in a rectangular depression on the surface, and is used in 
case of need as a portable altar. Chalice and paten, ewer and basin, 
crewet and chrismatory, are found as in the Western churches. 
The aster consists of two crossed half-hoops of silver and is placed 
over the wafer. The flabellum is used, though now rarely made of 
precious metal. Some examples of silver-cased textus now remain- 
ing are very fine. Every church possesses thuribles-the use of in- 
cense being universal and frequent-and diadems for the marriage 
service. Church bells are forbidden by the hfuslims, except in 
the desert, and church music consists merely of cymbals and 
triangles which accompany the chanting. 

Ritz~a1.-The Coptic ritual deserves much fuller study than it 
has received. Since the 7th century the church has been so isolated 



as to be little influenced by changes affecting other communions. 
Consequently it remains in many respects the most ancient monu- 
ment of primitive rites and ceremonies in Christendom. But 
centuries of continuous subjection to Muslim rule have very 
greatly weakened it. 

The Modern Copts.-The British occupation of Egypt pro- 
foundly modified Coptic religious life. Before it the Copts lived 
in their own semi-fortified quarters in Cairo or Old Cairo or in 
country or desert Dairs (Ders). Walls and gates were now 
thrown down or disused: the Copts began to mix and live freely 
among the Muslims, their children to frequent the same schools, 
and the people to abandon their distinctively Christian dress, 
names, customs and even religion. Freedom and prosperity 
threatened to injure the Church more than persecution; con- 
fession and fasts fell into neglect and the number of communicants 
diminished; while the facility of divorce granted by Islam occa- 
sioned many perversions from among the Copts to Mohammed- 
anism. On the other hand the necessity of resistance to these 
tendencies and of reform from within was strongly realized. 

See A. J .  Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt (1884) and 
The Arab Conquest o f  Egypt (1902) ; Crum, art. "Koptische Kirche" 
in Herzog-Hauck, Realelzcyclopadie, also the same writer's Catalogue 
of Coptic MSS. in the B~ i t i sh  M?rseu+n and his annual reviews in the 
~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l  R~~~~~ of the E~~~~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ d ;  R. V. scott- 
Moncrieff, art. "Coptic Church" in Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Relzgion 
and Ethics; Evetts and Butler, Chz~rches and Monasterzes o f  Egypt, 
b y  Abfi SBlih (Oxford, 1895). 

COPYHOLD, in English law, an ancient form of land tenure, 
legally defined as a "holding at  the will of the lord according to 
the custom of the manor." I t s  origin is to  be found in the occupa- 
tion by villani, or non-freemen, of portions of land belonging to 
the manor of a feudal lord. I n  the time of the Domesday survey 
the manor was in part granted to free tenants, in part reserved 
by the lord himself for his own uses. The estate of the free 
tenants is the freehold estate of English law; as tenants of the 
same manor they assembled together in manorial court or court 
baron, of which they were the judges. The portion of the manor 
reserved for the lord (the demesne,  or domain) was cultivated 
by labourers who were bound to the land (adscripti glebae). They 
could not leave the manor, and their service was obligatory. These 
villani, however, were allowed by the lord to cultivate portions 
of land for their own use. I t  was a mere occupation at the pleasure 
of the lord, but in course of time it  grew into an occupation by 
right, recognized first of all by custom and afterwards by law. 
This kind of tenure is called by the lawyers villenagiu?n, and it 
probably marks a great advance in the general recognition of the ; 
right when the name is applied to lands held on the same con- 
ditions not by villeins but by free men. The tenants in villenage 
were not, like the freeholders, members of the court baron, but 
they appear to have attended in a humbler capacity, and to have 
solicited the succession to the land occupied by a deceased father, 
or the admission of a new tenant who had purchased the good- 
will, as it  might be called, of the holding, paying for such favours 
certain customary fines or dues. I n  relation to the tenants in 
villenage, the court baron was called the customary court. The 
records of the court constituted the title of the villein tenant, 
held by copy of the court roll (whence the term "copyhold"); 
and the customs of the manor therein recorded formed the real 
property law applicable to his case. 

Copyhold had long been established in practice before it was 
formally recognizcd by the law. At first it was in fact, as it is 
now in the fictitious theory of the law, a tenancy at  will, for 
which none of the legal remedies of a freeholder were available. 
I n  the reign of Edward IV., however, i t  was held that a tenant in 
villenage had an action of trespass against the lord. I n  this way 
a species of tenant-right, depending on and strongly supported 
by popular opinion, was changed into a legal right. But it retained 
many incidents characteristic of its historical origin. The life of 
copyhold assurance, it  is said, is custom. Copyhold was neces- 
sariIy parcel of a manor, and the freehold was said to be in the 
lord of the manor. The court roll of the manor is the evidence 
of title and the record of the special laws as to fines, quit rents, 
heriots, etc., prevailing in the manor. The lord, as legal owner 

of the fee-simple of the lands, had a right to all the mines and 
minerals and to all the growing timber, although the tenant may 
have planted it himself. A species of tenure resembling copyhold 
was what is known as customary freehold. 

The feudal obligations attaching to copyhold tenure were found 
to cause much inconvenience to the tenants, while being of no 
great value to the lord. One of the most vexatious of these was 
the heriot, under which name the lord was entitled to  seize the 
tenant's best beast or other chattel in the event of the tenant's 
death. The inconvenience caused by these feudal incidents of 
the tenure led to a series of statutes, having for their object the 
conversion of copyhold into freehold. By the Copyhold Act 1894, 
which thereafter governed statutory enfranchisement, the former 
Copyhold Acts 1841-87, were repealed, and the law was con- 
solidated and improved. By Part V. of the Law of Property 
Act 1922, all copyhold land was enfranchised on the terms therein 
set forth and becoming effective on Jan. I ,  1925. 

See C. Watkins, On Copyholds ( 1 S 2 j )  ; A. Brown, Copyltold 
Enfraltchisement Acts (1895) ; Scriven on Copyholds, ed. A. Brown 
(1'9~) ; C. I. Law Copyhozds (1 '9~) .  

COPYING MACHINES: see O F F I C ~  A P P L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
COPYRIGHT, the right now secured by the law of every 

civilized country to authors of literary, musical and artistic works, 
to prevent any reproduction of their works without their consent. 
The growth of the law of copyright protection has closely followed 
the development of mechanical means of reproduction. Literary 
copyright was protected only after the invention of printing; 
artistic copyright was only established with the expansion in the 
use of engravings and lithographs. I t  was only on July I ,  1912, 
that the law of copyright in England was given a general form by 
the statute which, passed in 1911 as a result of two years' investi- 
gation by the international copyright committee, came into force 
on that date. 

The history of the law of copyright in England is one of a num- 
ber of statutes passed from time to time to deal with abuses as 
they arose. I t  is still necessary in the case of works created before 
1912 to ascertain whether they were protected under the pre-exist- 
ing law, because by s. 24 of the act of 1911 copyright protection 
is given to persons enjoying copyright before its commencement. 
Some account of these statutes will therefore be useful. 

Literary copyright was protected by the Literary Copyright 
Act 1842, which provided that the copyright in every book pub- 
lished in the life of the author should endure for the life of the 
author and for seven years after his death or for 42 years, if 
longer, and should be the property of the author and his as'signees, 
and that the copyright in works published after the death of the 
author should endure for 42 years from publication and should be 
the property of the proprietor of the author's manuscript and his 
assigns. Provision was made for registration a t  Stationers' Hall 
and no action for infringement could be brought without prior 
registration. By s. 18 it  was provided that the proprietor of every 
encyclopaedia, review, magazine, periodical or work published in a 
series of books or parts, who should have employed any person to 
compose any part thereof on the terms that the copyright should 
belong to the proprietor, should enjoy the copyright therein. 
"Book" was defined as including volume, part or division of a 
volume, pamphlet, sheet of letter press, sheet of music, map, chart 
or plan separately published. Engravings were protected by three 
acts, the Engraving Copyright Acts of 1734 and 1736 and the 
Prints Copyright Act 1777, and were entitled to copyright for 28 
years from publication. Registration was not required but the 
name of the proprietor and the date of first publication had to be 
engraved on the plate and printed on each print. Copyright was 
given to sculptors by an act of 1814, provided that the name of 
the author and date of issue to  the public appeared on each work. 
The period of copyright under this act was 14 years with a re- 
newed period of 14 years if the author was alive at  the end of the 
first period. The last class to be protected were artists and photog- 
raphers whose protection was first secured by the Fine Arts Copy- 
right Act 1862. This act gave protection for the life of the author 
and seven years after his death but such protection was lost if the 
author in selling the original failed to obtain a written rtlservation 
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of copyright from the purchaser, and registration was required be- 
fore any action could be brought. The sole right to  perform 
dramatic pieces was secured by the Dramatic Copyright Act of 
1833 and to play musical works by the act of 1842, but the making 
of gramophone records of musical works was held, in Boosey v. 
Fllhight, 1900, I Ch. 1 2 2 ,  not to infringe the copyright therein on 
the ground that these were not "books" within the meaning of the 
act of 1842. Unpublished works had no statutory protection but 
a common law copyright in them was recognized. 

The Copyright Act of 1911 repealed the whole of the earlier 
copyright statutes, except one section of the Fine Arts Copy- 
right Act 1862 which penalized fraudulent alterations of artists' 
works and two short penal acts dealing with the sale of pirated 
copies of musical works. I t  provided that no person should be 
entitled to copyright otherwise than under and in accordance with 
its provisions, so that the common law copyright previously recog- 
nized in unpublished works is no longer in force. Copyright in 
published and unpublished works is in fact assimilated except in 
the case of the provisions limiting the area of protection and in 
respect of the term of protection. I t  is also important to  observe 
that registration at  Stationers' Hall is no longer necessary, so that 
copyright is now secured to the author by the act of creation and 
no formality of any kind is required. 

T h e  Subjec t  M a t t e r  of Copyright.-Copyright, as is pro- 
vided by s. I of the act of 1911, subsists in every original literary, 
dramatic, musical and artistic work, and these expressions are ex- 
tended by the definition section of the act. "Literary work" in- 
cludes maps, charts, plans, tables and compilations. I t  has been 
decided that the word "literary" does not connote style or literary 
finish but is used merely to indicate written or printed matter. 
Thus there may be copyright in a dictionary or in a mere list of 
meaningless words forming a telegraphic code or in a railway 
time-table. The only limit would appear to be that the work in 
which copyright is claimed must be sufficiently extensive to have 
demanded some skill in composition. Copyright protection is given 
not to ideas but to literary forms, and information will not be pro- 
tected unless it is expressed in an original form. A list of horses 
published by a racing tipster failed to obtain copyright protection 
for this reason and the same difficulty arises in the case of a chemi- 
cal formula. I n  such cases the real objection is not so much that 
there is no literary form but that the literary form, as distinct 
from the idea which it represents, is not original. The same diffi- 
culty arises in the case of compilations such as directories, diction- 
aries and selections of poems. The matter contained in such works 
1s largely unoriginal but that which is protected is the compiler's 
arrangement. I n  a recent case it was held that the list of broad- 
cast programmes published by the British Broadcasting company 
was the subject matter of copyright although in effect they con- 
sisted only of a list of titles and names not separately the subject 
of copyright. So long as the work as a whole represents original 
effort it will be protected although the component parts are taken 
from a non-copyright source. On the other hand, mere hack work 
such as the cutting down of a standard work into a form suitable 
fo r  schools has failed to receive protection. But though originality 
is required for all protected works, in the case of artistic works a 
further difficulty arises. Artistic works are defined as including 
works of painting, drawing, sculpture and artistic craftsmanship 
and architectural works of art and engravings and photographs. 
But an engraving or photograph may be made of a picture and it 
has been decided that such a work is original though depicting the 
same object or scene. The protection of architectural works of 
art in the 1911 act is new and it means that not only can the copy- 
ing of architectural plans be restrained but that it  is an infringe- 
ment to reproduce a building without the consent of the designer. 
The definition of dramatic work includes any piece for recitation 
or choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show, the scenic 
arrangement or acting form of which is fixed in writing or other- 
wise. This definition excludes mere "gag" which has no fixed form 
but it  would include, for example, the movements of a musical 
comedy chorus which are often represented for the producer by a 
rough sketch or by symbols. The wide definition of artistic works 
in the act included of necessity designs, which were already pro- 

tected by the Patents and Designs Act 1907 but for a shorter 
period and subject to registration. I t  was therefore provided by  
s. 2 2  of the Copyright Act that designs falling within the Designs 
Act and intended to be reproduced in large numbers by mechanical 
means should not receive copyright protection. This provision has 
given rise to a great deal of difficulty because, although the inten- 
tion obviously was to  exclude only purely utilitarian devices, the 
definition in the Designs Act is wide enough to include purely 
artistic works such as sculptures or paintings. If reproductions of 
these are intended to be sold in any quantity, therefore, and this 
intention is to be ascertained at  the time of making the original, 
such works would appear only to enjoy the lesser protection 
given by the Designs Act and to require registration. 

The cinematograph was for the first time recognized by the act 
of 1911. In  the first place there is included in the means by which 
the copyright in literary, dramatic or musical works may be in- 
fringed "the making of any cinematograph films" thereof. In  the 
second place it  is made an infringement of copyright to produce 
"any visual representation of any dramatic action in a work by 
means of any mechanical instrument." I n  the third place copy- 
right is defined as subsisting in "any cinematographic production 
where the arrangement or acting form, or the combination of in- 
cidents represented give the work an original character." I n  addi- 
tion a cinematograph film is of course a series of photographs each 
of which is protected as an artistic work. 

The making of any contrivance by means of which a literary. 
dramatic or musical work may be mechanically performed is an 
infringement of the copyright therein. The contrivances when 
made are also protected. Complicated provisions are, however 
made for the compulsory licensing of the making of gramophone 
records of musical works. Once the owner of copyright has 
allowed anyone to make records of a particular work he must per- 
mit any other person to make such records in return for a statu- 
tory royalty. The procedure for the collection of these royalties 
is that the person intending to make records gives to the owner 
notice of his intention to make records and particulars of the price 
at  which he proposes to sell these. The owner then has to supply 
the manufacturer with adhesive stamps of the required value. If 
the owner of the copyright fails to send the royalties or cannot be 
found, the records may be so!d unstamped and the royalty be- 
comes a debt due to the owner, but in any other case the sale of 
such records unstamped is an infringement of copyright. The rate 
of the royalty prescribed by the act of 1911 is 2 4 %  of the retaii 
selling price of each contrivance in case of works published before 
the commencement of the act and 5% thereof in the case of other 
works, and it is also provided that a minimum of one halfpenny 
shall be payable in respect of each separate musical work on every 
contrivance. The act provides for alteration of these rates by the 
Board of Trade; an enquiry was held in April 1928 with a view 
to the increase of these rates, and the tribunal recommended an 
increase of the 5% rate to 64% and of the minimum royalty from 
one halfpenny to three farthings. 

Rights  U n d e r  t h e  Act.-The basic right of the owner of copy- 
right is that he has "the sole right to produce or reproduce his 
work or any substantial part thereof in  any material form whatso. 
ever." He is also, however, given by the act of 1911 certain other 
important rights of which the most important is the sole right to  
perform his work in public. The question of what amounts to 
publicity for the purposes of this act has been recently discussed 
by the court of appeal in  the case of Harms (Zncorfiorated) v. 
Mar fans  Club Ltd. ,  1927, I Ch. 526, in which it  was held that a 
performance a t  a private dance club in the presence of some 2 0 0  

members and guests was an infringement of copyright. While de- 
clining to lay down any definition, the court indicated that mat- 
ters which had to be considered were the profit made by the per- 
former a ~ d  the probable injury to  the owner of the right and, if 
there were no charge for entry, whether the class of public ad- 
mitted were such as would pay at  a theatre to  hear the same per- 
formance. I t  is also an infringement of copyright for a person for 
his private profit to pernlit a theatre or other place of entertain- 
ment to be used for the performance in public of a work without 
the consent of the owner of the copyright. I t  was for some time 
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uncertain whether "broadcasting" was an infringement of copy- 
right, since it  was difficult to bring the operation within the defini- 
tion in the act of "an acoustic representation of a work in public 
by means of a mechanical instrument." Liability on this point 
was, however, admitted by the British Broadcasting company in a 
recent case. 

Other rights given to the owner of copyright are the sole right 
of translating his work, and the sole right of converting novels 
into dramas and dramas into novels. Section 2 ( 2 )  of the act pro- 
vides for the liability of persons dealing with articles which they 
know to infringe copyright by selling such works or by distributing 
or exhibiting them by way of trade. I t  is also an infringement of 
copyright to import for sale into the country any work which to 
the importer's knowledge would infringe copyright if made there. 
For example a copy of an English novel may have been printed in 
France under a licence from the owner confined to France. The 
making of this copy, by the person who made it, in England would 
have been unlawful and if the importer knows of this he infringes 
the owner's copyright by importing it. I t  is obvious, however, 
that proof of such knowledge is a matter of difficulty. An addi- 
tional protection to copyright owners is the provision in s. 7 that 
any copy of a work made or imported in infringement of the 
owner's copyright is the property of the owner. The owner can 
therefore bring an action for detinue or conversion against anyone 
in possession of such copies irrespective of his knowledge of the 
original unlawfulness of the manufacture, though in the case of 
an imported work, as has already been pointed out, the importing 
itself is not an infringement of the owner's copyright unless the 
importer knew that the work would have infringed it  if made here, 
so that in the case of such works the owner has to establish in any 
event the guilty knowledge of the importer. 

T h e  O w n e r  of t h e  Right.-Section 5 ( I )  of the act of 1911 
provides that subject to the provisions of the act the author of a 
work shall be the first owner of the copyright therein. "Author" 
is nowhere defined. I t  is clear however that, where the idea of a 
work is suggested by one person and the work is executed by an- 
other, the latter is the author for purposes of copyright. Thus a 
person who suggests the plot of a play (Ta t e  v. Tlzomas, 1921, I 

Ch. 503) ,  the inventor of a design for voting cards (Kenrick v. 
Lawre~zce,  1890, 25 Q.B.D. 9 9 )  and, under the old law, the poser 
of a photograph (Not tage  v. Jackson, 1883, 11 Q.B.D. 627)  have 
been held not to be authors. Section 2 1  of the 1911 act provides 
that the owner of the negative of a photograph a t  the time when 
such negative was made shall be deemed to be the author of the 
work. I n  two cases, however, the author of a work is not the 
first owner. I n  the case of an engraving, photograph or portrait, 
where the original has been ordered by some person and made for 
valuable consideration in pursuance of the order, then, in the 
absence of agreement to  the contrary, the person ordering is the 
first owner. The agreement to  the contrary may apparently be 
oral or implied from the conduct of the parties, so that in the 
vaguely defined relaf3ons which usually exist between canvassing 
photographers and their sitters it is extremely difficult to deter- 
mine to whom the copyright belongs. The other provision is that 
a person employing the author of a work under a contract of 
service or apprenticeship shall, in the absence of agreement to the 
contrary, be the first owner of the copyright therein. The employ- 
ment must be under a "contract of service" which implies a re- 
lationship of master and servant and does not include the case of 
isolated contributions for payment such as were included in s. 18 
of the Literary Copyright Act 1842 referred to above. The first 
owner however can assign his right or may grant interests therein 
by way of licence provided that he does so in writing signed by 
himself or his authorized agent. H e  may assign any separate part 
of the rights given him by the act and he may assign his rights 
for a limited area or for a limited period of time and the assignee 
is  in the position of an owner in respect of the right assigned. If 
however the assignment is made before the work is created, any 
action must be brought in the name of the assignor. The position 
of a licensee is more doubtful. If the licence is in writing and is ex- 
pressed as a grant of an interest by way of licence there is some 
authority for the view that the licensee can in his own name bring 

actions against infringers of the right licence. On the other hand 
the owner of copyright may by words or conduct be held to have 
consented to reproductions of his work and if value be given for 
such consent it has been held to amount to an irrevocable license 
which, though it does not enable the licensee to  sue infringers, 
affords him a good defence against the owner. There are certain 
provisions for compulsory licences. At the expiration of 25 years 
from the death of the author of a puhlished work or from the 
publication of a work unpublished at  the author's death copies 
may be reproduced and sold upon payment of a compulsory 10% 

royalty collected by stamps in a manner similar to that already 
explained in the case of gramophone records. The judicial com- 
mittee of the privy council may also at  any time after the author's 
death order the owner of the copyright of a literary, dramatic or 
musical work which has already been published or performed in 
public to  grant licences for the reproduction in or performance of 
the work in such terms as they think fit. 

Apart from the provisions already discussed there are two sets 
of special provisions as to the ownership of copyright. By s. 18 the 
copyright in any work prepared or published under the direction 
or control of the sovereign or any Government department is 
vested in the sovereign and is to  endure for a period of 50 years 
from publication. The Government however does not insist on its 
right in the case of acts of parliament and parliamentary reports. 
Section 33 preserves the old perpetual copyright by an act of 
1775 to books bequeathed in trust for the Universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge, the four universities of Scotland or the  colleges of 
Eton, Westminster or Winchester and there printed for their sole 
benefit. The university libraries also enjoy the right under s. 15 
of demanding a copy of every book published and a copy of every 
book must be sent without demand to the British Museum. I t  
should be observed however that non-compliance with these pro- 
visions does not affect the copyright in the book but renders the 
publisher liable to a fine of f 5 and the value of the book. 

D u r a t i o n  of Copyr igh t  Protection.-As has been shown al- 
ready, prior to the commencement of the Copyright Act of 1911, 
the period during which an author enjoyed copyright varied for 
different classes of work. Under the act of 1911 however, with 
certain limited exceptions, the copyright in all works endures for 
the life of the author and 50 years after his death. I n  the case of 
works of joint authorship, which are defined as works produced 
by the collaboration of two or more authors in which the contribu- 
tion of one author is not distinct from the contribution of the other 
author, copyright subsists during the life of the author who dies 
first and 50 years after his death, or during the life of the author 
who dies last, whichever period is the longer. Works unpublished 
at  an author's death enjoy copyright until publication and for 50 
years thereafter, and publication means the issue of copies of the 
work to the public but does not include performance or exhibition 
in public. The chief exceptions to the general rules above stated 
are in regard to mechanical instruments, photographs and Gov- 
ernment publications. By s. 19 ( I )  of the act copyright in gramo- 
phone records and similar contrivances subsists for 50 years froin 
the making of the original plate. By s. 2 1  the term of copyright 
in photographs is to  be 50 years from the making of the original 
negative. I n  the case of Government publications the term of 
copyright, as has been stated above, is 50 years from publication. 

I n f r i n g e m e n t  of Copyright.-Infringement of copyright is 
defined in the act of 1911 as the doing of anything the sole right 
to do which is conferred by the act on the owner of copyright. I t  
is rather surprising that the act does not directly state the proposi- 
tion which has always been put forward as the proper ground for 
distinguishing copyright from a monopoly, namely that it  is no 
infringement of copyright to reproduce the same result provided 
that resort is not had to the author's original. The point is of 
considerable importance in the case of compilations, of com- 
mercial designs and of photographs since it is quite possible for 
works of this class to be practically identical although the author 
of neither work has seen the other. I t  has however always been 
assumed that the real basis of an action for infringement of copy- 
right is culpable wrong-doing on the part of the defendant- 
literary theft-and there is no doubt that now, as under the old 
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law, it  is essential for the owner of copyright to  prove that a de- 
fendant has either copied his work or copied something which was 
itself a copy. The inventor of a particular form of words or the 
artist who composes a picture of a particular scene or arrange- 
ment of figures has no monopoly of his inventions, and if, by 
chance, another author or artist hits upon the same words or the 
same scene he has committed no wrong either in fact or in law. 
Resemblance, therefore, though it may often lead to the inevitable 
conclusion that the defendant has in fact seen the plaintiff's work 
and so be excellent evidence that copying has occurred, is not in 
itself sufficient to substantiate a claim for infringement. Re- 
semblance again may not amount to infringement of copyright 
because the resemblance, though due to the second author having 
seen the original, is so remote as not to injure the first author. The 
act of 1911 is not clcar in regard to this matter either. I n  the early 
days of copyright protection, when this was extended only to 
"books" as such, attempts were made to evade the law by  express- 
ing the contents of books in other words. I t  was soon established 
that any "colourable imitation" of a book could be proceeded 
against and the doctrine was in due course extended to infringe- 
ment of other copyright works. The act of 1911 however does not 
state this in any definite form. The expression "colourable imita- 
tion" is only employed in the definition of "infringing copies" and 
this phrase is not used in that part of the act which defines in- 
fringement. I n  fact however one of the most difficult questions 
which the courts have to determine is whether a defendant has so 
far copied the plaintiff's work that he can be said to have created 
a colourable imitation of it, or whether he has taken the idea 
only and clothed it  in a new literary or artistic form. This prob- 
lem arises forcibly in the case of plays which are alleged to in- 
fringe the copyright in a novel and in the case of cinematograph 
films. In  such cases the form of artistic expression being different 
it  is unlikely that much literal copying will be discoverable. The 
result of decisions on the subject appears to be that while the mere 
taking of a plot is not sufficient in itself to constitute an infringe- 
ment, yet this, coupled with a close resemblance of situations and 
incidents, even without the taking of actual words or phrases, will 
be enough to give rise to a cause of action. I n  dealing with the 
question of colourable imitations in relation to  artistic works the 
test has been suggested:-"A copy is that which comes so near the 
original as to suggest that original to the mind of every person see- 
ing it." Similar principles have to be considered when dealing 
with burlesques which may constitute infringements if they are 
really representations of the original work in an altered form. 

Another matter which has to  be considered in relation to in- 
fringements is whether enough of the first work has been taken 
to create a wrong. Of course in dealing with composite works such 
as catalogues or magazines or cinematograph films of several reels 
it may be possible to  split up the offending work into infringing 
and innocent matter and limit the injunction acco~dingly. On the 
other hand a work which it is not practicable to split up may con- 
tain a small amount of admittedly copyright matter but so small 
a quantity that it  would be a hardship upon the defendant to re- 
strain the circulation of the work. Certain specific cases where it 
is permissible to use copyright matter are dealt with below but 
besides this the act provides that it  is only an infringement to 
take "a substantial part" of the original work. Cases dealing with 
the earlier acts which, though they did not use this exact phrase, 
were held to have implied it, have decided that "substantial" does 
not refer to quantity alone but also to the importance of the part 
taken in relation to the whole; a few bars out of a long piece of 
music may contain the essential melody or a few lines may hold 
the real beauty of a poem and the taking of these bars or lines 
would certainly be prohibited. 

A matter of difficulty always is to decide how far copyright can 
be infringed by reproductions in a different form of art. The in- 
fringement of literary and dramatic works by their respective re- 
production as plays or novels has already been mentioned as has 
also the question of mechanical reproductions. I t  had been con- 
sidered before the act of 1911 that a statue would not infringe 
the copyright in a picture. The "Living Picture" cases had de- 
cided that tableaux vivants did not infringe the copyright in the 

picture which they purported t o  represent and it was thought that  
this doctrine would apply also in the case of sculptures. Under the 
act of 1911 however Coleridge J. in Bradbury Agnew v. Day 32 ' T.L.R. 349 indicated that the law as to tableaux vivants is now 
changed and it  would seem that under the wide words of the act 
sculptures and pictures may be infringements of one another 
respectively. 

A further right given to the author by s. I (2) is that of 
"authorizing" any of the acts in respect of which he is given the 
sole right by the act. For some time it was thought that this pro- 
vision added nothing. No doubt it  made the authorizing of a re- 
production of a work without the author's consent an infringe- 
ment of copyright, but apart from express provision the master 
whose servant commits a tort is liable and i t  has been indicated 
in the case of the Performing Right Society v. Ciryl Syndicate, 
1924, I K.B. I that there was nothing in this provision to make a 
man liable for the infringements of copyright by persons employed 
as independent contractors. The court of appeal has however 
recently held in Falcon v. Famous Players' Film Co., 1926, 2 K.B. 
474 that the phrase "to authorize" does add something to the or- 
dinary law of responsibility for servants and that anyone who 
"sanctions, approves or countenances" an infringement is liable 
for it. 

P e r m i t t e d  Reproductions.-Section 2 ( I )  of the Copyright 
Act expressly provides that certain acts shall not constitute an 
infringement of copyright. There is in the first place a general 
provision that any fair dealing with a work for the purposes of 
private study, research, criticism, review or newspaper summary 
shall be allowed. Obviously "fair dealing" is difficult to define but 
it  would seem that the question of whether the two works com- 
pete is of importance in judging of the fairness of the reproduc- 
tion. Liberties of a similar nature are:-the publication of short 
passages from published literary works in collections for the use 
of schools; the publication in a newspaper of a report of a lecture, 
unless such report is prohibited by a conspicuous notice main- 
tained during the lecture near the entrance of the building where 
the lecture is given; and the publication of reports of political 
speeches in a newspaper. Authors of artistic works in respect of 
which they do not own the copyright are entitled to  use again 
sketches and moulds prepared by them in connection with the 
work, provided that they do not thereby repeat the main design 
of the work. Drawings and photographs of works of sculpture 
permanently situate in public buildings may be made and sold, 
and also, provided that they are not architectural plans, such 
reproductions of any architectural work. The reading or recitation 
in public of reasonable extracts of published works is also per- 
mitted. There is in s. 8 of the act a further provision which was 
also intended t o  protect the innocent since it  provides that if a 
defendant proves that a t  the date of the infringement he was not 
aware of and had no reasonable ground for suspecting that copy- 
right subsisted in the work the plaintiff shall not be entitled t o  
damages. I t  was held however in Byrne v. Statist, 1914, I K B. 
622 that this provision did not assist defendant who thought he 
had a licence to  copy but was innocently mistaken. Since any 
work may be the subject matter of copyright it  is very difficult 

1 for any defendant to prove that he had no ground for suspecting 
that any particular work is the subject matter of copyright, so 
that the section does not in practice afford much protection. No 

I action for infringement of copyright may be brought after the 
expiration of three years from the infringement. 

Primarily the remedy for infringement of copyright is by action 
for an injunction and damages, but s. 11 of the act of 1911 pro- 
vides certain summary remedies whereby the making, sale, dis- 
tribution or importation of infringing copies is punishable by fine 
or imprisonment. The Musical (Summary Proceeding) Acts of 
1902 and 1906 are also still in  force, by which pirated copies of 
musical works may be seized by a constable without a warrant. 
There is also under the section of the Fine Arts Copyright Act 
1862 still unrepealed a penalty upon persons fraudulently signing 
their name to paintings or photographs or selling or uttering such 
works so  signed. The owner of copyright has a further remedy 
in the case of large importations of infringing copies in that he 
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can apply to  the commissioners of customs and excise for an order 
that all such copies shall be detained by the customs authorities 
under the provisions of s. 14 of the act. 

L imi t s  of Copyr igh t  Protection.-Copyright protection is 
limited to the safeguarding of the literary or artistic form of a 
work. What is known in Continental countries as the "droit 
moral

7

'-the right of an author in the reputation of his work- 
is not directly recognized in English law. There are, however, cer- 
tain forms of action available to authors from this point of view. 
There is the "passing off" action. An author has the right to re- 
strain the passing off to  the public of another's work as his. This 
form of action has been used to preserve an author's nom-de-plume 
and is available in the case of similar titles. In  the latter case, how- 
ever, i t  has to be shown that the public really so associated the 
title with the author plaintiff that they believed that the other 
work was also his. The converse case, however, is more difficult. 
The assignee of copyright has the right, as far as copyright goes, 
to make any use he pleases of the work assigned though such a 
use may be displeasing or even injurious to the author. Of course 
if alterations are made which suggest, for example, that the author 
writes illegal or immoral works the ordinary law of libel is avail- 
able, but short of this the only form of action open to the author is 
one in the nature of slander of gqods. As success in this action re- 
quires proof of real malice on the part of the defendant and actual 
damage to the plaintiff, i t  is not one which is often available. The 
literary reputation of authors is therefore not fully protected 
in English law as it  exists a t  present. There is, however, in the 
case of artistic works the section of the Fine Arts Copyright Act 
1862 already mentioned. The fourth clause of this section pro- 
vides that it  is an offence to sell, publish, or offer for sale any 
artistic work which to the knowledge of the vendor or publisher 
has been altered or added to without the consent of the artist. 
The sale must, however, be made under circumstances which 
amount to a representation that the original artist is the author of 
the work as altered (Preston v. Raplzael Tuck, 1926, I Ch. 667). 

Colon ia l  Copyright.-The scheme of the Copyright Act of 
1911 was that it should extend throughout the British dominions 
as one comprehensive code. The act throughout in speaking of 
the area covered by it  uses the phrase "the parts of His Majesty's 
dominions to which this act extends," and it may be said at the 
present time that the act extends to the whole of His hlajesty's 
dominicns. Colonial copyright is dealt with in ss. 2 j-2% of the 
act. The act initially applied to British possessions but not to the 
self-governing dominions. I t  was provided that either the act 
might be declared to be in force in such a dominion by its own 
legislature or that, if a self-governing dominion enacted a similar 
act, the secretary of State for the colonies might by certificate 
cause the imperial act to apply to  the colony, or, if the dominion 
legislature did not go so far in fol1o:ving the imperial act, but 
gave adequate protection to British subjects residing elsewhere, an 
Order in Council could give protection in Britain to the sub- 
jects of this dominion. The dominions took different courses. 
Newfoundland adopted the imperial act without qualification. 
The Commonwealth of Australia and the Cnion of South Africa 
have also adopted the act but with certain modifications. The 
Australian act of 1912 provides for registration though this is not 
compulsory except for the purpose of enjoying certain summary 
remedies. The Scuth African act of 1916 has similar provisions 
for registration. New Zealand and Canada have their own Copy- 
right Acts, but in the case of both dominions the certificates of 
the secretary of State for the colonies already mentioned have 
been given. The New Zealand act of 1913 contains sections identi- 
cal with those of the imperial act arranged in a different order. 
I t  also provides for voluntary registration and there is a section 
enabling the governor in council to exclude published works from 
protection whose authors are subjects of a foreign country not 
giving reciprocal protection to New Zealand subjects. The orig- 
inal Canadian Copyright Act of 1921 contained certain provisions 
enabling compulsory licences to be obtained for the publication 
of books and serials Such provisions were repugnant to the 
Berne Convention and by an amending act of 1923 it is provided 
that these provisions shall not apply to works whose authors are 

British subjects other than Canadian citizens or subjects or citi- 
zens of a country which has adhered to the Convention. The act, 
however, still contains provisions requiring the compulsory regis- 
tration of assignments of copyright which appear to  be difficult 
for foreigners to comply with. Apart from this the act contains 
sections similar to  those in the imperial act. The colonies are 
therefore now all subject to the same code and by Orders in  
Council made from time to time under the provisions of s. 28 
of the act of 1911 that act has been extended to the following 
protectorates :-Cyprus, Bechuanaland, East Africa, Gambia, Gil- 
bert and Ellice islands, Northern Nigeria, Northern Gold Coast, 
Nyasaland, Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Sierra Leone, 
Somaliland, Southern Nigeria, Solomon islands, Swazieland, 
Uganda, Weiheiwei and Palestine. British India came under the 
act of 1911 initially but in 1914 passed an act introducing local 
modifi'cations and in particular limiting the term of copyright of 
works first published in India to ten years. The Irish Free State 
was at  first subject to the provisions of the act of 1911 by the 
effect of the Irish Free State Constitution Act 1922. The local 
legislature in 1927 repealed the 1911 act within the limits of the 
State and enacted a new Copyright Act which follows closely the 
old act but has certain additional provisions. 

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Copyright.-International copyright has two 
aspects: the right extended to foreigners by Great Britain, and 
the right extended to British subjects by foreign countries. The 
act of 1911 in the first place by S. I extends, in the case of pub- 
lished works, to such works as are published in His Majesty's 
dominions before or within 14 days after publication elsewhere, 
and in the case of unpublished works to works whose authors . 
were at  the date of the making of the work British subjects or resi- 
dent within His Majesty's dominions. But by S. 29 the act 
may by Order in Council be made to extend to works first pub- 
lished in a foreign country or to the unpublished works of authors 
who are foreigners or were resident in a foreign country a t  the 
date of the making of the work, provided that before the making 
of such an order in respect of any country, the foreign country 
must have undertaken to make similar provision for works of 
British subjects or first published in Britain. Such orders have 
been made in respect of all the foreign countries mentioned below 
as being members of the Berne Comention and the provisions 
of the act of 1911 consequently apply to works first published in 
these countries and to the unpublished works o i  their citizens and 
residents. 

The orders however contain some limitations of which the most 
important is that the term of copyright is not to exceed that pre- 
scribed by the country to  which the order relates. Besides these 
orders an order has been made extending the act to the unpub- 
lished works of citizens of the United States of America or of 
persons resident there a t  the date of the making of their works; 
there is however no copyright in works first published in the 
United States since that country does not extend reciprocal rights 
to British works. These orders do not apply to the self-governing 
dominions to which it is open to make their own arrangements 
with foreign countries, but in fact all the dominions are now 
members of the Berne Convention and afford reciprocal rights 
to other members. 

The rights of British subjects abroad chiefly arise b y  reason of 
the provisions of the Berne Convention. This Convention consists 
of a series of treaties known as The Berne Convention of 1886, 
the Additional Act of Paris of 1896, The Revised Convention of 
1908 and the Additional Protocol of 1914. The scheme of the 
Convention is that each of the contracting countries shall provide 
for works first published in other countries of the Union and for 
unpublished works whose authors are citizens of or resident in 
such countries a certain minimum copyright protection. The 
greater part of the countries of the Union have now acceded to the 
1908 Revised Convention and so it will be sufficient to  refer here 
to the provisions of this Convention. 

The operative provision of the Convention is contained in art. 
4 which provides that authors who are subjects or citizens of any 
of the countries of the Union shall enjoy in countries other than 
the country of origin of the work, for their works, whether unpub- 
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lished or first published in a country of the Union, the rights 
which the respective laws do now or may hereafter grant to  natives 
as well as the rights specially granted by the present Convention. 
The article proceeds to provide that no formality shall be required 
for the enjoyment of such rights. I n  other respects the extent of 
protection and the means of redress are to be governed exclusively 
by the laws of the country where protection is claimed. By art. 
6 the same rights are extended to authors who are not subjects 
of a country of the Union who first publish their works in one of 
those countries. By art. 7 i t  is provided that the term of pro- 
tection is to  be regulated by the law of the country where protec- 
tion is claimed but is not to  exceed the term fixed by the country 
of origin. The provisions with regard to  the publication of articles 
in newspapers are of importance. These are contained in art. 9 
News items have no protection a t  all. Newspaper articles other 
than serials or tales may be copied unless the reproduction is 
expressly forbidden but the source from which they are copied 
must be indicated in relation to  any reproduction. Stories, tales 
and other works may not be reproduced a t  all. I t  is not necessary 
to set out here the articles in  the Convention defining the sub- 
ject matter of copyright and the methods in  which copyright may 
be infringed because the British act of 1911 was in fact based on 
the Convention and drawn up so as to  put the provisions of the 
Convention into force in Britain, and consequently follows closely 
and works out in detail these provisions. By art. 13 authors of 
musical works are to have the exclusive right of authorizing the 
adaption of their works to instruments which can produce them 
mechanically and of authorizing the public performance of the 
said works by means of these instruments, but reservations and 
conditions as to the application of this article may be determined 
by the domestic legislation of each country. The provisions in 
Britain as to compulsory recording licences which have already 
been discussed are in pursuance of this proviso. The Convention 
established an international office under the authority of the Gov- 
ernment of the Swiss Confederation to examine copyright ques- 
tions and to publish a periodical report of the current changes in 
the law of copyright. The expense of the office is shared propor- 
tionately by the different countries. Provision is made for the 
revision of the Convention and discussions with regard to such 
revisions were held at  Rome in May 1928. Non-member States 
may accede to the Union by giving notice of their accession in 
writing to the Swiss Government. The present members of the 
Copyright Union are :-Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czecho- 
slovakia, Danzig, Denmark, Esthonia, France (including Algeria 
and other colonies and Syria and Lebanon), Germany, Great 
Britain (including her colonies and possessions, the self-govern- 
ing dominions being individual members), Greece, Haiti, Hungary, 
Irish Free State, Italy, Japan, Siberia, Luxemburg, Morocco (ex- 
cluding the Spanish zone), Monaco, the Netherlands and Dutch 
colonies, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland and Tunis. 

See T. E. Scrutton, Law of Copyright (4th ed , 1903) ; E. J Mac- 
Gillavray, T h e  Copyright Act 1911 (1912) ; G. §. Robertson, Law of 
Copyright ( ~ g r z ) ,  Szcpplement (1915) ; S .  C. Isaacs, T5be Law of 
Theatres, Music Halls and Cinemas (1927) ; W .  A. Copinger, The  
L a w  of Copyrzght, 6th ed. by  F. E. Skone James ( 1 9 2 7 ) .  (F. E. S. J.) 

UNITED STATES 
The protection of copyright by statute in the United States 

began with the enactment by the State of Connecticut in Jan. 
1783, and by the State of Massachusetts in March of the same 
year, of acts which gave copyright for a term of 14 years, with the 
right of a 14-year renewal if the authors were living a t  the expira- 
tion of the first term. This action was the result of a vigorous 
crusade by Noah Webster. Before May 1786 ten more States 
had passed copyright acts for varying terms. These acts followed 
in principle, and substantially in form, the English statute of 
1710 known as the Act of Queen Anne. Prior to the organization 
of the States in 1783, what protection had been enjoyed in 
America by authors had to be secured in the colonies, as in Great 
Britain, under the principles of common law. 

I n  1790, the U.S. Congress, influenced in large part by the argu- 
ments of Noah Webster and other literary workers, enacted the 

first national statute. This act gave to authors who were citizens 
or residents, and to their heirs and assigns, copyright protection 
for  books, maps and charts for a term of 14 years, with the right 
to renewal for 14 years more a t  the expiration of that time. The 
statute provided for the deposit, before publication, of a printed 
title page in the clerk's office of the local U.S. district court. It 

1 p.rovided further for the advertising of the book, with specifica- , t ~ o n  of the copyright entry, four times within the first two months 
1 after publication. Requirement was made for the deposit, within 
six months of publication, of a copy of the book with the U.S. 

1 secretary of State. The penalties imposed upon a printer of a n  
I unauthorized impression of the book so copyrighted included the 

forfeiture of his piratical copies and a fine of 50 cents for each 
sheet that was found. Half of this fine went to  the owner of the 
copyright and half to  the United States. The statute also made 
provision, in confirmation of rights existing under common law, 
against the unauthorized publication of manuscripts. This original 
act was followed by the act of 1802 which required the record of 
copyright to be printed on or following the title page. The same 
requirement was made for designs, engravings and etchings en- 
tered for copyright. The statute of 1819 gave to the U.S. circuit 
courts original jurisdiction in cases of copyright. The act of 1831 
which was, in substance, a consolidation of the previous acts, in- 
cluded a provision for the protection of musical compositions. 
The term was extended to 28 years, with renewal for 14 years 
to the author, his widow or his children. The requirement of news- 
paper notice, except in the case of renewals, was cancelled. This 
statute confirmed the requirement for the deposit of a copy with 
the U.S. district clerk, this copy to be transmitted to  the secretary 
of State within three months after publication. The act of 1834 
required that record in the court of original entry should be made 
of any assignment of the copyright. 

I n  1846, the Smithsonian Institution was established by  act of 
Congress, this act making provision for the delivery of one copy 
of a book securing copyright to the library of this institution. 
The same act provided for the delivery of one copy of the copy- 
righted book t o  the library of Congress. This was important be- 
cause depositing and cataloguing these books in the library of 
Congress-a requirement confirmed in all subsequent acts-made 
it  practicable, after 1846, to  secure prompt and trustworthy in- 
formation from the library and in later years from the bureau 
of copyright connected with this library, as to  the status of the 
copyright of any literary work. The applicant desiring to  ascertain 
whether or not a book is in the public domain, or who is the 
recorded owner of the copyright, made application, under the act 
of 1846, t o  the librarian of Congress, and since the establishment 
of the bureau of copyright, makes application to the register of 
the bureau, and secures for a fee of $I the information required. 
This opportunity of ascertaining the precise status of literary pro- 
ductions which have been entered for copyright is of assured con- 
venience and importance to the publishers and t o  the book-buying 
public. 

The U.S. act of 1856 secured to dramatists the protection for  
the right of performance. The act of 1859 made the Interior 
Department, instead of the State Department, the custodian of 
copyright. The act of 1861 provided for a n  appeal to  the Su- 
Dreme Court in all co~vrinht  cases. irres~ective of the estimated 

A. - 
balue of the property in question. ' For other than copyright ap- 
peals it  is required that the property in question shall have value 
of not less than $j.ooo. The act of 186; again placed under the 
control of the library of Congress the copies of books deposited 
in connection with the entry of copyright. This deposit had to be 
made within one month from publication. The provision covers 
not only books, but works of art, photographs and negatives. An 
amendment in 1867 provided for a penalty of $25 in the case of 
failure to deposit within the month specified. Twelve acts having 
to do with copyright had become law prior to  1870. That year 
brought a general act which provided protection not only for works 
of literature, but for paintings, drawings, statues, chromos, models 
or designs, and superseded previous statutes. This act cancelled the 
control by the local district courts of the system of registry, and 
made the librarian of Congress the copyright officer, I t  was re- 
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quired that the printed title of the book be filed in his office 
before publication, and two copies deposited within ten days after 
publication. 

The application of copyright law, unlike that regarding patents, 
is solely a question for the courts. The librarian of Congress is 
simply an officer of record and makes no decisions. In  1874 an 
amendatory act made legal a short form of record-"Copyright, 
18-, by A.B."-and the protection of label designs was trans- 
ferred to  the patent office. In  1879 the appropriation bill of the 
U.S. post office contained a provision prohibiting the transmission 
of any publication that violated copyright. I n  1891, after a cam- 
paign extending over many years, a copyright measure providing 
international copyright became law. The first attempt to bring 
about international copyright had been made by a committee 
instituted in 1837 by George P. Putnam, who all his life worked 
actively for the establishment of copyright relations between the 
United States and the other literature producing nations of the 
world. 

International Copyright.- In 1885 a copyright committee 
of authors and publishers was organized for the purpose of secur- 
ing international copyright relations under United States statute. 
I t  became evident, during the succeeding years in which the com- 
mittee was endeavouring to secure the enactment of an interna- 
tional copyright bill, that the United States could not secure mem- 
bership in the Convention of Berne, under whose regulations 
copyright protection was secured for all countries accepting mem- 
bership in the convention, the Governments of which were pre- 
pared to extend such protection to works originating in the other 
member States. The United States book-manufacturing interests 
took the ground that works securing the protection of copyright 
under United States statute must be entirely manufactured within 
the territory of the United States. This restriction was subse- 
quently modified so that in the act of 1909 permission is accorded 
to include in a work securing American copyright and manuiac- 
tured in the TJnited States illustrations that have been pro- 
duced outside of the United States, provided that "the article 
in the design did not exist within the territory of the United 
States." 

This statute, which was enacted in March 1909, and which came 
into effect on the first of July, 1909. provided that the term of 
copyright should be twenty-eight years from the date of first 
publication, with a right of renewal for a further term of twenty- 
eight years, when application for such renewal and extension shall 
have been made within one year prior to  the expiration of the orig- 
inal term of copyright. The right to secure such renewal is vested 
in the author, the members of the author's family, or his execu- 
tors. I n  1891, after six years of persistent effort, the committee 
representing the authors and the publishers secured the enact- 
ment of a measure which conceded copyright protection in the 
United States to countries, the copyright statutes of which 
granted similar protection to the works of American authors. 
This statute provided, as above specified, for the manufacture in 
the United States of all works securing American copyright. In 
1919, the copyright bureau of the American Publishers' Copyright 
League secured the enactment of a statute which gave protection 
to the transatlantic works that during the years of the World War 
had failed to meet the requirements of the American copyright 
law, with the exception of books which had been reprinted in the 
United States during the war period. The reprinters were left a t  
liberty to continue publishing books which a t  the time of their 
reprint had fallen into public domain. An Order in Council, 
issued through the efforts of Lord Askwith, secured for Great 
Britain similar copyright protection for works by American 
authors which during the war years had failed to meet the require- 
ments of the English statute. Both in the American act and in the 
Eng!ish Order in Council provision was made for the fulfilment 
a t  the time of the application for copyright of the original 
requirements. 

Since 1891, repeated efforts have been made to bring about the 
enactment of a measure which should enable the United States 
to accept membership in the Convention of Berne, and in April 
1928 a measure with this purpose was on the calendar of the 

House and of the Senate. This bill waives the requirement for 
American manufacture, but provides that the exclusive control of 
the work securing American copyright shall rest with the owner 
of the copyright, the author, or with his assign, the publisher. 
Under the statute existing in 1928, libraries and individuals have 
permission to import "for use and not for sale" copies of the 
transatlantic editions of books, the copyright of which is the 
property of the assign (the American publisher) of the trans- 
Atlantic author. In  the absence of membership in the Convention 
of Berne, the United States has, since 1891, come into copyright 
relations with Great Britain and most of the States of Europe, and 
also with Japan, under special agreements. The act of 1891 went 
into force on July I, and the list of countries with which from 
that date the United States was in copyright relations included 
Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain and the 
Scandinavian States. The following year a copyright relation was 
established by treaty with Germany and some years later Japan, 
which had accepted membership in the Convention of Berne, 
brought into force a copyright treaty with the United States. I t  
is the hope of authors, publishers and others who are interested 
in literary property, and who want to  bring about the largest 
possible distribution of literary productions throughout the civil- 
ized world, that in the near future all barriers and restrictions 
interfering with the recognition of the property rights of the 
producer and his assign may be removed. The publishers have in 
mind, particularly, the extension of the publication of what have 
been called international series, such as the Science Series, the 
Heroes of the Nations, the Story of the Nations, etc. I n  such 
international series, the authors secure remuneration based upon 
the number of markets in which editions of the books can be 
placed. The cost of the authorship is divided between the editions 
issued in those markets. I n  like manner, the cost of the illustra- 
tions can be divided. As a result, the author secures from the 
increased circle of readers a larger remuneration than would ever 
come to him from the production of an edition for his home 
market alone, while the reader has placed in his-hands, a t  a lower 
cost than would otherwise be practicable, a work which may have 
been written by the world's highest authority on the subject. Such 
an extension of publishing methods, for the benefit not only of 
authors and publishers but of the book-buying public, can be 
possible, however, only under world-wide international copyright, 
with a system in which the author is left a t  liberty to  sell each 
market separately and to give to his assign, the publisher, an 
exclusive control of the market thus sold. (G. H. Pu.) 

COQUELIN, B E M O ~ T  CONSTANT (1841-1909), 
French actor, known as Coquelin atne', was born a t  Boulogne on 
Jan. 2 3 ,  1841. H e  was originally intended to follow his father's 
trade of baker (he was once called z4n boulanger manque' by a 
hostile critic), but he entered Regnier's class a t  the Conservatoire 
in 1859. H e  won the first prize for comedy within a year, and 
made his dCbut on Dec. 7, 1860, a t  the ComCdie Francaise as  
the comic valet, Gros-RenC, in Molihre's De'pit amoureux, but his 
first great success was as Figaro, in the following year. H e  was 
made socic'taire in  1864, and during the next 2 2  years he created 
a t  the Franqais the leading parts in  44 new plays, including 
ThCodore de Banville's Gringoire (1867). Paul Ferrier's Tabarin 
( I S ~ I ) ,  emile Augier's Pazd Foresticr (18'71), L'Etrangare (18'76) 
by the younger Dumas, Charles Lomon's Jean Dacier (1877), 
Edward Pailleron's Le Monde 03  l'on s'ennuie (1881), Erckmann 
and Chatrian's Les Rantzau (1884). I n  consequence of a dis- 
pute with the authorities over the question of his right to  make 
provincial tours in France he resigned in 1886. Three years later, 

I however, the breach was healed; and after touring in Europe and 
the United States he rejoined the Comhdie Franfaise as pension- 
naire in 1890. I n  1892 he broke definitely with the ComCdie 
Fran~aise, and toured for some time through the capitals of 
Europe with a company of his own. I n  1895 he joined the 
Renaissance theatre in Paris, and played there until he became ' director of the Porte Saint Martin in 1897. Here he won suc- 
cesses in Edn~ond Rostand's Cyruno de Bergerac (1897), Emile 
Bergerat's PIICS qzre reine (1899), Catu!le Mendhs' Scarron 
 go;), and Alfred Capus and Lucien Descaves' L'Attentat 
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( ~ 9 0 6 ) .  I n  1900 he toured in America with Sarah Bernhardt, 
and on their return continued with his old colleague to appear in 
L'Aiglon, a t  the ThCbtre Sarah Bernhardt. H e  was rehearsing for 
the creation of the leading part in Rostand's Chantecler, which he 
was to produce, when he died suddenly in Paris, on Jan. 27, 1909. 
Coquelin was an Officer de 1'Instruction Publique and of the 
Legion of Honour. H e  published L'Art e t  le colnkdien (ISSO), 
n/folikre e t  le ~nisantlzrope (1881), essays on Ez~gkne Manuel 
(1881) and Sully-Prtidhornme (1882), L'Arnolphe de MoliBre 
(1882), Les Comkdiens (1882), L'Art de dire le mo?zologzce (with 
his brother, 1884), Tartuffe (1884), L'Art d u  come'dien (1894). 
See Schoen, V. Sardou et Constant Coqzielin (1910). 

His brother, ALEXANDRE COQUELIN (1848-1909), called Coque- 
lin cadet, was born May 16, 1848, a t  Boulogne and entered the 
Conservatoire in 1864. H e  graduated with the first prize in 
comedy and made his dCbut in 1867 a t  the Odeon. The next 
year he appeared with his brother a t  the ThCdtre Francais, and 
became a socie'taire in 1879. H e  played a great many parts, in 
both classic and the modern repertoire, and also had much suc- 
cess in reciting monologues of his own composition. H e  wrote 
Le Livre des convalescents (1880), Le Monologue moderne 
(188r), Fairiboles (1882), Le R i m  (1887), Pirouettes (1888). He 
died on Feb. 8, 1909. 

COQUEREL, ATHANASE JOSUE (1820-1875), French 
Protestant divine, son of A. L. C. Coquerel ( q . ~ . ) ,  was born at  
Amsterdam on June 16, 1820. H e  studied theology at  Geneva 
and Strasbourg, and at an early age succeeded his uncle, C. A. 
Coquerel, as editor of Le Lien, a post which he held until 1870. 
I n  1852 he took part in establishing the Nozwelle Revue de thk- 
ologie, the first periodical of scientific theology published in 
France, and in the same year helped to found the "Historical 
Society of French Protestantism." H e  had gained a high reputa- 
tion as a preacher and an advocate of religious freedom; but 
his teaching offended the orthodox party, and on the appear- 
ance (1864) of his article on Renan's Vie de Je'sus in the Nou- 
velle Revue de the'ologia he was forbidden by the Paris consistory 
to continue his ministerial functions. The Union Protestante 
Liberale provided him with the means to  continue his preaching. 
He received the cross of the Legion of Honour in 1862. He died 
a t  Fismes (Marne), on July 24, 187;. His chief works are Jean 
Calas et sa famille (1858) ; Des Beaux-Arts en Ztalie (Eng. trs. 
18 jg)  ; La Saint Bartlze'lemy (1860) ; Pre'cis de  l'kglise ~eforme'e 
(1862) ; Le Catholicisnte et le protesta?ztisme co?zsidere's d a m  
lez~r origine et leur de'veloppement (1864); Libres e'tudes, and 
La  ons science et la foi (1867). 

COQUEREL, ATHANASE LAURENT CHARLES 
(17~5-;868), ~ r e h c h  Protestant divine, was born in Paris on Aug. 
17, 1795. H e  received his early education from his aunt, Helen 
Maria Williams, an Englishwoman, author of the Letters from 
France. H e  studied at  the Protestant seminary of Montauban. 
Coquerel became pastor of the Reformed Church in Paris, where 
he displayed liberal views on religion and education which caused 
some criticism. His defence of the University of Paris brought 
him membership of the consistory of the Legion of Honour. In  
1841 appeared his Re'porzse to the Leben Jesu of Strauss. He 
sat as a moderate republican in the National Assembly of 1848, 
subsequently becoming a member of the Legislative Assembly. 
He supported the first ministry of Louis Napoleon, but after the 
coup d' i f a t  of Dec. 2, 1851, he confined himself to  the duties of 
his pastorate. H e  died in Paris on Jan. 10, 1868. A large collec- 
tion of his sermons was published in 8 vols. between 1819 and 
18 52. Other works were Biograplzie sacre'e (1825-26) ; Histoire 
sainte e t  analyse de la Bible (1839) ; Orthodoxie moderne (1842) ; 
Clzristologie (1858), etc. 

COQUES or COCX. GONZALEZ (1614-1684). Flemish 
portrait painter, son of ~ i e t e r  N'illemsen ~ b c x ,  was born at Ant- 
werp o n b e c .  8, 1614. At the age of 12 he entered the house of 
Pieter, the son of "Hell" Breughel: an obscure portrait painter, 
~ n d  later became a journeyman in the workshop of David Ryck- 
aert the second. At 26 he matriculated in the gild of St. Luke; 
he then married Ryckaert's daughter, and in 1653 joined the 
literary and dramatic club known as the "Retorijkerkamer." H e  

became president of his gild in 1665, and in 1671 painter in 
ordinary to Count Monterey, governor-general of the Low Coun- 
tries. H e  married again in 1674, and died full of honours in his 
native place on April 18, 1684. Partnership in painting was com- 
mon amongst the small masters of the Antwerp school; and it  
has been truly said of Coques that he employed Jacob von Arthois 
for  landscapes, Ghering and van Ehrenberg for architectural 
backgrounds, Steenwijck the younger for rooms, and Pieter Gysels 
for still life and flowers; but the model upon which Coques 
formed himself was Van Dyck, whose sparkling touch and 
refined manner he imitated with great success. 

COQUET (pronounced Cbcket), a river of Northumberland, 
draining a beautiful valley about qom. in length. Rising in the 
Cheviot hills, i t  foIIows a course generally easterly, past Roth- 
bury, Brinkburn priory (with its fine transitional Norman church) 
and Warkworth. A short distance below this the Coquet has its 
mouth in Alnwick bay (North sea), with the small port of Amble 
on the south bank, and Coquet island a mile out to sea. The 
river is frequented by sportsmen for salmon and trout fishing. 

COQUET, to  simulate the arts of love-making, from motives 
of vanity, to flirt; figuratively, to  trifle with anything (from Fr. 
coqueter, to strut like a cock). The French substantive, coquet, 
in the sense of "beau" was once common in English, but only 
the feminine form, coquette, has survived, in the sense of a 
woman who gratifies her vanity by using her powers of attraction 
frivolously. Hence "to coquet" is now more ofien written "to 
coquette." "Coquet" is still occasionally used as an adjective, 
but the usual form is coquettish. The crested humming-birds of 
the genus Lophornis are known as coquettes. 

@OQUIMBO, city and port of the province of Coquimbo 
and department of La Serena, Chile. Pop. (1940) 18,863. The 
extension northward of Chile's railway system has brought 
Coquimbo into direct communication with Santiago. The city 
has a good well-sheltered harbour, reputed the best in northern 
Chile, and is the port of La Serena, the provincial capital, g mi. 
distant, with which it is connected by rail. There are copper- 
smelting establishments in the city, which exports copper, gold 
and silver, and cattle and hay to the more northern provinces. 

The province of Coquipbo, which lies between those of Acon- 
cagua and Atacama and extends from the Pacific inland to the 
Argentine frontier, has an area of I 5,402 sq.mi., a small part of 
which TTas annexed from Aconcagua in 1928. Pop. (1940) 245,- 
609. I t  is less arid than the province of Atacama, the surface 
near the coast being broken by well-watered river valleys, which 
produce alfalfa, and pasture cattle for export. Near the moun- 
tains grapes are grown, from which wine of a good quality is 
made. The mineral resources include extensive deposits of copper, 
iron and some less important mines of gold and silver. At El  Tofo, 
about 40 mi. north of La Serena, rich deposits of iron are being 
exploited, and a railway, I; mi. long has been built to Cruz Grande 
on the coast for the shipment of ore. The climate is dry and 
healthful, and there are occasional rains. Several rivers, the 
largest of which is the Rio de Elqui with a length of 125 mi., 
cross the province from the mountains. The capital is La Serena, 
population (1940) 21.383 The principal cities are Coquimbo, 
Ovalle, population (1940) I j,033 and Illapel, population about 
4,000. 

CORABECAN, a small group of tribes of South American 
Indians, regarded on very meagre evidence, as constituting an 
independent linguistic stock. The Corabecas and other tribes of 
the group lived in eastern Bolivia on the border of the Chaco, be- 
tween the Lago de la Concepcion in 18" S. lat. elstward toward 
the Paraguay river. They were an intractable, nomadic hunting 
folk, who early broke away from the mission of San Rafael and 
withdrew into the forested country where possibly some remnants 
may yet survive. Apart from brief references in the mission 
chronicles, nothing is known in regard to  them. 

See A. D'Orbigny, L'liontme Americaitt (Paris, 1839). 

CORACIIDAE: see ROLLER. 
CORACIIFORMES, an order of birds comprising 14 fam- 

ilies of doubtful mutual affinities, and including the oil-bird, frog- 
mouths, kingfishers, rollers, bee-eaters, motmot, hoopoes. horn- 
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bills, nightjars, swifts and hummingbirds ( q q . ~ . ) .  In  the most 
recent classifications, the oil-bird, frogmouths and nightjars are 
separated as the order Capri7n?~lgiformes and the swifts and hum: 
mingbircls as the order i~ficropodiformes. (See ORNITHOLOGY.) 

CORACLE, a leather-covered wicker boat used in Wales. 
CORA&§, ADAMANTIOS (in French, Diamant Coray) 

(1748-18jj), Greek scholar and patriot, was born at  Smyrna, the 
son of a merchant. His name is also spelt Korai's. As a school- 
boy he distinguished himself in the study of ancient Greek, but 
from 1772 to 1779 he managed his father's business affairs in 
Amsterdam. I n  1782, on the collapse of his father's business, he 
went to Montpellier, where for six years he studied medicine. H e  
then settled in Paris, where he lived until his death on April lo ,  
1833. H e  devoted himself to  the cause of Greek independence, 
endeavouring to rouse the enthusiasm of the Greeks for the idea 
that they were the true descendants of the ancient Hellenes by 
teaching them to regard as their own inheritance the great works 
of antiquity. He sought to  purify the ordinary written language 
by eliminating tile more obvious barbarisms, and by enriching it  
with classical words (see further GREEK LANGUAGE: IlIodern). 
Under his influence, though the common patois was practically un- 
touched, the language of literature and intellectual intercourse was 
made to approximate to the pure Attic of the 5th and 4th centuries 
B.C. His chief works are his editions of Greek authors contained 
in his 'EXX~VLK? BL@XLOB~(IK~ a n d  his I l h p ~ p y a ;  his editions of the 
Cltaractcrs of Theophrastus, of the D e  aere, aq~ris, e t  locis of Hip- 
pocrates, and of the Artfiiopica of Heliodorus, elaborately an- 
notated. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-His literary remains have been edited by Mamoukas 
and Damalas (1881-1887) ; collections ot letters wntten from Paris at 
the time of the French Revolution have been published (in English, 
by P Ralli, 1898; In French, by the Marquis de Queux de Saint-Hilaire, 
1880). His autobiography appeared at Paris ( I  829 ; Athens, 1891) , 
and his life has been uritten by D. Thereianos (1889-1890) ; see also 
A. R. RhangabC, Histoire littiraire de 1~ GrBce tnoderrte (1877). 

CORAL. The hard skeletons of various marine organisms. I t  
is chiefly carbonate of lime, and is secreted from sea-water and 
deposited in the tissues of Anthozoan polyps, the principal source 
of the tor-1-reefs of the world (set, "WTEI~ZOA), of IIydroids (see 
MYDROZOA), niuch !es' important in  modern reef-building, but 
extremely abundant in f'alaeozoic timtxs, and of certain Algae. 
The skeletons of many other organisms, such as Polyzoa and 
Mollusca, contribute to coral nlasses but cannot be included in the 
te'rm "coral." The structure of coral animals (sometimes erro- 
neousiy termed "coral insects") is dealt with in the articles cited 
above; for the distribution and formation of reefs see CORAL- 
REEFS. 

Beyond their general utility and value as sources of lime, few 
of the corals present any special feature of industrial importance, 
excepting the red or precious coral (Corallizcm m~brum) of the 
Mediterranean Sea. I t ,  however, is and has been froin remote 
times very highly prized for jewellery, personal ornamentation 
and decorative purposes generally. About the beginning of the 
Christian era a great trade was carried on in coral between the 
Mediterranean and India, where it  was highly esteemed as a sub- 
stance endowed with mysterious sacred properties. I t  is remarked 
by Pliny that, previous to the existence of the Indian demand, 
the Gauls were in the habit of using it  for the ornamentation of 
their weapons of war and helmets; but in his day, so great was 
the Eastern demand, that it  was very rarely seen even in the re- 
gions which produced it. Among the Romans branches of coral 
were hung around children's necks to preserve them from danger, 
and the substance had many medicinal virtues attributed to it. A 
belief in its potency as a charm continued to be entertained 
throughout mediaeval times; and even to the present dzy in Italy 
it is worn as a preservative from the evil eye, and by females as 
a cure for sterility. 

The  precious coral is found widespread on the borders and 
around the islands of the Mediterranean Sea. I t  ranges in depth 
from shallow water (25 to soft ) to water over ~,oooft . ,  but the 
rrlost abundant beds are in the shallower areas. The most import- 
ant fisheries extend along the coasts of Tunisia. Algeria and 
hIorocco: but red coral is also obtained in the vicinity of Naples 

near Leghorn and Genoa, and on the coasts of Sardinia, Corsica, 
Catalonia and Provence. I t  occurs also in the Atlantic off the 
north-west of Africa, and recently it  has been dredged in deep 
water off the west of Ireland. Allied species of small commercial 
value have been obtained off Mauritius and near Japan. The black 
coral (Antipatlzes abies), formerly abundant in the Persian Gulf, 
and for which India is the chief market, has a wide distribution 
and grows to a considerable height and thickness in the tropical 
waters of the Great Barrier Reef of Australia. 

Coral Fisheries. From the middle ages downwards the secur- 
ing of the right to  the coral fisheries on the African coasts was an 
object of considerable rivalry anlong the Mediterranean communi- 
ties of Europe. Previous to  the 16th century they were controlled 
by the Italian republics. For a short period the Tunisian fisheries 
were secured by Charles V. to Spain; but the monopoly soon fell 
into the hands of the French, who held the right till the Revolu- 
tionary Government in 1793 threw the trade open. For a short 
period (about 1806) the British Government controlled the fish- 
eries, and now they are again in the hands of the French author- 
ities. Previous to  the French Revolution much of the coral trade 
centred in Marseilles; but since that period, both the procuring of 
the raw material and the working of it up into the various forms 
in which it is used have become peculiarly Italian industries, cen- 
tring largely in Ndples, Rome and Genoa. On the Algerian coast, 
however, boats not flying the French flag have to pay heavy dues 
for the right to f~sh ,  and in the early years of the 20th century the 
once flourishing fisheries a t  La Calle were almost entirely neg- 
lected. Two classes of boats engage in the pursuit-a large size 
of from 1 2  to 14 tons, manned by ten or twelve hands, and a 
small size of three or four tons, with a crew of five or six. The 
large boats, dredging from Ivlarch to October, collect from 650 to 
8 jo  lb. of coral, and the small, working throughout the year, collect 
from 390 to joo lb. The Algerian reefs are divided into ten por- 
tions, of which only one is fished annually-ten years being con- 
sidered suficient for the proper growth of the coral. 

The range of value of the various qualities of coral, according to 
colour and size, is exceedingly wide, and notwithstanding the 
steady Oriental demand its price is considerably affected by the 
fluctuations of fashion. In  China large spheres of good coloured 
coral command high prices, being in great requisition for the 
button of ofice worn by the mandarins. I t  also finds a ready 
market throughout India and in Central Asia; and with the 
negroes of Central Africa and of America it  is a favourite orna- 
mental substance. 

CORAL GABLES, a residential city on the east coast of 
Florida, U.S A . adjoining Miami (9.v.) which is served by the 
Florida East Coasc and Seaboard Air Line railways. I t  has a 
land area of 14 sq.mi., laid out on a comprehensive plan and 
developed in Spanish and Moorish architecture, with 6 mi. of 
Venetian waterways. The city was created in a few years by im- 
mense investment of capital and modern engineering. I n  1925 the 
population (state census) was 901; in 1940 i t  was 8.294 by the 
federal census. Assessed valuation of property in 1941 was $25,- 
o j2.331. I t  has a commission-manager form of government. 

CORAL REEFS are formed of the whitish calcareous frame- 
work of various marine organisms, of which corals ( q . v . )  and 
nullipores are the two most important. These reef-builders 
flourish only a t  moderate depths-the nullipores usually not below 
50 fathoms and the corals not below 25-411 the warmer oceans. 
The minute larval forms of corals and the still more minute spores 
of nullipores given off in myriads by the adult forms float pas- 
sively in the ocean waters; if they happen to drift with currents of 
fitting temperature to a shore of firm rock or to a shallow bank 
where pebbles or shells lie undisturbed by surface waves, they may 
attach themselves there and in time form a new reef. 

Coral reefs are of three kinds: fringing reefs, barrier reefs and 
atolls. Fringing reefs are sea-level flats, up to a quarter or haif 
mile in width built out upon salient parts of continental or 
insular shores, with fronts that fall off seaward to moderate depths 
They are conlposed largely of dead reel rock, and are occupied 
by living reef-builders chiefly on their outer edge and slope. Recfs 
of this kinti are ccn:moil in the East Indies. Barrier reefs have, 



CORAL REEFS 
like fringes, a narrow or broad sea-level flat and an outer growing 
face; but they are separated from the coast which they front by a 
salt-water lagoon, from half a mile to a score of miles or more in 
width and from 20 to 40 or more fathoms in depth. The lagoon 
floor is usually rather smoothly strewn over with fine calcareous 
detritus. The inner shore is commonly occupied by a fringing reef, 
the growth of which is less vigorous than that of non-enclosed 
fringes. The outer or growing face of a barrier is continued in a 
gentle slope to 40 or 50 fathoms, followed by a steep pitch to great 
depths. Barrier reefs are frequently interrupted by passages or 
"passes," through which ocean-going vessels may enter the pro- 
tected lagoon. When barriers encircle islands, the leeward arc of 
their circuit is, as a rule, interrupted by wide breaches, largely 
because of the leeward drift of lagoon sediments. The Great Bar- 
rier Reef of north-eastern Australia, goo nautical miles in length, 
is the largest of its kind; the lagoon is from 20 to  7om. in width. 
Many small and large islands rise from the lagoon within this 
great natural breakwater, and they as well as the embayed main- 
land coast are little clilled or not a t  all, indicating long-continued 
protection from ocean waves by the reef; but the cooler and reef- 
less coast farther south, also embayed, is island-free and strongly 
cliffed, indicating its long exposure to ocean waves while an inor- 
ganic continental shelf was accuinulating off-shore. 

Atolls resemble barritr reefs, except that no island rises from 
their lagoon. The largest atolls are about 4om. in diameter; the 
smallest, less than a mile with no lagoon. They are rarely circular, 
usually irregular in pattern. The reef flats of barriers and atolls 
are often heaped with low islands of reef sand, which come to be 
covered with vegetation. The reef-islands of atolls are frequently 
inhabited, although exposed to the occasional danger of being over- 
whelmed by earthquake waves. The origin and history of barrier 
reefs may be inferred less from the facts observed in the reefs 
than from those seen in the coasts that they adjoin or front; and 
in the absence of neighbouring lands, sea-level atolls are inscru- 
table structures. The three classes of reefs grade into each other. 
A fringe separated from its coast by a shallow water belt resembles 
a close-set barrier; the central islands of certain barriers are so 
small that the reefs may be called almost atolls. All classes of 
reefs are found either elevated above or depressed below sea-level. 
Vatu VarA is a small atoll in central Fiji, 1,ogoft. in altitude. The 
large island of Timor in the East Indies has many elevated reefs 
a t  various altitudes on its slopes, the loftiest being almost atolls 
or atolls on the island crest, about 4,oooft. above sea-level. Chagos 
atoll, from 65 to 95m. in diameter, in the Indian ocean, is slightly 
submerged nearly all around its circuit. Reef-building corals have 
been dredged in the Ceram sea, Dutch East Indies, from a depth 
of over 700 fathoms, 3om. distant from the nearest shore. 

Three contrasted theories of coral reefs are as follows: Darwin 
(1838-42) explained barrier reefs as the upgrowth of fringing reefs 
on slowly subsiding coasts or islands, and atolls in the main as 
the continued upgrowth of barrier reefs until the central island 
sinks below sea-level. Murray (1880) rejected subsidence and ex- 
~ l a i n e d  barrier reefs by the outgrowth of fringing reefs from sta- 
tionary coasts on their own talus. He believed the lagoon was exca- 

by solution of the dead reef rock behind the growing reef 
front, thus repeating an idea of Semper's (1863-81). He sug- 
gested also that atolls might be developed from barrier reefs by the 
gradual degradation of the central island, but his preferred view 
was that they are coral crowns on banks that were organically 
built up over still-standing foundations, usually volcanic cones, of 
whatever depth, thus repeating an idea of Rein's (1870). Guppy 
(1887) thought that coral reefs were formed on rising founda- 
tions; atolls would thus crown shoaling but not emerging banks; 
barrier and fringing reefs wouid lie on emerged coastal slopes. He 
explained the lagoons of barrier reefs as covering platforms of 
a b r a s i ~ n  cut in coastal slopes during a pause in their emergence, 
thus repeating in essence an idea of Tyerman and Bennet's (1832). 

The inventors of these theories adopted them without making a 
sufficiently thorough deduction of their consequences. Thus Guppy 
overlooked three significant points: ( I )  If fringing reefs are 
formed on rising coasts. they should lie on non-eroded slopes; but 
most fringes lie on eroded slopes, showing that subsidence had 

preceded reef growth, even if in some cases the subsidence were 
followed by upheaval. ( 2 )  If barrier reefs rise from abraded plat- 
forms on rising coasts, the shore back of them should be cliffed 
and not embayed, but such shores are in nearly all cases embayed 
and not cliffed. (3)  If atolls are based on non-emerged shoals, 
their limestones should lie on the non-eroded surface of the shoals, 
but several elevated atolls are known to rest unconformably 
on subaerially eroded foundations, which must therefore have 
sunk before the atolls were built upon them. 

Murray overlooked five significant points: ( I )  Narrow fringing 
reefs would ordinarily be smothered by detritus outwashed from 
valleys in a stationary coast before they could grow out as barriers. 
(2) If a fringe on a stationary coast succeeded in growing out as a 
barrier, the shore behind it  would not be embayed, but such shores 
are always embayed. (3) If lagoons are excavated by solution 
their floors should be covered by insoluble residue, instead of by 
accumulating calcareous detritus, as is usually the case. (4) If 
barrier reefs are transformed into atolls by the degradation of 
their stationary central island, then the islets of almost atolls 
should be low and flat; but almost atoll islets are of steep-sloping, 
mountain-top form. (5) I f  most atolls are crowns on organically 
aggraded banks, then elevated atolls should show pelagic deposits 
between a non-eroded volcanic base and the coral crown; but only 
two elevated atolls-Roti in the East Indies and Barbadoes in the 
Lesser Antilles-are known to be underlaid by pelagic deposits, 
and in both cases these deposits rest unconformably on a subaeri- 
ally eroded, non-volcanic rock, thus showing that island subsidence, 
at a rate too rapid to be compensated by reef upgrowth, had pre- 
ceded a later and slower upheaval, with reef growth and emer- 
gence. 

Darwin failed to  recognize three significant consequences of his 
theory: ( I )  Subsidence provides by far  the best means of dis- 
posing of the great volume of detritus that has been eroded from 
the coasts fronted by barrier reefs. ( 2 )  If barrier reefs have grown 
up from slowly subsiding foundations, the coasts from which they 
are offset should be embayed by the partial submergence of the 
coastal valleys. (3) If the formation of barrier reefs and atolls is 
associated with the subsidence of their foundations, their lagoon 
limestones-but not necessarily their external talus-should lie un- 
conformably on the eroded surface of the foundation rocks. But 
while the unnoticed consequences of Murray's, Guppy's and certain 
other theories are contradicted by the facts of observation, thus 
invalidating those theories, all the unnoticed consequences of D&- 
win's theory are confirmed by the facts. ( I )  The volume of 
detritus that has been eroded from reef-fronted coasts would in 
nearly all cases have filled-often much more than filled-the 
lagoons and overwhelmed the reefs if the coasts had remained sta- 
tionary. (2) The central islands of barrier reefs are embayed. as 
Darwin knew, but it  was Dana who first showed (1849) that the 
embayments result from the entrance of arms of the sea into the 
valleys of subsiding coasts. (3) I n  the elevated atoll of Tu- 
vutha in eastern Fiji, Foye has reported ( 1 ~ 1 8 )  a n  uncon- 
formable contact of the atoll limestones on a subaerially eroded 
volcanic foundation, and the same observer found in the neigh- 
bouring Exp!oring isles a similar relation between the limestones 
of several elevated reefs and their volcanic bases. The elevated bar- 
rier reef of Mangaia in the Cook group has recently been shown by 
Marshall (1927) to  rest unconformably upon the slopes of a well- 
dissected volcanic island. I n  all these cases the association of sub- 
sidence with reef growth seems unquestionable, and the same asso- 
ciation is therefore probable in the case of sea-level barriers and 
atolls; for it  is not to be believed that deep-seated telluric forces 
selected reefs of exceptional origin to be elevated. Hence, inas- 
much as the consequences of Darwin's theory, though they were 
not. perceived by its inventor, have now been confirmed by previ- 
ously unknown facts, the theory is strongly supported. 

The novel glacial-control theory, recently put forth by Daly 
(1910-IS), is based upon the similar depth of many reef-enclosed 
lagoons, which he believes cannot be explained by Darwin's sub- 
sidence theory. IIe assumes that, as a rule, reef foundations have 
long been stationary; that many of the older volcanic islands of 
the Pacific had been degraded in pre-glacial times to  low relief 



with deep-weathered soils: that with the coming of the Glacial 
period the ocean was lowered some 30 or 40 fathoms by with- 
drawal of water to  form continental glaciers and ice shcets; that 
even in the torrid zone the chill of the lowered ocean killed the 
reef-builders, the ocean waves abrading the reefs and worn-down 
islands to  low-level platforms; and that as the ocean rose and 
warmed in post-glacial time, barrier and atoll reefs grew up with 
it  on the platform margins. But this theory is largely invalidated 
by the evidence given above of island instability, also by the pre- 
vailing absence of cliffed shores within close-set barrier reefs in 
the coral seas; yet as a good number of plunging-cliff islands sur- 
mounting imperfectly reefed banks occur in the marginal belts of 
the Pacific and Atlantic coral seas, i t  seems probable that Daly's 
factor of low-level abrasion-but not his postulate of insular sta- 
bility-has there had application. I n  this and a few other respects 
Darwin's theory may be subordinately modified to advantage, as 
follows :- 

Young volcanic islands are as a rule unfavourable sites for 
fringing reefs because of the abundance of down-washed detritus 
which soon forms a reef-smothering beach around the shore; such 
islands are therefore attacked by the waves and cut back in cliffs; 
witness RCunion in the Indian ocean. Not until the subsidence of 
such an island has disposed of a great volume of detritus eroded 
from it-the isostatic subsidence of the island being likely be- 
cause of its imense weight, as Molengraaff has suggested (1916) 
-will the eventual submergence of its rising, cliff-base beach 
permit reef growth to begin, either on the faces of the plunging 
cliffs or somewhat off-shore. The Marquesas islands, strongly 
cliffed and well embayed, seem to offer examples of incipient 
cliff-face reefs so conditioned. Thus subsidence favours the initia- 
tion of fringing reefs as well as their further development and 
transformation into barriers. But not unless subsidence continues 
slowly and maintains embayments in the coastal valley mouths, 
where down-washed detritus will be deposited in bay-head deltas, 
are up-growing reefs likely to persist. Even then they may be 
drowned by rapid subsidence, as seems to have happened with a 
young barrier now submerged around Tutuila, Samoa. But if sub- 
sidence continues slowly an on-shore or a near-shore reef may 
grow up as an off-shore barrier before the cliffs previously cut are 
wholly submerged; this appears to  be the case at  Tahiti, in the 
Society group, where the island spurs are cut off in cliffs that seem 
to plunge below sea-level. Yet here an extended pause has per- 
mitted the filling of the drowned valley embayments with del- 
tas which have now advanced into the lagoon, smothering many 
cliff-face fringes, and even the off-shore barrier appears to be en- 
dangered by out-flowing floods of muddy fresh water. A renewal 
of subsidence would widen the narrowed lagoon and re-embay the 
valleys, and the barrier reef would then be rescued from the danger 
of muddy floods. Thus in time the early-cut clitis would disappear 
and the inter-bay spurs of the diminishing island would slope 
gradually into the widening lagoon. This stage appears to have 
been reached in the other barrier-reef members of the Society 
group, for as one proceeds north-westward, the islands are found 
to be more and more dissected and degraded, and of smaller and 
smaller size as if increasingly submerged. Borabora, Darwin's 
type barrier-reef island, is the next to  the last of the series. Sev- 
eral atolls follow, the volcanic foundations of which have entirely 
disappeared. I t  would be difficult to imagine a better confirmation 
of Darwin's theory than these islands and their reefs provide. In 
Fiji the distribution of various kinds of reefs, both at  sea-level 
and elevated above it, especially in the eastern part of the group, 
a t  first appears so confused that Darwin's theory has been held to 
be inapplicable there; but a closer examination shows that this old 
theory is really the only one which can reasonably account for 
the Fiji reefs. I n  the East Indies movements of elevation and sub- 
sidence have been so active that typical sea-level barrier and atoll 
reefs are not often found there, but sea-level fringes and elevated 
reefs of various kinds abound. 

The several groups of atolls in the central Pacific can be to-day 
explained only by analogy with elevated reefs elsewhere, as above 
intimated, except that on the atoll of Funafuti in the Ellice group 
3 boring in the reef, made under the direction of the Royal Society 

of London, 1,184ft. deep-a small measure compared to the pre- 
sumable reef thickness-has shown that shallow-water organisms 
prevail to  that depth in the reef rock, while deep-water organisms 
are found a t  similar depths on the exterior slope of the reef. This 
supports Darwin's theory. A number of reefs in Florida have been 
shown by Vaughan to have been formed at  times of subsidence, 
but they are of small thickness. I n  view of what is a t  present 
known concerning the coral reef problem, it  may be concluded 
that although Darwin's theory was abandoned by  many students 
of the subject during the past 50 years, i t  may-slightly modified 
as above-regain in the next 50 years the general acceptance that 
it  enjoyed through the middle of the last century. 
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CORAM, THOMAS (1668-I~SI) ,  English philanthropist, 
was born at  Lyme Regis, Dorset. H e  began life as a seaman and 
rose to  the position of merchant captain. H e  settled a t  Taunton 
(Mass.) for several years, engaging there in farming and boat- 
building, and in 1703 returned to England. After 17 years of un- 
wearied exertion, he obtained in I 739 a royal charter authorizing 
the establishment of his hospital for foundling infants (scz 
FOUNDLING HOSPITALS). His later years were spent watching 
over the interests of the hospital; he was also one of the pro- 
moters of the settlement of Georgia and Nova Scotia; and his 
name is honourably connected with various other charities. In  
carrying out his philanthropic schemes he spent nearly all his 
private means; and an annuity of £170 was raised for him by 
public subscription. 

COR ANGLAIS, or ENGLISH HORN, a wood-wind double- 
reed instrument of the oboe family, of which i t  is the tenor. I t  
is not a horn, but bears the same relation t o  the oboe as the 
basset horn does to  the clarinet. The cor anglais differs slightly 
in construction from the oboe; the conical bore of the wooden 
tube is wider and slightly longer, and there is a large globular 
bell and a curved metal crook to which the double reed mouthpiece 
is attached. The fingering and method of producing the sound 
are, however, so similar in both instruments that the playel' of the ' one can, in a short time, master the other. The quality of the 
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THE COR A N G L A I S .  OR E N G L I S H  H O R N  

cor anglais is penetrating like that of the oboe, but mellower and 
more melancholy. The cor anglais is the alto Pommer ( q . v . )  or 
haute-colztre de lzautbois (see OBOE), gradually developed, im- 
proved, and provided with key-work. 

The origin of the name of the instrument is a matter of con- 
jecture. Two theories exist-one that cor anglais is a corruption 
of cor angle', a name given on account of the angular bend of the 
early specimens. The other is that when the instrument was given 
a bend in order to  facilitate its handling, the name was adopted to 
mark its resemblance to a kind of hunting-horn said to  be in 
use in England at  the time. But this suggestion does not seem to 
be a happy one in default of record of any kind of horn of the 
sort implied. 

CORAOPOLIS, a borough of Allegheny county, Pennsyl- 
vania, U.S.A., Iom. N.W. of Pittsburgh, on the west bank of the 



CORATO- CORBULO 
Ohio river, and served by the Pittsburgh and Lake Erie railroad. 
The population in 1940 was 11,086. I t  is in In  oil and gas field, and 
has steel and iron foundries, glass works and factories making 
springs, nuts and bolts. The borough was incorporated in 1886. 

CORATO, a city of Apulia, Italy, in the province of Bari. 
26 mi. ItT. of Bari by steam tramway. Pop. (1936), town 43,907; 
commune 44.j61. I t  is in the centre of an agricultural district. 

CORBAN ( i ? ~ ) ,  an Aramaic word meaning "a consecrated 
gift." Josephus uses the word of Nazirites and of the temple 
treasure of Jerusalem. Such a votive offering lay under a curse 
if it were diverted to ordinary purposes, like the spoil of Jericho 
which Achan appropriated (Josh. vii.), or the temple treasure of 
Delphi which was seized by the Phocians, 356 B.C. The word is 
found in Mark vii. 11, the usual interpretation of which is that 
Jesus refers to  an abuse-a man might declare that any part of 
his property which came into his parents' hands was corban, con- 
secrated, i.e., that he might evade the fifth commandment by 
pleading a vow. But this interpretation is impossible. In  fact, 
Jesus and the Rabbis agree on this point. The rule which Jesus 
attributes to  tradition is in flat contradiction to  the Mishnah and 
universal Jewish practice. Further, the assertion that the Pharisees 
violated the Law of God in order to  maintain their own rules is 
not proved by this instance. A totally different explanation of the 
passage is put forward by J. H.  A. Hart  in  T h e  Jewish Qzlarterly 
Review for July 1907, the gist of which is that Jesus commends 
the Pharisees for insisting that when a man has vowed a vow to 
God he should pay it  even though his parents should suffer. 

See pp. 148 foll. of vol. i. of sec. ed. of C. G .  Montefiore's Synoptic 
Gospels (1927) ; J .  V. Bartlet in Centziry Bible (Mark in loc ) (Edin- 
burgh, 1922): p. 711 of vol. i. of H. L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, 
Komm 2. Neuen Test. (Munich, 1922). 

CORBEIL, WILLIAM OF (d. 1136), archbishop of Cant- 
erbury, was born probably at  Corbeil on the Seine, and educated 
at  Laon. He was soon in the service of Ranulf Flambard, bishop 
of Durham; then, having entered the order of St. Augustine, he 
became prior of the Augustinian foundation at  St. Osyth in Essex. 
In  1123 he was chosen archbishop of Canterbury, and as he re- 
fused to admit that Thurstan, archbishop of York, was inde- 
pendent of the see of Canterbury, this prelate refused to conse- 
crate him, and the ceremony was performed by his own suffragans. 
Proceeding to Rome the new archbishop found that Thurstan 
had anticipated his arrival and had prejudiced Pope Calixtus 11.; 
however, the exertions of the English king Henry I .  and of the 
emperor Henry V. prevailed, and the pope gave William the pal- 
lium. The archbishop's next dispute was with the autocratic papal 
legate, Cardinal John of Crema, which ended in William himself 
being appointed papal legate (legatus natzcs) in England and 
Scotland, an important precedent in the history of the English 
Church. The archbishop had sworn to Henry I .  to support the 
claim of his daughter Matilda to the English crown, but never- 
theless he crowned Stephen in Dec. 1135. H e  died at  Canterbury 
on Nov. 21, 1136. William built the keep of Rochester Castle, and 
finished the cathedral a t  Canterbury, which he dedicated with 
great pomp in May 1130. 

See the article by F. Tout in the Dict. of Nat. Biog., where earlier 
work on the subject is summed up. 

CORBEIL, a town of northern France, capital of an arron- 
dissement in the department of Seine-et-Oise, a t  the confluence 
of the Essonne with the Seine, 21 m. S. by E.  of Paris. Pop. 
(1936) 11,180. From the 10th to the 12th century Corbeil was 
the chief town of a powerful countship, but it  mas united to the 
crown by Louis VI.; it continued for a long time to be an im- 
portant military post. In  1258 St. Louis concluded a treaty here 
with James I. of Aragon. I t  was besieged by the Huguenots in 
1562, and by Alexander Farnese, prince of Parma, in I 590. A 
bridge across the Seine unites the main part of the town on the 
left bank with a suburb; handsome boulevards lead to the town 
of Essonnes (pop. 10.397), about I mi. S.W. St. Spire, the only 
survivor of the formerly numerous churches of Corbeil. dates 
from the 12th to the 15th centuries. Behind the church there is 
a Gothic gateway. Corbeil is the seat of a sub-prefect, and has 
tribunals of first instance and commerce and a chamber of com- 

lnerce I t  has flour-mills, tallow-works, printing-works and paper- 
works and manufactures plaster. 

CORBEL, in architecture, a nieans of supporting a projecting 
weight; a bracket or weight-carrying member, built deeply into 
the wall so that the pressure on its embedded portion counter- 
acts any tendency to overturn or fall outwards. Corbels may be 
either individual pieces of stone, separated from each other like 
brackets, as in the case of many mediaeval cornices, or continuous 
courses of masonry, e.g., the corbels under projecting oriel win- 
dows (see BAY). A "corbel table" is a projected band or string 
course carried on corbels. Corbels are favourite places for decora- 
tion. Mediaeval cornices frequently have corbels ornamented with 
leaves, animals or human heads; and the corbels common in 
English Gothic, to  support vaulting shafts, are rich with leafage. 
The sides and faces of Renaissance corbels are carved with scrolls 
and acanthus leaves. I n  many cases corbels are moulded, with- 
out other carving, especially those carrying mediaeval battlements. 
Corbels decorated with an S-scroll are known as consoles. (See 
BRACKET; COXSOLE.) 

CORBET, RICHARD ( I  582-1 63 5), English bishop and 
poet, was born in 1582 a t  Ewell, Surrey, and died at  Norwich on 
July 28 1635. At Oxford, to  which he proceeded from West- 
minster school in 1597, he was noted as a wit. In  1628 he was 
made bishop of Oxford, and in 1632 was translated to the see of 
Norwich. Corbet's verses were first collected and published in 
1647 He was a boon companion in his early days of Ben Jonson, 
who always remained his close friend. 

CORBETT, GAIL SHERMAN, American sculptor, wife 
of Harvey Wiley Corbett, born in 1873 in Syracuse, N Y .  She 
was educated in public and private schools, a t  the Art Students 
League in New York and at  the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. 
Later she was a pupil of Augustus Saint Gaudens. Her best-known 
works are the Hamilton S. White memorial and the Kirkpatrick 
fountain in Syracuse, the bronze entrance doors of the municipal 
group at  Springfield, Mass,  and the medallion head of Washington 
in the pediment of the George Washington National Masonic 
memorial a t  Alexandria, Va. 

CORBETT, HARVEY WILEY (1873- 1, American 
architect, born in San Francisco, Jan. 8, 1873. H e  graduated from 
the University of California in 1895 and from the ~ c o l e  des Beaux 
Arts, Paris, in 1900. He is a member of the firm of Corbett and 
MacMurray, New York city. Among the buildings his firm has 
designed are the Bush Terminal office building, New York city, 
Bush house, London; and Kings county hospital, Holy Innocents 
church and St. Francis Xavier's school in Brooklyn, New York 
Corbett is a member of the SocietC Beaux Arts Architectes, the 
SocietC des Architectes Dipl6mCs par le Gouvernement Franqais, 
the Architectural League. New York, and the National Sculpture 
Society. He is also a fellow of the Society of Architects of Lon- 
don and of the Royal Institute of British Architects and was 
architectural chairman of Chicago's Century of Progress in 1933. 

CORBRIDGE, a torvn of Northumberland, England; 34 mi. 
E. of Hexham, on the north bank of the river Tyne, which is 
here crossed by a fine seven-arched bridge dating from 1674 Pop. 
(1931) 2,0j0.  I ts  name is derived from the small river Cor, a 
tributary of the Tyne. The Roman station of Corstopitzlm (also 
called Corchester) lay half a mile west of Corbridge a t  the junc- 
tion of the Cor with the Tyne. Excavations have shown the site 
to have had at  first a military importance, but it  was later occupied 
by a civilian population. Corstopitum ceased to exist early in the 
jth century, and the site was never again occupied. 

About 760 Corbridge became the capital of Northumbria. In  
1138 David of Scotland made it  a centre of military operations, 
and it  was ravaged by Wallace in 1296, by Bruce in 1312, and by 
David 11. in 1346. I t  has a square peel-tower and a cruciform 
church (St. Andrew), partly of pre-Conquest date, but mainly 
Early English. 

CORBULO, GNAEUS DOMITIUS (1st century A.D.), 
Roman general. I n  the reign of Tiberius, he was praetor, and was 
appointed to the charge of the roads and bridges. Under Claudius 
he was governor of lower Germany (A.D. 47). H e  punished the 
Frisii who refused to pay the tribute, and was about to  advance 



CORD-CORDIERITE 
against the Chauci when he was ordered by the emperor to with- 
draw behind the Rhine. Corbulo cut a canal from the Mosa 
(Meuse) to the northern branch of the Rhine, which still forms 
one of the chief drains between Leyden and Sluys. 

Soon after the accession of Nero, Vologaeses (Vologasus), king 
of Parthia, overran Armenia, drove out the Roman nominee, and 
set his own brother Tiridates on the throne. Corbulo was there- 
upon sent out to the East with full military powers. Two years 
were spent in reorganizing the demoralized Syrian legions; in 58 
Corbulo took the offensive, and in the brilliant campaign of 59 he 
captured Artaxata and Tigranocerta. In  60 a Romanized prince, 
Tigranes, was set up as king of Armenia; but in 61 he provoked 
the Parthians by invading their territory, and was driven from 
Armenia. Corbulo concluded an armistice for the winter (61-62) 
by which both sides were t o  evacuate Armenia, and the iliatter 
was to be referred to Nero. Xero decided to annex Armenia, and 
Paetus was sent out to  attack from Cappadocia while Corbula held 
Syria, but his incompetence led to  his total defeat a t  Rhandeia 
(62). Corbulo was now given supreme command, and in 63 
crossed the Euphrates with a strong army; the enemy submitted, 
and Tiridates laid down his diadem at  the foot of the emperor's 
statue a t  Rhandeia, promising not to resume it until he received 
it  from the hand of Nero in Rome. In  67 disturbances broke out 
in Judaea, but Nero gave the command to Vespasian and sum- 
moned Corbulo to Greece. On his arrive1 at Cenchreae he received 
the order to commit suicide. Without hesitation he obeyed, 
exclaiming, "I have deserved it" ('"'A.$~os"). Whether he was 
really guilty of conspiracy is unknown, but so great was his pop- 
ularity that he could easily have seized the throne. Corbulo wrote 
a n  account of his Asiatic experiences, which is lost. 

See Tacitus, Annals, sii.-xv.; Dio Cassius, lix. I j, lx. 30, lxii. 19-23, 
Ixiii. 6, 17, lxvi. 3 ;  H. Schiller, Geschichte des ;omischen Kaiserueicb~ 
unter der Regzerung des Nero (1872) ; E. Egli, Feldzuge in Armenien 
von 41-63," in M. Budinger's Ulztersz~chuttgen sur rbmischrn Kuiser- 
geschichte, i. (1868) ; Mommsen, Hist. of the Roman Provinces, ii. 
(1886) ; for the Armenian campaigns see B. W. Henderson in Classical 
Review (April, May, June, 1901) and W. Schur, "Untersuchungen zur 
Geschichte der Orient feldzuge Corbulos" (Klio xix.) and Die Orient- 
politik des Kaisers iVero (Leipzig, 1923) ; in general D. T. Schoonover, 
A Study o f  Gn.  Domitius Corbulo (Chicago, 1909). 

CORD, a length of twisted or woven strand (Lat. chordt~,  the 
string of a musical instrument). From the use of such a cord for 
measuring, the word is applied to  a quantity of cut wood. For 
"vocal cords" see PHONETICS ; VOICE ; SLNGISG. For "un~hilical 
cord" sec IXFAP~CY; PLACENTA. 

CORDAY D'ARMONT. MARIE ANNE CHAR- 
LOTTE (1768-r;93), the nlu;deress of Marat, born at St. Sat- 
urnin des Lignerets, near SCez in Normandy, was descended from 
a noble but poor family, and numbered among her ancestors 
the dramatiit Corneille. Charlotte Corday was educated in the 
convent of the I-lo!y Trinity at  Caen, and then srnt to live with 
2n aunt. Hc;e she saw hardly any one but her rel~t ive,  and p~ssed  
her lonely hours in reading the works of the philo.\oplzes, espe- 
cially Voltaire and the AbbC Raynal. Another of her favourlte 
authors was Plutarch. On the do~vvnfall of the Girondins on June 
2 ,  1793. m ~ n y  of the leaders took refuge in Normandy. Charlotte 
attended their meetings, and heard them speak; but there is no 
reason to belitve that she saw any of them privately till the day 
when she went to  ask for introductions to friends of theirs in 
Paris. She saw that their efforts to rouse Normandy in their fa- 
vour were doonled to fail. She had heard of Marat as a tyrant 
and the chief agent in their overthrow, and conceived the idea 
of going alone to P x i s  and assassinating him. I11 Paris she 
wrote to h I ~ r ~ t :  "Citizen, I hdve just arrived from Caen. Your 
love for your native place doubtless makes you desirous of learn- 
ing the events which have occurred in that part of the republic. 
I shall call a t  your residence iri about an hour; have the goodness 
to receive me and give me a brief interview. I will put you in 
a condition to render great service to France." She was twice 
refused admittance at  R/ldratls door, but on her third visit (July 
13) Marnt, hearing her voice in the antechamber, consented to 
see her She spoke to Marat of what was passing at  Caen, and 
his oilly cornrncnt (as she alleged) was that all the men she had 
~nentioned should be guillotined in a few days. As he spoke 

she drew from her bosonl a dinner-knife (which she had bought 
the day before for two francs) and plunged it  into his left side. 
I t  pierced the lung and the aorta. When she was brought before 
the Revolutionary Tribunal her advocate, C. F. C. Lagarde, put 
forward the plea of insanity. She was sentenced to death, and was 
guillotined on July 17, 1793, meeting her fate with complete 
calmness. Lamartine called her l'ange de l'assassinat, and Ver- 
gniaud said, "Elle ? ~ o z ~ s  perd, mais elle ~ ~ o z i s  apprend ci mourir." 

See Oeuvres politiqzles de Charlotte Corday (Caen, 1863; some let- 
ters and an Adresse aux Fran~ais amis des lois et de la paix), with a 
supplement printed in the same year; C. Vatel, Dossiers du proce's 
criminel de Charlotte de Corday . . . extraits de,  archives impiriales 
(1861), and Dossier historique de Charlotte C o f d a y  (1872); Austin 
Dobson, Four Frenchwomen (1890); Dr. Cabanes "La vraie Char- 
lotte Corday," in LB Cahinct secret d~ l'lzistoire (1897-1900) ; E. 
Deirance, Charlotte Corday et la mort de Marat (1909). Her tragic 
history mas the subject of two anonymous tragedies, Clzarlotte Cordny 
(17951, said to be by the Conventional F. J. Gamon, and Charlotte 
Corday (Caen, 1797)~ neither of which has any merit. 

CORDELE, a city of Georgia, U S A . ,  140 mi. S E of At- 
lanta; county seat of Crisp county. I t  is on federal highways 41 
and 280, and is served by the Atlanta, Birmingham and Coast, 
the Georgia South-western and Gulf, the Seaboard Air Line and 
the Southern railways. The pop. in 1920 was 6,538, of whom 
3,254 were Negroes, and was 7.929 by the federal census in 1940. 
I t  ships great quantities of peanuts, and manufactures peanut 
confections, cotton oil and fertilizer. Cordele was for a time the 
home of Joseph E. Brown, the Civil War governor of Georgia. 
and was a temporary capital of the state. I t  was incorporated 
as a city in 1888, and in 1923 adopted e commission-manager 
form of government. 

CORDELIERS, CLUB OF THE, or SOCIETY OF THE 
IKIESDS OF TIIE RIGHTS OF &IAN AND OF THE CITIZEN, a popular 
society of the French Revolution. I t  was formed by the members 
of the district of the Cordeliers, when the Constituent Assembly 
suppressed the 60 districts of Paris to  replace them with 48 sec- 
tions (May 2 I ,  I 790). I t  held its meetings at  first in the suppressed 
monastery of the Cordeliers,-the name given in France to  the 
Franciscan Observantists. From 1791, however, i t  met in a hall in 
the rue Dauphine. I ts  principal function, according to its charter, 
was "to denounce to the tribunal of public opinion the abuse of the 
various powers and all infractions of the Rights of &fan " I t s  
badge was an open eye-symbol of suspicious watchfulness. 
Though its leaders were men of middle class, i t  identified itself 
with the interests of the masses. its power being based on its asso- 
ciation with the popular fraternal societies and its influence in the 
rcvolutioriary sections. I t  raised and organized the popular bat- 
talions and inspired and directed the great den~onstrations and 
risings (e.g., those of June 20 and Aug. 10, 1792). After the 
withdrawal of the more moderate elements, i t  was dominated by 
the enrage's, by Marat, and, after his death, by HCbert and his 
associates. After the execution of the HCbertists, March 24, 1794, 
the club ceased to exist. 

The papers emanating from the Cordeliers are enumerated in &I. 
Tourneux, Bihliographie de l'histoire de Paris pendant la Re'volution 
(1894), i. (on the trial of the Htbertists) Nos. 4204-4210, ii. KOS. 
9795-9834 and 11, 813. See also A. Bougeart, Les Cordeliers, docrl- 
ments pour servir d l'lzistoire de la Re'volution (Caen, 1891) ; G. 
Lenotre, Paris rkvolutionnaire (1895) and Albert Mathiez, Le C l z ~ b  
des Cordeliers (1910). 

CORDES, a town of southern France, in the department of 
Tarn, 15 mi. N.W. of Albi. Pop. (1936), 912. I t  was a bastide 
founded by Raymond VII ,  count of Toulouse, in 1222, and was 
named Cord~ta  after the Spanish city C6rdova. Houses of the 
13th and 14th centuries, with decorated fronts, form its chief a t-  
traction. A Gothic church, an hbtel-de-ville of the 13th century 
and remains of the original ramparts are to be seen. 

CQRDIERITE, a silicate of magnesia, alumina and ferrous 
oxide (2 [Mg.Fe0].2A1203.5Si02) occasionally cut as a gem stone, 
and named in 1813 by Haiiy in honour of P. L. Cordier, who dis- 
covered its remarkable pleochroism, or exhibition of varying col- 
ours viewed from different directions. The natural mineral com- 
monly contains 0.5%-3% of water, and is sometimes referred 
to as iolite (i'ov, violet; h~Oos, stone) in allusion to the violet 
colour of many specimen,, or dichroite in allusion to its dichroism 



(pleochroism). 
Cordierite crystallizes in  the orthorhombic system, well devel- 

oped crystals being usually short prisms with large basal planes. 
In  rocks cyclic twins are common, giving crystals a pseudo-hex- 
agonal habit. The pleochroism of the mineral is often strongly 
marked, the colours being dark blue or violet, pale blue and yel- 
lowish. These colours can be frequently seen without the dichro- 
scope. I n  refraction, density and hardness, it much resembles 
quartz, but in thin sections it  is distinguished by its biaxial char- 
acter and common alteration. The pure magnesian cordierite has 
been prepared artificially. Through formation of solid solution 
with silica the artificial cordicrite shows a range of composition 
from zMg0.2Alz03.5SiOz to zMg0.2Al2036SiOz. Itmelts incongru- 
ently with formation of mullite (3Al2O3.SiO2) and glass. By crys- 
tallization of glasses of the composition of cordierite a t  goo0 C, 
an unstable modification (U. cordierite) has been obtained. This 
passes a t  ~ Z ~ " - I , I S O ~  into the normal a cordierite, but the 
reverse change has not been effected. 

Cordierite occurs in igneous rocks only as a result of contam- 
ination of the magma by aluminous sediment. As such it  is 
known in granites, norites, rhyolites, andesites and Iamprophyres. 
The true home of cordierite is in the thermally altered argillaceous 
sediments surrounding igneous intrusions and in the paragneisses 
and schists. I n  the former it is the commonest constituent of the 
spots of spotted slates (spilosites, desmosites). I n  the hornfelses 
it is frequently associated with andalusite, sillimanite, spinel and 
corundum. The common alteration product of cordierite-often 
developed as pseudomorphs-is known as pinite, a variable mix- 
ture of chlorite and sericite. Fine, well-developed crystals of cor- 
dierite are rare. (C. E. T.) 

CQRDILLERA, a Spanish term for a range or chain of 
mountains, derived from the Old Spanish cordilla, the diminutive 
of czierda, a cord or rope. The name first given to certain moun- 
tain-ranges of South America, Las Cordilleras de 10s Andes, was 
applied to the extension of the system into Mexico. I n  North 
America the Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Nevada and the moun- 
tains between them are collectively known as the "Cordilleras," 
and the entire area has been termed the "Cordilleran region." The 
name is now not restricted to  America but is often used as a gen- 
eric term for any long parallel ranges of mountains. 

CORDITE, a propellant employed in various military serv- 
ices, so called because of its usual cord-like form. I t  is also made 
up into other shapes such as flakes, ribbons or tubes with one or 
more perforations. Cordite is essentially a thoroughly blended 
mixture of nitro-glycerine and gun-cotton gelatinized effectively 
by ~cetone.  Soft paraffin or vaseline, obtained during the dis- 
tillation of petroleum, is added as a stabilizing agent. The orig- 
inal cordite (Cordite, Mark I),  as  manufactured a t  the Royal 
gunpowder factory, Waltham Abbey, England, in 1890, was com- 
posed of 37 parts of gun-cotton, 57.5 parts of nitro-glycerine and 
j parts of mineral jelly together with 0.j7, of acetone. Owing to 
its large content of nitro-glycerine this cordite had a high tempera- 
ture of explosion and produced considerable erosion of big guns. 
A modified composition-Cordite M.D.-which was introduced in 
1901, contains 64 parts of gun-cotton, 30.2 parts of nitro-glycerine 
and ; parts of vaseline with about 0.8% of acetone. Both varieties 
are in use and other modifications have been adopted. Soluble 
nitro-cellulose has been used instead of gun-cotton with a higher 
proportion of nitro-glycerine in order to give a similar ballistic 
effect to that produced by Cordite M.D. (See EXPLOSIVES.) 

C ~ R D O B A ,  GONZALO FERNANDEZ DE (1453- 
I 51 j ) ,  Spanish general and statesman, was the son of the count 
of Aguilar. H e  was born near Cordova on March 16, 1453. He 
was first attached to the household of Don Alphonso, the king's 
brother, and upon his death devoted himself to  Isabella, after- 
wards queen. During the civil war, and the conflict with Portugal 
which disturbed the first years of her reign, he fought under the 
grand master of Santiago, Alonso de Cardenas. The ability he 
displayed during the ten years' war for the conquest of Granada 
led the queen to choose him as commander of the Spanish expe- 
dition sent to  support the Aragonese house of Naples against 
Charles VIII. of France. I n  Italy, where he won the title of the 

Great Captain, he twice held the command. I n  149 j he was sent 
with about 5,000 men to aid Ferdinand of Naples to recover his 
kingdom, and he returned home after achieving success in 1498. 
His mountdin warfare in CaIabria against the French forces, con- 
sisting largely of Swiss pikemen and of their own men-at-arms, 
led him to see the inadequacy of foot soldiers armed with sword 
and buckler, or arquebuses and crossbows, and light cavalry, and 
to introduce the pike as a weapon, insisting at  the same time 
on a much closer infantry formation. 

After a brief interval of service in Spain against the Moors, 
Gonzalo returned to Italy in I 501, and was first employed in 
driving the Turks from Cephalonia. I n  the subsequent campaign 
against the French, Gonzalo stood a t  bay in the entrenched 
camp a t  Barletta, on the shores of the Adriatic, awaiting reinforce- 
ments and harassing the French communications. Then in the 
early part of 1503 he pounced on the enemy's depot of provisions 
at  Cerignola, took a strong position, threw up hasty field works, 
and strengthened them with a species of wire entanglements. 
The French made a headlong front attack, were repulsed, assailed 
in flank, and routed. The later operations on the Garigliano were 
very similar, and led to  the total expulsion of the French from 
Naples. Gonzalo remained as governor of Naples till 1507. The 
death of the queen in I jo4 had deprived him of a friend, and 
King Ferdinand, after loading him with titles and fine words, 
recalled him and left him unemployed till his death on Dec. 2 ,  

1515. 
The Great Captain is sometimes spoken of as the first of mod- 

ern generals. There is much in his methods which bears a like- 
ness to those of the duke of Wellington; Barletta, for instance, 
has a distinct resemblance to  the Torres Vedras campaign, and 
the battle on the Garigliano to Assaye. As an organizer he founded 
the Spanish infantry of the 16th and 17th centuries, and he gave 
the best proof of his influence by forming a school of officers. 

B T B L I O G R A P H P . - C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~  del Gran Capitcin; Paulus Jovius, Vitae 
illustrium virorztm, translated b y  Domenichi (Florence, 1550) ; P. du 
Poncet, Histoire de Gonsalve de Cordoue (1714) ; Don JosC Quintana, 
Esparioles cdlebres (Rivadeneyra Bibliotece de autores espaizole), vol. 
xix. (1846-80) ; and W. H. Prescott in his Ferdinand and Isabelle 
(3 vols., Boston, 1838). 

CORDOBA, a large central province of the Argentine Repub- 
lic. Pop. (1913) 7 3 j . 4 7 ~ :  (1940, estimate) 1,291,1S8; area, 64,923 
square miles. The greater part of the province belongs to the 
pampas, though less fertile and grassy than the plains farther 
east and south. I t  likewise includes large saline and sn-ampy 
areas. The north-west part of the province is traversed by an 
isolated mountain system from 3,000 to 5,000 ft. high made up 
of the Chrdoba, Pocho and Ischilin sierras, which extend for a 
distance of some zoo m. in a north and south direction. These 
ranges intercept the moist winds from the Atlantic, and receive 
on their eastern slopes a moderate rainfall, which gives them a 
strikingly verdant appearance in comparison with the surround- 
ing plains. West and north-west of the sierras are extensive saline 
basins called Las Salinas Grandes, which extend into the neigh- 
bouring provinces and are absolutely barren. I n  the north-east 
the land is low and swampy; here are the large saline lagoons of 
Afar Chiquita and Los Porongos. The principal rivers, which have 
their sources in the sierras and flow eastward, are the Primero 
and Segundo, which flow north-easterly into the lacustrine basin 
of Mar Chiquita; the Tercero and Quarto, which unite near the 
Santa FC frontier t o  form the Carcaraiia, a tributary of the 
Parank; and the Quinto, which flows south-easterly into the 
swamps of the Laguna Amarga in the southern part of the prov- 
ince. Countless small streams also descend the eastern slopes of 
the sierras and are lost in the great plains. The eastern districts 
are moderately fertile, and are chiefly devoted t o  cattle-breeding, 
and cereal production. I n  the valleys and well-watered foot-hills 
of the sierras, cereals, alfalfa and fruit are the principal products. 
The rainfall is limited throughout the province, and irrigation is 
employed in a few localities. The mineral resources include 
gold, silver, copper, lead and iron, but mining is carried on only to  
a very limited extent. Salt and marble are produced. C6rdoba is 
traversed by several railway lines-those running eastward to 
Buenos Aires and Rosario from Mendoza and the Chilean frontier, 



those connecting the city of C6rdoba with the same cities, and 
with Tucumkn on the north and Catamarca and Rioja on the 
northwest. The chief towns are Cbrdoba, the capital, Rio Quarto, 
Villa Maria, an important railway centre 82 mi. S.E. of Cbrdoba, 
and Cruz del E je  on the west slopes of the sierras I I O  mi. N.W. 
of C6rdoba. 

CORDOBA, a city in the central part of the Argentine Re- 
public, capital o i  the above province, on the Rio Primero, 432 mi. 
by rail northwest of Buenos Aires by way of Rosario, 246 mi. 
from the latter. Pop. (1914) 134.935-the suburbs having some 
20,000 more; 1940 estimate 310,070. The city is connected by 
railway with Buenos Aires and Rosario, and with the capitals 
of all the surrounding provinces. C6rdoba stands on a high east- 
ward-sloping plain called the "Altos," 1,440 ft. above sea-level, 
and is built in a broad river bottom washed out by periodical 
inundations and the action of the rains on the alluvial banks. The 
inundations have been brought under control by the construction 
of barriers and dams, but the banks are constantly broken down. 
The city is regularly laid out and contains many fine edifices 
and dwellings. Several suburban settlements surround the city, 
the more important of which are served by the urban tramway 
lines. The noteworthy public buildings include the cathedral, a 
handsome edifice curiously oriental in appearance, a massive old 
Jesuit church with a ceiling of richly carved and gilded cedar, the 
old university, founded in 1613, which still occupies the halls 
built by the Jesuits around a large quadrangle, the fine old cabildo, 
or Government house, of Moorish appearance, and the national 
observatory on the barranca overlooking the city. There are 
also two national normal schools, a national college, an episcopal 
seminary, an endowed Carmelite orphanage, a national meteoro- 
logical station, a national academy of sciences and a good public 
library. The water supply of C6rdoba is derived from the Rio 
Primero, 12 mi. above the city, where an immense dam (Dique 
San Roque), one of the largest of its kind in South America, has 
been built across the river valley. This dam also serves t o  irri- 
gate the valley below and to furnish power for the electric plant 
which provides C6rdoba with light and electric power. In  and 
about the city there are several industrial establishments which 
have sprung into existence since the opening of the first railway 
in 1870. The surrounding country is well cultivated, and pro- 
duces an abundance of fruit and vegetables. 

The city was founded in 1573 by Luis Ger6nimo de Cabrera 
and was for a long time distinguished for its learning and piety. 
I t  was the headquarters of the Jesuits in this part of South Amer- 
ica for two centuries, and for a time the capital of the Spanish 
intendencia of TucumLn. 

CQRDOBA, a town of the state of Veracruz, Mexico, 55 mi. 
W.S.W. of the port of Veracruz, in a highly fertile valley, near 
the volcano of Orizaba, and 2,880 ft. above sea-level. Population 
16,200. The surrounding district produces sugar, tobacco and 
coffee, Cdrdoba being one of the principal coffee-producing cen- 
tres of Mexico. I t  also manufactures cotton and woollen fabrics. 
Cdrdoba was a town of considerable importance in colonial times, 
but fell into decay after the revolution. The railway from Vera- 
cruz to Mexico City, which passes through it, and the development 
of coffee production have helped the city to recover a part of its 
lost trade. 

CORDON, a word used in many applications of its meaning 
of "line" or "cord," and particularly of a cord of gold or silver 
lace worn in military and other uniforms. The word is especially 
used of the sash or ribbon worn by members of an order of 
knighthood, crossing from one shoulder to the opposite hip. The 
cordon bleu, the sky-blue ribbon of the knight's grand cross of 
the order of the Holy Spirit, the highest order of the Bourbon 
kings of France, was, like the "blue ribbon" of the English Garter, 
taken as a type of the highest reward or prize to which anyone 
can attain (see also COOKERY). I n  heraldry, "cordons" are the 
ornamental cords which, with the hats to which they are attached, 
ensign the shields of arms of certain ecclesiastical dignitaries; 
they are interlaced to form a mesh or network and terminate in 
rows of tassels. A cardinal's cordon is red with five rows of 15 
tassels, an archbishop's green with four rows of ten, and a bishop's 

also green with three rows of six. I n  architecture a "cordon" is  
a projecting band of stone along the outside of a building, a 
string-course. The word is frequently used in a transferred sense 
of a line of posts or stations to guard an enclosed area from un- 
authorized passage, e.g., a military or police cordon, and especially 
a sanitary cordon, a line of posts to prevent communication from 
or with an area infected with disease. 

CORDONNIER, VICTOR LOUIS EMILIEN (1858- 
1936), French general, was born a t  Surgy (Nikvre) on March 
23, 1858. After passing through the military college of St. Cyr 
he entered the infantry as sub-lieutenant in 1879. I n  1887 he 
graduated from the &ole de Guerre, and staff and regimental 
service (including duty in the Alps and in Algeria) alternated 
until in 1905 he became instructor at  the ~ c o l e  de Guerre. From 
this time until 1910 his work was wholly instructional. I n  this 
period he wrote Les Japoaais en Mandchourie (1911, Eng. trs. 
Part I 1912, Part 11, 1914). In  1913 he was promoted general 
of brigade and appointed to command the new 87th Brigade. 
forming part of the reinforced couverture created by  the Three 
Years' Service Act. I n  command of this brigade, Cordonnier 
distinguished himself a t  Mangiennes on Aug. 10, 1914, and in 
the heavy fighting of the IV. Army in the Ardennes. H e  was 
advanced to the command of the 3rd Division, which he led in 
the battle of the Marne, and in the advance to Ste. Menehould 
and the Argonne which followed. On Sept. 15 he was severely 
wounded, and though he resumed his command in October, he 
had again to  be invalided. In  December, having become general 
of division and an officer of the Legion of Honour, he commanded 
his division in the bitter trench-warfare fighting in the Argonne. 
and in Jan. 1915 commanded the VIII.  Corps in the St. Mihiel 
sector. In  July 1916, after receiving the grade of commander 
in the Legion of Honour, he was appointed to  command the 
French contingent of the Salonika armies grouped under Sarrail, 
which became the "ArmCe francaise d'orient." 

I n  general charge of the Allied left wing in Sarrail's autumn 
offensive he fought the actions of Ostrovo, Florina, Armenohor 
and Kenali, but owing to acute differences with Sarrail, he re- 
turned t o  France just before the battle a t  Monastir which his 
movements and combats had prepared. H e  was already gravely 
ill, and was unable to hold any further command. H e  then de- 
voted himself to historical and critical work on the war. I n  1921 
he published an account of the operations of the 87th Brigade 
under the title Utze Brigade azc fe t~ ,  Potins de Guerre. 

C ~ R D O V A ,  a province of southern Spain, bounded N.E. 
by Ciudad Real, E by JaCn, S.E. by Granada, south by Mklaga, 
southwest and west by Seville, and northwest by Badajoz. Pop. 
(1940) 761,244; area, 5,299 sq mi. The river Guadalquivir, flowing 
through the province from east-northeast to west-southwest, di- 
vides i t  into two very dissimilar portions. North of the river 
lies the mountain belt of the Sierra de Morena, south of i t  the 
more fertile and populated great plains ( L a  Campiiia), rising in 
the southeast through undulating country to the borders of the 
Sierra de Nevada. The Cuzna, Guadiato and Bembezar tributaries 
join the Guadalquivir on its right bank and the Guadajoz and 
Genil on its left. Small tributaries of the Guadiana drain the 
northern districts ( L o s  Pedroches). The climate exhibits great 
contrasts. Snow may lie for months on the mountain peaks while 
temperatures are mild in the plains, except in the few torrid sum- 
mer months, when rain seldom falls. The chief wealth of the 
provlnce lies in the agricultural products of its plains and the 
mineral deposits of its mountains, though, owing to the con- 
servatism and backward education of the people, neither are fully 
developed. The fertile Campifia produces much wine and oil of 
high quality, cereals, fruits and vegetables and a famous breed of 
horses. In the Sierra de Morena sheep are reared on the pastures 
and pigs in the oak forests, but fa r  more important are coal, 
including anthracite from the Belmez district, silver-lead and 
zinc, and small quantities of copper, iron and bismuth obtained 
from various localities. South of the river salt is mined a t  Rute 
There are no large manufacturing towns but there is a marked 
contrast between the ancient market centres of the south and 
the more modern mining towns of the Sierra A fairly com- 
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plete road and railway system exists, especially in the mining 
districts. The main Madrid-Linares-Seville line follows the 
Guadalquivir valley. At Cordova i t  meets the north-south line 
from Almorchon to Milaga which has four important branches- 
BClmez-Fuente del Arco, BClmez-Conquista, C6rdova-Utrera, and 
Puente Genil-JaCn. The principal to~vns are Cordova (q.v.1, 
Lucena, pop. (1930) 27,242, Priego de Cordoba (24,501 ), Puente 
Genil (23,41o), Baena (21,338), Montilla (19,758)~ Fuenteove- 
juna (19,534), Cabra (16.455), Pozoblanco (15,843)~ Montoro 
( I  j,923), and Aguilar (15,809). These are described in separate 
articles. Others of less importance are the mining centres, 
Hinojosa del Duque (13,94j), BClmez ( I O , ~ Z I ) ,  and Villanueva 
de Cdrdoba (6,103), Pueblonuevo del Terrible (16.822 in I ~ Z O ) ,  
and the market towns Castro del Rio (14,817), Rute (14,687), 
and Bujalance (14,308). (See also ANMLUSIA.) 
CORDOVA, capital of the Spanish provlnce described above; 

on the southern slopes of the Sierra de Cordova, and the right 
bank of the river Guadalquivir; on the junction of the main Ma- 
drid-Seville railway with branch lines to  Almorchon, Utrera and 
Milaga. Pop. (1940) 139,205. C6rdova is an episcopal see. The 
city is typically Moorish in plan, with narrow, winding streets. 
especially in the older quarter of the centre and west. Beyond 
several ruined towers and gates, few fragments remain of the 
ancient walls which once surrounded it, except in the southwest 
where they show traces of Roman foundations, and in the north- 
east. The hills behind the city are planted with olive and orange 
groves and there are gardens beyond the walls on the west. A 
Moorish bridge with 16 arches on Roman bases connects Cbrdova 
with its suburb across the river. At the south end of the bridge 
stands the tower of La Calahorra; a t  the north a ruined gateway 
and near by an elevated statue of the city's patron saint, St. 
Raphael. West of the bridge, near the river, lies the Alcizar or 
palace quarter, probably the original nucleus of the town. Here 
stood the Roman civil and military buildings which the Arab 
caliphs converted into a royal residence. The site of the Old 
Alcizar, where the royal guards were guartered, has been gradu- 
ally built over by workmen's houses. The New Alcizar, which was 
the palace itself and was later the residence of the Holy Inquisi- 
tion, is now mainly in ruins, except one wing, which is used as a 
prison. Gardens overlooking the river, the bishop's palace and an 
ecclesiastical seminary also occupy part of the site. Other impor- 
tant public buildings are the old monastic establishments, the 
churches, the city hall, the hospitals and the schools and colleges, 
including the academy for girls, founded in I jgo by Bishop 
I'acheco of Cbrdova, which is empowered to grant degrees. 

But the glory of Cordova, surpassing all its other Moorish or 
Christian buildings, is the mezquita, or mosque, now a cathedral, 
but originally founded on the site of a Roman temple and a Visi- 
gothic church by Abd-ar-Rahman I (756-788), who wished to 
confirm the power of his caliphate by making its capital a great 
religious centre, rivalling those of the East. The growing popula- 
tion of the city soon rendered a larger mosque necessary and, by 
orders of Abd-ar-Rahman I1 (822-852) and Al-Hakim I1 (961- 
976), the original size was doubled. After various minor additions, 
Al-Mansur, the vizier of the caliph Hisham I1 (976-~oog), again 
enlarged the Zeca, or House of Purification, as the mosque was 
named, to twice its former size, rendering it the largest sacred 
building of Islam, after the Kaaba a t  Mecca. The ground plan of 
the completed mosque forms a rectangle, measuring ,590 ft. by 
425 ft., or little less than St. Peter's in Rome. About one-third of 
this area is occupied by the famous Court of the Oranges and the 
cloisters which surround it  on the north, west and east. Passing 
through the courtyard, the visitor enters on the south a labyrinth 
of pillars in which porphyry, jasper and many-coloured marbles 
are boldly combined. Part came from the spoils of Nimes or Nar- 
bonne, part from Seville or Tarragona, some from the older ruins 
of Carthage, and others as a present to Abd-ar-Rahman I from 
the East Roman emperor Leo IV, who sent also from Constanti- 
nople his own skilled workmen, with 16 tons of tesserae for the 
mosaics. Originally of different heights, the pillars have been 
adjusted to their present standard of 13 it. either by being sunk 
into the soil or by the addition of Corinthian capitals. The pres- 

ent 850 pillars divide the building into 19 north to south and 29 
east to wrest aisles, each row supporting a tier of open Moorish 
arches of the same height ( I ?  ft .) ,  with a third and similar tier 
superimposed upon the second. The Moorish character of the 
building was unfortunately impaired in the 16th century by the 
erection In the interior of a cvzicero, or hlgh altar and large cruci- 
form choir, by the formation of numerous chapels along the sides 
of the vast quadrangle, and by the addition of a belfry 300 ft. high 
in place of the old minaret. Moderii vcdting is now being removed 
to reveal a wooden Moorish ceiling carved and painted and still 
practically intact. The most exquisite work in the whole mosque 
is found in the third iMilhrab, or prayer niche. a small octagonal 
recess roofed x i th  a single block of white marble, carved in the 
form of a shell and with its walls inlaid with Byzantine mosaics. 
C6rdol-a was celebrated in the time of the Moors for its silver- 
smiths, its silk embroideries and for a peculiar kind of leather 
which took its name from the city, whence is derived the word 
cordwainer. Fine gold and silver filigree ornaments are still pro- 
duced but the leather industry has degenerated into an imitation 
of Moorish work. The chief modern industries of C6rdova are 
brewing and distilling and the nlanufacture of textiles. The ex- 
ports, besides some copper from neighbouring mines, are filigree 
work and oil and rough clothing for sale in the Andalusian fairs. 

Cbrduba, probably of Carthaginian origin, was occupied by the 
Ronlans under Marcus Marcellus in 152 B.c., and shortly after- 
ward became the first Roman colonia in Spain, later x i th  the title 
of Patricia. After the battle of Munda in 45 B.C. the city was 
severely punished by Caesar and 20,000 of its inhabitants massa- 
cred for having supported the sons of Pompey. Under Augustus, 
if not before, i t  became a municipality, and capital of the province 
of Baetica. Strabo (c. 63 B.c,-A.D. 21) testifies to its importance 
at  this period. I ts  prosperity was due partly to its position on the 
Baetis, then navigable up  to the city, and on the Via Augusta, the 
great commercial road from northern Spain built by Augustus, and 
partly to its proximity to  mines and rich grazing and grain-pro- 
ducing districts. Under the rule of the Visigoths from the 6th cen- 
tury to the beginning of the 8th its importance declined but, cap- 
tured and largely destroyed by the Moors in 711, i t  entered jo 
years later on its period of greatest prosperity. In  7j6 Abd-ar- 
Rahman I (q.v.) made it  the capital of Moorish Spain, and the 
centre of an independent caliphate. Under the Omayyad dynasty 
the city was reconstructed and filled with palaces and mosques and 
the walls extended so that the enclosed area was doubled. I t  
reached the summit of its splendour in the middle of the 10th 
century, under Abd-ar-Rahman 111. A period of decadence began 
during the year of 1010 owing to rivalry for the caliphate and 
in 1236 C6rdol-a n7as easily captured by Ferdinand I11 of Castile. 
The substitution of Spanish for Moorish supremacy rather acceler- 
ated than arrested the decline of art, industry and population; and 
in the 19th century C6rdova never completely recovered from the 
disaster of 3808, when it  was stormed and sacked by the French. 
I t  was captured by Franco's nationzlist troops early in the civil 
war of 1936-39. Tourist t r a a c  ordinarily forms an Important 
source of wealth to its inhabitants. C6rdova also was the birth- 
place of the rhetorician Marcus Annaeus Seneca, and his more 
famous son Lucius (c. 3 B.c.-A.D. 6 j )  ; of the poet Lucan (A.D. 
39-65) ; cf the philosophers Averroes ( I  I 26-98) and Maimonides 
(1135-1204) ; of the Spanish men of letters, Juan de Mena 
(c. 1411-561, Lorenzo de Sep6lveda (d. 1574) and Luis de Gon- 
gora y Argote (1561-1627); and the painters Pablo de CCspedes 
( I  538-1608) and Juan de ValdCs Leal (1630-91). The celebrated 
captain Gonzalo Fernindez de C6rdoba (q .v . ) ,  the conqueror of 
Naples (1495-98), was born in the nearby town of Montilla. 

See Estudio descriptive de 10s ?ltonumentos drabes de Granade y 
Cdrdoba, by R. Contreras (Madrid, 188;) ; Cdrdoba, a large illustrated 
voIume of the series "Espaiia," by P. de Madrazo (Barcelona, 1884); 
Inscriociones drabes dc Cdrdoba, bv R .  Amador de lo5 Rios v Villalta . - 
( ~ a d i i d ,  1886). 
CORDOVA, a town of southwestern Alaska within the em- 

bayment known'as Prince William's sound; situated in lat. 60" 
31' N., long. 14j" 45' W., about 1.500 mi. N.W. of Seattle. Pop. 
(1940) 938. 

Cordova is an old town in name and place and an old fishing 
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centre. I t s  importance once lay in the fact that it was the 
ocean terminus of the Copper river and North-western railway. 
This road, 196 mi. in length, was constructed (1907-11) for the 
sole purpose of bringing to the coast the copper ores from the 
Kennicott mines. These famous mines, four in number, reached 
a depth of some 2. j00  ft., with more than 40 mi. of underground 
workings, and in the thirty years of their operation prod~ced 
$200,000,000 worth of copper What was probably the richest 
copper deposit known was exhausted in 1938 and the rai1rn;ri and 
mine were shut down. 

Cordova is nom dependent on its fisheries, salmon, crab and 
clam canneries. (W. P. R.; X.) 

CORDUROY, a cotton cloth of the fustian kind, made like 
a ribbed velvet. I t  is generally a coarse heavy material and is used 
largely for workmen's clothes, but some finer kinds are used for 
ladies' dresses. upholstery, etc. According to the N e w  English 
Dictionary the word is understood to be of English invention, 
"either originally intended, or soon after assumed, to represent 
a supposed French corde d u  roi." I t  is said that a coarse woollen 
fabric called dzlroy, made in Somerset during the 18th century, 
has no apparent connection with it. From the ribbed appearance 
of the cloth the name cordzcroy is applied, particularly in America, 
to a rough road of logs laid transversely side by side, usually across 
swampy ground. (See  FUSTIAN.) 

CORDUS, AULUS CREMUTIUS, Roman historian of the 
later Augustan age. H e  was the author of a history of the civil 
wars and the reign of Augustus, from at  least 43-18 B.C. In A.D. 
2 j he was brought to trial for having praised Brutus and Cassius. 
His real offence was a jibe against Sejanus, who put up two of his 
creatures to accuse him in the senate. Cordus starved himself 
to  death. The senate ordered his works to be confiscated and 
burned by the aediles, but his daughter saved some copies of the 
eulogy, and after the death of Tiberius the work was published a t  
the wish of Caligula. I t  is impossible to form an opinion of it from 
the scanty fragments (H. Peter, Historicorz~~n Romanorz~m Frag- 
m e n t ~ ,  1883). According to ancient authorities, the writer was 
very outspoken (Quintilian, Insti t .  x. I ,  104). Two passages in 
Pliny (ilrat. Hist. x. 74 [37], xvi. 108 [45]) seem to refer to a 
different work-perhaps a treatise on Admiranda or remarkable 
things. 

See Tacitus, Annals, iv. 34, 3 5 ;  Suetonius, Tiberius, 61, Caligula, 16; 
Seneca, Suaroriae, vii., esp. the Consolatio to Cordus's daughter 
Marcia; Dio Cassius lvii. 24. There are monographs by J. Held 
(1841) and C. Rathlef (1860). Also H. Peter, Die geschiclztliche 
Literatur ziber die rdmische Kaiserzeit (1897) ; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hisf .  
of R o m a n  Lit., Eng. trans., 277 ,  I. 

CORELLI, ARCANGELO ( I  6 53-1 7 r 3) ,  Italian violin- 
player and composer, holds an honoured place in musical history in 
both capacities. Of his life little is known except that he travelled 
widely about Europe and was everywhere held in the highest 
esteem. The style of execution introduced by Corelli and preserved 
by his pupils, such as Geminiani, Locatelli, and many others, has 
been of vital importance for the development of violin-playing, 
even though he employed only a limited portion of the instru- 
ment's compass, as may be seen by his writings, wherein the parts 
for the violin never proceed above D on the first string, the highest 
note in the third position. I t  is even said that he refused to play, 
as impossible, a passage which extended to A in altissimo in the 
overture to Handel's T r i o ~ z f o  del Tempo,  and tcok serious offence 
when the composer played the note in evidence of its practicability. 
His compositions for the instrument mark an epoch in the history 
of chamber music. Nor was his influence confined to his own 
country; even Sebastian Bach was not insensible to it. Corelli's 
numerous compositions are distinguished by a beautiful flow of 
melody and by a masterly treatment of the accompanying parts, 
which he is justly said to have liberated from the strict rules of 
counterpoint. 

CORELLI, MARIE (18 j j-1924), English novelist, was the 
daughter of Dr.  Charles hfackay (q.3.) the song-writer and jour- 
nalist, and his second wife, formerly Mary Elizabeth hfills She 
was sent to  be educated in a French convent with the object of 
training her for the musical profession. She became suddenly 
famous in 1886 with the publication of her brilliant and fantastic 

Ro~zalzce o f  T w o  Worlds.  She then wrote in succession a series 
of n?elodramatic romantic novels which had an enormous vogue; 
these were Vendetta (1886), Thel i~tn  (188;), Ardatlt (1889), 
T h e  Sozil of Lilzth (1892), Barabbas (1893), The Sorrows of 
Satan (1895), T h e  Mighty  A t o m  (1896), and others, down t o  
T h e  ,%faster Cltristian  g goo), and Temporal Power (1902). Her 
later books n-ere less successful. Marie Corelli wrote quite sin- 
cerely and with conviction, if in bad style Her later years were 
spent a t  Stratford-on-Avon, where she died on April 24. 1924. 

CORENZIO, BELISARIO ( I  j j8 or I j60-1643), Italian 
painter, a Greek by birth, studied at  Venice under Tintoretto, 
and then settled a t  Naples. Though careless in composition and 
a mannerist in style, he possessed an acknowledged fertility of 
invention and readiness of hand. When Guido Reni came, in 
1621, to Naples to  paint in the chapel of St. Januarius, Corenzio 
suborned an assassin to take his life. The hired bravo killed 
Guido's assistant and effectually frightened Reni, who prudently 
withdrew to Rome. Corenzio later supplanted Ribera in the 
good graces of Don Pedro di Toledo, viceroy of Naples, who 
made him his court painter. His best works were frescoes, one 
of the principal examples a t  Naples being the "Miracle of the 
Loaves and Fishes" for  the refectory of San Severino. Corenzio 
died, it  is said, a t  the age of 85 by a fall from a scaffolding. 

CO-RESPONDENT: see DIVORCE. 
CORFE CASTLE, a small town of Dorsetshire. England, 

in the district callcd the Isle of Purbeck, 1294 mi. S.W. by \V. 
from London by the Southern railway. Pop. (1931) 1,409. The 
castle guarded a gap in the line of hills which rise in the centre 
of Purbeck. I t  is strongly placed and its ruins are extensive, 
dating from the Norman period to the reign of Edward I., with 
traces of an earlier settlement (Saxon). 

According to William of Malmesbury the church was founded 
by St. Aldhelm in the seventh century. In  1086 the abbey of 
Shaftesbury held the manor, which afterwards passed to the 
Norman kings. The castle was held for Riaud against Stephen in 
1139, was frequently the residence of John, and was a stronghold 
of the barons against Henry 111. The town dependent on it  seems 
to have grow7n up dbring the 13th century, being first mentioned 
in 1290. Elizabeth in I 577 gave exclusive admiralty jurisdiction 
within the island of Purbeck to Sir Christopher Hatton. The 
castle withstood a protracted siege by the Parliamentarians in 
1643, and fell to them by treachery in 1646, after which it  was 
dismantled and wrecked. Elizabeth incorporated Corfe Castle in 
1576 and Charles I1 in 1663, but the corporation was abolished 
following the Corporations Act of 1883. I t  first returned two 
representatives to  parliament in 1572, but was disfranchised in 
1832. AS early as the 14th century the quarrying and export of 
marble gave employment to the men of Corfe, and during the 18th 
century the knitting of stockings vTas a flourishing industry. 

CORFINIUM, in ancient Italy, the chief city of the Paeligni, 
Ym. N. of Sulmona in thc $alley of the Aternus, near the modern 
village of Pentima. I t  does not appear in Roman history before 
the Soc~al War (go B.c.), in which it was adopted by the allies 
as the capital and sedt of government of their newly founded 
state under the name Italia. The Via Valeria (according to 
Strabo) had reached Corfinium before the time of Claudius: he 
extended it to the Adriatic, and at  the same time constructed the 
Via Claudia Nova  (q.v.). Another road ran south-south-east 
past Sulmo to Aesernia. I t  was thus an important road centre, 
and in the imperial period, a town of some size. The origin of 
the imposing church of S. Pelino may be traced to the end of 
the 5th century when it  was the cathedral of the see of Valva, the 
immediate successor of Corfinium. See R. Gardner in  Papers of 
tlze British Sclzool at  Rome  ix. 89. 

(CORFU (anc. and mod. Gr. ILip~vpa or Kbp~vpa ,  Lat. Cor- 
cyriz), an island of Greece, in the Ionian Sea, separated from the 
coast of Epirus by a strait from 2 to 15 m. broad. The name 
Corfu is an Italian corruption of the Greek KopUc$CLi (crests, Byz. 
K O ~ I ) ~ ~ ( ; I ) .  I ts  length is about 40 m.; greatest breadth about 2 0 .  

The island consists of three districts, of which the northern is 
mountainous, the central undulating and the southern low-lying: 
all are of limestone formation and picturesque scenery. Two prin- 
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cipal ranges are San Salvador (3,300 ft.) (ancient Istone) lying 
east and west f rom Cape St.  Angelo to Cape St. Stefano. The 
second culminates in Santa Decca (Greek oi " B ~ L O L  Ak~a ,  "The 
Ten Saints"). Pop. (1938) 106,253. 

Corfu is well-watered, widely fertile, and the most beautiful 
of the Greek isles, but the prevalent olives give monotony to its 
colouring. Undisturbed by cultivation, myrtle, arbutus, bay 
and ilex form thick brushwood. Once planted all the fruit trees 
known in southern Europe thrive, with the Japanese medlar. 
Olive oil is a principal crop; the wine is for local consumption. 

The common form of land tenure is the colonia perpetuu, by 
which the landlord grants a lease to  the tenant and his heirs for 
ever, in return for a rent, payable in kind, and fixed at  a certain 
proportion of the produce. Such a tenant could not be expelled 
except for non-payment, bad culture or the transfer of his lease 
without the landlord's consent. Attempts have been made to 
prohibit so embarrassing a system; but, as it  is preferred by the 
agriculturists, the existing laws permit it. The large old fiefs 
(basonie) in Corfu, as in the other islands, have left traces in 
quit-rents generally equal to  one-tenth of the produce. But they 
have been much subdivided, and the vassals may by law redeem 
them. None of the Corfu wines is much exported. The capital 
is the only city in the island; but there are numerous villages. 
Near Gasturi stands the Achilleion palace, built for the Empress 
Elizabeth of Austria, and later owned by William 11. of Ger- 
many. The town of Corfu stands on the broad part of a peninsula 
within the central bay of the east coast. The steep twin-peaked 
citadel has the sea on two sides, and is cut off from the town by 
a natural gully, with an artificial salt-water ditch a t  the bottom. 
The OM fortifications were in great part thrown down by the 
English, and defences were limited to the island of Vido and the 
old capital; even these are now dismantled. Having grown up 
within fortifications, the town is a labyrinth of narrow, tortuous, 
up-and-down streets. But there is a wide esplanade betweeri town, 
citadel and palace, and a promenade by the seashore towards the 
suburb Castrades. The palace, built by Sir Thomas Maitland 
(?175g-1824; lord high commissioner of the Ionian Islands, 181 j ) ,  
is of white Maltese stone. A few houses survive from Venetian 
times with traces of past splendour, but the modern buildings 
are in French or Italian style. There are thirty-seven Greek 
churches. The cathedral is dedicated to  Our Lady of the Cave 
(?j IIavayiz Z a ~ X i h ~ ~ u a a ) ;  St. Spiridion's has the tomb of the 
patron saint of the island; and the suburban church of St. Jason 
and St. Sosipater is reputed the oldest. The city has a Greek and 
a Roman Catholic archbishop; a gymnasium, a theatre, and a 
library and museum preserved in the buildings of the former 
university, founded by Frederick North, 5th earl of Guilford 
in  1823, but disestablished when the English protectorate ceased. 

The site of the ancient city is about I$ mi. to  the south-east of 
Corfu, between the lagoon of Calichiopulo and the bay of Cas- 
trades, in each of which i t  had a port. The circular tomb of Mene- 
crates, and the remains of a very simple Doric temple are note- 
worthy. Of ancient Cassiope the name is preserved by the village 
of Cassopo; but the temple of Zeus Cassius has disappeared. 
There are numerous monasteries and Venetian buildings. Many 
of Corfu's buildings were destroyed during World War 11. 

History.-In local tradition Corcyra was the Homeric island 
of Scheria, the home of Phaeacians. In  early Greek times it was 
colonized from Corinth, but seems to have had earlier settlers 
from Eretria. The position of Corcyra on the highway between 
Greece and the West favoured rapid growth, and freedom of 
action; and its people, contrary to  the practice of Corinthian 
colonies, maintained an independent and even hostile attitude 
toyards the mother city. I n  the early part of the 7th century, 
their fleets fought the first naval battle recorded in Greek history 
(about 664 B.c.). The Corinthian tyrant Periander (c. 600), gov- 
erned Corcyra by deputy, and induced it  to join in the coloniza- 
tion of Apollonia and Anactorium. But the island regained its 
independence and devoted itself to purely mercantile policy. 
During the Persian invasion of 480 it manned 60 ships, but took 
no active part. I n  435 in a quarrel with Corinth it  sought assist- 
ance from Athens. This was one of the chief immediate causes 

of the Peloponnesian War ( q . ~ . ) ,  in which Corcyra was of con- 
siderable use t o  the Athenians as a naval station and base for 
supplies though it was twice nearly lost t o  Athens by internal 
feuds; on each occasion, 421 and 42j,  the popular party ulti- 
mately won; after a third abortive rising in 410 it passed out of 
the war. In  375 a fresh Athenian alliance resulted in hostilities 
with Sparta. In  the Hellenistic period Corcyra was besieged by 
Cassander, and occupied in turn by Agathocles Pyrrhus and 
Illyrian corsairs. From these last, in 229, it  was delivered by the 
Romans, who retained it as a naval station and made it a "free 
state." I n  31 B.C. Octavian used it as a base against Antony, but 
his victory-foundation, Kicopolis, soon out-rivalled it and Cor- 
cyra for  long passed out of notice. 

With the rise of the Norman kingdom in Sicl~y and the Italian 
naval powers, Corcyra again became a frequent object of attack. 
In  1081-1o8j it  was held by Robert Guiscard, in 1147-1154 by 
Roger 11. of Sicily, in 1197-1207 by Genoese privateers who 
were expelled by the Venetians. I n  1214-1259 it  passed to the 
Greek Despots of Epirus, and in 1267 to the Neapolitan house of 
Anjou. Under this weak rule the island suffered from various 
adventurers; in 1386 it  placed itself under the protection of 
Venice, and in 1401 under its formal sovereignty. Corcyra re- 
mained in Venetian hands till 1797, though several times attacked 
by the Turks with notable sieges in 1536 and 1716-1718. Under 
Venetian feudalism the island took the new name of Corfu. The 
Corfiotes were encouraged to cultivate the olive, but were debarred 
from commercial competition with Venice. The island served as a 
refuge for Greek scholars from Turkish conquests and in 1732 
became the home of the first academy of modern Greece, but no 
serious impulse to  Greek thought came from this quarter. 

By the treaty of Campo Formio, Corfu was ceded to the French, 
who occupied it for two years, until they were expelled by a 
Russo-Turkish armament (1799). For a short time it became the 
capital of the self-governing federation of the Hephtanesos 
("Seven Islands"); in 1807 its faction-ridden government was 
again replaced by a French administration, and in 1809 it was 
attacked by a British fleet. By the treaty of Paris of November 
jth, 181 j ,  the Ionian Islands were placed under the protectorate 
of Great Britain and Corfu became the seat of the British high 
commissioner. Though the native senate and assembly were re- 
tained, British administration improved conditions, but its strict- 
ness displeased the natives, and in 1864 Corfu was ceded with the 
other Ionian Islands to the kingdom of Greece, in accordance 
with the wishes of the inhabitants. (J. L. MY.) 

Although the neutralization of Corfu was maintained after 
the Balkan wars, its military importance grew so greatly during 
World War I,  after the Serbian retreat across Albania, that 
the French, ignoring a Greek protest, landed there on Jan. 11, 

1916. They were followed by the first detachment of retreating 
Serbs four days later, and by Feb. 10 some 75,000 Serbian troops, 
as well as Montenegrin soldiers, had been landed in the island, 
whither on the previous day the Serbian Government had trans- 
ported its seat and where, on Sept. 10, the Serbian Parliament 
met in the theatre. In  July 1917 the "Pact of Corfu" was signed, 
which proclaimed the union of the Yugoslavs. 

On Aug. 27, 1923,  the Italian delegate for the delimitation of 
the Albanian frontier, Gen. Tellini, was assassinated a t  Kakavia. 
There was no proof that the assassins were Greeks; but Signor 
Mussolini held the Hellenic Government responsible and sent an 
Italian fleet t o  Corfu, which bombarded the town and killed sev- 
eral Greek and Armenian refugees. After exacting from Greece 
~o,ooo,ooc lire as an indemnity, the Italians evacuated Corfu. I n  
World War 11, the island was bombed heavily by the Italians. I t  
fell to the Germans during the Balkan campaign of April 1941. 
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CORI-CORINTH 
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CORI (anc. Cora), a town and episcopal see of the province 
of Littoria, Italy, 36 mi. S.E. by rail from the town of Rome, on 
the lower slopes of the Volscian mountains, 1,300 ft .  above sea- 
level. Pop. (1936) 7,191 (town), 9,289 (commune). I t  occu- 
pies the site of the ancient Volscian town of Cora. I t  was devas- 
tated by the partisans of Marius during the struggle between him 
and Sulla. I t  lay just above the older road from Velitrae to  Terra- 
cina, which followed the foot of the Volscian hills, but was 6m. 
from the Via Appia. Three diiferent enceintes, one within the 
other, enclose the upper and lower town and the acropolis. They 
are built in "Cyclopean" work, and different parts vary consider- 
ably in the roughness or fineness of the jointing and hewing of 
the blocks; but explorations a t  Norba have clearly proved that 
this has nothing to do with their relative antiquity. There is a 
fine single-arched bridge, now called the Ponte della Catena, just 
outside the town on the way t o  Norba. 

At  the summit of the town is a beautiful little Doric tetrastyle 
temple, belonging probably t o  the 1st century B.c., built of lime- 
stone. Lower down are two columns of a Corinthian temple dedi- 
cated to  Castor and Pollux. The  church of Santa Oliva stands 
upon the site of another temple. The cloister, constructed in 
1466-80, is in two stories. There are remains of a series of 
large cisterns probably belonging t o  the imperial Roman period. 
The chapel of Annunziata outside the town has interesting fres- 
coes of the Roman school of the I 5th century. 

CORIANDER, the fruit, improperly called seed, of an uin- 
belliferous plant (Coriandrum sativum), a native of the south of 
Europe and Agia Minor, but cultivated in the south of England 
and on the continent, where i t  is alsb found as an escape from cul- 
tivation. The plant produces a slender, erect, hollow stem rising 
I t o  2ft. in height, with bipinnate leaves and small flowers in pink 
or whitish umbels. The fruit is globular and externally smooth, 
having five indistinct ridges, and the mericarps, or half-fruits, do 
not readily separate from each other. I t  is one of the few umbel- 
liferous plants producing seeds with concave face. I t  is used in 
medicine as an aromatic and carminative, the active principle of 
its volatile oil (Coriandrol) being isomeric with Borneo camphor. 
I t  is  a favourite ingredient in  hot curries and sauces. The fruit 
is  also used in confectionery. and as a flavouring ingredient in 
liqueurs. As a medicine, it  possesses carminative properties. The 
young leaves and shoots are used in soups and salads. 

CORINGA, a seaport of British India, in the district of 
Godavari and the presidency of Madras, on a canal from the 
Godavari to the sea. The Dutch were the first t o  establish them- 
selves a t  Coringa. I n  1759 the English took possession of the 
town and erected a factory 5 m. to the south of it. The harbour 
is protected by the projection of Point Godavari, and affords 
shelter to  vessels during the south-west monsoon; but though 
formerly the most important on this coast it has been silted up 
and lost its trade. The repairing and building of small coasting 
ships is an industry a t  Tallarevu in the vicinity. 

COWHNNA, surnamed "the Fly," a Greek poetess, born at  
Tanagra in  Boeotia, flourished about 500 B c. She was the in- 
structress of Pindar, whom she defeated in five poetical contests. 
According to Pausanias (ix. 22. 3),  her success was chiefly due to  
her beauty, and her use of the local Boeotian dialect. The extant 
fragments of her poems, dealing chiefly with mythological sub- 
jects, such as the expedition of the Seven against Thebes, will 
be found in Bergk's Poetae Lyrici Graeci. 

Some considerable remains of two poems on a 2nd-century papyrus 
(Berliner Rlasszkerteate, v., 1907) have also been attributed to Corinna 
(W. H. D. Rouse's Year's Work in Classical Studies, 1907; J. M. 
Edmonds, New Frags. of . . . and Curinna, 1910; E. Diehl, Supple- 
menium Lyricurn, 1910). 

CORINTH, LOVIS (1858-I~ZS), German painter, was born 
a t  Tapiau, East Prus.;ia, on July zr ,  1858, the son of a Eanner. 
With Walter Leistiliow and &fax Liebermann he became one of 

the main supporters of the Berlin Secessionists. The  last years 
of his life he spent, for the greater part, in his cottage on the 
Walchensee in Bavaria, where some of his most beautiful pictures 
of still life and landscape were painted. Corinth died July 18, 
192 j a t  Zandvoort, Holland. 

Among his most famous pictures are his portraits of Graf E. 
Keyserling ( I  896), Pfarrer Moser (1899), Max Liebermann 
(1899), Peter Hille ( ~ g o z ) ,  Konrad Ansorge ( ~ g o q ) ,  Rudolf 
Rittner as Florian Seyer ( ~ g o j ) ,  and of himself (1918). Corinth 
wrote: Das  Erlernen der Malerei (1909) ; Legenden aus dem 
Kiirzstlerleben (1909); Das Leben Walter Leistikows (1910). 
See Alfred Kuhn, Lovis Corintlz (1925). 

CORINTH, a city of Greece, situated 14 m. south of the 
isthmus (see CORINTH, ISTHMUS OF) which connects Pelopon- 
nesus and central Greece, and separates the Saronic and the Co- 
rinthian gulfs. The citadel, or Acro-Corinthus, rises precipitously 
on the south t o  a height of 1,886 ft .  and commands all routes 
into Peloponnese. The territory of Corinth was small and un- 
fertile; but i ts  position made i t  a commercial centre, and ships 
were hauled across the isthmus. With its western port of 
Lechaeum it was connected by two continuous walls, with Cen- 
chreae and Schoenus on the east by forts. 

M o d e r n  Town.-The modern town of New Corinth, the head 
of a district in the province of Corinth, is situated on the west- 
ern side of the Isthmus, 33 m. north-east from the ancient city. 
I t  was founded in 1858, when Old Corinth was destroyed by 
earthquake, and was almost wholly destroyed by  earthquake in 
1928. I t  is connected by railway with Athens ( $ 7  m.), with Patras 
(So m.) and with Nauplia (40 m.) ,  the capital of Argolis. Com- 
munication by  sea with Athens, Patras, the Ionian Islands and 
the Ambracian Gulf is frequent since the opening of the ship 
canal, in 1893. But i t  has few local resources. I t s  chief exports 
are currants (which have their name from the town), olive-oil, 
silk and cereals from north-east Peloponnese. Old Corinth, being 
a considerable town, after the War of Liberation was suggested as  
the capital of the new kingdom. Since the earthquake of 1858, 
it  is a poor village, mostly Albanian, with a pop. of 6,141. 

Archaeology.-The ancient city spreads out over two terraces, 
one about IOO ft. above the other; both are ancient shore-lines: 
the present coast of the Gulf is about 14 m. distant. Here a t  
the nearest point to the city was laid its western harbour, 

BY COURTESY OF THE A M E R I C A N  W O M E N ' S  HOSPITAL 

R U I NS  O N  T H E  SITE OF  A N C I E N T  CORINTH 

Lechaeum, excavated far into the shore and joined with the city 
by long walls. The heart of the ancient city was in  an indenta- 
tion about the middle of the upper terrace. At its lower end is 
the modern public square, shaded by a gigantic plane tree. On 
the terrace t o  the west is a venerable temple ruin, and, directly 
up the hollow, Acro-Corinthus rises over 1,500 ft. above the vil- 
lage. Even from the village, the view over the gulf includes 
Parnassus on the north, Cyllene on the west, and Geraneia on the 
north-east. Fiirm Acro-Carinthus the vim- iis still finer. 

Excavations begun in 1896 by the American School of Classical 
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Studies at  Athens, and still in progress, have brought to light 
important monuments of the ancient city, both Greek and Roman. 
Principal discoveries are the ancient market-place (agora), on the 
terrace south of the ancient temple, surrounded with colonnades 
and monuments; the harbour road which enters the agora up the 
hollow east of the temple, through a stately gateway; the famous 
fountain of Pirene, east of this gateway; large public baths a 

(657-581 B.c.), established by Cypselus (q.v.) and continued 
under his son Periander (q.v.).  Under these remarkable men 
the city rapidly developed. She extended her sphere of influence 
throughout the coast-lands of the western gulf; she controlled 
the Italian and Adriatic trade-routes and secured a large share 
of the commerce with the western Greeks. Connexions grew 
up with Miletus, Lydia, Phrygia, Cyprus, and Egypt. As an 
industrial centre, Corinth achieved pre-eminence in pottery, 
metal-work, and decorative handicraft; her bronze and her pot- 

S HOW ING S IT ES OF  EXCAVAT IONS 

short distance along the harbour road, and the theatre some way 
below and t e  the west. Other roads towards Sicyon, Cenchreae 
and Acro-Corinth leave the agora on its other three sides. Many 
bases of statues have been found, but little sculpture of outstand- 
ing merit, even of periods subsequent to the spoliation of 146 B.C. 
Pottery of all periods from the earliest bronze age enable the 
main phases of early settlement to be reconstructed; but for pre- 
historic archaeology the stratified village-site a t  Korakon close to 
Lechaeum is of greater significance. 

At Korakon settlement begins early in the bronze age, and 
passes through ~ e r i o d s  of C~cladic ,  Minyan and Mycenaean influ- 
ence, declining in importance during the domination of Mycenae 

tery were widely exported over the Mediterranean. 
The tyranny was succeeded by an oligarchy which pursued a 

commercial policy to the neglect of military efficiency. Late in 
the 6th century, Corinth joined the Peloponnesian league under 
Sparta, in which her financial resources and strategic position 
secured her an unusual degree of independence. The city be- 
friended the Athenians against Cleomenes I .  (q.v.) and supported 
them against Aegina, their common commercial rival. I n  the 
great Persian war of 480 B.c., Corinth served as the Greek head- 
quarters; her army took part a t  Thermopylae and Plataea 
(q.v.) and her navy a t  Salamis and Mycale. Later the develop- 
ment of Athenian trade and naval power became a serious 
menace. In  4 j9  B.C. the Corinthians, with the Aeginetans, made 
war upon Athens, but lost both by sea and land. The Athenians 
extended their rivalry even into the Corinthian gulf. Syracuse 
remained friendly, but the disaffection of Corcyra hampered the 
Italian trade. The alliance of Corcyra with Athens led the 
Corinthians to incite Sparta to  war with Athens in 432 B.C. I n  
the war Corinth displayed great activity, and gave valuable 
support to Syracuse (see PELOPONXESIAN WAR). 

In  395 B.c., the domineering attitude of Sparta impelied the 
Corinthians to conclude an alliance with Argos, Thebes and 
Athens. Later Corinth rejoined Sparta and after Leuctra (q.v.) 
opposed the Thebans. I n  344 B.C. a political struggle ended in 
the tyranny of Timophanes, who was put to death, by his brother 
Timoleon (q.v.). 

After Chaeroneia (q.v.) , Philip 11. of Macedon summoned a 
Greek congress a t  Corinth and left a garrison on the citadel. 
This citadel, one of the "fetters of Greece," after Alexander's 
death fell to Antigonus Gonatas. In  243 B.C. Corinth was freed 
by Aratus and incorporated into the Achaean league (q.v.), but 
was again surrendered to Macedonia. T .  Quintius Elamininus, 
after proclaiming the liberty of Greece a t  the Isthmus, restored 
Corinth to the league (196 B.c.). With the revival of its political 
and commercial importance the city became the centre of 
resistance against Rome. After the war of 146 B.C. the Romans 
despoiled Corinth of its ar t  treasures and destroyed the entire 
settlement. 

In 46 B.C. Julius Caesar repeopled Corinth with Italian freed- 
men and dispossessed Greeks; it  rapidly recovered its commercial 
prosperity. Augustus made it  the capital of Achaea; Hadrian 
enriched it with public works. I t s  prosperity is attested by the 
New Testament, by Strabo, and by Pausanias. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-S~~~~O, pp. 378-382; Pausanias ii. 1-4; Curtius, 
Pelofioltnesos (Gotha, 18511, ii. 514-556; E. Wilisch, Die ~ l t k o r i n t h -  
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(1600-1200 B.c.), but disappearing with its collapse, and the ' useful bibliography. 
establishment of the Dorian city at  Corinth itself. See reports of 
excalrations annually in A?tzerica~z Joz~rnal of Archaeology from 
1896; C. I V .  Blegen, Korakoft, Boston, 1921. 

J3istoh.y.-In mythology, Corinth, the home of Medea, Sky- 
phus and Bellerophon, had over-sea commercial activity. The 
presence of Phoenician traders was attested by Sidonian cults 
(Aphrodite Ourania, Melikertes; ie., Melkarth, e t ~ . ) .  In the 
Homeric poems Corinth is a dependency of Mycenae. Con- 
quered by the Dorians, it retained much of its "Ionian" popula- 
tion whose god Poseidon was worshipped a t  the Isthmian games. 
The maritime expansion of Corinth in the 8th and 7th centuries 
B.C. is proved by the foundation of colonies at  Syracuse and 
Corcyra and the equipment of a fleet of triremes to quell a revblt 
of the latter city. 

Corinth's real prosperity dates from the time of the tyrarlny 

CORINTH, a city of northeastern Irlississippi, U.S.A.. on 
federal highways 4 j  and 7 2 ,  90 mi. E. by S. of Memphis; the seat 
of Alcorn county. I t  is served by the Illinois Central, the Gulf, 
hiobile and Ohio and the Southern Railm-ay systems. Population 
n-as 7,818 in 1940 by federal census. Corinth has two machine 
shops, a hosiery mill, a pants factory, an automobile trailer fac- 
tory, a brick plant and other manufacturing plants. I t  was an im- 
portant objective in the western campaigns of the American Civil 
\frar. The national cemetery there has 5.7 54 graves. Corinth was 
fortified early in 1862 by Gen. P. G. T .  Beauregard. The battle 
of Shiloh, April 6-7, 1862, fought 2 0  mi. N.E., in Tennessee, and 
the battle of Corinth, Oct. 3-4. 1862, were decisive victories for 
the Union forces, under Gen. Grant and Gen. Rosccrans respec- 
tively. 

Thc Shiloh battlefield is a national military park. 



CORINTH, IKl2!lMUS OF, in Greece, dividing the Gulf 
of Corinth from the Saronic Gulf. Ships were dragged across it in 
ancient times. Nero, in A.D. 67, began a canal through it. A ship 

in xvi. 11, and was expected to arrive before Timothy. 

FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS 

canal begun in 1881 was opened in 1893 with its western entrance 
about I$ m. N.E. of New Corinth. I t  is about 4 m. long, 70 f t .  
broad, and 26 ft. deep. I t  shortens the journey from the Adriatic 
to the Peiraeus by 202 m., for such vessels as can navigate it. 
Traces of an ancient wall inay still be seen parallel to  the canal. 
Just to  the south of it  lies the fortified sanctuary of Poseidon, 
where the Isthmian games were celebrated. 

CORINTHIAN ORDER, the third of the Greek and the 
fourth of the Roman orders of architecture, characterized by an 
elaborate capital decorated with acanthus leaves and scrolls (see 
ORDER). 

CORINTHIANS, EPISlT,,ES TO THE, two books of the 
New Testament. The founding of the Church in Corinth is told 
in Acts xviii. 1-18. St. Paul's success was prompt and large, and 
in the year and six months of his stay a vigorous Church was 
gathered, including Aquila and Priscilla, as well as Crispus, the 
"ruler of the synagogue" (cf. I Cor. i. 14) ; whether Sosthenes, 
who seems to have succeeded Crispus in his office (Acts xviii. 17), 
was afterwards converted and became the Christian brother men- 
tioned in I Cor. i. I cannot be known. The Church evidently con- 
sisted mainly of Gentile converts ( I  Cor. x. 14; xii. z),  but may 
have included some Jews (vii. 18). The latter must have been 
such as were willing to live under the conditions imposed by full 
fellowship with Gentile Christians. 

The apostle's next long stay was a t  Ephesus, whither he seenls 
to  have gone in the course of the same year in which he left 
Corinth, and where he stayed three years. Before he arrived a t  
Ephesus, Aquila and Priscilla, who had settled there, had made the 
acquaintance o i  Apollos (q.v.1, a well-educated Jew from Alex- 
andria, who with imperfect Christian knowledge was zealously 
preachii~g the gospel of Jesus in the synagogue. H e  presently went 
to  Corinth (Acts xviii. 24-28). "I planted," says Paul ( I  Cor. 
iii. 6),  "Apollos watered." From this point on, our information 
comes from the two epistles, of which the first was written from 
Ephesus before Pentecost, probably in  the year in which Paul 
left that city, A.D. 54-58 ( I  Cor. xvi. 8). I t  appears that the 
Church grew in numbers, for Paul refers in 2 Cor. i. I ,  to "the 
saints who are in all Achaea." I t s  membership was mostly of 
humble people ( I  Cor. i. 26-29), but Crispus, Stephanas (who 
with his household was able to  render services that may well have 
been costly, I Cor. xvi. I j), Gaius and Erastus (Rom. xvi. 23) 
would appear to  have been persons of some substance. I t  in- 
cluded tradesmen prosperous enough to enter into law-suits; its 
earning-capacity was sufficient to  make gifts to the Jerusalem 
Christians possible; and the letters imply some degree of educa- 
tion in the readers. 

The first need of the Church for help from Paul seems to have 
grown out of the dangers from surrounding heathenism. I n  I Cor. 
v. 9 we read of a letter in which Paul had directed the Christians 
"not to  have company with fornicators." Some hold that this 
letter is partly preserved in 2 Cor. vi. 14-vii. I ,  but the evidence 
that those verses do not belong in their present position is in- 
sufficient. LVhile a t  Ephesus, where communication with Corinth 
was easy and frequent, Paul was visited by persons of the house- 
hold of Chloe (I  Cor. i. I I ) ,  and by Stephanas with Fortunatus 
and Achaicus (perhaps his slaves, xvi. 17). From them and from 
a letter (vii. I ) ,  perhaps brought by Stephanas, he was able to  
gain the intimate knowledge which the epistles everywhere reveal. 
The letter from Corinth must have contained enquiries as to 
practical conduct with regard to marriage (vii. I ) ,  meat offered 
t o  idols (viii. I ) ,  and the spiritual gifts (xii. I ) ,  and may well 
have related to other matters, such as the collection of money for 
Jerusalem (xvi. I ) ,  the visit of Apollos (xvi. IZ), the position of 
women (xi. 2). Paul's reply includes many other topics. At the 
time of sending it, his trusted helper Timothy had also started on 
his way (probably through Macedonia) to  Corinth, to contribute 
there to the edification of the Christians (iv. 17, xvi. 10). The 
letter itself was doubtless sent by the hand of Corinthians return- 
ing home by sea, possibly by the unnamed brethren referred to 

The first epistle is a pastoral letter, dealing both with positive 
evils that need correction and with difficult questions of practice 
and thought. Through it  all runs a genial undercurrent of con- 
fidence in the loyalty of the Corinthian Church to Paul as its 
spiritual father. After the opening paragraphs (i. 1-9) in which 
the usual sequence of Paul's epistles, as of many simple Greek 
letters, is followed, the first large section (i. 10-iv. 21) introduces 
us to  conditions a t  Corinth. First Corinthians shows us the 
earlier stage of a quarrel, which later, flaring into passion, caused 
Paul the greatest anxiety, and of which the dying embers still 
contained fire when Second Corinthians was written. The sen- 
sitiveness of the situation can be recognized from the guarded way 
in which Paul approaches it  by reproving a tendency t o  divide into 
parties (i. 10-17; iii. 4-9; iv. 6)-of Paul, of Apollos, of Cephas, 
and perhaps (although his meaning is here disputed) of Christ. 
This factiousness would, indeed, have been an evil, but the actual 
topic of the section is in the main a different issue. The  vagueness 
of Paul's allusions is studied, and avoids direct references, but 
his language shows that he had chiefly in mind certain persons 
who prided themselves on their eminent possession of the Spirit 
and vaunted the superiority of their divinely bestowed "wisdom" 
as well as their excellency of speech, and who set themselves up  
in outspoken and arrogant personal hostility to  Paul. I t  is against 
such as these that Paul directs his actual attack, not against the 
mere division into a Cephas-party of Judaizers like those in 
Galatia, an Apollos-party of admirers of learning and rhetoric, 
a Paul-party of personal adherents, and a Christ-party of (for us) 
indiscoverable aim and character. Sharing, we may suppose, Paul's 
great principle that believers in the risen Christ have received the 
Holy Spirit, are a "new creation," and by being withdrawn from 
the domain of the flesh into that of the Spirit, have become free 
from obligation to the Law, these persons would appear to  have 
drawn the logical, but impossible, conclusion that moral dis- 
cipline pertains only to those who walk in the flesh, not to  the 
"spiritual," and that they themselves constituted a body of su- 
perior Christians, indeed the only "perfect" Christians. Against 
such elements, perhaps intruders in Corinth, Paul here extends 
to the Church, as to  beloved children, his warning, in  language 
sharp, ironical, sarcastic. H e  avoids direct mention of the 
dangerous would-be leaders, but makes the pregnant observation 
(iv. 6 ) ;  "And these things, brethren, I have in a figure trans- 
ferred to  myself and to Apollos." From such an understanding 
of this section, as furnishing a curiously veiled indication of the 
ultimate ground of Paul's concern, most of the particular situa- 
tions outlined in the rest of the epistle become comprehensible. 
I t  is only fair to  state that most scholars take the division into 
parties (i. 10-17) more seriously, as a direct reference to  a grave 
evil, and emphasize the conjectured characteristics of the several 
parties. But under this view it  is admitted that these parties 
cannot be brought into any significant relation to  the problems 
treated later in the First Epistle, while in the Second Epistle the 
factions are nowhere mentioned-unless it be the Christ-party, 
the existence of which is highly problematical even for the First 
Epistle. 

From First Corinthians we gain a vivid picture of the experience 
of a Christian Church in a centre of Greek life. A member of the 
Church has married his widowed stepmother, an offence detestable 
even by heathen standards; he must be cut off (v. 1-13). The 
previous letter from Paul referred to above has been misunder- 
stood (or misrepresented); its real purpose is now clearly ex- 
plained (v. 9-13). Law-suits between Christians before heathen 
judges call forth indignant protest (vi. 1-11). Sexual inconti- 
nence occurs, and appears to have been excused (as to-day) by 
various sophistries (vi. 12-20). Marriage presented its problems. 
some of which the Corinthians had raised in their letter and Paul 
gives a wide range of advice (vii. 1-40). A great section (viii. 
I-xi. I )  is devoted to the question of participation in feasts at 
heathen temples and in social meals where the guests were offered 
meat that had been, or might have been, previously employed in 
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heathen sacrifices. JJ7as it  a denial of the faith to  eat such food 01 

not? The scrupulous, or "weali," made it  a religious principle tc 
abstain; the "strong" denied that such food differed from o the~  
food. Paul sides with neither and gives well-balanced counsel 

A certain degree of emancipation of women under the principle 
of Christian equality raised problems (xi. 2-16, xiv. 34-36); tht 
observance of the Lord's Supper in connection with a meal ir 
the proper sense had been the occasion of indecorous practices 
degrading the sacramental solemnity (xi. 17-34). The "gifts of 
the Spirit," that is, unusual powers and capacities possessed by 
Christians, are treated at  length (xii.-xiv.), because it  was claimed 
that the "gift of tongues" (a semi-ecstatic unintelligible speech 
manifesting itself in praise and prayer a t  Christian meetings) en- 
titles its possessors to a consciousness of God's special favour. 
(See TONGUES, GIFT OF.) The answer is that the "gifts" are 
valuable in proportion to  their usefulness to others, and that love 
from which graces of character proceed, is superior to any of 
them (xiii.). The only theological topic treated with any fullness 
comprises questions about the resurrection (xv.), evidently raised 
by Gentiles for whom Jewish conceptions made difficulty. The last 
chapter of the epistle (xvi.) is occupied with personal matters, 
including the collection of money for the Jerusalem brethren and 
Paul's plans for a visit a t  Corinth. 

SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS 
After the despatch of First Corinthians Paul left Ephesus and 

went to Macedonia (Acts xx. I ;  2 Cor. ii. IS), and there wrote 
Second Corinthians, probably nearly a year after the earlier 
epistle. In  the meantime exciting events had taken place which 
(though we can trace them but imperfectly) explain the great 
difference in tone between the second epistle and the first. While 
still a t  Ephesus Paul was led, evidently by the growing insubordi- 
nation of the Corinthians, to  go to Corinth (cf. 2 Cor. ii. I ;  xii. 
14; xii. 21; xiii. 2). On this occasion some insult was offered to 
the apostle (cj. 2 Cor. ii. 5-11; the offender cannot safely be 
identified with the gross sinner of I Cor. v. I-8), and his adver- 
saries seem to have triumphed for the moment. This visit seems 
to have been followed by a severe letter (2 Cor. ii. 3, 4, 9 ;  vii. 8, 
12), perhaps sent by Titus, whom Paul commissioned to go to 
Corinth and try to mend matters. I n  Macedonia, while Paul was 
in extreme anxiety about the situation (2 Cor. ii. 12,  13), Titus re- 
joined him with good news of the penitence of the Corinthian 
Church. The way was now open, and Titus, equipped with Sec- 
ond Corinthians, was sent back to finish his good work and pre- 
pare for Paul's own coming (viii. 6, 16-24) by effecting the com- 
pletion of the collection of money for Jerusalem. 

The greater part of the epistle (i.-vii.) consists of an outpouring 
of Paul's gratitude to God and affectionate feelings for the Co- 
rinthians, with defence of his sincerity, explanations of his personal 
conduct, justification of his procedure and assumption of dignity 
as an apostle and a minister of the h'ew Covenant, and interpre- 
tation of his many sufferings as incurred in God's service. Inci- 
dentally he takes occasion to enlarge on various topics, and the 
whole epistle, though intensely personal and intimate, is full of 
striking sentences of much significance for Paul's deeper religious 
thought. After an extended appeal (viii.-ix.) for generosity in 
their gifts to  the collection, which evidently played a large (though 
to us obscure) part in the whole series of events, the epistle returns 
to  Paul's personal relations. The background of all the earlier 
chapters (cf. iii. I ;  ii. 17 ;  v. 12, 13, etc.) is the activity in 
Corinth of bitter opponents of Paul, and in all probability many 
of Paul's vehement protestations of probity and affection were 
called out by their calumnies. They had, indeed, been disavowed 
by the Corinthian Church, which as a whole he addresses, but 
nevertheless, in a final appeal for the strengthening of the Corin- 
thians' loyalty (x. I-x2: IO), he not u n ~ a t u r a i y  proceeds to 
meet some of the abusive flings of his enemies, to point out his 
superiority a t  the very points which they have chosen for their 
condescending comparison, and with an emphasis enhanced by 
his repeated affirmations of reluctance, to  reaffirm his dignity as 
an apostle and unselfish devotion as a minister of Christ, In it 
all he seems to count on the reader's substantial agreement with 

his fiery utterances. I These paragraphs of invective leave the motives and principles 
of the disturbing intruders uncertain. They were Jews (xi. 22), 
but nothing suggests an effort like that in Galatia, probably much 
earlier, to induce these Gentile Christians to subject themselves 
to circumcision and the Jewish law. This would have been so 
vital an issue that somewhere in  this long epistle Paul would surely 
have made unmistakable reference to it. T o  call the opponents 
"Judaizers" is not justified. The intolerable arrogance of these 
"very chiefest apostles" with their "letters of commendation" 
(doubtless from some other Church) is their clearest trait. They 
seem to have charged Paul with walking "according to the flesh" 
(x. 2), not "according to the spirit," and they perhaps prided 
themselves on their superior "knowledge" (xi. 6). I n  the earlier 
part of the epistle Paul repels with an almost angry rejoinder the 
accusation of "hiding his gospel" (iv. 2-4) and of having "known 
Christ after the flesh" (v. 16), and the most reasonable theory 
of the matter is that the opponents were persons who believed 
themselves completely transformed by the Spirit, a "new creation," 
possessing divine gifts of knowledge, and who regarded Paul's 
attitude of conservative good sense and practical insistence on 
moral discipline as the half-way hesitancy of a teacher recreant 
to his announced principles. Although of Jewish origin they were 
in thought and piety much further removed from Judaism than 
was Paul. On this theory their character clearly coincides with 
that of the persons against whom I Corinthians i. 18-iv. 13 is 
really levelled, and from this point of view Second Corinthians 
throws a good deal of light on First Corinthians. The concluding 
paragraphs of Second Corinthians (xii. II-xiii. 13) explain why 
Paul has written as he has-partly to  demonstrate the inferiority 
in every way of these "apostles," partly to  ensure that his ap- 
proaching visit shall find the Corinthians under no mistake either 
as to his power to be severe or as to his affectionate desire to 
render them helpful service. Paul's success is attested by the 
calm tone of the Epistle to the Romans, written at  Corinth in the 
following spring, and by the reverence felt for Paul a t  Corinth 
some 35 years later (Clement of Rome, c. A.D. 95). 

CRITICAL QUESTIONS 
The use of first Corinthians by early writers, from Clement of 

Rome on, is abundant; that of Second Corinthians is sufficient; 
and the external and internal evidence together leave no doubt 
as to the genuineness of both epistles. I n  Second Corinthians the 
right of vi. 14-vii. I to  its present position has been challenged, 
but the arguments to shou- that the passage is drawn from some 
other lost epistle of Paul are not convincing. The view that 2 

Cor. x.-xiii. is drawn from a different letter, possibly the inter- 
mediate letter preceding Second Corinthians, has found favour 
(more in England and America than in Germany), and is sup- 
ported by the obvious increase of tensity of feeling in these chap- 
ters and by a supposed difference of implied situation, together 
with other more special arguments; but t o  other scholars the 
chapters seem not inappropriate as the conclusion of this epistle. 
Full discussion of these questions will be found in the works 
named below. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-B~S~~~~ Lives of Paul and works on New Testa- 
ment Intro. (esp. J. Moffatt's Introduction) and on the Apostolic 
Age, see W. Lutgert, Freiheitspredzgt zrnd Schwarmgeister i n  Corinth 
(1908) ; Kirsopp Labe, The Earlier Epistles of St .  Paul (1911) ; 
E. von Dobschutz, Christian Life in the Primitive Cljtrrch (1902; 
Eng. trans. 1904) ; F. W. Robertson, Sermons on St .  Paul's Eptstler 
to the Corinthians (1859). Commentaries. In English: H. A. W. 
Meyer (5th ed. 1870; Eng. trans.' 1887) ; A. Robertson and A. 
Plummer (Internat. Crit. Comm., 1911, 1915). In German, J. Weiss 
( I  Cor.; Meyer's Kommentar, 9th ed. 1910; a notable contribution) ; 
H. Windisch ( 2  Cor.; hleyer's Kommentar, 9th ed. 1924) ; H. 
Lietzmann (Handbuch zum N. T., 2nd ed. 1923). (J. H. Rs.) 

CORINTO, chief seaport of Nicaragua, Central America, 
terminus of the Pacific Ry., which serves the capital and the prin- 
cipal towns of western Nicaragua between Puerto Morazin on the 
Gulf of Fonseca and Granada on Lake Nicaragua. Pop. of muni- 
cipio (1940) 4!876. I t  is built on a small. saridy island of the 
same name at  the entrance of Realejo bay. The island, 87  mi. 
from Managua. is connected to the rrihinland by a bridge. About 



75% of the foreign commerce of Nicaragua passes through 
Corinto, which is normally a port for lines running from the west 
coast of North America to Panami, South America, and the east 
coast of North America. 

The city lies on the shore side of the island, furnishing practi- 
cally the only sheltered port on the Pacific coast of Central 
America, with the exception of La Unibn, Salvador, and Amapala, 
FIonduras, both on the Gulf of Fonseca. A semicircular pier, 
with rail and ~varehouse facilities, extends out into deep water. 
The principal exports are coffee, sugar, hides, cattle, woods 
and gold. 

CORIOLANUS, GAIUS or GNAEUS, MARCIUS, 
early Roman hero of patrician descent. According to tradition, 
his surname was due to his bravery a t  the siege of Corioli (493 B.c.) 
in the war against the Volscians (but see below). I n  492, when 
there was a famine in Rome, he advised that the people should 
not share the corn obtained from Sicily unless they would con- 
sent to  the abolition of their tribunes. For this he was accused 
by the tribunes, and, being condemned to exile, took refuge with 
the king of the Volscians and led the Volscian army against Rome. 
I n  vain the Romans prayed for moderate terms. H e  would agree 
to nothing less than the restoration to the Volscians of all their 
land and their admission among the Roman citizens. A mission 
of the chief priests also failed. At last, persuaded by his mother 
and his wife, he led back the Volscian army and restored the 
conquered towns. H e  died a t  an advanced age in exile amongst 
the Volscians; according to others, he was put to death by them 
as a traitor ; a third tradition (mentioned, but ridiculed, by Cicero) 
represents him as having taken his own life. 

The legend is open to serious criticism. At the traditional date 
(493 B.c.) Corioli was not a Volscian possession, but a Latin city 
in alliance with Rome; further, Livy himself states that the 
chroniclers knew nothing of a campaign against the Volscians in 
which Coriolanus is said to have served. The conquest of Corioli 
by Coriolanus seems to have been invented to explain the sur- 
name. The details of the famine are borrowed from those of 
later years, especially 433 and 411, while the flight of Coriolanus 
to the Volscian king bears a suspicious likeness to the story of 
Themistocles. I t  is suggested that the historical nucleus of the 
tradition is an attack on Rome by Herdonius c. 443, when the 
city was in distress, perhaps as a result of pestilence. 

See Plutarch's Life; Livy ii. 34-40; Dion. Halic. vi. 92-4, vii. 21-7, 
41-7, viii. 1-60; Cicero, Brutus, x. 42. The story is the subject of 
Shakespeare's Coriolanus. For a critical examination of the story see 
Schwegler, Romische Geschichte, bk. xxiv.; Sir G.  Cornewall Lewis, 
Credibility of Early Roman History, ch. xii. 19-23; W. Ihne, History 
o f  Rome, i.; T.  Mommsen, "Die Erzahlung von Cn. Marcius Corio- 
lanus," in Hermes, iv. (1869) ; E. Pais, Storia di Roma, i. ch. 4 (1898). 

CORIOLI, an ancient Volscian city in Latium adiectum, 
taken, according to the Roman annals in 493 B.c., with Longula 
and Pollusca, and retaken for the Volsci by Gaius Marcius Corio- 
lanus, its original conqueror, who, in disgust a t  his treatment by 
his countrymen, had deserted to the enemy. After this it does 
not appear in history, and we hear soon afterwards (443 B.c.) of 
a dispute between Ardea and Aricia about some land which had 
been part of the territory of Corioli, but had at  an unknown date 
passed to Rome with Corioli. The site cannot be accurately fixed 
and even in the time of Pliny i t  ranked among the lost cities of 
Latium. See CORIOLANUS. 

CORIPPUS, FLAVIUS CRESCONIUS, Roman epic 
poet of the 6th Eentury A.D. H e  was a native of Africa, but is not 
to be identified with the 7th century bishop of the same name. 
He is known only from his own poems. H e  appears to have held 
the office of tribune or notary (scriniarius) under Anastasius, 
imperial treasurer and chamberlain of Justinian, a t  the end of 
whose reign he left Africa for Constantinople, having lost his 
property during the Moorish and Vandal wars. He was the 
author of two poems, one of which was not discovered till the 
beginning of the 19th century. This poem, which comes first in 
point of time, is called Iohannis or De bellis Libycis, and relates 
the overthrow of the Moors by a certain Johannes, magister 
militurn in 546; it  is in eight books (the last is unfinished) and 
contains about 5,000 hexameters. The other poem ( I n  laudem 

Iustini  minor is ) ,  in four books, contains the death of Justinian, 
the coronation of his successor, Justin 11. (Nov. 14 565), and the 
early events of his reign. I t  is preceded by a preface, and a 
panegyric on Anastasius. The Laus  was published a t  Antwerp 
in 1551 from a 9th or 10th century ms. The preface contains 
a reference t o  a previous work by the author on the wars in 
Africa; i t  was not till 1814 that this was discovered a t  Milan by 
Cardinal Mazzucchelli, librarian of the Ambrosian library, from 
the codex Trivultianus (in the library of the marquis Trivulzi), 
the only ms. of the Iohannis still extant. 

The Iohannis is of great value, as giving a description of the 
land and people of Africa; a number of its stjtements as to 
manners and customs are confirmed by independent ancient 
authorities and by our knowledge of the modern Berbers. The 
Laus throws much light upon Byzantine court ceremony, as in 
the account of the accession of Justin and the reception of the 
embassy of the Avars. The language and metre of Corippus are 
remarkably pure. 

The editions of the Iohannis by P. Mazzucchelli (1820) and of the 
Laus by P. F. Foggini (1777) are still valuable for their commentaries. 
They are both included in the 28th vol. of the Bonn Corpus scriptorum 
historiae Byzantinae. The best modern editions are by J. Partsch (in 
Monumente Germaniae historica, 1879), with very valuable prolego- 
mena, and M. Petschenig (Berliner Studicn f i~r klassische Philologie, 
iv., 1886) ; see also Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. xlv. 

CORISCO, the name of a bay and an island on the Guinea 
coast, West Africa. The bay is bounded north by Cape San Juan 
( I "  10' N.) and south by Cape Esterias (oO 36' N.), and is about 
31m. across, while it  extends inland some 15 miles. The bay is 
much encumbered with sandbanks, and the southern entrance to it 
is obstructed by the Bana bank, which extends for 9 miles. The 
bay encloses many small islands and islets, some submerged a t  
high water, giving rise to  a native saying that "half the islands 
live under water." The principal islands are Great and Little 
Elobey, and Corisco. 

Corisco island, the largest of the group, is some gm. long by 
r jm.  in breadth and has an area of about 54 square miles. On a 
miniature scale it  possesses mountains and valleys, rivers, lakes, 
forests and swamps, grassland and bushland, moorland and park- 
land. The forests supply ebony and logwood for export. The 
natives, who number about 1,000, are a Bantu-Negro tribe called 
Benga. Corisco and the other islands named, together with Anno- 
bon (q.v.), form a district of the colony of Spanish Guinea. Little 
Elobey (area 35ac., pop. about 250) has a better climate than 
the other islands. I t  is the seat of government and has European 
trading establishments. Great Elobey covers three-quarters of a 
square mile, and has about 1 2 0  inhabitants. The islands were 
annexed to Spain in 1846. 

See Mary H.  Kingsley, Travels in West  Africa ch. xvii. (1897) ; 
E. L. Perea, "Guinea espaiiola: La isla de Corisco," in Revista de 
geog. colon. y mercantil (Madrid, 1906), and Spanish Guinea, a 
British Foreign Office handbook (1920). 

CORK, RICHARD BOYLE, IST EARL OF (1566-1643), 
Irish statesman, was born at  Canterbury on Oct. 3, I j66, and 
educated a t  King's school and Bennet (Corpus Christi) college, 
Cambridge. H e  afterwards studied law a t  the Middle Temple, 
and, settling in Dublin, became escheator to John Crofton, the 
escheator-general. On losing his rapidly acquired fortune during 
the rebellion in Munster, in Oct. 1598, Boyle returned to Eng- 
land, was taken into the service of Essex, and after successfully 
repudiating before the Star Chamber various accusations, won the 
graces of Elizabeth, who made him clerk of the council of 
Munster. 

I n  1602 Boyle bought for f ~ , o o o  the whole of Sir Walter 
Raleigh's lands in Cork, Waterford and Tipperary. On these 
12,000 acres he established manufactures and the mechanical 
arts, opened mines, built bridges and roads, settled towns, and 
generally resuscitated a war-devastated country. I n  1603 he 
married his second wife, Catherine Fenton, daughter of the secre- 
tary of State, and was knighted. I n  1606 he became a privy 
councillor for Munster, and in 1613 for Ireland. Three years 
later he became Lord Boyle, baron of Youghal, and in 1620 was 
created earl of Cork and Viscount Dungarvan. H e  was appointed 
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a lord justice in 1629 and lord high treasurer in 1631,. The ap- 
pointment of Wentworth (Lord Strafford), however, as lord 
deputy in 1633 ended the power of Cork in Ireland. Wentworth 
forced him to remove his wife's tomb from the choir in St. 
Patrick's, Dublin, and arbitrarily deprived him of much of the 
revenue from Youghal, a part of the Raleigh estates. In  \Vent: 
worth's fall, Cork played no retaliatory part. His last service to 
the State was his repression of the hlunster rebellion. Cork 
died on Sept. 15, 1643. 

Four of his seven sons received independent peerages-Richard 
(d. 1698) created Baron Clifford and earl of Burlington (he in- 
herited his father's title and from 1680-95 was lord treasurer of 
Ireland); Lewis, Viscount Kinalmeaky, killed a t  the battle of 
Liscarrol (1642); Roger, baron of Broghill and earl of Orrery; 
and Francis, Viscount Shannon. Another son was Robert Boyle 
(q.v.), the famous natural philosopher and chemist. 

In  1753 the earldom of Cork fell to the younger branch of 
the family, in the person of John, 5th earl of Orrery, he and 
later earls being "of Cork and Orrery.'' John, who was born on 
Jan. 2, 1707, and died on Nov. 16, 1762, translated the Letters o f  
Pli?zy the Younger, and published Remarks on the Life and 
Writings of Jonatha~z Swift  and A!fentoirs of Robt. Carey, earl 
of Mo~z?ltoutlt. The earldom is now held by the 10th earl (b. 
1861). The wife of the 7th earl (see CORK AND ORRERY, MARY, 
COUNTESS OF) was famous in early 19th century society. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-True Remembrances, written by the 1st earl and 
published in Birch's ed. of the works of Robert Boyle; Lismore 
Papers, ed. A. B.  Grosart (10 vols. 1886-87), the first series contain- 
ing the diary and autobiographical notes and the second the corres- 
pondence; D. Townshend, Li fe  of Lord Cork (1904) ; Strafford's 
Letters; Calendars of State Papers, Domestic and Irzslz, and Carew 
P a p e r ~ ;  E. Budgell, ~l lemoirs  o f  the Boyles ( 1 7 3 7 )  and E. Edaards, 
Life of Raleigh (1868). 

CORK, a county of Eire, in the province of Munster, bounded 
south by the Atlantic ocean, east by the counties Waterford and 
Tipperary, north by Limerick, and west by Kerry. I t  is the larg- 
est county in Eire, having an area of 2.880 sq.mi. Pop. (1936), 
355,957 

The physical structure is closely related to  the "Hercynian" 
folds. In the north the Old Red sandstone may be seen in the 
Bally Loura hills, and in the western spur of the Knockmealdown 
mountains. T o  the south of this line occur carboniferous lime- 
stone, millstone grit and coal-measures, now forming the valley of 
the Blackwater. Between this river and the Lee the Old Red 
sandstone reappears, the chief heights being the Boggeragh moun- 
tains (Musheramore, 1.118 feet). I n  the lower Lee valley, and 
extending to the east beyond Midleton, are carboniferous lime- 
stone and limestone shales. Some of the limestone here has be- 
come crystalline, veined and brecciated, while a fine red staining, 
especially at  Little Island, adds to  its value as a marble. After 
another anticlinal of the Old Red sandstone, the Carboniferous 
slate occupies most of the country southward, with occasional 
appearances of the basal Coomhola grits and of the underlying 
Old Red sandstone along anticlinals. The rivers, especially the 
Blackwater, provide excellent examples of river capture. 

There are several Ogham stones scattered throughout the county 
and also two round towers, one opposite Cloyne cathedral, the 
other at  Kinneigh. The remains of the old ecclesiastical build- 
ings, of which the chief are Kilcrea, Timoleague church and Butte- 
vant abbey, are, on the whole, in a very ruinous condition. Many 
of the vantage points have castles in varying degrees of preserva- 
tion. At Kilcolman castle, near Doneraile, the "Faerie Queene" 
was written by Spenser. 

Cork is one of the counties which is generally cpnsidered to 
have been instituted by King John. I ts  existing boundaries include 
part of the ancient territory of Desmond (q.v.), which, in the 
latter half of the 16th century, ranked as a separate county. In  
1598, however, there were two sheriffs in the county Cork, one 
especially for Desmond, which was then included in Cork, but 
was afterwards amalgamated with the county Kerry. I n  the same 
period lands in the county were given to settlers under the Crown, 
and among these were Sir Walter Raleigh and Edmund Spenser 
the poet. Richard Boyle, 1st earl of Cork, had large areas colo- 

nized with English settlers; and by founding or rebuilding the 
towns of Bandon, Clonakilty, Baltimore, Youghal, and afterwards 
those of Midleton, Castlemartyr, Charlebille and Doneraile, which 
were incorporated and made parliamentary boroughs, the family 
of Boyle became possessed of nearly the entire political power 
of the county. 

The soils vary from sandy loams, usually on the higher ground, 
to stiff clays along the limestone hollows. Agriculture is important 
in the river valleys and on the coastal plains; oats, potatoes and 
turnips being the principal crops. 

The county has been famous for its copper-mines, notably at  
Allihies in the extreme west. The region south-west of Bantry 
has been mined in several places. Both gold and silver have been 
found in the copper-ores of this latter area. Barytes has been 
mined near Bantry, Schull and Clonakilty, and manganese-ore a t  
Glandore. Anthracite has been raised from time to time in the 
band of coal measures south-west of Kanturk. The marble of 
Little Island near Cork is quarried under the name of "Cork Red," 
and the veined pink and grey marble of Midleton is also much 
esteemed. 

Dairies are numerous, and Cork butter and farmyard produce 
are noted for their quality. Youghal, Kinsale, Queenstown, Castle- 
town and Bearhaven are the deep-sea and coast fishing district 
centres of the county; while the salmon fishing is distributed 
among the districts of Cork, Bandon, Skibbcreen and Bantry. The 
mackerel fishery is especially productive from mid-March to 
mid-June. The Blackwater, Lee and Bandon, apart from the net- 
ting industry, afford good rod-fishing for salmon and trout. 

Blackrock, Passage, Monkstown, Queenstown, and other water- 
side villages in the vicinity of Cork, together with Bantry, Balti- 
more, Kinsale. Glengarriff and Youghal are much frequented dur- 
ing the summer months. 

The county is served by lines of the Great Southern railway 
radiating from Cork. A gap to the north of that city has facili- 
tated communications with central Ireland, whilst the valleys of 
the Bride, a tributary of the Lee and the Bandon have been uti- 
lized for western routes. To  the east the coastal plain is followed 
by the line to Midleton and Youghal. Branch lines serve the towns 
of the south coast. 

There are three electoral areas-North Cork, West Cork and 
South-East Cork. The first-named returns four members, the sec- 
ond five and the last three members to Dii l  Eireann. 

CORK, county borough and seaport of Co. Cork, Eire, a t  
the head of the inlet of Cork Harbour, on the river Lee, 1654 m. 
S.W. of Dublin by the Great Southern Railway. Pop. (1936) 
80,765. Until the middle of the 19th century it ranked second 
only to Dublin, but is now surpassed by Belfast in commercial 
importance. I t  is an important centre of the Great Southern 
Railway system. There are regular steamer routes to British 
ports. 

The nucleus of the city occupies an island formed by the North 
and South Channels, two arms of the river Lee, and in former 
times no doubt merited its name, which signifies a swamp. 

The original site of Cork seems to have been in the vicinity of 
the Prdtestant cathedral; St. Finbar's ecclesiastical foundation 
attracting many students and votaries. I n  the 9th century the 
town was frequently pillaged by the Northmen. According to the 
Annals of  the Four Masters a fleet burned Cork in 821; in 846 
the Danes appear to have been in possession of the town, for a 
force was collected to demolish their fortress; and in 1012 Cork 
again fell in flames. The Danes then appear to have founded a 
trading centre on the banks of the Lee. I t  was anciently sur- 
rounded with a wall, an order for the reparation of which is 
found as late as 1748 in the city council books (which date from 
1610). The town submitted to Henry 11. in 1172, and was subse- 
quently held by the English for a long period. Cork showed 
favour to Perkin Warbeck in 1492. In  1649 it  surrendered to 
Cromwell and in 1689 to the earl of Marlborough. I t  was a 
borough by prescription, and successive charters were granted to 
it from the reign of Henry 11. onward. By a charter of Edward 
IV. the lord mayor of Cork was created admiral of the port. 
The island still includes many of the principal thoroughfares. 
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Bridges across the North and South Channels connect it with 
later extensions of the city. Public grounds are few, but on the 
outskirts are a park and race-course. The Mardyke walk, on the 
west of the island, was the site of the international exhibition 
held in 1902. Both branches of the Lee are lined with quays. 

The Protestant cathedral, founded in 1865, is built in the Early 
French (pointed) style, with an eastern apse and a striking west 
front. Dedicated to St. Fin Barre or Finbar, who founded the 
original cathedral in the 7th century, it  is situated in the south-west 
part of the city. and replaces a structure erected in 1735 on the site 
of the ancient cathedral, which suffered during the siege of Cork 
in Sept. 1659. The Roman Catholic cathedral, also dedicated to  
St. Finbar, is conspicuous on the north side of the city; it  dates 
from 1808, but has been since restored. The court house in Great 
George's street has a Corinthian portico. The custom-house com- 
mands the river at the lower junction of the branches. The com- 
mercial and public buildings are mainly on the island. The most 
notable educational establishment is the University college. 
Founded as Queen's college under an Act of 184j, it became a 
constituent college of the National University of Ireland in 1908. 
Built in Tudor style, i t  stands near the river in the west of the 
city, where Gill abbey, of the 7th century, formerly stood. The 
Cork library (founded 1790) contains a valuable collection of 
books. The Royal Cork Institution (1807), in addition to a 
library and a rare collection of oriental mss., possesses a valu- 
able collection of minerals, and collections of casts from the 
antique. 

The harbour, sheltered by many islands, is considered one of 
the finest natural harbours in the kingdom. Military depots oc- 
cupy several of the smaller islets, and batteries guard the entry. 
This is about I m. wide, but within the width increases to 3 m. 
while the length is about 10 m. The Atlantic port of Queens- 
town ( q . ~ . )  is on Great island at  the head of the outer harbour. 
Tivoli (the residence of Sir Walter Raleigh), Fort William, Lota 
Park and Blackrock castle are notable features on the shore; and 
Passage, Blackrock, Glenbrook and 3lonkstown are waterside re- 
sorts. Trade is mainly with Bristol and the ports of South Wales. 
The imports include wheat and maize, while the exports are chiefly 
of cattle, provisions. butter and fish. The Cork Butter Exchange 
was important in the early part of the 17th century, and the 
present market was founded in 1769. There are distilleries, 
breweries, tanneries and iron foundries, and manufactures of 
woollen and leather goods, tweeds, friezes, gloves and chemical 
manure. Cork's industrialization advanced as a result of de \'ale- 
ra's self-sufficiency policy. There are large tractor works in the 
city. Nearly six-sevenths of the population are Roman Catholics. 
During the troubles of 1919-20 there were riots in and near the 
city. and the city hall and Carnegie library were burnt during 
reprisals. The government of Cork is by a manager and an elected 
council. The county borough of Cork returns four members to  
Dii l  Eireann. 

CORK, the outer layer of the bark of an evergreen oak 
(Quercus szlber). The tree reaches the height of about soft., 
growing in the south of Europe and on the North African coasts 
generally; but it  is principally cultivated in Spain and Portugal. 
The outer layer of bark in the cork oak by annual additions from 
within gradually becomes a thick soft homogeneous mass, pos- 
sessing those compressible and elastic properties upon which the 
economic value of the material chiefly depends. The first strip- 
ping of cork from young trees takes place when they are from 
15 to 2 0  years of age. The yield, which is rough, unequal and 
woody in texture, is called virgin cork, and is useful only as 
a tanning substance, or for forming rustic work in ferneries, con- 
servatories, and so forth. Subsequently the bark is removed every 
eight or ten years, the quality of the cork improving with each 
successive stripping; and the trees continue to live and thrive 
under the operation for 150 years and upwards. The produce of 
the second barking is still so coarse in texture that it is only fit for 
making floats for nets and for similar applications. The operation 
of stripping the trees takes place during July and August. Two 
cuts are made round the stem-one a little above the ground, 
and the other immediately under the spring of the main branches. 

Between these three or four longitudinal incisions are then made, 
the utmost care being taken not to  injure the inner bark. The 
cork is thereafter removed in the sections into which it  has been 
cut, by inserting under it the wedge-shaped handle of the imple- 
ment used in making the incisions. 

Though specially developed in the cork-oak, cork is an almost 
universal product in the stems (and roots) of woody plants 
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I I 
BY COURTESY OF J O H A N N  A M B R O S I U S  EARTH 

BRANCH OF THE CORK OAK TREE (OUERCUS SUBER),  WHICH GROWS 
CHIEFLY I N  SPAIN AND PORTUGAL. SHOWING FEMALE INFLORESCENCE 
ABOVE. AND MALE INFLORESCENCE BELOW 

A. Single staminate flower: B. Single pistillate flower; C. Fruit (acorn) 

which increase in diameter year by year. Generally towards the 
end of the first year the original thin protective layer of a stem 
or branch is replaced by a thin layer of "cork," that is a layer of 
cells the living contents of which have disappeared while the 
walls have become thickened and toughened as the result of the 
formation in them of a substance known as suberin. Fresh cork is 
formed each season by an active formative layer below the layer 
developed last season, which generally peels off. Where the for- 
mation is extensive and persistent as in the cork-oak, a thick cover- 
ing of cork is formed. I n  some cases, as on young shoots of the 
cork-elm, the development is irregular and wing-like outgrowths 
of cork are formed. In  northern Russia a similar method to that 
used for obtaining cork from the cork-oak is employed with the 
birch. 

Cork possesses a combination of properties which peculiarly 
fits it for many and diverse uses, for some of which it  alone is 
found applicable. The leading purpose for which it is used is for 
forming bungs and stoppers for bottles and other vessels con- 
taining liquids. Its compressibility, elasticity and practical im- 
perviousness to both air and water so fit it for this purpose that 
the term cork is even more applicable to the function than to the 
substance. I t s  specific lightness, combined with strength and dura- 
bility, recommend it for forming life-buoys, belts and jackets, and 



CORK AND ORRERY-CORMORANT 
in the construction of life-boats and other apparatus for saving 
from drowning. On account of its lightness, softness and non- 
conducting properties it is used for hat-linings and the soles of 
shoes, the latter being a very ancient application. I t  is also used 
in making artificial limbs, for lining entomological cases, for 
pommels in leather-dressing, and as a medium for making archi- 
tectural models. Chips and cuttings are ground up  and mixed 
with india-rubber to form a floor covering. The inner bark of 
the cork-tree is a valuable tanning material. 

CORK AND ORRERY, MARY, COUNTESS OF (Mary 
Monckton) (1746-1840), was born on May 21, 1746, the daughter 
of the first Viscount Galway. Through her influence her mother's 
house in London became a favourite meeting-place of literary 
celebrities. Dr. Johnson was a frequent guest. Sheridan, Rey- 
nolds, Burke and Horace Walpole were among her constant visi- 
tors, and Mrs. Siddons was her closest friend. I n  1786 she married 
the 7th earl of Cork and Orrery, who died i n  1798. As Lady Cork 
she was an even more famous hostess. Among her regular guests 
were Canning and Castlereagh, Byron, Sir Walter Scott, Lord 
John Russell, Sir Robert Peel, Theodore Hook and Sydney Smith. 
She is supposed to have been the original of Lady Bellair in 
Disraeli's Henrietta Temple, and Dickens is believed to have 
drawn on her for  some of the peculiarities of Mrs. Leo Hunter 
in  Pickwick. She died in  London on May 30, 1840. 

CQI&KWOOD, the name given to several tropical American 
trees and shrubs IVith light porous wood, especially to the alliga- 
tor-apple or pond-apple (A?znona glabra), found in the Ever- 
glades of Florida and widely in the tropics; the magaguabush 
(Hibisczrs tiliaceus) of the Florida Keys, the West Indies and 
cther warm regions; and the balsa (Ochroma Lagopus), wide- 
spread in tropical America. The North American corkwood 
(Leitneria floridana), a small tree with pale yellow wood, is con- 
fined to semi-tropical swamps in Florida and Texas and to muddy 
sloughs in southeastern Missouri. In  New South Wales, a tree, 
~ u b o i s i a  myoporoides, of the nightshade family (Solanaceae). 
is called corkwood. The buoyant wood of these trees is utilized for 
floats and numerous other purposes, especially that of the balsa 
(9.v.). 

CORLEONE, a town of Sicily, province of Palerrno, 42m. S 
of Palermo by rail and arm. direct, 1,gqgft. above sea-level. Pop. 
(1936) 14,197 (town); 14,725 (commune). The town was a 
Saracen settlement, but a Lombard colony was introduced by 
Frederick 11. Two mediaeval castles and some churches are of 
interest 

CORLEY MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY, a thoroughfare that 
begins at  Colorado Springs and ends a t  Cripple Creek, Colo., 
covers 4 5 m  of unusual mountain scenery. I t  was built along the 
railroad bed of the old Cripple Creek Short Line, now abandoned, 
and leads to  what formerly were the greatest gold-mining camps 
of the world. 

CORMENIN, LOUIS MARIE DE LA HAYE, VICOMTE 
DE (1788-1868), French jurist and political pamphleteer, was 
born in Paris on Jan. 6, 1788, and died there on May 6, 1868. 
The son of a State official, he became auditor of the council of 
State (1810) under Napoleon I., and after the Bourbon restor- 
ation master of requests. T o  this period of his life belongs his 
most important work as a jurist, his Questions de droit adminis- 
tratif (1822; 5th rev. ed., 1840), in which he gave scientific 
shape to the scattered elements of administrative law. I n  1828 
he entered politics, and became a most effective political Pam- 
phleteer on behalf of civil liberty, universal suffrage and other 
causes. His pamphlets were at  first issued under the pseudonym 
of "Timon," and had an enormous circulation. Cormenin sat in 
the chamber of deputies from 1828 to 1846, when he lost his seat 
by his tracts on behalf of religious liberty--0ui e t  non (1845) 
and Feu! Feu! (1846). After the Revolution of 1848 he was one 
of the vice-presidents of the constituent assembly, and for some 
time president of the constitutional commission for  drafting the 
republican constitution. Nevertheless he accepted office under the 
Empire. Among Cormenin's best works are Livre des orateurs 
(1838; 18th ed., 1860), containing studies of the great orators of 
the restoration and the reign of Louis Philippe, and the Entretiens 

du village (1846). 
CORMON, FERNAND (1845-1924), French historical 

and portrait painter, was born in Paris in 184; and died there in 
1924. H e  became a pupil of Cabanel, Fromentin and Portaels, 
and at  an early age attracted attention by the better class of 
sensationalism in his art, as in the "Murder in  the Seraglio" 
(1868) and the "Death of Ravara, Queen of Lanka," a t  the 
Toulouse Museum. The Luxembourg has his "Cain flying before 
Jehovah's Curse"; and for the Mairie of the fourth arron- 
dissement of Paris he executed in grisaille a series of Panels: 
"Birth," "Death," "Marriage," "War," etc. 

CORMONTAIGNE, LOUIS DE (c. 16g7-1752), French 
military engineer, was born a t  Strasbourg. H e  was present as a 
volunteer at the sieges of Freiburg and Landau in the later years 
of the War of the Spanish Succession, and in 171 j he entered the 
engineers. After being stationed for some years a t  Strasbourg 
he became captain, and was put in charge (at first in a subor- 
dinate capacity, and subsequently as chief engineer) of the new 
works, Forts Moselle and Bellecroix, a t  Metz, which he built ac- 
cording to his own system of fortification. H e  was present a t  the 
siege of Philipsburg in  1733, and took part in most of the sieges 
in the LOW Countries during the War of the Austrian Succession. 
His Arclzitecture mihaire, written in 1714, was long kept secret 
by order of the authorities, but, a n  unauthorized edition having 
appeared a t  The Hague in 1741, he himself prepared another 
version called Premier me'moire sur la fortification, which from 
I741 onwards was followed by others. His ideas are closely mod- 
elled on those of Vauban ( q . ~ . ) .  I t  was not until 2 0  years after 
his death that his system became widely known. Fourcroy de 
Rainecourt, then chief of engineers, searching the archives for 
valuable matter, chose the numerous memoirs of Cormontaigne 
for publication amongst engineer officers in 1776. The Oeuvres 
posthumes de Cormontaigne (1806-09) were edited by Four- 
troy and La Fitte de ClavC. 

see vOn Brese-Winiari, uber Entstehen . . . der neueren Befesti- 
gungsmethode (1844) ; Prkvost du Vernois, De la fortification depuis 
Vauban (1861) ; Cosseron de Vlllenoisy, Essai historiqz~e sur la fortifi- 
cation (1869). 

CORMORANT, a sea-bird of the genus Phalacrocorax and 
the family phalacrocoracidae. The cormorant (P. carbo) is dis- 

tributed throughout the world. It frequents 
the sea-coast of Europe, and breeds in so- 
cieties a t  various stations, generally on 
steep cliffs. The nest consists of a large 
mass of sea-weed. The eggs, from four to  
six in number, are  small, and have a thick, 
soft, calcareous shell, bluish-white when 
first laid, but soon becoming discoloured. 
The young are hatched blind, and covered 
with an inky-black skin. As squabs they 
are highly esteemed for food by the north- 
ern islanders. Their first plumage is of a 
sombre brownish-black above, and more or 
less white beneath They take two or three 
years to  assume the fully adult dress, which 

BY 
OF THE LONDON is deep black, glossed above with bronze, 

,ooLo,,c,L ,o,,,,, and varied in the breeding season with 
THE CO RMORANT ,  A SEA white on the cheeks and flanks, besides 
BIRD TRAINED BY T H E  being adorned by  filamentary feathers on 
CHINESE TO CATCH FISH the head, and a bright yellow gape. The 
IN brilliant gape is displayed in courtship. 
The flesh of the adult is uneatable. 

Taken from the nest, this bird is easily tamed and can be 
trained to fish for its keeper, as  was of old time commonly done 
in England, where the master of the cormorants was one of the 
officers of the royal household. The practice is nearly obsolete in 
Europe, though still common in China. A strap is fastened round 
the bird's neck so as, without impeding its breath, t o  hinder it 
from swallowing its captures. The activity the bird displays under 
water is almost incredible. See Salvin and Freeman, Falconry 
(1859). 

Nearly allied to the cormorant, and having much the same 
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habits, is the shag, or green cormorant (P. graculus). The shag 
is about one-fourth smaller, is much more glossy in plumage, and 
its nuptial embellishment is a nodding plume. I t s  tail feathers 
number 12 instead of 14. 

I n  the south of Europe a much smaller species (P. pygmaeus) 
is found. This is a fresh-water bird. Further species, to the num- 
ber of more than 30, have been discriminated from other parts 
of the world, but all have a great similarity; New Zealand and the 
west coast of northern America are particularly rich, and the 
species found there are the most beautifully decorated of any. All 
are remarkable for their curiously formed feet with all four toes 
connected by a web, for their long, stiff tails, and for the absence, 
in the adult, of any exterior nostrils. When gorged they are fond 
of sitting on an elevated perch, with extended wings, and in this 
attitude they will remain motionless for a considerable time. Their 
voracity is proverbial. 

Besides the common cormorant, the crested cormorant (P. 
auritus) is found in the eastern United States, with a more south- 
erly distribution. 

CORN, originally meaning a small hard particle or grain, as 
of sand, salt, gunpowder, etc. I t  thus came to be applied to the 
small hard seed of a plant, as still used in the words barleycorn 
and peppercorn. I n  agriculture it  is generally applied to the seed 
of the cereal plants. I t  is often locally understood to mean that 
kind of cereal which is the leading crop of the district; thus in 
England it  refers to wheat, in Scotland and Ireland to oats, and 
in the United States to maize (Indian corn). (See GRAIN PRO- 
DUCTION AND TRADE ; CORN LAWS ; AGRICULTURE ; WHEAT ; 
MAIZE; etc.). The term "corned" is given to a preparation of 
meat (especially beef) on account of the original manner of pre- 
serving it by the use of salt in grains or L'corns." 

The differences in the application of the word corn in various 
countries and districts have sprung from the nature of the favour- 
ite grain-crop in the locality. "Corn in Egypt" is a world-wide ex- 
pression for plenty. When first used, it probably meant wheat, 
but may have meant barley as well, the only two cereals in culti- 
vation in contemporary civilizations. I n  Britain, where the only 
cereals widely grown are wheat, barley and oats, "corn" has come 
to mean two things. I t  is either a generic term for these three 
cereals, though it  would also cover maize and rye, or it is a 
synonym for wheat alone; and wheat has generally been regarded 
in Britain, as in many other countries, as the essential grain of 
arable farming. I n  Scotland, on the other hand, corn commonly 
(though by no means invariably) means oats, for the reason that 
oats are the chief cereal of the countrv and so the index of ~ l e n t v .  . - 

The strictest use of the word is fo&d in America. Throughout 
the United States and in South America wherever English is used, 
corn means specifically maize, often called in Britain Indian corn. 
Maize has doubtless acquired the name because the crop is of 
more importance than all the other grains in these countries; but 
this American use of the word has spread to Canada and is gain- 
ing ground elsewhere. Where maize is used as a cooked vegetable, 
as even in Britain, i t  is frequently eaten from the cob and is 
then known as corn-on-the-cob. So corn may be said to carry 
three meanings in Britain; and the result has been to confuse 
many minds. Indeed a large proportion of the vast urban popu- 
lations has no clear idea of the meaning of the word. But the 
generic use is the commonest. A corn-field means a field given 
up to grain; and a cornflower and a corncockle describe flowers 
whose habitat is in the arable field where any sort of grain is sown. 

Nor do these interpretations exhaust the meaning of the word. 
As its derivation and verbal connection with "grain" and "kernel" 
indicate, corn may mean a single grain of any of the cereals. I n  
this regard local use varies a great deal. In  the chief corn-growing 
counties of England, farmers chiefly use the scientifically incor- 
rect word "berry" for the single grain of an ear. See MAIZE: 
lMaize Trade of the United States. 

CORN, in pathology, a small local ouigrowth of the outer 
skin (epidermis) with great enlargement of the horny layers 
(callosity). Most of the underlying nerve-bulbs waste away, but, 
if only one or two remain, pressure on the enlarged part causes 
acute pain The condition results from intermittent pressure, par- 

ticularly that of ill-fitting boots. If the horny layers are sheitered 
from evaporation, e.g., between t h t  toes, the corn is soft. In- 
fection may occur leading to suppuration. The only certain treat- 
ment is removal of the cause, but in otherwise healthy subjects 
much may be done by hot water bathing, paring with a sharp knife 
or painting with a solution of salicylic acid in collodion. 
' CORNARO, CATERINA (14 j 4 - I ~ I O ) ,  queen of Cyprus, 
was the daughter of Marco Cornaro, a Venetian noble, whose 
brother Andrea was an intimate friend of James de Lusignan, 
natural son of King John 11. of Cyprus. On the king's death in 
1458 the succession was disputed, and James, with the help of the 
sultan of Egypt, seized the island. I t  was important that he should 
make a marriage such as would secure him powerful support. 
Andrea Cornaro suggested his niece Caterina, famed for her 
beauty, as that union would bring him Venetian help. The con- 
tract was signed in 1468. Caterina was solemnly adopted by the 
doge as a "daughter of the Republic" and sailed for Cyprus in 
1472 with the title of queen of Cyprus, Jerusalem and Armenia. 
I n  1473 her husband died of fever, leaving his kingdom to his 
queen and their child as yet unborn. I n  August the child James 
111. was born, but as soon as the Venetian fleet sailed away a plot 
to depose him in favour of Zarla, James's illegitimate daughter, 
broke out, and Caterina was kept a prisoner. The Venetians re- 
turned, and order was soon restored, but the republic was medi- 
tating the seizure of Cyprus, although it  had no valid title what- 
ever, and after the death of Caterina's child in 1474 Venice really 
governed the island. I n  1488 the republic, fearing that Sultan 
Bayezid 11. intended to attack Cyprus, and having also discovered 
a plot to marry Caterina to King Alphonso 11. of Kaples, decided 
to recall the queen to Venice and formally annex the island. 
Caterina a t  first refused, for she clung to her royalty, but Venice 
would not be gainsaid; she was forced to abdicate in favour of 
the republic, and returned to Venice in 1489. The Government 
conferred on her the castle and town of Asolo for life, and there 
in the midst of a learned and brilliant little court, of which Car- 
dinal Bembo was a shining light, she spent the rest of her days in 
idyllic peace. She died in July I 510. Titian's famous portrait of 
her is in the Uffizi gallery in Florence. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. de Mas Latrie, Histoire dr rile de Chypre 
(1852-61) ; S .  Romanin, Storia docunze?ztata d i  Venezzu, vol. iv. 
(Venice, 1855), and Lezioni di storia Veneta (Florence, 1875) ; A. 
Centelli, Caterzna Cornaro e ii sz~o regno (Venice, 1892) ; L. Forrer, 
Caterina Cornaro, Regzna dz Czpro, e le sue monete (Orbetello, 1906) ; 
H. Brown, "Caterina Cornaro, Queen of Cyprus" in his Studzes in 
the History of Venice, vol. i. (1go7), which gives the best sketch of 
the queen's career and a list of authorities. 

CORNARO, LUPGI (146 7-1 566), a Venetian nobleman, 
who, after a severe illness at  the age of 40, became an apostle of 
abstinence. I n  later life he found one egg a day sufficient solid 
food. His Discorsi sulla tllita sobria (1558) was translated into 
many languages and has often been reprinted. H e  died a t  Padua 
at  the age of 98 on May 8, 1566. 

CORN BELT, a name applied to that region of the United 
States where-Indian corn is the chief crop. The belt, which ex- 
tends westward from central Ohio, includes, besides the western 
portion of that State, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, the southern third 
of Minnesota, eastern Kebraska, the south-eastern corner of South 
Dakota, the northern three-fourths of Missouri and the north- 
eastern end of Kansas. A deep soil, an abundant rainfall and hot 
summer nights make this region peculiarly adapted to the culture 
of Indian corn. The nine States above named produce annually 
about 65% of the total corn crop of the United States; in 1925 
it  was 70% and in 1926, 62%. While every State in the Union 
produces some corn, it  is from this area that most of the com- 
mercial crop is shipped. 

CORNCRAKE: see RAIL. 
CORN-CRUSHER: see FARM MACHINERY. 
CORNEILLE, PIERRE ( I  606-1 684), French dramatist and 

poet, was born at  Rouen, in the rue de la Pie, on June 6, 1606. 
His father, Pierre Corneille, a magistrate of Rouen, was ennobled 
in 163;. and the honour Kas renewed in favour of his sons Pierre 
and Thomas in 1669, though the poet himself did not assume the 
"den of nobility. His mother's name was Alarthe le Pesant. 



CORNEILLE 
Corneille was educated by the Jesuits a t  Rouen, was entered 

as avocat, and in 1624 took the oaths. Hc was afterwards ap- 
pointed advocate to the admiralty, and to the "waters and for- 
ests," posts which he disposed of in 16jo for the insignificant 
sum of 6,000 livres. I n  that year and the next he was proczlreur- 
~ y n d i c  des Etats de Norntandie. His first play, Me'lite, was acted 
in 1629. I n  1632 Clitandre, a tragedy, was printed (it may have 
been acted in 1631); in 1633 La Veuve and the Galerie d z ~  palais, 
in 1634 La Suivante and La Place Royale, all the last-named plays 
being comedies, saw the stage. Having composed a Latin elegy to 
Richelieu on the occasion of the cardinal's visit to  Rouen (1634), 
he was enrolled among the "five poets." These officers (the others 
being G. Colletet, Boisrobert, C. de 1'Etoile and J. de Rotrou), 
had the task of working up  Richelieu's ideas into dramatic form. 
Xo one could be less suited for such work than Corneille, and he 
soon (it is said) incurred his employer's displeasure by altering 
the plan of a play which had been entrusted to him. 

Meanwhile tho year 1635 saw the production of hle'de'e, a grand 
but unequal tragedy. In  the next year the singular extravaganza 
entitled L'lllzision comiqz~e followed, and was succeeded about the 
end of November by the Cid, based on the Mocedades del Cid 
of Guillen de Castro. The triumphant success of this, perhaps the 
most "epoch-making" play in all literature, the jealousy of Riche- 
lieu and the Academy, the open attacks of Georges de ScudCry 
and J. de Mairet and others, and the pamphlet-war which followed, 
are among the best-known incidents in the history of letters. The 
trimming verdict of the Academy, which we have in J. Chapelain's 
Sefztiments de I'Acade'mie fran~aise  sur la tragi-come'die du Cid 
(163S), when its arbitration was demanded by Richelieu, and not 
openly repudiated by Corneille, was virtually unimportant; but 
it  is worth remembering that no less a writer than Georges de 
ScudCry, in his Observat io?~~ sur le Cid (1637), gravely and 
apparently sincerely asserted and maintained of this great play 
that the subject was utterly bad, that all the rules of dramatic 
composition were violated, that the action was badly conducted, 
the versification constantly faulty, and the beauties as a rule 
stolen! Corneille himself was awkwardly situated in this dispute. 
The esprit bourrz~ by which he was a t  all times distinguished, and 
which he now displayed in his rather arrogant Excuse & Ariste, 
unfitted him for controversy, and it was of vital importance to 
him that he should not lose the outward marks of favour which 
Richelieu continued to show him. Perhaps the pleasantest feature 
in the whole matter is the unshaken and generous admiration with 
which Rotrou, the only contemporary whose genius entitled him 
to criticise Corneille, continued to regard his friend, rival, and in 
some sense (though Rotrou was the younger of the two) pupil. 
Finding it impossible to make himself fairly heard in the matter, 
Corneille (who had retired from his position among the "five 
~ o e t s " )  withdrew to Rouen and passed nearly three years in quiet 
there, perhaps revolving the opinions afterwards expressed in his 
three Discoztrs and in the Examens of his plays, where he bows, 
somewhat as in the house of Rimmon, to  "the rules." In  1639, 
or a t  the beginning of 1640, appeared Horace with a dedication 
to Richelieu. The good offices of Madame de Combalet, to whom 
the Cid had been dedicated, and perhaps the satisfaction of the 
cardinal's literary jealousy, had healed what breach there may 
have been, and indeed the poet was in no position to quarrel with 
his patron. Richelieu not only allowed him 500 crowns a year, 
but soon afterwards, it  is said, though on no certain authority, 
employed his omnipotence in reconciling the father of the poet's 
mistress, Marie de Lampkrikre, to  the marriage of the lovers 
(1640). In  this year also Cinna appeared. A brief but very serious 
illness attacked him, and the death of his father the year before 
had increased his family responsibilities. 

In  1643 appeared Polyeucte, the memorable comedy of Le 
Me~zteur,  which though adapted from the Spanish stood in rela- 
tion to French comedy very much as Le Cid, which owed less to 
Spain, stood to French tragedy; its less popular and far less good 
Suite,-and perhaps La Mort de Pontpe'e. Rodogz~ne (1644) was 
a brilliant success; Tlze'odore (1645), a tragedy on a somewhat 
perilous subject, was the first of' Corneille's plays which was defi- 
nitely damned. On Jan. 22, 1647 the Academy at  last (it had 

twice rejected him on frivolous pleas) admitted the greatest of 
living French writers. He'racliz~s ( I  646), AndromBde ( I  6 5 0 ) ~  a 
spectacle-opera rather than a play, D o n  Sanche d'dragon (1650) 
and Nicombde (1651) were the products of the next few years' 
work; but in 1652 Pertharite was received with decided disfavour, 
and the poet in disgust resolved, like Ben Jonson, to quit the 
loathed stage. I n  this resolution he persevered for six years, 
during which he worked at  a verse translation of the Imitation 
o f  Christ (finished in 1656), a t  his three Discourses o n  Dramatic 
Poetry, and at  the Examens which are usually printed a t  the end 
of his plays. I n  1659 Fouquet, the Maecenas of the time, per- 
suaded him to alter his resolve, and Oedipe, a play which became 
a great favourite with Louis XIV., was the result. I t  was followed 
by La Toison d'or (1660), Sertoriz~s (1662) and Sophonisbe 
(1663). I n  this latter year Corneille (who had at  last removed 
his residence from Rouen to Paris in 1662) was included among 
the list of men of letters pensioned a t  the proposal of Colbert. 
He received 2,000 livres.' Othon (1664), Age'silas (1666), Attila 
(1667), and Tite e t  Be're'nice (1670)) were generally considered as 
proofs of failing powers,-the cruel quatrain of Roileau- 

in the case of these two plays, and the unlucky comparison with 
Racine in the Be're'nice, telling heavily against them. I n  1665 and 
1670 some versifications of devotional words addressed to the 
Virgin had appeared. The part which Corneille took in Psyche' 
(1671). Molikre and P.  Quinault being his coadjutors, showed 
signs of renewed,vigour; but Pulche'rie (1672) and Surdnu (1674) 
were allowed even by his faithful followers t o  be failures. H e  
lived for ten years after the appearance of Szlre'na, but was almost 
silent save for the publication, in 1676, of some beautiful verses 
thanking Louis XIV. for ordering the revival of his plays. H e  
died at  his house in the rue d'Argenteuil on Sept. 30. 1684. 

Corneille was buried in the church of St.  Roch, where no monu- 
ment marked his grave until 1821. H e  had six children, of whom 
four survived him. Pierre, the eldest son, a cavalry officer who 
died before his father, left posterity in whom the name has con- 
tinued; Marie, the eldest daughter, was twice married, and by her 
second husband, M. de Farcy, became the ancestress of Charlotte 
Corday. 

The portraits of Corneille (the best and most trustworthy of 
which is from the burin of M. Lasne, an engraver of Caen), repre- 
sent him as a man of serious, almost of stern countenance, and 
this agrees well enough with such descriptions as we have of his 
appearance, and with the idea of him which we should form from 
his writings and conduct. His nephew Fontenelle admits that his 
general address and manner were by no means prepossessing. 
Others use stronger language, and it  seems to be confessed that 
either from shyness, from pride, or from physical defects of utter- 
ance, probably from all three combined, he did not attract stran- 
gers. Racine is said to have assured his son that Corneille made 
verses "cent fois plus beaux" than his own, but that his own 
greater popularity was owing to the fact that he took some 
trouble to make himself personally agreeable. Almost all the 
anecdotes which have been recorded concerning him testify to a 
rugged and somewhat unamiable self-contentment. "Je n'ai pas 
le mCrite de ce pays-ci," he said of the court. "Je n'en suis pas 
moins Pierre Corneille," he is said t o  have replied to  his friends 
as often as they dared t o  suggest certain shortcomings in his be- 
haviour, manner or speech. "Je suis saoul de gloire et  affamC 
d'argent" was his reply to the compliments of koileau. Yet tradi- 
tion is unanimous as to  his affection for his family; and as to  the 
harmony in which he lived with his brother Thomas who had mar- 
ried Marguerite de LampCribre, younger sister of Marie, and 
whose household both at  Rouen and a t  Paris was practically one 
with that of his brother. No story about Corneille is better 
known than that which tells of the trap between the two houses, 
and how Pierre, whose facility of versification was much inferior 
to  his brother's, moult1 lift i t  when hard bestead, and call out 
"Sans-souci, une rime!" Notwithstanding thii domestic felicity, 
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an impression is left on the reader of Corneille's biographies of a 
certain natural melancholy of temperament. 

Although his actual poverty has been denied, he cannot have 
been affluent. His pensions covered but a small part of his long 
life and were most irregularly paid. Thomas Corneille himself, 
who to his undoubted talents united wonderful facility. untiring 
industry, and (gift valuable abo\-e all others to the playwright) 
an extraordinary knack of hitting the public fancy, died, notwith- 
standing his simple tastes, "as poor as Job." We know that Pierre 
received for two of his later pieces 2.000 livres each, and we do 
not know that he ever received more. 

But his reward in fame was not stinted. Corneille, unlike many 
of the great writers of the world, was not driven to wait for "the 
next age" to do him justice. The cabal or clique which attacked 
the Cid had no effect whatever on the judgment of the public. 
All his subsequent masterpieces were received with the same un- 
grudging applause, and the rising star of Racine, even in con- 
junction with the manifest inferiority of Corneille's last five or six 
plays, with difficulty prevailed against the older poet's towering 
reputation. The great men of his time-CondC, Turenne, the 
markcha1 de Grammont, the knight-errant duc de Guise-were 
his fervent admirers. Balzac did him justice; Rotrou, as we 
have seen, never failed in generous appreciation; Molikre in con- 
versation and in print recognized him as his own master and the 
foremost of dramatists. Racine, in discharge of his duty as 
respondent at  the Academical reception of Thomas Corneille, pro- 
nounced upon the memory of Pierre perhaps the noblest and mdst 
just tribute of eulogy that ever issued from the lips of a rival. 

His  Plays.-Producing, as he certainly has produced, work 
which classes him with the greatest names in literature, Corneille 
also signed an extraordinary quantity of verse which has not 
merely the defects of genius, irregularity, extravagance, bizarrefk, 
but the faults which we are apt to regard as exclusively belonging 
to those who lack genius, to  wit, the dulness and tediousness of 
mediocrity. Molikre's manner of accounting for this is famous in 
literary history or legend. "My friend Corneille," he said, "has a 
familiar who inspires him with the finest verses in the world. But 
sometimes the familiar leaves him to shift for himself, and then 
he fares very badly." That Corneille was by no means destitute of 
the critical faculty his Discourses and the Exarnens of his plays 
(often admirably acute, and, with Dryden's subsequent prefaces, 
the originals to a great extent of specially modern criticism) show 
well enough. But an enemy might certainly contend that a poet's 
critical faculty should be of the Promethean, not the Epimethean 
order. The fact seems to be that the form in which Corneille's 
work was cast,"and which by an odd irony of fate he did so much 
to originate and make popular, was very partially suited to his 
talents. H e  could imagine admirable situations, and he could 
write verses of incomparable grandeur-verses that reverberate 
again and again in the memory, but he could not, with the patient 
docility of Racine, labour at  proportioning the action of a tragedy 
strictly, a t  maintaining a uniform rate of interest iri the course of 
the plot and of excellence in the fashion of the verse. On the Eng- 
lish stage the liberty of unrestricted incident and complicated ac- 
tion, the po

w

er of multiplying characters and introducing prose 
scenes, would have exactly suited his somewhat intermittent gen- 
ius, both by covering defects and by giving greater scope for the 
exhibition of power. 

How great that power is can escape no one. The splendid 
soliloquies of Medea which, as Voltaire happily says, "annoncent 
Corneille," the entire parts of Rodogune and Chimkne, the final 
speech of Camille in Horace, the discovery scene of Cinna, the 
dialogues of Pauline and SCvkre in Polyeucte, the magnificently- 
contrasted conception and exhibition of the best and worst forms 
of feminine dignity in the CornClie of Pompe'e and the ClCopbtre 
of Rodogune,  the singularly fine contrast in D o n  Sanclte d'dragon, 
between the haughtiness of the Spanish nobles and the unshaken 
dignity of the supposed adventurer Carlos, and the characters 
of Aristie, Viriate and Sertorius himself, in the play named after 
the latter, are not to be surpassed in grandeur of thought, felicity 
of design or appropriateness of language. Therefore his rank 
among the greatest of dramatic poets is not a matter of question. 

For a poet is to be judged by his best things, and the best things of 
Corneille are second to none. 

iVe have seen it said of the Cid that it  is difficult to understand 
the enthusiasm it excited But the difficulty can only exist for 
persons who are insensible to dramatic excellence, or who so 
strongly object to the forms of the French drama that they cannot 
relish anything so presented. Rodrigue, Chimkne, Don Dikgue are 
not of any age, but of all time. The conflicting passions of love, 
honour, duty, are here represented as they never had been on a 
French stage, and in the "strong style" which was Corneille's own. 
Of the many objections urged against the play, perhaps the 
weightiest is that which condemns the frigid and superfluous part 
of the Infanta. Horace, though more skilfully constructed, is per- 
haps less satisfactory. There is a hardness about the younger 
Horace which might have been, but is not made, imposing, and 
Sabine's effect on the action is quite out of proportion to the 
space she occupies. The splendid declamation of Camille, and the 
excellent part of the elder Horace, do not altogether atone for 
these defects. Cinna is perhaps generally considered the poet's 
masterpiece, and it undoubtedly contains one of the finest scenes 
in all French tragedy. The blot on it  is certainly the character of 
Emilie, who is spiteful and thankless, not heroic. Polyez~c te  has 
sometimes been elevated to the same position. There is, however, 
a certain coolness about the hero's affection for his wife which 
somewhat detracts from the merit of his sacrifice; while the 
Christian part of the matter is scarcely so well treated as in the 
Sain t  Genes t  of Rotrou or the Virg in  M a r t y r  of Massinger. On 
the other hand, the entire parts of Pauline and SCvkre are beyond 
praise, and the manner in which the former reconciles her duty 
as a wife with her affection for her lover is an astonishing suc- 
cess. In  Ponzpe'e (for L a  i l for t  d e  Pompke ,  though the more ap- 
propriate, was not the original title) the splendid declamation of 
Cornelie is the chief thing to be remarked. L e  M e n t e u r  fully de- 
serves the honour which Moliere paid to it. In  Sertorius lve have 
one of Corneille's finest plays. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-T~~ subject of the bibliography of Corneille was 
treated in the most exhaustive manner by M. E. Picot in his Biblio- 
graphie Corne'lienne (1875-76). Less elaborate, but still ample in- 
formation may be found in J. A. Taschereau's Vio and in M. Marty- 
Laveaux's edition of the Works.  The individual plays were usually 
printed a year or two after their first appearance; but these dates 
have been subjected to confusion and to controversy. The chief 
collected editions in the poet's lifetime were those of 16aa. 1648. 
16j2, 1660 (with important corrections), 1664 and 1682, which gives 
the definitive text. In 1692 T. Corneille published a complete 
Thditre in j vols. Numerous editions appeared in the early part of 
the 18th century, that of 1740 (6  vols., Amsterdam) containing the 
Oeuvres diverxs as well as the plays. Several editions are recorded 
between this and that of Yoltaire (12 vols., Geneva, 1764; 8 vols., 
I 7 7 6 ) ,  whose Commentaires have often been reprinted separately. In 
the year IX. (1801) appeared an edition of the W o r k s  with Voltaire's 
commentary and criticisms thereon by Palissot (12 vols.). Of the 
numerous editions published since that date that of Ch. Marty- 
Laveaux in Regnier's Grands Ecrivains de la France (12 vols., 1862- 
68) is still the standard. I t  contains the entire works, a lexicon, full 
bibliographical information, and an album of illustrations of the 
poet's places of residence, his arms, some title-pages of his plays, 
facsimiles of his writings, etc. Kothing is wanting but variorum 
comments, which Lefkvre's edition supplies. Fontenelle's life of his 
uncle is the chief original authority on that subject, but Taschereau's 
Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de P. Corneille (1st ed. 1829, 2nd 
in the Bibl. elze'virienne, 1855) is the standard work. Of the exceed- 
ingly numerous writings relative to Corneille we may mention thc 
Reczrril de dissertations sur plz~siezrrs trage'dies de Corneille et de 
Raciize of the abbC Granet (1;4o), the criticisms already alluded to 
of Voltaire, La Harpe and Palissot, the well-known work of Guizot, 
first published as Vie de Corneitle in 1813 and revised as Corneille et 
son temps in 18j2, and the essays, repeated in his Portraits litte'raires, 
in Port-Royal, and in the h7~ztveaux Lztndis of Sainte-Beuve. More 
recent, besides essays by MM. Brunetikre, Faguet and Lemaitre and 
the pertinent part of M. E. Rigal's work on 16th century drama 
in France, see Gustave Lanson, Corneille in the Graizds Ecrivains 
fran~ais (1898) ; F. Bouquet, Points obscurs et nozlveaux de la vie 
de Pierre Corneille (1888) ; J.  Levallois, Corneille inconnz~ (1876) ; 
J .  Lemaitre, Corneille et la poe'tiqz~e d'dristote (1888) ; J .  B. Segall, 
Corneille and the Spanish Drama (1902) ; and the recently discovered 
and printed Fragments sur Pierre et Thomar Corneillp of Alfred de 
Vigny (1905). On the Cid quarrel E. H .  Chardon's Vie de Rotrou 
(1884) bears mainly on a whole series of documents which appeared 
at Rouen in the proceedings of the Socie'tt des bibliophiles normands 



during the years 1891-94. See also Benedetto Croce, Scritti di ston'a 
letteraria ( X I V .  Ariosto, Shakespeare e Corneille 1 9 1 1 ;  Eng. trans., 
1 9 2 1 )  ; AbbC Renault, Une fille inconnue de Pierre Corneille (1922) ; 
E.  de Saint-Auban, &laz"trr Pierre Cornezlle, avocat etc. (1923) ; 
L. M. Riddie, The Generzs and Sources of Pierre Corneille's Tragedies 
from Mede'e to Partherzte (1926 ,  Johns Hopkins Studies in Romance 
Literatures and Languages, vol. 3) ; R. Bray, La Tragddie Cornelienne 
devant la critique classique, d'apris la qufrelle de Sophonisbe, 1663 
( 1 9 2 7 ) .  

CORNEILLE, THOMAS (1625-1709), French dramatist, 
was born a t  Rouen on Aug. 20, 1625, being nearly 2 0  years younger 
than his brother, the great Corneille. At the age of I j he com- 
posed a play in Latin which was represented by his fellow-pupils 
a t  the Jesuits' college a t  Rouen. His first French play, Les En-  
gagements dzc Irasard, was acted in  1647. L e  Feint Astrologue, 
imitated from the Spanish, and imitated by Dryden, came next 
year. At his brother's death he succeeded to his vacant chair in 
the Academy. A complete translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses 
(he had published six books with the Heroic Epistles some years 
previously) appeared in 1697. I n  1704 he lost his sight and was 
constituted a "veteran," a dignity which preserved to him the 
privileges, while it  exempted him from the duties, of an acade- 
mician. Nevertheless in I 708 he produced a large Dictionnaire 
z~niversel ge'ographiqzle e t  historique in  three volumes folio. This 
was his last labour. H e  died at  Les Andelys on Dec. 8, 1709, aged 
84. The two Corneilles were strongly attached to one another, and 
practically lived in common. Of 42 plays by Thomas (this is the 
utmost number assigned to him) the last edition of his complete 
works contains only 32, but he wrote several in conjunction with 
other authors. Two are usually reprinted as his masterpieces at  the 
end of his brother's selected works. These are Ariane (1672) and 
the Comte  d'Essex. 

See G.  Reynier, Thomas Corneille, sa vie, ses ouvrages ( 1 8 9 2 ) ,  and 
Alfred de Vigny, Fragments ine'dits de critique sur Pierre et Thomas 
Corneille (1905) .  

CORNELIA (2nd cent. B.c.), daughter of Scipio Africanus 
the elder, mother of the Gracchi and of Sempronia, the wife of 
Scipio Africanus the younger. She was so devoted to her sons 
Tiberius and Gaius that it  was even asserted that she was con- 
cerned in the death of her son-in-law Scipio, who by his achieve- 
ments had eclipsed the fame of the Gracchi, and was said to 
have approved of the murder of Tiberius. When asked to show 
her jewels she presented her sons, and on her death a statue was 
erected to  her memory inscribed, "Cornelia, the mother of the 
Gracchi." After the murder of her second son Gaius she retired 
to Misenum, where she devoted herself to Greek and Latin 
literature and to the society of men of letters. She was a highly 
educated woman, and her letters were celebrated for their beauty 
of style. 

CORNELIUS, pope, was elected in 251 during the lull in the 
persecution by the emperor Decius. In  253, under the emperor 
Gallus, he was exiled to Centumcella (Civita Vecchia), where he 
died in the same year. H e  is commemorated with his friend, 
St. Cyprian, on Sept. 16. 

CORNELIUS, CARL AUGUST PETER (1824-1874), 
German musician and poet, born a t  Mainz, son of an actor a t  
Wiesbaden, grandson of the engraver Ignaz Cornelius, and nephew 
of Cornelius the painter, was himself intended to be an actor, but 
turned his attention to music. I n  1852 he came in touch with 
Liszt, and a t  Weimar he heard Berlioz' delightful Benvenuto 
Cellini, a work which ultimately exercised great influence over 
him. For the time, however, he devoted himself, on Liszt's advice, 
to  Church compositions, the influence of the Church on him at that 
time being so great that he applied, but vainly, for a place in a 
Jesuit college. At the same time his mind was bent on the pro- 
duction of a long contemplated comic opera, but the composition 
of this was delayed by the work of translating the prefaces to 
Liszt's symphonic poems and the texts of works by Berlioz and 
Rubinstein. Eventually, however, he wrote the Barbier von Bag- 
dud,  supplying the "book" as well as the music himself, and on 
Dec. I j, 1858, the opera was produced a t  Weimar under Liszt. 
I t  was however completely misunderstood by the public of that 
day, and hissed off the stage, whereupon Liszt indignantly re- 

signed his post. Shortly afterwards Cornelius went to  Vienna and 
Munich, and still later came very much under Wagner's influence. 
Subsequently his opera L e  Cid was completed and produced a t  
Weimar. For the last nine years of his life (1865-74) Cornelius 
was occupied with his opera Gunlod and other compositions, be- 
sides writing ably and abundantly on Wagner's music-dramas. 
I n  1867 he became teacher of rhetoric and harmony a t  the 
Musikschule, Munich, and married Berthe Jung. H e  died on the 
26th of October, 1874. Not the least of Cornelius's many claims 
to fame was his remarkable versatility. Many of his original 
poems, as well as his translations from the French, rank high. 
Among his songs, special mention may be made of the lovely 
"Weihnachtslieder," and of the "Vatergruft," an unaccompanied 
vocal work for baritone solo and choir. 

CORNELIUS, PETER VON ( I  783-1867), German paint- 
er, was born in Dusseldorf on Sept. 27, 1783. His earliest work 
of importance was the decoration of the choir of the church of 
St. Quirinus a t  Neuss. At the age of 26 he produced his designs 
from Faust. On Oct. 14, 1811, he arrived in Rome, where he 
soon became one of the most promising of that brotherhood of 
young German painters which included Overbeck, Schadow, Veit, 
Schnorr and Ludwig Vogel (1788-1879)-a fraternity (some of 
whom selected a ruinous convent for their home) who were 
banded together for resolute study and mutual criticism. Out of 
this association came the men who, though they were ridiculed 
at the time, were destined to found a new German school of art. 

At Rome Cornelius participated, with other members of the 
fraternity, in the decoration of the Casa Bartoldi and the villa 
Massimi. From Rome he was called to  Diisseldorf to  remodel the 
academy, and to Munich by the then crown-prince of Bavaria, 
afterwards Louis I., to direct the decorations for the Glyptothek. 
On the death of Director Langer (1825), he became director of the 
Munich academy. 

The fresco decorations of the Ludwigskirche, which were for 
the most part designed and executed by Cornelius, are perhaps the 
most important mural works of the 19th century. Amongst his 
other great works in Munich may be included his decorations in 
the Pinakothek and in the Glyptothek. About the year 1839-40 
he left Munich for Berlin to proceed with that series of cartoons, 
from the Apocalypse, for the frescoes for which he had been com- 
missioned by Frederick William IV., and which were intended to 
decorate the Campo Santo or royal mausoleum. Cornelius and his 
associates endeavoured to follow in their works the spirit of 
the Italian painters. But the Italian strain is to  a considerable 
extent modified by the Durer heritage. This Durer influence is 
manifest in a tendency to overcrowding in corhposition, in a 
degree of attenuation in the proportions of, and a poverty of con- 
tour in the nude figure, and also in a leaning to the selection of 
Gothic forms for  draperies. These peculiarities are even notice- 
able in Cornelius's principal work of the "Last Judgment" in the 
Ludwigskirche in Munich. Karl Hermann was one of Cornelius's 
earlier and most esteemed scholars, a man of simple and fervent 
nature, painstaking to the utmost, a very type of the finest Ger- 
man student nature; Kaulbach and Adam Eberle were also 
amongst his scholars. 

T o  comprehend and appreciate thoroughly the magnitude of the 
work which Cornelius accomplished for Germany, it  must be 
remembered that a t  the beginning of the 19th century Germany 
had no national school of ar t  and was in painting and sculpture 
behind all the rest of Europe. Yet in  less than half a century 
Cornelius founded a great school, revived mural painting, and 
turned the gaze of the art world towards Munich. The  German 
revival of mural painting had its effect upon England, as well 
as upon other European nations, and led to the famous cartoon 
competitions held in Westminster hall, and ultimately to the 
partial decoration of the Houses of Parliament. When the latter 
work was in contemplation, Cornelius, in  response to  invitations, 
visited England (Nov. 1841). H e  died on March 6, 1867. 

See Forster, Peter von Cornelius (18'74) ; A. Kuhn, Peter Cornelius 
und die geistigen Stromungen Seiner Zeit ( 1 9 2 1 ) .  

CORNELL, EZRA (1807-1874), American capitalist and 
philanthropist, was born at  Westchester Landing, N.Y., on Jan. 
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11,  1807, o f  Quaker parents. His early education was received in 
the common schools but throughout life he was an ardent student 
and became noted for his practical and scientific attainments. In 
1828 he settled at Ithaca, N.Y., where he later served as manager 
o f  flour mills. In 1842 he became associated with S. F. B. Morse 
in the early development o f  the electric telegraph and superin- 
tended the construction o f  the first telegraph line in America, 
opened between Baltimore and Washington in 1844. He then be- 
came one o f  the most active pioneers in the establishment o f  tele- 
graph lines throughout the country, in connection with which he 
accumulated a substantial fortune, being a founder and for some 
time the largest stock-holder in the Western Union Telegraph com- 
pany, organized in 1855. Settling on a farm near Ithaca, he be- 
came especially interested in the development o f  agriculture. Fol- 
lowing the passage in 1862 of the Morrill Act providing national 
support for agricultural colleges, he took steps which led to the 
founding at Ithaca o f  Cornell university, which was formally 
opened in 1868. His original endowment o f  $~OO,OOO, given in 
1865, was increased by  further personal contributions o f  about 
$4oo,ooo, and by more than $3,ooo,ooo realized as profits from his 
operations in purchasing and allocating public lands for the benefit 
o f  the new institution, which has since risen to front rank among 
American universities. He also established the Cornell library at 
Ithaca and built railway lines facilitating access to the university 
town. He died in Ithaca on Dec. 9, 1874. 

See Alonzo B .  Corneli, True and Firm: a Biography of Ezra Cornell 
(1884). 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, an American institution o f  
higher education, situated at Ithaca, New York. Its campus has 
a fine situation on a hill 8ooft. above sea level and 4ooft. above 
Cayuga lake, between deep gorges cut by two creeks, and com- 
mands a wide view of  the lake and the town. The university was 
founded in 1865 and was named in honour o f  Ezra Cornell, its 
principal benefactor. It was organized by Andrew D. White, its 
first president, and was opened in 1868. It is co-educational 
(since 1872) and comprises the graduate school, with 630 stu- 
dents in 1927; the college o f  arts and sciences (1,898 students); 
the law school (175 students), established in 1887; the medical 
college (263 students), a graduate college established in 1898 by 
the gift o f  Oliver Hazard Payne, situated in New York city but 
maintaining a division in Ithaca; the New York State veterinary 
college (107 students), established by  the State legislature in 
1894; the New York  State college o f  agriculture (664 students), 
maintained by  the State since 1904 and closely related to two 
experiment stations, the one at Ithaca supported by the Federal 
Government and the other at Geneva, 4om. away, maintained by 
the State Government; the State college of home economics (451 
students), established by  the State legislature in 1925; the col- 
lege o f  architecture (182 students) ; and the college o f  engineering, 
comprising three schools : civil engineering (3 28 students), me- 
chanical engineering (43 I students) and electrical engineering (309 
students). The total enrolment was 5,438 students, including 
1,271 women. In  addition, 2,053 students were enrolled in the 
1927 summer session and 79 in the short winter courses in agri- 
culture. Nearly all the States and territories o f  the United States 
and 35 foreign countries were represented. 

The government is vested in a board o f  trustees consisting o f  
I j persons co-opted, ten elected by the graduates and five ap- 
pointed b y  the governor o f  New York ,  these 30 persons for terms 
o f  five years; the president o f  the university, the governor and 
lieutenant governor o f  New York ,  the speaker o f  the assembly, 
the State commissioners o f  education and agriculture, the presi- 
dent o f  the State agricultural society and the librarian o f  the 
Cornell library in  the town o f  Ithaca, each o f  these eight persons 
ex ojicio; the eldest male descendant o f  Ezra Cornell for the term 
of  his natural life, and a representative o f  the State Grange elected 
annually. The university faculty elects three delegates who sit 
with the board and have the usual powers o f  trustees except the 
right to  vote. The  group of  State colleges, the graduate school 
and the medical college are each governed by the board through a 
council composed o f  trustees and members o f  the faculty. The 
presidents have been Andrew Dickson White, 1866-85; Charles 

Kendall Adams, 1885-92 ; Jacob Gould Schurman, 1892-1920; 
Livingston Farrand, 1021-37, and Edmund Ezra Day, 1937- . 

The university libraries contain about 750,000 vols., most o f  
.hem in the general library building, which, with an endowment 
(1891)  o f  $3oo,ooo for the purchase o f  books and periodicals, 
was the gift o f  Henry Williams Sage (1814-97), who had suc- 
:eeded Ezra Cornell as chairman o f  the board o f  trustees; in 

BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  C O R N E L L  U N l V E R S l T Y  
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1906 the general library received an additional endowment fund 
) f  about $;oo,ooo by the bequest o f  Willard Fiske, who gave it 
3lso four rich collections; viz., the Dante (8,000 vols.), Petrarch 
(4,000 vols.), Rhaeto-Romanic (1,300 vols.) and Icelandic (15,- 
2 0 0  vols.). It includes the President White historical library, 23,- 
200 vols. and pamphlets, given by  President White, especially 
rich in  the primary sources o f  history and containing useful col- 
lections on the period o f  the Reformation, on the English and 
French revolutions, on the American Civil w a r  and on the history 
~f superstition. Other special collections are the classical li- 
~ a r y  o f  Charles Anthon, the philological library o f  Franz Bopp, 
:he Goldwin Smith library (1869), the White architectural library, 
:he Spinoza collection presented by President White (1894),  the 
library o f  Jared Sparks, the Samuel J .  May collection o f  works on 
the history o f  slavery, the Zarncke library o f  Germanic philology 
ind literature, the Eugene Schuyler collection o f  Slavic folk-lore, 
literature and history, the Wordsworth collection made by Mrs. 
Cynthia Morgan St. John, the Charles W .  Wason collection o f  
works relating to China and the Chinese, the James Verner Scnife 
~ollection o f  books relating to the American Civil War and the 
Emil Kuichling library o f  hydraulic and sanitary engineering. The 
law library (60,ooo vols.) includes complete collections o f  the 
reports o f  the Federal courts and the several American State 
jurisdictions and o f  the English, Scotch, Irish and English colonial 
reports. The Flower veterinary library has 6,000 vols. and an en- 
iowment o f  $~o,ooo.  The general library has published catalogues 
3 f  the Dante, Petrarch and Icelandic collections given by Willard 
Fiske; it issues Zslandica, an annual relating to Iceland and to the 
Icelandic collection. 

In common with many o f  the State universities, Cornell univer- 
sity was founded on the Morrill Act of 1862, by which the Federal 
Sovernment apportioned to  the several States 9,500,oooac. o f  the 
public lands, from the proceeds o f  the sale of which each State 
was to  endow at least one college "where the leading object shall 
,e . . . to teach such branches o f  learning as are related to agri- 
:ulture and the mechanic arts." But it was Ezra Cornell (q .v . )  
who established the foundations, and Andrew D. White who deter- 
nined the form of  the new university. They were members o f  the 
New York legislature that in 1863-65 considered what disposition 
should be made o f  this State's share of the Federal grant. In 1864 
Cornell, at White's suggestion, determined to found a university 
3 f  a new type, "an institutionn-as he expressed his own ideal- 
'where any person can find instruction in any study." He offered 
.o give it $~oo,ooo and zooac. o f  land i f  the State n-ould agree 
Lo endow it with all the proceeds o f  New York's portion o f  the 
Federal grant. The proposed charter provided that, besides those 
branches o f  learning which the Morrill Act had specified, "such 
other branches o f  science and knowledge may be embraced in the 
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plan of instruction and investigation pertaining to the university 
as the trustees may deem useful and proper"; the university was 
to be made non-sectarian by a provision that a majority of the 
board of trustees should never be of one religious sect or of no 
religious sect and that persons of every religious denomination or 
of no religious denomination should be equally eligible to all 
offices and appointments. Despite bitter opposition, especially on 
the part of the denominational schools and press, a charter was 
granted April 27, 1865. 

The trustees committed to Mr. White the task of preparing a 
scheme for the university's internal organization, and in 1866 they 
accepted his report and elected him president. (For his own ac- 
count of his labours in organizing the university consult the Auto- 
biography of Andrew D.  JVIzite, vol. i.  go 51.) 

I n  the early years there were three or four general courses de- 
signed to afford the student some freedom in his choice of studies, 
ranging from a course in which the classics preponderated to one 
which was built around the modern sciences. At first all the work 
of each of these courses was prescribed, but after a few years the 
student was permitted to elect some or all of the subjects of his 
study in the latter years of the course; in 1896 the system of 
freely elective studies was adopted and the general courses were 
organized in a college of arts and sciences. 

The college of agriculture, the veterinary college and the college 
of home economics, with the State agricultural experiment sta- 
tion, form a group unique in their organization, being maintained 
by the State but administered by the trustees as units of the uni- 
versity, a privately endowed institution. The college of agricul- 
ture, established on a foundation of courses given since 1868 and 
with a Federal experiment station founded in 1879, was organized 
in 1890 and made a State college in 1904 with Prof. L. H. Bailey 
(b. 1858) as director. The present director is Prof. A. R .  Mann (b. 
1880). The veterinary college was organized by Prof. James Law 
(1838- I~ZI) ,  F.R.C.V.S , and is now under the direction of Prof. 
V. A. Moore (b. 18j9). This group of colleges has steadily en- 
larged its resources both for instruction and for scientific re- 
search; the State government has given it  buildings and equipment 
costing more than $~,OOO,OOO; and through its experiment stations 
and departments of extension it  renders constant service to agri- 
cultural enterprise and rural interests throughout the State. 

The school of mechanical engineering owes its foundation to 
Hiram Sibley (1807-88)) a banker of Rochester, N.Y., who gave 
$18o,ooo for its endowment and equipment and whose son Hiram 
W. Sibley has helped to maintain i t ;  i t  was built up under Prof. 
R. H .  Thurston (1839-1go3), its director in 1885-1903; in 1921 
it  was combined with the college of civil engineering and the 
school of electrical engineering in a single college under the direc- 
tion of Prof. D.  S. Kimball (b. 1865). The college occupies the 
Sibley group of laboratories and shops, Lincoln, Franklin and 
Rand halls and the Fuertes observatory, and possesses a hydraulic 
laboratory built so as to  use a joft. fall of water in the gorge of 
Fall Creek; it  maintains various museums and laboratories of 
research and publishes a Bulletin of its engineering experiment 
station. The college of architecture gives courses leading to 
degrees in architecture, landscape architecture and fine arts. The 
law school became a graduate school in 192j; i t  publishes the 
Cornell Law Qsrarterly, established in 1915. 

The medical college after its foundation in 1898 occupied a 
building extending from 27th to 28th street in First avenue oppo- 
site Bellevue hospital, in New York, and enjoyed relations with 
New York hospital and Bellevue hospital by which they admitted 
its students to their wards for instruction and research. In 192 7 
the university entered into an agreement with New York hospital 
by which that hospital and the college are permanently affiliated 
and are to occupy for their joint operation a new building to be 
erected at  68th street and Avenue A, near the Rockefeller Insti- 
tute for Medical Research. To  aid in carrying out this project the 
general education board appropriated $7,5oo,ooo; large legacies to 
both the hospital and the college were contained in the evil1 of 
Payne Whitney, the vice president of the hospital, who had 
devoted himself for several years to the perfecting of the project. 
The college is affiliated with the Memorial hospital for the study 

and treatment of cancer and with the John E. Berwind maternity 
clinic; it operates a pay clinic whose attendance has averaged 335 
patients daily. 

A group of dormitories for men was begun in 1914. For under- 
graduate women, in addition to Sage college (1874) and Prudence 
Risley hall (1913), a group of new halls was provided for by a 
gift of $1,6jo,ooo received in 1928. There were 64 fraternities, 
most of them chapters of national "Greek-letter" societies, in 
1927, and 14 similar organizations of student women, housing 
and boarding their members. 

The regular annual tuition fees in 1927 ranged from $500 in the 
medical college to $zoo in the State colleges, which, however, re- 
ceive residents of New York State free of tuition in their under- 
graduate courses. 

For athletic recreation the trustees in 1902 appropriated to the 
students 55ac. of the campus, gjac. of which are always open 
for games; the athletic association uses the remainder, having a 
football field, a baseball field, two quarter-mile cinder tracks and 
appropriate stands and buildings. The association owns and oper- 
ates two boat-houses and their equipment of racing boats and 
motor launches on the main inlet of Cayuga lake, and, in the win- 
ter, provides conveniences for skaters on Beebe lake, above the 
dam of the hydraulic laboratory, where it conducts a clubhouse 
and restaurant. During their first two years all undergraduate 
students are required to receive physical training, which for 
the men takes the form of military training under officers detailed 
by the War department; the university's unit of the reserve offi- 
cers' training corps of the army occupies the New Irork State 
drill hall (1913)) the floor of which is zac. in area. A staff of 
medical advisers safeguards the students' health by means of 
periodical consultations or examinations; weekly lectures on 
hygiene and preventive medicine are prescribed for all first year 
undergraduate students. 

In  the years 1869-192 7 the university conferred 29,532 degrees, 
including 3,375 advanced degrees. The graduates are organized 
in many local associations and clubs, and in the Cornell alumni 
corporation, which meets a t  Ithaca every June with the primary 
duty of canvassing the postal ballot for alumni members of the 
board of trustees. Through the Cornellian council, which they 
organized in 1908, former students have contributed more than 
$1,5oo,ooo to the university; they publish the Cornell Alumni 
News, a 16-page weekly newspaper. An undergraduate board 
publishes the Cornell Daily Sun, founded in 1880, and under- 
graduate boards with faculty advisers publish the Sibley Jozirnal 
of Engineering, the Cor~zell Civil Engineer, and (in the college of 
agriculture) the Cornell Countryman. (W. P.) 
CORNER. In  commerce, the manipulation of a market to 

secure the monopoly of the supply of a commodity, or such a 
degree of control of supply as will enable the speculator to  raise 
prices. From time to time corners have been made in the shares of 
companies, in corn and in metals. I t  sometimes happens that when 
"bears" (see BEAR) sell heavily on the stock exchange the shares 
of a company which they do not possess, the shares are cornered 
against them so that they are eventually forced to pay an exor- 
bitant price to  buy back what they have sold. There have been 
large-scale instances of wheat cornering, but such examples are 
rare, for the risks involved are very great (see MONOPOLY). 
CORNET, a word having two distinct significations and two 

etymological histories, both, however, ultimately referable to  the 
same Latin origin :- 

I. (Fr. cornette, dim, of corne, from Lat. conzzl, a horn), a 
small standard, formerly carried by a troop of cavalry, and similar 
to the pennon in form, narrowing gradually to  a point. The term 
was then applied to the body of cavalry which carried a cornet, 
and later to the junior officer who, like the "ensign" of foot, 
carried the colour. 

2. (Fr. cornet, Ital. cornetto, Med. Lat. corneturn, a bugle, from 
Lat. conzu, a horn), in music, the name of two varieties of wind 
instruments (see below), and also of certain stops of the organ. 

(a)  CORXET or CORXETT is the name given to a family of 
not brass, but wood wind instruments, now obsolete, and differing 
entirely from the modern cornet & pistons. I n  Germany in the 
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and the starch granules separated from the 'coarser constituents, 
which form a valuable cattle food. The milky starch thus ob- 
tained is further refined by passing over a long series of inclined 
"runs" or tables. The starch granules, being heavier than water: 
fall and settle on the smooth surface of the runs. There is, how- 
ever, in the liquid, along with the comparatively pure starch gran- 
ules, a certain quantity of yellow starch matter or corn gluten 
(with other impurities) which, being lighter than the starch, is 
kept in suspension, and eventually flows over the tail end of the 
runs and is collected to be mixed into cattle food. Thus a further 
separation has been effected, but the pure starch required for 
cornflour has not yet been obtained. Periodically the flow over 
the run is stopped, and the settled starch is cut out from the runs 
into vats, which have a central stirrer. When a sufficient quantity 
has been collected in a tun, clean fresh water is run in, along with 
caustic soda liquor, and the stirrer is set in motion, so that by 
degrees the starch is lifted into suspension. Certain of the nitro- 
genous elements of the grain, which are intimately mixed with the 
starch in its present state, are now dissolved away by the caustic 
liquor. Aftcr stirring, the starch is pumped to another tun in the 
washing house, where i t  is allowed to settle, the solid starch gran- 
ules slowly falling to the bottom, and forming a hard compact 
-mass, on the surface of which there settles out a small quantity 
of softer yellow matter (called "the tops"). This settling takes 
from two to four days. The "tops" are removed, and the fine 
residuum washed several times. Next comes drying, and when 
this is done, the flour is raked down into hoppers, from which 
it is drawn off into bags. This is now finished cornflour in the 
"crisp" state, and all that remains to be done is to  pulverize it. 
This is done in a special mill, but even here care has to  be taken 
to eliminate any foreign particles. A careful sieving therefore 
forms the actual final operation. 

CORNFLOWER (Centaurea Cyanus), a well-known plant of 
the family Compositae, called also bluebottle and bachelor's 
button. I t  is a native of Europe, a familiar weed in Great Britain, 
and has become widely naturalized from cultivation in many parts 
of North America from Quebec to the Pacific coast, where in 
Washington and California it is a common wayside weed. I t  is a 
slender, branching annual, I ft .  to 2 i t .  high, with narrow, more 
or less toothed or divided leaves and brilliant usually blue flowers. 
in heads an inch or more across, borne on long leafless stalks. I n  

17th and 18th centuries, they were used with trombones in the 
churches to accompany the chorales, and there are examples of 
this use of the instrument in the sacred cantatas of J. S. Bach. 
Gluck was the last composer of importance who scored for the 
cornet. 

(b)  CORNET A PISTONS, CORNET and CORNOPAEAN are the 
names of a modern brass wind instrument, a transformation of 

the United States it ispopular for garden 
planting, being one of the "old-fashioned 
flowers." I t  is the national flower of 
Germany. (See CENTAUREA.) 

CORNICE, in architecture, the deco- 
rated projection at  the top of a wall pro- 
vided to throw off rain froin the wall face 
or to ornament and finish the eaves. The 
term is used as well for any projecting ele- 
ment which crowns an architectural fea- 
ture. A cornice is also specifically the top 
member of the entablature of a classic or- 
der (q.v.); i t  is in this case divided into 
three parts, a bed mould, corona and cy- 
matium. 

CORNICHE. THE. the name of a 

the old post-horn, of the same 
pitch as the trumpet. There are 
no fixed notes on the cornet, as 
in instruments with lateral holes, 
or with keys; the musical scale is 
obtained by means of the power 
the performer possesses of pro- 
ducing the notes of the harmonic 
series by over-blowing, i.e., by 
varying the tension of the lips and 
the pressure of breath, the inter- 
mediate notes b-ing obtained by 
means of three pistons. The tim- 
bre of the cornet lies somewhere 
between that of the horn and 
the trumpet, having the blaring, 
penetrating quality of the latter, 
without its brilliant, noble son- 
orousness. 

CORNETO TARQUINIA: 
see TARQUIXIA. 

CORNFLOUR. The starch 
of maize (Indian corn) refined 
for use as a foodstuff. A grain of 
maize has a complicated struc- 
ture, consisting mainly of an em- 

t: , " , " ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ Y s A ~ ~ ~ ~ S  carriage road buiit by  ol ole on along the 
C. Farnese Palace hiediterranean slopes of the Maritiine 
D. Temple, ~ d f u  Alps. between Nice and Genoa it  is famous 
E. Door Of  for its sea and alpine views. The name is 

applied to-day to the three roads known respectively as the Grand, 
the Middle and the Little Corniche (Grande, Moyenne, et Pefite 
Corniclze), of which the first. ascending directly from Nice, 
reaches within a few miles a height of over 1.700 i t . ,  and passing 
via the Col d'Eze descends via La Turbie to Mentone, while the 
Little Corniche follows the coast route through Beaulieu, Monaco, 
Monte Carlo and Roquebrunne. 

CORNIFICIUS, the author of a work on rhetorical figures, 
and perhaps of a general treatise (ars, riXvrl), on the ar t  of rhet- 
oric (Quintilian. Instit., iii. I .  ix. 3.). H e  has been identi- 

I fied with the author of the four books of Rlzetorica generally 
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bryo plant and starchy food to MODERN CORNET 

sustain its early growth. The endosperm or store of food is a 
mass of minute granules of starch, corn gluten and protein. Each 
granule is a unit of definite shape and size, and the cell in which 
it lies might be compared to the cells of a honeycomb, only in- 
finitely smaller; this is the common characteristic of the grass 
family. 

The main problems of the manufacture of cornflour are: ( I )  
the separation of the starch granules from the germs, hull, and 
gluten; ( 2 )  the purifying of these granules; and (3) the selection 
of those granules which possess in the highest degree purity and 
strength, i.e., the quality of forming a stiff paste when boiled with 
water or milk. T o  obtain the best result, the grain used must be 
carefully selected. Maize is now grown in many parts of the 
world. The chief exporting countries in the past have been the 
United States, the Danubian provinces, and Argentina. More re- 
cently maize has been shipped from South Africa and Rhodesia, 
Ti7est and East Africa, and to s lesser extent Rangoon, Egypt, and 
elsewhere. 

The grain first undergoes dry cleaning, all dirt and dust being 
removed. I t  is then scoured in water to remove the last traces of 
foreign matter. The clean grain is carried by elevators and con- 
veyors to  steeping tuns. Steeping is done with a dilute solution of 
sulphuric dioxide gas. This prevents fermentation and helps to 
soften the kernels so that the germs are easily separated and the 
hull loosened. The steep water is evaporated and valuable solu- 
b l e ~  recovered. The time of steeping and the temperature are 
important factors. The grains, brought to  the right degree of soft- 
ness, are ground and split, to free the germ from the rest of the 
grain. The broken mass passes into a germ separator, where the 
germ, being lighter, is floated off. The germ, which contains 
about 40% of oil, is then dried and sent to  the oil mill for the 
extraction of the oil. This oil, which in its crude state is not fit 
for  human food, can by careful refining be made suitable for 
edible purposes, and is largely used for cooking, baking and as 
salad oil. After the extraction of the oil, the residue of the germ 
is made into a cake which is of special value for fattening cattle 
and sheep and is sold under the name "maize germ cake." 

The germ eliminated. the corn is finely ground in a wet state, 
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known as Auctor ad Herennium. The chief argument in favour 
of this identity is the fact that many passages quoted by Quin- 
tilian from Cornificius are reproduced in the Rhetorica. But it 
seems improbable that the question of authorship will ever be 
satisfactorily settled. Internal indications point to the date of 
composition as 86-82 B c., the period of Marian domination in 
Rome. The unknown author, as may be inferred from the treatise 
itself, did not write to make money, but to oblige his relative 
and friend Herennius. H e  expresses his contempt for the ordinary 
school rhetorician. Finally, he admits that rhetoric is not the 
highest accomplishment, and that philosophy is more deserving 
of attention. 

The first and second books of the Rlzetorica treat of inventio 
and forensic rhetoric; the third, of dispositio, pronulztiatio, me- 
ntoria, deliberative and demonstrative rhetoric; the fourth, of elo- 
cutio. The chief aims of the author are conciseness and clearness 
The work as a whole is considered very valuable. The question of 
the relation of Cicero's De invenfio?ze to the Rhetorica is a matter 
of much dispute. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The best modern editions are by C. L. Kayser 
(1860), in the Tauchnitz, and W. Friedrich (1889) in the Teubner 
edition of Cicero's works, and separately by F. Marx (1894) ; see also 
M. Wisen, De sclzoliis Rhetorices ad Herenlzium (1905). Full references 
to authorities will be found in the articles by Brzoska in Pauly- 
Wissowa, Realencyklophdie (1901) ; M. Schanz, Geschichte der 
romischen Litt., i. (2nd ed., pp. 387-394) ; and Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. 
of Roman Lit. (Eng. trans, p. 162) ; see also Mommsen, Hzst. of Rome, 
bk. iv. cb. 13. 

CORNING is a city in Steuben county, New York, U.S.A., 
in the southern part of the state, on the Chemung river. I t  is 
served by the Erie, the L a c k a ~ ~ a n n a  and the New York Central 
railways. Pop. (1940 federal census) 16,212. Corning is the 
trading and shipping centre of a dairying and tobacco-growing 
region, and has important manufacturing industries, with an 
annual output valued a t  $12,00o,ooo. The leading products are 
technical glass, cut and flint glass in many forms, furnaces, 
stoves 'and fibre boxes and cartons. There are also large fonn- 
dries and railroad shops and car factories. There were settlers 
here as early as 1789. The village was incorporated in 1848 and 
named after Erastus Corning, the railway builder. I t  was char- 
tered as a city in 1890. 
CORNISH, a breed of poultry apparently developed in Eng- 

land about the middle of the 19th century and first imported into 
America in 1887. I t  gained considerable popularity partly because 
of its excellent fleshing properties and its yellow skin. I t  has close 
feathering and a compact, heavily-meated body, the breast being 
very deep and broad. The cornish lays a brown-shelled egg and is 
a broody fowl. I t  has a pea comb. I n  spite of its excellent flesh- 
ing properties, the cornish has never demonstrated that it is a very 
great layer. There are three varieties, the dark, the white, and the 
white-laced red, the latter being a novelty. The plumage of the 
dark cornish is largely lustrous greenish-black and dark red inter- 
mixed. The under-colour is dark slate, and the beak, shanks and 
toes, yellow. The plumage of the white cornish is pure white; the 
beak, shanks, and toes are yellow, which is also the colour of the 
skin. The white-laced red cornish has been developed in America 
quite recently. The plumage is, for the most part, red with a nar- 
row lacing of white on each feather. I n  both sexes the neck 
feathcrs are rich red which, in the male, are laced with silvery 
white, and in the female, with white. The tail feathers in the male 
are white, and in the female they are red except that the end of 
each feather is laced with white. The under colour in both sexes 
is white, and the skin, beaks, shanks and toes are yellow. (See 
POULTRY AND POULTRY FARMING.) 
CORNISH LANGUAGE. This extinct language belonged 

to the Brythonic group of the Celtic division of the Indo-Euro- 
pean family of languages. I t  is, therefore, akin to Welsh and to 
Breton-indeed it is suggested that up to 1400-1600 a Cornishman 
could understand a Breton speaker. I t  is, however, a characteris- 
tic feature of Cornish, even in old forms, to  change non-initial t 
snd  d into s or z .  With the Reformation, it decayed as the Prayer 
Book and the Scriptures circulated in English-so that the people 
became bilingual, and then lost their original speech, though there 

is evidence that people who lived into the 19th century were able 
to converse in it. The modern speech of western Cornwall still 
contains Celtic words and "since by Pol, Tre and Pen, you may 
know the Cornish men," from Tamar to Land's End are found 
personal and place names of Celtic origin. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-SC~ H. Jenner, Handbook of the Cornish Language 
(1904) ; J .  Loth, Revue Celtique, vols. xvii. to xxiv. and xxxii. to 
xxxvii.; F. W. P. Jago, Ancient Language and Dialect o f  Cornwdl 
(1882) ; and English Cornish Dictionary (1887). 

CORNISH LITERATURE 

The earliest extant remains of Cornish consist of proper names, 
10th century glosses and a 12th century vocabulary. The 
names occur among manumissions of serfs in the Bodmin Gospels 
(Revne Celtique, i. 232) and in Domesday Book. Glosses are 
found in a volume at  the Bodleian and also in a treatise on 
Donatus by Smaragdus, abbot of Saint-Rlihiel, which is a t  the 
Bibliothkque Nationale in Paris (Archiv. fiir celtisclze Lexicogra- 
pltie, iii. 249). These remains belong approximately to the 10th 
century The vocabulary occurs in a 12th century ms. (Cott. Vesp. 
A. XIV.) at the Briiish Museum. Prof. Max Forster has shown 
that this is a translation of Abbot Aelfric's famous Latin-Anglo- 
Saiton Glossary. Though the language is termed Old Cornish, 
strictly the forms in the vocabulary correspond to those of Mid. 
Welsh and Mid. Breton. 

The earliest known piece of connected Cornish consists of 41 
lines of verse dealing with the subject of marriage. This may be 
a fragment of drama, and was written about 1400 (Revue Cel- 
tiqzle, iv. 2j8). A little later comes the Passion of Our Lord or 
hloz~rzt Calvary, a versified narrative (259 stanzas) of the events 
of the Passion based on the Gospel and apocryphal narratives 
(Stokes, Trans. o f  tlze Philological Society, 1860-61, appendix). 
But the bulk of Cornish literature is made up of plays, of which 
the earliest form a trilogy named Ordinalia, the oldest copy of 
nhich is a ~ j t h  century Oxford manuscript. They were pub- 
lished by Edwin Korris in two volumes under the title of The  
Artcieitt Cornish Dralna (1859). The first play, Origo Mzcndi, 
begins with the creation and ends with the building of Solomon's 
temple. The second, Passio Domiizi, gives the history of Christ 
from the temptation to the crucifixion. The third, Resurrectio 
Dovzini, continues the second without interruption, and ends 
with the resurrection and the ascension. I t  embraces the har- 
rowing of hell, the legend of St. Veronica and Tiberius, and the 
death of Pilate. In  addition to the biblical narrative, apocryphal 
sources have been extensively drawn upon in the work, as in the 
Passion of Our Lord. The Gospel of Nicodemus is very much 
in evidence throughout. The plays are of learned origin and are 
imitations, if not adaptations from English (and possibly French) 
sources. Practically no originality is displayed (though many of 
the events are represented as having taken place in well-known 
Cornish localities), except in the comic or sarcastic parts. There 
are many signs of linguistic impurity in these plays, and one is 
fully prepared for the debasement which increasingly occurs in 
the later works. 

The next play to notice is Ordinale de Vi ta  Sancti Mereadoci, 
Episcopi et Confessoris, the ms. of which was written in I joq and 
is now Peniarth ms. 105 at the National Library of Wales. I t  was 
published under the titles Beunans Meriasek, The  Life of St. 
Merz'asek, by Stokes in 18 72. The play deals with the life and 
death of Meriasek (in Welsh Meiriadog, in Breton Meriadek),  
son of a duke of Brittany, and the legend of St. Silvester and 
the emperor Constantine, though Meriasek belongs to the 7th 
century and St. Silvester to the 4th. The construction of the play 
is unskilful, and, as le Braz has shown, the author drew his mate- 
rials from Latin and English sources. Something truly Cornish 
might have been expected in a play based upon an early patron 
saint of Camborne, but no immediate Cornish traditions appear, 
the story of Meriasek having been taken fro111 a Breton source. 
At the end of each of the two parts of the play the minstrels 
are bidden to pipe and the spectators to dance and carouse. The 
usual comic element is supplied by Constantine's quack doctor, 
by torturers, outlaws and crucifiers. The language is more recent 
than in the dramas published by Norris, and English words are 
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on the increase. The last play is that published by Stokes in 
1864 under the titles Gwreans an Bys, The Creation of  the World, 
from the oldest ms., which is a t  the Bodleian and dated 1611. This 
copy was written by William Jordan of Helston. The play greatly 
resembles the Origo dfundi of Norris's edition, of which whole 
passages have been borrowed. The language shows considerable 
signs of decay, English words occur in plenty, and Lucifer and 
his angels are often made to speak English. 

Later original compositions in Cornish are Nebbas Gerriau dro 
tho Carnoack ("A few words about Cornish") by John Boson 
(10u1.n. of the R .  Znst. of Cor7zwal1, 1879) and DzAzian Tshei an 
hor ("John of Ram's house"), a folk-tale printed with a Welsh 
version by Lhuyd in his Archaeolog~a Britanizica (1707) and with 
an English version in Pryce's Arcl~aeologia Cornu-Britamzica 
(1790)  Andrew Borde's Booke of the Introduction o f  Knowl- 
edge (1542) contains some Cornish conversations (ed. by Stokes, 
Rev. Celtiqz~e, iv. 262, and Loth, Arch. fuer Celt. Lex, i. 224). A 
number of words and phrases occur in Carew's Survey of Corn- 
wall. Lhuyd's preface to  his Cornish grammar is written in Cor- 
nish, and he also wrote an elegy in Cornish on William of Orange. 
In  addition there are fragments of Cornish consisting of songs, 
verses, proverbs, epigrams, epitaphs, maxims, letters, conversa- 
tions, mottoes and translations of passages of Scripture, the 
Creed, etc. They are enumerated, classified and described by Jen- 
ner in his Handbook. In  recent years there appear signs of a 
reviving interest being taken by Cornishmen in Cornish as a 
living language. A few poems and short stories (including trans- 
lations) have been published. But the general barrenness of 
Cornish literature is to be regretted all the more when one thinks 
that it  is to the land where Cornish was once spoken that the 
world probably owes the Matter of Britain. (See Loth, Rev. 
Celtiqz~e, xxxiii. 2 58-3 10.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-E. Norris, The Ancient Cornish Drama ( 2  vols. 
1859) ; H. Jenner, Handbook of the Cornish Language (1904) ; 
A. le Braz, Le The'citre celtique (1905) ; L. C. Stern, Die Kultur d. 
Gegenwart, i .  xi. i., pp. 131-132. (H. LE.) 

CORN LAWS. From the very earliest times, States which 
have attained to any degree of civilization have found it  necessary 
to take measures to ensure a sufficient supply of cereals for the 
population. I n  communities which were wholly or mainly agri- 
cultural, such measures were only of a temporary nature, resorted 
to in times of failure of crops or of war. Thus in early Egypt 
(c .  2 0 0 0  B.c.) steps were taken to store grain in years of plenty 
against the prospect of lean years to  come (Genesis xxi. 46-jj). 
Similar measures were taken in China a t  an equally early date. 
When, however, populations became divided into agricultural and 
non-agricultural, by the institution of, e.g., sacerdotal or military 
castes, it became necessary to make permanent provision for the 
feeding of this non-agricultural element. Thus in imperial Rome 
the tribute payable by conquered races frequently took the form 
of grain to  ensure supplies for Rome itself and for the army. The 
system of tithes similarly arose from the need for supplying the 
clergy from the produce of the land cultivated by those to whom 
they ministered. 

Up to the 14th century the question was mainly one of pro- 
viding for those members of a self-supporting community, who 
for any reason, were not themselves in a position to produce theit 
own sustenance. With however the rise of industrial and com- 
mercial classes, the production of the agricultural section was not 
sufficient to supply the needs of all, a t  any rate in years when the 
yield was in any way below normal, and supplies had to be sought 
elsewhere. From this arose the need for state intervention in the 
import and export of corn. At this period communications were 
in a very primitive stage of development, and intercourse war 
only possible between comparatively neighbouring communitier 
or states. Thus it  frequently happened that years of bad crop: 
were more or less general over the area in which trade normallq 
took place, and the high prices that could be obtained led to corr 
being sent to accessible parts of a foreign country rather than tc 
less accessible parts of the producing country. This caused step2 
to be taken to maintain home supplies, by the regulation of im. 
ports and exports. These regulations usually took the form oj 

xohibiting export, or only permitting it  when prices mere suf- 
iciently low to indicate sufficiency, if not satiation, on the home 
narket, and by only allowing imports when the home price 
-cached a high level, thus operating against what is now termed 
'dumping." and ensuring a fair return to  home producers, while 
n times of shortage, the specified price would be reached, and im- 
3orts were authorized to alleviate risk of famine. 

In  modern times, instead of actual prohibition of import or 
?xport, i t  became the practice to  impose high, and therefore 
sifectively prohibitive duties, sometimes in conjunction with 
specified price limits or with a sliding scale dependent on prices in 
.he home market. With the rise of intensive cereal culture in 
4merica, Canada, Rumania and elsewhere, protective import 
Iuties have been levied in certain countries to prevent the flood- 
ing of the home market with cheap grain to the detriment of the 
domestic producer. 

ENGLAND 
During four centuries after the Conquest the corn law of Eng- 

land simply was that export of corn was prohibited, save in years 
3f extreme plenty under forms of state licence, and that pro- 
Iucers carried their surplus grain into the nearest market town, 
znd sold it  there for what it  would bring amongst those who 
wanted it  to consume; and the same rule prevailed in the prin- 
cipal countries of the continent of Europe. The prohibition of 
export discouraged agricultural improvement, and in so much 
diminished the security and liberality even of domestic supply; 
while the intolerance of any home dealing or merchandise in corn 
prevented the growth of a commercial and financial interest 
strong enough to improve the means of transport by which the 
plenty of one part of the same country could have come to the 
aid of the scarcity in another. 
English Corn Laws, 1436-1603.-Apart from this general 

feudal germ of legislation on corn, the history of the British corn 
laws may be said to  have begun with the statute in the reign of 
Henry VI. (r436), by which exportation was permitted without 
state licence, when the price of wheat or other corn fell below 
certain prices. The reason given in the preamble of the statute 
was that the previous state of the law had compelled farmers to 
sell their corn a t  low prices, which was no doubt true, but which 
also showed the important turn of the tide that had set in. One 
may readily perceive that the cultivators of the wheat lands in the 
south-eastern counties of England, fo r  example, who could fre- 
quently have sold their produce in that age to Dutch merchants 
to better advantage than in their own market town, or even in 
London, but were prohibited to export abroad, and yet had no 
means of distributing their supplies a t  home so as t o  realize the 
highest medium price in England, must have felt aggrieved, and 
that their barons and knights of the shire would have a common 
interest in making a strong effort to rectify the injustice in parlia- 
ment. This object appears to have been in some measure accorn- 
plished by this statute, and 27 years afterwards (1463) a decided 
step was taken towards securing to agriculturists a monopoly of 
the home market by a statute prohibitory of importation from 
abroad. Foreign import was to  be permitted only a t  and above 
the point of prices where the export of domestic produce was pro- 
hibited. The landed interest had now adopted the idea of sus- 
taining and equalizing the value of corn, and promoting their own 
industry and gains, which for  four centuries, under various modi- 
fications of plan, and great changes of social and political condi- 
tion, were to maintain a firm place in the legislation and policy of 
England. But there were many reasons why this idea when 
carried into practice should not have the results anticipated 
from it. 

The import of grain from abroad, even in times of dearth and 
high prices at  home, could not be considerable as long as the policy 
of neighbouring countries was to prohibit export; nor could the 
export of native corn, even with the Dutch and other European 
ports open to such supplies, be effective save in limited maritime 
districts, as long as the internal corn trade was suppressed, not 
only by want of roads, but by legal interdict. The regulation of 
liberty of export and import by rates of price, moreover, had the 
same practical objection as the various sliding scales, bounties, 
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and other legislatire expedients down to 1846,  viz. that they 
failed, probably more in that age than in later times, to create 
a permanent market, and aimed only at  a casual trade. When 
foreign supplies were needed, they were often not to  be found, 
and when there was an excess of corn in the country a profitable 
outlet was both difficult and uncertain. I t  would appear, indeed, 
that during the Wars of the Ro5es the statutes of Henry VI. and 
Edward IV. had become obsolete; for a law regulating export 
prices in identical terms of the law of 1436 was re-enacted in the 
reign of Mary I .  ( 1 5  5 4 ) .  

In  the preceding reign of Edward VI., as well as in the suc- 
ceeding long reign of Elizabeth, there were unceasing complaints 
of the decay of tillage, the dearth of corn, and the privations of 
the labouring classes; and these complaints were met by the same 
kind of measures-by statutes encouraging tillage, forbidding the 
enlargement of farms, imposing severer restrictions on storing 
and buying and selling of grain, and by renewed attempts to regu- 
late export and import according to prices. I n  I j62 the price a t  
which export might take place was raised to 10s. per quarter 
for wheat, and 6s.  8d.  for barley and malt. This only lasted a few 
years, and in I j i o  the export of wheat and barley was permitted 
from particular districts on payment of a duty of I S .  8d. per 
quarter, although still liable to prohibition by the Government 
or local authority, while it  was entirely prohibited under the old 
regulations from other districts. Only a t  the close of Elizabeth's 
reign ( 1 6 0 3 )  did a spark of new light appear in a further statute, 
which removed the futile provisions in favour of tillage and 
against enlargement of pastoral farms, and rested the whole 
policy for promoting an equable supply of corn, while encour- 
aging agriculture, on an allowed export of wheat and other grain 
a t  a duty of 2s. and I S .  4d.  when the price of wheat was not more 
than zos., and of barley and malt 12s. per quarter. The import 
of corn appears to  have been much lost sight of from the period 
of the statute of 1463. The internal state of England, as well as 
the policy of other countries of Europe, was unfavourable to 
any regular import of grain, though many parts of the kingdom 
were often suffering from dearth of corn. I t  is obvious that this 
legislation, carried over more than a century and a half, failed of 
its purpose, and that it  neither promoted agriculture nor increased 
the supply of bread. So great a variance and conflict between the 
intention of statutes and the actual course of affairs might be 
deemed inexplicable, but for an explanation which a close eco- 
nomic study of the circumstances of the times affords. 

Besides the general reasons of the failure already indicated, 
there were three special causes in active operation, which, though 
not seen a t  the period, have become distinct enough since. ( I )  
A comparatively free export of wool had been permitted in Eng- 
land from time immemorial. I t  was subject neither to  conditions 
of price nor to  duties in the times under considcration, was easier 
of transport and less liable to damage; while corn, a prime rural 
product, was subject, as an article of merchandise, to every dif- 
ficulty, internally and externally, which meddling legislation and 
popular prejudice could impose. The numerous statutes enjoining 
tillage and discouraging pastoral farms-or in other words re- 
quiring that agriculturists should turn from what was profitable 
to  what was unprofitable-had consequently no substantial effect, 
save in the many individual instances in which the effect may have 
been injurious. ( 2 )  The value of the standard money of the king- 
dom had been undergoing great depreciation from two opposite 
quarters a t  once. The pound sterling of England was reduced in 
the weight of pure metal; while, a t  the same time, the greater 
abundance of silver, which now began to be experienced in 
Europe from the discovery of the South American mines, was 
steadily reducing the intrinsic value of the metal. Hence a general 
rise of prices remarked by Hume and other historians; and hence 
also it  followed that a price of corn fixed for export or import a t  
one period became always a t  another period more or less restric- 
tive of export than had been designed. ( 3 )  The wages of labour 
i ~ o u l d  have followed the advance in the prices of commodities 
had wages been left free, but they were kept down by statute to 
the three or four pence per day at  which they stood when the 
pound sterling contained one-fourth more silver and silver itself 

was much more valuable. 
M'Culloch found from a comparison of prices of corn and 

wages of labour in the reign of Henry VII. and the latter part of 
the reign of Elizabeth, that in the former period a labourer could 
earn a quarter of wheat in 20,  a quarter of rye in 1 2 ,  and a quar- 
ter of barley in 9 days; whereas, in the latter period, to earn a 
quarter of wheat required 4 8 ,  a quarter of rye 32,  and a quarter of 
barley 29 days' labour. 

The result was chronic privation and discontent among the 
common people, by which all the conditions of agriculture and 
trade in corn were further straitened and barbarized; and the age 
was marked by an enormous increase of pauperism, and by the 
introduction of the merciful but wasteful remedy of the Poor 
Laws. 

English Corn Laws 1660-1773.-The corn legislation of Eliz- 
abeth remained without change during the reign of James, the 
civil wars and the Commonwealth. But on the restoration of 
Charles 11. in 1660,  the question was resumed, and an act was 
passed of a more prohibitory character. Export and import of 
corn, while nominally permitted, were alike subjected to heavy 
duties-the need of the exchequer being the paramount considera- 
tion, while the agriculturists were no doubt pleased with the com- 
plete command secured to them in the home market. This act 
was follou~ed by such high prices of corn, and so little advantage 
to the revenue, that parliament in 1663 reduced the duties on im- 
port to 9% ad valore?n, while at  the same time raising the 
price at  which export ceased to 48.5.) and reducing the duty on 
export from 20s. to 5s. qd .  per quarter. In  a few years 
this was found to be too much free-trade for the agricultural 
liking, and in 16 jo prohibitory duties were re-imposed on import 
when the home price was under j 3 ~ .  4d. ,  and a duty of 8s. be- 
tween that price and Sos., with the usual make-weight in favour 
of home supply, that export should be prohibited when the price 
was 53s. qd.  and upwards. But complaillts of the decline of agri- 
culture continued to be as rife under this act as under the others, 
till on the accession of lfTilliam and Mary, the landed interest, 
taking advantage of the Revolution, as they had taken advantage 
of the Restoration, to  promote their own interests, took the new 
and surprising step of enacting a bounty on the export of grain. 
This evil continued to affect the corn laws of the kingdom, varied, 
on one occasion a t  least, with the further complication of bounties 
on import, until the 19th century. The duties on export being 
abolished, while the heavy duties on import were maintained, 
this is probably the most one-sided form which the British corn 
laws ever assumed, but it  was attended with none of the advan- 
tages expected. The prices of corn fell, instead of rising. There 
had occurred at  that period of the Revolution a depreciation of 
the money of the realm, analogous in one respect to  that which 
marked the first era of the corn statutes (1436-1 j 5 1 )  and form- 
ing one of the greatest difficulties which the Government of Wil- 
liam had to encounter. The coin of the realm was greatly debased, 
and as rapidly as the mint sent out money of standard weight 
and purity, it was melted down and disappeared from the circu- 
lation. The influx of silver from South America to Europe had 
spent its action on prices before the middle of the century; the 
precious metals had again hardened in value; and for 4 0  years 
before the Revolution the price of corn had been steadily falling 
in money price. The liberty of exporting wool had also now been 
cut down before the English manufacturers were able to  take up 
the home supply, and agriculturists were consequently forced to 
extend their tillage. When the current coin of the kingdom be- 
came wholly debased by clipping and other knaveries there en- 
sued both irregularity and inflation of nominal prices, and pro- 
ducers and consumers of corn found themselves equally ill a t  
ease. The farmers complained that the home market for their 
produce was unremunerative and unsatisfactory; the masses of 
the people complained that their money wages could not purchase 
the necessaries of life. The state of agriculture could not be 
prosperous under these conditions. But when the Government 
of William surmounted this difficulty of the coinage, as they did 
surmount it, under the guidance of Sir Isaac Newton, with re- 
markable statesmanship, i t  necessarily followed that prices, so 
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far from rising, declined, because, for one reason, they were now 
denominated in a solid metallic value. The rise of prices of corn 
attending the first years of the export bounty was consequently 
of very brief duration. The average price of wheat in the Win- 
chester market, which in the ten years 1690-99 was £7. 10s.) fell 
in the ten years 1716-2 j to f I 5s. qd. and in the ten years 1746- 
55 to  £1 IS. a$d. 

The system of corn law established in the reign of William and 
Mary was probably the most perfect to be conceived for advanc- 
ing the agricultural interest in any country. Every stroke of the 
legislature seemed complete to this end. Yet it  wholly failed of 
its purpose. The price of wheat again rose in I 7 50-60 and 1760- 
jo to £I 19s. 3$d. and £2 11s. 3$d., but many causes had mean- 
while been a t  work. Between the reign of William and Mary 
and that of George 111. the question of bounty on export of grain, 
had, in the general progress of the country, fallen into the back- 
ground, while that of the heavy embargoes on import had come t o  
the front. Therefore i t  is that Burke's Act of 1773, as a deliber- 
ate attempt to bring the corn laws into some degree of reason 
and order, is worthy of special mention. This statute permitted 
the import of foreign wheat a t  a nominal duty of 6d. when the 
home price was 48s. per quarter, and it  stopped both the liberty 
to export and the bounty on export together when the home price 
was 44s. per quarter. The one blemish of this statute was the 
stopping export and cutting off bounty on export a t  the same 
point of price. 

Few questions have been more discussed or more differently 
interpreted than the elaborate system of corn laws dating from 
the reign of William and Mary. So careful an observer as Mal- 
thus was of opinion that the bounty on export had enlarged the 
area of subsistence. That  it  had large operation is sufficiently 
attested by the fact that, in the years from 1740 to  1751, boun- 
ties were paid out of the exchequer to  the amount of L I , ~ I  5.000, 
and in 1749 alone they amounted to £324,000. But the trade thus 
forced was of no permanence, and the British exports of corn, 
which reached a maximum of 1,667,778 quarters in 1749-50. had 
fallen to 600,ooo quarters in I 760 and continued to decrease. 

English Corn Laws, 1791-1846.-Burke's Act lasted long 
enough to introduce a regular import of foreign grain, varying 
with the abundance or scarcity of the home harvest, yet estab- 
lishing in the end a systematic preponderance of imports over 
exports. The period, moreover, was marked by great agricultural 
improvements, by extensive reclamation of waste lands, and by an 
increased home produce of wheat, in the 2 0  years from 1773-93, 
of nearly 2,000,000 quarters. Nor had the course of prices been 
unsatisfactory. The average price of British wheat in the 20 

years was £2 6s. 3d. and in only three years of the 20 was the 
price a fraction under f 2. But the ideas in favour of greater free- 
dom of trade were overwhelmed in the extraordinary excite- 
ment caused by  the French Revolution, and all the old corn 
law policy was destined to have a sudden revival. The landowners 
and farmers complained that an import of foreign grain at  a 
nominal duty of 6d., when the price of wheat was only 48s.) de- 
prived them of the ascending scale of prices when it seemed due; 
and on this instigation an act was passed in 1791, whereby the 
price a t  which importation could proceed at  the nominal duty of 
6d. was raised to  54s., with a duty of 2s. 6d. from 54s. to  jos., 
and a t  50s. and under 50s. a prohibitory duty of 24s. jd. The 
bounty on export was maintained by this act, but exportation was 
allowed without bounty till the price reached 46s., and the permis- 
sion accorded by the statute of 1773 to  import foreign corn a t  
any price, to  be re-exported duty free, was modified by a ware- 
house duty of 2s. 6d. in addition to  the duties on import payable 
a t  the time of sale, when the corn, instead of being re-exported, 
happened to be sold for home consumption. The legislative vigi- 
lance in this statute to prevent foreign bread from reaching the 
home consumer is remarkable. There were deficient home har- 
vests for some years after 1791, particularly in 1795 and 1797, 
and parliament was forced to the new expedient of granting high 
bounties on importation. At this period the country was involved 
in a great war; all the customary commercial relations were vio- 
lently disturbed; freight, insurance and other charges on import 
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and export were multiplied fivefold; heavier and heavier taxes 
were imposed; and the capital resources of the kingdom were 
poured with a prodigality without precedent into the war chan- 
nels. The consequence was that the price of corn, as of all other 
conlmodities, rose greatly; and the Bank of England having 
stopped paying in specie in 1797, this raised nominal prices still 
more under the liberal use of bank paper in loans and discounts, 
and the difference that began to be established in the actual value 
of Bank of England notes and their legal par in bullion. 

The average price of British wheat rose to  f j 19s. 6d. in 1801. 
So unusual a value must have led to a large extension of the area 
under wheat, and to much corn-growing on land that after great 
outlay was ill prepared for it. I n  the following years there were 
agricultural conlplaints; and in 1804, though in 1803 the average 
price of wheat had been as high as f 2 18s. ~od., an act was passed, 
so much more severe than any previous statute, that its object 
would appear to have been to keep the price of corn somewhere 
approaching the high range of 1801. A prohibitory duty of 24s. 
gd. was imposed on the import of foreign wheat when the home 
price was 63s. or less; and the price a t  which the bounty was paid 
on export was lowered to 40s.) while the price a t  which export 
might proceed without bounty was raised to  54s. Judging from 
the prices that ruled during the remaining period of the French 
wars, this statute would appear to  have been effective fc r  its end, 
though, under all the varied action of the times on a rise of prices, 
it would be difficult to  assign its proper place in the general 
effect. The average price of wheat rose t o  $4 9s. gd. in 1805, and 
the bank paper price in 1812 was as high even as £6 6s. 6d. The 
bullion prices from 1809-13 ranged from 86s. to  100s. gd. But 
it was foreseen that when the wars ended a serious reaction would 
ensue, and that the rents of land, and the general condition of 
agriculture, under the warlike, protective and monetary stimula- 
tion they had received, would be imperilled. I n  the brief peace 
of 1814 the average bullion price of British wheat fell to  55s. 8d. 
All the means of select committees of inquiry on agricultural dis- 
tress, and new nlodifications of the corn laws, were again brought 
into requisition. The first idea broached in parliament was to 
raise the duties on foreign imports, as well as the prices a t  which 
they were to be leviable, and to abolish the bounty on export, 
while permitting freedom of export whatever the home price 
might be. The latter part of the scheme was passed into law in 
the session of 1814; but the irritation of the manufacturing dis- 
tricts against the new scale of import duties was too great to  be 
resisted. In  the subsequent session an act was passed, after much 
opposition, fixing Sos. (14s. more than during the wars) as the 
price at  which import of wheat was to become free of duty. 

This act of 181 j was intended to keep the price of wheat in the 
British markets a t  80s. per quarter; but the era of war and great 
expenditure of money raised by public loans had ended, the ports 
of the continent were again open to some measure of trade and 
t o  the equalizing effect of trade upon prices, the Bank of Eng- 
land and other banks of issue had to begin the uphill course of 
a resumption of specie payments, the nation had to begin to 
feel the whole naked weight of the war debt, and the idea of 
the protectors of a high price for corn was proved by the event 
to be an utter hallucination. The corn statutes of the next 20 
years, though occupying an enormous amount of time and at- 
tention in the Houses of Parliament, may be briefly treated, 
for they are simply a record of the impotence of legislation to 
maintain the price of a commodity a t  a high point when all the 
natural economic causes in operation are opposed to it. I n  1822 
a statute was passed reducing the limit of prices a t  which impor- 
tation could proceed to 70s. for wheat, 35s. for  barley, 25s. for 
oats; but behind the apparent relaxation was a new scale of im- 
port duties, by which foreign grain was subjected t o  heavy three- 
month duties up to a price of 85s.-17s. when wheat was ~os., 
12s. when between 70s. and 80s., and 10s. when 85s., showing the 
grasping spirit of the would-be monopolizers of the home supply 
of corn, and their reluctance to  believe in a lower range of value 
for corn as for all other commodities. This act never operated, 
for the reason that, with the exception in some few instances of 
barley, prices never were so high as its projectors had contem- 
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plated. The corn trade had passed rapidly beyond reach of the 
statutes by which it was to be so painfully controlled; and as 
there were occasional seasons of scarcity, particularly in oats, the 
King in Council was authorized for several years to  override the 
statutes, and do whatever the public interests might require. 

I n  1827 Canning introduced a new system of duties, under 
which there would have been a fixed duty of IS. per quarter when 
the price of wheat was at  or above ~os . ,  and an increased duty 
of 2s. for every shilling the price fell below 69s.) but though 
Canning's resolutions were adopted by a large majority in the 
House of Commons, his death and the consequent change of min- 
isters involved the failure of his scheme of corn duties. In the 
following year Charles Grant introduced another scale of import 
duties on corn, by which the duty was to  be 23s. when the price 
was 64s., 16s. 8d. when the price was 69s.) and only IS. when 
the price was 73s. or above 73s. per quarter; and this became law 
the same year. This sliding scale was more objectionable, as a 
basis of foreign corn trade, than that of Canning, though not fol- 
lowing so closely shilling by shilling the variation of prices, be- 
cause of the abrupt leaps it  made in the amount of duties leviable. 
For example, a merchant who ordered a shipment of foreign 
wheat when the home price was ~os . ,  and rising to 73~. ,  instead of 
having a duty of IS. to  pay, should on a backward drop of the 
home price to 69s., have 16s. 8d. of duty to pay. The result was 
to introduce wide and incalculable elements of speculation into all 
transactions in foreign corn. Prices during the greater part of this 
period were under the range at  which import was practically pro- 
hibited. The average price of British wheat was 96s. I I ~ .  in 1817, 
but from that point there was in succeeding years a rapid and 
progressive decline, varied only by the results of the domestic 
harvests, till in 1835 the average price of wheat was 39s. 4d.) of 
barley 29s. I I ~ .  and oats 22s. The import of foreign grain in 
these years consisted principally of a speculative trade, under a 
privilege of warehousing accorded in the statute of 1773, and 
extended in subsequent acts, by which the grain might be sold for 
home consumption on payment of the duties, or re-exported free, 
as suited the interest of the holders. 

The act of 1822 admitted corn of the British possessions in 
North America under a favoured scale of duties, and in 1825 a 
temporary act was passed, allowing the import of wheat from 
these provinces a t  a fixed duty of 5s. per quarter, irrespective of 
the home price, which, if maintained, would have given some 
stability to the trade with Canada. The idea of a fixed duty on 
all foreign grain, however, appears to have grown in favour from 
about this period. I t  was included in the programme of import 
duty reforms of the Whig Government in 1841, and fell with its 
propounders in the general election of that year. Sir Robert Peel, 
on succeeding to office, introduced and carried in 1842 a new slid- 
ing scale of duties somewhat better adjusted to the current values. 
But public opinion by this time was changing, and the prime min- 
ister, convinced, as he confessed, by the arguments of Cobden 
and the Anti-Corn-Law League, and stimulated into action by the 
failure of the potato crop in Ireland, put an effectual end to the 
history of the corn laws by the famous act of 1846. I t  was pro- 
vided under this measure that the maximum duty on foreign 
wheat was to  be immediately reduced to 10s. per quarter when 
the price was under 48s., to  5s. on barley when the price was un- 
der 26s., to 4s. on oats when the price was under 18s., with lower 
duties as prices rose above these figures; but the conclusive part 
of the enactment was that in three years-on Feb. I ,  1849-these 
duties were to cease, and all foreign corn to be admitted at  a 
duty of IS. per quarter, and all foreign meal and flour a t  a duty 
of 43d  per cwt.-the same nominal imposts which were conceded 
to grain and flour of British possessions abroad from the date of 
the act. I n  1869 even these nominal duties were abolished by 
Robert Lowe in a Customs Duties Act. I n  1902 a registration 
duty of gd. per cwt. was imposed on imported corn, and gd. per 
cwt. on imported flour, in the expectation that such a duty would 
broaden the basis of taxation. The duty was, however, repealed 
the following year. A low duty on imported foreign corn was 
made an essential part of the tariff reform scheme advocated by 
Mr. Joseph Chamberlain (9.v.) from 1903 onwards, but this 

scheme never became a practical proposition. 
During the World War imports and exports were under strict 

Government control, and prices for the home market were fixed. 
In connection with any scheme of tariff reform which might be 
introduced at  a later date by the Conservative Government, that 
took office in 1924 a pledge was given not to tax foodstuffs. 

CORN LAWS I N  OTHER COUNTRIES 

In  Europe generally, the import and export of corn was pro- 
hibited until the rise of industrialism in the beginning of the 19th 
century caused many countries to take steps to maintain their 
Food supplies, either by permitting free import, and thus becom- 
ing dependent on imported cereals, or by protective tariffs or 
prohibition of exports, to  encourage home supplies. 

France.-Prior to  the French Revolution, the movement of 
corn, even between the various provinces, was subject to restric- 
tions, but in 1789, importation into all parts of France was per- 
mitted, free of duty. I n  1814 it  was proposed to prohibit exports, 
but owing to the decline in prices, export was permitted when 
prices fell to a certain low level, in order so far as possible to 
secure a fair return to the grower by not limiting his market 
irtificially. In  1816, a small import duty was imposed for revenue 
purposes, but in 1819 a protective duty was levied, consisting of 
i fixed rate, together with a surtax varying with the prices in 
the home market; if the price reached a fixed minimum, imports 
were entirely prohibited. I n  1821 the limits a t  which surtax 
3ecame payable or prohibition enforced were raised. These con- 
jitions remained in force until 1860, although the sliding scale 
was suspended (1853-59) on account of the high prices reached 
3n the home market. I n  1861, the sliding scale was abolished 
xnd exports were freed from restriction, while a small duty was 
lmposed on imports. The whole tariff was revised in 1881, while 
in 1885 duties were imposed on rye, barley and oats, which had 
seen free since 1861, and the duty on wheat flour was increased 
to fivefold. I n  1887 these rates were again increased. The effect 
of this increased protection was to  maintain prices, which in 
England were falling rapidly, owing to the development of cereal 
culture in America and elsewhere. When the tariff was revised 
in 1892 grain duties were unaltered, but in 1894, the duties on 
wheat and flour were increased. I n  the 1910 tariff these were 
unchanged, but on the outbreak of war ( I Q I ~ ) ,  these duties were 
suspended and exports prohibited. The duties on wheat were 
however re-imposed after the 1915 harvest, and on oats, barley 
and maize in 1919. 

After the war, co-efficients of increase were applied to the basic 
tariff rates to keep the duties in line with the values, as ex- 
pressed in paper currency. I n  Sept. 1927 higher basic rates in 
currency were imposed, to  be again increased in Nov. 1927. 

Germany.-Modern German Customs practice may be dated 
from the formation of the Zollverein (Customs Union), between 
certain of the German states in 1834. I t  was not till 1879 how- 
ever that, in response to  the demand from agricultural interests, 
who were feeling the competition, in both home and foreign 
markets, of America, Russia, etc., import duties were imposed 
on corn. These duties were increased from time to time till 1888, 
while in 1892 a series of commercial treaties were negotiated, 
by which, in return for concessions on German manufactures, 
import duties on corn were reduced. The rates thus fixed were 
not to be altered, by the terms of the several treaties, until the 
end of 1903, and in that year a new tariff law was enacted. This 
provided a "general" tariff, applicable to  all countries, but the 
Government was authorized to negotiate commercial treaties, 
and to make concessions on these "autonomous" rates, by  fixing 
certain rates for specified commodities, imported from the other 
contracting power. While generally, the Government was left 
free to make whatever concessions were found necessary to 
obtain the desired reductions from the other party, the legislation 
authorizing the tariff laid down for certain cereals, definite limits 
below which concessions could not be made, The rates finally 
negotiated were, by the operation of the "most favoured nation" 
clause, applied to almost all the producing countries: the "gen- 
eral" tariff rates were about 50% higher. By the terms of the 
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act, any excess (per head of population) in the receipts from 
these and certain other duties on foodstuffs, over the average 
yield during the period 1898-1903 was to be used for the estab- 
lishment of widows' and orphans' funds. The negotiation of 
these treaties took some time, and the tariff did not come into 
force till March I ,  1906, and remained in force till the outbreak 
of war. Under this tariff, the exporters of milled cereals re- 
ceived certificates (Einfuhrscheine) permitting them to import, 
free of duty, grain corresponding to the amount of foreign grain 
contained in the exported products. During the war, these duties 
were suspended, but from Sept. I, 1925, duties were again im- 
posed and were increased from Aug. I, 1926, but still below 
the level of the 1903 tariff, although the basic rates of that tariff 
are the standard, the present rates being temporary reductions. 
The export of grain was freed from control Oct. I, 1925. 

Denmark.-Exports of grain have been free of duty since 
1820, and imports since 1848. This is one of the earliest examples 
of complete freedom of trade in cereals, and has not been followed 
by any general decline in home production, as has been claimed 
by the agricultural interests to  be a result of unlimited competi- 
tion of foreign grain. 

Netherlands.-When the kingdom of Netherlands was set up  
in 1813, the French protectionist system was in vogue. I n  1822 
and 1825 the grain duties were increased. I n  1835 a sliding scale 
was established, dependent on the price of grain in various home 
markets. This was repealed in 1847, and moderate import duties 
imposed. These duties were finally fixed in 1862, while from July 
I, 1877, imports of grain have been entirely free of duty. Export 
duties were abolished in 1847. 

Belgium.-The duties in force in  the Netherlands were con- 
tinued when the separation from that country occurred in 1830, 
and in 1835 a similar sliding scale of duties was imposed, together 
with a merely nominal export duty. The latter was removed in 
1850, since when the export of grain has been free. The import 
duties were reduced to a nominal level a t  the same time, and 
were withdrawn in 1854; they were re-imposed in 1857, and 
finally withdrawn 1872. (A duty on imported oats was re-imposed 
in 1895 and is still in force.) 

Spain.-Export duties were abandoned in 1820, but the import 
of cereals was prohibited till 1867, when on account of bad har- 
vests, the ban was suspended. After the revolution of 1868, the 
prohibition was definitely withdrawn, but moderately high duties 
were imposed. These duties have varied from time to time; 
immediately before the war they stood at  about the same level 
as in 1882. During the war import duties were suspended and 
exports were prohibited. The duties in the 1922 tariff are higher 
than those prevailing before the war, while different rates for the 
First and Second Tariffs (the former applicable to countries 
not having commercial treaties) are imposed, the former being 
three times the latter. I n  1926 the prohibition of exports was 
raised, but control of imports was continued and imports sub- 
jected to sufficient duties to maintain home prices. 

Norway.-From July I ,  1927, a state monopoly of grain and 
grain products has been established. The state buys up the Kor- 
wegian crop, and has the sole right to import grain, but licences 
are issued to persons who prove that they have purchased from 
the state a corresponding quantity of Norwegian grain. Import 
duties were modified at  the same time. 

Italy.-At the formation of the kingdom of Italy in 1861, 
free trade in cereals was permitted, but in 1866 both import and 
export duties were imposed; and the latter were abolished in 
1867. The import duties were increased in 1887, again in 1888, 
and finally in 1895; the rates then fixed were unaltered till the 
outbreak of war ( I Q I ~ ) ,  when import duties were suspended and 
export prohibited. Import duties were re-imposed from Jan. I ,  
1926, but export of wheat is still prohibited. 

Austria-Hungary.- Export duties on cereals were abolished 
in 1852, and imports from the German Zollverein were admitted 
free of duty from 1853 on\i~ards. These constituted the greater 
proportion of imports. At the end of 1966, cereals from the 
former Austrian Italy were admitted into Tirol free of duty. 
while in July 1876 Rumania was accorded the same exemption 

rom duty as  the Zollverein. I n  1879 all import duties were re- 
noved, but in 1883 duties were re-imposed, although the bulk 
)f the supplies came from Rumania and were admitted duty 
'ree. I n  July 1886 this preferential treatment was abrogated. 
[ncreased customs duties were imposed in 1892; and further 
ncreases were made in the 1906 tariff, even in the conventional 
.ates agreed upon in the series of commercial treaties consequent 
lpon the introduction of these revisions. These rates were adopted 
ly the Succession States af ter  the war, but their application was 
,uspended for some time owing to shortage of foodstuffs. 

I n  the case of Austria, duties were again levied from Jan. 1925, 
lased on a sliding scale. New definite duties have been enacted, 
lut had not been put into operation a t  the end of 1927. I n  
Yungary, all restrictions on imports and exports were withdrawn 
'rom the beginning of 1925, and import duties were imposed 
,hortly afterwards. In  Czeclroslovakia, cereals were admitted free 
)f duty under the tariff of 1921. I n  1925 the sliding scale prin- 
:iple was introduced, while a fixed scale of duties has been levied 
jince July 1926; higher rates are charged on imports from coun- 
ries which have no treaties with Czechoslovakia. This provision 
ed to the commercial treaty with Hungary negotiated in  1927. 

U n i t e d  States.-In view of the large exportable surplus of 
:ereals produced in the United States, import duties are of little 
mportance in price regulation, but are of considerable interest 
is matter of practical politics. The general tendency of American 
ariff legislation has been protective, and the agricultural interests 
lave always obtained their share of the protective duties. It 
nay be said that the only source of supply is Canada, and this 
'act has coloured all the tariff legislation relating to  cereals. 
Under the earliest tariffs (1789 onwards) cereals were not enu- 
nerated separately and paid duty a t  ad valorem rates under "un- 
:numerated articles." Specific duties were imposed in 1824, but 
zd valorem rates were again used from 1832 onwards until 1857. 
Under the reciprocity agreement (1854) imports from Canada 
#ere free of duty, but this was abrogated in 1866, and the normal 
ariff rates again became payable. Increased duties were imposed 
n 1894; temporary reductions were made in 1890; but in  1897 
.he 1890 rates were restored. I n  the 1913 tariff, wheat, maize, 
.ye and flour were made free of duty, but a duty was imposed 
an Canadian cereals on the ground that Canada imposed a duty 
on American wheat. On the entry of America into the war in 
1917 this was remitted and imports were free of duty until the 
~oming  into force of the 1921 emergency tariff which re-imposed 
ht ies .  The Fordney-McCumber tariff continued these duties, 
which were a t  about the same level (specific rates) as in 1890. 
3 n  the ground that the difference in cost of production in Canada 
was not equalized by this duty, the rates on wheat and wheat 
products were increased in March 1924. 

Br i t i sh  Countr ies  Overseas.-Imports of grain into Canada 
from the United States were free of duty during the continuance 
of the Reciprocity Treaty of 1855-66, but duties have been pay- 
able since. 

Import duties are also levied in Az~stralia and N e w  Zealafzd, but 
in the case of Australia, wheat is admitted free under the British 
Preferential Tariff. I n  South Africa a moderate import duty is 
levied, which is stated to  have materially encouraged home pro- 
duction. 

No duty is levied on imports into the Irish Free State, nor into 
British India. An export duty on rice is imposed by the last 
named, but none of the British Overseas Dominions imposes such 
duties. 

E x p o r t  Duties.-Some of the more important producing coun- 
tries retained export duties on cereals until the war, i.e., Rumania 
and Bulgaria, and these are still in force, while since 1918, Argen. 
tina has levied a variable duty dependent on the price. This 
was introduced as a temporary measure, but has not yet been 
withdrawn. 

Information as to  the actual rates in force in any particular 
country can be obtained from the Department of Overseas Trade, 
London, or from similar official trade development organizations 
in the principal countries, such as the Department of Commerce, 
Washington. (H. CR.) 



CORNPLANTER-CORNWALL 
CORNPLANTER (1732-1836), an American Indian chief 

of the Seneca tribe, was born in Conewaugus, on the Genesee 
river, in New York, in 1732, the half-breed son of John O'Bail, an 
Indian trader. I n  alliance with the French against the English, 
Cornplanter became the leader of a war-party of the Senecas, and 
was present a t  Braddock's defeat near Ft. Duquesne in I 755. Dur- 
ing the Revolutionary War he participated in the destruction of 
frontier settlements in g e w  York and in the valley of Wyoming 
in Pennsylvania, but later displayed a genuine friendship for the 
white people. For many years Cornplanter and his able associate, 
Red Jacket ( q . ~ . ) ,  were the most influential counsellors of their 
people. Cornplanter is said to  have been one of the first temper- 
ance lecturers in America. H e  died on the Seneca reservation, on 
Feb. 13, 1836. 

CORNPLANTER: see AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND 
IMPLEMENTS. 

CORN-SALAD or LAMB'S LETTUCE. Valerianella 
oliton'a (family Valerianaceae), a weedy annual, nitive of south- 
ern Europe, but naturalized in cornfields in central Europe and 
in various parts of the United States and Canada, and not in- 
frequent in Britain. I n  France it  is used in salads during winter 
and spring as a substitute for lettuce, but it is less esteemed in 
England. The sorts principally grown are the round-leaved and 
the Italian; the last is a distinct species, V. eriocarpa. 

CORN SYRUP, a product of the partial hydrolysis of corn 
starch. It is a yellowish liquid which does not easily crystallize 
and so is valuable in the manufacture of jams, preserves and 
candy. 

CORN TRADE : see GRAIX, PRODUCTION and TRADE. 
CORNU, MARIE ALFRED (1841-~goz), French physi- 

cist, was born at  Orleans and was professor of experimental 
physics in the ficole Polytechnique, Paris, from 1867 until his 
death. Although he made various excursions into other branches 
of physical science, undertaking, for example, with J. B. A. Baille 
about 1870 a repetition of Cavendish's experiment for determining 
the mean density of the earth, his original work was mainly con- 
cerned with optics and spectroscopy. H e  carried out a classical 
redetermination of the velocity of light by A. H. L. Fizeau's 
method, introducing various im- I 1 
provements in the apparatus, 
which added greatly to the accu- 
racy of the results. 

CORNU COPIAE or COR- 
NUCOPIA ("horn of plenty"), 
a horn, generally twisted, filled 
with fruit and flowers, or an orna- 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  M E T R O P O L I T A N  M U S E U M  

OF ART 

ment representing it. I t  was used C O R N U  C O P I A E .  c A R v E D A N  D 

as a symbol of prosperity and PAINTED, ON F R E N C H  WOODWORK 

abundance, and hence in works OF T H E  XV1l'TH C E N T U R Y  

of ar t  i t  is placed in the hands of Plutus, Fortuna and similar 
divinities. 

CORNUS, an ancient town of Sardinia, of Phoenician origin, 
on the west cbast, 18m. from Tharros, and the same from Bosa. 
At the time of the second Punic War it is spoken of as the prin- 
cipal city of the district, and its capture by the Romans was 
the last act in the suppression of the rebellion of 215 B.c.; it had 
served as a place of refuge for fugitives after the defeat of the 
combined forces of rebels and Carthaginians. The site of the 
ancient acropolis, covered with debris, may still be made out. A 
necropolis of the Roman period and Phoenician rock-cut tombs 
may be seen. 

CORNUTUS, LUCIUS ANNAEUS, Stoic philosopher, 
flourished in the reign of Nero. H e  was a native of Leptis in 
Libya, but resided for the most part in Rome. H e  is best known 
as the teacher and friend of Persius, whose satires he revised for 
publication after the poet's death, but handed them over to Cae- 
sius Bassus to  edit, a t  the special request of the latter.. He was 
banished by Nero (in 66 or 68) for having indirectly disparaged 
the emperor's projected history of the Romans in heroic verse 
(Dio Cassius, lxii. 29), and disappears from history. H e  was the 
author of various rhetorical works in both Greek and Latin 
( ' P ~ r o p ~ x a i  ~ i x v a ~ ,  D e  figuris sentetztiarum). Another rhetori- 

cian, also named Cornutus, who flourished A.D. zoo--250 (or in the 
second half of the 2nd century) was the author of a treatise 

706 TOXLTLKO~ X ~ Y O V  (ed. J. Graeven, 1890). A philosoph- 
ical treatise, Theologiae Graecae compendiunz, is still extant. I t  
is a manual of Stoic etymological interpretation of popular myth- 
ology (ed. C. Lang, 1881). Simplicius and Porphyry refer to  his 
commentary on the Categories of Aristotle, whose philosophy he 
is said to have defended against an opponent Athenodorus in a 
treatise 'Avrrypa+?j ~ p d s  'AOr]v66wpov. Excerpts from his trea- 
tise D e  enuntiatione vel orthographia are preserved in Cassi- 
odorus. The so-called Disticha Cornuti  (ed. Liebl, Straubing, 
1888) belong to the late middle ages. 

See G. Martini, De L. Annaeo Cornuto (1825) ; 0. Jahn, Prolego- 
mena to his edition of Persius; H. von Arnim in Pauly-Wissowa's Real- 
encyclopadie, i. pt. ii. (1894) ; W. Christ, Geschichte der griechischen 
Litteratur (1898), pp. 702, 755; M. Schanz, Geschichte der romischen 
Litteratur, i. 2 ( I ~ o I ) ,  p. 285; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. of Roman Lzt- 
erature (Eng. trans.) 5 299, z ; P.  Schundt, De Cornz~ti . . . Com- 
pendia (Dissertationis plutologicae Halenses, vol. xxi.) (1912). 

CORNWALL, the south-westernmost county of England, 
bounded north and north-west by the Atlantic ocean, east by 
Devonshire, and south and south-west by the English Channel. 
Area 1,356.5 sq.mi. The most southerly extension is Lizard 
Point, and the most westerly point of the mainland Land's End, 
but the county also includes the Scilly Isles ( q . ~ . ) ,  lying 25 m. 
W. by S. of Land's End. The form is that of a peninsula 75 m. 
long and 45 m. broad across the base. I t  owes its main features 
to the folding movement of the Armorican system complicated by 
a series of granite intrusions. The latter form moorland bosses 
decreasing in height from east to west. Dartmoor in Devon is 
the largest and highest, Bodmin Moor reaches 1,3 75 i t .  in Brown 
Willy, Hensbarrow Beacon is under 1,000 it., Cam Menellis and 
the St. Just boss are lower; a further granite mass now largely 
submerged forms the Scilly Isles. The lower-lying regions are 
mainly of folded slaty rock of Devonian Age, striking largely east 
to west, with some limestone; in the extreme north-east there are 
Carboniferous grits and shales. From Tintagel Head northwards 
to Hartland Point in Devon the distorted strata form steep cliffs 
because of the rapid maritime erosion that goes on. The veins of 
ore are chiefly in the slaty rock near the granite masses which 
themselves give kaolin by decomposition of felspar. A Tertiary, 
supposedly Pliocene, uplift and tilt apparently gave especially the 
south flowing streams an additional impetus and led to the cutting 
of deep valleys in what the uplift had converted from a peneplane 
into a plateau or a succession of plateaus formed by an uplift with 
warping. Post-pleistocene sinking has given rise t o  the sunken 
estuaries of south Cornwall and the drainage lines are chiefly 
those between the granite bosses, the Tamar which forms most of 
the boundary between Devon and Cornwall draining between 
Dartmoor and Bodmin moor into its great southern estuary. The 
Camel drains northward to Padstow bay and the Fowey south- 
ward into a long estuary between Bodmin moor and Hensbarrow 
Beacon. The Fa1 estuary is placed between the Hensbarrow and 
the Carn Menellis bosses and there is a low line across from 
hfount's bay to St. Ives bay between Carn Menellis and the St. 
Just boss. The sinking movement, probably partly a t  least since 
the appearance of man in the west, is held to have given rise to  
many legends of west Britain. 

The climate is soft but sunny, though sea-mists are common, 
especially in spring and autumn. The average temperature for 
January is 43" a t  Bude and 43.7' a t  Falmouth. The vegetation 
in shelter is correspondingly luxuriant and southern in type. Rain- 
fall is heavy and, though only 32.8 inches per annum a t  Bude, it  
reaches 44.4 inches a t  Falmouth and 50.6 inches a t  Bodmin. 

The wind-swept moorlands and cliffs gave opportunities for 
early settlement and when the use of metal was beginning t o  
spread, or just prior to this, west Cornwall became important, as 
its wealth of megalithic monuments shows, They include dolmens 
such as those of Lanyon, Mulfra, ChQn and Zennor. Monoliths 
have a wider distribution, those in the parish of St. Buryan being 
well known. The principal stone circles are the Hurlers, near 
Liskeard; the Boskednan, Boscawen-fin, and Tregeseal circles and 
that called Dawns-un a t  Boleigh. All these except the Hurlers are 
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in the Land's End district. There are also alinements on the 
moors near Rough Tor and Brown Willy, I t  has been thought 
that this culture is part of an elaborate movement from the 
Mediterranean, which brought Cornwall and the southwest defi- 
nitely into touch with Brittany, and this connection was perpetu- 
ated in different ways almost until modern times. A few Early 
Bronze implements have been found but the Beaker movement 
apparently did not reach Cornwall. The coastal promontories and 
river estuaries are protected by clusters of earthworks of presumed 
Iron Age date, but mining operations have destroyed so many 
that it  is impossible to argue from their type and distribution. 
Roman occupation and Saxon colonization of the lands farther 
east caused westward pressure and it  is to these influences that 
must be assigned the emigration of Br~thonic speaking people 
into southwest England and from southwest England to Brittany. 
Remains of Celtic Christianity in Cornlvall include crosses of 
various dates from the 6th century onward, inscribed sepulchral 
stones, generally of the 7th and 8th centuries, and oratories. 
These have their parallels in Ireland, as the prehistoric contacts 
with Ireland and Wales and Brittany were maintained in early 
Christian times. In  all these regions dedications to local saints 
are a great feature. The oratory buildings are very small and rude, 
always placed near a spring. The best example is St. Piran's near 
Perranzabuloe, which long lay buried in sand dunes. St. Piran was 
a missionary sent from Ireland by St. Patrick in the 5th century, 
and became the patron saint of the tin-miners. 

Cornwall was the last portion of British territory in the south 
to submit to the Saxon invader. In 815 Egbert directed his 
efforts towards the subjugation of the West-Welsh of Cornwall, 
and after eight years' fighting compelled the whole of Dyvnaint to 
acknowledge his supremacy. Assisted by the Danes the Cornish 
revolted but were again defeated, probably in 836, a t  the battle 
of Hengestesdun, Hingston Down in Stoke-Climsland. Ninety 
years later Aethelstan banished the West-Welsh from Exeter and 
made the Tamar the boundary of their territory. The thorough- 
ness of the conquest is evident from the fact that in the days of 
the Confessor nearly the whole of the land in Cornwall was held 
by men bearing English names. As the result of the Norman con- 
quest less than one-twelfth of the land (exclusive of that held 
by the church) remained in English hands. Six-sevenths of the 
manors were assigned to Robert of Mortain, and became the 
foundation of the earldom held by the eldest son or near relative 
of the king. In  the 15th century Cornwall strongly supported the 
Lancastrian cause, and its remoteness from the capital made it  a 
potential field for revolt. This is seen in the support given to the 
Thomas Flamank rebellion in 1497, to Perkin Warbeck in the 
same year, and to the Humphry Arundell rebellion, over the re- 
ligious question, in 1549. During the civil wars Cornwall strongly 
resisted the new ideas of the English. The king's Cornish troops 
defeated General Ruthen on Bradoc Down, while General Chud- 
leigh, another parliamentary general, was repulsed near Launce- 
ston, and the earl of Stamford a t  Stratton. The whole county 
xas  thereby secured to the king. The subsequent fighting tended 
in favour of the Royalists, but dissensions hastened their over- 
throw. The 18th century was remarkable for the fervour shown 
by Cornishmen in the Methodist movement. 

The old Cornish language survives in a few words still in use 
in the fishing and mining communities, as well as in the names 
of persons and places, but the last persons who spoke it died 
towards the end of the 18th century. I t  belonged to the Cymric 
or Brythonic division of Celtic, in which Welsh and Breton are 
also included. Three miracle plays written in Cornish are impor- 
tant relics of the language. 

Agriculture.--Oats and mixed corn form the main grain- 
crops, with acreages of 43,988 and 40,322 respectively in 1939. 
Cabbage for fodder at  8,039 ac., turnips and swedes at  5,567 ac., 
and potatoes and mangolds at  about 4,500 ac. each, made up the 
bulk of the root crops. The number of cattle (chiefly of the 
Devonshire breed) is large, having been 240,301 in 1939, while in  
the same year 287.398 sheep were kept and 196.042 pigs. The 
total acreage in the county under crops and grass was 610.635 ac. 
in 1959. Market-gardening is largely carried on in the neighbour- 

hood of Penzance, where the climate is specially suitable for the 
growth of early potatoes, broccoli and asparagus, early fruit 
and flowers for the markets of the great cities, the Scilly Isles 
sharing in the industry, especially as regards flowers. I n  the 
valleys the soil is frequently rich and deep; there are good 
arable and pasture farms, and the natural oak-wood has been pre- 
served and increased by plantation In  1941 the National Tru3t 
owned 1.425 acres. 

Mining.- he wealth of Cornwall, however, lies not so much 
in the soil, as underground and in the surrounding seas. Hence 
the favourite Cornish toast, "fish, tin and copper." The  tin of 
Cornwall has been known and worked from the Bronze Age. By 
ancient charters the "tinners" were exempt from all jurisdiction 
(save in cases affecting land, life and limb) other than that of 
the Stannary courts, and peculiar laws were enacted in the Stan- 
nary parliaments (see STANNARIES). A tax on the tin, after smelt- 
ing, was paid to the earls and dukes of Cornwall. The smelted 
blocks had to be coined, that is, stamped with the duchy seal, 
before they could be sold. In  1838 the dues on coinage were 
abolished, and a compensation awarded to the duchy instead of 
them. Cornish miners often directed successful developments of 
mining in many parts of the world, and much emigration took 
place in the middle of the 19th century. The industry suffered 
from periods of depression, as before the accession of Queen Eliza- 
beth, who introduced miners from Germany to resuscitate i t ;  and 
in modern times the shallow workings, from which tin could be 
easily "streamed," became practically exhausted. The deeper work- 
ings are more costly and foreign competition is greater. There was 
a slight revival during World War I ,  but later mining greatly 
diminished. A rise in the price of tin 1926-28 caused renewed 
activity especially in the Redruth-Cainborne district, but the 
amount of ore raised in 193 7,3,367 tons, was more than 1,000 tons 
less than in 1919. The more important mines are at  Carn Brea, 
Illogan and near St. Just in the extreme west, with others near 
Callington in the southeast. The largest tin-mine is that of Dol- 
coath near Camborne. Copper is extracted a t  St. Just and a t  
Carn Brea. No mine seems to have been morked exclusively for 
copper before I 770. In  I 718 John Coster gave a great impulse by 
draining the deeper mines, and introduced an improved method of 
dressing ore. In  1851 the mines of Devon and Cornwall were esti- 
mated to furnish one-third of the copper raised in Europe. Iron 
(brown haematite) has been worked near Lostwithiel and else- 
where. The St. Austell district produces china clay and after its 
extended use for paper filling, and the textile trade, it  became a 
very important commodity, Cornwall exporting 759,704 tons in 
1937. Much is exported to the United States. Granite is largely 
quarried in various districts, as a t  Luxulian (between St. Austell 
and Lostwithiel), and in the neighbourhood of Penryn. Fine slate 
is quarried and largely exported, as  from the Delabole quarries 
near Tintagel. These slates were in great repute in the 16th cen- 
tury and earlier. Serpentine is quarried in the Lizard district. 
Pitchblende also occurs, and is mined for the extraction of radium. 

Fisheries.- he fisheries of Cornwall and Devon are the most 
important on the southwest coasts. The pilchard is in great 
measure confined to Cornwall and the neighbourhood of the 
Scilly Isles. In  summer and autumn they are caught by drift 
nets, while later in the year they are taken off the northern coast 
by seine nets. The principal fishing stations are on Mount's bay 
and at  St. Ives, but boats are employed all along the coast. The 
pilchards are cured and packed locally, an old standing export 
being to Naples and other Italian ports. But the rise in the 
Italian standard of living now reacts on the market. The chief 
catches are mackerel and herring, together with sole, plaice and 
whiting. 

Popula t ion  and Administration.- The area of the county 
is 1,357 sq.mi., including the 6 sq mi. of th? Scilly Isles. The pop- 
ulation was estimated in 1938 a t  309,900, excluding the islands. 
In  1861 the population was 369,390, and had shown an increase up 
to that census. The county was an ideal one as a reception area 
for evacuees in World War 11; immigration caused an increase of 
17% in the population between Sept. 1939 and Feb. 1941. Of the 
1 2  municipal boroughs the chief are Bodmin, Falmouth, Penance,  
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St. Ives and the city of Truro. There are eight urban districts 
and ten rural districts. Cornwall is divided into 17 petty ses- 
sional divisions. The boroughs of Bodmin, Falmouth, Helston, 
Launceston, Liskeard, Penryn, Penzance, St. Ives and Truro have 
separate commissions of the peace and Penzance has a separate 
court of quarter sessions. The Scilly Isles are administered by a 
separate council and form one of the petty sessional divisions. 
The county boundary was doubtless roughly determined by Aethel- 
stan's day. I n  1386 disputes arose and a commission was appointed 
to determine the Cornish border between North Tamerton and 
Homacot. Traces of jurisdictional differentiation anterior to 
Doinesday survive in the names of at  least five of the hundreds. At 
the time of the Znquisitio Geldi  they were as follows: Straton, 
Fawiton, Panton, Tibeste, Wineton, Conarditon and Rileston. The 
shire court was held a t  Launceston except from about 1260 to 
1386, when it  was held at  Lostwithiel. In  1716 the summer assize 
was transferred to Bodmin. After 1836 both assizes were held at  
Bodmin. Cornwall had its own bishops from the middle of the 
9th century until 1018. I n  1049 the see of the united dioceses 
of Devon and Cornwall was fixed a t  Exeter. Cornwall was formed 
into a n  archdeaconry soon after, and, as such, continued until 
1877, when it  was reconstituted a diocese with its see a t  Truro. 
The parishes of St. Giles-in-the-Heath, North Petherwyn and 
Werrington, wholly in Devon, and Boyton, partly in Devon and 
partly in Cornwall, which were portions of the ancient archdea- 
conry, and also the parishes of Broadwood-Widger and Virginstow, 
both in Devon, which had been added t o  it in 187 j, thus came to 
be included in the Truro diocese. Of these, Broadwood-Widger 
was transferred to Exeter and Virginstow became associated with 
St. Giles-in-the-Heath. The county has 240 civil parishes, of which 
5 are in the Scilly Isles. Two members for the county were 
summoned by Edward I to the parliament of 1295, and two con- 
tinued to be the number of county members until 1832. Six bor- 
oughs were granted the like privilege by the same sovereign. To  
strengthen and augment the power of the crown as against the 
commons, between 1547 and 1584, 15 additional towns and villages 
received the franchise, with the result that, between the latter 
date and 1821, Cornwall sent n o  less than 44 members to  parlia- 
ment, and became notorious for the number of its rotten boroughs. 
The allocation of members proportionately to the population 
continued irregular until 1885. The parliamentary divisions are 
five, Bodmin, Camborne, Northern, Penryn and Falmouth, and 
St. Ives. In  1937 the East Cornwall Joint Planning committee 
was formed to prepare a planning scheme for nearly all East 
Cornwall. The area covered was about 637 sq.mi. 

Communications.- The principal ports are Falmouth and 
Penzance. The G.1V.R. main line passes through the county and 
terminates a t  Penzance. Fowey, Penryn and Falmouth, and Hel- 
ston on the south, Newquay and St. Ives in the north are served 
by branch lines The northeastern parts of the county, Launce- 
ston. Rude. Bodmin, Wadebridge and Padstow are served by the 
S R. itlotorbus traffic has greatly improved con~munications in the 
rural areas. In  1943 there were 3,850 mi. of roads in the county. 
Many of the small seaside towns have become favourite holiday 
resorts. such as Bude, Newquay and St. Ives. * - 

B ~ L I O G R A P H Y . - - ~ ~ ~  Richard Carew, Survey of  Cornwall (1602) ; 
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relating to Cornwall (Truro and London, 1864-1881) ; R. Hunt, 
Popular Romances and Drolls of the West o f  England (1865) ; 
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Cor~zubia (1872) ; Early Christianity i n  Conzwall (1893) ; J .  Bannister, 
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Representation o f  Cornwall t o  1832 (1889); G. C. Boase, Collectanea 
Cornubiensia (Truro, 1890) : J. R. Allen, Old Cornish Crosses (Truro, 
~ 8 ~ 6 )  ; A: H. Norway, Highways and Byways in Cornwall (1904) ; 
I,ewis Hind, Days i n  Cornwall (1~07) : Victoria County Hirtouy, 
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in Cornwall and Devon," Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. (London, 1916); 
E. M. Hendriks, "The Physiography of Southwest Cornwall," GeoJ. 
Mag. (1923); J .  H. Collins, The West of England iWini+zg Region 
(Plymouth, 1907) ; W. S. Lewis, The  West o f  England Tin-mining 
(Exeter, 1923) ; The Land o f  Britain (Land Utilization Survey of 
Britain) Part 91 (London, 1941). 

CORNWALL, founded as New Johnstown by United Empire 
Loyalists in I 784, incorporated in 1834, and now the capital of the 
united counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, Ontario, 
Canada, 67 mi. southwest of Montreal, on the left bank of the St. 
Lawrence river. Pop. (1941) 14,117. I t  is an important station 
on the Canadian National, Canadian Pacific, and New York Cen- 
tral railways, is a port of call for all steamers between Montreal 
and Lake Ontario ports, and is connected by an inter-nation 
bridge with the United States. 

The surplus from the Cornwall canal furnishes excellent water 
privileges for its factories, which include cotton and woollen 
mills and grist and saw mills. 

CORNWALLIS, CHARLES CORNWALLIS, IST MAR- 
QUESS (1738-1805), eldest son of Charles, 1st Earl Cornwallis 
(1700-62), was born on Dec. 31, 1738, and educated at  Eton and 
Clare college, Cambridge. H e  entered the army, and served in 
Germany in 1761. Succeeding to the earldom in 1762, in 176 j he 
was made aide-de-camp to the king and gentleman of the bed- 
chamber, and in 1770 was appointed governor of the Tower. He 
served as major-general in the American War of Independence, 
and in 1780 commanded the British forces in South Carolina; in 
1781 he defeated Greene at  Guildford Court House, and raided 
Virginia, but was besieged at  Yorkto15n by the French and Ameri- 
can armies, and was forced to capitulate on Oct. 19, 1781. With 
him fell the English cause in the United States. Appointed gov- 
ernor-general of India and commander-in-chief of Bengal in 1786. 
he was interrupted in his administrative reforms by the quarrel 
with Tippoo Sahib. After capturing Bangalore (1791) and laying 
siege to Seringapatam, he concluded a treaty which stripped Tip- 
poo Sahib of half his realm. The settlement of the land revenue 
under his administration is frequently called the Cornwallis code. 
Cornwallis returned to England in 1793, received a marquessate, 
and was made master-general of the ordnance. As viceroy of Ire- 
land (June, 1798-1801) he gained the goodwill of both Roman 
Catholics and Orangemen, and a few weeks after a general am- 
nesty had been proclaimed (July 17, 1798) the French army un- 
der Humbert was forced to surrender. In  1802 Cornwallis was ap- 
pointed plenipotentiary to negotiate the treaty of Amiens. In  
180s he was again sent to India as governor-general, to replace 
Lord UTellesley, whose policy was too advanced for the directors 
of the East India company, but he died on Oct. 5, 1805, on his 
way up country to assume command of the troops. H e  was suc- 
ceeded as 2nd marquess by his only son, Charles (1774-182~). 
On his death the marquessate became extinct, but the title Earl 
Cornwallis passed to his uncle, James ( I  743-18 z4), bishop of 
Lichfield. In  18 52, on the death of his son and successor, James, 
the 5th earl, the Cornwallis titles became extinct. 

See W. S .  Seton-Karr, The Marquess Cornwallis, "Rulers of India" 
series (1890) . 

CORNWALLIS. SIR WKLIAM (1744-1810). British 
admiral, was the brother of the 1st Marquess'Cbrnwai1i's, gover- 
nor-general of India. He was born on Feb. zo, 1744, entered the 
navy as a boy of 11, and had reached post-rank when he was 
2 2 .  I n  1779 he commanded the "Lion" in the fleet of Admiral 
Byron. The "Lion" was very roughly handled in the battle off 
Grenada on July 6, 1779, and had to make her way alone to  
Jamaica. In March 1780 he fought an action in company with 
two other vessels against a much superior French force off Monti 
Cristi, and had another encounter with them near Bermuda in 
June. The force he engaged was the fleet carrying the troops of 
Rochambeau to North America, and was too strong for his 
squadron of two small liners, two so-gun ships and a frigate. After 
taking part in the second relief of Gibraltar, he returned to North 
America, and served with Hood in the actions at the Basse Terre 
of St. Kitts, and with Rodney in the battle of Dominica on 
April 12. 1782. Some very rough verses which he wrote on the 
action have been printed in Leyland's Brest-Papers, published for 
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the Navy Record Society, and show that he thought very ill 
of Rodney's conduct of the battle. Cornwallis's papers on this 
and other actions are valuable in the history of the British navy. 
I n  1788 he went to the East Indies as commodore, and had some 
share in the war with Tippoo Sahib, and helped to reduce Pondi- 
cherry. His promotion to rear-admiral dates from Feb. I ,  1793, 
and on July 4, 179.1, he became vice-admiral. 

I n  the Revolutionary War his services were in the Channel. 
The most signal of them was performed on June 16, 1795, when 
he carried out what was always spoken of with respect as "the 
retreat of Cornwallis." H e  was cruising near Brest with four 
sail of the line and two frigates, when he was sighted by a French 
fleet of 12 sail of the line, and many large frigates commanded by 
Villaret Joyeuse. The odds being very great he was compelled to 
make off. But two of his ships were heavy sailers and fell behind. 
H e  was consequently overtaken, and attacked on both sides. The 
rearmost ship, the "Mars" (74), suffered severely in her rigging 
and was in danger of being surrounded by the French. Corn- 
wallis turned to support her, and the enemy, impressed by a con- 
viction that he must be relying on help within easy reach, gave up 
the pursuit. I n  1796 he incurred a court-martial, but was prac- 
tically acquitted. The substance of the case was that he demurred 
on the ground of health at  being called upon to go to the West 
Indies, in a small frigate, and without "comfort." He became full 
admiral in 1799, and held the Channel command for a short in- 
terval in 1801 and from 1803 to 1806, but saw no further service. 
H e  was made a G.C.B. in 1815, and died on July 5, 1819. 

See G. Cornwallis-West, Tlze Li fe  and Letters of Admiral Cor?twallis 
(1927).  

CORO, a small city and the capital of the State of Falcbn, 
Venezuela, 7m. W. of La Vela de Coro (its port on the Caribbean 
coast), with which it  is connected by rail, and 19gm. W.N.W. of 
Carbcas. Pop. (1936) 15,612. Coro stands on a sandy plain 
between the Caribbean and the Gulf of Venezuela, and near the 
isthmus connecting the peninsula of Paraguanb with the mainland. 
I ts  elevation above sea-level is only ~ o j f t . ,  and its climate is hot 
but not unhealthy. I t  is the commercial centre for an extensive 
district on the east side of Lake Maracaibo and the Gulf of 
Venezuela, which exports large quantities of goat-skins, an excel- 
lent quality of tobacco, and some coffee, cacao, castor beans, 
timber and dye-woods. American and British oil companies have 
taken up oil-land concessions throughout this coastal region and 
are exploring for petroleum both west and east of Coro. There 
are salt deposits and coal mines worked by the government in 
the vicinity. I t  was founded in 1527 by Juan de AmpuCs, who 
gave to it the name of Santa Ana de Coriana (afterwards cor- 
rupted to Santa Ana de Coro) in honour of the day and of the 
tribe of Indians inhabiting this locality. I t  was also called 
Venezuela (little Venice) because of an Indian village on the 
gulf coast built on piles over the shallow water; this name was 
afterwards bestowed upon the province of which Coro was the 
capital. Coro was also made the chief factory of the Welsers, the 
German banking house t o  which Charles V. mortgaged this part 
of his colonial possessions, and it  was the starting-point for 
many exploring and colonizing expeditions into the interior. I t  
was made a bishopric in 1536, and for a time Coro was one of 
the three most important towns on the northern coast. The seat 
of government was removed to Caracas in 1578 and the bishopric 
five years later. Coro is celebrated in Venezuelan history as the 
scene of Miranda's first attempt to free his country from Spanish 
rule. 

COROLLARY, a proposition, geometric or not, incidentally 
proved in the demonstration of another proposition, and therefore 
following from it without further proof. Hence the significance 
of the word, from late Latin corollarium, a gift, money paid 
for a corolla, a garland. Euclid gave no corollaries, the mod- 
ern examples having been added by commentators on, or editors 
of, the Elements. 

COROMANDEL COAST, a name formerly applied offi- 
cially to the eastern seaboard of India approximately between 
Cape Calimere, in 10' 17' N., 79" 56' E ,  and the mouths of tile 
Kistna river. The shore, which is low, is ~ i t h o u t  a single good 

natural harbour, and is a t  all times beaten by a heavy sea. The 
north-east monsoon, which lasts from October till April, is vio- 
lent for the first months. From April till October hot southerly 
winds blow by day; a t  night the heat is tempered by sea-breezes. 
The principal places frequented by shipping are Pulicat, Madras, 
Sadras, Pondicherry, Cuddalore, Tranquebar, Nagore and Nega- 
patam. The name Coromandel is said to be derived from Chola- 
nzandal, the mandal or region of the ancient dynasty of the Chola. 

CORONA, a city of Riverside county, California, U.S.A , 
4 5 m  E.S.E. of Los Angeles, on Temescal creek, and served by the 
Santa Fe Railway. The population xvas 5,764 in 1940. There are 
mineral springs and quarries (cement, lime, clay and porphyry) in 
the vicinity. Natural gas is used. The city ships oranges, lemons 
and other fruits, beets and alfalfa, and manufactures lemon prod- 
ucts, boxes, sewer pipe, terra-cotta, pressed brick and chemicals. 

CORONA. During the period of totality of an eclipse of the 
sun there is seen surrounding it  a halo, pearly-white in colour, 
of irregular shape, but roughly circular in form, about twice the 
size of the sun, with faint streamers extending several diameters 
from the limb of the sun. This is termed the Solar Corona. I t  
was long uncertain whether the corona belonged t o  the sun or 
to the moon, or if i t  arose in the earth's atmosphere. I t  cannot 
originate in the atmosphere since i t  presents the same appearance 
when seen from widely separated positions on the earth's surface, 
and photographs show that the dark moon moves across the back- 
ground formed by the corona, so that it  cannot belong to the 
moon. I t  will be obvious that many of the phenomena that will 
now be described are inconsistent with any but a solar origin. 

Phenomena.- The plate gives a good idea of typical coronae. 
There is an approximately circular, and not very large, bright 
inner corona around which are more or less extensive streamers 
proceeding in a roughly radial direction mainly from the neigh- 
bourhood of the solar equator; and there are curved rays (the 
"polar brushes") proceeding from the north and south poles of 
the sun. The forms observed can be classified into two main types 
occurring alternately, a t  regular intervals, with intermediate forms 
between. At times of minimum sun-spot activity the polar 
brushes are short, and the equatorial streamers long; a t  times 
of maximum sun-spot activity the polar rays are longer, the 
equatorial streamers shorter and the corona is more circular in 
form. Near prominences the corona is brighter and shows an 
arched structure. I t  is uncertain how long the different forms 
endure, since observations are possible only during a total eclipse; 
thus there was a sun-spot maximum in Aug. 191 7, but the corona 
of June 1918 was not a typical maximum type. I n  general after 
a maximum the streamers draw away from the poles and the 
longest rays are found in the sun-spot zones, making the corona 
rectangular in  appearance. The extent of the corona varies 
greatly. Streamers have been followed out to the enormous dis- 
tance of twelve solar diameters, i.e., over Io,ooo,ooom. from the 
surface of the sun, but commonly three or four diameters is its 
extent. 

Coronae near sun-spot maximum are found to differ more than 
those occurring near a sun-spot minimum. I t  is definitely estab- 
lished that changes occur and that the broad features may be 
correlated with sun-spot activity. I t  remains a t  present undecided 
whether any changes occur during the short periods of time for 
which the corona can be observed a t  any one eclipse. Certainly 
no changes have been found during the time of totality a t  any 
one station, which is necessarily less than about seven and a half 
minutes. The interval of time between totality a t  different points 
of the earth's surface lying within the zone of totality may, how- 
ever, be several hours, and it is of interest to  compare observa- 
tions of the corona made a t  widely separated stations. The evi- 
dence is on the whole in favour of changes taking place. I n  1905 
plates taken in Egypt and in Spain with an interval of 7omi11. 
showed no movement, but in 1918 stations 26min. apart showed 
changes in the coronal arches, indicating that they were receding 
from the sun with a velocity of about 16km. per sec., and Prof. 
Horn d'Arturo, comparing photographs of the corona of Jan. 14, 
1926, taken in East Africa and in Sumatra, with an interval of 
15omin , finds considerable changes and velocities of recessio~ of 
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the coronal material of the order of ~ k m .  per sec. Of course, 
rapid motions along the lines of the streamers might exist and 
escape detection. 

T h e  R a d i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  Corona.-The greater part of the 
light from the corona shows a continuous spectrum; a number 
of bright emission lines are present, and also the Fraunhofer 
spectrum (the ordinary solar spectrum). The spectrum of the 
inner corona (from 8 to  omi in. of arc from the limb of the sun, 
the diameter of which is about jomin.) is mainly continuous and 
the bright lines are strongest here; farther out, in the middle and 
outer corona, the Fraunhofer lines are visible. I t  is important to 
know if, and how, the radiation from the corona is polarized. I t  
is found that the bright-line spectrum is unpolarized, but the 
continuous radiation shows strong radial polarization. The polar- 
ization rises rather rapidly to a maximum of about 11% in the 
visible region of the spectrum, a t  5 or 6min. from the limb, and 
thereafter decreases more slowly. Unfortunately little or nothing 
is known about the way in which the polarization varies over 
the spectrum. H. F. Newall found that there came from the veil 
of illuminated sky between the observer and the corona as much 
polarized light as from the corona itself a t  3-4' from its centre. 

T h e  Distribzrtion of Intensity. The older measurements are 
quite inconsistent. More recent measurements agree more or less 
with the law found by Bergstrand in 1914. H e  found that the in- 
tensities near the solar equator differ greatly from those near the 
poles a t  the same distance from the centre of the sun. The equa- 
torial rays are three times as intense as the polar rays. He sug- 
gested that we regard the corona as the superposition of an interior 
corona existing only in the equatorial zone, and a general outer 
corona. I n  both the intensity decreases as the inverse square of 
the distance from the edge of the sun, but the intensity of the 
equatorial corona is double that of the outer corona. However, 
on account of the complex detailed structure of the corona, any 
attempt to derive a law of intensity distribution of the kind just 
examined, which ignores variation round the sun and treats the 
corona as if it were a disc whose brightness varies only along 
a radius, is foredoomed to failure if regarded as anything but 
a rough approximation. 

The Total Radiation from the Corona. I n  view of the great un- 
certainty of the older measurements and the paucity of modern 
ones, caution must be used in giving any figures for the total 
radiation, but it  seems fairly clear that the total energy radiated 
is from about a quarter to a half that received by us from the 
full moon, and that it  is not constant but varies from one eclipse 
to another, the measures indicating, for example, that it was 
40% greater in 1926 than in 1925. 

T h e  Cont inuous  Spec t rum of t h e  Corona.-The eclipse of 
1922 showed that the Fraunhofer spectrum of the corona does 
not come from terrestrial scattering of direct sunlight, since no 
trace of it  was found beyond the limits of the coronal spectrum on 
the plates. I t  is found that the continuous spectrum and the 
Fraunhofer lines are strong, and the coronal green emission lines 
are weak, near a time of sun-spot minimum and this, on the whole, 
indicated that the coronal radiation is richer in red and infra-red 
rays than is direct sunlight, but the amount of the difference is 
small and uncertain. There seems to be no appreciable radiation 
from the corona in the infra-red region beyond about 55,000 A.U. 

T h e  Br igh t - l ine  Spec t rum of t h e  Corona.-A number of 
bright lines are found in the spectrum of the corona, which are 
definitely not due to the higher regions of the chromosphere. None 
of them is very bright, and the older measures are very inac- 
curate. The table gives a summary of the most accurate meas- 
ures available of lines definitely believed to belong to the 
corona. None of them is identified with any known line in the 
spectrum of an element observed in the laboratory, and when 
they were first discovered the name "Coronium" was pro- 
posed for the hypothetical element to which they were supposed 
to owe their origin. Their behaviour, however, seems hard to  
reconcile with the idea that they have a common origin. Thus 
the structure of the monochromatic images of the inner corona 
obtained by use of a prismatic camera indicates that the lines 
canbe  grouped in pairs, such as 3454 and 3643 and 3601 and 4086. 

3800.77 4 5118 
3986.88 5302.80 
4086.0 1 :6 1 5536 
423 1'4 6374.8 5 

Of these lines 4231 and 4586 are near strong lines due to ionized 
iron, and 5536 is near a strong iron line and near a strong line due 
to, ionized strontium. These lines are, however, possibly coronal in 
orlgln. Three lines in the far ultra-violet (3164, 3170 and 3237) 
have been observed by Deslandres once only, and are probably of 
chromospheric origin due to TiII. A few other very doubtful lines 
are 3461, 4241, 4245, 4398, 4533 and 4567. See C. R. Davidson and 
F. J. M. Stratton, Mem. Roy. Ast. Soc., 64, 142 (1927). 

The Briglzt Line Spectrum of the Corona 

The distribution of intensity of the lines across the corona 
groups these same pairs together, and also 3388 and 3987; the line 
5303 appears to  belong to the 3601 group and 6374 resembles 
3388 and 3987 but not very closely. 

A remarkable relation between the wave-lengths of certain 
coronal lines discovered in 1911 by J. W. Nicholson (resembling 
the relation between nebular lines also discovered by him), and 
accounted for in  terms of a dynamical theory of a hypothetical 
atom, seems not to have stood the test of time. H e  found that 
most of the lines then classed as coronal lines could be fitted to a 
formula of the typeX = a ( n + ~ ) ~  where n is an integer. Increas- 
ing accuracy of measurement has not improved the fit of this 
formula, moreover some of the lines used by him are of very 
doubtful coronal origin or even existence, and some have been 
identified as chromospheric lines due to  ionized iron or titanium. 

Rota t ion  of t h e  Corona.-It is generally assumed that the 
corona close to the sun rotates with it, but there is no definite evi- 
dence of any motions in it  that could be interpreted as rotational. 
We do not know independently the wave-lengths of any of the 
coronal lines, so we cannot say from the observed wave-lengths 
if there is any displacement that could be interpreted as due 
to motion toward or away from the observer in the line of sight. 
Attempts have been made to discover rotational effects by com- 
paring the wave-lengths of a coronal line a t  two ends of a solar 
diameter. They have been unsuccessful on account of the great 
weakness of the lines a t  any appreciable distance from the sun's 
limb. I t  has been observed, though confirmation of this is 
desirable, that the Fraunhofer lines in the coronal spectrum are 
slightly displaced. This might indicate rotational movement but 
might, on the other hand, be due to the reflection of sunlight from 
particles moving radially from the surface of the sun, as sug- 
gested by H. N. Russell. 

Theories of the Corona.-The presence of the Fraunhofer 
lines in the spectrum of the corona suggests strongly that there 
is an atmosphere of dust particles or a gaseous envelope scattering 
the solar radiation, as does also the polarization of the coronal 
light. The density of the coronal material must be very low since 
there is no appreciable refraction produced by it, nor do comets, 
which sometimes almost graze the solar surface, suffer any de- 
tectable perturbations in passing through the corona. One of the 
oldest theories of the corona is that it  consists of a swarm of 
meteoric particles revolving round the sun. This theory has the 
disadvantage of explaining none of the observations, and was 
probably only put forward because this was the only known means, 
a t  the time, of maintaining any kind of atmosphere against the 
force of gravitation. Various so-called mechanical theories have 
been put forward from time to time, based on the original one of 
Schaeberle. According to these the corona is due to  light emitted 
and reflected from streams of matter, which are ejected from the 
sun by forces acting along lines roughly normal to  the solar sur- 
face and localized chiefly in sun-spot zones ( to  account for the 
correlation with sun-spot activity). The main difficulty in these 
theories has been that of providing a suitable expelling agency; 
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CORONA-CORONATION 
moreover the explanation of the continuous spectrum is not 
thereby completed, and the problem of the bright line spectrum is 
left quite unsolved. 

Probably the view to take at  the present time is something like 
this. We have a satisfactory theory of the chromosphere, whereby 
it  turns out to be a gaseous atmosphere consisting largely of elec- 
trons and ionized atoms supported by radiation pressure (the 
competent force lacking in older theories). At the top of the 
chromosphere the density is  very low, pressure is of the order of 
1-12 atmospheres, and since we can scarcely suppose the density 
to increase outwards from the sun, there is no difficulty in fitting 
on to it a tenuous coronal envelope. The mechanism of the radia- 
tion pressure suppcrting the atoms is that of line absorption, which 
is very difierent from that of pressure on small particles. In par- 
ticular i t  is selective in  its action. Only those atoms are capable 
of existing in such an atmosphere that are ionized to the appro- 
priate degree under the existing conditions of temperature and 
pressure, so that they can absorb the requisite amount of radia- 
tion from the supply provided, which last is determined by the 
surface temperature of the sun. This is quite welcome, however, 
for since we have t o  account for the coronal lines we must sup- 
pose them due to some atoms, and since there are not many of 
them only a few atoms should be concerned in their production. 
The coronal region must consist of gases in a rather higher degree 
of ionization than in the chromosphere, since the pressure is so 
much lower, and though there may not be possible n static equi- 
librium for such an atmosphere, yet, owing to recombination of 
ions (allowing suitably powerful absorption to occur from time 
to time) there may be a dynamical equilibrium. We do not re- 
quire to suppose the corona quiescent. If we regard coronal ma- 
terial as shot up  from below, owing to excessive radiation pres- 
sure, we have a good reason for the observed connection be- 
tween coronal arches and streamers and prominences, since, near 
prominences and sun-spots, locally superheated regions of the 
solar surface are found to occur; moreover the connection with 
sun-spot activity is no longer mysterious. There will be present 
a considerable proportion of free electrons; these can scatter 
light and, it  turns out, would do so in the right kind of way, so 
far as observation is possible; and the scattering by atoms present 
is not inconsistent with observation. 

Finally with regard to the origin of the coronal lines, i t  seems 
most likely that they are to be explained in the same way as the 
nebular lines, i.e., as due to  known atoms in circumstances w h i ~ h  
cannot so far be imitated in the laboratory; so that transitions 
can occur sufficiently often under the conditions of low density 
(i.e., long undisturbed life of the individual atoms) and appro- 
priate stimulation, so as to produce "forbidden" lines of appre- 
ciable intensity and to suppress the ordinary lines. The atoms 
involved would presumably be those capable of existing (possibly 
at  a lower stage of ionization) in the high chromosphere, and in- 
deed doubly ionized calcium has been suggested as the source of 
these lines, with some plausibility, but so far it is not more than a 
suggestion; ionized titanium seems also very likely to be involved. 

B<BLIOGRAPHY.--S. A. Mitchell, Eclipses of the Sun (New York, 
1923) ; F. J. M. Stratton, Astronomical Physics (1924) ; Eberhard, 
Kohlschiitter and Ludendorf, Handbmh der Astrophysik, vol. iv.: 
Memoirs and d.ronthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 
London; The Astrophysical Journal (Chicago University Press) ; Lick 
Observatory Bulletin (1918). (J. A. CA.) 

CORONA, in architecture the central division of a classic 
cornice, usually consisting of a projecting block, with its under 
side approximately flat, and its outer face vertical, and forming 
a simple, continuous band along the length of the cornice. (See 
ORDER.) 

CORONACH, the lamentation or dirge for the dead which 
accompanied funerals in the Highlands of Scotland and in Ire- 
land. (A Gaelic word, from comh, with, and ranacl~, wailing.) 
The more usual term in Ireland is "keen," "caoine" or "keening." 

CORONADO, FRANCISCO VASQUEZ DE (c. I joo- 
1554), Spanish explorer of the American southwest, accompanied 
Antonio de Mendoza to Nrw Spain in I 335, and became a lead- 
ing grandee. I n  1538 he was chosen a regidor, or member of the 
town council, of bIexico City, and in I j;g was appointed gov- 

ernor of the province of New Galicia. I n  the same year Melchior 
Diaz reaffirmed the fabulous report of Fray Marcos de Niza con- 
cerning the "seven cities of Cibola" (now identified almost cer- 
tainly with the Zuiii pueblos of New Mexico), and in February 
of I540 Coronado left Compostela, a t  the head of an expedition 
of 250 horsemen, 70 Spanish footmen, and several hundred 
friendly Indians with baggage animals and herds of cattle, for 
their exploration and conquest. Coronado with a part of his 
force captured the "seven cities" in July. The fabled wealth, 
however, was not there, and he moved westward, to  the Rio 
Grande, where in the autumn (1540) he was joined by the rest 
of his force. Exploring parties visited Tusayan (the Hopi or 
Moqui country of northeastern Arizona), the Grand Canyon of 
the Colorado, and the Rio Grande (Tuguez). Having wintered 
here, the expedition, reinspirited by stories of an Eldorado called 
"Quivira" far to the northeast, advanced onto the plains of Texas 
in April, 1541. Finding nothing but prairie and bison, most of 
them retraced their steps, but Coronado with about 30 horsemen 
penetrated to  the central part of Kansas, explored the misnamed 
Eldorado-a village of Wichita tepees-and in October rejoined 
his forces on the Rio Grande. I n  the spring of 1542 he led a 
tattered remnant of his army home, to  taste the bitter cup of 
incompetence and failure. He nevertheless continued in his ca- 
pacity of governor of New Galicia until I 544, when his residen~la 
was taken and he was convicted of "general neglect of duty . . . 
rank favoritism and numerous irregularities," was fined and for 
a short time was actually imprisoned. H e  retired t o  Mexico City 
where he still held the post of regidor, and rose to petty prom- 
inence in the municipal routine. I n  I 549 he received a small 
e?zcornienda ( a  grant of land and the Indians residing on i t )  in 
recognition of "meritorious services in discovery and conquest," 
but his health began to give way, and sometime about the first 
of November, 15 54, he died. Though Coronado is one of the least 
of the conquistadors, his march looms up as one of the feats of 
the Spanish conquest in America, both on its own merits and by 
its consequences a tribute to the genius of Antonio de Mendoza. 
In  connection with it, Hernando de Alarcon in 1540 ascended the 
Gulf of California to its head, and the Colorado river for a long 
distance above its mouth. 

See G. P. Winship, 4'The Coronado Expedition" in the 14th Report 
of the U.S. Bureau of Ethnology (rSg6). (W. B. P.) 

CORONATION, a solemnity whereby sovereigns are in- 
augurated in office. I n  pre-Christian times in Europe the king or 
ruler, upon his election, was raised on a shield, and, standing upon 
it, was borne on the shoulders of certain of the chief men of the 
tribe, or nation, round the assembled people. This was called the 
gyratio, and it was usually performed three times. At its con- 
clusion a spear was placed in the king's hand, and the diadem, a 
richly wrought band of silk or linen, which must not be confused 
with the crown (see CROWN AND CORONET), was bound around 
his forehead. When Europe became Christian, a religious service 
of benediction was added to the older form, which, however, was 
not abandoned. Derived from the Teutons. the Franks continued 
the gyratio, and Clovis, Sigebert, Pippin 'and others were thus 
elevated to the royal estate. From a combination of the old 
custom with the religious service the later ceremonies were de- 
veloped. I n  the procession of the English king from the Tower 
to Westminster (first abandoned at  the coronation of James I I . ) ,  
in the subsequent elevation of the king into what was known as 
the marble chair in JJTestminster Hall, and in the showing of the 
king of France to the people, as also in the universal practice of 
delivering a sceptre to the new ruler, traces, i t  is thought, may be 
detected of the original function. 

The added religious service was naturally derived from the 
Bible, where mention is frequently made, in the Old Testament, 
of the anointing and crowning of kings. The anointing of the king 
soon came to be regarded as the most important, if not essential, 
feature of the service. By virtue of the unction which he re- 
ceived, the sovereign was regarded, in the middle ages, as a mixta 
persona, in part a priest and in part a layman I t  was a strange 
theory, and Lyndwode, the great English canonist, is cautious as 
to it, and was content to say that it was the opinion of some 



CORONAITION 
people. I t  gained wide acceptance, and the anointed sovereign 
was generally regarded as, in some degree, possessed of the 
priestly character. By virtue of the unction he had received, the 
emperor was made a canon of St. John Lateran and of St. Peter 
a t  Rome, and also of the collegiate church of Aachen, while the 
king of France was premier chanoine of the primatial church of 
Lyons, and held canonries at Embrun, Le Mans, Montpellier, St. 
Pol-de-LCon, Lodkve, and other cathedral churches in France. 
There are, moreover, trustworthy records that, on more than one 
occasion, a king of France, habited in a surplice and choir robes, 
took part with the clergy in the services of some of those church- 
es. Martkne quotes an order, which directs that a t  the imperial 
coronation a t  Rome, the pope ought to sing the mass, the emperor 
read the gospel, and the king of Sicily, or, if present, the king of 
France, the epistle. Nothing like this was known in England, and 
a theory, which has prevailed of late, that the English sovereign 
is, in a personal sense, canon of St. David's, is based on a mis- 
conception. The canonry in question was attached to St. Mary's 
College a t  St. David's before the Reformation, and, a t  the dis- 
solution of the college, became crown property; but the king of 
England is not, and never was personally, a canon of St. David's, 
nor did he ever perform any quasi-clerical function. 

At first a single anointing on the head was the practice, but 
afterwards other parts of the body, as the breast, arms, shoulders 
and hands received the unction. From a very early period in the 
West three kinds of oil have been blessed each year on hfaundy 
Thursday, the oil of the catechumens, the oil of the sick, and the 
chrism. The last, of olive oil and balsam, is only used for the 
most sacred purposes, and the oil of the catechumens was that 
used for the unction of kings. I n  France, however, a legend 
gained credence that the Holy Dove had descended from heaven, 
bearing a vessel (afterwards called the Sainte Ampoule), contain- 
ing holy oil. and had placed it on the altar for the coronation of 
Clovis. A drop of oil from the Sainte Ampoule mixed with chrism 
was afterwards used for anointing the kings of France. Similarly 
the chrism was introduced into English coronations, for the first 
time probably at  the coronation of Edward 11. To rival the 
French story another miracle was related that the Virgin Mary 
had appeared to Thomas Becket, and had given him a vessel with 
holy oil, which at  some future period was to  be used for the 
sacring of the English king. A full account of this miracle, and 
the subsequent finding of the vessel, is contained in a letter writ- 
ten in 1318 by Pope John XXII.  to Edward 11. The chrism was 
used in addition to the holy oil. The king was first anointed with 
the oil, and then signed on the head with the chrism. I n  all other 
countries the oil of the catechumens was alone used. I n  conse- 
quence of the use of chrism the kings of England and France were 
thought to be able to cure scrofula by the imposition of their 
hands, and hence arose the practice in those countries of touching 
for  the king's evil, as it  was called. I n  England the chrism dis- 
appeared at  the Reformation, but touching for the evil was con- 
tinued till the accession of the house of Hanover in 1714. 

The oldest existing ritual for the coronation of a king is con- 
tained in what is known as the Pontifical of Egbert, who was arch- 
bishop of York in the middle of the 8th century. The coronation 
service in it is entitled Missa pro rege i n  die benedictionis ejus, 
and the coronation ceremony is interpolated in the middle of the 
mass. After the Gospel the officiant recites some prayers of 
benediction and then pours oil from a horn on the king's head, 
while the anthem "Zadok the priest," etc., is sung. After this the 
assembled bishops and nobles place a sceptre in the king's hands, 
while a form of intercessory benediction is recited. Then the staff 
(buculus) is delivered to him, and finally a helmet (galea) is set 
upon his head, the whole assembly repeating thrice "May King N. 
live for ever. Amen. Amen. Amen." The enthronement follows, 
with the kisses of homage and of fealty, and the mass, with 
special prayers, is concluded. 

Another service of Anglo-Saxon date bearing, but with no good 
reason, the name of Aethelred II., has also been preserved, and 
is of imporlance as it spread from England to the Continent. and 
was used for the coronations of the kings of France. I t  differs from 
the Egbert form as the coronation precedes the mass, while the 

use of a ring, and the definite allusion to a crowr (corona not 
galea) occur in it. Joined to it  is the form for the coronation of 
a queen consort. I t  may have been used for the crowning of 
Harold and of William the Conqueror. 

A third English coronation form, of the 12th century, bears the 
name of Henry I., but also without good reason. The ceremonial 
is more fully developed, and the king is anointed on the head, 
breast, shoulders, and elbows. The royal mantle appears for the 
first time, as does the sceptre. The queen consort is to be crowned 
secundunz ordinem Romanum, and the whole function precedes 
the mass. 

The fourth and most important of all English coronation 
services is that of the Liber Regalis, a manuscript still in the 
keeping of the dean of Westminster. I t  was introduced in 1307, 
and continued in use till the Reformation, and, in an English 
translation and with the Communion service substituted for the 
Latin mass, i t  was used for the coronation of James I .  I n  it the 
English coronation ceremonies reached their fullest development. 
The following is a bare outline of its main features:- 

The ceremonies began the day before the coronation, the king 
being conducted in a procession from the Tower of London to 
Westminster. There he reposed for the night, and was instructed 
by the abbot as to the solemn obligations of the kingly office. 
Early next morning he went to Westminster Hall, and there, 
among other ceremonies, as rex regnaturus was elevated into a 
richly adorned seat on the king's bench, called the Marble Chair. 
Then a procession with the regalia was marshalled and led into 
the abbey church, the king wearing a cap of estate on his head, 
and supported by the bishops of Bath and Durham. A platform 
with thrones, etc., having been previously prepared under the 
crossing, the king ascended it, and, all being in order, the arch- 
bishop of Canterbury called for the Recognition, after which the 
king, approaching the high altar, offered a pall to  cover it, and a 
pound of gold. Then a sermon appropriate to the occasion was 
preached by one of the bishops, the oath was administered by 

'the archbishop, and the t7efzi Creator and a litany were sung. 
Then the king was anointed with oil on his hands, breast, between 
the shoulders, on the shoulders, on the elbows, and on the he?d; 
finally he was anointed with the chrism on his head. Thus blessed 
and anointed, the king was vested, first with a silk dalmatic, called 
the colobium sindonis, then a long tunic, reaching to the ankles 
and woven with great golden images before and behind, was put 
upon him. H e  then received the buskins, the sandals, and spurs, 
then the sword and its girdle; after this the stole, and finally the 
royal mantle, four-square in shape and woven throughout with 
golden eagles. Thus vested, the crown of St. Edward was set on 
his head, the ring placed on his wedding finger, the gloves drawn 
over his hands, and the golden sceptre, in form of an orb and 
cross, delivered to him. Lastly, the golden rod with the dove a t  
the top was placed in the king's left hand. Thus consecrated, 
vested and crowned the king kissed the bishops who, assisted by 
the nobles, enthroned him, while the T e  Deum was sung. When a 
queen consort was also crowned, that ceremony immediqtely fol- 
lowed, and the mass with special collect, epistle, gospel, and pref- 
ace was said, and during it  both king and queen received the sac- 
rament in one kind. At the conclusion the king retired to a con- 
venient place, surrounded with curtains, where the great cham- 
berlain took off certain of the robes, and substituted others for 
them, and the archbishop, still wearing his mass vestments, set 
other crowns on the heads of the king and queen, and with these 
they left the church. 

This service, in English, was used at  the coronation of James 
I., Elizabeth having been crowned with the Latin service. Little 
change was made till 1685, when it  was considerably altered for  
the coronation of James 11. The Communion was necessarily 
omitted in the case of a Roman Catholic, but other changes were 
introduced quite needlessly by Archbishop Sancroft, and four 
years later the old order was still more seriously changed, with the 
result that the revisions of 1685 and 1689 have grievously muti- 
lated the service by confusing the order of its different sections, 
while the meaning of the prayers has been completely changed 
for no apparent reason. Alterations since then have been verbal 
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rather than essential, but a t  each subsequent coronation some 
feature has disappeared, the proper preface having been aban- 
doned a t  the coronation of Edward VII. 

I n  conneclion with the English coronation a number of claims 
to do certain services have sprung up, and before each coronation 
a court of claims is constituted, which investigates and adjudi- 
cates on the claims that are made. The most striking of all these 
services is that of the challenge made by the king's champion, a 
service in  grand serjeantry attached to the manor of Scrivelsby 
for many centuries. Immediately following the service in the 
church a banquet was held in Westminster Hall, during the first 
course of which the champion entered the hall on horseback, 
armed cap-d-pie, with red, white, and blue feathers in his helmet. 
H e  was supported by the high constable on his right, and the earl 
marshal on his left, both of whom were also mounted. On his 
appearance in the hall a herald in front of him read the challenge, 
the words of which have not materially varied at any period, as 
follows: "If any person, of what degree soever, high or low, shall 
deny or gainsay our sovereign lord . . . , king of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, defender of the faith, 
(son and) next heir unto our sovereign lord the last king deceased, 
to be the right heir to the imperiaI crown of this realm of Great 
Britain and Ireland, or that he ought not to enjoy the same; here 
is his champion, who saith that he lieth, and is a false traitor, 
being ready in person to combat with him; and in this quarrel 
will adventure his life against him, on what day soever he shall 
be appointed." The champion then threw down the gauntlet. The 
challenge was again made in the centre of the hall, and a third 
time before the high table, a t  which the king was seated. The 
king then drank to the champion out of a silver-gilt cup, with a 
cover, which he handed to him as his fee. The banquet was last 
held, and the challenge made, a t  the coronation of George IV, in 
1821. The champion's claim was admitted in 1902, but as there 
was no banquet the duty of bearing the standard of England was 
assigned to him. There is no record of the challenge ever having 
been accepted. 

The coronation form in France bore much resemblance, in its 
general features, to the English coronation, and was, it is believed, 
originally based on the English form. The unction was given, first 
on the top of the head in the form of a cross, on the breast, be- 
tween the shoulders, and at  the bending and joints of both arms. 
Then, standing up, the king was vested in the dalmatic, tunic, and 
royal robe, all of purple velvet sprinkled with fleurs-de-lys of 
gold, and representing, it was said, the three orders of subdeacon, 
deacon, and priest. Then, kneeling again, he was anolnted in the 
palms of the hands, after which the gloves, ring, and sceptre were 
delivered. Then the peers were summoned by name to come near 
and assist, and the archbishop of Reims, taking the crown of 
Charlemagne from the altar, set it on the king's head. After 
which the enthronement and showing of the king to the people 
took place. All the unctions were made with the chrism, mixed 
with a drop of oil from the Sainte Ampoule. After the enthrone- 
ment mass was said, and a t  its conclusion the king communicated 
in both kinds. The third day after the coronation the king touched 
for the evil. 

On the "11 Frimaire, a n  13," Napoleon and Josephine were 
jointly crowned a t  Paris by the pope. Napoleon entered Notre- 
Dame wearing a crovn, and before him were carried the imperial 
ornaments, t o  wit: "la couronne de l'empereur, l'e'pke, la main de 
justice, le sceptre, le manteau de l'empereur, son anneau, sofz 
collier, le globe impkrial, la couronne de l'impkratrice, son man- 
teau, son anneau." Each of these was blessed, and delivered with 
a benediction to the emperor and empress, kneeling side by side, 
to receive them, both having previously received the unction on 
the head and on each hand. Napoleon placed the crown on his 
head himself. Mass with special prayers followed. 

I n  Spain the coronation ceremony never assumed the fullness 
or magnificence that might have been expected. I t  was usually 
performed a t  Toledo, or in the church of St. Jerome at  Madrid, 
the king being anointed by the archbishop of Toledo. The royal 
ornaments were the sword, sceptre, crown of gold, and the apple 
of gold, which the king himself assumed after the unction. In  re- 

cent years the unction and coronation have been disused. 
I n  Sweden the king was anointed and crowned a t  Uppsala by 

the archbishop. The ceremony is now performed in the Storkyrlia, 
at Stockholm, where the archbishop of Uppsala anoints the king 
on the breast, temples, forehead, and palms of both hands. The 
crown is placed on the king's head by the archbishop and the min- 
ister of justice jointly, whereupon the State marshal proclaims: 
"Now is crowned king of the Swedes, Goths and Wends, he and 
no other." When there is a queen consort she is then anointed, 
crowned, and proclaimed in the same manner. 

In  Norway, according to the law of 1814, the coronation is 
performed in the cathedral a t  Trondhjem, when the Lutheran 
superintendent, or bishop, anoints the king. The crown is placed 
on the king's head jointly by the bishop and the prime minister. 

In  Russia the coronation, celebrated a t  Moscow, was full of 
religious significance. The tsar was anointed by the metropolitan, 
but placed the crown on his head himself. H e  received the sacra- 
ment among the clergy, the priestly theory of his office being rec- 
ognized. The coronation ceremony was also performed with much 
significant ritual in Austria and Hungary. I n  other countries, as 
Prussia, i t  was retained in a modified form; but in the remaining 
States such as Denmark, Belgium, Italy, etc., i t  has been aban- 
doned, or never introduced. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-F. Sandford, Description o f  the Coronation of 
James I I .  and Queen Mary (1687) ; N. Menin, T h e  Form, Order, and 
Ceremonies of Coronations, trans. from the French (1727) ; Anon., A 
Complete Account of the Ceremonies observed zn the Coronations of 
the Kings and Queens o f  England (1727) ; E. Marthe, De Antiquzs 
Ecdesiae Riticus, t. iv. lib. v. (1736-38) ; Roxburgh Club, Liber 
Regalis (1870) ; L. G .  Wickham Legg, English Coronation Records 
(1901). (T.  M .  I?.) 

CORONEIA, BATTLE OF, 394 B.C. This battle of the 
"Corinthian War" is of military interest as showing a further 
small development in the art of war since Cunaxa ( q . v . ) .  While 
the offensive by the coalition of Thebes, Athens, Argos and Corinth 
was being stemmed a t  Kemea ( q . ~ . ) ,  the Spartan king, Agesilaus, 
was on his way back overland from Asia Minor to  the defence of 
the homeland, having broken off his campaign against the Persian 
power on the urgent summons of the ephors. After passing safely 
through Thessaly and gathering reinforcements, he was faced at 
the gap of Coroneia, in Boeotia, by the main forces of the coali- 
tion. The usual parallel battle followed, the usual "drift" to the 
right occurred, and as usual each right wing overlapped and 
smashed the opposing left. Then, however, while the victorious 
Theban right pressed on to attack the Spartan camp, Agesilaus, 
improving on the novel device of Nemea, wheeled his victorious 
right inwards against the enemy centre. The Thebans succeeded 
in forming a new front to meet this menace and, after a fight which 
Xenophon describes as the hardest in his experience, forced their 
way through to join the rest of their army. Nevertheless, Agesi- 
laus had cut a fresh step in the steep ascent of warfare from brawn 
to brain. (See further LEUCTRA, BATTLE OF.) 

CORBNEL, BATTLE OF. This action was fought (Nov. 
I ,  1914) between a British squadron under Rear Admiral Sir 
Christopher Cradock and a German squadron under Vice Admiral 
Graf von Spee. Actually it  took place in a position qrm. to the 
west of Coronel in  Chile. The result was a severe defeat of the 
Rritish forces, the flagship "Good Hope" and the cruiser ''Mon- 
mouth" being sunk; while the two remaining ships escaped in the 
dark. The German ships were comparatively little damaged. 

The causes which led up to the British defeat can be directly 
traced to a faulty appreciation by the Admiralty of the whole 
situation of Cradock v i s - h i s  von Spee. In  consequence of this 
Cradock had not been reinforced by a powerful modern cruiser 
for which he had urgently applied, while the instructions sent him 
were ambiguous, although their general tone was such that he 
could not have done otherwise than set out in search of an enemy 
which proved to be superior in every respect to  his fighting 
strength. I t  has been argued that, having found the enemy, he 
should have avoided action, but he had specific orders "to be pre- 
pared to meet them" and "to protect trade." I t  has also been 
argued that he would have been safe if he had not pressed on 
without the old battieship "Canopus" and that he had been speci- 
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hcally warned by the Admiralty that " 'Canopus' should accom- 
pany 'Glasgow,' 'Monmouth' and 'Otranto'." To  these latter in- 
structions Admiral Cradock had, not unnaturally, replied that it 
was impossible to find and destroy the enemy's fast squadron with 
a ship of such slow speed as the "Canopus" in company. More- 
over, the idea that this ship, because she was classed as a battle- 
ship, was something in the nature of an impregnable fortress, 
under whose shelter he could not come to any harm, was based on 
a complete fallacy as to her fighting efficiency. Her four old 12in. 
guns could have been out-ranged by the more modern gin. guns 
of the German "Gneisenau" and "Scharnhorst." Her armoured 
belt was no thicker than that of the "Good Hope," while her crew 

was very largely untrained, whereas von Spee's two principal 
ships were the crack gunnery ships of the German Fleet in the 
eastern waters. There can be very little doubt that had the 
"Canopus" been present in the battle she would have been sunk 
as surely as were the "Good Hope" and "Monmouth." 

Events  L e a d i n g  Up t o  t h e  Action.-On Oct. 22  Admiral 
Cradock left Port Stanley in the Falkland islands by the route 
round the Horn. The "Canopus," which had just arrived a t  the 
Falklands, was told to follow immediately and meet him on the 
other side of the Straits of Magellan. H e  had sent instructions 
for the armoured cruiser "Defence" to join him, but these were 
cancelled by the Admiralty, who informed him that she was to 
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the main deck guns of the '(Good Hope" and "Monmouth" to  
have been fought, and the combined broadside of these ships was 
therefore reduced from two g.zin. and I; 6in. to  two g 4 n .  and 
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the enemy. But von Spee was no less determined not to  be rushed 
and to fight under his own conditions. H e  therefore turned 
away when Cradock attempted to close. At 6:20, however, the sun 
having begun to dip below the horizon, he decided that his time 
had come. The British ships stood out, silhouetted against the 
red glow, while those of the German squadron were becoming 
more and more difficult to  see against the approaching darkness to  
the eastward. A few minutes later'the "Scharnhorst" opened fire 
at  just over 11,000 yards. The third salvo hit the "Good Hope" 
between the conning tower and her fore-turret, starting a fire. 
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remain on the east coast of South America under Admiral 
Stoddart's orders. The "Glasgow" and "Monmouth" were already 
in the South Pacific, working from a secret base in the Chonos 
archipelago (lat. 45'24' S., long. 74'18' W.),  here the " C h ~ d  
Hope" joined them on Oct. 26th. Here, too, was the armed mer- 
chant cruiser "Otranto." 

At this time, Cradock had no very definite intelligence of the 
enemy on which to act. H e  therefore, on Oct. 27, despatched the 
"Glasgow" to Coronel to pick up what news she could and to 
cable to  the Admiralty his dispositions and intention to move 
northward. These, his last messages, were duly despatched on 
Oct. 31 and reached the Admiralty just after Lord Fisher had 
been installed as the new first sea lord. The latter a t  once per- 
ceived the grave danger in which Cradock might find himself. H e  
reversed the previous decision and gave immediate orders fo r  
the "Defence" to join him, while Cradock was instructed to keep 
his squadron concentrated and to effect a junction with the "De- 
fence" at  the earliest possible moment, but unhappily these 
orders never reached him. Meanwhile the "Glasgow" had reported 
wireless indications of the close proximity of German warships. 
On Oct. 30, therefore, Cradock set out from his base, leaving the 
"Canopus" behind t o  make good engine defects. His squad- 
ron consisted of the "Good Hope," 'LMonmouth" and "Otranto." 
The "Glasgow" met him at  I :30 P.M. on NOV I.' 

Von Spee, coming from the Far East, had crossed the Pacific 
and his last port of call had been Mas-a-Fuera. On Oct. 30 he had 
sent an armed merchantman, the "Prinz Eitel Friedrich," into 
Valparaiso and was cruising with the remainder of his squadron 
just out of sight of land. From this ship he learnt of the "Glas- 
gow's" visit on Oct. 31. H e  therefore stood south with the object 
of finding her. 

Meanwhile Cradock had ordered his ships to spread 15m. apart 
on a line of bearing north-east by east in the order "Good Hope," 
"Monmouth," "Otranto," "Glasgow"; "Good Hope" being to the 
westward, while a course was set north-west by north in the direc- 
tion in which he expected to  find the enemy. Before the ships 
could get into their stations, the "Glasgow" and "Otranto" sighted 
the smoke of von Spee's squadron, and by 4110 P.M. the former 
ship sighted and reported the "Scharnhorst," "Gneisenau," and a 
light cruiser. The British ships a t  once closed on the "Good 
Hope." Three hundred miles to the southward the "Can- 
opus" had just left harbour and was plodding along, escorting 
her colliers. Von Spee, on sighting the "Glasgow" to the west- 
ward, turned and worked his squadron up to full speed. I t  was 
blowing hard from the southward and there was a heavy sea run- 
ning. Under such conditions it  would have been impossible for 
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Now the rest of the German ships joined in, the "Gneisenau" tak- 
ing 0, the "Monmouth," the "Leipzig" the "Glasgow," and the 
"Dresdenv the "Otranto." The "Good Hope" replied, but under 
the difficult conditions of light it  is evident that her fire was very 
ineffective. 

Cradock determined to close still further, and by 6 :53 the range 
was down to 6,600 yards. The "Monmouth" was firing furiously, 
but the heavier German shells were finding their mark, and by 7 
o'clock both the British ships were in great distress. The "Mon- 
mouth's" fore-turret, having been struck by a shell, caught fire 
and exploded, the gun-house being blown overboard. The "Good 
Hope" was badly hit and on fire. A quarter of an hour later, 
with the range down to only 5,oooyd., she was rapidly losing 
speed, and about 7 : 2 0  a shell struck her amidships and a moment 
later a huge column of fire shot up. Firing a few last desperate 
shots, she disappeared, having been practically blown in two and 
gutted. At 7 :2o the "Monmouth" ceased fire and proceeded t o  
try and get her fires under, but already she was badly down 
by the bows and had a heavy list. She made vain efforts to  work 
to the westward and get her stern to the sea. The "Glasgow" did 
what was possible to  support her, but could only have offered a 
useless sacrifice by remaining. The "Otranto," wisely, had already 
made off. 

By the light of the moon the "Niirnberg," which had been mak- 
ing great efforts to catch up and join in the fight, sighted the now 
almost completely crippled "Monmouth." She attacked her with 
a torpedo, but missed, and then opened fire with her guns a t  only 
8ooyd. range. At 8:58 P.M. the "Monmouth," heeling over more 
and more, went down with her ensign still flying. Not a soul was 
saved from either her or the "Good Hope." The "Glasgow" even- 
tually joined up with the "Canopus" and worked back to the 
Falkland islands via the Magellan straits, the "Otranto" taking the 
passage round the Horn. 

The effect of the defeat a t  Coronel was for the time being 
most disconcerting to British trade and interests in South Ameri- 
can waters. But von Spee, in the midst of the rejoicing by the 
German community a t  Valparaiso, had no illusions as to his ulti- 
mate fate and in fact retribution swift and complete was al- 
ready being organized, and there was something of poetic justice 
in the selection of Rear Admiral Sturdee, the chief of the Naval 
staff a t  the time of the Coronel disaster, for the command of the 
squadron which was to avenge Cradock in the battle of the Falk- 
lands. (E. A.) 
CORONER, an ancient office first referred to, as custos 

placitorztm, in s. 2 0  of the Articles of Eyre ( r ~ g q ) ,  though it  was 
probably instituted before that date; possibly by Henry I. (110- 
31).  The coroner appears as a check on the sheriff in the royal 
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upper deck, thus securing them an additional advantage in such 
weather. 

By 5 .zo P.M. the British squadron was on an easterly course, 
the "Good Hope" leading, followed by "Monmouth," Glasgow" 
and "Otranto," and heading direct for the enemy. About 5:25 
Cradock altered to the southward, which brought him on a con- 
verging course to that of von Spee, who was then about I I ~ .  on 
his bow, steering to the south-west. The British admiral was evi- 
dently determined to fight, and desired to  close the range and to 
take full advantage of the sun while it  was high enough to dazzle 
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interest. Magna Carta (1215) prohib$s both sheriff and coroner 
from holding pleas of the Crown. The king had a pecuniary 
interest if, for example, a dead man's Englishry (9.v.) could not 
be proved; in the deodand (q.v.), and in forfeiture (9.v.). Little 
is left of those duties which made the mediaeval coroner a con- 
siderable figure. The Eyre (see ASSIZE), the criminal appeal 
(q.v.), outlawry (q.v.), sanctuary (q.v.), abjuration (9.v.) are 
hardly more than names to us. Other powers already obsolescent 
were expressly taken away by the Coroners Act of 1887, S. 44, 
which section, interestingly enough, re-enacts the provision of 
Magna Carta above referred to. 

The office was always elective, the appointment being made by 
the freeholders of the county assembled in the county court. The 
first statute of Westminster enacted that none but lawful and dis- 
creet knights should be chosen as coroners. Lands to  the value 
of £20 per annum (the qualification for knighthood) were after- 
wards deemed sufficient. Blackstone complains that "through the 
cuipable neglect of gentlemen of property, this office has been 
suffered to fall into disrepute and get into low and indigent 
hands." 

The Coroners Amendment Act, 1926, requires that a coroner 
shall be a barrister, solicitor or legally qualified medical prac- 
titioner of not less than five years' standing in his profession, no 
property qualification being required. The practice of the London 
County Council is t o  appoint gentlemen possessing both legal 
and medical qualifications. 

The judges of the high court are e x  oficio sovereign coroners: 
they may (but, in fact, do not) exercise their jurisdiction in any 
part of the realm. 

The duties of a coroner are now limited to an enquiry (in- 
quest) super visurn corporis into the cause of all deaths occurring 
within his district by  violent or unnatural means or from some 
unknown cause, o r  on anyone who has died in prison or in such 
place or  under such circumstances as  t o  require an inquest in 
pursuance of any act. The coroner must view the body, but since 
the Act of 1926 the jury need not. Evidence is given upon oath, 
but the procedure is somewhat informal, seeing that the proceed- 
ings are in the nature of an enquiry and not of a trial. If any 
person is found guilty of murder, manslaughter or infanticide, the 
coroner commits him for trial, but in practice since the Act of 
1926 he seldom has to do this, as i t  is provided by  s. 20 ( I)  that if 
the coroner is informed before the jury have given their verdict 
that some person has been charged with any of these crimes he 
shall adjourn the inquest until after the conclusion of the criminal 
proceedings, By the City of London Fire Inquests Act, 1888, the 
coroner for the City holds inquests in  cases of loss o r  injury by fire 
in  the City of London and the liberties thereof situated in the 
county of Middlesex. I n  Scotland the duties of a coroner are 
performed by a n  officer called a procurator-fiscal. 

I n  the United States, coroners are generally elected by the 
qualified voters of the county. I n  some states they are appointed 
by the executive. No property qualification exists as t o  eligibility 
for the office; instead a bond with adequate sureties must be filed 
by the coroner on assuming office. The coroner's duties extend 
t o  the holding of an inquest super v i sum corporis whenever there 
is a reasonable suspicion attending the circumstances of death. 
Refusal by a physician of a death certificate requires the holding of 
an inquest. Autopsies are  performable upon the coroner's order. 
The finding of the coroner's jury does not operate as an indictment 
but may lead to the procurement of an indictment, though in 
many states the finding itself is equivalent to  an information upon 
which the magistrate may issue his summons. 

See Jervis 0% Coroners (7th ed. b y  Danford Thomas, 1927) ; W. S. 
Holdsworth, Hist. Eng. Law; H. Gerland, Die EngEsche Genkhtsver- 
fassung (1910). (F. T .  G.1 

CORONIUM, that constituent (otherwise unknown) of the 
sun's corona which emits the characteristic green coronal ray, of 
which the wave-length is 5303. I t  was first observed by Young 
in 1869. 

COROT, JEAN-BAPTISTE CAMILLE (I  796-1 875), 
French landscape painter, was born in Paris, in a house on the 
Quai by the rue du Bac, now demolished, on July 16, 1796. His 

parents kept a successful millinery establishment, and under Na- 
poleon I. Madame Corot was court modiste. Thus, he never, 
throughout his life, felt the want of money. H e  was educated a t  
Rouen and was afterwards apprenticed to a draper, but hated 
commercial life. H e  remained in it, however, until he was 26, 
when his father a t  last consented to his adopting the profession of 
art. With Victor Bertin as teacher, he was trained in the classicist 
tradition. He visited Italy on three occasions: in 1825, 1835 and 
1843. On his return from his third journey he came under the 
influence of the Barbizon school and his eyes were opened to the 
beauty of French landscape. H e  was a regular contributor to  the 
Salon during his lifetime, and in 1846 was "decorated" with the 
cross of the Legion of Honour. H e  was promoted to be officer in 
1867. His many friends in  1874, only a short time before his 
death, presented him with a gold medal. H e  died in Paris on Feb. 
22, 1875, and was buried a t  P&re Lachaise. 

Of the painters classed in the Barbizon school (9.v.) Corot is 
the least realistic. H e  often painted landscapes from memory in 
his studio; his compositions are poems in tone-values. H e  pre- 
ferred to  paint in the hour of twilight, when all colours are 
merged into harmony. 

Corot's works are somewhat arbitrarily divided into periods but 
the point of division is never certain, as he often completed a 
picture years after it  had been begun. I n  his first style he painted 
with an eye to form and arrangement; he is reported to  have said: 
"I1 ne  t au t  laisser &indecision duns aucune chose." ("Vue du 
ColosCe," 1825; "Le pont de Narni," 1827; "Chartres cathedral," 
1830). After his 50th year his methods changed to breadth of 
tone and an approach to poetic power ("Dance of the Nymphs," 
1849), and about 20 years later, say from 1865 onwards, his man- 
ner of painting became full of "mystery" and poetry ("Le beffroi 
de Douai," 1871). I n  the last ten years of his life he became the 
Pilre Corot of the artistic circles of Paris, in which he was regarded 
with personal affection. H e  earned large sums by his pictures, 
which became greatly sought after. I n  1871 he gave £ 2,000 for 
the poor of Paris (where he remained during the siege), and his 
continued charity was long the subject of remark. Besides land- 
scapes, of which he painted several hundred, Corot produced a 
number of figure pictures. These are mostly studio pieces. I n  his 
later work of this kind, which is now highly prized, he combined 
the simplified classical conception of form with a Rembrandtesque 
rendering of planes in colour remarkable for its strength and purity 
("Femme A la Perle", 1870). Corot also executed a few etchings 
and pencil sketches. H e  also painted some decorative panels in 
the houses of his friends. At Mantes he composed six Italian land- 
scapes for a small bathroom; a t  Ville d'Avray a similar decoration 
for a pavilion (1847). Here he also painted four frescoes for the 
church (1855). "The Baptism of Christ" in the church of St. 
Nicolas du Chardonnet a t  Paris (1844) is one of the few figure 
compositions of this master. 

The works of Corot are scattered over France and the Nether- 
Lands, Great Britain and America. The following may be con- 
sidered as the first half-dozen: "Une Matinee" (18 s ~ ) ,  in the 
Louvre, Paris; "Macbeth" (1859), in the Wallace collection, Lon- 
don; "Le Lac" (1861); "L'Arbre brisk" (1865); "Pastorale- 
Souvenir d'ItalieV (1873), in the Glasgow Corporation Art Gal- 
Lery; "Biblis" (1875). Corot had a number of followers who 
called themselves his pupils. The best known are Boudin, Lepine, 
Chintreuil, Francais and Le Roux. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-H. Dumesnil, Souvenirs intimes (1875) ; G. Moore, 
Zngres and Corot i n  Modern Painting (1893) ; A. Robaut, L'Oeuvre de 
Corot, catalogue raisonnt et illustrt, pre'cddd de l'histoire de Corot et 
de ses oeuvres par Btienne Morrau-Nklaton (1905) ; E. Meynell, Corot 
and His Friends (1908) ; C. Cornu, Corof. (1911) ; Gtienne Moreau- 
NClaton, Le roman de Corot (1914) and Corot, racontt par lui-mCme 
(1924). See also Salon d'az~tomne 1909, Catal. p. 215 (Expos. retrosp. 
de figures de Corot). For Corot's etchings see Delteil, P. fr., ill. V. 
(1910). 

CORPORAL. I.  An adjective used in such expressions as "cor- 
poral punishment" (see FLOGGING), "corporal works of mercy," 
acts of bodily kindness, such as feeding the hungry or clothing the 
naked, rescuing captives (Lat. corporalis, to the body). A "cor- 
poral oath" (one ratified by touching a sacred object, see OATH). 



CORPORAL PUNISHMENT-CORPORATION 
2. (Lat. corporale or palla corporalis), in the Roman Catholic 

Church, a small square linen cloth, on which the chalice and paten 
are placed on the altar a t  mass. 

3. (Of uncertain derivation; the French form caporal, and 
Ital. caporale, point to  an origin from capo, Italian for head; the 
New English Dictionary, however, favours the derivation from 
Lat. corpnu, Ital. corpo, body), a non-commissioned officer of in- 
fantry, cavalry and artillery, ranking below a sergeant. This rank 
is almost universal in armies. In  the 16th and 17th centuries there 
were corporals but no sergeants in the cavalry, and this custom is 
preserved in the three regiments of British household cavalry, the 
rank of sergeant being replaced by that of "corporal of horse," 
and that of sergeant-major by "corporal-major." I n  the 16th and 
early I 7th centuries the title "corporal of the field" was often given 
to a superior officer who acted as a staff-officer t o  the sergeant- 
major-general. In  the British navy a "ship's corporal" was for- 
merly a semi-military instructor to the crew, but later became a 
petty officer charged with assisting the master-at-arms in police 
duties on board ship. The rating of Regulating Petty Officer has 
now superseded that of Ship's Corporal. 

I n  the combat organizations of the United States Army the 
Corporal is the leader of the squad (Infantry and Cavalry) 
which operates in battle as a combat group. He is the gunner 
of the gun squad (Artillery) which operates the piece. He is 
responsible for the training and equipment of his unit and is ap- 
pointed by the regimental commander who signs the warrant. The 
insignia of rank of the Corporal is a chevron of two stripes worn 
on the sleeves of the uniform. 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT: see FLOGGING. 
CORPORATION, in English law, an association of persons 

which is treated in many respects as if i t  were itself a person. 
I t  has rights and duties of its own which are not the rights and 
duties of the individual members thereof. Thus a corporation 
may own land, but the individual members of the corporation 
have no rights therein. A corporation may owe money, but the 
corporators as individuals are under no obligation to pay the debt. 
The rights and duties descend to the successive members of the 
corporation. This capacity of perpetual succession is regarded 
as  the distinguishing feature of corporations as compared with 
other societies. A corporation diffefs from a partnership (9.v.) 
in that it  is a legal person distinct from the sum of its members 
and in that the members can escape personal liability. 

Many of the legal attributes of an English corporation are to  
be found in the unjversitas and collegiz~m of the law of Rome. 
In  the later Roman law the distinction of cor~orations into civil 
and ecclesiastical, into lay and eleemosynary, is recognized. 
English law has invented another classification-car~orations - 
aggregate and sole. The normal corporation is aggregate, i.e., it 
consists of several persons united in one society maintained by 
perpetual succession. Corporations sole consist of one person 
only and his successors; if a public officer in English law is a 
corporation sole, the rights acquired by him in that capacity de- 
volve upon his successor in office, and not upon his ordinary 
legal representative. The best known instances of corporation 
sole are the king and the parson of a parish. The conception of 
the king as a corporation is the key to many of his paradoxical 
attributes in  constitutional theory-his invisibility, immortality, 
etc. Parliament has found it  convenient to confer the character 
of a corporation sole upon the official heads of departments which 
have rights and property-e.g., the postmaster-general, the Min- 
istries of Agriculture, Health and Transport, the Treasury solicitor 
and the public trustee. 

The corporations known to the earlier English law were mainly 
the municipal, the ecclesiastical, and the educational and eleemosy- 
nary. T o  all of these the same principles, borrowed from Roman 
jurisprudence, were applied. The different purposes of these in- 
stitutions brought about in course of time difference~ in the 
rules of the law applicable to each. I n  particular, the development 
of trading companies, checked by parliament after the South Sea 
Bubble crisis, produced in the 19th century a new class of special 
statulory corporations. differing widely from those formerly 
known to the law. The reform of municipal corporations, as well 

as the statutory incorporation of many units of local government, 
has also restricted the operation of the principles of the older 
corporation law. These principles, however, still apply when spe- 
cial statutes have not intervened. 

The legal origin of corporation is usually ascribed t o  five 
sources, viz., common law, prescription, act of parliament, charter 
and implication. Prescription in legal theory implies a grant, so 
that corporations by prescription would be reducible to  the class 
of chartered or statutory corporations. A corporation is said to  
exist by implication when the purposes of a legally constituted 
society cannot be carried out without corporate powers. Cor- 
porations are thus ultimately traceable to the authority of charters 
and acts of parliament. The power of creating corporations by 
charter is a prerogative of the Crown, nowadays exercised of 
course upon the advice of ministers responsible to  parliament. 
The power of chartering corporations belonged also to  subjects 
who had jura regalia; e.g., the bishops of Durham granted a 
charter of incorporation to the city of Durham in I 565, 1602 and 
1780. The charter of a corporation is regarded as being of the 
nature of a contract between the king and the corporation. I t  
will be construed more favourably for the Crown, and more 
strictly as against the grantee. I t  cannot alter the law of the 
land, and i t  may be surrendered, so that, if the surrender is ac- 
cepted by the Crown and enrolled in chancery, the corporation is 
thereby dissolved. Great use was made of this power of the 
Crown in the reigns of Charles 11. and James 11. (See CHARTER 

and CHARTERED COMPANIES.) 
Every corporation, it  is said, must have a name, and i t  may 

have more names than one, but two corporations cannot have 
the same name. And corporations cannot change their names save 
by charter or some equivalent authority. 

The possession of a common seal, though not conclusive of 
the corporate character, is an incident of every corporation ag- 
gregate. The inns of courts (9.v.) have common seals, but they 
are only voluntary societies. Generally speaking, all corporate 
acts affecting strangers must be performed under the common 
seal; acts of internal administration affecting only the corpora- 
tors, need not be under seal. The rule has been defended as  fol- 
lowing necessarily from the impersonal character of a corporation; 
either a seal or something equivalent must be fixed upon so that 
the act of the corporation may be recognized by all. 

A corporation may be abolished by statute, but not by  the 
mere authority of the Crown. I t  may also become extinct hy 
the disappearance of all its members or of any integral part by 
surrender of charter if i t  is a chartered society, by process of law 
or by forfeiture of privileges. 

The power of the majority to bind the society is one of the 
first principles of corporation law, even in cases where the cor- 
poration has a head. I t  is even said that only by an act of parlia- 
ment can this rule be avoided. The binding majority is that of the 
number present a t  a corporate meeting duly summoned. 

I n  corporations which have a head (e.g., mayor and com- 
monalty ar dean and chapter), although the head cannot veto the 
resolution of the majority, he has been deemed an integral part 
of the society; his death was thought to suspend its existence, so 
that a head could not devise or bequeath to the corporation, nor 
could a grant be made to a corporation during vacancy of the 
headship. Doubts as to the effect of such a vacancy, or of a 
vacancy in the office of a corporation sole, are set a t  rest by 
sec. 180 of the Law of Property Act, 1925. 

A corporation has power to make such regulations (by-laws) 
as are necessary for carrying out its purposes, and these are 
binding on its members and on persons within its local juris- 
diction if i t  has any. 

The power to acquire and hold land was incident to  a cor- 
poration at  common law, but its restriction by the statutes of 
mortmain (9.v.) dates from a very early period. The law was 
consolidated by the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888, 
and the result is simply that corporations cannot take land for 
any purpose without a licence, and no licence in  mortmain is 
granted by the Crown, except in certain statutory cases in the 
interests of religion, charity or other definite public object. The 
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first statutes of mortmain were prompted by the vast increase 
in his lands of ecclesiastical corporations. 

The power of corporations at  common law to alienate their 
property is usually restricted, as is their power to  lease it for 
more than a certain number of years, except by sanction of a 
public authority. The more important classes of corporations, 
however, are now governed by special statutes which exclude or 
modify the operation of the common law principles. The most 
considerable class of societies still unaffected by such special 
legislation are the livery companies (9 .v. ) .  Under COMPANY 

will be found an account of the important enactments regulating 
joint-stock companies. 

Corporations, brought into being for definite purposes, are re- 
stricted to actions concerned in furthering those purposes; actions 
outside that field are ultra vires and can be restrained and de- 
clared void. This rule is most rigid when the purposes are defined 
in a memorandum of association under the Companies Acts (see 
COMPANY); it  is based on public policy as well as on the pro- 
tection of corporations themselves and those who deal with or 
belong to them. 

The general capacity of a corporation has sometimes been 
enlarged by statute; thus a corporation can now be an executor 
and administrator. Mention may here be made of "trust cor- 
porations," an expression which appears in the Law of Property 
legislation of 1925. Though the Trustee Act of that year re- 
quired that for many trust purposes there should be at  least two 
trustees, an exception was made for "trust corporations," which 
are allowed to act alone. This expression (enlarged by statute in 
1926) includes trustees in bankruptcy, the public trustee and 
other approved bodies and officials. 

I n  its treatment of corporations, as elsewhere, English law has 
been inspired by convenience rather than dogma. Even the funda- 
mental principle that a corporation is a person distinct from its 
members was somewhat shaken when in 1915 the national danger 
made the law-courts willing in the Dailnler case to look through 
the screen of corporateness a t  the members behind it. The ab- 
stract nature of corporate personality has been discussed by 
Gierke, Maitland and others. T o  some the corporation is a fic- 
tion, a thing which cannot exist till the State creates i t ;  to others 
it is a real person, a group-unit with a group-will, capable of 
existence even if the State does not concede life to it. Uncon- 
cerned with metaphysical speculation, English law has treated 
the corporate person as much as possible like an individual. The 
treatment is consonant with popular ideas and speech wherein 
corporate bodies are freely personified. The Interpretation Act 
of 1889 frankly declares that in any subsequent statute the word 
"person" shall, unless the contrary intention appears, include cor- 
porations. Plainly the assimilation of corporate and individual 
personality, however convenient and acceptable, has its limits; a 
corporation cannot marry or commit murder or be imprisoned or 
hanged. I n  1245 the pope had said that it  could not be excom- 
municated; having neither mind nor soul, it could not sin. But 
English law, by a simple extension of the legal principles of 
agency, has managed to hold a corporation liable for the wrongs 
committed by its servants-trespass, assault, negligence, false 
imprisonment and even libel and malicious prosecution. Criminal 
liability presented less difficulty because corporations had long 
been held indictable for non-repair of highways and bridges and 
because there are certain offences in which the existence of 
criminal intent is not an essential element. Difficulties of pro- 
cedure and of punishment may be inevitable; the former were 
lightened in England by sec. 33 of the Criminal Justice Act of 
192 j ;  the latter are sometimes met (for example in the Official 
Secrets Act of 1920) by providing that, if a corporation is guilty 
of an offence under a particular statute, each of its directors 
and officers shall be deemed guilty unless he proves that the 
offence was committed without his knowledge or consent. 

As corporate bodies escape death duties, an equivalent duty 
was imposed upon their property by the Customs and Inland 
Revenue Act of 1885. This must not be confused with the War- 
time "corporation profits tax" imposed by the Finance Act of 
1920 and terminated by that of 1924. (C. T. C.) 

UNITED STATES 
Corporation, in the law of the United States, has two accepted 

meanings. The term is used in a generic sense to indicate any 
body of persons treated in law as a unit; more con~monly a com- 
pany organized for profit, corresponding to the English joint- 
stock company. Corporations organized for profit are often re- 
ferred to as stock corporations, because the interest of the share- 
holder is represented by shares of stock. Again, they are private 
corporations, since their object is gain for the individual as dis- 
tinguished from the public corporation whose object is to  serve 
the community. As in English law the corporation derives its 
existence from authority granted by the sovereign and may not 
exist without such authority. Sovereignty in this respect rests 
in the United States with the several States, though within a 
limited field the Federal Government may create corporations. 
This right was early exercised by Congress in the creation of the 
Bank of the United States. After the Civil War, many railroads 
sought Federal charters, some of which are still retained. More 
recent instances are the creation by Congress during the World 
War of the War Finance Corporation and the Emergency Fleet 
Corporation. 

The State of New York was the pioneer in enacting a general 
corporation law eliminating the necessity of passing an act of the 
legislature for each new corporation. This act of 1811 antedates 
similar legislation in England. The method was rapidly adopted 
by the other States. Later, abuses in granting special charters 
led to amendments to the State Constitutions forbidding such 
charters except where the objects of the corporation could not be 
attained under the general law. Each State has its own corpora- 
tion act and these often differ in many essentials. In  general the 
law governing incorporation, promoters, directors, shares, allot- 
ment of shares, meetings of stockholders, payment for shares, 
and dividends is the same as for the English joint-stock company. 
The transfer of shares is regulated in an increasing number of 
States by the Uniform Stock Transfer Act. One of the most note- 
worth? provisions of this act is that one who has purchased 
shares without knowledge that the seller obtained them by fraud, 
may keep them as against the defrauded party. Recognition is 
thus given to the fact that in practice shares are freely traded in 
without inquiry as to the circumstances under which they were 
acquired by the seller. 

The liability of the shareholder is ordinarily limited to  the 
amount which he agreed to pay for the shares subscribed for by 
him. I t  is illegal, however, for a corporation to issue shares for 
less than par; i.e.; to issue a $100 share for less than that sum 
or its equivalent in property. This requirement is often evaded 
by overvaluing contributions of property. Minnesota and Cal- 
ifornia have unusual laws respecting shareholders' liability. In  
many of the other States the liability of shareholders of banking 
and insurance companies is not limited to the par value of the 
shares. Perhaps the most marked difference between the corpora- 
tion laws of the United States and other countries is the share 
without par value. Although a share of stock is merely an ali- 
quot part of the capital of a corporation the certificate issued by 
the corporation to the shareholder does not indicate that fact. 
The certificate states that the person named therein is the owner 
of so many $100 shares or £5 shares or whatever unit may have 
been adopted by the company. The amount of money stated or 
the par value, represents the least amount which the law requires 
the shareholder to pay to the company. But the retention of this 
figure despite subsequent changes in the financial condition of the 
company makes possible the deception of future purchasers. To  
avoid this danger the share without par value was devised. Instead 
of stating that it  represents an investment of so much money 
it states that it  represents so many shares of the corporation 
out of a fixed total of shares which the corporation is authorized 
to issue. The laws of a majority of the States now allow the 
issuance of no par value shares. In  most cases both ordinary 
shares and shares entitled to preferences may be without par 
value. In the case of preferred shares the dividend preference is 
expressed in a stated number of dollars rather than the percentage 
customarv with par value shares. The price at  which such shares 
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may be issued is determined by the stockholders, though they may 
in most cases delegate the determination of the price to  the direc- 
tors. 

As a rule the statutes do not require that a company issuing 
shares publish a prospectus. I n  practice, however, it is almost 
invariably the case that the bankers who underwrite the issue 
publish a statement giving the outstanding facts concerning the 
corporation's property and business. In  doing so the bankers 
assume the grave risk that they may be held liable in case the 
statements are untrue. The bankers often seek to protect them- 
selves by declaring that the representations made are believed by 
them but are not guaranteed, but the courts in recent decisions 
have shown an inclination to hold the bankers liable where they 
have been negligent in ascertaining the truth of the statements 
which they publish. 

Because of the great diversity in the provisions of the various 
State laws regarding corporations there is a proposal that a uni- 
form act be adopted by all the States. In the analogous fields of 
partnerships and limited partnerships such acts have been framed 
by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Laws 
and have been adopted by numerous States. This Conference is 
now engaged (1928) in the preparation of a Uniform Business 
Corporation Act and has tentatively approved a draft which if 
finally accepted will be presented to the legislatures of the States 
for their adoption. I t  is likely that in the course of time uniform 
legislation on the subject may be secured. This is especially im- 
portant since so many of the corporations do business in States 
other than those in which they are incorporated, often having 
their principal place of business elsewhere. I n  recent years a 
number of States have adopted liberal and what are supposed 
more desirable provisions for the regulation of corporations, and 
there is a widespread practice for promoters to select some such 
State as the place to  incorporate, although the corporation to be 
formed is to transact no business there. The great weight at- 
tached to such laws is indicated by the fact that many corpora- 
tions, hitherto organized elsewhere, have abandoned their char- 
ters and incorporated anew in one of the more liberal states, such 
as Delaware, Maryland and Maine. This movement is comparable 
to  the organization of the "trusts" such as the United States Steel 
Corporation at  the end of the last and beginning of the present 
century. At that time the State of New Jersey was almost invaria- 
bly chosen as a domicile. However, the passage of more stringent 
laws in that State in 1913 has directed attention elsewhere. 

I n  most States separate acts have been enacted to deal with 
companies organized not for profit and other acts to deal with 
transportation, insurance, banking corporations, and other special 
types. Corporations organized not for profit are frequently re- 
ferred to as membership corporations because shares are dis- 
pensed with and the participants merely become members. I n  
the case of membership corporations, as well as the other types 
covered by separate acts, special permission of some judicial or 
administrative authority is frequently required before incorpora- 
tion is allowed. (J. L. WE.) ' CORPORATION PROFITS TAX. A tax on the profits 
of companies enjoying limited liability was introduced in the 
British Parliament in the Finance bill, 1920, and was passed into 
law in the Finance Act of that year. I t  met with slight opposition, 
partly because of the modesty of the rate, but the arguments 
advanced in support of the proposals were not limited to their 
effect in the production of revenue. I t  was pointed out that 
as the State conferred certain privileges upon companies with 
limited liability, such companies could properly be called upon 
to pay something to the State in return. I t  was also indicated 
that the tax would act to some extent as a corrective of the 
practice of the evasion of the super tax (a  tax payable only by 
individuals) by the placing by private companies of their profits 
to reserve, instead of distributing them. The tax, therefore, was 
levied solely upon limited liability companies; it was levied with- 
out reference to  pre-war profits, and it  was levied upon the 
profits whether those profits were distributed or not. 

The  provisions relating to  the tax were contained in part V. 
of the Finance Act, 1920. The tax was charged as from Jan. I ,  

1920, a t  the rate of IS. in the f on the profits arising in any 
accounting period, of a British company carrying on any trade 
or business or any undertaking of a similar character, including 
the holding of investments. The tax was also imposed on the 
profits of foreign companies carrying on in the United Kingdom 
any trade or business, or any undertaking of a similar character, 
so far  as those profits arose in the United Kingdom. The ex- 
pression "company" was defined as "any body corporate so con- 
stituted that the liability of its members is limited," but was not 
to include a company formed before the commencement of the 
Act whose assets consisted wholly of securities issued by a public 
authority, and formerly held by the persons by whom the com- 
pany was formed. No tax was charged on the first f s o o  a year 
of the profits. RIutual trading concerns, whose activities had not 
given rise to liability to income tax, were brought within the 
charge, but their taxable profits were to be ascertained on a 
special basis. Exemption for three years was given to building 
societies as well as to companies carrying on wholly in the United 
Kingdom gas, water, electricity, tramway, hydraulic power, docks, 
canal or railway undertakings, whose charges and dividends were 
limited by Act of Parliament. The amount of tax charged on any 
company was not t o  exceed 2s. in the f on w h 3  remained after 
deducting from the profit the amount paid out in interest or 
dividends on debentures, preference shares, or permanent loans 
secured by mortgage or debentures, and repayable a t  not less 
than three months' notice. No company was assessable on income 
received from another company liable to be assessed in respect 
of that income, and a company holding all the share capital of 
another company might elect to  have the profits of the two 
companies assessed together. 

Assessment.-Generally speaking, the profits for assessment 
were to be calculated on the same basis as that adopted for in- 
come tax, but the profits charged in each accounting period were 
to be the actual profits, and not the profits computed on an 
average of the previous three years, or on any other basis. 

The Act made provision for certain deductions in arriving a t  
the assessable profits, and also forbade certain deductions. Thus, 
interest on money borrowed for the business (except permanent 
loans and money borrowed from a person having a controlling 
interest in the company), rent of premises, royalties paid to  a 
person who had not a controlling interest, shares of profits 
distributed to employees under a profit-sharing scheme, and not 
in respect to shares purchased by them, wear and tear, excess 
profits and mineral rights duty, and foreign and colonial taxes, 
were allowed as deductions. Royalties paid to a person having a 
controlling interest, interest on money borrowed from such a 
person, interest on permanent loans, dividends on distribution of 
profits, and remuneration in excess of f 1,000 a year of directors 
and managers who had a controlling interest in the company, 
were not allowed as deductions, and no deduction could be made 
in respect of any transaction which artificially reduced the 
amount of the taxable profits. The penalty for entering into 
fictitious or artificial transactions with a view to evading the tax, 
was a fine not exceeding £500. 

Unlike the income tax, which is assessed by bodies of local 
commissioners in the various districts throughout Great Britain, 
the Corporation Profits Tax was assessed by the commissioners 
of Inland Revenue, who were empowered, in the absence of 
a satisfactory return or information from the company, to 
make an assessment according to the best of their judgment. 
An appeal could be made against the amount of an assess- 
ment to the general or the special commissioners of income tax, 
a t  the option of the company assessed, and an appeal from the 
decision of the commissioners could be taken to the courts on a 
point of law. Where a company was being wound up, the liqui- 
dator was prohibited from distributing the assets until he had 
satisfied the commissioners of Inland Revenue that he had pro- 
vided for the payment of any tax for which the company might 
be liable. 

These provisions, like all revenue provisions, gave rise t o  legal 
questions as to the true construction of the words of the Act by 
which the charge was imposed, and the courts were called upon 
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to give decisions on many points, notably as to whether certain 
companies were carrying on trade or business, or any under- 
taking of a similar character. But the tax had a short life. By 
section 36 of the Finance Act, 1923, the rate of tax was reduced 
to 29%, and by section 34 of the Finance Act, 1924, the tax 
was brought to an end a t  June 30, 1924. (R. N.) 

CORPS (pronounced cor as in French, from which it  is taken, 
being a late spelling from Lat. corpus, a body; cf. "corpse"), 
a word in very general use since the 17th century to denote a body 
of troops, varying from a few hundred to the greater part of an 
army. In  a special sense "corps" is used as synonymous with 
"army corps" (corps d'arme'e) a grouping of several divisions. 
(See ARMY.) The word is applied to any organized body, as iq 
corps diplomatique, the general body of foreign diplomatic agents 
accredited to any government (see DIPLOMACY) or corps de ballet, 
the members of a troupe of dancers a t  a theatre; so in esprit de 
corps, the common spirit of loyalty which animates any body of 
associated persons. 

CORPSE, a dead human body. By the common law of Eng- 
land a corpse is not the subject of property nor capable of holding 
property. I t  is not, therefore, larceny to steal a corpse, but any 
removal of the oeffin or grave-cloths is otherwise, such remaining 
the property of the executors or administrators or of the persons 
who buried the body. I t  is a misdemeanour to expose a naked 
corpse to public view, to prevent the burial of a dead body, or to 
disinter it without authority; also to bury or otherwise dispose 
of a dead body on which an inquest ought to be held, without 
giving notice to a coroner. I t  is a like offence to remove un- 
lawfully a corpse from a grave. Anyone who, having the means, 
neglects to bury a dead body which he is legally bound to bury, 
is guilty of a misdemeanour, but no one is bound to incur a debt 
for such a purpose. is incumbent on the relatives and friends 
of a deceased person to provide Christian burial for  him; failing 
relatives friends, the duty devolves upon the parish. The 
burning of any human remains is dealt with by the Cremation Act 
1902, and a breach of the regulations may be dealt with summari- 
ly. If the burning is to conceal an offence, it is indictable. (See 
further BODY-SNATCHING, and BURIAL ) 

CORPULENCE or OBESITY, the over-accumulation of fat 
under the &in and around and throughout certain of the internal 
organs. The most celebrated case is that of Daniel Lambert ( q . v . )  
who died in 1809 in his 40th year. H e  is said to have been the 
heaviest man that ever lived, his weight being 739lb. ( j as t  111b.). 
Health cannot be long maintained under excessive obesity, for 
exercise is difficult and the thoracic and abdominal organs are 
embarrassed in their functions. Often mental activity is impaired. 

Various factors operate in the production of corpulence. Some- 
times it is an hereditary tendency, which no precautions as to 
living appear capable of averting. But certain habits favour its 
occurrence. Predisposing causes are a luxurious, inactive or sed- 
entary life, with over-indulgence in sleep and absence of mental oc- 
cupation, over-feeding (esp. carbohydrates and fats) and the 
large use of fluids (esp. beer and sweet wines). I t s  frequent 
occurrence in eunuchs and cretins, and in women after the meno- 
pause, suggests the importance of endocrine secretions; and the 
value of thyroid extract in reducing weight indicates that this 
gland is implicated. (See ENDOCRINOT,OGY; METABOLIC DIS- 
EASES; NUTRITION.) 

CORPUS CHRISTI, a city in southeastern Texas, U s.A., 
on Corpus Christi bay, near the mouth of the Nueces river; a port 
of entry and the county seat of Nueces county. I t  is the southern 
terminus of federal highway 181; is served by the Missouri 
Pacific, the Southern Pacific, and the Texas-Mexican railnays; 
is a modern deepwater port which in 1940 handled 6,794,887 tons 
of cargo, and is connected to the Gulf of Mexico by a 21-rni. &an- 
nel, zoo ft. wide, 32 ft .  deep. There is a municipal airport. nith 
passenger and mail service. The population grew from 27,741 in 
1930 to 57.301 in 1940. The U.S. navy air station, costing o17er 
$~O,OOO,OOO, is there Large crops of cotton, winter vegetable? 
and livestock are grolrn in the county. In the county \\.ere more 
than 1,100 oil nells in 1940. Building permits in I940 totalled 
more than $8,000 000. A two-mile sea wall. a bay front boulevard 

and three yacht basins were completed in 1941. There was a 
small Spanish settlement here at  an early date, and from this base 
Gen. Zachary Taylor made his forxard movement to the Rio 
Grande in 1846. After the Mexican War an American town grew 
up, which was chartered as a city in 1876. 

CORPUS CHRISTI, FEAST OF, a festival of the Roman 
Catholic Church in honour of the Real Presence of Christ in the 
Eucharist, observed on the Thursday after Trinity Sunday (Lat. 
festupn corporis Christi, Fr. fgte-Dieu or fBte du saint-sacrernent, 
Ger. Fronleichnantsfest). The institution of this feast is due to 
St. Juliana, prioress of Mont Cornillon near LiCge (1222-58), 
whose veneration for the Blessed Sacrament was intensified by a 
vision, and who persuaded Robert de Torote, bishop of LiCge, to 
order the festival for his diocese in 1246. I t  did not spread, how- 
ever, until in 1261 Jacques Pantalkon, formerly archdeacon of 
LiCge, became pope as Urban IV. In  1264 Urban ordered the 
whole Church to observe the feast, for which a new office (still 
in use) was written by St. Thomas Aquinas; but the well-known 
story of the miracle of Bolsena, which is supposed to have has- 
tened the pope's decision, is not supported by contemporary evi- 
dence, and is probably a later adaptation of a type of legend 
which occurs at  least as early as the 12th century. Owing per- 
haps to Urban's death soon afterwards (Oct. 2, 1264), his order 
was ignored in most countries until after its confirmation by , 

Clement V. at  the council of Vienna in 1311. By the middle of 
the 14th century the festival had found general acceptance; and 
in the 15th century it became in effect the principal feast of the 
Church. 

The procession of the Host, its most prominent feature 
(though not part of the original ritual), became a gorgeous pag- 
eant in which sovereigns and princes took part, as well as magis- 
trates and members of trade and craft gilds, and was followed by 
miracle plays and mysteries performed by members of the gilds. 

The rejection of the doctrine of transubstantiation at  the Ref- 
ormation naturally involved the s u ~ ~ r e s s i o n  of the festival, as 
a religious observance, in the reformed Churches; but the mystery 
plays survived a time in places. 

CORPUSCULAR THEORY OF LIGHT, the earliest 
theory of the nature of light ( q . ~ . ) ,  also known as the emission 
theory, according to which luminous bodies emit minute particles 
capab1e passing through transparent substances and producing 
the sensation of light. 

The modern quantum theory of light is in part a return to this 

CORRAL, a word used chiefly in Spanish America and the 
United States for an enclosure for cattle and horses, and also for 
a defensive circle (SP. corro, a circle) formed of wagons against 
attacks from Indians. I t  is also used as a verb, meaning to drive 
into a corral, and so figuratively to enclose, hem in. The word 
is probably connected with the South African Dutch word kraal 
( q . ~ . ) .  

I n  Ceylon it is especially used for an enclosure meant for the 
capture of wild elephants. The corresponding term in 1ndia is 

$ keddah (q .~ . ) .  

CORREA DA SERRA, JOSE FRANCISCO (1750- 
1823), Portuguese politician and man of science, was one of the 
founders of the Portuguese Academy of Sciences, of which he was 
named perpetual secretary. 

Correa da Serra came into conflict with the Holy Office and 
had to leave the country, taking refuge in Paris, London and 
finally New York. 
h 1816 he was made Portuguese minister-plenipotentiary a t  

Washington, and in 1820 he was recalled home, appointed a mem- 
ber of the financial council and elected to a seat in the cortes. 

Correa da Serra was a good botanist, but his principll claim 
to fame is the Colec~cio de livvos ineditos da Itistoria Portugz~eza 
(4 VO~S., 1790-1816), an invaluable selection of documents, ex- 
ceedingly well edited. 

CORREA GARCAO, PEDRO ANTONIO JOAQUIM 
( 1 7 2 ~ - 1 ~ ~ 2 ) ,  Portuguese lyric poet, was the son of a foreign 
office official; his mother was of French descent. The poet studied 
law at Coimbra. He took his degree in I 748, and two years latcr 



CORREGGIO 
was created a knight of the Order of Christ. In  1751 his marriage 
with D. Maria Salema brought him a rich dower, but in later 
years a law-suit reduced him to poverty. From 1760 to 1'762 he 
edited the Lisbon Gazette.  In 1756, in conjunction with Cruz e 
Silva and others, he founded the Arcadia Lusitana to rid Portu- 
guese literature of the affectations of Seicentismo, which delighted 
in conceits, windy words and rhetorical phrases. He was the 
chief contributor t o  its proceedings, bearing the name of "Cory- 
don Erimantheo." H e  is supposed to have conceived a passion 
for an English married lady which completely absorbed him and 
contributed to his ruin. H e  was arrested on the night of April 9, 
1771, and committed to  prison by  Pombal, whose displeasure he 
had incurred. The immediate cause seems to have been his con- 
nection with a love intrigue, but he was never brought to trial. 
H e  was released on Nov. 10, 1772, but died that very day. 

Taking Horace as his model, and aided by sound judgment, 
scholarship and wide reading, Correa Garqiio adopted a classical 
simplicity of form and expression. His sonnets ad sodales show 
a charming personality; his odes and epistles are sententious in 
tone and reveal an inspired poet and a man chastened by suffering. 
His two comedies in hendecasyllables, the Theatro N o v o  (played 
in Jan. 1766) and the Asse?nble^a, are excellent satires on the social 
life of the capital; and in the Cantata de Dido, included in the 
latter piece, the spirit of Greek art is allied to perfection of form, 
making this composition perhaps the gem of Portuguese 18th 
century poetry. 

His works were published posthumously in 17'78, and the most 
complete and accessible edition is that of J. A. de Azevedo Castro 
(Rome, 1888). An English version of the Cantata de Dido appeared 
in the Academy (Jan. 19, 1895). See Innocencio da Silva, Diccionario 
bibliographico Portugues, vol. vi. pp. 386-393, and vol. xvii. pp. 182- 
184; also Dr. Theophilo Braga, A Arcadia Lusitana (Oporto, 1899). 

CORREGGIO or COREGGIO, the name given to Antonio 
Allegri (1494-1 j34), Italian painter, one of the most vivid and 
impulsive inventors in expression and pose and the most consum- 
mate executants. His father was Pellegrino Allegri of Correggio, 
a small city in the territory of Modena; his mother Bernardina 
Piazzoli degli Aromani. Antonio was born in Correggio H e  
studied anatomy under Dr.  Giovanni Battista Lombardi, whom he 
is believed to have represented in the portrait currently named 
"I1 Medico del Correggio" (Correggio's physician). I t  is con- 
cluded that he learned the first elements of design from his uncle, 
Lorenzo Allegri, a t  Correggio, and from Antonio Bartolotti, named 
Tognino, and that he afterwards went to the school of Francesco 
Ferrari Bianchi (named Frar;), and perhaps to that of the suc- 
cessors of Andrea Mantegna in Mantua. He is said to have 
learned modelling along with the celebrated Begarelli a t  Parma. 

One of his early pictures, painted in 1514 when he was 19 or 
2 0  years old, is a large altar-piece commissioned for the Franciscan 
convent a t  Carpi, representing the Virgin enthroned, with saints; 
i t  indicates a predilection for the style of Leonardo da Vinci. This 
picture is now in the Dresden gallery. Another painting of Cor- 
reggio's youth is the "Arrest of Christ." A third is an Ancona 
(or triple altar-piece-the '(Repose in Egypt, with Sts. Bartholo- 
mew and John") in the church of the Conventuali a t  Correggio 
showing the transition from the painter's first to his second style 
I n  I 521 he began his famous fresco of the "Ascension of Christ,' 
on the cupola of the Benedictine church of San Giovanni in 
Parma. This he finished in I 524, and soon afterwards undertook 
his still vaster work on another cupola, that of the cathedral of 
the same city, presenting the "Assumption of the Virgin," whicf 
occupied him up t o  1530. H e  was the first Italian artist whc 
ever undertook the painting of a large cupola and went at once 
to  the extreme of what can be adventured in fore-shortening, ever 
forestalling in this attempt the mightiest geniuses of an older 
generation-the "Last Judgment7' of Michelangelo, for instance 
not having been begun earlier than 1533 (although the ceiling 
of the Sistine chapel, in which fore-shortening plays a cornpara. 
tively small part, dates from I 508 to I 51 2). 

Other leading works by Correggio are: the frescoes in tht 
Camera di San Paolo (the abbess's salon) in the monastery oj 
St. Lodovico a t  Parma, painted towards I 519 in fresco-"Dianz 
returning from the Chase," with auxiliary groups of lovely anc 

vivacious boys of more than life size, in 16 oval compartments. 
[n the National Gallery, London, the "Ecce Homo," painted prob- 
ibly towards 1520, and "Cupid, Mercury and Venus," the latter 
*. fine example. The oil-painting of the Nativity named "Night" 
("La Notte"), undertaken at  Reggio in 1532 for Alberto Prato- 
leris, now in the Dresden gallery. The oil-painting of St. Jerome, 
.ermed also "Day" ("I1 Giorno"), as contrasting with the above- 
named "Night." Jerome is here with the Madonna and Child, 
ihe Magdalene, and two angels. This was painted for Briseida 
Bergonzi from 1527 onwards, and is now in the gallery a t  Parma. 
The "Magdalene lying a t  the entrance of her Cavern": this small 
3icture (only 18in. wide) was bought by Augustus 111. of Saxony 
for 6,000 louis d'or, and is in Dresden. I n  the same gallery, the 
two works designated "St. George" (painted towards 1532) and 
'St. Sebastian." I n  the Parma gallery, the Madonna named "della 
Scala," a fresco which was originally in a recess of the Porta 
Romana, Parma; also the Madonna "della Scodella" (of the 
bowl, which is held by the Virgin-the subject being the Repose 
in Egypt): i t  was executed for  the church of San Sepolcro. Both 
these works date towards 1526. I n  the church of the Annuncia- 
tion, Parma, a fresco of the Annunciation. Five celebrated pic- 
tures painted or begun in 1532-"Venus," "Leda," "Danae," 
"Vice," and "Virtue": the "Leda," with figures of charming girls 
bathing, is now in the Berlin gallery. I n  the Louvre, "Jupiter and 
Antiope," and the "Mystic Marriage of St. Catharine." I n  the Na- 
ples museum, the "Madonna Reposing," commonly named "La 
Zingarella," or the "Madonna del Coniglio" (Gipsy-girl, or Ma- 
donna of the Rabbit). On some of his pictures Correggio signed 
"Lieto," as a synonym of "Allegri." About 40 works can be con- 
fidently assigned to him, apart from a multitude of others prob- 
ably or manifestly spurious. 

I n  1520 Correggio married Girolama Merlino of Mantua. She 
was but 16 years of age and is said by tradition t o  have been the 
model of his Zingarella. They had four children; she died in 
I 529. Correggio died a t  his native place on March 5, 1534, and 
was buried with some pomp in the Arrivabene chapel, in the 
cloister of the Franciscan church a t  Correggio. 

Correggio was the head of the school of painting of Parma, 
which forms one main division of the Lombardic school. Of his 
pupils one can name with certainty only his son Pomponio, who 
was born in I 52 I and died a t  an advanced age ; Francesco Capelli ; 
Giovanni Giarola; Antonio Bernieri (who, being also a native of 
the town of Correggio, has sometimes been confounded with 
Allegri) ; and Bernardo Gatti, who ranks as the best of all. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-S~?~? Pungileoni Memorie storiche di Antonio Allegri 
(1817) ; Colnaghi Correggio Frescoes at Parma (1845) ; Fagan Works  
of Correggio (1873) ; Julius Meyer Antonio Allegri (1870, Eng. trans. 
1876) ; Conrado Ricci Life and Times o f  Correggio (1896) ; H .  Thode 
Correggio (1898) ; T.  Sturge Moore Correggio (1906), which includes 
some adverse criticism on the views of Bernhard Eerenson in his 
Study of Italian Art, and elsewhere. 

CORRELATIVE generally denotes the terms or partners 
of a relationship. A relationship requires a t  least two terms be- 
tween which it  holds, and they are said to be correlative terms. 
Thus, e.g.,  "cause" and "effect" exemplify one kind of relation- 
ship, "teacher" and "pupil" another, "north" and "south" yet 
another relationship. The terms in each of these pairs are accord- 
ingly called, in logic, "correlative" terms. The expression has also 
been extended to propositions which express the same relationship 
from different points of view. Thus, e.g. ,  S is N o r t h  of P implies 
P is  S o z ~ t h  of S .  They are simply correlative propositions. 

See A. Wolf, Essentials of Logic (1926). 
CORRENTI, CESARE ( I  8 I 5-1888), Italian revolutionist 

and pamphleteer, was born a t  Milan on Jan. 3, 1815, and made 
his name by writing revolutionary pamphlets exciting the people 
against the Austrian rule. H e  took a prominent part in the insur- 
rection of the Five Days, and in 1849 became a deputy. H e  sup- 
ported Cavour, and in 1860 became a councillor of state. Later he 
became less radical in his opinions, and in 1867 and 1869 was 
minister for education. H e  helped to draft the Law of Guaran- 
tees, and played a conspicuous part in the occupation of Rome. 
His return to the Radical fold in 1876 assured the advent to  
power of the Left, and he was Depretis's chief adviser until the 



latter's death. Although he frequently refused ministerial office, 
he accepted in 1877 the lucrative post of secretary of the order of 
Saints Maurice and Lazarus, and in 1886 he was made a senator. 
H e  died at  Rome on Oct. 4, 1888. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-L. Carpi, I1 Risorgi~nento italiano, vol. iv. (Milan, 
1888) ; E. Massarani, Cesare Correnti nella vita e nelle opere (189o), 
and a collection of his writings entitled Pensieri di Cesare Correnli, 
etc., (Milan, 1915). 

CORRESPONDENCE, a mutual agreement or fitness of 
parts or character (Lat. cum, with, respondere, t o  answer; cf. 
Fr. correspondance). I n  the 17th and 18th centuries the word 
was applied to relations and communications between states. I t  
is now chiefly used of the interchange of communications by 
letter or of the letters themselves. The "doctrine of correspond- 
ence or correspondences," one of the leading tenets of Sweden- 
borgianism, is that every natural object corresponds to and 
typifies some spiritual principle or truth, this being the only key 
to the true interpretation of Scripture. I n  mathematics (9.v.) 
"correspondence" denotes the relation between members of two 
groups of objects. (See  CURVE.) 

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. Correspondence in- 
struction in its modern form originated in the last quarter of the 
19th century. I n  18j6 Toussaint and Langenscheidt founded a 
school in Berlin to teach languages by correspondence. In  1868 
the University Extension movement in England introduced cor- 
respondence instruction, but its development was left largely to 
American initiative. The "Society to Encourage Study a t  Home" 
was organized a t  Boston in 1873, but the first formal American 
attempt in this field was launched a t  Ithaca, N.Y., by the "Cor- 
respondence university" in 1883. I t s  purpose was to supplement 
the work of other educational institutions. I n  1892 n'illiam 
Rainey Harper became president of the new University of Chicago 
and established a correspondence department therein. This ven- 
ture proved successful and during the following two decades 
spread to a number of other universities throughout the country. 
I n  1928 there were 154 resident institutions of higher learning of- 
fering correspondence instruction and enrolling annually 45.000 
students. The correspondence courses offered by these institu- 
tions, for the most part, presuppose that the student has an edu- 
cational background comparable to  that of the college student. 
The granting and exchange of credit for correspondence work 
have not been standardized. 

There is another distinct source of the modern correspondence 
school. In the '80's an editor of a Pennsylvania newspaper began 
to publish questions and answers concerning coal mining. In  1891 
he prepared a course covering this field to be offered by the cor- 
respondence method. Other cognate courses were soon added and 
within a decade this organization grew into the International Cor- 
respondence Schools, offering about 300 courses and enrolling ap- 
proximately ~oo ,ooo  students annually. Many private ventures in 
the field of correspondence instruction rapidly followed, until in 
1928 there were 498 private correspondence schools in the United 
States, enrolling annually more than 1,500,ooo students. I n  many 
instances these schools uphold high educational standards, while 
others are little more than book selling concerns. The courses of- 
fered are, for the most part, vocational and technical, the texts 
being written in non-technical language with copious illustrations 
and drawings, to enable the average adult worker to  comprehend 
readily. Some of the best vocational literature in  the English 
language is found in these correspondence school texts, but since 
there was no accrediting agency in the correspondence school field 
during the first 3 j years of its existence, a certain amount of medi- 
ocre educational material and unethical practices became current. 
T o  meet this situation the National Home Study council, Wash- 
ington, D.C., was organized in 1926 to serve as an inspecting and 
accrediting agency for the proprietary home study schools. 

The U.S. Government endorsed the value of correspondence in- 
struction when in 1920 the U.S. Marine Corps institute offered 
235 courses to members of the Marine Corps. There were 36,700 
students enrolling for these courses in 1928. In  1921 the U.S. de- 
partment of war established 342 correspondence courses in mili- 
tary tactics for reserve officers. 

Other ventures in this field are as follows: 
I .  The insular department of education in Porto Rico offers 

free correspondence instruction in high school subjects. 
2, Several communities in  Michigan are supplementing high 

school work by enrolling vocational students in private corre- 
spondence schools. 

3. In  sparsely settled provinces of western Canada children are 
being taught elementary school subjects by correspondence. 

S tudents  a n d  Courses.-More than 85% of the 1,500,ooo cor- 
respondence students enrolled annually in the United States pur- 
sue vocational courses, of which 60% are in  the field of "job-im- 
provement." The typical correspondence school student may be 
described as an adult 26 years old. H e  has had two years in  high 
school and ten years' experience in the semi-skilled trades or vo- 
cations, and lives in a community of less than ~oo.ooo population, 
where vocational training looking toward job-improvement is 
available for adults only through home study. Since three-fourths 
of the population of the United States live in smaller communi- 
ties, it is evident that the correspondence schools fill a definite need 
in American life. Many correspondence schools have invested as 
much as $~oo,ooo in perfecting the teaching technique, etc., of 
single courses. The correspondence school movement is rapidly 
reaching a recognized stage of permanency and is forming a valu- 
able supplement to  the public educational system. (J. S. NO.) 

CORRESPONDING STATES, LAW OF: see LIQUE- 
FACTION OF GASES. 

CORREZE, a department of south-central France, formed 
from the southern portion of the old province of Limousin, 
bounded north by the departments of Haute-Vienne and Creuse, 
east by Puy-de-DBme, south-east by Cantal, south by Lot, and 
west by Dordogne. Area, 3,273 square miles Pop. (1936) 262,- 
770. I t  is situated on the nestern fringe of the Plateau Central 
and consists largely of high tracts of crystalline schists and 
granitic intrusions. The highest points, many over 3,000 ft., are 
found in the north, where the Plateau de hlillevaches, separating 
the basins of the Loire and the Garonne, provides good sheep- 
pasture. Except for a small district in the extreme north drained 
by the Vienne, Corrbze has rivers flowing south-westwards to the * 

basin of the Garonne. The Dordogne drains the south-eastern 
portion and the Corrbze joins the VCzbre to the west of Brive. 
These river valleys and the lower land of the south-west are given 
over to agriculture. Rye, buckwheat and wheat are the chief 
cereals and hemp, flax and tobacco are also grown. Pigs and 
goats are reared on the valley slopes and poultry-farming and 
cheese-making are much practised. The vineyards around Brive 
produce wine of medium quality. Chestnuts, largely used as an 
article of food, walnuts and cider-apples are the chief fruits. 

Coal in small quantities, slate, building-stone and pottery clay 
are worked. The government manufactory of fire-arms is a t  Tulle. 
There are flour-mills, oil-works, saw-mills and dye-works; and 
hats (Bort), coarse woollens, silk, preserved foods, wooden shoes, 
chairs, paper and leather are manufactured. Coal and raw ma- 
terials for textile industries are leading imports; live stock and 
agricultural products are the chief exports. 

The department is served by the OrlCans railway, and the 
Dordogne is navigable. I t  is divided into the arrondissements of 
Tulle and Brive, containing 29 cantons and 289 communes. I t  
belongs to the archdiocese of Bourges, the region of the XII .  
army corps, and the Acadknzie (educational division) of Cler- 

I mont-Ferrand. I ts  court of appeal is a t  Limoges. Tulle, the 
capital, and Brive are the principal towns. Uzerche, on the 
VCzkre, has a Romanesque church and remains of mediaeval 
fortifications. There are Romanesque churches at  Aubazine (or 
Obazine), Beaulieu, Meymac and Vigeois. Treignac, with its 
church, bridge and ramparts of the 15th century, and Turenne, 
dominated by the ruins of its castle, are interesting towns. The 
dolmen at  Espartignac and the cromlech of Aubazine are the I chief megalithic remains in the department. A Roman eagle and 
other antiquities were found close to  Ussel, which became the 
centre of the duchy of Ventadour at  the end of the 16th century. 

CORRIB, LOUGH, a lake of western Ireland, in the coun- 
ties Galway and Mayo. I t  lies north-west and south-east and is 



CORRIDOR-CORROSION AND RUSTING 
27 m. long. The extreme breadth is 7 m., but the lough narrows 
near the centre to a few hundred yards. Lough Corrib hardly 
exceeds 30 ft. in  depth a t  any point, and is dotted with islands. 
I t  lies 29 ft .  above sea-level and drains by the short river Corrib 
to Galway Bay. Lough Mask lies to its north and is connected 
with it by a partly subterranean channel. 

CORRIDOR, a main passage in a large building, on which 
various apartments open (Med. Lat. corridoriu~tz, a "running- 
place," from currere, to  run). I n  public offices, prisons, hospitals, 
etc., the corridors are usually of severe simplicity; but in mansions 
and palaces large corridors (galleries) are often adorned with 
works of art, whence comes the term "picture gallery." The 
term "corridor carriage" is applied to the modern European style 
of railway carriage in which a narrow passage connects the sepa- 
rate compartments. 

CORRIE, a term used in the highlands of Scotland and else- 
where for a steep-sided, rounded hollow in a mountain-side, from 
the lower part of which a stream usually issues as the outlet of a 
small lake ponded by glacial debris. I t  is from Gaelic coire, 
cauldron; hence whirlpool, or circular hollow. (See  CIRQUE.) 

CORRIENTES, a north-eastern province of the Argentine 
Republic situated between 27" and 31' S. lat. and 57"  and 62" W. 
longitude. I t  is bounded north and west by the Parani river which 
separates it  from Paraguay in the north and from the territory 
of the Chaco and the province of Santa FC in the west; in the 
north-east by the territory Misiones; east by the river Uruguay, 
which separates it from Brazil and Uruguay; and south by the 
province of Entre Rios. I t s  area is about 55,040 sq.m., of which 
at  least one-eighth is water surface. Corrientes had a population 
of 347,OjS in I914 and j3j .gj6 in 1941. 

The surface of the province, broadly speaking, is an extensive 
plain covered by swamps and lagoons in the north, undulating 
in the south and broken by ranges of hills in the north-east. The 
low-lying areas about the lagoons are practically unfit for perma- 
nent settlement unless drained. The southern districts of the 
province are high and rolling with woods alternating with natural 
pasture lands, and are admirably adapted to grazing and agri- 
culture. Tlle north-eastern corner is also high, some of the hills 
reaching an elevation of 650 ft., and is heavily forested, like the 
adjacent territory of Misiones. The province is divided into two 
water sheds, those of the Parani  and the Uruguay. The principal 
lagoons, which are the sources for several of the rivers, are the 
Ibera in the central and north-eastern section and the Maloya 
in the north-western section. The climate on the higher plains 
is sub-tropical, but in the northern swamps it is exceedingly humid 
and hot. I ts  annual mean temperature of 69.8' F makes Corrientes 
the hottest province of Argentina. 

The principal industry of Corrientes is the raising of live stock. 
According to the live stock census of 1922 there were within the 
province 3,793,584 cattle, 2,180,552 sheep and 47,454 swine. Agri- 
culture is also of great importance; however, it has not been de- 
veloped as extensively as conditions would permit. The chief 
crops are Indian corn (maize), cotton, tapioca, sweet potatoes, 
tobacco, watermelons, peanuts and linseed. The province is also 
known for its oranges, peaches, olives and pomegranates. The 
forest lands, estimated at  5,000,000 ac., are covered chiefly with 
hardwoods, many of which are suitable for cabinet work. Manu- 
factures are limited, the more important being yerba mate mills, 
sawmills, sugar refineries and tanneries. The exports include cat- 
tle, horses, hides, forest products, cereals, tapioca, oranges and 
quarried stone. 

The principal cities are Corrientes, capital (Pop., 1926 estimate, 
3 ~ , o o o ) ,  situated on the left bank of the Parani and an important 
port of call for  steamers trading between Buenos Aires and the 
upper reaches of the Parani ;  Goya (1926 estimate, 15,ooo), a 
flourishing commercial centre on a side channel of the Parani, 
150 m. S. of Corrientes, handling agricultural and pastoral prod- 
ucts. hfercedes (1926 estimate, 14,000) and Curuzu-Cuatii (10,- 
700), inland towns; Bella Vista (1926 estimate, 7,ooo), situated 
on the Parani, 80 m. S. of Corrientes, the commercial centre of a 
large district; Esquina (1926 estimate, 6,000) on the Parani a t  
the mouth of the Corrientes river, 86 m. S. of Goya, which exports 

timber and firewood; Empedrado also on the Parani ;  and Monte 
Caseros (1926 estimate, 8,ooo), Paso de 10s Libres and Santo 
Tom6 all ports on the Uruguay. Transportation is confined chiefly 
to the rivers and 620 m. of railway. The Argentine North-eastern 
railway crosses the province in a south-east direction from Cor- 
rientes to Monte Caseros, its eastern terminus. The East Argen- 
tine railway follows along the eastern boundary of the province 
from Santo Tom6 to form a junction with the Entre Rios rail- 
ways. The population of Corrientes is composed largely of Indian 
and mixed races, and Guarani is still the chief language of the 
country people. Over 50% of the population is illiterate. 

See Z .  Sinchez, Notas Descriptivas de la Provincia de Corrientes 
(1894) ; and The Times Book on Argentina (1927). 

CORRIENTES (Sun Juan de Corrientes), a city and river 
port, and the capital of the province of the same name, in the 
north of the Argentine Republic, on the left bank of the Parani  
river, 2 0  m. below the junction of the upper Parani  and Para- 
guay, and 832 m. N. of Buenos Aires. The name is derived 
from the siete corrientes (seven currents) caused by rocks in the 
river just above the town. Population (1941) 96,40j, largely 
Indian and of mixed descent. The appearance of Corrientes is 
not equal to its commercial and political importance, the buildings 
both public and private being generally poor and antiquated. 
There are four churches, the more conspicuous of which are the 
Matriz and San Francisco. The Government house, originally a 
Jesuit college, is an antiquated structure surrounding an open 
court (pat io) .  There is a national college. The commercial 
importance of Corrientes results from its unusually favourable 
situation near the confluence of the Upper Parani  and Paraguay, 
and a short distance below the mouth of the Bermejo. The navi- 
gation of the Upper Parani and Bermejo rivers begins here, and 
freight for the Upper Parani and Chaco rivers is transhipped a t  
Corrientes, which practically controls the trade of the extensive 
regions tributary to  them Corrientes is the western terminus of 
the Argentine North-Eastern railway, which crosses the province 
south-east t o  Monte Caseros, where it  connects with the East 
Argentine line running south to Concordia and north to Posadas. 
The principal exports are timber, cereals, matC, sugar, tobacco, 
hides, jerked beef, fruit and quebracho. 

CORRIGAN, MICHAEL AUGUSTINE (1839-I~OZ), 
American prelate, was born in Newark (N J.),  on Aug. 13, 1839. 
I n  1859 he graduated a t  Mount St. Mary's college, Emmittsburg 
(Md.), and began his studies for the priesthood a t  the American 
college in Rome. After his return to  America, he was successively 
professor of dogmatic theology and sacred scripture, and director 
of the ecclesiastical seminary of Seton Hall college a t  South 
Orange (N.J.), vice president of the institution and president 
(1868-76). I n  Oct., 1868, Corrigan became vicar general of 
Newark, and in 1873 bishop. In  1880 he was made coadjutor, 
with the right of succession, to Cardinal McCloskey, archbishop 
of New York, and on the cardinal's death in 188j  he became 
metropolitan of New York. He died May 5 ,  1902. H e  was a 
scholar with great power of administrative organization, simple, 
generous and kindly. 

See Michael Augustine Corrigan: A Memorial, with biographical 
sketch by J. A. Mooney (1902) ; and The Catholic Encyclopaedia. 

CORROSION A N D  RUSTING. Many metals of indus- 
trial importance undergo a chemical change when exposed to the 
action of air and water or salt solutions. This change often results 
in the production of spots of differently coloured material scat- 
tered over the surface of the metal, e.g., brown rust on iron and 
steel, white specks on aluminium, and blue or green layers on cop- 
per. The change not only spoils the appearance of the metal but 
sometimes penetrates so deeply into it  that its mechanical prop- 
erties are seriously impaired. Recent calculations of Sir Robert 
Hadfield suggest that the world-loss of iron and steel alone, due to  
corrosion, must be valued at  many millions of pounds sterling 
every year. 

Corrosion is essentially a process of oxidation. Metals are 
usually found in nature in an oxidized state as ores, and in order 
to fit them for industrial use they must be "reduced" from the 
ore, i.e., oxygen, water and other substances must be separated 



CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE 
from the metal by chemical and physical processes. But when 
the metal has been so obtained it  will tend to reassociate with 
oxygen and other substances whenever it  comes into contact with 
them in suitable conditions: thus, iron tends to  react with water 
and oxygen to form rust which is similar in composition to certain 
kinds of iron ore. The rusting of iron is a typical example of the 
process of corrosion whereby metals tend to return to  an oxidized 
condition. 

The process of oxidation was formerly thought to  be usually 
a direct union between the metal, oxygen gas and sometimes 
traces of sulphur compounds occurring in the atmosphere. I t  is 
probable that this kind of action does take place in certain cases, 
such as atmospheric corrosion which can occur in the presence of 
mere traces or very thin films of moisture-the tarnishing of silver 
is an example. But it  is not usually this kind of action which 
results in the formation of rust and the other conspicuous corro- 
sion products mentioned above on metals immersed in liquids. 

When a "base" metal is placed in water or in a salt solution, 
which can conduct electricity, i t  tends to  dissolve as electrically 
charged metal atoms or "ions," displacing a proportionate number 
of charged hydrogen atoms which are constituents of water. With 
some metals, such as sodium, the hydrogen may appear as gas 
bubbles; with other metals, such as iron and copper, little or no 
gas appears; nevertheless the hydrogen is present as an invisible, 
probably atomic, film at  the surface of the metal, and may com- 
pletely cover it. Unless this film is removed the corrosion process 
is greatly retarded a t  this stage and no change may be visible; 
this may happen in the absence of oxygen; but oxygen has the 
property of uniting with hydrogen to form water, and so destroy- 
ing the interfering film of hydrogen. Hence in the presence of air, 
which contains oxygen, a gas soluble in water, the process can 
continue, i.e., more hydrogen can be displaced by metal to replace 
that which has been oxidized. Thus the action of oxygen in cor- 
rosion is usually indirect: i t  unites with hydrogen, the metal 
reacts with the water. This may be expressed in equations thus 
(neglecting electrical effects for the present) : 

M + HOH yields MOH + H' 
(I) (Metal) (Water) (Metallic (I-Iydrogen atom, called 

hydroxide) an ion when in solution) 
2H. + 0 yield HOH 

( 2 )  (a) (2 Hydrogen (Oxygen (Water 
atoms) atom) molecule) 

(2) (b) 2 H (atomic) =Hz (molecular gas) 

I t  will be seen that the result of these reactions is the conver- 
sion of the metal into an oxidized product, called an hydroxide. 
Metallic hydroxide is a typical product of corrosion, but it may 
undergo further changes, e.g., i t  may react with carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere and finally form a complicated body; such 
a body is rust which usually contains ferrous and ferric hydroxide 
and carbonate and is practically insoluble in water. Some hydrox- 
ides, such as those of calcium and sodium, are soluble in water, in 
which case little or no solid corrosion product will appear till the 
water becomes saturated after long periods of corrosion. 

If corrosion occurs in a solution of a salt such as sodium chlo- 
ride the reactions are a little more complicated and may be sum- 
marized thus : 

M + HOH f Na C1 yields MCl + H' + hia OH 
Q) (Metal) (Water) (Sodium (Metal (Hydrogen) (Sodium 

chloride) chloride) hydroxide) 
MC1 + NaOH yields MOH + Na Cl 

(4) (Metal chlor- (Metal hy- (Sodium 
ide) droxide) chloride) 

The  hydrogen will react with oxygen as before. I t  will be 
noticed that the corrosion product is a metallic hydroxide, as in 
the case of water, but formed indirectly, and that the sodium 
chloride is regenerated-not always completely for i t  may be 
partly carried out of solution as  a complex compound such as a 
so-called "oxychloride." 

A remarkable feature of corrosion in water and salt solutions 
is its concentration a t  certain isolated spots or areas a t  which 
the metal is sometimes deeply pitted, the surrounding metal being 

scarcely attacked a t  all. This is due to  the fact that such corro- 
sion is mainly a "galvanic" or electrolytic action and is concen- 
trated on areas representing the negative, anodic or zinc pole of 
a primary battery, such as is used for electric bells; the surround- 
ing, relatively slightly attacked, areas correspond to the positive 
or carbon pole; ordinary water and salt solutions, which are elec- 
trolytes, and therefore conduct electricity, correspond to the sal 
ammoniac solution in the battery. 

A primary battery operates largely because there is an electrical 
difference, a difference of potential, between the zinc and carbon 
when plunged in the same electrolyte. If the analogy be trust- 
worthy, the conclusion is reached that there must be differences 
of electric potential between different parts of the same piece of 
metal when localized corrosion takes place. Such differences may 
be due to actual physical or chemical variations in the metal itself 
which are not readily discernible (such as local strains, segrega- 
tion of impurities, or presence of second metals or "phases" such 
as carbon in cast iron), or more often to  variations in the condi- 
tions external to the metal, such as differences of oxygen or 
metal-ion concentration. Differences of oxygen concentration are 
particularly important and may be due to convection currents in 
the liquid, or to pores in the metal into which dissolved oxygen 
cannot easily penetrate; in all cases the metal forms a negative 
pole, and is corroded, where the oxygen concentration is least; 
where the oxygen concentration is greatest the hydrogen will be 
most rapidly removed according to equation (2) given above, 
which together with (4) states the typical reactions a t  a positive 
pole. Thus metals tend to be corroded most a t  crevices of all 
kinds. 

The actual rate of corrosion in any particular case is determined 
by more than a dozen factors the interaction of which makes the 
subject exceedingly complicated. Some of these factors are  
tabulated below. 

Factors zejhich influence the Rate of Corrosion 
Relating to the metal 

I. Electrode potential. 
2 .  State of aggregation. 
3.  Presence of internal stresses. 
4. Overpotential. 
5 Nature and concentration of 

metals in solid solution. 
6. Nature, amount and distri- 

bution of second phases. 
7. Chemical reactivity. 

Relating to external conditions 
8 .  Temperature. 
9.  Pressure of oxygen. 

1 0 .  Rate of supply and distribu- 
tion of oxygen. 

11. Hydrogen-ion concentration. 
1 2 .  Nature and distribution of 

corrosion products. 
13. Conductivity of the liquid. 
13. Metal-ion concentration. 
1 5 .  Specific nature of the ions 

present. 

I n  many industrial waters and salt solutions, factor no. 12 be- 
comes very important since films and mounds of corrosion pro- 
ducts may form a t  the metal surface and affect other factors in a 
complicated manner. 

For a detailed account of the way these factors operate, and 
for many other important aspects of corrosion, the reader should 
consult U. R. Evans, The Corrosion of Metals (1926); F .  N. 
Speller, Corrosion: Causes and Prevention (1gz6), McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., New York. (G. D.  B.) 

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE, a white solid, melting a t  
288" C and boiling at  303" C. I t  is sparingly soluble in cold, and 
more so in hot water, and very soluble in alcohol and ether. 
Chemically it  is mercuric chloride (perchloride of mercury), 
HgC12, and it  is obtained by the action of chlorine on mercury 
or calomel (q.v.), by the addition of hydrochloric acid to a hot, 
strong solution of Hg2(N03)2+4HC1= zHgC12+2H20+2N02, 
mercurous nitrate, and, commercially, by heating a mixture of 
mercuric sulphate and common salt, the mercuric chloride sub- 
liming and being condensed in the form of small rhombic crystals. 
When treated with hydrochloric acid, it dissolves and forms 
compounds such as HgC12.2HC1, 3HgCl2.4HC1, 2HgC12.HC1, ac- 
cording to the temperature and concentration; i t  also forms double 
salts with many chlorides; sal alembroth, 2NH4Cl,HgCl2,H20, 
is the compound with ammonium chloride. I t  absorbs ammonia 
to form HgC12,NH3, which may be distilled without decomposi- 
tion. Various oxychlorides are formed by digesting corrosive 
sublimate with mercuric oxide. Corrosive sublimate has im- 



CORRUGATED IRON 
portant applications in medicine-as an astringent, stimulant, 
caustic and antiseptic (see MERCURY). 

CORRUGATED IRON. Although many millions of galva- 
nized corrugated sheets are now in use all over the world, this 
industry is less than IOO years old. British makers were the 
pioneers. At first the sheets were made from wrought or puddled 
iron (not steel), and corrugated in the black, then galvanized by 
hand dipping in an open bath of molten zinc. The output naturally 
was small, and the cost high, but the quality was excellent, so much 
so that galvanized corrugated iron sheet: are known to be still in 
use although they were fixed in position 50 years ago. 

After the steel making process became a commercial proposi- 
tion about 1860, steel sheets were produced in the heavier gauges 
but it was not until about 30 years later that they were made suc- 
cessfully in the lighter gauges. The output per shift was so much 
larger and the cost so much lower than iron, that steel sheets 
very quickly ousted the old-fashioned iron sheets. But it must be 
admitted that the life of ordinary quality galvanized corrugated 
steel sheets is only about 25% that of the original iron sheets. 
Iron sheets, of higher purity than ever, are being made not only 
in Great Britain but on the Continent and in America, for those 
who see the wisdom of paying a higher price for an article of 
longer life, but 95% of the so called "corrugated iron" is really 
steel. The corrugating process enables much lighter gauges of 
sheets to  be used because it  makes them very rigid and portable. 

T h e  Objec t  of Galvanizing.- The galvanizing or zincing 
process is to prevent corrosion or rusting, and if the sheet is 
properly coated it  adds very considerably to its life. With the use 
of machinery, outputs have been tremendously increased and 
costs very much lowered. The demand for cheaper goods leads to 
the zinc coating, which can be regulated by mechanical rollers, 
being sometimes brought down to a dangerously low limit. The 
life of a galvanized sheet depends upon its zinc coating. An 
imperfectly or insufficiently coated sheet is worse than a black or 
ungalvanized sheet. Leading consulting engineers know the impor- 
tance of this, and many of them in their specifications call for a 
coating of from 2oz. to 2402. per square foot which is consider- 
ably higher than the ordinary merchant quality. 

Produc t ion  i n  G r e a t  Britain.-The British corrugated sheet 
industry had small beginnings, but by 1891 the total production 
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Produc t ion  in America.-The production of galvanized sheets 
in America reached a total of 881,720 tons in 1913, but has since 
declined slightly. The American exports during 1915-27 averaged 
about 120,000 tons per annum. The general steel production in 
America reached the enormous total of 45,000,ooo tons in 1927, 
but less than 2 %  of this consisted of galvanized corrugated sheets. 

Exact figures of output of corrugated sheets in other countries 
are not obtainable, but the tonnage as yet is comparatively small. 
A few years ago Germany was exporting 3,000 to 4,000 tons 
monthly but in 1927 this had fallen to about 500 tons monthly. 
Belgium, however, since she entered the corrugated sheet business 
has made fairly rapid progress, and in 1928 was producing at  the 
rate of 75,000 tons per annum. Japan, which formerly bought her 
galvanized corrugated sheets principally from Great Britain, is 
now buying the bulk of her sheets in the black condition from 
Britain and America and doing the galvanizing and corrugating in 
Japan. These sheets are specially light, namely 28 t o  31 gauge, 
which is only about half the thickness used in other countries. 

G a l v a n i z i n g  a n d  Corrugating.- The black sheets are first 
put through the pickling process. This is done in a stone or timber 
tank which is filled either with sulphuric o r  hydrochloric acid to 
remove all scale, oxide or rust. This operation can be carried out 
either by hand pokers or by an automatic pickling machine. 
After being cleansed in a water tank, the flat sheets are then fed 
into the galvanizing bath either by hand or by a n  automatic 
feeder, one a t  a time. The galvanizing bath is made of steel plates 
from  in. to  14in. thick and of a size to suit the width of sheets to 
be treated. Inside the bath there is the galvanizing machine with 
rollers which revolve in the molten spelter or zinc which is heated 
to 850' F. The sheets pass rapidly through the zinc and emerge at  
the other side of the bath through two exit rollers; these rollers. 
together with the speed of the machine and temperature of the 
bath, regulate the quantity of zinc covering, viz., from I$ to a4oz. 
per square foot. A flux is used in the process made from muriate 
of ammonia and this causes the zinc to  flow freely and gives the 
sheet a smooth surface. When sheets are wanted with a bright 
flowery spangle, it is necessary to add a small proportion of tin 
to mix with the zinc. The sheets automatically pass through a 
tank of hot water to wash off any flux stains and then they pass 
on to a drying fire and finally they are examined by inspectors. 

The sheets then pass to  the corrugating department. The gal- 
vanized flat sheets are here corrugated to the size of corrugation 
required, either by powerful presses when several sheets are cor- 
rugated a t  a time or in rotary corrugated rollers usually doing one 
sheet a t  a time. I n  either case the process is rapid and a large 
tonnage is obtained. The corrugated sheets are then weighed up, 
bundled or packed for shipment; or they are put into store in 
their various sizes and gauges. 

L a y i n g  Corruga ted  Sheets.-For roofs the sheets should 

, have end laps of not less than 6in. The usual side lap for ordinary 
purposes is half a corrugation, that is to  say, the last corrugation 
in each sheet overlaps. This is known as "single side lap." For 
special purposes such as stores, warehouses and dwelling-houses, 
the last two corrugations in each sheet should be overlapped, 
otherwise termed "double side laps." Sheets for sides of buildings 
can be laid with 3 or 4in. end laps, and half corrugation or single 
side laps. 

Bolts, nails or screws should always be placed in the top corru- 
gation. Wood screws or nails should be placed 6in. apart. Bolts 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF F R E D E R I C K  B R A B Y  L CO , LTD fixing sheets together should be aboi t  15in. apart along the 
SHAPES A N D  MEASUREMENTS OF OF 'ORRUGATED STEEL corrugation. Hook bolts for iron framed buildings should be 
S H E E T S  

12in. apart. All screws and sheet bolts should have a t  least 
exceeded 200,000 tons and by 1927 the production was nearly 
~,ooo,ooo tons. Only about 2 5% of the sheets are used in Great 
Britain, while fully 75% are exported to India, Australia, New 
Zealand, Canada, South Africa, Japan, Argentina and other parts 
of the world. These British exports have been steadily expanding. 
I n  1901 the quantity shipped was 250,287 tons, and in 1910 it was 
596,949 tons, while in 1913 it  rose to 762,075 tons. During the 
war period and up till 1924 the shipments naturally declined, but 
in 1927 they again reached the 1913 standard and the figures are 
growing monthly. 

one iron or iead washer under the head; one of each is  recom- 
mended. Hook bolts should have curved washers, either round or 
diamond shaped. I n  laying sheets the workman should begin at  
the bottom row, and work towards the ridge of roof. 

Galvanized sheets should be stored very carefully in  a dry, 
well-ventilated place, and any sheets which have become damp or 
wet in transit should be wiped thoroughly dry before storing. On 
no account should they be stored in bundles in a damp atmosphere. 
If sheets must be stored in the open air or under poor conditions, 
they should be stacked in such a manner as to allow a good air 



CORRUPT PRACTICES 
space between them. (See also GALVANIZED IRON AND STEEL.) 

(D. McM.) 
CORRUPT PRACTICES is a general term including 

bribery ( q . ~ . ) ,  undue influence, etc., but has specific reference to 
electoral systems ( q . ~ . ) ;  in England, as defined by the Corrupt 
and Illegal Practices Prevention Act, 1883, and the Representation 
of the People Act, 1918, the object of which is to prevent improper 
interference with the freedom of elections and in certain cases 
to avoid the election in question. 

UNITED STATES 
While all of the American States and Territories have, from 

the time of their creation, had laws against bribery in elections, 
corrupt practices legislation was not enacted until after England 
set the example. The States first sought to control nominating 
conventions, direct primaries and elections. I n  this they were 
followed later by Congress. 

Colorado and Michigan enacted corrupt practices laws in 1891, 
and Massachusetts and New York in 1892, the last-named State 
having defined corrupt practices in 1890. Since that time, all 
of the States except Illinois, Mississippi, Rhode Island, South 
Carolina and Tennessee have adopted such laws. These laws 
define numerous election offences, including bribery, coercion, 
intimidation and treating, and generally set forth in detail pur- 
poses for which money may be legally expended in campaiglls by 
candidates, their agents and political committees. Such expendi- 
tures permitted in State, district, county and municipal cam- 
paigns ordinarily include those for travelling, telegraph, telephone, 
postage, messenger service, halls and rooms, payment of speakers 
and musicians, lists of candidates and sample ballots, pamphlets, 
newspapers, cards, polling lists, canvassing and challenging, sta- 
tionery, clerical hire, literature and advertising. I n  some States 
the furnishing of conveyances for carrying other than the aged 
and infirm to the polls is prohibited, and others prohibit salaries 
for speakers. Candidates and committees are often limited in the 
amounts of expenditures. Such amounts are restricted t o  one of 
three limitations, as the statute may provide; a percentage of 
the salary of the office involved, a sum proportionate to the 
number of voters in the area in which the candidacy is made, or 
an arbitrary amount named. Candidates, agents and committee 
treasurers are required to file with officers designated by law 
sworn statements of campaign receipts and expenditures, in- 
cluding amounts, names and addresses and purposes, in all cases 
after the nominating convention or direct primary or election, 
and in some a t  a specified time before the campaign closes. Cor- 
porations are prohibited from contributing to campaign funds. 
As a means of protection to candidates, they may not contribute 
or be requested to contribute to organizations of a religious, 
charitable or educational character, unless they have regularly 
aided such institutions; likewise they may not contribute toward 
the expenses of entertainments, balls, picnics or other outings. 
The circulation of untruths concerning candidates is prohibited 
in many States. The penalty for violation of the statutes may 
be fine or imprisonment or both or, where the successful can- 
didate has profited from the illegality, invalidation of the nomina- 
tion or election. 

Federal action came in 1907 when Congress prohibited national 
banks and corporations organized by authority of Congress from 
contributing to political campaigns, and also prohibited any other 
corporations from contributing in campaigns where presidential 
electors and representatives in Congress were chosen and when 
U.S. senators were chosen by the legislatures. Federal officials 
were prohibited in 1909 from soliciting campaign funds from any 
officer, clerk or employ6 of the Government. The publication of 
campaign expenditures after the election by political committees 
with activities in more than two States at  elections in which rep- 
resentatives in Congress were chosen was required in 1910. An 
amendment was adopted in 1911 by which publication of cam- 
paign expenditures both before and after the election was required, 
and candidates for  representative and senator in Congress were 
similarly required to file statements of expenditures, both before 
and after the'nominating agencies and the elections. Such state- 

ments were required by a law of 1912 to be under oath and sent 
by registered mail to officials of Congress. Promises and offers for 
votes and the withholding of votes on behalf of candidates for 
both houses of Congress were prohibited in 1918, both as regards 
direct primaries and elections. 

Act of 1925.-In 192 j Congress passed a new Corrupt Practices 
Act in which no attempt was made to control direct primaries or 
nominating conventions. I t  specifically repealed all the previous 
Federal laws, but provided in general: ( I )  That the treasurer of 
every political committee having activities in two or more Skates 
must file with the clerk of the House of Representatives between 
the 1st and 10th days of March, June and September in each 
year, and also between the 10th and 15th days and on the 5th day 
next preceding the date on which a general election is to  be held 
at  which candidates are to be elected in two or more States, and 
also on the 1st day of January following, sworn statements show- 
ing the names and addresses of contributors of $100 or more, 
together with amounts and dates, and the total sum of other and 
all contributions, as well as the names and addresses of persons 
to whom expenditures of $10 or more are paid, with amounts,dates 
and purposes, and the total sum of other and all payments. 
Every person likewise expending money other than through con- 
tributions to political committees in two or more States must 
file similar statements. (2) That every candidate for senator 
must file with the secretary of the Senate, and every candidate for 
representative, delegate or resident commissioner must file with 
the clerk of the House, not less than ten nor more than 15 days 
before and also within 30 days after the election, itemized sworn 
statements of all contributions to  his campaign and expenditures 
in his behalf, as well as promises or pledges made by him and in 
his behalf. 

If a State prescribes a maximum amount to be expended by 
the candidate, this must be observed, unless it  is more than the 
amount fixed by the act, viz., $~o ,ooo  by a candidate for the 
Senate, $2,500 by a candidate for the House, or an amount equal 
to the amount obtained by  multiplying three cents by the total 
number of votes cast a t  the last general election for the office 
the candidate seeks, but in no event exceeding $25,000 for the 
Senate or $10,000 for the House. The act makes it  unlawful to  
pledge appointment or employment for the purpose of procuring 
support and for any person to make an expenditure or cause one 
to be made or offered to any person to vote for: or against a can- 
didate or to withhold his vote, and likewise for any person to 
solicit any such expenditure. Members of or candidates for either 
house or any other officer or employ6 of the Government are 
forbidden to solicit directly or indirectly any political contribu- 
tion from any such person, officer or employ6. I t  is also made 
unlawful for any national bank or corporation organized under 
authority of Congress to  make a contribution in connection with 
any election at  which presidential electors or members of either 
house are chosen. 

Each house of Congress is empowered under Article i., s. 4 of 
the Constitution to judge the elections, returns and qualifications 
of its own members, and through the reports of their elections 
committees they have defined corrupt practices, often independent 
of statutory violations, which in their opinion have been suf- 
ficient cause for the invalidation of certain elections. The Senate 
has established the precedent of considering corrupt practices 
in direct primaries, even where there has been no charge of 
statutory violation. 

See C. H. Rowell, Historical and Legal Digest o f  all the Contested 
Election Cases i n  the Housz of Representatives of the United States, 
1789-1901 (1901) ; R. C. Brooks, Corruption i n  American Politics and 
Life, chap. vi. (1910) ; "Compilation of Senate Election Cases from 
1789 to 1913" in Senate Document No. 1036, 62nd Cong., 3rd sess. 
(1913) ; A. C. McLaughlin and A. B. Hart, Cyclopedia o f  American 
Government, vol. i. p. 480 seq. (1914) ; Merrill Moores, Contested 
Election Cases in the House of  representative^, 1901-1917 (1917) ; P. 
Orman Ray, A n  Introduction t o  Political Parties and Practical Politics, 
chap. xi. (1917) ; J.  K. Pollock, Party Campaign Funds (1926) ; E. N. 
Sait, American Parties and Elections, chap. xx. (1927) ; Perry Belmont, 
Return to Secret Party Funds (1927) ; R. C. Brooks, Political Parties 
and Electoral Problems, chap. xiii. (rev. ed. 1927) ; Stuart Lewis, Party 
Principles and Practical Politics, chap. xix. (1928). (S. LE.) 



CORRY-CORSICA 
CORRY, a city of Erie county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., in the 

northwest part of the State, 25 mi. from Lake Erie, at an elevation 
of 1,431 feet. I t  is on federal highway 6, and is served by the 
Erie and the Pennsylvania railways. Pop. in 1940 was 6.935 
I t  is the centre of a farming and industrial district, producing 
machine and motor vehicle parts, springs, steel cabinets and oil- 
drilling engines. Natural gas is used. One mile west is a State 
fish hatchery, and there are fine trout streams in the neighbour- 
hood. Corry was settled about 1860, soon after oil was discovered 
in this region, and was named after Hiram Cory, through whose 
influence a railroad was built to the town I t  was incorporated as 
a city in 1866. 

CORSAIR, the name given by the Mediterranean peoples to  
the privateers of the Barbary coast who plundered the shipping of 
Christian nations. (See PIRATE, BARBARY PIRATES.) 

CORSELET. Ancient and mediaeval body armour. Originally 
the term referred to the a m o u r  which covered the whole body 
(from Latin corpz~s and 0 Fr. cors, body) but later it  was re- 
stricted to that which covered the body between the neck and the 
thighs. The ancient Egyptians and Persians had corselets of linen. 
I n  the middle ages the corselet was made of metal, and was dis- 
tinguishable from the cuirass in  that the former had a back-plate 
as well as a breast-plate. Corselets were worn by infantry during 
the I 7th century. 

CORSICA, a large island of the Mediterranean, forming a 
department of France. I t  is situated immediately to  the north of 
Sardinia (from which it  is separated by the narrow strait of 
Bonifacio), between 41' 21' and 43" N. and 8" 30' and go  30' E. 
Area 3.367 sq m. Pop. (1936) 321.Sj4. Corsica lies within 54 
m. W. of the coast of Tuscany, 98 m. S. of Genoa and 106 m. 
S.E. of the French coast a t  Nice. The extreme length of the 
island is 114 m. and its average breadth c. 60 m. 

A central granitic ridge describes a curve from north-west to  
south-west and from it spurs diverge in all directions, separating 
narrow river valleys and forming bold headlands along the west- 
ern coast. A large mass of granophyres, quartz porphyries and 
similar rocks form the high mountains around &font Cinto (8,881 
f t . ) .  Other important heights are Xfonts Rotondo (8,612 ft.), 
Paglia Orba (8,284 ft.) ,  Padro (7,851 ft.)  and d'0ro (7,845 ft.) .  
Between the gulfs of Porto and Galeria occur schists, limestones 
and anthracite containing fossiIs of Upper Carboniferous age. 
T o  the east and north-east of a line drawn from Belgodere 
through Corte to Favone, schists of unknown age, with intrusive 
masses of serpentine and euphotide, are the principal rocks. This 
north-east part of the island is thought by Staub to be a portion 
of the Alpine fold system, while the rest of the island would be 
part of the foreland against which the folding occurred. Folded 
amongst the schists are strips of Upper Carboniferous beds simi- 
lar to those of the west coast. Overlying these rocks are lime- 
stones with Rhaetic and Liassic fossils, occurring at  Oletto, Moro- 
saglia, etc. Nummulitic limestone of Eocene age is found near 
St. Florent, and occupies several large basins near the boundary 
between the granite and the schist. Miocene molasse with 
Clypeaster, etc., forms the plain of Aleria and occurs also at St. 
Florent in the north and Bonifacio in the south. The caves of 
Corsica, especially in the neighbourhood of Bastia, contain numer- 
ous mammalian remains. The regularity of the east coast con- 
trasts strikingly with the mountain-girdled inlets of the west, and 
considerable areas are covered by lagoons. The rivers and tor- 
rents, though short in their courses, bring down large volumes 
of water from the mountains. The longest is the Golo, which 
rises in the isolated region of Niolo to  the west of Corte and en- 
ters the sea to  the south of the Etang de Biguglia; farther south 
is the Tavignano, while on the west there are the Liarnone, the 
Gravone and the Taravo. 

The climate of the island ranges from warmth in the lowlands 
to  extreme rigour in the mountains. The intermediate region is 
the most temperate and healthy. The mean annual temperature 
a t  Ajaccio is 63°F. The dominant winds are from the south-west 
and south-east. 

Agriculture suffers from scarcity of labour, apathy and scarcity 
of capital. Cereals, despite fertility of the soil, are neglected. 

The culture of the vine, cedrates, citrons and olives (for which 
the Balagne region, in the north-west, is noted), of vegetables and 
of tobacco, and sheep and goat rearing are the main rural indus- 
tries, to which may be added the rearing of silk-worms. The ex- 
ploitation of the forests tends to  proceed too rapidly. Chestnuts 
are exported, and, ground into flour, are used as food by the 
mountaineers. Most of the inhabitants are proprietors of land, 
but often the properties are split up to include vineyard or olive 
plantation, arable land in the plain, and a chestnut-wood in the 
mountain. Agricultural labourers from Tuscany and Lucca pe- 
riodically visit the island. The mouflon, perhaps an ancestral 
type of sheep, inhabits the more inaccessible parts of the moun- 
tains. A thick tangled underwood, known as the maquis, generally 
covers the uncultivated districts. Game and freshwater fish are 
abundant. The fisheries of tunny, pilchard and anchovy supply 
some of the Italian markets, but comparatively few of the natives 
are engaged in this industry. The practice of the blood-feud or 
vendetta has not yet died out. Each individual belongs to some 
powerful family, with the political views of which he has to con- 
form; the competition for official posts has seriously affected 
commerce and agriculture. 

The manufactures include the extraction of gallic acid from 
chestnut-bark, the preparation of preserved citrons and other 
delicacies, and of macaroni and similar foods and the manufac- 
ture of fancy goods and cigars. There are mines of anthracite, 
antimony and copper; the island produces granite, building stone, 
marble and amianthus, and there are salt marshes. Among other 
places Guagno, Pardina Guitera and Orezza_have mineral springs. 

The chief ports are Bastia, Ajaccio and Ile Ropsse. A railway 
runs from Bastia t o  Ajaccio with branches to Ile Rousse and 
Calvi on the west coast and Ghisonaccia on the eastern seaboard, 
but, in  general, lack of means of communication as well as of 
capital is a barrier to commercial activity. Corsica exports early 
produce, fruits, fresh and preserved, olive oil, wood, charcoal, 
tanning bark, gallic acid, mineral waters, game, fish, skins, cheese. 

Corsica is divided into four arrondisseme~zts (chief towns- 
Ajaccio, Bastia, Corte and SartPne), with 62 cantons and 364 
communes. I t  forms part of the acade'mie (educational circum- 
scription) and archiepiscopal province of Aix (Bouches-du- 
Rh6ne) and of the region of the XV. Army Corps. The principal 
towns are Ajaccio, the capital and the seat of the bishop of the 
island and of the prefect; Bastia, the seat of the court of appeal 
and of the military commander; Calvi, Corte and Bonifacio. 
Other places of interest are St. Florent, near which stand the 
ruins of the cathedral (12th century) of the vanished town of 
Nebbio; Murato, which has a church (12th or 13th century) of 
Pisan architecture, also exemplified in other Corsican churches; 
and Cargese, where there is a Greek colony, dating from the 17th 
century. Near Lucciana are the ruins of a Romanesque church 
called La Canonica. Megalithic monuments are numerous, chief 
among them being the dolmen of Fontanaccia in the arrondisse- 
ment of Sartkne. (x.> 

ARCHAEOLOGY 
Although as an archaeological field Corsica is little explored, 

the excavations of C. J. Forsyth Major, E. Passemard and H. 
Obermaier have been sufficiently thorough to demonstrate that 
it is in a high degree improbable that man existed in Corsica be- 
fore the late Stone Age (neolithic) or even the beginning of the 
Metal Era. The first civilization that can be recognized has 
marked Ligurian affinities and was probably derived from across 
the gulf of-Genoa. I t  is represented by a meagre outfit of small 
stone tools (including some of jasper and obsidian), ornaments 
of stone, shell, and bone, and occasional bronze weapons and 
trinkets. Finds of this nature occur, although rarely, in rock- 
shelters and caves; thus, near Bonifacio contracted skeletons with 
a stone slab over the head only (a Ligurian burial-fashion) were 
accompanied by obsidian scrapers and potsherds. Probably the 
megalithic burial-places (stazzo?ze), rectangular stone cists abortt 
  oft. in length and roofed by a single slab, belong to this same cul- 
ture; but although about 15 are known and although stone imple- 
ments have been picked up near them, their exact chronological 
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position is unknown. These cists are all ruined; one is situated a 
little to the west of Corte, but the remainder are grouped either 
in the extreme north, or in the south-west, of the island. A large 
number (over 40) of menhirs (stantari), sometimes grouped in 
alignments, are also found in the same districts as the cists, and 
are probably contemporary with the tombs. A "camp" with a 
massive stone rampart is also recorded a t  Ficciaggola near Ajac- 
cio; but its date is uncertain. 

The sculptured menhirs, of which four or five are known, are 
of considerable interest. They are distinguished from the French 
series of statue-menhirs by the fact that the head, chin, and neck, 
are shaped, though often very roughly. The best known is the 
Statue d' Apricciani, which has been called Phoenician; but the 
most interesting is the Statue of Petra-Pinzuta, for this shows a 
version of the girdle and baldrick common in the French carvings. 

The Ligurian civilization mas probably long-lived. There is 
evidence, however, of the altered Iron Age (Hallstatt) fashions 
in the important Gravona hoard of bronzes, and in the Cagnano 
cemetery near Luri that probably dates from 7oc-600 B.C. More- 
over, about 560 B.C. the Phocaean Greeks founded a colony at 
Alalia; but the Greek occupation was not a long one, and after 
the naval battle in 535 between the Greeks and the allied fleets 
of Carthage and Etruria, the colony was abandoned. Some red- 
figure pottery found in the island may date from the Greek settle- 
ment; there is also enough Etruscan ware to suggest that after 
the Greeks left Alalia the Etruscans to a certain extent took their 
place, though Carthage thenceforward claimed the island until 
i t  was ceded to Rome in the early part of the 3rd century B.C. 
The Roman occupation had doubtless a larger general effect on 
native life, and a number of Roman buildings are still to be 
seen, particularly at  Aleria. 
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HISTORY 
The earliest inhabitants of Corsica were probably Ligurian, 

but the Phocaeans of Ionia were the first civilized people to estab- 
lish settlements. About 560 B.C. they landed in the island and 
founded the town of Alalia. Their power soon dwindled before 
that of the Etruscans, who were in their turn driven out by the 
Carthaginians. The latter were followed by the Romans, who 
gained a footing in the island at  the time of the First Punic War, 
but did not establish themselves there till the middle of the and 
century B.C. I n  the early centuries of the Christian era Corsica 
formed one of the senatorial provinces of the empire, and was 
used as a place of banishment for political offenders. One of the 
most distinguished of those was the younger Seneca, who spent 
in exile there the eight years ending A.D. 49. 

During the break-up of the Roman empire in the West, Corsica 
was disputed between the Vandals and the Gothic allies of the 
Roman emperors, until in 469 Gaiseric finally made himself 
master of the island. For 65 years the Vandals maintained their 
domination, the Corsican forests supplying the wood for the 
fleets with which they terrorized the Mediterranean. After the 
destruction of the Vandal power Corsica became part of the East 
Roman empire. Thereafter Goths and Lombards in turn ravaged 
the island, the rule of the Byzantines being effective only in grind- 
ing excessive taxes out of the wretched population; to crown all, 
in 713 the Muslims from the northern coast of Africa made their 
first descent. Corsica remained nominally attached to the East 
Roman empire until Charlemagne conquered it. Moorish incur- 

sions from Spain soon followed, and in 810 the Moors gained 
temporary possession. Though expelled they returned again and 
again, and in 828 the defence of Corsica was entrusted to Boniface 
II. ,  count of the Tuscan march. H e  built a fortress in the south 
of the island which formed the nucleus of the town (Bonifacio) 
that bears his name. Boniface's war against the Saracens was 
continued by his son, but the Muslims seem to have remained 
in possession of part of the island until about 930. 

T e r r a  d i  Comune.-Later the period of feudal anarchy be- 
gan, a general conflict of petty lords each eager to expand his 
domain. The counts of Cinarca (to the north-east of Ajaccio), 
especially aimed a t  establishing their supremacy over the whole 
island. To  counteract this and similar ambitions, in the 11th cen- 
tury, a sort of national diet was held, and Sambucuccio, lord of 
Alando, put himself a t  the head of a movement which resulted in 
confining the feudal lords to the southern part of the island and 
in establishing in the rest, henceforth known as the Terra di 
Comune, a sort of republic composed of autonomous parishes. 
Each parish or commune nominated a certain number of council- 
lors who, under the name of "fathers of the commune," were 
charged with the administration of justice under the direction of 
a podestci, who was as i t  were their president. The podestas of 
each of the States or enfranchised districts chose a member of 
the supreme council charged with the making of laws and regula- 
tions for the Terra di Comune. This council or magistracy was 
called the Twelve, from the number of districts taking a share in 
its nomination. I n  each district the fathers of the commune 
elected a magistrate who, under the name of caporale, was en- 
trusted with the defence of the interests of the poor and weak. 
The constitution thus established has never lost its hold on the 
affections of the people. 

Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction.-Meanwhile the south remained 
under the sway of the counts of Cinarca, while in the north feudal 
barons maintained their independence in the promontory of Cape 
Corso. Towards the end of the century the popes laid claim to 
the island; the Corsican clergy supported the claim, and in 107 j 
the Corsicans declared themselves subjects of the Holy See in 
the presence of the apostolic legate Landolfo, bishop of Pisa. 
Pope Gregory VII. thereupon invested the bishop and his succes- 
sors with the island and the Pisans took solemn possession, their 
"grand judges" (jztdices) replacing the papal legates. Corsica, 
valued by the Pisans as by the Vandals as an inexhaustible store- 
house of materials for their fleet, flourished exceedingly under 
the enlightened rule of the great commercial republic. Causes of 
dissension remained, however, abundant. The Corsican bishops 
repented their subjection to the Pisan archbishop; the Genoese 
intrigued at  Rome to obtain a reversal of the papal gift to the 
rivals with whom they were disputing the supremacy of the 
seas. I n  1138 Innocent 11. divided the ecclesiastical jurisdiction 
of the island between the archbishops of Pisa and Genoa. This 
gave the Genoese great influence in Corsica, and the contest be- 
tween the Pisans and Genoese began. I t  was not, however, till 
I 195 that the Genoese, by capturing Bonifacio-a nest of pirates 
preying on the commerce of both republics-actually gained a 
footing in the country. 

Throughout the 13th century the struggle between Pisans and 
Genoese continued, reproducing in the island the feud of Ghibel- 
lines and Guelphs that was desolating Italy. Pope Boniface VIII .  
added to the complication by investing King James of Aragon 
with the sovereignty of Corsica and of Sardinia. In  1325 the 
Aragonese attacked and reduced Sardinia, with the result that the 
Pisans, their sea-power shattered, were unable to  hold their own 
in Corsica. A fresh period of anarchy followed until, in 1347, a 
great assembly of caporali and barons decided to offer the sov- 
ereignty of the island to Genoa. A regular tribute was to be paid 
to the republic; the Corsicans were to preserve their laws and 
customs, under the Council of Twelve in the north and a Council 
of Six in the south; Corsican interests were to be represented 
at  Genoa by an orator. 

Genoese Domination.- The Genoese domination thus in- 
augurated began under evil auspices-for the Black Death killed 
off some two-thirds of the population-and was not destined to 
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bring peace. The feudal barons of the south and the hereditary 
caporali of the north alike resisted the authority of the Genoese 
governors; and King Peter of Aragon took advantage of their 
feuds to  reassert his claims. Among the events of a confused and 
troubled period may be mentioned the founding of Bastia, in 
1383, by Leone110 Lomellino, a Genoese governor and count of 
Corsica. This, with other coastal strong places, such as Calvi 
and Bonifacio, was a bulwark of Genoese power, though it  was 
lost to  the Aragonese a t  times. By 1447 the position was that 
the Genoese were masters of the strongholds, the lords of Cinarca 
held the lands in the south, under the nominal suzerainty of 
Aragon, and Galeazzo da Campo Fregoso, a member of a power- 
ful Genoese family, was supreme in the Terra di Comune. 

T h e  B a n k  of S a n  Giorgio.-An assembly of the chiefs of 
the Terra di Comune decided to offer the government of the 
island to the Company or Bank of San Giorgio, a powerful com- 
mercial corporation established a t  Genoa in the 14th century. 
The bank accepted; the Spaniards were driven from the country; 
and a government was organized. Further trouble soon broke out, 
however, with conflicts between rival lords, and it was not till I 511 
that the bank could consider itself in  secure possession of the 
island. 

If the character of the Corsicans has been distinguished in 
modern times for a certain wild intractableness and ferocity, the 
cause lies in their unhappy past, and not least in the character of 
the rule established by the Bank of San Giorgio. The power which 
the bank had won by ruthless cruelty, i t  exercised in the spirit 
of the narrowest and most short-sighted selfishness. Only a 
shadow of the native institutions was suffered to survive, and no 
adequate system of administration was set up in the place of 
that which had been suppressed. I n  the absence of justice the 
blood-feud or vendetta grew and took root in Corsica just a t  the 
time when, elsewhere in Europe, the progress of civilization was 
making an end of private war. The agents of the bank, so far  
from discouraging these internecine quarrels, looked on them as 
the surest means for preventing a general rising. Concerned, 
moreover, only with squeezing taxes out of a recalcitrant popula- 
tion, they neglected the defence of the coast, along which the 
Barbary pirates harried and looted a t  will; and to all these woes 
were added, in the 16th century, pestilences and disastrous floods, 
which tended still further to  impoverish and barbarize the country. 

I n  these circumstances King Henry 11. of France conceived the 
project of conquering the island. Three years' confused fighting 
from 15 53 to 1556 ended in the conclusion of a truce which left 
Corsica-with the exception of Bastia-in the hands of the 
French, who proceeded to set up a tolerable government. I n  1559, 
however, the island was restored to the Bank of San Giorgio, 
from which it  was a t  once taken over by the Genoese republic. 

Genoese R u l e  Restored.-Trouble at  once began again. The 
Genoese attempted to levy a tax which the Corsicans refused to 
pay; and in violation of the terms of the treaty they confiscated 
the property of Sampiero da Bastelica, the Corsican national hero, 
who had put himself a t  the head of the national movement. 
The suzerainty of the Turk seemed preferable to that of Genoa, 
and, with letters from the king of France, Sampiero went to  
Constantinople to  ask the aid of a fleet for the purpose of reduc- 
ing Corsica to  the status of an Ottoman province. All his efforts 
to secure foreign help were, however, vain: he determined to act 
alone, and in June 1564 landed a t  Valinco with only 50 follow- 
ers. His success was a t  first extraordinary, and he was soon at  
the head of 8,000 men; but ultimate victory was rendered impos- 
sible by the internecine feuds of which the Genoese well knew 
how to take advantage. For over two years a war was waged in 
which quarter was given on neither side; but after the assassina- 
tion of Sampiero in 1567 the spirit of the insurgents was broken, 
and peace was declared in 1568. 

From this time until 1729 Corsica remained under the gov- 
ernment of Genoa, in a peace due to lassitude and despair rather 
than contentment. The settlement of 1568 had reserved a large 
measure of autonomy to the Corsicans; during the years that 
followed this was withdrawn piecemeal, until, disarmed and power- 
less, they were excluded from every office in the Administration. 

The vendetta increased; in the absence of effective protection the 
sea-board was exposed to the ravages of the Barbary pirates, so 
that the coastal villages and towns were abandoned and the inhabi- 
tants withdrew into the interior, leaving the most fertile part of 
the country to  fall into the condition of a rnalarious waste. T o  
add to all this, in I 576 the population had been decimated by  a 
pestilence. Emigration en masse continued, and an attempt to 
remedy this by introducing a colony of Greeks in 1688 only 
added one more element of discord to the luckless island. T o  the 
Genoese Corsica continued to be merely an area to be exploited 
for their profit; they monopolized its trade; they taxed it  up t o  
and beyond its capacity; they made the issue of licences to  carry 
firearms a source of revenue, and therefore studiously avoided 
interfering with the custom of the uerzdetta. 

K i n g  Theodore of Corsica.-In 1729 the Corsicans, irritated 
by a new hearth-tax, rose in revolt. As usual, the Genoese were 
soon confined to a few coast towns; but the intervention of the 
emperor Charles VI. and the despatch of a large force of Ger- 
man mercenaries turned the tide of war, and the authority of 
Genoa was temporarily re-established. A fresh outbreak soon 
took place, but lack of arms and provisions made any decisive 
success of the insurgents impossible, and when, on March 12, 
I 736, the German adventurer Baron Theodor von Neuhof arrived 
with a shipload of muskets and stores and the assurance of further 
help to come, leaders and people were glad to  accept his aid 
on his own conditions, namely that he should be acknowledged 
as king of Corsica. The new king's reign was not fated to last 
long. The ope'ra boufle nature of his entry on the stage-he was 
clad in a scarlet caftan, Turkish trousers and a Spanish hat and 
feather, and girt with a scimitar-did not, indeed, offend the 
unsophisticated islanders; they were even ready to take seriously 
his lavish bestowal of titles and his knightly order "della Libera- 
zione"; they appreciated his personal bravery; and the fact that 
the Genoese Government denounced him as an impostor and set 
a price on his head only confirmed him in their affection. But it 
was otherwise when the European help that he had promised 
failed to arrive, and, the Governments with which he had boasted 
his influence disclaimed h im I n  November he left the island, 
never to return. The Corsicans, weary of the war, opened nego- 
tiations with the Genoese; but the refusal of the latter to regard 
the islanders as other than rebels made a mutual agreement impos- 
sible. Finally Genoa decided to seek the aid of France. 

S a r d i n i a n  a n d  Br i t i sh  I n t e r v e n t i o n ,  1746.-The object of 
the French in assisting the Genoese was not the acquisition of 
the island for themselves so much as to obviate the danger, of 
which they had long been aware, of its falling into the hands of 
another Power, notably Great Britain. The Corsicans, on the 
other hand, though ready enough to come to terms with the 
French king, refused to acknowledge the sovereignty of Genoa 
even when backed by the power of France. The French did, how- 
ever, succeed in restoring order. But this depended on the pres- 
ence of their troops which were withdrawn in 1740, leaving the 
Genoese and Corsicans to begin the perennial struggle anew. 

The Corsicans made a vigorous onslaught on the Genoese 
strongholds, helped by the sympathy and active aid of European 
Powers. I n  1746 Count Domenico Rivarola, a Corsican in Sar- 
dinian service, succeeded in capturing Bastia and San Fiorenzo 
with the aid of a British squadron and Sardinian troops. The 
factious spirit of the Corsicans themselves was, however, their 
worst enemy. The British commander judged i t  inexpedient to  
intervene in the affairs of a country of which the leaders were at  
loggerheads; Rivarola, left to  himself, was unable to hold Bastia 
-a place of Genoese sympathies-and in spite of the collapse 
of Genoa itself, now in Austrian hands, the Genoese governor 
succeeded in zaintaining himself in the island. By the time of 
the signature of the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748, the situa- 
tion of the island had again changed. Owing to a report that the 
king of Sardinia was meditating a fresh attempt to  conquer the 
island, a strong French expedition had, a t  the request of the 
republic, occupied Calvi, Bonifacio, Ajaccio and Bastia. By the 
terms of the treaty Corsica was once more assigned to Genoa, 
but the French garrison remained, pending a settlement between 
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the republic and the islanders. I n  view of the intractable temper 
of the two parties no agreement could be reached, and the with- 
drawal of the French troops was the signal for a fresh rising. 
The usual faction disputes followed till, in I j j j ,  the Corsican 
hero Pasquale Paoli was invited to come from Naples and assume 
the command. 

Pasqua le  Pa01i.-The first task of Paoli, elected general in 
April a t  an assembly a t  San Antonio della Casabianca, was to 
suppress a rival faction. By the spring of I j j 6  this was done, 
and the Corsicans were able to turn a united front against the 
Genoese. At this juncture the French, alarmed by  a supposed 
understanding between Paoli and the British, once more inter- 
vened, and occupied Calvi, Ajaccio and San Fiorenzo until I j j 7. 
In  1758 P a d i  renewed the attack on the Genoese, founding the 
new port of Isola Rossa as a centre whence the Corsican ships 
could attack the trading vessels of Genoa. T h e  republic, indeed, 
was now too weak to attempt seriously to reassert its sway over 
the island, which, with the exception of the coast towns, Paoli 
ruled with absolute authority and with conspicuous wisdom. In 
the intervals of fighting he was occupied in reducing Corsican 
anarchy into some sort of civilized order. The v e n d e t t a  was put 
down, partly by religious influence, partly with a stern hand; the 
surviving oppressive rights of the feudal lords were abolished; 
and the traditional institutions of the Terra di Comune were 
made the basis of a democratic constitution for the whole island. 

All now depended on the attitude of France to which Power 
both Paoli and the republic made overtures. I n  I 764 a French 
expedition arrived, and garrisoned three of the Genoese fortresses. 
French and Corsicans remained on amicable terms, and the in- 
habitants of the nominally Genoese towns actually sent repre- 
sentatives to the national consulta or parliament. I n  1767 the 
Corsicans captured the Genoese island of Capraja, and occupied 
Ajaccio and other places evacuated by the French as a protest 
against the asylum given to the Jesuits exiled from France. Genoa 
now recognized that she had been worsted in the long contest, 
and on May I j ,  I 768, signed a treaty selling the sovereignty of 
the island to France. 

The Corsicans, intent on independence, were now faced with a 
more formidable enemy than the decrepit republic of Genoa. 
A section of the people, indeed, were in favour of submission; 
but Paoli himself declared for resistance; and among those who 
supported him at  the consulta summoned to discuss the question 
was his secretary Carlo Buonaparte, father of Napoleon Bona- 
parte, the future emperor of the French. In  the absence of the 
hoped-for help from Great Britain the issue of the resultant war 
could not be doubtful; and by the summer of 1769 the French 
were masters of the island. On June 16 Paoli and his brother with 
some 400 of their followers embarked on a British ship for Leg- 
horn. On Sept. I j, I 7 70, a general assembly of the Corsicans 
was called, the deputies swearing allegiance to King Louis XV. 

Corsica a n d  t h e  Revolu t ion  of 1789.-For 20 years Corsica, 
while preserving many of its old institutions, remained a depend- 
ency of the French Crown. Then came the Revolution, and the 
island was incorporated in France as a separate department. 
Paoli, recalled from exile by the National Assembly on the 
motion of Mirabeau, after a visit to Paris, where he was ac- 
claimed as "the hero and martyr of liberty," returned in 1790 to 
Corsica, where he was received with immense enthusiasm as 
'father of the country." With the new order in the island, 
however, he was in little sympathy. In  the towns branches of 
the Jacobin Club had been established, and these tended to usurp 
the functions of the regular organs of government and to intro- 
duce a new element of discord into a country which it had been 
Paoli's life's work to unify. Suspicions of his loyalty to revolu- 
tionary principles had been spread at  Paris so early as 1791; yet 
in 1792 he was appointed lieutenant-general of the forces and 
governor (capo  co?lzalzdante) of the island. With the men and 
methods of the Terror, however, he was wholly out of sympathy. 
Called, in 1793, to the bar of the Convention, he replied by sum- 
moning the representatives of the communes to meet in diet at 
Corte on May 2 7, when he stated that he was rebelling, not against 
France, but against the dominant faction of whose actions the 

majority of Frenchmen disapproved. I n  consequence Paoli and 
his sympathizers were declared by the Convention hors  la l o i  
(June 26). 

Paoli had already made up his mind to raise the standard of 
revolt against France. But though the consulta a t  Corte elected 
him president, Corsican opinion was by no means united. Na- 
poleon Bonaparte indignantly rejected the idea of a breach with 
France, and the Bonapartes were henceforth ranked with his 
enemies. Paoli now appealed for assistance to the British Gov- 
ernment, which despatched a considerable force. By the summer 
of 1794, after hard fighting, the island was reduced, and in June 
the Corsican assembly formally offered the sovereignty to King 
George 111. The British occupation lasted two years, the island 
being administered by Sir Gilbert Elliot. Paoli, whose presence 
was considered inexpedient, was invited to return to England, 
where he remained till his death.. I n  1796 Bonaparte, after his 
victorious Italian campaign, sent an expedition against Corsica. 
The British, weary of a somewhat thankless task, made no great 
resistance, and in October the island was once more in French 
hands. I t  was again occupied by Great Britain for a short time in 
1814, but in the settlement of 1815 was restored to the French 
Crown. I ts  history henceforth is part of that of France. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-F. Girolami-Cortona, Gtograplzie gtnirale de la 
Corse (Ajaccio, 1853) ; A. Andrei, A travers la Corse (1893) ; Forcioli- 
Conti, Notre Corse (Ajaccio, 1897) ; R. Le Joindre, L a  Corse et les 
Corses (1904) ; F. 0. Renucci, Storia di Corsica ( 2  vols., Bastia, 1833) ; 
Antonio Pietro Filippini, Zstoria di Corsica (1st ed., 1594; 2nd ed., 
corrected and illustrated uith unpublished documents by G. C. 
Gregori, 5 vols., Pisa, 1827-32) ; J. M. Jacobi, Hist. gin.  de la Corse, 
2 ~01s. (1833-3j), with many unpublished documents; L. H. Caird, 
History o f  Corsica (1899) ; Colonna de Cesari-Rocca and Louis Villet, 
Histoire de Corse (1916) ; P. Allorge and others, Histoire du  Peuple. 
ment de la Corse (1926). Further works and references to articles 
in reviews, etc., are given in Ulqsse Chevalier's (Ripertoire des sources), 
etc., Topobibltographie, vol. ii. S.V. 

CORSICANA, a city of Texas, U.S.A., the county seat of 
Navarro county, j j  mi. S. by E. of Dallas. I t  is on federal high- 
ways 75 and 287 and state highways 31 and 32, and is served by 
the Saint Louis Southwestern, the Southern Pacific, the Fort 
Worth and Denver and the Cotton Belt railways. Pop. (1940) 
I 5.232. There are many "stripper" oil wells in the vicinity pro- 
ducing about $~,ooo.ooo annual income; cotton production ranges 
about 60,000 bales annually. The county is noted for its Here- 
ford beef cattle breeders. Small grains, fruit. sheep, poultry and 
dairy cattle are other sources of income. A cotton mill, an oil well 
machinery company, a chili manufacturing plant and two machine 
shops are among the city's largest industries. The Corsicana Fair 
and Rodeo is an annual exhibition. A state orphans' home and an 
Oddfellows' orphans' home are there. Corsicana was settled in 
1848, incorporated as a village in 1850 and chartered as a city in 
1871. The name mas given by J. Antonio Ndvarro. pioneer states- 
man, to honour his father. who came from the isle of Corsica. 

CORSINI, a Florentine princely family, of which the founder 
is said to be Neri Corsini, who flourished about the year 11 70. 
The emperor Charles IV. created the head of the house a count 
palatine in 1371; in 1730 Lorenzo Corsini was elected pope as 
Clement XII.,  and conferred the rank of Roman princes and the 
duchy of Casigliano on his family, and in I 732 they were created 
grandees of Spain. 

See L. Passerini, Genealcgia e storia della famiglia Corsini (Florence, 
1858) ; A. von Reumont, Geschichte der Stadt R o m  (1868) ; Alnzanaclz 
de Gotha. 

CORSSEN, WILHELM PAUL (1820-1 875), German 
philologist, was born at Bremen on Jan. 20, 1820, and studied at  
Berlin under Bockh and Lachmann. From 1846 to 1866 he lec- 
tured in the royal academy a t  Pforta (commonly called Schui- 
pforta). In 1854 his work on the pronunciation and accent of 
Latin, Uber  Aussprache, Vocalismus,  u n d  Be tonung  der  latein- 
isclzen Spraclte (1858-59) gained the prize offered by the Royal 
Prussian Academy of Sciences. H e  died on June 18, 18'75. 

CORT, CORNELIS (1536-1 j i s ) ,  Dutch engraver, was born 
at  Horn in Holland and studied engraving under Hieronymus 
Cockx of Antwerp. About 156; he went to Venice, where he 
executed for Tilian the N-ell-known copperplates of St. Jerome 
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in the Desert, the Magdalen, Prometheus, Diana and Actaeon, 
and Diana and Calisto. From Venice he proceeded to Bologna 
and Rome, where he produced engravings from all the great 
masters of the time. At Rome he founded the school in which, 
as Bartsch tells us, the simple line of Marcantonio was modified 
by a brilliant touch of the burin, afterwards imitated and per- 
fected bq Agostino Carracci in Italy and Nicolas de Bruyn in 
the Netherlands. Before visiting Italy, Cort had been content 
to copy Michael Coxcie, 17. Floris, Heemskerk, G. Mostaert, 
Bartholomaus Spranger, and Stradan. In  Italy he gave circulation 
to the works of Raphael, Titian, Polidoro da Caravaggio, Baroccio, 
Giulio Clovio, Muziano, and the Zuccari. Cort is said to have 
engraved upwards of 151 plates. I n  Italy he was known as 
Cornelio Fiammingo. 

CORTE, capital of an arrondissement of central Corsica, 5 2  
mi. N.E. of Ajaccio by rail. Pop. (1936) 5,674. The upper town is 
situated on a precipitous rock on the summit of which stands a 
citadel built by Vincentello d'Istria ( s e e  CORSICA). Other inter- 
esting buildings are the house in which Pasquale Paoli lived 
while Corte was the seat of his government ( I  7 55 to 1769)~ and 
the house of another patriot, Giampietro Gaffori, whose wife 
defended it from the Gencrese in 1750. The town has a suhpre- 
fecture and a tribunal of first instance. There are rnarble quar- 
ries in the vicinity, and the town has trade in wine. In  the 18th 
century Corte was the centre of the resistance to the Genoese, 
and the seat of a university erected by Paoli. 

CORTE-REAL, JERONYMO ( I  533-1588), Portuguese 
epic poet, came of a noble Portuguese stock. Of the same family 
were Gaspar Corte-Real, who in 1500 and I jo1 sailed to Labrador 
and the Arctic seas, and his brothers Miguel and Vasco. Their 
voyages opened the way for important Portuguese fisheries on the 
Xewfoundland coast ( see  Henry Harisse, Les  Corte-Real  et  l ez~rs  
voyages  a u  N o z w e a u - M o n d e ,  and Gaspar Corte-Real;  l a  date 
exacte d e  sa dernihre expedit ion a u  Nozrveaz~-Monde,  1883). In his 
youth Jeronymo fought in Africa and Asia, according to the custom 
of noblemen in that age. I n  I j78 he volunteered.for thefatalexpe- 
dition to Africa, but Ring Sebastian dispensed him from the journey 
(it  is said) on account of his age, and in 1586 we find him acting 
as provedor of the dfisericordia of Evora. Corte-Real was painter 
as well as soldier and poet, and one of his pictures is still pre- 
served in the church of S. Ant20 at  Evora. His 0 Segundo cerco 
d e  D i u  (pr. 15;4), an epic in 2 1  cantos, deals with the historic 
siege of that Indian island-fortress of the Portuguese. Azbstriada 
(pr. 1578), an epic in 15 cantos celebrating the victory of Don 
John of Austria over the Turks at  Lepanto, was written in Spanish 
and dedicated to  Philip 11. of Spain. Naufragio  de  Sepulveda,  an 
epic in I 7 cantos, was published posthumously and was translated 
into Spanish and French. Except the Naz~frag io  de  Sepz~lvcda ,  
which is highly considered in Portugal, Corte-Real's poetry has 
hardly stood the test of time. 

See Subsidios para a biographia do  poeta Jeronymo Corte-Real 
(Evora, 1899) ; also Ernesto do Canto's Memoir on the family in 
Nos. 23 and 24 of the Archivo dos Azores, and F .  M. Sousa V~terbo's 
Trabalhos nauticos dos Portugueses, ii. 153 et  seq. (1900). 

CORTES, HERNAN or HERNANDO (138 j-I 54;). 
Spanish soldier, conqueror of Mexico, born at  Medellin, Estrema- 
dura, in 1485. H e  studied law a t  the University of Salamanca, but re- 
turned home in I 501 resolved to seek a life of adventure. Accidents 
frustrated his first attempts to see foreign service, but in 1504 he 
went to San Domingo. There Ovando, who was in command. kept 
him in his service till 1511, when he accompanied Diego Velasquez 
in his expedition to Cuba, where he was alcalde of Santiago. Juan 
Grijalva, who had just discovered Mexico, had not attempted to 
effect a settlement, so Velasquez entrusted Cortes with the con- 
quest of the country. On Nov. 18, 1518, Cortes set out wit11 ten 
vessels, 600 foot, 18 horse and some artillery. In  spite of t h e  
almost instant cancellation of his commission by Velasquez, he 
went on, and on March 4, 1519, landed in Mexico. He took posses- 
sion at  once of the town of Tabasco. His artillery, his ships and 
his horses, all new to the natives, filled them with awe; they 
regarded the Spaniards as gods, and sent them ambassadors with 
presents. Fro111 them Cortes learnt something of the empire he 

was to conquer, and its ruler Montezuma. H e  founded Vera Cruz, 
had himself elected captain-general of the new colony, and burnt 
his ships behind him. H e  then set out for the interior and started 
operations by allying himself with several caciques hostile t o  
Montezuma. The republic of Tlaxcala, which was at  war with 
Montezuma, resisted him H e  defeated its army, dictated a mod- 
erate peace, and enlisted it as an ally. With 600 natives as well as 
his small force of Spaniards he reached the capital, the city of 
Mexico. H e  was believed to be a descendant of the sun, and 
Montezuma received him with great honour. Bernal Diaz, who 
accompanied Cortes, gives a vivid picture of the wealth of the city, 
the horrors of its human sacrifices, and the magnificence of the 
emperor. Cortes had just fortified himself in one of the palaces 
when news reached him that the emperor had sent one of his gen- 
erals secret orders to  attack Vera Cruz. The head of one of the 
Spaniards was sent to  the capital. This shattered the legend of 
their immortality and instantly made Cortes' position critical. H e  
accordingly acted boldly and at  once. Going with his officers to the 
palace he seized Montezuma and extorted from him the surrender 
of the force which had attacked Vera Cruz. These men he had 
burned alive before the palace gates. Meanwhile Cortes loaded 
blontezuma with irons and forced him to acknowledge the sov- 
ereignty of Charles V. and ransom himself with an enormous 
sum in gold and jewels. At this point Cortes heard of the arrival 
of a Spanish force under Narvaez sent by Velasquez to  deprive him 
of his command. Leaving 2 0 0  men at  Mexico city, he marched 
against Narvaez, defeated him and enlisted his army in his own 
forces. On his return he found that the Mexicans had revolted 
Montezuma, attempting to address the Mexicans, was killed, and 
under a new emperor they attacked Cortes' headquarters and 
drove him out of the city with the loss of his whole rear guard. 
After six days of retreat, during which the Spaniards suffered 
severely, the hiIexicans offered battle in the plain of Otumba. The 
battle was fought on July 7, I j 2 0  and resulted in a decisive victory 
for Cortes. H e  recruited an auxiliary army of natives from Tlax- 
cala, subdued the neighbouring provinces, and recaptured the city 
of RIexico after a stubborn defence on Aug 13, I 521. 

The fame that Cortes was achieving in Spain as a result of these 
conquests overshadowed the irregularity of his methods; Charles 
V., in deference to  public opinion, overruled Velasquez and 
appointed Cortes governor of Mexico and made him marquis of 
Oaxaca ( I  j29). But the methods he followed in consolidating his 
conquests reduced the natives to  despair and revolt. The revolt 
was crushed and the leaders publicly executed with great cruelty. 
Meanwhile, the court of Madrid, fearing his ambition and popu- 
larity, was doing its best to thwart his efforts; his goods were 
seized by order of the Council of the Indies and his retainers 
imprisoned. Cortes returned to Spain to appeal t o  the emperor. 
He was received honourably, and returned to Mexico with new 
honours and diminished authority, having a viceroy put in  charge 
of the civil administration. This dikision of powers frustrated his 
later enterprises. In  I j36 he discovered the peninsula of Lower 
California and surveyed part of the gulf between it and Mexico 

Tired of struggling with adversaries thdt the court encouraged, 
he returned to Europe again, to be received coldly. He attended 
the emperor assiduously, and served as volunteer in his disastrous 
expedition against the pirates of Algiers in I j41, which Cortes' 
advice, if followed, might have conrerted into a success After 
this he was completely neglected. There is a story that he forced 
his way through the crowd round the emperor's carriage and 
mounted the doorstep. Charles asked who he was. "I am a man," 
Cortes replied, "who has given you more provinces than your 
ancestors left you cities." This is not the way to ingratiate oneself 
with princes. Eventually he retired from court and died near 
Seville on Dec 2, 1517 

Tne only writings of Cortes are five letters on the subject of his 
conquests, which he addressed to Charles V. The best edition of 
them is that of Don Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, archbishop of 
Mexico, entitled Hzstoria de Nzreva-EspaAa escrita por su esclarecido 
conquistndor, Hernan Cortes, awnentada con otros docuwtientos y 
rlotas (Meuico, 1770,  qto), a work the noble simplicity of which 
attests the truth of the recital it contains. An English translation of 
the letteis. edited by Francis A. MacNutt, was published in 1908 
The conyucsts of Cortes have been described by Antonio de Solis 



in his Historia de la conquista de Mejico (1684), and by Bernardo 
Diaz del Castillo in his work under the same title (1632) ; trans. by 
Prof. Maudslay, "The Broadway Travellers," (1928). See also Sir 
Arthur Helps's Life of Hernando Cortes (1871) ; F. A. MacNutt's 
Fernando Cortes, "Heroes of the Nations" Series (1909) ; H. D. 
Sedgwick, Cartes the  Conqueror (1927) ; and bibliography to MEXICO. 

CORTES, a Spanish term literally signifying the "courts," 
and applied to  the states, or assembly of the states, of the king- 
dom. (See SPAIN and PORTUGAL.) 

CORTEX (derived from the Latin, meaning bark). I n  botany, 
the bark of an exogenous plant, as the bark of a tree. I n  physi- 
ology, the outer layers of tissue, or outside section of a part of 
the brain, or of some internal organ, or gland. The cerebral cortex 
is the corresponding portion of the cerebellum. The grey matter 
of both brain and spinal cord is chiefly characterized by synaptic 
connections between different neurones, and systems of neurones. 
Hence the cerebral cortex has been generally regarded as the prin- 
cipal "switchboard," or central correlation area for nervous iin- 
pulses. In  acerebrate human monsters (children born without 
cerebral hemispheres), the cortex of the suprarenal glands has 
also been found missing (IV. Timme, Lectures on Endocrinology). 
The suprarenal cortex in man is about nine times the size of the 
suprarenal medulla; while in lower animals the suprarenal cortex 
is notably smaller in proportion t o  the medulla than in man. The 
cerebral cortex, correspondingly, in man, is much more highly 
developed than in the lower animals. 

CORTI, LODOVICO, COUNT (1823-1888), Italian diplo- 
matist, was born a t  Gambarano on Oct. 28, 1823. Early involved 
with Benedetto Cairoli in anti-Austrian conspiracies, he was exiled 
to Turin, where he entered the Piedmontese foreign office. After 
serving in the campaign of 1848, he was in 1850 appointed secre- 
tary of legation in London, whence he was promoted minister to 
various capitals, and in 18 75 ambassador to  Constantinople. Called 
by Cairoli to the direction of foreign affairs in 1878, he took part 
in the Congress of Berlin, but declined Lord Derby's offer for an 
Anglo-Italian agreement in defence of common interests. At 
Berlin he sustained the cause of Greek independence, but in all 
other respects remained isolated, and excited the wrath of his 
countrymen by returning to Italy with "clean hands." In  1881 he 
was again sent to  Constantinople by Cairoli, where he presided 
over the futile conference of ambassadors upon the Egyptian 
question. I n  1886 he was transferred to the London embassy, but 
was recalled by Crispi in the following year through a misunder- 
standing. H e  died in Rome on April 9, 1888. 

CORTLAND, a city of New York, U.S A., midway between 
Syracuse and Binghamton, on the Tioughnioga river, a t  the meet- 
ing-point of seven valleys; the county seat of Cortland county. I t  
is on Federal highway 11, and is served by the Lackawanna and 
the Lehigh Valley railways. The population in I930 was Ij ,043; 
and in I940 was 15,881 by the federal census. Dairying and the 
breeding of Holstein cattle are the principal industries of the sur- 
rounding country. 

The city has important manufactures, notably wire cloth and 
wire netting. A State normal and training school (established 
1869) is located here. The site of Cortland was part of the 
Phelps and Gorham purchase. I t  was settled in 1792. The city 
was chartered in 1900. 

CORTONA, a town and episcopal see of Italy, in the province 
of Arezzo, 18m. S. by E. from the town of Arezzo by rail. Pop. 
(1936) 3.736 (town), 31,518 (conlmune). The highest point of 
Cortona, a mediaeval castle (Fortezza), is 2,130ft. above sea- 
level on a hill commanding a splendid view. I t  is surrounded by 
fairly well-preserved Etruscan walls constructed of parallelepi- 
pedal blocks of limestone, finely jointed and arranged in regular 
courses which vary in size in different parts. Near the north-west 
angle some of the blocks are 7 to 8$ft. long and 24ft. high. b7ithin 
the town are various Etruscan walls in good masonry, of uncer- 
tain nature, under modern buildings and a concrete ruin called the 
"Bagni di Bacco." A reservoir about 6oft. square is the only 
building of Roman date now visible. The museum of the Acca- 
demia Etrusca (a  learned body founded by Ridolfino Venuti in 
1;26), in the Palazzo Pretorio, contains a magnificent bronze 
lamp with 16 lights, of remarkably fine workmanship The ca- 

thedral, originally a Tuscan Romanesque building of the 11th- 
12th centuries, is now a fine Renaissance basilica restored in the 
18th century, containing some paintings by Luca Signorelli, a 
native of the place. Opposite is the baptistery, with three fine 
pictures by Fra Angelica. Other works by Signorelli are to  be 
seen elsewhere in the town, especially in S. Domenico. Pietro 
Berettini (Pietro da Cortona, 1596-1669) is hardly represented 
here at  all. Below the town is the massive tomb chamber (origin- 
ally subterranean, but now lacking the mound of the earth which 
covered it) known as the Grotta di Pitagora (grotto of Pythago- 
ras). To  the east is the church of S. Maria del Calcinaio, by 
Francesco di Giorgio Martini of Siena, with fine stained glass win- 
dows. Cortona appears in history as one of the strongholds of the 
Etruscan power; but in Roman times it  is hardly mentioned. 

See G. Mancini, Cortona (Bergamo, Arti Grafiche, rgog), well 
illustrated; A. Neppi Modona, Cortona (Florcnce, 1925). 

CORT VAN DER LINDEN, PIETER WILLEM 
ADRIAN (1846-193 j), Dutch politician, until 189 j followed an 
academic career, mainly interesting himself in economics. I n  that 
year he became minister of justice and he retained this post until 
1901, when he was appointed a member of the State Council. In 
1913, after the Social Democrats hadsrefused to co-operate with 
the Liberal parties, thus creating a parliamentary deadlock, Dr.  
Cort van der Linden formed an extra-parliamentary cabinet, which 
during the World War assumed the character of a national cabinet. 
In virtue of this he succeeded in bringing about a revision of the 
Constitution, which put an end to both the electoral "war" and the 
schools "war," which for half a century had dominated politics in 
the Netherlands. Bills were passed providing for proportional rep- 
resentation, universal manhood suffrage, which gave a prospect of 
extending the franchise to women. A bill was also passed by 
which denominational schools were placed upon an equal financial 
basis with the schools provided by public authority. After his cabi- 
net had resigned in 1918 Dr. Cort van der Linden was again 
appointed a me9ber of the State Council. 

CORUMBA,. a town and river port in the state of Mato 
Grosso, Brazil, on the right bank of the Paraguay river near 
the Bolivian frontier. The population of the municipio (1940) 
was 30,051, of whom perhaps not more than one-half live i n  
the town. Corumbi is the leading commercial city in Mato 
Grosso. The surrounding country is devoted principally to cat- 
tle raising, and the chief exports of Corumbi are hides and 
xarque (jerked beef). Steamers run to PBrto Esperanqa on the 
Paraguay river, where connection is made with the North- 
Western railway leading to S5o Paulo, and the town is served 
regularly by transcontinental planes. 

CORUNDUM, a mineral of the composition A1203, remark- 
able for its hardness and forming in its finer varieties a valuable 
gem-stone (Germ. Korund, Fr. Corindon). The name is believed 
to be derived from Kz~rund (Hindi) or Kurundam (Tamil), the 
native name of the stone in India whence specimens were first 
sent to England. The transparent coloured varieties are known 
as ruby and sapphire, whilst the impure massive forms are known 
as emery (9.v.). Corundum crystallizes in the rhombohedra1 
system and shows some variety of habit, the commonest being 
acute hexagonal bipyramids, sometimes in barrel-shaped forms, 
or tabular owing to the predominance of the basal plane. Corun- 
dum has no true cleavage but a parting parallel to  the base and 
the rhombohedron, the latter a plane of lamellar twinning, some- 
times secondarily developed due to pressure. 

Next to diamond, corundum is the hardest known mineral ( 9  on 
Mohs' scale), this property being sufficient to  distinguish it  from 
all other minerals. The pure mineral is colourless, small quantities 
of impurities (iron, chromium, titanium) being responsible for 
the wide range of colours observed in natural crystals. Alteration 
products such as gibbsite, diaspore, margarite and bauxite ~ f t e n  
accompany corundum. I t  is used largely for watch jewels, bear- 
ings in electrical apparatus and, as emery, extensively as a pol- 
ishing substance. Corundums fit for gem-stones come principally 
from Ceylon. Burma, Siam and Montana; they are largely re- 
covered from gravels and residual surface deposits. Crystalline 
A1203 is dimorphous, a second hexagonal form @A1203 occurring 
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as a phase in investigations on the system Mg0-A1203. PA1203 
is not convertible into corundum (aAlz03). 

Alumina melts have a great power of crystallization, rendering 
it difficult to  preserve glasses of this composition. The melting 
point of the artificial corundunl is z,ojoO C. As substitutes for 
natural gems, synthetic rubies and sapphires are manufactured, 
many of which are distinguishable only by the expert. 

Corundum is of widespread distribution and occurs both in  
igneous and metamorphic rocks. 

CORUNDUM, ARTIFICIAL. Artificial corundum 
(H. g f ;  G. 3.95) is known by  various trade-names such as  
alundum, aloxite, lionite, borolon and oxaluma. Probably the most 
important advance in  the abrasive field was the development of 
artificial corundum or manufactured aluminous abrasive, which is 
essentially crystalline alumina (A1,0,). After small scale experi- 
ments by Henri Moissan and others, the early development of 
artificial corundum can be followed through patents granted to 
the following inventors: Ivan Werlein of France in 1894; Franz 
Hasslacher of Germany in 1896; C. B. Jacobs of New Jersey, 
U.S.A., in 1900; and C. M. Hall of Niagara Falls, N.Y., U.S.A., 
in 1901. 

Artificial corundum is made by melting calcined bauxite (q.v.), 
with coke and iron borings, in an electric arc furnace a t  a tem- 
perature of about 2,200' C. Hanging carbon or graphite electrodes 
are used to carry the electric current into the melt. The power 
used is about 5ookw. at  IOO volts, alternating current. Most of 
the furnaces are operated on a periodic basis and consist of a 
removable conical steel shell on a flat carbon lined car. 

The shell is cooled and protected from the molten material 
by a spray of water which runs down the outside. The func- 
tion of the coke in the mixture is to reduce or deoxidize the 
major portion of the impurities to  the elementary form. The 
carbon is eliminated as carbon monoxide (CO) which burns to 
carbon dioxide (COZ) as it  leaves the furnace. The reduced metals 
unite with the added iron to form a magnetic alloy called ferro- 
silicon, which settles to the bottom of the melt, leaving the 
alumina in a purified condition. By close control of the mixture 
and furnace operation the composition of the alumina product 
is maintained as follows: alumina 95%, silica 1.5%) iron oxide 
0.5% and titania 3%. In  about 24 hours, when the furnace is 
full of melted material, the electrodes are withdrawn. A few 
hours later the shell can be lifted off and the 5-ton ingot set 
aside to  cool. As the alumina solidifies it  crystallizes into a solid 
structure of crystals of irregular shape. After cooling the material 
for a t  least a full week the ingot is broken up and cleaned. Some 
abrasive manufacturers make for special uses an artificial corun- 
dum containing over 99% alumina by melting chemically purified 
alumina. 

The lump abrasive is passed through jaw crushers, then through 
a series of rolIs or some other type of crushing equipment until 
it has been reduced to the desired grain sizes. The grains are run 
over powerful electromagnetic machines which remove any of 
the metallic alloy left in the abrasive, and are then usually roasted 
in a rotary cylinder of the cement kiln type in order to prepare 
better the grains for the various types of bonding. The product 
is then washed, dried and graded into upwards of 24 grain sizes 
ranging from 8 to 240 meshes per inch and even finer. This sift- 
ing operation is done on a series of flat screens of silk or wire 
of the desired mesh agitated by eccentrics. The wire screens are 
ordinarily used for the coarser sizes only. 

Artificial corundum is commonly reddish brown and translu- 
cent, but the special pure varieties are white to pink. In  addition 
to being very hard it  is the strongest abrasive with the single 
exception of steel shot. I t  fractures in such a way that new and 
sharp cutting points are formed when the original points are 
dulled through use. These properties adapt it  particularly to the 
working of materials of high tensile strength, such as the various 
steels, which is the largest and most important use for abrasives. 
The grains are used extensively in all kinds of grinding and polish- 
ing wheels, coated paper, cloth and disks, and to a less extent as 
loose grains. The specific applications of these are far too numer- 
ous to  catalogue completely, but include automatic and hand- 

grinding operations such as snagging steel castings, surface grind- 
ing, cylindrical grinding, internal grinding and honing, tool and 
cutter-grinding, polishing articles such as ploughs and cutlery, and 
in preparing automobile bodies for painting. The loose grains are 
used to polish plate-glass. 

See F.B. Jacobs, The Abrasive Handbook (1928). (R. MAcD.) 
CORUNNA (La CorziGa), a province in north-west Spain; 

forming part of Galicia, and bounded on the east by Lugo, south 
by Pontevedra, west and north by the Atlantic ocean. Pop. (1939) 
821,s 51 ; area, 3,051 sq.mi. The coast of Corunna is broken by a 
series of promontories separated by bays and estuaries which 
often extend for many miles inland. These afford sites for shel- 
tered ports but the coast, though well lighted, is dangerous owing 
to frequent gales and fogs in winter and spring. The chief head- 
lands are Cape Ortegal and Cape de Vares, the most northerly 
points in Spain, and Capes Finisterre and Toriiiana in the west. 
The principal bays are those of Santa Marta, Ferrol and Corunna, 
on the north; Corcubi6n, Muros y Noya and Arosa, on the west. 
The interior of the province, though mountainous, is not high 
and the climate is singularly mild and equable, but the rainfall is 
very heavy. The slopes are covered with woods and pastures and 
in the valleys beans, onions, potatoes and fruit are grown for ex- 
port. The broken nature of the country discourages cereal grow- 
ing, but in limited areas heavy crops of maize, wheat and rye are 
obtained. 

The wines of Corunna are heady and of inferior flavour. Cat- 
tle-breeding is important, though the export of livestock, once 
considerable, declined, owing to foreign competition. Along the 
coast there are valuable fisheries of sardines, lobsters, hake and 
other fish. A little tin, tungsten, iron and copper are mined. The 
chief exports ordinarily are farm produce and fish; the imports, 
coal and manufactured goods from England, petroleum from the 
United States, salt fish from Norway and Newfoundland, and 
timber, hides, colonial produce and salt. Means of communication 
are very inadequate. A main railway line links Corunna with Lugo 
and Madrid. with a branch to El Ferrol in the north and a line 
running south through Santiago to Vigo and Oporto. Elsewhere 
inhabitants are dependent on indifferent roads. Corunna was occu- 
pied by insurgent troops early in the Civil War (1936-39). 

The principal ports are Corunna (pop. 1940, 90,651) and El 
Ferrol (pop. 1930, 35,563); the chief inland towns, Santiago de  
Compostela (38,270), Ortigueira (20,614), Ribeira (16,870), Car- 
ballo ( I  5,127). These are described in separate articles. Muros 
(10,026), Noya (10,6871, Serantes ( I  1,648) are minor trading 
and fishing ports and Corcubi6n is a small coaling station. (For 
a description of the peasantry, who are distinguished in many re- 
spects from those inhabiting other parts of Spain, see GALICIA.) 

CORUNNA (Span. L a  Coruiia; Fr. La Corogne; Eng. for- 
merly often Tlze Groyne), the capital of the Spanish province 
described above; on Corunna bay, an inlet of the Atlantic ocean 
and connected by rail with Madrid and Oporto. Pop. (1940) 
90.651. Corunna consists of an upper and a lower town, built 
respectively on the south-east slope of a small peninsula, and on 
the low isthmus connecting the peninsula with the mainland. The 
old, closely-built upper town overlooks the harbour formed by the 
bay east of the peninsula and was once strongly fortified. With 
the growth of the port, however, it became too restricted and the 
population expanded over the former fishing settlement of La 
Pescaderia, now a modern, fairly we11 built town on the shores of 
the harbour. Corunna has an electric tram service, two hospitals, 
theatres, a school of navigation, a school of agriculture, an arsenal 
and barracks. A characteristic feature of the houses, especially 
those overlooking the harbour, is their balconies enclosed with 
glazed windows for protection against the wind. I n  the old quar- 
ter there are convents and the churches of Santiago and the Cole- 
giata, dating respectively from the 12th and 13th centuries. The 
walls have largely been demolished and the harbour forts dis- 
mantled as useless in modern times, being overlooked by  a hill 
behind the town. That on San Anton island is now a prison and 
San Diego on the mainland has been converted into a factory. 
The so-called tower of Hercules on the north is now a lighthouse. 
Corunna, owing to its position near a great sea route between 
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north-west Europe and South and Central America, the Mediter- 
ranean and beyond, is one of the chief ports of north Spain. The 
sheltered harbour, facing north-east and protected by a break- 
water, has an easy entrance and is deep and safe, accommodating 
vessels of z z f t .  draught, with an inner dock for smaller ships. 
Many foreign merchant and mail steamers call here and it  is the 
chief Spanish port for passengers for Cuba and South America. 
Corunna is a great fishing centre for sardines, herrings, haddock 
and conger-eels with an important salting and canning industry. 
I t  exports agricultural products, especially onions and potatoes, 
and fish, and imports coal, colonial produce, salt and manufac- 
tured goods. I t  has a state tobacco factory and yards for build- 
ing sailing vessels and steam trawlers. 

Corunna, possibly at  first a Phoenician settlement, is usually 
identified with the ancient Ardobrica. I ts  present name is prob- 
ably derived from that of Caronium by which it was known in 
the Middle Ages, rather than from the Latin Columna. The har- 
bour has always been of considerable importance, but it  is only in 
comparatively modern times that it has made a figure in history. 
In 1588 it gave shelter to the Armada; in 1598 it was burned 
by the British under Drake and Norris. Nationalist troops cap- 
tured it early in the Civil War of 1936-39. (x.1 

CAMPAIGN OF 1808 
For the objects and early course of Sir John Moore's campaign 

in 1808, see PENINSCLAR WAR. Having, by his bold thrust a t  
the French line of communication, through Burgoe, drawn Na- 
poleon from his intended advance against Lisbon and Andalusia, 
Moore with his small force of 2 ~ , O O O  men began, on Dec. 25, 
to fall back upon his new base a t  Corunna. Napoleon, with 70,- 
ooo followed hard upon his trail but his advanced cavalry reached 
the vital crossings of the Esla only in time to see the bridges 
destroyed by the British rear-guard. Moore had 36 hours' start; 
i t  should have been enough, but a t  Astorga he found the town 
full of demoralized Spaniards, so that the billeting of the troops 
and the issue of supplies were thrown into confusion; infuriated 
by the irritation of countermarching and the disappointment of 
retreat, his men broke through the thin shell of their discipline, 
burst open the wine stores, and within a short time a large part 
of the army was in no condition to move. With great difficulty 
the bulk of the drunkards were collected and driven forward by 
the rearguard, Paget's Reserve Division, who throughout the re- 
treat combined that duty with the less irksome one of repelling 
the enemy. I t  must be remembered that the majority of British 
regiments at  this period were not bound by the "tradition of dis- 
cipline" that obtains to-day. The officers were often ill-chosen 
and badly trained and, worst p f  all, the system of supply and 
transport was hopelessly inadequate. At Astorga, on Jan. I ,  
1809, Napoleon, believing Moore's army to be beyond his grasp, 
handed over the command to Soult and returned to Paris. Day 
by day the two armies, pursuers and pursued, plodded doggedly 
westward through the bitter winter weather, the British losing 
hundred of prisoners by sickness and straggling every day At 
Lugo Moore made a stand, hoping to revive the moral of his 
troops by action. Instantly the spirits of his men responded to 
the prospect, but Soult would not attack and the retreat began 
again, discipline breaking down more completely than before. 
Supplies now were terribly scarce; boots were worn out, so that 
men and even officers marched barefoot over the rough mountain 
roads. The cold became even more intense, so that many died 
from this cause alone. Straggling increased daily and bands of 
soldiers wandered into the mountains, plundering the villages 
for  food and loot. Amidst all this demoralization a few units 
maintained their discipline throughout: the guards, alone among 
the main body; the Light Brigades of Craufurd and Alten, which 
acted as left flank guard on the Orense road, and Paget's Reserve 
Division, which had successfully held off the pursuit in a series 
of fierce rearguard actions. At last, on Jan. 11, Moore reached 
Corunna, only to find that the fleet had not arrived. After em- 
barking his sick in such ships as were in the harbour, the British 
commander turned his attention to the battle that was now in- 
evitable. Two miles south of the harbour and astride the road 

by which Soult must approach lay a ridge known as the Monte 
Mero; Moore chose this as his main position. I ts  left was 
protected by the estuary of the river Mero, but its right was 
open and could easily be turned. On this ridge Moore stationed 
the divisions of Baird and Hope, with Paget echeloned to their 
right rear in the valley of the h1onelos a t  Oza and Frazer farther 
back still on the heights of Santa Margarita above the town; 
about 15,000 men in all. On Jan. 14 Soult was in touch with this 
position and on the 16th he attacked it, employing 16,000 men and 
2 0  guns. H e  concentrated his attack on Monte hlero, Delaborde's 
division on the right being directed along the main road, Merle's 
in the centre against the summit of the hill, and Mermet on the 
left against the village of Elvina on its western slopes. La Hous- 
saye's cavalry protected Mermet's left flank and a second cavalry 
division under Longe was in  reserve. Baird, on the right of the 
Monte Mero position, had the brigades of Bentinck and Manning 
up in the front line, with the Guards Brigade in reserve; Hope, 
on the left, had Leith and Hill in front, and Craufurd in reserve. 
Illermet's advance soon drove the British skirmishers out of 
Elvina and, overlapping Bentinck's right, threatened to turn his 
flank. To  meet this danger Moore brought Paget up  the valley 
of the i\Ionelos and ordered Baird t o  retake Elvina. By this time 
Merle and Delaborde had joined in the attack on the right of 
Mermet, the action becoming general. Baird now sent forward 
two of Bentinck's battalions, which retook Elvina and even ad- 
vanced beyond it. Had Moore remained in command it  is prob- 
able that he would have pressed this advantage to its fullest 
extent, for he had already ordered up a Guards battalion to join 
in the counter-attack, while Paget's advance was beginning to 
make itself felt on the French left. Unfortunately, a t  this critical 
moment Moore's left arm was carried away by a round shot and, 
knowing his wound to be mortal, he handed over the command 
to Hope and allowed himself to  be carried from the field. The 
change of command and weakness on the part of Bentinck resulted 
in the failure of the British counter-stroke. The French retook 
Elvina but were again checked before the main position, Merle 
and Delaborde on the right also failing to  make any impression 
upon Manningham, Leith and Hill. By this time darkness was 
beginning to fall and the fight gradually flicked out. Neither side 
could claim a victory (each had lost about goo men), but the 
British were able to embark next day unmolested in the fleet 
which had at  last arrived. At the dawn of that day, Sir John 
Moore, his task accomplished, was buried on the ramparts of 
Corunna; a monument in the Jardin de San Carlos commemorates 
his death. 

The town joined the revolutionary movement of 1820, but 
in 1823 it  was forced to capitulate by French troops. In  1836 
it was captured by the Carlists. Corunna suffered heavily when 
Spain was deprived of Cuba and Porto Rico by the Spanish- 
American War of 1898, for it  had hitherto had a thriving trade 
with these colonies. (H. L. A.-F.; X.) 

CORVALLIS, a city in the western part of Oregon, U.S.A., 
a t  the head of navigation on the Willamette river, 75 mi. S. by W. 
of Portland; the county seat of Benton county. I t  is served by 
the Southern Pacific railway. The population in 1930 was 7,585; 
in 1940 it was 8.392 by federal census. 

The fertile Willamette valley produces large quantities of small 
fruits and berries. Among the city's industries are canneries, 
flour and sawmills, sash and door factories. I t  is the seat of the 
state agricultural college (established 1868) which gives degrees 
in ten technical schools and had an enrolment in 1940-41 of 3,100 
men and 1,300 women in the regular session and 1,050 in the sum- 
mer school. The instruction includes courses in logging engineer- 
ing, home economics, journalism, physical education, teacher 
training, architecture, music, lumber manufacture and commercial 
canning. The college campus and farms a t  Corvallis occupy 
547 ac. and 814 ac. in addition are leased for institutional pur- 
poses. The school of forestry has an arboretum of 341 ac. be- 
sides 75,000 ac. of state forest which is under its scientific man- 
agement. The agricultural experiment station maintains branches 
at  seven points in the state, on lands of 1,221 acres. Corvallis 
was settled in 1846 and incorporated in 1857. 



CORV~E, in feudal law, the term used to designate the un- 
paid labour due from tenants, whether free or unfree, to their 
lord; hence any forced labour, especially that exacted by the 
State, the word being applied both to each particular service and 
to the system generally. Though the corvCe formed a character- 
istic feature of the feudal system, it  was, as an institution, much 
older than feudalism, and was already developed in its main 
features under the Roman empire. Thus, under the Roman sys- 
tem, personal services (operae) were due from certain classes 
of the population not only to  the State but to private proprietors. 
Apart from the obligations (operae oficiales) imposed on freedmen 
as a condition of their enfranchisement, which in the country 
usually took the form of unpaid work on the landlord's domain, 
the semi-servile coloni were bound, besides paying rent in money 
or kind, to do a certain number of days' unremunerated labour 
on that part of the estate reserved by the landed proprietor. 
The State also exacted personal labour (operae publicae), in lieu 
of taxes, from certain classes for such purposes as the upkeep of 
roads, bridges and dikes; while the inhabitants of the various 
regions were responsible for the maintenance of the posting sys- 
tem (cursus publicus), for which horses, carts or labour would 
be requisitioned. 

Under the Frankish kings, who in their administration followed 
the Roman tradition, this system was preserved. The economic 
revolution which between the 6th and 10th centuries converted 
the Gallo-Roman estates into the feudal model, and the political 
conditions under which the officials of the Frankish empire de- 
veloped into hereditary feudal nobles, who evolved the system 
of the corvCe as i t  existed throughout the middle ages and, in 
some countries, survived far into the 19th century. 

I n  his Manuel, p. 346, Luchaire divides all corvCes into two 
broad categories, ( I )  corvCes properly so called, ( 2 )  military 
services. The second of these, so far as the obligation to serve 
in the host (Hostis e t  equitatus) is concerned, was common to 
all classes of feudal society; though the obligation of villeins 
to keep watch and ward (gueta, warda) and to labour at the 
building or strengthening of fortifications (muragium, munitio 
castri) are special corvCes. We are, however, mainly concerned 
with the first category, which may again be subdivided into two 
main groups, ( I )  personal service of men and women (manoperae, 
manuu?n operae, Fr. manoeuvres, manual labour), (2) carriage 
(carroperae, carragia, carrata, etc., Fr. charrois), i.e., service 
rendered by means of carts, barrows or draught animals. These 
again were divided into fixed services (operae rigae) and excep- 
tional services, demanded when the others proved insufficient. 
To  these latter was given in the 8th century the name of operae 
corrogatae (i.e., requisitioned works, from rogare, to request). 
From this term, corrupted to corvatae, curvadae, corveiae, etc , 
is derived the word corvCe, which was gradually applied as a 
general term for all the various services. 

FEUDALLORDSANDFORCEDLABOUR 
As to the nature of these corvCes it must be noted that in the 

middle ages the feudal lords had replaced the centralized state 
for all administrative purposes, and the services due to them by 
their tenants and serf: were partly in the nature of rent in the 
form of labour, partly those which under the Roman and Frankish 
monarchs had been exacted in lieu of taxes, and which the feudal 
lords continued to impose as sovereigns of their domains. To the 
former class belonged the service of personal labour in fields, 
of repairing buildings, felling trees, threshing corn, and the like, 
as well as the hauling of corn, wine or wood; to the latter be- 
longed that of labouring on the roads, of building and repairing 
bridges, castles and churches, and of carrying letters and dis- 
patches. CorvCes were further distinguished as real; i.e., at- 
tached to certain parcels of land, and perso~tal; i.e., due from 
certain persons. 

I n  spite of the fact that the corvCes were usually strictly de- 
fined by  local custom and by the contracts of tenancy, and that, 
in an age when currency was rare, payment in personal labour 
was a convenience to the poor, the system was open to obvious 
abuses. With the growth of communal life in the towns the towns- 

men early managed to rid themselves of these burdensome obli- 
gations either by purchase, or by exchanging the obligation of 
personal work for that of supplying carts, draught animals and 
the like. I n  the country, however, the system survived all but 
intact; and, so far as it  was modified, was modified for the 
worse. Whatever safeguards the free cultivators may have pos- 
sessed, the serfs were almost everywhere-especially in the 10th 
and 11th centuries-actually as well as nominally in this respect 
a t  the mercy of their lords (corve'ables ci merci), there being no 
limit to the amount of money or  work that could be demanded 
of them. The system was oppressive even when the nobles to  
whom these services were paid gave something in return, namely, 
protection to the cultivator, his family and his land; they became 
intolerable when the development of the modern state deprived 
the land-owners of their duties, but not of their rights. 

I n  the case of France, in the I 7th century the so-called corve'e 
royale was added to the burden of the peasants; i.e., the obliga- 
tion to do unpaid labour on the public roads, an obligation made 
general in 1738; and this, together with the natural resent- 
ment of men at  the fact that the land which their ancestors had 
bought was still subject to burdensome personal obligations in 
favour of people whom they rarely saw and from whom they 
derived no benefit, was one of the most potent causes of the 
Revolution. By the Constituent Assembly personal corvCes were 
abolished altogether, while owners of land were allowed the 
choice of continuing real corvCes or commuting them for money. 
The corvCe as an incident of land tenure has thus disappeared 
in France. The corve'e royale of repairing the roads, however, 
abolished in 1789, was revived, under the name of prestation, 
under the Consulate, by the law of 4 Thermidor an X., modified 
by subsequent legislation in 1824, 1836 and 1871. Under these 
laws the duty of keeping the roads in repair is still vested in  the 
local communities, and all able-bodied men are called upon either 
to give three days' work or its equivalent in money to this purpose. 
It is precisely the same system as that in force under the Roman 
empire, and if it differs from the corvCe it is mainly in the fact 
that the burden is equitably distributed, and that the work done 
is of actual value to those who do it. The introduction of this 
system into the African colonies has since been subjected to 
some criticism. 

SURVIVAL OF CORVEE 
As regards other countries, the corvCe was everywhere, soonzr 

or later, abolished with the serfdom of which it  was the principal 
incident (see SERFDOM). I t  survived longest in the Austrian em- 
pire, being finally abolished by the revolution of 1848. 

See Du Cange, Glossariz~m i n f .  et  m e d .  L a t .  s v. "Corvatae"; A. 
Luchaire, Manuel des ins t i tu t ions  f raa~a i ses  (Paris, 1892), pp. 346-49 ; 
L a  Grande Encyclope'die, s.v. with bibliography. For further works 
see the bibliography to the article SERFDOM. 

CORVIDAE : see CROW ; JAY ; MAGPIE. 
CORVINUS, JANOS (JOHN) (1473-1504)~ illegitimate son 

of Matthias Hunyadi, king of Hungary. He took his name from 
the raven (corvus) in his father's escutcheon. Matthias, on losing 
all hope of offspring from his consort, Queen Beatrice, determined, 
towards the end of his life, to make the youth his successor on the 
throne. H e  publicly declared him his successor, created him a 
prince with vast apanages in Silesia, and made the commandants 
of all the fortresses of the kingdom take an oath of allegiance to 
him. His sudden death left the recognition of J&nos as prince 
royal of Hungary by the emperor Frederick still pending, and the 
young prince suddenly found himself alone in the midst of enemies. 
After being made to resign his claim to the Crown, he was robbed 
of the royal treasures, which Matthias had confided to him. H e  
accepted the election of Vladislav of Bohemia as king of Hungary 
(July 15, 1490), but his enemies poisoned the king's mind against 
him, and he lost nearly all his estates. I n  1496 Corvinus married 
Beatrice, the daughter of Bernard Frangepan. His prospects now 
improved, and in 1498 he was created perpetual ban of Croatia 
and Slavonia. From 1499 to 1502 he successfully defended Bosnia 
against the Turks, and in the following year aspired to  the dignity 
of palatine, but was defeated by a combination of Queen Beatrice 
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and his other enemies. H e  died on Oct. 12, 1504, leaving one son, 
Prince Christopher, who died on March 17, I 505. (See HUNGARY: 
History).  

See Gyula Schonherr, Jrinos Corvinus Hunyadi (Hung.) (Buda- 
pest, 1894). 

CORVUS, MARCUS VALERIUS (c .  370-270 B.c.), 
Roman general. According to the legend a raven settled on his 
helmet during his combat with a gigantic Gaul, and distracted 
the enemy's attention by flying in his face. He was twice dictator 
and six times consul, and occupied the curule chair (see CURULE) 
21 times. I n  his various campaigns he defeated successively the 
Gauls, the Volscians, the Samnites, the Etruscans and the Mar- 
sians. His most important victory (343) was over the Samnites 
a t  Mount Gaurus. 

See Livy vii. 26- 42, x. 2-11. 

CORWEN ("the white choir"), a market town of Merioneth- 
shire, Wales, on the Dee, a little below its confluence with the 
Alwen, Iom. W. of Llangollen. Pop. (1921) 2,690. The Berwyn 
range rises steeply to the south, so that the town is confined 
between wooded cliffs and the swift-flowing Dee. Telford's Holy- 
head road through the Bala cleft, the successor of hillside tracts 
of prehistoric date, opens up the district to  tourists. The town is 
also a favourite angling centre. There are many associations with 
the Welsh chieftain, Owain Glyn Dwr; it  was here that he had his 
headquarters and assembled his forces before the battle of 
Shrewsbury (1403) The much restored parish church dates in 
part from the 13th century. At Corwen the L.M S.R. from Den- 
bigh joins the G.W.R. from Llangollen t o  Dolgelley. 

CORWIN, THOMAS ( I  794-1865), American statesman and 
orator, was born in Bourbon county, Ky., on July 29, 1794. In 
1798 his father, Matthias Corwin (1761-1829), removed to what 
later became Lebanon, O., where the son worked on a farm, read 
much, and in 1817 was admitted to the bar. As an advocate he 
was at  once successful, but after 1831 he devoted his attention 
chiefly to politics, identifying himself first with the Whig and after 
1858 with the Republican Party. H e  was a member of the 
National House of Representatives in 1831-40; governor of Ohio 
in 1840-42; served in the United States Senate 1845-50; was 
secretary of the Treasury in  the cabinet of President Fillmore 
in 1850-53; was again a member of the National House of 
Representatives in 1859-61. As a legislator he spoke seldom, 
but always with great ability, his most famous speech being that 
of Feb. 11, 1847 opposing the Mexican War. He died at  Washing- 
ton, D.C., Dec. 18, 1865. 

See the Life and Speeches o f  Thomas Corwin (Cincinnati, 1896), 
edited by Josiah Morrow; and an excellent character sketch, Tlzomas 
Corwin (Cincinnati, 1881), b y  A. P. Russell. See also L. Belle Hamlin 
(ed.),, "Selections from the William Greene Papers, Letters of Thos. 
Corwln to William Greene, 1841-j~," Hist. and Philos. Soc. of Ohio, 
Surv. Publ., vol. xiii., No. I (1918). 

CORY, WILLIAM JOHNSON (1823-IS~Z), English 
schoolmaster and author, son of Charles Johnson of Torrington, 
Devonshire. H e  was educated a t  Eton and a t  King's college, 
Cambridge, where he gained the chancellor's medal for an English 
poem on Plato in 1843, and the Craven Scholarship in 1844. In 
1845 he was made an assistant master a t  Eton, where he remained 
for some 26 years. H e  has been called "the most brilliant Eton 
tutor of his day." I n  1872, having inherited an estate a t  Halsdon 
and assumed the name of Cory, he left Eton. H e  married late 
in  life, and after four years spent in Madeira he settled in 1882 
a t  Hampstead. H e  proved his genuine lyrical power in Ionica 
(1858), which was republished with some additional poems in 
1891. Other works are: Lzlcretilis (1871), on the writing of Latin 
verses; Zophon (1873), on Greek Iambics; and Gaide to  Modern 
History f rom 1815 to  1835 (1882). Extracts from the Letters 
and Journals of William Cory, which contain much paradoxical 
and suggestive criticism, were edited by F. W. Cornish and pub- 
lished by private subscription in 1897. 

CORYATE, THOMAS ( r  j77?-16r7), English traveller 
and writer, was born a t  Odcombe, Somersetshire, where his 
father, the Rev. George Coryate, prebendary of York cathedral, 
was rector. Educated at  Westminster school and at  Oxford, he 
became a kind of court fool, eventually entering the household 

of Prince Henry, the eldest son of James I .  I n  161 I he published 
an account of a prolonged walking tour undertaken in 1608, under 
the title of Coryafe's Crudities hastily gobbled up i n  Five 
Months' Travels i n  France, Italy,  etc. 

At the command of Prince Henry, verses in mock praise of the 
author were added to the volume. These commendatory verses, 
written in a number of languages, and some in a mixture of 
languages, by Ben Jonson, Donne, Chapman, Drayton and others, 
were afterwards published (1611) by themselves as the Odcom- 
bian Banquet. The book is now very rare, and the copy in the 
Chetham Library, Manchester, is said to be the only perfect one. 
In  the same year was published a second volume of a similar 
kind, Coryats Crambe, or his Coleworte twice Sodden. I n  1612 
he set out on another journey, which also was mostly performed 
on foot. H e  visited Greece, the Holy Land, Persia and India; 
from Agra and Ajmir he sent home an account of his adventures. 

Some of his letters were published in 1616 under the title of 
Letters from Asnzere, the Court o f  the Great Mogul, t o  several 
Persons o f  Quality i n  E?zgla?zd, and some fragments of his writings 
were included in Purchas his Pilgrimes in 1625. Coryate acquired 
a knowledge of Turkish, Persian and Hindustani in the course 
of his travels, and on being presented by the English ambassador, 
Sir Thomas Roe, to the Great Mogul, he delivered a speech in 
Persian. He says that he spent only f g  between Aleppo and Agra, 
and often lived "competently" for a penny a day. Coryate died 
at  Surat in 1617. 

B I B L I O G R A P I I Y . - - ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' S  Crudities, with his letters from India, 
was reprinted from the edition of 1611 in 1776, and at  Glasgow Uni- 
versity Press ( ~ g o j ) .  The Odconzbian Banquet was ridiculed by John 
Taylor, the Water Poet, in his Laugh and be Fat, or a Commentary on 
the Odcombian Banket (1613) and two other satires. 

CORYBANTES, spiritual powers, with the same relation to  
the Asiatic Great Mother of the Gods as the Curetes bear to Zeus. 
From their first appearance in literature, they are already often 
identified or confused with them, and are distinguished only by 
their Asiatic origin and by the more pronouncedly orgiastic nature 
of their rites. Various accounts of their origin are given: they 
were earth-born, sons of Cronus, sons of Zeus and Calliope, sons 
of Rhea, of the Great Mother and a mystic father, of Apollo and 
Thalia, of Athena and Helios. Their names and number are vague, 
and vary from one authority to another. We know that they had a 
mystic cult, and that a prominent feature of their ritual was a 
wild dance, which was claimed to have powers of healing mental 
disorder. I t  seems possible that originally they were priests o r  
medicine-men of ancient times, later thought of as superhuman. 

I n  art the Corybantes appear, usually not more than two or 
three in number, fully armed and executing their orgiastic dance. 

See Roscher's Lexikon der Mythologie art. "Korybanten und 
Kureten." 

CORYDON, a town of southern Indiana, U.S.A., on Indian 
creek, 2om. W. by S. of Louisville; the first capital of the State, 
and the county seat of Harrison county. I t  is served by the 
Louisville, New Albany and Corydon railway, which connects 
a t  Corydon Junction, 8m. N., with the Southern railway. The 
population in 1940 was 1,865. Wheat, fruit and dairy cattle are 
raised in the region. Natural gas is available, and there are lum- 
ber mills and valuable quarries near by. Kyandotte cave is about 
10 mi. west. The town has chicken hatcheries, glass, refrigerator, 
furniture and nagon factories. Corydon was settled about 1805, 
and was the capital of Indiana Territory (1813-16) and of the 
State until 1824. Th'e convention which framed the first State 
Constitution met here in June, 1816. The original State-house, a 
two-story stone building, has been bought by the State, t o  be 
preserved as a memorial. The town was captured by the Confed- 
erates during Gen. Morgan's raid on July 9, 1863. 

COS ar  STANKO, an island not far  from the south-western 
corner of Asia Minor, off the Gulf of Ceramus. Area 111 sq.mi. 
Pop. (1936) 19,731, nearly all Greek, with Turks also, and 
Greek-speaking Mohammedans from Crete in the capital. The 
island consists of three regions, an abrupt limestone ridge (anc. 
Prion, "the saw" from its jagged profile) along the eastern half 
of the south coast, a rugged peninsula (Kephala) a t  the west end, 
and a central lowland of fertile marls prolonged along the north 



coast to the ancient capital facing the mainland. Along the north 
slope of the Prion ridge copious deep-seated springs provide water 
for the town and for extensive irrigation. The Cos lettuce is well 
known. The principal resources of Cos are its vineyards, figs and 
olives; wheat, barley and maize are grown, though a considerable 
proportion of the arable land is left untouched. Melons, grapes 
and other summer fruits are exported in large quantities to Egypt, 
mostly in local sailing boats. Cotton, tobacco, sesame and silk 
are grown in small quantities. 

The mediaeval harbour is fit only fo r  quite small vessels, but the 
roadstead is safe in  most weathers and steamers call here. The 
ancient and mediaeval town round the harbour has a well- 
preserved fortress, founded by the Knights of Rhodes: in its walls 
are interesting architectural fragments. The famous plane-tree 
in the market-square has a circumference of about 30 it., and its 
huge branches have to be supported by pillars. Of its age there is 
no certain knowledge; the popular tradition connects it with 
Hippocrates. The town is supplied by an aqueduct, about 4 m. in 
length from the fine ancient wellhouse of Borinna high on Mt. 
Prion. The village of Pyli has the fine Greek tomb of Charmylos, 
and a t  Kephala is an outlying castle of the knights of St. John: 
numerous inscriptions prove that i t  occupies the site of the ancient 
township of Isthmos. The prosperous village of Antimachia is the 
corn-market of the central lowland. The precinct of Asclepius 
(excavated in 1900-1904) about 2 m. from the town of COS, con- 
sists of three terraces, containing temples, an altar, porticoes and 
other buildings and a medicinal spring; below is a large enclosure 
with porticoes. The earliest buildings on the middle terrace date 
from the 6th century B.C. The temple on the upper terrace, with 
an imposing flight of steps, is of the 2nd century B.C. After a 
destructive earthquake, the whole site was remodelled by Xeno- 
phon, the physician who poisoned the emperor Claudius. The 
sanctuary was desolated by the earthquake of A.D. 554. 

History.-Cos was settled by Dorian colonists from Epidaurus 
who worshipped Asclepius, whose sanctuary became a health-resort 
and the first school of scientific medicine. In the 5th century it 
joined the Delian League. Ijsually its government was aristo- 
cratic, but in 366 a democracy was instituted. I n  357-355 it 
resisted Athenian aggression; then fell for a few years into the 
power of Mausolus, prince of Halicarnassus. In  the Hellenistic 
age Cos owed its prosperity to  the friendship of the Greek dynasty 
of Egypt, who valued it  as a naval outpost. As a seat of learning 
it  was adopted for the education of Ptolemaic princes; amongst its 
most famous men were the physician Hippocrates, the painter 
Apelles, the poets Philetas and Theocritus ( q . v . ) .  Like its neigh- 
bour Rhodes, Cos generally supported the Romans. In  A.D. 53 it 
was made a free city. I n  A.D. 1315 it  was occupied by the Knights 
of St. John, its castle, with that a t  Halicarnassus (Budrum) serv- 
ing as outer-guard t o  Rhpdes; in I523 it passed under Ottoman 
sway and in 1912 was occupied by Italy during the Tripoli war. 
The full sovereignty of Cos and other Aegean islands was formally 
ceded to Italy by Turkey in the Treaty of Lausanne, 1924. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-L. ROSS, Reisen naclz Kos, etc. (Halle, 1852), PP. 
11-29, and Rezsen azif den griechischen Iw~eln (Stuttgart, 1840-451, 11. 
86 ff.; 0. Rayet, iVftmoire sur Pile de Cos (Paris, 1876) ; M. Dubois, 
De Co Insula (Paris and Nancy, 188~) ; W. Paton and E. Hicks, The 
Inscriptions of Cos (Oxford, 1891) ; B. V. Head, Histprie Numorum 
(Oxford, 1887), pp. 535-537 ; A~chaol.  Anzezger, 1905, 1. 

CQSA, an ancient city of Etruria, on the south-west coast of 
Italy, close t o  the Via Aurelia, 44m. E.S.E. of the modern town of 
Orbetello on a promontory above the sea. Evidence of the OCCU- 

pation of the site in prehistoric times has recently come to light. 
When it  became a Roman colony in 273 B.c., the town was 
strongly fortified and the walls, about a mile in circuit, with three 
gates, and seventeen projecting rectangular towers at  intervals, are 
preserved in places to a height of over 3oft. on the outside, and 
15 on the inside. Within the city no remains are visible. The place 
was approached by a branch road which diverged from the Via 
Aurelia at  the post station of Succosa, at the foot of the hill on 
which the town stood. The harbour was of some importance. In  
the 5th century we hear of it as deserted. There is a remarkable 
Etruscan cutting through the east end of the promontory, for 
the purpose of draining an adjacent lagoon. . 

See D. Levi in Studi Etrusclzi i. 477, and references. 
COSENZ, ENRICO (1812-1898), Italian soldier, born at  

Gaeta on Jan. 12, 1812, served in the Neapolitan artillery against 
the Austrians in 1848. Subsequently he aided in the defence of 
Venice, and in 1859 became commander of a Garibaldian regiment. 
I n  the following year he led the third Garibaldian expedition to 
Sicily, defeated two h'eapolitan brigades a t  Piale (Aug. 23), and 
marched upon Naples, where he was appointed minister for war 
and helped to organize the plebiscite. During the war of 1866 he 
commanded a division. H e  became chief of the general staff in 
1881, and held that post until shortly before his death a t  Rome 
on Aug. 7, 1898. 

COSENZA, a town and archiepiscopal see of Calabria, Italy 
(anc. Consentia), capital of a province, 755 ft. above sea-level, 
43 mi. S.W. of Sibari, on the East coast railway and 37 mi. S.E. 
of Paola on the west coast line. Pop. (1936) 30,038 (town), 40,- 
032 (commune) I t  is on the slope of a hill between the Crati and 
Busento, just above the junction, and is commanded by a castle 
(1,z jo ft .) .  The ancient Consentia is first named as the burial 
place of Alexander of Epirus in about 3 30 B.C. I n  204 it  became 
Roman, though i t  w a s b o r e  under the influence of Greek culture. 
I t  is mentioned by Strabo as the chief town of the Bruttii, and 
frequently spoken of in classical authors as an important place. 
I t  lay on the Via Popilia. Varro speaks of its apple trees which 
gave fruit  twice in the year and Pliny praises its wine. Cosenza 
became an archbishopric in the 11th century. The Gothic cathe- 
dral, consecrated in 1222, goes back to French models in Cham- 
pagne, and is unique in Italy. I t  contains the Gothic tomb of 
Isabella of Aragon, wife of Philip 111. of France, and also the 
tomb of Louis III. ,  duke of Anjou. I n  1461 Cosenza was taken 
by Roberto Orsini, and suffered severely. I t  was the home of a 
scientific academy founded by the philosopher Bernardino Telesio 
(1509-88). In  1555-61 i t  was the centre of the persecution 
by the Inquisition of the Waldenses who had settled there towards 
the end of the 14th century. The Palazzo del Tribunale (law 
courts) is a fine building, and the upper town contains several 
good houses. Railways run south-east from Cosenza into the Sila 
district, to  Decollatura" (44 m.) and San Pietro in  Guarano 
(19 m.). There is some trade in wool. 

CQSGRAVE, WILLIAM THOMAS (1880- ), Irish 
politician, was born in Dublin, and educated a t  a school of the 
Christian Brothers. His father, Thomas Cosgrave, was at  one 
time a town councillor and poor-law guardian. William Cosgrave 
entered the grocery trade a t  an early age, and there was nothing 
in his life to  indicate a career of importance. But, like most 
thoughtful young Irishmen who came of age about the turn of 
the century, he was attracted by the Sinn Fein movement. In  
1913 he won a seat on the Dublin corporation in the Sinn Fein 
interest. Here he distinguished himself on the financial side and 
in 1916 was chosen chairman of the finance committee. 

In  1913 he became a member of the Irish Volunteers, and when 
that body divided in Aug. 1914, he was with the minority who 
refused to follow John Redmond. At the Easter rising, 1916, he 
was again in an extremist minority, for he joined the section 
which, against the order of Prof. MacNeill, then head of the or- 
ganization, went out to fight under Pearse. Afterwards, with other 
prisoners, he was detained a t  Frongoch in Wales until the general 
liberation in July 1917. 

Mr. de Valera having, immediately on his release, won a seat 
vacant in Clare, another vacancy soon occurred in Kilkenny city. 
Mr. Cosgrave mas nominated and elected by a large majority. 
Re-elected in Dec. 1918, this time for Kilkenny co., he was a mem- 
ber of the first Dail Eireann which declared for an Irish republic 
and was Minister for Local Government in the first Republican 
Ministry. During the struggle with the British, his task was to 
organize the refusal of local bodies to  co-operate with Dublin 
Castle. Like all other members of this illegal Ministry, he was 
the object of pursuit by the law and was more than once in 
prison. 

During the debate in the Dail in Dec. 1931, on the newly 
signed treaty with Great Britain, Cosgrave's speech was one of 
the few that attracted attention. Later he became Minister of 



Local Government in the newly formed Provisional Government. 
I n  the summer of 1922 President Griffith, obliged to go to Lon- 
don for the negotiations concerning the treaty clauses, appointed 
Cosgrave as  his deputy, and when, on Aug. 12, Griffith suddenly 
died and Collins was chosen President in  his place, Cosgrave 
became acting chairman of the Provisional Government. Ten days 
later Collins was shot, and Cosgrave, a simple Dublin business 
man, was placed by force of circumstances a t  the head of a state 
fighting for bare life. Never was promotion more sudden or more 
accidental. Griffith and Collins had, in their different ways, a 
strong hold on the popular mind; Cosgrave was unknown as a per- 
sonality and barely recognized as a name. 

As soon as  the newly elected Dail could be summoned, and it  
could meet only behind closed doors and strongly guarded en- 
trances, he made clear his view that the day of individual leader- 
ship was over and team work must take its place. I n  that anxious 
period he left much of the work, especially the carrying of the 
draft constitution through the House, to  younger and more bril- 
liant subordinates. But he captained his team, and was always 
ready to shoulder responsibility. When tempers were roused he 
introduced a conciliatory spirit. H e  showed both breadth of view 
and a sense of humour, and endeavoured to make the Protestant 
minority a t  home in the Free State. The appointments made by 
his Government, especially to  judicial office and the first Senate, 
recognized merit and capability irrespective of either politics 
or religion. 

As President of the Irish Free State he represented Ireland 
when she first appeared a t  a conference of the Dominions in Oct. 
1923; and a month earlier he was welcomed as her first spokesman 
a t  the Assembly of the League of Nations. H e  saw the country 
pass from anarchy to a state of complete order. The Ministry of 
Finance, which he took over a t  the outset, was transferred in 1923 
t o  Mr. Blythe who proved a success; the Ministry of Defence, 
which he took over in April 1924, in face of a threatened mutiny 
in the army, was handed over easily and without comment a few 
months later to  a new minister. I n  his political career Cosgrave 
has not been ambitious. H e  has never sought to  thrust his per- 
sonality into the forefront, but in  Ireland, as  well as overseas, he 
has won a reputation for good sense and moral courage. 

Under his guidance the country moved steadily t o  settled order; 
great industrial enterprises were launched with State aid, of which 
the Shannon electricity scheme was chief. I n  the Dail there was 
no serious opposition, since the party headed by Mr. de Valera 
which refused to accept the Treaty abstained from attendance. 
But neither Cosgrave nor his ministry enjoyed much popularity. 
Order is not enforced after a revolution without drastic measureb, 
and the taxation was heavy and sharply collected. Cosgrave 
seemed secure of a long tenure only because there was no alterna- 
tive in sight. In  July 1927, shortly before a general election was 
due, the assassination of Mr. O'Higgins, the Vice President, pro- 
duced a crisis. Very severe legislation against political associa- 
tions of an unconstitutional character was introduced and a bill 
declaring that no candidature for the Dail should be accepted 
unless the candidate declared himself willing to  sit and to take 
the oath of allegiance. The result of this measure was that 
de Valera and his party decided to come in and, since this revolu- 
tionized the parliamentary situation, Cosgrave obtained leave to  
dissolve. The new election in Oct. 1927 left his party numerically 
the largest in the Dail but liable t o  defeat by  a combination of the 
rest. A coalition with the Farmers' group followed, but even after 
this Cosgrave had only a majority of a few votes in the full House. 
Nevertheless he carried on confidently and a t  the opening of 1928 
made a journey to America, where he was received in the most 
flattering manner by the President of the United States, was in- 
vited to  address the Senate a t  Washington, and, on the urgent re- 
quest of the Dominion Government, extended his tour to  Canada. 
His return to  Dublin was triumphant and marked for himself a de- 
gree of general recognition which he had never before attained: 
for i t  was now plain even to the most unwilling minds that Ire- 
land's place as  one of the free nations in  the British Common- 
wealth was recognized throughout the world. Cosgrave remained 
president until his party's defeat in 1932. (S. G.) 

CBSHOCTON, a city of Ohio, U.S.A., 70 mi. E.N.E. of CO- 
lumbus, at the confluence of the Tuscarawas and the Walhonding 
rivers which form the Muskingum; the county seat of Coshocton 
county. I t  is served by the Pennsylvania and the Wheeling and 
Lake Erie railways. Pop. in I930 was 10,908; in 1940, 11,509 by 
federal census. The city is built on a series of four broad terraces, 
rising to 824 f t .  above sea level and commanding fine views of the 
valley. I t  ships coal, grain, flour, livestock and wool in large 
quantities, and has important manufactures, especially of adver- 
tising novelties. The factory output in 1937 was valued at  
$9,312,364. Coshocton occupies the site of an Indian village of 
the same name which was destroyed by the whites in 1781. I t  
was founded in 1801; became the county seat in 1811; and was 
incorporated in 1833. Until 1811 i t  was called Tuscarawas. 

COSIN, JOHN (1594-1672), English divine, born in Nor- 
wich on Nov. 30, 1594, was educated a t  Norwich grammar 
school and Caius college, Cambridge. I n  1624 he became 
prebendary of Durham and in th'e following year archdeacon of 
the East Riding of Yorkshire. His Collection of Private Devo- 
tions (1627), which he is said to  have prepared by command of 
Charles I., and his known friendship for Laud brought him under 
suspicion with the Puritan party. 

Cosin was appointed master of Peterhouse, Cambridge (1634), 
vice-chancellor of the university (1640), and dean of Peter- 
borough (Oct. 1640). While he had been prebendary of Durham 
he had in 1628 taken part in the prosecution of a brother pre- 
bendary, Peter Smart, for delivering a sermon against High 
Church practices. Smart had been deprived. On Cosin's presenta- 
tion to  the deanery of Peterborough Smart petitioned the Long 
Parliament against the new dean, and early in 1641 Cosin was 
sequestered from his benefices. Articles of impeachment were 
presented against him, but he was dismissed on bail. I n  1642 he 
was deprived of the mastership of Peterhouse, and joined the 
royal family in  France, where he remained until the Restoration. 
H e  was then raised to  the see of Durham (Dec. 1660). H e  was 
one of the revisers of the Prayer Book (1661). H e  died in  London 
on Jan. 16, 1672. 

Among his writings (most of which were published posthumously) 
are a Historia Transubstantiationis Papalis ( 1 6 7 5 ) ,  Notes and Collec- 
tions on the Book o f  Common Prayer (1710) and A Scholastical His- 
tory of the Canon o f  Holy Scripture (1657). A collected edition of his 
works, forming j vols. of the Oxford Library of Anglo-Catholic The- 
olbgy, was published between 1843 and 185 j ;  and his Correspondence 
was edited b y  Canon Ornsby for the Surtees Society (1868-70). Se,: 
P. H. Osmond, Life o f  John Cosin (1913). 

COSMAS, of Alexandria, surnamed from his maritime ex- 
perience Z~zdicopleustes, merchant and traveller, flourished dur- 
ing the 6th century A.D. I n  his earlier days he had sailed on the 
Red sea and the Indian ocean, visiting Abyssinia and Socotra 
and apparently also the Persian gulf, western India and Ceylon. 
H e  subsequently became a monk, and about 548, in  the retire- 
ment of a Sinai cloister, wrote a work called Topographia Chris- 
t i a n ~ .  I t s  chief object is t o  denounce the false and heathen 
doctrine of the rotundity of the earth, and to vindicate the scrip- 
tural account of the world. According t o  Cosmas the earth is a 
rectangular plane, covered by  the vaulted roof of the firmament, 
above which lies heaven. I n  the centre of the plane is the in- 
habited earth, surrounded by  ocean, beyond which lies the para- 
dise of Adam. The sun revolves round a conical mountain to  
the north-round the summit in summer, round the base in winter, 
which accounts for the difference in the length of the day. Cosmas 
is supposed by some to have been a Nestorian. The Topographia 
contains some curious information. Especially t o  be noticed is 
the description of a marble seat discovered by him a t  Adulis 
(Zula) in Abyssinia, with two inscriptions recounting the heroic 
deeds and military successes of Ptolemy Euergetes and an Axu- 
mitic king. I t  also contains in all probability the oldest Christian 
maps. From allusions in the Topographia Cosmas seems to have 
been the author of a larger cosmography, a treatise on the motions 
of the stars, and commentaries on the Psalms and Canticles. 

The Topographia will be found in Migne, Patrologia Graeca, 
Ixxxviii.; ed. with geographical notes by Winstedt (1909). See H. 
Gelzer, "Kosmas der Indienfahrer," in Jahrbiicher fiir protestantische 



COSMAS-COSMETICS 
Theologie, ix. (1883) and C. R. Beazley, The Dawn of Modern Geog- 
raphy, i. (1897). There is an English translation, with introduction 
and notes, by J. W. McCrindle (18gi), published by the Hakluyt 
Society. 

COSMAS, of Prague (1045-1 I 25)) dean of the cathedral and 
the earliest Bohemian historian. His Chronicae Boltemorurn libri 
iii., which contains the history and traditions of Bohemia up to 
nearly the time of his death, has earned him the title of the 
Herodotus of his country. 

See A. Potthast, Bibliotheca Hist. Med. Aevi; J .  Loserth, Studien Z Z L  
Cosmas von Prag (Vienna, 1880, etc.) . 

COSMATI, the name of a Roman family, seven members of 
which, for four generations, were skilful architects, sculptors, 
and workers in mosaic. The following are known from existing in- 
scriptions :- 

Lorenzo (born in the second half of the 12th century). 

Jacipo (dated works 120.5 and 1210). 

C o L o  (dated works 1210-1235). 

I 
Luca 

I 1 I 
Jacopo Adeodato Giovanni 

(1231 and 123 j). ( I ~ ~ I - I Z ~ ~ ) .  (1294). (1296 and 1303). 

Their principal works in Rome are: ambones of S. Maria in 
Ara Coeli (Lorenzo); door of S. Saba, 1205, and door with 
mosaics of S. Tommaso in Formis (Jacopo) ; chapel of the Sancta 
Sanctorum, by the Lateran (Cosimo); pavement of S. Jacopo 
alla Lungara, and (probably) the magnificent episcopal throne 
and choir-screen in S. Lorenzo fuori le Mura, of 1254 (Jacopo the 
younger) ; baldacchino of the Lateran and of S. Maria in Cos- 
medin, c. 1294 (Adeodato); tombs in S. Maria sopra Minerva 
(c. 1296), in S. Maria Maggiore, and in S. Balbina (Giovanni). 
The chief signed works by Jacopo the younger and his brother 
Luca are at  Anagni and Subiaco. A large number of other works 
by members and pupils of the same family, but unsigned, exist in 
Rome. These are mainly altars and baldacchini, choir-screens, 
paschal candlesticks, ambones, tombs, and the like, all enriched 
with sculpture and glass mosaic of great brilliance and decorative 
effect. 

Besides mosaic patterns and architectural decoration, they 
also produced mosaic pictures and sculpture of very high merit, 
especially the recumbent effigies, with angels standing at  the head 
and foot, in the tombs of Ara Coeli, S. Maria Maggiore and else- 
where. One of their finest works is in S. Cesareo; this is a marble 
altar richly decorated with mosaic in sculptured panels. The 
magnificent cloisters of S. Paolo fuori le Mura, built about 1285 
by Giovanni, the youngest of the Cosmati, are one of the most 
beautiful works of this school, whose style is Gothic in its main 
lines. The equally magnificent cloisters of the Lateran, of about 
the same date, are very similar in design; both have slender 
marble columns, twisted or straight, richly inlaid with bands of 
glass mosaic in delicate and brilliant patterns. The shrine of the 
Confessor a t  TfTestminster is a work of this school, executed about 
1268. 

An excellent account of the Cosmati is given by Boito, Architettura 
del ntedio evo (ISSO), pp. 117-182. 

COSMETICS. Substances of diverse origin scientifically 
compounded and used ( I )  to  cleanse, (2) to allay skin troubles, 
(3) to cover up imperfections and (4) to beautify. They hdve 
been used in crude forms by both men and women since the 
earliest times. I t  is quite probable that cosmetics had their 
origin in the East, but it  is necessary to turn to Egypt for the 
earliest records of these substances and their application. 

The 1st (Thinite) dynasty is variously placed at 3,500 to 5,000 
years B.c., when it  was customary to bury comforts and luxuries 
with the dead kings. Toilet articles and unguents were included 
in these luxuries, and in the British Museum there are many 
beautifully carved unguent vases in alabaster which authorities 
have dated about 3500 B.C. Other interesting specimens are: 
Mirrors used in the 6th dynasty 2800 B.c.; kohl vases in glass 
and stibium pencils used in the 18th dynasty 1500 B.c.; papyrus 
showing men and women having lumps of nard fixed on top of 

the head-I j00 B.C. The opening by Mr. Howard Carter of the 
tomb of Tutankhamun, who ruled about 1350 B.c., has brought 
to light many excellent specimens of the early ar t  of the cos- 
metician. According to eye-witnesses, the unguent vascs, ex- 
quisitely executed in alabaster, contained quantities of aromatics 
which were still elusively fragrant. 

On other monuments and tombs in Egypt there is still ample 
evidence of past great esteem for these substances. For instance, 
on the large granite tablet inserted in the breast of the Sphinx, 
King Thothmes IV. (about 1600 B.c.) is portrayed making an 
offering of incense and of fragrant oil or unguent. At this period 
it  is probable that the priests made most of these compounds; 
they were therefore the perfumers of their time, and the pursuit 
was considered a mysterious and much esteemed art. The con- 
tainers were beautifully executed in all kinds of valuable materials. 
Ivory and alabaster were the principal substances used, while 
frequently carved wood, onyx and porphyry were fashioned into 
pots and vases. The constituents were naturally comparatively 
limited in both numbers and variety. For instance, some were 
grown in Egypt, while the greater proportion were most probably 
imported from Arabia. Amongst the former may be mentioned 
thyme and origanum, together with a substance called balanos 
which appears to  have been extracted from the shells of some 
unidentified fruit, while of the latter, myrrh, frankincense and 
spikenard were of great importance. Sesame oil appears t o  
have been one of the most favoured vehicles for the aromatics, 
although both almond and olive oils were undoubtedly used. 

The ancient Egyptians were probably the inventors of the 
artificial bath, which habit, in later years, was treated on a much 
more elaborate scale by the Greeks and Romans. This form of 
ablution was probably necessitated by the terrific heat of the 
Egyptian land; it  was followed by the liberal application of per- 
fumed oils and unguents. Doubtless these were employed t o  
give the skin more elasticity, as well as to  impart a balmy and 
pleasing effect. The use of cosmetics had not escaped the atten- 
tion of the Egyptian ladies, who enhanced their personal beauty 
by the employment of somewhat crude paints. These practices 
reached their zenith in the time of Cleopatra. I t  seems probable, 
from discoveries in Egyptian tombs, that the highest degree of 
cosmetic art was attained in the embellishment of the eyes. 
This effect was produced by painting the under side of the eye 
green, and the lid, lashes and eyebrows black by the application 
of kohol-the product being made from antimony (sulphide?) 
and applied with an ivory or wooden stick. Combs and polished 
metal mirrors were also used by the Egyptian ladies. Henna 
was, and still is, much favoured for dyeing the finger nails, palms 
of the hands and soles of the feet. Good and well preserved 
specimens can be seen to-day in the British Museum. 

Cosmetics were also used by Jewish women, for it  is written 
(I1 Kings ix. 30) that "when Jehu was come to Jezreel, Jezebel 
heard of i t ;  and she painted her face, and tired her head, and 
looked out a t  a window." This is explained more clearly in the 
following passage : "Thou didst wash thyself, paintedst thine eyes 
(probably with kohol), and deckedst thyself with ornaments" 
(Ezek. xxiii. 40, and see also Jer. iv. 30). I n  the Koran aromatics 
play an important part. The use of eye paint is suggested by  
Sura Ivi., "And theirs shall be the Houris with large dark eyes 
like pearls hidden in their shells." 

The Romans, during their early history, showed very little 
interest in enhancing their personal appearance, and it was only 
after their migrations into Southern Italy, then occupied by the 
Greeks, that they acquired a more intimate knowledge of the 
aesthetic side of life. Nero became emperor of Rome in A.D. 54, 
and by this time both cosmetics and perfumes had assumed an 
important r61e at  his court. H e  personally used cosn~etics liber- 
ally, and his wife, Poppaea, made no secret of the artificiality of 
her toilet. Among the many things they used were white lead, 
and chalk to  whiten the skin; Egyptian kohol for the eyelids and 
lashes; fuczu, a sort of rouge, for the cheeks and lips; psilotrunr, 
a species of depilatory; barley-flour and butter as a cure for 
pimples aild skin eruptions; and pumice-stone for whitening the 
teeth. The ultra-fashionable ladies of the Roman Court devised 



COSMETICS 
a method for bleaching their hair by means of a kind of soaF 
which came from Gaul. The Romans made all sorts of pretty 
containers for their perfumes and cosmetics, of which there were 
three principai kinds: ( I )  solid unguents or ledysmata; ( 2 )  liquid 
unguents or s tymmata;  (3) powder perfumes or diapasmata. 
The solid unguents were generally of one specific perfume such 
as almond, rose or quince. The liquid unguents were most fre- 
quently compounds containing flowers, spices and gums, these 
substances being digested in either olive, ben or sesame oil. 
(Frangipanni was invented by one of the Roman nobles.) 

The early inhabitants of Britain appear to have derived much 
pleasure from the use of crude cosmetics. Importation of toilet 
articles from the East dates from the time of the Crusades when 
the knights brought back many of the cosmetics prized by ladies 
of the harem. Until the reign of Queen Elizabeth these sub- 
stances became more and more popular. The toilet preparations 
employed by the ladies of the court were kept in strongly per- 
fumed boxes called "sweet coffers." These were considered a 
necessary part of the furniture of their bedrooms. A recipe for 
making a beautiful complexion at  the time of Elizabeth was to  
take first a very hot bath to  induce excessive perspiration, and 
to follow this up by washing the face with plenty of wine, to 
make it fair and ruddy. This latter treatment was even in those 
days fairly expensive, and Mary Queen of Scots is alleged to 
have even bathed in  wine, on which account she applied for an 
increased allowance. This luxurious habit was not uncommon 
with the elder ladies of the court, but the younger ones had 
to be content with milk! Both sexes adorned themselves with 
cosmetics a t  the court and powder and patches were fancied. 
With the advent of the Commonwealth all these luxuries were 
discarded, but as soon as Charles 11. was restored to the throne 
they became popular again. Milk baths were indispensable to 
beauty, and in later years the ladies of the Court adapted a new 
practice of powdering their hair, but this soon fell into disuse. 
By the 17th century cosmetics were used to such an extent by 
nearly all classes that in 1770, according to G. V. Septimus Piesse 
in his "Art of Perfumery" (18;9), a bill was introduced into 
the English Parliament which contained the following drastic 
provision:-"That all women of whatever age, rank, profession, 
or degree, whether virgins, maids, or widows, that shall, from 
and after such Act, impose upon, seduce, and betray into matri- 
mony, any of His Majesty's subjects, by the scents, paints, 
cosmetic washes, artificial teeth, false hair, Spanish wool, iron 
stays, hoops, high heeled shoes, bolstered hips, shall incur the 
penalty of the law in force against witchcraft and like misde- 
meanors and that the marriage, upon conviction, shall stand null 
and void." 

This vogue was not confined to England, but spread equally 
quickly throughout France and Italy. Cosmetics were much 
favoured a t  the court of Louis X I I I ,  and one of the greatest 
users was the beautiful Anne of Austria. From Spain were im- 
ported creams of vanilla and cacao and almond paste, all being 
used liberally to whiten the skin of the fair ladies of the court. 
Louis XIV. did not approve of the artificial enhancement of the 
courtesans and consequently cosmetics fell into disuse, but were 
again revived under the Regency when the "Poudre & la 
Markchale" was in vogue. The Emperor Napoleon I. was very 
susceptible to  the artistic refinements of his time, and the Empress 
Josephine brought from hlartinique cosmetics which she always 
continued to use. The French at  this period made a definite 
move to place the manufacture of these artistic aids to beauty 
upon a scientific basis, and to-day throughout both Europe and 
America the production of cosmetics is one of the most interest- 
ing, scientific and remunerative businesses. 

MODERN ASPECT 
Cosmetics are used mainly to finish artistically what nature 

has left undone, and while the indifferent products of a few 
years ago were shunned owing to their crude colours and tex- 
ture, they are now of such great purity and artistic finish that 
there are preparations to suit all types of skins and colourings. 
Harmful raw materials are eliminated by the chemist, and it is 

true to say that the best makes of cosmetics are prepared under 
scrupulously clean and antiseptic conditions, and that there is 
practically no risk of damaging even the most delicate skin by 
using them. The old argument that it  is unhealthy to clog the 
pores of the skin no longer holds water, because, just as a man 
removes with soap and water the dirty dust of the street, so a 
lady removes clean cosmetics from her skin with creams a few 
hours after their application. Moreover, while they are in use 
they form an excellent protecting agent against adverse atmos- 
pheric conditions. Facial massage is much appreciated by those 
who desire to retain a clean, supple and unwrinkled complexion, 
but modern surgical science has evolved a treatment known as 
face lifting, by which wrinkles can be removed or filled up, the 
shape of the nose improved, and defects of the chin or ears 
eliminated. The operation is performed with local anaesthetics, 
under highly antiseptic conditions, and without danger. This 
method of rejuvenescence does not, however, pretend to dispense 
with the use of cosmetics, since plastic surgery only improves 
contour. 

Bath preparations consist mainly of crystalline carbonate or 
sesquicarbonate of soda together with borax, sodium phosphate 
and bay salt. Water softeners contain the dried carbonates of 
soda and of ammonia. They are fragrantly perfumed, and when 
added to the bath make the ablutions more pleasant, and by 
softening the water make soap lather more easily. 

Dental preparations comprise tooth powders and pastes together 
with liquid dentrifices. The former contain among other sub- 
stances precipitated chalk, calcium phosphate, magnesium car- 
bonate, soap and pumice. The pastes are made from the powders 
by the addition of glycerine and water. The antiseptic substances 
include thymol, eucalyptus oil and carbolic acid. The liquid prep- 
arations contain these antiseptics, together with tinctures of myrrh 
and rhatany. 

Hair preparations are more numerous. Bay rum is made from 
oil of bay, rum and industrial alcohol. Brilliantines contain liquid 
paraffin or a good vegetable oil, and the solid ones a substance 
akin to vaseline. Non-greasy hair fixers generally contain traga- 
canth, glycerine and water. Depilatories are based upon the sul- 
phides of the alkaline earths. Hair tonics contain jaborandi, 
cantharides or quinine. Shampoos contain soap and borax, to- 
gether with henna (for brunettes) or camomile (for blondes). 

Lipsticks are quite harmless when made from almond oil, lano- 
line, white paraffin jelly and cocoa butter. The colouring matters 
vary, but are generally carmine with one or other of the harm- 
less lakes. 

hiianicure preparations include nail polishes; the solid blocks 
contain tin oxide and waxes, and the liquid enamels celluloid with 
a solvent and colour. 

Rouges contain carmine, eosine or one of the harmless lakes, 
together with starch, kaolin or zinc oxide. 

Shaving preparations are based upon soap (with brush) or 
stearic acid (without brush). Shaving powders contain Castile 
soap and starch. Shaving blocks are either potash alum or fused 
boracic acid. 

Skin creams cover a very wide selection. Cold cream is a 
finely divided emulsion of oil and wax with water. Vanishing 
creams are largely stearic acid emulsified with soap, and some- 
times containing glycerine or lanoline. Massage creams may be 
prepared from "skinned" milk; virginal milk from tincture of 
benzoin and glycerine of borax. Astringent lotions are based 
upon alum and alcohol. Sunburn lotions contain calamine and 
zinc oxide. Mud packs are made from fuller's earth, glycerine 
and benzoin. 

Smelling salts contain liquid ammonia or its carbonate. 
Soaps are made by boiling tallow, coconut oil or palm-kernel 

oil to neutralization with an alkali. The resultant soap is salted 
out and converted into chips. These are milled by passing through 
granite or steel rollers, when they become strips and are sub- 
sequently forced through a plodder a t  tremendous pressure. The 
long bars which come out are automatically cut into sizes, and 
are stamped by machines into the dainty tablets used in the 
bath-room. 



Toilet powders are of diverse composition, but generally con- 
tain zinc oxide, talcum, one of the starches and a stearate of 
magnesium. The  colouring matter in  face powders may be of 
either organic or inorganic origin (yellow ochre, etc,). Talcum 
powders contain a much higher percentage of French chalk, and 
sometimes a little boracic acid. They are all sieved through very 
fine-mesh silk. 

All the above cosmetics are perfumed, but this aspect of the 
subject is dealt with in the article: PERFUMES. 

BIBLIOGR.APHY.-EU~~~~ Rimmel, The Book of Perfumes, 3rd ed., 
1895. T. Koller, Cosmetics, trans. from the German by C. Salter 
(1911) ; P. Gaston, Formulaire cosme'tique, in French (1923); H. 
Truttwin, Kosmetische Chemie, in German (1924) ; W. A. Poucher, 
Eve's Beauty Secrets (1926), popular account; Perfumes, Coslmettcs 
and Soaps, technical treatise, vol. ii., 2nd ed. (1926). (W. A. PO.) 
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The history of the use of cosmetics in America closely parallels 
that of Europe. Amongst the aboriginal Indians we observe a 
widespread and highly developed technique of body painting and 
knowledge of dyes and pigments. Branegan (Jozkr. of Chem. 
Educatiolz), points out that "some of the (Indian) dyes were 
very fast, particularly when a metallic mordant, such as iron salts 
(from fruit juices and oxides of iron), was used in conjunction 
with vegetable extracts." These dyes were for the most part 
utilized for facial and bodily adornment; "war paint," 5n par- 
ticular, being an essential component of the brave's military 
equipment. However, the significance of this form of decoration 
has doubtless been over-estimated, especially by early students; 
certainly the purposes of symbolism were never so assiduously 
served as those of simple decoration. And, after due considera- 
tion, Eugene Rimmel wrote (Book of Perfumes, 3rd ed., London, 
1865) more than 60 years ago that "some pretend there is a 
certain syinbolism in the various colours they use." 

I n  the same place Rimmel calls our attention to another Indian 
cosmetic custom which has a definite survival amongst civilized 
people. The Indians, he says, ('greased the whole body with fat 
t o  serve as  a ground for the paint." I t  seems evident that cold 
creams were used in Europe, where they had been manufactured 
since the 1st century A.D., almost exclusively in connection with 
massage or as cleansing agents. Their use, not only as  a founda- 
tion for  "make-up," but also as a protection against cold weather, 
would appear t o  have originated amongst the North American 
Indians. 

There is no reason to suppose that European cosmetics did not 
make their first appearance in America with the first women 
colonists. During colonial times, and later, the use and ethics 
of cosmetics varied enormously, from Puritan New England to 
cavalier Virginia. I n  the southern colonies cosmetics flourished. 
Even in Quaker Pennsylvania, which occupied a middle ground 
between the "liberal7' South and the "puritan" North, cosmetics 
were in use; and we find on the statute books of that colony the 
notorious act of 1770, by virtue of which a marriage might be 
annullcd if i t  could be proven that the wife had, in courtship, 
deceived and misled her prospective husband by using cosmetics. 
Even where there was no social ban on them, but where living 
conditions made them too great a luxury, cosmetics were not un- 
known. Some of these early subterfuges and substitutes still 
survive in rural America. Powdered chalk and fresh cut beet- 
root are used to enhance the complexion; and there is a supersti- 
tion that the juice of the petals of certain varieties (dependent 

on the locality) of roses will impart a permanent rose bloom t o  
the cheeks and lips. 

With the growth of population and wealth, cosmetics have 
played an ever increasingly important rBle in  America. The 
fundamental reason for this can be found in the climate. American 
women require more cosmetics than Europeans because the bril- 
liant sunlight of the Western continents tends to  burn all the 
colour out of the skin. 

Hence American women will t ry  almost any kind of preparation 
i n  the hope that i t  will improve their complexions. As one con- 
sequence of this, i t  is far easier t o  introduce a novelty in America 
than in Europe. Some idea of the significance of this craving 
for novelty may be gathered from the fact that there are over 
a thousand different "brands" of face powder registered with the 
national trade association and the trade-mark bureau a t  Wash- 
ington. However, a consideration of the history of cosmetics in 
America must be made-with due allowance for the factors of 
climate and the American proclivity to  "try anything once"-in 
the light of the fact that American cosmetic habits and usages 
are, in  the main, identical with those of Europe. Europe has 
always set the styles in cosmetics in America; and the conviction 
persists throughout America that European cosmetics are in- 
nately and inherently superior t o  those of domestic manufacture. 
While this is true of perfumes, i t  is not so of cosmetics. 

The keystone of the cosmetics industry is face powder (rouge 
is only face powder with deeper colouring). I n  the early days of 
the republic face powders were made, occasionally, with bases 
of lead or arsenic salts, but most commonly with a bismuth base. 
Bismuth was preferable for hygienic reasons. But i t  was dis- 
advantageous in that it  would discolour grey or brown in the 
fumes of candle or gas light, and i t  was expensive. I n  1866 new 
impetus was given the industry, not only in America but all 
over the world, by Henry Tetlow's discovery that oxide of zinc 
made a satisfactory face powder base. I t  is harmless when ap- 
plied externally (cf. "zinc ointment"), i t  will not discolour with 
oxidization, and, compared to bismuth, i t  is cheap-cheap enough 
t o  put face powder and rouge within the reach of every pocket- 
book. This formula remains the formula of most reputable face 
powders in the world to-day. I t  is the accepted formula of the 
British and United States pharmacopoeias. 

There were no further important developments in the field of 
American cosmetics until the appearance of talcum powder in 
the last decade of the last century. Talcum powder is simply 
powdered magnesium silicate, perfumed and put up in tins. I t  
is used for dusting and drying the body, either after bathing or 
independently of the bath. Again, the climatic factor favoured 
the reception of the article. Enormous quantities of talcum pow- 
der are consumed in the Americas, yet talcum powder has never 
attained a vogue in Europe. 

The outbreak of the World War found the American cos- 
metics industry prepared to take advantage of the unusual situa- 
tion. I t  can hardly be said that European importations into 
America declined in the war years; but the tremendous increases 
in wages and number of female wage earners, together with the 
inflation of money and the concurrent tendency t o  extravagance, 
opened a market for American cosmeticians many times greater 
than that which existed before the war. Pre-war census statistics 
of the industry are apt to be misleading, as they were not very 
carefully analysed and classified. I t  is safe to  assume, however, 
that the annual pie-war turn-over in cosmetics af all kinds, 
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exclusive of soaps, was never more than 24 million dollars a year. 
The latest census bulletin issued by the Department of Commerce 
(Census of Manufactzlres, 1925: The Drug I~zdustries, Washing- 
ton, 1g27), gives a comprehensive view of the development of the 
industry since the war. See table on p. 487. 

I t  must be borne in mind that considerable weight is given these 
figures by the fact that several important foreign manufacturers 
whose goods enjoyed a wide sale in the United States have, since 
the war, to escape the high import tariffs, set up their own manu- 
factories in America, thus bringing their output under the registra- 
tion of the U.S. census. To  this indeterminate extent the figures 
quoted above do not represent either increased consumption or 
price rises. 

Exportations, begun 70 years ago, but scarcely important prior 
to the World War, have increased proportionately. American ex- 
porters of cosmetics find Great Britain and the Colonies their 
best market. The growth of this trade with South and Central 
American countries has been greatly handicapped by high and, 
in some instances, preferential import tariffs. 

Various efforts have been made to "regulate" the cosmetics 
industry in America. As a large user of industrial alcohol it  
has always come under the surveillance of the Internal Revenue 
Department. Since the passage of the 18th Amendment, the Vol- 
stead Act, and the various State "enforcement" acts, its difficulties 
under this head have increased; although, in 1928, a certain level 
of order and stability has been reached. Cosmetics were brought, 
quite ineffectually, under the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906. 
I n  the two years, 1926 and 1927, more attention has been given 
cosmetics by State legislatures. This interest can be attributed 
to (a)  the example of New Hampshire, whose legislators first 
tried to pass a law prohibiting the use of certain cosmetics within 
the State, and (b) to the studies of the compositions of cosmetics 
conducted by the American Medical Association, with a view to 
determining what effects, harmful or otherwise, they might have. 

(H. T.) 
COSMIC, pertaining to the universe, universal or orderly. 

(From Gr. K ~ C T ~ O S ,  order or universe.) In  ancient astronomy, the 
word "cosmical" means occurring at  sunrise, and designates espe- 
cially the rising or setting of the stars a t  that time. "Cosmical 
physics" is a term broadly applied to the totality of those branches 
of science which treat of cosmical phenomena and their explana- 
tion by the laws of physics. I t  includes terrestrial magnetism, 
seismology, the tides, meteorology as related to cosmical causes, 
the 'aurora, meteoric phenomena and the physical constitution 
of the heavenly bodies generally. 

COSMIC RADIATION: see ELECTRICITY, ATMOSPHERIC. 
COSMOGONY is in common language a theory, hypothesis 

or speculation as to the origin of the earth, sun, moon and stars. 
Such speculations are frequently produced by primitive races in 
their myth-making stage of development, and may be subse- 
quently expanded and systematized by poets, priests and philoso- 
phers. In  more scientific language cosmogony is the science which 
studies the formation of the earth, sun, moon and stars under the 
action of natural laws. Astronomy gathers information as to the 
structure of the heavens and the present state of the heavenly 
bodies; the province of cosmogony is to explain how these heaven- 
ly bodies come to be where they are and as they are; it  takes 
the still photograph presented by astronomy and tries to  develop 
it  into a cinematograph film which shall exhibit the universe being 
born, developing, passing through its present stage, ageing and 
decaying before our eyes, the relation of each picture to the 
succeeding one being that of cause and effect. 

A n c i e n t  Cosmogonies.-In contrast with modern scientific 
cosmogony, the crude cosmogonies of primitive races generally 
contain no conception of gradual or evolutionary change. For 
the most part they postulate a simple creative act;  a crow or 
a raven or a tortoise or a magnified old man takes raw material 
and, as the result of a single effort, fashions the earth and the 
heavenly bodies in precisely the shape and form in which they 
exist to-day. At the best the act of the creator is merely that 
of shaping, carving and building; a t  the worst i t  may be even 
less than this, as for instance in the cosmogony of the Thlinkit 

Indians, where the creator-hero steals the sun, moon and stars 
out of a box in which they had lain hidden, and hangs them up so 
that they illuminate the earth. I n  the cosmogonies of more re- 
flective races, especially those of India, the act of creation may 
be accomplished by a mere thought of the creator; from being 
a vision in his mind the world suddenly bursts into being as 
a material fact. The Iranian account of creation was especially 
interesting and somewhat akin to  that in Genesis. 

We owe to the Greeks the most beautiful, richest and most 
imaginative cosmogony that existed before science came to re- 
place poetic imaginings by an effort to unravel the actual facts 
of creation. Uranus, the most ancient of all the gods, founded 
a dynasty in heaven, and he and his sons and his sons' sons 
through three generations took part in creating the world and 
peopling it with the minor immortals whose function was to help 
the world on its way in the events of everyday life. 

Six centuries before Christ, Thales of Miletus challenged this 
mythology, which he derided as being too anthropomorphic, and 
cosmogony passed from the province of the poets and mystics to 
that of the philosophers. Two centuries later Empedocles taught 
that all things were formed out of the union in different propor- 
tions of the four eternal, indestructible and unchangeable elements 
of fire, air, earth and water, and Plato wrote that the heavenly 
bodies, the earth, sun, moon and stars, as well as all animals and 
plants, have been created out of those four absolutely inanimate 
elements, "not from any action of mind or of any god, or by any 
art, but by the action of chance and of the forces arising out of 
certain inherent affinities among the natural bodies, hot tending 
to combine with cold, dry with moist, soft with hard and so on." 

Newton's Cosmogony.-Cosmogony advanced but little be- 
yond the stage of philosophic speculation until Newton taught to  
the world the meaning of the universal applicability of natural 
laws. The force which causes the apple to fall to the ground also 
keeps the moon in its orbit, and the forces which govern the 
simple phenomena of our daily lives must have acted at, and 
may abne  have sufficed for, the creation of the earth and the 
heavenly bodies. I n  1692 we find him writing to Bentley, Mast.er 
of Trinity college, Cambridge, as to the possible influence of gravi- 
tation in the formation of worlds: 

"It seems to me that if the matter of our sun and and 
all the matter of the universe, were evenly scattered through- 
out all the heavens, and every particle had an innate gravity to- 
wards all the rest, and the whole space throughout which this mat- 
ter was scattered was finite, the matter on the outside of this space 
would, by its gravity, tend towards all the matter on the inside, and 
by consequence fall down into the middle of the whole space, and 
there compose one great spherical mass. But if the matter were 
evenly disposed throughout an infinite space, it could never con- 
vene into one mass, but some of it would convene into one mass 
and some into another, so as to make an infinite number of great 
masses, scattered great distances from one another throughout 
all that infinite space. And thus might the sun and fixed stars be 
f&rmed, supposing the matter were of a lucid nature." 

Kant's Cosmogony.-In 1755 Kant followed Newton in re- 
garding a limitless waste of chaotic primordial matter as the raw 
material out of which the universe has been formed, as also in 
supposing gravity to be the agency through which this formation 
took place. H e  imagined that, as a result of their mutual gravita- 
tional attractions, the primaeval atoms continually fell in upon 
one another, and in so doing became hotter just as the bullet 
becomes hot on striking the target. 

This is in keeping with modern scientific knowledge, but Kant's 
next step was not. For he imagined that the collisions of his 
atoms generated not only heat but also rotation. As the atoms 
collided the nebula not only got hotter and hotter, but also, he 
thought, began to rotate and spun faster and faster until a t  last 
splashes of matter were thrown off from its equator much in the 
manner in which splashes of mud are thrown off a bicycle wheel. 
These splashes of matter formed a continuous rotating ring which 
encircled the nebula just as Saturn's rings encircle Saturn. T h e  
ring finally condensed into a planet and by many repetitions of 
the process the sun's family of planets was born out of his body. 
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PLATE 11 COSMOGONY 

BY COU RTES Y OF T H E  MT. WI L SON O B S E R V A T O R Y  

T Y P E S  O F  REGULAR-SHAPED N E B U L A E  

1. R e g ~ l ~ r - ~ h ~ p e d  nebula. This nebula (N.G.C. 3115)  is similar to a 3. Regular-shaped nebula w i t h  r i n g  of dark matter surrounding equator. 
great number of observed nebulae, which have the shape of a huge This nebula (N.G.C. 4594) appears t o  be a rotat ing mass, i n  which 

mass of gas in rotat ion the equatorial ejection of matter  is wel l  advanced 

2. Regular-shaped nebula w i t h  dark matter on equator. The appearance 4. Nebula w i t h  condensation in equatorial plane. This nebula (N.G.C. 
of this nebula (N.G.C. 5866) suggests tha t  the equatorial ejection 5746) is s i m ~ l a r  to tha t  shown in Fig.  3, except tha t  the gas in  the 
of matter is beginning i n  accordance w i t h  the mathematical theory equatorial plane has begun t o  break up into condensations 



COSMOGONY 
Laplace's N e b u l a r  Hypothesis.-In 1796 Laplace pro- 

pounded the system of cosmogony which, under the general name 
of the "nebular hypothesis," held the field for a full century. 
Laplace's cosmogony may be briefly described as that of Kant 
with the mistakes left out. Apart from these, the two theories 
are almost identical, although Laplace seems to have written in 
complete ignorance of the earlier speculations of Kant. Avoiding 
Kant's error of imagining that rotation could be generated out of 
no rotation, Laplace took as his raw material a nebula which was 
already endowed with a certain amount of rotation. He imagined 
this nebula to be continually emitting radiation, and therefore to  
cool and to shrink as it  cooled. By a well-known scientific prin- 
ciple, "the Conservation of Angular momentum," a body which 
is spinning and at  the same time shrinking in size must spin 
faster as it  shrinks, a t  any rate unless some outside agency is 
a t  work checking or inhibiting the increase in its rate of spin. 
Laplace accordingly supposed the nebula to rotate ever faster and 
faster about its axis. 

The theory of the dynamics of rotating bodies makes it  clear 
that a mass of either liquid or gas in rotation cannot rest in the 
spherical shape which it  would assume if i t  were not rotating. 
Under slow rotation such a mass assumes the shape of a slightly 
flattened oblate spheroid, or, if we prefer so to describe it, a body 
which differs from a sphere only in bulging a bit round its 
equator and being a bit flattened a t  its poles-an orange-shaped 
figure. The shape is that of the earth and the other planets, which 
have assumed this shape precisely on account of their rotation. 
A ship at  the earth's equator is farther from the centre of the 
earth than a ship a t  the north pole, and if the earth's rotation 
were suddenly checked, the path from equator to pole would be 
seen to be a downhill path, down which not only ships, but also 
oceans, cities and continents would start to slide, and would con- 
tinue sliding until the earth's equatorial bulge disappeared and 
the earth's shape had become entirely spherical. Thus it  is the 
earth's rotation which keeps its equatorial bulge in existence. 

I n  the same way if the earth's present speed of rotation were 
increased, ice, water, earth and other bodies would start to slide 
from the poles to  the equator, thereby increasing the equatorial 
bulge, so that the earth's figure would become more flattened than 
it now is. Mathematical analysis shows that any increase in the 
speed with which a gravitating mass of liquid or gas rotates in- 
creases its flatness of figure. So long as the rotation is slow, this 
figure has the shape of an oblate spheroid such as the earth, but 
with faster rotation the spheroidal shape is lost. 

When this occurs, i t  can be shown that the increased rotation 
produces changes which are of the same general nature in all 
bodies, provided only that their mass is sufficiently condensed 
towards the centre. As the spheroidal shape is departed from, the 
equator of such bodies pulls out into a pronounced edge which 
ultimately becomes perfectly sharp, so that the body acquires 
the shape of a double convex lens. The sequence of figures is 
shown in figs. 1-3. 

Mathematical theory further shows that when once the lens- 
shaped figure has been attained, any further increase in the speed 
of rotation results in matter being thrown off from the sharp 
equator. The mass is now rotating so fast that its gravitational 
attraction is inadequate to retain the outermost particles on the 
equator against the centrifugal tendency set up by rotation, and 
they are thrown off into space. No matter how much the rotation 
is increased, the sequence of events remains the same. At each 
stage the sharp edge acts like a safety-valve, ejecting just so much 
matter as is necessary in order that the remainder may be able to 
rotate as a lenticular mass with a sharp edge. 

A fair analogy is to be found in the sequence of events when 
a tumbler partially filled with water is placed on a rotating table, 
which is then made to spin faster and faster. As the speed of 
rotation increases the water creeps up  the side of the glass until 
i t  reaches the rim, after which any further increase of rotation 
is accommodated by the water spilling over the edge of the glass. 
I n  the cosmogonical problem the lens-shaped figure corresponds 
to the glass with water exactly up to its rim; the matter ejected 
from the sharp equator of the lens is the matter spilled out when 

the rotation became too great for all the matter to stay inside the 
lens-shaped boundary. After this spilling-out process has once 
begun the sequence of figures is that shown on p. 490, fig. 4, which 
is identical with the previous fig. 3, being repeated for the sake 
of continuity. 

Laplace believed that stars such as the sun which have given 
birth to families of planets had at  some stage of their existence 
passed through the sequence of configurations just described, and 
supposed the planets to have been formed by the condensation 
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FIGS. I-3.-EFFECT OF ROTATION ON A S PHERE O F  GAS 

of the matter which had been spilled out in the equatorial plane. 
This, of course, explained why the planets all moved in approxi- 
mately the same plane and revolved in the same direction round 
the sun. H e  further supposed that when once the planets had 
condensed and been set free as independent bodies they went 
through precisely the same process in their turn, thus becoming 
surrounded with families of satellites, which necessarily revolved 
in the equatorial planes of the planets in the same direction in 
which they themselves revolved round the sun. 

For a long time this hypothesis appeared to give the most likely 
explanation of the origin of the solar system, but to-day the 
available evidence both of observational astronomy and of mathe- 
matical theory is unfavourable to the explanation. The sky pro- 
vides a great number of examples of the fate awaiting stars which 
rotate too fast for safety; it is not to  found a family but to break 
in two. And when the mathematician follows out the details of 
the process imagined by Laplace with reference to  the special 
case of the solar system, he finds that there is nothing wrong 
with the general mathematical theory, but that its application to 
the solar system leads to numerical values which cannot possibly 
be reconciled with those observed. Thus there is a consensus 
of opinion that Laplace's hypothesis must be abandoned as an 
explanation of the origin of the solar system, not because it  is 
wrong in theory, but because it fails in practice. 

If, however, the process imagined by Laplace is  correct in 
theory it  may be that it  occurs elsewhere in the universe; if i t  
has not formed the solar system it may perchance have been 
responsible for some other formation known to the astronomer. 
In  actual fact it  seems almost certain that the process imagined 
by Laplace is continually in progress, but on a stupendous scale 
which is incomparably greater than any of which Laplace ever 
dreamed. 

G r a v i t a t i o n a l  Instability.- Let us return to  Newton's con- 
ception of an enormous mass of nebular matter scattered, in the 
first instance, uniformly through space. Newton conjectured that 
distinct condensations would form in such a medium, and that 
in time all the nebular matter would settle round these conden- 
sations under the influence of gravity. The problem has been 
discussed mathematically by Jeans, who has confirmed the general 
accuracy of Newton's conjecture, and has also obtained a formula 
from which it is possible to  calculate the average distance apart 
a t  which the condensations will form in any given nebular 
medium, and the average mass that will ultimately settle down 
round each. 

When a disturbance is produced in the earth's atmosphere, as  
for instance by firing a gun, waves of sound carry the energy of 
the disturbance to great distances in the form of waves of alter- 
nate condensation and rarefaction, the rate of travel being the 
same for waves of all wave-lengths. Let us now imagine an 
atmosphere or other mass of gas extending for millions of millions 
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of miles, and disturbances of wave-length millions and millions of 
times as great as that of terrestrial sounds-let us, in brief, 
imagine phenomena on the astronomical instead of on the terres- 
trial scale of magnitude. The gravitational attraction of the 
various parts of the atmosphere on one another now becomes 
very important, and shows its importance by causing waves of 
different wave-lengths to  travel a t  different speeds. The waves 
of short wave-length all travel a t  the same speed, this being the 
speed at  which they would travel if gravitation were non-existent, 
but the longer waves find their speed of travel retarded by the 
gravitational forces produced by the waves themselves; wherever 
there is a condensation of the atmosphere the gravitational forces 
are stronger than elsewhere and resist the spreading out of the 
condensation. Finally waves whose length is greater than a c a -  
tain calculable length do not travel a t  all; the gravitational forces 
resulting from the accumuiation of matter in one neighbourhood 
are so great as to  draw more and more matter in from outside, 
so that a small accumulation tends to form into a big one, and 
the whole medium tends to condense round clots or condensations. 
The medium may appropriately be described as being "gravita- 
tionally unstable" for all waves whose length is greater than the 
critical calculable length. 

The average distance apart of the clots which will form in such 
a medium is equal to the wave-length of the shortest waves which 
are gravitationally unstable. This distance can be calculated when 
two quantities are known, namely, the density and the tempera- 
ture of the gaseous or nebular medium. Now if, as Newton 
imagined, "all the matter of the universe were evenly scattered 
throughout the heavens," we should obtain a medium whose 
density Dr. Edwin Hubble of Mount Wilson observatory has 
recently estimated would be of the order of grammes per 
cu. centimetre, a density at  which there would only be about one 
molecule to  every ~,ooocu yd. The principle of gravitational 
instability shows that such a medium would condense into clots, 
but if the gas were initially at  a fairly high temperature the 
average amount of matter in each clot would be hundreds or 
even thousands of millions of times as great as the amount of 
matter in the sun or in the average star. 

The process cannot, then, result as Newton thought in the for- 
mation of the sun and fixed stars; it must produce bodies on an 
altogether grander scale. 

S p i r a l  and o t h e r  Ext ra -ga lac t ic  Nebulae.-The astrono- 
mer is familiar with bodies of the required size; they are the 
spiral and other extra-galactic nebulae. The sun and all the stars 
we can see with the naked eye belong to a single colony of stars, 
the "galactic system," which is bounded by the milky way alto- 
gether. Outside this system lie the bodies known as "extra- 
galactic nebulae," a t  distances so great that light from even the 
nearest of them, although covering 186,ooom. every second of 
its journey, takes something like ~,ooo,ooo years to reach us. The 
masses of these nebulae are of the order of IOO or 1,000 million 
times the mass of the sun, and so are of precisely the magnitude 
required by the hypothesis that they have been formed by gravi- 
tational instability out of a continuous primaeval gaseous medium. 
Their dimensions are comparable with the dimensions of the 
whole galactic system, and are so enormous that, in spite of their 
immense distance, the astronomer can study their shapes and 
photograph their general appearance with comparative ease. A 
selection of photographs is shown in Plate 11. 

I t  will be seen that the sequence of figures shown in the first 
four examples is precisely that shown in the theoretical figs. 4 to 6. 
The series could easily be extended to include observed nebulae 
of the shapes shown in the theoretical diagrams I and 2 ,  but such 
nebulae are not interesting objects photographically. Statistical 
researches by Hubble make it  highly probable that there is a 
continuous sequence of nebulae having the shapes shown in the 
theoretical diagrams I to 6, only the last half of this series being 
exemplified by the photographs shown in Plate I. The last photo- 
graph of all 011 this plate shows a nebula of the same general 
type viewed from another angle; there is little room for doubt 
that this nebula is physically very similar to that shown in fig. 5 ,  
the difference in appearance arising solely from the different angle 

of view. 
The parallelism in the two sets of figures is so marked that it 

seems clear that the extra-galactic-nebulae must be rotating 
masses of the general type discussed by Laplace, except for 
being on an immeasurably greater scale. This interpretation is 
confirmed by the fact that a number of these nebulae have been 
found observationally to be in rotation about their shorter axes, 

F I G S .  4-6.-MODE OF B R E A K - U P  OF A ROTATING MASS OF G A S  

precisely as demanded by theory. We may suppose that the 
original primaeval nebular medium was not completely at  rest 
but was disturbed by currents; as it  condensed into detached 
nebulae the motion of the currents would persist in the form of 
rotation of the nebulae, the different shapes of the present nebulae 
representing different degrees of rotation. 

The B i r t h  of Stars.-The amount of rotation of some of the 
nebulae is so great that, a t  some stage of their shrinkage, matter 
was spilled out into their equatorial plane and has remained in 
this plane ever since; see Plate 11. for a number of instances 
of this formation. The matter left behind in this way would a t  
first form a continuous nebular medium, a sort of counterpart of 
the parent medium out of which all the nebulae were formed, 
except that its density must have been some ~ o , o o o  million times 
as great, being of the order of I O - ~ ~  instead of IO-~ '  grammes per 
cubic centimetre. The process of gravitational instability must 
operate in this medium also, but as a consequence of the far 
greater density, the masses of the resulting condensations must 
be far less. Calculation indicates that the amount of matter in 
each condensation must be about equal to  that in a newly-born 
star. 

This suggests very forcibly that the outer regions of the nebulae 
are the birth-places of the stars. Condensations in process of 
forming may be seen in the outer regions of the nebulae shown 
in Plate I., and at  various times actual unmistakable stars have 
been photographed in the outer regions of the nearer of the extra- 
galactic nebulae, although it is significant that all efforts to  find 
them in the inner regions of the same nebulae have failed. 

T h e  Deve lopment  of R o t a t i n g  Stars.-The sequence of 
events after a star has come into being is still a matter of debate 
(see STELLAR EVOLUTION). There is, however, general agreement 
that a newly-born star must contract. According to Jeans, this 
contraction must continue until a comparatively firm unyielding 
base has been formed at  the centre of the star, through the atoms, 
nuclei and electrons being so congested that the ordinary gas laws 
are entirely out of operation; he finds that in the central regions 
at  least of the star, the density of matter must be so great that 
its state approximates more nearly to the liquid than t o  the 
gaseous state. 

The first products of gravitational instability, the extra-galactic 
nebulae, proved to be incomparably greater in size than Laplace's 
imaginary rotating nebula, but each of the smaller masses of gas 
formed by condensation out of the outlying parts of these nebulae 
is in effect a gaseous nebula of just about the size and mass 
imagined by Laplace. If,  then, the younger generation of nebulae, 
as they rotate and shrink, meet with the same sequence of expe- 
riences as their parents before them, we have the course of events 
postulated by Laplace taking place on the scale imagined by 
Laplace, and we need not look farther for the mode of birth 
of the solar system. But mathematical theory prohibits such a 
simple solution to the problem. 

The gas set free from a nozzle in the laboratory does not form 
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condensations under its own gravitation, the reason being that 
the mass of matter involved is so small that the gravitational 
attraction of the matter on itself is inappreciable; it  is only when 
matter is set free on a colossal scale that gravitational instability 
can come into operation. The scale of the galactic nebulae is 
amply big enough, but that of jets of gas in the laboratory is 
too small. Calculation shows that any ejection of gas from the 
equator of a rotating star is also on too small a scale for gravi- 
tational instability to  get any grip, so that the ejected gas must 
just scatter into space like gas out of a tap. 

When the star has shrunk so far that its centre approximates 
to  the liquid state, a new set of factors comes into play. The 
behaviour of a mass of shrinking and rotating liquid has formed 
the subject of investigations by many of the most eminent of 
mathematicians, including Maclaurin, Jacobi, Kelvin, PoincarC 
and G. H. Darwin, and the sequence of events is now well-known. 
So long as the speed of rotation is low, the mass assumes the 
flattened orange shape already discussed. With increasing rotation 
the degree of flattening increases, until a stage is reached at  which 
the shortest axis is only seven-twelfths of the longer axes. Beyond 
this, further shrinkage does not accentuate the flattening; instead 
the mass assumes the shape of an ellipsoid with three unequal 
axes (Jacobian ellipsoid) which continually elongates until it is 
shaped almost like a cigar, its length being nearly three times its 
shortest diameter. After passing this stage, violent fluctuations 
are found to be set up in the mass. I t  develops a waist somewhere 
near, but not quite at,  the middle of its figure, and after a suc- 
cession of oscillations in which this waist alternately expands 
and contracts, the mass ends by breaking into two. 

The sequence of events is indicated in figs. 7-11, although i t  
must be added that the last two of these figures are largely con- 
jectural, and take us entirely beyond the reach of exact mathe- 
matics. But there would seem to be little room for doubt that 
the final product of a liquid star which has shrunk while rotating 
is a system of two liquid stars which revolve about each other 
in nearly circular orbits. 

B i n a r y  Stars.-Many binary systems of this type are known 
to astronomers, and provide confirmation of the sequence of 
events predicted by theory. The mere existence of systems which 
have broken up in the way described may be taken as evidence 
that the parent star was largely in a liquid state before fission 
occurred, since Jeans has shown that a purely gaseous star could 
not divide by fission into a binary system. The further develop- 
ment of such a binary system can be calculated theoreti- 
cally and can also be traced observationally. Three separate 
tendencies are a t  work, each acting in the direction of increasing 
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FIGS. 7-8.-EFFECT O F  ROTATION O N  A MASS OF L I Q U I D  

Fig. 7 shows the Maclaurin spheroid, or flattened-orange, configuration for 
a rotating liauid; fig. 8 shows the Jacobian ellipsoid, so elongated as to be 
almost cigar-shaped 

the size of the orbit. I n  the first place, so long as the two com- 
ponents are fairly near to  each other, each raises substantial 
tides on the other, and G. H. Darwin showed that the inter-action 
of these tides must cause the two masses to recede from each 
other. Simultaneously with this, the emission of radiation from 
the two stars is accompanied by a loss of mass to each, and Jeans 
has shown that the effect of this also is to increase the dimensions 
of the orbit. Neither of these two agencies can produce more than 
a strictly limited increase in the size of the orbit. A third agency, 
to  whose activities there is almost no limit, consists of the gravi- 

tational forces from passing stars. These tend to increase the size 
of orbit of the binary, a t  any rate until i t  is of the order of 
Ioo.ooo,ooom. or so in diameter. 

T h e  Ages of t h e  Stars.-This last agency acts very slowly, 
but its effects are cumulative, and given sufficient time, it  so easily 
overpowers the two first mentioned, that they may be disregarded 
by comparison. Knowing the density with which stars are scat- 
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FIGS. 9-11.-THE MODE O F  B R E A K - U P  OF A ROTAFNG MASSOF L I Q U I D  
The pear-shaped form of flgure 9 is produced by furrowing the cigar-shaped 
form shown in figure 8. Figures 10 and 11 exhibit its further developxent 
into two detached masses 

tered in the sky, it  is easy to  calculate the rate a t  which their 
gravitational pulls increase the orbits of binary stars, so that the 
size of the orbit of a binary star gives a rough indication of its 
age. For most of the binaries which have been formed by  fission 
in the way just described, this age must be reckoned in millions 
of millions of years. 

The binary systems which can be said with fair certainty to  
have been formed by fission due to rapid rotation are mainly of 
the class known as spectroscopic binaries. The telescope generally 
shows these as a single point of light, but the evidence of the 
spectroscope reveals the fact that the apparent point of light really 
represents two stars describing orbits about one another. Another 
class of binary systems, which outnumbers these by perhaps 20 

to one, consists of pairs of stars which describe orbits about each 
other and show visually as two distinct points of light. These 
are known as visual binaries. The dimensions of the orbits of 
many of these are so great that they can hardly have been formed 
by the fission of a single star and it  is more likely that they are 
the remains of independent but adjacent condensations in the 
nebula from which they were born. These visual binaries provide 
evidence as to their ages which is in general agreement with the 
story told by the spectroscopic binaries. 

As a rule the more massive constituent of a binary is not only 
brighter than the smaller constituent, but also emits more light 
in proportion to its mass. I t  is easily shown that this results in 
a tendency for the two masses to equalize as they diminish to- 
gether under their emissions of radiation. Actually i t  is found 
that the constituents of older binaries approximate more closely 
to equality of mass than the constituents of younger binaries, and 
the observed ratio of mass in different types of systems gives an 
indication of their actual ages. Again calculation shows that 
average stellar ages must be reckoned in millions of millions 
of years. 

THE GENESIS O F  THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
The various transformations of astronomical matter which have 

so far been discussed have given no clue to the origin of the solar 
system. The sun and planets can hardly represent the remains of 
independent condensations in a primaeval nebula, their masses 
being too unequal to  admit of any such explanation. For the same 
reason they can hardly be the remains of a single star which has 
broken up by rotational fission. The greatest observed inequality 
of mass in the constituents of binary stars is about four to  one, 
whereas the sun has more than 1,000 times the mass of the 
largest planet (Jupiter) and something like 8,000,ooo times the 
mass of the smallest (Mercury), even when the asteroids, of 
smaller mass still, are left out of account. Moreover, as Babinet 
first pointed out, the total rotational momentum in the whole 
solar system is so slight that it  is practically inconceitable that 
this amount of rotation could have caused it to break up. For  
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these and other reasons there is now fairly general agreement that 
excess of rotation cannot have caused the birth of the solar system. 

The stars are so remote from one another that in  general the 
influence of a star even on its nearest neighbour is entirely in- 
finitesimal. The moon on account of its extreme nearness raises 
tides on the earth which are a few feet in height, this being, 
roughly speaking, a ~o,ooo,oooth part of the earth's radius. But 
the star Proxima Centauri does not raise tides of this height on 
the surface of the sun, or even of a ~,ooo,oooth or ~,ooo,ooo- 
~,ooo,oooth part of this height; the average height of tide which 
Proxima Centauri raises on the sun is about one-50th of the radius 
of an electron. I f ,  however, as  we have t o  suppose, the sun has 
wandered at  random among the stars for a period measured in 
millions and millions of years, it must a t  times have had nearer 
neighbours than Proxima Centauri, and we are free to  imagine 
that a t  times stars must have passed so near to  it  as to  have raised 
tides of substantial height on its surface. 

T h e  T i d a l  Theory.-According to the tidal theory, which a t  
present seems to hold out most promise of explaining the origin 
of the solar system, the planets and their satellites owe their 
existence to  an exceptionally close approach between our sun, 
then a normal single star unaccompanied by planets, and a passing 
star. The closer the approach of a wandering star, other things 
being equal, the higher would be the tides raised on the surface 
of the sun; but unless the approach was very close indeed, the 
tides would subside as the star which caused them receded. Jeans, 
who has studied the question mathematically, has however found 
that if the passing star came to within a distance of a few radii, 
generally about three, of the sun, the tides would take the form 
of two long arms of gas ejected from opposite points of the sun's 
surface, and these would not necessarily subside as the disturbing 
star receded. Under the action of gravitational instability, con- 
densations would form in these long gaseous arms, and calculation 
shows that the masses of these condensations would be of just 
about the order of magnitude of the observed masses of the 
planets. 

If a tidal cataclysm of this kind can explain the birth of the 
planets it can obviously, in general terms at  least, explain the 
birth of satellites out of these planets. For immediately upon 
the birth of any planet, say Jupiter, the original situation recurs 
but on a miniature scale. Jupiter now plays the part originally 
played by the sun, while the sun, or possibly the sun and the 
wandering star in conjunction, plays the tide-raising part originally 
assigned to the wandering star. Again we can imagine the ejection 
of tidal filaments of gas, and again the formation of conden- 
sations in these filaments, each condensation ultimately forming 
a satellite. 

So long as the matter is discussed in general terms, it  may look 
as though the process just described might continue endlessly 
through generation after generation. But actually the question of 
scale is found again to  intervene and fix a limit. Bodies below a 
certain size cannot be born by condensation, again for the reason 
that small amounts of gas do not condense a t  all, but scatter into 
space like a puff of gas out of a gas-tap. Calculation indicates 
that the smallest of the known satellites can only have escaped 
this fate by liquefying or solidifying immediately after birth, and 
makes it  clear that there is no room for a generation junior to 
the satellites of the planets. 

Not all the gas which is ejected at  a tidal disruption will im- 
mediately condense into planets and satellites. Some a t  least must 
remain scattered in space, forming a resisting medium which will 
impede the motions of the planets and satellites. The effect of 
resistance of this kind is to  make an orbit assume a circular shape. 
and in this way the approximate circularity of the orbits, both of 
the planets and their satellites, is readily accounted for. Ulti- 
mately this stray gas would either fall back into the sun or con- 
dense round the planets or scatter into space, leaving inter- 
planetary space clear of matter. 

Jeffreys has calculated that this whole process would require 
a period of the order of 7,000 million years. As regards order of 
magnitude, this is in general agreement with Holmes's estimate 
made from a study of the composition of radioactive rocks, that 

1,500 million years have elapsed since the solidification of the 
earth. Quite possibly, the interplanetary medium has not yet 
entirely disappeared; the particles which reflect the zodiacal light 
may well be its last surviving vestiges. 

While the theory just sketched out shows many points of agree- 
ment with observation, i t  cannot be denied that it  also encounters 
formidable difficulties. Still, compared with other theories which 
have so far  been suggested, it may fairly be said t o  show the 
greatest capacity for accounting for observed facts, and to be free, 
so far as is a t  present known, from any insuperable objections. 

T h e  Ear th -moon System.-Whatever hypothesis we hold as 
to  the origin of the solar system, the earth-moon system presents 
a rather special problem, since the ratio of the masses of the earth 
and the moon (about 81 to one) is nearer to equality than any 
other ratio of masses in the system. Mathematical discussion of 
the tidal theory shows that the more liquid a planet is when a satel- 
lite is born, the greater will be the mass of the satellite in propor- 
tion to that of the planet; a satellite born out of a wholly liquid 
planet would have a mass comparable with that of the planet 
itself. Thus on the tidal theory the abnormal ratio of mass in 
the earth-moon system can be explained merely by supposing that 
the earth was rather more liquid a t  the time of the birth of the 
moon than the other planets were when their satellites were born. 

An alternatiye suggestion, put forward by G. H. Darwin, is that 
the natural period of vibration of the earth was in some past 
epoch exactly equal to the period of its revolution round the sun, 
so that, as a result of resonance, the sun raised enormous tides 
in the earth, which ultimately caused it  to  divide into two parts. 
Jeffreys, who has studied this hypothesis in some detail, finds that 
it gives a reasonable explanation of the existence of the earth- 
moon system. G. H. Darwin also studied the separation of the 
earth and moon under the influence of the forces arising from the 
lunar tides, and found that these were adequate to  account for 
the present distance between the earth and the moon. 

Although these alternative rather special hypotheses are avail- 
able, i t  remains simplest and most natural to suppose that the 
moon was born out of the earth in  the general cataclysm which 
tore the planets out of the sun, and the other satellites out of 
the planets around which they revolve. 

Frequency  of Genesis of So la r  Systems.-The tidal theory 
of the genesis of the solar system which has just been explained, 
postulates a very close meeting of two stars in space. A quite 
simple discussion shows that meetings of the required closeness 
are necessarily very rare occurrences, and that even in the life- 
time of millions of millions of years which we have found it  
necessary to allot to the stars, only a very few stars can have 
experienced such close encounters. A calculation which allows 
as best we can for all the factors within our knowledge suggests 
that the proportion can hardly be greater than about one in a 
million. I t  follows that very few stars can be surrounded by 
systems of planets as our sun is, so that the solar system is some- 
what of the nature of a "freak-formation." 

This brings about a reversion from the view somewhat widely 
held last century that every star was the centre of a family of 
planets; i t  now seems more likely that for every star which is 
attended by planets, ~,ooo,ooo or more aimlessly radiate light 
and heat into vacant space. The possible abodes of life in the 
universe are correspondingly restricted, and terrestrial life is seen 
to form a larger proportion of the total life of the universe than 
was a t  one time imagined. 

Our sun is a member of a colony of some thousands of millions 
of stars, the galactic stellar system. We do not know much about 
the number or arrangement of stars in the outlying parts of this 
system, but only in the dense ceritral regions are stars a t  all likely 
to pass close enough to one another to  produce planets. And here 
calculation shows that under present conditions planetary systems 
are only likely to be produced a t  the rate of about one in  6,000 
million years. Thus our solar system with its age of only a few 
thousand million years is very possibly the youngest planetary 
system in the whole colony. Our terrestrial civilization, with only 
some 6.000 years of existence behind it, is almost certainly the 

I youngest civilization. 
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(A. Wo.) 
@OSMOPOLITm, of or belonging to a "citizen of the 

world" (Gr. K~O,UOS,  world, and a o A i r ~ s ,  citizen), i e., one whose 
sympathies, interests and culture are not confined to his own 
race or country. 

COSMOS, a genus of tropical American herbs of the family 
Compositae, comprising about 2 0  species chiefly Mexican. They 
are late-flowering annuals or perennials with long-stalked showy 
flower-heads borne singly or in clusters. Several species are in 
cultivation as ornamental annuals. Of these the best known is the 
common cosmos (C. bipinnatus), 7 ft. to 10 ft .  high, extensively 
grown in gardens. I t  has a smoothish stem bearing much-cut, 
narrowly-lobed leaves and flower-heads with a yellow centre 
(disk) encircled by pink, crimson or white rays. The plant thrives 
best in sandy, not too rich, soil and germinates readily; in the 
northeastern United States the best results are attained by sowing 
the seed indoors in April and transplanting when danger of frost 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--G. H. Darwin Coll. Works, especially vol. ii. (1908) I 
and vol. iii. ( I ~ I O ) ,    he Tides (3rd ed. 1911) ; J. H. Jeans, Problems 
o f  Cosmogony and Stellar Dynanzics (1919) ; H. Jeffrey% The  Earth 
(1924) ; J. H. Jeans, Astronomy and Cosmogony (1928). (J. H. J.) 

COSMOLOGY means a the Or the 
order. The term "cosmos" is mostly used in the sense of an or- 
derly world, or a world-order, in contrast with chaos or disorder. 
Sometimes the expression cosmolog~ is used as a variant for  
CosmogonY (q.v.) to denote an account of the the 
world or of its development out of an original chaos. It is more 
usual, however, to  restrict the term cosmogony to early mytho- 
logical accounts, which are of anthropological or historical in- 
terest, rather than of scientific or philosophical value. "Cos- 
mology," on the other hand, is applied 1-1-10i-e extensively to any 
kind of rational attempt to  deal with the ultimate problems of 
Nature. I t  includes such attempts as that of Descartes to show 
how an orderly world like ours might have evolved out of an 
original chaotic collocation of matter and motion, such specula- 
tions as those of Herschel, Kant and Laplace about the origin 
of the solar system (see NEBULAR THEORY), and generally 
all that is usually included under the name of philosophy of 
Nature (as distinguished from natural philosophy, which is only 
another name for  physics). The extravagances of Schelling (9.v.) 
in the early part of the 19th century tended to discredit the 
philosophy of Nature by trespassing rashly on the domain of 
physics. Cosmological speculations have, indeed, not been en- 
tirely abandoned, and are not likely to be so 10% as there is such 
a thing as philosophy at  all. One may instance the speculations of 
Samuel Alexander about the "emergence" of our world-order 
out of a more primitive space-time matrix, and the neutral mon- 
ism of J. Dewey and others. I n  the main, however, the prevailing 
tendency in present-day cosmology as a philosoph~ of Nature is 
to  make explicit and to examine critically all the concepts and 
assumptions which are employed in the popular and scientific ac- 
counts (whether merely descriptive or explanatory) of the 
phenomena of Nature, using the term Nature in the restricted 
sense of the material world (as contrasted with the Spinozistic 
use of the term for the entire universe, in its spiritual as well as 
in its material character). A. E. Taylor (Elements of Meta- 
physics, book 3, ch. i.) regards the following as the fundamental 
problems of cosmology: ( I )  The real nature of material exist- 
ence, i.e., the ultimate significance of the distinction between 
physical and mental or spiritual existence, and the possibility of 
reducing them to one; (2) the justification for the distinction 
between mechanical and teleological processes, and for the con- 
ception of the physical order as rigidly conforming to uniform 
law; (3) the leading difficulties of the conception of space and 
time, and their bearing on the degree of reality to be ascribed to 
the physical order; (4)  the philosophical implications of the ap- 
plication of the idea of evolution to the events of the physical 
order; (5)  finally, the problem of the real position of descriptive 
ohvsical science as a whole. (See C o s ~ o ~ o r ; ~ ;  ~IIILOSOPHY.) 

tendency is realistic, the types are somkwhat grim, the forms are 
searchingly defined, and the modelling is plastic, relief being ob- 
tained by light and shade and the play of reflections. The folds 
of drapery are heavy and tortuous; the colour of the Corte 
Vecchia and Sant Agostino is strong and fine. 

Besides the pictures mentioned above the following are gen- 
erally recognized as works of Cossa. The National Gallery, Lon- 
don, possesses the centre panel of an altar-piece representing "Vin- 
cent Ferrer," a Dominican saint, of which the wings, with "St. 
Peter" and "John the Baptist," are in the Brera at  Milan; and 
the predella, representing the miracles of the saint, is in the Vati- 
can Gallery. The Dresden Gallery has an "Annunciation," the 
Metropolitan Museum, the "Profile of a Boy," formerly in the 
Drury Lowe Collection; the Berlin Museum, "Allegory of Au- 
tumn"; the Budapest Gallery, "Two Angels," wings of an organ. 

I n  the entrance wall of San Giovanni In Monte a t  Bologna is 
a circular window w t h  a representation of St. John a t  Patmos, 
bearing Cossa's signature; and in the south aisle of the same 
church a window with the Virgin and Child with angels also 
by Cossa. 

is past. 
COSNE, a town of central France in the department of 

on the Loire at its junction Kith the ~ ~ h ~ i ~ ,  37 mi. 
N.N.W. of h'evers by the P.L.M. railway. Pop. (1936) 6,988. I t  is 
mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary under the name of Condate, 
but it lyas not till the middle ages that it rose into importance as 
a military post. the I 2th century the bishop of Auxerre and the 
count of Nevers agreed to a division of the supremacy over the 
town and its territory. The church of St. Aignan (12th cent.) was 
restored in the 16th and 18th centuries; the only portions in the 
Romanesque style are the apse and the northwest portal. I t  for- 
merly belonged t~ a Benedictine priory depending on the abbey of 
La CharitC (Ni$vre). The chief industries are the manufacture 
of polished steel, furniture, hosiery, files and flour milling. 

COSSA, FRANCESCO DEL (c .  1435-1477), Italian 
painter, born in Ferrara, a leading master of the Ferrarese school 
during the middle of the I 5th century, and the founder of the old 
Bolognese school of painting. His name first occurs in 1456 in a 
contract, by which he undertook to decorate the wall around the 
high altar of the cathedral of Ferrara with a representation of the 
"Pieta" and with paintings imitating marble. This document was 
signed by his father Cristofano, who was a builder. Cossa's chief 
works at  Ferrara were frescoes painted in the Palazzo Schifanoia, 
a summer residence of Borso d'Este. They form part of a series 
intended to represent the blissful state of a country ruled by a 
benevolent sovereign. In, three superimposed zones, which origi- 
nally went all round the chief hall of the palace, these frescoes 
set forth the twelve months, figured in signs of the zodiac and 
allegorical figures, and illustrated in the occupations of men and 
women, with scenes from the daily life of Borso, in which he is 
glorified as the ideal ruler of his people. The whole scheme was 
evidently devised by one of the humanists of the court, probably 
by Pellegrino Prisciano, astrologer and poet. When first recov- 
ered from under whitewash in 1840 the frescoes were attributed to  
Cosimo Tura, Cossa's contemporary, with whom he exhibits affin- 
ities of style. The frescoes on one of the walls are now given to 
Cossa, for authentic proof was found In a letter addressed to 
Duke Borso by the artist stating that he painted the three fields 
representing March, April and May, that is the whole eastern 
wall, and complaining of the inadequate payment received. The 
letter is dated March 25, 1470, and as Borso's answer was in 
effect that he must be contented with the tariff fixed, it may be 
assumed that he left Ferrara for Bologna soon after. Here he 
found employment under the Bentivoglios. I n  1472 he was asked 
to restore a miraculous Madonna fresco (by Lippo Dalmasio?) in 
the church of Madonna del Baraccano. The most noteworthy 
production of Cossa at  Bologna and in many respects his most 
important work is the altar-piece painted in 1474 by order of 
Domenico de Amorini and Alberti de Catanei for the Mercanzea. 
This picture is now in the Pinacoteca at  Bologna. I t  represents 
the Virgin and Child Enthroned with two saints and a Portrait of 
a Donor. I t  is a balanced com~os i t~on ,  stately and austere. The 
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~ ~ B L ~ O G R A P H Y . - L ~ ~ ~ O ,  Graticola di Bologna (1844) ; Citadella, 

Notizie (1864) ; Campori, Pitt. d.  estensi nel Sec. xvi. (1886) ; Crowe, 
and Cavalcaselle, History of Painting i n  North Italy (ed. b y  
Borenius) ; G. Morelli, Italian Masters in German Galleries (1883) ; 
Edmund Gardner, The Painters o f  the School of Ferrara (1911). 

COSSA, PIETRO (1830-1880), Italian dramatist, was born 
a t  Rome. After fighting for the Roman republic in 1849, he emi- 
grated to  South America, but soon returned to Italy, and lived 
precariously as a literary man until 1870, when his reputation was 
established by the unexpected success of his first acted tragedy, 
Nerone. From this time to his death in  1880 Cossa continued to 
produce a play a year, usually upon some classical subject. His 
last piece, I Napolitani nel 1799, was produced in 1880. 

COSSACK POST, a military term to indicate a small party 
of mounted men, usually three to six, under a non-commissioned 
officer or senior soldier, which supplies its own sentries. 

COSSACKS, the name given to considerable portions of the 
population of the Russian empire, endowed with certain special 
privileges, and bound in return to  give military service, all at a 
certain age, under special conditions (Russ. Razak, perhaps from 
the Turki, quzzaq, adventurer). They constituted 11 separate 
voiskos, settled along the frontiers: Don, Kuban, Terek, Astrak- 
han, Ural, Orenburg, Siberian, Semiryechensk, Amur, Usuri and 
Zabaykalye. The primary unit of this organization was the stan- 
itsa, or village, which held its land as a commune. The assembly 
of all householders in villages of less than 30 households and of 
30 elected men in villages having from 30 to 300 households (one 
from each 10 households in the more populous ones), constituted 
the village assembly. Military service was obligatory for all men, 
for 20 years, beginning with the age of 18. 

The cohesion and solidarity among the Cossack armies in the 
various regions was perhaps damaged by the Statute of 1869, 
which endowed the officers and civil servants with landed property. 
The rank and file remained under the communal system, the legal 
owners of the land being the various degrees of the community, 
from the stanitsa up to the region. The allotments were larger 
than those of the ordinary peasants, and outsiders, tenants of Cos- 
sack land (inogorodnie), or peasant owners, were envious and 
eager for equal opportunities. The decree of Dec. 12, 1917, had 
already altered the terms of military service. The decree of June 
I ,  1918, levelled the Cossack community with the rest of the 
population. But the land tenure introduced by the Soviet Gov- 
ernment was much the same as that familiar to the Cossacks, 
combining individual management with State ownership. During 
the civil war 1919-21 the Bolshevik power revived extinct Cossack 
traditions in the Ukraine, forming red (clzervonny) Cossack 
units. Elsewhere the Cossacks fought on both sides and about 
30,000 left Russia with the remainder of the defeated white army. 
Information about the Cossack peoples in the various regions 
which have become merged into ordinary administrative divisions 
under Soviet rule is very scarce. (See also POLAND: HISTORY; 
RAZIN ; MAZEPA.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-M. A. Czaplicka, The Evolution of the Cossack 
Communities (1916) ; P.  Pellicena, Los Cosacos (1916) ; W .  P. 
Cresson, The Cossacks, their History and Country (1919) ; S .  G. 
Svatikov, History o f  the Don Cossacks (Russ.; Vienna, 1924) ; R. Fox, 
People o f  the Steppes (192 j) . See also E. Brockhaus and I. A. Ephron, 
Russian Encyclopaedia. 

COSSIMBAZAR or KASIMBAZAR, a decayed town on 
the river Bhagirathi in the Murshidabad district of Bengal, India, 
now included in the Berhampore municipality. Though the history 
of the place cannot be traced back earlier than the 17th century, 
it  was of importance long before Murshidabad was made the 
capital of Bengal. In  that century it  became the great trading 
centre of Bengal. f n  1658 an English factory was established at  
Cossimbazar, which soon became the chief commercial agency 
of the East India company in Bengal. French and Dutch factories 
were also set up in the second half of the 17th century, and the 
Armenians had a settlement in a suburb of the town. The 
proximity of the English factory to Murshidabad, the Moham- 
medan capital, while it was the main source of its wealth and 
political importance, exposed it to constant danger. Thus, in 
1757, it was the first to be taken by Siraj-ud-daula, the nawab ~f 

Bengal; and the resident, with his assistant (Warren Hastings), 
were taken as prisoners to Murshidabad. 

After the famine of 1770 the cultivated area in its neighbour- 
hood shrank and the greater part of the surrounding country was 
described as "a wilderness inhabited only by beasts of prey." I n  
1813 its ruin was completed by a sudden change in the course of 
the Bhagirathi, which formed a new channel 3m. from the old 
to\vn. Virulent epidemics broke out which swept away three- 
fourths of the inhabitants, and loss of population was followed 
by dilapidation of buildings. The first wife of Warren Hastings 
was buried at  Cossimbazar, where her tomb, with its inscription, 
still remains. 

COSTA, GIOVANNI (1826-1903), Italian painter, was 
born in Rome. H e  became known as a landscape-painter of 
remarkable originality, and of great influence in the return t o  
minute observation of nature. H e  had many English friends and 
followers, notably Matthew Ridley Corbet (1850-I~OZ), and 
Lord Carlisle, and was closely associated with Corot and the 
Barbizon school. An exhibition of his pictures was held in London 
in 1904, and he is represented in the Tate  Gallery. H e  died in 
Rome in 1903. 

See Madame Agresti's Giovannt Costa (1904). 
COSTA, LORENZO (1460-1535), Italian painter, was born 

at Ferrara, but went in early life to  Bologna and ranks with the 
Bolognese school. In 1488 he painted his famous "Madonna and 
Child with the Bentivoglio family," and other frescoes, on the 
walls of the Bentivoglio chapel in San Giacomo Maggiore, and 
he followed this with many other works. H e  was a great friend 
of Francia, who was much influenced by him. I n  1509 he went 
to Mantua, where his patron was the Marquis Francesco Gonzaga, 
and he eventually died there. His "Madonna and Child enthroned" 
is in the National Gallery, London, but his chief works are a t  
Bologna. His sons, Ippolito (1506-61) and Girolamo, as well as 
Girolamo's son, Lorenzo the younger (1537-1583), were also 
painters. 

COSTA, SIR MICHAEL ANDREW AGNUS (1808- 
1884), was the leading conductor in England and a notable figure 
in the musical life of his day. Born a t  Naples, he settled in 
London (1830), conducted the opera at  Her  Majesty's from 1832 
till 1846, then seceded to the Italian Opera a t  Covent Garden; 
conducted the Philharmonic Society from 1846 to 1854, the 
Sacred Harmonic Society from 1848, and the Birmingham festival 
from 1849. Meanwhile he had conducted the Bradford (1853) 
and Handel festivals (1857-So), and the Leeds festivals from 
1874 to 1880. As a composer he produced a number of operas 
snd oratorios of no importance. H e  became a naturalized English- 
man and received the honour of knighthood in 1869. H e  died 
st Brighton April 29, 1884. 

COST ACCOUNTING. A system of accounting designed 
to show the actual cost of each separate article produced or service 
rendered from time to time, as distinguished from the ordinary 
system of accounting which aims only a t  showing the working 
results of a business as a whole, or sometimes of each separate 
department of a business. The two systems of accounting are 
usually compiled independently of each other by different staffs, 
but if satisfactory results are to be reached these must work in 
co-operation, and the results produced must be reconcilable and 
mutually explanatory. 

E a r l y  History.-The origin of cost accounting, like the origin 
of book-keeping itself, is unknown; but possibly the first attempts 
in this direction were made in connection with the tin mines of 
Zornwall, as under the ancient Stannary courts of Cornwall tin- 
mining companies were formed, called cost book companies, a 
Form of organization very similar to the no-liability company still 
:xtant in Australia. However that may be, systematic costing 
Has usual in mining concerns long before anyone thought of ex- 
.ending it to manufacture generally. 

Necessity of Costing.-The necessity for  cost accounting arose 
sut of the direction in which ordinary accounting methods de- 
<eloped to meet the growing requirements of modern business. 
[n mediaeval times trade consisted mainly of a series of separate 
gentures, or troyage$, for each of which a separate account was 
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kept, so that a t  the end the actual result of that particular ven- 
ture or voyage was shown by the account. When commerce as- 
sumed the form of continuous trading, however, the method 
adopted was to merge everything into a single trading account 
which showed the results of the trading as a whole, but no details. 
In  the nature of things, such a method of accounting could only 
be satisfactory so long as it was reasonable to assume that all 
the business undertaken contributed pro rata to the final result. 
I n  some cases (e.g., in many department stores and wholesale 
warehouses) this assumption may be sufficiently near the truth for  
practical purposes, but it  is never even approximately true in  a 
manufacturing concern. Indeed, it  seems safe to say that in al- 
most every business some lines are more profitable than others, 
and that (whether it  be recognized or not) some lines are quite 
unprofitable. Hence the need for a system of accounting that will 
give detailed information as to  the exact cost of each separate 
thing sold, or each service rendered, especially in cases where the 
selling price has of necessity to be determined in advance. 

Costing Methods.-Because cost accounting is in the main a 
search for detailed information, it follows that the most con- 
venient and suitable methods will be found to vary in almost 
each individual case. Accordingly, only the barest outline of a 
system of cost accounting can be indicated here. The first step is 
to  determine the number of separate cost accounts that are to be 
kept. I n  some businesses where production is continuous, these 
individual cost accounts would also be continuous and balanced 
periodically like trading accounts, but in the case of contract 
work the number of accounts will vary from time to time accord- 
ing to the number of contracts then in progress. Each separate 
coSt account may be (and often is) sub-divided, so as to show the 
work performed by each separate department thereon. The other 
broad basis of division is to separate the outlays chargeable against 
each separate cost account (or sub-account) into (a)  labour, 
(b) materials, (c)  overhead. Each of these will again be subject 
to sub-division. 

L a b o u r  Costs.-Labour represents the cost of work done 
directly for, and in connection with, any particular cost account. 
I t  is not, therefore, quite the same thing as wages paid; as lost 
time, time occupied upon spoilt work, idle time, and cost of 
supervision are not directly chargeable against any particular 
piece of work, and have therefore to be transferred to  overhead 
charges. (Loss arising from spoilt work should be treated as part 
of the overhead charges of the department where the "spoil" 
occurs.) Everything that has been paid away has to be charged 
up somewhere, and an agreement of totals is an essential part of 
a satisfactory costing system. If suitable office machinery be 
employed it  is quite practicable to  effect this agreement before 
the wages are paid, and therefore in  time to prevent any over- 
payment of wages. 

Mater ia l s  C ~ s t s . ~ ~ l f a f e r i a l s  represents the cost of all materials 
directIy used in connection with work for which any cost account 
is opened. Some of these materials will be purchased specially for 
a particular job and can therefore be charged direct to that job, 
others will be issued from store; but the total value of materials 
charged against cost must agree with the total value credited to 
suppliers of direct purchases and to the stores department. In  
connection with the stores records a great deal of detailed work 
is necessarily involved, and here again office machinery is es- 
sential in a concern of any magnitude. I n  order to reach really 
satisfactory results, stores records should be kept in both quanti- 
ties and money values, otherwise no effective check on quantities 
is available. The same exact agreement of totals that was prac- 
ticable as regards wages is not practicable as regards stores, partly 
because of discrepancies in weight, etc., owing to inevitable waste 
or alterations in atmospheric conditions; partly because when 
materials have been in store for a considerable time it  does not 
a t  all follow that their original cost is a fair price at which to 
charge them out against current jobs. Such discrepancies, as well 
as the general expenses of the stores department, are usually in- 
cluded in the overhead, but they need careful watching. Labour 
and materinls together constitute prime cost. 

Overhead  Costs.-Overhead consists of every kind of work- 

ing cost not comprised in one or other of the previous headings. 
According to the nature of the business it  may be anything be- 
tween (say) 5% and 80% of the total cost, but in any event it  
represents outlays which by their nature cannot be regarded as 
directly chargeable against any particular item of output. The 
total must therefore be spread over the whole output as equitably 
as possible, according to some preconceived formula. Herein lies 
the weakness of many costing systems. Formerly, overhead used 
to be dealt with by adding a pre-arranged percentage to  prime 
cost. This of course assumes that the actual use made by  the dif- 
ferent jobs of the services comprised under "overhead" is, in fact, 
in proportion to their respective prime costs. I n  fact, i t  is quite 
as often in an inverse ratio. No treatment of overhead can ever 
be satisfactory that does not aim a t  sub-dividing the overhead as 
a whole into the overhead of each separate d e ~ a r t m e n t  ; the burden 
of the overhead expenses of each department may then be distrib- 
uted over the output of that department week by week, or month 
by month, with some approach to fairness. But even then, the 
method of distribution should be elastic rather than rigid; that is 
to say, week by week, or month by month, someone in authority 
with a knowledge of the facts should approve the proposed dis- 
tribution before it  is given effect to. I t  is moreover important to  
see that the total amount distributed is reconcilable with the total 
amount of expenses incurred; otherwise, the aggregate costing 
results a t  the end of the year cannot agree with the results shown 
by the profit and loss account. 

Absolute agreement is impracticable, but a reconciliation of the 
two'totals is a t  least essential. Absolute agreement may be im- 
practicable because, in order to arrive a t  the true cost, i t  may be 
necessary to  include items which have not in fact had to be paid 
away. For instance, the fact that a manufacturer owns the free- 
hold of his works is no reason why a fair charge for the rent of 
those works should not be included as part of his working costs; 
the fact that a manufacturer is paying interest on borrowed 
money because he is working with insufficient capital is no reason 
for saying that his operative costs are therefore higher; the fact 
that a manufacturer has for prudential reasons written down his 
plant and machinery far below their true value is no reason why a 
proper figure, representing the actual depreciation for the current 
period, should not be charged against the current output. Simi- 
larly, such items as bad debts, interest on investments, etc.. while 
necessarily coming into the profit and loss account, have no bear- 
ing upon the practical working of the business, and are therefore 
quite properly omitted from the costing records. 

Uses of Cost Accounts.-To sum up, i t  may be said that a 
satisfactory system of cost accounting assists the management to  
reduce working costs by pointing out waste and avoidable delay; 
to  select its output wisely, and to vary the quantity of output as 
circumstances may require; to  choose wisely between alternative 
methods of operation or production; to check quotations, by com- 
paring estimates of cost made in advance with actual costs as sub- 
sequently ascertained. Cost accounting also provides the only 

'reliable means of estimating the value of work in progress; of 
determining the extent to which sub-contracting is desirable; of 
deciding when to buy and when to manufacture where each alter- 
native is possible. In  addition, a proper system of cost accounts 
provides an effective check upon the stores department, and 
upon each operative department. I t  is the best possible safeguard 
against wages frauds or leakages of any kind, because every outlay 
has to be charged up to some cost account, and every cost account 
is being closely watched by interested parties who may be relied 
upon to challenge any but the most trifling overcharges. Every 
cost account (or sub-account) represents the results achieved by 
someone, be he works manager or foreman, or someone inter- 
mediate, who may be relied upon to see that his results are not 
belittled by improper charges. If manufacturers were to  pool their 
results, a comparison of the working costs of similar undertakings 
would undoubtedly be generally beneficial; but, outside of public 
service undertakings, such comparisons are not a t  present avail- 
able. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-111 the nature of things the most useful books on 
cost accounting deal with its application to one particular set of 
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s~rcumstances, and are of but little use elsewhere. The chief books 
dealing with general principles are: Dicksee, The Fundamentals of  
Manufacturing Costs (1917)  ; Dicksee, Book-keeping for Accountant 
Stzldents ( 1 9 2 1 )  ; Dicksee, Advanred Accounting ( r g z ~ )  ; Cathles, The 
Principles o f  Costing (1924) ; Hawkins, cos t  Accounts ( 1 ~ ~ 7 )  ; A. H. 
Church, Manufacturing Costs and Accounts (1917)  ; E. M. Taylor, The 
Principles of Cost Accounting (1936).  (L. R. D.) 

UNITED STATES 

Some features of Cost Accounting which have been developing 
rather rapidly in the United States are: ( I )  retail cost accounting; 
( 2 )  bank cost accounting; (3) sales cost accounting; (4) uniform 
cost accounting; and (5 )  standard costs. 

R e t a i l  Cost Accounting.-This is a term applied particularly 
in department stores where probably the most important problem 
of management is that of determining the profitableness of each 
of the departments. The department store being similar to a 
collection of individual stores, i t  is particularly essential that 
each be conducted so as to return a profit on the capital invested 
in it. The problem of cost accounting in this connection is essen- 
tially that of the distribution of overhead expenses. The merchan- 
dise accounts, sales and purchases are segregated by departments 
in order to give the proper control over merchandising activities. 
Similarly the salaries of assistants whose time is employed fully 
by a given department are without difficulty segregated as charges 
against that department. Practically no other costs can be charged 
directly to  a department because they are for  the most part 
shared jointly by several; e.g., the general expenses of the buying 
department are incurred for  the benefit of the entire store, stock 
clerks may serve several departments, all of the general housing 
expenses-light, heat, janitor service, repairs, rent, etc.-are for 
the benefit of all departments, as are the stores' delivery service 
costs and the newspaper advertising and other publicity expenses, 
which include the operating expenses of the advertising depart- 
ment; as well as the general administrative expense covering the 
management of the store as a whole. If accurate profit results 
are to  be computed for each department, all of these expenses 
must be prorated on some equitable basis over the departments 
receiving the benefit of the service. Some of the bases adopted 
for the distribution of these expenses are as  follows: buying 
expenses are prorated on the basis of the net purchases in each 
department; the space advertising on the basis of space used by 
each department; general advertising, general selling expenses, 
and general administrative expense of the whole organization on 
the basis of the sales of each department; delivery expense on the 
percentage of packages delivered for each department; rent, main- 
tenance and operation on the basis of floor area occupied by each. 
In  this way the net profit operating results of each department 
are determined on very much the same basis as would be the 
case were each an independent unit. 

B a n k  Cost Accounting.-The banks have long recognized 
that the services rendered customers growing out of the bank's 
deposit function are quite costly to  the bank and are of real 
value to customers. Only recently has any attempt been made to* 
evaluate the cost of these services as compared with the value of 
the customer's deposit to the bank. I n  attacking the problem 
the bank has been desirous of determining the minimum balance 
which it should require each depositor to  maintain, in order to 
cover the cost of the bank's services rendered to that depositor. 
The problem is a particularly complicated one because of the 
difference in activity of the various depositors' accounts, some 
depositors drawing many cheques during the month, others only 
a few. The more active accounts, requiring the handling of more 
cheques naturally are more expensive to  the bank than the 
inactive. Similarly, from the deposit standpoint, the customer 
who makes many deposits in his account, many being cheques 
which his own bank will have to  collect, receives more service 
from the bank than the one who is relatively inactive in this 
regard. N O entirely satisfactory solution of this cost accounting 
problem in the bank has yet been reached. Working methods are, 
however, being employed by a great many banks to the extent, 
at any rate, that most have adopted a minimum balance which 
must be maintained by all depositors in order to entitle them 

to free service, those customers whose balances fall below this 
being charged a service fee. 

Cost Accounting'-As costs increase, 
facturers and wholesalers give them an increasing amount of 
attention, the problem being investigated along two main lines. 
In  the first place an attempt is being made to discover an equitable 
basis for pro-rating over the product the general selling expenses, 
which is essentially the same problem as the distribution of over- 
head expenses in  the factory. I n  order to determine the full cost 
of placing the product in the hands of the customer it  is necessary 
to distribute on an equitable basis the selling expense incurred. 
Sales salaries, travelling expense, entertainment, advertising, both 
national and local, delivery expenses, general head office selling 
expense, including the salaries of sales manager and his staff, 
clerical expenses and supplies-all of these things must be dis- 
tributed over the various products sold before it is known which 
are profitable and which are not. An investigation of this kind 
will have a-direct bearing on the sales policies of the company as 
indicating the products the sale of which should be pushed and 
those which should be entirely cut off, or be carried merely as 
a convenience to  customers with a recognition of what such a 
policy costs. The second line of investigation, viz., the determina- 
tion of which customers are profitable, is  closely related to this. 
I t  has been found, for example, in a given manufacturing concern 
that 90% of its total sale volume was sold to 10% of the total 
customers at  a cost of 5 %  of its total selling expense. This means 
that 10% of its total sales volume was sold to 90% of its custom- 
ers and that the cost of increasing its sales volume by this 
10% was 95% of its entire selling expense. Certainly had no 
effort been made to sell t o  these customers-go% of the tdtal 
number-the net profit of the company would have been much 
larger. An investigation of this kind requires a very careful alloca- 
tion of selling expenses on the basis of the business done with 
each customer rather than on the basis of the unit or kind of 
products sold, although a knowledge of the manufacturing and 
selling cost of each may be necessary in  determining the profitable- 
ness of the business done with each customer. Investigations of 
this kind are very enlightening and absolutely necessary, in order 
to give a factual basis for the formulation of intelligent sales 
policies. 

Uni form Cost Accounting.-Reference is made under 
BALANCE SHEET to a trend toward the development of uniform 
systems of accounting in trade association work. Particularly in 
those trades where competition is keen and net profit results from 
the point of view of the marginal unit of business are apt to  be 
unsatisfactory, i t  is essential for a business man to know his 
costs. The trade association has recognized this and has tried to  
bring sharply to  the attention of all of its members the absolute 
necessity of a system of accounts which will give him the neces- 
sary information to determine a selling price adequate to cover 
all costs and leave a margin of profit. Many trade associations 
have secured the co-operation of a large proportion of their mem- 
bers in reporting their business costs under the uniform account- 
ing titles adopted by the association; these have been handled 
confidentially and from them averages have been built up some- 
times for the trade as a whole and frequently also in classified 
groups by businesses, localities, etc. These averages have pro- 
vided norms or standards by comparison with which the individual 
merchant or manufacturer is able to judge his relative efficiency. 
Some of these uniform systems of accounting have been developed 
through accounting committees within the organization itself, 
while in other cases the professional services of public accountants 
have been utilized. 

S t a n d a r d  Costs.-The standard costs system, also known as 
predetermined or budget costs, is one of the most recent move- 
ments in cost accounting; its chief point is estimating the cost of 
the product before it  is produced. This estimate is frequently 
made by the engineering department, and consists of estimates 
of the cost of materials to be used, of the direct labour involved, 
and of the overhead expenses. For proper efficiency these esti- 
mates should be made in very great detail, in accordance with the 
plan or process of manufacture of the product. The costs of 
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actual manufacture are then gathered by the accounting system 
under the same titles as were used in the making of the estimate; 
these are compared with the estimated or standard costs and the 
\.ariatiom, or variances, as they are usually called, are noted and 
the attention of the responsible executive is given particularly to 
those items where these are greatest. I n  this way, so long as the 
costs of manufacture fall within the limits set by the estimated 
manufacturing standards, the results are considered satisfactory 
and no special attention from executives will be required, and 
hence they can devote their undivided attention to conditions 
shown to be unsatisfactory. As yet there is no uniform account- 
ing technique for this method, but its basic idea has gained rather 
wide acceptance owing to its great value from the standpoint 
of management. 

The National Association of Cost Accountants, which operates 
through some 30 or more chapters in manufacturing centres of 
the United States, is the leading professional society in this field. 
See also SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMEXT. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. L. Dohr, Cost Accounting (1924) ; W. B. Law- 
rence, Cost Accounting (1925) ; J. Lee Nicholson and J. F. D. Rohr- 
bach, Cost Accounting (1919) ; J .  P. Jordan and G. L. Harris, Cost 
Accounting (1925) ; F .  E. Webner, Factory Costs (1911) ; P. M. Atkin- 
son, Textbook o f  Industrial Cost Accounting (1924) ; J. R. Hilgert, 
Sales Cost Accounting (1926) ; G. C. Harrison and J. J.  Bock, Stand- 
ard Cost Accounting (1928) ; A. C. Hodge, Retail Accounting and 
Control (1925) ; F.  L. Beach, Bank Systepn and Accounting (1928). 
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COSTANZO, ANGELO DI ( c .  I 507-1 591)~  Italian his- 

torian and poet, was a Neapolitan. H e  was an ;;dent admirer of 
the beautiful poetess Vittoria Colonna ( q . ~ . ) .  He spent over 40 
years on his great work, Le  Istorie deL reglzo d i  iVapoli dal 1250 
fino a1 1498 (Naples, 1572 ; completed work, Aquila, I j81). I t  is 
still one of the best histories of Naples, and the style is clear, 
simple and elegant. 

See G. Tiraboschi, Storia della letteratura italiana, vol. vii. ( ~ l b r -  
ence, 1812). 

COSTA RICA, a republic of Central America, lying between 
Nicaragua and Panama and between the Caribbean sea and the 
Pacific ocean, and known chiefly in the markets of the world for 
its high quality of coffee and, politically, for its record of peace 
and general prosperity. Costa Rica's boundaries are, on the north, 
Nicaragua, on the east, the Caribbean sea, on the south-east and 
east, Panama, on the west, the Pacific ocean. The total area of 
Costa Rica is approximately ag,ooosq.m., its population (see 
below) being about 26.4 to  the square mile. The coast line, on the 
Caribbean sea is about 181m., and on the Pacific, which is broken 
by deep bays and many inlets, about 360 miles. 

Phys ica l  Description.-The larger portion of the territory of 
Costa Rica is an elevated table-land of from 3,000 to 6,oooft. 
above the sea. The country is traversed by the main cordillera of 
the American continent, with its two characteristic ranges with the 
wide plateau between. The chief mountains are mostly volcanic, 
rising above the main ranges of the cordillera, the highest peaks 
being Chirripo Grande, I 1,48sft., Irazh, I ~,aooft. ,  Turrialba, I I,- 
3j0ft., Buena Vista, 10,82oft., Pic0 Blanco, 9,645ft., and Pois, 
8,895 feet. The slopes to the Caribbean and Pacific shores are 
sharp, and the lowlands narrow on the Pacific and fairly broad on 
the Caribbean littoral. However, while the Caribbean shore is 
broken by relatively few inlets or rivers, and even the salt water 
lagoons that skirt the other Central American countries and Pan- 
ama are less in evidence, the Pacific shore is broken by great bays 
and swiit rivers. These include three gulfs and bays of prime im- 
portance, the Gulf of Nicoya, the Golfo Dulce, and Coronada bay. 
The Gulf of Nicoya is a charming, landlocked bay filled with tiny 
islands and dominated by the hills rising sharply behind it  on the 
mainland. The Golfo Dulce, on the other hand, is sharply cut, 
averaging IOO fathoms in depth and entirely without islands. 

The chief river of Costa Rica is the San Juan, which has its 
origin in Lake Nicaragua and, flowing for most of its length 
through Kicaragua, forms the international boundary for a consid- 
erable distance. The Rio Colorado, the most important of its many 
mouths, lies wholly nithin Costa Rican territory. The Reventaz6n. 
called the Parisimina through a part of its course, is the chief 

river entirely within Costa Rica. Rising in the foothills around 
the volcano Irazu, it  flows through the central plateau and coastal 
lonlands to the Caribbean. I t s  picturesque valley is the route 
of the old Spanish highway from the coast, and, now, of the rail- 
way which connects the capital, San JosC, with the country's chief 
port, Puerto L i m b .  The Rio Frio flows north

w

ard into Lake 
Nicaragua. On the Pacific slope, the Tempisque runs in a south- 
erly direction into the Gulf of Nicoya. The Tarcoles, like the 
Reventazbn, rises on the slopes of IrazG, the tip of the watershed 
between the Pacific and the Caribbean, and flows westward into 
the Pacific a t  the head of the Gulf of Nicoya. Toward the south- 
east, on the Pacific slope are the Rio Naranjos, rising near the 
volcano Chirripo Grande, and beyond it  the Rio Grande de 
Terraba empties into Coronada bay.. The latter river has its head- 
waters in the mountains near the border of Panama. None of the 
rivers is long, nor is any one of them, except the San Juan, 
navigable for boats of any size. 

The flora, fauna, and the general geological features are similar 
to those of the other countries of Central America. 

COCOS Island.-Included under Costa Rican sovereignty is 
Cocos island, a jungly uninhabited tropical island lying in latitude 
s o  32' N., longitude 87' 2' W. in the Pacific some 3oom. from the 
mainland. For over a century Cocos has been frequently visited 
by treasure-hunters seeking gold bullion buried there in 1821. 
Cocos is about 4m. long and am. wide, and has two fair harbours. 
The highest elevation is 2,788 feet. I n  recent years, particularly 
since 1939, there has been agitation in the United States for the 
lease or purchase of Cocos from Costa Rica for use in strengthen- 
ing the Panama canal defences. 

Climate.-The climate of Costa Rica differs but little from 
that of other Central American countries. There are sharp con- 
trasts, however, due to altitude and the uncertainty of the minds 
at  this point on the earth's surface, and to the fact that some 
authorities hold that the thermal equator in reality passes through 
or near San JosC de Costa Rica. The highland climate of the 
plateau renders the weather cool and refreshing, however, and 
San JosC has been becoming more and more the summer resort, 

or the resort for relief from the 
continued heat, to the foreign 
residents of Panama and the Ca- 
nal Zone, which is only 24 hours 
by sea and rail from the capital 
of Costa Rica. On the plateau 
the altitude is from 3,000 to 
5,000ft. and the mean tempera- 
ture is 68" F. On the coasts, the 
mean annual temperature is 
around 82" I;. In  both the coastal 
regions and the highlands the 
rainy season is generally expected 
from April or May to December, 
although the Caribbean coast 
often has rain during the dry 
season when the trade-winds 

ds out of the At- 
lantic and precipitation on their 
coming in contact with the cooler 
air currents from the highlands 

C O S T A  TO Inhabitants- The population 
MARKET was officially estimated at  656,- 

129 on Dec. 31, 1940. The overwhelming bulk of the residents of 
the highlands are of almost pure Spanish descent, little affected by 
immigration since the close of the colonial period a century ago, 
and yet steadily increasing in numbers and apparently losing 
little if any vigour under the tropical sun. The original stock 
was largely from Galicia and Andalusia, and this peasantry now 
makes up the bulk of the small property owners and also of the 
labouring classes on the coffee plantations. The next most im- 
portant element in the population is the Negro, although this is 
confined almost entirely to the Caribbean coast. There, imported 
labourers from the British IVest Indies have formed the bulk of 
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the workers on the banana plantations founded and operated by 
large American companies, a single one of these companies em- 
ploying over 6,000 of these Negroes, many of whom are ac- 
companied by their families. The Negroes virtually never penetrate 
to  the highlands. There is, also, a very small proportion of other 
foreigners, the total probably not exceeding 8,000. Mosquito 
Indians come every summer to fish off the Atlantic Coast. 

The chief centres of population are on the central plateau in 
four cities within a few miles of one another. These four cities 
are the capital, San JosP, with 68,465 inhabitants; Cartago, with 
8,786, Alajuela, with 9,232 and Heredia, with 9,610. Puntarenas, 
the chief port on the Pacific, possessed 7,722 inhabitants; Puerto 
Limbn, on the Caribbean sea, has grown rapidly and in 1940 
numbered 9,129 inhabitants. 

Government.- Costa Rica is governed by its Constitution of 
1871, one of the oldest in Spanish America, and the third adopted 
by the country. I t  describes the government as "popular, repre- 
sentative, alternative and responsible," vesting the authority in 
the three usual branches, executive, legislative and judicial. Civil 
rights are guaranteed, but subject to suspension by the legislature 
or by the executive in time of war; there is freedom of worship, 
although the Roman Catholic Apostolic religion is that of the 
State and is supported by the Government. There is a single 
legislative chamber, called the Constitutional Congress, consisting 
of 44 deputies, one for every 15,000 inhabitants, elected for 
four years, half being renewed every two years. The president is 
elected by direct vote for four years and is eligible for another 
term after one term has intervened. His council of ministers 
may attend the meetings of congress and take part in the deliber- 
ations, although without vote. The judiciary consists of a supreme 
court of eight members elected by congress, and appellate and 
inferior courts whose judges are named by the supreme court. 
The administration of the country is divided into seven provinces, 
which in turn comprise cantons and districts. The governors of 
therprovinces are appointed by the president, but the capitals of 
the provinces are self-governing municipalities with officers elected 
by the inhabitants. 

The functioning of the government in Costa Rica follows 
closely the constitutional provisions set down, and the popular 
suffrage, which in some countries on the Caribbean region is more 
an ideal than a reality, functions smoothly and effectively in 
Costa Rica. There is a high standard of public trust; the courts 
are independent of the executive; the highest offices are, in 
practice, confined closely to a group of the capable aristocracy 
and there is a very high feeling of public duty in the men holding 
such offices. 

Education.-The concentra- 
tion of population in the high- 
lands favours a centralized and 
efficient school system, with the 
result that Costa Rica ranks 
among the leading nations of the 
world in public education. Illit- 
eracy is the lowest in Hispanic 
America (less than 23%). The 
educational system is adminis- 
tered by the secretary of public 
education, aided by technical 
supervisors, 640 provincial and H O M E  O F  A NEGRO LABOURER O N  

district boards of education, and A BANANA 

local boards. 
Elementary education, which is compulsory for children between 

the ages of 7 and 14 years, is offered by 671 public elementary 
schools, with an enrolment of 64,594 children (1939). Pre-school 
education is available through several elementary schools which 
have opened kindergarten classes, and a t  the normal school a t  
Heredia, and several private institutions. A five-year course is 
offered by eight secondary schools enrolling over 2,000 students. 
The normal school, which in 1937 had an enrolment of nearly 500 
students, offers a curriculum of teacher training, and usually 
meets the demands of the communities for teachers. Pkofessional 
education is offered in the fields of law, pharmacy, dentistry, 

nursing, engineering and agriculture. The budget for 1937 allotted 
$921,816 for education, out of a total of $7,08o,o00. 

San JosC is the site of a handsome opera house and of a na- 
tional museum, where much of the prehistoric and recent Indian 
work of the aborigines is on exhibition, and where the collection 
of ancient pottery and of the fine gold ornaments for  which Costa 
Rica is famous is a thoroughly representative one. A zoological 
exhibit is maintained in connection with the museum. 

Finance.-The currency unit is the 
col6n. This was formerly stabilized a t  
24.974 U.S., but since 1932 has gradually 
shaded off in terms of U.S. money. The 
average exchange value through the year 
1939 was 17.61# U.S. I t s  value is regu- 
lated through exchange control. 

National revenues are derived from 
customs, liquor taxes, export taxes on 
coffee and bananas, State monopolies, in- 
cluding the Pacific railway, and miscel- 
laneous sources. Customs receipts ac- 
count for around 40% of the total, 
liquor taxes around 15%. 

The 1939 budget called for a total ex- 
penditure of 31,299,000 colones, with an 
estimated deficit of 549,000 colones. 
Public works and agriculture were al- 

WOMAN CARRYING T H E  lotted 22%; education, 17%; public se- 
"METATE- OF BLACK curity, 9%;  debt service, 17.9%; miscel- 
VOLCANIC s T o N E ON laneous, 34.1 yo. 

SHE LYE- The public debt was $25,696,000 
SOAKED M A I Z E  FOR BREAD (1939), including an external debt of 
$8,131,720, £1,513,177, and-5;811,000 ~ r e n c h  francs. The exter- 
nal debt was in default beginning in 1932 and 1933. Government 
offers of a readjustment have been made, the last in March 1q.39, 
but have been rejected as unsatisfactory. Approximately $I;;- 
ooo,ooo value of the Costa Rican national bonds was estimated 
to be held in the U.S. in 1939. U.S. direct investments in Costa 
Rica were estimated a t  $20,000,000 in 1933. 

The Banco Internacional has resources totalling 28,259,890 
colones, and a capital of 2,792,471 colones. The Banco de Costa 
Rica, founded in 1877, has a capital of 2,000,000 colones and re- 
sources of 16,679,479 colones. The Banco Anglo-Costarricense, 
founded in 1863, has a capital of 1,200,000 colones and resources 
of 4,1 10,ooo colones. 

Defence.-Costa Rica has constitutional provisions for the 
compulsory service of all able-bodied male citizens between 18 
and 50, in time of war. I t s  army numbers some 2,500, but the 
militia has an active service branch, and the national guard in- 
cludes all able-bodied males. This is estimated to number about 
36,000 on a war footing. There is a naval unit and a skeleton navy 
on paper. 

Agriculture.-Coffee, bananas, and cacao are the basic agri- 
cultural products, and comprise around 95% of the country's ex- 
ports. The total area devoted to agriculture is estimated a t  over 
a million acres. A distinctive feature of Costa Rican agriculture 
is the prevalence of small landholdings. 

Costa Rican coffee is regarded as being the highest quality, and 
commands a better price than do the coffees of most other coun- 
tries. I t  is grown in the highland areas. The greater part of it ,  
until very recently, was exported to  Great Britain. Until the 
beginning of the present century coffee was the country's leading 
product, but with the development of bananas it  fell to  second 
place. More recently i t  has regained a precarious leadership, 
due to a decline in banana production. The 1938-39 coffee crop 
was officially valued a t  $4,644,301. 

Costa Rica was the first Central American country to  produce 
bananas for export, and formerly it was the leading producer in 
the Western Hemisphere. Development of plantations elsewhere 
and, since the ~gzo ' s ,  the ravages of the Panama disease, which 
attacks the banana plant, reduced export production from a record 
of I 1,170,812 stems in 1913 and 8, ~ O O , O O O  in 1926 to 3.000,000 in 
1935. In 1938 5,011,000 stems were exported, and 3,429>787 in 
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1939. Recent increase is due to  extensive development of new 
plantations on the Pacific slope, supplementing those on the 
Caribbean. The latter, however, still produce the great bulk of the 
supply. Plantations are located on the coastal lowlands. 

Cacao production is still relatively small despite considerable 
recent impetus. Many abandoned banana plantations have been 
turned to cacao. Production in 1939 was 7,672,375kg. (1938, 
5,533,016kg.). 

Subsid~ary crops are sugar cane, corn, beans, potatoes, and rice. 
Some miscellaneous tropical fruits are raised in small quantities. 

Government policy is to  encourage agricultural improvement by 
admitting new seeds and plants free of customs duty, and through 
scientific study. The cattle industry has been given similar en- 
couragement. Cattle are raised chiefly for dairying purposes. 

M i n i n g  a n d  Manufacturing.-Mining is almost the only in- 
dustry besides agriculture. Gold is by far the most important 
mineral, although some silver, manganese, mercury, and sulphur 
exist. Late in 1937 discovery of rich and extensive additional de- 
posits of manganese was made in Guanacaste, the most westerly 
part of the country. The greater part of mining activity is in 
Guanacaste, where the important Abangbrez gold fields are located. 
I n  1934 the value of the gold produced was $436,510; and by 
1938 it  was in excess of $5oo,ooo. The mining industry is en- 
couraged by the Government, which permits the importation of 
machinery, tools, and other equipment free of duty. 

Some indications of petroleum have been found near Talamanca 
and Tilarbn in the southern part of the country. 

Manufacturing is confined almost entirely to articles of domes- 
tic consumption. There are approximately 6,500 industrial estab- 
lishments, nearly all of them small. Their products include furni- 
ture and fine woodwork, tobaccos, and miscellaneous articles. 

F o r e i g n  Trade.-The most important exports are, in order, 
coffee, bananas, and cacao. I n  1938 total exports were $10,145,614 
(U.S.), including 21,873,891kg. of coffee, $4,938,053; 5,033,424 
stems of bananas, $2,808,547; 5,533,016kg. cacao, $829,955. Great 
Britain was formerly the heaviest purchaser of Costa Rican goods, 
taking an average of slightly over half in the period 1931-33, but 
the proportion of British purchases has now declined to an average 
of 2 0  to  25%. 

Costa Rica's total imports in 1938 mere valued a t  $I 2,621,000, 
with 49.1% from the United States and 19.8% from Germany. 
Great Britain's proportion, which was I 5% in 1926, was 6.6%. 
Foodstuffs (largely wheat flour), textiles, and miscellaneous manu- 
factured goods make up the bulk of the imports. 

Foreign Trade of Costa Rica, 1931-33, 1937, and 1938 
(values in 000's of dollars) 

Country of origin 
or destination 

United States . , . 
G e r m a n y .  . . . 
United Kingdom . . 
France . , , . 
I t a l y .  . . . . 
Japan . . . . 
Other countries. . . 

Total . . . . 

Under pressure of wartime conditions exports in 1939 dropped 
t o  $9,086,000 (United States, 45.6%; Germany, 25.1%; Great 
Britain, 16.g%), while imports rose to $16,885,000 (United States, 
58.8%; Germany, 17.7%; Japan, 5.1%; Great Britain, 4%).  

Communications.- There are two principal ports, Puerto Li- 
m6n on the Caribbean, centre of the banana traffic and terminus 
of the Costa Rica railway, and Puntarenas, on the Pacific, ter- 
minus of the electrified Pacific railway. Puerto Lim6n handles 
60% of the export and 45% of the import traffic. 

There are two principal railroad systems, the Northern, which 
controls the Costa Rica through lease, and the Pacific. The 
main line of the Northern system, the Costa Rica, connects Puerto 
Lim6n with San JosC, the capital, a distance of 103 miles. Vari- 
ous branches serve principally the banana area. The Pacific Elec- 
tric railway, built and owned by the Government, provides com- 
munication from San JosC to the Pasific a t  Puntarenas, 73m. away. 

I n  common with other countries of Central America, Costa Rica 
has been putting emphasis on highways during recent years. More 
than 1,800m. of roads serve to link together various parts of 
the country and are of increasing importance in the transporta- 
tion of produce. 

Important not only as an aid to  transportation of goods, but 
for the possibilities it offers for a development of tourist trade, 
is the Inter American highway, which traverses the country. The 
highway, much of it  a t  an elevation of around ~o,oooft . ,  is in 
process of improvement and completion. I n  1939, 4 7 m  were 
paved, and 66m. open during dry weather. An additional z43m. 
was still unimproved trail. 

Air transport service to  foreign countries is provided by  the 
Pan American Airways system. Within the country regular 
lines connect San Josh with Puerto Lim6n, Puntarenas, and other 
cities. 

The telegraphs are operated by the Government and reach 
virtually every town of the country, and connect with the 
services of the other countries of Central America, which can be 
communicated with a t  the low domestic rate. The Tropical 
Radio Corporation has a station a t  Puerto Lim6n, and the All 
America Cable reaches San Josh via both Puerto Lim6n and 
Puntarenas. There is an efficient telephone service in San JosC 
and between San JosC and Puntarenas. One of the banana 
companies maintains a private telephone line between San Josh 
and Puerto Lim6n and the local telephone service in the latter city. 

History.-Costa Rica was discovered and probably named 
by Christopher Columbus, on his fourth and last voyage to Amer- 
ica. On the Caribbean shore of Costa Rica the Spaniards found 
the first traces of the gold they sought, in the ear-rings and other 
ornaments of gold worn by the natives-ornaments that are 
still prizes for archaeologists and the subject of a long con- 
troversy as to origin and design. A settlement was planned, and 
a small group of Spaniards, headed by Bartholomew Columbus, 
brother of Christopher, was landed. I t  remained only a short 
time, however, and after attack by the Indians and the loss of a 
number of men, set sail and joined Columbus farther down the 
coast. The name of the country, Costa Rica, or "Rich Shore," 
was possibly the result of Columbus's discovery of gold, or of 
ear-rings, as a corruption of Costa de oreja might, as suggested 
by Col. G. E. Church (q.v.), well be the origin of the phrase 
"Costa Rica." 

Costa Rica was, however, first called Nueva Cartago, prior t o  
becoming a province of the captaincy-general of Guatemala, 
but, by 1540, the name Costa Rica had been generally adopted. 
The country had been conquered and pacified by the Spaniards 
by 1530, became a province in I 540, and its limits were sur- 
veyed and fixed between 1560 and 1573. under Juan Vbsquez de 
Coronado, one of the few able and conscientious Spanish gov- 
ernors in the long history of the province. During the Spanish 
rkgime Costa Rica did not prosper, for the search for gold went 
on, and the Indians, enslaved and ill-used, died off rapidly. 

Costa Rican independence dates from Sept. 15, 1821, and fol- 
lows the general history of Central America in this regard, as  
in the various efforts a t  union (see CENTRAL AMERICA). The 
only serious external problems of Costa Rica since the inde- 
pendence have been its boundary disputes with its two neighbours. 
That with Nicaragua was finally submitted to the arbitration of 
the president of the United States in 1888, and the lines were 
finally settled by treaty in 1896 on the basis of his award. The 
charges of Costa Rica that the Bryan-Chamorro treaty between 
the United States and Nicaragua in 1916 violated its rights to the 
San Juan river (see CENTRAL AMERICA and NICARAGUA) were not  
based on a question of boundary lines but on Costa Rica's feeling 
that its rights to the river had not been taken into consideration 
when the United States paid Nicaragua alone the sum of $3,000,- 
ooo (U.S. cy.) for a n  option to a canal site utilizing that river. 
The boundary with Panama (originally with Colombia) is still in 
strong dispute. An arbitration award by the President of France 
in 1900, confirmed by the Chief Justice of the United States in 
1914, was generally favourable to Costa Rica, but was rejected 
by Panama, which continued to hold part of the disputed area. 
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Finally, in 1921, Costa Rica attempted forcible occupation of the 
Coto region (on the Pacific coast), which had been adjudicated to 
her. Large scale hostilities were averted only by the intervention 
of the United States in support of Costa Rica's claim. Panama 
thereupon evacuated the Coto area, but relations between the 
two countries were broken until 1928, and the dispute continued. 
A treaty of settlement was made in 1938, but opposition in Costa 
Rica was so strong that it  was withdrawn from congressional con- 
sideration unratified. 

The internal uolitical situation of Costa Rica has been almost 

Belgian patriotism found its fullest expression. Uylenspiegel 
(Eulenspiegel) has been compared to Don Quixote, and even 
to Panurge. H e  is the type of the 16th-century Fleming, and the 
history of his resurrection from the grave itself was accepted 
as an allegory of the destiny of the race. The exploits of him- 
self and his friend form the thread of a semi-historical narrative, 
full of racy humour, in spite of the barbarities that find a place 
in it. This book also was illustrated by Rops and others. There 
are English translations by G. Whitworth (1918) and by F. M. 
Atkinson (1~22) .  I n  1870 de Coster became ~rofessor  of general 

uniformly peaceiul, the exception being in 1917-19. In January I 
of the former year, Federico Tinoco, by a coup d'ttat, forced 
out of office President Alfredo Gonzilez, whose election had been 
so close that it had been decided by the congress, A new con- 
stitution was promulgated in June 1917 and Tinoco assumed 
the presidency under this new constitution. His Government 
severed relations with Germany September 21, and declared war in 
the following April. The United States, however, consistently refused 
to recognize the Tinoco Government, holding such action to be con- 
trary to the Washington conference treaty of 1907, which pledged non- 
recognition of revolutionary governments, and succeeded in having 
Costa Rica barred from the League of Nations for a time. 

In 1919 a counter-revo~ution overthrew ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ l i ~  was 
chosen president at the succeeding election, and was promptly accorded 
recognition by the United States. Under Acosta and subsequent 
presidents, Costa Rica acquired the reputation of being the most 
democratic and orderly republic of Central America, and one of the 
most democratic in the Americas. In 20th century Costa Rica, in 
striking contrast to other Central American States, military men as 
prcsidents have been the decided exception. President Acosta was 
followed in orderly succession by Dr. Ricardo JimCnez Orearnuno 
(1924-28), who had served one previous term, Cleto Gonzales Viquez 
(1928-32), Dr. JimCnez for a third term (1932-36), Dr. Lebn Cortes 
(1936-40), and Rafael Calderbn Guardia (1940-44). A literacy test 
for voters was adopted in 1920 and the secret ballot in 1925. At the 
outbreak of the European War in 1939, Costa Rica proclaimed her 
neutrality, and subsequently manifested a strong tendency to follow 
the lead of the United States in international relations. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Pan American Union, Bulletin and Comnzercial 
Pan America (Washington, monthly) ; Department of Overseas Trade, 
Reports (London, annual) ; R. Fernindez Guardia, Crdnicas coloni- 
ales de Costa Rica (San JosC, 1937)~ and History o f  the discovery and 
conquest o f  Costa Rica (New York, 1913) ; C. L. Jones, Costa Rica 
and civilization in the Caribbean (Madison, 1935) ; C. D. Kepner, 
Jr., and J.  G. Soothill, The banana empire (New York, 1935). See 
also CENTRAL AMERICA, bibliographies. For Cocos Island, see W. 
Beebe, The Arcturus Adventure (New York, 1926) ; L. J. Chubb, 
"Geology of Galipagos, Cocos, and Easter Islands," Bishop Museum 
bulletin I I O  (Honolulu, 1933) ; C. L. Collenette, Sea girt jungles 
(London, 1 9 2 6 ) .  (L. W. BE.) 

COSTELLO, LOUISA STUART ( I  799-18 jo),  author and 
miniature painter, was born in Ireland in 1799. Her  father died 
while she was young, and Louisa, who removed to Paris with her 
mother in 1814, helped to support her mother and brother by her 
skill as an artist. At 16 she published T h e  Maid o f  the Cyprus Isle, 
and other Poems, and in 182 5 Songs of a Stranger. Ten years later 
appeared her Specimens of the Early Poetry of France, illustrated 
by beautifully executed illuminations. In  this she had the assist- 
ance of her brother, DUDLEY COSTELLO (1808-65), a well-known 
journalist and the author of several novels and books of travel. 

I t  was dedicated to  Tom Moore, and procured her his friendship 
as well as that of Sir Walter Scott. Anlong her numerous works 
are : T h e  Rose  Garden of Persia (1845), a series of translations , 
from Persian poets, with illuminations by herself and her brother; 
Clara Fane (1848), a novel, and many excellent books of travel. 
She died in Boulogne April 24 1870. 

COSTER, CHARLES THEODORE HENRI DE (1827- 
1879), Belgian writer, was born at  Munich on Aug. 20, 1827. 
His father, Augustin de Coster, was a native of LiCge, who was 
attached to the household of the papal nuncio a t  Munich, but 
soon returned to Belgium. Charles studied at  the University of 
Brussels. Believing that Flerilish manners and speech could not 
be rendered faithfully in modern French, he wrote his best 
works in the old tongue. The success of his Le'gendes pa- 
rnandes (1857, 2nd ed., with preface by E. Deschanel, 1861) was 
increased by the illustrations of FClicien Rops and other friends 
(Eng. trans. by H. Taylor with wood cuts by Albert Destanche, 
1920). In  1861 he published his Contes braba7zgons, in modern 
French. His masterpiece is his Le'gende de Thy1 Uylenspiegel e t  
de Lamme Goedzak (1867), a 16th-century romance, in which 

history and bf ~ r e n c h  literature a t  the military school. H e  died 
On May 7 3  Ig79> at Ixe1les> 

See C. Potvin, Charles de Coster. Sa biographie, lettres ci Elisa 
(1894) ; H. Liebrecht, La Vie et le rgve de Charles de Coster ( 1 ~ 2 7 ) .  
In 1927  Stephanie, a drama in 5 acts, by De ~ o s t e r ,  was ~ublished 
for the first time, with a preface by Camille Huysmans; it is dated 
187% but was probably a revision of an early play Crescentius, 
written in 1853. 

COSTERMONGER, a street-trader who usually displays 
his wares on a barrow, but who sometimes uses a cart or "donkey- 
shay.'' I n  the London street markets, which are many and varied3 

LONDON C O S T E R MO N G E R  F A M I L Y  OF T H E  V I C T O R I A N  AGE 
These costumes, w i t h  their  r ich embroidery of pearl buttons or "pearlies," 
are  now used rare ly ,  and only  on festive occasions 

the goods sold by costermongers cover a very wide range, including 
fruit, vegetables, fish, flowers, crockery, glassware, ironmongery, 
and even clothing and furs. I n  1927 a licensing system was in- 
troduced to prevent abuses. 

In familiar parlance, a costermonger is a "coster." The deriva- 
tion is from costard-monger, one who in the old days sold costards, 
a species of large ribbed apple. 

COST OF LIVING. Until recently the phrase "Cost of 
Living" was used only loosely by economists when the relation 
between movements of wages and prices was in question, but 
from 1914 onwards during the World War the need of a measure- 
ment of the rise of prices gradually resulted in making the ex- 
pression prominent in industrial and statistical discussions. I t  
has frequently been assumed that the term "Cost of Living" has 
a unique and definite meaning, and that accurate measurements 
can be applied to  it, but in fact the meaning is vague and the 
statistical methods appropriate to i t  are complex and lead to 
results whose precision is not of a high order. 

The phrase may be regarded as an abbreviation for "the cost 
in a defined region to persons of a defined social or industrial 
class of goods of a kind usually purchased a t  frequent intervals, 
by the consumption of which a certain standard of econonlic 
welfare is reached." We may usefully distinguish four cases:- 
(a)  Where the standard is the physiological minimum necessary 
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to maintain life, health and strength; (b) where some customary 
or average budget of expenditure is taken and the cost of the 
items in it  is measured at different times or places; (c) where the 
items are varied but the whole contents of the budget result 
in an unchanged standard of welfare; (d) where both the con- 
tents of the budget are modified and the standard is raised or 
lowered. Case (b) is that which has in recent years been the 
subject of measurement, but case (c) is that which is in reality 
appropriate to  the problem of measuring or adjusting real wages. 
Case (d) confuses two factors, the change of price and the change 
of standard. 

I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
T h e  Physiological  Minimum.-(Case a,)-Attention was 

directed by Mr. Seebohm Rowntree (Poverty, A Study of T o m  
Life, 2nd ed. 1902) to  the cost of obtaining in York (England) 
and elsewhere food, clothing, heat, light and shelter sufficient for 
a family to maintain itself in health and efficiency for work, when 
all possible economy was practised, subject to the availability of 
commodities and the legal requirements for housing, decency, 
etc. The minimum of food was computed in relation to the 
quantity of calories (or  units of energy produced by the diges- 
tion of food), carbohydrates (heat-giving compounds), and pro- 
tein (body-building compounds) calculated by Atwater and others 
as necessary for maintaining health and vigour under various 
conditions of life, and dietaries were drawn up which contained 
the necessary constituents a t  the minimum aggregate cost; to this 
cost was added the expenditure on clothing, fuel, cleansing mate- 
rials, etc., and rent, whicH was found to be customary among 
persons in regular work a t  the lowest rates of wages for adult 
men. The most natural meaning of the cost of living is perhaps 
the cost of maintaining the minimum standard thus described, or 
a similarly computed minimum in other countries. 

The standard is, however, not scientifically definite; apart from 
questions as to the validity and applicability of the measurement 
by calories, i t  is clear that there must be a great difference 
between the amount of food necessary for work of low and of 
high efficiency. For example, the Indian, Chinese and Japanese 
peasants live on a sparser diet and produce a lower output than 
English or American workmen. Two definable points are where 
efficiency is a maximum, which needs a more liberal diet than 
that considered by Mr. Rowntree, and where the value of addi- 
tional efficiency exactly equals the cost of the additional food, 
etc., necessary, for whose ascertainment there are no observa- 
tions; and Atwater's standard is in fact lacking in precision of 
definition, an arbitrary one (see Bowley, Measurement of Social 
Phenomena, chap. viii., 191 5). If we drop the word "minimum" 
and speak of Mr. Rowntree's as a convenient and intelligible 
standard for demarcating poverty, we can properly measure the 
change in the cost of living a t  this standard (if the facts are 
ascertainable). The varying cost of the official civilian rations, 
computed in Germany circa 1919, gave a measurement similar to  
that described. The cost of Mr. Rowntree's standard, and one 
modified by Bowley, so as to  correspond more closely with the 
dietary ordinarily followed by  urban workmen (without increas- 
ing the "calorie" value) was worked out for certain English 
towns in 1913 (Lhelihood and Poverty), 1915 and 1924 (Has 
Poverty Diminished? 192 5). A legal minimum wage could be 
based on a standard thus defined, but in fact it  is generally 
related to  a higher conventional standard. 

T h e  Cus tomary  o r  A v e r a g e  Budget.-(Case b.)-The usual 
method of measuring the change of cost of living during and 
since the World War has been as follows: Detailed statements of 
expenditure having been obtained from a number of working- 
class households (in most countries a t  some date prior to  1914), 
an average budget is formed showing so many pounds of meat, 
bread, etc., with the prices and expenditure in considerable detail. 
The average prices of the same foods are ascertained from time 
to time, and t h ~ :  expenditure necessary to purchase the former 
quantities a t  the new prices is computed. The cost of living (so 
f a r  as food is concerned) is then taken as having increased or 
decreased in the same ratio as this standard budget. I n  many 

countries a standard of the same kind is established for clothing, 
fuel, light, rent, cleansing materials and some other articles, and 
the cost of the aggregate, including food, is computed from time 
to time. The result obtained (if the process were complete) 
would be the relative cost of maintaining a defined standard con- 
stant in  every detail. It is generally expressed as a percentage; 
thus if the costs were 2js. and 30s. a t  the two dates, the ratio 
is IOO : I 20, the index number a t  the second date is I 20 and the 
percentage increase 20. 

This method cannot be carried out in its entirety for two 
reasons, namely, lack of information and change of quality of 
the commodities in the market. I n  most countries data of ex- 
penditure and prices are only obtained for principal commodi- 
ties (meat, bread, etc.), and not for those on which little is spent 
(currants, pepper, etc.), or in  which the unit is variable (fruit, 
vegetables, etc.); but unless owing to shortage of .supplies there 
is a run on the articles not included, these omissions cannot 
affect the result significantly. I n  some countries the expenditure 
is not known, but only prices; then the resulting calculation 
is generally valueless; and in others currency has been so vari- 
able that the computation has been meaningless. I n  nearly all 
cases there is no sufficient knowledge of expenditure on clothing 
either in total or in detail, and it  is often difficult to  obtain ade- 
quate data for fuel and light or for miscel!aneous items. T h e  
sums included in the calculations, in fact, account for only a 
part of ordinary household expenditure, but where most care has 
been given to the question the part is a large proportion of the 
whole. Classes of expenditure that are not strictly necessary, 
such as amusements, tobacco, alcohol, etc., are generally omitted, 
as are occasional expenses (doctors, purchase of furniture, etc.), 
but i n  some cases subscriptions to trade unions, etc., insurance 
payments and travelling to  work are included. The miscellaneous 
expenses omitted become a larger proportion of total expenditure 
as we go up the scale of incomes. 

The difficulty due to  the change of quality of goods which has 
been so marked since 1914 is even more fundamental. Over any 
long period the actual constituents and quality of a pound of 
bread, a cut of meat, a pair of boots, change considerably. From 
some points of view these gradual changes are not important; 
during the war, however, substitution of one commodity or 
ingredient for another was sudden and common, and the pre-War 
quality was unobtainable a t  any price, or if obtainable had a quite 
altered position in domestic economy. Consequently the prices 
included in the calculations were frequently not for the same 
things a t  different dates, and the precision of the measurement 
was greatly diminished. After the Armistice there was some return 
to  former qualities, but the change has been sufficient to  under- 
mine the foundation of the numbers, and it  is very desirable that 
a new investigation should be made to ascertain what modification 
in the basis is expedient. 

I t  should be added that separate budgets ought t o  be formed 
(and in some countries have been formed) for different grades 
of income and for different classes of occupation, and also for 
single persons and for married persons with dependants. 

The structure of the index-numbers of the cost of living on 
this basis may be illustrated by the details of the retail food 
index-number of Great Britain, whose origin and method are 
described in Section II. ,  p. 503. I n  the table on p. 5 0 2  the first 
two columns give the commodities and quantities in the weekly 
budget which forms the basis, and the third column the basic 
prices. The next column (E)  shows the cost of these quanti- 
ties (Q) a t  these prices (P). The next (p) are the prices a t  a 
later date, which applied to the original quantities (Q) give the 
cost (e) of the same quantities a t  the new prices. 

The total of the column E is the whole cost of the budget in  
July 1914, viz.: 216.4d.; the total of the column e is the cost of 
the same budget a t  the prices of October 1927, viz.: 343.3d. 

3 4 3  3 Since X IOO= I 59 approximately, the latter cost is I jg per 
cent. of the former, that is 59 per cent. greater. The food index 
number for October 1927 is written I 59, and frequently quoted 
as X 59. 

The method i s  clearly exhibited by algebraic symbols. Write 
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TABLE 1.-Constrz~ction of Retail Food Price Indez-number 

The index number for  the second date is ex 1 ~ 0 ,  and the per- 
E 

centage increase is - I XIOO. ( i  ) 
V a r i a t i o n  in D e t a i l  o n  an Unchanged  Standard.-(Case 

c.)-It must be granted that when the cost of living is compared 
a t  two places or a t  two dates we ought not to assume that it 

E'Xr 

11.4 
9'2 

6.2 
5 ' 2  
8.8 

10.4 
24'9 
10.8 
10.7 
13'7 

9.6 
10.3 
5'1 
3'2 

1 1 . 2  

7'9 

158.6 

Britain and in kach other country on a double basis as follows : 
I t  was found that an English housewife purchasing in 1909 in 
the United States a week's supply of food as customary in 
England, would have spent 38% more in  the first-named 
country, the ratio of the costs of living being on this basis 
1oo:138; on the other hand, an American housewife purchasing 

Relative 
expendi- 

ture, 1914. 

E+z16.4= 
E' 

'075 
'075 

'039 
'03 7 
Q.5 7 
.062 
.152 
.069 
'059 
-078 

-060 
.065 
'03 2 
.029 
.056 
'o j  j 

I ,000 

Article. 

Beef 
British . . . . 
Imported . . . 

Mutton 
British . . . . 
Imported . . . 

Bacon . . . . 
Flour . . . . 
Bread . . . . 
Tea . . . . . 
Sugar . . . . 
Milk . . . . . 
Butter 

Fresh . . . . 
Salt . . . . 

Cheese . . . . 
Margarine . . . 
Eggs . . . . 
Potatoes . . . 

Some of the entries above are approximate, and the Ministry of Labour also includes fish, whose price ratio (r) was 2 16, and arrives at  
the index-number 161 (to the nearest integer) 

Q, Q, . . . for the number of lbs. of British beef, imported 
beef . . . , and PIP2 . . . for the number of pence per lb. Then 
Q1xP1,  Q2XPz . . . are the numbers of pence spent on these 
commodities, and E=QlXPl+Q2XPZ+ . . . = 16.2+16.2+ 
. . . =216.4 pence is the total expenditure in 1914. Similarly, if 
pl, p2 . . . are the price in pence in 1927, e=QIXpl+Q2Xpz+ 
. . . =24.6+zo.o+ . . . =343.3 pence is the total expenditure 
in 1927. Then ( e + E )  x IOO is the index-number ( I  j8.6). In 
fact the number is more readily computed by working in price- 
percentages, r. Express pl as a percentage of PI, thus r l =  ~ o o p l + P ~  
and so for each commodity. Also express each item of the 
expenditure in 1914 proportionately to a total I, so that the 
column E is obtained, where the first entry is 16.2+216.4= 
.07 j=E,, the second 16.2 + 2 16.4 = Ep, etc. 

e 
Then  the index-number - X I O O  = 

Q ~ X I O O P ~ + Q ~ X I ~ O P ~ +  . . .. 
E QIXPI+QZXPZ+ 

But  Ioop, = p1 Xrl, Ioopz = pz Xr2 . . . ... The  index-number = 

- - Q1XP1Xr1+Q2XP2Xr2+ ' . ' E1Xr1+EaXr2+ ' ' = 
Q ~ X P ~ + Q ~ X P B +  . . . E 

El 16.2 
E 1 X r 1 + E 2 X r ~ +  . . . = 158.6, since - = -- = El, etc. 

E 216.4 

BY this method the quantities E'I, E', . . . are computed once and 
for  all, and the   rice-percentages being obtained for each month 
the index number is very rapidly calculated. 

I n  the official measurement in Great Britain only the quantities 
E' and r are in fact used; this method is very convenient in 
dealing with rent (for which there is no natural unit of quan- 
tity) and with clothing (for  which a general price ratio is ob- 
tained without any definition of unit). The general theory of 
weighted averages shows that a considerable roughness in the 
estimation of the smaller expenditures is smoothed out in the 
process of averaging, but that it is important to obtain precision 
in the Case of large items, such as clothing, treated in a single 
entry, and rent. I t  is important, however, that the r's should 
be accurately known when they differ much from one another, 
and the quality of the commodities that are priced should be 
the same at  both dates. 

Basic 
quantities. 

Q 
2.0 lbs. 
2.7 " 

1.0 " 

1 . 5 ' '  
1 . 1 "  
9.0 " 

2 3 . 5 "  
0.8 " 

6 . 1 "  
4.7 qts. 

0.9 lbs. 
1 . 0 ' '  

0.8 " 

0.9 " 

10 (No.) 
17 lbs. 

is possible to purchase the same quantities of commodities of 
precisely the same quality in both cases, and in order to make a 
strict numerical comparison we need a test of equality of stan- 
dard, and it  is also expedient to devise a method of measuring 
the relation between two standards. The problem so stated has 
not yet been completely solved. A measurement could be made 
on a strictly nutritive basis and the cost of purchasing in the 
most economic way the amount of calories (including the neces- 
sary protein) considered proper to  health and efficiency could 
be ascertained in both countries or a t  both periods; but this 
would only give a theoretic solution, since it  ignores the influence 
of custom and taste in diet, and, in fact, in developed countries 
relatively few people have been compelled to purchase their 
nutriment in the cheapest possible way. The actual practical 
question in Britain in 1921 was, what was the cost of main- 
taining the pre-War standard of living in nutritive power and 
in satisfaction or pleasure derived from food and clothing, allow- 
ance being made for changes in prices and available qualities. 
This statement introduces the vague word satisfaction, which it  
is not practicable to  define exactly, though some mathematical 
methods based on economic principles have been suggested for 
ascertaining its equality in two cases. 

One method would be to  frame a new budget of goods obtain- 
able and in fact purchased by housekeepers with the same skill 

adjusting purchases to  desires as in the case of the earlier 
budgets, This would mean obtaining from representative working- 
class women a budget which in their opinion would now give 
the same variety and pleasure as a selected budget of 19r4, care 
being taken that the energy value is the same. The result would 
be a new conventional budget, the ratio of whose cost to that 
of the pre-JVar budget would give a rough measure of the cost 

living ( c f .  ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  u ~ e a s u r e m e n t  of cost of living," Journal 
,f the ~~~~l statistical society,  M~~ 1919, p, 354; and "cost 

living and wage determination," Economic Journal, March 
1920, P. I17). 

Another method was used in the British Board of Trade's inves- 
tigation into the cost of living in Great Britain, United States, 
France, Belgium and Germany, which was initiated in 1905 
( c f .  official papers Cd. 3864, Cd. 4032, Cd. 4512, Cd. 5065, Cd. 
5609). A comparison was made of the cost of living in Great 

1927 price 
as % of 

1914 prlce, 

~ o o p + P = r  

152 
1 23 

160 
141 
I54 
167 
164 
I57 
181 
I75 

I 60 
I59 
I59 
1 09 
200 

I43 

price, 

~ u l y ,  1914. 

P 

8.1d. 
6.od. 

8.4d. 
5.4d. 

I I .gd. 
I. jd. 
I .4d. 

18. jd. 
2.1d. 
3.6d. 

14.jd. 
14.od. 
8.8d. 
7.od. 
1.2d. 

.7d. 

price, Expendi- 
ture, 1914. 

QXP=E 

16.2d. 
16.2d. 

8.4d. 
8.1d. 

12.4d. 
13.5d. 
32.9d. 
14.8d. 
I 2.8d. 
16.9d. 

13.od. 
14.od. 
7.od. 
6.3d. 

12.0d. 
11.9d. 

216.4d. 

P 

12.3d. 
7.4d. 

13.4d. 
7.6d. 

17.4d. 
2.5d. 
z.3d. 

29.od. 
3.8d. 
6.3d. 

23.5d. 
22.3d. 
13.9d. 
7.6d. 
2.4d. 
I .od. 

QXp=e 

24.6d. 
zo.od. 

13.4d. 
I I .4d. 
19.1d. 
zz.jd. 
54 .d .  
23.2d. 
23 .zd. 
29.6d. 

21.1d. 
22.3d. 
11.1d. 
6.8d. 

aq.od. 
I 7 .od. 

343'3d. 
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in England a week's supply of food as customary in the United 
States would have found her expenses reduced in the ratio 
125:1oo (Cd. 5609, pp. lxvi., lxvii.). If these ratios had been 
reciprocal either would measure the differences in the cost of 
living (so far as food is concerned); as it  is, their divergence 
illustrates the want of definiteness in the problem. 

Another method gives, perhaps, the most practical solution, 
and its theoretic basis is shown in the Economic Journal, June, 
1928 (Notes on Index Numbers). Obtain typical budgets of 
expenditure at  two dates; compile a new or mean standard of 
quantities which, item by item, are the averages of the entries 
in the budgets. Thus, if in one the consumption of 33 lb. of 
bread is stated, in the other 35 lb., enter 34 lb. in the mean 
standard; now find the cost of the mean standard at  each date 
and take the ratio of these costs as the measurement of the 
change in the cost of living. 

If all prices rose in the same ratio the%methods now described 
would necessarily yield the same results; the need for choice 
arises from inequalities of increase, which in some cases are very 
wide. Now if a t  one date purchases are made so as to maximise 
the satisfaction in the outlay of the week's housekeeping allow- 
ance, as we may reasonably assume, and prices rise irregularly, 
i t  is evident that somewhat less will be bought of the commodities 
which have risen most and more of those which have risen least 
if a maximum is still obtained, and that consequently the increase 
in the expenditure necessary to obtain the same satisfaction as 
before is less than the increase if exactly the same quantities had 
been purchased. For example, if oranges are 'doubled in price 
and bananas increased only one-half, more bananas and fewer 
oranges will be purchased. 

Var ia t ions  in C o n t e n t  and in Standard.-(Case d.)-The 
problem with which many countries were faced in 1920 and 
1921 was in reality not that of preserving a standard of living 
on the level of 1914, but of adapting themselves to a lower 
average standard, whatever the fortunes of favoured classes. This 
may be illustrated by the arrangement of the salaries of civil 
servants in England in Feb. 1920. At that date the official 
measurement (on method b) of the increase in  the cost of living 
over 1914 was 130%. The full increase of 130% was awarded 
to persons with a wage of 35s. weekly (£91 js, per annum) or 
less, 60% was added to any excess of salary up to £200, and 45% 
to any excess over £200. Thus a man whose salary was £400 
on the pre-War basis received an addition of £2739 (130% on 
£91 5s. = F I I ~ ; ,  60% on £108 15s. = £65& 45% on £200 = 
£go), about 68% in all. This increment was increased or de- 
creased by one twenty-sixth part for every complete movement 
of five points in the official index number averaged over certain 
periods. I t  appears to  have been assumed on the one hand that 
the expenses of the middle class had not increased so much as 
indicated by the index number based on working-class expendi- 
ture, and on the other that the standard of living must be low- 
ered-the higher the income the greater the fall. A similar scale 
was adopted a t  nearly the same date for railway officials. 

I n  this way we are led to  consider a conventional standard 
of living which changes from time to time. When there is no 
reference to  a physiological minimum, the cost of living may 
be regarded as the cost of maintaining the standard customary to 
the social or occupational class concerned a t  a given time and 
place. I n  this sense the cost of living of Chinese labourers is 
lower than that of the Americans, though they pay the same 
prices for commodities. When "cost of living" is used in this 
sense i t  should always be accompanied by a description of the 
standard attained. Thus the British Committee on the Cost of 
Living in 1918 (Cd. 8980) estimated the average expenditure of 
working-class families in 1914 and 1918, and at  the same time 
reported on the change of standard. I n  some of the statistics 
quoted below a conception of this kind is involved in the figures. 

11. CONDITIONS I N  VARIOUS COUNTRIES 
G r e a t  Britain.-Throughout Great Britain the basis of the 

official measurement of the cost of living is that of finding the 
cost of a standard budget of expenditure at  various dates (see 

Report on Working-Class Rents and Retail Prices, Cd. 6955 of 
1913, pp. 299, et seq., and Labour Gazette, Feb. 1921). The stan- 
dard budget was obtained from a collection of 1,944 records of 
weekly expenditure made in 1904; the average weekly family 
expenditure was 36s. ~ o d . ,  of this 22s. 6d. was spent on food, 
and of the food 18s. 6d. is accounted for in the standard used 
prior to  the War. A somewhat altered basis was taken in 1914. 
Rice, tapioca, oatmeal, pork, coffee, cocoa, jam, treacle, marma- 
lade, currants and raisins (the expenditure on all of which was 
about 2s. ~ d .  in 1904) were omitted and fish and margarine added 
(an addition equivalent to  6d. in each case). I t  was assumed 
that, though prices had increased between 1904 and 1914, the 
relative expenditure (which alone enters into the computation) 
on the different commodities was unchanged; this assumption is 
too rigid but not unreasonable, and the facts otherwise known 
about price movements and consumption show that the error 
introduced is insignificant. 

Relative importance being determined, the next step was to  
ascertain the movement of prices. Prior to 1914 the records were 
obtained exclusively for London, but it  was shown (Cd. 6955, 
pp. 299 and 306) that from 1907 to 1912 the average move- 
ment was very nearly the same in provincial towns as in  London. 
From Aug. 1914 statements of prices were obtained for 650 towns 
and villages. 

The index numbers of the cost of living, so far  as food is 
concerned, were then obtained by the method b described above; 
prior to  1914, the year 1900 was taken as base, and the prices 
then equated to 100; from the beginning of the War, July 1914 
was taken as base. 

There are certain weaknesses in the method. I t  is assumed. 
without explicit evidence, that expenditure on meat was in the 
proportion 2s. on beef to  IS. on mutton, and that British and 
foreign meat were of equal importance, while the price ratios 
taken for meat are for four selected joints only; during the period 
1915 to 1919, when the relative quantities available varied and 
relative prices were altered, these assumptions affect the index 
numbers. The weight assigned to margarine is arbitrary. The 
number of eggs consumed (about 12 per household per week) is 
based on summer records and is no doubt higher than the average 
for the year. 

Rent, Clothing, etc.-Yext in importance to  food comes 
rent. The figure included in the index number allows for such 
increases for rates, repairs, etc., as are legally permissible and is 
accurate for persons who by remaining in the same house since 
1914 have the benefit of the Rents Restriction Acts; the increase 
for those who have moved must have been variable and for'it 
no estimate is available. 

The cost of clothing, which ranks next t o  rent in expenditure, 
is always awkward to measure owing to the difficulty of defining 
the garments or stuffs purchased, and of assigning their rela- 
tive importance in the budget, and also there was great variability 
in the qualities in the shops during the period 1921. The diffi- 
culties can be understood by comparing the estimates and method 
of the Cost of Living Committee (loc. cit., pp. 21-3) with those 
of the official index number described in the Labour Gazette, 
April 1921, pp. 178-79; the former found an increase of 96% 
between July 1914 and the summer of 1918, the latter reached 
increases of 210% in June and 240% in Sept. 1918. The differ- 
ences are partly attributable to  the great variability of the in- 
creases among the articles in consequence of which the relative 
importance given to each has great effect, and in this respect the 
committee's measurement was the more systematic; and partly 
due to the difficulty of obtaining quotations for the same qualities 
of goods or in allowing for substitution. The question is too 
intricate to discuss here; i t  can only be suggested that the results 
have little precision, and that the process of obtaining an esti- 
mate based on a new budget in which modifications of custom 
are allowed for is even more necessary than in the case of food. 

Fuel and light present little difficulty when a general average 
for the country is in question since the retail prices of coal and 
of gas are ascertainable. The variations from north t o  south in 
price and consumption and that between winter and summer are 
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not very important, since where coal is dear gas is used for cook- 
ing, and in working-class households one fire is necessary through- 
out the year for cooking and this also provides heat. 

The official index number allows only one-twelfth of the weekly 
expenditure for all items not already included, or about IS. 6d. 

TABLE 11.-Structure of Cost of Living Index-ntrmber. October 1927 

Rela- Index- Illustrative working in money. 
rive numbers Prod- weekly 1n1- October 

ucts. expendi- Par- I927 (July 
tance. 1914=1oo). 

1 I O I A .  

9 8 

light 170 1,360 3 0 5 1 
Sundries . I 80 720 1 6  80 2 8 -- -- 

100 167 , 16,736 37 6 67.4 62 9 

per household in 1914. This sum is exhausted by cleansing mate- 
rials with a very small margin for tobacco, newspapers, house- 
hold replacements and fares. Insurance and trade-union sub- 
scriptions are not included, nor is alcohol. 

The five classes of expenditure now named are combined in 

COST O F  LIVING A N D  WAGE-RATES IN GREAT BRITAIN,  1914-1927 
The heavy l ine shows the Minist ry of Labour's cost of l i v ing  index-number. 
The l i gh t  l ine represents approximate index-numbers of average rates of 
wages for the normal week. Actual  earnings, inc luding overtime and other 
addit ional payments, rose more than wage-rates dur ing the  war 

Great Britain . 
France, Paris* . 
Italy, Milan . . 
Switzerland . . . 
Denmark . . . 
Sweden . . . 
Norwav . . . 

1919. 

July Dec 
2 0 9  234 
261 28j 
310 395 
. .  . .  

212  . . 
310 . . 
280 200 

lJniteddstates . . IOO 186 1;; 

Canada . 100 186 199 
i t  a a i:: 1 . . . . South Africa . 1.70 I70 
Australia . . 
New Zealand . I44 155 

*Fuel and lighting included. tThese numbers 

the following proportions, stated for clearness on the basis of 
a pre-War urban weekly expenditure of 37s. 6d. Food 22s. 6d., 
rent (including rates) 6s., clothing 4s. 6d., fuel and light 3s., 
sundries IS. 6d. Here the proportions on food, rent and light 
rest on good evidence; that on clothing, for  which the expendi- 
tures vary greatly according to the income and personnel of the 
family and for which there has never been a satisfactory investi- 
gation, is little more than a guess based on vague estimates; that 
on sundries is the residuum when other expenses are met and 
is probably too low. 

The results for selected dates are as follows:- 
TABLE 111.-Oficial Measurement o f  Cost o f  Living in Great Britain 

Cloth- ::2 All com- / / Rent  1 n g .  1 light 1 . 1 bined. 1 
Relative im- 

portance. 

July 1914 . 
July 1919 . 
Dec. 1919 . 
July 1920 . 
Dec. 1920 . 
July 1921 . 
Dec. 1921 . 
July 1922 . 
Dec. 1922 . 
July 1923 . 
Dec. 1923 . 
July 1924 . 
Dec. 1924 . 
July 192j . 
Dec. 192j . 
July 1926 . 
Dec. 1926 . 
July 1927 . 
Dec. 1927 . 
*Kot stated separately a t  these dates. 
The statistics are for the beginning of each month. 
These numbers, corresponding to those in the last column 

month by month are shown in the diagram, and with them a 
rough index of average wage movements. The latter differs in 
many ways from a complete account of earnings, which should 
allow for many other factors, but serves to show the relation of 
the movements of time-wages (and some price-earnings) in the 
normal working week. 

I t  is probable that the increase in cost was exaggerated, a t  
least to the end of 1920, owing to evasion of the higher prices 
by the substitution of cheaper articles, without lowering the 
general standard obtained. From 1921, however, supplies have 
been adequate and the final change in the composition of the 
budget can hardly have reduced the number effectively by more 
than five points. The winter is higher than the summer number, 
partly owing to seasonal dearness, partly owing to the assump- 
tion that eggs, etc., are bought in the same quantities winter and 
summer. On the average the July number is about 2Yo below 
the average for the year. For fine measurements this variation 
should be taken into account, but in fact the index-number is not 

July Dec 
162 180 
360 404 
508 579 
168 170 
2 0 0  2 I j  

159 172 
248 274 
140 149 
I34 142 
151 156 
117 1 2 1  

139**148 
148 150 

of Retnil Prices of Food, Expressed in the C21 

Dec. July Dec. 
174 161 169 
463 574 599 
660 6j4  631 
163 '57 I57 
1771 159 1561 
164 1j6  157 
221  198 184 
163 154 I59 
161 1j1**153t 
151 155 154 
116 116 117 
1j6 129 1j8 
154t I49 '49 

1920. 

July Dec. 
258 282 
373 424 
445 535 . .  . .  
253 .. 
297 . .  
319 334 
215 175 
227 2 0 0  

188 . .  
197 188 
194 184 
167 179 

refer to the Jan. iollowing. **For June. 

1921. 
-- 
July Dec. 

2 2 0  195 
306 323 
506 567 
210 189 
236 191 
252 . .  
29j 268 
145 I47 
148 148 
174 176 
139 1 2 j  
161 143 
164 I j o  

1922. 

July Dec. 
180 178 
397 305 
492 5131 
157 r j j  
184 180 
179 168 
233 2 1 j  

I39 144 
138 140 
160 157 
1r6 118 
148 146 
144 139t 

1923. 

July Dec 
162 176 
321 365 
496 5oo 
164 167 
188 194 
160 164 
228 226 
I44 147 
137 145 
148 152 
116 118 
164 156 
I42 147 
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precise within, say, five points, even for the most general pur- 
poses, and still less is it a perfectly accurate measurement of 
the change in the cost of living in particular localities or occupa- 
tions. 

O t h e r  Countries.-It is only possible in the space available 
to state without analysis the official statistics of the movements 
of retail prices of food. I n  other countries, the numbers are sub- 
ject to  the same want of precision as in Great Britain and are 
compiled in a similar way. They represent the cost of pur- 
chasing from time to time a defined and unchanged ration esti- 
mated as typical of pre-War working-class consumption. These 
numbers are currently summarised in the Ministry o f  Labour 
Gazette (London), the Labor Review (Washington), and the In- 
ternational Labour Review (Geneva), and for each country in its 
official publication. 

The prices are, of course, strongly affected by the relative 
value of the currencies in the countries. The result of expressing 
them on a gold basis may be illustrated as follows, July 1920 
being selected as near the date of the maximum of prices:- 

TABLE V.-Retail Food Index  ATumbers 

I I ~ u l y  1920. I! July1927. 1 

Thus, if an American had gone to Paris in July 1927 with 
$113 he could have converted them into as many francs as would 
buy the food that cost $roo in Paris in July 1914. In  New York 
he would have needed $150 to purchase food that cost $100 in 
July 1914. The great variation in the index from country to 
country, even after conversion to a gold basis, is noticeable. The 
increase is generally the less the greater the depreciation of cur- 
rency. (See IKDEX NUMBERS; PRICES; WAGES.) (A. L. B.) 

Great Britain 
Paris 
Milan 

UNITED STATES 
History.-The first comprehensive cost of living study made 

in the United States was carried out by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
in 1890 (see Sixth Annual Report o f  the Commissioner of Labor, 
1890, Washington, D.C., 1891). Information relating t o  incomes 
and expenditures was collected from 3,260 families, including 
16,581 persons. The heads of the families studied were employed 
in the iron, steel and related industries. In  the year 1891 another 
cost of living study was carried out by the bureau (see Seventh 
Annual Report o f  the Comn~issioner of Labor, 1891, Washington, 
D.C., 1892). This study included 5,284 families, with 27.577 
members. The cotton, woollen and glass industries were covered. 
In  1901 and 1902 the U.S. Department of Labor, as it  was then 
called, made another study of the cost of living, dealing with 
25,440 workingmen's families, with 124.188 members. The lead- 
ing industries in all the principal industrial centres of 33 States 
were covered. 

During the first half of 1916, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
by direction of Congress, made a study of the cost of living of 
wage earners in the District of Columbia. The results of this 
study, showing incomes and expenditures of workers' families 
and of single women workers, were published in a series of articles 
appearing in the Monthly  Labor Review of the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, Oct. 1917 to April 1918. The latest compre- 
hensive study of the cost of living by the bureau was begun in 
1917 for the Emergency Fleet Corporation of the U.S. Ship- 
ping Board. This study covered 35 ship-building centres, and 
was extended during 1918 and 1919, for the use of the War In- 
dustries Board, to include 92 cities and towns in 42 States The 
results of these latest studies by the bureau were published as 

258 
373 
445 

soon as completed in the Monthly Labor Review (March 1918 t o  
Aug. 1919). Bzclletin No .  357 of the bureau gives the tabulations 
of incomes and expenditures by income groups for 12.096 families 
of 59,270 persons. The quantity as well as the cost of every item 
purchased by each family for an entire year was obtained. The 
average quantity of each item purchased was computed for all 
families in all the cities. 

These average quantities, classified into six major groups, con- 
stitute the average quantity family budget for the 92 cities studied 
in 1917-19. This quantity budget was and sti1l.i~ the basis for cal- 
culating the bureau's index numbers of costs of living and changes 
therein. 

In  1934 to 1938 the bureau completed two country-wide studies 
of incomes and expenditures of wage earners and lower-salaried 
workers. One included some 16,000 families in 55 cities; the 
other covered more comprehensively 32 cities. Only three cities 
were included in both studies. Several important special studies 
of expenditures and budget costs have also been made. I n  1935 
the bureau co-operated with the Works Progress Administration in 
compiling the monograph, Intercity Differences in  Costs of Living, 
based on the pricing of a theoretical "maintenance budget" in 59 
cities. These later studies have apparently been used to supple- 
ment, not to supersede, the studies of 1917-18. The bureau still 
uses, with some necessary modifications, the average quantities 
of 1917-18. 

The aim is to price a list of goods as nearly identical as possible 
a t  different times so as to show by index numbers relative changes 
in costs of goods and not relative changes in quantities, qualities 
and kinds of goods. 

However, new qualities of goods are substituted for those dis- 
placed and new articles, such as automobiles, radios, electric re- 
frigerators, rayon garments, are added to bring the workers' 

Sweden 297 
United States I 21: 

budget up to date. 
During and immediately following the World War, many com- 

76.6 
39.4 
27.6 

panies established systems of wage adjustments on the basis of 
changes in the cost of living. Some of these companies made more 
or less complete surveys periodically in order to determine the 
extent of changes in the cost of living. Since the crisis and de- 
pression of 1920-21, most of these cost of living wage systems 
were given up, partly because of the difficulty of persuading the 
workers that the cost of living had fallen and that therefore 

79 
IOO 

their wage rates should be correspondingly reduced, but principally 
because employers felt that "wages should be deflated" and that 
wage rates could again be determined by "supply and demand" 
with little regard for cost of living. One of the most successful 
of these wage adjustment plans based on cost of living was estab- 
lished in 1925 for the employees of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit 
company and operated satisfactorily for several years. 

Methods of Collection.-Both the intensive method and 
the extensive method have been employed to gather cost of living 
data. ( I )  By the intensive method a small number of families 
is selected and their incomes and expenditures are studied with 
great particularity over a few weeks or, a t  most, a month or two. 
(2) By the extensive method a large number of families are in- 
cluded, and an estimate of their expenditures for different items 
over a period of an entire year is secured so as to  get the varia- 
tions in expenditures from season to season. 

The first method has the great advantage of greater intimacy 
of contact and therefore greater accuracy for each budget. I t s  
great disadvantage is that it  is unavoidably very limited in the 
number taken as a sample to  represent the whole. I t  is likely t o  
misrepresent the incomes and expenditures of the classes and occu- 
pations it  purports to represent, not only because the number 
studied is small but also because the period covered by the study 
is so short. Families which are willing and a b l e  report detailed 
information over a considerable period are hardly typical of 
workers or any other class. The advantages of the second method 
consist in the larger numbers included and the longer period of 
time covered by the budgets. The different classes and occupations 
in the community and country are, therefore, better represented, 
as also the variations in incomes and expenditures in winter as 
compared with spring, summer and autumn. The great disad- 

123 
234 
21: 

167 1 557 
j24 
151 

I C O  

IOO 

20.3 
29.0 

167 
113 
1 j 2  

100 

100 
151 
I:O 
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vantage of this method is the impossibility of securing accurate 
records of expenditures over so long a period as one year. There 
is no apparent reason why errors in estimates of expenditures 
should counterbalance each other. Intensive studies and checks 
made by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, however, show that 
these errors do cancel to a large extent, so that the results shown 
by the extensive budget studies made by that bureau may be 
taken with confidence as truly representative of the incomes and 
expenditures of working-class families of the income groups 
specified in the different cities studied. 

Purposes.-The earlier cost of living studies, in America as 
elsewhere, were made primarily for the purpose of ascertaining the 
actual amounts expended by workers' families for food, clothing, 
rent and other necessaries and comforts; the degree of well-being 
enjoyed by the workers, and the adequacy or inadequacy of the 
wages of the principal bread-winner to pay for the things needed 
to maintain his family at  the standard of comfort commonly ac- 
cepted by the workers in his craft or class. The "fair living wage" 
was the goal sought by all these investigations. I n  the United 
States the competition of various races caused a good deal of 
attention to be directed to  the study of differences in racial stand- 
ards of consumption. These studies showed what was already 
known, that a living wage to a foreign-born family was not a living 
wage to an American family and that the living standards of the 
earlier immigrant races were higher than those of the later arrivals. 

The cost of living studies made before the World War supplied 
some valuable information as to the conditions of life among the 
labouring classes. Above all, they blazed the trail and made pos- 
sible the more detailed and specific studies which have followed. 
The obvious criticism which applies to them all is that the infor- 
mation obtained was inadequate for the accurate determination 
of the degree of comfort and well-being enjoyed by the workers 
in the different income groups. Furthermore, these early studies 
supplied the quantities and descriptions of things consumed only 
in the case of foods. I t  was, therefore, impossible t o  calculate 
accurately changes in the cost of living. An average cost of living 
budget, expressed in dollars instead of physical units of quantity, 
is of little value for determining whether the lot of the workers 
has improved or sunk lower with changing prices, wage rates and 
incomes. I n  fact, very little use was made of these studies in wage 
disputes. 

During the period of rising prices from 1897 onward, the de- 
mands of the workers for increased wages to  offset increases in 
prices were frequently met by the statement that the workers' 
difficulties in making both ends meet were due not so much to the 
"high cost of living" as to the "cost of high living." This assertion 
that family expenditures were increasing because of the growing 
and extravagant demands of the workers and their families could 
not be answered by any cost of living data a t  that time existing. 
I n  the study made by the U.S. Bureau of Labor in 1900 and 1901, 
the food budget was itemized and the actual quantities purchased 
by each family were ascertained for nearly 80% of the total 
spent for food. From these facts a quantity food budget for the 
average workingman's family was compiled. Beginning with 1904 
retail prices of food con~modities have been published by the 
Bureau of Labor. These prices were weighted by the quantities 
of each article consumed by the average family as shown by the 
1901 study. Thus a fairly accurate measure of the change in the 
cost of the food budget as it existed in 1901 was obtained. 

The other items of the family budget, however, were not given 
quantitatively, so that changes in the cost of living could only be 
estimated from changes in the cost of the food budget alone. In  
making such estimates, some assumed that the cost of all items 
in the family budget changed in the same degree and in the same 
direction as food prices; others assumed that only food prices 
changed and that all other items in the worker's family budget 
remained stationary; still others assumed that food prices in- 
creased more rapidly than the prices of other articles of consump- 
tion, and compromised by assuming that all items other than food 
increased only half as much as food. 

The Q u a n t i t y  Budget.-As a result of the price upheavals of 
the World War, measurement of changes in the cost of living be- 

came of first importance. As a foundation from which t o  calculate 
these changes, i t  was necessary, of course, to make a new budget 
study which would give, accurately enough for statistical purposes, 
actual quantities of the different kinds of food, clothing, houses, 
fuel and lighting, furniture and house furnishings and miscellane- 
ous items consumed by workers' families in the different income 
groups. Starting with this quantity budget representing con- 
sumption by the average worker's famiIy, it is possible to calcu- 
late the effect upon the cost of the total budget of changes in  the 
prices of the various items which constitute this budget: 

The facts were gathered through personal visits by experienced 
agents. The schedules of inquiry listed the articles of family 
consumption in minutest detail. Quantities, costs and prices were 
obtained for all articles, so far as possible. The costs of clothing,' 
furniture and other durable articles were distributed over the 
entire lifetime of the articles and the annual costs computed. For 
example, a suit of clothes costing $30.00, estimated to last three 
years, would be entered as an annual charge of $10 00. The food 
schedule contained approximately 150 separate articles of food. 
Annual rents or costs of occupancy of all varieties of dwellings 
were obtained. Probably not less than 40 different types of house 
or flat were scheduled. One hundred and forty-four types of arti- 
cles of wearing apparel were listed on the schedule of inquiry. Of 
course a much larger number of specific grades and qualities were 
recorded by the agents in the survey. The quantities and costs 
of all kinds of fuel and lighting consumed were scheduled. Prob- 
ably not less than 20 specific varieties of coal, coke, wood, gas 
and electricity were included. Sixty-two classes of household 
furniture and furnishings were designated in the schedule. The 
cost of probably more than I jo  different grades and qualities of 
these articles was obtained. Sixty-two different items were in- 
cluded in the miscellaneous schedule. The cost of many of these 
items can be expressed only as a lump sum of money. No quan- 
tity figure is obtainable. For  example, school expenses, medicines 
and most other expenses for health, vacations, travel, church, 
charity and various kinds of contributions can be expressed only 
as specific sums of money or fractional parts of the total expendi- 
ture of a family. 

A11 told, the prices, quantities consumed, and annual costs were 
obtained for approximately 550 to 600 different grades or descrip- 
tions of articles and services consumed in 12,096 workers' fam- 
ilies. 

Changes i n  t h e  Cost of Living.-It is not necessary to make 
a new budget study in order to  ascertain percentage changes in 
the cost of living. Once a representative average quantity budget 
is established, it  is theoretically easy to compute changes in the 
cost of such a budget by collecting, for a given date, the retail 
prices of all the articles making up the budget, weighting each 
price by the quantity of the article consumed and adding these 
products to  get the cost of the total budget for the given date. 
Practically, there are many difficulties. First, the cost in time and 
money would be prohibitive if retail prices of every article in the 
budget were to be obtained. Hence, only the more important 
articles in each group are selected to  represent family consump- 
tion for the whole group. For example, prices of 84 standard 
articles of food, weighted by expenditure for 126 different foods, 
are now taken to represent the food budget; only 68 different 
articles of clothing represent more than 140 types of clothing 
used. Instead of going to the expense of pricing some 600 sep- 
arate budget items, it  has been found sufficient t o  gather prices 
for only 218 items, exclusive of rentals. 

The price of each of these representative articles is weighted by 
the quantities which the given article represents in the total aver- 
age family budget. 

Second, it  is not practical, because oi expense, to include all 
of the 92 cities and towns covered by the budget survey of 1918. 
Food prices are obtained from 51 cities while prices of other 
budget items are obtained from only 32 cities. T o  obtain group 
aggregates, the average cost of each of the six groups, as  found 
by the periodic retail price surveys, is multiplied by the percent- 
age which the given group bears t o  the cost of the complete 
budget of 191 7-19. These six group aggregates are totaled to ob- 
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tain the aggregate average cost of the entire budget as of the date 
of the retail price survey. These budget aggregates are converted 
into cost of living index numbers on the base 1923-2 j, by divid- 
ing each aggregate by the aggregate for 1923-2 j. 

Revised Methods of Computation.- To make the budget 
more representative of present day consumption by workers, the 
bureau in 1935 introduced certain changes in the method of com- 
puting cost of living indexes based on the obsolete data gathered 
2 0  years ago under war conditions. (See Monthly Labor Re- 
view, September 1935, pp. 819-83 7.) 

First, the food budget has been revised by securing retail 
prices for some additional foods, mostly fruits and vegetables. An 
improvement has also been made in the method of distributing 
the consumption weights of the entire 191 7-19 food budget (con- 
sisting of 126 items) among the 84 foods priced in the monthly 
retail price survey. 

Second, the weights ascribed to the six major groups have 
been revised with the view of representing more accurately the 
percentage distribution of the cost of each group in the year 
1913, the base year for the cost of living indexes. 

The percentages for the several groups are computed from the 
aggregate costs of the articles in the groups. The old and the new 
weights are given in Table VI. 
TABLE V1.-Percentage Distribution of Cost of Goods Purchased by Wage 

Earners and Lower-Salaried Workers i n  the United States 

TABLE V1I.-Estimted* Annual Aoerage.Zdexes of Cost of Goods Pur- 
chased by Wage Earners a d  ~ o ~ e r - S a l a r z e d  Workers 2% 32 Large Cities 

Combined, 1913 Through 1938 

Food . . . . . . . . . .  
Clothing . . . . . . . . .  
Rent . . . . . . . .  
Fuel and light . . . . . .  
House-furnishing goods . . . . .  

. . . . .  Miscellaneous items 

All items . . . . . .  

Year 

1913 . 
1914 . 
I9I5 . 
1916 . 
1917 . 
1918 , 

1919 . 
1920 . 
1921 . 
1922 

I923 . 
1924 . 
1925 . 
1926 . 
Ig27 . 
1928 
1929 . 
1930 . 
'93' . 
1932 . 
1933 . 
i934 . 
1935 . 
1936 . 
1937 . 
1938 . 
*Monthly 

'Computed from expenditures shown by the investigation of 1917-19 and 
changes in costs between 1913 and the time of that investigation. 

2As previously used in weighting the cost-of-living indexes. 
Compiled from Monthly Labor Review, Sept. 193 5, p. 826. 

Third, a new and commendable system of weighting costs for 
different geographical areas according to the population of each 
area was introduced. Aggregate costs for  each group are com- 
puted for the principal cities and these group costs are multiplied 
by figures representing the population, not of the particular city, 
but of the adjacent area in which prices are assumed to move 
similarly. The base period of reference has been changed from 
1913 to the period 1923-2 5 .  

Table VII  gives the revised indexes. Between 1913 and 1938 the 
food index advanced 2 j%;  clothing, 48%; fuel and light, 61%; 
house furnishings, 77%,  miscellaneous, 7 7%; rents only 13%) and 
the entire budget, 45%. 

These average changes in the cost of the different groups and 
of the entire budget have all the demerits of averages made from 
such divergent data. The accuracy of the calculations is unques- 
tioned. Whether any one series of indexes based on data collected 
from only 32 cities can be assumed to represent costs of living in 
such a vast and variegated area as the United States may well be 
questioned. 

T h e  M i n i m u m  Q u a n t i t y  H e a l t h  a n d  Decency Budget.- 
Very soon after wage adjustments began to be made on the basis 
of changes in  the cost of living, calculated as above outlined, the 
workers began to demand higher standards of living. In order to 
ascertain whether the workers' demands were just and reasonable 
i t  became necessary to set up a more precise standard of measure- 
ment of changes in the cost of living. A budget made by averag- 
ing the total incomes of all workers' families, the sources from 
which the incomes are derived, the amounts expended for differ- 
ent items, and the surpluses saved or the deficits incurred, tells us 
little or nothing as to  the adequacy of the income received by any 
worker's family. 

, Percentage distribution 
of cost of goods 
purchased in- 

tCovers 51  cities sincejune 1920. 

In  order to determine whether workers' incomes are sufficient 
to buy the right kinds, quantities, and qualities of food, housing, 
clothing, fuel, etc., i t  is necessary to establish a standard quantity 
budget which will be adequate to maintain the average family in  
health and efficiency. 

Accordingly, in 1919 and 1920, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
in co-operation with experts from the Department of Agriculture, 
worked out standard minimum quantity budgets sufficient to 
maintain a single man, a single woman and the average worker's 
family in health and decency. 

The standard minimum quantity family budget so compiled did 
not differ very much from the actual average budget purchased 
by families in the $1,800-$2,100 income group in the year 1918. 
These minimum quantity budgets were published in the Monthly 
Labor Review of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Dec. 1919, 
Jan. 1920 and June 1920. 

The value of a standard minimum quantity budget is apparent. 
The actual consumption of workingmen's families may be quite 
inadequate or ill-adapted to support them in health and efficiency. 
I t  may be that they expend more than they should for certain 
items of food, clothing or amusements. I t  is much more likely 
that they are unable to expend enough on the right kinds and 
qualities of food, clothing, medical care, education and insurance. 

With such a minimum standard quantity budget as a guide, 
any unreasonable demand by workers for a wage increase or by 
employers for a wage cut would be made a t  once apparent. How- 
ever, neither employers nor workers accepted the standard quan- 
tity budget as a base from which to measure changes in the cost 
of living. Instead, they agreed to the theoretically less precise 
method of measuring changes in the cost of the average family 
budget and obtaining the new wage rate by multiplying the old 
rate by the cost of living index number so calculated. 

This method was used during the war and was employed in 
many establishments for several years thereafter. Imperfect as it 
is, industrial peace was furthered thereby and more reasonable 
wage rates were maintained. 

Wage  Adjustments.-As indicated above, the cost of living 
studies made by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics have been 
extensively used in the adjustment of m g e  disputes. The study 
of 191 7 was begun for the express purpose of furnishing the Labor 

*I1 
items 

- 
57.4 
58.2 
58.8 
63'2 
74.4 
87.2 

101.1 

116.2 
103.6 
97'2 
99.0 
99.2 

101.8 
102.6 
1m'6 
99'5 
99.5 
97.0 
88'6 
79.8 

,OW 

80.7 
81.6 
84.3 
83.0 

Labor Review 

1913' 

34.8 
13.7 
21.2 

5.6 
4.0 

20.7 

100.0 

[Average 

Foodt 

- 
63.1 
64.6 
63.9 
71'7 
92.4 

Io6.2 
120.2 
133.1 
101.6 
95'0 
97.9 
96.9 

105.0 
108.5 
IO4.5 
103.3 
104.7 
99.6 
82'0 
68.3 
66.4 
i 
80.5 
82.1 
85.1 
78.9 

June 1939, 

1917-I$ 

38.2 
16.6 
13'4 
5'3 
5.1 

21,3 

100.0 

C!oth- 
n"' 

-- 
55.7 
56.1 
57.4 
62'9 
75.6 

102.5 
135.7 
161.6 
124.4 
Iol 'O 

101 .2  

100.4 
98.4 
97.0 
95.I 
93.7 
92.7 
90.7 
"'7 
73.2 
70.9 
77.5 
77.9 
78.7 
82.4 
82.3 

p. 1358, 

1923-25 = 1001 

Rent 

- 
61.4 
61.4 
61.9 
62'6 
62.1 
63.2 
68.4 
80.4 
92.4 
95'1 
97.5 

IoI.o 
101.5 
100.5 
g8'9 
96'5 
94.3 
91.7 
86'9 
78.0 
67.2 
6 ~ . ~  
62.9 
64.2 
67.4 
69.5 

House- 
furnish- 

ing goods 
- 

47.7 
49.0 
51.3 
57" 
66.9 
85.9 

108.2 
132.8 
111.8 
94" 

101.8 
Im.I 
98.1 
95.9 
93.6 
91.3 
90.2 
87.9 
79'2 
68.9 
68.0 
74.9 
76.4 
77.8 
84.9 
84.5 

and 
light 
- 

53.9 
54.3 
54.5 
56'6 
63.0 
73.3 
79.4 
93.1 
99.3 
98'6 

100.3 
99.1 

100.6 
102.2 

100.6 
98'9 
98.2 
97.2 
95.I 
90.4 
87.4 
88.6 
87.5 
87.5 
86.6 
87.0 

2:- 
neous 
- 

50.1 
51.2 
52.8 
55.5 
64.2 
76.7 
86.3 
99.1 

102.8 
99.7 
99.3 
99.9 

1m.8 
101.1 

101.7 
'''3 
103.1 
103.5 
Io2'7 
100.2 

97.0 
96.7 
96.7 
96.5 
97.8 
98.6 



COST OF PRODUCTION-COSTUME DESIGN 
Adjustment Board of the Emergency Fleet Corporation with the 
facts necessary for settling the ship-building workers' demands 
for increased wages. Later, the scope of the study was greatly 
extended at  the request of the War Labor Board. Nearly every 
award made by Federal wage boards from 1918 to the present was 
based upon the cost of living indexes compiled by the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. State arbitration commissions and minimum 
wage commissions, as a matter of course, take account of changes 
in  the cost of living in making their decisions. Miss Elma B. Carr 
("The Use of Cost-of-Living Figures in Wage Adjustments," U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bull. No. 369, p. 432, Washington, 
D.C., 1925) estimates that cost-of-living figures had been used to 
adjust wages in industries employing directly 5;  million workers, 
and that the number of workers indirectly affected was even 
greater. As a means of maintaining peace in industry, cost of 
living studies have amply justified themselves. 

Changes in Consumption.- The study made by the Bureau 
of Labor in 190~-02 gave the quantities consumed for more than 
80% of the food budget; consequently, the kinds and quantities 
of food consumed in 1901 can be compared quite accurately with 
1918. In  1901 the food budget absorbed 43% of the total expendi- 
tures, while in 1918 only 38% was spent for food. I t  should not 
be too hastily assumed that the decrease in the proportion spent 
for food indicates a higher degree of well-being. If all of the 
groups of items making up the family budget increased in price 
uniformly, it  would be fair to assume that a decrease in the 
percentage of expenditure for food would connote increased ex- 
penditures for things other than prime necessities and, therefore, 
a higher degree of well-being. But, during this period, clothing 
increased in price more than twice as much as food, so that the 
food expenditures had to be curtailed to eke out the clothing which 
otherwise would have become inadequate. Furniture and house 
furnishings also rose in price about twice as much as food, and 
competed hard for the family dollars. The quantities of meats, 
poultry, eggs and fish consumed in 1918 were less than in 1901, 
while the quantities of milk, fruit, and vegetables increased from 
1901 to 1918. The amount of sugar eaten also decreased. The 
1918 food budget appears to be better balanced and more healthful 
than the 1901 budget. The changes in food consumption were 
probably due to price changes and the economy program of the 
Food Administration during the war, rather than to any perma- 
nent improvement in eating habits. A study in 1939 would doubt- 
less show much greater changes in food consumption than occurred 
between 1901 and 1918. Changes in clothing, housing and mis- 
cellaneous consumption are still more marked. The average family 
budgets of 1918, being war-time budgets, became obsolete after 
the industrial crisis of 1920 and the fall of prices, and incomes. 

The most reasonable policy would be to discard the 1917-19 
country-wide budget and construct a series of new cost of living 
budgets, making use of the consumption data obtained in the 
193 5-38 surveys, to represent different geographical sections. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-U.S. Bureau of Lab. Statistics; Bull. 357, Cost of 
Living i n  the U.S. (1924) ; Bull. 369, Cost o f  Living Figures in Wage 
Adjustntents (192 j) ; Bull. 637, Money Disbursements o f  Wage Earners 
and Clerical Workers in N .  Atlantic Region (1934-36), vol. I ,  N.Y. 
city; Mon. Lab. Review, Dec. 1919, Jan. 1920, June 1920, Sept. 1935, 
March 1938, March 1939, June 1939; Works Progress Administration, 
Research Monograph XII, Intercity Differences in Cost o f  Living; 
Nat'l Industrial Conference Board, Cost of Living in the U.S. 
(1914-38). (R. ME.) 

COST OF PRODUCTION. In  economics, the cost of pro- 
duction is the sum-total of the labour expended and wealth con- 
sumed in producing a commodity. The amount of money which 
has to  be paid to  call out these efforts and sacrifices is termed the 
expenses of production. The sum so paid, expressed per unit of 
output, is termed the supply price of the commodity; that is, the 
price which has to be paid to  induce production. The term "ex- 
penses of production" thus covers the whole of the producer's 
outlays and includes the producer's remuneration. Unless the pro- 
ducer's expenses, thus defined, amount to a supply price per unit 
of output not higher than the effective demand price, production 
must either cease or be carried on at  a loss. 

COSTON LIGHT, a pyrotechnic light designed for night 

signalling between vessels a t  sea and between sea and shore. The 
signal is made in the form of a cartridge containing slow-burning 
chemicals which produce an intense light, in various colour com- 
binations. The cartridge is mounted on a cylindrical wooden base 
adapted to be inserted in a holder equipped with a brass ferrule 
to receive it, and a plunger for igniting the signal by means of a 
percussion cap, in much the same manner as a shell is exploded 
by the trigger of a gun. I n  clear weather these signals can be seen 
for a distance as great as I jm. and have exceptional penetra- 
tion in mist or fog. The signals are so constructed that they 
will show successively various colours-blue, green, red, yellow 
and white-and various combinations of these are extensively 
used by steamship lines as distinguishing night signals. This signal 
was adopted by the U.S. Life-Saving Service (now Coast Guard) 
in 1873, for use by the beach patrol a t  night and in thick weather 
to give notice upon discovery of a wreck or vessel in distress that 
they are seen and help is a t  hand, and to warn vessels running 
dangerously near the shore. 

COSTS: see PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE. 
COSTUME: see DRESS. 
COSTUME DESIGN, THEATRICAL. The early his- 

tory of theatrical costume can no more be separated from that 
of religious and ceremonial costume than the early history of 
drama as a whole can be separated from the history of religion, 
which merges by slow degrees into drama. The first steps away 
from religion proper are usually taken in the direction of comedy, 
many gods becoming the clowns of future generations. The 
Etruscan devil dancer may easily be the descendant of a powerful 
god to whom bloody offerings once were made; yet the lineal 
descendant of this god played a clown's part as recently as 50 
years ago in a Hungarian mystery play. 

Where religion and drama interweave, it  is difficult t o  deter- 
mine to what extent the costumes of the priests and members of 
secret societies may be considered theatrical. How far the Egyp- 
tian gods portrayed in bronze and stone represent priests dressed 
in the usual costume of the early dramatized gods remains largely 
a matter of conjecture. However, i t  seems logical that masked 
priests played a part in certain Egyptian mysteries. In  the last 
few years numerous collections have been brought together of 
masks and costumes representing gods and demi-gods from differ- 
ent mystery plays of almost all nations, including European coun- 
tries. The frequent occurrence of these masks over the civilized 
world suggests that they were also used by the Egyptians. 

At the beginning of drama in each country one finds masked re- 
ligious figures, gods or heroes. Long before the Javanese wajang 
wong there was the masked pantomime topeng dance. Long be- 
fore the No performances in Japan existed, performances were 
given, within the temple, of the masked kagura dances. I n  China, 
in Mexico, in Greece and Central Europe, everywhere in fact, one 
comes across traces of the old religious costume in the drama of a 
more secular nature of much later date, so much so that it  seems 
safe to regard the purely religious costume as the prototype of the 
more fantastic costumes in the secular and commercial theatre. 
Thus the temple dance in Japan through the N5 dramatic festival 
and the temple dance entertainment finally influenced the kabuki 
or popular theatre. Thus the religious images of the mediaeval 
church influenced the costuming of the municipal plays in the 
Low Countries during the 15th and early 16th centuries. 

Oriental.-The Japanese No costumes and masks are largely 
preserved as temple treasures. They are among the most beautiful 
stage costumes ever made. As the No actor is held in popular 
esteem among the Japanese, whereas the actors in the popular 
theatre are regarded almost as outcasts, so the maker of the N o  
masks is a highly esteemed artist who proudly signs his name to 
his work. Although the No dates from the 14th or early 15th cen- 
tury, the masks that one sees usually are of a much later date. 
Besides the carved wooden lacquered masks the costumes consist 
of gorgeous brocades which are specially woven with large mediae- 
val patterns, of beautifully wrought accessories, jewellery and fans. 
The combination of all these temple treasures, if worn by a fully 
apparelled No actor when he approaches with cadenced motions 
on the highly polished floor of the N o  stage. makes a spectacle 
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A RUSSIAN T H E A T R E  COSTUME DESIGN FOR "JENGHIZ K H A N"  

This design, distinctly Russian in style, was conceived by A. Stschekotikina, a modernist who carried on the work 
of stage symbolism established by Bakst. It achieves a fantastic effect expressive of Jenghiz Khan, the "perfect 
warrior," who terrorized the Eastern World in the 12th  century by his conquest of China and bordering nations. 
The colours are used symbolically. Gold indicates wealth; red, passion; and yellow, Chinese imperialism, while 
the blue background below adds a note of mystery and terror. 
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BY COURTESY OF ( 1 ,  8 )  G E O R G E  HARRAP 5 CO , (2) THE BRIT ISH MUSEUM, ( 3 ,  5 ,  12) FROM "MASKS AND DEMONS' 
A N C I E N T  AND MODERN THEATRICAL COSTUME DESIGN 

1. 17th  century pantaloon; Italian comedy. 2. Sebek, the Egyptian crocodile god. 3. Mud head of the Zuni Indians. 4. A comic actor, 4 t h  century B.C. 5. 
Mayan priest, from a Yucatan wall carving. 6. Ivory statuette of a Roman tragic actor. 7. Mr. Anderson as "Macbeth." 8. Guatsetto and Mestolino, after an 
engraving by Callot, 17 th  century. 9. A tragic actor with onkos and cothurnus. 10. A woman actor from a Russian mosaic. 11. The daemon Tuculcha on the 
Tombe dell 'Orco a t  Corneto; Etruscan. 12. North American Indian masked actor In a secret soc~ety initiation drama 



COSTUME DESIGN, THEATRICAL 
never to be forgotten. The costume here, as in ancient Greece, 
China and Java, indicates through traditional accessories not only 
the rank or position of the actor but even the sex of the character 
he is to represent, as only men are permitted to take part in the 
performances. 

The costumes worn in China are usually of embroidered silks 
and in a religious or semi-religious play they are even to-day of 
antique cut, with false jewellery and metal-work to make them 
look rich at  a distance. I n  some 

signed to appear well a t  close range, just as the modern ball-room 
performers usually wear the conventional dress, or the geishas 
of Japan wear fantastic costumes with no particular stage 
value. 

Classical.-The ancient Greeks instead of using make-up 
availed themselves of masks to  indicate the character of the 
actor like the Chinese and Japanese. Besides the mask there were 
various attributes by which one could recognize the character's 
position in the drama. As in the traditional make-up of the 

of the congratulatory plays in 
China, where masks are worn? the 
number of masks is prescribed 
by tradition. There are four 
guardians, 28 patriarchs, 28 
lunar gods, eight female fairies of 
such poetic names as Cinnamon 
Blossom, Pear Blossom, Lotus 
Flower, Spring Breeze, etc. I n  
the commercial theatre the masks 
have been done away with, 
traditional make-up taking their 
place. The costumes also have Chinese, colour played a large part in this symbolism. A typical 
been changed somewhat, the best part of the Greek actor's costun~e was a kind of stilt or wooden 
known characters to Western clog called the cotlzurnus, with which the actor's height was in- 
eyes being the generals who are creased by several inches, and the introduction of which was 
indicated by numbers of small credited to Aeschylus. T o  increase his height further, a conical 
flags which are arranged in a wig was arranged on top of the mask, this addition being called the 
kind of halo on their backs. The onkos. In  comedy the cotlturaus was replaced by a different kind 
prescribed make-up closely re- 
sembles the painted scroll work 
one sees on the masks, which are 
used to indicate ancestral heroes. 

In  Tibet the lamas produce 
mystery plays at  certain festi- 

other. Dionysus is reported to  have worn a yellow overdress, a 
shoulder strap with flowers and a thyrsus. Other gods had their 
own attributes. If a character were supposed to be unfortunate he 
used dingy clothes, grey or faded blue, black or murky yellow. 
Queens were supposed to wear white and purple, other ladies 
saffron or frog green, these costumes being lavishly embroidered 
with gold. Satyrs wore goat skins, real or imitation panther skins, 
phallic attributes and red overdresses. The sileni wore, besides 
their tails, a curious underdress. In  comedies the actors wore the 
chlamys over a plain white underdress, together with travelling 
hats and hair bands, and had properties such as bows, spears, 
knives, staffs, etc., to complete the costume. The number of 
masks were regulated by the 
Greeks also, apparently in a much 
more arbitrary way than among 
the Chinese. According to Pollux 
there were six old men, eight 
young men, three attendants and 
11 women, making 28 in all. I n  
the New Comedy there seem to 
have been nine old men, I I young 
men, seven slaves, three old 
women, 14 young women. The 
costumes also were very conven- 
tional. The richness of the cos- 
tumes, especially of the chorus, 
depended much on the wealth 
and good will of the choragus, 
who financed the performance 
sometimes as a civic duty which 
Was laid upon rich citizens, but A C O S T U M E  W O R N  BY MME. GEORGE 

much more often for the glory I N  "LA G U E R R E  DES SERVANTES" 

which a successful production brought to the backer. 
Although most of the performances were given by groups of 

actors living near the large theatre, travelling was done even into 
the distant colonies. As an offshoot of the orthodox theatre in 
Greece a kind of theatre called the phlyakes seems to have been 
established in southern Italy in the 3rd century B.C. Judging from 

vals which include among the 
most characteristic figures a kind 
of buffoon, looking for all the lVANG 

A . D  618-930, WITH A HEADDRESS world like a half decayed corpse. hNCIENT G R E E K  CHARACTER 
The type of masks and costumes 
used in the Tibetan mystery plays closely resembles that of 
the Chinese. In  Siam and Gunbodia the masks worn by the 
ballet have a religious meaning. The costumes themselves are 
provided with the most elaborate jewellery. In Java a strange in- 
fluence has been exerted on the costumes in the wajang wofzg 
drama by the prototype of this form of entertainment, viz., the 
cut leather shadow marionette perform- 
ance. I t  was only in the 18th century that 
the plays belonging to this type of shadow 
theatre started to be enacted by men. The 
plays are all borrowed from Hindu sources, 
the heroes being represented with a curious 
kind of wings of pierced and gilded leather 
similar to the minutely cut golden filigree 
work of the leather shadow marionettes. 
Animals play an important part in the per- 
formances given by the native princes on 
festive occasions. The animal costumes 
are made of painted cloth on a bamboo 
frame-work. In  the original topeng dances, 
which antedate the other performances by 
centuries, old court costumes are worn but 
all actors are masked toindicate the char- 
acter and rank. I t  is only very recently 

. 

that women have acted in the Javanese HERMIONE'S COSTUME I N  
drama and then only in the commercial GRANVILLE B A R K E R ' S  

theatre, often in groups without men, i;:;'''?; R ~ ; ~ T ~ ~ ;  
which custom has also been introduced in 
China. The ballet dresses worn by the corps de ballet at the 
native courts do not differ from the regulation court dress, except 
for the addition of a very long brilliantly coloured scarf which is 
not usually worn by other women. The ballets given by these 
troupes are always private and the costumes are therefore de- 
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B y  COURTESY OF (I) T H E  W A L L A C E  COLLECl. lON, ( 2 )  A. G.  BRUCKMANN, ( 3 )  MRS. R .  A. W O R K M A N .  AND THE R E I D  A N D  L E F E V R E  G A L L E R Y .  ( 4 )  WERELD BlBLIOTHECK, AMSTERDAM, ( 5 )  
MUSEE CARNavALET, P A R I S .  ( 5 )  T H E  H A R V A R D  C O L L E G E  L I B R A R Y .  ( 7 )  T H E  TRUSTEES OF T H E  BR1T1SH MUSEUM 

STAGES IN T H E  DEVELOPMENT O F  T H E A T R I C A L  COSTUMES 

1. " La Camargo," Lancret, 1 8 t h  century. This type of dress was for a 
long t ime the model for the conventional ballet costume 

2. A scene f rom the "Peasants' Opera" of Kloris and Rohsje, portrayed by 
Cornelius Troost i n  the early 1 8 t h  century. The opera is even now 
revived yearly in Holland. The costumes of these farcical operas 
seem t o  have followed closely the fashions of the period 

3. " ~ ' k t o i l e , "  by  Degas. i n  1 8 6 8  Degas exhibited his first study o f  a 
dancer. He  became widely known for his painting of ballet dancers, 
and his pictures form an accurate record of the ballet style of the 
late 1 9 t h  century 

4. A scene i n  P. Langendijk's "Mathematicians," by  C. Troost, a designer 
for the Amsterdam theatre i n  the early 1 8 t h  century. As in a i l  
popular comedy, the costuming closely resembles every-day dress 

5 .  The Commedia dell 'Arte i n  France f rom a contemporary paint ing 
6. The actor Talma i n  the type of costume which the painter David 

designed for h im in the beginning of the 1 9 t h  century 
7. Lady Hami l ton as "Sensibility," from the drawing by Romney (1789).  

Lady Hami l ton was one of the leaders i n  the classical movement 
which changed theatrical costumes f rom the ample gowns of 1 8 t h  
century court dress t o  soft draperies 
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PHOTOGRAPHS, ( I )  E R l C  SCHAAL-PIX, ( 2 )  ARAL-PIX 

C O S T U M E S  F O R  T W O  S H A K E S P E A R E A N  PLAYS 

1. Costume by David Ffolkes for Maurice Evans in "Richard I I "  Maurice Evans as Malvoiio (centre) and Helen Hayes as V io la  (sec- 
2. Costumes designed by Stewart Chaney for "Twelf th Night," with ond from left) 
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BY COURTESY OF ( I ,  2 ,  4 1 1 )  GEORGE H A R R A P  & CO , ( I S )  THE F I E L D  M U S E U M  OF NATURAL H I S T O R Y ,  ( 1 4 )  M A R T I N  B I R N B A U M ,  ( 1 6 )  M O D E R N  THEATERBAU 

A NC IENT A N D  MODERN THEATRICAL C O S T U M E  D E S I G N  

1. A 16 th  century harlequin. 2. A 17 th  century harleauin. 3. "The Young Jewess," by Rembrandt. 4. A 17 th  century pierrot (Joseph Gereton). 5. A Greek 
comus costume of the 5 th  century B.C. 6. A comedy on the Roman stage; in a Naples museum. 7. Animal impersonation, from a dress of a statue of Demeter; 
Athens museum. 8. A masked actor of Greece as a follower of Odysseus. 9. Comic actors of the 3rd century B.C. 10. Formal costume of the 18 th  century. 11. 
Pierrot and Columbine in the 18 th  century. 12. The devil in a 19th  century Hungarian mystery play. 13. Burial clay figures, from Kusha, of a Tibetan 
monk-actor in mask and costume representing a heavenly king in a mystery play. 14. Costume design by L. Bakst for a dancer in "Scheherazade," one of the 
Russian ballets showing strong Oriental influences. 15. Hans Burgkmair's fantastic entrance design for a 16 th  century play. 16. A fantastic entrance procession 
in the Bologna tournament theatre, 1628, for one of the elaborate theatrical entertainments so popular among Italian princes and burghers of Flanders during 
that period 
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the evidence on vases, we know that the costumes were caricatures 
of the gods of Greece and indicate that the plays were of a comic, 
popular nature. I t  is in this type of stage that some people see 
the ancestor of the commedia dell'arte, tracing the costumes of 
harlequin and other characters to the costumes worn by some of 
the actors in these comedies. 

Roman tragedy costumes followed the Greek precedent. They 
were usually rich like the Greek costume but were slightly changed 
to conform to local Roman dress. The tendency of the Roman 
theatre was toward a greater and greater elaboration and realism. 
Horace mentions plays in which regiments of cavalry and even 
elephants took part. Probably these elaborate performances were 
emulated by the princes of Italy in the Renaissance period when 
the court masques became the vogue. Realism on the Roman 
stage certainly ran riot when the Emperor Domitian staged a 
real crucifixion at  the end of one of the productions which he 
offered to the people of Rome, using a prisoner as a substitute 
for the actor who played the part of the victim. Great luxury was 
displayed also in the Roman pantomimes. The character of the 
costumes worn in the pantomimes was objected to by reformers, 
on the ground of their being made of very transparent materials. 
The objections, however, seem to have been just as much to the 
nature of the performance itself as to the costume. The mimic 
scenes in their costuming were probably very like the pklyakes 
scenes. The costumes used in the mimes were gradually made to 
resemble more and more the ordinary Roman dress. The actor 
also abandoned the mask as the object of the plays became 
realistic. In the Atellan farces masks seem to have been used, 
however. 

Mediaeval.-There is a certain connection between the drama 
of ancient Rome and the drama of the middle ages in northern 
Europe, but to what degree the costumes which the clergy used 
for the performances of the early plays in the churches and within 
the church precincts were influenced by the costume of the ancient 
theatre it  is difficult to determine. There may have been some 
type of aboriginal costume which was adapted into the devil 
costume of the mystery play. In  the few documents which are 
known the devils wear masks and fantastic costumes. Some of 
the actors wear a costume almost identical with the costume of 
the period, while the sacred personages are attired in the type of 
costume one sees in contemporary ecclesiastical paintings and 
sculpture. The works of art of 
the 15th century, as Van Eyck's 
"Adoration of the Lamb," appear 
to be adaptations of scenes 
from the drama of that time. 
The elaborate costumes of God 
the Father, the angels and other 
persons would portray those of 
the actors of the day. Even if 
this should not be entirely true it  
is safe to say that the costumes 
used in the ecclesiastical drama 
must have been very like the 
ones shown in these paintings, as 
the people who painted them 
were engaged by the clergy to 
help in staging the plays. 

Certain ~ i c t u r e s  which have 
come f r o m - ~ t a l y  show types of AN l 8 T H  CENTURY OPERA COSTUME, 

angel costumes with unmistak- ~ ~ : ~ G ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~  Fk,"U",y::E:re 
able stage tricks in their con- 
struction, the halo on some of them being fastened to a head- 
dress, for instance. As the drama was gradually separated from the 
church and the larger part of the action was devoted to the shep- 
herds and burghers rather than to the divine personages, the bulk 
of the costumes more and more resembled the local everyday dress. 
The later the period the better documented the drama becomes, 
and in the 16th century we find a number of engravings and other 
material which illustrate the theatrical costumes worn at  that time. 

Renaissance.-The Italian Renaissance naturally brought 
about a radical change in stage costume, T e  the mediaeval tourna- 

ments were usually added some dramatic interludes which grad- 
ually were given greater and greater importance. During the 15th 
and early 16th centuries this type of entertainment became more 
and more developed into a display of wealth in costumes and 
scenery which was only equalled by the Romans in their most 
spendthrift days. These court masques made much use of sym- 
bolic costumes and semi-classical draperies, suitable for the dress- 

ing of gods and goddesses of an- 
cient times, dryads, nymphs and 
satyrs. The drama at  that time 
began to be divided into the 
tragic, comic and satyric, and 
with the classical influence be- 
coming so strong, the older 
Gothic costumes disappeared 
even from the stages in the 
northern countries, France, the 
Netherlands and England. But 
the classical costumes which be- 
came the vogue should not be 
confused with the antique Greek 
and Roman theatrical costumes; 
they should be thought of as re- 
sembling the classical figures 
seen in the paintings of Man- 
tegna, Botticelli and other paint- 
ers of the quattro-cento. 

Serlio, one of the most quoted 
ITALE MASCARDI,  PART IC IPANT I N  Sources of information on the 

T H E  Q U A D R I L L E  AT C A R D I N A L  B A R -  drama of the Italian Renaissance, 
B E R I N I ' S  FEAST. R O M E .  1634 in his second book of architec- 
ture published in the middle of the 16th century, while speaking 
of the satyric scene, addresses the stage designers of the period 
as follows: "I would tell you of the superb costumes of certain 
shepherds made of rich cloth of gold and of silk, lined with the 
finest of wild animal furs. I would also tell of certain fishermen 
whose dresses were not less rich t 
of fine golden thread, and of all 
their other implements, all of 
them gilded. I would tell of some 
shepherdesses and nymphs, whose 
robes were made regardless' of 
cost. But I leave it to the intelli- 
gence of the judicious architects 
to do such things when they shall 
find the patrons who are agree- 
able to their wishes and who give 
them full power with generous 
hands, to execute all which they 
desire." 

Cour t  Performances. -AS 
the financial control of the drama 
passed from ecclesiastical hands 
into those of the princes, i t  
was used more and more as an 
aggrandizement of the courts. 
The costuming and mounting of 
the plays became more and more 
elaborate, one monarch trying to 
outdo the other in the splendour AN 1 8 ~ ~  CENTURY PIERROT COS. 

of the entertainments offered. T U M E ,  DES IGNED BY A N T O IN E  
Marriages, coronations, the birth WATTEAU 

of heirs to the throne, even funerals were made an excuse for 
great display of costumes and pageantry. The cities were re- 
quired to give great feasts when the monarchs of the realm visited 
them. On the temporary stages erected for such occasions, 
tableazlx vivants were posed in costumes rich in symbolic devices 
and emblems. Practically all the well-known painters, such as 
Albrecht Diirer, Velazquez, Rubens, Van Dyck, designed costumes 
and paraphernalia for entertainments of this kind during the 16th 
and early I 7th centuries. I n  these tableaux the clothing of some 
of the charactera was reduced to almost nothing, a fact which 
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BY C O U R T E S Y  OF ( 4 1  A T L L I E R  W l L L i N G E R  

MODERN COSTUMES O F  RUBBER C L O T H  

Designs by Ernest de Weerth far costumes in Reinhardt's produc- 4. Kloepfer in "The Great World Theatre." 5. Edmund. 6. 
t ion of "King Lear" in Vienna. They were carried out i n  hand- Cornwall. 7 .  A knight; six of these stood in a row on pedestals 
painted rubber sheeting. 1. The actor Kloepfer as the King. 2. i n  the background of the first scene, thereby forming part of the 
A servant. 3. A soldier. The armour was also made of rubber. scenery. 8. Reoan 
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MODERN COSTUME EFFECTS 

1. Helene Th im ig  as Cordelia i n  Reinhardt's production of "King Learn 3. Designs by Ernest de Weerth for the Reinhardt production of "Mid- 
i n  Vienna. Note the sculpturesque folds of the rubber sheeting summer Night's Dream" in Vienna i n  1925. Trees and bushes 

2. Lady Diana Manners as the Madonna i n  "The Miracle." This costume represented by dancers 
was of cr6pe de chine 4. Reiner as Oberon i n  the same production 
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caused as much alarm among the reformers of those days as it 
had done during Roman times. Whether it is due to  the number 
of engravings which have been preserved or not, Antwerp seems 
to have been one of the cities where the most elaborate of these 
entrance festivities were given, among them those of Philip 11. in 
I j49, of the Archduke Ernest in 1594, and of Albert and Isabella 
in 1602. 

The Flemish rhetoric drama was costumed in a Dutch version 
of the Italian classical period, and so were the court entertain- 
ments in England. Inigo Jones, who together with Ben Jonson 
produced several masques, studied in Italy, and followed the 
Italian fashion rather closely. A few drawings of his are preserved 
at  Oxford, among them some of the very few drawings of cos- 
tumes of characters in Shakespeare's plays. In  some of the 
productions in the London theatres of the early 17th century the 
costumes were probably imitations on a more modest scale of 
those worn in the court productions. In  others the costumes, 
judging by some woodcuts which have come down to us, were like 
the everyday dress. Ben Jonson thus describes the costumes in 
the masque of queens: "The habits had in them the excellency 
of all devices and riches and were worthily varied by his inven- 
tion," i.e., Inigo Jones's invention. 

There was a regular stock of legendary characters which were 
costumed so that they would be easily recognized by the public: 
virtues and vices; curiosity covered with eyes; error with serpents 
and snakes; credulity with ears. There was the earth with oak 
leaves, plants and flowers. There was water with dolphins and 
fishes, and the air with eagles and other birds. There was fire 
with fiery salamanders between the flames, and there were signs 
of the zodiac, the winds, nymphs, dryads and witches, all in their 
proper symbolic costun~es. These masques and other court enter- 
tainments later on developed into the court opera. Of the cos- 
tumes of the intervening period we get probably a good idea from 
the floral costume in the painting by Rembrandt, which is similar 
to the costumes in several other paintings by men of the period. 

Opera  a n d  Comedy.-From Italy also come the costumes of 
the conzmedin dell'arte, of harlequin, pantalone, pierrot and 
columbine and all the other characters so dear to everyone who 
loves the theatre. This type of theatre is supposed to be the 

ITALIAN A N D  F R E N C H  M A S Q U E  C O S T U M E S  ( P R A G U E .  1817) 

lineal descendant of the Roman classical drama. Its costuming 
seems to be almost entirely of the Italian 16th century except that 
of harlequin which might be traced quite easily to Roman proto- 
types. The exaggerations of certain parts of the body are also a 
classical trick. Later these costumes became definitely established 
and changes in them were made only rarely. Perhaps this was 
due to the method of production used in the conz~nedia dell'arte, 
which only makes use of a certain number of characters, who 
reappear in all the different scenarios. In the course of the years 
new characters appeared, but on the whole the Italian comedy 
changed no more than harlequin's costume. 

Poorly as the Shakespearian period is represented by docu- 
mentary material, the opera is elaborately recorded. As a court 
entertainment, i t  received all the attention usually given to the 
exploits df the princes of the 16th and 17th centuries, to their 
ballets, their carousals, their tournaments and other dramatic 

enterprises. With the growing preponderance of France in 
European politics one may trace the growing aesthetic iniluencz 
of France. As at  first Italy influenced France in the drama as 
well as the other arts, so France now began to influence Italy. 
LYhen designers such as Berain and Le Pautre originated a new 
set of costumes for a court entertainment, echoes could be heard 
all over Europe. As the masque was supplanted by the opera the 
costume gradually changed, the lines becoming more and more 
like the exaggerated court dress of the period. 

Entirely different was the costuming of the comedy stage 
which usually was of a realistic nature with a sprinkling of 
conzmedia dell'arte motives. The comedy often employed music, 
and sometimes comedies were made as skits on the operatic stage, 
called by such names as Peasant's Opera, the famous Dutch 
IClo'loris and Roosje, or Beggar's Opera, Gay's famous English enter- 
tainment, both of the early 18th century. The costuming of 
these farcical operas. in fact of all comedy of that time, seems 
to follow rather closely the fashions of the period. Of course, 
fantastic plays called for a different kind of costumes and pre- 
sumably followed the court performers in the same way as the 
popular Japanese theatre in certain plays follows the N o  theatre 
precedents, using more showy material and designs but adhering 
closely to the original type. 

Modern  Design.-Towards the end of the 18th century the 
classical movement began in the theatre and within a few years 
the stage costume changed from the ample gowns of the 18th 
century court dresses to draperies of soft woollens and clinging 
gauzes. The Viganos, in their ballets, adapted subjects like Diana 
and Endyinion, and used for the portrayal of these characters 
dresses of the lightest and most transparent materiaIs. Some years 
earlier Lady Hamilton had given performances in classical drap- 
eries only. K i t h  the advent of the romantic movement, the 
costumes which became the fashion were stage adaptations of 
period costumes. After the romantic Gothic revival one period 
after another seems to have come to the fore. The Gothic cos- 
tumes of 1840, however, are entirely different from the Gothic 
costumes of the '80s. In  each period only those parts of the 
original dresses were adapted which were not too incompatible 
with contemporary taste in form and colour. The modern dress 
designer for the stage has gone so far as to imitate the technique 
of pottery, sculpture, engraving and painting. Several modern 
designers also use old fashions as a source of motives, using them 

perhaps with a little more freedom than 
the original designers. 

From the time when Henry Irving em- 
ployed artists of fame to design the cos- 
tumes and scenery for some of his vro- 

/ ductions there ha'been a strong competi- 
/ tion among managers, one trying to outdo 

the other in the artistic excellence of the 
costuming of the plays which he produces. 
Of course, the results vary enormously. 
The famous Meiniger troupe prided them- 
selves on the historical accuracy of their 
costumes. Men of the type of Alma- 
Tadema combine historical accuracy with 
a definite attempt to secure artistic har- 
mony. Others, like the Russian Bakst, 
sacrifice historical accuracy to the artistic 
conception, being chiefly concerned with 
the composition in colour, form and line. 
Attempts have been made to reduce the 

T H E  COS TU ME OF MLLE.  actor to a two dimensional figure by means 
M A R S  AS D O ~ A  S O L  I N  of lighting, and even to annihilate him, as 
" H E R N A N 1 , "  far as his value in the composition is con- 
H U G O ,  1830 cerned, and use him as an intelligent ma- 
chine, animating the abstract composition of colour and form 
which he carries by way of dress. I t  is curious to  notice how 
one of the best known of the modern painters, Pablo Picasso, 
resorts to the same methods which were used by the 16th and 
17th century designers in their emblematic costumes. The only 
difference lies in the artistic approach to the emblems combined 
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to form the costume. 

Technically, there are a few points in  the construction of 
theatrical costumes which make them entirely different from or- 
dinary everyday dress. First, the artistic meaning of the costume 
is usually exploited at  the expense of any adherence to fashion. 
I n  the ordinary drama, where motions of the actors are not 
different from those of everyday life, the differences in construc- 
tion usually limit themselves to  simplicity in fastening and the 
choice of the materials, which are 
selected to appear well under the 
stage lights and from a distance. 
I n  costumes designed for dancers, 
acrobats, etc., the method of 
construction becomes of su- 
preme importance to  the artistic 
conception of the costumes. 
A ballet dancer can use skirts 
only of a certain length, an acro- 
bat will have to protect certain 
parts of his body, others he must 
leave uncovered for the sake of 
free motion. I t  is probably on ac- 
count of this difficulty of making 
the costumes of special artists of 
this kind artistically important 
that the managers have developed 
the expedient of the show girl, - 
these girls being selected entirely R U D  IN IN 1859 

for their good looks and their ability to wear and display elaborate 
stage costumes. 

Materials.-The materials 'employed in the construction of 
stage costumes are often the same as those used for conventional 
dress, but usually the extremes in brilliancy are popular with the 
designer as this brilliancy is the only means by which he can avail 
himself of tonal and also of colour value. Often substitutes for 
expensive materials can be used which give an equally elaborate 
effect and are equally serviceable. The distance at  which the 
costumes are usually seen not 
only makes these changes possible 
but sometimes even makes them 
necessary. This is especially 
true of all materials which are 
decorated with patterns or have 
been embroidered, for i t  is much 
easier to get an effect with the 
painted or appliqukd metal sur- 
faces in an imitation brocade than 
it  would be to get a similar effect 
out of a woven fabric. Some 
painters treat their costumes as 
if they were a part of the stage 
scenery, and by using mat sur- 
faces only, produce a certain 
paint-like quality even in the 
dresses. The materials most com- 
monly used for indicating more 
costly fabric are muslin, satin, 
cambric, cotton, flannel, terry 
cloth, oilcloth and the like. In  A N  E MB L E M A T I C  COST U ME.  BY 

Goethe's day glazed chintzes seem CHRISTOPHER WHALL. 1899 

to have been a common substitute for silks, he himself ad- 
vertising the use of them. In  the middle ages a great deal of use 
was made of printed linens brightened with gold. Among the 
Javanese extensive use is made of the batik technique which has 
also found favour with a great many contemporary Western de- 
signers. TO-day, as at  all times, appliquk work is very popular 
with costume designers as well as the more showy kinds of em- 
broidery. In  stage embroidery liberal use is made of small mirrors, 
spangles, braided straw, chenille and similar materials; curled 
ostrich feathers have always been a favourite material. 

The materials used for the making of masks have been leather, 
papier mbche and wood, and for larger masks cloth stretched 

over a skeleton of bamboo, ratan or wire; even leaves have been 
used. Most of the modern masks are made of papier m2ehC over 
a base of modelling wax or plaster of Paris in much the same way 
as the commedia dell'arte masks were made from leather over a 
wooden mould. When a great number of the same masks are de- 
sired the usual method is to  reverse the process, the mask being 
made of papier m2chC inside a form, the resultant cast then being 
painted or lacquered in the same manner as the other masks are 
finished. The Japanese No masks and the Javanese topeng masks 
are made of lacquered wood; the Chinese and Tibetan masks are 
made of papier m2ch6, which material the Chinese use for the 
construction of entire costumes, making the actors resemble 
lacquered statuary, as for instance in the case of the Kwan Yin 
costume now in the Field museum in Chicago. 

Lega l  Regulation.- From time to time ordinances have been 
passed to regulate theatrical costuming, but they have usually 
failed. During the 18th century a certain conformance with local 
custom was considered necessary by the management of the 
theatre, and the actors and actresses were instructed to dress 
according to the rules of etiquette. Actresses who portrayed 
ladies could not wear simple short-waisted dresses but had to wear 
at least demi-parure, or if several ladies took part in the scene 
they were to wear grande panwe and no hats. Soubrettes were to 
wear no hats except when travelling, and no rings; only simple 
dresses possibly of appliqukd atlas. Young girls of the bourgeoisie 
were to wear skirts and jackets but never made of white material, 
a t  least never when the first lady was wearing white. The Jav- 
anese, Chinese and Japanese costumes are also stringently regu- 
lated, but even if regulations were not made, common sense 
would reach the same results. Who for instance would attract 
attention to one of the minor characters by dressing him in a 
vivid colour a t  the expense of more important players in the 
same scene? The dimensions of the human body and the motions 

P A N T O M I M E  OF T H E  IgTH C E N T U R Y  

tain types of actors seem to persist through the centuries, and if 
these traditional forms are changed by intense artistic endeavour 
or even by political ordinances from time to time, they will pres- 
ently reappear. The English Christmas pantomime costumes of 
clowns and harlequins are not different from the costumes used 
by the artists in the co~nmed ia  dell'arte or even by the comedian 
who acted in the Greek and Roman farces. What determines the 
form of a costume most is the actor and his work. If certain 
motions which the actor is to make look best when' made in 
certain costumes, these costumes will naturally persist. 
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COSTUMES FOR MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 

Designs by Ernest de Weerth for Reinhardt's production of "Midsummer people. A t  the top, 1 and 2, represent Titania and Oberon: 3 and 4 
Night 's  Dream" i n  New York, 1927. Note that  the costumes were i l lus- represent Hippolyta and Theseus. The latter were executed i n  hand painted 
t ra t i ve  of the two  different elements i n  the play: the fairies and the canvas. 
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BY COURTESY OF (I) FLORENCE VANDAMM 

DESIGNS BY D E  W E E R T H  FOR T H E  CHINESE OPERA " K W A N  Y I N"  

1. Photograph of the War God, showing gilded rubber used as ornament These, being unimportant  characters, were subordinated I n  black cos- 
on the actual costume tumes aga~nst  a black background 

2. The Goddess and attendants clothed i n  rubber sheeting painted silver, 3- Original drawing the War God's costume 

copper and gold. Note the musicians a t  the top of the photograph. 4. The Captain 
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MODERN 
There are various ways of regarding costumes in the theatre. 

Costumes may be a realistic period clothing for the actors, in 
which case they are of little interest beyond being an example of 
historical data. They may be an elaborate and ornate fantasy, 
designed purely for the purpose of pleasing the eye and forming 
a picture, sometimes actually derived and adapted from paintings 
and sculptures of certain schools. Costumes may however play a 
far more important part in the theatrical production: namely as 
a psychological study of the characters individually and of the 
spectacle as a whole. I t  is this third, or what might be termed the 
more modern, development of this art that is of greater impor- 
tance in the theatre to-day and therefore requires more consider- 
ation than is usually given it. A progress of this kind may pos- 
sibly, a t  some future date, result in a uniform for actors, differing 
one from the other only in colour pattern to show the status or 
relative value of the figures clad. 

Artists are always searching for the new, striving step by step 
for what they think is right, toward an ultimate goal of self- 
expreSsion and interpretation. I n  the theatre, the furthest point 
so far reached is a stylization of individuality ranging from design 
to the actual material used in the execution of the clothes. There 
is one great hindrance to a n  actual and far-reaching progress in 
designing for the theatre of to-day. I t  is the paucity of theatrical 
productions which give the artist sufficient scope for creation. 

The stage reached the climax of a glamorous and overdecorated 
period in 1914. That was the height of a certain baroque style in 
the theatre. I t  was unnecessary to go any further along those 
lines, anything of the same type that came later could only be 
compared with or be an exaggeration of the original. I t  was an 
easy form of spectacle to understand and tremendously effective. 

"The play's the thing." Next should come the rdgisseur; the 
actor third and the decoration last. The decoration should be 
completely under the direction of the re'gisseur, who should guide 
the entire production, not merely direct a play and, which is 
worse, direct it badly, as is so often the case, but actually lead the 
performance like the conductor of an orchestra. He should always 
be a man of authority, culture and taste, combining all the arts: 
as such he would create a fine production. Nothing should be done 
without his word. A director of actors should be under his guid- 
ance, since it  is not necessary for the re'gissez~r himself to direct 
their every move; except for giving the final touches. 

This manner of directing, which is not by any means new, is 
the only possible road toward a truly fine result. The re'gisseur 
should always bear in mind the relative values as given above: 
if one of the branches oversteps its own importance, there is the 
danger of the entire production being overbalanced. If the scen- 
ery, for example, is too ornate, it will of necessity interfere with 
the visual background of the actor. If the costumer loads down 
his poor patients beneath head-dresses and bejewelled clothes 
of impossible sizes and weight, the acting will suffer accordingly. 

I m p o r t a n c e  of Simplicity.-An actor should be clothed as 
simply yet as appropriately in colour, texture and design as neces- 
sary. The costumes of the principal actors should be an asset to 
them, a help, an interpreter of their character, an aid in their 
movements; they should free them in order that the artists may 
give all that is in their power without being hampered in any way. 
Moreover a player acting an important part should be in com- 
plete contrast to  the background, so that his motions always 
appear clear and well defined. Supposing, as a rather crude 
example, that the scenery is black, the leading actor or actress 
should be in white. The people of intermediary classification of 
parts would be clothed in the corresponding scale of colour accord- 

ing to  their importance, the quite unimportant characters finally 
going so far as to melt into the background and actually become 
part of the decoration. 

This theory was realized with great success in Reinhardt's per- 
formance of King Lear in Vienna, when at  regular intervals across 
the backdrop of a huge but perfectly simple grey wall stood 
knights in dull silver armour, on pedestals, leaning on their tre- 
mendous shields and thus forming decorative pilasters. Even in 
that instance there was colour only in the pattern (coat-of-arms) 
on their shields. Their silver armour blended into the silvery 
walls, resulting in a suggestion rather than in a reality, which 
never interfered with the action. I n  fact, costumes should never 
over-attract attention; they should pass utterly unnoticed, if 
they are to be right. The same should be the case with scenery. 
No matter what the decorative scheme may be, the setting should 
always come second to the costumes, be of relative value and of 
the necessary simplicity to form an adequate background for them 
and therefore naturally for the artists wearing them. What is 
worse than to go to see a favourite artist play a famous part and 
not be able to  see the face or body, for the lack of lighting, or on 
account of the brilliance of the costuming, or, worse than every- 
thing, because of a background which is so crowded with pattern 
and design that one cannot concentrate on anything else? At the 
ThCBtre Fran~a is  the superb acting of a well-known star was 
actually invisible owing to an over brilliantly lighted crystal chan- 
delier which hung in the middle of the stage and drew all the 
attention, though of absolutely no interest or import to  the plot. 

One should revert to  the "Primitive" idea of staging, as in the 
other arts, to attain the greatest beauty. Just as those six sta- 
tionary knights in King Lear denoted the castle, a garden for  
instance would be represented by a tree of a decorative design if 
a general impression only is wanted, or a tree of a particular kind, 
to suggest the garden's geographical situation; e.g., a palm tree 
would suggest Africa, a stone pine southern Italy, a cypress Tus- 
cany, an elm New England, and so forth. Moreover unless the tree 
literally plays a part in the production (in other words, unless it 
becomes an "actor") it  should be merely suggested, in outline or 
in tone; it  should never be realistic. If a tree is called for in the 
plot and is vital to the action, it might be represented by a human 
being, in order to give the necessary movement and play of nature, 
the wafting to and fro, the trembling and bending by the wind. 

The stage should be alive. Only the things which really matter 
and are of importance to the plot and action should be shown; 
the rest left to the imagination. Everything actual should play 
its part. Macbeth,  Hamlet ,  Lear, Medea, Oedipus, or Electra are 
all plays of a cosmic nature, possible to interpret in a hundred 
different ways. Thus Reinhardt alone has staged A Midsztmnzer 
Night's Dream in something like I j various styles. His original 
production was staged realistically. Another was done by Gran- 
ville Barker with gilded fairies; yet another by Reinhardt in the 
manner of Botticelli. I n  New York it  has been given an 18th cen- 
tury setting like a fresco by the Venetian Tiepolo. I n  order to  
render the full effect of his style, the costumes were actually made 
out of painted canvas, but there were no actual designs or patterns 
on them. The folds were accentuated with high lights and shad- 
ows; otherwise there was no detail whatsoever which would 
attract unnecessary attention. 

Use of Rubber.-One of the most extraordinary instances of 
successful designing was in Reinhardt's production of King Lear 
in Vienna. The costumes were made of rubber sheeting. On the 
opening night the unusual use of this material passed unnoticed 
save that the critics praised the beauty of the performance as a 
whole. A few days later the rubber was a sensation. The reason 
for using that material was that Reinhardt wished the characters 
in Lear to  look as though they had been sculptured out of stone. 
This was not in itself a new idea. I t  had been done with the figure 
of the Madonna in T h e  Miracle in New York. I n  this particular 
instance however when the statue came to life the actress was 
obliged to step forth out of her ceinent robe, rather like a chicken 
breaking through an egg shell. The mantle was made out of some 
rigid and stiff preparation which would of course have been quite 
unsatisfactory for an entire cast of actors. Oilcloth was rejected 
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as an impossible medium, being paperlike and clumsy. Rubber 
sheeting was chosen. I t  was found that when stationary it  falls in 
magnificent and completely sculpturesque folds, and when in 
motion it is altogether supple and moves with an easy grace that 
clings to and follows every movement of the actor. I t  was painted 
in tones of greys, terracotta, pastel blues and mauves, mixed with 
silver and gold which gave it  the glimmer and vitality of stone. 
The result was amazing. 

This material was also used in Salzburg in von Hofmannsthal's 
The Great World Theatre, when by slightly different weight and 
treatment it  successfully represented painted wooden figures. The 
scene was a vast and towering church altar in three stages, one 
above the other, connected by invisible steps and inclines. On the 
lower level were niches wherein stood the allegorical figures of 
Beauty, Wisdom, Wealth, etc. These were dressed in brilliant 
colours. Above them stood Holy People in variously toned shades 
of copper, brass and steel. At the top, rising to a summit in the 
centre, were the angels, all in armour, one mass of glittering gold 
and silver. The rubber when painted with metal pigments takes 
on a shiny and resplendent quality which is unequalled in any 
other material. Furthermore, in order to keep a consistency 
throughout the scene, even the Beggar, in his torn and drab rags, 
was clothed in rubber; it may appear like old moth-eaten cloth 
carved out of wood when so desired. The stained-glass window 
effect which was produced when the various coloured lights were 
turned on the upper figures covered with the shiny metal rubber 
was an unforgettable impression; so successful indeed that Rein- 
hardt used this idea again in New York for the angels in the final 
tableau of Jederfnann (Every man). In  this instance they were not 
clad in armour but in the flowing golden folds of early Gothic 
statues. They wore no tinsel haloes, but wigs of little gilded curls, 
also made of rubber. 

A very important factor in costumes of unusual material hand- 
painted to resemble carved wooden images, statues of marble and 
metal, etc., is the "make-up" of the people wearing them. This 
can be no ordinary stage grease paint with rouge and mascara. 
The "mask" must suit the costume, look just as wooden as a fig- 
ure carved from oak. as stony as a statue sculptured out of marble; 
and still be the movable face and skin itself, capable of every 
expression and pantomime. I n  shadows and high lights it should 
follow the lines of the clothes, in colour equal their intensity, 
tones and shades. This naturally applies to wigs and head-dresses 
as well. I n  King Lear, for example, certain of the actors volun- 
teered to make up their own hair without being obliged to wear 
wigs. This meant actually painting lights and shadows in colours 
and metal. This would of course be impossible anywhere but in 
a theatre where plays are given on the repertory system. One 
could hardly expect the actors to make up in this manner twice in 
one day as is the custom where plays are put on for "runs." 
The result, however, starting as it did from the normal and actual 
nature of hair, was even finer and more successful than the com- 
pletely stylized quality of a wig. The women in Lear and The 
Great World Theatre wore head-dresses which concealed the hair, 
with the exception of tresses long or looped up, mhich were made 
of lightly padded, woven and plaited rubber. Cordelia in King 
Lear was completely shrouded in a pleated nun-like veil of the 
same material so that no hair was visible. For her costume white 
rubber sheeting was used, painted in grey with shadows of jade 
green and pastel blue, which gave her the pallor and transparency 
of ice, like the Madonna in a certain famous Crucifixion where 
she seems frozen to stone in the agony of her suffering. The evil 
sisters, on the other hand, were clothed in colours of moss-covered 
rocks and topaz, green and brown, yellow and orange. I n  spite of 
the many different tones. the general scheme of the entire produc- 
tion was grey, as though carved out of stone, with the lights giv- 
ing the variety. Each individual had his or her own scale of col- 
our: the King himself wore gold and purple combined with a 
replica of ermine, but the manner was always subtle, merely a 
suggestion. That is what is meant by a psychological study of the 
characters individually and of the spectacle as a whole. 

Rubber must not be judged as an invention, nor as a criterion 
for new costuming In  these productions it  merely served a pur- 

pose and may be used in various other ways, not only for entire 
costumes. Jewellery has been made of i t ;  the reason being that 
any sparkling stones attract too much attention to themselves and 
therefore interfere with the consistency of the stage picture. One 
of the many interesting advantages of using rubber is that its 
brilliancy may be regulated according to the necessity. Helmets, 
spears, armour in general, may be made shiny or dull a t  will by 
merely adding gold or silver paint and polishing or painting over. 
Even soldiers' plate-armour has been made of little circular scales 
of rubber superimposed and painted steel colour and blue, the edge 
of each flecked with silver. The helmets, built on a buckram form, 
were covered entirely with the rubber sheeting, the high lights 
painted in polished silver, thereby giving an effect of shiny steel 
without the dazzling and disturbing reflection of real armour. This 
method enables an actor's face to be at  all times clear and visible. 

I n  Kwan Yin, a Chinese opera performed in New York, rubber 
was used as a decoration on the costumes. The excessively ornate 
clothes of the Chinese actors have as a rule a tinsel quality, which 
to Westerners is a trifle vulgar and certainly foreign to the new 
tendency toward simplicity in our theatres. Therefore the designs, 
instead of being embroidered with metal threads and sequins were 
painted on a comparatively inexpensive material. The heavily 
embossed parts and the thick, rolled edges were executed in rubber 
stuffed with cotton batting and painted with metal pigments, pol- 
ished or left dull according to the result desired. Even the little 
mirrors so often used on Chinese costumes could be faithfully 
reproduced without giving the disturbing sparkle. The result was 
more like a Chinese painting of a drama than an actual Chinese 
theatre. 

I t  must be remembered that the stage is always extremely de- 
ceiving, tricky and utterly unrealistic. The most exquisite and 
magnificent brocade may lose every vestige of its value once it is 
seen "across the footlights"; and it  is also very costly to acquire. 
On the other hand, a piece of cheesecloth, treated and painted in 
the right manner, may look like the finest tissue from Tyre. Cloth 
of gold may look dark and drab, gilded rubber worth a king's ran- 
som. The point is to  find what material, combined with treatment 
and paint, will give the best result. 

Often strong contrasts are desired. This is only attainable by 
means of a great variety in the stuffs used. I n  order to give the 
feeling of the storm in King Lear, Reinhardt wished to have a con- 
tinual movement on the stage throughout the heath-scenes, though 
the simple grey-blue cyclorama and the lack of any realism on 
the stage in the way of trees or rocks, proved a difficult problem 
for the designer. True, there were moving clouds and other light 
effects, sounds of wind and rain, the roaring of thunder and vivid 
flashes of lightning; but yet not enough movement. Veils were 
used, of every conceivable thickness, size and weight; not, how- 
ever, as scenery. They were worn as costumes, carried, wafted to  
and fro, dragged across the stage by girls, who themselves were 
shrouded in these mists of blues and greys, with streaks of silver 
painted on them to catch the light as they passed, tearing across 
the back like ragged bits of fog driven hither and thither by 
the storm. The contrast of these light and airy muslin veils with 
the heavy rubber folds of the stonelike figures of the actors can 
well be imagined. Lear stood like a monument hewn out of rock, 
braving the elements. 

Reinhardt 's "Midsummer Night's Dream."-In Reinhardt's 
production of A Midsummer Night's Dream in the Tiepolo man- 
ner, the costumes were made out of canvas, in order to resemble 
as closely as possible the actual paintings of an old master. There 
was, however, another and possibly more important reason for 
employing the material. I n  this comedy of Shakespeare's there 
are two strongly opposed factors: on the one side, the human 
being of Theseus' court and on the other, Nature, as represented 
by the forest and the Fairies. Puck is the meeting point of the two. 
The whole has a dreamlike quality and therefore even the human 
beings may be costumed as fantastically and imaginatively as be- 
comes entertaining. Moreover, to many people the play has a 
rather childish mood and certainly the classic Greek attire is 
wearisome at best. Accordingly, the 18th century interpretation 
of mythological characters was selected, which gave Theseus and 
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Hippolyta waving plumes and tremendous robes of heavy silks 
and satins, and the other members of the palace rich and ornate 
brocades. I n  order to  produce this effect and further accentuate 
the stiffness of the Court, with all its pomp and forced rigidity, 
nothing could have been as satisfactorily hard and unbending as 
thick painters' canvas. Not even the plumes could be made of 
feathers, because they would have been too realistic. They were 
therefore made of thick muslin, gathered and drawn close on wires, 
and then painted and sprayed to look like feathers sketched by 
a master technician. 

The result of those Court scenes was truly magnificent. There 
was no actual scenery. The backdrop was designed as two gigantic 
tapestries surrounding the stage in a semicircle. The main opening 
was in the centre. For the fairy forest scenes, these curtains could 
be lighted from the back and became translucent. An elevation in 
the centre of the stage consisted of inclines running in circles to 
different points and altitudes and leading to exits above and below 
the stage level. At the same time, this entire structure was joined 
together in the middle by one long flight of steps, down which the 
wedding procession came in the last scene. The figures looked as 
though they might be stepping forth out of the very tapestries, so 
unreal and exotic did they seem. Around the back of the stage 
to the top of the staircase on either side stood living candelabra: 
people clothed in armour wrought in wondrous shapes of "gold 
and precious stones" and holding a thousand lights. 

How airy and slight, exquisitely dainty and youthful seemed, 
by such a complete contrast, the springtime smilax, the fern-like 
veils and transparent muslins of the fairies. I t  was Nature 
unloosened in a moonlight night of fantasy, far removed from the 
rigour and severity of a bombastic court. The forest became the 
human element. Bushes moved and mists floated by. Through a 
fog, in a cloud of mystery, Oberon and Titania appeared like two 
white and radiant blossoms in the dusk. Their costumes, consist- 
ing though they did of veils and gauzes, were in no way realistic 
copies of flowers. Rather were they, in design, of the very same 
18th century period, both in shape and form. The important dif- 
ference and complete contrast lay in the fact that they were 
executed in transparent silky veilings in contrast to the heavy 
canvas of the court costumes. When Titania lay asleep on the 
mound, a graceful silver birch watched over her from above, gently 
waving her tender and fragile arms with muslin leaves in the 
dream-like breeze of imagination. Later on, she beckoned to other 
silver birches to join her to  gaze upon the strange spectacle of 
their queen making love to an ass's head; until at last the stage 
seemed full of youthful trees, a grove of birches shining silver in 
the night. Dawn appeared and dispersed the moonbeams; ferns, 
trees and bushes slowly vanished. The heavy rustling of the canvas 
robes, stiff and rigid, together with the metallic sound of trumpets 
and horns, ushered in the court once more. 

Of such combinations and contrasts have Reinhardt's perform- 
ances consisted; whether always successful in the carrying out of 
the ideas is of little or no importance. The chief reason for this 
elaboration of a production, which in fact simplifies it, is that it 
brings a play to life. Furthermore, it  does not interfere with the 
acting. If Theseus and Hippolyta had been obliged to move about 
freely they would not have been clothed in stiff materials. As it  is, 
the poet intended them merely to stand, look handsome and de- 
claim. When the lovers fled to the woods, away from the pomp 
and dignity of the court, they, quite naturally, shed their stiff and 
cumbersome outer garments and head-dresses and were free to 
i-ilove, run, lie down, etc.. in no way hampered by their clothes. 
Puck mas in tights. Absolutely nothing interfered with his 
pranks, leaps, jumps, bounds and somersaults. H e  was painted 
from head to toe; in front, in brilliant colours and gold to re- 
semble the courtiers; on the back, in greens and silver to suggest 
the fairies. Thus when he turned about, he could become almost 
invisible by the colours of his back melting into the woodland 
scene. Puck is the actor in A Midsztntmer Night's Dreanz who 
requires the greatest freedom of movement; therefore he could 
not have been impeded by any unnecessary materials and had to 
resort to his ingenuity of make-up to bring about the desired meet- 
ing point between mortals and the realm of the unreal. 

Shadow Costuming.-An interesting project for a music 
drama has long been under consideration, in which the characters 
on a lower stage would be the singers clad in rich and elaborate 
costumes. They would sing without acting, merely forming a pic- 
ture representing the period desired and set the mood. Upon 
an upper platform would be cast shadows, either from below 
against a solid background, or in silhouette through a translucent 
"drop." (Both of these might be used simultaneously.) These 
shadows, freed from decoration and merely clothed in tights, 
would play the scene which in song would be told about below. 
Their every movement would be visible and clear, undisturbed 
by hanging sleeves or trains; moreover, by arrangements of the 
lights and background, the figures on the upper level could be en- 
larged or reduced according to importance or desire, resembling 
the "close-ups" in a cinematograph. 

Another possibility of this sort of shadow costuming would be 
to have the actors playing on a level above the mob and unim- 
portant characters. Above and behind the principal actors would 
be cast the shadows of the people in their thoughts and imagina- 
tion. As an example of this, Medea standing high above the Greek 
Chorus is plotting the death of her children. I n  shadow, above 
her, stripped of all earthly and unnecessary clothing, she sees her- 
self in the act of killing them. Or, in other scenes, the chorus 
might be shown in shadows only, so as not to interfere with the 
concentration on the principal actors. At a climax, like Mark An- 
tony's speech in Jzdizds Caesar, the Roman mob could be just as 
realistic and seem far vaster in number, if only dimly seen in 
silhouette below the speaker. Antony would stand alone and 
impressive in the brilliancy of a central spotlight. 

There are so very many ways and means of gaining truly won- 
derful effects, even on our stages of to-day, and yet how often do 
we see the same old-fashioned scenes and costumes, lighted in the 
same conventional manner. The fact remains that design in cos- 
tuming is not the most important part. I t  is invention, creation, 
flights of imagination and ideas, which denote progress in the art 
of staging. I t  is not necessary to go so far as  to put people in 
wheels and ladders, pieces of machinery, motor horns and sheets 
of music. These may look like effective attempts a t  post-impres- 
sionism and cubism when sketched on paper, but they are not and 
never can be a n  adequate clothing for actors, if we are to  consider 
the theatre as an art centre for dramas in which the play and 
acting are the most important items. 

For the most part, theatrical producers and even the public seem 
to imagine that designing costumes for a production means an 
artist drawing pretty sketches, usually in water colours, and hav- 
ing dressmakers carry out the designs by matching the colours 
and trying to decipher what material was meant, whether velvet 
or Chinese silk or organdy; pictures these, sometimes actual mas- 
terpieces, records of old time periods which, framed and hung in 
museums, will go down to posterity. That is not progress in cos- 
tuming. Just as there has been a slow but astounding change, dur- 
ing this century, in the mechanism of the stage, scene shifting, 
theatre architecture and, above all, lighting, so there is also in cos- 
tuming. What a startling difference there is between an old 
operatic production of La  Gioco7zda dressed in the realistic cos- 
tumes of velvets, paste jewellery and gilded lace, and Reinhardt's 
Kilzg Lear, clothed entirely in rubber. One was realism, the other 
art. Realism, the imitative portrayal of the real, without the inter- 
mediary of poetry and genius, can a t  best only breed confusion, 
which excludes it from the realm of art. Lear is a product of 
genius with a dominant idea throughout; so also in de'cor and cos- 
tumes there should be a simplification of means, thereby directing 
the attention to the great purpose of the play. The highest mission 
of the t h e a t ~ e  is to  present creative ideas. The field is so new that 
unfortunately there have been few pioneers who have been equip- 
ped with the necessary financial backing, combined with the cre- 
ative instinct, to develop these new ideas in costuming. 

(E. DE W.) 
COSWAY, RICHARD (c .  I 742-1821), English miniature 

painter, was baptized in 1742: his father was master of Blundell's 
school, Tiverton, where Cosway was educated. His success in 
miniature painting is said to have been started by his clever por- 
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trait of Mrs. Fitzherbert, which brought Cosway his earliest great 
patron, the prince of Wales. H e  speedily became one of the most 
popular artists of the day, and his residence at  Schomberg house, 
Pall Mall, was a well-known aristocratic rendezvous. I n  1791 
he removed to Stratford place, where he lived in a state of great 
magnificence till 1821, when he went to reside in Edgware road. 
H e  died on July 4, 1821, and was buried in Marylebone New 
church. 

Cosway, who married Maria Hadfield in 1781, had one child 
who died young. She is the subject of one of his most celebrated 
engravings. H e  painted miniatures of very many members of 
the royal family, and of the leading persons who formed the 
court of the Prince Regent. Perhaps his most beautiful work is 
his miniature of Mme. du Barry, painted in 1791. 

Cosmay's work is of great charm and of remarkable purity, 
and he is certainly the most brilliant miniature painter of the 
18th century. 

For a full account of the artist and his wife, see Richard Cosday, 
R.A., by G. C. Williamson (1905). 

COTA D E  MAGUAQUE, RODRIGO (d. before 1495), 
Spanish poet, was born at  Toledo. Little is known of him save 
that he was of Jewish origin and abjured his religion. H e  is the 
author of the Didlogo entre el amor y un viejo, a striking dramatic 
poem first printed in the Cancionero general of 1511, and of a 
burlesque epithalamium written in 1472 or later. 

His Obras have been edited by R. FoulchC-Delbosc, in the 
Cancionero Castellano del siglo xv. (191 5 ) .  

COTE-D'OR, a department of eastern France, formed of the 
northern region of the old province of Burgundy, bounded north 
by the department of Aube, north-east by Haute-Marne, east 
by Haute-Sa8ne and Jura, south by SaBne-et-Loire, and west by 
Nii.vre and Yonne. Area, 3,393 square mi. Pop. (1936) 334,386. 
The plateau de Langres, consisting chiefly of Jurassic rocks, runs 
from north-east to south-west through the centre of the depart- 
ment and separates the basin of the Seine from that of the Sa6ne. 
I n  the north-west is the wooded district of Chgtillonais drained by 
the Seine and the Ource, both fed by the abundant springs charac- 
teristic of Burgundy. Spurs from the granitic mountains of Mor- 
van occupy the south-west where the Arroux, a tributary of the 
Loire, the Armancon and other affluents of the Yonne are the chief 
rivers. The western slopes of the department are well watered 
and provide good pasture for sheep and cattle. The eastern side 
is drier and warmer and is famous for its vineyards, especially 
those of the CBte-d'Or which comprise the three main groups of 
Beaune, Nuits and Dijon. The Tertiary rocks of the Sa6ne valley 
provide good agricultural land. The chief cereals are wheat, oats 
and barley; potatoes, hops, beetroot, rape-seed, colza and some 
tobacco are also produced. The department has anthracite mines 
and produces freestone, lime and cement. Manufactures include 
iron, steel, nails, tools, machinery and other iron goods, paper, 
earthenware, tiles and bricks, morocco leather goods, biscuits and 
mustard, and there are flour-mills, distilleries, oil and vinegar 
works and breweries. Coal is the principal import; there is an 
active export trade in wine, brandy, cereals and live stock and in 
manufactured goods. The P.L M. railway main line passes through 
Dijon. The canal of Burgundy, connecting the SaBne with the 
Yonne, has a length of 94 m. in  the department, while that from 
the Marne to the SaBne has a length of 24 m. 

C6te-d'Or is divided into the arrondissements of Dijon, Beaune 
and Montbard, with 37 cantons and 717 communes. I t  forms the 
diocese of the bishop of Dijon, and part of the archi-episcopal 
province of Lyons and of the 8th military region. Dijon is the 
seat of the educational circumscription (acade'mie) and court 
of appeal to which the department is assigned. Chlteauneuf has 
a chgteau of the 15th century, St. Seine-l'Abbaye, a fine Gothic 
abbey church, and Saulieu, a Romanesque abbey church of the 
11th century. The chbteau of Bussy Rabutin (at Bussy-le- 
Grand), founded in the 12th century, has an interesting collec- 
tion of pictures. Montbard, the birthplace of the naturalist 
Buffon, has a keep of the 14th century and other remains of a 
castle of the dukes of Burgundy. The remarkable Renaissance 
chapel (1j36) of Pagny-le-Chgteau, belonged to the chbtenu 

destroyed in 1768: At Fontenay, near Marmagne, a paper-works 
occupies the buildings of a well-preserved Cistercian abbey of the 
12th century. At Vertault there are remains of a theatre and 
other buildings marking the site of the Gallo-Roman town of 
Vertilium. 

See also DIJON, BEAUNE, CR~TILLON-SUR-SEXXE, SEMUR-EN-AUXOIS, 
AUXONNE, FLAVIGNY and CITEAUX. 

COTES, ROGER (1682-1 716), English mathematician and 
philosopher, the son of a clergyman, was born at  Burbage, 
Leicestershire, on July 10, 1682. H e  was educated at  St. Paul's 
school and Trinity college, Cambridge, and in I 706 became Plum- 
ian professor of astronomy and experimental philosophy a t  Cam- 
bridge. H e  died on June s ,  1716, a t  the age of 34. Newton is 
reported to have said: "If Cotes had lived, we should have 
known something." His papers were published by his cousin 
and successor in the Plumian chair, Dr. Robert Smith, as  Har- 
monja Mensurarum ( I  722). 

COTES-DU-NORD, a maritime department of the  north- 
west of France, formed in I jgo from the northern part of the 
province of Brittany, and bounded north by the English Channel, 
east by the department of Ille-et-Vilaine, south by Morbihan, and 
west by Finistkre. Pop. (1936) 531,840. Area, 2,787 square m. 
I t  consists of much denuded Devonian, Silurian and Cambrian 
rocks with granitic intrusions. The higher parts in the interior 
form the watershed between the rivers running respectively to the 
Channel and to the Atlantic Ocean. The rivers of the Channel 
slope are the Rance, Arguenon, Gouessan, Gouet, Frieux, TrCguier 
and LCguer, while the Blavet, Meu, Oust and Aulne belong to the 
southern slope. I n  the south-east are the Landes du Menez which 
run in a north-westerly direction, while further west the watershed 
bifurcates to form the Montagnes Noires in the south-west and 
the Monts d'ArrCe in the west of the department. Both these 
lines are continued into Finisthre. Exposure to  strong rain-bearing 
winds from the Atlantic and a thin soil limit agriculture on the 
interior plateaux which pasture cattle and horses. Seaweed manure 
promotes coastal agriculture with wheat, oats and buckwheat as  
the chief crops, also potatoes, flax, mangels, apples, plums, cherries 
and honey. Paimpol equips a large fleet which sets out annually 
for the Icelandic fishing grounds. Sardines are caught locally and 
large quantities are preserved. The department produces slate, 
building-stone, lime and china-clay. Flour-mills, saw-mills, sardine 
factories, tanneries, iron-works, manufactories of polish, boat- 
building yards and rope-works employ many people and cloth, 
agricultural implements and nails are manufactured. The chief 
imports are coal, wood and salt. Exports include agricultural pro- 
ducts (eggs, butter, vegetables, etc.), horses, flax and fish. The 
chief commercial ports are Le LCguC and Paimpol. The depart- 
ment is served by the Ouest-fitat railway; its chief waterway is 
the canal from Nantes to  Brest which traverses i t  for 73 miles. 

CBtes-du-Nord is divided into the four arrondissements of St. 
Brieuc, Dinan, Guingamp and Lannion which contain 48 cantons 
and 391 communes. Bas Breton is spoken in the arrondisse- 
ments of Guingamp and Lannion, and in part of that of St. 
Brieuc. The department belongs to  the ecclesiastical province, the 
acade'mie (educational division), and the appeal court of Rennes, 
and is in the region of the X. army corps. Extensive remains of 
an abbey of the Premonstratensian order, dating chiefly from, the 
13th century, exist a t  Kerity; and Lehon has remains of a priory 
of the same period. The churches of Ploubezre ( ~ z t h ,  14th and 
16th centuries), Perros-Guirec ( I  ath century), Plestin-les-Grbves 
(16th century) and Lanleff (12th century) are of interest. The 
church of St. Mathurin a t  Moncontour, a celebrated place of 
pilgrimage, contains fine stained glass of the 16th century, and 
the mural paintings of the chapel of Kermaria-an-Isquit near 
Plouha, which belongs to  the 13th and 14th centuries, are well 
known. Near Lannion is the ruined castle of TonquCdec, built 
in the 14th century. At Corseul there is a temple and other 
Roman remains. (See also DINAN, GUINGAMP, LAMBALLE, and 
TR~GUIER.) 

COTGRAVE, RANDLE (d. I 634 ') , English lexicographer. 
of a Cheshire family, was educated at  Cambridge, entering s t .  
John's college in 1587. H e  became secretary to  Lord Llurghley, 



and in 1611 published the first French-English dictionary (1611) 
a work which has great historical value for the study of both 
languages. H e  was still alive in 1632, when he issued the 2nd ed. 
of his dictionary. 

C ~ T H E M ,  a town of Germany, in the Land of Anhalt, on 
the Ziethe, 42 mi. N.W. of Leipzig by rail. Pop. (1939) 34,000. 

Cothen was a Slav settlement destroyed by the German king 
Henry I. in 92 7. By the 12th century it had secured town rights 
and become a market centre. I n  1300 it  was bulned by the mar- 
grave of Meissen. I n  1547 the town was taken from its prince, 
and given by the emperor Charles V. to  the Spanish general and 
painter, Felipe Ladron y Guevara ( I  51C-1563), but was soon re- 
purchased. Hahnemann, the founder of homoeopathy, lived and 
worked in Cothen. From 1603 to 1847 Cothen was the capital of 
the principality, later duchy, of Anhalt-Cothen. I t  consists of an 
old and a new town with four suburbs. The former palace of the 
dukes of Anhalt-Cothen, in the old town, contains the ornithologi- 
cal collection of Johann Friedrich Naumann (1780-1857). The 
Lutheran Jakobskirche (called the cathedral), a Gothic building, 
has some fine old stained glass. The industries include iron-found- 
ing and the manufacture of agricultural and other machinery, malt 
and beet-root sugar; there is trade in grain and cattle. 

COTMAN, JOHN SELL (1782-1842), English landscape- 
painter and etcher, son of a well-to-do silk mercer, was born a t  
Norwich, on May 16, I 782. H e  was sent to London to study art, 
where he became the friend of Turner, T. Girtin and other artists. 
He became president of the Norwich Society of Artists in 1811. 
In  1834 he was appointed drawing-master a t  King's college, Lon- 
don. H e  died in London on July 24, 1842. Cotman's work was 
not considered of much importance in his own day, and his pic- 
tures only procured small prices; but he now ranks as one of the 
great figures of the Norwich school. His sons, Miles Edmund 
(1810-58) and Joseph John (1814- j8), were landscape-painters 
of merit; and his younger brother Henry's son, Frederic George 
Cotman (b. 1850), was a water-colour artist. 

See G. A. Stephen, Norfolk Artists (191 j )  ; H. &I. Cundall, The 
Norwich School (1920). 

COTONEASTER, a genus of the rose family (Rosaceae), 
containing about jo species of shrubs and small trees, natives of 
Europe, north Africa and temperate Asia. C. vulgaris was a native 
on the limestone cliffs of the Great Orme in north Wales but is 
now extinct. Several species are grown in shrubberies and bor- 
ders, or as wall plants, mainly for their clusters of bright red 
or yellow berry-like fruits. Plants are easily raised by seeds, 
cuttings or layers, and grow well in  ordinary soil. 

COTOPAXI, a mountain of the Andes, in Ecuador, South 
America, 3jm.  south-south-east of Quito, remarkable as the 
loftiest active volcano in the world. The earliest outbursts on 
record took place in 1532 and 1533; and since then the eruptions 
have been both numerous and destructive. Among the most im- 
portant are those of I 744, 1746, I 766, I 768 and 1803. I n  I 744 
the thunderings of the volcano were heard a t  Honda on the Rio 
Magdalena, about joom. distant; in I 768 the quantity of ashes 
ejected was so great that i t  covered all the lesser vegetation as 
far as Riobamba; and in 1803 Humboldt reports that a t  the 
port of Guayaquil, 16om. from the crater, he heard the noise 
day and night like continued discharges of a battery. There were 
considerable outbursts in 1851, 1855, 1856, 1864 and 1877. 

I n  1802 Humboldt made a vain attempt to scale the cone, and 
pronounced the enterprise impossible; and the failure of Jean 
Baptiste Boussingault in 1831, and the double failure of M. 
Wagner in  1858, seemed to confirm his opinion. In  1872, how- 
ever, Dr.  Wilhelm Reiss succeeded in reaching the top on Nov. 
28; in the May of the following year the same feat was accom- 
plished by  Dr.  A. Stiibel, and he was followed by T. Wolf in 187 7, 
M. von Thielmann in 1878 and Edward Whymper in 1880. 

Cotopaxi is one of the most beautiful mountain masses of the 
world, rivalling the celebrated Fujiyama of Japan in its symmetry 
of outline, but overtopping it  by more than 7,oooft. I t  is more 
than 15,oooft. higher than Vesuvius, more than 7,oooft. higher 
than Teneriffe, and nearly z,oooft, higher than Popocatepetl. 
I t s  slope, according to Orton, is 30°, according to Wagner 29O, 

the north-western side being slightly steeper than the south- 
eastern. The apical angle is 122" 30'. The snowfall is heavier on 
the eastern side of the cone, which is permanently covered, while 
the western side is usually left bare, a phenomenon occasioned 
by the action of the moist trade winds from the Atlantic. I t s  
height, according to Whymper, is 1g,613ft., and its crater is 

, 2,300ft. in diameter from north to  south, 1,6j0ft. from east to  
west, and has an approximate depth of 1,200ft. 

, It is bordered by a rim of trachytic rock, forming a black ~ coronet above the greyish volcanic dust and sand which covers 
its sides to a great depth. Whymper found snow and ice under 
this sand. 

On the southern slope, a t  a height of 15,o59ft., is a bare cone 
of porphyritic andesite called El Picacho, "the beak," or Cabeza 
del Inca, "the Inca's head," with dark cliffs rising fully ~,oooft . ,  
which according to tradition is the original summit of the vol- 
cano blown off a t  the first-known eruption in I 532. The summit 
of Cotopaxi is usually enveloped in clouds; and even in the 
clearest month of the year it is rarely visible for more than eight 
or ten days. I t s  eruptions produce enormous quantities of 
pumice; and deep layers of mud, volcanic sand and pumice 
surround it  on the plateau. Of the air currents about and above 
Cotopaxi, Wagner says (Naturw. Reisen im trop. Amerika, p. 
514) : "On the Tacunga plateau, a t  a height of 2,600 metres, the 
prevailing direction of $he wind is meridional, usually from the 
south in the morning, and frequently from the north in the 
evening; but over the summit of Cotopaxi, a t  a height of 18,000 
ft., the north-west wind always prevails throughout the day. 

"The gradually widening volcanic cloud continually takes a 
south-eastern direction over the rim of the crater; a t  a height, 
however, of about zr,ooo ft. it suddenly turns to the north-west, 
and maintains that direction till i t  reaches a height of a t  least 
28,oooft. 

"There are thus from the foot of the volcano to the highest 
level attained by its smoke-cloud three quite distinct regular 
currents of wind." 

COTSWOLDS or COTTESWOLDS, a range of hills in the 
western midlands of England. The greater part lies in Gloucester- 
shire, but the system also extends into Worcestershire, Warwick- 
shire, Oxfordshire, Wiltshire and Somersetshire. I t  lies on a line 
from north-east to  south-west, forming a part of the great Oolitic 
belt. On the west the hills are steeply scarped by the vales of 
Evesham, Gloucester and Berkeley (valleys of the Worcestershire 
Avon and the Severn). On the east they slope more gently towards 
the basins of the upper Thames and the Bristol Avon. The water- 
shed lies close to the western line, except where the Stroud valley, 
with the Frome, draining to the Severn, strikes deep into the heart 
of the hills. The principal valleys are those of the TiVindrush, Lech, 
Coln and Churn, feeders of the Thames, the Thames itself, and 
the Bristol Avon which forms the southern boundary of the hills. 
The crest-line from Bath, in the south, to Meon Hill, in the north, 
measures 57m. The breadth varies from 6m. in the south to  28 
towards the north, and the area is some 300 sq.m. The  features 
are rolling plateaux or wolds and bare limestone uplands, rich in 
remains of prehistoric times, alternating with deep narrow valleys, 
well wooded and traversed by shallow, rapid streams. The average 
elevation is about 6ooft., but Cleve Cloud, above Cheltenham, and 
Broadway  hill,^ in the north, are well over 1,oooft. The hills are 
famous for the breed of sheep which takes its name from them. 
The wealth accruing from wool from the 14th to the I 7th centuries 
is preserved in the wonderful Perpendicular churches of the area, 
e.g., a t  Chipping Campden. Near this town the once famous Cots- 
wold games were founded by Robert Dover in the I 7th century. 

COTTA, the name of a family of German publishers of noble 
Italian descent, and at  the time of the Reformation settled in 
Eisenach in Thuringia. 

J ~ H A N N  GEORG COTTA ( I )  (1631-1692), the founder of the 
publishing house of J. G. Cotta, married in 1659 the widow of the 
university bookseller, Philipp Braun, in Tiibingen, and took over 
the management of his business, thus establishing the firm which 
was subsequently associated with Cotta's name. On his death, 
in 1692, the undertaking passed to his only son, Johann Georg 



COTTA-COTTABUS 
(2) ; and on his death in 1712, to  the latter's eldest son, also 
named Johann Georg (3), while the second son, Johann Friedrich 
(see below), became the distinguished theologian. 

Although the eldest son of Johann Georg (3), Christoph Fried- 
rich Cotta (1730--1807), established a printing-house to  the court 
a t  Stuttgart, the business languished, and it  was reserved to his 
youngest son, JOHANN FRIEDRICH, FREIHERR COTTA VON COTTEN- 
DORF (1764-1832), who was born at  Stuttgart on April 27, 1764, 
to  restore the fortunes of the firm. H e  entered the university of 
Tiibingen and after graduating spent a considerable time in 
Paris. I n  December 1787 he took over the publishing business 
and in 1794 the Allge?izeifze Zeitung, of which Schiller was to be 
editor, was planned. Schiller was compelled to  withdraw on ac- 
count of his health, but his friendship with Cotta deepened every 
year. I n  1795 Schiller and Cotta founded the Horen, a periodical 
very important to the student of German literature. The Horen 
brought Goethe and Schiller into intimate relations with each 
other and with Cotta; and Goethe, while regretting that he had 
already promised JVilhelm Meister to another publisher, contrib- 
uted the Unterhaltlrng deutscher Ausgewanderten, the Roman El- 
egies and a paper on "Literary Sansculottism." Fichte sent essays 
from the first, and the other brilliant German authors of the time 
were also represented. I n  1798 the Allgemeine Zeitzutg appeared 
a t  Tiibingen, being edited first by Posselt and then by Huber. 
Soon the editorial office of the newspaper was transferred to 
Stuttgart, in 1803 to Ulm and in 1810 to Augsburg; it  is now in 
Munich. I n  1799 Cotta was sent to  Paris by the Wiirttemberg 
estates as their representative. Here he made friendships which 
proved very advantageous for the Allgemeine Zeitzuzg. I n  1801 he 
paid another visit to Paris, also in a political capacity, when he 
carefully studied Napoleon's policy. 

In  1810 he removed to Stuttgart; and from that time till his 
death he was loaded with honours. State affairs and a n  honour- 
able commission from the German booksellers took him to the 
Vienna Congress; and in 1815 he was deputy-elect a t  the Wiirt- 
temberg diet. I n  1819 he became representative of the nobility; 
then he succeeded to the offices of member of committee and 
(1824) vice-president of the second chamber. I n  1828-29 appeared 
the famous correspondence between Schiller and Goethe. In  ad- 
dition to  his standing as a publisher, Cotta was a scientific agri- 
culturist and promoted many reforms in farming. H e  was the 
first Wiirttemberg landholder to  abolish serfdom on his estates. 
I n  politics he was throughout his life a moderate Liberal. I n  
1824 he set up  a steam printing press in Augsburg, and, about 
the same time, founded a literary institute a t  Munich. I n  1825 
he started steamboats on Lake Constance, and introduced them 
in the following year on the Rhine. I n  1828 he was sent to 
Berlin by Bavaria and Wiirttemberg. H e  died on Dec. 29, 1832. 

His son, JOHAXN GEORG (4), FREIHERR COTTA VON COTTEN- 
DORF (1796-1863) greatly extended the connections of the firm 
by purchase, in 1839, of the publishing business of G. J. Goschen 
in Leipzig, and in 1845 of that of Vogel in Landshut; while, 
in 1845, "Bible" branches were established at  Stuttgart and Mu- 
nich. H e  was succeeded by his younger son, Karl, and by his 
nephew, Hermann Albert von Reischach. Under their joint part- 
nership, the before-mentioned firms in Leipzig and Landshut and 
an artistic establishment in Munich passed into other hands, leav- 
ing, on the death of Herman Albert von Reischach in 1876, Karl 
von Cotta the sole representative of the firm until his death in 
1888. In  1889 the firm of J. G. Cotta passed by purchase into 
the hands of Adolf and Paul Kroner, and in 1899 the business was 
converted into a limited liability company. 

See Albert Schzffle, Cotta (1895) ; Verlags-Katalog der J. G. 
Cotta'schen Buchhandlung, Nachfolger (1900) ; Lord Goschen's Life 
and Times of G. J. Goschen (1903) ; Briefe an Cotta: Das Zeitalter 
Goethes und Napoleons, 1794-1815 edited by Maria Fehling (192 5). 

JOHANN FRIEDRICH COTTA (1701-1779), the theologian, was 
born on March 12, I 701, the son of Johann Georg Cotta (2). 
After studying theology at  Tiibingen he began his public career 
as lecturer in Jena university. He became professor at  Tiibingen 
in 1733. In  1736 he removed to the chair of theology in the 
University of Gottingen. I n  1739 he returned as extraordinary 

professor of theology to his Alma hlater, and died, as chan- 
cellor of Tiibingen university, on Dec. 31, 1779. His chief works 
are his edition of Johann Gerhard's Loci Theologici (1762-77) 
and the Kirchenhistorie des Nezlen Testaments (1768-73). 

COTTA, BERNHARD VQN (1808-187g), German geolo- 
gist, was born near Eisenach, on Oct. 24, 1808. H e  was edu- 
cated at  Freiburg and Heidelberg, and from 1842 to 1874 he 
held the professorship of geology in the Bergakademie of Frei- 
burg. H e  was one of the earliest to  use the microscope in 
determining the structure of fossil plants. Later on he studied 
ore-deposits, rocks and metamorphism. Cotta died a t  Freiburg 
on Sept. 14, 1879. Among his many works may be mentioned 
Geologie der Gegenwart ( I  866). 

COTTA, GAIUS AURELIUS (c. 124-73 B.c.), Roman 
statesman and orator. I n  92 B.C. he defended his uncle P. Rutilius 
Rufus, unjustly accused of extortion in Asia. H e  was intimate 
with M. Livius Drusus, who was murdered in 91. Shortly after- 
wards he was prosecuted under the lex Varia, directed against all 
who had supported the Italians against Rome, and went into 
exile. H e  did not return until 82, during the dictatorship of 
Sulla (9.v.). I n  75 he was consul and carried a law that abolished 
the Sullan disqualification of the tribunes from holding higher 
magistracies. I n  74 Cotta obtained the province of Gaul. but died 
suddenly on his return. According to Cicero, P. Sulpicius Rufus 
and Cotta were the best speakers of the young men of their time. 
Cotta's successes were chiefly due to  his searching investigation 
of facts. H e  is introduced by Cicero as an interlocutor in the 
De oratore and De ~zatzrra deorum (iii). 

See Cicero, De oratore, iii. 3, Brutus, 49, jj, go, 92; Sallust, Hist. 
Frag.; Appian, Bell. Civ. i. 37. 

His brother, LUCIVS AURELIUS COTTA, when praetor in 70 B.c., 
brought in a law by which the jurors were to be chosen, not from 
the senators only as limited by Sulla, but from senators, equites 
and tribuni aerarii (see AERARII). I n  66 Cotta and L. Llanlius 
Torquatus successfully accused the consuls-elect for the following 
year of bribery a t  the elections, and were chosen in their places. 
Cotta proposed a public thanksgiving for Cicero's services in 
suppressing the Catilinarian conspiracy, and after Cicero had 
gone into exile, maintained that the law of banishment (intro- 
duced by Clodius, q.v.) was legally worthless. H e  afterwards 
attached himself to  Caesar, and it  was reported that he intended 
to propose that Caesar should receive the title of king. After 
Caesar's murder he retired from public life. 

See Cicero, Orelli's Onomasticon; Sallust, Catiline, 18; Suetonius, 
Caesar, 79; Livy, Epit. 97; Vell. Pat. ii. 32; Dio Cassius xxxvi. 44, 
xxxvii. I. 

COTTABUS, a game of skill for a long time in great vogue 
at  Ancient Greek drinking parties, especially in the 4th and 5th 
centuries B.C. (Gr. ~brra/30s). I t  is frequently alluded to by the 
classical writers of the period, and not seldom depicted on ancient 
vases. The object of the player was to cast a portion of wine 
left in his drinking cup in such a way that, without breaking 
bulk in its passage through the air, i t  should reach a certain object 
set up as a mark, and there produce a distinct noise by its impact. 
Both the wine thrown and the noise made were called Ahrat.  
The thrower, in the ordinary form of the game, was expected to 
retain the recumbent position that was usual a t  table, and, in 
flinging the cottabus, to  make use of his right hand only. T o  suc- 
ceed in the aim no small amount of dexterity was required. 

Various modifications of the original principle of the game 
were gradually introduced, but for practical purposes we may 
reckon two varieties. ( I )  I n  the Kbrrabos 61' b[ubCr+wv shallow 
saucers (btii/?a+a) were floated in a basin or mixing-bowl filled 
with water; the object was to  sink the saucers by throwing the 
wine into them, and the competitor who sank the greatest num- 
ber was considered victorious, and received the prize, which 
consisted of cakes or sweetmeats. (2) Kbrrapos ~ a r a ~ r b s ,  is 
not so easy to understand. (The epithet ~ a r a ~ r b s  [let down] 
may refer to the rod, which might be raised or lowered as re- 
quired; to the lower disk, which might be moved up and down 
the stem; to the moving up and down of the scales, in the sup- 
posed variety of the game mentioned below). There is little 



doubt as to  the apparatus, which consisted of a biLP8os or bronze 
rod; a d h u r ~ y 4 ,  a small disk or basin, resembling a scale-pan; 
a larger disk ( X e ~ a v i s ) ;  and (in most cases) a small bronze 
figure called phvqs. The discovery (by Professor Helbig in 
1886) of two sets of actual apparatus near Perugia, and various 
representations on vases help to elucidate the somewhat obscure 
accounts of the method of playing the game contained in the 
scholia and certain ancient authors who, it  must not be forgot- 
ten, wrote at  a time when the game itself had become obsolete, 
but much still remained uncertain. 

The game, so far as we know, seems to have been of Sicilian 
origin, but it  spread through Greece from Thessaly to Rhodes, 
and was especially fashionable a t  Athens. Dionysius, Alcaeus, 
Anacreon, Pindar, Bacchylides, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, 
Aristophanes, Antiphanes, make frequent and familiar allusion 
to the ~ b r r a p o s  ;bu t  in the writers of the Roman and Alexandrian 
period such references as occur show that the fashion had died out. 
I n  Latin literature it  is almost entirely unknown. 

See "Kottabos" in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnuire des anti- 
quite's, and L. Becq de ~ouquikres, Les Jeux des anciens (1873) ; 
English readers may be referred to an article by A. Higgins on "Recent 
Discoveries of the Apparatus used in playing the Game of Kottabos,f 
Archaeologia, li. (1888). See also C. Sartori, Das Kottabos-Spiel der 
alten Griechen (1893), in which a full bibliography of ancient and 
modern authorities is given. 

COTTENHAM, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER PEPYS, 
1st EARL OF (1781-18j1), lord chancellor of England, was born 
in London on April 29, 1781. H e  was the second son of Sir Wil- 
liam W. Pepys, a master in chancery, who was descended from 
John Pepys, of Cottenham, Cambridgeshire, a great-uncle of 
Samuel Pepys, ihe diarist. Educated at  Harrow and Trinity 
college, Cambridge, Pepys was called to  the bar at  Lincoln's Inn 
in 1804. He practised at the chancery bar and was made a K.C. 
in 1826. H e  sat in parliament, successively, for Higham Ferrars 
and Malton, was appointed solicitor-general in 1834, and in the 
same year became master of the rolls. On the formation of Lord 
Melbourne's second administration in April 153 j, the great seal 
was for a time in commiss~on, but eventually pepys, who had 
been one of the commissioners, was appointed lord chancellor 
( J ~ ~ ,  1836) with the title of B~~~~ cottenham, H~ held 
till the defeat of the nlinistry in 1 8 ~ 1 .  In 1846 he again became 
lord chancellor in Lord John Russell's administration. Shortly 
before his retirement in 1850 he had been created viscount crow- 
burst and earl of Cottenham. ITe died a t  Pietra Santa, Italy, on 
April 29, 18j1. 

~~~h as a lawyer and as a judge, ~~~d cottenham, though an 
indifferent was remarkable for  his mastery of the prin- 
ciples of equity. ~i~ only important contribution to the 
book was the Judgments Act, 1838, which amended the law for 
the relief of insolvent debtors. 

B I D L I ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ . - E .  FOSS, T h e  Judges of England ( 1 8 ~ 8 - ~ j ~ ) ;  J. 
Campbell, Lives of the Lord Chancellors (1869) ; E. Manson, Builders 
o f  our Law (1904) ; J .  B. Atlay, The  Victorian Chancellors (1906). 

COTTET, CHARLES (1863-1925), French painter, was 
born on July 12, 1863, a t  Puy. H e  studied at  the Bcole des Beaux- 
Arts, and under Puvis de Chavannes and Roll. He travelled and 
painted in Egypt, Italy, and on the Lake of Geneva, but he made 
his name with his sombre and gloomy, firmly designed, severe 
and impressive scenes of life on the Brittany coast. His signal 
success was achieved by his triptych, ",4u pays de la mer," a t  
the Luxembourg. The Lille gallery has his "Burial in Brittany." 
He died on Sept. a j, 1925. 

COTTI1 REGNUMY a district i ~ ?  Liguria, Italy, including 
much of the important road over the pass (6,119ft.) of the Alpis 
Cottia (Mont G e n k ~ r e )  into Gaul. This route was certainly in 
use about IOO B.C. I n  j8  B.C. Caesar met with some resistance 
on crossing it, but afterwards entered into friendly rela- 
tions with Donnus, the king of the district; he refers to it  
as the shortest route. Donnus's son Cottius erected a triumphal 
arch a t  his capital Segusio, the modern Susa, in honour of Au- 
gustus. Under Nero, after the death of the last Cottius, it be- 
came the province of "Alpes Cottiae," governed by a Proclh/Qtor 
dzrgzuti. 
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COTTIN, MARIE (called SOPHIE) ( I  7 70--1807), French 
novelist, ne'e Risteau, was born in Paris in 1770 Glisabeth, o u  les 
exilds de Sibhie, her last and most famous tale, was published in 
1806. I ts  subject was treated later with an admirable simplicity by 
Xavier de Maistre. She died a t  Champlan (Seine et  Oise) on 
April 25, 1807. 

A complete edition of her works, with a notice by A. Petitot, was 
published, in five volumes, in I817. 

COTTINGTON, FRANCIS COTTINGTON, BARON 
(1578-16j2), English lord treasurer and ambassador, was ap- 
pointed English agent in Spain during the recall of the ambas- 
sador, Sir Charles Cornwallis, from 1609 to 1611. I n  1612, he 
became consul a t  Seville, and in 1616 ambassador to Spain, making 
in 1618 James's proposal of mediation in the dispute with the 
elector palatine. After Charles's accession Buckingham brought 
him into disfavour; but on the duke's assassination he regained 
his position, being made a privy councillor in 1628, chancellor of 
the exchequer in 1629, and two years later Baron Cottington of 
Hanworth, Middlesex. The unpopularity caused by his exactions 
as master of the court of wards and by his declaration that for 
the Scottish war the king might levy money without Parliament 
led him to give UP the court of wards in 1641 and the &an- 
cellorship of the exchequer in 1642. H e  rejoined the king in 
1643, took part in the proceedings of the Oxford parliament, and 
was made lord treasurer, in Oct. 1643. H e  signed the surrender 
of Oxford in 1646 and, being excepted from the indemnity, retired 
abroad, joining Prince Charles at  The Hague in 1648. H e  went to 
Spain to obtain help for the royal cause but, receiving no response, 
settled there and died on June 19, 1652. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-See Dict. of Nut .  Biography; Clarendon's Hist, o f  
the Rebellion, passiff%, esp. xii. and xiii. 30; Clarendon's State Papers 
and L i fe ;  Strafford's Letters; Gardiner's Hist. o f  England and o f  the 
Commonwealth; Hoare's Wiltshire; Laud's Works,  vols. iii.-vii. 

COTTON, SIR ARTHUR THOMAS (1803-189~)~ Eng- 
lish engineer, tenth son of Henry Calveley cotton, entered the 
Madras engineers in 1819, served in the first Burmese war (1824- 
26), and in 1828 began his life-work on the irrigation works of 
southern India. H e  constructed works on the C a u v e r ~ ,  ~ o l e r o o n ,  
Godavari and Kistna rivers, making anicuts (dams) on the Cole- 
'00" (1836-38) for the irrigation of the Tanjore, Trichinopoly 
and South ArcOt districts; and the Godivari (1847-52) for 
the irrigation of the Godivari district. H e  also projected the 
anicut on the Kistna (Krishna), which was carried out by other 
officers. Before the beginning of his work Tanjore and the ad- 
joining districts were threatened with ruin from lack of water; 
0" its completion they became the richest part of ~ a d r a s ,  and 
Tanjore returned the largest revenue of any district in India. H e  

the the school of h d i a n  hydraulic engineering. 
and carried out much of his work in the face of opposition and 
discouragement from the Madras government; though, in the 
minute of 15, 1858, that government paid an ample tribute 
to the genius of Cotton's "master mind." H e  was knighted in 
1861. 

See Lady Genera1 Sir Arthur Cotton (1900). 
COTTON, CHARLES (1630--1687), English poet, the 

translator of Montaigne, was born at  Beresford in  Staffordshire 
on April 28, 1630. His father, Charles Cotton, was a man of 
marked ability, and counted among his friends Ben Jonson, John 
Selden, Sir Henry Wotton and Izaak Walton. Cotton travelled 
in France and perhaps in Italy, and a t  the age of 2 8  he succeeded 
to an estate greatly encumbered by lawsuits during his father's 
lifetime. The rest of his life was spent chiefly in country pursuits, 
but from his Voyage to Ireland in Burlesque (1670) we know that 
he held a captain's commission and was ordered to that country. 
His friendship with Izaak Walton began about 1655 Walton's 
initials made into a cipher with his own were placed over the door 
of his fishing cottage on the Dove; and to the Compleat Angler 
he added "Instructions how to angle for a trout or grayling in a 
clear stream." He married in 16j6 his cousin Isabella, who was 
a sister of Colonel Hutchinson. His wife died in 1670 and in 1675 
he married the dowager countess of Ardglass H e  was buried in 
St. James's church, Piccadilly, on Feb, 16, 1687. Cotton's repu- 
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tation as a burlesque writer may account for the neglect with 
which the rest of his poems have been treated. Their excellence 
was not, however, overlooked by good critics. Coleridge praises 
the purity and unaffectedness of his style in Biographia Literaria, 
and Wordsworth (Preface,  1815) gave a copious quotation from 
the "Ode to \%'inter." The "Retirement" is printed by Walton 
in the second part of the Compleat Angler. His masterpiece in 
translation, the Essays of M. de Montaigne (1685-86, 1693, 1700, 
etc.), has often been reprinted. 

His other works include The Scarronides, or Virgil Travestie (1664- 
70), a gross burlesque of the first and fourth books of the Aeneid, 
which ran through 15 editions; Burlesque upon Burlesque . . being 
some of  Lz~cian's Dialogues newly put into English fustian (1675) ; 
The Moral Philosophy of the Stoicks (1667), from the French of 
Guillaume du Vair; The History of the Life o f  the Duke d'Espernon 
(1670), from the French of G. Girard; the Commentaries (1674) of 
Blaise de Montluc; the Planter's Manual (1675), a practical book on 
arboriculture, in which he was an expert; The Wonders of the Peake 
(1681) ; the Compleat Gamester and The Fair one of Tunis, both 
dated 1674, are also assigned to Cotton. 

William Oldys contributed a life of Cotton to Hawkins's edition 
(1760) of the Compleat Angler. His Lyrical Poems were edited by 
J. R. Tutin in 1903, from an unsatisfactory edition of 1689. His 
translation of Montaigne was edited in 1892, and in a more elaborate 
form in 1902, by W. C. Hazlitt. See also J. Beresford, Poems of 
Charles Cotton, 1630-87, with introduction, notes and portrait, (1ga3) ; 
and Poems from the Works of Charles Cotton, Newly decorated by 
Claud Lovat Fraser. (1922). 

COTTON, GEORGE EDWARD LYNCH (1813-1866), 
English educationist and divine, was born a t  Chester on Oct. 29, 
1813. H e  was educated a t  Westminster school, and a t  Trinity 
college, Cambridge. H e  graduated B.A. in 1836, and became an 
assistant-master a t  Rugby. Here he  worked devotedly for 15 
years, inspired with Arnold's spirit, and heartily entering into his 
plans and methods. H e  became head master a t  hfarlborough 
college in 1852, and in his six years of rule raised it  to  a high 
position. I n  1858 Cotton was offered the see of Calcutta, which, 
after much hesitation about quitting Marlborough, he accepted. 
Cotton established schools for British and Eurasian children, did 
much to improve the position of the chaplains, and was unwearied 
in missionary visitation. On Oct. 6, 1866, he was drowned at  
Kushtea on the Ganges. 

A memoir of his life with selections from his journals and corre- 
spondence, edited by his widow, was published in 1871. 

COTTON, SIR HENRY JOHN STEDMAN (1845- 
1915), Anglo-Indian administrator, son of J. J. Cotton of the 
Madras civil service, was educated a t  Magdalen college school 
and King's college, London. H e  entered the Bengal civil service 
in 1867, and became chief secretary to  the Bengal Government 
(1891-96), acting home secretary to the Government of India 
(1896), and chief commissioner of Assam (1896-1902). He re- 
tired in 1902, and became known as the leading English champion 
of the Indian nationalists. In  1906 he entered parliament as 
Liberal member for East Nottingham. H e  was the author of 
N e w  India (1885; rev. 1904-7). 

His brother, JAMES SUTHERLAKD COTTON (1847-1918), was 
born in India and educated at  Magdalen college school and Trin- 
ity college, Oxford. For many years he was editor of the Academy; 
he published various works on Indian subjects, and was the Eng- 
lish editor of the revised edition of the Imperial Gazetteer of 
India (1908). 

COTTON, JOHN ( I  585-1652), English and American Puri- 
tan divine, sometimes called "The Patriarch of New England," 
born in Derby, England, on Dec. 4, 1585. H e  was educated at  
Trinity college, Cambridge, and became a fellow of Emmanuel 
college, Cambridge, then a stronghold of Puritanism. I n  June 
1612 he became vicar of the parish church of St. Botolph in 
Boston, Lincolnshire, where he remained for 2 1  years. Becoming 
more and more a Puritan in spirit, he ceased, about 1615, to 
observe certain ceremonies prescribed by the legally authorized 
ritual, and in 1632 action was begun against him in the high 
commission court. H e  thereupon escaped, disguised, to  London, 
lay in concealment for several months, and eluding the watch 
set for him at  the various English ports, in July 1633 emigrated 
to the colony of Massachusetts Bay, arriving at  Boston early in 

September. On a c t .  10 he was chosen "teacher" of the First 
Church of Boston, of which John Wilson ( I  j88-1667) was pastor, 
and here he remained until his death on Dec. 23, 1652. I n  the 
newer, as in the older Boston, his popularity was almost un- 
bounded, and his influence, both in ecclesiastical and in civil 
affairs, was probably greater than that of any other minister in 
theocratic New England. H e  was a man of great learning and 
was a prolific writer. His writings include: T h e  K e y e s  t o  the  
Kingdom of Heaven and the Power thereof (1644), T h e  W a y  of 
the Churches of Christ in N e w  England (1645), and T h e  W a y  of 
Congregational Chzdrches Cleared (1648), these works constitut- 
ing an invaluable exposition of New England Congregationalism; 
and Milk for Babes,  Drawn  ou t  of the Breasts of B o t h  Testa-  
ments,  ChiefEy for the  Spiritual1 Noz~rishment  o f  Boston Babes 
in either England, but  m a y  be of l ike Use  for  a n y  CJz i l d re~  
(1646), widely used for many years, in New England, for the re- 
ligious instruction of children. 

See the quaint sketch by Cotton Mather, John Cotton's grandson, 
in Magnalia (London, 1702), and a sketch by Cotton's contemporary 
and friend, Rev. Samuel Whiting, printed in Alexander Young's 
Chronicles of the First Planters of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay 
from 1623 to 1636 (Boston, 1846) ; also A. W. McClure's The Life of  
John Cotton (Boston, 1846), a chapter in Arthur B. Ellis's History 
o f  the First Church in Boston (Boston, 1881), and a chapter in Willis- 
ton Walker's Ten New England Leaders (1901). (W. W.) 

COTTON, SIR ROBERT BRUCE, BART. ( I  571-1631), 
English antiquary, the founder of the Cottonian library, born a t  
Denton, Huntingdonshire, on Jan. 2 2 I 57 I, was a descendant, 
as he delighted to boast, of Robert Bruce. H e  was educated a t  
Westminster school under William Camden the antiquary, and 
at  Jesus college, Cambridge, where he graduated in 1585. His 
antiquarian tastes were early displayed in the collection of an- 
cient records, charters and other manuscripts, which had been 
dispersed from the monastic libraries in the reign of Henry VIII .  ; 
and throughout the whole of his life he was an energetic collector 
of books, manuscripts and coins from all parts of England and 
the continent. I n  1600 he visited the north of England with 
Camden in search of Pictish and Roman monuments and inscrip- 
tions. On the accession of James I. he was knighted, and in 1608 
he wrote a Menzorial o n  Abuses in the  N a v y ,  that resulted in a 
navy commission, of which he was made a member. H e  also 
presented to the king an historical Inquiry  in to  t he  Crown 
Revenues,  in which he speaks freely about the expenses of the 
royal household, and asserts that tonnage and poundage are only 
to be levied in war time, and to "proceed out of good will, not 
of duty." In  this paper he supported the creation of the order 
of baronets, each of whom was to pay the crown £1000; and in 
1611 he himself received the title. 

Cotton helped John Speed in the compilation of his History 
of England ( I ~ I I ) ,  and was regarded by contemporaries as the 
compiler of Camden's History of Elizabeth. I t  seems more likely 
that it  was executed by  Camden, but that Cotton exercised a 
general supervision, especially with regard to the story of Mary, 
Queen of Scots. The presentation of his mother's history was 
naturally important to James I., and Cotton himself took a keen 
interest in the matter. H e  had had the room in Fotheringay, where 
Mary was executed, transferred to his family seat a t  Connington. 
Meanwhile he was enlarging his collection of documents. I n  1614 
Arthur Agarde left his papers to  him, and Camden's manuscripts 
came to him in 1723. I n  161 j Cotton, as  the intimate of the earl 
of Somerset, whose innocence he always maintained, was placed 
in confinement on the charge of being implicated in the murder 
of Sir Thomas Overbury; he confessed that he had acted as  in- 
termediary between Sarmiento, the Spanish ambassador, and 
Somerset, and had altered the dates of Somerset's correspondence. 
He was released after about eight months' imprisonment without 
formal trial, and obtained a pardon on payment of fsoo. From 
Charles I. and Buckingham Cotton received no favour; his 
attitude towards the court had begun to change, and he became 
the intimate friend of Sir John Eliot, Sir Simonds d'Ewes and 
John Selden. H e  had entered parliament in 1604 as  member 
for Huntingdon; in 1624 he sat for Old Sarum; in 1625 for 
Thetford; and in 1628 for Castle Rising, Norfolk. The publica- 
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tion of his political tract entitled The Darzger in which the King- 
dom now sta~zdeth, and the circulation of another, known as the 
Proposition to bridle Parliament, the original of which was found 
in Cotton's library, led to his imprisonment in 1629 and the sealing 
up of his library by the king. Cotton was himself released the 
next month; but the library was not restored to him. He died on 
May 6, 1631, and was buried in Connington church, Hunting- 
donshire, where there is a monument to  his memory. Many of 
Cotton's pamphlets were widely read in manuscript during his 
lifetime, but only two of his works were printed, TILE Reign o f  
Henry 111. (1627) and The Danger i n  which the Kingdom now 
standeth (1628). His son, Sir Thomas ( I  594-1662), added con- 
siderably to  the Cottonian library; and Sir John, the fourth 
baronet, presented it  to the nation in 1700. In  1753 it was 
transferred to the British Museum. 

See the article LIBRARIES, and Edwards's Lives of the Founders of 
the Britislz Museum, vol. i. Several of Cotton's papers have been 
printed under the title Cottoni Posthunza; others were published by 
Thomas Hearne. 

COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY. Cotton 
in 1940 continued king, even though its rule was being threatened 
as never before. I t  was without question the leading textile raw 
material, but new fibres mere competing for its position. Cotton 
still played a greater part in the economy and politics of the world 
than did any other commodity, but its participation was by 1940 
an increasingly stormy one. 

Cotton agriculture and the cotton industry throughout the 
world were buffeted by an amazing interplay of impulses during 
the two decades following the World War of 1914-18. The most 
serious was the post-war adjustment itself. This had by no means 
been completed when the development of a new European crisis 
and the outbreak of a new war destroyed what little stabilization 
had been achieved. Ranking probably second to war as a factor 
contributing to the cotton chaos was the dislocation of cotton 
production throughout the world, and of the cotton industry not 
only throughout the world but within many individual countries. 
Third in importance based on results up to 1940-but probably 
first in its potentialities-was the competition from other fibres. 

Statistically, the latter impulse made only a limited impression. 
In  1930, the world production of the four major fibres was ap- 
proximately: cotton 82%, wool 14%, silk I%,  rayon 3%. I n  
1939, the break-down had changed to approximately : cotton 7576, 
wool 1 2 % ,  silk I%,  rayon 12%. Thus, cotton still led by what 
appeared to be an overwhelming margin. However, new trends 
were under way which threatened to speed up this statistical shift. 
The necessities of the so-called nationalistic countries--even in 
peace-time, and more acutely so in time of war-forced substi- 
tution of synthetic for natural raw materials. The result was a 
tremendous increase in the production and consumption of rayon 
staple fibre in Germany, Italy, and Japan-and the outlook at the 
start of the new decade in 1940 was for an intensification of this 
change. Then, too, entirely new types of synthetic fibres were 
being announced in rapid succession during the last years of the 
preceding decade: fibres made from spun glass, from skimmed 
milk, from soybeans, from synthetic resins, and from a synthesis 
of coal, air and water-not to mention a whole collection of other 
sources, many of which would undoubtedly develop into com- 
mercial realities. Coupled with this competition from new fibres 
was a challenge from old materials. Paper, for example, had been 
encroaching upon many of the household uses in which cotton 
formerly held undisputed sway. Against this barrage the cotton 
industries in many countries used as a defence the offensive 
measure of seeking new uses, or expansion of existing uses, for 
cotton. This served to lessen the blow, but did not alter the 
fact that cotton was on the defensive-and probably would con- 
tinue to  be., 

The factor of dislocation of cotton agriculture and industry 
mas a continuing one, and therefore threatened to be more far- 
reaching in its effects than war. In  essence, this dislocation 
amounted to decentralization. New countries, and new sections 
of individual countries, have reached for their share of the pro- 
duction of this vital raw material, and of the processing of cot- 

ton into yarns and fabrics. Cotton has the distinction, and a t  
the same time the weakness, of being the forerunner in industrial 
change. I ts  manufacture, by power, was the opening gun in the 
industrial revolution of some two centuries ago in England, which 
started the transition from hand-craft to mechanization. Similarly, 
cotton is the fibre which first engages the attention of hitherto 
backward countries which decide to enter the industrial lists. 
Almost u~ithout exception. the first industry which these newly 
aroused nations undertake is cotton manufacture. The effect is 
obvious. Older industrial nations, geared up to supply far-flung 
markets, find those markets taken away from them by local indus- 
tries or by other nations seeking their share in the world trade 
in cotton products. 

Great Britain felt this world impulse first and most acutely. 
I t s  cotton industry was essentially an exporting industry. The 
growth of a home industry in countries such as India reduced that 
export outlet. But that mas not all. Countries like Japan, par- 
ticularly, intruded upon hitherto invulnerable markets, by way of 
low wage-scales and low production costs. The results in both 
these directions can be illustrated and dramatized by these two 
comparisons: I n  1913, Great Britain exported ~ . O ~ ~ , O O O , O O O  yards 
of cotton goods to British India; in 193 j she exported 498,000,000 
yards to  that same country. In  1924, Great Britain's total 
export of cotton goods to all countries was 4,444,000,ooo yards, 
while Japan's export was gg7,ooo,ooo yards; by 1936 Great Brit- 
ain's export had shrunk to 1,g17,ooo,ooo yards while Japan's had 
expanded to 2,708,000,000 yards. 

The results of these shifts can also be measured in terms of cot- 
ton spindles in place in the principal producing countries. I n  
the two decades from 1920 to 1940, the United Kingdom lost well 
over one-third of its spindles, by liquidation; the United States 
lost nearly one-third of its spindles by the same route; Japan 
tripled its spindleage, and India increased its spindleage by 50%. 

But within a given country, as previously indicated, this same 
process of decentralization took its toll. The United States is the 
best example of this trend. New England, like Old England, was 
geared up to supply far-flung needs for cotton products. I t  was 
the cotton manufacturing centre of the United States. .And yet, in 
less than two decades (1923-38) a shift developed mhereby, from 
a position where New England housed more than joy0 of the spin- 
dles of the country, the South drew up to an ownership of prac- 
tically 7 j% of the spindleage. against 25% in New England. And 
the productive capacity of the southern equipment. new and mod- 
ern, made its advance more dramatic than these cold figures in- 
dicate. 

That leads to a discussion of another vital factor in the shifting 
ways of the world's cotton industry. Technological development 
has been progressing at  a dizzy rate. Introduction of single- 
process picking, of long-draft roving and spinning, of automatic 
preparatory machinery, of higher-speed looms. and of rapid inno- 
vation of new finishes, has favoured the new industrial countries, 
and the new industrial sections of a given country, against the 
old. Here again a statistical comparison dramatizes this change. 
Despite the fact that Great Britain led the world in 1940 in num- 
ber of spindles, a study showed the United States well ahead 
in productive capacity of its lesser number of spindles, due of 
course to greater potential output per spindle. The study cited 
the total number of cotton spindles in the United Kingdom as 41,- 
400,000 (in 1936) against 28,200.00o in the United States, but 
after reducing both figures to similar types of spindles, and 
multiplying by a "machine working-time factor" based on relative 
productivity in the two countries, it showed that the "mechanical- 
equivalent-commercially available" spindles in the United King- 
dom corresponded to only 29,200,000 as against 47,700.0oo in the 
United States. 

The same holds true further along the line, in weaving capacity. 
Greater use of automatic looms in the United States and in Japan. 
for example, have placed those countries well ahead of older 
manufacturing nations, like Great Britain, in output per loom. 

Cotton Agriculture.- To turn from cotton manufacture to 
cotton agriculture, even more revolutionary shifts were under way 
by 1940: more revolutionary, because they involved the destinies 
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of great masses of people dependent upon the growing of cotton 
for a livelihood. For the d~vindling demand for the products of 
Manchester's cotton industry in England-serious as that has been 
in its effect upon the employed personnel of that area-was of rel- 
ative unimportance compared with the threatened shift in cotton 
production, so far as it affected the Southern States of the United 
States. The latter country at  various times produced from one- 
half to  practically all of the world's raw cotton. Since 1933, the 
percentage of United States' production in relation to world out- 
put, steadily decreased through 1939 with the exception of one 
year. This has been due partly to the crop control of that country, 
and partly-although to some extent this is a result rather than a 
cause-to the increased production of other countries such as 
Brazil and Russia, for example. This whole question is tied up 
with that of governmental policies, not only in the United States 
but in other countries. In  the United States, these policies in- 
cluded crop control, as noted above, and also other devices such 
as Government loans on cotton and an export subsidy on cotton. 

Cotton growing was in 1940 an important part of the economy 
of approximately 60 different countries-and in many of them 
one of the most vital phases. The number of people in the world 
dependent upon cotton agriculture, either directly or indirectly 
in 1940, was incalculable but certainly ran into many, many mil- 
lions. I n  fact the major cotton textile industry alone, in the 
principal producing countries, employed over j,ooo,ooo workers- 
and those engaged in agriculture constitute a far greater group 
than the employees of the industry. Consequently, the world-wide 
currents mentioned have affected the lives of a considerable per- 
centage of the world's population. 

Despite the new forms of competition, mentioned previously, 
both production and consumption reached record heights in the 
latter part of the decade of the '30s. This in itself, however, af- 
fords no ground for security. To  hold its own, cotton must ad- 
vance, in a world whose needs per capita are increasing con- 
stantly. 

I n  view of all the circumstances-the historical significance of 
cotton; the dependence of millions of people on it  for their liveli- 
hood; the interplay of competition between cotton and other 
fibres; the decentralization of both the growth and manufacture 
of cotton in new countries and new sections; the political impli- 
cations of cotton control, and a myriad of other cross-currents- 
it is particularly important to set down in the pages that follow, a 
moving rather than a static picture of this industry, and in the 
following phases : 

I .  BOTANY AND CULTIVATION :- 
A. The Cotton Plant. 
B. Cotton Cultivation. 
C. Pests and Diseases of the Cotton Plant. 

11. RAW COTTON :- 
A. Ginning, Baling, Transportation. 
B. The World's Cotton Supplies. 
C. Marketing, Exchanges, Futures, etc. 

111. COTTON SPINNING AND MANUFACTURE :- 
A. Invention and Development. 
B. The World's Cotton Spindles. 
C. The World's Cotton Power Looms. 
D.  Varieties of Cotton Cloth. 

I\'. COTTON TRADE AND ORGANIZATION :- 
A. Cotton Yarn Output. 
B. Commerce in Cotton Yarns. 
C. World Trends in the Cotton Industry. 

V. THE DISTRIBUTION OF COTTON TEXTILES :- 
A. World Commerce in Cotton Manufactures. 
B. Post-War Reconstruction of the Textile Markets. 
C. Organization of Cotton Textile Distribution. 

VI. COTTON MACHINERY :- 
A. Cotton-Ginning Machinery. 
B. Cotton-Spinning Machinery. 
C. Cotton-Weaving Machinery. 
D.  Cotton-Finishing Machinery. 

VII. COTTON INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES. (D. G. WO.) 

I. BOTANY AND CULTIVATION 

A. THE COTTON PLANT 

"What a royal plant it  is! The world waits in attendance on its 
growth; the shower that falls whispering on its leaves is heard 
around the world; the sun that shines on it is tempered by the 
prayers of all the people; the frost that chills it and the dew 
that descends from the stars are noted; and the trespasses of a 
little worm upon its green leaf is more to England than the ad- 
vance of a hostile army on her Asian outposts. I t  is gold from 
the instant it puts forth its tiny shoot. I t s  fibre is current in 
every bank, and when, loosing its fleeces to the sun, it floats a 
sunny banner that glorifies the fields of the humblest farmer that 
man is marshalled under a flag that will con~pel the allegiance 
of the world and bring a subsidy from every nation," once wrote 
Henry W. Grady. He voiced, in an exaggerated form, the senti- 
ments of cotton growing and consuming peoples from earliest 
times; for cotton, the white fluff consisting of a mass of unicellular 
hairs which grow attached to the seed on all types of cotton 
plants, has been from time immemorial a valued article of trade. 

The derivation of the word cotton, from the Arabic qutzm, or 
kutulz, locates it early in that section of the Old World. We 
know too that it was in India before Alexander; samples found in 
tombs there date it back to 3,000 B c. I t  mas certainly grown and 
spun by the ancient Egyptians; Chinese wise men wrote of i t ;  it 
has been found in pre-historic pueblo ruins of Arizona; and the 
most ancient cotton fabrics now existent are the grave cloths of 
pre-Inca Peru. I t  was mentioned in a Hindu Rig-Veda hymn 15 
centuries before Christ, and it was the subject of legend and myth 
during the Middle Ages. I t  was in the search for additional 
sources of supply of this fibre that many of the great exploration 
expeditions of the I jth and 16th centuries were undertaken. 

The commercial fibre we know today as cotton is the result of 
many hundreds of years of the melting pot. For this fibre, of the 
genus Gossypium-a branch of the Mallow or Malvaceae family- 

F R O M  S T R A S B U R G I R  " L C H R B U C H  D E R  B O T A N I K "  BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  G U S T A V  F l S C H E R  

F I G .  I.- SEED H A I R S  O F  COTTON. GOSSYPIUM H E R B A C E U M ,  WHICH 
CONSIST O F  FLAT TWISTED F I B R E S  ATTACHED TO THE S E E D S  

in its present physical structure is the result of civilization 
and seed selection. All of this has aimed to make the plant more 
adaptable to climatic and soil conditions and to make the lint 
better for spinning purposes. And yet, despite the various stages 
of evolution, the fibre of cotton remains fundamentally the same. 

A single hair of mature cotton, viewed under a microscope, is 
seen to be a flattened tube with spiral convolutions, the length 
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of the fibre being from 1,000 to 3,000 times its diameter. The 
various species of cotton govern the diameter and number of 
twists the respective fibres have: the more twists-the better spin- 
ning qualities. The spirality of a cotton fibre distinguishes it from 
all other fibres, and gives it superior value for spinning. No 
other natural fibre has this feature and none of the man-made 
fibres can imitate it. I t  is the spirality of cotton fibre nhich 
gives it elasticity and makes it an excellent medium for crafts- 
manship. 

The cotton plant has adapted itself to its various homes. For 
instance, in the tropics the plant is a perennial, some species 
attaining a height of I j to aoft. and being known as tree cottons 
However, i t  is generally treated as an annual to insure the pro- 
duction of cotton of the best quality, and to keep insect and 
fungoid pests in check. I n  the United States and other commer- 
cial growing countries the plant is an annual, a soft-stemmed 
shrub, multi-branched and varying in height from 2 to 6 feet. 

Botan ica l  Classifications.-The genus gossypium is consid- 
ered to be a difficult one taxonomically. The primary reason for 
this is due to faulty foundation by Linnaeus who based descrip- 
tions of some of the most important species on cultivated plants 
and those descriptions were not full enough to clearly define 
the various species. Secondary reasons are that a large section of 
the tropics in which cotton plants are found most abundantly has 
not been adequately explored by botanists; and for many centuries 
cultivated plants have been transferred from one country to an- 
other for commercial purposes and these species have undergone 
considerable crossing and hybridizing. This hybridizing has been 
accidental as well as intentional, but evidences of it are noted in 
the lack of stability in practically every variety with fre- 
quent reversions to ancestral type. Therefore, i t  is impossible 
to establish definitely the origin of many of the cultivated spe- 
cies and still more difficult to give the land of their origin. 
However, for practical purposes it is possible to define the most 
important cultivated varieties into particulzr species. 

I .  G. barbadense, Linnaeus.-Sea Island cotton owes its trade 
name to the fact that it has flourished on the islands along the 
coast of South Carolina and Georgia (U S A.) and the West In- 
dies. Its cultivation along the coastal region of the United States 
declined from 1914 through the next 20 years, the crop dropping 
from an annual ~oo,ooo bale production to a minimum production 
of 7 bales in 1933. However, a successful revival of Sea Island 
cultivation has been under way since 1934 in south Georgia and 
north Florida (U.S.A ) with an annual increase in production and 
a crop in 1938 of about 3.000 bales. The staple of Sea Island 
is long, fine, and silky with a lustre unequalled by any other 
variety. I ts  staple length ranges from 14in. to 2:in. and it is 
especially valuable for all spinning purposes requiring high break- 
ing yarns. 

The Egyptian crop, while usually regarded as being of the 
Barbadense strain, may be, according to Watt, in some cases hy- 
brids of G. Braziliense. About two-thirds of the crop is Uppers, 
or Ashmouni, planted in the Upper Egypt valley, and Zagora, the 
same seedbut planted in the Delta. Both types run in staple from 
~%zin.  to 1 3 i ~  inches. Almost all varieties of Egyptian cotton, 
other than Uppers, are gro\\-n in the Nile delta. They are listed 
according to spinning qualities as follows: Giza 26, Sakellaridis, 
Sakha 4, Maarad, Giza 7, Giza 12. 

Strains of Egyptian cotton are also being cultivated in the 
Sudan, near Khartoum and the Kassala district and Tokar. In the 
two latter districts a type of cotton is produced similar to  
Sakellaridis, before it began deteriorating. 

Egyptian cotton is also grown under irrigation in the United 
States, particularly in Arizona, Oklahoma and California. The 
first strain developed from planting Sakellaridis seed is Pima. 
About 1928 another strain was derived from cross-breeding of 
Pima and Sakellaridis seed. This is known as SXP. I t  is slightly 
whiter in colour and shorter in staple than Pima, which runs 
from I& in. to 13 inches. 

2. G. brazilie?zse, Macf.-This species is generally thought to  
be a native of Brazil although it has been found growing ~vild 
in certain sections of South Africa, and it grows both wild and 

cultivated in China, Japan, India, Central America and the West 
Indies The fibre is generally white, fine and silky but lacks 
spirality found in most cottons. I t ,  h o ~ ~ e v e r ,  seems adapted for 
mixing with wool. The staple varies from I to 13 inches. 

3. G. purpzlrascens, Poiret.-This species resembles very close- 
ly G. Taitense Parl. and is known only in a state of cultivation. 
I t  has been grown in Egypt, East Africa, Madagascar, Siam, In- 
dia, South America and on islands in the Atlantic, Indian and 
Pacific oceans. I ts  lint is white, soft and silky. 

4. G. Izirsz~tum, Linn.-This species is widely used in cultiva- 
tion and is the source of American Upland cotton. I t  is to be 
found throughout the American cotton belt, entirely rain-fed, and 
it is also known ir, Africa, India, Java, China, Persia and Europe. 
I ts  origin and ancestry are uncertain but it is not found in a 
mild state. LVatt states that this is a cultivated form of G. 
Pz~?zctatu?n Sch. and Thon. I t  is considered that practically all 
of the American Upland cottons, some Mexican varieties, Dhar- 
war cotton in India, Hindi cotton in Egypt, and American vari- 
eties in China and Africa are derived from this species. I t s  lint is 
medium fine to medium coarse and varies from +in. to  tin. in 
length. 

G Izirsutu?n, Linn., var. ~eligiosa,  Watt. This variety is a 
sacred cotton. A type very similar to G. lzirsz~fz4m and according 
to Watt is classified as hirsutum. However, it is not the true 
hirsutum since it has slender trailing branches instead of ascend- 
ing and spreading branches and because of its rust coloured lint 
from which it derives its name of Khaki. 

5. G. perzrnialtum, Cavanil1es.-Watt considers this cotton in- 
digenous to the equatorial regions in the Andes. I t  grows in 
Peru and other parts of South America, Central America, Africa 
and other cotton growing countries. Some authorities feel that 
present day Egyptian cottons may trace their ancestry to  this 
line. 

6 G. I~erbacez~m, Linn.--Widely gro\x7n in Asia and also for- 
merly grown in South Europe. I ts  origin was probably Arabia and 
Asia Minor. I t  is said that this was one of the first cottons grown 
in America, but was later displaced by other varieties. At any 
rate, it is the parent of many Asiatic varieties which are grown 
extensively although they are not the most desirable types. 
Levant cotton, one of the most important cottons derived from G. 
Iierbacezr?n, is grown in Arabia, Asia Minor and southern Europe. 
Some Indian varieties are also traced to this species. I t s  lint 
is coarse and grayish white. 

7 .  G. nanking, Meyen.-This species is unknown except in the 
cultivated state. According to Watt it is cultivated in China, Ja- 
pan, Malaya, Siam, Burma, India, Central Asia, Arabia, Madagas- 
car and Africa. Certainly a considerable portion of the native 
cultivated cottons of China and Japan are of this variety and it 
is thought that it  is prominent in India and other portions of 
Asia. Its lint is white with a tendency to become rufous. 

8. G. arborez~vz, Linn.-It is not known in its original wild 
state but was probably the first species cultivated and was known 
centuries ago in a cultivated state in India, Arabia and Africa. 
I t  is now a garden plant of the Orient. However, some branches 
of this cotton are important for field planting. Bengal, Jari, 
Deshi, Dacca and Garo Hill cottons are among these varieties. 
The lint is white in its cultivated state. 

B. COTTON CULTIVATION 

Cotton, one of the most important of the world money-crops is 
cultivated in more than 60 countries within a zone between 3j0 
and 40' north and south latitudes. The trend in cotton acreage 
and production in all countries was upward steadily from 1895 un- 
til 1933. After 1933 and to date (1940) United States production 
has decreased under Government control but production has con- 
tinued to increase in all other countries. 

Although cotton is almost a universal crop, there are certain 
fundamental requirements: an approximate six month growing 
season; sufficient moisture during the growing season (either from 
rainfall or irrigation) but also plenty of sunshine; and a dry 
period when the cotton reaches maturity. 

Since methods of cultivation are at  variance in each cotton 
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growing country a summary of cultural methods in each of the 
most important is given below: 

C u l t i v a t i o n  in t h e  Uni ted  States.-That the United States 
leads every country in the production of cotton is due to both soil 
and climatic conditions. I t  is grown on about 2,000.000 farms in 
its southern cotton belt, where a growing season of zoo to 260 
days is enjoyed. However, because of the prevalence of the boll 
weevil early maturing varieties of cotton have necessarily been 
developed which will mature the boll beyond the weevil damage 
in I I O  days. 

Considering the cultivation of cotton throughout the entire 
United States cotton belt cultural practices followed are poorer 
than those used in growing other top ranking agricultural crops. 
And yet they are more advanced in the United States than in 
other countries. Improved methods have made it  possible to pro- 
duce in an ordinary year, in the United States, an average yield of 
about 210lb. of cotton per acre as compared to 1651b. in 1925. 
Increased yield per acre is particularly true in certain sections 
such as the Mississippi delta, parts of Texas and South Carolina 
where excellent farming practices are followed. 

Most of the land to be planted in cotton is flat broken or 
broken by listing and bedding prior to the middle of April. Bed- 
ding is extensively practiced throughout the cotton belt. The 
work is done with one-, two-, three-, or four-horse turning ploughs 
or with heavy disc, sulky or gang ploughs, the type and size of the 
plough depending upon the section of the country, topography of 
the land, and financial status of the farmer. For instance, on the 
flat level prairies of Texas and Oklahoma and low flat Mississippi 
delta, where cotton farmers plant several hundred or thousand 
acres, large ploughs and two to four-row equipment drawn by 
heavy teams or tractors are widely used, but in the rolling or hilly 
sections of the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi and 
on small farms smaller one-horse turning ploughs are generally 
used. 

In  making a cotton crop in the United States the usual custom 
is to obtain a firm but well pulverized seed bed by thoroughly 
pulverizing the soil some weeks before planting, letting it rest 
until a good rain has settled it and then rebreaking the surface 
with a light harrow. Planting dates in the United States range 
from March I for southern Texas to June I in North Carolina. 
The general method of planting is in drills with a one-horse 
mechanical planter which opens the small furrow, drops the seeds 
and covers them. A few farmers drop seed by hand; other wide- 
scale operators use two- or four-row planters. Depth of one inch 
is generally sufficient for seed germination. To  be sure of a good 
stand a large quantity of seed is planted, about one bushel per 
acre. Then, when the plants are up, those not wanted are thinned 
out or "chopped." 

There is a close relation between the yield of cotton and the 
number of cultivations received. Experiments show that cotton 
worked four or five times yielded 7631b. of seed compared to a 
yield of 1,012lb. when the cotton was worked eight or nine times. 
On the whole the United States cotton crop is well cultivated. 
A one-horse plough is the system generally used in southern 
States. The second step in cultivation is chopping or hoeing. Al- 
though attempts have been made to perfect a mechanical chopper 
so far such devices have proved unsatisfactory and the best results 
are obtained by hand labour. In  chopping the worker scrapes all 
the land in the row left unploughed and chops out unnecessary 
plants leaving two or more in hills the desired distance apart. Cul- 
tivation is continued until plants are matured or have put on a 
good crop of bolls. Cultivation usually ceases about the first of 
August in the central part of the cotton belt and earlier in the 
southern part and likewise later in the northern part. 

The rate of growth of cotton plants and of development of 
flowers varies considerably with seasonal weather conditions as 
well as geographical di$rences. I n  the central part of the United 
States cotton belt cotton planted in mid-April usually shows 
young flower buds, or squares, in 35 to 45 days. Bolls require a 
maturation period of 45 to 65 days and picking of the lint gets 
under way as early as August in some sections and continues until 
the crop is harvested, usually around November I. 

The crop is harvested almost entirely by hand, although strip- 
ping is sometimes practiced in some parts of Texas when both 
cotton and labour are at  a premium. Stripping. however, produces 
cotton of very low grade. Although mechanical cotton pickers are 
generally improved they are still in the experimental stage and 
have not yet become an economic factor in cotton cultivation. 
The Rust cotton picker, the International Harvester machine. and 
the Berry cotton picker all operate ably in the field, picking cot- 
ton on the rotating spindle theory with great rapidity. However, 
it has been found that the grade of mechanically picked cotton is 
lowered to some extent through inclusion of bolls and leaves plus 
discolouration by leaf stain. 

Careful seed selection is employed by the majority of cotton 
farmers, and in some sections of the belt we find "one-variety 
communities," a program established to keep seed pure, which in- 
cludes planting one variety, ginning the crop and assembling it in 
even-running bales which are sold through a central agency. 

Cotton growers of America are becoming more and more fami- 
liar with the use of stable manure, motes, and cover crops as fer- 
tilizers; methods to  prevent soil erosions have been generally 
practiced since 1933 under the Government's agricultural program. 
Commercial fertilizers are used to some extent, but mostly in 
States east of the Mississippi river. 

Although most of the cotton belt is rain-watered, the lower Rio 
Grande valley in Texas and the cotton sections of Oklahoma, Cali- 
fornia and Arizona are irrigated. 

Cotton C u l t i v a t i o n  in India.-Four-fifths of India's cotton 
is grown in black soil, or regur, although there are three distinct 
classes of soil. I n  rank of importance they are: regur, Indo- 
Gangetic and red. Regur does not respond well to irrigation; the 
other two give good yields under irrigation. Since 1934-35 irri- 
sated acreage has increased to 19% of the total cotton acreage, 
compared to 15% in 1925-26, with the provinces of Sind and 
Punjab alone accounting for a net increase in irrigated acreage of 
1,136,000. The area planted in cotton increased from 654.000 
and 2,884,000 acres in 1934-35 to 982.000 and 3,692.000 respec- 
tively in 1936-37 

Considerable progress has been made in India in cultivation 
systems, although the use of machines other than the ordinary 
indigenous agricultural implements and a few improved and re- 
modelled types of such implements is rare. The economic condi- 
tion of the peasantry as a whole does not permit the development 
of mechanical cultivation. Holdings are small for individual 
ownership of the expensive machines and co-operative ownership 
has not yet come into practice there. However, trials with tractor 
oloughing on a large scale have been successfully carried out and 
found to be economical. There is great demand for tractor 
doughing on the contract system by big landholders in connection 
with opening up of new lands, and the Department of Agriculture 
nas been helpful in this direction. 

The general cultivation method. however, remains that of the 
plough, drawn by bullock, with drill sowing in 'most instances, and 
the practice of crop rotation, spacing cotton with wheat, sugar 
cane, gram and berseem. Fertilizers consist mainly of somewhat 
sparse manuring. Nowhere in India is the use of artificial fer- 
tilizers common. 

Great irrigation systems are part of the cotton growing pro- 
;rams in India. The Indo-Gangetic plain, made up of alluvial 
soil has large irrigation projects which very greatly increase 
:otton acreage cultivation. The Punjab possesses the greatest 
~rrigation system in the world with gsY0 total cotton crop irri- 
;ated, and in Sind irrigation has increased since opening of the 
Lloyd Barrage canal system from 250,oooac. in 1923-33 to 804,- 
r 71ac. in 1935-36. An additional increase of 25% over the pres- 
:nt area is anticipated. I n  the United Provinces one-third of the 
sotton acreage is irrigated. 

In the vast cotton areas of the Malwa plateau. the Herbaceum 
ind Oomras tracts are rain-fed and there are few irrigation sys- 
tems of any importance in these tracts. I n  South India on red 
soils, about 40% to 60% Cambodia cotton is irrigated. 

In  India there has been no effort on the part of cultivators 
to keep cotton seed from deteriorating in quality. but the Depart- 
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ment of Agriculture has adopted the "Wave" system which pro- 
vides for voluntary agreement to gin cotton under department 
supervision, returning all seed to the department. Under this sys- 
tem a continuous supply of pure seed is available to a large num- 
ber of cultivators. 

C u l t i v a t i o n  in Egypt.-The agricultural area of Egypt is con- 
fined to the lands of the valley and delta of the Nile. Climate 
conditions are favourable to the cotton which is planted in the 
alluvial soil of those regions in February, March and April, and 
harvested during the fall months without ever being in danger 
of frost. The Egyptian crop is entirely an irrigated one. Until 
about 1925 most of the cotton crop was watered by land being 
river flooded twice a year. Now more dependable and regular irri- 
gation is properly rotated to  each grower in each district through 
a system of canals developed by the British Government. 

About two-thirds of the cotton acreage is farmed by small 10 to 
I5ac. farmers, v,ho find cotton their only cash crop and on these 
small farms primitive methods of cultivation, with the water buf- 
falo as beast of burden, prevail. The other one-third of the agri- 
cultural section is held by extensive landholders-wealthy families 
or large agricultural companies; but on these places also (with the 
exception of tractor ploughing) hand labour, which is cheap and 
plentiful, is used. 

Government control of seed is very strict, all seed sold for 
planting being required to  have an approval test and certification 
by the Government. Through such systematic methods Egyptian 
seed supply is kept remarkably pure. 

C u l t i v a t i o n  i n  Brazil.-Brazilian cotton acreage is divided 
into two distinct districts: northeastern States and southern 
States. Soil and climatic factors in the two districts are very 
different and cotton in each is distinctly different both in 
type and quality. Southern Brazil produces cotton of American 
Upland type, while northeastern Brazil produces its famous tree 
cotton. 

Southern Brazil with an area about equal to the United States 
cotton belt west of the Mississippi river cultivates less than 
3 5% of it. The climate of southern Brazil is well adapted to cot- 
ton growing considering both rainfall and temperature, despite 
the fact that occasionally rainy weather extends into picking 
season. In  the plateau districts of northeastern Brazil favour- 
able temperatures are found and their periodic droughts will be 
overcome by the several irrigation systems now under construc- 
tion. 

Due mainly to the fact that the coffee and cotton harvests occur 
a t  the same time Brazil has a labour shortage, although in recent 
years large numbers of Portuguese, Spaniards, Italians and Japa- 
nese have immigrated to the southern part of Brazil to become 
tenant farmers or independent producers. I t  is estimated that a t  
least 42% of the cotton grown in Sao Paulo during 1933-34 was 
produced by Japanese labour. A great number of large cotton 
plantations in that State are owned by Japanese operating com- 
panies. 

In  an effort to improve the quality of their cotton the Brazilian 
Federal Government and State Governments have encouraged ex- 
periment-station aclivities, upheld Federal and State gin inspec- 
tions with State control of seed distribution. Better ginning 
equipment operated by competent engineers has greatly assisted 
in making Brazilian cotton of the southern Brazilian States a fac- 
tor in the world market. 

The few problems that handicap Brazil's cotton growing indus- 
try are shortage of labour supply, inadequate transportation faci- 
lities, shortage of modern machinery, and lack of an organized 
system of credit for producers. 

C u l t i v a t i o n  in Soviet  Union.-In the Soviet, the Govern- 
ment manages a highly systematized type of agricultural control. 
Since 1936 cotton growing districts have been grouped into fairly 
well defined regions, based on soil and climate, and the system of 
central breeding stations and sub-stations for seed selection has 
been inaugurated. 

The Government closely supervises growing of cotton by peas- 
ants who are for the most part organized into collective farms. In 
addition, the Government owns and operates farms of its own 

Out of 4,827,oooac. planted to  cotton in 1935, 4,300,ooo or 89% 
were in collective farms. 

Each collective farm grows cottonxnder Government contract 
according to terms of which the agronomic division of the county 
civic administration has power of command over all farm methods 
although the actual routine work of directing the farming activ- 
ities of collective farms is done by agronomic sections of the 
local machine-tractor station. Each collective farm is small, 
about 632ac. for 70 to 80 households, or about 8 to 9ac. of crops 
per family, but each agronomist supervises work done on 4,000 to 
7,000 acres. The stations, collaborating with the Commissariat of 
Light Industry, determine which collectives should grow cotton, 
fields to be planted, acreage and all other details. 

These Government-owned and Government-operated stations 
are powerful factors in agricultural policies. Each station is 
divided into three units: agronomic, political and mechanicaI. 
The latter contracts with collective farms to do their ploughing, 
harrowing, seeding and cultivation, etc., the farm paying wages of 
the tractor driver plus a share of the crop per acre for each 
operation. The work done by the stations is supplemented by 
each farm's own draught animals and implements. In  some in- 
stances, because of the topography of the land, machine-tractor 
stations are unable to  serve the farms. In  1935 there were 452 
stations specializing in cotton, compared to 17 stations in 1930. A 
light universal-type tractor has been found best suited f o r  work 
done by these stations. 

Considerable progress has been made in tillage methods in the 
Soviet since 1930. All cotton land is shailow ploughed after har- 
vesting the crop. Late in the fall i t  is again ploughed 8 t o  10 

inches deep by power-drawn ploughs. Application of fertilizer 
and intertillage cultivation is practiced on collective farms. 

Cotton opens in September and is almost entirely hand-picked. 
Although extensive experiments have been made in mechanical 
picking in the Soviet, i t  has not been adopted to any great extent, 
as a result of the custom of planting narrow rows. 

The cotton crop as it is picked by hand is classed by the picker 
according to seed cotton grades established by the Government, 
the picker's apron having pockets for each grade. In  actual prac- 
tice, however, cotton harvesting in the Soviet is not efficient and 
great losses have been sustained due to delayed picking, poor 
storing and drying facilities. 

All cotton is delivered to the \%-arehouse at  a specified procure- 
ment point. None is kept by the producer or the tractor station. 
Final payment is made in cash on the basis of percentage of seed 
cotton grades in total amount delivered. 

Cul t iva t ion  in China.-China has greatly increased its pro- 
duction since 1920. Most of this expansion has taken place in 
North China, one of two distinct cotton producing regions, the 
other being the Yangtze valley. I n  these two regions climate, soils 
and cropping systems are very different. In  the Yangtze valley 
the farmer can depend to a great degree upon adequate rainfall, 
while in North China approximately 50% of the farmers have 
irrigation wells. 

Chinese cotton is raised in low altitudes and is largely pro- 
duced on alluvial soil of good texture but low in fertility and 
organic matter. Planting and harvesting in both the Yangtze val- 
ley and North China occur at  approximately the same dates- 
planting being done around May I. In  the Yangtze valley the gen- 
eral practice is to broadcast seed in the wheat or barley crop, 
which when harvested leaves young cotton plants about 2 to  3 
inches high. In  North China cotton fields are spring-ploughed and 
harrowed and the seed is planted by hand in rows. T'he principal 
cultivation is hoeing by hand. Various fertilizers are used: barn- 
yard manure, canal and pond mud. ashes and some oilseed cakes. 

The North China irrigation system requires considerable labour 
as the water from the wells is generally brought up by an endless 
chain'of small buckets which is operated by a power wheel pulled 
by a donkey, horse or cow. 

Earliest maturing cotton opens August I and though several 
pickings are made each season about 70% of the crop is harvested 
during September, and the crop is completely harvested by early 
October. 
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C. PESTS AND DISEASES OF THE COTTON PLANT 

Insect  Pests.-The cotton plant probably has more destructive 
insect enemies than any other cultivated crop, for it has several 
points of attraction. On the midrib on the under side of each leaf, 
a t  the base of each bract on the outside of the square, and in- 
side the flower near the base of the petals are small nectaries, 
cup shaped structures which hold a drop of sweet fluid. The 
flowers are heavy in pollen, and the plant itself is succulent 
and rich in nutrient materials. These attributes urge insects 
to feed on the plant, or even to take up residence in its tissues. 
Of these the boll weevil, the pink boll worm, the cotton leaf cater- 
pillar, and the boll worm do most damage, although others listed 
are of grave importance. 

The Mexican boll weevil (Anthorzonzus grandis, Boh.) is a na- 
tive of Central America or Mexico. I t  is known as a cotton pest 
from Mexico southward to Costa Rica and in Cuba, and in the 
cotton belt of the United States where it first appeared in Texas 
in 1892, spreading year by year until by 1921 it had covered the 
entire belt. In  some years in the United States it has caused a loss 
in the cotton crop of more than $~oo,ooo,ooo, but due to planting 
of faster maturing types of cotton, adoption of cleaner farming 
practices, and more intelligent use of insecticides losses from 
boll weevil have shown a downward trend since 1929. The adult 
insect, a small grayish or brownish weevil, winters in sheltered 
places. The survivals of the winter emerge from hibernation from 
March I to about July I ,  and attack both squares and young bolls, 
puncturing them with their snouts for feeding and for egg-laying. 
The favourite food of the boll weevil is the pollen of the unopened 
flower-bud, or square; for that reason the female weevil pre- 
fers to deposit her eggs in the square in the small puncture, 
made with her snout, which is sealed with a plug. If squares are 
scarce bolls are used. The egg hatches in about three days into a 
stout white larva which becomes full grown in seven to twelve 
days, remains three to five days in the pupa stage, and emerges a 
full grown beetle which in five to seven days begins a new genera- 
tion. The life cycle of the boll weevil is from 18 days to four 
weeks or longer, depending upon the weather. Warm weather 
hastens development, hot dry weather increases mortality. The 
boll weevil multiplies so rapidly that the offspring of a single pair, 
if all survive, would total several millions i n  one season. The 
migration season begins about August I and a weevil may travel 
~ o o m i .  or so before hibernating. 

The fight against boll weevil infestation is a great one on the 
part of the farmer. As soon as 10% of the squares in a field are 
found infested the war is on. 

The most approved method of direct control is to dust cotton 
plants with calcium arsenate a t  the rate of 4 to  61b. per acre, 
applied when the air is reasonably calm and plants moist. Gen- 
erally this is a t  night or just a t  dawn. After the first appli- 
cation others must be made, three or more, a t  five-day intervals. 
Small farmers growing a few acres of cotton may use hand dus- 
ters to  good advantage. Cotton planters growing a few hundred 
acres of cotton may use five and six-row power dusters with good 
results, whereas planters growing thousands of acres of cotton 
will find aeroplane dusting more satisfactory. Regular companies 
are organized for the purpose and have planes especially built for 
dusting. A farmer contracts at so much per acre per season for 
the work. I t  has many advantages and costs no more than dusting 
with ground machinery. 

Another method of poisoning the boll weevil, which is used 
most successfully on Sea Island cotton, is application with a hand 
mop direct to the plant of a mixture of molasses, calcium arsenate 
and water a t  the rate of one gallon per acre. I t  is a laborious 
and expensive method, however, and only the premium paid for 
this long staple justifies expenses involved. 

The pink boll worm (Pectinoplzo~a gossypiella, Saunders) prob- 
ably originated in India, and today is found throughout practically 
all cotton producing regions of the w~orld. 

The pink boll worm is the larval stage of a small brown moth. 
somewhat resembling the common clothes moth. The female moth 
lays her eggs on the green bolls or in the flowers of cotton. The 
eggs hatch in four to twelve days and the larva immediately bores 

into the boll and eats the seed. Often a larva hollows out two 
adjacent seeds and webs them together, forming the characteristic 
double seeds which furnish a quick method of determining 
whether or not a lot of seed is infected. The pink boll worm has 
been known to.remain alive in a quiescent condition as long as 31 
months. I t  has been found alive in cotton bales 18 months after 
the bales have been stored. I t  has been introduced from country 
to country in shipments of cotton-seed. 

The most important methods of control are fumigation of cot- 
ton-seed, strict quarantine laws, and cleaning up cotton fields. 

The cotton leaf worm or army worm (Alabama argillacea, 
Hubn ) a native of tropical America, migrates northward each 
spring and generally enters the United States through Texas, mul- 
tiplies on cotton and spreads throughout the main cotton belt, 
sometimes by late summer reaching the northern States and even 
into Canada. The moth deposits eggs on the under side of the 
cotton leaf, where they hatch in three to  2 0  days, the larva feed- 
ing voraciously on the younger leaves. In  ten days to three weeks 
the larva is mature and webs itself in a rolled up leaf and pupates. 
The pupal stage is one to four weeks. From the pupa is hatched 
a tawny-coloured moth with wing spread of about  in. and the 
cycle of life goes on. The army worm is controlled by poisoning 
w ~ t h  calcium arsenate or Paris green. 

The boll worm (Heliothis obsoleta, Fab.) feeds on some 70 
plants but is most destructive to corn, cotton, tomatoes and 
tobacco. The caterpillars attack flo71-ers of cotton plants or bore 
into squares or bolls, eating the inside. I t  can be poisoned by 
dusting, as for the boll weevil. 

The cotton flea hopper (Psallus seriatz~s, Reut.) punctures the 
very tiny squares which turn black and fall from the plant. The 
affected part of the stalk shows an abnormal growth and branch- 
ing which is very erratic, having many suckers. The hopper is a 
very small green flea about +in. in length. Dusting mith sulphur 
(about ~ o l b .  per acre) is advised for destroying this pest as 
well as the tarnished plant bug and rapid plant bug which attack 
cotton plants in the same manner. 

The red spider (Tetrarcychus telarius, L.) is a mite barely visi- 
ble to the naked eye. I t  works on the under side of cotton leaves 
laying its eggs there, spinning delicate webs and sucking sap from 
the leaves, eventually covering the leaves mith minute punctures. 
This pest has been from time to time one of the most destructive 
of cotton's insect enemies particularly in the south-east section 
of the United States cotton belt. The spider does not limit his 
operations to the cotton plant but has been found on zoo species 
of garden and field crops and ornamental plants and seeds. About 
17 generations a year is the life cycle of this insect. Preven- 
tive measures consist of a spray of potassium sulphide, kerosene 
emulsion, or flour paste solution. Dusting with sulphur is also 
recommended and it  is particularly important to cut and burn all 
weeds and underbrush near the cotton fields. 

Many other insects attack the cotton plant. Among the less 
important are the cotton square borer. the cotton stainer, the 
cotton dauber, the garden web worm, the salt marsh caterpillar, 
the cotton leaf perforator, the cotton aphid, the thurberia weevil, 
cotton wire worms and southern grass worms. 

A new pest, the white-fringed beetle, has recently been found 
in several localities in the south-eastern portion of the cotton 
belt of the United States. This insect is considered dangerous 
because in the larval stage it eats the roots and in the adult 
stage it eats the foliage from many species of plants. Cotton 
is among its favoured food plants. 

Diseases of t h e  Cot ton  Plant.-The damage to cotton plants 
caused by bacteria and fungus diseases comes to an annual loss 
of many millions of dollars. In  the United States alone it  is 
estimated that an annual loss of $3o,ooo,ooo to $~O,OOO,OOO is 
entailed from cotton plant diseases, the damage varying, of 
course, nith the season, since a warm rainy season is more con- 
ducive to diseases of this sort than a hot dry season. 

The most troublesome of cotton plant diseases are wilt, anthrac- 
nose, root knot and angular leaf spot. 

Fusarium milt (F. Vasinfectunt, Atk.),  also known as "french- 
ing," attacks cotton plants which may be stunted and the yield 
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mav be reduced considerablv. or thev mav show little external / 11. RAW COTTON , . 
evihences of the disease and still produce a very reduced yield. 1 
The first sign of the wilt disease is a vellowinz of the lower 1 A. GINNING, BALING, TRANSPORTATION 

leaves whichY later shrivel and fall leaving the stem and branches 
bare. If one should examine the interior of the stem or root or 
leaf blades one should find the woody parts brown and darkened. 
Although cotton plants only a few days old have been observed to 
be victims of the wilt disease, it generally attacks plants when 
they are about one foot high. 

The cause of this disease is a fungus which lives in the soil 
and enters the plants through the roots. Once in the plant the 
fungus forms a poisonous chemical which causes the plant to wilt. 

The fungus may live saprophyt i~a l l~  in infected soil for years. 
Also soil may easily become infected by the fungus being trans- 
ferred from one field to  another through dirt on ploughs and other 
implements or even the feet of men and animals, by infected 
manure and other means. 

Cotton ~ , i l t  seems to be little affected by climate conditions, 
and rotated planting is not helpful in its control. 

The most effective means of fighting the wilt disease is to 
plant wilt resistant varieties of cotton, many of which have been 
developed. 

Anthracnose (Colletotricizu?~z gossypii, South) or pink boll rot 
has been known since 1890 when it was first described by a mem- 
ber of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This disease is 
widespread in most cotton growing regions of the world and 
entails an annual loss to cotton farmers of millions of dollars. 
I t  may kill young plants either just before or just after they 
break the ground or it may cause the bolls to rot or infect others 
to  the point where the lint, if not destroyed, is badly damaged. 
This disease is particularly virulent during rainy seasons in 
humid regions. 

The disease attacks all parts of the cotton plant except roots 
of the very lnrgz plants. The chief source of infection is dis- 
eased cotton-seeds and the best control measure is to plant the 
seed from non-infected fields using seed preferably two years old, 
the adoption of crop rotation, and the practice of fall ploughing. 
Also, some disease-resisting varieties may be planted. 

Root knot [Heterodera radicicola (Greef) Muell] is caused by 
a small eel-like worm or nematode which is found in most areas 
where cotton wilt is in evidence. I t  abounds most frequently in 
light sandy soil. The nematode enters the roots of cotton plants, 
multiplies rapidly, and causes smelling of the root which later de- 
velops into a thick-walled cyst. 

Plants infected with root knot are generally dwarfed in appear- 
ance, with a sickly colour. They also tend to wilt even with 
abundant moisture. 

Soil is easily infected and effective eradication measures have 
been found of no practical value. A control measure recommend- 
ed is the use of chemical fertilizers in order to stimulate plants 
to  increased growth and strength. 

Angular leaf spot (Pseztdomo?zas ~tzalvacearum, E.F.S.) is a dis- 
ease of considerable economic importance and is widely distrib- 
uted throughout the cotton growing sections. 

Although the leaves are generally attacked, the greatest dam- 
age is to the bolls. 

When the disease attacks the leaves it  causes dark green spots 
on the under surface. These later show up on the upper surface 
and turn dark brown. Badly infected leaves curl up and drop off. 
When it  attacks the branches or the stalk the infected portions 
turn black. When the disease attacks the bolls soft, dark green 
water-soaked spots appear, gradually enlarge, and turn black in 
the centre. The locks of the boll may be so injured that they 
fail to open. 

This is an infection which results from year to year from 
bacteria which have survived the winter on cotton-seeds and 
attached lint. 

The only satisfactory control measure known is the use of 
non-infected seed, although treating the seed has given some fair 
results. 

Among other diseases attacking the cotton plant are Texas root 
rot, boll rot, rust, smut, red leaf, sore shin, etc. 

Before cotton can become commercially valuable it must go 
through the process of ginning-the separation of seed from the 
lint. Baling and shipping are the other two steps which link the 
individual farmer's crop with the world market. Each is of ut- 
most importance, for the failure to meet certain standards in any 
of these steps penalizes the farmer, the ginner, the shipper and 
the consumer. 

In  the United States, roller gins are used only for ginning Pima 
cotton and Sea Island cotton while the bulk, American Upland, 
crop is ginned by saw-gins. In  the United States cotton belt gin- 
ning has become "big business" with a total investment in cotton 
gins in 1938 of over $zoo,ooo,ooo. 

Easily reached by excellent highways and farm-to-market roads, 
large public gins located in central points and equipped with the 
most up-to-date machinery have supplanted the small individual 
plantation ginneries. In  1933 the number of active glns in the 
United States was 13,543 compared to 18.262 in 1925. Although 
the trend is to fewer gins, the larger gins are better equipped, 
and the crop can be ginned better and faster than formerly. 

In  the United States when a truck or wagon load of seed cotton 
pulls up before the gin the load is automatically weighed, the seed 
cotton is drawn by a suction pipe out of the conveyance and car- 
ried mechanically through cleaner. distributor and feeders to  the 
saws. From the saws the lint is blown to condensers which drop 
it  into the press box, while the seed is carried by a mechanical 
conveyor to  a storage bin or, if requested, back to the grower's 
wagon or truck. Most growers, however, sell their seed to the 
commercial ginner at  prevailing prices. for "seed money" is an 
important part of the tenant's financial life. 

When the lint is dropped into the press box it is ~ a c k e d  by 
mechanical trampers and pressed into a bale of oblong shape, 
weighing approximately soolb, measuring about 54x2 jx46in., with 
a density of 123lb., approximately, per cubic foot. The jute bag- 
ging and ties in which the bale is wrapped weigh about z11b , and 
if the bale should be wrapped in cotton bagging, as many are 
under a subsidy program inaugurated by the Government in 1938, 
the tare weighs about 7lb. less. 

The farmer pays the ginner 30 cents to 40 cents per ~ o o l b .  for 
seed cotton, plus a charge of $1.25 to $1.50 per bale for bagging 
and ties, or a total cost of $5 oo to $7.00. Rlodern American saw- 
gins can gin a bale of cotton in from 5 to 30 minutes The aver- 
age time is 15min. from the lolvering of the suction pipe to  the 
wagon-load of seed cotton to ejection of the finished bale from 
the press. 

Cotton bales may be compressed for shipping purposes to  a 
density somewhat above 2241b. per cu ft., a t  a charge of 55 cents 
to 75 cents per bale. Compressed bales have an irregular and 
ragged appearance but twice as many compressed bales can be 
placed in a railway car, and freight differentials make compression 
necessary on rail shipments. 

The use of round bales is becoming more and more popular in 
the United States, particularly in Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. 
Fully 75% to 8 j% of round bales put up in the United States are 
exported. Anderson, Clayton & Company own all of the round 
bale presses in the United States, furnishing them to independent 
ginners who operate them under a lease arrangement. The round 
bale is about zjin. in diameter, weighs about zsolb., and has a 
density of 331b per cubic foot. One or two round bale presses are 
in operation in Mexico, two have been installed in China, and one 
in Indo-China. The American flat bale does not compare favour- 
ably in appearance with bales of other countries, but the round 
bale is very neat. 

Cotton cultivated and harvested with care, ginned under best 
conditions, representing a full year's income to the grower, can- 
not be actually evaluated in dollar-return unless it  finds a way 
to the world market. Therefore, the last step between months of 
labour and out-of-pocket expense and a possible profitable income 
is of greatest importance. Much of the cotton crop must travel 
considerable distances from the gins or compresses to the con- 
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sumer mills. The most economical route must be chosen. In the 
United States excellent transportation facilities are to be had in 
trucking systems which are in great competition with railroads. In  
the western section cotton hauls of several hundred miles are 
made via modern highways to concentration points, and combina- 
tion truck and rail hauls are also used. East of the Mississippi 
river rail is most generally used for long hauls, and trucks for 
short hauls. Most cotton for export is shipped by rail, truck, or 
river barge, or combination of two or all three to Houston and 
Galveston in Texas, and New Orleans in Louisiana where com- 
presses capable of caring for I; to  2 million bales are located. 
Some 60-odd steamship lines operate from these ports with ap- 
proximately I jo  foreign destinations. Other ports along the Gulf 
coast and Atlantic seaboard get their share, too, of export business. 

I n  Egypt roller-gins are used exclusively. This process is a 

In  China marketing of cotton requires considerable hand labour, 
for methods are relatively inefficient. In  remote places seed is 
still separated from the lint by hand, but most of the cotton is 
ginned in the home during fall and winter-when the farmer has 
more leisure time-by means of a spike-gin operated by the foot. 

Near some of the cotton centres farmers sell their seed cotton 
to a central gin. The majority sell their ginned cotton to a local 
buyer, who, in turn, sells to a visiting middleman who ships it 
to some concentration point. I t  is conveyed from the interior in 
baskets, bags, hand-pressed bales, straw-bales, jute-bales and 
press-packed bales. 

The only Chinese cotton which is known in the world markets 
is put up in the Tientsin bale which weighs about 5301b. and has 
a density of 52lb. per cu.ft.; is wrapped in close-meshed jute and 
carries three ties. (M. G. B.) 

- - 
tested, and other facts. 

The larger portion of the Egyptian crop is sold by the grower 
as  seed cotton at  the gin, the ginner-in turn-selling the various 
lots to  the exporters. The gin-bales averaging around 8001b. are 
shipped to Alexandria, the bottle-neck through which the entire 
Egyptian crop passes. There they are stored until sold. When 
exported each bale is torn apart in the farara, or warehouse, and 
a blend is made from as many as a dozen lots of country bales 
in order to prepare and press one lot of export bales. This gives 
the exporter, and the purchaser, an even running blend equal to  
a specified type prepared for individual spinners. When a suf- 
ficient quantity of a blend is prepared and done up loosely in 
bags, it  is pressed in stesm presses into the neat, highly com- 
pressed, 750-lb. burlap wrapped bale, peculiar to Egyptian cotton. 

I n  addition to America, France, and Lancashire, England, Egyp- 
tian cotton is exported to Japan, India, Rumania, Yugoslavia and 
other countries. 

In  Brazil the cotton ginner has always been the primary buyer, 
buying the seed cotton from growers and then ginning all his cot- 
ton together, regardless of type or quality. After it  was ginned 
it was sold to  larger merchants who in turn sent it  to the coast, 
where a t  seaports the bales were broken open and classed, the 
method of classing being by sight, the classer determining types 
by colour differences. Crude and approximate, i t  resulted in great 
losses in waste because of lack of uniformity in the cotton. 

I n  1934, a Brazilian Federal decree requiring annual registra- 
tion and licensing of all cotton gins and presses was passed. This 
also provided for annual inspection of gins and after Sept. I, 1935 
all gin machinery had to conform to prescribed standards. En- 
forcement of this latter provision increased imports of American 
gin machinery from $68,000 in 1933 to $847,000 in 1935. I t  
tapered off to  $555,000 in 1938. As a result of Government re- 
quirement since 1931 of official classification of all cotton destined 
for export, plus the excellent new gins, Brazilian cotton is able 
to compete in world markets on a quality basis. 

The Brazilian Government, through its ministry of agriculture, 
has established nine grades for each of the various types of cot- 
ton grown in the country. Of these, physical standards for five 
grades and descriptive standards for four have been promulgated. 

Transportation facilities of the north-eastern Brazilian States 
are poor. Railroads extend only short distances from the seacoast 
and the equipment is not modern or kept up. The service is slow 

more gentle one than saw-ginning, and is more satisfactory for 
the long staple crop of Egypt, the lint pulling easily from the seed. 

The gins are substantial concerns, run either independently or 
controlled by cotton exporters. T~~ ginneries are well equipped 
and efficiently managed. Strict laws prevail as to cotton-seed 
which is not allowed to be mixed at the gin; lot of seed sold 
for planting must bear a tag stating it  has been approved and 

1 
FROM COTTON YEARBOOK O F  T H E  N E W  YORK COTTON E X C H A N G E  

B. THE WORLD'S COTTON SUPPLIES 
Production'-During the five years I935 I939 

inclusive the annual production of commercial cotton in the 
world averaged approximately 30,000,ooo bales.  his figure is for 
actual bales of American cotton-these bales averaging about 
4901b. net weight-and for equivalent 4781b. net weight bales of 

and expensive. Highways are not hard-surfaced and are almost 
impassable a t  times. The farmer is dependent in most instances 
on the ox-cart or on mule pack trains to transport his crop to the 
nearest railway. A road building program is underway, however, 
under the Government's drought-relief program. In  the southern 
Brazilian States' cotton districts transportation facilities are good 
although there are still large areas in uhich transportation is still 
a major problem. 

FIG. 2.-PRODUCTION OF C O M M E R C I A L  COTTON I N  T H E  WORLD 

(Actual bales for American cotton. Equivalent 478-lb. bales for non- 

non-American cottons. Figures for  non-American cottons are not 
usually given in terms of actual bales because those cottons are 
put up in bales of widely varying weights, some foreign cotton 
bales weighing less than ~ o o l b .  and others around 7 j o  pounds. The 
equivalent 4781b. net weight bale has been adopted as the unit 
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for statistics for non-American cottons because a bale of that 
weight has been looked upon as the standard bale of American 
cotton-although, as stated, American bales currently average a 
little heavier. The term "commercial cotton" refers to cotton 
which enters commercial channels by being processed mechani- 
cally in mills, as distinguished from cotton xvhich is processed by 
hand-spinning, used for stuffing mattresses or padding clothing, 
or otherwise utilized outside of mills. 

The approximate average world crop of 30,000,000 bales is the 
combined output of about 60 countries. Of these 60 countries, 
approximately two-thirds are in the northern hemisphere. Most 
of the larger cotton growing countries are north of the equator. 
Consequently, 85% to 90% of all the cotton grown in the world is 
produced in the northern hemisphere. This is important from the 
standpoint of the timing of the annual output of the staple, for 
it  means that the bulk of each of the world's cotton crops comes 
onto the world market in the second half of the calendar year. 
The output of southern hemisphere countries has increased sub- 
stantially in the decade, 1930-39, and consequently the volume 
of newly produced cotton which enters commercial channels in the 
first half of the year has expanded appreciably, but it is still rela- 
tively small. 

The United States produces far more cotton than any other 
country. Up to a few years ago it produced well over one-half of 
all of the commercial cotton grown in the world, but this is no 
longer true, since the United States has reduced its average out- 
put substantially in recent years while numerous other countries 
have increased theirs. At the close of the decade of the '30s 
about 90% of the world's commercial cotton production was fur- 
nished by six countries, these being the United States with an av- 
erage output of about 12.500,ooo bales, India j,ooo,ooo, Russia 
3.6oo,ooo, China 2.000,000, Brazil 2,000,000, and Egypt 1,900,- 
ooo. Most of the balance of the world crop was turned out by 
nine countries, these being, in order, Peru with an average out- 
put of close to  400,000 bales, Mexico with about 300,000, Argen- 
tina, Uganda and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan with about 27 5,000 
each, Turkey, Chosen and the Belgian Congo with 175,000 to 
200,000 each, and Iran with 150,ooo. Approximately 45 other 
countries produced a total of about 7j0,ooo bales, but none of 
them produced as much as ~oo,ooo on an average, and most of 
them produced less than 50,000. All of the foregoing figures for 
non-American cottons are in terms of equivalent 478-lb. bales. 

While the increase of cotton growing in numerous widely sep- 
arated countries and the decrease of it in the United States has 
tended to make the world output more stable, world cotton crops 
still fluctuate greatly. Taking the 12 months from August I of 
one year to July 31 of the next as constituting the world cotton 
season-this being the 12-month period which is best adapted to 
that purpose-world production of commercial cotton increased 
from approximately 26,100,000 bales in the 1935-36 season to 
about 30,800.0oo in the 1936-37 season; it  increased further to 
about 36,800,ooo in the 1937-38 season, but it then dropped to 
about 27,400,ooo in the 1938-39 season. The increase from 1935- 
36 to 1936-37 was about IS%, and from 1936-37 to 1937-38 was 
about 19%. The decrease from 1937-38 to 1938-39 was about 
26%. Such wide variations in outturn are due chiefly to changes 
in yield per acre, and only to  a relatively small degree to changes 
in acreage. I n  some parts of the world yields are greatly reduced 
at  times by severe droughts, in others they are often lowered by 
excessive rains. Insect damage tends strongly to vary with 
weather conditions. I t  is chiefly because of the impossibility of 
controlling weather conditions and resultant yields per acre that 
the United States Government has encountered great difficulties 
in its efforts to control production by controlling acreage. 

Many of the cotton growing countries of the world consume the 
larger portion or practically all of their output of the staple. 
Many others, on the other hand, export the larger portion or prac- 
tically all of their output. Among the countries which consume 
the larger portion or most of their output are the United States. 
Russia, China, Chosen, Turkey and Mexico. Among those which 
export the larger portion or most of their output are India, Egypt, 
Brazil. Peru, Argentina, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Uganda, Belgian 

Congo and Iran. The great majority of the small cotton growing 
countries export most or all of their output. The greater portion 
of the cotton which is exported by cotton growing countries goes 
to Great Britain, countries of the continent of Europe, Canada, 
Japan and China. Great Britain, most countries of the continent 
of Europe, and Canada do not grow cotton, and Japan produces 
only a negligible quantity, since those parts of the world have too 
cool temperatures for producing the staple. I n  consequence of 
the facts just stated, roughly 40% of the world output of cotton 
moves in international trade. Cotton is one of the most important 
commodities in international commerce. 

Notwithstanding the world-wide disruption of trade and indus- 
try and the curtailment of world buying power in the decade of 
the '30s, in consequence of the economic debacle early in that 
decade and the subsequent political confusion, and, notwithstand- 
ing, also, the phenomenal expansion in the use of rayon products 
during that decade, world production and world consumption of 
cotton reached record high levels in that period. Scores of mil- 
lions of agricultural and industrial workers of the world were un- 
able to make normal purchases of cotton goods. In  certain coun- 
tries, notably Germany and Japan, consumption of cotton was 
substantially reduced as a result of Government regulations re- 
quiring the use of rayon staple fibre in direct substitution for cot- 
ton. In  other countries expansion of the use of cotton was re- 
strained by the fact that rayon staple fibre was used in place of 
cotton for certain purposes for purely commercial reasons. I n  the 
face of these adverse factors, cotton growers of the world as a 
whole increased their output of the staple, and the world respond- 
ed by finding new uses for the staple in the older areas and larger 
outlets in newer areas. One of the outstanding trends in world 
consumption of cotton in the decade indicated was the increase in  
the use of the staple in the more recently industrialized countries, 
such as India, Brazil and Argentina, and, until the outbreak of 
the Sino-Japanese war, in Japan and China. Peak world produc- 
tion of cotton was reached in the 1937-38 season, a t  approxi- 
mately 36,800,ooo bales. Peak world consumption was reached in 
the 1936-37 season, a t  approximately 30,600,ooo bales. 

In  considering world supplies of cotton, it  should not be as- 
sumed that all cotton has the same physical characteristics, and 
that, hence, any given kind of cotton is adapted t o  the manufac- 
ture of all kinds of cotton manufactured products. There are 
hundreds of commercially recognized varieties of cotton, and of 
each variety there are many commercially recognized qualities. 
The physical characteristics in cotton which are of chief im- 
portance from a commercial standpoint are length of staple, i e . ,  
length of fibre; amount and character of intermingled leaf, twigs 
and other foreign matter; colour, strength, smoothness, silkiness, 
adherence of fibres to each other and resiliency. Different cottons 
which are more or less similar with respect to these characteristics 
may be used interchangeably for the manufacture of a given 
product, but cottons which are not similar may not be so used. 
Consequently, while the various cottons produced in the world are 
to a large degree interchangeable and hence they compete with 
one another, such interchangeability and competition are subject 
to limitations. T o  be specific, certain kinds of cotton produced in 
volume in the United States compete directly with certain kinds 
produced in volume in India, but most cotton produced in Egypt 
has only a remote competitive relationship with most cotton pro- 
duced in India. 

The commercial cottons of the world vary in length of staple 
from about $in. to about Idin. or more. The longest cottons in- 
clude the longer varieties of Egyptians, Peruvians, and Sudans; 
Sea Island cotton, long staple American Upland cotton, and a 
variety grown in the United States known as Pima. The shortest 
cottons include the shorter varieties of Indian and Chinese cot- 
tons, and numerous unimproved varieties grown in the smaller 
producing countries. Roughly 60% to 65% of all the cotton grown 
in the world is in the range of length from gin. to I& inches. 
About 25% to 30% is in the range from about 3,in. to  inches. 
About 10% is in the range from ~ i i n  to about 12 inches. Of the 
cotton produced in the United States, exclusive of the very small 
amounts of Pima and Sea Island, 85% or more is in the range 
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from gin. to I& in., 7% to 9% is ~Qin. or longer, and 5 %  to 8% 
is under inch. 

The A m e r i c a n  Crop.-For the most part, the production of 
cotton in the United States is spread over a tremendous area in 
the southern portion of the country, commonly called the cotton 
belt. I n  its greatest dimensions this area stretches 1,500mi. east 
to west, from the South Atlantic seaboard to the eastern section of 
the State of New Mexico, and 7oomi. north to south, from the 
northern boundaries of Texas and Oklahoma to southernmost 
Texas. I t  is larger than France, Germany, Italy and Spain com- 
bined. In  addition, cotton is grown in volume in the Far West, in 
the States of California and Arizona. Practically all of the cotton 
produced in the cotton belt is rain-grown, the chief exception be- 
ing a small amount that is produced by irrigation in New Mex- 
ico. The cotton grown in the Far West is produced by irrigation. 
Over the vast territory comprising the cotton belt there are many 
widely varying types of soils, many types of topography, and 
great variations in weather. Seasonal changes come a t  different 
times in  the southern and northern portions of the belt, neces- 
sitating differences of timing in the various operations of cotton 
growing. Mid-summer heat comes to southern Texas while Okla- 
homa, Arkansas and other northern cotton growing areas are 
unable to start farm operations because of actual or threatened 
frosts. 

Planting usually begins early in March in the southernmost part 
of Texas, around the first of April in the middle of the belt, and 
toward the end of April in the northern portion of the belt. In 
any given district it is usually completed in two to four weeks. 
Picking usually starts around the first of July in southern Texas, 
about the middle of August in the middle portion of the belt, and 
about the first of September in the northern areas. Picking is 
spread over three to four months in each section. Consequently, 
picking is not completed in the northernmost areas until about 
the end of the calendar year, or even later if i t  is delayed by cold 
or wet weather. Notwithstanding the great expanse of the cotton 
belt, the belt-wide average yield per acre is subject to large varia- 
tion from year to year, because of differences in weather and in- 
sect infestation. In  the western part of the belt the yield is often 
reduced by prolonged drought. I n  the eastern part i t  is often cut 
down by excessive rains. The principal insect pest is the boll 
weevil. That pest, however, has done much less damage to the 
crops than formerly. The crop is heavily fertilized in the eastern 
portion of the belt, less fertilized in the central portion, and 
mostly not fertilized in the western portion. Average yields per 
acre have shown a pronounced upward trend. I t  is not possible 
to  give any significant figure for the average cost of growing cot- 
ton in the United States, since most of the growers raise their 
crops by their own labour and that of members of their families, 
the recompense for which labour consists simply of that portion 
of the returns from the sale of the cotton and cotton-seed which 
is left after other costs have been met. 

Almost all of the cotton grown in the United States is of the 
botanical type known as "Upland." The very small balance con- 
sists of Pima cotton, grown in Arizona, and Sea Island cotton, 
gromn in Florida and the southern part of Georgia. Upland cot- 
ton varies in length from about +in. to about ~ i i n . ,  the bulk of 
it  being in the range from gin. to I& inches. The longer Upland 
cotton is grown in the areas adjacent to the Mississippi river and 
in a limited area in South Carolina. Pima and Sea Island cot- 
tons are very long, mostly 14in. or longer. Pima cotton was orig- 
inally developed from Egyptian seed, and hence is often referred 
to as American-Egyptian. Sea Island cotton was formerly pro- 
duced in fairly large volume in the south-eastern portion of 
the belt, but for some years practically none was raised because 
of its vulnerability to  the boll weevil. Recently the production of 
it has been revived, on a very small scale. The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture issues periodical reports during each harvesting 
season on the grade and staple of the cotton produced, based on 
samples taken a t  the gins. Governmental and private agencies 
have devoted a great deal of effort during the '30s to raising the 
quality of U.S. cotton, particularly as to its staple length, and 
they have accomplished much in that direction. 

COTTON INDUSTRY 
The United States produces far more cotton than it consumes, 

although it consumes much more than any other country. Conse- 
quently, a large portion of each crop has to be merchandised 
abroad. The bulk of the cotton produced in the eastern portion 
of the cotton belt, and part of that produced in the central por- 
tion, are taken by domestic mills located in the south-eastern part 
of the country. The bulk of the cotton produced in the western 
portion of the belt, and part of that produced in the central por- 
tion, are exported. A substantial amount of cotton, particularly 
from the central and western portions of the belt, goes to  inills in 
the north-eastern States. Cotton of a given quality in the eastern 
portion of the belt may be worth one cent a pound more than cot- 
ton of the same quality in the north- ires stern portion of the belt, 
because of differences in the cost of transportation to  domestic 
mills and to ports. Cotton exported by the United States goes, 
in peace-times, principally to Great Britain, countries on the con- 
tinent of Europe, Japan, China and Canada. American cotton 
competes only very indirectly with foreign growths in the domes- 
tic market, because of transportation costs incurred in moving 
foreign cottons to the United States, but it  competes very di- 
rectly and very keenly with foreign growths in foreign markets, 
particularly in Great Britain, on the continent of Europe, and in 
Japan and China. 

Since 1929 the United States Government has pursued many 
programs, or lines of action, designed to maintain or raise the 
price of American cotton. These may be broadly classified in 
three categories, namely, programs designed to restrain the flow of 
cotton to market, programs designed to limit production, and a 
program designed to stimulate exports. The programs designed to 
restrain the flow of cotton to market have taken the form of 
price-supporting loans to the growers, such loans being made di- 
rectly by, or guaranteed by, the Government. The loan programs 
have resulted in the growers putting tremendous quantities of cot- 
ton into the loan stocks, instead of selling such cotton. The pro- 
grams designed to limit production have taken the form of induce- 

(Cents per pound.) 
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F R O M  C O T T O N  Y E A R B O O K  O F  T H E  N E W  Y O R K  C O T T O N  EXCHhNGE 

F I G .  3.- MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES O F  MIDDLING U P L A N D  S P O T  COT- 
TON AT TEN SOUTHERN SPOT MARKETS IN THE UNITED S T A T E S  I N  T E N  
S E A S O N S  

Note: Seasons run from August 1 in one year to July 31 in the next. The 
ten markets from which prices have been taken and averaged for this chart 
are Norfolk, Augusta, Savannah, Montgomery, Memphis, Li t t le Rock, Dallas, 
Houston. Galveston and New Orleans 
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ments to growers to reduce the amount of land devoted to cotton 
growing, such inducements being partly in the form of payments 
in compensation for compliance with the programs and partly in 
the form of penalties for non-compliance with them. The  produc- 
tion control programs have included requirements that the grow- 
ers plant land diverted from cotton to soil-building crops or en- 
gage in other soil-building practices. The production control pro- 

0 0 



COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

.Average of monthly averages which were based on Friday's price5 Monthly averages in pence had been converted to cents a t  cur- broad effects of the loan and 
rent average monthly rate5 of exchange as reported by the Federal Reserve Board. bNo quotations after May 3,1918 0x0 quotations 
dQuotations only from March 19 1920 through July 30, 1920  NO quotations after Aug. 21 1931. 'Quotations only from Feb 3, 1933 programs On 

through July 28, 1933 %No quhtations after Jan. 27, 1939. hNo quotations after June 30,'rg38. 1No quotations after Dec. 16, 1938. the American cotton trade. 

grams have led the growers to reduce their cotton acreages dras- 
tically, this, however, being part.ially offset by increases in average 
yields per acre. The program designed to stimulate exports has 
consisted of the granting of a Government subsidy on exports of 
Cotton, together with quotas on imports. This program was put 
into effect just before the outbreak of the European war in 1939. 
and the results of it were obscured, a t  the outset a t  least, by the 
repercussions of that conflict. 

The Government loan programs were initiated with loans made 
by the Federal Farm Board, a Government agency, in 1929. When 
the Farm Board made its first loans, the basic quality of cotton, 
middling gin., was selling for about 18 cents a pound, and the 
Board loaned 16 cents. The price subsequently declined to a 
point far below the loan level. In  1930 the Farm Board made 
further loans at  rates averaging about g cents. Again the price 
dropped to a point far below the loan level. By 1932 cotton was 
selling for about j cents a pound. Roughly 3,600,ooo bales of cot- 
ton were pledged against Farm Board loans, part of which was 
sold a t  great losses and part given to the Red Cross. The Farm 
Board's total loss on its cotton loan programs was estimated at  
$ ~ ~ o , o o o , o o o .  I n  193 j a new series of Government cotton loan 
programs was begun, with loans by the Comnlodity Credit Cor- 
poration, a ne\~,r Go:rernment agency, That agency made loans 
a t  the rate of 10 cents a pound in 1933, 12 cents a pound in 1934, 
I. cents a pound in 1935, cents a pound in 193i, and 8,3 cents 
a pound in 1938. For the most part, the Commodity Credit Car- 
poration had the same experience as the Farm Board had had. 
~h~ price of cotton fell below the G~~~~~~~~~ loan rate in pe- 

in lThich economic conditions called for such decline, and 
the Commodity Credit Corporation was left with huge stocks of 
loan cotton which it  was unable to  sell except a t  a loss. In  1936 
and 1937 the Corporation released some of its cotton to the bor- 
rowing growers at  a loss, in 1939 it disposed of a further quan- 
tity a t  a loss under a cotton-rubber barter deal with the United 
Kingdom, and late in 1939 it  still held about 10,250,000 bales 
in which it  had invested far more than it could recover from the 
sale of the cotton a t  current prices. The actual losses taken by 
the Commodity Credit Corporation plus its potential losses on 
cotton held were comparable with the losses of the Federal Farm 
Board. 

TABLE 11.-Acreage, Field per Acre, Prodl~ctiotl and Price of Cotton 
i n  the Ultited States 

TABLE I.--American Cent EpzJvalents of Pence Prices for  Spot Cotto?z at Liverpools (Liverpool Cotton ers co-operated in these pro- 

' 

, *Prices given are averages for 12-month periods from August in year indicated to 
uly 31 in following year. For seasons from 1902-03 to 1914-15, inclus~ve, they are for 

' spot cotton a t  New Orleans; for subsequent seasons they are averages for spot cotton a t  

' " f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ' , " b " ~ ~ t  IO months from Sept. 23, 1914 to juky 31, 1915. 

The Government production control programs were initiated in 
1933 with the ploughing-up of about one-fourth of the acreage 
planted to cotton in that year. The 1933 program took that form 
because the law which provided for it  was not enacted until the 
growers had seeded the current crop. In subsequent years the pro- 
grams consisted of the non-planting of cotton on certain percent- 
ages of the land usually devoted to the staple. There were such 
programs in all years beginning with 1934. The land withheld 
from cotton ranged roughly from 2 5% to 40% of the theoretical 

full acreage. Most of the grow- 

Year 

1910 . . . . 
1911 . . . . 

, , , , 

:;:; : : : : 
1915 . . . . 
:::; : : : : 
1918 . . . . 
1919 . . , . 
1920 , . , . 

:;;: : : : : 
1923 . . . . 

:::: : : : : 
1926 . . . . 
1927 . . , . 
8 . . , , 

:;:: : : : : 
I931 . . . . 
1932 . . . . 
1933 . . . . 
1934 . . . . 
1 9 3 s  . . 
1936 . . . . 
'937 . . . . 
1938 . . . . 

Planted 
Acreage 
(Acres) 

3 2 , 4 8 0 , ~ o  
35,634,000 
33,199,000 

; 
30,j44,000 

; 
36,123,000 
34,573,000 
35,872,003 

;;;:;!;z;; 
37,000,000 

; 
45,839,000 
39,471,000 
43,737,030 

; 
~ ~ , I I O , O O O  
36.496000 
40,248,000 
27,"0,000 
28,063,000 
30,627,000 
34,090,000 1 zj,o18,ooo 

grams. However, since the 
growers left their poorer land 
out of production and planted 
their best, since they cultivated 
their smaller acreages more in- 
tensively, and since they built 
up the fertility of their soils by 
soil-buildingpracticesprovided 
for in the Government pro- 
grams, yields per acre rose to 
unprecedented levels and crops 
were not reduced in ratio with 
the decreases in acreage. I n  
1937 the Government control 
prOgram\vas completely nulli- 
fied by a phenomenal yield per 
acre in consequence of excep- 
tionally favourable growing 
conditions, the crop of that 
year being the largest ever 
raised. Still, on an average, 
production was sharply reduced 
by the control programs. 

T o u n d e r ~ t a n d ~ ~ , ~ h y t h e G o v -  
ernment adopted the export 
subsidy program, to stimulate 
exports, one must observe the 

Association figzrres) (Per pound) 

Harvested 
Acreage 
( - ~ C T ~ S )  

31,s08,000 
3j,g16,000 
32,557,000 

; 
2g,gj1,000 

; 
35,038,000 
32,906,000 
34,408,000 

;!;:;X;zz~ 
3 5 , 5 5 0 , ~ ~ ~  

; 
44,608,000 
38,342,000 
42,434,000 

; 
38,70~,000 
35>891P00 
29,383,000 
26,866,000 
27,509,000 
29,755,000 
33,623,000 
24,248,000 

East Indian 

r 

Yield 
per Acre 
(Pounds) 

176.2 
215.0 
2oI.4 

::;:: 
178.5 

::::: 
164.1 
165.9 
186.7 

;:;:; 
1 3 6 . ~  

$::: 
192.9 
161.7 
163.3 

::;:: 
211.5 
173.5 
212.7 
171.6 
185.1 
199.4 
269.9 
235.8 

American Brazilian 

Season 
(Aug. I to 
July 31) 

1910-11 . . 
1911-12 . . 
1912-13 . . 
1913-14 . . 
1914-15 . . 
I ~ I ~ - I ~  . . 
1916-17 . . 
1 ~ ~ 7 - 1 8  . . 
1918-19 . . 
1919-20 . . 

1920-21 . . 
1921-22 . . 
1922-23 . . 
1923-24 . . 
1924-25 . . 
1~25-26 . . 
1926-27 . . 
1927-28 . . 
1~28-29 . . 
1929-30 . . 
1930-31 . , 
1931-32 . . 
1932-33 . . 
1933-34 . . 
1934-35 . . 
1935-36 . . 
1936-37 . . 
1937-3s . . 
1938-39 . . 

Production 
(500.1b, 
G~~~~ 

weight 

11,609,000 
15,693,000 
13,703,000 

:i:::;;z;z 
11,192,000 

ii:$:;zzz 
12,041,000 
II,4?1,000 
13,440,000 

;;;i;;zz 
10,140,000 

:;;$:::::: 
17,977,000 
12,956,000 
14,47~,ooo 

::::;;:z;~ 
I ~ , O ~ ~ , O O O  
13,0°2~000 
13,047,000 

9,637,000 
10,63s~000 
12,399,000 
18,945t0w 
11,944,000 

Peruvian 

Season- 

; ? ~ ~ , " ~ ~  
Middling 
%'' Spot 
Cotton* 

(Cents per 
Pound) 

14.65 
10.85 
12.20 

I;:;;+ 
11.72 

::::: 
29.76 
38.34 
16.66 

;::;; 
30.14 

:;::: 
14.40 
19.72 
18.67 

1;:;: 

5.89 
7 ' I j  

10.81 
12.36 
11.55 
12.70 
8.66 
8.70 

;;!- 
dling 

15.78 
11.90 
I ~ . ~ ~  
14.11 
10.06 

24.37 
42.44 
37.38 
38.36 

16.68 
19.01 
28.28 
31.53 
25.62 
19.48 
14.45 
21.92 

20.34 
17.04 

10.53 
7.18 
8.07 

11.66 
13.49 
12.58 
13.16 
8.78 
8.71 

Fair 

Egyptian 

Mid- 

16.32 
12.63 
14.00 
15.08 
11.00 
15.04 
24.72 
43.56 
39.46 
42.40 

19.73 
20.19 
28.70 
32.99 
27.09 
21.82 
16.57 
22.65 
21.36 
18.44 

11.61 
7.S4 
8.52 

12.47 
14.24 
13.50 
1462 
10.31 
10.15 

pernam- 
buco 

17.15 
13.48 
14.54 
15.11 
11.62 
16.17 
25.96 
47.84 
46.93 
48.35 

19.61 
19.77 
27.93 
33.17 
28.85 
22.64 
17.31 
23.04 
21.76 
17.56 

11.54 
7.61 
8.68 

12.32 
1 ~ . 6 ~  
13.06 
13.72 
9=45 

West 
~ ~ d i ~ ~  

Good 

Tanguis 

17.77 
1444 
1 5 . 8 ~  
16.32 
12.39 
16.61 
26.80 
50.12 
49.70 
62.13 

28.84 
25.32 
32.18 
36.79 
35.63 
3-63 
20 .20  

25.39 
24.88 
21.15 

13.78 
9.67 

10.56 
15.06 
16.16 
15.74 
18.23 
14.21 
12.34 

Ceara 

17.15 
13.48 
Iq51 
15.01 
11.57 
16.07 
25.86 
47.78 
46.93 
48.35 

19.61 
19.77 
27.93 
33.17 
28.85 
22.01 
16.15 
22.31 
20.83 
17.34 

11.36 
7.45 
8.53 

12.17 
1 ~ . 5 6  
12.91 
13.43 
9.30 

':?- ------------- 
22.36 
19.32 
19.56 
20.54 
16.47 
20.55 
43.58 
62.46 
53.77 
86.97 

40.36 
27.71 
30.12 
39.10 
44.10 
35.02 
23.10 
33.14 
29.32 
22.33 

14.54 
9.97 

11.17 
15.28 

o 

' 
O 

~ u i l y   GOO^ 

2zo 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
. . 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  

18.28 
19.36 
27.58 
32.31 
27.22 
20.48 
15.13 
21.72 
20.64 
17.27 

11.36 
7.S0 
8.61 

12.28 
13.86 
13.45 
14.12 
10.18 

9.63 

Saks 

28.12 
23.33 
21.87 
21.35 
18.33 
26.32 
50.99 
61.27 
54.56 
96.35 

45.72 
33.97 
32.99 
39.35 
j8.76 
40.47 
31.20 
3g.38 
36.83 
29.44 

18.42 
10.69 
11.77 
16.73 
17.49 
18.99 
22.19 
17.06 

h 

G~~~ F U ~ I Y  
Fair 

Uppers 

21.04 
18.69 
19.07 
18.27 
13.59 
19.51 
41.14 
52.67 
47.06 
76.97 

28.20 
26.63 
29.96 
38.19 
38.30 
29.14 
23.55 
29.71 
21.57 
21.25 

13.95 
8.93 

10.61 
13.79 
15.49 
15.49 
17.40 
13.10 
11.80 

34.90 
3422 
33.42 
31.31 
25.69 
29.76 
6034 

d 

73.86 
52.81 
51.16 
47.43 
63.63 

:::ii 
50.14 
51.29 
50.47 

40.16 
e * 

' 

O 

14.92 
11.58 
12.72 

12'75 
9.66 

13.86 
23.20 
40,82 
36.74 
3461 

15.91 
17.43 
23.43 
26.36 
23.24 
18.71 
14.20 
19.48 
17.60 
13.79 

8.63 
6.80 
7.58 
9.57 

11.52 
11.23 
11.75 
8.38 
7.69 

14.41 
11.38 
12.54 
12.06 
9.07 

11.98 
20.55 
37.20 
35.52 
31.18 

15.14 
16.71 
21.26 
24.37 
23.49 
18.15 
14.58 
18.66 
16.30 
12.95 

: 
7.29 
9.35 

10.78 
10.78 
10.87 
7.96 
7.14 

12.65 
10.22 

II.31 
10.35 
7 . ~ 8  

10.69 
18 .7~ 
33.50 
30.86 
24.24 

9.63 
13.45 
16.72 
21.54 
21.48 
15.78 
12.70 
16.88 
13.23 
10.47 

: 
6.55 
7.70 
7 .7 j  
9.05 

10.60 
7;73 
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These effects were a large increase in production of cotton by 
other cotton growing countries, a large displacement of American 
cotton by foreign cottons in foreign consuming countries, and, 
hence, a great shrinkage in exports of cotton by the United States. 
Foreign cotton growing countries increased their output because, 
largely as a result of the United States Government programs, 
foreign prices of cotton were held a t  such levels that cotton grow- 
ing was more profitable than other agricultural activities. Foreign 
cotton consuming countries switched from American to foreign 
cottons because, largely as a result of the United States Govern- 
ment programs, American cotton was priced out of line with for- 
eign growths. I t  was to meet this situation that the United States 
Government began in 1939 to pay a subsidy a t  the rate of 14 
cents a pound on exports of cotton. 

The Indian Crop.-Since India extends approximately 2,000 

mi. from north to  south and the same distance from east to west, 
and cotton is grown in roughly three-fourths of i t ,  the planting 
and harvesting seasons for Indian cotton are naturally spread over 
many months of the year. Cotton is planted in northern India in 
May and June, in central India in June and July, and in southern 
India in September and October. I t  is harvested in northern India 
in October to January, in central India in November to February, 
and in southern India in February to  April. I n  India as a whole, 
as will be noted, planting is spread over the months from May to 
October, and harvesting is distributed over the months from Oc- 
tober to April. Thus the planting and harvesting periods for In- 
dian cotton are several months later than those for American cot- 
ton, and Indian cotton largely comes onto the world market a t  a 
different time of the year than American cotton. A large portion 
of the cotton produced in India is much shorter than most Ameri- 
can cotton, and consequently a large portion of the Indian crop 
is not directly competitive with the bulk of the American crop. 
However, a very substantial portion of Indian cotton is of such 
length that i t  competes very directly and keenly with certain 
qualities of the American staple. Many mills in Europe and the 
Orient use mixtures of Indian and American cotton, and such mills 
change the percentage of each growth in their mixtures when rela- 
tive prices make it advantageous to do so. Other mills, which use 

American or Indian cotton TABLE 111.-Prodi4ction of 

American Seed, Ooinra and Bengal-Sind. Each of these classifica- 
tions embraces a number of more or less distinct varieties. Other 
important varieties include Broach, Western-Northern, Dhollerah, 
Compta-Dharwar, Surti, Southerns and Mathia. American Seed 
cottons are mostly medium and long staple, Oomras are fairly 
short or very short, and Bengal-Sinds are distinctly short, accord- 
ing to  Indian length classifications. 

While Indian cotton crops show irregular changes from season 
to season because of variations in yield per acre due to differences 
in growing conditions, the trend of production in India was defi- 
nitely upward in the decades of the '20s and the '30s. I n  the five 
seasons from 1934-35 to 1938-39 the average commercial crop 
was about 6,200,ooo actual bales of about 4001b. each, compared 
with about 5,500,ooo in each of the two quinquenniums immedi- 
ately previous and 5,000,ooo in the third quinquennium previous. 
These figures cover only cotton produced for domestic mill con- 
sumption and exportation. I n  addition, India produces a quantity 
of cotton, variously estimated from g jo~ooo to 750,000 400-lb. 
bales per year, for household use within the country. Most of the 
increase in production has been absorbed by the mills of India, 
which greatly increased their output of cloth in the years indi- 
cated. Exports of cotton by India have fluctuated with the crops 
and with the changes in price relationships between Indian and 
non-Indian cottons, but they have not shown any pronounced 
trend either upward or downward. The greater portion of the 
cotton exported by India normally goes to Japan and China, but 
a very large portion goes to countries of Europe, chiefly Great 
Britain, Germany, France, Belgium and Italy. 

Although India ranks second among the countries of the world 
both in the production and in the exportation of cotton, it  im- 
ports substantial quantities of the staple. In  the last half of the 
decade of the '30s, its imports in individual seasons ranged from 
about 250,000 to about 650,000 equivalent bales of 4781b. each. 
The imports by India are chiefly from Kenya, Egypt, the Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan and, in occasional years, from the United States. 
India imports principally long staple cotton, of which it does not 
produce enough to supply the requirements of its mills, although 
it produces a large exportable surplus of short cotton. 

Covtmevcial Cotton in World (New York Cotton Exchangefigures) 
straight, switch from one (-4merican cotton in actual bales. Other cottons in equivalent 478-113 bales, 000's omitted) 
growth to the other when mar- The table below includes only cotton entering commercial channels, i .e.,  i t  does not include large amounts grown in India China 
ket conditions justify their do- and other countries for consumption in the homes of the people of those countries. For the United States, figures are given both fo; 

the actual ginnings from each crop, as re?orted by the Bureau of Census, and for the total production in the statistical season. The ing SO. adjustment applied in arriving at the totai production in the statistical season iscomputed by; (a) deducting from the actual ginnings 
Cotton grown in India is from each crop the ginnings before the opening of the statistical season; (b) addin6 those gmnmgs from the next crop, which are made 

before the beginning of the next stati~tical season; (c) adding an allowance for clty crop, i .e . ,  rebaled samples, plcklngs from cotton 
commonly classified in the In- damaged by weather and fire, etc.; and (dl adding imports of Mexican cotton into the Un~ted States. Imports of Mexican cotton into 

the United States are included in the figures on production by the United States because such cotton loses its identity on entering the dian cotton trade into long United States and is counted with American cotton in returns on consumption and exports of the United States. Mexican cotton im- 
pies medium staples, and short ported into the United States is excluded from figures on production outside of the United States, to avoid duplication. Figures for 

In these staples. 
classifications, it  should be 
noted that cotton which is 
called "long staple" in India 
wouldbe called only "medium 
staple" in the United States, 
while cotton which is called 
"medium staplev in India would 
be called "short staple" in the 
united states. ~ ~ d i ~ ~  cotton 
which measures I in. to I& in. 
is classified in India as long 
staple, that which measures 
from 5 in. to in. is classified 
as medium and that 
which measures less than $in. is 
classified as short staple. By 
these classifications roughly 5 %  
of Indian cotton is long staple, 
30% 35% is medium 
and 60% to 65% is short sta- 
ple. Themost importantcorn-  
rnercial varieties of Indian cot- 
ton are those which are grouped 
in the ~ l a ~ ~ i f i ~ a t i o n ~  known as 

Indian cotton 

season 
( *  I 

JUly31) 

, 

1911-12 . 
1912-13 . 
1913-14 . 
1914-15 . 
191s-16 . 
1916-17 . 
1917-18 . 
1918-19 . 
1919-20 . 

;;;:;: 
1922-23 . 
1923-24. 
1924-2j. 
1925-26 . 
1926-27 . 
1~27-28 . 

:;::::: : 
1930-31 . 
1931-32. 
1932-33 . 
1933-34 . 
1934-35 . 
1 ~ 3 5 - 3 6 .  
1936-37 . 
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China* 
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1,010 
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1,077 
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1,590 
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1,510 
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1,440 
1,948 
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2,718 
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2,840 
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::g- 
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8,161 
8,876 
8,818 
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8,760 
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11,247 
11,535 
11,503 
9,602 

10,500 
13,354 
13,466 
15,646 
18,421 
18,372 
15,742 



COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY PLATE III 

S T E P S  I N  COTTON'S PROGRESS FROM FIELD T O  M A R K E T  

1. A cot ton-pick ing scene 

2 .  Cotton on its way to the g in 
3. Weighing a bale of cot ton at the compress 

4. Transferring cotton t o  the warehouse 



PLATE IV COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

P R E L I M I N A R Y  PROCESSES I N  COTTON M A N U F A C T U R E  

1. Cotton star t ing on its way through the m i l l  4. After picking, a worker removes the " lap" from the machine 

2. Placing cotton i n  a conveyor which carries i t  t o  a vertical opener 5. The next operation is carding; photograph shows a cotton card 

3. Single-process picking, one of the new developments in cotton prepara- 6. Several rows of cotton cards 
t ion 



COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 
The E g y p t i a n  Crop.-Cotton is produced in Egypt chiefly in 

a narrow strip of country bordering on the Nile and in the broad 
delta of that river. The narrow cultivated area along the Nile 
varies in width from only one or two miles to a maximum of only 
2 0  to 25mi., and it fringes the river for a distance of approxi- 
mately 500 miles. The delta is roughly in the form of a triangle, 
approximately ~ooini .  to  each side. Cotton growing is confined to 
these areas because, due to lack of rainfall, the staple can be 
grown only in districts which may be irrigated by the waters of 
the Nile. The crops are planted in the months from February 
to  May, and are harvested in the months from August to Decem- 
ber. Thus Egyptian cotton enters world markets a t  about the 
same time of the year as American cotton. Since the soil in which 
cotton is grown in Egypt is a rich alluvial deposit, the average 
yield per acre is exceptionally high. 

Practically all Egyptian cotton is what the world classifies as 
long staple, i.e., ~ i i n .  or over, and the Egyptian crop constitutes 
the principal supply of such cotton. I t  is also finer, stronger and 
silkier than most other growths. Egyptian cotton is much longer 
than most American cotton and, hence, it competes only very 
indirectly with most of the cotton grown in the United States. 
The competition with American cotton is further restricted by 
the fact that the United States maintains a high tariff duty on im- 
ports of such cotton as Egypt grows, with the result that only a 
small amount of Egyptian cotton is taken by the United States 
and the United States exports little cotton of a sort which is 
directly competitive with Egyptian. Because of its superior qual- 
ity, Egyptian cotton commands substantial premiums over most 
cotton grown in the United States and over the bulk of the cot- 
ton produced elsewhere in the world. I t  is used chiefly in the 
manufacture of those yarns, threads and fabrics in which fine- 
ness or strength, or both, are requisite qualities. 

There are some 10 to 12 principal varieties of Egyptian cotton. 
These varieties are commonly grouped in the Egyptian cotton 

previous, and 760,000 in the third previous. This expansion of 
output was due primarily to increases in average yield per acre 
for the acreage devoted to cotton in Egypt showed little net 
change in these 2 0  years. 

The B r a z i l i a n  Crop.-Cotton is grown in two fairly well de- 
fined sections of Brazil, commonly referred to as north Brazil and 
south Brazil. North Brazil plants chiefly in April to June and 
harvests chiefly in August to January. South Brazil plants chiefly 
in September to Kovember and harvests chiefly in March to June. 
At the beginning of the decade of the '30s, south Brazil grew 
only a very small portion of the total output of the country, but 
it subsequently increased its production very rapidly. The chief 
stimulus to this expansion was the fact that world prices of cot- 
ton were prevented by United States Government cotton pro- 
grams from declining to a parity with prices of other agricultural 
products, while prices of coffee, the chief crop of south Brazil, fell 
to  very low levels notwithstanding the efforts of the Brazilian 
Government to sustain market values of that commodity. .At the 
end of the decade, south Brazil was producing roughly two-thirds 
of the greatly enlarged cotton crop of the entire country. North 
Brazil also increased its output of the staple during this decade, 
but by very much less than south Brazil. Brazil as a whole ap- 

T.~BI,E 1V.-World Coltsz6+nption of All Growths of Cotton 
(AITettl I'ork Cotton Excha~tge figzrres) 

(In bales, 000's omitted) 

American Cotton (actual bales, averaging about qgolb. net) 

trade in the classifications of long staple, long medium staple, and 
medium staple. The long staple varieties include Giza 7,  Sakel- 
laridis, Maarad, and Sakha 4;  the long medium include Giza 12, 
Fouadi, Giza 26, and Giza 3 ;  and the medium include Ashmouni 
and Zagora, these latter being known as Uppers. The long staple 
varieties generally measure riin. or over, the long medium from 
1)in. to  1% in.. and the medium from ~ Q i n .  to I &  inches. The 
long staples and the long medium staples are produced almost ex- 
clusively in the delta of the Nile, this area being known as Lower 
Egypt. The larger portion of the medium staples is produced on 
the borders of the Nile above the delta, this area being known as 
Upper Egypt. However, a large portion of the medium staples is 
produced in the delta. The history of cotton growing in Egypt 
discloses that numerous varieties of the staple have come and 
gone, as new and better varieties have been developed and have 
degenerated or have been superseded by still better varieties. 

Egypt exports most of the cotton that it produces. Practically 
all of the exports of the staple go out of the country through 
Alexandria, the very small balance being exported through Port 
Said. Great Britain takes much more Egyptian cotton than any 
other country. Other countries which took (before 1939) large 
quantities include Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland and Japan. 
Countries of the Continent other than those named, and the 
United States, India and China take varying quantities which 
total to  a large quantity in the aggregate. Consumption of cotton 
in Egypt has increased, but it  still aggregates only 6% to 7% of 
the crop. Because of the fact that most of the Egyptian crop 
passes through Alexandria, that city is the great market for it, 
and the prices established there are recognized as the measures 
of world values of the Egyptian staple. At the end of most sea- 
sons there is very little cotton left in the interior of Egypt, and 
consequently the receipts a t  Alexandria closely approximate the 
total production of the country from season to season. 

Production of cotton in Egypt showed a pronounced upward 
trend in the decades of the '20s and the '30s. In  the five seasons 
from 1934-35 to 1938-39 the average crop was approximately 
1~200~000 of about 7s01b' each, compared with 990'- 
000 in the first previous quinquennium, 1,020,000 in the second 
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COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 
proximately quadrupled its output during the decade, raising its 
annual crop from about 500,000 to about 2,000,000 equivalent 
4781b. bales. The State of Sao Paulo took the leadership in the 
growing of the staple, and a t  the end of the decade i t  produced 
more than all other States combined. 

Cotton grown in north Brazil is of three varieties, called Mat- 
tas, Sertao and Serido. Mattas cotton averages about %in., 
Sertao about  in., and Serido about I &  inches. Cotton grown in 
south Brazil averages about one full inch. Since Serido cotton 
constitutes only about 5%,  or less, of the total production of 
Brazil, fully 95% of the total output of that country consists 
of cotton averaging around in. to  one full inch, and such cot- 
ton is directly competitive u-ith the bulk of the cotton grown in 
the United States. Brazil consumes only about 35% to 40% of 
the cotton that it  produces, and so exports 60% to 65%. In  re- 
cent seasons (late '30s) its exports have gone chiefly to Great 
Britain, Germany, Japan and China, but numerous other coun- 
tries have taken smaller quantities. Since south Brazil, from 
which section the greater portion of the exports move, harvests its 
crop chiefly in the second quarter of the calendar year, Brazilian 
cotton enters the world market largely at  the time of the year 
when American cotton is not being offered in volume. 

Chinese a n d  Russian Crops.-The cotton crops of China and 
the U.S.S.R. are normally much larger than those of Egypt and 
Brazil, but they are here treated more briefly because they enter 
(1940) world commerce to a far less degree. China has never ex- 
ported more than a few hundred thousand equivalent 478-1b. bales 
in any one season, and the U.S S.R. has in most seasons exported 
only negligible quantities. Furthermore, Chinese growers use a 
large portion of the cotton that they raise for hand-spinning, pad- 
ding clothing, and other household uses. Consequently most 
Russian cotton and a large portion of Chinese cotton do not com- 
pete directly with other growths. However, there is a large degree 
of actual or potential indirect competition between these cottons 
and other cottons. This is shown by the facts that the quantity 
of cotton that China imports is largely determined by the quantity 
of cotton that it produces, and the U.S S.R. imported substantial 
quantities of cotton in years before it  increased its output to a 
level equal to  its domestic requirements. 

Since both China and the U.S.S.R. are northern hemisphere 
countries, they both plant cotton in the early months of the cal- 
endar year and harvest it  in the late months. Chinese growers 
plant in April and hfay and harvest in August to October. Rus- 
sian growers plant in April to June and harvest in August to De- 
cember. There are two principal cotton growing areas in China, 
a northern area which lies chiefly in the basin of the Yellow river 
and a southern which lies in the basin of the Yangtze river. The 
bulk of the cotton grown in China is shorter than gin., some being 
only gin. or less. Some of it is of a harsh, rough character, this 
being used largely in mixture with wool in the manufacture of 
blankets. The cotton growing regions of the U.S.S.R. are Kazak- 
stan in Central Asia, Transcaucasia, and the southern portion of 
European Russia. I t  is understood that most Russian cotton is in 
the length range from about ;in. to I& inches. 

During the latter half of the decade of the '30s the total growth 
of cotton in China reached an estimated peak of about g,goo,ooo 
equivalent 478-1b bales, but the commercial crop of the country 
reached only about 3,000,000 bales. Subsequently, during the 
Sino-Japanese war, production declined to less than half of 
the peak output. I n  the same period Russian crops ranged from 
about 3,400,ooo to about 3,800,ooo equivalent 478-1b. bales. 

O t h e r  Crops.-There remain to be considered the nine crops 
which are usually in the range from 150,ooo to 400.000 equivalent 
478-1b. bales and the approximately 45 crops which are usually 
less than ~oo ,ooo  equivalent 478-1b bales. These crops are of dif- 
ferent types, and they come to market a t  different times of the 
year. 

The Peruvian crop is of special interest for several reasons. 
Peru grows practically all of its cotton in mountain river valleys, 
by irrigation. The cotton plants make satisfactory yields for two 
or three years. Yields per acre are exceptionally high, running in 
line with those obtained in Egypt. Because of differences in the 

incidence of the seasons from region to region, planting and har- 
vesting are spread out over most of the year. Cotton is raised 
chiefly on large plantations, many of them being 2,000 to 4,oooac., 
and a few as large as 7,500 to ~ o , o o o  acres. About 85% of the 
cotton grown in Peru is of the variety kncwn as Tanguis, which 
averages about I &  inches. About 770 is Pima, which averages 
about I$ inch. The small remaining portion consists partly of 
American type long staple cotton and partly of moderately rough 
native varieties, these cottons being mostly in the range from 
 bin. to I& inches. Peruvian cotton is noted for its whiteness, 
and is usually of high grade. Because of its length and other de- 
sirable qualities it is one of the best cottons grown. Peru ex- 
ports approximately 90% of its crop. 

Argentina, being a southern hemisphere country, plants cotton 
in September to November and harvests in March to July. Due 
to variations in weather conditions. yields per acre and, hence, 
total production in Argentina are subject to wide fluctuations. 
Most Argentine cotton is of about one full inch staple. Argentina 
consumes roughly half of what it  produces in good years, and ex- 
ports the balance. Mexico, being situated immediately south of 
the United States, plants and harvests its crop at  about the same 
times as the southernmost portion of the United States. I t s  
planting period is from February to April and its harvesting pe- 
riod from August to November. Most Mexican cotton is in the 
length range from gin. to I& inches. Mexican mills consume the 
bulk of the crop, but in some seasons about one-third of it  is ex- 
ported. The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan plants in the months from 
May to September and harvests from November to May. The 
bulk of the cotton grown in the Sudan is of around  in. staple, 
and hence it  ranks among the long staple cottons of the world. 
The Sudan exports all cotton that it produces. Uganda plants 
from April to September and harvests from December to hfay. 
The greater portion of the crop of Uganda is of medium length, 
and the balance is long staple. Uganda exports all of its cotton. 

Since Turkey, Iran and Chosen are in the northern hemisphere 
they plant in the months from February to  May and harvest in 
the months from July to November. In  the Belgian Congo, the 
northern crop is planted in May and June and harvested in De- 
cember to March, but the southern crop is planted in November 
and December and harvested from June to September. These 
countries grow medium or short staple cottons. Turkey, Iran and 
Chosen consume a large portion of their output, but the Belgian 
Congo exports all that it produces. 

The approximately 45 countries of the world which produce less 
than ~oo,ooo equivalent 478-lb. bales each are scattered over the 
five continents and adjoining islands. Small cotton growing areas 
in North America and adjacent islands include Salvador, Nica- 
ragua, Haiti and the British West Indies. I n  South America there 
are Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Paraguay. In  Europe there 
are Spain, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Rumania. I n  
Asia cotton is grown in relatively small volume in Syria, Iraq, 
Cyprus, Burma, Siam, French Indo-China, Dutch East Indies and 
Manchoukuo. In  Africa it  is grown in French West Africa, Togo- 
land, Nigeria, French Equatorial Africa, Kenya, Tanganyika. 
Angola, Nyasaland, Portuguese East Africa and the Union of 
South Africa. Australia also contributes a small crop. Some of 
these smaller producing countries consume all that they raise, but 
most of them export most or all of their output. 

Supply a n d  Distribution.- The most fundamental facts as 
to the statistical situation in any growth of cotton in any given 
season are: (a) The total stock of that cotton in all hands and in 
all positions in the world at  the beginning of the season, this be- 
ing termed the "carry-over7'; ( b )  The new crop produced in the 
season; ( c )  The total supply for the season, this consisting of 
the carry-over at  the beginning of the season plus the new crop; 
(d) The world consumption of the cotton in question during the 
season; and ( e )  The total quantity of that cotton left in all hands 
and in all positions in the world a t  the end of the season, this ob- 
viously equalling the total supply for the season less the con- 
sumption during the season and constituting the carry-over into 
the next season. 

Such calculations are commonly made for American cotton, In- 
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dian cotton, Egyptian cotton, other cottons in the aggregate, and 
all cottons combined. The 12 months from August I in one year 
to July 31 in the nest constitute the period which is commonly 
accepted as the cotton season for statistics for American cotton, 
and it  is used also for statistics for all cottons in the aggregate. 
For statistics for various non-American cottons, other 12-month 
periods are commonly taken as constituting the cotton season, 
but when the statistics for such other cottons are combined with 
those for American cotton to arrive a t  statistics for all cottons 
in the aggregate the statistics for the other cottons are adjusted 
to the August I-July 31 season basis. 

All who are interested in cotton watch closely the changes in 
the statistical situation of American and non-American cottons. 
with respect to the basic facts just stated, because they have 
found by experience that there is a relationship between the 
changes in these facts and the changes in the price level of the 
staple. The changes in prices of cotton cannot be correlated with 

The ~ \ o r l d  cotton trade is undoubtedly better supplied ~v i th  dc- 
pendable statistics than many other important commodity trades 
The Kew York Cotton Exchange, on ~vhich there is conducted the 
leading futures market for America11 cotton, compiles and pub- 
lishes comprehensive statistical reports on all the basic phases of 
supply and distribution of American and foreign cottons. I t  is 
the only organization which does such a comprehensive statistical 

TABLE V -Szr#ply and Distribution of Cotto~z in the World 
(.\Tew 170rk Cotton Ezclzaizge figurer) 

A vzerican Cofton 
(4ctual  bales, O O O ' ~  omitted) 

Seaaon 

the changes in the statistical situation of the staple with mathe- 
matical precision, for various reasons, but, broadly speaking, and 
subject to  the absence of other factors of an offsetting character, 
the price of cotton rises when the supply for a season is found to 
be small relative to the consumption, and it declines when the re- 
verse is the case One offsetting factor which may prevent a cor- 
relation between the price and the supply-consumption ratio is a 
change in the buying power of money as reflected in a change in 

Carry- 
o\ er 
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ot 
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i;::::; 
I931-3* 

1931-35 
1935-36 
1916-37 

:;$:;: 

Production 

the commodity price level. Another factor-one which mas oper- 
ative during much of the decade of the '30s-may be the di- 
version of American cotton from commercial channels to United 
States Government loan stocks, or the releasing of such cotton 
from those stocks. The diversion and the release of such cotton 
have temporary effects on price levels of the staple, but they 
do not change the average, long-term price level. 

The cotton trade follows not only the basic statistics for carry- 
over, new production, total supply and consumption, but also nu- 
merous other serie? of statistics which point the way to changes 
in the fundamental facts of supply and distribution To  some de- 
gree-although less than in former times-traders watch weekly 
statistics on uha t  is termed the "movement into sight" of Ameri- 
can cotton. The figures for movement into sight constitute a 
rough measure of the marketing of cotton by the growers and 
other first hands. Weekly figures on forwardings of American 
cotton to domestic and foreign mills and on exports by the United 
States command widespread interest, as rough measures of the 
takings of the American staple by domestic and foreign spinners 
and foreign importers. Statistical records available at  meekly in- 
tervals for non-American cottons are not so comprehensive as 
those for the American staple, but they throw light on the trends 
of production. consumption and stocks. 

At monthly intervals during the summer and fall the U.S. De- 
partment of Agriculture issues certain cotton statistical reports 
which command widespread interest not only throughout the cot- 
ton trade of the world but also throughout general commercial 
channels in the United States and abroad. These reports contain 
estimates of the acreage and forecasts of the production of cot- 
ton in the United States. Reports containing estimates of acreage 
are issued on or about the eighth of July, September and Decem- 
ber. Reports containing forecasts of production are issued on or 
about the eighth of each month from August to December in- 
clusive These reports often cause changes in world prices of 
cotton, because of the predominating importance of the Ameri- 
can crop in world production of cotton, the substantial changes 
often occurring in the United States cotton acreage from year 
to year and in the American cotton crop prospect from month 
to month during the gro&ing season, and the high degree of con- 
fidence of the world cotton trade in the soundness and integrity 
of the crop reporting work of the U S. Department of Agriculture. 
Periodical estimates for cotton crops of other countries are is- 
sued by the various governments, but they are not the subject of 
such general interest as those issued by the United States Gov- 
ernment for the American crop, largely because of the smaller 
size of the crops of other countries but in some cases because of 
the unreliability of their estimates. 
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4,517 
6,187 
8,076 

13,263 
11,809 
10,701 
9,041 
6,998 
6,235 

13,712 
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14,295 
14,540 
13,08j 
16,693 
12,810 
12,593 

9,466 
10,367 
12,243 
18,267 
11,602 

Other Cottonr 
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19,761 
19,233 
23,060 
25,853 
26,224 
2-1,521 
20,277 
19,556 
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2*,ot7 
25,377 
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188 
184 
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128 
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63 

18 
2.5 
28 
62 
30 
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?a 
35 

66 

15,226 
13,021 
11,056 
12,528 
1 1 , ~ s ;  
11,730 
11,206 
12,;03 
11,093 
12,870 
11,281 

14,555 
14,716 
13,873 
16,877 
12,961 
12,712 

g,j76 
10,495 
12,375 
18,412 
11,665 

Conhump- 
tlon -- 

10, j 52 
11,854 
11,376 
10,361 
10,266 
11,822 
14,274 
I 5,026 
17.541 

1 6 , 9 7 6  
17,237 

S e a m  

1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
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1937-3s 
1938-39 

4, 517 
6,1s7 
8,976 

13,263 
11,809 
10,701 

9 , ~ 4 ~  
6,993 
6,235 

13,712 
11,030 

Carryover 
July 31 

6,024 
5,705 
5,832 
5,073 
5,307 
6,839 
6,031 
6,651 
7,531 
8,927 
7,432 

Carryo\er 
A~~~~~ I 

~ ~ 3 ~ 9  
6,024 
5,705 
5,s32 
5,073 
5,307 
6,839 
6,031 
6,651 
7,531 
8,927 

Total 
Production I supply 

*Includes 100,ooo bales of cotton destroqed in China 

All Cotto~ts 
( ~ m e r i c a n  in bales Others In Equhalent  478 ib bale>, O O O , ~  om~t ted)  

11,247 
11,535 
11,503 
9.602 

10,500 

season 

z9-- 
1929-30 

i:::;:; 
1932-33 

1935-36 

16,576 
17,559 
17,208 
15,434 
15,573 
18,661 
20,30j 

15,616 21,677 
18,42$ 25,072 

18,372 1 %;; 15,742 

13,649 3 0 ~ 7 ~ 6  44,415 10,634 45 1 13,765 1 11,766 / 36,781 1 5j0  27 716 165 22,639 
I93"3Q I 22,639 '7.4'7 I bbi6 1 28:518 1 66 1 219462 

nork for all growths of cotton in the world, and its statistics are 
accepted and republished by the United States Government. Sta- 
tistics on these subjects in the accompanying tables are from 
that source. The International Federation of Master Cotton Spin- 
ners' and Manufacturers' Associations, ~ ~ i t h  headquarters a t  Man- 
chester, England, has for many years done a highly important 
nork in the collection of statistics on norld consumption and 
norld mill stocks of American and foreign cottons, but the Fed- 
eration's reports do not cover production nor stocks outside of 
mills. The New Orleans Cotton Exchange has for years issued 
statistical reports for American cotton The Department of Agri- 
culture of the Gnited States, as already indicated, issues vitally 
important reports during the domestic crop growing season on 
the acreage and production of cotton in that country, and the De- 
partment of Commerce of the United States issues lnonthly re- 
ports on domestic consumption and domestic mill and nrarehouse 
stocks. Various cotton trade organizations abroad notably the 
cotton exchanges at Liverpool, England; Alexandria, Egypt and 
Bombay, India, and many foreign governments issue important 
reports relating to the cotton trade in the countries in which 
they are located. 
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17,540 
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11,797 
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12,889 
24,651 
25,602 

23,042 40,582 
26,141 / 41,213 

25,480 
27,529 
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TABLE V1.-P~odziction of Co~~~.tttercial Cotton i t z  the Smaller Prodz~cing Cozrnfries (Keze, E7wk Cotton E~chaage figzrres) 

(In Eauivalent Bales of 4781b. Net Weight) 

1938-39 

240,000 
6,237 
5,549 

17,550 
523 

3,700 
1.338 

16,736 
11,992 
18,523 

396,712 
27,672 

304,402 
69 

9,340 
43.770 
71,488 
4,910 

32,036 
2,811 

25 

221,382 
1,821 

35,975 
12,889 

128,wo 
197 

80,000 
4,693 

11,530 
6,000 

187,083 
1,000 
. . . 

257 
17,106 

50 
7.384 

17,862 
2 7 7 , o ~  

1,200 
1,500 

48,427 
175,013 
252,823 

8,400 
41.570 
17,950 

283 
11,700 
43,000 

492 
259 

12,025 
146 - 

2,840,400 

193j-36 

302,000 
3,135 
2,163 

25,371 
272 

4,951 
4i4 

11,533 
14,113 
12,983 

396,086 
49,i34 

373,385 
51 

11,213 
3,717 

67,797 
966 

35,843 
519 

27 

202,934 
4,364 

25,136 
3,686 

127,000 

t 4 1  
5,996 
6,457 
6,471 

189,137 
812 

. . .  

189 
16,244 

47 
7,106 

50,371 
207,862 

1,000 
2,767 

30,929 
121,198 
275,344 
13,085 
48,99$ 
5,326 

474 
17,142 
12,637 

1,659 
I I I  

13,921 
136 

2,718,109 

C. MARKETING, EXCHANGES, FUTURES, ETC. 
There are literally millions o f  growers o f  cotton in the various 

cotton producing countries o f  the world-over 2,000,000 in the 
United States alone. There are several thousand mills which con- 
sume the staple. Many mills-notably those in the south-eastern 
section o f  the United States and many in India and China-are 
located in cotton growing areas and manufacture such types o f  
goods that they can utilize locally produced cotton. Others are 
either located thousands o f  miles from cotton fields or they manu- 
facture such types o f  goods that they must look to cotton grow- 
ing areas thousands o f  miles a~vay for their raw material. For 
economical transportation, the bulky, loosely packed bales in 
which the cotton is put up initially in many producing areas have 
to be recompressed into smaller, tightly packed bales before they 
are shipped great distances. Most cotton growers sell in lots rang- 
ing from one, two, or three bales up to 10 to 1 5  bales. Spinners 
usually buy in quantities ranging from I O O  bales up to several 
thousand bales. Growers generally sell their cotton in lots con- 
sisting o f  bales o f  various qualities. Spinners generally buy cot- 
ton only in lots in which the bales are o f  uniform quality. 

Since cotton is an annually produced agricultural product, the 
crop from any producing area is harvested within a few months 
each year, but the consumption o f  it is spread over the full year. 
The  result is that millions o f  bales o f  cotton have to be stored, 
insured and financed for long periods o f  time, ranging from a 
few months up to a year or more. Growers receive payment for 
their cotton in the currencies o f  the countries in which they pro- 

1931-32 

189,226 
314 

. . .  
29,095 

637 
4,273 

2 0 0  

12,783 
l0,ooo 
4,740 

215,000 
15,787 

169,201 
100 

3,668 
1,401 

14,097 
342 

4,144 
31 

168 

90,762 
2,397 

17,008 
803 

105,503 

t 39 
2,737 
5,092 
5,537 

100,707 

300 
18,241 

2 2 0  

5,916 
5,245 

196,623 
1,061 
5,435 
5,004 

40,000 
170,096 

1,452 
9,499 
2,643 

485 
3,519 
8,265 
2,344 
1,449 

4,163 
961 - 

1,490,401 

tIncluded 

duce the cotton, but, in the case o f  that great quantity o f  cot- 
ton which annually moves in international trade, the spinners pay 
for the cotton which they buy in the currencies o f  the countries 
in which they operate their mills. The exchange values o f  the 
various currencies are subject to great fluctuations. Prices o f  
cotton are subject to large variations, sometimes rising or falling 
10% to 15% within one or two days. In consequence, holders o f  
cotton have to assume large risks o f  loss on their holdings, unless 
they operate in such a manner that they avoid or minimize those 
risks. 

It will be readily seen from the foregoing that the handling o f  
the world cotton crops is a great undertaking, calling for partici- 
pation by many different kinds o f  operators and many different 
interests, performing many types o f  services, and providing 
many different forms o f  facilities. Thousands o f  compresses are 
required to pack the bales, and thousands o f  warehouses are 
utilized for the storage o f  them. Railroads; trucks, river boats 
and ocean steamships are called upon to move this great product. 
Countless banks participate in financing it,  and countless insur- 
ance companies join in the insurance of  it against loss by fire 
and other hazards. There is o f  necessity an army o f  dealers in 
cotton, including local operators in small country markets, do- 
mestic shippers who buy from growers or other first hands and sell 
to spinners in the producing countries, exporters in produc- 
ing countries, importers in consuming countries, great inter- 
national firms which do a world-wide business, brokers, and buy- 
ing and selling agents T Y ~ O  operate on a commission basis. There 

1936-37 

343,000 
4,184 
6,540 

23,773 
j46 

4,270 
998 

19,173 
12,105 
13,192 

400,698 
57,364 

143,760 
37 

9,072 
9,858 

72,706 
2,008 

30,786 
1,176 

23 

221,382 
2,505 

19,602 
7,923 

147,000 

TZ3 
7,379 
6,500 

11,110 
117,185 

994 . . . 
40 

18,369 
47 

7,656 
39,752 

278,526 
1,384 
1,38,$ 

39,452 
1j8,481 
283,173 
19,184 
52,831 
10,272 

276 
11,130 
21,296 
2,843 

262 

8,607 
80 

2,652,817 

. 
1929-30 

207,029 
216 

. . . 
23,635 
2,846 
4,500 

116 

10,000 
10,ooo 
6,788 

239,- 
16,744 

150,420 
TOO 

4,677 
3,300 

15,264 
585 

4,180 
28 

317 

100,433 
2,946 

14,000 
3,933 

82,000 
208 

t 
3.206 
8,109 
4,105 

138,942 
724 
200 

369 
63,294 

167 
8.805 

36,757 
132,024 

1,245 
5,083 
3,573 

33,006 
108,761 

1,270 
23,251 
3,597 
1,253 
5,100 
9,110 

13,567 
7,950 

11,714 
1,913 

1,531,260 

United States 

1937-38 

298,000 
4,811 
5,343 

20,643 
581 

4,488 
1,382 

23,268 
13,375 
14,339 

393,691 
44,623 

237,272 
67 

11,306 
19,joS 
93,645 

3,174 
41,154 
1,978 

22  

230,607 
3,908 

36,298 
17,060 

160,000 
312 

108,000 
10,011 
9,395 
8.500 

2 1 ~ ~ 8 1 4  
994 

. . . 

86 
22,537 

50 
8,482 

26,436 
277,648 

1,300 
1,500 

45,522 
180,999 
336,569 

15,479 
53,983 
12,729 

444 
9,684 

37,088 
983 
434 

9,987 
144 

3,072,656 

1932-33 -------------- 
101,537 

314 
. . .  

26,965 
724 

2,112 
2 0 0  

9,916 
12,000 
3,887 

232,000 
14,000 

144,945 
100 

5,330 
1,121 

22,716 
542 

6,005 
28j 
34 

83,746 
936 

5,277 
342 

71,576 
28 

t 
2,500 
6,685 
2,907 

135,026 
583 
zoo 

300 
19,121 

57 
4,782 

20,390 
114,966 

784 
5,000 

13,000 
67,398 

246,718 
3,579 

15,095 
2,578 

297 
4,240 
8,000 
1,556 

280 

11,635 
297 

1,439,612 

in India. 

1930-31 

162,506 
zoo 

. . .  
19,244 

3,713 
4,746 

770 

10,000 
lo,ooo 
9,414 

292,000 
18,449 

138,599 
100 

7,431 
4,433 

16,149 
622 

3,751 
IS 

245 

73,970 
3,948 

12,397 
2,762 

98,700 

t 79 
3,823 
6,452 
3,874 

149,372 

300 
24,soj 

aqg 
6,547 

15,774 
100,678 

1,706 
3,159 
5,j3j 

66,986 
160,088 

617 
19,360 

3,623 
1,652 
7,808 
6,844 
6,797 
5,453 

10,232 
2,708 

1,509,566 

production. 

1927-28 

156,238 
189 

. . .  
20,419 
1,296 
5,085 

285 

11,207 
32,000 
4,556 

246,000 
15,000 

114,934 
100 

2,553 
4,500 

12,571 
190 

3,457 
28 

286 

53,831 
1,766 
9,582 
1,506 

85.000 
t169 

2,885 
5,067 
5,315 

133,238 
1,100 

200 

369 
28,884 

221 

7,084 
17.512 

105,536 
1,384 
3,828 

692 
27,557 

115,888 
1,038 

13,361 
1,992 

89 
2,336 

11,956 
9,216 
3,401 

8,591 
2,677 

1,294,168 

which 

1926-27 

266,832 
200 
100 

22,004 
1,022 
4,972 

600 

24,906 
32,000 
6,340 

268,000 
8,185 

57,767 
100 

3,344 
4,500 

17,759 
385 

2,309 
28 

424 

97,000 
3,861 
8,117 
2,929 

90,600 

;j6 
2,747 
3,285 
4,388 

142,694 
1,123 

200 

738 
27,323 

238 
7,661 

22,982 
123,948 

2,767 
2,767 

750 
22,j39 

110,233 
1,031 

20,318 
2,011 

562 
4,164 

11,952 
8,571 
8.039 

4,921 
2,646 

1,466,588 

States, 

- 

NORTH AMERICA: 
hlexico* . . . 
Salvador . . . 
Nicaragua . . 
Haiti . . 
P u e r t o ~ i d o .  . 
Br. West Indies . 
Other N. America . 

SOUTH AMERICA: 
Colombia . . 
Venezuela. . . 
E c u a d o r .  . . 
P e r u .  . . . 
Paraguay. . . 
Argentina. . 
Other S. America . 

EUROPE: 
Spain . . . 
I ta ly .  . . . 
Greece . . . 
Yugoslavia . . 
Bulgar ia .  . . 
Rumania . . . 
OtherEurope.  . 

ASIA: 
Turkey . . . 
Cyprus . 
Syr iaand~ebanon.  
I r a q .  . . . 
Persia(1ran) . . 
Ceylon . . . 
Burma . . . 
Siam . . 
Fr.1ndo-china' . 
Du.EastIndies . 
Chosen . . . 
Japan . . 
Other AS& . . 

AFRICA: 
Morocco . 
Fr.WestAfrica : 
Goldcoast . . 
Togoland. . . 
Nigeria . . . 
Ang.-Egypt.Sudan. 
Eritrea . . 
1t.somaliiand. . 
Fr. Equat. Africa . 
Belgian Congo. . 
Uganda . . . 
Kenya . . . 
Tanganyika . . 
Angola . . 
~ h o d e s i a , ' ~ ~ .  . . 
Nyasaland . 
Por t .Eas tAfr ;ca .  
Union So. Africa . 
Other Africa . . 

AUSTRALIA, ETC.: 
Australia . . 
Other.4ustralia . 

Total . . . . 
*Exclusive of minor 

. 
1928-29 

226,460 
217 
100 

21,929 
1,413 
3,421 

104 

9,501 
36,380 

5,097 
216,- 
12.604 

118,486 
100 

3,189 
4,500 

14,875 
218 

3,214 
28 

453 

113,255 
1,796 
4,312 
4,351 

120,000 

1318 
2,756 
6,181 
4,262 

149,878 
943 
200 

323 
53,417 

248 
9,432 

26,884 
135,177 

1,061 
5,809 

830 
30,867 

170,759 
1,660 

27,577 
3,670 

234 
3,741 

10,221 
8,179 
6,288 

5,269 
1,769 ------ 

1,589,956 

counted in 

' 1925-26 

176,476 
200 

2,000 
2;,035 
-,972 
3,503 
2,200 

15,912 
32,000 

6,100 
204,000 
11,481 

135,352 
100 

1,108 
4,500 

14,609 
580 

2,068 
28 

654 

105,172 
2,778 

13,421 
2,126 

98,200 
218 

t 
4,624 
5,667 
5,469 

123,214 
1,561 

200 

415 
38,220 

1,019 
5,677 

40,091 
101,365 

1,845 
2,537 
1,000 

16,142 
151,346 

1,712 
18,179 
3,842 
6,116 
6,459 
2,230 

17,055 
5,583 

6,008 
4,511 

1,432,880 

exports to United 

- ,  

1933-34 

257,000 
2,000 

500 
24,153 
. . .  
2,187 
. . . 

5,535 
10,000 
8,160 

301,000 
41,000 

189,969 
50 

4,200 
1,183 

44,200 
joo 

11,046 
470 
34 

127,710 
1,203 
4,262 
2,800 

148,000 
86 

t 
2,500 
5,797 
5,649 

139,339 
8 . . . 
100 

13,836 
121 

5,000 
23,608 

131,904 
872 

2,174 
20,708 
88,760 

239,319 
5,649 

25,803 
4,044 

297 
4,972 
8,600 
2,042 

2 I 

18,346 
33 

1,947,853 

1931-35 

255,000 
2,140 

958 
27,238 

. . . 
4,061 

350 

13,836 
12,1oj 
8,1j6 

364,194 
42,969 

295,352 
75 

9,000 
4,378 

51,901 
710 

19,219 
282 
26 

162,130 
1,734 

10,147 
1,697 

169,000 
IIO 

t 
3,944 
4,243 
7,103 

136,839 
760 . . . 

23 
13,795 

1 2 2  

7,203 
49,248 

227,781 
1,207 
3,100 

28,692 
102,472 
211,918 

7,341 
32,644 
4,148 

577 
8,674 
8,567 
2,483 

50 

14,774 
18, 

2,334,691 



COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

growers' co-operative associations and the larger individual 
growers, domestic shippers, exporters, importers and spinners- 
trade in the futures markets to  free themselves of price risks 
on cotton bought or sold in spot markets, and speculative traders, 
within or outside of the industry, buy and sell in the futures 
markets to assume price risks. Producers do not as a rule look 
to the futures markets for outlets for their crops, and spinners 
do not as a rule look to those markets for cotton for consumption. 
All of the contracts made on the futures markets call for future 
deliveries, and hence those contracts are called "futures." All 
futures contracts for any given growth or variety of any growth 
carry identical terms except as to  the price and month of delivery. 
Hence contracts of sale may be offset by contracts of purchase, 
and vice versa, and most futures contracts are liquidated in that 
manner, rather than by actual deliveries. 

Among the leading spot markets of the world are Dallas, Tex., 
Houston, Tex., Memphis, Tenn. and New Orleans, La., for Ameri- 
can cotton in the United States; Alexandria, for Egyptian cotton 
in Egypt; Bombay and Karachi, for Indian cotton in India; 
Shanghai, for Chinese and other cottons in China; Osaka, for vari- 
ous growths of cotton in Japan; Sao Paulo, for Brazilian cotton in 
Brazil ; Liverpool, England, Le Havre, France, Bremen, Germany, 
and Milan, Italy, for various growths of cotton in Europe. There 
are thousands of other spot markets, including the large number 
of small country markets in the producing countries and the many 
importing and mill markets in consuming countries. 

The principal futures markets of the world are on the New 
York Cotton Exchange. the New Orleans Cotton Exchange, the 

are a number of highly organized exchanges on which cotton is 
sold and bought for future delivery, primarily for the transference 
of the price risks which are inherent in merchandising cotton, 
rather than for disposing of or acquiring the staple. 

The cotton markets of the world are of two classes, "spot mar- 
kets" and "futures markets." These two kinds of markets are very 
different in character and purpose. 

Spot markets are centres in which cotton is sold and bought 
primarily for the purpose of moving it  along the road from pro- 
ducers to  consumers. The spot markets consist of country mar- 
kets and central markets in producing countries and importing and 
mill markets in consuming countries. In those markets growers 
sell to dispose of the cotton that they produce, dealers buy and 
sell as intermediate distributors of cotton, and spinners buy to 
acquire cotton for consumption. Purchase and sale contracts made 
in spot markets are normally fulfilled by deliveries of cotton 
against them. The contracts made include commitments for imme- 
diate delivery and commitments for forward delivery, and they 
contain whatever specifications the buyers and sellers may agree 
upon. 

Futures markets are centres in which cotton is sold and bought 
primarily for  the purpose of transferring price risks, rather 
than for merchandising the staple. Handlers of cotton-including 

Liverpool Cotton ~ x . c i a n ~ e ,  the Bombay Cotton Exchange and the 
Alexandria Cotton Exchange. On the exchanges at  New York and 

In  the cotton trade the term "grade" means a given classifica- 
tion of cotton from the standpoint of foreign matter and colour ; 
it does not cover length of staple, strength, or other character- 
istics. For American cotton there are nine grade classifications 
for white cotton, these being, in order from highest to lowest, 
middling fair, strict good middling, good middling, strict mid- 
dling, middling, strict low middling, low middling, strict good 
ordinary, and good ordinary. American cotton of a colour other 
than white, such as extra white, blue stained, gray, spotted, 
yellow tinged, light yellow stained or yellow stained, is graded 
into classifications carrying the same names, but the range of 
grade classifications for cotton of colours off white is not so 
broad as that for white cotton. Non-American growths of cotton 
are similarly classified for grade, but the grade classifications 
of other growths and the names of such classifications are dif- 
ferent from those for American cotton. 

The subject of the merchandising of cotton in general covers 
such a large and varied field that the remainder of this discus- 
sion must be limited to American cotton. However, the merchan- 
dising system, methods, and practices for American cotton are 
largely representative of those for other growths, and, hence, the 
following outline indicates in a general way how the cotton trade 
of the world as a whole is conducted. 

New Orleans the futures &ding is in ~ m e r r c a n  cotton only. On 
the Liverpool exchange there is futures trading in American, Egyp- 
tian, and Empire and miscellaneous cottons. On the Alexandria 
exchange the trading is in Egyptian cotton only, and on the Bom- 
bay exchange the trading is in Indian cotton only. There are a 
number of smaller cotton futures markets, including one at  Chi- 
cago for American cotton, a t  Sao Paulo for Brazilian cotton, a t  
Buenos Aires for Argentine cotton, a t  Le Havre for American cot- 
ton, and a t  Bremen for American cotton. The New York Cotton 
Exchange is recognized as the leading cotton futures market of 
the world, since it is the chief futures market for American cot- 
ton, which is the principal growth of the staple. 

The classification of cotton is a highly important phase of 
cotton merchandising, for differences in staple length, amount 
of foreign matter, colour, and other physical properties greatly 
affect its spinning utility. The poorest quality of cotton of any 
given variety may be worth less than half as much as the best 
quality of that variety. Consequently, every bale of cotton has 
t o  be put into its own cluality category. 

THE MARKETING OF THE AMERICAN COTTON CROP 
T r a d i n g  in C o u n t r y  Markets.-In its movement from farms 

to mills, the bulk of the American cotton crop passes first through 
country markets. T o  those markets the great majority of the 
growers take their cotton, and there they sell i t  to  various classes 
of buyers. 

Most growers over the larger part of the belt have their cotton 
ginned before they sell it, and hence they offer the lint cotton 
and the cotton-seed separately in the country markets. Many in 
north-western Texas and in Oklahoma, however, sell their cotton 
unginned, and, hence, they sell the lint and the seed together. 
Growers who pursue the common practice of having their cotton 
ginned before they sell it generally put their bales in warehouses 
or in cotton yards in the country markets, have the bales sampled 
there, and then offer the cotton in those markets by submitting 
samples to the prospective buyers. A substantial percentage of 
the growers, however, still follow the old-time practice of taking 
their bales into the market places in the country towns on their 
wagons, and offer them to street buyers who draw samples from 
the bales as the bales lie on the wagons. There are various classes 
of buyers in the country markets. Generally over the belt, the 
country market buyers include local men who either buy and sell 
cotton as a side-line to other business or who make a specialty 
of it ,  country storekeepers who buy cotton from farmer customers 
in order to collect from them money which the latter owe for 
goods bought by them on credit, resident or travelling buyers of 
large merchants in central markets, and receiving agents of co- 
operative associations. In  the eastern belt markets, there are also 
resident or travelling buyers for mills, and in western belt mar- 
kets there are also ginner buyers. 

Growers generally desire to sell their cotton, or a t  least a 
good part of it, when they harvest it or very soon afterward. 
In  years when it appears that prices will advance, some growers 
hold part or all of their crops for expected higher prices, but 
such growers always constitute a minority. A large percentage 
of the growers have no choice with reference to when they will 
sell, for they are obliged to sell a t  harvest time to pay off 
loans which mature a t  that time. They are forced to negotiate dur- 
ing the growing season to meet living expenses and production 
costs. The growers obtain most of such credit from Government 
sources, the country banks, and the country merchants. For the 
most part, the growers sell their cotton in nearby country mar- 
kets, usually not over a few miles away. They demand and obtain 
immediate payment for their cotton on selling it. 

While there are numerous classes of buyers in the country mar- 
kets, operating in different ways, it may be broadly said that per- 
haps three-fourths of that portion of the crop which passes 
through the country markets is taken by local dealers. The term 
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"local dealers" is here used to mean operators who buy cotton 
from the growers in the country markets and sell the cotton 
locally. These operators sell on the spot to the local buyers of the 
larger merchants who are in the central markets or to local mills. 
or they sell by long-distance communication to a limited number 
of distant merchants, or, possibly even to a felt, distant spinners 
with ~vhom they have special contacts. The local dealers in the 
country markets do not generally hold cotton very long. Generally 
they sell toward the end of each day all cotton bought earlier 
in the day. However, when the prevailing market sentiment is 
bullish, the dealers may hold considerable cotton, for varying 
lengths of time. 

Buyers in country markets buy cotton in three ways, known re- 
spectively as individual bale buying, hog-round buying, and basis 
middling buying. In  individual bale buying, the buyer and the 
seller agree on a price per pound for each individual bale, the 
buyer usually ascertaining the quality of each bale by examining 
a sample from it and setting his price accordingly. I n  hog-round 
buying, the buyer agrees with the seller on only one price per 
pound, this being the average price applying to the entire lot;  
the buyer ordinarily arrives at  this average price by inspecting 
samples from the bales offered, to determine the quality of each 
bale, and by computing for his own guidance the price that he 
mill pay for each bale. In  basis middling buying, the buyer 
agrees ~ ~ i t h  the seller on a basic price for middling gin. cotton, 
premiums for grades better than middling and for staples longer 
than gin., and discounts for poorer grades and shorter staples. 
When a buyer purchases cotton on basis middling terms, he does 
not class the cotton before he buys it, but arranges with the 
seller for the classing of it later, and he agrees with the seller 
that the ultimate settlement is to be determined on the basis of 
such later classing. 

Shippers a n d  The i r  Operations.-The bulk of the American 
crop-perhaps 80% of it-normally passes from the growers and 
the first hands in the country markets to a class of operators 
known as shippers. That portion of the crop which is not handled 
by the shippers is bought from the growers or other first hands by 
mills in the cotton groning areas or is handled by the cotton 
growers' co-operative associations. Most of the shippers have 
their head offices in the larger interior markets or in the port 
markets They are generally organized as unincorporated, part- 
nership firms, and there are roughly 300 such firms. 

The shippers are the domestic and international merchants of 
the United States cotton trade, and they render the broad mer- 
chandising services required for the distribution of American cot- 
ton to domestic and foreign mills. They buy cotton in lots of 
mixed qualities from growers and country dealers, classify the cot- 
ton in those mixed lots and put it  up in lots of uniform qualities, 
and sell the cotton in even-running lots to domestic spinners, for- 
eign importers, and foreign spinners. They compress the relatively 
large, loosely packed country bales into smaller, tightly packed 
bales for economical transportation, and have the cotton moved 
over land and over seas to points specified by those to whom 
they sell. They solicit sales of American cotton in foreign mar- 
kets in competition with those who offer foreign growths. They 
carry millions of bales of American cotton-storing, financing, 
and insuring it-from the time when growers and other first hands 
sell it to the time when domestic and foreign spinners and foreign 
importers will buy it. They make forward sales to spinners and 
foreign importers, often for periodical deliveries running a year 
or more ahead and from crops not grown when the sales are made. 
As will be seen later, the shippers utilize the futures markets 
extensively to protect themselves from losses arising from ad- 
verse price changes on unsold cotton which they carry in stock 
and on uncovered forward commitments. 

Shipping firms differ greatly in scope of operations, form of 
organization, and volume of business. The very large firms buy 
all over the belt and sell in all parts of the world where Ameri- 
can cotton is used. Moderate-sized firms generally buy in only 
certain sections of the belt-perhaps three or four States-and 
while they may endeavour to sell in all or most of the principal 
cotton consuming countries they do the bulk of their business in 

certain sections of the world spinning industry, such as the United 
States, Great Britain, certain countries of the Continent, or the 
Orient. Small firms usually buy in only very limited territories, 
some of them only within a radius of IOO to zoomi., and they sell 
only to domestic mills or to .buyers in only one or two foreign 
markets. The annual volume of business per shipping firm ranges 
all the way from perhaps 5,000 bales or less to  ~,ooo.ooo to 2,000,- 
ooo bales or more. One cotton shipping firm has been known to 
turn over approximately 3,000,000 bales in one season, but that 
was in the days before the United States reduced its output. 

Sel l ing in Domestic M i l l  Marke ts  a n d  Fore ign  Markets .  
-The shippers sell cotton to domeslic mills chiefly through inde- 
pendent brokers or through their o

w

n selling agencies in the mill 
markets. The brokers sell cotton for the shippers on a commis- 
sion basis. Some of them also buy some cotton from growers and 
local dealers in nearby towns and sell such cotton to the mills on 
their own account. The selling agencies for some of the large ship- 
pers operate more or less as independent shipping organizations, 
buying cotton in country markets in the territories in which they 
operate and selling such cotton to the mills. In  New England mill 
markets much cotton is handled by local firms which operate as 
quick-turnover dealers. Such dealers buy cotton from the shippers 
and sell i t  to  the mills on their own account, but do not carry 
stocks. In  the important domestic mill markets there are selling 
agencies of the cotton growers' co-operative associations. The 
manufacturers generally buy cotton at  their mill offices 

American cotton is merchandised in foreign markets in several 
different ways, but these may be summarized briefly. In  Liver- 
pool there are three main classes of cotton dealers, namely, c.i.f. 
agents, importing merchants, or importers, and mill buying brok- 
ers. The c.i.f. agents are intermediaries between the exporting 
shippers in the United States and the buyers in Liverpool, and as 
such they operate on a commission basis. The importing mer- 
chants, except those who have branch offices in the United States, 
buy American cotton chiefly through the c.i.f. agents, and they sell 
chiefly to the spinners, operating as principals. The mill buy- 
ing brokers buy cotton for the spinners, on a commission basis. 
Some large American shippers have their own affiliated importing 
organizations in Liverpool. At Le Havre there are c i.f. agents, im- 
porting merchants, local commission merchants, and local brokers. 
The local commission merchants buy from the importers, chiefly 
on orders from spinners, for commissions. The local brokers act 
as intermediaries between the merchants. At Bremen there are 
c.i.f. agents, local importing merchants, and German importing 
firms which are affiliated with exporting shippers in the United 
States. In  Milan most American cotton is handled by selling 
agencies of exporters in the United States. I n  Osaka a very large 
portion of the American cotton imported is handled by Japanese 
firms which have buying agencies in the United States Most of 
the rest of it  is handled by the selling agencies of large exporting 
shippers in the United States. 

Trad ing  in Futures.-The trading in American cotton in the 
futures markets-chiefly on the New York Cotton Exchange, the 
New Orleans Cotton Exchange, and the Liverpool Cotton Ex- 
change-runs parallel with and supplements the trading in the spot 
markets, as the latter has just been described. The essential func- 
tion of these futures markets is to provide media through which 
handlers of American cotton, including shippers in the United 
States, growers' co-operative associations, foreign importers. and 
domestic and foreign spinners, may carry stocks of cotton or 
make commitments for the forward sale of cotton without incur- 
ring risks of large losses through adverse price changes. The cot- 
ton futures markets are used, also, by handlers of cotton yarns and 
cotton cloths to obtain similar protection against losses from 
sdverse price changes on stocks and forward sales of such cotton 
manufactures. By reducing the risks of large losses from price 
changes, the futures markets make i t  possible for those who handle 
cotton and cotton manufactures to operate more economically, 
as well as more safely, and thus they reduce the margins between 
the prices received by the growers for their raw cotton and the 
prices paid by ultimate consumers for cotton goods. 

The trading method by which handlers of cotton and cotton 
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manufactures obtain protection from losses arising from adverse 
price changes through operations in the futures market-a method 
used in many of the great commodity trades of the world-is 
called "hedging." The fundamental principle of hedging, in deal- 
ings in any commodity, is the establishment of an even or balanced 
market position by a sale for future delivery on a futures ex- 
change against an unsold holding of the commodity or by a pur- 
chase for future delivery on a futures exchange against an uncov- 
ered forward sale of the conlmodity in merchandising channels. 
Hedging operations in any commodity trade are based on the fact 
that there is a substantial degree of parallelism between price 
movements in the futures markets and price movements in the 
spot markets. There is necessarily this high degree of parallelism 
between the price movements in the two classes of markets since 
any great divergence between them urould lead traders to buy in 
the markets of one class and sell in the markets of the other class, 
and make or call for deliveries against such transactions, and such 
trading would bring the prices in the two classes of markets back 
to normal relationship with each other. 

If a cotton shipper carries a stock of cotton without having 
on his books a forward sale of a quantity equal to that stock, 
he is obviously not in a balanced market position. H e  runs the 
risk of incurring a loss on the stock by having to sell it later 
a t  a lower price in the event of a decline of market values for 
cotton. In  the absence of an opportunity to sell the cotton ad- 
vantageously to a spinner or other buyer in a spot market, the 
shipper achieves a balanced market position by making a sale of 
an equivalent quantity of cotton for future delivery in a futures 
market. When he does so, he, in the parlance of the cotton trade, 
hedges his holding. On the other hand, if a shipper makes a 
forward sale of cotton to a spinner without having in hand a 
quantity of cotton equal to the quantity that he sells, he is ob- 
viously not in a balanced market position. He runs the risk of 
incurring loss by having to pay a higher price for the cotton, 
when he buys it, in consequence of an advance in cotton values, 
than the spinner agreed to pay him If.  in the absence of an op- 
portunity to  buy the cotton advantageously in a spot market, the 
shipper buys an equivalent quantity in a futures market, for 
future delivery to himself, it is said that he "hedges" his sale 
to the spinner. 

A shipper who hedges a holding of cotton by making an equiva- 
lent sale for future delivery in a futures market does not as a rule 
deliver his holding on the sale contract in that market. He sub- 
sequently sells his holding to a spinner or other buyer in a spot 
market, and on doing so he buys in the futures market the same 
quantity as he previously sold there. Since his futures market 
commitments balance, he neither makes nor receives delivery in 
the futures market. A shipper who hedges an uncovered forward 
sale of cotton to a spinner by buying an equivalent quantity of 
cotton for future delivery to himself in a futures inarket does not 
as a rule take delivery on his purchase contract in the futures 
market. H e  subsequently buys in a spot market the cotton that 
he has to  deliver to the spinner, and on doing so he sells in the 
futures market the same quantity as he previously bought there. 
Since his futures market commitments balance, he neither receives 
nor makes delivery in the futures market. 

In  both cases, the transactions in the futures market protect 
the shipper from large losses arising from broad price movements 
which are adverse to him with respect to his transactions in the 
spot markets, for broad price movements which are adverse to the 
shipper with respect to his transactions in the spot markets are 
favourable to him with respect to his transactions in the futures 
market, and hence he derives from his transactions in the futures 
market profits mhich approximately offset his losses from his 
transactions in the spot markets. If the broad price movements 
are favourable to the shipper with respect to his transactions in 
the spot market, they are adverse to him with respect to his trans- 
actions in the futures market. and under those circumstances the 
shipper incurs a loss in the futures inarket which largely offsets 
his profit in the spot markets, but the shipper who hedges gives 
up opportunities for large profits in order to avoid the risks of 
large losses. Eroadly speaking, and on an average, the losses in- 

curred by the shipper in one type of market do not fully offset the 
profits that the shipper realizes in the other type of market. 
In each transaction the shipper endeavours so to operate that 
his profits from one market will be greater than his losses from 
the other market, and if he succeeds in doing this he realizes 
a net profit. He does this, so far as he can, by buying cotton 
in the country markets a little lower relative to  the price a t  
which he sells in the futures market than he sells cotton to the 
spinners relative to  the price at  which he buys in the futures 
market. 

An illustration of a hedging operation by a shipper will make 
the matter clearer. I t  may be assumed that in October of a given 
year a shipper buys a certain lot of cotton in a country market 
for 10.00 cents a pound. Since, it is assumed, he cannot find a 
spinner buyer for that cotton immediately, he sells an equal 
quantity of cotton in a futures market-such as the New York 
Cotton Exchange-for delivery in the following March, the price 
in his futures sale contract being Io. jo  cents. Thus the shipper 
buys the cotton for o.jo cent a pound less than the price that he 
realizes for the March delivery which he sells in the futures mar- 
ket. The following January, it may be assumed, the shipper finds 
a spinner who will buy the cotton that he is carrying, but a t  that 
time the market price for the cotton is only 8 2  j cents. The mar- 
ket price for illarch deliveries in the futures market, it may be as- 
sumed, is 8.00 cents. The shipper sells the cotton to the spinner 
for 8 . 2  j cents a pound, and on doing so he buys the same quantity 
of cotton in the futures market for 8.00 cents a pound. Thus the 
shipper sells the cotton for o 2 j cent a pound more than the price 
that he pays for the March delivery in the futures market. 

The shipper lost 1.75 cents a pound, before costs, on the cotton 
transactions in the spot markets, since he bought the cotton in 
the country market for 10 oo cents and he sold it to the spinner 
for 8 . 2 5  cents. If it be assumed that his costs for compressing, 
transporting, storing, insuring, financing, and handling the cotton 
totaled 0.60 cent a pound, the shipper lost a total of 2 . 3 j  cents a 
pound on the cotton. However, the shipper realized a profit of 
2 .  jo  cents a pound on the transactions in the futures market, since 
he sold the March delivery for 10.50 cents and bought i t  for 8 oo 
cents. Hence, he realized a net profit of o I j cent a pound. I t  is 
to be understood that, in this case, as usually, the shipper neither 
made nor received delivery of cotton in the futures market, since 
his initial sale of cotton for March delivery was subsequently off- 
set by his purchase of cotton for March delivery. 

Spinners use the cotton futures markets extensively for hedging 
their holdings of cotton, yarn and cloth, and their forward 
sales of yarn and cloth, buying and selling in those markets to  
protect themselves from losses on such holdings and such commit- 
ments. However. the spinners utilize the futures markets to a 
much greater extent in an indirect manner, namely, by buying 
their cotton "on call," rather than "at fixed price." When a spin- 
ner buys cotton from a shipper on call, the absolute price is not 
agreed upon at  the time of such purchase. Agreement is reached 
only on the point that the price is to be a certain premium on 
or a certain discount off the price of a given future delivery 
in a given futures market, and the shipper gives the spinner the 
right to establish the absolute price by applying that premium 
or that discount to the price of that future delivery prevailing 
a t  any time within a specified period. For example, a spinner 
may buy a certain quality of cotton from a shipper for a premium 
of o jo cent a pound on the l\llrch delivery on the New York 
Cotton Exchange, and if the spinner applies that premium when 
the March delivery is selling for 9.50 cents the absolute price of 
the cotton is fixed at  10.00 cents. The bulk of the American crop 
is merchandised to spinners by such pricing method. Shippers can 
sell cotton in this way because they hedge their operations in the 
futures markets, and so they protect themselves from large losses 
arising from price declines. 

In  the merchandising of cotton-non-American as well as Amer- 
ican-the futures markets are fully as important as the spot mar- 
kets The pricing of cotton is, in fact, largely centrecl in or 
based on the futures markets, and buyers and sellers of cotton 
and cotton goods throughout the world accept the prices estab- 
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lished on those markets as measures of world values of the staple 
This is so because the futures markets are free, open markets on 
which converge all of the forces of supply and demand for cotton 
from all quarters of the globe. Trading by hedgers on these mar- 
kets is necessarily supplemented by trading by speculative opera- 
tors, for speculators are needed to assume the price risks from 
which the hedgers free then~selves by their hedging. The specula- 
tive traders endeavour to  forejudge future changes in supply and 
demand conditions and operate accordingly, and to the extent that 
they correctly anticipate future conditions their operations tend 
to smooth out the cotton price movement. By inter-market 
straddling, the speculators also help to keep the various cotton 
markets of the world in sound relationship to one another. In 
brief, the cotton futures markets utilize speculation-inherent in 
the cotton trade under any merchandising system-in such a man- 
ner that it serves the interests of the trade, thereby making it 
possible for cotton to be merchandised more economically and 
more safely and making cotton prices more continuously and more 
fully responsive to world supply and demand conditions. 

~ I B L I O C R A P H Y . - R ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~  of United States Department of Agricul- 
ture; Cotton Yearbooks o f  the New York Cotton Exchange; Alston 
Hill Garside, Cotton Goes to Market ( 1 9 3 5 ) .  (A. H. GE.) 

111. COTTON SPINNING AND MANUFACTURE 

A. INVENTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
During thousands of years the spinning of yarn and the u7eav- 

ing of cloth persisted as a manual operation. At the outset primi- 
tive appliances were used which through the centuries were 
developed and refined until highly productive and efficient devices 
were evolved. Their proper employment was still dependent on 
the skill and manipulation of the operator and, therefore, pro- 
duction remained comparatively small. From India and Asia the 
knowledge of the manipulation of cotton to produce yarn or 
thread spread throughout Europe. Legend has it that the Indian 
spinners could produce a yarn of such extreme fineness that when 
woven into a piece of muslin the fabric could easily be passed 
through a ring. Although perhaps not so fine as the legendary 
fabric a piece of muslin brought from India about the year 1786 
proved conclusively that the hand workers of that country could 
produce a yarn and fabric of exquisite fineness. Comparing the 
yarn with the standards of to-day the counts were 2j0s. Cotton 
counts are estimated in the following way: if one hank or skein 
of cotton yarn weighs 11b. avoirdupois then the counts of the 
yarn are IS. So that where the counts of yarn are 250s it  follows 
that 250 hanks of 84oyd. each hank, weigh one pound. Approxi- 
mately the length of rlb. of this yarn would be rrgmi., which will 
give an idea of its extreme fineness. 

I t  is certainly true that even if this excellence of manipulation 
was not passed on from India to Europe the spinners and weavers 

F I G .  4.- DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING.  FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. T H E  THREE 
MAIN OPERATIONS:  T H E  DIVISION O F  THE W A R P  Y A R N S ,  T H E  INSERTION 
O F  T H E  W E F T  OR FILLING Y A R N S .  A N D  T H E  B E A T I N G - U P  OF T H E  LAST 
W E F T  YARN T O  T H E  " FELL O F  CLOTH" 

of the mediaeval ages possessed considerable ability as is evi- 
denced by the fabrics that have been preserved from that period 
Time occupied in the production of fabric must have been an 
important factor. Certainly the operatives worked much longel 
hours and were satisfied with much less return for their labour 
I t  is well to remember that at the outset cotton clothing did not 

altogether find favour and the extension of its use was slow. 
Linen and woollen fabrics were more in demand. 

H a n d  Appliances.-Crude forms of spinning wheels were 
used by the Indian spinners and most certainly the principle of 
construction was maintained until such wheels were deposed by 
power-driven mechanism. Similarly there are early examples of 
hand looms which in character and appearance resemble cIosely 

F I G .  5.- DIAGRAM S H O W I N G  T H E  LENGTHWISE O R  W A R P  Y A R N S ,  T H E  
FELL O F  CLOTH OR F A B R I C  P R O P E R .  A N D  T H E  S H U T T L E  C O N T A I N I N G  
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those that were in general use during the early part of the 18th 
century. 

By 1800, however, new types of spinning machines developed in 
England had superseded the spinning wheel and power looms had 
begun to replace hand looms. Spinning and weaving mills had 
been built and put into operation. The textile industry had been 
born. 

To appreciate fully the changes effected by the inventions of 
textile machinery in the 18th century it is necessary to under- 
stand the machinery then existent. The spinning wheel had been 
improved but still remained a manually operated device. I t  is 
recorded that in 1519 Leonardo da Vinci invented a flyer which. 
consisting of a n shaped device the legs of which extended on 
either side of the spinning spindle, facilitated the operations of 
twisting and winding the thread on the said spindle. Also, in 
1530 there is a record of Johann Jurgen making a wooden flyer. 
Later the Brunswick spinning wheel was invented in 1533. From 
that date onwards it  is conceivable that improvement follo~ved 
advancement in craftsmanship and knowledge until we come to 
the quite excellent spinning wheels of the early days of the 18th 
century. 

Weaving Operations.-The hand loom had also been refined 
although in principle it remained the same as that used in the 
4th and 5th centuries. Essentially there are three main operations 
in weaving. They are the division of the warp or lengthwise yarns 
of the fabric so the weft or filling yarns may be interwoven 
crosswise between them; the insertion of the weft or filling; 
xnd the beating up of the last inserted weft yarn to the "fell 
of the cloth" or the fabric proper. Simple diagrams illustrate 
this point (fig. 4). The warp or lengthwise yarns are wound 
on a beam or roller and are drawn forward, being divided by lease 
rods before they pass through the eyes of guides known as healds 
3r heddles. Each heald frame supports a number of cords or wires 
~ntermediate in the length of which is an eye through which an 
individual yarn is drawn. By raising one heald frame and lower- 
ing the other, division of the warp yarns is secured. What is 
termed a shed is formed, and through this opening the shuttle con- 
taining the weft or filling is passed from side to side. When 
this has been accomplished, the weft yarn is forced or beaten 
up to the fell of the cloth by means of a closed comb, or reed 
juitably supported, and between the teeth of which the individual 
warp yarns pass. There are other secondary motions in weaving, 
such as winding up the woven cloth, but of primary motions 
there are but three. 

I t  will be readily conceived that a simple method of operating 
the heald is that shown in the line illustration herewith (fig. 6) .  
The upper heald frames are connected together by a strap or 
cord passing over or attached to a revolvable roller. The lower 
heald frames are connected to treadles. By depressing one 
treadle, one heald frame is lowered and the other raised in ordrr 
to divide the warp yarns. Modifications and additions were made 
to hand looms in order to secure greater variety of weave than the 
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tain villages and small townships oif  anc cash ire. I n  fact, very 

1 much as  it  is to-day, the Manchester of those days was a trading 

simple plain cloth which was the original product. But up to 1733 
the method of passing the shuttle carrying the weft from one side 
of the warp to the other by hand still obtained. I t  was in that year 
that John Kay invented his "flying" shuttle and inaugurated that 
great inventive e ~ o c h  which before the end of the century was to  

rather than a man;facturing centre. I n  the villages surrounding 
Bolton and Rochdale the weavers had their habitation and their 
looms. They secured yarn from the factors or merchants, who 
took in return the cloth they wove and paid to them the difference. 
I t  is no doubt true that some of the weavers were independent 
workers and after having bought their own yarn and woven i t  into 
cloth could afford to  wait for their returns until they sold the prod- 
uct. Merchants had their own weavers working for them, although 
such weavers were probably not all in one village or town. Figures 
are available which show what wages were paid to  men, women 
and children about 1750 The return varied, but a man on the 
average earned about 6s. a week. A woman averaged slightly less, 
about js. 6d. per week, while children earned an average of 2s. 6d. 
These were weavers. Among spinners-who were mostly women- 
the wages earned varied from 2s. to js. per week and girls from six 
to 12 years of age could earn from IS. to  IS. 6d. per week. The 
following figures give the imports of cotton "wool" (as it  was then 
termed) into England during the early years of the 18th century: 

the state of the industry fully to appreciate the effect of Kay's in- 
vention and the later developments which were so considerable. 
There was quite an organized industry in existence in  the early 
part of the 18th century. In  Manchester, England, there were 
factors or merchants who bought largely the fabrics made in cer- 

Year. lb. Year. lb. 
1701. 1,985,868 17 20. 1,972,805 
1710. 715,008 I 730. 1,545,472 

An interesting comparison can be made here between the imports 

- - -- 

F IG.  6.- DIAGRAM S H O W I N G  METHOD O F  OPERATING HEALD OR HEDDLE 
The upper heald frames are connected by a cord passing over a roller, and 
the lower frames connected to  treadles. By depressing one treadle, one 
heald frame is raised and the other lowered, separating the warp yarns for 
the passage of the shuttle, carrying the weft from one side to the other 

revolutionize the whole of the cotton industry of England and 
eventually of the world. 

Kay's "Fly" Shuttle.- It will be appreciated that the method 
of operation of "picking" described above was slow. Kay's inven- 
tion was of great value and will be more readily appreciated from 
examination of the illustration (fig. 7). To  the lathe, now called 
slay or lay, Kay added two small boxes, one on either side, the 
lower face of the boxes being in correct alignment with the race 
board or upper face of the lathe. These boxes were for the recep- 
tion of the shuttle, and, in each, spindles were fixed. On each 
spindle a piece of wood or leather was threaded, this being known 
as a picker. The tm70 pickers were connected together with fly 
cords which the weaver when a t  work held in his hand by a small 
handle, called in the old days a fly pin. I t  will be readily under- 
stood that a shuttle having been placed in one box, by a sharp 
jerk or flick of the fly pin in a direction across the loom the weaver 

I 1 I 

FIG. 7.- KAY'S FLY S H U T T L E  S H O W I N G  PARTS,  INVENTED I N  1733 BY 
J O H N  KAY 

could project the shuttle through the shed from box to box. The 
right hand being wholly used for the purpose, the left hand was 
free to operate the lathe to beat up the weft, thus materially 
increasing the speed of weaving and naturally increasing pro- 
duction. 

State of the Industry.- It is essential a t  this point to consider 

of I 730 and-19.17 which will demonstrate clearly the enormous 
development of the industry. I n  the former year as shown 1,545,- 
4721b. of all sorts of cotton were imported into Great Britain; in 
1937 the amount was approximately 16,000,000,000 pounds. 

Effect of Kay's Invention.-Kay was a luckless inventor. As 
has been stated the weaver by using the fly shuttle could increase 
the production of the loom. Fearing that through this increase 
they would be thrown out of employment the weavers rose and 
attacked Kay's house, all his machines and effects being destroyed. 
H e  emigrated to France, where he eventually died. Kay's inven- 
tion did not put the weavers out of work, but it  did bring about a 
shortage in yarn supply. The hand spinning wheels were not able 
to cope with the demand made upon them, and although in 1761, 
I 76 j and I 767 a number of inventions were introduced which were 
intended to improve their productive capacity, there was still a 
shortage of yarn for the weavers. The time was undoubtedly ripe 
for the production of a mechanical spinning device which ~vould be 
a t  least semi-automatic in its action and operation. 

Principles  of Spinning.-To appreciate fully what was re- 
quired from the inventor it is essential to understand the principles 
of cotton spinning and what is involved. From a matted mass of 
material-individual fibres which are lying in all directions-it is 
necessary, in order to produce yarn, first to arrange the fibres in 
parallel order, and secondly to reduce the number of fibres to the 
cross-section t o  such a degree that a comparatively fine yarn may 
be spun. The manual operative spinner drew the fibres out by hand 
as the revolving spindle twisted them and then allowed the twisted 
yarn to wind round the spindle. 

I t  is curious that the inventors who attacked the problem of 
finding improved methods of spinning did not a t  the outset concern 
themselves with the earlier or preparation machines; that is, those 
which open out the matted mass of fibre, clean it and to a certain 
extent parallelize the fibres. Their efforts were directed to finding 
a machine that would give them an increased production over the 
best hand spinning wheels then in existence. There is evidence of 
considerable inventive activity throughout England from 1740-50 
and undoubtedly in many directions men were busily engaged in 
experimental work. Considerable controversy has since arisen as 
to who really invented many of the mechanisms which have been 
embodied in cotton spinning machinery from that time. News 
would travel slowly owing to the inadequate transport facilities 
and there can be no doubt that a number of men were working 
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along precisely similar lines. 

T h e  E a r l y  Inventors.-At this date it matters little whether 
Wyatt or Lewis Paul invented the method of drafting or attenuat- 
ing by the use of rollers. The invention is credited to the latter 
and it  was in 1738 that he took out his patent. His invention was 
of extreme importance because it made the subsequent machines 
of Hargreaves, Arkwright and Crompton possible. Lewis Paul's 
omrn words extracted from his patent specification explain his 
invention quite clearly: 

"The ~vooll or cotton being thus prepared, one end of the mass, 
rope, thread or sliver, is put betwixt a pair of rowlers cillinders or 
cones or some such movements, which being turned round by their 
motion, draws in the raw mass of wool1 or cotton to be spun, in 
proportion to the velocity given to such rowlers, cillinders or 
cones; as the prepared mass passes regularly through or betwixt 
those rowlers, cillinders or cones a succession of other rowlers, cil- 
linders or cones moving proportionably faster than the first, draw 
the rope, thread or sliver into any degree of fineness which may 
be required." 

Here we have in a few words the whole principle of drafting or 
attenuating the sliver or untwisted rope of fibres in order to reduce 
the number of such fibres in the cross-section and thus enable the 
spinning of a yarn of comparative fineness. The invention was 
the first real step towards emancipation from the production of 
yarn by hand. 

Hargreaves'  Invention.- There is some doubt about the exact 
date of Hargreaves' invention of the spinning jenny. Baines, in 
his History of the Cotton Manz~jacture, gives it  as his opinion that 
the machine was invented in 1764. As he points out, Hargreaves, 
who was only a weaver a t  Stand Hill near Blackburn, had to work 
hard for his living and no doubt spent years in perfecting his 
machine. 

I t  was both perfected and proved when Hargreaves went to 
Nottingham in 1768, which somewhat discredits Arkwright's state- 
ment that the machine was first invented in 176 7. I t  is interesting 
to note that Hargreaves is said to have received the original idea 
of his machine from seeing a one-strand hand-spinning machine 
overturned on the floor, when both the wheel and the spindle con- 
tinued to revolve. The spindle was thus thrown from a horizontal 
to  a vertical position and the thought seems to have struck him 
that if a number of spindles were placed upright several strands 
might be spun at  once. The illustration herewith (fig. 8) will 
assist the following description. A frame was made in one part of 

FIG. 8.-HARGREAVES' SPINNING JENNY. INVENTED I N  1764, WHICH WAS 
THE ATTEMPT SEVERAL STRANDS OF YARN AT ONCE, AND 
CONTAINING ALL THE ELEMENTS, EXCEPT ROLLERS. OF THE MODERN 
SPINNING MULE, BUT OPERATED BY HAND 

which were placed rovings in a row, and in another part a row of 
spindles. The rovings, when extended to the spindles, passed be- 
tween two horizontal bars of wood forming a clasp which opened 
and shut in a like manner to a parallel ruler. When pressed to- 
gether the clasp or clamp held the strands fast. A certain portion 
of roving being extended from the spindles to the wooden clasp, 

the latter was closed and was then drawn along the horizontal 
frame to a considerable distance from the spindles, by which the 
strands were lengthened out and reduced, as Baines says, "to the 
proper tensity." 

The spinner's left hand was occupied in this work, while his 
right hand turned a wheel 11-hich, by a band, rotated a roller. Pass- 
ing round the roller were a number of endless bands which also 
passed round a whorl or wharve on the spindles, thus driving the 
latter. The roving was thus spun or twisted into yarn and by 
return of the clasp to its original position and letting down a 
presser or guiding wire, the yarn was wound upon the spindle. The 
presser, or, as it  is termed to-day, faller mire, is of importance. I t  
maintained the yarn during the twisting process a t  the tip of the 
spindle. I t  will be appreciated that the latter, revolving rapidly, 
would have a tendency to wind up the material, but as the yarn is 
held at  the tip, i t  constantly slips off the said tip and thus twisting 
takes place. In  Hargreaves' machine you have practically the ele- 
ments of the present-day mule, the operations being manually per- 
formed and not mechanically. The machine is an intermittent 
drafter, twister and winder-on much as the mule is to-day. I t  
might be observed that no rollers for drafting were employed by 
Hargreaves and also that rollers not only reduce the number of 
fibres to the cross-section, but also, owing to their differences in 
rate of speed, parallelize the fibres passing through them. 

Arkwright 's  Invention.-Arkwright, in the "case" he pre- 
sented to parliament stated that "after many years intense and 
painful application he invented, about the year I 768, his present 
method of spinning cotton, but upon very different principles from 
any invention that had gone before it." Arkwright knew of Paul's 
invention and utilized the idea in a modified form. His spinning 
machine (fig. 9) comprised a drum or x~heel which was driven 
by a horse, subsequently through the medium of a water wheel and 
bevel gearing-hence the name water frame. A belt conveyed the 
motion of the wheel to  the whole machine. A vertical shaft con- 
nected to the small drum drove the wheel and through it the four 
pairs of rollers. The part of the roller through which the cotton 

AIRS OF ROLLERS 

ROLLER WHEEL 

VERTICAL SHAFT 

FLYER 

SPINNING BOBBIN 

DRUM 

RIVING WHEEL 

F I G  9.-ARKWRIGHT'S SPINNING FRAME, INVENTED ABOUT 1768 
The wheel was driven by a horse, the motion being conveyed to the whole 
machine. The rovings passed through the rollers and the strands were twisted 
between the last two rollers and the flyers 

passed, was covered with wood, the top roller with leather and the 
bottom one fluted. The pairs of rollers moved a t  different rates of 
speed. The rovings were arranged horizontally in the illustration 
and the strands passed through the rollers to  flyers having small 
wires on the side. The flyers were mounted on the spindles and 
wire yarn guides were fastened to their sides. The twisting of the 
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strand took place between the nip of the last pair of rollers and the 
yarn guide on the flyer. In  essence that is the principle of ring 
spinning to-day, the twist being inserted immediately the roving 
issues from the last pair of rollers, and whatever thick or thin 
places happen to be in the rovings such are twisted into the yarn, 
while in mule spinning the length of the dram or stretch is such and 
the operation of twisting is so distinct from winding-on that the 
thick places disperse through the yarn. That is the fibres in a 
thick place run along the other fibres and fill up the thin places. 

Crompton's "Mule."-Crompton practically combined Har- 
greaves' and Arkwright's invention and the cross was termed a 
'(mule." I t  is interesting to note how they name the frames Owing 
to the fact that the flyer of hrkwright's frame gave out a whistling 
sound like a thrush singing it was called a "throstle frame " I t  
was also called a "jack frame," and later, when operated by wa- 
ter power, it  was called a "water frame." Some writers have said 
that the word "mule" was applied to Crompton's invention be- 
cause it was a cross between the "jack7' and the "jenny"; others 
stated that it was because it spun yarn fine enough to be used 
in weaving muslin and that the original name was the "muslin" 
wheel, afterwards corrupted into "mule " 

I t  is inferred that he commenced to make his machine in 1774 
and completed it in 1779, combining principles of the tvio ear- 
lier inventions. For example, Crompton took Arkwright's system 
of spindles without bobbins, which in combination with the faller 
or presser wire gave the twist to the yarn. The said yarn in this 
type of machine is stretched and spun at  the same time as it was 
in Hargreaves', but the action is automatic and involves the stop- 
page of the rollers when a sufficient length of roving has been paid 
out. The most noteworthy feature of the machine invented by 
Crompton is the movable carriage which carries the spindles. The 
carriage was in Crompton's machine, drawn out for a distance of 
from jqin. to 56in. from the roller beam-this is known as the 
draw-in order to stretch and twist the yarn. I t  will be remem- 
bered Hargreaves moved his clasp out by hand, his spindles being 
stationary. When twisting is complete the carriage moves back 
towards the roller beam, the yarn winding on to the spindles in the 
process. 

I t  will be recognized that within a comparatively short time 
from 1738 to I 7 79, many considerable and far-reaching improve- 
ments had been made. The productive capacity of the spinner was 
multiplied many times, and. moreover, the quality of the yarn was 
immensely improved. I t  might be stated here that the alteration 
in movement of direction of the mule carriage had to be governed 
by hand. I t  was Roberts, in 1830, who invented the self-acting 
mule which removed the onus of government from the spinner and 
put it on the machine. 

P r e p a r a t o r y  Machines.-The cotton received in bale form is 
in a matted tangled condition, charged with dust, twig, broken 
leaf. broken seed and other foreign matter which must be removed 
before actual spinning c3n take place. The fibres must be cleaned. 
disentangled and arranged in parallel order to facilitate the produc- 
tion of yarn or thread. Crude hand-operated devices were origi- 
nally used, but with the advent of the spinning machinery it  was 
recognized that the enormously increased production capacity of 
such machines necessitated revolutionary changes in the prepara- 
tion processes. The invention of Lewis Paul rendered the produc- 
tion of,one important preparatory machine a comparatively easy 
matter and led also to the production of three others. The ma- 
chines referred to are the "drawing" or "drafting" frame which es- 
sentially comprises successive pairs of rollers running at  increased 
speeds, and the three subsequent machines known to-day as the 
"slubber," "intermediate" and "speeder," all of which embody the 
same idea. The object of such frames is to reduce the number of 
fibres to the cross-section and to parallelize them. A machine was 
devised to open the matted dirty cotton taken from the bale, such 
machine comprising a hopper or bin into which lumps of cotton 
were fed, and within which a roller having a number of projecting 
spikes was caused to revolve. The spikes came in contact with the 
cotton and tore it apart, while a strong air current induced by a 
powerful fan freed it from most of the dust and seed it  contained. 
I n  I 797. Snodgrass, then resident in Glasgow, invented a further 

cleaning machine which rt?nlains practically the same to-day. I t  
was termed a "scutcher" or "picker" and comprised three or four 
metallic blades revolving at  a speed of from 4,000 to 7,000 revolu- 
tions per minute. The material to be opened n-as presented to the 
rapidly revolving blades over the edge of a metallic feed plate, and 
as the cotton was broken up the dust, leaf, seed and other foreign 
matter was beaten out and dropped through grids into a dust 
chamber. A further machine of similar type was employed and 
with it n7as combined a lapping machine whereby the cotton in the 
form of an endless sheet was rolled round a central spindle or core. 
From the final scutcher the "lap," as it is termed. proceeds to  the 
carding engine or card. The early hand card consisted of brushes 
with short pieces of wire arranged at  a certain angle. The cotton 
n-as laid upon the back of one hand card while it was combed or 
brushed with the teeth of another. I t  was a simple evolution to 
increase the size of the cards to make one fixed and to suspend the 
other by a movable cord and pulley from the ceiling thus materi- 
ally increasing production. I t  was Lewis Paul in 1748 who con- 
ceived the idea of a rotary cylinder covered with card clothing or 
wire teeth and a set of stationary "flats" or strips of wood fitted 
with card clothing placed below the cylinder. This x7as the genesis 
of our present-day card, the chief difference being that the flats 
are now placed above the cylinder, are formed in an endless chain 
and travel a t  a slow rate of speed over the cylinder, which is run- 
ning at  a high rate of speed. 

R i n g  Spinning.-In 1828 Charles Danforth, of Paterson, 
N.J., and John Thorp, of Providence, R.I., took out separate 
patents on cap spinning devices. At present cap spinning is used 
only for worsted, but, when originally introduced. was used for 
cotton also. In  the same year Thorp was granted the first ring- 
spinning patent. The most important improvement made in ring- 
spinning was the invention of the traveller. There is some doubt 
as to who was the inventor of the traveller, but the first patent 
now available which shows the traveller in its present form was 
granted to Thorp in 1844. The invention of the ring and traveller 
resulted in a great saving in initial cost of construction of spinning 
machines, as well as in power as compared to the flier, and per- 
mitted much higher spinning speeds. In  the latter half of the 19th 
century many improvements were made in spinning machines, 
particularly in the types of spindles. In  the United States practi- 
cally all cotton yarn is now spun on ring frames. I n  Great Britain 
mules are still used to a greater extent than are spinning frames. 

Most important recent development in cotton spinning has 
been the introduction of high-draft or long-draft spinning. Sev- 
eral types of long-draft systems are now in use, the first success- 
ful method having been developed about 1904 by Fernando Casa- 
blanca~, of Sabadell. Spain. In  1938, less than 15 years after long- 
draft spinning had been introduced in the United States, approxi- 
mately 30% of the cotton spindles installed were operating on 
some system of long draft. 

In  conventional methods of cotton spinning the draft is in the 
range of 8 to I j: that is, in spinning roving into yarn, the strand 
is draan out or drafted to 8 to 15 times its original length. I n  
high-draft spinning, the usual draft is in the range of 15 to 30. 
The major advantage of high draft is that it permits a reduction 
in the number of preparatory operations previous to spinning and 
thus results in a saving in labour and equipment. 

Loom Development.-ifre come now to the invention of the 
power loom by Dr. Edmund Cartwright in 1786. Cartwright 
mechanized the operations of weaving as previously performed by 
hand. His early looms were not successful, but improvements were 
speedily made and eventually the power loom became a commer- 
cial and practical success. Continued use and the development of 
the machine industry brought about rapid and effective refinement 
of the loom and its development as a more accurate and precise 
weaving machine. I t  was not, however, until 1800 that the power 
loom was a definite commercial success, and it will be interesting 
at  this stage to examine the industry and indicate its position in 
regard to spindles and looms. 

E a r l y  Mi l l  Census.-It may be fairly assumed that by the year 
1811 the spinning mill of that time could be fitted with a full 
equipment of preparatory and spinning machinery. while the weav- 
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ing shed was provided with pourer loohs, practical and, in con 
parison with hand looms, highly productive. I t  was estimated th: 
in 1811 over 5.000,000 spindles were at  work of which 310,gc 
were of the Arkwright-or "throstle" frame-principle, while n 
fewer than 4,600,ooo were mule spindles of Crompton's inventio 
and there still remained a t  work 156,000 spindles of Hargreave 
"jenny" type. In  1820 the number of power looms at  work in En6 
land and Scotland was 14.500, but in 1829 the number had rise 
to jj,soO and in 1833 to ~oo ,ooo .  Hand loom weaving had by n 
means died out, for in 1834 before the Commons committee on th 
hand loom weaver it was stated that in Scotland alone there we! 
45,000 to jO,OOO of them at  work, and it  has been estimated t h ~  
a t  least 200.000 hand weavers were still a t  work in England. 

The first successful cotton mill in the United States was p~ 
into operation in the year 1790 in Pawtucket, R.I., under th 
management of Samuel Slater, a young Englishman. Up to 181 
weaving in the United States was largely a household industr! 
most of the mills confining their activities to spinning. In 181 
the-Waltham Company was formed, and on the Charles river a 
Waltham, Mass., was erected the first power-driven cotton mi 
in the world where all processes of manufacture of raw cotton int 
cotton cloth were carried out in the same structure. 

I n  the first half of the 19th century erection of cotton mill 
continued both in Great Britain and in the United States. Th 
early plants were built a t  locations where water power was avail 
able for driving the machines. 

Development by Watt of the steain engine permitted the builc 
ing of textile mills where water power was not available or inade 
quate, giving an impetus to cotton manufacturing in coastal loca 
tions; for example, in Fall River and New Bedford, Massachu 
setts. Again, textile manufacturers who originally ran their mill 
by water power installed auxiliary steam plants as the mills grel 
in size. 

Cotton mills were pioneers in the use of electricity for powei 
mills in Columbia and Pelzer, S.C., being driven exclusively b 
electric motors as early as 189j .  Some textile mills generate a 
their electric power; others purchase it from public utility corn 
panies; still others generate part of their power and purchase th 
rest. 

Effect of Machines o n  Operatives.-An endeavour will no1 
be made to trace the effect of machine production upon the oper 
atives, particularly in regard to their remuneration. In 1765 
Arthur Young examined the question of wages paid in England fo 
spinning and weaving cotton cloth. Men weavers received an av 
erage of 7s. 6d per week, women 6s. per meek, and childrei 
2s. 6d. per week. Quite a variety of goods were woven, the price 
naturally varying in accordance with the character and quality o 
the fabric. Spinners who were women and girls averaged abou 
3s. 6d. per week for the former and from I S .  to I S .  6d. for the lat 
ter. Daniels states that in 1800 the amount paid for weaving , 
piece of cambric which required a week for its performance wa 
25s. Later there was quite a decline, and by 1829 the price ha1 
fallen away to 5s. 6d. I n  1835 a certain quality of cambric 24yd 
long cost 6s. when woven on a hand loom and 2s. when woven 01 

a power loom. The difference between hand loom production anc 
that of the power loom was, even in these early days, mos 
marked, for the hand loom weaver could only produce one piece i 

week, while the power loom operator turned out four. 
Operat ives  Employed.- It was from 1835 onwards that w, 

have details of the operatives employed in cotton mills in t h ~  
United Kingdom, and the early figures are interesting. A com 
parison has been made between the years 1835, 1856, 1872, 1895 
1924, and 1936. 

R.Iale . . . . . . . . . 
Female . . . . , , . . . 

Totals . . . . . . . . 

Male and female under 13, 
half-timers . (per cent) 

Male 13 to 18 . 7 7 

Male over 18 . 3, 

Female over 13 . 9 7 

Totals . . . . . 

With regard to hours, an enquiry in 1819 in reference to  325 
cotton spinning mills showed that 98 n orked from 724 or 73;  t o  
82 or 93 hours a week, while the remaining 227 ran from 66 to 72 
hours a week. The pernicious system of farming out children in 
batches from the poorhouse was in existence, and in many cases 
where double shifts were in vogue, the children going off got into 
the same beds as those just awaking to work their turn. I t  was by 
an Act of 1844 that night work was killed because it made it  illegal 
for any operatives who were not adult males to  practise it. The 
large proportion of children and women essential to maintain the 
balance of effective operation were thus excluded and night work 
became commercially unremunerative. During the 19th century 
many acts were passed which were beneficial to the operatives. 
The age at  which children could commence work in the factory was 
constantly advanced. Finally we come to the more recent act 
which reduced the hours in cotton mills to 48. 

In  the United States, when the cotton spinning industry was 
first established, the employees-mostly children from 8 to 14 
years old-received from 80 cents to $1.40 a week. In 1817 weav- 
ers in Fall River were paid $2.j0 a week; work began a t  5 A.M. 
in summer and as soon as it was light a t  other times and stopped 
at  7:30 P.M. I n  1937 the average number of workers in the cotton 
manufacturing industry was 435,428; wages paid totalled $324,- 
083.030. On Oct. 24, 1939, a minimum wage of 324 cents per 
hour and a maximum work-week of 42hr. for the workers in the 
cotton industry were established under the so-called wage-hour 
law (Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938).  

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-F. Baines, "History of the Cotton Manuiacture in 
Great Britain" (vol. ii. of the History o f  the County Palatine . . . 
of  Lancaslzire, 1836) ; G. J. French, The Life and Tinzes o f  Samuel 
Crompton (3rd ed., Manchester, 1862); Sir S. J. Chapman, The 
Lancashire Cotton Industry (Manchester, 1904) ; J. and F. Nasmith, 
Recent Cotton Mill Construction and Engineering (3rd ed., London 
and Manchester, 1909) ; G. W. Daniels, The Early English Cotton 
Industry (Manchester, 1920); M .  de C. Crawford, The Heritage of 
Cotton (London and New York, 1924) ; G. Unwin, Sanzuel Oldknow 
and the Arkwrights (Manchester, 1924) ; L. S. Wood and A. Wilmore, 
The Romance o f  the Cotton Industry i n  England (Oxford, 1927) ; 
Official Record of the Annual Conference of the Textile Institute 
held in association of the Samuel Crompton Centenary Celebrations 
(June 1927); P. Walton, The Story of Textiles (1925); M. T .  Cope- 
land, The Cotton Manzlfactuving Industry o f  the United States (1923); 
H .  Dickson, The Story of King Cotton (1937) ; Jewkes and Gray, 
Wages and Labour in Cottoft Spinning (1935). (F. N.; W. W. CH.) 

1835 

13.2 
12.5 
26.4 
47.9 

218,0730 

B. THE WORLD'S COTTON SPINDLES 
The continuous growth of the population of the world and the 

improvement of the standard of living in most countries naturally 
produce an increase in the demand for cotton for clothing, home 
furnishings and for use in the products of industry. I t  is true 
that the competitive position of cotton is constantly subjected 
to greater and greater pressure by the products of chemistry, 
lamely, rayon and paper, but nevertheless cotton still holds its 
dace as the world's principal textile fibre and except for years of 
general business depression the use of i t  steadily expands. 

But this increase in the use of cotton has not resulted in any 
mcrease in the world's cotton spindles. In  fact spindleage equip- 
nent has shrunk. Every year between 1928 and 1938 witnessed a 
liminished number of spindles in place. Prior to 1928, however, 
ihere was a steady year to year growth in the world's cotton 
spindles. 

The contrast between expanding cotton consumption and de- 
:reasing cotton spindles is exhibited in Table VII. 

As can be seen from this table, the consumption of cotton 
was higher during the three years ended July 1939 than in any 
year during the preceding two decades, but the number of spindles 
in the world, after increasing between 1920 and 1928 from 153,- 
~56,000 to 165,103,000, declined steadily thereafter to 147,153,000 
m 1938. The decrease continued in 1939 for the reason that in 

1856 

6.5 
10.3 
27.4 
59.8 

379,300 

1872 ---- 
14.0 
8.0 

24.1 
53.9 ---- 

479,600 

1895 

5.8 
7.9 

27.6 
58.7 

538,900 



COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 
TABLE VI1.-Comparison of World Cotton Mill Consz~mption and 

Spindles in Place, 1913 and 1921 to 1939 Inclz~sive 

I world con- 
Cotton, 

Year 
Ended 
July 31 

153,0~6,000 
155,153,- 
157,075,000 
I j8,819,000 
161,363,000 
163,723,000 
164,5971000 
165,103,000 
164,211,ooo 
164,108,ooo 
162,278,000 
161,002,ooo 
157,755,- 
I 56,878,000 
153,778,- 
IS1>745,C'JO 
149,618,000 
147,153,000 

not available 

World's 
cotton 

spindlest 

sumption of 
cotton 

(equivalent 
478-lb; 
Bales) 

TABLE VIII. 

Total cotton Total ac- 

Bales 
pounds average) 

Bales 
consumed per 

spindle in 
place 

Average 
hours 

run per 
active 
spipdle 

in 
year 

Raw 
cotton 
proc- 

essed per 
spindle 
hour (in 
pounds) 

/ Source: United States Bureau of the Census. 

the cotton industry in the United States had in the 20 years 
prior to 1938, namely 1937 and 1927, are illuminating. I n  those 
two years, the output of cotton mills was almost identical, their 
processing of raw cotton amounting to 7,400,ooo bales in both 
years. But in 1937, the average running time per active spindle 
amounted to 3,970 hours and in 1927 to 3,209 hours. I n  other 
words, the 193 7 spindle ran nearly 259; more hours than the 1927 
spindle. Also, the 1937 spindle with its more rapid rate of produc- 
tion processed an average of .0381b. of cotton per spindle per 
hour against .034lb. in 1927. This is a production increase of 
12% due to greater efficiency alone, distinct from longer hours of 
operation. These fundamental changes can be more easily visual- 
ized in the comparison in Table VIII. 

The United Kingdom continued up to 1 ~ 3 9 ,  as it has since the 
I - - -  I 

Sources: *New York Cotton Exchange. ?International Federation ' I  industrial revolution, to  lead the world in cbtton spindleage equip- 
of Master Cotton Spinners, Rlanchester, England. ment. The United States was second and Japan third. Japan's 

position, however, was only slightly in advance of Germany, 
the United States there was a shrinkage in spindles between July 
1938 and Aug. 1939 of over I,IOO,OOO. One has to go back to 
1914 in order to find a year when the spindleage equipment of the 
world approximated the 1938 total. 

I t  is evident from the foregoing record that the 1938 cotton 
spindle produced much more than the spindle of 10 or 20 years 
earlier. There are several reasons for thls development, among 
them ( I )  longer hours of spindle operation, (2) substitution for 
the slow producing mule spindles of the faster producing ring 
spindles, and (3)  increasing speeds of the ring spindle. 

Conditions in the United States illustrate these changes. The 
adoption of the 40-hour work-week in 1933, as part of the Cotton 
Textile Code, caused a great many mills to run two shifts of 40  
hours in place of a single shift ranging from 48 to 60 hours a 
week. The natural result was longer hours of operation per 
spindle. 

Concrete figures that pertain to the two most active years that 

-- 
World 
Totalt I 

kussia, France and India. 
Table IX gives the distribution among the principal cotton 

manufacturing countries. 
The record below of nearly two decades brings out the shifts 

that have taken place in the distribution of world cotton spindles. 
I n  the United Kingdom, the number dropped from 58,692,000 in  
1920 to 36,879,000 in 1938, a loss of over 20,000,000 spindles. 
Similarly, in the United States the number dropped from a peak 
of 37,804,000 in I924 to 26,376,000 in 1938, a loss of over ~o ,ooo , -  
ooo spindles. On the other hand, cotton spindles in Japan in- 
creased over threefold betm-een 1920 and 1938 while in France and 
Germany the number has been almost stationary; India's increase 
was 50% during this period. Within the United States a decided 
change occurred between 1923 and 1938 in the concentration of 

. spindles as between different sections of the country. The number 
in the New England States decreased sharply; the number in the 
cotton growing States increased. The reasons generally ascribed 

T ~ B L E  1X.-Spindles i n  Place in tlze World's Cotton Mills, for Selected Cozcntrier, I9I3 and 1920-1938 Incluske. 
(Thousands of Spindles) 

+Including all other countries. fIncludes Austria. *F,qtimated. 
Source: International Federation of Master Cotton Spinners, U. S. Bureau of the Census. 

Switz- 
er- 

land 

1,398 

1,536 
1,531 
1,519 
1,513 
1,515 
1,517 
1,529 
1,518 
1,525 
1,504 
1,446 
1,381 
1,346 
1,303 
1,295 
1,265 
1,241 
1,269 
1,241 

-------- 
1,492 

1,572 
1,548 
1,630 
1,683 
1,741 
1,788 
1,854 
1,936 
2,070 
2,156 
2,172 
2,164 
2,156 
2,087 
2,106 
2,090 
2,009 
2,004 
1,986 

Cans- 
da 

855 

1 , 2 0 0  
1,100 

1,051 
1,076 
1,167 
1,319 
1,167 
1,153 
7,154 
1,240 
1,277 
1,276 
1,245 
1,240 
1,187 
1,155 
1,110 

1,108 
1,137 

Italy 

4,600 

4,515 
4,507 
4,560 
4,570 
4,j70 
4,771 
4,833 
5,086 
5,189 
5,210 
5,342 
5,397 
5,384 
5,336 
5,493 
5,483 
~ , 4 8 ~ *  
5,483* 
5,350 

India 

6,084 

6,690 
6,763 
6,871 
7,331 
7,928 
8,500 
8,510 
8,714 
8,703 
8,704 
8,907 
9,125 
9,312 
9,506 
9,572 
9,613 
9.7oj 
9,876 
9,731 

Spain 

2,000 

1,800 
1,806 
1.806 
1,813 
1,813 
1,813 
1,817 
1,873 
1,897 
1,875 
1,875 
2,070 
2,070 
2,070 
2,070 
2,070 
2,070 
2,070 
2,000 

July 
3 1 

1913 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
I935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

Poland 

1,322 

1,400 
I , I ~ I  

1,200 

1 , 2 0 0  

I , I O i  

1,172 
7,375 
1,372 
1,544 
1,557 
1,554 
1,555 
1,706 
1,818 
1,696 
1,688 
1,707 
1,693 
1,748 

France 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _  
7,400 

9,400 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,359 
9,428 
9,511 
9,567 
9,770 
9,880 

10,250 
10,350 
10,144 
10,144 
10,170 
10,157 
9.932 
9,783 
9,794 

Brazil 

1,200 

1,600 
1,521 
1,600 
l t ioo 
1,700 
1,950 
2,493 
2,593 
2,610 
2,750 
21775 
2,690 
2,690 
2,620 
2,702 
2,709 
2,712 
2,714 
2,725 

United 

Kit:- 

55,653 

58,692 
56,141 
56,605 
56,583 
56,750 
57,116 
57,286 
57,235 
57.136 
55,917 
55,207 
54,246 
51,891 
49,001 
45,893 
42,688 
41>391 
38,753 
38,897 

Czech- 
China Ger- 

I,OOO* 

1,600 
1,800 
2,248 
2,680 
3,300 
3,350 
3,436 
3,568 
3,504 
3,602 
3,829 
4,054 
4,285 
4,585 
4,680 
4,810 
5,010 
jP71 
4,300 

U S.S R. United 
States 

32,150 

35,834 
36,618 
36,946 
37,409 
37,804 
37,929 
37,586 
36,696 
35,540 
34,820 
34,025 
32,673 
31,709 
30,893 
30,942 
30,093 
28,147 
26,982 
26,376 

3,584 
3,583 
3,549 
3,508 
3,460 
3,471 
3,568 
3,629 
3,663 
3,673 
3,636 
3,638 
31622 
3,627 
3,627 
3,618 
3,562 
3,445 
3,330 

Japan 

2,300 

3,690 
4,127 
4,646 
41877 
4,825 
5,292 
5,573 
5,952 
6,272 
6,530 
7P72 
7,317 
7,798 
8,209 
9,115 
9,944 

10,867 
17,880 
12,550 

mal,y 

11,186 

9,400 
9,400 
9,500 
9,605 
9,464 
9,500 

10,480 
70,800 
11,153 
11,250 
11,070 
10,591 
10,233 
9,850 

10,109 
IO , IO~*  
IO , IO~*  
10,236 
11,074: 

7,668 

7,200 
7,200 
7,2oo* 
7,246* 
7,246* 
7,246* 
7,246* 
6,945 
7,311 
7.465 
7,612 
7,612* 
9,200* 
9,2oo* 
9,800* 
9,800* 
9,8oo* 

10,050 
IO,OSO* 
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TABLE X.-Spindles irc Place in New England and Colton Groze'ing 
staple cotton from that country is in the main, turning out fine 

r,-,-- I varns. 

for these changes have been lower cost of manufacture in the cot- 
ton growing States, easier access to raw cotton and lower taxes. 
The decline in New England and the expansion in the South are 
exhibited in Table X. 

in that country is engaged upon fine or coarse work. Table XI  
shows this division. 

Spindles on Egyptian cotton are included in Table XI  for 
the reason that any spindle, either ring or mule, running on long 

TABLE XI.-Cotton Spinning Spindles, by Types, Jzlly 31, 1936 
spindiks or less than I % of the total spindle's in the United States. 

(By percentage of all types) Japan had 37,000 mule spindles in 1928 or less than 1% of the 
total. Ten vears later the number was reduced to 0.000. 

The ring spindle is the more modern invention, and is more 
easily operated than the mule; as against the high degree of skill 
required by the mule spindle, the ring spindle may be operated by 
comparatively unskilled labour provided that supervision of su- 
periors is constant and close. 

There is, therefore, a fundamental difference between the cot- 
ton spindle equipment of the United Kingdom on the one hand 
and the United States and Japan on the other. Countries in which 
the cotton industry was established relatively early, such as the 
principal European countries, had in 1936 a substantial number 
of mule spindles, while in those areas where the industry's de- 
velopment occurred largely in the 20th century, the ring spindle 
is used almost exclusively. The United Kingdom's possession of 
more mule spindles than any other country in the world and its 
access to an abundant supply of long staple Egyptian cotton, 
which is especially suited to mule spinning, enables the United 
Kingdom to control the export market of the world for fine cot- 
ton yarns and fabrics made therefrom. 

At one time, the New England States had a substantial number 
of mule spindles. In  1914. they constituted 1 2 %  of the United 
States' total spindle equipment and 24% of New England's equip- 
ment. The number has dwindled every year since that date until 
in 1028. the New England States had onlv about 200.000 mule 

JLUbW 

(Thousands) 

Country or group 

Over 9 5y0 ring: 
Brazil . .  
China . .  
Denmark . 
Japan . .  
Mexico . . . . . .  

. . . .  United States 

From 95% to 85% ring: 
. . . . .  Canada 

India . . . . . .  
Sweden . . . . . . .  
Italy . . . . . .  
Hungary . 
Finland . . . .  

. . .  Othercountries*. 
Belgium . . . . .  

From 85% to 7 5% ring: 
Norway . . . . .  
Spain . . . . . .  

. . . .  Netherlands 
U . S . S . R .  . . . . .  

. . . . .  F r a n c e .  

From 75% to jo% ring: 
Yugoslavia . . . . .  
Po land .  . . . . .  
.%ustria . . . . . .  
Portugal . 

Below 70% rin?: 
Germany . . . . .  
S~vitzeriand . .  
Czechoslovakia . . , . 

. . .  United Kingdom 

. . . . .  .%llcountries 

*Almost entirely "new industrial" 

Source: United States Bureau of the Census. 

The general term "spindles" covers two basically different types 
of machinery-the ring spindle and the mule spindle. Generally 
speaking, it may be assumed that ring spindles produce the com- 
paratively coarser sizes of yarns and the mule the finer sizes. 
There are, of course, important exceptions to this generalization, 
for it is an established fact that ring spindles are producing some 
of the finest commercial sizes of cotton yarn. Nevertheless, the 
division of the spindles of any country between ring and mule will 
give a broad measure of the degree to which the cotton industry 

31 

1931 
1932 
'933 
'934 
I935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

Cotton 
(>ro-ing 
States 

16,458 
17,226 
17,635 
17,875 
18,169 
18,508 
18,848 
19,122 

f 

31 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

guia ,  Colombia, Greece, Rumania, Turkey). / Import Duties Act Inquiry, 1933 and 1934. YBombay Mill Owners' 
Source: Tnternationnl Cotton Bulletin, vol. xv., No. 57, Oct. 1936, pp. 1 Association. Figures for coarse counts include yarns made from cotton 

150-1 51. ' jvastes. !Includes unclassified cotton yarns produced for sale. 

New 
England 
States 

18,930 
18,576 
18,333 
17,946 
16,871 
15,463 
14,549 
'3,479 

Per cent of 
total 

New 
England 
States 

12,168 
11,374 
10,810 
1 ~ 2 5 ~ ~  

7,172 
6,773 

Per cent of total 
spinning  ti^^ 

cotton 
(ring or mule) 

. . 

. . 

. . 
9 
I 

4 

7 
5 

I 6 
I3 
2 2  

9 
I3 
5 

. . 
10 

2 

. . 
2 I 

21 

20  

17 
15 

14 
60 
2 0  

4 I 

Ring 

IOO 

IOO 

IOO 

loo 
99 
99 

94 
93 
93 
89 
88 
8 i  
86 
85 

83 
79 
78 
77 
76 

74 
73 
70 
70 

67 
67 

Cotton 
Growing 
States 

19,109 
19~138 
19,052 
' 9 ~ 3 '  

18,891 
18,798 

17 

countries (e.g., Argentina, Bul- 

Mule 
--- 

. .  

. .  

. .  

. .  
1 

1 

6 
7 
7 

11 

1 2  

13 
14 
'5 

I7 
2 1  
2 2  

23 
24 

26 
27 
30 
30 

33 
33 

I t  should'be said in this connection that the grejt bulk of the 
world's business in cotton goods is in the class of medium and 
coarse goods. Statistics indicative of the relative proportion of 

TABLE XI1.-Prod~l~t ion of Cotton Parits by  Counts i n  the Principal 
Manufactzbring Coz~ntries 

(In millions of lb.) 

1936 

*Bureau 
' Cotton Spinners' Alssociation. $Census of Production, 1930 and 1935; 

Medium 
(21s-40s) 

1, 203 
911 
904 

1,198 
(2 IS-42s) 

331 
454 

(z3s-44s) 
518 
561 
5 6 6  

Coarse 
(up to 20s) 

1,418 
1,107 
1,235 
1,722 

(up to 20s) 

631 
722 

(up to 22s) 
819 
803 
811 

5 7 

Department of Commerce. 

' 
1 

1,055 

+The Japan 

States* 
1929 

609 

Great 
Britain$ 

1930 
1933 
I934 
I935 

Indiaq 
1 930 
I933 
1934 
I935 

1931 
I935 
1937 

1930 
1933 

1934 
I935 
1936 -- 

389 

counts) 
-- 

2,906s 
2,217s 
2,327s 
3,125 

1,002 
1,230 

1,378 
134'3 
1943 2 

Fine 
(41s-80s) 

212 

168 
139 
181 

of Census, U. S. 

I,o3 J 

1,180 
1 , 2 0 1  

1,225 

86 7 
934 
975 

1,046 

Superfine 
(over 80s) 

13 
10 

10 

24 

(415-80s) 

I 83 
191 
178 
I77 

(up to 20s) (2 IS-40s) 

L-v-----~ 

808 
465 484 

499 
483 512 496 

(above 43s) 

40 
54 

(above 4 5s) 
41 
49 

- 5 5 
(over 80s) 

40 
40 
4 1 

4O- 
(up to 20s) 

521 
564 
568 
592 

(above 40s) 

24 
37 
42 
5 7 

(21s -40s) 

322 
333 
365 
397 
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BY COURTESY OF ( 1 - 5 )  S O U T H E R N  C O M B E D  Y A R N  S P I N N E R S  A S P O C I I I T I O N  (6) " T E X T I L E  W O R L D '  

OPERATIONS P R E L I M I N A R Y  T O  SPINNING 

1. Product of the card-known as sliver-in a combed yarn m i l l ,  as passed carded yarn 
ou t  of the sliver lap machine 4. Another type of comber 

2. The ribbon lap machine condenses six of the bands from the previous 5. The back of a drawing frame, showing six slivers of cotton being con- 
machine into one, preparatory to being combed densed into one 

3. The comber, which makes combed yarn distinct from the ordinary 6. Long-draft roving, the process which precedes spinning 



PLATE VI COTTON AND THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF ( 1 - 3 ,  5 )  " T E X T I L E  WORLD." ( 4 )  BARBER-COLMAN CO., ( b )  SOUTHERN C O M B E D  YARN SPINNERS ASSOCIATION;  PHOTOGRAPHER (I), COXE, G R E E N V I L L E .  SOUTH 
C I I R C L I N A  

EARLIER PROCESSES I N  COTTON M A N U F A C T U R E  

1. Long-draft cotton spinning, a late development i n  the spinning process 5. Slashers, on which the warps are run through a sizing compound t o  glve 
2. High-speed winders them added strength on the looms 

3. A high-speed spooler and warper 6. Drawing-in. Here the warp threads are drawn ~ n t o  the heddies prepara- 

4. Warpers running at 900yd. per minute from automatic-spooler creels 
tory t o  the weaving process 
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coarse, medium and fine yarn produced-available for four im- 
portant countries-are shown in the Table XII .  

Great Britain and the United States produce about an equal 
quantity of fine yarn but the former exports a very important 
part of its fine yarn whereas practically all of the latter's fine 
yarn is used for knitting and weaving. Japan and India likewise 
are evenly matched in the fine yarn field. 

Although there has been, as observed in a foregoing tabulation, 
a steady decline in the number of spindles in the United States, 
it should be said that a certain amount of new installation goes 
on continually. The year-to-year decline in the number of spindles 
is a net figure representing the difference in the number of old 
spindles that have been discarded and the additions and replace- 
ments. The cotton ring spinning spindle, which is not a single 
machine but always installed on heavy frames containing 200 or 
300 separate spindles, is a long lived machine The additions and 
replacements each year represent only a small proportion of the 
total number in place as will be noted in Table XII I .  

Thus of the z6,ooo.ooo spindles in place at  the end of 1938 
about 5.000,ooo or 18% were less than 15 years old and the bal- 
ance ranged in age upwards from that figure to perhaps 40 to 50 
years. 

In  addition to installations of new spindles to take the place 
of those that are worn out, a fundamental change has been going 
on since about 1926 in the spinning operation itself. This change 
embraces what is known as long draft spinning. Most new frames 
are so equipped but the system also can be introduced into spin- 
ning frames that have already been installed by means of an at- 
tachment. Among the advantages that long draft spinning con- 
tributes are ability to use shorter staple cotton than in the case of 
ordinary spinning, improved yarn strength and a very substantial 
reduction in the number of steps required in the preparation of 
the fibre in the average cotton mill prior to spinning the yarn. 
One-third to one-half of the spindles in the United States in 1939 
were said to be long draft or equipped with the long draft attach- 
ment. 

I n  mills where fine yarns are manufactured to an i~nportant ex- 
tent long draft spinning does not offer the same advantage as in 
the case of medium and coarse yarns, and for that reason the 
introduction of long draft spinning in European countries has not 
proceeded to the same extent as in the United States and Japan. 

The International Labour Office in its study entitled "The 
World Textile Industry," prepared for the Tripartite Technical 
Conference on the Textile Industry held in Washington, D.C., in 
April 1937, presents an ingenious analysis of actual spindle ca- 
pacity which allows for different types of spindles, and their nor- 
mal operating time in various countries. This comparison shows 
the capacities of the various cotton manufacturing countries to  
produce cotton yarn, irrespective of coarseness or fineness. Natu- 
rally, from this standpoint the United Kingdom has a much lower 
capacity than the aggregate of its spindles shown in Table IX 

TABLE XI1I.-Changes iiz Uttited States Spifldle Eqztipntetlt, rgzj-38 would suggest. 
A statement from Tlze World Textile Ifzdustry introduces this 

illuminating analysis and is followed by the analysis itself: 
"In reducing actual to equivalent ring spindles, it may be as- 

sumed that ring spindles operate at  an appreciably higher level 
of mechanized technique than do mule spindles, a t  least to  the 
extent that both types are employed for similar manufacturing 
purposes. In  reducing equivalent ring spindles to their actual 
(comn~ercially feasible) capacities, it has been assumed that vari- 
ous economic and social factors hold down spinning activities in 
all countries below the theoretical maximum of 168 hours weekly. 
Custom, collective agreement, law, or all three combined, assign 
limits which vary among countries to the maximum labour week 
and to the number of daily operating shifts. I t  should be stressed 
that the conversions in question have had to neglect the extremely 
important factors of relative obsolescence and relative machine 
speed. Moreover. no adjustment has been made for variations in 
average yarn counts produced by different countries. Despite 
these important limitations, the results obtained would appear 
to approximate much more closely to the actual relative capacities 
than do mere numbers of spindles in place. The results obtained 
are presented (in millions of spindles) in Table XIV." 

TABLE XIV 

Total spindlesf 
in place at 
end of year 

371~71,936 
37,364,730 
362465,976 
35,267,086 
34,541,486 
33,608,494 
32,326,526 
31,442,174 
30,938,340 
30,859,484 
29,253,444 
27,700,194 
26,704,476 
2 5,986,620 

. . 
Sources: *.Issociation of Cotton Textile Merchants of New York; 

tU. S. Bureau of the Census. 

Additions* 
and 

replacements 

3437292 
217,264 
496192 
255,912 
320,784 
251,936 
205,068 
143,908 
348,568 
529,840 
214,874 
469,316 
772,724 
178,280 

- 

4,747,958 

Calendar year 

1925 . . . 
1926 . . . 
I927 . . . 
1928 . . . 
1929 . . . 
1930 . . . 
1931 . . . 
1932 . . . 
1933 . . . 
1934 . . . 
'935 . . . 
1936 . . . 
1937 . . . 
1938 . . . 

-- 
Total (14 years) 

Total 
spindles 
scrapped - 

411,128 
724,470 

1,3941946 
1,454,802 
1,046,384 
1,184,928 
1,487,036 
1,028,260 

852,402 
578,696 

1,850,914 
2,022,566 
1,768,442 

896,136 

16,701~110 

Japan 10.9 10.9 2.3 25.1 I UnitedKingdok 1 41.4 1 29.2 / ::; 1 
United States . 28.2 28.0 47.7 

Mechanical 
equivalent- 
commercially 

available 
spindles 

Country 

Germany . . 
China . . 
France . . 
India. . . 

*As of July 31, 1936. 
tcomputed by weights as follows: mule spindles, 0.6; ring spindles, 1.0. 

The weights used are more or less conventional. In actual practice, the 
spread in productivity between ring and mule spindles varies considerably 
with yarn count. The spread is a t  its maximum for the coarse counts 
(one ring spindle equals about two mule spindles), and falls as count 
rises (for counts over 60's one ring spindle equals somewhat less than 
one-and-a-half mule spindles). 

$Computed by assuming ntaximum man-hour weeks as follows: Ger- 
many, 48; China, 71; France, 40; India, 54; Japan, 55; United Kingdom, 
48, and United States, 40; and by assuming average daily shifts num- 
bering: Germany, I ;  China, 2; France, 1.1; India, 2.3; Japan, 2; United 
Kingdom, I, and United States, 2. 

10.1 

j.0 
9' 9 
9' 7 

The spindles in the United States are assigned a capacity 60% 
in excess of the capacity of the United Kingdom notwithstanding 
its smaller equipment of actual spindles. Also, on a capacity basis, 
Japan and India are both rated close to the United Kingdom 
although these countries have barely one-quarter as many spindles 
as has the United Kingdom. This comparison serves to emphasize 
the danger of regarding a spindle as a yardstick of production. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-BU~~~~~~S of the International Federation of Master 
Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Associations, Manchester, Eng- 
land, contain data as to each country's spindles on a semi-annual 

LMachine 
working- 

time 
factor$ 

Actual 
number of 
spindles* 

basis beginning with 1913. 
Publications of the Bureau of the Census show activity of spindles 

in the United States by months and for the important manufacturing 

Equiva- 
lent ring 
spindlest 

8.8 
j.0 
8.9 
9.5 

States since 1921. 
The Bombay (India) and Japan (Osaka) Cotton Associations also 

~ublish monthly statistics relating to spinning mill activity in their 
;espective couniries. 

1.0 

3'0 
0' 9 
2.6 

C. THE WORLD'S COTTON POWER LOOMS 

8.8 
15.0 
8.0 

24'7 

Data as to the aggregate number of looms in the different coun- 
tries that manufacture cotton goods were not regularly compiled 
until this work was undertaken by the International Federation 
of Master Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Associations in 
1930. Since then, a t  three-year intervals, the Federation has taken 
a census of the cotton power looms in all the cotton manufactur- 
ing countries of the world. The results of the 1936 survey show- 
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ing a grand total of almost 3,000,000 looms in place are given in 
Table XV. 

Great Britain and the United States of America together had in 
1936 about one-third of the world's total looms. Ten years earlier 
these two countries had about half of the total in the world. As 
is also the case with cotton spinning spindles there is wide varia- 
tion both with respect to  normal operating time and relative out- 
put of looms in various countries. Looms differ as to the speed 
a t  which they may be operated. the width of cloth they can pro- 

TABLE XV.-Wovld Distribution of Looms, Dec. 31, 1936 
Internatiotzal Cotton Loom Statistics, Manchester, July 1937 

I I I 

Automatic 

EUROPE 
Great Britain . . 
U.S.S.R.* . . . 
Germany . . . 
France . . . 
Italyt . . . 
Czechoslovakia . 
Spain? . . . 
Holland . . . 
Belgiumf . . . 
Poland . . . 
Switzerland . . 
Snreden . . . 
Portugal . . . 
Austria . . . 
Hungary . . . 
Yugoslavia . . 
Finland . . . 
Estonia . . . 
Rumania . . . 
Denmark . . . 
Greece . . . 
Norway . . . 
Turkey . . . 
Bulgaria . . . 
Latvia . . . 
Lithuania . . . 

European total . 
ASIA 

Japan 
Indm and Ceylon 
China . . 
Chosen 
~anchoukLo 
Indo-China . 
Iran . . . 
Palestine . . 

Asiatic total 

XXERKC 
U.S.A.5 . 
Brazil , . 
Mexico . 
Canada . 
Peru . . 
Colombia . 
Argentina . 
Venezuela. 
Chile . . 
Ecuador . 
Bolivia . 
Salvador . 
Uruguay . 
Guatemala 
Costa Rica 

duce and in the amount of attention required from the opera- 
tive or weaver. The automatic loom makes it  possible, in the man- 
ufacture of standard cotton fabrics such as narrow sheetings, for 
a weaver, with some assistance, to tend as many as 60 looms or 
more whereas only four looms is the customary assignment of the 
non-automatic type. Most of the European countries whose cot- 
ton textile industries were established during the latter part of the 
19th century continue to have a very large proportion of non- 
automatic looms. The automatic loom. although invented bv an - 
Englishman, has not been b~idely accepted in Lancashire because 
of labour problems and for other reasons, but it  is extensively 
used in North America and Japan. In the latter country, a par- 
ticular type of automatic loom called the "Toyoda" loom, is said 
to rival all others including non-automatic looms in its speed of 
operation. This loom has become the model loom of the Orient. 
On the other hand, the Toyoda type of loom would be uneconom- 
ical for use in American mills as it  requires more battery hands 
than American looms which adds to the labour cost a t  the consid- 
erably higher American wage scales. 

The advantages to be gained by the use of highly mechanized 
equipment seem to be largely confined to the medium and coarse 
range of cotton textile products on a mass production basis. 
When an abundance of highly skilled labour is available and 
wherever such skilled labour is required as in the manufacture of 
fine goods, for example, the saving in cost on short runs obtained 
by the use of automatic looms is much smaller proportionately 
than is the saving when coarse goods are woven because of slower 
rate of production of fine goods and other manufacturing delays. 
This has often been given as the explanation for the ability of 
Great Britain to continue more or less to n~onopolize the fine 
goods export markets of the world in spite of her non-automatic 
weaving equipment. 

From a mechanical standpoint there are two broad and distinct 
types of looms-plain and fancy-leaving out of consideration 
as relatively unimportant the narrow fabric looms weaving tapes, 
labels, webbing, etc. The great bulk of the world's cotton power 
looms come under the first classification and are used in the manu- 
facture of plain, twill and satin weaves with variations and com- 
binations of these weaves. In  the second category are included 
the dobby, box and Jacquard looms that weave respectively geo- 
metric designs, two or more colours or kinds of weft or filling 
and floral or other intricate patterns. Unfortunately detailed 
statistics giving the numbers of these different kinds of looms 
are available only for the United States which makes i t  impossi- 
ble to give international comparisons. I t  is a known fact, how- 
ever, that some countries, i.e. Belgium, Italy and the region for- 
merly known as Czechoslovakia, specialize in Jacquard weaving 
and must, therefore, have a substantial number of Jacquard looms. 
In  1935, according to the U.S. Census of Manufactures, there 
were 385,894 plain looms, 7 5 , 2  10 dobby looms, 2 I ,571 box looms 
and 10,784 Jacquard looms in place out of a total of 493,459 cot- 
ton looms. 

The relationships that exist between spindles and looms in the 
cotton textile industries of the various countries offer a means 
for analyzing each country's position in the international picture. 
In  some countries such as Great Britain, China and Japan spin- 
ning and weaving are carried on to a large extent as separate 
sections of cotton manufacturing. Fundamentally the develop- 
ment of the industry followed similar courses in each of these 
three countries, but it  has progressed to a more highly organized 
form in Great Britain than in the Orient. The machine spinning of 
cotton yarn was originally designed to supply the requirements of 
local hand weavers. Later xhen power looms were invented sep- -- -- / h e r i c a n  total / 5 5  4 9  1 2,877 / 620,047 / 1 arate establishments were built for weaving. So also were finish- 

- ing plants developed and a non-integrated industry was thus es- 
Egypt 3,279 
Australia 

World total . 2,202,837 32 1 4,045 1 3,;;; 1 698,533 2,965,7r5 

t&lkhed. 
Using the data for looms in place on Dec. 31, 1936 given in 

Table XV and the number of spindles in place on the nearest date 

*No returns. Figures estimated from. trade sources. tNo returns 
1933 totals given. $No separate figures glven for Automatic and Auto- 
rnatic Attachments. YIncludes 109,000 looms only 15 in. wide. $Figures 
for U S.A adjusted to conform with 1937 Census report. 

from the same source, the ratio of spindles to looms is indicated 
in the in XV1. 

A cotton mill is said to be in balance if its spindles can pro- 
duce just enough yarn to supply its looms when both types of 
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decline in Great Britain but the peak in the United States was 
not reached until 1925. This year also coincides with the time 
when the greatest number of spindles was recorded. The decline 
from 1925 to 1937 followed the same trend in both countries so 
much so that it  would seem that they were affected by similar 
economic forces. This would be true if it could be said that old 

TABLE XV1.-Comparison of Spindles per Loom in the Principal 
Cotton Manzlfactz~ring Coi~ntries of tile Urorld 

EUROPE 
Great Britain . . 
U.S.S.R. . 
Germany 
France . . . 
Italy . , 

Czechoslovakia 
Spain . 
Holland 
Belgium . 
Poland 
Switzerland 

Country of spindles 
per toom 

79 
40 
51 
5 1 

37 
34 
31 
24 
38 
47 
60 

- - 
of many Japanese-ouned cotton mills- many of these mills have 
been rebuilt and the world may well look to China for the next 
great expansion in the cotton textile industry. 

BIBIIOGRAPHY.-The sources mentioned in the bibliography under 
section "Tie World's Cotton Spindles" also contain data as to looms. 
For additional information the following reports should be consulted 
Cabinet Committee Report (U S ), Cotton Textzle Industry (Senate 
Document No 126, 74th Congress, 1st session) 1935; Committee on 
Industry and Trade (Great Britain), Survey of Texttle Industries 
(1928) ; International Labour Office, World Textile Zndzistry (1937) ; 
Charles K. Moser, Cotton Texttle Indzistry of Far Eastern Countries 
(1930). (P. B. H.) 

D. VARIETIES OF COTTON CLOTH 
Cotton Fabrics--In the American, Canadian and British cot- 

'loth markets there are three broad divisions : (a )  gray clotits 
-those woven of unbleached yarns-in some cases used in this 
state; ( b )  finished or colzverted clotl~s-which are gray cloths 
converted by bleaching, dyeing, printing and finishing; (c)  woven 
coloured yarn clotl~s-woven and finished ready for use by the 
mills making them, known as mill finished cloths. 

T ~ B L E  XVII -.\Tzrmber of Cotton Looms in Place in the Eight Most 
Important Cotton Manztfactztring Coz~ntuzes of the World 

for Selected Years* 189p1937 

machinery are operated an equal length of time: in other words 
when there is no surplus equipment. This balance depends upon 
the size of the yarn that is spun and the relative closeness (i e. 
threads per inch or yard) of the weave. In  the average mill mak- 
ing coarse bagging fabrics, 30 ring spindles to the loom would be 
a balanced arrangement. I n  the case of medium weight carded 
dress fabrics and shirtings, a ratio of 40 spindles to the loom 
would be considered satisfactory and 50 spindles uould be needed 
to supply yarn for each loom in the average mill making fine 
combed dress fabrics. These ratios, when compared with the 
ratios in the above table, give a rough indication of the kind of 
woven goods produced in the various countries There are, how- 
ever, certain other qualifying factors which must be considered in 
appraising these relationships. If a country such as the Gnited 
Kingdom specializes in manufacturing yarn for export or for a 
large knrtting industry, there \%ill be many more spindles in place 
than are normally required to supply yarn for meaving. In the 
case of India and China n7here hand weaving continues on a very 
large scale the number of power looms in place is only part of 
the weaving equipment supplied by the spindles There are liter- 
ally millions of hand looms in India and China. Included in 
Japan's weaving equipment are approximately Io9.000 Power 
looms 15 inches wide. These looms manufacture exclusivel~ for 
the home market. They are in small family shops and their 
efficiency is. therefore, relatively low. Moreover, Japan's spindles 
customarily operate tv7o shifts as against a single shift in mcst of 
the small weaving establishments. Consequently the ratio indi- 
cated for Japan showing 36 spindles per loom is somewhat de- 
ceptive in view of the fact that there is also a substantial number 
of hand looms in Japan. 

Owing to the meagreness of the data available, it is not possi- 
ble to trace with accuracy the development in the use of cotton 
power looms in the world as a whole. Some statistics are avail- 
able for the eight most important cotton manufacturing countries 
and they are arranged for convenient comparison in Table XVII. 

EUROPE-cont. 
Sneden 
Portugal . 

ASIA 
Japan 
India and Ceylon 
China 

AMERICA 

U S.X. 
Brazil . 
Mexico . 
Canada 

in the table, display mixed trends. Russia and Germany both lost 
some of their textile mills after the war of 1914-18. Since 1928 
Russia has been trying to rebuild its cotton industry by means of 
various 5-year plans in conjunction with expanding production of 
raw cotton. Germany has turned more and more to  the substi- 
tution of rayon for cotton under its program of national self. 
sufficiency which probably accounts for some of the decline in 
loom; accompanied by the natural obsolescence of looms that have 
been in use for 40 years or more. In  the case of France the 
transfer from Germany of 50,300 looms in the Alsace-Lorraine 
district in 1919 accounted for most of the increase between 1914 
and 1925. From 1931 to 1937 a downward trend has prevailed not 
only in France and Germany, but also in many other European 
countries not shown in Table XVII  with the notable exception of 
Russia. 

On the other hand a steady growth is evident in the number of 
looms installed in the mills of the Orient. The largest absolute 
increase was in Japanese mills but not all of this expansion repre- 
sents new equipment. An indeterminate number of second-hand 
looms were brought from the United States, Great Britain and 
elsewhere during the ten years ended in 1937. I t  is a corollary in 
the development of the Oriental textile industry that wherever 
relatively low-paid labour is employed the need and importance of 
labour-saving and otherwise efficient machinery is greatly mini- 
mized. The expansion in India's looms between 1928 and 1937 
naturally does not reflect the movement similar t o  the United 
States migration away from Bombay to lower cost areas of a 
substantial volume of production. I t  is extremely significant that 
in a similar way Japan's cotton textile industry was also beginning 
to feel the pressure of higher costs and starting in 1939 there 
began an exodus of surplus Japanese spindles and looms to the 
areas of North China which a t  the time were being industrialized 
by Japanese capital. The development of power weaving in China 

slow in getting started but rapid progress was made between 
1931 and 1937 Although the conflict between Japan and China 
that started in the latter year was responsible for the destroying 

Year 

1899 
1904 
1909 
I911 
1925 
1928 
1931 
I934 
1937 

*Where is shown no comparable figure is ava~lable In some cases the figure given 
applles to one year later than that indicated 

Based on figures from International rederat~on of Master Cotton Splnners Tatter- 
S ~ I I ' S  Cotton Trade Reczev, l%orrall's Cuttolz Spznners' and Manufecturcrs' dtrcctory; 
Comtelburo, Ltd ; United States Bureau of the Census 

I n  Great Britain and the United States, it mill be noted, there 
n a s  a more or less steady growth in the number of looms up until 
1914 Follo~ting the World War (1914-18) the number began to 

37 
29 

36 
49 
90 

54 
34 
29 
46 

!;$;: 
of 

hmer~ca - 
'$::;: 
632,963 
672,751 
762 808 
71j:046 
588,ooj 
504,343 
468,772 

Orlent Europe 

inefficient nonautomatic looms were unable to meet competition 
from modern high speed automatic looms. England's competition, 
however, was in her export trade with the Orient whereas in the 
United States there was an inter-regional shift of production 
caused by a rapid decline and liquidation of equipment in the 
older manufacturing region of New England as the manufacture 
of cotton goods was transferred to  the lower cost mills of the 
southern States with their newer automatic looms and lower-paid 
workers not handicapped by restrictive labour legislation. 

The other three European countries, for which data are given 

China 

8,900 

9,400 
25,934 
29,788 
29,582 
44,000 
56,160 

Great 
Br~taln -- 
648,820 
652,166 
741,197 
805,452 
788,197 
767, 524 
692,899 
587964 
j04:773 

.lapan 
--- 

238,999 

277,343 
332,561 

Ger- 
many - 

z30,ooo 

230,000 
240,700 

206,077 
2oj,ooo 
200,soo 

U S S R 
(Russia) 

202,011 
I jg,IOO 
I 59,100 
197,400 
Z-16,000 

India 

:Od,s 
83.000 
94,000 

151,000 
rj1,262 
179,682 
190,216 
201,548 

France 
- 
106,ooo 

108,000 
182,500 

zoo,foo 
198,200 
193,goo 
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There are many fabric names used. These include (a) basic 

cloth names which are usually the same in both the gray or fin- 
ished state; (b) cloths named after the finishes used on them. 

A large number of fabrics are made in the British cotton cloth 
trade especially for export markets and suitable only for their 
particular purpose. 

The following cloths are generally standard in British (home 
and colonial) and/or American markets: 

Aeroplane Fabric.-Strong, plain woven, usually 2-ply combed 
yarns (mercerized or plain). Single combed yarns also used. 
Made of Sea Island type cotton, Egyptian, Pima or other long 
staple American cottons. Square thread construction. One of the 
strongest cloths for its weight made. Uses, covering of wing, tail 
and fuselage of aircraft, tow targets. Also bleached and dyed and 
used for shirtings, boys' wash suits, etc. 

Albert Twill.-See Beatrice Twill. 
Awning Fabric.-Strong, closely woven, bright coloured striped 

fabrics. Either yarn dyed or oil painted stripes (one side only). 
Plain woven, ply yarn, army duck fabric used for better qualities. 
Single yarn flat ducks, drills used for cheaper painted awnings. 
Uses, awnings, canopies, beach chairs, hammocks, umbrellas, win- 
dow blinds, garden, beach tents. 

Balloon Fabric.-Plain woven, high thread count, combed, usu- 
ally single yarn cloths of selected extra strength, long stapled cot- 
ton. About the strongest cloth for its xeight made. Uses, gas 
cells in airships, balloons. Bleached, dyed, mercerized, used for 
men's shirtings, shorts, underwear, rubberized raincoat fabric. 
Similar but higher thread count fabrics called typewriter ribbon 
cloths. 

Batiste.-(a) Highly mercerized, soft finished, light weight, 
combed yarn, converted, lawn type fabric, bleached, dyed, printed. 
Uses, women's and children's lingerie, nightgowns, summer 
dresses, infants' wear, linings. (b)  In  the corset trade (American) 
strong, heavy, plain woven poplin type fabric. Also has Jacquard 
designs, all carded, all combed yarns, cotton warp and rayon fill- 
ing, dyed Aesh colour. Uses, corsets, brassieres. 

Beach Clotl~.-Strong cotton fabric chiefly used for flag bunt- 
ing. Two ply, carded yarn, loose texture. Used in white, red, navy, 
etc. for signal flags by railroads, army, navy. Also base for em- 
broidery, men's suitings, draperies. 

Beatrice Twill (British) or Albert Twill (American).-Five 
harness weft (filling) face twill usually of combed yarns. Dyed 
fast black, given highly lustrous mercerized and Schreinered fin- 
ishes. Used for vests, coat linings, umbrellas. Albert is similar 
twill (American), made with 4 (or 5 )  harnesses. 

Bedford Cord.-Fabric with lengthwise prominent raised cord 
effects similar to warp pique but coarser. Heavier qualities usually 
have additional coarse warp (wadding) yarns, along back of 
cloth only, to help to raise cords. Sometimes napped on back for 
softness, bulk, warmth. Uses, riding breeches, hunting clothes, 
summer slacks, uniforms. Wide widths used for car upholstery. 
Piece dyed, printed stripes, checks given plain, mercerized, pre- 
shrunk finishes. 

Broadclot1z.-(American name for British fine poplin.) Has a 
very fine rib across the width. I s  plain woven with about twice 
as many ends as picks. Has higher thread count than regular 
poplin, always has more picks. Usually combed, ply or single 
yarns used. Cheapest qualities made with carded print cloth 
yarns. Uses, shirtings, pajamas, shorts, summer dresses, beach- 
wear, etc. 

Brocade.-Elaborate, compound, Jacquard woven, upholstery 
fabric, made of dyed yarns (mercerized, ply cotton warp yarns, 
silk or rayon filling). Filling yarns float to form the designs which 
stand out in relief and include multicolour, small floral effects, 
similar to upholstery damask except that finer yarns, higher 
thread count and more than one colour filling used. Lighter 
British brocade is made of fine single, combed yarns, piece mer- 
cerized and dyed. Used for dress goods, linings, etc. Other bro- 
caded fabrics of different weights and colourings are made ex- 
pressly for corset trade, men's necktie trade. 

Calico.-An old term given to plain woven, white, dyed or 
printed medium weight fabrics in general household use for 
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aprons, house dresses, playsuits, pillow cases, etc. Same fabrics 
in different finishes also referred to as domestic, printed percale, 
chintz, cambric, muslin, cretonne, etc. 

Cambric.--Smooth, lustrous, finished, plain woven cloth. Usu- 
ally white, also dyed, soft or slight starched finish. Finer cam- 
brics are converted from heavier la%i,n type cloths. Cheap cam- 
bric qualities converted from carded yarn print cloths are back- 
filled with China-clay and starched for weight and appearance. 
English cambrics are usually converted from finer yarn lawns 
only. Uses, cheaper carded cambrics-trimmings, bindings, lin- 
ings, quilted pads, toys. Softer and finer yarn cambrics-infants', 
children's wear, underwear. 

Caseme~ct C1otlz.-Flat, lustrous, British curtain fabric, plain 
woven, combed or super-carded yarns with larger number of picks 
of heavy yarns than ends which are finer. Mercerized, bleached, 
dyed ecru and other colours. With higher thread count also 
known as Limbric (British). 

Chambray, ?$'ark Cl~ambray, Dress Chambray.-Shirting fab- 
ric, plain woven, all dyed warp yarns-woven with unbleached 
(white after bleaching) filling. Work chambrays have carded 
yarns, more ends than picks, dyed warp yarns and unbleached 
filling yarns. Blue warp yarn generally used (also gray) is a 
starched mill finished fabric. Dress chambrays have combed 
yarns with almost square thread count, are always bleached and 
often pre-shrunk. When made with alternating white and col- 
oured warp ends known as end-and-end madras or end-and-end 
chambray. Fancy chambrays also made with small designs over 
chambray ground. Used for dress shirts, women's, children's 
wear. Bleached, given plain, mercerized, pre-shrunk finishes. 

Cheese Clotlz or Tobacco Clot1z.-Loosely woven, soft, light 
weight low thread count plain moven fabric, also called hospital 
gauze. In bleached soft finish used for surgical dressings, band- 
ages, tea bags, cleaning and wiping cloths. In stiff starched finish 
used for interlinings, hat shapes (also called crinoline). Also used 
for base or backing for paper. When unbleached used for wrap- 
ping meats, cheeses. In  36in. called tobacco cloth. 

Chintz.-A highly lustrous, firm, plain woven, brightly coloured, 
printed summer drapery fabric with a glazed (friction calendered) 
finish. Small colourful patterns are generally used, also solid 
drapery colours. Chintz fabrics are generally converted from gray 
print cloths (or printers). 

Covert.-American covert cloth is a widely used mill finished 
work clothing fabric. Has a characteristic mottled or flecked 
appearance made of mock twist single xarp  yarns spun from 
white and coloured rovings. Heavier black filling yarns are used. 
Usually are closely woven 3-harness warp face twills. Light 
weights used for work shirts, smocks, work caps; heavy weights, 
trousers, uniforms. Cheapest qualities are plain woven. 

British made coverts generally are closely woven topcoat or 
raincoat fabrics made with "grandrelle" warp yarns. These are 
mottled 2-ply yarns, one white and one coloured. 

Cottonude.-Strong, 3-harness warp faced twill mill finished 
work clothing fabric with coloured yarns made in oxford gray and 
black over stripes, and in all dark oxford gray. Grayish white 
blended warp and heavy black filling yarns used. Given a firm 
starched finish, sometimes napped on back. Used for work 
trousers Usually heavier than covert. 

Coutil.-Three-harness warp faced herringbone twill, closely 
moven, of strong carded yarns. Piece dyed flesh, or pink. Made 
especially for the corset trade. 

Crasl~.-Finished, plain woven, heavy coarse yarn cloth. 
Bleached, dyed, also printed. Often given lustrous, mercerized and 
chased finishes to imitate linen crash, plain and backfilled finishes. 
Sheeting and osnaburgs are used in converting. 

Crepe.-A rough, pebbly surfaced fabric obtained by using high 
twisted crepe yarns. These when wet out immediately contract 
pulling in or creping the cloth with it. Different warp tensions 
used in weaving also produce crepe effects found in seersucker or 
crimp (British) fabrics. Crepe effects are also formed in finishing 
by caustic soda printing and by embossing with crepe design 
rollers. A crepe or oatmeal effect is obtained by weaving fine 
warp and coarse filling (weft) yarns in granite or mock Leno 
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weaves. These are called momie crepes (in American market). 

Croydon.-Name of a British firm-finished, smooth-faced. 
bleached plain woven fabric. Printers and sheeting type fabrics 
used for converting. Cheaper qualities often have a back filled 
finish. 

Da?nask.-Jacquard woven elaborate decorative fabrics. (a)  
Table damask, flat reversible patterns, changeable light and 
shadow effects formed by contrasting light reflections of (hori- 
zontal) weft yarn satin floats over (vertical) warp yarn satin 
floats. Bleached white, also dyed, also made with white and 
coloured qarns. given plain, mercerized or special "no lint" fin- 
ishes. (b)  Drapery-Vpholstery damask, heavier, coloured yarn, 
lustrous decorative fabrics usually of rayon (warp-twist) and 
cotton filling (weft). The pattern which is slightly raised is 
formed by floats of spiral, ratine or other novelty filling (weft) 
yarns on a warp satin rayon background Also made of all rayon 
and piece-dyed. 

De?zim.-Also known as dungaree cloth. Is  the most important 
work clothing fabric made. A 3-harness, strong warp faced twill 
woven coloured yarn fabric. Usually made with indigo blue dyed 
warp (twist) yarns, unbleached filling (weft) yarns and known as 
white back denim. Also made with brown warp yarns and also in 
solid blue. Largely used for overalls, jackets, caps, etc. Similar 
fabrics are made with nhite and blue stripes and known as hickory 
stripes, pin stripes, also pin checks. Used for butchers' aprons, 
mechanics' overalls. caps, etc. Women's sportswear trade uses 
denims made with light shades of blue, tan, red, green, and known 
as faded denims. Usually given a firm starched finish and often 
a pre-shrunk finish. Denims are mill finished fabrica. 

Diaper Cloth.-Or bird's eye cloth. A carded dobby woven 
fabric with a diamond design. The uarp  yarn is finer than the 
filling (weft) which, being softer and bulkier makes the fabric 
very absorbent. Another diaper cloth is the diaper flannel. A soft, 
absorbent, napped sheeting having a soft, twisted filling (weft) 
yarn. Usually bleached and given a pure absorbent finish. Uses, 
diapers, towels. 

Dimity -A combed yarn, sheer fabric, uith distinctive fine 
warp cords. Formed by grouping or crowding of Txarp ends on 
plain woven ground Also made with check effects. Usually 
bleached. mercerized and given a firm starched "lawn" finish. 
Also printed Used for women's, children's blouses, waists, sum- 
mer dress wear. 

Drill.-British term generally applied to all warp faced cloths, 
t~x~ill noven, irrespective of the number of harnesses, i e floren- 
tine drill (4-harness warp twill). When single yarns are used they 
arc made ~xi th left hand twill, running up toward selvage. Weft 
faced twill  oven cloths are generally called twill (Beatrice twill. 
;-harness). 

Drill, ;Interica?r.-Always 3-harness, warp faced twill, medium 
and heavy neight strong fabric of carded yarns. Used in the gray 
state for pocketings, box spring covers, sailcloth, bags, base for 
coated fabrics IVhea bleached, dyed or printed, used for shoe 
linings. overalls. pants, uniforms, printed mattress ticking, sum- 
mer trousering, painted awnings. 

D?rck.--Strong, heavy. closely woven carded yarn cloth usually 
made of ply yarns, also known as canvas Made in many qualities 
and has dozens of uses in gray or converted state where utility 
and service are required Tmo chief types made are. (a)  wide 
number duck, army duck (made in narrower widths only), plain 
woven, ply yarns ( 2  or more ply); (b)  Single filled, flat duck, 
double filled. flat duck. These always have single warp yarns 
woven in pairs (or double ends). Where filling yarns are single, 
known as single filled duck. If 2 ply, called double filling duck 
Varieties of ducks include sail duck, hose duck, tent duck, shoe 
duck, army duck, enamelling duck. In  the gray state used for fold- 
ing cots. chairs, han~n~ocks ,  mail bags, truck covers, overalls, base 
for coated fabrics Bleached white. dyed. printed and used for 
work pants. washable clothing of all kinds, shoe linings, summer 
trouserings, bookbindings, painted a\i,nings, army tents (khaki 
dyed ) .  ' 

Flatr?lel-Fla~a~~elette.-Flail1 woven, soft, fleecy, ~varm, cottoll 
fabrics resembling wool flannels. hlnde with fine TI-arp yarn and 

soft spun filling (weft) yarns. The low twisted filling yarns are 
easily raised or napped. Bleached, dyed and printed. Also made 
with coloured yarn, plain and twill woven stripes, bright plaids. 
When printed also called flannelettes. Used for  nightgowns, pa- 
jamas, linings, pocketings, baby blankets and diapers, dolls. 

Flanrzel, Canton-A 4-harness fine warp yarn left twill with 
heavy, soft, twisted filling. Has a soft, long, fleecy finish on back. 
Unbleached, used for work gloves; lighter weights are bleached, 
dyed and used for linings, bathrobes. pocketings. 

Flannel, Outing.--American name for a plain woven, coloured 
yarn, striped short nap flannel. Plain. bleached flannels are also 
known as domett flannels. Used largely for sleeping garments, 
children's under~i~ear. 

Fla~a?rel, Suede.-A fine, smooth, flat, felt'ed finish on one (or 
both) sides. After napping the nap is sheared down close to the 
ground of the cloth and the fibres "felted" into the ground of the 
cloth. Used for sport shirtings, linings, sleeping bags. 

Fla?t7zelettes.-Similar napped soft, fleecy cloths made in Great 
Britain are called flannelettes. These are plain or twill woven and 
made with soft twisted weft. All white, printed, piece dyed, and 
woven with coloured yarn stripes and checks. Same uses as flan- 
nel. 

Floretztine (Drill).-British, heavy, strong, serviceable, carded, 
left hand, 4-harness warp faced j / ~  twill. American name is 4- 
leaf (harness) warp twill. Bleached, dyed khaki or other suitable 
shades for army uniforms, hunting outfits, tents, light tan shades 
for tropical uniforms, shorts. Piece dyed, printed and used for 
semi-dress slacks, summer camp clothing. 

Gabardine-Gaberdine.-A steep angle, heavy, prominent I I-  

to IS-harness warp faced twill woven fabric, single or ply, carded 
or combed yarns. All white, piece dyed. printed. mercerized pre- 
shrunk finishes. Uses, riding habits, summer suits, slacks, sports- 
wear. Single warp yarn gabardines generally have a left hand 
twill. Ply warp yarn gabardines have a right hand twill (running 
upwards to selvage) . 

Galatea.-British, j-harness drill (warp face) woven with white 
and fast coloured yarn stripes, usually on solid blue ground. An 
old term used in American market for a converted Jean or warp 
sateen, with white and printed coloured stripes-also solid colours. 
Uses, shirts, nurses7 uniforms. 

Ginghanz.-Medium, lightweight, plain xoven with carded or 
combed yarns. Woven on box looms with white and coloured 
yarns in balanced check and plaid effects, stripes and fancy 
weaves. Also known as apron checks, nurses' gingham. Fine 
combed yarn ginghams also known as Madras ginghams. Finest 
ginghams are made in Scotland. Uses, women's, children's wear, 
house dresses, aprons, pajamas, curtains, dolls, shirts. 

Gra,rdrelle Yam Shirtings -British shirting fabric, strong, long 
wearing, closely woven with stripes of both solid colour yarn 
and mottled Grandrelle yarn (one coloured and one white yarn 
plied together). White single soft twist ::.eft yarns are used; twill 
or sateen woven. 

Harvard.-A British shirting fabric usually made with a re- 
versible 2 / 2  twill. Also made with fancy stripes and figures. 
Fine, coloured warp yarns and heavier soft white weft yarns. Has 
a soft texture. 

Holland.-A firm coated, smooth, glazed finished window shade 
cloth. Print cloths and light-weight sheetings used as basic cloths; 
also made with corded effects. Heavily filled with starch and 
China-clay. Also painted with oil paints. 

Hopsackirrg.-American cloth, name given to coarse, heavy. 
open, loose texture men's summer sportswear fabric. Similar to 
osnaburg but cleaner, lower thread count. Best qualities have 2- 

ply spiral yarns. Given a soft finish. Unbleached, also dyed, gen- 
erally pre-shrunk. 

Huckaback.-X narrow width huck towelling fabric made with 
a huckaback weave in which the heavier, softer, absorbent (weft) 
filling yarn floats to form the pattern. Bleached white, dyed pastel 
shades, also printed. 

Jeu?~.--Strong, closely woven 3-harness warp twill, finer yarn, 
higher thread count than American drill. Bleached-used for 
middy blouses, dyed-used for work shirts, semi-dress shirts, cor- 
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set and shoe linings, camp clothing 

Jeanette.-British name for lighter weight, weft faced twill 
with almost square construction. Also made with more picks than 
ends. Similar American cloth is called 3-leaf filling twill, made 
of print cloth yarns, dyed and given friction calendered finish 
for "Silesia" lining finish. Also dyed khaki, used for work shirts. 

Lappet.-Name of an embroidered, decorative design woven in 
the loom over a plain woven lawn type fabric. Design is formed by 
the weaving of extra (heavier) warp yarns by needles, in warpwise 
direction. The floats of these heavier warp yarns produce the 
pattern, which is repeated across the width of the cloth and also 
in the length of the cloth. Usually bleached or piece dyed, used 
for summer dress wear. 

Lawn.-Basic, fine, combed yarn, plain woven gray fabrics of 
various qualities used in the converting of fine, closely woven 
and sheer fabrics used for dresses, uniforms, underwear, infants' 
near. They are bleached, dyed, printed and often mercerized. 
Converted fabrics of this type include crisp lawn, stiff organdy 
(finish), muslin, lining plissC crepe, nainsook. Lawn is also the 
name of a starched, crisp finish. These finished lawns have vari- 
ous names such as India lawn, Victoria lawn and Persian lawn 
(which is the finest made). Handkerchief lawn is usually high 
thread count lawn with a soft finish. 

Lena.--Also called gauze weave, in which cross weaving of warp 
yarns produces an open weave porous texture and prevents slip- 
ping or the displacement of the filling yarns. Used on mesh 
cloths, marquisettes, etc. 

Limbric.--Flat, lustrous dress goods; curtain fabric (British) 
like casement cloth, has much finer warp yarn than weft, and 
usually has a higher thread count. Similar to cotton pongee 
(American) but has heavier yarns. 

Longcloth.-Name of a finished, medium or fine thread count 
cloth in a pure finish. Heavier than la~ims, cambric, muslin fab- 
rics. Printers, print cloths and finer yarn plain woven cloths used 
for converting. Used for pillow cases. children's underwear, 
household uses, collars, hospital uniforms. 

iMadras.-Combed. single yarn shirting fabric, lighter weight 
than broadcloth, almost square thread count with dobby or 
Jacquard woven designs of fancy stripes or all-over patterns in 
all white or white and coloured yarns. 

C ~ v t a i n  Madras or Curtain Grenadiize.-An open texture fab- 
ric with leno woven ground cloth, usually a marquisette of fine 
yarns. On the face is a decorative design at  spaced intervals, 
woven with extra picks of heavy white roving. In  between the 
pattern repeats, the roving floats along the back of the cloth and 
is afterwards clipped or sheared off as closely as possible Pro- 
duces a "lace" effect. Dyed yarns often used for ground. 

,Wa!,quisette.-Sheer, leno woven, open texture, curtain fabric. 
Best qualities made with combed mercerized and gassed ply yarns. 
Leno weave prevents slippage of filling yarns. Made with strong, 
closely woven wide tape selvages. Cheap qualities made with 
carded print cloth yarns (30s to 40s). Mostly dyed ecru and 
given plain or mercerized finishes. 

.tfoleskin.-Also called Imperial sateen (in British market). 
Strong, smooth face, heavy, coarse yarn filling face twill (or 
sateen) has about twice as many picks as ends. Dyed and duplex 
printed (on both sides) to imitate woven striped suitings. Largely 
used for men's work trousers. Solid colours used for sheepskin- 
lined minter coats. Napped on back for bulk, warmth and soft- 
ness. Given short close suede finish on face and used for wind- 
breakers, suede jackets, winter shirts. This fabric belongs to 
the old British Fustian type of fabric. 

Mull.-Very bright, pure starched, finished, plain woven, light- 
weight combed yarn, bleached fabric of lawn type. Finish similar 
to nainsook, muslin or batiste. Also known as Swiss mull, India 
mull. Largely used in Far Eastern markets. 

&luslin.-Soft, pure, finished, plain woven cloth of the lawn 
type. Bleached, dyed or printed. In  American market muslin is 
also a white piece goods finish. Staple bed sheetings are given a 
pure muslin finish. Somewhat dull and "clothy," cheaper qualities 
have back filling. Gray print cloths and lighter weight sheetings 
also called unbleached muslin. 

Nainsook.-Bleached, also dyed pastel shades, soft finished, 
light weight, usually combed yarn, plain woven lawn type fabric, 
slight lustre, no sizing used. British nainsooks also known by 
general term of white shirtings in export markets. Embroidered, 
used for nightgowns, infants' dresses, underwear. 

Organdy.-Very light, transparent, stiff, wiry, finished, plain 
woven, open texture, finer yarn, lawn type fabric. IS about 
the finest and sheerest fabric made. Generally bleached. also 
dyed, printed. Usually mercerized and given very crisp permanent 
Swiss organdy finish or a firm starched organdy finish. Same 
cloths also converted into a crisp blister crepe, a soft, S~viss, 
"cloudy" opal finish or lustrous mull finish. 

0snaburg.-Rough coarse uneven yarn, low thread count. 
plain woven gray cloth made of all low grade cotton or part waste 
cotton. When unbleached has dirty appearance due to presence 
of motes (particles of seed). Converted by bleaching, dyeing. 
printing and known as crash, suiting. Given mercerized and 
chased finishes. Has linen-like appearance. Largely used in un- 
bleached state for bags, embroidery purposes. Similar but cleaner, 
lower count, soft finish, unbleached and dyed single and 2-ply 
yarn cloths called hopsacking. 

Oxford.-Shirting fabric, heavier than broadcloth made of fine 
warp, heavy filling yarn. Every pair of warp ends runs together 
(or double ends) and weaves as one with each pick. Usually has 
twice as many ends as picks per inch. Generally bleached or dyed 
shirting shades. Also made with dyed warp yarns and white fill- 
ing-known as chambray oxford. British oxfords also made with 
fancy stripes and checks. If made with single ends are known as 
single end oxfords. 

Percale.-When applied to bed sheeting. an all combed, plain 
woven high thread count, smooth, soft finished fabric. Cheaper 
quality, called light percale, is lighter weight, carded yarn, lower 
thread count cloth. Is  finer than muslin type sheeting. Percale 
sheetings never have less than 180 threads per square inch. 

Percale (Printed).-In American market a widely used, plain 
woven, carded yarn printed fabric usually converted from stand- 
ard print cloths, by bleaching and printing with designs suitable 
for dresses (house, street), pajamas, children's wear, sportswear, 
etc. 

Pique.-American carded or combed yarn fabrics are always 
warp piques with narrow raised cords or wales running warpwise 
(lengthwise). I'ery narrow cord called pin wale. Pique is a 
lighter made Bedford cord. Better qualities have additional 
coarser warp ends woven along back only under each cord to help 
raise it. 

Pique.-British, weft fabrics with distinct cords, also called 
Toilet Welts, similar in appearance to Bedford cords except 
cords or welts always run widthwise Fancy piques are compound 
fabrics made with quilted or puffed designs also known as Vest- 
ings. Face fabric has closely woven fine yarn design. In  places 
where both fabrics are separate, design has raised or embossed 
appearance. Plain corded piques and fancy piques are used for 
white dress shirts, shirt fronts, white waistcoats, dress goods, etc. 
Made a11 white and white with coloured yarns. 

Poplin.-Plain woven fabric with ribs (running widthwise), in 
all white, solid colour, printed or yarn dyed stripe effects. 
Best qualities have ply or single combed yarns, also made with 
single carded yarns. Finer yarn and higher thread count poplins 
with finer ribs are called broadcloths (in American market only). 
Poplins have about twice as many ends as picks, the fewer spaced 
weft yarns producing the characteristic rib effect. This is more 
pronounced a h e n  heavier weft yarns are used. Light weight pop- 
lins used for shirtings, summer sportswear; heavier weights for 
raincoats, ski-wear, and sportswear. 

Print C1otlz.-American basic carded yarn, plain woven medium 
weight staple fabrics using yarns from 28s to 42s. I n  the Ameri- 
can market the most widely used cotton fabrics for converting. 
Given many different kinds of finishes for various trades and 
uses, having different names. Often used ds substitutes for better 
cloths of same name. Names of finished cloths include printed 
percale, cambric, lann. organdy, printed shirting, muslin, crepe, 
lining, canvas, chintz, interlining, hias binding 
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Printers.-British fabrics-known as Cheshire or Burnley prin- 

ters. Basic gray cloths which are similar to print cloths. Bleached, 
dyed, printed for home, colonial, export markets. Finished cloths 
include printed shirtings, printed dress goods, drapery fabrics 
and a group of finished cloths referred to as white shirtings. 

Pile Fabrics.-General name for velveteens, corduroys, cotton 
velvets, plush or velour having a cut pile surface. The pile is 
formed by extra warp or filling yarns which float on face and are 
afterwards cut, producing a surface of soft brush-like hairs which 
stand upright from ground of cloth. Pile can be an all-over ef- 
fect as in velveteen or in cord effects warpwise as in corduroy. 
Pile fabrics can also have uncut loops as in turkish towelling or 
terry cloth. 

(a) Velveteen.-This name always applies to a cotton or rayon 
filling pile fabric. British term for cheaper qualities of cotton 
velvets. 

(b) Plush or Velour.-A warp pile fabric with a higher or 
longer pile than velvet or velveteen, made from a double (plush) 
fabric in which two fabrics are woven face t o  face and afterwards 
split producing two separate pile fabrics. 

(c) Velvet.-British name for best qualities filling pile fab- 
rics. In  American market name for a warp pile fabric which is 
first woven double and then cut to  form two separate velvets in 
similar manner to plush. 

(d) Corduroys.-Filling pile fabric in which pile is in form 
of narrow or wide wales or cords running lengthwise. Pile fab- 
rics are made of all cotton, rayon face, mohair face, silk face. 
The better qualities of pile fabrics have a twill back and a 
dense deep pile. 

An old British term for heavy weft face cloths of either cut 
pile or flat woven fabrics was Fustian (9.v.). 

Pongee.-Cotton pongee is smooth, flat, very lustrous, plain 
woven, usually made of combed yarns. Bleached, dyed ecru, other 
colours. Usually, mercerized and chased or mercerized and 
Schreinered for a high lustre. American pongee (also called 
soisette) is made with more picks than ends. Filling yarns are 
heavier than the warp, producing a very flat lustrous finished 
cloth. British pongees are usually made with heavier warp yarns 
than weft. They often have more ends than picks and also are 
made in square thread count construction. 
Quilt Fabrics.--Dobby or Jacquard woven fabrics in all bleached 

white, or white and coloured yarns with quilted, raised or flat 
designs used for spreads, counterpanes. British-made quilt fab- 
rics include Patent satin or Mitcheline, Toilet, Marseilles, Alham- 
bra, Crochet, Honeycomb. Mitcheline or Patent satin, Marseilles 
and Toilet are heavy compound fabrics. Finer yams are generally 
used for design on face cloth and heavy yarns for back cloth. Al- 
hambra, Honeycomb and Crochet quilt fabrics are cheaper, lighter. 

(a) Mitcheline, named after D.  Mitchell, is a heavy double 
fabric made of white and coloured yams in which the design is 
in solid colour. Also made all gray and bleached white. 

(b) Satin or Patent Satin.-Very similar to and really an im- 
provement or a modification of Mitcheline. All bleached white 
also white or coloured figures on a coloured ground. No satin 
weaves are used, however. 

(c) Toilet.- A heavy, double woven, fancy woven, pique type 
fabric, all bleached white, has embossed or raised figures on face 
(plain woven fine yarns) on coarser rough plain woven ground 
cloth. 

(d )  Marseilles.-Double woven fabric, heavy, firm texture. 
Reversible quilted or raised patterns. 

(e) Alhambra.-Has white and coloured large decorative de- 
signs. Lighter weight. 

( f)  Honeycomb.-Soft, loose texture, ply warp, soft twist weft 
yarns, lighter weight, raised and depressed patterns, resembling 
honeycomb or waffle effects. All bleached white. 

(g) Crochet.-A medium weight, dobby or jacquard woven with 
fine crochet or lace like designs. All bleached white, lighter weight. 

American-made quilt fabrics include a number of white and 
coloured yarn quilt fabrics of various weights made with flat 
or quilted designs which are referred to generally as Jacquard 
bedspreads or according to type of pattern used such as Colonial. 

Peasant, Dimity, Crinkle stripe, etc. 
(h )  Ratine.-Plain woven, bulky, soft, spongy texture fabric. 

Made of different size yarns irregularly plied. Also known as  
EpongC. British name for the type of yarn used is Gimp yarn. 

(i) Repp (Weft or Filling).-Woven cloth with prominent ribs 
running widthwise. Heavy weights made for upholstery, drapery 
purposes; lighter weights for shirtings, dress goods. Has from 
two to three times more ends than picks. Similar to heavy poplin 
but has more prominent rib. Very coarse rib known as Grosgrain. 
Rib effects are formed by the use of fewer number of coarse ply 
filling yarns. Finer rib shirting repp made by tension and sIack 
weaving of warp ends, with low number of picks, known as ten- 
sion repp. 

( j )  Warp Repp.-British cloth. Has  about half a s  many ends as  
picks with ribs running lengthwise. Also made with figured ef- 
fects, also called Moreen. 

Sateens, Cotton Satins, Satin Drills.-British fabrics of this 
type if formed by warp are caIled warp satins, satin drills. If 
formed by the weft are called weft satins, weft sateens or 
Italians (high count). American fabrics are called warp sateens, 
filling sateens. They are flat, smooth-faced cotton fabrics made 
with a satin weave, the third foundation weave. Made with 
5 harnesses either warp faced or weft faced. I n  weaving a 
warp sateen each warp yarn floats over four weft yarns and 
interlaces with the fifth weft yarn (weft satins are made vlce 
versa). The bindings or interlacings are as far apart as  possible to  
obtain a smooth face and to avoid a diagonal line effect. Because 
of their smooth flat surface, especially the weft satins, they 
take a highly lustrous finish when mercerized and Schreinered. 
Usually dyed black and colours. Used for linings, underwear, um- 
brellas. Warp faced satins generally are stronger, firmer doths 
of heavier carded yarns. British cloths of this type are called 
satin drills. Bleached firm finish used for tropical suitings, 
washable clothing. Dyed and used for outdoor sportswear, uni- 
forms. Printed, used for mattress ticking, draperies. Light weight 
soft,  silky fine combed yarn warp sateens when highly mercerized 
and Schreinered are called charmeuse satins or sateens. A twill 
faced weft sateen is also made by having repeat of weave run in 
same direction as that of twist in the weft yarn- a l so  known as  
"French Twill Sateen." Eight-harness, warp satin called Venetian. 

Scrim.-Plain woven, loose, open texture, curtain fabric of ply 
combed yarns woven with strong wide tape selvage, sometimes 
has fancy woven border. Heavier ply yarn (combed) fabric is 
also known as Hardanger cloth. 

Seersucker.-Also called Crimp (British). Summer dress and 
suiting fabric with characteristic woven crinkle stripes formed 
by slack and tension weaving of alternating sections of warp ends. 
Made all white, white alternating with coloured stripes, checks. 
Given plain finish, pre-shrunk finishes. 

Serge.-A reversible % or similar even sided cotton twill. 
When made with a-ply yarns they resemble worsted serges in ap- 
pearance. Very fine ply yarn, high thread count serge twills are 
used for highest grade raincoats (dyed and given water repellent 
finish). Dyed, printed, used for suitings; coarser yarn serges are 
napped for flannel effects. 

Sheeting.-British sheetings are made in plain o r  twill weaves. 
The regular plain woven narrow sheetings are strong, serviceable 
cloths. Generally given a white Croydon finish. Medium weight 
narrow British sheetings also called domestics. 

Wide bed sheetings usually have a high thread count. Twill 
woven sheetings usually have heavy condenser weft yarns which 
have a low twist giving the fabric a soft texture. Warp yarns used 
are generally finer and sironger. American sheetings are always 
plain woven, mostly of carded yarns. Narrow sheetings up to 4oin. 
are largely used for converting into several standard finished 

hs known by various names according t o  use or finish. These 
ude canvas, cretonne, suiting, crash. Also used in unbleached 
e for grain, feed bags, base for coated fabrics, covers for 

a)  Wide Bed Sheetitzgs.-Strong, higher thread count than 
narrow sheetings. Bleached and given a muslin finish. Cheaper, 
lower thread count qualities, are backfilled. Sold in unbleached 
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state as brown sheeting. Standard muslin sheeting constructions 
are 68x72 and 64x64 threads per inch. 

(b )  Percale Sheeting is a combed yarn, fine, smooth texture 
sheeting having approximately 2 0 0  threads per square inch. 
Lighter weight, carded yarn, lower count sheeting also called 
lightweight percale, has a finer yarn and a higher thread count 
than the best muslin sheetings. Percale sheeting never has less 
than 180 threads per square inch. Sheetings generally have a bal- 
anced or square thread count. 

Shirting.-General name for plain and fancy woven fabrics used 
for shirting purposes such as broadcloth, poplin, oxford, harvard, 
grandrelle. Given mercerized, chased, pre-shrunk finishes. White 
shirtings is also a general British term for white finished fabrics 
which include longcloths, cambrics, muslins, various pure sized 
and back filled finishes used in foreign export markets. 

Ticking (Bed TicKing).-(a) Woven design ticking, (b)  con- 
verted ticking. Strong, closely woven fabrics used for the cov- 
ering of mattresses filled with hair, feathers, cotton, e t ~ .  Best 
tickings are closely woven, warp faced fabrics made in satin and 
twill weaves with coloured yarn warp stripes in various weights 
and constructions. Also made in elaborate Jacquard panel de- 
signs. Plain woven, coloured warp, white filling, lighter weight 
pillow ticking is known as Bohemian ticking 

Tickings, Converted.-Some of these are cheaper type tickings. 
Warp sateens, drills and light weight narrow sheetings are used. 
Usually printed with floral designs. The lower thread count qual- 
ities are given a backfilled finish to fill up the interstices and 
to add weight. 

Twill is the second foundation weave. A warp twill is formed 
when the warp yarn floats over two or more weft yarns before 
inlerlacing [and vice versa for a weft (filling) twill]. These 
floats produce diagonal line effects which run upwards to left or 
to right selvage. Names of twills vary according to number of 
harnesses used, their origin, use, etc. T o  obtain most prominence 
the diagonal line in a twill usually runs in the same direction 
as the twist in the yarn. If warp yarn forming twill has Z or 
warp twist twill will run upward to left selvage. British twilled 
cloths are generally called drills if formed by warp and trvills if 
formed by weft yarns. 

Velvet-Velveteen.-See Pile Fabrics. 
Venetian.--Strong, heavy, very lustrous, smooth surface, 8-har- 

ness warp faced satin. Usually made of combed z ply warp yarns 
with ZZ twist (ply yarn is twisted same direction as single), 
and combed or carded single weft yarn. Bleached. dyed, and given 
mercerized and Schreinered finishes. Used for overcoat linings, 
dress goods, drapes, cushion covers. 

Voile.-Clear, open texture, wiry yarn, plain woven, combed 
yarn, square construction fabric. Best qualities made with 
combed, mercerized and gassed ply yarns which have ZZ twist. 
American voiles are usually combed single yarns with hard, medi- 
um or slack twist. British single yarn voile also called voilette. 

IV. COTTON TRADE AND ORGANIZATION 

A. COTTON YARN OUTPUT 
Yarn.-Cotton yarn used as an article of commerce is made 

from raw cotton which has been prepared by carding, combing (in 
combed yarns only), drawing and spinning to form a compact 
single yarn strong enough for its particular use. Cotton yarns are 
made for weaving, knitting, plaiting operations and for conversion 
into thread, twine or cordage. There are two main divisions, 
carded and combed yarns. 

Carded Yarn is made from cotton fibres cleaned of most of 
their impurities by carding, drawn out and evened up by drawing 
and doubling, twisted into yarn by spinning. Carded yarns gen- 
cralIy run from I S  to 50s, American; up to I ~ O S ,  British. 

Combed Yarn is made from finer, longer fibres than used for 
carded yarn. In  addition to being carded the fibres are combed 
to remove all short fibres, motes and all other impurities, drawn 
out and evened up by drawing and doubling, twisted into yarn by 
spinning. Combed yarns can be made in all counts. They are gen- 
erally made from 10s up to zoos and for special purposes as fine- 
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as 300s. Most cotton yarns are spun from unbleached cotton. 
Three systems of cotton spinning are used: mule, ring, condenser. 

Mule Spun Yarn.-In this system cotton fibres in the form of 
fine roving are drawn out finer, t~visted or spun into yarns and 
wound onto bobbins-all three operations being intermittent. 
Produces a fuller, more even, rounder and a finer yarn from the 
same cotton spun on the ring frame All numbers of yarn can be 
spun on the mule frame (up to 300s). Fine yarns (above 120s) 
can only be spun on it. Coarse, lofty, soft spun, bulky cotton 
waste yarns are also spun on the woollen mule and are called wool 
spun yarns. 

, Ring Spzm Yar?z.--On the ring frame the cotton (roving) is 
drawn out finer, spun into yarn and wound onto bobbins. All 
three operations being continuous. The ring frame has a greater 
production than the mule frame. Used for coarse, medium and 
fine yarns up to approximately 120s. 

Cottolz Waste Spun Yarn.-In the spinning of cotton waste yarn 
a coarse, heavy, soft, low twist, rovidg type yarn is produced. 
Because of the short fibres used (card and comber waste) they 
are not given the usual drawing operations. Also, depending upon 
which kind of waste used tnro different methods of carding are 
used: (a)  where low grades of waste and fibres of mixed length 
are used they can only be carded on the wool card; (b)  where 
better grades of cotton waste are used they are given regular 
cotton carding treatment. After carding, the card sliver is spun 
on one of the fly frames into heavy roving yarn-the drawing 
processes are left out. The later spinning frame operations also 
are omitted except for finer counts, i e .  8s to 10s. Wool carded 
cotton waste yarns known as wool spun waste yarn are softer and 
fuller. Cotton carded waste yarns are cleaner, less even, but 
stronger. Some of the better cotton waste yarns are often superior 
in colour, cleanliness, etc., to some weaving yarns, i.e. used 
in Osnaburgs. Waste yarns are made from IS to 6s and largely 
used in 4 to 6 ply for mops and for packing and for cheaper 
insulation purposes. Coloured waste yarns are made IS  to 10s 
used in 3, 4 ply for carpet yarns, hosiery. 

Y a r n  Numbering.-Yarn is known by its number or counts. 
Method of numbering is universal. The number of hanks (each 
84oyd.) which equal 11b. denotes the yarn number, i.e. in one 
pound of No. 10 cotton yarn (or 10s counts) there are 10 hanks 
or 8,400 yards. Cotton yarns generally start from IS  and are 
made as fine as 300s commercially. 

Y a r n  Twist.-The number of twists or turns per inch given the 
yarn at  the spinning frame depends upon its use-weaving, knit- 
ting, plaiting, cordage, etc. Constants are used which when multi- 
plied by the square root of the yarn number give the number of 
twists per inch to be inserted, i.e. 9s warp yarn fl= 3 ~ 4 . 7 5  (warp 
constant) = 141 turns per inch. Different constants are used for 
various types of yarn. 

The direction of twist in the yarn is referred to in the Ameri- 
can market as Z or S. Z twist is also called regular, warp twist 
or "twist way" (British). J t  has an oblique line or spiral (when 
held vertically) which runs from lower left to upper right as the 
up and down line in letter Z. S twist also called reverse twist or 
('weft way" (British) has a spiral line (when held vertically) from 
lower right to upper left as the up and down line in the letter S. 
American weaving yarns used in both warp and filling are gen- 
erally spun with Z twist. British weaving yarns generally have Z 
twist for warp and S twist for weft. 

Variet ies  of Cot ton  Y a r n s  
Single Yarn.-A continuous length of compact twisted fibres in 

yarn form, strong enough for its particular use. Practically all 
American spun yarns have Z twist. S twist is used for special 
purposes only. British spun yarn when used for the warp has Z 
twist and is called "twist" yarn. Yarn for the filling is called 
"weft" yarn and is generally S twist unless otherwise specified. 

Warp or "Twist" Yarn.-Weaving yarn given a determined 
number of twists per inch for strength in weaving. Constants used 
vary from 3.50 to 4.75. Has Z twist. 

Filling or "Weft" Yarn.-Weaving yarn which generally has 
less twists than warp yarn and therefore a softer, fuller yarn and 
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as a rule not as strong. Constants used vary from 3.00 to 4.25. 
Has S twist. 

Soft Twist Filliltg or "TI7eJt" Yar?t.--Weaving yarn used in 
special twills and sheetings. Has a low number of twists per inch 
so that cloth can be easily given a raised nap, Flannel type finish. 
Constants used vary from 2.50 to 3.00. 

Part  Wool (Spun) Yarn made with (new) short staple China 
and some Indian cottons and wool fibres. Because of their harsh 
wiry nature these cottons are more easily run on the wool system 
of carding and spinning (mule). Varying percentages of wool 
fibres are generally mixed with these cottons for part wool mix- 
ture yarns for use in blankets, hosiery, etc. 

Condenser Waste Yarns.-British waste yarns used for weft 
yarn in blankets, sheetings, twills, etc., (for napping) are made 
from: (a) soft waste (card and comber waste), (b)  hard waste 
(cotton yarn or thread waste torn up into fibres, and treated with 
soft soap and water for proccssing). The waste fibres are carded, 
rubbed between leather covered rings into cylindrical or sliver 
form on a "condenser card" and without any drawing processes is 
spun on "condenser mule" into IS  to 12s yarns. 

Knitting-Hosiery Yarns are carded or combed. Coarse, medium 
and fine count single and ply yarns made with "knitting" twist, 
softer than that used for weaving. Constants used 2.50 to 3.00. 
Yarns include 6s, 12s up to 50s single carded, 20s to 80s single 
combed, 36/2 to 120/2  ply combed, plain or mercerized. 

Heather Carpet Yarns.-Blended coloured waste fibres from 
card strips mixed with good white cotton made 4, 5 ,  6s singles 
and then into ply yarns of 3, 4, or 5 ply. 

Roving Yarn.-Heavy, soft, cotton waste roving yarn. Usually 
is flyer spun from carded sliver on one of the fly frames (slubber, 
intermediate or roving frames), with sufficient twist for strength 
for weaving. Higher grades are sometimes made from new cotton 
but generally roving yarn utilizes unbleached or coloured cotton 
waste. Used when plied for mop, some candlewick yarns, and for 
warp or filling yarn decorations, coloured (or unbleached) in cur- 
tain and drapery fabrics. 

Mzrltiple E?zd Yarn.-Two or more single or ply yarns wound 
parallel alongside each other without twist. Used for maximum 
coverage for insulation purposes in wrap spinning of electrical 
copper wiring or flat or tubular braiding. 

Ply Yarrz (American), Folded Yarn (British) .-Two or more 
ends (yarns) tuisted together by plying or doubling. In  the ply- 
ing of Z twist yarns, S twist is generally used (or ZS). (2/80 is 
British, 80,'~ is American way of expressing ply.) Majority of 
ply yarns made are 2-ply. Largely used where strength is re- 
quired-in heavy. wide or number duck or canvas, army ducks. 
Also in finer cloths as aeroplane cloth, voiles, broadcloths. 

Voile Yar?z.-British voile yarns are fine, smooth, round, wiry 
yarns, hard twisted, mercerized, and gassed, 80/2 to 2 2 0 / 2 .  If 
Z twist is used in single, Z twist is also used in the ply so that 
yarn has "twist on twist" in it (or ZZ twist). In  the American 
market, single hard twist or medium hard twist voile yarns are 
chiefly used. Single voile yarns in English market are known as 
"mock voile." 

Crepe Twist Yarn.-Extra hard twisted cotton yarns, single or 
ply yarn, twisted so much that when woven into a fabric and wet 
out in finishing, considerable contraction takes place, creping 
the fabric permanently. Twist constants run up to 7. Made with 
both Z and S twist. In  weaving, alternating pairs of each twist 
are used in both warp and filling for a balanced crepe fabric. 

Mzcltiple Ply Yarn.-A large number, i.e. up to 72 ends folded 
or plied together. Specialty ply yarns used for wrapping twine 
cordage purposes. Polished butcher twine is made of 8s/72. 

Cable Yarns.-These are made of two or more ply yarns twisted 
together. Several varieties are made for cordage, tying twine 
fish nets, etc. When cable yarn is made with ZSZ twists it is 
known as cable twist. When cable yarn is made with ZZS or SSZ 
twists it is called Hawser twist and is a tighter, wiry yarn. 

Cable Twist Yarn when made in 8/2/2 usually coloured, is solc 
as  "Sea Island Twine." Made in 23/5/3 is a tire yarn used ir 
rubber cord tires. 

Hawiser Twist Yarrz when made 20/2 /2  or 20/2/3 used for corc 

of safety fuse. 
Seine Net Twine.-Both cable and hawser twist yarns are used 

in making of fishing nets. In  machine manufactured nets they 
are used alternately to  balance the shrinkage or contraction. 
10s single yarns are always in the first ply and these vary from 
2 up to 32 ends used. In  the second plying 3 plies are used. 
Always sold by a number which indicates the actual number of 
single yarns used. Starting with No. 6, in which 10/2/3 or a total 
of 6 singles are used, up to No. 96 in which 10/32/3 (or 96 sin- 
gles) are used. Made in medium and hard textures (more twist 
used in latter). 

Tobacco Twine.-Largely used for tying tobacco plant leaves. 
8/3 or 8/4 ply used (put up 6 balls to a pound, 30 balls packed 
in 5lb. bags). 

Thread or Spool Cottons.-Used for sewing and embroidery pur- 
poses, are specially twisted and processed, combed, ply or cable 
yarns. They are gassed, waxed and polished and in some cases 
mercerized Only the finest and strongest cottons are used: Sea 
Island, various grades of Egyptian. Single yarns used vary from 
32s up to I jos. These are twisted into 2-ply yarns, called 2-thread 
or 2-cord, 3 or 4-ply called 3-cord, 4-cord. These yarns are made 
with ZS twists. Sewing thread is also made in 6 cord thread. 
This is made a-ply, and three of these are then plied together 
to  make a cable yarn. Twists used are ZZS. I n  twisting the 
yarns, dry or wet doubling is used. In  wet twisting the yarns 
are passed through a water trough. This sets the twist in the 
yarn and gives it smoothness and strength. After twisting, the 
yarn is gassed to remove projecting fibres, and is bleached or 
dyed or used in the natural. If no finish is given the thread it  is 
termed soft finish. Most sewing thread is given a waxing treat- 
ment for "silk," polished or "glace" finishes. Thread is also 
mercerized for strength and lustre. The numbering or ticketing 
of thread is arbitrary. \$'here the term 2 thread is used the single 
yarns used are approximately 50% heavier, i.e in 70 two thread 
36s/2 are used. Where the term 3-cord is used the number often 
(but not always) indicates the actual yarn number used in the 
singles, i.e. in 30 three cord, three ends of 30s are used. Where the 
term 6-cord is used the number used is in some cases approxi- 
mately twice as fine as the single yarns used, i.e. in 36 6-cord, 6 
ends of 70s are used, in No. 50 6-cord, 6 ends of 100s are used. 
In  No. 100, 6-cord, however, 150/6 are used. These variations in 
the counts of the single yarns used occur when strength of thread 
is specified, the yarns often being changed to meet this require- 
ment. Also where silk or polished finishes are used the yarn is 
stretched, made harder and thinner and actually is a lighter yarn 
than the original. 

Crochet Thread.-These are soft twist ply yarns of two, three 
or four ends, usually combed, also carded. In  plying, the twist 
used is the reverse to  that of the single. They are given a soft 
finish or a mercerized finish Yarns include 3/2, 8/3. 12/4. 
Crochet thread is also made in 6-cord cable twist (50/2/3). 

Lace Tlzread.-Combed and gassed hard twisted super combed 
yarns of Sea Island, Egyptian, fine American cottons 60/2, 1oo/2 
up to 300/2, used for plaiting into fine nets, laces. (They are 
known as Brass Bobbin yarns which are flattened for use on 
Levers and Nottingham lace machines). Combed single yarns are 
also used. Carded yarns are used for the heavier laces: 12/2, 20/2, 
30/2 up to 5o/z in both soft twist and hard twist. 

Lisle Thread.-Combed, gassed, smooth, mercerized ply yarns 
of Egyptian and fine American cottons with harder twist than 
used as weaving yarns (from 50/2 to 80/2). The name lisle 
originally applied to  mercerized hosiery yarn made in Lisle, 
France. 

1 Colozired Yanzs.-Generally single yarns dyed in solid colours. 
1 They also can be made from stock dyed cotton fibres. 

Blended or Mixture Yarns.-These are single yarns made from 
I contrasting or white and coloured fibres blended to form Oxford 

grays, heather mixtures, etc. Fibres are stock dyed. 
Mottled or Two-Tone Yarizs.-These are single yarns of half 

white, half colour or of two contrasting colours. Spun from two 
rovings, one white, one coloured roving or two different coloured 
rovings. Called mock twist or mock grandrelle (British), used 
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mostly in coverts, mottled flannels, etc. 

Flecked or Random Yarn.-A single yarn throughout which ap- 
pear flecks of coloured fibres. These are added at  the delivery end 
of the card (or later processes) to  form a coloured flecked white 
yarn. White fibres are also added to stock dyed cotton to form 
a white flecked coloured yarn. 

Printed Yar?j.-In which roving or single or ply yarn is printed 
with a pattern of one or more colours throughout. Used in warp 
for decorations, in flannels, shirtings, tie fabrics, warp printed 
cretonnes. 

Resist Yarn.-Used as decoration, stripes, etc. in woven fabrics, 
clocks, in hosiery. Also known as immunized yarn. White or 
dyed yarns (or cotton fibres) chemically treated so that in dyeing 
of goods the ground cloth is dyed but resist-treated yarn is not 
affected. 

Grandrelle Yarns.-British name for 2-ply shirting yarns, I 

white, I coloured yarn plied together. Also made with contrasting 
colours. 

Novelty Yarns.-Are usually ply yarns with special effects 
formed by the plying or doubling of contrasting sizes of yarns, 
variations in speeds in feeding the yarns in plying. Usually re- 
ferred to by number of yards per pound i.e. 1,600yd per pound. 

Spiral.-Two different size single yarns, one soft and heavy, 
one fine, plied together. I n  plying, the heavy yarn, called the 
effect yarn, is fed in excess of the fine yam causing the heavy 
yarn to  wind around the fine yarn in a spiral formation; are 
usually twist on twist. 

Corkscrew.-Heavy and fine single and ply yarns plied evenly 
give similar effect to spiral yarn but effect is more pronounced. 
Yarns used may or may not be of opposite twists. 

Seed Yarn.-Also called nub yarn. Has bunches of knots at  
regular intervals half-inch apart or more. A core yarn of 2 ply 
white yarns and one to three different coloured fine single yarns 
are used. Where three coloured yarns are used they are first 
evenly plied with the core yarn then one of the coloured yarns is 
fed in excess of the others, causing it to collect and form a knot or 
seed effect. All three yarns are then plied evenly with the core 
yarn, after which a seed effect of another colour is formed in the 
same way as before. This is repeated so that three different col- 
oured seeds are formed, each successive seed effect being of a 
different colour. 

Chenille Yarn.-This is not a spun yarn but is a yarn cut from 
a specially woven cloth known as chenille weft fabric. Made with 
fine, ply warp yarns Leno or plain woven in groups (with spaces 
in between) and soft twisted heavy filling yarns, carded or 
combed. The chenille yarn is produced by cutting the fabric 
lengthwise in between each group of warp ends. The cut yarn has 
projecting tufts (cut weft yarns) along its sides, held tightly in 
place by the firm woven warp ends. Chenille yarn is designated 
as 3-cut, 6-cut, etc. These represent number of cuts per inch-the 
more cuts, the finer the chenille yarn. 

Ratine Yarn.-Uneven yarn with loop effects throughout. Made 
of three or more different size yarns, unevenly plied together. 
Where three yarns are used (6s, 2os, 20s) one of 2os, known as 
the core yarn and the 6s are plied together. The heavy, softer 6s 
yarn is plied in excess, causing it to wind itself in a loose loop 
formation around the core yarn. The other 20s is then plied 
evenly with the first ply to bind it (otherwise the loops would 
slip). The third yarn (20s) is called the binder or tie yarn. 
Coloured ratine yarns used in drapery, upholstery fabrics. Also 
made natural (unbleached) and used as warp and filling yarns 
or filling only in ratine fabric, already described in Cotton 
Fabrics. 

Boucle' Yarn.-Similar to  spiral yarn but has more of a spiral. 
A ply yarn of two fine yarns and one coarse yarn are twisted to- 
gether (twists used are generally twist on twist). The heavier 
yarn is fed so that it  winds in a very definite spiral around the 
outside of the ply yarn. 

Slub Yarn (Himalaya, Shantung, Cloud or Snowj'lake Yarn).- 
Also called flake yarn. Usually single yarn which has thick places 
throughout, other places being regular spun yarn Effect produced 
a t  spinning frame by special attachments or gears which cause 

variations in feeding. The heavy parts of the yarn are not twisted 
as much as the regular spun, thinner parts. Flake, snowflake, cloud 
or shantung is short, heavy slub. Himalaya slub is usually long 
continuous, heavy slub-as much as 36in. long and longer. Slub 
yarns are generally used for filling only in broadcloths, Osnaburgs, 
drapery fabrics. Slub yarns are also plied evenly with a single 
yarn for strength. 

Bourette.-Variation of a slub yarn. Made from single or ply 
core yarn to which is added a t  the spinning frame, at intervals, 
pieces or portions of heavy roving yarn. Heavy places or slubs 
are formed wherever the pieces of extra roving have been coma 
bined with the core yarn. Natural or coloured rovings are used. 
Similar (British) yarn to  which bunches of coloured fibres are 
added is called Knickerbocker or Knicker yarn. 

Core Yarn.-Yarn made with a single cotton yarn as a core 
plied with a heavy, bulky cotton yarn (usually China or Indian 
cotton) covering the core. Used as filling yarn in blankets, 
which when napped retains most of its strength. Woollen or cot- 
ton and woollen mixture yarns are also made with cotton core. 

Rubber Core Yarn.-These yarns have a round or flat rubber 
core of varying sizes around uhich are wound cotton yarns used 
for covering. A fine, single combed yarn (80s, 100s) is wound 
around the rubber core first in one direction and a second y a m  is 
then wound in an opposite direction, giving complete coverage. 
Referred to by number of yarns to the pound i.e. 1,600yd. yarn. 

Union or Mixed Yam.-Single cotton yarns made of cotton and 
wool or other fibre mixed or blended together. Part wool yarns 
are made with varying percentages of wool and cotton for hosiery, 
underwear, etc. Other fibre mixtures used with cotton are linen, 
cut rayon fibres and silk fibres. The British name for fine wool 
and cotton mixture yarns is Angola. 

Bump Yarn.-British local term for coarse, heavy blanket yarn, 
usually heavier than No. I ,  and referred to in yards per ounce 
i.e. 50s bump yarn (or soyd. per ounce). Also used for wadding 
yarns in heavy quilt fabrics. (J. HE.) 

B. COMMERCE IN COTTON YARNS 
The term "cotton yarn" means yarn produced by spinning com- 

panies for sale to consumers who either finish it for further sale or 
manufacture the yarn into finished goods. The cotton sales-yarn 
business has been on the decline since 1926, due to  an over-expan- 
sion in the industry during the decade just previous to 1926, 
and, in great measure, to the swing from cotton to silk and syn- 
thetic fibres in wearing apparel styles. In the United States, 
for example, in 1929 647,725,4391b. of yarn was produced for sale. 
This was 22% of the total yarn produced. But in 1937 (a "good" 
year) only 534,000,000lb. or 17% of the total production was 
manufactured for sale. Yarn is sold to the weaving, knitting, mer- 
cerizing, braid, narrow fabrics, wire-insulating, lace and other 
yarn consuming trades. Yarn may be carded or combed, single or 
ply. Combed yarn is of a higher quality than carded yarn, having 
been spun from longer staple cotton (usually  in. or longer) 
of strict middling grade. I t  goes through a process, beyond 
that necessary in manufacturing carded yarns, which combs out 
all the short fibres of cotton not taken out by the card machine. 
Combed yarn has high tensile strength, durability, lustre and 
smoothness-all brought about through the numerous doublings 
throughout the process of manufacture. Combed yarn in a fine 
number such as 100s has been doubled 1,500,ooo times,-and num- 
bers as high as 400s have been spun on mule-spinning in Great 
Britain. (The number of yarn denotes the size and is based upon 
the formula No. I yarn contains 84oyd. and weighs one pound- 
No. 10 yarn weighs one pound and contains 10 times 840 yards.) 
Single yarn is one strand, plied yarn may be two or more strands 
twisted together to form one thread. 

The problems of commerce in cotton yarns are multitudinous, 
mainly due to unintelligent competition either on the part of 
the mills selling the yarn or agencies through which yarn is 
bought and sold. T o  attempt an understanding of the yarn mar- 
keting problems we should know something about the set-up of 
the yarn producing industry. The two principal cotton yarn manu- 
facturing countries of the world are Great Britain with 10,751,- 
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ooo ring and 28,002,000 mule spindles; and the United States nith 
26,488,000 ring and 500,ooo mule spindles (1935 figures). These 
spindles include those manufacturing all yarns. The United King- 
dom is especially equipped for export trade and was in 1936 the 
largest exporter of cotton goods, in terms of value, in the world. 
I t  sold that year ten times as much yarn and piece goods in for- 
eign markets as did the United States. This may be due in some 
degree to the lower labour costs in Great Britain. 

The over-production of cotton yarns and a declining consumer 
demand since 1921 have affected the markets in the United States 
and Great Britain in much the same way. An intensive price- 
cutting era prevailed in both countries. Great Britain has done 
more to remedy the trouble in its industry than has the U.S. 

In RIanchester the average spinning mill has 60,000 to 80,000 
spindles. About 25% of the total spindleage is located near 
Bolton. the section uhich spins Egyptian cotton entirely. The 
remaining 7 5%-which uses American Upland cotton, is centred 
near Oldham. Every mill is represented on the Manchester Royal 
Exchange and the entire yarn production is sold directly by the 
manufacturer or through agents on the floor of the exchange. 

The Redundant Spindle Act, a "gentleman's agreement" on the 
part of 80% of the spinners to  uphold prices, and finally the 
Enabling Act were efforts in solution of marketing problems of 
British spinners. Under the Enabling Act, passed 1939, the fol- 
lowing things are aimed at :  standardization of mill efficiency. 
price control, and research. Every mill is registered and those 
who do not adhere to standards set by the bill find their li- 
censes revoked. Under the Enabling Act no one may sell second- 
hand machinery to anyone else. They may sell it, however, to 
a Central Committee (which the bill provides for) a t  a standard 
price and then the committee disposes of the redundant machin- 
ery as it  sees fit. Also, under the bill a small levy is placed 
on every mill, and out of this fund approximately $450,000 pet 
year will be available for research and advertisement. Price 
standards are arrived at  by using differentials based on the price 
of cotton, plus half the legitimate depreciation, plus interest 
on capital of a reasonably priced mill-or in other words, depre. 
ciation and replacement value. This bill controls production and 
price policies to such an extent that commerce in British yarns 
may be on a completely new basis. 

In  the United States there are two distinct yarn manufacturing 
sections: New England and the southern States. In New Englanc 
mills are large units. average jo,ooo to 60,000 spindles, but 
in the South mills are for the most part small, ~o ,ooo  to 20.00~ 

spindle plants. Mills in the United States sell to their cus. 
tomers either direct through their own sales organizations, 01 

through selling agents and brokers. The great majority of yarr 
mills sell through agents. This is mainly because small unit: 
are unable to maintain adequate sales forces of their own. The 
commission or selling agent charges a flat j% of the sales value 
of the yarn for his services, but in this case he also is sup. 
posed to guarantee accounts receivable. In other instances thc 
broker may charge only 2%-the mill assuming the credit risk. 

I n  determining prices yarn mills must take into consideratior 
labour, office expenses, depreciation, power, taxes, upkeep oi 
mill village (if the mill is in the South), packing costs, freight 
supplies, repairs, percentage of cotton waste, raw cotton, insur 
ance (including social security), fuel, interest. The object oj 
the game is to pay all these expenses and add a profit in tc 
the price figure. Under the price cutting era practices, some 
where along the line costs had to be cut. Up until the Federa 
Wage and Hour Bill was enacted (1938) the cutting generallj 
came out of labour costs. Under the Wage-Hour Law labour cost( 
are pretty well stabilized throughout the industry. Raw cotton ic 
always the same price for the same quality to domestic consum 
ers The result is, with those two major cost items on a level fol 
mills, buyers should look to quality standards. The determinatior 
of quality standards involve the number of yarn; grade and staple 
of cotton; finish of yarn (for it  may be gassed, mercerized 
bleached or dyed); and put-up which may be on ball-warps 
warps, cones. tubes, perforated tubes for dyeing, skeins, cops 
quills The put-up is governed generally by the trade to whicl 

jarn is sold. 
Yarn manufactured for sale goes to:  weavers who buy it  on sec- 

ion beams, or warps, which carry about 400 ends, or threads, to  
he warp. Several of these are put on the slasher and run onto 
1 loom warp which will hold about 4,000 ends, each being from 
r2,ooo to 22,oooyd. long depending upon the number of the yarn. 
rhe  weaver also buys yarn for filling, put up on cones which 
hey quill onto a cop, or they buy it ready quilled or copped. 

The mercerizing trade buys combed yarn from the mills for fin- 
shing purposes: mercerizing, gassing, bleaching, dyeing. Mercer- 
zers buy yarn on ball warps. They finish it, quill i t  or mind it 
In cones and re-sell i t  to knitters and to some weavers. 

A large percentage of yarn, both combed and carded, is sold di- 
.ect to knitters, on cones. This yarn is knit into underwear, hosiery, 
~uterwear, and for industrial uses such as meat coverings. 

The sewing thread trade buys yarn which they bleach, dye, 
nercerize, glaze, or wax. I t  is wound on cones and tubes when 
ee-sold to  the manufacturers of sewed goods, and on wooden 
jp001s when it  is for the retail or home-sewing trade. 

Carded and combed yarns go into wire-insulating, and convert- 
:rs dye, glaze and re-sell it for this purpose. I t  is wound on 
tubes but instead of one thread, several threads are wound on the 
.ube together, which is a special process in itself. 

Commercial dyers, who buy sales yarn on warps, skeins, perfo- 
rated tubes, and perforated cones, re-sell it after dyeing it to 
knitters, weavers, etc. 

The braid trade which manufactures shoe laces, corset laces, 
stc., takes quantities of yarn, as do the narrow-fabrics manufac- 
turers who convert yarn into tapes and ribbons. Some of the fin- 
sst yarns spun go to the lace manufacturers who make curtains 
snd embroidery laces. This yarn is especially put-up on prepared 
brass bobbins made to fit the lace machines. I t s  production in 
America is a recent development in the fancy goods field. 

Both selling and merchandising of yarn are weak spots in the 
American textile industry. Selling, other than through the mill's 
own organization, has not proved satisfactory and the malprac- 
tices developed by various type agencies have undermined the 
entire market structure, until a t  times it is chaotic. For instance: 
short-selling is practiced by agents when they act as merchants 
2nd offer considerable quantities of the yarn of a given mill 
under the market price which the mill authorizes, in the belief 
that they can obtain the yarn a t  a lower price in time for delivery. 
The agent runs the risk that the mill will refuse the order If 
the mill refuses, the agent may lose his commission or more. 
The agent protects himself against such an outcome by reserv- 
ing the right to deliver to the customer equivalent yarn from 
one or two other mills. Again, a mill may be asking a certain 
figure for a certain yarn when one of its representatives quotes 
to a customer at  a figure less, and accepts the customer's order 
withholding it  from the mill for a time hoping that the mill price 
will weaken to fit his order. In  the meantime he is hammering 
at  the mill to weaken. Whether the mill takes that price or not, 
its original price has been broken without its consent, and the 
result is a depressant in the market. This type of selling seldom 
occurs when the mill has its own sales force. 

Another serious evil in marketing yarn is the speculative buying 
of yarn in large quantities, with the hope that the market will 
advance and reap a profit to the purchaser. Often this purchaser 
is none other than the selling agent who is gambling a t  the mill's 
expense. If the mill takes such an order, which generally is 
"blanket" with counts and poundage per count unspecified, then it  
must deliver the low priced order, if the market advances, losing 
a chance to take higher priced business or if the market falls, the 
order must remain on the mill's books for an indefinite period. 

In  order to abolish this and other serious malpractices in the 
sales yarn business mills manufacturing yarn for sale (both 
combed and carded) in the South, the Carded Yarn Group, and 
the Southern Combed Yarn Spinners Association, and the mem- 
bers of the Association of Cotton Yarn Distributors, adopted a set 
of rules in 1938 which aim toward fair trade practices. This tends, 
a t  least, to make yarn contracts through most of the American 
yarn selling industry uniform. 
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Voluntary production control programs undertaken by some 

groups, and practiced with notable success by one yarn manufac- 
turing group, have helped in marketing by stabilizing inventories 
and keeping the group in good statistical position. 

Several causes lie behind merchandising weakness. The main 
reason is that operations are so split up among the various 
participants that the responsibility for the quality of the final 
retailed product rests on nobody's shoulders. There is such a 
keen competitive market that somewhere along the line between 
the manufacturer of yarn and the buyer of a finished product some 
processor or several may be tempted to skimp just a bit. To 
eliminate this, the Federal Trade Commission is undertaking to 
protect the consumer through proper labelling. In  the yarn field 
garments labelled made of cotton yarn must specify whether the 
yarn is carded or combed. Other non-Federal agencies are under- 
taking a similar project. An outstanding job has been done by the 
Durene Association-a branch of the Mercerizers Association of 
America-in consumer education, thereby protecting purchasers 
through labelling. Garments made of mercerized cotton yarns of 
certain standard specifications are labelled "This garment is made 
of Durene mercerized yarn." Each garment is accompanied by a 
printed folder setting forth the good qualities contained in 
Durene, a combed cotton mercerized yarn. 

Although in the United States anti-trust laws prohibit any effort 
a t  price control on the part of industry, movements toward con- 
sumer education, production control and stabilized inventory, plus 
adoption of selling rules, are steps in the right direction to bring 
order out of the demoralized yarn market. Other efforts such as 
industry-wide research programs and advertising should be vigor- 
ously promoted, for no industry can continue to survive unsound 
marketing policies. (M. G. B.) 

C. WORLD TRENDS IN THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

The purpose of this article is to isolate the most significant 
trends in the cotton industries of certain of the major countries. 
In  every cotton manufacturing nation, sharp changes have oc- 
curred since the World War (1914-IS), but in certain of these 
the potential effect of such change has been particularly important 
so far as the rest of the world is concerned. I t  is this type of 
change to which this article specifically refers. 

The two decades immediately fo l lo~~ing  the World War (1914- 
18) were featured by more drastic economic shifts in the cotton 
industries of the world than was probably any similar period 
heretofore. Then, a t  the end of those two decades came the out- 
break of a new war in Europe, and the fierce rush of events which 
follo~~-ed. Change was piled upon change, with the result that 
~vorld trends in cotton manufacture which seemed clear prior to 
1940 became obscured by the uncertainties surrounding the 
national and governmental fate of so many of the countries in- 
volved No categorical statement can be made concerning the 
trends of the textile industries of the belligerent countries in the 
European war of 1939. 

There are, hovever, very definite trends in certain of the 
countries outside of Europe-principally China, India, Japan, 
and the countries of South America. A consideration of the tex- 
tile advance made in those countries forms one of the important 
parts of this article. 

U n i t e d  States.-A detailed study of the cotton industry in 
the United States is given in another section of this article. Con- 
sequently, only brief reference is necessary here, to orient 
trends in the United States to world trends. 

The economic revolution in the world textile industry during 
the two decades after the World War (1914-IS), noted above, had 
a major influence upon the destiny of the United States industry. 
Not  only were export markets involved, but the stirring chain of 
world events that started in the fall of 1939 was the signal for 
a major defence program in the United States, in which the tex- 
tile industry naturally has a great stake. The prospect that, 
fo r  years ahead, defence plans were to occupy a good part of the 
thinking and acting of industrialists in the United States com- 
pletely changed the picture. 

Generally speaking, there are no serious bottlenecks in tex- 
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tile production. The industry is equipped to produce as  much, 
and as quickly, as any apparent need would create. There are 
some problems in raw materials, but these are being worked out. 
One was the question of possible substitutes for silk in para- 
chute cloth. Successful experiments have been conducted with 
fine cotton cloth, and nylon and other synthetics have also been 
used. Incidentally, if there ever should be a shortage of cot- 
ton, the great growth of the synthetic fibre industry would rob 
such shortage of any national seriousness. 

For details concerning the United States, see Cottolz Industry 
in the Ulzited States. (D. G. Wo.) 

G r e a t  Britain.-To Great Britain the world owes the cotton 
textile industry of today, for there the first textile power machines 
mere invented, tlie first cotton textile mills built-two centuries 
ago. The modern machines of the industry are simply improve- 
ments upon or combinations of those early inventions. 

A textile industry made up of hand spinners and hand weavers 
was already well established in England a t  the turn of the 18th 
century. So important had it  become to Britain's economy that 
a mandate forbade the importation of India's more desirable cot- 
ton goods. But when the first mechanical devices were introduced 
in England, fear of labour displacement caused hysterical mobs 
to attack the inventors, and, over the first half-century of machine 
developn~ent (1733-85), many had to flee the country. But their 
inventions were there to stay and by the close of the 18th 
century power machines had been developed for each process of 
textile manufacture. In  no industry has a half-century been more 
productive, for in 1733 Kay invented his fly-shuttle; in 1764 Har- 
greaves invented his jenny-the first practical spinning machine; 
and Wyatt invented his rollers in the same period. In  1'769 Ark- 
wright perfected his water-power spinning frame, and in 1771 
built his cotton mill-the first factory employing mechanical 
devices for the spinning of cotton yarn. Other English inventions 
followed: Crompton's mule (1779), which was a combination of 
Wyatt's roller, Hargreaves' jenny, and Arkwright's horse-power 
frame. Cartwright's power loom in 1785 was the last to be added 
to this imposing list. With only two exceptions-Jacquard's pat- 
tern loom and Paul's carding machine-all the mechanical cotton 
manufacturing inventions of the time were created by Englishmen. 

From these early beginnings of the cotton textile industry 
England attained, and held until 1933, eminence in that field. 
In  1913 the United Kingdom exported 21o,ooo,ooolb. of yarn and 
~,ooo,ooo,oooyd. of piece goods, representing a value of f I 26.- 
joo,ooo. However, since that year British cotton goods exports 
have steadily declined and in 1938 England exported only 122,- 
ooo,ooolb. of yarn, not quite ~,joo,ooo,oooyd. of piece goods, 
with a total monetary value of Lq~,ooo,ooo. This was the lowest 
level British exports of cotton goods had reached since 18jo. 

The fact that the British industry has suffered is shown by 
the following table from the Census of Production, which testi- 
fies to the industry's shrinkage in all fields: 

1924 1930 19\35 
Firms engaged in cotton spinning . . . 1,114 911 818 
Firms engaged in cotton weaving . . . 1,456 1,123 1,057 
Firms engaged in textile finishing . . , 783 813 857 

The British cotton textile industry has four outstanding char- 
acteristics: geographical segregation of each section of the 
industry; strong inclination to keep its industry in specialized 
fields, i.e., spinning. weaving, finishing, with no attempt a t  
vertical integration; widely scattered ownership of the plants; 
extreme individualism in management. Each of these factors has 
helped Britain to lose her export markets, as her industry could 
never, under the above circumstances, be a closely co-ordinating 
one. 

When British cotton manufacturers awakened to the fact that 
their foreign markets had slipped away from them, frantic efforts 
were made to remedy the situation. A review of these efforts is 
interesting as a trend of the two decades-1920-40; but their 
failure, it must be acknowledged, is due to lack of complete indus- 
try organization as well as to outside forces. 

The first type of regulation attempted took the form of various 
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PLATE VIII COTTON AND THE COTTON INDLTSrI'RY 

L A T E R  PROCESSES I N  COTTON M A N U F A C T U R E  

1. Kier boil ing, whereby impurit ies are removed f rom the cotton cloth as 4. Finishing calenders, which impart  the desired mechanical finish t o  c lo th  
the first step in the finishing processes 5. The final stage i n  the m i l l  where c loth is doubled, pu t  on rolls and 

2. Pr in t ing  machines, which p r in t  patterns on cotton c loth packaged 
3. Sanforizing, an important  process for pre-shrinking of cotton cloth 
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"gentlemen's agreements" which were entered into from time to 
time to stabilize prices. But one after another of these broke 
down due to lack of co-operation of a minority who preferred to 
practice individualism in their marketing policies. 

In  the latter part of the 1920s the industry experimented with 
another plan-this one having the financial backing of one of 
the largest banks in Great Britain. I n  theory it was to accept pre- 
vailing prices, but to  cut costs of production by merging plants. 
The mergers were on a rather stupendous scale and unwieldy. 
For instance, one textile firm attempted to acquire ~o,ooo,ooo 
spindles in the section of the industry spinning American cotton, 
while another tried to  merge 3,000,000 spindles in the section 
using Egyptian cotton. However, the mergers, based on weak 
financial structures and being composed of plants having out- 
moded physical equipment, failed to operate profitably and had 
to undergo further reorganization. The merger plan failed so 
completely to accomplish its purpose among large holdings that 
mergers among the small units mere not attempted. 

Upon realization that the mergers would not solve the industry's 
problems, still another type of solution was proposed. The forma- 
tion of the Eastern Textile Association for the purpose of restor- 
ing the export trade by manufacture, by members of the associa- 
tion, of standard-construction cloths to  be pooled and marketed 
on competiti\.e terms with foreign producers was the result. Con- 
signment stocks and extensive credits to foreign countries were 
the bait, but this plan failed also. The passage of the Import 
Duties Act, in 1932, the Ottawa Agreements, and the establish- 
ment of colonial quotas were the next steps. But coming during a 
world.depression they were of no appreciable benefit to a very 
sick industry. 

In  1934 the Cotton Manufacturing Act was passed by Parlia- 
ment. This act was to fix, upon entire sections of the industry, 
wage rates and terms of employment arrived at  by agreement be- 
tween representatives of the trade unions and employer organiza- 
tions. This act, intended to prevent wage cutting as a means of 
lowering costs of production, was, however, applied in actual 
practice only to the weaving section of the industry. 

In  a really desperate situation the industry again called upon 
Parliament and in 1936 the Redundant Spindles Act n-as passed. 
The purpose of this Act was to retire from the industry ~o,ooo.- 
ooo spindles, the owners to be compensated out of a fund raised 
by an annual levy of 14d. per mule spindle on all spindles remain- 
ing in place. 

After the passage of the Redundant Spindles Act another type 
of agreement was entered into by the yarn spinners. This one 
had legal enforcement behind it. About 80% of the Lancashire 
spinners signed the agreement, which was purely for price-fixing 
purposes, under which an administrative authority fixed margins 
between the price of raw cotton and yarns from time to time. 
The great bulk of British yarn was priced under this agreement, 
but the "20% group" not in agreement rendered it ineffective. 

The net result of all these troubles was the passage by Parlia- 
ment, in 1939, of the Cotton Industry Reorganization Bill. (Al- 
though passed, enactment was suspended until close of the Euro- 
pean mar.) Under this bill internal reorganization and mobilization 
of the industry are dealt with. I t  provides for regulation of 
prices, open competition in the interest of profits, retirement 
of redundant machinery and the promotion of trade. To carry out 
the latter an Export Development Committee and a Research 
Fund were provided. The Reorganization Bill, or Enabling Act, 
authorizes formation of a Cotton Industry Board of 15 members 
appointed by the Board of Trade. An advisory committee of 3 as- 
sists the board in making decisions. Any plan, approved by the 
advisory committee, regarding any section of the industry will be 
voted upon by the section concerned. If approved by that section 
of the industry the plan will then go to Parliament and if not 
rejected there, in a limited time, will become statutory. 

Under this Act registration of all persons or firms in the tex- 
tile industry is mandatory and those who do not co-operate in 
reports and operations will have their licenses revoked. 

On the surface the Reorgani~ation Act seems n~eritorious, but 
only time can prove its ability to help Great Britain compete with 

other countries which continue to export bulk cotton goods in 
greater volume at  a lower price. 

I t  must be emphasized that all statements made concerning the 
British industry are tentative in view of the cataclysmic world 
events which started in the fall of 1939. The future trends in 
that country, particularly, depend upon international develop- 
ments. 

Japan.--Of the three countries participating in the revolution- 
ary Far Eastern expansion of the textile industry since 1920, 
China, India and Japan, the most successfu1,expansion has been 
that of Japan. Among all cotton manufacturing countries it 
ranked (in 1940) third in number of spindles, second in quantity 
of cotton consumed and first in amount of cloth exported. 

The first cotton mill was established in Japan in 1866, but 
not until 2 0  years later, when a protective tariff was placed on 
imported cotton yarn and the Japanese currency mas stabilized, 
did any noticeable progress in the industry become evident. The 
World War (1914-IS), which left the Orient and Asia free from 
European and American competition, and the international de- 
pression of the '30s, which enlarged the world's demand for low- 
priced bulk cloth, both gave considerable impetus to the growth of 
the Japanese industry. But the real impetus came from the indus- 
try itself, which through industry-organization, improved methods 
of operation, and other measures of industry-rationalization re- 
duced production costs, and at  the same time raised productive- 
efficiency of the workers. For instance, during the years 1925-33 
the workers' productive-efficiency increased by 71% in the spin- 
ning section and 133% in the weaving industry, while a t  the same 
time labour costs per unit of production decreased by 60% and 
68% respectively. 

Such results nere accomplished because the Japanese industry 
is a closely held one. A total of 71 companies, with 276 plants, 
are responsible for the entire yarn output. hfore and more the 
industry is being concentrated in the hands of a few through mer- 
gers and combines For example, three mill combines control 
60% of the industry, with five others controlling 20%-a concen- 
tration of 80% of the industry in less than 10% of the mills. 
The trend toward vertical integration is very evident in the 
most progressive spinning companies: another method by which 
costs are reduced. 

The Japanese Cotton Spinners Association, representing 98% of 
the spindleage or 10,769,360 ring spindles, and 30% of the in- 
dustry's weave capacity, or 92,416 looms, is actually the con- 
trol-centre of the Japanese textile industry. Although it  in- 
cludes a minority of the looms, its control of the majority of 
the spindleage automatically governs cloth production. In  addi- 
tion to the looms included in the Japanese Cotton Spinners Asso- 
ciation, it  is estimated that 280,000 looms established in 50,000 
small weave-units, employing not more than 10 persons each, sup- 
ply about 40% of Japan's cloth production. These establishments 
necessarily buy yarn from members of the Spinners Association. 

The Japanese Cotton Spinners Association regulates production, 
prices, contracts, working conditions (including wages and em- 
ployer-employee relations), quantity of goods and expansion of 
output capacity of its member mills. I t  also regulates trading de- 
tails on raw cotton transactions. For instance, agreements entered 
into between the Association, raw cotton merchants and steamship 
companies transporting raw cotton prohibit merchant or shipping 
agencies from delivering cotton to non-Association members. 
Such agreements make membership in the Association mandatory 
for yarn spinning mills. The Association also has an agreement 
with the Japan Federation of Cotton Yarn Merchants Association 
whereby it  exercises drastic control of sales, even to the point 
of limiting the number of dealers in yarn and cloth. 

Far Eastern labour conditions are a t  their best in Japanese 
mills, where a high type of industrial relations is practiced. 
About 90% of the cotton mill workers in Japan are girls, between 
the ages of 14 to 17, drawn from farming areas. These girls gen- 
erally work two or three years in order to build up their dowries 
and obtain an education. I t  is considered a meritorious achieve- 
ment for a farm girl to  obtain a job in a cotton mill, for the 
labour supply is plentiful and the personnel is very carefully 
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chosen. Men are employed only in a supervisory capacity, or to 
act as mechanics. 

The girls live, rent free, in dormitories in the mill compound. 
They are required to attend school two hours each day when they 
are taught Japanese and English grammar, history, mathematics, 
flower arrangements and tea ceremony. Recreational facilities 
are furnished. as >\-ell as free medical attention. 

The Japanese Factory Law limits the work day to 94hr., but all 
the mills run two shifts, seven days a week. Each operative is 
allowed two rest-days a month. 

The average daily wage for a girl operative is 0.73 yen (21 
cents)-1935 figures, Meals are furnished by the mill a t  a cost to 
the employee of about 4 cents a day, which leaves about 17 cents 
net daily income. 

Because of the rapid turn-over in labour vigilant training is 
required and full-time instructors are part of the personnel of 
the mill. 

The low labour costs in Japan, plus improved machinery and in- 
stallation of mechanical labour devices not found in mills of 
other countries, have reduced the daily wage expenditure between 
1922-35 per ~ o , o o o  spindles by j4% The reduction per IOO 

looms was 56%. I t  is estimated, according to the International 
Institute of Agriculture, 1936, that "labour costs per bale in Eng- 
land are about 2$ times as high and in the United States about 33 
times as high as in Japan." 

I t  is easy to see that the increase of cotton piece goods es- 
ported by Japan from 41 2,000,oooyd. in 1913 to 2,382,520,000yd. 
in 1939 is no accident. While European nations and the United 
States were struggling in the World War (1914-18) Japan was 
getting a strong foothold in new market territories. 'Cl'hen other 
nations again sought their old export fields Japan's low priced 
goods remained predominant and each year gained new import- 
ance. Smooth management, ability to get good results from cot- 
ton of a lower grade than that used by their competitors and the 
unusual Japanese industrial combination of cheap labour and high 
productive-efficiency, enable Japan to produce and sell cotton 
goods a t  a cheaper rate than any other exporting country. That 
formula is its simple secret b i  success. 

In  1933 it  passed the United Kingdom in exports, and since 
then Japan has remained the world's largest exporter; this despite 
heavy restrictions placed upon its goods by importing countries. 
I ts  danger to other manufacturing countries had become so obvi- 
ous by 1936 that 78 of the 127 countries to which Japan exported 
cotton goods had placed restrictive measures on Japanese imports. 
For example, the United States had never imported an appreciable 
amount of Japanese goods until 1933, "hen due to a very low na- 
tional income, plus increased operating costs resulting from the 
United States legislative program known as NRA, Japanese im- 
ports to the United States came to about ~,ooo,ooo lineal yards, 
but by 1936, just three years later, Japanese imports to the United 
States amounted to i.~,ooo,ooosq.yd. and, during the month of 
Dec. 1936, orders were placed for 1937 delivery to the United 
States of ~ ~ o , o o o . o o o  square yards. 

The tremendous influx of Japanese cotton goods into the 
United States markets siagnated American cotton piece goods 
manufacturing. Existing rates of American tariff were completely 
inadequate in the face of the situation. After the breakdown of an 
attempt on the part of the United States and Japanese govern- 
ments to establish a limitation agreement, tariff rates were raised, 
by President Roosevelt, on certain textile items as much as 4 2 % .  

At this point Dr.  C. T .  Murchison, president of The Cotton-Tex- 
tile Institute, Inc. (U.S A.), and a group of members of the Insti- 
tute went to Japan and met with a similar group from the Japan 
Spinners Association. As a result a two-year gentlemen's 
agreement was entered into which placed a quota limitation on 
Japanese imports to the United States at  1~5,000,ooosq.yd. for 
1937, and ~oo,ooo,ooosq.yd. for 1938, with the option allowed the 
Japanese to  transfer one-fourth of 1938's quota to 1937 if desired 
This agreement simply amounted to pegging importations of Japa- 
nese goods at their highest level. I t  is problematical whether the 
agreement Ti-i-as of any benefit to American industry, although it 
was renened by both groups at  its expiration. 

But all has not been smooth sailing for the Japanese. The in- 
creased restrictions placed on its goods by importing countries, 
along with its own "control system" inaugurated right after the 
beginning of the (1937) Sino-Japanese trouble, worked hardship 
on the industry. The control system was set up by the government 
to control imports and foreign exchange. Domestic consumption 
of cotton goods was limited and the Japanese Cotton Control 
Committee was placed in charge of raw cotton import permits 
and cotton stocks. In  1938 the system was improved by revision 
which attempted to balance the financial relations of exports of 
cotton textiles and imports of raw cotton. However, in this move 
attainment of volume of export seemed more desirable than actual 
value received, for often goods were sold below actual cost. 

I n  Jan. 1939 the government's basic control system was re- 
inforced by the formation of a Textile Distributing Council em- 
poxi,ered to set quotas for mills producing all textiles except 
silk. Domestic consumption quotas were set up and production 
quotas were assigned the mills. A Yarn Distributing Control 
Ordinance was also passed Jan. 1939 in an effort to eliminate ille- 
gal transactions. Although price control on yarn for export 
was abolished the same month, prices of cotton yarn for author- 
ized domestic use remained under control, according to an 
Ordinance of May 1938. 

In  April 1939, organization of a Cotton Yarn and Piece Goods 
Export Promotion Guild was perfected. I t  carried compulsory 
membership of all mills in the export trade. The object mas to 
regulate production by withholding raw cotton import permits 
from members if they exported more than their allotted quota of 
gray cloth. Upholding prices is one of the chief functions of the 
guild and cotton goods offered for export a t  below cost prices 
are bought by the Guild, which has the privilege of buying and 
selling cotton goods for export on its own account. 

Japan is certainly one of the most dominant factors in the in- 
ternational cotton textile situation. I t s  closely held industry, 
uorking under drastic regulations, and its ability to produce a 
tremendous volume of goods a t  lower costs than any other nation, 
has given its expansion an impetus which has worked detrimen- 
tally to all other volume producers, particularly Great Britain 
and the United States. With a new European situation created by 
the European war of 1939, there is a strong probability that Ja- 
pan's eminence in the textile world may become even more im- 
portant in the decade of 1940-50. 

China.-'4 wheel within a wheel is the Chinese textile industry, 
for 43% of the total spindleage in that country is owned and 
operated by the Japanese, while only 53% is Chinese-owned. The 
remaining 4% represents three British-owned mills. This para- 
doxical situation is strange in many ways, and in order to  under- 
stand the set-up of the textile industry in China one must study 
in a comparative manner both groups of mills: Chinese-owned 
and Japanese-owned. 

The cotton textile industry is a relatively new one in China, 
for the first cotton mill was built there in 1890. After the 
Sino-Japanese War of 1894 foreigners were allowed to build cot- 
ton mills in treaty ports, and British, German and United States 
interests built mills in Shanghai. Up to 1913 the industry totalled 
only r,ooo.ooo spindles and China remained a great market for 
imports of cheap cotton goods. 

After the World War, from 1918-25, the Chinese industry 
rapidly expanded, increasing its spindleage from 1,600,ooo to 
3.~oo,ooo--but of this increase I , 2 3 9 ~  56 spindles were Japanese- 
owned. By the end of 1936 China had 151 cotton mills with a 
total of 5,1zo,ooo spindles, but with nearly half of them owned 
and operated by the Japanese. The influx of Japanese capital 
and Japanese management was for two reasons: to sidestep the 
high protective tariff rates imposed by the Chinese Government 
on cotton imports, and to evade regulations of the Japanese Cot- 
ton Spinners Association in their own country, 

Although the protective tariff was imposed at  the request of 
Chinese mill men, after six successive increases on both yarn 
and piece goods in the period 1919-39, the net result has been 
increasing encroachment on the Chinese industry by Japanese 
capital plus Japanese efficiency. 
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The remarkable expansion of the cotton textile industry in  

China is simply a part of the industrial expansion throughout 
the Far East since the World War (1914-18). China, like India, 
experienced a parallel agricultural expansion and has become 
aImost totally self-sufficient in that i t  is no longer an import- 
ant importer of either raw cotton or cotton goods. The avail- 
ability of Chinese short staple cotton from which is woven the 
bulk of piece goods used in Chinese markets, the abundance of 
cheap labour, and the pressing domestic demand for both yarn 
and cloth were the chief factors in the growth of the Chinese in- 
dustry from 1918-38. Actually at  the beginning of 1937 cotton 
manufacturing was China's greatest industry. I t  represented an 
investment of $160,000,000; it employed 200,000 workers; and 
the physical capacity of the industry included 5,000,ooo spindles 
and 58.000 power looms. The production in yarn alone was over 
~,~oo,ooo,ooolb. annually. 

Although China's industrial expansion has been spectacular, 
handicraft is still a dominant factor. The power looms in the 
mill centres are augmented by countless numbers of hand looms 
and foot loon~s in homes and very small factories in the agricul- 
tural regions of the interior. China is the only large nation 
where hand weaving still predominates over machinery work. I t  
is estimated that in China hand looms using machine spun yarn 
still supply 75% of the total cloth output. 

I n  matters of management, labour and profits in the Chinese 
mills and the Japanese-owned mills in China, the industry has a 
dual personality with the profitless Chinese on one hand and the 
financially successful Japanese-owned mills on the other. The 
reasons why the Chinese group seems decadent with few solvent 
plants, while at  the same time the Japanese-owned mills are 
models of efficiency, are probably as follows : 

The basic weakness in the set-up of the Chinese group seems to 
be lack of modern, streamlined methods of doing business. I t  
has strangled itself through adhering to the easy-going Chinese 
philosophy of living. 

However, specific weaknesses are: ( a )  lack of working capi- 
tal; ( b )  high cost of raw material; ( c )  poorly trained manage- 
ment; ( d )  low productive efficiency of labour. Japanese mills 
have none of these difficulties, as is shown by the following com- 
parative picture. 

( a )  Lack oJ working capital. Loans for operating expenses of 
Chinese mills are obtained only a t  exorbitant interest rates, 
8% to 12% per annum. While on the other hand, Japanese- 
owned mills seem to be unhampered financially. 

( b )  High cost of raw material. Although the raw material is 
a domestic product its cost to Chinese mills is out of proportion, 
since often the cotton passes through several hands, each carry- 
ing an excess brokerage charge, before reaching the mill. Japa- 
nese-owned mills have solved this cost problem through more 
direct dealing methods. Similarly, the Japanese are better mer- 
chandisers of finished goods. 

( c )  Poorly trained management. While some Chinese mills are 
well managed the large majority operate on a hereditary man- 
agership basis with the job of manager being passed from one 
member of a family to another, or from family to friend, with no 
consideration of personal ability. These managers are paid rela- 
tively high salaries although few have been trained for the posi- 
tion they occupy. The result of this on the part of the majority 
tends to  jeopardize the profit element of the entire Chinese- 
owned group. On the other hand, Japanese managers who dram 
lower salaries than Chinese managers are highly trained in man- 
aging efficiency, able to get the best results a t  the lowest cost to 
their mill. 

( d )  The final problem is the low average productive eficie~zcy 
of labour. Drawn from an illiterate class, with women predomin- 
ating and children making up 6% of the labour element, Chinese 
textile labour costs run high although wages are low. For in- 
stance, with two shifts of 11hr. each and monthly wage rates as  
follows : 

Men Women Children 
Spinning . . . . . . . $6.40 $5.24 83.38 
IIreaving . . . . . . . $9.86 $7.58 $4 90 

it  is shown by the Chinese Cotton Control Committee's study that 
in 1935 it  cost a Chinese owner $16.00 to produce a bale of 20's 
yarn compared with Japanese-owned mill costs of $7.46 for the 
same goods, although wages in Japanese-owned mills are some- 
what higher. This is due to  more efficient machinery in the 
Japanese mills; and, most important, the well trained Japanese 
foremen, skilled in labour management, who have the knack of ex- 
tracting greatest productive efficiency from mill workers. For in- 
stance, a worker in a Japanese-owned mill operates 24 spindles 
to  a Chinese mill worker's 16, and, similarly, a worker in a 
Japanese-owned mill weaves more cloth; 786.38 pieces per year 
compared with a Chinese mill weaver's 261.73 pieces. 

What the future holds for the Chinese mills under the present 
system seems to be eventual absorption by Japanese-owned mills, 
although government regulations are making a weak effort t o  stem 
the tide. During the 1937 Sino-Japanese hostilities discriminating 
levies were placed on Japanese-owned mills. But despite this they 
have continued to operate profitably while their neighbour 
Chinese mills operated at  a loss. 

India.-The story of the textile industry in India reminds 
one of the Mother Goose rhyme-"The King of France marched 
up the hill . . . and then he marched right down again." Centuries 
before power machinery was invented India's hand weavers and 
spinners had developed remarkable skill and technique in the pro- 
duction of rare and beautiful cotton fabrics. With the growth of 
trade the fame of these fabrics spread throughout the world and 
Indian prints and calicoes were much sought after, in the 16th and 
17th and early 18th centuries, with Great Britain becoming one of 
India's most important markets. However, in the mid-18th cen- 
tury, with a budding cotton textile industry a t  stake, Great Britain 
restricted importations of India's fabrics. With the development 
and growth of power machinery India, in the course of time, 
found itself one of Britain's chief customers as machine-made, cot- 
ton piece goods from the United Kingdom flooded the country. 

Just prior to the World War (1913-14) India imported 60% of 
its cotton cloth requirements, g,104,ooo,oooyd., practically every 
yard coming from Great Britain. In 1940 India's cotton textile 
industry, in a new cycle, has swung away from importations 
and has established itself again as a great textile producer in 
the Far Eastern industrial revolution which has taken place since 
1918. 

India's textile industry was a slow grower from the time of 
the founding of its first power mill in the 1850s to the outbreak 
of the World War (1914-18). But by 1920 India had 7,000,000 
spindles and 120,000 power looms. Since then the spindleage has 
increased to ~o,ooo,ooo (1936) and power looms to 200,000 

TABLE XVII1.-India Cotton Cloth Prodzrction and Ifnpouts, 1913-14 
and 1'936-37* 

Item 

Mill productiont 
Hand-loom produc- 

tion$ 
Imports5 . . 

Total production 
and imports 

Imports by sources 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
Others . . . 

tFrom  monthly Statistics of Cotton Spinning and Weaving in Indian 
Mills. 

$Hand-loom production estimated on the basis of total yarn available 
for sale, i.e., yarn production minus total mill consumption (total woven 
goods produced), minus exports and re-exports and plus imports. Final 
figure obtained by assuming qyd. of cloth per pound of yarn estimated 
as available for sale. 

$From Annzral Statefttent of the Sea-Borne Trade of British India. 
*Table from U.S. Bnreau of Agricultztral Economics, Vol. 11, No. 4. 

April 
-- 

March 

1913-14 

MiIlion 
yards 

1,164 

1,016 
3,197 

5,377 

3,104 
9 

84 

1913-14 

Per 
cent 

21.6 

18.9 
59.5 

100~0 

97'1 
2.6 
'3 

1936-37 

Million 
yards 

3,572 

1,152 
764 

5,488 

334 
417 

I3 

1936-37 

Per 
cent 

65.1 

21.0 

13.9 

100.0 

43'7 
546 

1.7 
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(1936). The same year it  was estimated that India also had 2,- 
joO,ooo hand looms in operation, producing annually about 1,200,- 
ooo,oooyd. or 2 0 %  of the total cloth available for consumption. 

I t  would seem that India's cotton textile industry should have 
an open road to prosperity. With an estimated population of 
3 jo,ooo,ooo consuming j,joo,ooo,oooyd. of cotton piece goods an- 
nually, Indian mills have right a t  hand one of the largest markets 
of cottons in the world. I ts  raw material costs should be low, 
for the coarse type piece goods used by the Indian native is 
manufactured almost entirely from Indian c o t t o n s i n .  and 
shorter. 

That India is supplying its domestic market with domestic 
goods, displacing to a large extent cotton piece goods imports, is 
shown by Table XVIII.  

Yet India's cotton textile industry is an unprofitable one, with 
two principal contributing causes: the managing-agency system 
and poor labour-efficiency. And from available evidence it  seems 
that the former contributes heavily to the latter. 

The custom of employing managing-agencies to conduct one's 
business is one of long standing in India, but indications are that 
the agency system has outlived its usefulness and has simply de- 
generated into a system of exploitation of industry. When the 
textile industry was trying to get a foothold in India many of 
the mills were capitalized by a managing-agency and no doubt the 
latter was a strong moving force behind the industry's founding 
and early growth. The agencies work on a long-term agreement 
-generally extending over 30 to 40 years, and in many cases such 
a contract develops into a permanent arrangement. Theoretically 
the agency furnishes operating capital, handles the purchase of 
raw material and actually manages the plant itself. For this serv- 
ice it  receives a commission of 10 to 1 2 4 %  of the gross annual 
profit; and sometimes in addition exacts a commission on the 
production of the mill. Naturally, the more production the higher 
the commission. Much evidence exists that rebates, or secret 
commissions, are taken by the managing-agency for additional 
services rendered. 

Sometimes the managing-agencies actually enter speculative 
cotton deals by which any losses incurred are charged up to the 
mills, but any profits which accrue are kept by the agencies. 

Poorly trained or untrained personnel seems to be the average 
in the managerial field of Indian cotton mills. In  1927 the 
Indian Tariff Board said that, in Bombay alone, out of 175 man- 
agers only I I had received practical training. Often one agency 
may manage many mills or it  may have more business than it 
can adequately handle, with consequent negligence to all of it. 
Therefore, it seems that the managing-agency system, by f'urnish- 
ing inefficient management for the mills and by "bleeding" the 
mills through excess co~mission$and other pieces of chicanery, 
has kept them in a precarious financial position. 

I n  India, as in China, we find coupled with poor management, 
the problem of high production costs due to inefficient labour- 
and for the same reasons. The Indian cotton mill worker is drawn 
from the illiterate mass of people who know only the lowest 
standards of living. If anything, conditions in India, among the 
418,000 mill labourers, are worse than in China. The day is 
shorter. For instance, the work day is ghr. compared with China's 
11, with a work week of 54 hours. But for this operation time the 
average monthly wage for a weaver runs from $5.63 to $6.75 if 
he watches one loom. If he tends two the wages are doubled. 
For all other workers the average monthly wage is less than $9.00. 
Since most of the workers are men, it is assumed a family must 
be supported on that wage. The managing-agencies, working on 
the theory that paid employees make a floating population, 
habitually keep wages a month to six weeks in arrears. The work- 
ers then are victimized by money lenders who charge 7?% to 
150% interest per annum. Topping this, monthly commlsslons 
have to be paid by the workers to the men who "hired" them, 
or in case of absence, or for other reasons, fines. Such a labour 
situation naturally results in low productive efficiency. I t  is not 
surprising that the total labour cost per pound of yarn of average 
count of 16's exceeds the cost of the same product in a Japanese 
mill by over 60% ! Such a comparison was issued by the Indian 

Tariff Board, which also estimates that the labour cost per loom 
per day on gray cloth in a Bombay mill is over three times the 
cost of the same goods produced in a Japanese mill. No wonder 
that despite a protective tariff of 11% Japanese piece goods offer 
strongest competition in the Indian markets. 

Such competition became so great that Japanese imports to  
India were finally put on a quota basis. However, neither quotas 
nor tariffs can dispel the weakness of structure of India's tex- 
tile industry, which has expanded, but in an unhealthy manner. 

(M. G. B.) 
South America.-The cotton textile industry of South Amer- 

ica has developed rapidly in some of the countries below the 
equator, a forerunner of general industrial development inevitable 
in coming years. 

Historically, the manufacture of cotton fabrics in South Amer- 
ica is not new. Indians were spinning and weaving cotton, in- 
digenous in several countries, long before Columbus arrived in the 
Americas. These same fabrics, made on crude hand looms, can be 
seen under construction in remote parts of the interior. However, 
with the exception of Brazil, which has had an established industry 
for at least jo years, i t  is generally true that most of the cotton 
textile mills in South America have been built in recent years. 

Brazil, Argentina and Colombia are the three most important 
countries from the standpoint of cotton manufacturing a t  the 
present time (1940), although Venezuela, Chile, Peru and others 
are getting the industry under way. Growth has been particularly 
pronounced during the last few years as nationalistic trends have 
grown stronger. 

Viewing the cotton textile industry of South America, it  is 
necessary to consider each country individually because of geo- 
graphic and political differences. Also, it  is essential to  study 
the size and condition of the mills rather than the number shown 
in trade lists. 

Brazil, the largest country in South America, is the most im- 
portant in cotton textile manufacturing. There are in Brazil per- 
haps 500 textile plants of all kinds-cotton, wool, rayon, silk, etc. 
-about 40% of the total in South America. Of these, it is esti- 
mated that 350 mills with over 2,500,000 spindles and 85,000 
looms are engaged in the production of cotton textiles. Many 
of these mills are small and unimportant, but there are quite a 
few which would be considered large in either the United States or 
Great Britain. 

Here and there can be found a mill modern and efficient me- 
chanically, but these are the exception. I t  is estimated that a t  
least 70% of the productive equipment in Brazil is obsolete, either 
from being in use for many years or because it  was bought second- 
hand. Automatic looms, for example, are practically unknown. 

Cnder normal conditions, many Brazilian mills consistently 
show substantial earnings, despite worn-out equipment and in- 
efficient management according to American standards. This ap- 
parent paradox of profit from obsolete machinery is possible be- 
cause of the large margin between manufacturing costs and the 
selling price of finished goods. Labour is as cheap in dollars as it 
is in Japan, taxes and power costs are reasonable, and most of 
the mills many years ago wrote depreciation of equipment off 
their books entirely. Savings in many instances are effected by 
selling directly to  the retailer instead of paying a commission 
to a middleman. There is an ample supply of cheap domestic cot- 
ton and wool; some rayon and a little silk are produced at  low 
cost. 

Weak domestic exchange is another factor in the low cost of 
production. 

On the other side of the picture, the Brazilian cotton textile 
industry has found itself more frequently undergoing what is 
known locally as a "crisis." This is described in manufacturing 
circles as the result of underconsumption and in Government 
circles as a simple case of overproduction brought on through a 
practice of operating 16 to 24 hours a day. Whatever the rea- 
son, there is no doubt that the domestic market since 1937 has 
been flooded with poor-quality goods priced too high. 

Market conditions in Brazil are very disorganized, and most 
mills are forced to manufacture literally hundreds of different 
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kinds of goods. This means that mass production is not common 
in the textile industry. Further, there is difficult competition for 
the legitimate manufacturer from small, family-operated plants 
with virtually no overhead and little conception of manufacturing 
costs. The industry is saddled with Government restrictions and 
regulations which are often changed several times a year. 

Labour laws are complicated. The work week is restricted to  
48 hours, which seems to be more or less standard in most South 
American countries. Payment ranging from 25% to 7 jy! must be 
made for overtime. Each employee who has worked a year is 
entitled to  a 15-day vacation with pay. There is a social security 
or pension law for industrial workers. A minimum-wage law has 
been proposed. Two-thirds of the employees of a foreign 
concern must be Brazilian. Companies employing more than 500 
persons are supposed to provide medical clinics, cafeterias. rest 
rooms, etc. All of these laws were on the books in 1939, but 
there is considerable question as to how thoroughly they are en- 
forced, especially in outlying areas. 

Despite the "advanced" social laws of Brazil, the economic 
status of the textile labourer is not too good. He earns in indus- 
trial centres perhaps 5 cents an hour or $10 a month; 2 cents to 
3 cents an hour in the interior. I t  is reported that wages are even 
lower than this in the north near Recife. Ho~vever, such wages 
will buy about three times as much in Brazil as in the United 
States, and living costs are extremely low. Due to the low wages, 
no premium is placed on efficiency. The average Brazilian worker 
runs about 25% of the equipment run by the U.S worker, al- 
though he is mentally and physically capable of handling a much 
larger job load. 

There are no real labour unions in Brazil, although there are 
organizations of employees said to be more or less regulated by 
the Government. Occasionally there are local strikes, but not 
often. 

There were restrictions on importation of productive machinery 
until fairly recently when this was repealed. Brazilians attempted 
to make their own machinery during this period, but with little 
success. 

Sooner or later internal competition is going to force the ma- 
jority of Brazilian mills to modernize their equipment or go out 
of business, and the more forward-looking companies for some 
time have been installing new machinery. Before outbreak of the 
European war in 1939 most of the new machinery bought was 
British and German, with American equipment increasing in popu- 
larity. The war naturally has caused an increase in the purchase 
of American equipment, although price is still a retarding factor. 

Brazil produces all the cheaper grades of cotton cloth necessary 
for domestic consumption and exports a small quantity to other 
Latin American countries. Domestic production is protected by a 
high tariff wall, and relatively few textiles come into the country 
other than fine yarns and quality products-except when a bi- 
lateral or barter trade agreement dumps goods in the market. 

The textile industry of Argentina, in contrast to that of Brazil, 
was in 1940 new, lusty and virile. Most of the spindles and produc- 
tive equipment were installed within the last 10 or 15 years, and 
more than a few of the plants are comparable to those of the 
United States in efficiency. The industry is growing rapidly and 
there is room for further expansion. to possibly twice the present 
number of spindles. 

The cotton textile industry of Argentina consists of some 2 0  

plants. with a total of 350.000 spindles. The next census is ex- 
pected to show a t  least 450,000 spindles. There are a few large 
plants, but the majority are small. Many are known as 
"faconiersn-one or two looms in a basement or barn. 

The industry had a bad year in 1938 due to competition from 
Japan and Italy, but the situation improved in 1939 up to the out- 
break of the European war. The outlook at the present I\-riting 
(1940) is very uncertain. However, under normal conditions and 
with reasonable tariff protection, the industry is profitable. 

One of the greatest concerns of the industry has been the fact 
that Argentina must keep its tariffs low in order to export agri- 
cultural products, which means that local manufacturers are never 
quite sure as to  just what sort of competition they are going to 

have from other textile producing countries. There is considerable 
competition among the mills themselves and it  is obvious that 
this competition is going to become more intensified as the mar- 
ket begins to approach the saturation point. The haphazard atti- 
tude toward old machinery that exists in Brazil is not in evidence 
in Argentina, and old equipment has a hard time competing. 

Argentina is not a low-wage country in the sense of Brazil. 
Ordinary textile operatives in Buenos Aires earn $1.50 to $2.50 
a day; skilled labourers more. Efficiency of the Argentine work- 
ers, many of whom are of Italian descent, is very high in com- 
parison with other Latin American countries, especially those in 
warmer climates. 

Argentina has its share of social laws, including a famous 
statute on the books known as "No. 11-7-29,'' which makes it  
practically impossible to discharge an employee without paying 
a substantial separation wage; guarantees employees in the larger 
plants a two-weeks' vacation with pay; requires the mill to furnish 
a t  least nine months employment each year; grants sick leave with 
pay, etc. Complications and penalties connected with this law are 
great. 

Labour unions exist in Argentina, but are considered rather 
impotent. 

Market conditions are complicated and demand a great many 
different styles in relatively small quantities, which intensifies pro- 
duction problems. There are a few commission merchants, but 
many of the mills sell directly to the retail trade. 

Argentina produces all cotton used domestically and exports a 
part of the crop each year. Mills which agree to manufacture 
only Argentine cotton are given special tariff concessions concern- 
ing importation of machinery, which means that domestic cotton 
is used almost exclusively. 

The foregoing gives some idea of the development of the cot- 
ton textile industry in the two leading countries of South Amer- 
ica. In  most of the other countries development of the industry 
has been on a smaller scale. For example, in 1939 the cotton 
textile industry of Chile consisted of less than 50.000 spindles and 
about 2,000 looms concentrated largely in two plants of im- 
portance. The Chilean industry is bound to develop further, but 
it is limited by the small population and low buying-power of the 
country. The same thing is true of several of the other smaller 
countries. 

The immediate future of the cotton textiIe industry in South 
America depends obviously on the outcome of the European war 
of 1939. (W. G. As.) 

V. THE DISTRIBUTION O F  COTTON TEXTILES 

A. WORLD COMMERCE IN COTTON MANUFACTURES) 
Commerce in A n c i e n t  Times.-In days gone by one of the 

chief evidences of the attainment of civilization was skill in fabric 
weaving and decoration. Although all the ancient civilizations 
produced textiles of one kind or another, from the earliest twines 
of the primitive savage down to the beautifully decorated woven 
fabrics of the Oriental and Inca civilizations, the arts of fine 
fabric production tended to be centred in small areas. I n  some 
instances this arose because of the development of special skills 
in a given locality, and in others from the availability of raw 
material. When commerce between areas and nations did begin, 
textiles and textile raw materials accordingly became one of the 
principal articles of trade, so that the early history of world com- 
merce is. in many respects, also the history of ~vorld trade in 
textiles. 

Cotton had been cultivated and cotton textiles produced in 
India for centuries before Alexander invaded India or the Roman 
Empire had even been thought of. During the Pax Romana cot- 
ton was grown on the shores of the Mediterranean, and cotton 
fabrics were produced under the slave economy of the time. I t  
also seems likely that considerable trade in cotton textiles was 
carried on with India, continuing down into the post-Roman era 
when unsettled conditions in the Mediterranean interrupted trade 
in fabrics of local production. Even this trade, however, de- 
clined when the wealth of the Roman Empire was destroyed 
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through the repeated barbaric invasions from the East, and by 
the close of the Roman era the ancient world commerce in cot- 
ton and its manufactures had almost wholly disappeared. 

Not until the spread of the Saracens over the Mediterranean 
area and as far east as India during the 7th and 8th centuries did 
trade in cotton fabrics again attain substantial volume. The Arab 
merchants reopened the avenues of trade, established new cara- 
van routes and linked together many peoples of the Near and 
Far  East in a broad and comprehensive international commerce 
I t  was these same Saracens who were responsible for the first 
recorded introduction of cotton cultivation into the western Medi- 
terranean. During their occupancy of Spain cotton fabrics of the 
finest artistry in decoration were produced from cotton grown in 
Spain. Between Moorish Spain and the rest of Europe, however, 
there was little trade because of the constant religious warfare, 
and when the Mohammedans were expelled from Spain, their 
crafts were lost, and with them, the cultivation and manufacture 
of cotton. 

T h e  Beginn ing  of Modern  Commerce.-The Crusades 
(1096-1270) for the first time brought the peoples of Europe gen- 
erally into touch with the arts and products of the East. During 
the period when the Crusaders held the land of Palestine, the ex- 
change of goods between the Phoenician ports on the coast and 
the West helped stimulate the growth of the great trading centres 
of Genoa and Venice. Cotton had been cultivated in the Levant 
on a small scale since the Roman era, and now came to be pro- 
duced for shipment to these cities where it was made into cloth 
for export to western and central Europe. Thus were begun the 
textile industries of northern Italy and southern France. 

I n d i a  t h e  L e a d i n g  Exporter.-With the increase in world 
trade during the 13th and 14th centuries, usually associated with 
the Hanseatic League, cotton and cotton textiles became more and 
more important as articles of world commerce. Most of the finer 
fabrics and all the printed calicoes consumed in Europe came 
from India itself, over the caravan routes through Baghdad and 
other Middle Eastern trading centres made famous and prosper- 
ous by the ever-growing trade of the Arab and Italian merchants. 

The geographical basis for this trade was a century or two later 
undermined by the closing of the overland trade routes to the 
East. The great Mogul empire in Central Asia, which had looked 
with favour upon this commerce, was succeeded in 1368 by the 
Ming Dynasty. I n  1453 Constantinople was captured by the 
Turks. Shortly after the Genoese route by way of the Golden 
Horn was shut off, the spread of the Turks into Syria and Egypt 
cut off the Venetian route to the East and reduced to a mere 
trickle the volume of goods that could be brought by caravan 
from the East. 

The necessity for finding an all-water route to  India started the 
remarkable series of voyages of trade and discovery that led 
Columbus to America and Vasco da Gama around the Cape of 
Good Hope and across the Indian ocean to Calcutta in 1497. Tak- 
ing advantage of the new trade routes, the Portuguese built up a 
large and profitable trade in cotton with the Indies which amount- 
ed practically to a monopoly so far  as  European trade was con- 
cerned and lasted almost a century. The Dutch traded with Lis- 
bon, and in this way Antwerp, Bruges, and Haarlem became the 
most important cotton ports of northern Europe. With the raw 
cotton for domestic spinning into coarser fabrics came the fine 
and richly coloured chintzes and calicoes it  was impossible to 
duplicate in Europe and for which, partly because of their very 
scarcity, an insatiable demand sprang up. 

The power of Spain in the 16th century made it  difficult for 
the northern European countries to send their own merchant ves- 
sels to  India and what trade the English and Dutch had with the 
East was surreptitious. With the defeat of the Armada in 1588 
and the collapse of the Spanish power all obstacles from that 
quarter were removed. Shortly thereafter the great Oriental trad- 
ing companies were founded: the British East Indies Company in 
1600. the Dutch East Indies Company in 1602, and the French 
East Indies Company in 1664. Starting primarily as importers of 
Indian calicoes and similar products of the East for which Euro- 
pean demand was steadily rising, these companies later assumed 

military and political aspects which led to the establishment of 
the Eastern empires of these three nations. 

Br i ta in  Becomes the World's L e a d i n g  Exporter.-Mean- 
while textiles of all kinds were being manufactured in Great Brit- 
ain on a growing scale. The religious wars on the Continent, es- 
pecially the conflicts in the Low Countries, and the revocation of 
the Edict of Nantes in 1685, had led to the migration of many 
thousands of Protestant artisans to England, who brought with 
them the highest skill in weaving and designing known on the 
Continent. As Britain's trade with India grew, her domestic man- 
ufacturing industry expanded until by the end of the 17th century 
she had actually become an exporter of cotton fabrics. Europe 
was still dependent upon India for printed cotton goods, how- 
ever, and not until after 1690, when the fir$ British textile print- 
ing plant was built, did England begin to establish her leadership 
in the type of goods for which India bad hitherto been the sole 
source. 

In  a sense the 17th century formed a bridge between the tra- 
dition of artistry in textiles of the Middle Ages, characterized by 
production on the handicraft system for one's own use or for the 
local market, and factory-made production for a world market. 
The discovery of the all-water route to  the East, which during 
the 16th century had let in a flood of printed cottons from India, 
had opened the road. The mediaeval organization of production 
around local guilds began to give way, and by 1700 textile pro- 
duction in England was to  a certain extent organized in terms of 
a national and even an international market. Cotton manufactur- 
ing had to overcome the resistance of the wool interests which 
keenly resented the intrusion of this new fibre and even succeeded 
in obtaining from the mercantilist Government in 1700 a law pro- 
hibiting the sale of cotton goods in England. Such resistance 
quite naturally only whetted the desire of everyone to wear cot- 
ton, and in 1736 the law was amended under the statute known 
as the Manchester Act which enabled Manchester to establish it- 
self as the centre of the cotton manufacturing industry of Great 
Britain. 

The economic history of the second half of the 18th century 
in Britain is bound up inseparably with the calico trade. The 
wave of inventions, which has come to be characterized as the 
Industrial Revolution and which completely transformed methods 
of production throughout industry, gathered its momentum in the 
series of textile machinery inventions that arose out of the in- 
ability of home spinners to produce enough cotton yarn to  supply 
the growing demands of the British export market for cotton 
goods. 

Beginn ing  of t h e  I n d u s t r y  in t h e  U n i t e d  States.-Al- 
though the growing of cotton had early been introduced into the 
colonies of Virginia and the Carolinas, production had not, prior 
to the American Revolution reached a point where any volume of 
cotton was exported to the mother country. During the 18th 
century Britain obtained almost three-fourths of her cotton sup- 
ply from the British West Indies and the rest from India, the 
Levant and Brazil. (Brazil had early been a source of raw cotton, 
the Portuguese importing the fibre to  Europe as early as 1570.) 
Some cotton was grown in the American colonies but almost 
wholly for home use under the colonial handicraft system. One 
reason why American Upland cotton, the variety that had become 
predominant in the South through hybridization and soil and cli- 
matic conditions, was not used more widely was that the fibres 
clung tenaciously to  the seeds. Cleaned by laborious hand pulling, 
this cotton could not compete with foreign varieties. The inven- 
tion of the cotton gin in 1793 by Eli Whitney provided an easier 
method of preparing it  for use, and cotton growing soon spread 
throughout the South for export to Britain. Consumption of cot- 
ion by the British cotton textile industry in 1791 amounted to 
%bout 23,ooo.ooolb., being limited chiefly by the world supply 
sf cotton. The total production of cotton in that year in the 
United States amounted to only about z,ooo,ooo1b., practically 
111 of which nras consumed a t  home. By 1800 United States ex- 
3orts of cotton to England had increased to 18,ooo,ooolb., and by 
~ S I I ,  18 years after the invention of the cotton gin, to 62,000,- 
loo pounds. 
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The construction of the first successful cotton mill in the 

United States in 1790 by Samuel Slater a t  Pawtucket, R.I., co- 
incided with the period of textile machinery invention in Great 
Britain. When the Boston Manufacturing Company mill was built 
a t  Waltham, Mass., in 1814, it  was able to use power-driven ma- 
chinery throughout. Thus, the American industry began its rise 
about a quarter century after the great technical inventions in 
England. 

The institution of a protective tariff on cotton goods in 1814, 
a t  the request of the American cotton textile industry, more or 
less drew a dividing line between the American and the British 
branches of the world cotton industry. Under its protective tariff 
the American industry continued to expand for a full century but 
was never quite able to  meet the entire requirements of its domes- 
tic market, while the British cotton textile industry set out to  
capture for itself all the cotton textile markets of the world 
outside the United States. 

T h e  Supremacy  of Laneashire.-For two centuries, or 
roughly from 1700 to 1914, the supremacy of Lancashire as the 
world's primary source of supply for cotton goods was unchal- 
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lenged. This is brought out vividly in the accompanying chart, 
which shows comparative figures of cotton goods exported by the 
three principal exporting countries during the last century: Great 
Britain, the United States and Japan. The steady rise in the Brit- 
ish export curve from 7g1,ooo,oooyd. in 1840 to 7,o8o,ooo.ooo in 
1913, together with freedom from violent year-to-year fluctuation, 
illustrates forcibly the dependence of the world upon Lancashire. 
Even the American Civil War, which stopped raw cotton exports 
from the South to Great Britain. caused only a 40% decline in 
the total v o l w e  of her cloth exports. 

The United States' position in the export market has never been 
of real importance compared x-ith that of Great Britain. To be- 
gin with, the United States industry was occupied in meeting the 
needs of a rapidly expanding domestic market. A high protective 
tariff on cotton goods, furthermore. tended to keep prices for 
U.S. cotton goods on a higher level than British textiles sold 
in the world market. Forced to expand almost entirely out of 
earnings because of the sharp competition for capital in a new 
developing country, its rate of growth was s lo~i~er  prior to 1890 
than that of Lancashire, which had access to large accumulated 
earnings of the industry itself, plus the reservoir of the invest- 
ment capital of the British Empire. As late as 1890 the total out- 
put of the American cotton textile industry amounted to only 
3,002,761,000 sq.yd. as compared with British exports of 4.912,- 
ooo,ooo square yards. 

The era of British supremacy in the world markets for cotton 
textiles, which was brought to  a close by the World War of 1914- 
18, was a period of expanding markets in which the first comer, 
once he had established himself, had a pronounced advantage The 
industry's attention was necessarily focused on problerns of pro- 
duction of getting more sources for raw cotton, of opening new 

markets through the application of imperialist national policies, 
rather than upon distribution as the term has come to be used 
in the last two decades. World population was increasing a t  a 
rate exceeding anything previously known. The application of 
steam power to transportation was opening up hitherto untouched 
markets for the industry of Lancashire, markets that seemed to 
expand fully as fast as the industry itself grew. Furthermore, the 
technical progress of the industry kept reducing prices a t  a rate 
that made possible a gradual rise in living standards for the 
whole world, accompanied by a freeing of purchasing power to  
buy additional goods. 

B. THE POST-WAR RECONSTRUCTION OF THE COTTON 
TEXTILE NARKETS 

T h e  Wor ld  W a r  Ushers in a New Era.-The World War 
of 1914-18 marked a turning point in consumer demand for 
textiles, ~ h i c h  togelher v,ith the launching of local textile indus- 
tries in former importing countries, especially India and Japan, 
led to a radical transformation in world textile markets. 

P o p u l a t i o n  Trends.-Since the demand for textiles of most 
kinds tends to be proportional to the number of people in a given 
area, changes in population trends have a direct bearing upon tex- 
tile demand. I t  is highly significant, therefore, that the rapid in- 
crease in population of the western countries which characterized 
the 19th century, has ceased. In  the United States, population 
doubled about every 30 years from the founding of the republic 
until the World War, thereby practically doubling the market for 
textiles. In  1940 the rate of population increase was much lower. 
and it  is expected that by 1960 or 1970 the United States will 
have reached the peak of its population, after which it  will 
start to decline, as is already happening in Western European 
countries. This decline in the rate of population growth will 
retard the rate of increase in the size of the market for cotton 
goods. 

Changes in Way of Living.-l em and for cotton textiles has 
been greatly affected also by changes in the way of living brought 
about by the automobile, motion pictures, improved methods of 
heating and heat insulation in buildings, the greater freedom 
achieved by women during the World War of 1914-18, and the in- 
creased importance of leisure resulting from shortened hours of 
work for the average person. All these together have created a 
different pattern of life than that known before, with different re- 
quirements as to amounts and types of cfothing, of household 
textiles and textiles for industrial use. 

Until rather recently these changes were most apparent in 
women's apparel. Before the War of 1914-18 costumes for al- 
most all purposes followed a single fashion. The employment of 
uomen in industrial occupations during the World War encour- 
aged the simplification of clothing and provided part of the stimu- 
lus toward the revolution in women's dress that characterized the 
early '20s. A more active mode of life demanded quite different 
clothes than those worn in pre-War times. I t  has been estimated 
that the young woman of modern times wears, a t  one time, no 
more than a third or a fourth the yardage of cloth worn by her 
mother. In weight it  is even less, owing to improvements in heat- 
ing of houses and public buildings. 

The curtailment in yardage volume in the women's fabric mar- 
kets brought about by this change in mode of dress has been made 
up in considerable part by the expansion of women's wardrobes. 
The develop men^ of the cutting trades, plus technological im- 
provements in the textile industries, has made available a greatly 
increased assortment of apparel a t  much lower prices than ever be- 
fore. Consequently, frequent change with less stress on durability 
and more stress on style has become economically feasible for 
the average consumer. Rayon and the use of more silk helped to 
shrink the market for cotton fabrics in women's apparel. Yet 
for all fibres as a whole, the women's apparel markets in the 
United States, for example, allouling for population increase, did 
not diminish more than 30% from 1918 to 1938. 

In  men's apparel the trend to~mrd  functionalization of clothing: 
i e . ,  making the design fit the needs of a cpecific use, has been 
much slower thsn in ~ ~ ~ o m e n 9 s  wear Only since about 193 j. when 
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men's fashion magazines began to be popular, has the concept of 
varied and specialized types of men's apparel begun to take hold 
in the volume apparel markets. The chief stimulus has been the 
greater leisure of the average man which has created new needs 
and broader markets, particularly in specialized types of sports 
apparel. 

Modern types of decoration, particularly the use of colour in 
the home, together with the growth of power laundries in place 
of home laundering, have radically altered the household textile 
markets. Higher standards of living in the home have resulted 
in doubling the consumption of sheets in the decade 1928-38, with 
similarly increased consumption of towels, blankets, bedspreads 
and related items. 

To a certain degree these same trends have been evident in 
other western countries, varying in proportion to their own stand- 
ards of living and the extent to which they have been influenced 
by mass production and distribution methods, by widespread pop- 
ular ownership of automobiles, and by the American way of living 
as portrayed in American motion pictures. American standards 
of dress and decoration as shown in the films have been publicized 
throughout the world and will undoubtedly have a tremendous 
cumulative effect upon the use of textiles in all countries during 
the next generation. 

Changes in S t a n d a r d  of Living.-With these changes in the 
way of living there has also been the culmination of a century- 
long rise in standards of living for the average man throughout 
the western world. For the first time in human history men have 
ceased to fear that their food supply might be curtailed, and no 
longer look upon food as a luxury or as a primary source of 
pleasure. A larger margin of income has thus become available 
for clothing and other former semi-luxuries at  a time when tech- 
nological advances have reduced the cost of machine-made tex- 
tiles to levels where they are available even to those with lowest 
incomes. 

For a relatively large number of families in both the United 
TABLE X1X.-Production, Exports afzd Itnports of Cotton Goody by 

Nevertheless, a large part of the population even in the west- 
ern world, because of low incomes, is unable to purchase enough 
textiles to bring it to this level. The total amount of textiles con- 
sumed varies from year to year with fluctuations in incomes. 

Already, by the changes in the standard of living during the 
post-War (1914-18) period, textile consumption by this group of 
the population has risen. Reductions in costs due to competition, 
to technological advances, to the growth of the cutting trades, and 
to mass low-cost distribution through chain and similar organiza- 
tions have reduced prices to consumers to  an extent that has en- 
abled this largest group of consumers to increase its purchases 
of textiles nearer to its actual needs. Further progress in this 
direction through continued lowering of costs and prices, which 
will enable the great masses of the population t o  increase their 
purchases of cotton textiles, represents the greatest hope for 
future expansion of the cotton goods markets. 

G r o w t h  of Cot ton  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  in F o r m e r  I m p o r t i n g  
Countries.-It was, of course, inevitable that other importing 
nations than the United States should eventually see the value of 
establishing their own cotton manufacturing industries and should 
take steps to encourage their growth. That greater progress had 
not been made prior to 1914 seems surprising today. Great Brit- 
ain's foreign trade was so well organized, however, through her 
judicious purchase of the products of her customers in exchange 
for British cotton goods that few importing countries attempted 
to challenge Britain's position as their prime supplier of cotton 
goods. 

The World War of 1914-18, however, seriously disrupted Great 
Britain's foreign trade. From ~,oSo,ooo,oooyd. in 1913, British 
exports of cotton goods dropped to an average of about 5,000,- 
ooo.oooyd. in the first three years of the War and to only 3,joo,- 
ooo,oooyd, in 1918. The United States picked up less than 10% 

of this loss. I ts  exports rose from about ~ ~ O , O O O , O O O ~ ~ .  in the 
years immediately preceding the \+ar to an average of about 700,- 
ooo,oooyd. in the later years of the war. 
Leading Producing Countries The largest part of the short- 
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States and Great Britah, well-made, well-fitted, attractively styled 
clothing in good condition has ceased to be a luxury and is as 
much a necessity as food. For such elements of the population, 
the rate of increase in consumption of textiles will in the future 
be relatively small. Although there is not the upper limit to per 
capita consumption of textiles that there is to  food, there is a 
limit determined in part by actual needs, and more important, by 
competition from alternative uses for the margin of income avail- 
able after strict necessities have been taken care of. In  terms of 
actual yards of textiles consumed, per capita consumption of this 
group of the population maintains a degree of stability that is 
comparable to the food consumption of the bulk of the population. 

Exports 

Japan seized the opportunity presented by Great Britain's in- - 
ability to supply Eastern markets to double her cotton manufac- 
turing capacity and enter upon a career that has made her the 
world's largest exporter (1940). 

While no yardage figures are available to trace the growth of 
Japan's production during the war, the installed spindle statistics 
show an increase from 2,300,000 in 1914 to 3,700,ooo in 1920 
and to Iz,jjo,ooo in 1938-almost a six-fold increase since before 
the war. 

Relat ive S t a n d i n g  of L e a d i n g  Producers  i n  1935.-The 
immediate effects of the World War of 1914-18 were to  prove less 
crippling to the ~ ~ o r l d  leadership of Lancashire than the train of 
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events it set in motion, which resulted in the world economic col- 
lapse of 1929. The sharp drop in commodity and security prices 
made it impossible for debtor nations to sell enough of their 
products to  be able to service their debts or to buy manufactured 
goods freely. As the depression deepened, country after country 
either instituted exchange restrictions or embarked on a cornmer- 
cia1 policy based upon further protection for their own industries. 
As a result the total export market for cotton textiles shrunk 
despite increase in world population, forcing former exporting 
nations to  reduce the size of their industries as well as develop 
their home markets on a larger scale. 

At the same time other manufacturing countries, particularly 
Japan, but also the Soviet Union in some degree, succeeded in 
expanding the quantity of their cotton cloth exports despite the 
world crisis. Finally, a further factor that has influenced the 
structure of the cotton goods export market has been the evolu- 
tion of new commercial devices and policies, such as barter, as 
a result of which existing channels of trade have been radically 
modified. 

India.-In both India and China production on hand looms in 
the villages still accounts for a large part of domestic require- 
ments. Part of this is made from home spun yarn, and part from 
machine spun yarn, of either domestic or foreign origin, sold to 
the peasants through regular distribution channels. Both countries 
have accordingly been important markets for yarn for home con- 
sumption as well as of cloth, both gray and finished. 

In  India production of cotton textiles has increased to a point 
where the volume of imported cloth is less than a third of what 
it  was before the World War of 1914-18. For what India does 
import, Japan has supplanted Great Britain as the principal 
source of supply. 

TABLE X S . - T h e  Indian Cotton Cloth Market, 1913-35 

Imports by sources: / United Kingdom. 1 3,041 
I 

1,439 I / 

I 

JapaII . . 5 :  
11 other . : I  s : !  

I 1 I I I 

Indian mill produc- 
tion + Retained imports 

- Exports, Indian 

India's percentage of I 1 1 availablemillcloth 27.6% ~ j1'8% 73.6% 1 78.7% / 
*Excluding exports by land, about 470 of total available. 
Sources: G. E. IIubbard, Eastern Ind~~strialization and its Ejects 

on the West; Cotton Trade Statistics, 19.36. 

goods* 66 68 
= Mill cloth avail- 

able for consump- 
tion 4,210 i 3,657 4,308 4,520 

I 

Million linear yards 

China.-A country which some years ago was one of the great- 
est world import markets for cotton piece goods and cotton yarns, 
China had prior to the outbreak of the war with Japan in 1937 be- 
come able to supply almost the full effective home demand for 
cotton cloth. The extent of reduction of cotton goods imports 
is indicated in Table XXI .  

1913-14 

1,164 
3,135 

TABLE XX1.-China as a Cotton Piece-Goods Market, 1926-3j 
(Thousands of 2)  

I I I 

United Kingdom . 6,288 4,810 2,303 
Japan . . . 
Hongkong. . . 1,281 I ,489 I 

U.S.S.R. . . . 317 504 101 1 . . 
Other countries . 827 j86 243 49 

Source: Cotton Trade Sta.tistics, 1936. 

1928-29 

1,893 
1,913 

I913 . 982.8 100.0 100.0 

1920 . z,oj2.6 208.9 17.0 181.0 
1928 . . . 41115.3 418.7 311.8 
I934 . . . 4,680.0 476.2 

29'3 
468.1 44'0 

. . . . 

Source: H. D. Fong, Cotton Zndilstry and Trade i n  China (1932) ;  U.S. 
Tariff Commission, Cotton Cloth Report, 1936;Znternutional Cotton Badletin. 

The growth of Chinese textile production is indicated in the 
spindle statistics since 1890. 

TABLE XXI1.-Cotton Spindles and Loornr i n  China ,  1890-1936 

1932-33 

3,170 
1,204 

From the high ratio of spindles to looms, 107 compared with 
about 40 in the United States, i t  is evident that a large part 
of the product of the Chinese spinning industry is sold as yarn 
for home weaving. 

Japan.-From 1924 to the end of 1935, the volume of cotton 
cloth exports from Japan expanded without interruption in a mar- 
ket that was shrinking because of cyclical and structural devel- 
opments. Most of these exports have been to regions lowest in the 
income scale: South Asia, the Far East, colonial Africa, etc. Thus 
between 1931 and 1935, Japanese shipments of cotton goods to 
colonial Africa multiplied threefold, shipments to  India and Cey- 
lon rose 4 0 % ~  the decline in shipments to China was more than 
made up for by a greater than twofold increase in exports to  other 
parts of the Far East. I n  part this has arisen from an actual 
expansion in the use of factory-made cloth made possible by the 
availability of cotton goods produced a t  costs and for sale a t  
prices more nearly proportionate to other elements in the stand- 
ard of living of these people. I t  has come also through replace- 
ment of low grade fabrics of British manufacture by Japanese 
goods made under wage scales both absolutely and relatively much 
lower. 

As the volume of production rose, the quality of the Japanese 
product was gradually improved to a point where it  was so nearly 
comparable to British and American goods as to be able to  dis- 
place the products of those two countries in Latin American and 
other markets. Japanese bleached cotton goods even invaded the 
United States and took over the largest part of the market for 
that type of goods from American manufacturers despite the high 
tariff. Finally, in 1934, as shown on the chart (fig. IO), Japan 
passed Great Britain as the world's leading exporter of cotton 
goods. 

That year marked also ;he beginning of restrictions upon the 
flow of Japanese cotton goods into her new markets. The vigorous 
campaign of Japan for exports, forced upon her by the collapse 
in the price of silk during the depression and the pressing need 
to obtain foreign credits to offset the deficit balance in her trade 
with the United States, led to the building up of unbalanced 
trade with other countries, whereby Japan exported cotton goods 
to them but took not nearly as large a volume of goods in ex- 
change. This was in direct contrast to the type of foreign trade 
Great Britain had developed during the 19th century with these 
same markets and, had it been alloaed to continue, would have 
had disastrous effects upon their economy. 

In  1934, the first important restriction upon Japanese cotton 
goods exports was made by India in a new agreement between the 
two countries scaling the amount of Japanese cotton cloth that 
could be imported in proportion to the Japanese purchase of India 
raw cotton. I n  May of that same year the United Kingdom im- 
posed quotas on imports of cotton and rayon piece goods into all 
the Crown colonies, which, because of the base years selected, fell 
chiefly on Japanese goods. 

These were followed by further restrictions in the Netherlands 
Indies, the Philippines, Australia and. up to June 1936, in 56 
markets out of 106 distinguished in Japanese export statistics. 
In  40 markets the restriction took the form of a quantitative 
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limitation, while in the other 16 restriction took the form of 
a tariff preference in favour of Japan's principal competitor, the 
United Kingdom. The quantity of trade affected by the restric- 
tion was about 67% of total Japanese piece goods exports 
in 1935. 

E a t l n  America.-The expansion of cotton manufacturing in 
Latin America has proceeded slowly, but each year shows some 
slight expansion in one country or another. Brazil has the largest 
cotton textile industry in South America as well as being the larg- 
est producer of rawT cotton. Today the industry is about tn~ice as 
large as before the World War (1914-18), with the likelihood of 
expanding still more as raw cotton acreage is enlarged. 

C. ORGANIZATION OF COTTON TEXTILE DISTRIBUTION 
Although the woven product of the cotton textile industry is 

all collectively referred to as cloth, it  is important to dis- 
tinguish from the standpoint of distribution between three types 
according to the last stage of manufacture through which the 
cloth has passed-gray goods, the immediate product of the weav- 
ing mill, often referred to as unbleached cloth; finished goods. 
including bleached, dyed and printed fabrics; and fabricated 
products, such as sheets, towels, blankets, made by textile mills 
and sold from the mill ready for use in the home. 

Gray Goods.-A large volume of cotton goods is used in the 
gray state, although in western countries this is almost wholly 
confined to industrial uses, as in bags and for similar purposes 
where the application of some specific finish to the goods is 
not required. Fifty or more years ago many consumers in the 
Vnited States purchased gray goods, or "brown" sheeting, as cer- 
tain types were called, which they bleached themselves by wetting 
and spreading out on the grass in the sun. This was a survival of 
the handicraft methods used on fabrics spun and woven in the 
home prior to their replacement by loxir-priced machine-made 
goods. 

The use of factory-bleached and coloured goods is still not 
possible for a large proportion of the low income population of 
the Orient. For that matter a large part of the people in those 
countries live under a subsistence rather than an exchange econ- 
omy, and are unable to sell enough of the products of their labour 
to  be able to buy the products of industry. Consequently a large 
part of the textile requirements of those countries is met by 
handicraft production starting in some cases with the raw cotton, 
which may be spun into yarn according to primitive hand spinning 
methods, or mith factory-made yarn which is then woven into 
cloth in the home. Thus there are markets in those countries for 
yarn for sale to consumers for home weaving, for gray goods for 
home finishing, and for finished goods, i.e , bleached, dyed and 
printed cotton goods. 

Of Japan's total exports of ~,643,ooo,ooo sq.yd. in 1937, 1.291,- 
ooo,ooo sq yd., or 49%, consisted of gray goods. For Great Britain, 
unbleached cotton goods amounted to g17,ooo,ooo sq.yd. out 
of a total of ~,gz~,ooo,oooyd. ,  or 16%. For the United States, 
the proportion of unbleached was 28%, or 88,000,oooyd. out of 
320,000,000. 

Except for these export sales of gray goods to consumers and 
for sales to  domestic industrial users, the largest part of all 
gray goods produced is sold in a gray goods market to converters. 
I n  both Great Britain and the United States the function of select- 
ing appropriate patterns, colours and finishes for gray goods is 
~ e r f o r m e d  not by weaving mills or by finishing plants as such, 
but by a group of specialists in styling, known as converters. 
In  some instances, in the United States, converting establish- 
ments are operated as part of a vertical mill organization, or as 
an adjunct to  a finishing plant, but more frequently they are in- 
dependent. Converters are accordingly buyers of gray goods from 
weaving mills and constitute one of the most important demand 
elements in the market for gray goods. 

The existence of a gray goods market is a natural corollary of 
an industry structure whereby the producer of the cloth is un- 
rn~illing to take the final responsibility for its merchandising 
as finished goods, and is willing to dispose of his product in 
an unfinished state to specialist converters. This tendency toward 

performing the successive processes in textile manufacturing 
and fabrication by separate firms is somewhat more pronounced 
in Great Britain than in the United States. In  the former it 
is carried to the point where most spinners of yarn dispose of 
their product in a yarn market to mills performing only the 
weaving operations, whereas in the United States these two proc- 
esses are almost universally integrated within a single mill. 

The needs of both buyers, who require an adequate number of 
sources of supply, and sellers desiring to maintain a uniform 
rate of operation in their mills, have inevitably tended toward 
the development of standard constructions of cloth in the more 
common types used by the converting trade and by industrial 
users of gray cloth. The greater the demand for a given type of 
cloth, the more inevitable it  has been for the trade to standardize 
upon a relatively few constructions. 

A further reason for concentrating upon standard constructions 
is indicated by the function of the gray goods markets in making 
price adjustments. A common illustration is found in the wide 
print cloth division of the cotton goods industry. As of a given 
day the four major print cloth constructions may be quoted as 
follows : 

TABLE XXII1.-1Major Print Cloth Constrz~ctio?~~ 

Weight, Price, 
Width linear yards 1 per pound 1 pt:;zd 1 

I t  will be noted that there is a steady downward progression 
of prices as one proceeds from heavier (fewer yards to the pound) 
to lighter constructions. This makes it  possible for the cutting- 
up and retail trades to adjust for raw material price fluctuations 
by shifting from one standard construction to another without the 
necessity of changing the retail price of the finished article. 
A rise in the price of 80x80 gray cloth, for example, from 73 to 
10 cents per yard would throw printed percales made from this 
construction out of the range the dollar dress cutter could pay. 
After the supply of goods he had purchased in anticipation of 
that price rise had been exhausted, he would be obliged to turn 
to the next cheaper construction of percales for his dollar dress 
line, i.e., 68x 72's and so on. Since 1925 all these constructions 
have been used for the dollar dress a t  one time or another. 

Where the particular requirements of different uses vary wide- 
ly so that different specifications are required in the construc- 
tion of fabrics for each use, trading tends away from standard 
constructions to the purchase of fabrics on contract by specifi- 
cation. This is particularly true in the case of novelty weaves, 
 here patterns are woven into the cloth as in fancy dress goods, 
clipped spot marquisettes, and similar goods where each pattern 
is a separate construction. 

Efficiency in operation of the gray cloth market, in the absence 
of any formal organization, is achieved through concentration of 
the actual marketing in the hands of relatively few selling agents 
ind brokers. I t  has been estimated that in the largest of the 
United States gray cloth markets, about 2 0  selling houses repre- 
sent by far the largest part of the total product, and in some 
markets the number is less than half-a-dozen. Gray cloth markets 
sre thus essentially brokers' markets. There are no list prices. 
Quotations are on a bid and asked basis, and the market price is 
the price at which a sale is made. 

Finished Goods.-Finished cotton goods are more familiar to  
the average consumer than gray goods. They consist of two broad 
types: converted gray goods, and fabrics that reach the point 
of sale for the first time as finished goods. Under the first 
type are included all bleached, dyed and printed goods; under 
the second, all coloured yarn cotton goods, such as denims, cham- 
brays, ginghams, and specialties like tapestries, pile fabrics 
~ n d  narrow fabrics. T o  these two groups might be added composi- 
tion fabrics, in which the fabric is combined with other substances 
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to produce a finished fabric with entirely new properties. Ex- 
amples of this type are pyroxylin-coated and rubberized fabrics 
and oilcloth. 

All types of finished goods have one thing in common-stand- 
ardization of constructions is less prominent than in the preceding 
levels of production. This applies less to such fabrics as denims, 
which resemble gray goods more nearly than finished goods 
because ( I )  finished goods contain decoration which can impart 
to  the cloth a wide range of values both intrinsic and subjective 
quite irrespective of the value of the cloth itself, ( 2 )  the 
finishing process tends to blur the construction of the cloth as 
it was woven so that it  is difficult to determine from a finished 
sample just what the original construction may have been. A 
further cause for lessening the importance of standard construc- 
tions in finished goods lies in the changes that occur in cloth dur- 
ing the finishing process. As cloth is \i70ven on the looms it is 
naturally under considerable tension both as to warp and filling. 
During the finishing operation, this stretch may be increased warp- 
wise due to pulling the cloth through the finishing processes 
in rope form with resulting shrinkage in the filling. Also, if 
the cloth is woven ni th highly twisted yarn, such as crepe twist 
yarn, the resulting shrinkage may be very great. Even if the 
cloth is put through a pre-shrinking process to remove normal 
shrinkage, the resulting count of ends and picks per inch may have 
no readily determinable relation to the original gray construction 
of the cloth. Nevertheless, while not satisfactory in many re- 
spects, the only way by which finished goods can be identified 
as to construction is on the basis of the gray constructions from 
which they were derived. 

Since 1920 important changes have occurred in the types of 
finished goods used by consumers. The change in women's ap- 
parel, and the introduction of first silk and then rayon for women's 
intimate wear, greatly reduced the size of the market for bleached 
cotton goods. Similarly the perfection by dyestuff manufacturers 
during the '20s of fast dyestuffs in a wide range of colours stimu- 
lated the use of more plain shade and printed fabrics. to the 
point where they almost completely replaced ginghams in the 
United States market. Since about 1930 the vogue for sportswear, 
beach apparel, and playsuits has further changed the women's 
cotton fabric markets by creating a demand for other types of 
fabrics. In  men's apparel the perfection of pre-shrinking 
processes has revolutionized the work and sports clothing busi- 
ness, making possible the expansion of cotton fabrics into semi- 
dress apparel and tailored summer clothing. The growth of the 
leisure and sports apparel field has similarly created a demand 
for new types of fabrics. In  household textiles, the greatly in- 
creased use of sheets, towels and similar articles has created a 
broader market for bleached goods, which has in part taken the 
place of what was lost of the bleached goods market in the 
women's apparel field. 

Changes of this sort between the various types of finished goods 
are continually occurring. 

Because the gray goods mill must be able to sense such changes 
in consumer demand and act in accordance with them, it is fre- 
quently proposed that the two processes of weaving gray goods 
and converting finished goods should be integrated In  the United 
States there are numerous mill organizations of this kind. although 
they represent a smaller part of the finished goods market than the 
independent converters. I n  Great Britain they are quite infre- 
quent. 

The findings of a research study of vertical integration in the 
textile industries, conducted under a grant from the Textile 
Foundation, indicate that the basis for deciding whether integra- 
tion of weaving and converting is practicable is the effect it 
will have upon the flexibility of both the mill and the convert- 
ing organization. The advantage of not being integrated lies in 
the complete freedom of each to operate as it  pleases; for the 
gray mill to sell its product wherever it can and at the best 
price it  can get; for the converter to handle whatever type of 
goods he expects to be able to sell a t  the highest profit and to 
buy from the mill that can make and sell them at the lowest price. 
Integration necessarily reduces this flexibility. 

However, by partial integration, this flexibility may be main- 
tained while at  the same time bringing to each unit the combined 
advantages of a gray mill profit and close contact with the fin- 
ished goods market. By this is meant the avoidance of complete 
balance between the two units, by either having the finished goods 
unit much larger than the gray mill or vice versa. In  the first 
case the converting unit can operate the mill a t  capacity and 
still produce only part of its requirements, while in the second 
the mill can use its surplus capacity to produce lines that can 
be sold as gray goods %hich will not compete with the product 
of the converting unit. Other factors, of course, enter into 
the situation, such as the point a t  which style is introduced 
into the fabric, whether in the weaving of the cloth or in the 
finishing operation. 

The finished goods selling organization, it is evident, tends 
to be quite different in character from that of a gray goods 
mill. Gray goods consist largely of standard constructions 
which may be sold through a broker by description. Customers 
are largely converters or large industrial users. Finished goods, 
on the other hand, are specialty products in that each converter's 
offering has different patterns which express the style ability 
of the designer and which must be sold to the cutter or whole- 
saler or retailer. 

Also, because of the relatively large number of users who must 
be approached, a differcnt type of selling organization must be 
employed. 

Prior to the World War of 1914-18 the average consumer in the 
United States and Great Britain purchased a fairly large propor- 
tion of her textile requirements as finished goods. Most articles of 
women's apparel as well as textile articles for the home were either 
made in the home or by seamstresses or dressmakers. Ready- 
made articles in men's apparel, such as shirts, collars and suits 
were already widely worn, but the mass movement toward ready- 
made clothing did not get under may until after the war. As a re- 
sult of this fundamental change in textile distribution the im- 
portance of consumer purchases of piece goods greatly diminished. 
Consumers now buy ready-to-wear, and converters sell less and 
less to wholesalers and retailers, and more to cutters of all kinds. 

Fabricated Textile Products.-Today most textiles reach 
consumers as fabriczted products. The term is used here to  desig- 
nate the product of a final manufacturing operation in which 
definite shape, size and design are imparted to  it  to fit i t  for a 
specific use. Textile fabricated products consist basically of two 
types: made-up articles produced by textile mills ~5hich combine 
in some way the fabricating process with preceding manufacturing 
operations; and made-up articles produced by the cutting trades. 
This is essentially a difference arising from integration of the 
fabricating process with cloth manufacture, although in some 
cases, such as hosiery manufacture, the operations of cloth forrna. 
tion and product fabrication are performed simultaneously. 

B ~ n ~ r o c ~ n ~ ~ ~ . - R e a v i s  Cox, Tlze Marketing o f  Textiles (1938) ; M .  
D. C. Crawford, T h e  Heritage of Cotton (1924) ; H. S. Davis and As- 
sociates, Vertical Integration in the Textile Irtdustries (1938) ; H.  D. 
Fong, Cotton Industry and Trade in China (1932) ; G. E. Hubbard, 
Eastern Industrialization and Its E fec t s  on  the W e s t ;  Joint Commit- 
tee of the Cotton Trade Organizations. Cotton Industry Facts and 
Figures (1939) ; S. J .  Kennedy, Profit and Losses in Textiles ( ~ 9 3 6 )  ; 
S. J.  Kennedy and Associates, The Textile Industries-Mavket Stvuc- 
ture and Relation t o  Price Research (1939); H .  E .  Michl, T h e  Textile 
Indzrstrier-An Ecoizonzic Analysis (19.38) ; International Labour 
Office, T h e  World Textile Industry: Econonzic and Social Probleszs 
(1937). Statistics.-United States: Bureau of the Census, Census of 
Manufactures; Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Statistics 
of Imports and Exports; Tariff Commission, "Cotton Cloth Report, 
1936." Great Britain: Annual Statement of the Trade of the United 
Kingdom; Joint Committee of Cotton Trade Organizations, "Cotton 
Statistics, 1936." (S. J. K.) 

VI. COTTON MACHINERY 
This section deals with the machinery used in the various de- 

partments of the cotton industry, beginning with cotton ginning 
machines and passing successively to cotton spinning machinery, 
cotton weaving machinery and cotton finishing machinery. Refer- 
ence should also be made to the articles SPINNIXG; WEAVING; 
CARDING; COMBING. 
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A. COTTON-GINNING MACHINERY 

Any method of separating cotton-seed from lint is known as gin- 
ning. The earliest machine for this purpose was the primitive 
"churka" gin used in India centuries ago, and still used there and 
in China to some extent. Several types of roller gins were de- 
veloped prior to Eli Whitney's sa

w

-gin, but it is to his inven- 
tion in I 793 that we owe the development of the raw cotton indus- 
try, for almost all of the world's cotton crop is ginned today by 
improved adaptations of Whitney's principle. The large amount 
of machinery necessary in a modern gin is used, mostly, to clean 
seed cotton, carry it  to the saws, and convey the lint cotton away 
from the saws. 

Although ginning is a specialized process necessary to put cot- 
ton into a marketable condition. unless the cotton farmer has 
done his part, the ginner-no matter how efficient his plant- 
cannot deliver a bale of cotton up to standard. Care in harvest- 
ing and handling seed cotton on the farm is as necessary as care 
in ginning. For instance, the average gin, adequately maintained 
and efficiently operated, can only do a good job of ginning on 
dry, carefully picked clean cotton. Green. damp, or wet cotton, 
if ginned without drying, gives rough preparation and grade penal- 
ties that amount to as much as $I to $10 or more, per bale. de- 
pending on moisture content and staple length of cotton and pre- 
vailing price. I f  the seed cotton is long staple, even a slight 
excess of moisture will cause gin-damage. 

Wide varieties in harvesting prdctices have caused manufactur- 
ers of ginning machinery to make great strides in design and con- 
struction of cleaning and extracting machinery. Gins established 
in sections where cotton is "snapped" find it essential to incor- 
porate excellent cleaning units. (During 1928-35 an average of 
12% American crop was snapped.) The recent development of 
the Centrifugal Gin (Watson) was an effort toward better clean- 
ing, but it is still in the experimental stage. Certainly better 
cleaning of cotton at  the gin is the missing link between harvest- 
ing and a clean crop. 

Since 1930 cotton gin~ling in the United States has undergone 
material modernization. The outstanding item in this has been 
the introduction of cotton conditioning apparatus at  the gins 
which, under processes publicly patented by the United States 
Department of Agriculture, have decreased the moisture content 
of the cotton and improved the ginning and grade of cotton with- 
out impairment of the other fibre qualities. Designs of gins have 
changed to include higher saw speeds and associated looser seed 
roll operation, and improved designs of gin saw teeth, and the 
consequent smoother ginning. Power seed-handling systems have 
also been introduced into the gins to aid in guaranteeing purity 
of special planting seed and to avoid detrimental mixing which 
occurs in old style gins. Remarkable improvement has been made 
in the development of unit-extractor-feeder machinery for simpli- 
fication of the cleaning and extracting of cotton at  gins. Some 
of the best gins now have seed cleaners operating in conjunction 
with the ginning processes, and utilize chen~ical seed treatment 
along with them. All-steel construction, with simplified driving 
mechanism has also developed, helping to make the modern cotton 
gin a trim, neat, light, airy, fire-proof institution 

A modern saw gin contains from two to eight "gin stands." 
When the seed cotton is brought to the gin it is drawn by pneu- 
matic elevators from the wagon or truck; suction tubes 10 to 12in. 
in diameter convey the cotton first to a drier, if the gin is so 
equipped, then to a cleaner where the cotton is thrown against a 
wire screen which action shakes some dirt and trash from the lint, 
then spiked rollers shake and tear the cotton apart, t h r o ~ i n g  it 
again against a wire screen which permits dirt to fall through. 

Moisture in seed cotton is an important factor affecting the 
operation of a gin and quality of ginned cotton The United 
States Cotton Ginning Laboratories have developed the vertical 
drier for seed cotton. The number of driers installed in commer- 
cial gins since 1931. when the drier was perfected, has increased 
from 15, which handled 25,000 bales, to 800 in 1938, which handled 
over ~.ooo.ooo bales. In  gins  here driers are installed the cot- 
ton is dried and cleaned in joint process. 

From the cleaner. or cleaner-drier, the cotton is automatically 

placed on a conveyor belt which supplies the feeders which in turn 
supply the stands with the proper amount of cotton. From the 
feeder the cotton is dropped into the gin-breast where it comes in 
contact with the saws. 

Some gins are built with a lower roll-box or huller fronts into 
which fall bolls, hull, etc. This type of gin is used in ginning 
"hollies" or snapped cotton. At least 80% of central cotton 
belt gins and 100% of Western gins are so equipped. Gin saws 
are steel disks 10 to 12in. in diameter. The saw teeth on the cir- 
cumference of the disks are hook-like in shape, to  give maximum 
strength but with.a minimum amount of damage to the cntton 
fibres. Saw teeth must be kept sharp and clean. The proper speed 
for ~ z i n .  saws approximates 400 revolutions per minute. One gin 
stand contains about 70 saws. 

The lint may be removed from the saws by brushes or by air- 
blast More than one-third of the gins in the United States were 
equipped with air-blast machinery during 1935. I t  is estimated 
that these gins took care of one-third of the United States crop. 
or 3,500,ooo bales that year. Air-blast gins, properly gauged, can 
be operated economically and efficiently and are becoming increas- 
ingly popular. 

Lint, after it is removed from the saws, goes to  the condenser 
where the cotton is pressed into layers of compact "bats." I t  
drops from the condenser into the press box nhere it is packed 
by mechanical trampers. When the box is filled pressure is ap- 
plied, and the bale, over which bagging has been drawn, is securely 
tied with iron bands. 

United States gin machinery is considered the most efficient the 
world over. I t s  export in great quantities would indicate that up- 
lo-date and efficient methods throughout cotton growing countries 
3f the world are similar to that described above. 

The modern roller gin is used exclusively in Egypt, and is em- 
doyed for ginning the American Pima and Sea Island crops. I t  
IS small and simple in construction but it is power-driven. I t  
:onsists of a leather covered roller and a large knife which is set 
so that its edge is parallel with the surface of the roller and 
sarely touches it. Mechanical feeders carry the seed cotton to 
he rollers which pick it up, carrying it to the knife. The lint 
:linging to the roller goes under the knife, and thereby is pulled 
'rom the seed which falls to the floor. The long fibres of the 
,trains of cotton ginned on roller gins slip readily from the 
;eed leaving them quite clean. This type of ginning is slow and 
:xpensive, as only 50 to Solb. of lint cotton are obtained per 
lour, per gin stand, but saw gins nep up extra long fibres and 
hey become gin-cut and damaged (M. G. B.) 

B. COTTON-SPINNING MACHINERY 

The functions of the processes in the mill are as follows: ( I )  
o reduce the highly compressed cotton from the bales into the 
createst possible state of division, i.e., to the ultimate fibre, and a t  
he same time to remove sand, leaf, broken seed and short fibres; 
'2)  to form the fibres into a rope, or sliver, which can be atten- 
lated by stages until it is thin enough to form the required thread; 
'3)  to parallelize the fibres by drawing between rollers or by 
.ombing, and, a t  the same time, by combining and attenuating sev- 
sral slivers, to increase the regularity of the material; (4) to in- 
,ert sufficient twist into the product of the final attenuation in 
~rder  to make a firm thread; ( 5 )  where required, to  combine 
me or more single threads into a folded yarn; and (6) to finish 
~ n d  prepare the yarn for transport. The fineness of a yarn is 
bxpressed by its count, which is the number of hanks (84oyd.) of 
hat yarn which weigh one pound. The principal machines are: 
)ale breakers, openers and scutchers or pickers; carding engines 
~r cards; drawfraines or drawing frames, and, for high quality 
Tarns, cornbers; flyer frames; ring frames or mules, and where 
olded or plied yarns are produced, winders and doublers or twist- 
,rs, cleaning and gassing frames; reels and bundling presses. 
The Bale Breaker.-The bale breaker, in the great majority 

~f cases, is of the hopper type (fig. I I ) .  The raw material in the 
orm of hard, compressed slabs from the bale is fed by hand into 
he hopper, where it is then lifted by the spiked lattice until 
t comes under the influence of the spiked evener roller above. 
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The latter allows only a small portion to proceed, and throws 
the rest back into the hopper for further treatment; while the 
dust freed by the consequent agitation of the cotton is drawn off 
to a dust chamber by the fan. The tearing action of the two 
sets of spikes thus reduces the material into a fairly fluffy state, 
so that in passing over the grid bars some of the loosened heavy 
impurities are able to fall out. The cotton is then conveyed 
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F R O M  T A G G A R T ,  "COTTON S P I N N I N G "  ( M A C M I L L A N )  

F I G .  11.- HOPPER BALE BREAKER FOR T H E  TEARING U P  O F  HARD. 
MATTED L U M P S  O F  COTTON FROM T H E  B A L E  INTO SMALLER PIECES 

either by lattices or by pneumatic trunks to the opener machine 
which follows. This usually is of the vertical type. 

Owing to its great variability, cotton from suitably chosen bales 
of different grades is mixed in the bale breaker in order to main- 
tain a consistent quality of yarn, and for ordinary purposes, treat- 
ment by the subsequent machines is relied upon to make the mix- 
ture complete. In  some cases, however, principally in mills spin- 
ning fine yarns, mixing is assisted by building up a stack of cotton 
from the breaker in horizontal layers, and after leaving it for two 

I 
C O U R T E S Y  O F  W H I T I N  M A C H I N E  W O R K S  

F I G .  12 .- SECTIONAL VIEW O F  VERTICAL OPENER WlTH CONDENSER 
S E C T I O N :  A .  BEATER DRIVE:  B .  BEATER:  C .  S C R E E N  SECTION:  D .  DUST 
CHAMBER:  F .  C O N D E N S E R  CAGE: G ,  STRIPPER ROLLS: H ,  DELIVERY 
A P R O N :  J A N D  K, C L E A N - O U T  O P E N I N G S :  L.  F A N  

or three days to become aerated, pulling it down in vertical layers 
to be fed to the opener. 

T h e  Ver t ica l  Opener.-The opener (fig. 12) has a conical- 
shaped casing C of screens and grid bars, in which there is a rap- 

idly revolving beater B. Cotton enters a t  the bottom in thick 
lumps and, as it  is fluffed up by the beater, due to  the shape of 
the beater and the arrangement of its fingers, the stock rises to 
the top. Dirt passes out through the screens and grid bars. Air 
is furnished by a fan in the condenser section. As the cotton 
rises to the top of the opener it passes through a condenser sec- 
tion to  a horizontal cleaner. 

1 

I I 
C O U R T E S Y  OF S A C O - L O W E L L  S H O P S  

F I G .  13 .- SECTIONAL VIEW O F  A HORIZONTAL C L E A N E R  WITH FEED 
A P R O N ;  A ,  FEED A P R O N :  8.  BEATER: C .  G R I D  B A R S  

T h e  H o r i z o n t a l  Cleaner.-The horizontal cleaner (fig. 13) 
has a rapidly revolving beater with flat strikers surrounded by grid 
bars. Dirt and impurities are thrown out through the grid bars 
and the cotton passes out through a trunk line to  the picker. 

T h e  Single-Process Picker.-Since about I925 single-process 
pickers have to a great extent superseded two- and three-process 
pickers in the United States. The picker is usually in the form of 
a combination of several machines. I ts  functions are, broadly 
speaking, the same as those of the bale breaker, opener and 
cleaner, by which treatment the cotton is still further opened 
up, freed from the greater part of its impurities, and made into 
the form of a rolled up sheet or lap, of about the thickness of a 
heavy blanket, ready for the next process. A typical example of 
a single-process picker is shorn in fig. 14. The cotton is first 
fed to  a hopper feeder. which serves to  present it  in the form of 
a sheet to a three-blade beater. The latter is about zoin. in 
diameter and revolves a t  a speed of about 800 revolutions per 
minute. The stock is flung by the blades against the grid bars 
through which a portion of the impurities are discarded. The 
beaten flakes of material are then withdrawn from the beater by 
pneumatic suction generated by the fan and, after passing over 
further grid bars, are deposited on the wire mesh cages, through 
the near surfaces of which the air is exhausted. The cotton then 
passes through a second beater and condenser section. a cleaning 
and blending reserve, and an evener motion, a third beater and 
condenser section, feed rolls, and heavy calender rolls. which, after 
a threefold compressing action, pass it on to be rolled up into a 
lap. 

As the cotton enters the cleaning and blending reserve, it  is 
carried by the elevating aprons A to the feed rolls B which feed 
it to a six-blade beater C, which removes impurities and passes 
the stock into the reserve chamber E. The amount of cotton al- 
lowed to accumulate in the reserve chamber is controlled by the 
feeler F. 

The evener motion consists of a series of levers, 2 to 23in. 
wide, arranged side by side across the width of the machine on a 
common fulcrum arm. The short arms or pedal noses are kept in 
contact with the feed roll by a xeight hung at  the end of a series 
of links which coxlnect the long arms together. This arrangement 
of links integrates the movements of pedals and is connected to 
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COURTESY O F  SACO- LOWELL SHOPS 

F I G .  14.- SECTIONAL VIEW O F  A THREE-BEATER,  S I N G L E - P R O C E S S  PICKER WITH B L E N D I N G  RESERVE:  A ,  ELEVATING A P R O N S :  B .  F E E D  
ROLLS;  C ,  S I X - B L A D E  BEATER: D .  G R I D  B A R S ;  E ,  RESERVE CHAMBER;  F .  FEELER FOR S T O P P I N G  A N D  S T A R T I N G ;  G .  C O N D E N S E R  CAGES;  
H ,  F A N S ;  I ,  TWO-BLADE BEATERS;  J .  T H R E E - B L A D E  BEATER: K. EVENER MOTION: L .  H O P P E R  FEEDER 

F R O M  TAGGART,  " COTTON S P I N N I N O "  ( M A C H I L L A N )  

F IG.  15.- REVOLVING FLAT CARDING E N G I N E ,  A  MACHINE THAT S E R V E S  A THREE-FOLD P U R P O S E .  IT C O N V E R T S  T H E  THICK S H E E T  O F  
COTTON FROM THE SCUTCHER LAP INTO T H E  FORM O F  A ROPE O F  F I B R E S ,  KNOWN A S  SLIVER:  REMOVES I M P U R I T I E S  A N D  O B T A I N S  MAX- 
IMUM F I B R E  SEPARATION 

a cone belt drive, by which the speed of the feed roll can be 
varied. Thus, if an unusually large bulk of material is passing 
under the feed roll, the total amount of depression of the pedal 
noses is increased, and the consequent raising of the link mechan- 
ism acts through the cone pulleys to reduce the rate of delivery. 
In this way the uniformity of the thickness of the lap is improved. 

The Card.-In the carding process, the final deliberate clean- 
ing takes place by the elimination of such impurities as have sur- 
vived the previous processes; a certain amount of the short, 
broken and immature fibres are removed, and the heavy sheet or 
lap from the picker is reduced to a comparatively light and thin 
sliver. The revolving flat card which is the type used in cotton 
industry for all but very coarse yarns is shown in fig. IS. The sheet 
of cotton is unwound from the lap by the roller and is presented 
by the slow revolution of the feed roller to the action of the 
taker-in roller or licker-in. The latter is composed of a series 
of fine-toothed circular saws mounted side by side on a shaft. and 
has a surface speed of roughly 1,oooft. per minute. I ts  action is 
to tear away small portions of the fringe projecting from under 
the feed roller and carry them round in the direction of the arrow 
until they are acted upon by the surface of the cylinder, which 
is uniformly covered with closely set steel wire teeth secured in 
a cloth and rubber foundation. The cylinder has a surface speed 
of about 2,oooft. per min., so that the fibres are stripped from 

the licker-in and carried in an upward direction until they come 
under the influence of the flats. These are narrow iron bars 
which may be  in. to ain. wide, covered with wire teeth similar 
to those on the cylinder, and moving in the same direction as the 
latter but a t  a very slow speed. The wires of the flat clothing 
point in the opposite direction to those of the cylinder clothing, 
and since they are set so that the clearance between them is only 
6 to 10-thousandths of an inch, the flats exercise a retarding in- 
fluence on the material being carried round on the cylinder, and 
thus set up a semi-combing action. I n  this way part of the fibres 
are transferred from the cylinder to the flats, and remain there 
unless taken back again by the cylinder before they are with- 
drawn from the carding surface a t  the front of the machine. 

On leaving the influence of the flats, the fibres on the cylinder, 
now in fairly parallel order and uniformly distributed over its 
surface, are taken off in a continuous sheet by the doffer. 
which is also clothed with wire points, facing into those of the 
cylinder, but which has only about 1/25 the surface speed. 
The sheet is removed by means of the doffer comb and gathered 
together in the form of a sliver which is coiled into the cylindrical 
can by the coiler mechanism, The sliver is almost entirely free 
from impurities and its weight is some IOO to 1 2 0  times less than 
that of the picker lap. 

After the carding process, the treatment of the material depends 
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SERIES OF COMBS 

on the class of yarn to be spun. For counts of 60s and upwards, 
and for extra quality yarns of coarser count the cotton is sub- 
jected to a combing process whereby the shorter fibres are re- 
moved to the extent of some 15% to 2 0 %  of the total weight, 
according to the quality desired and the cotton being used. In  
other cases the card sliver is passed through two or three passages 

BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  PLATT B R O T H E R S  6 CO. ,  L T D .  

F I G .  16.- SECTION OF THE DRAWFRAME, A MACHINE WHICH PLACES THE 
F I B R E S  O F  COTTON MORE PARALLEL,  MAKING THE SLIVER A S  UNIFORM 
A S  P O S S I B L E  IN T H I C K N E S S  

of drawing frames whose functions are to parallelize the fibres 
and increase the regularity of the weight per unit length of the 
material. 

T h e  D r a w i n g  F r a m e  (fig. 16).--Four, six, or eight slivers 
from the cans are passed side by side over tumblers or spoons and 
through guides to four successive pairs of rollers suitably spaced 
and driven in such a way that the surface speed of each pair is 
greater than that of the preceding   air. In this way material 
passing from the grip of one pair to the next is stretched between 
them, thereby creating what is known as a draft If the surface 
speed of the front pair of rollers is six times that of the back 
pair, there is constituted a total draft of six. The bottom rollers 
are of steel, longitudinally fluted, and positively driven by gear- 
ing, while the top ones, either fluted steel or leather covered, 
are' driven by surface contact, being loaded by heavy weights 
hung on their bosses. If six slivers are fed in at  the back, then 
the draft of the machine is arranged to be six or slightly less; 
so that throughout the drawing process the issuing drawframe 
slivers are only slightly more in weight per unit length than the 

BY C O U R T E S Y  O F  J O H N  H E T H E R I N G T O N  A N D  S O N S ,  L T D  

F I G .  17.- MAIN F U N C T I O N S  O F  A NASMITH COMBER IN THREE POSITIONS.  A  SHOWS THE COMBING OPERATION:  8 ,  THE B E G I N N I N G  O F  
THE P I E C I N G - U P ;  C, THE B E G I N N I N G  O F  THE SEPARATION OF THE COMBED FRINGE FROM THE MAIN BODY O F  THE LAP 

original card slivers; but owing to the drawing or drafting ac- 
tion of the rollers the fibres are gradually drawn out into 
parallel order, and by making one sliver out of six, the regularity 
of the material is greatly increased. The material as it  emerges 
from the nip of the front rollers is in the form of a narrow sheet 
which is drawn by the calender rollers through the trumpet and 
coiled in the can by the coiler mechanism. A section of a draw- 
frame is shown in fig. 16. The products of the first passage of 
drawframes are then treated in a similar way in the second pass- 
age: and so on, until the requisite amount of regularizing and 
parallelizing has been accomplished. 

Combing.-Cotton which has to be combed requires to be in 
the form of a lap which may vary from 74in. to  12in. in width. 
Moreover, to avoid unnecessary waste, the fibres must be in paral- 
lel formation. To  obtain these conditions there are two methods of 
procedure. One is to pass sliver which has been processed by 
one head of drawframes, through a sliver lap machine. The latter, 
in its functions, is identical with the drawframe except that the 
issuing sheet of cotton is rolled straight up into a lap instead of 
being formed again into a sliver by being drawn through a trumpet. 
In  addition, the sheet is thicker, since the number of slivers fed 
together at  the back of the frame may be as many as 20. The 
other method is to  take the sliver straight from the card through 
a sliver lap machine to a ribbon lap machine, where six sliver . 
laps are separately drafted by an arrangement of drawing rollers, 
superimposed and rolled up ready for combing Whichever meth- 
od is adopted the final product is known as a comber lap. 

T h e  Comber.-The comber is one of the most complicated 
and intricate pieces of mechanism used in the spinning processes, 
but while the settings and speeds of the various parts have to be 
regulated x i th  the greatest care, the principle of its method of 
treating the cotton is relatively simple. The essential parts of the 
machine are: a device for feeding forward a fringe of comber 
lap at  regular intervals; an arrangement of combs ~vhich at  the 
right tirne pass through the fringe; and for piecing up the 
successively combed fringes. Either the Ileilmann comber or the 
development of it, the Nasmith comber, is used Fig. 17 shows a 
Nasmith type comber. In  a complete machine there are usually 
six deliveries of combed fibres, each of which is drawn through a 
funnel, and, by further drafting between rolls, combined with the 
other five to form a comber sliver. The slivers from the combers 
are then subjected to one or two passages of drawing, in continua- 
tion of the principle of making the material as regular as possible. 

F l y e r  Frames.-Following on the last head of drawframes 
the process becomes one principally of attenuation. T o  this end 
the material is passed through t~vo,  three or four passages of 
machines collectively known as flyer frames, in which again the 
operation is carried out by means of drawing or drafting rolls. 
Up to this point the slivers have held together by virtue of the 
natural cohesive properties of the fibres; but any further attenua- 
tion makes it necessary to insert twist in order to  maintain the 
material in the form of a continuous length. Hence the utiliza- 
tion of a revolving bobbin and flyer (fig. 18) which gives to  these 
machines their names. 

I n  the first of these frames, known as the dubbing frame or 
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slubber, cans of sliver from the last dranframe are arranged 
behind the machine. Each sliver is drawn out by means of three 
pairs of rollers, and as it emerges from the front pair is drawn 
through a hole in the top of the flyer, down the hollow leg of 
the latter, shown on the left of the figure, and on to the bobbin. 
The flyer is attached to, and driven by, the spindle at  a uni- 
form speed, and inserts the amount of twist necessary to make 
the strand hang together. This twist, honever, must be the mini- 
mum required for its purpose, since too much will make it 
impossible to continue the process of attenuation in the subse- 
quent machines. The bobbin is loosely mounted upon, but driven 
independently of, the spindle, so that the difference between their 
respective speeds effects the winding on. This is done in closely 
wound spirals and in successive layers, by suitably raising and 
lowering the bobbin relative to the spindle. 

The other machines of this 
group, known respectively as the 
intermediate, speeder and jack 
frames, differ from the slub- 
bing frame in only three re- 
spects. First, instead of having 
cans of sliver put a t  the back. 
racks or creels of suitable size 
are provided to carry the bob- 
bins on which the material is 
now wound. Secondly, the 
dimensions of all the frame 
parts, including bobbins and 
flyers, are reduced at  each stage 
as the roving becomes more and 
more attenuated. And thirdly, 
it  is usual to arrange for the 
strands from two bobbins to be 
fed together to the drawing 
rollers and combined into one 
a t  the front, thereby assisting 
to  maintain the uniformity of 
the roving. The amount of at- 
tenuation effected by these ma- 
chines, and, therefore, the num- 
ber of stages in which it  is done, 
depends on the count of yarn 
subsequently to  be spun. For 
coarse yarns, the slubbing and F I G .  18 -FLYER FRAME DIAGRAM 

intermediate frames may T h ~ s  machine twists the flbres of the 
be used, whereas for very fine roving axially and coils the tw~sted 
yarns the work is carried out in Strand upon the bobbin 

the four stages finishing with the jack frame. In  all cases the 
final product of this group of machines is known generally as 
roving. 

Within recent years a type of flyer frame known as high-draft 
or long-draft frames has come into widespread use. Only one or 
two stages of roving are required with these frames, since the 
amount of attenuation at  each stage is much greater. They differ 
from the conventional frames mainly in the drafting section. This 
may consist of either four or five pairs of rolls, one or more of 
which may vary from the standard type drafting roll. I n  addition, 
usually there is some kind of roving guide or forming trumpet. 
One type of drafting section consisting of five pairs of rolls and a 
forming scroll is shown in fig. 19. 

Spinning.- It only remains now to carry the attenuation one 
stage farther and to convert the drawn-out roving into a yarn 
by the insertion of sufficient twist to prevent any further slip- 
page between the constituent fibres. The m a c h i ~ e  employed may 
be either a ring spinning frame or a mule. On the ring spinning 
frame (fig. 2 0 ) ,  the processes consist of twisting and winding 
the yarn upon a bobbin simultaneously and continuously, as with 
the flyer frames. Here, however, the flyer is substituted by a 
smooth annular ring formed with a flange at  its upper edge, over 
which is sprung a light C-shaped piece of wire known as a travel- 
ler. The spindle, to which the bobbin is firmly attached, pro- 
jects vertically through the ring, and is supported on a fixed 

rail by a self-aligning and automatically lubricated bearing. 
Rotary motion is derived from the tin roller or cylinder by a 
band passing round the wharve or whorl, which is fixed to a sleeve 
on the spindle over the bolster or upper part of the bearing. 

I 1 
COURTESY H b 9 aMERICAN MACHINE CO. 

F I G .  19 . -L0NG.DRAFT ROVING SECTION WITH FIVE PAIRS O F  DRAFTING 
ROLLS AND A FORMING S C R O L L  

After it has passed through the rolls, the roving is twisted into 
a yarn which passes first through a guide-eye and then through 
the traveller onto the bobbin. As the latter revolves, the traveller 
is dragged round the ring by the yarn, and so inserts the necessary 
twist. The speed of the traveller, however, is less than that of the 
bobbin, owing to the lag which is permitted by the constant de- 

I I 
COURTESY OF W H l T l N  MACHINE W O R K S  

F I G .  20.- DIAGRAM O F  RING S P I N N I N G  FRAME. SHOWING T H E  LONG-  
DRAFT ROLLS THROUGH WHICH THE ROVING P A S S E S  TO THE B O B B I N .  
WHERE IT I S  W O U N D  AT S P E E D S  A S  HIGH A S  12.000 REVOLUTIONS P E R  
MINUTE 

livery of roving from the front roller. I n  this way the bobbin, 
acting through the traveller, not only inserts the twist but winds 
the material on to itself, the deposition of the coils being deter- 
mined by the vertical movement of the rail which carries the 
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F I G .  21.- SECTION G F  MULE U S E D  FOR INTERMITTENT S P I N N I N G .  T H E  ROVINGS P A S S  FROM T H E  CREEL TO THE S P I N D L E S .  W H E R E  THEY 
A R E  TWISTED INTO YARN O N  T H E  OUTWARD R U N  O F  THE CARRIAGE A N D  W O U N D  O N  TO THE N O S E  O F  T H E  C O P  D U R I N G  T H E  R U N  I N  

ring 
The drafting section on most of the modern ring spinning 

frames is some form of the long- or high-drafting type, in which 
four pairs of drafting rolls or two pairs of drafting rolls and a 
pair of travelling aprons are used. These travelling aprons consist 
of two endless leather bands revolving about a pair of rolls and 
a two-armed part called the tensor (fig. 20). 

In  the mule (fig. 2 1 )  the action, unlike that of the ring frame, 
is intermittent; i.e., first, a certain length of roving is drawn out 
and twisted, and then twisting ceases and winding-on takes place. 
The resulting cop of yarn is built upon the bare spindle in suc- 
cessive conical layers. At any instant during the twisting process, 
therefore, a portion of the already spun yarn is coiled in spiral 
fashion from the nose of the partly built cop to the top of the 
spindle: and, in order that no winding-on shall take place at the 
same time, the spindles are inclined slightly towards the rollers, 
thereby enabling the top coil to slip off at each revolution. Fol- 
loa ing the material through the machine: the roving from bob- 
bins, mounted in the creel, is passed in the usual way through 
the drawing rollers and then between two faller wires to the 
spindle which is mounted on a carriage whose wheels run on 
rails called slips. 

' Spinning commences with the carriage close up to the rollers. 
As the attenuated roving is delivered by the latter the carriage 
moves away and the spindle, being rapidly revolved by bands 
passing from the tin roller, inserts the desired amount of twist 
into the regularly increasing slretch of material between the rollers 
and the spindle tip. The distance the carriage travels may be 
from 54in to 66in., and is known as the draw or stretch. At the 
end of the stretch the mechanism driving the spindles during the 
outward journey is disengaged, the direction of rotation is reversed 
and backing-off takes place. In  this operation the yarn coiled 
around the exposed part of the spindle is unwound and the "slack" 
produced by the added length of yarn is taken up by the opera- 
tion of the faller wires. I t  then remains for the spindle but to 
reverse once more and, \~h i le  the carriage moves back rapidly 
towards the rollers, to wind the spun thread in another layer on 
the cop. The upper faller wire shown in the figure is responsible 
for guiding the yarn in the correct manner, and is for that pur- 
pose controlled by a special cop-shaping device. All the motions 
of the mule are governed automatically and are regulated to suc- 
ceed each other in their proper order, the termination of one 
operation being the initiation of the next The foregoing is but 
a brief outline of the functions and possibilities of the machine. 

D o u b l i n g  o r  Twisting.-Where it  is desired to combine two 
or more strands from the spinning machine to make the product 
more suited to a particular purpose, the single yarns from the cops 
or bobbins, as the case inay be, are subjected to a process of 

doubling or twisting. To  prepare the strands it  may be necessary 
to witid the required number side by side upon a flanged bobbin. 
or upon a straight or a tapering spool, before twisting them into 
one. The twist may be inserted in fundamentally the same may as 
it  is in the ring spinning frame. No,attenuation is required: hence 
drawing rollers are substituted by feed rollers. The strands may 
be twisted in a dry condition, or may be moistened in some suit- 
able manner so as to produce a firmer and smoother yarn. 

F in i sh ing  a n d  Making-up.-Yarns which are required to 
have a maximum of lustre and smoothness are subjected to a 
process of gassing or singeing. The yarn is passed several times 
through a bunsen flame at  such a speed that the fibres projecting 
from the surface are burned off without injury to the rest. Such 
yarns may also be polished by repeated calenderings between a 
pair of heavily loaded rollers. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--W. S. Taggart, Cot ton  Spinning, 3 vols. (1919-24) ; 
T. Thornley, Cotton Spinning ( 1 9 2 7 )  ; J .  Nasmith. Students' Cotton 
Spinning ( 1 9 2 0 )  ; Willis and Moore, Cot ton  Opening, Cleaning and ' 

Picking; Willis and Moore, Cot ton  Carding; Willis, Gage and Moore. 
Cot ton  Classing Manz~al;  Willis, Blair and Moore, Cot ton  Combing 
Manual; Willis and Moore, Drawing Frames; Willis, Eaton and 
Moore, Roving Fraqizes; Willis, Dunlap and Moore, Cot ton  Spinning. 
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C. COTTON-WEAVING MACHINE,RY 

The methods described under Weaving (q.v.) are by far the 
most widely used for the preparation of cotton x7arps, especially 
in Lancashire, but some modifications are used in other centres 
of the industry, and more productive methods are coming into 
use, particularly for the preparation of warps for gray or natural 
coloured cloth. 

The beam warping process has been the subject of much 
experimental work, and in many places high-speed warping 
machines are in use by means of which the speed of warping is 
from joo to gsoyd. per minute. The chief difficulty in the ordinary 
system lies in the varying tension on the yarn during unwinding, 
and particularly when starting and stopping the machine. Neither 
the flanged warpers' bobbins (fig. 22), which are most commonly 
used, nor tubes (fig. 23) are very satisfactory when mounted in 
the creel and rotated by the drag of the unwinding yarn. The 
speed of the bobbin or tube. when nearly empty, is very high; 
the comparatively heavy bobbins overrun at  a stoppage and throw 
stress on the yarn when restarting; tubes, on the other hand, 
become too light and are liable to bounce out of the creel, whilst 

1 the quick side-to-side traverse of the yarn on the tube is an addi- 
tional cause of trouble. In  American beam warping machines the 
speed of warping is gradually reduced as the beam fills and the 
bobbins empty, in order to reduce these variations in tension, but 
this means some loss of production. 
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111 most high-speed warping 

machines the yarn is unwound 
from cones (fig. 2 4 ) ,  bottle bob- 
bins (fig. 2 5 ) ,  or cheeses, these 
packages holding several times as 
much yarn as the ordinary 
warper's bobbin, which enables 
one creeling to suffice for filling 
several beams. Moreover, these 
packages are kept stationary in 
the creel and the yarn withdrawn 
over the end, which enables it 
to be unwound a t  a very high 
rate. A certain amount of ten- 
sion is necessary and this is got 
by applying a small frictional 
drag to each thread. This ten- 
sion is readily adjustable, so that 
all threads can be tensioned F I G S .  2 2  e 2 3 . - - B E A M  WARPING 
alike, and the drag on the yarn 22 (Upper).-Fianoed warper's bob- 

b ~ n ;  23 (Lower) .-Yarn tube; 
remains Constant from beginning neither being very satisfactory, as the 

to end of the package,- ,4lso; first is apt to over-run when the 
when the machine stops, there machine stops, and the second to 

jump out of the creel 
are no bobbins to overrun and 
slacken the threads. An alternative system is to have the yarn 
wound on large cheeses, about gin. in diameter, the cheeses rotat- 
ing in the creel on ball-bearing spindles. Overrunning of these 
cheeses is prevented when the machine has to be stopped sud- 
denly, by electrically controlled brakes which are applied to each 
cheese a t  the same time that the beam is braked. 

The drying of the warp yarn after sizing in the slasher sizing 
machine is sometimes done by passing it through a drying cham- 
ber instead of over steam-heated cylinders. The latter are used 
almost altogether in America. Many of these are equipped with 
various automatic control instru- 
ments. 

Rewinding of gray weft yarn 
in cotton weaving is the ex- 
ception rather than the rule, 
but when automatic looms are 
used, rewinding of the weft or 
filling on to pirns or quills is 
common. These ~ i r n s  hold much 
more yarn than the COPS or bob- 2 4 , - H I G H  SPEED 
bins from the spinning frames. W H E N  T H E  YARN 1 s  U N W O U N D  AT 

and this, together with the re- H I G H  SPEED F R O M  T H IS  C O N E  I T  

moval of faulty places, makes GIVES THE THREAD A CONSTANT 
them much more suitable for TENSION DURING A L L  O F  THE U N -  

automatic weaving. M o d e r n W
I

N D
I

N G  

pirn winding machines usually have horizontal spindles on which 
the pirns or tubes are held and driven by friction. The spindles 
rotate a t  a speed of 2,000-3,000 revolutions per minute, and, 
as the spindle speed is generally constant, the rate of winding 
the yarn is continually varying as the guider moves across the 
chase or traverse of the pirn (fig. 27) .  This 
varying rate of winding causes a consider- 
able amount of trouble, due to  the varia- 
tion in yarn tension that it causes, 
and tensioning devices have to be used 
to counteract the changing speed. 

Since about 1935 ,  a t  least three types of 
automatic pirn or filling winders have 
been developed, and, shortly after their 
development, began being used in both 
Europe and the United States. These ma- 
chines automatically remove full bobbins 
and start winding on empty bobbins with- 
out assistance from the operator. The 
spindle is stopped momentarily for doffing 
and zine. loading Thus the the new duties bobbins of the from operator a maga- are F I G .  d 25  -A B 0 T T L E- 

simply to keep the magazine filled with SHAPED BOBBIN 

empty bobbins and to change the cones. 
Cotton Looms.-Most of the cotton weaving today is done on 

automatic looms. Ho~i~ever ,  in Great Britain there are a number 
of the plain type looms still in use. 

The essentials of an automatic loom are a filling replenishing 
system, a weft or filling stop- 
motion to stop the machine if the I I 
filling breaks, a warp stop- 
mot~on to stop it if a warp yarn 
breaks, and a satisfactory let-off 
motion to maintain constant ten- 
sion on the warp. Some types of 
automatic looms have an auto- 
matic let-off and others a fric- 
tional let-off motion. For replen- 
ishing the filling some looms em- 
ploy a system in which a full I 1 
bobbin is forced into the shuttle C O U R T E S Y  BARBER-COLMAN CO.  

26 .- HIGH-SPEED WARPING 

transfer being without any re- To ,,, 
duction in loom speed. Others 
use some type of shuttle-changing system in which the 
loom is generally stopped for sufficient time to allow for the 
change from empty to full shuttle. 

Looms have undergone a great many refinements in recent 
years, especially since about 1930. Due to developments in metal- 
lurgy, the frames, gears and other 
metal parts are of better quality 
in both material and workman- 
ship. Whereas these were for- 
merly made of cast iron, they 
now are made of machined steel. 
The speeds of these looms over ~ ~ w I , ' ~ . , ~ ~ T " , ~ ~ l ~ F  Eiy: 
the older looms are considerably Q U I L L  HELD O N  HORIZONTAL S P I N -  
increased, normal operating speed DLES WHICH ROTATE AT 2 0 0 0 - 3 0 0 0  

for some types being approxi- R E V O L U T I O NS  PER M I N U T E  
mately 200 picks per minute. Operating efficiencies of as high as 
95% are not uncommon. (For further information and bibliog- 
raphy, see WEAVING.) 

I D. COTTON-FINISHING MACHINERY 

Only a relatively small percentage of woven cloth is sold to  the 
actual consumer in the condition in which it  leaves the weave 
shed; i.e., in the "loom state" or the "gray." Much of it is 
bleached, dyed or printed, and subjected to various finishing treat- 
ments. There is no standard finishing procedure, the exact routine 
depending on the construction of the fabric and the use for which 
it is intended. Following is a brief outline of some of the more 
important of the operations and equipment commonly employed 
in finishing cotton woven fabrics. The gray goods usually are 
received from the weaver in lengths of 1 2 0  or 2 4 0  yards. The 
pieces are inspected for imperfections, marked with a lot number 
for identification purposes, and sewn end-to-end to permit process- 
ing in continuous lengths. They are then passed over a gas or 
electric singeing machine, where the short fibres protruding from 
the surface of the cloth are burned off. The goods may next go 
to a desizing machine, where the starch employed in sizing the 
warp yarns before weaving is removed. 

Bleaching a n d  Mercerizing.-Previous to bleaching, cotton 
piece-goods are usually boiled for several hours with dilute caustic 
soda solution in a closed tank, called a "kier," to remove the 
natural oils and waxes and other impurities from the fibre. Next 
the goods are removed from the kier, rinsed, "soured" in a dilute 
solution of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, rinsed, "chemicked" 
by passing through a solution of sodium hypochlorite, piled in 
bins to permit the bleaching action to take place, rinsed, passed 
through a solution of sulphurous acid or other "anti-chlor" to re- 
move the last traces of chlorine, again rinsed, passed through a 
water mangle to squeeze out excess water, and dried on a set of 
revolving steam-heated cylinders or dry cans. Bleaching can also 
be carried out in the kier by means of an alkaline solution of hy- 
drogen peroxide, after which the cloth is rinsed and dried. 
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Mercerizing of cotton piece-goods with a solution of caustic 

soda having a concentration of about 25% imparts a permanent 
lustre to  the cloth and gives it  a greater degree of affinity for cer- 
tain classes of dyes Two types of mercerizing machines are in 
common use, both of which are designed to exert tension on the 
fabric and thus prevent it from shrinking during the caustic soda 
treatment. 

Dye ing  and Printing.-Dyeing of cotton fabrics is carried 
out by the batch method in jigs or in dye becks or by the con- 
tinuous method on padders or continuous dyeing machines. Fab- 
rics which are to be dyed in light or medium shades are bleached 
before dyeing. Bleaching is frequently omitted if the fabrics are 
to be dyed in dark shades. 

Printing of cotton fabrics is usually carried out on roller print- 
ing machines, although some fabrics are screen printed. In the 
machine method engraved copper rollers impart the design to the 
fabric. After printing with some classes of colours, the fabric is 
passed through an ager and then through a continuous washer be- 
fore drying. 

Finishing.-After dyeing or printing, the goods are dried on 
dry cans or in air driers, and are then ready for finishing. Aside 
from the chemicals employed to produce water-repellent, flame- 
proof, crease-resisting, and other special finishes, the finishing 
agents commonly employed include starches, dextrines, gums, ta'lc, 
China-clay, and sulphonated oils and fats. More recently various 
types of synthetic resins, water- and alkali-soluble cellulose de- 
rivatives, fatty alcohol sulphates, quaternary ammonium com- 
pounds and other new finishing materials have become increas- 
ingly important. The various finishing compounds are employed 
alone or in combination with one another to impart stiffness, 
softness, body, flexibility, or other desired characteristics to the 
fabric. Two types of equipment used for applying the finishing 
agents are starch mangles and backfilling machines, the latter type 
being designed to apply the finish to one side of the cloth only. 
After the finishing agents have been applied, the cloth is partially 
dried, then passed over a stenter or tenter where drying is com- 
pleted and the fabric is stretched to the desired width. 

Calendering.-Various types of calenders are employed to 
give smooth, lustrous, or embossed effects, as desired. The ma- 
chines consist essentially of metal, paper, or fibre rolls through 
which the cloth is passed. A linen-like appearance is obtained by 
use of a beetle-a machine which subjects the cloth to the ham- 
mering action of wooden fallers. 

Preshrinking machines of various types are employed to count- 
eract the stretching effect of preceding operations and thus to pre- 
vent the fabric from shrinking upon laundering. Certain fabrics, 
such as cotton blankets, are run over a napping machine to pro- 
duce a nap or pile. 

The functions of folding and inspecting machines are evident 
from the name. (W. W. CH.) 

VII. COTTON INDUSTRY IN  THE UNITED STATES 
The birth of the cotton manufacturing industry in the United 

States about 1790, in New England, marked the real origin of 
the industrial era of that country. During the relatively slow 
development of industry from that time until about 1870, and 
through the spectacular boom during the last quarter of the 19th 
century and the first quarter of the 20th century, the cotton in- 
dustry was a leader in this progress. Before the first quarter of 
this century had run out, however, cotton manufacture engaged 
upon a private depression of its own, antedating the general crash 
of 1929 by several years. During the 15 years following 1925, it  
went through a series of depressions, with intermittent revivals. 
but with the general trend downward. 

The best way to visualize this rise and fall of an industry is by 
means of a comparison of the number of establishments, the num- 
ber of wage earners, the wages paid, and the value of products, 
from 1850 through 1937. This comparison is shown in Table 
XXIV. 

Confining an analysis of this table to the 20th century, the 
following facts stand out: Number of establishments increased 
40% from 1899 to the peak in 1923, but then dropped to a low 

TABLE XX1V.-Cottotz Indzistry in U.S.A.: hTzrmber of Establishnzents, 
Wage Earners, Wages Paid, Valz~e of Prodzlcts, 1850-1937 

Year 1 Mills 
Wage earner: 
(average for 

the pear) 

92,286 
122,028 
'35,369 
1721544 
218,876 
297,929 
310,458 
371,182 
379,366 
430,966 
412,058 
471,503 
445,184 
467,596 
425,916 
329,962 
379,445 
369,062 
422,310 

Wages paid I Value of 
products 

in 1935, during nhich drop 75% of the original gain was lost. 
There was a slight recovery in 1937 but the number was still 
nearly 25Yo below the peak. Number of wage earners increased 
60% from 1899 to the peak in 1923, and then dropped to a lorn 
in 193r, losing about 8 0 7 ~  of the previous gain in that drop. Good 
recovery was made subsequently so that in 1937 the number of 
wage earners was only 10% below the peak in 1923. Wages paid 
advanced spectacularly-about 365% increase-to a peak in 1923 
but nearly 60% of this gain was lost in the drop to a low in 1933. 
Subsequent recovery brought wages paid in 1937 to a point only 
20% below the peak of 1923. Value of products also made a 
sensational spurt from 1899 to a peak in 1919-the advance 
amounting to 540%. (1919 was the first post-war year.) The sub- 
sequent drop was equally spectacular and by the low year of 
1931 approximately 75% of this advance had been lost. De- 
spite the recovery in 1937, the value of products that year was 
still more than 40% below the high of 1919. (These figures 
are taken from the Biennial Census of Manufactuues and refer 
to what was known prior to 1935 as the cotton goods industry, 
comprising cotton woven goods over 12in. in width, and cotton 
yarn and thread.) 

A more detailed picture of the decline and partial recovery of 
the cotton textile industry during the 15 years following 1925 is 
shown in Table XXV, based on statistics compiled by the Asso- 
ciation of Cotton Textile Merchants of New York. 

F R O M  G O V E R N M E N T  P U B L I C A T I O N  " W A G E S  I N  C O T T O N - G O O D S  M A N U F A C T U R I N G , "  B U L L E T I N  N O .  
663 O F  U . S .  D E P T .  O F  L A B O R  

F I G .  28.-TOTAL ACTIVE AND INACTIVE COTTON SPINDLES 1 9 0 6 - 3 8  

This table shows that during the period from 1925 to 1939, 
nearly 12,000,000 spindles were liquidated. Despite this liquida- 
tion, the production in square yards in 1938 was approximately 
the same as that in 1925. The answer is obvious. Longer operat- 
ing time for machinery, and technological improvements made the 
productive capacity per spindle materially greater. For example 
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it will be noted that in 1925 the hours run per average active 
spindle were 2,988, which advanced to a peak of 3,970 in 1937. 

North-to -South Shift.-Turning from a picture of the indus- 
try as a whole, to that of the shift from one section of the country 
to another, fig. 28 shows dramatically the changed position as be- 
tween the New England States and the southern cotton-growing 
States commencing approximately in 1925. (This is from "Wages 
in Cotton Goods Manufacturing," a publication of the U.S. De- 
partment of Labor.) The most interesting feature of this shift of 
so large a part of the cotton manufacturing industry from the 
North to the South is the fact that it reflected, in a relatively 
limited area, the world trend of decentralization of industry which 
was responsible for so much of the economic instability in cotton 
manufacture during the two decades following the end of the 
World War (1914-18). In  fact, even if there had not been spe- 
cialized causes for what nzight be called the stampede of cotton 
mills from the North to the South, commencing in the early 
1920s, it is safe to state that sooner or later the South would have 
demanded and gotten its share of industry. I t  has been increas- 
ingly evident to the world that no section or country can long 
hold its monopoly in the manufacture of any type of goods. Its 
erstwhile customers sooner or later become industrially conscious 
and turn to the creation of a new industry as a means toward eco- 
nomic advancement. That was the impulse underlying the North- 
to-South shift in cotton manufacture. However, there were sev- 
era1 circumstances which greatly accelerated this trend-and in 
fact probably anticipated by several decades what might have 
been the course of normal decentralization. The most important 
of these immediate causes was differential in labour costs. The 
northern mills were located to a considerable extent in congested 
areas where living costs were high and where the threat of union- 
ization to some extent held up wage levels. The South, on the 
other hand, offered an apparently unlimited supply of labour, 
practically of pure Anglo-Saxon type, from the mountains, a t  
relatively lower wage levels than those prevailing in the North, 
with immeasurably lower living costs, and with little threat of 
unionization at  the time. 

Coupled with this attractive differential in wage costs, was a 
definitely lower cost of construction and taxation in the South as 
compared with the North. Consequently, during the period of ex- 
pansion in the cotton indusiry which followed the World War of 
1914-18, it was natural and inevitable that more and more com- 
panies turned to the South as the locale for their new plants or 
for the establishment of entirely new organizations. 

As these mills came into operation, another factor asserted it- 
self. Although some of the plants were equipped with second- 
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hand machinery moved from other sections, a great deal of the 
southern industry contained equipment newer and more efficient 
than the average equipment in the North. This, obviously, added 
to the manufacturing differential between the two sections. The 
result is shown in fig. 28, previously mentioned. Incidentally, the 
layman will possibly wonder why the above analysis did not in- 
clude reference to a factor which was popularly supposed to have 
been the real reason for the North-to-South shift. Probably nine 
out of ten people believed that the proximity to the raw material 
was the chief attraction-and visualized cotton manufacture mov- 
ing to the cotton fields. This was of extremely limited importance 
in the shift. I n  fact there were cases where this was a liability 
rather than an asset because it sometimes cost more to ship 
cotton by rail from one point in the South to another point in 
that section, than by water from a southern port to a New Eng- 
land mill. 

The use of the phrase "North-to-South shift" makes this indus- 
trial dislocation seem more simple than it was, and is. There was 
not merely the competition between two sections of the United 
States. Increasingly, there developed competition among differ- 
ent areas within one section, and particularly within the South 
itself. When the,first period of expansion in the 1920s had been 
completed, a great deal of the cotton manufacturing area in the 
Piedmont section of North Carolina, for example, had experienced 
sharp rises in living costs, construction costs, taxation, etc. Mills 
in that section saw the differential between their total costs and 
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the costs in northern mills shrink. They also saw other mills 
in more rural areas in Georgia and Alabama, for example, present 
competition to North Carolina approximate to that which the lat- 
ter had a t  first presented to the North. Similarly, new areas in 
States like Mississippi, particularly with the organized encourage- 
ment of the State Government, presented new types of compe- 
tition to  Georgia and Alabama. This successive shift toward new 
sections which get what might be termed the industrial bug is 
the most fascinating, and potentially the most important, phase of 
this whole trend toward industrial decentralization. 

T h e  S o u t h e r n  M i l l  Village.-The shift of a considerable part 
of the nation's cotton manufacturing to the South brought with 
it an extension of the southern mill village system which was sig- 
nificant not only from the sociological standpoint but also from its 
economic bearing on the most controversial phase in the cotton in- 
dustry of the United States during the post-World War period. 

As most of the new plants in the South were built in rural areas, 
and as a good portion of the prospective employees had to be se- 
cured from mountain areas-as previously noted-the average 
southern cotton manufacturing company found it  necessary to 
build and maintain practically a complete community. I t  was first 
forced to build homes for the workers, and then to add the other 
elements of life-such as stores, schools, churches, recreation cen- 
tres, etc. Since these facilities were made available to employees 
far below cost, they represented a material burden upon the plant 
operating budget. The amount of this burden differed widely 
among different sections and different plants within one section. 
During the height of the North-South trek, the cost per week per 
employee was figured at  $3.36 by a particular manufacturer. This 
was in the high zone but all mills had costs probably ranging from 
$1.00 or $1.50 per week per employee and higher. 

Always a difficulty in view of the fact that wage envelopes in 
southern mills could not contain the full amount of the payments 
made to employees, this mill village cost became a most active 
irritant in the establishment of wage minima under two govern- 
mental agencies: ( I )  the National Recovery Administration 
(NRA) from 1933 until its invalidation by the Supreme Court in 
1935; and (2) the Wage-Hour Division of the Department of 
Labor, under the Fair Labor Standards Act passed in 1938. 

Wage and H o u r  Trends.-One of the most radical adjust- 
ments in wage and hour standards was that experienced by the 
cotton manufacturing industry in the United States during the 
years following the start of the NRA in 1933. Under the leader- 
ship of the Cotton-Textile Institute, the industry took the lead 
and voluntarily offered to reduce its work week to 40 hours and to 
accept a minimum wage determined under the new law. The re- 
sult was it  received NRA Code No. I .  Prior to the code, mills in 
certain States were limited to 48 hours per week, but in others 
the work week ran as high as 55 hours or above. A voluntary 
acceptance of a 40-hour maximum work week was therefore a 
very radical change for a great many mills and their employees. 
I n  addition, the industry accepted in Code No. I ,  after hearings 
before the Administrator in Washington, a minimum wage of 
$12.00 a week (or 30 cents an hour) in the South and $13.00 
a week (or 324 cents an hour) in the North. Final settlement 
of this differential of $1.00 per meek or 2 3  cents per hour between 
the North and the South represented the conclusion of the most 
difficult phase of code-making for the cotton textile industry. 

The effect of this change in labour standards is best shown by 
a simple statistical comparison. Average hourly earnings in the 
cotton goods industry in the pre-NRA year, 1932, amounted to 
23 9 cents. In  the first full year under the NRA (1934) this 
advanced to 37.8 cents-an increase of nearly 60% of the aver- 
age hourly earnings of the worker. Despite the invalidation of the 
NRA, the standards were kept voluntarily thereafter, with the re- 
sult that the average for 1935 was 37.6 cents and for 1936 it  was 
36.8 cents. In  1937, due to improved business conditions it 
reached a high level of 41.3 cents-or an increase of nearly 75% 
from the low point in 1932. This advance is shown, graphically, 
in fig. 29. 

After the general business boom of 1937, followed by the col- 
lapse in the latter part of that year and in 1938, the need for the 

re-establishment of some agency for the maintenance of labour 
standards was evident, and the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 
was passed. As was true under the NRA, the cotton textile indus- 
try became the first guinea-pig under the new act. This was logi- 
cal,.in that labour costs represent such a material part of total 
cotton manufacturing costs, and also because wages have always 

C O U R T E S Y  "TEXTILE WORLD,!'  B A S E D  O N  C O T 1 O N . T E X T I L E  I N S T I T U T E  F I G U R E S  

F I G .  29 .- CURVES PREPARED BY COTTON-TEXTILE I N S T I T U T E  FROM GOV-  
E R N M E N T  F I G U R E S  S H O W I N G  W A G E S - A N D - H O U R S  T R E N D  ( J U L Y  1933 
MARKS T H E  START O F  N R A )  

been the principal competitive battleground in that industry. Cot- 
ton manufacturers and their organizations co-operated with the 
Administrator of the new act. However, when the final recom- 
mendation was made-a minimum wage of 323 cents an hour, 
which corresponded to that established for the North under the 
NRA, failure to set up a differential for the South created dissen- 
sion in the industry. Certain southern mills instituted suits to en- 
join the Wage-Hour Administration from putting the proposed 
minimum into effect. Just about that time, in 1939, however, war 
broke out in Europe and a wave of buying set in in the United 
States which, temporarily a t  least, diverted industry attention 
away from the problem of the wage-hour law. 

The effect of both these governmental agencies, and of the ex- 
perience of the cotton textile industry under them, has been to 
raise the status of employees materially and to curtail the possi- 
bilities of wage chiselling as a form of competition. Some observ- 
ers feel that the decrease in hours and advance in wages in cotton 
manufacture have been too sharp and the adjustment too sudden, 
but all agree that the advance has represented most important 
sociological progress. In  fact, the socializing influence of the cot- 
ton industry, particularly in the South, has been of major signifi- 
cance. 

Employer-Employee Relationships.- From what has been 
said previously with regard to  the origin of the southern cotton 
mill village, it will be readily evident that the relationship between 
employers and employees was based at  the start, a t  least, upon a 
more or less paternalistic attitude. This was not a choice on the 
part of management, but rather the result of necessity. Forced 
to provide for the physical, mental and spiritual needs of the 
workers, the average manufacturer recognized and accepted a 
sense of responsibility toward them which inevitably verged on 
the paternalistic. This was particularly inevitable in connection 
with the first generation that came down from the mountains. 
However, as new generations arose, and as the educational proc- 
esses. set into motion by the manufacturers themselves, began to 
take effect, both the need for and the receptivity toward paternal- 
istic activities decreased. Somr manufacturers were slow to ad- 
just themselves to this change but the far-seeing ones planned 
ahead to meet it. Thus, there was a gradual abatement of so- 
called "welfare" plans-and a tendency to leave activities, other 
than those connected with the job proper, more and more to  the 
employees themselves-or a t  least, to limit management support 
of such activities to those for which there was a conscious ,demand 
on the part of the workers, and a continuing support. The most 
recent manifestation of this change of attitude  as the decision 
on the part of many mill organizations in the South to sell their 
mill villages to their employees. At first it was difficult to  nork 
out a formula for this, since rents had been on such a low basis 
that there was no particular incentive toward home o~vnership. 
This was gradually corrected and in 1938 a great many mills made 
sales arrangements ni th  their workers-and this tendency has 
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been on the increase. I t  is felt that this will eventually mean 
more stable labour conditions, and the shedding of the last 
vestiges of paternalism. 

The above has to do with relations between employers and 
employees within individual plants. So far as relations between 
management and organized labour are concerned, unionization has 
had slow growth in cotton textiles. I n  the first part of the 20th 
century it  made some headway in the North, particularly in the 
more congested areas, but practically none in the South. In the 
1920s there were some serious disturbances, but the most impor- 
tant crisis was the general textile strike in the fall of 1934. This 
ended disastrously for the employees and with no concessions of 
importance to the union. The passage of the National Labor Re- 
lations Act, of course, accelerated unionization of the industry. 
The split between the '2.10. and the A.F. of L. developed two 
rival camps in the cotton textile industry, also. The textile union 
of the (2.1.0. has made decidedly more progress than has the other 
union. However, by 1940, the number of union members still rep- 
resented a very small minority. 

T e x t i l e  Education.-The textile industry has an unchallenged 
position in specialized education. No other industry in the United 
States has developed anything approaching the highly organized 
group of textile schools which supply their graduates for the fill- 
ing of top management and operating executive jobs Since many 
of these schools are located in primarily cotton manufacturing 
areas, the cotton division is without question the most important 
part of textile education. There are 12 major textile schools: 
A French Textile school of Georgia School of Technology, At- 
lanta, Ga.; Department of Textile Engineering of Alabama Poly- 
technic institute, Auburn, Ala. ; Clemson Textile school of Clem- 
son Agricultural college, Clemson, S.C.; Bradford-Durfee Textile 
school, Fall River, Mass.; Lowell Textile institute, Lowell, Mass.; 
Textile department of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass.; New Bedford Textile school, New Bedford. 
Mass.; Philadelphia Textile school, Philadelphia, Pa.; North 
Carolina Textile school of North Carolina State college, Raleigh. 
N C.; Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, R.1 ; Textile 
Engineering department of Texas Technological college, Lub- 
bock, Texas; and Textile department of Texas Agricultural and 
Mechanical college, College Station, Texas. In  addition, there 
are textile public high schools throughout the country-notably 
the Straubenmuller Textile High school in New York, and other 
associated branches of textile education. 

Most of the textile schools proper were organized for the pri- 
mary purpose of developing overseers for textile mills. Conse- 
quently their courses emphasized the purely technical phases of 
textile manufacture. As the industry became more and more com- 
plicated, however, and as the economic necessities of cotton manu- 
facture began even to supersede the technical phases in urgency, 
the schools found themselves called upon more and more to extend 
their courses into the fields of management and economics. Com- 
mencing in 1933, an organized approach to the filling of this 
need was made under the auspices of the Textile Foundation 
which sponsored a survey of textile education. The report was 
submitted in 1934, and was the forerunner of a continuing pro- 
gram of industry-rvide co-ordination and improvement of its tex- 
tile educational institutions. Regular meetings of the deans of 
the textile schools help greatly to make this program an effective 
one 

T e x t i l e  Research.-The economic emergency which the cot- 
ton textile industry experienced during the 1920s developed a rec- 
ognition of the need for organized research into both the tech- 
nique and the economics of the industry. Two organizations with 
that end in view were launched in 1930: the United States Insti- 
tute for Textile Research and the Textile Foundation. There was 
no connection between the creation of the two. The United States 
Institute for Textile Research is a private organization which has 
sponsored several special technical studies on such problems as 
vl-arp sizing, drying, etc.; and whose Economic Research commit- 
tee has supervised the conduct of several studies in economics. 
The Textile Foundation is a semi-public organization, created by 
an Act of Congress in 1930. I t s  program in the first ten years of 

its existence included such undertakings as the textile education 
survey mentioned previously in this article; the establishment of 
a large number of fellowships for scientific research; and the 
financing of several investigations into economic trends, all of 
which were proposed and supervised by the Committee on Eco- 
nomic Research of the United States Institute for Textile Re- 
search. In that way, and in the production of the institute's pub- 
lication Textile Resewch, the Foundation and the Institute par- 
ticipated jointly in certain enterprises. Students of the industry 
recognized that the research program represented by these two 
organizations, and by some specialized bodies such as the Ameri- 
can Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists, is not a final 
ansurer to the industry's need, but rather an approach to the ful- 
filment of that need. I t  is also recognized that the Textile Founda- 
tion, through its sponsoring of broad-gauged projects, has done 
much to arouse and keep alive the research attitude among indi- 
vidual manufacturers. 

T e x t i l e  Associations.-Just as the cotton textile industry is 
highly organized from the standpoint of textile education, so is 
its associational structure an effective one. The two major asso- 
ciations, representing the two important geographical sections of 
the industry are the National Association of Cotton Manufac- 
turers in Boston, Mass., representing the New England mills, and 
the American Cotton Manufacturers Association in Charlotte, 
N.C., representing the southern mills. I n  addition to  these broad 
geographical units, there are many State or other sectional asso- 
ciations, especially in the South, including the Alabama Cotton 
Manufacturers Association, Montgomery, Ala.; Cotton Manufac- 
turers Association of Georgia, Atlanta, Ga.; Cotton Manufactur- 
ers Association of North Carolina, Charlotte, N.C.; Cotton Manu- 
facturers Association of South Carolina, Clinton, S.C.; Southern 
New England Textile Club, Providence, R.I.  Then there are 
group organizations, representing specialized divisions of the in- 
dustry, rather than geographical sections of the country, such 
as the Association of Cotton Textile Merchants of New York; 
Association of Cotton Yarn Distributors, Philadelphia; Cotton 
Thread Institute, New York; Durene Association of America, 
New York; Mercerizers Association of America. New York; Na- 
tional Association of Finishers of Textile Fabrics, New York; 
Narrow Fabrics Institute, New London, Conn.; Southern Combed 
Yarn Spinners Association, Gastonia, N.C.; Textile Fabrics Asso- 
ciation, New York (representing the converters); Textile Export 
Association of United States, New York Operating executives 
also have a h a t  might be termed technical organizations, such as 
the Southern Textile Association, Charlotte, N.C., and the Textile 
Operating Executives of Georgia and of Alabama. Then there are 
associations in specific cities, such as the Fall River Cotton Manu- 
facturers Association, Fall River, Mass,  and the New Bedford 
Cotton Manufacturers Association, New Bedford, Mass. 

A top organization, enjoying the co-operation of most of these 
groups, is the Cotton-Textile Institute, New York, which was 
formed in 1926 to attempt to  effect a measure of stabilization in 
an industry which needed it  badly. This did not supersede the old- 
line associations but on the contrary was aided by the latter. 
Under the leadership of the Cotton-Textile Institute, a great many 
of the outstanding accomplishments between 1926 and I 940 were 
realized. These included the voluntary elimination of night em- 
ployment of women and minors; the initial reduction of the work 
week to a maximum of 5 5  hours on day shift and 50 hours at  
night; the further reduction of the work week to 40 hours under 
the NRA; the development and efficient administration of NRA 
Code No. I ,  covering cotton textiles; the development of a new 
uses program and a general promotional activity; and finally the 
development of greater co-ordination among the various units of 
the industry. This latter took the form, in 1939, of the formation 
of the National Council of Textile Industries, New York, under 
the sponsorship of the Institute, which is composed of several 
associations touching upon the cotton textile industry. Here again 
the individual associations are not superseded but the council acts 
as an effective co-ordinating group for them. The Cotton-Textile 
Institute has had the successive leadership of Walter D.  Hines, 
general administrator of railroads during the war; George A. 
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Sloan, who led the industry through the KRX code-making days; 
Goldthwaite H. Dorr, counsel for the Institute and a partner of 
Mr. Hines during the latter's life; and Dr. Claudius T .  Murchison, 
formerly of the faculty of the University of North Carolina, and 
also formerly director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce of the Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 

Under the direction of all of these various associations, the 
cotton textile industry has experienced a type of self-government 
which has done much to avert far more serious consequences 
which might have come to it under the textile depression in the 
'20s and the '30s had it not been so organized. (D. G. WO.) 

COTTON BELT, a name applied to that region of the 
Unifed States in which the bulk of the cotton crop of that country 
is produced. Cotton is grown extensively in this area because 
of its warm climate, moderate amount of summer and fall rain, 
long growing season and fertile soil. The area includes south- 
eastern Virginia, the eastern three-fourths of Korth Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia. northern Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, 
western Tennessee, south-eastern R/lissouri, Arkansas, most of 
Louisiana, most of Oklahoma, the greater portion of Texas and 
south-eastern New Mexico. In  1939 this area produced 94.5% of 
the total cotton crop of the United States and 39.4% of the com- 
mercial cotton crop of the ~ i~or ld .  Most of the remaining 5.5% of 
the total for the Lnited States in 1939 was produced in south- 
western Arizona and southern California. (A. H GE.) 

COTTON CONTROL BOARD, THE. The Cotton Con- 
trol Board, M hich controlled the Lancashire cotton industry during 
the later phases of the War of 1914-18, was appointed by the 
Board of Trade in June 1917. For some time previously imports 
of cotton from the United States had been drastically curtailed by 
the shipping authorities, in order to conserve tonnage for more 
urgent needs; and an acute shortage of American cotton had de- 
veloped. To  deal with the problems arising from this situation, the 
Coiltrol Board was set up, a body representative of the various 
organized trade interests, the employers and trade unions in spin- 
ning and weaving, the Liverpool Cotton Association and the Man- 
chester Chamber of Commerce, together with two representatives 
of the Board of Trade. The dominating figure in determining the 
Board's policy was its chairman, Sir Herbert Dixon, who, though 
the largest employer in the industry, commanded in a remarkable 
degree the confidence of the operatives. 

The problems before the board x7ere twofold. First, it must pre- 
vent a chaotic scramble for the limited supplies of ram7 material, 
and secure for each concern a fair and steady share. This was a 
problem with which many "war controls" in other industries had 
also to deal. But the peculiarities of the cotton industry gave rise 
to a second important problem. The reduced scale of production 
which was inevitable would throw out of work a large number of 
operatives, who could not readily be absorbed in war-time employ- 
ment, on account of the highly-localized character of the industry 

The main features of the scheme of control were as follows: 
Spinners and manufacturers mere forbidden to work more than a 
certain percentage of their machinery except under licence from 
the Control Board. After some months licences were required to 
work any machinery a t  all. These licences were granted only on 
payment of "levies" of so much per spindle or per loom; and the 
funds which were raised in this way were used to finance a system 
of unemployment benefits. The details of the scheme varied from 
time to time as conditions changed with a prevailing tendency, as 
shipping difficulties became more acute, to more drastic curtail- 
ment of output. At first, spinners of American cotton were re- 
stricted to 70% of their machinery, while manufacturers and 
spinners of Egyptian cotton were allowed (on payment of the 
levies) to a o r k  100% if they desired. But by March 1918, 
spinners in the American section had been cut down to 50% and 
manufacturers to 60%; while in June compulsory short-time was 
added to these restrictions, with the result that production in the 
American section nas  reduced to less than 40% of its normal. 
Under these conditions of restricted supply, the trade became 
extremely profitable. While the price of raw cotton was limited 
by the enforcement of maximum prices, no control was exercised 
over the prices of yarn and cloth, which soared to unprece- 

dented heights; and the profits reaped by spinners and manufac- 
turers during 1918, though they were to pale before those of the 
post-armistice boom, were the highest recorded hitherto. 

The system of unemployment benefits was worked on lines 
which made it  extremely popular with the operatives. The trade- 
unions were entrusted with the task of paying the money out in 
accordance with rules laid down by the Control Board. The scale 
of benefits was, by all previous standards, high. At  the outset, the 
scale was 25s. for a man, 15s. for a woman, and 12s. for young 
persons; and these benefits were soon supplemented by allo~vances 
of one shilling a meek for dependent children. In  Aug. 1918, the 
whole scale was increased by 20%. But the most popular feature 
was the so-called "rota system" which became established in the 
greater part of the industry. The "rota system" meant that none 
of the workpeople, to whom it applied, were unemployed in the 
ordinary sense, but all took it in turn to "play off" for periods of a 
week. Thus, in a mill which had only work for 75% of its avail- 
able operatives, each operative would work three neeks, and for 
the fourth week would "play off" and receive the Control Board 
benefit. This system was naturally highly congenial to the opera- 
tives; it had the effect of turning unemployment from a hardship 
into a positive blessing; and the rota week, breaking the monotony 
of factory life, became a cherished institution. 

This arrangement was, however, open to the objection that it  
served to check the tendency for surplus cotton operatives to ob- 
tain other work; and this objection, a t  a time of national emer- 
gency and shortage of labour for urgent tasks, was formidable. In  
May 1918, accordingly, the Control Board decided to abolish the 
rota system. This decision which took effect in August, caused 
widespread resentment among the operatives, and dissipated a 
large part, though by no means the whole, of the remarkable popu- 
larity nhich the Control Board enjoyed among them. I t  led indeed 
to a strike on the part of the spinners x~~hich lasted for a week. 

The Control Board exercised its authority by virtue of orders 
made from time to time by the Board of Trade under the Defence 
of the Realm Regulations. In  Feb. 1919, these orders were re- 
voked, and the Cotton Control Board ceased to exist as such, 
being converted into an advisory council under the name of the 
Cotton Reconstruction Board IVhen the system of levies and un- 
employment benefits came to an end, the Control Board had 
accumulated a large surplus-it had budgeted to meet the pos- 
sibility of grave developments-of no less than f I,~OO.OOC. This 
money was converted into a special fund, the Cotton Trade War 
Memorial Fund, administered by a body of trustees appointed by 
the Board of Trade to be used for purposes of general benefit to  
the cotton trade and its employees. (H. D H.) 

COTTON DUTIES (INDIAN). The controversy with 
regard to these duties dates back to 1894 when the Government 
of India, finding itself in financial difficulties as the result of the 
position of the exchanges, wished to reimpose the customs tariff 
which had been dropped since 1882, but decided to onlit cotton 
yarns and fabrics from the new list of dutiable articles. This 
exception provoked a great deal of criticism in India where it 
was maintained that the exclusion of cotton goods and yarns was 
intended to favour Lancashire to the prejudice of the Indian 
budget. After two years' discussion a further act was passed in 
Jan 1896 which imposed an import duty of 34% (as opposed 
to the general rate of 5%) on all cotton piece goods, but not 
yarns; but in order to prevent the new duties having a protective 
effect on the growing cotton mill industry in India, an equivalent 
excise duty was imposed on all cotton goods manufactured in 
the Indian mills, and it was these excise duties that later became 
the focus of criticism. India maintained that they were intended 
to give protection to Lancashire against Indian producers, ahile 
Lancashire maintained that they were merely intended to prevent 
the Indian industry protecting itself against Lancashire. 

The agitation against the duties never quite died down. and in 
1916 it broke out afresh, partly as the result of the tariff reform 
movement in England. At the same time the position of the 
Indian mills was being rendered more difficult by the competition 
of the Japanese mills, not only in India but also with Indian 
products in China. In  1917 the question came to a head in con- 
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nection with India's contribution towards the cost of World 
War I. In  order to raise the additional revenue required, further 
taxation was necessary and it was proposed to raise the import 
duty on cotton goods from 33% to 73%, but leaving the excise 
duty a t  the previous figure of 3376, thus giving the Indian mills 
protection to the extent of the difference of 4%. This proposal 
aroused great; protests in Lancashire, but it  was carried through 
parliament with the support of the opposition on the understand- 
ing that it would be reconsidered a t  the end of the war. In 1921, 
the import duty was raised to  11 %, with 5% on yarns (1922). 
I n  1925-26, however, the position of the Indian budget having 
become more favourable, the general duty was reduced to 5 %  
and the excise duty first suspended and then abolished altogether. 
I n  1927 the import duty of 5% was modified in the case of the 
cheaper yarns worth less than 30 annas per lb, to  a specific duty 
of 13 annas per lb. which was said to be an attempt to differ- 
entiate against the cheaper imported yarns from Japan. 

COTTON FAMINE, 1861-1865. Never in the history of 
modern industry has such a cataclysm overtaken any great trade 
as the cotton famine which devastated the Lancashire cotton 
industry during the years 1861-65 as the result of the American 
Civil War, when the supply of American cotton, which then 
formed 8 j %  of its total consumption of raw material, was almost 
entirely cut off. 

The years 1859 and 1860 had been a period of great activity 
in the cotton trade. There was a boom which was probably in 
sight of its inevitable termination when the Civil War began. 
Large stocks of cotton had been imported and the stocks of yarns 
and manufactured goods vere unusually large. Had there been 
no war it is probable that the trade would have been compelled to 
face a reaction involving a severe spell of depression and short 
time, for it  appears that even in those days periods of over- 
production had already been reached in the cotton trade. 

Blockade of 1861.-It was not therefore till well into the 
autumn of 1861 (the blockade of the southern ports was estab- 
lished in July of that year) that the pinch first began to be 
felt in Lancashire. The rise in the price of cotton, which had 
been the first effect of the war, had enabled the spinners and 
manufacturers to dispose of large stocks of goods, and it was 
probably the cessation of demand rather than the lack of supplies 
of the raw material which first began to produce stagnation in 
the trade. I n  the opening weeks of 1862 the trouble really 
became acute. Widespread appeals for contributions were sent 
out with very satisfactory results. 

The total amount spent in relief of the distressed was for 
those days colossal. In  all nearly f1,75o,ooo was distributed by 
the various relief committees, not including contributions in kind 
(which were estimated a t  about f112,ooo in value) and relief 
granted by the boards of guardians. 

I n  three years the latter spent just under F2,ooo,ooo. The 
total loss incurred by the whole trade in wages, profits, etc., is 
incalculable, but must have exceeded f ~o,ooo,ooo. 

By the time that the large pre-famine stocks had disappeared 
(some cotton was actually reshipped to the northern states where 
the shortage'was, of course, equally bad) other supplies especially 
from India were coming into the country, though in compara- 
tively small quantities. The Indian crop, which at  one time had 
supplied a large proportion of Lancashire's needs, had fallen off 
very badly both in quantity and quality; and when it became 
practically the only alternative, difficulty was at  first experienced 
in getting large quantities of Indian cotton. The quality also 
proved exceedingly unsatisfactory, involving a great loss both 
in time and in waste, while it required much readjustment of 
the machinery. For a time, however, i t  was almost the only new 
supply available, as the blockade soon began to prove unpleas- 
antly efficient, and it  mas some time before the organization of 
a fleet of small but fast steamships as blockade runners developed 
to such an extent as to produce any satisfactory quantity. The 
rise of the price of cotton from below 7d. in the early months of 
1861 to 313d. in 1864 naturally proved a great stimulus to the 
growing of cotton in other countries, as well as its extension in 
India. 

The greatest success was achieved in Egypt, where, though the 
quantity was comparatively small, the quality proved better even 
than American (except Sea Island). 

The stimulus extended, however, to practically every potential 
cotton-growing country in the world, e.g. ,  Australia, Brazil, and 
various parts of the Turkish empire, but a t  best the total sup- 
plies were never more than enough to keep the industry running 
about half-time. Even after the conclusion of peace in April 186j 
it was a long time before supplies reached anything like normal. 

(J. A. T.; X.) 
See R. A. Arnold, History of the Cotton Famine (1864). 

COTTON-GRASS or COTTON-SEDGE is the name ap- 
plied to species of Eriophonlm,, a genus of the sedge family 

(Cyperaceae). There are 15 spe- 
cies, four being British and 10 

North American. They are gen- 
erally found on wet and boggy 
moors. The flowers are massed 
together into heads and each has 
four or more hair-like bristles at  
the base. After fertilization these 
grow out into long conspicuous 
cottony hairs which serve to dis- 
tribute the seed which is con- 
tained in a small dry achene. The 
alpine cotton-grass (E .  alpinunz) 
and the slender cotton-grass (E .  
gracile) occur both in Great 
Britain and in North America. 
The Virginia cotton-grass (E .  
virginicz~m), with dingy-brown, 
rarely white, hairs, grows from 

COTTON-GRASS ( E R I O P H O R U M  POLY-  Newfoundland to Manitoba and 
S * A C H l O N ) ,  ABOUT % NATURAL southward to Florida and Ne- 

SIZE,  SHOWING MATURE FLOWER- 
CLUSTERS CLOTHED WITH WHITE The S~~~~~~~ 'Otto'- 
COTTONY HAIRS grass ( E .  callitlzrix), found from 

Newfoundland to Pennsylvania 
and Wisconsin and northward to the Arctic, and also in Asia, 
forms in Alaska the summer food of reindeer. 

COTTONSEED. The seed of the cotton plant is egg-shaped, 
measuring about three-eighths of an inch in length and three- 
sixteenths of an inch in width. In  weight, cottonseed averages 
about 3,500 to the pound. For each pound of fibre, cotton plants 
yield approximately two pounds of seed. The commercial impor- 
tance of cottonseed lies in the four principal products which can 
be obtained from i t  through processing-namely, oil, cake or 
meal, linters, and hulls. 

Although cotton fibre has been a product of commerce for cen- 
turies, large-scale commercial utilization of cottonseed is a com- 
paratively recent development. In  ancient times the Chinese and 
Hindus used cottonseed oil as a medicine and in lamps and de- 
veloped crude methods for its recovery, but it  was not until the 
production of cotton began its rapid increase followling the in- 
vention of the cotton gin in 1794 that systematic and continuing 
efforts mere made to develop machinery for the commercial 
processing of cottonseed. Even as late as 1875 the principal use 
of cottonseed was for planting purposes, while the remainder over 
and above these requirements was regarded mainly as a waste 
product which was frequently disposed of by burning or dumping 
into streams near the cotton gins. This practice created a serious 
health problem, and several states passed laws making it  a pun- 
ishable offense to accumulate seeds around gins to  the detriment 
of the health of the nearby inhabitants, or to dump cottonseed 
into streams which were used by inhabitants for drinking or 
fishing. 

The history of the development of the cottonseed industry is 
almost wholly a history of the development of the industry in 
the United States. In  the 18th century, various individuals and 
organizations recognized the potential value of cottonseed as a 
source of oil and other products and urged producers to  develop 
' feasible methods for obtaining these products. Among the first 
in the United States was a Dr .  Otto of Bethlehem, Penn. I n  
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1768 he presented the American Philosophical society with Sam- 
ples of oil he had obtained from cottonseed. In  1783, the Society 
fo r  the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, in 
England, offered a gold medal to any planter in the West Indies 
who mas able to express one ton of oil and produce 500 lbs, of 
cake from cottonseed. Two years later, a premium was offered 
by the South Carolina Agricultural society in an effort to en- 
courage the expressing of oil from cottonseed. There is no record 
that either of these awards was ever claimed. 

Between 1800 and 182 5 several cottonseed oil mills were built 
in various parts of the south in  the US., but they were all 
financial failures and none of them was very long in operation. 
The first mill which could be called successful was established in 
Natchez, Miss., about 1833, and continued in operation for nearly 
ten years. 

Beginning about 1850 a number of improvements were made 
in cottonseed processing machinery which led to a more success- 
ful operation of the mills. By 1860 there nere seven active mills 
crushing a total of approximately 50,000 tons of seed annually. 
Progress was stopped by the Civil War, but in the years follow- 
ing the industry again began to expand. By 1870 there were 26 
active mills and in 1940 the industry had expanded to 446 mills. 

I n  1876, only 5% of the cottonseed crop was crushed for oil 
and other products, but after 1910, 80% of the crop reached the 
oil mills. No cottonseed is now wasted. The 20% not crushed 
remains on the farms and is used for planting and as fertilizer 
for crops and as farm feeds. I n  1876, 98,000 tons of seed were 
crushed while the annual crush since 1910 has averaged 4,joo.ooo 
tons. The sale of cottonseed provides American cotton farmers 
with an average annual cash income of more than $~oo,ooo.ooo, 
while one-half of the total United States production of edible 
vegetable oils, one-third of the total production of protein meal 
feeds, and practically all of the highest grades of industrial 
cellulose are obtained from cottonseed. 

Processing.-The processing of cottonseed consists essentially 
of ( I )  cleaning, (2 )  removal of linters, (3)  separation of the 
oil-bearing kernels from the hulls, (4)  flaking and cooking of the 
kernels to facilitate oil recovery, and (51 expressing or extracting 
the oil from the flaked and cooked kernels which then become 
knonn as cottonseed cake. The oil is further processed to remove 
impurities. 

When cottonseed are received a t  the oil mills they contain a 
considerable amount of trash. In  the cleaning process they are 
passed over revolving screens to remove the larger trash and 
over shaker screens to remove the smaller particles. Suction fans 
or blowers are frequently used to aid in the cleaning and magnets 
are often used to remove metallic substances. 

The seed are then fed to a delinter machine, which is very 
similar to a cotton gin but with much finer teeth in the saws. 
This machine removes most of the short fibres which remain on 
the seed after the ginning process. \Vhen the linters are all re- 
moved in one passage through the delinter they are known as the 
"mill-runs." When they are removed in two successive cuts they 
are known as "1st-cuts" and "and-cuts." Each type has different 
industrial uses. 

The delinted seed are next conveyed to the hullers where a 
series of knives cuts the hulls and loosens them from the kernels. 
Beaters and shakers complete the separation of the hulls from 
the kernels. Lack of an efficient hulling process was a major 
handicap in early attempts a t  establishing a cottonseed oil in- 
dustry. The kernels go next to the press room where they are 
processed to recover the oil which they contain. 

I n  order to  obtain maximum recovery of oil, the kernels are 
first flaked and cooked. Flaking is accomplished by passing the 
kernels through heavy steel rollers which reduces the stock to 
an average thickness of about .007 inch. Cooking is done in 
steam-jacketed kettles operated at  a temperature of about 235' 
F. and equipped with mechanical agitators to ensure uniform 
heating. Cooking time is from 30 to 90 min. 

For recovery of oil the hydraulic press method is the one most 
generally used in the United States The flaked and cooked ker- 
nels are wrapped in a thick haircloth and formed in molds to fit 
the steel press boses The hydraulic press consists essentially of 

a number of these boxes, with perforated bottoms, set one above 
the other. A hydraulic ram, which pushes upward when pressure 
is applied, forces each box, containing the cloth-wrapped oil- 
bearing stock, against the one above and the top box against a 
head plate. The expressed oil flows out through the cloth wrap- . 
pings and down into a collecting pan from which it is piped to 
tanks. For some markets the pressed meats are broken up into 
smaller pieces and sold as cottonseed cake but most of i t  is 
ground and sold as meal. 

Many oil mills use the expeller process, a continuous screw 
process introduced into the industry shortly after 1900. With 
the expeller process cooking is eliminated, although some method 
of preheating is often employed. The use of haircloth is elimi- 
nated and there is also a saving of time and labour, since the 
process is continuous and almost automatic. The flaked and pre- 
heated stock is fed into a slotted cage or barrel made up of 
steel bars set a few thousandths of an inch apart. A revolving 
screw carries the stock along inside the barrel. High tempera- 
turek and a pressure of from 5 to 10 tons per square inch are 
built up as the stock moves to the discharge end. The oil flows 
out through the openings between the bars and is collected in a 
receiving chamber beneath the press while the cake is discharged 
a t  the end of the barrel. 

Oil is the most valuable product obtained from cottonseed and 
as  a consequence considerable attention has been given to im- 
proved methods for its recovery. Although both the hydraulic 
press and the expeller produce oil of acceptable quality, both 
processes leave from 5% to 7% of oil in the cake. I t  has been 
shown that by solvent extraction the residual oil content of the 
cake can be reduced to about 1 % ;  and in view of this considera- 
tion, attempts have been made to develop a satisfactory solvent 
extraction process for use with cottonseed. Solvent extraction 
has been successfully applied to  the processing of soybeans, but 
owing to certain physical properties of the cottonseed kernel, 
efforts to adapt this process to the commercial extraction of 
cottonseed oil had not been successful up to 1943. 

The crude cottonseed oil as it comes from the presses is dark 
red in colour and has many constituents which must be removed 
before it  can be used for edible purposes. These substances are 
removed by refining, bleaching, winterizing, and deodorizing 
processes. 

On reaching the refinery, the crude oil is sampled for analysis 
and then pumped to large conical kettles where it  is treated 
ni th  sodium hydroxide and gradually raised to  a temperature of 
about I 50" F. The free fatty acids combine with the sodium 
hydroxide to  form a soap stock and settle t o  the bottom after 
standing for 12  to 24 hrs. The oil is drawn off and washed with 
water to remove any remaining soap particles. 

A newer, quicker, and more efficient refining process, which is 
also ~\idely used in the industry, is based on the centrifuge prin- 
ciple. In  this process the crude oil is fed to a high-speed mixer 
along with the proper proportion of sodium hydroxide and then 
passed through a tubular heater operating a t  a temperature of 
about 150" F. The emulsion of oil and sodium hydroxide re- 
mains in the heater about two minutes and passes from there to  
a high speed centrifuge which separates the soap stock from the 
oil continuously. The refined oil is then mixed with water for 
washing and subsequently separated from the water by another 
centrifuge followed by vacuum drying. 

When the oil is to be used as a salad or cooking oil, i t  is 
further purified by bleaching, winterization, and deodorization. 
The principal bleaching agents are fuller's earth and acid acti- 
vated bleaching clays, the latter sometimes being used in combi- 
nation with activated charcoal. Filtering removes the bleaching 
agents and the absorbed colouring substances Winterization is 
a process by which a portion of the refined and bleached oil is 
solidified by chilling and filtered off. The process is slow, re- 
quiring about five days for each batch. Deodorization is accom- 
plished by distilling off the odoriferous substances which have a 
different boiling point from the oil. Deodorization is generally 
a batch process but after 1937 a number of refineries installed 
continuous deodorizers. 

By far the rnost important uqe for cottonseed oil is in short- 
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ening and margarine products. For this use the' oil is put through 
a process known as hydrogenation, which converts the oil from a 
liquid into a solid with a melting point of any desired tempera- 
ture up to about 140' F The hydrogenation reaction is effected 
by passing hydrogen gas into the oil in the presence of a nickel 
catalyst. The hydrogenation process was discovered about 1900 
and from 1910 onward its adaptation by the cottonseed oil in- 
dustry was rapid. 

U t i l i z a t i o n  of Cottonseed Products.-The relative amounts 
of cottonseed products obtained from each ton of seed varies 
from season to season, from one locality to another, and with the 
variety of the cotton. During the five years encPlng with 1939 an 
average of 309 lbs. of oil, 905 lbs of cake and meal, 515 lbs. of 
hulls, and 148 lbs. of linters was obtained per ton of seed crushed, 
with a waste and manufacturing loss of 123 lbs. For the ten 
crop years ending with 1942, cottonseed oil mills produced an- 
nually an average of ~ ,~oo ,ooo .ooo  lbs. of oil valued at $92 - 
~OO,OOO,  2,000,000 tons of cake and meal valued a t  $ ~ I , ~ O O , O O O .  
r,ooo,ooo bales of linters valued a t  $zo,~oo,ooo, and I,IOO:OOO 

tons of hulls valued at  $8,1oo,ooo, or products with a total an- 
nual average value of $172,000,000. Cottonseed products from 
the 1932-33 crop had a total value of $87,3oo,ooo as compared 
with a value of $260.100,000 from the crop of 1941-42. 

Oil -Cottonseed oil accounts for slightly more than half of 
the total value of cottonseed products. During early attempts to  
establish a cottonseed oil industry, producers were mainly in- 
terested in the oil as an illuminant, but with the rise of the 
petroleum industry efforts along this line were abandoned. About 
1850. interest was shifted to the use of cottonseed oil as a food 
product and since that time the industry has grown largely on 
that basis. I n  1942, 52% of the cottonseed oil produced went 
into the manufacturing of shortening, 13% into margarine prod- 
ucts, 28% into salad oil, salad dressing, mayonnaise, cooking 
oils, and other edible products, and 7% into inedible products 
such as soap, paint, and varnishes. The use of cottonseed oil in 
inedible products is limited mostly to  off-grade oils and foots. 
Since I 93 I ,  cottonseed oil has encountered increasing competi- 
tion from soybean oil in shortening and mayonnaise. 

Cake and Meal.-Cake and meal rank second in order of value 
of cottonseed products, accounting for about 30% of the total. 
Its principal use is for cattle feed where its high, easily digestible 
protein content makes it  ideal for mixture with roughage or as 
an ingredient of mixed feeds. Cottonseed meal is also used to 
some extent as fertilizer and small quantities are used in making 
starch-free flour for human consumption. 

Hulls.-Hulls, which represent about 5% of the value of 
cottonseed products, are used almost exclusively as  a livestock 
feed, either alone, in which case they have a feeding value com- 
parable to dry Johnson grass and Bermuda hay, or in mixture 
with cottonseed meal. A small Droportion of the total hulls pro- 
duced is further processed to recover what is known as "hull 
fibre." This is the fibre remaining on the seed after the delintering 
operation. Hull fibre has properties similar t o  those of low grade 
linters and goes into similar uses. 

Linters.-Although linters represent only about 10% of the 
total value of cottonseed products, they provide important raw 
materials for many other industries. First-cut linters are used in 
making high-uuality mattresses and in the manufacture of coarse 

- v *  - 
cotton yarns. The automotive and furniture industries use large 
quantities of mill-run linters as a padding material. Second-cut 
linters, after mechanical and chemical purification, are used in 
the manufacture of cellulose acetate rayon and plastics, ethyl 
cellulose, cuprammonium rayon, high-strength viscose rayon, lac- 
quers. smokeless powder, sausage casings, and other cellulose 
products in which high quality cellulose is required. 

(D. F.  J. L.) 
COTTON SPINNERS AND MANUFACTURERS' 

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION. The International 
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Asso- 
ciations was established in 1904 to watch over and protect the 
conimon interests of the cotton industry of the world, and to 
advise the affiliated associations of actions to be taken against any 

common danger. The means employed in peacetime for carrying 
out this purpose are:- 

( I )  The holding of congresses of delegates representing all 
countries affiliated with the federation. 

(2) The appointment of a committee of management, which 
controls the work and expends the moneys of the federation under 
the instruction of the congress, distributes information of practical 
value in improving the conditions of the cotton trade, and assists 
in the formation, strengthening and assimilating of associations 
in all spinning and manufacturing centres. 

The following countries were affiliated with the Federation in 
Aug. 1939 (headquarters: 26 Cross Street. Manchester) : Bohemia 
and Moravia, Denmark, Britain, France, Germany, Holland, Hun- 
gary, India, Italy, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Switzer- 
land, Belgium, Finland. China, Egypt, Estonia, Greece and Yugo- 
slavia Thus the greater part of the world's cotton industry was 
represented. 

The principal questions of mutual interest to all the cotton 
countries are those connected with the supply of raw cotton. T o  
stimulate cotton-growing, missions have visited, under the auspices 
of the federation, the United States, India, Egypt, Sudan, Brazil 
and Colombia. The federation's half-yearly statistics on cotton- 
mill consumption and stocks are recognized throughout the world. 
I t  is of special interest to  add that panels of arbitrators to  deal 
with disputes arising out of yarn or cloth transactions have been 
set up; a significant international trade development. Eighteen 
international cotton congresses had been held down to 1939 under 
the auspices of the federation. The I?zternatio?zal Cotton Bulletin 
is published quarterly. 

COTTON-TAIL, the common name in America for several 
species of rabbit (9.v.). 

COTTON WASTE. Every process in cotton manufactur- 
ing, from the picker room through the spinning room and the 
weaving shed, results in some form of cotton waste. These wastes, 
including thirty-odd different t>pes, are sold by the mills as 
by-products of their cotton manufacturing. The sales value of a 
cotton mill's waste often represents the difference between a 
profit and a loss for the mill, and waste has become of such com- 
mercial importance that the business of merchandising waste is 
one of the largest allied with the cotton spinning industry. 

The principal raw cotton consuming countries-the United 
States, Japan, India, the United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R.- 
are naturally the greatest waste producing countries. Although 
high grade comber noils and card strips from Egyptian Sak cotton 
are imported by the United States from the United Kingdom, and 
vast quantities of willomed fly and picker waste are supplied 
to the United States by the Orient, a very valuable export busi- 
ness is done by the United States, its most important customers 
in cotton waste being Germany, Canada and the United Kingdom. 
A com~arative table follows : 

TABLE I.-Cotton Waste: Summary of United States production, im- 
ports and exports, by crop years, 1935-36 to 1938-39 

(Quantity in thousands of pounds) 

1 Total cotton waste I 

I t  is estimated that on a basis of an annual world cotton con- 
sumption of I ~,ooo,ooo,ooolb. of cotton, the world production of 
cotton waste is approximately ~,ooo,ooo.ooolb., of which three- 
fourths would be spinnable waste, and, it  is estimated that all re- 
coverable cotton waste in carded yarn mills amounts t o  about 
16% to 17% of the total cotton consumption, while the total re- 
coverable waste in combed yarn mills is over 30 per cent. 

Broadly speaking. cotton waste is divided into two groups: 
spinnable and unspinnable waste. The former class, including card 



strips, comber, lap, sliver and roving, is waste from cotton 
manufacturing processes after the cleaning has been done, the 
waste accruing from the twisting and spinning processes. Unspin- 
nable waste, including motes, fly and sweepings, is made up of 
items from cleaning processes and has comparatively small com- 
mercial value. Approximately 70% of the production of waste is 
in spinnable grades. Of these, comber noils and card strips are 
cominercially the most important types. 

The quality of spinnable waste is governed by the grade and 
staple length of the cotton from which it is derived and on the 
percentage of the original fibre taken out in the carding and 
combing processes. Spinnable wastes are directly competitive 
with low grade and short staple cotton and for that reason its 
prices are based on spot cotton markets, while lesser grades are 
sold on a flat rate per pound. 

A ten-year average annual price, 1928-38, for No. I grade 
Peeler Comber waste was from 80% to 99% of the average an- 
nual New k'ork spot price of Middling 9" cotton for the same 
period. The average annual price during the same time for No. I 

Upland Card Strips was from 65% to 82% of New York spot 
price Middling 9" cotton. (Beginning Aug. I ,  1940, however, 
prices are based on New York spots on Middling 15/16" cotton.) 

TABLE 11.-Cotton Waste: Dealers' average selling prices, f.0.b. shipping 
points, of specified kinds of cotton waste (in cents per Ib. and in per- 

centages of New York spot prices of Middling %'' cotton) .* 

Period 

Crop years 
1928-29 . 
1929-30 . 
1930-31 . 
1931-32 . 
1932-33 . 
1933-34 . 
1934-35 . 
1935-36 . 
'936-37 . 
1937-38 . 
1938-39 . 

New York 
spot price, 
Middling 

Kt  
cotton 

No. I 
Peeler 

Comber 

No. I 

Upland 
Strips 

Cents per pound 

I I 
Percent 

I 

Ratio of price of 
waste to hTew York 

spot price of 
Middling X'' 

cotton 

*(From August 1933 to January 1936 rav cotton processed was subject 
to a tax of 4.2 cents per pound. The New York prices here shorcn do not 
include the tax; the actual cost to the mill was the price, plus the 
tax. Percentage grades of cotton waste continued to be quoted on the 
basis of Ne~c Tork spot cotton cll~otations, without tax, and as the cotton 
waste was not subject to the tax, the percentage ran over 100. The 
percentages here shown for that period have been recalculated on the 
basis of the New York spot price, plus the tax, in order to reflect more 
exactly the competitive position between cotton waste and rav cotton.) 

KO. I 
Peeler 

CorAber 

Ways in which cotton waste may be utilized are innumcrable. 
A break-down of the more important items and uses of each is 
as  follows : 

Comber Noils  and Card Strips: When bleached and cleaned 
make absorbent cotton for medicinal purposes; but in their natural 
state used for wadding, padding for fine upholstery, bed quilts, 
etc. A new use is for insulation purposes in building construc- 
tion after the waste has been chemically treated for inflammabil- 
ity. These items also have high re-spinning value 

Rov i~zg :  When broken up and garnetted it has high re-spinning 
value and is used for manufacture of twines, cordages, osnahurgs 
and cheap fabrics. 

Thread Was t e :  Single thread waste is garnetted and mixed with 
Indian cotton and re-spun for use in the manufacture of flannel- 
ette and cotton blankets. Ply thread waste is used primarily as 
a wiping and polishing material, for packing journal boxes and 

No. I 
Upland 
Strips 

for automobile oil filters. 
Clearer Was t e :  Is  used primarily for a cheap grade of absor- 

bent cotton. 
Card Fly:  After being M-illowed is used as padding in the mat- 

tress and upholstery trade. 
Motes:  After being willowed is used for stuffing in upholstery 

and mattress trade; the waste from the willo~ving process is sold 
for fertilizer. 

Short  Remnants  and Mill Ends  or Rags: Are used for wiping 
and polishing cloths and in the manufacture of fine bond paper. 
Large remnants or mill ends are sold at  heavy discounts to the 
wholesale and retail dry goods trade. (Anything short of a full 
bolt, or approximately 50 yards, is considered a "mill end.") 

Sweepings: From the floor of the mill are used primarily in the 
manufacture of composition roofing. (M. G. B.) 

COTTONWOOD: see POPLAR- 
COTUS, king of Thrace from 383 to 360 B.c., disputed with 

the Athenians the ~ossession of the Thracian Chersonese. H e  
was assisted by the kthenians, Iphicrates and Charidemus, to the 
former of whom he had given his daughter in marriage. On the 
revolt of Ariobarzanes from Persia, Cotys opposed him and his 
ally, the Athenians. In  358 he was murdered. 

See Cornelius Nepos, Iplzicrates, Timotheus; Xenophon, Agesilaus; 
Demosthenes, Contra Ari_stocratem. 

COUCY, LE CHATELAIN DE, French trouvkre of the 
12th century. He is probably the Guy de Couci who was castel- 
lan of the castle of that name from 1186 to 1203. Some 26 songs 
are attributed to  him, and about 15 or 16 are undoubtedly authen- 
tic. They are modelled very closely on Provenqal originals, but 
are saved from the category of mere imitations by a grace and 
simplicity peculiar to  the author. The legend of the love of the 
Ch2telain de.Coucy and the Lady of Fayel, in which there figures 
a jealous husband who makes his wife eat the heart of her lover, 
has no historical basis, and dates from a late 13th century ro- 
mance by Jakemon Sakesep. I t  is worth noting that the story, 
which seems to be Breton in origin, has been also told of a Pro- 
venqal troubadour, Guilhem de Cabestaing, and of the minne- 
singer Reinmar von Brennenberg. Pierre de Belloy, who wrote 
some account of the family of Couci, made the story the subject 
of his tragedy Gabrielle de Vergy.  

The songs of the Chitelain de Coucy were edited by Fritz 
Fath (Heidelberg, 1883). For the romance see Gaston Paris, in  
the Hist .  l i t t .  de la France (vol. 23, pp. 3 j2-360). 
COUCY-LE-CHATEAU-AUFFRIQUE~ a village of 

northern France, in the department of Aisne, 18 m. W.S.W. of 
Laon on a branch of the Northern railway. Pop. (1936), 8 js. It 
had extensive remains of fortifications of the 13th century, the 
nlost remarkable feature of which was the Porte de Laon. I t  
also had a church of the I jth century, preserving a facade in the 
Romanesque style. The importance of the place was due, how- 
ever, to  the ruins of a feudal fortress (see CASTLE), which was 
bombarded and destroyed in 1917 and 1913. 

Coucy gave its name to the sires de Coucy, a famous feudal 
house. The founder of the family was Enguerrand de Eoves, who, 
a t  the end of the 11th century, seized the castle of Coucy by 
force. Later his son, Thomas de Marle, succeeded him in I I I j and 
was subdued by King Louis VI. in I I 17. Enguerrand III . ,  the 
Great, fought a t  Bouvines under Philip Augustus ( I  2 14), but 
was accused of aiming a t  the crown of France, and took part in 
disturbances which arose during the regency of Blanche of Castile. 
These early lords of Coucy remained till the 14th century in 
possession of the land from which they took their name. Enguer- 
rand IV., sire de Coucy, died in 1320 without issue and was suc- 
ceeded by his nephew Enguerrand, son of Arnold, count of Guines, 
and Alix de Coucy, from whom is descended the second line o l  
the house of Coucy. Enguerrand VI. had his lands ravaged by 
the English in 1339 and died a t  CrCcy in 1346. Enguerrand VII. 
was sent as a hostage to  England, where he married Isabel, the 
eldest daughter of King Edward 111. Wishing to remain neutral 
in the struggle between England and France, he went to  fight in 
Italy. He took part in the crusade of Hungary against the Sultan 
Bayezid, during which he was taken prisoner, and died shortly 



after the battle of Nicopolis (1397). His daughter Marie sold 
the fief of Coucy to Louis, duke of Orleans, in 1400. The Chbte- 
lain de Coucy did not belong to the house of the lords of Coucy, 
but was castellan of the castle of that name. 

COUE, EMPLE ( I  857-1 926), French psychotherapeutist, 
was born a t  Troyes, France, on Feb. 26, 1857. From 1882 to 
1910 he was a chemist a t  Troyes, and studied hypnotism and 
suggestion from 1901 onwards with Bernheim and LiCbault. He 
then developed his own psychotherapeutical method of healing. 
I n  1910 he established a free clinic at  Nancy and there put his 
theories into practice. CouC's system of therapeutics deals prin- 
cipally with the power of imagination as opposed to that of the 
will, and he claimed that by means of auto-suggestion ideas which 
tend to cause illness and disease may be eliminated from the will. 
H e  further claimed to have effected organic changes. CouC in- 
variably stated with emphasis that he was not primarily a healer, 
but one who taught others to heal themselves. His teaching and 
methods became widely known and he delivered lectures in Eng- 
land and the United States. His famous formula, "Every day, 
and in every way, I am becoming better and better," is now 
proverbial (see PSYCHOTHERAPY). H e  died a t  Nancy on July 2, 
1926. See C. Baudouin, Suggestion and Auto-suggestion (1920). 

COUES, ELLIOTT (1842-18gg), American naturalist, was 
born in Portsmouth, N.H., Sept. 9, 1842. He was graduated in 
1861 from Columbian (now George Washington) University, 
Washington, D.C., and from the Medical School of that institution 
in 1863. In  1864 he was appointed assistant surgeon in the U.S. 
Army. At the age of 30, he published his Key  to  North Ameri- 
can Birds, which, with its revisions (1884 and I ~ O I ) ,  and his 
revision of N e w  England Bird Li fe  (Stearns), has done much 
to promote the systematic study of ornithology in America. 
This was one of the first works to introduce the "key" method of 
botanical manuals into zoology and i t  is beyond criticism for its 
accuracy and completeness of citation and the convenience of its 
concise descriptions. I n  1873-76 Coues was attached to the 
United States Northern Boundary commission, and in 1876-80 
to the United States Geological and Geographical Survey of Ter- 
ritories, the publications of which he edited. His journeys enabled 
him to publish admirably annotated editions of the Lewis and 
Clark expedition (1804-o6), and of Zebulon Pike's exploration of 
the upper Mississippi and Rocky Mountain regions (1805-07). He 
was a lecturer on anatomy in the Medical School of the Columbian 
University in 1877-82, and professor of anatomy there in 1882-87. 
H e  resigned from the Army in 1881 to devote himself entirely to 
scientific research. H e  was a founder of the American Ornithol- 
ogists' Union and edited its organ, The Auk, and several other 
ornithological periodicals. 

I n  addition to  ornithology he did valuable work in mammalogy ; 
his book, Fur-Bearing Anintals (1877) being distinguished by 
the accuracy and completeness of its description of species. He 
attained eminence in several literary fields. H e  worked on the 
Century Dictionary for several years, was associate editor of the 
magazine of ornithology, The Osprey, and edited journals of 
exploration. I t  has been said that his beneficent influence on 
North American ornithology has never been excelled. H e  died in 
Baltimore, Md., Dec. 25, 1899. 

A complete bibliography of his writings, which include more 
than 500 titles, dealing almost exclusively with the birds of North 
America, will be found in the BiograpIzical .Memoirs of the ik- 
tional Acadenty of Science, pp. 426-446. 

See J. A. Allen, Biographical Memoirs of the National Academy of 
Science, vol. 6 ,  pp. 397-425. 

COULISSE, a term for a groove in which a gate of a sluice, or 
the side-scenes in a theatre, slide up and down, hence applied to 
the space on the stage between the wings, and generally to that 
part of the theatre "behind the scenes" and out of view of the 
public. 

I t  is also a term of the Paris Bourse, derived from a coulisse, 
or  passage in which transactions were carried on without the 
authorized agents de change. The name coulissier was thus given 
to unauthorized agents de change, or "outside brokers" who, after 
many attempts a t  suppression, were finally given a recognized 

status in 1901. They bring business to the agents de change, and 
act as intermediaries between them and other parties. (See STOCK 
EXCHANGE : Paris.) 

COULOMB, CHARLES AUGUSTIN ( I  736-1806), 
French physicist, was born in AngoulEme on June 14, 1736. H e  
was a military engineer, and after spending nine years in the 
West Indies he returned to France with his health much impaired. 
I n  1789, on the outbreak of the Revolution, he retired to  a small 
estate at Blois and devoted himself to scientific research. In  
1802 he was appointed an inspector of public instruction; he died 
in Paris on Aug. 23, 1806. 

Coulomb designed the torsion balance independently of Michell 
in 1777. He published papers on friction as applied to machinery 
(1779); on windmills ( I  781), and on the torsional elasticity of 
metal and silk fibres (1784). His electrical papers were published 
in the Me'moirs de I'AcadPmie royale des sciences between 1785 
and 1789; these formed the basis of the mathematical theory of 
electricity of Poisson. The first three memoirs appeared in 1785, 
the following numbers in 1786, 1787, 1788 and 1789. In  these 
memoirs Coulomb gave an account of his work with the torsion 
balance in verifying Priestley's law of electrical repulsions. H e  
extended the case to  include attractions and finally stated that 
the force is proportional to the product of the charges and in- 
versely proportional to the square of the distance between them. 
He also verified the inverse square law for particles of magnetic 
fluid; he believed in the two-fluid theory, but assumed that the 
magnetic fluids could not be separated but that the electric fluids 
were separable. I n  the fourth memoir Coulomb showed that an 
electric charge is confined to the surface of a conductor and he 
compared the distribution of charge on the surface of conductors. 
He virtually established the result that the electric force near a 
conductor is proportional to  the surface density of electrification 
(this was later proved by Poisson); he also stated that in the 
case of action a t  a distance the intervening medium played no 
part. Cavendish had anticipated Coulomb in the statement of 
the inverse square law, but this work was unpublished until many 
years after his death. 

COULOMMIERS, a town of northern France, in the depart- 
ment of Seine-et-Marne, 45 mi. E.  of Paris by rail. Pop. (1936), 
6,687. I t  is situated in the fertile district of Brie, in a valley 
watered by the Grand Morin. The disused church of St. Denis 
dates from the 13th and 16th centuries. The town suffered con- 
siderably during the campaigns of 1914. Printing is the chief 
industry and trade is in agricultural products, especially in cheeses 
named after the district. 

COULTER, JOHN MERLE (18 j1-1g28), American bot- 
anist, was born a t  Ningpo, China, on Nov. zo, 18j1. He gradu- 
ated at Hanover college, Hanover, Ind., in 1870 and pursued 
further study there and at  Indiana university, receiving from the 
latter in 1884 the degree of doctor of philosophy. After serving as 
botanist with the U.S. geological survey in the Rocky Mountains 
in 1872-73, he was professor of natural sciences in Hanover col- 
lege in 1874-79, professor of biology in Wabash college in 1879- 
91, president and professor of botany in Indiana university in  
1891-93 and president of Lake Forest university in  1893-96. 
From 1896 to 192 j he was professor and head of the department 
of botany in the University of Chicago. I n  1923 he was made a 
member of the national research council and in I925 became ad- 
viser of the Boyce Thompson institute of plant research at Yon- 
kers, New York. For more than a half-century he was an active 
botanical investigator and educator, producing early in his career 
valuable manuals for the study of Rocky Mountain and Texan 
plants and later building up by his marked ability as a teacher 
and organizer an important graduate department in botany in 
which many leaders of plant research in America were trained. I n  
187 j he founded the Botanical Gazette, of which for more than 50 
years he was editor. H e  died at  Yonkers, N.Y., Dec. 23, 1928. 
His longer works include: Manual of Rocky Mountain Botany, 
with T. C. Porter (1885); Botany of Western Texas (1891-94); 
Plant Relations (1899) ; Plant Structures (1899) ; Morphology 
of Gymnosperms (1901) and Morphology of Angiosperms (1903), 
both with C. J. Chamberlain; New Manztal of Botany of the 
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Central Rocky Mountains, with A. Nelson (1909) ; Fundainelttals 
of Plant Breeding (1914) ; Evolution of Sex in Plants (1914) ; 
Plant Genetics (1918) ; and 6Vhen Evolution and Religion Meet, 
with Merle C. Coulter (1924). 
COUMARIN, an odorous substance which occurs in sweet 

woodruff (Asperula odorata), in the tonka bean and in yellow 
melilot (Melilotus oficinalis) ; i t  can be obtained from the tonka 
bean by extraction with alcohol. Coumarin, C9H002, is prepared 
artificially by the action of acetic anhydride and sodium acetate 
on salicyl aldehyde (W. H.  Perkin, Sr. 187 j). I t  can also be pre- 
pared by heating a mixture of phenol and malic acid with sulphuric 
acid. I t  forms rhombic crystals (from ether) melting at 67' C 
and boiling at  290' C, which are readily soluble in a!cohol, and 
moderately soluble in hot water. I t  is applied in perfumery for 
the preparation of the Asperula essence. On boiling with concen- 
trated caustic potash coumarin yields the potassium salt of ortho- 
coumaric acid. Sodium amalgam reduces it, in aqueous solution, 
to melilotic acid. I t  forms addition products with bromine and 
hydrobromic acid; it  yields also oxonium salts: platinichloride, 
aurichloride, hydriodide-periodide and cobalticyanide. By the 
action of phosphorus pentasulphide it  is converted into thiocou- 
marin, which melts a t  101' C. 

Ortho-coumaric acid (0-hydroxycinnamic acid) melts at 208' C 
and is easily soluble in hot water and in alcohol. I t  cannot be 
converted into coumarin by heating alone, but it is readily trans- 
formed on heating with acetic anhydride or acetyl chloride. By 
the action of sodium amalgam it is readily converted into melilotic 
acid, which melts a t  81' C, and on distillation furnishes its lactone, 
hydrocouvjarin, melting at  25' C. The homologues of coumarin 
may be obtained by the action of sulphuric acid on phenol and 
the higher fatty acids (propionic, butyric and isovaleric anhy- 
drides), substitution taking place at  the carbon atom in the a 
position to the -CO- group, whilst by the condensation of 
acetoacetic ester (9.v.) and phenols with sulphuric acid the 
substituted coumarins are obtained. 

Umbelliferone or 7-hydroxycoumarin, occurs in the bark of 
Daphne mezereum and may be obtained by distilling such resins 
as galbanum or asafoetida. I t  may be synthesized from p-resor- 
cylaldehyde, acetic anhydride and sodium acetate. Dapknetin and 
aesculetin are dihydroxycoumarins. 

The structural formulae of coumarin and the related substances 
are : 

Orthosounuris acd. Couwin. ~ e ~ ~ l o t c  ria. Hydr--fin. Utnkllifrnne 

COUMARONES or BENZOFURFURANES, a colourless liquid 
which boils a t  171-172" C, and is readily volatile in steam, but is 
insoluble in water and in potash solution. I t  occurs in the frac- 
tion, boiling point 160-zoo3 C, of coal tar and is converted 
by sulphuric acid into coumarone resin (see RESINS, SYNTHETIC). 
Coumarone, CsH60, is obtained by distilling coumarilic acid with 
lime, this acid being prepared from bromocoumarin by the action 
of alcoholic potash. 

Benzofurfuranes is the name given to the general class of organic 

compounds containing the ring system C6H4<cH'~H. This ring 
0 / 

system may be synthesized in several ways, as above or from 
sodium salts of phenols and a-chloroacetoacetic ester, gr. 
"alpha" a. 
COUNCIL, the general word for a convocation, meeting, 

assembly. The Latin word concilium (from cum, together and 
calare, to call) was frequently confused with colzsiliz~rn (from 
consulere, to  deliberate, cf. consz~l), advice, i.e., counsel, and thus 
specifically an advisory assembly. In  French the distinction be- 
tween conseil (from consilium), advice, and concile, council (i.e., 
ecclesiastical-its only meaning) has survived, but the two Eng- 
lish derivatives are much confused. In  the New Testament, 
"council" is a rendering of the Hebrew Sanhedrin, Gr. avvi8p~ov. 
The word is generally used in English for all kinds of congrega- 
tions or convocations assembled for administrative and deliber- 

ative purposes, but here we confine ourselves to the development 
of the ecclesiastical council summoned to adjust matters in dispute 
with the civil authority or for the settlement of doctrinal and 
other internal disputes. 

From a very early period in the history of the Church, councils 
or synods have been held to decide on matters of doctrine and 
discipline. They may be traced back to the second half of the 
2nd century A.D., when sundry churches in Asia Minor held con- 
sultations about the rise of Montanism. Their precise origin is 
disputed. The common Roman Catholic view is that they are 
apostolic though not prescribed by divine law, and the apostolic 
precedent usually cited is the "council" of Jerusalem (Acts xv.; 
Galatians ii.). Waiving the consideration of vital critical ques- 
tions and accepting Acts xv. at  its face value, the assembly a t  
Jerusalem would scarcely seem to have been a council in the 
technical sense of the word; it was in essence a meeting of the 
Jerusalem church a t  which delegates from Antioch were heard 
but apparently had no vote, the decision resting solely with the 
mother church. R. Sohm argues that synods grew from the 
custom of certain local churches which, when confronted with a 
serious problem of their own, augmented their numbers by re- 
ceiving delegates from the churches of the neighbourhood. Hauck, 
however, holds that these augmented church meetings, which 
dealt with the affairs of but a single church, are to  be distinguished 
from the synods, which took cognizance of matters of general 
interest. Older Protestant writers have contented themselves 
with saying either that synods were of apostolic origin, or that 
they were the inevitable outcome of the need of the leaders of 
churches to take counsel together, and that they were perhaps 
modelled on the secular provincial assemblies (concilia pro- 
vincialia) . 

Every important alteration in the constitution of the Church 
has affected the composition and function of synods; but the 
changes were neither simultaneous nor precisely alike throughout 
the Roman empire. The synods of the and century were extraor- 
dinary assemblies which met to deliberate upon pressing prob- 
lems. They had no fixed geographical limits for membership, no 
ex-oficio members, nor did they possess an authority which did 
away with the independence of the local church. I n  the course 
of the 3rd century came the decisive change, which increased the 
prestige of the councils; the right to  vote was limited to bishops. 
This was the logical outgrowth of the belief that each local church 
ought to have but one bishop (monarchical episcopate), and that 
these bishops were the sole legitimate successors of the apostles 
(apostolic succession), and therefore official organs of the Holy 
Spirit. Although as late as 250 the consensus of priests, 
deacons and people was still considered essential to  the validity 
of a conciliar decision at  Rome and in certain parts of the East, 
the development had already run its course in northern Africa. 
I t  was a further step in advance when synods began to meet a t  
regular intervals. They were held annually in Cappadocia by the 
middle of the 3rd century, and the council of Nicaea commanded 
in 325 that semi-annual synods be held in every province, an 
arrangement which was not systematically enforced, and was 
altered in 692, when the Trullan Council reduced the number t o  
one a year. 

With the multiplication of synods came naturally a differentia- 
tion of type. In  text-books we find clear lines drawn between 
diocesan, provincial, national, patriarchal and oecumenical synods ; 
but the first thousand years of church history do not justify the 
sharpness of the traditional distinction. The provincial synods, 
presided over by the metropolitan (archbishop), were usually 
held at  the capital of the province, and attempted to legislate on 
all sorts of questions. The state had nothing to do with calling 
them, nor did their decrees require governmental sanction. Be- 
fore its form had become absolutely fixed, there arose in the 4th 
century the oeczirnenical council. The Greek term airvo8os oitiov- 
pevctifi (from ?j oi~ovpivq (yij), the inhabited world; Latin oecu- 
meniczis or universalis), used by Eusebius (Vita Constantini, iii. 
6) ,  is preferable to the Latin concilizi?n universale or generale, 
which has been applied loosely to  national and even to provincial 
synods. The oecumenical synods were not the logical outgrowth of 
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the network of provincial synods; they were creations of the impe- 
rial power. Constantine, who had not even been baptized, laid 
the foundations when, in response to  a petition of the Donatists, 
he referred their case to a committee of bishops convened at  
Rome, which meeting Eusebius calls a synod. After that the 
emperor summoned the council of Arles to  settle the matter. For 
both of these assemblies it  was the emperor that decided who 
should be summoned, paid the travelling expenses of the bishops, 
determined where the council should be held and what topics 
should be discussed. H e  regarded them as temporary advisory 
bodies, to whose recommendations the imperial authority might 
give the force of law. I n  the same manner he appointed the 
time and place for the council of Nicaea, also used his influence 
to bring about the adoption of the creed, and punished those 
who refused to subscribe. The council of Nicaea, on which the 
subsequent oecumenical synods of the undivided Church were 
modelled, commanded great veneration, for i t  was the first 
attempt to assemble the entire episcopate; but no more than the 
synods of Rome and of Arles was it  an organ of ecclesiastical self- 
government-it was rather a means whereby the Church was 
ruled by the secular power. Most Protestant scholars maintain 
that the secular authorities decided whether or not they should 
be convened, and issued the summons; that imperial commission- 
ers were always present, even if they did not always preside; that 
on occasion emperors have confirmed or refused to confirm 
synodal decrees; and that the papal confirmation was neither 
customary nor requisite. Roman Catholic scholars to-day tend to 
recede from the high ground very generally taken several centur- 
ies ago, and Funk even admits that the right t o  convoke oecu- 
menical synods was vested in the emperor regardless of the 
wishes of the pope, and that it  cannot be proved that the Roman 
see ever actually had a share in calling the oecumenical councils 
of antiquity. Others, however, assert that the emperor per- 
formed these functions not of his own right but in his quality as 
protector of the Church, that this involved his acting at the 
request or a t  least with the permission and approval of the 
Church, and in particular of the pope, and that a special though 
not a stereotyped papal confirmation of conciliar decrees was 
necessary to their validity. 

The papal synods came into the foreground with the success of 
the Cluniac reform of the Church, especially from the Lateran 
synod of 1059 on. They grew in importance until a t  length 
Calixtus 11. summoned to the Lateran the synod of 1123 as 
generale concilium. The powers which the pope as bishop of 
the church in Rome had exercised over its synods he now extended 
to the oecumenical councils. They were more completely under 
his control than the ancient ones had been under the sway of the 
emperor. The Pseudo-Isidorean principle that all major synods 
need papal authorization was insisted on, and the decrees were 
formulated as papal edicts. 

The absolutist principles cherished by the papal court in the 
12th and 13th centuries did not pass unchallenged; but the 
protests of Marsilius of Padua and the less radical William of 
Occam remained barren until the Great Schism of 1378. As 
neither the pope in Rome nor his rival in Avignon would give way, 
recourse was had to the idea that the supreme power was vested 
not in the pope but in the oecumenical council. This "conciliar 
theory," propounded by Conrad of Gelnhausen and championed 
by the great Parisian teachers Pierre d'Ailly and Gerson, pro- 
ceeded from the nominalistic axiom that the whole is greater 
than its part. The decisive revolutionary step was taken when 
the cardinals independently of both popes ventured to hold the 
council of Pisa (q.v.). The council of Constance asserted the 
supremacy of oecumenical synods, and ordered that these be 
convened at  regular intervals. The last of the Reform councils, 
that of Basle, approved these principles, and at  length passed a 
sentence of deposition against Pope Eugenius IV. Eugenius, 
however, succeeded in maintaining his power, and a t  the council 
of Florence (1439) secured the condemnation of the conciliar 
theory; and this was reiterated still more emphatically, on the 
eve of the Reformation, by the fifth Lateran council ( I  516). 
Thenceforward the absolutist theories of the 13th and 14th cen- 

turies increasingly dominated the Roman Church. The popes so 
distrusted oecumenical councils that between I 517 and 1869 they 
called but one; a t  this (Trent, 1j4j-63), however, all treatment 
of the question of papal versus conciliar authority was purposely 
avoided. Although the Declaration of the French clergy of 1682 
reafirmed the conciliar doctrines of Constance, since the French 
Revolution this "Gallicanism" has shown itself to  be but a pass- 
ing phase of constitutional theory; and in the 19th century the 
ascendancy of Ultramontanism became so secure that Pius IX.  
could confidently summon t o  the Vatican a synod which set its 
seal on the doctrine of papal infallibility. Yet it  would be a mis- 
conception to suppose that the Vatican decrees mean the surrender 
of the ancient belief in the infallibility of oecumenical synods; 
their decisions may still be regarded as  more solemn and more 
impressive than those of the pope alone; their authority is fuller, 
though not higher. At present it  is agreed that the pope has the 
sole right of summoning oecumenical councils, of presiding or 
appointing presidents and of determining the order of business 
and the topics which shall come up. The papal confirmation is 
indispensable; i t  is conceived of as the stamp without which the 
expression of conciliar opinion lacks legal validity. I n  other words, 
the oecumenical council is now practically in the position of the 
senate of an absolute monarch. I t  is in fact an open question 
whether a council is to be ranked as really oecumenical until after 
its decrees have been approved by the pope. (See VATICAN 
COUNCIL; ULTRAMONTANISM; I~ALLIBILITY.)  

The earlier oecumenical councils have well been called "the 
pitched battles of church history." Summoned to combat heresy 
and schism, in  spite of degrading pressure from without and 
tumultuous disorder within, they ultimately brought about a 
modicum of doctrinal agreement. On the one side as time went 
on they bound scholarship hand and foot in the winding-sheet of 
tradition, and also fanned the flames of intolerance; yet on the 
other side they fostered the sense of the Church's corporate 
oneness. The diocesan and provincial synods have formed a 
valuable system of regularly recurring assemblies for disposing of 
ecclesiastical business. They have been held most frequently, 
however, in times of stress and of reform, for instance in the I ~ t h ,  
16th and 19th centuries; a t  other periods they have lapsed into 
disuse; it is significant that to-day the prelate who neglects to  
convene them suffers no penalty. At present the main function 
of both provincial and oecumenical synods seems to be to facilitate 
obedience to the wishes of the central government of the Church. 

The right to vote (votzlm defi7zitivzlm) has been distinguished 
from early times from the right to be heard (v0tu.m co~zsultati- 
vunz). The Reform Synods of the 15th century gave a decisive 
vote to doctors and licentiates of theology and of laws, some of 
them sitting as individuals, some as representatives of universities. 
Roman Catholic canonists now confine the right to vote a t  
oecumenical councils to  bishops, cardinal deacons, generals or 
vicars general of monastic orders and the praelati nullius (exempt 
abbots, etc.); all other persons, lay or clerical, who are admitted 
or invited, have merely the votum consultativt~?n-they are chiefly 
procurators of absent bishops, or very learned priests. 

The numbering of oecurnenical synods is not fixed; the list most 
used in the Roman Church to-day is that of Hefele (Concilie?a- 
geschichte, and ed., I .  59 f.) : 

A D .  A.D. 

I .  Nicaea I. . . . 325 12. Lateran IV. . . 1215 
2. Constantinople I. . 381 13. Lyons I.  . . . 1245 
3. Ephesus . . . 431 14. Lyons 11. . . . 1274 
4 .  Chalcedon . . 451 15. Vienne , , , 1311 
5. Constantinople~~. . 553 16. Constance(inpart)1414-1418 
6. Constantinople 111. . 680 17a. Basle (in part) . . 1431ff. 
7: Nicaea 11. . . 787 17b. Ferrara-Florence (a 
8. Constantinople IV. . 869 continuation of 
9. Lateran I.  . . . 1123 Basel) . -1438-1442 
10. Lateran 11. . . 1139 18. Lateran V. . I sIz -I j I7  
11. Lateran 111. . . 1179 19. Trent . . .1545-1563 

zo. Vatican . ,1869-1870 
(These are treated in separate articles.) 

By including Pisa (1409) and by treating Florence as a separate 
synod, certain writers have brought the number of oecumenical 
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councils up to 22. These standard lists are of the type which 
became established through the authority of Cardinal Bellarmine 
( I  542-1621), who criticized Constance and Basle, while defend- 
ing Florence and the fifth Lateran council against the Gallicans. 
As late as the 16th century, however, "the majority did not re- 
gard those councils in which the Greek Church did not take part as 
oecumenical a t  all" (Harnack, H i s t o r y  of Dogma,  vi. 17). The 
Greek Church accepts only the first seven synods as oecumenical; 
and it reckons the Trullan synod of 692 (the Quinisextum) as a 
continuation of the sixth oecumenical synod of 680. But con- 
cerning the first seven councils it  should be remarked that Con- 
stantinople I. was but a general synod of the East; its claim to 
oecumenicity rests upon its reception by the West about two cen- 
turies later. Similarly the only representatives of the West pres- 
ent a t  Constantinople 11. were certain Africans; the pope did not 
accept the decrees till afterwards and they made their way in the 
West but gradually. 

As the Protestant leaders of the 16th century held fast to  
the traditional christology, they regarded with veneration the 
dogmatic decisions of Kicaea I., Constantinople I., Ephesus and 
Chalcedon. These four councils had enjoyed a more or less 
fortuitous pre-eminence both in Roman and in canon law, and by 
many Catholics a t  the time of the Reformation were regarded, 
along with the three great creeds (Apostles', Nicene, Athanasian), 
as a sort of irreducible minimum of orthodoxy. In  the 17th cen- 
tury the liberal Lutheran George Calixtus based his attempts a t  
reuniting Christendom on this consensus quinquesaecz~laris. Many 
other Protestants have accepted Constantinople 11. and 111. as 
supporting the first four councils; and still others, notably many 
Anglican high churchmen, have felt bound by all the oecumenical 
synods of the undivided Church. The common Protestant atti- 
tude toward synods is, however, that they may err and have erred, 
and that the Scriptures and not conciliar decisions are the sole 
infallible standard of faith, morals and worship. 

P r o t e s t a n t  Councils.-The churches of the Reformation have 
all had a certain measure of synodal life. The Church of England 
has maintained its ancient provincial synods or convocations, 
though for the greater part of the 18th and the first part of the 
19th centuries they transacted no business. I n  the Lutheran 
churches of Germany there was no strong agitation in favour of 
introducing synods until the 19th century, when a movement, 
designed to render the churches less dependent on the govern- 
mental consistories, won its way, until a t  length Prussia itself 
fell into line (1873 and 1876). As the powers granted to the 
German synods are very limited, many of their advocates have 
been disillusioned; but the Lutheran churches of America, being 
independent of the state, have developed synods both numerous 
and potent. I n  the Reformed churches outside Germany synodal 
life is vigorous; its forms were developed by the Huguenots in 
days of persecution, and passed thence to  Scotland and other 
presbyterian countries. Even many of the churches of congre- 
gational polity have organized national councils ( see  CONGREG~- 
TIONALISM) ; but here the principle of the independence of the 
local church prevents the decisions from binding those congre- 
gations which do not approve of the decrees. Moreover, in the last 
decade of the 19th century a growing desire for a rapprochement 
between the Free Churches in Great Britain as a whole led 
to the annual assembly of the Free Church Council for the con- 
sideration of all matters affecting them. This body has no execu- 
tive or doctrinal authority and is rather a conference than a coun- 
cil. I n  general it  may be said that synods are becoming more and 
more powerful in Protestant lands, and that they are destined to 
still greater prominence because of the growing sentiment for 
Christian unity ( s e e  REUNION). 

BIBLIOGRAPH;.-- he most convenient general collection is that of 
Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum et decretorum nova et amplissima col- 
lectio (Florence, 17 jg-67 ; completed Venice, 1769-98, 31 vols.), fac- 
simile reproduction by Welter (Paris, 1901 ff.) with important addi- 
tions. See also Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbolen ztnd Glaubensregeln der 
al fen Kirche (3rd ed. 1897) ; selected documents in Schaff's Creeds of 
Christendom, 1877 (texts and translations parallel). For further refer- 
ences, see Hastings Encyclopaedia o f  Religion and Ethics, vol. iv. art. 
"Councils. Christian" bv D. Stone, Schaff, and Thurston, and art. 
"Creeds, Christian" by A.  E. Burn; the Catholic Encyclopaedia, art. 

"Councils" and many special articles; Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklo- 
padie, art. "Synoden" by Hauck; Vacant and Mangect, Dictionnazre de 
the'ologie Catholique, art. "Conciles" by J. Forget. The most convenient 
general history is that of C. J. von Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, 1st ed. 
185 j ; 2nd ed. (made after the Vatican council, and not entirely super- 
seding the first) continued by Knopiler and Hergenrother (1873 ff. ;  see 
Paul Viollet, Examen de PIzzstoire des conciles de Mgr.  Hefele, Paris, 
1876; Extrait de la Revue historique) ; Eng. tr. of part of and ed. 
(1871 f f . ) .  The subject enters into the general Histories of Dogma 
(particularly Harnack, Loofs, and Seeberg). On the general subject 
Sohm, Kirchenrecht (1892 ff.) is a valuable study. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, a city of southwestern Iowa, U.S.A., 
on the east bank of the Missouri river, opposite Omaha; county 
seat of Po t ta~a t tamie  county. Fifth largest railroad centre in 
the United States and located a t  the conflux of the major high- 
ways of the midwest. Eight main trunk lines serve the city with 
64 passenger and 7 2  freight trains daily. Railroads comprise the 
Burlington, Chicago-Milwaukee, Chicago and North Western, 
Chicago Great Western, Illinois Central, Union Pacific, Rock 
Island and Wabash. Highways include federal 7 5, 39, 6 and 275. 
Population (1940 census) was 41,439, with 83% native white. 
14% foreign-born uhite and 3y0 Negroes. The city has a land 
area of I 5.3 sq.mi. and lies 980 ft. above sea level, on the broad 
flood plain of the Missouri river, a t  the foot of high loess bluffs. 

The site upon which Council Bluffs has grown was first re- 
corded in the report of the Lewis and Clark expedition, when in 
1804 they stopped at  a hill-surrounded spot overlooking the Mis- 
souri river to hold council with the Indians. This spot became 
known as council-hill or council-bluff. In 1846 the Mormons set- 
tled on the site and built a town they called Kanesville, but after 
the majority of the Mormons had left, in 1853, the name was 
changed to Council Bluffs. During the California gold rush of 
1849-jo it  became one of the chief outfitting points for gold- 
seekers. Abraham Lincoln visited Council Bluffs in 1859 and was 
so impressed by the possibilities for transportation that he later 
designated the city as eastern terminus of the Union Pacific rail- 
road. A wholesale and retail centre with industrial plants manu- 
facturing a host of items, including oils, truck bodies, car wheels, 
baskets, playground and floodlighting equipment, cereals and 
batteries. Elevators with ~o,ooo,ooo-bu. storage capacity make 
Council Bluffs a leading grain centre. mllile greenhouses with 
~ , joo .ooo  sq.ft. under glass produce some of the world's finest 
flowers. I t  was incorporated as a city in 1853. 

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENCE, U.S., a peace- 
time advisory body, "established for the co-ordination of 
industries and resources, for the national security and welfare, 
and the creation of relations which will render possible in time of 
need the immediate concentration and utilization of the resources 
of the nation." Although a Council of National Defence was 
recommended to the House by the General Staff of the Army as  
early as 1910, no definite action resulted until six years later, 
when the Council was created under the Army Appropriation Act 
of Aug. 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 619). This Act provided for a Council 
with a membership of seven, composed of the secretaries of 
War, Navy, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce and Labour, and 
the appointment of an advisory committee of seven to the council, 
each of whom should be a specialist in  "some industry, public 
utility, or development of some natural resource or otherwise 
specifically qualified for the duties." That the council was in- 
tended as a peace-time advisory body is evidenced by  the provision 
that not more than half of the general staff should be in Washing- 
ton a t  one time and that the appropriation for its activities was 
limited to  $2oo,ooo. The Council met for the first time on Dec. 7, 
1916, and soon thereafter appointed an advisory committee on 
transportation and communication; raw materials, minerals and 
metals: munitions. manufacturine and industrial relations: SUD- , A 

plies; hngineering 'and education labour ; medicine and surgery. 
Although hampered by lack of funds and executive powers, 

and presumably undertaking a peace-time explorative and experi- 
mental task, i t  had achieved a quite definite and comprehensive 
programme for the nation's defence by April 6, 1917, the date of 
the official declaration of war with Germany. I t  then became, in 
effect, a war emergency cabinet directing the intensive and exten- 
sive organization and mobilization of the nation's resources. From 



its committees and subordinate bodies emerged the War Industries 
Board, the War Labor, Food and Fuel Administrations, the Air- 
craft Production Board, and other war-time bureaux, to  which 
Congress granted executive powers explicitly denied to the Council 
of National Defence. Building up a field machinery of State, 
county, community and rnunicipal councils of defence throughout 
the United States, the council became the medium through which 
the war needs and measures of the National Government were 
made known to the people, and the varying moods and reactions 
of the different sections of the country were registered in Wash- 
ington. The appointment of a Woman's Committee of the Council 
of National Defence on April 21, 191'7, "to co-ordinate the 
woman's preparedness movement" resulted in  a nation-wide organ- 
ization of State and local units of women for war work. After the 
signing of the Armistice, the council, through its field machinery. 
took up the problems of readjustment, and after 1920 was engaged 
in the development of a permanent peace-time procedure and in 
research on national problems. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-G. B. Clarkson, Statement of Work of the State 
and Territorial Councils of Defense and State and Territorial Divisions 
of  the Woman's Committee o f  the Council o f  National Defeme 
Throughout the W a r  (1919); Fourth Annual Report o f  the United 
Stales Council of National Defense, June 70 (1920) ; E. K. Blair, 
A n  Interpretative Report of the Woman's Committee of the Council 
of National Defense, April 21, 1917, t o  Feb. 27, 1919 (1920) ; G. 33. 
Clarkson, Industrial America in the World War  (1924). 

COUNCILS OF ORANGE. The most important of these 
is the council of 529, when fifteen bishops, under the presidency 
of Caesarius of Arles. assembled primarily to dedicate a church, 
the gift of Liberius, the lieutenant of Theodoric, in Gaul, at what 
proved to be one of the most important councils of the 6th cen- 
tury. Caesarius had sought the aid of Rome against semi-Pelagian- 
ism, and in response Pope Felix IV. had sent certain capitzdla con- 
cerning grace and free-will, drawn chiefly from the writings of 
Augustine and Prosper. These to the number of twenty-five the 
synod subscribed, and adopted a supplementary statement. reaf- 
firming the Augustinian doctrines of corruption, human inability, 
prevenient grace and baptismal regeneration. I t s  acts were con- 
firmed by Boniface 11. on the "25th of January 530," a date which 
is open to question. 

See F .  H .  Woods, Canons of the Second Council of Orange (Oxford, 
1882). 

COUNSEL AND COUNSELLOR. The term 'Lcounsel" 
is employed in England as a synonym for a barrister (9.v.). 
Counsellor or, more fully, counsellor-at-law, is an obsolete term 
in England, but is still in use in Ireland as an equivalent to bar- 
rister. I n  the United States, a counsellor-at-law is, specifically. 
an attorney admitted to practice in all the courts; but as there is 
no formal distinction of the legal profession into two classes, as in 
England, the term is more often used loosely in  the same sense 
as "lawyer," i.e., one who is versed in, or practises law. 

COUNT, the English translation of foreign titles equivalent 
generally to the English "earl." In  Anglo-French documents the 
word cozrnte was a t  all times used as the equivalent of earl, but, 
unlike the feminine form "countess," it  did not find its way into 
the English language until the 16th century, and then only in the 
sense defined above. The title of earl, applied by the English to 
the foreign counts established in England by William the Con- 
queror, is dealt with elsewhere (see EARL). The present article 
deals with ( I )  the office of count in the Roman empire and the 
Frankish kingdom, ( 2 )  the development of the feudal count in 
France and under the Holy Roman empire, (3) modern counts. 

I .  The Latin comes meant literally a companion or follower. 
I n  the early Roman empire the word was used to designate the 
companions of the emperor (conzites principis) and so became a 
title of honour. The emperor Hadrian chose senators as com- 
panions on his travels and to help him in public business. They 
formed a permanent council, and Hadrian's successors entrusted 
these comites with the administration of justice and finance, or 
placed them in military commands. The designation comes thus 
developed into a formal official title of high officers of State, some 
qualification being added to indicate the special duties attached 

the office in each case. Thus in the jth century, among the 

co?nites attached to the emperor's establishment, we find, e.g., the 
comes sacrarum largitionum and the comes rei privatae; while 
others, forming the council, were styled comites consistorii. 
Others were sent into the provinces as governors, comites per 
provi?zcias constituti; thus in the Not i t ia  dig?zitatzcm we find a 
comes Aegypti, a comes Africae, a comes Belgicae, a comes  
Lz~gduneizsis and others. Two of the generals of the Roman 
province of Britain were styled the comes Britan?ziae and the 
comes littoris Saxonici (count of the Saxon shore). 

At Constantinople in the later Roman empire the Latin word 
comes assumed a Greek garb as ~ 6 ~ 7 7 s  and was declined as a 
Greek noun (gen. ~bpqros); ' the comes sacrarzlnz largitionzi?n 
(count of the sacred bounties) was called a t  Constantinople 
6 ~ b p ~ s  rijv a a ~ p i j v  X a p ~ y ~ r ~ h v w v a n d  the comes rerum privatarum 
(count of the private estates) was called ~6~77.5 rijv ~ p ~ f l h r w v .  
The count of the sacred bounties was the lord treasurer or 
chancellor of the exchequer, for the public treasury and the 
imperial fisc had come to be identical; while the count of the 
private estates managed the imperial demesnes and the privy 
purse. In  the jth century the "sacred bounties" corresponded 
to the aerarium of the early empire, while the res privata repre- 
sented the fisc. The officers connected with the palace and the 
emperor's person included the count of the wardrobe ( comes  
sacrae vestis) ,  the count of the residence (comes  domorum) ,  and, 
most important of all, the comes domesticorzlm e t  sacri stabuli 
(graecized as ~ 6 ~ 7 7 s  r o c  arh/3Xov). The count of the stable, 
originally the imperial master of the horse, developed into the 
"illustrious" commander-in-chief of the imperial army (Stilicho, 
e g , bore the full title as given above), and became the prototype 
of the mediaeval constable (q.v.). 

An important official of the second rank (spectabilis, "re- 
spectable" as contrasted with those of highest rank who were 
"illustrious") was the count of the East, who appears to  have had 
the control of a department in which 600 officials were engaged. 
His power was reduced in the 6th century, when he was deprived 
of his authority over the Orient diocese, and became civil 
governor of Syria Prima, retaining his "respectable" rank. An- 
other important officer of the later Roman court was the conzes 
sacri patrimonii, who was instituted by the emperor Anastasius. 
In  this connection it  should be observed that the word patrimo?z- 
i u m  gradually changed in meaning. I n  the beginning of the 3rd 
century patrimonizlm meant crown property, and res privata 
meant personal property: a t  the beginning of the 6th century 
patrimonium meant personal property, and res privata meant 
crown property. I t  is difficult to give briefly a clear idea of the 
functions of the three important officials comes sacrarum largitio- 
aum,  comes rei privatae and comes sacri patrimonii; but the terms 
have been well translated by a German author as  Finartzmi~zister 
des Reichsschatzes (finance minister of the treasury of the em- 
pire), F.  des Kro~zsclzatzes (of the Crown treasury), and F. des  
kaiserlichen Privatvermogens (of the emperor's private prop- 
erty). 

The Frankish kings of the Merovingian dynasty retained the 
Roman system of administration, and under them the word 
conzes preserved its original meaning; the comes was a companion 
of the king, a royal servant of high rank. Under the early 
Frankish kings some comites did not exercise any definite func- 
tions; they were merely attached to the king's person and exe- 
cuted his orders. Others filled the highest offices, e.g., the comes 
palatii and comes stabuli (see CONSTABLE). The kingdom was 
divided for administrative purposes into small areas called pagi 
(pays ,  Ger. G a u ) ,  corresponding generally to the Roman civitates 
(see CITY). At the head of the pagus was the comes,  correspond- 
ing to the German Graf.  The comes was appointed by  the king 
and removable a t  his pleasure, and was chosen originally from all 
classes, sometimes from enfranchised slaves. His essential func- 
tions were judicial and executive, and in documents he is often 
described as the king's agent (agens publicus) or royal judge 
( judex  publicus or fiscalis). As the delegate of the executive power 
he had the right to military command in the king's name and to 
take all the measures necessary for the preservation of the peace, 
i e . ,  to exercise the royal "ban" (barlnzls regis). H e  was at once 
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public prosecutor and judge, was responsible for the execution of 
the sentences of the courts, and as the king's representative ex- 
ercised the royal right of protection (mundium regis) over 
churches, widom-s, orphans and the like. He enjoyed a triple 
wergeld, but had no definite salary, being remunerated by the 
receipt of certain revenues, a system which contained the germs 
of discord, on account of the confusion of his public and private 
estates. We also retained a third of the fines which he imposed 
in his judicial capacity. 

Under the early Carolings the title count did not indicate n0D.e 
birth. A comes was generally raised from childhood in the king's 
palace, and rose to  be a count through successive stages. The 
count's ofhce was not yet a dignity, nor hereditary; he was not 
independent nor appointed for life, but exercised the royal power 
by delegation, as under the Merovingians. While, however, he 
was theoretically paid by the king, he seems to have been him- 
self one of the sources of the royal revenue. The counties wcre, it  
appears, farmed out; but in the 7th century the royal choice be- 
came restricted to  the larger landed proprietors, who gradually 
emancipated themselves from royal control, and in the 8th cen- 
tury the term comitatz~s begins to  denote a geographical area, 
though there was little difference in its extent under the Mero- 
vingian kings and the early Carolings. The count was about to 
pass into the feudatory stage. Throughout the middle ages, how- 
ever, the original official and personal connotation of the title 
was never wholly lost; or perhaps it  would be truer to say, with 
Selden, that it was early revived with the study of the Roman 
civil law in the 12th century. The unique dignity of count of the 
Lateran palace, bestowed in 1328 by the emperor Louis IV. the 
Bavarian on Castruccio de' Antelminelli. duke of Lucca, and his 
heirs male, was official as well as honorary, being charged with 
the attendance and service to be performed at  the palace at the 
emperor's coronation at  Rome (Du Cange, S.V. Comites Palntii 
Lateranensis; Selden, op. cit. p. 321). This instance, indeed, 
remained isolated; but the personal title of "count palatine," 
though honorary rather than official, was conferred on officials- 
especially by the popes on those of the Curia-had no territorial 
significance, and was to the last reminiscent of those early coinites 
palatii whose relations to the sovereign had been purely personal 
and official (see PALATINE). A relic of the old official meaning of 
"count" still survives in Transylvania, where the head of the 
political administration of the Saxon districts is styled count 
(comes, Graf) of the Saxon Nation. 

z .  The process by which the official counts were transformed 
into feudal vassals almost independent is described in the article 
FEUDALISM. I n  the confusion of the period of transition, when 
the title to possession was usually the power to hold, designations 
which had once possessed a definite meaning were preserved with 
no defined association. I n  France, by the 10th century, the proc- 
ess of decomposition of the old organization had gone far, and 
in the 11th century titles of nobility were still very loosely applied. 
That of "count" was, as Luchaire points out, "equivocal" even as 
late as the 12th century; any castellan of moderate rank could 
style himself comte who in the next century would have been 
called seigneur (dominus). Even when, in the 13th century, the 
ranks of the feudal hierarchy in France came to be more definitely 
fixed, the style of "count" might imply much, or conlparatively 
little. I n  the oldest register of Philip Augustus counts are reck- 
oned with dukes in the first of the five orders into which the 
nobles are divided, but the list includes, besides such almost 
sovereign rulers as the counts of Flanders and Champagne, im- 
mediate vassals of much less importance-such as the counts of 
Soissons and Dammartin-and even one mediate vassal, the count 
of Bar-sur-Seine. The title was still in fact "equivocal," and so it  
remained throughout French history. In  the official lists it was 
early placed second to that of duke (Luchaire, Manziel, p. 181, 
note I ) ,  but in practice a t  least the great comtes-pairs (e.g., of 
Champagne) were the equals of any duke and the superiors of 
many. Thus, too, in modern times royal princes have been given 
the title of count (Paris, Flanders, Caserta), the heir of Charles 
X. actually changing his style, without sense of loss, from that of 
duc de Bordeaux to that of comte de Chambord. From the 16th 

century onwards the equivocal nature of the title in France was 
increased by the royal practice of selling it, either to  viscounts or 
barons in respect of their fiefs, or to  rich roturiers. 

I n  Germany the change from the official to the territorial and 
hereditary counts followed at  the outset much the same course as 
in France, though the later development of the title and its mean- 
ing was different. In  the 10th century the counts were permitted 
by the kings to divide their benefices and rights among their sons, 
the rule being established that countships (Grafschaften) were 
hereditary, that they might be held by boys, that they were herit- 
able by females and might even be administered by females. The 
Grafschaft became thus merely a bundle of rights inherent in the 
soil; and, the count's office having become his property, the old 
counties or Gauen rapidly disappeared as administrative units, 
being either amalgamated or subdivided. By the second half of 
the 12th century the official character of the count had quite dis- 
appeared; he had become a territorial noble, and the foundation 
had been laid of territorial sovereignty (Landeskolzeit). The first 
step towards this was the concession to the counts of the military 
prerogatives of dukes, a right enjoyed from the first by the counts 
of the marches (see M~RGRAVE) ,  then given to counts palatine 
(see PALATISE) and, finally, to other counts, who assumed by 
reason of it  the style of landgrave (La~zdgraf, i e . ,  count of a 
province). At first all counts were reckoned as princes of the 
empire (Reichsfzirsten) ; but since the end of the 12th century 
this rank was restricted to those who were immediate tenants of 
the Crown, the other counts of the empire (Reiclzsgrafen) being 
placed among the free lords (barones, liberi domini). Counts of 
princely rank (gefiirstete Grafen) voted among the princes in 
the imperial diet; the others (Reichsgrafen) were grouped in the 
Grafcnbanke-originally two, to which two more were added in 
the 17th century-each of which had one vote. In  1806, on the 
formation of the Confederation of the Rhine, the sovereign 
counts were all mediatized (see ~IEDIATIZATIOS). Even before 
the end of the empire (1806) the right of bestowing the title of 
count was freely exercised by the various German territorial 
sovereigns. 

3. Any political significance which the feudal title of count 
retained in the 18th century vanished with the changes produced 
by the Revolution. I t  is now simply a title of honour and one, 
moreover, the social value of which differs enormously, not only 
in the dilferent European countries, but within the limits of the 
same country. I n  Germany, for instance, there are several cate- 
gories of counts: ( I )  the mediatized princely counts (gefiirstete 
Grafen), who are reckoned the equals in blood of the European 
sovereign houses, an equality symbolized by the "closed crown" 
surmounting their armorial bearings. The heads of these countly 
families of the "high nobility" are entitled (by a decree of the 
federal diet, 1829) to the style of Erlaucht (illustrious, most 
honourable); (2) Counts of the empire (Reichsgrafen), de- 
scendants of those counts who, before the end of the Holy 
Roman empire (1806), were Reichsstalzdisch; i.e., sat in one of the 
Grafenbanke in the imperial diet, and entitled to a ducal coronet; 
(3) Counts (a)  descended from the lower nobility of the old em- 
pire, titular since the 15th century, (b)  created since; their cor- 
onet is nine-pointed (cf. the nine points and strawberry leaves of 
the English earl). The difficulty of determining in any case the 
exact significance of the title of a German count, illustrated by 
the above, is increased by the fact that the title is generally herit- 
able by all male descendants, the only exception being in Prussia. 
where, after 1840, the rule of primogeniture prevailed and the 
bestowal of the title was dependent on a rent-roll of F3,ooo a 
year. The result is that the title is very widespread and in itself 
little significant. The style Altgraf (old count), occasionally 
found, is of some antiquity, and means that the title of count has 
been borne by the family from time immemorial. 

I n  mediaeval France the significance of the title of count 
varied with the power of those who bore i t ;  in modern France it  
varies with its historical associations. I t  is not so common as in 
Germany or Italy; because it does not by custom pass to all male 
descendants. The title was, however, cheapened by its revival 
under Napoleon. By the decree of March I ,  1805, reviving titles 
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of nobility, that of count was assigned ex oficio to ministers 
senators and life councillors of state, to the president of the Corpe 
Lkgislatif and to archbishops. The title was made heritable in 
order of primogeniture, and in the case of archbishops through 
their nephews. These Napoleonic countships, increased under sub- 
sequent reigns, have produced a plentiful crop of titles of little 
social significance, and have tended to lower the status of the 
counts deriving from the ancien re'girne. The title of marquis 
which Napoleon did not revive, has risen proportionately in the 
estimation of the Faubourg St. Germain. As for that of count, it 
is safe to say that in France its social value is solely dependent on 
its historical associations. 

Of all European countries Italy has been most prolific of counts. 
Every Italian prince, from the pope downwards, created them for 
love or money; and, in the absence of any regulating authority, 
the title was also rvidely and loosely assumed, while often the 
feudal title passed with the sale of the estate to which it was 
attached. Casanova remarked that in some Italian cities all the 
nobles were baroni, in others all were conti. An Italian conte may 
or may not be a gentleman; he has long ceased, qua count, to 
have any social prestige, and his rank is not recognized by the 
Italian government. As in France, however, there are some Italian 
conti whose titles are respectable, and even illustrious, from their 
historic associations. The prestige belongs, however, not to the 
title but to the name. As for the papal countships, which are still 
freely bestowed on those of all nations whom the holy see wishes 
to  reward, their prestige naturally varies with the religious com- 
plexion of the country in ~4-hich the titles are borne. They are 
esteemed by the faithful, but have small significance for those 
outside. In  Spain, on the other hand, the title of conde, the 
earlier history of which follo\~s much the same development as 
in France, is still of much social value, mainly owing to the fact 
that the rule of primogeniture exists, and that, a large fee being 
payable to the state on succession to a title, i t  is necessarily as- 
sociated with some degree of wealth. The Spanish counts of old 
creation, some of whom are grandees and members of the upper 
house, naturally take the highest rank; but the title, still bestowed 
for eminent public services or other reasons, is of value. The 
title, like others in Spain, can pass through an heiress to  her hus- 
band. In  Russia the title of count (gvaf, fem. grafinya), a foreign 
importation, had little social prestige attached to it ,  being given 
to officials of a certain rank. In  the British empire the only recog- 
nized counts are those of Malta, who are given precedcnce with 
baronets of the United Kingdom. 

See Selden. Titles of Honor (1672) ; DU Cange, Glossariz~nz Med. 
Lat. (ed. Niort, 1883) s.v, "Comes"; L a  Grande Encyclope'die, s.v. 
"Comte"; A. Luchaire, Manuel der institutions frangaises (1892) ; 
Brunner, Dezitsclze Rechtsgesclziclzte, Band ii. (Leipzig, 1892) ; P. Guil- 
hiermoz, Essai sur l'origine de la noblesse en  France au moyen dge 
(1902). 

C O U N T E R F E I T  MONEY. The imitation of money for 
gain has been practised by unscrupulous persons ever since repre- 
sentatives of value supplanted material of value such as food, 
clothing and other articles used in simple barter. 

The constitution of the United States expressly provides in 
Section 8, paragraph 6, that "The Congress shall have power to 
provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and 
current coin of the United States." The federal agency charged 
with the suppression of counterfeiting in the United States is 
the United States secret service, a division of the treasury de- 
partment, which was established July 5, 1865. (See SECRET 

SERVICE, U.S.) 
Records of amounts of counterfeit money seized during those 

early years are not available, but for the year ended June 30, 
1876, the representative value of counterfeit coins and bills cap- 
tured by the secret service approximated $232,000. At that time 
the government and the people themselves were handicapped in 
the suppression of counterfeiting because of the great number of 
national banks on which notes were issued, and the variations 
in the engraved designs. New notes placed in circulation were 
quickly counterfeited before the public became acquainted with 
the appearance of the genuine, and when counterfeits drawn on 
one national bank began to be widely detected, the counterfeiters 

would circulate new issues under the name of some other bank. 
Crime P r e v e n t i o n  T h r o u g h  Education.-During the four 

peak fiscal years 1933 to 1936, inclusive, victims of passers of 
counterfeit notes in the United States lost an average of $771,000 
yearly. Although banks were all warned to be on the alert for 
certain dangerous counterfeit bills, there was no concerted ef- 
fort to warn retail merchants or others about such counterfeits, 
and the general policy of the secret service with regard to 
counterfeiting was one of secrecy, since it  was feared that alarms 
about extensive circulation of counterfeits would tend to shake 
the faith of some of the people in the currency of their country. 

In  1937, when Henry Morgenthau, Jr., appointed Frank J. 
Wilson as chief of the secret service, the secretary requested 
that strenuous efforts be made to reduce to a minimum the 
losses suffered by victims of counterfeiters. As a departure 
from the age-old methods of investigation, prosecution and im- 
prisonment, Chief Wilson decided to fight the crime of counter- 
feiting by teaching the public how to detect bogus money. 
In  a trial of this idea, the secret service printed and distributed 
to banks and retail stores hundreds of thousands of warning cir- 
culars bearing descriptions of counterfeit bills currently in cir- 
culation. These warning notices bore diagrams showing the de- 
nomination and type of the counterfeit described, the particular 
defects to aid in checking a suspected bill and directed attention 
to the "check letter" and "face plate number" appearing in the 
lower right corner of the face of the bill. 

As has already been stated, the average yearly losses suffered 
by victims of counterfeiters from 1933 to 1936 were $771,000. 
For the fiscal year 1937 these losses were reduced to $j19,366, 
and it  was evident that the dissemination of the secret service 
descriptive warnings had had some good effect. Chief l17ilson 
decided to pursue his idea further and early in 1938 sent a picked 
group of secret service agents to New York city, where they made 
a door-to-door canvass of some ~oo ,ooo  retail stores and taught 
merchants and employees how to tell the difference between good 
and bad money. For the fiscal year 1938, losses to  victims of 
counterfeiters fell to $407,320. 

I n  1938-39, secret service agents began a series of instructive 
lectures to retailers, bankers and others in all parts of the coun- 
try. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1939, counterfeiting 
losses had dropped to $294.0j7, and the secret service decided 
to intensify its efforts. Late in 1939 the secret service began a 
campaign against the counterfeiter, under the slogan "Know 
Your Money." Secret service agents produced a sound motion 
picture entitled Know Your Molzey, which graphically portrayed 
methods of detecting counterfeit bills and coins and the ?nodus 
operandi of passers of counterfeit bills. The federal laws pro- 
hibit the photographing of United States money in whole or in 
part, but Henry Morgenthau, Jr., secretary of the treasury, 
granted special permission to the secret service to film genuine 
and counterfeit bills and portions thereof, for this educational 
campaign. 

To supplement the motion picture, the secret service produced 
millions of copies of a four-page leaflet telling how to detect 
counterfeit money, and arranged to give one leaflet to every per- 
son rvho saw the picture, and to distribute copies to banks and 
business houses for their information and protection. More mil- 
lions of the pamphlets were reprinted by banks and stores for 
distribution to their customers. 

For the fiscal year 1940, counterfeiters' victims lost only $145,- 
644, and the secret service decided to make its campaign a long- 
range program of crime prevention through education, with a 
three-fold purpose: ( I )  to remove from the youth of the coun- 
try the temptation to engage in "easy money" criminal careers 
through counterfeiting; (2) to  bring to a minimum the losses 
suffered by victims of counterfeit money, and (3) to reduce the 
load carried by the American taxpayer by decreasing the public 
costs for court trials, prosecutions and imprisonments, including 
the maintenance of offenders while confined in penal institutions. 

In  Sept. 1940 the secret service produced a 32-page Know 
Your Money booklet, illustrated with pictures of counterfeit bills, 
and telling in detail how to detect bogus notes and coins. Having 
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in mind its first objective of removing temptation from the 
youth of the country to  engage in criminal careers, the service 
inaugurated efforts to have this booklet adopted by high schools 
in all parts of the country as a part of their regular curricula. 
This was a productive effort, and by 1942 many schools were 
instructing their students in the detection of counterfeit money. 

With the crime prevention program in full swing, the victims 
of counterfeit note passers lost only $48,000 during the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 1942-an impressive drop of 93% compared 
with the 1933-36 yearly average. 

H o w  t o  Detect  Counte r fe i t  Bills.-Years of experience 
have proved to the secret service that the best detector of 
counterfeit money is the properly trained human eye. The per- 
son who is best able to see the difference between the bogus bill 
and one that is genuine must know just what a genuine bill looks 
like. The only way such knowledge can be gained is through a 
careful examination of all parts of a genuine bill, and it is such a 
study that is advocated by the secret service to help Americans 
defend themselves against the counterfeiter. 

The average individual can and does look at  a bill without 
really seeing it. H e  does not realize that genuine United States 
paper money is produced by the combined efforts of several 
craftsmen, all masters of their respective types of work. The 
plate from which good bills are printed is not made by one man. 
At the bureau of engraving and printing in Washington, D.C., 
where paper money is produced, one engraver makes the portrait, 
one engraves the denominational numerals, one does the lettering, 
and so on. After each engraver completes the work assigned to 
him the individual impressions are transferred to a steel roll or 
die in their proper places, until the entire impression of the note 
is complete. The roll is then hardened and under heavy pressure 
is used to roll the complete impression on a flat plate, prepara- 
tory to printing. Since each engraver is a master a t  his particular 
type of work, the finished plate represents the very finest ex- 
ample of the engraver's art, far  beyond the ability of a counter- 
feiter to reproduce accurately. 

The logical point raised by persons who are interested in a,c- 
quiring a knowledge of money is that they do not know what 
should be studied. The answer is simple-they should study all 
parts of any genuine bill. The portion most difficult of good re- 
production is the portrait on the face of every note. The por- 
traits of famous Americans on United States paper money iden- 
tify the denominations of the bills on which they appear, as 
follows : 

$I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Washington 
$2 efferson 
$5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lincoln 
$10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .Hamilton 
$20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J  ackson 
$50 Grant 
$100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Franklin 
$.TOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  McKinley 
$1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .Cleveland 
$j,ooo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Madison 
$~o,ooo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .Chase 

The genuine portraits are lifelike and distinct, and the shading 
which characterizes the facial features consists of numerous deli- 
cately executed dots and dashes. The oval background surround- 
ing each portrait comprises a series of tiny squares, formed by 
the crossi,ng of very fine vertical and horizontal lines. On most 
counterfeits, the portraits are defective in the shading in the 
face, and many of the little squares in the background are filled 
with ink or are flecked with white where the vertical and horizon- 
tal lines are broken (Pl., figs. I ,  2) .  I n  the genuine portrait, the 
eyes are always clear and expressive, but in most counterfeits 
they are dull, distorted or otherwise executed so that they do not 
compare favourably with the genuine (Pl., figs. 3, 4). 

These differences alone between the genuine and counterfeit 
portraits prompt the secret service advice to the individual to 
compare any questionable bill with another of the same type 
known to be genuine. Such a comparison will make evident any 
differences between the two to such an extent that if one is a 
counterfeit i t  can be classified as such. 

As of 1942 there were only three types of currency issued by 
the United States-(I) silver certificates, (2)  United States notes 
and (3) federal reserve notes. Part of the design of every 
genuine bill includes the treasury seal, a small circle edged with 
sharp points like the teeth of a saw, enclosing an angle square 
under which is a key and over which is a balance scale, all 
mounted upon a dotted white shield within the circle. Surround- 
ing the design are the Latin words Thesaur. Amer. Septent. Sigil.. 
representing the "Seal of the Treasury of North America." On 
silver certificates, the seal and the serial numbers are printed in 
blue; on United States notes they are in red, and on federal 
reserve notes, in green. Thus, the type of any bill may be quickly 
determined merely by the colour of the treasury seal and the 
serial numbers. In  addition, the words "Silver Certificate," 
"United States Note," or "Federal Reserve Note," as the case 
may be, are engraved at  the top centre of the face of a bill. 

On many counterfeits, the sharp points around the outer edge 
of the treasury seal are blunt or broken. Here again, a compari- 
son of the seal on a questionable bill with the seal on a genuine 
bill will show the difference (Pl., figs. 7, 8). 

The serial numbers on genuine United States paper money are 
printed in a distinctive type style, and numbering blocks of the 
kind used for this purpose cannot be obtained except by the 
bureau of engraving and printing. Therefore, in producing a 
counterfeit, the counterfeiter must either use numbers unlike 
the genuine, or must try to copy the genuine numerals. I n  the 
first instance a comparison will show the difference in the style, 
and in the second instance the copies or imitated numbers are 
usually poorly spaced or crookedly aligned, so that a comparison 
will indicate they are not authentic. 

The border design of every genuine bill includes a n  intricate 
lace-like network of fine white lines. The patterns for these 
lines are produced by a machine known as a geometric lathe, 
and the lines are technically called geometric lathework. In  a 
genuine bill these lines are clear and unbroken, but on most 
bogus notes the border is too dark because many of the spaces 
between the lines are filled with black ink due to inferior etching, 
or perhaps too light because the white lines are thicker than the 
genuine, creating a bleached appearance (Pl., figs. 5 ,  6). 

I t  is believed by some that rubbing a bill on a piece of paper 
will prove whether i t  is genuine or counterfeit, through removal 
of the colour. This is definitely a fallacy, because the ink can 
be rubbed from a good bill as well as a bad one. 

H o w  t o  Detect  Counte r fe i t  Coins.-The manufacture of 
spurious coins does not involve losses as great as those suffered 
by victims of counterfeit bills. This is due, of course, to  the 
fact that there is a wide margin of difference between the value 
of metal money and the representative value of paper money. 

The passer of counterfeit coins depends upon the carelessness 
of his victims in the same way as does the passer of counterfeit 
bills. Genuine silver coins have a corrugated outer edge, known as 
the reeding. Consisting of evenly spaced ridges, this feature was 
included on silver coins originally to prevent unscrupulous persons 
from cutting or filing from the edges of the coins small bits of silver, 
which they would then sell for the intrinsic value of the metal so 
derived. Later, however, the reeded edges of silver coins formed 
considerable protection against counterfeiting, since the corrugations 
on most bogus coins are only partially executed, or unevenly spaced, 
or entirely missing in places. Thus, a comparison of a questionable 
coin with one known to be genuine, or even a careful scrutiny of the 
ridges around a questionable coin, will usually indicate whether 
it is good or bad (Pl., fig. 9 ) .  

Most counterfeit coins are made of metal alloy which does not 
ring as clearly as genuine coins when dropped on a hard surface, and 
which is usually much softer than silver. Therefore, questionable 
coins should be dropped on a hard surface to test their ring, and 
should be cut with a knife to test their quality. If a coin sounds 
dull or is easily cut, it is undoubtedly a counterfeit. 

I t  is also a fact that most counterfeit coins feel greasy, so it is 
wise to feel all coins, and if one feels slippery or greasy it should 
be further examined for defects in the reeding or other characteristics. 

Bogus silver coins may be detected with a mixture of ingredients 
in a liquid solution, the formula for which is as follows: 

Nitrate of silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . T O  grains 
Nitric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  C.C. 
Distilled water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .30 C.C. 



COUNTERFORT- 
This "silver test" may be obtained for a few cents in any drug 

store. A drop applied to a counterieit coin which does not have a 
high silver content will turn black. The solution will not discolour 
a genuine silver coin, and will not react on a counterfeit coin which 
is made of silver, or which contains a great deal of silver, but since 
most counterfeits are made of base metal the acid will detect them. 
I t  cannot be used to detect counterfeit nickels, or gold coins. 

Stamps.-Secret service agents hzve arrested makers and users of 
counterfeit United States internal revenue tax stamps, which were 
usually affixed to bottles of taxable alcoholic beverages in an effort to 
evade the required tax payments. Such counterfeiting is now negligible, 
but the stamps described are issued by the government and are pro- 
tected by the laws which provide for the sunpression of counterfeit . . 
money. 

The secret service, in co-operation with post office inspectors, has 
also captured plants for the manufacture of counterieit United States 
mar savings stamps and postage stamps, but this type of counterfeit- 
ing is somewhat unusual and has never been very extensive. 

If You Receive Counterfeit Money: 
I. Do not return it. 
z .  Notify police a t  once. 
3. Try to delay the passer under some natural excuse. 
4. Avoid argument. If necessary, say the police will handle the 

matter. 
5. If the passer leaves, write down his description. 
6. Write down the licence number of any automobile used by the 

passer or his accomplices. 

Conf i sca t ion  of Counterfeits.- The federal laws for the pro- 
tection of obligations of the United States provide that anyone having 
custody or control of any counterfeits of such obligations who shall 
fail or refuse to surrender them to an authorized agent of the treasury 
department, shall be fined not more than $100, or imprisoned not 
more than one year, or both. All bank~ng institutions are authorized 
agents of the treasury department within the meaning of this statute, 
and as such are legally authorized to confiscate counterfeit money 
from their customers or other persons who present it. 

P e n a l t i e s  F o r  Counterfeiting.- Counterfeiting is a felony. The 
laws of the United States provide that any person who has knowledge 
of the commission of a felony recognized by the federal courts, and 
who does not at once make such knowledge known to the authorities, 
shall be fined not more than $joo, or imprisoned not more than three 
years, or both. Thereiore, one who has any knowledge of counterieit- 
ing activities should, for his own protection, promptly report such 
knomledge to the secret service. (Section 286, title 18, U.S. code.) 

The manufacture or passing of counterieit bills is punishable by a 
fine of not more than $ ~ ? O O O  and imprisonment not to exceed 15 years. 
(Sections 264 and 265, tltle 18, U.S. code.) 

The punishment ior the manufacture or possession of dies or moulds 
for counterfeit coins is a maximum fine of $5,000 and imprisonment 
for not more than ten years. (Section 283, title 18, U.S. code.) 

I r7 T TT, \ \r. J .  V V . J  

G r e a t  Britain.- The statute law against offenses relating to the 
coin was codified by the Coinage Offenses act, 1861 (England) which 
provides that whoever falsely malres or counterfeits any coin resem- 
blitig or apparently intended to resemble or pass for any current gold 
or silver coin of the realm, or gilds, silvers, washes, cases over or col- 
ours with materials capable of producing the appearance of gold or 
silver a coin or a piece of any metal or mixture of metals, or files or 
alters it, with intent to make it resemble or pass for any current gold 
or silver coin, or who buys,,sells, receives or pays a false gold or silver 
coin a t  a lower rate than ~ t s  denomination imports, or who receives 
into Great Britain any false coin knowing it to be counterfeit, or who, 
without lawful authority or excuse, knowingly makes or mends, buys 
or sells, or has in his custody or possession, or conveys out of the 
royal mint any coining moulds, machines or tools, is guilty oi  felony. 
The punishment for such offenses is eithsr penal servitude for life or 
for not less than three years, or imprisonment for not more than two 
years, with or without hard labour. Whoever impairs, diminishes or 
lightens current gold or silver coin, with intent to pass same, is liable 
to penal servitude for 14 years, and whoever has in his possession 
filinqs or clippings obtained by impairing or lightening current coin is 
liable to penal servitude for seven years. The statute also makes pro- 
vision against tendering or uttering false gold or silver coin, which is a 
misdemeanour, qunishabIe by imprisonment with or without hard Ia- 
hour. Provision is also made with respect to falsely making, counter- 
feiting, tendering or uttering copper coin, exporting false coin, or de- 
facing current coin by stamping names or words on it, and counter- 
feiting, tendering or uttering coin resembling or meant to pass as that 
of some foreign state. The act of 1861 a~p l i e s  to offenses with respect 
to colonial coins as well as to those of Great Britain. Makjne or sell- 
ing medals or coins resembling current coin is made a misdemeanour 
by the Counterfeit hledal act, 1883. 

COUNTERFORT. A form of buttress used fo r  the  strength- 
ening of walls of mediaeval fortifications. I t  was found that with 
the introduction of cannon as siege weapons in the  15th century, 
the  ordinary types of masonry walls backed with earth were not  
sufficiently strong t o  stand battering b y  artillery. They were there- 

fore strengthened with buttresses o r  counterforts f rom the  inside 
of the wall. Later  t he  counterfort often took the  form of an  
arched gallery, built behind the  wall under the  rampart .  (See 
further FORTIFICATION AND SIEGECRAFT.) 

COUNTER-GUARD. An outwork of a system of fortifica- 
tions built in front of the face of a bastion o r  ravelin t o  protect 
i t  from breaching fire (Fr. Contre-garde). A counter-guard 
usually consisted of a V-shaped work with t ~ v o  ramparts meeting 
a t  an  angle and a n  open gorge. (See further FORTIFICATION AND 

SIEGECRAFT.) 
COUNTERPOINT, in music, the  a r t  defined b y  Sir  Fred- 

erick Gore Ouseley a s  tha t  of "combining" melodies (Lat. con- 
truflu?~ctus, "point counter point," "note against note"). This 
neat definition is not  quite complete. Classical counterpoint is 
the conveying of a mass of harmony b y  means of a combination 
of melodies. Thus  the  three melodies combined b y  Wagner in 
the Meistersinger prelude do not  make classical counterpoint, for  
they require a mass of accompanying harmony t o  explain them. 
Tha t  accompaniment explains them perfectly and thereby proves 
itself to  be  classical counterpoint, for i ts  virtue lies i n  i t s  own 
good melodic lines, both where these coincide with t he  main 
melodies and where they diverge from them. From this i t  will 
be seen tha t  current criticism is always a t  fault  when it worries 
as t o  whether the  melodies are  individually audible in a good 
piece of counterpoint. 

What is always important is the  peculiar life breathed into 
harmony by contrapuntal organization. Both historically and 
aesthetically "counterpoint" and "harmony" are  inextricably 
blended; for  nearly every harmonic fact  is in i ts  origin a phe- 
nomenon of counterpoint. Instrumental  music develops harmony 
in unanalyzed lumps, as  painting obliterates draughtsmanship in 

I I. Double Counterpoint i n  the h e ,  10th alzd 12th I 1 (a) BACH. Das Wohltemperirte Iilavier I1 16. 1 

1 (b) Combination of all inversions; 8ve between 2 & j; 10th be- 
tween I sr z and 2 & A: 12th betvieen I & A. 

masses of colours; but  t he  underlying concepts of counterpoint 
and draughtsmanship remain. 

I n  so far  as the laws of counterpoint a r e  derived f rom harmonic 
principles-that is t o  say, derived f rom the  properties of concord 
and discord-their origin and development are  discussed in t he  
article HARMONY. I n  so far  as they depend entirely on melody 
they are too minute and changeable t o  admit of general dis- 
cussion; and in so far  as  they show the  interaction of melodic 
and harmonic principles i t  is more  convenient t o  discuss them 
under the  head of harmony. All tha t  remains, then, for  the  
present article is the  explanation of certain technical terms. 

(I)  Canto Fermo (i .e. ,  plain chant) is a melody in long notes 
given to  one voice while others accompany it with quicker counter- 



COUNTERPOINT 

XI. Triple Counterpoint in the 12th and incidentally the 9th 

A - 7 -  

i I Free bass j T ' 

Free bass 1 ' , / -  

I 

points (the term "counterpoint" in this connection meaning ac- 
companying melodies). In  the simplest cases the canto fermo 
has notes of equal length and is unbroken in flow. When it is 
broken up and its rhythm diversified, the gradations between 
counterpoint on a canto fermo and ordinary forms of polyphony, 
or indeed any kind of melody with an elaborate accompaniment, 
are infinite and insensible. 

( 2 )  Double Counterpoint is a combination of melodies so de- 
signed that either can be taken above or below the other. When 
this change of position is effected by merely altering the octave 
of either or both melodies (with or without transposition of the 
whole combination to another key), the artistic value of the 
device is simply that of the raising of the lower melody to the 
surface. The harmonic scheme remains the same, except in so 
far as some of the chords are not in their fundamental positions, 
while others, not originally fundamental, have become so. But 
double counterpoint may be in other intervals than the octave; 

(b) I11 in 12th with I, and 9th with I1 1 

that is to say, while one of the parts remains stationary, the other 
may be transposed above or below it  by some other interval, 
thus producing an entirely different set of harmonies. 

Double Counterpoint i n  tfze rztlz has thus been made a powerful 
means of expression and variety. The artistic value of this 
device depends not only on the beauty and novelty of the second 
scheme of harmony obtained, but also on the change of melodic 
expression produced by transferring one of the melodies to  an- 
other position in the scale. Two of the most striking illustrations 
of this effect are to be found in the last chorus of Brahms's 
Trizrmphlied and in the fourth of his variations on a theme of 
Haydn. Inversion in the 12th also changes the concord of the 
6th into the discord of the 7th; a property used with powerful 
effect by Bach in Fugue 16 of Bk. 11. of Das Wohltemperirte 
Clavier. 

Doz~ble Counterpoint in the 10th has the property that the 
inverted melody can be given in the new and in the original 

I 1x1. Quintxple Counberpoiczt; capable of 120 permutations. 

/ (a) MOZART. Finale of "Jupiter" Symphony I 



COUNTERPOISE-COUNTERVAILING DUTIES 

IV. Scholastic Exercise in the Five Species of Counterpoint. 

(The combination of all five species, here used to save space, does not allow the 2nd species to move conjunctly as is desirable. The use 
of two chords in a bar, forbidden by some teachers, is good if the chords are clearly expressed. The suspension in the 7th bar (4-3 over a 

8 chord), though frequent in 16th century music, i s  considered licentious in an exercise of less than 6 parts.) 

5th species (florid) 
2nd species (2 notes to I) 

3rd species (4 notes to I) 

4th species (syncopated) 
CANTO FERMO 

1st species (note against \ 

positions simultaneously. 
Double counterpoint in other intervals than the octave, 10th 

and 12th, is rare, but the general principle and motives for it 
remain the same under all conditions. The two subjects of the 
"Confiteor" in Bach's B minor Mass are in double counterpoint 
in the octave, 11th and 13th. And Beethoven's Mass in D is 
full of pieces of double counterpoint in the inversions of which 
a few notes are displaced so as to produce momentary double 
counterpoint in unusual intervals, obviously with the intention of 
varying the harmony. 

(3) Triple, Quadrupleand Multiple Counterpoint.-Whenmore 
than two melodies are designed so as to combine in  interchange- 
able positions, i t  becomes increasingly difficult to  avoid chords 
and progressions of which some inversions are incorrect. Triple 
counterpoint is normally possible only a t  the octave; for it will 
be found that if three parts are designed to invert in some other 
interval this will involve two of them inverting in a third in- 
terval which will give rise to incalculable difficulty. This makes 
the fourth of Brahms's variations on a theme of Haydn appear 
almost miraculous. The whole variation beautifully illustrates 
the melodic expression of inversion a t  the 12th; and during 
eight bars of the second section a third contrapuntal voice appears, 
which is afterwards inverted in the ~ z t h ,  with natural and smooth 
effect. But this involves the inversion of two of the counter- 
points with each other in the almost impracticable double counter- 
point in the 9th. Brahms probably did not figure this out a t  
all but profited by  the luck which goes with genius. 

Quadruple Counterpoint is not rare with Bach; and the melod- 
ically invertible combination intended by him in the unfinished 
fugue at  the end of "Die Kunst der Fuge" requires one of its 
themes to invert in the 12th as against the others. (See D. F. 
Tovey7s edition published by the Oxford University Press.) 

Quintuple Counterpoi?zt is admirably illustrated in the finale 
of Mozart's "Jupiter symphony," in which everything in the suc- 
cessive statement and gradual development of the five themes 
conspires to  give the utmost effect to  their combination in the 
coda. Of course Mozart has not room for more than five of 
the 1 2 0  possible combinations, and from these he, like all the 
great contrapuntists, selects such as bring fresh themes into 
the outside parts, which are the most clearly audible. 

Sextuple Counterpoint may be found in Bach's great double 
chorus, "Nun ist das Heil," in the finale of his concerto for three 
claviers in C, and probably in other places. 

(4) Added Thirds and Sixths.-This is merely the full working 
out of the sole purpose of double counterpoint in the ~ o t h ,  namely, 
the possibility of performing it in its original and inverted posi- 
tions simultaneously. The "Pleni sunt coeli" of Bach's "B minor 
Mass7' is written in this kind of transformation of double into 
quadruple counterpoint; and the artistic value of the device is 
perhaps never so magnificently realized as  in the place, a t  bar 
84, where the trumpet doubles the bass three octaves and a 
third above while the alto and second tenor have the counter 

. 
subjects in close thirds in the middle. 

Almost all other contrapuntal devices are derived from the 
principle of the canon and are discussed in the article CONTRA- 
PUNTAL FORMS. 

As a training in musical grammar and style, the rhythms of 
16th-century polyphony were early codified into "the five species 
of counterpoint" (with various other species now forgotten) and 
practised by students of composition. The exercise should not 
claim to teach rhythm, but it  does teach measurement. 

The classical treatise on which Haydn and Beethoven were 
trained was Fux's Gradus ad Parnassum (1725). This was 
superseded in the 19th century by Cherubini7s, the first of a 
long series of attempts to bring up to date as a dead language 
what should be studied in its original and living form. R. 0 .  
Morris has thoroughly exposed the humbug and illustrated the 
true severe scholarship in Contrapuntal Technique in the' 16th 
Century (Oxford University Press). (D.  F. T . )  

COUNTERPOISE, in wireless, a system of wires or other 
conductors in a radio circuit, forming the lower capacity area of 
an antenna of the condenser type (see ANTENNA). The counter- 
poise conductors are elevated above and insulated from the ground 
and are substantially as extensive as the aerial. 

COUNTERSCARP (="opposite scarp," Fr. contrescarpe) 
a term used in fortification for the outer slope of a ditch; see 
FORTIFICATION and SIEGECRAFT. 

COUNTERSIGN, a military term for a sign, word or signal 
previously arranged and required to be given by persons approach- 
ing a sentry, guard or other post as a means of establishing that 
they are not hostile or unauthorized. I n  some armies the "counter- 
sign" is strictly the reply of the sentry to  the password given by 
the person approaching. 

COUNTERVAILING DUTIES. The underlying idea of 
a countervailing duty is one which is imposed for  the purpose of 
setting off or compensating some other duty. The form in which 
it was first used was that of a duty imposed on goods imported 
into the country, where similar goods produced in the country 
had to pay an excise or other inland revenue duty, the idea being 
to put the producers of the home-made goods on exactly the same 
footing as the importers of the foreign goods. The idea was so 
carefully applied that the amount of the import duty was not 
necessarily exactly the same as the amount of the inland duty. 
Thus while spirits made in Britain were charged 10/6d. per proof 
gal., the duty on similar spirits imported was I O / I O ~ . ,  the extra 
qd. being supposed to compensate the home producer for the loss 
and inconvenience caused to him by having to carry on his trade 
under the regulations of an excise duty, which interfered with the 
free conduct of the trade and resulted in  additional expense. 
Under the commercial treaty with France in  1860 this additional 
duty was fixed at  2d. ;  it x>ds ldLer ra~sed to gd , and then re- 
duced to qd (see 28th report, Commissioners of Inland Revenue), 
and after the War again raised to 2s.1od. Similar duties were 
imposed on imported articles containing spirits; but in the case 
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of ~nethylated spirits, which paid no duty but were manufactured 
under regulations, only the countervailing duty of qd. was levied. 

I n  all cases the idea was that the countervailing duty must be 
no more than just what was required to place the home producer 
on an exactly equal footing with the importer of the foreign goods. 

The name of countervailing duty has also been applied where 
articles made in a country without duty were also imported from 
other countries where they were subject to  some fiscal assistance; 
e.g., in the form of a bounty. Thus when the Continental beet 
sugar system was found to result in a bounty to the producers, 
enabling them to send these bounty-fed sugars into Britain at  
less than cost, i t  was argued that such imported sugar should be 
subject to a countervailing duty in Britain in order to equalize 
their cost with that of the home-produced article. The World 
War stopped the British import of beet sugar, and since then 
the situation has been complicated by the imposition of war duties 
on sugar, and later by the adoption of a subsidy system on beet 
sugar grown in England, the subsidy amounting between 1931 and 
1938 to £21,164,399. 

From the close of the Jt'ar, however, until the coming into force 
on March I ,  1932 of the Import Duties Act, 1932, as modified by 
the Ottawa Agreement, the entire absence in the British system 
of protective duties gave place to a policy under which they were 
regarded as a defensive measure justified by the abnormal condi- 
tions of post-war times. In  this sense, the term "countervailing 
duties" sometimes included duties on imports intended as a set- 
off against the fact that the foreign producer was in some way 
more favourably placed than the home manufacturer; e.g. by the 
position of the foreign exchanges or the existence of a lower level 
of wages, or some other item in the cost of production. 

Countervailing duties have also been levied to check the 
tendency of strongly organized industries to seil goods in foreign 
markets a t  rates below the price in the home market; as when in 
1904 Canada levied a countervailing duty on steel rails imported 
from the United States 

COUNTRY, an extent of land, a region with some peculiar 
character, e.g., the "black country," "fen country," etc. (Late 
Lat. contrata, a tract of land spread out to view in the foreground, 
from contra, opposite, over against); hence it came to mean the 
land inhabited by a particular nation or race. I t  is used, also, 
in the sense of land not occupied by large towns, whence such 
expressions as "country house," "country town," etc. The word 
appears in many phrases, in the sense of the whole population of 
a country, especially the general body of electors, as in the 
expression "go to the country," for the dissolution of Parliament 
preparatory to  a general election. 

COUNTRY DANCE, a popular English dance of earlier 
centuries, which gave its name in due course, though in a cor- 
rupted form, to the French contredanse and the German contre- 
tanz. I n  the matter of its steps and figures it seems to have varied 
greatly, being sometimes of the "round" character, sometimes 
"up and down," sometimes introducing "realistic" figures, and so 
on, while as regards its music equal latitude prevailed, so that it 
could be danced to almost any kind of popular air of a brisk char- 
acter and well-marked rhythms. A well-known collection of such 
tunes is that contained in Playford's English Dancing Master 
(1651). 

COUNTY, the Norman equivalent of the old English "shire" 
(q.v ), which has survived as its synonym, though occasionally 
also applied to divisions smaller than counties, e.g., Norhamshire, 
Hexamshire and Hallamshire. 

I n  the period preceding the Norman Conquest two officers ap- 
pear a t  the head of the county organization. These are the ealdor- 
man and the scirgerefa or sheriff ( q . v . ) .  The shires of Wessex 
appear each to have had an ealdorman, whose duties were to  
command its military forces, to preside over the county assembly 
(scirgemot), to carry out the laws and to execute justice. The 
ealdorman gave away to the earl, probably under Danish in- 
fluence, in the first half of the 11th century, and it  is probable 
that the office of sheriff came into existence in the reign of Canute 
(1017-35)) when the great earldoms were formed and it was 
no longer possible for the earl to perform his various administra- 

tive duties in person in a group of counties. After the Norman 
Conquest the earl was occasionally appointed sheriff of his 
county, but in general his only official connection with it  was to 
receive the third penny of its pleas, and the earldom ceased to 
be an office and became merely a title. I n  the 12th century the 
office of coroner (q.v.) was created, two or more of them being 
chosen in the county court as vacancies occurred. In  the same 
century verderers were first chosen in the same manner for the 
purpose of holding inquisitions on vert and venison in those 
counties which contained royal forests. The county was from an 
early period regarded as a community, and approached the king 
as a corporate body, while in later times petitions were presented 
through the knights of the shire. I t  was also an organic whole 
for the purpose of the conservation of the peace. The assessment 
of taxation by commissioners appointed by the county court 
developed in the 13th century into the representation of the county 
by two knights of the shire elected by the county court to s e n e  
in parliament, and this representation continued unaltered save 
for a short period during the Protectorate, until 1832, when many 
of the counties received a much larger representation, which was 
still further increased by later Acts. 

The royal control over the county was strengthened from the 
14th century onward by the appointment of justices of thc peace 
(q .~ . ) . .  This system was further developed under the Tudors, 
whlle in the middle of the 16th century the military functions of 
the sheriff were handed over to a new officer, the lord-lieutenant, 
who is now more prominently associated with the headship of the 
county than is the sheriff. The lord-lieutenant now usually holds 
the older office of custos rotulorum (q.v.). The justices of the 
peace are appointed upon his nomination, and until lately he ap- 
pointed the clerk of the peace. The latter appointment is now 
made by the joint committee of quarter sessions and county 
council. The Tudor system of local government received little 
alteration until the establishment of county councils by the Local 
Government Act of 1888 handed over to an elected body many of 
the functions previously exercised by the nominated justices of 
the peace. For the purposes of this Act the ridings of Yorkshire, 
the divisions of Lincolnshire, east and west Sussex, east and 
west Suffolk, the soke of Peterborough, London, the Isle of Elv 
and the Isle of Wight are counties, making 62 administrative 
counties of England and Wales. Between 1373 and 1692 the 
Crown granted to certain cities and boroughs the privilege of 
being counties of themselves. There were in 183 j eighteen of 
these counties corporate, Bristol, Chester, Coventry, Gloucester, 
Lincoln, Norwich, Nottingham, York and Carmarthen, each of 
which had two sheriffs, and Canterbury, Exeter, Hull, Lichfield, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Poole, Southampton, Worcester and 
Haverfordwest, each of which had one sheriff. All these boroughs, 
with the exception of Carmarthen, Lichfield, Poole and Haver- 
fordwest, which remain counties of themselves, and 47 others, 
were created county boroughs by the Local Government Act 1888, 
and are entirely dissociated from the control of a county council. 
The City of London is also a county of itself, whose two sheriffs 
are also sheriffs of Middlesex, while for the purposes of the Act 
of 1858 the house-covered district which extends for many miles 
round the City constitutes a county. 

See Statutes of tlze Realnz; W. Stubbs, Constitutional History of 
England (1874-78) ; F. W. Maitland, Donzesday Book and Beyond 
(1.897) ; Pollock and Maitland, Hzst. Eng. Law (1895) ; H. M. Chad- 
wick, Studies on Anglo-Saxon Institutions ( ~ g o j ) ,  and The Victoria 
History of the Counties of England. ( G .  J. T.) 

COUNTY CLERK, in the United States, the chief clerical 
official of the county. He is elected by the qualified voters of the 
county for a term, provided by the State Constitution or statute, 
of two, three or four years. He is eligible for  re-election. The 
county clerk acts as custodian of records of the county court and 
sometimes of the circuit and district courts for such terms as 
are held in the county for which he is chosen. H e  also acts as 
secretary of the county board of commissioners or supervisors 
and keeps minutes of their proceedings. In  most States other than 
those of New England, he issues marriage, hunting and other 
licences, and in many he acts as recorder of legal instruments. 
The county clerk ordinarily has one or more deputies whom he 
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appoints, often partly because of political work performed on his 
behalf. Occasionally his assistants are under civil service regula- 
tions. 

See H .  G. James, Local Government in the United States (1921) 

COUNTY COURT, in England, a local court of civil juris- 
diction. The county court, it has been said, is a t  once the most 
ancient and the most modern of English civil tribunals. The Saxon 
Curia Comitatus, maintained after the Norman Conquest, was 
a local court and a small debts court. I t  was instituted by Alfred 
the Great, its jurisdiction embracing civil, and, until the reign of 
William I., ecclesiastical matters. The officers of the court con- 
sisted of the earldorman, the bishop and the sheriff. The court 
was held once in every four weeks, being presided over by the 
earl, or, in his absence, the sheriff. The suitors of the court, 
i.e., the freeholders, were the judges, the sheriff being simply 
a presiding officer, pronouncing and afterwards executing the 
judgment of the court. The court was not one of record. The 
appointment of judges of assize in the reign of Henry II., as u-ell 
as the expensive and dilatory procedure of the court, brought 
about its gradual disuse. Accordingly, with the view of making 
justice cheaper and more accessible the County Courts Act 1846 
was passed. This act had the modest title of "An Act for the 
Recovery of Small Debts and Demands in England." The  original 
limit of the jurisdiction of the new courts was £20,  extended in 
1850 to  £50 in actions of debt, and in 1903 (by an act which 
came into force in 1905) to £100. Thirteen amending acts were 
passed, which were consolidated with some amendments in the 
year 1888. This is now the code or charter of the county courts. 

The grain of mustard-seed sown in 1846 has grown into a goodly 
tree, with branches extending over the whole of England and 
Wales; and they embrace within their ambit a more multifarious 
jurisdiction than is possessed by any other courts in the king- 
dom. England and Wales were mapped out into 59 circuits (not 
including the city of London). 

Circuits are divided into districts, in each of which there is a 
court, with a registrar and bailiffs. The City of London court, 
though not strictly a county court, has the same jurisdiction 
(County Courts Act 1867 and 5185 of the act of 1888)  and con- 
stitutes the county court for the City of London. I t  was amal- 
gamated with the mayor's court by the Mayor's and City of 
London Court Act 1920. 

The ordinary jurisdiction of the county courts may be thus 
tabulated :- 

Pecz~niary liniit 
Subject niatter of jzrrisdiction 

Common-law actions, with written consent of 
both parties . . . . . . Unlimited 

Actions founded on contract (except for breach 
of promise of marriage, unless remitted from 
the High Court under S. 65) . . . £100 

Actions founded on tort (except libel, slander, 
and seduction, unless remitted from the High 
Court under S. 6;  or 66) . . . . . £100 

Counter claims (unless plaintiff gives written 
notice of objection) . , . . . Unlimited 

Ejectment or questions of titie to realty . . £100 annual value 
Equity jurisdiction . . . . . . . £500 
Probate jurisdiction . . . . . . &zoo personalty 

Admiraltyjurisdiction . . . . . 
Bankru~tcv iurisdiction . . . . 

and £300 realty 
S o p  

Unlimited . 
< .  

~ e ~ l e v h  . . . . . . Unlimited 
Interpleader transferred.fro4 ~ i g h  Court . . £500 
Actions in contract transferred from High Court £100 
Actions in tort transferred from High Court . Unlimited 
Companies (winding up), when the paid-up 

capital does not exceed . . . . . LIO,OOO 
The above table is not by any means an exhaustive statement of 
the jurisdiction of the county courts. For many years it has been 
the practice of parliament to throw on the county court judges 
the duty of acting as judges or arbitrators for the purpose of new 
legislation relat~ng to social subjects. A list of all the acts will be 
found in the Year ly  County Courts  Practice. A county court 
judge may determine all matters of fact as well as law, but either 
party rriay as a rule apply to have his case tried by jury.' The 

number of jurymen is eight. There is an appeal from the county 
courts on matters of law to a divisional court of the High Court 
(see APPEAL). The County Courts Act of 1888 was amended 
by the Acts of 1903, 1919 and 1924. 

In  all of the States in the United States, there is a county court, 
which however, in some jurisdictions, such as Pennsylvania, 
is called the district court. Generally i t  is known as the county 
court. In many cases it  is a court of general original jurisdiction, 
but in others it is limited as to the amount in civil cases, and to 
misdemeanours in criminal cases. The judge ordinarily is elected 
by the voters of the county. 

See County Courts Practice (annual) ; also Sir T. W. Snagge, "Fifty 
Years of the English County Courts," in Nineteenth Century, Oct. 1897. 

COUNTY FARM, POOR FARM, COUNTY HOME, 
POOR HOUSE or ALMSHOUSE are public institutions 
maintained as shelters for the aged poor. "Almshouse" is generally 
used as the generic term covering these institutions. Though in 
name almshouse means a shelter for the aged poor, the inmates 
are, in many States, a heterogeneous group of insane, feeble- 
minded, epileptics, blind, deaf-mutes, orphans, and deserted chil- 
dren as well as the aged poor. In  1923 there were 2,183 publicly 
owned almshouses with a population of 78,090 persons. There is 
no comparable data since that date. The almshouse is the oldest 
public welfare institution in America, the theory of institutional 
relief having been incorporated into the co~lstitution of several 
of the early States, particularly in New England. As of 1929 there 
were almshouses in every State except one. Responsibility for the 
administration of almshouse care rested with the county in most 
States. though in New England control was vested in the town. 
The growth of almshouses, and later the institutions designed to 
care for special groups of dependents, gave rise to State super- 
visory agencies, forerunners of the modern State public welfare 
depaltments. These State agencies, however, had little actual 
authority and their rights were generally limited to inspection and 
recommendation, with administrative responsibility remaining 
nearly exclusively local. I n  general, almshouses operated under 
t n o  systems. ( I )  direct management by local officials; ( 2 )  con- 
tract system. Under the first system which controlled the nlajority 
of the institutions, a superintendent was employed a t  a specified 
salary to manage the almshouse. The farm produce belonged to 
the i~lstitution, and the proceeds of any unused surplus reverted 
to the local treasury or to the almshouse. Under the contract 
system, the farm and almshouse mere leased to an operator for 
the care of the poor, ~vhile the proceeds of any unused surplus 
produce reverted to the lessee. 

There have been few changes since 1929,  save that in some in- 
stances State supervision over almshouse administration has been 
strengthened. In general, h o ~ ~ e v e r ,  there has been no significant 
alteration in the number, population, administration or function 
of alnlshouses. Public attention, focused for a period on alms- 
house problems following a study of the cost of almshouses made 
in 1923 by the U.S. Department of Labor, shifted soon after that 
date to the more urgent problems of unemployment relief and pro- 
grams of outdoor assistance which have entirely overshadowed 
almshouse care. I t  was thought that the introduction of the old 
age assistance program might reduce the number of almshouses 
and their population, but this has not markedly occurred. The in- 
creasing use of almshouses to provide medical and nursing care 
for the chronically ill and destitute, and the consolidation in some 
States of almshouses into institutions providing such care and 
serving a wider area, are recent trends. See  POOR LAW: U.S.  

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. Johnson, The Aln:shousa, Construction and 
Managenient (1911) ; Estelle M Stewart, "The Cost of American Alms- 
houses," U. S. Bur. Labor Statistics, Bul. KO. 386 (Washington, 1925) ; 
Harry C. Evans, The American Poorfartn and Its In~nates (Moose- 
heart, 1g26)  ; Helen G. Tyson, "Homes and Almshouses," Social 
Work Year Book (1939). (H. Fs.) 

COUP D~ETAT, a French phrase denoting a sudden and 
violent action by which power is seized by a member or section 
of a dominant class or party, in defiance of the constitution of 
the country. The c o z ~ p  d'e'tat of Nov. 9 ,  1799 ( 1 8  Buuvzaire) ,  
when Napoleon ( q . ~ . )  overthrew the Directory and hecame 
First Consul, and that of Dec. 2 ,  1 8 j 1 ,  when Louis N,tpoleon 



(see NAPOLEON 111.) dissolved the Assembly of the Second 
Republic, are famous instances in French history. Cromwell's 
forcible dissolution of the Long Parliament (April 20, 1653) is a 
comparable example in English history. 

COUP&, a small closed carriage of the brougham type, with 
four wheels and seats for two persons; the term is also used of the 
front compartment on a diligence or mail-coach on the continent 
of Europe, and of a compartment in a railway carriage with seats 
on one side only. I n  the United States the name is used to 
designate a type of automobile having one fixed cross seat in an 
enclosed single-compartmen~ body. Trvo or three persons can be 
accommodated in the maln seat, and often additional passengers 
may be accommodated in an open "rumble-seat" in the rear, or in 
an auxiliary seat behind the driver in the closed compartment. 
Two doors, one on each side, with movable glass windows, 
a permanent roof and a rear-end luggage compartment make up 
the conventional body of the coup&. Among variations is the 
cabriolet, the chief distinguishing feature of which is a folding top 
of canvas or similar material. 

COUBERIN, FRANCOIS (1668-1'j33), French composer, 
was the most famous member of a family of musicians which 
may be traced from t'he generation born in 1626 to the death of 
Mlle. Ckleste Couperin, organist a t  St. Gervais, 1850. 

Franqois Couperin (dubbed "le grand") is the chief of the 
many French clavecinists whose ranks include a greater com- 
poser, Raineau (9.v.). The clavecin works and chamber-music of 
Couperin have earned the reward of an art which, undertaking 
to satisfy natural desires, sets itself the narrowest possible limits 
and within these limits finishes its work to the utmost perfectiop. 
The natural desires which Couperin satisfies are those for melody 
and beautiful playing; the limits he sets himself are those of self- 
repeating four-bar and eight-bar tunes; and the perfection of the 
music is translated to sight by the exquisite engraving of the first 
edition of his four books of Pidces de Clavecirz of which the proof- 
reading of the first book occupied him a whole year. Bach's admi- 
ration for Couperirl is shown in his frequent use of the cross- 
rhythmed French Courante which occurs as often in his suites as 
the easier Italian kinds. His rondo-form is Couperin's (see 
RONDO);  and some of Couperin's rondos exist in Bach's hand- 
writing, sometimes to the confusion of editors. 

Couperin's chamber-music is written for combinations of soft 
instruments (e.g., gambas instead of violoncellos) with harpsi- 
chord and it borrows freely from the Pibces de Clavecin or vice- 
versa. The fantastic titles of his pieces represent a plevailing 
fashion among French court composers and could probably be in- 
terpreted by infinite research as a mass of compliment and per- 
siflage aimed at  and around personages at court. 

Couperin's treatise, L'art de tozlcher le clavecin, is disappoint- 
ing. The Pibces de Clavecin, in spite of their frequent references 
"Voyez ma methode, p. 76" shed inore light on the method than 
the method sheds on them. The career of Couperin was an un- 
eventful affair of court appointnlents; he was 2 j when he became 
organist dl* roi in 1693 ; and in I 71 7 he was Ordinaire de la 
musique de la ckambre du roi till his death in 1733. 

Brahms co-operated enthusiastically with Chrysander in a care- 
ful edition of all four books of the Pidces de Clavecin, with all the 
ornaments as Couperin (who left no detail to discretion or chance) 
wrote them. I t  is indispensable to  musicians who wish to under- 
stand the harpsichord music of Bach's age. (D. F. T.) 

COUPERUS, LOUIS (1863-1923), Dutch writer, was born 
a t  The Hague. His life as a boy was spent in the Dutch East 
Indies, where his father was a prominent government official. His 
first novel Eline Vere, written under the influence of Tolstoy, 
appeared in 1889, and was followed by Noodlot (The Footsteps 
of Fate) in 1894 and Extaze, the first of his novels to be trans- 
lated into English (1892). H e  next produced some imaginative 
and idealistic works, such as ~Uajesteit (1895) and several vol- 
umes of prose poems. The work by which he is best known to the 
English-speaking world is the series of "Books of the Small 
Souls," four novels entitled Die Kleine Zielen (The S?~zall Souls), 
Het Late Lezen (The Later Life), Zielen-schenzering (The Twi- 
light of the Soul), Het  Helge TYeten (Eng. version Dr. Adriaan), 

which together with Ban Oude Menscheiz, de dingen de voorbij- 
gaan (Old People and the Things that Pass, Eng. version, 1919) 
raised him to the first rank of European novelists. Couperus 
travelled much in Greece and Italy and embodied his classical 
researches in historical romances such as De Berg van Licht (The 
~Wountuin of Light), De Komedianten (The Comedian) and 
mythological romances such as Dionyzos (1905) and IIerakles 
(1gr3), as well as volumes of essays, sketches and short stories. 
The greater part of his work has been rendered into English by  
A. Teixeira de hlattos. His historical novel Iskander (concern- 
ing Alexander the Great) appeared in 1920. H e  died a t  D e  Steeg, 
near Arnhem, Holland, July 16, 1923 

COUPLE, a tie, ligament, a pair, in buildings a principal rafter, 
a chevron. I n  mechanics (q.v.) two parallel forces equal in in- 
tensity but opposite in direction acting at  different points in a 
body constitute a coz~ple. 

COUPLER, in a radio circuit, an apparatus used to transfer 
radio-frequency power from one circuit to another, by associating 
together portions of these circuits. Couplers are of three types, in- 
ductive, capacitive and resistance. 

COUPLET, a pair of lines of verse, which are welded to- 
gether by an identity of rhyme. I n  rhymed verse two lines which 
complete a meaning in themselves are particularly known as a 
couplet. Thus, in Pope's Eloisa to Abe1ard:- 

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul, 
And waft a sigh from Indus to the Pole. 

I n  French literature, the term couplet is not confined to a pair 
of lines, but is commonly used for a stanza. A "square" couplet 
in French, for instance, is a strophe of eight lines, each composed 
of eight syllables. In  this sense it  is employed to distinguish the 
more emphatic parts of a species of verse which is essentially 
gay, graceful and frivolous, such as the songs in a vaudeville or 
a comic opera. In  the 18th century, Le Sage, Piron and even 
Voltaire did not hesitate to engage their talents on the production 
of couplets, which were often witty, if they had no other merit, 
and were well fitted to catch the popular ear. This signification 
of the word couplet is not unknown in England, but it is not 
customary; it  is probably used in a stricter and a more technical 
sense to describe a pair of rhymed lines, whether serious or merry. 
The normal type, as it  may almost be called, of English versifi- 
cation is the metre of ten-syllabled rhymed lines designated as 
heroic couplet. This form of iambic verse, with five beats to  
each line, is believed to have been invented by Chaucer, who em- 
ploys it first in the Prologue The Legend of Good Women, the 
composition of which is attributed to the year 1385. That poem 
opens with the couplet :- 

A thousand times have I heard men tell 
That there is joy in heaven and pain in hell. 

This is an absolutely correct example of the heroic couplet, which 
ultimately reached such majesty in the hands of Dryden and 
such brilliancy in those of Pope. 

COUPLING. When lengths of shafting have to be joined up, 
in factories or ships, couplings are employed, as they are also 
to connect a prime mover to a machine. Usually the coupling 
connection is permanent; if frequent disconnections are required, 
a clutch has preference. Flange couplings are the most often 
used, the end of the shaft being forged into a flange, or a flange 
being keyed on and united to  a companion one by bolts. Split 
muff couplings fit over each end of the shaft and are contracted 
by bolts, while the split compression type is also quick to apply 
and remove, being tightened by three bolts. These draw hoods 
together over the tapered exterior of a split sleeve causing the 
latter to grip the shaft ends and drive without need for keys. 
When one shaft has to assume various angular relations, a uni- 
versal joint coupling is preferred, having two pivots located a t  
right angles, and connected either through a steel member or a 
composition plate (see MOTOR CAR). Huge universal couplings of 
a rather elaborate kind are needed in rolling-mill drives, to  com- 
pensate for the varying heights of the rolls. 

Flexible couplings on shafts are extensively utilized. They 
protect engines, electric motors, or machines, against the shocks 
due to variations in the driving power or in the loads; and their 
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flexibility also allows for slight irregularities in the alignments of 
shafts. A favourite class is the flange coupling above alluded to, 
but with leather or rubber bushings surrounding the bolts in one 
flange, and sometimes with soft washers interposed between the 
faces of the flanges. Another kind has rims with interlocking lugs; 
these do not touch, but the drive is transmitted by rubber blocks, 
or a long leather belt is interwoven between the lugs so as to take 

RUBBER BUSHE5 

I I 
TYPES OF COUPLINGS, DEVICES T H A T  COUPLE TOGETHER ADJACENT 
PARTS 
Above: The flange flexible coupling, which is keyed onto each shaft; Centre: 
The split muff coupling, w i th  key and clamping bolts; Below: The universal 
joint coupling, providing free horizontal and vertical movement 

the drive flexibly without any metal-to-metal contact occurring. 
These also electrically insulate the motor from the machine which 
is coupled to it. Steel springs in some instances perform a like 
service. 

A coupling is employed to join up the ends of hose, being either 
a screw type with nut turned by a spanner, or a hand instantane- 
ous grip, for fire-hose or the brake-hose of trains. The railway 
carriage and wagon coupling is either of hand-tightened screw 
type, or automatic in action. 

COUPON. A certificate entitling its owner to some payment, 
share or other benefit; more specifically, one of a series of interest 
certificates or dividend warrants attached to a bond running for 
a number of years. The word coupon (a  piece cut off) possesses 

writing a letter. Coupons have been used in American advertising 
since about 189 j. The addition of well prepared coupons has been 
known to triple the response to  an advertisement. 

COURANTE, a dance in 3-2 time much in vogue in France 
in the I 7th century (see DANCE). I t  is also a musical term for a 
movement or independent piece based on the dance. I n  a suite it  
followed the Allemande (q.v.), with which i t  is contrasted in 
rhythm. 

CBURAYER, PIERRE FRANCOIS LE (1681-1 7 76), 
French Roman Catholic theologian, was born in Rouen on Nov. 
17, 1681. While canon regular and librarian of the abbey of St. 
Genevikve a t  Paris he corresponded with Archbishop Wake on 
the subject of episcopal succession in England and so gained 
material for his Dissertation sz~r  la validite' des ordinatio?ts des 
Anglais . . . (Brussels, 1723; Eng. trans. by D.  ii7illiams, London, 
I 72 j ; reprinted Oxford, 1844, with memoir of the author), which 
tried to prove the apostolic succession of the English clergy. 
Being persecuted he fled to  England, where the doctorate was 
conferred on him a t  Oxford. I n  1736 he published a French 
translation of Paolo Sarpi's History of tlze Cozlncil of Trent, and 
later, one of Sleidan's Bistory of the Reformation. H e  died in 
London on Oct. 17, I 7 76. I n  his will of 1774 he declared him- 
self still a Roman Catholic. 

COURBET, GUSTAVE (18 19-1 8 7 j ) ,  French painter, was 
born at  Ornans (Doubs) on June 10, 1819. H e  went to  Paris in 
1839 and worked a t  the studio of Steuben and Hesse; but he 
preferred to work out his own way by the study of Spanish, 
Flemish, and French painters. He painted his own portrait with 
his dog and "The Man with a Pipe," both of which were rejected 
by the jury of the Salon; but the younger school of critics, the 
neo-romantics and realists, loudly sang the praises of Courbet. 
The Salon of 1850 found him triumphant with the "Burial at 
Ornans," the "Stone-Breakers," and the "Peasants of Flazey." 
Though Courbet's realistic work is not devoid of importance, it 
is as a landscape and sea painter, especially as a painter of forest 
scenes, that he will be most honoured by posterity. When Courbet 
had made a name as an artist he tried to  promote democratic 
and social science, and under the Empire he wrote essays and 
dissertations. H e  refused the cross of the Legion of Honour 
offered to him by Napoleon III. ,  and in 1871 was elected a 
member of the Paris Commune. Thus it  happened that he was 
responsible for the destruction of the VendBme column. A council 
of war, before which he was tried, condemned him to pay the 
cost of restoring the column, 300,ooo francs (f I 2,000). Courbet 
went to Switzerland in 1873 and died at  La Tour du Peilz, on 
Dec. 31, 1877. 

See Champfleury, Les Grandes Figures d'lzier et d'aujourd'hui 
(1861) ; Mantz, "G. Courbet," Gaz. des beaux-arts (1878) ; Zola, 
Mes Haines (1879) ; C.  Lemonnier, Les Peintres de la Vie (1888) ; 
J .  Meier-Grafe, Corot und Courbet (Stuttgart, 1906). 

an etymolog~cal meaning so comprehensive that, while on the 
Stock Exchange it  is only used to denote such an interest certifi- 
cate or a certificate of stock of a joint-stock company, it  may be 
as suitably, and elsewhere is perhaps more frequently, applied to 
tickets sold by tourist agencies and others. 

The coupons by means of which the interest on a bond or 
debenture is collected are generally printed a t  the side or foot 
of that document, to  be cut off and presented for payment at the 
bank or agency named on them as they become due. The last 
portion, called a "talon," is a form of certificate, and entitles the 
holder, when all the coupons have been presented, to  obtain a 
fresh coupon sheet. They pass by delivery, and are as  a rule 
exempt from stamp duty. Coupons for the payment of dividends 
are also attached to the share warrants to  bearer issued by some 
joint-stock companies. The coupons on the bonds of most of the 
principal foreign loans are payable in London in sterling as well 
as abroad. The word is originally French, meaning "a piece cut 
off" (from couper, to  cut) 

A coupon is also that part of an advertisement which contains 
spaces for the name and address of the prospective purchaser, who 
fills in these details, clips the advertisement from the page, and 
sends it  by mail to the advertiser, thus obviating the necessity of 

COURBEVOIE, a toxn of northern France, in the arron- 
dissement of Saint-Denis, department of Seine, j mi. W.N.W. of 
Paris on the ry. to Versailles. Pop. (1936) 58.638. I t  is a suburb 
of Paris, and has a fine avenue opening on the Neuilly bridge. 
There are important automobile and war plants. I t  carries on 
bleaching and the manufacture of drugs and biscuits. Bicycles, 
perfumes, canned food, toys, etc., are also manufactured. 

COURCI, JOHN DE (d. 121g?), Anglo-Norman conqueror 
of Ulster, was a member of a celebrated Norman family of Ox- 
fordshire and Somersetshire. I t  *appears that he accompanied 
William FitzAldelm to Ireland when the latter, after the death of 
Strongbow, was sent thither by Henry II., and that he immediately 
headed an expedition from Dublin to Ulster, where he took Down- 
patrick, the capital of the northern kingdom. D e  Courci ultimately 
established his power over that part of Ulster comprised in the 
modern counties of Antrim and Down. After the accession of 
Richard I., de Courci in conjunction with William de Lacy seems 
to have offended the king by his proceedings in Ireland. D e  Lacy 
made his peace with Richard, while de Courci defied him; and the 
subsequent history of the latter consisted mainly in the vicissi- 
tudes of a lasting feud with the de Lacys. I n  1204 Hugh de Lacy 
took de Courci prisoner, but after his release he again appeared in 
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arms on hearing that Hugh de Lacy had obtained a grant of Ulster 
with the title of earl; and in alliance with the king of Man he 
ravaged the territory of Down. H e  was routed by Walter de Lacy, 
and disappeared from the scene till 1207, when he obtained per- 
mission to return to  England. In  1210 he was in favour with King 
John, from whom he received a pension, and whom he accom- 
panied to Ireland. Both de Courci and his wife Affreca were bene- 
factors of the Church, and founded several abbeys and priories 
in Ulster. 

See J. H.  Round, "Courci, John de," in Dict. Nut. Biog. 
COURIER, PAUL LOUIS (1773-1825), French Hellenist 

and political wiiter, was born in Paris on Jan. 4, 1773. Brought 
up on his father's estate of MCrC in Touraine, he would never 
take the name "de MCrC," to  which he was entitled, lest he should 
be thought a nobleman. At the age of 15 he was sent to Paris to  
complete his education; his father's teaching had already inspired 
him with a passionate devotion to Greek literature, and although 
he showed considerable mathematical ability, he continued to 
devoteal l  his leisure to  the classics. H e  entered the school of 
artillery a t  ChLlons, however, and in Sept. 1793 joined the army 
of the Rhine. H e  served in various campaigns of the Revolution- 
ary wars, especially in those of Italy in 1798-99 and 1806-07, 
and in the German campaign of 1809. H e  became chef d'escadron 
in 1803. 

In  1803 appeared his Bloge d'He'ldne, a free imitation rather 
than a translation from Isocrates, which he had sketched in 1798. 
Courier resigned his commission in the autumn of 1808, but he 
attached himself to  the staff of a general of artillery for the 
campaign of 1809. H e  was horror-struck by the carnage at 
Wagram (1809), refusing from that time to believe that there 
was any ar t  in war. H e  hastily quitted Vienna, escaping the 
formal charge of desertion because his new appointment had not 
been confirmed. After leaving the army he went to Florence and 
discovered in the Laurentian library a complete manuscript of 
Longus's Daphnis and Chloe, an edition of which he published in 
1810. The rest of his life was spent on his estate a t  VCretz 
(Indre-et-Loire), with frequent visits to  Paris. 

After the second restoration of the Bourbons the career of 
Courier as political pamphleteer began. H e  had before this time 
waged war against local wrongs in his own district. H e  now be- 
came one of the most dreaded opponents of the Government of 
the Restoration. In  1819-20 he wrote a series of political letters 
of extraordinary power, published in Le Censeur Europe'en, advo- 
cating a liberal monarchy. The proposal, in 1821, to  purchase the 
estate of Chambord for the duke of Bordeaux called forth from 
Courier the Simple Discours de Paul Louis, vigneron de la Chavon- 
nidre, one of his best pieces. For this he was fined and im- 
prisoned. His conzpte rendu of his trial had a still larger circula- 
tion than the Discours itself. I n  1823 appeared the Livret de 
Paul Louis, the Gazette de village, followed in 1824 by his famous 
Pamphlet des pamphlets, called by his biographer, Armand Carrel, 
his swan-song. Courier published in 1807 his translation from 
Xenophon, D u  commandement de la cavalerie e t  de l'e'quitation, 
and had a share in editing the Collectio~zs des romans grecs. In  
the autumn of 1825, on a Sunday afternoon (Aug. 18)) Courier 
was found shot in a wood near his house. The murderers, who 
were servants of his own, remained undiscovered for five years. 

The writings of Courier have solid historical value, and their 
curious style, derived partly from his Hellenism and partly from 
his loving study of the French writers of the 16th century, gives 
them an enduring literary interest. 

A Collection complBte des pamphlets potitiques et opuscules litte'raires 
de P. L. Courier appeared in 1826. See edition of his Oeuvres (1848). 
with an admirable biography by Armand Carrel, which is reproduced 
in a later edition, with a supplementary criticism by F. Sarcey 
(1876-77) ; also three notices by Sainte-Beuve in the Causeries du 
lz~ndi and the Nouveazlx Lundis; and A. Lelarge, Origine et fortune 
de sa famille (1925). 

COURIER. Properly, a running messenger, who carried 
despatches and letters ( O R .  courier, a runner); a system of 
couriers, mounted or on foot, formed the beginnings of the modern 
post-office (see POST and POSTAL SERVICE). The despatches 
which pass between the Foreign Office and its representatives 

COURNOT 
abroad, and which cannot be entrusted to the postal service or the 
telegraph, are carried by special couriers, styled, in  the British 
service, King's Messengers. "Courier," more particularly, is ap- 
plied to  a travelling attendant, whose duties are to  arrange for the 
carrying of the luggage, obtaining of passports, settling of hotel 
accommodation, and generally to  look to the comfort and facility 
of travel. The name "courier" and the similar word courant (Ital.  
coranto) have often been used as the title of a newspaper or 
periodical (see NEWSPAPERS) ; the Courier, founded in 1792, was 
for  some time the leading London journal. 

COURLAND or KURZEME, a coastal district of Latvia, 
lying between 56" and 57" 45' N. and 21' and 23" E. I t  is 
bounded east by the district of Zemgale, north by the Gulf of 
Riga, west by the Baltic and south by Lithuania. I n  World War 
11, it passed alternately under German and Russian control. The 
surface is part of the northern Baltic lowland, with boulder clay 
soil, low and undulating, and coastlands flat and marshy. The in- 
terior has wooded dunes, covered with pine, fir, birch and oak, 
with swamps and lakes, and fertile patches between. The surface 
nowhere rises more than 700 ft.  above sea-level. 

The Windau river flows diagonally across the district north- 
westwards and is na

v

igable in parts. The chief towns are Vent- 
spils (Windau), Kuldiga (Goldingen), Talsi (Talsen) and Aizpute 
(Hazenpot). The climate is damp and often foggy, and the 
winter severe. Agriculture is the chief occupation, the principal 
crops being rye, barley, oats, wheat, flax and potatoes. Courland 
before 1917 was one of the Baltic provinces of Russia with an 
area of 10,435 square miles. 

Anciently Courland was inhabited by the Cours or Kurs, a 
Lettish tribe, who were subdued and converted to  Christianity by 
the Brethren of the Sword, a German military order, in the first 
quarter of the 13th century. I n  1237 it  passed under the rule of 
the Teutonic Knights owing to the amalgamation of this order with 
that of the Brethren of the Sword. Under the increasing pres- 
sure of Russia (Muscovy) the Teutonic Knights in I 561 found 
it expedient to put themselves under the suzerainty of Poland, 
the grandmaster Gotthard Kettler (d. 1587) becoming the first 
duke of Courland. But by the marriage in  1710 of Kettler's 
descendant, Duke Frederick William (d. I ~ I I ) ,  to  the princess 
Anne, niece of Peter the Great and afterwards empress of Russia, 
Courland came into close relation with the latter state. The 
celebrated Marshal Saxe was elected duke in 1726, but only man- 
aged to maintain himself by force of arms till the next year. The 
last Kettler, William, titular duke of Courland, died in 1737, and 
the empress Anne bestowed the dignity on her favourite Biren, 
who held it  from I737 to 1740 and again from 1763 till his 
death in 1772. Eventually in 1795 the assembly of the nobles 
placed it under the Russian sceptre. In  Nov. 1918 Courland was 
incorporated in the new Latvian Republic. (See LATVIA.) 

See H .  Hollmann, Kurlands Agrarverhaltnisse (Riga, 1893), and E. 
Seraphim, Geschichte Liv-, Esth-, und Kurlands (Reval, 1895-96). 

COURNOT, ANTOINE AUGUSTIPJ (1801-1877), 
French economist and mathematician, was appointed assistant 
professor at  the Academy of Paris in 1831, professor of mathe- 
matics a t  Lyons in 1834, rector of the Academy of Grenoble in 
1835, inspector-general of studies in 1838, rector of the Academy 
of Dijon and honorary inspector-general in 1854, retiring in 
1862. Cournot was the first economist who, with a competent 
knowledge of both subjects, endeavoured to apply mathematics 
to the treatment of economic questions. His Recherclzes sur les 
principes mathkmatiques de la the'orie des richesses (Eng. trans. 
by N. T. Bacon, with bibliography of mathematics of economics 
by Irving Fisher, 1897) was published in 1838. H e  mentions in 
it only one previous enterprise of the same kind-though there had 
in fact been others-that, namely, of Nicholas F r a n ~ o i s  Canard 
(c .  1750--1833), whose book, Principes d'e'conomie politique 
(1802), was crowned by the French Academy, though "its prin- 
ciples were radically false as well a s  erroneously applied." The 
foundations of the mathematical treatment of economic questions 
laid by Cournot, provided the essential basis of much of the 
work of later economists. Some of his conclusions on the theory 
of price, on the principles of taxation, on foreign exchanges, and 
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other questions which he discussed have not been accepted by 
later students, but the Recherclzes remains a classic which still 
provides the best mathematical statement of certain problems. 
Other works of Cournot's were Traite' e'le'me~rtaire de la the'orie des 
fonctions e t  d u  calcul infinitesimal (1841) ; Exposit ion de la 
tlze'orie des chances e t  des probabilite's (1843) ; D e  l'origine e t  des 
l i fni tes de la correspondonce entre l'algdbre e t  la ge'ometrie 
(1847) ; Traite' de l'e~zchaz^~zement des ide'es fondanae~ttales duns 
les sciences e t  duns l'histoire (1861) ; Principes de la thkories des 
richesscs (1863) ; and Revue  so?nnsaire des doctrines e'corzomiques 
(1877). 

COURSE, in architecture, a horizontal row of stones or bricks, 
in a wall; one of the various layers of stone or brick of which a 
wall is built. 

COURSING. I t  is known that coursing is one of the most 
ancient of British sports, and there is evidence to  show that it 
must have been practised in other countries before the history of 
Great Britain began; but its actual origin is lost in obscurity. I n  
its earliest stages it  apparently comprised the hunting of various 
animals with dogs bearing a strong resemblance to the modern 
greyhound, which confines its hunting to the hare. The sport 
became very popular during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and a t  
some time in this period the first known set of rules was drawn 
up by the duke of Norfolk. The "Laws of the Leash," as they 
were called, were 16 in number, and apart from their quaint 
phraseology they laid down very clearly and simply the principles 
upon which the sport has since been based. I n  I 776 the first known 
club came into existence a t  Swaffham, through the enterprise of 
Lord Orford. This was followed by the Ashdown Park club in 
1780 and the Malton club in 1781 ; but there appear to have been 
no others until the beginning of the 19th century. Then a con- 
siderable number sprang into existence, including the Altcar club 
(182j),  founded by Viscount Molyneux on the estates of his 
father, Lord Sefton, near Liverpool, where regular meetings have 
been carried on ever since. With clubs increasing rapidly the need 
of an authoritative governing body was felt, and when in 1858 the 
National Coursing Club was formed for this purpose it  received 
the ready support of all classes of coursers. I t  was composed of 
two representatives from every club which had not less than 24 
members, and its constitution remains practically the same to-day. 
I t  drew up revised laws, and its rulings were universally accepted; 
though in 1923 the Irish Coursing Club severed its connection 
with the parent body and established itself as a separate govern- 
ing body for Ireland. 

Coursing received a somewhat serious setback with the passing 
of the Ground Game Act in 1880. which led to the number of 
hares being so depleted in some districts that many of the smaller 
clubs were driven out of existence. This gave a stimulus to 
enclosed coursing, which had been introduced a t  Plumpton in 
18 77, and it enjoyed some popularity for a few years. I t  has long 
since died out in England but has remained in Ireland, chiefly 
owing to the difficulties of preserving hares there. Scotland used 
to boast many notable clubs, but since 1880 the sport has de- 
clined until it has almost disappeared. On the other hand, 
coursing has flourished in Australia and other British territories, 
as well as in many foreign countries. 

Conduct  of Meetings.-The coursing season lasts about six 
months, beginning in the middle of September. Before any grey- 
hound may be entered for a meeting under National Coursing Club 
rilles, it must be registered, with its pedigree, in the Greyhound 
Stud Book, which was instituted in 1882. Irish dogs were included 
in the Stud Book until 1923, when a separate Stud Book was 
established by the Irish Coursing Club. Meetings usually extend 
over one, two, or three days; and the number of stakes to be 
competed for ,  and the number of entries to be accepted for each 
stake, will vary according to local conditions. The dogs are run 
in couples which are drawn by lot. The winner of the first 
course meets the winner of the second, and so on until the last 
two dogs left in compete for victory; but if two or more dogs 
belong to the same owner, they are "guarded" (that is, kept froin 
competing against one another, by re-arranging the ties) as far as 
possible. The hares may be either driven by a staff of beaters 

towards a prearranged running ground, as in the Waterloo Cup 
and other big meetings, or the dogs may be walked over a selected 
area until a hare is disturbed naturally, as a t  meetings of most 
of the smaller clubs. I n  any case the hare must be given a clear 
run of not less than from 60 to 80 yards before the dogs are 
released. The slipper releases them siinultaneously by means of 
specially devised slip collars attached to a single lead. 

T h e  Dogs.-In the years immediately prior to the outbreak of 
the World War, coursing had shown a remarkable increase of pros- 
perity and popularity, and in 1914 the number of registrations 
in the Greyhound Stud Book, 5,443, was the highest recorded 
since 1883, the year after the Stud Book was founded. The sport 
was kept alive by a few clubs throughout the war but breeding 
was badly affected, with the result that there was a shortage of 
high class greyhounds when the war ended, and extraordinary 
competition for them took place a t  public sales. Prices soared to 
previously unheard-of heights, and a t  a sale in April 1920 a first 
season dog named "A," which had reached the semi-final round in 
the Waterloo Cup that year, was sold for 620 guineas, only to die 
from distemper shortly after reaching the kennels of his purchaser, 
Sir Woodman Burbidge. These prices were further enhanced in 
1927 by the sudden popularity of greyhound racing with a me- 
chanical hare. 

T h e  Water loo  Cup.-The Waterloo Cup meeting, held usu- 
ally in February, is the Derby of coursing, and, like the Derby, 
arouses annual interest among many thousands of people who in 
the ordinary way take little account of coursing. Named from the 
n'aterloo Hotel, Liverpool, where the first promoters met, the 
event was first held in 1836, when eight greyhounds competed for 
the Cup. From that modest beginning the meeting grew rapidly 
in importance. I n  1837 the number of entries was increased to 
16, and in 1838 to 32. I n  18 j6 the number was again doubled, and 
there have been 64 entries each year ever since. The only break in 
the continuity of annual meetings occurred in 191 7, when the event 
was discontinued until 1920 owing to the war. T o  be elected 
as one of the 64 nominators of dogs to run for the Cup is in 
itself regarded as an honour by greyhound owners, and the meet- 
ing has a very large influence in the propagation of the best blood 
in breeding. For the best type of greyhound the competition 
provides a very exacting test, and generally speaking luck plays 
a bigger part in it  than in most other sporting events. I t  is note- 
worthy that very few dogs have succeeded in winning the Cup 
more than once; but two famous winners stand out in the history 
of the event-Master M'Grath, which won the trophy in 1868, 
1869 and 1871; and Fullerton, which divided the honour of 
victory with another dog belonging to the same owner, Col. J. T.  
North, in 1889, and went on to win outright in 1890, 1891, and 
1892. The Waterloo Cup of 1927 provided something of a record, 
for Golden Seal, the winner, was the youngest dog ever to have 
won the trophy, being a puppy less than 2 0  months old, whelped 
late in June, 1925. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY -Coursing was fully described in Arrian's Cyne- 
geticzrs, translated by the Rev. W. Dansey (1831) ; and among the 
earlier books were T. Goodlake, Coz~rser's Manual (1828), containing 
a history of the sport and chief clubs, and records of greyhounds; 
T Thacker, Courser's Companion and Breeder's Guide (1835) ; T .  
Thaclier, Courser's Annual Remembrancer (1849-51) ; D. P. Blaine, 
Encyclopaedia o f  Rural Sports (3rd ed. 1870) ; and J. H. Walsh's, 
The Greyhound (3rd ed. 1875). Other books include the Coz~rsing 
Calendar (since 1857), the official record of the season's results; 
Coursing and Falconry (Badminton Library, 1892) ; The Hare ("Fur 
and Feather" series, 1896) ; and The Greyhound Stud Book (since 
1882) ; L. Hall, Fifty-six Waterloo Cups (1922) containing recol- 
lections of Waterloo meetings from 1863 to 1921. (E. I. W.) 

COURT, ANTOINE (1696-1760), French Protestant di- 
vine, known as the "Restorer of Protestantism in France," was 
born in Villeneuve-de-Berg (Ardhche). At the time of the sup- 
pression of the Camisard revolt he was a child of eight and was 
taken to the secret meetings of the persecuted Calvinists. When 
he was I 7 he began to exhort the scattered congregations, but after 
a time he came to the conclusion that some of the inspired per- 
sons of the persecuted church were in fact dupes and that the 
small communities must be organized into churches. On Aug. 
21, 171 j, he called a meeting of all the preachers in the Cevennes 
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and Lower Languedoc a t  Monoblet. At this synod elders were 
appointed, prophecy and the preaching of women were forbidden, 
and it  was arranged to send Pierre Corteiz to Ziirich to seek 
ordination. From him Court himself received ordination. H e  
then began to address small prayer meetings "in the desert" in 
Languedoc, the Vivarais and DauphinC. The persecuted Calvin- 
ists were gradually reorganized, and, although in 1724 Louis XV. 
again prohibited the most secret exercise of the reformed religion, 
Court u7as able to  address in 1744 meetings of ~o ,ooo  people. In  
the meantime a price had been set on Court's head. H e  escaped 
in 1730 to Lausanne and there created the theological college of 
which he was director for the last 30 years of his life. At this 
seminary the ministers of the Reformed Church in France were 
educated down to the days of the First Empire. 

Court died in Lausanne on June 13, 1760. His principal work 
is Histoire d e s  troubles d e s  Cevennes  o u  d e  la guerre des  
Canzisards (1760), and he left materials, which are preserved in 
the public library a t  Geneva, for a history of Protestantism. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-For details of his life see Pu'apoICon Peyrat's Histoire 
des pasteurs d u  de'sert (1842 ; Eng. trans. 1852) ; Edmond Hugues, An- 
toine Court, hzstoire de la restauration d u  protestatatisme en  France au 
X V I I I c  si2cle (2nd ed. 1872), Les Synodes du dPsert (1885-86), Me'm- 
oires d'Antoine Court (1885) ; E. and E. Haag, L a  France protestante, 
vol. iv. (1884 ed.) : H. M. Baird, T h e  Iluguenots and the Revocation 
of the Edict of Nantes, vol. ii. (1895) ; cf. Bullettn de la socie'th de l'his- 
I oil e du  protestantisme fran~ais  (1893-1906). 

COURT, a word originally denoting an enclosed place, and so 
surviving in its architectural sense (courtyard, etc.). I t  is aptly 
used as a term for judicial tribunals, which originally were in fact 
enclosures within which sat the judges and their officials, whilst 
counsel, attorneys and the general public stood outside. At first 
these enclosures were temporary structures in the open field; 
later, fixtures in a large room or hall. Before the separation of 
judicial from legislative and administrative functions, the king 
and his chief cou~~cillors sat in his palace for the exercise of all 
these functions and so the household of the king was also called 
"the court." And since all judicial authority is derived from the 
king, his presence is assumed in all the courts, which were not any 
part of the cz~r ia  regis, but the curia regis itself. 

Their history affords a remarkable illustration of the continuity 
characterizing English institutions. I t  might perhaps be too 
much to say that all the courts now sitting in England may 
be traced back to a common origin, but at any rate the higher 
courts are all offshoots from the Curia Regis; see COURT OF 
EXCHEQUER; COURT OF COMMON PLEAS; COURT OF KING'S 
BEXCH; COURT OF CHANCERY; COURT OF STAR CHAMBER; 
COURT OF HIGH COMMISSIONS; JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE 

PRIVY COUNCIL. 
The courts exercising jurisdiction in England are divided by 

certain features which may here be briefly indicated. 'CVe may dis- 
tinguish between ( I )  superior and inferior courts. The former 
are the courts of common law and the court of chancery, now 
high court of justice. The latter are the local or district courts, 
county courts, etc. ( 2 )  Courts of record and courts not of record. 
"A court of record is one whereof the acts and judicial proceed- 
ings are enrolled for a perpetual memory and testimony, which 
rolls are called the records of the court, and are of such high and 
supereminent authority that their truth is not to  be called in 
question. For it  is a settled rule and maxim that nothing shall be 
averred against a record, nor shall any plea or even proof be ad- 
mitted to  the contrary. And if the existence of the record shall 
be denied it shall be tried by nothing but itself; that is, upon bare 
inspection whether there be any such record or no; else there 
would be no end of disputes. All courts of record are the court: 
of the sovereign in right of the crown and royal dignity, and there. 
fore any court of record has authority to fine and imprison fox 
contempt of its authority" (Stephen's Blacks tone) .  (3) Courts 
may also be distinguished as civil or criminal. (4) A further dis. 
tinction is to  be made between courts of first instance and courts 
of appeal. In  the former the first hearing in any judicial pro- 
ceeding takes place; in the latter the judgment of the first court 
is brought under review. Of the superior courts, the high court 
of justice in its various divisions is a court of first instance. Ovel 

t is the court of appeal, and over that again the House of Lords. 
rhe high court of justice is (through divisional courts) a court 
)f appeal for inferior courts. ( 5 )  There is a special class of 
ocal courts, which do not appear to fall within the description 
)f either superior or inferior courts. Some, while administering 
he ordinary municipal law, have or had jurisdiction exclusive of 
heir superior courts; such were the common pleas of Durham and 
Lancaster. Others have concurrent jurisdiction with the superior 
:ourts; such are the lord mayor's court of London, the passage 
:ourt of Liverpool, etc. 

The distribution of judicial business among the various courts 
lf law in England may be exhibited as follows: 

C r i m i n a l  Courts.-(I) The lowest is that of the justice of the 
leace (q.v.), which has jurisdiction over certain minor offences. 
( 2 )  The justices in quarter sessions are commissioned to deter- 
nine felonies and other offences ( s e e  QUARTER SESSIONS, COURT 

IF). The corresponding court in a borough is presided over by a 
-ecorder. (3)  The more serious offences are reserved for the 
judges of the superior courts sitting under a commission of oyer 
ind terminer or gaol delivery for  each county ( s e e  CIRCUIT). In  
London, the central criminal court was established by  the Central 
Criminal Court Act 1834. (4) The court of criminal appeal, to  
which all persons convicted on indictment may appeal, was estab- 
lished by the Act of 1907. ( S e e  CRIMINAL LAW.) 

Civ i l  Courts.-In certain special cases, civil claims of small 
importance may be brought before justices or stipendiaries. Other- 
wise, and excepting the special and peculiar jurisdictions above 
mentioned, the civil business of England and Wales may be said 
to be divided between the county courts (taking small cases) and 
the high court of justice (taking all others). 

The effect of the Judicature Acts on the coqstitution of the 
superior courts may be briefly stated. There is now one supreme 
court of judicature, consisting of two permanent divisions called 
the high court of justice and the court of appeal. The former in- 
herits the jurisdiction of the court of chancery, the three common 
law courts, the courts of admiralty, probate, and divorce, the 
courts of pleas a t  Lancaster and Durham, and the courts created 
by commissions of assize, oyer and terminer, and gaol delivery. 
The latter inherits the jurisdiction of the court of appeal in 
chancery (including chancery of Lancaster), the court of the lord 
warden of the stannaries, and of the exchequer chamber, and the 
appellate jurisdiction in admiralty and heresy matters of the 
judicial committee; and power is given to the sovereign t o  
transfer the remaining jurisdiction of that court to  the court of 
appeal. By the Appellate Jurisdiction Act of 18 76 the House of 
Lords is enabled to sit for the hearing of appeals from the English 
court of appeal and the Scottish and Irish courts during the pro- 
rogation and dissolution of parliament. The lords of appeal 
(q.v.), of whom three must be present, are the lord chancellor, 
the lords of appeal in ordinary, and peers who have held "high 
judicial office" in Great Britain or Ireland. 

There are also many obsolete or decayed courts, of which the 
most noticeable are the court Baron, court Leet, etc. (q9.v.). 

U n i t e d  States.-The Federal judicial system of the United 
States is made by the Constitution independent both of the legis- 
lature and of the Executive. I t  consists of the Supreme Court, the 
circuit courts, and the district courts. 

The Supreme Court is created by the Constitution, and con- 
sisted in 1928 of nine judges, who are nominated by the President 
and confirmed by the Senate. They hold office during good be- 
haviour, i.e., are removable only by impeachment, thus having a 
tenure even more secure than that of English judges. The court 
sits a t  Washington from Oct. to  July in every year. The sessions 
of the court are held in the Capitol. A rule requiring the presence 
of six judges to pronounce a decision prevents the division of the 
court into two or more benches; and while this secures a thorough 
consideration of every case, it  also retards the despatch of busi- 
ness. Every case is discussed twice by the whole body, once to 
ascertain the view of the majority, which is then directed to be set 
forth in a written opinion; then, again, when the written opinion, 
prepared by one of the judges, is submitted for criticism and 
adoption by the court as its judgment. 



COURTAULDS- 
The other Federal courts have been created by Congress under 

a power in the Constitution to  establish "inferior courts." The 
circuit courts consist of 34 circuit judges, acting in nine judicial 
circuits, while to  each circuit there is also allotted one of the 
justices of the Supreme Court. Circuit courts of appeals, estab- 
lished to relieve the Supreme Court, consist of three judges (two 
forming a quorum), and are made up of the circuit and district 
judges of each circuit and the Supreme Court justice assigned to 
the circuit. Some cases may, however, be appealed to  the Su- 
preme Court from the circuit court of appeals, and others directly 
from the lower courts. The district courts number (1928) 114, in 
most cases having a single justice. There is also a special tribunal 
called the court of claims, which deals with the claims of private 
persons against the Federal government. I t  is not strictly a part 

, of the general judicial system, but is a creation of Congress de- 
signed to relieve that body of a part of its own labours. 

The jurisdiction of the Federal courts extends only to  those 
cases in which the Constitution makes Federal law applicable. 
All other cases are left to  the State courts, from which there is 
no appeal to the Federal courts, unless where some specific point 
arises which is affected by the Federal Constitution or a Federal 
law. The classes of cases dealt with by the Federal courts are as 
follows :- 

I. Cases in law and equity arising under the Constitution, the 
laws of the United States, and treaties made under their authority; 

2.  Cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and 
consuls ; 

3. Cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; 
4. Controversies to  which the United States shall be a party; 
5. Controversies between two or more States, between a State 

and citizens of another State, between citizens of different States, 
between citizens of the same State claiming lands under grants 
of different States, and between a State or the citizens thereof 
and foreign States, citizens or subjects (Const., Art. III., s. 2). 
Part  of this jurisdiction has, however, been withdrawn by the 
11th amendment to  the Constitution, which declares that "the 
judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to 
extend to any suit commenced or prosecuted against one of the 
United States by citizens of another State, or by citizens or sub- 
jects of any foreign State." 

The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is original in cases 
affecting ambassadors, and wherever a State is a party; in other 
cases it  is appellate. I n  some matters the jurisdiction of the 
Federal courts is exclusive; i n  others it  is concurrent with that of 
the State courts. 

As it frequently happens that cases come before State courts 
in  which questions of Federal law arise, a provision has been 
made whereby due respect for the latter is secured by giving the 
party to a suit who relies upon Federal law, and whose contention 
is overruled by a State court, the right of having the suit removed 
to a Federal court. The Judiciary Act of 1789 (as amended by 
subsequent legislation) provides fo r  the removal to  the Supreme 
Court of the United States of "a final judgment or decree in any 
suit rendered in the highest court of a State in which a decision 
could be had, where is drawn in question the validity of a treaty 
or statute of, or an authority exercised under the United States, 
and the decision is against their validity; or where is drawn in 
question the validity of a statute of,  or a n  authority exercised 
under, any State, on the ground of their being repugnant to the 
Constitution, treaties or laws of the United States, and the de- 
cision is in favour of their validity; or where any title, right, 
privilege or immunity is claimed under the Constitution, or any 
treaty or statute of, or commission held, or authority exercised 
under the United States, and the decision is against the title, 
right, privilege or immunity specially set up  or claimed by either 
party under such Constitution, treaty, statute, commission or 
authority." If the decision of the State court is in favour of the 
right claimed under Federal law or against the validity or applica- 
bility of the State law set up, there is no ground for removal, 
because the applicability or authority of Federal law in the 
particular case could receive no further protection from a Federal 
court than has in fact been given by the State court. 

COURT BARON 
The power exercised by the Supreme Court in declaring stat- 

utes of Congress or of State legislatures (or acts of the Executive) 
to be invalid because inconsistent with the Federal Constitution, 
has been deemed by many Europeans a peculiar and striking 
feature of the American system. There is, however, nothing 
novel or mysterious about it. As the Federal Constitution, which 
emanates directly from the people, is the supreme law of the 
land everywhere, any statute passed by any lower authority 
(whether the Federal Congress or a State legislature), which 
contravenes the Constitution, must necessarily be invalid in point 
of law, just as in Great Britain a railway by-law which contra- 
vened an act of parliament would be invalid. Now, the functions 
of judicial tribunals-of all courts alike, whether Federal or 
State, whether superior or inferior-is to interpret the law, and 
if any tribunal finds a Congressional statute or State statute in- 
consistent with the Constitution, the tribunal is obliged to hold 
such statute invalid. A tribunal does this not because it  has any 
right or power of its own in the matter, but because the people 
have, in enacting the Constitution as a supreme law, declared that 
all other laws inconsistent with it  are ips0 jure void. When a tri- 
bunal has ascertained that an inferior law is thus inconsistent, that 
inferior law is therewith, so far as inconsistent, to be deemed 
void. The tribunal does not enter any conflict with the legislature 
or Executive. All i t  does is to  declare that a conflict exists between 
two laws of different degrees of authority, whence it  necessarily 
follows that the weaker law is extinct. This duty of interpretation 
belongs to all tribunals, but as constitutional cases are, if origi- 
nating in a lower court, usually carried by appeal to the Supreme 
Court, men have grown accustomed to talk of the Supreme Court 
as in a special sense the guardian of the Constitution. 

The Federal courts never deliver an opinion on any constitu- 
tional question unless or until that question is brought before them 
in the form of a lawsuit. A judgment of the Supreme Court is 
only a judgment on the particular case before it, and does not 
prevent a similar question being raised again in another lawsuit, 
though of course this seldom happens, because it  may be assumed 
that the court will adhere to  its former opinion. There have, 
however, been instances in which the court has virtually changed 
its view on a constitutional question, and i t  is understood to be 
entitled so to do. 

COURTAULDS, LIMITED. This British joint-stock com- 
pany has had a continuous existence since 1825, and the old 
firm of Samuel Courtauld and Company, Limited, the predecessors 
of the present company, had a wide reputation for mourning 
crepes manufactured from natural silk. I n  1904 the company 
commenced the manufacture of rayon yarns by the viscose process 
a t  Coventry. 

The company produces not only yarn but fabrics; the pro- 
ductions range from del~cate natural silk georgette and crEpe-de- 
Chine to furnishing brocades for upholstery purposes. The weav- 
ing mills are situated in Essex a t  Braintree and Halstead, in 
Yorkshire a t  Halifax, and in Lancashire a t  Leigh. The dyeing of 
both yarn and fabrics is conducted in Essex and Lancashire. 

For the manufacture of rayon yarns, the company operates two 
large mills a t  Coventry, two at  Flint, and two at  Wolverhampton; 
an up-to-date unit a t  Preston in Lancashire was ready for pro- 
duction in 1939. Processing of yarns is also carried out in special 
mills a t  Coventry, Nuneaton and Flint. Rayon staple fibre is pro- 
duced on a large scale a t  Greenfield, near Holywell. Courtaulds 
also own chemical works a t  Trafford Park, Manchester. Abroad 
Courtaulds (Canada) Ltd. have rayon yarn mills a t  Cornwall, 
Ont., and there are yarn processing works in Spain and India. 
The head offices are in St. Martin's-le-Grand, London. 

The capital of the concern is £ga,ooo,ooo, consisting of 24,- 
ooo,ooo ordinary shares of £I  each and 8,000,000 5% preference 
shares of f I .  

COURT BARON, an English manorial court dating from the 
middle ages. According to Maitland it  means curia baronis, "la 
cozlrt de seignez~r," and there is no evidence for there being more 
than one court. His conclusion is that the "court baron" was not 
even differentiated from the "court-leet" (q.v.) a t  the close of 
the 13th century, but that there was a distinction of jurisdictional 



COURT DE GEBELIN-COURTENAY 
rights, some courts having only feudal rights, while others had 
regalities as well. When the court-leet was differentiated the court 
baron remained with feudal rights alone. These rights he was 
disposed to trace to a lord's jurisdiction over his men rather than 
to his possession of the manor, although in practice, from an early 
date, the court was associated with the manor. I ts  chief business 
was to  administer the "custom of the manor" and to admit fresh 
tenants who had acquired copyholds by inheritance or purchase, 
and had to pay, on so doing, a "fine" to the lord of the manor. I t  
is mainly for the latter purpose that the court was kept. The 
steward of the manor, a lawyer, usually presided, and the pro- 
ceedings were recorded on "the court rolls." 

See Select Plea5 i n  Manorial and other Seignorial Courts, vol. i., and 
The Court Baron (Selden Society). (J. H. R.) 

COURT DE GEBEEIN, ANTOINE (1728-1 784), French 
scholar, son of Antoine Court (q.v.), was born at  Nimes, and 
became, like his father, a pastor of the Reformed Church. After 
long years of research, he published in 1775 the first volume of 
his encyclopaedic work, L e  Monde primitif, analyst5 et co~npark 
avec le monde moderne. The ninth volume appeared in I 784, leav- 
ing the work still unfinished. I n  1760 he published a work entitled 
Les Toulousaines, advocating the rights of the Protestants. H e  
co-operated with Franklin and others in the periodical work en- 
titled Aaaires de Z'Angleterre e t  de I'Ame'rique (1776 seq.), which 
was devoted to the support of American independence. H e  died 
in Paris on May 10, 1784. 

See C.  Dard~cr, Court de Gebelin (NEmes, 1890). 
COURTENAY, the name of a famous English family. 

French genealogists head the pedigree of this family with one 
Athon or Athos, who is said to have fortified Courtenay in GBtinois 
about 1010. His great grandson, Renaud, was one of the mag- 
nates who followed Louis le Jeune to the Holy Land and the last 
lord of Courtenay of the line of Athon. Elizabeth, his elder 
daughter, carried Courtenay to her husband Pierre, youngest son 
of the French king, Louis VI. the Fat. Among the lines of the 
royal Courtenays, sprung from Pierre of France, were the short- 
lived dynasty of emperors of Constantinople, which ended in 
1261, and the lords of Champignolles, Janlai, Yerre, Bleneau, La 
FertC Loupikre and Chevillon. Roger de Courtenay, abbC des 
Eschalis, who died in I 733, was the last recognized member of 
this royal line. A younger branch of the first house of Courtenay 
came from Josselin, second son of Josselin, son of Athon. This 
Josselin, a notable crusader, was the first count of Edessa. 

I n  England a house of Courtenay has flourished with varying 
fortunes since the reign of the first Angevin king, and that it 
probably sprang from a younger son of Josselin I. of Courtenay 
is suggested by the name Reinaud, borne by the first known 
ancestor of the English house. Reinaud de Courtenay was a 
favourite with Henry II. ,  who gave hiin Berkshire lands at  Sut- 
ton, still known as Sutton Courtenay. His son, Robert, died child- 
less in 1209. Of his second son, Reynold, little is known save 
that he was a married man in I I 78 when he and his wife, Hawise, 
were given by the pope a licence for a free chapel a t  Okehampton. 
Reynold's son, Robert, married Mary, daughter of William de 
Vernon, earl of Devon and of the Isle of Wight. He was suc- 
ceeded in 1242 by his son John, who by Isabel, a daughter of 
Hugh de Vere, earl of Oxford, had issue Hugh, whose wife was 
Eleanor, daughter of the earl of Winchester. The son of this 
marriage, another Hugh, became known as earl of Devon. Hugh, 
his son, the second earl, a warrior who drove the French back 
from their descent on Cornwall in 1339, made another of the 
brilliant marriages of this family, his wife being Eleanor, grand- 
daughter of Edward I. Their eldest son, Sir Hugh de Courtenay, 
shared in the honours of CrCcy and Calais, and was one of the 
knights founders of the order of the Garter, the stall-plate of 
his arms being yet in St. George's chapel, Windsor. This knight 
died in the lifetime of the earl, who was therefore succeeded by 
his grandson, Edward (son of Edward, his third son), earl mar- 
shal of England in 1385. Hugh, a second son of Earl Edward, 
succeeded as fourth earl of the Courtenay line. By his wife, a 
sister of the renowned Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, he had issue 
Thomas the fifth earl, a partisan of Henry VI., whose wife was 

Margaret Beaufort, daughter of John, earl of So~nerse: 30th 
sons of this marriage fell in the Wars of the Roses, Thomas, the 
sixth earl, being taken a t  Towton by the Yorkists and beheaded at  
York in 1462, his younger brother, Henry, having the same fate 
at  Salisbury in 1466. 

The earldom being extinguished by attainder, Sir Humphrey 
Stafford was created earl of Devon in 1469, but in  the same year, 
having retired with his men from the expedition against Robin 
of Redesdale, another earl of Devon suffered at  the headsman's 
hands, his patent being afterwards annulled by a statute of Henry 
VII. On the restoration of Henry VI., John Courtenay, only sur- 
viving brother of Thomas and Henry, was restored to the earldom 
by the reversal of attainder. He, too, died in the Lancastrian 
cause in 1471. Beside him a t  Tewkesbury died his cousin, Sir 
Hugh Courtenay of Boconnoc, son of Hugh, a younger brother of 
Earl Edward, leaving a son Edward, who thus became the heir 
male of the house, though not its heir general. By a patent of 
1485 he was created earl of Devon with remainder to  the heirs 
male of his body, and by an act of 1485 he was restored to all 
honours lost in his attainder by the Yorkist parliament. H e  de- 
fended Exeter against Warbeck's rebels and was a knight of the 
Garter in 1489, dying 20 years later, when the earldom became 
again forfeit by his son's attainder. That son, William Courtenay, 
had drawn the jealousy of Henry VII. by  a marriage with 
Catherine, sister of the queen and daughter of King Edward IV., 
the Yorkist sovereign, whose hand had been so heavy on the 
Courtenays. After the queen's death Henry sent his wife's 
brother-in-law to the Tower on a charge of corresponding with 
Edmund Pole, an attainder following. But on the accession of 
Henry VIII .  the young king released his uncle, who although 
styled an earl was not fully restored in blood at  his death in 1511. 
His son, Henry Courtenay, obtained from parliament in 1512 a 
reversal of his fdther's attainder, thus succeeding to the earldom 
of his grandfather. But Cromwell was his enemy, the royal strain 
in his blood a dangerous thing. Involved in correspondence 
with Cardinal Pole, he was sent to  the Tower with his wife and 
his young son, and in 1538 he was beheaded as a traitor. Queen 
Mary took the son into favour, created him earl of Devonshire 
by a patent of I j j3, and restored him in blood. But, disappointed 
in his hopes, he formed some wild plans for marrying the Lady 
Elizabeth and making her queen, the result being that he was sent 
back to the Tower and thence to Fotheringhay. At Easter of 
I 555 he was released on parole and exiled, dying suddenly at  
Padua in 1556 His heir male was Sir William Courtenay, his 
sixth cousin once removed, head of a knightly line of Courtenays 
whose seat was Powderham Castle. Sir \I7illiam, who is said to 
have been killed at  St. Quintin in  I 557, was succeeded by his 
son, another Sir William, one of the undertakers for the settling 
of Ireland, where the family obtained great estates. William 
Courtenay of Powderham, was created a baronet by writ of privy 
seal in 1644, the patent being never enrolled. His great grandson, 
Sir William Courtenay, was on May 6, 1762, ten days before his 
death, created Viscount Courtenay of Powderham Castle. 

Since the death at  Padua in I 556 of Edward, earl of Devon, 
that ancient title had been twice revived. Charles Blount, Lord 
hlountjoy, who was created earl of Devon in 1603, died without 
lawful issue in 1606. I n  1618 Sir IVilliam Cavendish, son of the 
famous Bess of Hardwick, was given the same title, which is still 
among the peerage honours of the ducal house descending from 
him. For the Courtenays, who had without protest accepted a 
baronetcy and a viscounty, their earldom was dead. I n  the reign 
of William IV. the third and last Viscount Courtenay was living 
unmarried in Paris, an exile who for sufficient reasons was keeping 
out of the reach of the English criminal law. I n  the name of this 
man, his presumptive heir male, William Courtenay, clerk assistant 
of the parliament, succeeded in persuading the House of Lords 
that the Courtenay earldom under the patent of 1553 was still 
in existence, the plea being that the terms of the remainder-to 
him and his heirs male for ever-did not limit the succession to 
heirs male of the body of the grantee. After the death of the 
exile in 1835 the clerk of the parliament succeeded him as an eari 
by force of the House of Lords decision of March 1831. His 



second son, the Rev. Henry Hugh Courtenay (1811-~goq), suc- 
ceeded, as 13th earl, a nephew whose extravagance had im- 
poverished the estates. H e  in turn was followed, as 14th earl, 
by his grandson, Charles Pepys Courtenay (b. 1870). There is 
now no other recognized branch of this house, once so widely 
spread in the western counties. 

See charter, patent, close, fine and plea rolls, inquests pcst ntortem 
and other records. Dictionary o f  National Biography; Notes and 
Queries, series viii. vol. vii.; J. H. Round's Peerage Studies; Calendars 
of State Papers; Machyn's Diary (Camden Society); Chronicles of 
Capgrave, Wavrin, Adam of Usk, etc. 

COURTENAY, PETER (d. 1492), a grandnephew of 
Richard Courtenay (q.v.), attained high position in the English 
Church. Educated at  Exeter college, Oxford, he became dean of 
Windsor, then dean of Exeter; in 1478 bishop of Exeter; and in 
1487 bishop of IVinchester in succession to William of \Vayn- 
flete. With Stafford, duke of Buckingham, and others he at- 
tempted a rebellion in 1483, and fled t o  Brittany when this failed. 
cou;tenay was restored'to his dignities in 1 ~ 8 5  by Henry VII., 
whom he had accompanied to England. H e  died Sept. 23, 1492. 

COURTENAY, RICHARD (d. r415), English prelate, was 
a son of Sir Philip Courtenay of Powderham castle, near Exeter, 
and a grandson of Hugh Courtenay, earl of Devon (d. 1377). 
Educated at  Exeter college, Oxford, Courtenay held several pre- 
bends, was dean of St. Asaph and then of Wells, and became 
bishop of Norwich in 1413. As chancellor of Oxford university in 
I407 and again in 1410, Courtenay asserted the independence of 
the university against Thomas Arundel, archbishop of Canter- 
bury, but the archbishop, supported by Henry IV. and Pope John 
XXIII . ,  eventually triumphed. Courtenay was a personal friend 
of Henry V., who, in 1413, made him treasurer of the royal 
household. He went twice on diplomatic errands to France, and 
was also employed by Henry on public business at  home. He died 
on Sept. 15, 141 j. 

COURTENAY, WILLIAM ( c .  1342-1396), English pre- 
late, son of Hugh Courtenay, earl of Devon (d. 1377), and great- 
grandson of Edward I. ,  studied lrlw at Stapledon Hall, Oxford, 
and became chancellor of the university in 1367. Having been 
made prebendary of Exeter, of Wells and of York, he was con- 
secrated bishop of Hereford in 1370, translated to the see of 
London in 1375, and became archbishop of Canterbury in 1381. 
From the first Courtenay opposed John of Gaunt, duke of Lan- 
caster; he upheld the rights of the English Church, and was eager 
to root out Lollardry. In  1373 he declared in convocation that 
he would not contribute to a subsidy until the evils from which 
the Church suffered were removed; in 13 75 he incurred the dis- 
pleasure of the king by publishing a papal bull against all Floren- 
tines; and in 1377 his decided action during the quarrel between 
John of Gaunt and ll~illiam of Wykeham ended in a temporary 
triumph for the bishop. Wycliffe was another cause of difference 
between Lancaster and Courtenay. I n  13 77 the reformer appeared 
before Archbishop Sudbury acd Courtenay, when an altercation 
between the duke and the bishop led to the dispersal of the court, 
and during the ensuing riot Lancaster probably owed his safety 
to the good offices of his foe. Having become archbishop of 
Canterbury in 1381, Courtenay summoned a council which con- 
demned the opinions of Wycliffe; he then attacked the Lollards 
a t  Oxford, and urged the bishops to  imprison heretics. He was 
for a short time Chancellor of England during 1381. He upheld 
the papal authority in England, although not to the injury of 
the English Church. He protested against the confirmation of the 
statute of provisors in 1390, and he was successful in slightly 
modifying the statute of praemunire in 1393. In  1386 he was 
one of the commissioners appointed to reform the kingdom and 
the royal household. Courtenay died a t  Maidstone on July 31, 
1396, and was buried in Canterbury cathedral. 

See W .  F. Hook, Lives o f  tlze Arcizbislzops of Canterbury, vol. iv. 
(185-76) ; and W. Stubbs, Constitutional History, vols. ii. and iii. 
(1895-96). 

COURTESY, manners that suit a court, politeness. The ex- 
pression "by courtesy" is used where something is granted out of 
favour and not of right, hence "courtesy" titles, i.e., those titles in 
the British peerage given to the eldest sons of dukes, marquesses 

and earls, and to the younger sons and the daughters of dukes and 
marquesses. Another form of the word "curtsey," once confined 
to the expression of courtesy by a gesture, is now used only of the 
reverence made by a woman. S e e  FORMS OF ADDRESS. 

In  English law, courtesy (curtesy) was the life interest which a 
husband had in certain events in the lands of which his wife was in 
her lifetime actually seised for an estate of inheritance. The 
requisites for tenancy by the curtesy were: ( I )  a legal marriage; 
(2) an estate in possession of which the wife must have been 
actually seised; (3) issue born alive, capable of inheriting as heir 
to the wife, while (4) the title to  the tenancy vested only on the 
death of the wife. Curtesy was finally abolished by the Adminis- 
tration of Estates Act, 1925, and the Copyhold Act (Law of 
Property), 1922; but like dower, it  still obtains in some colonies. 
while in others it  has been superseded by the Homestead Acts. 

Curtesy still survives in some States of the United States, but 
it is usually limited to lands of which the wife is seised a t  her . . death. 

See Pollock and Maitland, Hist. Eng. Law;  Goodeve, Real Property. 

COURTHOPE, WILLIAM JOHN (1842-191 7), English 
writer and historian of poetry, whose father was rector of South 
Malling, Essex, was born on July I 7, 1842, and died on April 
10, 1917. From Harrow school he went to  New College, Oxford, 
where he gained many honours. His most important works were 
the continuation of the edition of Pope's works, begun by Whit- 
well Elwin (1816- goo), which appeared in ten volumes from 
1871-89, and his elaborate His tory  of English Poetry  (6  vols., 
1895-1910) which arose out of his tenure of the chair of poetry 
at Oxford (189 j-1901). H e  was a civil service commissioner from 
1887 onwards. I n  191 I he was Warton lecturer on poetry. 

COURT LEET, an English petty criminal court for the 
punishment of small offences. I t  has been usual to make a dis- 
tinction between court baron (9.v.) and court leet as being 
separate courts, but in the early history of the court leet no such 
distinction can be drawn. At a very early time the lords of manors 
exercised or claimed certain jurisdictional franchise. Of these 
the most important was the "view of frankpledge" and its at- 
tendant police jurisdiction. Some time in the later middle ages the 
court baron when exercising these powers gained the name of leet ,  
and, later, of "court leet." The quo zt~arranto proceedings of 
Edward I. established a sharp distinction between the court baron, 
exercising strictly manorial rights, and the court leet, depending 
for its jurisdiction upon royal franchise. The court leet was a 
court of record, and its duty was not only to view the pledges, 
but to present by jury all crimes committed within the jurisdic- 
tion, and punish the same. The steward of the court acted as 
judge, presiding wholly in a judicial character, the ministerial acts 
being executed by the bailiff. The court leet began to decline in 
the 14th century, being superseded by the more modern courts of 
the justices, but in many cases courts leet were kept up until 
nearly the middle of the 19th century. Indeed, it cannot be said 
that they are now actually extinct, as many still survive for formal 
purposes, and by s. 40 of the Sheriffs Act, 1887, they are expressly 
kept up. 

COURT-MARTIAL, a court for the trial of offences 
against military or naval discipline, or for the administration of 
martial law. I n  England courts-martial have inherited part of the 
jurisdiction of the old Curia militaris, or court of chivalry, in 
which a single marshal and at  one time the high constable pro- 
ceeded "according to the customs and usages of that court, and, 
in cases omitted according to the civil law, secundzrm legem 
ar~izorum" (Coke, 4 Ins .  17). The modern form of the courts 
was adopted by ordinance in the time of Charles I. I t  is first 
recognized by statute in the first hlutiny Act of 1689. The Mutiny 
Act and the statutory articles of war continued until 1879, when 
they were codified in the Army Discipline and Regulation Act 
1879, which was, in turn, superseded by the Army Act 1881. 
This act is re-enacted annually by the Army (Annual) Act. 

N a v a l  Courts-Martial.- In 1645 an ordinance and articles 
concerning martial law were passed for the government of thenavy. 
Under this ordinance Blake, Monk and Penn issued instructions 
for the holding of general and ship courts-martial with hvritten 



COURTNEY 
records. Under an act of 1661 the high admiral again received 
power to issue commissions for holding courts-martial-a power 
which continues to be exercised by the board of Admiralty. During 
the 18th century the jurisdiction mas greatly extended. The Kaval 
Articles of War have al~vays been statutory, and the whole system 
now rests on the Naval Discipline Act 1866, as amended by the 
Naval Discipline Act 1922. Under the acts a court-martial must 
consist of from five to nine officers of a certain rank, and must 
be held publicly on board of one of H.M. ships of war, or in cer- 
tain cases a t  a port a t  such convenient place on shore as the ad- 
miralty or the officer who ordered the court-martial shall direct. 
A judge-advocate attends, and the procedure resembles that of 
military courts. The sentence, if not one of death, does not re- 
quire the confirmation of the commander-in-chief abroad or of the 
Admiralty a t  home. The board of Admiralty have, under the 
Naval Discipline Acts, a general power of suspending, annulling 
and modifying sentences which are not capital. The jurisdiction 
extends to all persons belonging to the S'avy, to land forces and 
other passengers on board, ship-wrecked crews, spies, persons 
borne on the books of H.M ships in commission, and civilians on 
board who endeavour to seduce others from allegiance. The defi- 
nition of the jurisdiction by locality includes harbours, havens 
or creeks, lakes or rivers, in or out of the United Kingdom; all 
places within the jurisdiction of the admiralty; all places on 
shore out of the United Kingdom; the dockyards, barracks, hospi- 
tals, etc., of the service wherever situated; all places on shore 
in or out of the United Kingdom for all offences punishable under 
the Articles of War except those specified in section 45 of the 
Naval Discipline Act which are punishable by ordinary lam. The 
Royal Marines, while borne on the books of H.M. ships, are sub- 
ject to the Naval Discipline Acts, and, by an order in council 
1882, when they are embarked on board ship for service on shore; 
otherwise they are under the Army Acts. 

R o y a l  A i r  Force Courts-Martial.- These proceedings are 
governed by the principles laid down in the Manual of Air Force 
Law (Air Publication 804) in compliance with the Air Force Act, 
the Rules of Procedure, and the King's Regulations and Air 
Council Instructions for the Royal Air Force. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-S~~~O~S,  On the Constitz~tion and Practice o f  
Courts-Martzal; Clode, Mtlitary and Martial Law; Stephens, Gifford 
and Smith, Manual of Navol Law and Court-Martial Procedure. 
The earlier writers on courts-martial are Adye (1796), M'Arthur 
(1813), Maltby (Boston, 1813)~ James (1820) , D'Aguilar (1843), 
and Hough, Precedents in Military Law (1855). 

UNITED STATES 
The extraordinary jurisdiction of courts-martial is conferred 

by the Constitution which makes the President commander-in- 
chief of the Army and Navy, empowers Congress to make rules 
for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces 
and exempts from the requirement for presentment or indictment 
of a grand jury "cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the 
militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger." 
Courts-martial are not part of the Federal judiciary, and are not, 
proprio vigore, governed by constitutional limitations or statutory 
enactments applicable to the Federal civil courts. The proceedings 
and sentences of courts-martial, acting within their judicial 
powers and in accordance with law, are free from control or 
revision by the civil courts 

The jurisdiction of courts-martial is wholly criminal. The 
specific objective of the courts is to insure discipline in the 
armed forces. The jurisdiction embraces members of the Army 
and Navy and in certain cases civilians closely connected with 
these services (such as retainers to  the camp outside the terri- 
torial jurisdiction of the United States) or interfering with their 
operation (such as spies). Jurisdiction is not limited by the place 
of the offence or by the locality of the offender. Courts-martial 
are primarily distinguishable through non-use of the traditional 
grand and petit juries. Otherwise their composition and processes 
are patterned after civil tribunals and are designed to safeguard 
fundamental procedural and substantive rights of accused persons, 
such as the right to a thorough and impartial investigation 
before trial and to a speedy trial by an unbiased court, and the 

ight  to  protection from double jeopardy, compulsory self-crimina- 
i o n  and unreasonable searches and seizures. Courts-martial are 
:overned with respect to procedure and punishments by special 
znactments of Congress, those applicable to the Army being called 
Articles of War, and those applicable to  the Navy, Articles for 
the Government of the Navy. These statutes are supplemented by 
I. detailed Manual for Courts-Martial for the Army and a manual 
'or the Navy entitled Naval Courts and Boards. The articles and 
xescribed procedure are in general similar to  corresponding 
British enactments and regulations. The original articles, en- 
icted in 1775, were patterned after those governing the British 
Army and Navy a t  that period. On June 4, 1920, the Articles of 
War were substantially amended and re-enacted. The Articles for 
the Government of the Navy, in effect Dec. I ,  1873, were codified 
is of that date as section 1624, Revised Statutes. 

The articles of War provide three types of Army courts-martial 
-general, special and summary. General courts-martial are com- 
posed of not less than five officer members, including a law mein- 
ber specially versed in the law, a prosecutor designated as trial 
judge advocate, and a defence counsel. Their jurisdiction as to 
persons (subject to military law), offences and punishments, is 
unlimited. Special courts-martial are composed of not less than 
three officer members, a judge advocate and a defence counsel. 
They have jurisdiction over all persons subject to rnilitary law 
and over all offences not punishable by death. They may not 
3djudge sentences to dishonourable separation from the service or 
to confinement in excess of six months, etc. Summary courts- 
martial, consisting of one officer, are limited in jurisdiction to 
the trial of enlisted men. They may not adjudge sentences in 
2xcess of confinement for one month, etc. Generally correspond- 
Ing to these courts, in the order as described, are Navy general 
snd summary courts-martial and deck courts. 

Courts-martial are of transitory nature, called into being by 
the commanding officer authorized by law to appoint them and 
dissoluble a t  the will of the appointing authority. A sentence 
zdjudged may not be carried into execution until approved by the 
appointing authority or his successor in command, and, in some 
cases, until confirmed by higher authority. The approving or re- 
viewing authority and confirming authority thus become Darts of 
the courts on whose proceedings they judgment. Appellate 
review, automatic in operation, is provided in cases involving 
serious punishment, with power in the War and Navy departmen< 
and in the President to  take remedial action. I n  the War depart- 
ment a board of review composed of officers trained in law, act- 
ing in collaboration with the judge advocate general, is vested 
with statutory powers of a final court of appeals with respect 
to the administration of military justice. Powers of mitigation, 
suspension and remission of sentences, extending, in appropriate 
cases, to honourable restoration to the colours of persons sen- 
tenced to dishonourable discharge or dismissal, are afforded by 
the articles and regulations. 

B I B L I O G R . % P H Y . - - W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ,  Military Law and Precedents (1896, 
1920); Davis, Mtlitary Law (1913) ; Manual for Courts-Martial, U.S. 
Arlny (1928) ; Naval Courts and Boards (1923) ; Harwood, Naval 
Law and Courts-A4artial (1867) ; Hoover, Army Courts-Martial (U. 
of Calif. Press, 193 5 ) .  (H. D. Ho.) 

COURTNEY, LEONARD HENRY COURTNEY, IST 
BARON (183 2-1918), British statesman and man of letters, eldest 
son of J. S. Courtney, a banker, was born a t  Penzance on July 6, 
1832. He won a sizarship a t  St. John's college, Cambridge, gradu- 
ated second senior wrangler, and became a fellow of his college. 
Called to the bar at  Lincoln's Inn in 1Sj8, he devoted himself to 
economics and journalism, and in 1865 became leader-writer on 
The Times under Delane. H e  was professor of political economy 
a t  University college, London, from 1872 to 1875 H e  entered 
the House of Commons for Liskeard, Cornwall, in 1876, and sat 
continuously for that district until 1900. Courtney belonged to the 
Radical school of Chamberlain and Dilke. He held under-secre- 
taryships in the Gladstone Government of 1880, but resigned in 
1884 because the new Franchise bill did not include provision for 
proportional representation, of which principle he was a lifelong 
advocate Courtney separated from Gladstone on the introduction 
of the Home Rule hill In 1886, but as time went on he found him- 
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self less and less in sympathy with his Unionist colleagues on 
other than Irish questions. On Gladstone's nomination he had be- 
come chairman of committee and deputy-speaker of the House 
of Commons in 1886. H e  retired in 1892, and his opposition to 
the Boer War led to his defeat a t  Liskeard in 1900. On the Liberal 
victory in 1906 Courtney was made a peer. I n  the House of 
Lords he sat on the Liberal benches, and frequently spoke on im- 
perial and foreign questions. H e  distrusted the foreign policy 
of Sir Edward Grey, and during the progress of the World 
War continually urged the search for any avenue of peace. He 
died on May 11, 1918, six months before the Armistice, and up to 
the time of his death pleaded for a peace of reconciliation. Court- 
ney married in 1883 bliss Catherine Potter, who, like her hus- 
band, was a prominent member of the peace movement. Much 
of his best work was given to the periodical press; among his 
separate publications may be mentioned The Working Constitu- 
tion of the United Kingdom (1901). 

See G. P. Gooch, Life of Lord Courtney (1920). 

COURTNEY, WILLIAM LEONARD (1850-1g28), 
British journalist, was born at  Poona on Jan. 5, 1850, and was edu- 
cated at  Bath and a t  University college, Oxford. H e  was elected 
fellow of Merton college in 1872 and of New college in 1876. I n  
1890 he left Oxford and joined the editorial staff of The Daily 
Telegraph, London, where he spent many years as literary editor 
and dramatic critic, retiring in 1924. H e  edited Murray's Maga- 
zine for a short time in 1890-91 and became editor of The Fort- 
nightly Review in 1894. H e  died in London, Nov. I ,  1928. 

Courtney's numerous works include Studies on Philosophy (1882) ; 
Life of John Stuart Mill (1889) ; Kit Marlowe (a drama in blank verse 
produced at the St. James's Theatre, London, in 1893) ; The  Parsing 
Hour (1925). 

COURTOIS, JACQUES (1621-1676) and GUILLAUME 
(1628-1679). The two French painters who bore these names 
are also called by the Italian equivalents Giacomo (or Jacopo) 
Cortese and Guglielmo Cortese. Each of the brothers is likewise 
named, from his native province, Le Bourguignon, or I1 Borgog- 
none. 

Jacques Courtois was born a t  St. Hippolyte, near Besan~on, 
in 1621. His father, whose pupil he became, was a painter. 
Towards 1640 he went to  Bologna, and studied under Guido; 
thence he proceeded to Rome, where he entered upon his own 
characteristic style of art,  that of battle-painting, in which he 
has been accounted to excel all other old masters. Prince Mat- 
thias of Tuscany employed Courtois on some striking works in 
his villa, Lappeggio, representing with much historical accuracy 
the prince's military exploits. I n  Venice the artist executed for 
the senator Sagredo some remarkable battle-pieces. I n  Florence 
he entered the Society of Jesus, taking the habit in Rome in 
1655. As a Jesuit, Courtois painted many works in churches and 
monasteries of the society. H e  lived piously in Rome, and died 
there on May 20, 1676 (some accounts say 1670 or 1671). 

Guillaume Courtois, born likewise a t  St. Hippolyte, came to 
Italy with his brother. H e  went a t  once to  Rome, and entered 
the school of Pietro da Cortona. H e  studied also the Bolognese 
painters arii  Giovanni Barbieri. H e  painted the "Battle of 
Joshua" in the Quirinal gallery and the "Crucifixion of St. An- 
drew" in the church of that saint on Monte Cavallo; he also exe- 
cuted some etchings. Guillaume Courtois died on June 15, 1679. 

COURTRAI, an important and once famous town (Flemish, 
Kortrijk) of west Flanders, Belgium, situated on the Lys. Pop. 
(est. 1938) 40,979. I t  is best known for its fine linen, which is 
retted in the Lys, "the golden river," whose waters possess chemi- 
cal properties which artificial processes have not yet satisfactorily 
copied. The lace factories are also important. The prosperity of 
modern Courtrai cannot compare with what it  was in the middle 
ages, when the population numbered 200,000. 

Courtrai, the Cortracum of the Romans, ranked as a town from 
the 7th century onwards. I t  was destroyed by the Normans, but 
was rebuilt in the 10th century by Baldwin 111. of Flanders, who 
endowed it  with market rights and laid the foundation of its in- 
dustrial importance by inviting the settlement of foreign weavers. 

The Broelbrug, with its towers a t  either end of the bridge, 

is a characteristic monument of ancient Flanders. The 16th 
century town hall, restored in 1846, contains two elaboratel) 
carved chimney-pieces. The church of St. Martin (15th century) 
was practically rebuilt after a fire in 1862. The most important 
building a t  Courtrai is the church of Our Lady, which was 
begun by Count Baldwin IX.  in 1191 and finished i n  1211. I n  
the chapel behind the choir, which is an 18th century reconstruc- 
tion, is one of Van Dyck's masterpieces, "The Erection of the 
Cross." Attached t o  the church is the chapel of the counts (1373) 
which contains mural paintings (restored) of the counts and 
countesses of Flanders. 

B a t t l e  of Courtrai.-In mediaeval and military history 
Courtrai is famous for the battle of July 11, 1302, and because of 
the defeat there inflicted by the despised Flemish burghers upon 
the chivalry of France. Earlier than the earliest of the victories 
of the Swiss pikemen, earlier than the triumph of the Scottish 
pikemen a t  Bannockburn, still earlier than the successes of Eng- 
lish bowmen over French knights in the Hundred Years' War, the 
experience of Courtrai was so novel and startling as to  send a 
quiver of shocked surprise through the knightly ranks of western 
Europe. The battle bears a striking resemblance to  Bannockburn 
(q:v.). I t  came about through the French king's action in im- 
prisoning and confiscating the estates of Guy, count of Flanders. 
The latter's Flemish subjects rose in revolt, but as their levy had 
only a slight leaven of knights i t  appeared an easy target for the 
powerful army which Robert of Artois brought to crush the revolt. 
On his approach the Flemish army took up a position to cover 
their siege of Courtrai. This position, as a t  Bannockburn, was 
aptly chosen, for  the Groeninghebeke covered the front, the 
Lys guarded the left flank and marshy ground lay on the right. 
On the other hand, with Courtrai lying on the rear, i t  gave the 
Flemings no hope of retreat in case of defeat. 

After a preliminary duel across the stream by the rival cross- 
bowmen, the French vaward, or first line, of cavalry was launched 
to a frontal attack. The passage through their own cross-bowmen, 
through the stream and then up the slope beyond disordered the 
ranks of the men-at-arms. Before they could either reach their 
enemy or reknit their ranks, the heavy mass of Flemish pikemen 
was launched forward against them and rolled them backwards. 
Robert of Artois strove to stop the ebb by infusing his second 
line. But this also lost impetus and order during its advance and, 
in the m&lCe, suffered such a disadvantage that the horsemen, 
unseated or with their horses disembowelled, fell easy victims. 
The Flemings gave no quarter to any knight, and Robert of 
Artois was himself among the slain, with 63 nobles and TOO 

knights. When the wreckage was hurled back into the brook, the 
intact third line and the French foot retired from the field 
Legends of all varieties were propagated to explain this defeat of 
mail-clad knights by mere burghers, but by obscuring the truth 
of their stupid storm tactics against an enemy who ably used 
ground, these legends helped to pave the way for the greater 
disaster of CrCcy (9.v.). 

After the battle as  many as  700 pairs of golden spurs were 
collected on the field from the bodies of French knights and hung 
up as  an offering in an abbey church-which has long disappeared 
-of the town. 

COURTSHIP OF ANIMALS. When we see a peacock 
spreading his beautiful train to the full, and, occasionally vibrat- 
ing the quills to produce a rustling sound, turning from side to  
side before his mate, or a barn-door cock with drooped wing and 
special call circling close round a hen, we are witnessing familiar 
examples of animal courtship. 

Courtship may be defined to include all forms of action exe- 
cuted by members of one sex to stimulate members of the other 
sex to sexual activity. Such actions include the display of bright 
colours, or adornments such as crests; special tactile contacts; 
dances or other antics; pursuit; music, vocal or instrumental; 
the discharge of scents and perfumes; and the presentation of 
prey or of inedible but otherwise stimulating objects. 

I t  is unfortunate that "courtship" is the only term available 
to denote these activities, since in our own species courtship is 
usually taken to mean only such as occur before marriage, in 
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P A I N T E D  FOR THE E N C Y C L O P E D I A  B R l T A N N l C A  BY B .  HOWIIT-LODGE 

COURTSHIP O F  R A R E  W A D I N G  BIRDS 
1. The ruff, Philomachus pugnax, the only wading bird that is polyg- 2. Nest relief ceremony of the snowy egret, Leucophoyx candidissima. 

amous. In spring the males assume their nuptial dress, the chief This occurs when one parent is relieved from nest duty by the other 
feature of which is the ruff 
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COURTSHIP DISPLAYS 

1. Elephant seal and females i n  the breeding season. I n  the foreground the 
male is roaring, w i t h  proboscis inflated. 2. Mutual display of kagu. Both 
sexes are a l ike and display by drooping the wings and raising the crest. 
3. Louisiana heron relieving its mate on the nest. 4. Courtship in Spider 
Astia. The b r igh t l y  coloured male is posturing on the r igh t  before the less 
b r i l l i an t  female. 5. Male grasshopper warbler, wi thout  br i l l iant  colour for 
display, br inging an oak-leaf for  nest material to the female. 6. Display 
of male great bustard ( O t i s  t a r d a ) .  The neck is inflated and the white 
wing-feathers are f u l l y  spread. 7. Argus pheasant making display. He 
spreads his wings and throws them upward and forward t o  show eye spots 

O F  VARIOUS ANIMALS 

and w ing  auil ls. 8. Courtship of scorpions. The male and female dance 
around, hold ing each other by the claws. Af ter  mating, the female usually 
devours her mate. 9. Nest relief of the brown pelican. The incoming b i r d  
is advancing, waving upl i f ted b i l l .  The bi rd on the nest points b i l l  down- 
ward, f l i ts the wings slowly and utters a low grunt ing note. 10. Mutual  
display of adelie penguin. The female stands in a nest. Both drop their  
flippers and point the head upwards. 11. Courtship in the calobatas fly. 
Wh i le  the male (on r igh t )  swings his abdomen t o  one side, the female 
throws back her head, wai t ing t o  be fed 
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other words those which conduce to the finding of a more or 
less permanent mate. I n  most animals, however, marriage (in 
the sense of the living together of one or more males with one 
or more females in sexual association for considerable periods of 
time) does not exist, and in many birds "courtship" displays do 
not begin until after the selection of mates has taken place. 
Courtship, in the biological sense, primarily leads up to the act 
of pairing; where some form of marriage exists, courtship may 
also, or even primarily, be connected with the choice of mates. 

By no means all organisms show even the most primitive form 
of courtship. I t  is not present in plants, or in any of the lower 
groups of animals. A few instances of rudimentary courtship 
occur in  annelid worms, but otherwise it  is confined to the verte- 
brates, the molluscs, and the Arthropods. Even here it  is absent 
from many of the lower sub-divisions of these groups. This be- 
comes intelligible when the function of courtship is more closely 
looked into. No organism without a nervous system and sense- 
organs can be expected to show courtship. In other forms, the 
union of the sexual cells is either entirely a matter of chance; 
or of simultaneous ripening and discharge (as when all sea-urchins 
over a wide area discharge eggs and sperm at  one time); or of 
passive transference, as in flower pollination; or of purely re- 
flex reactions. Courtship will only be needed where the active 
co-operation of the sexes is needed for fertilization to be effected; 
and this will only be the case where the eggs and sperms are not 
blindly discharged, but are economized, either by means of in- 
ternal fertilization or by being discharged in close proximity. 
Further, courtship will not be required where the nervous organi- 
zation is so simple that pairing ii a simple reflex action; but only 
when the reflex machinery of pairing is under the control of 
higher centres in the brain, and the nerve-processes of these 
centres and their emotional accompanin~ents need to be stimulated 
in a particular way before pairing can occur. 

Courtship of Invertebrates.- The most primitive type of 
action which can be called courtship is found in certain marine 
annelids (bristle-worms) related to the common sandworm 
Nereis. At the breeding season these gather together and the 
males indulge in extraordinary contortions. These actions, 
whether by sight, touch, or smell, appear to stimulate the fe- 
males to shed their eggs, upon which the males discharge their 
sperm. Certain land snails are among the few molluscs which 
show courtship; and this in spite of the fact that they are her- 
maphrodite. They possess a structure called the dart, or spiculzrm 
amoris, secreted by a special sac. This is discharged with some 
violence during the preliminaries of mating, and appears to stimu- 
late the other animal, whose skin it  may pierce. I t  might be 
expected that the highly orgsnized Cephalopods (9.v.) would 
have a striking courtship, but in spite of their peculiar method 
of fertilization, the meagre reports available do not bear this out. 

Although almost all Crustacea have well-developed special 
sense-organs and internal fertilization, pursuit and forcible capture 
is usually the only preliminary to mating. In  the semi-terrestrial 
fiddler crabs, however, the males have one enormously enlarged 
claw, often brilliantly coloured, and this is employed-not as at  
first surmised, in fights between rival males, or forcibly carrying 
off females, but in a primitive form of courtship. I n  the breed- 
ing season, if a mature female passes near a sexually eager male, 
he stands on tiptoe and brandishes his claw in the air. As Pearse 
says, "the males appear to  be proclaiming their maleness." The 
fiddler crab reacts to three main types of situation-feeding, 
danger, and reproduction. The brandishing of the male's claw is 
to the female the visible symbol of the reproductive situation. 

A similar proclamation of a "sexual situation" appears also to  
be the main function of the courtship of male spiders. This, in 
certain of the hunting spiders (e.g., Lycosidae, Attidae), which 
possess good vision, consists in dances or contortions in which 
brightly coloured parts are prominently displayed. Web-spinning 
spiders, however, have poor vision; accordingly in some of them 
the courting male vibrates a strand of the web in a peculiar way. 
The importance to  the males and to the race of inducing a sexual 
reaction in the female is here very great, since the female's nor- 
mal reaction to any small animal would be to attack and devour 

it. The female does actually sometimes attempt to  seize the 
male as prey, but gradually desists as the courtship proceeds. 
The male in spiders is occasionally devoured after fertilization. 
This appears to be the rule in scorpions, in which courtship takes 
the form of a dance with inter-locked claws. 

Insects.-In insects, courtship is not infrequent. I n  ma:ly 
flies (e.g., Drosophila, q.v.) the male vibrates his wings in  a 
special way. Some male butterflies, including the Blues (Lycaen- 

idae) have scent-scales on their 
wings. The most remarkable of 
scent-producing courtships is that 
of Hepialzu. Here the last pair 
of legs are transformed into or- 
gans rather like a powder-puff, 
normally kept inserted in a pair 
of pouches lined with scent-pro- 
ducing glands. I n  courtship the 
"powder-puffs" are used to throw 
scent towards the female. The 
sound-producing organs of grass- 

GESCHLECHTER IM T IERREICHE,  ( F ~ S C H E R )  because they probably produced 
C o U R T s H l P  F L I G H T  OF E M P I S  the first not merely accidental 

In  courtship, the males of these small and function]ess so;nds in the flies present the females w i th  animal 
prey embedded in a 6fballoonw of history of life) serve mainly to  
glistening bubbles bring the sexes together : but 
they doubtless also help to  generate a sexual situation. ~ h e ' m a l e  
of the tree-cricket Oecantlzus has a unique structure on his back, 
consisting of a gland capable of secreting a sweet liquid; during 
courtship he offers this secretion to the female. 

Special food of a protein nature is needed by many female 
insects if their eggs are to undergo their final ripening. Accord- 
ingly we find that a number of male insects present animal prey to 
the females as a part of courtship. I n  this way, two birds arc 
killed with one biological stone. I n  some species of little flies of 
the family Empidae, the proffered prey is embedded in a "balloon" 
of glistening bubbles secreted by the male, and usually larger than 
himself, which renders him and his gift very conspicuous. In  
other species a strange modification of this habit has taken 
place. The balloon is still made and carried, but in place of the 
prey, bright objects such as flower-petals are placed in it, and 
the flies will avail themselves of coloured paper if this is provided. 
This utilization of foreign objects in courtship is only paralleled 
elsewhere by the bower-birds and man. 

Courtship of Vertebrates.-In vertebrates, no courtship ap- 
pears to  exist in Cyclostomes, nor in the majority of fishes. Defi- 
nite courtship, with striking adornments displayed by the males, 
is only found in a few fish species with internal fertilization or 
with peculiar breeding habits. I n  the Cyprinodonts fertilization is 
internal; and here the males are often brightly coloured and armed 
with special prolongations of ventral fin or tail; e.g., in the sword- 
tail (Xipkophorus) the handsome breeding males swim excitedly 
round the females, occasionally giving them a dig with their long 
tail. 

In  the sticklebacks there are violent combats between males for 
the possession of nesting territory, but it  is not certain whether 
display of the bright colours assumed by breeding males has 
any sexually stimulating effect on the females. 

I n  amphibia the most specialized group (frogs and toads) have 
no display-courtship, since the males' habit of embracing the 
females and waiting thus until the eggs are shed, when they dis- 
charge their sperm, renders it unnecessary. However, the meet- 
ing of the sexes is facilitated by the croaking of the males, which 
is often very loud owing to the development of huge vocal sacs. 
Here again possibly, though by no means certainly, the croaking 
has also a sexually stimulating function. If the chirping of male 
grasshopper-like insects was the first deliberate sound produced 
by life, the croaking of male frog-like amphibia was almost cer- 
tainly life's first vocal music. In  the Urodeles, or tailed amphibia, 
fertilization is internal, and here courtship is not infrequent. It 
usually consists in the male's rubbing himself against the female, 
a t  the same time discharging the secretion of special scent-glands. 
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I t  reaches its highest pitch in the European newts-Molge (Tri  
Lon) and related genera-where the breeding males are usuall> 
brightly coloured, and dance round the females in striking posturer 
while fanning scent from special glands upon them with their tails 
The sexually stimulating function of this performance is here 
very definite. The males of these genera deposit their sperm ir 
a packet or spermatophore, and this must be actually picked u~ 
by the female for fertilization to  occur. I t  has been shown that 
females are quite irresponsive to  the presence of isolated sper. 
matophores, but will pick them up when stimulated by the 
male's performance. 

Of reptilian courtship comparatively little is known; its study, 
especially in the more active lizards and snakes, would be certain 
to yield many interesting facts. 

Mammals.-The two remaining vertebrate classes, birds and 
mammals, differ considerably in regard to courtship, its frequency 
and intensity being much greater among birds, whereas its com- 
plete or almost complete absence, not infrequently associated 
with male combat, is commoner in mammals. The biological rea- 
sons for this appear to be the following: First, most female 
mammals, owing to their special method of nourishing their 
embryonic young, have their reproductive activity very strictly 
controlled by means of hormones. At certain definite periods the 
uterus is ready for the embryo's implantation and one or more 
ova are shed from the ovary; simultaneously, the sexual instincts 
are strongly stimulated, and the female will readily mate with 
almost any male, a t  the same time becoming an object of the 
males' strong sexual desire owing to an odour specially produced 
at  this period. In  other words, the sexual attractiveness of the 
female and still more her readiness to  mate are in the main 
chemically controlled, the intensity of sexual emotion during the 
period of "heat" or oestrus being in general very high. In birds, 
on the other hand, although the sex hormones produced in the 
breeding female predispose her to sexual emotion, their activity 
is neither so limited in time nor so intense, while in addition the 
males are more helpless than in most groups to enforce their 
desires on an unwilling female. (See REPRODUCTION, PHYSI- 
OLOGY OF.) 

I n  most mammals, the cyclical production of female sex hor- 
mones thus automatically ensures mating. As a result, both defi- 
nite courtship and secondary sexual adornments are rare. Since 
female preference counts for so little, the winning of females by 
battle will secure them as mates, and consequently size and 
strength, as of the elephant seal, offensive weapons like stags' 
antlers or stallions' canines, and defensive weapons like the lion's 
mane or the baboon's "cape" of long hair are the chief secondary 
male characters. 

I n  monkeys and apes there appears the tendency, which reaches 
its climax in civilized man, of emancipating the female's sexual 
emotions from the strict cyclical control of hormones, and allow- 
ing them free play a t  other times than at  oestrus. The mating 
season is extended over more of the year, and the animals be- 
come ready to pair a t  other periods of the menstrual cycle than 
oestrus. I n  such circumstances it would be expected that stimu- 
lation by courtship and display would once more become of 
biological importance, and in point of fact primates do show a 
number of striking sexual adornments, such as beards, mous- 
taches, or whiskers; bright coloured hair on the face; or brilliant- 
ly coloured patches of bare skin on the face and buttocks. De- 
tailed studies of simian courtship would be of great interest. In 
man, of course, courtship is highly developed, and obviously plays 
an important biological role; but it  cannot be discussed in a purely 
zoological article. 

The Courtship of Birds.-It is in birds that courtship is 
most universal and striking, and its details and its biological sig- 
nificance have been here most thoroughly investigated. Conse- 
quently, we can lay down certain general rules as regards the 
form which courtship takes in birds of different modes of life 
and reproduction. 

( I )  The racial function of the male bird may be confined to 
fertilization (ruff, black grouse); or he may also mount guard 
during the female's incubation (most ducks); or may also share 

n feeding the young (most passerines and hawks); or also in 
ncubation (grebes, herons, etc.) The more duties he executes 
or the good of the offspring, the greater is what may be called 
iis racial value. To  kill a male ruff immediately after fertili- 
,ation has no deleterious effects on the next generation, whereas 
he death of a male grebe or heron at  the same period seriously 
mperils the chances of the eggs and young. 

( 2 )  The "marriage systems" of birds vary from permanent 
nonogamy (parrots, ravens), through monogamy for one season 
most monogamous birds) or one brood (some wrens), to  polyg- 
my of the "small harem" type (jungle fowl, many pheasants), 
lr of the promiscuous type (ruff, blackcock, probably some birds 
~f paradise). 

(3) The need for  protection by means of protective coloration 
nd inconspicuous habits varies considerably. Birds which nest 
regariously in general need less protection a t  the nest-site than 
lo birds nesting solitarily. 

(4) The need for a continuous supply of food to the naked 
.oung of most passerine birds has resulted in the adoption by 
pecies of the system of "food-territory" in which the male and 

later the pair defend from intruders an 
area of some extent round their nest. (See 
BIRD, Reprodz4ctive Habits.) 

Courtship is modified in various ways 
with reference to these facts. In  general, 
the less the share of the male in the care of 
eggs and young, the greater the difference 
between the sexes in plumage, and the more 
striking the (exclusively male) courtship 
behaviour. This is owing to the greater 
need for sober colouring and inconspicu- 
ous behaviour in the female, on whom the 
whole fate of the brood depends, and the 
lesser need in the male. 

The greater the degree of polygamy, the 
greater in general the intensity of courtship 

? O M  M E l S E N H E l M E R  
CHLECHr UND GESCHLEC;(TE'l:; and the exaggeration of display characters. 
1ERRElcnE ( c u s r ~ v  F l s c n E R )  This is due to the fact that with polygamy 
d*LE HlspIALus HECTUs the successful males transmit their char- 
ROW BELOW acters to many offsprings, while the less 
uccessful do not transmit their characters a t  all. Thus the 
remium on success in mating is greater. 
Per contra, where the male plays a part closely similar to that 

f the female in incubation and care of the young, both sexes tend 
o be similar in plumage, and often both develop display-charac- 
ers (crest of crested grebe, plumes of herons), and for the ex- 
lusively male courtship to give place to what may be called 
lutual courtship, in which both sexes take part. 

Mutual courtship is often prolonged until the young are no 
mger under parental care (divers, egrets, grebes, albatrosses). 
n such cases it is probable that courtship, in addition to its 
unction in raising the level of sexual emotion, has a secondary 
unction as an emotional bond which helps to keep the pair to- 
ether for the sake of the young. 
Then, the greater the need for protection, the less will be the 

evelopment of bright colours and display-characters. I n  ex- 
reme cases, as in European warblers, the sexes are practically 
ientical in coloration, although the male alone displays in court- 
hip 

In  solitary birds with concealed nests, it is rare for courtship 
o take place near the nest, for fear of revealing its site When 
 is danger is not of importance, courtship may occur a t  the nest 
e.g., in the rook). I t  is especially noticeable in gregarious birds 
rith mutual courtship (e.g, pelicans, herons) when a joint cere- 
lony is often performed when one bird relieves its mate on the 
est. 
Finally, where food-territory exists, many sexual activities are 

:lated with the territorial system, and not, as was originally 
?ought, with true courtship. For instance, the song of all our 
ommon singing birds is mainly an advertisement to  females of 
le presence of a male in possession of territory, and a warning 
otice to other males to  keep out. 
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COT. 
There is often a recrudescence of courtship in a mild form in 

early autumn when the birds are released from family cares and 
are still warm and well fed. I n  some gregarious forms this ap- 
pears t o  blend with the remarkable social performances of this 
season (e.g., stone-curlew). I n  the oyster-catcher, the same per- 
formance is employed both in courtship and to demonstrate sex- 
ual or territorial jealousy. When these two motives reinforce 
each other, this performance may be joined in by a number of 
birds and assumes in a rudimentary way a social character, as 
of a human dance. 

I n  courtship, grebes and divers present weeds to  their mates, 
penguins stones, herons sticks, warblers twigs or leaves. In all 
such cases the objects presented constitute nesting material; it 
appears that some association occurs between the two pleasur- 
able breeding activities of nest-building and courtship. 

Occasionally non-sexual actions are incorporated in courtship. 
Grebes often give a useless (one might say "ritual") imitation of 
preening their wings during courtship, and swans behave some- 
what similarly. The psychologiczl explanation of this is not easy. 

An interesting psychological transference has been noted in the 
Adelie penguin. The males may present nesting material (stones) 
not only, as is normal, to  the females as part of courtship, but to  
other organisms which interest them, such as explorers and dogs. 

Another type of transference has been observed in a captive 
male Argus pheasant. The courtship of this species is given to a 
stationary female. The female with which this male was confined 
belonged to another species, and would not stand still. The male, 
after repeated attempts t o  display before the female, gave u p  
and proceeded to display before his water-trough! 

Almost as a matter of course, the mode of life is reflected in  
courtship. As part of courtship, the males of the fast-flying fal- 
cons fly straight a t  their mates; the golden-eye drake raises a jet 
of water with his feet;  grebes, divers, and various diving ducks 
use their diving powers to  appear from below the surface in strik- 
ing display-poses close to  their mates and so forth. 

Bower-Birds.-In some ways the most remarkable courtship 
known is that of the bower-birds (q.v.). These birds clear play- 
grounds, in  which special bowers (quite unlike nests) are con- 
structed by  some species. I n  the playground (if a bower is made 
opposite its entrance) is deposited a collection of bright objects. 
The objects differ with the species; they may include silvery 
leaves, flowers, shells, berries, bones, etc. When the female visits 
the playground, the male pursues her amorously round it  
(through the bower, when present). Here it  appears that the 
bright objects collected serve instead of the brilliant plumage of 
other male birds t o  stimulate the female. 

The details of courtship vary enormously from species to  
species; a number of special types are figured in the plates. They 
all have in common two facts. First, the display presents the bird 
in an unusual aspect; and presumably stimulates by its very un- 
usualness. Secondly, when bright colours or special plumage 
exists only in one sex, or only during the breeding season, these 
are in the great majority of cases made specially conspicuous in  
courtship. Often such characteristics are normally concealed, but 
made visible only by display. 

A great deal still remains t o  be discovered about courtship, 
and amateur naturalists can render considerable service to biology 
by recording the results of intensive observation of the whole 
courtship period even of quite common species. (See SEXUAL 
SELECTION; BIRDS; PSYCHOLOGY, COMPARATIVE.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-C. Darwin, The  Descent o f  Man (1881) ; F. Chap- 
man, Camps and Cruises o f  an Ornithologist (1909) ; W .  P. Pycraft, 
T h e  Courtship o f  Animals (1913) ; E. Howard, The British Warblers 
(1907-14) ; G. M. Levick, Antarctic Penguins (1914) ; J. Meisen- 
heimer, Geschlecht und Geschlechter (Jena, 1921) ; J. S. Huxley, 
Journ. Linnaean SOC. (Zool.), vol. xxxv. (1923) ; E. Selous, Realities of 
Bird Life (1927). (J. S. H.) 

COUSIN, JEAN (1500-IS~O), French painter, was born a t  
Soucy, near Sens, and began as  a glass-painter, his windows in 
the  Sainte Chapelle a t  Vincennes being considered the finest in 
France. As a painter of subject pictures he is ranked as the 
founder of the French school, as having first departed from the 
practice of portraits. His "Last Judgment," influenced by Par- 

migiano, is in the Louvre, and a "Descent from the Cross" (1523) 
in the museum a t  Mainz is attributed to  him. H e  was known also 
as a sculptor and a n  engraver, both in  etching and on wood, his 
woodcuts for Jean le Clerc's Bible (1596) and other books being 
his best known work. H e  also wrote a Livre de perspective 
(1560), and a Livre de portraiture (1571). 

See Ambroise Firmin-Didot, Btude sur J. Cousin (1872), and 
Recueil des oeuvres choisies de J.  Cousin (1873). 

COUSIN, VICTOR (1792-1867), French philosopher, was 
born in  Paris, in the Quartier St. Antoine, on Nov. 28, 1792. H e  
was educated a t  the LycCe Charlemagne, and a t  the age of 18 
passed to the Normal School, where he later lectured on Phi- 
losophy. I n  1815-16 he was assistant to  Royer-Collard in  the 
chair of history of modern philosophy. I n  these early years the 
influences to  which he owed most were those of Laromiguikre, 
who taught the philosophy of Locke and Condillac, Royer-Collard, 
who introduced him to the Scottish philosophy, and Maine de 
Biran, on the psychological side. H e  then began t o  study German 
philosophy, especially that of Schelling, whose influence can also 
be traced in his work. I n  1817 he met Hegel a t  Heidelberg, and i n  
1818, going to Munich, he met Schelling and Jacobi. 

Political changes deprived him of his offices in  1821-22, and 
he went again t o  Germany; in  Berlin in  1824 he  was imprisoned, 
on some political charge, for six months, and continued under sus- 
picion for three years. During this period of enforced abandon- 
ment of teaching his philosophy took definite shape, and in 1826 
he published the Fragmens Plzilosophiques, which contains most 
that is distinctive in his thought. T o  this period also belong his 
edition of Proclus (1820-27), and of Descartes (11 vols. 1826), 
and the beginning of the translation of Plato (13 vols.), which 
occupied him from 1825-40. I n  1828 Cousin and Guizot were 
recalled t o  the university, and the three years that  followed were 
the period of his greatest triumph as a lecturer. The  hall of the 
Sorbonne was crowded, and a taste for history revived in France 
to  a n  extent unknown since the 17th century. Guizot's ministry 
then made him a member of the Council of Public Instruction, 
and in 1832 he ceased to lecture. I n  1840 he became minister of 
public instruction under Thiers, remaining a t  the same time 
director of the normal school and virtual head of the university. 

The most important work he accomplished a t  this time was the 
organization of primary education. Owing to his efforts, France 
followed in this matter the example of Prussia, which he regarded 
as  affording the best example of organized national education. 
I n  1831 he visited Germany t o  study the system, and his results 
were published a s  "Rapport sur 1'Ctat de l'instruction publique 
. . . en Prusse." Then followed the law of primary instruction, 
which, in the words of the Edinburgh Review (July 1833) "marks 
an epoch in the progress of national education." During this pe- 
riod he also published revised editions of his lectures and studies 
of various periods in the history of philosophy. I n  1854 he pub- 
lished D u  vrai, du  beau, e t  du  bien. At the close of the reign 
of Louis Philippe he retired from public life. H e  occupied a suite 
of rooms in the Sorbonne, and died a t  Cannes on Jan. 13, 1867. 

The three distinctive points in  Cousin's philosophy are method, 
the results of the method, and its application t o  the history of 
whiloso~hv. The method is that of observation. analvsis and de- 
duction, applied to  the facts of consciousness,'supp~emented by  
inferences about the nature of realitv necessitated bv the data of 
consciousness; this gives us psychology as  the basis of metaphysics 
or ontology. The results t o  which this method leads are sensibility, 
activity or liberty and reason. His doctrine of liberty contains a 
distinction between the spontaneous and reflective activity of the 
will, while the distinctive point of his theory of reason is the 
doctrine of the impersonality of reason, which he thought Kant  
missed by putting necessity as  the criterion of the principles of 
knowledge, and thus making them relative to  the human intelli- 
gence, and therefore incapable of revealing substantial reality. 
The primary principles of reason are cause and substance, and by 
means of these we pass from psychology t o  ontology, the knowl- 
edge of objective reality. From the reciprocally limitative ideas 
of the me and the not-me we reach that of the absolute, which is 
the cause of both. 



COUSIN-COUSIN MARRIAGE 
Finally, he applies the three stages he has discovered, the spon- 

taneous, the reflective and the recognition of the relation of the 
finite and infinite to the history of philosophy. 

Cousin's gifts lay in the direction of observation and generaliza- 
tion rather than analysis or original speculation. H e  left no dis- 
tinctive permanent principle of philosophy. But his eclecticism, 
proceeding as it  did from an appreciation of nearly every system 
of philosophy ancient and modern, was a valuable influence in 
the direction of toleration and width of view. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. Barthblemy St. Hilaire, V. Cousin, sa vie e t  sa 
correspondance (1895) ; H. Hoffding, Hist. of Mod. Phil., ii. 311, Eng. 
trans. (1900) ; C. E. Fuchs, Die Philosophie Victor Cousins (1847) ; 
J. Alaux, La Philos, de M. Coz~sin (1864) ; P. Janet, Victor Cousz7z et 
so7z oezlvre (168j) ; Jules Simon, V. Cousin (1887) ; Adolphe Franck, 
Moralirtes et pizilosoplz~s (1872) ; J. P. Damiron, Souvenirs de vingt 
ans d'enseignement (1859) ; H. Taine in Les Plzilosopkes pp. 79-202 
(1868) ; P. P. Dubois, Cousin, Joz~flroy, Damiron (1902). 

COUSIN, a term of relationship (Late Lat. cosinus, perhaps 
an abbreviation of the classic Latin consobrinus). Children of 
brothers and sisters are to  each other first cousins, or cousins- 
german; the children of first cousins are to  each other second 
cousins; the child of a first cousin is to the first cousin of his 
father or mother a first cousin once removed. 

The  word cousin has also, since the 16th century, been used 
by sovereigns as an honorific style in addressing persons of 
exalted, but not equal, sovereign rank, the term "brother" being 
reserved as the style used by one sovereign in addressing another. 

COUSIN MARRIAGE. Though among some primitive peo- 
ples the marriage of first cousins is strongly deprecated, many 
consider it  the most suitable union and even demand that a man's 
first wife shall be so related to him. This preference for cousin 
marriage is found in many parts of Australia, Oceania, Africa and 
Asia. I n  North America it is not enjoined, but is freely permitted. 
There is no conclusive evidence that such peoples suffer in any 
way from this inbreeding or are inferior physically to  those who 
regard the marriage of first or even more distant cousins as in- 
jurious, though the latter aver that such unions result in sterility 
or the production of weakly children. This disapprobation may 
even extend to classificatory cousins, as  in parts of East Africa, 
where a man may not take as wife any woman of his mother's clan. 
Cross-cousin Marriage.-In European societies all first cous- 

ins are regarded as being equally close relatives. Primitive peoples 
commonly distinguish the offspring of two brothers or two sis- 
ters from the oiispring of a brother and a sister respectively. 
The former are technically called parallel or ortho-cousins, the 
latter cross-cousins. A few tribes do not differentiate between 
these two for purposes of marriage, but generally, where cousin 
marriage is enjoined, this refers to cross-cousins while ortlto- 
cozisi~zs are strictly forbidden to mate. In  a society based upon 
the clan organization (ste ~ ~ C L A T I O N S H I P  TERMS) such a prohi- 
bition on one set of ortho-cousins is intelligible for they would be- 
long to the same clan. But this does not explain the tabu on both 
sets, which though not very widespread is found. I t  may be due to 
the clan of mother and father being equally important, due pos- 
sibly to a change in the mode of reckoning descent; or to  survival 
of a time when society contained only two exogamous groups. 
(See diagram I. and art. DUAL ORGANIZATION.) 

Diagram I. 
B =  9 A =  Q 
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bl=C2 Bl=a2 b2 = A1 C1=.42 al =. C1 
rJ1 r--L-1 r l - i  r -1 r--ll 

C4 c4 B3 b3 A3 a A4 a4 C3 c3 

There are three clans A.B.C. of which the men are represented 
by A I ;  A2; . . . the women by a I ;  az. . . . Descent is patri- 
lineal. If we take the brother and sister Ag, ag, their cross-cousins 
are B3, b3 and Cg, cg ; while their ortho-coz~sins are Aq, a4 and 
Cq, cq. But were there only two clans instead of three their 
mother's sister, b~ must have married a man of clan A, and her 
children also would then have belonged to the same clan as Ag, ag. 

A further distinction is often made between the two types of 
cross-cousin, the daughters of the father's sister and those of the 

maternal uncle. Kot  uncommonly, though marriage with one of 
these is compulsory, marriage with the other is forbidden. Of the 
two, it is more usual for the paternal aunt's daughter to be prohib- 
ited, though in parts of India, she is the orthodox wife. Owing to 
the wide expansion of relationship prevalent among those who have 
the clan organization (see XEL~$TIOXSHIP TERMS) it  is often not 
clear whether, where cousin-marriage is encouraged, the real or 
classificatory cousin is usually selected. I n  the majority of cases a 
first cousin by genealogical reckoning is preferred, though, failing 
such an one, a second or a classificatory cousin would be allowed. 
Thus in a society composed only of three clans, all are directly 
related; if there are more than three they will still be all linked 
together though the connection will be indirect. (See diagram 
11.) Cross-cousin marriage is often associated with the Dual 
Organization of Society (q.v.), but it  can never bring it  about. 
Cross-cousin marriage which is also associated with marriage by 
exchange, however, does tend to unite pairs of clans within the 
community. (See EXCHANGE MARRIAGE.) 

Diagram 11. 
A = b  B = c  C = d  D = a  

r - - L - - l r - - - l  
A a B b C c D d 

There are four clans, A.B.C.D., of which the men are A.B. 
. . . the women a. b. A can marry either his father's sister's daugh- 
ter d., or his maternal uncle's daughter, b. Similarly B can marry 
a. or c., etc. But A can never take a wife from Clan C nor B one 
from clan D etc. Where only one cross-cousin is permitted the 
women of clan A will marry into one clan, e.g. D . ;  the men into 
the othcr e.g. B. 

These inter-clan alliances function clearly in economic and cere- 
monial life. For instance, in a tribe in Assam which enjoins mar- 
riage with the maternal uncle's daughter and prohibits it  with the 
father's sister's daughter, during the death ceremonies the clan of 
the deceased, that of his wife and that of his sister's husband, 
each has its appointed part to  perform. I n  Australia marriage is 
almost entirely conditioned by relationship, not on clan member- 
ship, a man's wife being either his mother's brother's daughter or 
the daughter's daughter of his mother's maternal uncle (real or 
fictive), which enjoined marriages appear in some tribes to have 
divided society into four and eight sections respectively. 

Though cross-cousin marriage, wherever enjoined, links to- 
gether both groups and individuals, it cannot be regarded as a single 
sociological phenomenon. Among some peoples it  is an institution 
for the benefit of the man; in others it  safeguards the position of 
the woman; while in others again it is a duty which both owe for 
the sake of their respective groups. Where marriageable women 
are scarce, due to polygyny or female infanticide, or where heavy 
gifts have to be made for a bride, the difficulty of obtaining a wife 
is relieved if i t  is a recognized custom for a man to have preferen- 
tial right to one of his cousins; and in many parts of the world, 
especially among patrilineal peoples a father may claim one of his 
sister's daughters for his son. This does not always imply that the 
young man can get a wife without giving any bride-price for her, 
though this happens sometimes, but usually less will be demanded 
of him, and he may have the power to  veto his cousin's marriage to  
any other man. Elsewhere the institution may chiefly benefit the 
woman by ensuring her a husband to father her children, and pro- 
vide her with protection and economic support. I n  many places, 
however, cross-cousin marriage is enforced for the benefit of the 
group rather than the individual, for it  strengthens the ties between 
related families or clans, and also prevents the weakening of a 
group through the loss of its members. 

Its most important effect is on the transmission of property. 
Amongst a matrilineal people a man's heirs are his sister's sons. 
I-Iis own children can receive nothing, however much he may wish 
them to do so. A partial solution of this conflict between paternal 
inclination and social duty is obtained by the marriage of his heir 
with his daughter, which, since he is legal guardian to  the former 
is generally possible. In  this way his daughter will benefit from 
his wealth. If his son marries his sister's daughter, then his own 
grandchildren will eventually inherit it. (See diagram 111.) 
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Diagram 111. 
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The property passes from B1 to his sister's son B2; and if his 
own son C2 marries Bps sister, b2, i t  will revert on B2's death to  
B1's grandson B3. 

In  parts of the west Pacific where cross-cousin marriage is fa- 
voured this desire on the part of a man to provide for his children 
is given by the natives themselves as the reason for the practice. 
Similarly, where property is held by the clan constant intermar- 
riage between two or three clans prevents their wealth from being 
dispersed. The advantages resulting from the customary marriage 
of cross-cousins, both to the individuals and to society as a whole 
might have given rise to it in different parts of the world. The 
least satisfactory theory derives it  from a society in which there 
are two exogamous groups. Where this is found all the women 
available to a man as a wife belong to the group which contains 
his cross-cousins and, if matrilineal, his father's sister, or if patri- 
lineal, his mother, and all those who, according to the classificatory 
system of nomenclature, are included with them. I t  has been ar- 
gued that, since a man will tend to choose some one of his own 
generation. cross-cousin marriage will result. This is purely hypo- 
thetical, since a wornan of his generation may be many years his 
senior or his junior, while a woman of the generation above or 
below may be his contemporary. I n  a patrilineal community the 
former might be denied him because classed with his mother, but 
this would not hold in a matrilineal one. But the strongest argu- 
ment against this theory is that while it might explain marriage 
with a classificatory cross-cousin, it  does not explain why almost 
always it is the first cousin who is the prescribed mate. To  account 
for the custom in the west Pacific Dr.  Rivers believed that in for- 
mer times the old men were in the habit of appropriating the young 
girls as wives for themselves. To  provide a mate for his sister's 
son a man gave him one of his own wives, and later substituted his 
daughter. This again is hypothetical, though there is some evidence 
for the practice of marriage with the maternal uncle's wife or 
widow in this area. 

Sir James Frazer argues that a common method of acquiring a 
wife is for two men to exchange sisters. The children of these two 
unions would then be cross-cousins. When the boys of the second 
generation sought for mates, a second exchange of sisters would be 
effected, thus bringing about a marriage between people who were 
doubly cross-cousins. (See EXCHANGE MARRIAGE.) This cannot 
be proved, but it affords an explanation of the conditions in many 
parts of Australia. Nevertheless there are many tribes, such as 
those of Torres straits and part of New Guinea who practise mar- 
riage by exchange, but prohibit the marriage of first cousins. 

Ortho-cousin Marriage.-The marriage of ortho-cousins is in- 
compatible with the clan organization, but is enjoined among cer- 
tain patrilineal peoples who are not so organized, particularly in 
the form of marriage with the father's brother's daughter. (There 
is no record of any people who enjoin marriage with the daughter 
of the maternal aunt.) It is most prominent among the Arabs and 
is approved by Mohammedans generally, and has been recorded 
from the Basuto of South Africa. Among the Arabian Bedouins a 
man has a right to his paternal uncle's daughter. The bride-price 
he pays for her is less than would he demanded of another man and 
her father cannot bestow her hand elsewhere without his nephew's 
consent. I t  also seems that according to Mohammedan law this 
type of marriage is something of a duty, to perform which confers 
religious merit. Two main reasons are put forward for encourag- 
ing ortho-cousins to marry. One is a desire to "keep the blood 
pure" and this is considered especially important among the better 
class families. The other reason is to prevent property from leav- 
ing the family; bride-price and dowry may change hands but the 
wealth remains within the group of bride and bride-groom. This 
is probably the reason for the prescribed marriage with the father's 
brother's daughter in Madagascar. where, though descent is matri- 
lineal and marriage with the mother's sister's daughter therefore 

incestuous, inheritance is patrilineal. The Arabs maintain that this 
form of marriage makes for domestic happiness, since the charac- 
ter of the girl is known beforehand, and further, if she should 
prove refractory her husband will have the support of her father 
and brothers in quelling her. These reasons are, however, probably 
rationalizations rather than originators of the custom. For the lat- 
ter we must look to considerations of family pride and economics. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--Sir J. G. Frazer, Folk Lore in the Old Testament, 
vol. ii., pp. 98, sqq. A survey of all tribes practising cousin marriage 
and a discussion of theories concerning its origin. E. A. Westermarck, 
The Historq of  Human Marriage, vol. 11. pp. 68-79. 1921 edn. W. H. 
R. Rivers, Kinship and Social Organization (1914), History of Mela- 
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COUSINS, SAMUEL (1801-I%?), English mezzotint en- 
graver, was born a t  Exeter, May 9, 1801. H e  was pre-eminently 
the interpreter of Sir Thomas Lawrence. During his apprentice- 
ship to S. W. Reynolds he engraved many of the best amongst 
the 360 little mezzotints illustrating the works of Sir Joshua 
Reynolds. In  the finest of his numerous transcripts of Lawrence, 
such as "Lady Acland and her Sons," "Pope Pius VII." and 
"Master Lambton," the distinguishing characteristics of the en- 
graver's work, brilliancy and force of effect in a high key, cor- 
responded exactly with similar qualities in the painter. After the 
introduction of steel for engraving purposes about the year 1823, 
Cousins and his contemporaries were compelled to  work on it, 
because the soft copper previously used for mezzotint plates did 
not yield a sufficient number of fine impressions to  enable the 
method to compete commercially against line engraving. The 
painter-like quality which distinguished the 18th century mezzo- 
tints on copper was wanting in his later works, because the hard- 
ness of the steel on which they were engraved impaired freedom 
of execution and richness of tone, and so enhanced the labour 
of scraping that he accelerated the work by stipple, etching the 
details instead of scraping them out of the "ground" in the 
manner of his predecessors. To this "mixed style," previously 
used by Richard Earlom on copper, Cousins added heavy roulette 
and rocking-tool textures, tending to fortify the darks, when he 
found that the "burr" even on steel failed to  yield enough fine 
impressions to meet the demand. The effect of his prints in this 
method after Reynolds and Millais was mechanical and out of 
harmony with the picturesque technique of these painters, but 
the phenomenal popularity which Cousins gained for his works at  
least kept alive and in favour a form of mezzotint engraving 
during a critical phase of its history H e  died in London, unmar- 
ried, on May 7, 188'7. 

See Algernon Graves, Catalogue o f  the Wovks o f  Sanzuel Coz~siizr, 
R A,,  (1888) ; George Pycroft, M R.C.S.E., Memoir o f  Samuel C o u ~ i n  , 
R A, ,  Member o f  the Legion of lionour (1899) ; and Alfred Whltman, 
Samuel Cousins ( ~ g o q ) ,  which contains a catalogue, good illustrations, 
and much detail useful to the collector and dealer. 

COUSTOU, the name of a famous family of French sculp- 
tors. 

NICOLAS COUSTOU (1658-1733) was the son of a wood-carver 
at  Lyons, where he was bori~. At 18 he removed to Paris, to 
study under C. A. Coysevox, his mother's brother, president of 
the recently established Academy of Painting and Sculpture; and 
at  23 he gained the Colbert prize, which entitled him to four years' 
education at  the French academy at  Rome. H e  afterwards be 
came rector and chancellor of the Academy of Painting and 
Sculpture. From 1700 he was an active collaborator with 
Coysevox a t  the palaces of Ifarly and Yersailles. His most f-i- 
mous works are "La Seine et la Marne," "La Sa8ne." the "Berger 
Chasseur" in the Tuileries gardens, the bas-relicf "Le Passage 
du Rhin" in the Louvre, and the "Descent from the Croqs" 
placed behind the choir altar of Notre D s ~ n e  a t  P a r i ~  

His younger brother, GUILI,AU~~E COUSTOU (16i?-1i46), also 
gained the Colbert prize; but refusing to submit to the rules of 
the academy, he wandered homeless, through the streets of 
Rome. At length he was befriended by the sculptor Legros, under 
whom he studied. Returning lo Paris, he was in 1704 adlnitted 
into the Academy of Painting and Sculnture, of which he after- 
wards became director; and, like his brother, he was employed 



by  Louis XIV. His finest works are the famous group of the 
"Horse Tamers," originally at  Marly, now in the Champs ElysCes 
a t  Paris, the colossal group "The Ocean and the Mediterranean" 
a t  Marly, the bronze "Rhhne," which formed part of the statue 
of Louis XIV. a t  Lyons, and the sculptures a t  the entrance of 
the HBtel des Invalides partly destroyed during the Revolution 
and subsequently restored. 

Another GUILLAUME COUSTOU ( I  716-1 777), the son of Nico- 
las, was also a sculptor. 

See Louis Gougenot, $loge de M .  Coustou le jeune (1903) ; Arskne 
Houssaye, Histoire de l'art fratz~ais au XVIIIe siBcle (1860) ; Lady 
Dilke, Gazette des beaux-arts, vol. xxv. (1901). 

COUTANCES, WALTER OF (d. 1207), bishop of Lin- 
coln and archbishop of Rouen, commenced his career in the 
chancery of Henry II., was elected bishop of Lincoln in 1182, and 
in I 184 obtained, with the king's help, the see of Rouen. Through- 
out his career he was much employed in diplomatic and adminis- 
trative duties. H e  started with Richard I .  for the Third Crusade, 
but was sent back from Messina to investigate the charges which 
the barons and the official class had brought against the chancellor, 
William Longchamp. The archbishop of Rouen sided with the 
barons and John, and sanctioned Longchamp's deposition. The 
Great Council now recognized the archbishop as chief justiciar, 
and he remained at  the head of the government till 1193, when he 
was replaced by Hubert Walter. The archbishop did good service 
in the negotiations for Richard's release, but subsequently quar- 
relled with his master and laid Normandy under an interdict, be- 
cause the border stronghold of Chiteau Gaillard in the Vexin had 
been built on his land without his consent. After Richard's death 
the archbishop accepted John as the lawful heir of Normandy and 
consecrated him as duke. The archbishop accepted the French 
conquest of Normandy with equanimity ( ~ z o q ) ,  although he kept 
to  his old allegiance while the issue of the struggle was in doubt. 

See W .  Stubbs's editions in Rolls Series of Benedictus Abbas, NO. 
49 (1867) ; Hoveden, No. 51 (1868-71) ; Diceto, No. 68 (1876). R. 
Howlett's edition of "William of Kewburgh" and "Richard of Devizes" 
in Chronicles, etc., of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry II., and Richard 
I., Rolls Ser., No. 82 (1S84-89). See also the preface to vol. 3 of 
Stubbs's Hoveden, pp. 1ix.-xcviii.; J .  H. Round, Commune o f  London 
(1899), and the French poem on Guillaume le Mare'chal ed. P. Meyer 
(Soc. de PHistoire de France, 1891-1901). 

COUTANCES, a town of north-western France, capital of 
an arrondissement of the department of Manche, 7 mi. E.  of the 
English Channel and 58 mi. S. of Cherbourg on the Western rail- 
way. Pop. (1936) 6,465. I t  is beautifully situated on the right 
bank of the Soulle on a protruding core of granite crowned by 
the celebrated cathedral of Notre Dame with its three conspicu- 
ous towers. The cathedral of Notre Dame is mainly 13th cen- 
tury Gothic, retaining only some pier-bases of the first church 
consecrated on the site c. 1090. The slender turrets massed 
round the western towers and the octagonal central tower, which 
forms a lantern within, are conspicuous features. I n  the interior, 
which comprises the nave with aisles, transept and choir with 
ambulatory and side chapels, there are fine rose-windows with 
stained glass of the 14th century. The church of St. Pierre, re- 
built in the Renaissance, has a graceful dome and an octagonal 
tower. There is an aqueduct of the 14th century to  the west of 
the town. 

Coutances, the ancient Cosedia, was one of the chief pre- 
Roman towns in the country of the Unelli. I n  the 3rd century 
its name was changed to Constantia, in honour of the emperor 
Constantius Chlorus by whom it was fortified. I t  became the 
capital of the pagus Constantinus (Co ten t i~z ) ,  and in the middle 
ages was the seat of a viscount, with a long list of sieges from 
the time of the Conqueror onwards. I t  has been an episcopal see 
since the 5th century. I n  the 17th century it  was the centre of 
the revolt of the Nu-pieds, caused by the imposition of the salt- 
tax (gabelle). Coutances is a quiet town with winding streets 
and pleasant boulevards bordering it on the east. The town is 
the seat of a bishop, a court of assizes and a sub-prefect, and has 
tribunals of first instance and of commerce. Leather-dressing 
and wool-spinning are carried on and there is trade in live-stock 
and agricultural produce. 

COUTHON, GEORGES ( I  7 j5-1794), French revolutionist, 
was born in Orcet, Puy-de-DBme, and was admitted advocate a t  
Clermont in 178 j. On the outbreak of the Revolution, Couthon, 
who was then a member of the municipality of Clermont-Ferrand, 
published his L'Aristocrate convert;, advocating constitutional 
monarchy. H e  became president of the tribunal of the town of 
Clermont in 1791, and in September of the same year was elected 
deputy to the legislative assembly. In  Sept. 1792 Couthon was 
elected member of the national convention, and a t  the trial of the 
king voted for the sentence of death without appeal. After some 
hesitation he joined Robespierre, and became his staunch friend 
and adherent. H e  was the first to  demand the arrest of the 
proscribed Girondists. On May 30, 1793, he became a member 
of the committee of public safety, and in August was sent as one 
of the commissioners of the convention attached to the army 
before Lyons. Impatient a t  the slow progress made by the be- 
sieging force, he decreed a leve'e e n  masse in the department of 
Puy-de-D6me, collected an army of 60,000 men, and himself led 
them to Lyons. When the city was taken, Oct. 9, 1793, although 
the convention ordered its destruction, Couthon did not carry 
out the decree, and showed a certain moderation which led to his 
recall on Oct. 29. The wholesale massacre in the city began only 
after the arrival on Nov. 3, 1793, of Collot d'Herbois. Couthon 
returned to Paris and on Dec. 21 was elected president of the con- 
vention. H e  shared in the prosecution of the HCbertists, and pro- 
moted the law of the zznd Prairial, which in the case of trials 
before the revolutionary tribunal deprived the accused of the 
aid of counsel or of witnesses for their defence. During the crisis 
preceding the 9th Thermidor, Couthon remained in Paris, in order, 
as he wrote, that he might either die or triumph with Robespierre 
and liberty. Arrested with Robespierre and Saint-Just, his col- 
leagues in the triumvirate of the Terror, he was taken to the 
scaffold on the same cart with Robespierre on July 28, 1794 
(10th Thermidor). 

See Fr. M&ge, Correspondance de Couthon . . . suivie de "1'Aristo- 
crate converti," come'die en deux actes de Couthon (1872), and Nou- 
veaux Documents sur Georges Couthon (Clermont-Ferrand, 1890) ; 
also F. A. Aulard, Les Orateurs de la Le'gislative et de la Convention, 
ii. 42 5-443 (1885-86). 

COUTTS, THOMAS (173 j - I ~ Z Z ) ,  English banker and 
founder of the banking house of Coutts & Co., was born on Sept. 
7, 173 j. H e  was the fourth son of John Coutts (1699-17 j ~ ) ,  
lord provost of Edinburgh in 1742, who carried on a business in 
corn and negotiated bills of exchange. Soon after the death of 
John Coutts the business was divided into two branches, one car- 
ried on in Edinburgh, the other in London. The banking business 
in London was in the hands of James and Thomas Coutts, sons of 
John Coutts. From the death of his brother in 1778, Thomas, as 
surviving partner, became sole head of the firm; and under his 
direction the banking house was firmly established. H e  died in 
London on Feb. 24, 1822. 

See C. Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs o f  the Families of Colt and 
Coutts (1879) ; and R. Richardson, Coutts G Co. (1900). 

COUTURE, THOMAS (181 j-1879), French historical and 
genre painter, was born a t  Senlis (Oise), and studied under Baron 
A. J. Gros and Paul Delaroche, winning a Prix de Rome in 1837. 
His masterpieces were his "Romans in the Decadence of the 
Empire7' (1847), now in the Luxembourg, and his "Love of 
Money" ( I  844), a t  Toulouse. 

COUVADE, a custom so called in BCarn (literally a "brood- 
ing," from Fr. cozlver, to hatch), requiring that the father, a t  
and sometimes before the birth of his child, shall retire to bed and 
fast or abstain from certain kinds of food, receiving the atten- 
tions generally shown to women a t  their confinements. The exist- 
ence of the custom in ancient classical times is testified to  by 
Apollonius Rhodius, Diodorus (who found it  among the Corsi- 
cans), and Strabo (who noticed it  among the Spanish Basques, by 
whom, as well as by the Gascons, it  has been said to be observed, 
though the most recent researches entirely discredit this). Marco 
Polo relates its observance in Chinese Turkistan. I t  is found in 
China, India, Assam, Borneo, Siam, Africa and the Americas. I n  
certain of the Baltic provinces of Russia the husband, on the 



lying-in of the wife, takes to  his bed and groans in mock pain. 
I n  East Anglia, a curiously obstinate belief survives (the preva- 
lence of which in earlier times is proved by references to it in 
Elizabethan drama) that the pregnancy of the woman affects the 
man, and the young husband who complains of a toothache is 
assailed by pleasantries as to his wife's condition. 

I n  explanation of the custom, E. B. Tylor traced in it  the 
transition from the matriarchal to the patriarchal system of tribe- 
organization. Thus, the couvade arose in the father's desire to  
emphasize the bond of blood between himself and his child. I n  
some countries the father has to purchase the child from its 
mother; and in the Roman ceremony of the husband raising the 
baby from the floor we may trace the savage idea that the male 
parent must formally proclaim his acceptance of and responsi- 
bility for the offspring. The explanation of the American Indians, 
as indeed of many peoples who practise it, is that if the father 
engaged in any hard or hazardous work, e.g. hunting, or was care- 
less in  his diet, the child would suffer and inherit the physical 
faults and peculiarities of the animals eaten. Obviously as Pro- 
fessor Westermarck shows there is the idea "that there is an 
intimate relationship" between father and child such that the 
activities of the father aifect the child. Tabus of this nature are 
found both in matrilineal and in patrilineal groups. 

BIBLI~GRAPHY.-B~~~~'S Indian Trzbes of Guiana; Johann Baptist 
von Spix and Karl F. P. von Martius, Travels in Brazil (1823-31), ii. 
281; E. B. Tylor's Early History of Man (1865; 2nd ed. p. 301) ; 
A. Giraud-Teulon, Les Origines du mariage et de la famille (1884) ; 
A. H. Keane's Ethnology (1896), p. 368 and footnote; Lord Avebury, 
Origzn of Czvilzzatzon (1900) ; W. Z. Rlpley, Races of Europe (1900) ; 
E. Crawley, The Mystic Rose (1902) ; E. Thurston, Ethnographic 
Notes on Sozitlzern India (1906) ; E. Westermarck, History of Huma~t 
itfarrzage (5th ed. 3 vols. 1921) ; Wm. Crooke, Religion and Folklore 
of Northern India (Ed. by R. E. Enthoven, 1926). 

COVE. A small inlet or sheltered bay in a coast-line. I n  
English dialect a cave or recess in a mountain-side. The use of 
the word was first confined to a small chamber or inner recess 
in a room or building. Hence the particular application in archi- 
tecture (9.v.) to  any kind of concave moulding. The term 
"coving" is given in half-timbered work to the curved soffit under 
a projecting window, or carrying the gutter of a house. The 
slang use of "cove" for any male person, like a "fellow," "chap," is 
found in the form "cofe" in T. Harman's Caveat for Cursetors 
(1587) and other early quotations, cf. the Scots word "cofe," 
a pedlar, hawker. 

COVED, an architectural term applied to the concave curved 
juncture of two surfaces: thus a coved ceiling is one which is flat 
or nearly flat in the centre, but joins the walls by means of a con- 
cave sweep. A coved moulding, or cove, is any small moulding 
with a concave profile, particularly when the profile approximates 
a quarter circle. 

COVELLITE, a mineral species consisting of cupric sulphide, 
CuS, crystallizing in the hexagonal system. I t  is of less frequent 
occurrence in nature than chalcocite, the orthorhombic cuprous 
sulphide. Crystals are rare, the mineral being usually found as  
compact and earthy masses or as a blue coating on other copper 
sulphides. The dark indigo-blue colour is a characteristic feature, 
and the mineral was early known as indigo-copper (Ger. Kztpfer- 
indig). The name covellite is taken from N. Covelli, who in 1839 
observed crystals of cupric sulphide encrusting Vesuvian lava, the 
mineral having been formed here by the interaction of hydrogen 
sulph~de and cupric chloride, both of which are volatile volcanic 
products. Covellite is, however, more commonly found in copper- 
bearing veins, where it  has resulted by the alteration of other cop- 
per sulphides, especially chalcopyrite. I t  is found in many copper 
mines. (L. J. S.) 

COVENANT, a mutual agreement of two or more parties, 
or an undertaking made by one of the parties. I n  Old Testament 
theology the word connotes a strongly-binding agreement, e.g., the 
covenant between Abimelech and Isaac; even more particularly a 
covenant between God and man (Gen. xtr. 17). 

The word is used by Johannes Cocceius (q.v.) to describe his 
"covenant" or "federal" theology, based on the two covenants of 
works or life made by God with Adam, on condition of obedi- 
ence, and of grace or redemption, made with Christ. In  Scottish 

ecclesiastical history, covenant appears in the two agreements 
signed by the members of the Scottish Church in defence of their 
religious and ecclesiastical systems (see COVENANTERS). 

The Ulster Covenant was a solemn pledge undertaken through- 
out the province of Clster in Ireland on Sept. 27, 1912, by the fol- 
lowers of Sir Edward (Lord) Carson (q.v.) in his opposition to  
Home Rule (see IRELAND: History). 

Covenant is also in English law a word which has been used 
in a variety of senses. I n  its strict sense, covenant means an 
agreement under seal, that something has or has not already been 
done, or shall or shall not be done hereafter (Shep. Touchstone, 
160, 162). The person who makes, and is bound to perform, the 
promise or stipulation is the covenantor: the person in whose 
favour it  is made is the covenantee. 

A covenant is said to be express when it  is c r e ~ t e d  by the ex- 
press words of the parties to the deed declaratory of their inten- 
tion. I t  is not indispensable that the word "covenant" should be 
used. Any word which clearly indicates the intention of the parties 
to covenant will suffice. An implied covenant, or covenant in law, 
"depends for  its existence on the intendme+ and construction 
of law. There are some words which of themselves do not import 
an express covenant, yet, being made use of in certain contracts, 
have a similar operation and are called covenants in  law; and 
they are as effectually binding on the parties as if expressed in 
the most unequivocal terms" (Platt on Covenants, p. 40). The 
Conveyancing Act 1881 (now ss. 76 and 7 7  cf the Law of 
Property Act 1925) provides that in  conveyances for valuable 
consideration, certain covenants are to  be implied, although not 
specified in the instrument. All these statutory implied covenants 
"run with the land" (see LANDLORD AND TENAST). The distinc- 
tion between real and personal covenants is that the former 
do, while the latter do not, run with the land. Wben a covenant 
relates to  an act already done, it  is usually termed a covenant 
executed; where the perfornlance is future, the covenant is termed 
executory. The covenant for seisin was an assurance to  the 
grantee that the grantor had the estate which he purported to 
convey. I n  England it  is now included in the covenant for right 
to  convey; but i t  is still in separate use in several States in the 
United States. The covenant to stand seised to uses was an 
assurance by means of which, under the Statute of Uses [1536] 
(see USES), a conveyance of an estate might be effected. I t  is 
now obsolete, the Statute of Uses having been repealed by the 
Law of Property Act 1925. 

The term "covenant" is unknown to Scots law. But its place is 
filled to  some extent by the doctrine of "warrandice." Many of 
the British colonies have legislated, as to  the impiication of cove- 
nants for title, on the lines of the English Conveyancing Act 1881. 
See BurgCs, Colonial and Foreign Laws, and ed., vol. ii. pl. ii. 

As to covenants in restraint of trade see RESTRAINT. 
I n  the United States, some of the states have abolished the dis- 

tinction between sealed and unsealed instruments, and where such 
has been done, an action of covenant may be brought upon any 
writing operating as a deed, or where debt or assumption might 
have been maintained before the abolition of such distinction. 
Statutory modifications have been made in many of the states as 
to the method of bringing the action. (See further LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS.) 

COVENANTERS. Covenants or bands of a secular char- 
acter, binding the subscribers to  common action, were a feature 
of Scottish history previous to the Reformation. The first religious 
covenant dates from Dec. I j j 7 ,  when the leading adherents of 
the Reformation bound themselves to  maintain the evangelical 
movement in Scotland. A quarter of a century later ( I  581) an- 
other, drawn up by John Craig and largely signed, was the outconle 
of a widespread fear of a Romanist reaction. I t s  renewal in 1638, 
under the name of the National Covenant, was occasioned by the 
determination of Charles I .  in the previous year to  impose a new 
liturgy on the Church of Scotland without asking the consent of 
the Scottish parliament or the General Assembly. His action 
aroused a storm of opposition and Johnston of Warriston sug- 
gested the revival of the Covenant of 1581 with additions to meet 
the special situation. As thus expanded it  condemned all recent 



COVENT GARDEN-COVENTRY 
and previous ecclesiastical innovations as subversive of the Ref- 
ormation and the laws and liberties of the kingdom, and bound its 
subscribers to forbear the practice of, and resist them until they 
had been considered in a free parliament and assembly. 

The consequence was the abolition of episcopacy by the Gen- 
eral Assembly, which met at  Glasgow in Xovember in spite of the 
prohibition and withdrawal of the royal commissioner, the mar- 
quess of Hamilton. In  the face of this drastic defiance of the royal 
authority, Charles determined to repress the movement by force, 
but his attempt to overawe the army of the Covenanters miscar- 
ried and he was fain to negotiate and agree to  withdraw the service 
book and ratify whatever a new General Assembly should decree 
(June 18, 1639). The Assembly renewed the abolition of episco- 
pacy and the Parliament, under the leadership of the earl of Argyll, 
not only abetted its action, but passed measures materially limit- 
ing the royal authority. An invasion of England in the summer of 
1640 to enforce acceptance compelled Charles to  summon the 
Long Parliament, and thus the Covenanters, by their resolute 
action against his arbitrary rule in Scotland, contributed to  initiate 
the great struggle against this rule in England. I n  this struggle 
they ultimately intervened on the side of the parliament on the 
basis of the Solemn League and Covenant, which stipulated that 
the constitution of the Anglican Church should be reformed 
according to the Word of God and the example of the best Re- 
formed Churches (Sept. 1643). 

On this condition the covenanting army took an active part in 
the great civil war which resulted in the surrender of Charles to it 
in May 1646. On his refusal to  accept the Solemn League and 
Covenant the Scots handed him over to  the commissioners of the 
English parliament. Ultimately he went the length of agreeing in 
the "Engagement" to the provisional establishment of Presby- 
terianism in England as the price of securing their intervention in 
his favour, but the concession was nullified by Cromwell's defeat 
of the Scottish army a t  Preston in 1648. After his execution in 
1649 the Covenanters transferred their allegiance to  Charles 11. on 
condition of his subscribing the Solemn League and Covenant. 
But Cromwell's conquest of Scotland put a n  end to his kingship 
for the time being and greatly weakened the covenanting rCgime. 

The Restoration of 1660 was followed by the abrogation of all 
the acts in favour of Presbyterianism, the restoration of episco- 
pacy, and the execution of its most obnoxious opponents. There- 
after came 25 years of brutal repression, during which the more 
extreme Covenanters several times rose in rebellion and ultimately 
in a couple of declarations renounced allegiance to  a tyrannic 
king. So embittered and fanatic did a section of them become that 
they refused to recognize the ecclesiastical settlement of the revo- 
lution of 1689, which re-established the Presbyterian Church 
government but did not renew the Covenants. Though narrow and 
doctrinaire in the maintenance of their religious convictions, they 
deserve the credit of defending civil liberty throughout those years 
of arbitrary and despotic government. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY: Original sources: Rothes, Relation; Baillie, Letters 
and Journals; Hamilton Papers; Balcanqual, A Large Declaration; 
Wodrow, History of the Suflerings. Modern: D. Hay Fleming, Story 
o f  the Covenants (Edinburgh, 1904) ; J. K. Hewison, The Covenanters 
(1908) ; J .  MacKinnon, History of Modern Liberty, vol. iii. (1908) ; 
S. R. Gardiner, History o f  England (1883-84) ; B. Grub, Ecclesiastical 
History of Scotland (Edinburgh, 1861). (J. M.1 

COVENT GARDEN, a site north of the Strand, London, 
England, occupied by the principal flower, fruit and vegetable 
market in the metropolis. This was originally the so-called "con- 
vent garden" belonging to the abbey of St. Peter, Westminster. 
I n  the first hzlf of the 17th century the garden was laid out as a 
square by Inigo Jones, with a piazza on two sides; this garden is 
mentioned in Restoration plays as a fashionable resort. The first 
stalls and sheds were set up there about 16j6. Covent Garden 
Theatre (1858) is the chief seat of grand opera in London. The 
site has carried a theatre since 1733, but earlier buildings were 
burnt in 1809 and 1856. 

COVENTRY, SIR JOHN (d. 1682)) grandson of Thomas, 
Lord Keeper Coventry, was returned to the Long Parliament in 
1640 as member for Evesham. During the Civil War he served 
for  the king, and a t  the Restoration was knighted. I n  1667, and 

in the following parliaments of 1678, 1679 and 1681, he was 
elected for Weymouth, and opposed the government. On Dec. 21, 
1670, owing to his jest in the House of Commons on the subject 
of the king's amours, Sir Thomas Sandys and others, by the order 
of Monmouth, and (it was said) with the approval of the king 
himself, waylaid him as  he was returning home and slit his nose 
to the bone. The outrage led to the passing of the "Coventry 
Act" declaring assaults accompanied by personal mutilation a - - 
felony without benefit of clergy. 

COVENTRY. THOMAS COVENTRY. IST BARON 
( I  578-1640), lord'keeper of England, entered ~ a l f i o l  college, Ox- 
ford, in 1592, and was admitted a t  the Inner Temple in 1594. He 
became recorder of London in 1616. Returned to parliament for 
Droitwich in 1621, he became attorney-general, and in 162 j lord 
keeper of the great seal. I t  thus fell to him to deliver to the Com- 
mons the famous reprimand of March 29, 1626, in which the king 
declared that parliament had "liberty of counsel" but not L'libertg 
of control." Coventry was raised to  the peerage in 1628. At the 
opening of parliament in that year he threatened the use of the 
royal prerogative if the Commons withheld supplies. On the whole, 
however, he showed moderation in presenting the king's policy; 
but he was better as a judge than as a statesman, and in the Star 
Chamber he prevented many illegal and tyrannical practices. H e  
must be remembered, for instance, for having prevented the hang- 
ing of men for resistance to the pressgangs, pointing out that the 
men were not under martial law until they were actually enlisted. 
Coventry died on Jan. 14, 1640. 

BIBLIOGRAPIIP.-S. R. Gardiner, History of England 1603-1642, 10 

vol. (1883-84) ; Earl of Clarendon, History o f  the Rebellion, vol. i. 
(6 vol. ed. W. Dunn Macray, 1888). 

COVENTRY, SIR WILLIAM (6. 1628-16861, British 
statesman'and son of Thomas, Lord Coventry, entered Queen's 
college, Oxford, but during the Civil War went to France where 
he vainly attempted to secure foreign assistance for the royalists. 
In 1660 he was appointed secretary to James, duke of York, lord 
high admiral of England, and headed the royal procession when 
Charles entered London in triumph. H e  was returned to the 
parliament of 1661 for Great Yarmouth, became commissioner 
for the navy in 1662 and in 1663 was made D.C.L. of Oxford. 
While his ability and energy did little to avert the naval collapse, 
which was due chiefly to mismanagement and ill-advised appoint- 
ments, Coventry repudiated the charges of corruption and of re- 
sponsibility for the Dutch \Var of 166j made by the old chancellor 
Clarendon, and Pepys in his diary supports this repudiation. I n  
1665 Coventry was knighted and made a privy councillor, and 
was subsequently admitted to the committee on foreign affairs. 
His speeches in the House of Commons led to  Clarendon's res- 
ignation on Aug. 31, 1667, but two days later, he himself left 
the duke's service and terminated his connection with the navy. 
Clarendon was succeeded by the brilliant but unscrupulous and 
incapable duke of Buckingham, who soon brought about the ex- 
clusion of Coventry from the cabinet council, and in 1669, his ex- 
pulsion from the privy council and the Treasury. The real cause 
of his dismissal was clearly the final adoption by Charles of the 
policy of subservience to France and desertion of Dutch and 
Protestant interests. However, Coventry still retained his ascend- 
ancy in the Commons. H e  retired in 1679 and died unmarried on 
June 23, 1686. 

Coventry's writings include Elzgland's Appeal from the Private 
Cabal at Whitehall to the Great Coz~ncil of the Nation . . . 
published anonymously in 1673 and reflecting his opinion on the 
French entanglement; A Letter to  Dr. Burnet giving an Account of 
Cardinal Pool's Secret Powers . . . (1685); and a number of 
papers now among the Ashburnham mss. and the Longleat mss. 

See A. C. Foxcroft: Life o f  Geo. Saville, Marquis o f  Halifax 
(1898) ; Hist. mss. Conzm. Rep .  iv., v., vi.; Clarendon's Li fe  and 
Continuation (Oxford, 1857) ; Calendar o f  Clarendon Papers; Wood's 
Athenae; and Pepys's Diary and Pepysiana (ed. Wheatley, 1903). 

COVENTRY, a city, county and parliamentary borough of 
Warwickshire, England; 94 mi. N.W. of London, on L.M.S.R. 
Pop. (1938) 213,000. Area 30 sq.mi. Coventry stands on a small 
hill with higher ground to the west, a t  the confluence of the Sher- 
bourne and the Radford brook, tributaries of the Avon. Of its 



ancient fortifications two gates and some portions of the wall are 
still extant. The German air raids of November 1940 and April 
1941 caused vast destruction in Coventry. The centre of the 
town was laid waste, and about 70,000 houses were damaged. St. 
Michael's, the cathedral church, a fine Perpendicular building, 
c as ruined except for the 303 f t .  steeple. Likewise, all that re- 
mained of modern Christ church was the ancient spire of Grey 
Friars church, to which it  was attached. The early 16th century. 
half-timbered Ford hospital was also seriously damaged. Build- 
ings left standing were Holy Trinity church, a Perpendicular 
cruciform structure with a lofty steeple; St. John's or Bablake 
church, ~ ~ h i c h  is nearly a parallelogram on the ground plan, but 
is cruciform in the clerestory, with a central tower; and St. 
Mary's hall, ~ h i c h  was erected by the united guilds in the early 
I 5th century. The principal chamber, above a fine crypt, has a 
carved oak roof. 

Coventry (Coventreu, Covefatre) owed its existence to the foun- 
dation of a Benedictine monastery by Earl Leofric and his wife 
Godgyfu (Lady Godiva [ q . ~ . ] ) ,  in 1043 The manor, nhich in 
1066 belonged to the latter, descended to the earls of Chester 
and to Robert de Montalt, and from him passed to Isabella, 
queen of E d t ~ a r d  11, and the crown. 

Ranulf, earl of Chester, granted the earliest extant charter to  
the town in 11 53. This, with further privileges, was confirmed by 
Henry I1 in I I 77, and by nearly every succeeding sovereign until 
the 17th century. I n  1345, Edward 111 gave Coventry a cor- 
poration. I t  first sent two representatives to parliament in 1295. 
The prior's market on Fridays was probably of Saxon origin; a 
second market was granted in 1348, while fairs were obtained in 
1217, 1348 and in 1442. AS early as 1216 Coventry was important 
for its trade in wool, cloth and caps, its guilds later being partic- 
ularly numerous and aealthy. 

I n  1568 Flemish weavers introduced new methods, but the 
trade a a s  destroyed in the wars of the 17th century. The arrival 
of the Flemish weavers, F T ~ O  often had strong religious vielvs, 
helped to make Coventry in the subsequent centuries a stronghold 
of Puritanism. 

t he popular phrase "to send to Coventry" (i e., to refuse to  
associate with a person) is of uncertain derivation. Clarendon 
(History of the Great Rebellion, 1647) states that the citizens of 
Birmingham rose against certain small parties of the king's sup- 
porters, and sent the prisoners captured to Coventry. 
Coventry acquired such a reputation for its dyeing that the 
expression "as true as Coventry blue" became proverbial. Existing 
industries are the making of motor cars, cycles and their acces- 
sories, for  which Coventry is one of the chief centres in Great 
Britain; ribbons, watches, cotton, elastic neb,  trimmings and 
alpaca and coach laces are also important. There are extensive 
iron foundries and bricktvorks. 

After 1910 a great manufactory of artificial silk and electrical 
apparatus grew up. During World nTars  1 and 11 the making of 
munitions and war material took precedence over other manu- 
factures. 

The free grammar school. now a secondary school, founded in 
the reign of Elizabeth, is in modern buildings (1885). There are 
a technical school, a school of art, endowed charity schools and 
many charitable foundations. S~~answel l  and Spencer parks were 
opened in 1883, and a recreation ground in 1880. The boundaries 
of coventry were considerably extended in 1932. Many street 
improvements were carried out, a new by-pass road being opened 
in 1939, while a city airport was established in 1936. A coullty 
of itself from 1452 to 1842, the tonn became a county borough 
in 1888. The parliamentary borough returns one member. I n  
1894 a suffragan bishopric of Coventry was established under the 
see of Worcester, but was for a time discontinued until Coventry 
was created a separate diocese in 1918 

See Victoria :noultty Hiiiory, TVar~ick: William Dugdile, Tlie 

factwed. Coventry was settled about 1700, and was set off from 
the town of Warwick in 1,742. 

COVER. In  speculative stock and share transactions, a term 
employed to signify a "deposit made with a broker to  secure him 
from being out of pocke~  in the event of the stocks falling against 
his client and the client not paying the difference" ( I f 2  re  Cron- 
mire, 1898, 2 Q B. 383). I t  is a mode of speculation engaged in 
almost entirely by persons who wish to  limit their risk to  a small 
amount, and, generally, the transactions are carried out in 
England with "outside" brokers, i.e. those dealers in  securities who 
are not members of the Stock Exchange. The deposit is so much 
per cent. or per share; in the United States it  is referred to  as 
the margin. Cover is not money deposited to  abide the event 
of a wager, but as security against a debt which may arise from a 
gaming contract, and it  may be recovered if unappropriated. 
(See BUCKET-SHOP.) 

Cover, in military language, is any means, natural or artificial, 
of concealment from view or protection from fire. For  COVERED 

WAY see FORTIFICATION AXD SIEGECRAFT. 
COVERDALE, MILES (1488?-I ~ 6 ~ ) ,  English translator 

of the Bible and bishop of Exeter, was born of Yorkshire parents 
about 1488, studied philosophy and theology a t  Cambridge, was 
ordained priest a t  Norwich in 1514, and then entered the convent 
of Austin friars a t  Cambridge. Here he came under the in- 
fluence of the prior, Robert Barnes, made the acquaintance of 
Sir Thomas More and of Thomas Cromwell, and began a thorough 
study of the Scriptures. H e  was one of those who met a t  the 
White Horse tavern to discuss theological questions, and when 
Barnes was arrested on a charge of heresy, Coverdale went up to 
London to assist him in drawing up his defence. Soon afterwards 
he left the convent, assumed the habit of a secular priest, and 
began to preach against confession and the veneration of images. 
I n  1531 he graduated bachelor of canon law at Cambridge, but 
from 1528 to  I 534 he prudently spent most of his time abroad, 
KO corroboration has, howeiwr, been found for Foxe's statement 
that in I 529 he was at  H m b u r g  assisting Tyndale in  his transla- 
tion of the Pentateuch. I n  1534 he published two translations of 
his ou7n, the first Dulichius's 170m alten ~ z d  newel2 Gott, and the 
second a paraphrase 21pofz tfLe psalms, and in I j3 he completed 
his translation of the ~ i b l ~ .  ~h~ venture seems to have been 
projected by jacob van &leteren, who apparently employed 
Coverdale to  do the translation, and Froschover of Zurich to 
do the printing, N~ perfect copy is known to exist, and the five 
or six which alone have title-pages give no name of publisher 
or place of publication. Tile volume is dedicated to the king of 
England, where Convocation at cranmerjs instance had, in Dee, 
I j34, petitioned for  aA authorized English version of the scrip- 
tures. X~ a work of scholarship it does not rank particularly high, 
Some of the title-pages state that it  had been translated out of 

(i,e,, German) and tcLatynn: and Coverdale mentions 
he used five interpreters, ,,,,hich are supposed to have been 

the the Latin version of Pagninus, Luther,s translation, 
the Zurich version, and Tyndale's Pentateuch and Xew Testa- 

ment. There is no definite mention of the original Greek and 
I - I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  texts; but it  has considerable literary merit, many of 
Coverdale's phrases are retained in the authorized version, and it 

1 ,,, the first complete ~ i b l ~  to be printed in ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h .  T~~ fresh 
editiolls were issued in I 5j'i, but none of them received official 
sanction. Coverdale was, however, employed by Cromwell to 
assist in the production of the Great Bible of I j39, which was 
ordered to be placed in all English churches. The work was done 
at  Paris until the French Government stopped it ,  when Coverdale 
and his colleagues returned to England early in 1539 to complete 
it. H e  was also employed in the same year in assisting a t  the sup- 
pression of superstitious usages, but the reaction of I 540 drove 
him once more abroad. His Bible was prohibited by proclamation 
in I 542, while Coverdale himself defied the Six Articles by marry- 

Alttzquitzes of Coveittre, illusttated jrotn records (Coventry, 1765). 
COVENTRY, a tonn of Kent county (R I ) ,  U.S.A., I j mi. 

S.W of Protidence, on Flat river, and served by the New York, 
New Haven and Hartford railroad. The populatiqn in 1940 
(federal census) n a s  6,998. Cotton and woollen goods are manu- 

ing Elizabeth Macheson, sister-in-law to Dr. John AfacAlpine. 
For a tirne Coverdale lived a t  Tubingen, where he was created 

D D. In I 545 he was pastor and schoolmaster a t  Bergzabern 
in the dut h) of Pfdlz-Z~veibrucken. In  March, 1548 he was at  
Frankfurt, when the new English Order of Communio~l reached 



COVERING FIKE-COVILHAM 
him; he a t  once translated it  into German and Latin and sent 
a copy to Calvin, whose wife had befriended Coverdale a t  Strass- 
burg. Calvin. however, does not seem to have approved of it  
so highly as Coverdale. 

Coverdale was already on his way back to England, and in 
Oct. I j48 he was staying a t  Windsor Castle, where Cranmer and 
some other divines, inaccurately called the Windsor Commission, 
were preparing the First Book of Common Prayer. His first 
appointment had been as almoner to Queen Catherine Parr, then 
wife of Lord Seymour; and he preached her funeral sermon in 
Sept. 1548. H e  was also chaplain to the young king and took an 
active part in  the reforming measures of his reign. H e  was one 
of the most effective preachers of the time. A sermon by him at  
St. Paul's on the second Sunday in Lent, 1549, was immediately 
followed by the pulling down of "the sacrament a t  the high altar." 
A few weeks later he preached at  the penance of some Anabaptists, 
and in Jan. 15 jo  he was put on a commission to prosecute Ana- 
baptists and all who infringed the Book of Common Prayer. In  
I j49 he wrote a dedication to Edward for a translation of the 
second volume of Erasmus's Paraphrases; and in 1550 he trans- 
lated Otto JVermueller's Precious Pearl, for which Protector 
Somerset, who had derived spiritual comfort from the book while 
in the Tower, wrote a preface. 

Perhaps it  was his gift of oratory which suggested his appoint- 
ment as bishop of the refractory men of Devon and Cornwall. 
H e  had already, in Aug. 1549, a t  some risk, gone down with Lord 
Russell to turn the hearts of the rebels by preaching and persua- 
sion, and two years later he was appointed bishop of Exeter by 
letters patent, on the compulsory retirement of his predecessor, 
Veysey, who had reached an almost mythical age. H e  was an ac- 
tive prelate, and perhaps the vigorous Protestantism of the West 
in Elizabeth's reign was partly due to his persuasive powers. He 
sat on the commission for the reform of the canon law, and was 
in constant attendance during the parliaments of 15 jz and I j 53. 
On Mary's accession he was at  once deprived on the score of his 
marriage, and Veysey in spite of his age was restored. Coverdale 
was called before the privy council on Sept. I ,  and required to 
find sureties; but he was not further molested, and when Chris- 
tian 111. of Denmark a t  the instance of Coverdale's brother-in- 
law, MacAlpine, interceded in his favour, he was in Feb. I j55, 
permitted to leave for Denmark with two servants, and his bag- 
gage unsearched; one of these "servants" is said to  have been his 
wife. H e  declined Christian's offer of a living in Denmark, and pre- 
ferred to preach at  Wesel to the numerous English refugees there, 
until he was invited by Duke Wolfgang to resume his labours at 
Bergzabern. H e  was a t  Geneva in Dec. 15 58, and is said to have 
participated in the preparation of the Geneva version of the Bible. 

I n  I j jg Coverdale returned to England and resumed his preach- 
ing at  St. Paul's and elsewhere. Clothed in a plain black gown, 
he assisted a t  Parker's consecration, in spite of the facts that he 
had himself been deprived, and did not resume his bishopric, and 
that his original appointment had been by the uncanonical method 
of letters patent. Conscientious objections were probably respon- 
sible for his non-restoration to the see of Exeter, and his refusal 
of that of Llandaff in 1563. H e  objected to vestments, and at  his 
living of St. Magnus close to  London Bridge, which he received 
in 1563, he took other liberties with the Act of Uniformity. His 
bishop, Grindal, was his friend, and his vagaries were overlooked 
until 1566, when he resigned his living rather than conform. He 
still preached occasionally, and always drew large audiences. He 
died in Feb. I 568, and was buried on the 19th in St. Bartholo- 
mew's behind the Exchange. When this church was pulled down 
in 1840 to make room for the new Exchange, his remains were 
removed to St. Magnus. 

Coverdale's works, most of them translations, number twenty-six in 
all; nearly all, with his letters, were published in a collected edition 
by the Parker Soc. (1846). An excellent account is given in the Dict. 
Nut. Biog. of his life, with authorities, to which may be added R. W. 
Dixon's Churciz History, Bishop and Gasquet's Edward VI. and the 
Rook o f  Common Prayer; Acts of the Privy Council; Letters and 
Papers of Henry VIII.; Lit. Rem. of Edzeard V I .  (Roxburghe Club) ; 
Whittingham's Brief Discourse o f  Trozibles at Frankfurt; Pocock's 
Troubles cofznected with the Pruycr-Book (Camden Soc.) . 

(A. F. Po.) 

COVERING FIRE, a military term to express small arm or 
artillery fire by one unit of troops or arm (q.v.) to  distract the 
enemy's attention, and, if possible, subdue his fire, in order that 
another unit or arm may advance or retire with minimized loss. 

COVERLEY, SIR ROGER DE, a name taken by Steele 
(9.v.) from the north country tune "Roger of Coverley" and 
applied to the country member of the club where his Spectator 
studied human nature. I n  the second number of the Spectator 
he is introduced as "a gentleman of Worcestershire of ancient 
descent. His great-grandfather was the inventor of that famous 
country dance which is named after him. H e  is now in his j6th 
year, cheerful, gay and hearty, rather beloved than esteemed." 
But Addison soon took the character into his own hands and 
developed it  with subtler observation and humour than Steele 
ever had at  command. The knight became less hearty and, if 
equally beloved, more estimable. Of the 30 papers in which his 
character and surroundings are pictured 20 are by Addison, eight 
by Steele, two by Budgell. In  his courtesy and simplicity he 
shows some kinship with Don Quixote (q.v.) but his politics and 
churchmanship, like his paternal activity as master, landlord and 
magistrate are native. The creation of Sir Roger marks and 
probably assisted the evolution of the boorish, hard-living Stuart 
squire into the benevolent, well-mannered and cultivated country 
gentleman which was the 18th century ideal. I n  T o m  Jones and 
again in R o b  R o y  the two types are shown in sharp contrast, and 
the great popularity of Addison as a moralist may have contrib- 
uted to the victory of the humaner and more civilized way of life. 

COVERTURE, a term in English law applied to the condi- 
tion of a woman during marriage, when she is supposed to be under 
the cover, influence and protection of her husband. ( S e e  further 
HUSBAND AND WIFE.) 

COVILHA, a town of Portugal on the eastern slope of the 
Serra da Estrella, and on the Abrantes-Guarda railway. Pop. 
(1930) 1j,640. CovilhL, which has been often compared with a 
collection of swallows' nests clinging to the rugged granitic moun- 
tain side, is shaped like an amphitheatre of closely crowded 
houses, overlooking the river Zezere and its wild valley from a 
height of 2,180ft. Over 4,000 operatives are employed in the 
manufacture of saragoCa, a coarse brown cloth worn by the 
peasantry throughout Portugal. 

COVILHAM (COVILHAO, COVILHA), PER0 or PEDRO 
DE, Portuguese explorer and diplomatist (fi. 1487-1525), was 
a native of CovilhS in Beira. I n  early life he had gone to Castile 
and entered the service of Alphonso, duke of Seville; later, when 
war broke out between Castile and Portugal, he returned to his 
own country and attached himself to Ring Alphonso V. and his 
successor John 11. On May 7, 1487, he was despatched, in 
company with Affonso de Payva, on a mission of exploration 
in the Levant and adjoining regions of Asia and Africa, with the 
special object of learning where "cinnamon and other spices could 
be found," as well as of discovering the land of Prester John, by 
"overland" routes. Bartholomeu Diaz (q .3 . )  a t  this time was 
seeking the same country by sea (see GEOGRAPHY). The ex- 
plorers started from Santarem and travelled by the way of Bar- 
celona to Naples; thence they went to Rhodes, and so to Alexan- 
dria and Cairo, where they posed as merchants. I n  company with 
certain Moors from Fez and T l e m ~ e n  they went by way of Tor to 
Suakin and Aden, where they parted, Covilham proceeding to India 
and Payva to Ethiopia-agreeing to meet again in Cairo. Covilham 
thus arrived at  Cannanore and Calicut, whence he retraced his 
course to Goa and Ormuz, the Red Sea and Cairo, making an 
excursion on his way down the East African coast to  Sofala, which 
he was probably the first European to visit. At Cairo he heard of 
Payva's death, and met Rabbi Abraham of Beja and Joseph, a 
shoemaker of Lamego, who had been sent by King John with 
letters for Covilham and Payva. By Joseph of Lamego, Covilham 
replied with an account of his Indian and African journeys, and 
of the observations on the cinnamon, pepper and clove trade at  
Calicut, together with advice as to the ocean way to India. This 
he truly represented as quite practicable. The first objective in the 
eastern ocean, he added, was Sofala or the Island of the Moon, 
our Madagascar-"from each of these lands one can fetch the 



COVIN-COWCATCHER 
coast of Calicut." With this information Joseph returned to Por- 
tugal, while Covilham, with Abraham of Beja, again visited Aden 
and Ormuz. At the latter he left the rabbi, and himself came back 
to Jidda, the port of the Arabian holy land, and penetrated even 
to Mecca and Medina. Finally, by Mt. Sinai, Tor and the Red 
Sea he reached Zeila, whence he struck inland to the court of 
Prester John (i.e., Abyssinia). Here he was honourably received 
but he was not permitted t o  leave. When the Portuguese embassy 
under Rodrigo de Lima, including Father Francisco Alvarez, en- 
tered Abyssinia in 1520, Covilham wept with joy at  the sight of 
his fellow-countrymen. I t  was then 40 years since he had left 
Portugal, and over 30 since he had been a prisoner of state in 
"Ethiopia." Alvarez praises his power of vivid description "as if 
things were present before him," and his extraordinary knowledge 
of "all spoken languages of Christians, Moors and Gentiles." His 
services as an interpreter were valuable to Rodrigo de Lima's 
embassy; but he never succeeded in escaping from Abyssinia. 

See Francisco Alvarez, Verdadera Z n f o r m a ~ a m  das terras do Preste 
Joam. esp. chs. 73, 89, 98, 102, 103, 105 (pp. 177, 224, 2 5 4 ,  264, 
265-270, 275, of the Hakluyt Society's English edition, T h e  Portuguese 
Embassy t o  Abyssinia . . . 1520-1727, 1881) ; an abstract of this, 
with some inaccuracies, is given in Major's Prince Henry the Navi- 
gator, PP. 339-340 (1868). 

COVIN, a term used in English law for a secret agreement 
between persons to  cheat and defraud. The word has been 
superseded by "collusion" or "conspiracy to cheat and defraud." 

COVINGTON, the second largest city of Kentucky, U.S.A., 
on the Ohio river a t  the mouth of the Licking, opposite Cincin- 
nati; one of the county seats of Kenton county. I t  is on federal 
highways 25 and 42, is served by the Chesapeake and Ohio and 
the Louisville and Nashville railways, and by river steamers. The 
population was 65,252 in 1930 (native white population 59,870) 
and was 62,018 by federal census. 1940. The city is built on a 
plain, partly surrounded by hills, and has many fine residences 
and spots of scenic beauty. I t  is the seat of a Roman Catholic 
bishopric; the cathedral (St. Mary's) contains one of the largest 
stained-glass windows in the world. Beautiful Devou park extends 
over 5 50 ac. The suspension bridge across the Ohio, built between 
1856 and 1866, is 2,252 ft .  long. Across the Licking river is 
Newport (9.v.). Covington is the trade centre of an extensive 
district engaged in agriculture, the chief crops being tobacco, 
corn, wheat and alfalfa, and stock-raising (including thorough- 
bred horses). 

I t  has substantial manufactures, notably of X-ray machinery, 
cigars and tobacco, cigar boxes, textiles, cordage, architectural 
iron, steel, iron fence, boilers, safes and locks, machinery, furni- 
ture, Christmas tree ornaments and paper products. I t  has several 
breweries, and wines are produced. 

Covington is under the commission form of government. A 
settlement was made there in 1812, and in 1815 a town was laid 
out, and named after Gen. Leonard Covington (1768-1813) who 
was mortally wounded a t  Chrystler's field during the War of 
1812. The city was chartered in 1834. 

COVIPJGTON, a town in the western part of Virginia, 
U.S.A., is the county seat of Alleghany county. I t  is on federal 
highways 60 and 220, and the Chesapeake and Ohio railway. Pop. 
(1920) 5,623 (1,136 Negroes); (1930) 6,538; (1940) 6,300 not 
including suburbs, which would raise the total population t o  
12,000. I t  has a pulp and paper plant employing 1,750 men, a 
rayon plant employing 1,200, a weaving mill and other industries. 
The town was settled about 1822 and was incorporated in 1842. 
I t  has a city-manager form of government. 

COWANS, SIR JOHN STEVEN (1862-1921), British 
general, was born on March 11, 1862, a t  Carlisle, passed through 
Sandhurst and the Staff college, and held many important staff 
positions in England and India. I n  1912 he became quartermas- 
ter-general, and in 1913 was created K.C.B. The outbreak of the 
World War thus found Cowans in charge of the provision of 
food, housing, transport and equipment of troops. This task as- 
sumed gigantic dimensions as the war went on and the armies 
grew. H e  continued to direct the department until March 1919. 
I n  that year he was promoted general, and received the G.C.M.G. 
and G.C.B. H e  died at  Mentone on April 16, 1921. 

Sse 0. Rutter, General Sir J o h n  Cowans (19.~4). 
COWARD, a term of contempt for one who shows physical 

or moral fear. The true derivation is from the Fr. coe, a n  old 
form of queue, a tail, from Lat. cauda, hence couart or couard. 
The reference to  "tail" is either to the expression "turn tail" in 
flight or to the habit that frightened animals have of dropping 
the tail between the legs. I n  heraldry (9.v.) a lion in  this posi- 
tion is a "lion coward." 

COWARD, NOEL (1899- ), English playwright and 
actor, was born a t  Teddington on Dec. 16, 1899, and was educated 
privately. He made his stage debut as a child, and developed into 
a competent actor. As a playwright his skilful management of dia- 
logue and his frank avowal of certain modern tendencies quickly 
won him recognition as one of the most brilliant of the younger 
dramatists. Among his most successful plays have been Fallen 
Angels and Hay Fever (1925) ; Easy Virtue (1926) ; Private Lives 
(1930); Design for Living (1933). 

Cavalcade (1932), a historical play, differs from most of his 
other work, and proved, perhaps, his greatest success. Coward's 
extraordinary versatility is further evidenced by a number of 
musical plays and revues, for some of which he composed the 
music. Such productions include This Year of Grace (1928), Bit- 
ter Sweet (1929), and Words and Music (1932). His autobiog- 
raphy, Present Indicative, appeared in 1937. 

COWBANE: see WATER HEMLOCK. 
COW-BIRD, applied t o  the species of the genus Molotkrus 

and especially t o  the migratory N. American M. ater. They be- 
long to the passerine family Zcteridae and, like the Old World 
cuckoos, are parasitic and lay their eggs in the nests of other 
birds. I n  Texas and Arizona there is a smaller subspecies, the 
dwarf cow-bird (M. a. obscurus). The bronzed cow-bird (Tanga- 
vius aeneus) is found in Arizona and Mexico; its subspecies, 
the red-eyed cow-bird (T. a. involttcratus), glossy black with 
brassy reflections, is abundant in southern Texas and in Mexico. 

COWBRIDGE, a market town and municipal borough of 
Glamorganshire, Wales, with a station on the G W.R. branch from 
Llantrisant to Aberthaw, 12m. W. of Cardiff and 'jm. S.E. of 
Bridgend; pop. (1938) 1,036. The town lies in a wide valley a t  a 
bridging of the Thaw, probably on the Roman road from Cardiff 
westwards. After the Norman conquest Cowbridge grew up as an 
appanage of the castle of St. Quentin, half a mile to the south- 
west. I t  was walled round before the 13th century, and the 
south wall and gateway still remain. During the Tudor and Stuart 
periods Cowbridge was almost the chief town of Glamorgan. A 
borough by prescription until 1682, the town was then incorporated 
by Charles 11. The corporation was dissolved in 1883, but a new 
charter was granted in 1887. From 1536 t o  1832 it  was a con- 
tributory parliamentary borough, and from 1832 to 1918 returned 
a member contributorily with Cardiff and Llantrisant. 

Since 1918 it has been included in the Pontypridd parliamentary 
area. The buildings of the grammar school. re-founded in 1685. 
were erected in 1847 by Jesus college, Oxford, by which body the 
school is administered. St. Mary's church, of early English style, 
has a fine embattled tower. The town is now wholly agricultural, 
and has good markets and cattle fairs. 

COWCATCHER, also termed a cattle-guard or pilot, a 
steel framework which is V-shaped in plan and attached to the 

DETAIL OF A COWCATCHER FROM THE FRONT 

front beam of a locomotive or rail-coach. I t  is necessary in 
countries where the lines are unfenced or unprotected. The dia- 
gram shows the construction, with a central coupling. Tramcars 
are also fitted thus in some countries, and the idea has been 
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adopted to a slight extent for motor-vehicles. The ordinary guard 
in European designed locomotives is just two steel bars hanging 
down from the framing to within a couple of inches or so of the 
line; in the case of bogies the guards, of course, are attached to 

SIDE ELEVATION S H O W I N G  COWCATCHER O N  FRONT OF  E N G I N E  

their frames. American locomotives which are not stream-lined 
ordinarily have V-shaped extensions from the drop frame. 

COWDENBEATH, police burgh, Fifeshire, Scotland, 5% m. 
N.E. of Dunfermline by the L.N.E.R. Pop. (1931) 12,731. 
The principal industry is coal-mining, and the town IS rapidly 
growing. Meetings in connection with the adoption and pro- 
mulgation of the Covenant were held in the old parish church 
of Beath. I t  is included with Dunfermline, Inverkeithing and 
Lochgelly in  the Dunfermline group of burghs, returning one 
member to parliament. 

COWDRAY, WEETMAN DICKINSON PEARSON, 
1st VISCOUNT (1856-1927), was born a t  Shelley Woodhouse 
(Yorks.), July I j, 1856, and educated privately at  Harrogate. He 
entered the family firm of S. Pearson & Co., contractors, ulti- 
mately becoming its head. Under him the firm greatly extended, 
undertaking many important contracts and acquiring large inter- 
ests in Mexico and South America. I n  1895 he was elected Liberal 
member for Colchester, holding his seat until 1910. I n  1894 he 
was created a baronet, and in 1910 was raised to  the peerage. He 
was in 1917 made president of the Air Board, and the same year 
was created a viscount. H e  was elected lord rector of Aberdeen 
university in 1918. H e  died on May I ,  1927. 

COWELL. EDWARD BYLES (1826-1903), English 
Sanskrit scholir, was born a t  Ipswich on Jan. 23, 1826. H e  entered 
the business of his father, who was a merchant and maltster, em- 
ploying his leisure in oriental and other studies. H e  was a friend 
and correspondent at  this period of Edward Fitzgerald (9 .v . ) .  
He was already married when he entered Magdalen hall, Oxford, 
in 18 jo, and was an undergraduate when he published his transla- 
tion of K%lid%sa7s Vikravzorvasi (1851). In  1854 he became pro- 
fessor of English history in the Presidency college, Calcutta, and 
in 1858 principal of the Sanskrit college there. During his resi- 
dence in India he was in close contact with Hindu scholars and, 
in addition to many publications in the Bibliotheca Indica and 
elsewhere, he edited (with Roer) part of the Black Yajzlr Veda 
(vols. i. and ii., 1858-64)) and edited and translated the Kuszc- 
rnCiijali (Calcutta, 1864). Cowell returned to England in 1864, 
and in 1867 became professor of Sanskrit a t  Cambridge, where 
he lived until his death (Feb. 9, 1903). 

Among Cowell's works are: A translation, with A. E. Gough, 
of the Sarva-DarSana-Sa?tzgraha (1882); an edition, with R. A. 
Neil, of the ASvaghosha (1893, trans. 1894) ; a translation, with 
F. W. Thomas, of the Harjacarita of Baza  (1897). 

See G. Cowell, Life and Letters of Edtuard Byles Cowell (~goq) ,  
where a full bibliography of his works is given; and a notice by 
F. W. Thomas in the Dict. Net.  Biog. (Supplement for 1901-11). 

1 COWELL, JOHN (1554- I~I I ) ,  English jurist, was born a t  
Ernsborough, Devonshire. H e  was educated a t  Eton, and King's 
College, Cambridge, ultimately becoming professor of civil law 
and master of Trinity Hall. I n  1607 he compiled a law dictionary, 
T h e  Inteupreter, in which he exalted the king's prerogative so 
much that he was prosecuted before the House of Commons by 
Sir Edward Coke, and saved from imprisonment only by the inter- 
position of James I. His book was burnt by order of the House of 
Commons. Dr. Cowell also wrote Institzltiones Iuris  Anglica~zi. 
He died at  Oxford on Oct. 11, 1611. 

COWEN, SIR FREDERIC HYMEN (1852-1935)) com- 
poser, was born at  Kingston, Jamaica, on Jan. 29,  1852. At the age 
of four he was brought to England, where his father became 
treasurer to the opera a t  Her  Majesty's theatre and private secre- 
tary to the earl of Dudley. His first teacher was Henry Russell, 
and his first published composition appeared when he was but 
six years old. H e  studied the piano with Benedict, and composi- 
tion with Goss; in 1865 he was a t  Leipzig under Hauptmann, 
Moscheles, Reinecke and Plaidy. Returning home on the out- 
break of the Austro-Prussian War, he had a n  overture played a t  
the Promenade Concerts a t  Covent Garden in September 1866. 
In  the following autumn he went to  Berlin, where he was under 
Kiel, a t  Stern's conservatorium. A symphony and a piano con- 
certo were given in St. James's Hall in 1869, and thenceforward 
his claims as a composer were generally recognized. His cantata, 
T h e  Rose Maidelz, which enjoyed great popularity in its day, 
was given in London in 18 70, his second symphony by the Liver- 
pool Philharmonic Society in 1872, and his first festival work, 
T h e  Corsair, in 1876 at  Birmingham. In  that year his opera, 
Pauline, was given by the Carl Rosa Company, but with only 
moderate success. I n  1881 he conducted five concerts of the 
Philharmonic Society, and in 1888, on the resignation of Arthur 
Sullivan, he became, till 1892, the regular conductor of the society, 
this being one of many posts which he subsequently occupied. H e  
received a knighthood in 191 I.  

Cowen's works include:-Operettas: Garibaldi (1860) and One Too 
Many (1874) ; operas: Pauline (1876)) Thorgrivn (189o), Signa (Milan, 
1893), and Harold (189;) ; oratorios: The Deluge (1878), St.  Ursula 
(1881), Ruth (1887), Song of Tha~tksgiving (1888), The Trans- 
figuration (1895) ; choral works: The Rose Maiden (1870), The 
Corsair (18;6), The Sleeping Beauty (1885), St.  John's Eve (1889), 
The Water Lily (1893), Ode to the Passions (1898), The Veil ( I ~ I O ) ,  
besides short cantatas for female voices; a large number of songs, 
ranging from the popular "ballad" to more artistic lyrics, anthems, 
part-songs, duets, etc.; six symphonies, among which No. 3, the 
"Scandinavian," has had the greatest success; four overtures; suites, 
The La~zgzcage of  Flowers (1880), I n  the Olden Times (1883), In  
Fairyland (1896) ; four English dances (1896) ; a concerto for piano 
and orchestra, and a fantasia for the same played by M. Paderewski 
(1900) ; a quartet in C minor, and a trio in A minor, both early 
works; pianoforte pieces, etc. 

COWEN, JOSEPH (1831-I~OO), English orator, politician 
and journalist, son of a Northumberland mine-owner, Sir Joseph 
Cowen, was educated a t  Edinburgh university. From an early age 
he showed rare gifts of eloquence and enthusiasm on behalf of 
advanced democracy a t  home and liberty abroad. H e  sympathized 
with the Chartists and his close friendship after 1848, "the year 
of revolutions," with Kossuth, Mazzini, Garibaldi, Herzen, with 
the Polish exiles and the Irish Nationalists, was the chief influence 
on his life. H e  made generous and sometimes daring efforts to 
help what he thought the righteous conspiracies in Europe and 
revolts against oppression. Accordingly he was intensely anti- 
tsarist and his subsequent course was, in him, consistent. He 
entered the House of Commons in 1874 for Newcastle-on-Tyne. 
His eloquence was impassioned and vivid if too ornate, but his 
independence soon became disturbing. H e  caused consternation 
amongst the Liberals by championing, against Gladstone, Disraeli's 
policy towards Russia in the Eastern crisis. His differences with 
the Liberal Party extended to other questions and became irrecon- 
cilable. Though he always called himself a radical he was a 
strong individualist. He was both an ardent pioneer of Imperial 
Federation and an advocate of Home Rule for Ireland long before 



the same position was taken up  by Cecil Rhodes. After the Home 
Rule split in the Liberal Party he retired from parliament, but 
continued to play an important part in politics through his news- 
paper, The  Newcastle Daily Chronicle, which he made famous 
among provincial journals, and by his strong personal influence in  
northern England. His non-party orations in this period were 
his best, and as a journalist his style, unlike his earlier elaborate 
speaking, was as remarkable for simplicity as for force and phrase. 
H e  died on Feb. 18, 1900. 

See E. R. Jones, Life and Speeclzes of J .  Cowen (1885) ; W .  Duncan, 
Joseph Cowen (1904) ; Joseph Cowen's Speeches ed. by h ~ s  daughter 
(1909). 

COWES, a seaport and watering place in the Isle of Wight, 
England, 11 mi. S.S.E. of Southampton. West Cowes is separated 
from East Cowes by the picturesque estuary of the river Medina, 
the two towns (which were combined as an urban district in 1933) 
lying on opposite sides of its mouth at  the apex of the northern 
coast of the island. Pop. (1938) 15,440. Area 8.7 sq.mi. The 
port between them is the chief on the island, and is the head- 
quarters of the Royal Yacht squadron (founded in 1812); i t  
is in regular steamship communication with Southampton and 
Portsmouth and Ryde. West Cowes is served by the S.R. A steam 
ferry across the Medina, here 600 yards broad, unites the towns. 
Higher up the river is a floating bridge. The towns owe their origin 
to two forts built on each side of the mouth of the Medina by 
Henry VIII .  in 1540 for coasf defense. There are shipbuilding 
yards and engineering works. On the opposite side of the Medina 
is East Cowes castle, an 18th century mansion, and beyond it  
Osborne House, built in 184; by Queen Victoria. 

COWL (O.E. cufle, Med. Lat. cucz~lla, from Lat. cucullus, a 
hood; Dutch keuvel) ,  a mantle with a hood, worn by monks; 
hence the phrase "to take the cowl," signifying entry upon the 
religious life. The word is  also used for the hood alone, which in 
some orders is detached from the cloak. The early Egyptian 
anchorites wore a cowl covering only head and neck; but the 
two cowls (thick in  winter and thin in  summer) which St. Bene- 
dict prescribed for his monks (c .  530) were hooded cloaks, the 
length of which was restricted by St. Benedict of Aniane (d. 821) 
t o  two cubits. The council of Vienne (1311) defined the cowl 
(cuculla) as "a habit long and full without sleeves," as distinct 
from the wide-sleeved frock (f loccus).  

The word "cowl" is also applied t o  a hood-shaped covering to 
a chimney or ventilating shaft (see VENTILATION). 

COWLES, HENRY CHANDLER (1869-1939), American 
botanist, was born in Kensington, Conn., on Feb. 27, 1869. He 
graduated a t  Oberlin college in 1893 and pursued further study 
a t  the University of Chicago, from which in 1898 he received the 
degree of doctor of philosophy. H e  was instructor in botany from 
1902 to 1907, assistant professor from 1907 to 1911, and asso- 
ciate professor from 1911 to 191 j ,  when he was made pro- 
fessor, a t  the University of Chicago, in  which in 1925 he 
became chairman of the department of botany. He was one 
of the foremost pioneer investigators in plant oecology in Amer- 
ica, and made valuable researches in physiographic and com- 
parative oecology, especially the oecological relations of dune vege- 
tation. H e  also made important contributions on the floristics of 
the Chicago region and on trees as indicators of psst topographic 
conditions. His writings include Vegetation o f  Sand Dunes o f  
Lake Michigan (1899); Plant Societies o f  Chicago (1901); Text- 
book of Plant Ecology (1911); Plant Societies of Chicago and 
Vicinity (1913). 

COWLEY, ABRAHAM (1618-1667), English poet, was 
born in the City of London, the son of a stationer. While he was 
still a t  Westminster school, his poetical Blossoms, containing some 
remarkable work, appeared. H e  went up to Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge, and in his first year there produced a Latin comedy. On 
March 12, 1641, his comedy The Guardian, recast and printed in 
1663 as The  Cutter o f  Colman Street, was acted at  Trinity before 
Prince Charles, afterwards Charles 11. About this time he wrote 
his Davideis (printed in 1656), an epic in rhymed heroic verse. 

Cowley became a fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, but 
was ejected by the Parliamentarians in 1643 He made his way 

o Oxford, where he enjoyed the friendship of Lord Falkland, 
~ n d  obtained the personal confidence of the royal family. After 
he battle of Marston Moor he followed the queen to Paris, and 
he exile so commenced lasted 12 years. On behalf of the Stuarts 
ie performed several dangerous journeys into Jersey, Scotland, 
?landers and Holland. H e  ciphered and deciphered with his own 
land the greater part of all the letters that passed between Henri- 
:tta Maria and Charles I. I n  1647 a collection of his love verses, 
:ntitled The Mistress, was published, and in the next year a 
,purious volume of satires, The  Four Ages of England, was 
~rought  out under his name. On his return to  England in 1656, 
le  published a volume of his collected poetical works, which in- 
:luded the Pktdarique Odes, the Davideis, The Mistress, and some 
Viscellanies. Among the latter are to be found Cowley's most 
iital pieces. This section of his work opens with the famous 
~spiration: 

What shall I do to be for ever known, 
And make the coming age my own? 

[t contains elegies on Wotton, Vandyck, Falkland, William Her- 
iey and Crashaw, the last two being among Cowley's finest 
poems; the amusing ballad of The  Chronicle, giving a fictitious 
:atalogue of his supposed amours; various gnomic pieces; and 
jome charming paraphrases from Anacreon. The Pindarique Odes 
:ontain weighty lines and passages. The long cadences of the 
4lexandrines with which most of the strophes close, continued t o  
:cho in English poetry from Dryden down to Gray, but the Odes 
.hemselves, which were found to be obscure by the poet's con- 
iemporaries, immediately fell into disesteem. T h e  Mistress was 
.he most popular poetic reading of the age, and is now the least 
-ead of all Cowley's works. I t  was the last and most violent 
:xpression of the amatory affectation of the I 7th century. 

Soon after his return to England he was seized in mistake for  
mother person, and only obtained his liberty on a bail of f 1,000. 
Late in 1658 Cowley took advantage of the confusion after the 
ieath of Cromwell to escape to Paris, where he remained until 
the Restoration brought him back in Charles's train. H e  pub- 
lished in 1663 Verses upon several occasions, in  which T h e  Com- 
blaint is included. 

Through his friend, Lord St. Albans, Cowley obtained a prop- 
3rty near Chertsey, and here, devoting himself to  the study of 
botany, and buried in his books, he lived in comparative solitude 
until his death. H e  took a great and practical interest in experi- 
mental science, and his pamphlet on The Advancement of Experi- 
vzental Philosophy (1661) advocated the foundation of the Royal 
Society, to which body Cowley, in  March 1667, a t  the suggestion 
of Evelyn, addressed an ode which is the latest and one of the 
strongest of his poems. H e  died in the Porch House, i n  Chertsey, 
on July 28, 1667, and was buried in  Westminster Abbey. His 
Poemata Latina, including six books "Plantarum," were printed 
in 1668. 

As a prose writer, and especially as an essayist, he holds, and 
will not lose, a high position in literature; as  a poet Johnson 
justly said of him that "if he left versification yet improveable, 
he left likewise from time t o  time such specimens of excellence a s  
enabled succeeding poets to improve it." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The works of Cowley were collected in 1668, when 
Thomas Sprat, afterwards bishop of Rochester, brought out a splendid 
edition in folio, to u-hich he prefixed a life of the poet. A Second Part 
containing the early works was added in 1681. There were many 
reprints of this collection, which formed the standard edition till 1881, 
when A. B. Grosart edited Cowley's works in two volumes, for the 
Chertsey Worthies library. Cowley's Poems and Essays were edited 
by A. R. Waller (1905 and 1906) ; other partial editions are: A. B. 
Gough, Essays and other prose writings (1915) ; Essays, ed. J .  Rawson 
Lumby, revised by A. Tilley (1923) ; The Mistress, with other select 
poems, ed. J .  Sparrow (1926) ; Anacreon done into English, by A. 
Cowley and S.B. (1923). 

COWLEI?, HANNAH ( I  743-1 809), English dramatist, and 
poet, daughter of Philip Parkhouse, a bookseller a t  Tiverton, 
Devonshire, was born in 1743 and died a t  Tiverton, March 11, 

1809. She married a captain in the East India Dock Company's 
service, who died in 1797. Between 1776 and 1795 she wrote I 3  
plays, of which Tfte  Belle's Stratagem (1782) for many years 
kept the stage. 
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COWLEY, HENRY WELLESLEY, IST EARL (1804- 
1884), British diplomatist, eldest son of the 1st Baron Cowley 
and nephew of the duke of Wellington, was born on June 17, 1804. 
After holding various diplomatic posts he succeeded the 1st mar- 
quess of Normandy as ambassador in Paris in 1852. This post 
he held for 15 years. H e  conducted the negotiations on the East- 
ern question which preceded and followed the Crimean War, and 
assisted Cobden in the negotiation of the commercial treaty of 
1860 between France and England. H e  received a n  earldom in 
1857, and died on July 15, 1884. 

COWLEY FATHERS, the name commonly given to the 
members of the Society of Mission Priests of St. John the Evan- 
gelist, an Anglican religious community, the headquarters of 
which are in England, a t  Cowley St. John, close to Oxford. The 
society was founded in 1865 by the Rev. R. M. Benson "for the 
cultivation of a life dedicated to God according to the principles 
of noverty, chastity and obedience." 

COWPENS, a town of Spartanburg county, S.C., U S.A., in 
the N. part of the state. Pop. (1930) 1,115; (1940) 1,343. I t  is 
served by the Southern railway. I n  colonial days cattle were 
rounded up and branded here-whence the name. Seven miles N. 
of the town is the field of the battle of Cowpens, fought on Jan. 
17, 1781, during the Revolutionary war, between the Americans 
under Gen. Daniel Morgan and the British under Col. (later Gen. 
Sir) Banastre Tarleton, the British being defeated. A monument 
was erected on the battlefield in 1859, but was defaced during 
the Civil War. A second, larger monument was erected in June 
1932. The town was founded in 1876, and incorporated in 1880. 

COWPER, WILLIAM (1731-I~OO), English poet, was 
born in  the rectory (now rebuilt) of Great Berkhamsted, Herts., 
on Nov. 26 ( 0 , s .  IS) ,  1731. His father, the Rev. John Cowper, 
was rector of the parish as well as a chaplain to George II., and 
his mother, Ann Donne, belonged to the same family as John 
Donne, the poet. His grandfather was that Spencer Cowper who, 
after being tried for his life on a charge of murder, lived to be 
a judge of the court of common pleas, and whose elder brother 
became lord chancellor and Earl Cowper, a title which became 
extinct in  1905.l 

On his mother's death, when he was six, William Cowper was 
sent to  boarding-school, to  a Dr. Pitman a t  Markyate, a neigh- 
bouring village. From 1738 t o  1741 he was placed in the care 
of an oculist, as he suffered from inflammation of the eyes. In the 
latter year he was sent to Westminster school. Among his most 
intimate friends seems to have been Sir William Russell. T O  

one of his masters, Vincent Bourne, he was much attached. 
Later, he translated Bourne's Latin verses into English. I t  was 
at  the Markyate school that he suffered the tyranny that he com- 
rnemorated in Tirocinium, His days at  Westminster, Southey 
thinks, were "probably the happiest in his life." M~C,- ,  of his 
time was spent in reading Homer, Milton, and Cowley. He left 
Westminster in 1748, and in 1749 entered a solicitor's office in 
Ely place, Holborn. Here he had Thurlow, the future lord 
cellor, as a fellow-clerk. The years in Ely place were rendered 
happy by frequent visits to his uncle Ashley's house in southamp- 
ton row, where he fell deeply in love with his cousin Theodora 
Cowper. At 21 he took chambers in the Middle Temple, where 
we first hear of the melancholies that accompanied him periodi- 
cally through manhood. H e  was called to  the bar in 1754. In 
1759 he removed to the Inner Temple and was made a commis- 
sioner of bankrupts. His attachment to his cousin Theodora 
ended unhappily. Her  father, possibly influenced by Cowper's 
melancholy tendencies, perhaps possessed by prejudices against 
the marriage of cousins, interposed, and the lovers were separated 
-as it  turned out for ever. During three years he was a member 
of the Nonsense Club with his two s c ~ o o ~ ~ e ~ ~ o w s  from Westmin- 
ster' Churchill and and sundry 
verses and made a translation (no longer extant) of two books 
of Voltaire's Henriade. A crisis occurred in cowper's life when 
his cousin ~~j~~ cowper nominated him to a clerkship in the 

'An ancestor, John Cooper, an alderman of London (d. =Gog) thus 
spelt his name, and all the family from that day to this, including the 
poet, have so pronounced it, 

COWLEY---COWPER 
House of Lords. I t  involved a preliminary appearance at  the 
bar of the house. The prospect drove him insane; he attempted 
suicide and all but succeeded. His friends were informed, and he 
was sent to a private lunatic asylum at  St. Albans, where he re- 
mained for 18 months under the charge of Dr. Nathaniel Cotton, 
the author of Visions. Upon his recovery he removed to Hunting- 
don (June 1765) in order to  be near his brother John, who was 
a fellow of St. Benet's college, Cambridge. His illness had cut 
him off from all his old friends save only his cousin Lady 
Hesketh, Theodora's sister; but new acquaintances were made, 
the Unwins being the most valued. This family consisted of Mor- 
ley Unwin (a clergyman), his wife Mary, and his son (William) 
and daughter (Susannah). The son struck up a warm friendship, 
which his family shared. Cowper entered the circle as a boarder 
in November (1765). All went serenely until in July 1767 Mor- 
ley Unwin was thrown from his horse and killed. A short time 
before this event the Unwins had received a visit from the Rev. 
John Newton, the evangelical curate of Olney in Buckingham- 
shire, with whom they became friends. Newton suggested that 
the widow and her children with Cowper should take up  their 
abode in Olney. This was achieved in the closing months of 1767. 
Here Cowper lived for 19 years. His residence in the market 
place was converted into a Cowper museum IOO years after his 
death, in 1900. Here his life went on its placid course, inter- 
rupted only by the death of his brother in 17 70, until 1773, when 
he again became deranged. This second attack interrupted the 
contemplated marriage of Cowper with h45ry Unwin, whose 
daughter had married a Mr. Powley. The fact of the 
engagement was kept secret in later years in order to  spare the 
feelings of Theodora Cowper, who thought that her cousin had 
remained as faithful as she had done t o  their early love. 

On this second attack of melancholy Cowper was moved to 
the vicarage, and again treated by Dr. Cotton. As soon as he re- 
covered he returned to his home a t  Orchard Side, and in 1776 
was perfectly normal, recommencing his correspondence with his 
friends. In  I779 appeared the Olney Hymns, written in conjunc- 
tion with Newton, Cowper's verses being indicated by  a "C." 
Newton had left Olney in 1780. H e  had exercised a profound in- 
fluence on Cowper, who had helped him in visiting the sick and 
in parish work, which was undoubtedly a strain on the poet's 
nerves. I t  was only after Newton's removal that he turned to 
secular poetry, a t  the suggestion of Mrs. Unwin. I t  is evident 
that the release from the religiosity of the Newton circle had 
improved his mental health. I n  1782, when he was 51 Years old, 
there appeared Poems of  William Cowper o f  the Inner Temple, 
EsQ.; London, Printed for J .  Johnson, No. 72 St. Paul's Church- 
yard. The volume contained "Table Talk," "The Progress of 
Error," "Truth," "Expostulation," and much else that survives to 
be read in our day by virtue of the poet's finer work. This finer 
work was partly the outcome of his friendship with Lady Austen, 
a widow who, on a visit to her sister, the wife of the vicar of the 
neighbouring village of Clifton, made the acquaintance of Cowper 
and Mrs. Unwin. The three became great friends. Lady Austen 
determined to give up her house in London and to settle in Olney. 
She suggested The Task and inspired John Gilpin and  he ~ o y a l  
George. But in 1784 the friendship was at  an end, doubtless 
through Mrs. Unwin's jealousy of Lady Austen. Cowper's second 
volume appeared in 1785: The Task: A Poem i n  six ~ o o k s .  BY 
WiEziam Cowper o f  the Inner Temple, Esq.; T o  which are added 
by the same author An  Epistle to Joseph Hill, EsQ., ~ i roc in ium 
Or a Review o f  Schools, and the  ist tory of ~ o h n  Gilpin: London, 
Printed for 1. Johnson, No. 72 St. Paul's Churchyard; 1785. His 
first book had been a failure, one critic even declaring that "Mr. 
Cowper was certainly a good, pious man, but without one spark of 
poetic fire." This second book was an instantaneous success, and 
indeed marks an epoch in literary history. But before its publica- 
tion-in 1784-the poet had commenced the translation of Homer. 

In  1786 his life a t  Olney was cheered by Lady ~ e s k e t h  taking 
up a temporary residence a t  the vicarage there. The cousins met 
after an of '3 years, and Lady was to be 
Cowper's good angel to the end, even though her letters disclose 
a considerable impatience with Mrs. Unwin. At the end of 1786 



a removal was made to Weston Underwood, the neighbouring vil- ' 
iage which Cowper had frequently visited as the guest of his 
Roman Catholic friends the Throckmortons. This was to be his 
home for yet another ten years. Here he completed his trans- 
lation of Homer, materially assisted by Mr. Throckmorton's 
chaplain Dr. Gregson. There are six more months of insanity to  
record in 1787 I n  I 790, a year before the Homer was published, 
commenced his friendship with his young cousin John Johnson, 
known to all biographers of the poet as "Johnny of Norfolk." 
Johnson also aspired to  be a poet and visited his cousin armed 
urith a manuscript. Cowper discouraged the poetry but loved 
the writer, and the two became great friends. New friends were 
wanted, for in 1792 Mrs. Unwin had a paralytic stroke and hence- 
forth she was a hopeless invalid. A new and valued friend of this 
period was Hayley, famous in his own day as a poet and in his- 
tory for his association with Romney and Cowper. He was drawn 
to Cowper by the fact that both were contemplating an edition of 
"Milton," Cowper having received a commission to edit, write 
notes and translate the Latin and Italian poems. The work was 
never completed. I n  1794 Cowper was again insane, and though 
he recovered, the best of his working life was over. Mainly 
through Hayley's efforts he received in this year a pension of £300 
per annum. I n  the following year a removal took place into 
Korfolk under the loving care of John Johnson. Johnson took 
Cowper and Mary Unwin to North Tuddenham, thence to Mun- 
desley, then to Dunham Lodge, near Swaffham, and finally in 
Oct. 1796 they moved to East Dereham. In  December of that 
year Mrs. Unwin died. I n  1799 Cowper completed the revision 
of his Homer.  H e  died of dropsy on April 2 5 ,  1800, and was 
buried near Mrs. Unwin in East Dereham church. 

Cowper brought a new spirit into English verse and redeemed 
it  from the artificiality and the rhetoric of many of his predeces- 
sors. With him began the "enthusiasm of humanity" that was 
afterwards to become so marked in the poetry of Burns and 
Shelley, Wordsworth and Byron. With him began the renewal of 
the deep sympathy with nature and love of animal life, which was 
to characterize the work of the romantic school. 

Cowper had what is a rare quality among English poets, the gift 
of humour, which was very singularly absent from others who Pas- 
sessed many other of the higher qualities of the intellect. Certain 
of his poems, moreover-for example. "To Mary," "The Receipt 
of my Mother's Portrait," and the ballad "On the Loss of the 
Royal Georgen-will, it may safely be affirmed, continue to be 
familiar to each successive generation in a way that pertains to 
few things in literature. H e  ranks among the half-dozen greatest 
letter-writers in the English language. 

BIBLIOGRAPIIY.--T~~ first important life of Cowper was Hayley's 
Life and Letters o f  William Cowper (1803-06) ; it was repnnted in 
1809 and 1812. It was again printed by the Rev. T. S. Grimshawe 
with the correspondence in 8 vols. in 1835. Robert Southey's much 
more valuable Life and Letters appeared in 15 vols. in 1834-37; this 
remains the standard edition. The  Private Correspondence, edited by 
John Johnson, appeared in 2 vols. in 1824 and again in 1835. The 
Correspondence (4 "01s.) ed. by Thomas Wright, was published in 
1904, but more correspondence appeared in Notes and Queries, July, 
Aug, and Sept. 1904, and in The Poems o f  William Cowper, ed. J. C. 
Bailey (190j). Edward Dowden discovered new correspondence with 
William Hayley (The  Atlantic Monthly, 1907). Several short lives of 
Co\x,per have appeared, from Thomas Taylor's (1833) to ~ ~ l d ~ i ~  
Smith's in the "English Men of Letters" series (1880) ; a brief 
biography is attached to the Globe edition of Cowper's Works. Essays 
by ~es l ie  stephen, Stopford Brooke, Whitwell Elxvin, George Eliot, 
and Walter Bagehot deserve attention. A good modern edition of the 
Poetic& Works  with a bibliography of the early editions, the text 
collected from the mss. is that by H. S. Milford (1907, 3rd ed. 1926). 
See also Sainte Beuve, Causeries du Landi, vol. xi. (1868) ; Rev. 
Josiah Bull, ~ o h n  Newton (1868) ; John Neave, A Concordance t o  
tlze Poetic Works  o f  William Cowper (1887) ; Caroline Gearey, Cow- 
per and Mary Unwin (1900) ; Letters o f  Lady Hesketh to John John- 
son (1901) ; Selection from Letters, ed. E. V. I,ucas, notes M. L. 
Mllford (1911) ; The Unpublished and Uncol!~cted Letters of W .  
Cowper, ed. T.  Wright (1925) ; Selected Letters, Everqman Series 
(1926) ; and Hugh I'Anson Fausset, Cowper (1928). 

COWPER, WILLIAM COWPER, IST EARL (c. 1665- 
1723). lord chancellor of England, was the son of Sir William 
Comper. Bart., of Ratling Court, Kent, a Whig member of par- 
iiament of some mark in the two last Stuart reigns. Educated at  

St. Albans school, Cowper was called to the bar in 1688, having 
promptly given his allegiance to the prince of Orange on his land- 
ing in England, he was made recorder of Colchester in 1694, and 
a t  various times represented Hertford and other constituencies 
in parliament. H e  enjoyed a large practice a t  the bar, and had 
the reputation of being one of the most effective parliamentary 
orators of his generation. I t  was in 1705 that he was appointed 
lord keeper of the great seal, and took his seat on the woolsack 
without a peerage. I n  the following year he conducted the nego- 
tiations between the English and Scottish commissioners for 
arranging the union with Scotland. In  November of the same year 
(1706) he succeeded to his father's baronetcy; and on Dec. 14 he 
was raised to the peerage as Baron Cowper of Wingham, Kent. 

When the union with Scotland came into operation in May 
1707 the queen in council named Cowper lord high chancellor 
of Great Britain, he being the first to hold this office. H e  pre- 
sided at  the trial of Dr.  Sacheverell in  17x0, but resigned the 
seal when Harley and Bolingbroke took office in the same year. 
On the death of Queen Anne, George I .  appointed Cowper one 
of the lords justices for governing the country during the king's 
absence, and a few weeks later he again became lord chancellor. 
X paper which he drew up for the guidance of the new king on 
constitutional matters, entitled Alz ImBartiaZ His tory  o f  Parties, 
marks the advance of English opinion towards party government 
in the modern sense. I t  was published by Lord Campbell in his 
Lives o f  the Lord Chnncellors. Cowper supported the impeach- 
ment of Lord Oxford for high treason in 1715, and in 1716 pre- 
sided as lord high steward at  the trials of the peers charged with 
complicity in the Jacobite rising. H e  warmly supported the 
septennial bill in the same year. On March 18, 1718, he was 
created Viscount Fordwich and Earl Cowper, and a month later 
he resigned on the plea of ill-health, but probably in reality 
because George I. accused him of espousing the prince of iVa1es.s 
side in  his quarrel with the king. He died a t  Colne Green, built 
by himself on the site of the present mansion of Panshanger, on 
act, Io, 1723, 

Cowper was not a great lawyer, but Burnet says that "he 
managed the court of chancery with impartial justice and great 
despatchw; one or two of his judgments settled important points 
in real property law. He was twice married. His brother, Spencer 
Cowper (166~-1 7 28), was grandfather of William Cowper, the 
poet. 

see private Diary of  Earl Cowper, edit. E. C .  Hawtrey for the 
Roxburghe club (Eton, 1833) ; The Diary o f  Mary, Countess Cowper, 
edit. the Hon. C. Spencer Cowper (1864) ; John, Lord Campbell, 
Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers of the Great Seal (8 
vols 1845-69) ; Edward Foss, The Judges of England (9 vols. 1848- 
64) f Gilbert Burnet, History o f  his own ~i~~ (6 vols, 1833) ; T. B. 
Howell, State Trials, vols. xii,xv, (33 vols. 1809-28). 

COWPER STOVE. I n  blast furnace practice it  is eco- 
nomical to heat the air supplied to the furnace. This is effected by 
causing the furnace to heat its own supply of air, as is now 
always done Save in the case of cold blast furnaces employed to 
produce certain qualities of iron. The first economical appliance 
invented to heat the blast was the invention of E. A. Cowper in 
1860; hence the name "Cowper stove." 

The Cowper stove consists of a large vertical steel shell, con- 
taining a combination chamber and a number of narrow vertical 
flues, built in brickwork, which are heated by the waste furnace 
gas. \Then heat has been absorbed through the flues, 
the fuel gas is shut off and the air for the heated by being 
driven through the hot flues on its path to the f ~ r n a c e .  So the 
operation proceeds, the Cowper stove being alternately "on gas" 
and "on wind," first heated, and then cooling as  it  imparts heat 
to the (See  IRON STEEL') 

COWRY, the name given to the Cypraeidae, a family of 
marine gastropod molluscs. &fore than I j O  living species are 
known. They live in shallow water, and are found principally in 
the Indo-Pacific region. A small cowry, Trivia europaea, is found 
in European waters. They have a striking appearance when seen 
alive. The edges of the mantle are folded over the shell, covering 
a large part of its surface, and are provided with branched append- 1 ages. A marked difference is found between the shells of young 



COWSLIP-COX 
and adult cotvries. I n  the young form the shell is like that of a 
normally coiled snail, the lip of the aperture being simple and 
the spire acute and prominent. In  the adult the outer lip is very 
large, the shell is inrolled so that the spire is nearly hidden, and 
the internal wall between the various whorls is resorbed. 

The shells of Cypraea ntonetil are used by certain African tribes 
as money (see SHELL-MONEY) and those of other species are 

I I 
BY COURTESY OF T H E  AMERICAN M U S E U M  OF N A T U R A L  HISTORY 

TIGER COWRY ( C Y P R A E A  TIGRIS) 
(A) Dorsal side, (8) Ventral side 

widely employed as ornaments. Cypraea aurantium (the orange 
cowry) is worn as a symbol of rank in the Fiji and the Friendly 
islands. (G. C. R.) 

See G. W .  Tryon, Manual of Conchology, vol. vii. (188;). 
COWSLIP: see PRIMROSE; MARSH-MARIGOLD. 
COW-TREE or MILK-TREE, B r o s i ~ r z u ~ ? ~  ?{tile (family 

Moraceae), a native of Venezuela. As in other members of the 
order, the stem contains a milky latex, mhich flons out in 
quantities when a notch is cut in it. The "milk" is sweet and 
pleasant tasting. Another species, B. Alicasfrunt, the bread-nut 
tree, a native of Central America and Jamaica, bears an edible 
fruit. The bread-fruit (Ar tocarpz~s)  is an allied genus of the same 
family. The milk-tree of Brazil, Mimusofls  huberi, produces a 
latex that "exudes in abundance when the bark is cut; it has 
about the consistence of thick cream" (A. R. Wallace, Travels on 
t he  Amazon and R io  Negro)  and is used as milk and as glue. The 
timber of this tree is valuable and the fruit is edible. I t  belongs 
to the sapodilla family (Sapotaceae). 

COX, DAVID (1783-1859), English painter, born April 29. 
I 783, in  Deritend, near Birmingham. Joseph Cox, his father, was 
both blacksmith and whitesmith, and David %as early taken from 
school and set to the anvil. Later, he became an art teacher, and 
secured fame in London in 183 j-40. years uhicll mark the period 
of his highest powers. On leaving London, he settled down in his 
home a t  Harborne, near his native town, where he died June 7. 
1859. The British museum and the Victoria and Albert museum. 
London, possess a large number of his water-colour drawings. 
+(See Tlall, SiograflRy of David Cox  r18811.) 

COX, SIR GEORGE WILLIAM (1827-IQO~), English 
miscellaneous and historical writer, was born on Jan 10, 1827, 
a t  Benares, India, and died at  Walmer on Feb. 9, 1902. Educated 
a t  Rugby and Trinity college, Oxford, he was ordained in 1850, 
and succeeded to the baronetcy in 1877 H e  wrote Aryan 
MytJtology (18jo), and an Introduction t o  the Science of Com- 
parative Mythology  (1881) besides other works. 

COX, JACOB DOLSON (1828-M goo), American general, 
political leader and educationalist, was born on Oct. 2 7, 1828 in 
Montreal, Canada. H e  was reared in New York city, and studied 
in a law office in 1842-44. Working in a broker's office in 1844-46, 
he came under the influence of Charles G. Finney, whose daughter 
he afterwards married. I n  New York city he also prepared him- 
self for the ministry. He graduated at  Oberlin college in 1851, 
having given up his theological studies in rebellion against Finney's 
dogmatism. 

I n  1851-j; he was superintendent of schools at  Warren (0.) ;  
in 18j3 was admitted to the Ohio bar, being a t  that time an anti- 
slavery Whig; and in 18j9 was elected to the State senate. 
Appointed by Governor Dennison one of three brigadiers general 
of militia in 1860, he studied tactics, strategy and military history. 

He raised trciops for the Union nrrvice in 1861, enlisted himself 

in spite of poor health and a family of six children, and was 
con~missioned a brigadier general, U.S. Volunteers. He took part 
in the West Virginia campaign of 1861, served in the Kanawha 
region, in supreme command after Rosecrans's relief in the spring, 
until August 1862, when his troops were ordered to join Burnside's 
9th Corps in Virginia. During Antietam, Cox commanded the 
corps, and at the close of the campaign (Oct. 6. 1862) he was 
appointed major general, U.S.V., but the appointment was not 
confirmed. In  April-December 1863 he was head of the depart- 
ment of Ohio. I n  1864 he took part in the Atlanta campaign, 
as a corps-commander. H e  led an expedition follo

w

ing Sherman 
into the Carolinas and fought two successful actions with Bragg 
at Kinston (N.C.).  As governor of Ohio in 1866-67, he advocated 
colonization of the freedmen in a restricted area, sympathized 
with President Johnson's programme of reconstruction and worked 
for a compromise between Johnson and his opponents. I n  1868 
he was chairman of the Republican national convention which 
nominated Grant. H e  was secretary of the interior in 1869-70; 
opposed the confirmation of the treaty for the annexation of Santo 
Domingo; introduced the merit system in his department, and 
resigned in Oct. 1870 because of political pressure. 

H e  took up legal practice in Cincinnati, became president of the 
Toledo and Wabash and Western in 1873, and until 1877 was 
receiver of that company. I n  1877-79 he was a representative 
in Congress. From 1881 to 1897 he was dean of the Cincinnati 
law school, and from 1885 to 1889 president of the University 
of Cincinnati. H e  died a t  Magnolia (Mass.), on Aug. 4, 1900. 
A successful lawyer, and in his later years a prominent micro- 
scopist, he is best known as one of the great "civilian" generals 
of the Civil IVar, and, with the possible exception of J. C. Ropes, 
one of the outstanding American authorities of his time on mili- 
tary history, particularlj~ the history of the Civil War. 

He wrote Atlanta (1882) and The March to the Sea, Franklin and 
Naslzville (1882), both in the series Campaigns of the Civil War ;  The 
Secoltd Battle o f  Bull Run, as Connected zmith the Fitz-John Porter 
Case (Cincinnati, 1882) ; and the valuable iMilitary Reminiscences of 
tlze Civil War  goo), published posthumously. 

See J. R. Ewing, Public Services of Jacob Dolson Cox (Washington, 
~ g o z ) ,  a Johns Hopkins university dissertation; and W. C. Cochran, 
"Early Life and Military Services of General Jacob Dolson Cox," in 
Bibliotheca Sacra, vol. 58 (Oberlin, O., 1901). 

COX, JAMES MIDDLETON (1870- ), American 
politician, was born near Jacksonburg (0.1, on March 31, 1870. 
After being educated in the common schools he worked in a 
newspaper office, and for a short time was a country school teach- 
er. Later he became a reporter on the Cincinnati Enquirer. I n  
1898 he purchased the Dayton N e w s  and five years later the 
Springfield Press-Republic, subsequently named the Daily News.  
In  1923 he purchased the Canton Daily N e w s  and the hliami 
(Fla.) Metropolis, which later became the Miami Daily News.  
From 1909-13 he was a member of Congress for the Dayton dis- 
trict. H e  was governor of Ohio 1913-15 and 1917-21. His career 
as governor was notable. Among the reforms introduced under 
his guidance were a workmen's compensation law; the elimination 
of the sweatshop; the establishment of a State industrial com- 
mission for dealing with questions of labour and capital; the pro- 
vision of a minimum wage and a nine-hour day for women; 
mothers' pensions; a blue-sky law (q.v.) protecting investors from 
unscrupulous promoters; the initiative and referendum; the es- 
tablishment of a State tuberculosis hospital and the extension of 
safety devices on railways and in mines. H e  was energetic in 
suppressing violence in connection with strikes, his general policy 
being to hold local authorities responsible without recourse to  the 
State militia. H e  favoured the abolition of the Federal inherit- 
ance tax, believing that the State alone should have jurisdiction 
over inheritances. H e  was a strong supporter of President Wil- 
son's policies and especially of the League of Nations. H e  was 
charged with opposing prohibition, but repeatedly declared that 
all laws must be enforced. At the Democratic national conven- 
tion in 1920 he received the presidential nomination, but was 
overwhelmingly defeated by Harding, the Republican nominee. 
The electoral vote was 404 for Harding and 127 for Cox. The 
popular vote was 16,152,200 for Harding and 9,14;,3~3 for Cox 



COX-COXE 
The vote in Ohio, the home State of both candidates, was 1,182,022 
for Harding and 780,037 for Cox. 

COX, KENYON (1856-I~IQ),  American painter, was born 
at  Warren (O.), on Oct. 27, 1856, the son of Gen. Jacob Dolson 
Cox. H e  was a pupil of Carolus-Duran and of J. L. GCrBme in 
Paris from 1877-82, when he returned to New York, subsequently 
teaching with much success in the Art Students' League. I t  was 
in mural decorative work that he achieved prominence. Among 
the better-known examples of his work are the frieze for the court 
room of the Appellate Court, New York, and decorations for the 
Walker Art Gallery, Bowdoin College; for the Capitol a t  St. Paul 
(Minn.), and elsewhere. H e  also wrote with much authority on 
art topics, and was the author of Old iMasters and N e w  ( I ~ o ; ) ,  
Painters and Sczllptors (1907), T h e  Classic Point of View (1912), 
Artist and Public (1914)~ Winslow Homer  (1914), and Concer~z- 
ing Painting (1917), besides some poems. H e  became a National 
Academician in 1903, and in 1910 was awarded the medal of 
honour for mural painting by the Architectural League. His wife, 
~zde Louise H. King (b. 1865), whom he married in 1892, also 
became a figure and portrait-painter of note. Kenyon Cox died 
in New York on March 17, 1919. 

COX, SIR PERCY (1864-1937)~ British administrator, was 
born on Nov. 20, 1864, educated a t  Harrow and Sandhurst, and 
entered the army in 1884, serving in the 2nd battalion of the 
Cameronians until 1889. H e  gained his very great knowledge of 
and experience in Eastern politics and diplomacy first in the 
Indian political department, and then in a series of consular ap- 
pointments in the Persian gulf, where he became political resident 
in 1909. H e  was chief political officer to a section of the Indian 
Expeditionary Force in 1914. He was appointed British ambassa- 
dor to  Tehran from 1918 to 1920, and high commissioner in 
Mesopotamia in the critical years 1920 to 1923. For the history 
of his administration see 'IRAQ. Sir Percy Cox also represented 
the British Government in the Mosul boundary negotiations with 
Turkey. He was the recipient of many honours. including the 
G.C.M.G. (1922), and was a member of many learned societies. 

COX, RICHARD ( I  joo?-I ~ S I ) ,  dean of Westminster and 
bishop of Ely, was born a t  itThaddon, Buckinghamshire, educated 
at  the Benedictine priory of St. Leonard Snelshall near Whaddon. 
a t  Eton, and at  Ring's college, Cambridge, where he graduated 
in 1524. At Wolsey's invitation he became a member of the 
cardinal's new foundation at  Oxford, was incorporated B.A. in 
I 325, and created M.A. in 1526. In  1530 he was engaged in per- 
suading the more unruly members of the university to approve 
of the king's divorce. H e  was then appointed master of the royal 
foundation at  Eton. I n  1533 he appears as author of an ode on the 
coronation of Anne Boleyn. In  I 540 he was one of the 15 divines 
to  whom were referred crucial questions on the sacraments and 
the seat of authority in the church; his answers (printed in 
Pocock's Burnet,  iii. 443-496) indicate a mind tending away from 
Catholicism, but susceptible to "the king's doctrine"; and, indeed, 
Cox was one of the divines by whom Henry said the "King's 
Book" had been drawn up when he wished to impress upon the 
Regent Arran that it  was not exclusively his own doing Cox 
subscribed the divorce of Anne of Cleves in 1540, and in that 
year became archdeacon and prebendary of Ely and canon of 
Westminster. 

After Edward's accession, Cox's opinions took a more Pro- 
testant turn, and he became one of the most active agents of 
the Reformation. H e  was consulted on the compilation of the 
Communion office in 1548, and the first and second books of 
Common Prayer, and sat on the commission for the reform of the 
canon law. As chancellor of the University of Oxford (1547- 
52) he promoted foreign divines such as Peter Martyr, and was 
a moving spirit of the two commissions which sought with some 
success to eradicate everything savouring of Romanism from the 
books, mss., ornaments and endowments of the university, and 
earned Cox the sobriquet of its cancellor rather than its chan- 
cellor. He received other preferments, which he lost on Mary's 
accession, and was for a fortnight in Aug. 1553 confined to the 
Marshalsea He remained in obscurity until after the failure of 
Wyatt's rebellion, and then in May 1554 escaped in the same ship 

as the future archbishop Sandys, to Antwerp. Thence in March 
1555 he made his way to Frankfort, where the English and Scot- 
tish exiles had, under the influence of Knox and Whittingham, 
adopted Calvinistic doctrine and a form of service far  more 
Puritanical than the Prayer Book of 1552. COX stood up for that 
service, and the exiles were divided into Knoxians and Coxians. 
Knox attacked Cox as a pluralist, Cox accused Knox of treason to 
the emperor Charles V. This proved the more dangerous charge : 
Knox and his followers were expelled, and the Prayer Book of 
1552 was restored. 

In  1559 Cox returned to England, and was elected bishop of 
Norwich, but the queen changed her mind and Cox's destination 
to Ely, where he remained 21 years. H e  was an honest, but 
narrow-minded ecclesiastic, who held what views he did hold intol- 
erantly, and was always wanting more power to  constrain those 
who differed from him (see his letter in Hatfield mss .  i. 308). 
While he refused to minister in the queen's chapel because of the 
crucifix and lights there, and was a bitter enemy to the Roman 
Catholics, he had little more patience with the Puritans. H e  
was grasping, or a t  least tenacious of his rights in  money matters, 
and was often brought into conflict with courtiers who coveted 
episcopal lands. The queen herself intervened, when he refused 
to grant Ely House to  her favourite, Sir Christopher Hatton; 
but the well-known letter beginning "Proud Prelate" and threat- 
ening to unfrock him seems to be an impudent forgery which first 
saw the light in the Annual Register for 1761. I t  hardly, how- 
ever, misrepresents the queen's meaning, and Cox was forced 
to give way. These and other trials led him in 1580 to resign his 
see, which remained vacant 19 years. Cox died on July 22, 1581. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Tiolurninous details about Cox's life are given 
in T. Strype, Works,  Parker Soc. Publ., and C. H. and T. Cooper, 
Athenae Cantab, i. 437-445 (18j8-1913). See also T. Gairdner, Letters 
and Papers of Henry V I I I .  (1862 etc.) ; Acts of  the Privy Council 
(1542-1890); Calendar State Dont. Papers (1856-71) ; Cal. Hatfield 
mss. (1883 etc.) ; Lit. Renzains o f  E&dard VI . ,  ed. J .  G. h-ichols 
(1857); W. Whittingham, Trozibl~s at Frankfort (1575, 1907); J .  Le 
Neve, Fasti (1716) ; B. Willis, Cathedrals (1718-19) ; J .  Bentham, 
Ely  (177:) ; H. Machyn, Diary (1848) ; G. Burnet's History o f  the 
Refornzatzo~z, ed. N .  Pocock (1865). 

COX, SAMUEL (1826-1893), English Baptist divine, was 
born in London on April 19, 1826. He worked in the London 
docks and then entered the Baptist college a t  Stepney. I n  1851 
he became pastor of a Baptist church at  Southsea, removing in 
1855 to Ryde and in 1863 to Nottingham. H e  was president of 
the Baptist Association in 1873. Cox was the founder and first 
editor of T h e  Expositor (1875-84). His works include: Salvator 
M z ~ ~ z d i  (18 7 j ) ,  A Commentary  o n  the Book o f  J o b  (ISSO), T h e  
Larger Hope (1883). 

COXCIE, MICHAEL (1499-1592), Flemish painter, was 
born at  Malines, and studied under Bernard van Orley. At Rome 
in 1532 he painted the chapel of Cardinal Enckenvoort in the 
church of Santa Maria dell' Anima. Coxcie's principal occupation 
was designing for engravers; and the fable of Psyche in 32 sheets 
by Agostino Veneziano and the Master of the Die are favourable 
specimens of his skill. His productions were long concealed under 
an interlaced monogram LI.C.0.K.X I.N. Coxcie returned in 
1539 to Malines, where he matriculated, and painted for the 
chapel of the gild of St. Luke the wings of an altar-piece (centre 
by Mabuse) now in Sanct Veit of Prague. There are large and 
capital works of his (1587-88) in St. Rombaud, Malines, in Ste. 
Gudule, Brussels, and in the museums of Brussels and Antwerp. 
He died at  Malines on March 5, 1592. 

COXE, HENRY OCTAVIUS (181 1-81), English librarian 
and palaeographer, was born at  Bucklebury, Berkshire, and 
educated a t  Westminster and iiTorcester college, Oxford. H e  
began work in the manuscript department of the British Museum, 
became sub-librarian of the Bodleian, a t  Oxford, in 1838, and was 
head librarian there, 1860-81. H e  was sent by the British Gov- 
ernment, in 1857, on a tour of inspection of the monastic libraries 
of the Levant, one of the results being the detection of the forgery 
attempted by Constantine Simonides. 

H e  published Rogeri de Wendover  CIzronica ( 1 8 4 1 - ~ ~ ) ,  and 
Report  on the Greek Manuscripts yet remaining i n  the Libraries 
of the Levant (1Sj8). 



COXWELL-CRAB 
COXWELL, HENRY TRACEY (1819- goo), English 

aeronaut, was born at  Wouldham, Kent, on March 2, 1819, the 
son of a naval officer. I n  1848 he became a professional balloon- 
ist, making numerous public ascents in the chief Continental 
cities and in London. In  1862 in company with Dr. James 
Glaisher, he attained the greatest height on record, about 7 miles. 
Eiis companion became insensible, and he himself, unable to use 
his frost-bitten hands, opened the gas-valve with his teeth, and 
made an extremely rapid but safe descent. The aerial voyages 
by Coxwell and Glaisher provided important contributions to the 
science of meteorology. Coxwell was most pertir?cious in urging 
the practical utility of employing balloons in  time of war. His 
last ascent was made in 188j. H e  died on Jan. 5, 1900. 

See his My Life and Balloon Experiences (1887). 
COYOTE, a North American member of the dog family, also 

known as the prairie-wolf, Canis latrans. Ranging from Canada 
in the north to Guatemala in the south and frequenting the open 
plains on both sides of the chain 
of the Rocky Mountains, the 
coyote is smaller than the wolf 
and more jackal-Iike, shorter in 
the leg and with a more luxuriant 
coat. The length is about 4oin., 
and the general colour tawny, 
mingled u~ith black and white 
above and whitish below, the tail 
having a black tip and a dark 
gland-patch near the root. There 
is, however, considerable local 
variation in size and colour. 

BY COURTESY OF NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL 

Coyotes are slinking and steal- SOcLETY 

thy creatures and they live in T HE COYOTE, A J A C K A L - L I K E  WOLF 

burrows in the plains and hunt COMMON TO T H E  PRAIRIES OF 

in packs at  night, when they 
utter yapping cries as they gallop. Hares, chipmunks, and mice 
form a large portion of their food; but also the fawns of deer 
and prongbuck, ~ a g e ~ h e n s ,  and other game-birds. I n  the flat lands 
they dig burrows for themselves or take possession of those al- 
ready made by badgers and prairie-dogs. There, in the spring, the 
half-dozen or more coyote pups are brought forth. 

When hard put to it  for food, coyotes will eat hips, juniper- 
berries, and other wild fruits. 

COYBEL, the name of a French family of painters. Noel 
Coypel (1628-1707), also called, from the fact that he was much 
influenced by Poussin, COYPEL LE POUSSIN, was employed by 
Charles Errard to  paint some pictures required for the Louvre. 
In 1672 he was appointed director of the French academy a t  
Rome. After four years he returned to France; and not long 
after he became director of the Academy of Painting. The "Mar- 
tyrdom of St. James" in Notre Dame is perhaps his finest work. 

His son and pupil, AKTOIXE COYPEL (1661-1 j22), was more 
celebrated than his father, with whom he spent four years at  
Rome. At the age of 18 he was admitted into the Academy of 
Painting, of which he became professor and rector in 1707, and 
director in 1714. In  1716 he was appointed king's painter, and he 
was ennobled in the following year. H e  was a clever etcher, and 
engraved several of his own works. His Discours prononce's dalzs 
les confc'rences de I'Acade'mie royale de Peinture, etc., appeared 
in 1741. 

Antoine's half -brother, NOEL NICHOLAS COYPEL ( I  692-1 734), 
was also an exceedingly popular artist; and his son, CHARLES 

ANTOIXE (1694-1 752), was painter to  the king and director of the 
Academy of Painting. 

COYPU (Myocastor coypu), a large South American aquatic 
rodent. I ts  large size, aquatic habits, partially webbed hind-toes, 
and the smooth, broad, orange-coloured incisors, are sufficient to 
distinguish this rodent from the other members of the family 
Capromyidae. Coypu are abundant in the fresh waters of South 
America. Should the water dry up, they seek fresh homes. Al- 
though subsisting largely on aquatic plants, these rodents fre- 
quently come ashore to feed, especially in the evening. Several 
young are produced at  a birth. The fur is of some commercial 

value and is known as nutria; its colour is reddish-brown. (See 
FUR-REARING Ax [\I \I c : ROI)FTTT.? \) 

COYSEVOX, CHARLES ANTOINE (1640--1720), 
French scuIptor, was born a t  Lyons un Sept. 29, 1640, and died 
at  Paris on Oct. 10, 1720. H e  belonged to a family which had 
emigrated from Spain, and he studied under Lerambert. H e  was 
employed by Louis XIV. in producing much of the decoration 
and a large number of statues for the palaces a t  Versailles and 
Marly (subsequently destroyed in the Revolution), and produced 
statues of most of the celebrated men of his age, including Louis 
XIV. and Louis XV. a t  Versailles, Colbert (a t  Saint-Eustache), 
Mazarin (in the church des Quatre-Nations), CondC the Great 
(in the Louvre), Bossuet (in the Louvre) and many others. 
Among the pupils of Coysevox were Nicolas and Guillaume 
Coustou. 

See Henry Jouin, A .  Coysevox, sa vie, son oeuvre (1883) ; Jean du . 
Seigneur, Revue universelle des arts, vol. i. (185.5)~ pp. 3 2  et seq. 

COZENS, JOHN ROBERT (c. I 752-1797), English land- 
scape painter in watercolours, born in London. His father, Alex- 
ander Cozens, said to have been the natural son of Peter the 
Great and an Englishwoman from Deptford, after having studied 
art in Italy, came to England in 1746, was drawing master a t  
Eton from 1763 to 1768 and published several treatises on art. 
The watercolours of J. R. Cozens are spirited impressionist 
sketches, rendering fine atmospheric effects by means of a few 
monochrome tints. They are free from the traditional laws of 
composition, which governed the art of that time. J. R .  Cozens 
was, therefore, a precursor of Girtin and Turner in the British 
school of watercolour painting. Turner confessed to have learned 
more from Cozens' "Landscape with Hannibal in his March over 
the Alps, showing his Army the Fertile Plains of Italy," exhibited 
at  the Royal Academy in 1776, than from any other picture. 
Cozens visited Italy twice, in I 776, and again in 1782 with 
William Beckford. On these trips he executed numerous sketches 
in pen and monochrome wash. H e  died in 1797, having spent the 
last three years of his life in a lunatic asylum. A collection of 
his watercolours are a t  the Victoria and Albert Museum; others 
in private ownership were exhibited a t  the Grafton Gallery in 
1911. The British Museum has 54 drawings by  Alexander Cozens, 
which were lost on his journey from Italy to England, and were 
recovered by his son in Florence 30 years later. 

CRAB, a name applied to  the Crustacea of the section 
Brachyura of the order Decapoda, and to other forms, especially 
of the section Anomura, which resemble them in appearance and 
habits. 

Brachyura, or true crabs, are distinguished from the long-tailed 
lobsters and shrimps by the small abdomen or tail, folded up 
under the body. I n  most the body is transversely oval or tri- 
angular in outline and more or less flattened, and is covered by a 
hard shell, the carapace. There are five pairs of legs. The first 
pair end in nippers or chelae and are usually much more massive 
than the others which are used in walking or swimming. The 
eyes are set on movable stalks and can be withdrawn into sockets 
in the front part of the carapace. There are six pairs of jaws and 

, foot-jaws (maxillipedes) enclosed 
within a "buccal cavern," the 
opening of which is covered by 
the broad and flattened third pair 
of foot-jaws. The abdomen is 
usually narrow and triangular in 
the males, but in the females it  

FROM " G U I D E  TO CRUSTACEA"  (BRITISH 
' I is broad and rounded and bears 

M U S E U M )  appendages to  which the eggs are 
THE N O R T H E R N  STONE C R A B  attached after spawning. 

As in most Crustacea, the young of nearly all crabs, when newly 
hatched, are very different from their parents. The first larval 
stage, known as a Zoea, is a minute transparent organism, swim- 
ming at  the surface of the sea. I t  has a rounded body, armed with 
long spines, and a long segmented tail. The eyes are not stalked, 
the legs not yet developed, and the foot-jaws form swimming 
paddies. After casting its skin several times as it  grows in size, 
the young crab passes into a stage known as the dfegalopa, in 



which the body and limbs are more crab-like, but the abdomen 
is large and not folded up. After a further moult the animal 
assumes a form very similar to that of the adult. There are a few 
crabs, especially those living in fresh water, which do not pass 
through a metamorphosis but leave the egg as miniature adults. 

Most crabs live in the sea, and even the land-crabs, which are 
abundant in tropical countries, visit the sea occasionally and pass 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF THE A M E R I C A N  M U S E U M  O F  N A T U R A L  H I S T O R Y  

SHORE C R A B  ( C A R C I N U S  M A E H A S )  

through their early stages in it. The river-crab of southern Europe 
or Lenten crab (Potamon edz~le, better known as Thelphusa 
jiuviatilis) is an example of the fresh-water crabs which are 
abundant in most of the warmer regions of the world. As a rule, 
crabs breathe by gills, which are lodged in a pair of cavities at  
the sides of the carapace, but in the true land-crabs the cavities 
become enlarged and modified so as to  act as lungs for breathing 
air. 

Walking or crawling is the usual mode of locomotion, and the 
peculiar sidelong gait familiar to  most people in the common 
shore-crab, is characteristic of most members of the group. The 
crabs of the family Portunidae, and some others, swim with great 
dexterity by means of their flattened paddle-shaped feet. 

Like many other Crustacea, crabs are often omnivorous and 
act as scavengers, but many are predatory in their habits and 
some are content with a vegetable diet. 

Though no crab, perhaps, is truly parasitic, some live in rela- 
tions of "commensalism" with other animals. The best known 
examples of this are the little "mussel-crabs" (Pinnotheridae) 
which live within the shells of mussels and other bivalve mollusca 
and share the food of their hosts. Many of the sluggish spider- 
crabs (Maiidae) have their shells covered by a forest of growing 
seaweeds, zoophytes and sponges, which are "planted" there by 
the crab itself, and which afford i t  a very effective disguise. 

Many of the larger crabs are sought for as food by man. The 
most important and valuable are the edible crab of British and 
European coasts (Cancer pagurus) and the blue crab of the 
Atlantic coast of the United States (Callinectes sapidus). 

Among the Anonturn, the best known are the hermit-crabs, 
which live in the empty shells of Gasteropod Mollusca, which 
they carry about with them as portable dwellings. In  these, the 
abdomen is soft-skinned and spirally twisted so as to fit into the 
shells which they inhabit. As the crab grows it  changes its dwell- 
ing from time to time, often having to fight with its fellows for 
the possession of an empty shell. Sometimes an annelid worm 
lives inside the shell along with the hermit and often the outside 
is covered with zoophytes. I n  some species, sea-anemones are 
constantly found attached to the shell, profiting by the active 
locomotion of the crab and probably sharing the crumbs of its 
food, while affording their host protection by their stinging powers. 

In  tropical countries the hermit-crabs of the family Coenobit- 
idae live on land, often at  considerable distances from the sea, 
to  which, however, they return for the purpose of hatching out 
their spawn The large robber-crab or coco-nut crab of the Indo- 

Pacific islands (Birgus latro), which belongs to this family, has 
given up the habit of carrying a portable dwelling, and the upper 
surface of its abdomen has become covered by shelly plates. I t  
climbs palm trees to get the fruit. (W. T .  C.) 

CRAB-APPLE, the name applied to the fruits or plants of 
various species of Malus, the apple genus; also to  certain crosses 
of such species with improved cultivated types, which give small- 
size, tart  fruits. The genus ikfalus, the apples (included by some 
botanists in Pyrus, the pear genus) includes approximately 2 5  

species indigenous in temperate regions of North America, Europe 
and Asia. I n  general, they resemble the cultivated apple in 
flowers and foliage but have more slender trunks, stiffer and more 
or less spiny branches, and much smaller, usually very acid fruits. 
They are extensively used as ornamental shrubs or small trees. The 
blossoms of many of the crab-apples are extremely showy in the 
spring and many are characterized by brightly coloured fruit which 
may hang on well into the winter. Species most widely used as orna- 
mentals include Malzis spectabzlis, the Chinese flowering crab-apple; 
M. baccata, Siberian crab; M. Sieboldi, Toringo crab; M. flol-ibunda, 
the Japanese flowering crab-apple; and M. punzila var. nzedwetzkyana, 
the redvein crab-apple. The American crab-applcs include the iollow- 
ing: M. coronaria, indigenous from western New York and southern 
Ontario to Wisconsin and southward to North Carolina and Missouri, 
a beautiful tree when in blossom in April or May and cultivated to 
some extent as an ornamental. The fruit is delicately scented but very 
acid, I to 1% in. in diameter. M. angustifolia, the southern crab-apple, 
is native from southern Virginia to southern Illinois and southward to 
Florida and Louisiana. It  produces fruit 3/4 to I in. in diameter. 
M. ioensis, the prairie crab-apple, is ind~genous from Wisconsin and 
Minnesota southward to Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri. The Oregon 
crab-apple, M. fusca, is found along the Pacific coast from Alaska to 
California. The fruit is oblong, % in. or less in diameter. Fruits of all 
the crab-apples may be used for jelly and other culinary purposes. The 
Siberian crab is rather widely grown for fruit, which is used mainly for 
jelly and for preserving and pickling. Most of the crab-apple species 
can be crossed with standard apple varieties and many such crosses 
have been made, particularly in Canada, to secure very hardy, early 
ripening apples adapted to severe weather conditions In general, the 
progeny are intermediate in size and quality between the parents. 

In Europe many horticultural varieties producing small, highly-acid 
fruit are grown primarily for cider making and are commonly referred 
to as crab-apples or cider apples. Many of these may have originated 
as crosses between the Maltis species and cultivated apples. They ropre- 
sent a large proportion of the apple production, particularly of France 

(J. R. MAG ) 
CRABBE, GEORGE (1754-1832), English poet, was born 

a t  Aldeburgh, Suffolk, the son of a customs officer. His father 
wanted to make his clever boy a doctor, and Crabbe became an 
apothecary's assistant a t  Wickham Brook, near Kewmarket, and 
then a surgeon's assistant a t  Woodbridge, where he met Sarah 
Elmy, his future wife and a good friend to him during the hard 
years ahead. For some time Crabbe worked as  a day-labourer a t  
Aldeburgh; he then sought to  establish a surgery, which, during 
his absence for nine months in London for the study of mid- 
wifery, was not successful. A period of want followed, but in 
I 780 a local magnate gave him f 5 with which to seek his fortune 
in London. H e  had already published a t  Ipswich his first poem, 
Inebriety, in 1775, and he took with him to London many mss., 
none of which he was able to place except The Candidate. But 
in March 1781 he was received by Edmund Burke, who read his 
mss., advised him, and helped him with the publication of The 
Library (1781), and sought the interest of others whereby he 
could enter the church. Crabbe was ordained in I 781 and became 
curate a t  Aldeburgh. The Aldeburgh parishioners were not dis- 
posed to respect a curate whom they had known as a day-labourer, 
and in 1782 Burke persuaded the duke of Rutland to appoint 
Crabbe as his chaplain a t  Belvoir castle. The duke gave him two 
small livings in Dorsetshire. Crabbe then married Sarah Elmy 
(Dec. I 783). Earlier in the year was published The Village, which 
on Burke's advice had been completed and revised. The Village 
is a poem which has none of the romantic atmosphere of Gold- 
smith's Deserted Village or Gray's Elegy. Crabbe had a passion 
for truth, naked and unashamed. If he laid more stress on the 
seamy side of village life, it was because that side of it  was more 
familiar to  him. His descriptions of nature revealed an intimate 
and concise knowledge of flora and fauna. The poem, written in 
heroic couplets, made a deep impression. Scott read it  with such 
attention that ten years later he still knew it by heart. 



CRAB-GRASS-CRACOW 
For 20 years after the publication of T h e  Village Crabbe pub- 

lished nothing. H e  received various preferments, and in 1814, the 
year after his wife's death, the living of Trowbridge, Wiltshire, 
where the rest of his life was spent. 

Those last years were the most prosperous of his Iife. He was 
a frequent visitor to London, and a friend of all the literary 
celebrities of the time. H e  proposed marriage to  one of his 
parishioners, Charlotte Ridout, and was accepted in 1814, but 
broke off the engagement in 1816. H e  proposed to yet another 
friend, Elizabeth Charter, somewhat later. In  his visits to  London 
Crabbe was the guest of Samuel Rogers, in St. James's place, and 
was a frequent visitor to Holland House, where he met his brother 
poets Moore and Campbell. I n  1817 his Tales of the  Hall were 
completed, and John Murray offered £3,000 for the copyright, 
Crabbe's previous works, T h e  Parislz Register (1807), T h e  Bor- 
oz~glz ( I ~ I O ) ,  and Tales in Verse (1812) being included. The offer, 
af ter  much negotiation, was accepted, but Crabbe's popularity 
was then on the wane. 

I n  1822 Crabbe went to  Edinburgh on a visit to  Sir Walter 
Scott. The adventure, complicated as it  was by the visit of 
George IV. about the same time, is most amusingly described in 
Lockhart's biography of Scott. Crabbe died at  Trowbridge on 
Feb. 3, 1832, and was buried in Trowbridge church. 

Never was any poet so great and continuous a favourite with 
the critics, and yet so conspicuously ignored by the public. The 
works of his contemporaries, such as Cowper, Scott, Byron, and 
Shelley in particular, had been reprinted again and again. U'ith 
Crabbe it  was for long quite otherwise. His works were collected 
into eight volumes in 1832, the first containing a biography by 
his son. I t  was also intended to publish some of his prose writings, 
but the reception of the eight volumes was not sufficiently en- 
couraging. A reprint, however, in one volume was made in 1847, 
and it  has been reproduced several times since. I t  was not until 
the end of the century that sundry volumes of "selections" from 
his poems appeared; one by Edward FitzGerald (privately 
printed, 1879), and others by Bernard Holland (1899), C. H. 
Herford (1902), and Deane (1903). The Complete W o r k s  were 
published by the Cambridge University Press in three volumes, 
edited by A. W. Ward, in 1906. 

Crabbe's poems have been praised by many competent critics, 
by Edward FitzGerald in his Letters,  by Cardinal Newman in his 
Apologia, and by Sir Leslie Stephen in his Hours ifz a Library 
most notably. His verses con- 
soled the last hours of Charles 
James Fox and Sir Walter Scott, 
while Thomas Hardy has ac- 
knowledged their influence on 
the realism of his novels. But 
Crabbe's works have ceased to 
command a wide public interest. 
H e  just failed of being the artist 
in words who is able to make 
the same appeal in all ages. Yet 
his poems will well repay perusal. 
His stories are profoundly poig- 
nant and when once read live 
long in the memory. They re- 
veal him as one of the great 
realists of English fiction and 
make fascinatini reading. There 

BY COURTESY O F  THE IOWA EXPERIMENTAL 
is true ~ o e t r v  in Crabbe's works . . - . . . . . - . . 
although his most distinctively C R A B  GRASS, A WEED, IN T RODUCED 
lyric note was attained when he FROM E U R O P E  INTO AMERICA 

wrote under the influence of opium, to  which he became much 
addicted in his later years. 

See The Life of the Rev.  George Crabbe, LL.B., b y  lzis son the Rev. 
George Crabbe, A.M.  (1834): George Crabbe and His Times, 1754- 
1832; A Critical and Biographical Study, by RenC Huchon, translated 
from the French by Frederick Clarke (1907) ; also the brief biographies 
by T. H._Kebbel ("Great Writers" series) and by Canon Ainger 
("English Men of Letters" series). 

CRAB-GRASS, the name given in North America to various 
species of finger-grass (Synther isma) ,  especially to S .  sangdnale, 

called large crab-grass, and S. Ischaemum, called small crab- 
grass; both natives of Europe now very widely naturalized in the 
United States and Canada as weeds. In  the eastern United States 
the knotweed or doorweed (Polygonum aviczllare) is sometimes 
called crab-grass. 

CRACKER, something which "cracks" (Ger. Krachen ) ;  a 
firework which explodes with several reports and jumps at  
each explosion (see FIREWORKS); a roll of coloured and orna- 
mented paper containing sweets, etc., together with a strip of 
card with a fulminant which explodes on being pulled. I n  Amer- 
ica, the general name for a biscuit. I n  the southern states of 
America "cracker" is a term of contempt for the "poor" or "mean 
whites" of Georgia and Florida; the term dates back to the 
Revolution, and is supposed to be derived from the "cracked 
corn" which formed the staple food of the class to  whom the 
term refers. 

CRACKING PROCESS: see PETROLEUM. 
CRACOW, a province of Poland, bounded north by the 

province of Kielce, east by the province of Lwow, west by 
Polish Silesia and south by Czechoslovakia; occupied by Germany 
in 1939. I t  covers 6,736 square miles. I t  is drained by the Vistula 
and its tributaries, the Dunajec and Wisloka. The north region 
is a fertile plain, but the main portion consists of highlands 
stretching up to the Carpathian mountains. The mountain chain 
reaches from the West Beskids to the Low Beskids, but in the 
valley of the Dunajec the province extends t o  the lofty Tatry 
heights (more than 7,900 ft.). Pop. (1931) 2,296,842, mainly 
Poles, with 7.8% classed as other than Polish mother tongue. 
The Poles speak the same dialect as  their neighbours in  the 
provinces of Kielce and Lublin, but the mountain area is in- 
habited by the Gorale or Highlanders with their picturesque cos- 
tume and local dialects. The province is divided into 24 districts, 
the chief towns being the capital, Cracow (q.v.), Tarn6w (pop. 
1931, 45,235) and Nowy Sacz (pop. 1931, 30,278). Rye, oats, 
wheat and vegetables are produced. The peasants, who enjoyed 
economic liberty after 1848 and political liberty after 1867, are 
better educated than the peasants of the provinces formerly under 
Russia, and the peasants' parties originating in this region played 
an important part in the constitutional life of Poland. Industry, 
however, suffered from the competition of the factories of Austria 
and Bohemia. 

The salt mines of Bochnia and Wieliczka (q.v.) have been 
famous from the earliest times. The greater part of the province 
was occupied by Austria a t  the first partition of Poland, and 
was known as West Galicia till 1918. The province was overrun 
by German armies in the first week of World War 11. 

CRACOW (Krah-kow', Polish Krah'kuf), the fourth city of 
Poland, capital of the province of the same name, an industrial 
centre 212 mi. W, by N. of Lemberg (Lwow) by rail; i t  was 
occupied by Germany in 1939. Polish name Krak6w. Pop. (1931) 
221,260, of whom 172,866 were Poles; (est. 1939) 259,000. No 
other Polish town contains so many historic buildings and na- 
tional relics. I t  is the intellectual centre of Poland. 

Cracow is in a fertile plain on the left bank of the Vistula 
(which becomes navigable here) and occupies a position of great 
strategical importance. I t  consists of the old inner town and 
seven suburbs. The only relics of the fortifications of the old 
town, now replaced by shady promenades, are the Florian's Gate 
and the Rondel, a circular structure, built in 1498. Cracow has 
39 churches-about half the number it  formerly had-and 25 
convents for monks and nuns. Of these the most important is the 
Stanislaw cathedral, in Gothic style, consecrated in 1359, and 
built on the Wawel, the rocky eminence to  the south-west of the 
old town. Here the kings of Poland were crowned, and this 
church is also the Pantheon of Poland, the burial place of its 
kings, of John Sobieski, Thaddaeus Kosciuszko, Joseph Poniatov- 
ski, Adam Mickiewicz and Joseph Pilsudski. Here also are con- 
served the remains of St. Stanislaw, the patron saint of the Poles, 
who, as bishop of Cracow, was slain before the altar by  King 
Boleslaw in 1079. The cathedral is adorned with many valuable 
objects of art, paintings and sculptures, by such artists as Veit 
Stoss, Guido Reni, Peter Vischer, Thorwaldsen, etc. Part  of the 



CRADDOCK-CRADLE 
ancient Polish regalia is also kept there. The Gothic church of 
St. Mary, founded in 1223, rebuilt in the 14th century, with sev- 
eral chapels added in the 15th and 16th centuries, was restored in 
1889-1893, and decorated with paintings from the designs by 
Matejko. I t  contains a huge high altar, executed 1477-89, the 
masterpiece of Veit Stoss, who was a native of Cracow; a colossal 
stone crucifix of the end of the 15th century, and several sump- 
tuous tombs from the 16th and 17th centuries. The royal castli: 
(Zamek Krdlewski), a huge building, begun in the 13th century, 
and successively enlarged by Casimir the Great and by Zygmunt 
I. Jagiello (1510-1533), is situated on the Wawel, and was 
until 1610 the residence of the Polish kings. I t  suffered much 
from fires and other disasters, and from 1846 onward was used 
as a barracks and a military hospital; it has now, however, been 
cleared out and restored. The Jagellonian university, housed in 
a Gothic building of 1881-1887, is the second oldest university 
in central Europe-the oldest being that of Prague-and was 
famous during the 15th and 16th centuries. I t  was founded by 
Casimir the Great in 1364, and completed by Wladislaw Jagiello 
in 1400. I t s  rich library is housed in the old 15th century uni- 
versity buildings, in the beautiful Gothic court of which a bronze 
statue of Copernicus was placed in 1900. The Polish academy of 
science, founded in 1872, was housed in the new university build- 
ings. In  the Ring-Platz, or the principal square, opposite the 
church of St. Mary, is the cloth-hall (Pol. Sukiennice), a building 
erected in 125 7, several times renovated and enlarged, most re- 
cently in 1879, which contains the Polish national museum of art 
Behind it  is a Gothic tower, the only relic of the old town hall, 
demolished in 1820. The Czartorysk~ museum contains a rich 
library and a precious collection of manuscripts, relating to the 
history of Poland. 

Among the manufactures of the town are machinery, agricul- 
tural implements, chemicals, soap, tobacco, etc. But Cracow is 
more important as a trading than as an industrial centre. I ts  
position on the V~stula and at  the junction of several railways 
makes it the natural mart for the exchange of the products of the 
adjacent territories. Cracow's trade in timber, salt, textiles, cattle, 
wine and agricultural produce of all kinds is very considerable. 
I n  the neighbourhood of Cracow there are mines of coal and zinc, 
and, not far away lies the village of Krzeszowice with sulphur 
baths. About 2 4  mi. N.W. lies the Kosciuszko hill, a mound of 
earth IOO ft. high, thrown up  in 1820-23 on the Borislava hill 
(1,093 f t  ), in honour of Thaddaeus Kosciuszko, the hero of 
Poland. On the opposite bank of the Vistula, united to Cracow 
by a bridge, lies the town of Podgorze (pop. 18,142); near it  is 
the Krakus hill, smaller than the Kosciuszko hill, and a thousand 
years older than it, erected in honour of Krakus, the founder of 
Cracow. About 8 mi S.E. of Cracow is situated Wieliczka (q.v.), 
with its famous salt mines. 

History.-Tradition assigns the foundation of Cracow to the 
mythical Krak, a Polish prince who is said to have built a strong- 
hold there about A.D. 700. I n  the latter part of the 10th century 
it was annexed to the Bohemian principality, but was recaptured 
by Boleslaus Chrobry, who made it the seat of a bishopric, and it  
became the capital of one of the most important of the princi- 
palities into which Poland was divided from the 12th century 
onwards. The city was practically ruined during the first Tatar 
invasion in 1241, but the introduction of German colonists restored 
its prosperity, and in 1257 it  received "Magdeburg rights," i.e., 
a civic constitution modelled on that of Magdeburg. The town 
passed through many vicissitudes until, in 1305, the Polish king, 
Ladislaus Lokietek, made it  his capital, and from that time until 
1764 it  remained the coronation and burial place of the Polish 
kings. In  1795 Austria took possession of Cracow; but in 1809 
Napoleon incorporated it  with the duchy of Warsaw. I n  the cam- 
paign of 1812 the emperor Alexander made himself master of 
this and the other territory which formed the duchy of Warsaw. 
At the general settlement of Europe in 1815 Cracow and the 
adjoining territory were formed into a free state. In Feb. 1846, an 
insurrection broke out in Cracow, apparently a ramification of a 
widely spread conspiracy throughout Poland. The senate and 
the other authorities of Cracow were unable to subdue the rebels 

or to maintain order, and, at their request, the city was occupied 
by a corps of Austrian troops. Russia, Austria and Prussia made 
this a pretext for extinguishing this independent state; and, as 
the outcome of a conferknce at  Vienna (Nov. 1846), the three 
courts, contrary to the assurance previously given and in opposi- 
tion to the British and French governments, decided to incor- 
porate Cracow with the dominions of Austria. At the conclusion 
of World War I. Cracow was included in the Polish republic. In 
World War I1 it fell to Germany Sept. 6, 1939. 

CRADDOCK, CHARLES EGBERT (1850--1922), the 
pen-name of MARY NOAILLES MURFREE, American author, who 
was born near Rfurfreesboro, Tenn., Jan. 24 1850. She was crip- 
pled in childhood by paralysis, but attended school in Nashville 
and Philadelphia. During her summers in the mountains of 
eastern Tennessee, she came to know the primitive people there 
whom her writings portray. She contributed to Appleton's Jour- 
nal, and, first in 1878, to the Atlautic Monthly.  No one, ap- 
parently, suspected that the author of these tales was a woman, 
and her identity was not disclosed until after the publication of 
her first volume of short stories, I?z the Terzncssee h.foz~ntains 
(1884). She deals mainly with the narrow, stern life of the 
mountaineers, who, left behind in the advance of civilization, live 
amid traditions and customs and speak a dialect peculiarly their 
own. Her work abounds in effective descriptions of scenery. 
Among her other books are: Wlzere the Battle W a s  Fought 
(1884), a novel dealing with the old aristocratic southern life; 
Dowfz tlze Ravine (1885) and The Story of Keedon B lu f f s  (1887) 
for young people; Tlte Propltet of the Great S m o k y  &fountains 
(1885); I n  the Clouds (1886); Tlze Despot of Broomsedge Cove 
(1888); and His Vanished Star (18g+), novels; The  Mystery  of 
Witclz Pace Mountain (1895) ; The Phantoms of the Footbridge 
(189 5) ; The Young Mou?ttai~zeers (1897) ; T h e  Bush Wltackers 
(1899), short stories. Her later books, The Fair Mississippian 
(1908) or The  Story of Dulciehurst (1914) are inferior to  those 
written when the local colour movement was a t  its height. She 
died at  Murfreesboro (Tenn.), July 31 1922. 

CRADLE, a child's bed of wood, wicker or iron, with enclosed 
sides, slung upon pivots or mounted on rockers (of uncertain 

etymology? possibly connected with "crate" 
and "creel," i.e., basket). I t  is a very an- 
cient piece of furniture, but the date when 
it first assumed its characteristic swinging 
or rocking form is by no means clear. A 
miniature in an illuminated Histoire de la 
belle fire'laine in the Bibliothhque Nationale 
in Paris (end of the 14th or beginning of 
the I 5th century) shows an infant sleeping 

c o u n r E s v  OF THE M E T R O .  in a tiny four-post bed slung upon rockers. 
P o L I T A N  M U S E U M  oF A R T  In  its oldest forms the cradle is an oblong 

ITALIAN oak box without a lid-originally the 
O F  THE X V l l l T H  CENTURY rockers appear to have been detachable- 
but, like all other household appliances, it has been subject to  
changes of fashion alike in shape and adornment. I t  has been 
panelled and carved, supported on Renaissance pillars, inlaid with 
marqueterie or mounted in gilded bronze. The original simple 
shape persisted for two or three centuries-even the hood made its 

appearance very early. In  the 
18th century, however, cradles 
were often very elaborate-in- 
deed in France they had begun to 
be so much earlier, but the richly 
carved and upholstered examples 
were used chiefly for purposes 
of State, being in fact miniature 
Zits de parade. I n  modern times 

OF A R T  simpler, the old hood being very 
CRADLE often replaced by a draped cur- 

D E S I G N E D  BETWEEN 1625 A N D  1675 tain hanging from a carved or 
shaped upright. By analogy, the word "cradle" is also applied to  
various sorts of framework in engineering, and to a rocking-tool 
used in engraving. 



CRADOCK, a town in South Africa, 32' 10' S., 25' 37' E.  
Altitude 2,856 ft.  Pop. (1931) white 3,609; native 3,519 (1921); 
situated in upper valley of the Great Fish river, 183 m. from 
Port Elizabeth. A large trade is done in wool and mohair. In the 
surrounding district 30,000 ac. are irrigated from the Great Fish 
and Paul's rivers, and lucerne and fruit are grown. The district 
has an area of 3,048 square miles. The town has a reputation 
as a health resort. The air is dry and bracing, esprcially in winter; 
the rainfall is 14.5 inches. Three miles to the north are hot sul- 
phur baths, which are used for the treatment of rheumatism. 
The town dates from the beginning of the 19th century, and is 
named after Sir John Cradock, governor of the Cape 1811-13. 
I n  the neighbourhood some zebra still survive, protected by the 
game laws. 

CRAFT, a word confined in English to intellectual power, 
and used as a synonym of "art" (Ger. Kraft, strength, power). 
I t  also means skill or ingenuity, especially in the manual arts, 
hence its use in the expression "Arts and Crafts" (9.v.); it is 
thus applied to an association of workmen of a particular trade, 
a trade gild, and in particular to Freemasons. The word appears 
also in words such as "handicraft" or "craftsman." Skill applied 
to  outwit or deceive gives the common sense of cunning or 
trickery, and it is this meaning which is implied in such combined 
words as "priestcraft," "witchcraft" and the like. A more partic- 
ular use of the word is in the nautical sense of vessels of trans- 
port by water; this is probably a colloquially shortened form 
either of "vessels of a fisherman's, lighterman's craft," etc., or 
of "vessels of a heavier or lighter craft." 

CRAFTON, a borough of Allegheny cognty (Pa  ), U.S.X. 
6 mi. W. of Pittsburgh. on the Pennsylvania railroad. The popu- 
lation in 1930 was 7,004; in 1940, 7,163 by federal census. 

CRAG, a steep rock. The word (of Celtic origin, cf .  Gael. 
creag, Manx creg, and U7elsh and Modern Scots craig) appears in 
many place-names in north Britain, and is probably connected with 
"carrick," of similar meaning, which also occurs in place-names. 
I n  geology, the term is applied to strata in which a shelly sand 
deposit is found, and, in the expression "crag and tail," to a gla- 
ciated land form in which one side of a hill is precipitous and lofty 
and the other slopes or "tails" gradually away, as in the Castle 
Rock on which Old Town Edinburgh was built. 

CRAGGS, JAMES (1657-1721), English politician, who, 
after following various callings in London, entered the service 
of the duchess of Marlborough, through whose influence he be- 
came in 1702 member of parliament for Grampound, retaining his 
seat until 1713. H e  was in business as an army clothier and held 
several official positions, becoming joint postmaster-general in 
1715. Craggs also increased his enormous wealth by mixing in the 
affairs of the South Sea Company, but after his death an act of 
parliament confiscated all the property which he had acquired 
since Dec. 1719. H e  died on March 16, 1721. 

His son, JAMES CRAGGS the younger (1686-1 721), was born on 
April 9, 1686. I n  1713 he became member of parliament for Tre- 
goney, in 1717 secretary for war, and in 1718 one of the principal 
secretaries of state. Craggs was implicated in the South Sea Eub- 
ble, but not so deeply as his father, whom he predeceased on Feb. 
16, 1721. 

CRAIG, EDWARD GORDON (1872- ), English stage- 
designer and writer on the art of the theatre, was born on Jan. 16, 
1872. H e  began life as an actor, appearing first in 1889 at the 
Lyceum theatre, London, under the direction of Sir Henry Irving. 
As a young man he designed several stage productions in which 
he approached the problem of stage scenery from a point of view 
entirely different from that current a t  the time. Among these pro- 
ductions were Purcell's opera, Dido and Aeneas; Bethlehem, a 
nativity play by Laurence Housman; The Vikings, by Ibsen; and 
Much Ado About Nothing, in which his mother, Ellen Terry, 
appeared. 

Feeling that the contemporary London theatre gave no oppor- 
tunity for that creative experiment which he felt necessary, Craig 
founded his school for the Art of the Theatre in Florence in 1913. 
H e  had already published his famous bookon the Art of  tlze Theatre 
( I ~ I I ) ,  and commenced issue (1908) of The Mask, a journal 

in which appeared a large number of essays and illustrations re- 
vealing his philosophy of theatre art and the practical applications 
thereof so far as they could be expressed through drawing and 
letterpress. These and later publications had wide influence in 
Europe, and the effect of Craig's teaching and example is to  be 
seen, implicit or explicit, in the work of most of the best modern 
schools of stage design in Europe. The school in Florence did not 
fulfil Craig's hopes. His most important productions out of Eng- 
land are:-Rosmerslzolm, designed for Eleonora Duse in Florence 
in 1906; Hamlet, for  Stanislavsky at  the Moscow Art Theatre 
(1908 or 09); and The Pretenders, at  the Theatre Royal, Copen- 
hagen. I t  has been suggested that Craig's practical example has 
been a far-reaching influence, but it  may be that he has most 
affected posterity by the large body of his writings which provide 
an effective theory of stage art. Among his later works are Books 
and Theatres (1925), Henry Irving (19301, Fourteen Notes 
(1931) and Ellen Terry and Her Secret Self (1931). 

His sister, EDITH CRAIG (1869- ), studied music in London 
and Berlin, and has been mainly occupied in stage-management 
and production. 

CRAIG, JOHN (1512?-I~OO), Scottish reformer, the son of 
Craig of Craigston, Aberdeenshire, was educated a t  St. Andrews 
and became a Dominican. H e  came under suspicion of heresy, 
and made his way in 1536 to England and then to Italy, where by 
the influence of Cardinal Pole, he became master of the novices in 
the Dominican convent a t  Bologna. His heretical tendencies were 
revived by the reading of Calvin's Institutes. H e  was condemned 
to be burnt, but escaped during the riot which broke out on the 
death of Paul IV. (Aug. 18, 1559), when the prison of the Inqui- 
sition was burst open. Returning to Scotland in 1560 he was 
ordained (1561) minister of Holyrood, and in 1562 became Knox's 
colleague in the High Church. At first he refused to publish the 
banns of marriage between Riary and Eothwell, but yielded in the 
end. He helped to draw up the National Covenant in  1580 and 
prepared (1581) the "King's Confession" which became the basis 
of the Covenant of 1638. H e  died on Dec. 1 2 ,  1600. 

See T. G .  Law, Preface to John Craig's Catechism (1885) ; Hew 
Scott, Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticalrae (191.5, ed. J .  Wamick, 1~21) .  

CRAIG, SIR THOMAS (c .  1538-1608), Scottish jurist and 
poet, was born about 1538, a member of the Craigfintray family. 
He was educated at  St. Andrews, where he took the B.A. degree 
in I 5 j j. From St. Andrews he went to  France, to  study the canon 
and the civil law. H e  returned to Scotland about 1561, and was 
admitted advocate in Feb. 1563. I n  I 564 he was appointed jus- 
tice-depute by the justice-general, Archibald, earl of Argyll; in 
1573 he was appointed sheriff-depute of Edinburgh, and in 1606 
procurator for the church. I n  1604 he came to London on the 
commission regarding the union of the two kingdoms. I t  is said 
that he wished to refuse the knighthood the king desired to give 
him, but he has always been styled and reputed a knight. His 
eldest son, Sir Lewis Craig (1569-1622), was raised to the bench 
in 1604. Sir Thomas died on Feb. 26, 1608. 

Except his poems, the only one of Craig's works which ap- 
peared during his lifetime was his Izls feudale (1603; ed. R. Bur- 
net, 16j5; Leipzig, 1716; ed. J. Baillie 1732). The object of this 
treatise was to assimilate the laws of England and Scotland, but, 
instead of this, i t  was an important factor in building up the law 
of Scotland into a separate system. Other works were De unione 
regnorum Britanniae tractatus, De iure sz~ccessionis regni Angliae 
and De hominio disputatio. Translations of the last two have 
been published, and in 1910 an edition of the De LTnione appeared, 
with translation and notes by C. S. Terry. Craig's first poem, an 
Epithalamium in honour of the marriage of Mary, queen of Scots, 
and Darnley, appeared in 1565. Most of his poems have been 
reprinted in the Delitiae poetarum Scotorzlm. 

See P. F.  Tytler, Life of Craig (1823) ; Life prefixed to Baillie's 
edition of the Jus fezrdale. 

GRAIGAVON, JAMES CRAIG, IST VISCOUNT (1871- 
1 9 4 0 ) ~  the first prime minister of Northern Ireland, was born 
Jan. 8, 1871, a son of James Craig of Craigavon, Co. Down. He 
was educated a t  Merchiston school, Edinburgh, and served in 
the South African War of 1899-1902 in the Royal Irish Rifles 



CRAIGIE- 
H e  won back for the Unionist party one of the seats in his native 
county of Down in 1906. I n  and out of parliament he was in the 
confidence of Sir Edward Carson, and when, in 1914, it was de- 
cided to offer armed resistance to what Ulster Unionists regarded 
as the threatened destruction of their rights of citizenship in 
Great Britsin, he shouldered a prominent share of the work and 
the risk ( ~ e e  CARSON, EDWARD HENRY CARSON). 

During World War I Colonel Craig recruited and organized 
the 36th (Ulster) Division. I n  the Coalition Government of 
1916, he was treasurer of the household. In  1919 he was par- 
liamentary secretary to the Ministry of Pensions, and in 1920 
financial secretary to the Admiralty. When the Government of 
Ireland Act, 1920, came into force, he resigned and became prime 
minister of Northern Ireland. I n  1918 he was created a baronet, 
and in I927 a viscount, taking the title of Viscount Craigavon of 
Stormont. H e  continued as prime minister until his death Nov. 
24, I 94 o. (See  IRELAND, NORTHERN.) 

CRAIGIE. PEARL MARY TERESA (186:-1906)~ 
Anglo-~mericin novelist and dramatist, who wrote under the pen- 
name of "JOHX OLIVER HOBBES," was born at  Boston, U.S.X., 
on Nov. 3, 1867, and died in London on ,4ug. 13, 1906. She was 
the elder daughter of John Morgan Richards, and in 1887 married 
Reginald Walpole Craigie, by whom she had one son, John 
Churchill Craigie; but the marriage proved an unhappy one, and 
was dissolved on her petition in July 1895. She was brought up 
as a Nonconformist, but in 1892 was received into the Roman 
Catholic Church. I 

Her first little book, the brilliant and epigrammatic Some Emotions 
and a Moral, was published in 1891 in Mr. Fisher Unwin's "Pseudonym 
Library," and was followed by The Sinner's Comedy (1892), A Study 
in Temptations (1893), A Butzdle of Life (1894), The Gods, Some 
Mortals, and Lord Wickenham. The Herb Moon (1896), a country 
love story, was follo~ved by The School for Saints (1897), with a 
sequel, Robert Orange (1900). Mrs. Craigie had already written 
short pieces, when her successful play, The Ambassador, was produced 
at the St. James's theatre in 1898. She was part author of The Bisizop's 
Move (Garrick theatre, 1902). Among her later works were The 
Vineyard (1904), and The Dreanz and the Business (1906). 

CRAIK, DINAH MARIA (1826-1887), author of Jolzn 
Halifax, Gentlenzan, was the daughter of Thomas Rlulock, an 
eccentric religious enthusiast of Irish extraction, and was born on 
April 20, 1826 at  Stoke-upon-Trent, Staffordshire. John Halifax, 
Gentlenzan (18 j7) ,  placed her in the front rank of the women 
novelists of her day. A L i f e  for a Li fe  (18 jg),  though inferior, 
maintained a high position, but she afterwards wrote little of im- 
portance except some very charming tales for children. She mar- 
ried Mr. G. L. Craik, a partner in the housc of Macmillan and 
Company, in 1864, and died a t  Shortlands, near Bromley, Kent, on 
Oct. 12, 1887. 

CRAIK, GEORGE LILLIE (1798-1866), British man of 
letters, the son of a schoolmaster, was born at  Kennoway, Fife- 
shire. H e  studied a t  the university of St. Andrews with the inten- 
tion of entering the church, but became the editor of a local news- 
paper, and went to London in 1824 to devote himself to literature. 
In  1844 he published his History of Literatnlre and Learning in 
England f rom the Norlnan Conquest t o  the Present T ime,  illus- 
trated by  extracts. Craik is best known for his abridged versior 
of this work, T h e  History of English Literature and tlze Eqglisl; 
Language (1861), which passed through several editions and for 
his Spenser and his Poetry (1845). In  1849 he obtained the chair 
of history and English literature at  Queen's College, Belfast, a 
position which he held till his death. 

CRAIL (formerly Karel j ,  royal burgh and parish, Fifeshire 
Scotland, 2 m. from Fifeness, the most easterly point of tht 
county, and 11 m. S.E. of St. Andrews by the L.N.E.R. Pop 
(1938), 1,025. I t  is said to have been a town of some note as earl) 
as the 9th century; and its castle, of which there are hardly an! 
remains, was the residence of David I .  and other Scottish kings 
I t  was constituted a royal burgh by a charter of Robert Bruce ir 
1,306, and had its privileges confirmed by Robert 11. in 1371, b! 
Mary in I j53, and by Charles I. in 163j. Of its priory, dedicate( 
to St. Rufus, a few ruins exist. The ancient church is dedicated tc 
Rlaelrubha, the patron saint of Crail. Many of the houses art 
massive and picturesque. The public buildings include an unusua 

own hall with a Dutch tower. The chief industry is fishing, 
:specially for crabs. Crail is in favour as a summer resort. 

Balcomie castle, about 2 m. to the north-east, dates from the 
rqth century. Here Mary of Guise landed in 1538, a few days be- 
'ore her marriage to James V. in St. Andrews cathedral. The East 
Yeuk is a term applied particularly to  the country round Fife- 
less, and more generally to all of the peninsula east of an imagi- 
lary line drawn from St. Andrews to Elie. 

CRAHLSHEHM, a town of Germany, in the Land of Wurt- 
temberg, on a tributary of the Neckar. Population, 6,391. 

I t  was incorporated as a town in 1338, passed later into the 
sossession of the burgraves of Nurnberg, and came in 1791 to 
Prussia, in 1806 to Bavaria and in 1810 to \Yurtternberg. There 
ire tanneries and machine workshops, and trade is in wine 

CRAIOVA, the capital of the department of Dolj, in Ru- 
nania, situated near the left bank of the river Jiu, and on the 
qain railway from Verciorova to Bucharest. Pop. (1939) 55.444. 
A branch railway runs to Calafat. Craiova is the chief commer- 
cial town west of Bucharest; the surrounding uplands are very 
rich in grain, pasturage and vegetable products. and contain 
zxtensive forests. The town has rope and carriage factcrit=s n v l  
nanufactories of belting, candles, leather, soap and terra-cotta, 
3nd grain and flour mills. Close by is a large tannery worked 
by convict labour and supplying the army. The principal trade is 
In cattlc, cereals, fish, linen, pottery, glue and leather. In  the 
town, mhich is the headquarters of the I. Army Corps, there are 
military and commercial academies, an appeal court and a cham- 
ber of commerce, besides many churches 

Craiova, which occupied the site of the Roman Castra Kova, 
was formerly the capital of Little Walachia. Its ancient bans or 
military governors were, next to the princes, the chief dignitaries 
of Walachia, and the district is still styled the banat of Craiova. 
Among the holders of this office were Michael the Brave (1593- 
I ~ O I ) ,  and several members of the celebrated Bassarab family 
( q . ~ . ) .  The bans had the right of coining money stamped with 
their onn  effigies, and hence arose the name of banz (centimes) 
The Rumanian franc, or lev ("lion"), so called from the image it  
bore, likewise came from Craiova. 

CRAM, RALPH ADAM§ (1863-1942), American architect, 
mas born a t  Hampton Falls (N.H ), on Dec. 16, 1863. H e  was 
educated at  the UTestford (Mass.) academy and the Exeter 
(N.H.) high school. He studied architecture, and in 1889 opened 
an architect's office in Boston. Recognized as an authority on 
mediaeval architecture and an able advocate of the Gothic style, 
he was appointed architect fo r  the Cathedral of St. John the 
Divine, New York, in 1911, and consulting architect for the 
Washington and San Francisco cathedrals. H e  was professor of 
architecture a t  the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1914- 
1921, and was the first chairman of the Boston city planning 
board, 191 5-22. Cram died Sept. 22, 1942. 

E;BLIOGRAPHY.-His numerous writings include Chz~rclz Building 
(1901) ; The Ruined Abbeys o f  Great Britain (1905); Inzpressions of 
Japanese Architecture and The Allied Arts (1905) ; The Gothic Quest 
(1907); The Ministry o f  Art (1914); Heart o f  Europe (1915); The 
Slibstance o f  Gothic (1916, Lowell lectures) ; The Nemesis of Medioc- 
rit9 (1918) ;The  Great Thoz~sand Years (1918) ;The  Szns of the Fathers 
(1919) ; Walled Towns (1919) ; Gold, Frankzncense and Myrrh (1919) ; 
M y  Life in Archztecture (1936) ; The End o f  Denzocracy (1937). 

CRAMBO, an old rhyming game which, according to Strutt 
(Spor ts  and Pastimes),  was played as early as the 14th century 
under the name of the A B C  of Aristotle. Crambo, or capping 
the rhyme, is played by one player thinking of a word and telling 
the others what it rhymes with, the others not naming the actual 
word they guess but its meaning. Thus one says "I know a word 
that rhymes with bird." A second asks "Is it  ridiculous?" "No, 
it is not absurd." "Is it a part of speech?" "No, it  is not a 
word." This proceeds until the right word is guessed. 

I n  D u m b  Crambo the guessers, instead of naming the word, 
express its meaning by dumb show, a rhyme being given them as 
a clue. 

CRAMER, JOHANN BAPTIST ( I  7 7  1-18 j s ) ,  naturalized 
English musician, of German extraction, was born in Rlannheim. 
Son of if'ilhelm Cramer ( I  743-1799)~ a famous London violinist 



CRAMP-CRANACH 
and musical conductor, one of a numerous family who were 
identified with the progress of music during the 18th and 19th 
centuries, he was brought to London as a child, and i t  was in 
London that the greater part of his musical career was passed. 
From 1782 to 1784 he studied the pianoforte under Muzio 
Clementi, and soon became known as a professional pianist both 
in London and on the continent; he enjoyed a world-wide reputa- 
tion, and was particularly esteemed by Beethoven. H e  died in 
London. Cramer's compositions were numerous, mostly for the 
piano, but all have been long since forgotten with the exception 
of his splendid e t z ~ d e s  for the training of pianists, which rank 
still among the finest works of their class ever produced. His 
name is also still preserved as one of the principal founders of the 
London music publishing house of Cramer & Co. 

CRAMP, CHARLES HENRY (1828-1913), American 
shipbuilder, was born in Philadelphia, May 9, 1828, the eldest of 
eleven children of William Cramp (180;-1869), who in 1830 es- 
tablished shipyards on the Delaware river, near Philadelphia. 
H e  became his father's partner in 1849. His inventive capacity 
and resourcefulness soon gave him high rank as an authority on 
shipbuilding, and made his influence in that industry widely felt. 
During the Civil War he designed and built several ironclads for 
the United States naby, notably the "Xew Ironsides" in 1862, 
and the light-draught monitors used in the Carolina sounds; and 
after 1887 constructed wholly or in part from his own designs 
many of the most powerful ships in the "new" navy. In the 
transformation from sail to steam, and from wood to iron and 
steel, Cramp had a prominent part. He built warships for several 
foreign navies, among others the "Retvizan" and the "Variag" 
for the Russian Government. He died in Philadelphia June 6, 
1913. 

See A. C .  Buel, ~l.lemoir.s of C .  H .  Cramp (Philadelphia, 1 9 0 6 ) .  
CRAMP, a painful spasmodic contraction of muscles, com- 

monest in the limbs, but also affecting certain internal organs. 
This disorder is probably of reflex nervous origin. Cramp in the 
limbs comes on suddenly, often during sleep, the patient being 
roused by agonizing pain in the calf of the leg or back of the 
thigh. During the paroxysm the muscular fibres affected form a 
hard knot. The attack in general lasts but a few seconds, and 
suddenly departs, but relief may come more gradually during a 
period of minutes or even hours. A liability to cramp is often 
associated with a rheumatic or gouty tendency. Exposure to cold 
will also bring it  on and to this is probably to be ascribed its 
occurrence in swimmers. Cramp of the extremities is one of the 
most distressing accoinpaniments of cholcra, and is common in 
parturition, just before delivery. 

Writer's Cramp, or Scrivelzcr's Palsy, is a special example of 
functional spasm affecting certain muscles when engaged in the 
performance of acts, the result of education and long usage, but 
not occurring when the same muscles are employed in acts of 
a different kind. 

The symptoms are in the first instance a gradually increasing 
difficulty in making the movements required for the work in hand 
Taking, for example, the case of writers, the pen cannot be moved 
with freedom. At an early stage of the disease the difficulty may 
largely be overcome by persevering efforts, but ultimately, the 
muscles of the fingers, and even those of the forearm, are seized 
with cramp, and writing is impossible. Sometimes the fingers, 
instead of being cramped, move in a disorderly manner and 
the pen cannot be grasped, while in other rare instances a kind 
of paralysis affects the n~uscles of the fingers, and they are 
powerless to make the inovements necessary for holding the pen. 
I t  is only in the act of writing that these phenomena present 
themselves; for all other movements the fingers and arms possess 
their natural power. The same symptoms are observed and the 
same remarks apply mzitatis mz~ta?zdis in the case of musicians, 
artists, compositors, seamstresses, tailors and many mechanics 
in whom this affection may occur. Indeed, although actually a 
rare disease, no muscle or group of muscles in the body which is 
specially called into action in any particular occupation is exempt 
froin liability to this functional c ,p asm. 

The pathology of writer's cramp is unknown, but it  is believed 

that the disease is not a local one of muscles or nerves, but is an 
affection of the central nervous system. I t  never occurs under 
thirty j7ears of age, and is more frequent in males than females. 
In  its treatment the first requisite is absolute cessation from the 
employment which caused it. 

CRAMP-RINGS, rings anciently worn as a cure for cramp 
and "failing-sickness," or epilepsy. The legend is that the first 
one was presented to Edward the Confessor by a pilgrim on his 
return from Jerusalem, its miraculous properties being explained 
to the king. At his death it  passed into the keeping of the abbot 
of Westminster, by whom it was used medically and was known 
as St. Edward's Ring. The belief grew that the successors of 
Edward inherited his powers, and that the rings blessed by them 
worked cures. Hence arose the custom for the successive sov- 
ereigns of England each year on Good Friday to bless a number 
of cramp-rings. The ceremony survived to the reign of Queen 
Mary, but the belief in the curative powers of similar circlets of 
sacred metal has lingered on even to the present day. 

See F .  G. ivaldron, Tlze Literary Museum (1792) ; see also Noles and 
Queries, vol. vii., 1853 ; vol. ix., 1878. 

CRANACH, LZTCAS (1472-1 553), German painter, was 
born at  Cronach, in upper Franconia, and learnt the art of draw- 
ing from his father. H e  attracted the attention of the elector of 
Saxony, who gave him a position in his court in I joq. The only 
clue to Cranach's settlement previous to  his Wittenberg appoint- 
ment is afforded by the knowledge that he owned a house at  Gotha, 
and that Barbara Brengbier, his wife, was the daughter of a 
burgher of that city. 

Of his skill as an artist we have sufficient evidence in a picture 
dated I jo4. After that date we find him active in several branches 
of his profession, producing portraits and altar-pieces, designing 
on wood, engraving copperplates, and acting as draughtsman for 
the dies of the electoral mint. Before 1508 he had painted several 
altar-pieces for the Schlosskirche a t  Wittenberg in competition 
with Durer, Burgkmair, and others; the duke and his brother John 
were portrayed in various attitudes, and a number of the best 
woodcuts and copperplates were published. Great honour accrued 
to Cranach when he went in 1509 to the Netherlands and took 
sittings from the emperor PvIaximilian and the boy who afterwards 
became Charles V. Till I j08 Cranach signed his works with the 
initials of his name. In  that year the elector gave him the winged 
snake as a motto, and this motto or KIeinod (jewel), as it was 
called, superseded the initials on all his pictures after that date. 
Cranach was a t  an early period ~ s i t h  the reformers. The first 
engraved portrait of Luther by Cranach represents an Augustinian 
friar, and is dated 1520. Five years later the friar dropped the 
cowl, and Cranach was present as "one of the council" at  the 
betrothal festival of Luther and Catherine Bora. Cranach died 
on Oct. 16, 1553, a t  'CVeimar, where the house in which he lived 
still stands in the market-place. 

The oldest extant picture by Cranach, the "Rest of the Virgin 
during the Flight into Egypt," marked with the initials L. C , and 
the date of I joq, is one of the most graceful creations of his 
pencil. His copperplates and u,oodcuts furnish splendid examples 
of his art;  and the earlier they are in date the more conspicuous is 
their power. Striking evidence of this is the "St. Christopher" of 
I 506, or the plate of "Elector Frederick praying before the 
Madonna" ( I  jog). His first woodcut ( I  50;) represents the Virgin 
and three saints in prayer before a crucifix. Later on he composes 
the marriage of St. Catherine, a series of martyrdoms, and scenes 
from the Passion. After I 517 he illustrates occasionally the old 
gospel themes, but he also gives expression to some of the thoughts 
of the reformers. In  a p i ~ t u r e  of I 518 at  Leipzig, where a dying 
man oifers "his soul to God, his body to earth, and his wordly 
geods to his relations," the soul rises to meet the Trinity in heaven. 
and salvation is clearly shown to depend on faith and not on good 
works. Again sin and grace become a familiar subject of delinea- 
tion as in the two examples in the galieries of Gotha and Prague, 
both of them dated 1529. One of the latest pictures with which 
the name of Cranach is connected is the altar-piece which Cra- 
nach's son completed in I 5 55, and which is now in the Stadtkirche 
(city church) at  \iTeimar. Cranach sometimes composed gospel 
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subjects with feeling and dignity. "The Woman taken in Adul- 
tery" a t  Munich is a favourable specimen of his slrill. But he was 
not exclusively a religious painter. H e  mas equally successful, and 
often comically naive, in mythological scenes, as where Cupid, 
who has stolen a honeycomb, conlplains to Venus that he has been 
stung by a bee (Weimar, I 5 3 0 ;  Berlin, 15341, or "here Hercules 
sits a t  the spinning wheel mocked by Omphale and her maids. 
Humour and pathos are combined a t  times with strong effect in 
pictures such as the "Jealousy" (Augsburg, I 527;  Vienna, 1530).  
In  a lost canvas of 1545 he depicted hares catching and roasting 
sportsmen. I n  r 546,  possibly under Italian influence, Cranach 
composed the "Fons Juventutis" of the Berlin gallery, executed 
by his son. 

Cranach's chief occupation was that of portrait painting, and we 
are indebted to him chiefly for the preservation of the features of 
all the German reformers and their princely adherents. But he 
sometimes condescended to depict such noted followers of the 
papacy as Albert of Brandenburg, archbishop elector of Ilainz, 
Anthony Granvelle, and the duke of Alva. A dozen likenesses of 
Frederick 111 and his brother John are found to bear the date 
of 1532. I t  is characteristic of Cranach's readiness, and a proof 
that he possessed ample material for mechanical reproduction, 
that he received payment a t  Wittenberg in 1533 for "sixty pairs 
of portraits of the elector and his brother" in one day. Among 
existing likenesses we should notice as the best that of Albert, 
elector of Mainz, in the Berlin museum, and that of John, elector 
of Saxony, a t  Dresden. 

Cranach had three sons, all artists-JOHN L u c ~ s ,  who died a t  
Bologna in 1586;  Harz-s CRAXACH, whose life is obscure; and 
LLTCAS CRANACH ( I  51 j-I j86)  ''the younger." He was born at  
R'ittenberg on Oct. 4, 1515,  and died at  Weimar on Jan. 25, 1586. 
H e  studied under his father and worked with him on many of his 
pictures. I n  I 565 he was burgomaster of U'ittenberg. 

See Heller, Leben und Werke Lukas Cranachs, 2nd ed. (Bamberg, 
1844) ; Chr. Schuchard, Lukas Cra~zaclzs des alteren Lebe~z und PVerke 
(Leipzig, I S ~ I - 7 1 )  ; Warnecke, Cra~zach der altere (Gorlitz, 1879) ; 
Lippmann, Lukas Craxaclz, Samnzlf~~zg,  etc. ( 1 8 9 j ) ,  reploductions of 
his most notable woodcuts and engravings; Woermann, Verzeichnis 
der Dresdener Cranaclz-Ausst~llung vorz 1899 (Dresden, 1899) ; Flech- 
sig, Tafebilder Cranach's des altern und seiner Werkstatt (Leipzig, 
1900) ; Muther, Lukas Cranaclz (1902);  Michaelson, L .  Cranach deu 
altere (Leipzig, 1902). 

CRANBERRY, the fruit of several small plants the more 
important of which are allied to  the blueberries. 

The northern cranberry ( V a c c i ~ z i u m  oxycoccos)  is found in 
marshy land in northern Asia, northern and central Europe and 
northern North America. I t s  stems are wiry and creeping; the 
leaves are evergreen, ovate or elliptical in shape and less than half 
an inch long; the flowers, which appear in June, are small and 
have a four-lobed, rose-tinted corolla; the berries ripen in Sep- 
tember, are mostly round, about the size of currants, crimson in 
colour and often spotted, with an acid taste. 

The American cranberry ( V .  macrocarpon) is found wild from 
Ne~irfoundland to the Carolinas and westward to Minnesota and 
Arkansas. I t  is much like V. oxycoccos,  but is coarser and bears 
bigger and finer berries, which are round, oblong or pear-shaped. 
and vary from pink to very dark red or may be mottled red and 
white. I t  is cultivated on acid soils of peat or vegetable mould, 
free from loam and clay, cleared of turf and with a surface layer 
of sand. I t  is grown extensively in Massachusetts, New Jersey and 
Wisconsin and near the coast of Washington and Oregon. Early 
Black and Howes are the main varieties in the east, McFarlin 
and Searls in  Wisconsin, and McFarlin in the far west. False 
blossom is a very harmful, though easily controlled, virus disease. 
The vines are protected from winter injury and from frost by 
flooding. The picking of the berries begins early in September 
and continues till late October. Over 2,000,000 bu. are ofren pro- 
duced annually. They are much used in pies, as a sauce-relish 
for meats, and in making a beverage and are consumed mostly 
in the United States and Canada. Over one-third of the crop of 
the country is now canned or dried commercially. 

The  cowberry or foxberry (Vacciniunz vitis-idaka), called 
mountain or rock cranberry in the eastern United States, is used 

extensively in northern Europe and by Scandinavians in U.S. 
cities. The southern cranberry (V .  erythrocarpurn) is indige- 
nous in the mountains from Virginia to Georgia and is remark- 
able for the fine flavour of its dark red berry. The fruit of the 
cranberry tree or highbush cranberry (Viburnunt  anzericanum) is 
sometimes used as a substitute for true cranberries in Canada 
and the northern United States. The Tasmanian and the Aus- 
tralian cranberries are the produce respectively of A s f r o l o m a  
humi fz l sz~m and Lissanthe sapida, plants of the family Epacri- 
daceae. 

See Bz~lletins 332 (1936) and 371 (1940) of the Mass. Agricultural 
Experiment Station. (H. J. FN.) 

CRANBROOK, GATWORNE GATHORNE-HARDY, 
IST EARL OF (1814-1go6),  British statesman, was born a t  Brad- 
ford on Oct. I ,  1814.  After graduating a t  Oxford he was called 
to  the bar. I n  1856 he was returned for Leominster, and in 1 8 6 j  
defeated Mr. Gladstone a t  Oxford. In  1866 he became president 
of the Poor Lam board in  Lord Derby's new administration. 
When in 1867 U7alpole resigned, from dissatisfaction with Dis- 
raeli's Reform bill, Hardy succeeded him at  the Home office. I n  
1874 he was secretary for mar and four years later succeeded 
Lord Salisbury at  the India office, being raised to the peerage as 
Viscount Cranbrook. At the same time he had assumed the ad- 
ditional family surname of Gathorne, which had been that of his 
mother. 

I n  Lord Salisbury's administrations of 1885 and 1886 Lord 
Cranbrook was president of the council, and upon his retirement 
from public life concurrently with the resignation of the cabinet 
in 1892 he was raised to an earldom. H e  died on Oct. 30, 1906. 

See Gathorne-Hardy, g st earl of Cranbrook, a nzenzoir wi th  extracts 
f rom his correspondence, edited by the Hon. A. E. Gathorne-Hardy 
(1910) 

CRANBROOK, a small town, south Kent, England, 40 mi. 
S.E. of London on a branch of the Southern railway. Pop. of 
rural district ( 1 9 3 8 )  13,ZjO. Cranbrook lies on the Crane brook, 
a feeder of the river Beult, in a hilly and wooded district. The 
church (mainly Perpendicular) is dedicated to  St. Dunstan, and 
has some ancient stained glass. 

As the agricultural centre of the Kentish Weald, it  trades in 
malt, hops and general goods; but from the 14th to the I 7th cen- 
tury, i t  was one of the principal seats of broadcloth manufac- 
ture. 

Cranbrook public school was founded in 1520. 
CRANBROOK, a town of British Columbia in the Kootenay 

valley between the Selkirk range and the Roclry Mountains. Popu- 
lation ( 1 9 4 1 )  2,568. 

The town is a divisional point on the C.P.R. (Crow's Nest 
branch). The district is the seat of fruit farming, lumbering and 
mining operations. 

CRANDALL, PRUDENCE (1803-18go), American school- 
teacher of Quaker parentage, was born a t  Hopkinton, R.I., 
Sept. 3, 1803. She mas educated in the Friends' school a t  
Providence, taught at  Plainfield, Conn., and in 1831 established a 
private academy for girls a t  Canterbury, Conn. Although the 
school was recognized as one of the best in the state, by admit- 
ting a Negro girl she lost her white patrons, and in March 1833,  
on the advice of William Lloyd Garrison and Samuel J. May, 
she opened a school for "young ladies and little misses of colour." 
For this she was persecuted, boycotted and socially ostracized; 
measures were taken in the Canterbury town meeting t o  break 
up the school, and finally in  May 1833 the state legislature passed 
the notorious Connecticut "Black law," prohibiting the estab- 
lishment of schools for nonresident Negroes in any city or town- 
ship of Connecticut without the consent of the local authorities. 
Miss Crandall, refusing to submit, was arrested, tried and con- 
victed in the lo~ver courts, whose verdict, however, was reversed 
on a technicality by the court of appeals in July 1834.  Thereupon 
the local opposition to her redoubled, and she was finally in Sept. 
1834 forced to close her school. She married the Rev. Calvin 
Philleo. She died a t  Elk Falls, Kan., on Jan. 28, 1890. 

See J .  C .  Kimball's Connerticut Canterbury Tale (Hartford, Conn., 
1889) and S. J .  May's Recollections of Our Anti-Slavery ConfEict 
(Boston, 1869). 
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CRANE, STEPHEN (1871-r goo), American author, the 

14th child of Jonathan Crane, Methodist pastor, was born in 
Newark (N.J.), on Nov. I ,  1871. Crane attended Lafayette and 
Syracuse universities but took no degree. H e  began newspaper 
work a t  an early age. H e  published his first book, Maggie: A Girl 
of the Streets, under a pseudonym a t  his own expense. This novel 
attracted no attention but Crane's next work, Tlce Red Badge o f  
Cozirage (18gj),  a remarkable study of the psychology of courage, 
laid in the American Civil War, immediately made him famous 
and has been widely imitated. Ambrose Bierce said of i t :  "This 
young man has the power to  feel. H e  knows nothing of war, yet 
he is drenched in blood. Most beginners who deal with this sub- 
ject spatter then~selves with ink." When Crane published this 
story he had never witnessed a battle, but his pictures of soldiers 
were so veracious and convincing that he was a t  once engaged as 
a war correspondent by various American and later by English 
periodicals. H e  served with a Cuban filibustering expedition, in the 
Graeco-Turkish War and in the Spanish-American War. On the 
filibustering expedition the vessel that carried Crane was ship- 
wrecked, and he suffered great hardships on his way back to Flor- 
ida. His privations undermined his health and led to  his early 
death, but they furnished the material for The Open Boat, an 
account of his experiences that H. G. Wells called "the finest short 
story in the English language." 

For several years Crane lived in England, a t  Erede in Sussex, 
and became a friend of Joseph Conrad. H e  was preparing to visit 
St. Helena as a special writer for the London Morning Post when 
he was seized with his fatal illness. H e  died of consumption in 
Baden, on June 5, 1900, and was buried in the cemetery of Eliza- 
beth, New Jersey. His birthplace in Newark, acquired as a memo- 
rial by the Stephen Crane Association, is marked with a tablet. 
Crane was described as "typically American, long and spare, with 
very straight hair and features, and long, quiet hands and hollow 
eyes, moving slowly, smiling and speaking slowly." 

His work falls into three groups-novels, short stories and 
sketches, and verse. I n  his fiction he was one of the earliest of 
American realists. Among his short stories The Blzce Hotel and a 
series of tales of American boys, the IVhilomville Stories, are 
particularly memorable. Crane was a pioneer in writing free 
verse, and his epigrammatic tang in Black Riders and T4"m Is 
Kind has rarely been equalled. Of his work as a whole Arnold 
Bennett has said, "In my opinion Crane must rank with the best 
writers that America has produced, and as one of the finest de- 
scriptive experts of modern times." Some of his other books are: 
George's Mother (1896) ; The Little Reginte?zt (1896) ; The Open 
Boat and Other Tales of Adventure (1898) ; The d i o ~ s t e r  (1899). 

See Vincent Starrett, Bibliograplzy of Steplteiz Crane (Philadelphia, 
1923) ; Thomas Beer, Stephen Crane (1923) ; Complete Works, 12 
vols. edit. W~lson Fottett (1925-26) ; also biographical introduction 
to the new edition of The Red Badge of Courage (1925). (M. J. H.) 

CRANE, WALTER (1845-191 j ) ,  English artist, second son 
of Thomas Crane (1808-18jg), portrait painter and miniaturist, 
was born in Liverpool on Aug. I j, 1845. The family soon removed 
to Torquay (where the boy gained his early artistic impressions), 
and, when he was 12 years old, to  London. H e  early came under 
the influence of the Pre-Raphaelites, and was a diligent student of 
Ruskin. H e  was apprenticed for  three years (1859-1862) to 
LVilIiam James Linton, the wood-engraver. As a wood-engraver 
he had abundant opportunity for  the minute study of the con- 
temporary artists whose work passed through his hands, of Ros- 
setti, Millais, Tenniel and F. Sandys, and of the masters of the 
Italian Renaissance; he was also greatly influenced by the Elgin 
Marbles in the British Museum. A further and important element 
in the development of his talent, was the study of Japanese colour- 
prints, the methods of which he imitated in a series of toy-hooks, 
which started a new fashion. I n  1862 his picture, "The Lady of 
Shalott," was exhihited a t  the Royal Academy, but the Academy 
steadily refused his maturer work; and after the opening of the 
Grosvenor gallery in 1877 he ceased to send pictures to Burlington 
house. I n  1864 he began to illustrate for Mr. Edmund Evans, the 
colour printer, a series of sixpenny toy-books of nursery rhymes, 
displaying admirable fancy and beauty of design, though he was 

limited to the use of three colours. H e  was allowed more freedom 
in a delightful series begun in 1873 Tlce Frog Prince, etc., which 
showed markedly the influence of Japanese art,  and of a long visit 
to Italy following on his marriage in 1871. The Baby's Opera was 
a book of English nursery songs planned in 1877 with Mr. Evans, 
and a third series of children's books with the collective title A 
Romance o f  the Tlcree R's, provided a regular course of instruc- 
tion in art for the nursery. In  his Lady o f  Slzalott the artist had 
shown his preoccupation with unity of design in book illustration 
by printing the words of the poem himself, as he considered that 
this union of the calligrapher's and the decorator's ar t  was one 
secret of the beauty of the old illuminated books. H e  followed 
the same course in The  First of M a y :  A Fairy Masqz~e by John R. 
Wise, text and decoration being in this case reproduced by photo- 
gravure. The "Goose Girl" illustration taken from his Household 
Stories frow Grinzm (1882) was reproduced in tapestry by 
William hlorris, and is now in the South Kensington museum. 
Flora's Feast: A Masque of Flowers had lithographic reproduc- 
tions of Crane's line drawings washed in with water-colour; he 
also decorated in colour T71e Wonder  Book of Nathaniel Haw- 
thorne, and Margaret Deland's Old Garden; in 1894 he collabo- 
rated with William Morris in the page decoration of The  Story of 
the Glittering Plain, published a t  the Kelmscott press, which was 
executed in the style of 16th century Italian and German wood- 
cuts; but in purely decorative interest the finest of his works in 
book illustration is Spenser's Faerie Queene (1894-96) and the 
Skepheard's Calendar. The poems which form the text of Queen 
Summer ( I  8g1), Renascence ( I  S ~ I ) ,  and The  Sirens Three 
(1886) are by the artist himself. 

In  the early '80s under Morris's influence he was closely asso- 
ciated with the socialist movement. H e  did as  much as Morris 
himself to  bring art into the daily life of all classes.. With this 
object in view he devoted much attention to designs for textile 
stuffs, for wall-papers, and to house decoration; but he also used 
his art for the direct advancement of the socialist cause. For a 
long time he provided the weekly cartoons for the socialist organs 
Jz~stice and The Commonweal. Many of. these were collected as 
Cartoons for the Cause (1896). H e  devoted much time and energy 
to the work of the Art LI7orkers' Guild, and to the Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition Society, founded by him 1888. 

-4 portrait of Walter Crane by G. F. Watts is it1 the National 
Portrait Gallery. There is a comprehensive and sumptuously illus- 
trated book on The Art of Walter Cram (1902) by P. G. Konody; 
a monograph (1902) by Otto von Schleinitz in the Kinstler Mono- 
grapizien series (Bielefeld and Leipzig) ; and an account of himself 
An Artist's Reminiscences (1001) . 

BY COURTESY OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER 
FOR AUSTRALIA 

CRANE, a large wading bird. 
Formerly inhabiting England, the 
crane (Megalornis grus) breeds 
in the marshes of Spain, Tur- 
key, Russia, N. Germany and 
Scandinavia, migrating in large 
flocks in autumn to Africa and 
India. The nest is formed on the 
ground and the same spot is 
utilized year after year. The eggs 
are brown with dark spots and 
two in number. The young, which 
are able to run soon after they 
are hatched, are clothed in tawny 

T H E  NAT IVE C O MP A N IO N  C R A N E ,  down. The adult plumage is grey, 
D l s T R l B U T E D  OVER THE GREATER with black, white and red (the 
P A RT OF A US TRAL IA last due to bare skin) on the head 
and neck. The crane has a loud trumpeting call, correlated with 
the formation of the trachea, which is received into a hollow 
space formed by the walls of the keel of the sternum, where it  
makes three turns before running upwards and backwards to the 
Icngs. The crane and its allies form the family Gruidae, whose 
nearest allies are probably the bustards ( q . ~ . ) ;  they are an 
ancient group, species of the Grus occurring in the Miocene of 
France and Greece. At the present time, cranes inhabit all the 
great zoo-geographical regions except the Keotropical. The dem- 
oiselle crane (Anthropoides virgo), distinguished by its white 
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ear-tufts, inhabits S. Europe, Asia and Africa and allied species 
occur in other parts of Asia and Africa. In Australia there is G. 
australis, the "native companion," and four species are found in 
N. America, of which the little brown crane (G. canademis) and 
the sandhill crane (G.  vzexicana) are widely distributed. The 
whooping crane (G. anzericana) is on the verge of extinction. The 
African crowned cranes (Balearica) have a tuft of slender yellow 
feathers on the head. The food of the cranes consists of small 
animals of all kinds. 

CRANES, machines by means of which heavy bodies may be 
lifted, and also displaced horizontally, within certain defined 
limits (so called from the resemblance to the long neck of the 
bird, cf. Gr. ykpavos, Fr. grue). Strictly speaking, the name alludes 
to  the arm or jib from which the load to be moved is suspended, 
but it is now used in a wider sense to include the whole mechan- 
ism by which a load is raised vertically and moved horizontally. 
Machines used for lifting only are not called cranes, but winches, 
lifts or hoists, while the term elevator or conveyor is commonly 
given to appliances which continuously, not in separate loads, 
move materials like grain or coal in a vertical, horizontal or 
diagonal direction. (See COSVEYORS.) The use of cranes is of 
great antiquity, but it is only since the great industrial develop- 
ment of the 19th century, and the introduction of other motive 
powers than hand labour, that the crane has acquired the im- 
portant and indispensable position it  now occupies. I n  all places 
where finished goods are handled, or manufactured goods are 
made, cranes of various forms are in universal use. 

Classification of Motive Power.-Cranes may be divided into 
two main classes-revolving and non-revolving. In  the first the 
load can be lifted vertically, and then moved round a central 
pivot, so as to  be deposited a t  any convenient point within the 
range. The type of this class is the ordinary jib crane. In the 
second class there are, in addition to  the lifting motion, two hori- 
zontal movements a t  right angles to  one another. The type of 
this class is the overhead traveller. The two classes represent re- 
spectively systems of polar and rectangular co-ordinates. Jib 
cranes can be subdivided into fixed cranes and portable cranes; 
in the former the central post or pivot is firmly fixed in a perma- 
nent position, while in the latter the whole crane is mounted on 
wheels, so that it may be transported from place to place. 

The different kinds of motive power used to actuate cranes- 
manual, steam, hydraulic, electric-give a further classification. 
Hand cranes are extremely useful where the load is not exces- 
sive and the quantities to be dealt with are not great, also where 
speed is not important and first cost is an essential consideration. 
The net effective work of lifting that can be ~er formed by a man 
turning a handle may be taken, for intermittent work, as being 
on an average about 5,000 ft.-lb. per minute; this is equivalent 
to  one ton lifted about ~ S f t .  per minute, so that four men can by 
a crane raise one ton gft. in a minute or nine tons ~ f t .  per minute. 
I t  is a t  once evident that hand power is only suitable for cranes 
of moderate power, or in cases where heavy loads have to be 
lifted only very occasionally. This point is dwelt upon because 
the speed limitations of the hand-crane are often overlooked by 
engineers. Steam is an extremely useful motive power for all 
cranes that are not worked off a central power station. The steam 
crane has the immense advantage of being completely self-con- 
tained. I t  can be moved (by its own locomotive power if desired) 
long distances without requiring any complicated means of con- 
veying power to  i t ;  and i t  is rapid in work, fairly economical and 
can be adapted to the most varying circumstances. Where, how- 
ever, there are a number of cranes all belonging to the same 
installation, and these are placed so as to be conveniently worked 
from a central power station, and where the work is rapid, heavy 
and continuous, as is the case a t  large ports, docks and railway 
or other warehouses, experience has shown that it is best to pro- 
duce the power in a generating station and distribute it to the 
cranes. Down to the closing decades of the 19th century hydrau- 
lic power was practically the only system available for working 
cranes from a power station. The hydraulic crane is rapid in 
action, very smooth and silent in working, easy to handle and 
not excessive in cost or upkeep-advantages which have secured 

its adoption in every part of the world. Electricity as a motive 
power for cranes is of more recent introduction. The electric 
transmission of energy can be performed with an efficiency not 
reached by any other method, and the electric motor readily 
adapts itself to  cranes. When they are worked from a power 
station the great advantage is gained that the same plant which 
drives them can be used for many other purposes, such as work- 

I 
FIGS. 1 T O  3.- THREE METHODS O F  LIFTING WITH A C R A N E  

1.-Direct pull by a piston-rod under power, giving short range of l i f t  only 
2.-Indirect pull from piston through pulley system, used in hydraulic cranes 
3.-Indirect pull through winding rope on rotating barrel 

ing machine tools and supplying current for lighting. For dock- 
side jib cranes the use of electric power is making rapid strides. 
For overhead travellers in workshops, and for most of the cranes 
which fall into our second class, electricity as a motive power 
has already displaced nearly every other method. Cranes driven 
by shafting, or by mechanical power, have been largely super- 
seded by electric cranes, principally on account of the much 
greater economy of transmission. For many years the best work- 
shop travellers were those driven by quick running ropes; these 
performed admirable service, but they have given place t o  the 
more modern electric traveller. 

L i f t i n g  mechanisms.-The principal motion in a crane is nat- 
urally the hoisting or lifting motion. This is effected by slinging 
the load to an eye or hook, and elevating the hook vertically. There 
are three typical methods: ( I )  A direct pull may be applied to  
the hook, either by screws, or by  a cylinder fitted with piston 
and rod and actuated by direct hydraulic or other pressure, as  
shown diagrammatically (fig. I ) .  These methods are used in 
exceptional cases, but present the obvious difficulty of giving a 
very short range of lift. (2) The hook may be attached to a rope 
or chain and the pulling cylinder connected with a system of 
pulleys around which the rope is led; by these means the lift can 
be very largely increased. Various arrangements are adopted; 

F I G S .  4 A N D  5.- TYPES O F  H A N D  C R A N E S  U S E D  BY RAILROAD C O M P A N I E S  
4.-The weight of  the jib is carried by the central steel post, the load 

weight being taken by the rollers 
5.-The superstructure is pivoted a t  the base, and the head by means of 

diagonal supporting legs 

the one indicated (fig. 2 )  gives a lift of load four times the stroke 
of the cylinder. This second method forms the basis of the 
lifting gear in all hydraulic cranes. (3) The lifting rope or chain 
is led over pulley to  a lifting barrel, upon which it  is coiled as 
the barrel is rotated by the source of power (fig. 3) .  Sometimes, 
especially in the case of overhead travelling cranes for very heavy 
loads, the chain is a special pitch chain, formed of flat links 
pinned together, and the barrel is reduced to a wheel provided 
with teeth, or "sprockets," which engage in the links. In  this case 
the chain is not coiled, but simply passes over the lifting wheel, 
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the free end hanging loose. All the methods in this third cate- 
gory require a rotating lifting or barrel shaft, and this is the 
important difference between them and the hydraulic cranes men- 
tioned above. Cranes fitted with rotating hydraulic engines may 
be considered as coming under the third category. 

FVhen the loads are heavy the above mechanisms are supple- 
mented by systems of purchase blocks suspended from the jib 

F I G S .  6 A N D  7.- TWO T Y P E S  O F  STEAM C R A N E  I N  WHICH T H E  BOILER 
H E L P S  T O  S E R V E  A S  C O U N T E R W E I G H T ,  A N D  T H E  LOAD I S  LIFTED BY 
M E A N S  O F  A S T E E L  WIRE R O P E  COILED O N  A BARREL 

6.-A portable steam crane of the type n general use 
7.-A railway breakdown crane 

or the traveller crab; and in barrel cranes trains of rotating gear- 
ing are interposed between the motor, or manual bar, and the 
barrel (fig. 3) .  

H a n d  Cranes.-Typical examples are illustrated in figs. 4 
and 5. A large number- are still used for places where the work 
is only occasional. Both these types are largely used by railway 
companies and small ports. In  fig. 4 the weight of the revolving 
 art or superstructure is carried on the top of a forged steel or 
cast iron post, the overturning moment of- the load being taken 
on rollers carried at  the bottom of the superstructure, which roll 
round the part of the post immediately above the bed of the 
crane. I n  fig. 5 the superstructure is carried on rollers which 
revolve on a turned path on the bed or truck. Sufficient ballast 
is carried in the tail of the superstructure to keep the centre of 
gravity of the revolving portion inside this roller path. 

1 I 
F IG.  8 .- THE SCOTCH DERRICK,  A STATIONARY STEAM ( O R  ELECTRIC)  
C R A N E .  WITH LIMITED ROTATING MOVEMENT, MUCH U S E D  I N  BUILDING 
C O N S T R U C T I O N  

Steam Cranes.-Two well-known types are shown in figs. 6 
and 7. The former is the standard type of portable steam crane 
which can be constructed to run on any gauge or on road wheels 
or on a caterpillar track. Fig. 7 shows a railway breakdown 
crane. This is fitted with a large number of axles in order to  re- 
duce the axle loads for running on the main line, and has one 
bogey to enable it to negotiate the curves. I t  is fitted with stand- 
ard railway buffers and draw gear and vacuum brakes. 

In  both of these types the motions provided for are those of 
hoisting the load, slewing or revolving the superstructure about 

a perpendicular axis through the centre of the truck, travelling 
the crane along the line, and lifting and lowering the jib. This 
latter motion is known as derricking or luffing. The boiler is 
mounted on the tail girders a t  the back of the revolving super- 
structure. In  this position it  acts as a counterweight, which, 
together with cast-iron ballast underneath, serves to  balance off 
the forward moment of the load and jib. Two cylinders are 
mounted one on either side of 
the crane. These may be either 
vertical, horizontal or inclined. 
They drive direct on to a trans- 
verse horizontal shaft from which 
the various motions are taken. 
The lifting mechanisrh is of the 
type illustrated (fig. 3),  and is 
operated by a pinion which slides 
on its shaft so that the load 
can be lowered, under control of 
a band brake on the barrel, with- 
out revolving the engine shaft. 
The crane revolves on rollers 
carried on pins fixed to the bed 
of the revolving superstructure. A 
circular path for these rollers 
is fixed tb the top of the truck. L--_------ F I G .  9 .- HYDRAULIC C R A N E  I 
For large cranes a live ring of The load is lifted by a ram, and the 
rollers is often used. This Con- crane can be slewed by chains wrapped 
sists of a number of rollers the round the revolving central mast 

pins of which are all carried by either one or two rings. Thus the 
live ring revolves on the truck at  half the rate of revolution of 
the superstructure. The live ring is thus a large roller thrust bear- 
ing and makes the slewing very free besides giving a good distri- 
bution of load. A circular steel I I 

curb ring fitted with teeth is I I, 

mountedin the top of the truck, 
the teeth of which engage with a 
vertical   in ion mounted on a 
shaft wiich is carried by the 
superstructure. This shaft is re- 
volved through a train of spur 
gearing by friction cones which 
are keyed to the engine shaft and F I G. 10.- ELECTRIC OVERHEAD 
drive down through bevel gears. TRAVELLING C R A N E  

The motions of travelling and derricking are also taken from the 
engine shaft, the former bcing operated by a vertical shaft which 
passes down into the truck through the middle of the centre 
post or pin about which the crane revolves. From there the 
motion is taken on to the axles 
through bevel gear and longitu- 
dinal shafts. The jib is supported 
by a rope or ropes which pass 
over sheaves a t  the top of the 
superstructure, and are coiled on 
the derricking barrel. The latter 
is driven from the engine shaft, 
usually through a worm and 
wheel which are made so that the 
motion will not reverse under the 
weight of the jib and load. This 
is done for safety so that --- 

the derrickinn clutch can be with- F I G .  11.- DOCK-SIDE C R A N E  " 
drawn without allowing the jib This type is generally mounted on a 

gantry, which travels along the quay to run out. 
Another familiar form of steam crane, and one much used for 

building construction, is the Scotch derrick (fig. 9).  I t  oper- 
ates much as described above, except that it does not travel, and 
can only slew through part of a circle. I t  is often mounted on 
steel framed towers so as to get extra height of lift. Scotch der- 
ricks are also often operated by electric motors. 

Hydrau l ic  Cranes.-,.2 common type of hydraulic crane is 
illustrated in fig. 9. The load is lifted by means of a ram (fig. 2 ) .  

Similar rams are mounted horizontally at  the top of the gantry, 
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PLATE 11 CRANES 

M O D E R N  S T E E L  POWER CRANES FOR I N D U S T R I A L  U S E S  

1. Modern installation of dockside cranes for  transferring cargoes to and breakdown crane, 120-ton capacity, for  rai lroad use. Mounted on special 
f rom ocean vessels. Cranes reach warerooms and holds of vessels. 2. trucks, has self-contained power plant, geared for ~ r o ~ u l s i o n .  5 .  Hammer- 
Kearsarge type crane in U.S. navy yard. Mounted on battleship hull, th is  head crane, 200-ton capacity. Horizontal "head" turns i n  a c i rc le on 
crane can be towed t o  sea for  use i n  raising o r  rescuing vessels. 3. Trans- vertical base. Power p lant  is located i n  housing a t  left. 6. Locomotive 
porter travell ing cranes, 124017 capacity, unloading ore from steamer to l i f t i ng  crane, 200-ton capacity, i n  railroad shops. Four hoists and frame- 
b last  furnaces; used in handling coal, ore and raw materials. 4. Steam work are controlled by operator i n  car a t  r i g h t  
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or non-revolving portion of the crane. These rams pull on chains 
m-hich are wrapped round the revolving mast and give the crane 
the motion of slewing. A further ram is mounted on the back of 
the superstructure and is used to luff the jib in and out. Hydraulic 
cranes are usually travelled by hand power, but sometimes re- 
volving hydraulic engines are fitted for this purpose. 

Electr ic  Cranes.-The two types of electric cranes most gen- 
erally used are those shown in figs. 10 and 11. The former shows 
the common type of overhead traveller. I t  consists of two main 
or bridge girders the ends of which are attached to end carriages 
which travel on the longitudinal gantry girders or runway. The 
main girders may be of the single joist construction for small 
cranes, or lattice or plate girders for large cranes. The hoisting 

winch is carried on a frame 
mounted on wheels called the 
crab or jenny. This crab moves 
on either the top or bottom 
booms of the main girders and 
carries a separate motor for this 
motion of "cross traversing." 
The controllers for all these mo- 
tions are in the driver's cage at  
one or other end of the main gird- 
ers. Sometimes a revolving jib 
crane is mounted on the jenny 
(fig. 12). Such a type is usefill 

FIG. 12.- OVERHEAD TRAVELLING where it  is required to pick Up 
C R A N E  WITH J I B .  U S E F U L  F O R  loads outside ihe shop runwa; 

U P  OUTSIDE T H E  rails, but it has the disadvantage 
A R E A  E N C L O S E D  B Y  R U N W A Y S  of taking up valuable headroom. 
Allowance must be made in designing the gantry girders for the 
eccentric load. 

Dockside cranes (fig. I I )  are a very important class. They are 
usually of the revolving type, and are either mounted on the roof 
of the warehouse or on a gantry on the quay. This latter may be 
of the half portal type as illustrated, or the full portal type 
where both crane rails are on the quay. They have four motions, 
that of lifting the load, slewing, luffing or derricking the jib, and 
travelling along the quay or roof. They vary in capacity from 
14 to  5 tons, which are handled at  a radius of from 25 to goft. 

Special  Purpose  Cranes.-The cranes described so far have 
been roughly classified according to the motive power which 
operates them, but it is obviously not possible always to follow 
this plan, as a crane can be designed for any special duty and 
worked by the motive power which is most conveniently avail- 
able at  site. Flgs. 13 to 2 2  show a number of these. 

Fig. 13 shows a useful type of steam crane for reclaiming 
coal from a store at  a power sta- 
tion. I t  is mounted on a cater- 
pillar truck, and operates a grab. 
The latter picks up 2% tons of 
coal per lift and weighs, empty, 
2+ tons. The boiler has a steam- 
ing capacity of 1,4001b. per hour, 
and the crane mill handle coal at 
the rate of 600 tons per hour 
without losing steam. For this 
purpose a steam crane has the 
advantage of mobility, but is 
handicapped by its output being 

F L G .  13.- MOVING STEAM C R A N E  limited by its boiler capacity. 
USE IN D U M P S  The whole crane with ballast and 

load weighs 59 tons, and has a maximum track pressure of 2.3 
tons per square foot with the jib across the corner of one track. 

Fig. 14 shows an electric crane for discharging coal from 
ships by means of a grab. The coal is deposited into a hopper in 
front of the gantry, from whence it  passes through a weighing 
machine and on to a belt conveyor. The latter discharges the 
coal through the rear of the gantry on to another conveyor, not 
shown in the fig., into the boiler house bunkers. I t  will be noted 
that the motions most used are those of lifting and luffing. 

Fig. I; shows another method of carrying out a similar duty 

by means of an electric transporter crane. Here the front apron 
girder or boom is hinged a t  the rear end to allow ships to be 
brought in. The boom is thus lowered out over the hatch, and the 
trolley moves backwards and forwards on it. The trolley carries 
the lifting and cross traversing machinery and the driver's cabin. 
The lifting machinery revolves on a large ball race, and carries 
a jib from the end of which the grab is suspended. This machine 

F I G .  14.-ELECTRLC C R A N E  D I S C H A R G l N G  C O A L  FROM A S H I P  
The coal is discharged into a hopper, from which i t  passes through a weigh- 
ing machine, and thence by means of conveyors to  the boiler-house bunkers 

was designed to give a rate of discharge of I jo  tons per hour 
through the ship. I t  is important in unloading bulk cargo to make 
sufficient allowance for the time lost in cleaning up nearly empty 
hatches and in shifting to new hatches. In this transporter the 

F I G .  15,- ELECTRIC TRANSPORTER C R A N E  FOR D I S C H A R G I N G  COAL 
In  this type the front boom is first raised to  permit the entry of the ship; 
the trolley and control cabin then move out till over the ship's hatch 

rate of discharge with a fairly full hatch was 230 tons per hour, 
but the average rate throughout a ship holding 2,700 tons of 
coal was 160 tons per hour. 

Fig. 16 shows a similar machine for unloading iron ore. I t  
has a capacity of 300 tons per hour without making the allow- 
ances mentioned above. The gross weight of grab and contents 
is 18 to 19 tons, according to the class of ore handled. There are 
two hoisting motors and two winches, one for closing the grab 
or digging, and the other for holding the head of the grab while 
discharging. Each motor has a capacity of I j5 b.h.p. on a one- 
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hour rating, and 2 0 0  b.h.p. on a half-hour rating. After the grab 
has been filled both winches lift together. The crane can also 
be used for handling loaded 20-ton wagons. The whole of the 
hoisting gear revolves on a circular roller path, and the ropes 
are led direct from the barrels to  the grab, no jib being used as 
in fig. 15. This arrangement allows the grab to be turned by 
means of slewing gear in the crab, so as to  pick up the ore at  
the most suitable angle. The speed of lifting is 2zoft. per minute, 

F I G .  16.- DIAGRAM O F  TRANSPORTER CRANE FOR UNLOADING IRON ORE 
This t ype  can l i f t  19 tons; no j ib  is fitted, and gear i s  employed t o  slew the 
grab t o  a convenient posit ion for p ick ing up the ore 

cross traverse of crab gooft. per minute with two 40 h.p.motors, 
slewing three revolutions per minute with one 12 h.p. motor, 
travelling along the quay qoft. per minute with a 40 h.p. motor. 
The overall dimensions of the grab are 7ft. 6in. long by 14ft. 6in. 
wide when open. These figures are given in some detail because 
they show that the rate of discharge is limited, and cannot be 
increased very much unless the sizes of hatches are increased so 

- 
--- -- 
--- - 

FIG. 17.- LONG TRANSPORTER CRANE WITH A GRAB O F  5 TONS'  CA- 
PACITY. IT C A N  TRAVEL 2 6 0  FT. A T  8 0 0  FT. A M I N U T E  

as to  allow of the use of larger grabs. For the heaviest duties a 
transporter has some advantage over a crane, as higher speeds 
can be used for the cross traverse than are possible with the 
slewing or luffing motions of a crane, owing to the fact that the 
length of rope above the load is not so great and consequently 
the inertia of stopping and starting does not produce such a swing 
on the grab. I t  must always be remembered that control of the 
load is as important for quick working as the actual speed 
of any particular motion, and future development of this class 
of machinery will probably be more with the object of getting 

better control than of increasing either the load or the speeds. 
Fig. 17 shows a similar machine for unloading iron ore. The 
grab has a capacity of five tons, and discharges either on to the 
quay or into a bunker a t  the rear end. The crab travels a distance 
of 26oft. a t  a speed of 8ooft. per minute. 

Fig. 18 shows the "hammer-headed" crane which is used for 
loads up to 250 tons. I t  is used for lifting heavy machinery, either 
for construction or repair into 
and out of ships. The gknera~ /I 
arrangements are similar to  those 
described above, but all the mo- 
tions are much slower. The heavy 
lifting machinery is fixed at  the 
tail of the crane, as  is also the 
racking machinery. The jenny is 
pulled in and out by ropes, and 
only carries the sheaves over 
which the hoist ropes pass. Fig. - 
19 shows a very usual form of JI------L 
graving dock crane having a ca- 
pacity of 30 tons at  85ft. radius. F I G ,  la.--HAMMER-HEADED C R A N E  

I t  is used for ship repair work. The superstructure revolves on 
a live ring of rollers, and the arrangement of machinery is similar 
though much larger than that of 
the dockside cranes described 
above. 

Where a graving dock is not 
available, and for general work 
in a harbour where large lifts 
are required a t  different places, it 
is usual to mount a crane on a 
large pontoon (fig. 20). This 
floating crane revolves on a base F I G .  lD.--GRAVING DOCK C R A N E  

fixed to the deck, and the jib USED FOR S H I P  

is supported by screws, which enables the jib to be luffed in and 
out. Another type of floating crane is shown (fig. 21). Three 

F I G .  20 .- FLOATING C R A N E  FOR GENERAL HARBOUR WORK,  MOUNTED 
O N  A PONTOON 

such cranes, operated by steam, are commonly mounted on a 
hopper barge, one being a t  the bow and two a t  the stern. They 
are used for dredging, each crane having a capacity up to about 
2 0 0  tons of silt per hour. 

A special form of jib crane, designed to meet a particular pur- 
pose, is the Titan (fig. 22), largely used in the construction of 
piers and breakwaters. I t  contains all the essential elements of 
the hammer-head crane, of which it  may be considered to be the 
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parent; in fact, the only essential difference is that the Titan is 
portable, and the hammer-head crane fixed. The Titan was the 
first type of large portable crane in which full use was made of 
a truly horizontal movement of the load; for the purpose for 
which the type is designed, viz., setting concrete blocks in courses, 
the motion is almost a necessity. A simple form of crane for lift- 
ing heavy loads is shown in fig. 23.  This shows the shear legs. 

F I G .  21.- STEAM C R A N E  MOUNTED O N  A BARGE,  U S E D  FOR DREDGING. 
IT H A S  A CAPACITY O F  200 T O N S  PER HOUR 

Here the place of the jib is taken by two inclined legs joined 
together at  the top and pivoted a t  the bottom; a third back leg 
is connected a t  the top to  the other two, and the bottom leg is 
coupled t o  a nut which runs along a long horizontal screw. This 
movement allows the front legs to fold back over the quay so that 
a load can be taken out of a vessel and deposited on the quay wall. 

Methods of Control.-The importance of methods of con- 
trol in the handling of bulk cargo in grabs has already been men- 
tioned. Speed of working is, however, equally important in 
handling mixed cargo so that the ship can be tusned round in the 
least possible time. The growth in the size of ships has necessi- 
tated much longer radius cranes than were formerly used, i.e., 
up to about goft. radius instead of about.50 feet. I t  has been 
found that not much, if any, time is saved by increasing the speeds 
of the various motions beyond about zsoft. p.m. for lifting, 
4ooft. p.m. for lowering, 6ooft. 
p.m. ior slewing and 18oft. p.m. 
for luffing. These speeds are 
higher than those commonly used. 
They have, however, been ex- 
ceeded. That rate at  which a ship 
can be loaded or discharged can 
be increased by improvements in 
two directions; firstly, by better 
arrangements of the positions of F I G .  22.- PORTABLE T ITAN J I B  

the sheds and cranes relative t o  C R A N E  EMPLOYED I N  P I E R  C O N -  
the quays, so that more cranes STRUCTION 

can work at  one hatch at  the same time without getting in each 
other's way, and, secondly, by improving the electrical controls 
so that high speeds can be utilized where a clear run for the load 
occurs, a t  the same time enabling the driver to slow down, and 
to creep where necessary to  avoid swinging the load into the sides 
of hatches and other obstructions. The former is the direction 
in which most improvement is taking place. I t  may be said that 
the arrangement of a number of cranes situated on the roof of 
a quay enables several cranes to work in the same hatch. In this 
case the cranes wsrk almost entirely by lifting and luffing, instead 

of by lifting and slewing, the cargo being worked from, or to, 
either the quay itself or platforms projecting from the various 
floors. With regard to electrical control it may be said that much 
has been done recently, but that the problem has by no means 
been solved. I t  is complicated by the introduction of alternating 
current in place of direct. 

Brakes.-U7hen a load is lowered the work which it  does in 
falling has to be absorbed, and the dissipation is effected partly 
by the friction of the gear and moving parts, but mostly either 
by the heat produced through the mechanical brakes, or by the 

current generated when the lift- 
ing motor is driven by the losd 
and acts as a dynamo. Friction 
accounts for only about I j-207~, 
so that a considerable amount of 
energy is absorbed by the brake 
or the dynamotor. One of the 
simplest forms of braking is to  
disengage the barrel from the 

F I G .  2 3 .- S I M P L E  C R A N E  FOR L I F T -  motor and gearing by means of a 
I N G  HE AV Y LOADS coil clutch, and control the load 
entirely on foot brake. This system has the great advantage of 
enabling the driver to control the speed of lowering within any 
limits he desires, and for dockside cranes up  to about five tons 
lifting capacity is used fairly extensively. Many engineers, how- 
ever, prefer a system which does not allow the load to run away 
if the driver makes a mistake, and to meet this many systems of 
electrical braking have been devised, by which the regenerated 
current is used to control the speed of lowering through the con- 
troller. In  addition to one or other of the above methods it  is 
usual to fit a holding brake on the motor armature shaft which 
is held in by a weight and released by a solenoid. A hand release 
can be fitted to this brake so that the load can be eased down 
gently on to the ground for the last few inches. 

r I 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF THE W A S H I N G T O N  O F F I C E  OF T H E  P A N A M A  C A N A L  

F I G .  21 .- THE FLOATING CRANE " HERCULES"  T R A N S F E R R I N G  EQUIP-  
MENT ACROSS THE GATUN LOCKS, PANAMA C A N A L  

Luffing Gear.-We have spoken of the growing importance of 
luffing, and it  is largely owing to the improvements in this gear 
and consequent increased speed of luffing that this motion is 
so much more used than formerly. This has been brought about 
by the introduction of various arrangements by which the load is 
neither lifted nor lowered during the process of luffing the jib in 
and out. There are many ways of providing for this which are 
covered by patents. They are too numerous to describe here but 
have been summarized in an article in The Engineer dated Aug. 
26 and Sept. 2 ,  1927 .  With any of these systems it  will be seen 
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that the power taken for luffing is only that necessary to over- 
come friction or to  lift the weight of the jib itself. The latter 
can be avoided by balancing off the jib either ,by means of a 
counterweight supported by ropes or ties, or by projecting the 
jib backwards and fixing the counterweight direct on to its rear 
end. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. Ernst, Die Hebezeuge (1903) ; A. Bottcher, 
Cranes (1908) ; C. W. Hill, Electric Crane Construction (1911)  ; 
H. H. Broughton, Electrical Handling of &faterials (1921-23) ; H .  
Davies, Elevating and Conveying Machinery (1922-23) ; F.  E. Chilton, 
Electric Cranes and Hauling Machines (1923)  ; H .  Wilda, The Design 
o f  Cranes and IIoists (192 j) . (R. B. PI.) 

CRANESBILL: see GERANIUM. 
CRANIOMETRY. The application of precise methods of 

measurement in craniometry, a comprehensive expression for all 
methods of measuring the skull (cranium) is of great importance 
in anthropological studies. The measurements were first made 
with a view to elucidating the comparison of the skulls of men 
with those of other animals. This wide comparison constitutes 
the first subdivision of craniometric studies. And craniometric 
methods have rendered the results of comparison clear and com- 
prehensible. Among the first measurements employed angular de- 
terminations occur, and the "facial angle" invented by Camper 

F I G .  1.- LEFT. S K U L L  A N D  HEAD O F  Y O U N G  O R A N G - U T A N ,  SHOWING T H E  
F A C I A L  A N G L E  FORMED BY L I N E S  MG.ND TO BE L E S S  T H A N  7 0 ' .  AND O N  
RIGHT,  S K U L L  A N D  HEAD OF N E G R O .  S H O W I N G  T H E  S A M E  A N G L E  T O  BE 7 0 '  

(fig. I ) ,  was employed for comparative purposes, as will appear 
from the following extract from the translation of the original 
work: "The two extremities of the facial line are from 7 0  to So0 
from the negro to the Grecian antique: make it  under 70, and you 
describe an ourang or an ape: lessen it still more, and you have 
the head of a dog. Increase the minimum, and you form a fowl, 
a snipe for example, the facial line of which is nearly parallel with 
the horizon." (Camper's Works. p. 42, translated by Cogan, 1S21.) 
The International Anthropological Association at  its meeting in 
1882 established a plane now known as the Frankfort plane or 

horizontal, and in general use, despite serious defects when deal- 
ing with imperfect skulls. 

The second division of craniometric studies includes those in 
which the skulls of the races of mankind are compared and classi- 
fied. And in this domain, the advent of accurate numerical 
methods of recording observations brought about great advances, 
completed by a system of com- 
paring various dimensions of the 
skull, and of a classification 
based on such comparisons. Many 
other measurements and data are 
necessary. The skull should be 
viewed from above, from below, 
from in front, from behind and 
from the side (figs. 2 , 3 , 4 ) .  Path- 
ological conditions and other ab- 
normalities, natural or artificial, 
must be estimated. The thick- 
ness of the skull, the points of 
muscular attachment, the age and 
sex, require attention. The shape 
of the head varies and six dis- 
tinct type-forms are found (fig 
5 ) .  The height of the head gives 
important indications. The size 
of the skull and its capacity 
should be estimated or computed 
and the general conditions of 
the skeletal formation as a whole 
come into consideration. In  the 
skull itself, the eye-orbits, nasal 
aperture, width of cheek-bones, 
depth and length of the jaw, the 
proportions of its attachment, I 
the relative position and size and FROM TYLOR, " ANTHROPOLOGY"  (MACM!LLAN)  

J 

F I G .  2 .- SKULLS,  FROM ABOVE 
proportions of the of Measured bv the c e ~ h a l i c  index. the 
the bony structure of the skull greatest width compared wi th  greatest 

breadth is; A. Negro, index 70, are of measurement and dolichocephalir; B.  European index 
theref0re are valuable for the 80, mesaticephalic; C. Samoyed, in- 
purDose of classification by ad- dex 85, brachycephalic 

ban-ced mathematical and statistical processes. (See ANTHROPON- 
ETRY.) 

Endocranial casts afford precious indications of the conforma- 
tion of the brain itself. No one feature, no single index, can be 

FROM WILDER, "LABORATORY MANUAL OF ANTHROPOMETRY" (BLAKIS'OP'S SON 8 CO.) 
F I G .  3 .- P R I N C I P A L  P O I N T S  O F  FRANKFORT P L A N E  

FH.-Frankfort horizontal or plane; fr.-tangent to FH through n,  the nasion, 
or upper end of the nasal suture; b.-Bregma, where the coronal and sagittal 
sutures meet; I.-Lambda, where the sagittal and lambdoidal meet; i.-inion, 
the occipital protuberance; fr.-n-i.-Frontal angle; b-n-i.-Frontal inclination 
angle; I-i-n.-Occipital inclination angle; n-ba-pr.-Superior facial length angle; 
ba.-The middle point (basion) of the anterior margin of the occipjtal foramen 
pr.-The lowest point of the intermaxillary suture 

held sufficient by itself for definitive classification. Many of the 
data yielded by craniometry can be contrasted usefully with anal- 
ogous measurements on living subjects which allow information 
yielding further criteria. (See RACES OF MAN.)  The contours 

1 and angles of the elements s f  the skull may be recorded and 
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( 1 of the methods of statistical sci- 
FIG.  THE FACIAL ANGLE OF ence in dealing with large num- 
THE FRANKFORT AGREEMENT IS bers of craniometric data' has 
SHOWN I N  THE CRANIA OF: A. A been greatly developed. (See 
NEW GUINEA NATIVE (MALE) 7 5 ' :  A N T H R o P 0 x E ~ ~ y . )  These sys- 
" A EUROPEAN 

930; C' tems of measurement, and the 
A NEW BORN INFANT 93' 

methods of dealing with them 
on statistical principles have been extended to the study of large 
numbers of the skulls of domestic and feral animals, such as white 
rats or the varieties of the horse. I n  1927 an international com- 
mittee of anatomists was organized to collect accurate information 
about the variations of human structure and the different races of 
mankind. These investigations will surely yield material of the 
highest value. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-LV. L. H. Duckworth, International Agreements for 
the Unification ( a )  of Craniometric and cephalometric nzeastwements 
( b )  of Anthropometric measurements to be made on the living subject 
(1913); H .  H .  Wilder, A Laboratory Manual o f  Anthropometry 
(1921) ; and Pedigree of the H u m a n  Race, n.d.: Sir Arthur Keith, 
T h e  Antiquity of Marc (192 5 ) .  

CRANK. I n  mechanics, a crank is a device by which recip- 
rocating motion is converted into circular motion or vice versa, 
consisting of a crank-arm, one end of which is fastened rigidly 
at  right angles to the rotating shaft. or axis, while the other end 
bears a crank-pin projecting from i t  a t  right angles and parallel 
to the shaft. When the reciprocating part of a machine, as the 

measured by the diagraph and goniometer. 
The third subdivision of craniometric researches is one in which 

the field of comparison is still further narrowed. For herein the 
various sub-racial types such as the dark and fair Europeans are 
brought together for the purposes of comparison or contrast. But 
although the range of research is thus narrowed and restricted, 
the guiding principles and the methods remain unchanged. By the 
method of expressing as a formula two cranial dimensions which 
have been measured are compared, one skull may be so propor- 
tioned that its greatest width measures 7 5 %  of its greatest length 

(i.e., its width is to its length as 
three to  four). 

This ratio (of 7 5 % )  is termed 
the cephalic or breadth-index. 
A skull providing a breadth-index 
of 7 5  possesses different propor- 
tions from one with an index of 
8 5 .  

The fourth subdivision of 
craniometry deals with the com- 
parison of the prehistoric and the 
recent types of mankind. The 
methods resemble those em- 
ployed in the comparison of liv- 
ing races; but in some particular 
instances where the prehistoric 
individual is represented only by 
a comparatively minute portion 
of the skull, special modifications 
of the usual procedures a r e  
needed. 

The complexity of craniomet- 
ric studies has inevitably in- 
creased. International agree- 
ments for the unification of the 
various measurements have been 
established, and the application 

piston and piston-rod of a sieam engine, is linked to this crank 
by a crank-rod or connecting rod, one end of which works on 
the crank-pin and the other on a pin in the end of the reciprocating 
part, the to-and-fro motion of the latter imparts a circular 
motion to the shaft and vice versa. The crank, instead of being 
made up as described above, may be formed by bending the shaft 
to the required shape, as sometimes in the handle of a winch. A 
bell-crank, so called because of its original use in bell-hanging to 
change the direction of motion of the wires from horizontal to 
vertical or vice versa, consists of two arms rigidly connected at  

an angle, say of go0, to  each other and pivoted on a pin placed 
at  the point of junction. 

Crank is also the name given to a labour machine once used in 
prison as a means of punishment (see TREADMILL). Other uses 
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FIG. 5.-SKULLS ARE ACCURATELY CLASSIFIED BY A SCIENTIF IC  COM- 
PARISON OF CERTAIN DIMENSIONS OF THE CRANIUM, AND SIX DISTINCT 
TYPE FORMS. AS SHOWN ABOVE. ARE FOUND 

of the word, connected with the primary meaning, are for  a 
crooked path, a crevice or chink, and a freakish turn of thought 
or speech, as in Milton's phrase "quips and cranks." I t  is also used 

I I 
MECHANICAL. BELL AND WINCH CRANKS SHOWING HOW CHANGE OF 
APPLIED FORCE I S  EFFECTED. AS I N  THE MECHANICAL CRANK. HORI- 
ZONTAL MOVEMENT IS CONVERTED INTO CIRCULAR; I N  THE BELL CRANK. 
VERTICAL BECOMES HORIZONTAL, 4ND I N  THE WINCH CRANK, CIRCULAR 
MOVEMENT I S  CHANGED INTO VERTICAL 

as a slang expression, American in origin, for a harmless lunatic, 
or a faddist, whose enthusiasm for some one idea or hobby be- 
comes a monomania. "Crank" or "crank-sided" is a nautical term 
used of a ship which by reason of her build or from want of 
balance is liable to overturn. 



CRANMER 
CRANMER, THOMAS (1489-1556), archbishop of Can- 

terbury, born a t  Aslacton or Aslockton in Nottinghamshire on 
July 2 ,  1489, was the second son of Thomas Cranmer and of his 
wife Anne Hatfield. He received his early education, according 
to Morise his secretary, from "a marvellous severe and cruel 
schoolmaster." The same authority tells us that he was initiated 
by his father in those field sports, such as hunting and hawking, 
which formed one of his recreations in after life. To  early train- 
ing he also owed the skilful horsemanship for which he was con- 
spicuous. At the age of 14 he was sent by his mother, who had 
in 1501 become a widow, to Cambridge. H e  became a fellow of 
Jesus college in 1510 or I j11, but had soon after to vacate his 
fellowship, owing to his marriage to "Black Joan," a relative of 
the landlady of the Dolphin inn. H e  was reinstated on the death 
of his wife, which occurred in childbirth before the lapse of the 
year of grace allowed by the statutes. He was ordained in 1523, 
and soon after took his doctor's degree in divinity; he was lec- 
turer in divinity at  his own college and public examiner in divinity 
to the university. 

I n  Aug. 1529 the plague known as the sweating sickness drove 
Cranmer with two of his pupils named Cressy, who were related 
to him through their mother, to their father's house a t  Waltham 
in Essex. The king (Henry VIII.) happened a t  the time to be 
visiting in the immediate neighbourhood, and two of his chief 
counsellors, Gardiner, secretary of State, afterwards bishop of 
Winchester, and Edward Fox, the lord high almoner, after- 
wards bishop of Hereford, were lodged a t  Cressy's house. Meet- 
ing with Cranmer, they were naturally led to  discuss the king's 
meditated divorce from Catherine of Aragon. Cranmer sug- 
gested that if the canonists and the universities should decide that 
marriage with a deceased brother's widow was illegal, and if it 
were proved that Catherine had been married to  Prince Arthur, 
her marriage to Henry could be declared null and void by the 
ordinary ecclesiastical courts. The necessity of an appeal to Rome 
was thus dispensed with, and this point was at  once seen by the 
king, who, when Cranmer's opinion was reported to  him, is said 
to  have ordered him to be summoned in these terms: "I will 
speak to him. Let him be sent for out of hand. This man, I trow, 
has got the right sow by the ear." 

At their first interview Cranmer was commanded by the king 
to lay aside all other pursuits and to devote himself to the ques- 
tion of the divorce. He was to draw up a written treatise, stating 
the course he proposed, and defending it  by arguments from 
Scripture, the Fathers and the decrees of general councils. H6 
was further commended to Anne Boleyn's father, the earl of 
Wiltshire, in whose house a t  Durham Place he resided for 
some time; the king appointed him archdeacon of Taunton and 
one of his chaplains; and he also held a parochial benefice. When 
the treatise was finished Cranmer was called upon to defend its 
argument before the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, which 
he visited, accompanied by Fox and Gardiner. Immediately after- 
wards he was sent to plead the cause before a more powerful 
if not a higher tribunal. An embassy, with the earl of Wiltshire 
a t  its head, was despatched to Rome in 1530, that "the matter of 
the divorce should be disputed and ventilated," and Cranmer was 
an important member of it. 

Cranmer returned in Sept. 1530, but in Jan. 1531 he received 
a second commission from the king appointing him "Conciliarius 
Regius et  ad Caesarem Orator." I n  the summer of 1531 he 
accordingly proceeded to Germany as sole ambassador to the 
emperor. H e  was also to sound the Lutheran princes with a view 
to an alliance, and to obtain the removal of some restrictions on 
English trade. At Nuremberg he became acquainted with Osi- 
ander, whose somewhat isolated theological position he probably 
found to be in many points analogous to his own. Both were 
convinced that the old order must change; neither saw clearly 
what the new order should be to  which it  was to give place. They 
had frequent interviews, which had doubtless an important influ- 
ence on Cranmer's opinions. I n  I 532 Cranmer married Osiander's 
niece, Margaret. Hook finds in the fact of the marriage corrobo- 
ration of Cranmer's statement that he never expected or desired 
the primacy; and it  seems probable enough that, if he had fore- 

seen how soon the primacy was to be forced upon him, he would 
have avoided a disqualification which it was difficult to  conceal 
and dangerous to  disclose. 

Expected or not, the primacy was forced upon him within a 
very few months of his marriage. I n  Aug. 1532 Archbishop War- 
ham died, and the king almost immediately afterwards intimated 
to Cranmer, who had accompanied the emperor in his campaign 
against the Turks, his nomination to the vacant see. Cranmer's 
conduct was certainly consistent with his profession that he did 
not desire, as he had not expected, the dangerous promotion. 
The papal bulls of confirmation were dated Feb, and Mar. 1533, 
and the consecration took place on Mar. 30. 

I n  the last as in the first step of Cranmer's promotion Henry 
had been actuated by one and the same motive. The business of 
the divorce-or rather, of the legitimation of Anne Boleyn's 
expected issue-had now become very urgent, and in the new 
archbishop he had an agent who might be expected to forward 
it with the needful haste. Cranmer after securing decisions 
favourable to  the king in Convocation wrote a letter to  the king, 
praying to be allowed to remove the anxiety of loyal subjects 
as to a possible case of disputed succession, by finally determin- 
ing the validity of the marriage in his archiepiscopal court. There 
is evidence that the request was prompted by the king, and his 
consent was given as a matter of course. Queen Catherine was 
residing at  Ampthill in  Bedfordshire, and to suit her convenience 
the court was held a t  the priory of Dunstable. Declining to 
appear, she was declared contumacious, and on May 23, the arch- 
bishop gave judgment declaring the marriage null and void from 
the first. The Act of Appeals had already prohibited any appeal 
from the archbishop's court. Five days later he pronounced the 
marriage between Henry and Anne-which had been secret!y 
celebrated about Jan. 25, 1533-to be valid. On June I he 
crowned Anne as queen, and on Sept. 10 stood godfather to 
her child, the future Queen Elizabeth. 

I n  1536 Cranmer was required to revise his own sentence in 
favour of the validity of Henry's marriage with Anne Boleyn, 
and on May 17, the marriage was declared invalid. With Anne's 
condemnation by the House of Lords Cranmer had nothing to 
do. He interceded for her in vain with the king, as he had done 
in the cases of Fisher, More and the monks of Christchurch. 
His share in the divorce of Anne of Cleves was less prominent 
than that of Gardiner, though he did preside over the Convoca- 
tion in which nearly all the dignitaries of the church signified 
their approval of that measure. 

Meanwhile Cranmer was actively carrying out the policy which 
has associated his name more closely, perhaps, than that of any 
other ecclesiastic with the Reformation in England. I t s  most im- 
portant feature on the theological as distinct from the political 
side was the endeavour to  promote the circulation of the Bible 
in the vernacular, by encouraging translation and procuring an 
order in 1538 that a copy of the Bible in English should be set 
up in every church in a convenient place for reading. Only second 
in importance to this was the readjustment of the creed and lit- 
urgy of the church, which formed Cranmer's principal work dur- 
ing the latter half of his life. Both in parliament and in the 
convocation he opposed the Six Articles of 1539, but he stood 
almost alone. During the period between I 540 and 1543 the arch- 
bishop was engaged a t  the head of a commission in the revision 
of the "Bishop's Book" (1537) or Institz~tions of a Christian Man, 
and the preparation of the Necessary Erudition (1j43)  known as 
the "King's Book," which was a modification of the former work 
in the direction of Roman Catholic doctrine. I n  June 1545 was 
issued his Litany, which was substantially the same as that now 
in use, and shows his mastery of a rhythmical English style. 

Cranmer was present with Henry VIII.  when he died (1547). 
By the will of the king he was nominated one of a council of 
regency composed of 16 persons, but he acquiesced in the arrange- 
ment by which Somerset became lord protector. H e  officiated a t  
the coronation of the boy king Edward VI., and is supposed t o  
have instituted a sinister change in the order of the ceremony, 
by which the right of the monarch to reign was made to appear 
to depend upon inheritance alone, without the concurrent consent 



of the people. But Edward's title had been expressly sanctioned 
by act of parliament, so that there was no more room for election 
in his case than in that of George I., and the real motive of the 
changes was to shorten the weary ceremony for the frail child. 

During this reign Cranmer was enabled without let or hindrance 
to complete the preparation of the church formularies, on which 
he had been for some time engaged. I n  1547 appeared the Homi- 
lies prepared under his direction. Four of them are attributed to  
the archbishop himself-those on salvation, faith, good works and 
the reading of scripture. His translation of the German cate- 
chism of Justus Jonas, known as Cranmer's catechism, appeared 
in the following year. Important, as showing his views on a cardi- 
nal doctrine, was the Defence of t he  True  and Catlzolic Doctrine 
of the Sacrament, which he published in 1559. The first prayer 
book of Edward VI. was finished in November 1548, and received 
legal sanction in March 1549; the second was completed and 
sanctioned in April I j 52. The archbishop did much of the work 
of compilation personally. The 42 articles of Edward VI. pub- 
lished in 1553 owe their form and style almost entirely to the 
hand of Cranmer. The last great undertaking in which he was 
employed was the revision of his codification of the canon law, 
which had been all but completed before the death of Henry. 
The task was one eminently well suited to his powers, and the 
execution of it was marked by great skill in definition and 
arrangement. I t  never received any authoritative sanction, Ed- 
ward VI. dying before the proclamation establishing it  could be 
made, and it remained unpublished until 1571, when a Latin 
translation by Dr. Walter Haddon and Sir John Cheke appeared 
under the title Reformat io  legum ecclesiasticarum. I t  laid down 
the lawfulness and necessity of persecution to the death for 
heresy in the most absolute terms; and Cranmer himself con- 
demned Joan Bocher to the flames. But he naturally loathed per- 
secution, and was as tolerant as  any in that age. 

Cranmer stood by the dying bed of Edward as he had stood 
by that of his father, and he there suffered himself to be per- 
suaded to take a step against his own convictions. He had pledged 
himself to respect the testamentary disposition of Henry VIII.  
by which the succession devolved upon Mary, and now he violated 
his oath by signing Edward's "device" of the crown to Lady Jane 
Grey. On grounds of policy and morality alike the act was quite 
indefensible; but it  is perhaps some palliation of his perjury that 
it was committed to satisfy the last urgent wish of a dying man, 
and that he alone remained true to  the nine days' queen when 
the others who had with him signed Edward's device deserted her. 

On the accession of Mary he was summoned to the council- 
most of whom had signed the same device-reprimanded for his 
conduct, and ordered to confine himself to his palace a t  Lambeth 
until the queen's pleasure was known. H e  refused to follow the 
advice of his friends and avoid the fate that was clearly impend- 
ing over him by flight to the continent. Any chance of safety 
that lay in the friendliness of a strong party in the council was 
inore than nullified by the bitter personal enmity of the queen, 
who could not forgive his share in her mother's divorce and her 
own disgrace. On Sept. 14, 1553, he was sent to the Tower where 
Ridley and Latimer were also confined. The immediate occasion 
of his imprisonment was a strongly worded declaration he had 
written a few days previously against the mass, the celebration 
of which, he heard, had been re-established at  Canterbury. I n  
Nov. with Lady Jane Grey, her husband, and two other Dudleys, 
Cranmer was condemned for treason. Renard thought he would 
be executed, but so true a Romanist as Mary could scarcely have 
an ecclesiastic put to  death in consequence of a sentence by a 
secular court, and Cranmer was reserved for treatment as a 
heretic by the highest of clerical tribunals, which could not act 
until parliament had restored the papal jurisdiction. Accordingly 
in March 1554 he and his two illustrious fellow-prisoners, Ridley 
and Latimer, were removed to Oxford, where they were confined 
in the bocardo or common prison. Ridley and Latimer were un- 
flinching, and suffered bravely at  the stake on Oct. 16, 1555. 
Cranmer had been tried by a papal commission, over which Bishop 
Brooks of Gloucester presided in Sept. 1555. Brooks had no 
power to give sentence, but reported to Rome, where Cranmer 

was summoned, but not permitted, to  attend. On Nov. 2 5 ,  he 
was pronounced contumacious by the pope and excommunicated, 
and a comn~ission was sent to England to degrade him from his 
office of archbishop. This was done with the usual humiliating 
ceremonies in Christ church, Oxford, on Feb. 14, 1556, and he 
was then handed over to  the secular power. About the same 
time Cranmer subscribed the first two of his "recantations." His 
difficulty consisted in the fact that, like all Anglicans of the 16th 
century, he recognized no right of private judgment, but believed 
that the State, as represented by monarchy, parliament and Con- 
vocation, had an absolute right to determine the national faith 
and to impose it  on every Englishman. All these authorities had 
now legally established Roman Catholicism as the national faith, 
and Cranmer had no logical ground on which to resist. His early 
"recantations" are merely recognitions of his lifelong conviction 
of this right of the State. But his dilemma on this point led him 
into further doubts, and he was eventually induced to revile his 
whole career and the Reformation. This is what the government 
wanted. Northumberland's recantation had done much to dis- 
credit the Reformation, Cranmer's, i t  was hoped, would complete 
the work. Hence the enormous effect of Cranmer's recovery a t  
the final scene. On Mar. 2 1  he was taken to St. Mary's church, 
and asked to repeat his recantation in the hearing of the people 
as he had promised. T o  the surprise of all he declared with dig- 
nity and emphasis that what he had recently done troubled him 
more than anything he ever did or said in his whole life; that 
he renounced and refused all his recantations as things written 
with his hand, contrary to  the truth which he thought in his heart; 
and that as his hand had offended, his hand should be first burned 
when he came to the fire. As he had said, his right hand was 
steadfastly exposed t o  the flames. The calm cheerfulness and 
resolution with which he met his fate show that he felt that 
he had cleared his conscience, and that his recantation of his 
recantations was a repentance that needed not to be repented of. 

I t  was a noble end to what, in spite of its besetting sin of 
infirmity of moral purpose, was a not ignoble life. The key to his 
character is well given in what Hooper said of him in a letter 
to Bullinger, that he was "too fearful about what might happen 
to him." This weakness was the worst blot on Cranmer's char- 
acter. As a theologian i t  is somewhat difficult to  class him. 
As early as 1538 he had repudiated the doctrine of transubstantia- 
tion; by 1550 he had rejected also the real presence (Pref. to  
his Answer t o  Dr.  Richard S m i t h ) .  But here he used the term 
"real" somewhat unguardedly, for in his Defence he asserts a 
real presence, but defines it  as exclusively a spiritual presence; 
and he repudiates the idea that the bread and wine were "bare 
tokens." His views on church polity were dominated by his im- 
plicit belief in the divine right of kings (not of course the divine 
hereditary right of kings) which the Anglicans felt i t  necessary 
to  set up against the divine right of popes. H e  set practically 
no limits to the ecclesiastical authority of kings; they were as fully 
the representatives of the church as the State, and Cranmer hardly 
distinguished between the two. Church and State to him were one. 
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Ralph Morice, and two contemporary biographies (Camden Society's 
publlcatlons) ; Remazns o f  Tlzomas Cranmer, by Jenkyns (1833) ; 
Lives o f  Cranmer, by Gilpin (1784) ; Todd (1831) ; Le Bas, in Hook's 
Lives bf  the Archbishops o f  Canterbury, vols. vi. and vii. (1868), by 
Canon Mason (1897), A. D. Innes (1900) and A. F. Pollard (1904) ; 
Froude's History; Bishop Cranmer's Recantacyons, ed. Gairdner 
(1885). R. E. Chester Waters's Che~ters o f  Chicheley (1877) contains 
a vast amount of genealogical information about Cranmer which has 
been used by only one of his biographers. 

CRANNOG, the term applied in Scotland and Ireland to the 
stockaded islands so numerous in ancient times in the lochs of 
both countries. 

They have little in common, structurally, with the Swiss lake- 
dwellings, except that they are placed in lakes. Few examples 
are known in England or Wales, although over I jo  have been ex- 
amined in Ireland, and more than half that number in Scotland. 



As a rule they have been constructed on islets or shallows in the 
lochs, which have been adapted for occupation, and fortified by 
single or double lines of stockaded defences drawn round the 
margin. 

From their common feature of a substructure of brushwood and 
logs built up from the bottom, the crannogs have been classed as 
fascine-dwellings, to distinguish them from the typical pile-dwell- 
ings of the earlier periods in Switzerland, whose platforms are sup- 
ported by piles driven into the bed of the lake. Among the few 
remains of lacustrine settlements in England and Wales, some are 
suggestive of the typical crannog structure. The most important 
of these is the Glastonbury lake village excavated by A. Bulleid 
and H.  St. George Gray, and discovered by the first named anti- 
quary in 1892. I t  consists of some 70 or more separate dwellings, 
grouped within a triangular palisaded defence, 34 acres in extent, 
and built in the midst of a Somerset marsh now reclaimed. The 
substructure was formed of logs and brushwood, helped by masses 
of bracken, rush, peat and stone, covered with layers of clay. The 
dwellings were circular, 18 to 35ft. in diameter, the walls 6 to i f t .  
in height made of wattle and daub, with supporting uprights ar- 
ranged 12 to 18in. apart. The floors were of clay, with a raised 
circular area near the centre, sometimes paved for a hearth. Both 
floors and hearths were renewed from time to time on account of 
subsidence. As many as 13 superimposed hearths have been dis- 
covered in a single dwelling. I n  many huts the stump of the cen- 
tral post remained which had supported the roof, and in others 
the doorstep or entrance pavement. The occupation must be dated 
within the Iron Age, and is likely pre-Roman, as little evidence of 
contact with Roman civilization has been discovered. Besides the 
implements and weapons of iron there are finger rings, fibulae and 
brooches of bronze, weaving combs and spindle-whorls, a bronze 
mirror and tweezers, quantities of pottery chiefly hand-made or- 
namented with late Celtic patterns, a bowl of thin bronze deco- 
rated with bosses, portions of the nave of a wooden wheel with 
holes for 1 2  spokes and a dug-out canoe. I n  1895 another lake 
village of similar date and construction was discovered near 
Meare, some three miles north-west of Glastonbury; the site is un- 
dergoing examination by the Somerset Archaeological Society and 
khe relics discovered are exhibited a t  Taunton museum. The im- 
plements and weapons found in the Scottish and Irish crannogs are 
usually of iron, or, if objects of bronze and stone are found, they 
are commonly such as were in use in the Iron Age. Crannogs are 
frequently referred to  in the Irish annals. I n  the register of the 
privy council of Scotland, April 14, 1608, it is ordered that "the 
hail1 houssis of defence, strongholds, and crannokis  in the Yllis 
(the western isles) pertaining to Angus M'Conneill of Dunnyvaig 
and Hector M'Cloyne of Dowart sal be delyverit to His hlajestie." 
Judging from the historical evidence of their late continuance, 
and from the character of the relics found in them, the crannogs 
may be included among the latest prehistoric strongholds, reaching 
their greatest development in early historic times, and surviving 
through the middle ages. 

Little lake dwelling research has taken place in Ireland or Scot- 
land since 1910. The excavation of Lochpaire Crannog near Tuam, 
Ireland (1914), and the investigation of the artificial island in 
Loch Kinellan, Strathpeffer, Scotland (1g16), have been the chief 
explorations. ( S e e  LAKE DWELLINGS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-R. Munro, T h e  Lake Dwellings of Europe: being 
the Rhind Lectures i n  Archaeology for 1888 (with a bibliography of 
the subject) (London, 1890) ; Ancient Scottish Lake-Dwellings or 
Crannogs (Edinburgh, 1882) ; Col. W. G. Wood-Martin, The  Lake 
Dwellings o f  Ireland or Ancient Lacustrine Habitations of Erin, 
commonly called Crannogs (Dublin, 1886) ; Sir W. Wilde, Descriptive 
Catalogae o f  the Antiquities i n  the Museum of the Royal  Irish Acad- 
emy,  article "Crannogs" pp. 220-233 (Dublin, 1857) ; John Stuart, 
"Scottish Artificial Islands or Crannogs," in the Proceedings of the 
Society o f  Antiquaria o f  Scotland, vol. vi. (Edinburgh, 1865) ; A. 
Bulleid and H. St. George Gray, " The  Glastonbury Lake Village," 
vol. i. 1911; vol. ii. 1917 (pub. by Glastonbury Antiquarian Society) ; 
A. Bulleid, T h e  Lake Villages o f  Somerset, The Somerset Folk Series 
NO. 16 (1924). 

CRANSTON, a city of Providence county, Rhode Island, 
U.S.A., adjoining the city of Providence on the south; served 
by the New York, New Haven and Hartford railroad. The popu- 

lation in 1920 was 29.407, of whom 7,516 were foreign-born 
white (2,641 from Italy) ; and in 1940 federal census 47,085. 
Within its land area of 28.7 sq.mi. are a water front on Narra- 
gansett bay; farms, nurseries and market gardens; and several 
villages with important manufactures, including cotton print 
goods, winding machinery and automatic fire extinguishers The 
total assessed valuation for 1940 was $j6,175,800. In  the south- 
ern part of the city is a state farm of 667 ac. (P.O. Howard), 
on which are several state institutions for the dependent and the 
delinquent and also the county jail. 

Cranston was settled as a part of Providence about 1640 by 
associates of Roger Williams. I t  was incorporated as a separate 
town in 1754. In  1868, 1873 and 1892 portions of it  were re- 
annexed to Providence. I n  1910 it  was chartered as a city. It 
was named after Samuel Cranston, governor of Rhode Island 
1698-1727. 

CRANTOR, a Greek philosopher of the Old Academy, was 
born, probably about the middle of the 4th century B.c., a t  Soli 
in Cilicia. He was the first commentator on Plato. H e  is said 
to have written some poems which he sealed up and deposited in 
the temple of Athens at  Soli (Diog. Laertius, iv. 5. 2 5). Of his 
celebrated work On Grief (&pi xivOovs), a k t te r  of condolence 
to his friend Hippocles on the death of his children, numerous 
extracts have been preserved in Plutarch's Consolatio ad Apol-  
lon ium and in the De consolatione of Cicero, who speaks of it  
(Acad. ,  ii. 44. 135) in the highest terms. Crantor's ethical theory 
arranged "good" things in the following order-virtue, health, 
pleasure, riches. 

See F.  Kayser, De Crantore Academic0 (1841) ; M .  H. E. Meier, 
Opuscula academica, ii. (1863) ; F. Susemihl, Geschichte der griech- 
ischen Literatur i n  der Alexandrinerseit, i., p. 118 (1891). 

CRANWORTH, ROBERT MONSEY ROLFE, BARON 
(1790-1868), lord chancellor of England, elder son of the Rev. 
E. Rolfe, was born a t  Cranworth, Norfolk, on Dec. 18, 1790. 
Educated at  Bury St. Edmund's, Winchester, and Trinity College, 
Cambridge, he was called to the bar a t  Lincoln's Inn in 1816, and 
attached himself to the chancery courts. H e  represented Penryn 
and Falmouth in parliament from 1832 till his promotion to the 
bench as baron of the exchequer in 1839. In  1850 he was appointed 
a vice-chancellor and created Baron Cranworth, and in 1852 he 
became lord chancellor in Aberdeen's ministry. H e  continued to 
hold the chancellorship in the administration of Palmerston until 
the latter's resignation in 1857. H e  was not reappointed when 
Palmerston returned to office in 1859, but on the retirement of 
Lord Westbury in 1865 he accepted the great seal for a second 
time, and held it till the fall of the Russell administration in 1866. 
Cranworth died in London on July 26, 1868. His name is asso- 
ciated in the statute book with a measure of conveyancing. H e  
left no issue and the barony became extinct on his death. 

See E.  Foss, T h e  Judges of England (1848-64) ; T h e  Times (July 
27, 1868) ; E. Manson, T h e  Bz~ilders of our L a w  (1904) ; J .  B. Atlay, 
Lives of the Chancellors, vol. ii. (1908). 

CRAPE, a silk fabric of a gauzy texture, having a peculiar 
crisp or crimpy appearance. I t  is woven of hard spun silk yarn 
"in the gum" or natural condition. There are two distinct varieties 
of the textile-soft, Canton or oriental, crape, and hard or crisped 
crape. The wavy appearance of Canton crape results from the 
peculiar manner in which the weft is prepared, the yarn from two 
bobbins being twisted together in the reverse way. The fabric 
when woven is smooth and even, having no cre*pe' appearance. but 
when the gum is subsequently extracted by boiling it a t  once be- 
comes soft, and the weft, losing its twist, gives the fabric the waved 
structure which constitutes its distinguishing feature. Canton 
crapes are used, either white or coloured, for ladies' scarves and 
shawls, bonnet trimmings, etc. The Chinese and Japanese excel 
in the manufacture of soft crapes. 

The crisp and elastic structure of hard crape is not produced 
either in the spinning or in the weaving, but is due to processes 
through which the gauze passes after it  is woven. What the details 
of these processes are is known to only a few manufacturers, who 
so jealously guard their secret that, in some cases, the different 
stages in the manufacture are conducted in towns far removed 



CRASH-CRASSULACEAE 
from each other. Commercially they are distinguished as single, 
double, three-ply and four-ply crapes, according to the nature of 
the yarn used in their manufacture. They are almost exclusively 
dyed black and used in mourning dress, and among Roman Cath- 
olic communities for nuns' veils, etc. I n  Great Britain hard crapes 
are made a t  Braintree in Essex, Norwich, Yarmouth, Manchester 
and Glasgow. The crape formerly made a t  Norwich was made with 
a silk warp and worsted weft, and is said to have afterwards degen- 
erated into bombazine. A very successful imitation of real crape 
is made in Manchester of cotton yarn. 

CRASH. A technical textile term applied to  a species of nar- 
row towels, from 14 to zoin. wide. The name is probably of Rus- 
sian origin, the simplest and coarsest type of the cloth being 
known as "Russian crash." The latter is made from grey flax or 
tow yarns, and sometimes from boiled yarns. The simple term 
"crash" is given to all these narrow cloths, but the above distinc- 
tion is very convenient, as also are the following: grey, boiled, 
bleached, plain, twilled and fancy crash. A large variety obtains 
with and without fancy borders, while of late years cotton has been 
introduced as warp, as well as mixed and jute yarns for weft. After 
the cloth has passed through all the finishing operations, it  is cut 
up into lengths of about three yds., the ends are sewn together and 
it  is then ready to be placed over a suspended roller; for this 
reason it is often termed "roller towelling." 

CRASHAW, RICHARD (1613?-1619), English poet, styled 
"the divine," was born in London about 1613. H e  was the son 
of a strongly anti-papistical divine, Dr. William C r a s h a ~  (1572- 
1626). Richard Crashaw was educated a t  Charterhouse, and at  
Pembroke college, Cambridge, where he took the degree of B.A. 
in 1634. The publication of Herbert's Temple in 1633 seems to 
have finally determined the bias of his genius in favour of relig- 
ious poetry, and next year he published his first book, Epigram- 
matum sacrorum liber, a volume of Latin verses. In  1636 he 
removed to Peterhouse, was made a fellow of that college in 1637, 
and proceeded WI A. in 1638. About this time began his lasting 
friendship with Abraham Cowley. H e  was also on terms of 
intimacy with the Anglican monk Kicholas Ferrar, and frequently 
visited him a t  Little Gidding. I n  1641 he is said to have gone 
to Oxford, but only for a short time; for when in 1643 Cowley 
left Cambridge to seek a refuge a t  Osr'ord, Crashaw remained 
behind, and was forcibly ejected from his fellowship in 1644. 
In  the confusion of the civil wars he escaped to France, where he 
finally embraced the Catholic religion. 

During his exile his religious and secular poems were collected 
by an anonymous friend, and published under the title of Steps 
to the Temple and The Delights of the Muses, in one volume, 
in 1646. The first part includes the hymn to St. Teresa and the 
version of Marini's Sospetto d7Herode. This same year Cowley 
found him in great destitution a t  Paris, and induced Queen 
Henrietta Maria to give him introductions in Rome, where he 
became attendant to  Cardinal Palotta. In  1648 he published two 
Latin hymns a t  Paris. H e  remained until 1649 in the service 
of the cardinal, to  whom he had a great personal attachment; 
but his retinue contained persons whose violent and licentious 
behaviour was a source of ceaseless vexation to the sensitive 
English mystic. H e  was sent by the cardinal in 1649 to Loretto, 
where he was made a canon of the Holy House. In  less than 
three weeks, however, he sickened of fever, and died on Aug. 25, 
not without grave suspicion of having being poisoned. He was 
buried in the Lady chapel a t  Loretto. A collection of his religious 
poems, entitled Carmen Deo nostro, was brought out in Paris in 
1652, dedicated to  the countess of Denbigh. The book is illus- 
trated by 13 engravings after Crashaw's own designs. 

Crashaw excelled in all manner of graceful accomplishments; 
besides being an excellent Latinist and Hellenist, he had an 
intimate knowledge of Italian and Spanish; and his skill in music, 
painting and engraving was no less admired in his lifetime than 
his skill in poetry. Cowley embalmed his memory in a very fine 
elegy. 

Crashaw's verse is studded with fiery beauties and sudden felici- 
ties of language, unsurpassed by any lyrist between his own time 
and Shelley's. There is no religious poetry in English so full a t  

once of gross and awkward images and imaginative touches of 
the most ethereal beauty, and these peculiarities can be studied 
nowhere to  more advantage than in the Hymn to  Saint Teresa. 
Among the secular poems of Crashaw the best are Music's Duel, 
which deals with strife between the musician and the nightingale, 
and Wishes to his supposed Mistress. I n  his latest sacred poems, 
included in the Carmen Deo nostro, the mysticism has become 
more pronounced, and the ecclesiastical mannerism more harsh 
and repellent. 

Crashaw's works were first collected, in one volume, in 1858, by 
W. B. Turnbull. In 1872 an edition, in 2 volumes, was printed for 
private subscription by the Rev. A. B. Grosart. A complete edition 
was edited (1904) for the Cambridge University Press by Mr. A. R. 
Waller. See also L. C Martin, The Poems, English, Latin and Greek, 
of Richard Crashaw (1927). 

CRASSULACEAE, in botany. a fdmily of dicotyledons, con- 
taining 33 genera and 1,400 species; of cosmopolitan distribution, 
but most developed in South Africa. The plants are herbs or 
small shrubs, generally with thick fleshy stems and leaves, adapted 
for life in  dry, especially rocky places. The fleshy leaves are often 
reduced to a more or less cylindrical structure, as  in  the stone- 
crops (Sedum),  or form closely crowded rosettes as in the house- 
leek (Semperuivum). Correlated with their life in dry situations, 
the bulk of the tissue is succulent, forming a water-store, which is 
protected from loss by  evaporation by a thickly cuticularized epi- 
dermis covered with a waxy secretion which gives a glaucous ap- 
pearance to the plant. The flowers are generally arranged in 
terminal or axillary clusters, and are markedly regular with the 
same number of parts in each series. This number is, however, 
very variable, and often not constant in one and the same species. 
The sepals and petals are free or more or less united, the sta- 
mens as many or twice as many as the petals; the carpels, usually 

' free, are equal to  the petals in 
1- number, and form in the fruit 

follicles with two or more seeds. 
The means of vegetative propa- 
gation are general. Many spe- 
cies spread by means of a creep- 
ing much-branched rootstock or, 
as in house-leek, by runners that 
perish after producing a terminal 
leaf-rosette. I n  other cases small 
portions of the stem or leaves 
give rise to new plants by  bud- 
ding, as in Bryophyllum, where 
buds develop at  the edges of the 
leaf and form new plants. 

The family is almost absent 
from Australia and Polynesia, 
and has but few representatives 
in South America; it  is otherwise 
generally distributed. The largest 
genus, Sedum, contains about 2 0 0  

species in the temperate and 
colder parts of the northern 
hemisphere; nine occur wild in 
Britain, including S. Teleplzium 
(orpine) and S. acre (common 

HOUSE-LEEK ( S E M P E R V I V U M  Y E N -  s tonecro~).  The s ~ e c i e s  are verv 
U S T U M ) ,  S H O W I N G  BASAL ROSETTE easily &ltivated i n d  will thri< 
O F  S U C C U L E N T  LEAVES; NATIVE T O  
S O U T H  AFRICA A N D  CULTIVATED in any 
FOR ITS SHOWY FLOWERS has about 150 species, chiefly a t  

the Cape. Cotyledon, a widely 
distributed genus with about IOO species, is represented in the 
British Isles by C. umbilicus, pennywort, or navelwort, which 
takes its name from the succulent peltate leaves. I t  grows pro- 
fusely on dry rocks and walls, especially on the western coasts, and 
bears a spike of drooping greenish cup-shaped flowers. The 
Eclzeveria of gardens is included in this genus. Sempervivunz has 
about 50 species in the mountains of central and southern Europe, 
in the Himalayas, Abyssinia and the Canaries and Madeira; S .  
tectorum, common house-leek, is seen often growing on tops of 
walls and house-roofs. The hardy species will grow well in dry 



sandy soil, and are suitable for rockeries, old walls or edgings. 
In  North America some 40 representatives of the family are 

found, most numerous from the Rocky Mountains westward, 20 

occurring in California, mostly species of Sedzm~ and Cotyledon. 
The family is closely allied to Saxifragaceae, from which it is 

distinguished by its fleshy habit and the larger number of carpels. 
For a consideration of the genera see A. Berger, Crassulaceae; 

Engler and Prantl, Die Natiirbichen Pflanzenfamilien 18a:352-483, fig. 
18j-212 (1930). 

CRASSUS (literally "dense." "thick," "fat"), a family name 
in the Roman gens Licinia (plebeian). 

I .  PUBLIUS LICINIGS CRASSUS, surnamed Dives Mz~cialzus, 
Roman statesman, orator and jurist, consul, 131 B.C. A friend of 
Tiberius Gracchus, he \\as chosen after his death to take his place 
on the agrarian commission (see GRACCHUS). I n  131 when Crassus 
was consul with L. Valerius Flaccus, Aristonicus, a pretender, laid 
claim to Pergamum, which had been bequeathed by Attalus I11 
to Rome Both consuls were anxious to obtain the command 
aqainst him; Crassus secured it ,  despite the rule which forbade 
him, as pontifex maximus, to  leave Italy. Nothing is known of his 
military operations. But in the following year, when he was pre- 
paring to return, he was surprised near Leucae, and taken prisoner 
by a Thracian band and put to death. 

See Cicero, De oratore, i. 50; Philippics, xi. 8 ;  Plutarch, Tib. 
Gracchus, 21 ; Livy, Epit. 59 ; Val. Max. iii. 2. 1 2 ,  viii. 7. 6 ; Vell. Pat. 
ii. 4 ;  Justin xxxvi. 4; Orosius v. 10. 

2.  LUCIUS LICINIUS CRASSUS (140-91 B.c.), the orator, of un- 
known parentage. At the age of rg (or 21) he made his reputation 
by a speech against G. Papirius Carbo, the friend of the Gracchi. 
The law passed by him and his colleague Q. Mucius Scaevola, dur- 
ing their consulship (95), to prevent those passing as Roman citi- 
zens who had no right to  the title, was one of the prime causes of 
the Social War (Cicero, Pro Balbo, xxi., D e  Oficiis, iii. 11). Dur- 
ing his censorship Crassus suppressed the newly founded schools 
of Latin rhetoricians (Aulus Gellius xv. 11). Crassus is one of the 
chief speakers in the D e  Oratore of Cicero, who has also preserved 
a few fragments of his speeches. 

3. PUBLIUS LICINIUS CRASSUS, called Dives, father of the tri- 
umvir. During his consulship (97) the practice of magic arts was 
condemned by a decree of the senate, and human sacrifice was 
abolished. H e  was governor of Spain and celebrated a triumph in 
93 for successes over the Lusitanians. After the Social War, as 
censor with L. Julius Caesar, he had the task of enrolling in new 
tribes certain of the Latins and Italians as a reward for their loy- 
alty to the Romans, but the proceedings seem to have been inter- 
rupted by certain irregularities. Crassus committed suicide in 87, 
to  avoid falling into the hands of the Marian party. 

See Plutarch, Crassus, 4;  Aulus Gellius ii. 24; Macrobius, Saturnalia, 
ii. 13; Livy, Epit. 80; Pliny, Nut. Hist. xxx. 3 ;  Appian, Bell. Civ. i. 7 2  

4. MARCUS LICINIUS CRASSUS (c. 11 j-53 B.c.), the triumvir, 
Roman financier. Cinna's proscription (87) obllged him to flee to 
Spain, but he returned to Italy with Sulla, and was one of his 
officers during the campaign of 83-82. I n  the proscriptions that 
followed he laid the foundation of his immense wealth by buying 
a t  nominal prices the confiscated estates of the proscribed. This 
fortune he increased by traffic in slaves, usury and other means, 
until he became the richest man in Rome. The power of the purse 
made him a force to be reckoned with in the corrupt politics of the 
day. I n  71, when praetor, he was given the command against Spar- 
tacus, and succeeded in crushing the revolt which had kept Italy 
in terror for three years. Pompey, wishing to coerce the senate, 
now made a pact with Crassus, and the two, by exerting their in- 
fluence with knights and people, were elected consuls for 70. But 
their relations soon became strained, and in 67, when Potnpey left 
Rome, a pact was made between Crassus and Caesar, the object 
of which was to  counteract the influence of Pompey. I t  is likely 
that they were behind the conspiracy of Autronius (56-6j), and 
the early plans of Catiline (q.v.), whose candidature they sup- 
ported in 64. I n  65 Crassus was censor, but resigned owing to 
quarrels with his colleague. In  60, the refusal of the senate to 
ratify Pompey's Eastern settlement brought about the coalition 
between Caesar, Pompey and Crassus known as the First Trium- 

virate. After Caesar's departure for Gaul, Crassus remained in 
Rome, and the jealousy between him and Pompey seems to have 
broken out afresh. But a t  the conference of Luca (56) Caesar 
managed to compose their differences; and in 5 5  Pompey and 
Crassus became consuls once more, and a law was passed assigning 
them the provinces of Spain and Syria respectively for five years. 
In  November, Crassus, greedy of wealth, and jealous of Pompey's 
military renown, set out for the East, determined to make war on 
the Parthians, although they had given Rome no provocation. He 
spent the summer of 54 in ravaging Mesopotamia; next year, after 
wintering in Syria, and plundering the temple at  Jerusalem, he 
invaded Parthia once more; his army was destroyed at  Carrhae 
and Crassus himself captured and put to  death. The defeat of 
Crassus, in a war which he had provoked, forced upon Rome the 
Parthian question which was to  trouble her for many years to 
come; his death left his two colleagues face to  face, and hastened 
the inevitable conflict for the mastery of the empire. 

See Plutarch, Crassus; also CAESAR, GAIUS JULIUS; POMPEY; 
ROME, History. 

CRATER, the cavity a t  the mouth of a volcanic duct, usually 
funnel-shaped or presenting the form of a bowl, whence the name, 
from the Gr. ~parl jp , ,  a bowl. (See VOLCANO.) Also the cavity 
in the carbon (or electrode) of an arc light. When an alternating 
current is employed, a crater is  formed in both electrodes. 

CRATER MOUND (long known as Coon Butte), perhaps 
the most mysterious geological feature in western United States, 
is located about Tom. S. of Sunshine, Arizona. Viewed from a 
distance, the mound appears as a low ridge, but on near approach 
this ridge is found to be circular and to enclose a great hole 
4,oooft. in diameter and 6ooft. deep. The encircling ridge is 
from roo to rsoft. high, and consists of loose fragments of rock 
and sand, evidently blown out of the hole. The cause of this 
great hole has not been satisfactorily determined. Several geolo- 
gists believe that it was made by a great meteor, but no evi- 
dences were revealed by the tests made. Others suggest that it  is 
due to an explosion of steam from volcanic sources below. Tb.e 
latter theory would account for the somewhat upturned and 
broken strata of the rim. 

CRATERS OF THE MOON NATIONAL MONU- 
MENT, a tract of about 39 sq.m. in south-central Idaho, U.S A., 
set apart in 1924 as a Government reservation. I t  is a region of 
cones and craters formed by volcanoes which have probably been 
extinct for only a few centuries, and the name of the reservation 
was suggested by its resemblance to the surface of the moon. 
While the black lava and cinders allow only the scantiest flora 
and quickly absorb the very light rainfall, water is to be found in 
tunnels which were formed by eruptions through a partly formed 
crust. Lava stalactites and stalagmites in red and blue are striking 
features of these tunnels. 

CRATES, Athenian actor and author of comedies, flourished 
about 470 B.C. H e  was regarded as the founder of Greek comedy 
proper, since he abandoned political lampoons on individuals and 
introduced more general subjects and a well-developed plot 
(Aristotle, Poetica, 5).  H e  is stated to have been the first to  
represent the drunkard on the stage (Arlstophanes, Knights, 
37 ff.). 

Fragments in Meineke, Podtarum Comicorurn Graecorum jrag- 
menta, i. 

CRATES, the name of two Greek philosophers. 
I .  CRATES, of Athens, successor of Polemo as leader of the 

Old Academy. 
~:.CRATES, of Thebes, a Cynic philosopher of the latter half 

of the 4th century B.C. He was the pupil of Diogenes, and the last 
great representative of cynicism. He gave up his fortune in ac- 
cordance with Cynic principles, and devoted his life to  the attain- 
ment of virtue and the teaching of self-control. H e  married Hip- 
parchia, of a wealthy Thracian family, against her father's wishes. 
He seems to have lived into the third century. According t o  
Diogenes Laertius, he was the author of a number of letters on 
philosophical subjects; but those extant under the name of Crates 
(R. Hercher, Epistolograplti Graeci, 1873) are spurious. Diogenes 
Laertius credits him with a short poem, I Ia lyv~a ,  and several 



philosophic tragedies. Plutarch's life of Crates is lost. The great 
importance of Crates' work is that he formed the link between 
Cynicism and the Stoics, Zeno of Citium being his pupil. 

See N .  Postumus, De Cratete Cynico (1823) ; F.  Mullach, Frag. 
Philosophorum Graecorum, ii. (1867) ; E. Wellmann in Ersch and 
Gruber's Allgemeine Encyklopiidie; Diog. Laert. vi. 85-93, 96-95. 

CRATES, of Mallus in Cilicia, a Greek grammarian and Stoic 
philosopher of the 2nd century B.c., leader of the literary school 
and head of the library of Pergamum. He was the chief repre- 
sentative of the allegorical theory of exegesis, and maintained that 
Homer intended to express scientific or philosophical truths in the 
form of poetry. About 170 S.C., he visited Rome as ambassador 
of Attalus II. ,  king of Pergamum, where he delivered lectures 
which gave the first impulse to the study of grammar and criticism 
among the Romans (Suetonius, D e  grammaticis, 2). His chief 
work was a critical and exegetical commentary on Homer. 

See C .  Wachsmuth, De Cratete Mallota (1860), containing an ac- 
count of the life, pupils and writings of Crates; J. E. Sandys, Hist. of  
Class. Schol. i. 156 (1906). 

CRATINUS (Gr. kri-td-n6s) ( c .  520-423 B.c.), Athenian 
dramatist, chief representative of the old comedy. Hardly any- 
thing is known of his life, and only fragments of his works 
have been preserved. But a good idea of their character can be 
gained from the opinions of his contemporaries, especially Aris- 
tophanes. His comedies were notable for their vigorous political 
satire, a marked exception being the burlesque 'OSvuucis, probably 
written while a law was in force forbidding all political references 
on the stage. Persius calls the author "the bold," as in the 
Nemesis  and Archilochi, he attacks Pericles, then at  the height of 
his power. The Panoptae was a satire on the sophists and specula- 
tive philosophers of the day. Of his last comedy the plot has come 
down to us. Aristophanes and others taunted him with being a 
doting drunkard. Cratinus was roused to put forth all his strength, 
and in 423 B.C. produced the n v ~ i v q ,  or Bottle, which defeated 
the Clouds of Aristophanes. I n  this comedy, Cratinus represents 
the comic muse as the faithful wife of his youth. His guilty fond- 
ness for a rival-the bottle-has aroused her jealousy. She de- 
mands a divorce from the archon; but her husband returns peni- 
tent to  her side. I n  Grenfell and Hunt's Oxyrhynchus Papyri, iv. 
( ~ g o q ) ,  containing a further instalment of their edition of the 
Behnesa papyri discovered by them in 1896-97, is the argument of 
a play by Cratinus-the Dionysalexandros (i.e., Dionysus in the 
part of Paris), aimed against Pericles. The style of Cratinus has 
been likened to that of Aeschylus; and Aristophanes, in the 
Knights,  compares him to a rushing torrent. According to the 
statement of a doubtful authority, which is not borne out by 
Aristotle, Cratinus increased the number of actors in comedy to 
three. H e  wrote 21 comedies and gained the prize nine times. 

B ~ ~ ~ ~ o c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~ r a g r n e n t s  in Meineke, Fragmenta Comicorum 
Graecorum, or Kock, Comicorum Atticorum fragmenta. A younger 
Cratinus flourished in the time of Alexander the Great. I t  is considered 
that some of the comedies ascribed to the elder Cratinus were really the 
work of the younger. See G. Thieme, Quaestionum Comicarum ad 
Periclem pertinentium, Capita Tria (1908). 

CRATIPPUS (fl. c. 375 B.c.), Greek historian. There are 
only three or four references to him in ancient literature, but he 
has been identified by several scholars (e.g. Blass) with the 
author of the historical fragment discovered by Grenfell and 
Hunt, and published by them in Oxyrhynchzls Papyri, vol. v. I t  
may be regarded as a fairly certain inference from a passage in 
Plutarch ( D e  Gloria Atheniensium, p. 3 4 j  E, ed. Bernardakis, ii. 
p. 455) that  he was an Athenian writer, intermediate in date 
between Thucydides and Xenophon, and that his work continued 
the narrative of Thucydides, from the point a t  which the latter 
historian stopped (410 B.c.) down to the battle of Cnidus 
(394 B.c.). 

The fragments are published in C. Miiller's Fragmenta Historicorurn 
Graecorum. For authorities see under THEOPOMPUS. 

CRATIPPUS, of Mitylene (1st century B.c.), Peripatetic 
philosopher, contemporary with Cicero, whose son he taught at 
Athens, and by whom he is praised in the D e  oficiis as the great- 
est of his school. H e  shared Pompey's flight after Pharsalia. Bru- 
tus, while at  Athens, after the assassination of Caesar, attendeb 

his lectures. The freedom of Rome was conferred upon him by  
Caesar, a t  the request of Cicero. I n  44 B.C. the Areopagus in- 
vited him to succeed Andronicus of Rhodes as scholarch. H e  
seems to have held that, while motion, sense and appetite cannot 
exist apart from the body, thought reaches its greatest power 
when most free from bodily influence, and that divination is due 
to the direct action of the divine mind on that faculty of the 
human soul which is not dependent on the body. A work on 
divination is attributed to him. 

Cicero, De divinatione, i. 3, 32, 50, ii. 48, 52 ; De oficiis, i. I ,  iii. 2 ; 
Plutarch, Cicero, 24. 

CRAU, a region of southern France, in the department of 
Bouches-du-Rhbne, lying east of the eastern arm of the Rh8ne 
between the chain of the Alpines and the Mediterranean, west and 
north-west of the Btang de Berre. I t  is a low-lying plain, about 
80 sq.m. in area, practically desert. I ts  surface is formed of 
pebbles (whence the name, from a Celtic root meaning "stone") 
of all sizes: these, mixed with a proportion of fine soil, overlie a 
subsoil of stones cemented into a hard mass by  deposits of cal- 
careous mud, beneath which lie loose stones, once the sea-bed. 
Naturally sterile, the Crau is adapted for agriculture by the process 
of warping, carried out by means of the Canal de Craponne, which 
dates from the 16th century; about one-quarter of the region in 
the north and east has thus been covered by the rich deposits of 
the waters of the Durance, to  whith the Crau is said to  owe its 
natural surface. Land which before supplied only rough pasture 
for sheep, has thus been made to grow the vine and olive; where 
irrigation is practicable, water-meadows have been formed. I n  
the uncultivated parts the mirage is said to  occur. 

CRAUCK, GUSTAVE (1827-~goj),  French sculptor, was 
born and died a t  Valenciennes, where a special museum for his 
works was erected in his honour. At Paris his "Coligny" monu- 
ment is in the rue de Rivoli, his "Victory" in the Place des Arts 
et MCtiers, and "Twilight7' in the Avenue de l'observatoire. 
Among his finest works is his "Combat du Centaure," on which 
he was engaged for 30 years, the figure of the Lapith having been 
modelled after the athlete, Eugene Sandow. 

CRAUFURD, QUINTIN (1743-1819), British author, was 
born a t  Kilwinning and entered the service of the East  India 
Company. Returning to Europe before the age of 40, he settled 
in Paris, where he formed a good library and collection of 
paintings, coins, and other objects of antiquarian interest. Crau- 
furd was on intimate terms with the French court, especially 
with Marie Antoinette, and was one of those who arranged the 
flight to Varennes. H e  escaped to Brussels, but in 1792 he re- 
turned to Paris in the hope of rescuing the royal prisoners. H e  
lived among the French kmigre's until the peace of Amiens made 
it  possible to  return to  Paris. Through Talleyrand's influence he 
was able to  remain in Paris after the war was renewed, and he 
died there on Nov. 23 1819. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Among his works are The History, Religion, Learn- 
ing, and Manners o f  the Hindus (17go), History o f  the Bastille (1798), 
Secret History o f  the King o f  France and his Escape from Paris (first 
published in 1885), Notice sur Marie Antoinette (1809). 

CRAUFURD, ROBERT (1764-1812), British major-gen- 
eral, one of the quickest and most brilliant of Wellington's lieuten- 
ants in the Peninsular War, was born at  Newark, Ayrshire, on 
May 5 ,  1764, and entered the 25th Foot in 1779. H e  saw service 
in the campaigns against Tippoo Sahib (1790-92) ; with the Aus- 
trian armies in 1793; in 1797 with Lake in the suppression of the 
Irish rising of that year; as British commissioner a t  Russian 
headquarters in Suv6rov's Swiss campaign 1799; and in the 
Buenos Aires expedition of 1807. Craufurd held a brigade com- 
mand in the Corunna campaign of 1808, and next year was sent 
to  Spain in command of the brigade (43rd, jznd and 95th bat- 
talions), soon to be famous throughout Europe as the "Light 
Brigade." Craufurd found himself three marches in the rear of 
Wellesley's army when the news that a battle was in  progress 
at  Talavera reached him. H e  reached the front on the day after 
the battle, the brigade having covered 62 miles in 26 hours. Start- 
ing with this record, Craufurd's brigade covered itself with glory 
at  Busaco, a t  Fuentes d'onoro, and at  the storming of Ciudad 



Rodrigo, where their commander was mortally wounded (Jan. 19, 
1812) while directing the attack. H e  died on the 24th and was 
buried in the breach his men had made. 

Craufurd's elder brother, Lieut.-Gen. SIR CHARLES CRAUFURD 
(1761-IS~I),  was British commissioner at  the Austrian army 
headquarters in Flanders in the campaign of I 793, and in western 
Germany in 1795-96. H e  was severely wounded a t  Amberg and 
invalided home. H e  was promoted lieutenant-general in 1810, 
and received the G.C.B. in  1821. H e  died on March 26, 1821. 
Craufurd published nothing except a translation of Tielke's book 
on the Seven Years War, but he was an acute observer, and his 
papers on the campaigns in which he shared, preserved in the 
Record Office, London, form invaluable material for the military 
historian. 

CRAVAT, the name given by the French in the reign of 
Louis XIV. t o  the scarf worn by the Croatian soldiers enlisted 
in the royal Croatian regiment (Fr. cravate, a corruption of 
"Croat"). Made of linen or muslin with broad edges of lace, it 
became fashionable, and the name was applied both in England 
and France to various forms of neckerchief, from the loosely tied 
lace cravat with long flowing ends, called a "Steinkirk" after the 
battle of 1692, to  the elaborately folded and lightly starched 
linen or cambric neckcloth worn in the late 18th and early 19th 
centuries. The modern cravat is a necktie. 

CRAVEN, PAULINE (1808-IS~I),  French author, was 
born in London on April 12, 1808, daughter of the comte Auguste 
de la Ferronaye, diplomatist, and for a short time foreign minis- 
ter  under Charles X. She married in 1834 Augustus Craven, 
who was a t  that time an attach6 in the British embassy a t  Naples. 
Her  most famous work, Re'cit d'une soeur (1866, Eng. trans. 
1868), crowned by the AcadCmie Fran~aise,  was drawn from her 
own family history. Other novels followed, and in 1888 Lady 
Georgians Fullerton, sa vie et ses oez~vres. She died in Paris on 
April I ,  1891. Her husband (d. 1884), translated the corre- 
spondence of Lord Palmerston and of the Prince Consort into 
French. 

See Memoir o f  Mrs. Augustus Craven (1894), by her friend Mrs. 
Mary Catherine Bishop; also Paolina Craven, by T.  F. Ravaschieri 
Fieschi (1892). There is a biography of Mrs. Craven's father, "En 
emigration," in Etienne Lamy's TCmoins des jours passe's (1907). 

CRAVEN, WILLIAM CRAVEN, EARL OF (1608-1697), 
eldest son of Sir William Craven, lord mayor of London, ma- 
triculated a t  Trinity college, Oxford, in 1623, and joined the 
Middle Temple in 1624. H e  served under the princes of Orange, 
and then in 1632 joined Frederick, the exiled king of Bohemia, 
in  an attempt to  recover the Palatinate. I n  a second expedition 
(1637) he was taken prisoner, but was ransomed in 1639. H e  
joined Elizabeth, queen of Bohemia ( q . ~ . ) ,  in her exile in Holland. 
H e  also gave large financial assistance to  Charles I. and to 
Charles II. ,  whom he accompanied on his return to England. He 
received the queen of Bohemia a t  his house in Drury lane, Lon- 
don, in 1661. I n  1664 he was created viscount and earl of Craven, 
and held many offices under Charles 11. and James 11. Craven was 
a patron of letters and a member of the Royal Society. He died 
unmarried on April 9, 1697, when the earldom became extinct, 
the barony passing by special remainder to his cousin William, 
2nd Baron Craven; the present earl of Craven (the earldom 
being revived in 1801) is descended from John, a younger brother 
of the latter. The first Lord Craven's brother John, who was 
created Baron Craven of Ryton, Shropshire, and died in 1648, 
was the founder of the Craven scholarships a t  Oxford and Cam- 
bridge, of which the first was awarded in 1649. 

BIBLIOGRAPIIY.-Diet o f  r a t .  Biography; M. A. E. Green, Lives 
o f  the Princesses o f  England (1854) ; Miss Benger, Memoirs of 
Elizabeth Stuart (1825) ; Memoiren der Herzogin Sophie, ed. A. 
Kocher (1879) ; "Briefe der Elisabeth Stuart" in Bibliothek des liter- 
arischen Vereins (Stuttgart, 1903) ; hlacaulay's Hist. of England, ii., 
584 (1858) ; V ~ r n e y  Papers (Camden Soc., 1853) ; Cal. of St. Pap. 
Dom. 

CRAWFORD, EARLS OF. The house of Lindsay, of 
which the earl of Crawford is the head, traces its descent to the 
barons of Crawford who flourished in the 12th century. Sir James 
Lindsay (d. 1396), 9th lord of Crawford, in Lanarkshire, was 

descended from Sir Alexander Lindsay of Luffness (d. 1309), 
who obtained Crawford and other estates in 1297 and who was 
high chamberlain of Scotland. Froissart tells of the wanderings 
of the 9th lord after the battle of Otterburn. His cousin and suc- 
cessor, Sir David Lindsay (c .  1360-1407)~ who married a daugh- 
ter of Robert II. ,  was made earl of Crawford. The 4th earl of 
Crawford (d. 14j4), one of the most powerful of the Scottish 
nobles, took arms against King James II., but submitted in 1452. 
His son David the 5th earl ( c .  1440-95) was lord high admiral 
and lord chamberlain; he went as ambassador to  England, and in 
1488 was created duke of Montrose, though the title did not 
descend t o  his son. Montrose fought for James 111. a t  Sauchie- 
burn, and his son John, the 6th earl (d. 1513), fell a t  Flodden. 
David Lindsay, 8th earl (d. I 542), whose son Alexander was sen- 
tenced to death for attempting to kill his father, conveyed the 
earldom to his kinsman, David Lindsay of Edzell, a t  whose death 
in 15j8 the earldom came back with the consent of the Crown 
to the elder line of the Lindsays, i.e., to Alexandcr's son David. 
The 10th earl, David Lindsay (d. 1574)~ supported Mary, queen 
of Scots. His son and successor, David, a grandson of Car- 
dinal Beaton, took part in the risings under James VI., was 
converted to Roman Catholicism and communicated with 
Spain about an invasion of England. Ludovic Lindsay, 16th earl 
(1600-52), took part in the strange plot of 1641 to overthrow 
Argyll. He joined Charles I. during the Civil War. I n  1644 the 
Scottish parliament declared his earldom forfeited and gave it to 
John Lindsay, 1st earl of Lindsay. Ludovic was imprisoned, 
but was released in 1645 by Rfontrose, under whom he served 
until the king's surrender. H e  died without issue, probably in 
France. The earl of Lindsay ( I  7th earl of Crawford), who thus 
supplanted his kinsman, belonged to the family of Lindsay of 
the Byres, a branch descended from Sir David Lindsay of Craw- 
ford, grandfather of the 1st earl of Crawford. A leader of the 
Covenanters, he marched with the Scottish army into England in 
1641; in the same year he became lord high treasurer of Scot- 
land, and in 1645 president of the parliament. Later he changed 
sides and signed the "engagement" for the release of Charles I .  
in 1647, losing all his offices by the act of classes when his enemy, 
the marquess of Argyll, obtained the upper hand. I n  1661 he 
was restored to his dignities, but his refusal to  abjure the covenant 
compelled him t o  resign them in 1663. His son William, 18th 
earl of Crawford, also an ardent Covenanter, was president of the 
Convention parliament in 1690. William's grandson, John Lind- 
say, 20th earl of Crawford and 4th earl of Lindsay (1702-49), 
served against the Turks in the Russian army, and also under 
Prince Eugene. H e  also served at  Dettingen and Fontenoy, and 
against France in the Netherlands. 

At the death of George, 22nd earl (1758-1808), without issue, 
the earldoms of Crawford and Lindsay were separated, George's 
kinsman, David Lindsay (d. 1809), a descendant of the 4th Lord 
Lindsay of the Byres, becoming 7th earl of Lindsay. Both he and 
his successor Patrick (d. 1839) died without sons, and in 1878 
the House of Lords decided that Sir John Trotter Bethune, bart. 
(1827-94), also a descendant of the 4th Lord Lindsay of the 
Byres, was entitled to the earldom. The earldom of Crawford 
remained dormant from 1808 until 1848, when the House of 
Lords adjudged it  to  James Lindsay, 7th earl of Balcarres. His 
son, Alexander William Crawford Lindsay, 25th earl of Crawford 
(1812-So), wrote Lives of the Lindsays ( 3  vols., 1849); Let- 
ters on Egypt, Edam and the Holy Lalzd (1838); TJze Earldom 
of Mar during 500 years (1882), and other works. 

His only son, James Ludovic Lindsay, 26th earl of Crawford 
and 9th earl of Balcarres (1847-1913), was an astronomer and 
orientalist. He was elected president of the Royal Astronomical 
society in 1882, and at  his death he bequeathed to the British mu- 
seum his great collection of stamps and many valuable mss. to  the 
John Rylands library, Manchester and the free library of Wigan. 
He was succeeded as 27th earl by his son David (1871-1940), who 
was a member of Lloyd George's Coalition Cabinet (1916-22). 
Robert Alexander Lindsay (1900- ), succeeded his father as 
28th earl of Crawford and 11th earl of Balcarres in 1940. 
' See Lord Lindsay (25th earl of Crawford), Lives of the Lindsays 



CRAWFORD-CRAWFORDSVILLE 
(1849) ; A. Jervise, History and Traditions of the Land of the Lind- 
says (1882) ; H. T. Folkard, A Lindsay Record (1899) ; and Sir J. B. 
Paul's edition of the Scots Peerage of Sir R. Douglas, vol, iii. (1906). 

CRAWFORD, FRANCIS MARION (1854-~gog), Ameri- 
can author, was born a t  Bagni di Lucca, Italy, Aug. 2, 18 54, being 
the son of the American sculptor, Thomas Crawford (q.v.), and 
the nephew of Julia Ward Howe, the American poet. The cosmo- 
politanism of his work is foreshadowed by his early training at St. 
Paul's school, Concord, N.H. ; Trinity college, Cambridge; Heidel- 
berg, and Rome. I n  18 79 he went to India, where he studied San- 
skrit and edited the Allahabad Indian Herald. Returning to Amer- 
ica he continued to study Sanskrit a t  Harvard university for a 
year, contributed to  various periodicals, and in 1882 produced his 
first novel, M r .  Isaacs, a brilliant sketch of modern Anglo-Indian 
life mingled with a touch of Oriental mystery. This book had an 
immediate succcss, and its author's promise was confirmed by the 
publication of Dr. Claudius (1883). After a brief residence in N.Y. 
city and Boston and travelling in Turkey and elsewhere, Craw- 
ford in 1883 returned to Italy, where he made his permanent 
home and about which he wrote numerous novels, including the 
excellent series Saracinesca (1 88 7), Sant' Ilario (1889) and Don  
Orsino (1892). His interest in his adopted country is also revealed 
in his historical works, A v e  R o m a  Int-inorfalis (1898), Rulers of 
the South  (1900)-renamed Sicily, Calabria and Malta in 1904- 
and Gleanings f r o m  Venetian History ( ~ g o j ) ,  in which his intimate 
knowledge of local Italian history combines with the romanticist's 
imaginative faculty to  excellent effect. H e  was exceptionally pro- 
lific and treated with vividness and accuracy widely varying pe- 
riods and countries. Among the most celebrated of his novels are : 
A R o m a n  Singer (1884), A Tale of a Lonely Parish (1886), Pazil 
Pato f  (ISS;), T h e  W i t c h  o f  Pragzle (1891), Via  Crzdcis (1899), 
I n  the  Palace o f  the  King (rgoo), and T h e  W h i t e  Sister (1909). 
I n  his American novels, such as A n  A?r~erican Politician (1884), he 
was probably least successful. Nevertheless, he was always a gifted 
narrator, and his romances, with their picturesque backgrounds 
and dramatic characterizations, were very popular. His belief 
that the novel should be "a pocket-stage" for entertainment only, 
he set forth in Tfze Novel- What I s  I t ?  (1893). I t  was but 
natural, therefore, that A Cigarette-A4aker7s Romance (1890) 
should be effective on the stage, and that in 1902 an original play 
from his pen. Francesca da  Rimini ,  should be produced in Paris 

, by Sarah Rernhardt. He died a t  Sorrento April g, 1909. 
For criticism and bibliography see F. J. Cooper, Some American 

Story Tellers (1911). 
CRAWFORD, ISABELLA VALANCY (1850-IS?), 

Canadian poetess, the daughter of an Irish physician, was born in 
Dublin on Dec. 2 j ,  18j0, and died in Toronto on Feb. 12, 1887. 
In  18 j8  Dr. Crawford and his family emigrated to Canada and set- 
tled in Ontario. After her father's death Isabella supported her- 
self and her mother by journalistic writing in Toronto. In  1884 
she published a small volume of poems. But recognition of her 
work was slow, and, worn out by the struggle for a livelihood, she 
died of heart disease a t  the age of 36. Her best known poems are 
Old Spookeses Pass and 2,~alrolm's Katie. 

See K.  Hale, Zsabella Valancy Crawford (1923), which contains a 
memoir and full bibliography. 

CRAWFORD, THOMAS (1814-1857), American sculp- 
tor, was' born in New York on March 22, 1814. He showed at  an 
early age great taste for art, and learned to draw and carve in 
wood. In  the summer of 1835 he went to Rome and became a 
pupil of Thorwaldsen. The first work which made him generally 
known as a man of genius was his group of "Orpheus entering 
Hades in Search of Eurydice," executed in 1839, followed by the 
"Babes in the Wood," "Flora," "Hebe and Ganymede," "Sappho," 
"Vesta," the "Dancers" and the "Hunter." Among his statues 
and busts are especially noteworthy the bust of Josiah Quincy, in 
the Boston Athenaeum, the equestrian statue of Washington at  
Richmond (Va.), the statue of Beethoven in the Boston music 
hall, statues of Channing and Henry Clay, and the colossal figure 
of "Armed Liberty" for the C:ipitol a t  Washington. For this build- 
ing he executed also the figures for the pediment and began the 
bas-reliefs for the bronze doors, which were afterwards completed 

bq W. H.  Rinehart. The groups of the pediment symbolize the 
progress of civilizatioil in America. Crawford's works include a 
large number of bas-reliefs of Scriptural subjects taken from both 
the Old and the New Testaments. H e  made Rome his home, but 
he visited America several times-first in 1844 (in which year he 
married Louisa Ward), in 1849 and in 1856. H e  died in London 
on October 10, 18j7. 

See Das Lincoln Monzbment, eine Rede des Senator Charles Sumner, 
to which are appended the biographies of several sculptors, including 
that of Thomas Crawford (Frankfurt a. M., 1868) ; Thomas Hicks, 
Eulogy on TIzomas Crawford (1865). 

CRAWFORD, WILLIAM HARRIS ( I  7 72-1834), Ameri- 
can statesman, was born in Amherst county, Va., Feb. 24, I 772. 
H e  studied a t  Carmel academy for two years, was principal of 
one of the largest schools in Augusta, and in 1798 was admitted 
to  the bar. With Horatio Marbury, he prepared a digest of the 
laws of Georgia from I 755 to 1800. From 1803 to 1807 he was 
a member of the State House of Representatives. From 1807 to 
1813 he was a member of the U.S. Senate, of which he was presi- 
dent pro tempore from March 1812 to March 1813. I n  1813 he  
declined the offer of the post of secretary of war, and until 1815 
was minister to the court of France. H e  was secretary of war in 
1815-1816, and secretary of the Treasury from 1816 to 1825. 
I n  1816 in the congressional caucus which nominated James Mon- 
roe for the Presidency. Crawford was a strong opposing candidate 
having, a t  first a majority, but when the vote was finally cast 65 
were for Monroe and 54 for Crawford. 

I n  1824, when the congressional caucus was fast becoming ex- 
tinct, Crawford, being prepared to control it, insisted that it  be 
held, but of 216 Republicans only 66 attended; of these, 64 voted 
for Crawford. Three other candidates, however, Andrew Jack- 
son, John Quincy Adams and Henry Clay, were otherwise put 
in the field. During the campaign Crawford was stricken with 
paralysis, and when the electoral vote was cast Jackson received 
99, Adams 84, Crawford 41 and Clay 37. Adams became presi- 
dent through Clay's influence in the House of Representatives. 
Crawford was invited by Adams to continue as secretary of the 
treasury, but declined. H e  recovered his health sufficiently to  
become (in 1827) a circuit judge in his own State, but died 
while on circuit, in  Elberton, Ga., on Sept. IS, 1834. 

I n  his day he was undoubtedly one of the foremost political 
leaders of the country, but his reputation has not stood the test 
of time. H e  was of imposing presence and had great conversa- 
tional powers; but his inflexible integrity was not sufficiently 
tempered by tact and civility to  make him generally popular. 
Although a skilful political organizer, he incurred the bitter en- 
mity of other leaders of his time-Jackson, Adams and Calhoun. 
He won the admiration of Albert Gallatin and others by his 
powerful support of the movement in 1811 to recharter the Bank 
of the United States; he earned the condemnation of posterity 
by his authorship in 1820 of the four-years-term law, which lim- 
ited the term of service of thousands of public officials t o  four 
years, and did much to develop the "spoils system." H e  was a 
Liberal Democrat, and advised the calling of a Constitutional 
Convention as preferable to  nullification or secession. 

CRAWFORD NOTCH, a deep defile through the White 
mountains, dividing the great New Hampshire group near its 
centre. The notch proper, about gm. in length, is formed by Mts. 
Willard and Willey on the west and Mts. Webster and Jackson 
on the east. The pass a t  its highest point attains an altitude of 
1.914ft., and above it  the granite walls rise boldly on either side 
for approximately an equal elevation, the peaks being still higher, 
but generally not visible from the highway. Fantastic figures 
carved in the rocky heights, several cascades and the dashing 
Saco river all lend charm to this naturally beautiful place. The 
State of New Hampshire has set apart about G,oooac. of the notch 
as a State forest. 

CRAWFORDSVILLE, a city of Indiana, U.S.A., 4om. N.W. 
of Indianapolis, on Sugar creek; the county seat of Montgomery 
county. I t  is served by the Monon Route, the Big Four, and the 
Pennsylvania railways. The population in 1930 was ro .g j j ,  in 
1940 it was 11,089. It is a trading and distributing centre for an 



important stock-raising region. There are many shippers and 
breeders of pedigree cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry in the county. 
Among the leading manufacturing products are building bricks, 
nails, wire specialties, sheet metal products, water tanks, poultry 
houses and brooders, steel culverts, lift trucks and skid platforms, 
water softener, spark arresters, gray iron castings, caskets, milk 
processing products, roof tile machines and bottle caps and metal 
lithographing. There are several printing plants and large 
wholesale houses dealing mostly in field and garden seeds. The 
municipality owns its electric power and light plant and serves 
many outlying towns and the surrounding farm area. Montgom- 
ery county was the first in the U.S.A. to establish consolidated 
rural schools, and the first to have free delivery of mail in the 
rural districts. Wabash college for men, occupying 4oac. in the 
heart of the city, was founded here in 1832 by four pioneer Pres- 
byterian missionaries. The enrolment is limited to about 500. 
The first settler in Crawfordsville (1820) was William Miller. 
The town was laid out in 1822, and was chartered as a city in 
1863. I t  was the home of Gen. Lew Wallace and of Maurice 
Thompson, and the birthplace of Meredith Nicholson and of 
Kenyon Nicholson. 

CRAYER, GASPARD DE ( I  582-1 669), Flemish painter, 
was born a t  Antwerp, Nov. 18. 1582, and was a pupil of Raphael 
Coxcie. H e  matriculated in the guild of St. Luke at  Brussels in 
1607, resided in the capital of Brabant till after 1660, and finally 

. settled a t  Ghent. Amongst the numerous pictures which he 
painted in Ghent, one in the museum represents the martyrdom 
of St. Blaise, and bears the inscription A0 1668 aet. 86. His pic- 
tures abound in the churches and museums of Brussels and Ghent ; 
and there is scarcely a country chapel in Flanders or Brabant that 
cannot boast of one or more of his works. Some important pic- 
tures are to be found a t  Aix in Provence and at  Amberg in the 
Upper Palatinate. Crayer died at  Ghent on Jan. 27, 1669. His 
best works may be seen in the galleries of Brussels, Ghent, the 
Louvre, the Munich Pinakothek, and the Belvedere a t  Vienna. 
His portrait by Van Dyck was engraved by P. Pontius. 

CRAYFISH, the name of freshwater Crustacea, closely allied 
to  and resembling the lobsters, and, like them, belonging to the 
order Decapoda. They are divided into two families; the Asta- 
cidae and Parastacidae, inhabit- 
ing respectively the northern and 
the southern hemispheres. 

The crayfishes of England and 
Ireland (Astaczds pallipes) are 
generally about 3 or 4 in. long, 
of a dull green or brownish colour 
above and paler brown or yel- 
lowish below. They are abundant 
in some rivers, especially where 
the rocks are of a calcareous 
nature, sheltering under stones or 
in burrows, which they dig for 
themselves in the banks and 
coming out a t  night in search of 
food. They are omnivorous feed- 
ers, killing and eating insects, 
snails, frogs and other animals, 
and devouring any carrion that 
comes in their way. I t  is stated 
that thev sometimes come on 
land in search of food. tl COURTESY OF T H E  A M E R I C A N  M U S E U M  O! 

Other swecies of the same N a r u n n L  H r s r o R r  

genus are fbund on the continent CRAYFISH ( C A M B A R U S  P R O P I N -  

of Europe and as far east as  Quus) 
Turkistan. Farther east a gap occurs in the distribution and no 
crayfishes are met with till the basin of the Amur is reached, 
where a group of species occurs, extending into northern Japan. 
In  North America, west of the Rocky Mountains, the genus 
Astacus again appears, but east of the watershed it is replaced by 
Cambarus, which is represented by numerous species, ranging 
from the Great Lakes to Mexico. Several blind species inhabit 
the subterranean waters of caves. The best known is Cambarus 

, pellzicidus, found in the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky. 
The area of distribution occupied by the southern crayfishes 

or Parastacidae is separated by a broad equatorial zone from that 
of the northern group. None is found in any part of Africa, 
though a species occurs in Madagascar. They are absent also from 
the "oriental region" of zoologists, but reappear in Australia and 
New Zealand. Some of the AustraIian species, such as the "Mur- 
ray River lobster" (ilstacopsis spinifer) are of large size and are 
used for food. I n  South America crayfishes are found in southern 
Brazil, Argentina and Chile. (W. T .  C.) 

CRAYON, a black or coloured material for drawing, gener- 
aIly in the form of pencils, but sometimes in powdered form. Ob- 
tainable, to some extent, from native earthy and other compact 
and friable mineral substances, crayons are, for the most part, 
artificially prepared mixtures of a base of pipe or china clay with 
Prussian blue, chrome yellow, vermilion, ochres, umbers and other 
pigments cemented together by the introduction of some weak ad- 
hesive, usually gum tragacanth. Calcined gypsum, talc and com- 
pounds of magnesium, bismuth and lead are occasionally used as 
bases. The required shades of tints are obtained by adding vary- 
ing amounts of colouring matter to a given quantity of the base. 
The use of chalks, especially red earth, is of ancient origin as  testi- 
fied by surviving examples, and Horace's rzibrica picta azdt carbone 
would show that the conflicts of the famous gladiators were deline- 
ated in red chalk as well as charcoal. I t  is, however, with the use 
of the medium in more modern ages that we are now mainly con- 
cerned, especially when, in the 16th century, the artists used 
black chalk on white paper, and when, as the century advanced, 
they began more and more to employ it together with other 
mediums for the purpose of suggesting colour. First black chalk 
heightened with white, on a tinted paper, then black and red 
crayon, heightened with white, on papers of various tonality. 
With the specific use, however, of red crayon, in sanguine, as the 
French call it, draughtsmanship seemed t o  extend its scope and 
capacity, as we see particularly in the exquisite drawings of 
Watteau, done in infinite numbers, not only as notes and studies 
for pictures, but for the sheer joy of drawing, with all their in- 
expressible sense of grace and vitality inherent in the just em- 
phasis of the accents of every figure, and the rhythmic signifi- 
cance of every line, and a general expression of animation. "C'est 
de la sanguine qui contient de la pourpre" wrote Edmond de 
Goncourt d propos the incomparable Rratteau, "c'est du crayon 
noir qzii a 21w veloute' ci mzsl az~tre pareil; e t  cela me'lange' de craie 
avec la pratiqzie savante e t  spiritiielle de  l 'arf iste,  devient ,  sur dzi 
papier chamois, de la cl~oir b l o ~ d e  e t  rose.'' There is little in the 
use of crayon that we could not learn from the inimitable draw- 
ings of Watteau if only we hsd the wit to  divine the magic of his 
art. How to commingle the red, black and white strokes with the 
tone of the paper so as to  suggest the illusion of a natural 
garment of colour, how to rub the vermilion chalk on the black 
with the finger or a stump or a rag, so that a lovely tone shall 
evolve, how to draw those expressive lines that positively sparkle 
with the living accent, how to judge the exact tones of white that 
shall lighten the contours and the shadows, which the paper 
always shows between as a half tone; in all these is the secret 
of Watteau's preeminence. This secret was never quite shared, 
for all their talent and charm, with Boucher, Greuze, Lagonard, 
Lancret, Baudouin or Chardin, who put their touch in sanguine 
to the test of unconscious rivalry. 

Most of the old masters used chalk for their drawicgs at  one 
time or another, giving it preference in many instances to pencil, 
or reed, pen and ink, or sepia wash, as for instance in the 15th 
century Gentile Bellini did a self-portrait in black chalk, and 
Francesco Morone a "Virgin enthroned with Saints" in red. There 
were, however, certain outstanding masters whose expressive lines 
in red and black chalk reflected a clear vision of character in- 
herent in the contours. There were the Clouets, Jean and Fran- 
p i s ,  successively court painters t o  Francis I. whose crayon 
drawings, almost in outline, were so peculiarly distinguished for 
their psychological truth, and there was Holbein, whose series of 
portrait drawings at  Windsor, is one of our glorious possrssions. 
To obtain a full effect of colour h r  would variously tint the 



2. Crayon studies for  the L ibyan Sybil. by  Michelangelo (1475-1564), for the ceil- 4. Crayon studies for a mural, by Pierre C. Puvis de Chavannes (1824- 98) 
ing of  the Sistine Chapel, i n  the Vatican, Rome 5. Landscape i n  crayon by  Thomas Gainsborough (1727- 88) 

3. G i r l  w i t h  cherries, pastel by  John Russell (1745- 1806). The Louvre 6. G i r l  w i t h  a monkey, pastel by Rosalba Carriera of Venice (1675- 1757) 
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paper, and rub the tint away where light was wanted, or he would 
add white, the drawing being done with red or black chalk, the 
essential character of the face and head being exactly defined, and 
the chalk then rubbed t o  soften the tone suggestively, and a 
supplementary line or so of silver point being introduced for  
accent. The magnificently rich drawings of Rubens were done 
with black chalk heightened with white, or with the red crayon, 
while Van Dyck used chalk on a blue or brown paper, the choice 
of paper, by the way, influencing very much the effect of the 
chalks in the drawing. Titian and Tintoretto drew in black and 
white on blue paper, and Fra Bartolommeo on salmon pink or 
yellowish paper, while Correggio used red chalk with washes of 
red bistre heightened with white, Leonardo caressed the toned 
paper, so to speak, with his exquisite enfolding lines in red, and 
Piero di Cosimo, among others, reflected his influence. The black 
or red crayon was used characteristically with individual powers 
and finesse by Michelangelo, Raphael, Andrea del Sarto, Pon- 
torno, Carpaccio, Lorenzo di Credi, Diirer and Lucas van Leyden, 
Rembrandt, Ruisdael, Esias van de Velde, Claude Loraine, Callot, 
Gravelot. Of English artists, Richard Wilson used chalk for 
classic landscape studies with beautiful effect, but the supreme 
master of the crayon in English ar t  was Gainsborough, who, with 
the softening influence of the stump, made nature speak pictorially 
with grace, beauty and vivacity as well in landscape as in the 
human figure. A notable series of drawings in red chalk is that 
by Alfred Stevens, the famous sculptor, but among the moderns 
Whistler's manner of using coloured chalks was most lovely and 
distinguished. A new invention of oil colours in crayon form, 
purporting to  be used a s  a substitute for brush painting, was in- 
vented a t  the beginning of the century by I. F. Raffaelli, the 
French painter and etcher, who painted many pictures with the 
new medium. The colours, however, are said to have soon lost 
their brilliancy. See also PASTEL. 

BIBLIOCRAPHY.-JOS~~~ Meder, Die Handzeichnung. Ihve Technik 
und entwicklzmg (1919) ; Harold Speed, The Practice and Science o f  
Drawing. ( M .  C .  S.) 

CREAMERIES. The  earliest creameries in Europe were the 
result of political movements. Largely in consequence of the loss 
of Schleswig-Holstein and the closing of the German market, the 
farmers of Denmark were the first to  alter their methods to suit 
the new and radical change in European agriculture, due to  better 
transport and the development of virgin soils overseas. Their 
first organized endeavour was to  found factories, where their milk 
could be made into butter or cheese of a uniform standard, suitable 
for new markets, especially Britain. I n  the history of such cream- 
eries, as  they were called in England, or laiteries in France, nothing 
is more remarkable than the progressive absorption of individual 
and proprietary creameries by cooperative creameries. This 
movement was rapid and thorough in all the Scandinavian coun- 
tries and in Ireland, where by creamery many speakers and writers 
mean a cooperative organization. Historically the credit for the 
first creamery may be given t o  the Swiss. A Dane, who travelled 
in Switzerland in 1820, wrote an account of the practice of Swiss 
farmers of sending their cows to a central organization in the 
sweet upper pastures, where most of the milk was made into 
cheese; and each small farmer was paid in due ratio according to 
the yield of his few cows. The consequent increase in profit and 
consequently in cows was marked, and the movement soon spread 
into France. But such cooperation remained as yet local and 
small in extent. The modern creamery may be said to date from 
1866, when the first distributing society was founded in Denmark. 
The  change from corn-growing to dairy farming created the con- 
ditions for an agricultural industry and "in connection with the 
cooperative movement blossomed forth in cooperative dairies, 
slaughter-houses and societies for buying and selling." The move- 
ment began a rapid acceleration in 1882 when the Hjedding dairy 
was founded by a group of farmers in  the south-west of Jutland. 
The number of creameries advanced in Denmark between 1882 
and 1914 from 2 to  1,503 and of these 1,168 were cooperative. 
Invention helped the i d u s t r y ,  especially the de Lava1 separator, 
which first came into use in  1879. 

1xeland.-In the British Isles the creamery is especially asso- 

ciated with Ireland. A new order did not begin till 1889, when 
Sir Horace Plunkett, who had recently returned from ten years' 
ranching in the United States, saw the plight of the farmers and 
realized that the only hope lay in cooperation. "We began," he 
says, "in the year 1889, by organizing cooperative creameries in 
the dairying districts and cooperative credit societies in the poor- 
est communities." After d a c u l t  beginnings the work began to 
flourish, and the Irish creamery became a model. Between 1889 
and 1926 inclusive the aggregate sale of butter from Irish cream- 
eries reached a total of £ 84,000,000. Except for a set-back in the 
rebellion of 1916.and the subsequent years, the progress has been 
marked and contmuous. 

To-day creameries of an elaborate sort are established all round 
the world; and the equipment everywhere is roughly similar. 
Boilers, separators of a t  least a capacity of 800 gallons an hour, 
Pasteurizers, refrigerating machines, cream-ripening vats, churns 
and a laboratory are common properties. I t  is considered by Irish 
organizers that a central cooperative creamery can be profitably 
started, if the produce of 1,000 cows can be secured within a radius 
of 5 or 6 miles. The constitution of cooperative creameries differs 
considerably; but in most is traceable the influence of the Roch- 
dale system, which in Ireland a t  any rate, was consciously imitated. 

The first creamery in the United States was established in 1861. 
The centrifugal cream separator (introduced in 1879) made it 
possible t o  separate the cream from a large volume of milk in a 
short time. The hand-separator (introduced i n  1887), now widely 
used, enabled farmers to  separate the cream a t  home. Large cen- 
tralizing creameries to  which cream is shipped from distances a s  
great as 300 miles have been established. I n  highly developed 
sections most creameries obtain their milk o r  cream from within 
a radius of 15 miles. A large number of such factories are operated 
by farmers as cooperative enterprises. I n  1899 there were 421 
million pounds of butter produced a t  creameries as  against I ,o7 2 
millions produced on the farm. I n  1928 there were 1,500 millions 
produced a t  creameries as against 500 millions of pounds produced 
on the farms. 

The multiplication of creameries has been rapid all over the 
British ~ m p G e ,  not least in  Australasia. I n  ~ u s t i a l i a  in 1925 the 
creameries of the 6 states agreed t o  a levy of  id. on every pound 
of butter and out of this jd. is paid per pound on all butter ex- 
ported. The  factories are recouped by the selling agents who 
charge jd. a lb. extra on all butter consumed within the country. 
This system on principle had been already adopted by  the Federal 
Government in  its Dairy Export Control act of 1914, On some- 
what similar lines a Control Board for dairy exports was set u p  in . . 

New Zealand in 1923. (w. B. TI) 
CREASY, SIR EDWARD SHEPHERD (1812-1878), 

English historian. was born a t  Bexlev in Kent. and educated at 
 tin and King's college, Cambridge. H e  was called to  the Bar it 
Lincoln's Inn in 1837. I n  1840 he was appointed professor of mod- 
ern and ancient history in the university of London, and in 1860 
became chief justice of Ceylon and a knight. H e  died in London 
on Jan. 27, 1878. 

Creasy's most popular work is  his Fifteen Decisive Battles of 
the World (Marathon, Syracuse, Arbela o r  Gaugamela, the Met- 
aurus, the defeat of Varus, Chblons, Tours, Hastings, Joan of 
Arc's victory at  Orleans, the Spanish Armada, Blenheim, Poltava, 
Saratoga, Valmy and Waterloo), which, first published in 1851, 
has passed through many editions. H e  also wrote The  History 
of the Ottoman Turks (1854-56); History of England (1869-70); 
Rise and Progress of the English Constitutiorz (1853) ; Historical 
and Critical Account o f  the Several Invasions of England (1852). 

CREATION, EPIC OF. The Babylonian Epic of Creation 
consisted originally of six books or tablets, the longest being tab- 
let I., 161 lines, and the shortest, tablet II., 129 lines; latterly a 
hymn on the divine titles of Marduk, the hero of the epic, in  142 
or more lines was added as tablet VII. The composition is a prod- 
uct of the priests of Babylon, in  which the local god Marduk is 
glorified as the only deity who was able t o  defeat Tiamat, dragon 
of chaos and personification of the primeval salt water seas. The 
legend states that in the beginning only two entities existed. Apsi3, 
the deity of fresh water, and the female dragon Tiamat, whose 
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waters were mingled in a chaos, but from their union sprang the 
gods of heaven and earth, who rebelled and sought to  create an 
orderly universe. This version attributed the defeat of the male 
deity of chaos, ApsQ, to  the god Nudimmud, or Ea, who then be- 
came the deity of fresh water. But in the great conflict with the 
female dragon, Tiamat, both Anu, the heaven god, and Ea, the 
water god, fled before her and only Marduk, son of Ea, went forth 
to battle with Kingu, leader of Tiamat's hosts, and then with Tia- 
mat herself. There is a long description of the birth of Marduk in 
Book I. The Assyrian version substitutes Ashur for Marduk but 
this revision is not consistently carried out in the Assyrian copies. 
I n  her determination to destroy the gods of light and order Tia- 
mat created 11 monsters, and Kingu, her husband, was their 
leader. These 11 monsters were identified later with constella- 
tions, Hydra, Leo, Scorpio, etc., after they had been bound by 
Marduk and chained to the stars. 

Marduk, who was at  first an inferior deity, had to be raised to 
the rank of a great god in the divine assembly, whereby he ac- 
quired the power to decree fates and to work miracles. He then 
defeated Tiamat and her host and bound Kingu and the 11 mon- 
sters. The body of Tiamat he divided and with half of it  he made 
the canopy of heaven, and with the other half the abode of the 
ApsQ. Tablet V. contains an astronomical poem, in which Marduk 
fixed the movements of the planets in the ecliptic, the motions of 
the moon, and the positions of the signs of the zodiac. The sixth 
tablet describes the creation of man by Ea, from the blood of the 
slain Kingu, the assigning of the various spheres of influence to the 
gods, the building of Babylon and its temples, and the institution 
of the Babylonian New Year's festival. 

I n  certain other sources there are references to an older Sume- 
rian legend of the primeval conflict of the dragons of darkness 
and the gods of light and order, in which not Marduk, but the war 
god Ninurta was the champion of the gods, and the bird-god, Zu, 
called the "Storm-bird" was the dragon of chaos, who is identified 
with both Pegasus and Scorpio. There are also obscure references 
to Kingu and the dragons having been bound and cast into hell fire 
by Marduk, a legend which has been compared with the burning of 
the beast in Daniel 7 and in the Apocalypse of John 20. The reci- 
tation of the Epic of Creation formed part of the ceremony of 
the New Year's festival a t  Babylon. I n  its present form it  cannot 
antedate the period of the first Babylonian dynasty (2169-1870), 
when i t  was probably written. The texts are all from the late 
Babylonian and Assyrian period. The epic had more influence 
upon the rituals and theological views of the Semitic races of 
Western Asia than any other Babylonian literary work. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-S. Langdon, The Babylonian Epic of Creation (Ox- 
ford, 1923) ; E. Ebeling, Das Babylonische Weltschopfungslied (1921) ; 
and the same scholar gives a new translation in Hugo Gressman's 
Altorientalische Texte und Bilder, 2nd ed. (Tiibingen, 1926) ; Baby- 
lonian Penitelztial Psalms, Tablets I. and VI. from Kisk (1927). 

($ 1. ,- - , 
CREATIONISM AND TRADUCIANISM. Traducian- 

ism is the doctrine about the origin of the soul which was taught 
by Tertullian in his De ani??za-that souls are generated from souls 
in the same way and at  the same time as bodies from bodies: 
creationism is the doctrine that God creates a soul for each body 
that is generated. The Pelagians taunted the upholders of original 
sin with holding Tertullian's opinion, and called them Traduciani 
(from tradux: vid. D u  Cange s. vv.), a name which was perhap: 
suggested by a metaphor in De an. 19, where the soul is describec 
"velut surculus quidam ex matrice Adam in propaginem deducta." 
Hence we have formed "traducianist," "traducianism," and by 
analogy "creationist," "creationism." Augustine denied that tra- 
ducianism was necessarily connected with the doctrine of original 
sin, and to the end of his life was unable to decide for or against 
it. His letter to Jerome (Epist. Clas. iii. 166) is a m'ost valuable 
statement of his difficulties. Jerome condemned it, and said that 
creationism was the opinion of the Church, though he admitted 
that most of the Western Christians held traducianism. The 
question has never been authoritatively determined, but crea. 
tionism, which had always prevailed in the East, became the gen- 
eral opinion of the mediaeval theologians, and Peter Lombard's 
creando infundit aninzas Deus et infundendo creat was an acceptec 

Formula. Luther, like Augustine, was undecided, but Lutherans 
have as a rule been traducianists. Calvin favoured creationism. 

Modern biological and psychological studies have modified the 
conditions of the problem. By insisting upon the close union be- 
tween body and soul, and the continuity in the development of 
both from the parents, they may seem to lend support to tradu- 
cianism. Yet this need not carry with i t  any materialistic conse- 
quence; for the soul, or psychical element in man's nature, may be 
ss important as the body, or physical element, in the development 
which takes place; and the evolutionary process itself may be 
creative. 

See, for the history, indices to Augustine, vol. xi., and Jerome, 
vol. xi., in Migne's Patrologia, s.v. "Anima"; A. Harnack, History of 
Dogma (see Index). 

CREATIVE EVOLUTION is an expression introduced by 
H. Bergson (q.v.), and intimately connected with his philosophy 
(Creative Evolution, Eng. trans., 1922). I t  is intended to draw 
attention to the moment of spontaneous originality in nature, 
snd especially in certain activities and experiences of mankind. 
The work of a great poct or painter clearly cannot be explained 
by merely mechanical forces. I t  cannot even be accounted for 
by explicitly conscious plans and purposes, for the great artist 
does not as a rule know in advance what the result will be, but is 
led to it gradually, step by step. This kind of activity, unfettered 
by mechanical forces a tergo or by explicitly prfconceived ends 
z fronte, and yet resulting in something new, is typical of creative 
evolution. A somewhat similar trend of thought, a t  all events in 
respect of its opposition to  purely mechanistic accounts of natu- 
ral phenomena, has been maintained and made familiar in Eng- 
land by C. Lloyd Morgan under the term Emergence (q.v.). 

CREBILLON, PROSPER JOLYOT DE (1674-1762), 
French tragic poet, was born at  Dijon, where his father, R4elchior 
Jolyot, was notary-royal. I n  1705 he produced Idorne'ne'e; in 
1707 his Atrke et  TIzyeste was repeatedly acted at  court; Electre 
appeared in 1709; and in 1711 he produced his finest play, the 
Rkadamiste et  Ze'nobie, which held the stage for a long period, 
although t-he plot is so complicated as  to be almost incompre- 
hensible. But his Xerxes (1714) was only once played, and his 
Se'miran~is ( I  71 7 )  was an absolute failure. I n  I 707 CrCbillon mar- 
ried a girl without fortune, who died leaving him two young chil- 
dren. Oppresscd with melancholy, he removed to a garret, where 
he surrounded himself with a number of dogs, cats and ravens, 
which he had befriended; he became utterly careless of cleanliness 
or food, and solaced himself with constant smoking. But in 1731, 
in spite of his long seclusion, he was elected member of the French 
Academy; in 1735 he was appointed royal censor; and in 1745 
Mme. de Pompadour presented him with a pension of 1,000 francs 
and a post in the royal library. H e  returned to the stage in 1726 
with a successful play, Pyrrhus; in 1748 his Catilina was played 
with great success before the court; and in 1754, when he was 80 
years old, appeared his last tragedy, Le Triumvirat. The enemies 
of Voltaire maintained that CrCbillon was his superior as a tragic 
poet, and Voltaire then took subjects of no less than five of 
CrCbillon's tragedies-Se'miramis, Electre, Catilina, Le Trium- 
virat, Atrke-as subjects for tragedies of his own. The so-called 
Bloge de Crkbillon (1762), really a depreciation, which appeared 
in the year of the poet's death, is generally attributed to Voltaire, 
though he strenuously denied the authorship. 

There are numerous editions of CrCbillon's works, among which 
may be noticed: Oeuvres (1772) with preface and "Cloge" he Joseph 
de la Porte; Oeuvues (ISZS), containing D'Alembert's Eloge de 
Crtbillon (1775) ; and Thdatre complet (1885) with a notice by 
Auguste Vitu. A complete bibliography is given by Maurice Dutrait, 
in his etude sur la vie et le thddtre de Crdbzllon (1895). 

His only son, CLAUDE PROSPER JOLYOT CR~BILLON (1707- 
1777), French novelist, was born in  Paris, where his life was 
almost entirely spent, but the publication of L'Ecumoire, ou 
Tanzai' et Neadarne' histoire japonaise (1734), which contained 
veiled attacks on the bull Unigenitus, the cardinal de Rohan and 
the duchesse du Maine, led to imprisonment, followed by five 
years' exile in the provinces. With Alexis Piron and Charles CollC 
he founded in 1752 the gay society which met regularly to dine 



a t  the famous "Caveau," where many good stories were elabo- 
rated. From 1759 onwards he was t o  be found a t  the Wednesday 
dinners of the Pelletier, a t  which Garrick, Sterne and Wilkes were 
sometimes guests. H e  married in 1748 an English lady of noble 
family, Lady Henrietta Maria Stafford, who had been his mistress 
from 1744. The most celebrated of his numerous novels 
are: Les Amours de Ze'okinizul, roi des Kofira~zs (1740), in which 
*'ZCokinizul" may be translated Louis XIV., and Le Soplza, conte 
moral (1740), where the moral is supplied in the title only. 

His Oeuvres Complites were collected and printed in 1772. See a 
notice of CrCbillon prefixed to 0. Uzanne's edition of his Contes 
dialoguds in the series of Conteurs du X V I l I e  siicle. 

CRECHE: see DAY NURSERIES. 
CRECY (Cressy), a town of France, in the department of 

Somme, on the Maye, 1 2  mi. N. by E.  of Abbeville by road. Pop. 
(1936) 1.232. I t  is famous for the victory gained here on 
hug. 26, 1346, by the English under Edward 111. over the French 
of King Philip of Valois. After landing near Cherbourg, on July 
12, and making a pillaging march through Normandy, Edward 
decided, in view of reports of the gathering French forces, to re- 
tire towards his allies the Flemings. If this merely meant a con- 
tinuance of his actual direction of march, it  also meant that he 
had to find feasible crossings over the Seine and Somme. For the 
first he had to go upstream almost to Paris, and the second, after 
being thwarted four times, he eventually achieved near the river- 
mouth. His line of retreat a t  last secure, he decided to halt and 
face his pursuers on a well-chosen site, to this end encamping, on 
Aug. 25, a t  Crecy, the French king in the meantime marching from 
Abbeville on Braye. Early on the 26th Edward's army took up its 
position for battle, while the French army continued their pursuit, 
in a straggling column and in much disorder. The English lay on 
the forward slope of a hillside, with their right in front of the 
village of Crecy, their left resting on Wadicourt. Two of the 
three divisions, or "battles," were in first line, that of the young 
prince of Wales (the Black Prince) on the right, that of the earls 
of Northampton and Arundel on the left; the third, under the 
king's own command, in reserve, and the baggage was packed to 
the rear. Each b*tle consisted of a centre of dismounted knights 
and men-at-arms and two wings of archers. The total force was 
a t  most 3,900 men-at-arms, 11,000 English archers, and 5,000 
Welsh light troops (Froissart, first edition; the second gives a 
lower estimate). The French were far stronger, having at  least 

PLAN OF T H E  BATTLE OF CRECY. A U G U S T  26. 1346 I 
12,ooo men-at-arms, 6,000 mercenary crossbowmen (Genoese), 
perhaps 20,000 of the milice des communes, besides a certain 
number of foot of the feudal levy. Along with these served a 
Luxemburg contingent of horse under John, king of Bohemia, and 
other feudatories of the Holy Roman Empire. 

The day was far  advanced when the French came unsuspect- 
ingly upon the English position. Philip, near EstrCes, decided to 
halt and bivouac, deferring the battle until the army was better 
closed up; but the independence and indiscipline of his feudal lords 
committed him to an immediate action, and he ordered forward 

the Genoese crossbowmen, while a line of men-at-arms deployed 
for battle behind them; the rest of the army was still marching in 
an irregular column of route along the road from Abbeville. A 
sudden thunderstorm caused a short delay, then the archers and 
the crossbowmen opened the battle. Here, for the first time in 
Continental warfare, the English long-bow proved its worth. After 
a brief contest the crossbowmen, outranged and outmatched, were 
driven back with enormous loss. Thereupon the first line of 
French knights behind them charged down upon the "faint-hearted 
rabble" of their own fugitives, and soon the first two lines of the 
French were a mere mob of horse and foot struggling with each 
other. The archers did not neglect the opportunity, and shot 
coolly and rapidly into the helpless target in front of them. The  
second attack was made by another large body of knights which 
had arrived, and served but to  increase the number of the 
casualties though here and there a few charged up  to the English 
line and fell near it, among them the blind king of Bohemia, who 
with a party of devoted knights penetrated, and was killed 
amongst, the ranks of the prince of Wales's men-at-arms. 

The battle was now one long series of desperate but ill-con- 
ducted charges, a fresh onslaught being made as  each new corps 
of troops appeared on the scene. The English archers on the 
flanks of the two first-line battles had been wheeled up, the cen- 
tres of dismounted men-at-arms held back, so that the whole line 
resembled a "herse" or harrow with three points formed by the 
archers (see sketch). Each successive body of the French sought 
to come to c!ose quarters with the men-at-arms, and exposed them- 
selves therefore at  short range to the arrows on either flank. Un- 
der these circumstances there could be but one issue of the battle. 
Though 16 distinct attacks were made, and the fighting lasted 
until long after dark, no impression'was made on the English line. 
At one moment the prince was so far in danger that his barons 
sent to  the king for aid. Even then Edward was not disquieted 
and he sent a mere handful of knights to  the prince's battle, say- 
ing, "Let the boy win his spurs." The left battle of the English, 
hitherto somewhat to the rear, moved up into line with the prince 
and the French attack slackened. By midnight the army of France 
had practically annihilated itself; 1,542 men of gentle blood were 
Ieft dead on the field and counted by Edward's heralds, the losses 
of the remainder are unknown. Some 50 of the victors fell in 
the battle, which established England as a great military power, 
helped to ring the curfew on the long day of cavalry supremacy, 
proved the value of fire-power as represented in the long-bow, and 
revealed the magic defensive properties of a tactical combination 
of ground, archery-fire and the stability afforded by steady spear- 
men. As the long-bow had been acquired from the Welsh wars, so 
the new tactical combination had been learnt from the Scottish 
wars. But all that the French learnt was to  dismount their cavalry 
when making attacks! The story that the Black Prince adopted 
from the fallen king of Bohemia the crest and motto now borne 
by the princes of Wales lacks foundation (see JOHN, King of 
Bohemia). A mefiorial to the French and their allies was erected, 
by public subscription in France, Luxemburg, and Bohemia, in 
190;. 

See H. B. George, Battles of English History (1895), and C. W. C. 
Oman, A History o f  the Art o f  W a r  in the Middle Ages (1924). 
See also BA~XOCKBURX, HALIDOW HILL. 

CREDENCE or CREDENCE TABLE, originally a small 
side-table placed near the high table, in royal or noble houses, 
for the tasting of food and drink for poisons by an official of the 
household called the praegustator or credentiarius. The name 
(from Med. Lat. crederttia, Ital. credenza, Fr. crkdence), survived 
after the disuse of this precautionary ceremony, and the table de- 
veloped into the buffet (q .v . ) .  I n  the Roman Catholic Church 
the credence table is a small table of wood or stone, placed near 
the wall on the south side of the altar, to  hold the cruets contain- 
ing the wine and water, the chalice, acolytes' candlesticks and 
other objects to  be used in the Mass. The use of such a table ap- 
pears to have arisen after the disuse of personal presentation of 
oblations at  the Mass. I n  some English churches the old stone 
credence tables still exist (e.g., at  St. Cross near Winchester), 
most frequently as a stone shelf near the piscina; some carved 
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wooden ones also survive. The use of the credence table has 
been revived in the English Church, and has been pronounced 
legal. 

CREDENTIALS (lettres de crkance), a document, which 
ambassadors, ministers plenipotentiary, and chargCs d'affaires 
hand to the government to which they are accredited, for the 
purpose, chiefly, of communicating to the latter the envoy's diplo- 
matic rank. I t  also contains a request that full credence be 
accorded to his official statements. Until his credentials have been 
presented and found in proper order, an envoy receives no official 
recognition. The credentials of an ambassador or minister pleni- 
potentiary are signed by the chief of the State, those of a charge 
d'affaires by the foreign minister. 

CREDI, LORENZO DI (1457-1 j37), Italian artist, whose 
surname was Barducci, was born a t  Florence. H e  was the least 
gifted of three artists who began life as journeymen with Andrea 
del Verrocchio. The other two were Leonardo da Vinci and 
Perugino, of whom he was the companion and friend. Credi had 
a respectable local practice a t  Florence. H e  was consulted on 
most occasions when the opinion of his profession was required on 
public grounds, e.g. in  1491 as to the fronting, and in 1498 as to the 
lantern of the Florentine cathedral, in I 504 as to  the place due 
to  Michelangelo's "David." At rare intervals he produced large 
ecclesiastical pictures. The greater part of his time was spent on 
easel pieces, upon which he expended minute and patient labour. 
But he worked with such industry that numbers of his Madonnas 
exist in European galleries. The best of his altar-pieces is that 
which represents the Virgin and Child with Saints in the cathedral 
of Pistoia. A fine example of his easel roundels is in the gallery of 
Mainz. I n  his old age he withdrew on an annuity into the hospital 
of Santa Maria Nuova, where he died on Jan. 12, 1537. The 
National Gallery, London, has two pictures of the Virgin and 
Child, and a portrait of Costanza de' Rledici by Credi. 

CREDIT. I n  commerce, the sale of goods or the transfer of 
property upon promise of deferred payment. Generally, belief or 
trust (Lat. credere, to believe). The term is also commonly used 
to express the reputation of an individual or institution, as in "a 
man of credit." In  book-keeping, the side of the account in which 
payments are entered is termed "credit" or "Cr."; hence, some- 
times, the name is applied to the payments themselves. The confi- 
dence of traders in each other and in the commercial or monetary 
system in which they perform their functions has so much to do 
with profitable work and enterprise that economists h ~ v e  given 
much attention to the part which credit plays in the production 
and exchange of wealth. (See ECONOMICS ) 

I n  a highly civilized community the use of credit money be- 
comes possible. Paper promises to pay money become currency if 
backed by gold (e.g. a Bank of England note), or by accepted 
credit (e.g. a cheque) and greatly facilitate trading operations. The 
cheque has become the currency of British and American internal 
trade and a cheque is a draft on credit backed by commodities. 
(See BANKING AND CREDIT; MONEY.) 

CREDIT FQNCIER. A French joint-stock bank, whose 
head office is in Paris. I t  was established to advance money on 
the mortgage of real securities, but i t  also grants communal loans, 
receives money on deposit, and discounts bills of exchange. I t  
is of special interest because of its function in creating credit 
upon the security of mortgage. 

The conception and establishment of the bank was largely due 
to  the initiative of the economist L.  Wolowski, and it  was created 
by Government decree in 18 52. This decree empowered the issue 
of loans a t  a low rate of interest, secured by mortgage bonds, 
extending over a long period, and repayable by annuities, including 
instalments of capital. On its inception the bank had a capital of 
25,ooo,ooo francs and took the title of Banque Foncikre de Paris. 

U n d e r  S t a t e  Control.-The parent institution in Paris was 
followed by  similar institutions in Xevers and Marseille. These 
two were afterwards amalgamated with the first under the title 
of Credit Foncier de France. The capital was increased to 60,000,- 
ooo francs, the Government giving a subvention of ~o,ooo,ooo 
francs, and taking control of the bank by directly appointing the 
governor and two deputy-governors. The administration was 

vested in a council chosen by the shareholders, but its decisions 
have no validity without the approval of the governor. The CrCdit 
Foncier has the right to  issue bonds, repayable in j o  or 60 years, 
and bearing a fixed rate of interest. A certain number of lottery 
bonds are issued, carrying prizes. The loans made by the bank 
must not exceed half the estimated value of the property mort- 
gaged, upon which the bank has the first mortgage. The bank also 
makes advances to local bodies, departmental and communal, for 
short or long periods, and with or without mortgage. The capital 
is 300,000,000 francs, and the reserves against mortgages amount 
to 400,000,000 francs. I t s  charter was renewed in 1881 for a 
period of 99 years. 
The A g r i c u l t u r a l  Experiment.- In 1860 the CrCdit Foncier 

lent its support to the foundation of an organization for supply- 
ing capital and credit for agricultural and allied industries. This 
Credit Agricole rendered but trifling services to agriculture, how- 
ever, and soon threw itself into speculation. Between 1873 and 
1876 it lent enormous sums to the Egyptian Government, obtain- 
ing the money by opening credit with the CrCdit Foncier and 
depositing with it  the securities of the Egyptian Government. 
On the failure of the Egyptian Government to meet its payments 
the CrCdit Agricole went into liquidation, and the CrCdit Foncier 
suffered severely in consequence. The impracticability of the credit 
system to aid agriculture as worked by the Credit Agricole was 
very marked, and, as a consequence, the financing of agricultural 
associations is now entirely in the hands of the Banque de France. 
The CrCdit Mobil ier  is an institution for advancing loans on 

personal or movable estate. I t  was constituted in 1871, on the 
liquidation of the SociCtC GCnerale de CrCdit Mobilier, founded 
in 1852, which it  absorbed. 

CREDIT, INSOLVENCY OR BAD DEBT INSUR- 
ANCE. I t  was not until the last decade of the 19th century that 
attempts were made to provide insurance against bad debts. 
Since then two British companies have underwritten such risks 
profitably. In  America insurance against bad debts has been pro- 
vided by the American Foreign Credit Underwriters, Incorpo- 
rated, which has its headquarters in New York City. Credit 
policies only indemnify an insured for losses du% to the insolvency 
of his customer. Insolvency is generally defined as "an adjudica- 
tion of bankruptcy or composition with creditors in legal form, 
or execution of an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or, in 
the case of a limited company, an order that the company be 
liquidated voluntarily, compulsorily, or with supervision." 

Since the World War universal interest has been aroused in this 
subject and schemes have been established in Germany as regards 
exports to Russia; in Italy the Government has been searching for 
a satisfactory basis of action; whilst Austria, Czechoslovakia, 
Switzerland and Sweden have shown signs of activity. 

Policies are issued to traders either as regards a single tran- 
saction; in respect of an open account; or on the basis of annual 
turnover. Such insurance appeals not only to large traders, who in 
their normal experience are prepared to risk a certain amount in 
bad debts and who are now enabled to increase their accounts, but 
also to the small trader whose capital is insufficient to warrant 
participating in any transaction involving the slightest element of 
risk of loss of capital. 

Certain fundamental principles apply in common with most 
other classes of insurance. There must be the utmost good faith 
(zlberrima fides) between the parties, and the onus is thrown upon 
the proposer to disclose all material information to the insurer 
which may affect his view of the risk as regards acceptance, de- 
clinature or rating. The proposer must possess an insurable in- 
terest, or in other words must bear some relation to the transac- 
tion to be insured, recognized by law, by which he stands to  bene- 
fit by its completion or to be prejudiced by its non-fulfilment. 
The principle of indemnity must also be observed and in no cir- 
cumstances must the insured be able to obtain profit by virtue of 
the policy. In  the event of a loss the insured must, as far as possi- 
ble, and subject to  the limitations of the particular contract, be 
placed in that position which he would have occupied had the loss 
not occurred. 

Fire risks are universally insured, but credit risks are usually in- 
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sured only when some element of doubt exists in the mind of the 
proposer as to the stability of his customer. I t  is therefore an 
established practice that the insured must bear some proportion of 
each and every loss himself. If it is worth a trader's while to 
accept a risk then a credit insurance company will generally un- 
dertake a proportion unless the transaction is obviously a gamble. 
I n  England an increasing business is written on home and foreign 
accounts. Domestic business inevitably proves the simpler in 
operation as debts are more easily collected at home than abroad, 
whilst confidential information is more readily obtainable. An 
increase in the number of companies transacting the business in 
various countries will make it  easier to  procure information and 
foreign guarantees will be granted with greater facility. 

Proposal forms are required to be completed in every case and 
full particulars as to  the name of the firm to be guaranteed, its 
standing, the class and extent of the account and terms of pay- 
ment must be stated. The reason for the guarantee is often 
sought, particularly when additional security has never been 
required before. 

Policies are issued in respect of individual open accounts and 
often in respect of all the accounts on a trader's books. The policy 
provides for the payment of a proportion of the net loss to the 
insured due to the insolvency of any trader admitted by the 
policy. I n  England the percentage paid by the company does not 
generally exceed 7 5% of the net loss limited to the sum set against 
the name in the schedule to  the policy. Losses are restricted to 
those on goods sold during the period of insurance which are de- 
livered to the debtor and invoiced and debited to him in the in- 
sured's books. Renewal policies are so endorsed that the insured 
is not prejudiced in respect of transactions entered into imme- 
diately prior to the expiry of the policy. 

Another form of policy guarantees individual bills of exchange, 
subject to a specified date upon which the bill must be met or 
insolvency occur. 

The exports credit guarantee scheme established by the British 
Government in 1926 is dissimilar to any form of insurance hitherto 
devised. The trader is protected against the debtor's failure t o  
meet his obligation on a definite date from whatever cause. I n  
most cases the guarantee does not exceed 75% of the amount of 
the credit granted, although in certain instances a guarantee for 
the full amount of the credit may be obtained. (A. G. M. B.) 

IN THE UNITED STATES 
Credit insurance in the United States was first written by The 

U.S. Credit System Company, organized in 1888 in Newark, N.J.; 
the first policy issued late in 1889. The premium was divided into 
expense, guarantee and reserve and the business written on the 
Tontine plan with 650 policies of $5,000 each making a series, a 
total of $3,2j0,000 a t  risk to a series. Each series paid its own 
losses as the funds of one series could not be diverted to another 
series unless a profit was made, which profit had to apply to the 
liquidation cf any deficit of prior series. This plan proved unsatis- 
factory and was discontinued by amending the original charter 
granted by New Jersey, so that all funds were available to pay 
any losses incurred. Original policies provided for payment of 
premium and required the insured to sustain agreed percentage of 
loss on gross annual sales before the company was liable This 
percentage, based on applicant's previous credit loss experience, 
was termed "initial" or "own" loss. The initial loss determined 
governed the policy's amount and the limit of individual coverage. 
the policy issued for twice the amount of the largest debtor's 
limit, in turn double the amount of initial loss. The excess of the 
amount agreed to be borne by the insured was the policy amoilnt, 
subject to debtor's limits and the face of the policy, hence the 
"Excess Bad Debt Insurance." Amounts insured on individual 
debtors were based on ratings of a mercantile agency selected by 
the policyholder when the policy was applied for. The meaning 
of insolvency was confined to that arising from bankruptcies, re- 
ceiverships, absconding debtors with no assets or a judgment that 
the debtor was unable to  pay in full. 

Companies were organized to write this form of insurance only, 
but their underwriting experience was generally unprofitable, 

owing to lack of knowledge of carrying costs and of other require- 
ments for safeguarding the company's and the policyholder's inter- 
ests. After the great financial depression in 1893 the Ocean Acci- 
dent and Guarantee Corporation, Ltd., took up the business, mod- 
ernized policy forms, improved underwriting conditions and stabil- 
ized the business so as to  gain and retain the insuring public's 
confidence. A number of larger casualty companies followed this 
pioneer lead. This branch of insurance has since been successfully 
and increasingly underwritten in the United States. I t  is now 
called credit insurance. The fundamental principles of the original 
idea still operate in broadened scope. 

The most modern credit insurance policy covers the policy- 
holder's annual shipments, operates in a dual capacity, provides 
adequate guarantee against loss due to insolvency of debtors, and 
assists in minimizing the insured hazards. The most compre- 
hensive credit insurance now protects against abnormal or unex- 
pected loss from delinquent, dilatory debtors sold in  the ordinary 
course of business, the policy undertaking to collect from such 
debtors or pay when "normal loss" is exceeded. I n  credit granting 
there is generally some loss during the business year. "Normal 
Loss" is loss understood as inherent to  the risk, fixed by  class 
statistics and individual experience. I n  this essential credit in- 
surance differs from fire, marine, tornado, burglary and other 
branches of property indemnity. The coverage in these lines is 
against a happening considered less certain than credit loss. Over- 
head can provide for known or normal loss, only insurance for the 
abnormal or catastrophe loss. 

Diverse forms are issued for varying needs but generally "in- 
solvency" includes bankruptcy or insolvency petition, assignment, 
receivership, compromise, attachment, execution, death or insanity 
of sole debtor, chattel mortgage, absconding, confession of judg- 
ment, transfer or sale of stock in bulk, a debtor's business taken 
over by a committee. Besides these insolvency definitions collec- 
tion policy forms provide for assigning accounts as insolvent, 
after becoming due and payable under original terms of sale. 
Under this form accounts can be filed as an insolvency when they 
become past due on original terms of sale or, a t  the policyholder's 
option, within an agreed number of days after original due date. 

Original underwriting conditions have greatly improved. Or- 
iginal policies limited coverage to  $~o,ooo. I n  1938, $~oo,ooo 
could be had on a single account. Principal credit insurance com- 
panies pooled loss statistics for a period of years, resulting in ex- 
perience normal loss tables showing average experience on any 
given sales basis in over 400 different businesses. The larger pro- 
portion of U.S. credit insurance policies cover the policyholder's 
annual sales volume, but the demand for coverage on individual 
debtors is met by single credit account policies, though this par- 
ticular underwriting experience is still developing. Considerable 
hazard attends credit insurance underwriting, including future 
business conditions, reasonable expectancy of business depression 
in cycles, when credit losses reach large proportions, and the espe- 
cially important factor of moral hazard. the control of the insured 
hazard being in the policyholder's hands to a greater extent than 
in other insurances. I t  therefore demands of underwriters a broad 
general knowledge of business and of local conditions, acquaintance 
with different specific hazards and keen judgment of human nature 
obtained only through wide ex~erience over a number of vears. 

See J .  G. Legg, Loss of profits Insurance (1938). 
CREDIT, LETTER OF: see LETTER OF CREDIT. 
CREDIT MANAGER, a title used in business organization 

especially in the U.S.A. to  dknote the individual charge& with re- 
sponsibility for determining when and where credit will be ex- 
tended and with supervision over the collection of outstanding 
accounts and notes receivable. H e  is usually responsible to the 
chief financial executive of the company and works in close co- 
operation with the sales departments. I n  large organizations, the 
credit manager may direct a number of widely scattered credit 
men. I n  such cases, he lays down the credit policies and adjusts 
them to the varying requirements of the territorial subdivisions. 
He should receive from sales and collection departments detailed 
data regarding markets, risks and local economic chcillges affecting 
the business as a whole. The credit manager also depends to  a 
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considerable degree upon the exchange of information with other 
credit men. I n  the United States this is done through the National 
Association of Credit Men, which has for its major purposes the 
protection of credit, the establishment of a bureau for collection 
and adjustment and the maintenance of a credit exchange bureau. 
I t  furnishes credit information in the United States and foreign 
countries, and carries on a continuous programme of education 
and research. The organization also conducts courses in credit 
management and issues news letters and periodicals. 

CREDIT MOBILIER OF AMERICA, a construction 
company whose operations in connection with the building of the 
Union Pacific Railroad gave rise to  one of the most serious po- 
litical scandals in the history of the United States Congress. The 
company was originally chartered as the Pennsylvania Fiscal 
Agency in 1859. I n  March 1864 a controlling interest in the 
stock was secured by Thomas Durant, vice-president of the Union 
Pacific Railroad Company, and the Pennsylvania legislature au- 
thorized the adoption of the name CrCdit hlobilier cjf America. 
Durant proposed to utilize it  as a construction company, pay it 
an extravagant sum for the work, and thus secure for the stock- 
holders of the Union Pacific, who now controlled the CrCdit 
Mobilier, the bonds loaned by  the United States Government. 
The net proceeds from the Government and the first mortgage 
bonds issued to the construction company were $50,863,1'jz.oj, 
slightly more than enough to pay the entire cost of construction. 
According to the report of the TVilson Congressional committee, 
the CrCdit hlobilier received in addition, in the form of stock, 
income bonds, and land grant bonds, $z3,ooo,ooo--a profit of 
about 48%. The work extended over the years 1865-67. During 
the winter of 1867-68, when adverse legislation by Congress was 
feared, it is alleged that Oakes Ames (q.v.), a representative from 
Massachusetts and principal promoter of the CrCdit Mobilier, dis- 
tributed a number of shares among congressmen and senators to 
influence their attitude. As the result of a lawsuit between Ames 
and H. S. McComb, some private letters were brought out in Sept. 
1872, which gave publicity to  the entire proceedings. The House 
appointed two investigating committees, the Poland and the 
Wilson committees, and on the report of the former (1873) Ames 
and James Brooks of New York were formally censured by the 
House. Charges were also made against Schuyler Colfax, then 
vice-president but speaker of the House at  the time of the trans- 
action, and several other members either of the House or of the 
Senate. The Senate later appointed a special committee to in- 
vestigate the charges against its members. This committee, on 
Feb. 27, 1873, recommended the expulsion from the Senate of 
James IV. Patterson, of New Hampshire. The evidence was exag- 
gerated by the Democrats for partisan purposes, but the inves- 
tigation showed clearly that many of those accused were at least 
indiscreet if no! dishonest. 

See J .  B. Crawford, The Crtdit Mobiliev of America (Boston, 1880), 
and R. Hazard, The CrBdit Mobilzer of America (Providence, 1881), 
both of which defend Ames; also the histories of the Union Pacific 
Railroad company by J. P. Davis (Chicago, 1894) and 13. K. White 
(Chicago, 1895) ; and for a succinct and impartial account, James 
Ford Rhcdes, History o f  the United States, vol. vii. (1906). 

CREDIT NOTE. I n  commerce, an invoice acknowledging 
that a sum of money is due from the issuing person or firm as 
debtor to the receiver as creditor. I t  is usual to issue a credit 
note in respect of such matters as overcharges, breakages, goods 
accepted returnable, allowances for faulty work, etc.; a matter of 
the kind is thus placed on proper and formal record in account. 

CREDITON, market town of Devonshire, England, 73 mi. 
N.W. of Exeter by the S.R. Pop. of urban district (1938) 3,719. 
Area, 1.7 sq.mi. I t  is situated in the narrow vale of the Creedy 
near its junction with the Exe, between two steep hills, and is 
divided into the east or old town and the west or new town. 

Crediton (Credington, Cryditon,  Kir ton)  is traditionally the 
birthplace of Boniface, following whom i t  was for a while a 
bishop's seat. I n  1049 Leofric, bishop of Crediton, requested 
Leo IX.  to transfer the see to Exeter, as Crediton was "an open 
town and much exposed to the incursions of pirates." At the 
Domesday Survey much of the land was still uncultivated, but 
its prosperity increased later on. The jury of the borough are 

mentioned in 1275, and Crediton returned two members to parlia- 
ment in 1306-1307, though never afterwards represented. In  
1231 the bishop obtained a fair, still held, on the vigil, feast and 
morrow of St. Lawrence. This was important as the wool trade 
was established by 1249 and certainly continued until 1630, when 
the market for kersies is mentioned in conjunction with a saying 
"as fine as Rirton spinning." The church of Holy Cross is a 
Perpendicular building with Early English portions. The gram- 
mar school was founded by Edward VI. Agricultural trades with 
the making of cider and some confectionery superseded the 
former woollen and serge industries. In  1897 Crediton was made 
the seat of a bishopric suffragan in the diocese of Exeter. 

CREDNER, CARL HERMANN ( I ~ ~ I - I ~ I ~ ) ,  German 
geologist, born a t  Gotha on Oct. I ,  1841, son of the geologist, C. F. 
H. Credner (1809-1876), was educated at  Breslau and Gottingen. 
In  1870 he was appointed professor of geology in the University 
of Leipzig, and in 1872 director of the geological survey of Sax- 
ony. He wrote an important work, Elemente der Geologie (1872; 
11th ed. 1912)~ long regarded as the standard manual in  Ger- 
many. H e  also wrote memoirs on saurians and labyrinthodonts, 
and works on the geology of Saxony. H e  died a t  Leipzig on July 
22, 1913. 

CREE, an Algonkin Indian tribe, or loose aggregation of 
bands, holding a large territory south of Churchill river and from 
Hudson Bay west i n ~ c  Manitoba and Assiniboia. The name is 
an abbreviation from Cristineaux or Kinisteneaux. Essentially a 
forest people, as shown by the resemblance of their dialect to 
Ojibwa (q.v.), part of the Cree became bison hunters and have 
been known as Plains Cree. When the Assiniboin broke away 
from the Dakota, they moved into Cree territory, with the result 
that the two groups became allied against the Dakota and Black- 
foot; the latter ancient relatives of the Cree. The culture of the 
Cree is essentially of eastern woodland type, but lacking the 
maize agriculture which their habitat forbade. There are some 
15,000, including mixed breeds, which was probably about their 
original number. (A. L. K.) 

CREECN, THOMAS (1659-I~OO), English classical scholar, 
was born at  Blandford, Dorsetshire, and received his early educa- 
tion from Thomas Curgenven, master of Sherborne school. I n  
1675 he entered Wadham college, Oxford, and obtained a fellow- 
ship in 1683 at  All Souls. H e  was headmaster of Sherborne school 
from 1694 to 1696, and in 1699 he received a college living. I n  
June 1700 he hanged himself. Creech's fame rests on his transla- 
tion of Lucretius (1682) in rhymed heroic couplets, in which, 
according to Otway, the pure ore of the original "somewhat seems 
refined." He also published a version of Horace (1684), and 
translated the Idy l l s  of Theocritus (1684)~ the Thirteenth Satire 
of Juvenal (1693)~ the Astro?zomicon of Manilius (1697), and 
parts of Plutarch, Virgil and Ovid. 

CREEDS. From the times of the early Church till the present 
day definitely formulated confessions of faith have played a large 
part both in the liturgy and in the theology of all Christian de- 
nominations. We find them in the early Church predominantly as  
baptismal confessions, i.e., as formulae which are spoken by the 
candidate at  the sacrament of baptism or confirmed by him in 
response to a question put by the person baptising him (see BAP- 
TISM). Since the Council of Nicaea ( 3 2 ~ ) ~  however, they have 
served concurrently as formulae for dogmatic decisions of ecclesi- 
astical councils; and in the early middle ages they also began in 
Spain and Gaul to be recited ceremonially in the Sunday worship, 
a custom introduced also into the Roman mass by Pope Benedict 
VIII. in about the year 1020 a t  the wish of the Emperor Henry 11. 
Since that time the Creed has been an established part of the 
Roman liturgy and has passed thence into the new-formed 
liturgies of the churches of the Reformation. 

The oldest creed of the kind is the confession of the Roman 
Church which we have in its Greek form in a letter of Bishop 
Marcellus of Ancyra written in 340 and in Latin in several 
manuscripts. 

I t  runs : 
I believe in God, the Father, the Almighty. 
And in Christ Jesus, his only begotten Son, our Lord, 

who was born of the Holy Ghost and the Virg~n Mary 
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who was crucified under Pontius Pilate and was buried, on the 

third day rose from the dead, ascended into heaven, is seated at 
the right hand oi the Father, whence he will come to judge the 
living and the dead. 

And in the Holy Ghost, the holy Church, the forgiveness of sins, 
the resurrection of the flesh. 

A careful examination of the text, yields the result that the 
Greek form is the original, the Latin the translation: and as 
Greek was the official ecclesiastical language in the Roman com- 
munity only till the middle of the third century, we can draw the 
conclusion that the formulation of this creed must have taken 
place before 250. The Latin translation, however, will already 
have been made at  a very early date and it spread from Rome 
throughout the West. All Latin creeds of the West, from Africa, 
Spain, Gaul, Britain, Germany, are derived from the Latin form 
of the Roman creed, which they took over as a whole and de- 
veloped further in its details by minor alterations or additions. 
For the middle ages and the modern age the so-called Apostolicztnz 
(or "Apostle's Creed") has attained the greatest importance 
among these descendants of the old Roman creed. We find it al- 
ready in the seventh century in Gaul, whence it spread both to  
Ireland and to Spain and Germany. I t  is connected in origin with 
a form of the creed which we find associated with Bishop Xiceta 
of Remesiana (to-day Bela Palanka on the Serbian-Bulgarian 
frontier) about 400. The official text of the Apostolicum runs: 

I believe in God the Father, the Almighty, creator of heaven and 
earth. 
And in Jesus Christ, his only son, our Lord, who was conceived 
by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius 
Pilate, crucified, dead and buried, descended to hell, the third day 
rose again from the dead, ascended into heaven, seated at the right 
hand of God the Father Almighty, whence he will come, to judge 
the living and the dead. 
I believe in the Holy Ghost, a holy catholic Christian Church, com- 
munion of saints, forgiveness of sins, resurrection of the flesh, and 
an everlasting life. Amen. 

Whilst, therefore, we can prove the existence in the West since 
the 4th century of a single form of the creed preserved, although 
with numerous variations, through the centuries without a break 
till the present day, for the East a wealth of creed forms is 
characteristic, differing widely from one another. Of special im- 
portance is the creed of the first ecumenical synod of Nicaea 
( j 2 5 ) ,  which was formulated in defence against Arianism. I t  runs : 

We believe in one God, the Almighty Father, creator of all things 
visible and invisible. 

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the son of God, who alone was begot- 
ten of the Father [that is of the substance of the Fatherl God 
of God, Light of Light [very God of very God, begotten, not 
made, of one substance with the Father], through whom all was 
made that is in heaven and on earth, who for us men and for our 
salvation came down and became flesh, became man, suffered and 
rose on the third day, is ascended to heaven and will come to 
judge the living and the dead. 

And in the Holy Spirit. 

I n  this formula of the synod we have an ancient eastern bap- 
tismal confession into which the clauses marked [ . . . 1 have 
been inserted as dogmatic formulas in defence against Arius. 
Similar confessions are preserved to us in ever changing forms, 
from Palestine, Syria and Egypt. With the forms beloved in the 
Jerusalem district is closely related the creed which in its Latin 
form is customary in the western liturgy and is used to the present 
day in the liturgy of the mass. I t  also is commonly called the 
Nicene, although it arose later and is officially attributed by the 
Byzantine Church to the second ecumenical synod of Constanti- 
nople (381). I t s  wording is : 

We believe in one God the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and 
earth, and of all things visible and invisible: 

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begot- 
ten of his Father before all worlds, God of God, Light of Light, 
very God of very God, begotten not made, being of one substance 
with the Father, by whom all things were made: who for us men 
and for our salvation came down from heaven; and was incarnate 
by the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary, and was made man, and 
was crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate. He suffered and was 
buried, and the third day he rose again according to the scriptures, 
and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the 
Father. And he shall come again to judge both the living and the 
dead: whose kingdom shall have no end. 

And 1%-e believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord and giver of life, who 
proceedeth from the Father, and with the Father and the Son 
together is worshipped and glorified, who spake by the prophets. 
And we believe one catholic and apostolic Church. We acknowl- 
edge one baptism for the remission of sins. And we look for the 
resurrection of the dead and the life of the world to come. 

I n  these two examples already can be seen the variety of the 
oriental creeds and their freedom in large and small alterations 
of the text. We add to them an Egyptian confession, which is 
attributed to Macarius (about 370) : 

I believe in one God the Almighty Father. 
And in the Logos of one substance uith him, through whom he 
made the world, who at the end of the times took his dwelling in 
flesh for the destruction of sin, which he prepared for himself out 
of the Holy Virgin Mary, crucified and dead and buried and risen 
the third day and seated at  the right hand of the Father, and who 
comes again in the world to come to judge the living and the dead. 
And in the Holy Ghost, who is of one substance with the Father 
and his Logos. We believe also in the resurrection of the soul and 
of the body, as the apostle says: 'It is sown a natural body, it is 
raised a spiritual body.' 

I n  spite of all this variability of the creed, due to  the liturgical 
freedom of the East, the attempt can be made to construct a 
common archetype out of which the eastern confessions grew. I t  
may perhaps have run : 

I believe in one God, the Father, the Almighty, the creator of all 
things visible and invisible. 

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, 
who was born of the Father before all aeons, through whom all 

came into being, 
who (for our salvation) became man, suffered and rose the third 

day and is ascended into the heavens and will come again (in 
glory), to judge the living and the dead. 

And in the Holy Ghost. 
From this arises the problem concerning the origin of the creed. 

Have Rome and the East a common root, or is one of the great 
centres of Christendom the original home of the creed, and have 
the others borrowed it  from these? And at  what time may the 
oldest formulated creed have arisen? This problem has been 
discussed with special eagerness in Norway by C. P. Caspari, in 
Germany by A. v. FIarnack and F. Kattenbusch, in England by 
A. E.  Burn; in particular the fundamental work of Kattenbusch 
has become of determining influence in the method of the enquiry. 
I n  numerous ecclesiastical writers of the first centuries occur single 
clauses or longer discussions which show relationship, both in 
form and in content, with the clauses of the creed. All these pas- 
sages have been regarded as allusions to the confession of faith, and 
the attempt has been made to reconstruct out of them the creed 
familiar to the writer in question. In  this attempt the presuppo- 
sition is always that the type which finds expression in the Roman 
and eastern creeds must lie a t  the basis also of all earlier con- 
fessions of faith, and that it  is therefore only necessary to piece 
together according to the known scheme the scattered allusions of 
the writer examined in order more or less to recover his creed. 
I n  this way for instance a creed of Justin Martyr's, who worked 
in Rome about 150, can be restored: 

I believe in the Father of all things and the Lord God. 
And in our Lord Jesus Christ, the first-born Son of God, according 
to the Father's will born through a virgin and become passible man 
and crucified under Pontius Pilate and dead and risen from the dead 
and ascended into heaven, and will come again in the glory as judge 
of all men. 
And in the Holy Spirit of prophecy. 
We should have here a primitive form of the Roman creed 

discussed above and should thus be in a position to  trace back 
the history of its origin to the year 150 and establish as highly 
probable that the very first formulation of the creed is due to  
Rome, and that from thence it entered upon its victorious progress 
through the whole of Christendom. Other scholars, above all A. 
Seeberg and later P. Feine, have even thought it possible by help 
of the allusions to work back to the New Testament period and to 
put the date of the origin of the creed back into apostolic times. 
The numerous accordances in the New Testament with all the 
clauses of the creed provide rich material for this hypothesis, 
though indeed always on the presupposition that underlying these 
separate scattered expressions is the type of a confession com- 
posed of three articles with a fuller treatment of the expressions 
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about Christ in the second article. But it is just that which cannot 
be proved for the New Testament period and the beginning of 
the second century; hence the justification of this whole con- 
struction is open to question. A. v. Harnack already more than 
once pointed out that, in addition to  a three-fold confession of 
faith in Father, Son and Holy Spirit, there existed a fully de- 
veloped confession of Christ; and that the form of the creed 
familiar to us was the outcome of the insertion of that Chris- 
tological confession into the second article of a trinitarian creed 
which thus developed into the form of which we have evidence in 
the old Roman symbol. And in 1922 Reinhold Seeberg proposed 
the hypothesis that the original form of creed known to us from 
Rome arose about the year 140 in Jerusalem through the conflation 
of a christological and a trinitarian formula. 

The study of the creeds, which had been undisturbed since the 
appearance of Kattenbusch's great work  g goo), received a new 
shock from an enquiry which Karl Holl laid before the Berlin 
Academy in the year 1919. H e  pointed out that, in the Greek 
original text of the Roman creed, as in its old Latin translation, 
the clauses fell clearly into groups ( see  the text as printed above). 
After the words, "and in Christ Jesus, his only-begotten Son, our 
Lord" follow two expressions parallel in form, the first of which 
expounds the title "his only-begotten Son" according t o  Lk. i. 
35 as he who is born of the Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary, 

a whilst the second describes in the manner of Phil. ii. 5-11 how 
Jesus obediently enters upon his passion and thereafter is e x a k d  
to the right hand of God and coilfessed as  "Lord" by the whole 
world: so that in this way the second title "our Lord" is explained. 
A. v. Ilarnack recognized at  once in this observation of Holl's 
a confirmation of his theory and drew the conclusion that thus the 
oldest form of the Roman creed did not have those explanatory 
sections and consisted of three equally-balanced articles, each of 
which was composed of three elements. H. Lietzmann then 
pointed out that this ninefold creed suspected by Harnack was 
actually preserved in the Egyptian Church and that there was evi- 
dence for it  in not a few passages; and to this he joined a new 
hypothesis of the origin of the creed. The Egyptian creed runs: 

I believe in God, the Father, the Almighty, 
And in Christ Jesus, his only-begotten Son, our Lord, 
And in the Holy Spirit, the holy Church, the resurrection of the flesh. 

Thus it  is only necessary to delete in the Roman creed the two 
expository clauses of the second article to obtain the Egyptian 
form, which research had hitherto regarded as an abbreviation of 
the Roman text. Now it became clear that on the contrary the 
development was from the shorter to the longer form, and new 
perspectives were thereby opened to research. As soon, namely, 
as  it is inferred that the numerous confessional utterances of early 
Christian literature should be regarded, not as "allusions" to a 
creed lying behind them, but as actual confessions, there emerges 
the conception of a development moving from single utterances 
and brief forms to the creed formulas we know, and this is in 
itself inherently probable. 

I n  the early period are to  be mentioned first of all the one-clause 
confessions of Jesus. Paul says in I Cor. xii. 3. "No man can say 
'Lord Jesus,' except by the Holy Spirit," and in Rom. x. g: "if 
thou shalt confess with thy mouth the "Lord Jesus" and shalt 
believe in thine heart that God raised him from the dead, thou 
shalt be saved." Here the confession runs quite simply: "Jesus is 
the Lord," and in Rom. x. 9 we can already observe the tendency 
to add the clause that God raised him from the dead. From this 
kernel was developed the formula, known to us from numerous 
sources and above all from the symbol of the fish: "Jesus Christ, 
Son of God, the Saviour." The chance circumstance that the first 
letters of these five words when read together make the Greek 
word for fish (icthys) made the fish the emblem of the early 
Christians. I n  many other passages of New Testament and early 
Christian literature we meet with confessions of Christ: Rom. i. 3 ;  
z Tim. ii. 8 ;  I Cor. xv. 3-1; I Pet. iii. 13-22 and the famous 
passage Phil. ii. 5-11 which celebrates in hymn-like form the sav- 
ing work of Christ. 

For by confession ought not to  be understood only some kind of 
formula expressing obligation, and not only a t  baptism does the 

Christian confess his faith, but early Christian usage speaks of 
"confessing" wherever the great truths of religion are uttered to 
the laud and praise of God or proclaimed to the hostile powers 
for the confusion of the demons. Thus we find, especially in the 
central prayer of the Eucharist in the oldest form of the western 
rite, the ceremonial confession of the saving work of Jesus. I n  the 
oldest Roman liturgy this prayer runs: 

We thank thee God through thy beloved servant Jesus Christ, 
whom thou hast sent us in the last times as saviour and redeemer and 
messenger of thy counsel, the Logos proceeding from thee, through 
whom thou madest all things whom thou wast pleased to send from 
heaven into the womb of the virgin, and in her body he became flesh 
and was shown as thy Son, born of the Holy Spirit and the virgin. To 
fulfil thy will and to prepare a holy people, he stretched out his 
hands, for he suffered that he might release from evil those who have 
believed in thee. 

And when he delivered himself up to voluntary suffering, to loose 
death and to break asunder the bands of the devil and to tread down 
hell and to illuminate the righteous and to set up the boundary stone 
and to reveal the resurrection, he took a loaf, gave thanks and spake: 
"Take, eat, this is my body, which is broken for you," etc. 

The relationship of this prayer with passages like Phil. ii. 5-1 I 
on the one side and to the second article of the formulated creed 
on the other side is obvious. And the connection with the creed 
is no less clear in the early Church forms for exorcising evil 
spirits, e.g.: "I exorcise thee in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ 
of Nazareth, who became flesh in the virgin Mary, under whom the 
Father hath set all that is in heaven and on earth." 

By the side of this one-clause confession of Christ we find 
already in the earliest period a two-fold confession of God and 
Christ. Paul says in I Cor. viii. 6: 

One God the Father, from whom is all and we are to him. 
And one Lord Jesus Christ, through whom is all and we are 

through him. 
And in Tim. vi. 12 we read: 

of the good confession before many witnesses, 
Before God, who has called all into life 
And Christ Jesus, who under Pontius 
Pilate witnessed the good confession. 

We meet also with such two-fold confessions in early Christian 
writing again and again. Even so do Syrian martyrs make 
confession at  a later time: 

We know no other God besides the 
God who made the heaven and the earth, 
and the sun and the moon and 
all that is visible and invisible. 

And we believe in his Son Jesus, who is called the Nazarene. 

Or an official confession of the leader of the c 
Smyrna about 200  runs : 

we know truly of one God, 
we know of Christ, we know of the Son, 
who suffered as he suffered, died as 
he died and rose on the third day 
and is at the right hand of God 
and will come to judge the living and the dead. 

These are no "allusions" to a three-fold creed, but actual two- 
fold formulas of confession. 

The oldest three-fold formula meets us in z Cor. xiii. 13: "The 
grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God and the fellow- 
ship of the Holy Spirit be with you all." And what we see here as  a 
liturgical formula of salutation, meets us as a baptismal formula 
in Mt. xxviii. 19: "Baptise ye in the name of the Father, and of 
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." The letter of the Roman com- 
munity dating from the end of the first century which goes by the 
name of the first epistle of Clement also knows this formula: 
"have we not one God and one Christ and one Spirit of grace 
which is poured out upon us and on calling in Christ?" ( I  Clem. 
xlvi. 6). This simple trinitarian formula was variously expanded 
just as was the two-fold one: the way is not far  to  the nine-fold 
Egyptian creed discussed above. Instructive in this connection, 
however, is a confession which occurs in the recently discovered 
so-called "Letter of the Apostles" preserved in Ethiopic and 
hence of second century origin. The five loaves of the miraculous 
feeding of &It. xiv. 17 are being discussed, and they are interpreted 
as a symbol of Christian faith: 
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in the Father, the ruler of the whole world 
and in Jesus Christ our Saviour 
and in the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete, 
and in the holy Church 
and in the forgiveness of sins. 

\lie should say that here the third article of the trinitarian confes- 
sion is expanded: but the author states clearly that he takes this 
formula of confession as a five-f old formula. 

A four-fold formula meets us about the same period in bishop 
Irenaeus of Lyons (I. 10). H e  there speaks of the faith : 

In one God, the Father, the Almighty, who made the heaven and 
the earth and the sea and all that is in them (Ps. cxlv. 6 ) ,  

and in one Christ Jesus, the Son of God, ~ h o  became flesh for our 
salvation, 

and in the Holy Spirit, who foretold through the prophets 
the working of God and the coming and the birth of a virgin and 

the passion and the resurrection from the dead and the bodlly 
ascension to heaven of the beloved Christ Jesus our Lord and hls 
coming again out of the heavens in the glory of the Father to 
collect all together (Eph. i. 10) and to raise up all flesh that he 
created, to give righteous judgement over all, etc. 

Here can be plainly seen how a trinitarian confession to Father, 
Son and Spirit and a one-clause confession to Christ with extensive 
exposition of his saving work have grown together, but not in the 
form familiar to us from the Roman creed, but so that the 
confession to Christ-confession is added as a fourth article to  the 
third one. 

The abundant available material from the first three centuries 
teaches us above all that the early period of Christianity still 
possessed no definitely formulated confession, but gave to the 
Christian belief, which in content remained constant, the greatest 
variety of expression. And then when, in the 4th century and 
still later, as was acknowledged above, we find throughout the East 
a variety of confessional formulations to us almost amazing, we 
shall recognize in it  the continuation of the early Christian free- 
dom. A complete parallel to this is afforded by the development 
of the liturgy which likewise retained in the eastern Churches what 
to the Westerner is an almost incredible variety and freedom. 
And this parallel is no accidental one, for the creed also has its 
root in the liturgy and is nothing else than the liturgical expression 
of Christian faith. The trinitarian formula of confession especially 
belonged to the baptismal liturgy, whilst the fully elaborated 
Christ-confession was developed and fostered preferably in the 
central prayer of the Eucharist (see the example given above). 
In  the West, and indeed predominantly in Rome, we can observe 
quite early the preference for fixed formulations, and this too 
in the field of the creedal confession; and analogously the liturgy 
there became stereotyped much earlier and more rigidly. 

The creed is, therefore, by its origin a piece of the liturgy. 
I t  arose from the need to sum up the fundamental truths of salva- 
tion in ceremonial form and to utter them aloud before the face 
of God; and this because the pious heart so desires it, because 
the solen~nity of the hour demands it, because the celebration of 
the sacrament reaches in it  its emotional climax or the assaults of 
the evil one are effectually withstood if rebuked in the very words 
of the faith. Whether also the exclusion of foreign errors exercised 
influence in the formation of individual clauses is an open question, 
which to-day will no longer be so confidently answered in the 
affirmative as would till recently have been the case. The determin- 
ing impulses to the forn~ation of the creed were in any case motives 
acting from within Christianity and the Church, i.e. the history of 
the creed and its formulations would not appear essentially dif- 
ferent if there had been no heresies. I t  is with the council of 
Nicaea first that creeds enter our horizon compiled demonstrably 
and deliberately in defence against heretical opinions. But even 
after the 4th century this motive did not finally gain the upper 
hand, and the creed has remained through the middle ages to the 
present day an act of liturgical worship. 

A typical example of creed formation for the purpose of con- 
futing heretics is the so-called "Athanasian Creed," named after 
its opening word the Qzdicumque. Neither in content nor formally 
has it anything to do with the type discussed so far, but is a com- 
pendium, compiled in forty theses, of the doctrines of the Trinity 
and the Incarnation. There is a variety of evidence of its liturgical 

use since the Carolingian period, and to be sure in  the hourly 
services of the monks as a part of Prime. Opinions about the date 
of its origin differ very widely. There is only agreement on the one 
point that this creed, which is unknown to the Greek Church, can- 
not come from S. Athanasius. Accordingly an author has been 
sought for  in the West, and a great number of theologians have 
been suggested. Whilst earlier research, under the determining 
influence of Swainson, ascribed the work to the Carolingian period, 
A. E. Burn has with great learning argued for the thesis, often 
adopted before, that it originated in the 5th century, and he has 
looked for its author in Gaul. Finally in 1909 the acute Jesuit 
Brewer attempted to render probable the authorship of S. Am- 
brose, and won agreement from not a few competent scholars. I n  
one of the last of his essays Burn also withdrew his earlier 
opinion alid accepted the 4th century date and the probability 
of Brewer's hypothesis. 
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MODERN CONFESSIONS OF FAITH 

I. New Motives and Forms.-The form of the confessions of 
the modern period cannot be understood without glancing back 
for a moment a t  the middle ages. From the condemnation of 
Pelagius onwards the western Church reached numerous doctrinal 
decisions of its own. They have, in part universal validity (e.g., 
the dogma of Transubstantiation), in part particular validity (the 
theology of universities and orders). This increasing body of 
obligatory doctrine was indeed in part embodied in particular 
obligations ( e . g . ,  the oaths in the universities), but formally these 
obligations were legal in character. The expansion of existing 
confessions or the formulation of new ones did not take place. 
The obligatory doctrine had therefore to  be collected from a large 
and not precisely limited series of single doctrinal decisions. 
Thus side by side with the great extension of obligatory doctrine 
there is, oddly enough, a standstill in confessional formulation. 

Three elements in this development have been important for 
the confessional formulation of the modern period: ( I )  The 
connection of obligatory doctrine with the taking of oaths. Ex- 
amples from the Roman Church: Professio fidei Tridentinae 
1564 and the oath of the Doctores in s. scriptura 1910; from the 
Lutheran Church: the Wittenberg doctor's oath (probably of 
1532); from the Church of England the oath in conformity with 
the Test Act of 1673. ( 2 )  The formulation of obligatory doctrine 
in separate articles. Any Reformation confession will serve as  
an example, and so too the Tridentine decrees. (3)  The  detailed 
elaboration of the separate points of theological doctrine. Yet 
where these mediaeval elements alone are present the peculiar 
character of the confession, as a comprehensive whole exhaustive 
of its kind, is lacking. The inducement for this first arose through 
the Reformation and the consequent contrast between the newly 
formed Churches and the Roman Church. Here were contrasts 
invoiving the whole system. Here too the conscious return to the 
sources of obligatory doctrine (scripture alone in the newly 
formed Churches, scripture and tradition in the Roman Church), 
and the reflexion upon the points of doctrine fundamental for 
the whole system, were a determining incentive to  confessional 
formulation. 
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The new confessions which now arose had to be much lengthier 

than those of the ancient Church, in the face of both the develop- 
ment of a systematic and scientific theology and of the elaboration 
of the doctrinal details of the contrasting positions. Hence the 
primitive form of an expanded and explicated baptismal con- 
fession was insufficiently subdivided to yield the appropriate 
divisions. Luther attempted to revive it in his personal confession 
(Works, Weimar ed. xxvi., 500-9), but then himself adopted 
another course. Thus new forms of the confession arise: 

I. Articles of Confession.-In form this is the stringing to- 
gether of a larger or smaller number of articles, which deal either 
with doctrine alone or with both doctrine and ceremonial to- 
gether. In  the genuine articles of confession they together 
attempt to present a conspectus of scriptural doctrine and scrip- 
tural rites in sharp contrast with all that is anti-scriptural. This 
aim of providing a comprehensive system makes the articles of 
confession a true confession. Where articles of confession deal 
only with single questions, they are a real confession only when 
they are understood as expanding existing confessions. 

11. Tlze Catechism-This is the exposition of definite things 
which concern every layman, like the Decalogue, the Apostles' 
Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and also the sacramental words of 
Baptism and the Eucharist. I t  endeavours to further the educa- 
tion of the laity in the confession of the Church and is therefore 
consciously confined to what is simple and universally intelligible. 
I t  had in the 16th and I 7th centuries in fact the significance which 
the expanded baptismal confessions possessed in the early eastern 
Church. 

Common to both forms is the exclusion of merely academic 
questions. They limit themselves to what is essential and impor- 
tant according to the new Reformation conceptions of pure 
evangelical doctrine and faith. Although, however, each is in its 
own way a complete whole, they are not, either separately or 
together, the complete basis of the new order. They are that 
rather in connection with the orders of service. The division 
between the orders of service and the articles of confession was 
originally indefinite. There is therefore in the orders of service 
of the continent something really corresponding to the fact that 
the Church of England regards 3s the foundation of its new order 
not the Thirty-Nine Articles alone but also its Book of Common 
Prayer. 

In  this account, however, the Church liturgies and rites will 
not be dealt with. Moreover little need be said of the Roman 
Church, for it did little in the way of credal formulation. The 
Tridentine decrees learned certainly from the Reformation prac- 
tice of embodying the whole system and excluding the purely 
academic; yet in general they follow the older type of doctrinal 
decision. The same holds true of the Vatican Decree. The Cate- 
chismus Romanus of 1566, important as a standard of instruc- 
tion, follows certainly the new form of the confession; it is a 
counterpart to Luther's larger Catechism. 

Of the Eastern Church it  will suffice to mention, that in 1642 it  
adopted in opposition to the ideas of the Reformation its Con- 
fessio orthodoxa. 

2. T h e  L u t h e r a n  Churches.--(i.) The Augsbzcrg Confession 
(Confessio Az~gustana), read before the emperor in the Augsburg 
Diet in the name of the majority of the Evangelical deputies and 
presented in writing (Latin and German) on June 25, 1530, has 
become the common confession uniting the Lutheran Churches- 
not indeed in exactly the form presented to the Emperor, but in 
a form differing little from it (the Latin text that of the editio 
princeps of 1531). I t  bears the subsidiary title of the "Invariata" 
(unaltered) in contrast to  the materially altered form of 1540, 
the so-called "Variata," which is not recognized by the Lutheran 
Churches. The C. Augustana owes its great importance to the 
possibility, along with the Wittenberg Concord of I 536, of unit- 
ing the German Evangelical deputies, and to the imperial recog- 
nition which depended upon this. Till the dissolution of the 
old Romano-Germanic Empire the existence of the Evangelical 
Churches depended, formally and legally, upon the C. Augustana. 
Except that since 1648 the reformed German Churches which 
accepted only the "Variata" expressly shared this legal protection. 

1 The earlier history of the C. Augustana goes back to the 
year 1525 and has recently had light thrown upon it  by H. v. 
Schubert and Gussman. Of direct importance for its first part 
(Faith and Doctrine) are the so-called Schwabach Articles, and 
the Marburg Articles giving an abbreviated form of them, both 
of I 529 and for the latter the so-called Torgau Articles of April 
I j30, composed by the theologians of the EIectorate of Saxony 
together and in part by Luther himself. The work of composing 
a common Evangelical Confession out of these materials fell 
to Melanchthon. H e  achieved it by moderating as far as possible 
the contrast with the ancient Church, e.g., the articles on the 
Pope and Purgatory are omitted. The opposition to the dogma 
of transubstantiation is similarly dropped in article 10; the 
teaching about the invisible Church is removed; even the Evan- 
gelical doctrine of Justification finds only brief expression, re- 
quiring explanation. Hence the C. Augustana, though always 
highly honoured, very soon no longer sufficed for the growing 
Lutheran Churches as an expression of their confession and it  
was supplemented by other confessions. 

Contents: I. Faith and Doctrine. I God (Trinity) ; 2 Original Sin; 
3 The Son of God (Incarnation and Redemption) ; 4 Justification; 
5 Preaching; 6 The new obedience; 7 and 8 Church; 9 Baptism; 
10 The Lord's Supper; 11 Confession; 12 Penance; 13 Use of the 
Sacraments ; 14 Church Government ; 15 Liturgies ; 16 Civil Govern- 
ment; 17 Christ's Return to Judgement; 18 Free Will; 19 The Cause 
of Sin; 20 Faith and Good Works; 21 Worship of Saints. 11. Abuses 
(with reference to both forms of the Sacrament, the Marriage of 
Priests, the Mass, Distinction of Meats, Monastic Vows, Authority of 
Bishops ; in all seven articles). 

For the understanding of the C. Augustana it is necessary, owing 
to the brevity of its formulations, first to refer to the Schwabach 
articles and secondly to consider the Apology for the C. Augustana 
of September Ij3o. The Apology is a defence of Melanchthon's, 
directed against the Confutatio Pontificia in which the Emperor in 
August 1530 declared the C. Augustana refuted, and it soon attained 
the authority of a confession. 

(ii.) Next to the C. Augustana the most important German 
Lutheran confession is the Schmalkaldic Articles, composed by 
Luther himself. When pope Paul 111. summoned the council to 
Mantua in June 1536, the C. Augustana did not a t  first appear 
suited to discussion. So Luther in conjunction with Elector John 
Frederick wrote for i t  what were later called the Schmalkaldic 
Articles (Dec. 1536). They were subscribed by the Wittenberg 
theologians, and were to  have been made the common confession 
of all Evangelical deputies and theologians a t  the session a t  
Schmalkalden (Feb. I 537). Melanchthon, furthered by an illness 
of Luther's, prevented this, and secured that both his own writings 
(C. Augustana and Apology) together with an explanatory tract 
on the papacy should be selected as the official confession. The 
theologians present only subscribed Luther's articles privately. 
Luther then issued his articles in 1538 as his personal confession, 
which were to rank also as his witness after his death. Owing to 
their content they very soon became the official confession of all 
the German Lutheran Churches. 

The Schmalkaldic Articles are the jewel among the Lutheran 
confessions. Even their construction is lucidly clear. The first part 
contains the fundamental tenets of the ancient Church, which are 
common to the newly formed Churches and to the Roman Church 
(Trinity and Christology). The second part introduces the great 
issues connected with the doctrine of redemption, round which the 
strife turned and on which no compromise was possible: justifica- 
tion by faith only and the rejection of the sacrifice of the mass, 
monastic vows, and papal authority. The third part contains the 
particular theological problems in which the consequences of the 
fundamental issue find expression, and on which learned discussion 
is possible. For Lutheran Christians the Schmalkaldic Articles 
are still to-day the point of departure in every exploration of 
relations with the Roman Church. They will therefore still possess 
considerable importance in the movement for reunion. At the 
same time it  is in them, more than in any other German Refor- 
mation confession, that the pathos of confession in the early 
Christian sense is most evident. I n  Luther's manuscript they 
bear the motto: hic satis est doctrinae pro vita aeterna. 

(iii.) The large and the small Catechisms, both issued by 
Luther in 1529, cannot be considered in detail here. Suffice it  to 
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mention that the German Lutheran Church reckons them also 
among its confessions, and that the small Catechism became of 
special importance in this respect in the 19th century. 

(iv.) I n  addition to these confessions, which won their way 
everywhere in German Lutheranism, a number of other writings, 
which cannot here be enumerated, attained the rank of con- 
fessions, mostly for a time only, but some also permanently. 
The sifting and collection of these writings in Books of Con- 
fession (Corpora doctrinae) was influenced by the disputes which 
rent the German Evangelical Churches after the "Interim" of 
I 548, being concerned with the differences between Melanchthon's 
and Luther's theology. The great majority of the German 
Churches learned during these conflicts consciously to feel as 
Lutherans. In  Corpora doctrinae collected by them since 1563 
in opposition to a Corpus doctrinae representing purely Melanch- 
thon's position, the writings mentioned under (i.) and (ii.) won 
their way as confessions. The variety of the centres from which 
these books of confession arose, on the one side, and the need 
for an end of disputes, on the other, led to the "Book of Con- 
cord" of 1580, which contains, in addition to the classic creeds of 
antiquity and the confessions mentioned in (i.) to (iii.) above, 
the "Formula of Concord" completed in 1577. Although a few 
Lutheran districts, especially in North-west Germany, did not 
accept the Formula of Concord and the Book of Concord, the 
two became the characteristic confession of the Lutheran Church. 
The divergence of the remaining Corpora doctrinae, apart from 
the failure of the Formula of Concord itself, is of little 
importance. 

This Formula of Concord is the most extensive confessional 
document of Lutheranism. I t  deals with a series of twelve con- 
troversial points of doctrine in a twofold form, in an "Abstract" 
(Epitome) and in a "Fundamental exposition" (Solida declaratio). 
I t  has become of decisive importance for the course of Lutheran 
theology for two reasons: (a) through its acceptance of the 
doctrine of ubiquity (the doctrine of the omnipresence of the 
risen Christ according to his manhood), and (b) through its 
mediation between the doctrines of Predestination of Melanch- 
thon and Luther (the sole-efficacy of grace is clearly maintained, 
but predestination nevertheless made milder). 

(v.) Lutheranism outside Germany formed its own confessions 
as need arose (C. Hafnica in Denmark, 1530), but sooner or later 
reached confessional union with German Lutherinism by the 
adoption of the German Lutheran confessions. In  Denmark and 
Norway under the influence of Christian V. (167-95) only the 
C. Augustana and the smaller Catechism, apart from the early 
Christian creeds, became confessions; but in Sweden the C. 
Augustana in 1593 and the whole Book of Concord in 1686. 
American Lutheranism is a t  one with the strictest German. Lu- 
theranism therefore is, even formally, confessionally very well 
defined, and national differences play a small part; the C. Augus- 
tana and the smaller Catechism a t  least are of world wide 
validity. 

3. T h e  "Reformed" ( N o n - L u t h e r a n )  Churches.-The non- 
Lutheran "Reformed" Churches are distinguished from the 
Lutheran in the matter of confessional formulation in two 
respects. First, they are formally less well defined. The funda- 
mental confession is different in each national Church. Sec- 
ondly, they know no Corpora doctrinae. Most of the national 
Churches have only one fundamental confession. The Dordrecht 
Decisions of 1619 alone are common to many national Churches 
and rank as an expansion of their national confessions. An enu- 
meration even of all the important confessions is therefore im- 
possible here. For these the list given in E. F. Carl Miiller, 
Die Bekenntnissclzriften der reformierten Kirclze, Leipzig 1903, 
p. ix.-xi., should be consulted. 

Zwingli's Fidei ratio ad Carolum quinturn of 1530 is a well- 
defined theological system of so markedly individual a character 
that it is not adapted to be the confession of a Church. Of all 
the pre-Calvinist confessions only one is important, the Confessio 
Helvetica prior, originating early in I 536 in a general consulta- 
tion of all the Evangelical Swiss Cantons. I t  possesses two features 
characteristic of most of the later non-Lutheran "Reformed" con- 

fessions. First it contains extensive explanations about Holy 
Scripture as the only source of doctrine, and secondly it has a 
separate article on the doctrine of Predestination. 

Two writings of Calvin must be mentioned among the "Re- 
formed" confessions. A. TIze Geneva Catechism, composed prob- 
ably in  1541, printed in 1545. I t  has never been an official 
confession of a "Reformed" Church, but yet has in practice been 
one of the most formative influences in "Reformed" doctrine. 
The duty of man is to give glory to  God; but true worship of 
God embraces four things: ( a )  to believe in him, ( b )  to obey him, 
( c )  to  call upon him, ( d )  to recognise him as the source of all 
good. Therein is contained the underlying idea and division of 
the Catechism, except that the four points, where more precisely 
developed, are divided into two parts, the Word of God and Sacra- 
ments. Calvin arranged the two parts of the Catechism as a com- 
plete whole, but the whole is not a system of doctrine, but has a 
practical religious purpose. B. Tlze Confessio Gallicana of 1559, 
the fundamental confession of the French "Reformed" Church, 
which was accepted at  the national synod in Paris in I 559, some- 
what expanded at  La Rochelle in 1571, and is based, according 
to recent research, upon Calvin's own draft. I n  1603 a national 
synod attempted to add to article 31 a supplement which ex- 
plained that the Pope was Antichrist; the Catholic government 
prevented it. Owing to the destruction of the public Evangelical 
Church in France (1685), the C. Gallicana fell out of use in the 
"Church of the M'ilderness," and it did not regain its old position 
in the 19th century. So to-day it  is only an honoured historical 
document, the pattern of many other "Reformed" confessions. 
What is valuable in it, apart from its lucid, systematic, construc- 
tion and its clear language, which make it  the best outline of 
Calvin's theology, is the full development of all the elements of 
the doctrines of Justification and of the Church. 

Contents. I General Idea of God ; z Revelation ; 3-6 Holy Scripture ; 
7 Trinity; 8 and 9 Creation and Providence; 10 and 11 Original Sin; 
12 Double Predestination; 13-17 Christ's Person and Work; 18-24 
Justification by Faith Only; 25-33 Church and Word of God; 34-38 
Sacraments; 39 and 40 Secular Authority. (Arts. I-g=Institutio 
Bk. I . ;  Arts. 1o-17zBk. 11.; Arts. 13-~4=Bk. 111.; Arts. 25-40=Bk. 
IV.) 

Of the remaining reformed confessions the Heidelberg Cate- 
chism, composed by Olevianus and Ursinus, and adopted by the 
Palatinate synod at  Heidelberg in 1563, is still very distinctive. 
I t  arranges the material of the Catechism in a systematic whole 
of three parts (Questions 3-11 Of man's sin and misery, Questions 
I 2-8 j Of man's redemption, Questions 86-1 2 j Thankfulness). 
This arrangement shows that older German Reformation theology 
has had great influence; it is not Calvinism that is the formative 
principle, Predestination is not dealt with expressly. Of all the 
"Reformed" confessions of the continent the Heidelberg Cate- 
chism is to-day the most living and operative; a fact accounted 
for by the penetrating simplicity of its formulation. 

4. T h e  C h u r c h  of England.-The Thirty-Nine Articles have 
become the great fundamental confession of the English Church; 
they were adopted by the united convocations in I 563 and con- 
firmed by Queen Elizabeth. They became law by act of Parlia- 
ment in I j 71 in their final redaction, as somewhat altered about 
I 563. Since I j7I the English Church has made no changes in 
them. The first step towards them was the T e n  Articles of Henry 
VIII.  of I 536, the first still tentative expression of the English 
Reformation movement; these are in part verbally dependent 
upon the C. Augustana, but still more cautious and reserved, and 
they do not comprise a complete confession, but only touch the 
points of chief practical importance. Still nearer to  the C. Augus- 
tana stand the Thirteen Articles of I 538, an outcome of con- 
versations with theologians of the Electorate of Saxony, which 
indeed were never published, but have nevertheless great im- 
portance as the decisive foundation of what followed. When 
under King Edward VI. the Swiss and Genevan Reformation 
gained influence in England, the Forty-Two Articles were drawn 
up upon this foundation under the guidance of Cranmer and 
Ridley; these still stand close to the Wittenberg Reformation, 
but in their doctrine of the Sacraments, and, with some reserve, 
also in their doctrine of Predestination, have moved nearer to 
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that of Geneva. The government of catholic Queen Mary abol- 
ished the Forty-Two Articles. Under Elizabeth they were not 
simply restored, but worked over by Archbishop Parker together 
with Bishops Cox and Guest, in which process renewed Lutheran 
influences (especially the Confessio Wirtembergica of 1551, com- 
posed by Brenz) co-operated. Through this re-working arose the 
Thirty-Nine Articles. 

There are two interpretations of the Thirty-Nine Articles, 
an older which expounds them in the sense of the theologians 
whose work they are, and a newer which understands them from 
the standpoint of the development of the Church of England 
towards a strictly catholic position. The older, as the more origi- 
nal and in fact historical, must be represented here. According 
to it the Thirty-Nine Articles are a true and exhaustive expres- 
sion of the Reformation ideas of the 16th century. Judged accord- 
ing to the articles on Predestination and Sacraments, they belong 
with the Calvinist confessions, except that they are much milder 
in expression. I n  the other articles they reproduce excellently the 
common convictions of Lutherans and "Reformed" in close asso- 
ciation with the language of the German Reformers. The doctrine 
of Justification is rendered in Lutheran phrasing. The opposition 
to  the Roman Church is altogether more clearly and definitely ex- 
pressed than in the C. Augustana. The peculiar spirit of the 
English Reformation betrays itself, apart from the references to 
the Books of Homilies, particularly clearly in article 37, which 
denies chief government in the Church to the Pope, and ascribes 
it- to the King's Majesty of England. 

CONTENTS. I Arts. 1-5 Universally recognized fundamental truths of 
the Christian religion; z Arts. 6-8 Standards of faith; 3 Arts. 9-18 
Sin and Grace; 4 Arts. 19-36 Church and Sacraments; 5 Arts. 37-9 
Civil order. 

Owing to the completeness of the Thirty-Nine Articles the need 
for their expansion has not been pressing. I n  the puritan con- 
flicts attempts were made to expand the Thirty-Nine Articles by 
stricter articles on Predestination ( ~ 5 9 5  and 1603-04) ; they fell 
through. In  the confusion of the great English revolution the 
Thirty-Nine Articles were for the time put aside even in the 
Church of England in favour of the Westminster Confession. The 
Restoration restored them unchanged. Owing to the extension 
of the English Church overseas, especially in the 19th century, 
the Thirty-Nine Articles have become the confession of a world- 
wide community. Next to the C. Augustana, the Thirty-Nine Arti- 
cles have the greatest number of adherents of all the Evangelical 
confessions of the 16th century. And this all the more as the 
Methodist communities have retained a considerable part of the 
Thirty-Nine Articles, a t  least in a redaction of Wesley's (omitting 
the article on the ancient creeds, that on Predestination, and 
others besides). 

5 .  T h e  R e m a i n i n g  English-speaking Churches.-The 
Scottish Reformation, which is independent of the English, pro- 
duced two confessions of its own. ( a )  The first Scottish confes- 
sion of 1560, composed by John Knox, confirmed in the same 
year by the Scottish Parliament (not by Queen Mary) and the 
General Assembly of the Scottish Church, the foundation of the 
new Reformation order of the Scottish Church, embracing 25 
extensive articles; and (b)  the so-called second Scottish confes- 
sion, the Covenant of 1581, a brief ceremonial confession, to 
which King and people bound themselves by oath. Both are 
strongly Calvinist in character. But neither of these has become 
the permanent confession of the Scottish Church; instead it has 
been the Westminster Confession which was completed by the 
Westminster Assembly of the first English revolution of 1645-6 
under strong Scottish influence, and presented to the English 
Parliament on April 29, 1647, and passed by it in March 1648. I t  
became the confession of the Scottish Church, in the form in 
which it  still exists, by act of the Scottish General Assembly on 
August 27, 1647; in 1690 it was finally confirmed for Scotland by 
Parliament. The two Catechisms which belong with the West- 
minster Confession were adopted by the Scottish General As- 
sembly in 1648. 

The Westminster Confession has an importance extending far 
beyond Scotland. The English and American Presbyterians re- 
ceived i t  as their confession, and i t  has become fundamental 

for the Congregationalist communities also, a t  all events with the 
modifications and the Platform which were agreed to by the 
Savoy Synod in 1658. Thereby the Westminster Confession was 
originally the Confession of the most influential of the American 
communities. To-day that is so no longer. For, first, the remain- 
ing American communities for which the Westminster Confession, 
even so far as they are Calvinist, possesses no official importance, 
have greater importance to-day than in North America's colonial 
period; and, secondly, Presbyterians and Congregationalists have 
to-day separated themselves from the old unchanged Westminster 
Confession. For the Presbyterians decisive for the most part 
are the decisions of 1903, which moderated the doctrine of Pre- 
destination and appended two new articles (34 Holy Ghost, 35 
Missions). The Congregationalists have since 1883 procured a 
brief new confession. So one can speak of a constant influence, but 
only in a limited sense of an enduring validity, of the West- 
minster Confession in North America. This course of events is 
explained by the nature of the Westminster Confession. I n  itself 
a master-piece of theological precision and clarity and so far of 
great weight, i t  is yet, owing to its length, more closely inter- 
woven with the theological work of the century of orthodoxy 
than any other modern confession, and it does not shrink from 
the deliberate accentuation of its conceptions, even to the wound- 
ing of natural feeling, if clarity makes this desirable. 

Of the confessions of the other English and American com- 
munities nothing can here be said, owing to their bewildering 
variety. 

6. T h e  Presen t  Position.-With the beginning of the Enlight- 
enment, or of Deism, confessional formulation or transformation 
came everywhere to a standstill. As, however, theology did not 
stand still, but underwent great change as a result of scientific 
study and contact with the spiritual movements of the modern 
period, the question of the relation of the theology of a Church 
to the confession of that Church became acute; that, indeed, did 
not happen everywhere at  the same time (North America was first 
seriously disturbed by it  during the last generation or so), but 
no Church is any longer quite unaffected by it. 

The 18th century produced three temporary solutions favour- 
able to the Church. I .  Moderated Teaching. This pre-supposes 
the distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental articles, 
but fixes the limits between them more boldly and freely than 
was possible in the 17th century. I t  presupposes further, that 
theology must retain certain of the fundamentals of the old con- 
fessions, especially the revelation of God in Christ. 11. The  dis- 
tinction between public and private teaching. The official of the 
Church must conform to the confession of the Church in his offi- 
cial capacity, but as student and writer he is free to express his 
own convictions. This presupposes the "theory of accommoda- 
tion," which regards the confessional form of doctrine as a pic- 
torial expression of real truths suited to  the naxve ideas of the 
people, and allows the use of this expression for the purposes of 
practical instruction, or even regards it  as  a duty. 111. T h e  em- 
phasis of the right and duty  o f  private judgment concerning the 
content of Scripture. All the Evangelical confessions emphasize 
that they intend to reproduce Scriptural truth and possess no 
authority of their own; the Christian must convince himself that 
the confession is Scriptural. This has been understood to mean 
that the confessions only claim to be binding so far as private 
judgment endorses them as Scriptural, and that they are certainly 
not so completely. The ecclesiastical admissibility of this theory 
is subject to the limitation that private judgment shall a t  least be 
in the position t o  perceive an agreement between Scripture and 
confession on the points vital for religion. 

There were crises in the 18th century also; the severest was 
the Deistic crisis in England. Nevertheless with the help of one 
or more of these solutions peace in the Church was then painfully 
preserved. Theology sought the way of agreement. In  the 19th 
century the solutions described were certainly further used in 
practice, especially the third. But the contrasting positions in the- 
ology and Church became so acute, owing to the revival of the 
religious life and the clearer definition of ecclesiastical groups, 
that confessional disputes led to serious crises. In  this conflict 
there is everywhere the desire for a final and clear decision, but 
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this desire does not always follow the same line. Four different 
endeavours can be distinguished. ( I )  The abolition of the confes- 
sion is demanded. This endeavour has been successful, e.g., in the 
Churches of Switzerland. (2) The revision and simplification of 
the confession is demanded. This was attempted in 1846 in the 
Church of the old Prussian union, but it did not succeed. The 
American Churches have in part adopted this course, as already 
mentioned. (3) The confession shall be left unaltered, but re- 
garded as binding only according to its "idea and spirit," not 
according to its letter. The attempt is consequently made to 
express the spirit of Evangelical Christendom in the simplest and 
most inwardly convincing way possible, so that, for all the differ- 
ences, fellowship of faith with the fathers of the confession may 
be apparent. This is the course that German theology, in many 
of its best representatives, has taken again and again. (4) The 
unaltered confession shall retain its unaltered and strict validity, 
i.e., there shall be an unconditional renewal of the old Lutheran 
or "Reformed" orthodoxy. No Church is without a section 
which desires this. 

The position therefore is not cleared UP; so much only would 
seem to be clear, that most of the European Evangelical Churches 
retain their confessions in some form. Curiously enough events 
have shown that in the valuation of confessions much keener 
interest is shown in the ancient creeds than in those to which the 
Reformation gave rise, and this too in good Reformation circles. 
I t  is from this standpoint that the peculiar development of the 
confessional problem in England is most readily understood. In  
the English Church, since Newman's Tract XC. of 1841, a ~ ~ o v e -  
merit has won its way which, strongly attached to the Church, and 
holding closely to  the ancient creeds, accepts also the Thirty- 
Nine Articles, but so interprets their sense that they allow a de- 
Parture from the Reformation doctrine and a return to the 
ancient catholic position. 

The movement for the reunion of the Christian Churches added 
in the 19th century a new motive for confessi~nal formulation, and 
it  has become powerful in the 20th. This movement commonly 
seeks to  establish a new form, side by side with the creeds of the 
early Church, which expresses the COmmon convictions of all 
Churches seeking brotherly feeling with one another. The confes- 
sion of the evangelical alliance of 1846 was already a first at- 
tempt. The latest step in this direction is the message of the 
Churches to the world which was, not indeed accepted, but re- 
ceived a t  the Lausanne Conference in 1927. 
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CREEK.   his, the most important native people of Muskogi 
(q.v.) lineage, was resident in Georgia and Ahbama. Comprising 
a series of local tribal leagues in the days of de Soto and other 
Spanish 16th century explorers, they had formed th~-~-~selves by 
the 18th century into a confederacy of about 50 towns with a 
population approaching 20,000, divided into the Upper Creeks or 
Kusa and Lower or Kawita. This confederacy remained con- 
sistently hostile to the Spaniards and friendly with the English 
settlers. They fought against the Americans in the war of 1812- 
I j, and were defeated by Andrew Jackson. Twenty-five years 
later they removed to Indian Territory, now Oklahoma, where 
they formed a semi-autonomous "nation," one of the "five civil- 
ized tribes." IVhile Still an independent confederacy, the Creek 

absorbed weakened or wasted Muskogian tribes, like the Hitchiti 
and the Alibamu-Koasati, as well as alien groups such as Yuchi 
and Natchez. They also held negro slaves, and as a people now 
contain considerable African and Caucasian blood, by  adoption 
as well as by intermarriage. I n  1904, 15,400 persons were officially 
recognized as Creeks. The Seminole (q.v.) are an off-shoot f rom 
the Creeks in the historic period. 

See Swanton, Bur. Am. Ethn. Bull. 73, 1922.  (A. L. K.) 
CREEK, a small inlet on a low coast or in the lower reaches 

of a river a t  the mouth of a small tributary, also applied to  a 
shallow narrow harbour for small vessels. I n  America and 
Australia especially there are many long shallow streams inter- 
mittent in flow and navigable only at  their tidal estuaries, yet of 
great economic importance. They form complete river-systems, 
and are the only supply of surface water for considerable areas. 
Though sometimes a mere chain of "water-holes," occasionally 
they are strongly flooded. Explorers, advancing up such narrow 
inlets or "creeks," used the same word for the tributaries. 

CREEPER, BROWN, the name given to the North Ameri- 
can subspecies of the small brown forest bird known in Great 
Britain as the tree-creeper ( q . ~ . ) .  I n  the eastern states the form 
is Cerfhia farni,liaris americana; the Mexican creeper (C. f. d- 
bescens); the Rocky Mountain creeper (C, f .  rnontnna) ; the 
California creeper (c. f ,  occidentnlis) ; the Sierra creeper (C. f. 
zelotes), are very similar in colour and habits. 

CREEPING BARRAGE. A military term denoting the 
system (introduced in 1 ~ ~ 6 )  whereby infantry advance and the ar- 
tillery fire are regulated by a time-table, the barrage, or curtain of 
'shells, moving forward a stated number of yards every minute and 
the infantry following behind it. The limitation of the standing 
barrage was that the curtain of shells did not move with the troops; 
and whilst a creeping barrage made short bounds of 50 to roo 
yards, a jumping barrage made longer ones, and was in  fact no 
more than a series of short standing barrages, A rolling barrage 
only differed from a creeping in that the moving forward of the 
shell curtain was continuous from opening of fire onwards, no 
definite bounds of fire being made, 

CREETOWN, a seaport of Kirkcudbrightshire, ScotIand. I t  
is situated near the head of Wigtown bay, 18m. W. of Castle 
Douglas, and is served by railway t o  Stranraer and Dumfries. 
pop, ( 1 ~ ~ 1 )  757, The village dates from 1785, and it  became a 
burgh of barony in 1792. There are important granite quarries 
in  the vicinity, the stone for the Liverpool docks having been 
obtained from them. Sir Walter Scott laid part of the scene of 
G~~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~  in this neighbourhood, and D ~ .  ~h~~~~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
the renowned metaphysician (1778-1820), was a native of the 
parish (Kirkmabreck) in which the modern Creetown lies. 

CREEVEY, THOMAS (1768-1838), English politician, son 
of william creevey, a ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l  merchant, was born in that ,-ity 
in March He to  queen'^ '''lege, and 
graduated as seventh wrangler in 1789. The same year he became 
a student a t  the Inner Temple, and was called t o  the bar in  1794. 
I n  1802 he entered parliament through the duke of Norfolk's nomi- 
nation as member for Thetford, and married a widow with six 
children, Mrs. Ord, who had a life interest in a comfortable income. 
Creevey was a Whig and a follower of Fox, and his active intellect 
and social qualities procured him a considerable intimacy with the 
leaders of this political circle. I n  1806, when the brief "All the 
Talents" ministry was formed, he was given the office of secretary 
to the Board of Control; in 1830, when next his party came into 
power, Creevey, who had lost his seat in parliament, was appointed 
by Lord Grey treasurer of the ordnance; and subsequently Lord 
Melbourne made him treasurer of Greenwich hospital. After 1818, 
when his wife died, he had very slender means of his own. 
Creevey died in February 1838, and is remembered through 
the Creevey Papers, published in 1903 and again in 1905 under the 
editorship of Sir Herbert Blaxwell, which, consisting partly of 
Creevey's own journals and partly of correspondence, give a lively 
and valuable picture of the political and social life of the late 
Georgian era, and are characterized by an almost Pepysian out- 
spokenness. They are a useful addition and correction to the 
Croker Papers, written from a Tory point of view. For thirty-six 
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years Creevey had kept a "copious diary," and had preserved a 
vast miscellaneous correspondence with such people as Lord 
Brougham, and his step-daughter, Elizabeth Ord, by keeping hie 
letters to her, had assisted him in compiling material avowedly 
for a collection of Creevey Papers in the future. At his death it was 
found that he had left his mistress, with whom he had lived for 
four years, his sole executrix and legatee, and Greville notes in his 
Memoirs the anxiety of Brougham and others to  get the papers 
into their hands and suppress them. Brougham may have suc- 
ceeded in this, for the diary did not survive and the papers from 
which Sir Herbert Maxwell made his selection came into his hands 
from Mrs. Blackett Ord, whose husbdnd was the grandson of 
Creevey's eldest step-daughter. 

CREFELD or KREFELD-URDINGEN. a town of Ger- 
many, in the Prussian Rhine province, on the left side of and 3 
mi. distant from the Rhine, 32 mi. N.W. from Cologne, and 
15 mi. N.W. from Dusseldorf. Pop. (1939) 169.48 j. The town is 
one of the finest in the Rhine provinces, being well and regularly 
built. The inner section forms a large rectangle, enclosed by wide 
boulevards. This rare feature is due to the fact that Crefeld was 
always an "open place," and therefore the circular form of a 
fortress town did not develop. 

Crefeld is first mentioned in records of the 12th century. I t  
received market rights in 1361 and the status of a town in 1373. 
I t  belonged to the counts of Mors, and was annexed to Prussia, 
with the countship, in 1702 I t  remained of little importance 
until the 17th century, when religious persecution drove to it a 
number of Calvinists and Separatists from Julich and Berg who 
introduced the manufacture of linen. Immigration further in- 
creased in the 18th century, when the silk industry was intro- 
duced from Holland and the town rapidly developed. The 
French occupation in 1795 interfered for a time with the pros- 
perity of its new trade which, however, grew in importance dur- 
ing the 19th century. The town is famous for its technical 
schools which give instruction in textile manufactures. The 
Friedenskirche is Gothic in style. The town possesses a town hall 
and a museum. 

Among the public monuments there is one to Karl Wilhelm, 
the composer of Die Wacht  a m  Rhein. 

Crefeld specializes in silk and velvet manufactures. A special 
feature is the manufacture of silk for coverings for umbrellas. 
The other industries of the town, notably dyeing, stuff-printing 
and stamping, are very considerable, and there are also engineer- 
ing and machine shops, chemical, soap and other factories. I t  

'is an important railway centre and was therefore bombed by the 
British R.A.F. many times and very heavily during World War 11. 

CREIGHTON, MANDELL (1843-I~OI), English historian 
and bishop of London, was born at  Carlisle on July 5 1843. He 
was educated at  Durham grammar school and a t  Merton College, 
Oxford, where in 1866 he became tutor and fellow. H e  was or- 
dained priest in 1873; and during 1872 he had married Louise von 
Glehn, herself a writer of several text books of history. In 1875 
he became vicar of Embleton, Northumberland, with an ancient 
and beautiful church and a fortified parsonage house, and within 
reach of the fine library in Bamburgh Keep. Here he planned 
and wrote the first two volumes of his chief historical work, the 
History o f  the Papacy; and in 1884 he was appointed to the 
newly-founded Dixie professorship of ecclesiastical history at 
Cambridge, where he went into residence early in 1885. At Cam- 
bridge his influence at  once made itself felt, especially in the 
reorganization of the historical school. I n  1886 he combined with 
other leading historians to found the English Historical Review, 
of which he was editor for five years. Meanwhile the vacations 
were spent a t  Worcester, where he had been nominated a canon 

which left a very difficult task to  his successor. His studied 
fairness did not satisfy partisans on either side; and his efforts 
towards conciliation laid him open to much misunderstanding. 
He strained every nerve t o  induce his clergy to accept his ruling 
on the questions of the reservation of the Sacrament and of the 
ceremonial use of incense in accordance with the archbishop's 
judgment in the Lincoln case; but when, during his last illness, 
a prosecutor brought proceedings against the clergy of five 
recalcitrant churches, the bishop, on the advice of his arch- 
deacons, interposed his veto. I n  accordance with a vote of the 
diocesan conference, the bishop arranged the "Round Table 
Conference" between representative members of various parties, 
held at  Fulham in October 1900, on "the doctrine of the Holy 
Eucharist and its expression in ritual," and a report of its pro- 
ceedings was published with a preface written by him. As he 
was a historian before he became a bishop, so it  was his historical 
sense which determined his general attitude as a bishop. I t  was 
this, together with a certain native taste for ecclesiastical pomp, 
which made him-while condemning the unhistorical extrava- 
gances of the ultra-ritualists-himself a ritualist. H e  was the 
first bishop of London, since the Reformation, to "pontificate" 
in a mitre as well as the cope, and though no man could have 
been less essentially "sacerdotal" he was always careful of correct 
ceremonial usage. H e  died on Jan. 14 1931, and was buried in St. 
Paul's Cathedral. 

Bishop Creighton's principal published works are: History of 
the Papacy during the Period o f  the Reformation (5  vols., 1882- 
9 j ,  new ed ) ;  History o f  the Papacy f rom the Great Schism to  
the Sack o f  Rome  ( 6  vols. 1897) ; The  Early Renaissance in 
England (189j) ;  Cardinal TVolsey (1895); Li fe  of Simon de 
lllontfort (18 j6, new ed. 1895) ; Queen Elizabeth (1896). H e  
also edited the series of Epochs o f  English History, for which he 
wrote "The Age of Elizabeth" (13th ed., 1897); Historical Lec- 
tures and Addresses by  Mandell Creighton, etc., edited by Mrs. 
Creighton, were published in 1903. 

See Life and Letters of Mandell Creighton, etc., by his wife ( z  vols., 
190~) ; and the article "Creighton and Stubbs" in Chzlrch Quarterly 
Review for Oct. 190;. 

CREIL, a town of northern France, in the department of 
Oise, 32 mi. N. of Paris on the Northern railway, on which it  is 
an important junction. Pop. (1936) 10,493 The church (12th 
to 15th centuries) is in the Gothic style. There are some traces 
of a castle in which Charles VI. resided during the period of his 
madness. The manufacture of machinery, heavy iron goods and 
nails, and copper and iron founding, are important industries, and 
the Korthern railway has workshops there. The town was bom- 
barded in 1918. 

CRELL or KRELL, NICHOLAS ( c .  I 5 j ~ - I ~ O I ) ,  chan- 
cellor of the elector of Saxony, was born in Leipzig and educated 
at  the university of his native town. About I 580 he entered the 
service of Christian, the eldest son of Augustus I., elector of 
Saxony, and when Christian succeeded his father as elector in 
I j86 became his most influential counsellor. Crell's religious views 
were Calvinistic or Crypto-Calvinistic, and both before and after 
his appointment as chancellor in I 589 he sought to substitute his 
own form of faith for the Lutheranism which was the accepted 
religion of electoral Saxony. In  foreign politics, also, he sought 
to change the traditional policy of Saxony. These proceedings 
made the chancellor very unpopular, and when the elector died 
in October 1591 he was deprived of his offices and thrown into 
prison by order of Frederick IVilliam, duke of Saxe-Altenburg, 
the regent for the young elector Christian 11. His trial dragged 
on for ten years until he was sentenced to death and executed a t  
Dresden on Oct. g, 1601. 

office till his death. 
In  189 j, on the translation of Dr. Temple to Canterbury, 

Bishop Creighton was transferred to London. During Dr. Tem- 
ple's episcopate ritual irregularities of a11 kinds had grown up, 

resideitiary in 1885, In  1891 he was made canon of Windsor; 
but he never went into residence, being appointed in the same 
>'ear to the see of Peterborough. He became the first president of 
the Church Historical Society (1894), and continued in that 

CRELLE, AUGUST LEOPOLD ( I  780-185 j )  , German 
mathematician, was born at  Eichwerder, kVriezen, on March 17, 
1780. Crelle was a man of many interests and great organizing 
ability, and worked for the advancement df the exact sciences. 

See A. V .  Richard, Der kurfurstliche sachsische Kanzley Dr. Nicholas 
Krell (Dresden, 2 vo1s.1 1859) ; F. Brandes, Der Kanzler Krell, ein 
Opfer des Orthodoxismus (Leipzig, 1873) ; B. Bohnenstadt, Das Pro- 
zessverfahren gegen den kursichsischen Kanzler Dr. Nikolaus Krell 
(EIalle, 1901). 



By profession he was an "Oberbaurat," but was interested in 
educational matters, and in 1828 he left the technical institute in 
which he was employed to take up service with the ministry of 
ecclesiastical affairs and public education. He was the author of 
many mathematical papers, mostly unimportant; his great serv- 
ice to  mathematics was the founding of the Journal fur die reine 
z~nd ungewandte Mathematik, now known as Crelle's Journal. 
Abel and Steiner encouraged Crelle in this venture, and were the 
chief contributors to the first numbers; Jacobi was another early ' 
contributor. I n  1829 Crelle started the Journal fiir Baukzmst. 
The Berlin-Potsdam railway was built in 1838-40 according to his 
plans. Crelle died on Oct. 6, 1855, a t  Berlin. 

CREMA, a town and episcopal see of Lombardy, Italy, 
province of Cremona, 26 mi. N.E. by rail from the town of Cre- 
mona. Pop. (1936) 13,541 (town); 25,163 (commune). I t  is 
on the bank of the Serio, 240 ft .  above sea level, in the centre 
of a rich agricultural district. The cathedral has a fine Lombard 
Gothic faqade of the second half of the 14th century, and a cam- 
panile; the rest of the church has been restored in Baroque. The 
clock tower opposite dates from the period of Venetian dominion. 
The church of S. Maria, 3m. E. of the town, was begun in 1490 
by Giov. Batt. Battaggio; it  is in the form of a Greek cross, with 
central dome; the exterior shows fine polychrome Lombard work. 
Crema was the chief place of the territory of Isola Fulcheria in 
the 10th century. I n  the 12th, Cremona attacked it  and Milan 
sided with i t ;  Barbarossa sacked it  in 1160, but it  was rebuilt in 
1185; it  fell under the Visconti in 1338, joined the Lombard 
republic in 1447, and was taken by Venice in 1449, remaining 
under that Power till 1797, save for the period 1509-29. 

CREMATION, the burning of human corpses. This method 
of disposal of the dead was the general practice of the ancient 
world, with the important exceptions of Egypt, where bodies were 
embalmed, Judaea, where they were buried in sepulchres, and 
China, where they were buried in the earth. Cremation is still prac- 
tised over a great part of Asia and America, but not always in the 
same form. Thus, the ashes may be stored in urns, or buried 
in  the earth, or thrown to the wind, or (as among the Digger 
Indians) smeared with gum on the heads of the mourners. 

There can be little doubt that the practice of cremation in 
modern Europe was a t  first stopped, and has since been prevented 
in great measure, by the Christian doctrine of the resurrection 
of the body; partly also by the notion that the Christian's body 
was redeemed and purified. I t  is, however, in the ultimate resort, 
really a sanitary one. The objectionable results of pit-burial and 
burial in churches and churchyards, made cemeteries necessary. 
But cemeteries are equally liable to overcrowding, and are often 
nearer to inhabited houses than the old churchyards. 

I n  1874, a congress called to  consider the matter a t  Milan 
resolved to petition the Chamber of Deputies for a clause in the 
new sanitary code, permitting cremation under the supervision of 
the syndics of the commune. I t  was Sir Henry Thompson, how- 
ever, who first brought the question prominently before the Eng- 
lish public. Thompson's problem was-"Given a dead body, to  
resolve it  into carbonic acid, water and ammonia, rapidly, safely 
and not unpleasantly." I n  a reverberating furnace used by him 
a body, weighing 1441b., was reduced in 50 minutes to about 4lb. 
of lime dust. The noxious gases, which were undoubtedly produced 
during the first five minutes of combustion, passed through a 
flue into a second furnace and were entirely consumed. I n  the 
ordinary Siemens regenerative furnace (which was adapted by 
Reclam in Germany for cremation, and also by Sir Henry Thomp- 
son) only the hot-blast was used, the body supplying hydrogen 
and carbon; or a stream of heated hydrocarbon mixed with heated 
air was sent from a gasometer supplied with coal, charcoal, peat 
or wood-the brick or iron-cased chamber being thus heated to a 
high degree before cremation begins. 

Steps were at  once taken (1874) to  form an English society 
to  promote the practice of cremation. On account of difficulties 
and prejudices the council of the society was unable to purchase 
a freehold until 1878, when an acre was obtained at  Woking, not 
far distant from the cemetery. The next important development 
was an application to the council in 1882 to undertake the crema- 

tion of two deceased persons who had left express instructions to  
that effect. The Home Secretary was applied to, and refused. I n  
1883 a cremation was performed in itTales by a man on the body 
of his child, and legal proceedings were taken against him. Mr. 
Justice Stephen, in Feb. 1584, delivered his well-known judgment 
at  the assizes there, declaring cremation to be a legal procedure, 
provided no nuisance were caused thereby to others. The council 
of the society a t  once publicly offered to perform cremation, 
laying down strict rules for careful enquiry into the cause of death 
in every case. They stated that they were fully aware that the 
chief practical objection to cremation was t h a t  it  removed traces 
of poison or violence which might have caused death and adopted 
a system of very stringent enquiry. At present two death certifi- 
cates signed by independent medical practitioners are required in 
England before cremation can be carried out. 

On March 26, 1885, the first cremation a t  Woking took place, 
the subject being a lady. I n  1888 it  became necessary, nearly 
IOO bodies having been by this date cremated, to build a large 
hall for religious service, as well as waiting-rooms, in connection 
with the crematorium there. The number of cremations slowly 
increased year by year, and the total a t  the end of 1900 was 
1,824. Many were persons of distinction. 

The Cremation act 1902 (2 ed. VII. ch. 8) and the regulations 
made thereunder by the Home Secretary have laid down a code 
of laws applicable and binding where cremation is resorted to. 

Undoubtedly in populous communities and in crowded districts 
the burial of dead bodies may be dangerous to the living, particu- 
larly in the case of deaths from contagious disease. In  a report 
by Edwin Chadwick (London, 1843) the existence of such a 
danger was strikingly demonstrated, and intramural interments 
were in consequence made illegal. All decaying animal remains 
emit gases which, ultimately, become converted into vegetable 
growth of some kind-trees, crops, garden produce, grass, etc. 
I t  may be taken as certain that the gaseous products arising from 
a cremated body-amounting, although invisible, to  no less than 
97% of its weight, 3% only remaining as solids, in the form of 
a pure white ash-become in the course of a few hours integral 
and active elements in some form of vegetable life. The result 
of this reasoning has been that, by slow degrees, crematoria have 
been constructed a t  many of the populous cities in Great Britain 
and abroad (see Statistics below). 

The subject of employing cremation for the bodies of those 
who die of contagious disease is important. Such diseases include 
small-pox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, tuberculosis, enteric, relaps- 
ing and puerperal fevers, the annual number of deaths from which 
in the United Kingdom in 1926 was upwards of 94,000. I n  cre- 
mation complete disinfection takes place by means of the high 
temperature to which the body is exposed. At the present day 
it  is compulsory to report any case in the foregoing list of diseases 
to the local medical officer of health; and it  is customary to dis- 
infect the rooms, clothes and furniture used by the patient; but in 
case of death, the body, which is the source and origin of the 
evil, and loaded with infectious germs, is left with all the danger 
attached to its preservation in that condition, when buried in a 
fit or unfit soil or situation. 

The process of preparing a body for cremation requires a brief 
notice. The plan generally adopted is to place i t  (in the usual 
shroud) in a light pine shell, discarding all heavy oak or other 
coffin, and to introduce it  into the furnace in that manner. Thus 
there is no handling or exposure of the body after it  reaches the 
crematorium. The type of furnace in general use is on the rever- 
beratory principle, the body being consumed in a separate cham- 
ber heated to  over 2,000° by a coke fire. I n  a few instances a 
furnace burning ordinary illuminating gas is used. 

Statistics.-The following statistics show the history of mod- 
ern cremation and its progress a t  home and abroad. I n  1906 in 
the United Kingdom there were 13 crematoria and 739 crema- 
tions took place; in Italy the figures were 28 and 440; Germany, 
14 and 2,507; Denmark, I and 77; Sweden 2 and 70: Switzerland 
4 and 524; France, 4 and 6,906 (including stillbirths); in Tokyo 
(Japan) alone there are no fewer than 2 2  crematoria and the 
numbers of cremations and burials in earth are about equal. I n  
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the United States crematoria have been established in more than 
fifty cities, and about ~ o , o o o  cremations take place each year. 
The movement in favour of cremation is undoubtedly gaining 
strength. I n  1926, in the United Kingdom there were 16 cre- 
matoria and 2,877 cremations took place; in Italy the figures were 
36 and 18,020; Germany 77 and 40,066; Switzerland, 18 and 
3,788; France 5 and 4,600; United States 87 and 17,000; Den- 
msrk, 3 and 1,223. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-E. Kalmas, "Die Kremation vom hygienischen, 
volkswirtschaftlichen u. gerichtlicli-medizinischen Standpunkte," 
Oesterr. Sun.-Wes. 1914, xxvi. 1135 (bibl.) ; C. Schuchardt, "Die 
Anfange der Leichenwerbrennung," Sitz. d. preuss. Akad. d.  Wissen- 
schaft, 1920, p. 499 (bibl.) ; S. A. Knopf, "Cremation versus Burial," 
etc., Am. J .  Pub. Health, 1922, xii. ,389 (bibl.) ; H. T. Herring, "Dis- 
posal of the Dead, with special reference to Cremation," Jn. State 
Med. 1924, xxxii., 133; A. C. Freeman, Cremation in Great Britain 
and Abroad (undated, about 1925) ; Cremation Society of England; 
Secretary's Statement, 1926. 

CREMATION CERTIFICATE, in the United States, a 
certificate, signed by duly authorized persons, such as trustee, 
committee, etc., stating that they have witnessed the total destruc- 
tion by fire of the papers or securities therein named. I t  is custom- 
ary to burn retired securities and to retain a cremation certificate 
as  evidence of the destruction. 

CREMAZIE, OCTAVE (1827-1879), Canadian poet, was 
born a t  Quebec on April I 6, I 82 7, and educated a t  the Seminary of 
Quebec. An extraordinarily learned man, he started a bookshop 
with his two brothers, Jacques and Joseph, which became the cen- 
tre of a literary circle including Etienne Parent, F.  Garneau, 
Louis FrCchette among others. This club published a magazine, 
Les  Soire'es Canadiennes, with the object of perpetuating the old 
folklore of French Canada before it  could be forgotten. CrCmazie 
also published poems in the Journal de Quebec from about 18j4 
onwards. Unfortunately he became involved in business difficul- 
ties, and to escape their consequences, he departed in 1862 for 
France, where he spent the rest of his life in great poverty, under 
the assumed name of Jules Fontaines. During this time he wrote 
the gloomy poem, Promenade des trois morts,  and a journal SiBge 
de Paris, describing the siege of 18'70, which he witnessed. His 
poetry was characterized by a patriotic love of Canada and Cana- 
dian nature, shown especially in the Chant d u  vieux soldat 
canadien. 

His Oeuvres Complbtes have been collected, with an introduction 
by H. R. Casgrain (Montreal, 1883). 

CREME DE MENTHE, a peppermint liqueur, usually of a 
beautiful dark green colour. By a series of distillations the es- 
sence of the mint, the scent of it, is separated from oils and im- 
purities. That essence is used in the making of cr&me de menthe. 
In  former days the French manufacturers came regularly to Eng- 
land to buy their supplies of mint, plantations of which flourished 
a t  Mitcham, in Surrey. They regarded it  as the finest mint pro- 
curable. Some makers use plain natural spirit in the making of the 
liqueur; but the best manufacturers use good Cognac brandy. The 
best of these liqueurs are exported from France with an age cer- 
tificate of not less than five years. The colouring should be, and 
in the best makes always is, pure vegetable matter. (J. V. M.) 

CREMER, JAKOBUS JAN (1827-ISSO), Dutch novelist, 
born a t  Arnhem, started life as a painter. His first tales (Be t lm-  
sche Novellen and Overbetz~wsclte Novel len) ,  published about 
1855-reprinted many times since, and translated into German 
and French-made his reputation. These short stories of Dutch 
provincial life are written in the quaint dialect of the Betuwe, the 
large flat Gelderland island, formed by the Rhine, the name re- 
calling the presumed earliest inhabitants, the Batavi. In  his later 
novels Cremer abandons both the dialect and the slight love- 
stories of the Betuwe. The principal are: Anna Rooze  (1867), 
Dokter  He l~nond  e n  zi jn Vrouw (187o), Hanna de Freule (1873), 
Daniel Sils, etc. Cremer's Romantische W e r k e  were collected in 
1887-88 (Leiden, I 2 vols.). 

CREMER. SIR WILLIAM RANDAL (1838-1go8), Eng- 
lish pacifist, was born at  Fareham, Wilts., on March 18, 1838, and 
a t  1 2  years of age went to work in a shipyard. H e  was then ap- 
prenticed as a carpenter, and was one of the founders of the 

Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners (1860). H e  was 
secretary of the British section of the First International (see  
INTERNATIONAL), but resigned owing to dissensions with Robert 
Applegarth and because the pacifist programme which he advo- 
cated was turned down a t  the Geneva Conference of 1866. Crem- 
er's first piece of definitely pacifist work was done in 1870-71 
when he formed a working men's committee for the advocacy of 
neutrality in the Eranco-German War. This committee developed, 
after this emergency was past, into the Workmen's Peace Associa- 
tion, of which Cremer was secretary until his death, in London, on 
July 22, 1908. EIe was M.P. for Haggerston, London, from 1885 
to 1895, and from 1900 to 1908. H e  was secretary of the Inter- 
parliamentary Union from 1889 onwards. Cremer received the 
Nobel Peace Prize in  1903. Of the f8,ooo awarded he gave 
f 7,000 in trust to  the International Arbitration League. 

See Howard Evans, Sir Randal Cremer (1911). 
CREMERA, a small stream in Etruria (mod. Fosso della 

Valchetta),  which falls into the Tiber about 6m. K. of Rome. 
The identification with the Fosso della Valchetta is assured by 
Livy's statement that the Saxa Rubra were not far off, and this 
we know to be the Roman name of the post station of Prima 
Porta, 9m. from Rome on the Via Flaminia. I t  is famous for the 
defeat of the three hundred Fabii, who had established a fortified 
post on its banks. (See  FIDENAE.) 

CREMIEUX, ISAAC MOISE ("ADOLPHE") ( I  796-1880), 
French lawyer and politician, was born of Jewish parents a t  
Nimes on April 30, 1796, and died in Paris on Feb. 10, 1880. 
After practising a t  the bar of his native city, he went to Paris 
in 1830, and from that time played a considerable part in politics. 
He was minister of justice in the provisional revolutionary gov- 
ernment of 1848 and in that of 1870-71. As minister of justice in 
1870-71 he secured the franchise for the Jews in Algeria by a 
decree known as the De'cret Cre'miez~x. CrCmieux was president 
of the Universal Israelite Alliance. H e  published a Xecueil of his 
political cases (1869). 

CREMONA, LUIGI (1830-1903), Italian mathematician, 
was born at Pavia, and fought as a volunteer in the abortive north 
Italian rising of 1848-49. After studying under Francesco Brioschi 
a t  the University of Pavia he became elementary mathematical 
master a t  the gymnasium and lyceum of Cremona, and after- 
wards at Milan. I n  1860 he became professor of higher geometry 
at Bologna, and in 1866 professor of higher geometry and graph- 
ical statics at  the higher technical college of Milan. I n  1873 he 
became professor of higher mathematics a t  Rome, and organized 
the college of engineering. Cremona's reputation was now Euro- 
pean. In  1879 he became a corresponding member of the British 
Royal Society, and a senator of the kingdom of Italy. His life 
was devoted to the reform of higher mathematical teaching in 
Italy. Cremona was a prolific contributor to mathematical jour- 
nals of Italy and Europe, and some of his books have been trans- 
lated into English; e.g., his manual on Graphical Statics and his 
Elements o f  Projective Geometry  (tr.  C. Leudesdorf). His repu- 
tation mainly rests on his Zntrodz~zione ad z ~ n a  teoria geometrica 
delle czlrve piane, which proclaims him a follower of the Stein- 
erian or synthetical school of geometricians. 

CREMONA, a city and episcopal see of Lombzrdy, Italy, 
the capital of the province oi Cremona. situated on the north bank 
of the Po, I j jft. above sea-level, Gom. by rail S.E. of Milan. Pcp. 
(1936) 54,j64 (town); o q , o ~ g  (commune). It is oval in shdpr, 
and retains its mediaeval fortifications. The line of the streets 
is as a rule irregular 

The finest building is the cathedral, in the Lombard Roman- 
esque style, begun in 1107 and consecrated in 1190. The wheel 
window of the main faqade dates from 1273  The transepts, added 
in the 13th and 14th centuries (before 13jo), have picturesque 
brick fasades, with fine terra-cotta ornamentation. The great Tor- 
razzo, a tower 397ft. high (the highest in Italy) which stands 
by the cathedral, and is connected with it  by a series of galleries, 
dates from 1267-1291. I t  is square below, with an octagonal sum- 
mit of a slightly later period. The main f a ~ a d e  of the cathedral 
was largely altered in 1491-1501. The interior is fine, and is cov- 
ered with frescoes by Cremonese masters of the r6th century 



CREMORNE GARDENS-CREODONTA 
(Boccaccio Boccaccino, Romanino, Pordenone, the Campi, etc.). 
The choir has fine stalls of 1490. Adjacent to the cathedral is the 
octagonal baptistery of 1167, gzft. in height and 75ft. in external 
diameter, also in the Lombard Romanesque style. The so-called 
Campo Santo, close to the baptistery, contains a 12th century 
mosaic pavement with emblematic figures. Of the other churches, 
S. Michele has a simple and good Lombard Romanesque 13th- 
century facade, and a plain interior of the 10th century; and S. 
Agata a good campanile in the former style. Many of them con- 
tain paintings by the later Cremonese masters, especially Galeazzo 
Campi (d. I 536) and his sons Giulio and Antonio. The latter are 
especially well represented in S. Sigismondo, 14m. outside the 
town to the east. On the side of the Piazza del Comune opposite 
t o  the cathedral are two 13th century Gothic palaces in brick, 
the Palazzo Comunale and the former Palazzo dei Giureconsulti. 
In  the Piazza is a statue of the composer Amilcare Ponchielli, 
The Palazzo Fodri, now the Monte di Pieti, has a beautiful 15th 
century frieze of terra-cotta bas-reliefs, as have some other palaces 
in private hands. 

Cremona was founded by the Romans in 218 B.C. (the same 
year as Placentia) as an outpost against the Gallic tribes. I t  soon 
became one of the most flourishing towns of upper Italy. I t  re- 
mained prosperous (we may note that Virgil came here to school 
from Mantua) until it was taken and destroyed by the troops of 
Vespasian after the second battle of Betriacum in A.D. 69; the 
temple of Mefitis alone being left standing. One of the bronze 
plates which decorated the exterior of the war-chest of the legio 
111. Macedonica, one of the legions which had been defeated a t  
Betriacum, has been found near Cremona. Vespasian ordered its 
immediate r e ~ ~ n ~ t r ~ ~ t i ~ n ,  but it never recovered its former pros- 
perity, though its position on the north bank of the Po, a t  the 
meeting point of roads from Placentia, Man@ (the Via Pas- 
tumia in both cases), Brixellum (where the roads from Cremona 
and Mantua to Parma met and crossed the river), Laus Pompeia 
and Brixia, still gave it  considerable importance. I t  was de- 
strayed once more by the Lombards under Agilulf in A.D. 603, and 
rebuilt in 615, and was ruled by dukes; but in the 9th century 
the bishops of Cremona began to acquire considerable temporal 
power. The commune of Cremona is first mentioned in a document 
of 1098, recording its investiture by the countess Matilda with the 
territory known as Isola Fulcheria. I n  the war of the Lombard 
~ e a ~ u e  against Barbarossa, Cremona, after having shared in the 
destruction of Crema, in 1x60 and Milan in 1162, finally joined 
the League, but took no part in  the battle of Legnano, and thus 
procured itself the odium of both sides. I n  the Guelph and Ghibel- 
line struggles Cremona took the latter side, and defeated Parma 
decisively in 1250. I t  was during this period that Cremona 
erected its finest buildings. There was, however, a Guelph reaction 
in 1264; the city was taken and sacked by Henry VII. in 1311, 
and was a prey to struggles between the two parties, until Galeazzo 
Visconti took possession of it  in 1322: it  then rebelled, and sur- 
rendered to Azzone in 1334. I n  1406 it fell under the sway of 
Cabrino Fondulo, who received with great festivities both the 
emperor Sigisinund and Pope John XXIII . ,  the latter on his way 
to the council a t  Constance; he, however, handed it over to Filippo 
Maria Visconti in 1419. In  1499 it  was occupied by Venetians, 
but in I 512 it  came under Massimiliano Sforza. In  I 5 2  j it fell 
under Spanish domination, and was compelled to furnish large 
money contributions. The population fell to I0,oOO in 1668. The 
surprise of the French garrison on February 2, 1702, by the Im- 
perialists under Prince Eugene, was a celebrated incident of the 
War of the Spanish Succession. The Imperialists were driven 
from Cremona after a sharp struggle, but captured 
Villeroi, the French commander. Hence the celebrated verse: 

Fran~ais, rendons grLce i Bellone; 
Notre bonheur est sans Cgal; 
Nous avons conserve Cremone, 
Et perdu notre gen6raI.' 

I n  the 18th century the prosperity of Cremona revived. In the 
Italian republic it was the capital of the department of the upper 
Po. Like the rest of Lombardy it fell under Austria in 1814, and 
became Italian in 18 59. 

CREMORNE GARDENS, formerly a popular resort by the 
Thames in Chelsea, London, England. The earl of Huntingdon 
(c. 1750), built a mansion here, which passed into the hands of 
Thomas Dawson, Baron Dartrey and Viscount Cremorne ( I  72 j- 
1813), who greatly beautified it. I t  was sold and converted into 
a place of entertainment, being popular as such from 1845 to 
1877. I t  was later closed down and the site of the gardens was 
built over. The name survives in Cremorne Road. 

CRENELLE, a term specifically designating an embrasure 
of a battlement, but also commonly applied to the whole system 
of defence by battlements. I n  mediaeval times no one could 
"crenellate" a building without special licence from his supreme 
lord. 

CREODONTA. An order or sub-order of primitive Car- 
nivora characteristic of the older Tertiary. The creodonts were 
the flesh-eating animals of the northern continents during the 
Eocene, and included a number of families of diverse or partly 
parallel specialization, from one of which, the ilfiacidae, were 
descended the various families of modern Carnivora. They 
are distinguished by certain primitive characters, the small brain, 
separate scaphoid and lunar bones of the carpus, and lack of 
ossification of the tympanic bulla. Except in the family Miacidae 

they lack the specialization of -!?.!- as "carnassials" characteris- 
m I 

tic of the fissiped Carnivora; but another pair of teeth may be  
enlarged and specialized instead (m3 in Oxyaenidae, m3 in 
Hyaenodontidae), They are distinguished from Insectivora and 
associated with the modern Carnivora by the enlargement of the 
canines into powerful laniary teeth, reduction of incisors, the 
more sectorial characters of the cheek teeth, heavier muzzle and 
jawswith strong zygomatic arches, also by a number of characters: 
in the feet (astragalar trochlea narrower with inner keel imperfect, 
astragalar foramen present, phalanges more elongate and curved, 
etc.1. 

The earliest Creodonta are the Oxyclnenidae of the Paleocene, 
with primitive tritubercular teeth, the molars sub-equal, none of 
them enlarged as carnassials. These gave rise to  a number of 
different specialized families of creodonts during the Eocene. The 
A r c t o c y ~ , ~ i d ~ ~  had flattened bear-like teeth and were plantigrade, 
with sharp claws like the bears. 

The Miacidae include a considerable variety of small o r  
medium-sized creodonts with more or less tuberculo-sectorial 
molars, the first molar the largest of the three and progressively 
specialized along with the fourth premolar of the upper jaw into 
enlarged shearing teeth or carnassials. The teeth behind the car- 
nassial are in some genera (Vzllpavzrs, Oiidectes) of similar shear- 
ing type but smaller size; in other genera they are flattened crush- 
ing teeth, two in nulnber (Didymictis, ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  or three 
(Mia&, Uintacyo?z, Vassacyon). I n  the Upper Eocene the 

Miacidae give rise, through inter- 
mediate genera such as Proda- 
phaenus, Procynodictis, Cynodic- 
tis, Cynodon and others, to the 
primitive fissiped Carnivora of 
the Oligocene. 

The Oxyaenidae included Iarger 
predacious types, Oxyaena re- 

;A,",",",T~:,,";Y THE A M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N  MUSEUM OF sembling a wolverine, Patriofelis 
S K U L L  O F  T H E  H Y A E N O D O N ,  A CRE-  reaching the size of a bear with 
ODONT O F  E A R L Y  T E R T I A R Y  A G E  massive hyena-like teeth, Palaeo- 
WHICH I N  SIZE A N D  STRUCTURE WAS %ictiS of more feline 
SOMEWHAT S I M I L A R  TO T H E  W O L F  the smaller ~ i ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  analo- 
gous in teeth, proportions and probable habits, to modern weasels 

martens. 
The Hyae7zodontidae include many and various types in North 

America, Europe, Asia and Africa. I n  the earliest forms, Sinopa, 
Proviverm, Trite~nnodon, of the Lower and Middle Eocene, the 
teeth are tuberculo-sectorial, the molars not very different in size, 
and the skull is long and slender, the proportions of body and 
limbs like those of the modern viverrids (civet iamily) except 
for the very long and heavy tail. In  Pterodon and Hyae~zodon 
of the Upper Eocene and Oligocene, the teeth are more completely 



CREOLE-CREOSOTE 
sectorial, the size larger and proportions of skull and limbs are 
more like those of wolves. Widespread in the Upper Eocene and 
Oligocene, late survivors occur in the Indian Miocene. 

The most diverse and specialized group of the creodonts is the 
Mesonychidae, distinguished by the loss of any shearing action of 
the teeth, the cusps becoming high, round, blunt-tipped, adapted 
probably for crushing and piercing some hard, shelly food. The 
muzzle and jaws are elongate, the limbs and feet in some species 
slender and cursorial as in the wolf, while others attain large size 
and massive proportions comparing with the larger bears. The 
toes are tipped with flattened hoofs instead of claws. These are 
found in the Eocene of western North America, western Europe 
and central Asia. Several of them equalled or exceeded the largest 
living Carnivora in size of skull, and in the Upper Eocene of 
Mongolia the gigantic Andrewsarclctts has a skull three feet long, 
the largest known carnivore, even allowing for the probability 
that the skull was relatively large in proportion to the skeleton. 

(W. D. hl.) 
CREOLE, a word used originally (16th century) to  denote 

persons born in the West Indies of Spanish parents, as distin- 
guished from immigrants direct from Spain, aboriginals, negroes 
or mulattos (from the Fr. form of criollo, a West-Indian corrup- 
tion of Span. criadillo, cognate with Lat. creare, to  create). I t  
is now used of the descendants of non-aboriginal races born and 
settled in the West Indies, in various parts of the American 
mainland and in Mauritius, Reunion and some other places col- 
onized by Spain, Portugal, France, or (in the case of the West 
Indies) by England. I n  a similar sense the name is used of ani- 
mals and plants. The use of the word by some writers as neces- 
sarily implying a person of mixed blood is totally erroneous; in 
itself "creole" has no distinction of colour; a creole may be a 
person of European, negro or mixed extraction-or even a horse. 

Local variations occur in the use of the word as applied to 
people. In  the West Indies it designates the descendants of any 
European race; in the United States the French-speaking native 
portion of the white race in Louisiana, whether of French or 
Spanish origin. The French Canadians are never termed creoles, 
nor is the word now used of the South Americans of Spanish or 
Portuguese descent, but in Mexico whites of pure Spanish extrac- 
tion are still called creoles. In  all the countries named, when a 
non-white creole is indicated the word negro is added. In  hlaur- 
itius, Reunion, etc., on the other hand, creole is commonly used 
to designate the black population, but is also occasionally used of 
the inhabitants of European descent. The difference in type be- 
tween the white creoles and the European races from whom they 
have sprung, a difference often considerable, is due principally to 
changed environment-especially to the tropical or semi-tropical 
climate of the lands they inhabit. The many patois founded on 
French and Spanish, and used chiefly by creole negroes, are spoken 
of as creole languages, a term extended by some writers to in- 
clude similar dialects spoken in countries where the word creole 
is rarely used. 

See G. W .  Cable, The Creoles of Loui,iana (1884) ; A. Coelho, " 0 s  
Dialetos romanicos on neo latinos na Africa, Asia e America," Bol. 
Soc. Geo. Lisboa (1884-86), with bibliography. For the Creole French 
of Haiti see an article by Sir H. IE. Johnston in The Times (London), 
April 10, 1909. 

CREON ( I )  son of Lycaethus, king of Corinth and father of 
Glauce or Creiisa, the second wife of Jason ( q . ~ . ) .  

( 2 )  See OEDIPUS. 
CREOPWYLUS of Samos, one of the earliest Greek epic 

poets. According to an epigram of Callimachus (quoted in Strabo 
xiv. p. 638) he was the author of a poem called Tlze Capture o f  
Oechalia. H e  was said to have been a friend of Homer, who, 
according to another tradition, was himself the author of the 
Captz~re ,  and presented it to Creophylus. 

See F. G .  Welclrer, Der epische Cyclus (1865-82). 
CREOSOTE or KREOSOTE. In  1832 Reichenbach applied 

the term "kreosote" to a substance possessing powerful antisep- 
tic properties and derived from wood tar. Shortly afterwards, 
Runge discovered carbolic acid in coal tar and showed that it 
possessed many of the characteristics of "kreosote." The isola- 
tion of similar products from various sources, however, has led 

to the adoption of the term "creosote" as signifying the mixture of 
phenol and phenoloid substances derived indifferently from coal, 
wood, blast furnace, and other tars and from shale and bone oils. 
In pharmaceutical circles, however, the term "creosote" is still 
restricted to the product isolated from wood tar, but in industry 
it is loosely applied to  designate that fraction of oils distilling at  
zoo0-300" C. and derived from coal tar. Owing to their dis- 
tinctive character, the creosotes from wood tar and from blast- 
furnace tar are known as "wood-tar creosote" and "blast-furnace 
creosote." 

Wood-tar Creosote.-By the distillation of wood tar, particu- 
larly of that derived from the carbonization of beechwood, a 
fraction heavier than water is obtained, from which, after redis- 
tillation to remove last traces of acetic acid, a complex mixture 
of phenolic substances can be isolated by a treatment similar to 
that described for the extraction of phenol from coal tar. (See  
CARBOLIC ACID.) 

Wood-tar creosote, a colourless, transparent, highly refractive 
oil of specific gravity 1.037 to 1.087 distils between 205" and 
225OC and burns with a very smoky flame. I t  dissolves in 200  

parts of water. A powerful antiseptic, it is non-poisonous and 
much less caustic than carbolic acid. I t  dissolves sulphur, resins 
and phosphorus. I t  is composed of monohydric phenols and the 
methyl ethers of di- and tri-hydric phenols. Phenol, the cresols 
and xylenols occur in small quantities, but the major constituents 
are guaiacol and methylguaiacol. Small amounts of dimethyl- 
pyrogallol, the dimethyl ether of methylpyrogallol and other 
ethers are also present. Propylguaiacol, or coerulignol, is often 
present in the crude product. This substance possesses such 
astringent properties that a single drop placed on the tongue 
causes bleeding. Purified creosote, especially for medicinal pur- 
poses, should be free from this compound which may be detected 
by the blue coloration produced by barium hydroxide. The pro- 
portions in which these constituents occur vary with the con- 
ditions under which the wood is carbonized. (See  TARS, LOW- 
TEMPERATURE.). 

The distinctive properties of wood-tar creosote are due to  the 
guaiacols. I t  is insoluble in absolute glycerol and is thus sharply 
distinguished from coal-tar acids which are completely soluble. 
I t  dissolves completely in an ethereal solution of collodion, 
whereas carbolic acid gives an immediate precipitate. 

Purified wood-tar creosote is extensively used for pharma- 
ceutical purposes. Beechwood creosote alone should be used in 
medicine, as its composition renders it much more valuable than 
other creosotes. I ts  constituents circulate unchanged in the blood 
and are excreted by the lungs. Carbolic acid has no value in the 
treatment of phthisis (pulmonary tuberculosis) or any other bac- 
terial affection of the lungs; but creosote, being powerfully anti- 
septic and non-poisonous, is very valuable in this direction. I t  
is administered either suspended in mucilage or in capsules. Like 
carbolic acid, wood-tar creosote, owing to its local antiseptic and 
anaesthetic action, is often useful in relieving gastric pain due to  
ulcer or cancer and in afflictions due to gastric irritation. When 
inhaled it brings considerable relief to sufferers from bronchitis, 
bronchopneumonia, lobar pneumonia and other bacterial lung 
diseases. 

In many applications creosote has been replaced by creosotal 
(creosote carbonate), a mixture of the carbonates of the phenols 
present in creosote and prepared by the action of phosgene gas 
on a solution of beechwood creosote in caustic soda solution. I t  
is a viscous, yellow liquid, insoluble in water but soluble in organic 
solvents. I t  is odourless, tasteless and non-irritant in its action on 
mucous membrane and is therefore used in bronchial affections, 
phthisis and pneumonia, particularly in children. Other salts of 
creosote used in medicine are the phosphate (phosphote), phos- 
phite (phosphotal) and valerianate (eosote). 

Wood-tar creosote is also used as a source of pure guaiacol, 
the residue being used as a preservative for wood. 

Coal-tar Creosote consists mainly of a mixture of liquid 
hydrocarbon oils with naphthalene obtained in the distillation of 
coal tar. The content of naphthalene varies, in some cases being 
so small that the oils are able to hold it all in solution, whilst in 



others it  is so high that the oils are solid at ordinary tempera- 
tures. Phenolic compounds (tar acids), to which the fraction 
owes its disinfectant and preservative qualities, are present to the 
extent of 8 to 10% ; but a creosote much richer in phenols can be 
obtained by a partial distillation which removes the naphthalene, 
leaving a residue in which the phenolic content is as high as 307%. 
The creosote fraction is often mixed with the anthracene oils, 
owing to the circumstance that the demand for anthracene has 
practically vanished and that the isolation and purification of this 
hydrocarbon has become unremunerative and is rendered more 
difficult by the introduction of vertical-retort tar, which contains 
paraffinoid substances. The addition of the anthracene oil to the 
creosote is not altogether a disadvantage, since the specifications 
for creosote for the preservation of timber demand a certain 
percentage of high oils. Unfortunately, the creosote storage tank 
in many places is bccoming the refuse pit for all manner of non- 
marketable oils and tars, such as blast-furnace tar, water-gas 
tar, etc. I t  is, therefore, somewhat difficult to assign a definite 
composition to coal-tar creosote; but a good sample should have 
a specific gravity of 1.03 to 1.08, be quite clear a t  15" C and 
distil between zoo0 and 300' C. The phenolic content should be 
in the region of 10%. For the uses of coal-tar creosote see COAL 

TAR. 
O t h e r  Creosotes.-The oils derived from low-temperature coal 

tar and corresponding in boiling point with coal-tar creosote are 
characterized by the presence of paraffins, the complete absence 
of naphthalene, a specific gravity less than unity and a high con- 
tent of tar acids containing a very small amount of phenol. 
Vertical-retort tar, particularly if steam has been employed in the 
carbonization of the coal, yields a creosote fraction resembling 
that from low-te~nperature tar in many respects, although it  usu- 
ally contains naphthalene. Creosote from producer-gas tar con- 
tains large quantities of high-boiling tar acids and paraffins, whilst 
that from water-gas tar is characterized by the absence of tar 
acids, richness in paraffins and low specific gravity. 

Blast-furnace creosote, sometimes known also as "phenoloid," 
resembles vertical-retort tar and low-temperature tar creosotes in 
its content of paraffins and tar acids and its specific gravity. I t  
is noteworthy, however, for the presence of guaiacol and methyl- 
guaiacol amongst the phenols, which amount to 20 to 3 5% of the 
fraction. From this creosote a new antiseptic called "neosote" 
has been prepared. I t  is less caustic than carbolic acid, and when 
freshly prepared is almost colourless and bears a close resemblance 
to wood-tar creosote. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Lunge, Coal Tar  and Ammonia (1916) ; Warne. 
Coal Tar  Distillation (1923) ; Allen, Comnzercial Organic Analysis. 

(D. D. P.) 

CREOSOTE-BUSH (Larrea tridentata or Covillea glandu- 
10sa)~ a North American shrub of the caltrop family (Zygophyl- 
iaceae), called also greasewood, native to hot arid regions in 
the southwestern United States and adjacent Mexico. I t  is an 
evergreen, rank-smelling, diffusely-branched shrub, 2 ft. to 5 ft .  
high, with brittle stems and very leafy branches. The small, olive- 
green, copiously resinous leaves emit a strong tarry odor. The 
bright yellow flowers, a half-inch across, appearing in early spring, 
are followed by small densely white-woolly globose seed-vessels. 
At low altitudes and sometimes up to 3,000 ft. the creosote-bush 
is often a very abundant shrub, forming, in the Mohave, Colorado, 
Gila and similar deserts, a characteristic zone of vegetation called 
the "Larrea belt." 

CREPE DE CHINE. A very light and fine plain woven 
dress fabric, produced either with a fine warp and weft of all-silk, 
or else with a silk warp and hard-spun worsted weft. As the name 
implies, a crepe de Chine texture has a slightly crepe character, a 
feature which is developed entirely from the employment of weft 
yarn spun with the twist running in reverse directions and known 
as "right-hand" and "left-hand" twist, respectively, and as also 
observed in the manufacture of voile textures (q.v.). Thus, during 
weaving, the picks of weft are inserted in the order of "two-and- 
two," i.e., with two picks of weft with a "right-hand" twist, and 
two picks wlith a "left-hand" twist, uniformly, throughout the fab- 
ric. 

Hence, during the finishing operation, owing to the abnormal 
amount of twist in the picks of weft, these tend to untwist and 
recover their normal condition. 

They thereby cause the characteristic effect of typical crepe 
de Chine. 

Crepe de Chine textures of artificial silk are now common and 
are often difficult to distinguish from the true silk. 

CREPUSGULUM: see TWILIGHT. 
CREQUY, CHARLES I .  DE BLANCHEFORT, MARQUIS DE, prince 

de Poix, duc de Lesdiguikres (1578-1638), marshal of France, 
was a member of a French noble house which took its name 
originally from a small lordship in  the Pas-de-Calais. H e  saw his 
first fighting before Laon in 1594, and was wounded a t  the capture 
of Saint Jean d'AngCly in 1621. In  the next year he became a 
marshal of France. H e  served through the Piedmontese campaign 
in aid of Savoy in 1624 as second-in-command to the constable, 
Franqois de Bonne, duc de Lesdiguikres, whose daughter Made- 
leine he had married in I j95. H e  inherited in 1626 the estates and 
title of his father-in-law, who had induced him, after the death 
of his first wife, to marry her half-sister Franqoise. H e  was also 
lieutenant-general of Dauphin&. I n  1633 he was ambassador to 
Rome, and in 1636 to Venice. H e  fought in the Italian campaigns 
of 1630, 1635, 1636 and 1637, when he helped to defeat the 
Spaniards a t  Monte Baldo. H e  was killed in an attempt to raise 
the siege of Crema, a fortress in the Milanese. H e  had a quarrel 
extending over years with Philip, the bastard of Savoy, which 
ended in a duel fatal to Philip in 1599; and in 1620 he defended 
Saint-Aignan, who was his prisoner of war, against a prosecution 
threatened by Louis XII I .  Some of his letters are preserved in 
the Bibliothkque Nationale in Paris, and his life was written by 
N. Chorier (Grenoble, 1683). 

CREQUY, FRANCOIS, CHEVALIER DE, marquis de Marines 
(162j-1687), marshal of France, grandson of the preceding, 
took part as a boy in the Thirty Years' War. At the age of 26 he 
was made mare'clzal de canzp, and lieutenant-general before he 
was thirty. H e  won the favour of Louis XIV. by his fidelity to 
the court during the second Fronde. I n  1667 he served on the 
phine, and in 1668 he commanded the covering army during 
Louis XIV.'s siege of Lille, after the surrender of which the king 
made him marshal. In  1670 he overran the duchy of Lorraine. 
Shortly afterward, Turenne, his old commander, was made mar- 
shal-general, and all the marshals were placed under his orders. 
CrCquy went into exile rather than serve under Turenne. After the 
death of Turenne and the retirement of CondC, he became the most 
important general officer in the army. He was defeated a t  Conzer 
Briicke on the Moselle (16;s) by the duke of Lorraine and was 
taken prisoner. After his release he took the field again in 1676 
in Lorraine, and showed himself again a cool, daring and success- 
ful commander. (See DUTCH WARS.) 

The marshal had two sons. The elder, Franqois Joseph, marquis 
de CrCquy (1662-1702), already held the grade of lieutenant- 
general when he was killed at  Luzzara; and Nicolas Charles, sire 
de CrCquy, was killed before Tournai in 1696 a t  the age of 
twenty-seven. 

For a detailed genealogy of the family and its alliances see Moreri, 
Dictio~znaire historique; Annuaire de la noblesse f ran~aise  (1856 and 
1867). There is much information about the CrCquys in the Me'moires 
of Saint-Simon. 

CREQUY, R E N ~ E  CAROLINE DE FROULLAY, 
MARQUISE DE (1714-1803), nCe de Froullay, was born on Oct. 19, 
1714, a t  the chgteau of Monfleaux (Mayenne). She married in  
1737 Louis Marie, marquis de CrCquy, who died four years after 
the marriage. I n  1755 Madame de CrCquy began to receive in 
Paris, among her intimates being D'Alembert and J. J. Rousseau. 
She presently became extremely religious with inclinations to  Jan- 
senism. D'Alembert's visits ceased when she adopted religion, 
and she was nearly 70 when she formed the great friendship of her 
life with SCnac de Meilhan, whom she met in 1781, and with 
whom she carried on a correspondence (edited by Bdouard Four- 
nier, with a preface by Sainte-Beuve in 18j6). She was arrested 
in 1793 and imprisoned in the convent of Les Oiseaux until the 
fall of Robespierre (July 1794). The Souvenirs de la marquise 
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de  Cre'quy (1710-1803) (1834-35), purporting to be addressed to 
her grandson, Tancrhde de Crkquy, was the production of a 
Breton adventurer, Cousin de Courchamps. 

See the notice prefixed by Sainte-Beuve to the Lettres; Quhrard, 
Sziperche'ries litte'raires, s.v. "Crkquy"; L'Ombre de la marquise da 
Cre'quy aux lectuers des souvenirs (1836) exposes the forgery of the 
Me'moires. 

CRESCAS, HASDAI BEN ABRAHAM (1340-I~IO), 
Jewish philosopher, was born a t  Barcelona and lived all his life 
in Spain. H e  is best known for his "Or Adonai" (the Light of 
the Lord), which is of importance as having affected Spinoza, 
especially in the distinction between attributes and properties 
and on the subjects of creation and free-will. I t  was written de- 
liberately to free Judaism from the domination of Aristotle under 
which it had been brought by Maimonides, and its most important 
part is a criticism of the Aristotelian propositions on the nature 
of God. Crescas also wrote a Re f z~ ta t i on  of the  Cardinal Principles 
of the  C/zristia?zs in Spanish. 

See C. E.  G .  Hirsch in the Jewish Encyclopaedia (iv.) 350; JoEI, 
Zur. Genesis Der Lehre Spinozas (Breslau, 1871) ; P. Bloch, die 
Willensfreiheit von Chasdai Crescas (Munich, 1879) ; "Philosophy 
of Don Hasdai Crescas" in Columbia University Orielztal Studies, 
vol. xvli. (1920). 

CRESCENDO (It.) means literally merely "growing," but 
as used in the familiar musical direction-crest.-implies always 
increasing in loudness. The sign expresses the same 
meaning. 

CRESCENT, originally the waxing moon, hence a name ap- 
plied to the shape of the moon in its first quarter. The crescent 
is employed as a charge in heraldry, with its horns vertical; 
when they are turned to the dexter side of the shield, i t  is called 
increscent, when to the sinister, decrescent. I n  modern armory 
a crescent is used as a difference to  denote the second son of a 
house; thus the earls of Harrington place a crescent upon a 
crescent, as descending from the second son of a second son. An 
order of the crescent was instituted by Charles I. of Naples and 
Sicily in 1268, and revived by RenC of Anjou in 1464. A Turk- 
ish order or decoration of the crescent was instituted by Sultan 
Selim 111. in 1799, in memory of the diamond crescent which he 
had presented to Nelson after the battle of the Nile, and which 
Nelson wore on his coat as if i t  were an order. 

The crescent is the military and religious symbol of the Otto- 
man Turks. Ala ud-din, the Seljuk sultan of Iconium (1245-j4), 
and Ertoghrul, his lieutenant and the founder of the Ottoman 
branch of the Turkish race, assumed it as a device, and it  appeared 
on the standard of the janissaries of Sultan Orkhan (1326-60). 
Since the new moon is associated with special acts of devotion in 
Turkey-where, as in England, there is a popular superstition 
that it  is unlucky to see it  through glass-it may originally have 
been adopted in consequence of its religious significance. Ac- 
cording to Professor Ridgeway, however, the Turkish crescent, 
like that seen on modern horse-trappings, has nothing to do with 
the new moon, but is the result of the base-to-base conjunction 
of two claw or tusk amulets, an example of which was brought 
to  light during the excavations of the site of the temple of Ar- 
temis Orthia a t  Sparta (see Atlzenaez~m, March 21, 1908). There 
is nothing distinctively Turkish in the combination of crescent 
and star: i t  is also doubtful whether any opposition between 
crescent and cross, as symbols pf Islam and Christianity, was 
ever intended by the Turks and it is an historical error to attrib- 
ute the crescent to the Saracens of crusading times or the Moors 
in Spain. 

Crescent is also the name of a Turkish musical instrument. In  
architecture, a crescent is a street following the arc of a circle; 
the name in this sense was first used in the Royal crescent at 
Bath. 

CRESCIMBENI, GIOVANNI MARIO (1663-1728), 
Italian critic and poet, was born at  Macerata on Oct. 9, 1663. 
In  1690, in conjunction with 14 others, he founded in Rome the 
academy of the Arcadians to combat the affectations of the school 
of Marini. Crescimbeni was secretary to the Arcadians for 38 
years He died on March 8, 1728, shortly after his admission as a 
member of the order of Jesus. His principal work is the Istovia 

della volgar poesia (1698), an estimate of all the poets of Italy, 
past and contemporary. The most important of his numerous 
other publications are the Commentarij  (5 vols., I 702-1 I ) ,  and 
L a  Bellezza della volgar poesia ( I  TOO). 

CRESILAS, a Cretan sculptor of Cydonia. H e  was a contem- 
porary of Pheidias, and the sculptor of one of the Amazons in  the 
famous competition a t  Ephesus (see GREEK ART) about 450 B.C. 
As his Amazon was wounded (volnerata; Pliny, Nut .  Hist .  xxxiv. 
75), we may perhaps identify it  with the figure, of which several 
copies are extant, represented as drawing back her chiton from a 
wound under the right breast. Another work of Cresilas of which 
copies survive is the portrait of Pericles, the earliest Greek por- 
trait which has been with certainty identified, and which fully 
confirms the statement of ancient critics that Cresilas was an art- 
ist who idealized and added nobility to  men of noble type. An 
extant portrait of Anacreon is also derived from Cresilas. 

See H.  Stuart Jones, Ancient Writers on Greek Sculpture, 6 148 
(1895) ; E. A. Gardner, Handbook o f  Greek Sculpture, pp. 350-352, 
370 (1915) ; A. Furtwangler (trans. E. Sellars), Masterpieces o f  
Greek Sculpture, p. 115 if. (1895). 

CRESOLS or METHYL PHENOLS. The three isomeric 
cresols are found in the tar obtained in the destructive distilla- 
tion of coal, beech-wood and pine. The crude cresol obtained from 
tar boils from 185 to 205" and constitutes the "cresylic acid" of 
commerce (see COAL TAR). The formula is CH~.CSH~.OH,  and 
the proportions of the three isomerides are approximately 35% 
ortho-, 40% meta- and 25% para-cresol. 

Ortho-cresol, CHd(~).CoH4.OH(z) ,  may be prepared by fusion 
of ortho-toluene-sulphonic acid with potash; by the action of 
phosphoric oxide on carvacrol; or by the action of zinc chloride 
on camphor. I t  is a crystalline solid, which melts a t  30" C. and 
boils a t  190.8" C. Being more volatile than the other two cresols 
it may be separated by fractional distillation. 

Meta-cresol, CH,( I ) .C~H&.OH(~) ,  is formed when thymol 
(para-isopropyl-meta-cresol) is heated with phosphoric oxide. 
Propylene is liberated during the reaction, and the phosphoric 
acid ester of meta-cresol which is formed is then fused with pot- 
ash. I t  solidifies in a freezing mixture, on the addition of a crys- 
tal of phenol, and then melts a t  3"-4" C. I t  boils a t  202.8" C. 
Its aqueous solution is coloured bluish-violet by ferric chloride. 
The mixture of meta- and para-cresols is converted by 94% 
sulphuric acid into monosulphonic acids, when the p-sulphonate 
or its sodium salt is separated by crystallization, after which the 
two cresols are regenerated by hydrolysing their respective sul- 
phonic acids with superheated steam. 

Para-cresol, CH,( I )  .CeH4.0H(4), may be prepared by the 
fusion of para-toluene-sulphonic acid with potash; by the action 
of nitrous acid on para-toluidine; or by heating para-hydroxy- 
phenylacetic acid with lime. I t  crystallizes in prisms which melt 
at 36" C. and boil a t  201.8" C. I t  is soluble in water, and the 
aqueous solution gives a blue coloration with ferric chloride. Para- 
cresol is produced during the putrefaction of albumen, and occurs 
as sulphate in the urine of the horse. 

CRESPI, DANIELE (1590-1630), Italian historical painter, 
was born near Milan, and studied under Giovanni Battista Crespi 
and Giulio Procaccini. His best work, a series of pictures from 
the life of Saint Bruno, is in the monastery of the Carthusians at  
Milan. Other paintings of his are at  Brera and a t  Pavia. 

CRESPI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA ( I  55 7-1 633), called I1 
Cerano, Italian painter, sculptor and architect, was born a t  Cerano 
in the Milanese. H e  was head of the Milanese academy, founded 
by Cardinal Frederigo Borromeo, and was the teacher of Guercino. 
He is best known as a painter. 

CRESPI, GIUSEPPE MARIA (1665-1 747), Italian 
painter, called "Lo Spagnuolo" from his fondness for rich ap- 
parel, was born a t  Bologna, and was trained under Angelo Toni, 
Domenico Canuti and Carlo Cignani. H e  was a clever portrait- 
painter and a brilliant caricaturist; and his etchings after Rem- 
brandt and Salvator are in some demand. His greatest work. a 
"Massacre of the Innocents," is a t  Bologna; but the Dresden gal- 
lery possesses twelve examples of him, among which is his cele- 
brated series of the Seven Sacraments. 



SYSTEM 
CRESS (Lepidizm sativum) . An annual garden plant (family 

Cruciferae), known in the cultivated state in North America, 
Europe, North Africa, western Asia and India, but of obscure 
origin. I t  is used in salads, the young plants being cut and eaten 
while still in the seed-leaf, forming, along with plants of the ~ h i t e  
mustard in the same stage of growth, what is commonly called 
"small salad." The "golden" or  "Australian" cress is a dwarf, 
yellowish-green, mild-flavoured sort, which is cut and eaten when 
a little more advanced in growth but while still young and tender. 
The "curled" or "Normandy" cress is very hardy and of good 
flavour. I n  this, which is allowed to grow like parsley, the leaves 
are picked for use while young, and, being finely cut and curled 
they are well adapted for  garnishing. 

CRESSENT, CHARLES ( I  685-1 768), French furniture 
maker, sculptor and fondeur-ciseleur, was born at Amiens on 
Dec. 16, 1685, and died in Paris on Jan. 10, 1768. As the second 
son of Francois Cressent, sculpteur du roi, and grandson of 
Charles Cressent, a furniture maker and sculptor of Amiens, he 
inherited the tastes and aptitudes which nere likely to make a 
finished designer and craftsman. H e  was a pupil of AndrC Charles 
Boulle. Cressent's earlier work had affinities with the school of 
Boulle, while his later pieces were full of originality. He was an 
artist in the widest sense of the word. He not only designed and 
made furniture but created the magnificent gilded enrichments 
which are so characteristic of his work. Cressent made for the 
regent one of the finest examples of French furniture of the 18th 
century-the famous me'daillier now in the Bibliothkque Nation- 
ale, Paris. His bronze mounts were executed with a sharpness 
of finish and a grace and vigour of outline which were hardly 
excelled by his great contemporary Jacques Caffieri. His female 
figures placed at  the corners of tables are among the most deli- 
cious achievements of the great days of the French metalworker. 
The Louvre, Paris, and the Wallace collection, London, are espe- 
cially rich in  Cressent's work, his commode in the latter col- 
lection, with gilt handles representing Chinese dragons, is perhaps 
his most elaborate piece. 

See F. de SalvertC, Les Ebenistes du xviii Sidcle, lrurs oeuvres et 
Zeuvs nzarqzles ( 1 9 2 7 ) .  

CRESSWELL, SIR CRESSWELL (1794-1863), Eng- 
lish judge, was a descendant of an old Northumberland family 
and was born a t  Newcastle in 1794. He was educated at  the 
Charterhouse and at  Emmanuel college, Cambridge. He took his 
degree in 1814, studied a t  the Middle Temple and was called to  
the bar in 1819, joining the northern circuit. In  1837 he entered 
parliament as Conservative member for Liverpool, and he soon 
gained a reputation as an acute and learned debater on all con- 
stitutional questions. In  January 1843 he was made a judge of 
the court of common pleas, being knighted at the same time; and 
this post he occupied for 16 years. When the new court for pro- 
bate, divorce and matrimonial causes was established (18581, Sir 
Cress-ell became its first judge. He died of heart disease, July 
29, 1863. 

See Foss's Lives of the Judges; E. Manson, Bz~ilders of our Law 
(1904). 

CRESSY, HUGH PAULINUS DE (c.  1605-16 741, English 
Benedictine, was born a t  Thorpe-Salvin, Yorkshire. In 1626 he 
became a fellow of Merton college, Oxford, and later dean of 
Leighlin, Ireland, and canon of \trindsor. I n  1646, during a visit 
to Rome, he joined the Roman Catholic Church and in 1649 be- 
came a Benedictine. H e  died on Aug. 10, 16 74. His Exomologesis, 
or account of his conversion, appeared at  Paris in 1647, but his 
chief work is The  Church History of Brittanny or England, from 
the beginning of Christianity to  the Norntan Conqziest (1st vol. 
only published, 1668). This gives an exhaustive account of the 
foundation of monasteries during the Saxon heptarchy and asserts 
that they followed the Benedictine rule, differing in this respect 
from many historians. The work was much criticized by Lord 
Clarendon but defended by Antony Wood in his Athenae Oxo- 
niensis, who supports Cressy's statement that it  was compiled 
from original mss. and from the Annales Ecclesiae Britannicae of 
Michael Alford, Dugdale's .Monasticon and the Decem Scriptores 
Nistoriae Anqlicanae. The unpublished part of the history was 

discovered at Douai in 18 j6. To Roman Catholics Cress~r's name 
is familiar as the editor of Walter Hilton's Scale o f  Perfection 
(16jy), of Father A. Baker's Sancta Sophia (1657) and of 
Julian of Norwich's Sixteen Revelations o n  tlze Love of God 
(16 70). 

For a complete list of Cressy's works see J. Gillow's Bib2. Dict. of 
Eng. Catholics. 

CREST, a town of southeastern France, in the department 
of DrBme, on the right bank of the DrBme, 2 0  mi. S.S.E. of 
Valence by rail. Pop. (1936) 4,120. On the rock which commands 
the town stands a huge keep, the sole survival of a castle (12th 
century) which made Crest important in the middle ages and the 
religious wars. The rest of the castle mas destroyed i n  the 17th 
century, after which the keep %as used as a state prison. Crest 
ranked for a time as the capital of the duchy of Valentinois, and 
so belonged before the Revolution to the prince of Monaco. The 
communal charter, graven on stone and dating from the 12th 
century, is preserved in the public archives. Crest is a busy 
little tonn, carrying on silk-worm breeding, silk-spinning and 
small manufactures of noollens, paper and leather. Ten  miles 
southeast of Crest is the picturesque Forest of Saou, lying in a 
girdle of limestone peaks. 

CRESTING, in architecture, a decorative termination for  the 
top of a wall, or other architectural member, in which the decora- 
tion lies primarily in a vertical plane and achieves its effect by 
serration of the edge with a band of pierced work or rich 
carving below. 

CRESTLINE, an incorporated village of Crawford county, 
Ohio, U.S.A., 75 mi. S.W. of Cleveland, on federal highway 3oN 
and served by the Big Four and Pennsylvania railroads. Pop. 
(1930) 4,425; 1940 federal census 4.333 The county produces 
chiefly wheat, corn and oats. There are railroad shops in the 
village, and factories making steel ranges, furnaces, sewer pipe, 
grain and seed cleaners, pumps and road-making machinery. 
Crestline was incorporated in 18 54. 

CRESTON, a city of Iowa, U.S.A., 60 mi. S.W. of Des 
hloines, at an altitude of 1,310 ft., on the crest of the watershed 
between the Mississippi and the Missouri basins; the county seat 
of Union county. I t  is on federal highway 34 and is served by 
the Burlington railaay. The population in 1940 (federal census) 
was 8,033. I t  is a shipping and trading point for a rich farming 
and stock-raising region. The town was founded in 1869, when 
the railroad selected this as the site for its shops. I t  was chartered 
as a city in 1871. 

CRESWICK, THOMAS (181 1-18691, English landscape 
painter, was born a t  Sheffield on Feb. 5, 1811, and educated a t  
Hazelwood, near Birmingham. H e  was a pupil of J. Vincent 
Barker at  Birmingham. I n  1842 he was elected an associate, and 
in 1850 a full member of the royal academy. English and Welsh 
streams formed his favourite subjects, and generally British rural 
scenery. Creswick was industrious and extremely prolific; he 
produced, besides paintings, numerous illustrations for books. H e  
died a t  his house in Bayswater, Linden Grove, on Dec. 28, 1869. 
Frith for figures, and Ansdell for animals, occasionally worked 
in collaboration with Cres~~ick .  I n  1873 T .  0 .  Barlow, the en- 
graver, published a catalogue of Creswick's works. 

CRESWICK, a borough of Talbot county, \'ictoria, Australia. 
Pop. est. (1933) 1,506. Gold is found both in alluvial and quartz 
formations, the quartz being especially rich. The surrounding 
country is fertile and well timbered, and there is a government 
plantation and nursery in  connection with the forests department. 

CRETACEOUS SYSTEM, the group of rocks which nor- 
mally occupies a position above the Jurassic system and below the 
Tertiary. I n  many areas, the system (from Lat. creta, white 
chalk, a characteristic rock type of the Upper Cretaceous in  
N.W. Europe) falls naturally into two divisions; the lower is 
sometimes regarded as a separate system (the Comanchean) in  
North America, where the unconformity between the two di- 
visions is well marked. The names of the stages and some of the 
zones, as generally accepted in England, are given in Table I, 
which shows also the position in the system of the more im- 
portant strata in the British Isles. Table 11, with Table 111 for 
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N. America, gives the stages and substages, and an approximate 
correlation of the better known Cretaceous strata of the world; 
for correlation over wide areas, the Ammonoidea are (as usual in 
the Mesozoic) the most satisfactory group of fossils. It should be 
remembered that the names of the divisions of the Cretaceous 
given in these tables have been interpreted in widely different 
senses in the past, and that there is by no means general agree- 
ment in their usage even now. The Albian is often regarded as 
the lowest stage of the Upper Cretaceous. 

British Isles.-The Wealden beds, a thick and variable series 
of estuarine and fresh-water deposits, are found in the Weald, the 
Isle of Wight, the Isle of Purbeck and the Boulonnais. The lower 
beds are usually sandy, the upper argillaceous; limestones occur 
rarely. The Wealden passes conformably down into the Purbeck, 
which it closely resembles; it is accordingly sometimes regarded 
as Jurassic. The fossils include fish, reptiles, plants and estuarine 
and freshwater hlollusca; and the Wealden was evidently de- 
posited in a lagoon or estuary which probably did not extend far 
beyond the present limits of its outcrop. The beds of the same 
age found in Norfolk, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire are marine, 
and their fauna in part is closely allied with that of similar de- 

posits in Russia. The Spilsby Sandstone and lower part of the 
Speeton Clay are often regarded as Jurassic. Between the Wealden 
area and Xorfolk, the Neocomian is missing, and a barrier of 
Palaeozoic rocks (now buried under later deposits beneath Lon- 
don) probably separated the estuarine and marine areas. 

The Aptian strata are everywhere marine, the Wealden area 
having been invaded by the sea. The Aptian is well developed in 
the IVeald and the Isle of Wight. where it is usually argillaceous 
in the lower part and sandy in the upper; the sandstones are oc- 
casionally green through the presence of glauconite. I t  rests con- 
formably oq the Wealden, but thins to the westward and over- 
laps the Wealden in Wiltshire. Between Wiltshire and Norfolk, 
it  is represented by thin sandstones (such as the Faringdon 
Sponge Bed of Berkshire), resting on Jurassic beds, often with a 
basal conglomerate. The Snettisham Clay of Norfolk and the 
Tealby Limestone of Lincolnshire are s~metimes considered 
Neocomian. 

The Albian is represented by three facies or types of deposit: 
a blue clay with phosphatic nodules (Gault) ; a glauconitic sand- 
stone (Upper Greensand) ; and a hard red limestone, often with 
small pebbles (Red Chalk). Since these three rock-types were 

Danian from Denmark. 
Maestrichtian from blaestricht, Holland. 
Senonian from Sens, Yonne, France. 
Campanian from Champagne, France. 
Santonian from Saintonge, France. 
Coniacian from Cognac, France. 
Turonian from Touraine, France. 
Cenomanian from Le Mans (Cenomanum), 

Note to Table IT. 
Albian from Aube, France. 
Gargasian from Gargas, near Apt, France. 
Bedoulian from la Bedoule, X'ar. 
Aptian from Apt, Vaucluse, France. 
Barremian from BarrCme, Basses Alpes. 
IIauterivian from Hauterive, Lake Keuchbtel. 
Yalanginian from ChLteau de Valangin, NeuchCttel. 

France. h'eocomian from NeuchPtel (;\Teocomz~m), Switzerland. 
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I N  T H E  M E D I T E R R A N E A N  A R E A  A R E  O M I T T E D  FOR CLEARNESS 

Devon. The Gault rests upon the Palaeozoic ridge under London, 
showing that the Albian sea had submerged this barrier. 

The rest of the Cretaceous is represented by the Chalk forma- 
tion, which stretches from Flamborough Head in Yorkshire to the 
coast of Dorset (forming the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds 
and the Chilterns), encircles the Weald as the North and South 
Downs, underlies the Tertiary beds round London and Hampshire, 
and is found in north France. Where it rests upon the Gault, the 
lower part of the Cenomanian is an argillaceous chalk (Chalk 
Marl) : where on Uppcr Greensrtnd, a glauconitic sandy limestone 
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the Cretaceous sea. ~ ~ n e o u s  activity i s  unknown, and earth 
movement is gentle and relatively unimportant-such as the minor 
folding which led to the removal of the top of the Gault and 
deposition of the Cambridge Greensand in Cambridgeshire. 

Relat ions of t h e  Cretaceous Strata.-The upper and the 
lower limits of the Cretaceous system are often sharply defined 
by unconformities. Since the Cretaceous beds in many areas are 
transgressive over older formations, the lowest Cretaceous being 
missing, the lower unconformity is well marked. In  the Alps and 
Himalayas there is sometimes an apparent continuity from 
Jurassic into Cretaceous marine sediments; a similar continuity 
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pure white limestone 
ent; but ammonoids are found in each and enable a correlation to 
be made. The Red Chalk of Norfolk passes laterally into the 
Gault of Cambridgeshire; and the Gault o i  the east Weald passes 
westwards into Upper Greensand which overlaps the Aptian into 

WORLD M A P  S H O W I N G  T H E  COASTLINES I N  EARLY A N D  LATE CRETACEOUS 
TIMES. T H E  CO ASTLINES A R E  GENERALIZED. T H E  I S L A N D S  THAT EXISTED 
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on Red Chalk, a 
(Chalk). In  Devon, Antrim, Argyll and Mull, i t  is represented by 
glauconitic sandstones, indicating the nearness of land. I n  Cam- 
bridgeshire, a t  the base of the Cenomanian i s  a glauconitic con- 
glomerate, the Cambridge Greensand, with phosphatic nodules 
in part derived by erosion from the Gault. Otherwise, the Chalk 
formation is composed almost entirely of chalk, a white limestone 
with from 95% to 99% of calcium carbonate. Flints are com- 
mon in the upper Middle Chalk of East Anglia and the north, 
and in the Upper Chalk throughout. Marly bands occur sparsely, 
and nodular beds (such as the Chalk Rock) are more common, 
especialIy in the lower Middle Chalk (Melbourn Rock). The 
top of the Cretaceous is everywhere missing: the Danian may be 
represented by the Ostrea lunata beds of Trimingham, Norfolk. 
The Tertiary rests unconformably upon the Chalk. Thus in the 
British Isles, the invasion of the Wealden estuary or lagoon by 
the Aptian sea; the submergence of the Palaeozoic ridge by the 
Albian sea; the thinning out of the Lower Cretaceous sediments 
in the south of England to the west, and to the north against 
the Palaeozoic ridge; the extension of the upper deposits beyond 
the limits of the lower into Dorset and Devon, and into Ireland 
and Scotland: all these facts point to a gradual encroachment of 
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in non-marine beds is seen in the south of England and north-west 
Germany (Wealden), and in Australia (Walloon series). The 
plant-bearing deposits of the Atlantic coast region of the United 
States (Potomac series) and Japan (RhyBseki series) may be in 
part Jurassic. The lacustrine and fluviatile Laramie formation of 
the western interior of the United States helps to bridge the gap 
between the vertebrate faunas of the Cretaceous and the Eocene; 
the chalky limestones, of Malmo (Fennoscania) and Faxe (Den- 
mark), in which two typical Mesozoic groups (the ammonoids 
and belemnites) are not found, have been regarded as Tertiary 
but are usually included in the Cretaceous. (Table 11.) 

Phys iopraphica l  Conditions, E a r t h  Movements  a n d  Ig- 
neous  Activity.-Non-marine sediments are found, for the most 
part, either a t  the beginning, or, to  a less extent, a t  the end of 
the period. As examples of Neocomian terrestrial, fluviatile or 
estuarine deposits may be cited the Wealden of England, the 
Boulonnais, the Franco-Belgian coalfield and Hanover; the lower 
part of the Uitenhage series (Enon Beds, Variegated hiiarls and 
Wood Beds) of the Cape Province of South Africa; the Potomac, 
Kootenay and Morrison series of the United States; the upper 
part of the Walloon series of Australia; and the RhyBseki series 
of Japan. The sea invaded some of these areas in Neocomian 
times, depositing, for instance, the upper part of the Uitenhage 
series (Sunday's River Beds) in Cape Province, and the Mono- 
gebawa series (in part Albian) in Japan. I n  Australia, the 
marine Aptian (Roma series and Maryborough Beds) are in part 
overlapped by the marine Albian (Tambo series). I n  north-west 
Europe a similar transgression of the sea continued with. minor 
interruptions from Aptian into Senonian times, invading the 
Armorican massifs in Ireland, Brittany, Spain and the Ardennes; 
and chalk practically free from material derived from existing 
land masses was laid down in the British Isles, northern France, 
extra-alpine Germany, south Scandinavia, Denmark and Russia. 
I n  the Tethys sea, which extended along the Mediterranean area 
across the site of the Himalayas, the western part of the southern 
margin-the north of Africa-was also invaded by the sea. In the 
shallow waters of the Tethys flourished the rudists, with gastero- 
pods and reef-building corals; a similar facies is found in Texas, 
Alabama, Mexico and the West Indies. The lamellibranch faunas 
of the sublittoral Neocomian deposits of the south Andes, south 
Africa and Tanganyika Territory are very similar to each other, 
and distinct from those of the northern hemisphere: they afford 
evidence for the hypothetical South Africa-Brazil Cretaceous 
continent. A similar Neocomian fauna is found in Cutch, Mada- 
gascar and New Caledonia; the southern Cretaceous land-masses 
are often regarded as parts of the hypothetical Permo-Carbon- 
iferous Gondwanaland. Evidences of a marine Cenomanian trans- 
gression are seen in Brazil and peninsular India. 

The unconformity between the Upper and the Lower Creta- 
ceous of North America, and the dissimilarity in the areas of 
deposition, indicate important earth-movement in mid-Cretaceous 
times. The more wide-spread unconformity at  the end of the 
Cretaceous and beginning of the Tertiary was due to a more 
general withdrawal of the sea accompanied by important de- 
formative earth-movements and igneous activity. The folding 
and elevation of the Cordilleras and the Appalachians date in part 
from this period. The most important igneous activity was the 
formation of the Deccan traps. These basic lavas, erupted from 
fissures, cover 200,000 sq. miles and are from 4,000 to 6,000 feet 
thick. 

Economic Products.-In the British Isles, local limestones of 
the Wealden (Sussex Marble) and Hythe Beds (Kentish Rag) 
have been used as building stones. Fuller's earth occurs in the 
Sandgate Beds, and glass-sands in the Lower Greensand. More 
important is the manufacture of bricks and tiles from the Gault, 
and of lime and cement froin the Chalk. The clay ironstones of 
the Wadhurst Clay were once the main source of the English iron 
supply, and more recently the phosphatic nodules of the Cam- 
bridge Greensand have been exploited. 

Perhaps the most important economic product of the Cretaceous 
is coal. The Laramie formation, in the western interior of the 
United States, contains lignite and also, in places, anthracite. 

Lower Cretaceous coal seams are known in Dakota, Alaska and 
New Zealand; in the Senonian may be mentioned the coal- 
bearing Urakawa series of Japan. 

T h e  Cretaceous F a u n a  a n d  Flora.-The flora is best known 
from the United States, especially from the Potomac formation of 
Maryland and Virginia. That of the lower divisions (Patuxent 
and Arundel series) is very similar t o  the Upper Jurassic flora; 
it consists chiefly of ferns, conifers and the now extinct Bennet- 
titales (usually grouped with the modern Cycadales), often well- 
preserved and known in considerable detail: leaves of an angio- 
sperm type occur very rarely. Similar floras of Lower Cretaceous 
age are found in the English Wealden, in  Belgium and Germany, 
in the Uitenhage series of South Africa and the Rhybseki series 
of Japan, in  west Greenland and Spitzbergen. I n  the third division 
of the Potomac formation (the Patapsco series), there is a sudden 
development of angiosperm leaves. I n  the Upper Cretaceous, 
the angiosperms are the dominant group, replacing the Bennetti- 
tales; the flora is wide-spread, ranging from Alaska t o  Argentina 
and occurring in west Greenland, western Europe and Japan; 
many of the species are referred to  modern genera, and the whole 
has a subtropical aspect (see PALAEOBOTANY: ij/lesozoic). 

The smaller Foraminifera such as Globigerina and Cristellaria 
are important, forming for instance on the average 10% of the 
Upper Chalk in England; of the larger, the orbitolines (Lower 
Cretaceous and Cenomanian) and the orbitoids (Campanian to 
Tertiary) have been used for correlation in deposits of the Medi- 
terranean region. Sponges are  locally abundant (Siphonia, Ventri- 
culites); calcareous forms are more characteristic of shallow- 
water deposits, such as the Faringdon Greensand (Aptian) of 
Berkshire (Peronidella, Barroisia, Rhaphidonema). Corals are 
relatively rare. The widely distributed, free-swimming crinoids, 
Uintacm'nus and Marsupites, characterise the Santonian. Sea- 
urchins are especially abundant, both regular (Cidaris, Salenia, 
Phymosoma) and irregular (Echinocorys, Holaster and true heart- 
urchins). The genus iMicraster in the Upper Turonian and Lower 
Senonian of England supplies some of the best evidence of evolu- 
tion by slow continuous change that palaeontology affords (see 
PALAEONTOLOGY). Brachiopods are represented chiefly by tere- 
bratulids and rhynchonellids. Polyzoa are abundant. Lamelli- 
branchs are important; Aucella, characteristic of the northern 
Lower Cretaceous, and Inoceramus, almost universal in  the Upper 
Cretaceous, are both useful for correlation. More important as 
time-indices throughout the Cretaceous, to  which they are con- 
fined, are the massive, sessile, aberrant lamellibranchs, the group 
of rudists (Monopleura, Requienia, Toucasia, Hippurites, Radio- 
lites and Cap/ina), characteristic of a shallow-water facies of the 
Tethys and Central America. Gastropods are common in the 
same facies. The ammonoids afford the best means of correlation 
over wide areas. As in the Jurassic, the Phylloceratidae and 
Lytoceratidae persist with but little change; it  has been sug- 
gested that these thin-shelled forms, characteristic of the deeper 
parts of the Tethys, were the parent stocks, which, by  acquisition 
of ornament and modification (usually simplification) of suture- 
line, supplied successive groups of short-lived thick-shelled forms 
which populated surrounding areas. Characteristic genera are 
Spiticeras, Polyptychites, Simbirskites (Neocomian) ; Parahopli- 
toides, Cheloniceras (Aptian) ; Leymeriella, Douvilleiceras, Hop- 
liies, Pervinquieria (Albian) ; Schloe~zbachia, Acanthoceras (Ceno- 
manian) ; Pachydiscz~s, Prionotropis (Turonian) ; Morto?ziceras, 
Parapuzosia (Senonian). With these "normal" ammonites, coiled 
into a closed plane spiral, are found many abnormal, "uncoiled" 
types; such forms occur throughout the Mesozoic, but become 
common only in  the Cretaceous (Crioceras, Baculites, Scaphites, 
Turrilites). There is also in  some stocks a tendency for the 
suture-line to become simplified, and occasionally (Tissotia) it 
mimics the type seen in the Triassic Ceratites. Of the belemnites, 
Belemnitella is  wide-spread in northern seas in the Upper Seno- 
nian, and Actinocanlax in the Senonian of north-west Europe 
undergoes progressive changes which render it  useful as a time- 
index; the irregularly-shaped Dz~valia is characteristic of the 
Mediterranean Yeocomian, and Cylindroteuthis of the Boreal. 
Both the ammonoids and the belemnites became extinct a t  the 
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end of the Cretaceous. 

Of the five classes of the Vertebrata, the mammals and birds 
are of infrequent occurrence in the Cretaceous, but the reptiles 
and fishes are represented by many genera and species; the 
Amphibia are not definitely known. Generally, the vertebrates 
of the Lower Cretaceous are closely allied to  Jurassic types, 
while the higher beds of the Upper Cretaceous are distinguished 
by the appearance of forms ancestral to  those which flourished 
in the early Tertiary. Thus the fishes may be divided into two 
groups: a Lower Cretaceous group, characterised by forms closely 
allied to Jurassic genera; and an Upper Cretaceous group, in 
which both the bony and the cartilaginous fishes show a marked 
resemblance to their modern representatives which are found in 
the ocean depths. Nearly complete skeletons of cartilaginous 
fishes occur in the Upper Cretaceous of Westphalia and Mt. 
Lebanon; in the English Cretaceous are found representatives of 
the dogfishes (Scyllidae), the sharks (Lamnidae) and skates 
(Ptychodus, a gigantic, primitive and extinct form). The bony 
fishes are represented in the English Wealden (Lepidotzls), and 
are known in the uppermost Cretaceous beds of south Scandi- 
navia. northern France, Persia, India and Brazil. As a whole, 
the Upper Cretaceous fish fauna appears to be more closely allied 
to  the modern fauna than are the mammals, birds and reptiles. 

The Mesozoic is often termed the "Age of Reptiles," and in 
the Cretaceous the reptiles are still the dominant vertebrates, 
although not so prolific in species and individuals as in the 
Jurassic period. The dinosaurs (9.v.) are the most powerful 
group of Cretaceous animals; they often attain a length of 30 
feet, but possess extremely small brain-cavities. Both herbivorous 
and carnivorous forms are found. The herbivorous dinosaur, 
Zgzuznodon, occurs in the Lower Cretaceous of England, and 
nearly complete skeletons have been obtained from the Wealden 
of Bernissart, Belgium. Dinosaurs are also very abundant in 
the Cretaceous of North America; they include Tyrannosaurus, 
a predaceous form armed with sabre-like teeth and sharp claws; 
Trachodon, duck-billed and probably living in shallow, muddy 
waters; Stegosaurus, with a median row of plates and spines along 
its back; and Triceratops, with head armed with horns and 
a massive bony frill. The majority of the remaining reptiles are 
aquatic forms. The "sea-serpents" are extremely elongated forms, 
with powerful flippers and long tails. Ichthyosaurs and plesio- 
saurs are less common than in the Jurassic. The pterosaurs 
(Ornithocheirus), the remarkable flying lizards, attain their maxi- 
mum development; one digit of each "hand" is prolonged, prob- 
ably serving as a support for the flying membrane (see PTERO- 
DACTYL). The crocodiles (Goniopholis) show many similarities 
to present day forms, and the marine turtles are in their external 
structure definitely modern in type. Lizard-like animals (Doliclzo- 
saurus) are known, and true snakes appeared towards the later 
part of the period. 

Birds are represented by the well-known toothed forms Hes- 
perornis (a  giant diving bird) and Zchtlcyornis (built for powerful 
flight) ; both are found in the Upper Cretaceous of Kansas. 

Mammals are rare. The most primitive forms are the multi- 
tuberculate mammals; they were probably very small, and are 
known only by diminutive teeth and fragmentary jaws from the 
Wealden of Sussex and the Upper Cretaceous of North America. 
The marsupials are represented by opossum-like creatures, which 
occur in the Upper Cretaceous of Wyoming and Patagonia. The 
higher mammals are unknown in Cretaceous rocks. 

See PALAEONTOLOGY ; MULTITUBERCULATA ; ORNITHOLOGY ; MAM- 
IXALIA ; REPTILES. (A.  G .  B.) 

CRETE (ancient Kefti), after Sicily, Sardinia and Cyprus the 
largest island in the Mediterranean, situated between 34" 50' and 
35" 40' N. lat. and between 23" 30' and 26" 20' E.  long. I ts  
northeastern extremity, Cape Sidero, is distant about I I O  mi 
from Cape Krio in Asia Minor, the interval being partly filled 
by the islands of Carpathos and Rhodes; its northwestern, Cape 
Grabusa, is within 60 mi. of Cape Malea in the Morea. Crete 
thus forms the natural limit between the Mediterranean and the 
Archipelago. The area is 3,199 3q.mi. Pop. in 1938 (estimate) 
was 441,687: 

Department Chief Tov. n 
Canea 126,654 Canea (Khania) 36,810 
Herakleion 162,978 Herakleion (Candia) 43,j;O 
Rhethymnon 76,141 Rhethymnon I 1,8 jo  
Lasithion (Lassithi) 75,914 Hagios-Nicholaos 2 , 0 2 0  

The island is of elongated form; its length from east t o  west is 
160 m., its breadth from north to south varies from 35 to 7+ m. 
The northern coast-line is much indented. On the west two narrow 
mountainous promontories, the western terminating i n  Cape 
Grabusa or Busa (ancient Corycus), the eastern in Cape Spada, 
shut in the Bay of Kisamos; beyond the Bay of Canea, to  the east, 
the rocky peninsula of Akrotiri shelters the magnificent natural 
harbour of Suda (8; sq.m.), the only completely protected 
anchorage for large vessels which the island affords. Farther east 
are the bays of Candia and Mallia, the deep Mirabella Bay and the 
Bay of Sitia. The south coast is less broken, and possesses no 
natural harbours, the mountains in many parts rising almost like 
a wall from the sea; in the centre is Cape Lithinos, the southern- 
most point of the island, partly sheltering the Bay of Mesari on 
the west. Immediately t o  the east of Cape Lithinos is the small 
bay of Kali LimCnes or Fair Havens, where the ship conveying 
St. Paul took refuge (Acts xxvii. 8). Of the islands in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Cretan coast the largest is Gavdo (ancient Clauda, 
Acts xxvii. 16), about 25 m. from the south coast a t  Sphakia, in 
the middle ages the see of a bishop. On the north side the small 
island of Dia, or Standia, about 8 m. from Candia, offers an incon- 
venient shelter against northerly gales. Three small islands on 
the northern coast-Grabusa at  the north-west extremity, Suda, 
at the entrance t o  Suda harbour, and Spinalonga, in Mirabella 
Bay-remained for some time in the possession of Venice after 
the conquest of Crete by the Turks. Grabusa, long an impregnable 
fortress, was surrendered in 1692, Suda and Spinalonga in 1715. 

N a t u r a l  Features.-The greater part of the island is occupied 
by ranges of mountains which form four principal groups. I n  the 
western portion rises the massive range of the White Mountains 
(Aspfa Vou?za), directly overhanging the southern coast with 
spurs projecting towards the west and north-west (highest summit, 
Hagios Theodoros, 7,882 ft .) .  I n  the centre is the smaller, almost 
detached mass of Psiloriti ( 'T~~Xopetr iov,  ancient Ida) ,  culminat- 
ing in Stavros (8.193 ft.) ,  the highest summit in the island. To  
the east are the Lassithi mountains with Aphenti Christos (7,165 
ft.), and farther east the mountains of Sitia with Aphenti Kavousi 
(4,850 ft.). The Kophino mountains (3.888 ft.) separate the 
central plain of Messari from the southern coast. The isolated 
peak of Iuktas (about 2,700 ft.) ,  nearly due south of Candia, 
was regarded with veneration in antiquity as the burial-place of 
Zeus. The principal groups are for the greater part of the year 
covered with snow, which remains in the deeper clefts throughout 
the summer; the intervals between them are filled by connecting 
chains which sometimes reach the height of 3,000 ft. The largest 
plain is that of Monofatsi and Messari, a fertile tract extending 
between Mt. Psiloriti and the Kophino range, about 37 m. in 
length and 10 m. in breadth. The smaller plain, or rather slope, 
adjoining Canea and the valley of Alikianh, through which the 
Platanos (ancient Iardanos) flows, are of great beauty and fer- 
tility. A peculiar feature is presented by the level upland basins 
which furnish abundant pasturage during the summer months; 
the more remarkable are the Omalo in the White Mountains 
(about 4,000 ft.) drained by subterranean outlets (~rolpoepa), 
Nida (cis r$v "IGav) in Psiloriti (between 5,000 and 6,000 ft.) ,  
and the Lassithi plain (about 3,000 ft.), a more extensive area, 
on which are several villages. Another remarkable characteristic 
is found in the deep narrow ravines ( + a p i y y ~ a ) ,  bordered by 
precipitous cliffs, which traverse the mountainous districts; into 
some of these the daylight scarcely penetrates. Numerous large 
caves exist in the mountains; among the most remarkable are the 
famous Idaean cave in Psiloriti, the caves of Melidoni, in 
Mylopotamo, and Sarchu, in Malevisi, which sheltered hundreds 
of refugees after the insurrection of 1866, and the Dictaean cave 
in Lassithi, the birch-place of Zeus. The so-called Labyrinth, 
near the ruins of Gortyna, was a subterranean quarry from which 
the city was built. The principal rivers are the Metropoli 
Potamos and the hnapothiari, which drain the plain of Monofatsi 
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and ehter the southern sea east and west respectively of the 
Kophino range; the Platanos, which flows northwards from the 
White Mountains into the Bay of Canea; and the Mylopotamo 
(ancient Oaxes) flowing northwards from Psiloriti to  the sea east 
of Retimo. 

Geology.-The metamorphic rocks of western Crete form a 
series some 9,000 to 10,ooo f t .  in thickness, of very varied corn- 
position. They include gypsum, dolomite, conglomerates, phyllites 
and a basic series of eruptive rocks (gabbros, peridotites, serpen- 
tines). Glaucophane rocks are widely spread. In the centre of the 
folds fossiliferous beds with crinoids have been found, and the 
black slates at the top of the series contain Myophorja and other 
fossils, indicating that the rocks are of Triassic age. I t  is, how- 
ever, not impossible that the metamorphic series includes also 
some of the Lia r  The later beds of the island belong to the Juras- 
sic, Cretaceous and Tertiary systems. At the western foot of the 
Ida massif calcareous beds with corals, brachiopods (Rhynchonella 
inconstans, etc.) have been found, the fossils indicating the horizon 
of the Kimmeridge clay. Lower Cretaceous limestones and schists, 
with radiolarian cherts, are extensively developed; and in many 
parts of the island Upper Cretaceous limestones with Rudistes 
and Eocene beds with nummulites have been found. All these are 
involved in the earth movements to which the mountains of the 
island owe their formation, but the Miocene beds (with ClyPeas- 
ter )  and later deposits lie almost undisturbed upon the coasts 
and the low-lying ground. With the Jurassic beds is associated 
an extensive series of eruptive rocks (gabbro, peridotite, serpen- 
tine, diorite, granite, etc.) ; they are chiefly of Jurassic age, but 
the eruptions may have continued into the Lower Cretaceous. 
The arrangement of the rocks is further complicated by a great 
thrust-plane which has brought the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous 
beds upon the Upper Cretaceous and Eocene beds. 

The structure of Crete is best understood as a Part of the great 
mountain arc, or scheme of arcs which stretches southward in the 
Dinaric Alps and fingers out into the southward projecting pen- 
insulas of Greece. Some of these are conjecturably related to the 
Capes on the western part of the north coast of Crete, the islands 
of Cerigo and Cerigotto forming intermediate links. Within the 
island apparently the directive lines curve into the west-east 
direction, represented in two chains, one running from the west 
end north of the Mesara plain and the other stretching eastward 
between that plain and the southern coast. They are to be looked 
upon as overlapping fragments of mountain-arcs linked, eastwards, 
with Karpathos, Rhodes and the Lycian Taurus. The Graeco- 
Creto-Asiatic curve, together with the Lycian-Cypriote-Tauric 
curve farther east form the southward projecting T ~ u ~ o - D i n a r k  
arc of the Alpine system, one of a great series of arcs all project- 
ing in the same way on the southern flank of the Alpine system. 
The others are the Arc of the south side of the west Mediter- 
ranean, the Iranian Arc, the crushed-in Hindu-Kush Arc, the 
Himalayan Arc and the Malayan Arc. South of these, usually 
beyond a depression of some kind, are the old blocks of Africa, 
Arabia, the Deccan and Australia. The Aegean Sea is essentially 
a sinking, in  a relatively recent geological period, of the area 
within the Cretan arc. The occurrence of remains of the small 
Hippopotamus Pentlandi in Crete in recent deposits shows that 
the island must still have been connected with the mainland in 
Pliocene times and that the hippopotamus long survived, in the 
island, in  a dwarfed form; the analogy of the dwarf elephants of 
Malta may be recalled. 

Climate.-The temperature in January may retain an average 
of 50° or even nearly 54" in the lowlands while the summer on 
the Mesaran plain is hot and malarious. The relief of Crete is. 
however, so marked that on the heights snow may fall in autumn 
and lie till the beginning of the next July. The steppe-winds from 
the north may blow with such force across the Aegean Sea as to 
prevent in many exposed places any growth of trws. The winds 
from the African land mass also blow across to Crete affecting 
its southern side. I n  winter the commonest winds at  Candia are 
northerly and southerly; in summer, winds with a westerly corn- 
ponent are important. 

The mean temperatures a t  Candia are: 
January 51" May 68" September 75" 
February 52" June 75" October 67: Y;zh 55" July 781 November 61 

61" August 79 December 55 

with a mean maximum (daily) of s3.s0, and one of 86" for ~ a n e a ,  
often in July and August, the mean 

being as high as 97.5' (recorded for  June) in which 
a record of 101'80 has been made' The mean 

varies from 40" in February to in *'gust with a 
record of 33" in February. The temperature range (monthly) is 
greatest in and autumn when it may reach 3"; it is down 
to 20° in August. 

The mean rainfall at Candia is as follows: 

~~~~~~& 3.39 May 
o 48 September o 78 

3 23 June o o g  October 181 
March I 97 July o 1 2  November 3 58 
April o 63 August 035 December 3 98 

Vegetation.-The forests which once covered the mountains 
have for the most part disappeared and the slopes are now 
desolate wastes. The cypress still grows wild in the higher regons; 
the lower hills and the valleys, which are extremely fertile, are 
covered ui th olive, and in some parts with carobs. Oranges and 
lemons also abound, and are of excellent quality Chestnut 
woods are found in the Selino district, and forests of the valonia 
oak in that of Rhethymnon. Pears, apples, quinces, mulberries and 
other fruit-trees flourish, as well as vines. Though the Madeira 
vineyards have been twice planted with stock from Malavisi 
province, the modern Cretan wines no longer enjoy the reputation 
of mediaevaI "Malvoisie." Tobacco and cotton succeed well in 
the plains and low grounds, though not a t  present cultivated to 
any great extent. 

Animals.-Of the wild animals of Crete, the wild goat or 
agrimi (Capra aegagrus) alone need be mentioned; it is still 
found in considerable numbers on the higher summits of Psiloriti 
and the White Mountains. The same species is found in the 
Caucasus and Mount Taurus, and is distinct from the ibex or 
bouquetin of the Alps. Other animals of interest are the moufflon, 
said to  be an ancestor of the domestic sheep, and the porcupine 
Crete, like several other large islands, enjoys immunity from 
dangerous serpents-a privilege ascribed by popular belief to the 
intercession of Titus, the companion of St. Paul, who according 
to tradition was the first bishop of the island, and became in con- 
sequence its patron saint. Wolves also are not found in the island, 
though common in Greece and Asia Minor. The native breed of 
mules is remarkably fine. 

Population.-The population of Crete under the Venetians 
was estimated at  about 250,000. After the Turkish conquest it 
greatly diminished, but afterwards gradually rose, till i t  was sup- 
posed to have attained to about 260.000, of whom about half 
were Mohammedans, a t  the time of the outbreak of the Greek 
revolution in 1821. The ravages of the war from 1821 to 1830, 
and the emigration that followed, caused a great diminution, and 
the population was estimated by Pashley in 1836 a t  only about 
130,000. I n  the next generation it again materially increased; it 
was calculated by Spratt in 1865 as amounting to 210,ooo. Ac- 
cording to the census taken in 1881, the complete publication of 
which was interdicted by the Turkish authorities, the population 
of the island was 279,165~ or 35.78 to the square kilometre. Of 
this total, 141,602 were males, 137,563 females; 33,173 were 
literate, 242,114 illiterate; z o j , o ~ o  were orthodox Christians, 
73,234 Muslims, and 921 of other religious persuasions. The 
Muslim element predominated in the principal towns, of which 
the population was-Candia, 21,368; Canea, 13,812; Retimo. 
9,274 I n  June 1900 a Greek census registered n ~opulat ion of 
301,273, the Christians having increased to 267,266, while the 
Muslims had diminished to 33,281. Both Muslims and Christians 
are of Greek origin and speak Greek Pop (est 1938) 441.687. 

Towns.-The three principal torvns are on the nolthern coast 
and possess small harbours suitable for vessels of light drauyht 
Caildia, pop 43,550. former capital, see of the arcilbi<hop of 
nrcte, officially styled Heraklcion is surrounded by reJll,irizahle 
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Venetian fortifications and possesses a museum with a valuable 
collection of objects found a t  Cnossus, Phaestus, the Idaean cave 
and elsewhere. Canea (mod. Gk. Chanid), the seat of govern- 
ment after 1840 (pop. 36,8101, is built in the Italian style; its 
walls and icteresting galley-slips recall the Venetian period. The 
residences of the governor and of the foreign consuls are in the 
suburb of Halepa. Rhethymnon (PCBvPvos) is, like Canea, the see 
of a bishop (pop. 11,850). The other towns, Hierapetra, Sitia, 
Kisamos, Selino and Sphakia, are unimportant. 

P roduc t ion  a n d  Industries.-Owing to the volcanic nature of 
its soil, Crete is probably rich in  minerals. Modern experiments 
led to  the conclusion that iron, lead, manganese, lignite and sul- 
phur exist in  considerable abundance. Copper and zinc have also 
been found. A large number of applications for mining conces- 
sions were received after the establishment of the more civilized 
government. Olive production, glways the principal source of 
wealth, was increased considerably after the island was annexed 
to Greece by the planting of young trees and improved methods 
of cultivation which the government endeavoured to promote. 
The orange and lemon groves formerly suffered considerably, but 
new varieties of the orange tree were introduced, and an impulse 
was given to the export trade in this fruit by removal of the 
restriction on its importation into Greece. Agriculture is still in 
a primitive condition; notwithstanding the fertility of the arable 
land the supply of cereals is far below the requirements of the 
population. A great portion of the central plain of Monofatsi, 
the principal grain-producing district, long lay fallow owing to 
the exodus of the hloslem peasantry. The cultivation of silk 
cocoons, formerly a flourishing industry, greatly declined in the 
20th century, although efforts were being made to revive it. 

There are few manufactures. Soap is produced a t  numerous 
factories in the principal towns, and there are distilleries of cognac 
a t  Candia. 

Cons t i tu t ion  a n d  Government.-During the 19th cen- 
tury the affairs of Crete repeatedly occupied the attention of 
Europe. Owing to the existence of a strong Mussulman minority 
among its $inhabitants, the warlike character of the natives, and 
the mountainous configuration of the country, which enabled a 
portion of the Christian population to maintain itself in a state of 
partial independence, the island had constantly been the scene 
of prolonged and sanguinary struggles in which the numerical 
superiority of the Christians was counterbalanced by  the aid 
rendered to the Moslems by the Ottoman troops. This unhappy 
state of affairs was aggravated and perpetuated by the intrigues 
set on foot a t  Constantinople against successive governors of the 
island, the conflicts between the Palace and the Porte, the 
duplicity of the Turkish authorities, the dissensions of the repre- 
sentatives of the great powers, the machinations of Greek agi- 
tators, the rivalry of Cretan politicians, and prolonged financial 
mismanagement. A long series of insurrections-those of 1821, 
1833, 1841, 1858, 1866-1868, 1878, 1889 and 1896 may be 
especially mentioned-culminated in the general rebellion of 1897, 
which led to the interference of Greece, the intervention.of the 
great powers, the expulsion of the Turkish authorities, and the 
establishment in 1899 of an autonomous Cretan government under 
the suzerainty of the sultan, with Prince George of Greece as 
high commissioner of the protecting powers. After his resignation 
in 1906, the modified constitution of February 1907 dispensed 
with exceptional legislative and administrative powers. An elected 
chamber exercised complete financial control, and two councillors 
responsible to the chamber formed a kind of cabinet. After the 
cession of Crete by Turkey to Greece in 1912, the island was 
administered as a province of the Greek kingdom with a governor- 
general. Almost all the Moslem natives emigrated, or became 
"Tripolitan protected subjects" of Italy, or became merged in 
the orthodox population; their only coherent settlements now 
were in the islands of Cos and Rhodes. 

On the other hand, Crete received its full share of the Greeks 
expelled from Asia Minor in 1922, and they greatly increased the 
production of sultana raisins. 

For administrative purposes the Turkish departmental divisions 
were retained. There were 4 prefectures (formerly sanjaks) 

each under a prefect; these were Canea, Rhethymnon, HerBkleion 
(Candia) and Lasithion. These in turn were divided into 23 
eparchies (formerly kazas). For municipal and communal gov- 
ernment, the island was divided into 86 communes, each with a 
mayor, an assistant-mayor, and a communal council elected by 
the people. The councils assessed the communal taxes and main- 
tained roads and bridges. This governmental organization was 
entirely disrupted by the German occupation of May 1941. 

Rel igion and Education.- The vast majority of the popula- 
tion belongs to  the Orthodox (Greek) Church, which is governed 
by a synod of eight bishops under the presidency of the metro- 
politan of Candia. Education is nominally compulsory. Improved 
communications are much needed for the transport of agricultural 
produce, but Greek finances did not admit of adequate expendi- 
ture on road-making and other public works. The prosperity of 
the island depends on the development of agriculture. 

BLBLIOGRAPHY.-A. J. Evans, Prehistoric Tonzbs of Knossos (1906) ; 
E. H. Hall, Excavations i n  Eastern Crete (19121, U .  of P., Anthropol. 
Pub., vol. ii~., No. 2 ; D. A. Mackenzie, Myths of Crete and Pre-Hellenic 
Europe (1917) ; Evans, The Palace of Minos (1~21) ; J .  Baikie, 
Ancient Crete (1924), The Sea-Kings of Crete (1920). 

(J. D. B.; J. L. MY.; X.) 

ARCHAEOLOGY 

His tory  of Excavations.- The archaeological importance 
of Crete lies chiefly in its   re historic remains, which attest the 
development in the island during the Aegean Bronze age of a 
culture at  least equal in aesthetic and material achievement to 
the contemporary civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt. This 
Cretan culture extended in its maturity to the whole of Greece, 
and exercised considerable influence in more distant regions of 
Europe. Ancient literary records had led several scholars to look 
to Crete for the origin of the Mycenaean a r t  which Heinrich 
Schliemann and others had revealed in Greece in the second half 
of the 19th century, but the disturbed political condition of the 
island a t  that time was an obstacle to  methodical excavation. 
Schliemann visited Crete in 1886 and recognized a Mycenaean 
palace at  Knossos, but was restrained from indulging his en- 
thusiasm in the excavation of that difficult site by his inability 
to come to a financial agreement with the proprietors. An Italian 
mission, actively directed by Federigo Halbherr, and supported 
after 1893 by the Archaeological Institute of America, had 
explored and excavated in many districts since 1884, but with no 
special interest in any period of antiquity. 

The first investigator who went to Crete with the purpose of 
defining its place in Aegean civilization was Arthur Evans, of 
the University of Oxford. He made his first visit in 1894, in 
search of a class of sealstones engraved with pictographic char- 
acters which he had identified a s  Cretan, and in the same year 
acquired part ownership of the land a t  Knossos. But it  was not 
till 1900, when the provisional Greek Government was established, 
that Evans was able to  complete the purchase of the palace site 
and to begin his excavations. Since that time the work at  Knossos 
has not stood still. Later in the same year Halbherr initiated the 
excavation of Phaistos. A small palace a t  Hagia Triada, between 
Phaistos and the southern sea, was also dug by  the  Italian mis- 
sion. The American Exploration Society, an organization affiliated 
to  the University of Pennsylvania, sent an expedition to  the dis- 
trict of Siteia, which excavated town-sites a t  Gournia and Vasiliki 
in 1901. The work in this district was ably carried on by Richard 
Seager until his premature death in Crete in 1925. 

With the support of American universities and museums and of 
the American School of Classical Studies a t  Athens, he excavated 
houses and tombs in the islands of Pseira and Mochlos in the 
Gulf of Mirabella, and tombs at  Pachyammos on the isthmus of 
Hierapetra. Other important cemeteries were explored by  Ameri- 
cans in the same district a t  Sphoungaras and Vrokastro. T h e  
British School of Archaeology a t  Athens excavated houses and 
tombs at  Knossos, cave-sanctuaries a t  Psychro and Kamares, and 
towns at  Zakro and Palaikastro, a t  the eastern end of the island. 
I t  is an unexplained fact that no prehistoric remains have yet  
been identified in the western half of Crete. 

The field-work of the Greek authorities has been active and 
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efficient. but the Government has liberally allowed foreign workers 
to undertake the more extensive excavations, using its own re- 
sources mainly to deal with the numerous accidental finds of 
tombs or buildings and the rapid accumu!ation of material in the 
Cretan Museum a t  Herakleion (Candia). The nucleus of this 
unique collection had been formed by the local archaeological 
society, the Syllogos, in the difficult times of Turkish rule. I t  was 
housed by the Greek Government in the old barracks until the 
new museum was built in 1908, but this commodious edifice was 
not designed to resist earthquakes, which are a source of frequent 
and sometimes catastrophic destruction in Crete. In  a slight shock, 
in June 1926, considerable, though not irreparable, damage was 
done to pottery and fresco-paintings by the fall of plaster ceilings. 
I t  is more than likely, so long as the building stands in its original 
form, that its total collapse will some day bury the collection. 
Since all important objects found in Crete are bound by Greek 
law to be kept in this museum, it is fortunate that most of them 
have been duplicated by mechanical reproductions, which are 
housed in many museums of Europe and America. The first 
Cretan ephor of antiquities and director of the Museum was 
Joseph Khatzidakis, who had been president of the Syllogos. His 
discoveries include two palaces, a small one at  Tylissos, west of 
Knossos, which he excavated, and a large one at  Mallia, on the 
east, which he transferred to the French School of Archaeology. 
His successor, Stephanos Xanthoudidis, explored houses at 
Khamaizi and Nirou Khani, an ossuary cave a t  Pyrgos, and an 
important series of early beehive-tombs in the Mesara plain. 

Nomencla ture  a n d  Chronology.- In order to mark a dis- 
tinction between the pure Cretan culture and its colonial (My- 
cenaean) form, which may be supposed, at least in its latest 
phases, to contain some Mainland (Helladic) elements, Evans 
proposed the name Minoafz for the Cretan Bronze age. The term 
has no particular reference to the legendary Minos, thalassocrat 
of an Aegean empire and judge in Hades; indeed tradition seems 
to point to at  least two kings of that name, which may have been 
a dynastic title. Evans' chronological scheme is a symmetrical 
framework of nine periods. There are three main periods, Early, 
hliddle and Late Minoan, representing the main artistic phases 
in the pottery viewed as the index of Aegean art. Each main period 
is divided into three numbered phases, I., II. ,  III., on the natural 
principle of its rise, maturity and decline. The names of the 
nine periods are ordinarily abbreviated to their initial letters and 
the numerals: E.M.I.,  etc. Absolute chronology rests upon recip- 
rocal contacts with foreign countries, chiefly with Egypt. The 
synchronisms and dates of the nine Minoan periods are as follows: 

Crete Egypt  
E.M. I .  Dvn. I.-111. 
E.M. 11. ;, IV.-VI. 
E.M. 111. ,, VI1.-XI. 
M.M. I. ,, XI.-XII. 
M.M. 11. .. XI1.-XIII. 
M.M. 111. ,, X1V.-XVII. 
L.M. I. ,, XVIII. (to Thatmosis 111.) 
L.M. 11. ,, XVIII. (to Amenhotef 111.) 
L.M. 111. ,, XVII1.-XX. 

Years B.C. 

I t  has been found possible to  classify the M.M. and L.M. ma- 
terial into earlier and later phases of each period, M.M. I.a, M.M. 
I.b, etc. 

E g y p t i a n  Contacts.-Contact with Egyptian art is visible 
throughout the Cretan prehistoric age. Neolithic and E.M. stone 
vases reflect Predynastic and Old Kingdom types. Devices cut on 
M.M. seals resemble those of Middle Kingdom scarabs, L.M. 
architectural and ceramic painting was strongly influenced by 
Nilotic motives, and in several Theban tombs of early Dyn. 
XVIII .  are pictures of Cretan envoys bearing vessels of L.M. I. 
style. More definite synchronisms are afforded by finds of foreign 
products on Cretan sites, and of Minoan pottery in Egypt. Frag- 
ments of predynastic stone bowls have been found in Neolithic 
deposits a t  Knossos. M M. 1I.b pottery has been found in Egypt 
in Dyn. XII .  rubbish heaps at  Lahun and in Dyn. XII. graves at  
Abydos and Harageh. An alabaster lid bearing the cartouche of 
the Hyksos king, Khyan, occurred in a M M. 1II.a context in the 

palace of Knossos, and part of an inscribed diorite statuette of 
Dyn. XI1.-XIII. was associated there with the M.M. 1I.b stratum. 
L M. I. and L.M. 11. painted vases have been excavated from Dyn. 
XVIII.  graves and houses at  Sakkara and Gurob, and a peculiarly 
cogent contact is the presence of numerous L.M. 1II.a potsherds 
(probably of Mycenaean fabric) in remains of the city of Amen- 
hotep IV. (Akhenaten) at  El Amarna, which existed only from 
1375 to  1350 B.C. Minoan pottery has not been found in Egypt in 
contexts later than Rameses 11. I ts  absence is doubtless due to 
political disturbances in the Aegean about that time, which are 
noted in the Egyptian records. The same disturbances appear to 
have caused the downfall of the Minoan power and culture, and to 
have closed the period of the Greek Bronze age. 

Palaces a n d  Towns: Architecture.- The most notable mon- 
uments are the palaces, and the palace of Knossos is the largest, 
best preserved, and most thoroughly investigated. The general 
aspect of a Minoan palace is a vast conglomeration of buildings 
around a square courtyard, with certain regular details, but no 
general symmetry of design. 

This effect may be largely accidental, the result of long-con- 
tinued habitation and rebuilding, but it is partly due to a predilec- 
tion for irregular sites, a peculiarity also of Minoan town-planning. 
There was sometimes a difference of several storeys between the 
ground-floors in one building. Skilful use was made of varying 
levels to admit light and air to interior rooms, one roof serving 
as a terrace to the apartments next behind it. The ordinary system 
of interior lighting was through colonnades, or windows opening 
into small deep courts or shafts. Long porticos, borne by massive 
square or circular pillars, gave shade and shelter in the great 
courtyards. 

The courts are paved with flag-stones and cement, and are 
traversed by slightly raised foot-paths. Wide flights of steps 
mount from one courtyard to another, and an odd arrangement of 
another flight, set a t  right angles to the first but leading nowhere, 
forms a kind of theatre or reception area. The palace entrances 
were square porticos with a single central column in front, and two 
d o o r ~ ~ a y s  behind giving access to  a corridor and a porter's lodge. 

A typical internal feature is a range of doorways with doors fold- 
ing back into square jambs. Inside the rooms, round columns 
carried the ceiling in the alignment of these piers. From such a 
scheme, by which the open doors convert an outer wall into a 
colonnade, the Greek megaron, with its anteroom and portico, may 
well have been derived. The columns tapered downwards; they 
were made of wood, and had variegated stone bases which are still 
in place. The columns have decayed, but in some instances their 
forms were moulded in the surrounding earth. I n  a large house 
(the Little Palace) at  Knossos a shaft had left the impression of 
its convex fluting. 

Columns were often set on stone balustrades. This device ap- 
pears in its most elaborate form in the grand staircase of Knossos, 
and its simplest application is seen in small apartments with sunk 
floors approached by steps, which are a constant feature of all 
palaces. They were once thought to be baths, but it  is likely that 
they were lustral chambers in which oil or water had some ritual 
use. Where columns stood in upper rooms the floors were sup- 
ported by massive pillars a t  the same points in the rooms below. 
This was indeed a necessary method of construction where upper 
floors were made of stone and joists could only be of wood, but 
it became a sort of fetish, through the extension of baetylic cult 
to the pillars of the house, with very real significance in a land 
of earthquakes. The pillar-crypt was a domestic sanctuary. Vats 
for libation-offerings are sunk in the stone floors, and double-axes 
set on pedestals beside the pillars. The stones of pillars in such 
crypts a t  Knossos and Mallia are incised with the sign of the 
double-axe, in reference to their sacred function. But the double- 
axe was one of many mason's marks, and was used in other places 
where its religious meaning is not evident. 

Interior walls were usually built of rubble, set with mortar in 
a timber frame, and were finished with a plaster face. The outer 
walls were solid stone, or had stone facing. The heaviest and 
finest ashlar masonry is found in the earliest portions of the 
palace structures (M.M. I.), but even here there was a tendency 
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to use timber courses, particularly on the lines of window heads 
and sills. The stone-faced walls have thin orthostatic slabs set 
opposite each other on a solid plinth and clamped together cross- 
wise with wooden bars, the space between them being filled with 
rubble. But even the stone veneer bears traces of external 
plaster. 

Knossos, Plan.-The palace of Knossos lies on a low hill in 
the broad valley of the river Kairatos. The top of the hill, which 
is largely formed by Neolithic settlements of great antiquity, was 
levelled to make the central court. This is a long rectangle running 
north and south, and entirely enclosed by buildings. Outside the 
palace on the west is another paved court-yard. The area covered 
by the courts and buildings is about six acres. The only direct 
entrance to the central court is in the middle of the short north 
side. On the east the hill slopes sharply to the river, and here 
some ground-floor rooms have been preserved entire, together with 
the last four flights of the grand staircase that led down to them. 
This was the domestic quarter, with cool secluded rooms and no 
direct approach from outside. On the opposite side of the central 
court were public halls and offices, their further walls bordering 
the west court. The outer ground-floor contained the magazines, 
a range of narrow rooms, originally 2 2  in number, opening from 
one side of a corridor 2 0 0  ft. long. The lower walls here have been 
preserved for half their height. Large earthenware jars still stand 
along the walls, and in the stone floors of magazines and corridor 
are rows of square cists. Some of these have traces of lead linings, 
and fragments of gold foil bear witness to the storage of treasure 
at  some time; but their heavily charred stone edges show that a t  
the moment of their final passing out of use they were filled with 
oil. On the other side of the long corridor, facing the central 
court, is the throne room, an apartment evidently used for royal 
ceremonies. I t  takes the name from a high-backed gypsum chair 
which stands in the middle of one wall. On either side of the 
throne are stone benches, and the wall was painted with large grif- 
fins. On the opposite side of the room is a lustral chamber with 
sunk floor behind a balustrade. An earlier lustral chamber lies at 
the outer north-west corner of the palace. 

I t  is not known if both these sanctuaries were in use at  the same 
time, but their existence points to a continuous association of this 
quarter with the priestly functions of the king. An entrance to 
the south-west quarter, opening from the west court, seems to 
have served his secular state. The processional corridor, lined with 
fresco-paintings of youths bearing ceremonial vessels, began at 
this porch, and turned left a t  the angle of the palace to an inner 
propylaeum, from which a wide staircase led to  the principal hall 
of the west wing. In  the east wing the north end contained the 
industrial and service quarter. Here were found quantities of fine 
painted pottery, stone vases in the making and unworked Laconian 
porphyry, and several magazines with storage-jars. The royal 
apartments are sunk in a deep cutting in  the natural slope of the 
hill. Problems of drainage were complicated here by the difference 
of ground-floor levels. The living-rooms lie far below the central 
court, from which they are approached by the grand staircase. 
Stone shafts and ducts and terracotta pipes led the storm-water 
safely and even usefully from roofs and courts and terraces to 
rain-spouts in the outer walls. Each pipe is tapered and fits into 
the next with a collar-joint. I t  is thought that the tapered channel 
would give a thrust to  the water and prevent accumulation of 
sediment. Beside a secondary staircase, stone ducts conveyed the 
water gently downhill in a series of convex curves. A latrine on 
the ground-floor was connected with the main drain and flushed 
with rain-water. A bathroom in the same suite has a cemented 
floor and an oval earthenware tub. 

More illuminating than any description are the names which 
the excavator has given to some of these apartments: the Hall 
of the Colonnades, the Queen's Megaron, the Court of the Distaff, 
the Room of the Plaster Couch. The stone floor above this quarter 
lies in its original position. Like the steps and balustrades of the 
grand staircase it was held up by bricks and timber which fell 
down from the ruin of the upper storeys, and in the course of 
excavation the decayed beams were replaced by iron girders. On 
the upper terrace level, a t  the south-end of the east wing, is a 

domestic shrine, in its present condition belonging to the latest 
period of the palace, but probably occupying the site of the 
original chapel. I t s  furniture was found in place, crude terracotta 
idols of a goddess, her doves and votaries, vessels for offerings, and 
sacred horns for holding double-axes. Similar, but earlier and 
richer relics of another shrine, were found in two large cists (the 
temple repositories) in the floor of a room in the west wing. These 
are coloured faience statuettes of a snake-goddess and two priest- 
esses, with votive robes and ornaments. 

Knossos, History.-The chronology of the palace has been 
defined by observation of successive floor-levels, styles of building 
and deposits of pottery. I t  is clear that the existing plan was 
formed in its main outlines a t  the beginning of M.M. I. All 
identifiable remains of the E.M. period were cut away when the 
site was levelled for this-structure. I n  its earliest form it  seems 
to have consisted of a number of separate blocks built round the 
central court, some a t  least of which were fortified. The massive 
masonry seen, for instance, in the northern entrance belongs to 
these early works. In  the course of M.M. I. the original island 
blocks were united in a single circuit wall; the gangways between 
them became corridors, and the entrances and general disposition 
of the existing quarters were laid out. The final consolidation of 
the building seems to have been achieved in M.M. 1I.a. I t  was 
then that the eastern slope was cut away to admit an enlargement 
of the residential quarter. At the end of M.M. 11. the palace 
seems to have been partly destroyed. Signs of a similar catastrophe 
are visible a t  Phaistos, and the event was connected, a t  least in 
time, with the collapse of the Middle Kingdom in Egypt and the 
beginning of Hyksos raids. The political condition of Crete at  the 
time is not known. 

There was, however, no break in the continuity of Minoan cul- 
ture, nor any diminution of material prosperity a t  Knossos or 
Phaistos. Both palaces were rebuilt a t  once and on a grander scale. 
The final arrangements of the domestic quarters date from this 
epoch (M.M. III .a) ,  and its grand staircase then received its 
present form. Another structural catastrophe occurred at  the end 
of the period (M.M. 1II.b) involving the destruction by fire of a 
large part of the west wing, and plundering of its treasure-cists. 
The buildings on the east slope were not so severely damaged, 
but in the rebuilding a t  the beginning of L.M. I. a good deal of 
work was done on each side of the cutting. There is reason for 
supposing that these destructions were primarily due to earth- 
quakes. The L.M. rebuilding was competent and thorough, but 
shows in many places a reduction in extent. Much of the existing 
decoration naturally belongs to the latest phase of the palace as a 
whole, the so-called Palace period (L.M. 11.) which is marked by 
highly decorative ar t  and extreme technical facility. At its end 
there came another destruction, from which the palace never fully 
recovered. The whole building was burnt, and all the other palaces 
and towns of Crete were destroyed at  the same time. I n  L.M. 111. 
a there was a partial reoccupation of most of the ruined sites, but 
with only a shadow of their former grandeur, a n d  with some new 
elements which seem to have come from Mainland Greece. I t  
looks as if the conquerors of the Minoan mother-country were 
the Mycenaean colonists. The continual reconstruction of the 
palace is the reason of its complexity. Blocks originally separate 
were connected by corridors, which became more and more tor- 
tuous as halls and staircase were altered or added, and the process 
of adaptation ultimately produced a truly labyrinthine plan. 

Viaduct,  Road, and Caravanserai.- The most drastic 
changes which followed the catastrophe of M M. 111. are seen a t  
the south end of the palace. At the south-east nngle some huge 
blocks of masonq were found 2 0  f t .  out of place, having been 
hurled to that distance by the earthquake shock, demolishing a 
house in their fall. This house, and another that collapsed with it, 
were not rebuilt, but were filled in after a religious sacrifice had , 
been offered on the spot to propitiate the earth-shaking power. 
Relics of the rite were found in skulls of long-horned bulls and q"3j 

fragments of tripod-altars. At the same time the most magnificent 
entrance to the palace, a t  the south-west corner, was destroyed 
and not rebuilt, but its place was taken in the following period by i 
private houses, which thus encroached upon the palace site. The 



CRETE PLATE 

C R E T A N  C I V I L I Z A T I O N  DURING T H E  MIDDLE 

1. Caravanserai excavated a t  Knossos, on the road which probably served as 
the general l ine of traffic to the north f rom Lybia and Egypt  during the first 
par t  of the Late Minoan period (1580-1450 B.C.). 2. A Shrine of later 
squatters, among remains excavated a t  Knossos by Sir Ar thur Evans. 3.  A 
Magazine i n  the palace of Knossos, showing huge vats and cists used for 
the storage of the treasures of the kings. These vessels were probably in 
use dur ing  the whole occupancy of the palace (2100-1375 B.C.) from i ts  
early bu i ld ing  i n  the first par t  of the Middle Minoan period to its fall, Late 
Minoan. 4. Paved main street of Palaikastro, a Cretan seaport town of the 
Middle and Late Minoan periods. 5. Vase (oenochoe) w i t h  papyrus flowers, 
found a t  Palaikastro. 6. Lower f l ight  of the grand staircase in the Hal l  of 
Colonnades, palace of Minos. This staircase was constructed i n  its present 
form i n  the last th i rd  of the Middle Minoan period (1700-1580 B.C.). 7. 

A N D  L A T E  M I N O A N  PERIODS (2100-1100 B.C.) 

Vase ( f ront  and side views), found a t  Palaikastro. Middle Minoan period 
(1700-1580 B.C.). The octopus design, as wel l  as other marine forms, 
was frequently used i n  the decoration of Cretan pottery. 8.  Four-sided 
bead seal of green jasper w i t h  conventionalized pictographic script. F rom 
Xida near site of Lytos. Style of the period f rom 1700-1580 B.C. 9. 
Throne room i n  the palace of Minos, showing gypsum throne and gypsum 
bench. About  2 0 0 0  B.C. 10 .  Impression of a seal stone. L ion  seizing a 
bull. 11. Gold seal r ing. Female votaries before a p i l lar  shrine. Mycenean. 
1 6 t h  century B.C. 12 .  Pair of w i l d  goats on gold seal r i n g  f rom Mycenae 
tomb. c. 1 4 0 0  B.C. 13.  Gold ring. Goddess w i t h  attendants a t  sacred tree. 
Mycenean, 1 6 t h  century B.C. 14.  Impression of seal stone. B u l l  w i t h  
f igure e ight  shield and sacred pa lm t ree 





original entrance was approached by a stepped portico, which 
climbed the bank of a stream that feeds the Kairatos. In  con- 
nection with it, on the further bank, there stand the piers of a 
colossal viaduct by which the southern road was led across the 
bed of the torrent. Stepped intervals between the piers, like the 
spillways of a modern dam, gave passage to the water. Sections 
of the road itself have been traced across the island, over the low 
watershed of the central mountains and through the Mesara plain 
to the Libyan sea. I t  is visible in ancient cuttings, in retaining- 
walls, and in guard-houses, residences and shrines along its route, 
I ts  terminal port was at  Komo, near Phaistos, which it also linked 
with Knossos, but it doubtless served as the general line of traffic 
to the north from Libya and Egypt. At the Knossian road-head, 
near the viaduct, Evans also found a caravanserai. I t  had a front 
yard backed with stables and store-rooms, and upper storeys built 
of brick. There is a refectory in the form'of a stepped porch, 
adorned with a painted frieze of partridges and hoopoes. Attached 
to this is a smaller porch containing a sunk basin for foot-washing. 
A small spring-chamber near the caravanserai was choked with 
gypsum incrustation, but when this was cleared the water again 
rose in its ancient place, and the whole system was restored to 
working order. 

Phais tos  a n d  H a g i a  Triads.-Phaistos has an imposing posi- 
tion on a mountain spur in the Mesara, 300 ft. above the plain, 
The palace occupies one summit, on two others were buildings of 
the town. I t  is more spacious though smaller than Knossos, and 
its plan is less complex, because the visible remains belong mostly 
to one period. The original palace, built in M.M. I. was destroyed 
as Knossos was in M.M. II., but less use was made of early ele- 
ments in the M M. 111. rebuilding. After the general destruction 
at  the end of L.M. 11. it  was not reoccupied. The existing plan is 
laid out on four slightly different levels. The central court meas- 
ures about 50 yd. by 2 5 ,  and has a portico on each long side. The 
colonnaded hall of state is approached by a noble stairway. The 
surviving furniture and wall-decorations are not remarkable, but 
a single find of unique importance was made in one of the maga- 
zines, a clay disc bearing pictographic inscriptions. At Hagia 
Triada, on a lower height of the same ridge, 2 m. from Phaistos 
and about halfway to the sea, there stands a small palace or villa, 
which is thought to have been a summer residence of the Phaestian 
king. I t  is finely built of ashlar masonry, and the walls stand 
higher than is usual on Minoan sites, but it was a short-lived struc- 
ture, built in M.M. 111. and destroyed in L.M.I. There was no 
earlier palace on its site, and nothing replaced it until the Reoccu- 
pation period (L.M. 1II.a)) when a smaller Mycenaean building 
was imposed upon its ruins. But its premature destruction was 
the means of preserving some of the choicest works of Minoan 
art that exist, particularly some naturalistic fresco-paintings and 
three carved stone vases. 

Mall ia ,  Tylissos, N i r o u  Khani.-Palaces exist on the north 
coast at Mallia and Tylissos. That of Mallia is an extensive build- 
ing with a colonnaded court in the monumental style of M.hL I. 
The remains at  Tylissos belong rather to a large house or houses, 
but their decoration and contents were in true palatial style. A 
large house was also found at  Nirou Khani, mid-way between 
Tylissos and Mallia. I n  one of its rooms were four gigantic double- 
axes of bronze, and in another were 40 or 50 tripod-altars. I t  
must have been an emporium for religious furniture. 

Towns  and Houses.-Many houses have been found at  Knos- 
sos, but the town, as a whole, has not been explored. Indeed, its 
site is too large for exhaustive excavation, and the Greek and 
Roman occupations have doubtless destroyed much of the Minoan 
city. Some of the houses are exceedingly well built, and differ 
from the structures of the palace only in size. Those which en- 
croached upon the palace area after the M.M. 111. earthquake 
had several storeys. A large house on the west side, connected by a 
paved road with the west court, has been called the Little Palace. 
I t  contains a lustral chamber and a pillar-crypt, and in it was found 
a magnificent libation-vessel in the shape of a bull's head, half 
life-size, carved in black steatite, with gilt horns, muzzle inlaid 
with white shell and enamelled crystal eyes. Another palatial house 
is the so-called Royal villa, which is probably one of a row of 

summer residences that stood on the river-bank below the domestic 
quarter of the palace. Even in some ordinary houses the decora- 
tions were not inferior to those of the royal halls; such are the 
wall-paintings from the House of the Frescos a t  Knossos. 

The perfect type of the provincial town is Gournia. I t  lies 
on a low oval hill, to which the houses cling regardless of the slope; 
some are approached from the street by steps, others had one 
storey in front and two or three behind. An enclosing road on each 
side leads to a small palace, which occupies about 12 times the 
floor-space of an ordinary house. I t  is built like Knossos, even to 
the magazines and a court with stepped reception-area, but in 
humbler style. The streets of the town are about 5 ft .  wide, stone- 
paved, and the houses crowd up to their edges. Some of the 
cross-streets climb the hill in steps. There is no circuit-wall and 
the houses are set closely round the palace. In  the middle of the 
town is a built shrine, with furniture of pottery vessels and cult 
idols. The city flourished in L.M. I. and was partially reoccupied 
after the general destruction at  the end of L.M. 11. I t s  oldest 
houses are of M.M. date. The palace and some of the larger 
houses have ashlar masonry, but the ordinary material was rubble. 

A few Neolithic structures are known. At Magasa near Palai- 
kastro are a walled rock-shelter and a free-standing house of 
simple rectangular plan. The floors of two more complex houses 
were found beneath the pavement of the central court a t  Knossos. 
These had fixed hearths, a feature that does not appear again in 
Crete until L.M. 111. An oval house of M.M. I .  exists a t  Khamaizi, 
but this singular form is more likely to represent an adaptation 
to the contours of its site than the survival of a primitive plan. 
Vasiliki has E M. houses built in the mature Minoan manner, with 
brick or rubble walls set on stone footings, stiffened with timber 
framework and plastered with clay and lime. Their roofs were 
wattled. The clay-plaster is even painted red, foreshadowing later 
fresco decoration. 

No household furniture has survived except pots and pans of 
earthenware and bronze. Braziers of various kinds were used 
instead of fixed hearths. A heavy shallow dish supported by three 
short legs seems most suitable for warming rooms and cooking, 
and is often associated with sacrificial cult. More easily portable 
are broad-brimmed bowls with long poke-handles, largely used in 
tombs for fumigation, and fire-boxes, perforated globes sometimes 
joined to tripod-stands. 

Arts :  Pottery.-Much of the household pottery is rough un- 
painted ware and looks unattractive beside the painted vases 
which represent Minoan culture in museums. But decorated ware 
is abundant, and has a special scientific use apart from its aesthetic 
interest, since the style of decoration adds to the evidence of shape 
and fabric numerous distinctive features that make a reliable 
index of culture and chronology. The Cretan series has been 
accurately classified in reference to the chronological systems of 
the Neolithic and Bronze ages. The Neolithic deposit a t  Knossos 
has been divided into Lower, Middle and Upper Strata. The Lower 
pottery is plain dark-coloured ware, in its latest phase approxi- 
mating to the burnished and incised fabrics of the Middle period, 
the typical Cretan Neolithic style. The decorative patterns are 
simple rectilinear figures, zig-zags, herring-bones and groups of 
parallel lines and rows of dots often grouped in triangles. The 
Upper Neolithic pottery is better fired, showing red or light brown 
surface, and less elaborately ornamented, both in burnish and 
incision. With the coming of copper in E.M.I. the pottery kept 
a sub-Neolithic character, but its fabric was often inferior. A 
closely-incised bucchero is the best product of the period. 

Painting began in E.M. 11. with rectilinear figures in red-black 
ferruginous glaze on a natural clay ground. Besides the simple 
forms of hemispherical bowls and cylindrical cups, flat plates, 
ladles and little globular pots, with pierced lugs for tie-on lids, 
which had persisted with slight variation from Neolithic times, 
some sophisticated and even fantastic forms appear, beaked jugs 
with loop-handles, and jars with long tubular spouts, which may 
have been copied from Egyptian or Mesopotamian prototypes in 
metal. In  E.M. 111. the mode of decoration was inverted, and 
the patterns were applied in white paint on a ground of black 
glaze. In  this and the previous period the vase was sometimes 
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covered with the glaze, and fired so as to oxidize in more or less 
irregular patches of black and red (Vasiliki ware). Curvilinear 
patterns began in E.M. III. ,  notably the spiral coil, which was 
apparently introduced from the Cyclades. The potter's wheel was 
not known in the E.M. age. The manufacture of stone vases was 
perfected a t  this time, evidently under influence of Egyptian 
methods and models, but Minoan stone vessels have the same 
graceful and elaborate shapes as the pottery, and differ also from 
their Egyptian relatives in their gay colouring. They are mostly 
made of breccias and veined marbles, in which the bands of colours 
are disposed to fit the contours of the pots. 

The best examples came from tombs at  Mochlos, where a 
unique series of gold jewels of this early period was also found. 
These coloured stones, particularly a black marble veined with 
red and white, seem to have led the vase-painters to  the invention 
of a polychrome style. In  many instances the variegated stones 
were directly imitated, but the normal early types of ornament 
were simple festoons and bands, together with some rare and 
strongly stylized naturalistic motives, done in white and various 
shades of red and yellow on a lustrous black-glaze ground. This 
is the so-called Kamares ware, a style that is characteristic of all 
three M.M. periods. I ts  most brilliant phase was in M.M. I. b. 
and M.M. 11. a. M.M. I .  a contains the elements of the style; 
M.M. 11. b displays a loss of vigour and some incipient changes. 
M.M. 111. a shows artistic decadence, following the political ca- 
tastrophe, and M M. 111. b developed a naturalistic impulse which 
finally destroyed the style. 

At the culminating moment in A1.h.l. 11. a, the potter's craft was 
also at  its best, just before the introduction of the quick wheel. 
The clay was worked to eggshell fineness. Waved rims and fluted 
bodies were copied from delicate metal cups, and heavier vessels 
had encrusted surfaces. The quick wheel brought industrial uni- 
formity, and put an end to fanciful modelling. In  M.M. 11. b the 
first approach to faithful rendering of nature is seen in some 
groups of crocuses on a vase from the Kamares cave. An octopus 
on a companion vase is very strongly stylized. There was a grow- 
ing tendency to arrange designs in horizontal bands; another 
imprint of the quick wheel, and the ornament itself became at- 
tenuated, its colouring less rich. The artistic decadence of M.M. 
111. a is represented in large quantities of meagrely decorated 
vases, in which some shapes were extravagantly elongated, a fea- 
ture which belongs to Egyptian vessels of the same date. New 
forms were inspired by ostrich eggs mounted with tips and feet 
of metal or faience. Polychromy almost vanished, and the ordi- 
nary type of decoration consists of conventional coils and scrolls 
in thin white pigment on a faded black ground, or sprinklings of 
minute white dots in feeble imitation of mottled stone. A still 
more humble source of inspiration was the accidental trickle made 
by hasty painting or spilled contents. I n  M.M. 111. b the painters 
turned definitely to naturalistic subjects, and their first essays of 
simple leaves and grasses mark the beginning of a new artistic 
era. 

But the new subjects demanded more articulate expression than 
the old technique allowed. The L.M. age brought a complete 
return to  the original method of painting, which, indeed, had 
never been quite lost, using the black glaze medium for drawing 
on the natural clay. I t s  revival now ~nvolved an exceedingly fine 
finish of the pot. No separate slip was applied, except to large 
vases of coarse substance, but the clay was smoothed and fired 
so as to  produce a lustrous yellow or pale brown surface. The 
glaze was also improved in body and lustre, and was fired to a 
variety of tones from its normal black through brown to red and 
yellow. Touches of white and red paint were added in L.M. I., but 
did not long survive. The new exuberance of ornament attached 
itself to  the old geometric motives, sprays of leaves or flowers 
springing from outer curves of spiral coils or occupying their 
centres. 

Architectural ornaments were adapted from wall-decoration rows 
of discs and crescents, chequers and triglyphs, mottling and grain- 
ing in imitation of stone and wood. Animals are never represented 
(though the bull's head occurs), birds rarely, but sea-creatures 
were favourite subjects in L.M. I .  b and later, particularly octo- 

pods, argonauts and shells among rocks and seaweed. This was 
the beginning of the Mycenaean style. I ts  immediate development 
was back to formalism The style of the Palace period (L M 
11.) is very decorative but often pompous. Large jars with rigid 
schemes of palm-trees or papyrus, and with painted bands and 
panels imitating stone and metal mouldings, are a common form. 
Minoan flowers are seldom true to  nature, even in the direct and 
vigorous renderings of L.M. I. Nilotic lotus and papyrus types 
were freely blended with the native lily. The lesser pottery of 
L.M. 11. has the formalism of this style without its grandeur, and 
is a stage on the way to the conventional reminiscences that com- 
prise the repertory of L M. 111. This is the pottery of the Re- 
occupation period on Cretan sites. I t  consists of two varieties, 
the native Cretan (Minoan) style, which reflects the heavy for- 
malism of L.M. II., and a simpler Mainland (Mycenaean) fabric, 
which is rather an atrophied derivative of L.M. I. The latter is the 
El Amarna style (1350 B.c.). There is no certain explanation of 
the co-existence of these two styles in Crete, but they suggest that 
the great destruction which preceded the reoccupation was the 
work of Mainland colonists. I n  the latest phases, L.M. 111. b 
and sub-Mycenaean, it is no longer possible to  differentiate Cretan 
and Mainland pottery. 

Fresco-painting.- The decoration of pottery was closely 
bound to the greater ar t  of fresco-painting, with the notable dif- 
ference that human and animal figures, usual in the wall-paintings, 
were not until the very latest epoch reproduced on vases. Painted 
walls and floors were universal in Minoan houses, even on surfaces 
exposed to weather. The process was true fresco on lime plaster. 
Some E.M. house-walls a t  Vasiliki (where the plaster contained a 
large proportion of brick-earth) were painted red. I t  is probable 
that the earliest designs were reproductions of structural forms, 
grained timber friezes and pilasters, courses of discs representing 
ends of joists, veined and mottled wainscots imitating stone veneer. 
Such schemes persisted in the mature periods, and pictorial panels 
and friezes were inserted in these architectural frames. 

The earliest known figure-subject is the Saffron Gatherer of 
Knossos, a blue-painted boy or girl gathering flowers into Kamares 
bowls in a rocky landscape (M.hII. 11.). I t s  style is still archaic. 
but before the end of the next period the painters had attained full 
freedom in their art. The masterpieces of the naturalistic phase 
(M.M. 11. b-L.M. I .  a) are landscapes from Hagia Triada, with 
cats stalking pheasants between rocks and flowers. Similar land- 
scapes came from the House of the Frescoe at  Knossos. There, 
on one fragment, amid luxuriant foliage and delicate flowers is a 
fountain-jet, on others a blue bird and a Sudanese monkey. Sea- 
scapes are represented by a frieze of dolphins from the Queen's 
Megaron, and by flying-fish from Phylakopi in Melos. A curious 
subject, of which several examples exist, is the summary repre- 
sentation in miniature of crowds of men and women in the 
vicinity of sacred buildings; probably spectators a t  a bull-fight or 
similar public shows. A small panel from Knossos contains a com- 
plete picture of the ceremonial sport of bull-leaping, the human 
sacrifice offered to  the Minotaur in his Labyrinth, the "Place of 
the Axe." The performers are two girls (white-painted) and a boy. 
Human figures are represented elsewhere on a larger scale and 
in elaborate detail. 

Painting was also combined with modelling in  relief, as in the 
bust of a woman (Pseira), a bull's head, and a noble figure of a 
king or god wearing plumes and a lily-crown, who was leading a 
griffin in a land of flowers and butterflies (Knossos). These belong 
to L.M. I., as does an important historical subject from the House 
of the Frescoes, a Minoan officer leading negro soldiers. Proces- 
sional figures were frequent; one of these is the Cup-bearer, the 
first great find that was made at  Knossos. Landscapes of the clos- 
ing period are represented by excerpts on large burial-chests. They 
reproduce the hybrid water-plants and stylized birds of con- 
temporary Egypt. 

Sculpture.-Sculpture of large size is poorly represented. That 
it existed is proved by the stucco reliefs in Crete and the lions of 
the gateways and two gypsum reliefs from Mycenae, which are 
purely Minoan. Small works in steatite or ivory are comparatively 
numerous. The earliest is a long-legged dog on a steatite vase-lid 
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from Mochlos (E.M. 11.). The finest pieces in the round are an 
ivory statuette of a boy leaping, probably from a bull-fight 
(Knossos), the black steatite bull's head from the Little Palace, 
and a gold and ivory snake-goddess in the Museum of Fine Arts a t  
Boston. Another ivory statuette in an English collection repre- 
sents a boy with arms raised in adoration, and may have been the 
companion figure to the Boston ivory in a group of the goddess and 
her son-consort. The snake-goddess, with her priestesses and 
sacred animals from Knossos, is modelled in faience, and lacks the 
fine finish of carved work. The same heaviness is seen in cast- 
bronze statuettes, male votaries from Tylissos and elsewhere, a 
woman from the Troad and another from Hagia Triada, and a 
group of a man and bull. Three superb examples of sculpture in 
reIief are the Chieftain cup, the Boxer vase, and the Harvester 
vase from Hagia Triada. They are carved in black steatite, and 
were, perhaps, plated with gold foil. 

M e t a l  Work.-With them must be classed the two gold cups 
from the vapheio tomb in Laconia, with repousse' designs of men 
handling wild and domesticated cattle. A peculiar and effective 
process of Minoan metal-work can only be illustrated from Main- 
land and Cycladic finds. This is flat inlay of light and dark gold 
and black alloy, best seen in bronze dagger-blades from the shaft- 
graves at  Mycenae (cats hunting birds beside a river, men hunting 
lions, etc.). (See also BRONZE AND BRASS ORNAMEXTAL WORK; 
SILVERSRIITHS' AKD GOLDSMITHS' WORK.) 

Seal-engraving.-A lesser kind of sculpture, seal-engraving, 
was practised extensively from the very earliest times and de- 
veloped to perfection in the M.M. period. The early subjects 
are pictographs and decorative devices, maeanders, coils and 
scrolls, often showing Egyptian affinities, and were mostly cut 
in ivory and steatite. But the process was soon applied to crystal, 
jasper and other hard stones, and the gem-engravers were, per- 
haps, the first Minoan artists to exploit naturalistic subjects. By 
M.M. 11. they were producing animal figures with facility and 
truth, and gems of the finest style (M.M. 111.-L.M. I.) are 
engraved with subtle and powerful studies of birds in flight, wild 
animals in action and repose, and human subjects. There was, 
however, a tendency on the one side to  reproduce conventional 
linear designs, which must have had some amuletic meaning, and 
on the other to invent fantastic monsters The latter are best seen 
in a series of clay sealings from Zakro. The human subjects were 
most frequently engraved on oval bezels of gold signet-rings, and 
often in religious contexts. There are some elaborate scenes of 
worship, from which much of the knowledge of Minoan ritual 
is derived. 

Writing.- The earliest script, known only from the sealstones, 
is pictographic. But before the end of M.M. I. a linear form had 
been developed (Linear Script, Class A). The use of hieroglyphs 
seems not t o  have survived the catastrophe of M.M. 11. a t  
Knossos. Another linear script (Class B) is Late Minoan. About 
one-third of the linear signs can be connected with the pictographs, 
and only half the characters of Class B are found in Class A. The 
linear scripts were written with ink on pottery (and doubtless on 
perishable materials), engraved on stone and metal, and incised in 
clay. The greatest number of existing documents are  flat clay 
slips or tablets, of which some two thousand have been found a t  
Knossos. They are mostly inventories, bearing ideograms of the 
property to  which they refer (arms and armour, chariots, men and 
women, and edible stores), together with a simple decimal nota- 
tion. The script has not been interpreted, nor has the language 
been identified; but it  is generally supposed that the former is 
preserved to some extent in the Hellenic syllabary of Cyprus, and 
that the latter was a non-Aryan tongue, which has survived in 
many names, and in some unintelligible inscriptions in the Greek 
alphabet found at  Praisos. The most remarkable literary document 
that has come from a Minoan site is the Phaistos disc. This is 
made of clay, and bears on both sides a long series of pictographic 
characters impressed with separate stamps. The signs show no 
relationship with Minoan hieroglyphs, and it is thought (largely 
on account of a plumed head that occurs among them) that they 
belong t o  the south-west coast of Asia Minor. The characters 
are  printed along a spiral line dividing the face of the disc into 

five coils. A similar arrangement of a Minoan inscription ap- 
pears on the circular bezel of a gold signet-ring found in a tomb 
a t  Knossos (Mavro Spelio). 

Phys ica l  Type and Dress.-Costumes, religion, and burial 
customs must join their scanty clues to  that of language in the 
quest for the racial origins of the prehistoric Cretans. The gen- 
eral inference from all considerations is that Minoan affinities 
were African and Asiatic rather than European, or more definitely 
Libyan and Anatolian. Human remains are badly preserved in 
Crete, but about a hundred skulls have been measured, and the 
great majority of these are dolichocephalic. The male stature is 
computed by measurements of other bones to  have been about 
5 ft. 4 in., a t  least 2 in. below the present average in  the island. 
The size of sword-hilts also indicates a small-boned race. Minoan 
dress was originally a sort of kilt, persisting with men as a tight 
loin-cloth, with which they often wore a more or  less voluminous 
sash, perhaps as part of the same garment. Women wore a long 
wide skirt, sometimes extravagantly flounced, and an open bodice. 
The aprons worn by the faience snake-goddess and her votaries 
may have had a ritual significance, and may have been a survival 
of a single garment originally worn by both sexes. High boots, a 
tight belt (perhaps a permanent metal cincture) and a penis-sheath 
completed the simple costume of the men. The only representa- 
tion of an overcoat occurs on the Harvester vase, where it  is worn 
by the bearded leader and looks like a ceremonial cope. The hair 
was ordinarily worn long, beard and moustaches shaved. 

Religion.-The chief Minoan deity is represented in the image 
of a woman and in the aniconic form of a pillar. The goddess has 
as many aspects as nature itself. She is associated in ar t  with 
trees and rocks, with moon and stars, with birds and snakes, with 
real and monstrous animals and water-demons, with sea-shells, 
bulls' heads and sacred horns, with shields and battle-axes, and 
with holy vessels and vestments. There seems to be no function 
left for any other deity. Yet the mother-goddess had a consort, 
who was probably her son and is represented as a youth descending 
from the sky. There is doubtless a record of their history in the 
Hellenic cult of Rhea and the infant Zeus in Crete, and the death 
and burial of Zeus on Iuktas. Connection is evident with the 
numerous female deities and their youthful and semi-mortal con- 
sorts and sacred animals, and with the wide-spread baetylic cults 
of Syria and Asia Minor. The cult of pillars had a special sig- 
nificance on the domestic side, and the kings seem to have com- 
bined priestly functions with their secular powers, and to have 
been the living representatives of the gods. The bull-sports of the 
palace were a religious service. On the chthonic side a painted 
stone sarcophagus from Hagia Triada gives valuable information. 
A dead man standing a t  the doorway of his tomb receives offer- 
ings of a ship and cattle from male votaries wearing skirts of hide. 
A woman similarly clad pours a libation into a large vessel set 
between two pillar-trees on which are double-axes and birds. 
Another man plays a harp. 

Shrines have been found in towns and palaces and are pictured 
in the frescoes. Built sanctuaries have also been excavated a t  
Petsofas near Palaikastro and on Mount Iuktas. But the ordinary 
place of public worship was a natural cleft or hollow in the ground. 
Such are the Kamares cave on Mount Ida, another, perhaps the 
Dictaean cave, a t  Psychro, and a small one a t  Arkalokhori, near 
Lyttos. These sanctuaries contained offerings of curiously different 
kinds: a t  Petsofas were terra cotta statuettes of men and animals 
and votive limbs; a t  Kamares, painted pottery; a t  Psychro, bronze 
animals and implements, particularly miniature double-axes stuck 
in stalagmitic pillars; at Arkalokhori, chiefly dagger-blades. 

B u r i a l  Rites.-Great variety is also found in modes of burial, 
beyond the constant fact that there was no cremation in the 
Minoan age. E.M. are single interments in cist-graves (Mochlos 
and Pseira) and in clay oval coffins of the Mesopotamian type 
(Pachyammos, Pyrgos and Sphoungaras), and communal burials 
in caves (Pyrgos), rock-shelters and rectangular enclosures (Moch- 
los), and in built beehive tombs (tholoi, in the Mesara plain). The 
latter are an important series. They have megalithic doorways and 
in some instances rectangular antechambers, and were in use 
during the whole E.M. period. The beehive vaults and square ante- 
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chambers occur in certain tombs of North Africa, where an origin 
for the form is indicated in the tents of Libyan nomads. On the 
other side these early Cretan tlzoloi are the ancestors of the 
stately Mycenaean tombs, which first appeared in Mainland Greece 
with the Cretan intrusion at  the end of M.M. 111. M.M. coffins 
were usually large household jars, some of which bear splendid 
decoration (Pseira, Sphoungaras, Pachyammos). Hewn chamber- 
tombs with entrance passages were in use by the middle of this 
epoch (M.M. 11. : Knossos, Mavro Spelio). Jar-burials also belong 
to L.M. I., but in the mature L.M. age, and particularly in L.M. 
I I I . ,  the oval bath-tub came back to favour, together with rectan- 
gular clay chests with gabled lids (lantakes), copied from Egyp- 
tian wooden models and often painted with Egyptian floral 
motives. These receptacles were buried singly in shaft-graves or 
deposited in chamber-tombs. I n  the latter case they often served 
for generations of successive burials. No beehive tombs of the 
finest period have yet been found in Crete, though they are known 
in the earliest and latest times. The so-called Royal tomb of 
Isopata, near Knossos, belongs to the same date and style of build- 
ing as the great Mainland treasuries (L.M.I.), and had a similarly 
vaulted roof, but its ground-plan is rectangular. Rich funeral fur- 
niture was deposited with the dead, weapons and domestic imple- 
ments, jewellery and personal trinkets, stone and metal vases and 
painted pottery. But the chamber-tombs which were in constant 
use, seldom contain intact interments. For the same reason these 
tombs are often filled with cremation-burials of the Hellenic de- 
stroyers of Minoan civilization. 

T r a n s i t i o n  t o  I r o n  Age.-The transition from the Bronze to 
the Iron age, and from Minoan to Hellenic culture, is best illus- 
trated in tombs a t  Vrokastro. Both funeral rites occur, inhu- 
mation in chamber-tombs and cremation-burials in the same 
tombs and in bone-enclosures. The style of the pottery in the 
chamber-tombs is sub-Mycenaean or Proto-Geometric; that in 
the bone-enclosures is solely Geometric. Different types of bronze 
brooches (fibulae) are associated with the pottery; iron weapons 
were found with both kinds of burials, and in a chamber-tomb 
there was a bronze tripod of a type that has been found with 
Transitional material in  Cyprus and in Greece. Six Egyptian 
faience seals were found with the tripod, but are not precisely 
dated. But it  is clear that the Vrokastro finds cover the period 
between 1200 and 800 B.c., and display the stages by which Hel- 
lenic art displaced Minoan, without however offering an historical 
explanation of the process. 

Greek  a n d  R o m a n  Periods.-Hellenic structural remains are 
scanty. Town-walls are visible a t  Aptera, Itanos and elsewhere. 
The massive fortifications of Goulas are probably the oldest, and 
attest the insecure political conditions of the new era. But the few 
finds of lesser archaeological material that have been made, frag- 
ments of sculpture, pottery and inscriptions, are singularly im- 
portant. They show conclusively that Crete was prominent, if 
not foremost, in  the renascence that produced the art of archaic 
Greece, a fact of which there is historical record in the traditions 
of the master-craftsman, Daidalos, and the works of his pupils, 
Dipoinos and Skyllis. The prominence of Crete in the new move- 
ment was partly due to the revival of Minoan elements, but more 
to  the position of the island in regard to Egypt and the Syrian 
coast, from which had come the inspiration of Minoan culture, 
and from which the elements of Hellenic art were drawn when 
contact was again established. 

Archa ic  P a i n t i n g  and Sculpture.-Though the orthodox 
Geometric style of vase-painting was as much a t  home in Crete 
as on the Greek mainland, Minoan decorative survivals soon 
showed through it, and with them came strong Oriental influences, 
immediately derived perhaps from Cyprus. Geometric pottery 
illustrating these developments has been found abundantly in 
tombs at  Knossos, and a remarkable series of archaic orientalizing 
vases comes from the site of Arkadia (Afrati) in Lasithi. Some of 
the foreign products by which the Cretan artists were guided are 
represented in a deposit of hammered and engraved bronze shields 
and bowls, found in a sacred cave near Anoia on Mount Ida (the 
Idaean cave) in 1884. Their actual origin has not been established, 
but there is little doubt that they are examples of the hybrid 

Egypto-Assyrian art that was broadcast through southern Mediter- 
ranean lands about 800 B.C. by Phoenician traders. With them were 
found some statuettes and other cast bronzes of local fabric. The 
Cretan types thus indicated are easily identified elsewhere, as in 
a bronze statuette found a t  Delphi, a nude youth wearing a tight 
belt and wig-like hair, and a stone figure of a woman in the 
Louvre. The date of these pieces is about 600 B.C. To  the same 
period belongs a unique series of temple-sculptures from Prinias, 
a frieze of horsemen armed with spears and shields, and a free- 
standing stone beam from a door-head, carved with relief of 
animals and surmounted a t  each end by a seated goddess. A some- 
what similar but later frieze, in terracotta, with figures of armed 
men and chariots, comes from the temple of Dictaean Zeus a t  
Palaikastro. Other finds on this site were Phoenician bronze shields 
like those in the Idaean cave, and a fragmentary inscription con- 
taining an archaic hymn to Zeus. 

Inscriptions.-Several inscriptions in the Eteocretan language 
were found in a sanctuary a t  Praisos. They have not been read. 
At Gortyna is the famous legal code, inscribed on the inner side 
of a curved wall which stood, a t  the time of its discovery, in a 
mill-stream. The first copy of the text was made by Halbherr in 
1884, but it  was not till 1912 that the Italian Mission got authority 
to divert the stream and clear the building to which the wall 
belongs. I t  is an archaic Greek structure of circular plan, which 
was converted into an Odeum in Roman times. I t  stood in the 
agora of the city. 

R o m a n  Gortyna.-Gortyna is the only Roman site that has 
been excavated. I t  was one of the three great cities of Crete in 
the Imperial age, and its remains show that it  conformed to the 
metropolitan pattern in art and architecture. Among its public 
buildings are an amphitheatre and a theatre, two Nymphaea, an 
aqueduct and baths, a Basilica or Praetorium, temples of Apollo 
(the Pythion), Isis and Serapis, and other deities. A great deal 
of Graeco-Roman statuary belonging to their decoration has 
survived. 

Greek art of the classical period is rare in Crete. The island 
had then lost its place in  international commerce, and its culture 
was not affected by external influences. The character of the 
local art is illustrated in  the coinage, which contains, besides 
some bold Greek types, a number of strange pictorial subjects and 
many lapses into a state of barbarism. I t  is an archaeological 
echo of the Cretan heresies that shocked Hellenic theologians. 

(E. J. F.) 
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HISTORY 
ANCIENT 

In  classical times nothing remained of the Minoan Civiliza- 
tion except a tradition that the first "thalassocracy" or sea-power 
was that of a Cretan king Minos. The island played no part in 
Greek history commensurate with its size. I t  took practically no 
share in the Persian or Peloponnesian wars. 

I t  was dotted with independent cities which dissipated their 
energies in internecine wars. For the rest of Greece it  was chiefly 
of importance as a recruiting ground for mercenary soldiers, 
especially archers; promises of assistance from states, such as 
caused the fruitless Athenian expedition in 429 against the Pelo- 
ponnesian war, were generally found to be fallacious. The reputa- 
tion of the Cretans was low: "all Cretans are liars" (KpG.res &el 
+ebarai) was the beginning of a popular poem which is the origin 
of Porson's "Hermann's a German." 

Their chief cities were Gortyna, Cydonia and Knossus. Impor- 
tant towns of the second rank, generally to  be found in alliance 
with one or other of the three chief towns were: Phaestus, Rhau- 
cus, Lyttus, Polyrrhenia, Aptera, Eleutherna, Axus, Lappa, Elyrus, 
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Praesus, Itanus and Hierapytna, which was the sole port facing 
towards Africa. The population was exceedingly mixed. The 
Odyssey (xix., 175) in a passage whose date is of course uncer- 
tain, enumerates the inhabitants as Achaeans, Cydonians, Dor- 
ians, Pelasgians and Eteocretans. The last named are the most ' 
interesting. There is much reason to believe that these were the 
original, non-Hellenic inhabitants of the island. They were 
chiefly to  be found in the eastern end of the island. There are 
several of their inscriptions surviving, all-at present-incom- 1 
prehensible. I n  historical times the domination of Crete had fal- 
len wholly into the hands of one of these races, the Dorians, 
whose numbers had been increased by later immigrations. The 
names of the three tribes, Hylleis, Dymanes and Pamphyli, which 
always accompanied Dorian migrations, are to be traced in many 
Cretan cities. 

C r e t a n  Constitutions.- The chief interest of Crete, for us 
as for  the ancients, lies in its system of laws; and the great 
Gortyna inscription discovered in 1884 (see GREEK LAW) is our 
most extensive monument of Greek Law. The constitutions of 
the Cretan towns, which appear to have all approximated to one 
model, are a simpler and possibly earlier form of the Spartan con- 
stitution. 

The population consisted of two classes, citizens and serfs. 
The citizens were all warriors, and the serfs were of two kinds, 
state-owned (pvwirar) and private owned (h4ap~ijrai) .  The 
serfs seem to have been better treated than the Spartan helots- 
we hear of no revolts-but they were rigorously excluded from the 
privileges of the citizens, arms-bearing and exercise in the gym- 
nasia The kings, who survived in Sparta, had disappeared: their 
place was taken by ten kosmoi who were chosen from certain 
specified aristocratic clans. They had all executive functions; 
advised by a council of elders (yepovuia) the citizen assembly 
had the right to say yes or no to the proposals laid before it, but 
it had no right to propose reductions or to debate. 

The training of the Cretan boy as a warrior began a t  about I 7 
when he was admitted into the "herds" supported by the State. H e  
had already learnt to read and write, and to sing certain selected 
patriotic songs; he now spent his days in military exercises. H e  
was bound to marry but could not live with his wife until he be- 
came a full man. H e  took his dinners in common, at public din- 
ing halls like the Spartan phiditia. 

This constitution appears to have shared the fate of the Spar- 
tan (see SPARTA). At the end of the classical period Crete, con- 
tinually a t  civil war, has become chiefly a recruiting ground for  
armies. I t s  wealth and civic organization has declined, and it no 
doubt shared in the economic depression of all Greece in the Hel- 
lenistic age. 

See Cambridge Ancient History, vol. iii. (1925) ; J. B. Bury, History 
of ~ r e e c e  ch. ii. ( 1 ~ 1 3 )  ; ~auly-Wissou7a, Realenc~lc. s. V'J.  Kosmoi, 
Kreta; Aristotle's Politics Bk. ii. (X') 

MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN PERIODS 
Though torn by civil dissensions, the island maintained its in- 

dependence of the various Macedonian monarchs by whom it was 
surrounded; but having incurred the enmity of Rome, first by an 
alliance with the great Mithridates, and afterwards by taking 
active part with their neighbours, the pirates of Cilicia, the 
Cretans were at  length attacked by the Roman arms, and, after a 
resistance protracted for more than three years, were finally sub- 
dued by Q. Metellus, who earned by this success the surname of 
Creticus (67 B.c . ) .  The island was now reduced to a Roman 
province, and subsequently united for administrative purposes 
with the district of Cyrenaica; until i t  was incorporated by Con- 
stantine in the prefecture of Illyria. Crete formed part of the 
Byzantine empire until i t  fell into the hands of the Saracens 
(823). I t  then became a formidable nest of pirates and a great 
slave mart;  i t  defied all the efforts of the Byzantine sovereigns 
to recover it  till 960, when it was reconquered by Nicephoros 

built by the Saracens, and called by them "Khandax," became the 
seat of government and capital of the island, to which i t  gave its 
name. The I7enetian administration secured the island external 
tranquillity, and did much to provide material prosperity and en- 
courage commerce and industry; under it  Crete was probably 
more prosperous than at any other time. But the system was 
arbitrary and oppressive, and gave rise to many insurrections. 
Daru mentions 14 between the years 1207-1365, the most im- 
portant being that of 1361-64, when the Venetian colonists rose 
against the republic. Disappointed in the hope of a Genoese 
occupation, the Cretans turned to the Turks. The Turks made no 
serious attempt to conquer the island until 1645; but in that year 
they landed an army of jo,ooo men and soon reduced Canea. 
Retimo fell the following year, and in 1648 the Turks laid siege 
to Candia. After a siege of more than 2 0  years the city sur- 
rendered in Sept. 1669. and its fall was followed by the submis- 
sion of the island. Venice was allowed to retain possession of 
Grabusa, Suda and Spinalonga on the north, but in 1691 Grabusa, 
and in 1715 the other two strongholds fell to the Turks, and the 
island was finally lost to Venice. 

Period of T u r k i s h  Rule.-Under the Ottoman rule many of 
the Cretans embraced Mohammedanism, and thus secured the 
chief share in the administration of the island. But this did not 
benefit the population, and in 1837 Crete was considered the 
worst governed province of the Turkish empire. I n  1770 an 
abortive attempt at  revolt, the hero of which was "Master" John, 
a Sphakiot chief, was repressed with great cruelty. I n  1813 the 
ruthless severity of the governor general, Haji Osman, who ob- 
tained the co-operation of the Christians, broke the power of the 
janissaries; but after Osman had fallen a victim to the suspicions 
of the sultan, Crete again came under their control. When in 
1821 the revolution broke out in continental Greece, the Cretans, 
headed by the Sphakiots, revolted, and occupied all the open 
country, while the Turks and Muslims took refuge in the forti- 

1 fied cities. The island was reduced to submission in 1824 by 
1 Mohammed Ali, pasha of Egypt, whose help the sultan had asked. 

The allied powers (France, Great Britain and Russia) decided 
that Crete should not be included amongst the islands annexed 
to the kingdom of Greece; but obtained from the sultan Mahmud 
II. ,  its cession to Egypt, which was confirmed by a firman of Dec. 
20, 1832. This change of masters brought some relief to the 
Cretans; the enlightened government of Mustafa Pasha, an Al- 
banian like Mohammed Ali (1832-52), who encouraged agricul- 
ture, improved the roads, introduced an Albanian police, and put 
down brigandage, has been called the "golden age" of Crete. 

111 1840 Crete was taken from Mohammed Ali and replaced 
under the dominion of the Turks, but Rlustafa retained his gover- 
norship until appointed grand vizier in  1852. I n  Feb. 1856 an in- 
surrection broke out, owing to the violation of the provisions of an 
imperial decree whereby liberty of conscience and equal rights 
and privileges with Muslims had been conferred upon Christians. 
The promised concessions were confirmed in July 1858, but again 
repudiated. A petition to the sultan in 1864 elicited only an in- 
junction to obedience. A general insurrection which broke out in 
1866 was put down with great severity, but the "Organic 
Statute" granted by the sultan in 1868 brought some reforms and 
a kind of constitutional government. 

Cons t i tu t iona l  Experiments.-Under this instrument which 
was afterwards proposed under Article XXIII . ,  in the Berlin 
Treaty (q.v.), as a basis for reforms in other parts of the Otto- 
man empire, various privileges already acquired by the Chris- 
tian population were confirmed; a representative general council 
was brought into existence, composed of deputies from every 
district; mixed tribunals were introduced, together with a highly 
elaborate administrative system, under which all the more im- 

/ portant functionaries, Christian and Muslim, were provided with 
I an assessor of the opposite creed. The new constitution, how- 

Phocas. After the capture of Constantinople by the Latins in 
1204, Crete was allotted to Boniface, marquis of Montferrat, but 
sold by him to the Venetians, to whom it continued subject for 
more than four centuries. 

ever, proved costly and unworkable, and failed to  satisfy either 
section of the population. I n  1878 the Greek government, finding 
Hellenic aspirations ignored by the Treaty of San Stefano, gave 
the signal for agitation in the island. An insurrection followed, 

Under the Venetian government Candia, a fortress originally , accompanied by the usual barbarities on both sides. Eventually 
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the Cretan chiefs invoked the mediation of Great Britain, which 
Turkey, exhausted by her struggle with Russia, accepted, and the 
"Pact of Halepa" was drawn up  in 1878 under the auspices of 
Mr. Sandwith, the British consul, and Adossides Pasha, both of 
whom enjoyed the confidence of the Cretan population. The 
privileges conferred by the Organic Statute were confirmed; the 
judicial and administrative systems maintained; the judges were 
declared independent of the executive, and an assembly composed 
of 49 Christians and 3s Muslim deputies took the place of the 
former general council. The ensuing party government was a mere 
scramble for office and its rewards. I n  1889 a crisis occurred, 
when the "Conservative" leaders, finding themselves in a mi- 
nority, took up arms and withdrew to the mountains. The latent 
fanaticism of both creeds was aroused, and the island again be- 
came a scene of devastation. The Porte seized the occasion to 
proclaim martial law and abrogate many important provisions of 
the Halepa Pact. The Christians boycotted the elections under 
the new system, and for the next five years Crete was governed 
by a succession of Mohammedan valis; the deficit in the budget 
increased, the gendarmerie, which received no pay, became in- 
subordinate, and crime multiplied. I n  1894 the Porte, a t  the in- 
stance of the powers, nominated a Christian, Karatheodory 
Pasha, to the governorship, and the Christians agreed to take 
part in the assembly which soon afterwards was convoked; no 
steps, however, were taken to remedy the financial situation. The 
refusal of the Porte to refund considerable sums illegally diverted 
from the Cretan treasury, or even to sanction a loan to meet 
immediate requirements, caused great exasperation, which was 
increased by the recall of Karatheodory (March 1895). Before 
that event an Epitropk, or "committee of reform," had appeared 
in the mountains. The Epitrope' was at  first nothing more than a 
handful of discontented politicians, but its membership swelled 
rapidly, and in April 1896 it  invested the garrison town of Vamos. 
Civil war began. Serious disturbances broke out a t  Canea on 
May 24 and were only quelled by the arrival of foreign war- 
ships. Despite the intervention of the foreign consuls, the sultan 
proceeded to crush the rising by force. The resulting devasta- 
tion, and the excitement it  aroused in Greece, quickened the 
energies of the powers. Austria proposed an international hlock- 
ade of the island, but Great Britain rejected this. At the repre- 
sentations of the powers, the sultan restored the Pact of Halepa, 
the troops mere withdrawn from the interior, financial aid was 
promised, a Christian governor general was appointed, the as- 
sembly was summoned. and an imperial commissioner was 
despatched to negotiate an arrangement. The Christian leaders 
proposed a moderate scheme of reforms, based on the Halepa 
Pact, which, with a few exceptions, was approved by the powers 
and eventually sanctioned by the sultan. 

T h e  Revolt of 1897.-On Sept. 4, 1896, the assembly formal- 
ly accepted the new constitution and declared its gratitude to 
the powers. The Muslim leaders acquiesced in the arrangement, 
which the powers undertook to guarantee. I t  soon became evi- 
dent, however, that the Porte was endeavouring to obstruct the 
execution of the reforms. The indignation of the Christians in- 
creased, a state of insecurity prevailed, and the Muslim peasants 
refused to return to their homes. Hitherto the Greek government 
had loyally co-operated with the powers in their Cretan policy, 
but towards the close of the year a secret society known as the 
Ethnike' Hetairia began to arrogate to itself the direction of Greek 
foreign policy. I t s  aim was war with Turkey with a view to the 
acquisition of Macedonia, and it  found ready allies in the Cretan 
Christians. Emissaries of the society appeared in Crete, large 
consignments of arms were landed, and a t  the beginning of 1897 
the island was practically in a state of insurrection. On Jan. 21 

the Greek fleet was mobilized. A series of conflicts took place at  
Canea on Feb. 4 ;  the Turkish troops fired on the Christians, a 
conflagration broke out in the town, and thousands of Christians 
took refuge on the foreign warships. The Greek government now 
despatched an ironclad and a cruiser to Canea, which were fol- 
lowed a few days later by a torpedo flotilla commanded by Prince 
George. The prince soon retired to Melos, but on the night of 
Feb. 4 a Greek force landed a t  Kolymbari, near Canea, and its 

commander, Col. Vassos, proclaimed the occupation of the island 
in the name of King George. This move caused immense excite- 
ment among the Christian population, who indulged in terrible 
massacres of the Muslim peasantry. The powers, however, occu- 
pied Canea, and afterwards Candia and other towns, blockaded 
the coast, and bombarded the insurgents' position. They then 
presented collective notes to  the Turkish and Greek governments 
announcing their decision that ( I )  Crete could in no case in pres- 
ent circumstances be annexed to Greece; (2) in view of the de- 
lays caused by Turkey in the application of the reforms Crete 
should be endowed with an effective autonomous administration 
under the suzerainty of the sultan. Cretan autonomy was pro- 
claimed March 20, the Greek force left on May 9, and the in- 
surgent assembly, under its president, Dr.  Sphakianakis, co- 
operated with the international commanders to maintain order. 
After Germany and Austria had withdrawn from the European 
Concert (April 1898) the remaining powers divided the island 
into four departments, which they severally undertook to ad- 
minister. The last Turkish soldiers quitted the island on Nov. 
14, 1898. 
Union with Greece.--On Nov. 26 the powers nominated 

Prince George of Greece as  high commissioner for three years. He 
landed on Dec. 21. Order prevailed, but the Muslims, reduced to 
great distress by the prolonged insurrection, emigrated in large 
numbers. On April 27, 1899, a new autonomous constitution was 
voted by a constituent assembly, and in the following June Cretan 
officials took over the local administration. Prince George's 
appointment was prolonged in 1901 and his extensive powers in- 
creased. The arbitrary methods of the government awoke strong 
opposition, led by M. Venizelos, who had played an important 
part in the insurrection, but had been dismissed from his post of 
councillor in 1901. I n  March 1905 M. Venizelos, with the moral 
support of Dr. Sphakianakis, led a revolt a t  Theriso in the White 
Mountains, and proclaimed the union of the island with Greece, 
and this example was speedily followed by the assembly a t  Canea. 
The powers, however, reiterated their decision to maintain the 
status quo, and increased their military and naval forces; the 
Greek flag was hauled down a t  Canea and Candia, and some 
desultory engagements with the insurgents took place, the inter- 
national troops co-operating with the native gendarmerie. In  the 
autumn M. Venizelos and his followers, having obtained an 
amnesty, laid down their arms. On July 25. 1906, the powers 
announced a series of reforms, including the reorganization of the 
gendarmerie and militia under Greek officers, as a preliminary to 
the eventual withdrawal of the international troops, and the ex- 
tension to Crete of the system of financial control established in 
Greece. On Sept. 2 5 Prince George left the island. His successor, 
M. Alexander Zaimis, a former and later prime minister of 
Greece, arrived in Crete on Oct. I. 

On Feb. 22, 1907 M. Zaimis, as high commissioner, took the 
oath to the new constitution elaborated by the national assembly. 
His position was one of singular difficulty. Apart from the rivalry 
of the factions within the assembly, there was the question of the 
Muslim minority, reduced to 40,000 but still a force to be  reck- 
oned with. M. Zaimis showed great skill and studied impartial- 
ity, and his administration was a marked success. Order was re- 
stored, and M. Zaimis having called the attention of the powers 
to the fact that the conditions they had laid down as preliminary 
to evacuation-(I) the organization of a native gendarmerie, (2 )  

the maintenance of the tranquillity of the island, (3) the complete 
security of the Muslim population-had now been fulfilled, the 
powers informed him on May 11, 1908, of their intention t o  
begin the evacuation a t  once and complete it within a year. The 
first withdrawal of the troops (July 27), hailed joyfully by the 
Cretan Christians, led to  rioting by the Muslims, who believed 
themselves abandoned to their fate. 

Meanwhile M. Zaimis had made a further advance towards the 
annexation of the island to Greece by  a visit to  Athens, where he 
arranged for a loan with the Greek National Bank and engaged 
Greek officers for the new gendarmerie. The issue was precipitat- 
ed bfr news of the revolution in Turkey. On Oct. 12 the Cretan 
Assembly once more voted the union with Greece, and in the 



absence of M. Zaimis, elected a committee of five to govern the 
island in the name of the king of Greece. 

On July 26, 1906, the powers withdrew their remaining troops. 
The Cretans hoisted a Greek flag; the Turkish Government 
adopted a minatory tone to Greece, and the powers cut down the 
offending flagstaff; war was postponed, but the humiliation was 
not forgotten. On Oct. 14, 1912, the eve of the first Balkan War, 
M. Venizelos, then Greek premier, admitted the Cretan deputies 
to the Greek Chamber; S. Dragoumes was sent to Crete as general 
administrator. Art. 4 of the Treaty of London (1913) ceded 
Crete to Greece. After that time its history was merged in that 
of Greece (9.v.). 

Crete occupied world attention in May 1941 when the Ger- 
mans, after the conquest of the Greek mainland, attacked the 
island by air-borne troops. The remnants of the Greek army and 
a New Zealand division under Gen. Bernard Cyril Freyberg re- 
sisted valiantly, but after a struggle lasting from May 19 to 
June I the British had to withdraw their troops to Egypt as a 
result of German superiority in the air. Crete was then com- 
pletely occupied by the Germans, but guerrilla fighting in the 
mountains continued for a long time. (See  WORLD WAR 11.) 
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CRETINISM, the term given to a chronic disease, either 

sporadic or ,endemic, arising in early childhood, and due to 
absence or deficiency of the normal secretion of the thyroid gland. 
I t  is characterized by imperfect development both of mind and 
body. 

The endemic form of cretinism prevails in the valleys of central 
Switzerland, Tirol and the Pyrenees. I n  Great Britain cretins 
have been found in many places but particularly in Derby- 
shire. The disease is not confined to Europe, but occurs in North 
and South America, Australia, Africa and Asia. Wherever endemic 
goitre is present, endemic cretinism is present also, and it has 
been constantly observed that when a new family moves into 
a goitrous district, goitre appears in the first generation, cretinism 
in the second. The causation of goitre has now been shown to be 
due to drinking certain waters, though the particular impurity in 
the water which gives rise to this condition has not been deter- 
mined (see GOITRE). The  causation of the sporadic form of 
cretinism is obscure. I n  goitre and cretinism, however, there is 
deficiency of iodine in the thyroid tissue. 

Cretinism is usually unrecognized until the child reaches some 
18 months or two years, when its lack of mental development and 
uncouth bodily form attracts attention. Occasionally the con- 
dition develops later, any time up to puberty. The essential point 
in the morbid anatomy of cretinism is abnormality of the thyroid 
gland (see METABOLIC DISEASES). I t  may be congenitally absent, 
atrophied, or the seat of a goitre, though this last condition is 
very rare in cases of sporadic cretinism. The skeleton shows 
arrested growth, most marked in the case of the long bones. The 
skull in the endemic form is usually brachycephalic, but in spo- 
radic cases it  is more commonly dolichocephalic. When fully 
grown the cretin's height rarely exceeds qft., and is often less 
than gft. The skin feels doughy from thickening of the subcutane- 
ous tissues, and i t  hangs in folds over the abdomen and the bends 
of the joints. Very frequently there is an umbilical hernia. The 
hair is sparse and coarse and is usually absent on the body of an 
adult cretin. The temperature is subnormal, and the exposed parts 

tend to become blue in cold weather. The blood often contains 
less than half the normal amount of haemoglobin. The  mental 
capacity varies within narrow limits; an intelligent adult cretin 
may reach the intellectual development of a child of from three 
to four years of age, though more often the standard attained 
is even below this. The child cretin learns neither to  walk nor 
talk at the usual time. Often it is unable even to sit without sup- 
port. Some years later a certain power of movement is acquired, 
but the gait is waddling and clumsy. Speech is long delayed, or 
in bad cases may be almost entirely lacking. The voice is usually 
harsh and unpleasant. Of the senses smell and taste are but 
slightly developed, more or less deafness is generally present, and 
only the sight is fairly normal. I n  the adult the genital organs 
remain undeveloped. If the cretin is untreated he rarely has a 
long life, 30 years being an exceptional age. Death results from 
some intercurrent disease. 

Cretinism differs clinically from the state of a Mongolian 
idiot, in whom there is no thickening of the subcutaneous tissues, 
and much greater alertness of mind; from achondroplasia, in 
which condition there is usually no mental impairment; and from 
infantilism, which covers a group of symptoms whose only com- 
mon point is that the primary and secondary sexual character- 
istics fail to appear a t  the proper time. 

Before 1891 there was no treatment for this disease. The 
patients lived in hopeless imbecility until their death. But in  that 
year Dr. George Murray published his discovery of the effect of 
hypodermic injections of thyroid gland extract in  cases of myxoe- 
dema ( q . v . )  a disease manifestly related to  cretinism. I n  the 
following years Drs. Hector Mackenzie, E. L. Fox of Plymouth, 
and Howitz of Copenhagen, each working independently, showed 
the equally potent effect of the gland administered by the mouth. 
The remedy was soon after applied to cretinism. I t  has t o  be 
used, however, with care and discrimination, since personal idio- 
syncrasy seems to be a very variable factor. Even small doses, 
if beyond the patient's power, may produce fever, excitement, 
headache. insomnia and vomiting. The administration must be 
persisted in throughout life, otherwise myxoedematous symptoms 
appear. The first most apparent result is growth. Once started, 
4 to 6in. may be gained in stature in the first year's treatment, 
but is usually in inverse ratio to  the age of the patient, and also 
diminishes in  later stages of treatment. Mackenzie recorded the 
case of a cretin aged 11 years in 1893, when thyroid treatment 
was started. H e  grew very rapidly and became a normal child, 
passed through school, and in 1908 was a t  one of the universities. 
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CRETONNE, the name of 5 class of printed cotton fabrics 
used chiefly for furniture upholstery, hangings, window drapery, 
many other household purposes, and are also made into smocks, 
fancy overalls, etc. The finer and lighter textures of cretonnes are 
also made into fancy overalls and other garments for women and 
children. The name is said to be derived from Creton, a village 
in Normandy where linen was made. (See  also CALICO PRINTING.) 

CREUSE, a department of central France, comprising the 
greater portion of the old province of Marche, together with 
portions of Berry, Bourbonnais, Auvergne, Limousin and Poitcu 
Area, 2,165 sq.mi. Pop. (1936) 201,844 I t  is bounded north by 
the departments of Indre and Cher, east by Allier and Puy-de- 
Dcme, south by Corrkze and west by Haute-Vienne. I t  lies on 
the north-west border of the Plateau Central and the highest 
land is in the south-east where some heights exceed 3,000 ft.  

1 The principal river is the Creuse, which rises on the border of 



CREUTZ-CREW 
Corrkze, and passes through the department, receiving the Petite 
Creuse from the right, and afterwards flowing on to join the 
Vienne. The valleys of the head-streams of the Cher and of its 
tributary the Tardes, occupy the eastern side; those of the heads 
of the Vienne and its tributary the Thaurion, and of the Gartempe 
joining the Creuse, are in the west of the department. These 
rivers have entrenched themselves along lines of weakness and 
have dissected the plateau of crystalline schists and intrusive 
granites into blocks which occupy the northern half of the de- 
partment. Thin soil and a cold, damp climate limit activities on 
these moorlands to sheep-breeding, with cattle-rearing in more 
sheltered parts. Agriculture is confined to the valleys, especially 
where they widen out in the extreme north, but is much handi- 
capped by the scarcity of labour due to  emigration. The produce 
of cereals, chiefly rye, wheat, oats and buckwheat, is not sufficient 
for  home consumption. The chestnut abounds in  the north and 
west; hemp and potatoes are  also grown. 

Coal is mined in the basin of Ahun. fivaux, in the east, has 
thermal springs and remains of Roman baths. There are manu- 
factories of carpets and hangings, dyeworks at  Aubusson and 
Felletin, also saw-mills and manufactures of wooden shoes and 
hats. The OrlCans railway line from Montluqon to PCrigueux 
traverses Creuse from east to  west. I t  is divided into the two 
arrondissements of GuCret and Aubusson, with 25 cantons and 
266 communes. With Haute-Vienne, Creuse forms the diocese 
of Limoges, where also is its court of appeal. I t  forms part of 
the acadCmie (educational division) of Clermont and of the re- 
gion of the XII .  Army Corps. The principal towns are Gueret 
and Aubusson. La Souterraine, Chambon-sur-Voueize and BCnC- 
vent-17Abbaye possess fine churches of the 12th century. At Mou- 
tier-d7Ahun there is a church, which has survived from a Bene- 
dictine abbey. The nave of the 15th century with a fine portal, 
and the choir with its canled stalls of the 17th century, are of con- 
siderable interest. The small industrial town of Bourganeuf has 
remains of a priory. 

CREUTZ, GUSTAF FILIP, COUNT (1731-1 785), Swedish 
poet, was born in Finland and educated a t  Abo. H e  received a 
post in the court of chancery a t  Stockholm in 1751. Here he met 
Count Gyllenborg, with whom his name is indissolubly connected. 
They were closely allied with Fru Nordenflycht, and their works 
were published in common. Creutz's greatest work is contained 
in the 1762 volume, the idyll of Atis  och  Camilla; the exquisite 
little pastoral entitled "Daphne" was published a t  the same time, 
and Gy!lenborg was the first to proclaim the supremacy of his 
friend. I n  I 763 Creutz practically closed his poetical career; he 
went to  Madrid as ambassador, and after three years to  Paris 
i n  the same capacity. I n  1783 Gustavus 111. recalled him and 
heaped honours upon him. H e  died on Oct. 30, I 785. Atis och 
Canzilla was long the most admired poem in the Swedish language. 
Creutz introduced a melody and grace into the Swedish tongue 
which it  lacked before, and he  has been styled "the last artificer 
of the language." 

See Creutz och Gyllenborgs Vitterlzetsarbeten (Stockholm, 1795) ; 
A. Hultin, Gustaf Fili9 Creutz, ham leovmad oclt vittra skrifter 
(Helsingfors, 1886 etc.). Selections of Creutz's work are also to be 
found in E. P. L. Meyer, Svenska Parnassen, vol. 2 (1889) and 
0. Levertin, Svedzes National-Litteratur, 1500-1500, vol. 3 (1907, etc.). 

CREUZER, GEORG FRIEDRICH ( I  7 71-18 j8),  German 
philologist and archaeologist, was born on March 10, I 771 at  
Marburg, the son of a bookbinder. H e  was professor of philology 
and ancient history a t  Heidelberg for nearly 45 years, with the 
exception of a short time spent a t  the University of Leyden. He 
died on Feb. 16, 1858. Creuzer's first and most famous work was 
his Symbolik und Mythologie der alten Volker,  besonders der 
Griechen (1810-IZ), in which he maintained that the mythology 
of Homer and Hesiod came from an Eastern source through 
the Pelasgians, and was the remains of a n  ancient revelation. 

See the autobiographical Aus dem Leben eines alten Professors 
(Leipzig and Darmstadt, 1848), to which was added in the year of his 
death Paralipomena der Lebenskizze eines nlten Professors (Frankfort, 
=858) ; Starck, Friederich Kreuzev, sein Bildungcgang triad seine blei- 
bende Bedezitung (Heidelberg, 1875) ; Rohde, Friedviclz Cvezlser und 
Kavali~ze von Gzrnderode, Briefe trnd Die-htzingen 1806. 

CREVASSE (Fr.), a fissure in a glacier, may be transverse 
or longitudinal, brought about by tension due to unequal rates of 
movement, the central part generally moving faster than the 
margins, and (or) movement over an uneven surface. Irregular 
pinnacles of ice between crevasses of great magnitude on steep 
slopes are known as seracs (see  GLACIER). The word crevasse 
is also applied to wide cracks in the raised banks of rivers and 
canals, e.g., in the levees of the Mississippi. 

CREVECOEUR, MICHEL-GUILLAUME JEAN DE 
(1735-1813), commonly called HECTOR ST. JOHN, was born 
near Caen, France, Jan. 31, 1735, of an old Norman family. One 
of America's first "back to nature" writers, he lives through his 
Letters front a n  American Farmer, perhaps the most delightful 
book of the American colonial period. 

After being educated a t  the local Jesuit school, he spent some 
time in England before emigrating to America. I t  is possible that 
he served in the Canadian army before going to the Colonies; 
that he engaged in trade in Pennsylvania, and acted as a surveyor, 
travelling widely. But after an act of naturalization for him was 
passed in I 765, he purchased a farm near the present Chester, 
N.Y., and settled there with his wife, Mehetable Tippet of 
Yonkers. 

His life, that of any ambitious and industrious farmer, he 
painted in idyllic colours as he did that of the fishermen and 
whalers at  Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard. The only sombre 
colouring is in the "Description of Charles-Town," with its ter- 
rible indictment of slavery, and in the closing letter depicting the 
"Distresses of a Frontier-man" in war time. 

Crkvecoeur himself suffered in the Revolution, being imprisoned 
for several months before he was allowed to sail for Europe, and 
having his home burned while he was away. I n  France he won the 
patronage of Mme. d7Houdetot and the duke de la Rochefoucauld, 
who aided him in the French translation and publication of his 
letters and secured for him the post of consul a t  New York. 

H e  returned in Nov. 1783 and, in spite of shattered health, 
became active in  trying to cement the friendship between his two 
countries, working zealously for the packet service between the 
two, distributing news items and learned publications, recom- 
mending suitable exports to  French merchants, etc. 

Because of his health, Crkvecoeur was given leave of absence 
during I 785-87, and in the spring of 1790, from which, owing 
to the troubled conditions in France and his continued ill health. 
he never returned. His last years were spent in  comparative seclu- 
sion a t  his father's home, at  a small estate a t  Lesches, and at  
Munich, where his son-in-law had a diplomatic post. H e  died 
Nov. 12, 1813. His Letters f rom a n  American Farmer was first 
published in England in 1782, and in France in  I 784. I t  is the 
most charming of his books. His picturesque Voyage duns la 
haute Pensylvanie e t  duns Z'etat de  N e w  Y o r k  (3 vols. Paris, 1801) 
was published in German (1802). An edition of the Letters, with 
a prefatory note by W. P. Trent and a n  introduction by Ludwig 
Lewisohn was published in 1904. I n  1925 appeared his Sketches 
of Eighteenth Century  America, edited by  Henri L. Bourdin, R. G. 
Gabriel and S. T. Williams. Julia P. Mitchell's St.  Jean d e  
Crhvecoeur (New York, 1916) and Robert de Crkvecoeur's Saint  
John de CrBvecoeur, sa vie e t  ses ouvrages (Paris, 1883) are  good 
biographies. 

CREVILLENTE, a town of eastern Spain, in  the province 
of Alicante, and on the Murcia-Alicante railway. Pop. (1930) 
11,991. Crevillente is picturesquely situated in  the eastern foot- 
hills of the Sierra de Crevillente, amid orange, palm and aloe 
groves broken by great rocky masses. Careful irrigation has 
allowed the district, naturally sterile, to  produce much oil, wine, 
esparto and fruit, especially melons, for which it  is famous. 
Crevillente makes coarse cloth and esparto fabrics. 

CREW, NATHANIEL CREW, ~ R D  BARON (1633-1 721)~ 
bishop of Durham, was born on Jan. 31, 1633, and educated a t  
Lincoln college, Oxford. After holding various ecclesiastical ap- 
pointments, he became bishop of Oxford in  1671, of Durham in 
1674, and, under James II . ,  dean of the Chapel Royal. After 
Compton's suspension Crew shared the administration of the 
See of London with Spratt, bishop of Rochester. During the 



CREWE-CRIBBAGE 
last years of James's power he made a bid for the favour of the 
new government by  voting for the motion that James had ab- 
dicated. H e  was excepted from the General Pardon of 1690, but 
afterwards was allowed to retain the See of Durham. In  1697 
Crew succeeded his brother Thomas as 3rd Baron Crew. He died 
on Sept. IS, 1721, when the barony became extinct. 

CREWE, R O B E R T  O F F L E Y  ASHBURTON 
CREWE-MILNES, IST MARQUESS OF (1858- ), English 
statesman and writer, born Jan. 12, 1858, being the son of Lord 
Houghton (q.v.), and was educated at  Harrow and Trinity, Cam- 
bridge. H e  inherited his father's literary tastes, and published 
Stray Verses in 1890, besides other miscellaneous literary work. 
A Liberal in politics, he became private secretary to Lord Gran- 
ville when secretary of State for foreign affairs (1883-84), and in 
1886 was made a lord-in-waiting. I n  the Liberal administration 
of 1892-95 he was lord-lieutenant for Ireland, having John 
(afterwards Lord) Morley as chief secretary. I n  189j he was 
created 1st earl of Crewe, his maternal grandfather, the 2nd Baron 
Crewe, having left him his heir. I n  1905 he became lord president 
of the council in the Liberal government; and in 1908, in the 
Asquith cabinet, he became secretary of State for the colonies 
and he acted as Liberal leader in the Lords until Dec. 1916. 

H e  succeeded Lord Morley at  the India Office in Nov. 1910, 
and attended, as secretary of State, the King and Queen on their 
visit to  India in the winter of 1911-12. He was responsible for 
the high acts of policy announced at  the Delhi durbar; the re- 
moval of the capital of India from Calcutta to Delhi, and the 
reunion of the two Bengals under a governor-in-council. At the 
coronation of King George V he was created a marquess. In the 
first Coalition Government he was Lord President of the Council, 
hut he followed Asquith in  declining to take office under Lloyd 
George and continued for  six years to lead the independent Liberal 
opposition in the Lords. I n  Nov. 1922 he quitted active party 
politics, accepting from Bonar Law the post of British ambassador 
in Paris. I n  the anxious period of PoincarC's RIinistry and the 
Ruhr expedition, when British and French policy became seriously 
divergent, his tactful diplomacy helped to prevent any actual 
breach of the Entente; and he acquired considerable authority in 
the Ambassadors' Conference. H e  resigned the ambassadorship 
in 1928. He was secretary of state for war in 1931. 

CREWE, a municipal borough in. the Crewe parliamentary 
division of Cheshire, England, I 58 ml. N.W. of London, on the 
main line of the L M S.R. Pop. (1938) 4 5,830 Area. 6 9 sq mi 
The town was built on an estate called Oak farm in the parish of 
Monk's Coppenhall, and takes its name from the original station's 
having been placed in the township of Crewe, in nhich the scat of 
Lord Crewe is situated. I t  is a great railway junction where lines 
converge from London, Manchester, north Wales and Hol~hcad,  
north Stafford and Hereford, and is inhabited principally by em- 
ployees of the L.M.S.R. company, who practically created the 
town at  a point \+here in 1841 only a farmhouse stood in open 
country. Crene is llOt only one of the busiest railway stations in 
the world, but has one of the largest locomotive and rolling stock 
works. They cover an area of I30 ac., of which 42; are covered, 
and employ about 6.500 hands. 

CREWKERNE, a market town and urban district of Somer- 
setshire, England. on the S.R , 8 mi. S W. of Yeovil POP (1938) 
3.450. Area 2 sq.mi. I t  is in the upper valley of the river Parret. 
The fine church of St. Bartholomew is Perpendicular; the west 
front is especially notable. The grammar school dates from 1499. 

C R I B B A ~ ~ ,  a game of cards, very similar game called 
was played, the game being 15 or 2 1  '4% 

marked with counters, occasionally by means of a noddy board. 
Cribbage seems to be an improved form of Noddy, According to 
John Aubrey (Brief Lives) it  was invented by Sir John Suckling 
(1609-1642). 

A complete pack of 52 cards is required, and a cribbage board 
for scoring, drilled with 60 holes for each player and one hole 
(called "the game holen) a t  each end, the players usually scoring 
from opposite ends. Each player has two scoring pegs. ~h~ game 
is marked by inserting the pegs in thr holes, one after the other, 
as the plqyer r n ~ k c i  n fresh score, commencing with the outer row 

at  the game-hole end and going up  the board. When the 30th 
hole is reached the player comes down the board, using the inner 
row of holes, until he places his foremost peg in the game-hole. 
If the losing player fails to  obtain half the holes, his adversary 
wins a "lurch," or double game. 

The game may be played by two players, five or six cards 
being dealt to each, and each putting out two for what is called 
"crib"; or by three players (with a triangular scoring board), 
five cards being dealt to each, each putting out one for crib, and 
a card from the top of the pack being dealt to  complete the crib: 
or by four players (two being partners against the other two, sit- 
ting and playing as a t  whist, and one partner scoring for both), five 
cards being dealt to  each, and each putting out one card for crib 

Two-handed five-card cribbage was formerly considered the 
most scientific game, but this verdict has now been reversed in 
favour of the six-card game. I n  six-card cribbage both hands 
and the crib contain four cards, and 1 2 1  holes are scored. 

The players cut for deal, the lowest dealing. If more than one 
game is played, the winner of the last game deals. The cards 
rank from king (highest) to the ace (lowest). At the two-handed 
five-card game, the non-dealer scores three holes (called "three 
for last") a t  any time during the game, but usually while the 
dealer is dealing the first hand. This is not part of the six-card 
game, which we take as our example. 

The dealer deals six cards to each, singly. The undealt cards are 
placed face downwards on the table. The players then look a t  their 
hands and "lay out," each putting two cards face downwards on 
the table, on the side of the board nearest t o  the dealer, for  the 
"crib." A player must not take back into his hand a card he has 
laid out if the cards have been covered, nor must the crib be 
touched during the play of his hand. 

After laying out. the non-dealer (when more than two play, the 
player to the dealer's left) cuts the pack, and the dealer turns up 
the top card of the lower packet, called the "start," or "turn-up." 
I f  this is a knave, the dealer marks two "for his heels." This score 
is forfeited if not marked before the dealer plays a card. 

The non-dealer plays first by laying face upwards on the table 
on his side of the board any card from his hand; the dealer then 
does the same, and so on alternately. When more than two play, 
the player to the leader's left plays the second card, and so on. 
As soon as the first card is laid down the player calls out the num- 
ber of pips on i t ;  if a picture card, ten. When the second card is 
laid down, the player calls out the sum of the pips on the two cards 
played, and so on until all the cards are played, or until neither 
player can play without passing the number 31. If one player has 
a card or cards that will come in and the other has not, he is a t  
liberty to play them; at  the &-card game he must phy as long as 
they can come in, and he can score runs or make pairs, etc., with 
them. ~f one player's cards are exhausted, the adversary plays 
out his own, and can score with them. When more than two play, 
the player next in rotation is bound to play, and so on until no 

can come in. At the two-handed five-card game, when neither 
can come in the play stops; a t  the other games the cards are 
played turned down, and the remainder of the cards are played in 
rotation, and so on until all are played out. 

 he object of the play is to make pairs, fifteens, sequences and 
the go, and to prevent the adversary from scoring. 

Pairs.-If a card is put down of the same denomination as the one 
last played, the player pairing scores two holes. If a third card of 
the same denomination is next played, a "palr royal" (abbreviated 
to "prial") is made, and the maker scores six holes. If a fourth 
card of the same denomination is next played, twelve holes are scored 
for the "double pair royal." Kings pair only with kings, queens 
with queens, and SO with knaves and tens, notwithstanding that they 

a11~7~~~:3~$~~ player during the reaches 
by reckoning the values of all the played cards, he marks two. 

Sequences.-If during the play of the hand three or more cards are 
consecutively played which make an ascending or descending sequence, 
the maker of the sequence marks one hole for each card forming 
the Sequence or nln King, queen, knave and ten reckon in sequence 
in this order, notwithstanding that they are all tenth cards in play; 
the other cards according to the number of their The ace Is 
not in sequence with king, queen. If one player obtains a run of three, 



his adversary can put down a card in sequence and mark four, and 
so on. And, if there is a break in the sequence, and the break is filled 
up during the play, without the intervention of a card not in sequence, 
the player of the card that fills the break scores a run. Thus the cards 
are played in this order: A-4, B-3, A-2, B-ace, A gets a run of three, 
B a run of four. Had B's last card been a five, he would similarly 
have scored a run of four, as there is no break. Had B's last card been 
a four, he would have scored a run of three. The cards need not be 
played in order. Thus the cards being played in this order, A-4, B-2, 
A-5, B-3, A-6, A-4, B-2, A-5, B-3, A-5, B-6, B takes a run ol four 
fur the fourth card played, but there is no run for any one else, as 
the second five intervenes. Again, if the cards at six-card cribbage are 
thus played, A-4, B-2, A-3, B-ace, A-5, B-2, A-4, B-ace, A takes a run 
of three, B a run of four, A a run of five. B then playing the deuce 
has no run, as the deuce previously played intervenes. 

The "go," end hole or last card is scored by the player who 
approaches most nearly to thirty-one during the play, and entitles 
to a score of one. If thirty-one is reached exactly, it is a go of two 
instead of one. After a go no card already played can be counted 
for pairs or sequences. 

Compouitd Scores.-More than one of the above scores can be made 
at the same time. Thus a player pairing with the last card that will 
come in scores both pair and go. Similarly a pair and a fifteen, or a 
sequence and a fifteen, can be reckoned together. 

When the play is over, the hands are shown and counted aloud. 
The non-dealer has first show and scores and marks first; the dealer 
afterwards counts, scores and marks what he has in hand, and then 
takes what is in crib. In counting both hands and crib the "start" 
is included, so that five cards are involved. 

The combinations in hand or crib which entitle to a score are 
fifteen, pairs or pairs royal, sequences, flushes and "his nob." 

Fifteens.-All the combinations of cards that, taken together, 
make fifteen exactly, count two. For example, a ten (King, Quee?: 
Knave or Ten) card and a five reckon two, called as "fifteen two. 
Another five in the hand or turned up would again combine with the 
ten card, and entitle to another fifteen ("fifteen four") ; if the other 
cards were a two and a three, two other fifteens would be counted 
("fifteen six,'' "fifteen eightv)-one for the combination of the 
three and two with the ten cud,  and one for the combination of the 
two fives with the three and two. Similarly two ten cards and two 
fives reckon eight; a nine and three threes count six; and so on for 
other cards. 

Pairs.-Pairs are reckoned as in play. 
Sequences.-Three or more cards in sequence count one for each 

card. If one sequence card can be substituted for another of the 
same denomination, the sequence reckons again. For example, 3, 4, 5, 
and a 3 turned up reckon two sequences of three; with another 3 
there would be three sequences of three, and so on. 

Flushes.--If all the cards in hand are of the same suit, one is 
reckoned for each card. If the start is also of the same suit, one 
is reckoned for that also. In crib, no flush is reckoned unless the 
start is of the same suit as the cards in crib. 

His Nob.-If a player holds the knave of the suit turned up for the 
start he counts one "for his nob." 

A dialogue will illustrate the technical conversation of the game, 
in a game at six-card cribbage. The cards for crib having been dis- 
carded, A holds knave of hearts, a four and a pair of twos: B holds 
a pair of nines, a six and a four. Two of hearts is turned up by B. 
The hand might be played thus: A lays down a two and says 
"Tyo": B plays a nine and says "Eleven": A follows with a four, 
saylng "Fifteen two"; pegging two holes at  once: B plays his four 
and says "Nineteen; two for a pair," and pegs: A putting on his 
knave, "Twenty-nine": B says "Go." A lays down his two, his 
last card, and says "Thirty-one; good for two." B plays his nine and 
six, saying "Fifteen two, and one for my last-three." The points are 
marked as they are made. A then counts his hand aloud. "Six for a 
pair-royal" or "Three twos-good for six,'' and "One for his nob- 
seven," and throws down his hand for B's inspection. B, "Fifteen two, 
fifteen four, fifteen six, fifteen eight, and a pair are ten." B then looks 
at  his crib and counts it. I t  contains, say, king, eight, three, ace and 
the "start" is also reckoned. B counts "Fifteen two and a run of 
three-'five." 

After the points in hand and crib are reckoned, the cards are 
shuffled and dealt again, and so on alternately until the game is won. 

The highest possible score in hand is 29-three fives and a knave, 
with a five, of the same suit as the knave, turned up. 

B ~ ~ ~ ~ o c ~ a p ~ ~ ~ . - B e r k e l e y ,  Btziqz~e and Cribbage (1890) ; Cavendish, 
Pocket Guide to Cribbage (De la Rue, 1924) ; Rawdon Crawley, 
Cribbage Goodall's Handbooks of Card Games (1925) ; Cribbage and 
Be'zique, Fleetgate Publications (1927). 

CRICCIETH, a watering-place and contributory parliamen- 
tary borough of Carnarvonshire, Wales, on Cardigan bay, served 
by the G.W.R. Pop. of urban district (1931) 1,449. The ruined 
castle, perched on a green hill projecting into the sea, was rc- 
paired in the time of Edward I . ;  portions of two towers are on 
the verge of the rock, and a double fosse and vallum, with the 
outer and inner court lines, can be traced. The view includes a 

wide sweep of Cardigan bay, backed by the Lleyn peninsula and 
the Merionethshire hills, with Harlech castle on the margin of 
the bay. Criccieth forms a good centre for excursions and offers 
facilities for sea-bathing. 

CRICHTON, JAMES (1560?-1582), commonly called the 
"Admirable Crichton," was the son of Robert Crichton, lord ad- 
vocate of Scotland in the reign of Mary and James VI., and of 
Elizabeth, daughter of Sir James Stewart of Beath, through whom 
he claimed royal descent. H e  was born probably at  Eliock in Dum- 
friesshire in I j60, and when ten years old was sent to St. Salva- 

'tor's college, St. Andrews, where he took his B.A. in I j74 and his 
M.A. in I j7 j. I n  I 577 Crichton was undoubtedly in Paris, but 
his career on the Continent is difficult to  follow. That he dis- 
played considerable classical knowledge, was a good linguist, a 
ready and versatile writer of verse, and above all that he pos- 
sessed an astounding memory seems certain, not only from the 
evidence of men of his own time but from the fact that even 
Joseph Scaliger (Prima Scaligerana, p. 58, 1669) speaks of his 
attainments with the highest praise. I t  is known that for two 
years Crichton served in the French army and that in I 579 he 
arrived in Genoa. The latter event is proved by a Latin address 
(of no particular merit) to  the doge and senate entitled Oratio 
J. Critonii Scoti pro Moderatorz~m Genuensis Reipubl. electione 
coram Seizatzl habita . . . (Genoa, 1579). The next year Crich- 
ton was in Venice, and won the friendship of Aldus Manutius by 
his Latin ode I n  appulsu ad z~rbenz Venetam de Proprio statu J. 
Critonii Scoti Carmen ad  Aldum Manucciz~m . . . (Venice, I 580). 
The best contemporary evidence for Crichton's stay in Venice 
is a handbill printed by the Guerra press in 1j80 (and now 
in the British Museum), giving a short biography and an cxtrava- 
gant eulogy of his powers. This work is undoubtedly by Manutius, 
as it was reprinted with his name in 1581 as Relatione della qualitci 
di . . . Crettone, and again in I j82 (reprinted Venice, 1831). 

I n  Venice Crichton met and vanquished all disputants except 
Giacomo Mazzoni, was fol'lowed from place to  place by crowds 
of admirers, and won the affection of the humanists Lorenzo 
JIassa and Giovanni Donati. In  March 1581 he went to Padua, 
where he held two great disputations. I n  the first he extemporized 
in succession a Latin poem, a daring onslaught on Aristotelian 
ignorance, and an oration in praise of ignorance. In  the second, 
which took place in the church of St. John and St. Paul, and 
lasted three days, he undertook to refute innumerable errors in 
Aristotelians, mathematicians and schoolmen, to conduct his dis- 
pute either logically or by the secret doctrine of numbers, etc. 
According to Aldus, who attended the debate and published an 
account of it  in his dedication to Crichton prefixed to Cicero's 
"Paradoxa" (1581), the young Scotsman was completely success- 
ful. In June Crichton was once more in Venice, and while there 
wrote two Latin odes to  his friends Lorenzo Massa and Giovanni 
Donati, but after this date the details of his lifc are obscure. 
Urquhart states that he went to Mantua, became the tutor of the 
young prince of Mantua, Vincenzo di Gonzaga, and was killed by 
the latter in a street quarrel in 1582. Aldus in his edition of 
Cicero's De uiziversitate ( I  j83), dedicated to  Crichton, laments 
July 3 as the fatal day; and this account is apparently confirmed 
by the Mantuan State papers recently unearthed by Douglas 
Crichton (Proc. Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland, 1909). Sir Sid- 
ney Lee (Dict. Nut. Biog.) argued against this date, on the ground 
that in 1584 and 1585 Crichton was alive and in Milan, as certain 
works of his published in that year testified, and regarded it as 
probable that he died in Mantua c. I 585-86. But these later works 
seem to have been by another man of the same name. The epithet 
"admirable" (admirabilis) for Crichton first occurs in John John- 
ston's Heroes Scoti (1603). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY -Sir Thomas Urquhart's Discovery of a most excel- 
lent jewel (1652) is reprinted in the Maitland club's edition of Urqu- 
hart's works in 1834. The Life of Crichton, by P. Eraser Tytler (2nd 
ed., 1823), contains many extracts from earlier writers; see also 
Douglas Crichton, James Crichton of Eliock (St. Andrews, 1911). 

CRICKET. The origin of the word, as applied to  the most 
important of British games, is still the subject of much dispute. 
The New English Dictionary (vol. v .  1893) somewhat hesitatingly 
identifies it with the French "criquet," first met with in a manu- 
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script dated 14'78 which reads-"Le suppliant arriva en ung 
lieu ou on jouit a la boulle prils d'une atache on criquet:" this 
"criquet," Jusserand, in his Les Sports duns l'a?zcie?zne France, 
defines as "un bgton plant6 en terre, qui servait de but dans une 
des formes du jeu." The conclusion of the N e w  English Diction- 
ary seems based on the argument that no reference to cricket so 
early as this was to  be found in our own literature, and that in 
cricket one certainly did bowl at  a mark. The Century Dictio7zary 
adopts the same view, and as long ago as 1671 Stephen Skinner. 
in his Etymologicae Lingua Anglicame had explained cricket as 
"Ludos, a Franco Gallico 'crosser,' hoc ludo exerceri, 'crosse,' 
baculus ille obliquus quo pueri ludunt." Against this view it may 
be said (i.) that an argumenturn e silentio is never convincing; 
(ii.) that in all the major and many varieties of club-ball, e.g., 
hockey, golf, bandy, even in the Frenchman's own La Crosse, 
the game takes its name from the striking implement and not the 
mark; (iii.) that the Latin peoples adopted and developed the 
racket as opposed to the club variety of ball games (the crosse 
is itself a modification of the racket) ; and finally (iv.), that even 
if in the 15th century the French were playing at  cricket in our 
sense of the term, it  is a t  least as possible that in the four cen- 
turies' intimate contact between the two peoples, they should 
have learnt it  from the English, as the English from them. 

I t  seems better to  follow Dr. Johnson, himself probably fol- 
lowing Junius (1589-16 j8),  in deriving cricket from "cryce, Sax. 
-a stick," though his definition of the game as "A sport a t  which 
the contenders drive a ball with sticks in opposition to  one 
another" is less worthy of respect. Gouldman (1664)~ Strutt 
(1742-1802) and Skeat (1835-1912) also subscribe to this deriva- 
tion. There was certainly in the parent Nordic tongue a syllable 
beginning with "cr," ending with a hard "c," having for its middle 
letter every variety of vowel, and meaning a staff or stick: c f .  
the Psalterium Davidis version of verse 4, Ps. xxiii., "Gird thin 
and cricc thin me frefredon"; the word still survives in Cornwall 
and Devon in the sense of hedge sticks. The termination "et" is 
itself a common enough diminutive suffix, cf. pocket, and tippet; 
the game would then, in harmony with golf, hockey, bil- 
liards, bandy, take its name from its weapon of attack, a little 
staff, stick or bat ( c f .  the Parliament of Bats and Wycliffe's 
version "Then came they with swerdis and battis"): a "little" 
bat for a reason that will appear later. 

E a r l y  References.-Cricket, like much else in English history, 
was not born, but slowly evolved itself as a specialized variety 
of the generic club-ball. Various authorities have tried to  identify 
its infancy with the Scottish "Cat-and-Doug," with stool-ball, or 
with a I 5th century game "Handyn or Handoute": but Cat-and- 
Doug was a species of tip-cat, not specifically referred to as a 
game until 1688 when cricket had already a local habitation and 
a name: stool-ball was a cousin to cricket, but a younger one and 
of the weaker sex, an adaptation of the country-boys' game for 
the dairymaids' use. The claims of "Handyn or Handoute" to 
be cricket's parent rest solely on the opinion of an 18th century 
lawyer: commenting in 1766 on the Statute 17 Edw. IV. c. 3 
which banned with heavy penalties the said game as one of those 
detrimental to the practice of archery, he says: "This is perhaps 
the most severe law ever made against gaming, and some of these 
forbidden sports seem to have been manly exercises, particularly 
the handyn and handoute, which I should suppose to be a kind of 
cricket, as the term hands is still retained in that game." Such 
a coincidence is surely far too slender to support his deduction: 
it  would, incidentally, be far more appropriate to rackets, in which 
game both terms still survive intact. 

For the practice of cricket in its elementary form of club-ball 
there is pictorial evidence as early as the middle of the 13th 
century (Clzronique d7Angleterre, depuis Ethelbert jusqu'ci Hen. 
I I I . ) ,  and again in a ms. dated 1344 NO. 264 in the Bodleian 
library and as part of the illumination to a decretal of Pope 
Gregory IX., circa 1230 (British Museum, Royal mss. 10 E iv.). 
This latter has been reproduced in postcard form and is on sale 
(No. 11 of Set 58) at  the British Museum. The first written 
reference to the game is possibly to be found in an extract from 
the wardrobe accounts of the 28th year of Edward I.'s reign which, 

written as was customary in Low Latin, speaks of certain sums 
disbursed by his chaplain on behalf of the young Prince Edward 
"ad ludendum ad creag' et alios ludos." I t  is, a t  least, arguable 
that the word "creag" was an attempt to  reproduce phonetically 
a French version (Piers Gaveston was a Gascon) of the native 
cric- or crig- et, the termination being represented by the ' as 
was the scribe's practice. 

Be this as it may, cricket was being played by boys of the free 
school of Guildford in or about I 550 : for in I 598, John Derrick, 
then aetat. 59, giving evidence before a jury, testified in so many 
words to  his having played there as a boy himself a t  "crickett 
and other plaies." (History o f  Guildford, 1801, p. 202.) I n  1598 
the London edition of Giovanni Florio's A World o f  Words  
defines "squillare" as ('to make a noise as a cricket, t o  play 
cricket-a-wicket, and be merry"; in 161 I Randle Cotgrave's 
A Dictionary of French and English translates "crosser" as "to 
play a t  cricket." 

Sir William Dugdale (born 1605) refers in some royalist 
propaganda to Oliver Cromwell as indulging in his youth in 
"cricket and football," and as acquiring '(the name of royster." 
John Timbs (b. I ~ O I ) ,  on the enthusiastic but rather dubious 
authority of the Rev. Lisle Bowles (b. 1762), refers in his School- 
days o f  Eminent M e n  to Thomas Ken, in his first week as a 
scholar a t  Winchester (Jan. 1650) as "attempting to wield a 
cricket bat." T o  support this statement there is evidence for the 
game being played by Winchester scholars on "Hill's" as early 
as 1637 (vid.  the Latin poem by Robert Mathew included in 
A. K. Cook's About Winchester College). 

In  The L i f e  and Death o f  Thomas Wilson (1672) George Swin- 
nock tells us how that Puritan divine (1601-?16 53) went far to  
convert Maidstone to the proper observance of the Sabbath, 
though that was "formerly a very profane town insomuch as I 
have seen morrice dancing, cudgel playing, stool-ball, crickets and 
many other sports openly and publicly on the Lord's Day." I n  
1654 the churchwardens and overseers of Eltham fined seven of 
their parishioners for playing cricket on the Lord's Day. Four 
years later there is a ludicrously lugubrious reference to  a cricket 
ball in The Mysteries of Love and Eloquence by John Milton's 
nephew, Edward Phillips. There appears to have been a cricket 
club a t  St. Albans as early as 1666, and ten years later comes the 
first reference to cricket overseas in the diary of Henry Teonge, 
chaplain to H.M.S. "Assistance," who records how in May of 
that year some of the ship's company rode up from Antioch 
to Aleppo and there "did in a fine valley pitch a princely tent and 
divert themselves with various sports including 'Krickett'." 

Already, in 1668, the proprietor of the Ram Inn, Smithfield, had 
been rated for a cricket ground; in 1699 the author of A Worlde 
Bewitched is lamenting that cricket in summer "will be very much 
in fashion"; by 1707, Chamberlayne's State o f  England has been 
forced to include cricket among the people's recreations and in 
1720, the Rev. John Strype, editing Stow's Sz~rvey,  has followed 
suit. 

O r g a n i z a t i o n  and Development.- The first definite match 
of which there is record is to be found in The  Post-Boy of March 
1700, billed to  take place on Clapham Common. In  I707 London 
plays as such, and in 1719 "the Londoners" meet "the Kentish 
men" in what is virtually the first county match, London being 
synonymous with Middlesex. There seems no doubt that for the 
first half of the 18th century, Kent enjoyed the cricket as- 
cendancy, though Sussex had a great cricket nursery in Slindon, 
and a great champion in Richard Newland, captain of "England" 
in 1744, and cricket tutor to Richard Nyren, the head and right 
arm of the famous Hambledon club. Surrey, too, encouraged by 
the patronage of Frederick Louis, prince of Wales, often pressed 
Kent hard: Hants is first mentioned in 1728, but though Glouces- 
ter appears to have played the game as a county in the same 
year, and half a dozen other counties had taken the field well 
before the end of the century, there is no doubt that the greatest 
enthusiasm and the most expert skill was concentrated in London 
and in the enclave of the Weald. This was the veritable home of 
cricket where it had first been developed from the haphazard play 
of boys with, in all probability, much variant and local custom, 
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into the systematized and serious game of men. Here, on the 
short turf of the open downs and the meadows of the Inner 
Weald, it  was discovered by Society, when Society, during the 
Commonwealth, found London uncomfortable and withdrew to 
its country seats, and from here it  was transplanted at the 
Restoration, partly to the home grounds of its great patrons, the 
Vine, a t  Sevenoaks, belonging to the Sackvilles, Bishopsbourne 
Paddock, near Canterbury, Sir Horace Mann's ground, and per- 
haps a t  Goodwood park, where the second and fourth dukes were 
very great patrons of the game. In  London great matches were 
played on all the southern commons from Chelsea to  Clapham, 
on the White Conduit fields, near King's Cross station, and 
Lamb's Conduit fields, near the Foundling hospital. But by far 
the most famous cricket centre was "The Artillery Ground," 
Finsbury, where the H.A.C. still play to-day. I n  the middle of 
the 18th century it  seems to have been leased, a t  least for cricket 
purposes, to a certain George Smith, host of the "Pyed Horse" 
inn who settled the gate, normally 2d. but occasionally raised to  
6d., did good business over luncheons, dealt faithfully with a 
gate sometimes, it  is said, amounting to 20,000, and numbered 
among his patrons many of the most distinguished gentlemen in 
the land. Here was played on June 18, 1744, the famous match 
Kent v. All England, the first game of which the full score is 
preserved, the first to be enshrined in Scores and Biographies 
and celebrated by the well-known heroic poem by James Love 
(alias Dance) (see Ashley-Cooper's edition published by Richards 
of Nottingham). 

The enthusiasm for the game shown by many of the most 
prominent men of the day, naturally provided a target for the 
criticism of political opponents and moralizing pedants: Pope 
and Soames Jenyns both echo this note, whilst in 1778 a bitter 
lampoon, "The Noble Cricketers," was levelled at  the earl of 
Tankerville and the 3rd duke of Dorset. Much more deserving 
of censure were the heavy stake-money and side-bets that more 
often than not depended on big matches, but in a betting age 
cricket could not escape. The crowds were often disorderly and 
violently partisan, but could probably bear comparison with some 
at ,  e.g., Sydney, a century and a half later. 

The next, and an important stage, in the game's development 
was marked by the rise of the famous Hambledon club. For long 
celebrated by cricket historians as the "cradle of cricket," this 
little Hampshire village, some seven miles S.W. of Petersfield, 
must now resign the title to the hamlets of the Eastern weald 
and of an earlier day. But glory enough remains: here on the 
smiling shoulder of Broad-Halfpenny Down (the historic site is 
now the property of Winchester college and, we may hope, secure 
from violation), and later on Windmill Down, much closer to the 
village, the Hambledon club which, it  is only fair to say, cast its 
net as  far afield as western Surrey, for 30 years challenged and 
held a t  bay all comers: indeed, in June 1777 they beat a repre- 
sentative England XI.  by an innings and 168 runs. This phe- 
nomenal ascendancy owed something to the eager activities of 
its greatest patron, the Rev. Charles Powlett, and of its first 
captain, nay "general," Richard Nyren, but resulted in the main 
from the coincidence in the area of some dozen men of extra- 
ordinary cricket genius, whose profound influence on the evolu- 
tion of the game's technique will be studied in another place. 
Fortunate, too, was the club in its historian, John Nyren, Rich- 
ard's son; his Cricketers of My Time, together with The Young 
Cricketer's Tutor, edited by Cowden Clarke and published in 
1833, are the first prose classics in cricket's literature. 

The Hambledon club played its last recorded match in 1793, 
appropriately enough at  Lord's. This, the acknowledged Mecca 
of all cricketers, was first opened as a private ground for the 
benefit of certain members of the White Conduit club by Thomas 
Lord, a man of Yorkshire stock whose family had lost their con- 
siderable property in the '4 j and who had himself become ground 
bowler to that club. Lord had the backing of the earl of Win- 
chelsea and Charles Lennox, subsequently fourth duke of Rich- 
mond, two of cricket's greatest patrons; his first ground was 
rented from the Portman family in the then almost wholly rural 
district of Dorset Square: in 1809, on Portman proposing to 

raise the rent, Lord removed to a new ground, part of the St. 
John's 'Wood estate, belonging to the Eyre family, but four years 
later, with the proposed Regent's canal threatening the site, he 
removed again to the present situation: in  each case he relaid the 
original Dorset Square turf, enclosing his newest ground with a 
high fence and building on it  a pavilion and a tavern. The Maryle- 
bone club, which has always made its home at Lord's, was founded 
in 1788, and that its authority was from the start accepted as 
paramount is proved by its revision of the laws in the first year 
of its existence. 

For half a century, a t  least, the M.C.C. was the great match- 
making agency in cricket, inviting subscriptions from its members 
to meet match expenses, and advertising the games in advance 
at  the chief London social clubs. County cricket for long owed 
its existence to the patronage of local enthusiasts: the days of 
the regular country cricket club were not yet. Most of the big 
matches were still played for money and were a field for heavy 
wagering by professional backers, even the famous Crockford 
and Gully being sometimes visible with less distinguished Lilegs" 
in front of the pavilion a t  Lord's. With a close match the first 
consideration, games were constantly arranged a t  odds, whether 
of numbers or of given men. Single wicket matches also excited 
great interest, and a t  intervals challenge games were played for 
a so-called single wicket championship: with the laws governing 
single wicket favouring the fast bowler and hard hitter, it is not 
surprising that Alfred Mynn in the '30s should have stood facile 
princeps. 

In  1836 the first North v. South match was played, clear 
evidence of the spread of cricket: as a matter of fact, Nottingham 
was playing Sheffield in what was for long a local test match, as 
early as I 771; anti the M.C.C. visited Nottingham 20 years later. 
Notts. first took the field as a county in 1835 and Yorkshire in 
1833: Leicester, Norfolk, with Fuller Pilch as a native, and 
Cambridgeshire soon followed their lead. The missionary efforts 
of the M.C.C. began in 1846, to be seconded by the touring cricket 
of the All-England eleven, a team representing the flower of 
English cricket, mainly professional, but including one or two of 
the leading amateurs, the organization and maintenance of which 
over a period of years was due to  the business enterprise of the 
great h'otts. bowler, William Clarke. This eleven played all over 
the country and were the focus of attraction wherever they went, 
winning to knowledge and appreciation of the game whole dis- 
tricts where hitherto it  had been unappreciated or undeveloped: 
their matches were the great trials of budding talent, and many 
a young professional was discovered and launched on a successful 
career through the medium of the "A.E.E." The success of 
Clarke's venture, and possibly his close-fistedness, led in 1852 
to the secession of some of the leading professionals and their 
formation, under the management of John Wisden and Dean of 
Sussex, of the United All-England XI .  These two elevens virtually 
monopolized the best cricket talent in the country, and the annual 
match between the two a t  Lord's, on Whit Monday, first played 
in 1862, continued for nearly 2 0  years to  be voted the great 
event of the season. Eventually they had both to  give way before 
the rising tide of county cricket. 

County  Cricket.-The origin of county cricket may be found 
in the local antagonism of eastern and western Weald: with the 
adoption of the game by the "gentry" and its rapid systematiza- 
tion, we can trace successive county supremacies enjoyed by 
Kent (circa I 750), Hampshire ( I  78-90), Surrey (179-I~IO), 
when William Beldham and William Lambert, the two greatest 
players of their day, made the county a yearly match for the 
Rest of England; Sussex (circa 1825), thanks to their round arm 
bowlers, Lillywhite and Broadbridge, and the great Kent XI .  of 
the '30s and '40s when 

With five such mighty cricketers 'twas but natural to win, 
As Felix, Wenman, Hillyer, Fuller Pilch and Alfred Mynn. 

With the approach of the '60s the balance of power began t o  
move northwards: an explanation may in part be found in the 
numerical advantage of the industrial areas, now enlightened by 
the missionary work of the past two decades, partly to the fact 
that the system of home piecework, in the days before the big 
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mechanical looms, allowed the operatives so to adjust their work- 
ing week as to make time for both practice and matches. From 
this time such places as Sutton-in-Ashfield and Lascelles Hall begin 
to appear as apparently inexhaustible mines of cricket talent. 

Surrey, first organized as a county club in 1845, had under 
F.  P. Miller, and thanks to  the prowess of Caffyn, Stephenson, 
Lockyer and George Griffith, enjoyed a renewed ascendancy in 
the late ' ~ O S  and early '60s, but in between '67 and '70 Yorkshire, 
with a wholly professional eleven, including a very great fast 
bowler in Freeman, had been thrice rated as champions. The 
county championship proper is generaIly reckoned to date from 
1873., when the M.C.C. first laid down rules governing county 
qualification: in the next five years, Gloucestershire, owing almost 
everything to the Grace brothers, E .  M., W. G. and G. F., were 
three times champions, but it  was another ten years before the 
honour again came south. The '80s were a great decade for Notts., 
for whom Shaw and Attewell were marvels of bowling accuracy, 
Barnes and Flowers two fine all-rounders, and William Gunn and 
Arthur Shrewsbury the greatest professional batsmen of the age. 
In 1887 the headship passed to Surrey, under the leadership of 
J. Shuter, and between that year and 1895, that county was eight 
times at  the head of the table. The great Surrey bowlers were 
Lohmann, Lockwood and Richardson, the latter of whom actually 
took over 1,000 wickets in four consecutive home seasons, 290 in 
1895, a record till 1928 when Freeman of Kent took 304. The 
batsmen were the amateur W. W. Read, and the professionals 
M. Read, Abel, Brockwell, a dashing player and, a t  the end of the 
period, T .  Hayward, who became the best professional batsman 
in England and played in the classic style. 

Yorkshire, after a very lean period, now enjoyed a great revival 
in which they owed much to their captain, Lord Hawke; unlike 
the great majority of their rivals, their eleven consisted almost 
entirely of native-born men and its success evoked proportionately 
greater enthusiasm in the county: a t  the top of the table in 1893, 
'96 and '98, they were again champions for the first three years 
of this century, and once more in 1905. Always strong in bowling, 
Yorkshire had a remarkable sequence of slow left-handers in 
Peate, Peel and Rhodes: the last mentioned, who first appeared 
for his county in 1898 and who is still playing, has taken more 
wickets in first-class cricket than any other man in the game's 
history: George Hirst, a fast left-hand bowler and vigorous right- 
handed batsman, particularly strong in the hook and pull, was a 
man of great personality and unbounded energy: the only crick- 
eter who has ever taken 2 0 0  wickets and made 2.000 runs in a 
season (208 wickets and 2,385 runs in 1906)~ he was the greatest 
force in the eleven and has strong claims to be considered the 
best all-round professional cricketer who has yet appeared. Other 
good Yorkshire bowlers were E. Wainwright and Schofield Haigh, 
the latter a bowler of deadly "break-backs." There was a great 
opening pair of batsmen in Brown and Tunnicliffe, whose partner- 
ship of j j 4  against Derbyshire in 1898 is still a record for the 
first wicket, and a brilliant, adventurous stroke-player in Denton. 
Of the amateurs by far  the most distinguished was F. S. Jackson 
(governor of Bengal. 1927-32)  : captain of England in 1905, 
Jackson was always, when he could find time to play, a batsman 
of extraordinary gifts and unbounded confidence: the bigger the 
occasion the better he played; he was also a very good medium- 
paced bowler. Another fine all-round amateur was E. Smith. I t  
is arguable that the Yorks. XI. c. 1900, were the strongest county 
side that has yet been seen. 

In  the last 1 2  years before the war the championship was won 
by six different counties, a variety of fortune that was excellent 
for the game's welfare, and in which no victory was more popular 
than that of Warwickshire in 1911. The first county outside the 
Big Six (Yorks., I,ancs., Notts., Kent, Surrey and Middlesex) to 
win the honour for 34 years, Warwick owed her success in great 
part to  the brilliant all-round play of her young captain, F. R 
Foster. The most consistent success in this period, however, fell 
to  Kent, who were champions in 1906, '09, '10 and '13. Blest in  
her beautiful grounds and a fine county cricketing tradition, and 
owing much to her quondam captain, Lord Harris, Kent at this 

time played most attractive cricket: J. R .  Mason, a very popular 
captain, gave place about 1906 as the all-round force of the 
eleven, to an even greater in Woolley, then a good slow bowler 
and still a most graceful and effective batsman who enjoys the 
unique distinction of having played in 5 2  consecutive test matches. 
Among many fine amateur batsmen, K. L. Hutchings was con- 
spicuous, but the main match-winning forces were Fielder, a fine 
fast bowler, and Colin Blythe, a wonderful artist with his left- 
hand slows: in August they were reinforced by D.  W. Carr, a t  
this time the one reliable "googly" bowler in England. 

Surrey, with Hayward and Hobbs in wonderful batting form, 
and a hard-working and fast bowler in Hitch, carried off the 
honours in the curtailed 1914 season. When county cricket wab 
resumed in 1919, it was amid such misgivings that the ill-advised 
experiment was made of confining championship matches to  two 
days, but all doubts as to  public interest were soon set a t  rest, 
attendances and enthusiasm for the game being greater than ever. 
Naturally enough, after so long an interregnum, the standard, 
especially in bowling, had seriously fallen away, and though the 
war had not depleted the ranks of the professionals as much as  
might have been anticipated, a great part of a generation of 
amateurs was lost to the game. After Yorkshire had won the 
first post-war championship, Middlesex scored two most popular 
successes in the next two years. She owed much to the captaincy 
of P. F. Warner, an admirable batsman and one of the shrewdest 
and most enthusiastic cricketers, to  the batting of Hendren and to 
the all-round cricket of J. W. Hearne, a younger relative of J. T. 
Hearne who, 2 0  years before, had been the best medium-paced 
bowler in  England. In  1922 Yorkshire regained the leadership 
and retained i t  for the following three years, actually winning in 
the period 81 championship games as against six losses. With 
Rhodes enjoying as a bowler an Indian summer of extraordinary 
success, two other good left-handers in Kilner and Waddington, 
a good spin bowler in hlacaulay and a "swinger" in Robinson, the 
Yorkshire attack was in a different class from any other county's. 
The body of her batting was not perhaps as  strong as in the great 
years 1900-02, but in Sutcliffe and Holmes she had an opening 
pair whose partnerships for the first wicket have now passed all 
records. So inevitable was Yorkshire's supremacy beginning to 
appear that the game was all the better for its interruption by the 
advance of Lancashire who, with a well-balanced side almost ex- 
clusively professional, ended a t  the head of the table in  1926, 
'27, '28, '30 and '34. Notts. won the championship in  1929, and 
Yorkshire re-established herself a t  the head of the table in  1931, 
'32, '33 and '35. 

County cricket to-day commands a s  much interest as ever, 
but the competition is becoming increasingly professionalized; the 
number of amateurs who are able and willing to  play regularly 
is decreasing, and a more or less settled personnel is important 
to a team's success. The expenses of county clubs are heavy and 
though Yorkshire, with a membership of over 6,000, has no 
financial anxiety, a wet season such as 1927 can land the majority 
in difficulties; their share distributed by the M.C.C., in  the profits 
arising out of tours in Australia and test matches a t  home, is a n  
important item in their budgets. I n  Nov. 1928, the Advisory 
County Cricket Committee decided that each county must play 28 
matches. I t  also abolished the system of percentages in favour of 
point scoring. With 17 counties now competing, it  is impossible 
for  them all to  play each other, and no really satisfactory system 
of point counting has yet been evolved; the first-class season is 
overfull and the best English bowlers certainly suffer from over- 
work. Some are quite naturally tempted away into the League 
cricket which spreads an enthusiastic and highly-organized net- 
work over much of the industrial area from Stoke to Durham; 
the cricket here is fiercely competitive, and the bowling, for the 
most part in the hands of professionals, one of whom may play / for  each club, is of a high class. Conversely, the leagues often 
furnish recruits to the northern counties. 

There is a subsidiary division of 23 second-class counties, and 
in this competition the majority of players are amateurs, except 
in the case of the second elevens of some first-class counties who 
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use it  as a training ground for their young professionals. Since its 
official recognition in 1901, Staffordshire, with six championships, 
leads the field, a success due almost entirely to the phenomenal 
bowling of Barnes, the England bowler of 1911-12. 

INTERNATIONAL CRICKET 
Europe.-Wherever Englishmen, and especially English sol- 

diers and sailors or missionaries, have gone, they have taken 
cricket with them. But for the outbreak of the Revolution it 
would have been played in Paris in  1789 under the auspices of 
the British Ambassador; the Light Division enjoyed it a t  Lisbon 
before the battle of Busaco; some of the "secretariat" indulged 
in it  on the Prater during the congress of Vienna; the game had 
been played in Italy by 1828, in Corfu during the British Pro- 
tectorate (181 5-63), in Odessa in 1881, whilst a cricket club 
was formed in Geneva as early as 1850 and in Christiania by 
1866. Of European countries to-day the Dutch and the Danes 
are the keenest and most proficient. 

India.-There was a cricket club in Calcutta before the end of 
the 18th century, and fostered by the enthusiasm of the Army 
and the encouragement of such men as Lord Harris, when gover- 
nor of Bombay, the natives rapidly mastered the game; the tri- 
angular tournament between Europeans, Parsees and Hindus dates 
from 1907, the Mohammedans joining in 1912. The first "test" 
match with England was played in 1932 in England, when the 
Indians lost. I n  India, in 1933-4, the M.C.C. won two matches 
and drew one. Of test matches played, up to 1935, between Eng- 
land and the West Indies, England won 7, West Indies 3, and 
4 were drawn; West Indies winning the rubber against the M.C.C. 
tourists in 1934-35. 

America.-Cricket has been played all over the American 
continent, and a match a t  New York took place as early as I7jI .  
The first team of professional cricketers that ever left England 
toured the U.S.A. and Canada in 1859, an example that has been 
enjoyably followed by many subsequent teams, including Kent 
County in 1904. The compliment has been returned by the Phil- 
adelphians, Pennsylvania and Haverford universities. Though 
the U.S.A. has produced some fine cricketers, notably the broth- 
ers Newhall in the '70s, J. A. Lester, who captained the Philadel- 
phians in 1904, H. V. Hordern, a first-rate googly bowler, and 
above all, J. B. King, in 1904, one of the very best bowlers in 
the world, cricket has never become a national game. 

N e w  Zealand.-Cricket is popular in New Zealand, where the 
standard of play has recently risen so far as t o  admit of the 
playing of "test" matches with England and South Africa. Up to 
1932, however, New Zealand had failed to  win any of these 
matches; England and South Africa having each won two. 

S o u t h  Africa.-Cricket was brought to  South Africa by Brit- 
ish troops in the '40s, Maritzburg and Wynberg being the earliest 
centres, with Pretoria following in the '60s and Johannesburg 
later still. The standard of play made a real advance after the 
first visit of a S.A. team to England in 1894, and ten years later 
a team captained by the old Cambridge cricketer, F. H. Mitchell, 
only lost three out of 26 fixtures in England, E. A. Halliwell prov- 
ing himself a great wicket-keeper, J. J. Kotze as fast a bowler as 
any in England, and J. Sinclair an all-round cricketer of very high 
class. I n  1905 the M.C.C. sent out a strong team under P. F. 
Warner, only to see it lose four out of the five test matches to a 
side of great all-round strength, the decisive factor being the 
googly bowling of R .  0 .  Schwarz, G. A. Faulkner, A. E.  Vogler 
and Gordon White. I t  was only fair that the S.A. team that 
visited England in 1907 should be accorded the honour of test 
matches; they lost the only one of the three that was finished, but 
only after a desperate fight in which their bowlers had a very fine 
English batting side in consistent trouble. Their captain, P. Sher- 
well, made a historic 11s to rescue his team from disaster a t  
Lord's. Another strong M.C.C. XI., sent out in 1909, lost the 
rubber Sy three matches to two, only Hobbs, who batted most 
brilliantly, being able to master the googly bowling; Faulkner, 
who scored over 2,000 runs for a South African team touring 
Australia in the following winter, losing four out of the five tests, 
was a t  this time perhaps the finest all-round cricketer in the world. 

From that tour, however, the googly bowlers never recovered, 
and the side that completed in the Triangular Tournament of 
1912 were outclassed and overwhelmed, an inferiority further 
emphasized by South Africa's heavy defeat a t  the hands of the 
M.C.C. XI.  which visited her in  1913. Once again Hobbs was 
superlative, but an even more decisive factor was the bowling of 
Barnes who, after taking 34 wickets for 282 runs in the three 
test matches against them in 1912, proved even more difficult on 
the matting and had all their batsmen, except H.  W. Taylor, a t  
his mercy. Since the war the" South Africans have visited Eng- 
land in 1924, 1929, 1935, and have been visited by M.C.C. teams 
in 1922-23, 1927-28, 1930-31. The achievements of South Afri- 
cans during these post-war matches ranged from heavy defeat in 
1924, through a progressive improvement of form, t o  triumph in 
1935, when they won the rubber. Within recent memory the out- 
standing feature of S.A. cricket has been the batting of H. W. Tay- 
lor, who can be ranked in the very highest class for style and effec- 
tiveness alike: A. D. Nourse has batted for a quarter of a century 
with wonderfully consistent success. The most important domes- 
tic cricket in South Africa is an inter-provincial tournament, 
known as The Currie Cup, inaugurated in 1890 and named after 
Sir Donald Currie who, with Sir Abe Bailey, was the great patron 
of cricket there. All South African cricket is played on matting, 
stretched on turf, as a t  Cape Town, or on ant-heaps, as a t  the 
Wanderers' ground, Johannesburg, the headquarters of the coun- 
try's cricket: this undoubtedly handicaps the South African crick- 
eter when he comes to play under conditions native to  the game, 
a fact that is now recognized and supports a growing movement 
for the cultivation of turf wickets. 

Australia.-The earliest cricket centre in Australia seems to 
have been Sydney, where the game took root very early in the 
19th century, Hobart, Melbourne, Perth and Adelaide all being 
converted before 18jo. Conditions, except a t  Melbourne, and the 
standard of play generally, remained, however, somewhat primi- 
tive until the visit of the first English team in 1861-62, a pro- 
fessional combination captained by H.  H. Stephenson and organ- 
ized as a business venture by Spiers and Pond, who are said to 
have cleared over f ~ o , o o o  as a result. Thereafter, thanks to the 
coaching of English professionals, the enthusiasm of the Aus- 
tralians, and further visits from English teams in 1863-64, and, 
under Grace's leadership, in 1873, progress was rapid, and a no- 
table milestone was reached when, in March 1877, Australia won 
by 45 runs the first of all test matches, a success almost entirely 
due to an innings of 165 by C. Bannerman. A still more decisive 
step was taken a year later when the first Australian team visited 
England: most of the fixtures arranged for them were second 
class, and so little was generally known of them in advance that 
a famous English cricketer was heard enquiring about their col- 
our, and Lord's was virtually empty when they drove on t o  the 
ground to meet the M.C.C. Before the day was over, F. R .  
Spofforth and H.  F. Boyle had made history by dismissing a 
really strong M.C.C. eleven for 33 and 19, and winning the match 
for their team by nine wickets. The monopoly of English cricket 
was now seriously threatened and the threat became a reality 
when, after a most honourable defeat in the first home test match 
at  the Oval, in 1880, Australia beat England by seven runs on 
Aug. 29, 1882, in what is still the most famous of these games, a 
victory celebrated in the Sporting Times by the obituary notice 
that created the "Ashes" legend. Though Australian batting had 
made great strides in this decade, and W. L. Murdoch was estab- 
lished as a batsman equal to any but "W. G.," with H. H .  Massie, 
a brilliant hitter and A. Bannerman, a great defensive player, it 
was the trio of bowlers, Spofforth, Boyle and Palmer, supported 
by a great wicket-keeper in Blackham, that made the team so 
formidable. Their bowling was a revelation to  English cricketers: 
Spofforth, originally very fast, but a t  his best fast medium, with 
a very fast ball, was universally acclaimed the greatest bowler in 
the world; his deadly control of his off-break and, on the field, 
an almost satanic malevolence of bearing, early won for him the 
still unchallenged title of "the Demon." 

Two years later an equally strong side lost the one test match 
that was finished, but had distinctly the best of the two that were 
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drawn; in the latter of these, a t  the Oval, Murdoch scored 211, 
still the highest innings made in an England v .  Australia match in 
England, and only a famous ninth wicket partnership of I 51 be- 
tween W. W. Read and Scotton saved England. The years that 
foIlowed were a black period for Australian cricket, and between 
Dec. 1884 and Aug. 1893, England won 16 of the 21 games fin- 
ished; in part this was due to  the dropping away of the old stal- 
warts and the inability of the still limited cricket resources of 
the country to  find a t  once adequate substitutes, but internal 
quarrels also contributed, and some of her elevens were far from 
representative. Moreover, English cricket was very strong indeed 
at  this time; as batsmen, Grace, Shrewkbury and Gunn were a t  
their best, and F. S. Jackson. then the Cambridge captain, made 
a wonderful dCbut in the matches of 1893. The Australians had 
a splendid all-round player in  G. Giffen, and a really great pair of 
bowlers in C. T. B. Turner (nicknamed "the Terror") and J,. J. 
Ferris who, on the 1888 tour, together bowled nearly 20,000 balls 
and took 534 wickets out of 663 that fell. But their batsmen were 
no match for such bowlers as Lohmann, Peate, Briggs and Peel, 
the slow left-handers being then, as now, a particular thorn in 
Australian flesh. 

The tide began to turn in  the winter of 1894-95 when a very 
strong team under A. E. Stoddart, for which the captain, A. C. 
Maclaren, Ward and Brown batted splendidly, and Richardson 
bowled in his best form, only just won the odd game out of five. 
Three years later Stoddart's second team was decisively beaten 
by four matches to  one, and in 1899 J. J. Darling's eleven de- 
feated England at  Lord's by ten wickets, and drew the other four 
games. A new and accomplished generation of Australian players 
had now arrived: Darling himself, and C. Hill, were a very fine 
pair of left-handed batsmen, S. E. Gregory, a most consistent 
run-getter, and a brilliant field, M. A. Noble, a great all-rounder, 
whilst E. Jones's extreme pace, Howell's off-breaks, and Trumble's 
mastery of length and pace changes made the attack very formid- 
able. An attempt to recover the Ashes by a team under A. C. 
Maclaren in the winter of 1901--02 was heavily repulsed in spite 
of brilliant batting by its captain, and in 1902 Darling again led 
a team to victory, defeating England by two games to one. The 
Australians' three runs victory at  Manchester and England's one 
wicket success in the fifth game a t  the Oval, are historic in the 
series. The feature of the tour was the batting of Victor Trumper, 
a modest genius whose effortless brilliancy has never been sur- 
passed. 

I n  the winter of 1go3-04 the M.C.C., determined to restore the 
prestige of English cricket, themselves organized a team which, 
under P. F. Warner's captaincy, succeeded in recovering the 
Ashes; the batting of R. E. Foster who, in his first test match 
innings at  Melbourne, scored 287 runs, of Tyldesley and Hayward, 
the bowling of Rhodes and the surprise effect of J. Bosanquet's 
googlies, were the deciding factors. The following year England's 
success was repeated, when F. S. Jackson, winning the toss in all 
five games and batting brilliantly himself, led his side to victory 
in the only two matches that were finished. I n  the next winter, 
however, the advance guard of a new generation of plzyers recov- 
ered the honours for Australia, defeating a rather moderate 
R4.C.C. eleven captained by A. 0. Jones, by four games to one, 
and in 1909, Noble, a consummate tactician, profited by some ill- 
judged decisions by the EngIish selection committee, and won 
two out of the three finished games. The very fast bowling of 
Cotter, the all-round form of Armstrong and Macartney, and the 
success of the two young left-handed batsmen, Ransford and 
Bardsley, were the features of the tour; the latter created a rec- 
ord by scoring a century in each innings of the last test match. 
Once again the pendulum swung over and in the winter of 1911- 
12, the splendid batting of the opening pair, Hobbs and Rhodes, 
and the most formidable bowling of Barnes and F. R. Foster, won 
decisive victory for P. F. Warner's second M.C.C. XI.  This tour 
set the seal upon Hobbs's batting reputation, whilst Australian 
opinion was unanimous that Barnes was the finest English bowler 
they had yet seen; he and Foster, whose pace off the pitch was a 
revelation to his opponents, took 66 wickets of the 9j that fell, 
but were well supported by J. W. H.  T .  Douglas. The Australian 

team that took part in the Triangular Tournament of 1912 was 
far  from representative, and though they easily accounted for the 
South Africans, they were no match for a very strong England XI .  

The war hit Australia much less hard than England and she 
was soon into her cricket stride again. A tour in England by an 
Australian Imperial Forces eleven in 1919 served to introduce 
J. M.  Gregory, for whose pace as a bowler the game in England 
could offer no approach to a parallel. There now followed the 
greatest humiliation ever sustained by  English cricket when her 
representatives suffered defeat in  eight consecutive tests; weak- 
ness in bowling and fielding was mainly responsible for the loss 
of ail five games by  the M.C.C. side which toured under Doug- 
las's captaincy, but a t  home i t  was the complete inability of 
the English batsmen to deal with the fast bowling of Gregory 
and Macdonald, whose energies were carefully husbanded for the 
tests, well used by an able captain in Armstrong and ably sup- 
ported by the slow bowling of the captain himself and of A. A. 
Mailey, a most persevering and successful googly bowler. Eng- 
land made a better showing in the last two test matches which 
were drawn, and heavy though the blow was t o  her prestige, her 
cricketers, in the long run, benefited by this reverse which served 
to recall the cardinal principles of a straight bat and a good length. 
Three winters later a M.C.C. team, under A. E. R. Gilligan, 
though only winning one test match in Australia, gave a much 
better account of themselves. Hobbs and Sutcliffe did wonders 
as a n  opening pair, running up  over IOO together four times- 
thrice in succession. Sutcliffe's first four test match innings were 
59, 11 j, 176 and 124, whilst Hobbs, with three centuries, bring- 
ing his total to nine, surpassed Trumper's previous record of six 
for the series; unfortunately, the body of our batting was disap- 
pointing and failed to  profit by the successful starts. Conversely 
the Australians, time after time, made splendid recoveries from 
disastrous starts, for which the bowling of Tate  was responsible. 
This young Sussex professional beat even Barnes's figures by tak- 
ing 38 wickets in the five matches, bowling with a fire and persist- 
ency that won universal acclamation from the Australians, who 
rated his bowling as high as any that had been seen in their 
country. The English change bowling was, however, very weak. 
For the first time in cricket history, eight-ball overs were obliga- 
tory, an innovation confined to Australia and since abandoned. 
These matches, the first three of which ran to  seven days apiece, 
were premonitory of the endurance tests into which, thanks to  the 
pluperfect pitches formed of the Bulli soil, and the intense deter- 
mination of all batsmen not to get themselves out, cricket in  Aus- 
tralia seems fast degenerating. 

I n  1926, after losing 12 tests out of 13 completed, England at  
last turned the tables, and after bad weather had played a large 
part in drawing the first four games, won decisively in the fifth a t  
the Oval which was, in any case, to be played to a finish-an inno- 
vation in England-but for which, as it turned out, four days 
sufficed. Once again it is a case of Hobbs and Sutcliffe, the fa- 
mous pair defying some very accurate bowling on a very difficult 
wicket throughout the third morning and laying the foundations 
for a long score; in the last innings the Australians quite collapsed 
before some accurate bowling of the old-fashioned type by 
Rhodes, who had played his first test match 27 years before, and 
some good fast bowling by a new star, Larwood of Notts. Hobbs, 
who in the previous year had, a t  the age of 42, surpassed "W.G.'s" 
achievement of 126 centuries, batted with marvellous consistency 
in these five test matches, scoring 486 runs with a n  average of 
81, and easily outstripping Hill's previous record aggregate of 266 
for this cricket. Sutcliffe's batting was on the same level. For 
Australia, Macartney batted as brilliantly as ever, and Woodfall 
and Ponsford did excellently on this, their first tour: but the at-  
tack was the weakest for many years and sadly lacked medium- 
paced spin bowling. England's victory created enthusiasm. 

Up to and including the tour of the AustraIian team visiting 
England in 1934, 134 test matches have been played; Australia 
won 53 (38 in Australia), England 52, 29 being drawn. Consid- 
ering the initial handicap of inexperience, the disparity in pop- 
ulation, and the natural difficulty of adapting themselves to  
English conditions, Australian cricketers may well be proud 
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of such a record; but it is to  be remembered that the climate 
favours athletic development, that the teams that have visited 
the country from England have often been far from represent- 

Times Highest Aggre- / 2:;s / not out / score I gate / Average / 

leg-break in the later ' ~ o s ,  and B. J. T. Bosanquet, the inventor of 
the googly at the beginning of this century. Similarly as V. E. 
Walker was almost alone in bowling lobs in the middle of the 

play much less first-class cricket than their opponents, and avoid 
the staleness and overwork which has curtailed many an English 
bowler's best powers. In  a domestic season in Australia, first-class 
cricket is virtually confined to the inter-state matches of the 
Sheffield Shield competition, so called because played for a cup 
presented by Lord Sheffield at  the close of the tour which he or- 
ganized to Australia in 1891-92. I n  the winter seasons of 1926 
and 1927, W. H.  Ponsford scored centuries in eleven consecutive 
matches in these games; and in 1929-30 D. G. Bradman made 452 
not out for N. S. Wales v. Queensland at  Sydney-the highest 
individual innings ever played in a first-class match. 

The tables opposite summarize the work of the outstanding 
players in England v. Australia matches to the close of 19.34 tour. 

A m a t e u r  Cricket.-Though economic pressure and possibly 
a changing standard of values is steadily reducing the number of 
amateurs able and willing to play first-class cricket with any 
regularity, and though the highest standard of technique must al- 
ways depend upon professional cricketers, especially bowlers, yet 
amateurs have in the past played a vital part in the game's de- 
velopment, and it  cannot to-day dispense either with their leader- 
ship, or with the spirit of enterprise and the attractive method 
that, as a rule, characterizes their play. Though county elevens 
have been successfully captained by professionals, notably Notts., 
and Yorkshire in the middle of the 19th century, and though such 
men as Lilley of Warwickshire have captained the Players' eleven 
with marked ability, professionals as a whole would not welcome 

England 
Sutcliffe, H . . 
Hammond. W. R. 

ative, and that Australian cricketers, especially the bowlers, , 1 

, 

Hobbs, J. B. . 
Leyland, M. 
J a c k s o n , ~ t . ~ o n . ~ . ~ .  
Hendren, E. . 
Havward. T. . 

the responsibilities involved in regular captaincy, which naturally I 
extend far beyond the field of play. I t  is not too much to say that 1 
some counties have, for a time, a t  least, been made by their cap- I 
tains, amongst whom the outstanding figures in the last half- 
century are perhaps Lord Hawke (186-1938) (Yorks.). Lord 
Harris (Kent).  A N. Hornby (Lancs.), J.  Shuter (Surrey), I. D. 
Lt'alker, A. J. lVebbe and P. F. Warner (Middlesex), A. 0. Jones 
(Notts.) and S. M. J. Woods (Somerset). 

There have, of course, been brilliant professional batsmen- 
Hammond in 1427  was ~ r o b a b l v  the most attractive in the world 

Maclaren, Xlr. A. C. 
Woolley, F. E. . 
Grace, Dr. W. G. 
Rhodes, \V. 
Tyltiesley, J. T. 

Brad.nan, D. G. 
Ponsford, \V. H. 
McCabe, S. J. 
Ryder, J. 
iiroodfull. i ~ .  &I. 
~ a c a r t ~ i ~ ,  C. G. 
Collins, I-I. L. . 
Hill, C. 
Armstrong, W. W. 
Bardsley, W. . 
Trumper, V. T. . 
Duff. R. A. . . 
~ o b f e ,  R.I. A. . 
Darling, J. . . 
Oldfield, W. A. . 
Gregory, S. E. . 

* Signihes not out. 

I Bowling 

Balls -but it is onl; naturai that &en who depend on the game for 
their livelihood should concentrate first on security and that it  
should be left to the amateur to supply what has been termed "the 
champagne of cricket." Certainly the great stylists in cricket 
history have often been amateurs, e.g., C. G. Taylor (1817- 
1869), R. IIankey (1832-1886), R. A.  H .  Mitchell (1843-1905), 
A. Lyttelton (1857-1913), A. G. Steel (1858-1914), A. E. Stod- 
dart (1863-I~IS) ,  L. C. H. Palairet (187-1g33), A. C. Maclaren 
(1871- ), the brothers, H. R.  (1873- ) and R. E. Fos- 
ter (1877-1914). R. H.  Spooner (1880- ), D.  J, Knight 
(1894- ) and A. P. F. Chapman (1900- ). Naturally, the 
ranks of the hitters have been mainly recruited from amateurs, 
the two greatest of them, by general consent, being C. I. Thorn- 
ton (1850-1929) and G. L. Jessop (1874- ). If Thornton was 
consistently the longer driver (several hits of 150-16oyd. are au- 
thenticated for him), Jessop, thanks to his extraordinary quick- 
ness of foot and freedom of swing, was the more versatile and the 
fastest scorer that the game has known. In  1900 he made 157 runs 
against the West Indians between 3:30 P.M. and 4:30 P.11.. and a 
rate of IOO runs an hour was normal with him when at  his best. 

I n  bowling, the amateurs have, as a rule, been definitely inferior 
to  the professionals, especially in accuracy, but they have num- 
hered amongst them some of the greatest fast bowlers, e.g., Alfred 
Mynn, Harvey Fellows, a positive terror in the '40s, S. M. J. 
Woods, C. J. Kortright, W. Brearley and N. A. Knox. Of all 
bowlers, Rortright is still thought to have been the fastest. Men- 
tion must also be made of one or two slow spin bowlers who 
stood, in their respective epochs, as figures of creative originality: 
such were Djvid Guchanan, a slow left-hander who did wonders 
for "the Gentlemen" between 1868 and '74; "W. G." himself who, 
with his flight and generalship was for two decades "the best , 
change bowler in the world"; A. G. Steel who re-discovered the I 

Runs Wickets 

' 

Average 

England 
Lohman*, G. A. . 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~  * . . . 
peel, R. , . . 
Ulyett, G. . . 
Briggs, J. . 
Lockwoodl H. : 
Ez2, g; F. : 
H ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ,  J. T. , , 

Rhodes, W. . . 
Richardson, T. . 

H. . . 
Tate, I f .  W. . . 
I-Iirst, G. . , , 

Woolley, F. E. , 

Braund, L. C. . . 
Az~stralia 

Ferris, J, J, , . 
Turner, C.  T. B. . 
Spofiorth, F. R. . 
Trumble, H. . . 

!$yi:rhF.f. . . 
Saul,jers,'J. v.' : 
O'i<eilly, W. J. . 
Giffen, G. . . 
Cotter, A. . . 
p:i;&g; Lv..w. : 
c,,;,,,~~~, C, V. , 

Gregory, J. M. . 
Rlailey, :\. A. . . 
\ v ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  'I7. IV, , . 



CRICKET PLATE 1 

FAMOUS CRICKET PERSONALIT IES  A N D  I N C I D E N T S  

I. Vic to r  Trurnper a t  the wicket :  Trumper was the most br i l l iant  of a l l  5. W. G. Grace (left) and C. B. F r y  opening the innings for  England a t  
Austra l ian batsmen Nottingham in 1899 :  Grace's last test match, Fry's first 

2. A. C. MacLaren, Harrow, Lancashire and England, making a c u t  6. The Test Match at the Oval in August 1 9 2 6 :  Richardson bowl ing t o  
Hobbs on a st icky wicket  (note the leg-traps): th is  partnership of  

3. A. P. F. Chapman, Kent, who captained England i n  1 9 2 6  and 1928-29, Hobbs and Sutcliffe recovered the Ashes 
a t  the beginning of an off-drive 

7. J. 6 .  Hobbs playing forward 
4. Wi l f red  Rhodes, Yorkshire and England, perhaps the greatest of slow 

left-hand bowlers 



PHOTOGRAPHS,  ( I ,  3 ,  4,  5 ,  7 )  " THE STAR," (2) W. A. ROUCH,  ( 6 )  TOPICAL PRESS AGENCY,  ( 8 )  CENTRAL NEWS 

BATSMEN A N D  B O W L E R S  

1. The bowler's g r ip  of the bal l  for an off-break 5. The normal g r ip  of the bat  
2. C. B. Fry,  Sussex and England, a t  the finish of a straight drive 6. M. W. Tate, Sussex and England, i n  action 
3. The g r ip  of the bal l  for the "googly" 
4. The return f rom cover-point, i l lustrated bv Hobbs, one of the finest 7. "Safely held" 

fieldsmen i n  tha t  position 8. J. B. Hobbs making a late c u t  
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19th century, so D. L. A. Jephson and G. H.  Simpson-Hayward 
were the sole, though successful, exponents of the art 50 years 
later. 

T h e  G e n t l e m e n  v. P layers  Match.-In any purely domestic 
season the match played in the middle of July at Lord's between 
the best amateurs and professionals, stands as the high-water 
mark, and selection for these elevens is a much coveted distinc- 
tion. The match was first played in 1806, and not again until 
1819, since when it has been played regularly. For many years, 
the Gentlemen were no match at  all for the Players, and various 
handicaps, odds, given men and unequal sized wickets, were vainly 
tried to equalize the sides, The '40s brought them a spell of some 
success, due largely to Alfred hlynn, but from 1850-64, the Play- 
ers u70n every match except that in 1853 when Sir Frederick 
Bathurst and hl. Kempson bowled unchanged throughout both 
innings. I n  these dark days the amateurs' batting was hopelessly 
outclassed. I n  1865 "W.G." played for the Gentlemen for the 
first time, and in the next 16 years he was only twice on the 
losing side; for this wonderful run of success his personal 
prowess both with bat and ball was mainly responsible. No 
cricketer has a record for these matches even comparable with 
his, but he was well supported by the bowling of his brother, E. 
M. Grace, and of D. Buchanan, whilst a strong vein of batting 
talent was running from the 'varsities, Eton and Harrow, notably 
in the persons of W. W. Yardley, A. Lubbock, the Lytteltons and 
a little later, A. G. Steel, one of the greatest all-round amateur 
cricketers, and A. P. Lucas. The Players recovered most of their 
lost ground in the '80s, but the next decade saw honours fairly 
divided: in 1894, F. S. Jackson and S. M. J. Woods bowled un- 
changed through the match and won it  for a side, the average 
age of which, leaving out "W. G." was but 25; two years later, 
one of the strongest of all elevens that have represented the Gen- 
tlemen, won a notable fight by six wickets, and in 1898, a match 
timed to coincide with "W. G.'sn 50th birthday, produced cricket 
wholly worthy of the occasion. The fast bowling of Woods and 
Kortright, and the batting of Shrewsbury, lent peculiar distinc- 
tion to this epoch. 

I n  the present century the match has continued to provide 
much splendid cricket, though the amateurs of recent years have 
found the task of dismissing the very strong batting sides of the 
Players increasingly beyond their powers. I n  the opening match 
of this period, R .  E .  Foster made 102 and 136, but the Players 
won the game by scoring over 500 runs in the last innings. Three 
years later the Gentlemen turned the tables when, after being 
outplayed for two days, they made 500 for two wickets-C. B. 
Frjr (232 not out) and A. C. Maclaren (168 not out), adding 
309 runs in less than three hours. 

The centenary celebration in 1906 is always known as "the 
fast bowlers' match"; Fielder took all 10 wickets in the amateurs' 
first innings, and N. A. Knox and W. Brearley, with H. Martyn 
of Somerset standing up to both behind the stumps, combined 
in a terrific and, in the end, successful assault. I n  the years just 
before the World War, the Players were very strong, Barnes 
bowling superbly, and Hobbs inaugurating an extraordinary series 
of batting achievements; but the Gentlemen won a fine victory 
in 1911, and again in 1914, when J. W. H.  T. Douglas bowled 
with splendid persistency and control of swerve. I n  the matches 
since the war the amateurs have won only in 1934, though A. P. 
F. Chapman and D. R.  Jardine have batted admirably. Hobbs, in 
these games, has a remarkable record, having now scored five 
centuries since 1919, four in successive years. Amongst the best 
teams that have appeared in this match may be noted the Gen- 
tlemen elevens of 1878, 1896, 1898, 1906 and 1911, and the 
Players in 1887 and 1911, whilst some of their post-war sides, if 
not reaching the highest bowling standard, have been as strong 
in batting as any of their predecessors. Though never enjoying 
the same prestige as the Lord's fixture, similar matches between 
Gentlemen and Players have taken place regularly at  the Oval 
since 1860, a t  Scarborough since 1885 during the very popu!ar 
festival there at  the end of the season, and, intermittently, a t  
Prince's, London, Brighton and Hastings. 

U n i v e r s i t y  Cricket.-Though by no means enjoying the 

virtual monopoly that they once did, the universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge are still the chief nurseries of amateur cricket; 
the competition for cricket "blues" is keener than ever, and for 
a young cricketer there can be no more thrilling and exacting 
moment than his first appearance in the University match. This 
game was first played in 1827, when Charles iyordsworth (0.) 
and Herbert Jenner (C.) were captains. With the exception of 
five games, all a t  Oxford, it has always been played a t  Lord's 
and, apart from the war years, regularly since 1838. Of the 91 
matches now played, Cambridge has won 43, Oxford 36, and 
10 have been drawn. The match has produced sensations in 
plenty, notably the finishes of 1870 when F.  C. Cobden "did the 
hat-trick" with the last three balls to win the game for Cambridge 
by two runs, and of 1875 when the Oxford captain, A. W.  Ridley, 
put himself on with "lobs" a t  the crisis and won the match by 
six runs. By common consent the Cambridge X I .  of 1878 was 
the best that has ever appeared in the match; they won all eight 
matches they played, annihilated Oxford, and beat the Australians 

'by an innings. The brothers, E.  and A. Lyttelton and A. P.  Lucas 
were splendid batsmen, Morton a destructive fast bowler, and 
A. G. Steel, then a freshman from Marlborough, almost the best 
all-round player in England. The Cambridge side of 1882 also 
beat the Australians and was very strong, and so were those of 
1890-93 in which G. MacGregor kept wicket to the fast bowling 
of S. M. J. Woods, and F. S. Jackson played himself into an 
undisputed pIace in the England XI., and as many as eight men 
subsequently appeared for the Gentlemen at  Lord's. Since the 
war they have had good teams in 1920 and 1922. For Oxford the 
elevens of 1863-4-5 under the captaincy of R. A. H. Mitchell 
were very strong; M. C. Kemp led a fine side in 1884 which in- 
cluded seven freshmen, that beat both the Australians and Cam- 
bridge by seven wickets, whilst the batting, and even more the 
fielding, of H.  D. G. Leveson-Gower's team which in 1896 scored 
330 in the last innings for six wickets, will long be remembered. 
I t  is impossible here to  refer to individual performances and 
players, but mention must be made of the distinguished part 
played by some families in the match: such were the Lytteltons, 
Fords, Studds and Ashtons for Cambridge; the Riddings, Fosters 
and Evans for Oxford. The Cambridge brothers, C. E. M. and 
E. R. Wilson, have an astonishing family record. The University 
match may no longer provide so much of the "champagne of 
cricket" as of old, but it  still remains a unique feature in the 
English season, a focus for ardent patriotism, a rendezvous where 
generations of friends and foes renew happy memories, and an 
arena where the best cricket, especially the fielding, reaches a 
high level, and the worst is raised to  a higher power by the 
chivalrous vigour with which the game is fought. Both universities 
have fine grounds, known at  Oxford as "the Parks," a t  Cam- 
bridge as "Fenners," where a professional coaching staff is  en- 
gaged. The colleges also have admirable grounds, though in the 
last generation lawn tennis has made distinct inroads into college 
cricket. 

Skhool Cricket.-Cricket being in origin a boy's game, it  is 
not surprising to find the schools supplying some of our earliest 
references to i t ;  i t  was being played a t  the Free School a t  Guild- 
ford in the middle of the 16th century, the Wykehamists were 
playing it  on "Hills" IOO years later, a t  Eton the game was 
firmly established by the beginning of the 18th, the duke of Marl- 
borough was probably playing it a t  St. Paul's a few years earlier, 
and Westminster provided at  least three men to form the "Star 
and Garter" committee that revised the laws in I 7 7 4  Cricket 
a t  Harrow was of rather later growth, possibly introduced by an 
Etonian headmaster (!) but certainly established well before 
the end of the 18th century. The most famous of all school 
matches, Eton v. Harrow, was first played at  Lord's in 1805, the 
poet Byron being a member of the Harrow team; from 1822 this 
game has been played virtually without a break and of exactly 
roo matches now played, Eton has won 40, and Harrow 35. 
Between 18 51 and 1869 Eton only won once, and again only once 
between 1888 and 1903, but the pendulum swung with a vengeance 
in this century and Eton had a run of successes. Once quite 
a domestic affair, the match has long constituted almost the 
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climax of the London season and now attracts a huge and bril- 
liantly dressed crowd, an important item in the financial budget 
of the M.C.C. who dispense a large yearly grant to support 
cricket a t  the two schools. I n  1825 Harrow first met Winchester 
a t  Lord's, and a year later Eton followed suit, thus inaugurating 
what was known as "the Schools' Week," a triangular contest 
which lasted till 1854, when kvinchester withdrew subsequently 
playing Eton home and home matches, and reviving the Harrow 
match after the war. For more than half last century these three 
schools supplied a very high percentage of university "blues," 
with Rugby an easy fourth, but following the lead of Uppingham, 
who had five Cambridge blues in 1876, other schools, noticeably 
Malvern and Repton, have successfully challenged that monopoly, 
and the composition of the university teams is now quite catholic, 
with some of the most notable of recent performances standing 
to the crydit of Rhodes scholars and other students from the 
Dominions. Rugby and Marlborough, Cheltenham and Hailey- 
bury, Tonbridge and Clifton all play each other a t  Lord's a t  the 
end of the summer term, and these matches are now followed by 
representative games, organized by the M.C.C., between an eleven 
selected from the schools that play a t  Lord's and "the Rest," and 
subsequently between a public school eleven and the Army. In  
1926 a XV. of the public schools played the Australians. Cricket 
a t  the schools, from the junior nets a t  a preparatory school to 
the matches just mentioned, is now intensively organized, and 
young cricketers of promise are systematically coached; of the 
professional coaches, the most famous was H. H.  Stephenson at  
Uppingham in the '70s; of amateurs we may cite the Hon. R. 
Grimston and the Hon. F. Ponsonby for Harrow, and R.  A. H. 
Mitchell and C. M. Wells for Eton, whilst many others, if less 
illustrious, have worked most unselfishly and with splendid results 
in the same cause. Largely as a result the general standard of 
school cricket has shown a steady advance, immense in the aggre- 
gate since, say, 1860: the best school batsmen have always been 
able to take their places a t  once in first-class cricket, but bowlers 
who have made a similar immediate mark are so few that we can 
specify A. G. Steel and H.  Rotherham of Uppingham, C. L.  Town- 
send of Clifton, E.  M. Dowson of Harrow, J. N. Crawford of 
Repton and G. T. S. Stevens of University College school: the 
latter in 1919 was actually selected to  play for the Gentlemen at  
Lord's, whilst still at school. 

E v o l u t i o n  of Technique.-Cricket, the boys' game, was no 
doubt played in Tudor and perhaps even in Plantagenet times, 
in a haphazard, makeshift way; in the woodland districts of the 
LVeald, the natural base for attack and defence was the tree 
"stump," of which the exigencies of Cinque Ports shipbuilding 
would provide no lack; the mark being low, it would be natural to 
"bowl" a t  it. On the down lands, however, the shepherd lads used 
another mark, the hurdle gate into their sheep pens, consisting of 
two uprights and a crossbar resting on their slotted tops; the lat- 
ter is still called by stockmen a "bail" and the whole gate a 
"wicket," deriving its name from the A.S. wican, to  give way, i.e., 
the place where the pen yields and admits entry. The fact that  
the bail could be dislodged when the wicket was struck made this 
preferable as a mark to the "stump," and the "woodmen" were 
converted to its use, preserving, however, a memory of their 
original habit by applying the term stumps to the hurdle uprights. 

The dimensions of this wicket would at  first vary widely in 
different districts; Nyren speaks of "a small manuscript" en- 
shrining the recollections of an old cricketer about the game as 
he knew it a t  the beginning of the 18th century. This describes 
the wicket as ~ f t .  high by zft. wide, with a hole between the up- 
rights into which the ball had to be "popped" (cf. popping crease) 
to run-out or stump a batsman; this tradition is also supported by 
a picture at  Lord's, No. 17 in the M.C.C. collection, and the 
wider than high wicket by other representations of the game. I t  
is probable, however, that this practice was local to  the Western 
Weald, and that the true tradition of the game's home, Kent and 
East Sussex, is preserved in the first official regulations that we 
know, the "London Laws" of 1744. These laws clearly represent 
a sophisticated edition, probably by the cricket committee of 
the Artillery Ground, of a much earlier and probably oral version; 

indeed "H. P-T's" pamphlets (see Bibliography) have convinc- 
ingly disentangled the new from the old. The other important 
authority for the earliest "regulation" game is a Latin poem by 
William Goldwin, sometime scholar of Eton and King's, published 
in 1706 as one of a collection called "Musae Juveniles." The 
original wicket then was zzin. by 6in., the popping crease (or 
"scratchn-whitening did not come in until "W.G'sX time) was 
46in. in front of it, and the pitch was 22yd. long. These measure- 
ments all correspond with divisions or multiples of the early Tudor 
units of length measure, the "gad" of 164ft. and the ell or cloth 
yard of 45 inches. The further evolution of the wicket took place 
as follows:-A middle stump was added in, or shortly after, 
1775; by 1798 two inches had been added to the height and one to 
the width, and in 1817 the size of the wicket was increased to its 
present dimensions (zfin. by gin.) and, perhaps a year later, the 
original bail was split into two. 

The ball was probably much the same in the 17th century as it  
is to-day: Duke of Penshurst told Farington, the diarist, in 1811 
that his family had been making cricket balls for 250 years. I t  
was certainly leather-covered (coriaceus orbis in Goldwin) and 
crimson dyed, almost certainly hemp or hair stuffed. By the 
1744 laws it might weigh anything between five and six ounces; 
its present precise specifications in weight and circumference 
were laid down in 1774 and 1838 respectively. 

The primitive bat was no doubt a shaped branch of a tree; a t  
the beginning of the 18th century it resembled a modern hockey 
stick, but was considerably longer and very much heavier, well 
adapted for dealing with the only form of attack, then a t  least 
properly called "bowling." I t  has been customary to credit the 
Hambledon men with the invention of "length-bowling," but a 
poem, "The Game of Cricket: an Exercise a t  Merchant Taylors' 
School," published in The Gentleman's Magazine in Oct. 1756, and 
conceivably the work of James Dance (Love), who entered that 
school in 1732, refers to the ball as 

"now toss'd, to rise more fatal from the ground, 
exact and faithful to the appointed bound," 

which looks uncommonly like a cult of "length." I t  is a t  least 
certain that the Hambledon cricketers elaborated this instinct 
into an ar t :  David Harris, learning his lesson from Richard Nyren, 
became a great bowler with the three sovereign qualities of length, 
pace and quickness of rise from the pitch. I n  reaction the bats- 
men, following the example of John Small of Petersfield, one of 
the most picturesque characters in Nyren's pages, evolved a new 
technique, meeting the length ball with the straight bat, shortened 
in the handle and straightened and broadened in the blade; fo r  a 
time perhaps their play was rather defensive, "puddling about the 
crease," but a new generation of Hambledon men opened up the 
game by forward play, quick-footed driving and the cut. Even 
Harris's bowling was no greater than the batting of William Beld- 
ham (1766-1862) who "took the ball as Burke did the House of 
Commons, not a moment too soon or too late." 

I n  spite of the combination of length with break and swerve 
and flight, with which the Hambledonians, Lamborn, Noah Mann 
and Tom Walker are respectively credited, or rather because of 
the scarcity of men who could master and maintain those arts, 
the batsmen steadily asserted their superiority, even after the 
attempt of one, "Shock" White of Reigate, to  use a bat of prepos- 
terous width had been defeated by the legislators of 1774 who 
limited its width to 44in.; about the same time the original pro- 
vision of "standing unfair to strike" was elaborated into the first 
1.b.w. law by which the umpire was confronted with the impossible 
task of deciding whether such obstruction had been deliberate. 
With the dawn of the 19th century, most bowlers seem to have 
been favouring the high-tossed, lobbing variety, originally evolved 
by Tom Walker of Hambledon, hailed by his contemporaries as 
"baby-bowling," but a t  first, no doubt by reason of its novelty, 
highly successful. But the batsmen, notably Beldham, and a left- 
handed hitter, John Hammond, soon learnt to "give her the rush," 
and run-getting once again rapidly increased. 

An answer was found in the next great bowling development, 
"the Round Arm Revolution," or, as it was then called, bowling of 
the "March of Intellect" style. Though Tom Walker had appar- 
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entIy attempted something of the sort before the break up of the 
Hambledon club, and been barred for his pains, the true apostle 
of the new bowling seems to have been one John Willes of Sutton 
Valence, inspired, it  is said, by the,model of a cricketing sister 
who used to bowl, or throw, a t  him in practice. From 1806 to 
1822 Willes persevered in his missionary endeavour in face of 
determined opposition, until he was no-balled for throwing in a 
great match a t  Lord's and rode out of the ground and the game 
for ever. His mantle fell on two great Sussex bowlers, William 
Lillywhite and James Broadbridge who, perfecting the new style, 
carried all before them. Eventually, in 1827, three "experimental 
matches" were played between Sussex and All England, of which 
Sussex won the first two, and a reconstituted England side the 
third. Controversy raged furiously, but the M.C.C. wisely moved 
with the times, though the reshaping of Law X. to their satisfac- 
tion caused them great difficulty; in 1835 it  countenanced the 
hand being raised as high as the shoulder, but ten years later the 
bowler was taking such liberties that the umpire was then ex- 
pressly forbidden to give him the benefit of the doubt. 

The new style was rapidly attended with a great increase in 
pace: of the new "fast and ripping" school, Alfred Mynn, Samuel 
Redgate and John Wisden were the first great exponents. As time 
went on bowlers tended to raise the hand higher and higher in 
defiance of the law, until i t  became more honoured in the breach 
than the observance. Eventually, Edgar Willsher of Kent was 
no-balled for throwing in a big match a t  the Oval (Aug. 2 7 ,  1862), 
and the whole fielding eleven, except its two amateur members, 
left the field in protest. This brought matters to a head and in 
1864 the bowler was officially accorded full liberty to bowl. There 
has, a t  intervals since, been trouble over the "throwing" question. 
In  the mid-'Sos, Lancashire had three offenders in their team, 
whose activities were, in the end, curbed by the stand taken up 
by Lord Harris. There was more unfair bowling in the nineties, 
but the County captains in 1900 took concerted action, and to-day 
the evil is virtually unknown. 

With the exception of William Clarke, V. E.  Walker and Tinley, 
of Notts, all three successful "throw-backs" to the old high and 
lobbing school, most bowling continued to be fast through the 
middle of the 19th century, and good though such wicket-keepers 
as T. Box (Sussex), T. Lockyer (Surrey) and Herbert Jenner 
(C.U.C.C.) were, the r6le of long stop became most important: in 
fact, two long stops were at  times necessary for dealing with some 
of the very wild bowling that was all too common, especially in 
amateur cricket. The number of wides in some of the university 
and big school matches of this period was really preposterous. 
Against this onslaught the batsman learnt to protect himself with 
additional armour: H.  Daubeny invented pads in 1836 and N. 
Felix the tubular batting glove about the same date, whilst in 1853 
Nixon greatly increased the resiliency of the bat by inventing 
the cane handle. Fortified by these aids, the batsman refused to 
be intimidated and actually developed the scope of his art. George 
Parr, the "Lion of the North," exhibited the perfection of leg- 
hitting; Julius Caesar of Surrey, experimented with "the pull"; 
William Caffyn of Surrey and Ephraim Lockwood of Yorkshire 
excelled in the cut. Carpenter of Cambridgeshire was a great back 
player who was, a t  the same time, quick on his feet to punish slow 
bowling, and Thomas Hayward the elder, his compatriot, the 
first man to develop forcing strokes to the on off the over-pitched 
ball, whilst the classic principles of elegance and the straight bat, 
inherited through Fenner and Fuller Pilch, were transmitted in 
apostolic succession by the Notts. players, Joseph Guy and Dick 
Daft, to  the later generation of Shrewsbury and William Gunn. 
Though, however, these champions, all, be it  noted, professionals, 
held their own with any bowling they had to meet, the fast bowlers 
had less gifted men, and nearly all amateur batsmen, rather a t  
their mercy, nor is this surprising when we recall that such men 
as Jackson of Notts. and Tarrant of Cambridgeshire were as fast 
as any men bowling to-day, whilst the grounds were incomparably 
worse. There were, in fact, in the '50s and '60s, only four 
grounds-The Oval, Brighton, Canterbury and Fenners-where 
good wickets were the rule, and until 1849, when permission was 
first given to sweep and roll the pitch at the beginning of each 

innings, it was unlawful to  touch it  from beginning to end of a 
match. 

Such was the general state of cricket when W. G. Grace (b. 
1848) played his first county match in 1864. Grace is still ac- 
claimed by universal consent the greatest all-round cricketer that 
the game has yet known and volumes have been written upon his 
career. No one player has had so decisive an effect on the game, 
perhaps on any game. By his extraordinary achievements, arrest- 
ing appearance (he was a big man with a black beard who always 
wore the M.C.C. red and yellow cap), and of lovable, if a t  times, 
cantankerous, personality, he concentrated upon himself, and, 
through himself, upon the game, an attention quite unparalleled 
before; wherever he went thousands swarmed to watch; he was, 
a t  least, as well known to every class of Englishman as was Glad- 
stone a t  his zenith. His personal prowess restored the prestige 
of amateur cricket in the Gentlemen v .  Players matches a t  Lord's. 
As a batsman, Grace revolutionized the a r t :  "he turned i t  from an 
accomplishment into a science; he united in his mighty self all 
the good points of all the good players and made utility the 
criterion of style; he turned the old one-stringed instrument into 
the many-chorded lyre. But in addition he made his execution 
equal his invention." Incidentally, Grace killed fast bowling; to 
the very end of his career, pace, even on a fiery wicket, had no 
terrors for him, and in his prime he dealt with it  so mercilessly 
that its exponents were almost afraid to bowl within his reach. 

This decline of fast bowling coincided, in the '70s, with a rapid 
improvement of grounds, due to the advent of the heavy roller 
even more than to the perfection of the lawn-mower, and under 
"W.G.'sn example, batsmen generally, though they never suc- 
ceeded in imitating his intensely individual methods, adopted a 
more generally aggressive attitude to the attack. The bowlers 
sought to hold their own by concentrating on accuracy of length 
a t  the sacrifice of pace, and a new school of slow or slow medium 
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bowlers gradually emerged, with Alfred Shaw of Notts. as its 
model and master. The astonishing accuracy of Shaw's bowling 
is well attested by the fact that in a cricket career of 31 years he 
actually bowled 16,922 maidens out of a total of 24,700 overs, his 
2 ,0 j1  wickets costing him less than 12 runs apiece. The bowlers 
of this era often sought to  curb further the batsmen's aggression 
by keeping the ball some distance wide of the off stump; of this 
"off-theory" bowling, as it was called, the Gloucester amateur, 
R. F.  Miles, is said to have been the originator; Attewell of Notts. 
was its greatest exponent; i t  was accompanied, of course, hy a 
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concentration of the fieldsmen on the offside of the wicket, mid- 
on very often being the solitary man left to guard the "on." A 
few natural "rebels," notably W. W. Read (Surrey) took advan- 
tage of the opportunity to defy the canons of orthodoxy, follow 
the example of E.  M. Grace ("W.G.'s" elder brother) and pull the 
off-ball round to the denuded on, but for the most part the off- 
theory was countered by a policy of masterly inactivity. I t  was 
nothing out of the way, especially with some of the northern 
professionals, to see a whole over allowed to go by with no 
attempt made to play the ball. Indeed, the pace of some county 
cricket became so funereal that interest in the game sensibly 
flagged and attendances fell off. I n  a Yorks. v .  Notts. match in 
1887, three fine days and a fast wicket produced ;oz runs in 6 2  j 
overs. Cricket was in some danger of falling victim to an academic 
formalism. From such a fate it  was saved by a transfusion of new 
and vigorous blood. 

Profiting by the coaching and example of English professionals, 
some of whom stayed on in their country as  coaches a t  the end of 
the earliest tours and working at  the same with immense enthusi- 
asm, the Australians developed their cricket, especially their 
bowling, so rapidly that when, on their first visit in 1878, they 
startled England and four years later actually defeated her full 
strength, it was recognized that a further evolution in technique 
had taken place. Their great bowlers, notably Spofforth, Boyle, 
Allen and Palmer, combined pace with spin and variety of 
flight, bowled much straighter than was the convention in Eng- 
land and made full use of a much more elastic field; when the 
pitch helped his off break, Spofforth would get many wickets from 
catches by Boyle standing in the then unprecedented place of 
silly mid-on, some six or seven yards from the bat. Blackham, 
in standing up to a bowler of Spofforth's pace, dispensing with a 
long-stop and taking the ball cleanly even on the leg side, set a 
new standard in wicketkeeping. Gradually English bowling, too, 
began to show greater versatility: A. G. Steel had resurrected 
with immense success the leg-break with which, in an earlier day, 
Buttress of Cambridgeshire, and Martingell, first of Eton's pro- 
fessional bowlers, had done great execution; Peate of Yorkshire 
was the first of a great sequence of slow left-arm bowlers, destined 
to play a major part in England's battles with Australia where, 
perhaps, owing to the super-excellence of the wickets, they have 
rarely arisen, while Lohmann (Surrey) was a master of subtle 
pace-changes and, in Grace's opinion, the greatest medium-pace 
bowler he had met. With the beginning of the nineties, we find 
a new generation of fast bowlers, noticeably Richardson and Lock- 
wood, both of Surrey, and C. J. Kortright, an Essex amateur, 
whose pace and devil has never been surpassed. 

During these last two decades batting continued on generally 
orthodox lines, with the off drive and the cut as the principal scor- 
ing strokes; L C. H. Palairet (Somerset) was, perhaps, the most 
beautiful of all off-drivers, and F. S. Jackson and J. T. Brown, 
both of Yorkshire, and A. C. Maclaren (Lancs.), the best cutters 
of their day, though neither of them equalled in execution the Hon. 
C. G. Lyttelton of an earlier generation; most defence, on good 
wickets, a t  least, was by forward play; on bad wickets against 
the best howlers it was, compared with present-day standards, 
quite ineffective, though Shrewsbury was a supremely good back- 
player and, probably, as great a defensive batsman under really 
difficult conditions, as the game has known. 

Back play began its real development a t  the very end of the 
century under the influence of K. S. Ranjitsinhji, an Indian prince 
(now the Jam Sahib of Nawanagar) who got into the Cambridge 
XI .  in 1893, played for England in 1896, and was a batsman of 
great and original genius whose theory and practice has often been 
summed up in the clich6 "play back or hit." He and his friend and 
disciple, C. B. Fry, a t  this time the most versatile athlete in Great 
Britain and as a batsman profoundly influenced by his association 
with the Indian prince for Sussex, also developed on-side play to 
an extent undreamt of before, most noticeably in the hook stroke 
to the short ball and the forcing strokes wide of mid-on from balls 
pitching on the line of their legs or of the leg-stump. Indeed, these 
two batsmen may fairly be said to have laid down the lines upon 
which first-class batting has subsequently moved. Naturally this 

made for a strengthening of the on-side field, a tendency already 
set in motion by the success of a group of leg-break bowlers, 
notably C. L. Townsend, Braund, C. M. Wells and Vine, who 
bowled a t  the batsman's legs and leg-stump with considerable spin 
from leg, and had as many as six of their fieldsmen on the on-side. 
A redz~ctio ad absurdz~m of this form of attack was, however, 
provided by W. W. Armstrong who, in two test matches for the 
1905 Australian side, bowled wide of the batsman's legs with 
virtually all his field to  the on, with the sole object of slowing 
down the English rate of scoring. 

The opening years of this century show an orgy of run-getting 
and drawn games, so formidable as to induce serious debate by the 
M.C.C. on the reforms desirable to restore a fairer balance be- 
tween bat and ball; a general meeting of the club agreed so to 
alter Law X. as  to make i t  no longer necessary for the ball to  
pitch straight to secure a verdict of 1.b.w. The majority, how- 
ever, though large, was not the two-thirds requisite for any alter- 
ation in the laws proper, and the M.C.C. contented itself with a 
ukase to the counties denouncing the over-preparation of pitches 
which, a t  this time, with the help of special clay-dressing-most 
noticeably Nottingham marl-and of binding solutions such as 
liquid manure, the groundsmen up and down the country had 
reduced to a fine art. This appeal by the M.C.C. met with 
considerable success. 

The heavy run-getting of this epoch is not, however, to  be put 
down mainly to the ease of the conditions; i t  was rather due to 
a generation of great batsmen-a striking number of them were 
amateurs-who triumphed over much varied and formidable 
bowling by methods a t  once more attractive, more versatile and 
more individualistic than obtain to-day. As a spectacle, English 
cricket has never been better than in the years 1900-1905. 

The next factor to  influence the game-and it  did so profoundly 
-was the so-called "googly" bowling, or the ar t  of bowling a t  a 
slow or, a t  the most, slow-medium pace, an off-break with what 
appeared to be a leg-break action. This bowling was invented by 
B. J. T. Bosanquet, first successfully exploited by him in Australia 
in the winter of 1903-04, learnt from him by his hliddlesex col- 
league, R. 0. Schwarz, who took the art with him to South Africa, 
there to see it brought to something like perfection by himself, 
G. A. Faulkner, A. E. Vogler and Gordon White. The bowling of 
these four men, whether on their native matting in 19oj, or as 
visitors in 1907 on our own turf wickets, created a real sensation: 
R. E.  Foster, the England captain in the Tests of that year, hailed 
Vogler as the most difficult bowler in the world, and both he and 
A. C. Maclaren expressed grave misgivings as to the effect of 
googly bowling on cricket generally, suggesting that the batsman, 
if not positively immobilized, would a t  least be limited to cramped 
defence. Fortunately the difficulty of combining the googly with a 
good length, due largely to the physical strain involved, proved 
too great for most who attempted it, though both England and 
Australia have since produced successful bowlers of this type- 
notably D. W. Carr, Freeman, Richmond and R.  Tyldesley in 
England; H. V. Hordern, A. A. Mailey and Grimmett in Australia. 

Nevertheless, the googly's influence on batting, if not decisive, 
has been considerable; it  has reinforced the tendency towards 
back-play already discernible before its advent, but on new and 
unfortunate lines. In  his anxiety to delay his stroke until the line 
of the break shall have declared itself, the batsman tended to play 
back even to the over-pitched ball, and to reinforce his bat with 
his legs as a second line of defence. Only too often he contracted 
the habit of moving back and across the wicket with the right foot, 
before he knew the length of the ball, facing down the pitch with 
both feet pointing towards the bowler. The initial position inevit- 
ably denied to him the use of left-arm, elbow and shoulder, and 
with them the possibility of making any strokes except those 
executed with the right forearm, ie., the jab, the hook and the 
glide. 

To  such a practice another factor besides the googly substan- 
tially contributed. Ever since Noah Mann, of Hambledon, there 
have been at intervals in cricket history, bowlers accredited with 
the gift of the "swerve," i.e., the gift of being able to  make the 
ball change the direction of its flight in the air; the claim was 
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made for Alfred Mynn in the ' ~ o s ,  and can be fully substantiated 
for Allen of Australia, Walter Wright of Kent, and Rawlin of 
Middlesex 50 years later, but such men had no idea how and why 
they swerved; then the American baseball pitchers developed 
the art, Albert Trott of Middlesex and M. A. Noble of Australia 
came under their influence, and before the first decade of the 
new century was ended, swerving was a common phenomenon in 
English cricket; most right-handers swerved from leg to off and 
bowled for catches in the slips, but some, such as the great pioneer 
of the style, J. B. King of Philadelphia, could swerve the ball in 
from the off, and the left-hand bowlers, such as Hirst and F. R. 
Foster, were often deadly with the new ball, supported as they 
were with a semi-circle of close-up fielders, known as leg-traps, 
ready to catch all edged or mishit balls. Some bowlers, notably 
Relf, Barnes and J. W. H. T. Douglas, could swerve either way, 
a t  least into a head wind. The ability to  continue to  swerve after 
the gloss begins to wear off the ball is contingent for most bowlers 
on one or more of such factors as a suitable breeze, a heavy atrnos- 
phere, favourable surroundings, e.g., trees. Contemporary, and in 
part connected with these developments, there came a much more 
intelligent and elastic use of the field; great tacticians, amongst 
whom the Australian captain Noble was unsurpassed, would study 
each batsman's strokes individually, and block them with an inner 
and an outer ring. The on-side became increasingly guarded. 

The combined influence of the googly and the swerve dominated 
English batting in the years immediately after the war with disas- 
trous effects; with very few exceptions the leading batsmen con- 
centrated on back-play, and the right-hand on-side strokes, aban- 
doning almost entirely the drive and the cut; the weakness of 
English bowling in that period encouraged them to believe in their 
method, but they were cruelly undeceived by their own helpless- 
ness before the pace of Gregory and Macdonald, and the accuracy 
of Armstrong of the 1921 Australian team. Since then English 
batting has been slowly achieving a reasonable compromise be- 
tween the new style and the old; it is undeniable that, under the 
influence of "unlimited" test match cricket in Australia and the 
yearly increasing rivalry and publicity of county cricket, the game 
is now less attractive as a spectacle than it  was. Admittedly the 
general level of defence, especially on difficult wickets, is greatly 
advanced, but first-class batting is much more stereotyped, and 
less versatile and adventurous. Fortunately there have still been 
a few-Hobbs, Woolley and Macartney in particular-to prove 
that genius cannot be fettered, and that it  is possible to master 
the new bowling without sacrificing the glamour and grace of the 
old batting; but for the most part, first-class cricketers, of whom 
all other cricketers are only too imitative, have subscribed to the 
modern doctrine that, even in a game, efficiency must decide. 

Some Records and Curiosities.-A list of a few outstanding 
cricket achievements, compiled by permission, mainly from Wis- 
den's Almanack ,  in first-class cricket may be interesting. 

The highest individual innings in a test match was W. R. Ham- 
mond's 336 not out v. New Zealand a t  Auckland (1932-33) ; six 
centuries in  successive innings in first-class cricket were made by 
C .  B. Fry in 1901; 16 centuries in one season of first-class 
cricket by J. B. Hobbs in 1925; 189 runs in 90 minutes by E.  
Alletson for Notts. v. Sussex a t  Brighton in 1911; 555 runs for  
a first wicket ~ar tnersh ip  by P.  Holmes and H. Sutcliffe for 
~ o r k s h i r e  v. Essex a t  Leyton in 1932; 3,518 runs in a season's 
first-class cricket by Hayward ( T )  in 1906. W. G. Grace, be- 
tween 1865 and 1908, scored 54,896 runs and took 2,876 wickets 
in first-class cricket. I n  1895, ~ i c h a r d s o n  (T) took 290 wickets, 
while in the second Australian tour (1880), F. R. Spofforth took 
391 wickets in  ~ n ~ l a n d ;  G. H.  Hirst in 1906 scored 2,385 i-uns 
and took 208 wickets. The feat of scoring over 1,000 runs 
and taking over IOO wickets in the same season has been ac- 
complished by Rhodes (W.) On different occasions. W. G. 
Grace played his first match for the Gentlemen v. the Players in 
186j and his last in 1906, scoring in these games 6,008 runs, with 
a n  average of 42.60, and taking 271 wickets for 18.78 runs each. 
F~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~  v ,  south ~ f ~ i ~ ~ ,  a t  ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ t ~ ~ ,  in 1912, T, J. 

Matthews took three wickets with successive balls in each inning 
-a feat without parallel in test matches. In  1896 A. D. Pougher 
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took five wickets for  runs for the M,C.C. and Ground v. 
Australians at Lord,s. In 1884 F. R. Spofforth took , wickets for 

runs for the ~~~~~~~i~~~ v. an England XI. at Birmingham. 
C. ~ l ~ t h ~  for ~~~t v. ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~  at ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  in 
1907, took I ,  wickets in one day. the of 1913, F, H. 
Huish, keeping wicket for Kent, took 102 wickets, catching 70 
men and stump;ng 32. ~h~ highest aggregate innings in first-class 
cricket is 1,107 runs scored by Victoria v. New South Wales a t  
~ ~ l b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in 1926-27. 

For many years A. C. Maclaren's 424 runs, scored for Lanca- 
shire against Somerset in 1895, held the record for a single innings 
score, but this has been three times exceeded: twice by W. H.  
Ponsford a t  Melbourne, in 1922-23 with 429 (Victoria v. Tas- 
mania), and in 1927-28 with 437 (Victoria v. Queensland) ; and by 
D. G. Bradman in 1929-30 with 452 not out (N.S.W. v. Queens- 
land a t  Sydney). Up to the end of the 1935 season ten players 
had loo or more centuries to  their credit, J. B. Hobbs7 total 
being the highest. 

The highest recorded indi\ridual score in any match is A. E. J. 
Collins's 628 in a junior house match a t  Clifton in 1899, his 
innings of 6 hrs. mins, being spread over five afternoons. 
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8 
4 
7 
5 
7 
8 
9 
6 

5 8 
3 
5 
j 
5 

10 

5 
10 

12  

11 

5 
4 
6 
3 
2 

Average 

18.05 
15.26 
14.37 
11.68 
15.60 

::::: 
18.27 
13.81 
14.28 
16.39 
15.12 
13.05 
16.32 
17.09 
14.97 
14.05 
I4'9I 

Average 

66.37 
61.03 
74.13 
67.81 
70.44 
55'15 
56.89 
69.10 

63.18 54.65 

78.67 
87.57 
58.80 
55.29 
75.67 
70'32 
79'57 
77.17 
96.96 
76.97 
69.04 
98.66 
77.60 
58.89 

Overs 

1976.1 
2039 
1691.1 
2427.2 
1618 

::?:: 
16705 
1 5 5 ~  
2003.1 
1565.5 
1 5 ~ 5  
1423.3 
1656.2 
1772.4 
1694.3 
1802.2 
I5I2.3 

Maidens 

423 
651 
463 

1127 
360 

381 
455 
818 
404 
505 
420 
526 
587 
472 
781 
478 



702 CRICKET 
Cricket f o r m  at a glance (1924). 

111. For Etymology, Origins and Earliest References: "H. P-T," 
Cricket's Cradle, Early Cricket, Old-Time Cricket, Cricket's Prime. 

IV. General History: H. S. Altham, A Iiistory o f  Cricket (1926), 
containing an extensive bibliography; E. V. Lucas, The  Hambledon 
M e n  (1907), includes Nyren's work; J. Pycroft, The  Cricket Field (ed. 
Ashley-Cooper, 1922) ; Chronicles o f  Cricket (1888) ; C. Box, English 
Game of Cricket (1877) ; W. G. Grace, Cricket (1891) ; W. W. Read, 
Annals of Cricket (1896) ; K. S. Ranjitsinhji, Jubilee Book of Cricket 
(1897) ; Cricket ("Country Life" Library, 1go3), admirably illus- 
trated; P. F. Warner, Imperial Cricket (1912) ; Cricket ("Badminton 
Library," 1920) ; F. Gale, Echoes from old Cricket Fields (1896). 

V .  Biographies: R. Daft, Kings of Cricket (1893) ; W. Caffyn, 7 1  not 
out (1899) ; A. Shaw, Alfred Shaw, Cricketer (1902) ; W. A. Bettes- 
worth, The  Mfalkers of Soutlzgate (1900) ; Old Ebor, Talks with Old 
English Cricketers (1900) ; Memorial Biography of W .  G.  Grace (pro- 
duced by the M.C.C., 1919); A. A. Lilley, Twenty-four Years of 
Cricket (1412) : Lord Harris. A Few Short Runs  (1421) : P. F. Warner. 
Cricket k8min~scences (1~26) and M y  cricket& kife ' (1~21) ; G. L: 
Jessop, A Cricketer's Log (1922) ; Lord Hawke, Recollections and 
Reminiscences (1924) ; G. Giffen, W i t h  Bat  and Ball (1898) ; F. 
Iredale, Thirty -Three Years' Cricket (1923) . 

VI. Technical: Lambert's Cricketer's Guide (1816) ; N. Felix, Felix 
o n  the Bat (184;) ; the "Jubilee" and the "Badminton books" on 
Cricket (op .  cit) ; C. B. Fry, Batsmanship (1912) ; G. W. Beldam and 
C. B. Fry, Great Batsmen (190j) ; and Great Bowlers and Fieldsmen 
(1907) ; M .  A. Noble, T h e  Game's the Thing (1926). The Fry and 
Beldam books consist of a magnificent collection of action photographs, 
acutely interpreted. 

VII. County Histories: R. S. Holmes, History of Yorkshire County 
Cricket, 1833-1903 (190.1) ; A. W. Pullin, History o f  Yorkshire County 
Cricket 1903-1923 (1924) ; F. S. Ashley-Cooper, Nottinghamshire 
Cricket aad Cricketers (1923) ; Lord Alverstone and C. W. Alcock, 
History o f  Surrey Cricket (1902) ; W. J. Ford, Middlesex County 
Cricket Club, 1864-1900 (1900); F. S. Ashley-Cooper, Middlesex 
County  Cricket Club, 1901-1920 (1921) ; Lord Harris, History of Kent 
County  Cricket (1go7), with Appendices 1910 and 1924; F. S. Ashley- 
Cooper, Sussez Cricket Champions (1902) ; S .  Santall, History of 
Warwickshire Cricket (1911). 

VIII. England v .  Australia: W. Sparks, Test Cricket (1922, Appen- 
dix, 192j), full statistics; P. F. Warner, H o w  we recovered the Ashes 
1903-4 (1904) ; P. F. Warner, England v. Australia, 1911-12 (1912) ; 
M .  A. Noble, Gilligan's M e n  (1925); P. F. Warner, Fight for the 
Ashes, 1926 (1926) ; M .  A. Noble, Those Ashes (1927). 

IX. Luckin, History of South African Cricket, 2 vols. (1914 and 
1927). 

X .  University Cricket: A. C. M .  Croome, Fi f ty  Years of Sfiort at 
Oxford and Cambridge (1912) ; P. F. Warner and F. S. Ashley-Cooper, 
Oxford and Cambridge at the Wicket  (1926) ; J .  D. Betham, Oxford 
and Cambridge Cricket Scores and Biographies (1905) ; W .  J. Ford, 
T h e  Cambridge University Cricket Club, 1820-1901 (1902). There is 
no history of the O.U.C.C. 

XI. School Cricket: F i f ty  Years o f  Sport at Eton, Harrow and Win-  
chester (1861-1921) ; F.  S. Ashley-Cooper, Eton  v .  Harrow at the 
Wicket  (1922) ; Sir Home Gordcn, Eton  v .  Harrow at L rd's (1926) ; 
C. E. S. Mason, Winchester College Matches 1825-98; A. G. Guille- 
mard, Rugby School Cricket Scores, 1831-93; R. W. Turnbull, Chel- 
tenham College Cricket 1855-1900; E. L. FOX, Clif ton College Cricket 
Records, 1863-1901 ; B. Ellis, Charterhouse Records, 1850-90; A. H. J .  
Cochrane, Repton Cricket, 1866-1905; W. S. Patterson, Sixty Years of 
Uppingham Cricket (1909). 

XII. Miscellaneous: F. S. Ashley-Cooper, Lord's and the M.C.C. 
(1920) ; F.  S. Ashley-Cooper, Cricket Highways and Byways (1927)  ; 
F. S. Ashlep-Cooper, Gentlemen v .  Players (1900) ; P. Trevor, Lighter 
Side of Cricket (1901) ; Neville Cardus, A Cricketer's Book (1922)  ; 
The best cricket novels are: H. G. Hutchinson, Peter Steele, the Crick- 
eter (1898) ; B. and C %. Frv, ".4 ,Mother's Son" (1907) and J .  C. 
Snaith, Wzllow, the King. The  Cricketer, edited b y  P. F. Warner, 
appears weekly through the season. (H. S. A.) 

CRICKET, a family (Gryllidnc, order Orthoptera) of jump- 
ing insects allied to the long-horned grasshoppers. The wings when 
folded form long slender filaments, which often reach beyond the 
extremity of the body, and give the appearance of a bifid tail, 
while in the male they are provided with a stridulating apparatus 
by which the well-known chirping sound is produced. The ab- 
domen of the female ends in a long slender ovipositor, which, 
however, is not exserted in the mole cricket. The house cricket 
(Gryllus domesticus) is greyish-yellow marked with brown. I t  
frequents houses, especially in rural districts, where its lively, if 
monotonous, chirp may be heard nightly in the neighbourhood of 
 he fireplace. I t  is particularly fond of warmth, and is thus fre- 
quently found in bakeries, where its burrows are often sunk to 
within a few inches of the oven. The field cricket (Gryllz~s cam- 
pestris) is larger and darker I t  burrows in the ground to a d e ~ t h  

of from 6 to 12 in., and in the evening the male sits a t  the mouth 
of its hole noisily stridulating until a female approaches, "when," 
says Bates, "the louder notes are succeeded by a more subdued 
tone, whilst the successful musician caresses with his antennae the 
mate he has won." The musical apparatus in this species con- 
sists of upwards of 130 transverse ridges on the under side of one 
of the nervures of the wing cover, which are rapidly scraped over 
a smooth, projecting nervure on the opposite wing. The female 
deposits her eggs-about 2 0 0  in number-on the ground and 
when hatched the nymphs, which resemble the perfect insect 
except in the absence of wings, form burrows for themselves in 
which they pass the winter. The mole cricket (Gryllotalpa 
vulgaris) owes its name to the striking analogy in its habits and 
structure to those of the common mole. I t s  body is thick and 
cylindrical in shape, and it  burrows by means of its front legs, 
which are short and greatly flattened out and thickened, with the 
outer edge partly notched so as somewhat to resemble a hand. I t  
prefers loose and sandy ground in which t o  dig its burrow con- 
sisting of a vertical shaft from which long horizontal galleries 
are given off; and in making those excavations it  does injury to 
gardens and vineyards by destroying the tender roots of plants, 
which form its principal food. I t  also feeds upon other insects, 
and even upon the weak of its own species in the absence of other 
food. The female deposits her eggs in a neat subterranean cham- 
ber, about the size of a hen's egg, and sufficiently near the surface 
to allow of the eggs being hatched by the heat of the sun. The 
mole cricket is rare in Britain but common in many other coun- 
tries. I n  Italy and N. Africa crickets are kept in cages for the 
sake of their notes. I n  China they are kept for the sport of 
cricket-fighting. (See ORTHOPTERA.) 

CRICKHOWELL, market town, Breconshire, Wales, in the 
south-east of the county on the left bank of the Usk guarding 
the northern exit of the road into the county between the Brecon 
Beacons and the Black mountains. Pop. rural dist. (1938) 6,514. 
The town is said to derive its name from Criig Hywel, an early 
fortress north-north-east of the town. The mediaeval castle, of 
which only a tower remains, probably dates from the Norman 
intrusion. Although tradition regards the manor of Crickhowell 
as a borough by prescription there are no records of its ever 
having possessed any municipal institutions. The region is wholly 
agricultural and although in touch with the Newport and Brecon 
canal, the little market town is off the main railway routes. In  
recent years (1918-28) communications have been much im- 
proved by the extended use of motor traffic. 

CRICKLADE, market town of Wiltshire, England, 9 mi. 
N.W. of Swindon, on the G.W.R. Pop. (1931) 1,378. Cricklade 
owed its importance in, Saxon times t o  its position a t  the passage 
of the Thames, and is mentioned in the Atzglo-Saxon Chronicle. 
I t  possessed a mint in the time of Edward the Confessor, and Wil- 
liam of Dover fortified a castle here in the reign of Stephen. In  the 
reign of Henry I11 a hospital dedicated t o  St. John the Baptist 
was founded. Cricklade was a borough by prescription a t  least as 
early as the Domesday Survey, and returned two members to par- 
liament from 1295 until the act of 1885. The borough was never 
incorporated, but certain liberties, including exernptlon i ~ o m  toll 
and passage, were granted by Henry I11 and confirmed by s~ic - 
cessive sovereigns. I n  1257 Baldwin de Insula obtained a gra,lt 
of a Thursday market, which later m7as much frequented by dealers 
in corn and cattle, and an annual three days' fair a t  the feast of 
St. Peter ad Vincula. During the 14th century Cricklade formed 
part of the dowry of the queens of England. 

The cruciform church of St. Sampson is mainly Perpendicular, 
with a fine ornate tower, and an old rood-stone in its churchyard. 
The small church of St. Mary has an Early English tower, Per- 
pendicular aisles and a Norman chancel arch. Pop. of rural dis- 
trict with U'ootton Bassett (1938) 11,230. Area, 71.8 sq.mi. 

CRIEFF, police burgh and parish, Perthshire, Scotland, capital 
of Strathearn, 173 mi. W. of Perth by the L.M.S.R. Pop. (1938, 
5,242. I t  occupies the southern slopes of a hill on the left bank 
of the Earn. I t s  climate is very healthy, the air being pure anc! 
dry, and it has recently become a health resort. I t s  charter is 
said to date from 1218, and it was the seat of the courts of the 
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earls of Strathearn till 1747, when heritable jurisdictions were 
abolished. A Runic sculptured stone, believed to be of the 8th 
century, and the old town cross stand in High street, but the great 
cattle fair, for which Crieff was once famous, was removed to 
Falkirk in 1770. I t  was probably in connection with this market 
that the "kind gallows of Crieff" acquired their notoriety, for 
they were mostly used for the execution of Highland cattle- 
stealers. Among the principal buildings are Morison's academy 
(founded in 1859), and Strathearn house, a hydropathic establish- 
ment built on an eminence a t  the back of the town, and itself 
sheltered by the Knock of Crieff (911 ft.). There is a distillery, 
and preserves are made. Drummond castle, about 3 m. S., is cele- 
brated for its gardens planned by the 2nd earl of Perth (d. 1662). 
They cover an area of 10 acres, are laid out in terraces, and illus- 
trate Italian, Dutch and French styles. The keep dates from 
1490, but much of the original building was demolished in 1689. 
The present structure was erected after the Jacobite rebellion. 

CRILE, GEORGE WASHINGTON (1864-1943), Ameri- 
can surgeon, was born in Chili, O., on Nov. 11, 1864. He graduated 
from Ohio Northern university, Wooster university medical school, 
and studied in London, Vienna and Paris. He was distinguished 
as a surgeon of the respiratory system, developed the nerve-block 
anaesthesia, and performed the first direct blood transfusion. He 
was a member of many American and European honorary socie- 
ties, and was awarded numerous prizes and medals. During World 
War I he was professional director and consultant of U.S. Base 
Hospital No. 4 in France, and was awarded the distinguished serv- 
ice medal. H e  was founder of the Cleveland Clinic foundation. H e  
died in Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 7, 1943. 

He is author of Surgical Shock (1897) ; Surgery of Respiratory 
Systewz (1899); Certain Problems Relating to Surgical Operations 
(1901) ; On the Blood Pressure in Surgery (1903) ; Hemorrhage and 
Transfusion (1909) ; Anemia and Resuscitation (1914); Nature of the 
Emotzons (1915); A Mechanistic View o f  War and Peace (1915); 
Man, An Adaptive Mechanisnz (1916) ; The Kinetic Drive (1916) ; 
A Physical Interpretation o f  Shock Exhaustion and Restoration 
(1921) ; The Thyroid Gland (with others) (1922) ; Notes on Military 
Surgery (1924) ; A Bipolar Interpretation of Living Processes (192j) ; 
Problfms zn Surg~ry  (1928) ; Diseases Peculiar to Civilized Man 
(1934); and The Phenonzena o f  Life (1936). 

CRILLON, LOUIS BALBIS DE BERTON DE (1543- 
1615), French soldier, called by Henry IV. "the bravest of the 
brave," was born a t  Murs in Provence. As a boy of 14 he joined 
the army of the duke of Guise and won distinction at  the capture 
of Calais and Guines and afterwards at, among other battles, those 
of Jarnac and Moncontour. At all these engagements Crillon 
was wounded. I n  1570, he went to serve with Don John of Aus- 
tria against the Turks, and though wounded at  the battle of 
Lepanto, was charged with carrying news of the victory to the 
pope and the French king. Crillon was in Paris during the mas- 
sacre of St. Bartholomew, which he strongly condemned. He 
took part, however, in the siege of La Rochelle, where he was 
wounded and although he was loyal to  Henry 111. in his struggle 
with the League, after the death of that king he gave his whole 
allegiance to  Henry IV. H e  fought a t  the battle of Ivry and was 
present a t  the siege of Paris. After the peace with Savoy was 
concluded Crillon retired to his estate and gave himself to  pious 
exercises. I t  is related of him that being present a t  church one 
day when the story of the Passion was being read, the old soldier 
became enraged at  hearing of the outrages which Christ had 
suffered, and drawing his sword cried out "Where were you then, 
Crillon?" Crillon, who was one o' the greatest captains of the 
16th century, died a t  Avignon on December 2 ,  1615. 

CRIME. Many attempts have been made to find an accurate 
definition of crime, such as "an anti-social act," "a failure or 
refusal to live up to the standard of conduct deemed binding by 
the rest of the community," and "some act or omission in respect 
of which legal punishment may be inflicted on the person who is 
in default whether by acting or omitting to  act." Under all these 
definitions the man who rides a bicycle without a light, or pulls 
the communication cord in a railway carriage as a stupid joke, is 
as much guilty of crime as the man who shoots a night watchman 
and runs away with the contents of the safe. Yet, if crime is de- 
fined as the commission of a grave offence, manslaughter is a crime 

ind men have been convicted of manslaughter for driving a ve- 
licle so carelessly as to  cause the death of another: the offence was 
lot  intentional and in the eye of the ordinary citizen the careless 
lriver is not a criminal. 

T h e  N a t u r e  of Crime.-That brings us t o  the motive; but 
?ere we encounter a new difficulty. Who can divine the secrets 
3f the heart] The only material on which our fallible human 
judgment can work is the act itself. The matter is further compli- 
cated by the question of responsibility, for a certain number oi 
persons who come before the criminal courts-probably not so 
large a number as is generally supposed-are mentally unstable, 
?ven if not certifiably insane. When we know so little of the secret 
temptations and the hidden faults of our intimate friends, how can 
we expect the criminal courts, which have not our advantage, to  
jo more than rough justice? As long as human nature remains 
what it  has always been, and what it will continue to be until the 
race disappears from the globe, that is all that human judges can 
ever do. Most of us have been guilty at  some time of an "anti- 
social act" and all of us, as we have confessed in places of wor- 
ship, deserve punishment. I t  is more difficult to  give an answer to  
the question "What is crime?" than it is to  reply to  the question of 
Pontius Pilate who expected no answer. 

Crime is not a fixed quantity. Certain acts such as apostasy, or 
the practice of witchcraft have been savagely punished in the 
past and are not now treated as crimes. The treacherous seduction 
of a wife under circumstances condemned in every moral code 
may be treated as a crime in one country and not in another. A 
y a v e  offence in one century may be a trivial offence in another. 
Every new invention, every new social combination, begets new 
forms of crime among those who use their wits t o  prey upon 
society. 

Punishment.-Nevertheless, though we cannot give any sat- 
isfactory definition, all of us know what Tive mean by "crime" and 
why we punish it. What is not so generally recognized is that the 
criminal is for the most part a man of like passions with ourselves, 
only less restrained, less prudent and far more unlut ky. Human 
society, even when it  was in a rudimentary state, tried to protect 
itself by punishink those who defied its customary law, not pri- 
marily as an act of retribution, but from a sense of compensation 
-an eye for a n  eye and a tooth for a tooth-and as  civilization ad- 
vanced, so did the theory of punishment as an instrument of deter- 
rence. I t  is to this principle that the barbarous punishments that 
persisted in civilized countries up to the end of the eighteenth 
century were principally due. 

I t  is now generally recognized that for punishment to  be 
effective in reducing crime, three conditions are necessary-all 
criminals must be caught, their punishment must be justly 
awarded and there must be no delay in carrying out the sentence. 
I t  was only the third of these conditions that primitive and me- 
diaeval society could achieve; it  is the condition which is in dan- 
ger of being lost sight of in many civilized communities. The first 
condition has not yet, and probably never will be, achieved a t  all. 
If detection and punishment were as certain as it  is that a hand 
thrust into the fire will be burned, one could count upon the fin- 
gers the number of persons who would adventure upon crime. 

During the centuries covered by history, no doubt for long be- 
fore history was written, a state of war has existed between the 
criminal and the forces of law and order, with fluctuating fortune, 
and whenever the criminal appeared to be victorious, the penalties 
exacted from those enemies of society who were unlucky enough 
to fall into the hands of authority became more savage in the vain 
hope that the majority-the undetected-might take warning and 
be deterred. The desecration of tombs in Ancient Egypt, then 
the most serious of all crimes, went on in spite of the atrocious 
punishments inflicted. 

The torture inflicted on accused persons up  to 150 years ago to 
extort confessions was not, as is commonly supposed, resorted to 
merely from cruelty, but was part of a judicial system which hesi- 
tated to execute condemned persons before they had confessed. 

Until quite late in the Christian era, the only conception of 
punishment for crime was death or the infliction of bodily pain. 
Under the Roman empire prisons were not places of punishment, 
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but were used only for detaining prisoners until they could be 
tried or executed. I n  the list of Roman penalties-death by hang- 
ing, by hurling from the Tarpeian rock, crucifixion, beheading, and 
drowning in the sack, exile or beating with rods-there is no men- 
tion of the carcer. According to the reasoning of that day, a 
man who had declared war upon society had forfeited his right to 
belong to it and was better out of the way: society was not called 
upon to pay for maintaining him upon the doubtful chance that 
his nature might be regenerated. I t  was in the monastic system of 
the early Christian church that the idea of imprisonment first took 
root. The church attached great importance to solitude as a first 
condition of penitence. Solitude was the inspiration of the mon- 
astic system. "Solitary confinement," as we understand the words, 
dates from the detrzlsio in monasterium of the old Canonical Law. 
When the French had the machinery for keeping people in prison, 
they used their prisons for secluding persons obnoxious to the 
court under lettres de cacket. The Declaration of the Rights of 
Man enunciated in I 789 contained the first suggestion of a meth- 
odical system of imprisonment for lawbreakers, which appeared 
in the French code of 1791. Beccaria had already published his 
treatise against arbitrary and savage penalties and had insisted that 
punishments should be limited to what was necessary for the de- 
fence of the community. Before his day there had been sporadic 
experiments in Europe. I n  1593 the Protestants in Amsterdam had 
built a prison for women who were to  be reformed by regular 
work and religious influences. Experiments of the same kind were 
made in Germany and the Hanseatic towns. I n  I 703 Pope Clem- 
ent XI. had built the famous prison of St. Rilichel for young pris- 
oners, and later in the century the cellular prison, which evoked 
the admiration of John Howard, was built a t  Ghent. 

T h e  m o d e r n  pr i son  system in E n g l a n d  dates from Jeremy 
Bentham and John Howard. Prison reform was older than the 
reform of English penal laws of which Sir Samuel Romilly said 
as late as 1817 "The laws of England are written in blood." The 
savagery of the French criminal law was swept away by the Revo- 
lution, but more than twenty years later, men and women were 
being executed in England for thefts of more than forty shillings 
in value. This conservatism was due in part to a disinclination to 
copy the methods of our enemies, but there was also the feeling 
that unless criminals could be terrorized into good behaviour, they 
would become the masters of society; as is always the case in com- 
munities with a defective police organization. The criminal, and 
especially the highwayman, was a popular hero; the class from 
which he sprang was a t  war with those who possessed property 
and was glad to shield offenders from a law so sanguinary and 
pitiless; the lives of the working class in cities were not such as 
to attract the adventurous, and though to "cut a dash" on the 
highway generally brought a man to Tyburn before he was twen- 
ty-five, he took his last ride in the cart under the admiring eye of 
the only audience whose opinion he valued, and strutted into Eter- 
nity. The policy of terror failed as it  has always failed. During 
the last decade of the 18th century the annual depredations upon 
property lying in the Thames amounted to the value of more than 
half a million sterling, and the highways near London were so 
unsafe for mail coaches that the Government had a force of 
mounted patrols to  escort the coaches to their destination. 

Jeremy Bentham did not approach the problem from the hu- 
manitarian standpoint: there was no sentiment about his "Pan- 
opticon," which was a prison so planned as to give the maximum 
security against escape with the minimum of expenditure of staff. 
His plan was to educate, to classify and to provide for the dis- 
charged prisoner, but its main purpose was to prevent crime by 
discovering and removing its causes. H e  laid, in fact, the founda- 
tion of our modern system. Bentham lived before his time. He 
found few converts in the England of his day, which Lecky de- 
scribed as standing high in political, industrial and intellectual 
eminence, but "ranked in the treatment of crime and of prisoners 
shamefully below the average of the Continent." 

John Howard was a reformer of a different mould. "He sur- 
veyed all Europe," said Burke, "not to view the sumptuousness 
of palaces, but to survey the mansions of sorrow and of pain; to 
collect the distresses of men in all countries. His plan was orig- 

inal and full of genius as of humanity: it was a voyage of dis- 
covery." Howard had himself been captured by a French pri- 
vateer and interned in a dungeon at  Brest where his experiences 
had sunk deep into his mind. His book, Tlze State o f  Priso?zs at 
Home and Abroad, published a t  his own expense in  a provincial 
town, awakened the public conscience to the scandal and disgrace 
of our penal system. 

The criminal was gaining on the gallows and the population of 
Great Britain was then under nine millions. I t  was thus that trans- 
portation came into being. I n  the reign of Charles 11. the moss- 
troopers of the Border had been transported to North America. 
In  the Bloody Assize of 1685, Judge Jeffreys sentenced no less 
than 841 persons to slavery on the plantations. When the United 
States became independent, Australia and Bermuda provided a 
new outlet, but by 1852, Great Britain was compelled to "consume 
her own smoke." 

Serious crimes may be the result of passion, impulse or pre- 
meditation; they may be committed to escape from threatened 
ruin, or crime may be deliberately adopted as a profession. Ex- 
perience has shown that the professional criminal is morally fa r  
worse than the accidental, and that the murderer from passion is 
less dangerous t o  the community than the hardened thief. If all 
were detected and caught, there would be no professional crim- 
inals and it would not matter what punishments were awarded; 
the certainty of punishment would be an effective deterrent. I t  
is indeed uncertain how far  severity of punishment affects the 
statistics of crime. I n  the early 'sixties there was a sudden rise in 
the figures and this was ascribed to the leniency of prison treat- 
ment. This was tightened up  and the figures fell, but it  is far from 
certain that the one had anything to do with the other. The crime 
of garroting ten years later was said to have been put down by 
the award of corporal punishment for highway robbery, but this, 
too, may be doubted. What is certain a t  least is that delay in the 
execution of punishment-either through facilities for criminal 
appeals, or delays in adjudication-does foster lawlessness, and 
this mistaken form of humanitarianism is a by-product of civ- 
ilization in some of our modern States. 

Anomalies.-The history of the movement of crime discloses 
anomalies that are impossible to  explain; the lines of particular 
offences do not follow gentle curves upward or downward, but are 
subject to sudden leaps with corresponding falls as the years go 
by. Probably the imitative instinct in criminals has much to do 
with these fluctuations; one sensational crime widely reported in 
the newspapers produces others of the same kind. How far the 
so-called "crook" films affect the problem is a matter of dispute: 
it is certain that since their exhibition in the Far East, young 
native criminals equipped with masks, safe-breaking implements 
and automatic pistols have come into being. But some of the fluc- 
tuations seem to defy explanation. During the last five years there 
has been a dramatic rise in  homicides all over the Malay Penin- 
sula, generally unconnected with dacoity or robbery, but rather 
as the result of sudden passion. After the Napoleonic wars there 
was a striking increase of crime in England and during the World 
N a r  this was quoted to prepare the world for a similar phenom- 
enon after the Peace; but there was no increase in crimes of vio- 
lence; rather the contrary. 

Many writers on crime have been betrayed into taking the 
prison statistics as a basis for their arguments, but these figures 
depend solely upon the efficiency of the police and the criminal 
courts. The only real material for comparison is the number of 
crimes reported to the police and figures of these are not accessible 
for comparison in all countries. 

In  Britain the apparent decrease of crime that followed the 
World War was due to causes independent of the moral well-being 
of the community. The Borstal system for the treatment of young 
offenders and the Probation Act had come into force a few years 
before the outbreak of war, and both have undoubtedly had some 
influence in reducing the volume of professional crime, though it 
is not to be supposed that the reduction in the daily average of per- 
sons undergoing imprisonment signifies that crime is progressively 
waning. The total daily average of the prison population in Eng- 
land and Wales has fallen by nearly half what it was in the last 
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years before the World War, and 2 9  prisons have been closed. 
Since petty offences are often the product of want, the unemploy- 
ment dole has no doubt had some influence on the figures. Never- 
theless, a scrutiny of the criminal statistics of the last fifty years 
will show that there is a tide in crime, and that it  is unwise to  
found arguments upon the level a t  low water. The tide is apt t o  
turn as it did when it  reached the high water mark of the first 
decade of the 20th century. 

B I B L I ~ c R . ~ P I I Y . - B ~ c c ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Crimes and Punishments; G .  Aschaffen- 
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parmelee, Criminology (1918) ; W .  Healy, The Individual Delinquent 
(1915) ; E. H. Sutherland, Criminology (1924) ; W .  Blackstone, Com- 
mentaries on the Laws of England (vol. iv.) ; J. F. Stephen, A History 
o f  the Criminal Lato of England (188~) ; C. S. Kenny, Outlitzes of 
Criminal Law (1926). (B. T.) 

CRIMEA (anc. TAURIS or TAURIC CHERSONESE), called by 
the Russians by the Tatar name Krym or Crim, an A.S.S.R. in 
the Russian republic, created by decree in Oct. 1921, forming a 
peninsula on the north side of the Black sea, with the mainland of 
which it is connected by the Isthmus of Perekop (3-4m. across). 
I t  extends for  zoom. between 44" 23' and 46" 10' N., and IIom. 
between 32" 30' and 36" 40' E. I t s  area is 25,775 sq. kilometres. 
Pop. (1926) 700,027; urban, 291,640 and rural, 408~387, mainly 
Russians and Crimean Tatars, the latter much modified by racial 
intermixture with Greek, Turkish and other elements. The popu- 
lation has declined by about ~oo,ooo in the last 30 years. 

I t s  coasts are washed by the Black sea, except on the north-east, 
where is the Sivash or Putrid sea, a shallow lagoon separated from 
the Sea of Azov by the Arabat spit of sand. The shores are broken 
on the west side of the Isthmus of Perekop by the Bay of Kar- 
kinit; on the south-west by the open Bay of Kalamita, on the 
shores of which the allies landed in 1854, with the ports of Eupa- 
toria, Sevastopol and Balaklava; by  the Bay of Arabat on the 
north side of the Isthmus of Yenikale or Kerch; and by the Bay of 
Kaffa or Feodosiya (Theodosia), with the port of that name, on 
the south side of the same. The south-east coast is flanked at  a 
distance of 5 to 8m. from the sea by a parallel range of mountains, 
the Yaila-dagh or Alpine Meadow mountains, and these are 
backed, inland, by secondary parallel ranges; but 75% of the re- 
maining area consists of high arid prairie lands, a southward con- 
tinuation of the Pontic steppes, which slope gently north-west- 
wards from the foot of the Yaila-dagh. The main range of these 
mountains shoots up abruptly from the deep floor of the Black 
sea to  an altitude of 2,000 to 2,5ooft., beginning at the south-west 
extremity of the peninsula, Cape Fiolente (anc. Parthenium), 
supposed to have been crowned by  the temple of Artemis in which 
Iphigeneia officiated as priestess. On the higher parts of this range 
are numerous flat mountain pastures (Turk. yailas), which, except 
for their scantier vegetation, are analogous to the aimetz of the 
Swiss Alps, and are crossed by various passes (bogaz), of which 
only six are available as carriage roads. In  this range are the peaks 
of Demir-kapu or Kemal-egherek (5,04oft.), Roman-kosh (5,060 
f t . ) ,  Chatyr-dagh (5,oooft.), and Karabi-yaila (3,975ft.). The sec- 
ond parallel range, I ,  joo to r,gooft., forms steep crags to the 
south-east and a gentle slope towards the north-west. In  the 
former slope are thousands of small caverns, probably inhabited 
in prehistoric times; and several rivers pierce the range in pic- 
turesque gorges. A valley, 10 to 12m. wide, separates this range 
from the main range, while another valley 2 to gm. across separates 
it from the third parallel range, 500 to 8 j o  feet. Evidences of a 
fourth and still lower ridge can be traced towards the south-west. 
Short streams, none of them anywhere navigable, form mountain 
cascades in spring, e.g., the Chernaya, Belbek, Kacha and Alma, 
to the Black sea, and the Salghir, with its affluent, the Kai-a-su, to  
the Sivash lagoon. 

C l i m a t e  and Flora.-In climate and vegetation there exist 
marked differences between the open steppes and the south- 
eastern littoral, sheltered by the Yaila-dagh. The former, although 
grasses and Liliaceae grow on them in great variety and luxuriance 
in the early spring, become completely parched by July and 

August, when the air is filled with clouds of dust. High winds pre- 
vail, and snowstorms, hailstorms and frost. Parts of the steppes 
are impregnated with salt, or studded with saline lakes. Water is 
scarce, and mainly obtained by sinking artesian wells. Kurgans or 
burial-mounds of the ancient Scythians remain on the steppe. 
Behind the Yaila-dagh the narrow strip of coast and the slopes of 
the mountains are smothered with greenery. This Russian Riviera 
stretches all along the south-east coast from Cape Sarych (ex- 
treme south) to Feodosiya (Theodosia), and is studded with sum- 
mer sea-bathing resorts-Alupka, Yalta, Gursuv, Alushta, Sudak, 
Theodosia. Numerous Tatar villages, mosques, monasteries, for- 
mer palaces of the Russian imperial family and Russian nobles, 
now used as sanatoria and rest homes for workers from all parts 
of the U.S.S.R., and picturesque ruins of ancient Greek and 

fortresses underwoods of and 
other nuts, groves of bays, cypresses, mulberries, figs, olives and 
pomegranates, vineyards, tobacco plantations, and gardens gay 
with all sorts of flowers. The higher slopes of the mountains are 
thickly clothed with forests of oak, beech, elm, pines, firs and 
other Coniferae. I n  the south-east there have become acclimatized 
such plants as magnolias, oleanders, tulip trees, bignonias, myrtles, 
camellias, mimosas and many tender fruit-trees. The vineyards 
produce wine of a good quality and fruits grow in abundance, 
especially cherries, apples and pears. I n  some winters the moun- 
tains are covered with snow, but snow seldom falls to  the south of 
them. The heat of summer is moderated by breezes off the sea, 
and the nights are cool and serene; the winters are mild and 
healthy. Fever and ague prevail in the lower-lying districts for 
a few weeks in autumn. Dense fogs occur sometimes in March, 
April and May, but seldom penetrate inland. The rainfall is every- 
where scanty; it  varies greatly, however, from year to  year; e.g., 
at  Simferopol from 7.5 to 26.4in. per annum. Of the whole area, 
35% is under cultivation, and 2% of this is garden, vineyard and 
tobacco cultivation. Winter wheat 49.1%, barley 31.9% and oats 
13.6% are the chief crops. Of summer crops maize occupies the 
chief place, together with melons, cucumbers, flax and millet. 
The Yaila mountain area affords pasture for sheep and cattle. 

Industries.-Iron is mined in the Kerch peninsula and ex- 
ported to the Ukrainian factories and salt is exported especially 
from Lake Sakch near Eupatoria. Porphyry and limestone are also 
exported. Fish abound all around the coast, such as red and grey 
mullet, herring, mackerel, turbot, soles, plaice, whiting, bream, 
haddock, pilchard, a species of pike, whitebait, eels, salmon and 
sturgeon. Industries include shipbuilding, flour-mills, ironworks, 
jam and pickle factories, soap-works and tanneries. The Crimean 
Tatars are peasants noted for their leather, wool and metal work. 
A railway, coming from Kharkov, crosses the peninsula from north 
to south, terminating a t  Sevastopol and sending off branch lines to  
Theodosia, Kerch and Eupatoria. The chief towns (q.v.) are Sim- 
feropol, the capital, the important naval station and trading port 
of Sevastopol, the ports of Eupatoria, Theodosia, Kerch and 
Yalta, a health resort on the south-east coast. 

History.-The earliest inhabitants of whom we have any 
authentic records were the Celtic Cimmerians, who were expelled 
by the Scythians during the 7th century B.C. A remnant, who took 
refuge in the mountains, became known subsequently as the Tauri. 
I n  that same century Greek colonists began to settle on the 
coasts, e.g., Dorians from Heraclea a t  Chersonesus, and Ionians 
from hliletus at  Theodosia and Panticapaeum (also called Bos- 
porus). Two centuries later (438 B.c.)  the archon or ruler of the 
last-named assumed the title of king of Bosporus, a State which 
maintained close relations with Athens, supplying that city with 
wheat and other commodities. The last of these kings, Paerisades 
V., being hard pressed by the Scythians, put himself under the 
protection of Mithridates VI., king of Pontus, in 114 B.C. After 
the death of this latter sovereign his son Pharnaces, as a reward 
for assistance rendered to the Romans in their war against his 
father, was (63 B.c.) invested by  Pompey with the kingdom of 
Bosporus. I n  15 B.C. it was once more restored to the king of 
Pontus, but henceforward ranked as a tributary State of Rome. 
During the succeeding centuries the Crimea was overrun or occu- 
pied successively by the Goths (A.D. 250), the Huns (376), the 
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Khazars (8th century), the Byzantine Greeks ( I O I ~ ) ,  the Kip- 
chaks ( ~ o j o ) ,  and the hfongols (1237). In  the 13th century the 
Genoese destroyed or seized the settlements which their rivals the 
Venetians had made on the Crimean coasts, and established them- 
selves a t  Eupatoria, Cembalo (Balaklava), Soldaia (Sudak) and 
Kaffa (Theodosia), flourishing trading towns, which existed down 
to the conquest of the peninsula by the Ottoman Turks in 1475. 
Meanwhile the Tatars had got a firm footing in the northern and 
central parts of the peninsula as early as the 13th century, and 
after the destruction of the Golden Horde by Tamerlane they 
founded an independent khanate under a descendant of Jenghiz 
Khan, who is known as Hadji Ghirai. H e  and his successors 
reigned first a t  Solkhat (Eski-krym), and from the beginning of 
the I j th  century at  Bakhchi-sarai. But from 1478 they ruled as 
tributary princes of the Ottoman empire down t o  1777, when, 
having been defeated by Suv6rov, they became dependent upon 
Russia, and finally in 1783 the whole of the Crimea was annexed 
to the Russian empire. The Crimean War of 18 54-56 is treated of 
under a separate article. At various times, e.g., after the acquisi- 
tion by Russia, after the Crimean War of 18 54-56, and in the first 
years of the 20th century, Crimean Tatars emigrated in large 
numbers to  the Ottoman empire. (See  also BOSPORUS CIMME- 
RIUS, and RUSSIA: Bibliography.) 

See Sir Evelyn Wood, The Crimea in  1854 and 1894 (1895);  

E.  H. Minns, Scythians and Greeks (1913) ; M. Roztovtzeff, Iralzzans 
and Greeks i n  South Russza (1922). 

CRIMEAN WAR. The causes of the Crimean War, in 
which Great Britain and France, allies for the first time for two 
centuries, drifted into war with Russia, were involved if not ob- 
scure. Russia, to  whom popular opinion of the times, in flat de- 
fiance of history, attributed a power in arms little short of invinci- 
bility, continued to pursue the policy of expansion towards Con- 
stantinople laid down for her in  the legendary will of Peter the 
Great, and early in 1853 seized the opportunity of a petty re- 
ligious quarrel about "a few Greek priests," to arrogate t o  herself 
the unofficial but lucrative r61e of protector of the Orthodox 
Christians in partibus injidelium, as a preliminary to an eventual 
reversion of the bulk of the estate of ("the sick man," as her 
ruler, tsar Nicholas I., believed Turkey to be.) This line of policy 
brought her in sharp opposition in the first place to England, who 
saw in a Russian occupation of Constantinople a potential threat 
to the overland route to  India too formidable t o  be countered 
even by  the possession of Egypt, which the tsar was ready to 
bestow on her as the reward of complicity. Nicholas, moreover, 
on the day when he preferred to address the newly-crowned em- 
peror of France as a friend rather than as a brother, had raised 
up for  himself another and more implacable enemy. Napoleon 
111. was too good a son of the Catholic Church to acquiesce in 
the Russian claims to special treatment for Orthodox Christianity 
in the Ottoman empire; too much a Bonaparte not to  wish to re- 
venge 1812 and the occupation of Paris; and too uncertain of his 
new throne not to welcome a successful war, that first and last 
thought of an insecure dynasty. The emperor of Austria too, 
who owed it  to  the tsar's military aid in 1849 that he still sat on 
the throne of his fathers, was so nervous of Russia's advance in 
the Balkans that he was prepared to astonish Europe by his 
ingratitude and take the side of France and Britain. Amid all 
these jealous and suspicious rivals Turkish diplomacy pursued a 
sure but tortuous course, in large measure directed from behind 
the scenes by the British ambassador, Stratford de Redcliffe, an- 
other man of whom the tsar had made a powerful personal enemy, 
and to a greater degree than any other individual the author of 
the Crimean War. A Russian ultimatum was delivered and 
politely rejected by the Turks. A European congress met and 
arrived a t  a solution of the problem which no one understood, 
and no one but the tsar accepted; and in July 1853 Russia mobil- 
ized and her armies occupied the portion of Turkey lying north 
af the Danube. A few weeks later a Russian fleet attacked and 
destroyed a Turkish squadron in the Black sea, despite the pres- 
ence of French and British warships in the Bosporus. After 
this, war, though still long in coming, was inevitable; and by 
March 1854 France and Britain found themselves in alliance 

with each other against Russia. 
I n  Jan. 1854, as soon as the Allies had decided that the Otto- 

man empire must be protected against the tsar, Sir John Bur- 
goyne, an engineer officer, had been sent to elaborate a scheme 
for the defence of Constantinople, and gave it as his opinion that 
this could best be done by fortifying Gallipoli. R4arshal Vail- 
lant, the French minister of war, another engineer, concurred, 
and the Crimean War began ominously, as far as the Allies were 
concerned, as a defensive war. But in  war one cannot defend 
unless one is attacked, and before the French and British expe- 
ditionary forces had completed their assembly a t  Varna on the 
western shore of the Black sea, it  became clear that they would 
not be attacked; for Russia, in obedience to the ungrateful pres- 
sure of Austria, drew back her army from the captured trans- 
Danube provinces, thus leaving the Allies apparently no casus 
belli. But it  is easier to let loose the dogs of war than to catch 
and kennel them again. The expeditionary forces could not be 
left a t  Varna, where there had broken out a severe cholera epi- 
demic. Nor was either France or England prepared to bring 
home troops without something attempted, if not done; so there 
came up the question of the invasion of the Crimean peninsula, 
on the southern coast of which was situated Sevastopol, Rus- 
sia's only naval base in the Black sea. 

This distinctly formidable enterprise was certainly undertaken, 
like another and more formidable one, d coeur le'ger. Little was 
known of the country; as  Prince Albert most sensibly put it, 
"the first difficulty is the absence of all information as to the 
Crimea itself." Even the more volatile French court realized this; 
the great h'apoleon was consulted by means of a planchette; two 
sketches of Sevastopol and Balaklava by Raffet were carefully 
studied as  the possible basis of a plan of campaign; and the great 
strategical authority, Jomini, was sought out in the Cafe' Anglais, 
where, despite the cheerfulness of his surroundings, he could only 
prophesy disaster. The British cabinet however, observing froin 
a cursory glance of the map that the Crimea was a peninsula, con- 
ceived that there could be nothing easier than for the British 
fleet to cut it off from the mainland by commanding the isthmus 
with its guns-nor could there have been but for the fact subse- 
quently discovered, that the depth of the sea on either side of 

I I i 
M A P  OF OPERATIONS R O U N D  SEVASTOPOL D U R I N G  C R I M E A N  WAR,  
1853-1856 
The siege of Sevastopol ended i n  the All ies entering, on Sept. 9, 1855, a 
burning, empty city, in the defence of which the Russians had lost 102,670 
men 

this isthmus was little more than two or three feet. The decisive 
despatch authorizing the attack on the Crimea, and impressing on 
its recipient the importance of selecting favourable weather. was 
sent by the British cabinet to  Lord Raglan, the commander-in- 
chief, on June 29; Marshal St. Arnaud, his colleague, received the 
less precise but probably no less helpful instructions "to act as 
circumstances might require." On July 18, therefore, the allied 
generals and admirals held a council of war, a t  which the invasion 
of the Crimea was decided on. 

The British commander, Lord Raglan, the Fitzroy Somerset of 
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the Peninsular War, had seen no service since 1815, and had spent 
most of his time a t  the Horse Guards: a courtly and polished 
gentleman, his chief merit was that, despite his incurable habit 
throughout the campaign of referring to his enemy as "the 
French," he was admirably adapted to lessen the friction inevi- 
table in  coalition wars. His French colleague, St. Arnaud, had had 
a variegated career. H e  had distinguished himself in Algeria a t  
the siege of Constantine, and had helped to engineer the GOUP 
d'ktat which placed Napoleon 111. on the throne. At the opening 
of the campaign, however, he was already stricken with a mortal 
sickness. Omar Pasha, the Turkish commander, who had seen 
much service in the Near East, was the most experienced soldier 
of the three. The most remarkable thing about the British divi- 
sional generals was their age; all with the exception of the duke 
of Cambridge were approaching 70, and were of the stock and 
pipeclay school. 

On Sept. 7 the combined forces embarked at  Varna, 57,000 in 
all, the largest expedition that had ever set out for war overseas. 
The "Caradoc," having on board Raglan, Burgoyne and Brown, 
preceded the flotilla to look for a likely landing place and steamed 
so close to the Crimean coast that Russian officers could be seen 
looking a t  her through their telescopes, and "on perceiving this 
the English officers took off their hats and bowed." The Rus- 
sian governor of Eupatoria, close to which the Allies decided to 
land, was equally punctilious; on receiving the formal summons 
to surrender, he first fumigated the document, then read it, m d ,  
realizing that he must yield to superior numbers, insisted that the 
British and French troops on landing must consider themselves 
in strict quarantine. The disembarkation took place unopposed, 
and without a hitch. 

The English army a t  this time knew neither training nor 
manoeuvres outside the barrack square; the "picnics" in Surrey, 
as field days were then called, had taught it little or nothing. I t s  
generals were, as Lord Wolseley said of those of Wellington's 
day, "mostly duffers" but the men were of that tough stolid 
stock whose "phlegm" throughout the Peninsula and at  Waterloo 
had never admitted defeat. Whereas in England the army had 
been hidden away, in France i t  had been paraded; and French 
dash and English solidity made a formidable combination. The 
Russian army was ever behind the times. The regiment belonged 
to the colonel, not the colonel to  the regiment; peculation and 
corruption were rife in all branches; and its tactics were still 
based on Suvorov's motto, "The bullet's a fool, the bayonet's a 
fine boy." The Russian soldier was armed with a smooth bore, 
while the Allies had the Mini6 rifle; and so indifferent a marks- 
man was he that a t  the Alma the men in the rear rank fired over 
the heads of those in the front. His obstinate courage was, how- 
ever, proverbial, and his priests with the ikons accompanied him 
on to the battlefield to  encourage him to fight to  the death. 

The advance towards Sevastopol, about 3om. away, began on 
Sept. 19, the French on the right next to  the sea, the British in- 
land; the French complained-not for the first or the last time 
in history-of British slowness. Xext day the battle of the Alma 
was fought. As no combined plan of attack on the Russian posi- 
tion behind the Alma river had been arranged beforehand, co- 
operation between the Allies was conspicuous by its absence, and 
they fought two actions side by  side. An attempt to turn the left 
of the enemy line miscarried, so the battle degenerat& into a 
purely frontal attack which was eventually successful in establish- 
ing itself on the Russian position. Generalship was equally absent 
on the side of the Russians where "no one received any orders 
and every man did what he thought best." The steady advance of 
the British up the slope across the river made an unforgettable 
impression on the French general, Canrobert; they went for- 
ward, he said, "as though they were in Hyde Park!" Some years 
later, a t  a Court ball in Paris given in honour of Queen Victoria 
and the Prince Consort, as he watched the careful precision with 
which Her  Majesty went through the complicated manoeuvres 
of a quadrille, never faltering, never missing a step, memories 
of the Alma came back t o  him, and he cried "The British fight 
as Victoria dances." 

The battle was an Allied victory, but as the French cavalry had 

not yet been landed and Raglan was resolved "to keep his in a 
band box," there was no pursuit. Two days were spent in burying 
the dead and evacuating the wounded to the fleet, as no provision 
for their care had been made. On the 23rd, the advance was 
resumed, and on the 2 j th  the English, much to their astonishment, 
all but collided with a Russian column marching a t  right angles 
to their front. Menschikoff, the Russian commander believing 
that the Allies would attack Sevastopol from the north side, was 
moving the bulk of his army out of the fortress towards Bak- 
shiserai, in order to  keep open his communications with the main- 
land. The Allies had no maps of the Crimea, and those in pos- 
session of the Russians were so indifferent that one regiment, 
after marching steadily for the whole of the zoth, finally found 
itself back in front of Sevastopol. Todleben, Niel and Lord 
Wolseley have all argued that Sevastopol must have fallen an 
easy prey to an immediate Allied attack; Burgoyne and Hamley 
held the contrary opinion. The attempt was not made and the 
Allies marched solemnly round the fortress and sat down to be- 
siege it  in due form, so "playing," as Lord Wolseley said, "into 
the Russians' hands." 

The British took the right or eastern flank of the line, as their 
fleet had already taken possession of the harbour of Balaklava, 
the only one on the south coast, believed fit for use as a base. 
How fateful and fatal was their choice the coming winter was 
to  show. The French on the left established their base at  Ka- 
miesch. Scarcely had the armies got into position than St. Arnaud 
died, and the command passed to Canrobert, a soldier of high 
character and great personal charm, though to the English he 
"appeared with his gestures and grimaces like a play actor"; a 
more serious defect was that he always thought so much was to  
be said on both sides of any question that he could never make 
up his mind which side had most to  be said for it. 

The fortifications of Sevastopol had been rendered formidable 
by Todleben, the chief engineer in  thc fortress, and ships sunk 
by the Russians in the harbour mouth rendered i t  difficult for 
the fleet to co-operate in  the attack. The Allied bombardment 
opened on Oct. 17, but no assault followed, and a week later the 
Russian field army made its first essay a t  relieving the fortress 
by a sudden attack on the British right and rear aimed at  Balak- 
lava. Their onset was checked by a brilliant charge of the Heavy 
Cavalry Brigade but unfortunately in the first stage of the action 
some Turkish batteries were overrun and captured, and Raglan, 
faithful as ever to the tradition of Wellington who "never lost a 
British gun," sent orders by an aide-de-camp, Nolan, to  the Light 
Cavalry Brigade t o  retake them. Xolan, who was a cavalry 
fanatic, and firmly believed in the omnipotence of that arm on 
the battlefield, so fulfilled his mission a s  to  launch the brigade 
in quite a different direction-straight a t  the Russian artillery in 
position. The charge took place, one of the most heroic and use- 
less episodes in English military history; and the battle ended, 
on the whole t o  the advantage of the Russians, who had cut the 
only good road between the British and their base a t  Balaklava. 
A few days later, on Nov. 5 ,  another vigorous blow fell, this 
time a t  the junction of the British siege corps and their covering 
army on Inkerman heights. Thick fog veiled the field, prevented 
either Russian or Allied commanders from exercising such talents 
for generalship as they possessed, and reduced the battle t o  a 
pounding match between the soldiery. The aid rendered by the 
French proved invaluable a t  the crisis. The Russian masses 
ebbed sullenly back, and the armies settled down to a winter of 
siege warfare. 

The horror, misery and suffering of that winter are, as regards 
the British, too well known to need detailed description here; 
Russell and other "low and grovelling" war correspondents with 
the army told the terrible tale in full in their despatches, and if, 

1 as the soldiers said, the information they gave was as useful t o  1 the enemy as any that an army of spies could have furnished, they 
aroused people a t  home to a belated realization of the fatal conse- 
quences of sending out men to fight without taking forethought 
as  to  how they were to  be fed, clothed, warmed and cared for. 
The French lost even more men from disease, but their more 
docile press was too effectively muzzled for any whisper of this 
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fact to  get out. The plight of the Russians was the worst of all; 
the sufferings of the garrison in Sevastopol and of the army in 
the field were terrible enough, but were as nothing to those of the 
unhappy recruits sent forward to the front from the interior; two 
out of every three of these last named perished by the wayside of 
sickness or starvation. 

The British situation, which became serious immediately after 
the loss of their supply ships in the great storm on Nov. 14, was 
rendered acute by the loss of the paved road from Balaklava to  
the army; it  was said that of the 3,ooom. from Plymouth to the 
British camp it was these last six that offered almost insuperable 
difficulties. Before the end of the year there were 8,000 men siclr, 
and less than half the army was fit for service; while the state of 
the hospitals was such as to increase rather than diminish the 
suffering of those who reached them and to tend to death rather 
than cure. I t  was not till the coming of Florence Nightingale- 
"the angel with the lampn-that these hospitals attained some 
degree of efficiency, and it  was not till the coming of spring, and 
with it ample supplies and necessaries from home, that the Brit- 
ish force recovered something of its strength and again became fit 
for  action. The construction of the "Balaklava tram" and a new 
paved road between the base and the army on the heights insured 
the latter against any repetition of the horrors of the winter 
months. 

The spring, however, brought its own if rather different trials- 
if not to the armies, a t  least to their leaders-in the form of an 
electric cable which reduced the time of transit of correspondence 
between headquarters in the field and their respective capitals 
from ten days to 24 hours. The uses to  which either nation put 
this new facility of intercommunication were significantly differ- 
ent; Napoleon III. ,  for whom, as Prince Napoleon acutely re- 
marked, military failure meant not, as in England, merely the 
doubtful drawback of a change of ministry, but the seriops pros- 
pect of a change of dynasty, showered advice, instructions and 
suggestions upon his commander-in-chief; the British War Office 
on the other hand concerned itself more with enquiries a s  to the 
health of Capt. Jarvis, believed to have been bitten by  a centi- 
pede, and a heated discussion as to whether beards were an aid 
to desertion. I t  was small wonder that Gen. Simpson, Raglan's 
successor, was kept a t  work answering correspondence from 4 
A.M. to 6 P.M. daily, or that he expressed the view that the tele- 
graph had "upset everything." 

Meanwhile siege operations, which had continued spasmodically 
throughout the winter, were actively resumed with the coming 
of finer weather in  April. Tsar Nicholas was dead, the disgrace- 
ful failure of a Russian attempt to retake Eupatoria had broken 
his heart, and the chill hand of "Gen. FCvrier turned traitor" had 
stricken him into a welcome grave. His successor, however, was 
no less resolved to continue the struggle; and the attention of 
the Allied ministers and generals, which should have been concen- 
trated on pushing forward with the siege, was now side-tracked 
into an attempt to  thwart a sudden new plan, conceived by Na- 
poleon III . ,  for a campaign in the field against the main Russian 
host, to be undertaken by a new army under his personal com- 
mand. This scheme met with universal discouragement and re- 
monstrance, but it  was late summer before its aggrieved author 
finally abandoned it. Meanwhile the Allied leaders had fallen out 
over a proposal fo r  a joint expedition to  Kertch, the Russian base 
in the eastern Crimea; Raglan desired it, Canrobert agreed to it, 
then, on remonstrance from Paris, thought better of it, and re- 
called his troops. Mutual recrimination ensued; Raglan declined 
to discuss any more subsidiary enterprises, and Canrobert wisely 
resigned the chief command and returned to the head of his own 
corps. 

His successor, Pelissier, was a free-spoken, tough, resolute sol- 
dier who knew his own mind and feared nobody and nothing. At 
his suggestion i t  was agreed to send out another expedition to  
Kertch, which met with complete success, and also to  attempt the 
assault of Sevastopol on the anniversary of Waterloo, which met 
with an equally complete failure. One result of this last event 
was a change in command both on the British and Russian side; 
Todleben, the soul of the defence, was severely wounded; Raglan, 

now a weary and disappointed man, fell sick and died, regretted 
by all wbo had known him. His chief of staff, Sinipson, succeeded 
him; shortly after his accession to command the Russian field 
army made a last and unavailing attempt to  break the investing 
ring a t  the Tchernaya-a battle most noteworthy as giving Pied- 
mont, who had joined in on the Allied side chiefiy because her 
prime minister, Cavour, saw in it  a means of publicity for  a new 
power, an opportunity for achieving her war aims. Meanwhile 
Pelissier was growing weary of being the recipient of incessant 
strategical disquisitions from Paris, and became more and more 
curt with his self-constituted counsellors, the emperor and Mar- 
shal Vaillant, as also with Niel who, as a rnissus do??tinicus of Xa- 
poleon, had been sent to the Crimea to keep him in leading strings. 
In the end he sought, but was refused, permission to resign the 
command, which he stated to  be "impossible to carry on at  the 
paralysing end of an electric cable." Eventually the atmosphere 
was cleared, thanks to the good sense of Vaillant, who first held 
up and afterwards secured the withdrawal of a somewhat intem- 
perate letter of censure from the emperor, and Pelissier was let 
go his own way. On Sept. 8 a final assault on Sevastopol was de- 
livered; the English attack on the Redan failed, but the French, 
assaulting at  the hour of relief of the trench garrison, established 
themselves in the Malakoff. The fate of Sevastopol was sealed, 
and the Russians withdrew from their works to  the north side of 
the harbour; none thought of pursuing them, and when Simpson. 
in explanation of this inaction, declared that he must wait to know 
the Russian plans, Queen Victoria wrote that she "was tempted 
to advise a reference to  St. Petersburg for them." Simpson re- 
signed, and Codrington, though junior to  Colin Campbell, took 
his place; but there was little more fighting to be done. The cap- 
ture of Kinburn finally convinced Russia of the hopelessness of 
continuing the struggle; Napoleon had grown weary of the war; 
and though Britain, smarting under the memory of her inglorious 
share in the final assault on Sevastopol, would willingly have con- 
tinued the campaign, she was not prepared to do so alone. The 
war therefore faded gradually into peace, and the Treaty of Paris, 
signed in Feb. 1856, had as sole tangible result the exclusion of 
Russian warships from the Black sea-and even this endured only 
for 15 years. 

As far as concerns the military art, the Crimean War is usually 
regarded as worthy of remembrance only as perhaps the most ill- 
managed campaign in English history, and a standing example of 
the difficulties and dangers of a coalition war. Yet from a broad 
point of view it may well be regarded as a highly creditable feat 
of arms on the part of the Allies. An expeditionary force of never 
more than 200,000 men, composed of troops of different nationali- 
ties and under divided and incompetent leadership, was yet able 
to set foot on the territory of an enemy immeasurably superior in 
every resource of war; to  rend from his grasp a strong fortress, the 
possession of which was vital to the pursuit of his chosen policy; 
and to inflict on him during the struggle losses amounting to more 
than double its own strength. History affords no more striking 
demonstration of the range and potency of armies based on sea 
power-a demonstration which for Great Britain a t  least must 
always hold a lesson of permanent value. (IF. J. H u . ;  E.  W. S.) 
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CRIMINAL APPEAL, COURT OF. I n  discussing the 
question of appeals in criminal cases in England and Wales, i t  is 
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convenient to  consider ( I )  the position before the Criminal Appeal 
Act 1907, (2) the terms of the act, (3) the experience gained by 
working the act. 

As to ( I )  the position before the Criminal Appeal Act 1907, 
for many years the question of criminal appeal in general had 
been a matter of great controversy. As early as 1844 a bill had 
been unsuccessfully introduced for the purpose of establishing 
appeal in criminal cases, and from that time up to 1906 nearly 
30 bills were brought forward with the same object, but none 
succeeded in passing. I n  1892 the question was referred to the 
Council of Judges and favourably reported upon by them. I t  may 
be remarked that England was practically the only civilized coun- 
try in which there was no appeal in criminal cases. I t  is true there 
mas an appeal on questions of law arising at the trial (see APPEAL), 
a development undoubtedly hastened by the report in the case of 
Adolph Beck (1904) showing clearly that the Home Office was not 
a satisfactory tribunal of final appeal. I n  1906 the lord chan- 
cellor (Lord Loreburn) introduced another Criminal Appeal bill 
which passed the House of Lords, but was dropped in the House 
of Commons after a first reading. The next year the act (Criminal 
Appeal Act 1907) which was ultimately carried was introduced 
into the House of Commons. 
The Criminal A p p e a l  A c t  1907.-As to (2) the terms of the 

Criminal Appeal Act 1907, by s. I of the act the court of criminal 
appeal was constituted and consisted of the lord chief justice 
of England and eight judges of the king's bench division of the 
High Court of Justice. By a short amending act, the Criminal 
Appeal Amendment Act 1908, it was enacted that all the judges 
of the king's bench division should be judges of the court. The 
lord chief justice of England, or in his absence the senior member 
of the court, acts as president. I n  practice the lord chief justice 
has almost invariably presided. By s. 3 a person convicted on 
indictment nlay appeal under the act to the court (a) against his 
conviction on any ground of appeal which involves a question of 
law alone, and (b)  with leave of the court (a single judge may 
give leave t~ appeal, s. 17) or upon the certificate of the judge who 
tried him that it is a fit case for appeal, on any ground of appeal 
which involves a question of fact alone, or a question of mixed 
law and fact, or any other ground which appears to the court to 
be a sufficient ground of appeal, and (c) with the leave of the 
court against the sentence passed on his conviction unless the 
sentence is one fixed by law. By the Prevention of Crime Act 
1908 a person sentenced to preventive detention may appeal 
against sentence without the leave of the court of criminal appeal. 
By the Criminal Justice Administration Act, 1914, one sentenced 
by a court of quarter sessions to detention in a Borstal institution 
may appeal against the sentence of the court of criminal appeal as 
if he had been convicted on indictment, and under the Children 
Act 1908 a parent or guardian may appeal against an order under 
s. 99 (6) ,  if made by a court of assize or court of quarter sessions. 
Finally a person convicted a t  a petty sessional court and subse- 
quently sentenced as an incorrigible rogue under the 17agrancy 
Act 1824 may appeal with leave against his sentence. There is 
no appeal by way of bills of exception which are commonly used 
in criminal cases in the United States or by writ of error, nor is 
it possible for a new trial to  be granted in a criminal case (s. 2 0  

[I]),  but where the court comes to the conclusion that a trial has 
been a nullity, i t  has power to order that the appellant shall take 
his trial on the indictment in respect of which the appeal was 
brought. 

The present modes of appeal are ( I )  under the Crown Case Act 
1848 by cases stated by the judge on a question of law arising 
on the trial, (2) under the Criminal Appeal Act 1907, (3) under 
the case of indictments of comlnon law for obstruction or non- 
repair of a highway, the appeal is to  the Civil Court of Appeal 
(s. 20 [31). 

A person who wishes to appeal must apply to the court within 
ten days of the conviction or sentence but the court has power in 
all cases to extend that time except in convictions involving 
sentence of death (s. 7 ) .  The act does not extend to Scotland or 
Ireland (s. 23), nor does it  apply to convictions on indictment, 
or inquisitions of any peer or peeress convicted of an offence not 

triable by a court of assize (s. 20 [z]). Nothing in the act affects 
the prerogative of mercy (s. 19). 

I n  practice application for leave to appeal are dealt with by a 
single judge from whose decision there is an appeal to  the full 
court. An ap~el lant  is entitled to be present, if he desire, a t  the 
hearing of his appeal, unless the question of the appeal is one of 
law only. He has no right to  be present a t  a n  application for  
leave to appeal. The court has power to  allow witnesses to  be 
called, a power which is, however, seldom exercised, and by an 
important proviso to s. 4 the court may, notwithstanding that 
they are of opinion that the point raised in the appeal might be 
decided in favour of the appellant, dismiss the appeal if they 
consider that no substantial miscarriage of jastice has actually 
occurred. This proviso has often been acted upon. 

On an appeal against sentence the court has power to  quash 
the sentence passed at  the trial and pass such other sentence as is 
warranted in law by the verdict, whether more or less severe 
(s. 4 [3]). This is a power which is seldom exercised and never 
without warning to the appellant that the court has the power. 
I t  is one of the few checks upon frivolous appeals. 

The Court has power to release an appellant on bail pending 
the determination of his appeal (s. 14 [z]). While waiting in 
prison pending a determination of his appeal, the appellant is 
specially treated as an appellant, but if his appeal is unsuccessful. 
such time of waiting is not counted as part of his sentence, unless 
leave to appeal has been given, or the court otherwise directs. 
This is another check on frivolous appeals, the result being that 
in most cases the appellant is kept in custody for about four or 
five weeks longer than he would have been had he not appealed 
or applied for leave to appeal. 

Shorthand notes are taken of the proceedings a t  the trial of any 
person on indictment who if convicted is entitled or may be 
authorized to appeal, and copies are made in the event of applicd- 
tion for leave to appeal or an appeal. The cost of such shorthand 
notes is defrayed out of moneys provided by parliament (s. 16). 

The court must consist of not less than three judges, of whom, 
as above pointed out, the chief justice is almost invariably one 
(s. I).  I n  some 30 or 40 cases the court has been constituted 
with more than three judges, and in one case the court consisted 
of I3  judges. In  almost every case one judgment alone is pro- 
nounced, but where the question is a question of law, separate 
judgme~its may be pronounced if in the opinion of the court such 
a course would be convenient (s. I [j]).  

If in any case the director of public prosecutions or the prose- 
cutor or defendant obtain the certificate of the attorney-general 
that the decision of the court of criminal appeal involves a point 
of law of exceptional public importance and that it  is desirable 
in the public interest that a further appeal should be brought, 
he may appeal from that decision to the House of Lords (s. I 

[6]). Otherwise the determination of the court of criminal appeal 
is final. There have been a few appeals to the House of Fords. 
For further details reference should be made to the act. 

Working of t h e  Act.-As to (3) the experience gained by the 
working of the act, the court sat for the first occasion on May I j ,  
1908, so there has been about 2 0  years' experience. The space a t  
the disposal of the writer forbids full details, but it  may be stated 
that just about 7% of the total number of convicted persons have 
appealed. The highest number of appellants was in 1910, when 
there were 712, the loweat number in 1919, when there were 3 jj. 
Out of the 712 appeals in 1910, convictions were quashed in 39 
cases and sentences reduced in 42. Out of the 3 js appeals in 
1919, convictions were quashed in 17 and sentences reduced in 17 
cases. One other figure may be given. I n  1926 there were 425 
appeals, with 23 convictions quashed and 27 sentences reduced. 
I t  should be mentioned that many cases never reached the full 
court a t  all, as appellants have an absolute right to abando~l their 
appeals or applications and sometimes do so. For example, in 1926 
101 appellants abandoned their appeals or applications, 57 before 
their cases had been considered at  all, and 54 after the single judge 
had refused leave to appeal. The court has sat on an average 39 
days a year in recent years. In  192j it sat 42 days. in 1926 it  sat 
3 j ddys and there is always a sitting of the court during the long 
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vacation. The average time that elapses from the receipt of the 
notice of appeal or application for leave to appeal till the same is 
finally determined by the court is from four to five weeks, a short 
time when it  is remembered that it  is necessary to get copies of 
the shorthand notes made and the case prepared for the court. 
The expenses of the court, paid out of money provided by parlia- 
ment, were for the year ending April I924 £11,730, for the year 
ending April 1925 f 1-1,929, for the year ending April 1926, £12,- 
963. These payments do not include any part of the salaries of 
the judges, nor the salary of the registrar, who as  such receives 
no salary. 

I t  is thought that the court has amply justified its existence. I t  
has improved the administration of the criminal law and estab- 
lished more uniformity and certainty in its practice and procedure. 
N o  attempt has been made to standardize sentences, nor is it con- 
sidered that such a course would be desirable. The prevalence of 
crime in a particular district or a t  a particular time may call for 
an increase in the severity of sentences. On the other hand tempta- 
tion and provocation may mitigate punishment in particular cases. 
Whether it  is the creation of the criminal court of appeal, or a 
growing recognition of a more humane treatment of those con- 
victed for crime, it  is certain that the sentences imposed to-day 
are less severe than the sentences imposed a generation ago. 

By the Criminal Appeal Scotland Act 1926 a court of criminal 
appeal on similar lines to  the English court was constituted for 
Scotland with an interesting provision in s. 2 (3) which provides 
that on an appeal, not only against sentence, but against convic- 
tion, the court may quash the sentence passed at  a trial and substi- 
tute another sentence whether more or less severe. This is a power 
that the English court does not possess, but it  is certainly a useful 
power as it tends to prevent frivolous appeals. 

There have been persons who held the opinion that not only a 
convicted person should be entitled to appeal to  the Crown, but 
that the prosecutor should be entitled to  appeal where the prisoner 
has been acquitted, and in the early days of the court expressions 
may be found in some of the judgments favouring such a course. 
Those expressions have not been made in recent years and the 
general opinion is that i t  is not desirable that the court should 
have a power to order a new trial in cases where the person charged 
has been found not guilty. Lord Hewart, lord chief justice of 
England, when visiting Canada and the United States in 1927, gave 
a lucid and interesting exposition of the history and principles of 
the act. 

See H .  Cohen, The  Criminal Appeal Act 1907 (1908) ; R. E. Ross, 
T h e  Court o f  Crinzinal Appeal (1911) ; W .  0. Russell, A Treatise 
o n  Crimes and ililisdenaeanours (8th ed., 1923) vol. ii., p. 1840; J. F. 
Archbold, Pleading, Evidence and Practice i n  Criminal Cases (27th 
ed., b y  R. E. Ross, 1gz7),  p. 307. (J. SA.) 

CRIMINAL LAW. By criminal, or penal, law is now under- 
stood the law as to the definition, trial and punishment of crimes, 
i.e., of acts or omissions forbidden by law which affect injuriously 
public rights, or constitute a breach of duties due to  the whole 
community. The sovereign is taken to be the person injured by the 
crime, as he represents the whole community, and prosecutions are 
in his name. Criminal law includes the rules as to the prevention, 
the investigation, prosecution and punishment of crime (q.v.). 
I t  lays down what constitutes a criminal offence, what proof is 
necessary to establish the fact of a criminal offence and the culpa- 
bility of the offender, what excuse or justification for the act or 
omission can be legally admitted, what procedure should be fol- 
lowed in a criminal court, what degrees and kinds of punishment 
should be imposed for the various offences which come up for 
trial. Finally, i t  regulates the constitution of the tribunals estab- 
lished for the trial of offences according to the gravity of the 
infraction of law, and deals with the organization of the police 
and the proper management of prisons, and the maintenance of 
prison discipline. (See EVIDENCE; PRISON ; POLICE.) 

Many acts or omissions, which are technically criminal and 
classified as offences and punished by fine or imprisonment, cannot 
be said to have a strictly criminal character, since they do not fall 
within the popular conception of crime. To  this class belong such 
matters as stopping up a highway under claim of right, or failing 
to  repair it, or allowing a chimney to emit black smoke in excessive 

quantities, or to catch fire fr0.m being unswept, or breach of 
building by-laws, or driving a motor car on a highway at  a speed 
in excess of the legal limit. Such breaches of law are, under the 
French law, described as contraventions. I n  England most of them 
are described as misdemeanours or offences punishable on summary 
conviction, or less happily as "summary offences," and some 
writers speak of them as mala prohibita as distinguished from 
mala in se, i.e., as not involving any breach of ordinary morality 
other than a breach of positive regulations. Continental jurists 
at times speak of crimes de droit commun (i.e., offences common 
to all systems of law as distinguished from offences which are 
crimes only by a particular municipal law). T o  this class of crimes 
de droit commun belong most of the offences included in extradi- 
tion treaties. 

Criminal and civil law overlap, and many acts or omissions are 
not only "wrongs" for which the person injured is entitled to re- 
cover compensation for his own personal injury or damage, but 
also "offences" for which the offender may be prosecuted and 
punished in the interest of the State. I n  non-English European 
systems care is taken to prevent civil remedies from being extin- 
guished by punishment: i t  is quite usual for the civil and criminal 
remedies to be pursued concurrently, the individual appearing as 
partie civile and receiving an award of compensation by the judg- 
ment which determines the punishment to be inflicted for the of- 
fence against the State. Under English common law civil and 
criminal remedies cannot be pursued in the same proceeding, or 
compensation awarded to the injured party in criminal proceed- 
ings, and he is left to  seek his remedy by action. But there are 
statutory exceptions, and among these are the restitution of stolen 
goods on conviction of the thief if the prosecution has been a t  the 
instance of the owner of the goods (Larceny Act, 1916, sec. 45), 
and the award of compensation to persons who have suffered 
injury to property by felony (Forfeiture Act, 1870). 

As Sir Henry Maine says: "All civilized systems of law agree 
in drawing a distinction between offences against the State or com- 
munity (crimes or crimina) and offences against t$e individual 
(wrongs, torts or delicta)." But the process of historical develop- 
ment by which this distinction has been ultimately established 
has given great occasion for study of early laws and institutions 
by eminent men, whose researches have disclosed the extremely 
gradual evolution of the modern notion of criminal law enforced 
by the State from the primitive conceptions and customs of bar- 
barous or semi-civilized communities. Of the oldest codes or 
digests of customs which are available to the student it  has been 
said the more archaic a code the fuller and minuter is its penal 
legislation : but this penal legislation is not true criminal law ; 
it is the law, not of crimes, but of wrongs. The intervention of the 
community or tribe is in the first instance to  persuade or compel 
the wronged person or his family or tribe to abandon private ven- 
geance or a blood feud and to accept compensation for the wrong 
collectively or individually sustained; and in the tariffs of com- 
pensation preserved in early laws the importance of the injured 
person was the measure of the compensation or vengeance which he 
was recognized to be entitled to exact, and the scales of punish- 
ment or compensation are fixed from this point of view. 

Anglo-Saxon Law.-In England under Alfred some part of 
the Levitical law (Exod., xxi. 12-1 j )  was incorporated, just as in  
I 567 the criminal law as to incest in Scotland was taken bodily 
from Leviticus, xviii. The stage which the development of crim- 
inal law had reached in England by the reign of Edward the Con- 
fessor is thus described by Pollock and Maitland (Hist. Eng. 
Law): "On the eve of the Norman Conquest what we may call 
the criminal law of England (but it  was also the law of torts or 
civil wrongs) contained four elements which deserve attention: 
its past history had in the main consisted of the varying relations 
between them. We have to speak of outlawry, of the blood feud 
(faidus), of the tariffs of vrer and wite (fredus or friede), and 
bot, of punishment in life and limb. As regards the malefactor the 
community may assume one of four attitudes: it  may make war 
on him; it may have him exposed to the vengeance of those whom 
he has wronged; it may suffer him to make atonement; it may 
inflict on him a determinate punishment, death, mutilation or the 
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like." The zen'te or sum paid to the king or lord is now thought to 
have been originally not a penalty but a fee for time and trouble 
taken in hearing and determining a controversy. But a t  an early 
stage fines for breach of peace were imposed. An evil result from 
the public point of view followed from the system of atoning for 
crime by pecuniary mulct. "Criminal jurisdiction became a source 
of revenue." So early as Canute's time certain crimes were pleas 
of the Crown; but grants of criminal jurisdiction, with the 
attendant forfeitures, were freely made to prelates, towns and 
lords of manors, and some traces of this jurisdiction still survive 
(e.g., the criminal jurisdiction of the justices of the soke [soc] 
of Peterborough, and the rights of some boroughs, e.g., Notting- 
ham, to  forfeitures). 0utlawry.soon ceased to be a mode of pun- 
ishment, and became, as it still is, a process to compel submission 
to justice (Crown Office Rules, 1906, rules 88-110). Certain 
crimes, such as murder, rape, arson and burglary, became una- 
mendable or bootless, i.e., placed the offender's life, limb, lands 
and goods a t  the king's mercy. These crimes came to be generally 
described by the name felony (q.v.). Other crimes became pun- 
ishable by fines which took the place of wites. These were styled 
trespasses and correspond to what is now called misdemeanour 
(q.v.1. 

Anglo -Norman Period.-Minor acts of violence, dishonesty 
or nuisance, were dealt with in seigniorial and borough courts by 
presentment of the jurors of courts baron ahd courts leet, and 
punished by fine or in some cases by pillory, tumbril or stocks. 
Grave acts were dealt with by the sheriff as breaches of the peace. 
H e  sat with the freeholders in the county court, which sat twice 
a year, or in the hundred court, which sat every four weeks. So 
far as this involved dealing with pleas of the Crown the sheriff's 
jurisdiction was abolished and was ultimately replaced by that of 
the justices or conservators of the peace. The sheriff then ceased 
to be a judge in criminal cases, but remained and still is in law 
responsible for the peace of his county, and is the officer for the 
execution of the law. The royal control over crime was effectually 
established by the itinerant justices sent regularly throughout the 
realm, who not only dealt with the ordinary proprietary and fiscal 
rights of the Crown but also with the graver crimes (treason and 
felony), and ultimately were commissioned to deal with the less 
grave offences now classed as indictable misdemeanours. The 
change resulted from the strengthening of royal authority through- 
out England, which enabled the Crown gradually to enlarge the 
pleas of the Crown and to weaken and finally to supersede the 
criminal jurisdiction, notably of the sheriff, but also of prelates 
and lords in ecclesiastical and other manors and franchises. "In 
the early English laws and constitution there existed a national 
sovereignty and original criminal jurisdiction, but the ideas of 
legislative power and crime were very slowly developed." During 
the 12th century the criminal law was affected by the influence of 
the Church, which introduced into it elements from the Canon and 
Mosaic laws, and also by the memory of the Roman empire and 
the renewed study of the Roman law, which enabled lawyers to  
draw a clearer distinction than had before been recognized be- 
tween the criminal (dolus) and civil (culpa) aspect of wrongful 
acts. The Statute of Treasons (1351) is to a large extent an ad- 
mixture of Roman with feudal law; and to the same source is 
probably due the more careful analysis of the mental elements 
necessary to  create criminal responsibility, summed up in the 
somewhat misleading expression nemo reus est nisi ntens sit rea. 

In  the 14th century justices of the peace and quarter sessions 
were established to deal with offences not sufficiently important 
for the king's judges, and from that time the course of criminal 
justice in England has run substantially on the same lines, with 
the single and temporary interruption caused by the court of Star 
Chamber. 

Classification of Crimes.-The penal laws of modern States 
classify crimes somewhat differently, but in the main on the same 
general principles, dividing them into: ( I )  Offences against the 
external and internal order and security of the State; ( 2 )  Offences 
against the administration of justice and against public authority; 
(3) Acts injurious to  the public in general; (4) Offences against 
the person; ( 5 )  Offences against property. 

The terminology by which crimes are described by refereace 
to  their comparative gravity varies considerably. I n  many Conti- 
nental codes distinctions are drawn between crimes (Ger. Vpr- 
brechen; Norse vorbrydelser; Span. crimenes; Ital. reato), 
delicts (Ger. Vergehen; Ital. delitti; Span. delitos), and contra- 
ventions (Ital. contravenzioni; Span. faltas). 

The classification adopted by English law is peculiar to  itself, 
"treason," "felony" and "misdemeanour," with a tentative fourth 
class described as "summary offences." The particular distinctions 
between these three classes are dealt with under the titles TREA- 
SON; FELONY; MISDEMEANOUR, etc. Here i t  is enough to say that 
the distinction is a result of history, and that felonies were those 
crimes that formerly involved capital punishment, and until 1870 
forfeiture of the offender's property. Treason and most felonies 
and some misdemeanours would under foreign codes fall under 
the head of crime. Misdemeanour, roughly but not exactly, cor- 
responds to  the French de'lit, and summary offence to  contra- 
ventiolz. 

E lements  of C r i m i n a l  Responsibility.- In all systems of 
criminal law it  is found necessary to determine the criterion of 
criminal responsibility, the mental elements of crime, the degrees 
of criminality and the point a t  which the line is t o  be drawn 
between intention and commission. 

The full definition of every crime contains expressly or by im- 
plication a proposition as to a state of mind, and in all systems of 
criminal law, competent age, sanity and some degree of freedom 
from coercion, are assumed to be essential to criminality; and i t  
is also generally recognized that an act does not fall within the 
sanction of the criminal law if done by pure accident or in an 
honest and reasonable belief in circumstances which if true would 
make it  innocent; e.g., when a married person marries again in the 
honest and reasonable but mistaken belief that the former spouse 
is dead. Honest and reasonable mistake of fact stands on the 
same footing as absence of the reasoning faculty, of which Reg. 
v. Tolson (16 Cox. C.C. 629) is a good example, as in infants, or 
perversion of that faculty, as in lunatics. But ignorance of law 
does not excuse. 

Besides the elements essential to constitute crime generally, 
particular mental elements, which may differ widely, are involved 
in the definition of particular crimes; and in the case of statutory 
offences adequately and carefully defined, the mental elements 
necessary to constitute the crime may be limited by the definition 
so as to make the prohibition of the law against a particular act 
absolute for all persons who are not infants or lunatics. As a gen- 
eral rule of English law, i t  is enough t o  prove that the acts alleged 
to constitute a crime were done by the accused, and to leave him to 
rebut the presumption that be intended the natural consequences 
of the acts by showing facts justifying or excusing him or other- 
wise making him not liable. Children are conclusively presumed to 
be incapable of crime up to seven years of age; and from seven t o  
14 the presumption is against the capacity, but is not absolute. 

Under the common law, insanity was an absolute answer to  
an accusation of crime. As to insanity the rule applicable is to be 
found in McNaghten's Case (10 C1. and F. 200), decided in 1843, 
where it  was laid down that to establish a defence on the ground 
of insanity it  must be proved that a t  the time of committing the 
offence the accused was labouring under such a defect of reason 
as not to know the nature and quality of the act he was doing, or, 
if he did know it, he did not know that what he was doing was 
wrong. I t  is true that the rules in McNaghten's Case have been 
much criticized by writers, but they have been accepted and acted 
upon by the courts down to the present time. Since 1883, where 
insanity is proved to have existed a t  the date of the commission of 
the incriminated acts, the accused is found guilty of the acts but 
insane when he did them, and is relegated to  a criminal lunatic 
asylum. Insanity produced by drunkenness would be a defence t o  
crime, but that may be considered the limit to  drunkenness as a n  
excuse for crime, save when a specific intent is necessary to  con- 
stitute a crime. But the mere fact that the mind is so affected by 
drink that violent passions are not controlled affords no defence, 
and it  was so held by the House of Lords, in 1920, reversing the 
Court of Criminal Appeal in Beard's Case (26 Cox. C.C. 573) 
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where the accused. under the influence of drink, in the course of 
committing an act of rape sufiocated his victim. 

Physical compulsion or coercion is an excuse for crime, but not 
where the force is moral such as threats or duress. There was also 
at  common law a presum-ption that a married woman committing 
certain crimes in the presence of her husband did so under his 
coercion. But this presumption was abolished by the Criminal 
Justice Act, 1925, and coercion made a matter of proof. Speaking 
generally, the attitude of English law towards criminal responsibil- 
ity is to be found in the maxim actus 7zolt facit reztrn uisi mens sit 
rea. But to this there are certain well-defined exceptions. By a 
particular statute the ?tecessity for intent or knowledge may be 
negatived, such as in the case of breaches of the licensing law and 
the law as to the adulteration of food. Again, as we have said, 
ignorance of the law is no excuse, so a bolt6 fide belief that the 
accused has been divorced, where only a decree nisi has been 
pronounced, is no defence to  a charge of bigamy (Rez v. Wheat, 
26 COX C.C. 717). 

Distinctions are also drawn between degrees of guilt or com- 
plicity. 

English criminal law punishes attempts to commit crime if the 
attempt passes from the stage of resolution or intention to the 
stage of action, when the completion of the full offence is frus- 
trated by something other than the will of the accused. Except in 
the case of attempt to commit murder, which is a felony, attempts 
to  commit a crime are punished as inisdemeanours. I t  also pun- 
ishes the solicitation or incitement of others to commit crime, as a 
separate offence if the incitelnent fails, as the oifence of being 
accessory before the fact or abettor if the offence is committed 
as a result of the incitement; and it punishes persons 1~110, after 
a more serious crime-felony-has been committed, do any act to 
shield the offender from justice. In  the case of the crimes de- 
scribed as felonies the law distinguishes between principals in the 
first or second degree and accessories before or after the fact. In  
the case of misdeineanours the same punishment is incurred by 
the principal offenders, and by persons who are present aiding and 
abetting the commission of the offence, or who, though not pres- 
ent, counselled or procured the coinmission of the offence. (See 
ACCESSORY.) Besides these degrees of crime there is one almost 
peculiar to English law known as conspiracy, i.e., an agreement to 
commit crime or to do illegal acts (including interference with the 
due course of justice), which is punishable even if the conspiracy 
does not get beyond the stage of agreement. (See CONSPIRACY.) 

The English law does not, but most European laws do, allow the 
jury to reduce the penalty of an offence by finding in their verdict 
that the commission of the offence was attended by extenuating 
circumstances; but when the jury recommend to mercy a person 
whom they find guilty the judge may give effect to  the recom- 
mendation or report it to  the Home Office. 

In  systems of criminal law derived from England the forms of 
crime or degrees of complicity above stated reappear with or 
without modification, but as to conspiracy with a good deal of al- 
teration. I n  the Indian penal code, for instance, conspiracy is 
limited to cases of treason (sec. 1 2 1  A), and when it goes beyond 
agreement in the case of other offences it is merely a form of abet- 
ment or participation (sec 10;). , 

The criminal law of England is not codified, but is composed of 
a large number of enactments resting on a basis of common law. 
A very large part is reduced to writing in statutes. I n  1861 various 
consolidation acts were passed dealing with larceny, malicious 
damage, forgery, coinage offences, and offences against the person. 
And of recent years, still further progress has been made in dealing 
with the law relating to particular subjects in one consolidating 
statute, examples of which are the Children Act, 1908, the Perjury 
Act, 1911, the Forgery Act, 1913, the Indictment Act, 1915, and 
the Larceny Act, 1916. The unwritten portion of the law includes 
( I )  principles relating to the excuse or justification of acts or 
omissions which are prima facie criminal, (2) parts of the law 
relating to procedure. The law is very rich in principles and rules 
embodied in judicial decisions and is extremely detailed and ex- 
plicit. So far as the legislature is concerned there is an absence 
of systematic arrangement. The definitions of many crimes are 

still to be sought in the common law and the decisions of the 
judges. Thus the crime of murder, as settled by the existing law, 
would include offences of such very different moral gravity as  
killing a man deliberately for the sake of robbing him, and killing 
a man accidentally in an attempt to rob him. On the other hand, 
offences vihich ought to have been criminal mere constantly de- 
clared by the judges not to  fall within the definition of the par- 
ticular crimes alleged, and the legislature has constantly had to fill 
up the lacz~nae in the law as interpreted by the judges. 

Jurisdiction.-The jurisdiction to deal with crime is primarily 
territorial, and can he exercised only as to acts done within the 
territory or territorial waters, or on the ships of the law-giver. 
Exfva territoriunt jz~s dice& imptlne nofz paretzlr. No State will 
enforce the penal laws of another nor permit the officer of another 
State to execute its laws outside its own territory. But interna- 
tional law recognizes the competence of a State to make its crim- 
inal law binding on its own subjects wherever they are, and per- 
haps even to punish foreigners who outside its territory do acts 
which menace its internal or external security, e.g., by dynamite 
plots or falsification of coin. Apart from extradition arrange- 
ments the national law cannot reach such persons, be they citizens 
or aliens, until they come within the territory of the State whose 
law has been broken. 

The codes of France, Germany and Italy make the penal law 
national or personal and not territorial. I n  some British colonies 
whose legislatures have a derived and limited legislative authority, 
indirect methods have been talren to deal within the colony with 
persons who commit offences outside its territory. 

Throughout the development of the English criminal law it 
showed one particular characteristic that crime was treated as 
local, which means not merely that the common law of England 
was limited to English soil, but that an offence on English soil 
could be "enquired of, dealt with, tried, determined and punished" 
only in the particular territorial division of England in which it 
was committed, which was and is known as the v e m e  ( q . v . ) .  But 
from time to time exceptions have been made by statute, and now 
by the Criminal Justice Act, 192 j, a prisoner can be tried where 
he was apprehended, and there are wide powers under that statute 
to commit for trial to  "convenient" assizes or sessions if the ac- 
cused will suffer no hardship. Each township was responsible for 
crimes within its boundaries, a responsibility made effective by the 
"view of frankpledge," now obsolete, and the guilt or innocence 
of every man had to be determined by his neighbours. This rule 
excluded from trial by the courts of common law, treasons, etc , 
committed by Englishmen abroad and piracy; and it was not till 
Henry VIII.'s reign ( I  536-1 j44) that the common-law mode 
of trial was extended to these offences. The legislature has altered 
the common law as to numerous offences, but on no settled plan, 
and except for a bill introduced about 1888, a t  the instance of the 
3rd marquess of Salisbury. no attempt has been made to make the 
English criminal law apply generally to subjects when outside the 
realm; and in view of the complicated nature qf the British empire 
and the absence of a common criminal code it  has been found de- 
sirable to remain content with extradition in the case of crimes 
abroad, and with the provisions of the Fugitive Offenders Act, 
1881, in the case of criminals who flee from one part to another of 
the empire. 

The localization in England of crime, and the procedure for 
punishing it, differ largely 'from the view taken in France and 
most European countries. The French theory is that a Frenchman 
owes allegiance to the French State, and commits a breach of that 
allegiance whenever he commits a crime against French law, even 
although he is not a t  the time within French territory. I n  modern 
days this theory has been e~ tended  so as to  allow French and Ger- 
man courts to punish their subjects for crimes committed in 
foreign countries, and by reason of this power certain countries 
refuse to extradite their subjects who have committed crimes in 
other States. 

The principle of the French law, though not expressly recog- 
nized in England, must be invoked to justify two departures from 
the English principle-(I) as regards offences on the high seas, 
and ( 2 )  as regards certain offences committed outside Great 
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Britain. In  early days offences committed by Englishmen on the 
high seas were punished by the lord high admiral, and he en- 
croached so much on the ordinary courts as to render it necessary 
to pass an act in Richard 11,'s reign ( I  j Rich. 11. st. 2 ,  c. 3) to  
restrain him. 

I n  the time of Henry VIII .  (1536, 28 Hen. VIII.  c. ~ j )  an 
act was passed stating that, as the admiral tried persons accord- 
ing to the course of civil law, they could not be convicted unless 
either they confessed or they or the witnesses were submitted 
to torture, and that therefore it was expedient to try the offences 
according to the course of the common law. Under that act a 
special comnlission of oyer and terminer was issued to try these 
offences a t  the Old Bailey, and English law was satisfied by per- 
mitting the indictment to state that the offence was committed 
on board a ship on the high seas, to wit in the county of Middle- 
sex. Further provision was made by the Admiralty Offeilces Act, 
1844, and in 1861 each of the Criminal Law Consolidatioll Acts 
of that year provided that all oftences iri those statutes men- 
tioned committed on the high seas may be tried as if they had 
been committed in England. .is regards offences on land, it was 
found necessary as early as the reign of Henry VIII. ( I  543) to 
provide for the trial in England of treasons and murders com- 
mitted on land outside England. This was largely due to the con- 
stant presence in France of the king and many of his nobles and 
knights, and the aid of this statute was invoked in 1903 in the 
case of Lynch, tried for treason in South Airica, and in the case 
of Casement in 1917. By sec. 9 of the Offences against the Person 
Act, 1861, any murder or manslaughter committed on land out 
of Great Rritain, whether within the king's dominions or with- 
out, and ~ h e t h e r  the person killed were a subject of His Majesty 
or not, may be dealt with in all respects as if it were committetl 
in England. The jurisdiction h l s  been extended to other cases such 
as slave trade, bigamy, perjury committed with reference to pro- 
ceedings in an English court, and offences against the Foreign 
Enlistment Act, 1870, and the Official Secrets Acts, 1911 and 
1920. But these offences must be comniitted on land and not on 
board a foreign ship, because if a man takes service on board a 
foreign ship he is treated for the time as being a member of the 
foreign State to  which that ship belongs. The principle has been 
also extended to misdemeanours committed in India, and oppres- 
sions, crimes and offences committed by public officers out of 
Great Britain, whether within or without the British dominions. 
Thus a governor or an inferior officer of a colony, if appointed by 
the British Government, may be prosecuted for any misdeineanour 
committed by him by virtue of his oflice in the colony; and cases 
have occurred where governors have been so prosecuted, such 
as that of Gen. Picton at  the beginning of the 19th century, and 
of Governor Eyre of Jamaica in 186j. 

Punishment.- An essential part of the criminal law is the 
punishment or sanction by which the State seeks to prevent or 
avenge offences. See also under CRI~~INOLOGY. Here it is enough 
to say that during the 19th century great changes have been made 
throughout the world in  the modes of punishing crime. 

In  England until early in the 19th century, punishments for 
crime were ferocious. The severity of the law was tempered by 
the rule as to benefit of clergy and by the rigid adherence of the 
judges (in favorel~r vitae) to the rules of correct pleading and 
proof, whereby the slightest error on the part of the prosecution 
led to an acquittal. Bentham pointed out that certainty of punisli- 
ment was more effective than severity, that severe punishments 
induced juries to  acquit criminals, and that thus the certainty 
of punishment was diminished. Eut his arguments and the elo- 
quence of Sir Samuel Romilly produced no effect until after the re- 
form of parliament in 1832, shortly after which statutes were 
passed abolishing the death sentence for all felonies where benefit 
of clergy existed. Subsequent statutes have abolished the death 
penalty save in the cases of murder, treason, piracy and offences 
against the Dockyards Protection Act, 1772. By the Children Act, 
1908, the dedth sentence is not to be pronounced or recorded 
where the offender is under 16. The severity of capital sentences 
was greatly modified by the pardoning powcr of the Crown, which 
pardoned convicts under sentence of death on their consent- 

ing to be transported to convict settlements in the colonies. (See 
DEPORT~TIOS.) 

The punishments now in use under the English law for indict- 
able offences are :- 

I .  Death, inflicted by hanging, and carried out within prison 
walls since 1868, with a provision that decapitation may be author- 
ized by royal warrant in cases of high treason. 

2. Penal servitude, which in 18 j3 was substituted for transporta- 
tion to penal settlements outside Great Britain. The minimum 
term of penal servitude is three years (Penal Servitude Act, 1891), 
and the sentence is carried out in a convict prison, in Great Britain, 
hut there is still power to send the convicts out of Great Britain. 

3. Imprisonment in a local prison, which must be without hard 
labour unless a statute specially authorizes a sentence of hard 
labour. At common law there is no limit to a term of imprison- 
ment without hard labour for misdeineanour; but for many 
offences (both felonies arid misdemeanours) the term is limited 
by statute to two years, and i ~ i  practice this limit is not exceeded 
for any offence. But where a person is liable to terms of imprison- 
ment in the aggregate for three years or more, the court by the 
Penal Servitude Act. 1926, substitutes penal servitude for im- 
prisonment. The treatment of prisoners is regulated by the prison 
acts and rules. 

4. Police supervision under the Prevention of Crimes Act, 
1871, and preventive detention on conviction as an habitual crim- 
inal under the Prevention of Crimes Act, 1908. This statute also 
instituted Borstal treatment for youthful offenders between 16 
and 2 1  years of age. 

j .  Pecuniary fine, a punishment appropriate only to misdemean- 
ours and never imposed for a felony except under statutory author- 
ity, e.g. ,  manslaughter (Offences against the Person Act, sec. s) .  
The amount of the fine is in the discretion of the judge, subject 
to the directions of Magna Carta and the Bill of Rights and of any 
statute limiting the maximuln for a particular offence. 

6. IYhipping was a common law punishment for misdemeanants 
of either sex. The whipping of females was prohibited in 1820, 
and the punishment by the Criminal Justice Administration Act, 
1914, may not be inflicted on males except under statutory author- 
ity. That is given in the case of certain assaults on the sovereign, 
of certain forms of robbery with violence, of some offences against 
women and girls, of incorrigible rogues and certain other offences 
by youthful offenders. 

7. Recognizances to keep peace and be of good behaviour, i e , 
a bond with or without sureties creating a debt to the Crown not 
r~lforceable unless the conditions as to conduct therein made are 
broken. I t  may be required in addition to other punishment. This 
bond may be taken from any misdemeanant, and, under statutory 
authority, from persons convicted of felony (except murder). See 
the Malicious Damage, Coinage Offences, and Offences against 
the Person Acts of 1861, the Forgery Act, 191 j, and the Larceny 
Act, 1916. 

8. In the case of any offence which is not capital the court, if 
any grounds for mercy appear, may simply bind the offender over 
to come up for judgment when required, intimating to him that 
if his conduct is good no further steps will be taken to punish him. 
Provisions as to probation orders and recognizances are contained 
in the Probation of Offenders Act, 1907, the Criminal Justice Ad- 
~ninistration Act, 1914, and the Criminal Justice Act, 1925. By 
the Criminal Justice (Amendment) Act, 1926, the court may 
order the offender to pay costs. damages or compensation. 

Except in the case of the death penalty, the court of trial has 
3 discretion as to the qtiuntzlnt of a particular punishment, no 
minimum being fixed. In  the case of offences punishable on sum- 
mary conviction the maximum punishment is always fixed by 
statute. As to the punishment of youthful offenders and children 
see JUVENILE OFFEKDERS. 

In the criminal law of Europe the scale of punishments is on 
similar lines in most States, and is more elaborate than that of 
England, and less is left to the discretion of the court of trial. 

Tribunals.- In England indictable offences which are not such 
as can be dealt with sumnlarily by justices and mu3t be tried by 
3 judge and jury are thus dealt with:- 
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I. Courts of assize (sitting under old commissions known as 

commissions of assize, oyer and terminer, and general gaol deliv- 
ery), are held three times or oftener in every year in each county 
and also in some large cities and boroughs. They are the lineal 
successors of the justices in eyre of the middle ages; but they 
are now integral parts of the High Court of Justice. These courts 
can t ry any offence which is not specifically excluded from their 
jurisdiction. 

2 .  For the counties of London and Middlesex and certain 
adjoining districts, a special court of assize known as the central 
criminal court sits monthly. 

3. I n  all counties the justices of the peace sit quarterly or 
oftener under the commission of the peace to try the minor 
indictable offences. In  cities and boroughs with a separate court 
of quarter sessions, cases are tried before the recorder (9 .v . ) .  
(See QUARTER SESSIONS, COURT OF.) 

4. The High Court of Justice in the king's bench division tries 
a few special offences in its original jurisdiction, and where justice 
requires may transfer indictments from other courts for trial 
before itself. 

5. The court of criminal appeal has been instituted by the 
Criminal Appeal Act, 1907; to  it  all persons convicted on indict- 
ment have a right of appeal; and there is a limited right of appeal 
from this court to the House of Lords. (See APPEAL.) 

Summary jurisdiction in criminal cases is exercised by justices 
of the peace a t  petty session. I t  extends to all offences that can 
be dealt with summarily and certain minor indictable offences. 
I n  most cases the bench must consist of two or more justices, but 
a stipendiary magistrate, who is appointed under statute, can 
act alone. 

The substantive law as to  crime applies in England to all per- 
sons except the reigning sovereign, and criminal procedure is 
the same for all subjects alike, except in the case of peers or 
peeresses charged with felony, who have the right of trial by 
their peers in the House of Lords if i t  be sitting, or in the court 
of the lord high steward. 

There are in England no courts of a special character, such 
as exist in some foreign countries, for the determination of dis- 
putes between the governing classes themselves or with the gov- 
erned classes, whether of a civil or criminal character. There 
are a few exceptional courts with criminal jurisdiction. The court 
of chivalry, which used to punish offences committed within 
military lines outside the kingdom, is obsolete. Special tribunals 
exist for trying naval or military offences committed by members 
of the navy and army, but those members are not exempt from 
being tried by the ordinary tribunals for offences against the 
ordinary law, as though they were civilians. (See ~ ~ I L I T A R Y  LAW; 
MARTIAL LAW.) 

The ecclesiastical courts, which were formerly very powerful 
in England, and punished persons for various offences, such as 
blasphemy (q.v.), perjury, swearing, and sexual offences, have 
now almost fallen into disuse. Their authority over Protestant dis- 
senters from the Established Church was taken away by statute; 
their authority over lay members of the Church of England has 
disappeared by disuse. Occasionally suits are instituted in them 
against the clergy for offences either against morality or against 
doctrine or ritual. I n  these cases their sentences are enforced by 
penalties, such as suspension, or deprivation of benefice, or by 
imprisonment, which has replaced the old punishment of excom- 
munication. 

Procedure.-A system of procedure, with the judicial machin- 
ery required to work it, may be created either by the direct legis- 
lative action of the supreme power or by custom and the action 
of the courts. Both at  Rome and in England it was through usage, 
and hy the courts themselves that the earlier system was slowly 
moulded; both a t  Rome and in England it  was direct legislation 
that established the later system. 

Criminal prosecutions are ordinarily undertaken by  the in- 
dividuals who have suffered by a crime. There is not in England, 
as in Scotland and all European countries, a public department 
concerned to deal with all prosecutions for crime. The result is 
that t h e  prosecution of most ordinary crime is left to individual 

enterprise or the action of the local police force or the justices' 
clerk. 

The attorney-general has always represented the Crown in 
criminal matters, and in State prosecutions appears in person 
on behalf of the Crown, and when he so appears has certain priv- 
ileges as regards the reply to  the prisoners' defence and the 
mode of trial. I n  the Prosecution of Offences Acts of 1879, 1884 
and 1908 there is to  be found the nucleus of a system of public 
prosecution such as obtains in other countries in case of crime. 
Under these acts the director of public prosecutiolls (q.v ) (up 
to 1908 an office conjoint with that of solicitor to  the Treasury) 
acts under the attorney-general, but unless specially directed he 
only undertakes a limited number of prosecutions, e.g., for mur- 
der, coining and serious crimes affecting the Government. 

The procedure of the trial of persons accused of criminal 
offences in England may now be considered; firstly, where such 
offence may be dealt with summarily by justices at  petty sessions; 
and secondly where the nature of the offence requires a trial before 
a jury either a t  quarter sessions, assizes or the central criminal 
court. 

S u m m a r y  Trials.-Justices of the peace may under many 
statutes convict in a summary manner (without the intervention 
of a jury) for offences of minor importance. The procedure for 
punishing summary offences is before two justices, or a stipen- 
diary magistrate. This proceeding must not be confused with the 
preliminary enquiry before justices for an indictable offence which 
may be sent for trial before a jury (which will be dealt with later), 
nor with the procedure before justices in relation to civil matters, 
such as the recovery of small sums of money. The proceeding 
begins either by the arrest without a warrant of the accused, or 
by the issue of a warrant for the arrest of the person charged, 
in which case a sworn information must be filed, or by a sum- 
mons directing the person charged to appear on a certain day to 
answer the complaint made by the prosecutor. The justices must 
hear the case in open court; the person charged can make his de- 
fence either in person or by his solicitor or counsel, he can cross- 
examine the witnesses for the prosecution, call his own witnesses 
and address the justices in his defence. The justices, after hearing 
the case, either acquit or convict him, and in case of conviction 
award the sentence. Imprisonment with or without hard labour 
can be inflicted as the provisions of the statute authorize, but 
aggregate sentences must not exceed I 2 months. If the sentence 
is a fine, and the fine is not paid, the person convicted is liable to 
be imprisoned without hard labour for the term fixed by the 
justices, not exceeding a scale fixed by statute, the maximum of 
which is three months, but this has been exceeded by some acts of 
parliament. 

Of late years this summary jurisdiction of the justices has 
received very large extensions, and many offences which were 
formerly prosecuted as serious offences by an indictment before 
the court of assize or quarter sessions have, where the offence 
was a trivial one, been made punishable, on summary proceedings 
before justices, by a fine or a term of imprisonment. 

The principal statutes dealing with the jurisdiction of justices 
to dispose of cases summarily are the Summary Jurisdiction 
Acts, 1848 and 1879, the Criminal Justice Administration Act, 
1914, and the Criminal Justice Act, 1925. Extended powers were 
given these tribunals of dealing with children and young per- 
sons, save in the case of homicide, and by the last-mentioned 
statute the power of the justices to deal with adults in specific 
cases and under certain circumstances, always with the consent 
of the accused, was further enlarged. 

In  all cases of summary trial where peremptory imprisonment 
for more than three months can be inflicted, the accused has a 
right to  trial by jury and must be infornied of this right. And 
by statute there is a general right of appeal to  quarter sessions 
f r ~ m  a conviction by or an order of a court of summary jurisdic- 
tion where there has not been a plea of guilty, or even in the latter 
case against the sentence. 

Trials  at Q u a r t e r  Sessions and Assizes.-We now come to 
consider the trial of the more serious indictable offences a t  quarter 
sessions or assizes, which cannot, or owing to their nature should 
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not, be dealt with by justices at  petty sessions. Where such an 
offence has been committed the accused is arrested, with or with- 
out the warrant of a justice, according to the nature of the offence, 
or is summoned by a justice before him. On his appearance a pre- 
liminary enquiry is held for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
there is a printa facie case against him. The procedure is regulated 
by the Indictable Offences Act, 1848, and is entirely different from 
the procedure for summary offences. I t  may be, though rarely is, 
held in private; it  is an enquiry and not a trial. The evidence of 
the witnesses given on oath, and any statement made by the ac- 
cused is taken down by the clerk, and then the justices have to 
consider not whether the man is guilty, but whether there is such 
a prima facie case against him that he ought to be tried. If they 
think that there is, they commit him to prison to wait his trial, or 
require him to give security, with or without sureties, to the 
amount named by them, for appearing to take his trial either a t  
quarter sessions or assizes. Otherwise they discharge the accused. 

At common law any person could prefer an indictment for an 
indictable offence to a grand jury, and so, even although justices 
declined to send an accused person for trial, the prosecutor might 
proceed further. But by the Vexatious Indictments Act. 1859, in 
the case of certain offences, which have been extended by subse- 
quent legislation, no indictment is to  be presented to a grand jury 
without the consent of a judge or law officer, or unless the accused 
has been committed or the prosecutor has been bound by recog- 
nizance to prosecute. Justices are bound to take that recognizance 
even although they have declined to commit. 

T h e  G r a n d  Jury.-Whether there has or has not been a pre- 
liminary enquiry before a magistrate, no person can be tried for 
any of the graver crimes, treason or felony, except upon indict- 
ment found by a grand jury of the county or place where the 
offence is said to have been committed or is by statute made cog- 
nizable. I n  olden days, and even now in theory, the grand jury 
enquire of their own knowledge, by the oath of good and lawful 
men of the neighbourhood, into the crime of the county, but in 
practice the charges against the accused persons are always first 
submitted to  the proper officer of the court. The grand jurors are 
instructed as to  their inquisition by a charge from the judge, as 
regards the indictments concerning which they are called upon to 
enquire whether there is  a prima facie case to send them for trial 
to  the petty jury. The grand jury must consist of not less than 12, 
nor more than 23, good and lawful men of the county. But any 
person who prefers an indictment is entitled to have it  presented 
to the grand jury. Officers of the court lay the indictments before 
the grand jury. The charges are then called bills, and if the 
grand jury considers that there is good ground for the trial of 
the accused, they find a "true bill," but if they think there is no 
prima facie case the foreman endorses the bill with the words 
"no true bill," and it is then presented to the judge. The jury are 
then said to have ignored the bill, and if the person charged is in 
custody he is released, but is liable to be indicted again on better 
evidence. 

In  many colonies the Scottish system has been adopted, by 
which the ordinary form of accusation is by indictment framed 
by the public prosecutor, and a grand jury is only empanelled in 
cases where an individual claims to prosecute an ofience as to  
which the public officials dccline to proceed. In  England criminal 
informations by the attorney-general, or by leave of the court 
without the intervention of a grand jury, are permitted in cases 
of misdemeanour, but are now rarely preferred. 

If a coroner's jury, on enquiring into any sudden death, finds 
that murder or manslaughter has been committed, that finding has 
the same effect as an indictment by  a grand jury, and the man 
charged may be tried by the petty jury accordingly. The law and 
procedure of the coroner's courts are now regulated by the Cor- 
oners Acts, 1887 and 1926. But now by the later statute if crim- 
inal proceedings are pending, "in the absence of reason to the 
contrary," the inquest is to stand adjourned until their conclusion. 

T r i a l  b y  Jury.-When an indictment (9.v.) is found by the 
grand jury ( I  2 a t  least must concur) the person charged is brought 
before the court, the indictment is read to him, he is arraigned 
( s ee  ARRAIGNMENT) and asked whether he is guilty or not guilty. 

If he pleads guilty he is then sentenced by the court; if he pleads 
not guilty, a petty jury of 12 is formed from the panel or list of 
jurors who have been summoned by the sheriff to  attend the court. 
H e  may peremptorily challenge jurors in cases of treason or felony 
and "for cause" also in misdemeanour. H e  is tried by these jurors 
in  open court. 

On the trial before the petty jury the procedure and the rules 
of evidence differ in few points from an ordinary civil case. The 
proceedings as already stated are accusatory. The prosecutor 
must begin to prove his case. Confessions (q.v.) and admissions 
alleged to have been made by the accused are regarded with sus- 
picion and are not admitted unless it is clear that they were not 
extracted by inducements of a temporal nature held out by persons 
in authority over him. The accused may not be  interrogated by the 
judge or the prosecuting counsel unless he consents to be sworn as  
a witness. The accused may, if he choose, be defended by counsel, 
and if poor may get legal aid at  the public expense if the court cer- 
tify for it. H e  is entitled t o  cross-examine the witnesses for the 
prosecution and to call witnesses in his defence. At the conclusion 
of the evidence and speeches the judge sums u p  t o  the jury both 
as to  the facts and the law, and the jury by their verdict acquit 
or convict. Immediate discharge follows on acquittal; sentence by 
the judge on conviction. 

A p p e a l  A f t e r  T r i a l  by Jury.-In English law until 1907, 
where a criminal case had been tried by a jury, the verdict of the 
jury of guilt or innocence was final and there was no appeal on the 
facts. Any considerable defect or informality in  the procedure 
might be the subject of a writ of error. And if any question of 
law arose a t  the trial, the judge might, if he chose, reserve it  for 
the opinion of the court for the consideration of Crown cases re- 
served, by whom the conviction might be either quashed or 
confirmed. 

By the Criminal Appeal Act, 1907, a new court was established 
to which any person convicted on indictment or criminal informa- 
tion might appeal. This statute abolished writs of error and the old 
practice of the king's bench as to granting new trials. I t  allowed 
appeals on questions of law and fact and on mixed questions of law 
and fact, and also against sentences, and on the certificate of the 
attorney-general that a point of law of exceptional public impor- 
tance is involved, a further appeal is permitted to  the House of 
Lords. There is no provision for  appeals against acquittals and no 
power to  order a new trial. A court of criminal appeal was estab- 
lished for Scotland in 1926. (See APPEAL.) 

Costs.-The expenses of prosecution for crime in England are 
dealt with in the following manner. I n  the case of summary 
offences justices under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts can order 
the defendant on conviction to pay to the prosecutor all costs that 
are just and reasonable, and where the information is dismissed 
can order the prosecutor to  pay costs to  the accused. At common 
law there was no jurisdiction to order costs, and the power to  do 
so rests upon statute. The subject, so far as indictable, as opposed 
to summary offences are concerned, is governed by the costs in 
Criminal Cases Act, 1908, and by that statute ( I )  a court of assize, 
including the central criminal court, or a court of quarter sessions 
before which any indictable offence is tried; ( 2 )  a court of sum- 
mary jurisdiction dealing summarily with an indictable offence; 
and (3) justices examining but not trying an indictable offence 
may direct the payment of the costs of the prosecution or defence 
out of the funds of the county or county borough as in the act pro- 
vided. There is power under the same act for  the court to  order 
the costs of the prosecution to be paid by the accused if con- 
victed, and in certain cases a private prosecutor may be ordered 
to pay the costs of the defence. I n  the case of an appeal to  the 
court of criminal appeal under the act of 1907, no costs are 
allowed on either side, but the expenses of assigned counsel or 
solicitor and of witnesses are to  be defrayed out of local funds. 

Character is t ics  of Engl i sh  C r i m i n a l  Law.-The charac- 
teristics of English criminal law and procedure which most dis- 
tinguish it  from the procedure of other countries are as follows: 

I .  I t  is litigious or accusatory and not inquisitorial. I t  is for 
the prosecutor to  prove by legal evidence the commission of the 
alleged offence, and the accused is not required to  prove his inno- 
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cence. 

2. According to the law of England there is no prescription in 
criminal law (with a few exceptions created by statute). Tempus 
nolt occurrit regi. An offender is always liable to punishment 
whatever time may have elapsed since the committal of the 
offence. On the Continent of Europe the limitation of a judgment 
and sentence for a crime is 20 years; five years for a de'lit, and 
for a contravention two years. No proceedings can be taken as 
regards a crime after a lapse of ten years, whilst as regards a de'lit 
the limit is three years, and two years for a contravention. 

3. A criminal prosecution directed on European criminal pro- 
cedure a t  once passes into the hands of the State as an infringe- 
ment of law which must be repressed, on the ground that the 
whole community bases its security on obedience to law. I t  is 
true that in England prosecutions are carried on in the name of the 
Crown, but only in serious matters do the attorney-general, the 
director of public prosecutions, or the police act, and much of the 
repression of minor crime is left to the injured party. 

4. I n  England every criminal trial from beginning to end is 
public. Preliminary enquiries into an indictable offence may be, 
but rarely if ever are, conducted in private. On the Continent of 
Europe, with rare exceptions all preliminary proceedings in a crim- 
inal charge are secret, and there are limitations to the rights of the 
legal advisers of the accused. At the trial the powers of counsel 
are much wider. I n  England also it  is an established law that an 
accused person should have the right of publicity of the proceed- 
ings and the right to defend himself by counsel and by witnesses at 
all stages of the proceedings. 

5. I n  England the single-judge system is universal, save in 
courts of summary jurisdiction, a t  quarter sessions for counties 
and on appeal; on the Continent of Europe plurality of judges is 
insisted upon, save in the most trivial cases, where the punish- 
ment is insignificant. 

6. I n  England the accused has a right to be tried by a jury 
for all serious crime, and all professional judges are chosen from 
the bar, and do not form a particular caste, and are only removable 
for misbehaviour. 

N o r t h e r n  I r e l a n d  and Scotland.-The criminal law of 
Northern Ireland is to a great extent the same as that of England. 
resting on the same common law and on statutes which extend to 
both countries or are in almost the same terms, and is administered 
by courts of assize and quarter sessions, and by justices, as in 
England. In  a few instances statutes passed for England or Great 
Britain before the Union have not been extended to Ireland, or 
statutes passed by the Irish parliament before the Union or by the 
British parliament since the Union create offences not known to 
English law. 

In  Scotland not many crimes are constituted by statute law, the 
common law having great elasticity. Criminal procedure in Scot- 
land is regulated by an act of 188; which greatly simplified indict- 
ments and proceedings. The prosecution of crime is in the hdnds 
of public officers, procurators fiscal, under the control of the lord 
advocate. Private prosecutions are possible, but rare. Except in 
the case of the law of treason, imported from England at the 
Union, no grand jury is required, and the indictments are filed by 
the public officer. 

The criminal law of England forms the basis of the criminal 
law of British possessions abroad, with a few exceptions, e.g., the 
Channel Islands (still subject to the custom of Normandy), and 
the anomalous case of Cyprus, where Ottoman law is  to some 
extent in force. As to India, see infra. 

I n  many British colonies the criminal law has been codified or 
a t  the least consolidated. The criminal law of South Africa, which 
is based on the Roman-Dutch law, including the Co~zstitutio 
Criminalis Carolina (1532), is not codified In the Transvaal and 
Orange River colonies codes of criminal procedure are in force, 
drawn mainly from the common and statute law of the Cape 
Colony with the addition of provisions borrowed from English 
and colonial legislation. 

,Codification.-"Criminal law has everywhere grown out of 
custom, and has in all civilized States been largely dealt with by 
direct legislation. In  most civilized States (including Japan) it 

has been codified by statute, to  the general satisfaction of the 
people; and the conspicuous success of the Indian Penal Code 
shows that English criminal law is susceptible of being so treated" 
(Bryce, Studies, ii. 34). 

The expediency, if not the necessity, of codifying the criminal 
law of England has long been apparent. The writings of Bentham 
drew attention to many of its substantial defects, and the efforts 
of Romilly and hlackintosh led to  certain improvements embodied 
in what are known as Peel's Acts (1826 to 1832). In  1833, a t  the 
instance of Lord Chancellor Brougham, a royal commission was 
appointed to deal with the criminal law. The nature of the instruc- 
tions indicate the crudity of the ideas then ruling as to codification. 
The co~nmissioners were directed to  digest into one statute all 
enactments touching crimes and the punishment thereof, and into 
another statute the provisions of the common unwritten law touch- 
ing the same. The commission was renewed in 1836 and 1837, and 
in 1843 a second commission was appointed. Numerous and 
voluminous reports were published, including (1848) a bill for 
consolidating and amending the law as to crimes and punishments, 
and (1849) a like bill for criminal procedure, indicating that the 
commissioners had in the meantime learned the distinction be- 
tween substantive and adjective law. Lord Brougham in 1848 
unsuccessfully introduced the first bill, and in the end the only 
fruit of the reports has been certain amendments of procedure in 
1851 and the passing of the seven Criminal Law Consolidation 
Acts of 1861, which deal with the statute law as to larceny, for- 
gery, n~alicious injuries to property, coinage offences and offences 
  gain st the person. During the present century the law relating 
to perjury, forgery, indictments and larceny has been consolidated 
in several statutes 

India.-The Indian Penal Code and Criminal Procedure Code, 
by their history, their form, and the extent and diversity of the 
races and peoples to which they apply, are perhaps the most 
important codes in the whole world. Between 1834 and 1837 
hlacaulay with three other commissioners, Macleod, Anderson 
and Millet, prepared a draft penal code for India, for which they 
drew not only upon English and Indian laws and regulations but 
also upon Livingstone's Louisiana code and the Code NapolCon. 
Little or nothing was taken from the htohammedan law. A revised 
draft of the Penal Code by Sir B. Peacock, Sir J. W. Colville and 
others was completed in 1856. I n  framing it  the reports of the 
English criminal law commissioners (published after Macaulay's 
draft code) were considered. The draft was presented to the 
Legislative Council in 1856, but owing to the mutiny and to objec- 
tions from missionaries, etc., its passing was delayed until Oct. 6, 
1860. A draft scheme of criminal procedure was prepared in 
India in 1847-48, which, after submission to a commission in 
England, was moulded into a draft code which passed the India 
Legislative Council in 1861 (Act No. XXV.) and came into force 
in 1862. I t  has been re-enacted with amendments on various occa- 
sions and in 1898 (Act V.). 

The result is that in India the criminal law is the law of the 
conqueror, though for many civil purposes the law of race, re- 
ligion and caste governs. Under the codes, one set of courts has 
been established throughout the country, composed of well-paid, 
well-educated judges, many of the high judicial appointments be- 
ing held by Englishmen; all those who hold subordinate judicial 
posts a t  the same time are subjected to  a combined system of 
appeal and revision. The arrangement of the Indian Penal Code 
is natural as well as logical; its ba_sis is the law of England stripped 
of technicality and local peculiarities, whilst certain nlodifications 
are introduced to meet the exigencies of a country such as  
British India. 

Passing on to the system of criminal procedure which is set 
forth in detail in the Code of Criminal Procedure as re-enacted in 
1898, it is no doubt modelled on the English system, but with 
considerable n~odifications. The principal steps are: ( I )  arrest 
by the police and enquiries by the police; (2) the issue of sum- 
mons or warrant by the magistrate; (3)  the mode of procedure 
before the magistrate, who may either try the accused himself or 
commit him to the sessions or the high court, according to the 
importance of the case; (4) procedure before the court of session; 
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( 5 )  appeals, reference and revision by the high court. 

Fore ign  Codes.-It has already been stated that most Euro- 
pean States had codified their criminal law. The earliest of Con- 
tinental codes is that of Charles V., promulgated in I 532, and 
known as Co?zstitutio Criminalis Carolina. Austria made further 
codes in 1768 (Constitutio Crinzi~zalis Theresiana) and 1787 (Em- 
peror Joseph's Code). A new code was framed in 1803, and 
amended in 1852 by reference to  the Code NapolCon; and in 1906 
a con~pletely new code existed in draft. The Hungarian Penal 
Code dates from 1880. The Bavarian Code of 1768 of Maximil- 
ian, revised in 1861, and the Prussian Code of 1780, have been 
superseded by the German Penal Code of 

The most important of the Continental criminal codes are 
those of France, the Code Pe'?zaZ (1810) and the Code d'lnstruc- 
tion Crimi?zelle (1808)-the work of Napoleon the Great and his 
advisers, which professedly incorporate much of the Roman law. 

The Belgian Codes (1867), and the Dutch Penal Code (1880) 
closely follow the French model. I n  Spain the Penal Code dates 
from 1870, the Procedure Code from 1886. The Spanish-American 
republics for the most part also have codes. Portugal has a Penal 
Code (1852). I n  Italy the Procedure Code and the Penal Code, 
perhaps the completest yet framed, are of 1890, but a new penal 
code under the Fascist rCgime is now (1928) under consideration. 
The Swedish Code dates from 1864. The Norwegian Code was 
passed in May 1902, and came into force in 1905. Japan has a 
code based on a study of European and American models. 

I n  the United States no Federal criminal code is possible; but 
many States have digested their criminal law and procedure more 
or less effectually into penal codes. 

I t  may be generally stated that the English criminal law and 
procedure forms the basis of that which obtains in English- 
speaking countries, while the French Codes of Napoleon are the 
models of Continental criminal law. (W. DE B. H.; X.) 

UNITED STATES 
I n  one sense there is no single body of criminal law of the 

United States For purposes of the administration of criminal 
justice each of the 48 States, and the Federal Government, is a 
sovereign State with its own law, its own exclusive jurisdiction, 
its own judges and other ofiicers of justice, its own system of 
penalties and its own rules of procedure, subject only, in the case 
of the States, to certain restrictions of the Federal Constitution. 
Yet, in another sense, there is a criminal law of the United States. 

When the American Colonies were first settled by the English, 
it  was held by the settlers and by the judges and lawyers of 
England, that they brought with them so much of the common 
law of England and the statutes then in force there as was 
applicable to their local situation and change of circumstances. 
But each Colony judged for  itself what parts of this common law 
were applicable to its new condition, and adopted some parts and 
rejected others. The common law here spoken of is that great 
body of principles evolved by the English judges during the 
centuries. 

Therefore, while each of the several States of the United States 
has its own distinct body of criminal law, these bodies of law have 
a common source, viz , the common law of England, and this 
common law furnishes a great body of principles which forms the 
basis of the law of each of the several States and of the Federal 
Government. Thus, subject to  exceptions mentioned hereafter, 
every act that was a crime by the common law of England at the 
time the English emigrated to America is a crime to-day in the 
several States. There are three exceptions to this statement. ( I )  
Under the rule that the English brought with them to America 
only so much of the common law as was suited to their changed 
conditions, offences cognizable only in the ecclesiastical courts in 
England, such as incontinence, were generally held not punishable 
in America unless made so by statute. (2) I n  a few States the 
legislatures have undertaken to codify the criminal law, and the 
courts of these States have held that in so doing the legislatures 
intended to include in the code all acts that were thereafter to be 
punishable, and that no act not animadverted upon in the code 
should henceforth be a crime in that State. (3) The Federal 

courts hold that there are no common law crimes against the 
Federal Government; that only such acts as have been declared 
criminal by Congress can be punished by the Federal courts. 

Not only were some common law crimes rejected in the United 
States, but many of the common law punishments in vogue in 
England a t  the time of the settlement of the Colonies were not 
accepted there. I n  an early Pennsylvania case the court said:- 
"The common law punishment of ducking (which was the punish- 
ment for the offence of being a common scold in England) was not 
received nor embodied by usage, so as to  become a part of the 
common law of Pennsylvania. I t  was rejected, as not accommo- 
dated to  the circumstances of the country, and against the notions 
of punishment entertained by this primitive and humane com- 
munity; and although they adopted the common law doctrine as 
to inferior offences, yet they did not follow their punishments. 
. . . A gross libel in England was sometimes punished by the 
pillory. I believe Mr. Prynne lost both his ears. Though the 
offence is the same here, yet the sentence is very different." 

On this basis of the common law of England, each of the States 
and the Federal Government have separately, through the medium 
of legislation, built their individual bodies of criminal law. The 
criminal law legislation has been exercised mainly in the direction 
of the creation of new crimes, the changing of the penalties of 
the old ones, the organization of courts and changes in procedure. 

Classification of Crimes.-Offences are usually classified in 
the United States in respect to their effect, as offences ( I )  against 
the law of nations, ( 2 )  against public justice and authority, (3) 
against the public peace, (4) against trade, (5)  against public 
decency, (6) against the person, (7) against property. The United 
States has inherited from England the classification of crimes, in 
respect to  their gravity, into treason, felony and misdemeanour. 
I n  England many crimes were placed in the category of treason. 
I n  the United States this term has been restricted to one offence; 
viz., the levying of war against the State or adhering to its enemies. 
Felonies, a t  common law, included all crimes punishable by death 
and forfeiture of property, but since forfeiture of property for 
crime was abolished early in the United States and the death 
penalty was restricted to a few crimes, this term has lost its 
original signification and now, generally speaking, characterizes 
all the more serious crimes. Furthermore, this category has been 
affected by statutes, so that what is a felony in one State may be 
only a misdemeanour in another. I n  some States a general rule 
has been adopted defining felony, as in New York, where all 
offences punishable by imprisonment for  one year are declared 
felonies; while in other States, as in Pennsylvania, the legislature, 
in defining each crime, prescribes whether it  shall be a felony or 
a misdemeanour. The term misdemeanour includes all offences 
punishable by the State which are not treason or felony. 

FIXING RESPONSIBILITY 
Elements  of Crime.-The elements of a crime, under the laws 

of the Federal Government and of the States, are the same as in 
other systems of law. The rule is expressed in the maxim-every 
crime consists of an act, or an omission to act, and an accompany- 
ing state of mind. The act must be a willed act, and the omission 
must be the omission of a legal, as distinguished from a moral, 
duty. A blow caused by a mere muscular reflex will not make one 
criminally liable nor will an omission by a stranger to  rescue a 
drowning person, though such rescue could be effected by a mini- 
mum of effort. Except in a small but growing class of statutory 
offences of a minor character, there must exist, together with the 
act or omission, an accompanying state of mind, to  render the 
person causing injury criminally liable. This state of mind varies 
in the case of different offences and is either malice, negligence, 
knowledge of certain facts or some particular intent. Thus murder 
consists of an act causing death to a human being, accompanied 
by malice; voluntary manslaughter consists of the same act with 
intent to kill, but without malice; while in involuntary man- 
slaughter we have the same act done with a merely negligent mind. 
Most of the serious offences require, in addition to an act, a cer- 
tain specific intent. Thus in burglary there must be the act of 
breaking and entering a dwelling house in the night time, with a n  
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intent to commit some felony therein; in larceny there must be 
coupled with the act of taking an intent to deprive the owner per- 
manently of the property taken; in robbery there must be the 
forcible taking of property, with the intent required in larceny. 
I n  addition to these cominpn law crimes there is a long catalogue 
of statutory offences requiring a specific intent for their com- 
mission; such are assaults, with intent to kill, to maim, to wound, 
etc. 

E l e m e n t s  of C r i m i n a l  Responsibility.- To be responsible, 
criminally, for his acts, the person charged must be of competent 
age and sane. In  the United States, as in England, a child under 
seven years of age is not criminally liable for any act, and between 
the ages of seven and 14 he is presumed not to have such knowl- 
edge and discretion as to make him liable. The burden of proving 
such knowledge or discretion is on the prosecution. While in the 
law both of England and the United States a n  insane person is 
not responsible for his acts, the legal test of the kind and degree 
of that insanity which excuses him is not the same. Indeed, it  is 
not the same in all the States of the Union. I n  England, the test, 
adopted in 1843, in McNaghten's Case, in accordance with the 
medical theories of the day, was what has become known as the 
"right and wrong" test, viz, did the accused know the nature and 
quality of the act he did, or, if he did know i t ,  did he know that 
he was doing wrong. This test has been adopted in many of the 
States, and under it  i t  is held in these States that a person is not 
excused who kills another under an insane irresistible impulse, 
or homicidal mania. A growing number of States, however, in- 
fluenced by modern psychiatry, have repudiated the "right and 
wrong" test and hold that even if the accused knew the nature and 
quality of his act and knew that it  was wrong, yet if he was driven 
to do the act by  an insane, irresistible impulse, he is not re- 
sponsible. A third group of States hold that there is no legal test 
of insanity; that insanity is a question of fact, not of law, and if 
the defendant had a mental disease, and the act done by him was 
a product of that disease, he should not be convicted. If insanity 
exists i n  such a degree as to  excuse, the origin, or cause, of such 
insanity is immaterial; thus insanity brought on by indulgence in 
liquor, if i t  be real insanity-a disease of the mind-and not 
merely a temporary irrationality due to  intoxication, is as  effective 
to render one non-liable for acts due to such insanity as though 
the insanity were congenital. Insanity plays another rBle in the 
criminal law in that though the accused was sane at  the time he 
committed an offence, he cannot be put on trial if he is insane 
when his case comes on to be tried, as in such event he cannot 
intelligently present his defence; nor can he be punished if he is 
insane a t  the time of the sentence. 

Drunkenness, not involving insanity, is a valid excuse in the 
case of all crimes requiring a specific intent for their commission, 
if the drunkenness is so great as to negative the fact that the 
accused had, a t  the time h e  did the act, the accompanying intent 
necessary to constitute the particular crime with which he is 
charged. Thus a person cannot be convicted of larceny, if a t  the 
time he took the property he was too drunk to entertain the intent 
to steal; nor can he be convicted of arson if he was too drunk to 
have the intent to burn. Ignorance or mistake of law or of fact 
affords a valid excuse for a crime if such crime requires a specific 
intent or knowledge, and the ignorance or mistake negatives the 
existence of the requisite intent or knowledge. Thus if a person 
mistakenly thinking that a piece of property belongs to  him, 
carries it  away, he is not guilty of larceny, sinct his mistake 
negatives the intent to  deprive the owner of the property, which 
intent is necessary to  larceny; or if a person votes, believing 
erroneously that he has the right to  vote under existing law, he 
cannot be convicted under a statute providing penalties for "know- 
ingly" voting illegally. 

Since the theory of the criminal law is that a crime is an offence 
against the State rather than against the individual, the consent 
of the person injured affords no defence except in crimes such as 
rape, larceny, etc., that require the non-consent of such person by 
their very definition. Thus on an indictment for murder it is no 
defence to  show that the person killed consented to his death or 
asked the accused to kill him. For the same reason, contributory 

negligence, or guilt, or condonation, of the person injured, is no 
defence in criminal law. Physical compulsion or coercion is a 1 valid excuse for what would otherwise be a crime because in such 
case the act done is not the act of the person seeming to act but 

I of the person compelling. Moral compulsion, such as threats, has 
been held in the United States to  excuse some crimes and not to 

1 excuse others. Thus where an American enlisted in the enemy 
army it  was held he was not guilty of treason if he enlisted through 
fear of immediate death (Respub. v. McCariy, 2 Dallas, 86) .  On 

1 the other hand, one is never excused for killing an innocent person 
even to save oneself from immediade death at  the hands of a third 

1 person (Brewer v. State, 7 2  Ark. 145). The fact that one was in- 
duced or commanded to commit a crime affords no excuse. There 
are two partial exceptions to this rule. A wife is excused for the 
commission of any but one of the more serious crimes if she is 
coerced by her husband and the crime is committed while he is 

, present; and a person in the military or naval service is excused 
for illegal 3cts done by command of his superior officer, unless 
the order was so clearly illegal that a person of ordinary intelli- 
gence would recognize its illegality on its being given. I n  addition 
to the above-mentioned excuses, there are certain justifications 
for acts which, without such justification, would be criminal. In  
this category are the arrest. detention and, in the case of serious 
crimes, even the killing, of a person who has committed or is 
about to commit a serious felony, if there is no other means of 
arresting him or of preventing the felony. A parent, or one stand- 
ing in loco parentis, may likewise justify a battery on the person 
in his charge if the battery is for purposes of correction and is not 
excessive. The well-known doctrine of self-defence likewise comes 
within the category of justifiable acts. Also, what one may do in 
self-defence, another may do in defence of him. A person may 
also protect his dwelling or his property by force, short of killing 
or serious bodily harm. 

Combinat ions of Persons in Crime.-A person may be con- 
cerned in a crime either as a principal in the first degree, a prin- 
cipal in the second degree, an accessory before the fact or an 
accessory after the fact. The principal in the first degree is one 
who commits the crime with his own hand or acting through a 
legally irresponsible agent-such as a child under seven years of 
age, an animal or a mechanism. A principal in the second degree 
is one who is present, aiding or abetting the principal in the first 
degree. An accessory before the fact is one who induces the prin- 
cipal in the first degree to commit the crime but is not present 
when it  is committed. An accessory after the fact is one who, 
knowing that another has committed a felony, shelters him or 
aids him to escape. These degrees of participation in crime hold 
only in the case of felonies. In  treason and misdemeanours all 
persons concerned are principals. 

I n  the United States, as in England, attempts falling short of 
the commission of the crime intended are themselves regarded as 
crimes unless the crime intended is of a very minor character. I n  
this class of crime, as in others, there must be a concurrence of 
act and intent. A distinction is made between preparation t o  com- 
mit the offence and attempt to commit it. If the act done toward 
the commission of the crime has not gone beyond mere prepara- 
tion to commit it, the technical "act" has not been done and no 
offence has taken place. Thus buying acpistol for the purpose of 
killing a person is not an attempt to kill-it is only "preparation"; 
but if the actor has proceeded so far as to point the pistol a t  his 
victim the attempt is complete though his attempt should be 
frustrated or he should a t  this point voluntarily relinquish his 
design. Many fine-spun distinctions have been made both in 
England and in the United States as to  whether one could be con- 
victed of an attempt to  do something, the doing of which was a t  
the time impossible-as an attempt to  pick an empty pocket. 
There is authority in England to the effect that this is not a 
punishable attempt. The authority in the United States is gen- 
erally to the contrary. There is general agreement, however, on 
the proposition that one cannot be guilty of an attempt to do a 
thing which is legally, as distinguished from factually, impossible. 
Thus a person could not be guilty of an attempt to  steal goods, 
even though he proceeded far enough in his attempt t o  pass be- 
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yond preparation, if i t  happened that, unknown to him at the 
time, the goods were his own goods. 

POWERS O F  VARIOUS STATES 
Punishment.- The punishments inflicted in the United States 

for crime are: ( I )  Death. I n  some States the death penalty is 
inflicted by hanging, in others by electrocution and in one by 
lethal gas. I n  several States the death penalty has been abolished. 
Death is the usual penalty for treason and for murder in the first 
degree-generally a wilful, deliberate and premeditated murder, 
or a killing done in the commission of or attempt to commit one 
of the more serious felonies. I n  the Southern States rape is also 
generally punished by death. (2)  Imprisonment in the State peni- 
tentiary. The more serious offences not punished by death are 
thus punished. (3)  Pecuniary fines, varying in amount with the 
gravity of the offence. (4) Whipping, as a penalty for certain 
offences, is still practised in Delaware. ( 5 )  Imprisonment in the 
county gaol. The less serious crimes are punished in this manner. 
In  many States, second and subsequent offenders are punished 
more severely than first offenders. New York has gone furthest 
in this direction, punishing by life imprisonment one who is for 
the fourth time convicted of any felony. 

I n  general, in the United States, the maximum punishment for 
each offence is fixed by statute, the trial judge being given dis- 
cretion to mete out any given penalty less than the maximum. I n  
some States the jury may, in convicting the accused, recommend 
him to mercy, and in others the jury itself, instead of the judge, 
fixes the penalty in each case. There are provisions also in many 
States for the probation and parole of prisoners, especially in the 
case of first offenders. "Cruel and unusual" punishments are for- 
bidden by the Federal Constitution. 

Jur i sd ic t ion  a n d  Venue.-Jurisdiction as here used means 
the power of the State to punish offences; venue means the local 
sub-division of the State in which an offence must be tried. With- 
out a special statute authorizing it, a State can punish only those 
offences which are committed within its boundaries, and, perhaps, 
crimes affecting its well-being by its own citizens elsewhere. E y  
statute, however, a State can punish anyone who does an act 
anywhere against its sovereignty or security. Statutes so provid- 
ing have been enacted by the U.S. Congress. Also the peace 
officers of a State have no authority beyond its territory and 
hence cannot apprehend one who has committed a crime within 
the State and taken refuge in another State. The only recourse 
in such a case is for the governor of the offended State to  request 
the governor of the State to which the criminal has fled to pro- 
cure his arrest and return. Whether the request will be efficacious 
depends entirely on the good pleasure of the second governor, 
though in practice the request is seldom refused. By special agree- 
ment between some of the States, concurrent jurisdiction has 
been given these States over crimes committed on rivers separat- 
ing them. Much difficulty is experienced in the administration of 
the criminal law in the United States, not only by the fleeing of 
criminals from one State to another, but also by fugitive wit- 
nesses whose testimony is needed a t  the trial. To  obviate this 
difficulty, agreements have been made by a few States under 
which the State to which a witness has fled will return the witness 
to  the State needing his testimony. The common law principle 
that an offence must be prosecuted in the county in which it was 
committed obtains generally in the United States. Several States. 
however, have enacted statutes allowing prosecution in another 
county; e.g., in the cases of a wounding in one county resulting in 
death in another, of offences committed near the county line of 
adjoining counties and of offences committed on moving trains. 

By the Federal Constitution and by most State Constitutions, 
all persons are protected from being prosecuted more than once 
for the same offence. I n  the Constitutions of a few States this 
protection is confined to capital cases. These provisions do not 
prevent the Federal Government from prosecuting a person for an 
act for which he has already been prosecuted by a State, if the 
act is an offence against both the State and the Federal Govern- 
ment, and the same principle applies to a prosecution by a State 
after a prosecution by the Federal Government. 

All but a few States provide in their Constitutions that, before 
conviction, every person accused of crime shall have the right to  
be released from custody on bail, except in capital cases. I n  a 
few States this right is not guaranteed in the case of murder, 
whether murder be a capital offence or not; and in a few States 
treason is also excepted. 

Though known by varying names, there are in general in the 
United States three classes of courts having jurisdiction in 
criminal cases in each State: ( I )  Courts having cognizance of 
petty offences. These are generally known as magistrate's courts 
or courts of the justice of the peace. (2)  Courts having juris- 
diction of indictable offences-variously named. (3) I n  some of 
the larger cities there are also courts having cognizance of juvenile 
offenders. (4 )  Courts of appeal. I n  only two States are there 
courts of appeal for criminal cases alone. I n  the other States the 
same court hears appeals in both civil and criminal cases. 

Procedure.-In the United States the prosecution of the 
criminal is not left, as generally in England, to  the initiative of 
the individual who has suffered by the crime, but is conducted by 
an officer of the State whose sole public duty is the enforcement 
of public justice. H e  is known by various titles, such as States 
attorney, prosecuting attorney, district attorney, solicitor, etc., of 
whom there is usually one for each county or district in the State. 
Important cases are sometimes conducted by the attorney-general. 
The summary prosecution of cases both before a magistrate or 
justice of the peace and before a court having jurisdiction of in- 
dictable offences in the United States is so similar to the prosecu- 
tion before the justice of the peace in England as not to require 
a separate description. I n  the United States generally, only one 
magistrate hears the case, though in many States he may call in 
a magistrate of another county to  sit with him if he so desire. 
I t  is believed that no legislation similar to the Vexatious Indict- 
ments Act of England exists in the United States and that, there- 
fore, an indictment may be considered by the grand jury in all 
cases of indictable oftences whether or not the magistrate has de- 
clined to hold an accused person to trial. The finding of a "true 
bill" by a grand jury as a prerequisite to  putting a person on trial 
for all but petty offences was a part of the common law inherited 
by the United States from England, and still obtains in half of 
them. I n  24 Stales, ho;vever, the prosecution may be begun, 
without the intervention of a grand jury, by the filing of an 
"information," i.e., accusation, by the prosecuting attorney, ex- 
cept, in a few States, in cases punishable by death or imprison- 
ment for more than ten years. I t  is still lawful to  ,proceed by 
indictment by a grand jury in these States, but in practice prosecu- 
tion by information has superseded that by indictment as simpler, 
less expensive and more expeditious. 

T r i a l  by Jury.-When an indictment has been presented, or 
an information filed, against a person, he is arrested, if he is not 
already in custody or released on bail, and is brought before the 
court. On appearing, he is arraigned (see ARRAIGXMENT). The 
indictment is read to him, even though in some States he has 
been given a copy of the indictment a prescribed time previously. 
H e  is then required to  plead by being asked whether he is guilty 
or not. I n  answer to this he may plead any one of the following 
pleas: ( I )  guilty; (2) not guilty; (3 )  former jeopardy; (4)  for- 
mer acquittal; ( 5 )  former conviction; (6) ~zolo contendere- 
which is, for practical purposes, equivalent to  a plea of guilty; 
( 7 )  to  the jurisdiction; i.e., that the court has no jurisdiction of 
the case; (8) in abatement-as that he has been erroneously 
named in the indictment; (9) he may demur to the indictment; 
(10)  in some States the accused must enter a special plea of 
insanity if he desires to  defend on this ground; in others this de- 
fence may be given under the plea of "not guilty." If the accused 
pleads guilty, no trial is necessary in most States, but the judge 
proceeds to sentence. I n  a few States, however, the judge, or 
jury, is required to  hear the K-itnesses as to any facts that may 
aggravate or mitigate the offence. If the accused refuses to enter 
any plea, a plea of "not guilty" is entered for him by  the court. 
If the defendant pleads "not guilty," or stands mute, a jury is 
selected to try the case. I n  most States this jury is composed of 
1 2  persons, and the accused cannot be convicted unless all the 
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jurors unite in finding him guilty. I n  some States a trial may be 
had by a smaller number of jurors, and in some a unanimous 
verdict is not required in the case of all crimes. The burden of 
proving the accused guilty is on the prosecution and the prisoner 
is entitled to  acquittal unless the jury is  satisfied, beyond a 
reasonable doubt, of his guilt. The accused is entitled to  be repre- 
sented by counsel, and if he is unable to procure counsel, it must 
be assigned to him, in some States in all cases of felony, in others 
in cases of trials for homicide. H e  is entitled, as is the State, to 
have process to compel witnesses to attend and testify. When the 
evidence has all been heard, counsel for the State and for the 
prisoner address the jury, and the judge instructs the jury as to 
the law of the case. I n  the Federal courts and in the courts of a 
few States, the judge may comment on the evidence of the case in 
order t o  assist the jury in reaching a just verdict, but in most 
States the judge is forbidden by law to comment on the facts. 

I n  all States the accused, on conviction, may petition the court 
which tried him for a new trial of the case, which will be granted 
if the court is persuaded that his conviction was not in accordance 
with the law. I n  addition to  this, the accused has the right to 
have his case reviewed by a higher court-in a few States, as to 
matters of law only; in most States, as to  both the law and the 
facts. The appellate court in its review is confined to the record 
and cannot examine witnesses, nor can it modify or increase the 
sentence. I t  can only affirm the legality of the original trial or 
send the case back for a new trial. (W. E MI.) 
CRIMINOLOGY, a modern term invented to describe the 

results of recent inquiries into the personal or social factors 
which determine criminal misconduct, but which has, in  the hands 
of its more recent exponents, come to include the whole prob- 
lem of crime and its treatment in human society. A comprehen- 
sive study of the subject to-day would, therefore, draw its ma- 
terial from history, sociology and law, as well as from psychology, 
anthropology and social ethics. I t  gathers criminal statistics with 
the view of ascertaining the crime rate and its upward or down- 
ward trend in diiferent countries and, in the same country, in 
different areas of population, in communities of varying national 
or racial origin or living on different economic levels. I t  seeks 
the springs of misconduct and of criminal propensity through 
the intensive study of the mental and social history of the indi- 
vidual delinquent, and it undertakes to classify criminals on the 
basis of the causative factors thus disclosed. I t  aims to establish 
a rationale of punishment or of other treatment of the delin- 
quent by a similar study of the efficacy and the social utility 
of the machinery of criminal justice in various countries, rang- 
ing from the method of the police and the courts to the prisons, 
the death penalty and the modern devices of probation and 
parole. All these fields of activity are being industriously and 
hopefully explored by eager students in all parts of the civilized 
world. If the results thus far realized are too meagre and un- 
certain to constitute a body of true scientific knowledge, the 
same may be said of any other of the so-called social sciences. 
Certainly criminology has struck at  the core of its problem in 
its present resolute effort t o  win an understanding of the criminal 
mind. 

I t  seems incredible, but it  is nevertheless a fact, that, prior to 
the publication of Lombroso's L'Uomo delinquente (The Crim- 
inal), which was given to the world i n  1876, there had never been 
offered a serious, scientific approach t o  the study of the criminal. 
I t  is true that some 7 5  years earlier the Viennese physician and 
phrenologist, Franz Joseph Gall, then resident in  Paris, had laid 
down the proposition that criminal tendencies were probably 
innate, and might be detected by the conformation of the skull, 
but his suggestion was not taken up by his disciples. There is no 
evidence that it  was known to Lombroso. 

T h e  Posi t ive School.-Lombroso's theory of the criminal 
as a sub-human anthropological freak, marked by  anatomical and 
other stigmata and doomed by his nature to  a criminal career, 
was at  once accepted by a majority of students in Italy, and 
by scholars and writers of distinction in other European coun- 
tries Though subjected to weighty criticism, and though never 
received in any English-speaking con~munity, it became, and 

for a generation remained, the dominant doctrine of European 
students of the problem of crime. The adherents of the doctrine, 
a t  first known as the Italian and later as the Continental school 
of criminology, have, under the influence of its most eloquent 
and learned modern interpreter, Enrico Ferri, claimed the title 
of the Positive school. 

But the central doctrine of these thinkers did not long stand 
in the unqualified form in which it  was originally promulgated. 
Even Lombroso himself, before his death in 1909, had modified 
his views to the extent of admitting that the born anthropological 
criminals numbered perhaps not more than half of those com- 
mitting criminal offences. These were the true criminals, the 
other half being made up  of the victims of circumstances. These 
modifications of the original doctrine were the result partly of 
the researches and conclusions of some of Lombroso's immedi- 
ate Italian disciples, such as Raffaele Garofalo and Enrico Ferri, 
but even more, perhaps, of the challenging writings of the Dutch 
publicist, William A. Bonger, who emphasized the influence of 
economic conditions, and of the French philosopher, Gabriel 
Tarde, and others, who attributed criminality mainly to the 
psychic impulse of imitation. While all these efforts, like the 
doctrine impeached by them, were vitiated by the aim of fur- 
nishing a single explanation of the extremely complicated and 
puzzling problem of the persistence of crime in an orderly civili- 
zation, each and every one of them, nevertheless, made a con- 
tribution to the criminology of the future. 

Absence of Phys ica l  C r i m i n a l  Type.-It remained, how- 
ever, for an English physician, Dr.  Charles Goring, medical offi- 
cer of H M. prison service, to demonstrate the fallacy of the 
central assumption of the Italian criminologists. Adopting more 
rigorous methods of examination and measurement of inmates 
of the English prisons and correlating the results with similar 
examination and measurements of members of the law-abiding 
community, he proved conclusively that criminals, as a class, 
differ more widely among themselves than they do from the com- 
munity outside and that the latter show the same stigmata of 
criminality that criminals possess. I n  his work, Tlze E~~gl i sh  
Convict (1913), Dr.  Goring announced, as an "inevitable con- 
clusion" from his researches "that there is no such thing as a 
physical criminal type," a conclusion which is now accepted by 
every criminologist of standing. Dr.  Goring's further conclusion, 
stated with equal positiveness, that "there is no such thing as a 
mental criminal type," uhiie it  is also generally accepted, rests 
upon no such satisfactory basis of evidence and may be regarded 
as open to contradiction. 

Whatever may be the merits or the defects of the specific 
doctrine which will always bear Lombroso's name, his work has 
these outstanding merits: i t  first gave the study of the criminal 
a scientific basis and it  powerfully stimulated technical as well 
as popular interest in the problem. Prior to his time there had 
been few to question the traditional view of the criminal as a 
wicked person deliberately and perversely choosing the evil rather 
than the good. Even the penal reforms with which the names 
of the Italian Beccaria and the English Romilly and Bentham 
are associated were inspired almost entirely by humanitarian mo- 
tives. But since Lombroso's death the scientific study of the 
criminal and of the personal and social factors that are favour- 
able to his development has been going on with increasing mo- 
mentum. 

The  New Psychology.-Except in  the field of penology 
( q . ~ . ) ,  America was late in getting into the current of crimin- 
ological thought. Here there were eminent prison reformers be- 
fore Howard and Romilly, and the first American penitentiary, 
for better or for worse, became the model of the European con- 
vict prison. I t  is in the United States, too, that the most hope- 
ful and daring experiments in the treatment of the convicted 
offender were undertaken. But it  was not till the first decade of 
the present century that the scientific study of the criminal be- 
gan to receive the serious attention of students of the subject. 
This significant change of emphasis was, perhaps, primarily due 
to the rapidly developing interest of the new psychology in mor- 
bid and defective mental conditions, an interest which has pow- 
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erfurly stimuIated the growth of that branch of medical science 
now7 known as psychiatry (9.v.). The psychologist found his 
most interesting and revealing material for the study of the mind 
in the asylums or hospitals for the insane, and it was only a short 
step further to the study of similar abnormal types of personality 
in the prison, with the result that i t  is scarcely too much to say 
that in 1929 every psychiatrist was a criminologist. This develop- 
ment, which went on pari passu in England and on the Continent 
and was, in fact, largely inspired by the writings of Freud, Jung 
and other European students, has, in recent years, become the 
dominant influence in criminological thought on both sides of the 
Atlantic. 

Social Mechanism and Crime.-During the same quarter- 
century that has witnessed this extraordinary development of 
psychologic thought, the social sciences have been turning more 
and more from speculation and the discussion of general prin- 
ciples to  the concrete study of the workings of the social mechan- 
ism. Particularly in America, where sociology is a highly fa- 
voured study, the science has been greatly enriched and is being 
in a measure reconstructed through the critical investigation of 
existing personal and social conditions. Thus we have surveys 
of cities and towns or of rural communities in which the social 
conditions which breed dependency and delinquency are brought 
to  light, and "case-studies" of dependent families or of children 
"in trouble," through which the domestic or individual factors 
which lie behind the trouble are disclosed and analyzed. Usually 
the psychologist with his mental tests or the psychiatrist, with 
his psychoanalytic apparatus and his interpretation of the reac- 
tion of the individual to  his specific environment, is a t  hand to 
contribute his diagnosis to  make up the suill of knowledge which 
the social worker requires. (See SOCIOLOGY.) 

From these combined influences three results of first-rate im- 
portance are already in evidence. The first of these is that crim- 
inology is less and less concerned with the identification and de- 
scription of the criminal and more and more with the understand- 
ing of the individual offender; the second, that the principal 
emphasis is being laid, perhaps to an excessive degree, on the 
mental study of the delinquent; and the third, that the medical 
concept of treatment is by way of superseding the legal concept 
of punishment. The reference here is, of course, to the attitude of 
the criminologist and not of the public nor of the agencies of law 
enforcement, which cling to  their idols. I t  is worthy of note how 
impervious the public and the courts are to the influence of 
crin~inological thought. Even the doctrines of Lombroso, during 
the generation when they were in the ascendant and commanded 
the allegiance of most Continental students, made practically no 
impression on the criminal law or procedure of any European 
country. 
The C r i m i n a l  a n d  the Community.-Opinion among crimi- 

nologists differs too much as to causes of criminal misconduct to 
justify a confident statement of their views, but the following ten- 
tative summary may, perhaps, be ventured as representing the 
trend, if not a consensus, of opinion. There is no criminal class 
except in so far as criminal misconduct has with certain individuals 
become habitual. Criminals are selected by force of circumstances 
(and here the economic factor comes into play) from the com- 
munity a t  large, The insane, the mentally defective and the 
psychopathic stand the best chance of being so selected. 

I t  has heen upon the whole a fortunate circumstance that, as 
outlined above, criminology has been adopted into the family of 
the social sciences. If this robs it of the independent status con- 
ferred upon it by its parentage, it has, on the other hand, enor- 
mously enlarged its range and utility. Crime now presents itself 
as only one of many inter-related social phenomena of a malignant 
character, such as the persistence of poverty, of widespread 
disease, and of mental disorder and defect. Criminology profits 
by, and it makes its peculiar contribution to, the study of each 
of these related disorders of the social body and, like the other 
social sciences, i t  furnishes a reflection of the state of health of 
the community in ~ ~ h i c h  crime is permitted to flourish. 

B ~ n ~ r o ~ a a ~ i ~ ~ . - - O n l y  a few items from the abundant literature 
of the subject can be given here. For the purposes of the general 
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reader the following are perhaps the most useful: J. Devon, The  Crim- 
inal and the Community (1911) ; C. Gorlng, The English Convict 
(1913) ; K. Birnbaum, Die Psychopathischen Verbrecher (1914) ; W. 
Healy, The Individual Delinquent (1915) ; M. Parmelee, Criminology 
(1918) ; C. Mercier, Crime and Criminals (1919) ; W .  I. Thomas, The 
Unadiusied Girl (1923) ; E. H. Sutherlacd, Criminology (1924) ; Jane 
Addams and others, The Child, The Clinic and The  Court (1925) ; 
Miriam Van Waters, Youth  in Conflict (192j) ; J .  L. Gillin, Crim- 
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(G. W. Kr.) 
CRIMMITSCHAU or KRIMMITSCHAU, town of Germany, 

in the Land of Saxony, on the Pleisse and the main Leipzig- 
Hof railway, 7 mi. N.7,f7. from Zwickau. Pop. (1939) 26,942. 
The most important industries are the spinning of carded yarn and 
wool, and the processes of dyeing, finishing and wool-spinning 
connected with these. Among other manufactures are boilers 
and machinery. 

CRIMP, an agent for the supplying of soldiers and sailors, by 
kidnapping, drugging, decoying or other illegal means. Crimps 
were formerly regularly employed in the days of impressment 
(9.v.). NOW the term is used, first of any one who engages to  
supply merchant seamen without a license from the Board of 
Trade, and is not either the owner, master or mate of the ship, 
or is not bona fide the servant, and in the constant employment 
of the owner, or is not a superintendent (Merchant Shipping Act, 
1894, 111.); and, with a wide application, of the extortionate 
lodging or boarding-house keepers, who are generally in league 
with the "crimp" proper. 

Sections 212 to 219 inclusive of the above Act provide for the 
protection from imposition of merchant seamen in sea-going Brit- 
ish ships registered in or out of Great Britain or which ought to  
be so registered. Local officials a t  seaports have power to make 
by-laws for licensing and regulating of sailors' lodging-houses, 
and to inflict penalties for infringement thereof. If this power be 
not exercised, the Board of Trade may do so. Penalties are also 
imposed by the act for overcharging by lodging-house keepers, 
for detaining of seamen's effects, and for soliciting. Unauthorized 
persons are prohibited from boarding a ship in port without leave. 
The Board of Trade officer a t  a port may provide money for 
sending a seaman to his home on discharge, and may forward his 
wages after deducting the expenses. Facilities are also given for 
having wages sent home from foreign ports a t  a small charge. 

In  the ports of the United States of America crimping was 
long prevalent, especially on the Pacific coast, and its preven- 
tion was very difficult, but State regulations as to the licensing of 
boarding-houses, and the limitation of the amount of so-called 
"blood-money" paid by masters of vessels to the suppliers of 
crews to ships denuded by desertions, have reduced the abuse. 

CRIMSON, a strong, bright red colour tinged to a greater 
or less degree with purple. The dye is produced from the dried 
bodies of the cochineal insect. The word is adapted from the 
%Ted. Lat. cremesi?zus or carmesinz~s, the dye produced from the 
insect k'er~ties. From the Lat. carminzu, a shortened form of 
carmesinus, comes "carmine" (q.v.) . 

CRINAGORAS, of Mytilene, Greek epigrammatist, flour. 
ished during the reign of Augustus (Strabo, xiii. p. 61 7) .  A num- 
ber of epigrams appear under his name in the Greek Anthology. 
From inscriptions discovered at  Mytilene, he appears to  have been 
one of the anlbassadors sent from that city to  Rome in 45 and 26 
B.C. 

The epigrams have been edited by M. Rubensohn (1888). 

CRINAN CANAL, a small ship-canal in Scotland, extending 
from Ardrishaig on Loch Gilp to Crinan on Loch Crinan. I t  
was made by a company incorporated in 1793, and was opened 
for traffic in 1801. At various times it  received grants of public 
money, and ultimately in respect of these it passed into the hands 
of the government. I n  1848 it was vested by parliament in the 
commissioners of the Caledonian canal, who had in fact admin- 
istered it for many years previously. The length of the canal is 
g m., and it saves vessels sailing from the Clyde a distance of 
about 85 m. as compared with the alternative route round the 
Mull of Kintyre. I ts  highest reach is 64 ft .  above sea-level; 
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its locks number 15, and admit vessels up to a draught of g$ f t .  

CRINOIDEA, popularly called feather-stars (q.v.), the most 
primitive existing class of the Echinoderma (q.v.), formerly 
represented by a vast number of individuals and species but now 
much reduced. The best known species is Antedon roseus. 

CRINOLINE, a stiffening material made of horse-hair and 
cotton or linen thread. Substitutes for this, such as the straw-like 
material used in making hat shapes, are also known by the same 
name. From the use of the material to  expand ladies' skirts the 
term was applied in the 19th century to  the whalebone and steel 
hoops employed to support the wide skirts then worn (see DRESS). 

CRINUM, a genus (family Amaryllidaceae) of bulbous plants 
with fleshy leaves and a solid leafless flower stalk, bearing a cluster 
of handsome white or red funnel-shaped regular flowers. There 
are IOO or more species, native to tropical regions, some well 
known in cultivation. The swamp lily (C. americanum), of the 
southern U.S., is sometimes planted for ornament. C. longifolium 
of South Africa is the best known garden sort. 

CRIOBOLIUM, the sacrifice of a ram in the cult of Attis 
and the Great blother (Gr. ~p~opbkrov). Perhaps it  was a cere- 
mony instituted after the rise, and on the analogy of the tauro- 
bolium (q.v.), which it probably resembled, but was in honour of 
Attis, for when it  was performed in conjunction with the tauro- 
bolium, the altar was almost invariably inscribed to both the 
hlother and Attis, while the inscription was to  the Mother alone 
when the taurobolium only was performed. I t  was sometimes 
performed alone (Corp. Inscr. Lat. vi. 505, 506). 

CRIPPLE CREEK, a city near the centre of Colorado, 
U.S.A., in a granite pocket 9,600ft. above sea-level; the county 
seat of Teller county and the heart of one of the greatest gold- 
producing districts of the world. I t  is connected with Colorado 
Springs by the tortuous Midland Terminal railway. The popu- 
lation in 1940 was 2.358. Gold mas discovered in Poverty gulch, 
just northeast of the present city, in 1891 by Bob Womack, a 
cowpuncher, who died poor; and the Independence vein, on what 
is now the site of Victor, was struck on July 4. 1891, by W. S. 
Stratton, a contracting carpenter, who left a fortune of $20,- 
ooo,ooo. Before the spring of 1892 the hills swarmed with 
prospectors. 

The railway to Colorado Springs was completed Dec. 16, 1893; 
the Florence and Cripple Creek railroad was opened the follow- 
ing July. 

Twice the town was almost destroyed by fire, after which it 
was rebuilt of stone and brick. I n  1894 and again in 1903-04 
there were serious strikes, attended by violence and loss of life. 

The Short Line railway was built into the district in 1901. 
The gold output was valued a t  $1.930 in 1891; in 1893 a t  

$2,025,518; and it increased each year until 1900, when the 
peak was reached a t  $18,199,736. In  recent years it  has averaged 
about $ j.ooo,ooo. 

The higher price of gold, $35 per ounce, set in 1934 gave new 
impetus to the mining industry in Cripple Creek. While Cripple 
Creek has dwindled from the booming town of the early period 
of its history, mining was responsible for a return to  prosperity 
after the early 1930s. 

The Cripple Creek district in 1941 produced, through its many 
active mines, more gold than the combined output of all other 
mining districts in Colorado. 

CRIPPLES. Cripples may be divided into four main cate- 
gories : 

( I )  Those suffering from congenital defects; 
( 2 )  Those who have become deformed after birth frorn lack 

of light, air, exercise and proper diet; 
(3) Those who have become deformed as a result of a crippling 

diseasc, of which the chief are infantile paralysis and tuber- 
culosis ; 

(4) Those who have become deformed as the result of injury. 
The first category is relatively small, but important, for, as a 

rule the congenital defect, if skilfully dealt with at  once, can be 
easily rectified, but if not so dealt with grows progressively worse. 
The second owes its origin to causes which are essentially, if 
not easily, prebentable. 'The third category is on a somewhat 

different footing; here the cripple owes his deformity to  a specific 
disease and the deformity can only be removed with the pre- 
vention or prompt cure of that disease. The fourth category in- 
cludes a large and important group, namely, the cripples who are 
the victims of injuries to  spine and limbs. Most deformities are 
due not to a predisposing cause but to  neglect of proper measures 
of prevention and cure. The potential cripple only becomes as 
a rule, a cripple in fact, if the necessary treatment is not given 
in time. Modern methods aim primarily not a t  housing or train- 
ing existing cripples, but a t  preventing or eliminating their dis- 
abilities. Experience has shown that 90% or even 95% of potential 
cripples would never become deformed if they received the 
right treatment a t  the right time. I t  is the object of all concerned 
with cripples to devise a successful technique, legal, medical and 
administrative, for securing the early discovery and prompt treat- 
ment of every potential cripple who needs it. 

A successful national scheme for dealing with cripples re- 
quires :- 

(a) Adequate bodies of persons to  work it, with the necessary 
legal and financial sanctions behind them, and 

(b) Efficient methods for the discovery, treatment, cure and 
training of cripples. 

EUROPE 
The varying measures and methods adopted in some of the lead- 

ing European countries may be briefly indicated. 
G r e a t  Britain.-In England and Wales, as regards the first 

of the above mentioned requirements, there are statutes which 
lay upon certain public bodies the legal responsibility for the 
care of cripples. For children under school age, there are the 
local Committees set up  by the Maternity and Child Welfare Act, 
1918. Non-tuberculous children of school age fall under the care 
of the Local Education Authorities, who are required by the 
Education Act, 1921, to  submit all school children to periodic 
medical examinations and provide the necessary medical care 
and appropriate education for all physically defective children. 
Lastly, all tuberculous patients fall to  the care of Local Public 
Health Authorities working under the Public Health (Tuber- 
culosis) Act 1921. 

The Local Education Authorities work under the general direc- 
tion of the Board of Education, and the Maternity and Child 
Welfare Committees and Public Health Authorities under the 
Ministry of Health. I n  each case the actual work is organized 
and carried out by the Local Authorities who receive from the 
Government Departments concerned a grant which amounts, as 
a rule, to 50% of expenditure incurred with their approval. 
Broadly, the above named acts provide for the care and cure of all 
cripples other than non-tuberculous cripples over school age for 
whom at  present no public body is responsible. 

In  addition, there exist many voluntary associations, supple- 
menting the work of the public bodies and working as a rule in 
close co-operation with them. They frequently act as their 
agents, supplement their activities by undertaking work which 
is outside any statutory sanction or which is called for in areas 
where the Public Authorities are backward. I n  carrying out their 
duties, they focus public opinion with a view to stimulating the 
public authorities to  assume their legal responsibilities. These 
local associations are represented on a central voluntary body 
known as the Central Council for the Care of Cripples, which 
has offices at  117 Piccadilly, London, W. I. This Central body is 
representative of all the societies and persons, including ortho- 
paedic surgeons, who are concerned with cripples, and is in 
touch with the Ministry of Health, the Board of Education and 
the Ministry of Labour. I t  includes representatives from Wales, 
Scotland and Ireland. Thus, both centrally and locally, means 
exist for the co-operation of the public and private bodies con- 
cerned. 

Preventive am? Remedial 144easures.-The second requisite 
for a successful national scheme for dealing with cripples is an 
efficient organization for the early discovery, treatment, cure and 
training of cripples. The organization which has now been de- 
veloped in England and LVales is based upon the fundamerital 
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idea of an orthopaedic unjt, i .e.,  an area which contains within 
itself the personnel, buildings, apparatus, etc., for dealing with 
all the cripples and potential cripples in that area. The ortho- 
paedic requirements of such an area are:- 

(a) A skilled orthopaedic surgeon and a body of trained ortho- 
paedic nurses; 

(b) A central orthopaedic hospital, including a hospital school 
and workshops; 

(c) Clinics in convenient parts of the area, served by the 
surgeon and nurses from the central hospital, with local 
help. 

A case found early may be treated quickly and cheaply in its 
own home and at  the neighbouring orthopaedic clinic. The more 
serious case will go to  the orthopaedic hospital where education 
will be provided for  the child and vocational training in work- 
shops for the older patient. When hospital treatment is over, the 
patient will be returned to his own home, but will be kept under 
observation until all fear of a relapse is passed. 

Efficient orthopaedic schemes are not yet to be found in every 
area, but the parts of the country where little or no provision is 
made for cripples are rapidly growing fewer. The provision made 
for the training and employment of the formed cripple lags be- 
hind. This is due largely to  the fear that has existed that advocacy 
of schemes for training cripples might obscure the greater issue 
and divert to  training, energy and funds more profitably spent in  
prevention. 

The first efforts a t  hospital organization for cripples date from 
the foundation of the Birmingham Orthopaedic Hospital in 1817, 
and the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital in London in 1838, 
the Alexandra Hospital, the Sevenoaks Hospital, and the Cheyne 
Hospital, all founded soon after the middle of the last century, and 
the special orthopaedic department in  general hospitals, starting 
with that a t  St. Bartholomew's in 1867. Of open-air hospitals the 
first founded was that a t  Heswall in  1899, and this has been fol- 
lowed by the establishment of a large number of country hospitals 
designed to give their patients the utmost benefit from open-air 
and sunlight. 

The first efforts a t  the education of cripples consisted in the 
foundation of vocational schools. One for girls, now situated a t  
Winchmore Hill, was founded in 1851, and two others for boys 
soon afterwards. The best known vocational school, the Heritage 
School at  Chailey, was only founded in 1903 Special elementary 
education for invalid and crippled children owes its origin to the 
late Mrs. Humphrey Ward, who started a day school in London 
in 1898. This was followed by the passing of an Act of Parliament 
authorizing Education Authorities to  maintain such schools, and a 
rapid extension of special elementary education of cripples able 
to get t o  school has taken place, first in London and afterwards 
in certain other large cities. 

I n  Scotland the general principles for dealing with cripples 
follow in the main those of England. The same is true of Ireland 
where the efforts, though sporadic, are becoming co-ordinated. 

France.-In France, tuberculosis of bones and joints is the 
dominating crippling disease in children and for such patients 
special hospitals have been available for many years. 

I n  1919 the segregation and treatment of necessitous individuals 
suffering from tuberculosis became compulsory. Treatment in 
French special hospitals is financed from local taxation with 
additional contributions from the state taxes on racing and 
gambling. About 8,000 beds are available, either on the sea 
coast or in high altitudes. Of the marine centres Berck-sur-Mer, 
on the English Channel, is the most important; here, some 6,000 
patients are usually under treatment in various hospitals, clinics 
or hotels. The large Maritime Hospital a t  Berck, controlled by 
the city of Paris and the Department of the Seine, is world famous. 
Similar centres with less accommodation exist on the Mediter- 
ranean coast near Toulon and on the North Sea a t  Zuydcoote. 
The mountain hospitals are smaller and are situated in the Pyr- 
enees and Maritime Alps. 

I n  the treatment of non-tuberculous cripples voluntary organ- 
izations are still called upon to bear the chief responsibility, but 
they tend to work more and more under a certain amount of 

State control, and thus a nucleus of a complete national scheme 
is foreshadowed. The colony of St. Fargeau in the suburbs of 
Paris, founded in 1919, deals entirely with children suffering 
from infantile paralysis. There is adequate provision for the 
purely surgical treatment of the cripple in the hospitals of the 
University centres and larger towns. 

Italy.-Italy possesses a number of orthopaedic hospitals 
which are second to none in equipment and efficiency. The most 
notable are the Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, in Bologna, and 
the Istituto dei Rachitici a t  Milan These hospitals and others 
of a similar type originated many years ago as special schools 
for the treatment of rickety children. The first school was estab- 
lished at  Florence in 1839, followed by similar institutions in  
Turin, Genoa, Mantua, Cremona, Verona, Venice, Padua, and 
elsewhere. A striking feature of these special hospitals is the 
workshop installation in which the Italian reputation for skilled 
engineering is well exemplified. Special maritime hospitals for 
the treatment of surgical tuberculosis were founded as long ago 
as 1853, the most important being at  Viareggio, Rimini, Spon- 
torno, Ligure and Palermo. I n  the newly acquired Trieste region 
there is now a large hospital of 500 beds, organized by the Italian 
Red Cross, part of which is devoted to orthopaedic surgery. 

The most recent addition (1923) to  the special hospital group 
is the Codivilla Institute for surgical tuberculosis a t  Cortina, in 
the Dolomites, which is affiliated to  the Rizzoli Instituto a t  
Bologna. 

Germany.-The German Association for the Care of Cripples 
has as its main object the professional training of cripples and 
their general care and education. Throughout Germany the wel- 
fare of cripples is the responsibility of the State and they have by 
law the right of being educated, instructed and trained for a 
profession. The law also compels all cripples whose cases cannot 
be improved by treatment, to enter special institutions where 
their education and training are dealt with, and when they are 
trained for a trade or profession the Board of Professional Train- 
ing is obliged to find suitable work for them. Where parents are 
not able to meet the cost of treatment, this is paid by Local Care 
Authorities who are also obliged to hold public lectures on cripple- 
dom, its prevention and treatment. There is a Central Institute, 
the Oscar Helene Heim, a t  Berlin, for the exploration and contin- 
ued work for the care of cripples in Prussia and the German Re- 
public. I n  addition to  this, there are 78 Cripple Homes in Ger- 
many, of which ten are supported by the State; the others, al- 
though recognized by the Authorities, are organized by an inde- 
pendent Association of Cripple Workers under the name of 
"Selbsthilfebund der Korperbehinderten." Training centres at  
which instruction in different trades and professions for boys and 
girls is given, are run in connection with these Homes. 

Since 1920, according to the law for the protection of physical 
defectives, a proportion of physically handicapped workers, a t  
least 50% disabled, has to  be employed in certain trades and 
professions. 

Austria.-There is a t  present no central organization in Austria 
with the prevention of crippledom and the cause and cure of 
cripples as its aim. I t  was hoped that by the end of 1928 such an 
organization would be founded under the name of the "Austrian 
Central Council for the Care of Cripples." At the present time 
the only assistance offered to the cripple by the State is through 
the Poor Law System. 

The city of Vienna has an orthopaedic hospital and an Insti- 
tute for Cripple Welfare and in the province of Steiermark there 
is an Institution for Cripples where training is given and employ- 
ment provided. I n  1927 a progressive step was taken by the 
opening of a School for physically defective children which is run 
much on the same lines as the schools for physically defective 
children in England There is no facility for transport from 
homes to school although free tickets on trams are provided for 

, each child and attendant. 
1 I n  1927 a Society ("First Austrian Society for Work for Crip- 1 ples") was founded by Herr Braun who is himself a cripple, in 

Vienna. The aims of the Society are:- 
(a) T o  foster in cripples themselves the desire to escape from 
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pauperism and become self-supporting and useful members of 
society; 

(b) To  bring before the country the present position and need 
of its cripples. 

With a view to furthering this work, a census was taken of all 
cripples in the country and the Austrian Government approached 
with the idea that:- 

( I )  Education be made obligatory for crippled children. 
( 2 )  In  each province of Austria a Committee be appointed 

consisting of a special medical authority for health for cripples, 
an education authority and a member of Herr Braun's Associa- 
tion. 

(3) Adequate national cripple schools, homes and training 
homes be erected to  provide for the care, training and employ- 
ment of cripples. 

(4) Orthopaedic surgery be included in the ordinary medical 
examinations. 

The society has, since its inauguration, opened workshops for 
training in various crafts and trades from its headquarters in 
Vienna and has opened several independent branches. 

The city of Vienna, in recognition of the service done for its 
crippled citizens, gave both the accommodation for the workshops 
in Vienna and a small subsidy. Other support is raised from 
subscribers and to a large extent from members of the Association. 

Denmark.-Denmark was one of the first countries to  realize 
its responsibility towards its cripples and to see the necessity of 
combining their treatment with an education and training which 
enabled them to become useful and self-supporting members of 
the community. The "Samfundet" founded in 1871 as a central 
bureau for the assistance of crippled and invalid workers, formed 
the nucleus of the present central association "Samfundet og 
Hjemmel" (Association and home for the Help and Protection of 
the Crippled) in Copenhagen. The administration of the asso- 
ciation is carried out by an executive committee which acts in an 
advisory capacity on all matters concerning the welfare of cripples 
and which is a t  the same time responsible for the running of 
the central Association and all its departments. The "Samfundet" 
comprises an orthopaedic hospital w&h all its appliances, a special 
deuartment for remedial treatment. massage. etc.. an out-uatient 
cahic for the examination of theUt;eat&ent of <he less 
serious cases, the fitting and adjusting of instruments and plaster 
bandages, and supervision of patients discharged from the wards. 
I n  addition a residential school for crippled children, and an 
industrial home for the vocational training of older cripples of 
both sexes, are run in connection with the institution. The in- 
structors at  the training centre are themselves physically handi- 
capped, and the trainers are, a s  far as possible, employed by the 
association when sufficiently proficient in their trade. During 
their training the students are kept under strict supervision and 
undergo necessary treatment a t  the same time. 

A convalescent home a t  Boinely, on the coast, is  annexed to 
the central institute, and accepts patients for the completion of 
their treatment after leaving hospital and also students from the 
industrial school who are in need of rest. I n  most cases the cost 
of maintenance is borne by the State. 

The administrative committee gives its services entirely volun- 
tarily and the institute itself, although partly supported by Gov- 
ernment grants, is dependent on the payment of patients, and 
voluntary donations. 

Holland.- In Holland, so far, the State has made no laws to 
regulate treatment of cripples and gives no financial assistance 
to  the voluntary bodies. Moreover, neither public opinion nor 
private charity has yet risen to  the needs of the country. The In- 
stitutes for Cripples are the Johanna Institute with 37 beds; the 
Adrian Institute, with complete hospital, dispensary, I 7 beds, and 
much land; the Wilhemina Hospital in Amsterdam with an ortho- 
paedic department and 16 beds; and the University of Leyden 
with a similar Department and three beds. There are in addition 
five orthopaedic dispensaries. 

Norway.-Few, if any, countries have developed their or- 
ganization for the care of cripples more thoroughly than Nor- 
way. There is a central board for cripples established by law 

under the Minister of Social Affairs, to  organize the care of 
cripples in co-operation with voluntary bodies. One of the first 
acts of the board was to  recommend the various communities 
throughout the country to elect municipal cripples committees, 
with the object of securing unity of administration. Practically 
every community has adopted this recommendation. A register 
of cripples was soon started and this was followed in 1920 by a 
general census of cripples taken by  the central board. Thus, 
Norway is exceptionally well provided with the data of the cripple 
problem. The central board does not maintain institutions of its 
own, but acts as a central advisory body and publishes pamphlets 
of interest to cripple committees. 

The headquarters of orthopaedic work in Norway is the Central 
Institute for Cripples in Oslo, itself the outcome of the Handi- 
craft School for Cripples, started in 1892. The institute is de- 
signed for 300 cripples and is to  include every provision that a 
first-rate orthopaedic unit involves-hospital, workshops, clinic, 
show-rooms for work made a t  the Institute, accommodation for 
men, women, boys and girls respectively. 

An interesting feature is the establishment of more than 1,500 
Cripples Unions by  the cripples themselves. The originator of 
the movement was a cripple who now edits a paper "Solglimt" 
(Sunbeam) devoted to the cause of cripples, which has over 
4,000 subscribers. All the work now being done in Norway is volun- 
tary. A "Cripples Law" which would give statutory sanction to 
a comprehensive national scheme, is under consideration. 

Sweden.-There are no laws in Sweden regulating the ortho- 
paedic treatment, industrial training, and social care of cripples. 
But there are four voluntary associations devoted to their assis- 
tance, of which those at  Stockholm, Gothenburg and Helsingburg, 
have established recognized institutions aided by the State. These 
associations are connected by means of the Central Committee 
for the care of cripples, which aims a t  the organization of cripple 
treatment all over the country. The three institutions have clinics, 
dispensaries, industrial schools, homes for pupils, evening schools, 
and in addition a residential school and educational home for 
badly crippled children. They depend in part, on patients' pay- 
ments. Those who cannot pay for  treatment are helped by the 
Poor Law. In  the 10 years I915--192j, over 23,000 patients passed 
through the dispensary and clinic departments, while in 1923 
the number of operations was over 4,000. I n  addition orthopaedic 
clinics and departments are attached to some of the general 
hospitals, as for instance, those a t  Malmo and Lund. The St. 
Gorens Hospital, Stockholm, has a department for tuberculosis 
of the bones and joints. There are also certain seaside hospitals 
for children suffering from non-pulmonary tuberculosis. I n  1920 
a Royal Commission issued a report urging considerable extension 
of the present activities, but the necessary financial aid has not 
yet been granted by the Swedish Government. 

UNITED STATES 

The public concern which has developed since 1919, aroused 
by the number of cripples in  the United States, and the interest 
displayed in their welfare are evidences of that broader humani- 
tarianism that characterizes the modern attitude to all defectives. 
From 1863, when the hospital for the ruptured and crippled was 
opened in New York city during the Civil War, until 1914, inter- 
est in cripples was confined to limited circles, and their care was 
largely institutional. The White House social workers' conference 
on dependent children, summoned by President Roosevelt in 1909, 
first awakened the interest of the public in these unfortunates. 
This interest became intensified by the sufferings of the crippled 
victims of the infantile paralysis epidemics in  Vermont and New 
York during the period 1914 to 1916, when in New York city 
alone 6,574 surviving children required clinical treatment. After 
the care lavished on disabled soldiers during the World War, the 
conviction became general that these other cripples should be 
aided and encouraged also. 

Causes a n d  Prevention.- Two of the main causes of crippling 
are diseases affecting children and industrial accidents. Accidents 
on streets and highways and in the home also cause much dis- 
ablement. In  1916 a survey of cripples in New York city disclosed 
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35,928, 63% becoming crippled before the age of 16. About 8,000 
were under 5 and approximately ~ o , o o o  between 5 and 15. Of 
these, 7,000 cases were remediable or correctible and 6,300 cases 
of rickets might have been benefited by medical and surgical 
attention. A survey in New York State, 1924-25, showed 30,000 
crippled children. I n  North America, according to an estimate 
made in 192 j ,  there are 500,ooo cripples under 21 .  Of crippling 
conditions among children infantile paralysis accounts for 27.26% ; 
bone and joint tuberculosis, 23.65%; congenital deformities, 
13.15% ; rachitic deformities, 8.0 5% ; traumatic 'conditions, 
4.20%; osteomyelitis, 3.67%; and other conditions, 20.20%. Add 
to the 58.96% of cripples whose condition is caused by infantile 
paralysis, bone tuberculosis and rickets the 13.15% of those con- 
genitally deformed, and it  is apparent that 72.11% are young chil- 
dren, fully 50% being of pre-school age who, treated soon enough, 
might be cured or relieved (see BLOODLESS SURGERY). Between 
12,000 and 15,000 are crippled by infantile paralysis in non- 
epidemic and probably 40,000 in epidemic years. Legislation indi- 
cates the preventive trend. Massachusetts as early as 1905 made a 
State survey. California, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia 
and Wisconsin require the enumeration of cripples. Minnesota 
(1897), New York (1899). Pennsylvania, Nebraska (1905)~ Mass- 
achusetts (1907), New Jersey, Michigan, Montana and Vermont 
(1913), Iowa (1915), Oregon and Virginia (1917), Kansas and 
Texas (1920)~ Indiana (1921)~ North Carolina (1922), North 
Dakota and Oklahoma (1923) and California and Missouri (1927) 
provide orthopaedic treatment in State institutions or elsewhere 
a t  public expense. 

The hearings before the Congress committee concerned with the 
bill to  promote rehabilitation of persons disabled while following 
their vocations, in Dec. 1918, brought out the fact that a t  least 
800,ooo men in general employment are incapacitated each year 
for a period of more than four weeks and require physical res- 
toration. The average age of disability is 33. An estimate made in 
1927 and based on accident statistics and rehabilitation pro- 
grammes asserts that 50,000 persons each year are in need of 
vocational rehabilitation. 

Education.--Among the earliest private schools for cripples 
founded in any country, and the first in the United States, was 
that conceived in 1861 and established in 1863 in New York 
city by Miss Cornelia and Dr. James Knight. In  1890 the New 
York city Children's Aid Society opened the Rhinelander Indus- 
trial school for crippled children. Boston followed in 1893 with the 
well-known Industrial school for crippled and deformed children 
based on the Milan (Italy) plan; Chicago came next, in 1897, the 
city assuming the responsibility within two years; and Cleveland 
in 1900, when the first kindergarten was opened. Excluding the 
work done a t  the Minnesota State hospital and home for crippled 
children, established in 1897, the first institution started entirely 
by public initiative, the first public school was that planned in 
1899 in Chicago and opened in 1900. The board of education little 
thought that i t  was taking an advanced step and setting an exam- 
ple. New York city in  1906 took over under its public school 
system the payment of the teachers and furnished schoolroom 
equipment for two of the private schools. I t  also started classes 
for  crippled children, the first a t  Public school 104, after investi- 
gating classwork under the Association for the Aid of Crippled 
Children, the latter maintaining the buses for transportation up to 
1913, when the board of education undertook this responsibility. 
Among private schools for cripples the Widener Memorial scliool, 
built a t  a cost of $1,132,000 and opened in 1906, for children 
between 9 and 10 years who remain until between 18 and 20, is 
noteworthy. I t  is lavishly and beautifully planned on the cottage 
system, with a summer home facing the sea at  Longport, New 
Jersey. I t  is maintained with the income from a $4,ooo,ooo trust 
fund created by P. A. B. Widener and the expenditure per head is 
$1,115. 

I n  1914 there were 2,862 crippled pupils in public and private 
schools, 988 of whom attended the 51 public school classes in 
Chicago, New York, Cleveland and Detroit. Fifteen States have 
now passed laws making the education of crippled children in spe- 
cial schools or classes, or by home teaching for those confined to the 

home, a public responsibility. According to the survey of the In- 
ternational Society for Crippled Children made in 1923-24 there 
were 6,225 crippled pupils in 82 special schools. Bus transporta- 
tion a t  public expense is in general practice, the boards of educa- 
tion maintaining vehicle, attendant and chauffeur to  convey the 
children to school, to  clinic, to  hospital or to  places of special 
information or recreation, as required. Crippled children in most 
rural areas, however, lack facilities afforded those in urban dis- 
t%s unless they leave home for a State institution. Forty out 
of 88 counties in Ohio do provide home teaching for cripples. 
Kentucky has a permanent commission which insures education 
and physical correction in rural territories as well as in large cities. 
With the State superintendent of public instruction i t  is responsi- 
ble for the registration of crippled children; the conduct of pub- 
lic diagnostic clinics; in co-operation with the school authorities 
and probate courts, for treatment in properly equipped hospitals 
of the State; education of crippled children during convalescence; 
payment of costs of care and education of poor patients and 
pupils; and the proper "follow-up" supervision of cases after dis- 
charge. Provision was made for education a t  about 150 private 
hospitals, convalescent institutions and homes for crippled children 
in 1924, which school work is supervised and supported by  the 
educational authorities. 

The education of cripples is threefold: the usual curriculum 
general in  most schools; physical exercises and corrective and 
curative treatment including heliotherapy, special diets and rest 
cures; and prevocational and vocational training suited to  the par- 
ticular handicap, teaching loom-work, garment, fancy flower and 
favour making, sheet-metal work and decorative designing. I t s  
"excess cost" averages about $ 2 0 0  per year where the pupil is 
not boarded. Properly equipped and trained teachers are some- 
what lacking. I t  was advocated in 1928 that training centres for 
teachers and nurses for crippled children as well as for  field 
workers of both young and adult be established in the various 
States. The Michigan State Normal college a t  Ypsilanti, the Uni- 
versity of Michigan at  Ann Arbor, and Hunter college, New York 
city, alone make provision, though similar courses were contem- 
plated (1928) a t  the Ohio State university and in Marion, Ill., 
in co-operation with the Southern Illinois State teachers college. 

T r a i n i n g  and Welfare.-Cripples are treated a t  special hos- 
pitals owned ar,d maintained a t  public expense in  connection with 
State university hospitals; public institutions entirely owned and 
operated by the State; private institutions receiving various types 
of State aid; and private institutions for which fraternal or social 
organizations are responsible. Shriners, Rotarians, Kiwanians, 
Lions, Elks, the Women's Federation of Clubs, the Parent-Teach- 
ers' Association and others all make provision for surgical treat- 
ment, hospital care and braces and appliances for cripples. The 
Ancient and Accepted Order of the Mystic Shrine, for  example, 
has ten hospitals costing from $304,000 to $661,000, and five 
"mobile units" which reach many crippled children in California, 
Illinois, Kentucky, South Carolina, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Min- 
nesota, Missouri, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Hawaii, Utah and adja- 
cent territory; the Scottish Rite maintains a hospital in Georgia; 
and there are Masonic hospitals in  Texas, Kentucky and Penn- 
sylvania. 

Following the establishment of the Hospital for the ruptured 
and crippled in New York city referred to, the New York Ortho- 
pedic hospital was founded in 1866. Both provided medical atten- 
tion only. The first home for cripples was the Home of the hlerci- 
ful Saviour (1884) and the House of St. Michael and All Angels 
for young coloured cripples (1887) both in Philadelphia, with a 
summer home a t  Avon, New Jersey. Two were started next in 
New Jersey in 1892 and 1893, ten others established before 1900, 
and 2 0  between 1902 and 1912. Twenty-seven additional ones 
cared for a few crippled persons as subsidiary to  their main work. 
Apart from support and training in institutions and a private 
school for adult men between 16 and 35 opened in New York 
city in 1912 by Dr. Charles Jaeger in which is taught the mak- 
ing of reed articles, metal work, mechanical drawing, engraving 
and woodwork, little had been done before 1917 for the rehabili- 
tation of adult cripples. I n  that year Minnesota began a study 



into their condition and Wisconsin in 1918 started some placement 
work. I t  was the interest of Jeremiah Millbank in them that led 
to the establishment in January 1918, of what is now the Insti- 
tute for the Crippled and Disabled, New York city, the work of 
which indirectly laid the foundation for the vocational rehabilita- 
tion of the disabled in the United States. 

At first, the institute confined its attention to men but now also 
includes women. I t s  experience shows that complete rehabilitation 
means physical restoration, training for a suitable job, mainte- 
nance during training, assistance in obtaining proper artificial aids 
and appliances and placement through a bureau skilled in find- 
ing work for disabled persons. The first is outside its province; 
in all else its record has won national commendation. Cripples 
are taught printing, mechanical and architectural drawing, motion 
picture projection, typewriter repair and jewellery making, optical 
mechanical work, surface grinding and edge grinding of lenses 
and oxy-acetylene welding. Artificial appliances are made on the 
premises with special devices to enable the person to do a particu- 
lar line of work, as, for instance, a kind of hook by which a one- 
handed man can drive a five-ton truck and a typing finger for a 
girl born without fingers. For its placement bureau, a survey was 
made of 2,000 businesses in New York city. I ts  'kheltered work- 
room" gives employment to  otherwise unemployable cripples pre- 
viously considered home-bound and another service takes work 
on a piece-basis to  those confined to their homes. Cleveland and 
Chicago also have such institutions. 

The Federal Government's programme for the vocational re- 
habilitation of disabled persons was inaugurated on June 2, 1920, 
following the principle that workmen's compensation alone is in- 
adequate. The, original bills introduced in September 1918, by 
Senator Smith and Representative Bankhead failed to  pass the 
65th Congress but became law the following session when re- 
introduced by Senator Kenyon and Representative Fess. Six 
States had established such a rehabilitation service before the 
passage of the national act-h/Iassachusetts 1918; New Jersey, 
Minnesota, Pennsylvania and California, 19s 9 ; and New York, 
1920. Provisions of the Kenyon-Fess bill were made operative 
for four years but a 1924 amendment extended the period to 
June 30, 1930. 

I n  1928, 41 States had enacted laws accepting the provisions 
of this Federal act and providing for the promotion under State 
and Federal auspices of programmes of vocational rehabilitation. 
Federal aid offered to each State accepting the act is on the basis 
of dollar for dollar annually in the amount of $~,ooo,ooo for all 
of the Stales, each receiving a share on the basis of the propor- 
tion of its population to that of the entire country, with the pro- 
vision that no State shall receive less than $5,000 annually. But 
in practice the States have expended more money; $3.335,713 
for the period 1921-26 as against $2,586,918 from federal funds; 
24,034 persons were rehabilitated. The number of women is gen- 
erally small. I n  1926, it  was 13% but four times as many men as 
women become disabled. The cost of rehabilitation per case has 
decreased from $393 in 1922 to $233 (the cost of maintaining 
a person unable to work for a living in a poor house or institution 
is from $300 to $500). 

As implied by the title of the act rehabilitation is vocational 
not physical. Case work methods are used. Maintenance during 
training is a difficulty when compensation money is lacking or in- 
adqua&. Therapeutic treatment, too, must come through other 
agencies, for this rehabilitation service is held to  be "primarily 
economic and only secondarily social and humanitarian.';  noth her 
problem in rural areas is lack of employment for the crippled. 
To  achieve complete rehabilitation the State service maintains 
co-operative relations with all agencies in a position to meet phases 
of the problem other than the vocational. 

B I B L ~ O C R A P H Y . - ~ O U ~ ~ ~ S  C. McMurtrie, Care of Crippled Children 
i n  the United States, 1912; Edith Reeves, Care and Education of 
Crippled Children (Russell Sage Foundation, 1914) ; Vocational 
Rehabilitation o f  Persons Disabled in Industry (Joint Hearings before 
the Congress Committee on Education and Labour, 1919) ; Helen 
Hare, A Study o f  Handicapped Children (Indiana University Studies, 
No. 41, 1919); Henry C. Wright, Report of the Survey of Cripples 
in New York city, 1920; Henry Edward Abt, The Care, Cure and 

Education of the Crippled Child, Elyria, O., 1924; Report, New 
York State Commission for the Survey of Crippled Children, 1925; 
Oscar M. Sullivan and Kenneth 0 .  Snortum, Dzsubled Persons, Their 
Education and Rehabilitatzon, 1926; Annual Report of the Association 
for the Aid of Crippled Children, 1926; Dr. John C. Fanes, "An 
Experiment in Rehabilitation" in Rehabzlitation Revtew (March 
1927) ; J. L. McHay, "Recreation of the Crippled Child" (Playground, 
1927) ; John Aubel Kratz, Vocational Rehabilitation i n  the United 
States (Government Bulletin, 1927) ; Harry H. Howett, "Who Cares 
for the Cripple?" in Hospital Social Service (Dec. 1927) ; and 
"Legislating for Crippled Children," in Welfare (March, 1928). 

CRISA or CRISSA, an ancient city of Greece, is in Phocis, 
on one of the spurs of Parnassus. I n  the Iliad and the Homeric 
Hymlzs, i t  is described as powerful, with rich fertile territory, 
reaching from the sea to  the sanctuary of Pytho. As the town 
of Delphi grew up around Pytho, and the seaport of Cirrha arose 
on the Crisean Gulf, Crisa lost importance. By the ancients the 
name of Cirrha was often substituted for that of Crisa. From 
its position Cirrha commanded the approach to Delphi, and be- 
came obnoxious to  Greeks from the heavy tolls exacted from 
pilgrims. The Amphictyonic Council declared the first "Sacred 
War" against i t  in  595 B.c., razed the town to the ground, and 
consecrated its territory to  the temple a t  Delphi, selling the 
plunder to defray the expenses of the Pythian games. I n  339 B.C. 
the people of Amphissa began to rebuild the town and to cultivate 
the plain. This act brought on the second "Sacred War," en- 
trusted by the Amphictyons to Philip of Macedon, who took 
Amphissa (mod. Salona) in the following year. The ruins of 
Crisa are at  the mouth of the Pleistus ravine; its name is probably 
preserved by the modern village of Chryso. 

See J. G. Frazer, Pausanias, v. 459 (note on x. 375). 
CRISFIELD, a town of Somerset county, Maryland, U.S.A., 

on Tangier sound of Chesapeake bay, opposite the mouth of the 
Potomac river; the terminus of a line of the Pennsylvania railway. 
The population in 1920 was 4,1 I 6 (28% Negroes), and was 3,908 
in 1940 by the federal census. Crisfield is the centre of the crab 
industry of the bay, and it has oyster-packing and shipbuilding 
plants. The town was settled about 1866 and incorporated in 1872. 

CRISPI, FRANCESCO (1819-I~OI), Italian statesman, 
was born at RibCra in Sicily on Oct. 4, 1819. I n  1846 he estab- 
lished himself as advocate a t  Naples. On the outbreak of the 
Sicilian revolution a t  Palermo (Jan. 12, 1848) he hastened to the 
island and took an active part in guiding the insurrection. Upon 
the restoration of the Bourbon government (May 15, 1849) he 
was excluded from the amnesty and compelled to  flee to  Pied- 
mont. Here he eked out a penurious existence by journalism. Im- 
plicated in the hlazzinian conspiracy a t  Milan (Feb. 6, 1853) he 
was expelled from Piedmont, took refuge at  Malta, whence he 
fled to Paris. Expelled from France, he joined Mazzini in London 
and continued to conspire for the redemption of Italy. On June 
15, 1859, he returned t o  Italy after publishing a letter repudiat- 
ing the aggrandizement of Piedmont, and proclaiming himself a 
republican and a partisan of national unity. Twice in that year 
he went the round of the Sicilian cities in disguise, and prepared 
the insurrectionary movement of 1860. 

Upon his return to  Genoa, he organized, with Bertani, Bixio, 
Medici and Garibaldi, the expedition of the Thousand, and over- 
coming by a stratagem the hesitation of Garibaldi, secured the 
departure of the expedition on May j ,  1860. After the fall of 
Palermo, Crispi was appointed minister of the interior and of 
finance in the Sicilian provisional government, but he resigned 
soon after. Entering parliament in 1861 as deputy of the 
extreme Left for Castelvetrano Crispi acquired the reputation of 
being the most aggressive and most impetuous member of the 
republican party, but in 1864 he made at  the chamber a monarch- 
ical profession of faith in the famous phrase afterwards repeated 
in his letter to Mazzini. "The monarchy unites us, the republic 
would divide us." On the outbreak of the Franco-German War 
he sought to impede the projected alliance with France, and to 
drive the Lanza cabinet to  Rome. The death of Ratazzi in 1873 
induced Crispi's friends to put forward his candidature to  the 
leadership of the Left ;  but Crispi, anxious to  reassure the crown, 
secured the election of Depretis. After the advent of the Left he 
was elected (Nov. 1876) president of the chamber. 
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I n  Dec. 1877 he replaced Nicotera as minister of the interior 

in the Depretis cabinet, his short term of office (70 days) being 
signalized by a series of important events. On Jan. 9, 1878, the 
death of Victor Emmanuel and the accession of King Humbert 
enabled Crispi to secure the formal establishment of a unitary 
monarchy, the new monarch taking the title of Humbert I.  of 
Italy instead of Humbert IV. of Savoy. On Feb. 9, 1879, the 
death of Pius IX.  necessitated a conclave, the first to  be held 
after the unification of Italy. Crispi helped by Mancini and Car- 
dinal Pecci (afterwards Leo XII I . )  persuaded the Sacred College 
to hold the conclave in Rome. Unfortunately a storm of indigna- 
tion was conjured up by Crispi's opponents in connection with a 
charge of bigamy not susceptible of legal proof and he was com- 
pelled to resign office. For nine years Crispi remained politically 
under a cloud, but in 1887 returned to office as minister of the 
interior in the Depretis cabinet, succeeding to the premiership 
upon the death of Depretis (July 29, 1887). 

Basing his foreign policy upon the Triple AIliance as supple- 
mented by the naval enten te  with Great Britain, Crispi assumed 
a resolute attitude towards France, breaking off the prolonged 
and unfruitful negotiations for a new Franco-Italian commercial 
treaty. At home he secured the adoption of the Sanitary and 
Commercial Codes and reformed the administration of justice. 
Forsaken by his Radical friends, Crispi governed with the help 
of the Right until on Jan. 31, 1891, an intemperate allusion to 
the sante menzorie of the conservative party led to his overthrow. 
In  Dec. 1893 the impotence of the Giolitti cabinet to restore 
public order, then menaced by disturbances in Sicily and in 
Lunigana led to a gcneral demand that Crispi should return to 
power. Crispi's uncompromising suppression of disorder, and his 
refusal to  abandon either the Triple Alliance or the Eritrean 
colony, or to forsake his colleague Sonnino, minister of finance, 
caused a breach between him and the radical leader cava1lotti, 
who then began against him a pitiless campaign of defamation. 
An unsuccessful attempt upon Crispi's life by the anarchist Lega 
brought a momentary truce, but Cavallotti's attacks were soon 
renewed more fiercely than ever. The general election of 1895 
gave Crispi a huge majority, but a year later, the defeat of the 
Italian army a t  Adowa in Abyssinia brought about his resignation. 
The ensuing Rudini cabinet lent itself to Cavallotti's campaign 
and at  the end of 1897 the judicial authorities applied to the 
chamber for permission to prosecute Crispi for embezzlement. A 
parliamentary commission, appointed to inquire into the charges 
against him, discovered only that Crispi, on assuming office in 
1893, had found the secret service coffers empty, and had bor- 
rowed from a state bank the sum of £I  2,000 for secret service, re- 
paying it with the monthly instalments granted in regular course 
by the treasury. The commission, considering this proceeding 
irregular, proposed, and the chamber adopted, a vote of censure, 
but refused to authorize a prosecution. Crispi resigned his seat 
in parliament, but was re-elected by an overwhelining majority 
in April 1898 by his Palermo constituents. Soon afterwards, how- 
ever, his health began to fail and he died at  Naples on Aug. 12, 
1901. 

I n  regard to  foreign politics Crispi did much to raise Italian 
prestige and to dispel the reputation for untrustworthiness and 
vacillation acquired by many of his predecessors. If in regard 
to France his policy appeared to lack suavity and circumspection, 
it must be remembered that the French republic was then engaged 
in active anti-Italian schemes and was working, both at the 
l'atican and in the sphere of colonial politics, to create a situa- 
tion that should compel Italy to bow to French exigencies and to 
abandon the Triple Alliance. 

See Scritti e discorsi politici d i  F. Crispi, 1847-I890 (1890); CV. 
J. Stillman, Francesco CrisPi (1899) ; G. Arcoleo, Francesco CrzsPi 
(Milan, 1905) ; F m n c ~ s c o  Crispi: Politico estero, etc. (Milan, 1912). 
E ~ ~ ,  trans. volF, (1912-141 ; G, castellini, crispi  ( ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  IgI  j) ; 
G. Salvemini, L a  Politica estera di Fra?zcesco Crispi (1919). 

CRISPIN and CRISPINIAN, the patron saints of shoe- 
makers, whose feast falls on Oct. 25, have a legendary history, 
traceable to the 8th century. I t  is said that they were brothers, 
of a noble Roman family and that they travelled to Soissons, 
where they supported themselves by shoemnking and made many 

converts. The emperor Maximianus (Herculius) condemned thein 
to death but they escaped from the ordeals imposed by his prefect 
Rictiovarus. At last Maximian had their heads cut off ( c .  286). 
Their remains were buried at  Soissons, but were afterwards re- 
moved, partly by Charlemagne to Osnabriick and partly to  the 
chapel of St. Lawrence in Rome. There are also relics a t  Fulda, 
and a Kentish tradition claims that their bodies were cast into 
the sea and floated ashore at Romney Marsh (see d c t a  S S .  Bol- 
land, xi. 495; A. Butler, Lives  o f  the  Sailzts, Oct. 25). 

In  France, especially, the festival of St. Crispin was for centu- 
ries the occasion of solemn processions and merry-making, in which 
gilds of shoemakers took the chief part. I n  England the day 
acquired additional importance as the anniversary of Agincourt 
( c f .  Shakespeare, Hel try  V .  iv. 3).  

CRISTQBAL, Panami Canal Zone, the American port ad- 
joining the city of Col6n, a t  the northern terminus of the czr~,~l .  
(.See PAKAMA CAXAL and C O L ~ N . )  

CRITIAS, Athenian orator and politician. I n  his youth he 
was a pupil of Gorgias and Socrates. In  415 B.C. he was impli- 
cated in the mutilation of the Hermae ( q . ~ . )  and imprisoned. 
I n  411 he helped to put down the Four Hundred, and was instru- 
mental in procuring the recall of Alcibiades. H e  was banished 
(probably in the democratic reaction of 407) and fled to  Thessaly, 
where he stirred up the Penestai (the helots of Thessaly) against 
their masters, and endeavoured to establish a democracy. Return- 
ing to Athens he became one of the Thirty Tyrants who in 404 
were appointed by the Lacedaemonians. He was killed in battle 
against Thrasybulus and the returning democrats. Critias was a 
man of varied talents-poet, orator, historian and philosopher. 
Some fragments of his elegies will be found in Bergk, Poeta  
Lyric;  Graeci. 

B I B L ~ O G R A P H Y . - S ~ ~  Xenophon, Hellenica, ii. 3 .  4.  19 (a biased 
narrative) Memorabilia, 1. 2; Cornelius Nepos, Thrasybulus, 2 ;  R. 
Lallier, De Critiae tyralzni vita ac scriptzs (1875) ; Nez~e Jahrb 
f. d.  kl .  Attert. (Igo3). 

CRITICAL POINT, in physics, the point above or below 
which certain physical changes will not occur. I n  the study of 
change of s tate (see HEAT and THERMODYNAMICS) the properties 
of the substance at  this point are called its critical constants. In  
mechanics, the smallest angle which an inclined plane must 
make with the horizontal in order that a body resting on it should 
slide is called the critical a~zgle. ( S e e  FRICTION.) In  an oscillat- 
ing system the critical dampilzg is the minimum amount of damp- 
ing that will cause the value of its potential energy to fall to  zero 
without further oscillation. ( S e e  VISCOSITY; CONDEYSER [ELEC- 
TRICAL] and GALVANOMETER.) There are numerous other instances 
of this application of the word critical in  the sense of "limit- 
ing." 

CRITICISM, the art of judging the qualities and values of 
an aesthetic object, whether in literature or the fine arts. It in- 
volves the formation and expression of a judgment on the qual- 
ities of anything, and Matthew Arnold defined it in this general 
sense as "a disinterested endeavour to learn and propagate the 
best that is known and thought in the world." 

I t  may be laid down as the definition of criticism in its pure 
sense, that it should consist in the application, in  the most com- 
petent form, of the principles of literary composition. Those 
principles are the general aesthetics upon which taste is founded; 
they take the character of rules of writing. From the days of 
Aristotle the existence of such rules has not been doubted, but 
different orders of mind in various ages have given them diverse 
application, and upon this diversity the fluctuations of taste are 
founded. Over-legislation has been the bane of ofhcial criticism, 
and originality, especially in works of creative imagination, has 
been condemned because it  did not conform to existing rules. 
Such instances of want of contemporary appreciation as the recpp- 
tion given to IVilliam Blake or Keats, or even Milton, are quoted 
to prove the futility of criticism. As a matter of fact they do 
nothing of the kind. They merely prove the immutable principles 
which underlie all judgment of artistic products to  have been 
misunderstood or imperfectly obeyed during the life-time of those 
illustrious men. False critics have built domes of glass, as Vol- 

, tnire put it ,  between the heavens and themselves domes which 



genius has to shatter in pieces before it  can make itself compre- 
hended. I n  critical application formulas are oiten useful, but they 
should be held lightly; when the formula becomes the tyrant 
where it  should be the servant of thought, fatal error is immi- 
nent. What is required above all else, by a critic is knowledge, 
tempered with good sense, and combined with breadth of sym- 
pathy and an exquisite delicacy of taste. 

T o  pass to an historical examination of the subject, we find 
that in antiquity Aristotle was regarded as the father, and almost 
as the founder, of literary criticism. Yet before his day, three 
Greek writers of eminence had examined, in more or less fullness, 
the principles of composition; these were Plato, Isocrates and 
Aristophanes. The comedy of The  Frogs, by the latter, is the 
earliest specimen we possess of hostile literary criticism, being 
devoted to ridicule of the plays of Euripides. I n  the cases of 
Plato and Isocrates, criticism takes the form mainly of an exam- 
ination of the rules of rhetoric. \Ire reach, however, much firmer 
ground when we arrive a t  Aristotle, whose Poetics and Rhetoric 
are among the most valuable treatises which antiquity has handed 
down to us. Of what existed in the literature of his age, extremely 
rich in some branches, entirely empty in others, Aristotle speaks 
with extraordinary authority; but Mr. G. Saintsbury has justly 
remarked that as his criticism of poetry was injuriously affected 
by the non-existence of the novelist, so his criticism of prose 
was injuriously affected by the omnipresence of the orator. This 
continues true of all ancient criticism. A work by Aristotle on 
the problems raised by a study of Homer is lost, and there may 
have been others of a similar nature; in the two famous trea- 
tises which remain we have nothing less important than the foun- 
dation on which all subsequent European criticism has been raised. 
I t  does not appear that any of the numerous disciples of Aristotle 
understood his attitude to  literature, nor do the later philosophical 
schools offer much of interest. The Neoplatonists, however, were 
occupied with analysis of the Beautiful, on which both Proclus 
and Plotinus expatiated; still more purely literary were some of 
the treatises of Porphyry. There seems to be no doubt that Alex- 
andria possessed, in the 3rd century, a vivid school of critic- 
grammarians; the names of Zenodotus, of Crates and Aristar- 
chus were eminent in this connection, but of their writings 
nothing substantial has survived. They were followed by the 
scholiasts, and they by the mere rhetoricians of the last Greek 
schools, such as Hernlogenes and Aphthonius. I n  the 2nd century 
of our era, Dio Chrysostorn, Xristides of Smyrna, and ;\laxiinus 
of Tyre were the main representatives of criticism, and they were 
succeeded by Philostratus and Libanius. The most modern of 
post-Christian Greek critics, however, is unquestionably Dio- 
nysius of Halicarnassus, who leads up to Lucian and Cassius 
Longinus. The last-mentioned name calls for special notice; in 
"the lovely and magnificent personality of Longinus" we find 
the most intelligent judge of literature who wrote between Aris- 
totle and the moderns. His book O?z the Subli?ne ( G p i  ij+ous), 
probably written about A.D. 260, and first printed in  1554, is of 
extreme importance, while his intuitions and the splendour of his 
style combine to  lift Longinus to  the highest rank among the 
critics of the world. 

I n  Roman literature criticism never took a very prominent 
position. I n  early days the rhetorical works of Cicero and the 
famous Art o f  Poetry of Horace exhaust the category. During 
the later Augustan period the only literary critic of importance 
was the elder Seneca. Passing over the valuable allusions to the 
art of writing in the poets, especially in Juvenal and Martial, we 
reach, in the silver age, Quintilian, the most accomplished of all 
the Roman critics. His I?zstitz~tes o f  Oratory has been described 
as the fullest and most intelligent application of criticism to lit- 
erature which the Latin world produced, and one which places 
the name of Quintilian not far below those of Aristotle and 
Longinus. H e  was followed by hulus Gellius, by Xfacrobius 
(whose reputation was great in the middle ages), by Servius (the 
great commentator on Virgil), and after a long interval, by 
Xlartianus Capella. Latin criticism sank into mere pedantry about 
~hetoric  and grammar. This continued throughout the dark ages, 
until the 13th century, whcn rhythmical treatises, of which the 

Labyrinthus of Eberhard (1212:') and the Ars rhythmics of John 
of Garlandia (John Garland) are the most famous, came into 
fashion. These writings testified to a growing revival of a taste 
for poetry. 

It is, however, in the masterly technical treatise De vulgari 
eloquio, generally attributed to  Dante, first printed (in Italian) 
in 1529 that modern poetical criticism takes its first step. The 
example of this admirable book was not adequately followed; 
throughout the 14th and 15th centuries, criticism is mainly indi- 
rect and accidental. Boccaccio, indeed, is the only figure worthy 
of mention, between Dante and Erasmus. With the Renaissance 
came a blossoming of Humanist criticism in Italy, producing such 
excellent specimens as the Sylvae of Poliziano, the Poetics (1527) 
of Vida, and the Poetica of Trissino, the best of a whole crop of 
critical works produced, often by famous names, between 1525 
and 1560. These were followed by sounder scholars and acuter 
theorists: by Scaliger with his epoch-making Poeticus (1561); by 
L. Castelvetro, whose Poetica (1570) started the modern cultiva- 
tion of the unities and asserted the value of the epic; by Tasso 
with his Discorsi ( I  587); and by Francesco Patrizzi in his Po- 
etica ( I  586). 

I n  France, the earliest and for a long time the most important 
specimen of literary criticism was the De'fense et illustration de la 
langue fra~rgaise, published in I j49 by Joachim du Bellay. Ron- 
sard, also, wrote frequently and ably on the ar t  of poetry. The 
theories of the PlCiade were summed up in the Art poe'tique of 
Vauquelin de la Fresnaye, which belongs to  I 574 (though not 
printed until 160 j).  

In  England, the earliest literary critic of importance was 
Thomas Wilson, whose Art of Rhetoric was printed in I 553, and 
the earliest student of poetry, George Gascoigne, whose Instruc- 
tion appeared in 1575. Gascoigne is the first writer who deals 
intelligently with the subject of English prosody. H e  was fol- 
lowed by Thomas Drant, Harvey, Gosson, Lodge and Sidney, 
whose controversial pamphlets belong to the period between 157 j 
and 1580. Among Elizabethan "arts" or "defences" of English 
poetry are to be mentioned those of William Webbe (1586), 
George Puttenham ( I  589), Thomas Campion (16oa), and Sam- 
uel Daniel (1603). With the tractates of Ben Jonson, several of 
them lost, the criticism of the Renaissance may be said to  close. 

A new era began throughout Europe when Xlalherbe started, 
about 1600, a taste for the neo-classic or anti-romantic school of 
poetry, taking up the line which had been foreshadowed by Cas- 
telvetro. Enfin Mallzerbe vint, and he was supported in his revolu- 
tion by Regnier, Vaugelas, Balzac, and finally by Corneille him- 
self, in his famous prefatory discourses. I t  was Boileau, however, 
who more than any other man stood out a t  the close of the 17th 
century as the law-giver of Parnassus. The rules of the neo- 
classics were drawn together and arranged in a system by Reni: 
Rapin, whose authoritative treatises mainly appeared between 
1668 and 1674. I t  is in writings of this man, and of the Jesuits, 
Le Bossu and Bouhours, that the preposterous rigidity of the 
formal classic criticism is most plainly seen. The influence of 
these three critics was, however, very great throughout Europe, 
and we trace it  in the writings of Dryden, Addison and Rymer. 
In  the course of the 13th century, when the neo-classic creed was 
universally accepted, Pope, Blair, Kames, Harris, Goldsmith and 
Samuel Johnson were its most distinguished exponents in England. 
while Voltaire, Buffon (to whom we owe the phrase "the style is 
the man"), Marmontel, La Harpe and Suard were the types of 
academic opinion in France. 

Modern, or more properly romantic, criticism came in when 
the neo-classic tradition became bankrupt throughout Europe at  
the very close of the 18th century. I t  had been heralded in Ger- 
many by the writings of Lessing, and in France by  those of 
Diderot. Of the reconstruction of critical opinion in the 19th 
century it  is impossible to speak here with any fullness, i t  is 
contained in the record of the recent literature of each Euro- 
pean language. I t  is ncticeable, in England, that the predomi- 
nant place in it was occupied, in violent contrast with Dis- 
raeli's dictum, by those who had obviously not failed in imagi- 
native composition, by il'ordsworth, by Shelley, by Reats, by 
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Landor, and pre-eminently by S. T .  Coleridge, who was one 
of the most penetrative, original and imaginative critics who 
have ever lived. I n  France, the importance of Sainte-Beuve 
is not to be ignored or even qualified; after manifold changes of 
taste, he remains as much a master as he was a precursor. 
He was followed by ThCophile Gautier, Saint-Marc, Girardin, 
Paul de Saint Victor, and a crowd of others, down to Taine and 
the school of individualistic critics, comparable with hlatthew 
Arnold, Pater and their followers in  England. Tolstoi's Tl'liat is 
Art? was the most revolutionary and challenging book of criti- 
cism to appear in the last quarter of the 19th century. Critical 
writing has become so abundant in recent years that it  would be 
possible to fill a library with the works of living critics alone. 
Philosophers like Benedetto Croce, and poets like Mr. Bridges 
have helped to swell the stream. Some of the happiest contribu- 
tions have been made in England by Mr. G. Saintsbury, Mr. A. 
C. Bradley, Sir Edmund Gosse and Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-A. F. ThCrp, Histoire des opinions Litttraires 
(1848); J. A. Symonds, The Revival of Learning (1877; vol. ii, of 
The Renaissance i n  Italy 1875-86) ; A. Bourgoin, Les Maitres de la 
Critique au XVIIe  stbcle (1889) ; H.  L. Havell, Longinus on the 
Sublime (with introd. b y  Andrew Lang, 1890) ; Jean-Paul Hamelius, 
Die Kritik in der englischen Literatur des 17 und 18 Jahrhunderts 
(Leipzig, 1897) ; Matthew Arnold, Essays in Criticism (rev. ed., 2nd 
series, 1895) ; S. hl. Butcher, The Poetics o f  Aristotle (1898) ; G. 
Saintsbury, A History of Criticism (~goo-oq) ; J .  E. Spingarn, A 
History of Literary Criticism i n  the Renaissance (5th ed., 1925). See 
also the writings of Sainte-Beuve, Matthew Arnold, E. Brunetikre, 
Anatole France, Walter Pater, passim. 

CRITIUS AND NESIOTES, Greek sculptors of the time 
of the Persian wars. When Xerxes carried away to Persia the 
statues of Harmodius and Aristogiton made by Antenor, Critius 
and Nesiotes were commissioned to replace them. By the help 
of coins and reliefs, two statues a t  Naples, wrongly restored as 
gladiators, have been identified as copies of the tyrannicides of 
Critius; and to them well apply the words in which Lucian 
(Rhe tor ,  praecepta, 9) describes the works of Critius and 
Nesiotes, "closely knit and sinewy, and hard and severe in out- 
line." Critius also made a statue of the armed runner Epicharinus. 

See E. A. Gardner, Handbook of Greek Sculpture, pp. 206-211 
(1915) ; II. Stuart Jones, Ancient Writers on Greek Sculpture 
(565-67), (1895). 

CRITOLAUS, Greek philosopher, was born at  Phaselis in 
the and century B.C. H e  lived to the age of 82 and died probably 
before I I I B.C. H e  studied philosophy under Aristo of Ceos and 
became one of the leaders of the Peripatetic school. In  general 
he was an orthodox Peripatetic ( c f .  Cicero, De Fin. v. s ) ,  though 
in some respects he went beyond his predecessors. For example, 
he held that pleasure is an evil (Gellius, Noctes Atticae, ix. 5 .  6),  
and definitely maintained that the soul consists of aether. The 
end of existence was to him the general perfection of the natural 
life. Cicero says in the Tuscula~zs that the goods of the soul en- 
tirely outweighed for him the other goods ("tantum propendere 
illam bonorum animi lancem"). Further, he defended against 
the Stoics the Peripatetic doctrine of the eternity of the world 
and the indestructibility of the human race. Of the life of Crit- 
olaus one incident alone is preserved. He was sent with Car- 
neades and Diogenes to  Rome in I j6-I j j B.C. to  protest against 
the fine of 500 talents imposed on Athens (Cic. Acad. [ii] 4 j ) .  
The three ambassadors lectured on philosophy in Rome and Cato 
had them dismissed from the city. 

Consult the article PERIPATETICS and histories of ancient philosophy, 
e.g., Zeller. 

CRITTENDEN, JOHN JORDAN ( I  787-1863), U.S. 
statesman, was born in Versailles (Ky.),  on Sept. 10, 1787. After 
he had graduated from the College of William and Mary in 1807, 
he began the practice of law in his native State. He was attorney 
general of Illinois Territory, and, from 181 I to 181 7, after he had 
returned to Kentucky, was a member of the Kentucky house of 
representatives, of which he was speaker 1815-16. From 1817 
to 1819 he was a U.S. senator. Again in 1825 and 1829-32 he 
was in the Kentucky house of representatives, acting as speaker 
1829-32. From 1827 to 1829 he was U.S. district attorney. He 
was removed by President Jackson, to whom he was radically 

opposed. In  1835, as a Whig. he was again elected to  the U.S. 
Senate, and was re-elected in 1841, but resigned to enter the 
cabinet of President \V. H .  Harrison as attorney general, con- 
tinuing after President Tyler's accession from March until Sep- 
tember. H e  was again a member of the U.S. Senate from 1842 
to 1848. I n  1848-50 he n7as governor of Kentucky. H e  was a n  
ardent and outspoken supporter of Clay's compromise measures, 
and in 18j0 he entered President Fillmore's cabinet as attorney 
general, serving throughout the administration. From 1855 to 
1861 he was once more a member of the U S. Senate. 

H e  was then one of the foremost champions of union in the 
South, and strenuously opposed the Kansas-Nebraska bill, which 
he said would unite the elements of opposition in  the North and 
render the breach between the parts of the country irreparable. 
Severtheless, he laboured unceasingly in the cause of compromise, 
gave his strong support to the Bell and Everett ticket in 1860. 
and in 1860-61 proposed and vainly contended for  the adoption 
by Congress of the compromise measures which bear his name 
When war became inevitable, he threw himself zealously into the 
Cnion cause, and lent his great influence to keep Kentucky in 
the Union. I n  1861-63 he was a member of the Federal House 
of Representatives, where, while advocating the prosecution of 
the war, he opposed such radical measures as the division of 
Virginia, the enlistment of slaves and the Conscription acts. H e  
died at  Frankfort (Icy.), July 26, 1863. 

See the Li fe  of J. J .  Crittenden, by his daughter Mrs. Chap- 
man Coleman (Philadelphia, 1871) ; C. A. Keith, T h e  L i f e  o f  
John J .  Crit tenden of Kefz tucky  (University of Indiana, 1926) ; 
and Channing, History,  VI., pp. 293-296. 

His son, GEORGE BIBB CRITTEKDEN (1812-ISSO), soldier, was 
born in Russellville (Ky.), on March 20, 1812, and as a captain 
of mounted rifles in the Mexican War was breveted major for 
bravery at  Contreras and Churubusco. In  June 1861, he entered 
the service of the Confederacy, was commissioned major-general 
and given a command in south-east Kentucky and Tennessee; 
but after the defeat of his forces by General George H .  Thomas 
at  Mill Springs (Jan. 9, 1862), he was censured and gave up his 
command. H e  then became a volunteer aide on the staff of Gen- 
eral John S. Williams. From 1867 to 1871 he was State librarian 
of Kentucky. H e  died a t  Danville (Ky.),  Kov. 27, 1880. 

Another son, THOI~AS LEONIDAS CRITTENDEN (1815-1893), 
soldier, was born at  Russellville (Ky.) .  H e  studied law, and in 
1842 became Commonwealth's attorney. H e  served in the Mexi- 
can War and from 1849 to 1853 was U S. consul a t  Liverpool, 
England. Like his father, he was a strong Union man, and in 
Sept. 1861 he was commissioned by President Lincoln a brigadier- 
general of volunteers. H e  was promoted to the rank of major- 
general in July, 1862. He was in command of a corps in the 
Army of the Ohio, and took part in  the battles of Stone river 
and Chickamauga, and participated in the Virginia campaign of 
1864. In  July 1866 he entered the Regular Army with the rank 
of colonel of infantry, received the brevet of brigadier-general in 
1867, served on the frontier and in several Indian wars, and 
retired in 1881. He died on Oct. 23, 1893. 

CRIVELLI, CARLO, Venetian painter, was born between 
1430-143s. H e  died after 1493. Though born in Venice, Crivelli 
worked chiefly in the March of Ancona, and especially in and near 
Ascoli. H e  was probably an offspring of the hlurano school and 
was influenced by Squarcione's academy a t  Padua. H e  signed as  
"Carolus Crivellus Venetus"; from 1490 he added "Miles," having 
been then knighted ("Cavaliere") by Ferdinand 11. of Naples. 
Among his earliest works are the "Madonna" in the Verona mu- 
seum and an altarpiece a t  the Municipio of hlazza Fermana 
(1468). The National Gallery in London has fine examples of 
Crivelli; in Berlin is a "Madonna and Saints" (1491); in the Vati- 
can Gallery a "Dead Christ"; and the Brera of Milan contains sev- 
eral examples, among which is his masterpiece of later years, "The 
Coronation of the Virgin" (1493). Crivelli is a painter of marked 
individuality-hard in form, crudely definite in  contour; stem, 
forced, energetic, yet well capable of a prim sort of prettiness; and 
sometimes admitting into his pictures objects actually raised in 
surface; distinct and warm in colour, with an effect a t  once harsh 
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and harmonious. I t  is surmised that Carlo was of the same family 
as the painters Jacopo and Vittorio Crivelli. Pietro Alamanni was 
his pupil. 

See, besides, Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Berenson, Venetian Painters 
of tlze Renaissance (1899) ; Morelli, Italian Painters (1892-93) ; Rush- 
forth, Car10 Crivelli (1900). 

CROATIA-SLAVONIA, formerly part of Austria-Hun- 
gary, has since 1918 been a constituent element of the Serb, 
Croat and Slovene State. (See YUGOSLAVIA and BALKAN PENIN- 
SULA.) 

HISTORY 

Mediaeval History.-What has in modern times been known 
as Croatia-Slavonia formed part of the Roman province of Pan- 
nonia, the chief towns being Siscia (Sisek), Emona (Ljubljana) 
and Sirmium (Mitrovica in Syrmia). I t  was conquered by the 
Ostrogoths, recovered by Justinian in 535 and conquered in 568 
by the Avars, who also seized most of the Dalmatian towns. The 
Croats (Chrobati, Hrvati), a Slav tribe closely related to the 
Serbs, overpowered the Avars in about 640, and held most of the 
modern Croatia-Slavonia, north-west Bosnia and Dalmatia, except 
the coast towns, where municipal freedom survived. The Croats 
and Slovenes were loosely organized under i u p a ~ z i  or tribal chiefs, 
and late in the 8th century their western territory fell an easy prey 
to Charles the Great as he was organizing the marches of the em- 
pire. During a century of chaos, in which the Croats stood in 
changing relations to  the Franks, Byzantium, Venice, Moravia, the 
short-lived Bulgar state in Pannonia and eventually its Magyar 
conquerors, the Croatian duchy slowly took definite shape, till in 
924 Duke Tomislav assumed the royal title (Rex Chroatorum), 
allied himself with Byzantium and received from it the protector- 
ate of the Dalmatian towns of Zadar, Trogir and Split (Zara, 
Trah, Spalato). H e  was recognized by the pope, and Split became 
the archiepiscopal see: from this early time dates the special 
Glagolitic Slav rite which still survives in certain Catholic 
churches along the coast. His fifth successor, Drzislav (969-997), 
received the coronation insignia from the emperor Basil II., in 
consideration for his help against the Bulgarians; but KreSimir 
111. (c. 1000-30) had to acknowledge Byzantine suzerainty. 
Stephen I .  married a daughter of the Venetian doge Orseolo, and 
their son Peter KreSimir (1058-74) further strengthened Croa- 
tia's ties with the Roman see; and in 1076 Demetrius Zvonimir 
was crowned king at  Split by the legate of Gregory VII., only 
after the episcopate in full synod and the future king had ratified 
the papal demands. Anarchy followed Zvonimir's death in 1089, 
and certain Croat nobles called in King Ladislas of Hungary, as a 
kinsman of the royal house. For two years his nephew Almos was 
king of Croatia, and in 1094 a new bishopric was founded in Za- 
greb, to  which the centre of ecclesiastical gravity soon shifted. 
I n  I097 the last Croat national king, Petrus, fell in battle, and in 
1102 King Koloman of Hungary consolidated the work of his 
uncle Ladislas and was crowned king of Croatia and Dalmatia at  
Belgrad near Zadar, asserting the triple claims of conquest, in- 
heritance and election. 

C r o a t i a  a n d  Hungary.-Henceforth Croatia forms for eight 
centuries an autonomous kingdom under the Holy Crown of St. 
Stephen. I t s  bans, or viceroys, were a t  first chosen sometimes 
among princes of the house of ArpLd, but more and more among 
great feudal families, some of whom conducted a semi-independ- 
ent policy in Bosnia and along the coast. I t  was as sovereigns of 
Croatia that the Hungarian kings became involved in repeated 
wars with Venice. On the extinction of the Hungarian national 
dynasty in 1301, the Croatians crowned the Angevin prince 
Charles Robert as their king a t  Zagreb, while Hungary elected 
first a Bohemian and then a Bavarian prince, only recognizing 
Charles Robert and reuniting the two Crowns in 1309. On the 
death of Louis the Great, Croatia turned against his daughter 
Mary and supported the candidature of her Neapolitan cousins, 
Charles and Ladislas of Durazzo, the latter being crowned at  
Zadar in 1403. Mary's husband, Sigismund, however, finally en- 
forced his claim to both thrones, though in 1420 he had to ratify 
the cession of Dalmatia to Venice, to which Ladislas had rashly 

consented in 1409 as a means of financing his campaigns. On the 
fall of Bosnia before the Turks (1463) the Croat nobles played 
the chief part in organizing the banat of Jajce, as a barrier against 
further invasion. A minor cause of the fatal defeat of hlohacs 
(q.v.) in 1526 was that King Louis gave battle without waiting 
for the Croat reinforcements under Ban Krsto Frankopan to ar- 
rive. While Hungary was disputed between the Habsburgs and 
John Zipolya, the Croatian estates, sitting a t  Cetin on Jan. I ,  
1527, unanimously elected Ferdinand of Austria as  their king, and 
coilfirmed the succession to him and his heirs (a step which Hun- 
gary only took in 1687). Most of the country between Save and 
Drave shared the fate of central Hungary and fell into Turkish 
hands. Zagreb, hitherto belonging to "Slavonia," became a border 
fortress and henceforth the Croatian capital and seat of the ban 
and the diet. But the constant danger of invasion is fatal to con- 
stitutional development, and the estates were summoned only to  
vote subsidies. Necessity dictated in 1578 the formation of spe- 
cial provinces known as the "military frontiers" (q.v.) (Vojna 
Krajina)-the Slavonian between Drave and Kulpa with Varai- 
din as its centre, the Croatian between the Kulpa and the sea, with 
Karlovac (Karlstadt), so named after Archduke Charles of Styria, 
who held the supreme command. Their reincorporation was re- 
peatedly demanded by the Croatian estates but without effect, 
and they retained their identity till long after the expulsion of 
the Turks. 

During the 16th and 17th centuries the Croat nobility, alarmed 
at  the growth of the royal power, drew steadily closer to that of 
Hungary, and in 162 j the ban first took his seat in the Hungarian 
house of magnates. Count Nicholas Zrinski won great fame by 
his defence of Sziget against Sultan Suleiman in I 566, immortal- 
ized by his grandson of the same name (1620-64) in the first 
Hungarian epic written under Italian influence, while his brother 
Peter translated it into Croat. The latter, with his kinsman Krsto 
Frankopan and the Magyar magnates Nidasdy and Wesselknyi, 
were in 1671 implicated in a plot against the Habsburgs and in 
defence of Hungarian and Croat local privileges, and executed 
at Wiener Neustadt. This event was momentous for Croatia, for 
the extinction of the Zrinski and Frankopan families and the con- 
fiscation of their vast estates definitely turned the scale in favour 
of the Crown in Croatia and brought foreign elements into the 
Croat nobility. 

By the Treaty of Karlovci (Karlowitz) in 1699 all Croatia- 
Slavonia was recovered from the Turks; and henceforward Kar- 
lovci was to be the centre of the Serbian Orthodox Church, the 
patriarch of Pe t ,  with thousands of Serbian refugees from Tur- 
key, having settled in Slavonia and south Hungary under a special 
charter from Leopold I. in 1690. I n  1712 the Croatian diet ac- 
cepted the Pragmatic Sanction 12 years earlier than the Hungarian, 
declaring in default of male heirs for that Habsburg princess who 
should rule over Austria, Styria and Carniola; and their assertion 
that "neither force nor conquest united us to  the Hungarians" 
was not challenged a t  the time. The name "Croatia" now came to 
be applied to the whole territory between Save and Drave. I n  
1767 Maria Theresa erected a special council in Zagreb, dealing 
direct with Vienna, but in 1779 Croatia was again subjected to  
the council of lieutenancy in Pest, and was regarded by the Mag- 
yars as partes adnexae of Hungary, though the Croats claimed the 
status of regna socia. I n  1776 Fiume - (q.v. )  was united with 
Croatia, but in 1779 was declared an integral part of Hungary. In  
1769, 1774 and 1776 Serbian national congresses were allowed to 
meet a t  Karlovci, and again in 1790 a t  Temesvir, when Serb privi- 
leges were confirmed by Leopold 11. Croat national sentiment 
was stirred in the French revolutionary wars and received a strong 
impetus from Napoleon's creation of an "Illyrian" state. The 
east Adriatic territories which Austria had acquired from Venice 
in 1797 were ceded in 1806 to Napoleon's puppet kingdom of 
Italy, and after Wagram (1809) these, with Trieste, Istria, Carn- 
iola, parts of Croatia and the defunct republic of Ragusa, were 
united as "the Illyrian Provinces." Their viceroy, Marmont, had 
his headquarters a t  Ljubljana (Laibach) and Dubrovnik (Ragusa). 
The first Croat and Slovene newspapers appeared, schools were 
opened, roads and public institutions built. In  1813 the Austrians 
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drove out the  French, Dalmatia and Ragusa became a single Aus- 
trian province. I n  1822 Croatia-Slavonia recovered her old boun- 
daries and her connection wi th  the  Hungarian Crown was re- 
affirmed. 

Rise  of  Croa t  Nat ional i ty .- The rise o f  Magyar national 
feeling and the linguistic legislation passed b y  the Hungarian diet 
f r o m  1830 onwards adversely affected Magyar-Croat relations; 
and i n  the  forties a strong "Illyrian" movement arose in  Croatia 
under Ljudevit  Gaj and Count DraSkovid, aiming at the eventual 
union o f  all Southern Slavs, preferably b y  Austria's help and in  
open defiance o f  Hungary's claims. T h e  law o f  1843, passed at the 
diet o f  Pressburg, making Magyar compulsory for official business 
and for  education, had given Croatia a special respite for six years; 
but before  the  t e rm expired there was an open breach, and in Oct. 
1847 the  Croatian diet introduced Croat, not Magyar, throughout 
i ts territory. T h e  famous series o f  laws passed b y  Hungary in  
April 1848 rode roughshod over Croatia's special position and were 
firmly resisted b y  the Croats under Count Josef JellaEid, whom 
the Court appointed as ban in  March and who, in  close co-opera- 
tion with the Serbs under Patriarch RajaEid o f  Karlovci, defied 
Hungary, pushed a series o f  national laws through the diet o f  
Zagreb, and af ter  an abortive attempt at compromise with the  
revolutionary Hungarian Government, led his troops across the 
Drave i n  September and marched against Budapest in  the em- 
peror's name. Owing t o  her racial and political differences with 
Hungary Croatia found herself identified with Habsburg reaction, 
and af ter  the suppression o f  the Hungarian revolution in 1849 "re- 
ceived" ( i n  the words o f  Pulszky) "as reward what Hungary re- 
ceived as punishment." W h e n ,  i n  1861, the Croatian diet was 
again allowed t o  meet i t  unanimously declined t o  send delegates 
to  the  new centralist Reichsrat i n  Vienna, and was speedily dis- 
solved. I n  1866 the Croats followed a federalist policy and claimed 
that the events o f  1848 had dissolved the legal bond with Hun- 
gary. But  i n  1867 Hungary and the  Crown concluded the Aus- 
gleich over the heads o f  Austria and still more o f  Croatia, which 
was l e f t  t o  make what terms i t  could with Budapest. T h e  nagoda 
(or  compromise) o f  1868 is i n  the form o f  a law ratified b y  the 
two  parliaments o f  Budapest and Zagreb, though the texts dif fer 
on important points (notably Fiume, which was detached from 
Croatia and given an autonomous status under a governor ap- 
pointed direct b y  Budapest). I t  
was only passed at Zagreb as 
the  result o f  very corrupt elec- 
tions prepared b y  the ban, Baron 
Levin Rauch, on orders f rom 
Budapest. Under i ts provisions 
Croatia was represented b y  40 
delegates in  the lower and three 
in  the upper house at Budapest. 
T h e  ban, as head o f  the Zagreb 
Government, was nominated b y  
Budapest, yet responsible to  the 
Croatian diet, and there were 
three autonomous departments 
(home,  justice and education) at 
Zagreb, wi th  sectional chiefs. 
Croat was the  official language 
throughout the  territory and the I 
judicial system was entirely By OF 

autonomous. T h e  weakest spot A OF PEASANTS 

was Croatia's financial subordination t o  Hungary. 
T h e  period 1868 t o  1914 was for Croatia one o f  great political 

activity and o f  steady development i n  every sphere. Among the 
most notable Croat leaders o f  the period were Bishop Strossmayer 
o f  Djakovo (g .v . ) ,  t o  whose munificence the foundation o f  the  
Southern Slav academy (186 j ) ,  Zagreb university ( 1 8  74) and art 
gallery (1884)  and other public institutions was largely due; Ivan 
MaiuraniC, known as " the Peasant Ban" (1873-80) and author 
o f  a famous epic; RaEki the historian, and Ante StarEevid, founder 
o f  the party o f  right, which followed strongly Serbophobe lines. 
T h e  Eastern Crisis o f  IS  75-78 evoked a lively agitation in favour 
o f  Bosnia's incorporation with Croatia, as part o f  a Pan-Croat pro- 

gramme; and Dalmatia was always regarded as belonging de iure 
t o  the  "Triune Kingdom o f  Croatia-Slavonia-Dalmatia," though 
de facto held b y  Austria. T h e  Bosnian problem accentuated the  
Magyar-Croat conflict, which broke out in  1883 in  riotous pro- 
tests against the inscriptions over Government offices i n  Zagreb. 
T h e  Croatian constitution was temporarily suspended b y  Hun- 
gary and af ter  a general had acted as royal commissioner for some 
months,  Count Khuen-HCdervBry, a cousin o f  Tisza, was ap- 
pointed ban in  Dec. 1883. His rule o f  2 0  years is regarded as the  
most  humiliating in  modern Croatian history. 

T h e  Y u g o s l a v  Movement.- From 1903 onwards there was a 
marked growth o f  national feeling. T h e  disturbances o f  that year 
were suppressed, but  i n  1905 the  Croat and Serb parties i n  all 
provinces o f  the Dual Monarchy adopted a joint programme i n  
the Resolutions o f  Fiume and Zara, and next year the  Serbo- 
Croat coalition in  Croatia came into power, as the result o f  a com- 
pact with the Hungarian coalition. I ts  chief leaders were Supilo 
and Trumbid (q . v . ) ,  both Dalmatians. Already i n  1907, however, 
the Croats and Magyars again quarrelled; Baron Rauch became 
ban and on orders f rom Budapest "made" elections, bu t ,  having 
failed t o  secure a majority, suspended the Croatian diet and insti- 
tuted a repressive rCgime. This  culminated i n  the  scandal o f  the  
Zagreb treason trial o f  1909, i n  which j3 Serbs o f  Croatia-Slavonia 
were accused o f  treasonable relations with Serbia. T h e  attempts 
o f  Rauch and his chiefs in  Budapest and Vienna t o  implicate the  
leaders o f  the  Serbo-Croat Coalition during the  Bosnian annexa- 
tion crisis gave t o  the trial an international importance, which 
was heightened b y  scandals i n  court and b y  Prof .  Masaryk's pub- 
lic intervention in  the  Austrian parliament. T h e  sequel was a 
libel action brought b y  the coalition leaders before  a Viennese 
court against the historian Friedjung and the editor o f  the  Reichs- 
Post (Dec.  ~ g o g ) ,  and it  was established that the  charges o f  trea- 
son rested upon numerous documents forged b y  the  connivance 
o f  the  Austro-Hungarian minister in  Belgrade and his staff  and 
given t o  Friedjung on the authority o f  Aehrenthal and the Ball- 
platz. These trials and the Rauch riigime welded the  Serbo-Croat 
coalition still more closely together, and stimulated the  move- 
ment  for Yugoslav unity. A f t e r  a temporary truce under Rauch's 
successor, TomaSid, the Hungarian Government o n  April 3 ,  1912, 
suspended the Croatian constitution and appointed Cuvaj as dic- 
tator wi th  wide powers. A n  attempt on his l i f e  b y  the  student 
JukiC on June 8 was followed b y  further repression and b y  the 
suspension o f  Serbian Church autonomy. T h e  Cuvaj riigime 
caused lively protests among the Yugoslavs o f  Bosnia, Dalmatia, 
Istria and Carniola, with increasing support f rom the Slovenes. 
T h e  excitement and unrest, already acute, was greatly increased 
b y  the victories o f  the Balkan League and especially Serbia 
against the Turks ;  and the younger generation i n  particular be- 
came infected b y  revolutionary ideas and hailed Serbia as the 
Piedmont o f  a future Yugoslav union. T h e  murder o f  the arch- 
duke was the  sixth o f  a series o f  outrages b y  young Croats or 
Serbs, two  being upon Cuvaj and two upon his successor Skerlecz. 

O n  Dec. 27, 1912, Cuvaj was replaced b y  a colourless official, 
but i t  was not till Nov.  1913 that the dictatorship was abolished 
and Baron Skerlecz appointed ban. Elections-the f i f th  since 
1906-still gave the coalition a large majority; and there was still 
a truce rather than a settlement between Zagreb and Budapest 
when the  World K a r  broke out. 

T h e  W o r l d  W a r  a n d  U n i o n  with Yugoslavia.- Measures 
o f  extreme severity were taken b y  the civil and military author- 
ities o f  Austria-Hungary throughout their Yugoslav provinces. 
Thanks  t o  the purely opportunist policy o f  the Serbo-Croat 
coalition, the diet o f  Zagreb was still allowed t o  meet ,  but  
while avoiding any pronouncement offensive t o  Budapest it also 
steadily refused t o  disavow the ITugoslav committee which was 
formed in  London early in  the war b y  a number o f  Serb and Croat 
exiles (TrumbiC, Supilo, HinkoviC, MeStroviC, etc.)  and whose 
programme was complete independence and union with Serbia. I n  
Dec. 1916 the coalition even sent delegates t o  Charles's coronation 
in  Budapest, and b y  secret arrangement l e f t  all initiative t o  the 
committee abroad, and af ter  the resumption o f  parliamentary l i f e  
in  Austria t o  the unified Yugoslav Club in the Reiclzsrat, working 
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in close alliance with the Czechs. The nlaximum Yugoslav pro- 
gramme found expression in the Declaration of Corfu (July 20, 
1917) between PaSic and TrumbiC, which the Yugoslav parties 
inside the Dual Monarchy naturally could not publicly endorse, 
but always declined to repudiate. Count Tisza's visit to Zagreb 
and Sarajevo in Sept. 1918, to win support for a Magyar solution 
of the Southern Slav question, met everywhere with a blank re- 
fusal. On Oct. I, encouraged by Bulgaria's surrender, the Czech 
and Yugoslav deputies in the Reicksrat proclaimed their absolute 
right to  decide their own future State allegiance; and on Oct. 10 

the Yugoslav national council, which had already been consti- 
tuted a t  Ljubljana, was transferred to Zagreb and representatives 
of all parties were included. A week later the Yugoslavs repu- 
diated Emperor Charles's proposals for federalization, and local 
committees in Dalmatia and Bosnia, recognizing the authority of 
the Zagreb council, proceeded to disarm the troops pouring north- 
ward from the broken Balkan fronts. On Oct. 23, a Croat regi- 
ment took possession of Fiume, and on the 28th the Zagreb mili- 
tary command handed over its authority to the council. Next day 
the diet declared Croatia's independence from Hungary, appealed 
to the Entente and urgently invited the help of the Serbian army. 
On Nov. 23 the union of the Yugoslav provinces of the former 
monarchy with Serbia and Montenegro was resolved in Zagreb, 
and on Dec. I the council's delegates visited the prince regent 
Alexander in Belgrade and invited him to proclaim the union. 
I n  the first Yugoslav Cabinet the Slovene Clerical leader ICoroSec 
was vice-premier and Trumbid foreign minister. The ofice of 
Croatian ban was a t  first retained, but abolished under the new 
constitution of June 28, 1921. The centralist character of this 
constitution was largely due to the abstention of the Croat Peasant 
Party under Stephen Radii. The latter's capitulation to PaSiC and 
his acceptance of office in a Radical Cabinet in 1925 ended the 
most acute phase of conflict between centralist and federalist ten- 
dencies in the new State. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The best general histories of Croatia are in Croat, 
by T. SmiTil;las,- 2 vols. (Zagreb, 1882) ; V. KlaiC, 5 vols. (Zagreb, 
1899-1913) ; F. SiSiC, 3 vols. (Zagreb, 1906-IS), who has also pub- 
lished in German a history of the period up to 1102. In English see 
R. W. Seton-Watson, The Southern Slav Question (1911, and es- 
pecially the much enlarged German edition, 1913). The best collec- 
tions of documents are KukuljeviC, Jura Regni Croatiae Dalmatiae et 
Slavoniae, 3 vols. (Zagreb, 1862) ; Theiner, Vetera Monuments, 2 

vols. (1863-75) ; SmiTiklas, Codex Diplomaticus (Zagreb, 1904-16) ; 
SiSiC, Acta Comitialia, 1526-1630, 5 vols. (Zagreb, 1912-18). On the 
19th century see G. Surmin, Hrvatski Preporod (The Croat Rebirth), 
2 ~01s. (Zagreb, 1903) ; V. Zagorsky, Ralki  et la Renaissance scienti- 
fique et Politiqzie de la Croatie (1909) ; M. ~Marjanovid, Savremena 
Hrvatska (Contemporary Croatia) (Belgrade, 1913) ; Hermann Wen- 
del, Aus dem siidslawischen Risorgimento (Gotha, I ~ Z I ) ,  and Der 
Kampf der Siidslauen u m  Freiheit und Einlzeit (Frankfurt, 192j) ; 
SiSid, Biskup Strossmayer i Jugoslovenska Misao (Belgrade, 1 9 2 2 )  ; 
M. Prelog, Slavenska Renesansa, 1780-1848 (Zagreb, 1924). For the 
war and revolution see especially SiBiC, Abridged Political History of 
Rieka-Fiume (Paris, ~ g r g ) ,  and Dokumenti (Zagreb, 1920); Milada 
Paulova, Jugosloverzski Odbor (Zagreb, 1924). Victor Kuhne, Ceux 
dont on ignore le ~Martyre (Geneva, 1917). For the post-war period 
see 0. Randi, La Jugoslavia (Naples, 1922) ; Albert Mousset, Le 
Royaume des Serbes, Croates et SlovBnes (1924) ; H.  Wendel, AILS der 
Welt der Siidslawerz (1926). (See also YUGOSLAVIA.) (R. W. S.-W.) 

CROCE, BENEDETTO (1866- ), Italian philosopher, 
born on Feb. 25, 1866, a t  Pescasseroli, Aquila, of an Abruzzese 
family, the seat of which had been transferred to Naples by his 
grandfather. There Croce was educated at  a Catholic school. In 
1883, having lost both his parents in an earthquake, he went to 
live in Rome with his paternal uncle and guardian, Silvio Spa- 
venta. H e  entered the university, but did not pursue his studies 
there, returning to Naples in 1886, where he occupied himself for 
several years with researches into local history and antiquities. 
His contributions to philosophy began with two essays (1893) 
upon the nature of history and the method of literary criticism, 
the leading ideas of which he developed in two later papers in 
1900 and 1904-j. Between 1896 and 1900 he published also a 
group of essays on points of Marxian economic doctrine. Shortly 
after, in 1902, he began the systematic exposition of his Philos- 
ophy of the Spirit, divided into Aesthetic, Logic, Philosophy of 
Conduct (Economics and Ethics) and Theory and History of 

I Historiography. I n  1903 he founded the journal La Critica, in 
which he reviewed the whole fine literature of Italy for 50 years, 
and later similarly reviewed its contributions to  historical litera- 
ture. His collected works in 1926 filled nearly 2 0  volumes. 
Though actively interested in educational administration, he never 
sought or occupied any univerjity office. I n  1910 he was nom- 
inated to the senate of the kingdom, and was Minister of Educa- 
tion in the Giolitti Cabinet (June 1 9 z ~ J u l y  1921). 

Croce's Philosophy.-The philosophy of Croce, often errone- 
ously classed as "Hegelian," had its avowed sources in the ideas 
underlying the literary criticism of Francesco de Sanctis, and, 
more generally and remotely, in those adumbrated in the Scienzn 
Nuova of G. B. Vico, both, like himself, Neapolitans. More sig- 
nificantly, i t  arises from and perpetually returns to  his own per- 
sonal experience in  his lifelong and multifarious activity as a 
student of literature and history. Here he finds himself in vital 
touch with concrete reality, and deliberately confines his reflec- 
tions to the content of actual or enacted history with a view to its 
interpretation. Hence he has been led to assert the identity of 
concrete philosophy with history, and to define the task of ab- 
stract philosophy as the discovery and formulation of the imma- 
nent methodology of history. From the common domain of both 
he excludes any supposed realities which transcend experience, 
and abstains from speculations about such, as he also does about 
primal origins and ultimate ends. History as enacted and occur- 
ring and history as interpreting what is thus "given" he views as 
the work of one Spirit, which there expresses and embodies itself. 
In  every part and moment of history that Spirit is wholly and 
indivisibly present and active. I t s  presence and operation are 
not confined to human history, but extend in all directions to the 
utmost bounds of experience. The Spirit which is thus omni- 
present throughout the whole content of experience is indivisibly 
one, but its unity is also a quaternity, and it has in its structure 
four eternally distinct and distinguishable "grades," the ordered 
circle of which in its life or progress it  perpetually traverses, so 
endowing or filling itself with experience and ever enriching its 
being. I t s  four functions in their conjoint exercise generate the 
contents of experience, within which we can and must distinguish 
four corresponding grades, stages, kinds or realms, the respective 
subject-matters of aesthetic, logical, economic and ethical theory, 
departments of philosophy, which together without addition con- 
stitute the whole of it. 

I n  its total cognitive function this Spirit manifests itself as art, 
the first or "dawn" form of knowledge. I n  this grade it expresses 
itself in individual embodiments; in so expressing itself it a t  once 
creates and beholds what it  creates, and has for its objects (which 
are also its works) whatsoever in experience presents a char- 
acteristic individuality. I n  its second cognitive grade, as logic or 
abstract philosophy, it  expresses, brings to existence and view, 
and so knows whatsoever is universal. Uniting, as it  cannot but 
do, both functions, and thus becoming concrete in history, it 
effects an d priori synthesis between what is individual and what 
is universal; in doing so, it  wins actual understanding of the real 
and enters upon a course of knowledge which runs from sense- 
perception up to explicit history. The history which thus comes 
to be understood is wholly the work of the same Spirit in the 
exercise of its total practical function, which has two corre- 
sponding grades, in the lower or earlier of which it enacts what 
is individual, in the higher or later what is universal, or, rather 
again, in its actual or concrete exercise, enacts both in one, and 
so fills the stage of history with its deeds. Still more actually or 
concretely, it is active a t  once as making or creating and as know- 
ing or understanding its own history, which is its whole self. The 
only reality which can truly be called absolute is a history with- 
out beginning and without end, self-begotten and self-explaining. 

The developments and applications which Croce gives to  this 
fundamental doctrine are extraordinarily various, and often 
highly novel and even paradoxical. They have excited widespread 
interest and evoked abundant criticism and opposition. Against 
his critics Croce carries on a sustained and skilful polemic. H e  
exercises an increasingly profound influence on higher thought. To  
many his philosophy seems to have already established a place in 
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the world of contemporary philosophy comparable with that 
occupied during a great part of the 19th century by the system of 
Hegel. For a fuller account of Croce's theory of Aesthetics, see 
the article under that title, written by him, in volume I. of this 
Ency clopedia. 

BIB~I~GRAPI~Y.-G. Prezzolini, Benedetto Croce (Naples, 1909) ; 
H. Wildon Carr, The Philosophy of Benedetto Croce (1917) ; R. 
Piccoli, Benedetto Croce. An Introduction to his Philosophy (1922). 
Benedetto Croce, An Autobiography, translated into English by R. G. 
Collingwood (Oxford, 1927), with a preface hy J.  A. Smith. 

The following contain bibliographies of works by and on Benedetto 
Croce: Benedetto Croce, Contribito alla critica di me stesso (1918, 
English translation 1926) ; G. Castellano, Introdz~zione a110 studio delle 
opere di Benedetto Croce (Bari, 1920) ; G. Castellano, Benedetto 
Croce (Kaples, 1924). (J. A. SM.) 

CROCIDOLITE, a mineral described in 1815 by M. H. 
Klaproth under the name Blaz~eisenstein (blue ironstone), and 
in 1831 by J. I?. Hausmann, who gave it its present name on 
account of its nap-like appearance (Gr. K P O K ~ S ,  nap of cloth). 
I t  is a blue fibrous mineral belonging to the amphibole group 
and closely related to  riebeckite; chemically it  is an iron sodium 
silicate. I ts  resemblance t o  asbestos has gained for it  the name 
Cape Asbestos, the chief occurrence being in South Africa. The 
mineral suffers alteration by removal of alkali and oxidation of 
the ferrous iron, and further by deposition of silica between the 
fibres, or by their replacement by silica; a hard siliceous mineral 
is thus formed which when polished shows, in consequence of its 
fibrous structure, a beautiful chatoyance or silky lustre. This is 
the ornamental stone which is known when blue as "hawk's- 
eye," and when of rich golden brown colour as "tiger-eye." The 
latter, which represents the final alteration of the crocidolite, 
has become very fashionable as "South African cat's eye," and 
is often termed "crocidolite," though practically only a mixture 
of quartz with brown oxide of iron. 

CROCKER, WILLIAM (1876- ), American botanist, 
was born at  Medina, O., on Jan. 27, 1876. He graduated at  the 
Illinois State normal university in  1898, a t  the University of 
Illinois in 1902, and received in 1906 the degree of doctor of 
philosophy from the University of Chicago, in which he was suc- 
cessively associate, instructor, assistant professor and associate 
professor of plant physiology until 1921 when he was made direc- 
tor of the Boyce Thompson institute for plant research at  Yon- 
kers, Kew York. He has made important investigations on the 
germination of seeds and on the effect of poisonous and stimu- 
lative materials on plants. 

@ROCKET, in architecture, a small, independent, sharply 
proiecting mediaeval ornament, usually occurring in rows, and - - 
decorated with foliage. I n  the 
late 12th century, when it  first 
appeared, it  had the form of a 
ball-like bud, with a spiral out- 
line, like an uncurling fern frond; 
but in the later Gothic period it  
took the form of out-curved, 
fully developed leaves reaching, 
in the I 5th century, complex, in- 
voluted richness. Crockets are 
used especially on the inclined 
edges of spires, pinnacles and 
gables, and are also found on cap- 
itals, cornices, and, occasionally, 

F R O M  VIOLLET-LE.DUC, "DICTIONNAIRC RAT. 
S O N N ~  DE L ' A R C H I T E C T U R E  F R A N F A I S E "  

around arches. EXAMPLES OF CROCKETS 

CROCKETT, DAVID (1786-1836), American frontiers- 
man, son of an Irish immigrant, was born in Greene county, Tenn., 
on Aug. I 7, I 786. His education was obtained chiefly in the rough 
school of experience in the Tennessee backwoods, where he ac- 
quired a wide reputation as a hunter, trapper and marksman. In 
1813-14 he served in the Creek War under Andrew Jackson, and 
subsequently became a colonel in the Tennessee militia. I n  1821- 
24 he was a member of the State legislature, having won his elec- 
tion largely by telling stories. I n  1827 he was elected to the na- 
tional House of Representatives and was re-elected in 1829. At 
Washington his shrewdness, eccentric manners and peculiar wit 
made him a conspicuous figure, but his opposition to the Presi- 

dent's Indian policy led to administration influences being turned 
against him with the result that he was defeated for re-election 
in 1831. H e  was again elected in 1832, but in 1835 lost his seat 
a second time, being then a vigorous opponent of many distinc- 
tively Jacksonian measures. Discouraged and disgusted, he fol- 
lowed his usual remedy of emigration, this time to-  ex as. There 
he lost his life as one of the defenders of the Alamo a t  San 
Antonio on March 6, 1836. 

A so-called "autobiography" (1834), which he very probably 
dictated, is typical of the crude but racy humour of the frontier; 
a work purporting to be a continuation of this autobiography and 
entitled Colonel Crockett's Exploits a?zd Adventures in  Texas 
(Philadelphia, 1836) is undoubtedly spurious. There have been 
several editions of these works in combined form. Numerous pop- 
ular biographies have been written, the best by E. S. Ellis (Phila- 
delphia, 1884). See also D. C. Seitz, U?zcom?non Americans 
(1925) and the article by C. T. Crowell in the American Mer- 
cury (Jan., 192 j ) .  

CROCKETT, SAMUEL RUTHERFORD (1860--1g14), 
Scottish novelist, was born a t  Duchrae, Galloway, on Sept. 24, 
1860, the son of a Galloway farmer. H e  was brought up on a 
Galloway farm, and graduated from Edinburgh university in 
1879. After some years of travel he became in 1886 minister of 
Penicuik, but eventually abandoned the Free Church ministry for 
novel-writing. The success of J. M. (later Sir James) Barrie 
had created a demand for stories in the Scottish dialect when 
Crockett published his successful story of Tlze Stickit Minister in 
1893. The Raiders, The Lilac Sun-bonnet and Mad Sir Uchtred, 
all published in 1894, were followed by many others. 

CROCKFORD, WILLIAM (1775-1844), proprietor of 
Crockford's Club, was born in London in 1775, the son of a fish- 
monger, and for some time himself carried on that business. After 
winning a large sum of money (according to one story L~oo,ooo) 
either a t  cards or by running a gambling establishment, he built, 
in 182 7, a luxurious gambling house at  50 St. James's street, which, 
to ensure exclusiveness, he organized as a club. Crockford's 
quickly became the rage; every English social celebrity and every 
distinguished foreigner visiting London hastened to become a 
member. Hazard was the favourite game, and very large sums 
changed hands. Crockford retired in 1840, when, in the expres- 
sive language of Capt. R .  H. Gronow, he had "won the whole of 
the ready money of the then existing generation." H e  took, in- 
deed, about f 1,200,000 out of the club, but subsequently lost 
most of it  in speculations. Crockford died on May 24, 1844. 

See John Timbs, Club Life of London (1866); R. H. Gronoxv, 
Celebrities of London and Paris, 3rd series (1865). 

CROCODILE, a name applicable t o  any member of the 
reptilian order Loricata (Crocodilia) but often restricted to  
species of the genera Crocodylus and Osteolaewcus in contrast 
with the alligators (genera Alligator and Caiman). The  order con- 
tains only 21 living species but the geological history of the group 
can be traced back at  least as far as Jurassic times (see REPTILES). 

They are the largest living reptiles but it  is difficult t o  be sure 
of their maximum size owing to the number of exaggerated stories 
which obtain currency. The largest species is the salt-water or 
estuarine crocodile (C. porosus) which has been reported to  at- 
tain a length of 33 ft., and the smallest, one of the South Ameri- 
can caimans (Cay?narz palpebrosus) which scarcely attains a length 
of 4 ft. Very large specimens of any species are undoubtedly be- 
coming mGre and more rare; modern arms are too well dis- 
tributed for many very old individuals to  survive. 

On account of the interest taken in crocodiles because of their 
size, their dangerous nature and the trophies which they yield to  
the sportsman, a key, based on characters of the head and skull, 
is given by means of which a specimen may be identified a t  least 
as far as its genus. 

I. Snout very long and slender; the halves of the lower jaw 
fused in front as far back as the I 5th tooth. 

(a)  27-29 teeth on each side of the upper jaw. Gavialis 
(the gharial of N. India). 

(b)  20--21 teeth on each side of the upper jaw. Tomistoma 
(the false gharial of Borneo and Sumatra). 



CROCODILE-BIRD-CROCUS 
TI. Snout triangular or rounded; the halves of the lower jaw 

not fused farther back than the eighth tooth. 
(a)  The fourth tooth of the lower jaw fits into a notch in 

the side of the upper jaw. Crocodiles. 
( I )  Nasal bones dividing the nasal aperture into two. 

Crocodylus (Africa to south China, north Australia 
and the Fiji Islands; southern United States to 
Venezuela and Ecuador). 

(2) Nasal bones not dividing the nasal aperture; 
snout turned up in front. Osteolaemus (W. 
Africa). 

(3) Nasal bones not dividing the nasal aperture; 
snout not turned up. Osteoblepharon (Congo). 

(b) The fourth tooth of the lower jaw fits into a pit in 
the upper jaw. Alligators. 

( I )  Nasal bones dividing the nasal aperture Alligator 
(southern United States and south China). 

(2) Nasal bones not dividing the nasal aperture 
Caiman (Tropical South America). 

The  two first-mentioned genera, each possessing but a single 
species, are highly specialized fish-eating forms, the long, slender 
snout and numerous, sharp, interlocking teeth forming an efficient 
fish-catching mechanism. The remaining genera are much broad- 
er-snouted and, though fish form their staple food, they will also 
eat anything they can overpower; lying idly in the water with 
only the nostrils, eyes and perhaps part of the back showing they 
look like floating logs and any unwary bird or beast approaching 
within range of the powerful j a w  is seized, dragged under water 
and eaten. There are undoubtedly occasional man-eaters but 
generally they recognize man as their chief enemy and become 
wary and difficult to  approach. 

All the species reproduce by means of eggs. The sexes are 
able to find one another by hearing and by smell; during the 
mating season the males, at least, exercise their vocal powers, 
the call varying with the species but usually being an intermittent 
bellow which may be heard for a considerable distance. Both 
sexes are provided with two pairs of scent glands; one pair lies 
a t  the sides of the throat and the other inside the cloaca. The 
glands on the throat are normally only visible as  a pair of small 
slits but excitement may cause them to be turned inside out so 
that they appear as rounded exc;escences. Both pairs of glands 
are close to the soil when the animal is a t  rest on the bottom or 
basking on the shore and their secretion, which has a strong 
musky odour, leaves a trail that can be followed by other mem- 
bers of the species. The eggs are white, oval, covered with a 
thick calcareous shell and are laid on land; the number in a 
clutch varies according to the size of the individual and may vary 
from 2 0  to go. The site and type of "nest" vary somewhat in 
different forms but the eggs are never incubated by either parent. 
The Xile crocodile (C. ?tiloticus) deposits its eggs in the sand, 
the hole being from 18 in. to 2 

f t .  deep and the eggs arranged 
in two layers with a layer of sand 
between. Many other species 
including the West African croc- 
odile (C. cataphractus) and the 
North American alligator ( A .  
ntississipiensis) , sweep together a 
mound of vegetable trash and BY C O U R T E ~ Y  OF THE NEW Y O R K  ZOOLOGICAL 

SOCIETY 

the eggs in the centre of THE N I L E  CROCODILE ( C R O C O D I L U S  
this pile. Incubation is carried N I L O r l C U S )  

out chiefly by the heat of the sun 
but in the second case the heat of fermentation of the vegetable 
matter probably assists; the mother remains in the vicinity of 
the nest, visiting it from time to time and, warned by the hic- 
cough-like cries which the young produce when ready to leave 
the egg, scratches away the covering of the nest and conducts her 
brood to the water. The young are able to break their way 
through the strong egg-shell by means of an "egg-tooth" which 
develops on the tip of the snout but which is lost soon after 
hatching; they are two or three times as long as the eggs from 
which they emerge and are at  once able to fend for themselves. 

Growth is fairly rapid, usually about a foot a year under favour- 
able conditions for the first few years and more slowly thereafter. 

The habits of all, whether crocodiles or alligators, are very 
similar. They are essentially aquatic, living, as a rule in sluggish 
streams and lakes, and swim by powerful strokes of the flattened 
tail, the limbs being folded against the body. But their powers 
of locomotion on land are not to be despised. Ordinarily their 
progress is a mere crawl, the body and tail being dragged along, 
but when excited they can run a t  quite a considerable pace with 
the body held well off the ground. Much of their time is spent 
basking in the full glare of the sun on sandbanks, often with the 
mouth agape, and it  is when the Nile crocodile is so engaged that 
a species of plover (Plz~vialzz~s aegyptius) may be seen picking 
parasites from among the reptile's teeth; possibly the crocodile 
extends a tolerance to  these birds in exchange for the warning 
which their cries give as they fly away on the approach of danger. 
Some species hibernate buried in the mud during the colder parts 
of the year and others may aestivate in  the same manner during 
the dry season when the rivers and pools dry up; i t  is not un- 
usual, however, for them to undertake long migrations overland 
when in search of new quarters and there are records of the in- 
vasion of a town by  numbers of the Indian crocodiles (mugger 
or marsh crocodile, C. palustris) which had been compelled to  
leave their water-hole by a severe drought. 

The salt-water crocodile (C. porosus) has the most extensive 
range, being found from Bengal to southern China, northern 
Australia and the Fiji islands and this species is the only one 
which is ever found a t  sea; the remaining species frequent fresh 
waters only. The genus Crocodylus ranges from west Africa to 
Central America; the best known species are the Kile crocodile 
which, though formerly plentiful is now rare in lower Egypt and 
which extends southwards to Rhodesia, the mugger of the Indian 
region; the North American crocodile (C. acutus) which occurs 
throughout the West Indies and from the southern United States 
to Colombia, and the Orinoco crocodile (C. intermedius). The 
genus Alligator occurs only in the southern United States. ( A .  
mississipiensis) and southern China (A. sinensis) and the caimans 
( 5  species) are confined to South America. 

These creatures have a definite economic value, their hides 
being in demand for the making of fancy leathers; this has led 
to considerable slaughter and great reduction in the numbers of 
many species. So far has this gone in North America that alli- 
gator "farms" have been established; since, however, it takes at 
least four years to produce a hide which has a marketable value, 
the financial success of the farms depends a t  least as much on 
the sale of curios as on the production of leather. See also 
ALLIGATOR, REPTILES. (D. M. S. W.) 

CROCODILE-BIRD (Pluvianzu aegyptus), a species of 
plover (9.v.) which derives its name from its frequent association 
with the Nile crocodile (Crocodylz~s niloticus) from the teeth and 
hide of which it  picks and devours parasites. I t  is also of service 
to the crocodile by uttering warning cries on the approach of 
danger. 

CROCOITE, a mineral consisting of lead chromate (PbCrO,), 
and crystallizing in the monoclinic system. I t  is sometimes used 
as a paint, being identical in composition with the artificial product 
chrome-yellow. I t  is found as well-developed crystals of a bright 
hyacinth-red colour, which are translucent and have an adaman- 
tine to vitreous lustre. On exposure to light much of the trans- 
lucency and brilliancy is lost. The streak is orange-yellow; 
hardness 2 g 3 ;  sp. gr. 6.0. Crystals were first found in the 
Urals in 1763 in quartz-veins traversing granite or gneiss. Gold 
is often found associated with this mineral. Crystals far  sur- 
passing in beauty any previously known have been found in the 
Adelaide mine a t  Dundas, Tasmania; they are long, slender 
prisms, 3 or 4in. in  length, with a brilliant lustre and colour. 

(L. J. S.) 
CROCUS, a genus of plants of the family Iridaceae, con- 

taining 7 5  species, natives of Europe, North Africa, and tem- 
perate Asia, and especially developed in the dry country of south- 
eastern Europe and western and central Asia. The plants are 
admirably adapted for climates in which a season favourable to 



CROCODILE PLATE 

H A T C H I N G  O F  A CROCODILE IN A J A V A  L A B O R A T O R Y  

1. A crocodile egg belonging t o  the Crocody lus  porosus species, common 4. The rept i le  snapping a t  a finger held near his mouth. Even before 
i n  the East. The crocodile in the final embryonic stage is preparing being completely hatched, the crocodile shows signs of savagery 
t o  break the shell and emerge 5. Crocodile nushino himself -till further nut  of thp e n n  ~ ~ . - . . - - . . - - . . . - . . . . - . - - . - . . . . - -== 

2. The egg a few hours later, w i t h  nose of crocodile showing. A strong 
egg tooth on the tip of the snout helps in breaking through the 

6. Leaving the egg behind. The new born rept i le  is three or four t imes 

heavy shell. The tooth is lost soon after hatching 
as large as the egg i n  which he grew. He is a t  once able t o  take 
care of himself . - . . . . . . . . . - - 

3. Crocodile head protruding f rom egg 





CROESUS- 
growth alternates with a hot or dry season; during the latter 
they remain dormant beneath the ground in the form of a short 
thickened stem protected by the scaly remains of the bases of 
last season's leaves (known botanically as a "corm"). At the 
beginning of the new season of growth, new flower- and leaf- 
bearing shoots are developed from the corm at  the expense of the 
food-stuff stored within it. New corms are produced at  the end 
of the season, and by these the plant is multiplied. 

The crocuses of the flower garden are mostly horticultural 
varieties of C. vernzrs, C. versicolor, and C .  aureus (Dutch crocus), 

FRUIT 

Il!l 

I I 
F R O M  G R O O M  5 " E L E M E N T A R Y  BOTANY" (G B E L L  & S O N S  L T D  ) 

SHOWING T H E  YEARLY HISTORY OF  THE GARDEN CROCUS ( C R O C U S  
V E R N U S )  

A. Resting in winter 
B. Flowering 
C. Fruit ing 
D. Preparing for winter-rest after fruiting 

the two former yielding the white, purple, and striped, and the 
latter the yellow varieties. The crocus succeeds in any fairly 
good garden soil and is often planted as a border plant. 

CROESUS, last king of Lydia, of the Mermnad dynasty 
(560-546 B.c.), succeeded his father Alyattes after a war with 
his half-brother. H e  completed the conquest of Ionia by cap- 
turing Ephesus, Miletus and other places, but lack of sea-power 
forced him to give up  his project of subduing the islands, whom 
he enlisted as  allies. H e  also allied himself with Sparta, and ex- 
tended the Lydian empire as far as the Halys. His wealth, due 
to trade, was proverbial. H e  was also a client of the oracle a t  
Delphi, where a number of rich gifts of his dedication were seen 
by Herodotus. Various legends were told about him by the 
Greeks, one of the most famous being that of Solon's visit to  
him with the lesson i t  conveyed of the divine nemesis which waits 
upon overmuch prosperity (Hdt. i. 29, seq.: but see SOLON). 
After the overthrow of the Median empire (549 B.c.) Croesus 
found himself confronted by the rising power of Cyrus, and along 
with Nabonidus of Babylon took measures to  resist it. A coali- 
tion was formed between the Lydian and Babylonian kings, Egypt 
promised troops and Sparta its fleet, and Croesus took the initia- 
tive by invading Cappadocia. After an indecisive battle at Pteria 
he returned to Sardis to  gather the forces of the confederacy. 
Cyrus followed him, took him completely by surprise, and 
stormed Sardis. We may gather from Bacchylides (iii., 23-62) 
that he hoped t o  escape his conqueror by burning himself on a 
funeral pyre, but that he fell into the hands of Cyrus. A different 
version of the story is given (from Lydian sources) by Herodotus 
(followed by Xenophon), who makes Cyrus condemn his prisoner 
to be burnt alive. Apollo, however, came to the rescue of his 

worshipper with a rainstorm, and the name of Solon uttered by 
Croesus resulted in his deliverance. According to Ctesias, who 
uses Persian sources, and says nothing of the attempt to burn 
Croesus, he subsequently became attached to the court of Cyrus 
and received the governorship of Barene in Media. Fragments 
of columns froin the temple of Artemis now in the British 
Museum have upon them a dedication by Croesus in Greek. 

See R. Schubert, De Croeso et Solone fabula (1868); M .  .G. 
Radet, La Lydie et le monde grec au temps des Afermnades (1892- 
1893) ; A. S. Murray, Journ. Hell. Studies, x. pp. 1-10 (1889) ; 
Cambridge Ancient History, vol. iii. (1925) ; for the supposition that 
Croesus did actually perish on his own pyre see G. B. Grundy, Great 
Persian War,  p. 28; Grote, Hist. o f  Greece (ed. 1go7), p. 104. Cf.  
CYRUS; LYDIA. 

CROFT, SIR HERBERT, BART. (1751-1816), English 
author, was born at  Dunster Park, Berkshire, son of Herbert 
Croft of Stifford, Essex, and was educated at  University college, 
Oxford. I n  1780 he published Love  and Madness,  a S to ry  too  
true, in a series o f  let ters between Parties whose names  cozild 
perhaps be mentioned were t hey  less known  or less lamented.  
I n  Love  and Madness Croft inserted, among other miscellane- 
ous matter, information about Thomas Chatterton gained from 
letters which he obtained from the poet's sister, Mrs. New- 
ton, and used without payment, a proceeding for which he was 
attacked by Southey in the Month l y  Review. I n  1790 Croft pro- 
posed a revised edition of Johnson's Dictionary, but subscribers 
were lacking and his 200 volumes of ms. remained unused. Croft 
was a good scholar and linguist, and the author of some curious 
books in French. 

See The Love Letters of Mr. H .  and Miss R. 1775-1779, edited from 
Croft's book by Mr. Gilbert Burgess (1895). See also John Nichols's 
Illustrations . . . (1828), V. 202-218. 

CROFT, SIR JAMES (d. 159o), lord deputy of Ireland. 
After representing Herefordshire in parliament in 1541 he be- 
came governor of Haddington in 1549, lord deputy of Ireland 
1551, and later governor of Berwick. I n  1570 Elizabeth made 
him a privy councillor and controller of her household. H e  was 
one of the commissioners for the trial of Mary Stuart, and in 
1588 was sent to  arrange peace with the duke of Parma. H e  died 
on Sept. 4, 1590. 

His grandson, HERBERT CROFT (1603-1691), Chaplain to  
Charles I., held a prebend's stall a t  Worcester, a canonry of 
Windsor, and, under Charles II. ,  the bishopric of Hereford. H e  
was the author of the controversial work:- he Naked Trutlz or 
the  True  S ta te  of the Primitive Church (London, 1675). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-See D. Lloyd, State Worthies from the Reformation 
to the Revolution (2 vols. 1766) ; Anthony Wood, Athenae Oxonienses 
(ed. Bliss, 1813-20) ; J. Strype, Annals o f  tlze Reformatio~z (Oxford, 
1824) ; R. Bagwell, Ireland under the Tudors, vol. i. (188j). 

CROFT (or CROFTS), WILLIAM ( I  678-1 7 2 7), English 
composer, was born a t  Nether Ettington in Warwickshire. H e  
received his musical education in the Chapel Royal under Dr. 
Blow whom he succeeded as organist there on the latter's death 
in 1708, becoming at  the same time organist of Westminster 
Abbey. I n  1724 he published, under the name of Musica Sacra, 
an edition of his choral music in 2 vols. folio, including his noble 
Burial Service which has been justly described as  one of the mas- 
terpieces of English Church music. H e  died a t  Bath and was 
buried in Westminster Abbey. 

CROFTER, a term used, more particularly in the highlands 
and islands of Scotland, to  designate a tenant who rents and 
cultivates a small holding of land or "croft." This O.E. word, 
meaning originally an enclosed field, seems to correspond t o  the 
Dutch krof t ,  a field on high ground or downs. The ultimate origin 
is unknown. By the Crofters' Holdings (Scotland) act 1886, 
a crofter is defined as the tenant of a holding who resides on his 
holding, the annual rent of which does not exceed £30 in money. 
and which is situated in a crofting parish. The wholesale clear- 
ances of tenants from their crofts during the 19th century, in  
violation of, as the tenants claimed, an implied security of tenure, 
has led in the past to much agitation on the part of the crofters 
to secure consideration of their grievances, which have been the 
subject of royal commissions and of subsequent amending acts to 
the Crofters' Act of 1886. 



736 CROISETTE- CROMARTY 
CROISETTE, in architecture, the form produced at the 

outer ends of the upper part of the architrave of an opening or 
panel, when the top or lintel projects on either side beyond the 
width of the architrave below. The form developed through 
primitive construction in which the lintel stone was much wider 
than the opening, but remained commonly in use in all the classic 
styles long after any structural reason existed. 

CROKER, JOHN WILSON (1780-1857), British states- 
man and author, was born at  Galway on Dec. 20, 1780, being the 
only son of John Croker, the surveyor-general of customs and 
excise of Ireland. H e  was educated a t  Trinity College, Dublin, 
where he graduated in 1800. Immediately afterwards he was 
entered a t  Lincoln's Inn, and in 1802 he was called to  the Irish 
bar. His interest in the French Revolution led him to collect a 
large number of valuable documents on the subject, which are 
now in the British Museum. In  1804 he published anonymously 
Fa~niliar Epistles t o  J.  F .  Jones, Esquire, on  the S ta te  o f  tlze Irish 
Stage, a caustic satire in verse on the management of the Dublin 
theatres, which ran through five editions in one year. Equally 
successful were the Intercepted Letter from Canton (180j), a 
satire on Dublin society, and Tlze State of Ireland, Past and Pres- 
en t  (1807)~ in which he advocated Catholic emancipation. 

In  1807 he entered parliament as member for Downpatrick and 
in 1808 became deputy chief secretary for Ireland to Sir Arthur 
LVellesley. This connection led to a friendship which remained 
unbroken until Wellington's death. His speech (March 14, 1809) 
defending the duke of York against the charges of Colonel Wardle 
won for him in 1810 the office of secretary to the Admiralty, which 
he held without interruption under various administrations for 
more than twenty years. Among the first acts of his official career 
was the exposure of a fellow-official who had misappropriated the 
public funds to the extent of £200,000. 

A determined opponent of the Reform Bill, he vowed that 
he would never sit in a reformed parliament; his parliamentary 
career accordingly terminated in 1832. TWO years earlier he had 
retired from his post a t  the Admiralty on a pension of £1,500 a 
year. Croker had been an ardent supporter of Peel, but finally 
broke with him when he began to advocate the repeal of the Corn 
Laws. H e  is said to have been the first to use (Jan. 1830) the term 
"conservatives." H e  was for many years one of the leading con- 
tributors on literary and historical subjects to the Quarterly 
Review,  with which he had been associated from its foundation. 
The rancorous spirit in wh'ich many of his articles were written 
did much to embitter party feeling. I t  also reacted unfavourably 
on Croker's literary reputation. He had no sympathy with the 
younger school of poets who were in revolt against the artificial 
methods of the 18th century, and he was responsible for the 
famous Qzlarterly article on Keats. I t  is, nevertheless, unjust to 
judge Croker by the criticisms which Macaulay brought against 
his magnzlm opzls, his edition of Boswell's Li fe  of Johnson (1831). 
Croker made no reply, but when the first two volumes of the History 
appeared he took the opportunity of pointing out inaccuracies in 
the work. Croker was occupied for several years on an annotated 
edition of Pope's works. I t  was left a t  the time of his death and 
afterwards completed by the Rev. Whitwell Elwin and Mr. W. J. 
Courthope. H e  died at  St. Albans Bank, Hampton, on Aug. 10, 
1857. 

The chief works of Croker not already mentioned were his Stories 
for Children from the History o f  England (1817), which suggested 
Scott's Tales o f  a Grandfather; Military Events o f  the French Revolu- 
tion of 1830 (1831) ; and several lyrical pieces of some merit, such 
as the Songs o f  Trafalgar (1806) ; and The Battles o f  Talavera (1809). 
He also edited the Suffolk Papers (1823)~ Hervey's Memoirs of the 
Court of George I I .  (1817), the Letters o f  Mary Lepel, Lady Hervey 
(1821-zz), and Walpole's Letters t o  Lord Hertford (1824). His 
memoirs, diaries and correspondence were edited by Louis J. Jenninge 
in 1884 under the title of The Croker Papers (3  vols.). 

CROKER, THOMAS CROFTON (1798-1854), Irish anti- 
quary and humorist, was born in Cork on Jan. IS, 1798, and died 
in London on Aug. 8, 1854. In  1819 he became a clerk in the 
Admiralty. Moore was indebted to him in the production of his 
Irish  melodies for "many curious fragments of ancient poetry." 
I n  1825 he produced his most popular book, the Fairy Lege~zds and 
Traditions of the Sou th  of Ireland, which he followed up by the 

mblication of his Legends of t he  Lakes (1829), his Adventures of 
Barney Mahoney  (1832), and an edition of the Popular Solzgs o f  
'reland (1839). H e  wrote Narratives Illz~strative o f  the  Contests  
lz Ireland in 1641 and 1688 (1841), for the Camden Society, His- 
brical Songs of Ireland, etc.  ( I ~ ~ I ) ,  for the Percy Society, and 
,everal other works. H e  was a member of many learned societies, 
ind one of the founders of the British Archaeological Association. 

CROLL, JAMES (1821-1890), Scottish scientist, was born 
tear Cargill (Perthshire), on Jan. 2, 1821. He was self-educated, 
~ u t  in 1859 was made keeper of the Andersonian museum in 
Slasgow, and from 1867 to 1880 was in charge of the Edin- 
Jurgh office of the Geological Survey of Scotland. H e  wrote 
some books, much discussed in their day, including Climate and 
Time, in their Geological Relations (187 j ) ,  and Clintate and Cos- 
mology (188;). H e  died on Dec. 15, 1890. 

See Autobiographical Sketch o f  James Croll, with Mrmoir o f  his 
Life and Work,  edit. J .  C .  Irons (1896). 

CROLY, GEORGE (1780--1860), British divine and author, 
son of a Dublin physician, was born on Aug. 17, 1780. He was 
zducated at Trinity college, Dublin, and after ordination was ap- 
2ointed to a small curacy in the north of Ireland. About 1810 he 
:ame to London, and occupied himself with journalistic writing. 
He wrote Paris in 1815 (1817), a poem in imitation of Childe 
Harold; Catiline (1822), a tragedy lacking in dramatic force; 
Salathiel: A S to ry  of the  Past ,  t he  Present and the Future (1829), 
1 romance of the ('Wandering Jew" type, and other works. 
2roly eventually received, in 1835, the living of St. Stephen's, 
Nalbrook, London, from a Whig patron, Lord Brougham, with 
 hose family he was connected. H e  died suddenly, on Nov. 24, 
1860, in London. 

His Poetical Works ( z  vols.) were collected in 1830. 
CROMAGNON MAN. The discovery in 1868 in the Dor- 

jogne area of the Cromagnon cave-near Les Eyzies-of four 
skeletons-associated with Aurignacian culture-showed that a 
all people, with large skulls-larger than those of modern man- 
lad lived in that part of France. Subsequent research has shown 
.hat people of this type inhabited a wide area in Europe. The 
gomen of this race were shorter than the men, and there are 
features capable of interpretation as evidence of contact with 
legroid elements. 

See Sir A. Keith, Antiquity o f  Man, 2nd ed. (1925). 
CROMARTY, GEORGE MACKENZIE, IST EARL OF 

(1630--1714), Scottish statesman, joined the Scottish rising on 
sehalf of Charles 11. in 1654 and was in exile until the Restora- 
tion when he became a lord of session with the title of Lord 
Tarbat. His opposition to Lauderdale kept him out of official 
zmployment from 1664 to 1678, but he then became lord justice 
;enera1 (1678), lord clerk register and a lord of session (1681), 
znd from 1682 to 1688 he was the chief minister of Charles 11. 
lind James 11. in Scotland. H e  made his peace with William, and 
held high office both under William and Mary and Anne. H e  re- 
ceived his earldom in 1703, and died on Aug. 17, 1714. His 
:randson George, 3rd earl (c. I 703-1 766), forfeited his peerage 
for his share in the rising on behalf of Charles Edward in 1745. 
The 3rd earl's son, LORD MACLEOD (1727-1'j89), was also an 
sctive supporter of Prince Charles, and was only pardoned in 
1746 on the surrender of all his rights. H e  went abroad, and 
served in the Swedish army until 1777, when he returned to 
Scotland, took service under the crown, and helped to raise, 
chiefly from the Mackenzie clan, the battalion which became the 
Highland Light Infantry. His estates were restored in 1784, and 
he died on April 2, 1789. 

CROMARTY, police burgh, parish and seaport, Ross and 
Cromarty, Scotland. Pop. (1931) 1,232, excluding men of the 
Royal h'avy. I t  is situated on the southern shore of the mouth 
of Cromarty Firth, 5 m. E.  by S. of Invergordon on the opposite 
coast, with which there is daily communication by steamer, and 9 
m. N.E. of Fortrose, the most convenient railway station. Before 
the union of the shires of Ross and Cromarty, it  was the county 
town of Cromartyshire. I t s  name gave the title to  the earldom 
of Cromarty. The harbour is a naval station; but the herring 
fishery, once the staple industry, has failed; some white fishing 



is carried on. The town, however, is in gro~ving repute as a sum- 
mer resort. The thatched house with crow-stepped gables in 
Church Street, in which Hugh Miller the geologist was born, 
still stands, and a statue has been erected to his memory on a hill 
above the town. 

The former shire of Cromarty was incorporated with Ross- 
shire in 1889 under the designation of the county of Ross and 
Cromarty. I t s  nucleus consisted of the lands of Cromarty in the 
north of the peninsula of the Black Isle. T o  this were added 
from time to time the various estates scattered throughout Ross- 
shire-the most considerable of which were the districts around 
Ullapool and Little Loch Broom on the Atlantic coast, the area 
in which Ben Wyvis is situated, and a tract to  the north of Loch 
Fannich-which had been acquired by the ancestors of Sir George 
Mackenzie (1630-1714), afterwards Viscount Tarbat (1685) 
and 1st earl of Cromarty (1703). Desirous of combining these 
properties into one shire, Viscount Tarbat was enabled to procure 
their annexation to his sheriffdom of Cromarty in 1685 and 1698, 
the area of the enlarged county amounting to nearly 370 sq.m. 
(See Ross AND CROMARTY.) 

C r o m a r t y  Firth.-Cromarty Firth, an inlet of the North Sea, 
extends inland for 19 m. from Moray Firth in a westerly and then 
south-westerly direction. Except a t  the Bay of Nigg, on the 
northern shore, and Cromarty bay, on the southern, where it  
is about 5 m. wide (due north and south), and at  Alness bay, 
where it is 2 m. wide, it  has an average width of I m. and a depth 
varying from 5 to 10 fathoms, forming one of the safest and most 
~ommodious anchorages in the north of Scotland. The principal 
places on its shores are Dingwall near the head, Cromarty near 
the mouth, Kiltearn, Invergordon and Kilmuir on the north. The 
entrance is guarded by two precipitous rocks-the one on the 
north 400 ft. ,  that on the south 463 i t .  high-called the Sutors 
from a fancied resemblance to a couple of shoe-makers (Scots, 
souter), bending over their lasts. The erection of defences for 
the naval base was begun in 1912, and the base was used through- 
out the World War. 

CROME, JOHN ( I  768-1821), English landscape painter, 
founder and chief representative of the "Korwich school"-often 
called Old Crome, to  distinguish him from his son-was born a t  
Korwich, on Dec. 22, 1768. His father was a weaver and his early 
years were spent in work of the humblest kind. During his ap- 
prenticeship to a house-painter he sometimes painted signboards, 
and devoted what leisure time he had to sketching from nature. 
Through the influence of a rich art-loving friend he was enabled 
to become a drawing-master; and in this he was engaged through- 
out his life. About I 790 he was introduced to Sir William Beechey, 
from whom he gathered additional knowledge and help in his art. 
I n  180 j the Norwich Society of Artists took definite shape. Crome 
was its president and the largest contributor to its annual exhibi- 
tions. Among his pupils were James Stark, Vincent, Thirtle and 
John Bernay (Barney) Crome (1794-184z), his son. J. S. Cot- 
man, a greater artist than any of them, was also associated with 
him. 

Crome first exhibited a t  the Royal Academy in 1806. With 
very few exceptions Crome's subjects are taken from the familiar 
scenery of his native county. Fidelity to nature was his dominant 
aim. His most important works are: "&~ousehold Heath, near 
Sorwich," now in the National Gallery; "Clump of Trees, Haut- 
bois Common"; "Oak a t  Poringland"; the "Willow"; "Coast 
Scene near yarmouth"; "Bruges, on the Ostend River"; "Slate 
Quarries"; the "Italian Boulevards"; and the "Fishmarket a t  
Boulogne." H e  executed a good many etchings, and the great 
charm of these is in the beautiful and faithful representation of 
trees. H e  died a t  Norwich on April 22, 1821. His son, J. B. 
Crome, was his assistant in teaching, and his best pictures were 
in the same style. 

A collection of "Old" Crome's etchings, entitled Norfolk Pic- 
turesque Scenery, was published in 1834, and was re-issued with a 
memoir by Dawson Turner in 1838, but in this issue the prints 
were retouched by other hands. See also G. A. Stephen, Norfolk 
Artists (1915) ; H. M. Cundall, The hTorwiclz Sclzool (1920) ; 
C. H.  C. Baker, Crome (1921). 

CROMER, EVELYN BARING, IST EARL (1841-1g17), 
British statesman and diplomatist, was born on Feb. 26, 1841, 
the ninth son of Henry Baring, M.P., and Cecilia Anne, eldest 
daughter of Admiral Windham of Felbrigge Hall, Norfolk. H e  
passed through MToolwich Academy into the Royal Artillery in 
18j8, and was appointed in 1861 A D.C. to  Sir Henry Storks, high 
commissioner of the Ionian Islands; he acted as secretary to  the 
same chief during the inquiry into the Jamaica outbreak in 1864. 
While in the West Indies he took the opportunity of visiting the 
United States, and spent some time in Grant's camp before Peters- 
burg. After his return to  England he passed through the Staff col- 
lege and served in the War Office in what became later the Intelli- 
gence Division. I n  1872 he went out to India as private secretary 
to his cousin, Lord Northbrook, and in 1877 was appointed British 
commissioner of the Egyptian public debt office. 

The appointment of a comparatively untried major of artillery 
as  the British representative on a financial board composed of rep- 
resentatives of all the Great Powers was considered a bold one. 
Within a very short time it  was recognized that the Englishman. 
though keeping himself carefully in the background, was unmis- 
takably the predominant factor on the board. H e  mas mainly re- 
sponsible for the searching report, issued in 1878, of the commis- 
sion of inquiry, appointed to  investigate the financial methods of 
the Khedive Ismail; and when the khedive was driven to abdicate 
in 1879. Major Baring became the British controller-general in  the 
renewed Dual Control. H e  maintained that administrative reform 
and the easing of the burdens of the fellahin were prerequisite to  
the collection of interest on the bonds. But he had hardly been in 
office more than six months before Lord Ripon asked him to go 
out to India as financial member of the viceroy's council. His 
Egyptian reputation had preceded him a t  Simla, but during the 
three years he spent in India he proved to be a wise and masterly 
economist. 

When the British Government, saddled with the responsibility 
of re-establishing ordered government in Egypt after Arabi 
Pasha's revolt (see EGYPT), recalled Sir Evelyn Baring (he had 
received a K.C.S.I. for his Indian services), he returned to Egypt 
with the style of British agent and consul-general, with pleni- 
potentiary diplomatic rank. Though junior to the other members 
of the Diplomatic corps, he was in fact the most powerful, be- 
cause it tvas known that he had the backing of the British army of 
occupation. From the date of his return (Sept. 1883), the his- 
tory of Sit Evelyn Baring, who became Baron Cromer in  1892, 
G.C.B. in  189j, viscount in 1897, and earl in 1901, is identified 
with the history of Egypt, and requires only the barest mention 
here. From the outset he realized that the task he had to perform 
could only be effected piece-meal and in detail. His very first 
measure was one which, though severely criticized a t  the time, has 
been justified by events. In  any case it  showed that he shirked no 
responsibility, and was capable of adopting heroic methods. H e  
counselled the abandonment, a t  least temporarily, by Egypt of its 
authority in the Sudan provinces, already challenged by the mahdi. 
His views were shared by the British ministry of the day and the 
policy of abandonment enforced upon the Egyptian Government. 
At the same time it was decided that efforts should be made to re- 
lieve the Egyptian garrisons in the Sudan and this resolve led to  
the mission of General C. G. Gordon (9.v.) t o  Khartum. Lord 
Cromer subsequently told the story of Gordon's mission a t  length, 
making clear the measure of responsibility resting upon him as 
British agent. The proposal to employ Gordon came from the 
British Government and twice Sir Evelyn rejected the suggestion. 
Finally, however, in view of the strength of British popular feel- 
ing, Baring gave way and agreed that Gordon would be "the best 
man," if he clearly understood that his duty was to evacuate the 
Sudan, not to hold it. Gordon was instructed in London to go by 
the Nile route, and Baring vetoed his journey via Suakin, a deci- 
sion which he afterwards repented. Once Gordon was on his way 
Baring gave him all possible support, and in the critical matter of 
the proposed despatch of Zobeir to Khartum, he-after a few 
days' hesitation-cordially endorsed Gordon's request, but the 
British Government refused. 

From Jan. 1884 till the catastrophe at Khartum became known 
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in Feb. 1885, the management of Egyptian affairs was more than 
usually complicated by the obstruction of the bondholders and the 
conflicting instructions of the British Government. Gordon's 
death was a terrible blow t o  Baring, who regretted that he had not 
held firmly to his own first judgment. But Baring did not allow his 
private sorrow to unnerve him in serving Egypt. H e  gave his 
mind to securing the reluctant assent of the bondholders to a new 
loan, necessary for the irrigation works and the relief of the bur- 
den on the fellahin. With the assistance of Sir Colin Scott &Ion- 
crieff, in the public works department, and Sir Edgar Vincent, as 
financial adviser, these two great departments were practically 
put in order before he gave more than superficial attention to the 
rest. The ministry of justice was the next department seriously 
taken in hand, with the assistance of Sir John Scott, while the 
army had been reformed under Sir Evelyn Wood, who was suc- 
ceeded by Sir Francis (afterwards Lord) Grenfell. Education, the 
ministry of the interior, and gradually every other department, 
came to be reorganized, or, more correctly speaking, formed, under 
Cromer's carefully persistent direction. All this was accomplished 
with no further patent of authority than that of an adviser to the 
Khedive Tewfik. The death of Tewfik in 1892 threatened danger 
for his son and heir; Abbas was in Europe and a minor. But before 
the Sultan a t  Constantinople could interfere in the succession, 
Baring had brought Abbas to Egypt and had circumvented the 
fact of his minority by reckoning his age in lunar months. His 
work then proceeded unhindered. 

In  the meantime, the rule of the mahdi and his successor, the 
khalifa, in the temporarily abandoned provinces of the Sudan, 
had been weakened by internal dissensions; the Italians from 
Massawa, the Belgians from the Congo State and the French from 
their West African possessions, had gradually approached nearer 
to the valley of the Nile; and the moment had arrived at  which 
Egypt must decide either to recover her position in the Sudan or 
allow the Upper Nile to fall into hands hostile to Great Britain and 
her position in Egypt. Lord Cromer was as quick to recognize the 
moment for action and to act as he had I j years earlier been 
prompt to recognize the necessity of abstention. In  March-Sept. 
1896 the first advance was made to Dongola under the Sirdar, Sir 
Herbert (afterwards Lord) Kitchener ( 9 . v . ) ;  and on Sept. 2 ,  1898, 
the battle of Omdurman finally crushed the power of the khalifa 
and restored the Sudan to the rule of Egypt and Great Britain. 
In  the negotiations which resulted in the Anglo-French Declaration 
of April 8, 1904, whereby France bound herself not to obstruct in 
any manner the action of Great Britain in Egypt and the Egyptian 
Government acquired financial freedom, Lord Cromer took an 
active part. H e  also successfully guarded the interests of Egypt 
and Great Britain in 1906 when Turkey attempted by encroach- 
ments in the Sinai Peninsula to obtain a strategic position on the 
Suez Canal. All this he effected in the face of the greatest difficul- 
ties-political, national and international-and at  the same time 
raised the credit of the country from a condition of bankruptcy 
to an equality with that of the first European powers. H e  was in 
England when the Denshawai executions took place, and when he 
returned to Egypt he found the country seething with discontent. 
In  April 1907, in consequence of the state of his health, he re- 
signed after 24 years in Egypt. I n  July of the same year parlia- 
ment granted f 50,ooo out of the public funds to Lord Cromer in 
recognition of his "eminent services" in Egypt. I n  1908 he pub- 
lished in two volumes Moderrt Egypt, in which he gave an adroit 
yet impartial narrative of events in Egypt and the Sudan since 
1876, and dealt with the results to  Egypt of the British occupation 
of the country. Lord Cromer took some part in the political life 
a t  home after his retirement, joining the free-trade wing of the 
Unionist party. 

But in his leisure he turned to the study of the classics, the 
fruit of which appeared in a lecture delivered to the Classical '4s- 
sociation in 1910 on Ancielzt and lModern Imperialism. Three vol- 
umes of Political and Literary Essays consist of reviews contrib- 
uted to the Spectator. Even during his busy years in Egypt he 
wrote his Paraphrases from the Greek Anthology. H e  returned 
to Egyptian affairs in a supplement (191 j )  to Modern Egypt. In 
1916 the Government called on him to preside over the Darda- 

nelles Commission. The strain was too great, and after one of the 
meetings, he collapsed. He died on Jan. 29, 1917. 

Lord Cromer married in 1876 Ethel Stanley, daughter of Sir 
Rowland Stanley Errington, I I th baronet, but was left a widower 
with two sons in 1898; in 1901 he married Lady Katherine 
Thynne, daughter of the 4th marquess of Bath. 

CROMER, urban district and watering-place of Norfolk, 
England, 24 mi. N. of Norwich on the L.N.E. and Mid. and G.N. 
Jt. railways. Pop. (1938) 3.963. Standing on cliffs of consider- 
able elevation, the town has repeatedly suffered from ravages of 
the sea. A wall and esplanade extend along the bottom of the 
cliffs, and there is a fine stretch of sandy beach. The church of 
St. Peter and St Paul is Perpendicular (largely restored) with 
a lofty tower. Cromer is a coast-guard and life-boat station, and 
there is some fishing. Area 1.8 sq.mi. 

CROMLECH, a megalithic structure consisting of a large 
horizontal capstone supported on uprights, forming part of a 
prehistoric stone chamber. I n  Britain the word is practically 
synonymous with dolmen, while in France it  is applied to the 
collection of such stones usually known as a "stone circle" (see 
STONE X~ONUMENTS). 

CROMORNE, also CRUMHORNE, an ancient wind in- 
strument of wood in which a cylindrical column of air was set 
in vibration by a reed. The lower extremity was turned up in 
a half-circle, and from this peculiarity it  gained the French name 
tournebout. The reed of the cromorne was not, like that of the 
bassoon, in contact with the player's lips, but was covered by a 
cap pierced in rhe upper part with a raised slit against which 
the performer's lips rested, the air being forced through the 
opening into the cap and setting the reed in vibration. The reed 
itself was therefore not subject to the pressure of the lips, and 
the compass of the instrument was in consequence limited to the 
simple fundamental sounds produced by the successive opening 
of the lateral holes. The cromornes, which were made in various 
sizes, were in very general use in Europe from the 14th to the 
I 7th century. 

CROMPTON, SAMUEL ( I  7 j3-182 j ) ,  English inventor, 
was born on Dec. 3, 17 53, a t  Firwood, near Bolton-le-Moors, Lan- 
cashire, and went into a spinning-mill as a lad. The defects of 
the spinning jenny inspired him with the idea of devising some- 
thing better, and for five or six years the effort absorbed all his 
spare time and money, including what he earned by playing the 
violin at  the Bolton theatre. About 1779 he succeeded in pro- 
ducing a machine which span yarn suitable for use in the manu- 
facture of muslin, and which was known as the muslin wheel or 
the H

a

ll-in-the-Wood wheel, and later as the spinning mule. After 
his marriage in 1780 a good demand arose for the yarn which 
he himself made at  Hall-in-the-Wood, but he could not afford to 
take out a patent and decided to reveal the secret of his machine, 
on the promise of a number of manufacturers to pay him for the 
use of the mule, but all he received was about £60. H e  then 
resumed spinning on his own account, but with indifferent suc- 
cess. In  1800 a sum of £500 was raised for his benefit by sub- 
scription, and in 1812 parliament allowed him £ ~ , O O O .  With the 
aid of this money he embarked in business, first as a bleacher and 
then as a cotton merchant and spinner, but again without success. 
In  1824 some friends, without his knowledge, bought him an 
annuity of f63. He died at  Bolton on June 26, 1827. 

CROMPTON, an urban district of Lancashire, England, 24 

mi. N. of Oldham. Pop. (1938), 13,360. Textile industries (chiefly 
spinning) are carried on, and there are coal mines in the vicinity, 

CROMWELL, HENRY ( I  628-1 674), fourth son of Oliver 
Cromwell, was born a t  Huntingdon on Jan. 20, 1628, and served 
under his father in the latter part of the Civil War. I n  1650 he 
took some troops to assist Oliver in Ireland and was one of the 
Irish representatives in the Little, or Kominated, Parliament of 
1653 In 1655 he was appointed major-general of the forces 
in Ireland and a member of the Irish council of state. On the 
departure for England of the lord-deputy, Charles Fleetwood, 
in Sept. 165j, Henry was left for practical purposes the ruler of 
Ireland. He diverged from Fleetwood's policy, in protecting the 
interests of the English settlers and in holding the scales evenly 
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between the different Protestant sects; and his undoubted popu- 
larity in Ireland is attested by Clarendon. In  Nov. 1657 Henry 
was made lord-deputy; but on the succession of Richard Crom- 
well t o  the office of protector, a t  his father's death, although 
Henry was now appointed lieutenant and governor-general of 
Ireland, it was only with great reluctance that he remained in that 
country. Having rejected proposals to assist in the restoration 
of Charles II. ,  Henry was recalled to  England in June 1659 just 
after his brother's fall. H e  resigned office at  once, and although 
he lost some property a t  the Restoration, he was allowed to keep 
the estate he had bought in Ireland. His last years were passed 
at  Spinney Abbey in Cambridgeshire, where he was unmolested 
by the Government and where he died on March 23, 1674. I n  
1653 he married Elizabeth (d. 1657), daughter of Sir Francis 
Russell, and left five sons and two daughters. 

See J .  Waylen, TIze House of Cromwell (new ed. 1897) .  
CROMWELL, OLIVER (1599-1658), Lord Protector of 

England, was the son of Robert Cromwell of Huntingdon and 
Elizabeth Steward. His father was the great-grandson of Mor- 
gall Williams, who married the sister of Thomas Cromwell, the 
ruthless Minister of Henry VIII .  Richard, the son of Morgan, 
acted as agent to Thomas Cromwell, and took his name. The 
son of Richard, Henry, inheriting the spoils of the abbey of 
Ramsey and the priory of Hinchinbrook near Huntingdon, by his 
splendid profusion earned the name of the Golden Knight, and his 
eldest son, Sir Oliver, by like extravagance, almost completed the 
dissipation of those fine properties. Robert, the younger brother, 
was of a serious character, and lived on his modest portion at  
Huntingdon. H e  is alleged to have been a brewer, but his main 
occupation was no doubt that of a gentleman farmer. 

Oliver received his education at  Huntingdon School under Dr. 
Beard, whose belief in the direct interposition of God for the pun- 
ishment of the wicked may have influenced him throughout all 
his life. I n  1616, Cromwell entered Sidney Sussex College, 
Cambridge, where he would come again under puritanical 
influence; but in 1617, on the death of his father, he returned to 
Huntingdon, to take up, as the only surviving son, the care of 
his mother, his five sisters and the family affairs. He married in 
1620 Elizabeth Bourchier, the daughter of a city merchant, who 
survived him. 

Save for this great event, what is known of his life between 
1616 and 1628 is trivial. If he studied law, as is alleged, it was 
to  little effect, for many years later he confessed haughtily that 
he knew as little of arithmetic as of law. There can be no doubt 
that he loved horses, as did his son Richard. He may have studied 
the ar t  of war as set forth in the accounts of the practice of 
Gustavus, for military experts find him soon after his first appear- 
ance in the field strangely skilled in war according to the best 
manner of the period. There is  no doubt that a t  some time, or 
a t  many times, he suffered from religious depression and the sear- 
ing conviction of sin. I t  may be inferred that he passed through 
that spiritual crisis known as conversion, for on his death-bed he 
drew hope from the recollection that a t  one time he had certainly 
been in grace. There is evidence that he was forward in protecting 
his humbler neighbours against legal and other injustice. But the 
chief proof of his active, useful and respected life, is in his elec- 
tion as member for Huntingdon to the Parliament of 1628 His 
family connections were many and widespread; a t  Westminster 
he ~vould meet his cousins. John IIampden and Oliver St. John. 
By their side he was introduced to religious and political contro- 
versy on the larger scale. After the dissolution of that Parlia- 
ment he disappears once more from the public view. 

I n  1631 he sold his land near Huntingdon and moved to St. 
Ives, where his business was that of a grazier on hired land. I n  
1636 he succeeded to the estate of his maternal uncle, Sir Thomas 
Steward, and to his profits and activities as farmer of the Cathe- 
dral tithe of Ely. Huntingdon, St. Ives, Ely, each is within an 
easy ride of Cambridge, such journeys were taken often, not 
only for  private but for  public affairs; important relations must 
have been formed somehow, for in 1640 he was elected as burgess 
fo r  Cambridge. A contemporary gives this sketch of his appear- 
ance in the House:-"very ordinarily apparelled in a plain cloth 

suit made by a country tailor, his linen plain and not clean, his 
hat without a hat-band. His stature of a good size, his sword 
stuck close to his side, his countenance swollen and reddish, his 
voice sharp and untuneable, and his eloquence full of fervour, 
for the matter would not bear much of reason, . . . yet he was 
very much hearkened unto." Indeed, though no orator, he was 
active in the House from the first; he moved the second reading of 
the bill for Annual Parliaments (1640), and served on many com- 
mittees. H e  worked with St. John, Harry Vane, Arthur Hazelrigg 
and Edward Dering for the Root and Branch Bill-to destroy the 
power of the bishops and transfer i t  to commissioners to be named 
by Parliament. I n  Nov. 1641, he carried a motion appointing the 
Earl of Essex to command the train-bands of England, south of 
Trent, and in Jan. 1642, for a committee to put the kingdom " in a 
posture of defence." I t  is probable that his zeal for freedom of 
religion (as conceived by himself) was greater than his love of 
civic liberty; on the other hand, he declared that,  if the Grand 
Remonstrance had not been carried, he would have sold all and 
left the country; i t  is characteristic of the man that he was 
associated with the two first practical measures for mobilizing 
armed force against the King 

When Charles had left London (Jan. 1 6 ~ 2 ) ,  when his Queen 
had left England, when Hotham, the Governor, had refused to 
admit his monarch within the walls of Hull, war was in sight. The 
19 propositions of the Parliament sketched a new constitution for 
the kingdom which Charles could only accept under duress. On 
his rejection of those terms Parliament set up  a Committee of 
Safety, and resolved to raise ~ o , o o o  men; Essex was made their 
General. The time for action had come. While one party was 
endeavouring to enforce the King's Commissions of array, and 
the other to carry out the ordinance of the Parliament for control 
of the train-bands, Cromwell was not inactive. H e  held Cam- 
bridge and its resources against the King and for the Parliament; 
he raised a troop of 60 horse and in August joined the army of 
Essex. We may assume that he chafed at  the delays of his chief, 
who allowed the king to collect an army and only moved when the 
king started to march on London. At Edgehill where the forces 
met (Oct. 23, 1642) Cromwell was present, and his troop stood 
firm when others had fled. As a leader of cavalry he then learnt 
a lesson from the errors of Rupert, which served him well there- 
after. H e  also formed the conviction that for this great cause 
troops must be found with a spirit which would carry them "as 
far as gentlemen would go; such men as have the fear of God 
before them." And in Jan. 1643 he asked leave for himself and 
his men, betook himself to  the Eastern Counties, where he was 
known, and began his work with the Eastern Association which 
had been shortly before founded by Ordinance of Parliament. 
Cambridge was its headquarters. By May 1643 he had 12 troops 
chosen and disciplined to his own high standard. With them he 
beat twice his own numbers a t  Grantham, "charging fiercely a t  a 
pretty round trot." After a short spell a t  Nottingham, where 
the force, assembled for the aid of the Fairfaxes in Yorkshire, 
was paralysed by treachery, Cromwell returned to the Eastern 
Association, now assailed by the Royalists, and collected a force 
for the relief of Gainsborough, where he won a noteworthy success 
(July 28, 1643). Confronted then with Newcastle's main army, 
he effected a masterly retreat to Lincoln, and prepared to levy 
a new force to be led by the Earl of Manchester. Thomas Fairfax 
shipped his horsemen from Hull and joined Cromwell; under 
Manchester, the two moved to recover Lincolnshire, and won the 
day at  Winceby, where Cromwell's horse was killed under him. 
Lincoln and Gainsborough were recovered, and Ferdinando, Lord 
Fairfax of Cameron, by a sally, raised the siege of Hull. I n  Jan., 
1644, Cromwell was appointed Lieut.-General for  the Eastern 
Association, and in the following month he became a Member of 
the Committee of Both Kingdoms. H e  is reported to  have had 
supreme influence with Manchester, and for a time he inspired 
his chief with his own vigour, and the army with his own disci- 
pline and spirit. 

I n  1644 the Scots under Leslie crossed the border; in April 
the King's northern army under Newcastle was driven into 'liork, 
where it was besieged by Leslie and the Fairfaxes. Waller and 
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Essex were preparing to advance on Oxford, when the army of 
the Eastern Association took the field in Lincolnshire. In  June 
Manchester joined the armies besieging York. Cromwell was then 
in command of 3,000 cavalry. But in June Rupert, marching east 
from Lancashire with a superior force, drew off the besieging 
armies to meet him, eluded them, and entered York. The Par- 
liamentary armies, thus baaed, retreated southwards; Rupert 
followed, and forced an engagement at  Marston Moor (July 2 ) .  

The honours of this victory fell to Cromwell, who commanded the 
cavalry on the left. Victorious after hard fighting over Rupert's 
horse, he returned to find the right wing of his own party routed 
and the centre broken, though Manchester's brigades of foot and 
the Scots were maintaining a valorous struggle. Taking the enemy 
in the rear, he defeated first the Royalist Horse on the enemy's 
left, and then turned to attack the infantry who were pressing the 
Scots back. The Scots and David Leslie deserve high credit, but 
the highest meed must fall to Cromwell. The three generals, 
Leven, Manchester and the elder Fairfax, had fled as from a com- 
plete rout. I n  the result, of about 18,000 men, Rupert re-assem- 
bled about 6,000, and York, the prize a t  stake, surrendered a 
fortnight later. I t  was a t  this battle that Rupert gave the name 
of Ironsides to Cromwell's troops, which could not "be broken or 
divided." 

Meanwhile things had gone badly in the west. Charles had de- 
feated Raller a t  Cropredy Bridge (June 29). H e  then followed 
Essex into Cornwall, while the army of the Eastern Association 
under Manchester lay idle a t  Lincoln; the commander himself 
unwilling to push the war home; Crawford and Cromwell es- 
tranged by political and religious dissension. The force of Essex 
was destroyed, and when Charles moved towards Oxford, Man- 
chester was reluctant to  accept the order to march against him. 
"This army," he said, "cannot be commanded by the Parliament 
without the consent of the Association which raised it  for its 
own defence." When the armies ultimately met at  Newbury, the 
comnland on the side of the Parliament had been entrusted to 
a Committee. I n  consequence the attack was ill-planned (Oct. 
27), and Charles was able to reach Oxford. Cromwell blamed 
Manchester as unwilling to  push the attack against Charles to 
the extreme conclusion. Manchester replied in kind. The Scotch 
were ill-disposed to Cromwell, as he to the Presbyterian cause. 
The incident seemed about to lead to an alliance directed imme- 
diately against Cromwell. Cromwell evaded rupture by urging 
reorganization of the army and a change in its commanders. In  
the result, the second Self-denying Ordinance was adopted in 
April, 1645, which required all members of either House holding 
office to  lay down their commissions within 40 days, but did not 
exclude the possibility of re-appointment. Sir Thomas Fairfax 
was made general of the New Model army. Cromwell with his 
regiment mas put under Wailer, whom he readily accepted as his 
chief. His command was prolonged on May 10 for  another 40 
days, and on June so, a t  the urgent request of Fairfax, he was 
named as Lieut.-General. 

The essence of the New Model army was a single command, 
corporate unity without regard to local interests, regular supply 
and regular pay for officers and men. The numbers were fixed at 
22,000, with some supernumeraries, and impressment was ordered 
to complete this total. The necessary money was to be raised by 
monthly levies on the counties. The changes in the high command 
were important, but the changes in organization were equally 
important. I t  would appear that these great measures of reform 
were the work of Parliament actuated then by constructive com- 
mon sense. The scheme accorded with Croinwell's ideas. H e  acted 
with discretion throughout. He refused to be drawn into a quarrel 
with Manchester. H e  refused to antagonize the Scots and their 
friends on the religious question. The thorny question of the 
Covenant was evaded. The Ordinance appeared at  first sight to 
exclude Cromwell from command: it  turned out to  admit him as 
if by  a deliberate manoeuvre. He cannot in his heart have been 
prepared to stand aside, but there is found no evidence of subtle in- 
trigue on his own part. On this occasion, as on many others, the 
drive of circumstances and the potency of personality shaped 
events so as to push him to the front. As a passive waiter on the 

I direction of Divine Providence, his attitude mitigated opposition 
and disarmed jealousy, leaving him ready to accept what presented 
itself as a duty. 

The New Model army took some time to get into shape, and its 1 action was hampered by orders from the Parliamentary committee. 
At length Fairfax was given a free hand to advance against the 
forces of Charles and Rupert which had recently taken and sacked 
Leicester. Just in time Cromwell joined up a t  Naseby with 600 
horse and took command of the cavalry. The King's forces were 
less in numbers but their foot were veterans, while of the infantry 
on the side of Fairfax a large part were raw conscripts. The attack 
of the Royalist foot (June 14) was at  first successful; and on the 
parliamentary left Rupert broke the Parliamentary horsemen 
under Ireton. But Cromwell, on the right, with his troopers drove 
all before him, and then turned on the Royalist foot, who after a 
resolute defence were defeated and captured almost to a man. 
The Parliamentary army then formed up  again and attacked the 
Royalist horse which had gathered once more; unsupported, they 
could not stand; they fled and the pursuit continued for many 
miles. The King took refuge in Wales. A month later, Fairfax 
and Cromwell defeated Goring a t  Langport, and drove him into 
Bridgwater, which was taken by assault. A year was then spent 
in reducing cities, forts and isolated garrisons, until the war 
was terminated by the surrender of Oxford on June 24, 1646. King 
Charles took refuge with the Scots a t  Newark. His cause was 
greatly damaged by the discovery of his attempts to obtain aid 
from Lorraine, from France, from Denmark and from Ireland. 

Up to this time Cromwell had shown a natural aptitude for 
war. Vigorous in action, rapid in decision, steadfast in self-control, 
firm in discipline, but master of the hearts of his men, what he 
had learnt by study he had perfected in the field, on the march 
and in the camp. When things looked hopeless, in April 1647, 
he seriously thought of accepting service abroad under the Elector 
Palatine. Two things kept him a t  home: his zeal for freedom of 
belief, within his own arbitrary limits-and his devotion to the 
army with which he had served. These two master motives forced 
him into politics. The Parliament, having abolished Episcopacy 
and sequestrated the lands of the Church, seemed about to force 
upon the nation another religious tyranny-a Presbyterian rule 
in religion-a religion formulated by Parliament. During the year 
following the surrender of Oxford, first the Scots had endeavoured 
to persuade the King-their guest or prisoner-to accept their 
own Presbyterian system. When they had failed with Charles, 
they made terms with the Parliament for their arrears of pay, 
handed over the King, and retired to their own country (Jan. 30, 
1647). Charles was taken in custody to Holmby in Northants. 
Parliament thought that an agreement with the King on a basis of 
Presbyterianism and the control of the armed forces of the na- 
tion was in sight; they accordingiy proposed to disband a great 
part of the army without security for their arrears of pay, and to 
send 12,ooo of the remainder to  Ireland. The army elected "agi- 
tators" to focus their resistance; and Cromwell, Skippon, Ireton 
and Fleetwood were sent by the Parliament to  headquarters at 
Saffron Walden, to  deal with the malcontents. Cromwell dis- 
charged his duty faithfully, attempted to pacify the soldiers, and 
laid their case before Parliament; but disbandment without satis- 
faction was ordered for June I. The army refused to disband; 
and Cromwell joined the army. On the same day the King was 
seized at  Holmby, and passed into the custody of the army. 

The army forthwith organized itself. A Council was set up to 
represent the army in political matters:-the general officers 
with four representatives from each regiment. I n  military matters 
the general and his council of war were to be supreme. Order and 
discipline were soon restored. The army then advanced towards 
London. Toleration was demanded and proposals were made for 
a new Parliament to  be elected on a more equitable scheme of 
constituencies and representation. Under this pressure Parlia- 
ment rescinded its orders for disbandment, discharged the soldiers 
enlisted to resist the army and restored the old committee for 
the Militia of London which had been displaced by Presbyterians; 
but the London mob took charge, and forced the repeal of these 
orders and the issue of an invitation to the King to come to 
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London. A number of the legislators took refuge with the army, 
which advanced towards London to "restore the liberty of Par- 
liament." A regiment of cavalry in Hyde Park persuaded Parlia- 
ment to return to their last position but one. The most ardent 
Presbyterians took refuge on the continent. 

Cromwell, on behalf of the army, now undertook to negotiate 
with the Ring. The "Proposals" made to him were more lenient 
to the Royalists than those of the Pdrliament. But they involved 
the reservation to the Parliament for ten years of the control 
of the militia and the appointment of officers of State, and the 
limitation of the royal power by a co-ordinate Council of State. 
They excluded control, Episcopal or Presbyterian, of religious 
opinion. I n  details the Council of the Army showed itself con- 
ciliatory; but, whatever amcndments might be allowed, the King 
saw his power in the Church annulled, and his power in the 
State curtailed. H e  thought he could do better by playing off 
the army against the Parliament. On the other hand the firebrands 
of the army thought Cromwell a ~ l d  Ireton too indulgent. The 
"Agreement of the People" was put forward in Oct. 1627, demand- 
ing a new parliament, new constituencies, manhood suffrage, tri- 
ennial Parliaments, government by Parliament under certain res- 
ervations (stated but without sanction or guarantee), and with- 
out any mention of the King This Crom~vell and his friends 
were strong enough to put aside. I t  was Cromwell who then laid 
down that in judging any new political scheme the first thing to 
be considered was, "whether the spirit and temper of the people 
are prepared to go along with it." On this ground he judged mon- 
archy best; though not a politician, he had sound political sense. 
The King had a third party to which he could turn-the Scots. T o  
gain greater freedom in negotiation he escaped from Hampton 
Court to Carisbrooke Castle ill the Isle of Wight (Nov. 16-17). 
Charles counted on the dangerous divisions in the army; these 
were, however, repressed by Cromwell's courage and firmness. 
But on Dec. 2 7  Charles made his treaty with the Scots and 
rejected the terms of the Parliament, in the vain hope that he 
would be able to escape to the continent and bring aid thence to 
his Scottish allies. In  Jdn. 1648, the Parliament voted to break 
off all dealings with Charles: in their action Cromwell concurred. 
Soon afterwards the Second Civil War broke out. 

The rising began in ITales I n  the north the Royalists, pre- 
paring for the army promised by the Scots, seized Berwick and 
Carlisle. I n  May, 1648, Cromwell left London for Wales: Pem- 
broke Castle held out for six weeks, till it was stanred into sub- 
mission (July 11). Three days earlier the Scots under Hamilton 
had crossed the border. The Royalists had risen in Kent and 
Essex, and the fleet in the Downs had declared for the King. 
Fairfax dealt with these risings and laid siege to Colchester. In  
the north Lambert had to give way before the Scots, who moved 
forward slowly. Cromwell sent part of his force to the aid of 
Lambert and followed himself with the remainder. They joined 
forces in the West Riding on August 12. Here he learnt that 
Hamilton was marching south towards Preston; he marched west 
"choosing to put ourselves between their army and Scotland." 
H e  caught Hamilton with his forces divided. Cromwell destroyed 
Langdale's division and Hamilton's rearguard, occupied Preston, 
and set out in pursuit of Hamilton's main force. He followed 
them almost to Warrington, where there was some hard fighting: 
the main part of the army were prisoners by August 2 0 ;  the rest 
surrendered in detail or escaped in disguise. When Colchester 
surrendered on August 27 ,  the Second Civil War was in effect 
concliided, 

But there was still work to be done. Cromwell marched into 
Scotland, and aided by a rising in the west made terms with the 
duke of Argyll and his partisans which protected England for a 
time against interference. Meanwhile Parliament had been treat- 
ing with the King; and preliminaries were agreed on at Newport 
on Sept. 18. The army feared that peace thus made would put 
the Presbyterians in power and lead to the dismissal of the sol- 
diers without payment of arrears or indemnity for their acts while 
under arms. On Nov. 20 the army in the south presented to 
Parliament a Re~nonstrance drawn up by Ireton, demanding infer 
alia that the Icing be "brought to justice for the treason, blood 

and mischief he is guilty of." The Parliament continued to treat, 
and action was taken. The King was removed by  orders of Fair- 
fax from Newport to Hurst. The officers in London allied them- 
selves with the Independent minority in Parliament to  drive out 
the Presbyterian majority. This was effected on Dec. 6 and 7 
(Pride's Purge). Cromwell took his seat with the minority. 

The assembly thus constituted had no semblance of legality. 
I t  was what is called in revolutionary cant a provisional govern- 
ment. The Council of the Army was another such provisional 
government. Cromwell was a member of both bodies and the 
strongest personality in each. He cannot escape the fullest re- 
sponsibility for the act which followed. Yet it  seems certain 
that he struggled long against the ultimate decision, and there is 
no reason to question the sincerity of his doubts. At last he 
could see no way except that which was taken. Nowadays the 
execution of the King might be defended on the ground that the 
safety of the people is a supreme interest above all law. If Crom- 
well justified the act by saying that the Providence of God had 
cast it upon him. that was the manner of thought which he had 
learnt from the Old Testament. The mutilated House of Com- 
mons, ignoring the House of Lords, appointed an arbitrary 
tribunal to judge the King, of which not half the members ac- 
cepted the charge laid upon them. The conclusion was inevitable: 
no plea of law or right or fact could avail; Charles went to  his 
death on Jan. 30, 1649. 

After his death, such House of Commons as remained passed 
laws abolishing the House of Lords, abolishing the monarchy, 
a11d establishing a "Commonwealth or Free State," a Republic, 
with which Croinwell later dealt as he had with his King accord- 
ing to the law of necessity. But first he had tasks to perform which 
were more congenial to his nature and his gifts. For the moment he 
was a member of the Council of State created by the purged Par- 
liament. Many tasks were taken in hand, which had hitherto been 
perforce neglected; in these activities his influence, where not cer- 
tain. may be surmised. The navy was reorganized and re-equipped. 
Discontent and anarchical propaganda were rife in the army and 
demanded severe measures of repression. Though his faith and 
wisdom were needed for these and other duties, the Council of 
State was a competent body and for a time could manage home 
affairs. Where war was needed, Cromwell had no rival, or plau- 
sible substitute. The case of Ireland was the most pressing. The 
rebellion of 1641 had been exacerbated by the measures of the 
Parliament, which proscribed the Popish religion and offered two 
and a half million acres of Irish land to adventurers, as a means 
of raising funds for the reconquest. With the turmoil and con- 
fused intrigue that followed this biography is not concerned- 
until the time in 1647 when Ormonde, Lord Lieutenant for the 
King, surrendered Dublin to the Parliament. The  reconquest of 
the island was then planned, but postponed owing to the Second 
Civil War;  after this war Ormonde returned and formed a con- 
siderable party of Catholics and Anglo-Irish against the Parlia- 
ment. The prince of Wales was invited to take the lead. Rupert 
appeared at  Kinsale with his ships. The Republican force in 
Ireland was confined to Dublin, Drogheda and Derry. The situa- 
tion was critical, and on March 30, 1649, Cromwell accepted the 
command of an army of reconquest. 

Ormonde had at  first considerable success, capturing Drog- 
heda and other strongholds, but on Aug. 2 Michael Jones, com- 
mander a t  Dublin, routed him at  Rathmines, and when Cromwell 
landed at  Dublin (Aug. 13) there was no longer an opposing army 
in the field. The best of Ormonde's troops were in Drogheda: 
thither Cromlvell led his men and stormed the town, putting all 
its defenders and all Catholic priests to the sword. A few days 
later Wexford shared the same fate. By the end of the year the 
coast from Londonderry to Cape Clear was in Cromwell's hands, 
excepting Waterford; but not much beyond the coast. I n  Janu- 
ary his recall was voted to face the threat of a Scottish invasion; 
but he did not leave till May. Just before his departure he suf- 
fered a severe repulse in an assault on Clonmel-though the place 
came into his hands by the subsequent retirement of the garrison. 
The Irish expedition adds little to Cromwell's military fame. The 
ignorance of Irish history displayed in his public utterances is 
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colossal. Claiming to be a judge "to ask an account of the innocent 
blood" shed in 1641, he lost all sense of justice through religious 
rancour; and the "righteous judgment" of which he spoke fell 
upon those who had no part in the original crimes. 

The conquest of Ireland was completed in 1652 by his succes- 
sors in command. The Cromwellian Settlement-as it  is called 
and rightly called, for he approved its principles-was not com- 
pleted until 1658 T t e  means of the settlement were the trans- 
fer t o  new owners of the property in land over two-thirds of 
Ireland; the aim was the conversion of Ireland from a Catholic 
to  a Protestant country; the method was called the impartial 
administration of justice. The Instrument of Government gave 
to the Irish representation in parliament, but the representatives 
were so chosen as to represent, not the Irish, but the English in 
Ireland. I t  may be conceded that Cromwell used his influence 
to  mitigate for Ireland the burdens of taxation. For the last 
three years of Cromwell's life, his son, Henry, was acting as 
governor in the island; under his rule, some order began to 
emerge from chaos. 

The execution of a Scottish King had touched the Scots on the 
point of national pride. On hearing the news, they a t  once pro- 
claimed Charles 11. king, not only of Scotland, but of Great Brit- 
ain and Ireland. His first plan was to use Ireland as a starting 
point; but first the confusion of parties in Ireland, and after- 
wards the blows of Cromwell, closed to him this field of action. 
H e  landed in Scotland on June 23, 1650, having accepted the 
Scotch terms. They were that he should impose Presbyterianism 
on England and Ireland, take the oath to both Covenants, and 
disavow both Ormonde and Montrose. Cromwell urged on the 
Council of State that they should forestall the Scots by invading 
Scotland. Fairfax declined to take any part in such action, and 
Cromwell was made Captain General and Commander-in-Chief. 
H e  entered Scotland at  the end of July, and was confronted by 
David Leslie with an army superior in numbers but inferior in 
quality. He failed to force Leslie to accept battle. A month so 
passed, until Cromwell found himself with his back to the sea 
at  Dunbar, with the Scots commanding the road to Berwick. In  
order to prevent the escape of his enemy by sea, Leslie came 
down from the hills on Sept. 2. Cromwell's force was much re- 
duced by sickness, and in numbers was half that of the Scotch. 
But he saw his opportunity and planned his attack with Lambert 
for the dawn of Sept. 3. Feinting an attack on the Scotch leit, 
he threw the whole of his main strength on their right and centre. 
When the Scottish right wing had been broken, their centre was 
rolled up between the hills and a ravine which blocked their 
left. Three thousand Scots were killed, and ten thousand prison- 
ers were taken. This battle was a masterpiece of tactics, resolutely 
carried out, with full advantage taken of the ground. 

Leslie retired with the remnants of his force to Stirling, while 
Cromwell occupied Edinburgh and Leith. Lambert was sent 
against the extreme covenanters in the west. Charles was crowned 
a t  Scone on Jan. I ,  16 51. Cromwell fell ill, and when at length in 
July he was able to take the field again, he failed to bring Leslie 
into action where he lay before Stirling. Accordingly he deter- 
mined to turn his position, risking or inviting an invasion of Eng- 
land. On August 2 he occupied Perth, having passed through Fife. 
Here he learnt that the whole Scottish army had started on their 
march south. Cromwell left Monk, with 6.000 men, to hold Scot- 
land, sent his cavalry under Lambert and Harrison to follow the 
King, the one in the rear, the other on the flank, and himself 
marched through Yorkshire, as he went, collecting bodies of the 
English militia. On Aug. 2 2  Charles reached UTorcester. Mean- 
while Cromwell had joined forces with Lambert and Harrison and 
lay a t  Evesham. Making good use of his superior strength, he 
sent Lambert and Fleetwood across the Severn to block the re- 
treat into Wales. Himself he advanced from the south-cast 
towards the city, threatening it on the south and on the east. On 
Sept. 3, the day of action, Fleetwood advanced to the Teme and 
engaged the army. Cromwell crossed the Severn by a bridge of 
boats and took Fleetwood's opponents in flank. This enabled 
Fleetwood to cross the Teme, and the combined forces "beat the 
Scots into" Worcester. Charles nude  a sally on th? east against 

the forces left by Cromwell. Thereupon Cromwell again crossed 
the Severn and completed his victory. The Scottish foot laid 

1 down its arms; the horse retreated towards Scotland, but were 
! hunted down by the local nzilitia and the country folk. No or- 
ganized body of troops reached Scotland. This campaign shows 
a high mastery of great strategical movements. All Cromwell's 
forces were collected at  the critical time and place; the intelli- 
gence must have been good, and the supply well managed; and in 
the battle itself the dificulties of the ground were made to help 
rather than to impede the concerted action of the whole army. 
Charles escaped as is well known; but there was no more fighting 
in England while Cromwell lived. Monk completed the conquest 
of Scot!and, and in 1654 the last efforts a t  resistance were crushed. 

On Sept. I 2, 16 51, Cromwell entered London in triumph. Par- 
liament voted to him a revenue of f4.ooo a year, and gave him 
Hampton Court for his residence. His position was that of Cap- 
tain-General of the Army, a member of the Council of State and 
a member of such parliament as there was, H e  entered now on 
one of those periods when, as we might say, he waited to be con- 
vinced by the logic of events that certain action was necessary. 
or, as he would himself say and believe, to be "put by the Lord 
on the doing" of certain work. H e  was anxious that the Par- 
liament should "period" themselves, i . e ,  that they should fix a 
date for the termination of their power by a new election. All the 
members were loth to  resign their power; many clung to the ille- 
gitimate profit, patronage and influence, which their position put 
within their reach. He was anxious that an act of indemnity should 
be framed for the war-like acts done in the course of the rebellion; 
such an act of oblivion was passed in February 1652, but, in his 
opinion, it  was unduly limited. H e  desired a settlement of the 
Church with due regard to the liberty of conscience. The Par- 
liament offered him a scheme fettered by 15 fundamental prin- 
ciples. They drifted into war with the Dutch, not so much be- 
cause of the Navigation Act passed by them in 16j1, as because 
of disputes arising out of their claim to the right of search for 
French goods in Dutch vessels. This war was distasteful to Crom- 
well, whose mind dwelt on joint action with Protestant princes 
on the Continent for the restoration and maintenance of freedom 
of conscience. To  meet the necessary expenses of army and navy 
the Parliament resorted once more to the oppressive and im- 
politic expedient of confiscating the estates of alleged "malig- 
nant~."  They put the crown on their offences and omissions by 
hurrying forward a bill for a "New Representative" which would 
leave the sitting members unchallenged in their seats and the 
judges of the fitness of any new members who might be chosen. 
The bill was on the point of passage, when on April 20, 1653, 
Cromwell drove them from the judgment seat. H e  followed up 
this action by dispersing the Council of State, whose authority 
was dependent on that of the disbanded Parliament. 

The only established authority left was that of the Captain- 
General, under whom a temporary Council of State dealt with 
the current business. I n  the hope of securing an assembly of 
"men fearing God and hating covetousness" he called upon the 
Congregational churches all over the kingdom to nominate suit- 
able persons. From the list thus supplied, the Council of officers 
chose 140, including five to represent Scotland, and six to  repre- 
sent Ireland This body went hopefully and prayerfully to work. 
I t  constituted itself a Parliament, and nominated a working Gov- 
ernment. I t  undertook to reform the law and reform the Church 
I t  impeded peace with the Dutch, which Cromwell desired. I t s  
doctrinaire attitude encouraged the extremists and the fanatics 
Finally the assembly came to hopeless disagreement over the re- 
constitution of the Church. Under soine influence-not, it  would 
seem, that of Cromwell-a majority dec id~d  to resign their powers 
into the hands of the Captain-General. "My power," as he said 
later, "was again by this resignation as boundless and unlimited 
as before." (See BAREBONP'S PARLIAMEST.) 

A scheme had already been put forward by the officers of the 
army, called the Instrument of Governnient. This scheme put 
the executive power in the hands of a Protector and a Council 
of State, nominated for life. A fixed revenue was assigned to the 
Government Legislation was to be by a Parliament to be sum- 
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nioned not less than once in three years, and to sit when sum- 
moned for not less than five months. The Protector was to have 
the appointment of all magistrates, and the command of the 
forces by sea and land. Only for some of the very highest offices 
was the assent of Parliament required, or, if Parliament was not 
sitting, then that of the Council. For all foreign policy the Pro- 
tector with his Council were made responsible. A ministry was to 
be established, but liberty of conscience was given to all Chris- 
tians except papists and prelatists. I n  the absence of Parliament, 
the Protector was empowered to make Ordinances with the con- 
sent of the Council. I n  its original form thjs scheme gave the 
name of King to the head of the State; the term Protector was 
adopted to meet Cromwell's doubts or scruples. After the failure 
of the Little Parliament, Cromwell accepted the Instrument, and 
was solemnly installed as Protector on Dec. 16, 1653, in the sig- 
nificant black coat of a civilian. The document itself had no au- 
thority except that of the heads of the army and the acceptance 
of the Captain-General. I ts  validity rested on the logic of facts, 
but its construction shows practical wisdom. I ts  chief provisions 
stood the test of experience during Oliver's lifetime. 

I t  has been said that the events of 1640 to 1660 proved that 
the Ring could not govern this country without a Parliament and 
that the Parliament could not govern without a King. Cromwell's 
experience under the Instrument of Government supports both 
theses. His own position as a quasi-king preserved the experiment 
from complete failure; his actions proved his sincere desire to 
work in concert with some kind of parliament. But he was not 
invested with the magic of kingship; those who obeyed his orders 
had not the legal protection given by statute to those whose acts 
were covered by the commands of a de facto king; and the par- 
liaments which he could bring together lacked the valid title of a 
royal summons. Owing to the restrictions on free election necessi- 
tated by the political situation, Parliament could not claim the full 
support of the people; and the traditions of the Long Parliament 
did not encourage harmonious working between Parliament and 
Protector. I t  is probable, indeed, that the Protector himself was 
not well-fitted to work in with popular institutions. 

Under the Instrument, Cromwell with his Council had authority 
to issue Ordinances having the effect of law when parliament was 
not sitting. Thus from Dec. 16j3 until Sept. 1654, there was an 
opportunity of clearing many difficulties out of the way. Peace 
was made with Holland in April 1654 The union of the three 
kingdoms was enacted and provision made for the government of 
Scotland and Ireland. The attempt to reform the law, civil and 
criminal, cannot be regarded as successful. Cromwell had not 
the lucid and logical mind of a Napoleon; the mentality of the 
English lawyers did not lead them to favour his projects of re- 
form or to assist in their realization. The reform of the ministry 
was more after his heart. I t  was tolerant within the limits of the 
time. A body of "Triers" was appointed to examine the fitness 
of candidates for livings: without their certificate none was in 
future to be admitted to a benefice. Presbyterians, Independents 
and Baptists were eligible as Triers, and from the point of view 
of doctrine members of any of these sects were acceptable. Grace 
and godly conversation were the main titles to acceptance. An- 
other body was appointed to weed out the unworthy incumbents. 
Liberty of worship was allowed to all who "do profess faith in 
Jesus Christ," excepting papists and prelatists. In  practice, the 
prelatists were little molested, except when the Royalists were 
active in conspiracy. Cromwell would willingly have extended 
some indulgence to  the Catholics, but the public opinion of the 
country was too strong for him. Such favour as he showed to 
Jews and Quakers was in advance of his age, and could not be too 
openly manifested. H e  refused to abolish tithe, and recognized 
the rights of patrons, subject to the review of the Triers. H e  
encouraged and protected the universities, and fostered and su- 
pervised the maintenance of schools. By temperament a religious 
fanatic, in an age of religious war, tired out himself in the bitter- 
est religious strife, he yet made no war upon opinions but on the 
harmful acts to  which opinions led. 

When Cromwell became Protector, he was master of a pow- 
erful standing army. He had a stronger fleet than any English 

ruler before him. That fleet had been first built up to  deal with 
the remains of the Royalist navy led by Rupert. I t  had driven 
Rupert to the Mediterranean, it  had pursued him thither and 
destroyed his power. I t  had recaptured the Scilly Islands, Jersey 
and Guernsey, from other Royalist freebooters; i t  had reduced 
Barbados and the West Indian islands and received the submis- 
sion of Virginia and Maryland. I n  1652 there was in effect between 
England and France a state of war. Since 1652 there had been 
war with the Dutch, in which the English had more and more the 
advantage. At the end of 1652 the French king announced the 
recognition of the British Commonwealth; but mutual seizure of 
merchant vessels did not cease. After peace had been made with 
the Dutch in April 1654, the situation was still difficult. Cromwell 
settled his disputes with Denmark and Portugal, and concluded 
an alliance with Sweden. He hoped to form a league of Protestant 
Powers to further religious freedom in Central Europe. But 
meanwhile he received tempting offers both from France and 
Spain, who were then a t  war. Another man might have planned 
to win popularity by maintaining peace, reducing forces and re- 
mitting taxes. But Cromwell was a man of war and had a pow- 
erful instrument ready to his hand. The God in whose direct 
guidance he had faith was a God of battles, by  whom power 
was given that thereby the truth might be spread. Spain was 
identified in his mind with the extremest school of papistioal 
fanaticism. Yet he played with the idea that by the support of 
Spain he might win advantages for the Huguenots in France. H e  
also tried to obtain from France recognition of his right to  in- 
tervene in favour of the Huguenots if their liberties were in- '  
fringed. Obtaining no satisfaction from either side, he attacked 
the Spanish colonies in the west without ceasing to capture French 
ships. Meanwhile Blake in the Mediterranean displayed his 
country's power, bombarded the castles of the Dey of Tunis, and 
burnt his ships. When, in 1655, news came of the massacre of the 
Vaudois by the troops of Savoy, he offered to France his alliance 
in return for her good offices on behalf of the victims. Spain de- 
clared war in consequence of the Protector's attacks on the West 
Indies; and the treaty with France was concluded (Oct. 24, 
1655). The war with Spain was vigorously conducted. Treasure 
ships were captured or sunk, and Jamaica was occupied. I n  1657 
Cromwell agreed to join with France in an attack on Spain in 
Flanders. Mardyke was taken on October 3, 1657, and handed 
over to Great Britain. I n  June of the following year the English 
played a prominent part under Turenne in the Battle of the 
Dunes. The capture of Dunkirk followed, and Charles's hopes 
of invading Britain with Spanish help were shattered. 

Meanwhile Cromwell was pursuing his plans for furthering the 
Protestant cause in Central Europe. But he entirely miscalculated 
the situation. Gustavus of Sweden, whose cause he espoused, was 
as ready to swallow up Protestant Denmark as Catholic Poland. 
Protestant Brandenburg saw in Gustavus a rival, an enemy, rather 
than a friend. The Dutch were more interested in their own com- 
merce than in the propagation of the faith. I n  truth, the spirited 
foreign policy of Cromwell was inspired by ignorance and inex- 
perience. The friendship of France was dependent on the needs 
of the moment; once those needs had been served she was not 
likely long to endure an English foothold on the southern shore of 
the Channel. Meanwhile, the expense of all this activity increased 
the financial difficulties in which the Protectorate was involved. 

Cromwell's colonial adventures had little more substantial suc- 
cess. The disastrous attempt to  conquer Hispaniola was not com- 
pensated by the possession of Jamaica until many years had 
passed. But action in this district was harmonious with the destiny 
of Britain as afterwards worked out, while the subsequent sale 
of Dunkirk was more profitable than its possession could ever 
have been, and the engagements contemplated in Central Europe 
would have been perilous if they had not proved ineffectual. 
Neither Cromwell nor his advisers, it must be remembered, had 
any traditional knowledge of the art and practice of international 
politics. Yet even his enemies admitted that England under the 
Protector was feared and respected in Europe as she had not 
been since the time of Henry V. Though Oliver ran some risks and 
entertained some projects that a more experienced ruler would 
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have avoided, yet in action he never hazarded more than he could 
affokd and seldom lost his stake-except perhaps a t  Hispaniola. 

Cromwell entered upon his public career as a champion of the 
Parliament against the King. Yet from 1647 onwards he was in 
constant conflict with parliament when there was any parliament 
to dispute with. Pride's Purge may not have been his work, but 
he certainly accepted its result, and he acknowledged the a,uthor- 
ity of the purged remnant. The relations of the Protector with 
parliament have a permanent as well as a passing interest. This 
was the age when the prestige of parliament was established, and 
its evolution as a sovereign body was well begun before the 
Restoration. 

Cromwell drew all the legal authority that he had from the 
parliament which constituted him Captain-General. The Army 
itself, on which his power was founded, was the creation of par- 
liament. Although he might expel parliaments, nominate them, 
reform them, summon them, pack them, hector them, dissolve 
them, he felt in his heart, and rightly felt, that through parlia- 
ment alone could a stable and peaceful settlement be reached. 
That he could not reach it  by this means proves in him the lack, 
which is otherwise patent, of supreme political art. But the task 
of guiding an inexperienced assembly, inflamed by recent conflict, 
exalted by success and torn into tatters by religious dissension, 
religious fever, religious hatred, was, perhaps, beyond the wit 
of man. His own "Independent" views on religion had their 
anarchical repercussion in politics; if authority be denied in re- 
ligion, where can its true basis be found? His advisers who wished 

*him to assume the kingship, his own instinct that impelled him 
that way, were right in so far as parliament was concerned. The 
magic and the mystery of a king were sorely needed: they van- 
ished when the Head of the State came down into the arena as a 
partisan. H e  needed Ministers-as a screen and as a veil-to 
fight his parliamentary conflicts, to exercise on his behalf par- 
liamentary persuasion, to  carry through parliamentary negotia- 
tions and consolidate a party in the House. I t  must be admitted 
that his parliaments, even with such expert assistance, would not 
have been easy either to pull or to push. 

The "Barebone's" Parliament, the Parliament of Saints, was 
ridiculous from its birth (1653)~ and departed unhonoured and 
unregretted. The first Parliament of the Protectorate (16 j4) 
spent its time in digging under its own foundations. I t  drew 
from Cromwell an interesting declaration of the fundamental 
principles of the Constitution necessary for their joint work. 
Government must be by a single person and parliament: the con- 
trol of the armed forces must be divided between Protector and 
parliament; parliaments must not have the power to perpetuate 
their own term of authority: they must not interfere with the 
liberty of conscience. Since the parliament declined to observe 
these restrictions-especially the liberty of belief-and to make 
adequate provision for the army, it  was dismissed after 2 0  weeks. 
The Instrument said five months; by reckoning in lunar months 
the Protector saved himself from 13 bad days. 

The year 16 j j was a troubled year-with plots of Royalists and 
plots of fanatics; it became necessary to shut up no less a man 
than Major-General Harrison. Fortunately Cromwell's secret 
service, of which Thurloe was the organizer, was very efficient. 
In  spite of these troubles Cromwell was able to reduce the stand- 
ing force. I n  compensation he set up a military police organized 
in 12 districts, each under a Major-General, to forestall con- 
spiracy, and watch over public morals. The standing militia of 
6,000 men, which was put a t  the disposal of these Governors, was 
paid for by levies of ten per cent on the revenues of the Royalist 
country gentlemen. Thus the policy of reconciliation was for the 
time abandoned. In addressing Parliament in 1654, Oliver had 
claimed that the sheriffs, the justices of the peace and the other 
local officers, had accepted his authority, and that the judges had 
taken new commissions from his hand. Now the lawyers and 
the judges began to show scruples; there were resignations, and 
resistance; more accommodating judges were found; inconvenient 
counsel were punished. "I am as much for government by con- 
sent as any man," said Cromwell, "but where shall we find that 
consent?" Failing consent, what remedy but force? 

I n  1656 Cromwell called another Parliament. I t  was thought 
necessary to exclude IOO of the elected members. Even by the 
vote of the submissive remainder, the Major-Generals and the 
"decimation" by which they were maintained were condemned. 
At length, in March 1657, by a majority of two to one, a new 
draft constitutidh-the Humble Petition and Advice-was passed 
and presented to the Protector. Cromwell was to take the title 
of King, and to name his successor. The members of the Council 
and the chief officers of State were to be nominated by him, sub- 
ject to  the consent of parliament. There was to  be a Second 
Chamber, its members to  be nominated by the Protector and ap- 
proved by the Commons. There was to be a permanent revenue, 
with a special vote for three years to cover the cost of the war. 
Elections to parliament were to be controlled by parliament itself 
and not by the Protector or his council. After some weeks' hesita- 
tion, Cromwell accepted the constitution, but under pressure from 
his most trusted officers he declined the "title of king." Crom. 
well desired the kingship for the greater security of the settlement 
which it  offered. The lawyers desired a king for the legal and 
constitutional implications attached to the name. The conjec- 
ture may be hazarded that the soldiers disliked it  because the 
lawyers and civilians desired i t ;  he was their Cromwell, and they 
were not willing to share him with the civilians. But no doubt in 
some of the soldiers republican sentiment was strong. As Cromwell 
did not live long, the decision was not so important as it  appeared. 
In January 16j8 parliament met again. The situation was not im- 
proved. About 40 of Cromwell's chief supporters had been called 
to the Upper House. The fire-brands excluded in 16 j7 had now to 
be admitted. The Commons at  once began to challenge the con- 
stitution, and especially the position of the "other House." Feel- 
ing began to rise outside the House, and after a fortnight Crom- 
well sent his last parliament about their business. 

During his last year he was a t  the culmination of his power 
and his glory. The Battle of the Dunes was fought on June 4, 
1658, and peace with Spain was now in sight. Sir Charles Firth 
says that "the history of the Protectorate is the history of the 
gradual emancipation of the Protector from the political control 
of the army." The most difficult of the officers had been gradu- 
ally eliminated. The fanatics had been purged out of the ranks. 
The army had become professional. The military opposition to the 
assumption of the kingship in 1657 was perhaps the last kick. 
Finance was embarrassing, the floating deficit was great; but with 
peace the deficit might be reduced. The heavy and unjust taxa- 
tion was a greater danger. If Cromwell had lived to meet the 
parliament which he had summoned for December in the year of 
his death, he might perhaps have been able to  reduce the ex- 
penditure and make a more equitable distribution of burdens. If 
all the circumstances be taken into account, his financial admin- 
istration deserves praise rather than blame. But he was already 
aging: though not yet 59, he had lived a hard life, and had 
been weakened by serious illnesses. His later handwriting shows 
clear signs of the shock of years and toil. Had he lived longer 
it  is doubtful whether he could have had the strength to achieve 
a peaceful settlement. On the magic date of Dunbar and Worces- 
ter, September 3, a t  the height of his renown, he died (165.8). 
The frame of his constructive work was swept away, but the Im- 
press of his deeds and personality has helped to shape the 
life of his nation through the succeeding centuries. 

The outward history of Cromwell gives the true measure of the 
man as a fighting and governing force. On the moral side, from 
the days of the Restoration until the 19th century the verdict of 
Clarendon was generally accepted-"a brave, bad man, with all 
the wickedness for which hell fire is prepared." Yet Clarendon 
relents in a measure-"he had some virtues which have caused 
the memory of some men in all ages to  be celebrated." In  the 
first half of the last century W. S. Landor and John Forster 
agreed that he "lived a hypocrite and died a traitor." Carlyle by 
his publication of the Life and Letters in 1845 did a service to  
history-though he somewhat prejudices the cause of his hero 
by his smoky rhapsodies. The charge of hypocrisy, when not in- 
spired by party passion, arose from a misapprehension. Crom- 
well lived in an age when religion had been inflamed to white 



heat by the ~ e v o l t  against the Church of Rome. Authority had 
been shaken or thrown down; the right of private judgment was 
set in its place. Cromwell, like others, believed without qualifica- 
tion that the Old Testament, as well as the New Testament, was 
the authentic word of God. I t  would have been blasphemy in 
his eyes to  call in question the morality of the Old Testament 
or the mental attitude of the belligerent Psalms. He believed that 
the truth of God could be reached by any man who would faith- 
fully and prayerfully study the word of God. He needed no philo- 
sophic dogma to reconcile divergent interpretations. Every Inan 
must painfully and sincerely seek; and what is revealed to each 
comes from God and is truth for him: on that he must act. H e  
believed in the immediate government of the fortunes of men by 
God If the virtuous and the faithful suffered misfortune it was 
a trial for their good, or perhaps a fatherly chastisement for their 
want of faith, their weakness and their shortcomings. If they 
were successful in their undertakings i t  was a direct sign of the 
favour of the Almighty. If they were in doubt as to  the course 
that it  was right to  follow, they must seek the Lord with prayer 
and humility until the path was shown to them from on high. 
Thus it  happened that over and over again when Cromwell was 
in inward doubt he would speak obscurely, gropingly, this way 
and that, as though endeavouring to mask his purpose: in truth 
the purpose had not been formed. When he had reached decision 
his utterance was plain enough: when prompt action was needed, 
he was such that decision came to him as a flash: it  might well 
seem to be a flash straight from the God whom he worshipped. 
His career is to  all of us n~arvellous; to him it  might well seem 
miraculous. H e  did not look for explanation in the recesses of 
his unexplored mentality or in any star or luck. He believed that 
his whole course was directed by God, and that his deeds and in- 
spirations were crowning mercies of the Most High. The lan- 
guage of the Scripture, which was the only literary language he 
knew well, came to his lips more easily than any other. Thus, what 
in others might have been hypocrisy was in him the expression 
of complete faith in the language of faith. That he was in himself 
a good man is shown in this: that, although highly tried as a revo- 
lutionary leader, he has few crimes to his score; he was not 
greedy, or lustful, or cruel, nor unmerciful-save only, as in Ire- 
land, where his fanatic zeal overmastered his humane qualities. 
His last biographer, Sir John Fortescue, says: "It is from Crom- 
well that we derive the origin of our military discipline and 
especially the great tradition that an army marching through a 
country must take nothing without payment." In  his private life 
he was a good son, husband and father; he could be cheerful, 
jovial and merry; he was 110 ascetic: he vias a lover of music. 
The words of Clarendon-"he possessed a wonderful understand- 
ing in the natures and humour of men7' explain a great part of his 
success. (S. Ls.) 
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CROMWELL, RICHARD (1626-1712), lord protector of 
England, eldest surviving son o i  Oliver Cromwell and of Eliza- 

beth Bourchier, born on Oct. 4, 1626. H e  served in the parlia- 
mentary army, and in 1647 was admitted a member of Lincoln's 
Inn. In  1649 he married Dorothy, daughter of Richard Mayor or 
Major, of Hursley in Hampshire. H e  represented Hampshire in 
the parliament of 16j4, and Cambridge university in that of 1656, 
and in Nov. 1655 was appointed one of the council of trade. But 
he was not brought forward by his father or prepared in any way 
for his future great position, and lived in the country occupied 
with field sports, till after the institution of the second protecto- 
rate in 16j7 and the recognition of Oliver's right to  name his suc- 
cessor. On July 18 he succeeded his father as chancellor of the 
University of Oxford, on Dec. 31 he wqs made a member of the 
council of state, and about the same time obtained a regiment and 
a seat in Cromwell's House of Lords. H e  was received generally 
as his father's successor, and was nominated by him as such on his 
death-bed. H e  was proclaimed on Sept. 3, 1 G j 8 .  Richard not 
being "general of the army as his father was," his elevation was 
distasteful t o  the officers, who desired the appointment of a com- 
mander-in-chief from among themselves, a request refused by 
Richard. The officers in the council, moreover, showed jealousy 
of the civil members, and to settle these difficulties and t o  provide 
money a parliament was summoned on Jan. 27, 1659, which de- 
clared Richard protector, and incurred the hostility of the army by 
criticizing severely the arbitrary military government of Oliver's 
last two years, and by impeaching one of the major-generals. A 
council of the army accordingly established itself in  opposition to 
the parliament, and demanded on April 6 a justification and con- 
firmation of former proceedings, to  which the parliament replied 
by forbidding meetings of the army council without the permission 
of the protector, and insisting that all officers should take an oath 
not to disturb the proceedings in parliament. The army now broke 
into open rebellion and assembled a t  St. James's. Richard was 
completely in their power; he identified himself with their cause, 
and the same night dissolved the parliament. The Long Parliament 
(which reassembled on May 7) and the heads of the army came 
to a n  agreement to effect his dismissal; and in the subsequent 
events Richard appears to  have played a purely passive part, re- 
fusing to make any attempt to  keep his power or to  forward a 
restoration of the monarchy. On Rlay 2 5 his submission was 
communicated to  the House. H e  retired into private life, heavily 
burdened with debts incurred during his tenure of office, and nar- 
rowly escaping arrest even before he quitted Whitehall. I n  the 
summer of 1660 he leit England for France, where he lived in 
seclusion under the name of John Clarke, subsequently removing 
elsewhere, either (for the accounts differ) to  Spain, to  Italy or to 
Geneva. H e  was long regarded by the Government as a dangerous 
person, and in 1671 3. strict search was made for him but without 
avail. H e  returned to England about 1680 and lived at  Cheshunt, 
in the house of Sergeant Pengelly, where he died on July I 2 ,  I 71 2, 

being buried a t  Hursley, Hampshire. According to Mrs. Hutchin- 
son, Richard Cromwell was "gentle and virtuous but a peasant in 
his nature and became not greatness." 
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CROMWELL, THOMAS, EARL OF ESSEX (1485?-I 540), 
English politician, the only son of Walter Cromwell, alias Smyth, a 
brewer, smith and fuller of Putney. H e  is said to  have quarrelled 
with his father, who had a bad local reputation, and fled to  Italy, 
where he served as a soldier in the French army a t  the battle 
of Garigliano (Dec. I j03). H e  escaped from the battle-field to  
Florence, where he was befriended by the banker Frescobaldi. H e  
is next heard of a t  Antwerp as a trader, and about 1510 he was 
induced to accompany a Bostonian to Rome in quest of some papal 
indulgences for a Boston gild; Cromwell secured the boon by the 
timely present of some choice sweetmeats to  Julius 11. I n  1512 
there is some slight evidence that he was a t  Middelburg, and also 
in London. About the same time he married Elizabeth Wykes. 



CROMWELL, THOMAS 
claughter of a well-to-do shearman of Putney, whose business 
Cromwell carried on in combination with his own. 

I n  I520 we find him advising Wolsey on legal points and from 
that date he occurs frequently, not only as mentor to the cardinal, 
but to noblemen and others when in difficulties, especially of a 
financial character; he made large sums as a money lender. In 
I j23 he emerges into public life as a member of parliament. 
I n  1524 he was admitted at  Gray's Inn. I n  I j.5 he was Wol- 
sey's agent in the dissolution of the smaller monasteries which 
were designed to provide the endowments for Wolsey's foun- 
dations at  Oxford and Ipswich. For these he drew up the deeds, 
and was receiver-general. of cardinal's college, constantly super- 
vising the workmen there and at  Ipswich. His ruthless vigour 
and his accessibility to  bribes made him exceedingly unpopular, 
but he grew in Wolsey's favour until his fall. On Wolsey's 
disgrace many of the cardinal's servants had been taken over by 
the king, but Cromwell had made himself particularly obnoxious. 
I-lowever. he rode to court from Esher to "make or mar," as 
he himself expressed it, and offered his services t o  Norfolk. 
Cromwell could indeed be most useful to  the government in 
parliament, and the government, represented by Norfolk, un- 
dertook to use its influence in procuring him a seat. This was on 
Kov. 2, 1529; the elections had been made, and parliament was 
to  meet on the morrow. A sent was, however, found or made for 
Cromwell a t  Taunton. He signalized himself by  a powerful 
speech in opposition to the bill of attainder against Wolsey 
which had already passed the Lords. The bill was thrown out, 
possibly with Henry's connivance, though no theory has yet ex- 
plained its curious history so completely as the statement of 
Cavendish and other contemporaries, that its rejection was due 
to  the arguments of Cromwell. 

Cromwell's influence over the government from 1529-1533 has 
been grossly exaggerated. I t  was not till 1531 that he was ad- 
mitted to  the privy council nor till 1534 that he was made secre- 
tary though he had been made master of the jewel-house. clerk 
of the hanaper and master of the wards in I j32, and chancellor 
of the exchequer (then a minor office) in 1533. I t  is not till 
1533 that his name is as much as mentioned in the correspondence 
of any foreign ambassador resident in London. Cromwell, in 
fact, was not the author of Henry's policy, but he was the most 
efficient instrument in its execution. Even in this capacity, his 
power has been overrated, and he is supposed t o  have invented 
those parliamentary complaints against the clergy which were 
transmuted into the legislation of 1532. But the complaints were 
old enough; many of them had been heard in parliament nearly 
20 years before, and there is ample evidence to  show that the 
petition against the clergy represents the "infinite clan~ours" of 
the Commons against the Church, which the House itself re- 
solved should be "put in writing and delivered to the king." The 
actual drafting of the statute, as of all the Reformation Acts be- 
tween I 532 and 1539, was largely Cromwell's work, and the 
success with which parliament was managed during this period 
was also due to him. I t  was not an easy task, for the House of 
Commons more than once rejected Government measures, and 
members were heard to  threaten Henry VIII.  with the fate of 
Richard 111.; they even complained of Cromwell's reporting their 
proceedings t o  the king. There was, of course, room for manipu- 
lation, which Cromwell extended to parliamentary elections; but 
parliamentary opinion was a force of which he had to take 
account, and not a negligible quantity. 

From the date of his appointment as secretary in  1534, Crom- 
well's biography belongs to the history of England, but it  is neces- 
sary to  define his personal attitude to the revolution in which he 
was the king's most conspicuous agent. H e  was included by Foxe 
in his Book of Martyrs to  the Protestant faith; more recent his- 
torians regard him as a sacrilegious ruffian. Now, there were 
two cardinal principles in the Protestantism of the 16th century- 
the supremacy of the temporal sovereign over the church in mat- 
ters of government, and the supremacy of the Scriptures over the 
Church in matters of faith. There is no room for doubt as to the 
sincerity of Cromwell's belief in the first of these two articles; 
be paid a t  his own expense for an English translation of Marsig- 

lio of Padua's Defensor Pacis, the classic mediaeval advocate of 
that doctrine; he had a scheme for governing England by means 
of administrative councils nominstecl by the king to the detriment 
of parliament; and he urged upon Henry the adoption of the 
maxim of the Roman civil law-quod principi placz~it legis habet 
vigorem ("what is the pleasure of the ruler has the force of 
law"). He wanted, in his own words, "one body politic" and 
no rival to the king's authority, and he set the divine right of 
kings against the divine right of the papacy. There is more doubt 
about the sincerity of Cromwell's attachment to the second ar- 
ticle; it is true that he set up a Bible in every parish church, and 
regarded them as invaluable, and the correspondents who un- 
bosom themselves to  him are all of a Protestant way of think- 
ing. But Protestantism was the greatest support of absolute 
monarchy. Hence its value in Cromwell's eyes. Of religious con- 
viction there is in him little trace, and still less of the religious 
temperament. H e  was a polished representative of the callous, 
secular middle class of that most irreligious age. Sentiment found 
no place, and feeling little, in his composition. 

I n  1534 Cromwell was appointed master of the rolls, and in 
1535 chancellor of Cambridge university and visitor-general of 
the monasteries. The policy of the Dissolution has been theoret- 
ically denounced, but practically approved in every civilized state, 
Catholic as well as Protestant. The need for reform was ad- 
mitted by a committee of cardinals appointed by Paul 111. in 
1535, and it had been begun by Wolsey. Cromwell was not af- 
fected by the iniquities of the monks, except as arguments for the 
confiscation of their property. H e  had boasted that he would 
make Henry VIII .  the richest prince in Christendom. H e  had 
learnt how to visit monasteries under Wolsey, and the visitation 
of 1535 was carried out with ruthless efficiency. During the storm 
which followed, Henry took the management of affairs into his 
own hands, but Cromwell was rewarded in July 1536 by being 
knighted, created lord privy seal, Baron Cromwell, and vicar 
general and vice-regent of the king in "spirituals." 

In  this last, offensive capacity he sent a lay deputy to preside 
in Convocation, taking precedence of the bishops and arch- 
bishops, and issued his famous injunctions of 1536 and 1538; a 
Bible was to be provided in every church; the Paternoster, Creed 
and Ten Commandments were to  be recited by the incumbent in 
English; he was to  preach at  least once a quarter, and to start a 
register of births, marriages and deaths. During these years the 
outlook abroad grew threatening because of the alliance, under 
papal guarantee, between Charles V. and Francis I . ;  and Cromwell 
was allowed to proceed with his one independent essay in foreign 
policy. Under these circumstances Henry acquiesced in Crom- 
well's negotiations for a marriage with Anne of Cleves. Anne 
herself was the weak point in the argument. Henry conceived 
an invincible repugnance to her from the first; he was restrained 
from an immediate breach with his new allies only by fear of 
Francis and Charles. I n  the spring of I 540 he was reassured on 
that score; no attack on him from that quarter was impending; 
there was a rift between the two Catholic sovereigns, and there 
was no real need for Anne and her German friends. 

From that moment Cromwell's fate was sealed; the Lords 
loathed him as an upstart even more than they had loathed Wol- 
sey; he had no church to support him; Norfolk and Gardiner 
detested him from pique as well as on principle; his only friend 
in the council was Cranmer, and the royal favour now failed him. 
Cromwell did not succumb without an effort, and a desperate 
struggle ensued in the council. I n  April the French ambassador 
wrote that he was tottering to his fall; a few days later he was 
created earl of Essex and lord great chamberlain, and two of his 
satellites were made secretaries to the king; he then despatched 
one bishop to the Tower, and threatened to send five others to 
join him. At last Henry struck as suddenly and remorselessly as 
a beast of prey; on June 10, Norfolk accused him of treason; 
the whole council joined in the attack, and Cromwell was sent to  
the Tower. A vast number of crimes was laid to his charge, but 
not submitted for trial. An act of attainder was passed against 
him tvithout a dissentient voice, and after contributing his mite 
towards the divorce of Anne, he tvas beheaded on Tower Hill on 



CRON JE-CROOKES' TUBE 
July 28 repudiating all heresy and declaring that he died in the 
Catholic faith. 

I n  estimating Cromwell's character it  must be remembered that 
his father was a blackguard, and that he himself spent his forma- 
tive years in a vile school of morals. Yet he civilized himself to 
a certain extent, and his atrocious acts were done in no private 
quarrel, but in what he conceived to be the interests of his mas- 
ter and the State. Where those interests were concerned he had no 
heart and no conscience and no religious faith; no man was more 
completely blighted by the 16th century worship of the State. 

The authorities for the early life of Cromwell are the Wimbledon 
manor rolls, used by Mr. John Phillips of Putney in The Antiquary 
(1880), vol. ii., and the Antiquarian Mag. (1882), vol. ii.; Pole's 
Apologia, i. 126; Bandello's Novella, xxxiv.; Chapuy's letter to 
Granville, 21, Nov. 1535; and Foxe's Acts and Morz. From 1522 see 
Letters and Papers of Henry VZZZ., vols. iii.-xvi.; Cavendish's Life 
of Wolsey ; Hall's Chron.; Wriothesley's Chron. These and practically 
all other available sources have been utilized in R. B. Merriman's 
Life and Letlers of Tlzomas Crornwell (1902). For Cromwell and 
Machiavelli see Paul van Dyke's Renascence Portraits (1go6), App. 

CRONJE, BIET ARNOLDUS ( c .  1840--I~II) ,  Boer gen- 
eral, was born about 1840 in the Transvaal about the time of the 
Great Trek, and began the insurrection in the Transvaal after 
1880 by resisting the distraint for taxes on the goods of a Boer 
who had declined to pay. H e  took part in the first Boer War with 
the rank of commandant, and commanded in the siege of the 
British garrison a t  Potchefstroom (1881), though he was unable 
to force their surrender until after the conclusion of the general 
armistice. The Boer leader was a t  this time accused of withhold- 
ing knowledge of this armistice from the garrison. H e  held various 
official positions in the years 1881-99, and commanded the Boer 
force which compelled the surrender of the Jameson raiders at  
Doornkop (Jan. 2 ,  1896). I n  the war of 1899 Cronje was general 
commanding in the western theatre of war, and began the siege of 
Kimberley. H e  opposed the advance of the British division under 
Lord Methuen, and fought, though without success, three general 
actions a t  Belmont, Graspan and Modder river. At Magersfontein, 
early in Dec. 1899, he completely repulsed a general attack made 
upon his position, and thereby checked for two months the north- 
ward advance of the British column. In  the campaign of Feb. 
1900, Cronje opposed Lord Roberts's army on the Magersfontein 
battleground, but he was unable to prevent the relief of Kimber- 
ley; retreating westward, he was surrounded near Paardeberg, 
and, after a most obstinate resistance, was forced to surrender 
with the remnant of his army (Feb. 27, 1900). As a prisoner of 
war Cronje was sent to St. Helena, where he remained until 
released after the conclusion of peace. H e  died a t  Klerksdorp, 
Transvaal, on Feb. 4, 1911. (See  SOUTH AFRICAN WAR.) 

CRQNUS, an ancient deity, not much worshipped in Greece, 
probably belonging to the pre-Hellenic population (etymology 
unknown; ancient explanation = xpbvos, Time, impossible; prob- 
ably not Greek). His functions are connected with agriculture; 
in Attica his festival (Kronia ,  Hekatombaion 12, i.e., harvest- 
time) resembled the Saturnalia (Accius up. Macrob., Saturn., 
I, 7, 37; cf .  SATURN). I n  art, he is shown as an old man holding 
a curved implement, probably originally a sickle, but interpreted 
as the harpe (see below). 

I n  mythology, he is son of Uranus and Ge (Heaven and Earth). 
Uranus, when his children were born, hid them in the body of Ge, 
who, unable to  bear the pressure longer, begged them to deliver 
her. Cronus alone consented; Ge gave him a curved sword 
(harpe)  wherewith he castrated Uranus. Thus (like similar 
heroes in Maori, Indian and Chinese myth) he separated earth 
and heaven. H e  now became the lord of his brothers, the Titans, 
and shut up the most dangerous (the Hekatoncheires or Hundred- 
handed Ones) in Tartarus. His consort was his sister Rhea. Ge 
and Uranus warned him that his own child should overthrow him; 
so he swallowed Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, and Poseidon 
when they were born. But Rhea hid away the infant Zeus in 
Crete, and tricked Cronus into swallowing a stone instead, which 
afterwards was shown and venerated a t  Delphi. Zeus grew up, 
made Cronus disgorge his brethren, rebelled, and was victorious. 
Cronus was imprisoned in Tartarus, or (see the late story in 
Plutarch, D e  Defec t .  Orac., 18) on an island near Britain, and 

guarded by the Hekatoncheires; or he became lord of Elysium 
(q.v.1. The swallowing myth has savage parallels. 

Under the rule of Cronus, men lived in a state of Paradisal in- 
nocence ( 6  id  K P ~ V O U  Pies, Satz~rnia regna),  and the earth bore 
all things untilled. I t  was the Golden Age. Cronus in time was 
rationalized into a great and beneficent western king. Hence the 
late and artificial Italian tale that he came to the future site of 
Rome, was welcomed there by Janus (also euhemerized into a 
king), founded a city there, and taught the people navigation, 
coinage, and other useful things. (See  SATURN.) 

On account of his swallowing of his children, Cronus is fre- 
quently identified with foreign gods, notably the Semitic Ba'al 
(Baal Saturnus on numerous inscriptions of Roman Africa) and 
Moloch, to  whom human sacrifices, particularly of children, were 
made. 

See Preller-Robert, Griech. Mythologie, i., p. 46 et seq.; L. R. 
Farnell, Cults o f  the Greek States, i., chap. i.; M. Meyer in Roscher's 
Lexikon, s.v. 

CROOKES, SIR WILLIAM ( I  83 2-1 g ~ g ) ,  English chem- 
ist and physicist, was born in London on June 17, 1832. H e  
studied chemistry a t  the Royal College of Chemistry and became 
an assistant under A. W. von Hofmann. I n  1854 he became 
assistant in the meteorological department of the Radcliffe ob- 
servatory, Oxford, and in 1855 he obtained a chemical post a t  
Chester. From the time of his marriage in 18j6 to  Ellen Hum- 
phrey he lived in London, devoting himself uninterruptedly to  
scientific work of various kinds. H e  founded and conducted the 
Chemical News ,  and had a private laboratory a t  his house in 
Kensington Park gardens. H e  was knighted in 1897 and received 
the Order of Merit in 1910. H e  was president a t  different times 
of many learned societies; from 1913-15 he was president of the 
Royal Society. H e  died in London on April 4, 1919. 

I n  1861 spectroscopic observations on the residue from the '  
manufacture of sulphuric acid led Crookes to  the discovery and 
isolation of thallium, a specimen of which was shown in public 
for the first time at  the exhibition of 1862. I n  the course of 
investigations on the properties of thallium he observed the curious 
behaviour of the hot element while being weighed i n  vacuo. This 
led Crookes to  construct the radiometer (q .v . ) .  

His researches on the electrical discharge through a rarefied gas 
led to  the observation of the dark space which bears his name, 
and Crookes developed his theory of "radiant matter" or matter 
in a "fourth state." (See  ELECTRICITY, CONDUCTION OF: Gases.) 
I n  1883 Crookes began an enquiry into the nature and consti- 
tution of the rare earths, his observations on yttrium led him to 
the theory that d l  elements have been produced by evolution 
from one primordial stuff. H e  succeeded in artificially making 
minute diamonds; and on the discovery of radium he took up the 
study of its properties. He invented the spinthariscope which 
shows the presence of traces of radium salt by  the production of 

phosphorescence on a zinc sulphide 

PI screen. Crookes was constantly con- 
sulted by the Government on chemical 
questions, and one of his many practical 
contributions to the public welfare was 
his production of a glass which would 
effectively shield the eyes of the workers 
from the deleterious rays emitted from 
molten glass. 

Crookes wrote or edited various books 
FIG. X-RAY T U B E  on chemistry and chemical technology, 
INVENTED BY 'IR W. including Select Me thods  of Cltemical 
CROOKES 

Analysis, which went through a number 
of editions. He was a keen student of psychic phenomena and 
sought to effect some correlation between them and ordinary 
physical laws. 

See E. E. Fournier d'Albe, Life of Sir William Crookes (1923). 
CROOKES' TUBE, an early form of gas filled X-ray tube 

of the focus type invented by Sir W. Crookes (fig. I ) .  Crookes' 
Tubes,  the name given to discharge tubes containing gas a t  low 
pressure similar to those used by Sir W. Crookes in his experi- 
ments on electrical discharge through gases at  low pressures. (See  
ELE~TRICITY, CONDUCTION OF; X-RAYS.) 



CROOKSTON-CROPS 
CROOKSTON, a city of north-western Minnesota, on the 

Red Lake river, 18m. from the North Dakota border; the county 
seat of Polk county. I t  is on Federal highways 2 and 7 5 ;  is 
served by the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific railways; 
and has an airport. The population was 6,321 in 1930; in 1940, 
7,161 by the federal census. Dams on the river provide fine 
water power, and the city has varied manufactures, notably flour 
and tow. I t  has a large jobbing business, and is an important 
distributing point for wheat, dairy products and livestock. The 
North-west School of Agriculture of the University of Minnesota, 
and its North-west Agricultural Experiment Station, are located 
there. The Red River valley winter show (of livestock and agri- 
cultural products) is held a t  Crookston annually. An international 
air meet was held there in May. 1928. Crookston was settled about 
1872, and was chartered as a, city in 1883. I t  was named after an 
early settler, William Crooks. 

CROP, the ingluvies, or pouched expansion of a bird's oesoph- 
agus, in which the food remains to undergo a preparatory proc- 
ess of digestion before being passed into the true stomach; the 
produce of cereals or other cultivated plants. The term "white- 
crop" is used for such grain crops as  barley or wheat, which 
whiten as they grow ripe; "green-crop" for such as roots or 
potatoes which do not, and also for those which are cut in a green 
state, like clover (see AGRICULTURE). Other uses of the word 
are, in leather-dressing, for the whole untrimmed hide; in mining 
and geology, for the "outcrop" or appearance a t  the surface of 
a vein or stratum, and particularly in tin-mining, for the best 
part of the ore produced after dressing. A "hunting crop" is a 
short thick stock for a whip, with a small leather loop at  one 
end, t o  which a thong may be attached. From the verb "to 
crop," i.e., to  take off the top of anything, comes "crop" meaning 
a closely cut head of hair. 

CROP-DRYING. Artificial methods of saving crops, with- 
out the risk of drying them in the fields, have long been discussed; 
but the endeavour to dry crops, whether of hay or grain, by arti- 
ficial heat was not seriously attempted in Britain till 1866, when 
Dyson's apparatus was patented. In  1882 Mr. Martin Sutton 
offered a f IOO prize for "the most efficient and economical method 
of drying hay or  corn crops artificially either before or after being 
stacked." I n  the following years the Royal Agricultural Society 
conducted a number of trials. Just before the World War Mr. 
Newman of Pershore, a district famous for intensive farming, 
produced a "6 inch centrifugal blowing fan, driven by a 2 h.p. 
petrol engine" and helped to revive hopes in the method. 

The subject was studied seriously during the World War; and 
in 1919 Mr. Charles Tinker, who farmed near Aberdeen, patented 
the use of "atmospheric or pre-heated air" by means of a blowing 
fan  and a steam-heated coil of pipes in a central structure, the 
drying being done in a Dutch barn. This may be called the parent 
invention. I t  stimulated many experimenters, including the ex- 
perts of the Ministry of Agriculture. Under the authority of the 
Institute of Agricultural Engineers, located at  Oxford and work- 
ing on behalf of the Ministry, investigations were carried out to 
test and improve the existing apparatus. They resulted in the 
manufacture of a machine which was put on the market. I t  was 
claimed for i t  that i t  "performed the work economically and 
satisfactorily." Trials were made with a great variety of crops, 
including peas, barley and hay, all stacked immediately after 
cutting. Meadow hay, cut early in the morning of June 30, was 
stacked between the hours of 8.45 and 2.30 P.M. The blowing 
began a t  2.30 and the hay was dry by 10.30 P.M. The price for 
transport and fuel (64 gallons for 103 tons of wet hay) was judged 
t o  be £1 12s. 

Heated Pipes.-The core of the principle remained much the 
same as in the older inventions. The crop is stacked round a 
cone of heated pipes and the hot air is driven by a fan from the 
centre of the cone outwards. One difference between this appa- 
ratus and Mr. Tinker's was that it  was portable. The other was a 
structure connected with furnaces and boilers all under a Dutch 
roof. The Ministry's machine was shown in operation at the Royal 
Agricultural Show a t  Reading in 1925, but the results did not 
greatly impress the farmers; and it was generally considered that 

the pamphlet (issued in 1926 and called "A Preliminary Investi- 
gation into the artificial drying of crops in stack") rather exag- 
gerated the efficiency of the method approved by the Institute 
of Agricultural Engineers. I n  1922 in the neighbourhood of War- 
rington Colonel Lyon dried crops of barley, oats, and mixed clover 
and rye grass in a machine built, with certain adaptations, on the 
lines of Mr. Charles Tinker's. The chief difference was that he 
used hot water instead of hot air. The material was stacked round 
a close coil of pipes within a cage, and during the drying this cir- 
cular cage was enclosed by a canvas curtain. The hay or corn 
was supplied to  the cage from the top by an ordinary elevator. 
Of the excellence of the results there is no question. The hay, 
though the grass was carried immediately after cutting and some- 
times in rain, was very sweet and singularly unbleached. Some 
of the barley so dried was accepted by the brewers as of malting 
quality. Both oats and barley had lost excess of moisture without 
loss of germination. 

The prospect of a steady increase in the practice and principles 
of crop-drying became manifest towards the end of 1927, when 
a new system of drying sugar beet was perfected by the Institute 
of Agricultural Engineers a t  Oxford, working on behalf of the 
Ministry of Agriculture. A sugar factory for its exploitation was 
erected a t  Eynsham, and notable success was achieved; but 
which system will prevail and how widely any system may be 
made generally available, has yet to be proved. Neither mechani- 
cally nor economically is the sum of experience yet sufficient; but 
it is no small advance to  have proved that crops can on occasion 
be efficiently and economically dried by artificial means. How 
much this might mean to farmers in a wet climate is admirably 
and precisely argued in the Oxford pamphlet. (W. B. T . )  

CROPS. I n  face of the immense variety of crops throughout 
the world, it  is surprising how uniform are the cultivated farms 
of Europe. Flying across the country you look down on a suc- 
cession of rough rectangles of ground, some of permanent grass, 
some sown with one of the four cereals, some with rotation grasses 
or leguminous crops and with roots. This trim mosaic, as it seems 
from above, is broken chiefly by woodland, and by vineyards, 
some cut out of the riverside hills, as along the Rhine and Moselle, 
some covering spacious plains, as the valley of the Garonne; and 
on a smaller scale by orchards of fruit and hops. 

A similar flight over tropical or semi-tropical countries reveals 
a very different pattern. The variety of crops may be greater, 
but a t  the same time very wide areas may be covered by one crop 
-by sugar, tea, cocoa, coffee or cotton. I n  some places, as in a 
famous view in Honolulu from the Pali heights, rice and pine- 
apples, though more vivid in hue, resemble the trim familiar fields 
of temperate climes. 

When we take an historical view of the cultivated crops we 
shall see a steady increase in variety due t o  discovery, to selection, 
of late years to hybridization, and to inventions that enable man 
to extract the essential virtues from plants, as linen from flax, 
sugar from cane and beetroot, opium from poppies, cotton from 
a seed covering, fibre from cocoanut; to the discovery of the 
qualities of dried or infused parts of plants, such as the coffee 
bean or tea leaf or tobacco leaf. But this multiplication of plants 
found useful for cultivation involves from time to time the rejec- 
tion of others, driven out by discovery of better substitutes or a 
change of taste. 

Lord Ernle, in his admirable history of "English Farming past 
and present," wrote on this head. 

"As the linen trade became more concentrated in particular localities, 
flax was more rarely cultivated. The hemp-yards which were once 
attached to many cottages and farmhouses were similarly abandoned 
The use of teasels by clothiers was displaced by machinery, and the 
crop no longer cultivated. Woad, madder, and saffron found cheaper 
substitutes. Liquorice disappeared from Nottinahamshire, camomile 
from Derbyshire, canary seed from Kent, caraway from Essex." 

New Crops.-But with a few exceptions the history of practi- 
cal agriculture is divided into chapters by the discovery of the 
value of additional crops. Potatoes, sainfoin and lucerne, turnips 
and sugar-beet, have all produced crucial changes on the farms 
of Europe. In  British official statistics of the 20th century the 
crops are now grouped together under the following heads (not 



CROQUET 
Tisions are: perfectly accurate linguistically). The two largest di\ ' ' 

corn crops, so called, and green crops. Under corn crops are in- 
cluded: wheat, barley, oats, rye, beans and peas. Under green 
crops: potatoes, swedes and turnips, mangolds, cabbage, kohl-rabi 
and rape, carrots, vetches or tares and lucerne, beetroot, sugar- 
beet. After these two great divisions come clover, sainfoin and 
artificial grasses. Then pasture grasses, and finally a miscellane- 
ous group consisting of hops, flax and small fruit. 

The turnip, introduced chiefly through Sir Richard Weston in 
1650, introduced a crucial change in British farming. At a later 
date few if any crops have made so much difference to the agri- 
culture of a continent, as the sugar-beet, which owed its early 
vogue largely to Napoleon. Throughout Europe the standard 
farm relies on some rotation of grain, clovers and roots; and this 
need has been forced upon farmers even in the most exclusively 
grain-bearing districts, such as the Prairie Provinces of Canada, 
by the need of clearing ground of weeds. The intervention of 
a root crop is almost as useful for clearing the ground as for 
increasing its production. I n  no country have the relative pro- 
portions of the different crops been so nearly standardized as 
in Denmark. A characteristic small farm in the dairying districts 
of that country, which is of all countries the most vitally de- 
pendent on its farm crops, consists of a small patch of permanent 
grass, a rather bigger patch of lucerne and a root and grain crop. 
The essential virtue of the famous Norfolk rotation prevails: 
roots, barley, clover, wheat. \Vith many additions and qualifica- 
tions and substitutes of like genera, these remain the master crops 
of the farms of temperate climes. Only in wide pastoral coun- 
tries, given up to great ranches or stations, such as some South 
American Republics or Queensland or the more northern parts of 
Western Australia, is the percentage of grass to arable bigger. 

Suiting Crops to Areas.-Areas especially suited for par- 
ticular crops may be very sharply defined; and curious examples 
are to be seen within most countries. For example in Canada 
the deep silt of the southern end of the Okanagan Valley was 
found to be of especial virtue for fruit. Apple trees yielded a 
heavy crop every year without intermission. In  spite of the 
need of expensive irrigation this valley in a most mountainous 
country quickly became an almost continuous orchard; and in 
spite of its remoteness planted orchards reached a value of fz50 
an acre. Artificial irrigation as an influence on production-of 
which of course the valley of the Nile is the classical example-is 
well seen in previously barren areas in Australia (especially on 
the borders of New South Wales and South Australia) converted 
into small farms for the production of all sorts of fruits: citrous 
fruits, stone fruits and grapes, grown chiefly for raisins. 

The relative importance of the crops of a country cannot, of 
course, be gauged merely by area. The distinction between in- 
tensive and extensive crops, though not everywhere applicable, 
holds good in general. Permanent grass is the thinnest and most 
extensive and scarcely deserves the name of crop, compared with 
the production of hops on which as much as £150 an acre may 
be spent in a year with prospects of a good profit, or of the garden 
of a French market gardener who may scll £500 or F6oo worth 
a year from a single acre. 

Even more intensive than such so-called French gardens as are 
found near Paris or a t  Rouen, or the Dutch gardens that multiply 
round Delft and The Hague, are the crops grown under glass-in 
Guernsey for example, or on the edge of London. No less than 
Fgoo worth of tomatoes and cucumbers has been sold from an acre 
of glass in Essex. Many examples of such a movement may be 
found; but contrary tendencies are not less obvious. 

(For list of agricultural objects, see AGRICULTURAL ARTICLES.) 
(W. B. T.) 

CROQUET, a lawn game played with balls, mallets, hoops 
and two pegs (from Fr. croc, a crook, or crooked stick). The 
game has been evolved, according to some writers, from the 
paille-n~aille which was played in Languedoc at  least as early as 
the 13th century. However that may be, croquet was played 
in England in 1856, or perhaps a few years earlier, and soon be- 
came popular. In  1868 the first all-comers' meeting was held at  
Moreton-in-the-Marsh. In the same year the All England Croquet 

Club was formed, the annual contest for the championship taking 
place on the grounds of this club at  Wimbledon. After being for 
ten years or so the most popular game for the country house and 
garden party, croquet was practically ousted by lawn tennis, un- 
til, with improved implements and a more scientific form of play, 
it was revived about 1894-95. I n  1896-97 was formed the United 
A11 England Croquet Association, now known as  the Croquet As- 

PLAN O F  CROQUET COURT S H O W I N G  SETTING O F  H O O P S  A N D  PEGS,  A N D  
ORDER O F  PLAY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE O F F I C I A L  LAWS (1928) O F  
THE CROQUET ASSOCIATION 
Only those portions in heavy outline need be marked on the ground. The 
order of making the points is indicated by the arrows 

sociation. One hundred and eleven clubs are affiliated to the Asso- 
ciation and there are approximately 1,700 associates (1927) 
whose nominal subscription entitles them to a copy of the Gazet te  
and entry to the ground during tournaments controlled by the As- 
sociation. I t s  headquarters are a t  the Roehampton Club and the 
chief events of the year are played on the Club croquet lawns, 
including the final rounds of the All England handicap, a compe- 
tition attracting over 500 competitors. The tournaments a t  Hurl- 
ingham, Ranelagh, Eastbourne, Brighton, Cheltenham, Lewes and 
Buxton are specially popular. Croquet flourishes in the colonies 
and there are I 5 affiliated associations in Melbourne, Adelaide, 
Sydney, Auckland, Queensland and Tasmania. Some of these 
associations have many clubs affiliated to them amounting to 
about 300 in all. A team from Australia visited England in 1925 
and the test matches were won by the home country but the 
visitors were not able to assemble their strongest team. Croquet 
players are also catered for in the south of France during the 
winter. The game is extremely popular in America and is usually 
played in rural districts wherever grass plots are large enough 
and level enough to accommodate a court. The rules and court 
dimensions differ in Great Britain and America, the following 
regulations governing croquet in Great Britain. 

The Game.-The game of croquet is played between two 
sides, playing alternate "turns," each side consisting either of 
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one or of two players. Four balls are used, one side playing blue 
and black, and the other side red and yellow. Any ordinary turn 
may be played with either ball of the side, provided that no 
ordinary turn may be played with the same ball again until all 
the balls are in play. When a side consists of two players, one 
partner plays throughout with one ball of the side, and the other 
partner with the other. The game is won by the side which first 
scores all its "points" in order. The court is rectangular, 35yd. 
long by  2Syd. wide, within a boundary defined b y  a continuous 
line. Portions of the yard line 13yd. long, measured from the 
corner spots a t  corners I .  and III . ,  towards corners IV. and 11. 
respectively, are called "Baulk lines." Eight white pegs, not exceed- 
ing 2in. in diameter or gin. in height above the ground are placed 
on the boundary, a t  distances of ~ f t .  from the corners of the 
boundary. The square yard formed a t  each corner by the two 
corner pegs, the corner spot and the corner flag, is called a 
"corner square." The hoops are of round iron, from #in. to 2in. 
in diameter, and of uniform thickness. They stand ~ z i n .  in 
height above the ground, vertical and firmly fixed. The crowns 
are straight and at  right angles to the up-rights, which should 
be 32in. apart (inside measurement) from the ground upwards. 
The winning peg is of wood and of uniform diameter above the 
ground of 14in. The setting of the hoops and peg is in accordance 
with the diagram, the order of making the "points" being indicated 
by the arrows. Each hoop is run twice and the peg hit once, 
which may be hit from any direction. 

The above setting has been in general use since 1922. I t  is, 
however, not well adapted for "peeling," and has largely done 
away with the necessity for the "pass-roll" shot; both highly 
skilful features of the game. "Peeling" is a term used when the 
striker causes a ball, other than his own, to run a hoop in order; 
that ball is then said to  have been "peeled." Like most other 
games croquet is subject to alteration and amendment in its 
rules and laws and no absolute finality has been reached in 
regard to the setting. Mallets may be of any size and weight, 
but the head must be made of wood only, except that metal may 
be used for weighting or strengthening it. The two end faces 
shall be parallel, of wood only, and identical in every respect, and 
each face may have a rounded edge measuring not more than 
&in. transversely a t  the base. A player may not change his mallet 
more than once during a game, except in the case of bona fide 
damage. The balls shall be $in. in diameter and of even weight, 
and not less than I j$ oz. nor more than 16$ oz. The hoop or 
peg next in order for every ball a t  the commencement of a turn 
is distinguished by a clip of the colour of the ball. 

The object of the player is to score the points of the game by 
striking his ball through each of the hoops and the peg in a 
fixed order; and the side wins which first succeeds in scoring all 
the points with both the balls of the side. No point is scored 
by passing through a hoop or hitting the peg except in the proper 
order. Each player starts in turn from either of the baulk lines. 
I f  he fails either to  make a point or to  i'roquet7'1 (i.e., drive his 
ball against) another ball in play, his turn is a t  an end and the 
next player in order takes his turn in like manner. If he succeeds 
in scoring a point, he is entitled (as in billiards) to another stroke; 
he may then either attempt t o  score another point, or he may 
roquet a ball. Having roqueted a ball (provided he has not already 
roqueted the same ball in the same turn without having scored a 
point in the interval) he is entitled to two further strokes: first 
he must "take croquet," i.e., he places his own ball (which from 
the moment of the roquet is "dead" or "in hand") in contact 
with the roqueted ball on any side of it, and then strikes his 
own ball with his mallet, being bound to move or shake both 
balls perceptibly. If a t  the beginning of a turn the striker's ball 
is in contact with another ball, a "roquet" is held to  have been 
made and "croquet" must be taken at once. After taking croquet 
the striker is entitled to  another stroke, with which he may score 
another point, or roquet another ball not previously roqueted in 
the same turn since a point was scored, or he may play for safety. 
Thus, by skilful alternation of making points and roqueting balls, 

'The words "roquet" and croquet" are pronounced as in French, 
with the t mute. 

a "break" may be made in which point after point, and even all 
the points in the game (for the ball in play), may be scored in 
a single turn, in addition to  three or four points for the partner 
ball. The chief skill in the game perhaps consists in playing the 
stroke called "taking croquet" (but see below on the "rush"). 
Expert players can drive both balls together from one end of 
the ground to the other, or send one to a distance while retaining 
the other, or place each with accuracy in different directions as 
desired, the player obtaining position for scoring a point or 
roqueting another ball according to the strategical requirements of 
his position. Care has, however, to  be taken in playing the 
croquet-stroke that both balls are absolutely moved or perceptibly 
shaken, and that neither of them be driven over the boundary 
line, for in either event the player's next stroke is forfeited and 
his turn brought summarily to  an end. 

There are two main styles in playing croquet and it  being im- 
possible to dogmatize as to  the best, either generally or for the 
individual, players would be well advised to give both an exhaus- 
tive trial. The essential features of all styles whether to  make a 
roquet or run a hoop is that the eye, the ball and the object 
aimed at  should form a vertical right angle. The "upright" style 
is played with a long mallet of about 3gin. The player faces 
the object to be hit, holding the top of the mallet with his left 
hand, the arm being close to the side. The right hand grasps 
the shaft lower down and is solely responsible for the necessary 
power of the strike, the left hand merely acting as the fulcrum of 
the swing. Either the right or the left foot may be in advance, 
and should be parallel t o  the line of aim, the player's weight 
being mainly on the front foot. For the other style, commonly 
known as "front play" or Irish, a much shorter mallet of about 
33in. is used. The mallet is swung between the feet and the grip 
employed is similar to  the Vardon grip in  golf, the hands being 
close together and often overlapping. The former has advantage 
over the other in two important points, viz., ability to  stop-shot 
and power. I t  is apt, however, to fail in two important shots, 
a six-yard roquet and the long rush, and fails for the same reason 
in both cases; the player being further from the ball there is a 
larger margin of error, or, in other words a greater liability to  
be slightly inaccurate. The Irish style is undoubtedly more 
tiring and the strain on wrists very great; whereas in the upright 
method the fingers do practically no work and owing to it  being 
less fatiguing is far easier to maintain, especially on a slow lawn. 

In  making a shot the ball should be hit in the centre and 
as low down as possible with the exact middle of the mallet. 
The eyes must be concentrated on the spot and the head of the 
mallet drawn back slowly. This is the secret of all successful 
shots, either fo r  roquets or hoop running; the more difficult the 
angle of the hoop the slower the back swing-any jerking is 
fatal. The "rush stroke" is a roquet and used to drive the pilot 
ball some distance; this must be hit full in the face for a straight 
rush. The hands and mallet should be kept down and follow well 
through. True hitting should be aimed at, not force. When it 
is desired to drive a ball in an angular direction the pilot ball 
must be aimed at  off the centre, when the angle required is 
extremely oblique the outer and opposite side of the pilot should 
be hit. The "roll" is a croquet stroke in  which both balls are 
rolled along the same distance and is attained by standing well 
forward with the hands in front of the head of the mallet. The 
stroke is not a hit, but a sweep. The "pass roll" is the most 
difficult of all as unless it is played firmly and with deliberation 
the mallet will hit the ball twice and the stroke is a foul. The 
stance is similar to that for the "roll," but the ball is hit higher 
up and the curtailed back swing is more vertical, resulting, if 
the stroke is smooth, in the player's ball passing the pilot ball. 
The "split shot7' is utilised when two balls are to be driven in 
opposite directions. Line the balls so that they point in the 
direction that the pilot ball is to  travel, then play the stroke 
facing the mid-way between that point and where the striker's 
ball is being directed. The angles are the same as in  billiards, 
though it is difficult to obtain an absolute right angle. The "stop 
shot" is also analogous to billiards, the object being to drive the 
pilot ball a long distance and to keep the striker's bail back. 
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Stand further behind than usual, hitting the ball very near the 
bottom of the face of the mallet with a short, sharp hit. The 
proportion of a good "stop shot" is one in six, i.e., that the 
player's ball goes one yard whilst the pilot ball travels six yards. 
"Taking off" is a croquet shot and consists in taking off from 
a ball which is to  be left behind and merely shaken to another 
ball or given spot on the lawn. 

A first-class croquet lawn should be as level as possible with 
a true and consistent surface, no obstacle to  an all-round break 
is therefore present other than the player's lack of skill. If games 
were won by all-round breaks much of the interest would be 
missing. The picking up and assembling the balls and the laying 
of a break at  the conclusion of a turn generally requires infinitely 
more skill and thought than the somewhat automatic execution 
of a three or four-ball break. Once the balls have been assembled 
no difficult shot is required throughout the break, provided the 
player has acquired a certain degree of proficiency in the standard 
shots. The main principle in  either three or four ball breaks is 
always to keep the pilot balls straight in front and sweep them, 
as it were, along the path of direction. The whole secret of break- 
making is correctly rushing the pilot ball to the right spot after 
running a hoop; by doing so the next shot is made easy and the 
approach to the following hoop will become a short straight stop 
shot, ensuring a good position for hoop running. This positioning 
is the hall mark of first-class players and it is noteworthy that it 
is the incompetent player who gives himself during a break 
difficult and oblique approaches t o  hoops, ultimately leading lo 
long and angular hoops to  run and eventually to a break down 
with the balls adjacent and to the advantage of the opponent. 
During a three-ball break the player must keep in mind the 
earliest and safest opportunity for bringing the fourth ball into 
play, for though i t  may be quite simple to  continue with only 
three balls it  is impossible to finish the break satisfactorily unless 
all four balls are in command. The usual method is to leave the 
opponent's balls wired from one another across whichever hoop 
the player's backward ball requires, and retire with the remaining 
balls as far away as possible, taking care that both the opponent's 
balls have an absolutely open shot. If the opponent misses the 
long roquet his ball is a t  once brought into play; should he retire 
into a corner the earliest opportunity of digging him out must 
be taken. A four-ball break is easier to  play, but as some 90 
continuous strokes are required to  complete the round, the demand 
on patience and concentration is  very great, and unless a player 
is in good practice, the hand and eye tire with the simplest shots. 

Peeling, though adding considerable risk to t h e  successful com- 
pletion of a break, may have to be essayed where bisques have 
t o  be given. The break for a double peel (the last two hoops) 
is played in the usual way, care being taken that the ball to be 
peeled (the peelee) and another are sent to the sixth hoop, and 
immediately after making that hoop the peelee is sent through 
the penultimate and the break continued. On the way up to two 
back the peelee must be positioned for the rover hoop, and 
opportunities will occur before making three back and the penulti- 
mate, or even a t  the time when making the rover hoop, to com- 
plete the peel. A triple peel is played in like manner, four back 
being peeled immediately after running the third hoop and the 
ball positioned before making the sixth hoop, when play becomes 
similar to that for a double peel. Tactics play an important part 
in the game and must be guided by the knowledge of your own 
skill and by what you know of your opponent's strength or 
weakness. Broadly speaking, two points must be considered before 
shooting; what will be gained if the roquet is successful and how 
will i t  affect the opponent's next turn if unsuccessful. If,  for 
instance, by going into a corner the opponent will be left with 
a difficult start for a three-ball break, and if by shooting and 
failing to roquet a four-ball break is presented, the course of 
action is obvious. When bisques have to be conceded the balls 
a t  the end of the break should not be left less than eight yards 
from the boundary; thus compelling the opponent either to 
roll up  gently, when the chances oi inakirlg the roquet are riiini. 
mized, or else if he shoots hard and misses, he is faced with a 
seven-yard return roquet should he elect to take a bisque, Al- 

though either ball of a side may be played much can be done to 
compel the opponent to shoot with his forward ball. I t  can be left 
near the hoop of the player's backward ball and in many ways it  is 
possible to influence the progress of the adversary. 

The problem of devising a game between two experts in which 
each player should have an equal chance still awaits solution. 
Execution on a good lawn has become so accurate that the result 
of a match too often depends on the spin of a coin. For instance 
J. Tuckett, meeting C.Corbally in a round of the open champion- 
ship (1913) played blue, the first ball, to the left-hand boundary. 
Corbally hit with red and progressed to four back on a two 
ball break. His opponent missed the long shot with black and 
Corbally finished the game with a triple peel with the fourth 
ball in play. As an exhibition of perfect croquet it  will rarely be 
equalled and yet can scarcely be called a match. I t  is a frequent 
occurrence in first-class croquet for the third ball in play to go 
to the peg and finish the game with the fifth ball. On the other 
hand, the wide range of handicapping (from minus four to plus 
18) gives the less talented players fair chances of being on the 
court, more especially is this the case as there is no limit regard- 
ing the number of possible bisques a player may take in succession 
in any game. 

Winners  o f  the Open Croquet ChampionsJ~ip of England 
since 1907 

1907 R. C. J. Beaton, 1908 C. Corbally, 1909 G. Ashmore, 
1910 C. L. O'Callaghan, 191 I E IVhltaker, 191 2 C L. O'Callaghan, 
1913 C. Corbally, 1914 P . D  Mathews, 191 j to 1918 no competition, 
1919 P. D. Mathews, 1920 P. D. Mathews, 1921 Capt. C. L. O'Cal- 
laghan, 1922 C. E. Pepper, 1923 Capt. H. W. J. Snell, 1924 D. L. 
G. Joseph, 192j Miss D. D. Steel, 1926 Ben C. Apps, 1927 E. 
Whitaker, 1928 Capt. K. H. Coxe, 1929 Lt.-Col. W. B. du Pre, 
1930 Ben C. Apps, 1931 Ben C. Apps, 1932 H. 0 .  Hick, 1933 Miss 
D. D.  Steel, 193-1. Lt.-Col. W. B. du Pre, 1935 Miss D. D.  Steel. 

GLOSSARY 
Roqziet: when the striker's ball in play hits another ball in play. 
Croqztet: when a ball has been roqueted, croquet is taken by 

placing the striker's ball in contact with the ball roqueted, the 
striker's ball is then hit. 

Bisque: an extra turn, given in a game played under handicap. 
Half Bisque: a restricted extra turn, no point can be scored 

for any ball. 
A Point: when a ball runs a hoop or hits the peg in order. 
Rover:  a ball that has run all the hoops. 
Pilot Ball: the ball aimed at. 
Object Ball: the ball from which croquet is taken. 
Peelee: ball to be peeled. 
Tice: one of the opening shots of the game played to such a 

spot as will tempt the opponent to shoot. 
R7ire: a ball is wired from another ball when ( I )  any part of 

the peg or an upright would impede the direct course of any part 
of it  towards any part of the other ball; or (2) any part of the 
peg or hoop so interferes with any part of the swing of the mallet 
that the striker cannot drive his ball freely towards any part of 
the other ball. 

BIBI,IOGRAPRY.-I,O~~ Tollemache, Croquet (2nd ed., 1914) ; C. D. 
Locock, Modern Croquet Tactics (1920) ; G. F. H. Elvey, Croquet 
(1922). The latest Laws of Croquet (1g27), pub, by the Croquet 
Association. Spalding's Lascn Sports (1927). (H. J. W.) 

UNITED STATES 
In  America, croquet is usually played on a court soft. by 6oft., 

or 2jft. by 6oft., surrounded by boundary lines formed by 
strong cord fastened to the four corners. (See  Spalding's Lawn  
Sports, KO. 43 R )  The arrangement of the arches or wickets 
(oval shaped) and stakes should be similar to that shown in the 
diagram. Stakes are set just outside the playing line, half w ~ y  
between the end corners, the first arch 8ft. from the boundary 
line and the second i f t .  from the first; the side arches in line 
across the field with the second arckl, and g f l .  gin. from the 
bo~mdary line, and so on according to the diagram. 

The so-called "pendulum stroke." done by swinging the inallst 
betmeen the legs, made with two hands is most reliable in direct- 
ing the ball, but ladies find the outside stroke less awkward. The 
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first object of the game is to strike the ball to a certain distance 
and no further in its position near another ball; to be near the 
front of its arch; to wire it  so that there can be no direct shot 
on the ball; to put a ball beyond the open shot of a ball already 
wired. The greatest skill is required to drive the object ball to a 
desired position, and especially to make a ball pass to the right or 
left. Making a ball jump over another or over one or more arches 
is also difficult but can be accomplished with some practice. 

The balls are of wood or hard rubber; the stakes of hard wood 
I$ in. in diameter, set a t  the middle of the court just outside 
the playing line and projecting above the court orily 14 in., so as 
to allow a ball to be shot from in front of it in any direction. 
The handles of the mallets are made in various lengths to  conform 
to the size of the player; the size and weight of the wood in the 
head also varies. Balls should have coloured painted bands to 
distinguish them. 

Grounds are laid out in America in various ways, some being 
elliptical in form; arches are often placed a t  widely different 
points, although in America uniformity generally prevails. This 
game is one in which there should be an international uniformity, 
if possible, as a basis for possible international for  
honours in this attractive outdoor pastime. The terms used in 
America for croquet as well as the definitions are different from 
those in ~~~~t ~ ~ i t ~ i ~ .  ~h~ following terms and definitions are 
used in America :- 

Ball in hand, a ball that has roqueted another ball. Ball its play, 
after a ball in hand has taken croquet it  is a ball in play. Bisque, 
an extra stroke allowed at  any time during a game. 

Bombard, to drive one ball by croquet so as to displace an- 
other. Boundary line, the outside limits of the court. 

Caroflt, a rebounding of a ball from stake, arch or another ball. 
Covzbination, the using of two or more balls to effect some par- 

ticular play. Croquet, to place one against another and play 
from it or with it  any way.   his is imperative after a roquet. 

Danger that ball of the adversary which is to be played 
next-the "guilty ball." 

Dead ball, a ball from which or upon which the player has 
taken his turn since making a point. I t  is then dead to all direct 
shots till he makes another point, or has another turn or play. 

Direct shot, when the ball struck vi th the mallet directly passes 
to another ball, or makes carom thereon from a stake or an arch. 

Drive slzot, a shot made so as to send the object ball to some 
desired position. Finesse, to  play a ball where i t  will be of least 
use to  adversary. 

Follow slzot, when the playing ball in taking croquet is made to 
follow the object ball in nearly or quite the same direction. 

Foul strike, a false one-one a t  variance with the rules. 
Innocent ball, the last-played ball of adversary. 
Juntp shot, striking a ball so as to make it  jump over any obsta- 

cle between it  and the object aimed at. 
Live ball, a ball upon which the playing ball has a right to 

play. Object ball, the ball a t  which the player aims. 
Odds, extra stroke or strokes allowed by superior players to 

equalize playing. (See BISQUE.) 
Playing line, real or imaginary line 30 in. inside of boundary 

line, on which balls are placed for playing when they have passed 
beyond it or outside the boundary line. 

Run, the making of a number of points in one turn of play. 
Split shot, any croquet from a ball upon which a ball has 

counted. Set-up, a position of advantage secured by a player in 
the interests of his partner ball. 

Wiring, to  wire a ball is to place it  so that it \vill be behind a 
wire (or arch), thus preventing an open or direct shot. 

"Tight Croquet," another variety of the sport, is really consid- 
ered a giant game of pool or billiards, requiring strategy and 
great skill. I t  is played on a court 38 ft. by 44 ft. with hard rubber 
balls 34 in. in diameter, weighing about I lb. each. The mallets 
\veigh from 2 to j lb. each, and the heads are bound at  either end 
with heavy brass bands. The mallets are swung with one hand 
instead of two. One wicket is  laced in the middle of the court. 
facing the ends and in line with the other four, instead of two 
placed in the ccntre facing the sides as in the original game. "Tight 

Croquet" was originated by C. L. Rice in 1876. J. H. Welsh started 
the Union Croquet Club in Central park, New York, in 1890; this 
club meets every day, except in exceptionally stormy weather, on 
the sheep meadow near the mall in the park. The Brooklyn Cro- 
quet Club meets in Prospect park, and this organization includes 
many expert players among its members. "Hun Croquet," an- 
other version, is played in Central park by an exclusive gathering. 
This game. too, is slightly different from the others. (J. B. P.)  

CRORE. An Anglo-Indian term for a hundred lakhs or ten 
million rupees. I t  is in common use for statistics of trade and 
coinage. In  the days when the rupee mas u-orth its face value of 
zs., a crore of rupees was worth exactly a million sterling. The 
Hindustani is karor. 

CROSBY, F A N N Y  (Mrs. Frances Jane Crosby Van Al- 
s t ~ n e )  (1820-1915), fherican hymn writer, was born in South- 
east, Putnam county, N. Y., on March 24. 1820. AS the result of 
an illness at the age of six weeks, she lost her sight. In  March 
1835, she entered the Institution for the Blind in New York city, 
remaining 1 2  Years as a pupil and I3  Years as an instructor, and 
devoting much time to the study of poetry. On March 5 ,  1858, 
she married Alexander Van Alstyne. She was interested in religious 
work, being closely associated ~ i t h  Dwight Moody, George C. 
Stebbins, Ira D.  Sankey and William H. Doane. Her  first hymn 
to attract attention and to be translated into many languages was 
"Pass Me Not, 0 Gentle Saviour," written in 1868. Among the 
best known of her many hymns are: "Safe in the Arms of Jesus"; 
=saved by ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ;  u ~ e s c u e  the perishing"; "Blessed ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ;  
"saviour, M~~~ ~h~~  if^ to ~ ~ n ;  usome  D~~ the silver c o r d  
1JTill Break." See S. Trevana Jackson, Fanny Crosby's Story of 
i~inety-four years (191 j). 

CROSBY, a municipal borough in the Bootle and Ormskirk 
parliamentary divisions of Lancashire, England, a t  the mouth of 
the M~~~~~ between ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l .  from which it is mi, N.w., and 
Southport, being a district for  both. Pop. (est, 1938) 
55,780 Area (including foresllore) 10.7 sq.rni. The borougll was 
incorporated in 1937 and consists of the former urban districts 
of Great Crosby and Waterloo-with-Seaforth. 

CROSS and CRUCIFIXION, an instrument, and method, 
of capital punishment widely used in anciellt limes. It is doubtful 

whether crucifixion was en~ployed 
by the Greeks; the Romans, who 
inflicted it  only on slaves and 
criminals of the lowest class, 
probably borrowed it  from the 
Carthaginians, among whom its 
use was frequent. Hints of its 
use among the Jews have been 
seen in Deut. xxi. 22-23; Josh. 
viii. 29, x. 26. 

The victim of this cruel pun- 
ishment was either impaled on, 
or bound to, an upright stake 
(crz~x simplex) ;.or else fastened, 
by cords or by nails through his 
hands and feet, to an upright post 
(stipes) with a cross-bar (pati- 
bzdz~lr1~). In  either case he was 
then left to die of exhaustion, 
thirst and wounds (under the Ro- 

P E R M , S S I O A  ( D , ,  S I R  B ,  F L E T C H E R ,  
mans crucifixion was always pre- 

ronv A R C H I T E C T U R E , "  1 9 2 8  ( B A T S F O R D ,  : ceded by scourging). Besides the 
( E . .  F . l  v ~ O L L E T . L E - D U C ,  " D 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . '  simple stake, the Romans used 
A .  B. S I M P L E  ENGLISH GOTHIC;  C. three kinds of cross: the crux 
MODERN FRENCH;  D, J .  COMPLEX 
E N G L I S H  FORMS; E, F. F R E N C H  ~ ~ f n m i s s a ,  or t a u  cross (T), 
G O T H I C ;  G ,  K. CELTIC: H .  A R M E -  sometimes called St. Anthony's 
N I A N ;  L.  9TH C E N T U R Y  Cross; 6. immissa, or Latin cross 
( f )  ; C. decausata, or St. Andrew's cross (X:. By general tra- 
dition, it was on a crux iwz??:?'ssa that Christ died; but some hold it  
was the tau cross. After the scourging, the criminal was made to 
carry his cross to the place of execution; he was then stripped 
naked, and nailed or bound to the cross as it  lay on the ground, or 
after it had been set up in position. The former method is most 
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frequently found in representations of the crucifixion of Christ; 
but a few miniatures and other paintings depict Him as mounting 
a ladder placed against the cross, and the ladder is not infrequently 
found among the mediaeval "Emblems of the Passion." 

Pre-Chris t ian Crosses.-The cross has been used both as a 
religious symbol and as an ornament from the dawn of man's 
civilization. Various objects, dating from periods long anterior to  
the Christian era, have been found, marked 
with crosses of different designs, in almost m every part of the old world. India, Syria, 
Persia and Egypt have all yielded number- 
less examples, while numerous instances. 
dating from the later Stone age to Chris- 
tian times, have been found in nearly every FIG. l.-PRE-CHRlSTIAN 
part of Europe. The use of the cross as a CROSS CALLED "TAU"  

religious symbol in pre-Christian times and ~ ~ O ~ R E 1 ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ N C E  

among non-Christian peoples may prob- 
ably be regarded as almost universal, and in very many cases 
it was connected with some form of nature worship. Two of the 
most frequent forms of pre-Christian cross are the tau cross, 
so named from its resemblance to the Greek capital letter T, 
and the swastika or f y l fo t  5 also called "Ga?nncadion" or crux 
ganznzata, owing to its form being that of four Greek capital 
letters gam?wa r placed together. The tau cross with a handle 
( crflx alzsata) often occurs in Egyptian and Assyrian s c ~ l p .  
tures as a symbol of divinity. The swastika has a very wide 
range of distribution and is found on ail kinds of objects. ~t 
was used as a religious emblem in India and China many ten- 
turies before the christian era, and is met with on prehistoric 
nlonuments from various parts of Europe, and America, ~t 
is, in fact, a device of such common occurrence on objects of pre- 
Christian origin that it is hardly necessary to specify individual in- 
stances. The cross, as a device in different forms and often en- 
closed in a circle, is of frequent occurrence on coins and medals of 
pre-Christian date in France and elsewhere. Indeed, objects 
marked with pre-Christian crosses are to be seen in every impor- 
tant museum. 

E a r l y  Chr i s t i an  Crosses.-The death of Christ on a cross 
necessarily conferred a new significance on the figure, which had 
hitherto been associated with a conception of religion not merely 
non-Christian, but in essence often directly opposed to it. I t  was 
not, however, till the time of Constantine that the cross was 
publicly used as the symbol of the Christian religion. Till then its 
employment had been restricted and private among the Chris- 
tians themselves. Under Constantine it  became the acknowledged 
symbol of Christianity, just as long afterwards the crescent was 
adopted as the symbol of the Mohammedan religion. Constantine's 
conversion to Christianity is attributed to his vision of the cross 

in the sky with the accompanying words rn i v  ~ 0 1 ~ ~  v i ~ a  ("in this conquer"), on 
the eve of his victory over hlaxentius in 
312. The finding of the holy cross by his 
mother, St. Helena, in 326, is commemo- 
rated by a festival, on htay 3, called the 
"Invention of the Holy Cross." The legend 
is that when visiting in Palestine, she was 
guided to the site of the crucifixion by an 

FIG. 2 -FYLFOT PRE. 
aged Jew, who had inherited traditional 

CROSS, C O M -  knowledge as to its position. After the 
POSED OF F O UR  C A P I T A L  ground had been dug to a considerable 
GA MMAS ,  r .  W IT H  BASES depth three crosses were found, together 
SET. IS ALSO CALLED with the superscription placed over the 
"SWASTIKA" Saviour's head and the nails with which 
H e  was crucified. His cross was identified by the miraculous 
cure of a sick woman who was stretched upon it. This legend is 
related by writers such as St. Ambrose, Rufinus, Sulpicius Severus 
and others, but it  is discounted by the silence of Eusebius and by 
the existence of an older legend, according to which the true 
cross was found by Protonice, the wife of the emperor Claudius. 
I t  is clear, however, that before the end of the 4th century 
there was at  Jerusalem what was believed to be a relic of the 
true cross; and it  seems probable that this was found during the 

753 
excavations conducted by Macarius, bishop of Jerusalem, c. 327. 

Another festival of the holy cross is kept on Sept. 14 and is 
known as the "Exaltation of the Holy Cross." I t  seems to have 
originated at  Jerusalem, to  commemorate first the dedication, in 
the year 335, of the churches built on the sites of the crucifixion 
and the holy sepulchre and afterwards the restoration by Herac- 
lius, in 629, of the relic which had been carried off by the Persians 
in 614. I t  came into observance at  Rome before the end of the 7th 
century and has long been one of the principal feasts of the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

The superscription placed over the Saviour's head, which St. 
Helena is said to have found with the cross, seems to have been 
sent by Constantine to  Rome, where it  is now preserved in the 
church of S. Croce in Gerusalemme. As regards the nails, a ques- 
tion has arisen as to their number. I n  most of the early pictures 
of the Crucifixion the feet are shown as separately nailed to the 
cross. but a t  a later period they are crossed, and a single nail fixes 
them. I n  the former case there would be four nails, in the latter 
only three; and it has been argued that there were probably only 
two, one for each hand. Four is the number generally accepted: 
one is said to have been cast by St. Helena into the sea, during a 
storm, in order to  subdue the waves; another is said to have been 
beaten out into the iron circlet of the crown of Lombardy, now 
preserved at  IVfonza. Some 30 n ~ o r e  "holy nails" are preserved 
among the relics at  Milan, Carpentras and other ~ l a c e s .  

The employment of the cross as the Christian symbol has been 
SO manifold in its variety and application, and the different forms 
to which the figure has been adapted and elaborated are SO com- 
plex, that it  is only possible to  deal with the outline of the subject. 

We learn from Tertullian and other early Christian writers of 
the constant use which the Christians of those days made of the 
sign of the Cross. Tertullian (De Cor. Mil. cap. iii.) says: "At 
each journey and progress, a t  each coming in and going out, a t  
the putting on of shoes, a t  the bath, at meals, a t  the kindling of 
lights, a t  bedtime, a t  sitting down, whatsoever occupation engages 
us, we mark the brow with the sign of the cross." We should 
naturally expect, therefore, to find it  very frequently used in the 
public worship of the Church. The earliest liturgical forms are 
comparatively late, and are without rubrics, but allusions by early 
writers to the ceremonial use of the sign of the cross in the ~ u b l i c  
services are so numerous, and lay such stress upon it, that we are 
left in no doubt on the point. St. Augustine, indeed, speaks of 
the sacraments as not duly ministered if the use of the sign of the 
cross were absent from their ministration (Honz. cxviii. i?z St .  
Joa78). As to its later liturgical use we need only refer to the 
service books of the Greek and Latin churches, which plainly indi- 
cate the frequency of ,  and the importance attached to, its employ- 
ment. I ts  occasional use is retained by the Lutherans, and in the 
Church of England it  is authoritatively used a t  baptism, and at  
the "sacring" or anointing of the sovereign at  the coronation. 

Besides the forms of cross already described, the equilateral or 
Greek cross ( f )  should be mentioned. I t  appears, though rarely, 

on early Christian monuments, and from 
the 4th century onwards has been of fre- 
quent use, especially in the Eastern 
Churches. 

Hera ld ic  Crosses.-The cross in one 
form or other appears on the flags and en- 
signs of many Christian countries. The 
English cross of St. George is a plain red 
cross on a white ground; the Scottish cross 

FIG. 3.-MALTESE CROSS. of St. Andrew is a plain diagonal white 
BADGE O F  T H E  K N I G H T S  cross (heraldically termed a saltire) on a 
OF MALTA blue ground, and the Irish cross of St. 
Patrick is a plain diagonal red cross on a white ground. These 
three crosses are combined in the Union Jack. (See FLAG.) 

The cross has also been adopted by many orders of knighthood. 
Perhaps the best known of these is the cross of the knights of 
Malta. I t  is a white cross of eight points on a black ground (fig 
3) and is the proper Slaltese cross, a name which is often wrongly 
applied to the cross pate'e (fig. 4).  The knights of the Garter use 
the cross of St. George, as do those of the order of St. Michael 



CROSS 
and St. George; the knights of the Thistle use St. Andrew's cross, 
and those of St. Patrick the cross of St. Patrick charged with a 
shamrock leaf. (For crosses of religious orders see COSTUME.) 

Akin to the crosses of knightly orders are those which figure as 
charges on coats of arms. The science of heraldry evolved a 
wonderful variety of cross-forms during the period it held sway 
in the middle ages. The different forms of cross used in heraldry 
are, in fact, so numerous that it  is only the larger works on that 
subject, which attempt to record them all. 
(For such crosses see HERALDRY.) 

C h u r c h  Crosses.-In the middle ages 
the cross-form, in one way or another, was 
predominant everywhere, and was intro- 
duced whenever opportunity offered itself 
for doing so. The larger churches were 
planned on its outline, so that the ridge line 
of their roofs proclaimed it far and wide. 
This was more particularly followed in 

is an exception. 

m 
north Europe, but when it  was first intro- 4'-CR0SS 

duced is not quite certain. Practically all the ancient cathedral 
churches of England and J17ales are cruciform in plan; Llandaff 

The artistic skill and ingenuity of the mediaeval designer have 
produced cross designs of endless variety and of singular elegance 
and beauty. Some of the most beautiful 
of these designs are the gable crosses of the 
old churches. Fig. 5 shows the west gable 
cross d Washburn church, Worcestershire; 
fig. 6 that of the nave ofCastle Acre church, 
Norfolk; and fig. 7 the east gable cross of 
Hethersett church in that county. They 
may be taken as good examples of a type 
of cross which is often of great beauty, but 
i t  is overlooked owing to its bad position 
for observation. 

Other architectural crosses, of great 
beauty of design, are those which occur on 
the grave slabs of the middle ages. In- 
stances of a plainer type occur in Saxon CROSS O F  WASHBURN 

times, but after the I rth century they were C  H  U  R  C  H .  WORCESTER- 

fashioned after the intricate and beautiful 
designs with which ancient churches are, as a rule, so plentifully 
supplied. Sometimes these crosses are incised in the slab, some- 
times they are executed in low relief. The long shaft of the cross 
is most commonly plain, but in many instances branches, with 
leaf designs, are thrown out a t  intervals down the entire length of 
the shaft. The Calvary cross (Latin cross on steps) is sometimes 
found. Fig. 8 from Stradsett church, Nor- 
folk, and fig. 9 from Bosbury church, Here- 
fordshire, are good examples of the designs 
a t  the head of sepulchral crosses. Of up- 
right standing crosses the Irish and Iona 
types are well known, and their great artis- 
tic beauty and elaboration and excellence 
of sculpture are universally recognized. 
These crosses are sometimes spoken of as 
"Runic Crosses," some of them bearing in- 
scriptions in Runic characters. Standing 
crosses, of different kinds, were commonly 
set up  in every suitable place during the 
middle ages, as the mutilated bases and F I G .  6.- CROSS ON NAVE 
shafts still remaining readily testify. Such O F  CASTLE A C R E C H U R C H ,  

crosses were erected in the centre of the 
market place, in the churchyard, on the village green, or as boun- 
dary stones, or marks to guide the traveller. Some, like the Black 
Friars cross at Hereford, were preaching stations, others, like the 
beautiful Eleanor crosses a t  Northampton. Geddington and Wal- 
tham, were coinmemorative in character. Of these latter crosses, 
which marked the places where the funeral procession of Queen 
Eleanor halted on its way from Nottinghamshire to Jtrestminster, 
there were originally ten or more, erected between 1291 and 1294. 
These crosses, like the Black Friars cross at Hereford, are elabo- 

rate architectural erections, and very similar to them in this 
respect are the beautiful market crosses a t  Winchester, Chithester, 
Salisbury, Devizes, Shepton h'Iallet, Leighton Buzzard, etc. Of 
churchyard crosses, as distinguished from memorial crosses in 
churchyards, one of the most perfect now remaining stands in the 
churchyard of Somerby, in Lincolnshire (Tennyson's birthplace), 
a tall shaft surmounted by a pedimented tabernacle, on one side 
of which is the Crucifixion, on the other the Virgin and Child. 
Churchyard crosses may have been used as 
occasional preaching stations, for reading 
the Gospel in the Palm Sunday procession, 
and for public proclamations after the 
chief Sunday morning service, much in the 
same way that market crosses were used 
for proclamations on market days. 

Bishops' Crosses.-Mention should be 
made of ecclesiastical crosses and their 
ceremonial use. From a fairly early period 
it has been the prerogative of an archbishop 
or metropolitan to  have a cross borne be- 
fore him within the limits of his province. 
The archiepiscopal cross must not be con- 
fused with the crozier or pastoral staff. The 
latter, which is formed with a crook at  the 
end, is quite distinct, and is used by arch- F I G .  7.- EAST GABLE 

bishops and bishops alike, who bear it with O F  HETHERSETT 

the left hand inprocessions, and when bless- 
ing the people. The archiepiscopal cross, on the contrary, is always 
borne before the archbishop or during the vacancy of the archiepis- 
copal see before the guardian of the spiritualities sede vacanfe. 
Good illustrations of the archiepiscopal cross occur on the monu- 
mental brasses of Archbishop Waldeby, of 
York (1398), a t  Westminster Abbey, and 
of Archbishop Cranley, of Dublin (1417), 
in New College chapel, Oxford. 

The custom of carrying a cross a t  the 
head of an ecclesiast~cal procession seems 
to have been general in early times. The 
long shaft was sometimes removable, so 
that the cross or crucifix at  the top could 
be set in a stand and kept on the altar. 
This was perhaps the origin of the altar- 
cross, of whose use there seems no in- C H U R C H .  NO RF OL K STRADSETT 

disputable evidence before the I I th cen- 
tury. (See H. Thurston, Cath. Encyl, iv. 533.) 

As a personal ornament the cross came into common use, and 
was usually worn over the chest (and so called a pectoral cross), 
suspended by a chain from the neck. A cross of this kind, of very 
great interest and beauty, was found about 
1690 on the breast of Queen Dagmar, the 
wife of Waldemar II. ,  king of Denmark 
(d. 1213). I t  is of Byzantine design and 
workmanship, and is of enamelled gold 
(fig. 10 shows both sides of i t ) ;  on one 
side is the Crucifixion, on the other the 
half-figure of our Lord in the centre, with 
the Virgin and St. John the Evangelist 
on either side, and St. Chrysostom and 
St. Basil above and below. At the pres- 
ent day a pectoral cross forms part of 
the recognized insignia of a Roman 
Catholic bishop, and is worn by him F I G. 9.- SEPULCHRAL 
over his robes, but this official use of the C R O S S  FROM B O S B U R Y  

pectoral cross is quite modern. The cus- C H U R C H ,  H E R E F O R D S H I R E  

tom appears to have taken rise in the 17th century on the Conti- 
nent. A cruciform reliquary was found on the body of St. Cuth- 
bert when his tomb was opened in 1827, but it was evidently 
worn as an object of devotion, not as part of his episcopal attire. 
The custom of wearing a pectoral cross over ecclesiastical robes 
has, curiously enough, been copied from the comparatively modern 
Roman Catholic usage by the Lutheran bishops and superintend- 
ents of Scandinavia and Prussia; and in Sweden the cross is now 
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delivered to the new bishop, on his installation in office, by the 
archbishop of Uppsala, together with the mitre and crozier. Within 
the last generation the use of a pectoral cross, worn over their 
robes as part of the insignia of the episcopal office, has been 
adopted by  some bishops of the Church of England, but it has no 
ancient sanction or authority. 

FIGS. 1 0  A N D  11.-THE OBVERSE A N D  REVERSE O F  A N  ENAMELLED GOLD 
C R O S S  O F  BYZANTINE D E S I G N  A N D  WORKMANSHIP F O U N D  IN 1 6 9 0  O N  
THE BREAST OF Q U E E N  DAGMAR. W I F E  O F  WALDEMAR 11. .  KING O F  
DENMARK ( D .  1 2 1 3 ) .  O N E  S I D E  S H O W S  T H E  CRUCIFIXION:  THE OTHER, 
CHRIST WITH T H E  V I R G I N  A N D  S T .  J O H N  O N  EITHER S I D E ,  S T .  CHRY- 
SOSTOM ABOVE,  A N D  S T .  B A S I L  BELOW 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. Lipsius, De Cruce lZbri 111. (1593) ; J. Bingham, 
Antiquities o f  the Christian Church (1708) ; E. L. Cutts, Manual o f  
Sepulchral Slabs and Crosses (1849) ; J .  P, Bergeau, History of  the 
Holy Cross (1863) ; C ,  de Mortillet, L a  Signe de la croix avant le 
Christianisme (1866) ; H.  Leclerc in F. Cabrol, Dictionnaire d'archd- 
ologie chre'tienne, et de liturgie, iii. (1903) ; F. Cabrol and H. Thurston 
in Catholic Encyclopaedia, iv. (1907). 

CROSSBILL, the common name of a genus (Loxia) of the 
finch family (Fringillidae), remarkable in that the upper and 
lower sheaths of the bill cross one another obliquely. This is cor- 
related with the bird's habit of feeding on pine seeds, the formation 
of the bill enabling it  to  hold apart the scales while extracting the 
seed with its tongue. (See Yarrell, Zool. Journ., iv. pp. 457-465, 
PI. xiv., figs. 91-7.) The common crossbill (L. curvirostra) is 
about the size of a skylark, but more stoutly built. The plumage 
of the adult cock is a rich crim- 
son, with patches of flame-colour; 
these are replaced in captivity by 
dull o r  a n  g e or bright golden 
yellow. The female is yellowish 
green; the young, before the 
first moult, a dull olive. Cross- 
bills live in small flocks and are 
great wanderers. The nest is 
rudely constructed and the eggs 
resemble those of the greenfinch, 
but are larger. This species is dis- 

of the Atlas mountains. The A MERICAN RED CROSSBILL ON THE 
larger parrot-crossbill (L. pity- B RANCH O F  A F I R  T REE,  T H E  CONES 

opsittacus) inhabits Scandinavia. OF WHrCH I T  O P E N S  WITH I T S  

Two species are found in Amer- P L I E R - L I K E  

ica; L. curvirostra minor differs from the British species in its 
smaller bill; the second form, L. leucoptera, is smaller, rose- 
coloured, and m-ith white wing-bars. 

CROSS-BOW. An ancient missile-throwing weapon consist- 
ing of a bow fixed transversely upon a stock that contains a 
groove to guide the missile, a notch to hold the string of the 
bow, and a trigger to release it. There were several varieties of 
cross-bows, viz.-goat's-foot, windlass, catch, German, cross-bow 
B galet, ramrod, the Chinese and the arbalest, which usually fired 
quarrels or square-headed bolts, and was so stiff that a mechanical 

contrivance was required to bend it. Those of the cavalry were 
lighter than those of the infantry. 

CROSSED CHEQUE: see CHEQUE. 
CROSSEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of 

Brandenburg, on the Oder, 31 mi. S.E. of Frankfort-on-Oder by 
rail. Pop. (1939) 10,584. 

I t  was founded in 1005 and was important during the middle 
ages as a point of passage across the Oder. I t  attained civic rights 
in 1232 and was for a time the capital of a Silesian duchy, which 
passed to Brandenburg in 1482. 

There are manufactories of copper and brass ware, while in 
the surrounding country fruit growing is important. Trade is 
mainly in wine, fruit and fish. 

CROSS-HEAD, the joint between a piston rod and a con- 
necting rod (q.v.) constrained to move so that the piston rod 
travels to and fro in a straight line and the connecting rod oscil- 
lates about the junction. 

(See STEAM ENGINE.) 
CROSSING, in architecture, the intersection of the nave and 

transept. 
CROSSKEY, HENRY WILLIAM (1826-1893), English 

geologist and Unitarian minister, was born a t  Lewes in  Sussex. 
on ~ e c .  7, 1826. H e  became an authority on glacial geology, 
and in conjunction with David Robertson wrote many papers on 
the post-tertiary fossiliferous beds of Scotland (Trans. Geol. 
Soc. Glasgow). H e  also prepared for the British Association a 
valuable series of reports (1873-92) on the erratic blocks of Eng- 
land, Wales, and Ireland. With David Robertson and G. S. Brady 
he wrote the Monograph of the post-tertiary Entomostraca of 
Scotland, etc., for the Palaeontographical Society (18 74). H e  died 
at  Edgbaston, Birmingham, on Oct. I ,  1893. 

See R. A. Armstrong, H. W. Crosskey: his Lije and W o r k  (1895). 
CROSS RIVER, a river of West Africa, over soom. long. I t  

rises in  6" N., 10" 30' E. in the mountains of the Cameroons and 
flows a t  first north-west. I n  8" 48' E., 5" 50' N. are a series of 
rapids; below this point the river is navigable for shallow-draught 
boats. At 8" 20' E., 6" 10' N., its most northern point, the river 
turns south-west, and then south, entering the Gulf of Guinea 
through the Calabar estuary. The Calabar river, which rises about 
5" 30' N., 8' 30' E., has a course parallel to, and 10 to 2om. E. of, 
the Cross river. Near its mouth, on its east bank, is the town 
of Calabar (q.v.). I t  enters the estuary in 4" 4 5' N. The  Cross, 
Calabar, Kwa and other streams farther east, which rise on the 
flanks of the Cameroon mountains, form a large delta. 

CROSS-ROADS, BURIAL AT, in former times the 
method of disposing of executed criminals and suicides. The 
explanation is that the ancient Teutonic peoples often built their 
altars a t  the cross-roads, and as human sacrifices, especially of 
criminals, formed part of the ritual, these spots came t o  be re- 
garded as execution grounds. After the introduction of Chris- 
tianity, criminals and suicides were buried a t  the cross-roads 
during the night, in order to assimilate their funeral t o  that of 
the pagans. An example of a cross-road execution-ground was 
the famous Tyburn in London, which stood on the spot where 
the Oxford, Edgware and London roads met. 

CROSS SPRINGER, in  architecture, the block from which 
the diagonal ribs of a vault spring or start. 

CROSSWORD. A crossword puzzle consists of a diagram, 
usually rectangular, divided into squares, each of which, when 
not cancelled, has eventually to  contain a letter of the alphabet; 
and the great majority of these letters form part of two words, one 
running downwards and one across. Each number in a diagram 
represents the beginning of a word (an occasional reversal or 
jumbling of letters of accepted abbreviation being permitted) 
continuing until i t  reaches an obstacle, and corresponds with the 
number of a printed clue which has to suggest the word to the 
solver. 

The first crosswords seem to have been printed in England 
during the 19th century. These were of an elementary kind, and 
occurred in books of general puzzles for  the nursery. They had 
to cross the Atlantic, as did the game of rounders, before being 
developed into a serious adult pastime. In  1923 they became the 
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most talked-of form of entertainment in the United States, being 
published by most of the popular ne

w

spapers, and in a few 
months had returned to take England by storm. Though American 
enthusiasm for them has diminished somewhat and though they 
have failed to become firmly established in other European coun- 
tries England has remained faithful to these puzzles for many 
years, and there seem to be no signs of waning in their popularity. 

At first diagrams were confined to ( a )  symmetrical patterns of 
shaded or blacked out squares within the rectangle; but soon there 

Across Down 
I. Science of lying 

11. Passes the summer 
12. Class of a ship 
13. A gasteropod 
14. Horse for riding 
16. Dog that hunts by scent 
19. Springy 
22. Kind of beetle 
23. Respectful address 
24. A metal 
25. Short promissory note 
26. STarious years (abbrev.) 
27. Lifting tool 
29. Objector on conscientious 

grounds (abbrev.) 
30. Old sneeze 
31. Disciple (rev.) 

I. A cheese 
2. Wave 
3. Lower part of river , 
4. Instruments 
5. Mark of a blow 
6. Across 
7. House god 
8. Eary 
9. Seize 
10. A life interest (rev.) 
15. Oily fruit 
I 7. An inflammation 
18. Drink made from dough 
zo. To  corner 
21. Daughter of Inachus 
z 2 .  Dreadful 
28. State of America (abbrev.) 

were introduced (b) an asymmetrical scattering of squares, ( c )  a 
plain diagram with no squares cancelled and the ends of words 
marked simply by a thick line (fig. I ) ,  ( d )  isolated but quite 
successful examples of pictorial designs, either in outline con- 
taining the diagram, or in line inside the diagram, or a combina- 
tion of both and ( e )  diagramless puzzles with no clue given to the 
position or length of the words. 

There have been many variations from the "general" type of 
crossword, and these seem to become increasingly popular. All 
or most of the words in one puzzle, for instance, will bear upon 
some announced theme, as cricket, or Gilbert and Sullivan. 
Again, some clues will be omitted altogether, but a direction be 
given that the words thus neglected belong to a particular class: 
jewels, for example, or the, words in a quotation. Or  every word 
will have some given prefix, suffix, or part in common, and only 
the rest of the word will actually fill the spaces in the diagram: 
(cat)alepsy, (Cat)hay, etc.; unc(tion), cap(tion), etc.; qu(it)e, 
cr(it)ic, etc. 

The crossword is also being used in a few journalistic series as 
a medium for searching literary and generally recondite examina- 
tion. The puzzle is set with a view to difficulty, though fair diffi- 
culty, and the clues, presented either in prose or verse, are made 
a s  allusive as playing upon words or a tortuous humour can make 
them. This development, though of its nature it  can never appeal 
to  the average newspaper reader, has made the crossword popular 
in circles for which the ordinary type was inevitably too simple. 

(E. P. M.) 

CROTCH, WILLIAM ( I  7 75-1 847), English musician, born 
at Korwich, supplies an instance of a musical prodigy who hardly 
fulfilled the promise of his youth. When scarcely more than 
two years of age he played upon an organ something like the 
tune of "God save the King," while a t  the age of four he came 
to London and gave daily recitals in the rooms of a milliner in 
Piccadilly. The precocity of his musical intuition was moreover 
almost equalled'by a similarly early aptitude for drawing. I n  
the result, however, these astonishing early powers came to 
nothing in any way exceptional. H e  developed into a sound and 
worthy musician who filled various important positions with 
credit, but nothing more. 

CROTCHET (from the Fr. croche, a hook; whence also the 
Anglicized "crochet," pronounced as in French, for the knitting- 
work done with a hook instead of on pins), properly a small 
hook, and so used of the hook-like sefae or bristles found in cer- 
tain worms which burrow in sand. I n  music, a crotchet is a note 
of half the value of a minim, and double that of a quaver; it  is 
marked by a round black head and a line without a tail or hook. 
By American musicians the term quarter-note is preferred to  
crotchet. The French croclte is used of a "quaver" which has a 
tail, but in  ancient music the seminzini?na, the modern crotchet, is 
marked by an open note with a hook. 

CROTHERS, RACHEL (1878- ), American playwright, 
was born in Bloomington, Ill., in 1878. She graduated a t  the 
Illinois State Normal school in 1892 and then studied dramatic 
art in Boston and New York. She made her first stage appear- 
ance as a member of Felix Morris's company in New York city, 
and was afterwards a member of Madame Rhea's company. Her  
first play to be professionally produced was The  Rector a t  the 
Madison Square theatre, N.Y., on April 3. 1903. She has pro- 
duced and directed her own plays, the most representative of them 
dealing with the general question of woman's rights, the most 
popular of them being A Man's World, produced in 1909 (pub- 
lished in Boston, 1915) ; He and She, produced in 191 I (pub- 
lished in A. H .  Quinn's Representative Anzericarz Plays, 1917); 
Old Lady 31, produced in 1916 (published with iMary tlte Third 
and A Little Journey in Tlcree Plays by Rachel Crothers, 1923) ; 
Nice People, produced in 1921 (published in M. J. Moses' Repre- 
se?ztative Anzerican Dramas, Boston, 1925, in A. H.  Quinn's Con- 
tenzporary American Plays, 1923, and also with Expressing 
Willie, produced 1924, and 39 East, produced 1919, in Three 
Plays by Rachel Crothers, 1924). Her one-act plays were pub- 
lished in London in One-Act Plays for Stage and Study, and in 
Six One-Act Plays, Boston, 1925. Later plays were W h e n  Ladies 
Meet (1932) and S~isan and God (1937). 

CROTONA, CROTO or CROTON (Gr. Kp6mv,  mod. 
Crotone), a Greek town in southern Italy on the east coast of the 
territory of the Bruttii (mod. Calabria), 7 mi. N W. of the 
Lacinian promontory. I t  was founded by a colony of Achaeans 
led by hlyscellus in 710 B.C. Like Sybaris, i t  soon became a city 
of power and wealth. I t  was especially celebrated for its successes 
in the Olympic games from 588 B.C. onwards, Milo being the 
most famous of its athletes. Pythagoras established himself 
here between 540 and 530 B.C. and formed a society of 300 dis- 
ciples (among whom was Milo). I n  510 B.C. Crotona was strong 
enough to defeat the Sybarites, and raze their city to  the ground. 
Shortly afterwards, however, the disciples of Pythagoras were 
driven out, and a democracy established. The victory of the 
Locrians and Phlegians over Crotona in 480 B.C. marked the be- 
ginning of its decline. I t  suffered after this from the attacks of 
Dionysius I., who became its master for  12 years, of the 
Bruttii, and of Agathocles, and even more from the invasion of 
Pyrrhus, after which in 277 the Romans obtained possession of 
it. Livy states that the walls had a length of 12 m. and that 
about half the area within them had at  that time ceased to be 
inhabited. After the battle of Cannae, Crotona revolted from 
Rome, and Hannibal made it  his winter quarters for three years. 

The importance of the city was mainly due to its harbour, 
which, though not a good one, was the only port between Tarentum 
and Rhegium. Remains of a ship loaded with a cargo of classical 
marbles were found in it. The original settlement occupied 



the hill above it (143 f t . )  and later became the acropolis. I t s  
healthy situation was famous in antiquity, and to this was ascribed 
its superiority in athletics; i t  was the seat also of a famous 
medical school. Of the exact site of the ancient city and its 
remains practically nothing is known. On the Lacinian promon- 
tory was the famous temple of Hera Lacinia of which only one 
column is standing. I t  was approached by a processional way 
from Croton, which, in front of the gate into the enclosure wall, 
was some 20 yards wide. 

CROT'ONALDEHYDE is formed from aldol (see ALDE- 
HYDES: Aldolization) when the latter loses water. I ts  chemical 
formula is CH3.CH:CH.CH0, and on oxidation it  passes into 
crotonic acid, C4HGO2. I t  is of importance in the manufacture of 
rubber (see RUBBER: PRODUCTION AND MANUFACTURE). 

CROTON OIL, an oil prepared from the seeds of Croton 
Tiglium, a tree belonging to the family Euphorbiaceae, and 
native or cultivated in India and the Malay Islands. The seeds 
resemble those of the castor-oil plant, but have not their polished 
and mottled surface. The kernels contain from jo to  60% of 
oil, which is obtained by pressing them, when bruised to a pulp, 
between hot plates. Croton oil is a transparent and viscid liquid 
of a brownish or pale-yellow tinge, and acrid, peculiar and per- 
sistent taste, a disagreeable odour and acid reactions. I t  is soluble 
in volatile oils, carbon disulphide and ether, and to some extent 
in alcohol. I t  contains acetic, butyric and valeric acids, with 
glycerides of acids of the same series, and a volatile body. CjHgO2, 
tiglic acid, metameric with angelic acid, and identical with methyl- 
crotonic acid, CH3.CH:C (CH3) (Co2H).  The odour is due to 
various volatile acids, which are present to the extent of about 
1%. A substance called crotonal appears to be responsible for its 
external, but not its internal, action. The latter is probably due 
to  crotolinic acid, C9H14O2, which has active purgative properties. 
The maximum dose of croton oil is two minims, one-fourth of that 
quantity being usually ample. 

Applied to  the skin, croton oil acts as a powerful irritant, 
inducing so much inflammation that definite pustules are formed. 
Taken internally, even in minute doses, croton oil very soon 
causes much colic and a fluid diarrhoea. In  larger doses it  produces 
severe gastroenteritis. The same result may follow absorption of 
croton oil by the skin. 

The minuteness of the dose, the certainty of the action, and 
the large amount of fluid drained away constitute this the best 
drug for  administration t o  an unconscious patient, especially in 
apoplexy, or to  insane patients refusing to take any drug. One 
drop of the oil, placed on the back of the tongue, must inevitably 
be swallowed by reflex action. A dose should never be repeated. 
The characters of this drug obviously contra-indicate its use in all 
cases of organic disease or obstruction of the bowel, in pregnancy, 
or in cases of constipation in children or the aged. 

CROTUS, RUBIANUS (JOHANNES JAGER) (c. 1480--c. 
1539), German humanist, born a t  Dornheim and educated at Er- 
furt, later becoming professor of theology a t  Cologne. In  I 51 j he 
contributed to  the collection, Epistolae Obscurorum Virorzlm, 
his satirical letters on scholasticism and monasticism. After four 
years in Italy, Crotus became rector of Erfurt university ( I  520) 
and there entertained Luther. Three years later he went to Fulda, 
but finally settled in Halle, where he reverted to his old religion 
(c. 1530) and became a canon. His Apologia appeared a t  Leipzig 
1531. 

See Kampschulte, De J. Cvoto Rubiano Commentatio (Bonn, 1862) ; 
Einert, Johann Jiiger aus Dornheim (1883) ; and Brecht, Die Verfasser 
der Epistolae obscurorunz viroru9n (1904). 

CROUP, a name formerly given t o  diseases characterized by 
distress in breathing accompanied by a metallic cough and some 
hoarseness of speech. I t  is now known that these symptoms are 
often associated with diphtheria ( q . ~ . ) ,  spasmodic laryngitis 
( q . ~ . ) ,  and a third disease, spasmodic croup, to which the term is 
now alone applied. This occurs most frequently in children above 
two years of age; the child goes t o  bed quite well, and a few 
hours later suddenly awakes with great difficulty in inspiration, 
the chest wall becomes markedly retracted, and there is a metallic 
cough. H e  becomes cyanosed, and seems moribund. I n  the course 

of four or five minutes normal respiration starts again, and the 
attack is  over for the time being; but it  may recur several times 
a day. The seizure may be accompanied by convulsions. The 
best treatment is t o  plunge the child into a warm bath, and sponge 
the back and chest with cold water. Subsequently this can be 
done two or  three times a day. Should the cyanosis become very 
severe, respiration can be restarted by  vomiting induced by 
ipecacuanha wine, o r  other means. Rickets, enlarged tonsils or 
adenoids if present should be treated. 

CROUSAZ, JEAN PIERRE DE (1663-1748), Swiss 
writer, was-born a t  Lausanne. I n  1700 he  became professor of 
philosophy and mathematics there, and in 1724 theological dis- 
putes about the Consensus (a  document drawn up as a test of 
Protestant orthodoxy as  to  the doctrine of grace) led to  his going 
to a similar chair a t  Groningen. I n  1726 he  went as governor to  
the young prince Frederick of Hesse-Cassel, and in 1737 was rein- 
stated a t  Lausanne. H e  introduced the philosophy of Descartes 
and Locke t o  Lausanne, and was a violent opponent of Leibnitz 
and Bayle. 

The most important of his works are Nouvel Essai de Zogique 
(1712) ; Gdomdtrie des lignes et des surfaces rectilignes et circulaires 
(1712) ; Traitd d~ beau (1714) ; Examen du trait6 de la libertd de 
penser d'Antoine Collins (1718) ; De l'dducation des enfants, dedicated 
to the then Princess of Wales (1722) ; Examen du pyrrhonisme ancien 
,t moderne, an attack ,-hiefly on Bayle (1733) ; Examen de lJessai de M.  
Pope sur Phomme, an attack on the Leibnitzian theory of that poem 
(1737) ; Logique (1741) ; De Pesprit humain (1741) ; Rdfiexions sur 
Pouvrage intit''': La Wolfienne ('743). 

CROW, a Siouan Plains Indian tribe, also known a s  Absaroka. 
They formerly lived in the drainage of Yellowstone river and 

3,000-4,000. I n  Ig22 there remained 1,800 On their 
reservation i n  Montana. Their speechresembles theHidatsa (q.v.), 
from whom their separation is probably not ancient. See Frank 
B. Linderman, American (Life Story of a Crow Chief, 1930) 

See Lowie in Anthr. Pap. Am. Nut. Hist., vols. xi., xvi., xxi., xxv. 
(19'3-~~). 

CROW, a general name for several birds of the  genus Corvus, 
of the family Corvidae. I t  is applied particularly i n  England t o  
the carrion crow (C. corone) and hooded crow (C. cornix) and 
in America t o  the American crow (C. brachyrhynchos). T h e  Cor- 
vidae are the most highly developed family of birds, and include, 
besides the crows proper, the magpies, jays, choughs, the  rook and 
the raven (9q.v.). 

Of the true crows, the black o r  carrion crow is resident in  
Britain. It shares i t s  range with a second species, the grey or 
hooded crow. Both forms migrate south in  winter, a line from 
the Firth of Clyde t o  the head of the Adriatic dividing, roughly, 
their summer homes; the carrion crow occurs t o  the south-west 
of this, the  hooded crow t o  the north-east. Where the ranges 
overlap, the two species appear t o  inter-breed freely, sometimes 
producing intermediate types. The "hoodie" differs from its 
congener i n  possessing a grey instead of a black body. Both 
species feed on carrion, smalI birds, eggs, etc.; they are  some 18 
or 19 in. in  length and build isolated nests i n  which they lay four 
to six bluish-green eggs blotched with brown. 

The  American crow is, unlike the preceding, gregarious and 
feeds largely on grain; hence it is very unpopular with farmers. 
I t  is smaller than the European species. The  fish crow (C. ossi- 
fragus) is  also American and lives largely on fish, molluscs and 
garbage cast u p  by the sea. The  Indian house crow (C. splen- 
defzs) is  abundant i n  India, where it is  very tame and useful as  
a scavenger. The so-called carrion crow of the United States of 
America is the black vulture. 

CROWBERRY or  CRAKEBERRY (Empetrum nigrum), 
the English name for a low-growing heath-like shrub belonging 
to the family Empetraceae, found on heaths and rocks in  the 
British Isles and across northern Europe, Asia and North 
America and also in  the Andes. I t  has slender, wiry, spread- 
ing branches covered with short, narrow, stiff leaves, the margins 
of which are recurved to form a hollow cylinder concealing the 
hairy under surface. The minute flowers are succeeded by  black, 
edible, berry-like fruits, one-fourth to  one-third of a n  inch in 
diameter, which are much eaten by birds. 



CROWD-CROWLAND 
CROWD, CROUTH, CROWTH (Welsh crwth; Fr. crout; Ger. 

Chrotta, Hrotta),  a mediaeval stringed instrument derived from 
the lyre, characterized by a sound-chest having a vaulted back and 
an open space left a t  each side of the strings to allow the hand to 
pass through in order to stop the strings on the finger-board. The 
Welsh crwth, which survived until the end of the 18th century, is 
represented by a specimen of that date preserved in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum. 

The earliest representation of the crwth yet discovered dates 
from the Carolingian period. I n  the miniatures of the Bible of 
Charles the ~ a l d ,  in the Biblio- 
thbque Nationale, Paris, one of 
the musicians of King David is 
seen stopping strings on the fin- 
gerboard with his left hand and 
plucking them with the right ; this 
crwth has only three strings, and 
may be the crwth trithant of 
LVales. I t  will be understood that 
the crwth was not an exclusively 
Welsh instrument, but only a late 
survival in Wales of an archaic 
instrument once generally popu- 
lar in Europe but long obsolete 
elsewhere than in Wales. 

(K. S.) 
C R O W D E R ,  ENOCH 

H E R B E R T  ( 1 8 5 ~ - 1 ~ ~ 2 ) ,  
American soldier, was born in 
Missouri on April 11, 1859. H e  
graduated at  the U.S. military 
academy in 1881, and was com- 
missioned in the cavalry. After 
serving four years in campaigns 
against the Apache and Sioux In- 
dians, he was detailed as com- 
mandant a t  the University of 
Missouri, where he also studied 
law and received his graduate de- BY COURTESY OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE 

VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM 

gree in law in 1886. From 1891- THE WELSH CRWTH ( C R O W D ) .  

95 he was acting judge advocate W H IC H  WAS US E D  I N  WALES U N T I L  

of the military department of the T H E  18TH C E N T U R Y  

Platte. Upon the outbreak of the Spanish-American War he was 
appointed judge advocate of the American troops sent to  the Phil- 
ippine Islands. While in the Philippines he served as secretary to 
the military governor and as associate justice of the supreme 
court of the Philippines for two years (1899-1901). Returning 
to the United States in Aug. 1903, he was chief of the 1st 
Division of the general staff (1903-07). During the Russo- 
Japanese War, he went to Manchuria as American military 
observer with the Japanese army (1904-0 5). From 1906-08, 
he was in Cuba as secretary of State and justice, in which 
position he devised the first electoral laws of the island. In 
July 1910 he was a member of the fourth Pan-American Con- 
ference in Argentina, and in September of the same year visited 
Chile on a special mission. H e  became advocate general of the 
army in February 1911 and in this position made sweeping 
changes. When the United States entered the World War, he was 
directed to draft the selective service bill. From May 1917 to 
July 1919, he was provost marshal, charged with the duties of 
administering the new act, and in 1919 he was reappointed judge 
advocate general. Crowder was recognized as an expert in military 
law. I n  his book, The Spirit of Selective Service ( ~ g z o ) ,  he 
describes the method whereby within 18 months after America 
had entered the World War, 2,000,000 men were in France, almost 
as many more were in cantonments, and altogether no fewer than 
24,000,000 had been registered and classified. H e  visited Cuba in 
March, 1919, upon the invitation of the Cuban Government to 
assist in  the revision of the Cuban electoral laws, and on the 
completion of his work, received the thanks of the Cuban Con- 
gress. H e  served as personal representative of Presidents Wilson 
and Harding in Cuba from Dec. 31, 1920, to  March 5, 1923, when 

he became U.S. ambassador to  Cuba. On Sept. I ,  1927, he retired 
from the diplomatic service by resignation, having completed 50 
years of public service. He died May 7, 1932. 

CROWE, SIR EYRE ALEXANDER (1864-192 j), Brit- 
ish civil servant, was born at  Leipzig, July 30, 1864. Educated 
at  Dusseldorf, Berlin and Paris, he entered the Foreign Office in 
1885, became counsellor of embassy in 1907, and assistant under- 
secretary of State in 1912. He was a British delegate a t  the sec- 
ond Hague Conference of 1907 and a t  the International Naval 
Conference held in London in 1908. H e  conducted the British 
case in the arbitration of 1911 regarding the recapture in France 
of the Indian agitator Savarkar, and was created K.C.M.G. 
Though his mother and wife were German, he was a vigilant critic 
of German foreign policy, and before the World War prepared 
an impressive memorandum for the Cabinet on the subject, 
whilst his scheme for seizing German shipping in British ports 
was adopted when the crisis came. H e  was one of the com- 
mittee of six who drew up for Great Britain a draft convention of 
the League of Nations, and he took part in the Paris Peace Con- 
ference. In  1920 he was promoted G.C.M G. and became perm- 
anent under-secretary for foreign affairs. He died April 28, 1925. 

See his correspondence and memoranda in British Documents on 
the Origins of the War, 1898-1914, ed. G. P. Gooch and H. W. V. 
Temperley (1926). 

CROWE, SIR JOSEPH ARCHER (1825-18g6), English 
consular official and art critic, son of Eyre Crowe, was born in 
London on Oct. 25, 1825. H e  studied painting under Delaroche 
in Paris, where his father was correspondent of the Morning 
Chronicle. During the Crimean War he was the correspondent 
of the Illustrated London News, and during the Austro-Italian 
War represented The Times in Vienna. H e  was British consul- 
general in Leipzig from 1860 to 1872, and in Diisseldorf from 1872 
to 1880, when he was appointed commercial attach6 in Berlin, 
being transferred to Paris in 1882. I n  1883 he was secretary to the 
Danube conference in London; in 1889 plenipotentiary at  the 
Samoa conference in Berlin; and in 1890 British envoy a t  the 
Telegraph congress in Paris, in which year he was made K.C.M.G. 
During a sojourn in Italy, 1846-47, he cemented a lifelong friend- 
ship with the Italian critic Giovanni Battista Cavalcaselle (1820- 
97), and together they produced several historical works on ar t  
of classic importance, notably Early Flemish Painters (London, 
1857); A New History of Painting in Italy from the Second to the 
Sixteenth Century (London, 1864-71, 5 vols.). In  1895 Crowe 
published Rentiniscences of Thirty-Five Years of M y  Life. H e  
died at  Schloss Gamburg in Bavaria on Sept. 6, 1896. 

Crowe and Cavalcaselle's great History of Painting was under 
revision by Crowe up to the time of his death, and subsequently 
by S. A. Strong (d. 1904) and Langton Douglas. 

CROWFOOT, the name applied to several species of Ranun- 
cuks, most of which are better known as buttercups ( q . ~ . ) .  
The water crowfoot (R. aqziatilis) has a floating stem bearing 
finely-divided submerged leaves and lobed floating leaves. The 
flowers are white. (See also RANUNCULUS, RANUNCULACEAE.) 

CROWLAND or CROYLAND, town in Holland, Lincoln- 
shire, England; in a low fen district, on the river Welland, 8 mi. 
N.N.E. of Peterborough, served by branches of the L.N.E.R. 
Pop. (1931) 2,809. The origin of the monastery, which existed 
here in 1051, is very obscure. I ts  traditions were put together by 
Ordericus Vitalis, but the history supposedly written by Ingulf, 
the first Norman abbot (108 5-86) was shown to be a forgery and 
probably the work of prior Richard Upton, who became abbot in 
1417. His object in writing it  seems t o  have been to supply evi- 
dence showing the rights of the monastery for lawsuits in which 
it was involved with the people of Moulton, Weston, Spalding and 
Pinchbeck. These suits were decided in the abbey's favour in 
1415. However, religious life may have begun a t  Crowland in 699, 
when Guthlac, a celebrated hermit, settled on the then island with 
two followers, and it is not improbable that King Aethelbald 
founded the monastery following Guthlac's death in 714. By the 
time of Domesday it was well established and then held proper- 
ties valued a t  £57 IS. qd I n  1091 fire destroyed part of the 
church, but a new building was begun by Abbot Geoffrey (IIIO- 



24). The west front is of early English date. with Perpendicular 
restoration. The north aisle is restored and used as the parish 
church. A curious triangular bridge spanned three streams, now 
covered, and affords three footways, which meet at an apex in the 
middle. The town suffered from fire (1469-;6), but the abbey 
tenants were given money to rebuild it. The annual fair of St. 
Bartholomew, which originally lasted twelve days, was first men- 
tioned in Henry 111's charter of 1 2 2  ;. The fair is now held on 
Sept. 4. With the dissolution of the monastery the prosperity of 
the town rapidly decreased. 

See Victoria County History, Lincolnshire, ii, 10;-118. 
CROWLEU, ROBERT ( I  j18?-I jSS), English religious and 

social reformer, was educated a t  Magdalen college, Oxford, where 

. . , - d  J 

E NGL IS H C R O W N  P I E C E S  O F  E D W A R D  V I I .  ( L E F T )  A N D  G E O R G E  V .  ( R I G H T )  
After 1902. the mintina of five shillina (crown) oieces ceased until the  
new issue of 1927. In tKe new issue the-rose, the thistle, and the shamrock 
surround the royal crown, emblems absent since the issue of the last years of 
Queen Victoria's reign. The figure of St. George first appeared on the crown 
in 1818 

he was a foundation scholar and a fellow. He set up a printing- 
office in Ely Rents, Holborn, where he printed many of his own 
writings. As a typographer, his most notable production was an 
edition of Pierce Plowman in  1550, and some of the earliest 
Welsh printed books came from his press. His "Information and 
Petition against the Oppressors of the poor Commons of this 
realm," addressed to the parliament of 1547, is remarkable for 
its attack on the "more than Turkish tyranny" of the landlords 
and capitalists of that day. While repudiating communism, 
Crowley was a Christian Socialist, and warmly approved the 
efforts of Protector Somerset to  stop enclosures. I n  his W a y  to 
TBealth (1550), he attributes the failure of the Protector's policy 
to the organized resistance of the richer classes. His Voice o f  the 
last Trumpet blown by the seventh Angel ( I S ~ O ) ,  his One-and- 
Thirty Epigrams (1550) and Pleasure and Pain (1551) were 
edited for the Early English Text Society in 1872 (Extra Ser. xv.). 
Crowley was ordained deacon by Ridley on Sept. 29, 1551. During 
Mary's reign he was among the exiles a t  Frankfort. At*Elizabeth's 
accession he was made archdeacon of Hereford in 1559, and 
prebendary of St. Paul's in 1563, and was incumbent first of St. 
Peter the Poor in London, and then of St. Giles's Without, Cripple- 
gate. H e  refused to minister in the "conjuring garments of 
popery," and in I 566 was deprived and imprisoned for resisting 
the use of the surplice by his choir. His "A Brief Discourse against 
the Outward Apparel and Ministering Garments of the Popish 
Church," is "memorable," says Canon Dixon, "as the first distinct 
utterance of Nonconformity." I n  1576 he was presented to the 
living of St. Lawrence Jewry. Nor had he abandoned his con- 
nection with the book trade, and in 1578 he was admitted a free- 
man of the Stationers' Company. H e  died on June 18, I j88. The 
most important of his works not hitherto mentioned is his con- 
tinuation of Languet and Cooper's Epitome o f  Chronicles ( I  j jg). 

See J .  M. Cowper's Prej. to  the Select Works  of Crowley (1872) ; 
Strype's W o r k s ;  Gough's General Index to Parker Soc. Pz~bl.; 
Machyn's Diary; Macray's Reg. Magdalen College; Newcourt's Rep. 
Eccles. Lond.;  Hennessy's Nov.  Rep .  Eccl. (1898) ; Le Neve's Fasti 
Eccl. Angl.; Pocock's Burnet;  Pollard's Exgland under Somerset; 
R. W .  Dixon's Chzlrclz I-lzstory. 

CROWLEY, a citv in southmestern Louisiana, U.S.A.; the 
capital of Acadia parish. I t  is on federal highway go, and is 
served by the Missouri Pacific, the Southern Pacific and the Texas 

and Pacific railways. 
The population in 1920 was 6,108; in 1930, 7,656; and in 

1940, 5,523 by the federal census. I t  is the centre of a rice- 
growing district. 

The city has a large trade in tractors and other agricultural 
machinery. Crowley was settled in 1887, and was incorporated 
in 1889. 

CROWN, an English silver coin of the value of five shillings; 
hence often used to express the sum of five shillings. I t  was 
originally of gold and was first coined in the reign of Henry VIII .  
Edward VI. introduced silver crowns and half-crowns, and down 
to the reign of Charles 11. crowns and half-crowns and sometimes 
double crowns were struck both in gold and silver. I n  the reign 
of Edward VI. also was introduced the practice of dating coins 
and marking them with their current value. The "Oxford crown" 
struck in the reign of Charles I., was designed by  Rawlins. Since 
the reign of Charles 11. the crown has been struck in silver only. 
At one time during the 19th century it  was proposed to abandon 
the issue of the crown, and from 1861 until 188 7 none was struck, 
but since the second issue in 1887 it  has been in limited circula- 
tion. 

CROWN and CORONET, an official or symbolical ornament 
worn on or round the head. The crown at  first had no regal 
significance. I t  was a garland, or wreath, of leaves or flowers. con- 
ferred on the winners in the athletic games. Afterwards i t  was 
often made of gold, and among the Romans was bestowed for 
honourable service performed. The corona obsidionalis, of grass 
and flowers plucked on the spot, was given to the general who 
conquered a city. The corona civica, of oak leaves with acorns, 
was bestowed on the soldier who in battle saved the life of a Ro- 
man citizen. The mural crown (corona muralis) was for the soldier 
who was the first to scale the walls of a besieged city, and was 
usually a circlet of gold adorned with turrets. The naval crown 
(corona navalis), decorated with a series of prows of ships, was 
the reward of a notable victory at  sea. 

Many other forms of crown were used by the Romans, as the 
conclueror's triumphal crown of laurel, the myrtle crown, and the 
convivial, bridal, funeral, and other crowns. Some of the emperors 
wore crowns on occasion, as Caligula and Domitian, a t  the games, 
and stellate or spike crowns are depicted on the heads of several 
of the emperors on their coins, but no idea of imperial sover- 
eignty was indicated thereby. The Roman people, who had ac- 
cepted imperial rule as a fact, were very jealous of the employ- 
ment of its emblem on the part of their rulers. That  emblem was 
the diadem, and although the diadem and crown are frequently 
confused with each other they were quite distinct. The diadem, 
of eastern origin, was a band of linen or silk, richly embroidered, 
worn tied round the forehead. Selden says that the diadem and 

I crown "have been from ancient times confounded, yet the diadem 
strictly was a very different thing from what a crown now is or 

, was, and it was no other then 
than only a fillet of silk, linen, or 
some such thing." The confusion 
between them has, perhaps, 
come about from the fact that 
the modern crown seems to be 
rather an evolution from the 
diadem than the descendant of 
the older crowns. The linen -- iIG. I , - I R O N  C R O W N  O F  LOMBARD: or silk diadem was eventually 
exchanged for a flexible band 

of gold, worn in its place round the forehead. The further 
development of the crown from this was effected by the addition 
of an upper row of ornament. Thus the mediaeval and modern 
crowns may be considered as radiated diadems, and so the diadem 
and crown have become, as it were, merged in one another. 

Among the historical crowns of Europe, the Iron Crown of 
Lombardy (fig. I ) ,  preserved at Monza, claims notice. I t  is a band 
of iron, enclosed in a circlet formed of six plates of gold, hinged 
one to the other. and richly jewelled and enamelled. I t  is re- 
garded with great reverence, owing to a legend that the inner 
band of iron has been hammered out of one of the nails of the 



CROWN 
true cross. The crown is so small, the diameter being only 6in., 
and the circlet only zhin. in width, that doubts have been felt as 
to whether it  was originally intended to be worn on the head or 
was merely meant to be a votive crown. The legend as to the 
iron being that of one of the nails of the cross is rejected by hlura- 
tori and others, and cannot be traced fa r  back. Another historical 
crown is that of Charlemagne, preserved at  Vienna. I t  is a series 
of four larger and four smaller 
plaques of gold, rounded at  the 
tops and set together alternately. 
The larger plaques are set with 
emeralds and sapphires, and the 
smaller plaques have each an 
enamelled figure of Our Lord, 
David, Solomon, and Hezekiah 
respectively. A jewelled cross 
rises from the large front 
plaque, and an arch bearing the 
name of the emperor Conrad 
springs across from the back of 
this cross to  the back of the FIG. 2.- CROWN O F  S T .  STEPHEN 

O F  HUNGARY crown. 
At Madrid is the crown of Svintilla, king of the Visigoths (621- 

631), a circlet of thick gold set with pearls, sapphires and other 
stones. I t  has been given as a votive offering at some period to 
a church, as was often the custom. Attached to its upper rim are 
the chains whereby to suspend it, and from the lower rim hang 
letters of red-coloured glass or paste which read +SVINTILANVS 
REX OFFERET. TWO other Visigothic crowns are preserved with 
it in the Almeria Real. 

I n  1858 a most remarkable discovery was made, near Toledo, 
of eight gold crowns of the 7th century, fashioned lavishly with 
barbaric splendour. They are now in the Cluny Museum, at  Paris, 
having been purchased for £4,000, the intrinsic value of the gold, 
without reckoning that of the jewels and precious stones, being 
not less than £600. The largest and most magnificent is the crown 
of Reccesvinto, king of the Visigoths from 653 to 675, a circlet 
of pure gold set with pearls and precious stones in gre.zt pro- 
fusion. I t  is gin. in diameter and more than &in. in thickness, 
the width of the circlet being four inches. I t  has also been given 
as a votive offering to a church, and has the chains to hang it  by 
attached to the upper rim, while from the lower rim depend 
pearls, sapphires, and a series of richly jewelled letters ain. each 
in depth, which read +RECCESVINTHVS REX OFFERET. The second 
of these crowns in size is generally thought to be that of the 
queen of Reccesvinto. I t  has no legend, but merely a cross hanging 
from it. The six others are 
smaller; they are believed to have 
been the crowns of Reccesvinto's 
children. From one of them 
hangs a legend which relates that 
they were an offering to a church, 
which has been identified with 
much probability as that of Sor- 
bas, a small town in the province 
of Almeria. I t  has been surmised 
that in the disturbances which 
soon afterwards followed they 
were buried for safety. For a de- 
tailed description of these most F ROM M E T E R .  ~ ~ K O N V E R S A T I O N S . L E X I K O N ~ ~  ( 8 1 8 -  

L IOGRAPHISCHES I N S T I T U T )  

remarkable crowns the reader FIG, 3,-CROWN T H E  G E R M A N  

must be referred to a paper by E MPIRE 
Albert Way (Archaeological Jozlmal, xvi. zj3). Mr. ivay says of 
the custom of offering crowns to churches that frequent notices 
of the usage may be found in the lives of the Roman pontiffs by 
~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  "They are usually described as having been placed 
over the altar, and in many instances mention is made of jewelled 
crosses of gold appended within such crowns as an accessory 
ornament. . . . The crowns suspended in churches suggested 
doubtless the sumptuous pensile luminaries, frequently designated 
from a very period as co"oTzae, in which the form of the 
royal circlet was preserved in much larger proportions, as exem- 

plified by the remarkable corona still to be seen suspended in the 
cathedral a t  Aix-la-Chapelle over the crypt in which the body of 
Charlemagne was deposited." 

Of modern Continental crowns the imperial crown of Aus- 
tria (fig. 5) may be mentioned. I t  is composed of a circlet of gold, 
adorned with precious stonzs and pearls, heightened with fleurs- 
de-lys, and is raised above the circlet in the form of a cap which 
is opened in the middle, so that 
the lower part is crescent- 
shaped; across this opening from 
front to back rises an arched 
fillet, enriched with pearls and 
surmounted by a cross, above 
which is a jewel of pearls. 

The papal tiara (a Greek word, 
of Persian origin, for a form of 
ancient Persian popular head- 
dress, standing high erect, and 
worn encircled by a diadem by 
the kings), the triple crown worn 
by the popes, has taken various " K 0 N V E R S A ~ 1 0 N 5 ~ L E X ~ K 0 N "  

L IOGRAPHISCHES I N S T I T U T )  

forms since the 9th century. I t  is F I G .  4 .- CROWN OF T H E  HOLY 
important to remember that the ROMAN E M P I R E  

tiaras in old Italian pictures are inventions of the artists and not 
copied from actual examples. In  its present shape, dating sub- 
stantially from the Renaissance, it  is a peaked head-covering not 
unlike a closed mitre (q.v.), round which are placed one above the 
other three open  crown^.^ Two bands, or i~zfz~lae, as they are 
called, hang from it as in the case of a mitre. The tiara (q.v.) is 
the crown of the pope as a temporal sovereign. 

Pictorial representations in early manuscripts and the rude ef- 
figies on their coins are not very helpful in deciding as to the 
form of crown worn by the Anglo-Saxon and Danish kings of 
England before the Norman Conquest. I n  some cases it  would 
appear as if the diadem studded with pearls had been worn, and 
in others something more of the character of a crown. After the 
Conquest the great seals, monumental effigies, and coins become 
more and more serviceable in determining the forms the crown 
took. 

The crown of William the Conqueror and his immediate suc- 
cessors seems to have been a plain circlet with four uprights, which 
terminated in trefoils (fig. i ) ,  but Henry I. enriched the circlet 
with pearls or gems (fig. 8 ) ,  and on his great seal the trefoils 
have something of the character of fleurs-de-lys. The effigy of 
Richard I .  at Fontevrault shows a development of the crown; the 
trefoil heads are expanded, chased and jewelled. The crown of 
John is shown on his effigy at  
Worcester, though unfortunately 
it is rather badly mutilated. I t  
shows, however, that the upper 
ornament %as of fleurons set with 
jewels. Fig. 9 shows generally 
this development of the crown 
in a restored form. The crown on 
the effigy of Henry 111. a t  West- 
minster had a beaded row below 
the circlet, which is narrow and 
plain, and from it rises a series 
of plain trefoils with slightly 
raised points between them, The '""" """z '"uNvE"A"ONs'L"'KONN' '"'"' 
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tomb was opened in 1774, and 'FIG. 5.- CROWN O F  T H E  A U S T R IA N  

on the king's head was found an E M P I R E  
imitation crown of tin or latten gilt, with trefoils rising from its 
upper edge. This, although only made of base metal for  the king's 

'A coloured drawing, done in the first half of the 18th century, of 
the magnificent tiara made by the celebrated goldsmith, Caradosso, 
for Julius 11. ;s in the British Museum. This tiara was refash- 
ioned by Pius VI,, but went with other treasure as part of the 
indemnity to Napoleon. The splendid emerald at the summit, which 
was engraved with the arms of Gregory XIII., was restored by 
xapoleon and papa1 tiara at Rome. In this 
drawing the three crowns (a feature introduced at the beginning of 
the 14th century) are represented by three bands of X-shaped 
ornament in enamelled gold. 



CROWN 
burial, may nevertheless be taken as exhibiting the form of the 
royal crown at  the time, and it may be usefully compared with 
that on the effigy of the king, which was made in Edward 1 ' s  
reign (fig. 10). Edward I, used a crown of very similar design. 
I n  the crown of Edward 11. we have perhaps the most graceful 
and elegant of all the forms which the English mediaeval crown as- 
sumed, and this form seems to have continued without any 

marked alteration during the reigns of Ed- 
ward 111. and Richard 11. The crown on 
the head of the effigy of Henry IV. at  Can- 
terbury evidently represents one of great 
magnificence, both of design and ornament. 
What is perhaps lost of the grace off orm of 
the crown of Edward 11. is made up for by 
a profusion of adornment and ornamenta- 
tion unsurpassed at  any subsequent period. 
The circlet is much wider and is richly 
chased and jewelled, and from it rise eight 
large leaves, the intervening spaces being 
filled with fleurs-de-lys of definite outline. 

FIG. 6.-PAPAL TIARA I t  will be noted that this crown is, like its 
(WITHOUT T H E  I N F U L A E )  predecessors, what is known as an open 
crown, without any arches rising from the circlet, but in the ac- 
counts of the coronation of Henry IV. by Froissart and Waurin it is 
distinctly stated that the crown was arched in the form of a cross. 
This is the earliest mention of an arched crown, which is not rep- 
resented on the great seal till that of Edward IV. in 1461. The 
crown, as shown on Henry IV.'s effigy, very probably represents 
the celebrated "Harry crown" which was afterwards broken up 
and employed as surety for the loan required by Henry V. when 
he was about to embark on his expedition to France. Fig. 1 1  

shows the crown of Henry V. The crown of Henry VI. seems 
to have had three arches, and there is the same number shown on 
the crown of Henry VII., which ensigns the hawthorn bush badge 
of that king. The crown of Edward IV. (fig. 12) shows two 
arches, and a crown similarly arched appears on the great seal of 
Richard 111. Crowns, both open and arched, are represented in 
sculpture and paintings until the end of the reign of Edward IV., 
and the royal arms are occasionally ensigned by an open crown as 

& 

FIGS. ,, 8 ,  9 ,  ROYAL 

such a form indicated an imperial rather than a regal crown, 
Queen Victoria having been proclaimed empress of India in 1877. 
In  the foregoing account the changes of the form of the crowns 
of the kings have been briefly noticed. Those crowns were the 
personal crowns, worn by the different kings on various state oc- 
casions, but they were all crowned before the Commonwealth 
with the ancient crown of St. Edward, and the queens consort 
with that of Queen Edith. There were, in fact, two sets of re- 

galia, the one used for the coronations and 
kept a t  Westminster, and the other used on 
other occasions by the kings and kept in 
the Tower. The crowns of this latter set 
were the personal crowns made to fit the 
different wearers, and are those which have 
been briefly described. The crown of St. 
Edward, with which the sovereigns were 
crowned, had a narrow circlet from which 
rose alternately four crosses and four 
fleurs-de-lys, and from the crosses sprang 
two arches, which a t  their crossing sup- 
ported an orb and cross. These arches 
must have been a later addition, and pos- 
sibly were first added for the coronation of 
Henry IV. (vide szcpra). Queen Edith's 
crown had a plain circlet with, so far as 
can be determined, four crosses of pearls 
or gems on it, and a large cross rising from 
it in front, and arches of jewels or pearls 
terminating in a large pearl a t  the top. A 

11- l3 valuation of these ancient crowns was made 
O F  

E N G L A N D '  a t  the time of the Commonwealth prior to 
H E N R Y  V. TO C H A R L E ~  I .  

their destruction. From this valuation we 
learn that St. Edward's crown was of gold filigree or "wirework" 
as i t  is called, and was set with stones, and was valued a t  f z48. 
Queen Edith's crown was found to be only of silver-gilt, with coun- 
terfeit pearls, sapphires, and other stones, and was only valued at  
£16. At the Restoration an endeavour mas made to reproduce as 
well as possible the old crowns and regal iaa~cordin~ to their ancient 
form, and a new crown of St. Edward was made on the lines of the 
old one for the coronation of Charles 11. The framework of this 
crown, bereft of its jewels, is in the possession of Lady Amherst 
of Hackney. The crowns of James II. ,  William 111. and Queen 
Anne generally resembled it in form. Although the marginal note 

late as the reign of Henry VIII.  The crown 
of Henry VII. on his effigy in Westminster 
Abbey shows a circlet surmounted by four 
crosses and four fleurs-de-lys alternately, 
and has two arches rising from it. A similar 
crown appears on the great seal of Henry 
VIII. The crown of Henry VII. (fig. IS), 
which ensigns the royal arms above the 
south door of King's college chapel, Cam- 
bridge, has the motto of the order of the 
Garter round the circlet. Fig. 11 shows the 
form of crown used by Edward VI., but a 
tendency (not shown in the illustration) 
began of flattening the arches of the crown, 
and on some of the coins of Elizabeth the 
arches are not merely flattened, but are 
depressed in the centre, much after the 
character of the arches of the crown on 
many of the silver coins of the 19th cen- 
tury prior to 1887. The crowns of James I .  
and Charles I. had four arches, springing 

. 

- CROWNS OF ENGLAND, from the alternate crosses and fleurs-de- 
W I L L ~ A M  I .  TO H E N R Y  IV. 1ys of the circlet. The royal crown which, 
strangely enough, surmounts the shield with the arms of the Com- 
monwealth on the coins of Oliver Cromwell (as distinguished 
from those of the Commonwealth itself, which have no crown) 
is a royal crown with alternate crosses and flews-de-lys round the 
circlet, and is surmounted by three arches, which, though some- 
what flattened, are not bent. On them rest the orb and cross. 
The crown used by Charles 11. shows the arches somewhat de- 
pressed in the centre, a feature of the royal crown which seems 
to have been continued henceforward till 1887, when the pointed 
form of the arches was resumed, in consonance with an idea that 

in the coronation order of Queen 
1-ictoria indicates "K. Edward's 
crown" as that with which the 
late queen was to  be crowned, it 
was actually the State or impe- 
rial crown worn by the sovereign 
when leaving the church after the 
ceremony that was used. I t  
had been altered for the corona- 
tion, and the arches were formed 
of oak leaves. Fig. 14 shows 
Queen Victoria's c r o w n with 
raised arches and without the in- 
ner cap of estate, which since the 
reign of Henry VII. has been de- 
graded into forming a lining to the 
crowns of the sovereigns and the 
coronets of the peers. Fig. 1 5  

14-C0R0NAT10N '*OWN OF shows the coronation crown of 
O U E E N  V'CTOR'A King Edward VII. The crown of 
Scotland, preserved with the Scottish regalia a t  Edinburgh, is 
believed to be composed of the original circlet worn by King 
Robert the Bruce. James V. made additions to i t  in 1535, and in 
general characteristics it  much resembles an English crown of 
that date. 

The kings of arms in England, Scotland, and Ireland wear 
crowns, the ornamentation of which round the upper rim of the 
circlet is composed of a row of acanthus or oak leaves. Round 
the circlet is the singularly inappropriate text from Psalm. li., 



CROWN DEBT-CROWN JEWELS 
Miserere m e i  Deus  secundum magnam ntisericordiam tuam. 
The form of these crowns seems to have been settled in the reign 
of Charles 11. Before that period they varied at  different times, 
according to representations given of them in grants of arms, etc. 

This brings us to the crowns of lesser dignity, known for that 
reason as coronets, and worn by the five orders of peers. 

The use of crowns by dukes originated in 1362, when Edward 
111. created his sons Lionel and 
John dukes of Clarence and Lan- 
caster respectively. This was 
done by investing them with a 
sword, a cap of maintenance or 
estate, and with a circlet of gold 
set with precious stones, which 
was imposed on the head. Pre- 
vious to this dukes had been in- 
vested a t  their creation by the 
girding on of a sword only. In 
1387 Richard 11. created Richard 
de Vere marquess of Dublin, and 
invested him by girding on a 
s

w

ord, and by placing a golden 
circlet on his head. The golden 
circlet was confined to dukes and 
marquesses till 1444, when Henry 
VI. created Henry Beauchamp, 
earl of Warwick, premier earl, and 
the letters patent effecting this concede that the earl and hls 
heirs shall wear a golden circlet on the head on feast days, even 
in the royal presence. As to the form of these circlets we have 
no clear knowledge. The dignity of a viscount was first created 
by Henry VI. in 1439, but nothing is said of any insignia pertain- 
ing to  that dignity. I t  is believed that a circlet of gold with an 
upper rim of pearls was first conferred on a viscount by James 
I., who conceded it  to Robert Cecil, Viscount Cranborne. How- 
ever, in 1625-26 it  is definitely recorded 
that the viscounts carried their coronets 
in their hands in the coronation proces- 
sion from Westminster Hall to the Abbey 
church. The use of a coronet by the 
barons dates from the coronation of 
Charles II. ,  and by letters patent of Aug. 
7, 1661, their coronet is described as a 
circle of gold with six pearls on it. 

At the present day the coronet of a 
duke (fig. 16) is formed of a circlet of 
gold, from which rise eight strawberry 
leaves. The coronet of a marquess (fig. 
17) differs from that of a duke in having 
only four strawberry leaves, the inter- 
vening spaces being occupied by four low 
points which are surmounted by pearls. 
The coronet of an earl (fig. 18) differs 
again by having eight tall rays on each 
of which is set a pearl, the intervening 

FIG 15 -CORONATION CROWN OF 
K I N G  EDWARD V I I  

- .  . . .. 

spaces being occipied by strawberry 
leaves one-fourth of the height of the ':; '~;~~;~~",: 
rays. The coronet of a viscount has 16 ouEssEs 
small pearls fixed to the golden circlet, 
and the coronet of a baronhas six large pearls similarly arranged. 

See Stothard, The Monumental Efigies of Great Britain (1817) ; 
L. G. Wickham Legg, English Coronation Records (1901) ; The 
Ancestor, Kos. i. and ii. (1902). (T. M. F.) 

CROWN DEBT, in English law, a debt due to  the Crown. 
By various statutes-the first dating from the reign of Henry 
VIII.  (1541)-the Crown has priority for its debts before all 
other creditors even in bankruptcy proceedings. At common law 
the Crown always had a lien on the lands and goods of debtors by 
record, which could be enforced even when they had passed into 
the hands of other persons. By the Act of 1541 specialty debts 
were put practically on the same footing as debts by record. 
Simple contract debts due to the Crown also became specialty 

debts, and the rights of the Crown are enforced by a summary 
process called an extetzt. ( See  WRIT.) The difficulty of ascer- 
taining whether lands were subject to a Crown lien or not was 
often very great, and a remedy was provided by the Judgments 
Act, 1839, and the Crown Suits Act, 1865. Later. by the Land 
Charges Act, 1900, no debt due the Crown operated as a charge 
on land until a writ of execution for the purpose of enforcing it 
has been registered under the Land Charges Registration and 
Searches Act, 1888. Both Acts were repealed and substantially re- 
enacted by the Land Charges Act, 1925. 

The preference for debts due to the Crown, the duchy of Lan- 
caster and the duke of Cornwall was abolished in the case of 
insolvent estates by the Administration of Estates Act, 1925. 

CROWNE, JOHN ( c .  1640-1703), British dramatist, was 
a native of Nova Scotia and was born about 1640. His father 
"Colonel" William Crowne, accompanied the earl of Arundel on 
a diplomatic mission to Vienna in 1637, and wrote an account of 
his journey. H e  emigrated to  Nova Scotia, where he received a 
grant of land from Cromwell, but the French took possession of 
his property, and the home government did nothing to uphold his 
rights. Crowne came to England, and began his literary career 
with a romance, Pandion and Amphigenia, or the History o f  the  
coy Lady of Thessalia (1665). I n  1671 he produced a dull play, 
Juliana, or the  Princess o f  Poland. The earl of Rochester pro- 
cured for him a commission to supply a masque, Calisto, which 
gained him the favour of Charles 11. Crowne's heroic play, T h e  
Destrziction of Jerusalem by  T i tu s  Vespasian ( I  67 7) ,  contained 
a thinly disguised satire on the Puritan party, and c .  1683 he pro- 
duced T h e  C i t y  Politiques, satirizing the Whig party and contain- 
ing characters which were readily recognized as portraits of Titus 
Oates and others. This made him many enemies, and he petitioned 
the king for a small place that would release him from the neces- 
sity of writing for the stage. The king exacted one more comedy, 
which should, he suggested, be based on the X o  pztede ser guardar 
irna nzzrjer of Moreto. This had already been unsuccessfully 
adapted, as Crowne discovered later, by Sir Thomas St. Serfe, 
but in Crowne's hands it  developed into Sir Courtly Nice,  I t  
Cannot B e  (168 j ) ,  an entertaining comedy which kept its place as 
a stock piece for nearly a century. Of his many other pieces the 
best are the two comedies, T h e  Elzglish Friar (169o), which owes 
something to Moligre's Tar tu f f e ,  and T h e  Married Beau  (1694) 
based on the "Curioso Impertinente" in D o n  Quixote. I t  is stated 
that Crowne was still living in 1703, but nothing is known of his 
later life. 

See The Dramatic Works  o f  John Crowne (1873), edited b y  James 
Maidment and W. H. Logan for the Dramatists of the Restoration. 

CROWN JEWELS or REGALIA are the visible emblems 
of royalty which pertain to a monarch. They vary greatly in dif- 
ferent countries both in significance and value, but in European 
countries a crown, generally richly jewelled, is the chief of the 
insignia of sovereignty. The only crown jewels, except the Dan- 
ish, that are on view are the crown jewe!s of England, which are 
kept in the Tower of London and guarded by a battalion of His 
Majesty's Guards. Upwards of 350,000 people of all nations 
annually view the crown jewels. 

The king of England has three crowns:-(I) King Edward the 
Confessor's crown, also known as St. Edward's crown; (2) The 
imperial State crown; (3) The imperial crown of India. The 
crown known as St. Edward's crown was made for the coronation 
of Charles 11. in 1662 after the pattern of the ancient crown 
destroyed by the Commonwealth. I t  consists of a circlet of gold 
adorned with rosettes of precious stones, surrounded by diamonds. 
The centre gems of these rosettes are rubies, emeralds and 
sapphires. From the circlet rise four crosses-patC, and four fleurs- 
de-lys alternately, adorned with diamonds and other gems. From 
the tops of the crosses rise two complete arches of gold crossing 
each other. These arches are considered to be the mark of in- 
dependent sovereignty. They are edged with rows of silver pearls, 
and have gems and clusters of gems upon them. On the top of the 
arches is a mound of gold surmounted by a cross, all richly 
jewelled. This is the crown of England and is the one used at 
English coronation ceremonies. 



CROWN JEWELS 

R U S S I A N  C R O W N  J E W E L S  

1. The Great Imper ia l  Crown, made by Posier, jeweller to the court of 2. Part of chain of Order of St. Andrew, probably executed i n  1795,  which 
Catherine Ii., In St. Petersburg, 1762.  The crown, in the shape of contains 2 0  detachable pieces of different designs, each of which may 
a mitre, has on its summit  a cross of five magnificent diamonds be used as an independent jewel. Top iewei is accessory piece bearing 
supported by a large uncut bu t  polished ruby. A foliated arch the personal emblem of Paul I. Bottom jewel is insigne of the 
containing 11 diamonds rises f rom the  f ront  and back t o  support the Order of St. Andrew. The crowned eagle is ornamented w i t h  two 
ruby and cross, and on either side of this arch is a hoop of 3 8  perfect pear-shaped diamonds and 5 1  diamonds of medium cut. Between 
pearls i n  m i t r e  formation. The spaces on the side of the arches are crown and eagle is a large blue diamond. The cross of St. Andrew, 
filled w i t h  ornamental silver work studded w i th  diamonds and under- on a base of blue enamel, is surrounded by small rose diamonds 
la id w i t h  purple velvet. The bsnd encircl ing the head contains 7-8 4. Imper ia l  diadem of pearls and diamonds, probahly of the 1 9 t h  century, 
diamonds containing 1 3  large ancient pearls, 1 1 3  addit ional pearls of various 

3. Top v iew of the  Great Imper ia l  Crown, w i t h  the ruby and cross detached, sizes but  cf very fine auality, 84 br i l l iants and 5 0 0  rose diamirnds 
showing foliated arch which supports them 





CROWN JEWELS 
The imperial State crown was made for Queen Victoria in 1838. 

Many of the gems in this crown are of very ancient origin. 
Amongst these are the Black Prince's ruby, which is as large as 
a small hen's egg, and was owned first by the Black Prince, and 
later worn by Henry V. a t  the battle of Agincourt; the great 
sapphire from the crown of Charles II., known as the Stuart 
sapphire; the second largest portion of the Star of Africa diamond 
weighing 309 carats; Queen Elizabeth's pearl ear-drops; and the 
sapphire from the coronation ring of Edward the Confessor. 
There are altogether in this crown, exclusive of the larger stones, 
four rubies, 11 emeralds, 16 sapphires, 277 pearls and 2,783 
diamonds. I t  is the most valuable and beautiful crown in the 
world. 

The imperial crown of India owes its origin to  the law which 
forbids the crown of England being taken out of England. When, 
therefore, George V. was crowned in Delhi emperor of India, a 
new crown had to be made for him and his successors to the 
throne. This crown is finely designed on the English pattern, 
with four crosses-pat6 and four fleurs-de-lys set alternately on the 
upper rim of the circlet. From this spring eight half-arches which 
in their turn support a rich mound and cross at  the top, all thick 
set with diamonds. There are several very fine emeralds, rubies, 
and sapphires in this crown. I t  cost £60,000. 

Next in importance are the queen's crowns or diadems:-(I) 
the crown of Queen Mary of Modena, consort of James TI.; (2) 
the diadem of the same queen; (3) the State crown of Queen 
Mary, consort of George V. The crown of Queen Mary of Mo- 
dena is of the usual formal shape and studded throughout with 
diamonds and pearls, no coloured stones being used. Queen Anne, 
in her statue outside St. Paul's cathedral, may be seen wearing 
this crown. The diadem of Queen Mary of Modena has along its 
upper edge a row of large pearls rising to a point in the front, with 
a single diamond a t  its highest point. Beneath this is a rich floral 
spray, in thick gold open-work, having large diamonds as leaves 
and flowers. On each side of the spray are a succession of large 
rosettes with large diamonds in their centres and small diamonds 
set all round them. This diadem cost L110,ooo. The State crown 
of Queen Mary is a beautiful and light diamond crown, having in 
the centre of the circlet one of the lesser portions of the Star of 
Africa weighing 96 carats. I n  a cross-pat6 above this is the 
Koh-i-Noor the most renowned diamond in the world. I t  weighs 
in its present condition 106 &carats (having originally weighed 
800 carats). After a tragic history of many centuries, the diamond 
was captured by the British and presented by the Army of the 
Punjab to Queen Victoria after the Sikh Wars. The cross that 
surmounts the mound at  the top of the crown is set with yet 
another lesser portion of the Star of Africa weighing 64 carats. 
The prince of Wales's crown is of gold without jewels and has one 
arch to distinguish it  from a coronet. The arch was introduced 
by Charles 11. 

There are five sceptres:-(I) the king's royal sceptre with the 
cross; ( 2 )  the king's sceptre with the dove; (3) the queen's 
sceptre with the cross; (4) the queen's sceptre with the dove; 
( j )  the queen's ivory rod. At the head of the king's royal sceptre 
is the greatest diamond in the world, known as the principal Star 
of Africa. I t  weighs 5164 carats, more than four times the weight 
of any other known diamond This sceptre dates from Charles 11. 
and is carried in the king's right hand at  the coronation. The Star 
of Africa diamond was introduced by Edward VII. 

There are two orbs :-(I) the king's orb; (2) the queen's orb. 
The orb is a golden ball, surmounted by a beautiful jewelled 
cross. The orb and cross are held to  signify the domination of 
the Christian religion over the world. I t  is placed in the king's 
left hand at  the coronation. The reason for there being two orbs 
is that William and Mary were jointly crowned king and queen of 
England, a second orb being made for the occasion. 

St. Edward's staff. known also as the Rod of Justice and Equity, 
is of gold 4 i t .  73 in. in length and is supposed to guide the king's 
footsteps. I t  was re-made for Charles 11, after the pattern of the 
old staff destroyed during the Commonwealth. 

The Ampulla or Golden Eagle, and the Anointing Spoon are 
used a t  the coronation for the anointing of the king. These were 

both overlooked and escaped destruction during the Common- 
wealth. They are very ancient indeed, and may well be of Byzan- 
tine origin. 

There are five swords:-(I) the sword of State; (2) the 
jewelled sword of State; (3) the swords named (a) Curtana or 
the sword of Mercy, ( b )  sword of Justice, spiritual, (c )  sword of 
Justice, temporal. The sword of State, a long two-handled 
sword, is carried before the king on all State occasions such as 
the. opening of parliament. The jewelled sword of State is 
used only at the coronation, when the king lays it on the altar 
to demonstrate that he places his military power a t  the service 
of the Church. This is very richly jewelled and is the most 
valuable in the world. The three swords, Curtana, the Sword 
Spiritual, and the Sword Temporal, are alike except that the 
point of Curtana has been broken off as a token of mercy. 

The Golden Spurs of St. George are, as in the case of the 
jewelled sword, placed on the altar by the king a t  his coro- 
nation, with a like significance. 

The bracelets, another very ancient token of royalty, may be 
seen with the rest of the regalia a t  the Tower of London. As 
far back as ancient Hebrew days a bracelet was one of the 
insignia of a king. 

Some portions of the Scottish regalia have been preserved 
and are kept in Edinburgh Castle. The chief of these is the 
Scottish crown, which is among the most ancient pieces of 
State jewellery in the kingdom. This crown seems to have 
been made for Robert Bruce in 1314, and, with some recon- 
struction by French workmen, was worn by James V. about 
1540; Mary Queen of Scots was crowned with it  when nine 
months old. Another interesting item is t h e  coronation ring 
of Charles I .  which was bequeathed to George 111. by Cardinal 
York together with other Stuart relics. 

The Irish crown jewels were stolen from Dublin Castle some 
years ago and have never been recovered. There was nothing 
of historic or of great intrinsic value amongst them. 

See G. J. Younghusband and C. Davenport, The Crown Jewels of 
England (1919) . (G. Yo.) 

EUROPEAN STATES 
Although examples of Merovingian (c. 4 50-6 jo) jewels have 

come down to us, i t  is not until the Carlovingian period (750- 
980) that we find authentic evidence of crown jewels. Of Charle- 
magne we have his crown, his sword, La Joyeuse, and his spurs. 
The crown is composed of eight gold plates, arched at  the top, 
four incrusted with precious stones, four enamelled with the 
figures of Solomon, David, Hezekiah and Christ, to which Conrad 
11. (11th century) added a Latin cross with a single arch. The 
sword has a scabbard of gold with insertions of cloisonn6 enamel 
and incrustations of precious stones; the hilt was added in 1804 
by Napoleon I. who brought i t  back from Vienna. I t  is a t  the 
Louvre, Paris, where are also to  be seen the great Emperor's gold 
spurs with repouske ornament; a hand of Justice in gold and 
ivory of the 10th century, the sceptre of Charles V. (14th cen- 
tury), tipped with a statuette of Charlemagne springing from a 
lily; a beautiful chased gold clasp from the cloak of Louis IX.;  
the finger ring of Louis X.  bearing for bezel a sapphire engraved 
with the effigy of St. Louis; a statuette reliquary in rock crystal, 
mounted in silver gilt and enamel, and enclosing "deux chevaux 
de Notre Dame," besides much else. The Valois. Bourbons and 
Bonapartes were all great collectors of gems and patrons of jewel- 
lers, but their treasures were often remounted and dispersed. The 
typical Bourbon crown, as introduced by Louis XIV. was a mass 
of diamonds, the jewelled band surmounted by eight fleur-de-lis, 
whence sprang arches supporting a large double fleur-de-lis. The 
Orleans branch placed a wreath of laurels round the band and 
substituted a mound for the double fleur-de-lis. Napoleon I .  used 
for his coronation a fillet of gold incrusted with flowers in precious 
stones, surmounted by eight arches supporting a mound and cross, 
but a later crown had eight eagles with uplifted wings and eight 
palms supporting the mound and cross. The French crown dia- 
monds and gems were constantly re-set for each succeeding mon- 
arch, who added to the collection or alienated much of the 
treasure. Famous jewels and stones were lost during the Revolu- 
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tion, among these being the famous Regent diamond and the 
Dragon or C8te de Bretagne ruby, both of which were subse- 
quently recovered. The Regent or Pitt  diamond originally weighed 
410 carats, but was reduced to 186& carats after cutting. I t  was 
sold by Thomas Pitt, Governor of Fort St. George, to  Philip of 
Orleans, and was a t  various times mounted in the crown, on the 
mound, and on the hilt of the state sword (by Napoleon I.).  In  
1848 the crown jewels of France were scheduled for sale, a scheme 
which was not carried out, but by a law of 1887 they were dis- 
persed at  auction (only a few, such as the Regent and those 
mentioned as preserved in the Louvre being kept). The sale 
(which included the famous eight Mazarin diamonds, a legacy 
from the great Cardinal) realized 7,207,252 francs. 

The most precious item of the crown jewels of Italy is the iron 
crown of Lombardy, made to the order of Princess Theodolinda, 
widow of Authoris, king of Lombardy, and presented, A.D. 594, to 
the duke of Turin. I t  consists of a broad band of gold incrusted 
with rosettes in enamel and precious stones, with an inner circlet 
of iron, said to be forged from a nail from the True Cross. The 
modern crown is of gold and precious stones with 18 arches. 

The crown of the German Empire, dating from 1871, is designed 
on the lines of that of Charlemagne, but four of the gold plates 
have a Latin cross between four small crosses in precious stones, 
and the four others have spread eagles with a star above; it has, 
however, four arches supporting a mound and cross, and is lined 
with a high cap in gold brocade. The Prince Imperial's coronet is 
of gold, jewelled, and consists of a broad band surmounted by 
four crosses pattCe and four displayed eagles, the arches support- 
ing a mound and cross. Each of the States of the former German 
Empire had its crowns and jewels, the most famous of which are 
the White Diamond of Saxony, 48$ carats, acquired by Augustus 
the Strong (16th century), and the Green Diamond of Dresden, 
40 carats, which has belonged to the Saxon crown since 1743. 

The crown jewels of Portugal were amassed over a long period 
and contained a wonderful assortment of great value, among 
which is the Braganza diamond, claimed to be the largest known 
diamond. I t  is a Brazilian stone of 1,680 carats, but is probably 
a topaz. 

Vienna was once the repository of priceless crown jewels, 
though some of these Napoleon I .  took back to Paris, but Vienna 
is still very rich, the regalia being a mass of diamonds and rubies. 
The Imperial crown, made for Rudolph 11. consists of a head- 
band from which spring four small and four large lily-shaped 
ornaments in diamonds and rubies, tipped by large pearls, and 
within the circle is a globular cap in two sections, bordered by 
enamelled bands and pearls, representing the coronation cere- 
monies, and between these sections are two hoops supporting a 
large sapphire. Far  older, and more interesting, is the crown of 
Hungary or St. Stephen (10th century). I t  consists of a broad 
band of gold ornamented with panels of saints in  enamel and 
precious stones, and an upper part (given by Pope Silvester 11. 
when he bestowed the title of Apostolic King on Stephen, c. I O ~ I ) ,  
of square and pointed enamelled panels and four hoops support- 
ing a cross, while from the sides and back jewelled trefoils hang 
from small chains. 

Probably the most splendid collection of crown jewels belonged 
to the Romanoffs and were mostly preserved at  the Winter palace, 
though now apparently dispersed. The imperial crown. begun for 
Catherine 11. and finished for Paul I. ,  is a superb piece of gold- 
smith's work, incrusted with diamonds, pearls and rubies. I t  con- 
sists of a broad head band, and above this a high globular cap in 
two sections, in front laurel leaves and palms and between the 
sections two half hoops of large stones, supporting a huge uncut 
ruby surrounded with brilliants and tipped with a cross. The 
Empress's crown was only slightly less magnificent. There were 
also a number of diadems, tiaras and nuptial crowns in diamonds, 
rubies and other precious stones. One of these nuptial crowns, 
a diamond tiara designed as wheat-ears and foliage, the jewelled 
sword of Paul I. ,  with many other jewels were sold at  auction in 
London in 1927. Among the other treasures in the white saloon of 
the Winter Palace is the imperial orb surmounted by diamond 
cross, the sceptre tipped with the Orloff diamond, the uncut 
diamonds known as the Moon of the Mountain, 1 2 0  carats bought 

by Catharine II. ,  the Shah, 85 carats, and a pale red ruby the 
Polar star, 40 carats. The Orloff is one of the famous diamonds 
of the world. I t  weighs 1943 carats, is said to have been the eye 
of an idol in Mysore, was purchased by count Orloff a t  Amster- 
dam in 1776, and was presented by him to the crown. There were 
also a large number of Russian and foreign orders, with stars and 
collars in diamonds and other precious stones. A miniature set 
of the imperial insignia in gold and brilliants was preserved in 
the Hermitage palace. 

The Rumanian crown is unique in Europe, being of bronze and 
steel, made from Turkish guns captured at  Plevna. 

CROWN LAND, in Great Britain, land belonging to the 
Crown, the hereditary revenues .of which were surrendered to 
parliament in the reign of George 111. 

In  Anglo-Saxon times the property of the king consisted of 
(a) his private estate, (b )  the demesne of the Crown, compris- 
ing palaces, etc., and (c) rights in the folkland of the kingdom. By 
the time of the Norman Conquest the three became merged into 
the estate of the Crown, that is, land annexed to the Crown, held 
by the king as king. The king, also, ceased to hold as a private 
owner, but he had full power of disposal by grant of the crown 
lands, which were increased from time to time by confiscation, 
escheat, forfeiture, etc. The history of the crown lands of the 
reign of William 111. was one of continuous alienation to favour- 
ites. Their wholesale distribution by William 111. necessitated 
the intervention of parliament, and in the reign of Queen Anne 
an act was passed limiting the right of alienation of crown lands 
to a period of not more than 31 years or three lives. The 
revenue from the crown lands was also made to constitute part of 
the civil list. At the beginning of his reign George 111. sur- 
rendered his interest in the crown lands in return for a fixed 
"civil list" (9.v.). The control and management of the crown 
lands is now regulated by the Crown Lands Act, 1829, and vari- 
ous amending acts. Under these acts their management is en- 
trusted to the commissioners of woods, forests and land revenues, 
who have certain statutory powers as to leasing, selling, ex- 
changing, etc. 

State lands in the British colonies are vested in the Crown, and 
they are called crown lands; actually, however, the various 
colonial legislatures have full control over them and power of 
disposal. Acts dealing with crown lands are usually called "land 
acts." 

CROWN POINT, a village of Essex county, New York, 
U.S.A., in a township of the same name, about 9om. N.E. of 
Albany and about 9 mi. N, of Ticonderoga, on the west shorc of 
Lake Champlain. The population of the township in 1930 was 
1,468 ; in 1940 by the federal census it  was 1,661. Among the man- 
ufactures are lumber and ~vooden~vare. One of the chief sources 
of income in the vicinity is dairy farming. In  1609 Champlain 
fought the Iroquois Indians there and began the enmity between 
the Five (later Six) Nations and the French. Subsequently Dutch 
and English traders trafficked in the vicinity. Realizing the town's 
strategic importance, the French in 1731 built Fort FrCdCric, the 
first military post a t  Crown Point. Despite English and colonial 
expeditions sent against it, Crown Point remained in French hands 
until 1759. Crown Point was then occupied by Lord Jeffrey Am- 
herst, who began the construction, near old Fort FrCdCric. of a 
large fort. which was garrisoned but was never completed. At the 
outbreak of the War of Independence the fort was captured by 
Col. Seth Warner and a force of "Green Mountain Boys," and it 
remained in American hands save for a brief period in 1777, when 
it was occupied by a detachment of Burgoyne's invading army. 

CROWTHER, SAMUEL ADJAI (1809?-1891), African 
missionary-bishop, was born in Ochugu in the Yoruba country, 
West Africa, and was sold into slavery in 1821. Next year he was 
rescued, with many other captives, by H.M. ship "Myrmidon," and 
was landed at Sierra Leone. Educated there in a missionary school, 
he became a teacher and afterwards missionary on the Niger. I n  
1843 he entered the Church Missionary College in London, and 
in June 1843 was ordained by Bishop Blomfield. Returning to 
Africa, he worked amongst his own people and afterwards a t  
Abeokuta. Here he devoted himself to the preparation of school- 
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books, and the translation of the Bible and Prayer-Book into 
Yoruba and other dialects. I n  1864 he was consecrated first bishop 
of the Niger territories. Crowther died of paralysis on Dec. 31, 
1891. 

CROYDON, a municipal, county and parliamentary borough 
of northeast Surrey, England, suburban to London. Pop. (1891), 
102,695; (1938), 243,400. Area 19.7 sq.mi. The borough em- 
braces a great residential district. I t  has ten stations on the main 
and branch lines of the Southern railway. The original site was 
farther west than the present town and is mentioned in Domesday. 
Still earlier settlement is indicated by the prehistoric remains near 
Addington Park. There are a number of springs in the neighbour- 
hood which are important determinants of settlement in a chalk 
country. The manor of Croydon was presented by William I to 
Archbishop Lanfranc, founder of the archiepiscopal palace in 
which his successors lived occasionally till 17 50, and of which the 
chapel and hall remain. The church associated with the archiepis- 
copal residence is Norman and Early English in style. Croydon is 
a bishopric suffragan in the diocese of Canterbury. In  I 596 
Archbishop n7hitgift founded the hospital or almshouse which 
bears his name. I t  was saved from destruction in connection with 
a road-widening scheme in 1925 after a long dispute. His gram- 
mar-school was housed in new buildings in IS ;I and again in 193 I. 

At Addiscombe was formerly a mansion dating from 1702, and 
acquired by the East India company in 1809 for a military college, 
which on the abolition of the company became the Royal Military 
college for the East Indian army, and was closed in 1862. The 
government civil customs aerodrome, operated by the civil avia- 
tion department of the Air Ministry, is a t  Waddon, 2 mi. S.W. of 
Croydon town hall. I t  is officially known as the London Terminal 
Aerodrome, Croydon, and is one of the busiest air ports in the 
world (see AERODROME), normally with direct regular services to 
several continental capitals, air connections to more distant Euro- 
pean cities being obtained by special interworking. I t  was the 
first place bombed during the heavy "blitz" on London in 19.40. 
Croydon was formed into a municipal borough in 1883, a parlia- 
mentary borough, returning one member, in 188; and a county 
borough in 1888. I t  has returned t ~ v o  members since 1918. There 
are 2 2 0  mi. of roads in the borough, which controls 1,338 ac. of 
open spaces. 

CROZAT, PIERRE (1661-1 j10), French art collector, was 
born a t  Toulouse. H e  became treasurer to the king in Paris, and 
acquired a magnificent collection of pictures and objets d'art, 
which descended to his nephews, Louis Francois (d. I 7 jo), Joseph 
Antoine (d. 1750), and Louis Antoine (d. 1770), and were dis- 
persed after their deaths; the collection of Louis Antoine Crozat 
went to St. Petersburg (Leningrad). 

CROZET ISLANDS, an uninhabited group in the Indian 
ocean, in 46O-47O S. and 51" E., belonging to Britain. They are 
mountainous, with summits from 4,000-j,ooo it. high and include 
two groups-Penguin or Inaccessible, Hog, Possession and East 
islands; and the Twelve Apostles. Like other islands in these 
waters, they appear to be of igneous formation; but owing to the 
bleak climate and inaccessibility they are seldom visited. They 
were discovered in 1772 by Marion-Dufresne and are named after 
one of his officers. Possession, the loftiest, has a snow-clad peak 
said to exceed 5,000 ft.  

The hogs released on Hog island by an English captain have 
disappeared; the rabbits survive. 

CROZIER, JOHN BEATTIE (1849-I~ZI) ,  British phi- 
losopher, was born a t  Galt, Canada, of Scottish parentage, on 
April 23, 1849. After graduating in medicine at Toronto Univer- 
sity in 1872, he bought a practice in London, England, and then 
began a systematic study of philosophy and economics. His first 
publication The Religion of the Futzcre (ISSO), attracted little 
attention; but Civilisatio?~ and Progress (1885) reached a fourth 
edition and was translated into Japanese. His History of Zntel- 
lectual Development (1897-1901) was followed by the grant of a 
Civil List pension, some compensation for failing eyesight and the 
loss of his medical practice. His further publications include My 
Inner Li fe ,  an autobiography (1898), The Wheel of Wealth 
(1906); Sociology Applied to  Practical Politics (1911) and Last 

bt'ords on Great Issztes (1917) He died Jan. 8, 1921. 
CROZIER, WILLIAM (18 jj-1942). U.S. artillerist and 

inventor, was born at  Carrollton, O., Feb. 19, 18j5. H e  graduated 
at  West Point in 1876 and served on the western frontier for 
three years thereafter against the Sioux and Bannock Indians. In  
1888 he was sent by the war department to study artillery in Eu- 
rope, and upon his return he was placed in full charge of the 
construction of gun carriages for the army. With Gen. Adelbert 
R. Buffington (1837-192z), the chief of ordnance, he invented 
the Buffington-Crozier disappearing gun carriage (1896). H e  also 
invented a wire-wound gun and perfected many appliances con- 
nected with heavy and field ordnance. During the Spanish-Amer- 
ican War he was inspector-general for the Atlantic and Gulf coast 
defenses. In  1899 he was one of the American delegates to  the 
Hague Peace conference. He later served in the Philippines and 
in 1900 was chief of ordnance of the U.S. army. During 1912-13 
he was president of the army war college. In  1917, he was made 
major general and chief of ordnance and in 1918 major general 
of the line. As a member of the war council he was in France and 
Italy during the first half of 1918. His Notes on the Constrz~ction 
of  Ordnance mas adopted as a textbook in the schools for officers. 
He died Nov. 10, 1942. 

CROZIER or PASTORAL STAFF, in the Christian 
Church, an ensign of office or dignity. I t  is some j ft. long, ending 
at  the top in a crook (volz~te)  bent inward, and made of metal, 
ivory or wood. If of metal, it is hollow; if of wood, it  usually is 
covered with metal. The crook is usually richly ornamented and 
is divided from the shaft by a boss; the shaft is commonly sep- 
arated into sections, so that it  can be taken to pieces. 

"Crozier" is probably derived from the lituils of the Roman 
augurs, and so called from O.Fr. crocier, Med. Lat. crociarius, 
crook-bearer. The "crook" was formerly called "crozier's staff," 
afterward abridged to "crozier." I t  is conferred on bishops at  
consecration and on mitred abbots at investiture and is the ensign 
proper of cardinals (except cardinal-deacons) and bishops; but 
the former are entitled to use it only in the churches from which 
they derive their titles, the latter only in their dioceses. The 
popes, as early as the time of Innocent 111, did not carry the pas- 
toral staff, and it would seem never to have been the custom. 
Abbots carry the pastoral staff only when specially empowcred by 
the pope to do so, and then only in the territory under the juris- 
diction of their monastery and in the churches subordinated to it. 
With certain restrictions, it is also sometimes conceded to digni- 
taries of cathedral and collegiate churches. 

CRUCIAL, having the form of a cross, as the "crucial liga- 
ments" of the knee-joint, which cross each other, connecting the 
femur and the tibia (Lat. crux, a cross); from Francis Bacon's 
expression instantie crucis (from the finger-post or crux a t  cross- 
roads), decisive, finally choosing between two alternatives, hence, 
generally, a synonym for "critical." 

CRUCIBLE CAST STEEL. The crucible process, the 
oldest of the four leading methods for the manufacture of steel, 
and one which holds the premier position for quality, came into 
use in 1870 as the result of experiments by Benjamin Huntsman, 
who attempted to modify the irregularity of the imported blister 
steel or converted bar, and ultimately succeeded by melting the 
steel in crucibles. Huntsman made his discovery about 1740 in 
Sheffield, England. 

The furnace used for melting, a sketch of which is given in fig. 
I ,  is of very simple construction, and consists of a more or less 
elliptical melting chamber about 3 ft .  6 in. deep, 2 ft. 6 in. from 
front to  back and I it .  6 in. wide, lined with fire-brick and rammed 
ganister, and large enough to hold two crucibles. The top of the 
furnace is level with the melting-house floor, and is closed by a 
loose fire-brick cover. Under the melting-house is a vaulted cellar 
through which access is gained to the fire-bars and ash-pit of 
the furnace. The upper part of the furnace is connected by a 
short horizontal flue with a tall chimney about 40 ft. high. The 
melting-house is so arranged that the furnaces occupy two 
sides of the building leaving the centre free for the casting 
operation. 

The Crucibles.-Either clay or plumbago crucibles may be 
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crucible, forming a lnanganous silicate slag from which silicon is 
reduced by the carbon in the steel. The sulphur will also tend to 
increase, due to absorption from the furnace gases, the amount of 
such absorption depending on the purity of the coke with regard to  
this element. With a sulphur content of 2 %  in the coke, the in- 
crease of this element in the steel will amount t o  .oI%. 

Modifications of the method are used extensively. Instead of 
starting with blister steel, advantage may be taken of the affinity 
of molten iron for carbon, by melting bar iron in contact with 
sufficient carbon to give steel of the required hardness; or wrought 
iron and white cast-iron may be melted together. Whatever 
method is employed, however, i t  is of the greatest importance to 
see that the proportions of silicon and sulphur in the raw materials 
are sufficiently low t o  allow for the increases in these elements 
which occur during the process. 

The desire to  obtain more rapid melting and a lower consump- 
tion of fuel than is possible in the natural draught furnace, has led 
to the application of forced draught to the ordinary coke-fired 
furnace, and to the use of furnaces specially designed for the use 
of producer gas, water gas, natural gas or oil. These furnaces 
generally possess a greater capacity than the Huntsman type, and 
may contain from four to  50 crucibles a t  one time. Although the 
quantity of steel contained in a single crucible is only small (50 to 
~oolbs.), i t  is possible to utilize the process as  a step in the manu- 
facture of quite large forgings, by combining the contents of sev- 
eral crucibles in a common ladle prior to casting. By this means 
ingots weighing as much as 80 tons have been produced. 

As the process is simply a means of obtaining a steel with the 
average composition of the materials charged into the crucible. 
practically any grade of steel can be produced, but i t  is in the 
manufacture of high grade tool and cutlery steels that it  finds its 
chief application. Of late years, especially in countries where elec- 
tric power is cheap, it  has found a serious rival in the electric 
furnace. 

RIBLIOGRAPHY.--Sir R. A. Hadfield, "The Early History of Crucible 
Steel," Journal of Iron and Sfeel Institute, vol. ii. (1894) ; D. Carnegie 
and S. C. Gladwyn, Lzquid Steel (and ed., 1918)  ; F. W. Harbord 
and J. W. Hall, The Metallurgy of Steel (7th ed., 1923). (T. BA.) 
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used; for  the production of castings the latter are preferred on 
account of their somewhat greater durability, but in the case of 
tool steel, where the content in carbon must lie between narrow 
limits, clay crucibles are almost exclusively employed. 

Before lighting up, any clinker adhering to the furnace walls 
must be removed. These precautions having been completed, fire- 

1 J 
F I G .  1.- WALLFLOWER ( C H E I R A N T H U S  C H E I R I ) ,  A  HARDY P E R E N N I A L  
NATIVE TO S O U T H E R N  E U R O P E ,  LONG A GARDEN FAVOURITE.  A .  FLOWER 
O F  T H E  WALL-FLOWER I N  VERTICAL S E C T I O N .  B. FLORAL DIAGRAM O F  
WINTER C R E S S  ( B A R B A R E A  Y U L G A R I S )  

CRUCIFERAE, a family of flowering plants, which derives 
its name from the cruciform arrangement of the four petals of the 
flower. I t  is a family of herbaceous dicotyledons, many of which, 
such as wallflower, stock, mustard, cabbage, radish and others, are 
well-known garden or field-plants. Many are annuals; among these 

clay stands, slightly less in 
diameter than the bottoms of the 
crucibles and about gin. thick, 
are placed on the fire-bars, and 
crucibles, which have been grad- 
ually heated up  overnight in an 
annealing furnace, are placed on 
them. Ignited coke from the an- 
nealing furnace is now spread 
over the fire-bars, and, when the 
fire is well alight, coke is added 
until it is level with the tops of 
the crucibles. 

By the time this fire has burnt 
down, the crucibles will be a t  a 
white heat; in the case of hand- 
made crucibles a handful of sand 
must be thrown into the crucible 
to fill up the hole in the bottom. 
The charge is now introduced 
through a charger-a wrought 
iron funnel long enough to reach 
from the mouth of the crucible to  
the top of the furnace-lids placed 
in the crucibles, and the furnace 
filled with coke to a point well 

IRECLAY STANDS 

F I G .  V I E W  O F  THE 
above the covers of the crucibles. H U N T S M A N  CO KE-FIRED C R U C I B L E  
When this fire, which is known as F U R N A C E .  FIREBRICK I S  U S E D  I N  

the first or steeling fire, has ALL FLUES 

burnt down, which takes from 40 to j o  minutes, the furnace is 
again filled with coke and allowed to burn down a second time. 
The melter then examines the charge in the crucible to ascertain 
whether the whole of the charge is melted; if so, the third or killing 
fire is added. The fire is necessary to expel dissolved gases from the 
steel, which, if not removed would give rise to  cavities, technically 
known as blowholes, in the ingots. When everything is deemed 
satisfactory by the melter, he instructs his assistant, "the puller 
out," to get ready for casting. The crucible lids are taken off, the 
slag removed from the surface of the metal, the crucibles with- 
drawn from the furnace, and their contents poured into ingot 
moulds; these are rectangular in section, and are generally made 
of cast-iron, in two separate halves, held together by  wrought 
iron rings and wedges, to facilitate the removal of the ingot. Imme- 
diately after casting the crucibles are cleared of adhering clinker 
and returned to the furnace ready for the next charge. The first 
charge generally takes from five to  six hours, and succeeding 
charges from two and a half to three hours. 

Such is the method as originally devised by Huntsman; later it 
was found that the third or killing fire did not remove entirely 
the dissolved gases from the steel, and that chemical aid was nec- 
essary; this was provided by the addition of ferro-manganese- 
an alloy of iron and manganese containing about 80% of man- 
ganese-to the charge before applying the third fire. Aluminium 
may also be used for this purpose, but although somewhat more 
active in removing the dissolved gases (the third fire in many 
cases not being necessary), it is held by many that the ingots are 
not so clean as when manganese is used, and that they are more 
difficult to weld. Most often a combination of the two methods 
is employed, manganese additions being lllade with the third fire, 
and a chip of aluminium added just before casting. 

Nature of Process.-The process is not essentially a chemical 
one, but slight changes in composition do take place. The silicon 
in the steel will be about double, and the manganese half, of what 
would be expected from the mean composition of the charge. This 
arises from the fact that part of the manganese is oxidized to man- 
ganous oxide, and this reacts with the silica in the walls of the 
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F IG.  2 .- DETAILS O F  T H E  F R U I T S  P R O D U C E D  BY C R U C I F E R O U S  P L A N T S  
The Cruciferae include among other members the radish, turnip, cauliflower, 
watercress, wallflower, sweet alyssum, w i ld  mustard and pepper grass 

are some of the commonest weeds of cultivation, shepherd's Purse 
(capsella ~ursa-pastoris),  charlock ( ~ r a s s i c a  SinaPis), hedge 
mustard (Sisymbrium oficinale), Jack-by-the-hedge (S. Alliaria). 
Others are biennials producing a number of leaves on a short stem 
in the first year, and in the second sending up a flowering shoot 
at  the expense of the nourishment stored in the thick tap-root dur- 
ing the previous season. Under cultivation this root becomes much 
enlarged, as in turnip, swede and others. Wallflower (Cheiranthus 
Cheiri), however, is a perennial. The leaves when borne on an 
elongated stem are arranged alternately and have no stipules. The 
flowers are in racemes without bracts; dur- 
ing the life of the flower its stalk continues 
to grow so that the open flowers of an in- 
florescence stand on a level (that is, are 
corymbose). The flowers are regular, with 
four free sepals arranged in two pairs a t  
right angles, four petals arranged crosswise 
in one series, and two sets of stamens, an 
outer with two members and an inner with 
four, in two pairs placed in the middle line 
of the flower and at  right angles to the 
outer series. The four inner stamens are 
longer than the two outer; and the stamens 
are hence collectively described as tetra- 
dynamous. The pistil, which is above the 
rest of the members of the flower, consists 
of two carpels joined a t  their edges to  form 
the ovary which becomes two-celled by 
subsequent ingrowth of a septum from 
these united edges; a row of ovules springs 
from each edge. The fruit is a pod or sili- 
qua splitting by two valves from below up- 
wards and leaving the placentas with the 
seeds attached to the replum or framework 
of the septum. The seeds are filled with 
the large embryo, the two cotyledons of P L A N T E S , ~  

which are variously folded. I n  germination F I G .  3.-CRUCIFERAE 

the cotyledons come above ground and A. Fl:;;;) diagram (Bras- 

form the first green leaves of the plant. B. Cardamine D r a t e n s i s .  
Pollination is effected by insects. The Flower with the peri- 

petals are generally white or yellow, more 
rarely lilac or some other colour, and between the bases of the 
stamens are honey-glands. 

Cruciferae is a large family containing 350 genera and about 
3,000 species. I t  has a world-wide distribution, but finds its chief 
development in the temperate and frigid zones, especially of the 
northern hemisphere, and as Alpine plants. In  the subdivision of 
the family into tribes use is made of differences in the form of the 
fruit and the manner of folding of the embryo. When the fruit is 
several times longer than broad it is known as a siliqua,as in stock; 
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when about as long as broad, a silicula, as in shepherd's purse. 

The family is well represented in Britain-among others by 
Nasturtium (N. oficinale, water-cress), Arabis (rock-cress), Car- 
damine (bitter-cress), Sisymbrium (hedge mustard), etc.; S.  Irio 
is London rocket (so-called because it  sprang up after the fire of 
London in 1666), Brassica (cabbage and mustard), Diplotaxis 
(rocket), Coclzlearia (scurvy-grass), Capsella (shepherd's purse), 
Lepidiuin (cress), Thlaspi (penny-cress) . Cakile (sea rocket), 
Raplzanzts (radish), and others. Of economic importance are 
species of Brassica, including mustard (B, nigra), white mustard, 
used when young in salads (B. alba), cabbage (q.v.) and its 
numerous forms derived from B. oleracea, turnip (B. campestris), 
and swede (B. Napus), Chinese cabbage or Pakchoi (B. chinensis), 
Raphanus sativus (radish), Cochlearia Armoracia (horse-radish), 
Nastzwtium, oficinale (water-cress) , Lepidizlm sativum (garden 
cress). Isatis affords a blue dye, woad. Many of the genera are 
known as ornamental garden plants; such are Cheirantlzus (wall- 
flower), Matthiola (stock), Iberis (candytuft), Alyssum (Alison), 
Hesperis (dame's violet), Lunaria (honesty), Aubrietia and others. 
In North America the family is represented by so genera, 
many of the species having been introduced from Europe as 
weeds, which have become distributed over a wide territory. In  
the eastern region the largest genera are rock cress (Arabis) and 
bitter cress (Caidanzine); while in the western rnouctain region 
the largest is ( ~ ~ ~ b ~ ) ,  

For a treatment of the genera see 0. E. Schulz, Cruciferae; Engler 
and Prantl, Die Natiirlichen Pflanzenfa?nilien 17b:zz7-658, fig. 121- 

426 (1936). 
CRUDEN, ALEXANDER ( I  701-1 770), author of the well- 

known Biblical concordance (q.v.), was born a t  Aberdeen on May 
31, 1701, and educated a t  Marischal coliege. After a term of con- 
finement for insanity he removed to London, where he became a 
tutor, and afterwards opened a bookseller's shop in the Royal Ex- 
change. In  I 73 j,  he obtained the unremunerative post of book- 
seller to the queen, and then in 1737 he finished his concord- 
ance. Cruden's piety and exceptional intellectual powers were 
marred by periods of insanity. After a brief confinement in a mad- 
house a t  Bethnal Green, he published a pamphlet dedicated to 
Lord H.  (probably Harrington, secretary of state) entitled The 
London Citizen Exceedingly Injured, or a British Inqttisition Dis- 
played, and dedicated an account of his trial to the king. About 
1740 he became a proofreader, and several editions of Greek and 
Latin classics are said to have owed their accuracy to his care. In  
1750, he published a small Compendium of the Holy Bible, and 
also a larger edition of the Concordance. 

Adopting the title of "Alexander the Corrector," he assumed 
the office of correcting the morals of the nation, especially with 
regard to swearing and Sunday observance, and petitioned parlia- 
ment for an appointment in this capacity. On being released 
from a third confinement for insanity, he published The Adven- 
tures of Alexander the Corrector (1755). The Corrector's 
Earnest Address to the Inhabitants of Great Britain (1756) was 
occasioned by the Lisbon earthquake. The ScriDture Dictionary 
was printed in Aberdeen in two volumes shortly after his death. 
His biographer, Alexander Chalmers, says that a verbal index to 
Milton (edition of Thomas Newton, bishop of Bristol, in 1769) 
was Cruden's. Cruden died in London on Nov. I ,  1770 The latest 
concordance to  the Bible based on Cruden's work appeared in 1927. 

CRUDEN, village and parish on the east coast of Aberdeen- 
shire, Scotland. Pop. (1931) 2,554. I t  is situated a t  the head of 
Cruden bay, 292 mi. N.N.E. of Aberdeen by the L. & N.E.R. 
branch line from Ellon to Boddam. There is a fine golf course, 
good bathing and a large hotel, connected with the railway by elec- 
tric tramway. There is good fishing at  Port Erroll, called Ward of 
Cruden. a t  the north end of the sands. Near Ardendraught, not far 
from the shore, Malcolm I1 is said to have defeated Canute in 
1014. The Water of Cruden, which rises a few miles to  the west, 
flows through the village into the North sea. Slains castle, a seat 
of the earl of Erroll, lies to  the north of Cruden, but the old 
castle of Slains is about 5 mi. to the southwest, near the point 
where, according to tradition, the "St. Catherine" of the Spanish 
Armada foundered in 1588. 
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CRUELTY is the disposition to inflict unnecessary pain or 

the actual infliction of it. I t  would appear a t  the first blush that 
some human beings, even children, have such a disposition. Dr. 
Pfister ( T h e  Psycho-analytic Method, 191 j) reports the case of 
a boy whom the sight of a charming kitten promptly filled with 
the desire to ill-treat it. "A fearful interest seized him until he 
had procured a stick and struck the sleeping animal on the nose 
with all his strength. The young cat was half dead from pain 
and fright, but the boy had a strong feeling of pleasure." The 
same boy, we are told, enjoyed putting flies to  death as slowly 
as possible. I\'evertheless, the independent existence of such a 
disposition cannot be said to  be established. I t  is remarkable that 
no such disposition has been observed among the lower animals; 
and lovers of animals rather resent the common identification of 
cruelty with brutality as an insult to  the innocent brutes. The 
fact is that manifestations of cruelty among human beings are 
usually accompanied by such emotional attitudes as anger or 
masterfulness, and it  is not altogether easy to disentangle the 
moment of cruelty in the total disposition from the element of 
masterfulness or of anger and its multifarious causes. I t  is note- 
worthy that cruelty is sometimes found together with a spirit 
of destructiveness, as was the case with the above-mentioned boy. 
And destructiveness is frequently merely a manifestation of 
instinctive self-assertion or masterfulness, or just an expression 
of superfluous energy uncontrolled by imagination or intelligence. 
When acts of cruelty are carried out in a fit of anger or wrath, 
it seems clear that they are not the result of a cruel disposition 
but of an emotion which notoriously blinds the agent so that he 
does not realize the results of his conduct adequately, much less 
sympathetically. Now anger arises whenever a strong impulse is 
thwarted, and so it is not surprising that some cases of cruelty 
arise in connection with the repression of sexual impulses. 

The view that cruelty is not a primary tendency or disposition 
but rather the result of other tendencies and deficiencies, is borne 
out to  some extent by cases in which cruelty has a definite range. 
That the sympathy of most people is limited to certain spheres is 
a familiar fact; and, something similar happens in  some cases 
with the disposition to cruelty. Prof. G. Stanley Hall (Ado- 
lescence, 190;) has drawn attention to such cases. Presumably 
in such cases cruelty begins where the limited sympathy and in- 
sight end. "Many youthful murderers (writes Stanley Hall), 
callous to the sufferings of their victims, have had the keenest 
sympathy with pets and even with children. . . . The juvenile 
torturers often seem to have specialized psychic zones, where 
tenderness is excessive, as if to  compensate for their defect. 
They weep over the pain, actual or imaginary, of their pets while 
utterly hardened to the normal sentiments of klndness and help 
for suffering." 

On the whole, i t  would appear that cruelty is not an independent 
instinct or disposition but rather a derivative phenomenon re- 
sulting positively from self-assertion or masterfulness, and nega- 
tively from the blindness caused by anger or by limitations of 
sympathy. 

The English common law has never taken cognizance of the 
commission of acts of cruelty upon animals, and direct legislation 
upon the subject, dating from the 19th century, was due in a 
great measure to public agitation, supported by the Royal Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to  Animals (founded in 1824). 
Various acts were passed in 1822 (known as Martin's Act), 1835, 
1837, 1849 and 1854, and the law relating to  domestic and captive 
animals is now to be found in the Protection of Animals Act 
1911 and the amending Act of 1912 together with various minor 
amendment acts down to 1927. These statutes replace the acts 
o i  1849 and 1854. The Cruelty to  Animals 4 c t  1876 was passed 
for the purpose of regulating the practice of vivisection (q.v.). 
The Ground Game Act 1880 prohibits night shooting, or the use 
of spring traps above ground, or poison. The Diseases of Animals 
Acts and orders thereunder are for the purpose of securing animals 
from unnecessary suffering, as well as from disease. Finally, the 
Wild Birds Protection Acts 1880 to 1908, with various game acts 
(see GAME LAWS), extend the protection of the law to wild birds 
and their eggs, and impose penalties for the setting of pole traps 

and the taking of a wild bird by means of a hook or other similar 
instrument. Other statutes relating to the subject, whose purpose 
is disclosed by their titles, are the Poultry Act 1911, the Exporta- 
tion of Horses Act 1914, the Animals Anaesthetics Act 1919, the 
Captive Birds Shooting (Prohibition) Act 1921, the Protection 
of Birds Act 1925, the Performing Animals (Regulation) Act 
19". 

For the law relating to the prevention of cruelty to children 
see CHILDREN, PROTECTIVE LAWS; for cruelty in the sense of 
such conduct as entitles a husband or wife to  judicial separation 
see DIVORCE. 

CRUIKSHANK, GEORGE (1792-1878), English artist, 
caricaturist and illustrator, was born in London, Sept. 27, 1792. 
By natural disposition and collateral circumstances he may be 
accepted as the type of the born humoristic artist. His grand- 
father had taken up the arts, and his father, Isaac Cruikshank, 
was a painter. The contemporary of Gillray, Rowlandson, Alken, 
Heath, Dighton, and the established caricaturists of that genera- 
tion, George developed great proficiency as an etcher. Gillray's 
matured and trained skill had some influence upon his executive 
powers. Prolific and dexterous beyond his competitors, for a 
generation Cruikshank delineated Tories, IVhigs and Radicals with 
fine impartiality. Satirical capital came to him from every public 
event-wars abroad, the enemies of England (for he was always 
fervidly patriotic), the camp, the court, the senate, the church; 
low life, high life; the humours of the people, the follies of the 
great. George Cruikshank's technical and manipulative skill as an 
etcher was such that Ruskin placed his productions in the fore- 
most rank. H e  died a t  263, Hampstead road, London, on Feb. I, 
1878, and was buried in St. Paul's cathedral. 

A vast number of Cruikshank's spirited cartoons were pub- 
lished as separate caricatures, all coloured by hand; others formed 
series, or were contributed to satirical magazines, the Satirist, 
Town  Talk,  The  Scozirge (1811-16) and the like ephemeral pub- 
lications. In  conjunction with William Hone, G. Cruikshank pro- 
duced political satires, The Political Hozlse that Jack Built 
(1819), and others, re-issued by Hone in 1827 under the general 
title, Facetiae and Miscella~zies. 

Of a more genially humoristic order are his famed book illus- 
trations. Early in this series came The  Hz~morist  (1819-21) and 
Life in  Paris (1822), the well-known series of Life in  London, con- 
jointly produced by the brothers I. R.  and G. Cruikshank, and 
Grimm's Collection of German Popzllar Stories (1824-26), in 
two series, with 2 2  inimitable etchings. To  the first 14 volumes 
(1837-43) of Bentley's Mtscellany, Cruikshank contributed 126 
of his best plates, etched on steel, including the famous illustra- 
tions to Oliver Twist,  Jack Sheppard, Gzcy Fawkes and The  In- 
goldsby Legends. For W .  Harrison Ainsworth, Cruikshank illus- 
trated Rookwood (1836), and The Tower of London (1840). For 
C. Lever's Arthur O'Leary he supplled ten full-page etchings 
(1844), and 20 spirited graphic etchings for  Maxwell's lurid 
History of the Irish Rebellion i n  1798 (1845). The best known 
of the pictures and illustrations produced by Cruikshank as an en- 
thusiastic advocate of abstinence are The  Bottles, 8 plates (1847), 
with its sequel, The  Drunkard's Children, 8 plates (1848), with 
the ambitious work, The  Worship of Bacchus, published by sub- 
scription after the artist's oil painting, now in the National Gal- 
lery, London, to which it  was presented by his numerous admirers. 

See Cruikslta+zk's Water-Colours, with introduction b y  Joseph Grego 
(1903) .  

CRUISER. A fast and well-arm'ed warship, specially designed 
for two main functions: (a)  to  guard the sea routes, (b )  to  act 
as an advance guard or scouting force for the battle fleet. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
The first traces of that elaborate classification of warships into 

types with distinctive functions which is characteristic of the 
modern fleet can be discovered in the second half of the 17th 
century. Before that time fleets were not formed for action upon 
any generally accepted principle; warships of all types and sizes 
took part a t  the same time and the action resolved itself into a 
series of isolated combats as the separate units found oppor- 



CRUISER PLATE 

SHIPS,"  ( 5 )  B R I T I S H  COMBINE, ( 6 )  INTERNATIONAL 

CRUISERS OF F I V E  N A V I E S  

1, H.M.S. "Manchester," Southampton class cruiser. Displacement. 9,400 
tons. Armament: twelve 6-in, guns, eight 4-in. anti-aircraft guns, 
2 1  other; six 21-in. torpedo tubes; carries 3 aircraft. Armour: 1-2-in. 
turrets, 4-3-in. side, 4-in. conning tower. Speed, 32.3 knots 

2. U.S.S. "Vincennes," heavy cruiser. Displacement, 9,950 tons. Arma- 
ment: nine 8-in., 55-calibre; e ight  5-in, guns. Carries 2 catapults 
and 4 aircraft. Armour: 5- in. vertical side, two 3-in. decks, 5-Gin. 
gunhouses, 8-in. conning tower. Speed, 3 2  knots. Sunk Aug. 9, 1942  

3. Japanese cruiser "Aoba." Displacement. 7,100 tons. Carries six 8-in. 
guns, four 4.7-in, anti-aircraft, twelve 21417, torpedo tubes (above 
water) ,  and 2 seaplanes. Speed, 3 3  knots 

4. I ta l ian cruiser "Trento." Displacement, 10,000 tons. Armament: six- 
teen 3.9-in. anti-aircraft, e ight  8-in. guns, eight 21-in. torpedo tubes, 

i n  pairs (above water): carries 2 planes. Armour: 2Y4-in. side, 
amidships and turrets, 2-in. deck. Speed, 3 6  knots 

German l i gh t  cruiser "Konigsberg," 6,000 tons, sunk by Br i t ish naval 
dive-bombers a t  Bergen, Norway, Apr i l  9, 1 9 4 0  

U.S.S. "Atlanta,"  l igh t  cruiser. Displacement, 6,000 tons. Armament:  
twelve 5-in., 38-calibre dual purpose guns; 1 2  others; six 21- in.  
torpedo tubes; carries 2 or 3 planes. Armour: 35''-in. side, 2-in. 
deck. Speed, a t  least 3 8  knots 

U.S.S. "St. Louis," l igh t  cruiser. Displacement (estimated), 10,000 
tons. Armament: fifteen 6-in. guns, e ight  5-in. ant i -a i rcraf t  guns, 
1 2  other; carries 4 aircraft. Armour (unofficial): 1%-4-in. side, 
3 in. + 2-in. decks, 3-5-in. gunhouses, 8-in. conning tower. Speed, 
32.5 knots 
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tunity. The Queen's ships under the command of the Lord High 
Admiral operating against the Spanish Armada ranged from the 
"Triumph" of 1,100 tons to  the "Signet" of 30 tons. 

I n  the naval war of 1652 the Dutch fleet fought to protect 
convoys or to  clear the seas for merchant traffic. I t  was as if 
the German battle fleet had made its way out of Kiel during 
the World War to engage the British fleet, so that a vast convoy 
of German merchantmen might slip safely away with their car- 
goes. Dutch trade suffered to so great an extent that in subse- 
quent wars of the period the Dutch merchant ships were with- 
drawn to port, while the Dutch fleet endeavoured to secure 
permanent command of the seas. Thus the primary duty of a 
fleet came t o  be regarded as that of seeking out and destroying 
the enemy. 

About the same time, the growing use of the fireship (there 
were 87 such ships working with the British Navy of 123 
warships in 1690-1700) formed a pressing reason for developing 
the "line of battle": that formation by means of which, by 
opening their intervals, the fleet could best avoid fireship attack. 
The line of battle necessitated uniformity of sailing and gun power 
in order to be effective, and large offensive power per vessel so 
that the line should not be too long. These requirements pre- 
cluded the employment of the smaller warships of the day in the 
line. On the other hand, the breaking up of convoys into smaller 
and less valuable groups, withdrew from the capital ship the 
temptation to make the capture of these her objective and opened 
opportunities both of attack and defence for the smaller fight- 
ing ships. 

Developments were of slow growth, but by the middle of the 
18th century the line of battleship, the frigate, a faster and more 
lightly armed vessel to  act as observer for the line of battleship, 
but not to occupy a place in the line, and the light cruiser, a 
still more lightly armed vessel for commerce protection, were 
accepted types. The principles of sea warfare, which brought 
these types into being, have not always been clearly recognized, 
but war has inevitably brought them into prominence. 

At the beginning of the Kapoleonic wars there was considerable 
heterogeneity of type both among battleships and frigates, but 
by the closing years the main battle fleet was composed almost 
entirely of 74-gun ships (85 out of 99 capital ships), the many 
classes of frigates were in course of replacement by a uniform 
type of 38 and 36-gun ships, and there were 403 ships of below 
20 guns out of the 550 cruising ships of the Navy required for 
convoy and look-out duties, and this notwithstanding the un- 
challenged command of the sea which the main fleet had obtained. 

I t  is also possible to  trace the gradual standardization of types 
after the wooden and sailing Navy had given way to more mod- 
ern construction. Cruisers, to use the general term, gradually 
came to be grouped into four fairly well defined classes:-the 
battle cruiser; the armoured cruiser; the protected cruiser, and 
the light cruiser. The first of these may be regarded as the cul- 
minating point of cruiser design. 

B a t t l e  Cruiser.-The development of the armoured cruiser 
with 9-in., or, in the case of Japan, even 12-in. guns, seemed 
to call for a new type of warship, one faster than any class 
afloat except the destroyer, and with an armament second only 
to that of the battleship. This resulted in the battle cruiser, the 
first example of which was the "Invincible" class, contemporaries 
of the improved "Dreadnought" class of battleship. (See Tech- 
nical section of this article.) 

I t  was conceived that a squadron of such ships would be able 
to drive in the enemy's cruiser forces, unmask his battle fleet 
and harry the latter's van and rear during the main action. 

Battle cruisers were not originally intended to engage in pro- 
longed duels with ships of their own class, as they actually did 
in the Dogger Bank action and in the preliminary stages of Jut- 
land (q.v.).  For such "hammer and tongs" fighting they, as a 
class, and the British design in particular, were not well suited 
and the latter suffered accordingly; but the fact that the World 
War found Germany with a powerful battle cruiser fleet, made 
such engagements almost inevitable, particularly in the low visi- 
bility which so often prevails in the North Sea. 

The most striking success of the battle cruiser as a type was 
that achieved by the two British ships at  the battle of the Falkland 
Islands (q.v.), but there they were overwhelmingly superior t o  
their opponents in speed and in the range and calibre of their 
guns; moreover, the weather conditions gave them every oppor- 
tunity to make the most of their advantages. There, too, they 
filled a r6le which was unforeseen when they were designed; viz., 
that of making a sudden descent on an enemy cruiser force in dis- 
tant seas. Nevertheless, they were most effective in it, thanks to 
the master-hand of the man who was chiefly responsible for their 
conception-the veteran First Sea Lord, Admiral of the Fleet 
Lord Fisher. The secrecy and promptness with which they were 
despatched, the timely arrival of a force so powerful that i t  left 
nothing to chance, formed a striking example of correct and 
vigorous strategy. 

The Washington Treaty (q.v.) having limited the amount 
of capital ship tonnage, it seems probable that the sea powers 
will prefer to make use of their respective quotas for battleship 
construction only, in which case the battle cruiser as a type will 
gradually die out; in fact, with the extinction of the German battle 
cruiser fleet, Britain and Japan are the only two nations whose 
navies include this type of warship, which was not adopted by  
any of the other great sea powers. 

A r m o u r e d  Cruisers-The heavy armoured cruiser, such as 
the "Defence" class, has become practically extinct. I t  did not 
prove of much value in the World War. Too slow, as compared 
with the modern battleship, it  was not a useful auxiliary to the 
battle fleet, i t  could not face the enemy battle cruisers, while it 
was needlessly costly and unsuitable in other ways for guarding 
the trade routes. At Jutland the British armoured cruisers suf- 
fered heavily and could be of very little service. 

Protected Cruisers.-The term has now died out, but ships of 
this type, such as the "Amphitrite" class, were representative of 
the ocean-going, commerce-protecting cruiser of their time, and 
the forerunners of the ~o,ooo-ton cruiser of to-day. 

L i g h t  Cruisers.-As the place of the big cruiser was taken by 
the armoured cruiser and eventually by the battle cruiser, and 
with the growing size and power of the destroyer, there came an 
ever-increasing demand for light, fast cruisers to act as fleet 
auxiliaries. As the World War went on, this type became more 
and more numerous and produced a more or less standard design 
of "fleet cruisern-ships of about 3,500 to 5,000 tons, armed with 
six-in. guns. The type was chiefly intended for work in the North 
Sea and since the War has not proved adequate to  replace older 
and much larger ships required for high-sea work, but long since 
worn out and scrapped. 

Some years after the War, the British Admiralty decreed that, 
in future, there would be only two categories of cruisers-the 
"battle cruiser" and the "cruiser"; but, in fact, the latter category 
was still in 1928 divided into the large cruiser and the small 
cruiser, known as "A" and "B" classes, heavy and light cruisers. 

The names "light cruiser" and "heavy cruiser" are actually 
misnomers. I t  is the common conception that the former ship is 
lighter in tonnage than the latter while this is not necessarily the 
case. Both types of ship have been built up to a tonnage of 
~ o , o o o  tons; in fact, most of the later light cruisers are listed 
at  ~ o , o o o  tons, while the so-called heavy cruisers are listed as 
low as 8,250 tons. The difference in designation is made accord- 
ing to the size of the largest guns, the heavy cruisers carrying 8 in. 
guns while the light cruisers carry 6 inch. The British heavy 
cruisers run from 8,2 jo  tons with 6 8 in. guns to  ~ o , o o o  tons with 
8 8 in. guns while the U.S.A. ships go from 9,050 tons to ~ o , o o o  
tons carrying either 9 or 10 8 in. guns. 

The British light cruisers run from 4,580 tons with 6 6 in. 
guns to  10,000 tons with 12 6 in. guns while the U.S.A. has ves- 
sels of this class ranging from 7,500 tons with 10 6 in, guns to  
~ o , o o o  tons with 15 6 in. guns. 

A new development in naval shipbuilding is the anti-aircraft 
cruiser. This vessel is one built on the same lines as the light 
cruiser displacing about 5,000 tons and carrying armament guns 

1 whose primary function is defence against aircraft. 
I T o  the British Empire, scattered all over the world and knit 
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together by the long sea routes, the question of cruisers is a vital 
one. The very life and sustenance of the inhabitants of the Brit- 
ish Isles depend on these sea arteries being-secure throughout 
their entire length. This can only be ensured by a sufficiently 
large number of cruisers to  police them; but such a force, 
with its units widely distributed, as they always are and must 
be, does not constitute a menace or challenge to other nations; 
for it  could only be concentrated into one large fleet a t  the risk 
of exposing the sea arteries to being severed a t  many distant 
points. This would cause the dismemberment of some parts of 
the Empire, while the heart would be starved of some vital 
commodity. 

Nelson and many another old-time sea commander complained 
bitterly of the lack of frigates. At the beginning of the World 
War, Britain had more than double the number of cruisers she 
possessed in 1928, yet the Admiralty were a t  their wits' end for 
ships of this class. 

To-day the cruiser, as a type, stands for security for those of 
all nations who "pass on the seas on their lawful occasions"; 
they are the safeguards of civilization lest i t  should be assailed 
by the many wild and uncontrolled forces which still abound in 
and around the waters of the world. But for the cruisers of the 
various sea Powers, piracy, gun-running and slavery would be 
rampant again. In  fact, the cruiser should be respected and 
maintained as a powerful factor in preserving peace and tran- 
quillity the world over. (E. A.; X.) 

TECHNICAL 

The progress in technical science, which marked the opening 
years of the 19th century and has continued without pause for 
more than a hundred years, gave to the naval constructor iron 
for wood (1850--6o), steel for iron (1877), the screw (1845), 
the turbine (1902), the geared turbine (1g14), the rifled gun 
(1865), the breech loader (1880), barbettes securing exten- 
sive arcs of fire (1880), wrought iron armour (1860), and ce- 
mented armour (1900). Corresponding changes took place in the 
character and construction of warships, but the broad principles 
of the functions of the cruising type, as of the battleship (q.v.) ,  
remained unaffected. 

During the interval within which these scientific developments 
were becoming accessible there was naturally considerable diver- 
sity in design, and among the cruising vessels on active service 
were frigates, corvettes, 2nd class cruisers, despatch vessels and 
torpedo cruisers, sloops and gun vessels. I t  was not until the 
British Naval Defence Act of 1889 that types of present-day 
cruisers came into being; when the ships built under this Act 
were completed in 1892, cruisers were arranged in first, second 
and third classes; type ships being "Blenheim" (1890) of g,ooo 
tons displacement, speed 204  knots, armed with 2 g.zin. and 10 

6in. guns, with a protective deck 3 inches thick; "Apollo" class 
(1891), of 3,400 tons displacement, speed 20 knots, armed with 
2 bin. and 6 4.7in. guns with a protective deck I in. thick; and 
"Philomel" (1890), of 2,575 tons, 19 knots, armed with 8 4.7in. 
guns, with a pro~ective deck I in. thick. 

The "Blenheim" type continued till 1898, when the "Diadem" 
class of 11,ooo tons and 21 knots were the last of the large 
cruisers protected only by a thick deck. The "Apollo" type con- 
tinued until they were displaced by the armoured cruiser and the 
light cruiser, the last class being "Chatham" (1911) of 5,400 tons 
displacement, speed 25; knots, which ship had a gin. nickel steel 
belt amidships, in addition to the protective deck. The "Philomel" 
type ended with the "Amphion" class ( I ~ I I ) ,  of 3,440 tons dis- 
placement and speed 254 knots, after which they merged into 
the light cruiser type. 

T h e  A r m o u r e d  Cruiser.-The introduction of Harveyised 
armour, enabled armour only 6in. thick to  provide very sub- 
stantial protection to the sides of cruisers, which was first taken 
advantage of in the "Cressy" class ( I ~ o I ) ,  which vessels were 
the forerunners of both the armoured and battle cruisers. The 
ships were of 12,000 tons displacement, speed 2 1 i  knots, armed 
with 2 9.2in. and 12 6in. guns and two submerged torpedo tubes. 

They had a protective deck of 2-3in. thick and side armour 6in. 
thick. The types passed through several stages until the "Mino- 
taur" (1905) of 14,000 tons, 23 knots, armed with 4 9.zin. and 
10 7.5in. guns and five torpedo tubes. 

T h e  L i g h t  Cruiser.-The "Arethusa" class were the first ves- 
sels of this new type of fast lightly armoured cruisers. Their dis- 
placement was 3,500 tons and speed 29 knots. The machinery 
was of 40.000 s.hp. and was the same as in  the L class de- 
stroyers. They were the first cruisers to  burn oil fuel only. The 
armament was z 6in. and 6 4in. guns, and the side had protective 
plating 3-zin, thick. The following classes, "Calliope" and 
"Danae," were similar i n  many respects but embodied important 
improvements, geared turbines in  "Champion" and later vessels, 
while in the later "C" class vessels and in the "D" class, a uniform 
armament of 6in. guns all mounted on the middle line, gave each 
vessel a powerful broadside. The "Emerald" class followed in 
1917, the speed being increased to match the high speed of the 
German cruisers then building. Machinery of 80,000 s.h.p. was 
fitted. The displacement was 7,500 tons, speed 33 knots, and 
they were armed with 7 6in. guns and 12 z ~ i n .  torpedo tubes. 

T h e  Ocean Cruiser.-The cruisers of the war period were of 
a type suitable for service in the North Sea, but in  191 5 designs 
were prepared for the "Raleigh" class, more especially suited for 
ocean work in any part of the world. They have a speed of 30 
knots and are armed with 7 7.5in. guns, five of which are on 
the middle line and two, one on either side, amidships. They are 
adapted for burning coal and oil. The gin. belt of earlier vessels 
is repeated and in addition they are bulged against torpedo attack. 

T h e  Battle Cruiser.-The 1904 committee on ~ e i i ~ n s ,  which 
produced the "Dreadnought" also recommended a new type of 
cruiser which has been designated a battle cruiser, the same calibre 
of guns being mounted as in  battleships. The overruling con- 
sideration was speed, therefore i t  was necessary to  surrender a 
certain number of guns and a great deal of armour as compared 
with the battleships. 

The first ships of this type were "Invincible," "Inflexible" and 
"Indomitable," 53oft. in  length, 17,250 tons, 41,000 h p., turbine 
machinery, quadruple screws and 25 knots speed. Eight 12in. 
guns were fitted in  four turrets. The armour protection was on a 
6-in. basis only. 

Successive improvements were made in "Indefatigable," "Aus- 
tralia" and "New Zealand" with increased displacement, and then 
the &knot ships L'Lion" and "Princess Royal" were laid down 
in 1909-10. The horse power rose to  70,000 and 8 13.5in. 
guns were provided, the displacement rising to 26,350 tons. The 
armour protection was on a gin. basis. The "Queen Mary" 
(1911) was generally similar. Further improvement was made 
in the "Tiger" ( I ~ I Z ) ,  of 28,500 tons, in which ship 12 6in. guns 
were fitted in  addition to  the main armament of 8 13.5in. 
guns. 

The success of the battle cruisers "Invincible" and "Inflexible" 
at  the Falkland Islands battle led to  the building of two fast 
cruisers, "Renown" and "Repulse," in lieu of two battleships of 
the "Royal Sovereign" class which had been laid down. These 
vessels had 6 15in. guns and 17 4in. guns and an armour belt 
of 6in. thickness. The machinery was virtually a repeat of that 
of "Tiger," and with 112,000 h.p. the "Repulse" obtained 32.6 
knots on the measured mile trial. They were 750 ft. long, with a 
displacement of 26,500 tons and they carried 4,250 tons of oil 
fuel. The construction of these vessels in  about 20 months from 
the initiation of the design constitutes a record in  design and 
construction. 

The "Hood" was designed as a battle cruiser in 1916 and during 
building the lessons of the Battle of Jutland were incorporated 
in the ship. The protection was brought up to battleship standard, 
the belt being 8-12in. and barbettes 9-rzin., and the thickness 
of the protective deck was also considerably increased over pre- 
vious ships. A bulge to provide protection against torpedo attack 
was also a part of the design. She was armed with 8 15in. guns 
and 12 6in. guns. Geared turbines were adopted for the ma- 
chinery, giving a total power of 144,000 s.h.p., and the ship 
attained 32 knots on her trials. 
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Germany in 1906 passed an act authorizing an extensive build- 

ing program of war vessels to  be completed by 1917, which 
beside battleship and torpedo craft, included twenty large and 
thirty-eight small cruisers. A series of armoured and battle cruis- 
ers was started, "Bliicher," of 15,500 tons displacement, speed 
24 knots, armed with 12 8.2in. and 8 5.gin. guns and 4 18in. 
torpedo tubes, being the first, followed by "Von Der Tann," 
"Moltke," "Goeben," "Seydlitz," "Derfflinger," "Liitzow" and 
"Hindenburg." They were all fast powerful vessels, and the last- 
named had a displacement of 2 7,000 tons, speed 28 knots (85,000 
s.h.p.), armed with 8 12in. and 14 5.gin. guns and 4 1g.7in. 
torpedo tubes, armour 7in. thick on side, ~ o i n .  on barbettes. For 
light cruisers, a continuous building programme of about 3 vessels 
per year took place, the vessels varying from "Dresden" class, 
3,500 tons displacement, 24 knots, armed with 4.1in. guns and 4 
torpedo tubes, to '(Koln" of 5,600 tons, 273 knots, armed with 8 
5.9in. and 3 8.8cm. guns, and 4 torpedo tubes. 

Japan was the only other nation to complete battle cruisers 
before the World War, with the "Kongo" class (4), 27,500 tons 
displacement, speed 28 knots, armed with 8 14in. and 16 6in. 
guns and 8 21in. torpedo tubes, completed in 1913. Her armoured 
cruisers completed after 1906 are the "Tsukuba" class (2) and 
"Kurama" class (2), the latter of 14,600 tons displacement and 
213 knots, completed in 1910. The last light cruisers completed 
before the war were the "Yahagi" class (3) of 4,950 tons and 26 
knots, armed with 8 6in. and 4 3in. guns and 3 18in. torpedo 
tubes. Since the World War about 14 fast light cruisers have been 
built of about 5,500 tons displacement, 33 knots, armed generally 
with 7 5.5in. guns and 6 or 8 z ~ i n .  torpedo tubes. Also the 
"Furutaka" class (4 ) ,  which vessels are of 7,500 tons displace- 
ment, 33 knots (~oo ,ooo  s.h.p.), armed with 6 Sin. and 4 4.7in. 
guns and 12 21in. torpedo tubes. 

The United States did not complete any battle cruisers, and in 
1914 the latest armoured cruisers in the American navy were the 
vessels of the "Tennessee" class ( 4 ) ,  completed about 1908, of 
14,500 tons displacement, speed 2 2 4  knots, armed with 4 ~ o i n  and 
16 6in. guns, and 4 21in. torpedo tubes, and the "Pennsylvanis" 
class (6) ,  of 13,680 tons, 2 2  knots, armed with 4 Sin. and 14 6in. 
guns and 2 18in. torpedo tubes. Prior to the World War the 
"Chester" class (3), completed in 1908, were the newest light 
cruisers, but in 1916 the 10 vessels of the "Omaha" class were au- 
thorised. These ships are of 7,500 tons displacement, 339 knots 
(go,ooo s.h.p.), armed with 12 6in. and 4 3in. guns and 6 21in. 
torpedo tubes. 

France and Italy also did not build battle cruisers, but each had 
several classes of armoured cruisers completed after 1905. These 
were, for France, the "Waldeck Rousseau" class (z), the "Ernest 
Renan" (2), and the "LCon Gambetta" (2), the first-named ships 
being of 14,000 tons displacement, 23 knots, with a main arma- 
ment of 7 6in. guns; and for Italy, the "San Giorgio" class ( 2 )  

and "Pisa" class ( 2 ) .  These vessels were of ~ o , o o o  tons displace- 
ment, 23 knots, and with a main armament of 2 or 4 ~ o i n .  guns, 
8 ;.sin. guns and 3 18in. torpedo tubes. 

The l'lashington Agreement of 1921 fixed a limit of ~o.ooo 
tons displacement for war vessels other than capital ships, and of 
Sin. for the gun mounted in such vessels. Since this conference, 
the five Powers concerned have each started building cruisers up 
to the limits allowed. Great Britain has completed the vessels 
of "Kent" class (5) and "London" class (4), and has two vessels 
of "Dorsetshire" class under construction. The U.S.A. has com- 
pleted 18 heavy cruisers with 8-in. guns, nine light cruisers with 
6-in, guns and has under construction 48 cruisers of various types. 
Japan has completed the "Nachi" class ( 5 )  and has under con- 
struction five vessels of "Takao" class. France has completed the 
"Duquesne" class ( 2 )  and "Suffren." Two more vessels of "Suf- 
fren" class were under construction in 1930. Italy has completed 
"Trenton class (2),  and has under construction four vessels of 
"Zara" type. 

These vessels are all designed to obtain speeds of more than 
30 knots, and in some cases, by the deletion of any protective 
plating, very high speeds have been obtained. In general, they 
carry a main armament of S or 10 Sin. guns with anti-aircraft 

Zuns and torpedo tubes. The weakness of the type is the in- 
jufficiency of protection that can be provided on the limited dis- 
dacement, but it is too soon to state what will be the ultimate 
nfluence exercised by this important type of ship upon cruiser 
design. 

By the Treaty of Versailles, Germany was not allowed to exceed 
2 cruiser displacement of 6,000 tons, and she has produced the 
'Emden," "Karlsruhe" class (3) and "Leipzig." The last ship 
has a speed of 32 knots and a main armament of g 5.9in. guns 
in triple turrets. (W. J. B ; X.) 

Note: Particulars regarding the cruisers of other nations as  
lye11 as additional particulars regarding the navies of the different 
:ountries of the world will be found in the section headed Defence 
in the articles on the various countries, as United States, France, 
Japan, Italy, etc. T o  these the reader is referred. 

CRUNDEN, JOHN (d. 1828) English architectural and 
decorative designer. Most of his early inspiration was drawn 
From Chippendale and his school; later the influence was a bastard 
;lassicism. H e  produced and published many designs. 

CRUSADES, the name given to the series of campaigns 
undertaken by the Christians of western Europe from 1096 to 
1291 for the recovery of the Holy Land from the Mohammedans, 
so called from the cross worn as a badge by the Crusaders. 
By analogy the term "crusade" is also given to any campaign 
undertaken in the same spirit. 

Significance of t h e  Crusades.-The crusades may be regard- 
ed partly as the decumanus fluctus in the surge of religious revival, 
which had begun in western Europe during the ~ o t h ,  and had 
mounted high during the 11th century; partly as  a chapter, and a 
most important chapter, in  the history of the interaction of East 
and West. Contemporaries regarded them in the former of these 
two aspects, as "holy wars" and "pilgrims' progresses" towards 
Christ's Sepulchre; the reflective eye of history must perhaps 
regard them more especially from the latter point of view. Con- 
sidered as holy wars the crusades must be interpreted by the ideas 
of an age which was dominated by the spirit of otherworldliness, 
and accordingly ruled by the clerical power which represented the 
other world. They are a novurn salutis genzcs, a new path t o  
Heaven, to  tread which counted "for full and complete satisfac- 
tion" (pro omni poe?zitentia) and gave "forgiveness of sins" (pec- 
canzinum remissio); they are, again, the ('foreign policy" of the 
papacy, directing its faithful subjects to  the great war of Chris- 
tianity against the infidel. As such a novum salutis genus, the cru- 
sades connect themselves with the history of the penitentiary sys- 
tem; as the foreign policy of the Church they belong to that 

F R O M  L A V I S S E  & P A R M E N T I E R ,  " A L B U M  H I S T O R I Q U E "  

FIG. I.- COMBATS BETWEEN CRUSADERS A N D  SARACENS. F RO M STAINED 
G L A S S  WINDOWS (NOW DESTROYED) IN T H E  ABBEY O F  S T .  D E N I S ,  P A R I S  

clerical purification and direction of feudal society and its instincts, 
which appears in the institution of "God's Truce" and in chivalry 
itself. The penitentiary system. according to which the priest 
enforced a code of moral law in the confessional by the sanction of 
penance-penance which must be performed as a condition of 
admission to the sacrament of the Eucharist-had been from early 
times a great instrument in the civilization of the raw Germanic 
races. Penance might consist in fasting; it  might consist in flagel- 
lation; it  might consist in pilgrimage. The penitentiary pilgrimage, 
which seems to have been practised as early as A.D. 700, was twice 
blessed; not only was it  an act of atonement in itself, like fasting 
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and flagellation; it  also gained for the pilgrim the merit of having 
stood on holy ground. Cnder the influence of the Cluniac revival, 
which began in the 10th century, pilgrimages became increasingly 
frequent; and the goal of pilgrimage was often Jerusalem. Pilgrims 
who were travelling to Jerusalem joined themselves in companies 
for security, and marched under arms; the pilgrims of 1064, who 
were headed by the archbishop of Mainz, numbered some 7,000 
men. When the first crusade finally came, what was it  but a peni- 
tentiary pilgrimage under a r m ~ - ~ i t h  the one additional object of 
conquering the goal of pilgrimage? That the Pilgrims' Progress 
should thus have turned into a Holy War is a fact readily explica- 
ble, when we turn to consider the attempts made by the Church, 
during the 11th century, to purify, or a t  any rate t o  direct, the 
feudal instinct for private war (guerra). Since the close of the 
10th century diocesan councils in France had been busily acting as 
!egislatures, and enacting "forms of peace" for the maintenance of 
God's Peace or Truce (Pax Dei or Tretcga Dei). I n  each diocese 
there had arisen a judicature (judices pacis) to  decide when the 
form had been broken; and an executive, or cornmunitas pacis, had 
been formed to enforce the decisions of the judicature. But it was 
an easier thing to consecrate the fighting instinct than t o  curb i t ;  
and the institution of chivalry represents such a clerical consecra- 
tion, for ideal ends and noble purposes, of the martial impulses 
which the Church had hitherto endeavoured to check. I n  the same 
way the crusades themselves may be regarded as a stage in the 
clerical reformation of the fighting laymen. As chivalry directed 
the layman to defend what was right, so the preaching of the cru- 
sades directed him to attack what was wrong-the possession by 
"infidels" of the Sepulchre of Christ. The crusades are the offen- 
sive side of chivalry: chivalry is their parent-as it  is also their 
child. The knight who joined the crusades might thus still indulge 
the bellicose side of his genius-under the aegis and a t  the bidding 
of the Church; and in so doing he would also attain what the spir- 
itual side of his nature ardently sought-a perfect salvation and 
remission of sins. He might butcher all day, till he waded ankle- 
deep in blood, and then at  nightfall kneel, sobbing for very joy, a t  
the altar of the Sepulchre-for was he not red from the winepress 
of the Lord? One can readily understand the popularity of the 
crusades, when one reflects that they permitted men to get to the 
other world by fighting hard on earth, and allowed them to gain 
the fruits of asceticism by the way of obedience to  natural in- 
stincts. Nor was the Church merely able, through the crusades, to 
direct the martial instincts of a feudal society; it was also able to 
pursue the object of its own immediate policy, and to attempt the 
universal diffusion of Christianity, even a t  the edge of the sword, 
over the whole of the known world. 

Thus was renewed, on a greater scale, that ancient feud of East 
and West, which has never died. For 1,000 years, from the Hegira 
in 622 to the siege of Vienna in 1683, the peril of a hlohammedan 
conquest of Europe was almost continually present. From this 
point of view, the crusades appear as a reaction of the West 
against the pressure of the East-a reaction which carried the 
West into the East, and founded a Latin and Christian kingdom 
on the shores of Asia. They protected Europe from the new 
revival of Mohammedanism under the Turks; they gave i t  a time 
of rest in which the Western civilization of the middle ages devel- 
oped. But the relation of East and n'est during the crusades was 
not merely hostile or negative. The Latin kingdom of Jerusalem 
was the meeting-place of two civilizations: on its soil the East 
learned from the West, and-perhaps still more-the West learned 
from the East. The culture developed in the West during the 13th 
century was not only permitted to develop by the protection of the 
crusades; it grew upon materials which the crusades enabled it to 
import from the East. Yet the debt of Europe to the crusades in 
this last respect has perhaps been unduly emphasized. Sicily was 
still more the meeting-place of East and West than the kingdom 
of Jerusalem; and the Arabs of Spain gave more t o  the culture of 
Europe than the Arabs of Syria. 

His to r ica l  Causes of the Crusades.-Within 15 years of the 
Hegira, Jerusalem fell before the arms of Omar (637), and it con- 
tinued to remain in the hands of Mohammedan rulers till the end 
of the first crusade. For centuries, however, a lively intercourse 

was maintained between the Latin Church in Jerusalem, which the 
clemency of the Arab conquerors tolerated, and the Christians of 
the West. Charlemagne in particular was closely connected with 
Jerusalem: the patriarch sent him the keys of the city and a stand- 
ard in 800; and in 807 Harun Al-Rashid recognized this symbolical 
cession, and acknowledged Charlemagne as protector of Jerusalem 
and owner of the church of the Sepulchre. Charlemagne founded 
a hospital and a library in the Holy City; and later legend, when it 
made him the first of crusaders and the conqueror of the Holy 
Land, was not without some basis of fact. The connection lasted 
during the 9th century; kings like Alfred of England and Louis of 
Germany sent contributions to  Jerusalem, while the church of 
Jerusalem acquired estates in the West. During the 10th century 
this intercourse still continued; but in the 11th century interrup- 
tions began to come. The fanaticisin of the caliph Hakim destroyed 
the church of the Sepulchre and ended the Frankish protectorate 
(1010); and the patronage of the Holy Places, a source of strife 
between the Greek and the Latin Churches as late as the begin- 
ning of the Crimean War, passed t o  the Byzantine empire in 1021. 

This latter change in itself made pilgrimages from the West 
increasingly difficult: the Byzantines, especially after the schism 
of 10 j4, did not seek to smooth the way of the pilgrim, and Victor 
11. had to complain to  the empress Theodora of the exactions 
practised by her officials. But still worse for the Latins was the 
capture of Jerusalem by the Seljuk Turks in IO';I. Without being 
intolerant, the Turks were a rougher and ruder race than the Arabs 
of Egypt whom they displaced; while the wars between the Fati- 
mites of Egypt and the Abbasids of Baghdad, whose cause was 
represented by the Seljuks, made Syria (one of the natural battle- 
grounds of history) into a troubled and unquiet region. The native 
Christians suffered; the pilgrims of the West found their way made 
still more difficult, and that a t  a time when greater numbers than 
ever were thronging to the East. Western Christians could not but 
feel hampered and checked in their natural movement towards the 
fountain-head of their religion, and it  was natural that they should 
ultimately endeavour to  clear the way. In  much the same way, a t  
a later date and in a lesser sphere, the closing of the trade-routes 
by the advance of the Ottoman Turks led traders to  endeavour to 
find new channels, and issued in the rounding of the Cape of Good 
Hope and the discovery of America. Nor, indeed, must it  be for- 
gotten that the search for new and more direct connections with 
the routes of oriental trade is one of the motives underlying the 
crusades themselves, and leading to what may be called the 13th- 
century discovery of Asia. 

I t  was thus natural, for these reasons, that the conquest of the 
Holy Land should gradually become an object for the ambition of 
Western Christianity-an object which the papacy, eager to realize 
its dream of a universal church subject to its sway, would natu- 
rally cherish and attempt to  advance. Two causes combined to 
make this object still more nstural and more definite. On the one 
hand, the reconquest of lost territories from the Mohammedans by 
Christian Powers had been proceeding steadily for more than IOO 

years before the first crusade; on the other hand, the position of 
the Eastern empire after 1071 was a clear and definite summons 
to the Christian West, and proved, in the event, the immediate 
occasion of the holy war. As early as 970 the recovery of the terri- 
tories lost to Mohammedanism in the East had been begun by 
emperors like Nicephorus Phocas and John Zimisces : they had 
pushed their conquests, if only for a time, as far as Antioch and 
Edessa, and the temporary occupation of Jerusalem is attributed 
to the East Roman arms. At the opposite end of the Mediter- 
ranean, in Spain, the Omayyad caliphate was v~rg ing  to its fall: 
the long Spanish crusade against the Moor had begun; and in 1018 
Roger de Toeni was already leading Normans into Catalonia to  the 
aid of the native Spaniard. In  the centre of the Mediterranean 
the fight between Christian and r\lohammedan had been long. but 
was finally inclining in favour of the Christian. The Arabs had 
begun the conquest of Sicily from the East Roman empire in 827, 
and they had attacked the mainland of Italy as early as 840. The 
popes had put themselves at  the head of Italian resistance: in 848 
Leo IV. is already promising a sure and certain hope of salvation 
to those who die in defence of (he cross; and by 916, with the cav- 
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ture of the Arab fortress on the Garigliano, Italy was safe. Then 
came the reconquest of the Mediterranean islands near Italy. The 
Pisans conquered Sardinia a t  the instigation of Benedict VIII. 
about 1016; and, in a 30 years' war which lasted from 1060 to 
1090, the Normans, under a banner blessed by Pope Alexander II. ,  
wrested Sicily from the Arabs. The Norman conquest of Sicily 
may with justice be called a crusade before the crusades; and it 
cannot but have given some impulse to  that later attempt to wrest 
Syria from the h/lohammedans, in which the virtual leader was 
Bohemund, a scion of the same house which had conquered Sicily. 
But while the Christians of the West were thus winning fresh 
ground from the Mohammedans, in  the course of the 11th century, 
the East Roman empire had now to bear the brunt of a Moham- 
medan revival under the Seljuks-a revival which, while it  crushed 
for a time the Greeks, only acted as a new incentive to the Latins 
to carry their arms to the East. The Seljuk Turks, first the mer- 
cenaries and then the masters of the caliph, had given new life to  
the decadent caliphate of Baghdad. Under the rule of their sul- 
tans, who assumed the r81e of mayors of the palace in Baghdad 
about the middle of the 11th century, they pushed westwards 
towards the caliphate of Egypt and the East Roman empire. 
While they wrested Jerusalem from the former ( I O ~ I ) ,  in the 
same year they inflicted a crushing defeat on the Eastern emperor 
at Manzikert. The result of the defeat was the loss of almost the 
whole of Asia Minor; the dominions of the Turks extended to the 
Sea of Marmora. An appeal for assistance, such as was often to be 
heard again in succeeding centuries, was sent by Michael VII. of 
Constantinople to Gregory VII. in 1073, Gregory listened to the 
appeal; he projected-not, indeed, as has often been said, a cru- 
sade', but a great expedition, which should recover Asia Minor 
for the Eastern empire, in return for  a union of the Eastern with 
the Western Church. I n  1074 Gregory actually assembled a con- 
siderable army; but his disagreement with Robert Guiscard, fol- 
lowed by the outbreak of the war of investitures, hindered the 
realization of his plans, and the only result was a precedent and a 
suggestion for the events of 1095. The appeal of Michael VII, 
was re-echoed by Alexius Comnenus himself. Brave and sage as 
he was, he could hardly cope at  one and the same time with the 
hostility of the Normans on the west, of the Petchenegs (Patzi- 
naks) on the north, and of the Seljuks on the east and south. 
Already in 1087 and 1088 he had appealed to Baldwin of Flanders, 
verbally and by letter" for troops; and Baldwin had answered the 
appeal. The same appeal was made more than once, to  Crban 11.; 
and the answer was the first crusade. The first crusade was not, 
indeed, what Alexius had asked or expected to receive. He had 
appealed for reinforcements to  recover Asia Minor; he received 
hundreds of thousands of troops, independent of him, and intend- 
ing to conquer Jerusalem for themselves, though they might inti- 
dentally recover Asia hlinor for the Eastern empire on their way. 
Alexius may almost be compared to a magician, who has uttered a 
charm to summon a ministering spirit, and is surrounded on the 
instant by legions of demons. I n  truth the appeal of Alexius had 
set free forces in the West which were independent of, and even 
ultimately hostile to, the interests of the Eastern empire. 

M i x t u r e  of Motives.-The primary force, which thus trans- 
muted an appeal for reinforcements into a holy war for the con- 
quest of Palestine, was the Church. The creative thought of the 
middle ages is clerical thought. I t  is the Church which creates the 
Carolingian empire, because the clergy think in terms of empire. 
I t  is the Church which creates the first crusade, because the clergy 

'Tradition a pope still earlier than G~~~~~~ VII. with the 
idea of a crusade. Silvester 11. is said to have preached a general expedi- 
tion for the recovery of Jerusalem, and the same preaching is attributed 
to Sergius IV. in 1011. But the supposed.letter of Silvester is a later 
forgery; and in 1000 the way of the Chrlstlan to Jerusalem was st111 
free and open. 

2The Count de Riant impugned the authenticity of Alexius's letter to 
the count of Flanders. It is very that the versions of this 
letter which we possess, and which are to be found only in later writ- 
ings like Guibert de Nogent, are apocryphal; Alexius can hardly have 
held out the bait of the beauty of Greek women or have written that 
he preferred to fall under the yoke of the Latins rather than that of the 
Turks. But it is also probable that these apocryphal versions are based 
on a genuine original. 

believe in penitentiary pilgrimages, and the war against the Seljuks 
can be turned into a pilgrimage to the Sepulchre; because, again, 
it wishes to direct the fighting instinct of the laity, and the conse- 
crating name of Jerusalem provides an unimpeachable channel; 
above all, because the papacy desires a perfect and universal 
church, and perfect and universal church must rule in the Holy 
Land. But it  would be a mistake to regard the crusades (as it  
would be a mistake to regard the Carolingian empire) as  a pure 
creation of the Church, or as merely due to the policy of a theoc- 
racy directing men to the holy war which is the only war possible 
for a theocracy. I t  would be almost truer, though only half the 
truth, to say that the clergv gave the name of crusade to sanctify 
interests and ambitions which, while set on ends other than those 
of the Church, happened to coincide in their choice of means. 
There was, for instance, the ambition of the adventurer prince, the 
younger son, eager to carve a principality in  the far East, of whom 
Bohemund is the type; there was the interest of Italian towns, 
anxious to acquire the products of the East more directly and 
cheaply, by erecting their own emporia in  the eastern Mediter- 
ranean. The former was the driving force which made the first 
crusade successful, where later crusades, without its stimulus, for 
the most part failed; the latter was the one staunch ally which 
alone enabled Baldwin I .  and Baldwin 11. to create the kingdom of 
Jerusalem. So far as the crusades led t o  permanent material 
results in the East, they did so in virtue of these two forces. 
Cnregulated enthusiasm might of itself have achieved little or 
nothing; enthusiasm caught and guided by the astute Norman, 
and the no less astute Venetian or Genoese, could not but achieve 
tangible results. The principality or the emporium, it  is true, 
would supply motives to the prince and the merchant only; and it  
may be urged that to the mass of the crusaders the religious 
motive was all in all. I n  this way we may return to  the view that 
the first crusade, a t  any rate, was u n  fait eccle'siastique. I t  is  
indeed true that to thousands the hope of acquiring spiritual merit 
must have been a great motive; it  is also true, as the records of 
crusading sermons show, that there was a strong element of "reviv- 
alism" in the crusades, and that thousands were hurried into tak- 
ing the cross by a gust of that uncontrollable enthusiasm which is 
excited by revivalist meetings to-day. But it  must also be admit- 
ted that there were motives of this world to attract the masses t o  
the crusades. Famine and pestilence a t  home drove men to emi- 
grate hopefully to the golden East. I n  1094 there was pestilence 
from Flanders to Bohemia: in 1095 there was famine in Lorraine. 
Francigenis occidentalibus facile persuaderi poterat sua rura relin- 
quere; nam Gallias per annos aliqr~ot nunc seditio civilis, nunc 
fumes, nunc mortalitas nimis aflixerat (Ekkehard, Chronica, p. 
213). No wonder that a stream of emigration set towards the 
East, such as would in modern times flow towards a newly discov- 
ered gold-field-a stream carrying in its turbid waters much ref- 
use, tramps and bankrupts, camp-followers and hucksters, fugitive 
monks and escaped villeins, and marked by the same motley 
grouping, the same fever of life, the same alternations of afflu- 
ence and beggary, which mark the rush for a gold-field to-day. 

Such were the forces set in movement by Urban II., when, after 
holding a synod at  Piacenza (March, ~ o g j ) ,  and receiving there 
fresh appeals from Alexius, he moved to Clermont, in the south- 
east of France, and there on Kov. 26 delivered the great speech 
which was followed by the first crusade. I n  this speech he 
appealed, indeed, for help for the Greeks, azixilio . . . saepe accla- 

indigis (I;ulcher i. c. i.) ; but the gist of his speech was the 
peril of Christianity. Let the truce of God be observed at  home; 
and let the arms of Christians be directed to conquering the infidel 
in an expedition which should count for full and complete penance. 
~ i k ~  G~~~~~~ VII,, u rban  had thus sought for aid for  the Eastern 
empire; unlike Gregory, who had only mentioned the H~~~ Sepul- 
chre in a single letter, and then casually, he had struck the note 
of Jerusalem. The instant cries of Deus vult  which answered the 
note showed that Urban had struck aright. Thousands a t  once took 
the cross; the first was Bishop Adhemar of Puy, whom Urban 
named his legate and made leader of the first (for the 
holy war, according to urban's original conception, must needs be 
led by a clerk). Fixing Aug. I j, 1096, as the time for the depar- 
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ture of the crusaders, and Constantinople as the general rendez- 
vous, Urban returned from France to Italy. I t  is noticeable that it  
was on French soil that the seed had been sown'. Preached in 
France by a pope of French descent, the crusades began-and they 
continued-as essentially a French (we may almost say a Norman- 
French) enterprise; and the kingdom which they established in 
the East was essentially a French kingdom, in its speech and its 
customs, its virtues and its vices. I t  was natural that France 
should be the home of the crusades. She was already the home of 
the Cluniac movement, the centre from which radiated the truce 
of God, the chosen place of chivalry; she could supply a host of 
feudal nobles, somewhat loosely tied to their place in society, and 
ready to break loose for a great enterprise; she had suffered from 
battle and murder, pestilence and famine, from which any escape 
was welcome. To  the Normans particularly the crusades had an 
intimate appeal. They appealed to the old Norse instinct for wan- 
dering-an instinct which, as it  had long before sent the Norseman 
eastward to find his E l  Dorado in Micklegarth, could now find a 
natural outlet in the expedition to Jerusalem: they appealed to the 
Norman religiosity, which had made them a people of pilgrims, 
the allies of the papacy, and, in England and Sicily, crusaders 
before the crusades: finally, they appealed to that desire to gain 
fresh territory, upon which Malaterra remarks as characteristic of 
Norman princes. No wonder, then, that the crusading armies were 
recruited in France, or that they were led by men of the stock of 
the dlHautevilles. Meanwhile newly conquered England had its 
own problems to solve; and Germany, torn by civil war, and not 
naturally quick to kindle, could only deride the "delirium" of the 
crusader (Ekkehard, Clzronica, p. 214). 

THE FIRST CRUSADE 

The first crusade falls naturally into two parts. One of these 
may be called the crusade of the people: the other may be termed 
the crusade of the princes. Of these the people's crusade-prior in 
order of time, if only secondary in point of importance-may nat- 
urally be studied first. The sermon of Urban 11. a t  Clermont 
became the staple for wandering preachers, among whom Peter the 
Hermit (q v.) distinguished himself by his fiery zeal2. He has been 
described as riding on an ass from place to place through 
France and along the Rhine, carrying away by his eloquence 
thousands of the poor. Some three or four months before the term 
fixed by Urban II. ,  in April and May 1096, five divisions of pau- 
peres had already collected. Three of these, led by Fulcher of 
Orleans, Gottschalk and f illiam the Carpenter respectively, failed 
to reach even Constantinople. The armies of Fulcher and Gott- 
schalk were destroyed by the Hungarians in just revenge for their 
excesses (June) ; the third, after joining in a wild Judenhetze in 
the towns of the valley of the Rhine, during which some ~o ,ooo  
Jews perished as the first-fruits of crusading zeal, was scattered to 
the winds in Hungary (August). Two other divisions, however, 
reached Constantinople in safety. The first of these, under lt'alter 
the Penniless, passed through Hungary in May, and reached Con- 
stantinople, where it halted to wait for the Hermit, in the middle 
of July. The second, led by Peter himself, passed safely through 
Hungary, but suffered severely in Bulgaria, and only attained Con- 
stantinople with sadly diminished numbers at  the end of July. 
These two divisions (which in spite of good treatment by Alexius 
began to commit excesses against the Greeks) united and crossed 
the Bosporus in August, Peter himself remaining in Constanti- 
nople. By the end of October they had perished utterly at the 
hands of the Seljuks; a heap of whitening bones alone remained to 
testify to the later crusaders, when they passed in the spring of 
1097, of the fate of the people's crusade. 

hfeanwhile the knights had already begun to assemble in March 

'The Chanson de Roland, which cannot be posterior to the first 
crusade-for the poem never alludes to it-already contains the idea 
of the holy war against Islam. The idea of the crusade had thus already 
ripened in French poetry, before Urban preached his sermon. 

2Later legend ascribed the origin of the first crusade to his preaching, 
and the legend has been followed by modern historians; but in point of 
fact Peter is a firure of secondary importance. (See F. Duncalf, "The 
Peasants' Crusade," in the American Historical Review for 1921, pp. 

1096. In  small bands, and by divers ways, they streamed gradu- 
ally southward and eastward, in a steady flow, throughout 1096. 
But three large divisions, under three considerable leaders, were 
preeminent among the rest. Godfrey of Bouillon, with his brother 
Baldwin, led the crusaders of Lorraine along "the road of Charles 
the Great," through Hungary, to Constantinople, where he arrived 
on Dec. 23. Raymund of Toulouse (the first prince to  join the 
crusading movement) along with Bishop Adhemar, the papal com- 
missary, led the Provencals down the coast of Illyria, and then 
due east to Constantinople, arriving towards the end of April 1097. 
Bohemund of Otranto, the destined leader of the crusade, with his 
nephew Tancred, led a fine force of Normans by sea to  Durazzo, 
and thence by land to Constantinople, which he reached about the 
same time as Raymund. T o  the same great rendezvous other lead- 
ers also gathered, some of higher rank than Godfrey or Raymund 
or Bohemund, but none destined to exercise an equal influence on 
the fate of the crusade. Hugh of Vermandois, younger brother of 
Philip I.  of France, had reached Constantinople in Nov. 1096, in a 
species of honourable captivity, and had done Alexius homage; 
Robert of Normandy and Stephen of Blois, to whom Urban 11. 
had given St. Peter's banner a t  Lucca, only arrived-the last of the 
crusaders-in May 1097 (their original companion in arms, Count 
Robert of Flanders, having left them to winter a t  Bari, and crossed 
to Constantinople before the end of 1096). 

T h e  Rival Princes.-Thus was gathered a t  Constantinople, in 
the spring of 1097, a great host, which Fulcher computes at  600,- 
ooo men (I .  c. iv.), Urban 11. a t  300.000, and which was probably 
some 150,ooo strong1. Before we follow this host into Asia, we 
may pause to enquire into the various factors which would deter- 
mine its course, or condition its activity. On the Western side, 
and among the crusaders themselves, there were two factors of im- 
portance, already mentioned above-the aims of the adventurer 
prince, and the interests of the Italian merchant; while on the 
Eastern side there are again two-the policy of the Greeks, and the 
condition of the Mohammedan East. We have already seen that 
among the princes who joined the first crusade there were some 
who were rather politiques than d ivo t s ,  and who aimed a t  the 
acquisition of temporal profit as well as of spiritual merit. Of 
these the type-and, it  may almost be said, the inspirer of the rest 
-was Bohemund. From the first he had an Eastern principality 
in his mind's eye; and if we may judge from the follower of Bohe- 
mund who wrote the Gesta Francorurn, there had already been 
some talk at  Constantinople of Antioch as the seat of this princi- 
pality. Bohemund's policy seems to have inspired Baldwin, the 
brother of Godfrey of Bouillon to emulation; on the one hand he 
strove to thwart the endeavours of Tancred, the nephew of Bohe- 
mund, to begin the foundation of the Eastern principality for his 
uncle by conquering Cilicia, and, on the other, he founded a prin- 
cipality for himself in Edessa. Raymund of Provence, the third 
and last of the great politiques of the first crusade, was, like Bald- 
win, envious of Bohemund; and jealousy drove him first t o  
attempt to wrest Antioch from Bohemund, and then to found a 
principality of Tripoli to the south of Antioch, which would check 
the growth of his power. The political motives of these three 
princes, and the interaction of their different policies, were thus a 
great factor in determining the course and the results of the first 
crusade. The influence of the Italian towns did not make itself 
greatly felt till after the end of the first crusade, when it  made pos- 
sible the foundation of a kingdom in Jerusalem, in addition to  the 
three principalities established by Bohemund, Baldwin and Ray- 
mund; but during the course of the crusade itself the Italian ships 
which hugged the shores of Syria were able to supply the crusaders 
with provisions and munitions of war, and to render help in the 
sieges of Antioch and Jerusalem2. Sea-power had thus some influ- 
ence in determining the victory of the crusaders. 

T h e  Eas te rn  Empire.-In the East the conditions were mainly 

'Godfrey's army numbered some 30,000 infantry and ro,ooo cavalry 
(Rohricht, Erst. Kreuzz. 61) ; Urban TI. reckons Bohemund's knights as 
7,000 in number (ibid. 71, n. 7) .  

2The Genoese had been invited by Urban TI. in Sept. 1096 "to go 
with their gallies to Eastern parts in order to set free the path to the 

~ -~ 

440-53.) I Lord's Sepulchre." 
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favourable. The one difficulty-and it  was serious-was the atti- 
tude adopted by Alexius. Confronted by crusaders where he had 
asked for auxiliaries, Alexius had two alternative policies presented 
t o  his choice. H e  might, in the first place, have frankly admitted 
that the crusaders were independent allies, and treating them as 
equals, he might have waged war in concert with them, and divided 
the conquests achieved in the war. A boundary line might have 
been drawn somewhere to the north-west of Antioch; and the cru- 
saders might have been left to acquire what they could to the south 
and east of that line. Unhappily, clinging to the conviction that all 
the lands which the crusaders would traverse were the "lost prov- 
inces" of his empire, he induced the crusaders to do him homage, 
so that, whatever they conquered, they would conquer in his 
name, and whatever they held, they would hold by his grant and as 
his vassals. Thus Hugh of Vermandois became the man of Alexius 
in Nov. 1096; Godfrey of Bouillon was induced, not without diffi- 
culty, to do homage in Jan. 1097; and in April and May the other 
leaders, including Bohemund and the obstinate Raymund himself, 
followed his example. The policy of Alexius was destined to pro- 
duce evil results, both for the Eastern empire and for the crusad- 
ing movement. The V'est had already its grievances against the 
East: the Greek emperors had taken advantage of their protector- 
ate of the Holy Places to lay charges on the pilgrims, against which 
the papacy had already been forced to remonstrate; nor were the 
Italian towns, with the exception of favoured Venice, disposed to 
be friendly to the great monopolist city of Constantinople. The 
old dissension of the Eastern and Western Churches had blazed 
out afresh in Io j4 ;  and the policy of Alexius only added new ran- 
cours to an old grudge, which culminated in the Latin conquest of 
Constantinople in 1204. On the other hand, the success of the cru- 
sading movement u7ds imperilled, both now and afterwards, by the 
jealousy of the Comneni. Always hostile to the principality, which 
Bohemund established in spite of his oath, they helped by their 
hostility to cause the loss of Edessa in 1144, and they hastened the 
disintegration of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Yet one must 
remember, in justice to Alexius, the gravity of the problem by 
which he was confronted; nor was the conduct of the crusaders 
themselves such that he could readily make them his brethren in 
arms. 

M o h a m m e d a n  Dissensions.-The condition of Asia Minor 
and Syria in 1097 was in many respects calculated to favour the 
success of the crusaders. The Seljuk sultans had only achieved a 
military occupation of the country which they had conquered. 
There were Seljuk garrisons in towns like h'icaea and Antioch, 
ready to offer an obstinate resistance to  the crusaders; and here 
and there in the country there were Seljuk armies, either cantoned 
or nomadic. But the inhabitants of the towns were often hostile to  
the garrisons, and over wide tracts of country there were no forces 
at  all. Accordingly, when the crusaders had captured the town of 
Nicaea, and defeated the Seljuk field-army at  Dorylaeum their 
way lay clear before them through Asia Minor. Xot only so, but 
they could count, a t  the very least, on a benevolent neutrality 
from the native population; while from the Armenian principali- 
ties in the south-east of Asia Minor, which survived unsubdued in 
the general deluge of Seljuk conquest, they could expect active 
assistance (the hope of which will explain the north-easterly line 
of march which they followed after leaving Heraclea). But the 
purely military character of the Seljuk occupation helped the cru- 
saders in yet another way. Strong generals were needed in the sep- 
arate divisions of the empire, and these, as has always been the 
case in Eastern empires, made themselves independent in their 
spheres of command, because there was no organization to keep 
them together under a single control. On the death of Malik Shah, 
the last of the great Seljuk emperors (1092), the empire dissolved. 
A new sultan, Barkiyiiroq or Barkiarok, ruled in Baghdad (1094- 
1104) ; but in Asia Minor Kilij Arslan held sway as the independ- 
ent sultan of Konia (Iconium), while the whole of Syria was also 
practically independent. Not only was Syria thus weakened by 
being detached from the body of the Seljuk empire; it was divided 
by dissensions within, and assailed by the Fatimite caliph of Egypt 
from without. I n  1095 two brothers, Ridwan and Dekak, ruled in 
Aleppo and Damascus respectively; but they were at  war with one 

another, and Yagi-sian, the ruler of Antioch, was a party to  their 
dissensions. Ridwan and Yagi-sian were only stopped in an attack 
on Damascus by news of the approach of the crusaders, which led 
the latter to  throw himself hastily into Antioch, in the autumn of 
1097. Meanwhile the Fatimites were not slow to take advantage 
of these dissensions. A great religious difference divided the 
Fatimite caliph of Cairo, the head of the Shiite sect, from the 
Abbasid caliph of Baghdad, who was the head of the Sunnites. The 
difference may be compared to the dissension between the Greek 
and the Latin Churches; but it  had perhaps more of the nature of 
a political difference. In  any case, it  hampered the Mohammedans 
as much as the jealousy between Alexius and the Latins hampered 
the progress of the crusade. The crusading princes were well 
enough aware of the gulf which divided the caliph of Cairo from 
the Sunnite princes of Syria; and they sought by envoys to put 
themselves into connection with him, hoping by his aid to  gain 
Jerusalem (which was then ruled for the Turks by Sokman, the 
son of the amir Ortok)'. But the caliph preferred to  act for him- 
self, and took advantage of the wars of the Syrian princes, and of 
the terror inspired by the advance of the crusaders to conquer 
Jerusalem (Aug. 1098). But though the leaders of the first cru- 
sade thus failed to utilize the dissensions of the Mohammedans as 
fully as they desired, it  still remains true that these dissensions 
very largely explain their success. I t  was the disunion of the 
Syrian amirs, and the division between the Abbasids and the 
Fatimites, that made possible the conquest of the Holy City and 
the foundation of the kingdom of Jerusalem. When a power arose 
in Mosul, about 1130, which was able to unify Syria-when, again, 
in the hands of Saladin, unified Syria was in turn united to Egypt 
-the cause of Latin Christianity in the East was doomed. 

Siege of Antioch.-We are now in a position to follow the his- 
tory of the first crusade. By the beginning of May 1097 the cru- 
saders were crossing the Bosporus, and entering the dominions of 
Kilij Arslan. Their first operation was the siege of Nicaea, de- 
fended by a Seljuk garrison, but eventually captured, with the aid 
of Alexius, after a month's siege (June 18). Alexius took posses- 
sion of the town; and though he rewarded the crusading princes 
richly, some discontent was excited by his action. After the cap- 
ture of Nicaea, the field-army of Kilij Arslan had to be met. I n  a 
long and obstinate encounter, i t  was defeated a t  Dorylaeum (July 
I ) ;  and the crusaders marched unmolested in a south-easterly 
direction to Heraclea. Here Tancred, followed by Baldwin, turned 
into Cilicia, and began to take possession of the Cilician towns, 
and especially of Tarsus-thus beginning, it  would seem, the 
creation of the Norman principality of Antioch. The main 
army turned to the north-east, in the direction of Caesarea 
(in order to bring itself into touch with the Armenian princes 
of this district), and then marched southward again to Antioch. 
At Marash, half way between Caesarea and Antioch, Baldwin, 
who had meanwhile wrested Tarsus from Tancred, rejoined the 
ranks; but he soon left the main body again, and struck eastward 
towards Edessa, to found a principality there. At the end of 
October the crusaders came into position before Antioch, which 
was held by Yagi-sian, and began the siege of the city, which 
lasted from Oct. 21, 1097 to June 3, 1098. The great figure 
in the siege was naturally Bohemund (who had also been the 
hero of Dorylaeum). He repelled attempts a t  relief made by 
Dekak (Dec. 31, 1097) and Ridwan (Feb. 9, 1098); he put 
the besiegers in touch with the Genoese ships lying in the 
harbour of St. Simeon, the port of Antioch (March 1098)-a 
move which at  once served to remedy the want of provisions from 
which the crusaders suffered, and secured materials for the build- 
ing of castles, with which Bohemund sought-in the Norman 
fashion-to overawe the besieged city. But it  was finally by the 

'Thus already on the first crusade the path of negotiation is 
attempted simultaneously with the holy war. On the third crusade and 
above all on the sixth, this path was still more seriously attempted. I t  
is interesting, too, to notice the part which the laity already plays in 
directing the course of the crusade. From the first the crusade, how- 
ever clerical in its conception, was largely secular in its conduct; and 
thus, somewhat paradoxically, a religious enterprise aided the growth 
of the secular motive and contributed to the escape of the laity from 
that tendency towards a papal theocracy, which was evident in the 
pontificate of Gregory VII. 
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treachery of one of Yagi-sian's commanders, the amir Firuz, that 
Bohemund was able to effect its capture. The other leaders had, 
however, to promise him possession of the city, before he would 
bring his negotiations with Firuz to a conclusion; and the matter 
was so long protracted that an arrny of relief under Kerbogha of 
Mosul u7as only a t  a distance of three days' march, when the city 
was taken (June 3, 1098). The besiegers were no sooner in the 
city, than they were besieged in their turn by Kerbogha; and the 
25  days which followed were the worst period of stress and strain 
which the crusaders had to encounter. Under the pressure of this 
strain "spiritualistic" phenomena began to appear. I t  was in the 
ranks of the Provenqals, where the religiosity of Count Raymund 
seems to have extended to his followers, that these phenomena 
appeared; and they culminated in the supposed discovery of the 
Holy Lance, which had pierced the side of the Saviour. The 
excitement communicated itself to  the whole army; and the nerv- 
ous strength which it  gave enabled the crusaders to meet and 
defeat Kerbogha in the open (June z8), but not before many of 
their number, including even Count Stephen of Blois, had deserted 
and fled. 

C a p t u r e  of Jerusalem.-With the discovery of the Lance, 
which became as it were a Provenqal asset, Count Raymund 
assumes a new importance. Mingled with the religiosity of his 
nature there was much obstinacy and self-seeking; and when Ker- 
bogha was finally repelled, he began to dispute the possession of 
Antioch with Bohemund, pleading in excuse his oath to Alexius. 
The struggle lasted for some months, and helped to delay the 
further progress of the crusaders. Raymund, indeed, left Antioch 
in November, and moved south-east to Marra; but his men still 
held to positions in Antioch, from which they were not dislodged 
by Bohemund till Jan. 1099. Expelled from Antioch, the obstinate 
Raymund endeavoured to recompense himself in the south (where 
indeed he subsequently created the county of Tripoli) ; and from 
Feb. to May 1°99 he himself with the siege Arcs, to 
the north-east I t  was during the siege Arca that 
Peter Bartholomew, to  whom the vision of the Holy Lance had 
first appeared, was subjected, with no definite result, to the ordeal 
of fire-the hard-headed Normans doubting the genuine character 
of any the when, as in this case, it turned 

the politica1 advantage the PrOven~als. siege was long 
protracted; the mass of the pilgrims were anxious to proceed to 
Jerusalem, and, as the altered tone of the author of the G ~ s t a  suffi- 
ciently indicates, thoroughly weary of the obstinate political bick- 
erings of Raymund and BOhemund. Here Godfrcy 
finally came '0 the front, and placing himself a t  the head of the 
discontented pilgrims, he Raymund to accept the offers 
the amir of Tripoli, to desist from the siege, and to march to Jeru- 
salem (in the of 1099). Bohemund remained in 
Antioch: the other leaders pressed forward, and following the 
coast route, arrived before Jerusalem in the beginning of June. 
After a little more than a month's siege, the was cap- 

(July 15). The slaughter was terrible; the blood of the con- 
quered ran down the men in as 
rode. At nightfall, "sobbing for excess of joy," the crusaders came 
to the church of the Sepulchre from their treading of the wine- 
press, and put their hands together in prayer. So, On 

that day of July, the first crusade came to an end. 
I t  remained to determine the future governme~lt of Jerusalem; 

and here the problem of the of Church and 
State emerged. I t  might seem natural that the Holy City, con- 
quered in a war an army which the pope had made a 
churchman, Adhemar, the leader, should be left to  the gov- 
ernment of the Church. But Adhemar had died in Aug. ''9' 
(whence, in large part, the confusion and bickerings which fol- 
lowed at  the end of 1098 and the beginning of 1099); nor were 
there any churchmen left of sufficient dignity or weight to secure 
the triumph of the ecclesiastical cause. In  the meeting of the cru- 
saders on July 22, some few voices were raised in support of the 
view that a "spiritual vicar" should first be chosen in the place of 
the late patriarch of ~erusalem (who had just died in C Y P ~ ~ S ) ,  
before the election of any lay ruler was taken in hand. But the 
voices were not heard; and the princes proceeded at  once to elect 

a lay ruler. Raymund of Provence refused to accept their nomina- 
tion, nominally on the pious ground that he did not wish to reign 
where Christ had suffered on the cross; though one may suspect 
that the establishment of a principality in Tripoli-in which he 
had been interrupted by the pressure of the pilgrims-\{?as still the 
first object of his ambition. The refusal of Raymund meant the 
choice of Godfrey of Bouillon, who had, as we have seen, become 
prominent since the siege of Arca; and Godfrey accordingly 
became-not king, but "advocate of the Holy Sepulchre." A few 
days afterwards Arnulf, the chaplain of Robert of Normandy, and 
one of the sceptics in the matter of the Holy Lance, became 
"vicar" of the vacant patriarchate. Godfrey's first business was t o  
repel an Egyptian attack, which he accomplished successfully a t  
Ascalon, with the aid of the other crusaders (Aug. 12). At the end 
of August the other crusaders returned, and Godfrey was left with 
a small army of 2,000 men, and the support of Tancred, now 
prince of Galilee, to  rule in some four isolated districts-Jaffa, 
Jerusalem, Ramlah and Haifa. At the end of the year came Bohe- 
mund and Godfrey's brother Baldwin (now count of Edessa) on a 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The result of Bohemund's visit was new 
trouble for Godfrey. Bohemund procured the election of Dago- 
bert, the archbishop of Pisa, to the vacant patriarchate, disliking 
Arnulf, and perhaps hoping to find in the new ~ a t r i a r c h  a political 
supporter. Bohenlund and Godfrey together became Dagobert's 
vassals; and in the spring Godfrey even seems to have entered into 
an agreement with the patriarch to cede Jerusalem and Jaffa into 
his hands, in the event of acquiring other lands or towns, especially 
Cairo, or dying without direct heirs. When Godfrey died in July 
1100 (after successful forays against the hIohammedans which 
took him as far as Damascus), i t  might jeem as if a theocracy 
were after all to be established in Jerusalem, in spite of the events 
of 1099. 

THE LATIN ICINGDOM OF JERUSALEM 
The Firs t  Three Kings (1100-1143).-The theocracy, how- 

ever, was not destined to be established. Godfrey had died without 
direct heirs. D~~~~~~~ had at first consented to the dying ~ ~ d -  
freyjs wish that his brother, Baldwin, in far  Edessa, should be 
his successor; but when Godfrey died he saw an opportunity too 
precious to be missed, and opposed Baldwin, counting on the sup- 
port of Bohemund, to whom he sent an appeal for But 
a party in Jerusalem, headed by the late ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ,  opposed 
itself to the hierarchical pretensions of ~~~~b~~~ and the N~~~~~ 

by which they were backed; and this party, representing 
the Lotharingian laity, carried the day, Baldwin was summoned 
from ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  and when he arrived, toffards the end of the year, he 
was crowned king by Dagobert himself. Thus was founded, 

day I Ioo, the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem; and thus 
was the possibility of a theocracy finally annihilated. A feudal 
kingdom of Frankish seigneurs was to be planted on the soil of 
Palestine, instead of a do,uini2rm te2nporole of the patriarch like 
that of the pope in central Italy. Nor were there great dificulties 
with the Church to hamper the growth of this kingdom, For two 
years, indeed, a struggle between Baldwill 1, Dagobert: 
Baldwin accused the patriarch of treachery, and attempted to 
force him to contribute to the defence of the kingdom, But in 
1102 the struggle ceased with the deposition of the patriarch and 
the victory of the king. Thc contention was renewed for a time by 
the patriarch Stephen in the reign of ~ ~ l d ~ i ~  11 ~h~ new strug- 
gle was of short duration (1128-30) and was soon ended by 

death 
The establishment of a kingdom in Jerusalem in 1100 was a 

blow, not only to the Church but to the Normans of Antioch. At 
the end of 1099 any contemporary observer must have believed 
that the capital of Latin Christianity in the East was destined to 
be Antioch. Antio& lay in one of the most fertile regions of the 
East; Bohemund was almost, if not quite, the greatest genius of 
his generation; and when he visited Jerusalem at the end of Io99, 
he led an army of 25,000 men-and those men, at any rate in 

'The genuineness of the letter (on which, by the way, depends the 
,tory of Godfrey's agreement with Dagobert) has been impeached by 
prutz and Kugler, and doubted by Rbhricht. It  is accepted by von 
Sybel and Hagenmeyer. 
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large part, Normans. What could Godfrey avail against such a 
force? Yet the principality of Godfrey was destined to higher 
things than that of Bohemund. Jerusalem, like Rome, had the 
shadow of a mighty name to lend prestige to its ruler; and as resi- 
dence in Rome was one great reason of the strength of the mediae- 
val papacy, so was residence in Jerusalem a reason for the ultimate 
supremacy of the Lotharingian kings. Jerusalem attracted the flow 
of pilgrims from the West as Antioch never could; and though the 
great majority of the pilgrims were only birds of passage, there 
were always many who stayed in the East. There was thus a 
steady immigration into the kingdom, to strengthen its armies and 
recruit with new blood the vigour of its inhabitants. Still more 
important, perhaps, was the fact that the ports of the kingdom 
attracted the Italian towns; and it was therefore to the kingdom 
that they lent the strength of their armies and the skill of their 
siege-artillery-in return, it is true, for concessions of privileges 
so considerable as to weaken the resources of the kingdom they 
helped to crrate. While Jerusalem possessed these advantages, 
Antioch was not without its defects. I t  had to meet-or perhaps 
it would be more true to say, it  brought upon itself-the hostility 
of strong Mohammed'xn powers in the vicinity. As early as 1100 

Bohemund was captured in battle by Danisllmend of Sivas; and 
it was his captivity, depriving the patriarch as it did of Norman 
assistance. which allowed the uncontested accession of Baldwin I. 
Again, in 1104, the Normans, while attempting to capture Harran, 
were badly defeated on the river Ealikh, near Rakka; and this 
defeat may be said to have been fatal to the chance of a great 
Norman principality1. But the hostility of Alexius, aided and 
abetted by the jealousy of Raymund of Toulouse, was almost 
equally fatal. Alexius claimed Antioch; was it not the old posses- 
sion of his empire, and had not Bohemund done him homage? 
Raymund was ready to defend the claims of Alexius; was not 
Bohemund a successful rival? Thus i t  came about that Alexius 
and Raymund became allies; and by the aid of Alexius Raymund 
established, from 1102 onwards, the principality which, with the 
capture of Tripoli in 1109, became the principality of Tripoli, and 
barred the advance of Antioch to the south. Meanwhile the armies 
of .4lexius not only prevented any further advance to the north- 
west, but conquered the Cilician towns (1104) No wonder that 
Bohemund flung himself in revenge on the Eastern empire in I 108 
-only, however, to meet with a humiliating defeat a t  Durazzo. 

Expansion of the Kingdom.-Thus it  was that Baldwin waxed 
while Bohemund waned. The growth of Baldwin's kingdom, as it 
was suggested above, owed more to the interests of Italian traders 
than it did to crusading zeal. In  I 100, indeed, it might appear that 
a new crusade from the \Vest. which the capture of Antioch in 
1098 had begun, and the conquest 
of Jerusalem in 1099 had finally 
set in motion, was destined to 
achieve great things for the nas- 
cent kingdom. Thousands had 
joined this new crusade, ~vhicli 
should deal the final blow to Mo- 
hammedanism : among the rest - 
came the first of the troubadours, FROM L A V I S S E  (L P A R M C N T I E R ,  " A L B U M  HIS- 

T O R I Q U E "  
William IX., count of Poitiers, t o  F , ~ .  P . - ~ ~ A L S  OF KNIGHTLY 

gather copy for his muse, and ORDERS 
even some, like Stephen of Blois Left, the seal of the Knights Temp- 

and Hugh of Vermandois, who $ ~ j o h R , i $ ; e ~ ~ ~ ~ , , " ,  the Knights Of 

had joined the first crusade, but - 
had failed to reach Jerusalem. The new crusaders cherished high 
plans; they would free Bohemund and capture Baghdad. But each 
of the three sections of their army was routed in turn in Asiakfinor 
by the princes of Sivas, Aleppo and Harran, in the middle of IIor ; 
and only a few escaped to report the crushing disaster. Edward I .  
had thus no assistance to expect from the West, save that of the 
Italian towns. From an early date Italian ships had followed the 

'Yet the north always continued to be more populous than the south; 
and the Latins maintained thernselves in Antioch and Tripoli a century 
after the 1 0 ~ 3  of Jerusnlem. The land was richer in the north: it was 
protected by its connection with Cyprus and Armenia: it was more 
remote from Egypt-the basis of I\loharnniedan power from the reign 
of Saladir~ onwards. 

crusaders. There were Genoese ships in St. Simeon's harbour in the 
spring of 1098 and at  Jaffa in 1099; in 1099 Dagobert, the arch- 
bishop of Pisa, led a fleet from his city to the Holy Land; and in 
1100 there caine to Jaffa a Venetian fleet of zoo sail, whose leaders 
promised Venetian assistance in return for freedom from tolls and 
a third of each town they helped to conquer. But it  was the Geno- 
ese who helped Baldwin I .  most. The Venetians already enjoyed, 
since 1080, a favoured position in Constantinople, and had the 
less reason to find a new emporium in the East; while Pisa con- 
nected itself, through Dagobert, with Antiochl, rather than with 
Jerusalem, and was further, in I I I I,  invested by Alexius with 
privileges, which made an outlet in the Holy Land no, longer neces- 
sary. But the Genoese, who had helped with provisions and siege- 
tackle in the capture of Antioch and of Jerusalem, had both a 
stronger claim on the crusaders, and a greater interest in acquiring 
an eastern emporium. An alliance was accordingly struck in 
1101 (Fulcher 11. c. vii.), by which the Genoese promised their 
assistance, in return for a third of all booty, a quarter in each town 
captured, and a grant of freedom from tolls. I n  this way Baldwin 
I. was able to take Arsuf and Caesarea in 1101 and Acre in 1104. 
But Genoese aid was given to others beside Baldwin (it enabled 
Raymund to capture Byblus in 1104, and his successor, William, to  
win Tripoli in 1109); while, on the other hand, Baldwin enjoyed 
other aid besides that of the Genoese. I n  1110, for example, he 
was enabled to capture Sidon by the aid of Sigurd of Sorway, the 
Jorsalafari, who came to the Holy Land with a fleet of 55 ships, 
starting in 1107, and in a three years' "wandering," after the old 
Norse fashion, fighting the Moors in Spain, and fraternizing with 
the Normans in Sicily. At a later date, in the reign of Baldwin I I . ,  
Venice also gave her aid to the kings of Jerusalem. Irritated by 
the concessions made by Alexius to the Pisans in 11 I I ,  and furious 
at  the revocation of her own privileges by John Comnenus in I I IS, 
the republic naturally sought a new outlet in the Holy Land. A 
Venetian fleet of I 2 0  sail came in I 123, and after aiding in the 
repulse of an attack, which the Egyptians had taken advantage of 
Baldwin 11,'s captivity to  deliver, they helped the regent Eustace 
to capture Tyre ( I I ~ ) ,  in return for considerable privileges- 
freedom from tolls throughout the kingdom, a quarter in Jerusa- 
lem, baths and ovens in Acre, and in Tyre one-third of the city and 
its suburbs, with their own court of justice and their own church. 
After thus gaining a new footing in Tyre, the Venetians could 
afford to attack the islands of the Aegean as they returned, in 
revenge for the loss of their privileges in Constantinople; but the 
hostility between ITenice and the Eastern empire was soon after- 
wards appeased, when John Comnenus restored the old privileges 
of the Venetians. The Venetians, however, maintained their posi- 
tion in Palestine; and their quarters remained, along with those of 
the Genoese, as privileged commercial franchises in  an otherwise 
feudal State. 

I n  this way the kingdom of Jerusalem expanded until i t  came 
to embrace a territory stretching along the coast from Beirut 
(captured in 1110') to el-Arish on the confines of Egypt-a terri- 
tory whose strength lay not in Judaea, like the ancient kingdom of 
David, but, somewhat paradoxically (though commercial motives 
explain the paradox), in Phoenicia and the land of the Philistines. 
With all its length, the territory had but little breadth: towards 
the north it  was bounded by the amirate of Damascus; in the cen- 
tre, it spread little, if a t  all, beyond the Jordan; and it  was only in 
the south that it had any real extension. Here there were two con- 
siderable annexes. T o  the south of the Dead sea stretched a 
tongue of land, reaching to Aila, a t  the head of the eastern arm 
of the Red sea. This had been won by Baldwin I., by  way of re- 
venge for the attacks of the Egyptians on his kingdom; and here, 
as early as 11 16, he had built the fort of Monreal, half way be- 

'Pisa naturally connected itself with Antioch, because Antioch was 
hostile to Constantinople, and Pisa cherished the same hostility, since 
Ale~ius I, had in 1080 given preferential treatment to Venice, the 
enemy of Pisa. 

'This is the year in which the kingdom may be regarded as definitely 
founded. The pcriod of conquest practically ends at this date, though 
~solated gains were afterwards made. The year 1110 is additionally 
inlportarit by reason of the sctession of hlaudud a1 hlosul, which marks 
thr- beginning of a Mu4irn rrdction. 
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tween Aila and the Dead sea. T o  the east of the Dead sea, again, 
lay a second strip of territory, in which the great fortress was Krak 
(Kerak) of the Desert, planted somewhere about 1140 by the 
royal butler, Paganus, in the reign of Fulk of Jerusalem. These 
extensions in the south and east had also, it  is easy to see, a com- 
mercial motive. They gave the kingdom a connection of its own 
with the Red sea and its shipping; and they enabled the Franks to  
control the routes of the caravans, especially the route from 
Damascus to Egypt and the Red sea. Thus, it would appear, 
the whole of the expansion of the Latin kingdom (which may be 
said to have attained its height in 1131, a t  the death of Baldwin 
11.) may be shown to have been dictated, a t  any rate in large 
part, by economic motives; and thus, too, it  would seem that two 
of the most powerful motives which sway the mind of man-the 
religious motive and the desire for gain-conspired to elevate 
the kingdom of Jerusalem (at  once the country of Christ, and a 
natural centre of trade) to a position of supremacy in Latin 
Syria. During this process of growth the kingdom stood in rela- 
tion to two sets of powers-the three Frankish principalities in 
northern Syria, and the Mohammedan powers both of the Eu- 
phrates and the Nile-whose action affected its growth and 
character. 

Of the three Frankish principalities, Edessa, founded in 1098 
by Baldwin I. himself, was a natural fief of Jerusalem. Baldwin 
de Burg. the future Baldwin 11.. ruled in Edessa as the vassal 
of Baldwin I. from I roo to I 118; and thereafter the county was 
held in succession by the two Joscelins of Tell-bashir until the 
conquest of Edessa by Zengi in 1144. Lying to the east of the 
Euphrates, a t  once in close contact with the Armenians, and in 
near proximity to the great route of trade which came up the 
Euphrates to Rakka, and thence diverged to Antiochand Damas- 
cus, the county of Edessa had an eventful if brief life. The 
county of Tripoli, the second of these printipalities, had also come 
under the aegis of Jerusalem a t  an early date. Founded by Ray- 
mund of Toulouse, between 1102 and 1105, with the favour of 
Alexius and the alliance of the Genoese, it  did not acquire its 
capital of Tripoli till 1109. Even before the conquest of Tripoli, 
there had been dissensions between William, the nephew and 
successor of Raymund, and Bertrand, Raymund's eldest son, 
which it  had needed the interference of Baldwin I. to compose; 
and it  was only by the aid of the king that the town of Tripoli had 
been taken. At an early date, therefore, the county of Tripoli 
had already come under the influence of the kingdom. Meanwhile 
the principality of Antioch, ruled by Tancred, after the departure 
of Bohemund (1104-rz), and then by Roger his kinsman (1112- 
~ g ) ,  was, during the reign of Baldwin I., busily engaged in disputes 
both with its Christian neighbours at  Edessa and Tripoli, and with 
the Mohammedan princes of Mardin and Mosul. On the death of 
Roger in 1119, the principality came under the regency of Bald- 
win 11. of Jerusalem, until 1126, when Bohemund 11. came of 
age. Bohemund had married a daughter of Baldwin; and on his 
death in 1130 Baldwin 11. once more became the guardian of 
Antioch. From this time, therefore, Antioch may be regarded as 
a dependency of Jerusalem; and thus the end of Baldwin's reign 
(1131) may be said to mark the time when the Latin kingdom of 
Jerusalem stands complete, with its own boundaries stretching 
from Beirut in the north to  el-Arish and Aila in the south, and 
with the three Frankish Powers of the north admitting its 
suzerainty. 

Muslim Reaction.-The Latin power thus established and or- 
ganized in Syria had to face in the north a number of Moham- 
medan amirs, in the south the caliph of Egypt. The disunion be- 
tween the Mohammedans of northern Syria and the Fatimites of 
Egypt, and the political disintegration of the former, were both 
favourable to the success of the Franks; but they had neverthe- 
less to  maintain their ground vigorously both in the north and the 
south against almost incessant attacks. The hostility of the de- 
cadent caliphate of Cairo was the less dangerous; and though Bald- 
win I .  had at  the beginning of his reign to meet annual attacks 
from Egypt, by the end he had pushed his power to the Red sea, 
and in the very year of his death (1118) he had penetrated along 
the north coast of Egypt as far as Farama (Pelusium). The plan 

of conquering Egypt had indeed presented itself to the Franks 
from the first, as it  continued to attract them to the end; and 
it is significant that Godfrey himself, in I I 00, promised Jerusalem 
to the patriarch, "as soon as he should have conquered some other 
great city, and especially Cairo." But the real menace to the 
Latin kingdom lay in northern Syria; and here a power was 
eventually destined to rise, which outstripped the kings of Jeru- 
salem in the race for Cairo, and then-with the northern and 
southern boundaries of Jerusalem in its control-was able to  
crush the kingdom as it  were between the two jaws of a vice. 
Until 1127, however, the Mohammedans of northern Syria were 
disunited among themselves. The beginning of the 12th century 
was the age of the atabegs (regents or stadtholders). The atabegs 
formed a number of dynasties, which displaced the descendants 
of the Seljuk amirs in their various principalities. These dynasties 
were founded by emancipated mamelukes, who had held high 
office at  court and in camp under powerful amirs, and who, on 
their death, first became stadtholders for their descendants, and 
then usurped the throne of their masters. There was an atabeg 
dynasty in Damascus founded by Tughtigin (1103-28) : there 
was another to the north-east, that of the Ortokids, represented by 
Sokman, who established himself a t  Kaifa in Diarbekr about 1101, 
and by his brother Ilghazi, who received Mardin from Sokman 
about 1108, and added to it  Aleppo in I 117~.  But the greatest of 
the atabegs were those of Mosul on the Tigris-Maudud, who died 
in 1113; Aksunkur, his successor; and finally, greatest of all, the 
atabeg Zengi, who ruled in Mosul from I I 2 7 onwards. 

Before the accession of Zengi, there had been constant fighting, 
which had led, however, to  no definite result between the various 
Mohammedan princes and the Franks of northern Syria. The con- 
stant pressure of Tancred of Antioch and Baldwin de Burg of 
Edessa led to a series of retaliations between I I I O  and 1115; 
Edessa was attacked in 1110, I I I I ,  11 I 2 and I I 14; and in 1113 
Maudud of Mosul, who may be regarded as the first to begin the 
jihad, or counter-crusade, had even penetrated as far as the vicin- 
ity of Acre and Jerusalem. But the dissensions of the Mohamme- 
dans made their attacks unavailing; in 111 j, for instance, we find 
Antioch actually aided by Ilghazi and Tughtigin against Aksunkur 
of Mosul. Again, in the reign of Baldwin II . ,  there was steady 
fighting in the north; Roger of Antioch was defeated by Ilghazi 
at Balat in 1119, and Baldwin 11. himself was captured by Balak, 
the successor of Ilghazi, in 1123, but on the whole the Franks held 
the upper hand. Baldwin conquered part of the territory of 
Aleppo in 1171 and the following years, and extorted a tribute 
from Damascus (1126). But when Zengi established himself in 
Mosul in 1127, the tide gradually began to turn. He created for 
himself a great and united principality, comprising not only 
Mosul, but also Aleppo, Harran, Nisibin and other districts; and 
in 1130, Alice, the widow of Bohemund II., sought his alliance in 
order to maintain herself in power a t  Antioch. In  the beginning 
of the reign of Fulk of Jerusalem ( I  13 1-43) the progress of Zengi 
was steady. H e  conquered in 1135 several fortresses in the east 
of the principality of Antioch, and in this year and the next pressed 
the count of Tripoli hard; while in 1137 he defeated Fulk a t  Barin, 
and forced the king to capitulate and surrender the town. If Fulk 
had been left alone to  wage the struggle against Zengi, and if 
Zengi had enjoyed a clear field against the Franks, the fall of the 
kingdom of Jerusalem might have come far sooner than it  did2. 
But there were two powers which aided Fulk, and impeded the 
progress of Zengi-the amirate of Damascus and the emperors 
of Constantinople. The position of Damascus is a position of 
crucial importance from I 130 to I I 54.  Lying between Mosul and 

'Ilghazi died in 1 1 2 2 .  His successor was Balak, who ruled from 1 1 2 2  
to 1124 ,  and succeeded in capturing in 1 1 2 3  Baldwin 11. of Jerusalem. 
The union of Mardin and AIeppo under the sway of these two amirs, 
connecting as it did Mesopotamia with Syria, marks an important stafie 
in the revival of Mohammedan power (Stevenson, Crz~sades in the 
East, p. 109). 

2Stevenson, however, believes that Zengi was not animated by the 
idea of recovering Jerusalem. He thinks that his principal aim was 
simply the formation of a compact Mohammedan State, which was, 
indeed, in the issue destined to be the instrument of the +ad, but was 
not so intended by Zengi (op. cit. pp. 1 2 3 - 1 2 4 ) .  
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Jerusalem, and important both strategically and from its position 
on the great route of commerce from the Euphrates to Egypt, 
Damascus became the arbiter of Syrian politics. During the 
greater part of the period bet

w

een 1130 and 1154 the policy of 
Damascus was guided by the vizier Muin eddin Anar, who ruled 
on behalf of the descendants of the atabeg Tughtigin. He saw 
the importance of finding an ally against the ambition of Zengi, 
who had already attacked Damascus in 1130. The natural ally 
was Jerusalem. As early as 1133 the alliance of the two Powers 
had been concluded; and in 1140 the alliance was solemnly re. 
newed between Fulk and the vizier. Henceforth this alliance was 
a dominant factor in politics. One of the great mistakes made by 
the Franks was the breach of the alliance in 1147-a breach which 
was widened by the attack directed against Damascus during the 
second crusade; and the conquest of Damascus by Nureddin in 
1154 was ultimately fatal to the Latin kingdom, removing as it  did 
the one possible ally of the Franks, and opening the way to Egypt 
for the atabegs of Mosul. 

T h e  Eas te rn  Empire.-The alliance of the emperors of Con- 
stantinople was of far more dubious value. We have already seen 
that it was the theory of the Eastern emperors-a theory which 
logically followed from the homage of the crusaders to Alexius- 
that the conquests of the crusaders belonged to their empire, and 
were held by the crusading princes as fiefs. We have seen that the 
action of Bohemund a t  Antioch was the negation of this theory, 
and that Alexius in consequence helped Raymund to establish 
himself in Tripoli as  a thorn in the side of Bohemund, and sent 
an army and a fleet which wrested from the Normans the towns 
of Cilicia (1104). The defeat of Bohemund at  Durazzo in 1108 
had resulted in a treaty, which made Antioch a fief of Alexius; 
but Tancred (who in 1107 had recovered Cilicia from the Greeks) 
refused to fulfil the terms of the treaty, and Alexius (who 
attempted-but in vain-to induce Baldwin I. to join an alliance 
against Tancred in I I I 2) was forced to leave Antioch independent. 
Thus, although Alexius had been able, in the wake of the crusad- 
ing armies, to  recover a large belt of land round the whole coast of 
Asia Minor-the interior remaining subject to the sultans of 
Konia (Iconium) and the princes of Sivas-he left the territories 
to  the east of Cilicia in the hands of the Latins when he died in 
1118. Not for 20 years after his death did the Eastern empire 
make any attempt to  gain Cilicia or exact the homage of Antioch. 
But in 1137 John Comnenus appeared, instigated by the oppor- 
tunity of dissensions in Antioch, and received its long-denied 
homage, as well as that of Tripoli; and in the following year he 
entered into hostilities with Zengi, without, however, achieving 
any considerable result. In  1142 he returned again, anxious to  
create a principality in Cilicia and Antioch for his younger son 
Manuel. The people of Antioch refused to submit; a projected 
visit to Jerusalem, during which John was to  unite with Fulk in 
a great alliance against the Muslim, fell through; and in the 
spring of 1143 the emperor died in Cilicia, with nothing accom- 
plished. On the whole, the interference of the Comneni, if i t  
checked Zengi for the moment in 1138, may be said to have ulti- 
mately weakened and distracted the Franks, and to have helped 
to cause the loss of Edessa ( I  144), which marks the turning-point 
in the history of the kingdom of Jerusalem. 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE ICINGDOM 

Before we turn to  describe the second crusade, which the loss of 
Edessa provoked, and to trace the fall of the kingdom, which the 
second crusade rather hastened than hindered, we may pause at  
this point to  consider the organization of the Frankish colonies in 
Syria. The first question which arises is that of the relation of the 
kingdom of Jerusalem to the three counties or principalities of 
Antioch, Tripoli and Edessa, which acknowledged their depend- 
ence upon it. The degree of this dependence was always a matter 
of dispute. The rights of the king of Jerusalem chiefly appear 
when there is a vacancy or a minority in one of the principalities, 
or when there is dissension either inside one of the principalities 
or between two of the princes. On the death of one of the princes 
without heirs of full age, the kings of Jerusalem were entitled to  
act as regents, as Baldwin 11. did twice a t  Antioch, in 1110 and 

1130; but the kings regarded this right of regency as a burden 
rather than a privilege, and it  is indeed characteristic of the rela- 
tion of the king to the three princes, that it imposes upon him 
duties without any corresponding rights. I t  is his duty to  act as 
regent; i t  is his duty to  compose the dissensions in the principality 
of Antioch, and to repress the violences of the prince towards his 
patriarch (1154) ; i t  is his duty to  reconcile Antioch with Edessa, 
when the two fall to  fighting. The princes on their side acted 
independently; if they joined the king with their armies, i t  was as 
equals doing a favour; and they sometimes refused to join until 
they were coerced. They made their own treaties with the Mo- 
hammedans, or attacked them in spite of the king's treaties; they 
dated their documents by the year of their own reign, and they had 
each their separate laws or assizes. There was, in a word, co- 
ordination rather than subordination; nor did the kings ever 
attempt to  embark on a policy of centralization. 

The relation of the king to his own barons within his immediate 
kingdom of Jerusalem is not unlike the relation of the king to the 
three princes. I n  Norman England the king insisted on his rights; 
in Frankish Jerusalem the barons insisted on his duties. The 
circumstances of the foundation of the kingdom explain its char- 
acteristics. As the crusaders advanced to Jerusalem, says Ray- 
mund of Agiles (c. xxxiii.), i t  was their rule that the first-comer 
had the right to each castle or town, provided that he hoisted his 
standard and planted a garrison there. The feudal nobility was 
thus the first to establish itself, and the king only came after its 
institution-the reverse of Norman England, where the king first 
conquered the country, and then plotted it  out among his nobles. 
The predominance of the nobility in this way became as charac- 
teristic of feudalism in the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem as the 
supremacy of the Crown was of contemporary feudalism in Eng- 
land; and that predominance expressed itself in the position and 
powers of the high court, in  which the ultimate sovereignty resided. 
The kingdom of Jerusalem consisted of a society of peers, in which 
the king might be primus, but in which he was none the less sub- 
ject to  a punctilious law, regulating his position equally with that 
of every member of the society. In  such a society the election of 
the head by the members may seem natural; and Godfrey and the 
first two Baldwins were elected in this way. But the concep- 
tion of the equality of the king and his peers in the long run 
led to  hereditary monarchy; for if the king held his kingdom 
as a hef, like other nobles, the laws of descent which applied to a 
fief applied to  the kingdom, and those laws demanded heredity. 
Yet the high court, which decided all problems of descent, would 
naturally intervene if a problem of descent arose, as i t  frequently 
did, in the kingdom; and thus the barons had the right of decid- 
ing between different claimants, and also of formally "approving" 
each new successor to  the throne. The conception of the kingdom 
as a fief not only subjected it  to the jurisdiction of the high court; 
it involved the more disastrous result that the kingdom, like other 
fiefs, might be carried by an heiress to  her husband; and the 
proximate causes of the collapse of the kingdom in 1187 may be 
found in this fact and the dissensions which it  occasioned. 

Thus conceived as the holder of a great fief, the king had only 
the rights of suzerain over the four great baronies and the 1 2  

minor fiefs of his kingdom. H e  had not those rights of sovereign 
which the Norman kings of England inherited from their Anglo- 
Saxon predecessors, or the Capetian kings of France from the 
Carolings; nor was he able, therefore, to  come into direct touch 
with each of his subjects, which William I., in virtue of his sov- 
ereign rights, was able to  attain by the Salisbury oath of 1086. 
Amalric I. indeed, by his assise sur la lighce, attempted to reach 
the vassals of his vassals; he admitted arridre-vassaz~x to  the 
haute cour, and encouraged them to carry their cases to  it  in the 
first instance, But this is the only attempt a t  that policy of 
imme'dintisation which in contemporary England was carried to 
far greater lengths; and even this attempt was unsuccessful. No 
real alliance was actually formed between the king and the mesne 
nobility against the immediate baronage. The body of the ten- 
ants-in-chief continued to limit the power of the Crown: their 
consent was necessary to  legislation, and grants of fiefs could 
not he made without their permission. Nor was the Crown only 
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limited in this way. The duties of the king towards his tenants 
are prominent in the assizes. The king's oath to  his men binds 
him to respect and maintain their rights, which are as prominent 
as are his duties; and if the men feel that the royal oath has not 
been kept, they may lawfully refuse military service (gager le roi), 
and may even rise in authorized and legal rebellion. The system 
of military service and the organization of justife corresponded 
to the part which the monarchy was thus constrained to play. 
The vassal was bound to pay military service, not, as in western 
Europe, for a limited period of 40 days, but for the whole year- 
the Holy Land being, as it were, in a perpetual state of siege. On 
the other hand, the vassal was not bound to render service, unless 
he were paid for his service; and it  was only famine, or Saracen 
devastation, which freed the king from the obligation of paying 
his men. The king was also bound to insure the horses of his men 
by a system called the restor: if a vassal lost his horse otherwise 
than by his own fault, i t  must be replaced by the Treasury (which 
was termed, as it also was in Norman Sicily, the secretz~m)'. 
But the king had another force in addition to the feudal levy-a 
force of soudoyers, holding fiefs, not of land, but of pay (fiefs de 
soz~de'e)~. Along with these soudoyers went another branch of the 
army, the Turcopuli, a body of light cavalry, recruited from the 
Syrians and Mohammedans, and using the tactics of the Arabs; 
and an infantry was found among the Armenians, the best soldiers 
of the East, and the Maronites, who furnished the kingdom with 
archers. To  all these various forces must be added the knights and 
native levies of the great orders, whose masters were practically 
independent sovereigns like the princes of Antioch and Tripoli; 
and with these the total levy of the kingdom may be reckoned a t  
some 25,000 men. (For the history of the orders see the articles 
on the TEMPLARS; ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM, KNIGHTS OF; 
KNIGHTS, and the TEUTONIC ORDER.) But the strength of the 
kingdom lay less, perhaps, in the army than in the magnificent 
fortresses which the nobility, and especially the two orders, had 
built; and the most visible relic of the crusades to-day is the 
towering ruins of a fortress like Krak (Kerak) des Chevaliers, the 
fortress of the Knights of St. John in the principality of Tripoli. 
'These fortresses, garrisoned not by the king, as in Norman Eng- 
land, but by their possessors, could only strengthen the power of 
the feudatories, and help to  dissipate the kingdom into a number 
of local units. 

Judicial System.-In the organization of its system of justice 
the kingdom showed its most characteristic features. Two great 
central courts sat in Jerusalem to do justice-the high court of 
the nobles, and the court of burgesses for the rest of the Franks. 
( I )  The high court was the supreme source of justice for the 
military class; and in its composition and procedure the same 
limitation of the Crown, which appears in regard to military serv- 
ice, is again evident. The high court is not a curia regis, but a 
curia baronum, in which the theory of judicium parium is fully 
realized. If the king presides in the court, the motive of its action 
is none the less the preservation of the rights of the nobles, and 
not, as in England, the extension of the rights of the Crown. I t  
is a court of the king's peers: i t  tries cases of dispute between the 
king and his peers-with regard, for instance, to  military service- 
and it  settles the descent of the title of king. ( 2 )  The court of 
burgesses was almost equally sovereign within its sphere. While 
the body of the noblesse formed the high court, the court of the 
burgesses was composed of 1 2  legists (probably named by the 
king) under the presidency of the vicomte-a knight named by the 
king, who was a great financial as well as a judicial officer. The 
province of the court included all acts and contracts between bur- 
gesses, and extended to criminal cases in which burgesses were 

'There are certain connections and analogies between the kingdom 
of Sicily and that of Jerusalem during the 12th century. In either case 
there is an importation of Western feudalism into a country originally 
possessed of Byzantine institutions, but affected by an Arabic occupa- 
tion. The subject deserves investigation. 

=The holders of fiefs both held fiefs of land and received pay; the 
paid force received pay only. An instance of the latter is furnished by 
John of Margat, a vassal of the seipnory of Arsuf. He has 2 0 0  bezants 
along with a quantity of wheat, barley, lentils and oil; and in return 
he must march with four horses (Rey, Les Colonies franques en Syrie 
P. 24). 

involved. Like the high court, the court of burgesses also had its 
assizes-a body of unwritten legal custom1. 

The independent position of the burgesses, who assumed a PO- 
sition of equality by the side of the feudal class, is one of the pe- 
culiarities of the kingdom of Jerusalem. I t  may be explained by 
reference to the peculiar conditions of the kingdom. Burgesses 
and nobles, however different in status, were both of the same 
Frankish stock, and both occupied the same superior position with 
regard to the native Syrians. The commercial motive, again, had 
been one of the great motives of the crusade; and the class which 
was impelled by that motive would be both large and, in view 
of the quality of the Eastern goods in which it  dealt, exceptionally 

'As was noticed above, there were apparently separate assizes for the 
three principalities, in addition to the assizes of the kingdom. The 
assizes of Antioch have been discovered and published. The assizes of 
the kingdom itself are twofold-the assizes of the high court and the 
assizes of the court of burgesses. (I) The assizes of the high court are 
preserved for us in works by legists-John of Ibelin, Philip of Novara 
and Gcoffrey of Tort-composed in the 13th century. We possess, in 
other words, law-books (like Bracton's treatise De legibus), but not 
laws-and law-books made after the loss of the kingdom to which the 
laws belonged. There are tu o vexed questions with regard to these law- 
books. (a) The first concerns the origin and character of the laws 
which the law-books profess to expound. According to the story of the 
legists who wrote these books-e.g., John of Ibelin-the laws of the 
kingdom were laid down by Godfrey, who is thus regarded as the great 
vopoQBr~s of the kingdom. These laws (progressively modified, it is 
admitted) were kept in Jerusalem, under the name of "Letters of the 
Sepulchre," until 1187. In that year they were lost; and the legists tell 
us that they are attempting to reconstruct par oir dire the gist of the 
lost archetype. The story of the legists is now generally rejected. 
Godfrey never legislated: the customs of the kingdom gradually grew, 
and were gradually defined, especially under kings like Baldwin 111. 
and Amalric I. If there was thus only a customary and unwr~tten law 
(and W~lliam of Tyre definitely speaks of a jus coitsuetudinarium under 
Baldwin III., quo regnum regebatur), then the "Letters of the Sepul- 
chre" are a myth-or rather, if they ever existed, they existed not as 
a code of written law, but, perhaps, as a register of fiefs, like the Sicilian 
Defetarii. Thus the story of the legists shrinks down to the regular 
myth of the primitive legislator, used to give an air of respectability to 
law-books, which really record an unwritten custom. The fact is that 
untll the 13th century the Franks lived consuetudintbz4s antiquis et jure 
non scrzpto. They preferred an unwritten law, as Prutz suggests, partly 
because it suited the barristers (who often belonged to the baronage, 
for the Frankish nobles were "great pleaders in court and out of 
court"), and partly because the high court was left unbound so long 
as there was no written code. In the 13th century it became necessary 
for the legists to codify, as it were, the unwritten law, because the 
upheavals of the times necessitated the fixing of some rules in writing, 
and especially because it was necessary to oppose a definite custom of 
the kingdom to Frederick II., who sought, as king of Jerusalem, to take 
advantage of the want of a written law, to substitute his own concep- 
tions of law in the teeth of the high court. (6) The second difficulty 
concerns the text of the law-books themselves. The text of Ibelin 
became a textus receptus-but it also became overlaid by glosses, for 
it was used as authoritative in the kingdom of Cyprus after the loss 
of the kingdom of Jerusalem, and it needed expounding. Recensions 
and revisions were twice made, in 1368 and 1531; but how far the 
true Ibelin was recovered, and what additions or alterations were made 
at these two dates, we cannot tell. We can only say that uTe have the 
text of Ibelin which was used in Cyprus in the later middle ages. At 
the same time, if our text is thus late, it must be remembered that its 
content gives us the earliest and purest exposition of French feudalism, 
and describes for us the organization of a kingdom where all rights and 
duties were connected with the fief, and the monarch was only a 
suzerain of feudatories. ( 2 )  The assizes of the court of burgesses 
became the basis of a treatise at  an earlier date than the assizes of the 
high court. The date of the redaction (which was probably made by 
some learned burgess) may well have been the reign of Baldwin III., 
as Kugler suggests: he was the first native king, and a king learned in 
the law; but Beugnot would refer the assizes to the years immediately 
preceding Saladin's capture of Jerusalem. These assizes do not, of 
course, appear in Ibelin, who was only concerned with the feudal law 
of the high court. They were used, like the assizes of the high court, 
in Cyprus; and, like the other assizes, they were made the subject of 
investigation in 1531, with the object of discovering a good text. The 
law which is expounded in these assizes is a mixture of Frankish law 
with the Graeco-Roman law of the Eastern empire which prevailed 
among the native population of Syria. 

In regard to both assizes, it is most important to bear in mind that 
we possess not laws, but law-books or custumals-records made by 
lawyers for their fellows of what they conceived to be the law, and 
supported by legal arguments and citations of cases. But, as Prutz 
remarks, Phillip of Novara lehrt nicht die Wissenschaft des Rechts, 
sondern die des Unrechts: he does not explain the law so much as the 
ways of getting round it. 
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prosperous. Finally, when one remembers how, during the first 
crusade, the pedites had marched side by side with the principes, 
and how, from the beginning of 1099, they had practically risen 
in revolt against the selfish ambitions of princes like Count Ray- 
mund, it becomes easy to understand the independent position 
which the burgesses assumed in the organization of the kingdom. 
Burgesses could buy and possess property in towns, which knights 
were forbidden to acquire; and though they could not intermarry 
with the feudal classes, i t  was easy and regular for a burgess to 
thrive to knighthood. Like the nobles, again, the burgesses had 
the right of confirming royal grants and of taking part in legisla- 
tion; and they may be said to have formed-socially, politically 
and judicially-an independent and powerful estate. Yet (with 
the exception of Antioch, Tripoli and Acre in the course of the 
13th century) the Frankish towns never developed a communal 
government: the domain of their development was private law 
and commercial life. 

Fiefs a n d  Immunities.-Locally, the consideration of the sys- 
tem of justice administered in the kingdom involves some ac- 
count of three thi1,gs-the organization of the fiefs, the position 
of the Italian traders in their quarters and the privileges of the 
Church. Each fief was organized like the kingdom. In  each there 
was a court for the noblesse, and a court (or courts) for the bour- 
geoisie. There were some 37 coz~rs  de bourgeoisie (several of the 
fiefs having more than one), each of which was under the pres- 
idency of a vicomte,  while all were independent of the court of 
burgesses at  Jerusalem. Of the feudal courts there were some 22. 

Each of these followed the procedure and the law of the high 
court; but each was independent of the high court, and formed 
a sovereign court without any appeal. On the other hand, the 
revolution wrought by Amalric I .  in the status of the arriBre 
vnssarlx, which made them members of the high court, allowed 
them to carry their cases to Jerusalem in the first instance, if 
they desired. Apart from this, the characteristic of seignorial jus- 
tice is its independence and its freedom from the central court; 
though, when we reflect that the central court is a court of seig- 
neurs, this characteristic is seen to be the logical result of the 
whole system. Midway between the seignorial cours de boztr- 
geoisie and tne privileged jurisdictions of the Italian quarter, 
there were two kinds of courts of a commercial character-the 
cours de la fonde in towns where trade was busy, and the cozlrs 
de  la clzaz*ne in the sea-ports. The former courts, under their 
bailiffs, gradually absorbed the separate courts which the Syrians 
had at  first been permitted to enjoy under their own reis; and 
the bailiff with his 6 assessors (4 Syrians and 2 Franks) thus 
came to judge all commercial cases in which Syrians were involved. 
The coz~rs de la chaz^?ze, whose institution is assigned to Amalric 
I. (1162-f4), had a civil jurisdiction in admiralty cases, and, like 
the coz~rs de la fo~ztle, they were composed of a bailiff and his 
assessors. Distinct from all these courts, if similar in its sphere, 
was the court which the Italian quarter generally enjoyed in each 
town under its own consuls-a court privileged to try all but the 
graver cases, such as murder, theft and forgery. The court was 
part of the general immunity which made these quarters imperia 
in imperio: their exemptions from tolls and from financial con- 
tributions is parallel to  their judicial privileges. Regulated by 
their mother-town, both in their trade and their government, these 
Italian quarters outlasted the collapse of the kingdom, and con- 
tinued to exist under Mohammedan rulers. The Church had its 
separate courts, as in the West; but their province was perhaps 
greater than elsewhere. The Church courts could not indeed de- 
cide cases of perjury; but, on the other hand, they tried all mat- 
ters in which clerical property was concerned, and all cases of dis- 
pute between husband and wife. I n  other spheres the immunities 
and exemptions of the Church offered a far more serious problem, 
and especially in  the sphere of finance. Perhaps the supreme de- 
fect of the kingdom of Jerusalem was its want of any financial 
basis. I t  is true that the king had a revenue, colIected by the 
vicomte and paid into the secreturn or Treasury-a revenue com- 
posed of tolls on the caravans and customs from the ports, of the 
profits of monopolies and the proceeds of justice, of poll-taxes on 
Jews and Mohammedans, and of the tributes paid by Moham- 

medan powers. But his expenditure was large: he had to pay his 
feudatories; and he had to provide fiefs in money and kind t o  
those who had not fiefs of land. The contributions sent to  the 
Holy Land by the monarchs of western Europe, as commutations 
in lieu of personal participation in crusades, might help; the fatal 
policy of razzias against the neighbouring Mohammedan powers 
might procure temporary resources; but what was really neces- 
sary was a wide measure of native taxation such as was once, 
and once only, attempted in I 183. To  any such measure the priv- 
ileges of the Italian quarters, and still more those of the Church, 
were inimical. I n  spite of provisions somewhat parallel to  those 
of the English statute of mortmain, the clergy continued to ac- 
quire fresh lands a t  the same time that they refused to contribute 
to the defence of the kingdom, and rigorously exacted the full 
quota of tithe from every source which they could tap, and even 
from booty captured in war. The richest proprietor in the Holy 
Land1, but practically immune from any charges on its property, 
the Church helped, unconsciously, to ruin the kingdom which it  
should have supported above all others. I t  refused to throw its 
weight into the scale, and to strengthen the hands of the king 
against an over-mighty nobility. On the other hand, it  must be 
admitted that the Church did not, after the first struggle be- 
tween Dagobert and Baldwin I., actively oppose by any hierarchi- 
cal pretensions the authority of the Crown. The assizes may speak 
of patriarch and king as conjoint seigneurs in Jerusalem; but as a 
matter of fact the king could secure the nomination of his own 
patriarch, and after Dagobert the patriarchs are, with the tempo- 
rary exception of Stephen in 1128, the confidants and supporters 
of the kings. I t  was the two great orders of the Templars and 
the Hospitallers which were, in reality, most dangerous t o  the 
kingdom. Honeycombed as it  was by immunities-of seigneurs, 
of Italian quarters, of the clergy-the kingdom was most seri- 
ously impaired by these overweening immunists, who, half-lay 
and half-clerical, took advantage of their ambiguous position to  
escape from the duties of either character. They built up great 
estates, especially in the principality of Tripoli; they quarrelled 
with one another, until their dissensions prevented any vigorous 
action; they struggled against the claims of the clergy to tithes 
and to rights of jurisdiction; they negotiated with the Moham- 
medans as separate Powers; they conducted themselves towards 
the kings as independent sovereigns. Yet their aid was as neces- 
sary as their influence was noxious. Continually recruited from 
the West, they retained the vigour which the native Franks of 
Palestine gradually lost; and their corporate strength gave a 
weight to their arms which made them indispensable, while their 
great wealth and vast estates made them at  the same time an 
object of fear and envy. 

Degenerat ion of t h e  Franks.-In describing the organization 
of the kingdom, we have also been describing the causes of its 
fall. I t  fell because it  had not the financial or political strength 
to survive. "Les vices du gouvernement avaient CtC plus puissants 
que les vertus des gouvernants." But the vices were not only 
vices of the Government: they were also vices, partly inevitable, 
partly moral, in the governing race itself. The climate was no 
doubt responsible for much. The Franks of northern Europe at- 
tempted to live a life that suited a northern climate under a south- 
ern sun. They rode incessantly to battle over burning sands, in 
full armour-chain mail, long shield and heavy casque-as if 
they were on their native French soil. The ruling population was 
already spread too thin for the work which it  had to do;  and ex- 
hausted by its efforts, i t  gradually became extinct. A constant im- 
migration from the West, bringing new blood and recruiting the 
stock, could alone have maintained its vigour; and such immigra- 
tion never came. Little driblets of men might indeed be added to 
the numbers of the Franks; but the mass of crusaders either 
perished in Asia Minor, as in 1101 and 1147, o r  found themselves 
thwarted and distrusted by the native Franks. It was indeed one 
of the misfortunes of the kingdom that its inhabitants could 

lFor instance, the abbey of Mount Sion had large possessions, not 
I only in the Holy Land (at Ascalon, Jaffa, Acre, Tyre, Caesarea and 
Tarsus) but also in Sicily, Calabria, Lombardy, Spain and France (at , Orleans, Bourges and Poitiers) . 
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never welcome the reinforcements which came to their aid'. 
The barons suspected the crusaders of ulterior motives, and of 
designing to get new principalities for themselves. I n  any case 
the native Frank, accustomed to commercial intercourse and dip- 
lomatic negotiations with the hlohammedans, could hardly share 
the unreasoning passion to make a dash for the "infidel." As 
with the barons, so with the burgesses: they profited too much by 
their intercourse with the X/lohammedans to abandon readily the 
way of peaceful commerce, and they were far more ready to 
hinder than to help any martial enterprise. Left to itself, the 
native population lost physicdl and moral vigour. The barons al- 
' ternated between the extravagances of Western chivalry and the 

attractions of Eastern luxury: they returned from the field to 
divans with frescoed walls and floors of mosaic, Persian rugs and 
embroidered silk hangings. Their houses, a t  any rate those in the 
towns, had thus the characteristics of Moorish villas; and in them 
they lived a Moorish life. Their sideboards were covered with 
the copper and silver work of Eastern smiths and the confection- 
eries of Damascus. They dressed in flowing robes of silk, and their 
women wore oriental gauzes covered with sequins. Into these 
divans where figures of this kind moved to the music of Saracen 
instruments, there entered an inevitable voluptuousness and cor- 
ruption of manners. The hardships of war and the excesses of 
peace shortened the lives of the men; the kingdom of Jerusalem 
had 11 kings within a century. While the men died, the women, 
living in comparative indolence, lived longer lives They became 
regents to their young children; and the experience of all mediae- 
val minorities reiterates the lesson-woe to the land where the 
king is a child and the regent a woman. Still worse were the fre- 
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FIG. 3.- SARACEN ARMY O N  THE MARCH AGAINST THE CRUSADERS.  RE- 
PRODUCED FROM A N  ILLUMINATION ON A 13TH-CENTURY ARABIC MANU- 
S C R I P T  

quent remarriages of widowed princesses and heiresses. By the 
assizes of the high court, the widow, on the death of her husband, 
took half of the estate for herself, and half in guardianship for 
her children. Liberae ire cum terra, widows carried their estates 
or titles to three or four husbands; and as in I jth-century Eng- 
land, the influence of the heiress was fatal to  the peace of the 
country. (See  A. Herzog, Die Frau azlf den  Fiirstenthronen der 

'One must remember that these reinforcements would often consist 
of desperate chtracters. I t  was one of the misfortunes of Palestine that 
it served as a Botany Bay, to which the criminals of the West were 
transported for penance. The natives, already prone to the immorality 
which must infect a mixed population living under a hot sun, the 
immorality which still infects a place like Aden, were not improved by 
the addition of convicts. 

K r e u z f a h ~ ~ t a a t e n ,  1919.) At Antioch, for instance, after the 
death of Bohemund 11. in 1130, his widow Alice headed a party 
in favour of the marriage of the heiress Constance to Manuel of 
Constantinop!e, and did not scruple to enter into negotiations with 
Zengi of Mosul. Her policy failed; and Constance successively 
married Raymund of Antioch and Raynald of Chatillon The 
result was the renewed enmity of the Greek empire, while the 
French adventurers who won the prize ruined the prospects of the 
Franks by their conduct. I n  the kingdom matters were almost 
worse. There was hardly any regular succession to the throne; 
and Jerusalem, as Stubbs writes, "suffered from the weakness of 
hereditary right and the jealousies of the elective system" at  one 
and the same time. With the frequent remarriages of the heir- 
esses of the kingdom, relationships grew confused and family quar- 
rels frequent; and when Sibylla carried the crown to Guy de Lu- 
signan, a newcomer disliked by all the relatives of the Crown, she 
sealed the fate of the kingdom. 

I t  may be doubted-though it  seems a harsh verdict to pass 
on a kingdom founded by religious zeal on holy soil-whether 
the kingdom possessed that moral basis which alone can give a 
right of survival to any institution or organization. The crusading 
States had been founded by adventurers who thirsted for gain; 
and the primitive appetite did not lose its edge with the progress 
of time. We cannot be certain, indeed, how far the Frankish 
lords oppressed their Syrian tenants: the stories of such oppres- 
sion have been discredited; and if we may trust the evidence of a 
Mohammedan traveller, Ibn Jubair, the lot of the Mohammedans 
who lived on Frankish manors was better than it had been under 
their native lords1. But the habits of the Franks were none the 
less habits of lawless greed: they swooped down from their 
castles, as Raynald of Chatillon did from Krak of the Desert, to 
capture Saracens and hold them to ransom or to plunder caravans. 
The lust of unlawful gain had infected the Frankish blood, as 
it also infected England during the Hundred Years' War; and in 
either case Nemesis infallibly came. The Muslims might have en- 
dured a State of "infidels"; they could not endure a State of 
brigands. 

THE SECOND CRUSADE 

'Elre speak of first, second and third crusades, but, more ex- 
actly, the crusades were one continuous process. Scarcely a year 
passed in which new bands did not come to the Holy Land. We 
have already noticed the great if disastrous crusade of 1100-01 

and the Venetian crusade of 1123-24, and reference is made to 
the crusade of Henry the Lion in I I 72 and that of Edward I. 
in 1271-72-all famous crusades which are not reckoned in the 
usual numbering. Crusades appear to have been dignified by 
numbers when they followed some crushing disaster-the loss of 
Edessa in 1144, or the fall of Jerusalem in 1187-and were led by 
kings and emperors; or when, like the fourth and fifth crusades, 
they achieved some conspicuous success or failure. But it  is im- 
portant to bear in mind the continuity of the crusades-the con- 
stant flow of new forces eastward and back again westward; for 
this alone explains why the crusades formed a great epoch in 
civilization, familiarizing, as they did, the West with the East. 

The years I 143-44 are in many ways the turning point in the 
history of the Latin East. I n  1143 began the reign of the first 

'The manorial system in the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem was a 
continuation of the village system as it had existed under the Arabs. 
In each village (casale) the rustici were grouped in families (foci) ; the 
tenants paid from to $ of the crop, besides a poll-tax and labour-dues. 
The villages were mostly inhabited by Syrians: it was rarely that 
Franks settled down as tillers of the soil. Prutz regards the manorial 
system as oppressive. Absentee landlords, he thinks, rack-rented the 
soil (p. 1671, while the "inhuman severity" of their treatment of villeins 
led to a progressive decay of agriculture, destroyed the econon~ic basis 
of the Latin kingdom, and led the natives to welcome the invasion of 
Saladin (pp. 327-331). 

The French writers Rey and Dodu are more kind to the Franks ; and 
the testimony of contemporary Arabic writers, who seem favourably 
impressed by the treatment of their subjects by the Franks, bears out 
their view, while the tone of the assizes is admittedly favourable to the 
Syrians. One must not forget that there was a brisk native manufac- 
ture of carpets, pottery, ironwork, gold-work and soap; or that the 
Syrians of the towns had a definite legal position. 
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native king1; and about this date may be placed the final organiza- 
tion of the kingdom, witnessed by the completion of its body of 
customary law. At the same date, however, the decline of the king- 
dom also begins; the fall of Edessa is the beginning of the end. 
I n  1143 John Comnenus and Fulk had just died, and Zengi, seeing 
his way clear, was able to throw himself on the great Christian 
outpost, and finally entered on Christmas day 1144. Two years 
later Zengi died; but he left a n  able successor in his son, Nured- 
din, and an attempt to  recover Edessa was successf~lly repelled 
in Nov. 1146. Not only so, but in the spring of 1147 the Franks 
were unwise enough to allow the hope of gaining two small towns 
to induce them to break the vital alliance with Damascus Thus, 
in itself, the position of affairs in the Holy Land in 1147 was cer- 
tainly ominous; aid from the West seemed a necessity. 

Early in 1x45 news had come from Antioch to Eugenius 111. 
of the fall of Edessa, and a t  the end of the year he had sent an 
encyclical to  France-the natural soil, as we have seen, of crusad- 
ing zeal. The response was instantaneous: Louis VII. of France 
himself, who bore on his conscience the burden of an unpunished 
massacre by his troops at  Vitry in 114z2, took the crusading vow 
on Christmas Day of 1145. But the greatest success was at- 
tained when St. Bernard-no great believer in pilgrimages, and 
naturally disposed to doubt the policy of a second crusade-was 
induced by the pope to become the preacher of the new movement. 
To the crusading king of France St. Bernard added the king of 
Germany. when, in Christmas week of 11'46, he induced Conrad 
111. to take the vow by his sermon in the cathedral of Spires. Thus 
was begun the second crusade, under auspices still more favour- 
able than those which attended the beginning of the first, seeing 
that kings now took the place of knights, while the new crusaders 
would no longer be penetrating into the wilds, but would find a 
friendly basis of operations ready to their hands in Frankish 
Syria But the more favourable the auspices, the greater proved 
the failure. Already a t  the final meeting at Gtampes, in 1147, dif- 
ficulties arose. Manuel Comnenus demanded that all conquests 
made by the crusaders should be his fiefs; and the question was 
debated whether the crusaders should follow the land route 
through Hungary, along the old road of Charlemagne, or should go 
by sea to the Holy Land. On this question the envoys of Manuel 
and of Roger of Sicily, who were engaged in hostilities with one 
another, took opposite sides Conrad, related by marriage to 
Manuel, decided in favour of the land route, which Manuel de- 
sired because it  brought the crusade more under his direction, 
and because, if the route by sea were followed, Roger of Sicily 
might be able to divert the c

r

usading ships against Constantinople. 
As it was, a struggle raged between Roger and Manuel during the 
whole progress of the crusade, which greatly contributed towards 
its failure, preventing, as it  did, any assistance from the Eastern 
empire. Nor was there any real unity among the crusaders them- 
selves. The crusaders of northern Germany never went to the 
Holy Land at  all; they were allowed the crusaders' privileges for 
attacking the Wends to the east of the Elbe-a fact which at  
once attests the cleavage between northern and southern Germany 
(intensified of late years by the war of investitures), and antici- 
pates the age of the Teutonic knights and their long crusade on the 
Baltic. The crusaders of the Low Countries and of England took 
the sea route, and attacked and captured Lisbon on their way, 
thus helping to found the kingdom of Portugal, and achieving the 
one real success which was gained by the second crusade3. 

'After 1143 one may therefore speak of the period of the Epigom 
-the native Franks, ready to view the MusI~ms as joint occupants of 
Syria, and to imitate the dress and habits of their neighbours. 

2Doubt has been cast on the view that a troubled conscience drove 
Louis to talre the cross; and his action has been ascribed to simple 
relig~ous zeal (cf. Lavisse, Hzstoire de France, ili, 1 2 ) .  

3This body of crusaders ultimately reached the Holy Land, where it 
joined Conrad (who had lost his own original forces), and helped in 
the fruitless siege of Damascus. The services which it rendered to 
Portugal were repeated by later crusaders. Crusaders from the Low 
Countries, England and the Scandinavian north took the coast route 
round western Europe; and it was natural that, landing for provisions 
and water, they should be asked, and should consent, to lend their aid 
to the natives against the Moors. Such aid is recorded to have been 
given on the third and fifth crusades. 

Among the great army of crusaders who actually marched 
to Jerusalem there was little real unity. Conrad and Louis 
VII. started separately, and a t  different times, in order t o  
avoid dissensions between their armies; and when they reached 
Asia Minor (after encountering some difficulties in Greek terri- 
tory) they still acted separately. Eager to  win the first spoils, 
the German crusaders, who were in advance of the French, at- 
tempted a raid into the sultanate of Iconium; but after a stern 
fight a t  Dorylaeum they were forced to retreat (Oct. 1147), and 
for the most part perished by the way. Louis VII., who now ap- 
peared, was induced by this failure to  take the long and circuitous 
route by the west coast of Asia Minor; but even so he had lost 
the majority of his troops when he reached the Holy Land in 
1148. Here he joined Conrad (who had come by sea from Con- 
stantinople) and Baldwin III. ,  and after some deliberation the 
three sovereigns resolved to attack Damascus. The attack was 
impolitic: Damascus was the one ally which could help the 
Franks to stem the advance of hTureddin. I t  proved as futile as 
it  was impolitic; for the vizier of Damascus, Muin-eddin-Anar, 
was able to sow dissension between the native Franks and the 
crusaders; and by bribes and promises of tribute he succeeded in 
inducing the former to  make the siege an absolute failure, a t  the 
end of only four days (July 28, 1148). The second crusade now 
collapsed. Conrad returned to Constantinople in the autumn of 
1148, and Louis VII. returned by sea to France in the spring of 
1149. The only effects of this great movement were effects preju- 
dicial to the ends towards which it  was directed. The position 
of the Franks in the Holy Land was not improved by the attack 
on Damascus; while the ignominious failure of a crusade led by 
two kings brought the whole crusading movement into discredit 
in western Europe, and it was utterly in vain that Suger and St. 
Bernard attempted to gather a fresh crusade in 1150. 

Consequences of Failure.-The result of the failure of the 
second crusade was the renewal of Nureddin's attacks. The rest 
of the county of Edessa, including Tell-bashir on the west, was 
now conquered (1150); while Raymund of Antioch was defeated 
and'killed (in 114g), and several towns in the east of his prin- 
cipality were captured. Baldwin 111. attempted to make head 
against these troubles, partly by renewing the old alliance with 
Damascus, partly by drawing closer to  Manuel of Constantinople. 
For the next 2 0  years, during the reigns of Baldwin and his brother 
Amalric I., there was a close connection between the kingdom of 
Jerusalem and the East Roman empire. Baldwin and Amalric 
both married into the Comnenian house, while Manuel married 
Mary of Antioch, the daughter of Raymund. I n  the north hlanuel 
enjoyed the homage of Antioch, which his father had gained in 
1137, and the nominal possession of Tell-bashir, which had been 
ceded to him by Baldwin 111.: in the south he joined with 
Amalric I .  in the attempt to  acquire Egypt (1168-71). I n  this 
way he acquired a certain ascendancy over the Latin kings: 
Baldwin 111. rode behind him a t  Antioch in 1159 without any 
of the insignia of royalty, and in an inscription a t  Bethlehem of 
11 72 Amalric I .  had the name of the emperor written above his 
own1. The patronage of Constantinople, to which Jerusalem was 
thus practically surrendered, contributed to some slight extent in 
maintaining the kingdom against Nureddin. But there were dis- 
sensions within, both between Baldwin and his mother, Melisinda, 
who sought to protract her regency unduly, and between contend- 
ing parties in Antioch, where the hand of Constance, Rayniund's 
widow, was a desirable prize; and from without the horns of the 
crescent were slowly closing in on the kingdom. Nureddin pur- 
sued in his policy the tactics which the Mohammedans used against 
the Franks in battle: he sought to  envelop their territories on 
every side. I n  1154 fell Damascus, and the crescent closed per- 

, ce~t ib lv  in the north: the most valuable allv of the kinedom was 
lost, a i d  the way seemed clear from Alepp: (the peculi& seat of 

'Manuel was an ambitious sovereign, apparently aiming at a morld- 
monarchy, such as was afterwards attempted from the other side by 
Henry VI. As Henry VI. had designs on Constantinople and the East- 
ern empire, so Manuel cherished the ambition of acquiring Italy and 
the Western empire, and he nepotiated with Alexander 111. to that end 
in 1167 and 1169: cf. the life of Alexander 111. in Muratori, S.R.I. iii. 
460. 
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Nureddin's power) into Egypt. On the other hand, in 1153 Bald- 
win 111, had taken Ascalon, which for so  years had mocked the 
efforts of successive kings, and by this stroke he might appear to 
have closed for Nureddin the route to Egypt, and to have opened 
a path for its conquest by the Franks. For the future, events 
hinged on the situation of affairs in Egypt, and in Egypt the fate 
of the kingdom of Jerusalem was finally decided (see EGYPT: 
Ilistory, "Mohammedan Period"). There was a race for the pos- 
session of the country between Nureddin's lieutenant Shirgiih or 
Shirkiih and Amalric I., the brother and successor of Baldwin 
111.; and in the race Shirkiih proved the winner. 

Since the days of Godfrey and Baldwin I., Egypt had been a 
goal of Latin ambition, and the capture of Ascalon must obviously 
have given form and strength to  the projects for its conquest. 
Plans of attack were sketched; routes were traced; distances were 
measured; and finally in 1163 there came the impulse from within 
which turned these plans into action. The Shiite caliphs of 
Egypt were by this time the playthings of contending viziers, as 
the Sunnite caliphs of Baghdad had long been the puppets of 
Turkish sultans and amirs; and in I 164 Amalric I .  and Nureddin 
were fighting in Egypt in support of two rival viziers, Dirgham 
and Shawar. For Nureddin the fight meant the acquisition of an 
heretical country for the true faith of the Sunnite, and the final 
enveloping of the Latin kingdom1: for Amalric it  meant the es- 
cape from Nureddin's net, and a more direct and lucrative con- 
tact with Eastern trade. Into the vicissitudes of the fight it  is not 
necessary here to enter; but in the issue Nureddin won, in spite 
of the support which Manuel gave to Amalric. Nureddin's Kurd- 
ish lieutenant, Shirguh, succeeded in establishing in power the 
vizier whom he favoured, and finally in becoming vizier himself 
(Jan. I 169) ; and when he died, his nephew Saladin (Sala-ed-din) 
succeeded to his position (March 1169), and made himself, on 
the death of the caliph in 1171, sole ruler in  Egypt. Thus the 
Shiite caliphate became extinct : in the mosques of Cairo the name 
of the caliph of Baghdad was now used; and the long-disunited 
Mohammedans a t  last faced the Christians as a solid body. But 
nevertheless the kingdom of Jerusalem continued almost unmen- 
aced, and practically undiminished, for the next 16 years. If a 
religious union had been effected between Egypt and northern 
Syria, political disunion still remained; and the Franks were safe 
as long as it  lasted. Saladin acted as the peer of Nureddin rather 
than as his subject; and the jealousy between the two kept both 
inactive till the death of Nureddin in I 174. Nureddin left only 
a minor in his place: Amalric, who died in the same year, left a 
son (Baldwin IV.) who was not only a minor but also a leper; 
and thus the stage seemed cleared for Saladin. He was confronted, 
however, by Raymund, count of Tripoli, the one man of ability 
among the decadent Franks, who acted as guardian of the king- 
dom; and he was also occupied in trying to win for himself the 
Syrian possessions of Nureddin. The task engaged his attention 
for  nine years. Damascus he acquired as early as 1174; but Ray- 
mund supported the heir of Nureddin in his capital a t  Aleppo, and 
it  was not until 1183 that Saladin entered the city, and finally 
brought Egypt and northern Syria under a single rule. 

Loss of Jerusalem.-The hour of peril for the Latin king- 
dom had now at  last struck. I t  had done little to  prepare itself 
for that hour. Repeated appeals had been sent to  the West from 
the beginning of the Egyptian affair ( I  163) onwards ; and in I 184- 
85 a great mission, in which the patriarch of Jerusalem and the 
masters of the Templars and the Hospitallers were associated, 
came to France and England, and offered the crown of Jerusalem 
to Philip Augustus and Henry IL2 in turn, in order to secure their 
presence in the Holy Land. The only result of these appeals was 
the rise of a regular system of taxation in France and England, 
ad sustentationem Hierosolimitanae terrae, which starts about 

'Nureddin, unlike his father, was definitely animated by a religious 
motive: he fought first and foremost against the Latins (and not, like 
his father, against Muslim States), and he did so as a matter of religious 
duty. 

*Henry II., as an Angevin, was the natural heir of the kingdom of 
Jerusalem on the extinction of the line descended from Fulk of Anjou. 
This explains the palt played b) Richard I. in deciding the question of 
the succession during the third crusade. 

1185 (though there had already been isolated instances in I147 
and 1166), and may almost be described as the beginning of mod- 
ern taxation. I n  the East itself, with the exception of the tax of 
1183') nothing was done that was good, and two things were 
done which were evil. Sibylla married her second husband, Guy 
de Lusignan, in 118-a marriage destined to be the cause of 
many dissensions; for Sibylla, the eldest daughter of Amalric I . ,  
carried to her husband-a French adventurer-a presumptive 
title to the Crown, which would never be admitted without dis- 
pute. 

In  1186 Guy eventually became king, following the death of 
Baldwin V. (Sibylla's son by her first marriage); but his corona- 
tion was in violation of the promise given to Raymund of Tripoli 
(that in the event of the death of Baldwin V. without issue the 
succession should be determined by the pope, the emperor and 
the kings of France and England), and Guy, with a weak title, 
was unable to exercise any real control over the kingdom. At this 
point another French adventurer, who had already made himself 
somewhat of a name in Antioch, gave the final blow to the king- 
dom. Raynald of Chatillon, the second husband of Constance of 
Antioch, after languishing in captivity from 11 j9 to 1176, had 
been granted the seignory of Rrak, to the east and south of the 
Dead sea. From this point of vantage he began depredations on 
the Red sea (1182), building a fleet, and seeking to attack Medina 
and Mecca-a policy which may be interpreted either as mere 
buccaneering, or as a calculated attempt to deal a blow at  Moham- 
medanism in its very centre. Driven from the Red sea by Saladin, 
he turned from buccaneering to brigandage, and infested the great 
trade-route from Damascus to Egypt, which passed close by his 
seignory. I n  1186 he attacked a caravan in which the sister of 
Saladin was travelling, thus violating a four years' truce, which, 
after some two years' skirmishing, Saladin and Raymund of Trip- 
oli had made in the previous year owing to the general prevalence 
of famine. The coronation of one French adventurer and the 
conduct of another, whom the first was unable to control, meant 
the ruin of the kingdom; and Saladin a t  last delivered in full 
force his long-deferred attack. The crusade was now at last an- 
swered by the counter-crusade-the jihad; for though for many 
years past Saladin had, in his attempt to  acquire all the inheritance 
of Nureddin, left Palestine unmenaced and intact, his ultimate 
aim was always the holy war and the recovery of Jerusalem. The 
acquisition of Aleppo could only make that supreme object more 
readily attainable; and he had therefore spent his time in acquir- 
ing Aleppo, but only in order that he might ultimately "attain the 
goal of his desires, and set the mosque of Aksa free, to which 
Allah once led in the night his servant Mohammed " Thus it  was 
on a kingdom of crusaders who had lost the crusading spirit that 
a new crusade swept down; and Saladin's army in 1187 had the 
spirit and the fire of the Latin crusaders of 1099. The tables 
were turned; and fighting on their own soil for the recovery of 
what was to them too a holy place, the Mohammedans easily 
carried the day. At Tiberias a little squadron of the brethren 
of the two Orders went down before Saladin's cavalry in May; 
at Hattin the levy en masse of the kingdom, some 20,000 strong, 
foolishly marching over a sandy plain under the heat of a July 
sun, was utterly defeated; and after a fortnight's siege Jerusalem 
capitulated (Oct. 2, 1187) I n  the kingdom itself nothing was 
left to the Latins by the end of 1189 except the city of Tyre; and 
to the north of the kingdom they held only Antioch and Tripoli, 
with the Hospitallers' fortress a t  Margat. The fingers of the 
clock had been pushed back; once more things were as they had 
been at the time of the first crusade; once more the West must 
arm itself for the holy war and the recovery of Jerusalem-but 
now it must face a united Mohammedan world, where in 1096 i t  
had found political and religious dissension, and it  must attempt 
its vastly heavier task without the morning freshness of a new 
religious impulse, and with something of the weariness of IOO 

years of struggle upon its shoulders. 

'The taxation levied in the West was also attempted in the East, 
and in 1183 a universal tax was levied in the kingdom of Jerusalem, at 
the rate of I' on movables and 2 %  on rents and revenues. Cf. Dr. 
A .  Cartellieri, Philippe I I .  Azrgust, ii. pp. 3-18 and p. 85. 
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THE THIRD CRUSADE (1189-1192) 

The 40 years from I 189 to 1229 form a period of incessant 
crusading, occupied by crusades of every kind. There are the 
third, fifth and sixth crusades against the "infidel" Mohammedans 
encamped in the Holy Land; there is the Albigensian crusade 
against the heretic Cathars; there is the fourth crusade, directed 
in the issue against the schismatic Greeks; lastly, there are the 
crusades waged by the papacy against revolted Christians-John 
of England and Frederick 11. Our concern lies with the first 
kind of crusade, and with the other three only so far as they 
bear on the first, and as they illustrate the immense widening 
which the term "crusade" now underwent-a widening accom- 
panied by its inevitable corollary of shallowness of motive and 
degradation of impulse. 

I t  was Conrad, the marquis of Montferrat, who as much as 
any one man was responsible for the third crusade. Com- 
pelled to leave the court of Constantinople, which he had been 
serving, he had sailed for  the Holy Land and reached Tyre about 
three weeks after the battle of Hattin. H e  had saved Tyre; and 
from it he sent his appeals to  the West. Not the least effective 
of these appeals was a great poster which he had circulated in 
Europe, and which represented the Holy Sepulchre defiled by the 
horses of the Mohammedans. Meanwhile the papacy, as soon as 
the news reached Rome, despatched encyclicals throughout Eu- 
rope; and soon a new crusade was in full swing. But the third 
crusade, unlike the first, does not spring from the papacy, which 
was passing through one of its epochs of depression; it  springs 
from the lay power, which, represented by the three strong mon- 
archies of Germany, England and France, was at  this time dom- 
inant in Europe. I n  Germany it was the solemn national Diet of 
Mainz (Easter 1188) which "swore the expedition" to the Holy 
Land; in France and England the agreement of the two kings de- 
cided upon a joint crusade. The very means which Philip Augus- 
tus and Henry 11. took, in order to further the crusade, show its 
lay aspect. A scheme of taxation-the Saladin tithe-was im- 
posed on all who did not take the cross; and this taxation, while 
on the one hand it  drove many to take the cross in order to escape 
its incidence, on the orher hand provided a necessary financial 
basis for military operations. The "economic" motive for taking 
the cross was strengthened by the regulations made in favour of 
debtors who joined the crusade. Thousands must have joined the 
third crusade in order to escape paying either their taxes or the 
interest on their debts; and the atmosphere of the gold-digger's 
camp (or of the cave of Adullam) must have begun more than 
ever to characterize the crusading armies. The lay basis of the 
third crusade made it, in one sense, the greatest of all crusades, 
in which all the three great monarchs of western Europe partici- 
pated; but it also made it a failure, for the kings of France and 
England carried their political rivalries into the movement, in 
which it had been agreed that they should be sunk. Spiritually, 
therefore, the third crusade is inferior to the first, however im- 
posing it  may be in its material aspects. Yet it must be admitted 
that the idea of a spiritual regeneration accompanied the crusad- 
ing movement of 1188. Europe had sinned in the face of God; 
otherwise Jerusalem would never have fallen; and the idea of a 
spiritual reform from within, as the necessary corollary and 
accompaniment of the expedition of Christianity without, breathes 
in some of the papal letters. 

We may conceive of the third crusade under the figure of a 
number of converging lines, all seeking to reach a common centre. 
That centre is Acre. The siege of Acre, as arduous and heroic 
in many of its episodes as the siege of Troy, had been begun in 
the summer of 1189 by Guy de Lusignan, who, captured by Sala- 
din at  the battle of Hattin, and released on parole, had at once 
broken his word and returned to the attack. The army which was 
besieging Acre was soon joined by various contingents; for Acre, 
af ter  all. was the vital point, and its capture would open the way 
to Jerusalem. Two of these contingents alone concern us here- 
the Gzrman and the Anglo-French. Frederick I. of Germany, 
using a diplomacy which corresponds to the lay character of the 
third crusade, had sought to prepare his may by embassies to the 
king of Hungary, the Eastern emperor and the sultan of Iconium. 

Starting from Regensburg in May 1189, the German army 
marched quietly through Hungary; but difficulties arose, as they 
had arisen in 1147, as  soon as the frontiers of the Eastern empire 
were reached. The emperor Isaac Angelus had not only the old 
grudge of all Eastern emperors against the "upstart" emperor of 
the West; he had also allied himself with Saladin, i n  order to ac- 
quire fo r  his empire the patronage of the Holy Places and relig- 
ious supremacy in the Levant. The difficulties between Frederick 
and Isaac Angelus became acute: in Nov. 1189 Frederick wrote 
to his son Henry, asking him to induce the pope t o  preach a cru- 
sade against the schismatic Greeks. But terms were a t  last ar- 
ranged, and by the end of March 1190 the Germans had all crossed 
to the shores of Asia Minor. Taking a route midway between the 
eastern route of the crusaders of 1097 and the western route of 
Louis VII ,  in 1148, Frederick marched by Philadelphia and Icon- 
ium, not without dust and heat, until he reached the river Salef, 
in Armenian territory. Here, with the burden of the day now past, 
the fine old crusader-he had joined before in the second crusade, 
40 years ago-perished by accident in the river; and of all his 
fine army only 1,000 men won their way through, under his spn, 
Frederick of Swabia, to  join the ranks before Acre (Oct. 1190). 
The Anglo-French detachment gained a greater immediate success. 
War had indeed disturbed the original agreement of Gisors be- 
tween Philip Augustus and Henry II. ,  but a new agreement was 
made by Henry's successor, Richard I., and the French king a t  
Nonancourt (Dee. 1189), by which the two monarchs were to  
meet a t  Vezelay next year, and then follow the sea route to  the 
Holy Land together. They met, and by different routes they both 
reached Sicily, where they wintered together (1190-91). The en- 
forced inactivity of a whole winter was the mother of disputes 
and bad blood; and when Philip sailed for the Holy Land, a t  the 
end of March 1191, the failure of the crusade was already decided. 
Richard soon followed; but while Philip sailed straight for Acre, 
Richard occupied himself by the way in conquering Cyprus- 
partly out of knight-errantry, and in order to avenge an insult 
offered to his betrothed wife Berengaria by the despot of the 
island, partly perhaps out of policy, and in order to  provide a 
basis of supplies and of operations for the armies attempting t o  
recover Palestine. I n  any case, he is the founder of the Latin 
kingdom of Cyprus (for  he afterwards sold his new acquisition t o  
Guy de Lusignan, who established a dynasty in the island); and 
thereby he made possible the survival of the institutions and as- 
sizes of Jerusalem, which were continued in Cyprus until it was 
conquered by the Ottoman Turks. From Cyprus Richard sailed 
to Acre, arriving on the 8th of June, and in little more than a 
month he was able, in virtue of the large reinforcements he 
brought, and in spite of dissensions in the Christian camp which 
he helped to foment, to bring the two years' siege to  a successful 
issue (July 12, 1191). I t  was indeed time; the privations of the 
besiegers during the previous winter had been terrible; and the 
position of affairs had only been made worse by  the dissensions 
between Guy de Lusignan and Conrad of Montferrat, who had 
begun to claim the Crown in return for his services, and had, on 
the death of Sibylla, the wife of Guy, reinforced his claim by a 
marriage with her younger sister, Isabella. I n  these dissensions 
it was inevitable that Philip Augustus and Richard I., already dis- 
cordant, should take contrary sides; and while Richard naturally 
sided with Guy de Lusignan, who came from his own county of 
Poitou, Philip as naturally sided with Conrad. At the end of 
July it was decided that Guy should remain king for  his life, 
and Conrad should be his successor; but as three days afterwards 
Philip Augustus began his return to France (pleading ill-health, 
but in reality eager to  gain possession of Flanders), the settle- 
ment availed little for the success of the crusade. Richard stayed 
in the Holy Land for  another year, during which he won a battle 
at Arsuf and refortified Jaffa. But far more important than any 
hostilities are the negotiations which, for the whole year, Richard 
conducted with Saladin. They show the lay aspect of the third 
crusade; they anticipate the crusade of Frederick 11.-for Richard 
was attempting to secure the same concessions which Frederick 
secured by the same means which he used. They show again the 
closer spproximation and better understanding with the Moham- 
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medans, which marks this crusade. Nothing is more striking in 
these respects than Richard's proposal that Saladin's brother 
should marry his own sister Johanna and receive Jerusalem and the 
contiguous towns on the coast. I n  the event, a peace was made 
for three years (Sept. 2, 1192), by which Lydda and Ramlah 
were to be equally divided, Ascalon was to be destroyed, and 
small bodies of crusaders were to  be allowed to visit the Holy 
Sepulchre. Meanwhile Conrad of Montferrat, a t  the very instant 
when his superior ability had finally forced Richard t o  recognize 
him as king, had been assassinated (Bpril 1192) : Guy de Lusig- 
nan had bought Cyprus from Richard, and had sailed away to 
tstablish himself there1; and Henry of Champagne, Richard's 
nephew, had been called to the throne of Jerusalem, and had given 
himself a title by marrying Conrad's widow, Isabella. I n  this 
condition Richard left the Holy Land, when he began his eventful 
return, in Oct. 1192. The crusade had failed-failed because a 
leaderless army, torn by political dissensions and fighting on a 
foreign soil, could not succeed against forces united by religious 
zeal under the banner of a leader like Saladin. Yet it had at any 
rate saved for the Christians the principality of Antioch, the 
county of Tripoli, and some of the coast towns of the kingdom2; 
and if i t  had failed to accomplish its object, i t  had left behind, 
none the less, many important results. The dificulties which had 
arisen between Isaac Angelus and Frederick Barbarossa contain 
the germs of the fourth crusade; the negotiations between Richard 
and Saladin contain the germs of the sixth. National rivalries 
had been accentuated and national differences brought into prom- 
inence by the meeting of the nations in  a common enterprise; 
while, on the other hand, Mohammedans and Christians had frat- 
ernized as they had never done before during the progress of a 
crusade. But what the third crusade showed most clearly was 
that the crusading movement was being lost to the papacy, and 
becoming part of the domain of the secular State-organized by 
the State on its own basis of taxation, and conducted by the 
State according to its own method of negotiation. This after all 
is the great change; and even the genius of an Innocent 111. 
"could not make undone what had once been done." On the con- 
trary, the thing once done would go further; and the State would 

'The crusades in their course established a number of new States or 
kingdoms. The first crusade established the kingdom of Jerusalem 
(1100) ; the third, the kingdom of Cyprus (1195) ; the fourth, the Latin 
empire of Constantinople (1204) ; while the long crusade of the Teu- 
tonic knights on the coast of the Baltic led to the rise of a newr State 
east of the Vistula. The kingdom of Lesser Armenia, established in 
1195, may also be regarded as a result of the crusades. The history of the 
kingdom of Jerusalem is part of the history of the crusades: the history 
of the other kingdoms or States touches the history of the crusades 
less vitally. But the history of Cyprus is particularly important-and 
for two reasons. In the first place, Cyprus was a natural and excellent 
basis of operations; it sent provisions to the crusaders in 1191, and 
again at the siege of Damietta in 1219, while its advantages as a 
strategic basis were proved by the exploits of Peter of Cyprus in the 
14th century. In the second place, as the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem 
fell, its institutions and assizes were transplanted bodily to Cyprus, 
where they survived until the island was conquered by the Ottoman 
Turks. But the monarchy was stronger in Cyprus than in Jerusalem; 
the fiefs were distributed by the monarch, and were smaller in extent; 
while the feudatories had neither the collective powers of the haute 
cour of Jerusalem, nor the individual privileges (such as jurisdiction 
over the bourgeoisie), which had been enjoyed by the feudatories of 
the old kingdom. Till 1489 the kingdom of Cyprus survived as an inde- 
pendent monarchy, and its capital, Famagusta, was an important centre 
of trade after the loss of the coast-towns in the kingdom of Jerusalem. 
In 1489 it was acquired by Venice, which claimed the island on the 
death of the last king, having adopted his widow (a Venetian lady 
named Catarina Cornaro) as a daughter of the republic. On the history 
of Cyprus, see Stubbs, Lectures o n  Medieval and Modern History, 
156-205. The history of the kingdom of Armenia is closely connected 
with that of Cyprus. The Armenians in the south-east of Asia Minor 
borrd~ved feudal institutions from the Franks and the feudal vocabulary 
itself. The kingdom was involved in a struggle with Antioch in the 
early part of the 13th century. Later, it allied itself with the Mongols 
and fought a~ainst the Mamclukes, to whom, however, it finally 
succumbed in 1375. 

2The kingdom of Jerusalem is thus from 1192 to its final fall, a strip 
of coast, to which it is the object of kings and crusades to annex 
Jerusalem and a line of communication connecting it with the coast. 
This was practically the aini of Richard 1,'s negotiations; and this was 
what Frederick II.  for a time securcd. 

take up the name of crusade in order to cover, and under such 
cover to  achieve, its own objects and ambitions. 

THE FOURTH CRUSADE (1202-1204) 

The history of the fdurth crusade is a history of the predomi- 
nance of the lay motive, of the attempt of the papacy to escape 
from that predominance, and to establish its old direction of the 
crusade, and of the complete failure of its attempt. Until the 
accession of Innocent 111. in 1198 the lay motive was supreme; 
and its representative was Henry V1.-the greatest politician of his 
day, and in many ways the greatest emperor since Charlemagne 
In  1195 Amalric, the brother of Guy de Lusignan,and his successor 
in Cyprus, sought the title of king from Henry and did homage; 
and a t  the same time Leo of Lesser Armenia, in order to escape 
from dependence on the Eastern empire, took the same course. 
Henry thus gained a basis in the Levant; and the death of Saladin 
in 1193, followed by a civil war between his brother, Malik-al- 
Adil, and his sons for the possession of his dominions, weakened 
the position of the Mohammedans. As emperor, Henry was 
eager to resume the imperial crusade which had been stopped 
by his father's death; and both as Frederick's successor and 
as heir to the Norman kings of Sicily, who had again and again 
waged war against the Eastern empire, he had an account to  
settle with the rulers of Constantinople. The project of a crusade 
and of an attack on Constantinople wove themselves into a single 
thread, in a way which very definitely anticipates the fourth 
crusade of 1202-04. I n  1195 Henry took the cross; some time 
before, he had already sent to  Isaac Angelus to  demand compen- 
sation for the injuries done to Frederick I., along with the cession 
of all territories ever conquered by the Norman kings of Sicily, 
and a fleet to co-operate in the new crusade. I n  the same year, 
however, Isaac was dethroned by his brother, Alexius 111.; but 
Henry married Isaac's daughter Irene to  his brother, Philip of 
Swabia, and thus attempted to give the Hohenstaufen a new title 
and a valid claim against the usurper Alexius. Thus armed he 
pushed forward the preparations for the crusade in Germany-a 
crusade whose first object would have been an attack on Alexius 
111.; but in the middle of his preparations he died in Sicily in the 
autumn of 1197, and the crusade collapsed. Some results were, 
however, achieved by a body of German crusaders which had 
sailed in advance of Henry; by its influence Amalric of Cyprus 
succeeded Henry of Champagne, who died in 1197, as  king of 
Jerusalem, and a vassal of the emperor thus became ruler in the 
Holy Land; and the Teutonic order, which had begun as a hospital 
during the siege of Acre (1190-91), now received its organization. 
Some of the coast towns, too, were recovered by the German cru- 
saders, especially Beirut; and in 1198 the new king Amalric 11. 
was able to make a truce with Malik-al-Adil for the next five 
years. 

"The true heir of Henry VI.," Ranke has said, "is Innocent 
III.," and nowhere is this more true than in respect of the crusad- 
ing movement. Throughout the course of his crowded and mag- 
nificent pontificate, Innocent 111. made the crusade his ultimate 
object, and attempted to bring it  back to its old religious basis 
and under the papal direction. By the spring of 1200, owing to 
Innocent's exertions, a new crusade was in full progress, especially 
in France, where Fulk of Neuilly played the part once played by 
Peter the Hermit. Like the first crusade, the fourth crusade-in 
its personnel, but not its direction-was a French enterprise; and 
its leading members were French feudatories like Theobald of 
Champagne (who was chosen leader of the crusade), Baldwin of 
Flanders (the future emperor of Constantinople), and the count 
of Blois. The objective, which these three original chiefs of the 
fourth crusade proposed to themselves, was Egypt1. Since 1163 
the importance of acquiring Egypt had been definitely understood; 
in the summer of 1192 Richard I. had been advised by his counsel- 
lors that Cairo and not Jerusalem was the true point of attack; 
and in 1200  there was the additional reason for preferring an 

'M. Luchaire, in the volume of his biography of Innocent 111. called 
La Questiorz &Orient, shows how, in spite of the pope, the fourth 
crusade was in its very beginnings a lay enterprise. The crusading 
barons of France chose their own leader and determined their own 
route, without consulting Innocent. 
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attack on Egypt, that the truce in the Holy Land between Amalric 
11. and Malik-al-Adil had still three years to run. I t  is Egypt 
therefore-to which, it must be remembered, the centre of No- 
hammedan power had now been virtually shifted, and to which 
motives of trade impelled the Italian towns (since from it they 
could easily reach the Red sea, and the commerce of the Indian 
ocean)-which is henceforth the normal goal of the crusades. 
This is one of the many facts which differentiate the crusades 
of the 13th from those of the preceding century. But, with Syria 
in the hands of the Mohammedans, the attack on Egypt must 
necessarily be directed by sea; and thus the crusade henceforth 
becomes-what the third crusade, here as elsewhere the turning- 
point in crusading history, had already in part been-a maritime 
enterprise. Accordingly, early in 1201, envoys from each of the 
three chiefs of the fourth crusade (among whom was Villehar- 
douin, the historian of the crusade) came to Venice to negotiate 
for a passage to Egypt. An agreement was made between the doge 
and the envoys, by which transport and active help were to be 
given by Venice in return for 85,000 marks and the cession of 
half of the conquests made by the crusaders. 

Diversion t o  Constantinop1e.-But the fourth crusade was 
not to  be plain sailing to  Egypt. I t  became involved in a mael- 
strom of conflicting political motives, by which it  was swept to  
Constantinople. Here we must distinguish between cause and 
occasion. There were three great causes which made for an at- 
tack on Constantinople by the West. There was first of all the 
old crusading grudge against the Eastern empire, and its fatal 
policy of regarding the whole of the Levant as its lost provinces, 
to be restored as soon as conquered, or a t  any rate held in fee, by 
the Western crusaders-a policy which led the Eastern emperors 
either to give niggardly aid or to pursue obstructive tactics, and 
caused them to be blamed for the failure of the crusades of 1101, 
of 1149 and of 1190. I t  is significant of the final result of these 
things that already in 1147 Roger of Sicily, engaged in war with 
Manuel, had proposed the sea-route for the second crusade, per- 
haps with some intention of diverting it against Constantinople; 
and in the winter of 1189-90 Barbarossa, as we have seen, had 
actually thought and spoken of an attack on Constantinople. I n  
the second place, there was the commercial grudge of Venice, 
which had only been given large privileges by the Eastern empire 
to desire still larger, and had, moreover, been annoyed not only 
by alterations or revocations of those privileges, such as the 
usurper Alexius 111. had but recently attempted, but also by the 
temporary destruction of its quarter in Constantinople in 1171. 
Lastly, and perhaps most of all, there is the old Norman blood- 
feud with Constantinople, as old as the old Norse seeking for 
Micklegarth, and keen and deadly ever since the Norman con- 
quest of the Greek themes in south Italy (1041 onwards). The 
heirs of the Norman kings were the Hohenstaufen; and we have 
already seen Henry VI. planning a crusade which would primarily 
have been directed against Constantinople. I t  is this Hohen- 
staufen policy which becomes the primary occasion of the diver- 
sion of the fourth crusade. Philip of Swabia, engaged in a strug- 
gle with the papacy, found Innocent 111. planning a Guelph cru- 
sade, which should be under the direction of the Church; and to 
this Guelph project he opposed the Ghibelline plan of Henry VI., 
with such success that he transmuted the fourth crusade into a 
political expedition against Constantinople. T o  such a policy of 
transmutation he was urged by two things. On the one hand, the 
death of the count of Champagne (May 1201) had induced the 
crusaders to  elect as their leader Boniface of Montferrat, the 
brother of Conrad; and Boniface was the cousin of Philip, and 
interested in Constantinople, where not only Conrad, but another 
brother as well, had served, and suffered for their service at the 
hands of their masters. On the other hand Alexius, the son of the 
dethroned Isaac Angelus, was related to Philip through his mar- 
riage with Irene; and Alexius had escaped to the German court 
to  urge the restoration of his father. On Christmas Day 1201, 
Philip, Alexius and Boniface all met at  Hagenau1 and formulated 

'There seems to be little doubt of Philip's complicity in the diversion 
of the fourth crusade to Constantinople (cf. M. Luchaire, La Question 
dlOrient, pp. 84-86). 

(one may suppose) a plan for the diversion of the crusade. 
Events played into their hands. When the crusaders gathered a t  
Venice in the autumn of 1202, it  was found impossible to get 
together the 85,000 marks promised to Venice. The Venetians- 
already, perhaps, indoctrinated in the Hohenstaufen plan-indi- 
cated to the leaders a way of meeting the difficulty: they had 
only to lend their services to  the republic for certain ends which 
it desired to compass, and the debt was settled. The conquest of 
Zara, a port on the Adriatic claimed by the Venetians from the 
king of Hungary, was the only object overtly mentioned; but the 
idea of the expedition to Constantinople was in the air, and the 
crusaders knew what was ultimately expected. I t  took time and 
effort to bring them round to the diversion: the pope-naturally 
enough-set his face sternly against the project, the more as the 
usurper, Alexius III . ,  was in negotiation with him in order to win 
his support against the Hohenstaufen, and Innocent hoped to 
find, as Alexius promised, a support and a reinforcement for the 
crusade in an alliance with the Greek empire. But they came 
round none the less, in spite of Innocent's renewed prohibitions. 
In  Nov. 1202 Zara was taken; and a t  Zara the fatal decision was 
made. The young Alexius joined the army; and in spite of the 
opposition of stern crusaders like Simon de Montfort, who sailed 
away ultimately to Palestine, he succeeded by large promises in 
inducing the army to follow in his train to  Constantinople. By 
the middle of July 1203 Constantinople was reached, the usurper 
was in flight, and Isaac Angelus was restored to his throne. But 
when the time came for Alexius to fulfil his promises, the difficulty 
which had arisen a t  Venice in the autumn of 1202 repeated it- 
self. Alexius's resources were insufficient, and he had to beg the 
crusaders to  wait a t  Constantinople for a year in order that he 
might have time. They waited; but the closer contact of a pro- 
longed stay only brought into fuller play the essential antipathy of 
the Greek and the Latin. Continual friction developed at  last into 
the open fire of war; and in March 1204 the crusaders resolved 
to storm Constantinople, and to divide among themselves the 
Eastern empire. I n  April Constantinople was captured; in May 
Baldwin of Flanders became the first Latin emperor of Constan- 
tinople. Venice had her own reward; a Venetian, Thomas More- 
sini, became patriarch; and the doge of Venice added "a quarter 
and a half" of the Eastern empire-chiefly the coasts and the 
islands-to the sphere of his sway. If Venetian cupidity had not 
originally deflected the crusade (and it was the view of contem- 
porary writers that Venice had committed her first treason against 
Christianity by diverting the crusade from Egypt in order to get 
commercial concessions from Malik-al-Adil1, yet it  had at  any 
rate profited exceedingly from that diversion; and the Hohen- 
staufen and their prot6gC Alexius only reaped dust and ashes. For, 
however Ghibelline might be the original intention, the result was 
not commensurate with the subtlety of the design, and the power 
of the pope was rather increased than diminished by the event of 
the crusade. The crusaders appealed to Innocent to  ratify the 
subjugation of a schismatic people, and the union of the Eastern 
and Western Churches; and Innocent, dazzled by the magic of 
the fai t  accompli, not unwillingly acquiesced. H e  might soothe 
himself by reflecting that the basis for the crusade, which he had 
hoped to find in Alexius III. ,  was still more securely offered by 
Baldwin; he could not but feel with pride that he had become "as 
it were pope and apostolicus of a second world." Yet the result 
of the fourth crusade was on the whole disastrous both for the 
papacy and for the crusading movement. The pope had been 
forced to see the helm of the crusades wrenched from his grasp; 
and the Albigensian crusade against the heretics of southern 
France was soon afterwards to  show that the example could be 
followed, and that the land-hunger of the north French baronage 
could exploit a crusade as successfully as ever did Hohenstaufen 
policy leagued with Venetian cupidity. The crusade lost its kla?z 
when it  became a move in a political game. If the third crusade 
had been directed by the lay power towards the true spiritual 
end of all crusades, the fourth was directed by the lay power to its 

'It is true that in 1208 Venice received commercial concessions from 
the court of Cairo. But this ex post facto argument is the sole proof of 
this view; and it is quite insufficient to prove the accusation. 
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own lay ends; and the political and commercial,motives, which 
were deeply implicit even in the first crusade, had now become 
dominantly explicit. In  a simpler and more immediate sense, the 
capture of Constantinople was detrimental to  the movement from 
which it  sprang. The precarious empire which had been founded 
in 1204 drained away all the vigorous adventurers of the West for 
its support for many years to come, and the Holy Land was 
starved to feed a land less holy, but equally greedy of men. NO 

basis for the crusades was ever to be found in the Latin empire 
of the East; and Innocent, after vainly hoping for the new 
crusade which was to  emerge from Constantinople, was by 1208 
compelled to return to the old idea of a crusade proceeding simply 
and immediately from the West to the East. 

T H E  F I F T H  CRUSADE (1218-1221) 
The glow and glamour of the crusades disappear save for the 

pathetic sunset splendours of St. Louis, as Dandolo dies, and gal- 
lant Villehardouin drops his pen. But before St. Louis sailed for 
Damietta there intervened the failure of one crusade, and the 
secular and diplomatic success of another. The fifth crusade is the 
last started in that pontificate of crusades-the pontificate of Inno- 
cent 111. I t  owed its origin to  his feverish zeal for the recovery 
of Jerusalem, rather than to any pressing need in the Holy Land. 
Here reigned, during the 40 years of the loss of Jerusalem, 
an almost unbroken peace. Malik-al-Adil, the brother of Saladin, 
had by 1 2 0 0  succeeded to his brother's possessions not only in 
Egypt but also in Syria, and he granted the Christians a series 
of truces (1198-1203, 1204-10, 1211-1 7). While the Holy Land 
was thus a t  peace, crusaders were also being drawn elsewhere by 
the needs of the Latin empire of Constantinople, or the attractions 
of the Albigensian crusade (see ALBIGENSES). But Innocent could 
never consent to forget Jerusalem, as long as his right hand re- 
tained its cunning. The pathos of the Children's crusade of 1212 

only nerved him to fresh efforts. A shepherd boy named Stephen 
had appeared in France, and had induced thousands to follow his 
guidance: with his boyish army he rode on a wagon southward to 
Marseille, promising to lead his followers dry-shod through the 
seas. I n  Germany a child from Cologne, named Nicolas, gathered 
some 20,000 young crusaders by like promises, and led them 
into Italy. Stephen's army was kidnapped by slave-dealers and 
sold into Egypt; while Nicolas's expedition left nothing behind it  
but an after-echo in the legend of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. 
But for Innocent these outbursts of the revivalist element, which 
always accompanied the crusades, had their moral: "the very 
children put us to shame," he wrote; "while we sleep they go 
forth gladly to conquer the Holy Land." I n  the fourth Lateran 
Council of 1215 Innocent found his opportunity to rekindle the 
flickering fires. Before this great gathering of all Christian Europe 
he proclaimed a crusade for the year 1 2 1  7,  and in common deliber- 
ation it  was resolved that a truce of God should reign for the 
next four years, and for the same period all trade with the Levant 
should cease. Here two things were attempted-neither, indeed, 
for the first time1-which 14th-century pamphleteers on the sub- 
ject of the crusades unanimously advocate as the necessary con- 
ditions of success; there was to be peace in Europe and a com- 
mercial war with Egypt. This statesmanlike beginning of a cru- 
sade, preached, as no crusade had ever been preached before, in a 
general council of all Europe, presaged well for its success. In 
Germany (where Frederick 11. himself took the cross in this same 
year) a large body of crusaders gathered together: in 1217 the 
south-east sent the duke of Austria and the king of Hungary to the 
Holy Land; while in 1218 an army from the north-west joined 
a t  Acre the forces of the previous year. Egypt had already been 
indicated by Innocent 111. in 1215 as the goal of attack, and it was 
accordingly resolved to begin the crusade by the siege of Damietta, 
on the eastern delta of the Nile. The original leader of the cru- 
sade was John of Brienne, king of Jerusalem (who had succeeded 
Amalric II., marrying Maria, the daughter of Amalric's wife Isa- 
bella by her former husband, Conrad of Montferrat); but after 

'A canon of the third Lateran Council (1179) forbade traffic with 
the Saracens in munitions of war; and this canon had been renewed 
by Innocent in the beginning of his pontificate. 

the end of 1218 the cardinal legate Pelagius, fortified by papal 
letters, claimed the command. I n  spite of dissensions between the 
cardinal and the king, and in spite of the offers of Malik-al-Icamil 
(who succeeded Malik-al-Adil a t  the end of 1218), the crusaders 
finally carried the siege to a successful conclusion by  the end of 
1219. The capture of Damietta was a considerable feat of arms, 
but nothing was done to clinch the advantage which had been 

FROM L A V I S S E  (L PARMENTIER.  "ALBUM HISTORIQUE" 

F IG.  4.-KRAK D E S  CHEVALIERS 
This fortress was constructed about the  beginning of the 1 3 t h  century by  
the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. I t  stands on a height in the county of 
Tripoli, north of the old kingdom of Jert salem, and was captured by Bibars, 
Sultan of Egypt, in  1271 

won, and the whole of the year 1 2 2 0  was spent by the crusaders 
in Damietta, partly in consolidating their immediate position, 
and partly in waiting for the arrival of Frederick II., who had 
promised to appear in 1221. I n  1 2 2 1  Hermann of Salza, the 
master of the Teutonic order, along with the duke of Bavaria, 
appeared in the camp before Damietta; and as it  seemed useless 
to wait any longer for Frederick II. ,  the cardinal, in spite of the 
opposition of King John, gave the signal for the march on Cairo1. 
The army reached a fortress (erected by the sultan in 1219, after- 
wards, from 1221, the town of Mansura), and encamped there a t  
the end of July. Here the sultan reiterated terms which he had 
already offered several times before-the cession of most of the 
kingdom of Jerusalem, the surrender of the cross (captured by 
Saladin in 1187), and the restoration of all prisoners. King John 
urged the acceptance of these terms. The legate insisted on a large 
indemnity in addition: the negotiations failed, and the sultan pre- 
pared for war. The crusaders were driven back towards Damietta; 
and at  the end of Aug. 1221 Pelagius had to make a treaty with 
Malik-al-Kamil, by which he gained a free retreat and the sur- 
render of the Holy Cross a t  the price of the restoration of Dam- 
mietta. The treaty was to  last for eight years, and could only be 
broken on the coming of a king or emperor to  the East. In  
pursuance of its terms the crusaders evacuated Egypt, and the fifth 
crusade was a t  an end. I t  is difficult to  decide whether to blame 
the legate or the emperor more for its failure. If Frederick had 
only come in person, a single month of his presence might have 
meant everything: if Pelagius had only listened to King John, the 
sultan was ready to concede practically everything which was at  
issue. Unhappily Frederick preferred to  put his Sicilian house in 
order, and the legate preferred to listen t o  the Italians, who had 
their own commercial reasons for wishing to establish a strong 
position in Egypt, and to the Templars and Hospitallers, who did 
not feel satisfied by the terms offered by the sultan, because he 
wished to retain in his hands the two fortresses of Krak and 
Monreal. 

'He had promised the pope, at his coronation in 1 2 2 0 ,  to begin his 
crusade in August 1 2 2 1 .  But he declared himself exhausted by the 
expenses of his coronation; and Honorius 111. consented to defer his 
crusade until March 1 2 2 2 .  The letter of the pope informing Pelagius 
of this delay is dated June 2 0 ;  it would probably reach his hands after 
his departure from Damietta; and thus the cardinal gave the signal for 
the march, when, as he thought, the emperor's coming was imminent. 
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THE SIXTH CRUSADE (1228-1229) 

The sixth crusade succeeded as signally as the fifth had failed; 
but the circumstances under which it took place and the means 
by which i t  was conducted made its success still more disastrous 
than the failure of 1221. The last crusade had, after all, been 
under papal control: if Richard I. directed the third crusade, and 
the policy of the Hohenstaufen and the Venetians directed the 
fourth, i t  was a papal legate who steered the fifth to its fate. The 
crusade of Frederick 11. in 1228-29 findS its analogy in the pro- 
jetted crusade of Henry VI.; i t  is essentially lay. ~t is unique 
in the annals of the crusades. Alone of all crusades (though the 
fourth crusade offers some analogy) it  was not blessed but cursed 
by the papacy: alone of all the crusades it  was conducted without 
a single act of hostility against the Mohammedan. St. Louis, the 
true type of the religious crusader, once said that a layman ought 
only to argue with a blasphemer against Christian law by running 
his sword into the bowels of the blasphemer as far as it would go: 
Frederick 11. talked amicably with all unbelievers, if one may trust 
Arabic accounts, and he achieved by mere negotiation the recovery 
of Jerusalem, for which men had vainly striven with the sword 
for the 40 years since r 187. I t  was in 1215 that the leader of 
this strange crusade had first taken the vow; it  was 12 years 
afterwards when he finally attempted to carry the vow into effec- 
tive execution. Again and again he had excused himself to the 
pope, and been excused by the pope, because the exigencies of his 
policy in Germany or Sicily tied his hands. After the failure of 
the fifth crusade-for which these delays were in part responsible 
-Honorius 111. had attempted to bind him more intimately t o  
the Holy Land by arranging a marriage with Isabella, the daughter 
of John of Brienne, and the heiress of the kingdom of Jerusalem. 
I n  1225 Frederick married Isabella, and immediately after the 
marriage he assumed the title of king in right of his wife, and 
exacted homage from the vassals of the kingdom'. ~t was thus as 
king of Jerusalem that Frederick began his crusade in the 
autumn of 1227. Scarcely, however, had he sailed from Brindisi 
when he fell sick of a fever which had been raging for some time 
among the ranks of his army, while they waited for the crossing. 
H e  sailed back to Otranto in order to recover his health, but the 
new pope, Gregory IX., launched in hot anger the bolt of excorn- 
munication, in the belief that Frederick was malingering once 
more. None the less the emperor sailed on his crusade in the 
summer of 1228, affording to astonished Europe the spectacle of an 
excommunicated crusader, and leaving his territories to be invaded 
by papal soldiers, whom Gregory IX.  professed to regard as cru- 
saders against a non-Christian king, and for  whom he accordingly 
levied a tithe from the churches of Europe. The paradox of 
FrederickTs crusade is indeed astonishing, Here was a crusader 
against whom a crusade was proclaimed in his own territories; 
and when he arrived in the Holy Land he found little obedience 
and many insults from all but his own immediate followers. Yet 
by adroit use of his powers of diplomacy and by playing upon the 
dissensions which raged between the descendants of Saladints 
brother (Malik-al-Adil), he was able, without striking a blow, to  
conclude a treaty with the sultan of Egypt which gave him all 
that Richard I .  had vainly attempted to secure by arduous fighting 
and patient negotiations. By the treaty of Feb. 18, 1229, which 
was to last for ten years, the sultan conceded to Frederick, in 
addition to the coast towns already in the possession of the 
Christians, Nazareth, Bethlehem and Jerusalem, with a strip of 
territory connecting Jerusalem with the port of Acre. As king of 
Jerusalem Frederick was now able to enter his capital: as one 
under excommunication, he had to see an interdict immediately 
fall on the city, and it was with his own hands-for no churchman 
could perform the office-that he had to take his crown from the 
altar of the church of the Sepulchre, and crown himself king of 
his new kingdom. H e  stayed in the Holy Land little more than a 
month after his coronation; and leaving in May he soon over- 

' ~ o h n  of ~r ienne  had only ruled in right of his wife, Mary. On her 
death (1212) John might be regarded as only ruling "by the courtesy 
of the kingdom" until her daughter, Isabella, was married, when the 
husband would succeed. That, at any rate, was the view Frederick 11. 
took. 
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came the papal armies in Italy, and secured absolution from 
Gregory IX. (Aug. 1229). BY his treaty with the sultan he had 
secured for Christianity the last 15 years of its possession of 
Jerusalem (1229-44) : no man after Frederick II . ,  until our own 
day1 ever recovered the holy places for the religion which holds 
them most holy. y e t  the C h ~ r c h  might ask, with some justice, 
whether the means he had used were ~xcused by the end which 
he had attained. After all1 there was nothing of the holy war about 
the sixth crusade: there was simply huckstering, as in an Eastern 
bazaar, between a free-thinking, semi-oriental king of Sicily and 
an Egyptian sultan. I t  was indeed in the spirit of a king of Sicily, 
and in the spirit-though it was in the r&-of a king of 
Jerusalem, that Frederick had acted. I t  was from his Sicilian 
predecessors, who had n~ade  trade treaties with Egypt, that he 
had karned to make even the crusade a matter of treaty. The 
Norman lint? of Sicilian kings might be extinct; their policy lived 
af ter  them in their Hohenstaufen successors, and that policy, as 
it  had helped to divert the fourth crusade to the old Norman 
objective of Constantinople, helped still more to  give the sixth 
crusade its secular, diplomatic, non-religious aspect. 

Forty Years of struggle terminated in the possession of ~ e r u -  
salem for 1.5 Years. During those 15 Years the kingdom of 
Jerusalem was agitated by a struggle between the native bar- 
ons, championing the principle that sovereignty resided in the 
collective baronage, and taking their stand on the assizes, and 
Frederick II. ,  claiming sovereignty for  himself, and opposing 
to the assizes the feudal law of Sicily. I t  is a struggle between 
the king and the haute cour: i t  is a struggle between the aristo- 
cratic feudalism of the Franks and the monarchical feudalism of 
the N ~ m ~ a n s .  Already in Cyprus, in the Summer of 1228, Fred- 
erick 11. had insisted on the right of wardship which he enjoyed 
as overlord of the island1, and he had appointed a commission of 
five barons to exercise his rights. I n  1229 this commission was 
overthrown by John of Ibelin, lord of Beirut, against whom it 
had taken proceedings. John of Beirut, like many of the Cypriot 
barons, was also a baron of the kingdom of Jerusalem; and re- 
sistance in the one kingdom could only produce difficulties in the 

.other. Difficulties quickly arose when Frederick, in 1231, sent 
Marshal Richard to Syria as his legate. This in itself was a serious 
matter; according to the assizes, the barons maintained, the king 
must either personally reside in the kingdom, or, in the event of 
his absence, be represented by a regency. The  position became 
more difficult, when the legate took steps against John of Beirut 
without any authorization from the high court. A gild was formed 
at  Acre-the gild of St. Adrian-which, if nominally religious in 
its origin, soon came to represent the political opposition to  Fred- 
erick, as Was significantly proved by its reception of the rebellious 
John of Beirut as a member (1232). The opposition was success- 
ful:  by 1233 Frederick had lost all hold on Cyprus, and only re- 
tained Tyre in his own kingdom of Jerusalem. I n  1236 he had to 
promise to recognize fully the laws of the kingdom: and when, 
in 1239, he was again excommunicated by Gregory IX., and a new 
quarrel of Papacy and empire began, he soon lost the last vestiges 
of his Power. Till 1243 the party of Frederick had been success- 
ful in retaining Tyre, and the baronial d e ~ ~ a n d  for  a regency had 
remained without effect; but in that Year the opposition, headed 
by the great family of Ibelin, succeeded, under cover of asserting 
the rights of Alice of Cyprus to the regency, in securing possession 
of Tyre, and the kingdom of Jerusalem thus fell back into the 
Power of the baronage. 'J?he very next Year (1244) Jerusalem 
Was finally lost. I t s  loss was the natural corollary of these dis- 
sensions. The treaty of Frederick with Malik-al-Kamil (d. 1238) 
had "OW expired, and new succours and new measures had 
become necessary for  the Holy Land. Theobald of Champagne 
had taken the cross as early as 1230, and in I239 he sailed 
to Acre in spite of the express prohibition of the pope, who, having 
quarrelled with Frederick II., was eager to divert any succour 
from Jerusalem itself, so long as Jerusalem belonged to his enemy. 
Theobald was followed (1240-41) by Richard of Cornwall, the 
brother of Henry I I ~ . ,  who, like his predecessor, had to sail in 

'Amalric I. of Cyprus had done homage to Henry VI. from whom 
he had received the title of king (11gg). 
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the teeth of papal prohibitions; but neither of the two achieved 
any permanent result, except the fortification of Ascalon. I t  
was, however, by their own folly that the Franks lost Jerusalem 
in 1244. They consented to ally themselves with the ruler of Da- 
mascus against the sultan of Egypt; but in the battle of Gaza 
they were deserted by their allies and heavily defeated by Bibars, 
the Egyptian general and future Mameluke sultan of Egypt. 
Jerusalem, which had already been plundered and destroyed 
earlier in the year by Chorasmians (Khwsrizmians), was the prize 
of victory, and Ascalon also fell in 1247. 

THE CRUSADES OF ST. LOUIS 
The Crusade'-~4s the loss in 'Is7 

produced the third crusade, so its loss in 1244 produced the 
seventh: as the preaching of the fifth crusade had taken place in 
the Lateran council of 1 2 1  j, so that of the seventh crusade began 
in the Of Lyons Of 1245' But the preaching Of the 
crusade Innocent IV. at was a curious thing. On the 
one hand he repeated the provisions of the Fourth Lateran Coun- 
cil on behalf of the crusade to the Holy Land; on the other hand 
he preached a crusade against Frederick II., and promised to a11 
who would join the full benefits of absolution and remission of 
sins. While the papacy thus bent its energies to the destruction of 
the crusades in their genuine sense, and preferred to use for its 
own politica1 what was meant for Jerusalem7 a layman 
took up the derelict cause with all the religious zeal which any 
pope had ever Paradoxicall~ it the 
turn for  the Papacy to e x ~ l o i t  the name of crusade for  political 
ends, as  the laity had done before; and it was left to the laity to 
champion the spiritual meaning of the crusade even against the 
papacy. It was at the end of the year in which Jerusalem had 
fallen that St. Louis had taken the cross, and by all the means in 
his power he attempted to ensure the success of his projected 
crusade. H e  sought to mediate, though with no success, between 
the pope and the emperor; he descended to a whimsical piety, and 
took his courtiers by guile in distributing to them, a t  Christmas, 
clothing on which a cross had bcen secretly stitched. He started 
in 1248 with a gallant company, which contained his three brothers 
and the sieur de Joinville, his biographer; and after wintering in1 

Cyprus he directed his army in the 'pring of '''$9 against 
The objective was unexpected: it may have been chosen b~ St. 
Louis, because he knew how the power 

Of the 
was undermined by the Mamelukes, who were in the very next 
year to  depose the A ~ ~ u b i t e  which had reigned since 
1171, and to substitute one of their number as sultan. Damietta 
was taken without a blow, and the march for Cairo was begun, 
as it had been begun the legate Pelagius in *gain the 
invading army halted before Mansura (Dec. 1249); again it had 
to retreat. The retreat became a rout. St. Louis was captured, 
and a treaty was made by which he had to consent to  evacuate 
Damietta and pay a ransom of 800,ooo pieces of gold. Eventually 
he was released on surrendering Damietta and paying one-half of 
his ransom, and by the middle of May 1250 he reached Acre, 
having abandoned the Egyptian expedition. For the next four 
years he stayed in the Holy Land, seeking to do what he could 
for the establishing of the kingdom of Jerusalem. H e  was able to  
do but little. The struggle of papacy and empire paralysed 
Europe, and even in France itself there were few ready to answer 
the calls for help which St. Louis sent home from Acre. The one 
answer was the Shepherds' crusade, or crusade of the Pastoureaux 
-"a religious Jacquerie," as it has been called by Dean Milman. 
I t  had some of the features of the Children's crusade of 1212. 

That ,  too, had begun with a shepherd boy: the leader of the 
Pastoureaux, like the leader of the children, promised to lead his 
follawers dry-shod through the seas; and tradition even said that 
this leader, "the master of Hungary," as he was called, was the 
Stephen of the Children's crusade. But the anti-clerical feeling 
and action of the Shepherds was new and ominous; and moved 
by its enormities the Government suppressed the new movement 
ruthlessly. None came to the aid of St. Louis; and in 1254, on 
the death of his mother, Blanche, the regent, he had to  return to 
France. 

T h e  Mameluke~.-The final collapse of the kingdoh of 
Jerusalem had been really determined by the battle of Gaza in 
1244, and by the deposition of the Ayyubite dynasty by the Mame- 
lukes. The Ayyubites had always been, on the whole, chivalrous 
and tolerant: Saladin and his successors, Malik-al-Adil and Malik- 
al-Kamil, had none of them shown an implacable enmity to  the 
Christians. The Mamelukes, who are analogous to the janissaries 
of the Ottoman Turks, were made of sterner and more fanatical 
stuff; and Bibars, the greatest of these Mamelukes, who had com- 
manded at  Gaza in 1244, had been one of the leaders against St. 
Louis in 1250, and became sultan in 1260, was the sternest and 
most fanatical of them all. The Christians were, however, able to 
maintain a footing in Syria for 40 years after St. Louis' departure, 
not by reason of their own strength, but owing to two powers 
which checked the advance of the Mamelukes. The first of these 
was D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~h~ kingdom of Jerusalem, as we seen, had 
profited by the alliance of Damascus as early as 1130, when the 
fear of the atabegs of Mosul had first drawn the two together; 
and when Damascus had been acquired by the ruler of Mosul, 
the hostility between the house of Nureddin in Damascus and 
saladin in E~~~~ had still for a time preserved the kingdom (from 
1171 onwards). Saladin had united Egypt and Damascus; but 
after his dissensions broke out among the members of his 

which more than once led to wars between Damascus and 
Cairo. I t  has already been noticed that such a war between Malik- 
al-Kamil and his rivals accounts in large measure for the success 

the sixth crusade; and it has been seen that the battle of Gaza 
was an act in the long drama of strife between ~~~~t and 

northern Syria. The revolution in Egypt in 1250 separated Da- 
mascus from cairo more trenchantly than they had ever been 
separated since 1171 : while a Mameluke ruled in Cairo, Malik-al- 
NHsir of *leppo was elected as sultan by the emirs of Damascus. 
~~t an entirely new and far more important factor in the 
of the L~~~~~ was the extension of the empire of the Mongols 
during the 13th century, ~h~~ empire had been founded by 
 hi^ ~h~~ in the first quarter of the century; it stretched from 
Peking on the east to the Euphrates and the Dnieper on the west. 
Two things gave the Mongols an influence on the history of the 
Holy Land and the fate of the crusades. In  the first place, the 
south-western division of the empire, comprising Persia and Ar- 
menia, and governed about 12j0 by the Khan Hulaku or ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  
was inevitably brought into relations, which were naturally hostile, 
with the M~~~~~~~~~ Powers of Syria and Egypt. In the 
second place, the Mongols of the 13th century were not as yet, in 
any great numbers, Mohammedans; the official religion was 
uShamanism,~ but in the M~~~~~ army there were many Chris- tians, the results of early Nestorian missions to the far East. This te:E fO1lowing of the Ayyubite serves to 

1237-44. From him 
Damascus p a s s  e d 
t o  Malik - a1 - Salih 
"Iyyub of Egypt at  
the battle of Gaza. 
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Iast fact in particular caused western Europe to dream of an 
alliance with the great khan "Prester John," who should aid in 
the reconquest of Jerusalem and the final conversion to Chris- 
tianity of the whole continent of Asia. The crusades thus widen 
out, towards their close, into a general scheme for the Christian- 
ization of all the known world1. About 1 2 2 0  James of Vitry was 
already hoping that 4,000 knights would, with the assistance of 
the Mongols, recover Jerusalem; but it  is in 1245 that the first 
definite sign of an alliance with the Mongols appears. In  that 
year Innocent IV. sent a Franciscan friar, Joannes de Plano 
Carpini, to the Mongols of southern Russia, and despatched a 
Dominican mission to Persia. Nothing came of either of these 
missions; but through them Europe first began to know the in- 
terior of Asia, for Carpini was conducted by the Mongols as far 
as Karakorum, the capital of the great khan, on the borders of 
China. Again in 1252 St. Louis (who had already begun to ne- 
gotiate with the Mongols in the winter of 1248-49) sent the friar 
William of Rubruquis to  the court of the great khan; but again 
nothing came of the mission save an increase of geographical 
knowledge. I t  was in the year 1260 when it  first seemed likely 
that any results definitely affecting the course of the crusades 
would flow from the action of the Mongols. I n  that year Hulagu, 
the khan of Persia, invaded Syria and captured Damascus. His 
general, a Christian named Kitboga, marched southwards to attack 
the Iilamelukes of Egypt, but he was beaten by Bibars (who in the 
same year became sultan of Egypt), and Damascus fell into the 
hands of the Mamelukes. Once more, in spite of Mongol inter- 
vention, Damascus and Cairo were united, as they had been 
united in the hands of Saladin; once more they were united in 
the hands of a devout Mohammedan, who was resolved to extir- 
pate the Christians from Syria. 

While these things were taking place around them, the Chris- 
tians of the kingdom of Jerusalem only hastened their own fall 
by internal dissensions which repeated the history of the period 
preceding 1187. In  part the war of Guelph and Ghibelline fought 
itself out in the East; and while one party demanded a regency, 
as in 1243, another argued for the recognition of Conrad, the 
son of Frederick II., as king. In  part, again, a commercial war 
raged between Venice and Genoa, which attracted into its orbit 
all the various feuds and animosities of the Levant ( I  257). Beaten 
in the war, the Genoese avenged themselves for their defeat by 
an alliance with the Palaeologi, which led to the loss of Constan- 
tinople by the Latins (1261), and to the collapse of the Latin 
empire after 60 years of infirm and precarious existence. On a 
kingdom thus divided against itself, and deprived of allies, the 
arm of Bibars soon fell with crushing weight. The sultan, who had 
risen from a Mongolian slave to  become a second Saladin, and 
who combined the physique and audacity of a Danton with the 
tenacity and religiosity of a Philip I I . ,  dealt blow after blow to 
the Franks of the East. I n  1265 fell Caesarea and Arsuf; in 1268 
Antioch was taken, and the principality of Bohemund and Tan- 
cred ceased to exist. I n  the years which followed on the loss of 
Antioch several attempts were made in the West to meet the 
progress of the new conqueror. I n  1269 James the Conqueror of 
Aragon, a t  the bidding of the pope, turned from the long Spanish 
crusade to a crusade in the East in order to atone for his offences 
against the law matrimonial. An opportune storm, however, gave 
the king an excuse for returning home, as Frederick 11. had done 
in 1227 ; and though his followers reached Acre, they hardly 
dared venture outside its walls, and returned home promptly in 
the beginning of 1 2  70. More serious were the plans and the 
attempts of Charles of Anjou and Louis IX., in which the cru- 
sades may be said to  have finally ended, save for sundry dis- 
jointed epilogues in the 14th and 15th centuries. 

The Eighth Crusade.-Charles of Anjou had succeeded, as a 
result of the long "crusade" waged by the papacy against the 
Hohenstaufen from the Council of Lyons to the battle of Taglia- 

'Though Europe indulged in dreams of Mongoi aid, the eventual 
results of the extension of the RTongoi empire were prejudicial to the 
Latin East. The sultans of Egypt were stirred to fresh activity by the 
attacks of the Mongols; and as Syria became the battle-ground of the 
two, the Latin principalities of Syria were fated to fall as the prize of 
victory lo one or other of the combatants. 

cozzo ( I  245-68), in establishing himself in the kingdom of Sicily. 
With the kingdom of Frederick 11. and Henry VI. he also took 
over their policy-the "forward" policy in the East which had 
also been followed by the old Norman kings. On the one hand 
he aimed a t  the conquest of Constantinople as Henry VI. had 
done before; and by the Treaty of Viterbo of 1267 he secured 
from the last Latin emperor of the East, Baldwin II. ,  a right of 
eventual succession. On the other hand, like Frederick II. ,  he 
aimed a t  uniting the kingdom of Jerusalem with that of Sicily; 
and here, too, he was able to  provide himself with a title. On the 
death of Conradin, Hugh of Cyprus had been recognized in the 
East as king of Jerusalem (1269); but his pretensions were 
opposed by Mary of Antioch, a granddaughter of Amalric II., who 
was prepared to bequeath her claims to Charles of Anjou, and 
was therefore naturally supported by him. But the policy of 
Charles, which thus prepared the way for a crusade similar to  
those of 1197 and 1202, was crossed by that of his brother Louis 
IX.  Already in 1267 St. Louis had taken the cross a second time, 
moved by the news of Bibars' conquests; and though the French 
baronage, including even Joinville himself, refused t o  follow the 
lead of their king, Prince Edward of England imitated his ex- 
ample. Louis had been led to think that the bey of Tunis might 
be converted, and in that hope he resolved to begin this eighth 
and last of the crusades by an expedition to  Tunis. Charles, as 
anxious to  attack Constantinople as he was reluctant to  attack 
Tunis, with which Sicily had long had commercial relations, was 
forced to abandon his own plans and to join in those of his 
brother. St. Louis had barely landed in Tunis when he sickened 
and died, murmuring "Jerusalem, Jerusalem" (Aug. I 2 jo) ; but 
Charles, who appeared immediately after his brother's death, was 
able to  conduct the crusade to a successful conclusion. Negotiat- 
ing in  the spirit of a Frederick II., and acting not as a crusader 
but as a king of Sicily, he not only wrested a large indemnity 
from the bey for  himself and the new king of France, but also 
secured a large annual tribute for his Sicilian exchequer. So 
ended the eighth crusade-much as the sixth had done-to the 
profound diigust of many of the crusaders, including Prince Ed- 
ward of England, who only arrived on the eve of the conclusion 
of the treaty. Baulked of any opportunity of joining in the main 
crusade, Edward, after wintering in Sicily, conducted a crusade 
of his own to Acre in the spring of I 271. For over a year he 
stayed in the Holy Land, making little sallies from Acre, and 
negotiating with the Mongols, but achieving no permanent re- 
sults. H e  returned home at  the end of 12 72, the last of the western 
crusaders; and thus all the attempts of St. Louis and Charles 
of Anjou, of James of Aragon and Edward of England left Bibars 
still in possession of all his conquests. 

Two projects of crusades were started before the final expul- 
sion of the Latins from Syria. I n  1274, a t  the Council of Lyons, 
Gregory X., who had been the companion of Edward in the Holy 
Land, preached the crusade to an assembly which contained 
envoys from the Mongol khan and Michael Palaeologus as well 
as from many western princes. All the princes of western Europe 
took the cross; not only so, but Gregory was successful in uniting 
the Eastern and Western Churches for the moment, and in se- 
curing for the new crusade the aid of the Palaeologi, now 
thoroughly alarmed by the plans of Charles of Anjou. Thus was 
a papal crusade begun, backed by an alliance with Constantinople, 
and thus were the plans of Charles of Anjou temporarily thwarted. 
But in 1276 Gregory X. died, and all his plans died with him; 
there was to  be no union of the monarchs of the West with the 
emperor of the East in a common crusade. Charles was able to 
resume his plans. I n  1277 Mary of Antioch ceded to him her 
claims, and he was able to establish himself in Acre; in  1278 he 
took possession of the principality of Achaea. With these bases 
at  his disposal he began to prepare a new crusade, to  be directed 
primarily (like that of Henry VI. in 1197, and like his own 
projected crusade of 1 2  70) against Constantinople. Once more 
his plans were fatally crossed: the Sicilian Vespers, followed by 
the coronation of Peter of Aragon as Sicilian king (1282), gave 
him troubles at  home which occupied him for the rest of his days. 
This was the last serious attempt which was made in the West 
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a t  a crusade on behalf of the dying kingdom of Jerusalem; and 
its collapse was quickly followed by the final extinction of the 
kingdom. A precarious peace had reigned in the Holy Land since 
1272, when Bibars had granted a truce of ten years; but the fall 
of the great power of Charles of Anjou set free Kala'iin, the suc- 
cessor of Bibars' son, to complete the work of the great sultan. 
I n  1289 Kala'iin took Tripoli, and the county of Tripoli was ex- 
tinguished; in 1290 he died while preparing to besiege Acre, which 
was captured after a brave defence by his son and successor 
Khllil  in 1291. Thus the kingdom of Jerusalem came to an end. 
The Franks evacuated Syria altogether, leaving behind them only 
the ruins of their castles to bear witness, to this very day, of the 
crusades they had waged and the kingdom they had founded and 
lost. 

THE GHOST OF THE CRUSADES 

The loss of Acre failed to stimulate the Powers of Europe to 
any new effort. France, always the natural home of the crusades, 
was too fully occupied, first by war with England and then by a 
struggle with the papacy, to turn her energies towards the East. 
But it  is often the case that theory develops as practice fails; and 
as the theory of the Holy Roman empire was never more vigor- 
ous than in the days of its decrepitude, so it  was with the crusades. 
Particularly in the first quarter of the 14th century, writers were 
busy in explaining the causes of the failures of past crusades, and 
in laying down the lines along which asnew crusade must proceed. 
Several causes are recognized by these writers as accounting for 
the failure of the crusades. Some of them lay the blame on the 
papacy; and it is true that the papacy had contributed towards 
the decay of the crusades when it  had allowed its own particular 
interests to overbear the general welfare of Christianity, and had 
dignified with the name and the benefits of a crusade its own 
political war against the Hohenstaufen. Others, again, find in the 
princes of Europe the authors of the ruin of the crusades; they, 
too, had preferred their own national or dynastic interests to the 
cause of a common Christianity. They had indeed, as has been 
already noticed, done even more; they had used the name of 
crusade, from the days of Henry VI. onwards, as  a cover and an 
excuse for secular ambitions of their own; and in this way they 
had certainly helped, in very large measure, to  discourage the old 
religious zeal for the Holy lirar. Other writers, again, blame the 
commercial cupidity of the Italian towns; of what avail, they 
asked with no little justice, was the crusade, when Venice and 
Genoa destroyed the naval bases necessary for its success by their 
internecine quarrels in the Levant (as in 125 j ) ,  or-still worse- 
entered into commercial treaties with the common enemy against 
whom the crusades were directed? On the very eve of the fifth 
crusade, Venice had concluded a commercial treaty with Malik- 
al-Kamil of Egypt; just before the fall of Acre, the Genoese, the 
king of Aragon and the king of Sicily had all concluded ad- 
vantageous treaties with the sultan Kala'Gn. A fourth cause, on 
which many writers dwelt, particularly a t  the time when the sup- 
pression of the Templars was in question, was the dissensions be- 
tween the two orders of Templars and Hospitallers, and the selfish 
policy of merely pursuing their own interest which was followed 
by both in common. But one might enumerate ad infiniturn the 
causes of the failure of the crusades. I t  is simplest, as it  is truest, 
to say that the crusades did not fail-they simply ceased; and 
they ceased because they were no longer in joint with the times. 
The moral character of Europe in 1300 was no longer the moral 
character of Europe in I 100; and the crusades, which had been the 
active and objective embodiment of the other worldly Europe of 
1100, were alien to  the secular, legal, scholastic Europe of 1300. 
While Edward I. was seeking to found a united kingdom in Great 
Britain; while the Habsburgs were entrenching themselves in 
Austria; above all, while Philippe le Bel and his legists were con- 
solidating the French monarchy on an absolutist basis, there could 
be little thought of the Holy War. These were hard-headed men 
of affairs-men who would not lightly embark on joyous ventures, 
or seek for an ideal San Grail; nor were the popes, doomed to the 
Babylonian captivity for ;o long years at Avignon, able to call 
down the spark from on high which should consume all earthly 

ambitions in one great act of sacrifice. 
But it is long before the death of any institution is recognized; 

and it  was inevitable that men should busy themselves in trying 
to rekindle the dead embers into new life. Pierre Dubois, in a. 
pamphlet "De recuperatione Sanctae Terrae," addressed to Ed- 
ward I. in 1307, advocates a general council of Europe to main- 
tain peace and prevent the dissensions which-as, for instance, in 
1192-had helped to cause the failure of past crusades. Along 
with this advocacy of internationalism goes a plea for the dis- 
endowment of the Church, in order to provide an adequate finan- 
cial basis for the future crusade. Other proposals, made by men 
well acquainted with the East, are more definitely practical and 
less political in their intention. A blockade of Egypt by an inter- 
national fleet, a n  alliance with the Mongols, the union of the 
two great orders-these are the three staple heads of these pro- 
posals. Something, indeed, was attempted, if little was actually 
done, under each of these three heads. The plan of an inter- 
national fleet t o  coerce the Mohammedan is even to this day 
ineffective; but the Hospitallers, who acquired a new basis by the 
conquest of Rhodes in 1310, used their fleet to  enforce a partial 
and, on the whole, ineffective blockade of the coast of the Levant. 
The union of the two orders, already suggested a t  the Council 
of Lyons in 124j, was nominally achieved by the Council of 
Vienne in 1311; but the so-called "union" was in reality the sup- 
pression of the Templars, and the confiscation of all their re- 
sources by the cupidity of Philippe le Bel. The alliance with the 
Mongols remained, from the first to the last, something of a 
chimera; and the last visionary hope vanished when the Mongols 
finally embraced Mohammedanism, as, by the end of the 14th 
century, they had almost universally done. 

Isolated enterprises somewhat of the character of a crusade 
but hardly serious enough to be  dignified by  that name, recur 
during the 14th century. The French kings are all crusaders-in 
name-until the beginning of the Hundred Years' War; but the 
only crusader who ever waged war in Palestine and sought to  
shake the hold of the Mamelukes on the Holy Land was Peter I., 
king of Cyprus from 1359 to 1369. Peter founded the order of 
the Sword for the delivery of Jerusalem; and instigated by his 
chancellor, de MCzikres (one of the last of the theorists who 
speculated and wrote on the crusades), he attempted to revive 
the old crusading spirit throughout the west of Europe. The 
mission which he undertook with his chancellor for this purpose 
(1362-65) only produced a crop of promises or excuses from 
sovereigns like Edward 111. or the emperor Charles IV.; and 
Peter was forced to begin the crusade with such volunteers as he 
could ,ollect for himself. In  the autumn of 136j he sacked Alex- 
andria; in 1367 he ravaged the coast of Syria, and inflicted 
serious damages on the sultan of Egypt. But in 1369 he was 
assassinated, and the last romantic figure of the crusades died, 
leaving only the legacy of his memory to his chancellor de MC- 
zikres, who for nearly 40 years longer continued to be the preacher 
of the crusades to  Europe, advocating-what always continued to 
be the "dream of the old pilgrim'- a new order of knights of the 
Passion of Christ for the recovery and defence of Jerusalem. D e  
MCzikres was the last to advocate seriously, as Peter I. was the last 
to attempt, a crusade after the old fashion-an offensive war 
against Egypt for the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre. From 13 jo 
onwards the crusade assumes a new aspect; i t  becomes defensive, 
and it is directed against the Ottoman Turks, a tribe of Turco- 
mans who had established themselves in the sultanate of Iconium 
at  the end of the 13th century, during the confusion and dis- 
placement of peoples which attended the Mongol invasions. As 
early as 1308 the Ottoman Turks had begun to settle in Europe; 
by 13 jo they had organized their terrible army of janissaries. 
They threatened at  once the dCbris of the old Latin empire in 
Greece and the Archipelago, and the relics of the Byzantine em- 
pire round Constantinople; they menaced the Hospitallers in 
Rhodes and the Lusignans in Cyprus. I t  was natural that the 
popes should endeavour to form a coalition between the various 
Christian Powers which were threatened by the Turks; and 
'Irenice, anxious to preserve her possessions in the Aegean, zeal- 
ously seconded their efforts. In 1344 a crusade, in which Venice, 
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the Cypriots and the Hospitallers all joined, ended in the con- 
quest of Smyrna; in 1345 another crusade, led by Humbert, 
dauphin of Vienne, ended in failure. The Turks continued their 
progress; in 1363 they captured Philippopolis, and in 1365 they 
entered Adrianople; the whole Balkan peninsula was threatened, 
and even Hungary itself seemed doomed. Already in 1365 Urban 
VI. sought to  unite the king of Hungary and the king of Cyprus 
in a common crusade against the Turks; but it was not till 1396 
that an attempt was at  last made to supplement by a land crusade 
the naval crusades of 1344 and 1345. Master of Serbia and of 
Bulgaria, as well as of Asia Minor, the sultan Bayezid was now 
threatening Constantinople itself. T o  arrest his progress, a 
crusade, preached by Boniface IX., led by John the Fearless of 
Burgundy, and joined chiefly by French knights, was directed 
down the valley of the ~ a n ; b e  into the Balkans; but the old 
faults stigmatized by de MCzikres, divisio and propria volz~ntas, 
were the ruin of the crusading army, and at the battle of Nicopolis 
it was signally defeated. Not the Western crusades but an Eastern 
rival, Timur (Tamerlane), king of Transoxiana and conqueror 
of southern Russia and India, was destined to arrest the progress 
of Bayezid; and from the battle of Angora (1402) till the days of 
Murad 11. (1422) the Ottoman power was paralysed. Under 
hlurad, however, it rose to its old height. To  meet the new 
danger a new union of the Churches of the East and the West 
was attempted As in 107.1 Gregory VII. had dreamed of such 
a union, to be followed by a joint attack of East and West on 
the Seljuks, so in 1439, a t  the Council of Florence, a new union 
of the two Churches was again attempted and temporarily se- 
cured, in order that a united Christendom might face the new 
Turkish danger1. The logical result of the union was the crusade 
of 1443. An army of cosmopolitan adventurers, led by the 
cardinal Caesarini, joined the forces of Wladislaus of Poland and 
John Hunyadi of Transylvania, and succeeded in *forcing on  
Murad 11. a truce of ten years a t  Szegedin in 1444. But the 
crusaders broke the truce, to which Caesarini had never consent- 
ed; and, attempting to better what was already good enough, 
they were defeated at  Varna. Here the last crusade ended; and 
nine years afterwards, in 1453, Mohammed 11 ,  the successor of 
Murad, captured Constantinople. I t  was in vain that the popes 
sought to gather a new crusade for its recovery; Pius II., who had 
vowed to join the crusade in person, only reached Ancona in 
1464 to find the crusaders deserting and to die. Yet the ghost 
of the crusades still lingered. I t  became a convention of diplo- 
macy, designed to cover any particularly sharp piece of policy 
which needed some excuse; and the Treaty of Granada, formed 
between Louis XII .  and Ferdinand of Aragon for the partition 
of Naples in 1500, was excused as a thing necessary in the inter- 
ests of the crusades. In  a more noble fashion the crusade 
survived in the minds of the navigators; "Vasco da Gama, 
Christopher Columbus, Albuquerque, and many others dreamed, 
and not insincerely, that they were labouring for the deliverance 
of the Holy Land, and they bore the Cross on their breasts." 
"Don Henrique's scheme," it has been said, "represents the final 
effort of the crusading spirit; and the naval campaigns against 
the Muslim in the Indian seas, in which it culminated 40 years 
after Don Henrique's death, may be described as the last crusade." 

RESULTS OF THE CRUSADES 

In one vital respect the result of the crusades may be written 
down as failure. They ended, not in the occupation of the East 
by the Christian West, but in the conquest of the West by the 
Mohammedan East. The crusades began with the Seljuk Turk 
planted at  Nicaea; they ended with the Ottoman Turk entrenched 
by the Danube. Nothing is more striking in history than the 

was the product of the crusades and the contact with the Muslim 
which they brought, but which yet helped to check the crusades, 
substituting as it did peaceful and spiritual conquests of souls 
for the violence and materialism of even a Holy War. The Eastern 
mission had been begun by St. Francis, n h o  had visited and 
attempted to convert the sultan of Egypt during the fifth crusade 
(1220); within IOO years the little seed had groan into a great 
tree. A great field for missionary enterprise opened itself in the 
hlongol empire, in which, as has already been mentioned, there 
were many Christians to be found; and by I g j o  this field had 
been so well worked that Christian missions and Christian bishops 
were established from Persia to Peking, and from the Dnieper to  
Tibet itself. But a Mohammedan reaction came, thanks in large 
measure to the zeal of Timur; and central Asia was lost to 
Christianity. Everywhere in the I 5th century, in Europe and in 
Asia, the crescent was victorious over the cross; and crusade 
and mission, whether one regards them as complementary or 
inimical, perished together. But while from this point of view the 
crusades appear as a failure, it must not be forgotten that else- 
where than in the East crusades did attain some success. A 
crusade won for Christianity the coast of the eastern Baltic (see 
TEUTONIC ORDER); and the centuries of the Spanish crusade 
ended in the conquest of the whole of Spain for Christianity. 

The history of the crusades must be viewed rather as a chapter 
in the history of civilization in the W'est itself, than as an ex- 
tension of Lf'estern dominion or religion to the East. I t  is a 
chapter very difficult to write, for while on the one hand an in- 
genious and speculative historian may refer to the influence of 
the crusades almost everything which was thought or done be- 
tween 1100 and 1300, a cautious writer who seeks to find docu- 
mentary evidence for every assertion may be rather inclined to 
attribute to that influence little or nothing1. The dissolution of 
feudalism, the development of towns, the growth of scholasticism, 
all these and much more have been ascribed to the crusades, when 
in truth they were concomitants rather than results, or a t  any 
rate, if in part the results of the crusades, were in far larger part 
the results of other things. At most, therefore, it may be ad- 
mitted that the crusades contribzlted to the dissolution of feu- 
dalism by putting property on the market and disturbing the 
validity of titles; that they aided the development of towns by 
vastly increasing the volume of trade; and that they furthered 
the growth of scholasticism by bringing the Kes t  into contact 
with the mind of the East. If we seek the peculiar and definite 
res111ts of the crusades, we must turn to narrower issues. I n  the 
first place, the crusades represent the attempt of a feudal sys- 
tem, bound under the law of primogeniture, to dispose of its 
younger sons. They are attempts a t  feudal colonization; and as 
such they resulted in a number of colonies-the kingdom of 
Jerusalem, the kingdom of Cyprus, the Latin empire of Con- 
stantinople. They resulted, too, in a number of "chartered 
companies"--that is to say, the three military orders, which, be- 
ginning as charitable societies, developed into military clubs, and 
developed again from military clubs into commercial companies, 
possessed of banks, navies and considerable territories. I n  the 
second place, as has already been noticed, the crusades represent 
the attempt of Western commerce to find new and more easy 
routes to the wealth of the East; and in this respect they led to 
various results. On the one hand they led to the establishment of 
emporia in the East-for instance, Acre, and after the fall of 
Acre, Famagusta, both in their day great centres of Levantine 
trade. On the other hand, the commodities which poured into 
Venice and Genoa from the East had to find a route for  their 
diffusion through Europe. The great route was that which led 
from Venice over the Brenner and up the Rhine to Bruges; and 

recession christianit; in the East after the 'dih 
1n the ~ ~ t h  century the whole of Europe was Christian; part of 
Asia Minor still belonged to Greek Christianity, and there was a 
Christian kingdom in Palestine. Nor was this all. A wide mis- 
sionary activity had begun in the 13th centuryban activity which 

'The union of 1274, conceded by the Palaeologi at the Council of 
Lyons in order to defeat the plans of Charles of Anjou, had only been 
temporary. 

'Authors like Heeren (Veysucb einer Entwickeiung der Foiren der 
Kreuzziige) and Michaud (in the last volume of his Histoire des 
croisades) fall into the error of assigning all things to the crusades. 
Even Prutz, in his Kulturgeschichte der Kreuzziige, overestimates the 
influence of the crusades as a chapter in the history of civilization. He 
depreciates unduly the Western civilization of the early middle ages, 
and exalts the civilization of the Arabs; and starting from these two 
premises, he concludes that modern civilization is the offspring of the 
crusades, which first brought East and West together. 
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FIG. I.-THE B A T T L E G R O U N D  OF  C RUS ADE RS  A N D  MO H A M M E D A NS  FOR TWO C E N T U R I ES  
There were eiaht crusades, the first beginning in  1096, the last ending i n  1291. During this period Jerusalem was taken, retaken, and ceded. 
seve:al t~mes.  Famous among Crusaders were Godfrey of Bouillon, Conrad II., Louis VII.,  Richard Coeur-de-L~on, Frederic I., Phi l ip Augustus, St. 
Louis and Prince Edward of England, while Saladin and Bibars stand out with equal prominence among the Mohammedans 

this route became the long red line of municipal development, 
along which-in Lombardy, Germany and Flanders-the great 
towns of the middle ages sprang to life. Partly as a result of this 
trade, ever pushing its way farther east, and partly as a result of 
the Asiatic missions, which were themselves an accompaniment 
and effect of the crusades, a third great result of the crusades 
came to light in the 13th century-the discovery of the interior 
of Asia, and an immense accession to the sphere of geography. 
When one remembers that missionaries like Piano Carpini, and 
traders like the Venetian Polos, either penetrated by land from 
Acre to Peking, or circumnavigated southern Asia from Basra to 
Canton, one realizes that there was, about 1300, a discovery of 
Asia as new and tremendous as the discovery of America by 
Columbus two centuries later. At the same time the old knowl- 
edge of nearer Asia was immensely deepened. I t  has already been 
noticed how military reconnaissances of the routes to Egypt came 
to be made; but more important were the guide-books, of which 
a great number were written to guide the pilgrims from one sacred 
spot of Bible history to another. There were mediaeval Baede- 
kers in abundance for the use of the annual flow of tourists, who 
were carried every Easter by the vessels of the Italian towns or 
of the Orders to  visit the Holy Land and to bathe in Jordan, to 
gather palms, and to see the miracle of fire at  the Sepulchre. 

Colonization, trade, geography-these, then, are three things 

closely connected with the history of the crusades. The develop- 
ment of the art of war, and the growth of a systematic taxation, 
are two debts which mediaeval Europe also owed to the crusades 
Partly by contact with the Byzantines, partly by conflict with the 
Mohammedans, the Franks learned new methods both of building 
and of attacking fortifications. The concentric castle, with its 
rings of walls, began to displace the old keep and bailey with 
their single wall, as the crusaders brought back news from the 
East1. The art of the sapper and miner, the use of siege instru- 
ments like the mangonel, and the employment of various "fires" 
as missiles, were all known among the hlohammedans; and in 
all these respects the Franks learned from their enemies. The 
common use of armorial bearings, and the practice of the tourna- 
ment, may be oriental in their origin; the latter has its affinities 
with the equestrian exercises of the Jerid, and the former, though 
of prehistoric antiquity, may have received a new impulse from 
contact with the Arabs. The military development which sprang 

'It is difficult to decide how far Arabic models influenced ecclesiasti- 
cal architecture in the West as a result of the crusades. Greater free- 
dom of moulding and the use of trefoil and cinquefoil may be, but 
need not be, explained in this way. The pointed arch owes nothing 
to the Arabs; it is already used in England in early Norman work. 
Generally, one may say that Western architecture is independent of the 
East. It  is even possible that the concentric castle was developed 
originally in the West and only imitated afterwards in Syria. 
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from the crusades is thus largely a matter of borrowing; the 
financial development is independent and indigenous in the 
West. As early as 1147 Louis VII. had imposed a tax in the 
interests of the crusades; and that tax had been repeated by 
Louis, imitated by Henry 11. in 1166, and still further extended 
in the Saladin tithe of 1188. The taxation of 1166 is important 
as the first to fall on "moveables"; the whole scheme of taxation 
may be regarded as the beginning of a modern system of taxation. 
But it  was not only to  the lay power that the crusades gave an 
excuse for taxation; the papacy also profited. Tithes for the 
crusades were first imposed on the clergy by Innocent 111. at the 
Lateran' Council of 1215 ; and clerical taxation was thus part of 
the whole statesmanlike project of the fifth crusade as it  was 
sketched by the great pope. Henceforth tithes for the crusades 
are regular; under Gregory IX.  they become a great part of the 
papal resources in the crusade against the Hohenstaufen; and in 
the 16th century they are still a part of the Church government. 

I n  many other ways the Europe over which the crusades had 
passed was different from the Europe of the 11th century. I n  
the first place, many political changes had been wrought, largely 
under its influence. Always in large part French, the crusades 
had on the whole contributed to exalt the prestige of France, 
until it stood a t  the end of the 13th century the most considerable 
Power in Europe. I t  was France which had colonized the Levant; 
it was the French tongue which was used in the Levant; and the 
results of the ancient and continuous connection with the East 
are still to be traced to-day. Of the other great powers of Europe, 
England and Germany had been little changed by the crusades, 
save that Germany had been extended towards the East by the 
conquests of the Teutonic Order; but the Eastern empire had 
been profoundly modified, and the papacy had suffered a great 
change. The Eastern empire had been for a time annihilated 
by the movement which in 1095 it  had helped to evoke; and if i t  
rose from its ashes in 1261 for two centuries of renewed life i t  
was never more than the shadow of its old self, with little hold on 
Asia Minor and less on Greece and the Archipelago, which the 
Latins still continued to occupy until they were finally conquered 
by the Ottoman Turks. The papacy, on the other hand, had 
grown as a result of the crusades. Popes had preached them; 
popes had financed them; popes had sent their legates to lead 
them. Through them the popes had deposed the emperors of 
the West from their headship of the world, partly because through 
the crusades the popes were able to  direct the common Christian- 
ity of Europe in a foreign policy of their own without consulta- 
tion with the emperor, partly because in the 13th century they 
were ultimately able to  direct the crusade itself against the 
empire. Yet while they had magnified, the crusades had also 
corrupted the papacy. They became an instrument in its hands 
which it  used to its own undoing. I t  cried crusade when there 
was no crusade; and the long crusade against the Hohenstaufen, 
if it gave the papacy an apparent victory, only served in the long 
run to lower its prestige in the eyes of Europe. 

When we turn from the sphere of politics to  the history of 
civilization and culture, we find the effects of the crusades as 
deeply impressed, if not so definitely marked. The crusades had 
sprung from the policy of a theocratic government counting on 
the motive of otherworldliness; they had helped in their course 
to overthrow that motive. and with it  the government which it 
had made possible. I n  part they had provivded a field in which 
the layman could prove that he, too, was a priest; in part they 
had brought the West into a living and continuous contact with 
a new faith and a new civilization. They had torn men loose from 
the ancestral custom of home to walk in new ways and see new 
things and hear new thoughts; and some broadening of view, some 
lessening in the intensity of the old one-sidedness, was the in- 
evitable result. I t  is not so much that the West came into contact 
with a particular civilization in the East, or borrowed from that 
civilization; it  is simply that the West came into contact with 
something unlike itself, yet in many ways as high as, if not higher 
than, itself. The spirit of ATatha?z der lVeise may not have been 
exactly the spirit engendered by the crusades; and yet it is not 

without reason that Lessing stages the fable which teaches tolera- 
tion in the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. I n  any case the accusa- 
tions made against the Templars a t  the time of their suppression 
prove that there was, a t  any rate in the ranks of those who 
knew the East, too little of absolute orthodoxy. While a new 
spirit which compares and tolerates thus sprang from the crusades, 
the large sphere of new knowledge and experience which they 
gave brought new material a t  once for scientific thought and 
poetic imagination. Not only was geography more studied; the 
crusades gave a great impulse to  the writing of history, and pro- 
duced, besides innumerable other works, the greatest historical 
work of the middle ages-the Historia transmarina of William of 
Tyre. Mathematics received an impulse, largely, it  is true, from 
the Arabs of Spain, but also from the East; Leonardo Fibonacci, 
the first Christian algebraist, had travelled in Syria and Egypt. 
The study of oriental languages began in connection with the 
Christian missions of the East; Raymundus Lullus, the indefati- 
gable missionary, induced the Council of Vienne to decide on the 
creation of six schools of oriental languages in Europe (1311). 
But the new field of poetic literature afforded by the crusades is 
still more striking than this development of science. New poems 
in abundance dealt with the history of the crusades, either in a 
faithful narrative, like that of the Chanson of Ambroise, which 
narrates the third crusade, or in a free and poetical spirit, such 
as breathes in the Chanson d'ilntioche. Nor was this all. The  
crusades afforded new details which might be inserted into old 
matters, and a new spirit which might be infused into old sub- 
jects; and a crusading complexion thus came to be put upon old 
tales like those of Arthur and Charlemagne. By the side of these 
greater things it may seem little, and yet, just because it  is little, 
i t  is all the more significant that the crusades should have 
familiarized Europe with new plants, new fruits, new manufac- 
tures, new colours, and new fashions in dress. Sugar and maize; 
lemons and melons; cotton, muslin and damask; lilac and purple 
(azure and gules are words derived from the Arabic) ; the use of 
powder and of glass mirrors, and even of the rosary itself-all 
these things came to mediaeval Europe from the East and as a 
result of the crusades. T o  this day there are many Arabic words 
in the languages of western Europe which are a witness of the 
crusades-words relating to trade and seafaring, like tariff and 
corvette, or words for musical instruments, like lute. 

When all is said, the crusades remain a wonderful and per- 
petually astonishing act in the great drama of human life. They 
touched the summits of daring and devotion, if they also sank 
into the deep abysms of shame. Motives of self-interest may 
have lurked in them-otherworldly motives of buying salvation 
for a little price, or worldly motives of achieving riches and ac- 
quiring lands. Yet it  wouId be treason to the majesty of man's 
incessant struggle towards an ideal good, if one were to deny that 
in and through the crusades men strove for righteousness' sake 
to extend the kingdom of God upon earth. Humanity is the richer 
for the memory of those millions of men, who followed the "way 
of the Holy Sepulchre" in the sure and certain hope of an eternal 
reward. The ages were not dark in  which Christianity could 
gather itself together in a common cause, and carry the flag of its 
faith to  the grave of its Redeemer; nor can we but give thanks 
for their memory, even if for us religion is of the spirit, and 
Jerusalem in the heart of every man who believes in Christ. 

BIBLIOGRAPIJY.-In dealing with the literature of the crusades, it is 
perhaps better, though ideally less scientific, to begin with chronicles 
and narratives rather than with documents. One of the results of 
the crusades, as has just been suggested above, was a great increase 
in the wdting of history. Crusaders themselves kept diaries or 
itilzeraria; while home-keeping ecclesiastics in the West-monks like 
Robert of Reims, abbots like Guibert of Nogent, archbishops like 
Balderich of Dol-found a fertile subject for their pens in the 
history of the crusades. The history of a series of actions like the 
crusades must primarily be based on these accounts, and more 
particularly on the former: narratives must precede documents where 
one is dealing, not with the continuous life of an organized kingdom, 
but with a number of enterprises-especially when those enterprises 
have been, as in this case, excellently narrated by contemporary writers. 

I. CHROSICLES AND h T . 4 R R ~ ~ I V E ~  O F  THE CRUSADES.--(I) Colle~ti0n~. 
The authorities for the crusades have been collected in Bongars, Gesta 
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Dei per Fraltcos (Hanover, 1611) (incomplete) ; Michaud, Biblio- 
thdque des croisades (1829) (containing translations of select passages 
in the authorities) ; the Recueil des historiens des croisades, published 
by the AcadGmie des Inscriptions (1841 onwards) (the best general 
collection, containing many of the Latin, Greek, Arabic and Armenian 
authorities, and also the text of the assizes; but sometimes poorly 
edited and still incomplete) ; and the publications of the Socikti de 
l'Orient Latin (founded in 1875), especially the Archives, two volumes 
published in 1881 and 1884, and the volumes of the Revue, which 
contain not only new texts, but articles and reviews of books. (2) 
Particular authorities. The crusades-a movement which engaged all 
Europe and brought the East into contact with the West-must 
necessarily be studied not only in the Latin authorities of Europe and 
of Palestine, but also in Byzantine, Armenian and Arabic writers. 
There are thus some four or five different points of view to be con- 
sidered. 

The FIRST CRUSADE, far more than any other, became the theme of 
a multitude of writings, whose different degrees of value it is all- 
important to distinguish. Until about 1840 the authority follou~ed 
for its history was naturally the great work of William of Tyre. 
For the first crusade William had followed Albert of Aix; and he 
had consequently depicted Peter the Hermit as the prime mover 
in the crusade. But about 1840 Ranke suggested, and von Sybel in 
his Geschichte des ersten Kreztzzuges (1841) proved, that Albert of Aix 
was not a good authority, and that consequently William of Tyre 
must be set aside for the history of the first crusade, and other and 
more contemporary authorities used. In  writing his account of the 
first crusade, von Sybel accordingly based himself on the three con- 
temporary \Vestern authorities-the Gesta Francorum, Raymund of 
Agiles, and Fulcher. His view of the value of Albert of Aix, and his 
account of the first crusade, have been generally followed (Kugler 
alone having attempted, to some extent, to rehabilitate Albert of 
Aix) ; and thus von Sybel's work may be said to mark a revolution 
in the history of the first crusade, when its legendary features were 
stripped away, and its real progress was first properly discovered. 

Taking the Western authorities for the first crusade separately, 
one may divide them, in the light of von Syhel's work, into four 
kinds-the accounts of eye-witnesses; later compilations based on 
these accounts ; semi-legendary and legendary narratives ; and lastly, 
in a class by itself, the "History" of William of Tyre, who is rather 
a scientific historian than a chronicler. 

( a )  The three chief eye-witnesses are the anonymous author of the 
Gesta Francorum, Raymund of Agiles, and Fulcher. The anonymous 
author of the Gesta (see Hagenmeyer's edition, heidelberg, 1890) 
was a Norman of south Italy, who followed Bohemund, and accord- 
ingly depicts the progress of the first crusade from a Norman point 
of view. He was a layman, marching and fighting in the ranks; 
and thus he is additionally valuable as representing the opinion of 
the ordinary crusader. Finally he was an eye-witness throughout, 
and absolutely contemporary, in the sense that he wrote his account 
of each great event practically a t  the time of the event. He is 
the primary authority for the first crusade. Raymund of Agiles, a 
Provenqal clerk and a follower of Raymund of Toulouse, writes his 
Historia Francorum qui ceperunt Jerusalem from the Provenqal 
point of view. He gives an ecclesiastic's account of the first crusade, 
and is specially full on the spiritualistic phenomena which accom- 
panied and followcd the finding of the Holy Lance. His book might 
almost be called the "Visions of Peter Bartholomew and others," 
and it is written in the plain matter-of-fact manner of Defoe's 
narratives. He, too, was an eye-witness throughout, and thoroughly 
honest; and his account ranks second to the Gesta. Fulcher of 
Chartres originally followed Robert of Normandy, but in Oct. 1097 
he joined Baldwin of Lorraine in his expedition to Edessa, and 
afterwards followed his fortunes. His Historia Hierosolymitana, which 
extends to 1127, and embraces not only the history of the first 
crusade, but also that of the foundation of the kingdom of Jerusalem, 
is written on the whole from a Lotharingian point of view, and is 
thus a natural complement to the accounts of the Anonymous and 
Raymund. His account of the first crusade itself is poor (he was 
absent a t  Edessa during its course), but otherwise he is an excellent 
authority. A kindly old pedant, Fulcher interlards his history with 
much discourse on geography, zoology and sacred history. Besides 
these three chief eye-witnesses we may also mention the Annales 
Genuenses by the Genoese consul Caffarus, and the Annules Pisani 
of Bernardus Marago, useful as giving the mercantile and Italian 
side of the crusade; the Hierosolymita of Ekkehard, the German 
abbot of Aura, who first came to Jerusalem about 1101 (partly based 
on the Gesta, but also of independent value: see Hagenmeyer9s 
edition, ~ i i b i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  1877) ; hnd ~ ~ l ~ h  of caenys ~~~t~ Tancredi, 

on the basis of information supplied by Tancred himself. 
The last two works, if not actually the works of eye-witnesses, are 
a t  any rate first-hand, and belong to the category of primary writers 
rather than to that of later compilations. Finally, to contemporary 
writers me may add contemporary letters, especially those written 
by Stephen of Blois and Anselm of Ribemont, and the three letters 
sent to the West by the crusading princes during the first crusade 
(see H. Hagenmeyer, Efiistulae et Chartae, etc., Innsbruck, 1901, and 
the Inventaire critique of the Comte de Riant, Paris, 1880). 

( b )  The later compilations are chiefly based on the Gesta, whose 
uncouth style many writers set themselves to mend. In  the first 
place, there is the Historia de Hierosolymitano itinere of Tudebod, 
which according to Besly, writing in 1641, is the original from which 
the Gesta was a mere plagiarism-an absolute inversion of the 
truth, as von Sybel first proved two centuries later. Secondly, besides 
the plagiarist Tudebod, there are the artistic rtdactezlrs of the Gesta. 
who confess their indebtedness, but plead the bad style of their 
original-Guibert of Nogent, Balderich of Dol, Robert of Reims 
(all e. 1120-AO), and Fulco, the author of a Virgilian poem on the 
crusades, continued by Gilo (ob .  e. 1142). Of these, the monk Robert 
was more popular in the middle ages than either the pompous abbot 
Guibert or the quiet garden-loving archbishop of Dol. 

( c )  The growth of a legend, or perhaps better, a saga of the first 
crusade began, according to von Sybel, even during the crusade 
itself. The basis of this growth is partly the story-telling instinct 
innate in all men, which loves to heighten an effect, sharpen a point 
or increase a contrast-the instinct which breathes on Icelandic Sagas 
such as that of Burnt Njal;  partly the instinct of idolization, if it may 
be so called, which leads to the perversion into impossible greatness 
of an approved character, and has created, in this instance, the 
legendary figures of Peter the Hermit and Godfrey of Bouillon 
(q9.v.)  ; partly the religious impulse, which counted nothing wonder- 
ful in a holy war, and imported miraculous elements even into the 
sober pages of the Gesta. These instincts and impulses would be a t  
work already among the soldiers during the crusade, producing a 
saga all the more readily, as there were poets in the camp; for we 
know that a certain Richard, who joined the first crusade, sang 
its exploits in verse, while still more famous is the princely troubadour, 
William of Aquitaine, who joined the crusade of 1100. If we are 
to  follow von Sybe! rather than Kugler, this saga of the first crusade 
found one of its earliest expressions (c. 1120) in the prose work of 
Albert of Aix (Historia Hieroso1ymitana)-genuine saga in its in- 
consistencies, its errors of chronology and topography, its poetical 
colour, and its living descriptions of battles. Kugler, however, re- 
gards Albert as a copyist, somewhat in the manner of Tudebod, 
of an unknown writer of value, who belonged to the Lotharingian 
ranks during the crusade, and settled in the kingdom of Jerusalem 
afterwards (see B. Kugler, Albert v o n  Aachen, Stuttgart, 18'85) 1 .  
In  the Chanson des che'tifs and the Chanson d'dntioche the legend 
of the crusades more certainly finds its expression (see Pigonneau, 
L e  Cycle de la Croisade, 1877, and J. Bedier, Les Chansons des 
Croisades, 1909). The former, composed a t  Antioch about 1130, 
contained an  idolization of the Hermit: the latter is a poem writ- 
ten about 1180 by Graindor of Douai, who used as his basis the 
verses of the crusader Richard (see the edition of P. Paris, 1848). 
I t  shows the growth of the legend that Graindor regards the vision 
of the Hermit as responsible for the crusade, and makes the crusade 
led by him precede, and indeed occasion by its failure, the meeting 
a t  Clermont (which is dated in May instead of November). Into 
the legendary overgrowth of the first crusade we cannot here enter 
any further; but it is perhaps worth while to mention that the 
French legend of the third crusade equally perverted the truth, making 
Richard I. return home in disgrace, while Philip Augustus stays, 
captures Damascus and mortally wounds Saladin (e f .  G. Paris, 
L'Estoire de la guerre sainte, 1897; Introduction). 

( d )  William of Tyre is the scientific historian and rationalizer, 
weaving into a harmonious account, which was followed by his- 
torians for centuries, the sober accounts of eye-witnesses and the 
picturesque details of the saga-with somewhat of a bias towards 
the latter in regard to the first crusade. He was a native of Pales- 
tine, born about 1130, and educated in the West. On his return he 
was happy in winning the good opinion of Amalric I . ;  he was made 
first canon and then archdeacon of Tyre, and tutor of the future 
Baldwin IV. (1170) ; while on Baldwin's atcession he became chan- 
cellor of the kingdom 2nd archbishop of Tyre (1174-75). He was 
a man often employed on missions and negotiations, and as chancellor 
he had in his care the archives of the kingdom. His temper was 
naturally that of a trimmer; and he had thus many qualifications 
for the writing of u7ell-informed and unbiassed history. He knew 
Greek and Arabic; and he was well acquainted with the affairs of 
Constantinople, to which he went a t  least twice on political business, 
and with the history of the Mohammedan Powers, on which he had 
written a work (now lost) a t  the command of Amalric. I t  was 
Amalric also who set him to write the history of the crusades which 
We Still possess (in 2 2  books, with a fragment of a ~3rd)-the Historia 
rerum i n  Partibzis transmarinis gestarum. He wrote the book a t  
different times between I170 and 1183, when it abruptly ends, and 
its author as abruptly disappears from sight. The book falls into 
two parts, the first (books i.-xv.) derivative, the second (books 
"vi.-xxiii.) original. I n  the second part he had his own knowledge 

lVon Sybel's view must be modified by that of Kugler, to which a 
scholar like Hagenmeyer has to some extent given his adhesion ( c f ,  his 
edition of the Gesta, pp. 62-68). Hagenmeyer inclines 'to be l ie~e  in 
an original author, distinct from Albert the copyist; and he thinks that 
this original author (whether or no he was present during the crusade) 
used the Gesta and also Fulcher, though he had probably also "eigene 
Notizen und Aufzeichnnngen." 
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of events and the information of his contemporaries as his source: 
in the first he used the same authorities which we still possess-the 
Gesta, Fulcher and Albert of Aix-in somewhat of an  eclectic spirit, 
choosing now here, now there, according as he could best weave a 
pleasant narrative, but not according to any real critical principle. 
His book thus begins to be a real authority only from the date of 
the second crusade onwards; but the perfection of his form (for 
he is one of the greatest stylists of the middle ages) and the prestige 
of his position conspired to make his book the one authority for 
the whole history of the first century of the crusades. Nor was 
he (apart from his reception of legendary elements into his narrative) 
unworthy of the honour in which he was held; for he is really a 
great historian, in the form of his matter and in his conception of 
his subject-diligent, impartial, well-informed and interesting, if some- 
what rhetorical in style and vague in chronology. 

[During the middle ages his work was current in a French trans- 
lation, known as the Chronique d'outremer, or the Livre or Roman 
dJEracles (so called from the reference a t  the beginning to the 
emperor Heraclius) . This translation also contained a continuation 
by various hands down to  1277; while besides the continuation 
embedded in the Livre d'&racles, there are separate continuations, 
of the nature of independent works, by Ernoul and Bernard the 
Treasurer. These latter cover the period from 1183 to  1228; and 
of the two Ernoul's account seems primary, while that of Bernard 
is in large part a mere copy of Ernoul. But the whole subject of 
the continuators of William of Tyre is dubious.] 

T o  the Western authorities for the first crusade must be added 
the Eastern-Byzantine, Arabic and Armenian. Of these the Byzan- 
tine authority, the Alexiad of Anna Comnena, is most important, 
partly from the position of the authoress, partly from the many 
points of contact between the Byzantine empire and the crusaders. 
Anna's narrative both furnishes a useful corrective of the prejudiced 
Western accounts of Alexius, and serves to  bring Bohemund forward 
into his proper prominence. The Armenian view of the first crusade 
and of Baldwin's principality of Edessa is presented in the Arnzenian 
Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa. There is little in Arabic bearing 
on the first crusade: the Arabic authorities only begin to be of 
value with the rise of the atabegs of Mosul (c .  1127). But Kemal- 
ud-din's History o f  Aleppo (composed in the 13th century) contains 
some details on the history of the first crusade; and the Vie d'Ousama 
(the autobiography of a sheik a t  Caesarea in northern Syria, edited 
and paraphrased by Derenbourg in the Publications de 1'8cole des 
langues orientales vivantes) presents the point of view of an Arab 
whose life covered the first century of the crusades (1095-1188). 

For the SECOXD CRUSADE see B. Kugler, Studien zur Geschichte des 
zweiten Kreuzzuges (1866). The primary authority in the West is the 
work of Odo de Deuil, De profectione Lzidovici V I I .  regis Francorunt 
i n  Orientem. Odo was a monk attached by Suger to  Louis VII. 
during the second crusade; and he wrote home to  Suger during 
the crusade seven short letters, afterwards pieced together in a single 
work. The Gesta Friderici Prilni of Otto of Freising (who joined in 
the second crusade) gives some details from the German point of 
view (i. c. 44 seq.). The former is supplemented by the letters of 
Louis VII. to Suger; the latter by the letters of Conrad 111. to 
Wihald, abbot of Stablo and Corvey. The Byzantine point of view 
is presented in the ' E T L T O P ~ ~  of Cinnamus, the private secretary of 
Manuel, who continued the Alexiad of Anna Comnena in a work 
describing the reigns of John and Manuel. I t  is from the second 
crusade that William of Tyre, representing the attitude of the 
Franks of Jerusalem, begins to be a primary authority; while on the 
Mohammedan side a considerahle authority emerges in Ibn Athir. 
His history of the atabegs was written about 1200, and it presents 
in a light favourable to Zengi and Nureddin, but unfavourable to 
Saladin (who thrust Nureddin's descendants aside), the history of 
the great Mohammedan Power which finally crushed the kingdom of 
Jerusalem. 

Side by side with Beha-ud-din's life of Saladin, Ibn Athir's work 
is the most considerahle historical record written by the Arabs. 
Generally speaking the Arabic writings are late in point of date, 
and cold and jejune in style; while i t  must also he remembered 
that they are set religious works written to defend Islam. On the 
other hand they are generally written by men of affairs-governors, 
secretaries or ambassadors; and a fatalistic temper leads their authors 
to  a certain impartial recording of everything, good or evil, which 
seems of moment. 

The TIIIRD CRUSADE was narrated in the West from very different 
points ,of view by Anglo-Norman, French and German authorities. 
The primary Anglo-Norman authority is the Carmen Ambrosii, or, 
as it is called by M. Gaston Paris, L'Estoire de la guerre sainte. This 
is an octosyllabic poem in French verse, written by Ambroise, a 
Norman troz~vire who followed Richard I. to the Holy Land. The 
poem first came to be known by scholars about 1873, and has been 
edited by M. Gaston Paris (1897). The Itinerarium Peregrinorum, 
a work in ornate Latin prose, is (except for the first book) a 
translation of the Carmen masquerading under the guise of an  inde- 
pendent work. There seems no doubt that it is a piece of plagiary, 
and that its writer, Richard, "canon of the Holy Trinity" in London, 
stands to the Carmen as Tudebod to the Gesta, or Albert of Aix 
t o  his supposed original. The third crusade is also described from 

the English point of view by all contemporary writers of history 
in England, e.g., Ralph of Coggeshall, who used information gained 
from crusaders, and William of Newburgh, who had access to  a 
work by Richard I.% chaplain, Anselm, which is now lost. The 
French side is presented in Rigord's Gesta Ph~lippi  Pugusti and in 
the Gesta (an abridgement and continuation of Rlgord) and the 
Phzlippeis of William the Breton. The two French writers represent 
Richard as a faithless vassal: in the German writers-Tagino, dean 
of Passau, who wrote a Descriptio of Barbarossa's crusade (1189-90) ; 
and Ansbert, an  Austrian clerk, who wrote De expeditione Friderici 
Imperatoris (1187-96)-Richard appears rather as a monster of 
pride and arrogance. From the Arabic point of view the life of 
Richard's rival, Saladin, is described by Beha-ud-din, a high official 
under Saladin, who writes a panegyric on his master, somewhat 
confused in chronology and ~ a r t i a l  in its sympathies, but nevertheless 
of great value. The various continuations of William of Tyre above 
mentioned represent the opinion of the native Franks (which is 
hostile to Richard I.) ; while in Nicetas, who wrote a history of the 
Eastern empire from 1118 to  1206, we have a Byzantine authority 
who, as Prof. Bury remarks, "differs from Anna and Cinnamus in 
his tone towards the crusaders, to  whom he is surprisingly fair." 

For the FOURTH CRUSADE the primary authority is Villehardouin's 
La Conquzte de Constantinople, a n  official apology for the diversion 
of the crusade written by one of its leaders, and concealing the 
arcana under an appearance of frank nalvetC. His work is usefully 
supplemented by the narrative ( L a  Prise de  Constantinople) of 
Robert de Clary, a knight from Picardy, who presents the non- 
official view of the crusade, as i t  appeared to  an  ordinary soldier. 
The XPOVLK~V T ~ U  &V 'pwpavia (composed in Greek verse some time 
after 1300, apparently by an  author of mixed Frankish and Greek 
parentage, and translated into French a t  an  early date under the 
title "The Book of the Conquest of Constantinople and the Empire 
of Rumania") narrates in a prologue the events of the fourth (as 
indeed also of the first) crusade. The Chronicle o f  the Morea (as 
this work is generally called) is written from the Frankish point of 
view, in spite of its Greek verse; and the Byzantine point of view 
must be sought in Nicetas. On the bibliography of the fourth crusade 
see Klimke, Die Quellen zur Geschichte des vierten Kreuzzuges 
(Breslau, 1875). 

The history of the LATER CRUSADES, from the fifth to the eighth, 
enters into the continuations of William of Tyre above mentioned; 
while the Hzstoria orientalzs of Jacques de Vitry, who had taken part 
in the fifth crusade, and died in 1240, embraces the history of 
events till 1218 (the third book being a later addition). The Secreta 
jidelium Crucis of Marino Sanudo, a history of the crusades written 
by a Venetian noble between 1306 and 1321, is also of value, particu- 
larly for the crusade of Frederick 11. The minor authorities for the 
fifth crusade have been collected by Rohricht, in the publications 
of the Societ6 de l'0rient Latin for 1879 and 1882; the ten valuable 
letters of Oliver, bishop of Paderborn, and the Historia Damiettina, 
based on these letters, have also been edited by Rohricht in the 
Westdeutsche Zeitschrijt f u r  Geschichte und Kunst  (1891). The sixth 
crusad?, that of Frederick II., is described in the chronicle of 
Richard of San Germano, a notary of the emperor, and in other 
Western authorities, e.g., Roger of Wendover. For the crusades of 
St. Louis the chief authorities are Joinville's life of his master (whom 
he accompanied to  Egypt on the seventh crusade), and de Nangis' 
Gesta Ludovici regis. Several works were written on the capture of 
Acre in 1291, especially the Excidium urbis Acconensis, a treatise 
which emerges to  throw light, after many years of darkness, on the 
last hours of the kingdom. The oriental point of view for the 13th 
century appears in Jelaleddin's history of the Ayyubite sultans of 
Egypt, written towards the end of the 13th century; in Maqrizi's 
history of Egypt, written in the middle of the ~ j t h  century; and 
in the compendium of the history of the human race by Abulfeda 
(d. 1332); while the omniscient Abulfaragius (whom Rey calls the 
Eastern St. Thomas) wrote, in the latter half of the 13th century, a 
chronicle of universal history in Syriac, which he also issued, in an  
Arabic recension, as a Compendious History of the Dynasties. 

11. The DOCUMENTS bearing on the history of the crusades and the 
Latin kingdom of Jerusalem are various. Under the head of charters 
come the Kegesta regni Hierosolymitani, published by Rohricht, Inns- 
bruck, 1893 (with an  Additamentum in 1904) ; the Cartulaire ge'ne'rale 
des Hospitaliers, by Delaville Leroulx (1894 seq.) ; and the Cartulaire 
de l'e'glise du  St .  Se'pulcre, by de Rozikre (1849). 

Under the head of laws come the assizes of the Kingdom, edited 
by Beugnot in the Recueil des Izistoriens des croisades; and the 
assizes of Antioch,.printed a t  Venice in 1876. G .  Schlumberger has 
written on the colns and seals of the Latin East in various pub- 
lications (and has also published Prise de S t .  Jean d'Acre en l'an 
1291 par l'armde d u  Soudan d'Egypte, 1914, and Rdcits de Byzance 
et des croisades, 1916). E. G. Rey has written an Etude sur les 
ntonuments de l'arclzitecture rnilitaire (1871). The genealogy of the 
Levant is given in L e  Livre des lignages d'outre-mer (published along 
with the assizes). 

111. MODERN BIBLIOFRAPHIES.--T~~ best account of original author- 
ities for the crusades is that of A. Molinier, Les Sources de l'histoire 
de France (1901-o6), vols. ii. and iii. W. Wattenbach, Deutschlands 
Geschichtsquellen, gives a n  account of AIbert of Aix (vol. ii., ed., 
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1894, pp. 17-186) and of Ekkehard of Aura (zbid. pp. 189-198). 
Von Sybel's Geschichte des ersteiz Krez~zzuges contalns a full study of 
the authorities for the first crusade; while the prefaces to Hagen- 
meyer's editions of the Gesla and of Ekkehard are also valuable. 
Gaston Dodu, in the work mentioned below, begins by a brief account 
of the original authorities, which is chiefly of value so far as it 
deals with William of Tyre and the history of the assizes; and 
H. G. Prutz has also a short account of some of the hlstorlans of 
the crusades (Kulturgeschichte, pp. 453-469). Finally, reference may 
be made to the works of Kugler and Klimke mentloned above, and to 
J .  F. Michaud, Bzblzographie des croisades (1822). 

Modern Writers.-The various works of R. Rohricht present the 
soundest, if not the brightest, account of the crusades. There is a 
Geschichte des ersten Kreuzzugs (Innsbruck, rgor), a Geschichte des 
Konigreichs Jeruralem (ibid., 1898) and a Geschichte der Kreuzzuge 
i n  Umriss (ibid., 1898). For the first crusade von Sybel's work and 
F. Chalandon's Alexis ICY Comnkne (1900) may also be mentloned; 
for the fourth, A. Luchaire's Innocent III . :  La Question dJOrzent 
(1907) ; while for the whole of the crusades W. Norden's Papsttum 
und Byzanz (1903) is of value. B. Kugler's Geschichte der Krezczzz~ge 
(1880) still remains a suggestive and valuable work; and L. BrChier's 
L'Ifglzse et l'onent au  moyen  Bge (1907) contains not only an up-to- 
date account of the crusades, but also a full and useful bibliography, 
which should be consulted for fuller information. The most recent 
work is that of A. Ruville, Die Kreuzzuge (Bonn, 1920). On points 
o i  chronology, and on the relations between the crusaders and their 
Mohammedan neighbours, W. B. Stevenson's The  Crusaders in the 
East (1907) is very valuable. A large and important work of 
reference is G. Golubovich's Bzblzoteca bibliografica della Terra Santa 
e dell' Orielate francescana (1907, 1915, 1919). On the constitutional 
and social history of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, G, Dodu 
Histoire des institutions dans le royaume latin de Jdrusalem (1894), 
is very useful; E. G. Rey, Les Colonies fraizques de Sjlrie (1883), 
gives many interesting details; and H. G. Prutz, Kulturgeschichte 
der Krczrzziige (1883), gives an estimate of the effects of the cru- 
sades on the progress of civilization. The works of Gmelin and J. 
Delaville-Leroulx on the Templars and Hospitallers respectively are 
worth consulting; while for Eastern affairs the English reader may 
be referred to G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslem (18901, and 
to S. Lane-Pool, Mahommedan Dynasties (1894), a valuable work of 
reference. For a brief popular account, see Konrad Bercovid, The 
Cvvmder (1929). (E .  B.) 

CRUSENSTOLPE, MAGNUS JAKOB (1795-1865). 
Swedish historian, was born a t  Jonkoping on March 11, 1795. 
His first important work was a His tory  o f  the Early Years  o f  the  
L i f e  of K i n g  Gus tavus  IV .  Adolphus  (1837) which was followed 
by a series of monographs and by some politico-historical novels, 
of which T h e  House of Holstein-Gottorp in Sweden  is considered 
the best. I n  1838 he was sentenced to three years' imprisonment 
for his bitter attacks on the Government. Few Swedish writers 
have wielded so pure and so incisive a style as Crusenstolpe, but 
his historical work is vitiated by political and personal bias. H e  
died at  Stockholm on Jan. 18, 1865. 

CRUSHER-GAUGE, an instrument for the indirect meas- 
urement of the pressure in a gun when fired. Lead is the register- 
ing agent for shot-guns, but copper is used in other instances. The 

FIRING PIN IN 
COCKED POSITION 

FIRED Posl~lON I IFiRtNG """' IN 

CRUSHER G A U G E ,  USED FOR M E A S U R I N G  I N D I R E C T L Y  T H E  PRESSURE I N  
A R I F L E  W H E N  FIRED. U P P E R  F I G U R E  S H O W S  THE I N S T R U M E N T  BEFORE,  
T H E  LOWER A F T E R ,  F I R I N G  

original type was screwed into the wall of a gun, and the explosion 
drove a knife-edged piston into a copper disk, the power required 
to penetrate to  various depths being read off from a table. The 
modern form of gauge is a copper cylinder, compressed between 
two flat surfaces, Tables are prepared, for variaus crushers of 

standard length and diameter, from which the force in  tons per 
square inch can be ascertained easily. Several crushers are tried in 
turn to give an average. The copper is first given an initial com- 
pression in manufacture, a record of the results being made. The 
simpler method of placing is in the chamber at  the back of the 
chzrge. A rifle gauge is illustrated in the drawing, before and after 
firing. I t  consists of a massive steel block into which a rifle-barrel 
is locked by means of a screwed gland-fitting. The cartridge base 
rests on a piston through which the firing pin (striker pin) passes. 
As the piston is driven back by the explosion it compresses the 
copper crusher lying behind the piston. 

CRUSHER: see DISINTEGRATOR. 
CRUSIUS, CHRISTIAN AUGUST ( I  71 5-1 775), German 

philosopher and theologian, was born on Jan 10, 1715, a t  Leuna, 
near Merseburg, in Saxony. H e  was educated at  Leipzig, and be- 
came professor of theology there in 1750, and principal of the 
university in 1773. H e  died on Oct. 18, 1775. Crusius opposed 
the philosophy of Wolff from the standpoint of religious orthodoxy. 
He attacked it  mainly on the score of the moral evils that must 
flow from any system of determinism. The most important works 
of this period of his life are E n t w u r f  der no fhwendigen  V e r n z ~ n f t -  
wakrheiten ( I  745), and W e g  zzdr Gewissheit u n d  Zuverlassigkeit  
der menschlichen Erkenntniss  (1747). Though diffusely written, 
and neither brilliant nor profound, Crusius' philosophical books 
had a great but short-lived popularity. 

There is a full notice of Crusius in Ersch and Gruher's Allgemeine 
Encyclopadie. Consult also A. Marquardt, Kant und Crz~sius; and art. 
in Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklopadie. 

LOBSTER. VIEWED FROM T H E  FRONT unlike that by the true 
Below are the pair of appendages, 
swimmerets each with two branches, insects in the life the land. 

CRUSTACEA, a very large division of the animal kingdom 
comprising the crabs, lobsters, crayfish, prawns, shrimps, sand- 
hoppers, woodlice, barnacles, water-fleas and a vast multitucie of 
less familiar forms that are not distinguished by any popular 
names. I n  systematic zoology they are ranked as one of the 
classes forming the phylum (or sub-phylum) arthropoda, ( q  v.) 
and are distinguished from the members of the other classes by 
being generally of aquatic habits, breathing by gills or by the 
general surface of the body, having two pairs of antenna-like 

endopodite 'and exopodite, which are In  fresh waters, where they have 

N 

separated to  meet with the competition of 
insects, they are hardly less abundant and there is scarcely a ditch 
or pond that does not harbour at  least some of the more minute 
forms. On land they are less common, but the woodlice of our 
gardens and the land-crabs of tropical regions have solved the 
problem of adaptation to a sub-aerial life. 

The most familiar Crustacea are the larger crabs and lobsters 
which are used as food by man, but the part which these play in 
the economy of nature is small compared with that of the amphi- 
pods and isopods which swarm in the shallower waters of the sea 
and serve as scavengers, feeding on all kinds of animal and vege- 
table refuse and forming, in their turn, the food of many of the 
larger marine animals such as fishes. Vastly more important than 

appendages in front of the mouth 
and a t  least three pairs of post- 
oral limbs acting as jaws There 
is so much diversity, both of 
structure and of habits, within 
the class, that it is all but im- 
possible to give a brief definition 
which shall apply to all its mem- 
bers, and all the characters men- 
tioned are subject to modifica- 
tion in parasites and other highly 
specialised forms 

I t  would not be altogether mis- 
leading to describe the Crustacea 
as the "insects of the sea " I n  
the great oceans and in the nar- 
row seas their teeming multitudes, 
the "things creeping innumerable" 

FIG I - SEGMENT O F  A B D O M E N  OF  of the Psalmist, play a part not 
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any of these, however, are the minute pelagic copepods, of which 
the shoals may discolour the surface waters of the ocean for many 
miles and serve to guide the fisherman and the whaler to the most 
profitable fishing grounds. They form an important constituent 
of plankton (q.v.), the assemblage of minute floating animal and 
vegetable life in the surface waters of the ocean. I t  is on the 
plankton that a great part of the higher animal life of the sea 
ultimately depends for food. The copepods live upon the diatoms 
and other microscopic plant life of the plankton and themselves 
form the food of many fishes such as the herring and the mackerel 
and even of the gigantic whales. 

MORPHOLOGY 
External Structure: Body.-As in all arthropods the firm 

outer covering or exoskeleton of the body consists of a series of 
segments or somites which may be jointed together or more or 
less coalesced. The typical form of a somite is seen, for instance, 
in the segments which make up the abdomen or "tail" of a lob- 
ster or crayfish. Each consists of a shelly ring separated from the 
rings in front and behind by areas of softer integument forming 
movable joints. The arched plate which forms the dorsal part of 
the segment is distinguished as the tergum and the narrower ven- 
tral bar as the sternum. The tergum is produced on either side 
as a free plate, the pleuron, and each segment has a pair of limbs 
articulated to  the sternum. The posterior terminal segment of 
the body, on which the opening of the anus is situated, never 
bears typical limbs and is known as the telson. I t s  morphological 
nature is shown by its development. In  the larvae of the more 
primitive Crustacea, the number of somites, at first small, in- 
creases by the successive appearance of new somites between the 
last-formed somite and the terminal region which bears the anus. 
The "growing-point" of the body is, in fact, situated in front of 
this region, and, when the full number of somites has been 
reached, the unsegmented part remaining forms the telson of the 
adult. In  no crustacean, however, are all the somites of the body 
distinct and separate from each other. The fore part of the body 
of the lobster, for instance, has an undivided shelly covering, the 
"barrel" or carapace, and the number of somites composing this 

of appendages are alone present in the "nauplius" larva, and they 
show certain peculiarities of structure and development that seem 
to place them in a different category from the other limbs. There 
is therefore some ground for regarding the three corresponding 
somites as forming a "primary cephalon." 

In the sub-class Malacostraca, which includes all the larger and 
better-known Crustacea, the body proper is divided into two re- 

gions sharply distinguished by 
the character of the appendages. 
These are the "thorax" of eight 
somites and the abdomen. In  
the other sub-classes, although 
the terms thorax and abdomen 
are often used as descriptive 
terms, the regions so named are 
not homologous with those of the 
Malacostraca. In  many of the lat- 
ter, as, for example, in the lob- 
ster, the head and thorax form a 
single undivided region which is 
known as the "cephalo-thorax." 
The shell or carapace covering 
this region is not simply formed 
by the coalesced terga of the 
somites. In  some of the lower 

F I G .  3.-APUS C A N C R I F O R M I S .  O N E  Malacostraca, such as the Mysi- 
O F  T H E  B R A N C H I O P O D A ,  S HOW ING dacea, the carapace is a fold of 
T H E  BROAD S H I E L D - S H A P E D  CAM- the integument, enveloping, but 
PACE T H E  GREATER PART remaining free from, the thoracic 
O F  T H E  BODY 

somites. In  the lobster and other 
Decapoda, the carapace has coalesced with the thoracic terga in 
the middle of the back but remains free at  the sides, enclosing 
a pair of chambers within which lie the gills. 

The possession of this carapace, arising as a dorsal fold from 
the posterior margin of the head-region, is a character which re- 
curs in the most diverse groups of the Crustacea and is probably 
to be regarded as a primitive attribute of the class. The carapace 
may have the form of a bivalve shell, entirely enclosing the body 
and limbs, as in many Branchiopoda and in the Ostracoda. I n  the . 

Cirripedia it  forms a fleshy mantle strengthened by shelly plates 
which may have a very complex structure. I n  the Isopoda and 
Amphipoda, where, as a rule, all the thoracic somites except the 
first are distinct, there seems at  first t o  be no carapace-fold. A 
comparison with the related Tanaidacea and Cumacea, however, 
suggests that the coalescence of the first thoracic somite with the 
head really involves a vestigial shell-fold and this is possibly the 
case also in the Copepoda. The only Crustacea in which there 

appears to be no trace of a cara- 
A I Dace are the anostracous Bran- 

/ I I b;:F 4.- THREE T Y P E S  O F  CARA-' are shown in those crustace' 
which have adopted a sedentary 

. A$i 
- 

I 
F I G .  2.- COMMON LOBSTER.  FEMALE ( H O M A R U S  G A M M A R U S )  S E E N  FROM 
T H E  S I D E ,  T H E  A P P E N D A G E S  O F  O N E  S I D E  O N L Y  B E I N G  REPRESENTED 

;hiopoda and the remarkable syn- 
caridan Bathynella. 

The most extreme modifications 
of the general form of the body 

region is only to be inferred from the appendages attached to it. 
In  all Crustacea an anterior region is marked off by having the 
somites obscured in this way. Apart from the possible existence 
of an ocular somite corresponding to the eyes (the morphological 
nature of which is discussed below) the smallest number of 
somites so united in any adult crustacean is five. Even where a 
larger number of somites are fused there is generally a marked 
change in the character of the appendages after the fifth pair, and, 
since the integumental fold which forms the carapace seems to 
originate from this point, it is usual to  regard these five somites as 
constituting the head or cephalon. I t  is quite possible, however, 
that in the primitive ancestors of existing Crustacea a still smaller 
number of somites were united in the head. The first three pairs 

. 
Left, Estheria (Branchiopoda), bi- or a parasitic habit of life. The 
valved carapace showing lines of or barnacles are, in the 
growth. Middle, Cypris (Ostracoda).  
bivalved carapace without lines of adult state, rooted to one spot by 
growth, and right,Lepas (C i r r iped ia ) ,  the head, and tend, in varying 
multivalved carapace a t  the end of 
a fleshy stalk degrees, towards the radial sym- 

metry which is often associated 
with a sedentary life. In  parasites, the segmentation of the body 
tends to disappear and the general shape is often distorted in a 
fantastic manner. In  the Rhizocephala, and other parasitic cirri- 
pedes, the adults have lost nearly every trace, not only of crus- 
tacean but even of arthropodous structure. 

General Structure of Limbs.-Amid the great variety of 
forms assumed by the appendages of Crustacea, it  is possible to 
trace, more or less plainly, the modifications of a fundamental type 
consisting of a peduncle, the protopodite (or sympodite), bearing 
two branches, the endopodite and exopodite. This simple bira- 
mous form is shown in the swimming feet of Copepoda, the "cirri" 
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of Cirripedia and the abdominal limbs of Malacostraca, and it is 
also found in the earliest and most primitive type of larva known 
as the "nauplius." The protopodite may have, on its inner and 
outer margins, additional lobes or processes, known as endites 
and exites respectively. Some of the exites often function as gills, 
and the endites of appendages near the mouth frequently form 
jaw-processes, assisting in mastication and known as gnathobases. 
I n  the flattened leaf-like limbs characteristic of the Branchiopoda 
the endites and exites are so developed that the biramous form 
of the limb is obscured. I t  has been supposed that this form of 
limb, the "phyllopodium," represents the primitive type from 
which the biramous type has been derived. The recurrence of the 
biramous type, however, in the most diverse forms of Crustacea 
and in the simplest larvae, and the evidence of the remarkable 
fossil branchiopod Lepidocaris, all go to show that it represents 
the fundamental plan of the crustacean limb. 

I n  many Crustacea the paired eyes are borne on stalks which 
are movably articulated with the head and may be divided into 
two or three segments. The view has been held that these eye- 
stalks are really limbs, homologous with the other appendages. 
The evidence of embryology, however, is decidedly against this 
view. The stalks appear late in the course of development, after 
many of the trunk-limbs are fully formed, and the eyes, at their 
first appearance, are sessile on the sides of the head and only later 
become pedunculated. The most important evidence in favour of 
the appendicular nature of the eye-stalks is found in the fact that 
when the eye-stalk is removed from a living lobster or prawn, a 
many-jointed appendage like the flagellum of an antenna may 
grow in its place. I t  is open to question, however, how far the 
evidence from such "heteromorphic regeneration" (see HETERO- 
MORPHOSIS; REGENERATION) can be regarded as conclusive on 
points of homology. 

Special Morphology  of Limbs.-The antennules (or first 

and carry numerous "olfactory" hairs. They are used as swim- 
ming organs in many larvae and some adults, and sometimes, in 
the male sex, they form clasping organs for holding the female. I n  
the Cirripedia the antennules of the larvae carry the openings of 
the cement glands and become, in the adult, involved in the 
attachment of the animal to its support. 

The antennae are frequently swimming organs, but may assume 
other functions as organs of attachment in parasites, as creeping 

r 1 

lobster) correspond to the endopodite and exopodite of the other 
limbs. 

The antennae (or second antennae) are of special interest on 
account of the clear evidence that, although preoral in position 
in all adult Crustacea, they were originally postoral appendages. 
In  the "nauplius" larva they lie at the sides of the mouth and their 
basal portion carries a hook-like process which assists the similar 
precesses of the mandibles in pushing food into the mouth. 

I n  most Crustacea the antennules are purely sensory in function 

antennae) are generally regarded as true 
differ the in the facts that they 

are always innervated from the "brain" (or preoral ganglia) and 
that they are uniramous in the earliest larvae in the adults of 
all sub-classes except the Malacostraca, where they are biramous 
or sometimes triramous. I t  is unlikely that the two branches of 
the biramous type (seen, for instance, in the antennules of the 

FIG. 5.-EXTREME MO D IF I C A T I O NS  OF  G E N E R A L  FORM I N  T H E  ~ R A B  
Left: Sacculina carcini (Rhieocephala) ,  attached to the under side of the 
Shore Crab (Carcinus maenas).  Right: Portunion maenadis (Isopoda), an 
internal parasite of the same species of crab - " 

the anterior pairs to be mo'drfied as "foot-jaws" or maxillipeds. 
The abdominal limbs are usually biramous and natatory, the last 
pair being large and flattened and forming with the telson a 
lamellar "tail-fan." 

Gills.-In many of the smaller Crustacea no special gills are 
present and respiraticn is carried on by the general surface of the 
body and limbs. When gills are present they are generally formed 
by some of the exites near the base of the limb, which are flat- 
tened, thin-walled, and permeated by a network of blood-channels. 

-MING FEET OF  A COPEPOD A N D  OF A BRANCHIO?o~ 
I 

Left: one of the swimming-feet of a Copepod (Calanus),  showing the simple 
two-branched type of Crustacean appendage. Right: one of the trunk-like 
limbs of a Branchiopod (Apus) ,  showing the flattened leaf-like type 
(Phyl lopodium) 

legs, or as male claspers. 111 the Malacostraca they are chiefly 
Sensory, the endopodite forming a long many-jointed lash (flagel- 
lum) while the exopodite is often a flattened plate, probably used 
as a balancer in swimming. 

The mandibles, like the antennae, have, in the nauplius, the 
form of biramous swimming limbs, with a jaw-lobe on the proto- 
podite. This form is retained in some adult Copepoda and Ostra- 
coda. In  most cases, however, the palp loses its exopodite and it 
often disappears altogether, and the basal lobe becomes a power- 
ful jaw with the edge variously armed with teeth and spines. In  
blood-sucking parasites the mandibles are often piercing stylets 
enclosed in a tubular proboscis formed by the upper and lower lips. 

The maxillulae and maxillae, or, as they are often called, first 
and second maxillae, are nearly always flattened leaf-like append- 
ages with gnathobasic lobes or endites borne by the protopodite. 
The endopodite, when present, forms a palp of one or a few 
segments, and exites may also be present. 

The limbs behind the head-region show little differentiation 
among themselves in the Branchiopoda, Cirripedia and many Cope- 
poda. I t  is characteristic of the Malacostraca that the trunk-limbs 
are divided into two sharply-defined series or "tagmata," eight 
corresponding to the thoracic and six to the abdominal region. 
The thoracic series have the endopodites converted, for the most 
part, into more or less efficient walking-legs, while the exopodites 
are swimming organs or disamear. I t  is usual for one or more of 
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I n  the Decapoda the gills are inserted, in three series, a t  or near 
the bases of the thoracic limbs, and lie within a pair of branchial 
chambers covered by the carapace. 

Adaptations for aerial respiration are found in those Crustacea 
that have taken to terrestrial life. In  the land-crabs (of several 
different families) the branchial chambers are enlarged and serve 
as lungs, the lining membrane being richly supplied with blood- 
vessels. I n  some of the terres- 
trial Isopoda or woodlice the 
abdominal appendages contain 
tufts of branching tubules filled 
with air, like the tracheae of 
insectsand other t e r r e s t r i a l  
Arthropoda. 

I n t e r n a l  S t ruc ture :  Ali -  
m e n t a r y  System.-ln almost~all 
Crustaceae the food-canal runs 
straight through the body, except 
in front where it  curves down- 
wards to  the ventrally placed 
mouth. I n  a few cases its course 
is sinuous or twisted and in one or 
two instances (Cladocera, Cuma- 
cea) it  is actually coiled upon it- 
self. As in other arthropoda, it 
consists of three divisions, the 
fore-, mid- and hind-gut, the first 
and last being lined by an inturn- 
ing of the chitinous cuticle. In  
the Malacostraca, the fore-gut is 
dilated to form a so-called "stom- 
ach," furnished internally with I I 
ridges armed with spines and FIG. 7.-LEFT: A N T E N N A ;  R I G H T :  

hairs forming a straining appa- A N T E N N U L A E  OF T HE LOBSTER. 
ratus. I n  the Decapoda this ap- S H O W I N G  ONLY T H E  BASE OF T H E  

paratus reaches its greatest com- F L A G E L L U M  

plexity, forming a "gastric mill" in which three teeth connected 
with a system of articulated ossicles are moved by special muscles 
so as to triturate the food which is passed into the stomach. 

The mid-gut is essentially the digestive and absorptive region 
of the alimentary canal and its surface is, in nearly all Crustacea. 
increased by pouch-like or tubular outgrowths which not only 
serve as glands for secretion of the digestive juices, but aid in the 
absorption of the digested food. I n  the Decapoda these outgrowths 
form a massive digestive gland or "liver." I n  some decapods, as, 
for instance, in the crayfish, the mid-gut is very short, nearly the 
whole length of the food-canal being formed by the fore and hind 
guts. In  a few highly modified parasites the alimentary canal is 
vestigial or absent throughout life. 

Ci rcu la tory  System.-As in the other Arthropoda, the cir- 
culatory system in Crustacea is largely lacunar, the blood flowing 
in spaces or channels without definite walls. The heart is of the 
usual arthropodous type, lying in a pericardial blood-sinus with 
which it  communicates by valvular openings or ostia. I n  most 
Branchiopoda and in some Malacostraca the heart retains more or 
less completely the primitive form of a long tube, extending 
throughout the greater part of the length of the body and having 
a pair of ostia in each somite. I n  most Crustacea however, it is 
shortened and gives off one or more main arteries which carry the 
blood for some distance to pour into the blood-spaces of the 
body. In  many of the smaller Crustacea there is np heart, and it 
is impossible to speak of a circulation in the proper sense of the 
word, the blood being merely driven hither and thither by the 
movements of the body and limbs and of the alimentary canal. 

Excre tory  System.-The most important excretory or renal 
organs of the Crustacea are two pairs of glands lying a t  the base 
of the antennae and of the maxillae respectively. The two are 
rarely functional together, although one may replace the other in 
the course of development. In  the adult it is sometimes the 
antennal, sometimes the maxillary gland which persists. The 
structure of both glands is essentially the same and they are to  
be regarded as the survivors of a primitive series of segmentally 

arranged nephridia. Each consists of a thin-walled "end-sac," 
which development shows to be a vestigial portion of the coelom, 
communicating with the exterior by a convoluted duct, part of 
which has glandular walls. Probably in most cases the greater 
part of this duct arises from mesoblast and only a short terminal 
part from epiblast, but i t  is stated that in some cases the whole 
duct is epiblastic. I n  the Decapoda the antennal gland is largely 
developed and is known as the "green gland." The external part 
of the duct is often dilated into a bladder, and may sometimes 

1 1 
FIG. 8.-MOUTH PARTS OF CRUSTACEA. S H O W I N G  FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:  
Mandible of Calanus (Copepoda) with biramous palp; Mandible of Lobster, 
with palo reduced and unbranched; Maxillula of Lobster; Maxilla of Lobster 

send out diverticula forming a system of sinuses ramifying through 
the body. 

Other excretory organs have been described in certain Crustacea, 
consisting of groups of mesodermal cells in various parts of the 
body within which the excretory products are stored up instead 
of being expelled. Possibly some of these are vestiges of seg- 
mentally arranged Nephridia. 

Nervous System.-The central nervous system is constructed 
on the same general plan as in other Arthropoda, consisting of a 
supraoesophageal ganglionic mass or "brain," united by circum- 
oesophageal connectives with a double ventral chain of segmen- 
tally arranged ganglia. I n  the primitive Branchiopoda the ventral 
chain retains the ladder-like arrangement found in some annelids, 
the two halves being widely separated and the pairs of ganglia 
connected together across the middle line by double transverse 
commissures. I n  the other groups the .two halves of the chain are 
more or less coalesced, and, in addition, the ganglia tend to draw 
together in a longitudinal direction and to fuse, ultimately, into 
a single mass representing the whole of the ventral chain. This is 
seen, for example, in the true crabs (Brachyura) among the 
Decapoda. The brain, or supraoesophageal ganglion, shows various 
degrees of complexity. I n  the Branchiopoda i t  contains two pairs 
of ganglionic centres giving origin, respectively, to  the optic and 
the antennular nerves. The centres for the antennal nerves form 
ganglionic swellings on the oesophageal connectives. I n  the higher 
forms these centres have moved forwards to  become incorporated 

in the brain, but the fibres which 
unite them still run backwards 
t o  form a transverse commissure 
behind the oesophagus. This is 
of importance as showing that 
the antennae were originally 
postoral limbs. I n  the higher 
Decapoda, additional centres are 
developed in the brain and its 

FIG. 9.-GILLS O F  LOBSTER, EX. structure becomes very complex. 
POSED BY C U T T I N G  AWAY THE SIDE A system of visceral-nerves and 
O F  THE C A R A P A C E  ganglia associated with the ali- 
mentary canal and the heart is well developed in the Decapoda. 

Eyes.-The eyes of Crustacea are of two kinds, the unpaired, 
median or "nauplius" eye, and the paired compound eyes. The 
median eye is generally present in  the earliest larval stages (naup- 
lius) and in some instances, as in  the Copepoda, it  forms the sole 
organ of vision. I t  may persist along with the paired eyes, as in 
the Branchiopoda, or it  may become vestigial or disappear in the 
adult, as in most Malacostraca. I t  consists typically of three cup- 
shaped masses of pigment, the cavity of each cup being filled with 
columnar retinal cells connected at  their outer ends with nerve 
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DIGESTIVE GLAND 

HEART 
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FIG.  10.-DISSECTION O F  MALE LOBSTER. FROM T H E  SIDE 

The nervous system is shown in black, the food-canal is stippled. Running downward from the long tubular testis to the base of the last walk- 
ing-leg is the male genital duct. The heart, lying under the carapace, is continued backward by a large blood vessel, the posterior aorta, and 
sends downward another large vessel, which is seen in front of the genital 
of the space in the carapace on each side of the stomach 

fibres from the brain. 
The compound eyes are very similar in the details of their 

structure to those of insects, consisting of a varying number of 
visual elements or "ommatidia" separated by pigment sheaths and 
each terminating in a "crystalline body" covered by the trans- 
parent external cuticle which forms the cornea. In most cases the 

cornea is divided into lens-like facets cor- 
responding to the underlying ommatidia. 

O t h e r  Sense-Organs.-As in other Ar- 
thropod% the hairs or setae on the surface 
of the body are important Organs sense 
and are variously n~odified for special func- 
tions. perhaps them are Or- 

gans of the sense of touch. when feathered 
or provided with secondary barbs the setae 
will respond to movements or vibrations in 
the surrounding water and some of this 
sort have been supposed to have an audi- 
tory function. Organs formerly regarded 
as auditory, but now known to be con- 
nected with the maintenance of equilibrium 
of the body, are the "statocysts" found in 
various positions in different Crustacea, 
notably at  the base of the antennules in 
most Decapods. These are open or closed 
vesicles having sensory hairs on their inner 
surface and containing one or more "stato- 
liths" which may be grains of sand intro- 

BY COURTESY OF BERGEN MUSEUM 
duced from the exterior. 

F ROM S A R S  "FAUNA N O R Y E G I A E ~ ~  Another type of sensory setae is asso- 
FIG. 11.-NERVOUS SYS. ciated with the sense of smell, or rather, 
TEM OF  B R A N C H I N E C T A  perhaps, the "chemical sense." These are 
SHOWING T H E  " LADDER. blU 
LIKE"  VENTRAL C H A I N  

ntly pointed filaments in which the 
cuticle is extremely delicate. They are 

found chiefly on the antennules, and are often especially developed 
in the males, which they are supposed to guide in their pursuit of 
the females. 

Glands.-The most important glandular structures in Crus- 
tacea (in addition to the digestive and excretory glands already 
mentioned) are various types of dermal glands which occur on 
the surface of the body and limbs. Some of these in the neigh- 
bourhood of the mouth or on the walls of the oesophagus have 
been regarded as  salivary, but in some cases are now known to 
produce a mucous secretion which serves to entangle minute 
food-particles and is swallowed along with them. In some Amphi- 
poda the secretion of glands on the surface of the body and limbs 
is used in the construction of protective cases in which the animals 
live. In  some freshwater Copepoda the dermal glands secrete a 
gelatinous envelope enabling the animals to resist desiccation. 
The greatly-developed cement glands of the Cirripedia which 

duct. The d~gestive gland or "liver" 1s a large mass occupying most 

serve to attach the animals to their support probably also belong 
to the category of dermal glands. 

Phosphorescent Organs.-Like many other marine animals 
certain Crustacea belonging to very diverse groups (Ostracoda, 
Copepoda, Mysidacea, Euphausiacea, Decapoda) possess the 
power of emitting light. All of them are inhabitants of the deep 
sea or of the surface waters of the ocean. No freshwater Crustacea 
are phosphorescent. The organs concerned in light-production are 
curiously varied. I n  the Ostracoda and Copepoda certain dermal 
glands produce a luminous secretion. In  some Mysidacea and 
Decapoda the secretion of the excretory organs (maxillary or 
antenna1 glands) is luminous. I n  the Euphausiacea and certain 
Decapoda the light-producing organs found on the body and limbs 
are complex structures provided with a reflector and a condensing 
lens and movable by special muscles so as to vary the direction of 

the e m  i t t e d beam. The part 
which phosphorescence plays in 
the life of the animals can only be 
conjectured. In  some instances it 
may serve to attract prey; in 
others it  may help individuals of 
the same species to keep to- 
gether in a shoal or to find their 
mates. The clouds of luminous 
secretion thrown out by some 
species may serve to  baffle pur- 
suers like the cloud of ink thrown 
out by a cuttlefish. The elaborate 
"search-lights" may illuminate 
objects within the range of vision. 
But even conjecture seems at  a 
loss when we find that certain 
deep-sea prawns have complex 

,,,, light-organs placed so as to il- 
PODA,, c R A Y  luminate the interior of the gill- 
F ' G. 12.-CHON R A  C A N  U S  chambers. 
( C O P E P O D A ) ,  A P ARAS ITE O F  FISH Reprodtlctive System. - In Showing the female carrying a pair of 
long sausage-shaped egg masses. ~t the great majority of Crustacea 
the base of the right hand egg mass the sexes are separate, but in the 

a Small Oval body' the dwarfed male Cirripedia and in some parasitic 
Isopoda hermaphroditism is the rule, and isolated instances occur 
in other groups, especially among Decapoda. Parthenogenesis is 
common in Branchiopoda and Ostracoda and occurs in a t  least one 
genus of terrestrial Isopoda. Where the sexes are separate, sexual 
dimorphism is often striking. The males are often provided with 
clasping organs for holding the female, and these may be formed 
by modification of almost any of the appendages, antennules, 
antennae, thoracic limbs, or even some of the mouth-parts. Some 
of the appendages in the neighbourhood of the genital openings , may be modified for the purpose of transferring the sperm t o  the 
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female, as, for instance, the first and second abdominal append- 
ages in the Decapoda. 

I n  the higher Decapoda the male is often larger than the female, 
but in other groups the reverse is more frequently the case. I n  
some parasitic Copepoda and Isopoda the disparity in size is car- 
ried to  an extreme degree, and the minute male is attached, like a 
parasite, to the enormously larger female. 

I n  the Cirripedia some very aberrant types of sexual relation- 
ship exist. While the great majority are hermaphrodites capable 
of both cross and self fertilization, it  was discovered by Darwin 
that, in certain species, minute degraded males exist, attached to 
the ordinary individuals. Since these dwarf males pair, not with 
females, but with hermaphrodites, Darwin termed them "comple- 
mental" males. I n  other species the large individuals have be- 
come purely female by atrophy of the male organs and are 
entirely dependent on the dwarf males for fertilization. 

Very few Crustacea are viviparous in the sense that the eggs are 
retained within the body until hatching takes place, but, on the 
other hand, nearly all carry the eggs in some way or other after 
extrusion. They are retained between the valves of the carapace 
in some Branchiopoda and Ostracoda or within the mantle-cavity 
in Cirripedia. Among the Malacostraca the Peracarida have a 
brood-pouch formed by overlapping plates attached to the bases 
of some of the thoracic legs. I n  the Decapoda the eggs are carried 
by the female attachcd to the abdominal appendages. I n  a few 
cases the developing embryos are nourished by a special secre- 
tion while in the brood-chamber (Cladocera, terrestrial Isopoda). 

EMBRYOLOGY 

The majority of Crustacea are hatched from the egg in a form 
differing more or less from that of the adult, and pass through a 
series of free-swimming larval stages. There are many instances, 
however, in which the metamorphosis is suppressed, and the 
newly-hatched young resemble th  parent in general structure. 

I n  those Crustacea in which the series of larval stages is most 
complete the starting-point is the form already mentioned under 
the name of nauplius. In  the typical form, this has an oval un- 
segmented body and three pairs of limbs corresponding to the 
antennules, antennae and mandibles of the adult. The antennules 
are  simple, the others each two-branched, and all three pairs are 
used in swimming. The antennae have a spine-like process at the 
base, and they share with the mandibles, which have a similar 
process, the function of seizing food and pushing i t  into the 
mouth. The mouth is overhung by a large labrum or upper lip. 
The paired eyes are as yet wanting, but the unpaired eye is usually 
ronspicuous. 

A nauplius larva differing only in details from that just de- 
scribed is found in most of the Branchiopoda, Copepoda and Cirri- 
pedia, and in a more modified form, in some Ostracoda. Among 
the Malacostraca, the nauplius is found in the Euphausiacea and 
some of the most primitive Decapoda. In  many of the Crustacea 
that hatch a t  a later stage there is more or less clear evidence of 
a nauplius stage in the embryonic development. I t  seems certain, 
therefore, that the possession of a nauplius larva must be regarded 
as a very primitive character of the Crustacea. 

As development proceeds, the body of the nauplius elongates 
and its posterior part becomes segmented, new somites being 
added at  successive moults from a formative zone in front of the 
telsonic region. The appendages appear as buds on the ventral 
surface of the somites, and become differentiated, like the somites 
that bear them, in regular order from before backwards. With the 
elongation of the body, its dorsal covering begins to  project 
behind as a shell-fold, the beginning of the carapace. The paired 
eyes appear under the cuticle at  the sides of the head, but only 
become pedunculated at  a comparatively late stage. 

The course of development here outlined, in which the somites 
and appendages appear in regular order, agrees so well with that 
observed in the typical Annelida that it must be regarded as the 
most primitive. I t  is most closely followed in some Branchiopoda 
and Copepoda. In  most Crustacea, however, this primitive scheme 
is more or less modified. The earlier stages may be passed through 
within the egg, so that the larva, on hatching, has reached a stage 

more advanced than the nauplius. The gradual appearance of 
somites and appendages may be accelerated so that comparatively 
great advances take place a t  a single moult, or individual somites 
or pairs of appendages may appear in advance of their neigh- 
bours, disturbing the regular order of succession. This last type 
of modification is especially found in the Malacostraca, in which 
it leads to the very peculiar larva known as the "zoea." I n  the 

typical form of zoea, found in the Brachy- 
ura (or true crabs) the posterior five or six 
thoracic somites are delayed in develop- 
ment and are still represented by a short 
unsegmented region of the body at  a stage 
when the abdominal somites behind them 
are fully formed and even carry ap- 
pendages. 

Most of the larval forms swim freely at  

F I G .  13.-T H E "N A U- 
the surface of the sea and show adaptations 

pL LARVA OF A to this "pelagic" habit of life. Various 
CopEpoo (CYCLOPS)  spines and processes from the surface of 

the body are often developed and are 
probably less important as defensive organs than as aids to flota- 
tion, and the same purpose may be served by the greatly developed 
carapace of stomatopod larvae and the extreme flattening of the 
body in the membranous phyllosomiz larvae of the spiny lobsters 
and their allies. 

Complete suppression of metamorphosis is found in the fresh- 
water crayfish and the river-crabs, but is by no means universal 
among freshwater Crustacea. On the other hand, a few marine 
crabs are known to be hatched in a form differing little from that 
of the adult. 

CLASSIFICATION 

The diversity of structure in the members of the class Crus- 
tacea is much greater than in any of the other classes of Arthro- 
poda, and the scheme of classification which must be devised 
in order to express their affinities is correspondingly complex. 
Early in the 19th century P.  A. Latreille divided the class into 
two main groups, Malacostraca and Entomostraca, and this dich- 
otomy has persisted in text-books down to the present, but i t  is 
now generally recognized that while the Malacostraca constitute 
a natural and sharply-defined group, the Entomostraca are a het- 
erogeneous assemblage, defined only by negative chgracters and 
having no claim to retention in a natural system of classification. 

The following is a synopsis of the classification now generally 
adopted. Some further details will be found in the articles dealing 
with the sub-classes. 

Class CRUSTACEA 
Sub-class Branchiopoda 

Orders Anostraca, Lipostraca, Notoslraca, Con- 
clzostraca, Cladocera. 

Sub-class Ostracoda. 
Orders Myodocopa, Cladocopa, Podocopa, Platy- 

copa. 
Sub-class Copepoda. 

Orders Eucopepoda, Branclziura. 
Sub-class Cirripedia. 

Orders Thoracica, Acrothoracica, Ascothoracica, 
Apoda, Rhizocephala. 

Sub-class Malacostraca. 
Division Phyllocarida. Order Nebaliacea. 
Division Syncarida. Order Anaspidacea. 
Division Peracarida. Orders.-illysidacea, Ther- 

mosbaenacea, Cumacea, Tanaidacea, 
Isopoda, Amphipoda. 

Division Ez~carida. Orders.-Euphaz~siacea, Dec- 
a p o d ~ .  

Division Hoplocarida. Order Stomatopoda. 

PAST HISTORY 
Fossil remains of Crustacea are abundant in strata belonging 

to all the main divisions of the geological time-scale from the 
most ancient up to the most recent, but they teach us disappoint- 



ingly little regarding the phylogeny of the class. This is partly 
due to  the fact that many important forms must have escaped 
fossilization altogether owing to their small size and delicate 
structure, while very many of those actually preserved are known 
only from the carapace or shell, the limbs being absent or repre- 
sented only by indecipherable fragments. The fortunate accident 
which has preserved with marvellous completeness the minute 
branchiopod Lepidocaris in the rhynie chert (old red sandstone) 
is not likely to  have been often repeated. But Lepidocaris is of 
recent date as compared with the varied fauna of Crustacea dis- 
covered by Walcott in the Middle Cambrian of the Canadian 
Rockies and there is reason to believe that many of the .chief 
groups were already differentiated before the beginning of the 
geological record as we now know it. Shrimp-like forms that can 
be definitely referred to the Malacostraca begin to appear in the 
Upper Devonian and Mysidacea and Syncarida can be recognized 
in the Carboniferous, but it  is not until true decapods appear in 
the Trias that anything like a connected story can be made out. 

I n  the dearth of trustworthy evidence from palaeontology we 
are compelled to  rely on the data afforded by comparative anat- 
omy and embryology in attempting to reconstruct the course 
of evolution within the class. I t  is perhaps unnecessary to insist 
that conclusions reached in this way must remain more or less 
speculative so long as they cannot be checked by the results of 
palaeontology. 

The earlier attempts to reconstruct the genealogical history of 
the Crustacea started from the assumption that the successive 
stages of the larval history, especially the nauplius and zoea. 
reproduced the actual structure of ancestral types. I t  is now 
generally agreed that this "theory of recapitulation" cannot be 
applied to  the zoea, the characters of which must be due to 
secondary modification. As regards the nauplius, however, the 
constancy of its general structure in the most diverse groups of 
Crustacea strongly suggests that it  is a very ancient type, and 
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FIG. 14.-ZOEA LARVA OF  THE S H O R E  C R A B  ( C A R C I N U S  MAENAS) 
The abdominal somites are fully formed, and even may carry appendages, 
while the posterior somites are undeveloped 

the view has been strongly advocated that the Crustacea must 
have arisen from an unsegmented nauplius-like ancestor. 

The objections to this view, however, are considerable. The 
resemblances between the more primitive Crustacea and the 
annelid worms, in  such characters as the structure of the nervous 
system and the mode of growth of the somites, can hardly be 
ignored, and it  is reasonable to suppose that the Crustacea origi- 
nated from some stock which already possessed these characters. 

I f  we are to attempt to reconstruct a hypothetical ancestral 
crustacean, we must suppose it to have approximated, in general 

form, to some such branchiopod as Apus,  with an elongated body 
composed of numerous similar somites and ending in a caudal 
fork, with a carapace originating as a shell-fold from the maxil- 
lary somite, with the eyes, probably, stalked, and the antennae 
and mandibles both biramous and armed with masticatory proc- 
esses, and pi th the trunk-limbs all similar, biramous, with addi- 
tional endites and exites, and probably all bearing gnathobases. 
I t  is to be noted that, except for the absence of a carapace-fold 
and of eye-stalks, the trilobites are not very far removed from 
the primitive crustacean here sketched. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-H. Milne-Edwards, Histoire Naturelle des Crustacds 
(1834-40) ; C. Claus, Untersuchungen zur Erforschung der geneal- 
ogischen Grundluge des Crustaceensystems (1876) and Neue Beitrage 
zur Morphalogie der Crustaceen, (Arb. 2001. Inst. Wien, vi., 1886) ; 
T. H. Huxley, The Crayjislz (1880) ; E. Korschelt and K. Heider, 
Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Entzuicklungsgeschichte der wirbellosen 
Thiere (1890-93) ; A. Gerstaecker and A. E. Ortmann, "Crustacea," 
in Bronn's Klassen und Ordnungen des Thier-Reichs (1866-1901) ; 
1%'. T. Calman, "Crustacea" in Lankester's Treatise on Zoology (1909) ; 
C. Zimmer and others, "Crustacea" in Kiikenthal's Handbuch der 
Zoologie (1927). More or less extensive bibliographies are given in 
all the works quoted above. (W. T. C.) 

CRUSTUMERIUM, an ancient town of Latium, on the edge 
of the Sabine territory, near the headwaters of the Allia, not far 
from the Tiber. Rome conquered it in 500 B.C. according to Livy, 
the tribus Crus tu~nina (or Clustumina) being formed in 471 B.C. 

Pliny mentions it  among the lost cities, but the name clung to the 
fertile district around it. The site is unknown. 

CRUVEILHIER, JEAN ( I  791-1874), French anatomist, 
born at  Limoges on Feb. 9, 1791, was professor of anatomy in . 
Paris. H e  gave the first description of disseminated sclerosis, 
and left an early account of progressive muscular atrophy, but hc 
erroneously supposed that pyemia was always the result of phle- 
bitis which he referred to as an original coagulation of the blood. 
H e  even went to the extreme of asserting that phlebitis dominates 
all pathology. Cruveilhier died at  Jussac on March 6, 1874. His 
chief works are Anatomie descriptive (1834-36); Anatomie 
pathologique d u  corps ltu~ltain (1829-42), with many coloured 
plates; Traitk d'anatomie pathologiqzle ge'ne'rale (1849-64) ; Ana- 
tomie d u  syst2me nerveux de l'honzme (1845) ; Trait6 d'anatomie 
descriptive (1851); 
CRUZ, RAMON DE LA ( I  731-1 794), Spanish dramatist. 

His sainetes or farcical sketches of Madrid life, such as Las 
Tertulias de Madrid and El Prado por la noche, are delightful 
specimens of satiric observation. 

See E .  Cotarelo y Mori, D o n  R a m d n  de la Cruz y szts obras 
(1899). 

CRUZ E SILVA, ANTONIO DINIZ DA (1731-1;99), 
Portuguese heroic-comic poet, son of a carpenter, was born a t  
Lisbon and educated at  the University of Coimbra, where he took 
his degree in law in I 7 53. H e  then settled in Lisbon and began to 
write. H e  founded the literary society known as the Arcadia 
Lusitana, which aimed a t  resuscitating national poetry. From 
1764 to 1774 Diniz held the appointment of auditor t o  a regiment 
stationed a t  Elvas. There he had the opportunity of observing 
the many intrigues of a cathedral and garrison town. The result 
was the witty satire in eight cantos of blank verse, Hyssope 
( r ~ i z ) ,  describing a quarrel between the bishop and the dean. 
I t  is much more amusing than Boileau's Lutri f t ,  if not so finished 
a production. Diniz was sent in an official capacity t o  Brazil, and 
remained there, as chancellor of the RelaqQo in Rio and then as 
councillor of the Co?zsellzo ulframarino, until his death. 

BIBLIOGRAP~~Y.-D~~~Z'S poems were published in 6 vols. (1807-1817). 
The best edition of Hyssope, to which he owes his lasting fame, is that 
of J. R. Coelho (1879), with an exhaustive introductory study on his 
life and writings. A French prose version of the poem by Boissonade 
has pone through two editions (1828 and 1867), and English trans- 
lations of selections have been printed in the Foreign Quarterly Review, 
and in the Manclzester Quarterly (April 1896). See also Theophilo 
Braga, A Arcadia Lusitana (Oporto, 1899). 

CRYOLITE, a mineral discovered in Greenland by the Danes 
in 1794, and found to be a compound of fluorine, sodium and 
aluminium. From its general appearance, and from the fact that 
it melts readily, even in a candle flame, it was regarded by the 
Eskimos as a peculiar kind of ice, hence it acquired the name of 



CRYPT 
cryolite (from Gr K P ~ O S ,  frost and XiOos, stone). Cryolite occurs 
in colourless or snow-white, cleavable masses, often tinted brown 
or red with iron oxide, and occasionally passing into a black 
variety. I t  is usually translucent, becoming nearly transparent on 
immersion in water. I t  cleaves in three nearly rectangular direc- 
tions, and the crystals occasionally found in the crevices have a 
cubic habit, but they belong to the monoclinic system. The hard- 
ness is 2.5 and the specific gravity 3. 

Cryolite occurs almost exclusively a t  Ivigtut (sometimes written 
Evigtok), on the Arksut Fjord in south-west Greenland. I t  has 
been extensively used as a source of metallic aluminium, and as a 
flux in smelting the metal. I t  is largely employed in the manu- 
facture of certain sodium salts, as suggested by Julius Thomsen 
of Copenhagen, in 1849; and it  has been used for the production 
of certain kinds of porcelain and glass, remarkable for their 
toughness, and for enamelled ware. 
CRYPT, a vault or subterranean chamber, especially under a 

church floor. I n  Latin, crypta designated any vaulted building 
partially or entirely below the ground level, such as a sewer 
(crypta Subz~rae, Juvenal, Sat. v., 106); the vaulted stalls for 
horses and chariots in a circus; farm storage cellars (Vitruvius 
vi., 8) ; and a long, vaulted gallery known as crypt0 porticus, like 
that on the Palatine hill. Seneca (Epist. 57) calls the tunnel now 
known as the Grotto of Posilipo, through which the road passes 
to Puteoli, cryptu Neapolitans. I t  was natural, therefore, for the 
early Christians to call their catacombs crypts, and when churches 
came to be built over the tombs of saints and martyrs, subter- 
ranean chapels, known as confessiones, around the actual tomb, 
were included. These also were called crypts. The most famous 
of these was St. Peter's, built on the site of St. Peter's martyrdom, 
over the circus of Nero (fourth century). Other notable Roman 
examples are those of S. Prisca, S. Prassede and S. Lorenzo fuori 
le Mura. In  the basilica of S. Maria Maggiore a crypt was fur- 
nished, although there was no tomb or martyrdom site to com- 
memorate; it is interesting that as early as this Constantinian 
church, the crypt was considered a normal part of the church 
building. 

Further incentive to the building of crypts was given by the 
growing practice of burials within the church walls. This was a 
much debated usage, and the Council of Braga (563) gave per- 
mission for burials only within the churchyard, but not within the 
church itself. The Council of Mainz (813)) however, stated that 
no one should be buried in a church except bishops, abbots, 
worthy priests or loyal laymen, and from that time burials within 
the church multiplied. These were usually in the crypt. An early 
example of such a burial crypt exists in the church of S. Apoll- 
inare in Classe, Ravenna (sixth century), where it  takes the form 
of a small, underground passage around the altar and just within 
the apse walls (see APSE). Later the size of the crypt was in- 
creased to include the entire space under the floor of the church 
choir (q.v.), as in the tenth century crypt of S. Ambrogio at 
Milan. With the increased desire for richness in all parts of the 
church and increased technical skill, a further step was taken by 
raising the choir floor boldly and opening the front of the crypt 
to  the nave ( q . ~ . ) ,  which was on an intermediate level between 
the crypt and the choir, with monumental flights of steps leading 
down to the crypt in the centre and up to the choir on either side. 
The arcaded fronts of these crypts form an effective decoration for 
the church, as in the 12th century church of S. Zeno in Verona, 
and that of S. Miniato a t  Florence (1013). The latter is particu- 
larly rich with inlaid polychrome marbles. These crypts within 
were usually apsidal and the ranges of columns whose vaults 
supported the floor above gave interesting perspective effects 
Where Byzantine influence was strong, crypts are less common, 
and when found, are of a totally different type, frequently exist- 
ing as cellars under the entire church area, as in Trani cathedral 
in southern Italy (12th century), apparently designed by an archi- 
tect named Nicolaus Sacerdos. St. Mark's a t  Venice has a remark- 
able crypt of Greek cross plan, with many short and stumpy col- 
umns. This crypt is, in fact, a secondary church; its choir screen 
is still extant. 

Outside Italy there is great variation both in frequency and 

size of crypts. Lombard influence in Germany is shown by the 
number of Rhenish churches that follow the Italian precedent of 
an appreciably raised choir with an important crypt beneath it. 
The end beneath the nave is usually closed, however. Elsewhere in 
western Europe the choir level is much less raised and the crypt, 
where present, tends more and more t o  become a lower church 
with a plan largely reproducing that of the church above. The 
cathedral of S. BCnigne at Dijon possesses the strange crypt of 
curious round chapel which seems to date back to the sixth cen- 
tury. I t  was built over the tomb of the patron saint and is pe- 
culiar in the fact that the central circular area, surrounded by a 
double aisle, ran up through the upper portion of the building 
and was open to the sky. There is also a remarkable crypt in the 
cathedral of Auxerre believed to date from 108 j, and several ex- 
amples in Normandy, notably that of Bayeux and the Abbaye aux 

Dames at  Caen, both of the late 11th century. These are in a 
crude Norman style with many similarities to contemporary 
crypts in England. The crypts of Chartres and Bourges cathedrals 
deserve notice as instances of the more developed type of early 
Gothic of the late 12th and early 13th centuries. 

Crypts were highly developed in English work throughout the 
Romanesque and Gothic periods (see BYZANTINE AND ROMAN- 
ESQUE ARCHITECTURE; GOTIIIC ARCIIITRCTURE) . The one at  
Canterbury, the western half of which is attributed to Ernulf 
(c. IIOO), and the eastern half to William the Englishman, 75 
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years later, forms a large and complex church, with apse and 
chapels. The extreme east end, under Trinity chapel, is famous 
as the original burial-place of Thomas & Becket. Slightly earlier 
(late 11th century), the crypts of Winchester, Worcester and 
Gloucester are similarly apsidal, but simpler in plan. Of these 
Worcester (1084), is thc most decorative. Parts of the crypt a t  
Rochester, that a t  Hereford and the crypt, no longer existing, of 
old St. Paul's in London, were of rich Gothic type, the last so 
large that it  served as the parish church of St. Faith. Other no- 
table examples in Great Britain are the exquisite crypt of St. 
Stephen's chapel at Westminster, now incorporated within the 
Houses of Parliament, and the richly carved 13th*century crypt 
of the cathedral at Glasgow. Small crypts under parish churches 
are common in England, as at  Lastingham in Yorkshire (probably 
1080), notable for its size and the crude pseudo-classic character 
of its ornament; and a t  Repton in Derbyshire; another very fine 
Norman example is the crypt of St. Peter's-in-the-East at Oxford. 

Technically, as many mediaeval houses were built over vaulted 
substructures, they may be said to have had crypts, and remains of 
such non-ecclesiastical crypts occur widely throughout Europe. 
The German Ratlzaiiser havemany fine and richly decorated crypts, 
such as the famous cellar of the Bremen town-hall; a notable mon- 
astic cellar still exists in Mainz, and the cellars of the residential 
buildings a t  Mont St. Michel in France furnish numerous examples 
of great size and magnificence, in almost all the mediaeval styles 
dating from the 11th to  the 15th century. Oxford, Rochester and 
Bristol, in England, contain many remains of vaulted mediaeval 
cellars, and the city of Chester is built, in great areas, over 
ranges of such vaults. Notable examples in London are those of 
Gerard's Hall, now destroyed (reign of Edward I . ) ,  and that of 
the Guildhall, which dates from 1411, and is notable for its rich 
and intricate ribbed vault, in the design of which the subsidiary 
ribs, called liernes, play an important part. 

Many great modern cathedrals contain crypts. Notable examples 
exist a t  iiTashington, D.C. and St. John the Divine, New York, 
which contains an elaborate mosaic altar and reredos. 

(T.  F. H.) 
CRYPTEIA, secret police in ancient Sparta (Gr. KP~JTTELV 

hide) founded, according to Aristotle, by Lycurgus. The institu- 
tion was under the supervision of the ephors (q.v.), who, on 
entering office, annually proclaimed war against the helots (see 
HELOTS), and thus absolved from the guilt of murder any Spar- 
tan who should slay a helot. I t  was instituted as a precaution 
against the ever-present danger of a helot revolt, and young 
Spartans were sent out by the ephors to keep watch on the helots 
and assassinate any who might appear dangerous. After the revolt 
of 464 B.C. (see CIRIOX), there was a secret massacre of 2.000 

helots who, on the invitation of the ephors, claimed to have 
rendered distinguished service (Thuc. iv. 80). 

See A. H. J. Greenidge, Handbook of Gk. Const. Hist. (1896); G. 
Gilbert, Gk. Const. Antiq. (Eng. trans., 1895) ; L. Whlbley, Companion 
to Greek Studies (1923). 

CRYPTOBRANCHUS, a genus of aquatic, but lung-breath- 
ing tailed Amphibia, of the family Amphiumidae, characterized 
by a heavy, flattened build, a porous tuberculated skin, with a 
frilled fold along each side, short stout limbs with four fingers 
and five toes, and minute eyes without lids. Three species are 
known. One is a fossil (first described as that of a man) nearly 
related to the giant salamander of Japan and China, Crypto- 
branchus maximus; the third is the hell-bender, mud-puppy or 
water-dog of North America, C. alleglzaniensis. Both the fossil 
C. scheuchzeri and C. maximus grow to a length of over 5ft 
and are the largest Urodeles known, whilst C. alleghaniensis 
reaches 18in. 

The eggs are laid in strings. They have been found in Japan 
deposited in deep holes in the water, where they form large 
clumps (70 to 80 eggs) round which the female coils herself. 
The giant salamander has also bred in the Amsterdam zoologi. 
cal gardens; the male took charge of the eggs for the ten weeks 
which elapsed before the release of the last larva. The larva on 
leaving the egg is about an inch long, provided with three 
branched external gills on each side, and mere rudiments of the 

limbs. The tail is used in swimming. 
CRYPTOGRAPHY, or writing in cipher (from Gr. K P U T T ~ S  

hidden, and yp&r$e~v, to write). called also steganography (from 
Gr. arey&vt7, a covering), the art of writing in such a way as to  
be incomprehensible except to  those who possess the key to the 
system employed. The unravelling of the writing is called de- 
ciphering. Secret modes of communication have been in use 
from the earliest times. The Lacedemonians had a method called 
the scytale, from the staff (a~v~6rhv) employed in constructing 
and deciphering the message. Polybius has enumerated other 
methods of cryptography. The art was in use also amongst the 
Romans. 

John Trithemius (d. 1j16), the abbot of Spanheim, was the 
first important writer on cryptography. His Polygraphia, pub- 
lished in 1518, has supplied the basis upon which subsequent 
writers have worked. A Steganographia published a t  Lyons 
( ? I  551) and later a t  Frankfort (1606) is also attributed to  him. 
The next treatises of importance were those of Giovanni Battista 
della Porta, the Neapolitan mathematician, who wrote D e  fzlrtivis 
Eitterarunt notis, 1563; and of Blaise de Vigtnkre, whose Traitk 
des chiffres appeared in Paris, 1586. Cryptography having become 
a distinct art, Bacon classed it  (under the name ciphers) as  a part 
of grammar. H e  proposed an ingenious system on the plan of 
what is called the double cipher. John Wilkins, subsequently 
bishop of Chester, published in 1641 an anonymous treatise 
entitled Mercury, or The Secret and Swift Messenger. The  de- 
ciphering of many of the royalist papers of that period has by 
Henry Stubbe been charged to the celebrated mathematician, Dr. 
John Wallis (Athen. Oxon. iii. 1,072), whose connection with the 
subject of cipher-writing is referred to by himself in the Oxford 
edition of his mathematical works, 1689, p. 659. Subsequent 
writers on the subject are John Falconer (Cryptomcnysis 
patefacta), 1685; John Davys (An Essay 07s tlze Art of De- 
cyphering: in  which is inserted a Discourse of Dr. Wallis), 1737; 
Philip Thicknesse ( A  Treatise on tlze Art of Decyphering and of 
Writing in Cypher), 1772; William Blair (the writer of the com- 
prehensive article "Cipher" in Rees's Cyclopaedia), I 8 I 9 ; and G. 
von Marten (Cours diplomatique), 1801 (a fourth edition of 
which appeared in 1851) Perhaps the best modern work on this 
subject is the Kryptographik of J. L. Kliiber (Tiibingen, 1809), 
in which the different methods of cryptography are classified. 
Amongst others of lesser merit who have treated of this ar t  may 
be named Gustavus Selenus (i.e., Augustus, duke of Brunswick). 
1624; Cospi, translated by Niceron in 1641; the marquess of 
Worcester, 1659; Kircher, 1663; Schott, 1665; Ludwig Heinrich 
Hiller, 1682; Comiers, 1690; Baring, 1737; Conrad, 1739, etc. 
See also a paper on Elizabethan Cipher-books by A. J. Butler in 
the Bibliographical Society's Transactions, London, 1901. 

The simplest and commonest of all the ciphers is that used by 
Julius Caesar, in which the writer selects in place of the proper 
letters certain other letters in regular advance. Caesar wrote d 
for a, e for b, and so on. There are instances of this arrangement 
in the Jewish rabbis, and even in the sacred writers. An illustra- 
tion of it occurs in Jeremiah (xxv. 26), where the prophet writes 
Sheshak instead of Babel (Babylon), i.e., in place of using the 
second and twelfth letters of the Hebrew alphabet (b, b, 1) from 
the beginning he wrote the second and twelfth (sh, sh, k )  from 
the end. Another Jewish cabalism of like nature was called 
Albam; of which an example is in Isaiah vii. 6, where Tabeal is 
written for Remaliah. A rough key to this method of transposi- 
tion, in its adaptation to English, may be derived from an exami- 
nation of the respective quantities of letters in a typefounder's 
bill, or a printer's "case." The decipherer's first business is to  
classify the letters of the secret message in the order of their 
frequency. The letter that occurs oftenest is e ;  and the next in 
order of frequency is t. Similarly the commonest words of two, 
three and four, etc., letters can be ascertained. The decipherer 
may obtain other hints from Poe's tale called The Cold Bug. 
Rules for deciphering messages in the Continental languages con- 
structed upon this system may be derived from Breithaupt's 
Ars decifratoria (173 7). 

Bacon remarks that though ciphers were commonly in letters 
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and alphabets yet they might be in words. Upon this basis codes 
have been constructed, classified words taken from dictionaries 
being made to represent complete ideas. Figures and other char- 
acters have been also used as letters; and with them ranges of 
numerals have been combined as the representatives of syllables, 
parts of words, words themselves, and complete phrases. Under 
this head must be placed the despatches of Giovanni Michael, 
the Venetian ambassador to  England in the reign of Queen Mary, 
documents which have only of late years been deciphered. Many 
of the private letters and papers from the pen of Charles I. and 
his queen are of the same description. One of that monarch's 
letters, consisting entirely of numerals purposely complicated, 
was in 1858 deciphered by Professor Wheatstone, the inventor 
of the ingenious crypto-machine, and printed by the Philobiblon 
Society. Other letters of the like character have been published 
in the First Report of the Royal Commission o n  Historical Man- 
uscripts (1870). I n  the second and subsequent reports of the 
same commission several keys to ciphers have been catalogued. 
I n  this connection also should be mentioned the "characters," 
which the diarist Pepys drew up and which are frequently men- 
tioned in his journal. 

The plan of importing shorthand marks and other arbitrary 
characters into cryptographic systems to represent both letters 
and words is said to  have been first put into use by the old 
Roman poet Ennius. A large quantity of these characters has 
been engraved in Gruter's Inscriptiones. The correspondence of 
Charlemagne was in part made up of marks of this nature. I n  
Rees's Cyclopaedia specimens were engraved of the cipher used 
by Cardinal Wolsey at  the court of Vienna in I 524, of that used 
by Sir Thomas Smith a t  Paris in I 563, and of that of Sir Edward 
Stafford in 1586; in all of which arbitrary marks are introduced. 
The first English system of shorthand-Bright's Characterie, 
1588-almost belongs to  the same category of ciphers. A favour- 
ite system of Charles I., made up of an alphabet of twenty-four 
letters, represented by four simple strokes varied in length, slope 
and position, is engraved in Clive's Linear System of SIzorthand 
(1830). 

Complications have been introduced into ciphers by the employ- 
ment of "dummy" letters, by spelling words backwards, making 
false divisions between words, and especially by the use of 
elaborate tables of letters, arranged in the form of the multiplica- 
tion table, the message being constructed by the aid of precon- 
certed key-words. A method of this kind is explained in the 
Latin and English lives of Dr. John Barwick. 

An excellent modification of the key-word principle was con- 
structed by Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort. Ciphers have been 
constructed on the principle of altering the places of the letters 
without changing their powers. I n  the celebrated cipher used by 
the earl of Argyll when plotting against James II., sentences of 
an indifferent nature were constructed, but the real meaning of 
the message was to be gathered from words placed a t  certain 
intervals. This method, which is connected with the name of 
Cardan, is sometimes called the trellis or card-board cipher. 

The wheel-cipher, which is an Italian invention, the string- 
cipher, the circle-cipher and many others are fully explained, with 
the necessary diagrams, in the authorities named above-more 
particularly by Kliiber in his Kryptographik. 

For modern developments see CODES and CIPHERS. 
See H. G. Fiske, Studies in the Biliteral Cipher of Francis Bacon 

(1q13! ; A. Langie, CryPtografihy ( 1 9 2 2 )  ; A. Figl, Systlme des 
Chtffrzerens ( 1 9 2 6 ) .  

CRYPTOMERIA or JAPANESE CEDAR, a genus of 
conifers, containing a single species, C. japonica, a native of 
Japan. I t  is one of the finest of Japanese trees, reaching a height 
of IOO or more feet, usually divested of branches along the lower 
part of the trunk and crowned with a conical head. The narrow, 
pointed leaves are spirally arranged and persist for four or five 
years; the cones are small, globose and borne at the ends of the 
branchlets, the scales are thickened a t  the extremity and divided 
into sharply pointed lobes, three to five seeds are borne on each 
scale. Cryptomeria is extensively used in Japan for reafforesting 
denuded lands, as it is a valuable timber tree; it is also planted 

to form avenues along the public roads. Many curious varieties 
have been obtained by Japanese horticulturists, including dwarf 
forms a few feet in height. When grown in Great Britain or the 
northern United States, Cryptowzeria requires a deep, well-drained 
soil with plenty of moisture, and protection from cold winds. 

CRYPTO-PORTICUS, an architectural term for a con- 
cealed or covered passage, generally underground, though lighted 
and ventilated from the open air. Such passages were much used 
by the Romans to furnish private communication between vari- 
ous buildings of a group, as in the Palace of the Caesars in 
Rome, and the Villa of Hadrian in  Tivoli. 

CRYSTAL-GAZING or SCRYING, the term commonly 
applied to the induction of visual hallucinations by concentrating 
the gaze on any clear deep, such as a crystal or a ball of polished 
rock crystal. Some persons do not even find a clear deep neces- 
sary, and are content to gaze a t  the palm of the hand, for example, 
when hallucinatory pictures, as they declare, emerge. Among ob- 
jects used are a pool of ink in the hand (Egypt), the liver of an 
animal (tribes of the North-West Indian frontier), a hole filled 
with water (Polynesia), quartz crystals (the Apaches and the 
Euahlayi tribe of New South Wales), a smooth slab of polished 
black stone (the Huille-che of South America), water in a 
vessel (Zulus and Siberians), a crystal (the Incas), a mirror 
(classical Greece and the middle ages), the finger-nail, a sword- 
blade, a ring-stone, a glass of sherry, in fact almost anything. 
For a discussion of the problems raised by crystal gazing and 
similar practices, see DIVINATION; PSYCHICAL RESEARCH; SPIRIT- 
UALISM and allied articles. 

CRYSTALLITE, a name given by Vogelsang to the micro- 
scopic bodies occurring in many glassy igneous rocks, such as 
obsidian, pitchstone and tachylyte. Though possessing no distinct 
reaction on polarized light and often no recognizable crystallo- 
graphic form, they are to be regarded as incipient crystals. The 
larger bodies, often with good crystal form and evident double 
refraction, are termed microlites. According to their shape and 
structural arrangement crystallites are subdivided into globulites 
(small globules), margarites (coalescing globules arranged in 
rows), cumulites (cloudy aggregate of globules), and globo- 
spherites (groups of globulites with a radiate arrangement). Other 
crystallites assume thread-like forms (trichites) or appear as 
elongated cylinders or rods (longulites, belonites, baculites). 
When sufficiently large to be recognizable as mineral species 
(microlites) they can usually be referred to felspar, pyroxene, 
amphibole or iron oxides. Acicular microlites bearing divergent 
arborescent branches are termed scopulites. The pitchstones of 
Arran are well known for the variety and beauty of their crystallite 
and microlite constituents (amphibole). I n  the basaltic glasses 
of Hawaii similar growths are formed of Pyroxene. 

CRYSTALLIZATION, the art of obtaining a substance in 
the form of crystals. I t  is an important process in chemistry, since 
it permits the purification of a substance or the separation of 
the constituents of a mixture. Generally a substance is more 
soluble in a solvent a t  a high temperature than a t  a low, and 
consequently, if a boiling strong solution be allowed to cool, the 
substance will separate in virtue of the diminished solubility. The 
slower the cooling the larger and more perfect will be the crystals 
formed. If, as sometimes occurs, such a solution refuses to  
crystallize, the expedient of "inoculating" the solution with a 
minute crystal of the same substance, or with a similar substance, 
may be adopted; shaking the solution, or the addition of a drop 
of another solvent, may also occasion the desired result. "Frac- 
tional crystallization" consists in repeatedly partially crystallizing 
the salt content of a solution so as to  separate the substances of 
different solubilities. Examples are especially presented in the 
study of the rare-earths. Other conditions under which crystals 
are formed are given in the article CRYSTALLOGRAPHY. 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, the science of the forms, proper- 
ties and structure of crystals. Homogeneous solid matter, the 
physical and chemical properties of which are the same about 
every point, may be either amorphous or crystalline. I n  amor- 
phous matter all the properties are :he same in every direction 
in the mass; but in crystalline matter certain of the physical 
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properties vary with the direction. The essential properties of 
crystalline matter are of two kinds, viz., the general properties, 
such as density, specific heat, melting-point and chemical com- 
position, which do not vary with the direction; and the direc- 
tional properties, such as cohesion and elasticity, various optical, 
thermal and electrical properties, as well as external form. By rea- 
son of the homogeneity of crystalline matter the directional 
properties are the same in all parallel directions in the mass, and 
there may be a certain symmetrical repetition of the directions 
along which the properties are the same. 

When the crystallization of matter takes place under conditions 
frge from outside influences the peculiarities of internal struc- 
ture are expressed in the external form of the mass, and there re- 
sults a solid body bounded by plane surfaces intersecting in 
straight edges, the directions of which bear an intimate relation 
to the internal structure. Such a polyhedron (aoXirs, many, 8 p a ,  
base or face) is known as a crystal. An example of this is sugar- 
candy, of which a single isolated crystal may have grown freely 
in a solution of sugar. Matter presenting well-defined and regular 
crystal forms, either as  a single crystal or as a group of individual 
crystals, is said to be crystallized. I f ,  on the other hand, crystal- 
lization has taken place about several centres in a confined space, 
the development of plane surfaces may be prevented, and a crys- 
talline aggregate of differently orientated crystal-individuals re- 
sults. Examples of this are afforded by loaf sugar and statuary 
marble. 

After a brief historical sketch, the more salient principles of 
the subject will be discussed under the following sections:- 

I. CRYSTALLIXE FORM. 
(a) Symmetry of Crystals. 
(b )  Simple Forms and Combinations of Forms. 
(c) Law of Rational Indices. 
(d) Zones. 
( e )  Projection and Drawing of Crystals. 
( f )  Cnistal Svstems and Classes. .. . * 

I. cubic System. 
2 .  Tetragonal System. 
3. Orthorhombic System. 
4. Monoclinic System. 
5. Anorthic System. 
6 Hexagonal System. 

(g) Regular Grouping of Crystals (Twinning, etc.) . 
( h )  Irregularities of Growth of Crystals: Characters of 

Faces. 
11. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CRYSTALS. 

( a )  Elasticity and Cohesion (Cleavage, Etching, etc.) . 
( b )  Optical Properties (Interference Figures, Pleochroism, 

etc.) . 
(c)  Thermal Properties. 
(d) Magnetic and Electrical Properties. 

111. RELATIOXS BETWEEX CRYSTAI.LINE FORM A S D  CHE~LICAI. COM- 
POSITION. 

Most chemical elements and compounds are capable of assum- 
ing the crystalline condition. Crystallization may take place when 
solid matter separates from solution (e.g., sugar, salt, alum), from 
a fused mass (e.g., sulphur, bismuth, felspar), or from a vapour 
( e .g . ,  iodine, camphor, haematite; in the last case by the inter- 
action of ferric chloride and steam). Crystalline growth may also 
take place in solid an~orphous matter, for example, in the devitrifi- 
cation of glass, and the slow change in metals when subjected 
to alternating stresses. Beautiful crystals of many substances 
may be obtained in the laboratory by one or other of these 
methods, but the most perfectly developed and largest crystals 
are those of mineral substances found in nature, where crystalliza- 
tion has continued during long periods of time. For this reason 
the physical science of crystallography has developed side by side 
with that of mineralogy. Really, however, there is just the same 
connection between crystallography and chemistry as between 
crystallography and mineralogy, but only in recent years has the 
importance of determining the crystallographic properties of arti- 
ficially prepared compounds been recognized. 

History.-The word "crystal" is from the Gr. ~pbff.raXXos, 
meaning clear ice (Lat. cry~talluvn),  a name which was also ap- 
plied to the clear transparent quartz ("rock-crystal") from the 

Alps, under the belief that it had been formed from water by 
intense cold. I t  was not until about the 17th century that the 
word was extended to other bodies, either those found in nature or 
obtained by the evaporation of a saline solution, which resembled 
rock-crystal in being bounded by plane surfaces, and often also 
in their clearness and transparency. 

The first important step in the study of crystals was made by 
Nicolaus Steno, the famous Danish physician, afterwards bishop 
of Titiopolis, who in his treatise De solido intra solidum ?zatz~raliter 
contento (Florence, 1669; English translation, 1671) gave the 
results of his observations on crystals of quartz. H e  found that 
although the faces of different crystals vary considerably in 
shape and relative size, yet the angles between similar pairs of 
faces are always the same. H e  further pointed out that the crys- 
tals must have grown in a liquid by the addition of layers of mate- 
rial upon the faces of a nucleus, this nucleus having the form of a 
regular six-sided prism terminated a t  each end by  a six-sided 
pyramid. The thickness of the layers, though the same over each 
face, was not necessarily the same on different faces, but depended 
on the position of the faces with respect to the surrounding liquid; 
hence the faces of the crystal, though variable in shape and size, 
remained parallel to those of the nucleus, and the angles between 
them constant. Robert Hooke in his Micrographia (London, 1665) 
had previously noticed the regularity of the minute quartz crystals 
found lining the cavities of flints, and had suggested that they 
were built up  of spheroids. About the same time the double re- 
fraction and perfect rhomboidal cleavage of crystals of calcite 
or Iceland-spar were studied by Erasmus Bartholinus (Experi- 
menta crystalli Zsla?tdici disdiaclastici, Copenhagen, 1669) and 
Christiaan Huygens (Traite' de la lumii.re, Leyden, 1690) ; the lat- 
ter supposed, as did Hooke, that the crystals were built up of 
spheroids. In  1695 Anton van Leeuwenhoek observed under the 
microscope that different forms of crystals grow from the solu- 
tions of different salts. Andreas Libavius had indeed much earlier, 
in 1597, pointed out that the salts present in mineral waters could 
be ascertained by an examination of the shapes of the crystals 
left on evaporation of the water; and Domenico Guglielmini 
(RifEessio?zi filosofiche dedotte dd le  figure de dei sali, Padova, 
I 706) asserted that the crystals of each salt had a shape of their 
own with the plane angles of the faces always the same. 

The earliest treatise on crystallography is the Prodromus Crys- 
tallographiue of M. A. Cappeller, published a t  Lucerne in 1723. 
Crystals were mentioned in works on mineralogy and chemistry; 
for instance, C. Linnaeus in his Systenta Naturae (1735) de- 
scribed some forty common forms of crystals amongst minerals. 
I t  was not, however, until the end of the 18th century that any 
real advances were made, and the French crystallographers RomC 
de Lisle and the abbe Hauy are rightly considered as the founders 
of the science. J. B. L. RomC de Lisle (Essai de cristallo- 
grapkie, Paris, I 772 ; Cristdlogmphie, ou description des fornzes 
propres d tozw: les corps d z ~  rdgne mine'ral, Paris, 1783) made the 
important discovery that the various shapes of crystals of the 
same natural or artificial substance are all intimately related to 
each other; and further, by measuring the angles between the faces 
of crystals with the goniometer (q.v.), he established the funda- 
mental principle that these angles are always the same for the 
same kind of substance and are characteristic of it. Replacing by 
single planes or groups of planes all the similar edges or solid 
angles of a figure called the "primitive form" he derived other 
related forms. Six kinds of primitive forms were distinguished, 
namely, the cube, the regular octahedron, the regular tetrahedron, 
a rhombohedron, an octahedron with a rhombic base, and a 
double six-sided pyramid. Only in the last three can there be any 
variation in the angles: for example, the primitive octahedron of 
alum, nitre and sugar were determined by RomC de Lisle to have 
angles of IIO", 120" and 100' respectively. RenC Just Haiiy in his 
Essai d'une the'orie szir la structure des crystaztx (Paris, I 784; see 
also his Treatises on Mineralogy and Crystallography, 1801, 
1822) supported and extended these views, but took for his primi- 
tive forms the figures obtained by splitting crystals in their direc- 
tions of easy fracture of "cleavage," which are always the same 
in the same kind of substance. Thus he found that all crystals 
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of calcite, whatever their external form (see, for example, figs. 1-6 
in the article CALCITE), could be reduced by cleavage to a rhom- 
bohedron with interfacial angles of 7 5 O .  Further, by stacking to- 
gether a number of small rhombohedra of uniform size he was 
able, as  had been previously done by 4. G. Gahn in 1773, to  recon- 
struct the various forms of calcite crystals. 
Fig. I shows a scalenohedron built up in 
this manner of rhombohedra; and fig. 2 a 
regular octahedron built up of cubic ele- 
ments, such as are given by the cleavage of 
galena and rock-salt. 

The external surfaces of such a struc- 
ture, with their step-like arrangement, 
correspond to the plane faces of the crys- 
tal, and the bricks may be considered so 
small as not to  be separately visible. By 
making the steps one, two or three bricks 
in width and one, two or three bricks in 
height, the various secondary faces on the F I G .  I.- SCALENOHEDRON 
crystal are related to the primitive form BUILT U P  O F  RHOMBO- 

or "cleavage nucleus" by a law of whole HED RA 

numbers, and the angles between them can be arrived at by 
mathematical calculation. By measuring with the goniometer 
the inclinations of the secondary faces to  those of the primitive 
form Hauy found that the secondary forms are always related to 
the pimitive form on crystals of numerous substances in the 
manner indicated, and that the width and 
the height of a step are always in a simple 
ratio, rarely exceeding that of I :6. This 
laid the foundation of the important "law 
of rational indices" of the faces of crys- 
tals 

The German crystallographer C. S Weiss 
(De  indagando formerum, crystallinarum 
charactere geometrico principali disserta- 
tio, Leipzig, 1809; Obersichtliche Darstel- 

I 2.4CTAHEDR0N lung der verschiedenennaturlichen Abtlzeil- B U I L T  U P  OF CUBES 

ungen der Krystallisations-Systeme, Denk- 
schrift der Berliner Akad. der Wissensch., 1814-1815) attacked 
the problem of crystalline form from a purely geometrical point 
of view, without reference to primitive forms or any theory of 
structure. The faces of crystals were considered by their inter- 
cepts on co-ordinate axes, which were drawn joining the opposite 
corners of certain forms; and in this way 
the various primitive forms of H a ~ i y  were 
grouped into four classes, corresponding to 
the four systems described below under the 
names cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal and 
orthorhombic. The same result was arrived 
at independently by F. Mohs, who further, 
in 1822, asserted the existence of two addi- 
tional systems with oblique axes. These two 
systems (the monoclinic and anorthic) 
were, however, considered by Weiss to  be 
only hemihedral or tetartohedral modifica- 
tions of the orthorhombic system, and they 
were not definitely established until 1835, 
when the optical characters of the crystals 
were found to be distinct A system of no- 
tation to express the relation of each face 
of a crystal to the co-ordinate axes of 
reference was devised by Weiss, and other FIGS. 3 A N D  4.-AXES 
notations were proposed by I?. M o ~ s ,  A. A N D  P L A N E S  O F  SYM- 

LCvy (1825), C. F. Nauinann (1826), and :'? O F  AN OCTAHED- 

W. H .  Miller (Treatise on Crystallog- 
raphy, Cambridge, 1839). For simplicity an'd utility in calcula- 
tion the Millerian notation, which was first suggested by W. 
Whewell in 1825, surpasses all others and is now generally adopted, 
though those of Levy and Naumann are still in use. 

Although the peculiar optical properties of Iceland-spar had 
been much studied ever since 1669, it was not until much later 
that any connection was traced between the optical characters 

of crystals and their external form. I n  1818 Sir David Brewster 
found that crystals could be divided optically into three classes, 
viz., isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial, and that these classes corre- 
sponded with Weiss's four systems (crystals belonging to the 
cubic system being isotropic, those of the tetragonal and hexagonal 
being uniaxial, and the orthorhombic being biaxial). Optically 
biaxial crystals were afterwards shown by J. F. W. Herschel and 
F. E. Neumann in 1822 and 1835 to be of three kinds, correspond- 
ing with the orthorhombic, monoclinic and ~ n o r t h i c  systems. I t  
was, however, noticed by Brewster himself that there are many 
apparent exceptions, and the "optical anomalies" of crystals have 
been the subject of much study. The intimate relations existing 
between various other physical @ 

properties of crystals and their 
external form have subsequently 
been gradually traced. 

The symmetry of crystals, 
though recognized by RomC de 
I'Isle and Haiiy, in that they re- 
placed all similar edges and cor- 
ners of their primitive forms by 
similar secondary planes, was not 
made use of in defining the six 
systems of crystallization, which 
depended solely on the lengths 
and inclinations of the axes of F I G .  =.-AXES O F  SYMMETRY OF A 

reference. I t  was, however, neces- C U B E  

sary to recognize that in each system there are certain forms 
which are only partially symmetrical, and these were described 
as hemihedral and tetartohedral forms (i.e., half-faced and 
quarter-faced forms). 

As a consequence of Haiiy's law of rational intercepts, or, as it  
is more often called, the law of rational indices, i t  was proved by 
J. F. C. Hessel in 1830 that thirty-two types of symmetry are 
possible in crystals. Hessel's work remained overlooked for sixty 
years, but the same important result was independently arrived at  
by the same method by A. Gadolin in 1867. At the present day, 
crystals are considered as belonging to one or other of thirty-two 
classes, corresponding with these thirty-two types of symmetry, 
and are grouped in six systems. More recently, theories of crystal 
structure have attracted attention, and have been studied as 
purely geometrical problems of the homogeneous partitioning of 
space. 

The historical derelopment of the subject is treated in greater de- 
tail by the follou.mg: C. M. Mars, Geschichte der Crystallkunde 
(Karlsruhe and Baden, 1825) ; W. Whewell, History o f  the Inductzve 
Sctences, vol. i ~ i .  (3rd ed ,  London, 1857) ; F. von Kobell, Geschtchte 
der Mineralogie von 1650-1860 (Munchen, 1864) ; P. Groth, Entwzck- 
lungsgeschichte der mineralogischen Wissenschaften (BerYln, 1926). 

I. CRYSTALLINE FORM 
The fundamental laws governing the form of crystals are:- 
I. Law of the Constancy of Angle. 
2. Law of Symmetry. 
3. Law of Rational Intercepts or Indices. 
According to the first law, the angles between corresponding 

faces of all crystals of the same chemical substance are always 
the same and are characteristic of the substance. 

(a) Symrnetry of Crystals 

Crystals may, or may not, be symmetrical with respect to  a 
point, a line or axis, and a plane; these "elements of symmetry" 
are spoken of as a centre of symmetry, an axis of symmetry, and 
a plane of symmetry respectively. 

Centre of Symmetry.-Crystals which are centro-symmetrical 
have their faces arranged in parallel pairs; and the two parallel 
faces, situated on opposite sides of the centre (0 in fig. 3 )  are 
alike in surface characters, such as lustre, striations and figures 
of corrosion. An octahedron (fig. 3) is bounded by four pairs of 
parallel faces. Crystals belonging to many of the hemihedral and 
tetartohedral classes of the six systems of crystallizatio~l are 
devoid of a centre of symmetry. 

Axes of Symmetry.-Consider the vertical axis joining the 



I 1 i I octahedron and the cube.) 
F I G .  9 .- C R Y S T A L L O -  A regular octahedron can also be divided 

opposite corners as and Z3 of an octahedron (fig. 3) and passing 
through its centre 0: by rotating the crystal about this axis 
through a right angle (90") it reaches a position such that the 
orientation of its faces is the same as before the rotation; the 
face ala2as, for example, coming into the position of alizaa. 
During a complete rotation of 360" ( = 9 0 ° X 4 ) ,  the crystal occu- 
pies four such interchangeable positions. Such an axis of sym- 

G R A P H I C  AXES OF REFER-  symmetrically into two equal and similar 
ENCE portions by a plane passing through the 
corners as and 63, the middle points d of the edges a& and &az, 
and the centre 0 (fig. 4) .  This is called a dodecahedral plane of 
symmetry, being parallel to the face of the rhombic dodecahedron 
which truncates the edge alaz. (Compare fig. 14, showing a com- 
bination of the octahedron and rhombic dodecahedron.) Another 
similar plane of symmetry is that passing through the corners asis 
and the middle points of the edges alaz and dliz, and altogether 
there are six dodecahedral planes of symmetry, two through each 

0 
a 

of the corners a,, az, as of the octahedron. 
A regular octahedron and a cube are thus each symmetrical 

with respect to the following elements of symmetry: a centre of 
symmetry, thirteen axes of symmetry (of three kinds), and nine 
planes of symmetry (of two kinds). This degree of symmetry, 
which is the type corresponding to one of the classes of the cubic 
system, is the highest possible in crystals. As will be pointed out 
below, it is possible, however, for both the octahedron and the 
cube to be associated with fewer elements of symmetry than those 
just enumerated. 

metry is known as a tetrad axis of sym- 
metry. Other tetrad axes of the octa- 
hedron are azi2 and al&. 

An axis of symmetry of another kind is 
that which passing through the centre 0 is 
normal to a face of the octahedron. By 
rotating the crystal about such an axis 
Op (fig. 3) through an angle of I 20" those 
faces which are not perpendicular to the 
axis occupy interchangeable positions; for 
example, the face aiaaaz comes into the 
position of izalis, and izal& to aaalil. 
During a complete rotation of 360" 
( = I zoo X 3) the crystal occupies similar 
positions three times. This is a triad axis 

I (b)  Simple Forms and Combirtations of Forms 

B,-CUBE COHI- of symmetry; and there being four pairs 
B I N A T I O N  W IT H  OCTA. of parallel faces on an octahedron, there 
HEDRON.  FIG.  7.- CUBO. are four triad axes (only one of which is 
OCTAHEDRON drawn in the figure). 

An axis passing through the centre 0 and the middle points d 
of two opposite edges of the octahedron (fig. 4),  i.e., parallel to  
the edges of the octahedron, is a dyad axis of symmetry. About 
this axis there may be rotation of 180°, and only twice in a com- 
plete revolution of 360" (= 180°X2) is the crystal brought 
into interchangeable positions. There being six pairs of parallel 
edges on an octahedron, there are consequently six dyad axes of 
symmetry. 

A regular octahedron thus possesses thirteen axes of symmetry m (of three kinds), and there are the same 
number in the cube. Fig. 5 shows the three 
tetrad (or tetragonal) axes (aa), four triad 
(or trigonal) axes (pp), and six dyad (diad 
or diagonal) axes (dd). 

Although not represented in the cubic 
system, there is still another kind of axis 
of symmetry possible in crystals. This is 

F I G .   OCTAHEDRON I N  the hexad axis or hexagonal axis, for which 
C O M B I N A T IO N  W ITH C U B E  the angle of rotation is 60°, or one-sixth 
of 360'. There can be only one hexad axis of symmetry in any 
crystal. (See figs. 77-80.) 

Planes of Symmetry.-A regular octahedron can be divided 
into two equal and similar halves by a plane passing through the 
corners alaa61i3 and the centre 0 (fig. 3). One-half is the mirror 
reflection of the other in this plane, which is called a plane of sym- 
metry. Corresponding planes on either side of a plane of symmetry 

are inclined to it  a t  equal angles. The octa- 
hedron can also be divided by similar 
planes of symmetry passing through the 
corners alazilZz and a2a3~z63. These three 
similar planes of symmetry are called the 
cubic planes of symmetry, since they are 
parallel to the faces of the cube. (Compare 
figs. 6-8, showing combinations of the 

I (c) Law of Rational Intercepts 

A single face alaza3 (figs. 3 and 4)  may be repeated by certain 
of the elements of symmetry to  give the whole eight faces of the 

For axes of reference, OX, OY, OZ (fig. g), take any three 
edges formed by the intersection of three faces of a crystal. 
These axes are called the crystallographic axes, and the planes in 
which they lie the axial planes. A fourth face on the crystal inter- 
secting these three axes in the points A, B, C is taken as the 
parametral plane, and the lengths 0A:OB:OC are the para- 
meters of the crystal. Any other face on the crystal may be re- 
ferred to these axes and parameters by the ratio of the intercepts 

- 
a' 

as 

Thus for a face parallel to the plane ABe the intercepts are in 
the ratio OA:OB:Oe, or 

octahedron. Thus, by rotation 
about the vertical tetrad axis a3i3 
the four upper faces are obtained; 
and by rotation of these about 
one or other of the horizontal 
tetrad axes the eight faces are de- 
rived. Or again, the same repeti- 
tion of the faces may be arrived 
at  by reflection across the three 
cubic planes of symmetry. (By 
reflection across the six dodeca- 
hedral planes of symmetry a 
tetrahedron only would result, 

F I G .  10.- STEREOGRAPHIC PROJEC-  but if this is with a 
TION O F  A  C U B I C  CRYSTAL centre of symmetry we obtain the 
octahedron.) Such a set of similar faces, obtained by symmetrical 
repetition, constitutes a "simple form." An octahedron thus con- 
sists of eight similar faces, and a cube is bounded by six faces all 
of which have the same surface characters and parallel to each of 
which all the properties of the crystal are identical. 

Examples of simple forms amongst crystallized substances are 
octahedra of alum and spinel and cubes of salt and fluorspar. hiore 
usually, however, two or more forms are present on a crystal, and 
we then have a combination of forms, or simply a "combination." 
Figs. 6, 7 and 8 represent combinations of the octahedron and the 

I cube; in the first the faces of the cube predominate, and in the 
third those of the octahedron; fig. 7 with the two forms equally 

developed is called a cubo-octahedron. ID] Each elements forms. of these of symmetry combined proper forms to has the all simple the 

The simple forms, though referable to 
d, a" the same type of symmetry and axes of 

reference, are quite independent, and can- 
not be derived one from the other by sym- 
metrical repetition, but, after the manner 

F I G .  I I . - C L I N O G R A ~ H I C  of RomC de l'Isle, they lnay be derived 
D R A W IN G  O F  A C U B I C  by replacing edges or corners by a face 
CRYSTAL equally inclined to the faces forming the 
edges or corners; this is known as "truncation " Thus in fig. 6 the 
corners of the cube are symmetrically replaced or truncated by the 
faces of the octahedron, and in fig. 8 those of the octahedron are 
truncated by the cube. 
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OA OB OC -.-.- . . 

I 1 2  

and for  a plane f g c  they are Of :Og :oC or 

0-4 OB 06. - . - . - -. . . 
2 3 1  

Now the important relation existing between the faces of a 
crystal is that the denominators h, k and I are always rational 

FIG. 12.-GNOMONIC PROJECTION OF  A CUBIC CRYSTAL 

whole numbers, rarely exceeding 6, and usually o, I ,  2 or 3. 
Written in the form (hk l )  , h referring to the axis OX, k to OY, 
and 1 to 02, they are spoken of as the indices (Millerian indices) 

all of equal length. The indices of the eight faces of the octa- 
hedron will then be ( I I I ] ,  { i ~ r ] ,  (.I;I], {:?I), ( I I ?  l ,  ( f ~ i ] ,  
( i f  l 1, { i E I) .  The symbol ( I  I I j ~ n d ~ c a t e s  all the faces belonging 
to this simple form. The indices of the six faces of the cube are 
( roo), ( OIO), ( 0011, ( iooj ,  { oio)  , { ooi J ; here each face is par- 
allel to two axes, i.e., intercepts them at  infinity, so that the corre- 
sponding indices are zero. 

(d) Zones 
An important consequence of the law of rationaI intercepts is 

the arrangement of the faces of a crystal in zones. All faces, 

of the face. Thus of a face parallel to  the 
plane ABC the indices aye ( I I I } ,  of ABe 
they are { 1121 and of fgC { 23:). The in- 
dices are thus inversely proportional to 
the intercepts, and the law of rational in- 
tercepts is often spoken of as the "law of 
rational indices." 

The angular position of a face is thus 
completely fixed by its indices; and know- 
ing the angles between the axial planes and 
the parametral plane all the angles of a 
crystal can be calculated when the indices 
of the faces are known. 

Although any set of edges formed by the 
intersection of three planes may be chosen 
for the crystallographic axes, i t  is in prac- 
tice usual to  select certain edges related 
to the symmetry of the crystal, and usually 
coincident with axes of symmetry; for then 

whether they belong to one or more simple 
forms, which intersect in parallel edges are 
said to  lie in the same zone. A line drawn 
through the centre 0 of the crystal parallel 
to these edges is called a zone-axis, and a 
plane perpendicular to  this axis is called 
a zone-plane. On a cube, for example, 
there are three zones each containing four 
faces, the zone-axes being coincident with 
the three tetrad axes of symmetry. I n  
the crystal of zircon (fig. 88) the eight 
prism-faces, a, m, etc., constitute a zone, 
denoted by [a, m, a', etc.], with the ver- 
tical tetrad axis of symmetry as  zone- 
axis. Again the faces [a, x, p, e', #', d",~"] 

@ 
@ 

IJ,-RHOMBIC DO- 

@ 
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the indices will be simpler and all faces DEC AHEDRO N 

of the same simple form will have a similar FIG. I~.-COMBINAT~ON 
set of indices. The angles between the OF R H O M B I C  DODECAHE- 

axes and the ratio of the lengths of the DRON 
A N D  O

CTAHEDR
O

N 

parameters O A  :OB:OC (usually given as a :  b :c) are spoken of as 
the "elements" of a crystal, and are constant for and characteristic 
of all crystals of the same substance. 

The six systems of crystal forms, to be enumerated below, are 
defined by the relative inclinations of the crystallographic axes 
and the lengths of the parameters. In  the cubic system, for ex- 
ample, the three crystallographic axes are taken parallel to the 
three tetrad axes of symmetry, i.s., parallel to the edges of the 
cube (fig. 5 )  or joining the opposite corners of the octahedron 
(fig. 3 ) ,  and they are therefore all a t  right angles; the parametral 
plane (111) is a face of the octahedron, and the parameters are 

lie in another zone, as may be seen by the 15.-TRIAKIS-OCTA- 
parallel edges of intersection of the faces 
in figs. 87 and 88; three other similar zones FIG. 16.-COMBINATION 
may be traced on the same crystal. OF TRIAKIS.OCTAHEDRON 

The direction of the line of intersection A N D  C U B E  

(i.e., zone-axis) of any two planes ( hkl ] and (I t lkl l~)  is given by 
the zone-indices [uvw], where u=kll-lkl, v=lhl-hll, and 
w =hkl-kkl, these being obtained from the face-indices by cross 
multiplication as follows : 

h k l h k 2  
X X X 

hl kl 11 hl k1 11. 
Any other face (hzk212) lying in this zone must satisfy the 

equation 
h,u+kzv+Zzw = o. 

This important relation connecting the indices of a face lying 
in a zone with the zone-indices is known as Weiss's zone-law, hav- 
ing been first enunciated by C. S. Weiss. 
I t  may be pointed out that the indices of a 
face may be arrived a t  by adding together 
the indices of faces on either side of it  and 
in the same zone; thus ( 31 I )  in fig. I 2 lies 
a t  the intersections of the three zones { 210, 

1011, (201, 110)1and (211, 100) and is 
obtained by adding together each set of 
indices. 
(e) Projection and Drawing of Crystals 

The shapes and relative sizes of the 
faces of a crystal being as a ruleaccidental, 
depending only on the distance of the faces 
from the centre of the crystal and not on 
their angular relations, i t  is often more con- 
venient to consider only the directions of !&;&-' =' s ' ' A- 

the normals to the faces. For this pur- 18~-COMB1NATION 

pose projections are drawn, with the o F ICOSITETRAHEDRON 

aid of which the zonal relations of a A N D  CUBE 

crystal are more readily studied and calculations are simplified. 
The kind of projection most extensively used is the "stereo- 

graphic projection." The crystal is considered to be placed inside 
a sbhere from the centre of which normals are drawn t o  all the 
faces of the crystal. The points a t  which these normals inter- 
sect the surface of the sphere are called the poles of the faces, and 
by these poles the positions of the faces are fixed. The poles of 
all faces in the same zone on the crystal will lie on a great circle 
of the sphere, which are therefore called zone-circles. The calcu- 
lation of the angles between the normals of faces and between 
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zone-circles is then performed by the ordinary methods of spheri- 
cal trigonometry. The stereographic projection, however, repre- 
sents the poles and zone-circles on a plane surface and not on a 
spherical surface. This is achieved by drawing lines joining all the 
poles of the faces with the north or south pole of the sphere 
and finding their points of intersection with the plane of the 
equatorial great circle, or primitive circle, of the sphere, the pro- 
jection being represented on this plane. In  fig. 10 is shown the 

stereographic projection, or stereogram, of 
a cubic crystal; a', a2, etc., are the poles of 
the faces of the cube, ol, 02, etc., those of 
the octahedron, and dl, d2, etc., those of the 
rhombic dodecahedron. The straight lines 
and circular arcs are the projections on 
the equatorial plane of the great circles in 
which the nine planes of symmetry inter- 

systems, in each of which there are several classes depending on 
the degree of symmetry. I n  the brief description which follows of 
these six systems and thirty-two classes of crystals we shall pro- 
ceed from those in which the symmetry is most complex to those 
in which it is simplest. 

1. CUBIC SYSTEM 
(Isometric ; Regular ; Octahedral ; Tesseral.) 

I n  this system the three crystallographic axes of reference are 
all a t  right angles to each other and are equal in length. They are 
parallel to the edges of the cube, and in the different classes co- 
incide either with tetrad or dyad axes of symmetry. Five classes 
are included in this system, in all of which there are, besides other 
elements of symmetry, four triad axes. 

I n  crystals of this system the angle between any two faces P and 
Q with the indices ( hkl) and { pqr) is given by the equation 

A drawing of a crystal 
showing a combination of the cube, octa- 
hedron and rhombic dodecahedron is shown 
in fig. 11, in which the faces are lettered the 
same as the corresponding poles in the pro- 
jection. From the zone-circles in the pro- 
jection and the parallel edges in the draw- 
ing the zonal relations of the faces are 

FIG. 18 .- COMBINATION readily seen: thus [alold"], [a1d1a5], 
O F  ~ C O S ~ ~ ~ ~ R A H E D R O N  [a501d2], etc., are zones. A stereographic 
A N D  OCTAHEDRON projection of a rhombohedra1 crystal is 
F I G .  20 .- COMBINATION in fig. 72. 
O F  ICOSITETRAHEDRON 
( 2 , 1 ,  RHoMslc Do. Another kind of projection in common 
DE CA HED RON use is the "gnomonic projection" (fig. I 2 ) .  

Here the plane of projection is tangent to 
the sphere, and normals to  all the faces are drawn from the centre 
of the sphere to intersect the plane of projection. I n  this case all 
zones are represented by straight lines. Fig. 12 is the gnomonic 
projection of a cubic crystal, the plane of projection being tangent 
to the sphere at the pole of an octahedral face ( I I I )  , which is 
therefore in the centre of the projection. The indices of the several 
poles are given in the figure. 

1n drawing crystals the simple plans and elevations of descrip- 
tive geometry (e.g., the plans in the lower part of figs. 87 and 88) 

have the advantage showing 
the symmetry of a crystal, but they give no 
idea of solidity. For instance, a cube would 
be represented merely by a square, and an 
octahedron by a square with lines joining 
the opposite corners. True perspective 
drawings are never used in the representa- 
tion of crystals, since for showing the zonal 
relations it  is important to preserve the 
parallelism of the edges. If,  however, the 
eye, or point of vision, is regarded as being 
at  an infinite distance from the object all 
the rays will be parallel, and edges which 
are parallel on the crystal will be repre- 
sented by parallel lines in the drawing. The 
plane of the drawing, in which the parallel 

TETRAKIS-  rays joining the corners of the crystals and 
H E X A H E D R O N ,  APPROACH. 
I N G  T H E  C U B E  I N  F O R M  the eye intersect, may be either ~ e r ~ e n d i c -  
F I G .  22.- STEEP TETRA. ular or oblique to the rays; in the former 
K I s - HEXA HEDRON.  AP- case we have an orthographic drawing, and 
p R o A C H I N G T H E R H o M B I C  in the latter a clinographic drawing. 
DoDECAHEoRoN IN clinographic drawings are most frequently 
used for representing crystals. In  representing, for example, a 
cubic crystal (fig. 11) a cube face a3 is first placed parallel to the 
  lane on which the crystal is to  be projected and with one set of 
edges vertical; the crystal is then turned through a small angle 
about a vertical axis until a second cube face a2 comes into view, 
and the eye is then raised so that a third cube face a' may be seen. 

(f)  Crystal Systems and Classes 
According to the mutual inclinations of the crystallographic 

axes of reference and the lengths intercepted on them by the para- 
metral plane, all crystals fall into one or other of six groups or 

hfl+kq+lr 
COS PQ ' 4 (h2+ k2+L2) (p2+q2+r2) 

The angles between faces with the same indices are thus the 
same in all substances which crystallize in the cubic system: in 
other systems the angles vary with the substance and are char- 
acteristic of it. 

HOLOSYMMETRIC CLASS 

(Holohedral; Hexakis-octahedral.) 
Crystals of this class possess the full number of elements of 

symmetry already mentioned above for the 
octahedron and the cube, viz., three cubic 
planes of symmetry, six dodecahedra1 
planes, three tetrad axes of symmetry, four 
triad axes, six dyad axes and a centre of 
symmetry. 

There are seven kinds of simple forms, 
viz. .- 

Cube (fig. ~).- This is bounded by six FE. f J , ' ~ I ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  square faces to the cubic planes of 
DRoN A N D  C U B E  symmetry; is known also as the hexahedron. 
The angles between the faces are go0, and the indices of the form 
are ( 1,). Salt, fluorspar and galena crystallize in simple cubes. 

Octahedron (fig. g).-Bounded by eight equilateral triangular 
faces perpendicular to the triad axes of symmetry. The angles 

between the faces are 70" 32' and 109" 28', 
and the indices are ( I I I J . Spinel, magne- 
tite and gold crystallize in simple octa- 
hedra. Combinations of the cube and octa- 
hedron are shown in figs. 6-8. 

Rhombic dodecahedron (fig. 13) .- 
Bounded by twelve rhomb-shaped faces 
parallel to the six dodecahedra1 planes of 
symmetry. The angles between the nor- 
mals to adjacent faces are 60°, and between 
other pairs of faces go0; the indices are 
( 1101. Garnet frequently crystallizesin this 
form. Fig. 14 shows the rhombic dodeca- 
hedron in combination with the octahedron. 

I n  these three simple forms of the cubic 
system (which are shown in combination in 

FIG 2 4  -HEXAKlS.OCTA- fig. 11) the angles between the faces and 
H E D R o N  F I G .  2 S ~ ~ C O M B I N A T I O N  the indices are fixed and are the same in 
O F  HEXAKIS.OCTAHEDRON a11 crystals; in the fcur remaining simple 
A N D  C U B E  forms they are variable. 

Triakis-octahedron (three-faced octahedron) (fig. IS).-This 
solid is bounded by t ~ ~ e n t y - f o u r  isosceles triangles, and may be 
considered as an with a low triangular pyramid on each 

its faces. the inclinations of the faces may vary there is a 
series of these forms with the indices f 2 2 1  ), f 3311, { 3321, etc., 
or in general ( hhk 1. 

lcositetrahedron (fig. 17) , -~ounded by twenty-four trape- 
zoidal faces, and hence sometimes called a "trapezohedron." The 
indices are ( 21 I J, { 3 ~ ~  ), f 322 ), etc., or in general { hkk 1. Anal- 
cime, leucite and garnet often crystallize in the simple form { 211  ]. 
Combinations are shown in figs. 18-20. The plane ABe in fig. 9 
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is one face { 1121 of an icositetrahedron; the indices of the remain- 
ing faces in this octant being f 2111 and ( 1 2 1  1 .  

Tetrakis-hexahedron (four-faced cube) (figs. 21 and 22).- 
Like the triakis-octahedron this solid is also bounded by twenty- 
four isosceles triangles, but here grouped in fours over the cubic 
faces. The two figures show how, with different inclinations of 

of the hexakis-octahedron; it is bounded by twenty-four scalene 
triangles and is the general form of the class. 

Corresponding t o  each of these hemihedral forms there is 
another geometrically similar form, differing, however, not only 
in orientation, but also in actual crystals in the characters of the 

the faces, the form may vary, approximat- 
ing in fig. 2 1  to  the cube and in fig. 2 2  to 
the rhombic dodecahedron. The angles over 
the edges lettered A are different from the 
angles over the edges lettered C. Each face 
is parallel to  one of the crystallographic 
axes and intercepts the two others in dif- 
ferent lengths; the indices are therefore 
{~10) , (310) , (32o} ,  etc., in general ( hko). 
Fluorspar sometimes crystallizes in  the 
simple form ( 3101; more usually, however, 
in combination with the cube (fig. 23). 

Hexakis-octahedron (fig. q).-Here 
each face of the octahedron is  replaced by 
six scalene triangles, so that altogether there 

faces. Thus from the octahedron there 
may be derived two tetrahedra with the in- 
dices { 111) and (i 11 ) ,  which may be dis- 
tinguished as positive and negative respec- 
tively. Fig. 30 shows a combination of these 
two tetrahedra, and represents a crystal of 
blende, in which the four larger faces are 
dull and striated, whilst the four smaller 
are bright and smooth. Figs. 31-33 illus- 
trate other tetrahedral combinations. 

Tetrahedrite, blende, diamond, boracite 
and pharmacosiderite are substances which 
crystallize in this class. 

PYRITOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Parallel-faced hemihedral; Dyakis- 
dodecahedral.) 

Crystals of this class possess three cubic 
planes of symmetry but no dodecahedra1 

2 7  

30 

31 

F I G .  3 0 . - C O M B I N A T I O ~  
planes. There are only three dyad axes of OF TWO TETRAHEDRA 
symmetry, which coincide with the crystal- FIG. 31 - c o m s r N n T l o N  

lographic axes; in addition there are three O F  TETRAHEDRON A N D  

triad axes and a centre of symmetry. CUBE 

Here the cube, octahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, triakis-octa- 
hedron and icositetrahedron are geometrically the same as in the 
first class. The characters of the faces will, however, be different; 
thus the cube faces will be striated parallel to  one edge only 
(fig. 89), and triangular markings on the octahedron faces will 
be placed obliquely to the edges. The remaining simple forms 
are "hemihedral with parallel faces," and from the corresponding 
holohedral forms two hemihedral forms, a positive and a negative, 
may be derived. 

Pentagonal dodecahedron (fig. 34).-This is bounded by twelve 
pentagonal faces, but these are not regular pentagons, and the 
angles over the three sets of different edges are different.  he 
regu1ar geometry, con- 
tained by twelve regular pentagons, is not 
a possible form in crystals. The indices 
are (hkoj: as a simple form f 21o)-is of 
very common occurrence in pyrites, and 
it is known as the "pyritohedron." 

Dyakis-dodecahedron (fig. 35) .-This is 
the hemihedral form of the hexakis-octa- 
hedron and has the indices ( hk2); i t  is 
bounded by twenty-four faces. As a sim- 
ple form { 321) is met with in pyrites. 

Combinations (figs. 36-39) of these 
forms with the cube and the octahedron are 
common in pyrites. Fig. 37 resembles in 
general appearance the regular icosahedron 
of geometry, but only eight of the faces are 
equilateral triangles. Cobaltite, smaltite 32.-C0MB1NAT10N 

O F  TETRAHEDRON.  C U B E  
and other sulphides and sulpharsenides of A N D  DoDEcA. 
the pyrites group of minerals c ~ s t a l l i z e  in HEDRON 

these forms. The alums also belong to F I G .   COMBINATION 
this class; from an aqueous solution they O F  A N D  

crystallize as simple octahedra, sometimes 
with subordinate faces of the cube and rhombic dodecahedron, but 
from an acid solution as octahedra combined with the pentagonal 
dodecahedron { 2 10 ) . 

PLAGIHEDRAL CLASS 

(Plagihedral-hemihedral; Pentagonal-icositetrahedral; 
Gyroidal.) 

I n  this class there are the full number of axes of symmetry 
(three tetrad, four triad and six dyad), but no planes of symmetry 
and no centre of symmetry. 

Pentagonal icositetrahedron (fig. 4o).--This is the only simple 

are forty-eight faces. This is the greatest ;,,. 2B,-TETRAHEDRON 

number of faces possible for  any simple F I G .  27 .- DELTOID DO. 
form in crystals. The faces are all oblique DECAHEDRON 

to  the planes and axes of symmetry, and they intercept the three 
crystallographic axes in different lengths, hence the indices are all 
unequal, being in general { hkl], or in particular cases (321 1, (421 }, 
(4321, etc. Such a form is known as the "general form" of the 
class. The interfacial angles over the three edges of each triangle 
are all different. These forms usually exist only in  combination 
with other cubic forms (for example, fig. 25), but (421 1 has 
been observed as a simple form on fluorspar. 

Several examples of substances which crystallize in  this class 
have been mentioned above under the different forms; many 
others might be cited-for instance, the metals iron, copper, silver, 
gold, platinum, lead, mercury and the non-metallic elements sili- 
con and phosphorus. 

TETRAHEDRAL CLASS 

(Tetrahedral-hemihedral; Hexakis-tetrahedral.) 
I n  this class there is no centre of symmetry nor cubic planes of 

symmetry; the three tetrad axes become dyad axes of symmetry, 
and the four triad axes are polar, i.e., they 
are associated with different faces a t  their 
two ends. The six dodecahedra1 planes are 
the same as in the last class. 

Of the seven simple forms, the cube, 
rhombic dodecahedron and tetrakis-hexa- 
hedron are geometrically the same as be- 
fore, though on actual crystals the faces 
will have different surface characters. For 
instance, the cube faces will be striated 
parallel to  only one of the diagonal (fig. 
go), and etched figures on this face will be 
symmetrical with respect to  two lines, in- 
stead of four as in the last class. The re- 
maining simple forms have, however, only 
half the number of faces as  the corre- 

- 

@ 
28'-TR1AK1S.TET- 

sponding form in the last class, and are RAHEDRoN 
spoken of as  "hemihedral with inclined F I G .  ZB.--HEXAKIS.TET. 

faces." R A H E D R O N  

Tetrahedron (fig. 26).-This is bounded by four equilateral 
triangles and is identical with the regular tetrahedron of geome- 
try. ~h~ angles between the to the faces are I o g ~  28t. ~t 
may be derived from the octahedron by suppressing the alternate 
faces. 

Deltoid dodecahedron (fig. 27).-This is the hemihedral form 
of the triakis-octahedron; i t  has the indices (Jzhk) and is bounded 
by twelve trapezoidal faces. 

Triakis-tetrahedron (fig. A).--The hemihedral form { h k k )  of 
the icositetrahedron; it  is bounded by twelve isosceles triangles 
arranged in threes over the tetrahedron faces. 

Hexakis-tetrahedron (fig. q).-The hemihedral form f hkl ) 
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form in this class which differs geometrically from those of the 
holosymmetric class. By suppressing either one or other set of 
alternate faces of the hexakis-octahedron two pentagonal icositet- 
rahedra(hk1) and( klrl) are derived. These are each bounded by 
twenty-four irregular pentagons, and although similar to each 
other they are respectively right- and left-handed, one being the 
mirror image of the other; such similar but nonsuperposable 

forms are said to be enantiomorphous 
(ivavrios, opposite, and pop+$, form), and 
crystals showing such forms sometimes ro- 
tate the plane of polarization of plane- 
polarized light. Faces of a pentagonal icos- 
itetrahedron with high indices have been 
very rarely observed on crystals of cuprite, 
potassium chloride and ammonium chlo- 
ride, but none of these are circular polariz- 
ing; nor is the internal structure, as deter- 
mined by means of X-rays, in agreement 
with this external development of the faces. 

krG, 34,-PENTAGONA: Here,in addition to four polar triad axes, 
DO DECA HED RON the only other elements of symmetry are 
F IG  3 s . - D Y A K I S - D O D E C -  three dyad axes. which coincide with the I 
AHE DRON crystallbgraphic ' axes. Six of the simple 
forms, the cube, tetrahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, deltoid do- 
decahedron, triakis-tetrahedron and pentagonal dodecahedron, are 
geometrically the same in this class as in either the tetrahedral 
or pyritohedral classes. The general form is the 

Tetrahedral pentagonal dodecahedron (fig. 41).-This is 
bounded by twelve irregular pentagons, and is a tetartohedral 
or quarter-faced form of the hexakis-octahedron. Four such 
forms may be derived, the indices of which are {hkl ) ,  { khl) ,  
{ hkl) and { i h l )  ; the first pair are enantiomorphous with respect 
to one another, and so are the last pair. Barium nitrate, lead 
nitrate, sodium chlorate and sodium bromate crystallize in this 

SCALENOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Bisphenoidal-hemihedral.) 
Here there a= only three dyad axes and two planes of sym- 

axes of symmetry, one tetrad and two pairs of dyad, each 
perpendicular to a plane of symmetry. Finally, there is a centre 
of symmetry. 

There are seven kinds of simple forms, viz :- 
Tetragonal bipyramid of the first order (figs. 42 and 43)'-This 

is bounded by eight equal isosceles triangles Equal lengths are 
intercepted on the two horizontal axes, and the indices are ( I I I 1 ,  

(2211, { I I ~ ) ,  etc., or in general {hhl}. 
The parametral plane with the intercepts 
a:a:c  is a face of the bipyramid { 111 1 .  

Tetragonal bipyramid of the second or- 
der.-This is also bounded by eight equal 
isosceles triangles, but differs from the 
last form in its position, four of the faces 

c being parallel to each of the horizontal 

m 
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class, as also do the minerals ullmannite 
(NiSbS) and langbeinite (KzMgz(S0,)3). 

2. TETRAGONAL SYSTEM 
(Pyramidal; Quadratic; Dimetric.) 

In  this system the three crystallographic 
axes are all a t  right angles, but while two 
are equal in length and interchangeable the 
third is of a different length The unequal 
axis is spoken of as the principal axis or 
morphological axis of the crystal, and it  is 
always placed in a vertical position; in five 
of the seven classes of this system it coin- 
cides with the single tetrad axis of sym- 
metry. 

The parameters are a:a:c, where a refers 
to the two equal horizontal axes, and G to 
the vertical axis; c may be either shorter 

axes; the indices are therefore ( IOI  1 ,  
{ 2011, ( 1 0 2  ), etc., or ( hol). 

Fig. 44 shows the relation between the 
tetragonal bipyramids of the first and sec- 
ond orders when the indices are { I  I I 1 and 
{ I O I  ) respectively: ABB is the face ( I  I I ) ,  
and ACC is { 101). A combination of these 
two forms is shown in fig. 45. 

Ditetragonal bipyramid (fig. 46) .-This 
is the general form; it  is bounded 

F I G .  31.- COMBINATION (as in fig. 42) or longer (fig. 43) than a. 
O F  PENTAGONAL DODEC- The ratio a:c is spoken of as the axial ratio 

AND C U B E  of a crystal, and it  is dependent on the 
F I G .  37 .- COMBINATION 
OF PENTAGONAL DODEC- angles between the faces. In  a11 crystals of 
A H E D R O N  A N D  OCTAHE- the same substance this ratio is constant, 
DRON and is characteristic of the substance; for 
other substances crystallizing in the tetragonal system it will be 
different. For example. in cassiterite it  is given as a :c=  t :0.67232 
or simply as c=o.6723, a being unity; and in anatase as 
C =  1.7771. 

HOLOSYA~IETRIC CLASS 
(Holohedral; Ditetragonal-bipyramidal ) 

Crystals of this class are symmetrical with respect to five 
planes, which are of three kinds; one is perpendicular to  the 
principal axis, and the other four intersect in i t ;  of the latter. 
two are perpendicular to the equal crystallographic axes, while 
the two others bisect the angles between them. There are five 

Fro. 3 B , ~ C O M B l N A T 1 0 N  by sixteen scalene triangles, and a11 the 
O F  PENTAGONAL DODEC. indices are unequal, being 321 ), etc., or 
A H E D R O N  e. C U B E  P f ltkl). 
A N D  OCTAHEDRON d Tetragonal prism of the first order.-The 
F I G .  99.- COMBINATION 

P E N T A G O N A L  DODEC- four faces intersect the horizontal axes in 
A H E D R o N  (2,0), DY- equal lengths and are parallel to  the prin- 
A K I S  . D O D E C A H E D R O N  cipal axis; the indices are therefore ( I T O ) .  
( 3 2 1 )  A N D  OCTAHEDRON This form does not enclose space, and is 
d (111) therefore called an "open form" to distin- 
guish it from a "closed form" like the tetragonal bipyramids and 
all the forms of the cubic system. An open form can exist only 
in combination with other forms; thus fig 47 is a combination 
of the tetragonal prism ( I I O  ) with the basal pinacoid ( OOI f If 
the faces {IIO] and { O O I )  are of equal size such a figure will be 
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FIG. 40.-pENTAGONAL 

geometrically a cube, since all the angles 
are right angles; the variety of apophyllite 
known as tesselite crystallizes in this form. 

Tetragonal prism of the second order.- 
This has the same number of faces as the 
last prism, but differs in position; each 
face being parallel to the vertical axis and 
one of the horizontal axes; the indices 
are { roo) .  

Ditetragonal prism.-This consists of 
eight faces all parallel to  the principal axis 
and intercepting the horizontal axes in dif- 
ferent lengths; the indices are { 210 ) , 
(320 1, etc., or ( h k o ) .  

Basal pinacoid (from ~ i v a $ ,  a tablet) .- 
This consists of a single pair of parallel 
faces perpendicular to the principal axis. 
I t  is therefore an open form and can exist 

in combination (fig' 47). 
ICOS ITETRA HEDRON Combinations of holohedral tetragonal 
FIG. 41.- TETRAHEDRAL forms are shown in figs. 47-49; fig 48 is a 
PENTAGONAL D O D E C A -  combination of a bipyramid of the first or- 
HEDRON der with one of the second order and the 
prism of the first order; fig. 49 a combination of a bipyramid of the 
first order with a ditetragonal bipyramid and the prism of the 
second order. Compare also figs 87 and 88. 

Examples of substances which crystallize in this class are 
cassiterite, rutile, anatase, zircon, thorite, idocrase, apophyllite, 
phosgenite, also boron, tin, mercuric iodide. 



PYRAMIDAL CLASS 
F I G .  46.- DITETRAGONAL 
B l P Y R A M l D  

(Hemimorphic-tetartohedral.) 
Here the only element of symmetry is the tetrad axis. The 

pyra~xids of the first ( hhl)  , second ( hol } ,and third { hkl]  , orders 
have each only four faces at  one or other end of the crystal and are 
hemimorphic. All the simple forms are thus open forms. 

Examples: wulfenite (PbMoOd) barium antimony1 dexlro- 

HOLOSYMMETRIC CLASS 

(Holohedral; Bipyramidal.) 
Here there are three dissimilar dyad axes of symmetry, each 

coinciding with a crystallographic axis; perpendicular to them are 
three dissimilar planes of symmetry; there is also a centre of 
symmetry. There are seven kinds of simple forms:- 

Bipyramid (figs. 51 and j~).--This is the general form and is 

816 
metry, the former coinciding with the crystallographic axes and 
the latter bisecting the angles between the horizontal pair. The 
dyad axis of symmetry, which in this class coincides with the 
principal axis of the crystal, has certain of the characters of a 
tetrad axis, and is sometimes called a tetrad axis of "alternating 
symmetry"; a face on the upper half of the crystal if rotated 
through go0 about this axis and reflected across the equatorial 
plane falls into the position of a face on the 
lower half of the crystal. This kind of 
symmetry, with simultaneous rotation 
about an axis and reflection across a plane. 
is also called Licomposite symmetry." 

I n  this class all except two of the simple 
forms are geometrically the same as in  the 
holosymmetric class. 

Bisphenoid (ug5ljv, a wedge) (fig. so).- 
This is a double wedge-shaped solid 
bounded by four equal isosceles triangles; 
it  has theindices(111},(211},(112),etc., 
or in general { h h l ) .  By suppressing either 
one or other set of alternate faces of the 
tetragonal bipyramid of the first order (fig. 
42) two bisphenoids are derived in the same 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
tartrate (Ba(Sb0)2(C4H406).H20), and iodosuccimide (C4H4O2' 
NI) .  

DITETRAGONAL PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic-hemihedral.) 
Here there are two pairs of vertical planes of symmetry inter- 

secting in the tetrad axis. The pyramids (Rhl}  and (hol] and the 
bipyramid ( h k l }  are all hemimorphic, 

F I G S .  4 8  A N D  4 9 .- C O M B I N A T I O N S  O F  TETRAGONAL P R I S M S  A N D  
P Y R A M ID S  

Examples are silver fluoride (AgF.H20) and penta-erythrite 
(C5H1204). NO examples are known amongst minerals. 

TRAPEZOHEDRAL CLASS 
(Trapezohedral-hemihedral.) 

Here there are the full xumber of axes of symmetry, but no 
planes or centre of symmetry. The general form ( izkl ] is bounded 
by eight trapezoidal faces and is the tetragonal trapezohedron. 

Examples are nickel sulphate ( N i S 0 ~ 6 H 2 0 )  guanidine carbonate 
( ( C H ~ N ~ ) Z H Z C O ~ ) ,  strychnine sulphate 

( (C~IH~~NZOZ)~.HZS~~.~H~O). 

BISPHENOIDAL CLASS 

(Bisphenoidal-tetartohedral.) 
Here there is only a single dyad axis of symmetry, which coin- 

cides with the principal axis. All the forms, except the prisms and 
basal pinacoid, are sphenoids. The calcium aluminium silicate 

e 
@ - 

2Ca0.A1203.Si02 and meliphane are per- 
haps representatives of this class. 

3. ORTHORHOMBIC SYSTEM 
(RhOmbic; Prismatic; Trimetric.) 

In this system the three c~stallogra!.?hic 
axes are all at right angles, but they are of 
different lengths and not interchangeable. 
The parameters, or axial ratios are a:b:c, 
.these referring to the axes OX, OY and OZ 
respectively. The choice of a vertical axis, 
OZ=c, is arbitrary, and it is customary to 
place the longer of the two horizontal axes 
from left to right (OY = b) and take it as 
unity: this is called the "macro-axis" or 
"macro-diagonal" (from p a ~ p b s ,  long), 
whilst the shorter horizontal axis (OX = a)  
is called the "brachy-axis" or "brachy- 
diagonal" (from flpaxfis, short). The axial 

way that two tetrahedra are derived from F I G S .  4 2  A N D  43.-TET- 

the regular octahedron. R A G O N A L  B I P Y R A M I D S .  

Tetragonal scalenohedron or ditetrag- OBTUSE A N D  A C U T E  

onal bisphenoid (fig. 51).-This is bounded by eight scalene 
triangles and has the indices { hkl}  . I t  may be considered as the 
hemihedral form of the ditetragonal bipyramid. 

The crystal of chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) represented in fig. 52 is a 
combination of two bisphenoids ( P  and P'), two bipyramids of the 

@ - 
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F I G .  44 .- TETRAGONAL BIPYRAMIDS O F  T H E  F I R S T  A N D  S E C O N D  ORDERS 
F I G .  45.- THE S A M E  I N  COMBINATION 

second order ( b  and c) ,  and the basal pinacoid (a) .  Stannite 
(CunFeSnS4), acid potassium phosphate (H2KP04), mercuric cya- 
nide, and urea (CO(NH2)z) also crystallize in this class. 

BIPYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Parallel-faced hemihedral.) 
The elements of symmetry are a tetrad axis with a plane per- 

pendicular to it, and a centre of symmetry. The simple forms are 
the same here as in the holosymmetric class, 
except the prism { hko) ,  which has only 
four faces, and the bipyramid { h k l )  
which has eight faces and is distinguished 
as a "tetragonal pyramid of the third 
order." 

Fig. 53 shows a combination of a tetrag- 
onal prism of the first order with a 
tetragonal bipyramid of the third order and 
the basal pinacoid, and represents a crystal 
of fergusonite. Scheelite (q.v.), scapolite 
(q.v.), and erythrite (C4H1004) also 
crystallize in this class. 

- w 
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F I G .  50.-TETRAGONAL 
ratios are constant for crystals of any one BISPHENOIDS 
substance and are characteristic of i t .  for F I G. s f . - -TETRAGONAL 

example, in barytes (BaSO*), i: b :c S C A L E N O H E D R O N  

=0.8152:1:3.3136; in anglesite (PbS04),  a:b:c=0.7852 :I : 
1,2894; in cerussite (PbCOs), a:b:c=o.6100:1:0.7230. 

There are three symmetry-classes in this system:- 
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bounded by eight scalene triangles; the indices are ( 1111, (211) .  
( 2 2 1 1 ,  ( I I 2 )  , . (321) ,  1 2131, ( 123 1 ,  etc.. or in general { Izkl}, The 
crystallographic axes join opposite corners of these pyramids and 

Fig. 60 shows a crystal of the mineral hemimorphite 
(HzZnnSi05) which is a combination of the brachy-pinacoid 
{ 0101 and a prism, with the pedion (OOI}, two brachy-domes and 

53 

two macro-domes at  the upper end, and a pyramid a t  the lower 
end. Examples of other substances belonging to this class are 
struvite (NH1MgP0,.6H20), bertrandite (H2Be4Si2O9), resorcin, 
and picric acid. 

BISPKENOIDAL CLASS 

(Hemihedral.) 
Here there are three dyad axes, but no planes of symmetry and 

no centre of symmetry. The general form (Itkl) is a bisphenoid 

axis) parallel to the clino-axis, and having indices (011 ], ( 0 2 1  ) 
( 0 1 2  f . . . (okl}, are called "clino-prisms"; those with edges 
parallel to the vertical axis. and with the indices ( 1101, ( 2101 ,  

in the fundamental bipyramid { I I I )  the 
parametral plane has the intercepts a b:c. 
This is the only closed form in this class; 
the others are open forms and can exist 
only in combination. Sulphur often crys- 
tallizes in simple bipyramids. 

Prism.-This consists of four faces par- 
allel to the vertical axis and intercepting 
the horizontal axes in the lengths a and b or 
in any multiples or sub-multiples of these; 
the indices are therefore { I 10 1, ( 2 1 0 )  , 
( 1 2 0 )  or ( Izko]. 

Macro-prism.-This consists of four 
faces parallel to the macro-axis, and has 
the indices( I O I  ] , ( 2011 . . . or (lt01). 

Brachy-prism.-This consists of four 
faces parallel to the brachy-axis, and has 
the indices ( o I I ] , { o ~ I )  . . . (ok l ] .  The 
macro- and brachy-prisms are often called 
"domes." 
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;(OLOHEDRAL 0 R 7 ,  0- 

(fig. 61) bounded by four scalene triangles. 
The other simple forms are geometrically 
the same as in the holosymmetric class. 

Examples : epsomite (Epsom salts, 
MgSOt jHzO), goslarite (ZnS04.jHzO), 
silver nitrate, sodium potassium dextro- 
tartrate (seignette salt, 1\TaKC4H406,4H,O), 
potassium antimony1 dextrotartrate (tar- 
tar-emetic, K(SbO)CaH~06),  and aspara- 
gine (C~H8N203.H20). 

4. MONOCLINIC SYSTEM 
(Oblique; Monosymmetric.) 

In  this system two of the angles bet wee^? 
the crystallographic axes are right angles, 
but the third angle is oblique, and the axes 
are of unequal lengths. The axis which is 
perpendicular to the other two is taken as 
OY = b (fig. 62) and is called the ortho-axis 
or orthodiagonal. The choice of the other 
two axes is arbitrary; the vertical axis 
(OZ=c)  is usually taken parallel to  the 
edges of a prominently developed prismatic 
zone, and the clino-axis or clino-diagonal 

R H O M B I C  C O M B I N A T I O N S  (OX=a)  parallel to the zone-axis of some 
Fie 58.--Prism a n d  B a s a l  other prominent zone on the crystal. The P i n a c o i d  
~ i ~ .  5 9 . - x r y s t a l  H ~ -  acute angle between the axes OX and OZ is 
,,,,:he,, usually denoted as P, and it is necessary t o  
know its magnitude, in addition to the axial ratios a.b:c, before the 
crystal is completely determined. As in other systems, except the 
cubic, these elements, a : b :c and p ,  are characteristic of the sub- 
stance. Thus for gypsum a:  b:c=o.6899 : I : o . ~ I  24; P =  80' 42'; for 

o r t h o c l a s e  a:b ~=0.6j85:1:0.55j t+;  
0 =63O 57'; and for cane-sugar a:b:c= 
1.2 j9j :1  :0.8782; @=76O 30'. 

HOLOSYMIVIETRIC CLASS 
(Holohedral; Prismatic.) 

Here there is a single plane of symmetry 
perpendicular to which is a dyad axis; 
there is also a centre of symmetry. The 
dyad axis coincides with the ortho-axis OY, 
and the vertical axis OZ and the clino-axis 
OX lie in the plane of symmetry. 

All the forms are open, being either pin- 
acoids or prisms; the former consisting of a 
pair of parallel faces, and the latter of four 
faces intersecting in parallel edges and with 
a rhombic cross-section. The pair of faces 
parallel to the plane of symmetry is distin- 
guished as the "clino-pinacoid" and has 
the indices { 010) . The other pinacoids are 

FIG 60.- CRYSTAL OF 
all perpendicular to the plane of symmetry 

H E M I M O R P H I T E  (and parallel to the ortho-axis); the 
F IG 61 . -ORTHORHOMBIC one parallel to the vertical axis is called 
B I S P H E N O I D  the "ortho-pinacoid" ( 1001 whilst that 
parallel to the clino-axis is the "basal pinacoid" (001 1 ; pinacoids 
not parallel to the arbitrarily chosen clino- and vertical axes may 
have the indices 1 101] 1 { 2 0 1 ]  { Io21 . . . {hoi) ,  Or iol] ,{ iO1l 7 

l i a r )  . . . ( i o l ) .  according to whether they lie in the obtuse 
or the acute axial angle. Of the prisms, those with edges (zone- 

F I G .  SZ.--CRYSTAL O F  Pinacoids.-The basal pinacoid consists 
CHALCOP YR ITE of a pair of parallel faces perpendicular to  
F I G .  5 3  --CRYSTAL O F  the vertical axis; the indices are (001). 
F E R G U S O N I T E  The macro-pinacoid ( 100) and the brachy- 
pinacoid { O I O )  each consist of a pair of parallel faces respectively 
parallel to the macro- and the brachy-axis. 

Figs. 56-58 show combinations of these six open forms, and fig. 

F I G S .  5 4  A N D  5 5 . - 4 R T H O R H O M B I C  

59 a combination of the macro- 
~ inaco id  (a) ,  brachy-pinacoid 
(b) ,  a prism ( m ) ,  a macro-prism 
(d), a brachy-~rism (k) ,  and a 
bipyramid (24). 

Examples of substances crys- 
tallizing in this class are ex- 
tremely numerous; amongst 
naturally occurring are 
sulphur, stibnite, cerussite, chry- 
soberyl, topaz, olivine, nitre, 
barytes, columbite and many 
others; and amongst artificial 
products iodine, potassium per- 
manganate, potassium sulphate, 
benzene, barium formate, etc. 

PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic.) 
B I P Y R A M I D S  Here there is only one dyad 
axis in which two planes of symmetry intersect. The crystals are 
usually so placed that the dyad axis coincides with the vertical crys- 
tallographic axis, and the planes of symmetry are also vertical. 

The pyramid { hkl] has only four faces at one end or other of 
the crystal. The macro-prism and the 
brachy-prism of the last class are here rep- 
resented by the macro-dome and brachy- 
dome respectively, so called because of the 
resemblance of the pair of equally sloped 
faces to the roof of a house. The form 
{ 0011 is a single plane at  the top of the 
crystal, and is called a "pedion"; the paral- 
lel pedion { o o i ] ,  if present at the lower 
end of the crystal, constitutes a different 
form. The prisms ( Izko) and the macro- 
and brachy-pinacoids are geometrically the 
same in this ,-lass as in the last, crystals 

FIG 56 .- MACRO-PRISM 
B R n c H y ~ P I N A c o l a  of this class are therefore differently devel- 

F I G .  SI . -BRACHY.PRISM pped at  the ends and are said to be 
A N D  M A C R O - P I N A C O I D  'hemimornhic 



CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
f 120 f . . , { hko), are called simply "prisms." Prisms with edges 
parallel to neither of the axes O X  and O Y  have the indices { I I I  ), 
( Z Z I ) ,  ( 2 1 1  J, (321) . . . { hk1) o r  {III J . . . ( i k l ]  , and are USU- 

ally called "hemi-pyramids" (fig. 62) ; they are distinguished as 
negative or positive according to whether they lie in the obtuse 
or the acute axial angle P. 

Fig. 63 represents a crystal of augite bounded by the clino- 
pinacoid (I), the ortho-pinacoid (r), a 
prism (M), and a hemi-pyramid (s) . 

The substances which crystallize in this 
class are extremely numerous : amongst 
minerals are gypsum, orthoclase, the am- 
phiboles, pyroxenes and micas, epidote, 
m o n a z i t e ,  r e a l g a r ,  borax ,  m i r a b i l i t e  
(NazSO1 I O H ~ O ) ,  melanterite (FeS04.- 
jHz0) and many others; amongst artificial 
products are monoclinic sulphur, barium 
chloride (BaC12. 2HzO), potassium chlorate, 
potassium ferrocyanide (K4Fe(CN)6. 
~ H z O ) ) ,  oxalic acid ( C Z O ~ H ~ . Z H Z O ) ,  sodium 
acetate (NaCzH302.3Hz0) andnaphthalene 

HEMIM~RPHIC CLASS 

(Sphenoidal.) 
I n  this class the only element of symme- 

try is a single dyad axis, which is polar in 63 
character, being dissimilar a t  the two ends. F I G  6 2  - M O N O C L L N I C  

The form (010) perpendicular to the A N D  H E Y I . P Y R A M I D  
axis of symmetry consists of a single plane F I G .  63 .- CRYSTAL O F  

or pedion; the parallel face is dissimilar A U G ~ T E  

in character and belongs to  the pedion (oIo) . The pinacoids 
{IOO), (OOI) ,  (hol] and {hol) parallel to the axis of symmetry 
are geometrically the same in this class as in the holosymmetric 
class. The remaining forms consist each of only two planes on 
the same side of the axial plane X O Z  and equally inclined to the 
dyad axis (ex., in fig. 62 the two planes X Y Z  and 2 ~ 2 ) ;  such a 
wedge-shaped form is sometimes called a sphenoid. 

Fig. 64 shows two crystals of tartaric acid, a a right-handed 
crystal of dextro-tartaric acid, and 
b a left-handed crystal of laevo- 
tartaric acid. The two crystals are 
enantiomorphous, i.e., although 
they have the same interfacial 
angles they are not superposable, 
one being the mirror image of the 
other. Other examples are I G.  4, - E N A N T I O M O R P H O U S  

potassium dextro-tartrate, cane- CRYSTALS O F  

sugar, milk-sugar, quercite, lithium sulphate (Li2S04.HZO) ; amongst 
minerals the only example is the hydrocarbon fichtelite (C18H32). 

CLINOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Hemihedral; Domatic.) 
Crystals of this class are symmetrical only with respect to a 

single plane. The only form which is here geometrically the same 
as in the holosymmetric class is the clino- 
pinacoid ( OIO f .  The forms perpendicular 
to the plane of symmetry are all pedions, 
consisting of single planes with the indices 
{ IOO),! i o o ) , { o o ~ ) ,  {ooi)  ,( hol),etc. The 
remaining forms, { hko) , {okl ) and { hkl] , 
are domes or "gonioids" (ywvia, an angle 
and d a o s ,  form), consisting of two planes 
equally inclined to the plane of symmetry. 

Examples are potassium tetrathionate 
(K2S4O6), hydrogen tri-sodium hypophos- AXINITE 

phate ( H N ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ . ~ H ~ ~ )  ; and amongst minerals, clinohedrite 
(HzZnCaSi04) and scolectite. 

5. ANORTHIC SYSTEM 
(Triclinic.) 

I n  the anorthic (from Lv, privative, and 6p06s, right) or triclinic 
system none of the three crystallographic axes are a t  right angles, 

and they are all of unequal lengths. I n  addition to  the parameters 
a:b:c, it is necessary to know the angles, a, P ,  and y ,  between the 
axes. In  anorthite, for example, these elements are a:b:c= 
0.634711 :0.5501; ~ = 9 3 "  13'~ P = 1 1 5 ~  55', ?'=91° 12'. 

HOLOSY MMETRIC CLASS 

(Holohedral; Pinacoidal.) 
Here there is only a centre of symmetry. All the forms are 

pinacoids, each consisting of only two parallel faces. The indices 
of the three pinacoids parallel to the axial 
planes are { I O O ~ ,  {OIO) and (001 ] ; those 
of pinacoids parallel to only one axis are 
{ hko), {hol) a n d  {oklj;  and the general 
form is { h k l ) .  

Several minerals crystallize in this class; 
for example, the plagioclastic felspars, mic- 
rocline, axinite (fig. 65), kyanite, ambly- 
gonite, chalcanthite (CuS04.5H20), sasso- 
lite (H3BOs) ; among artificial substances 
are potassium dichromate, racemic acid 
(C4H606. zHzO), dibrom-para-nitrophenol, 
etc. 

ASYMMETRIC CLASS F I G S .  6 6  A N D  67 .- Dl-  
(Hemihedral, Pediad ) RECT A N D  INVERSE R H O M .  

Crystals of this class are devoid of any BOHEDRA 

elements of symmetry. All the forms are pedions, each consisting 
of a single plane; they are thus hemihedral with respect to crystals 
of the last class. Although there is a total absence of symmetry, 
yet the faces are arranged in zones on the crystals. 

Examples are calcium thiosulphate (CaS203.6Hz0) and hydro- 
gen strontium dextro-tartrate ((C4H406H)2Sr..jH~O); there is no 

known 

6. HEXAGONAL SYSTEM 

Crystals of this system are characterized by the presence of a 
single axis of either triad or hexad symmetry, which is spoken of 
as the c.principal., or   morphological.. axis, Those with a triad 
axis are grouped together in the rhombohedral or trigonal divi- 

sion, and those with a hexad axis in the hexagond division By 
some authors these two divisions are treated as separate systems; 
or again the rhombohedral forms may be considered as hemihedral 
developments of the hexagonal. On the other hand, hexagonal 
forms may be considered as a combination of two rhombohedral 
forms. 

Owing to the peculiarities of symmetry associated with a single 
triad or hexad axis, the crystallographic axes of reference are 
different in this system from those used in 
the five other systems of crystals. Two 
methods of axial representation are in com- 
mon use; rhombohedral axes being usually 
used for crystals ,of the rhombohedra1 di- 
vision, and hexagonal axes for those of the 
hexagonal division; though sometimes 
either one or the other set is employed in 
both divisions. 

Rhombohedra1 axes are taken parallel to 
the three sets of edges of a rhombohedron 
(fig. 66). They are inclined to one another 
at  equal oblique angIes, and they are all 
equally inclined to the principal axis; fur- 
ther, they are all of equal length and are in- 
terchangeable. With such a set of axes there 
can be no statement of an axial ratio, but F I G .  6 e . - S C A L E N O H E -  

the angle a between the axes (or some DRON 

other angle which may be calculated from this) may be given as a 
constant of the substance. Thus in calcite the rhombohedral angle 
(the angle between two faces of the fundamental rhombohedron) 
is 74O 55' or the angle between the normal to  a face of this 
rhombohedron and the principal axis is 44" 3 6 y ;  whilst the angle 
a between the axes is 101" 55', this being the plane angle of the 
rhomb-shaped faces. 

Hexagonal axes are four in number, viz., a vertical axis coin- 
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ciding with the principal axis of the crystal, and three horizontal 
axes inclined to one another a t  60' in a plane perpendicular to the 
principal axis. The three horizontal axes, which are taken either 
parallel or perpendicular to the faces of a hexagonal prism (fig. 
71) or the edge of a hexagonal bipyramid (fig. TO),  are equal in  
length (a) but the vertical axis is of a different length (c). The 
indices of planes ref erred to such a set of axes are four in number; 
they are written as (h ik l ) ,  the first three (h+i+k=o) referring 
to the horizontal axes and the last to the vertical axis. The ratio 

a :c  of the parameters, or the axial ratio, is 
characteristic of all the crystals of the same 
substance. Thus for beryl (including 
emerald) a : c  = I :o.4989 (often written 
c=o.qgSg) ; for zinc c =  1.3564. 

RHOMBOHEDRAL DIVISION 
I n  the rhombohedral or trigonal division 

of the hexagonal system there are seven 
symmetry-classes, all of which possess a 
single triad axis of symmetry. 

HOLOSY MMETRIC CLASS 

(Holohedral ; Ditrigonal-scalenohedral.) 
I n  this class, which presents the com- 

monents type of symmetry of the hexa- 
gonal system, the triad axis is associated . 1 x I ki th  three similar planes of symmetry in- 

F I G .  69.- SCALENOHE. clined to one another at  60' and intersect- 
DRON W I T H  I N S C R I B E D  ing in the triad axis; there are also three 
R H O M B O H E D R O N  similar dyad axes, each perpendicular to a 
plane of symmetry, and a centre of symmetry. The seven simple 
forms are :- 

Rhombohedron (figs. 66 and 67), consisting of six rhomb- 
shaped faces with the edges all of equal lengths: the faces are 
perpendicular to the planes of symmetry. There are two sets of 
rhombohedra, distinguished respectively as direct and inverse; 

those of one set (fig. 66) are brought into 

B 
the orientation of the other set (fig. 67) by 
a rotation of 60" or 180" about the princi- 
pal axis. For the fundamental rhombohe- 
dron, parallel to the edges of which are the 
crystallographic axes of reference, the in- 
dices are ( 100). Other rhombohedra may 
have the indices ( 2 1 1 1 ,  {3 i i ) ,  (110 , 
{ 2 2 i ] ,  { I I I ) ,  etc., or in general { hkk . 

B I P Y R A M I D  rhombohedra see CALCITE.) 

I 
F I G  70 .- HEXAGONAL (Compare fig. 72; for figures of other 

scalenohedron (fig. 68), bounded by twelve scalene triangles, 
and with the general indices ( hkl] . The zigzag lateral edges coin- 
cide with the similar edges of a rhombohedron, as shown in fig. 69; 
if the indices of the inscribed rhombohedron be ( 100) , the indices 

of the scalenohedron represented in the fig- mi ure are ( 20: 1. The scalenohedron ( zoi] is 
a characteristic form of calcite, which for 
this reason is sometimes called "dog-tooth- 
spar." The angles over the three edges of 
a face of a scalenohedron are all different; 
the angles over three alternate polar edges 
are more obtuse than over the other three 
polar edges. Like the two sets of rhombo- 
hedra, there are also direct and inverse 

I G .  71.--HEXAGONAL scalenohedra, which may be similar in 
A N D  

'IN- form and angles, but different in orienta- 
ACOID 

tion and indices. 
Hexagonal bipyramid (fig. TO),  bounded by twelve isosceles tri- 

angles each of which are equally inclined to two planes of sym- 
metry. The indices are ( Z I O ] ,  I41 i ] ,  etc., or in general (hkl] 
where h-zk+l=o. 

Hexagonal prism of the first order { 2 i I ) ,  consisting of six faces 
parallel to the principal axis and perpendicular to the planes of 
symmetry; the angles between (the normals to) the faces are 
60". 

DITRIGONAL PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic-hemihedral.) 
Here there are three similar planes of 

symmetry intersecting in the triad axis; 
there are no dyad axes and no centre of 
symmetry. The triad axis is uniterrninal 

F I G .  73.-CRYSTAL O F  and polar, and the crystals are differently 
TOURMALINE developed a t  the two ends; crystals of 
this class are therefore pyro-electric. The forms are all open 
forms :- 

Trigonal pyramid (hkk I ,  consisting of three faces which corre- 
spond to the three upper or the three lower faces of a rhombo- 
hedron of the holosymmetric class. 

Ditrigonal pyramid (hkl] ,  of six faces, corresponding to the 
I A I six upper or lower faces of the scaleno- 

Hexagonal prism of the second order { IO;], consisting of six 
faces parallel to the principal axis and parallel to the planes of 
symmetry. The faces of this prism are inclined to 30° to  those of 
the last prism. 

Dihexagonal prism, consisting of twelve faces parailel to  the 

hedron. 
Hexagonal pyramid ( hkl] (w h e r e 

h-akf 1 =o) ,  of six faces, corresponding 
to the six upper or lower faces of the 
hexagonal bipyramid. 

Trigonal prism { z i r )  or (5111, two 
forms each consisting of three faces ~ a r a l -  

- 

I 

. 

N1 

lel to the principal &is and perpendicular 
to  the planes of symmetry. 

Hexagonal prism ( ~ o i ]  which is geo- 
metrically the same as in the last class. 

D i t r i g o n a 1 prism ( hkl] , (where 
h+k+l=o) ,  of six faces parallel to the 
principal axis, and with two sets of angles 
between them. 

Basal pedion { I  I I )  or { I i  I ) ,  each con- 
sisting of a single plane perpendicular to  

principal axis and i n  c 1 i n  e d 
to  the planes of symmetry. 
There are two sets of angles 
between the faces. The indices are 
(3511, { s j i )  . . . { i k j ) ,  where 
h+k+l=o.  

Basal pinacoid ( I I I )  consist- 
ing of a pair of parallel faces per- 
pendicular to the principal axis. 

Fig. 71 shows a combination of 
a hexagonal prism (m) with the 
basal pinacoid (c) For figures of 
other combinations see CALCITE 

- - + - & 

;IG, 7d,-TRIGONAL TRA-' the .principal axis' 
P EZO HED RON Fig. 73 represents a crystal of tourmaline 
F I G .  7 5 . - T R I G O N A L  B I -  with the trigonal prism f z i i )  hexagonal 

F I G .  72.- STEREOGRAPHIC PROJEC- and CORUNDUM. The relation be- 
O F  * HOLOSYMMETRIC tween rhombohedral forms and 

BOHEDRAL CRYSTAL their indices are best studied with 
the aid of a stereographic projection (fig. 72) ; in this figure the 
thicker lines are the projections of the three planes of symmetry, 
and on these lie the poles of the rhombohedra (six of which are 
indicated). 

Numerous substances, both natural and artificial, crystallize 
in this class; for example, calcite, chaly- 
bite, smithsonite, corundum (ruby and 
sapphire), haematite, chabazite; the ele- 
ments arsenic, antimony, bismuth, selen- 
ium, tellurium and perhaps graphite; also 
ice, sodium nitrate, thymol, etc. 

P Y R A M I D  prism { r o i l  and' a trigbnal 'pyramyd a t  
each end. Other substances crystallizing in this class are pyrargy- 
rite, proustite, iodyrite (AgI), greenockite, zincite, spangolite, 
sodium lithium sulphate, tolylphenylketone. 
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TRAPEZOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Trapezohedral-hemihedral.) 
Here there are three similar dyad axes inclined to one another at 

60" and perpendicular to the triad axis. There are no planes or 
centre of symmetry. The dyad axes are uniterminal, and are pyre- 
electric axes. Crystals of most substances of this class rotate the 
plane of polarization of a beam of light. 

In  this class the rhombohedra {hkk], 
the hexagonal prism { 2 i i }  and the basal 
pinacoid { I I I } are geometrically the same 
as in the holosymmetric class; the trigonal 
prism (10;) and the ditrigonal prisms are 
as in the ditrigonal pyramidal class. The 
remaining simple forms are :- 

T r i g o n a 1 trapezohedron (fig. 74), 
bounded by six trapezoidal faces. There 
are two complementary and enantiomor- 
phous trapezohedra, { hkr ] and { I z l k } ,  de- 
rivable from the scalenohedron. 

Trigonal bipyramid (fig. 75),  bounded F I G .  76.- CRYSTAL OF 

by six isosceles triangles; the indices are D'OPTASE 

{ hkl) ,  where h-2k+l =o, as in the hexagonal bipyran~id. 
The only minerals crystallizing in this class are quartz (9.v.) 

and cinnabar, both of which rotate the plane of a beam of polar- 
ized light transmitted along the triad axis. Other examples are 
dithionates of lead (PbS206.4H20), calcium and strontium, and of 
potassium (K2S20s), benzil, matico-stearoptene 

RHOMBOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Parallel-faced hemihedral.) 

The only elements of symmetry are the triad axis and a centre 
of symmetry. The general form ( hkl ) is a rhombohedron, and is a 
hemihedral form, with parallel faces, of the scalenohedron. The 
form ( h k l ) ,  where h-lk+l=o, is also a rhombohedron, being the 
hemihedrg! form of the hexagonal bipyramid. The dihexagonal 
prism ( hklj of the holosymmetric class becomes here a hexagonal 
prism. The rhombohedra {hkk], hexagonal prisms (zTi]  and 
{ 1011, and the basal pinacoid (111) are geometrically the same 
in this class as in the holosymmetric class. 

Fig. 76 represents a crystal of dioptase with the fundamental 
rhombohedron r { IOO ] and the hexagonal prism of the second order 
m (10; j combined with the rhombohedron s f ogi ) . 

Examples of minerals which crystallize in this class are phena- 
kite, dioptase, willemite, dolomite, ilmenite and pyrophanite: 
amongst artificial substances is ammonium diperiodate 

( (NH4)4120~3HzO). 

TRIGONAL PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic-tetartohedral.) 

Here there is only the triad axis of symmetry, which is uni- 
terminal The general form { hkl) is a tri- 
gonal pyramid consisting of three faces at  
one end of the crystal. All other forms, in 
which the faces are neither parallel nor per- 
pendicular to the triad axis, are trigonal 
pyramids. All the prisms are trigonal 
prisms; and perpendicular to these are two 
pedions. 

The only substance known to crystallize 
in this class is sodium p e r  i o d a t e 
(NaI04 .3H~0) ,  the crystals of which are 
circularly polarizing. 

TRIGONAL BIPYRAMIDAL CLASS 

Here there is a plane of symmetry per- ~~~;RA7~;0D1HEXAG0NAL 
pendicular to the triad axis. The trigonal 
pyramids of the last class are here trigonal bipyramids (fig. 7 5 ) ;  
the prisms are all trigonal prisms, and parallel to the plane of 
symmetry is the basal pinacoid. N o  example is known for this 
class. i 

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 
DITRIGOXAL BIPYRAMIDAL CLASS 

Here there are three similar planes of symmetry intersecting 
in the triad axis, and perpendicular to them is a fourth plane of 
symmetry; a t  the intersection of the three vertical planes with 
the horizontal plane are three similar dyad axes; there is no centre 
of Symmetry. 

The general form is bounded by twelve scalene triangles and is 
a ditrigonal bipyramid. Like the general form of the last class, this 
has two sets of indices (hkl, pqr] ,  {Izkl} for faces above the 
equatorial plane of symmetry and ( j q i ]  for faces below: with 
hexagonal axes there would be only one set of indices. The 
hexagonal bipyramids, the hexagonal prism { ~ o i )  and the basal 
pinacoid ( 111) are geometrically the same in this class as in the 
holosymm_e_tric class. The trigonal prism { a i i )  and ditrigonal 
prisms (hk l )  are the same as in the ditrigonal pyramidal class. 

The only representatives of this type of symmetry are the 
mineral benitoite (9.v.) and silver hydrogen phosphate, AgzHP04. 

HEXAGONAL DIVISION 
In  crystals of this division of the hexagonal system the prin- 

cipal axis is a hexad axis of symmetry. Hexagonal axes of refer- 
ence are used: if rhombohedra1 axes be used many of the simple 
forms will have two sets of indices. 

HOLOSYMMETRIC CLASS 

(Holohedral; Dihexagonal-bipyramidal.) 

Intersecting in the hexad axis are six planes of symmetry of two 
kinds, and perpendicular to  them is an equatorial plane of sym- 
metry. Perpendicular to the hexad axis are six dyad axes of two 
kinds and each perpendicular to a vertical plane of symmetry. The 
Seven simple forms are:- 

Dihexagonal b i ~ ~ r a m i d ,  b ~ u n d e d  by twenty-four scalene tri- 
angles (fig. 77; v in fig. 80). The indices are { z I ~ I } ,  etc., or in 
general f hikl) . This form may be considered as a combination of 
two scalenohedra, a direct and an inverse. 

Hexagonal b i ~ ~ r a m i d  of the first order, bounded by twelve 
isosceles triangles (fig. 70; F and a in fig. 80) ; indices { 1of1]  1 

( 2 0 2 i )  . . . { h o k ) .  The hexagonal b i ~ ~ r a m i d  so COn~mon in 
quartz is geometrically similar to this form, but it  really is a 
combination of two rhombohedra, a direct and an inverse, the 

FIGS.  78. 79  A N D  80.- COMBINATIONS OF HEXAGONAL FORMS 

faces of which differ in surface characters and often also in size. 
Hexagonal bipyramid of the second order, bounded by twelve 

faces-1s in figs. ;g and 80) ;  i n d i c e s { r r i ~ ] ,  ( I I ~ Z ]  . . . 
{ h.h.ah.l}. 

Dihexagonal prism, consisting of twelve faces parallel to  the 
hexad axis and inclined to the vertical planes of symmetry; indices 
( hiko} . 

Hexagonal prism of the first order ( ~ o i o ) ,  consisting of six 
faces parallel to the hexad axis and perpendicular to one set of 
three vertical planes of symmetry ( m  in figs. 71, 78-80). 

Hexagonal prism of the second order { I I 101, consisting of six 
faces also parallel to the hexad axis, but perpendicular to  the 
other set of three vertical planes of symmetry (a in fig. 78). 

Basal pinacoid (0001 1, consisting of a pair of parallel planes 
perpendicular to the hexad axis ( c  in figs 71, 78-80). 

Beryl (emerald), connellite, zinc, magnesium and beryllium 
crystallize in this class. 
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BIPYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Parallel-faced hemihedral.) 
Here there is a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the hexad 

axis; there is also a centre of symmetry. All the closed forms are 
hexagonal bipyramids; the open forms are hexagonal prisms or 
the basal pinacoid. The general form f h i k ~ }  is hemihedral with 
parallel faces with respect to the general form of the holosym- 
metric class. 

Apatite (q v.), pyromorphite, mimetite and vanadinitg possess 
this degree of symmetry. 

DIHEXAGONAL PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic-hemihedral.) 
Six planes of symmetry of two kinds in- 

tersect in the hexad axis. The hexad axis is 
uniterminal and all the forms are open 
forms. The general form f Izikl) consists of 
twelve faces a t  one end of the crystal, and 
is a dihexago~al pyramid. T h e  hexagonal 
pyramids (hohlf and ( h.h.sh.1) each con- 
sist of six faces at  one end of the crystal. 
The prisms are geometrically the same as 
in the holo-symmetric class. Perpendicular 
to  the hexad axis are the pedions ( o o o ~ )  
and { ooo?} . 

Iodyrite ( AgI), greenockite (CdS), 
wurtzite (Zns) and zincite (ZnO) are often 
placed in this class, but they more prob- 
ably belong to the hemimorphic-hemihedral 
class of the rhombohedra1 division of this 
system. 

TRAPEZOHEDRAL CLASS 

(Trapezohedral-hemihedral.) F I G ,  81.-TWINNED CRYS- 

Six dyad axes of two kinds are perpen- TAL OF G Y P S U M  

dicular to the hexad axis. The general form F IG  BZ. -SIMPLE CRYS. 

{ h i k l )  is  the hexagonal trapezohedron T A L O F  GYPSUM 

bounded by twelve trapezoidal faces. The other simple forms are 
geometrically the same as in the holosymmetric class. Quartz a t  
temperatures above 5 f 5 "  C (and below 870' C)-@-quartz, bar- 
ium-antimony1 dextro-tartrate+~otassium nitrate (Ba(SbO)z- 
(Cd%06)2.KN03) and the corresponding lead salt crystallize in 
this class. 

HEXAGONAL PYRAMIDAL CLASS 

(Hemimorphic-tetartohedral.) 
No other element is here associated with the hexad axis, which 

is uniterminal. The pyramids all consist of six faces at  one end of 
the crystal, and prisms are all hexagonal 
prisms; perpendicular to the hexad axis are 
the pedions. 

Lithium potassium sulphate, strontium- 
antimony1 dextro-tartrate, and lead-anti- 
monyl dextro-tartrate are examples of this 
type of symmetry. The mineral nepheline 
is placed in this class because of the ab- 
sence of symmetry in the etched figures on 
the prism faces (fig. 92). 

(g) Regular Grouping of Crystals 
Crystals of the same kind when occur- 

ring together may sometimes be grouped in 
parallel position and so give rise to special 
structures, of which the dendritic (from 

F I G .  8 3 .- S P I N E L - T W I N  ~ ~ Y ~ P O V ,  a tree) orbranch-likeaggregations 
I G .  84.- 'NTERPENE- of native copper or of magnetite and 

the fibrous structures of many minerals 
furnish examples. Sometimes, owing to changes in the surround- 
ing conditions, the crystal may continue its growth with a different 
external form or colour, e.g., sceptre-quartz. 

Regular intergrowths of crystals of totally different substances 
such as staurolite with kyanite, rutile with haematite, blende with 

chalcopyrite, calcite with sodium nitrate, are not uncommon. I n  
these cases certain planes and edges of the two crystals are parallel. 
!See 0 .  Mdgge, "Die regel~llassigen Verwachsungen van Min- 
eralien verschiedener Art," Nezies Jahrbz~ch filr Mineralogie, 
19037 ~ 0 1 .  xvi. PP., 335-47.5,) 

But by far the most Important kind of regular conjunction 
of crystals is that known as "twinning." Here two crystals or 
individuals of the same kind have grown together in a certain 
symmetrical manner, such that one portion of the twin may be 
brought into the position of the other by reflection across a plane 
or by rotation about an axis. The plane of reflection is tailed 
the twin-plane, and is parallel to one of the faces, or to a possible 
face, of the crystal: the axis of rotation, called the twin-axis, is 
parallel to one of the edges or perpendicular to a face of the  
crystal. 

I n  the twinned crystal of gypsum represented in fig. 81 the  
two portions are symmetrical with respect to a plane parallel t o  
the ortho-pinacoid ( ~ o o f ,  i.e., a vertical plane perpendicular ta 
the face b. Or we may consider the simple crystal (fig. 82) to b e  
cut in half by this plane and one portion to be rotated through 
180' about the normal to the same plane. Such a crystal (fig. 81) 
is therefore described as being twinned on the plane { roo). 

An octahedron (fig. 83) twinned on an octahedral face { 1111 

has the two portions symmetrical with respect to  a plane parallel 
to this face (the large triangular face in the figure); and either 
portion may be brought into the position of the other by a rota- 
tion through 180" about the triad axis of symmetry which is 
perpendicular to this face. This kind of twinning is especially fre- 
quent in crystals of spinel, and is consequently often referred t o  
as the "spinel twin-law." 

I n  these two examples the surface of the union, or composition- 
plane, of the two portions is a regular surface coinciding with the 
twin-plane; such twins are called "juxtaposition-twins." I n  other 
juxtaposed twins the plane of composition is, however, not  
necessarily the twin-plane. Another type of twin is the "inter- 
penetration twin," an example of which is shown in fig. 84. Here  
one cube may be brought into the position of the other by  a 
rotation of 180" about a triad axis, or by reflection across the  
octahedral plane which is perpendicular to this axis; the twin- 
plane is therefore { 11 I] .  

Since in many cases twinned crystals may be explained by  the 
rotation of one portion through two right angles, R. J. Haiiy 
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introduced the term "hemitrope" (half 
turn); the word "macle" had been earlier 
used by Rome d'Isle. There are, however, 
some rare types of twins which cannot b e  
explained by rotation about an axis, but  
only by reflection across a plane; these 
are known as "symmetric twins," a good 
example of which is furnished by one of 
the twin-laws of chalcopyrite. 

Twinned crystals may often be recog- 
nized by the presence of re-entrant angles. 
between the faces of the two portions, as 
may be seen from the above figures. I n  
sofie twinned crystals (e.g., quartz) there 
are, however, no re-entrant angles. On the 
other hand, two crystals accidentally grown 

F I G S .  8 5  A N D  8 6  --MIS- together without any symmetrical relation 
S H A P E N  OCTAHEDRA 

between them will usually show some re- 
entrant angles, but this must not be taken to indicate the presence 
of twinning. 

Twinning may be several times repeated on the same plane 
or on other similar planes of the crystal, giving rise to  triplets, 
quartets and other complex groupings. When often repeated on 
the same plane, the twinning is said to  be "polysynthetic," and 
gives rise to  a laminated structure in the crystal. Sometimes such 
a crystal (e.g., of corundum or ~yroxene)  may be readily broken 
in this direction, which is thus a "plane of parting," often closely 
resembling a true cleavage in character. I n  calcite and some other 
substances this lamellar twinning may be produced artificially 
by pressure. (See below, Sec. 11. [a l ,  Glide-plane.) 
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Another curious result of twinning is the production of forms 
which apparently display a higher degree of symmetry than that 
actually possessed by the substance. Twins of this kind are 
known as "mimetic twins" or "pseudo-symmetric twins." Two 
hemihedral or hemimorphic crystals (e.g., of diamond or of hemi- 
morphite) are often united in twinned position to produce a 
group with apparently the same degree of symmetry as the 
holosymmetric class of the same system. 
Or again, a substance crystallizing in, say, 
the orthorhombic system (e.g., aragonite) 
may, by twinning, give rise to pseudo- 
hexagonal forms : and pseudo-cubic forms 
often result by the complex twinning of 
crystals (e.g., stannite, phillipsite, etc.) be- 
longing to other systems. Many of the so- 
called "optical anomalies" of crystals may 
be explained by this pseudo-symmetric 
twinning. 

( h )  Iwegularities of Growth of Crystals; 
Character of Faces 

Only rarely do actual crystalspresent the 
symmetrical appearance shown in the fig- 
ures given above, in which similar faces 
are all represented as of equal size. I t  fre- 
quently happens that the crystal is so 
placed with respect to the liquid in which it 
grows that there will be a more rapid de- 
position of material on one part than on 
another; for instance, if the crystal be at- 
tached to some other solid i t  cannot grow 
in that direction. Only when a crystal is 
freely suspended in the mother-liquid and 
material for growth is supplied a t  the same 
rate on all sides does an equably developed 
form result. 

Two misshapen or distorted octahedra 
are represented in figs. 85 and 86; the for- CRYSTAL O F  * I  O 
mer is elongated in the direction of one of (CLINOGRAPHIC D R A W -  

l N G S  A N D  P L A N S )  the edges of the octahedron, and the latter ~ 1 ~ .  87.-Aotual crystal 
is flattened parallel to one pair of faces. Fig. 88.-Ideal develop- 
I t  will be noticed in these figures that the ment 

edges in which the faces intersect have the same directions as be- 
fore, though here there are additional edges not present in fig 3 
The angles (70' 32' or rog0 28') between the faces also remain 
the same; and the faces have the same inclinations to the axes 
and planes of symmetry as  in the equably developed form. Al- 
though from a geometrical point of view these figures are no 
longer symmetrical with respect to the axes and planes of sym- 
metry, yet crystallographically they are just as symmetrical as 
the ideally developed form, and, however much their irregularity 
of development, they still are regular (cubic) octahedra of 
crystallography. A remarkable case of irregular developmept is 
presented by the mineral cuprite, which is often found as well- 
developed cubes; but in the variety known as chalcotrichite 
it occurs as a matted aggregate of delicste hairs, each of which is 
an individual crystal enormously elongated in the direction of an 
edge of the cube. 

The symmetry of actual crystals is sometimes so obscured by 
irregularities of growth that it can only be determined by measure- 
ment of the angles. An extreme case, where several of the planes 
have not been developed at  all, is illustrated in fig. 87,  which 
shows the actual shape of a crystal of zircon from Ceylon; the 
ideally developed form (fig. 88) is placed at  the side for com- 
parison, and the parallelism of the edges between corresponding 
faces will be noticed. This crystal is a combination of five simple 
forms, viz., two tetragonal prisms ( a  and m), two tetragonal 
bipyramids (e and P), and one ditetragonal bipyramid ( x ,  with 
16 faces). 

The actual form, or "habit," of crystals may vary widely in 
different crystals of the same substance, these differences de- 
pending largely on the conditions under which the growth has 
taken place. The material may have crystallized from a fused 
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mass or from a solution; and in the latter case the solvent may 
be of different kinds and contain other substances in solution, 
or the temperature may vary. Calcite (q.v.) affords a good ex- 
ample of a substance crystallizing in widely different habits, but 
all crystals are referable to the same type of symmetry and may 
be reduced to the same fundamental form. 

When crystals are aggregated together, and so interfere with 
each other's growth, special structures and external shapes often 
result, which are sometimes characteristic of certain substances, 
especially amongst minerals. 

Incipient crystals, the development of which has been arrested 
owing to unfavourable conditions of growth, are known as 
crystallites (q .~ . ) .  They are met with in imperfectly crystallized 
substances and i n  glassy rocks (obsidian and pitchstone), or may 
be obtained artificially from a solution of sulphur in carbon di- 
sulphide rendered viscous by the addition of Canada-balsam. 
To  the various forms H. Vogelsang gave, in 1875, the names 
"globulites," "margarites," "longulites," etc. At a more advanced 
stage of growth these bodies react on polarized light, thus pos- 
sessing the internal structure of true crystals; they are then called 
"microlites." These have the form of minute rods, needles or 
hairs, and are aggregated into feathery and spherulitic forms o r  
skeletal crystals. They are common constituents of microcrystal- 
line igneous rocks, and often occur as inclusions in larger crystals 
of other substances. 

Inclusions of foreign matter, accidentally caught up during 
growth, are frequently present in crystals. Inclusions of other 
minerals are specially frequent and conspicuous in crystals of 
quartz, and crystals of calcite may contain as much as 60% of 
included sand. Cavities, either with rounded boundaries or with 
the same shape ("negative crystals") as the surrounding crystal, 
are often to be seen; they may be empty or enclose a liquid 
with a movable bubble of gas. 

The faces of crystals are rarely perfectly plane and smooth, 
but are usually striated, studded with small angular elevations, 
pitted or cavernous, and sometimes curved or twisted. These 
irregularities, however, conform with the symmetry of the 
crystal, and much may be learnt by their study. The parallel 
grooves or furrows, called "striae," are the result of oscillatory 
combination between adjacent faces, narrow strips of first one 
face and then another being alternately developed. Sometimes 
the striae on crystal-faces are due to repeated lamellar twinning, 
as in the plagioclase felspars. The directions of the striations 

are very characteristic features of many 
crystals: e g., the faces of the hexagonal 
prism of quartz are always striated hori- 
zontally, whilst in beryl they are striated 
vertically. Cubes of pyrites (fig. 89) are 
striated parallel to one edge, the striae on 
adjacent faces being a t  right angles, and 
due to oscillatory combination of the 
cube and the pentagonal dodecahedron 
(compare fig. 36);  whilst cubes of blende 
(fig. go) are striated parallel t o  one diag- 
onal of each face, i.e., parallel to  the tetra- 
hedron faces. (Compare fig. 31.) These 
striated cubes thus possess different de- 
grees of symmetry and belong to differ- 

F I G ,  8g.-STRIATED C U B E  ent symmetry-classes. Oscillatory com- 
OF bination of faces gives rise also to curved 
FIG. g O , - ~ T R I A T E D  C U B E  surfaces. Crystals with twisted surfaces 
OF BLENDE (see DOLOMITE) are, however, bJilt up of 
smaller crystals arranged in nearly parallel position. Sometimes 
a face is entirely replaced by small faces of other forms, giving 
rise to a drusy surface; an example of this is shown by some 
octahedral crystals of fluorspar (fig. z )  which are built up of 
minute cubes. 

The faces of crystals are sometimes partly or completely re- 
placed by smooth bright surfaces inclined at  only a few minutes 
of arc from the true position of the face; such surfaces are 
called "vicinal faces," and their indices can be expressed only 
by very high numbers. I n  apparently perfectly developed crystals 
of alum the octahedral face, with the simple indices { 1111 is 
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usually replaced by faces of very low triakis-octahedra, with 
indices such as { 251.251.250) ; the angles measured on such 
crystals will therefore deviate slightly from the true octahedral 
angle. Vicinal faces of this character are formed during the 
growth of crystals, and have been studied by H. A. Miers (Phil. 
Trans., 1903, Ser. A. vol. 202). Other faces with high indices, 
viz., "prerosion faces" and the minute faces forming the sides 
of etched figures (see below), as well as rounded edges and other 
surface irregularities, may, however, result from the corrosion of 
a crystal subsequent to its growth. The pitted and cavernous 
faces of artificially grown crystals of sodium chloride and of 
bismuth are, on the other hand, a result of rapid growth, more 
material being supplied a t  the edges and corners of the crystal 
than at the centres of the faces. 

The internal structure of crystals has, since 1912, been worked 
out by the application of X-rays, and is now such an extensive and 
specialized subject that a separate article is devoted to it. (See 
X-RAYS. NATURE OF: X-Ravs and Crvstal Structure ) 

Iine limestone, or marble, which has been subjected to  earth 
movements. Planes of gliding have been observed in many 
minerals (pyroxene, corundum. etc.) and their crystals may often 
be readily broken along these directions, which are thus "planes 
of parting" or l'pseudo-cleavage." The characteristic transverse 
striae, invariably present on the cleavage surfaces of stibnite and 
kyanite are due to secondary twinning along glide-planes, and 
have resulted from the bending of the crystals. 

One of the most important characters of crystals is that of 
"cleavage"; there being certain plane directions across which 
the cohesion is a minimum, and along which the crystal may be 
readily split or cleaved. These directions are always parallel t o  
a possible face on the crystal and usually one prominently devel- 
oped and with simple indices, it being a face in which the crystal 
molecules are most closely packed. The directions of cleavage 
are symmetrically repeated according to the degree of symmetry 
possessed by the crystal. Thus in the cubic system, crystals of 
salt and galena cleave in three directions ~ a r a l l e l  to  the faces 
of the cuke { 1001, diamond and fluorspar ^cleave in four direc- 
tions ~ara l le l  to the octahedral faces I 111 J. and blende in six 

Many of the physical properties of crystals vary with the 
direction in the material, but are the same in certain directions; 
these directions obeying the same laws of symmetry as do the 
faces on the exterior of the crystal. The symmetry of the internal 
structure of crystals is thus the same as the symmetry of their 
external form. 

(a) Elasticity and Cohesion 

The elastic constants of crystals are determined by similar 
methods to those employed with amorphous substances, only 
the bars and plates experimented upon must be cut from the 
crystal with known orientations. The "elasticity surface" express- 
ing the coefficients in various directions within the crystal has a 
configuration symmetrical with respect to the same planes and 
axes of symmetry as the crystal itself. In  calcite, for instance, 
the figure has roughly the shape of a rounded rhombohedron 
with depressed faces and is syn~metrical about three vertical 
planes. In  the case of homogeneous elastic deformation, produced 
by pressure on all sides, the effect on the crystal is the same as 
that due to changes of temperature; and the surfaces expressing 
the compression coefficients in different directions have the same 
higher degree of symmetry, being either a sphere, spheroid or 
ellipsoid. When strained beyond the limits of elasticity, crystalline 
matter may suffer permanent deformation in one or other of two 
ways, or may be broken along cleavage surfaces or with an irregu- 
lar fracture. I n  the case of plastic deformation. e.g., in a crystal 
of ice, the crystalline particles are displaced but without any 
change in their orientation. Crystals of some substances (e.g., 
para-azoxyanisol) have such a high degree of plasticity that they 
are deformed even by their surface tension, and the crystals take 
the form of drops of doubly refracting liquid which are known 
as "liquid crystals." (See 0. Lehmann, Fliissige Kristalle, Leipzig, 
1921.) 

In  the second, and more usual kind of permanent deformation 
without fracture, the particles glide along 
certain planes into anew (twinned) position 
of equilibrium. If a knife-blade be pressed 
into the edge of a cleavage rhombohedron 
of calcite (at b, fig. 91) the portion abcde 
of the crystal will take up  the position 
a'b'cde. The obtuse solid angleat abecomes 
acute (a'), whilst the acute angle at b be- 91.--GL1DE-PLANE 

comes obtuse (b') ; and the new surface OF 
a'ce is as bright and smooth as before. This result has been 
effected by the particles in successive layers gliding or rotating 
over each other, without separation, along planes parallel to cde. 
This plane, which truncates the edge of the rhombohedron and 
has the indices ( 1101 is called a "glide-plane." The new portion 
is in twinned position with respect to the rest of the crystal, being 
a reflection of it across the plane cde, which is therefore a plane 
of twinning. This secondary twinning is often to be observed as 
a repeated lamination in the grains of calcite composing a crystal- 

directibns parallel to the faces of thk rhbmbic dodecahedron 
(110). In crystals of other systems there will be only a single 
direction of cleavage if this is parallel to the faces of a pinacoid; 
e.g., the basal pinacoid in tetragonal (as in apophyllite) and hexa- 
gonal crystals; or parallel (as in gypsum) or perpendicular (as in 
mica and cane-sugar) to the plane of symmetry in monoclinic 
crystals. Calcite cleaves in three directions parallel to the faces 
of the primitive rhombohedron. Barytes, which crystallizes in 
the orthorhombic system, has two sets of cleavages, viz.. a single 
cleavage parallel to the basal pinacoid ( O O I )  and also two di- 
rections paraIlel to the faces of the prism ( I I O ] .  I n  all of the 
examples just quoted the cleavage is described as perfect, since 
cleavage flakes with very smooth and bright surfaces may be 
readily detached from the crystals. Different substances, however, 
vary widely in their character of cleavage; in some it can only be 
described as good or distinct. whilst in others, e.g., quartz and 
alum, there is little or no tendency to split along certain direc- 
tions and the surfaces of fracture are very uneven Cleavage is 
therefore a character of considerable determinative value, espe- 
cially for the purpose of distinguishing different minerals 

Another result of the presence in crystals of directions of mini- 
mum cohesion are the "percussion figures," which are produced 
on a crystal-face when this is struck with a sharp point. A 
percussion figure consists of linear cracks radiating from the 
point of impact, which in their number and orientation agree 
with the symmetry of the face. Thus on a cube face of a crystal 
of salt the rays of the percussion figure are parallel to the 
diagonals of the face, whilst on an octahedral face a three-rayed 
star is developed. By pressing a blunt point into a crystal face 
a somewhat similar figure, known as a "pressure figure," is pro- 
duced. Percussion and pressure figures are readily developed in 
cleavage sheets of mica (q.v.). 

Closely allied to cohesion is the character of "hardness," which 
is often defined, and measured by, the resistance which a crystal 
face offers to scratching. That hardness is a character depending 
largely on crystalline structure is well illustrated by the two 
crystalline modifications of carbon: graphite is one of the softest 
of minerals, whilst diamond is the hardest of all. The hardness 
of crystals of different substances thus varies widely, and with 
minerals it is a character of considerable determinative value; 
for this purpose a scale of hardness is employed. (See MIN- 
ERALOGY.) Various attempts have been made with the view of 
obtaining accurate determinations of degrees of hardness, but 
with varying results; an instrument used for this purpose is called 
a sclerometer (from a~kqpbs ,  hard). I t  may, however, be readily ' 
demonstrated that the degree of hardness on a crystal face varies 
with the direction, and that a curve expressing these relations 
possesses the same geometrical symmetry as the face itself. 
The mineral kyanite is remarkable in having widely different 
degrees of hardness on different faces of its crystals and in differ- 
ent directions on the same face. 

Another result of the differences of cohesion in different direc- 
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tions is  that crystals are corroded, or acted upon by chemical 
solvents, a t  different rates in different directions. This is strikingly 
shown when a sphere cut from a crystal, say of calcite or quartz, 
is immersed in acid; after some time the resulting form is 
bounded by surfaces approximating to crystal faces, and has 
the same symmetry as that of the crystal from which the sphere 
was cut. When a crystal bounded by faces is immersed in a 

I I 

ETCHED F I G U R E S  ON H E X A G O N A L  PRISMS. FIG. 92.-NEPHELINE. FIG. 
93.-CALCITE. FIG. 94.-BERYL 

solvent the edges and corners become rounded and "prerosion 
faces" developed in their place; the faces become marked all 
over with minute pits or shallow depressions, and as these are 
extended by further solution they give place to small elevations on 
the corroded face. The sides of the pits and elevations are 
bounded by small faces which have the character of vicinal faces. 
These markings are known as "etched figures" or "corrosion fig- 
ures," and they are extremely important aids in determining the 
symmetry of crystals. Etched figures are sometimes beautifully 
developed on the faces of natural crystals, e.g., of diamond, and 
they may be readily produced artificially with suitable solvents. 

As an example, the etched figures on the faces of a hexagonal 
prism and the basal plane are illustrated in figs. 92-94 for three 
of the several symmetry-classes of the hexagonal system. The 
classes chosen are those in which nepheline, calcite and beryl 
(emerald) crystallize, and these minerals often have the simple 
form of crystal represented in the figures. I n  nepheline (fig. 92) 
the only element of symmetry is a hexad axis; the etched fig- 
ures on the prism are therefore unsymmetrical, though similar 
on all the faces; the hexagonal markings on the basal plane 
have none of their edges parallel to the edges of the face; further 
the crystals being hemimorphic, the etched figures on the basal 
planes a t  the two ends will be different in character. The facial 
development of crystals of nepheline gives no indication of this 
type of symmetry, and the mineral has been referred to this 
class solely on the evidence afforded by the etched figures. In 
calcite there is a triad axis of symmetry parallel to the prism 
edges, three dyad axes each perpendicular to a pair of prism edges 
and three planes of symmetry perpendicular to the prism faces; 
the etched figures shown in fig. 93 will be seen to conform to all 
these elements of symmetry. There being in calcite also a centre 
of symmetry, the equilateral triangles on the basal plane a t  the 
lower end of the crystal will be the same in form as those at the 
top, but they will occupy a reversed position. I n  beryl, which 
crystallizes in the holosymmetric class of the hexagonal system, 
the etched figures (fig. 94) display the fullest possible degree of 
symmetry; those on the prism faces are all similar and are each 
symmetrical with respect to two lines, and the hexagonal mark- 
ings on the basal planes a t  both ends of the crystal are sym- 
metrically placed with respect to six lines. A detailed account 
of the etched figures of crystals is given by H. Baumhauer, Die 
Resultate der A'tzmethode in der krystallographischen Forschung 
(Leipzig, 1894). 

(b) Optical Properties 
The  complex optical characters of crystals are not only of 

considerable interest theoretically, but are of the greatest practical 
importance. I n  the absence of external crystalline form, as 
with a faceted gem-stone, or with the minerals constituting a 
rock (thin, transparent sections of which are examined in the 
polarizing microscope), the mineral species may often be readily 
identified by the determination of some of the optical characters 

According to their action on transmitted plane-polarized light 
(see POLARIZATION OF LIGHT) all crystals may be referred to one 

or other of the five groups enumerated below. These groups 
correspond with the six systems of crystallization (in the second 
group two systems being included together). The several sym- 
metry-classes of each system are optically the same, except 
in the rare cases of substances which are circularly polarizing. 

( I )  Optically isotropic crystals-corresponding with the cubic 
system. 

(2) Optically uniaxial crystals-corresponding with the 
tetragonal and hexagonal systems. 

(3) Optically biaxial crystals in which the three principal 
optical directions coincide with the three crystallographic axes- 
corresponding with the orthorhombic system. 

(4) Optically biaxial crystals in which only one of the three 
principal optical directions coincides with a crystallographic axis 
-corresponding with the monoclinic system. 

(5) Optically biaxial crystals in which there is no fixed and 
definite relation between the optical and crystallographic direc- 
tions-corresponding with the anorthic system. 

Optical ly  Isotropic  Crystals.-These belong to the cubic sys- 
tem, and like all other optically isotropic (from i'aos, like, and 
T P ~ T O S ,  character) bodies have only one index of refraction 
for light of each colour. They have no action on polarized light 
(except in crystals which are circularly polarizing); and when 
examined in the polariscope or polarizing microscope they remain 
dark between crossed nicols, and cannot therefore be distinguished 
optically from amorphous substances, such as glass and opal. 

Optical ly  U n i a x i a l  Crystals.-These belong to the tetragonal 
and hexagonal (including rhombohedral) systems, and between 
crystals of these systems there is no optical distinction. Such 
crystals are anisotropic or doubly refracting (see REFRACTION : 
Double) ; but for light travelling through them in a certain, single 
direction they are singly refracting. This direction, which is 
called the optic axis, is the same for light of all colours and at  
all temperatures; it  coincides in direction with the principal 
crystallographic axis, which in tetragonal crystals is a tetrad 
(or dyad) axis of symmetry, and in the hexagonal system a triad 
or hexad axis. 

For light of each colour there are two indices of refraction; 
namely, the ordinary index (w) corresponding with the ordinary 
ray, which vibrates perpendicular to the optic axis; and the 
extraordinary index (6) corresponding with the extraordinary 
ray, which vibrates parallel to the optic axis. If the ordinary 
index of refraction be greater than the extraordinary index, 
the crystal is said to be optically negative, whilst if less the 
crystal is optically positive. The difference between the two 
indices is a measure of the strength of the double refraction or 
birefringence. Thus in calcite, for sodium (D) light, w= 1.6585 
and e = 1.4863; hence this substance is optically negative with 
a relatively high double refraction of w-E= 0.1722. In  quartz 
w= I. 5442, e = 1.5533 and E-w = 0.0091 ; this mineral is there- 
fore optically positive with low double refraction. The indices 
of refraction vary, not only for light of different colours, but 
also slightly with the temperature. 

The optical characters of uniaxial crystals are symmetrical 
not only with respect to the full number of planes and axes of 
symmetry of tetragonal and hexagonal crystals, but also with 
respect to a11 vertical planes, i.e., all planes containing the optic 
axis. A surface expressing the optical relations of such crystals 
is thus an ellipsoid of revolution about the optic axis. ( In cubic 
crystals the corresponding surface is a sphere.) In the "optical 
indicatrix" (L. Fletcher, The Optical Zndicatrix and the Trans- 
mission of Light iiz Crystals, London, 1892), the length of the 
principal axis, or axis of rotation, is proportional to the index 
of refraction ( i .e . ,  inversely proportional to the velocity) of the 
extraordinary rays, which vibrate along this axis and are trans- 
mitted in directions perpendicular thereto; the equatorial 
diameters are proportional to  the index of refraction of the ordi- 
nary rays, which vibrate perpendicular to the optic axis. For 
positive uniaxial crystals the indicatrix is thus a prolate spheroid 
(egg-shaped), and for negative crystals an oblate spheroid 
(orange-shaped) . 

In "Fresnel's ellipsoid" the axis of rotation is proportional to 
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matic light be used instead of white light, the rings will be  alter- 
nately light and dark. The number and distance apart of the 
rings depend on the strength of the double refraction and on the 
thickness of the crystal. By observing the effect produced on 
such a uniaxial interference figure when a "quarter undulation 
(or wave-length) mica-plate" is superposed on the crystal, it 
may be a t  once decided whether the crystal is optically positive 
or negative. Such a simple test may, for example, be applied for 
distinguishing certain faceted gem-stones: thus zircon and 
phenakite are optically positive, whilst corundum (ruby and 
sapphire) and beryl (emerald) are optically negative. 

Opt ica l ly  B i a x i a l  Crystals.-In these crystals there are three 
principal indices of refraction, denoted by a, /3 and y ; of these 
y is the greatest and a the least ( y  >/3> a ) .  The three principal 
vibration-directions, corresponding to these indices, are at  right 
angles to each other, and are the directions of the three rect- 
angular axes of the optical indicatrix. The indicatrix (fig. 98) 
is an ellipsoid with the lengths of its axes proportional to the 
refractive indices; OC = y ,  OB =/3, OA= a, where OC>OB>OA. 
The figure is symmetrical with respect to the principal planes 
OAB, OAC, OBC. 

In  Fresnel's ellipsoid the three rectangular axes are proportional 
to ~ / a ,  1//3, and I /Y,  and are usually denoted by a, b and  r 
respectively, where a>b>r : these have often been called 
"axes of optical elasticity," a term now generally discarded. 

The ray-surface (represented in fig. 99 by its sections in the 
three principal planes) is derived from the indicatrix in the 
following manner. A ray of light entering the crystal and travel- 
ling in the direction O A  is resolved into polarized rays vibrating 
parallel to O B  and OC, and therefore propagated with the veloci- 
ties I/P and ~ / y  respectively: distances Ob and Oc (fig. 99) 
proportional to these velocities are marked off in the direction 
OA. Similarly, rays travelling along OC have the velocities I/CY 

and I/P, and those along O B  the velocities ~ / a  and ~ / y .  In  the 
two directions Opl and Op2 (fig. 98), per- 

c pendicular to the two circular sections PIPl  
and P2P2 of the indicatrix, the two rays 
will be transmitted with the same velocity 
1//3. These two directions are called the 
optic axes ("primary optic axis"), though 
they have not all the properties which are 
associated with the optic axis of a uniaxial 
crystal. They have very nearly the same 
direction as the lines Osl and Os2 in fig. 99, 
which are distinguished as the "secondary 
optic axes." I n  most crystals the primary 
and secondary optic axes are inclined to 
each other at not more than a few minutes, 
so that for practical purposes there is no 
distinction between them. 

The angle between 0 p 1  and Opz is called 
the "optic axial angle"; and the  lane OAC 
in which they lie is called the "optic axial 
plane." The angles between the optic axes 
are bisected by the vibration-directions O A  
and OC; the one which bisects the acute 
angle being called the "acute bisectrix" or a 

- ss "first mean line," and the other the "obtuse 
F ~ G , 9 8 . - O P ~ I ~ A L  1 ~ ~ 1 .  bisectrix" or "second mean line." When the 
C A T R I X  OF A B I A X I A L  acute bisectrix coincides with the greatest 
CRYSTAL axis OC of the indicatrix, i.e.,the vibration- 

I G.  99.-RAY-SURFACE direction corresponding with the refractive 
O F  A B l A X l A L  CRYSTAL index y (as in figs. 98 and 99), the crystal 
is described as being optically positive; and when the acute bi- 
sectrix coincides with OA, the vibration-direction for the index a 
the crystal is negative. The distinction between positive and nega- 
tive biaxial crystals thus depends on the relative magnitude of the 
three principal indices of refraction; in positive crystals 0 is 
nearer to  a than to y whilst in negative crystals the reverse is the 
case. Thus in topaz, which is optically positive, the refractive 
indices for sodium light are a =1.612o, P=1.6150, ~ = 1 . 6 2 2 4 ;  
and for orthoclase which is optically negative, a! = I . ~ I ~ o ,  

the velocity of the extraordinary ray, and the equatorial diam- 
eters proportional to  the velocity of the ordinary ray; it is 
therefore a n  oblate spheroid for positive crystals, and a prolate 
spheroid for  negative crystals. The "ray-surface," or "wave- 
surface," which represents thg distances traversed by the rays 
during a given interval of time in various directions from a 
point of origin within the crystal, consists in uniaxial crystals 
of two sheets; namely, a sphere, corresponding to the ordinary 
rays, and an ellipsoid of revolution, corresponding to the extra- 
ordinary rays. The difference in form of 
the ray-surface for positive and negative 
crystals is shown in figs. 95 and 96. 

When a uniaxial crystal is examined in a 
polariscope or polarizing microscope be- 
tween crossed nicols (i.e.,with the principal 
planes of the polarizer or analyser at  right 
angles, and so producing a dark field of 
view) its behaviour differs according to the 
direction in which the light travels through 
the crystal, to the position of the crystal 
with respect to the principal planes of the 
nicols, and further, whether convergent or 
parallel polarized light be employed. A 
tetragonal or hexagonal crystal viewed, in 
parallel light, through the basal plane, i.e., 

0 
96 

along the principal axis, will remain dark as 95.-RAY-SURFACE 
SECTION O F  A POSITIVE 

i t  is rotated between crossed nicols, and 
will thus not differ in its behaviour from a F I G .  96.-RAY-SURFACE 
cubic crystal or other isotropic body. If, SECTION O F  A NEGATIVE 
however, the crystal be viewed in any other UNIAXIAL CRYSTAL 

direction, for example, through a prism face, it will, except in 
certain positions, have an action on the polarized light. A plane- 
polarized ray entering the crystal will be resolved into two 
polarized rays with the directions of vibration parallel to the 
vibration-directions in the crystal. These two rays on leaving 
the crystal will be combined again in the analyser, and a portion 
of the light transmitted through the instrument; the crystal 
will then show up brightly against the dark field. Further, owing 
to interference of these two rays in the analyser, the light will 
be brilliantly coloured, especially if the crystal be thin, or if 
a thin section of a crystal be examined. The particular colour 
seen will depend on the strength of the double refraction, the 
orientation of the crystal or section, and upon its thickness. 
If now, the crystal be rotated with the stage of the microscope, 
the nicols remaining fixed in position, the light transmitted 
through the instrument will vary in intensity, and in certain 
positions will be cut out altogether. The latter happens when 
the vibration-directions of the crystal are parallel to the vibration- 
directions of the nicols (these being indicated by cross-wires in 
the microscope). The crystal, now being dark, is said to be in 
position of extinction; and as it is turned through a complete 
rotation of 360" it will extinguish four times. If a prism face 

be viewed through, it will be seen that, 
when the crystal is in a position of ex- 
tinction, the cross-wires of the micro- 
scope are parallel to  the edges of the 
prism: the crystal is then said to give 
"straight extinction." 

In  convergent light, between crossed 
nicols, a very different phenomenon is to 
be observed when a uniaxial crystal, or sec- 

F I G .  97 .- INTERFERENCE tion of Such a crystal, is placed with its Op- 
F I G U R E  O F  A U N I A X I A L  tic axis coincidentwiththeaxisof themicro- 
CRYSTAL scope. The rays of light, being convergent, 
do not travel in the direction of the optic axis and are therefore 
doubly refracted in the crystal; in the analyser the vibrations 
will be reduced to the same plane and there will be interference 
of the two sets of rays. The result is an "interference figure" 
(fig. 97), which consists of a number of brilliantly coloured con- 
centric rings, each showing the colours of the spectrum of white 
light; intersecting the rings is a black cross, the arms of which 
are parallel to the principal planes of the nicols. If monochro- 
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/3 = 1.5237, Y = 1.5260. The difference y - a represents the 
strength of the double refraction. 

Since the refractive indices vary both with the colour of the 
light and with the temperature, there will be for each colour and 
temperature slight differences in the form of both the indicatrix 
and the ray-surface; consequently there will be variations in 
the positions of the optic axes and in the size of the optic axial 
angle. This phenomenon is known as the "dispersion of the 
optic axes." When the axial angle is greater for red light than 
for blue the character of the dispersion is - 
expressed by p > v, and when less by 9 < V .  
I n  some crystals, e.g., brookite, the optic 
axes for red light and for blue light may 
be, a t  certain temperatures, in planes a t  
right angles. 

The type of interference figure exhibited 
by  a biaxial crystal in convergent polarized 
light between crossed nicols, is represented 
in figs. IOO and 101. The crystal must be 
viewed along the acute bisectrix, and for 
this purpose it  is often necessary to cut a 
plate from the crystal perpendicular to this 
direction: sometimes, however, as in mica F I G S .  100 A N D  101.-IN. 

and topaz, a cleavage flake will be perpen- TERFERENCE FIGURES OF 

dicular to the acute bisectrix. When seen A BIAX'AL CRYSTAL 

in white light, there are around each optic axis a series of bril- 
liantly coloured ovals, which at  the centre join to form an 8-shaped 
loop, whilst farther from the centre the curvature of the rings is 
approximately that of lemniscates. In  the position shown in 
fig. IOO the vibration-directions in the crystal are parallel to 
those of the nicols, and the figure is intersected by two black 
bands or "brushes" forming a cross. When, however, the crystal 
is rotated with the stage of the microscope the cross breaks up 
into the two branches of a hyperbola, and when the vibration- 
directions of the crystal are inclined at  45" to those of the nicols 
the figure is that shown in fig. 101. The points of emergence of 
the optic axes are at  the middle of the hyperbolic brushes when 
the crystal is in the diagonal position: the size of the optic axial 
angle can therefore be directly measured with considerable 
accuracy. 

I n  orthorhombic crystals the three principal vibration-direc- 
tions coincide with the three crystallographic axes, and have 
therefore fixcd positions in the crystal, which are the same for 
light of all colours and at  all temperatures. The optical orienta- 
tion of an orthorhombic crystal is completely defined by stating 
t o  which crystallographic planes the optic axial plane and the 
acute bisectrix are respectively parallel and perpendicular. Ex- 
amined in parallel light between crossed nicols, such a crystal 
extinguishes parallel to the crystallographic axes, which are 
often parallel to  the edges of a face or section; there is thus 
usually '(straight extinction." The interference figure seen in 
convergent polarized light is symmetrical about two lines a t  right 
angles. 

In monoclinic crystals only one vibration-direction has a fixed 
position within the crystal, being parallel to the ortho-axis ( i .e . ,  
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry or the plane (oro)) .  

, The other twovibration-directions 
lie in the plane {OIO) ,  but they 
may vary in position for light of 
different colours and a t  different 
temperatures. In  addition to dis- 
persion of the optic axes there 
may thus, in crystals of this sys- 
tem, be also "dispersion of the 

bisectrices." The latter may be of one or other of three kinds, 
according to which of the three vibration-directions coincides 
with the ortho-axis of the crystal. When the acute bisectrix 
is fixed in position, the optic axial planes for different colours 
may be crossed, and the interference figure will then be sym- 
metrical with respect to a point only ("crossed dispersion"). 
When the obtuse bisectrix is fixed, the axial planes may be in- 
clined to one another, and the interference figure is symmetrical 

1 iysiem and the drtho-axis in the mono- 
103~-C0NDUCT1V1TY clinic. I n  epidote it  has been shown that 

OF HEAT IN QUARTZ 
the two directions of maximum absor~t ion 

only about a line which is ~erpendicular to the axial planes 
("horizontal dispersion'". Finally, when the vibration-direction 
corresponding to the refractive index P ,  or the "third mean 
line," has a fixed position, the optic axial plane lies in the plane 
{oro) ,  but the acute bisectrix maX vary in position in this plane; 
the interference figure will then be symmetrical only about a 
line joining the optic axes ("inclined dispersion"). Examples 
of substances exhibiting these three kinds of dispersion are borax, 
orthoclase and gypsum respectively. In  orthoclase and gypsum, 
however, the optic axial angle gradually diminishes as the crys- 
tals are heated, and after passing through a uniaxial position they 
open out in a plane a t  right angles to the one they previously 
occupied; the character of the dispersion thus becomes reversed 
in the two examples quoted. When examined in parallel light 
between crossed nicols monoclinic crystals will give straight 
extinction only in faces and sections which are perpendicular to 
the plane of symmetry (or the plane (010) ) ;  in all other faces and 
sections the extinction-directions will be inclined to the edges of 
the crystal. The angles between these directions and edges are 
readily measured, and, being dependent on the optical orientation 
of the crystal, they are often characteristic constants of the sub- 
stance. (See, e.g.,  PLAGIOCLASE.) 

In  anorthic crystals there is no relation between the optical and 
crystallographic directions, and the exact determination of the 
optical orientation is often a matter of considerable difficulty. 
The character of the dispersion of the bisectrices and optic axes 
is still more complex than in monoclinic crystals, and the inter- 
ference figures are devoid of symmetry. 

Absorpt ion of L i g h t  in Crystals: P1eochroism.-In crys- 
tals other than those of the cubic system, rays of light with differ- 
ent vibration-directions will, as a rule, be differently absorbed; and 
the polarized rays on emerging from the crystal may be of differ- 
ent intensities and (if the observation be made in white light and 
the crystal is coloured) differently coloured. Thus, in tourmaline 
the ordinary ray, which vibrates perpendicular to  the principal 
axis, is almost completely absorbed, whilst the extraordinary ray 
is allowed to pass through the crystal. A plate of tourmaline cut 
parallel to the principal axis may therefore be used for producing 
a beam of polarized light, and two such plates placed in crossed 
position form the polarizer or analyser of "tourmaline tongs," 
with the aid of which the interference figures of crystals may be 
simply shown. Uniaxial (tetragonal and hexagonal) crystals when 

which lie in the plane of symmetry are not even a t  right angles. 
The pleochroism of some crystals is so strong that when they 

are viewed through in different directions they exhibit marked 
differences in colour. Thus a crystal of the mineral cordierite 
(called also dichroite because of its strong pleochroism) will be 
seen to be dark blue, pale blue or pale yellow according to which 
of three perpendicular directions it  is viewed. The ('face colours" 
seen directly in this way result, however, from the mixture of two 
'(axial colours" belonging to rays vibrating in two directions. 
I n  order to see the axial colours separately the crystal must be 
examined with a dichroscope, or in a polarizing microscope from 
which the analyser has been removed. The dichroscope, or dichro- 

0 
showing perceptible differences in  colour 
for  the ordinary and extraordinary rays are 
said to be "dichroic." I n  biaxial (ortho- 
rhombic, monoclinic and anorthic) crystals, 
rays vibrating along each of the three prin- 
cipal vibration-directions may bedifferently 
absorbed, and, in coloured crystals, differ- 
ently coloured; such crystals are therefore 
said to be "trichroic" or in general "ple- 
ochroic" (from ~ X i w v ,  more, and xphs, 
colour). The directions of maximum ab- 
sorption in biaxial crystals have, however, 
no necessary relation with the axes of the 
indicatrix, unless these have fixed crystallo- 
rrra~hic directions. as in  the orthorhombic 
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iscope (fig. 102), consists of a cleavage rhombohedron of calcite 
(Iceland-spar) p, on the ends of which glass prisms w are ce- 

* 
mented: the lens I is focused on a small square aperture o in the 
tube of the instrument. The eye of the observer placed at  e will 
see two images of the square aperture, and if a pleochroic crystal 
be placed in front of this aperture the two images will be dif- 
ferently coloured. On rotating this crystal with respect to the 
instrument the maximum difference in the colours will be obtained 
when the vibration-directions in the crystal coincide with those 
in the calcite. Such a simple instrument is especially useful for 
the examination of faceted gem-stones, even when they are 

form of the crystals is the result of mimetic twinning, as in the 
pseudo-cubic crystals of leucite (q.v.) and boracite (9.v.). I n  
other instances substances not usually regarded as cubic, e.g., the 
monoclinic phillipsite ( q . ~ . ) ,  may by repeated twinning give rise to 
pseudo-cubic forms. In some cases it is probable that the sub- 
stance originally crystallized in one modification at  a higher tem- 
perature, and when the temperature fell i t  became transformed 
into a dimorphous modification, though still preserving the external 
form of the original crystal. (See BORACITE.) A summary of the 
literature is given by R. Brauns, Die optischen Anomalien der 
Krystalle (Leipzig, 1891). 

mounted in their settings. A single glance suffices to distinguish 
between a ruby and a "spinel-ruby," since the former is dichroic 
and the latter isotropic and therefore not dichroic. 

The characteristic absorption bands in the spectrum of white 
light which has been transmitted through certain crystals, par- 
ticularly those of salts of the cerium metals, will, of course, be 
different according to the direction of vibration of the rays. 

Ci rcu la r  P o l a r i z a t i o n  in Crystals.-Like the solutions of 
certain optically active organic substances, such as sugar and tar- 
taric acid, some optically isotropic and uniaxial crystals possess the 
property of rotating the plane of polarization of a beam of light. 
This property has been proved, but much less in 
certain biaxial crystals. I n  uniaxial (tetragonal and hexagonal) 
crystals it is only for light transmitted in the direction of the 
optic axis that there is rotatory action, but in isotropic (cubic) 
crystals all directions are the same in this respect. Examples of 
circularly polarizing cubic crystals are sodium chlorate, sodium 
bromate, and sodium uranyl acetate; amongst tetragonal crystals 
are strychnine sulphate and guanidine carbonate; amongst rhom- 
bohedral are quartz ( q . ~ . )  and cinnabar ( q . ~ . )  (these being the 

two substances in which the phenomenon has been 
observed), dithionates of potassium, lead, calcium and strontium, 
and periodate; and is potas- 
sium lithium sulphate. Crystals of all these substances belong to 
one or other of the several symmetry-classes in which there are 
neither centre of but axes of sym- 
metry. in c O m ~ l e m e n t a r ~  hemihedral 
which are respectively right-handed and left-handed, i.e., enan- 
tiomorphous forms. Some other substances which crystallize in 
enantiOmOr~hOus forms are, " O ~ t i c a l l ~  active" 
when in solution (ex., sugar and tartaric acid); and there are 
many other substances presenting this peculiarity of crystalline 
form which are not circularly polarizing either when crystallized 
Or in Further, in the quoted 
the rotatory power is lost when the crystals are dissolved (except 
in the case of strychnine sulphate, which is only feebly active in 
solution). The rotatory power is thus due to different causes 
in the two cases, in the one depending on a spiral arrangement of 
the crystal particles, and in the other on the structure of the 
molecules themselves. 

The circular polarization of crystals may be imitated by a 
pile of mica plates, each plate being turned through a small angle 
on the one below. thus giving a spiral arrangement to the pile. 

"Optical Anomalies" of Crystals.-When, in 1818, Sir David 
Brewster established the important relations existing between 
the optical properties of crystals and their external form, he a t  
the same time noticed many apparent exceptions. For example, 
he observed that crystals of leucite and boracite, which are cubic 
in external form, are always doubly refracting and optically bi- 
axial, but with a complex internal structure; and that cubic crys- 
tals of garnet and analcime sometimes exhibit the same phenom- 
ena. Also some tetragonal and hexagonal crystals, e g., apo- 
phyllite, idocrase, beryl, etc., which should normally be optically 
uniaxial, sometimes consist of severdl biaxial portions arranged 
in sectors or in  a quite irregular manner. Such exceptions to the 
general rule have given rise to much discussion. They have often 
been considered to be due to internal strains in the crystals, set 
up as a result of cooling or by earth pressures, since similar phe- 
nomena are observed in chilled and compressed glasses and in 
dried gelatine. In  many cases, however, as shown by E. Mallard. 
in 1876, the higher degree of symmetry exhibited by the external 

(C) THERMAL PROPERTIES 
The thermal properties of crystals present certain points in 

common with the optical properties. Heat rays are transmitted 
and doubly refracted like light rays; and surfaces expressing 
the conductivity and dilatation in different directions possess the 
same degree of symmetry and are related in the same way to 
the crystallographic axes as the ellipsoids expressing the optical 
relations. That crystals conduct heat a t  different rates i n  dif- 
ferent directions is well illustrated by the following experiment. 
Two plates (fig. 103) cut from a crystal of quartz, one parallel to 
the principal axis and the other perpendicular to  it, are coated with 
a thin layer of wax, and a hot wire is applied to a point on the 
surface. On the transverse section the wax will be melted in a 
circle, and on the longitudinal section (or on the natural prism 

in an ellipse. The isothermal surface in a uniaxial crystal 
is therefore a spheroid; in cubic crystals it is a sphere; and in 
biaxial crystals an ellipsoid, the three axes of which coincide, in 
orthorhombic crystals, with the crystallographic axes, 

With change of temperature cubic crystals expand equally in all 
directions, and the angles between the faces are the same at all 
temperatures, In uniaxial crystals there are two principal coeffi- 

cients of expansion; the one measured in the direction of the 
principal axis may be either greater or less than that measured in 
directions perpendicular to this axis. A sphere cut from a uni- 

axial crystal at one temperature will be a spheroid at another 
temperature. I n  biaxial crystals there are different coefficients 
of expansion along three rectangular axes, and a sphere at one 
temperature will be an ellipsoid a t  another. A result of this is 
that for  all crystals, except those belonging to the cubic system, 
the angles between the faces will "ary, though only slightly, with 
changes of temperature. E.  Mitscherlich found that the rhombo- 
hedral angle of calcite decreases 8, 37,, as the crystal is raised 
in temperature from oO to IooO C. 

As already mentioned, the optical properties of vary 
considerably with the temperature. such characters as specific 
heat and melting-point do not vary with the direction. 

(D)  MAGNETIC AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
Crystals, like other bodies, are either paramagnetic or dia- 

magnetic, i.e., they are either attracted or repelled by  the pole 
of a magnet. I n  crystals other than those belonging t o  the cubic 
system, however, the relative strength of the induced magnetiza- 
tion is different in different directions within the mass. A sphere 
cut from a tetragonal or hexagonal (uniaxial) crystal will if 
freely suspended in a magnetic field (between the poles of a 
strong electro-magnet) take up a position such that the principal 
axis of the crystal is either parallel or perpendicular t o  the lines 
of force, or to  a line joining the two poles of the magnet. Which 
of these two directions is taken by the axis depends on whether 
the crystal is paramagnetic or diamagnetic, and on whether the 
principal axis is the direction of maximum or minimum magnet- 
ization. The surface expressing the magnetic character in different 
directions is in uniaxial crystals a spheroid; in cubic crystals it 
is a sphere. In orthorhombic, monoclinic and anorthic crystals 
there are three principal axes of magnetic induction, and the 
surface is an ellipsoid, which is related to the symmetry of the 
crystal in the same way as the ellipsoids expressing the thermal 
and optical properties. 

Similarly, the dielectric constants of a non-conducting crystal 
may be expressed by a sphere, spheroid or ellipsoid. A sphere 
cut from a crystal will when suspended in an electro-magnetic 
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field set itself so that the axis of maximum induction is parallel 
to the lines of force. 

The electrical conductivity of crystals also varies with the 
direction, and bears the same relation to the symmetry as the 
thermal conductivity. In  a rhombohedral crystal of haematite 
the electrical conductivity along the principal axis is only half 
as great as in directions perpendicular to this axis; whilst in a 
crystal of bismuth, which is also rhombohedral, the conductivities 
along and perpendicular to the axis are as 1.6 :I. 

Conducting crystals are thermo-electric: when placed against 
another conducting substance and the contact heated there will 
be a flow of electricity from one body to the other if the circuit 
be closed. The thermo-electric force depends not only on the 
nature of the substance, but also on the direction within the 
crystal, and may in general be expressed by an ellipsoid. A 
remarkable case is, however, presented by minerals of the pyrites 
group.: some crystals of pyrites are more strongly thermo- 
electrically positive than antimony, and others more negative than 
bismuth, so that the two when placed together give a stronger 
thermo-electric couple than do antimony and bismuth. In  the 
thermo-electrically positive crystals of pyrites the faces of the 
pentagonal dodecahedron are striated parallel to the cubic edges. 
whilst in the rarer negative crystals the faces are striated per- 
pendicular to these edges. Sometimes both sets of striae are 
present on the same face, and the corresponding areas are then 
thermo-electrically positive and negative. 

The most interesting relation between the symmetry of crystals 
and their electrical properties is that presented by the pyro- 
electrical phenomena of certain crystals. This is a phenomenon 
which may be readily observed, and one which often aids in the 
determination of the symmetry of crystals. I t  is exhibited by 
crystals in which there is no centre of symmetry, and the axes 
of symmetry are uniterminal or polar in character, being asso- 
ciated with different faces on the crystal a t  their two ends. When 
a non-conducting crystal possessing this hemimorphic type of 
symmetry is subjected to changes of temperature a charge of 
positive electricity will be developed on the faces in the region 
of one end of the uniterminal axis, whilst the faces a t  the opposite 
end will be negatively charged. With rising temperature the 
pole which becomes positively charged is called the "analogous 
pole," and that negatively charged the "antilogous pole": with 
falling temperature the charges are reversed. The phenomenon 
was first observed in crystals of tourmaline, the principal axis 
of which is a uniterminal triad axis of symmetry. I n  crystals 
of quartz there are three uniterminal dyad axes of symmetry 
perpendicular to the principal triad axis (which is here similar 
a t  its two ends) : the dyad axes emerge a t  the edges of the hexag- 
onal prism, alternate edges of which become positively and 
negatively charged on change of temperature. In  boracite there 
are four uniterminal triad axes, and the faces of the two tetrahedra 
perpendicular to them will bear opposite charges. Other examples 
of pyro-electric crystals are the orthorhombic mineral hemi- 
morphite (called also, for this reason, "electric calamine") and 
the monoclinic tartaric acid and cane-sugar, each of which pos- 
sesses a uniterminal dyad axis of symmetry. In  some exceptional 
cases, e.g., axinite, prehnite, etc., there is no apparent relation 
between the distribution of the pyro-electric charges and the 
symmetry of the crystals. 

The distribution of the electric charges may be made visible 
by the following simple method, which may be applied even 
with minute crystals observed under the microscope. A finely 
powdered mixture of red-lead and sulphur is dusted through a 
sieve over the cooling crystal. I n  passing through the sieve the 
particles of red-lead and sulphur become electrified by mutual 
friction, the former positively and the latter negatively. The 
red-lead is therefore attracted to  the negatively charged parts 
of the crystal and the sulphur to those positively charged, and 
the distribution of the charges over the whole crystal becomes 
mapped out in the two colours red and yellow. 

Since, when a crystal changes in temperature, it also expands 
or contracts, a similar distribution of "piezo-electric" (from 
?TLC{~LV,~O press) charges are developed when a crystal is sub- 

jected to changes of pressure in the direction of a unitenninal 
axis of symmetry. Thus increasing pressure along the principal . 
axis of a tourmaline crystal produces the same electric charges 
as decreasing temperature. 

Crystals of various substances are extensively used as radio- 
detectors in wireless telephony, but no satisfactory explanation 
of their action has yet been given. An essential character of 
crystals is a variation of many of their physical properties with 
the direction within the crystal-in other words, such properties 
are vectorial. 

I 111. RELATIONS BETWEEN CRYSTALLINE FORM A N D  
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

That the general and physical characters of a chemical substance 
are profoundly modified by crystalline structure is strikingly 
illustrated by the two crystalline modifications of the element 

1 carbon-namely, diamond and graphite. The former crystallizes 
in the cubic system, possesses four directions of perfect cleavage, 
is extremely hard and transparent, is a non-conductor of heat 
and electricity and has a specific gravity of 3.5; whilst graphite 
crystallizes in the hexagonal system, cleaves in a single direction, 
is very soft and opaque, is a good conductor of heat and electricity 
and has a specific gravity of 2 . 2 .  Such substances, which are 
identical in chemical composition, but different in crystalline 
form and consequently in their physical properties, are said to 
be "dimorphous." Numerous examples of dimorphous sub- 
stances are known; for instance, calcium carbonate occurs in 
nature either as calcite or as aragonite, the former being rhombo- 
hedral and the latter orthorhombic; mercuric iodide crystallizes 
from solution as red tetragonal crystals, and by sublimation 
as yellow orthorhombic crystals. Some substances crystallize 
in three different modifications, and these are said to be "tri- 
morphous"; for example, titanium dioxide is met with as the 
minerals rutile, anatase and brookite (9.v.). I n  general, or in 
cases where more than three crystalline modifications are known 
(e.g., in sulphur no less than six have been described), the term 
"polymorphism" is applied. 

On the other hand, substances which are chemically quite 
distinct may exhibit similarity of crystalline form. For example, 
the minerals iodyrite (AgI), greenockite (CdS) and zincite 
(ZnO) are practically identical in crystalline form; calcite 
(CaC03) and sodium nitrate (NaN03); celestine (SrSOk) and 
marcasite (FeS2); epidote and azurite; and many others, some 
of which are no doubt only accidental coincidences. Such sub- 
stances are said to be "homoeomorphous" (Gr. dpo~os, like, 
and pop&j, form). 

Similarity of crystalline form in substances which are chemically 
related is frequently met with and is a relation of much impor- 
tance: such substances are described as being "isomorphous." 
Amongst minerals there are many examples of isomorphous 
groups, e.g., the rhombohedral carbonates, garnet (q.v.), plagio- 
clase (9.v.); and amongst crystals of artificially prepared salts 
isomorphism is equally common, e.g., the sulphates and selenates 
of potassium, rubidium and caesium. The rhombohedral car- 
bonates have the general formula RMC03, where R" represents 
calcium, magnesium, iron, manganese, zinc, cobalt or lead, and 
the different minerals (calcite, ankerite, magnesite, chalybite, 
rhodochrosite and smithsonite [q.v.]) of the group are not only 
similar in crystalline form, cleavage, optical and other characters, 
but the angles between corresponding faces do not differ by more 
than I' or 2'. Further, equivalent amounts of the different 
chemical elements represented by R" are mutually replaceable, 
and two or more of these elements may be present together in 
the same crystal, which is then spoken of as a "mixed crystal" 
or isomorphous mixture. 

I n  another isomorphous series of carbonates with the same 
general formula R"CO3, where R" represents calcium, strontium, 
barium, lead or zinc, the crystals are orthorhombic in form, and 
are thus dimorphous with those of the previous group (e.g , 
calcite and aragonite, the other members heing only represented 
by isomorphous replacements). Such a relation is known as 
"isodimorphism." An even better example of this is presented 
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by the arsenic and antimony trioxides, each of which occurs as / tallography, translated by H .  Marshall (London, 1906) ; A. E. H. Tut- 
two distinct minerals :- i ton, Crystalline Form and Chemical Constitution (London, 1926). 

j Descriptive works giving the crystallographic constants of different 
As203, Arsenolite (cubic) ; Claudetite (monoclinic). substances: P. Groth, Chemische Krystallographie ( s  vols., Leipzfg, 
Sbz03, Senarmontite (cubic) ; Valentinite (orthorhombic) . 
Claudetite and valentinite though crystallizing in different 

have the same cleavages and very nearly the same angles, 

1906-19) ; and of minerals the treatises of J .  D. Dana and C. Hintze. 
A collection of thousands of drawings of crystals with critical lists of 
forms is given by V. Goldschmidt, Atlas der Krystallforqnefl (9  ~01s. 
4t0, Heidelberg, 1913-23). 

and are strictly isomorphous. (L. J. S.) 

Substances which form isodimorphous groups also frequently / CRYSTALLOID is a substance which dialyses through a 
crystallize as double salts. For instance, amongst the carbonates ' p?rchment membrane. Dialysis is a process for  separating col- 
quoted above are the minerals dolomite ( c ~ M ~ ( c o ~ ) ~ )  and 
barytocalcite (CaBa(C03)*). Crystals of barytocalcite (*..LI.) are 
monoclinic; and those of dolomite ( q . ~ . ) ,  though closely related 

loidal and crystalline substances. If a salt solution be placed in 
a drum provided with a parchment bottom, termed a "dialyser," 
and the drum and its contents placed in a larger vessel of water, 

to calcite in angles and cleavage, possess a different degree of 1 the salt will pass through the membrane. If the salt solution is 
symmetry, and the specific gravity is not such as would result by a / replaced by one of glue, it will be found that the membrane is 

isomorphous mixture of the two carbonates. A similar case 
is presented by artificial crystals of silver nitrate and potassium 
nitrate. somewhat analogous to double salts are the molecular 
c o m p o u n ~ s  formed by the introduction of uwater of crystalliza- 

of etc. ~h~~ sodium sulphate may 
crystallize alone or with either seven or ten molecules of water, 
giving rise to three crystallographically distinct substances. 

A relation of another kind is the alteration in crystalline form 

impermeable. The salt solution is termed a "crystalloid" and the 
glue a "colloid." BY adding hydrochloric acid to  a container 
holding a solution of an alkaline silicate, no precipitate will fall, 
and the solution will contain hydrochloric acid, an alkaline chlo- 
ride (e.g., salt) and silicic acid. If the solution be transferred to a 
"dialyser," the hydrochloric acid and the alkaline chloride will 
pass through the parchment while the silicic acid will be retained. 

CRYSTAL a in the 
resulting from the replacement in the chemical molecule of one neighbourhood of Sydenham just outside the southern boundary 
or more atoms by atoms or radicals of a different kind.  hi^ is 1 of the county of London. The building, chiefly of iron 2nd glass, 
known as a "morphotropic" relation (Gr. pop4fi, form, Tp6ToS, 1 
habit). Thus when some of the hydrogen atoms of benzene are 
replaced by (OH) and (NO,) groups the orthorhombic system 
of crystallization remains the same as before, and the crystallo- 
graphic axis a is not much but the ais varies con- 
siderably :- 

a : : 
Benzene, C ~ H G  , , . , , , o,891 : I : o.7g9 
Resorcin, c s ~ * ( 0 ~ j 2  . . . . . . 0.910 : I : 0.540 
Picric acid, CsHz(0H) (N02)3 . . . . 0,937 : I : 0.974 
A striking example of morphotropy is shown by the humite 

(9.v.) group of minerals: successive additions of the group 
Mg,Si04 to the molecule produce successive increases in the 
length of the vertical crystallographic axis. 

" 

In  some instances the replacement of one atom by another 
produces little or no influence on the crystalline form; this 
happens in complex molecules of high molecular weight, the 
"mass effect" of which has a controlling influence on the isomor- 
phism. An example of this is seen in the replacement of sodium 
or potassium by lead in the alunite (9.v.) group of minerals, 
or again in such a complex mineral as tourmaline) which, though 
varying widely in chemical composition, exhibits no variation 
in crystalline form. 

For the purpose of comparing the crystalline forms of iso- 

was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton (q . v . ) ,  and was originally 
erected in Hyde Park for the 1851 Exhibition. 1t was enlarged 
and re-erected on high ground in its new site in 1 8 5 ~  and for a 
quarter century was very popular as an amusement centre and 
show place. After that it  declined somewhat, but after the World 
War it  was chosen because of its spaciousness to house the Impe- 
rial War Museum, which comprises a large collection of war relics, 
souvenirs, photographs and other records. There are accommoda- 
tions in  the grounds for many sports and games. On Nov. 30, 
1936, the building was almost wholly destroyed by fire. 

CSAKY, ALBIN, COGKT (1841-I~I?) ,  Hungarian states- 
man, was born on April 18, 1841, a t  Krompach, in the county of 
Szepes, and studied law in Kassa (Daschau) and Budapest. In  
1888 he was minister of education in the cabinet of Koloman 
Tisza. Together with Szilagyi, the minister of justice, Csaky 
was one of the most decided champions of obligatory civil mar- 
riage and of the rights of the Jews. H e  resigned in 1894, and in 
1900 was appointed president of the house of Magnates, an 
office which he resigned on the fall of the Liberal party in 1906. 
Under the Khuen-HCdervSry Government he became on June 
18, 1910, once more president of the house of Magnates. H e  
died a t  Budapest on Dec. 15, 1912. 

CSARDAS or CZARDAS (chardash), a national dance of 
Hungary, distinguished especially by its violent alternations of 

morphous and morphotropic substances it  is usual to quote the ' tempo, so that it  is now wild and furious, now slow and restrained. 
angles or the axial ratios of the crystal, as in the table of benzene 1 CSENGERY, ANTON (1822-1880), Hungarian publicist, 
derivatives quoted above. A more accurate comparison is, how- 
ever, given by the "topic axes," which are calculated from the 
axial ratios and the molecular volume; they e-xpress the relative 
distances apart of the crystal molecules in the axial directions. 

The two isomerides of substances, such as tartaric acid, which 
in solution rotate the plane of polarized light either to the right 
or to the left, crystallize in similar but enantiomorphous forms. 

REFEREXCES.-An introduction to crystallography is given in most 
text-books of mineralogy, e.g., those of H. A. Miers and of E. S. Dana. 
(See MIXERALOGY.) Standard works treating of the subject generally 
are A. E. H. Tutton, Crystallography and practical crystal measurement 
(znd edit,, VOls,, ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ,  r 9 z 2 )  ; p ,  Groth, physikaljsclte K r y s t d -  
lographie (4th ed., Leipzig, 1905). A popular book is A. E. H. Tutton, 
T h e  Natural History o f  Crystals (London, 1924). 

For geometrical crystallography, dealing exclusively with the external 
form of crystals, reference may be made to W. J. Lewis, A Treatise o n  
Crystallography (Camhridxe, 1899). 

For optical crystallography, N. H. &- A. I\T. winchell, Elenzents o f  
Optical Mineralogy (2nd ed., z vols., New York and London, 192;-28). 

The physical properties of crystals are treated by T. Liebisch, Physi- 
kalisclte Krystallograplzie (Leipzig. 1891), and in a more elementary 
form in his Grundriss der PkysikaJischen Krystallographie (Leipzig, 
1896). 

and a historical writer of great influence on his time, was born a t  
Kagyvirad on the 2nd of June 1822. He took, a t  an early date, 
a very active part in the literary and political movements immedi- 
ately preceding the Hungarian Revolution of 1848. H e  and Baron 
Sigismund KemCny may be considered as the two founders of 
high-class Magyar journalism. After 1867 the greatest of modern 
Hungarian statesmen, Francis Deik, attached Csengery to his 
personal service, and many of the momentous state documents 
inspired or suggested by Deak were drawn up by Csengery. As rt 

! historical writer he excelled chiefly in brilliant and thouglltful 
essays on the leading political personalities of his time, such as 
Paul Xagy. Bertalan, Szemere and others. He died a t  Budapest 
on the 13th of July 1880. 

CSIKY, GREGOR (1842-1891), Hungarian dramatist, was 
born on D ~ ~ ,  8, a t  pankota, in the county of ~ ~ ~ d .  H~ 
studied Roman Catholic theology at  Pest and ~ i e n n a ,  and was 
professor in the Priest's College at  Temesvar from 1870 to 1878. 
I n  the latter year, however, he joined the Evangelical Church, 
and took up literature. Beginning with novels and works on 
ecclesiastical history, met some recognition, he uiti- 

For an account of the relations betivren form and chemi- mately devoted himself to writing for the stage. Here his success 
cal composition, see P. Groth, A n  Introdttction to  Chemical Crys- was immediate. His play Az elle~zdll l~atat la~z ("L'IrrCsistible"), 



which obtained a prize from the Hungarian Academy, showed the 
distinctive features of his talent-directness, freshness, realistic 
vigour, and highly individual style. I n  rapid succession he en- 
riched Magyar literature with realistic genre-pictures, such as 
A Proletdrok ("Proletariat"), Buborckok ("Bubbles"), Ke't 
szerelem ("Two Loves"), A szdgyenlos ("The Bashful"), Athalia, 
etc., in all of which he seized on some feature or type of modern 
life, dramatizing i t  with unusual intensity, qualified by chaste and 
well-balanced diction. Of the latter his classical studies may, no 
doubt, be taken as the inspiration, and his translation of Sophocles 
and Plantus will long rank with the most successful of Magyar 
translations of the ancient classics. Among the best known of 
his novels are Arnold, Az Atlasz csaldd ("The Atlas Family"). 
H e  died a t  Budapest on Nov. 19, 1891. 

CSOKONAI, MIHALY VITEZ (1773-1805), Hungarian 
poet, was born a t  Debreczen on Nov. 17, 1773, and died there on 
Jan. 28, 1805. Appointed professor of poetry in his native town 
he lost his position on account of his irregular life, and the rest 
of his short existence was spent in extreme poverty. He had real 
genius and some of the lyrical fire of Petofi. His comedies and 
farces had some success, but his fame rests on his lyrics, inspired 
by the rich stores of Hungarian folk-song. 

His collected works were edited in 1831 by Mixton; there are 
other editions, the latest (3 vols.) in 1924. 

CSOMA DE KOROS, ALEXANDER (1784-1842), or, 
as the name is written in Hungarian, K ~ ~ R O S I  CSOMA SANDOR, 
Hungarian traveller and philologist, born Apr. 4, 1784, a t  Koros in 
Transylvania, belonged to a noble family which had sunk into 
poverty. He was educated a t  Nagy-Enyed and at  Gottingen. I n  
1820, having received from a friend the promise of an annuity 
of IOO florins (about £10) t o  support him during his travels, he 
set out for the East to  investigate the origin of the Magyars. He 
visited Egypt and then disguising himself as an Armenian he 
crossed Central Asia to Tibet, where he spent four years in a 
Buddhist monastery studying the language and the Buddhist 
literature. T o  his intense disappointment he soon discovered 
that he could not thus obtain any assistance in his great object; 
but, having visited Bengal, his knowledge of Tibetan obtained him 
employment in  the library of the Asiatic society there, which 
possessed more than one thousand volumes in that language; and 
he was afterwards supported by the government of Bengal while 
he published a Tibetan-English dictionary and grammar (both of 
which appeared a t  Calcutta in 1834). H e  also contributed several 
articles on the Tibetan language and literature to  the Jozlrnal of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, and he published an analysis of 
the Kah-Gyur, the most important of the Buddhist sacred books. 
Meanwhile his fame had reached his native country and procured 
for him a pension from the government, which, with character- 
istic devotion to learning, he devoted to the purchase of books for 
Indian libraries. H e  spent some time in Calcutta studying 
Sanskrit and several other languages; but, early in 1842, he 
commenced his second attempt to  discover the origin of the 
Magyars. H e  died at  Darjiling on April 11, 1842. An oration 
was delivered in his honour before the Hungarian Academy by 
EGtvos, the novelist. 

See Duka, Life and Travels of Alexander Csoma (1886). 
CTENOPHORA, a group of extremely curious marine ani- 

mals, mostly pelagic, that is, frequenting the open sea. Their dis- 
tribution is world-wide. They are jelly-fish in the popular sense, 
but their structure is quite unlike that of the more familiar jelly- 
fish belonging to the phylum of animals known as the Coelenterata 
(q.v., and cf. HYDROZOA). The question of the relationship of the 
Ctenophora to the Coelenterata and other animals is discussed 
a t  the end of this article. 

The  Ctenophora are constructed on the same general plan as 
the Coelenterata, possessing a single internal cavity only, which 
opens to  the exterior by one main aperture, the mouth. The body 
is composed of three layers of tissue. The outer layer (ectoderm), 
covering the surface of the body and lining the throat, is cellular 
in structure. The inner layer (endoderm), also cellular, lines the 
internal cavity and produces the sex-cells. Between these layers is 
a third, the mesodernz, which is jelly-like and contains cells and 

muscle-fibres. 
A common example of a ctenophore is Pleurobrachia, a "sea 

gooseberry" which under favourable conditions may be  taken 
plentifully in a tow-net in the English Channel. I t  is a n  ovoid 
jelly-fish half an inch or rather more in length, very soft and of 
glass-like transparency. I t  possesses two long feathered tentacles, 
each of which can be withdrawn into a pit in the substance of 
the body. The animal is an active swimmer, and swims not by 

repeated contractions of a bell- 
shaped body as do the coelen- 
terate jelly-fish, but by  the ac- 
tion of a number of minute comb- 
like plates which are attached to 
the body in eight vertically ar- 
ranged series. These rows of 
combs are visible in the living 
animal as vertical stripes, in 
which a r i p p 1 i n g movement, 
caused by the motion of succes. 
sive combs, can be detected. 

The general structure of the 
animal may be understood by 
reference to  fig. I. I n  the mid- 
dle of the more pointed end of 
the ovoid body lies the mouth. 
This leads into a flattened throat 
extending some distance into the 
interior and opening in its turn 
into the central cavity of the 
animal, the infundibulum. This 
cavity is not large, but from it 
there radiate a number of canals 
which run to various parts of the 
body and mostly end blindly. 
All the space between the throat, 
central cavity and canals on 

rnola KUKENTHAL, "HANDBUCH DER ZOOLOGIE~. 
(OE GRUYTER) the one hand and the skin on the 
FIG. 1.- STRUCTURE OF A CTENO- other is filled in  by jelly-like 
PHORE mesoderm. which is so uerfectlv 
A. General view, showing the two transpareit that the wiole syi- 
feathered tentacles; four of the 8 
rows of comb-plates; sense organ at  tern of internal organs is clearly 
upper end; and internal canals, visible from outside. The various 
because the body 8s transparent. B. 
An adhesive cell (colloblast). C. are very ar- 
Diagram of transverse section: c. ranged, the most important being 
comb-plate; i. infundibulum; m.c. eight meri&onaJ ianals which 
meridional canal; t ,  throat; tn. tentacle run longitudinally, one beneath 
each of the eight rows of combs. Each of these canals possesses, 
in the endoderm lining its outer wall, two concentrations of sex- 
cells-a strip of egg-forming tissue beside a strip of cells which 
produce spermatozoa. 

The other organs are constructed as follows: each of the 
tentacles is a long solid filament, bearing short lateral branches 
and composed of ectoderm covering a solid muscular core. At the 
base it is thickened and is attached to the wall of a deep pocket, 
lined by ectoderm, which penetrates the side of the animal. The 
tentacle-bases lie one on each side of the throat in such a way 
that a line drawn from one t o  the other would intersect a t  right 
angles the longer diameter of the flattened throat. The ectoderm 
of the tentacles is crowded with cells of a unique description, 
known as colloblasts. Each colloblast (fig. I)  possesses a dome- 
like portion which is exposed a t  the surface of the ectoderm and 
adheres to any prey it  touches, and also a spirally coiled con- 
tractile fibre descending into the substance of the ectoderm, whose 
function probably is to resist the strain put on the adhesive dome 
by the struggles of a prey and so prevent the tearing off of the 
dome. There is probably also poison connected with the capture 
of the prey. 

Each of the rows of combs is situated along a meridian of the 
body and consists of a series of transverse strips of modified 
ectoderm-cells which cross the meridian at  right angles. Each 
strip bears a comb-like plate whose teeth are made up of large 
stiff fused cilia; and the cells of one strip are En d i r x t  continuity 



CTENOPHORA 
with those of the next along the meridian. The comb as a whole 
can beat rapidly and repeatedly upwards, and it works in unison 
with the others in its row. 

The animal also possesses a complicated sense organ (fig, z ) ,  
situated in the middle of the aboral end of the body and consist- 
ing essentially of a small mass of minute calcareous particles 
(statoliths) supported on four legs composed of fused cilia. The 
whole structure is roofed in and protected by a little glass-like 
dome, and from the base of each of the four supporting legs 
there run out two narrow ciliated grooves, one to each row of 
combs; these grooves are not nerves but they act in a similar way. 

Finally, the ctenophore possesses a diffuse nervous system like 
that of a coelenterate, consisting of a sub-epithelial network of 
nerve cells and fine fibrils. I t s  muscular system consists of muscle- 
fibres traversing the mesoderm and concentrated as longitudinal 
muscle in the axes of the tentacles, and as sheets near the sur- 
face of the body and under the epithelium of the canals and 
throat. 

The general functions of the ctenophore resemble those of a 
coelenterate. Respiration and excretion are performed by general 
surfaces, there being usually no special organs for either function. 
There are neither blood nor blood-vessels and circulation in the 
true sense does not exist, the movements of fluid in the internal 
cavities being due to ciliary action. Food consists of fishes and 
their eggs and young, other ctenophores, crustacea, medusae 
and larvae of other animals which are found in the strata of the 
sea inhabited by the ctenophore. The prey is captured by the 
tentacles (assisted by their sticky cells) and swallowed by the 
throat. Digestion is a process involving first the breaking down 
of the food into particles and secondly the engulfing or ingestion 
of these particles by individual cells inside which the remaining 
processes of digestion occur. Both intra- and extra-cellular di- 
gestion appear to take place within the throat, which is not the 
case in the Coelenterafa, and intra-cellular digestion also occurs 
in the endoderm of the canal-system, assimilated products being 
apparently carried away by wandering cells. Indigestible waste is 
voided mainly through the mouth, partly also through pores lying 
below the apical sense-organ. 

The method of swimming in the Ctenophora is most interest- 
ing. A ctenophore of ordinary shape usually swims mouth for- 
wards and the motion is effected by the rows of combs. Each 
comb lashes sharply upwards (i.e., away from the mouth) and 
returns more slowly to its previous position; and the wave of 
motion affecting successive combs, which traverses the whole 
vertical row, passes from the aboral end downwards. The ciliated 
grooves which run from the sense-organ to the rows of combs, 

F R O M  P A R K E R  & H A S W E L L ,  " T E X T . B O 0 K  O F  Z O O L O G Y"  ( M A C M I L L A N  (I C O .  LTD.) 

Space forbids the detailed consideration here of the variations 
of form exhibited by the Ctenophora. Suffice it  to  say that al- 
though there is strong adherence throughout the greater part of 
the group to the fundamental principles of the type of structure 
described in Pleurobrachia, the general form of the body as  a 
whole undergoes startling modification, the various organs and 
systems being distorted out of all spatial relationship to  that 
state of affairs. The best example of this is provided by  the 

genus Cestus (fig. 3) ,  where 
the body has become a flattened 
translucent girdle, sometimes 
more than a yard in length, but in 
which none the less the funda- 
mental ctenophoran structure is 
easily recognizable. Mention must 
also be made of a small series 
of aberrant but most interesting 

F R O M  C H U N ,  1 C T E N O P H O P A "  IN  " F A U N A  U N D  genera, the P1at~cte'zea> in which 
F L O R A  DES G O L F E S  Y O N  H E A P E L "  the structure has become more 
F I G .  J.--GIRDLE O F  V E N U S .  A radically modified. I n  Coeloplana 
T R A N S L U C E N T  BELT-LIKE CTENO-  
PHORE 

(fig. 4), which will serve as an 
example, the animal has assumed 

a flattened, leaf-like form, astonishingly similar a t  first sight to 
that of one of those flattened worms, the Tzlrbellaria ( q . ~ . ) .  
Coeloplana adheres to or creeps over the surface of alcyonarian 
colonies, seaweeds, etc., and although the adult form is so unlike 
a ctenophore, the larva is much like Pleurobrachia in structure. 

The development of the Ctenophora cannot be described here, 
but it is important to note that the early divisions of the ferti- 
lized egg of a ctenophore are of a different nature from those of a 
coelenterate egg. If the two cells which result from the first 
cleavage be separated from one another, each of these may con- 
tinue to develop, but it will form half a ctenophore only; on the 
other hand, cells similarly isolated in a coelenterate will grow into 
perfect adults. The same is true in varying degrees of cells sep- 
arated a t  slightly later stages of division. 

With these facts about the Ctenophora before us discussion of 
their relationships becomes possible. Firstly, the respects in which 
they resemble that group to which they are usually thought to be 
most closely allied, the Coelenterata, must be considered. The 
chief resemblance between the two groups lies in the fact that 
their general anatomical principle is the same; both possess a 
single internal cavity only, opening to the exterior by the mouth, 
and not comparable to the food canal of a higher animal (small 
pores of various kinds which exist in both Coelenterata and 
Ctenophora are obviously of no importance in this connection). 
In both the tissues are arranged in three layers, cellular ectoderm 
and endoderm with a jelly-like layer between; in both the sex- 
products originate in ectoderm or endoderm and are not formed 
by the intermediate layer even should they subsequently become 
embedded in i t ;  and while neither possess true nerves both de- 
velop a sub-epithelial nerve-net. The symmetry of the body is, 
however, not strictly comparable in the two groups; a typical 
coelenterate is either radially symmetrical or, if i t  is an anthozoan, 
has a bilateral symmetry underlying the radial. I t  will be seen 
from the description given above of Pleurobrachia (and by 
reference to fig. I ) ,  that a ctenophore is radially symmetrical 
only as regards part of its structure, principally the rows of 
combs and the meridional canals. Regarded as a whole it  can be 

F IG  2.- THE S E N S E  O R G A N  O F  A CTENOPHORE.  SHOWING THE MASS O F  
STATOLrTHS ITS T H E  A R E  
R E P R E S E N T E D  A S  DOTTED L I N E S  A.  BELL:  B  & C EXCRETORY PORES; 
D. S T A T O L I T H S ;  E  S P R I N G ,  F .  POLAR PLATE:  G .  CILIATED GROOVE 

and the longitudinal bands of tissue joining the combs, transmit 
the impulses leading to the effective stroke of the latter. The 
combs are therefore for  ordinary swimming-~ur~oses under the 
control of the sense-organ, and transmission is through a 
ciliated epithelium; but that they are also under nervous control 
is shown by the fact that in a ctenophore from which the sense- 
organ has been removed mechanical stimuli near the mouth will 
cause reactions in the combs. The nerve-net of the ctenophore is 
mainly concerned with its muscles, however. 

divided into perfectly equivalent portions along two vertical 
planes only; i.e., a ctenophore is bilaterally symmetrical about two 
vertical planes. In  this it differs from an anthozoan, which is 
symmetrical about one plane only if its development be taken 
into account. 

1, several other respects a ctenophore differs from a coelen- 
terate. First, the egg of a ctenophore, with its cleavage into 
cells each of which will form only part of an adult, is markedly 
unlike the coelenterate egg, as has been already mentioned. Set- 
ondly, a typical ctenophore swims by means of combs composed 
of cilia, muscular swimming-motions coming into play on a large 
scale only in special cases; but in coelenterates swimming is 
essentially muscular save in larvae. Again the aboral end of a 



CTESIAS-CUBA 
ctenophore produces an elaborate sense-organ, that of a coelen- 
terate being the least developed end. Furthermore, a coelenterate 
always possesses those explosive capsules known as  cnidae, 
whereas in the Ctenophora these are replaced by the colloblasts, 
with which cnidae are not direct!y comparable. The tentacles of a 
ctenophore, with their solid muscular axis, are also unlike those 
of a coelenterate. Capital has been made of the statement that 
in  the developn~ent of a ctenophore there is a definite embryonic 
mesoderm, a set of cells cut off 
from the endoderm a t  an early 
stage and destined to form the 
axes of the tentacles and to pro- 
vide most of the cells and muscle- 
fibres of the adult mesoderm; 
whereas a coelenterate develops 
no such embryonic layer; these 
statements are, however, queried 
by certain authorities and can- 
not a t  present be regarded as de- 
cisive evidence. Epithelio-muscu- 
lar cells (see  COELENTERATA) do 
not occur among ctenophores. 

There is lastly the question of 
the relationship of the Cteno- 
phora to those animals which 
come next above themin the scale. 
Their nearest allies on the up- 
grade are generally considered to 
be some of the Turbellaria (Q.v.), . -  . 

and much discussion has !Porn K O K E N T H A L .  "HAHDBUCH DER  ZOO^ 
tred around their possible affinity o a r H  (DE G R U I T E R )  

with these. We know from FIG. 4 . -COELOPL~\NA.  A CTENO- 
the existence of Coeloplana that PHORE WHICH H A S  BECOME FLAT- 

an animal in certain respects TENED AND LEAF-L1KE IN 
similar to a flat-worm can-arise from a ctenophore, and on a 
number of grounds it  is possible reasonably to  maintain that the 
Ctenoplzora and flat-worms are allied, an idea that recent work on 
the comparative anatomy and development of the two groups has 
strengthened. This does not mean that Coeloplana is interme- 
diate between a ctenophore and a flat-worm; and, in fact, i t  has 
evolved along lines of its own; but i t  does mean that there may 
be ancestral connection between the two groups, though how far 
back in their evolution we cannot tell. I n  conclusion, although 
the Ctenophora resemble both the Coelenterata on the one hand 
and the Turbellaria on the other, the resemblance is not sufficient 
for  their inclusion in either group. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - - G ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~  accounts: G. C. Bourne in E. R. Lankes- 
ter's Treatise on Zoology 1900, 2 ; Y. Delage and E. HCrouard, Zoolo- 
gie Concrete, 1901, a ,  pt. z ;  Hickson in Cambridge Natural History, 
1 9 0 6 ,  I . ;  Krumbach in W. Kiikenthal's Handbuch der Zoologie, 1 9 2 3 -  
25 ,  I .  For pictures of Ctenophora see Chun, Fauna u. Flora Gol f ,  
Neapel, 1880, I .  For recent lists of literature see Kiikenthal's Hand- 
bwllz. (T. A. s.) 

CTESIAS, of Cnidus in Caria, Greek physician and historian, 
flourished in the 5th century B.C. I n  early life he was physician 
to  Artaxerxes Mnemon, whom he accompanied (401) on his 
expedition against his brother Cyrus the Younger. Ctesias was the 
author of treatises on rivers, and on the Persian revenues, of an 
account of India and of a history of Assyria and Persia in 23 
books, called Persica, written in opposition t o  Herodotus in the 
Ionic dialect, and professedly founded on the Persian royal ar- 
chives. The first six books treated of the history of Assyria and 
Babylon to the foundation of the Persian empire; the remaining 
17 went down to the year 398. Of the two histories we possess 
abridgments by I'hotius, and fragments in Athenaeus, Plutarch, 
and especially Diodorus Siculus, whose second book is mainly 
from Ctesias. As to  the worth of the Persica there has been much 
controversy, both in ancient and modern times. Being based upon 
Persian authorities, i t  was naturally looked upon with suspicion 
by the Greeks and censured as untrustworthy. 

For an estimate of Ctesias as a historian see G. Rawlinson's 
Herodotus, i. 71-74; or R W .  Macan's Herodotus, vol. ii. Appendix 
I. 1 5 ;  also the edition of the fragments of the Persica by J. Gilmore 
(1888, with introduction and notes and list of authorities). 

CTESIPHON, an ancient city on the left bank of the Tigris 
in 33" N. and 45" E., and about 25 miles south-east of Baghdad. 
The site is famous for the remains of one of the most magnificent 
buildings in Mesopotamia, a great vaulted hall of the Sassanian 
period. The earliest mention of Ctesiphon is by Polybius in 220 

B.C. The city was however overshadowed by its neighbour Seleucia 
on the opposite bank of the Tigris, which became the most famous 
commercial city in  western Asia. Owing t o  the Greek sympathies 
of Seleucia the Arsacids after they had conquered the land east 
of the Euphrates in 129 B.C. did not dare to  occupy it  but made 
Ctesiphon their headquarters. Although for a short period in 
in the first century A.D. Ctesiphon revolted from the Parthians it  
remained as the eastern city, while Seleucia was western in its 
sympathies. After the destruction of Seleucia by Rome in A.D. 164 
Hellenism died in Babylonia, and Ctesiphon, with the founda- 
tion of the Sassanian Empire in the second century, became the 
metropolis. I t  increased in size and various kings added new 
suburbs. After the Arab success a t  the battle of Qadisaya 
Ctesiphon was plundered. The removal of the capital to  Baghdad 
marks the definite recognition by  the Abbasids of the shifting of 
the centre of power. From this time Ctesiphon was dead. 

Ctesiphon, B a t t l e  of, Nov. 21, 1915. This denoted the high- 
water mark of the first British advance towards Baghdad in the 
World War. After successive victories, gained by skilful tactics 
rather than superior force, General Townshend reached Ctesiphon 
and there attacked the Turkish forces which were concentrating 
to cover the close approach to Baghdad. Townshend gained an 
initial advantage, but the arrival of Turkish reinforcements nulli- 
fied much of his success, and three days later, Townshend was 
compelled to give the order for retreat, and to extricate his force 
from their dangerously isolated situation by falling back to Kut  
al' Amara (q .v . ) ,  where he was shortly besieged. For an account 
of these operations and the strategy which dictated them, see 
MESOPOTAMIA, OPERATIONS IN. 

CUBA (the aboriginal name), a republic and a member of the 
League of Nations, the largest and most populous of the West 
Indian islands, included between the meridians of 74" 7' and 84' 
57' W. long. and (roughly) the parallels of 19" 48' and 23' 13' 
N. lat. I t  divides the entrance to the Gulf of Mexico into two 
passages of nearly equal width-the Strait of Florida, about 
I I O  m. wide between Capes Hicacos i n  Cuba and Arenas in 
Florida (Key West being a little over IOO m. from Havana) ; and 
the Yucatan Channel, about 130 m. wide between Capes San 
Antonio and Catoche. On the north-east, east and south-east, 
narrower channels separate i t  from the Bahamas, Haiti (50 m.) 
and Jamaica (85 m.). 

Physical  Features.-The island of Cuba is long and narrow, 
somewhat in the form of an irregular crescent, convex toward 
the north. I t s  length from Cape Maisi t o  Cape San Antonio 
along a medial line is about 730 m.; its breadth, which averages 
about 50 m., ranges from a maximum of 160 m. to  a minimum 
of about 2 2  miles. The total area is estimated a t  41,634 sq.m. 
without the surrounding keys and the Isle of Pines (area about 
1,180 sq.m.). The geography of the island is still imperfectly 
known, and most figures are approximate only. The coast line, 
'including larger bays, but excluding reefs, islets, keys and all 
minute sinuosities, is about 2,500 m. in  length. The north littoral, 
characterized by bluffs, becomes higher and higher toward the 
east, rising to 600 ft. a t  Cape Maisi. The bluffs are marked by 
distinct terraces. The southern coast near Cape Maisi is low 
and sandy. From Guantbnamo to Santiago i t  rises in  high escarp- 
ments, and west of Santiago, where the Sierra Maestra runs close 
to the sea, there is a very high abrupt shore. T o  the west of 
Manzanillo it  sinks again, and throughout most of the remaining 
distance to Cape San Antonio is low, with a sandy or marshy 
littoral; a t  places sand hills fringe the shore; near Trinidad 
there are hills of considerable height; and the coast becomes 
high and rugged west of Point Fisga, in  the province of Pinar 
del Rio. On both the north and south sides of the island there 
are long chains of islets and reefs and coral keys (of which i t  
is estimated there are 1,300), which limit access t o  probably half 
of the coast, and on the north, render navigation difficult and 
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dangerous. On the south, they are covered with mangroves. A 
large part of the southern littoral is subject to overflow, and 
much more of it  is permanently marshy. The Zapata Swamp near 
Cienfuegos is 600 sq.m. in area; other large swamps are the 
Majaguillar, east of Cardenas, and the CiCnaga del Buey, south 
of the Cauto river. A remarkable feature of the Cuban coast is 
the number of excellent anchorages, roadsteads and harbours. 
On the north shore, beginning at  the west, Bahia Honda, Havana, 
Matanzas, Cirdenas, Nuevitas and Nipe; and on the south shore 
running westward Guantinamo, Santiago and Cienfuegos, are 
harbours of the first class, several of them among the best of the 
world. Mariel, Cabagas, Banes, Sagua la Grande and Baracoa 
on the north, and Manzanillo, Santa Cruz, Bataban6 and Trinidad 
on the south are also excellent ports or anchorages. The peculiar 
pouch-shape of almost all the harbours named (Matanzas being 
a marked exception) greatly increases their security and defen- 
sibility. The number of small bays that can be utilized for coast 
trade traffic is extraordinary. 

I n  popular language the different portions of the island are 
distinguished as the Vuelta Abajo ("lower turn"), west of 
Havana; the Vuelta Arriba ("upper turn"), east of Havana to 
Cienfuegos-Vuelta Abajo and Vuelta Arriba are also used col- 
loquially a t  any point in the island to mean "east" and "westn- 
Las Cinco Villas-i.e., Villa Clara, Trinidad, Remedios, Cien- 
fuegos and Sancti Spiritus-between Cienfuegos and Sancti 
Spiritus; and Tierra Adentro, referring to the region between 
Cienfuegos and Bayamo. These names are extremely common. 
The province and city of Puerto Principe are officially known as 
Camaguey, their original Indian name, which has practically 
supplanted the Spanish name in local usage. 

Five topographic divisions of the island are fairly marked. 
Santiago (formerly Oriente) province is high and mountainous, 
Camagiiey is characterized by rolling, open plains, slightly broken, 
especially in the west, by low mountains. The east part of Santa 
Clara province is decidedly rough and broken. The west part, 
with the provinces of Matanzas and Havana, is flat and rolling, 
with occasional hills a few hundred feet high. Finally, Pinar del 
Rio is dominated by a prominent mountain range and by outlying 
piedmont hills and mesas. There are mountains in Cuba from 
one end of the island to the other, but they are not derived from 
any central mass and are not continuous. As just indicated there 
are three distinctively mountainous districts, various minor groups 
lying outside these. The three main systems are known in Cuba 
as the occidental, central and oriental. The first, the Organ 
mountains, in Pinar del Rio, rises in a sandy, marshy region near 
CaPe San Antonio. The crest runs near the north shore, leaving 
various flanking spurs and foothills, and a coastal plain which 
at  its greatest breadth on the south is some 20 m. wide. The plain 
on the north is narrower and higher. The southern slope is 
smooth, and abounds in creeks and rivers. The portion of the 
southern plain between the bays of CortCs and Majana is the 
most famous portion of the Vuelta Abajo tobacco region. The 
mountain range is capriciously broken at  points, especially near 
Bejucal. The highest part is the Pan de Guajaibbn, near Bahia 
Honda, a t  the west end of the chain; its altitude has heen 
variously estimated from 1,950 to 2,500 feet. The central system 
has two wings, one approaching the north coast, the other cover- 
ing the island between Sancti Spiritus and Santa Clara. I t  com- 
prehends a number of independent groups. The highest point 
the Pico Potrerillo, is about 2,900 ft .  in altitude. The summits 
are generally well rounded, while the lower slopes are often steep 
Frequent broad intervals of low upland or low level plain extend 
from sea to  sea between and around the mountains. Near the 
coast runs a continuous belt of plantations, while grazing, tobaccc 
and general farm lands cover the lower slopes of the hills, and 
virgin forests much of the uplands and mountains. 

The oriental mountain region includes the province of Orient€ 
and a portion of Camagiiey. I n  extent, in altitude, in mass, in 
complexity and in geological interest, i t  is much the most im. 
portant of the three systems. Almost all the mountains are verj 
bold. They are imperfectly known. There are two main ranges 
the Sierra Maestra, and a line of various groups along the north 

shore. The former runs from Cape Santa Cruz eastward along 
the coast same 12; m. to beyond the river Baconao. The S i e r r ~  
de Cobre, a part of the system in the vicinity of Santiago, has a 
general elevation of about 3,000 ft. Monte Turquino, 'j,'j00-8,32~~ 
ft.  in altitude, is the highest peak of the island. Gran Piedra rise3 
more than 5,200 ft., the Ojo del Toro more than 3,300, the Anvil 
de Baracoa is somewhat lower, and Pan de Matanzas is about 
1,267 feet. The western portions of the range rise abruptly from 
the ocean, forming a bold and beautiful coast. A multitude of 
ravines and gullies, filled with torrential streams or dry, accord- 
ing to the season of the year, and characterized by many beautiful 
cascades, seam the narrow coastal plain and the flanks of the 
mountains. The spurs of the central range are a highly intricate 
complex, covered with dense forests of superb woods. Many 
points are inaccessible, and the scenery is wild in the extreme. 
The mountains beyond Guantinamo are known locally by a 
variety of names, though topographically a continuation of the 
Sierra Maestra. The same is true of the chains that coalesce with 
those near Cape Maisi and diverge northwesterly along the north 
coast of the island. The general character of this northern mar- 
ginal system is like that of the southern, save that the range is 
much less continuous. The range near Baracoa is extremely wild 
and broken. The region between the lines of the two coastal 
systems is a much dissected plateau, imperfectly explored. The 
Cauto river, the only one flowing east or west and the largest of 
Cuba, flows through it westward to the southern coast near 
Manzanillo. The scenery in the oriental portion of the island 
is very beautiful, with wild mountains and tropical forests. In 
the central part there are extensive prairies. I n  the west there are 
swelling hills and gentle valleys, with the royal palm the dominat- 
ing tree. 

A very peculiar feature is the abundance of caverns in  the 
limestone beneath the surface. The caves of Cotilla near 
Havana, of Bellamar near Matanzas, of Monte Libano near 
Guantinamo, and those of San Juan de 10s Remedios, are the 
best known. Many streams have part of their course through 
underground tunnels. Thus the Rio San Antonio suddenly dis- 
appears near San Antonio de 10s Baiios; the cascades of the 
Jatib6nico del Norte disappear and reappear in a surprising 
manner; the Moa cascade (near Guantinamo) drops 300 ft.  
into a cavern and its waters later reissue from the earth; the 
Jojo river disappears in a great "sink" and later issues with 
violent current a t  the edge of the sea. The springs of fresh 
water that bubble up among the keys of the south coast are also 
supposedly the outlets of underground streams. 

The number of rivers is very great, but almost without excep- 
tion their courses are normal to the coast, and they are so short 
as to be of but slight importance. The Cauto river in Oriente 
province is exceptional; it is 2 jo m. long, and navigable by small 
vessels for about 'j j miles. Inside the bar a t  its mouth (formed by 
a storm in 1616) ships of 2 0 0  tons can still ascend to Cauto. In  
Camagiiey province the Jatib6nico del Sur; in Oriente the Salado, 
a branch of the Cauto; in Santa Clara the Sagua la Grande 
(which is navigable for some 20 m. and has an important traffic), 
and the Damuji; in Matanzas, the Canimar; and in Pinar del 
Rio the Cuyaguateje, are important streams. The water-parting 
in the four central provinces is very indefinite. There are a few 
river valleys that are noteworthy-those of the Yumuri, the 
Trinidad and the Giiines. At Guantinamo and Trinidad are 
other valleys, and between Marie1 and Havana is the fine valley 
of Ariguanabo. Of lakes, there are a few on the coast, and a 
very few in the mountains. The finest is Lake Ariguanabo, near 
Havana, 6 sq.m. in area. Of the almost innumerable river cas- 
cades, those of the Sierra Maestra mountains, and in particular 
the Moa cascade, have already been mentioned. The Guam& 
cascade in Oriente province and the Hanabanilla Fall near Cien- 
fuegos (each more than 300 ft.  high), the Rosario Fall in Pinar 
del Rio, and the Almendares cascade near Havana, may also be 
mentioned. 

Geology.-The foundation of the island is formed of meta- 
morphic and igneous rocks, which appear in the Sierra Maestra 

1 and are exposed in other parts of the island wherever the com- 
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paratively thin covering of later beds has been worn away. A 
more or less continuous band of serpentine belonging to this 
series forms the principal watershed, although it nowhere rises 
t o  any great height. I t  is in this band that most of the minerals 
are found. These ancient rocks have hitherto yielded no fossils 
and their age is therefore uncertain, but they are probably pre- 
Cretaceous a t  least. Fossiliferous Cretaceous limestones contain- 
ing Rudistes have been found, as at  Santiago de 10s Baiios, Santa 
Clara province. At the base there is often an arkose, composed 
largely of fragments of serpentine and granite derived from the 
ancient floor. I n  the Santa Clara province bituminous plant- 
bearing beds occur beneath the Tertiary limestones, and at Bara- 
coa a Radiolarian earth occupies a similar position. The latter, 
like the similar deposits in other West Indian islands, is prob- 
ably of Oligocene age. Tertiary limestones are the predominant 
feature. Although they do not exceed 1,000 ft. in  thickness, 
they probably a t  one time covered the whole island except the 
summits of the Sierra Maestra, where they have been observed, 
resting upon the older rocks, up  to  a height of 2,300 feet. They 
contain corals, but are not coral reefs. The shells which have 
been found in them indicate that they belong for the most part 
to  the Oiigocene period. They are frequently very much dis- 
turbed and often strongly folded. Around the coast there is a 
raised shelf of limestone which was undoubtedly a coral reef. 
But it  is of recent date and does not attain an elevation of more 
than 40 or 50 feet. 

Minerals are fairly abundant in number, but few are present in 
sufficient quantity to  be industrially important. Oriente province 
is distinctively the mineral province of the island. Large copper 
deposits of peculiar richness occur in the Sierra de Cobre, and 
both iron and manganese are abundant. Besides the deposits in 
Oriente province, iron is known to exist in considerable amount 
in Camagiiey and Santa Clara, and copper in  Camagiiey and Pinar 
del Rio provinces. The copper deposits are mainly in serpentine. 
Manganese occurs especially along the coast between Santiago 
and Manzanillo. Chromium and other rare minerals exist, but 
not in commercially available quantities. Bituminous products 
of every grade, from clear translucent oils to  lignite-like sub- 
stances, occur in all parts of the island. Much of the bituminous 
deposits is on the dividing line between asphalt and coal. There 
is but little stone which is hard enough to be good for building 
material, the greatest part being a soft coralline limestone. There 
are extensive and valuable deposits of beautiful marbles in the 
Isle of Pines, and lesser ones near Santiago. The Organ moun- 
tains contain a hard blue limestone; and sandstones occur on the 
north coast of Pinar del Rio province. Clays of all qualities and 
colours abound. Mineral waters, though not yet important in 
trade, are extremely abundant, and a score of places in Cuba and 
the Isle of Pines are already known as health resorts. 

The soil of the island is mainly alluvial on the lowlands and 
disintegrated limestone on the uplands. I n  the original formation 
of the island volcanic disturbances and coral growth played some 
part. Noteworthy earthquakes are rare. They have been most 
common in Oriente province. Those of 1776, 1842 and 1852 were 
particularly destructive, and of earlier ones those of 1551 and 
1624 a t  Bayamo and of 1578 and 1678 a t  Santiago. Every year 
there are light seismic disturbances, Santiago being the point of 
most frequent visitation. 

Flora.-The tropical heat and humidity of Cuba make possible 
a flora of splendid richness. All the characteristic species of the 
West Indies, the Central American and Mexican and southern 
Florida seaboard, and nearly all the large trees of the Mexican 
tropic belt, are embraced in it. The total number of native flower- 
ing species has been estimated a t  between 5,000 and 6,000. Ac- 
cording to the census of 1919 wooded lands comprised 13,600,000 
ac., of which one-third were in Oriente province, another third in 
Camagiiey, and hardly any in Havana province. Much of this 
area is of primeval forest. The woods are so dense over large 
districts as to  be impenetrable, except by  cutting a path foot by 
foot through the close network of vines and undergrowth. The 
jagiiey (Ficus sp.), which stifles in its giant coils the greatest 
trees of the forest, and the copei (Clusia rosea) are remarkable 

parasitic lianas. 
Of the palm there are more than 30 species. The royal palm is 

the most characteristic tree of Cuba. I t  attains a height of from 50 
to  75 ft., and sometimes of more than IOO feet. Alone, or in groups, 
or in long aisles, towering above the plantations or its fellow trees 
of the forest, its beautiful crest dominates every landscape. Every 
portion, from its roots to its leaves, serves some useful purpose. 
The corojo palm (Cocos crispa) rivals the royal palm in beauty 
and utility; oil, sugar, drink and wood are derived from it. The 
coco palm (Cocos nucifera) is also put to varied uses. The mango 
is planted with the royal palm along the avenues of the planta- 
tions. The beautiful ceiba (Bombax ceiba, Ceiba pentundra) or 
silk-cotton tree is the giant of the Cuban forests; i t  often grows 
to a height of IOO to 150 ft. with enormous girth. The royal pigon 
(Erytl~rina veluti?za) is remarkable for the magnificent purple 
flowers that cover it. The tamarind and banyan are also note- 
worthy. Utilitarian trees and plants are legion. 

There are a t  least 40 choice cabinet and building woods. Of 
these, ebonies, mahogany, culld (or cuyi, Bumelia retusa), cocullo 
(cocuyo, Bumelia nigra), ocuje (Callophyllum viticifolia, Orni- 
frophis occidentalis, 0 .  cominia), jigiie (jique, Lysiloma sabicu), 
mahagua (Hibiscus tiliaceus) , granadillo (Brya ebenus) , icaquillo 
(Licania incania) and agua-baria (Cordia gerascanthes) are per- 
haps the most beautiful. Other woods, beautiful and precious, 
include guayacrin (Guaiacum sanctum), baria varia (Cordia geras- 
ca?zthoides)-the fragrant, hard-wood Spanish elm-the quiebra- 
hacha (Copaifera hymenofolia), which three are of wonderful 
lasting qualities; the jiqui (Malpighia obovata), acana (Achras 
disecta, Bassia albescens), caigardn (or caguairan, Hymenaea 
floribunda) , and the dagame (Calicophyllum candidissi?~zzbm), 
which four, like the culld, are all wonderfully resistant to humid- 
ity; the caimatillo (Chrysophyllum oliviforme), the yaya (or 
yayajabico, yayabito: Erythalis fructicosa, Bocagea virgata, 
Gzratcria virgata, Asimina Blaini), a magnificent construction 
wood; the maboa (Cameraria latifolia) and the jocuma (jocum: 
Sideroxylon mastichodendron, Bumelia saticifolia), all of indi- 
vidual beauties and qualities. 

Many species are rich in gums and resins; others are oleagi- 
nous; and many are medicinal. There are also various dye-woods; 
rose-wood, log-wood (or campeachy wood), indigo, manujzi (Gar- 
cinia Morella), Brazil-wood and saffron. Textile plants are 
extremely common. The majagua tree grows as high as 40 ft . ;  
from its bark is made cordage of the finest quality. Strong, fine, 
glossy fibres are yielded by the exotic ramie (Boehmeria nivea) ; 
by the maya or rat-pineapple (Bromelia Pinguin), and by the 
daquilla (or daiguiya-Lagetta lintearia, L. valenzuelana), which 
like the mays yields a brilliant flexible product like silk; stronger 
cordage by the corojo palms, and various Izeneque'n plants, native 
and exotic (especially Agave americana, A. cubensis) ; and various 
plantains, the exotic Sansevieria guinensis, okra, jute, Laportea, 
various lianas, and a great variety of reeds, supply varied textile 
materials. The yucca is a source of starch. For building and mis- 
cellaneous purposes, in addition to the rare woods above named, 
there are cedars (used in great quantities for cigar boxes) ; the 
pine, found only in the west, where it  gives its name to the Isle of 
Pines and the province of Pinar del Rio; and various palms and 
oaks. Among economic plants are the coffee, cacao, citron, cinna- 
mon, coco-nut and rubber tree. Wheat, Indian corn and many 
vegetables, especially tuberous, are important. Plantain in several 
varieties is a cheap and healthful substitute for bread, as is also 
the bitter cassava, after the poison is extracted. The sweet cassava 
yields tapioca. Bread-trees are fairly common. White and sweet- 
potatoes, yams, sweet and bitter yuccas, sago and okra are raised. 

The pineapple is the fruit most favoured by Cubans. The 
tamarind is everywhere. Bananas are grown particularly in the 
region about Nipe, Gibara and Baracoa, whence they are exported 
in large quantities. Mangoes, though exotic, are extremely com- 
mon, and in the east grow wild in the forests. Oranges are little 
cultivated. Lemons yield continuously through the year, but like 
oranges, not much has yet been done with them commercially. 
Pomegranates are universally used, but figs and grapes degenerate. 
The coco-nut palm is most abundant in the vicinity of Baracoa. 
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Among the common fruits are custard apples (Anona clzerintolia), 
sweet-sops ( A .  squamosa), sour-sops ( A .  nzuricata), mamons (A. 
reticztlata), star-apples (Chrysophyllum cainito, C. pomijerztm), 
rose-apples (Eugenia janzbos), pawpaws, sapodillas (Sapota 
archras) , canistes (Achras Sapota), jaguas (Gerzipa americana) , 
alligator pears (Persea gratissima), yellow mammees (Mammea 
anzericana) , "red mammees" (Lucuma manzmosa) and limes. 

Fauna.-The fauna, like the flora, is still imperfectly known. 
Collectively it shows long isolation from the other Antilles. Only 
two land mammals are known to be indigenous. One is the hutia 
(agouti) or Cuban rat, of which three species are known (Capro- 
mys Foztrnieri, C. melaaurzrs and C. Poey). I t  lives in the 
most solitary woods, especially in the eastern hills. The other is 
a peculiar insectivore (Solenodo?z paradoxus), the only other 
representatives of whose family are found in Madagascar. Various 
animals, apparently indigenous, that are described by the early 
historians of the conquest, have disappeared. .4n Antillean rabbit 
is very abundant. Bats in prodigious numbers, and some of them 
of extraordinary size, inhabit the many caves of the island; more 
than 2 0  species are known. Rats and mice, especially the guaya- 
bita (Mus IIZZ~SCZI~US), an extremely destructive rodent. are very 
abundant. The manatee, or sea-cow, frequents the mouths of 
rivers, the sargasso drifts and the regions of submarine fresh- 
water springs off the coast. Horses, asses, cows, deer, sheep, goats, 
swine, cats and dogs were introduced by the early Spaniards. The 
last three are common in a wild state. Deer are not native, and 
are very rare; a few live in the swamps. 

Birds recorded in Cuba numbered, in 1928, 2 76 species. Two- 
thirds of these, including gulls, terns, ducks, waders, flycatchers, 
orioles, finches and warblers, are also found in the United States. 
The remaining third includes the Cuban crab hawk, snail kite, 
quail, rails, crane, blue-headed quail dove, macaw, paroquet, par- 
rot, lizard cuckoo, bare-legged owl, tody, collared and palm swifts, 
fairy hummingbird. solitaire, cave swallow, blue-headed honey 
creeper and black finch. The earliest observations of Cuban birds 
were made by Co!umbus on his first voyage; the nightingales 
which charmed him were probably Cuban solitaires. See The 
Birds of Cztba, by Thomas Barbour, 1923. 

Repti les  are numerous. Many tortoises are notable. The 
crocodile and cayman occur in the swampy littoral of the south. 
Of lizards the iguana (Cyclura caudata) is noteworthy. Chamele- 
ons are common. Snakes are not numerous, and it  is said that 
none is poisonous or vicious. There is one enormous boa. the 
inaja (Epicrates angulifer), which feeds on pigs, goats and the 
like, but does not molest man. 

Fishes are present in even greater variety than birds. Felipe 
Poey, in his Ictiologia Cubana, listed 782 species of fish and crus- 
taceans, of which 105 were doubtful; but more than one-half of 
the remainder were first described by Poey. The fish of Cuban 
waters are remarkable for their metallic colourings. The largest 
species are found off the northern coast. Food fishes are relatively 
not abundant, presumably because the deep sea escarpments of 
the north are unfavourable to their life. Shell fish are unimportant. 
Two species of blind fish, of extreme scientific interest, are found 
in the caves of the island. Of the "percoideos" there are many 
genera. Among the most important are the robalo (Labrax), an 
exquisite food fish, the tunny, eel, Spanish sardine and mangua. 
Of the sharks the genus Squalus is represented by individuals that 
grow to a length of 26 to 30 feet. The hammer-head attains a 
weight a t  times of 600 lb. The saw-fish is common. Of fresh- 
water fish the Lisa, dogro, guayacdn and viajocos (Chromis fus- 
comaculatus) are possibly the most noteworthy. 

Molluscs are extraordinarily numerous; and many, both of 
water and land, are rarities among their kind for size and richness 
of colour. Of crustaceans, land-crabs are remarkable for size and 
number. Arachnids are prodigiously numerous. Insect life is 
abundant and beautiful. The bite of the scorpion and of the 
numerous spiders produces no serious effects. The nigua, the 
Cuban jigger, is a pest of serious consequence, and the ma1 de 
nigua (jigger sickness) sometimes causes the death of lower 
animals and men. Sand-flies and biting gnats are lesser nuisances. 
Lepidoptera are very brilliant in colouring. The cucujo or Cuhan 

firefly (Pyrophorus noctilzrcus) gives out so strong a light that a 
few of them serve effectively as a lantern. The Stegomyia mos- 
quito is the agent of yellow fever inoculation. Sponges grow in 
great variety. 

Climate.- he climate of Cuba is typically that of islands 
in the trade wind belt, and distinctively insular in  characteristics 
of humidity and equability. There are two distinct seasons: a 
"dry" season from November to April, and a hotter, "wet" 
season. About two-thirds of the total precipitation falls in the 
latter. Droughts, extensive in area and in duration, are by no 
means uncommon. At Havana the mean temperature is about 
76" F, with a range between the means of the coldest and 
warmest months of 10" (;oO to go0) ,  temperatures below joO 
or above go0 being rare. The mean rainfall a t  Havana is about 
40.6 in. (sometimes over So), and the mean absolute humidity 
of different months ranges from 70 to 80%. These figures repre- 
sent fairly well the conditions of much of the northern coast. In  
the north-east the rainfall is much greater. The heat of the day 
is relieved by the afternoon sea breezes. The trades are steady 
through the year, and in the dry season the western part enjoys 
cool "northers." Despite this the interior is somewhat cooler 
than the coast, and in the uplands frost is not uncommon. The 
southern littoral is also (except in sheltered points such as Santi- 
ago, which is one of the hottest cities) somewhat cooler than the 
northern. 

Eight or ten years rarely pass without tornadoes or hurricanes 
of local severity at  least. Notably destructive ones occurred in 
I 768, 1774, 1842, 1844, 1846, 186j, 1870, 1876, 18Sj, 1894, 1896, 
1906, 1910, 1912, 1915, 1917, 1926. Those of 1842 and 1844 
caused extreme distress. In  1846, 300 vessels and 2,000 houses, 
were destroyed at  Havana; in 1896 the banana groves of the north- 
east coast were ruined; and in 1906 Havana suffered damage. 
Such storms most frequently occur in September, October and 
November. 

Health.-Convincing evidence is offered by the qualities of 
the Spanish race in Cuba that white men of temperate lands can 
be perfectly acclimatized in this tropical island. As for diseases, 
some common to Cuba and Europe are more frequent or severe 
in the island, others rarer or milder. There are the usual malarial, 
bilious and intermittent fevers, and liver, stomach and intestinal 
complaints prevalent in  tropical countries and chiefly due to 
unhygienic living. Yellow fever (which first appeared in Cuba 
in 1647) was long the only epidemic disease, Havana being an 
endemic focus. The danger of an outbreak was never absent, 
until the work of the U.S. army in 1901-02 conclusively proved 
that this disease could be eradicated entirely by  removing the 
possibility of inoculation by the Stegomyia mosquito. Since then 
yellow fever has ceased to be a scourge in Cuba. Small-pox was 
the cause of a greater mortality than yellow fever even before the 
means of combating the latter had been ascertained. The remark- 
able sanitary work begun during the American occupation and 
continued by the republic of Cuba, has shown that the ravages of 
this and other diseases can be greatly diminished. Leprosy is 
rather common, but seemingly only slightly contagious. Consump- 
tion is very prevalent. Malaria has been greatly reduced by the 
campaign against the anopheles mosquito, the carrier of the malady. 

Agriculture.- The lands throughout the island are very fer- 
tile. The lowlands about Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Mariel and Matan- 
zas are noted for their richness. In  1899 farm lands occupied three- 
tenths of the total area; the cultivated area being one-tenth of the 
farms or 3% of the whole. At the end of 1905 i t  was estimated 
that 16% was in cultivation and in 1902 that the public land 
available for permanent agrarian cultivation, including forest 
lands, was only 186,967 hectares (416,995 ac.), almost wholly in 
the province of Oriente. The average size of a farm in 1899 was 
143 acres. More than 85% of all cultivated lands were then 
occupied by whites; and somewhat more than one-half (56.6%) 
of all occupiers were renters. Holdings of more than 32 ac con- 
stituted only 7% of the total. Of the cultivated area 47% was 
given over to sugar, 11 % to sweet-potatoes, 9% to tobacco and 
almost 9% to bananas. But owing to the disturbed conditions 
created by the war it  is probable that these figures by no means 
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represent normal conditions. The actual sugar crop of 1899- 
1900, for example, was not a quarter of that of 1894. With the 
establishment of peace in 1898 and the influx of American and 
other capital and of a heavy immigration, great changes have 
taken place in agriculture as in other industrial conditions. 

Sugar has been the dominant crop since the end of the 18th 
century. Before the Civil War of 1895-98 the capital invested 
in it  was greater by half than that in tobacco and coffee, live stock 
and other farms. Fruit and live stock interests have since increased. 
Dependence on one crop has been an artificial economic condition 
often of grave momentary danger to  prosperity; but generally 
speaking, the progress of the industry has been steady. The com- 
petition of the sugar-beet has been felt severely. During and aftex 
the war of 1868-78, many families emigrated and were ruined; 
the ownership of plantations largely passed from Cubans to Span- 
iards. About 1885 began an immense development of centraliza- 
tion (the tendency having been evident many years before this). 
Plantations have increased greatly in size (and also diminished 
in number), greater capital is involved, bagasse furnaces have 
been introduced, double grinding mills have increased by more 
than a half the yield of juice from a given weight of cane, and 
extraction instead of being carried on on all plantations has been 
(since 1880) concentrated in comparatively few "centrals" (177 
in Feb. 1927). Three-fourths of all are in the Santa Clara, Oriente 
and Camagiiey provinces, 127 of the centrals which produced in 
I927 nearly four-fifths of the crop. A comparatively low cost of 
intelligent free labour, the centralized organization and modern 
methods that prevail on the plantations, the remarkable fertility 
of the soil (which yields 5 or 6 crops with good management, 
without replanting), and the proximity of the United States, in 
whose markets Cuba disposes of almost all her crop, have long 
enabled her to distance her smaller West Indian rivals and to 
compete with the bounty-fed beet. The methods of cultivation, 
however, are still distinctly extensive, and the returns are much 
less than they would be with more scientific methods. In the 
season of 1926-27, which may be taken as typical, 177 estates 
produced 49>562,624 tons of cane and yielded-in addition to 
alcohol, brandy and molasses-4,508,600 tons of sugar. Twenty 
of the large centrals, each yielding more than 64,000 tons, pro- 
duced nearly one-third of the total crop. Production from 1850 
to 1868 averaged 469,934 tons yearly, rising from 223,145 to 
749,000; from 1869 to 1886 (continuing high during the period of 
the Ten Years' War), 632,003 tons; from 1887 to 1907--omitting 
the five years 1896-1900 when the industry was prostrated by 
war-909,827 tons (and including the war period, 758,066); and 
in the six harvests of 1go1-06-1,016,8gg tons. Prior to 1902 
the million mark was reached only twice-in 1894 and 1895. Fol- 
lowing the resuscitation of the industry after the Spanish-Ameri- 
can War, the island's crop rose steadily from one-sixth to a full 
quarter of the total cane sugar output of the world, its share in 
the world's product of sugar of all kinds ranging from a tenth to 
an eighth. Of this enormous output, the United States takes about 
four-fifths, and the United Kingdom about one-tenth. In  recent 
years Cuba has supplied from 50 to 56% of the sugar for the 
United States. 

Three-fourths of the tobacco of Cuba comes from Pinar del 
Rio province, the rest mainly from the provinces of Havana and 
Santa Clara-the description de partido being applied to the leaf 
not produced in Havana and Pinar del Rio provinces, and some- 
times to all produced outside the cuelta abajo. This district, 
including the finest land, is on the southern slope of the Organ 
mountains between the Honda river and Mantua; bananas are 
cultivated with the tobacco. "Vegas" (tobacco fields) of espe- 
cially good repute are also found near Trinidad, Remedios, Yara, 
Mayari and Vicana. The tobacco industry has been uniformly 
prosperous, except when crippled by war in 1868-78 and 1895-98. 
The crop of 1924 was Sq,ooo,ooo Ib., valued a t  more than $72,- 
ooo,ooo. Even in the time of slavery tobacco was generally a 
white-man's crop; for it requires intelligent labour and intensive 
care. In  recent years the growth of the leaf under cloth tents 
has greatly increased, as it has been abundantly proved that the 
product thus secured is much more valuable-lighter in colour 

and weight, finer in texture, with an increased proportion of 
wrapper leaves, and more uniform qualities, and with lesser 
amounts of cellulose, nicotine, gums and resins. I n  these respects 
the Cuban tobacco crops, produced in the sun, hardly rival the 
Sumatra product; but produced under cheese-cloth they do. Some 
of the deep sinks that characterize the island produce an excellent 
tobacco crop, "and if more certain proof of excellence is asked 
for," writes Thomas Barbour, "then why else would the Hoyo 
Pelenque have been cultivated for over IOO years, when it  is sur- 
rounded by cliffs which must be ascended or descended by more 
than 70 separate ladders, and when the oxen which plough the 
hoyo floor have to be carried in as  calves and kept there their 
whole lives long?" (See T. Barbour, The Birds of Cuba, 1923). 
(See TOBACCO.) 

Coffee-raising was once a flourishing and very promising indus- 
try. I t  first attained prominence with the settlement in eastern 
Cuba, late in the 18th century, of French refugee immigrants 
from Santo Domingo. Some cafetales were established by the new- 
comers near Havana, but the industry has always been almost 
exclusively one of Oriente province, with Santa Clara as a much 
smaller producer. Before the war of 1868-78 the production 
amounted to about 25,000,000 lb. yearly. The war of 1895-98 
still further diminished the vitality of the industry, but the crop 
soon increased and in 1926-27 was 35,640,000 lb. The berries are 
of fine quality, and despite the competition of Brazil there is no 
agricultural reason why the home market a t  least should not be 
supplied from Cuban estates. 

Of other agricultural crops those of fruits are of greatest im- 
portance-bananas, pineapples and oranges. The coco-nut indus- 
try has long been largely confined to the region about Baracoa, 
owing to the ruin of the trees elsewhere by a disease not yet 
thoroughly understood, which, appearing finally near Baracoa, 
threatened by 1908 to destroy the industry there as well. Yams 
and sweet-potatoes, yuccas, malangas, cacao, rice-which is one 
of the most important foods of the people, but which is not yet 
widely cultivated on a profitable basis-and Indian corn, which 
grows everywhere and yields two crops yearly, may be mentioned 
also. In  very recent years gardening has become an industry of 
importance, particularly in the province of Pinar del Rio. Save 
on the coffee, tobacco and sugar plantations, where competition 
in large markets has suggested certain modern methods, agricul- 
ture is still very primitive. The wooden ploughstick, for instance 
-taking the country as a whole-has never been displaced. A 
central agricultural experiment station (founded 1904) is main- 
tained by the Government at  Santiago de las Vegas; and there is 
an agricultural-college for the scientific teaching and improvement 
of farming in each of the six provinces. 

Stock-breeding was the all-important industry in the early 
history of the island, down to about the latter part of the 18th 
century. Droughts are a drawback to this industry; and though 
the best ranges, under favourable conditions, are luxuriant, never- 
theless the pastures are generally mediocre. Practically nothing 
has yet been done in the study of native grasses and the intro- 
duction of exotic species. I n  the decade after 1898 particularly 
great progress was made in raising live stock. The fishing and 
sponge industries are important. 

Manufactures.-In 1919, 48.7% of all wage-earners were 
engaged in agriculture, fishing and mining, 2 0 %  in manufactures, 
and 15.6% in trade and transportation. Such manufactures as  
are of any consequence are mostly connected with the sugar and 
tobacco industries. Forest resources have been but slightly touched 
(more so since the end of Spanish rule) except mahogany, which 
goes to the United States, ar.d cedar, which is used to box tobacco 
products, much going also to the United States. The value of 
forest products in 1919 amounted to $2,302,892. There are 
some tanneries, some preparation of fruit products and some 
old handicraft industries like the making of hats; but these are 
of comparatively scant importance. Despite natural advantages 
for all meat industries, canned meats have generally been im- 
ported. The leading manufactures are cigars and cigarettes, sugar, 
rum and whisky. The tobacco industries are very largely con- 
centrated in Havana, and there are factories in Santiago de las 
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Vegas and Bejucal. About half the production of tobacco is 
exported, most of which goes to  the United States. Nearly 130,- 
ooo,ooo cigars a year are exported, ~o,ooo,ooo boxes of cigarettes 
and amounts of cut tobacco. The sugar industry is not similarly 
centralized. With the improvement of methods the old partially 
refined grades (~noscobados) have disappeared. The sugar manu- 
facturing industry produces products valued at  more than one- 
half billion dollars per year. 

Mining.-Mining is of considerable importance. The Cobre 
copper mines near Santiago were once the richest in the world. 
They were worked from 1524 until about 1730, when they were 
abandoned for almost a century, after which they were re-opened 
and greatly developed. In  1828-40 about 2 million dollars' worth 
of ore was shipped yearly to the United States alone. Later 
the mines were again abandoned and flooded, the mining property 
being ruined during the civil wars. Finally, after 1900 they again 
became prosperous producers. The "Cobre" mine is one of the 
most famous and productive of various copper properties. hIata- 
hambre mine in Pinar del Rio province now leads. The output in 
1926 amounted to 26,100,000 lb., most of which was exported. 
Iron and manganese have been greatly developed. Iron is now the 
most important mineral product. The iron ores are even more ac- 
cessible than those of the Lake Superior region in the United 
States, and mining is entirely open-cut and terrace work. The chief 
mines are at  Daiquiri, near Santiago, near Nipe, on the north coast, 
and near Mayari in Oriente. Nearly the entire product goes to the 
United States. The first exports from the Daiquiri district were 
made by an American company in 1884; the Nipe (Cagimaya) 
mines became prominent in promise in 1906. The shipments from 
Oriente p ro~ince  from 1884 to 1901 aggregated 5,0j3,847 long 
tons, almost all going to the United States (which is true of other 
mineral products also). After 1900 production was greatly in- 
creased, reaching half a million tons annually by 1906 and main- 
taining that a\lerage up to the year 1927. There are small 
mines in Santa Clara and Camagiiey provinces. Manganese is 
mined mainly near La Maya and El  Cristo in Oriente. Evidences 
of ancient gold and silver workings remain near Holguin and 
Gibara, and it  is possible that some of these are still exploitable. 
Mining for the precious metals ceased at  a very early date, after 
rich discoveries were made on the continent. Bituminous products, 
though, as already stated, widely distributed, are not as yet much 
developed. The most important worklngs are in Matanzas and 
Santa Clara provinces. Petroleum has been used to some extent 
both as a fuel and as an illuminant. Small amounts of asphalt 
have been sent to the United States. Grahamite and glance-pitch 
are common and are exported. The commercial produqtion of 
stones, brick and cement is of rapidly increasing importance. 
There are numerous small limekilns and the number of small 
brick plants is legion. 

Commerce.-In 1902--06 exports and imports averaged $177,- 
882,640 annually; in 1914, $3oo,ooo,ooo and in 19.24, $724,594,585. 
Farm products constitute almost all exports, and imports are 
chiefly for an agricultural population that produces for export 
rather than for consumption. Of the total exports 1922-26, sugar 
formed 85.7%, tobacco and fruit products 8. j%,  all other items 
such as copper, live stock, lumber, etc., representing less than 
6%. Among hpr imports food-stuffs rank highest, accounting for 
about one-third of the total, while textiles come next, and machin- 
ery and implements follow. 

Out of $301,708,731 worth of exports from Cuba in 1926, the 
United States took $242,881,819, while Great Britain was in 
second place with $zr,g81,160. The same year the United States 
furnished Cuba with $160,104,563 worth of imports out of a 
total of $260,826,454, while Great Britain was again placed sec- 
ond with $12,645,320. This preponderance of trade with the 
United States is due in part to  a reciprocal preferential tariff of 
20%. 

Communications.-No part of the island is far distant from 
some one of a great number of excellent harbours. Along the 
1.056 m. of the north coast are the following excellent deep- 
water harbours: Bahia Honda, Cabaiias, Havana, Matanzas, Car- 
denas, Sagua, Nuevit~s,  Gilma, Nipe and Baracoa, while on the 

southern coast, measuring 1,118 m., are found, among many 
others, Guantanamo, Santiago, Manzanillo, Trinidad and Cien- 
fuegos. Most of these are connected with the interior by roads 
and railroads. The majority are visited regularly by steamers 
from foreign parts, while coast-wise trade is carried on between 
them and a great number of lesser but serviceable harbours. In  
1926 over 7,000 vessels with some 24,000,000 tonnage engaged 
in foreign trade entered and cleared all ports, while I 1,000 vessels 
of over 2,000,000 aggregate tonnage carried on coast-wise traffic. 
Although there is a net-work of roads, most of them are primitive 
and fit only for the strongly built, heavy two-wheeled carts char- 
acteristic of a century ago. By 1925, however, there were zog m. 
of good metalled roads, 212 m. additional that were passable all 
the year, and some 1,300 m. more that were passable only during 
the dry season. Construction has been begun on a great central 
motor highway to run the length of the island with branches to  
many of the ports. 

In  railway building Cuba has not been so backward. Through 
trunk routes reach from end to end of the island and to all of the 
principal harbours. The first railway in the island was opened 
from Havana to Giiines (45 m.)  in 1837. By 1927 the total length 
of railways was 3,800 miles. The United Railways of Havana, 
owned by an English company, have 784 m. of track reaching 
from the capital southward through the Vz~clta Abajo tobacco 
region to Bataban6, the port of shipment for the Isle of Pines 
with spurs north and south to Matanzas, Cirdenas and other 
points. The Cuban railway, 647 m., American owned, forms the 
eastern section of the Havana-Santiago route running from 
Santa Clara to  Santiago and connecting also with Antilla on the 
north coast and Manzanillo on the south. The Cuban Central 
railway, 360 m., crosses the island from Concha and CaibariCn 
on the north coast to Cienfuegos on the south. The ifrestern rail- 
way (147 m.) runs from Havana along the south base of the 
Organos mountains to  Mendoza and GuanC in Pinar del Rio. 
Other railways are short and serve mainly to connect with these 
trunk lines. On many of the large sugar estates private railways 
hnve been built in order to reach the trunk lines with their 
products. The total length of these private lines is about 2,790 
miles. There are about 250 m. of electric railways. A notable 
feature of the railway system is the connection by ferry across 
the Straits of Florida from Havana to Key West, whereby freight 
and passenger cars may be transferred from one country to the 
other without unloading. The time required to  cross the Straits 
is from 7 to 9 hours. On the American side the ferries connect 
with the Florida East Coast railway which in 1908 opened its 
extension of roo m. built on concrete viaducts over the long line 
of keys running to Key West. An aeroplane service for mail and 

~assengers  is also maintained be- 
tween Florida and Cuba, and 
along the island between Havana 
and Santiago. 

The telegraph (838 m. in 
1928) and telephone systems are 
owned by the Government. Tele- 
phone service now reaches vir- 
tually every section and long dis- 
tance connection is possible with 
the United States and England. 
Cable service, too, is maintained 
between Cuba and the above .. . 

BY C O U R T E S Y  OF P U B L I S H E R S '  PHOTO S E R V I C E  countries. There are nine wire- 
SCENE N E A R  

THE less stations operated by the 
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Government. 
Population.- The census of 1887 showed a population of 

1,631,687; that of 1899 a population of 1,572,792 (decrease of 
3.6% is explained by the intervening war); and that of 1907, 
2,048,980 inhabitants, 30.3'3, more than in 1899; while that of 
1919 showed 3,889.004. I n  1931 the popu!ation was reported to  
be 3,952,344. The average of settlement per square mile in 1919 
varied from 220.1 in Havana province to  22.7% in Camagiiey, 
and was 65.4% for all of Cuba; the percentage of urban popula- 
tion (in cities, that is, with more than 1,000 inhabitants) in the 
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different provinces varied from 19.6 in  Pinar del Rio t o  76.9 in 
Havana, and was 44.7 for the entire island. There were seven 
cities having populations above 2 j,ooo--Havana (the capital) 
363,506; Santiago, 62,083; Matanzas, 41,574; Cienfuegos, 37,241; 
Camaguey, 41,909; Marianas, 30,701; Cirdenas, 27,447; and 
15 more above ~o,ooo. The proportion of the total popula- 
tion in 1919 in cities of 8,000 or more was only 30.2%; and 
the proportion in cities of 25,000 or more was 21.1%. Mainly 
owing to the large element of transient foreign whites without 
families (long characteristic of Cuba), males formed 53% of the 
population and females 47%. Native whites, almost everywhere 
in the majority, constituted 62.8% of all inhabitants; persons 
of negro and mixed blood, 27.7%; foreign-born whites (including 
10,300 Chinese) 9 , 5 %  Foreigners constituted 24.9% of the popu- 
lation in the city of Havana; only 3.8% in Pinar del Rio province. 
Native blood is most predominant in  the provinces of Pinar del 
Rio and Matanzas. After the end of the war of 1895-98 a large 
immigration from Spain began; the inflow from the United States 
was very small in comparison. The republic strongly encourages 
immigration. In  1908-19 there were 505,638 immigrants, of whom 
63% were Spaniards, 10% Jamaicans, 8% Haitians, 6% North 
Americans and a few were Italian, Syrian, Chinese, French, Eng- 
lish, etc. From 1920 to 1927 inclusive there was a total rnove- 
ment into Cuba of some 200,000 tourists visiting the island 
annually. Conjugal conditions in Cuba are peculiar. I n  1919 
only 23.1% of the total population were legally married; an ad- 
ditional 6.1% were living in more or less permanent consensual 
unions, these being particularly common among the negroes. In- 
cluding all unions the total is below the European proportion, but 
above that of Porto Rico or Jamaica. 

The negro element is strongest in the province of Oriente and 
weakest in Camaguey; in the former it constituted 43.1% of the 
population, in the latter 18.6%, and in Havana city 22.3%. In  
Guantbnamo, in Santiago de Cuba, and Col6n they exceeded the 
whites in number. Regla and San Antonio de 10s Bafios had the 
largest proportion of white population, more than three-fourths. 
The position of the negroes in Cuba is exceptional. Despite the 
long period of slavery they are decidedly below the whites in num- 
ber. The Spanish slave laws (although in practice often fright- 
fully abused) were always comparatively generous to  the slave, 
making relatively easy, among other things, the purchase of his 
freedom, the number of free blacks being always great. The wars 
of 1868-78 and 1895-98 and the threatened war of 1906 all helped 
t o  give to the negro element its high position. There is prac- 
tically no colour caste in Cuba; politically the negro is the white 
man's equal; socially there is very little ostensible inequality and 
almost perfect toleration. Miscegenation of blacks and whites 
was extremely common before emancipation. I t  is sometimes said 
that since then there has been a countertendency, but it  is impos- 
sible to  prove such a statement conclusively. 

Cuba is overwhelmingly Roman Catholic in religion, but under 
the new Republic there is a complete separation of church and 
State, and liberalism and indifference are increasing. Illiteracy is 
extremely wide-spread. I n  1919 the census showed 61% of native 
white, and 54.5% of coloured Cuban citizens, and 82.1% of Span- 
ish citizens could read. A revolution in education was begun the 
first year of the U.S. military occupation and has continued under 
the republic. 

Constitution.- The Constitution was framed during U.S. 
military occupancy; it was adopted on Feb. z I ,  I 901, and certain 
amendments or conditions required by the United States, were 
accepted on June 12, 1901. The Constitution is modelled on that 
of the United States with marked differences giving greater cen- 
tralization, due to colonial experience under the rule of Spain. The 
president of the republic, who is elected for four years by an elec- 
toral college, and cannot hold office for  more than two successive 
terms, has a cabinet whose members he appoints and removes 
freely, their number being determined by law. H e  sanctions, pro- 
mulgates and executes the laws, and supplements them (partly 
co-ordinately with congress) by administrative regulations; holds 
veto and pardoning power; controls with the senate political ap- 
pointments and removals; and conducts foreign relations, subrnit- 

ting treaties to the senate for ratification. Congress consists of 
two houses. The senate contains four members from each province, 
chosen for eight years by a provincial electoral board, which 
consists of the provincial councilmen plus a double number of 
electors (half of them paying high taxes) who are selected at  a 
special election by their fellow citizens. Half of the senators retire 
every four years. The senate is the court of trial for the president, 
officers of the cabinet and provincial governors when accused of 
political offences. I t  also acts jointly with the president in political 
appointments and treaty making. The house of representatives, 
whose members are chosen directly by the citizens for four years, 
one-half retiring every two years, has the special power of im- 
peaching the president and cabinet officers. Congress meets twice 
annually, in April and November. I ts  powers are extensive, in- 
cluding, in addition to  ordinary legislative powers, control of 
financial and foreign affairs, the power to declare war and approve 
treaties of peace, amnesties, electoral legislation for the provinces 
and municipalities, control of the electoral vote for president and 
vice president, and designation of an acting president in case of 
the death or incapacity of these officers. The subjects of legisla- 
tive power are very similar to those of the United States congress; 
but control of railroads, canals and public roads is explicitly given 
to the Federal Government. Justice is administered by courts of 
various grades, with a supreme court a t  Havana as the head; the 
members of this being appointed by the president and senate. This 
court passes on the constitutionality of all laws, decrees and 
regulations. 

There are six provinces-Pinar del Rio, Havana, Matanzas, 
Santa Clara, Camaguey, and Oriente, a t  the east end. Each has 
a provincial governor and assembly chosen directly by the people, 
generally charged with independent control of matters affecting 
the province; but the president may interfere against an abuse 
of power by either the governor or the assembly. Municipalities 
are administered by mayors (alcaldes) and assemblies elected by 
the people, and control strictly municipal affairs. The "termino 
municipal" is the chief political and administrative civil division. 
I t  is an urban district together with contiguous rural territory. 
I ts  divisions are "barrios." The president may interfere if neces- 
sary in the municipality as  in the province; and so may the gov- 
ernor of the province. But all interference is subject to  review of 
claims by the courts. Both provinces and municipalities are for- 
bidden by the constitution to contract debts without a coincident 
provision of permanent revenue for their settlement. 

The franchise is granted to every male Cuban 21 years of age 
not mentally incapacitated nor previously convicted of crime nor 
serving in the army or navy of the State. Foreigners may become 
naturalized in five years. The Government may not subsidize 
any religion. 

Primary education is free and compulsory, and its expenses are 
paid by the central Government when the province or municipality 
cannot bear them. Secondary and advanced education is con- 
trolled by the State. I n  the last days of Spanish rule (1894), there 
were 904 public and 704 private schools, and not more than 60,000 
pupils enrolled; in 1927 there were 3,702 elementary schools with 
an enrolment of 321,821. There were also 70 travelling teachers 
who brought instruction t o  3,435 children, and 82 night schools 
for working people with 3,679 pupils. There existed also 467 
private schools, with 30,293 pupils. I n  1919 the children of school 
age-5 to 17-amounted to 34.6% of the population; of these 
31.2% attended school; the percentage of attendants was twice 
as large as in 1900. Private schools, some of very high grade, 
draw many pupils. The University of Havana (founded 1728) was 
given greatly improved facilities, especially of material equip- 
ment, by the American military government, and in 1923 was 
thoroughly reorganized. I n  1907 the number of students was 554. 
In 1927 it  had 5,473 students. Below the university there are 
six provincial institutes, one in each province, in each of which 
there is a preparatory department, a department of secondary 
education, and (this due to peculiar local conditions) a school of 
surveying; and in that of Havana commercial departments in 
addition. In  1915 a law created a Normal school for men and 
one for women in each province. I n  Havana, also, there is a 
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school of painting and sculpture, a school of arts and trades, and 
a national library, all of which are supported or subventioned by 
the national Government, as arc also a p ~ b l i c  library in Matanzas, 
and the agricultural experiment station at Santiago de las Vegas. 
In connection with the university is a botanical garden; with a 
biological laboratory, a national sanitation bureau and special 
services for small-pox, glanders and yellow fever. Independent 
of the Government are various schools and learned societies 
in Havana ( q . ~ . ) .  A school was established by the Govern- 
ment in Key West, Florida (U.S.A.), in 1905, for the benefit of 
the Cuban colony there. Finally, the Government sustains penal 
establishments, reform schools, hospitals, dispensaries and asy- 
lums in every considerable town. 

Finance.-In 1891-96 the average annual income was $20,- 
738,930, the annual average expenditure $25,967,139. More than 
half of the revenue was derived from customs duties. Every 
Cuban paid about twice as hea\;y taxes as a Spaniard of the 
Peninsula. Very little mas spent on sanitation, roads, other public 
works and education. Lotteries, which were an important source 
of revenue under Spain, were abolished under the Republic. The 
debt resting on the colony in 1895 (a large part of it  as a result of 
the war of 1868-78, the entire cost of which was laid upon the 
island, but a part as the result of Spain's war adventures in Mexico 
and San Domingo, home loans, etc.) was $168,joo,ooo. The 
attainment of independence freed the island from this debt, and 
from enormous contemplated additions to cover the expense in- 
curred by Spain during the last insurrection. Since that time the 
public finances have greatly improved, with enlarged income and 
all foreign expenditures eliminated. The debt on Sept. 30, 1927, 
was $95,918,700, itemized as follows: foreign debt, $83,304,500, 
and domestic debt, $10,614,200. 

The following table shows the national revenue and expenditure 
for the years 1919-20 to 1925-26:- 

Revenue Expenditure 
1919-20 $91,308,314 $91,726,152 
192-21 . . . . . . . 64,446,000 62,730,744 
1922-23 . . . . . . . 53,628,800 54,852,102 
1923-24 . . . . . . . 73,134,313 57,758,784 
1924-25 . . . . . . . 68,500,ooo 61,672,169 
192;-26 . . . . , . . 84,791,650 64,780,250 

The period 1923-6 showed a considerable surplus, which was ap- 
plied to the reduction of the public debt. United States and Brit- 
ish investments, always important in the agriculture and manu- 
factures of the island, greatly increased following 1898, and by 
1926 amounted to $I,  joo,ooo,ooo and f 14,000,ooo respectively. 
American investments were $~O.OOO,OOO in 1901. While most of 
the American money is in sugar, there are also large sums in 
tobacco, mining, fruit, railways, street-car companies, docks, elec- 
tric light and power companies, telephone companies, banks, hotels, 
steamship lines and Cuban bonds. Cnder a law of Nov. 7, 1914, a 
Cuban coinage system similar to that of the United States was 
introduced. American money is also legal tender and is in general 
use. 

HISTORY 
Cuba was discovered by Christopher Columbus in the course of 

his first voyage, on Oct. 27, 1192. In  I j08 Sebastian de Ocampo 
circumnavigated it. In  I 51 I Diego Yelazquez began the conquest 
of the island. Baracoa (the landing point), Bayamo, Santiago de 
Cuba, Puerto Principe, Sancti Spiritus, Trinidad and the original 
Havana were all founded by I 515. Velazquez's reputation and 
legends of wealth drew many immigrants to the island. From Cuba 
went the expeditions that discovered Yucatan (151 j ) ,  and explored 
the shores of Mexico, Hernando CortCs's expedition for the inva- 
sion of Mexico, and de Soto's for the exploration of Florida. The 
last two had a pernicious effect on Cuba, draining it  of horses, 
money and of men. At least as early as 1523 the African slave 
trade was begun. I n  I j44 the Indians, so far as they had not suc- 
cumbed to the labour of the mines and fields to which they were 
put by the Spaniards, were proclaimed emancipated. The admin- 
istration in the 16th century was loose and violent. The local 
authorities were divided among themselves by bitter feuds; 
brigandage, mutinies and internal struggles disturbed the peace. 
As a result of the transfer of Jamaica to England, the population 

of Cuba was augmented by Jamaican immigrants to  about 30,000 
in the middle of the 17th century. 

The activity of English and French pirates began in the 16th, 
and reached its climax in the middle of the I 7th century. So early 
also began dissatisfaction with economic regulations and even 
grave resistance to  their enforcement. Illicit trade with privateers 
and foreign colonies had begun long before, and in the 17th 
acd 18th centuries was the basis of the island's wealth. I n  
1762 Havana was captured after a long resistance by  a Brit- 
ish force under Admiral Sir George Pocock and the earl of 
Albemarle, with heavy loss to the besiegers. I t  was returned to 
Spain the next year in exchange for the Floridas. The British 
cpened the port to commerce and the slave trade and revealed its 
possibilities. The Government of Spain, beginning in I 764, made 
notable breaches in the old monopolistic system of colonial trade 
throughout America; and Cuba received special privileges. Spain 
paid increasing attention to the island, and in harmony with the 
policy of the Laws of the Indies many decrees intended to stimu- 
late agriculture and commerce were issued by the crown, first in 
the form of monopolies, then with increased freedom and with 
bounties. Various colonial products and the slave trade were 
favoured in this way. After the cession of the Spanish portion of 
Santo Domingo to France, hundreds of Spanish families emigrated 
to Cuba, and many thousand more immigrants, mainly French, 
followed them during the revolution of the blacks. Most of them 
settled in Oriente province, where their names and blood are still 
apparent, and with their cafetales and sugar plantations converted 
that region from neglect and poverty to  high prosperity. 

Under a succession of liberal governors (especially Luis de las 
Casas, I 79-96, and the marquCs de Someruelos, 1799-1813), a t  
the end of the 18th century and the first part of the ~ g t h ,  when 
the wars in Europe cut off Spain almost entirely from the colony, 
Cuba was practically independent. Trade was comparatively free, 
and worked a revolution in culture and material conditions. Gen. 
Las Casas, in particular, left behind him in Cuba an undying 
memory of good efforts. Free commerce with foreigners-a fact 
after 1809-was definitely legalized in 1818 (confirmed in 1824). 
The State tobacco monopoly was abolished in 181 7. The reported 
populations by the (untrustworthy) censuses of 1774, I 792 and 
181 7 were 161,670; 273,301 and 553.033. Something of political 
freedom was enjoyed during the two terms of Spanish constitu- 
tional Government under the constitution of 1812. The sharp 
division between creoles and peninsulars (i.e., between those born 
in Cuba and those born in Spain), the question of annexation to 
the United States or possibly to some other power, the plotting for 
independence, all go back to the early years of the century. 

Misgovernment.- Partly owing to these political and social 
divisions, conspiracies being rife during 1820--30, and partly as  
preparation for the defence against Mexico and Colombia, who 
throughout these same years were threatening the island with 
invasion, the captains-general, in 1825, received the powers above 
referred to, which became, as time passed, monstrously in dis- 
accord with the general tendencies of colonial Government and 
with increasing libeyties in Spain, but continued to be the spiritual 
basis of Spanish rule in the island. Among the governors was 
Miguel Tac6n ( I  834-39), a forceful and high-handed soldier ; he 
ruled as a tyrant, made many reforms, and left Havana, in 
particular, full of municipal improvements. The good he did was 
limited to the spheres of public works and police; in other respects 
his rule was a pernicious influence for Cuba. Politically it  was 
marked by the proclamation at  Santiago in 1836, without his con- 
sent, of the Spanish constitution of 1834; he repressed the move- 
ment, and in 1837 the deputies of Cuba to the Cortes of Spain 
(to which they were admitted in the two earlier constitutional 
periods) were excluded from that body, and it  was declared in the 
national constitution that Cuba (and Porto Rico) should be 
governed by "special laws." The inapplicability of many laws 
passed for the Peninsula was indeed notorious; and Cuban opinion 
had repeatedly, through official bodies, protested against laws thus 
imposed that worked injustice, and had pleaded for special con- 
sideration of colonial conditions. The promise of "special laws" 
based upon such consideration was therefore not, in itself, unjust, 
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nor unwelcome. But as the colony had no voice in the Cortes, 
and the "special laws" were never passed. the arbitrary rule of 
the captains-general remained quite supreme. The rule of Leopold 
O'Donnell was markcd in 1844 by a blcody persecution of negroes 
for a supposed plot against their masters; O'Donnell's actions 
being partly due to the inquietude that had prevailed for some 
years over the supposed machinations of English abolitionists and 
even of English official residents in the island, and also over the 
mutual jealousies and supposed annexation ambitions of Great 
Britain and the United States. 

A Cuban international question had arisen before 1820. Spain, 
the United States, England, France, Colombia and Mexico were all 
fully involved in it, the first four continually. In  the 1850s a strong 
pro-slavery interest in the United States advocated the acquisition 
of the island. One feature of this was the "Ostend Manifesto" 
(see BUCHANAN, JAMES), in which the ministers of the United 
States at  London, Paris and Madrid declared that if Spain refused 
a money offer for the colony the United States should seize it. 
Their Government gave this document publicity. The Cuban 
policy of Presidents Pierce and Buchanan (during 1853-61) was 
vainly directed to acquiring the island. From 1849 to 1851 there 
were three abortive filibustering expeditions from the United 
States, two being under a Spanish general, Narciso Lopez (1798- 
1851). Domestic discontent had become acute by 18 jo, and from 
then on to 1868 there was conflict between liberal and reactionary 
sentiment, centring about the asserted connivance of the captains- 
general in the illegal slave trade (declared illegal by the treaties of 
1817 and 1835 between Great Britain and Spain), the notorious 
immorality and prodigal wastefulness of the Government, and the 
selfish exploitation of the colony by Spaniards and the Spanish 
Government. From early in the 19th century there had always 
been separatists, reformists and repressionists in the island, but 
they were individuals rather than groups. The last were penin- 
su la r~ ,  the others mainly creoles, and among the wealthy classes 
of the latter the separatists gradually gained increasing support. 

C iv i l  Wars.-An ineffective and corrupt administration, a grave 
economic condition, new and heavy taxes, military repression, 
recurring heavy deficits in the budget, adding to a debt (about 
$ ~ ~ o , o o o , o o o  in 1868) already very large and burdensome, and 
the complete fiasco of the junta of inquiry of Cuban and Porto 
Rican representatives which met in Madrid in 1866-67-a11 were 
important influences favouring the outbreak of the Ten Years' 
War. Among those who waged the war some desired reforms; 
others annexation to the United States; others, independence. 
The reformists demanded action against slavery, assimilation 
of rights between peninsulars and creoles and the practical recog- 
nition of equality (e.g., in the matter of office-holding) and guar- 
antees of personal liberties. The separatists, headed by  Carlos 
Manuel de CCspedes (1819-1874), a wealthy planter who pro- 
claimed the revolution at  17ara on the 10th of October, demanded 
the same reforms, including gradual emancipation of the slaves 
with indemnity to  owners, and the grant of free and universal 
suffrage. War was confined throughout the ten years almost 
wholly to the east provinces. The policy of successive captains- 
general was alternately uncompromisingly repressive and con- 
ciliatory. The Spanish volunteers committed horrible excesses 
in Havana and other places; the rebels also burned and killed 
indiscriminatingly, and the war became increasingly cruel and 
sanguinary. Intervention by  the United States seemed probable, 
but did not come. Martinez Campos in Jan. 1878 secured the 
acceptance by the rebels of the convention of Zanjbn, which 
promised amnesty, liberty to  rebel slaves, the abolition of slavery, 
reforms in Government and colonial autonomy. A small rising 
after peace (the "Little War" of 1879-1880) was easily repressed. 
Gradual abolition of slavery was declared by  a law of Feb. 13, 
1880; definitive abolition in 1886; and in 1893 equal civil status 
of blacks and whites was proclaimed by Gen. Calleja. Coolie im- 
portation from China had been stopped in 1871. 

The change from the old rCgime was only superficial. The 
Spanish Constitution of 1876 was proclaimed in Cuba in 1881. In  
1878-95 political parties had a complex development The Lib- 
erals were becoming radical, the Union Constitutionalists, con- 

servative; and after 1893 a Reformist Party was launched that 
drew the compromisers and the waverers. The demands of the 
Liberals mere as in 1868; those for personal and property rights 
were much more definitely stated, and among explicit reforms 
demanded were the separation of civil and military power, gen- 
eral recognition of administrative responsibility under a colonial 
autonomous constitutional regime; customs reforms and reci- 
procity with the United States were also demanded. As for the 
representation accorded Cuba in the Spanish Cortes, as a rule 
about a quarter of her deputies were Cuban-born, and the choice 
of only a few autonomists was allowed by those who controlled the 
Cuban elections. A reciprocity arrangement with the United States 
was in force from I S ~ I  to 1894 and was found to be extremely 
beneficial to Cuba. 

Discontent grew, and another war was prepared for. On Feb. 
23, 1895, Gen. Calleja suspended the constitutional guarantees. 
The leading chiefs of the Ten Years' War took the field again 
-Maxim0 Gbmez, Antonio MacCo, Jose Marti, Calixto Garcia 
and others. This war was carried to the western provinces, and 
indeed was fiercest there. Among the military means adopted 
by the Spaniards to isolate their foe were entrenchments, barb- 
wire fences, and lines of block-houses across the narrow parts of 
the island, and non-combatant detention camps. The latter 
measure produced extreme suffering and much starvation. In  
Oct. 1897 the Spanish premier, P. M. Sagasta, announced the 
policy of autonomy, and the new di*pcnsation was proclaimed in 
Cuba in December. But again all final authority was reserved 
to the captain-general. The system was never to have a practical 
trial, although a full Government was quickly organized under 
it. President blcKinley, while opposing recognition of the rebels, 
affirmed the possibility of intervention; Spain resented this atti- 
tude; and finally, in Feb. 1898, the United States battleship 
"Maine" was blown up-by whom will probably never be known 
-in the harbour of Havana. 

Amer ican  Occupation.--On April 20, the United States de- 
manded the withdrawal of Spanish troops. War followed a t  once. 
A fine Spanish squadron seeking to escape from Santiago harbour 
was utterly destroyed by the American blockading force on July 
3 ;  Santiago was invested by land forces, and on July j ,  sur- 
rendered. Other operations in Cuba were slight. By the treaty 
of Paris, signed on Dec. 10, Spain "relinquished" the island to 
the United States in trust for its inhabitants; the temporary 
character of American occupation being recognized throughout 
the treaty, in accord with the terms of the American declaration 
of war, in which the United States disclaimed any intention to 
control the island except for its pacification, and expressed the 
determination to leave the island thereupon to the control of its 
people. Spanish authority ceased on January I ,  1899, and. was 
followed by American "military" rule from Jan. I ,  1899 to May 
20, 1902. During these three years the great majority of offices 
were filled by Cubans. Very much was done ior public works, 
sanitation, the reform of administration, civil service and educa- 
tion. Most notable of all, yellow fever was eradicated where it 
had been endemic for centuries. A constitutiorial convention sat 
at Havana from Nov. 5, 1900 to Feb. 21, 1901. Certain definite 
conditions known as the Platt Amendment were finally imposed 
by the United States, and accepted by Cuba (on June 12, 1901) 
as a part of her Constitution. By these Cuba was bound not to 
incur debts her current revenues will not bear; to continue the 
sanitary administration undertaken by the military Govern- 
ment of intervention; to  lease naval stations (now a t  Bahia 
Honda and GuantLnamo) to  the United States; and finally, the 
right of the United States to intervene, if necessary, in the affairs 
of the island was explicitly affirmed. The status of the Isle of 
Pines (area, 865 square miles; population, 4,288 in 1919) was left 
an open question by the treaty of Paris, but a decision of the 
United States Supreme Court which recognized it as a part of 
Cuba was finally ratified by the United States Senate on March 
13, 1925. 

T h e  Republic.-The first Cuban congress met on May 5, 
1902, and took over the Government from the American military 
authorities on May 20; Tomas Estrada Palma (1835-1908) 
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became the first president of the Republic. Material prosperity 
from 1902 to 1906 was very great; but various political, social and 
economic conditions led once more to revolution. Congress neg- 
lected to pass certain laws required by the Constitution re- 
garding municipal autonomy, independence of the judiciary, and 
congressional representation of minority parties. The pre- 
liminaries of the elections of Dec. 190; and March 1906 being 
marked by frauds and injustice, the Liberals deserted the polls 
a t  those elections, and instead of appealing to judicial tribunals 
controlled by the Moderates, issued a manifesto of revolution 
on July 28, 1906 This insurrection rapidly assumed large pro- 
portions. The Government was weak and lacked moral support 
in the whole island. After repeated petitions from President 
Palma for intervention by the United States, commissioners were 
sent from Washington to act as mediators. 

All possible efforts to secure a compromise that would preserve 
the Repuhlic failed. The president resigned (on Sept. 28). Con- 
gress dispersed without choosing a successor, and as an alterna- 
tive to anarchy the United States was compelled to proclaim 
on Sept. 29, 1906, a provisional Governn~ent,-to last "long 
enough to restore order and peace and public confidence," and 
hold new elections. The insurrectionists promptly disbanded. 
Government was maintained under the Cuban flag,-the diplo- 
matic and consular relations with even the United States re- 
mained outwardly unchanged; and the regular constitutional 
forms were maintained so far as possible. No use was made of 
American military force save as a passive background to the 
Government. The first effort was simply to hold the country 
together, without undertaking much that could divide public 
opinion; and later to establish a few fundamental laws which, 
when intervention ceased, should give greater simplicity, strength 
and stability to a new native Government. These laws strictly 
defined the powers of the president; more clearly separated the 
executive departments, so as to lessen friction and jealousies: 
reformed the courts and administrative routine; and increased 
the strength of the provinces at  the expense of the municipalities. 
On Jan. 28. 1909. the American administration ceased, and the 
Republic was a second time inaugurated, with Gen JosC Rfiguel 
G6mez (b. 1856) as president and Alfredo Zayas as vice presi- 
dent. Both were Liberals. The last American troops were with- 
drawn on April I ,  1909. 

G6mez remained in office until May 20, 1913 His term was 
marked by a return to the traditional political evils of the former 
Spanish colony; but though the Government was corrupt the 
country prospered and public works were developed. Among a 
number of political disturbances the race war of 1912 was the 
most serious. This was a negro uprising in Oriente which, how- 
ever, was quickly suppressed; a body of U S. marines was landed 
for the protection of foreign nationals and their property. Owing 
to friction within the Liberal Party the Conservative candidate, 
Gen. Rfario G. Menocal, was elected in 1912 and took office in 
-n- - 
1913.  

Charges of maladministration and dictatorial methods were 
persistently brought against Menocal's Government, which was 
unable, furthermore, to show much in the way of positive achieve- 
ment. Xevertheless. the first three years of his term were moder- 
ately successful. Llenocal was again a candidate in 1916, and 
won the election by the employment of violence and other im- 
proper methods. In  consequence there was a serious civil war 
under the leadership of Gomez in Feb. 1917, but hlenocal was 
able to defeat his opponents and entered upon his second term. 
Meanwhile, Cuba had declared war on Germany on April 7 ,  1917. 
Great help was rendered through stimulating the production of 
sugar for sale to the Allies. In  anticipation of the elections of 
1920 Gen. Enoch H. Crowder of the U.S. army was invited in 
1919 to draw up an election law. This he did, but the law was 
flagrantly disregarded in the ensuing elections. Alfredo Zayas, 
who had been the Liberal candidate in 1916, was now backed by 
Menocal in a Conservative-Popular alliance against G6mez. who 
was nominated by the Liberals. Zayas was successful but G6mez 
raised a protest, and new partial elections were called for a t  the 
suggestion of Gen. Crowder. G6mez withdrew before they could 

be completed, asserting that the Government methods were un- 
fair, and Zayas had an easy victory. 

Meanwhile, Cuba had enjoyed phenomenal prosperity in 1919, 
but this was followed by a severe financial crisis in the depression 
of 1920-21. Despite a moratorium many banks and other busi- 
ness concerns became bankrupt. Because of the financial diffi- 
culties President Zayas, who went into office on May 20, 1921, 
was at first amenable to suggestions for reform made by the U.S. 
Government. A loan of $~O,OOO,OOO was approved by the United 
States and floated in Jan. 1923, and finances rapidly improved. 
The Cuban war loan of $~o,ooo.ooo was liquidated and the year 
1922-23 closed with a surplus. But with the return of prosperity 
in 1923 President Zayas broke away from his advisers, and his 
political improprieties led to the formation of the Veterans' and 
Patriots' Association, whose reform movement was badly mis- 
managed and failed in the abortive revolution of April-May 
1924. Zayas would not indulge in the violence of his predecessor, 
however, and when he was defeated by Menocal for the Con- 
servative nomination, made a pact with Gen. Gerardo Machado, 
the Liberal candidate, to assist him against Menocal in the presi- 
dential election of 1924. Pvlachado assumed office on May 20, 
1925 and was re-elected on 90v .  I ,  1928. Amendments voted by 
Congress in June, 1927, and approved by a Constitutional con- 
vention on May 9, 1928, provided that the president's term be 
increased from four to six years and that he be ineligible for 
re-election; abolished the office of vice-president; increased the 
term of senators from six to nine years, and of representatives 
from two to six years, with national elections to be held every 
three years. The franchise was extended to all males over 2 1 .  

Political opposition, allayed by an adroit distribution of patron- 
age in 1928, revived against President Machado as the economic 
depression deepened. The Chadbourne Agreement of Dec. 1930 
failed to stabilize the price of sugar and no substantial relief came 
from the public works program. Repressive measures, instead of 
silencing opposition, incited a violent outbreak and ruthless exe- 
cution without civil trial was resorted to as the army maintained 
the government. At this point the good offices of the new United 
States ambassador, Sumner Wells, were accepted, a general am- 
nesty was declared and constitutional and political reforms were 
undertaken. But the economic crisis would not wait and a general 
strike in Aug. 1933 forced lMachado to flee the country. 

A combination of parties named Dr. Carlos Manuel de CCs- 
pedes as provisional President and set aside the Constitution 
of 1928. But the rank and file of the army revolted against its 
officers and joined with a radical group of Havana University 
students to set up a revolutionary Junta, with Dr. Grau San 
Martin at  its head. 

After four months of intermittent and bloody strife, during 
which time the United States refused recognition of any govern- 
ment, Dr. Grau, deserted by some of the students and faced with 
renewed strikes, retired, and the Junta shortly thereafter, Jan. 18, 
1934, surrendered power to Col. Carlos Rlendieta, w o n  whom all 
p&ties agreed to confer the Presidency. Recognition 'was promptly 
granted by the United States and other countries. 

A commercial treaty was negotiated reducing the tariff on 
Cuban sugar provided its quantity did not exceed 18% of the 
United States consumption of the previous year, and some revival 
of trade occurred. 

Politicians looked forward impatiently to the oft-postponed 
elections; discontented students and labourers staged another 
general strike and an abortive revolution, March 1935; but 
Mendieta and his chief of staff, Fulgencio Batista, asserted their 
dictatorial authority more frankly and postponed the election 
until Dec. 1935. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-E. Pechardo, Geografia de le isla de Cuba (Havana, 
18j4) ; M. Rodriguez-Ferrer, 2l'aturaleza y civilizacidn de . . . Cuba, 
vol. I (Madrid, 1876) ; United States Geological Survey, zznd An~zuul 
Report (1901) ; ibid., Brllletin No. 1p.2 (1902) ; R. T. Hill, Cuba and 
Porto Ricvo wwith the other Wpst Indies (Kew York, 1898); E. M. 
Masse, L'Ile de Cuba (Paris, 1 8 2 5 )  ; D. Turnbull, Traaels in the West 
(London, 1840) ; R. R. Madden, The Island of Cz~ba (London, 1853) ; 
F. Matthem, The iVew-Born Cuba (Ken, Xrork, 1899) ; H. C. Brown, 
"Report on Mineral Resources of Cuba." Civil Repcrt of  Generai 
Leonard ?frood, governor of Cuba (1302)~ vol v. 
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CLIMATE.--SB~ the Boletin Oficial de la Secretarla de Agricultura, 
and publications of the observatory of Havana. SANITATION.-For 
conditions 1899-1902, see Civil Reports of American military gov- 
ernors. For conditions since 1902 consult the Informe Mensual, 1903 
et seq. of the Junta Superior de Sanidad. 

AGRICULTURE.--~O~SU~~ the Boletin above mentioned, publications 
of the Estaci6n Central Agron6mica, and current statistical serial 
reports of the treasury department (Hacienda) on natural resources, 
live-stock interests, the sugar industry (annual), etc. 

INDUSTRIES, COMMERCE, COMMCNICATIONS.-See the works of Sagra 
and Pezuela. For conditions about 1899 consult R. P. Porter 
(Special Commissioner of the United States government), Industrial 
Cuba (New York, 1899) ; W. J. Clark, Commercial Cuba (New York, 
1898) ; reports of foreign consular agents in Cuba; and the statistical 
annuals of Hacienda on foreign commerce and railways. 

POPULATION.--T~~ early censuses were extremely unreliable. 
Illuminating discussions of them can be found in Humboldt's Essay, 
Saco's Papeles and Pezuela's Diccionario. See United States Depart- 
ment o f  War,  Report on the Census o f  Cuba 1899 (Washington, 1899) ; 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Cuba: Population, History and Resources, 
1907 (1909) and Census of the Republic of Cuba, 1919, Havana (n.d.). 

E~ucA~~ox.--Sce Civil Reports of the American military govern- 
ment, 1899-1902; United States commissioner of education, Report, 
1897-1898; current reports in Informe del supeyintendente de 
escuelas de Cuba . . . (Havana, 1903- ) .  On Letters and Culture. 
-E. Pechardo y Tapia, Diccionario . . . de voces Cubanas (Havana, 
1836, 4th ed., 187j; all editions with many errors) ; Antonio Bachiller 
y Morales, Apuntes para la historia de las letras y de la instruccidn 
pdblica de Cuba (3 tom., Havana, 1859-1861) ; J. M. Mestre, De la 
filosofia en la Habana (Havana, 1862) ; A. Mitjans, Estudio sobre 
el movimiento cientifico y literario de Cuba (Havana, 1890) ; biog- 
raphies of Varela and Luz Caballero by Rodriguez (see below) ; files 
of La Revista de Cuba (16 vols., Havana, 1877-1884) and La Revista 
Cubana (21 vols., Havana, 1885-18gj). 

A D M I N I s ~ R ~ ~ ~ o ~ . - C o n s u l t  the literature of history and colonial 
reform given below. Also: Leandro Garcia y Gragitena, Guia del 
empleado de hacienda (Havana, 18601, with very valuable historical 
data;  Carlos de Sedano y Cruzat, Cuba desde 1850 & 1873. Coleccidn 
de informes, memorias, proyectos y antecedentes sobre el gobierno de 
la isla de Cuba (Madrid, 1875) ; Vicente Visquez Queipo, Informe 
fiscal sobre foment0 de la poblacidn blanca (Madrid, 1 8 ~ 5 )  ; Injoy- 
macidn sobre reformas en Cuba y Puerto Rico celebrada en Madrid en 
r866 y 67 por 10s representantes de ambas islas (1st ed., New York, 
1867; znd ed., Nelv York, 1877) ; and the Diccionario of Pezuela. 
These, with the h~orks of Saco, Sagra, Arango and Alexander van 
Humboldt's work, Essai politique sur Pile de Cuba (Paris, 1826; 
Spanish editions, I vol., Paris, 1827 and 1840; English translation by 
J. S. Thrasher with interpolations, New York, 1856), are indispensable. 
For conditions a t  the end of the 18th century, Fran. de Arango Y 
~a r r e f io ,  0bras (2 tom., Havana, 1888). For later conditions, E. 
ValdCs Dominguez, Los Antiguos Diputados de Cuba (Havana, 1879) . 
B. Huber, ApeyGu statistiqzle de Pile de Cuba (Paris, 1826) ; 
boldt; Sagra, vols. i.-ii. of the book cited above being the Historia 
flsica y politics, and also the earlier work on which they are based, 
Historia econdmica-politica y estadistica de . . . Cuba (Havana, 
1831) ; treatises on administrative law in Cuba by J. M. Morilla 
(Havana, 1847; and ed., 1865) and A. Govin (Havana, 1882-83) ; A. S. 
Rowan and M. M. Ramsay, The Island o f  Cuba (New York, 1896) ; 
Coleccidn de reales drdenes, decretos y disposiciones (Havana, serial, 
1857-98) ; Spanish Rule i n  Cuba. Laws Governing the Island. Re- 
views Published by the Colonial Ofice in Madrid . . . (New York, 
for the Spanish legation, 1896) ; and compilations of Spanish colonial 
laws listed under article INDIES, LAWS OF THE. On the new Repub- 
lican rCgime: Gaceta Oficial (Havana, 1903- ) ; reports of depart- 
ments of Government; M. Romero Palafox, Agenda de la Repziblica de 
Cuba (Havana, 1905). See also the Civil Reports of the United 
states military governors, J. R. Brooke (1899; Havana and Washing- 
ton, rgoo), L .  Wood (1900-02 ; Washington, 1go1-02). 

HISTORY.-The works (see above) of Sagra, Humboldt and Arango 
are indispensable; also those of Francisco CaIcagno, Diccionario 
biogrcifico Cubano (ostensibly, New York, 1878); Vidal Morales y 
Morales, Iniciadores y primeros mdrtires de la revolucidn Cubana 
(Havana, 1 ~ 0 1 )  ; JosC Ahumada Y Centuribn, Memoria histdrica 
politics de . . Cuba (Havana, 1874) ; Jacob0 de la Pezuela, 
Diccionario geogrcijico-estadistico-histdrico de . . . Cuba (Madrid, 
1863-66) ; Historia de . . . Cuba (4 tom., Madrid, 1868-78; supplant- 
ing his Ensayo histdrico de . . . Cuba, Madrid and New York (1842) ; 
and Jose Antonio Saco, Obras (New York, 18531, Papeles (Paris, 
1 8 ~ 8 - ~ ~ ) ,  and ~olecc idn  pdstuma de Papeles (Havana, 1881). Also: 
Rodriguez Ferrer, op. cit. above, vol. 4 (Madrid, 1888) ; P. G. GuitCras, 
Historia de . . . Cuba (New York, 1865-66). Of great value is J ,  
Zaragoza, Las Inszlrrecciones en Cuba. Apuntes para la histovia 
politica (Madrid, 1872-73) ; also J. I. Rodriguez, Vida de . . . 
~ C l i x   arel la (New York, 1878) ; Vida de D. Josk de la L Z ~ Z  (New 
York, 1874; 2nd ed., 18791, and C. H. A. Forbes-Llndsa~, Cubu and her 
People of To-dny (Boston, 1911). On early history see Colrcriiin rla 
doc.zlwLenlos inid;tos re~if i t ,vs ul drsc.lll,rim;enfo . , . dc zfi~tram,,y 

Roldan, Cuba indlgena (Madrid, 1881) ; M. Rodriguez Ferrer (see 
above) ; and especially A. Bachiller y Morales, Cuba primitiva (Ha- 
vana, 1883). For the history of the Cuban international problem con- 
sult JosC Ignacio Rodriguez, Idea de la anexidn de la is& de Cuba a 10s 
Estados Unidos de AmCrica (Havana,  goo), and J. M. Callahan, Cuba 
and International Relations (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
18981, which supplement each other. On the domestic reform problem 
there is an enormous literature, from which may be selected (see 
general histories above and works cited under 8 Administration of this 
bibliography) : M. Torrente, Bosquejo econdmico-politico (Madrid- 
Havana, 1852-53) ; D. A. Galiano, Cuba en 1858 (Madrid, 1859) ; Jose 
de la Concha, twice Captain-General of Cuba, Memorias sobre el estado 
Politico, gobierno y administracidn de . . . Cuba (Madrid, 1853) ; A. 
L6pez de Letona, Isla de Cuba, refiexiones (Madrid, 1856) ; F. A. Conte, 
Aspiraciones del partido liberal de Cuba (Havana, 1892) ; P. Valiente, 
RCformes duns les iles de Cuba et de Porto Rico (Paris, 1 8 6 ~ )  ; C. de 
Sedano, Cuba: Estudios politicos (Madrid, 1872) ; H. H .  S. Aimes, 
History of Slavcry in Cuba, 1511-1868 (New York, 1907) ; F. Armas 
Y Ckpedes, De la esclavitud en Cuba (Madrid, 1866), and Re'gimen 
politico de las Antillas Espaiiolas (Palma, 1882) ; R. Cabrera, Cuba 
Y sus Jueces (Havana, 1887; 9th ed., Phih.delphia, 1895; 8th ed., 
in English, Cuba and the Cubans, Philadelphia, 1890) ; P. de Alzola 
Y Minondo, El Problems Cubano (Bilbao, 1898) ; various works by 
R. M. de Labra, including La Cuestidn social en las Antillas Espari.olas 
(Madrid, 1874) ; Sistemas coloniales (Madrid, 1874) ; R. Montoro, 
DtJcursos . . . 1878-1893 (Philadelphia, 1894) ; Labra et al., El 
J'roblema colonial cont~Wordf lea  (Madrid, 1894) ; articles by Em. 
Castelar et at., in Spanish reviews (1895-98). On the period since 
1899 the best two books in English are C. M.  Pepper, To-morrow in  
Cuba (New York, 1899) ; A. G. Robinson, Cuba and the Intervention 
(New York, 190.5). 

For recent works, see A. H. Verrill, Cuba Past and Present (N.Y., 
1914) ; W. B. Parker, Cz~bans o f  To-day (N.Y., 1919) ; G. C. Musgrave, 
Cuba: The Land of Opportunity (London, 1919) ; L. ValdCs Roig, El 
Comerci0 Exterior de Cuba (Havana, 1920) ; C. M. Trelles; Biblioteca 
Geogrdfcca Cubana (Matanzas, 1920) ; C. M.  Trelles, Biblioteca His- 
tdrica Cubans (1922-24). See also Anzlario Estadistico de la Repzib- 
lica de Cuba (Havana, 1914, etc.) ; British Department of overseas 
Trade reports on the Economic Conditions in Cuba (London, 1923 and 
1925) ; 1. A. Wright, The Early History o f  Cuha (1492-1586) (Lon- 
don, 1917) ; F. C. Ewart, Cuba y las Costumbres Czdbanas ( ~ o s t o n ,  
'919) ; W. F. Johnson, History o f  Cuba, 5 ~01s .  (N.Y., 1920) : Pan 
American Union, Cuba (Wash., 1924) ; P. Terry, Terry's Guide to 
Cuba (N.17.t 1926); C. Chapman, A History o f  the Cuban ~ e p u b l i c  
(N.Y. and 1 9 ~ 7 )  ; L+ H. Jenks, 0 1 4 ~  Cuban Colon3' (N.Y., 
19") (C. E. CH.; G .  M. McB.) 

C ~ B A T U R E :  see QuADRATURE. 
CUBE, a regular solid with six square faces; tha t  is, a regular 

hexahedron. Since the  volume of a cube is  expressed, in terms of 
an  edge, as  e3, in arithmetic and algebra the third power of a 
quantity is the cube of tha t  quantity. T h a t  is, 33, o r  2 7, is  

the  cube of 3 ;  and x3 is the  cube of x. 
A number of which a given number is the  
cube is  called the cube root of the lat- 
te r  number;  tha t  is, since 27 is the cube 
of 3, 3 is  the cube root of 27-symboli- 
tally, 3=  4 27. A number tha t  is not  
a cube is said t o  have a cube root, the 

value being expressed approximately; tha t  is, 4 is not  a cube, 
but we speak of the cube root of 4, q4,  the approximate 
value being 1.587, because 1.587~ is approximately 4. I n  Greek 
geometry the duplication of the  cube was one of t he  most fa-  
mous of the unsolved problems. It required the  construction of 
a cube tha t  should have twice the  volume of a given cube. This  
has been proved t o  be  impossible b y  the aid of the  straight edge 
and compasses alone, but  the  Greeks were able t o  effect t he  con- 
struction b y  the use of higher curves, notably b y  the  cissoid of 
Diocles (see CURVE). Hippocrates ( c .  430 B.c.) showed tha t  
the problem reduced t o  tha t  of finding two mean proportionals 
between a line segment and its double; tha t  is to 
tha t  of finding x and Y i n  the  proportion a :x=x:y=y: ;?a ,  f rom 
which x3=za3, and hence the  cube with x as  a n  edge has twice the  
volume of one with a as a n  edge. 

CUBEBS, the  fruit  of several species of pepper (Piper) ,  fam- 
i l ~  Piperaceae. T h e  cubebs of pharmacy are  produced b y  Piper 
Cubeba, a climbing woody shrub indkenous t o  south Borneo, 
Sumatra, Prince of Wales island, and Java. T h e  cubeb is  culti- 
vated in Java and Sumatra,  the  fruits  are gathered before they a re  
ripe, and carefully dried: comnlercial cubebs consist of the dried 
bur ies ,  ~usuallp with their stalks attached; the pericarr) is  greyish- 
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hard, white and oily. The odour of cubebs is agreeable and aro- 
matic; the taste, pungent, acrid, slightly bitter and persistent. 
About 15% of a volatile oil is obtained by distilling cubebs with 
water; after rectification with water, or on keeping, this deposits 
rhoinbic crystals of camphor of cubebs, C,,H,,O; cubebene, the 
liquid portion, has the formula CleH,,. Cubebin, CH,[O],CeH3.CH: 
CH.CH,OH, is crystalline and may be prepared from cubebene, 
or from the pulp left after the distillation of the oil. The drug, 
along with gum, fatty oils, and malates of magnesium and calcium, 
contains also about 1% of cubebic acid, and about 6% of a resin. 

The volatile oil-oleum cubebae-is the form in which this drug 
is most commonly used, the dose being j to 20 minims, which 
may be suspended in mucilage or given after meals in a cachet. 
The drug has the typical actions of a volatile oil, but exerts some 
of them in an exceptional degree. Thus it is liable to cause a 
cutaneous erythema in the course of its excretion by the skin; 
it has a marked diuretic action; and is an efficient disinfectant 
of the urinary passages Cubeb is often used in the form of 
cigarettes for asthma, chronic pharyngitis and hay-fever and in 
lozenges for use in bronchitis. I t  is also given in gonorrhoea, 
where its antiseptic action is of much value. 

CUBE ROOT: see ROOT. 
CUBIC CURVE: see CURVE. 
CUBICLE, a small chamber containing a couch or a bed. 

The rooms opening into the atrium of a Roman house are known 
as cubicula. In  modern usage, a cubicle is one of the small sepa- 
rate bedrooms or cells into which a dormitory may be divided; 
or similarly separated space, as in a library, for private study. 

CUBITT, THOMAS ( I  788-18 j j ) ,  English builder, was born 
at  Buxton, near Norwich, on Feb. 2 j, 1788. He was responsible 
for many splendid ranges of London houses, such as Tavistock, 
Gordon, Belgrave and Lowndes squares and the district of South 
Belgravia, and was one of the originators of Battersea Park, the 
first of the people's parks. H e  died a t  Denbies, near Dorking, on 
Dec. 20, 1855. 

CUBITT, SIR WILLIAM ( I  78 j-1861), English engineer, 
was born in 1785 at  Dilham in Norfolk, where his father was a 
miller. Among his works were a number of canals, including drain- 
age sluices, besides docks and coal drops, and the S E. railway, of 
which he was chief engineer. He was consulted by foreign gov- 
ernments and municipalities, and reported on the construction of 
the Paris and Lyons railway. He a a s  knighted for his services in 
connection with the bqildings erected in Hyde Park for the ex- 
hibition of 1851. He died on Oct. 13, 1861. 

cu CMULAINN, the chief hero of the second of the three 
cycles of ancient Irish mythology. H e  is closely associated with 
the warriors who centre in Conchobar mac Kessa, the Ultonian 
king; but although he is represented as being a son of Dechtire, 
the king's sister, he is racially distinct from them, for he is usually 
represented as short in stature and of dark complexion. Accord- 
ing to one story, he was son of Sualtam, a minor warrior of the 
Conchobar cycle; according to another, he was a son and in- 
carnation of the sun-god Lug. His first name, Setanta, can hardly 
be dissociated from that of the Setantii, a Brythonic people 
situated a t  the mouth of the Mersey He joined the court of 
Conchobar a t  the age of six, and even then distinguished him- 
self in deeds of prowess; he killed the watch-dog of the smith 
Culann, and acted as guard in its stead; whence his most familiar 
name, Ch Chulainn, "the Hound of Culann." He studied the art 
of the warrior with Scithach, a she-warrior in Alba; married 
Emer, daughter of Forgall, and settled in D6n Delgan (Dundalk). 
The earthwork there called "C6 Chulainn's fort" is, however, 
merely a Norman motte. H e  was the foremost champion of 
Ulster in the great raid described in the tale Tdin Bd Chalnge 
("The Cattle-raid of Cooley"), in which he single-handed held 
back the advancing hosts of Connacht. He was slain at  the age 
of 27 by Lugaid, son of Ch-Roi mac Daire, warrior of Munster 
But whatever may be the historical basis of the legend, practi- 
cally all the details about C 6  Chulainn transmitted to us must 
be regarded as  mythical. 

The chief tales about CG Chulainn which have been preserved have 
been collected in translations by variaus hands by E. Hull, The 

Cuchullin Saga (1898). See also Windisch's edition (Leipzig, 1905) 
and Dunne's translation (1914) of Tdin Bd Czialnge; as well as the 
relevant sections of Thurneysen's Die irische Helden und Konigsage 
(Halle, 192 I ) .  (R. A, S. M.) 

CUCKOO, a well-known bird, distributed during the breeding 
season over most of Europe and Northern Asia; in many languages 
its name is derived from its frequently repeated call. I t s  abnormal 
breeding habits have made it  the subject of much controversy 
among ornithologists. The fact that it was parasitic on other birds 
in the early stages of its life was known as far back as the time of 
Aelian, yet it is only within the last jo  years that the details have 
been gradually worked out and there are still some obscure points. 

The common cuckoo, Cucz~lus cafzorus, Linn., winters in Africa 
south of the Sahara, India, the Malay Peninsula, south China and 
New Guinea. On the south coast of England it usually arrives 
about the second week of April. On the Continent many pass be- 
yond the Arctic circle to the tree limit in north Finland. The bird 
itself is far oftener heard than seen. I ts  bluish colour, barred 
breast and long tail suggest a likeness to the sparrow-hawk 
(Accipiter ~ L ~ S Z I S )  and it  is no uncommon sight to  see it  mobbed 
by small birds in the neighbourhood of a nest. 

Breeding Habits.-On reaching its breeding grounds each fe- 
male cuckoo asserts a claim over a definite territory, which varies 
in size with pressure from other competitors and the amount of 
food and fosterers' nests available. If another hen invades her 
domain, fighting takes place continually till one or the other is 
driven off. At least early in the season, each hen is usually at-  
tended by two or three cock birds. These also seem to return year 
after year to the same districts. 

I n  the British Isles alone 60 species have been recorded as foster 
parents of the cuckoo and I 20 on the Continent. Out of the dozen 
regular fosterers in England only about six are really common. 

Var ia t ion  in Eggs.-It is now definitely known that each hen 
cuckoo lays eggs of the same type throughout her life, but eggs 
from different individuals show much variation. A series from 
Europe and Asia not only shows astonishing variability but, as first 
pointed out by Baldamus (Naumanlzia, 18j3), many eggs show a 
remarkable similarity to those of the fosterers in whose nests they 
are found. The theory of mimicry was at  first hotly disputed by  
many English naturalists, mainly on the ground that many cuckoos' 
eggs deposited in the nests of the hedge sparrow (Prz~nella modu- 
laris) show no likeness whatever to the vivid blue eggs of the host. 
With other common English fosterers such as the robin or pied 
wagtail, often no great similarity is apparent, and the occasional 
instances of close mimicry might be dismissed as accidental if a11 
the evidence were derived from south England alone. 

A more comprehensive view, however, leads to different con- 
clusions. In  vast forested areas of north-eastern Europe the cuckoo 
is mainly parasitic on the redstart (Phoenicz~rus pltoenicz~rus), and 
occasionally other species, all of which lay blue, or bluish-green 
eggs. Here practically all cuckoos' eggs are blue. I n  the great 
reed-beds round some Hungarian lakes the normal host is the 
great reed warbler (Acrocephalzls arzcndinaceus) and a cuckoo's 
egg, boldly marked with grey and black, has been evolved which 
closely matches the host's. Many similar instances could be 
quoted, but it is evident that mimicry has become general because 
it is useful in reconciling the fosterer to the presence of the para- 
site's egg. 

Any theory must take into account the fact that in some districts 
mimicry is only occasional. Statistics derived from series of 
cuckoos' eggs in museums and private collections are misleading, 
because nests of some species are much more readily found than 
others. In  English collections cuckoos' eggs from nests of the 
reed warbler and hedge sparrow are common, while those from 
meadow pipits' nests are less frequently found. Yet the latter is 
the most numerous host over the greater part of Britain. From the 
study of the scanty material available we find that in the meadow 
pipit-cuckoos mimicry is very close, but in those districts where 
three or four species are victimized we often meet with a "mixed 
type" which shares in the characters of the various fosterers, and 
as regards the hedge sparrow mimicry is almost lacking 

Inf luence of Selection.-Dismissing this last species for a mo- 
ment, it appears that the fosterers have allowed only those strains 
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of cuckoo to survive which laid eggs harmonizing more or less 
closely with their own, by elimination (either through desertion of 
the nest or ejection of the egg) of all eggs in strong contrast with 
their own. This process has gone on uninterruptedly where the 
cuckoo is parasitic on one species only, or on two or three which 
lay similar eggs; but in districts where two or more fosterers which 
lay eggs of divergent types are victimized, interbreeding between 
the strains of cuckoo has produced the "mixed type" which passes 
muster with either, but avoids close mimicry. I n  the case of the 
hedge sparrow, experiment confirms the supposition that while 
other species resent the intrusion of strongly contrasting eggs, 
this species accepts them with indifference. The_intensive study 
of the cuckoo by Dr. E .  Rey and especially by V. Capek has shown 
that where close mimicry has been thus obtained the percentage of 
rejections by the fosterer falls to j%, but where the host is more 
exacting or mimicry is less perfect it  may rise to 10, 30 or even 
77%.  Yet in all these cases the cuckoo has obtained a foothold and 
some proportion of young are reared annually. There are, how- 
ever, a few cases in which the cuckoo is apparently struggling with 
little or no success to impose her eggs on an unwilling host. 
(Experimental research has been carried on in Germany by 
Dr.  Rensch and in Africa by Swynnerton on these lines.) 

Method  of Egg  Deposition.-The method by which the 
cuckoo inserts her egg in the fosterer's nest is still the subject of 
keen controversy. The careful work of E.  P. Chance, supported by 
the evidence of films and photographs, has proved that in the case 
of ground-building species such as the meadow pipit, the cuckoo 
takes up her position on some commanding site near a selected 
nest, some time before laying is due. She glides down to the nest, 
picks up one of the eggs with her bill, settles on the nest for five 
or ten seconds, during which period the egg is laid, then backs out 
of the nest and flies away, taking the host's egg with her and usu- 
ally devouring it. The same process also takes place in most open 
nests in trees or bushes. I n  the case of small birds which make 
domed nests with circular openings, or breed in holes of trees or 
rocks, this method seems a t  first impracticable, though we have 
good evidence that the cuckoo can squeeze into a very small open- 
ing, and domed nests often show traces of damage to their super- 
structure by the cuckoo when inserting her egg. Levaillant's 
suggestion that the egg is carried in the mouth and inserted by the 
bill provides such a simple explanation that it has been perhaps too 
hastily adopted, but most of the evidence fails to  stand the test of 
close examination, and definite proof of its adoption is still lacking. 
The alternative suggestion is that the egg is laid direct into the 
nest hole while the bird is clinging with outspread wings to the 
side of the nest, and that a certain measure of direction can be im- 
parted to the egg at  the moment of laying by the extrusion of the 
lower walls of the oviduct. Occasional instances in which a cuckoo's 
egg has been found lying beneath the entrance to  a wren's nest are 
more readily explained thus than if we accept the suggestion of 
insertion by the bill. 

Rey was the first to assume that the eggs of the cuckoo are 
usually laid at  intervals of about 48 hours, and Chance has proved 
this. By systematically removing the eggs as laid and pro- 
viding a succession of fosterersJ nests a t  the necessary intervals, 
Chance has also proved that a single hen may lay up  to 2 j eggs in 
a season. This was in 1922, the next highest being 21 from the 
same bird in 1920. Under natural conditions, nests are not always 
available and probably the average clutch of the cuckoo consists 
of five to  seven eggs, laid on alternate days, followed by a pause 
and then by a further clutch of four or five. 

E j e c t i o n  of Foster-brothers.- The cuckoo's egg is relatively 
small, and the incubation period extends for just over 12  days, 
so that it is frequently hatched before the foster-brothers. The 
young bird, blind and naked, with long fore-limbs with which it 
feels its way, does not rest till i t  has worked itself underneath its 
companions one by one, and backing to the edge of the nest, has 
thrown them out over the rim. Burdet has filmed a case in which 
the young were thus ejected from under a brooding redstart. No 
notice is taken by the parents of their dead or dying young: all 
their efforts are devoted to satisfying the ravenous usurper. The 
young cuckoo remains in the nest about 20 days, keeping up a con- 

tinual metallic chirp and opening its wide orange gape frequently. 
Even after leaving the nest a foster parent will often alight on the 
back of the young bird in order to deliver food into its gaping maw, 
and other species have also been known to respond to the stimulus 
of its food-appeal. The mortality among the young is heavy: out 
of 34 observed by J. H. Owen, 17 failed to survive. 

The old birds, whose impending departure is heralded by a 
change of note, begin to leave England in July, and have all gone 
by the end of August, but the juveniles may be seen even in 
September. 

Economic Status.-Although Collinge estimates that 83% of 
the food of the cuckoo consists of injurious insects, especially 
hairy caterpillars, which are rejected by most birds, and regards it 
as extremely useful, i t  must be remembered that every cuckoo 
is reared a t  the expense of a brood of young insectivorous birds, 
and monopolizes the attentions of the old birds for some five 
weeks in the breeding season. Cuckoos also destroy nests with in- 
cubated eggs or young in order to  force the parents to lay again. 

Great-Spotted Cuckoo.-In another group of cuckoos, which 
includes the great-spotted (Clamator glandaria4s) and the crested 
cuckoos (C. jacobinzu) inhabiting southern Europe, Asia and 
Africa, a different type of parasitism prevails. The former species 
is parasitic on magpies, crows or ravens, and its eggs show a strik- 
ing resemblance to  the Corvine type. When hatched the young 
parasites (sometimes as many as three to five in one nest) do not 
eject their foster-brothers, and the whole family lives in harmony. 
I t  has only recently been pointed out by the writer that striking 
mimicry exists between the young cuckoos and their companions. 
This is also the case with the Indian koel (Ez~dynanys scolopaceus) 
which is parasitic in a similar way on crows. 

All cuckoos have not adopted the parasitic habit, for the two 
common species of North America, the black-billed and yellow- 
billed cuckoos (Coccyzus erythrophthalmus) and (C. americanus) 
both rear their own young, as also do the road runners (Geococcyx) 
and in the old world, the coucals. Two groups, however, deserve 
mention on account of their abnormal habits. The ani (Crotophaga 
ani) nests socially, several females combining to build a large nest, 
in which they deposit their eggs together and apparently incubate 
side by side. The Guira cuckoo (Guira guira), of Brazil, Para- 
guay and Argentina, lays extraordinary eggs, blue with a raised 
network of white chalky matter. The first nest of the season is so 
flimsy that the eggs fall to the ground and perish, but the second 
is more substantial. 

See E. P. Chance, The Cuckoo's Secret (1922) ; F. B. Kirkman, 
British Bird Book (for less recent work) ; F. C. R. Jourdain, Proc. 2001. 
Soc. 1925 (Ribl.). (F. C. R. J.) 

CUCKOO-PINT, called also lords-and-ladies and wake-robin 
(Arum maculatunz), the only plant of the arum family (Araceae) 
indubitably native to the British Isles. I t  is common in woods and 
hedgerows in England, but probably not wild in Scotland. I t  
grows from a whitish root-stock, which sends up in the spring a 
few long-stalked, arrow-shaped polished green leaves, often 
marked with dark blotches. These are followed by the inflores- 
cence, a fleshy spadix bearing in the lower part numerous crowded 
simple unisexual flowers and continued above into a purplish or 
yellowish appendage; the spadix is enveloped by  a leafy spathe, 
constricted in the lower part to form a chamber, in which are the 
flowers. The mouth of this chamber is protected by a ring of hairs 
pointing downwards, which allow the entrance but prevent the 
escape of small flies; after fertilization of the pistils the hairs 
wither. Insects visit the plant, attracted by the foetid smell, and 
carry the pollen from one spathe to another. As the fruit ripens 
the spathe withers, and the brilliant red berries are exposed. This 
interesting aroid occurs in various parts of Europe and also in 
northern Africa. I ts  counterpart in eastern North America is the 
jack-in-the-pulpit. (See ARACEAE, ARUM, JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT.) 
CUCKOO-SPIT, a frothy secretion found upon various 

plants and produced by the immature stages of insects known 
as froghoppers, pertaining to the family Cercopidae of the order 
Hemiptera. The origin and formation of the froth has been much 
discussed. I t  appears that juices of the plant imbibed by the 
insect, when voided f rox  the alimentary canal, become mixed 
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with the secretion of special abdominal glands which enables the 
product to maintain its foamy coherence and hold the air-bubbles 
which are introduced through a special valve. Cuckoo-spit is 
believed to protect the insects from the attacks of enemies and 
also from desiccation. The common cuckoo-spit insect of Europe 
is Philaenus spzcmarius which also occurs in North America. 

CUCULIDAE: see CUCKOO; ROAD-RUNNER. 
CUCUMBER (Cucumis sativus), a creeping plant of the 

family Cucurbitaceae. I t  is widely cultivated for its fruit and 
originated probably in northern India. I t  is a tender annual with 
a rough succulent trailing stem and stalked hairy leaves with three 
to five pointed lobes; the stem bears branched tendrils by 
which the plant can be trained to supports. The short-stalked, yel- 
low, bell-shaped flowers are unisexual, but staminate and pistillate 
are borne on the same plant; the latter are recognized by the swol- 
len warty green ovary below the rest of the flower. Pollination is 
dependent on some outside agency such as bees. Cucumbers 
grown in frames or a greenhouse may be pollinated by keeping a 
hive nearby or inside. 

I n  Great Britaln and northern Europe the cucumber is exten- 
sively grown in frames or on trellises in greenhouses because the 
climate is so cool that very few varieties are productive in out-of- 
door culture. I ts  heat requirement is one of the highest among 
the common vegetables. There are three groups of varieties, 
based on ada~tabl l i ty  and use: ( I )  very large-fruited, strong- 
growing varieties adapted only to  greenhouse or frame culture. 
Several English greenhouse varieties will form fruits without 
pollination and seed formation, and are generally much larger 
than those popular in the United States; ( 2 )  large-fruited varie- 
ties grown out-of-doors for slicing or raw salads, and generally 
having uhite spines; (3)  small-fruited prolific varieties grown 
out-of-doors principally for making pickles, and having black 
spines. The food value of the cucumber is low but it  is popular 
for salads and relishes. I n  the United States relatively few cu- 
cumbers are grown under glass but they are widely grown in the 
field. About 4,200,000 bu. were grown annually from 1930 to 
1941 for marketing fresh; and about j,6oo,ooo bu. for preserving 
in brine for making pickles, together requiring about 128,000 ac. 
of land. They are extensively grown in home gardens. In the 
open, cucumbers are planted in "hills" about 5 by j ft.  apart, 
with t ~ % o  plants per hill; or with the plants spaced singly about 2 
f t .  in rows 5 ft .  apart. An excess of seed, about 2 to 3 lb. per acre 
is sown, and the small plants thinned to the number desired. 
The Sikkim cucumber, C. sativus var. sikkimensis, is a large- 
fruited form, reaching 15 in. long by 6 in. thick, grown in the 
Himalayas of Sikkim and Nepal. 
The West India gherkin, Czicu- 
mis Angztria, has small, slender 
vines, and abundant smalI ellip- 
soid green fruit covered with 
warts and spines. I t  is used for 
pickling. (V. R. B.) 

CUCURB3;TACEAE, a bo- 
tanical family of dicotyledons, 
containing 90 genera and about 
750 species, found in the tem- 
perate and warmer parts of the 
earth but especially developed in 
the tropics. The plants are gen- 
erally annual herbs, climbing by 
means of tendrils and having a 
rapid growth. The long-stalked 
leaves are arranged alternately, CLIMBER WHICH BEARS SMALL 
and are generally palmately lobed GREENISH FLOWERS AND RED BER- 

and veined. The flowers or inflor- mES 
escences are borne in the leaf- A. Male flowers. B. Female flowers 

axils, in which a vegetative bud is also found, and at the side of 
the leaf-stalk is a simple or branched tendril. There has been 
much difference of opinion as to what member or members the 
tendril represents; the one which seems most in accordance with 
facts regards the tendril as a shoot, the lower portion representing 
the stem, the upper twining portion a leaf, The flowers are uni- 
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sexual, and markedly epigynous, the perianth and stamens being 
attached to a bell-shaped prolongation of the receptacle above the 
ovary. The five narrow pointed sepals are followed by five petals 
which are generally united to form a more or less bell-shaped 
corolla. There are five stamens in the male flowers; the anthers 
open towards the outside, are one-celled, with the pollen-sacs 
often elaborately twisted and variously united. The carpels, 
normally three in number, form an ovary with three thick, fleshy, 

FIG, -MELON, AN ED,BLE MEMBER OF THE GOURD FAMILY, 

FLOWERS AND FRUIT ( p ~ p o ,  AND GENERAL HABIT OF GROWTH 

bifid placentas bearing a large number of ovules on each side, and 
generally filling the interior of the ovary with a juicy mass. The 
short thick style has generally three branches, each bearing a 
fleshy, usually forked stigma. The fruit is a fleshy many-seeded 
berry ~ i t h  a tough rind (pepo), and often attains considerable 
size. The embryo completely fills the seed. 

The family is represented in Britain by bryony ( B r ~ o n i a  dioica), 
(fig. I )  a hedge-climber, perennial by means of large fleshy tubers 
which send up each year a number of slender angular stems. 
The leaves are fieart-shaped v,ith wavy margined lobes. The 
flowers are greenish, 3 to 2 in. in diameter; the fruit, a red 
several-seeded berry, is about $ in. in diameter. 

In  North America the family is represented by a few genera 
comprising about 40 species, which occur chiefly in the southern 
parts of the United States and Mexico. Among these are the 
climbing wild cucumber or balsam apple (Echwzocystis lobata) 
and the star-cucumber (Sicyos angulatus), of the eastern United 
States and Canada; the calabazilla or mock orange (Cucurbita 
foetidissima), of the southwestern United States and Mexico; and 
the man-root (Echinocystis fabacea), of California. 

Many genera are of economic importance; Cucumis affords 
cucumber (9.v.)  and muskmelon (see MELON) ; Cucurbita, pump- 
kin, squash and marrow; Citrullus vulgaris is watermelon, and C. 
Colocynthis, colocynth; Ecballium Elaterium (squirting cucum- 
ber),  ejects its seeds, mith a watery fluid, by the contraction of 
the wall of the fruit; Sechium edule (chocho), a tropical Ameri- 
can species, is cultivated for its edible fruit; i t  contains one large 
seed uhich germinates in  situ. Lagenaria is the gourd (9.v.). The 
fruits of Luffs cylzndrica have closely netted vascular bundles in  
the pericarp, forming a kind of loose felt which supplies the well- 
knoan loofah or bath-sponge; its fruits are edible when not fully 
mature. 

CUDAHY, an industrial city of Milwaukee county (Wis.), 
U.S A., on Lake Michigan, 7 mi. S. of Milwaukee. I t  is served by 
the Chicago and North Western railway and the Pennsylvania- 
Central and Northwest air lines. The population was 10,631 in 
I930 and 10,561 in I940 by the federal census. I t s  industries in- 
clude a packing house, tannery and machine shops and factories 
making drop forgings, bottling equipment and vinegar. Cudahy 
was founded in 1892 and incorporated in 1906. 

CUDDALORE, a toun of British India, the administrative 
headquarters of the south Arcot district of Madras, on the coast 
125 mi. S. of Madras by the South Indian railway. Pop, (1931) 
59,057. It lies low, but is regarded as exceptionally healthy. The 
principal exports are sugar, oilseeds and cake, and cotton goods. 
Trade is mostly coastal, and steamers lie x mi. nffshore. The 
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wharves, with a railway siding are on a backwater. Weaving and 
dyeing are carried on. There is a training school and an American 
mission. I n  the neighbourhood are the ruins of Fort St.  David 
situated on the river Gadilam. As a small fort built by a Hindu 
merchant it  fell into the hands of the Mahrattas after the capture 
of Gingi by Sivaji in 1677. From them it was purchased by the 
English in 1690, the purchase including not only the fort but the 
adjacent towns and villages "within ye randome shott of a piece 
of ordnance," and still spoken of as "cannon ball villages." 
The fortifications were greatly strengthened and in 1746 Fort St. 
David became the British headquarters for the south of India, and 
Dupleix' attack was successfully repulsed. Clive was appointed 
its governor in 1756. The French took it  in 1758, abandoned it 
two years later, retook it, and withstood a British attack in 1783. 
In  1785 it finally passed into British possession. 

CUDDAPAH, town and district, British India, in the Madras 
presidency. The town is 6 m. from the right bank of the river 
Pennar, and 161 m. by rail from Madras. Pop. (1931) 22,602. 
Once the capital of the Nawabs of Cuddapah, it  is now a poor 
place. Hills rise on three sides, and it  has a bad reputation from 
a health standpoint. - 

The district of Cuddapah has an area of 5,918 square miles. I t  
is in shape an irregular parallelogram, divided into two nearly 
equal parts by the range of the Eastern Ghats, which intersects it 
throughout its entire length. The north, east and south-east is a 
low-lying plain; the other part, in  the south and south-west, forms 
a high table-land from 1,500 to 2,500 ft. above sea-level. The chief 
river is the Pennar, which enters the district from Bellary on the 
west, and flows eastwards into Nellore. I n  the rains it  contains a 
great volume of water but becomes an inconsiderable stream in the 
hot weather. The most interesting and ancient fort of Gurram- 
konda, which is supposed to have been built by the Golconda sul- 
tans, stands on a hill 500 ft .  high, three sides of which consist of 
almost perpendicular precipices. The population of the district in 
1g3r was 949,397. The principal crops are millet, rice, other food 
grains, melons, groundnut and cotton. There are several factories 
for pressing cotton, and asbestos is worked. The district is served 
by lines of the Madras and the South Indian railways. 

CUDWORTH, RALPH (1617-1688), English philosopher, 
was born a t  Aller, Somersetshire, the son of Dr. Ralph Cud- 
worth (d. 1624), rector of Aller, formerly fellow of Emmanuel 
College, Cambridge. Cudworth was sent to his father's college, 
and was elected fellow in 1639. In  1642 he published A Dis- 
course concerning the true No t ion  o f  the Lord's Supper,  and a 
tract entitled T h e  L'nion of Christ and the Church., In  1645 he 
was appointed master of Clare Hall and the same year was elected 
Regius professor of Hebrew. H e  was now recognized as  a leader 
among the remarkable group known as the Cambridge Platonists 
( q  v.). The whole party were more or less in sympathy with 
the Commonwealth, and Cudworth was consulted by John Thur- 
loe, Cromwell's secretary of state, in regard to university and 
government appointments. His sermons, such as that preached 
before the House of Commons on March 31, 1647, advocate prin- 
ciples of religious toleration and charity. I n  1654 he was elected 
master of Christ's college, whereupon he married, and in the 
year 1662 he was presented to the rectory of Ashwell, Herts. 
In  1678 he completed and published T h e  True  Intellectual Sys- 
t e m  of the  Universe: the  first part, wherein all the  reason and phil- 
osophy o f  atheism is  confuted and i t s  impossibility demonstrated 
(imprimatur dated 1671). No more was published, perhaps be- 
cause of the theological clamour raised against this first part. 
H e  died on June 26, 1688, and was buried in the chapel of 
Christ's. Much of Cudworth's work still remains in manuscript; 
A Treatise concerning eternal and immutable Morality was pub- 
lished in 1731; and -4 Treatise o f  Freewill, edited by John Allen, 
in 1838; both are connected with the design of his magnum opus, 
the Intellectual Sys tem.  

The Intellectual S y s t e m  arose, so its author tells us, out of a 
discourse refuting "fatal necessity" or determinism. The im- 
mense fragment dealing with atheism is all that was published 
by its author. Cudworth criticizes two main forms of material- 
istic atheism, the atomic, adopted by Democritus, Epicurus and 

Hobbes; and the hylozoic, a t k b u t e d  to Strato, which explains 
everything by the supposition of an inward self-organizing life in 
matter. Atomic atheism is by far the more important, if only 
because Hobbes, the great antagonist whom Cudworth always 
has in view, is supposed to have held it. Atomism, in its purely 
physical application, is a theory that he fully accepts; he holds 
that it was taught by nearly all the ancient philosophers, and was 
only perverted to atheism by Democritus. It is only in conjunc- 
tion with corporatism that it  gives rise to atheism. 

The only interest of the Intellectual S y s t e m  now is the light it  
throws upon the state of religious thought after the Restoration. 
As Bolingbroke said, Cudworth "read too much t o  think enough, 
and admired too much to think freely." 

A much more favourable judgment must be given upon the 
short Treatise concerning eternal and immutable Morali ty,  which 
deserves to be read by those interested in the development of 
British moral philosophy. I t  was an answer to Hobbes's famous 
doctrine that moral distinctions are created by the state, an 
answer from the standpoint of Platonism. Just as knowledge 
contains a permanent, intelligible element over and above the 
flux of sense-impressions, so there exist eternal and immutable 
ideas of morality. Cudworth's ideas, like Plato's, have "a con- 
stant and never-failing entity of their own," such as we see in 
geometrical figures; but, unlike Plato's, they exist in the mind of 
God, whence they are communicated to finite understandings. 
Hence "it is evident that wisdom, knowledge and understanding 
are eternal and self-subsistent things, superior to matter and all 
sensible beings, and independent upon them"; and so also are 
moral good and evil. The cardinal weakness of this form of intu- 
itionism is its inability to give a list of the moral ideas that are 
self-evident like the axioms of geometry. 

The Intellectual System was translated into Latin by J. L. Mosheim 
and furnished with notes and dissertations which were translated 
into English in J. Harrison's edition (1845). Our chief biographical 
authority is T. Birch's "Account," which appears in editions of the 
Works. There is a good chapter on Cudworth in J. Tulloch's Rational 
Theology, vol. ii. Consult also P. Janet's Essai sur le me'diateur plas- 
tique (1860), W .  R. Scott's Introduction t o  Cudworth's "Treatise," and 
J .  Martineau's Types o f  Ethical Theory, vol. ii. C. E. Lowrey, The 
Philosophy o f  R. Cudworth (1884). 

CUENCA, a province in cerltral Spein, part of the ancient 
kingdom of New Castile. I t  is bounded on the north by Guadala- 
jara, north-east by Teruel, east by Valencia, south by Albacete, 
south-west by Ciudad Real, west by Toledo and north-west by 
Madrid. Pop. (1939) 335,430; area, 6,636 sq. miles. The north- 
east districts of Cuenca are occupied by the rugged ridges and 
high plateaux of the Serrania de Cuenca, rising on the border of 
the province to the Cerro de san Felipe (5,932 ft.). Westward 
lie the Sierra de Altomira and broken country, sloping in the 
south-west to plains which form part of the district known as 
La Mancha. The province is drained by the upper streams of 
the Tagus in the north, and the Guadiana in the south-west and 
by the Jljcar arld its tributaries in the south-east. The climate 
is bleak and cold in the mountains and extreme on the plains, 
where summer heat is excessive. Prolonged droughts are com- 
mon. The soil is fertile, where well watered, but the people are 
chiefly occupied in rearing sheep, goats, mules and asses. I n  the 
Alcarria region of the north, watered by the Guadiela, and near 
the rivers in La Mancha, olives, wine, cereals, saffron, wax, honey 
and silk are produced. The coniferous forests of the Serrania 
rival those of Soria. Owing to the scarcity of roads and railways 
the timber is exported almost entirely by river, much being floated 
down the Tagus to Madrid. Mineral output is confined to a little 
coal and salt, and the only industries, beyond saw-milling, are the 
making of rough cloth and pottery. Cuenca, the capital, pop. 
(1940) 21,251, is the terminus of the one railway line, a branch 
from Aranjuez which passes through Taranc6n (6,919), the only 
other town with over 6.500 inhabitants. The population is one of 
the scantiest and most illiterate in Spain. The province was held 
by Loyalists until the last stages of the civil war of 1936-39. (See  
also CASTILE.) 

CUENCA, capital of the Spanish province described above; 
125 mi by rail E, by S, of Madrid. Pop. (1940) zr,zgr. The pic- 
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turesque old town of Cuenca rises like a pyramid up a rugged 
height, crowned with a castle, which is separated from the sur- 
rounding Serrania de Cuenca by the deep gorges of the Jucar and 
Huecar rivers which unite at  its foot. An iron bridge, built in 
1906, replaces a I 5th century structure across the Huecar gorge 
to the convent of San Pablo. The modern well-built quarter, with 
factories and the terminus of the Aranjuez railway, occupies flat- 
ter land below the Huecar. Cuenca, a Moorish fortress, was 
captured by Alphonso VIII.  of Castile in 1177. Shortly after- 
wards created an episcopal see, i t  became famous for its learning 
and industries, especially of wool and silver. Many of its con- 
vents and churches and the Gothic cathedral, celebrated for its 
sculpturing and for its beautifully carved 16th century wooden 
doorway, date from this period of prosperity. I t  was partially de- 
stroyed by Napoleonic troops, and later by Carlist rebels in 1874. 
I t s  chief trade is in timber from the pine forests; its industries are 
furniture, pottery, paper and leather manufacturing. Loyalists 
held it during the civil mar of 1936-39. 

CUENCA, a city and the capital of the province of Azuay, 
Ecuador. about 190 mi. S. of Quito and 70 mi. S E. of Guayaquil 
Pop. (1942 estimate) 49,569 (largely Indians), including the 
suburb of Ejido. Cuenca stands a t  the northern end of a broad 
valley, or basin, of the Andes, lying between the transverse ridges 
of Azuay and Loja, and is about 8,640 ft. above sea-level. Near 
by is the hill of Tarqui which the French astronomers chose for 
their meridian in 1742. Communication with the coast is difficult. 
Cuenca is the third most important city of Ecuador, being the 
seat of a bishopric, and having a college, a university faculty, a 
cathedral and several churches, and a considerable industrial and 
commercial development. I t  manufactures sugar, woollen goods 
and pottery, and exports Peruvian bark (cinchona), hats, cereals, 
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cheese, hides, etc. I t  was founded in 1557 on the site of a native 
town called Tumibamba, and was made an episcopal see in 1786. 

CUESTA, a name of Spanish origin principally used in New 
Mexico for low ridges of steep gradient on one side and gentle 
slope on the other. I t  has been suggested as a general term for 
any land form having a steep scarp or "strike" face, and gently 
inclined "dip" slope. 

CUEVA, JUAN DE LA (15 jo?- I~Io?) ,  Spanish dramatist 
and poet, was born a t  Seville. A precursor of Lope, he draws 
his inspiration from the national legend, historic tradition, and 
contemporary lifr, as in L,os siett: ln fantes  dc Lara, El saco dc 
Ronza, and El I?z,fa!rzarlor, an anticipation of I7on J:~:tn .As ,{I! in- 

tiative force, Cueva is a figure of historical importance; his epic 
loem, La  Conquista de Be'tica (1603) shows his weakness as an 
~rt is t .  In  his Ejemplar poe'tico (1606) he gave expression to his 
iterary theories. 

See E. Walberg, "Juan de la Cueva et son Exemplar poCtico," ln 
4cta Universitatis Lundensis, xxxix. (1904). 

CUEVAS DE VERA, a city of south-east Spain on the 
-ight bank of the river Almanzora, in the province of Almeria. 
Pop. (1930) 13,293. Cuevas de Vera is isolated by the Sierra 
ie 10s Filabres from the railway system of Almeria. It is, how- 
:ver, the chief market for the cereals, fruit and vegetables, 
:specially tomatoes, produced in the rich agricultural districts 
owards the south, and for the argentiferous lead and iron from 
nines in the mountains. I n  appearance it  is modern, with an 
18th century church in Doric style, but in reality the town is of 
:onsiderable antiquity. One of the towers in the Moorish palace 
s probably of Roman origin. 

CUFF, the lower edge of a sleeve turned back to show an 
srnamental border, or with an addition of lace or trimming; now 
used chiefly of the stiff bands of linen worn under the coat-sleeve 
:ither loose or attached to the shirt. "Cuff," meaning a blow with 
the hand either open or closed, has probably no connection with 
the above. 

CUI, CESAR ANTONOVITCH (1835-19 18), Russian 
:omposer, was born in Vilna on Jan. 18, 1835, the son of a 
French officer, who had been left behind in the retreat from 
Moscow in 1812, and was educated at  Vilna and a t  the School of 
Military Engineering, St. Petersburg (Leningrad). He became a 
listinguished military engineer, and lectured a t  the Artillery 
School and the Staff College. H e  had little formal training in 
music, but in  1857 he met Balakirev, who gave him some guidance 
xnd criticism on his compositions. I n  1858 he married the pianist, 
Mademoiselle Hamberg and next year produced privately his 
hrst operetta. From 1869 onward he produced a number of 
operatic works, most of them for French texts and all of them 
in the romantic style. The most important of these are T h e  Cap- 
tive in the Caucasus (185g), the libretto of which is based on 
Pushkin; Wil l iam Ratclifie (St. Petersburg, 1861), the libretto 
of which is drawn from Heine; Angelo (St. Petersburg, 1876) 
with the libretto drawn from Victor Hugo; and T h e  Captain's 
Daughter (St. Petersburg, 1911). I n  addition Cui wrote a long 
series of songs, choral and orchestral works, chamber music and 
pianoforte pieces. 

See Comtesse de  Mercy-Argenteau, Cdsar Cui (1888). 

CUIRASS (Fr. cuirasse, Lat. coriaceus, made of leather, from 
coriunz, the original breast-plate being of leather), the plate 
armour, formed of one or more pieces of metal or other rigid 
material which covers the front of the wearer's person (see  ARMS 
ASD ARMOUR). In  a suit of armour it  was generally worn in con- 
nection with a corresponding defence for the back and is under- 
stood to imply the complete body-armour, described in the middle 
ages as a "pair of plates." The corselet (Fr. corselet, diminutive of 
the 0 Fr. cors, body), a comparatively light cuirass, is more 
strictly a breast-plate only. As parts of the military equipment 
of classic antiquity, cuirasses and corselets of bronze and of 
other rigid substances were common, but while some special kind 
of secondary protection for the breast had been worn in earlier 
times in addition to hauberks and studded "cotes" it was not until 
the 14th century tbat a regular body-defence of plate was adopted. 
From that time the cuirass came into general use as well as 
plate coverings for the limbs, and by the end of the century had 
superseded the familiar chain-mail. In  the early I j th century 
entire plate armour began to be worn without any surcoat, but 
toward its end the short surcoat or "tabard" came into general 
use over the armour. At this time small plates of various shapes 
and sizes (and not always in matching pairs) were attached to 
the armour in front of the shoulders to defend these vulnerable 
points. In the middle of the century the breast-plate of the cuirass 
TV3S made in two parts, the lower overlapping the upper and con- 
trived, by means of a strap or sliding rivet, to  give flexibility. 
Lntcr the c-uiras was sometimes superseded by the "brigandine 
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jacket," made generally of a rich textile lined throughout with 
overlapping metal scales riveted on with studs also of metal. 
I n  the  16th century the cuirass, with globular breast-plate, was 
reinforced by strong additional plates attached by rivets or screws. 
I n  about I 550 the breast-plate of the cuirass was characterized by 
a vertical central ridge, called the "tapul," having near its centre 
a projecting point; this projection, somewhat later, was lowered 
to the base of the plate and assumed the form which was known 
as the "peascod cuirass." 

Corselets provided with both breast and back pieces were worn 
by foot-soldiers in the 17th century, while their mounted comrades 
were equipped with heavier and stronger cuirasses. These de- 
fences continued in use after the other pieces of armour had 
gradually been discarded, and their use has never altogether 
ceased. In  modern armies mounted cuirassiers have in some 
degree perpetuated the character of the mediaeval body-armour 
although the steel-jacketed bullet of present-day warfare has 
demonstrated the futility of light metal-plate armour as a means 
of body protection. 

CUIRASSIERS, a kind of heavy cavalry, originally developed 
out of the men-at-arms or gendarmerie forming the heavy cavalry 
of feudal armies. Their special characteristic was the wearing of 
full armour, which they retained long after other troops had 
abandoned it. Hence they became distinguished as cuirassiers. 
The first Austrian corps of kyrissers was formed in 1484 by the 
emperor Maximilian and was IOO strong. In  1705 Austria pos- 
sessed 20 reaiments of cuirassiers. After the war of 1866, how- ., 
ever, the existing regiments were converted into dragoons. Rus- 
sia likewise in modern times abolished all but a few guard regi- 
ments of cuirassiers. The Prussian cuirassiers were first so called 
under Frederick William I., and in the wars of his successor, 
Frederick the Great, they bore a conspicuous part. After the 
Seven Years' War they ceased to wear the cuirass on service, but 
after 1814 these were re-introduced, the spoils taken from the 
French cuirassiers being used to equip the troops. The cuirass is 
now worn only on ceremonial parades. In  France the cuirassiers 
date from 1666, when a regiment was formed. During the First 
Empire many regiments were created, until in 181 2 there were 14. 
The number was reduced after the fall of Napoleon, but was 
again increased in the period previous to the World War when the 
French regiments alone in Europe wore the cuirass on all parades 
and a t  manoeuvres. 

CUISSES, plural of cuisse, French, meaning thigh and re- 
ferring to the mediaeval plate armour worn on the front of the 
thighs. ("I saw young Harry, . . . with cuisses on his thighs, 
gallantly armed" Henry IV., pt. I.-iv. I.) 

CUJAS or CUJACIUS, JACQUES (or as he called himself, 
JACQUES DE CUJAS) ( I  520--I jgo), French jurisconsult, was born 
a t  Toulouse, where his father, whose name was Cujaus, was a 
fuller. Having taught himself Latin and Greek, he studied law 
under Arnoul Ferrier, then professor a t  Toulouse, and rapidly 
gained a great reputation as a lecturer on Justinian. I n  I 554 he 
was appointed professor of law a t  Cahors, and about a year after 
L'HBpital called him to Bourges. Duaren, however, who also held 
a professorship a t  Bourges, stirred up the students against the 
new professor, and such was the disorder produced in consequence 
that Cujas yielded, and accepted an invitation he had received to 
the University of Valence. Recalled to  Bourges a t  the death of 
Duaren in 1559, he remained there till 1567, when he returned to 
Valence. There he gained a European reputation, and collected 
students from all parts of the Continent, among whom were 
Joseph Scaliger and de Thou. I n  1573 Charles I X ,  appointed 
Cujas counsellor to  the pmlement of Grenoble, and in the follow- 
ing year a pension was bestowed on him by Henry 111. Margaret 
of Savoy induced him to remove to Turin; but after a few months 
(1575) he once more took his old place a t  Bourges. But the 
religious wars drove him thence. H e  was called by the king to 
Paris, and permission was granted him by the parlement to lec- 
ture on civil law in the university of the capital. A year after, 
however, he finally took up his residence at  Bourges, where he 
remained till his death. 

The life of Cujas was altogether that of a scholar and teacher. 

In  the religious wars which filled all the thoughts of his con- 
temporaries he steadily refused to take any part. Nihil hoc ad 
edictum praetoris, "This has nothing to do with the edict of the 
praetor," was his usual answer to those who spoke to him on the 
subject. His surpassing merit as a jurisconsult consisted in the 
fact that he turned from the ignorant commentators on Roman 
law to the Roman law itself. H e  collected more than 500 mss. but 
his library was broken up after his death and a great part lost. 
His emendations, of which a large number were published under 
the title of Animadversiones et  observationes, were not confined to 
law books, but extended to many of the Latin and Greek classical 
authors. In  jurisprudence his study was far from being devoted 
solely to Justinian; he recovered and gave to the world a part 
of the Theodosian Code, with explanations; and he procured the 
manuscript of the Basilica, a Greek abridgment of Justinian, 
afterwards published by Fabrot (see BASILICA). H e  also composed 
a commentary on the Co7zsz~etudines Feudorz~m, and on some 
books of the Decretals. In  the Paratitla, or summaries which he 
made of the Digest, and particularly of the Code of Justinian, he 
condensed into short axioms the elementary principles of law, and 
gave definitions remarkable for their admirable clearness and pre- 
cision. The edition of his works (Neville, I 577) is now very 
scarce. The edition of Colombet (1634) is incomplete. Fabrot, 
however, collected the whole in the edition which he published a t  
Paris (16581, and which was reprinted a t  Naples (1722, 1727), 
and at  Naples and Venice (17 j8), with an index forming an 11th 
volume. 

See Papire Masson Vie de Cujas (1590) ; A. Terrasson Histoire de la 
jurisprudence romaine (1750) ; and Mdlanges d'histoire, de littdrature, 
et de jurisprudence (1768) ; J .  E. D. Bernardi $loge de Cujas (Lyons, 
1 7 7 5 )  ; G. Hugo Civilistisches Magazine (1791, etc.) ; J. Berriat Saint 
Prix Mdmoires de Cujas, appended to his Histoire du  droit romain 
(1821) ; E. P. J. Spangenberg Jacob Cujas und seine Zeitgenossen 
(Leipzig, 1822). 

CULDEES, an ancient monastic order with settlements in 
Ireland and Scotland. I t  was long imagined by Protestant and 
especially by Presbyterian writers that they had preserved primi- 
tive Christianity free from Roman corruptions in one remote 
corner of western Europe, a view enshrined in Thomas Camp- 
bell's Reullura. 

As found in the Irish mss. the name is Ce'le Dk, i.e., God's 
comrade or sworn ally. I t  was latinized as Coli dei, whence 
Boece's czcldei. The term seems, like the Latin vir dei, to have 
been applied generally to monks and hermits. There are very few 
trustworthy ancient sources of information, but it seems probable 
that the Rule of Chrodegang (devised originally for the clergy 
of Chrodegang's cathedral, and largely an adaptation of St. 
Benedict's rule to  secular clergy living in common), archbishop 
of Metz (d. 766), was brought by Irish monks to  their native 
land from the monasteries of N.E. Gaul, and that Irish anchorites 
originally unfettered by the rules of the cloister bound themselves 
by it. In  the course of the 9th century we find mention of nine 
places in Ireland (including Armagh, Clonmacnoise, Clones, 
Devenish and Sligo) where communities of these Culdees were 
established as a kind of annexe to the regular monastic institu- 
tions. They seem especially to have had the care of the poor and 
the sick, and were interested in the musical part of worship. 
Meanwhile in Scotland the Iona monks had been expelled by the 
Pictish king Nechtan in 717, and the vacancies thus caused were 
by no means filled by the Roman monks who thronged into the 
north from Northumbria. Into the gap, towards the end of the 
8th century, came the Culdees from Ireland. The features of 
their life in Scotland, which is the most important epoch in the 
history of the order, seem to resemble closely those of the secular 
canons of England and the continent. From the outset they were 
more or less isolated, and, having no fixed forms or common 
head, tended to decay. I n  the 12th century the Celtic Church 
was completely metamorphosed on the Roman pattern, and in the 
process the Culdees also lost any distinctiveness they may formerly 
have had, being brought, like the secular clergy, under canonical 
rule. The pictures that we have of Culdee life in the 12th century 
vary considerably. The chief houses in Scotland were at  St. 
Andrews, Dunkeld, Lochleven, Monymusk in Aberdeenshire, Aber- 
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nethy and Brechin. Each was an independent establishment con- 
trolled entirely by its own abbot and apparently divided into two 
sections, one priestly and the other lay and even married. At St. 
Andrews about the year I IOO there were thirteen Culdees holding 
office by hereditary tenure and paying more regard to their own 
prosperity and aggrandizement than to the services of the church 
or the needs of the populace. A much-needed measure of reform, 
inaugurated by Queen Margaret, was carried through by her 
sons Alexander I .  and David I .  Canons Regular were instituted 
and some of the Culdees joined the new order. Those who declined 
were allowed a life-rent of their revenues and lingered on as a 
separate but ever-dwindling body till the beginning of the 14th 
century, when they disappear from history. 

The Culdees of Lochleven lived on St. Serf's Inch, which had 
been given them by a Pictish prince, Brude, about 850. In 1093 
they surrendered their island to the bishop of St. Andrews in 
return for perpetual food and clothing, but Robert, who was 
bishop in 1144, handed over all their vestments, books and other 
property, with the island, to the newly founded Canons Regular, 
in which probably the Culdees were incorporated. There is no 
trace of such partial independence as was experienced at St. 
Andrews itself, possibly because the bishop's grant was backed 
up by a royal charter. In  the same fashion the Culdees of 
Monymusk, originally perhaps a colony from St. Andrews, be- 
came Canons Regular of the Augustinian order early in the 13th 
century, and those of Abernethy in 1273. At Brechin, famous 
like Abernethy for its round tower, the Culdee prior and his 
monks helped to form the chapter of the diocese founded by 
David I .  in 1145, though the name persisted for a generation or 
two. Similar absorptions no doubt account for the disappearance 
of the Culdees of York, a name borne by the canons of St. Peter 
about 925, and of Snowdon and Bardsey Island in Wales men- 
tioned by Giraldus Cambrensis ( c .  1190) in his S p e c z ~ l u ~ t  EC-  
clesiae and Ztinerarium respectively. The former community was 
he says, sorely oppressed by the covetous Cistercians. These seem 
to be the only cases where the Culdees are found in England 
and Wales. I n  Ireland the Culdees of Armagh endured until the 
dissolution in 1541, and enjoyed a fleeting resurrection in 1627. 
soon after which their ancient property passed to the vicars 
choral of the cathedral. 

See W .  Reeves, The Culdees of the British Islands (Dublin, 1864): 
and in Trans. Roy .  Irish Acad. vol. xxiv. (1873) ; F. W. Skene, Celtic 
Scotland (1876-ISSO), especially vol. ii.; Helen Zimmern, Celtic 
Church (1902) ; W .  Beveridge, Makers : j  the Scottish Church (1908) 
and reff. given by T. J. Parry, art. Culdees," Hastings' Encyclo- 
paedia of Religion and Ethics. 

CULEBRA, the smaller of two islands lying in the Virgin 
Passage immediately east of Puerto Rico and known as the Islas 
de Passaje. I t  is about 18 mi. distant from Cape San Juan and 
rises from the same submerged plateau with the larger islands of 
the Antilles. I ts  extreme dimensions are 3 by 6 mi., and its 
surface is low and comparatively uniform, which gives the pre- 
vailing winds an unbroken sweep across it. For this reason the 
rainfall is limited to a short season, and the population is com- 
pelled to store rainwater in cisterns for drinking purposes. It: 
soil is fertile, and cattle, poultry, vegetables and bananas are 
produced. The island has been a dependency of Puerto Rico since 
1879, when its colonization was formally undertaken, and i t  is 
now in the municipality of Culebra. In  1902 the American naval 
authorities selected the Playa Sardinas harbour on the soutf 
side of Culebra as a rendezvous of the fleet and marine encamp. 
ments were set up on shore. The strategic position of the islanc 
as a naval station has given it considerable importance. Pop 
(1910) 1,315; (1920) 839; (1930) 847; (1940) 860. 

CULION RESERVATION is a municipality, not divide( 
into barrios, on the island of Culion in the province of Palawan 
Philippine Islands. Population (1939) 7,328, of whom 
were males; only 11 of the total were whites. I t  is the leper colon) 
(founded 1906) and its inhabitants are gathered from all park 
of the archipelago and are kept a t  Government expense. Excellen 
medical and hospital service are furnished free of charge, an( 
many cures have been made. The local government is adrninisterec 
by the lepers themselves, who, so far as possible, live a norma 

village life. 
CULLEN, PAUL ( I  803-1 878), cardinal, and archbishop of 

Dublin, was born at  Prospect, County Kildare, on April 29, 1803, 
xnd educated a t  Carlow college and the Urban college of Propa- 
:anda at  Rome. On his ordination in 1829, he was appointed to  
the chairs of Hebrew and Sacred Scriptures in the Schools of the 
Propaganda and in 1832 became rector of the Irish college in 
Rome. During the Mazzini revolution of 1848 he was rector of 
the Urban college, saving the property under the protection of 
the American flag. I n  1849 Cullen was nominated t o  the primatial 
see of Armagh; and, on his return to  Ireland, presided as papal 
delegate a t  the synod of Thurles in Aug. 18 jo. H e  took a leading 
part in the national movement of 1850-52, and a t  first supported 
the Tenant Rights League. I n  May 1852 he was translated to  
Dublin, and soon a divergence of opinion broke out between him 
snd the more ardent Kationalists under Archbishop MacHale. 
When the Irish university was started, with Newman, appointed 
by Cullen, a t  its head, the scheme was wrecked by  the personal 
opposition of the archbishop of Dublin. His distrust of the na- 
tional movement led him to forbid his clergy to take part publicly 
in politics (Purcell's Li fe  of Manning,  ii. 610). Cullen, therefore, 
while an ardent patriot, was consistently an opponent of Fenian- 
ism. H e  was made cardinal in 1866, being the first Irish cardinal. 

CULLEN, WILLIAM (I  710-1 790)) Scottish physician and 
medical teacher, was born a t  Hamilton, Lanarkshire, on April I 5, 
1710. H e  began his medical career as apprentice to  John Paisley, 
a Glasgow surgeon, and then went to sea as a ship's surgeon. On 
his return home in 1732 he practised for a short time, then studied 
at Edinburgh university, and afterwards practised a t  Hamilton 
and Glasgow. H e  lectured on a variety of subjects in Glasgow 
before he went to  Edinburgh in 1756 as joint professor of 
chemistry. 

On the death of Robert ST'hytt (1714-66), the professor of the 
institutes of medicine, Cullen accepted the chair, a t  the same time 
resigning that of chemistry. In  I 773 Cullen was appointed pro- 
fessor of the practice of physic, and continued to lecture until 
a few months before his death, which took place on Feb. 5, 1790. 
His chief works were First Lines o f  the Practice of Physic (1774) ; 
Insti tz~tions o f  Medicine ( I  7 70) ; and Synopsis Nosologicae Medi-  
cue (1;85), which contained his classification of diseases into four 
great classes-(I) Pyrexiae, or febrile diseases, as  typhus fever; 
(2) Neuroses, or nervous diseases, as epilepsy; (3) Cachexiae, or 
diseases resulting from bad habit of body, as scurvy; and (4) 
Locales, or local diseases, as cancer. 

The first volume of an account of Cz~llen's Life, Lectures and Wri t -  
ings was published by Dr. John Thomson in 1832, and was re-issued 
with the second volume (completing the work) by Dr. W. Thomson 
and Dr. D. Craigie in 1859. 

CULLEN, royal and municipal burgh, Banffshire, Scotland. 
Pop. (1938) 1,738 I t  is situated on Cullen Bay, 114 mi. W. by N. 
of Banff and 66$ m. N.5V of Aberdeen by the L.N.E.R. Desk- 
ford Burn, after a course of 73 m., enters the sea a t  Cullen, which 
it divides into two parts, Seatown, the older, and hTewtown, 
dating only from 1822, the old town having been pulled down to 
extend the grounds of Cullen House. St. Mary's, the parish 
church, a cruciform structure, was founded by Robert Bruce, 
whose second wife died at  Cullen. The harbour, constructed be- 
tween 1817 and 1834, though artificial, is one of the best on this 
coast. Fish is exported. About I m. to the S. is Cullen House, 
a seat of the earl of Seafield, which contains some fine works of 
art. A mile and a half to the west is the picturesque fishing 
village of Port Knockie, made a police burgh in 1912, with a 
deep-sea harbour, built in 1891. On the cliffs, 2 m. to the E., 
stand the ruins of Findlater Castle, fortified i n  1455. 

CULLERA, a port of east Spain, in the province of Valencia, 
on the Mediterranean sea, a t  the mouth of the river Jlicar, and 
the terminus of the Valencia-Silla-Cullera railway. Pop. (1930) 
13.335. Cullera, a t  the foot of the Monte de las Zorras, which 
terminate eastward in Cape Cullera, and dominated by a ruined 
Moorish citadel, overlooks to the south a rich, irrigated plain 
producing cereals and fruit. The harbour consists of a roadstead 
from the mouth of the Jhcar to Cape Cullera, where ships anchor 
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and discharge into lighters, which alone can ascend the shallow 
river to  the port. 

Cullera is a fishing port but is chiefly engaged in exporting 
oranges, tomatoes and rice (ordinarily to  Britain), and in import- 
ing artificial fertilizers, flour and timber. 

CULLINAN, a town in South Africa, 25" 43' S., 28" 34' 
E., which grew up round the Premier diamond mine, and dates 
from 1903. I t  is connected by a branch railway (6  m.) with Ray- 
ton, on the Pretoria-Delagoa bay line, and 24 m. E. of Pretoria. 
I t s  population includes 1,779 white and about 10,000 natives and 
coloured. Here was discovered, in 1907, the Cullinan diamond, 
3,0253 carats, which was presented by the Transvaal Government 
to  King Edward VII., two stones cut from it being used for the 
British sceptre and crown. (See DIAMOND.) 

CULLODEN, a tract of moorland in Inverness-shire, Scot- 
land. I t  forms part of the north-east of Drummossie Muir, and is 
situated about 6 m. by road east of Inverness, and 4 m. from 
Culloden Moor station on the L.M.S.R. from Aviemore to In- 
verness via Daviot. I t  is celebrated as the scene of the battle of 
April 16, 1746 (see below; also CUMBERLAND, U'ILLIAM AUGUS- 
TUS, DUKE OF, and MURRAY, LORD GEORGE), by which the fate 
of the house of Stuart was decided. By Highlanders the battle 
is more generally described as the battle of Drummossie. Sev- 
eral memorials have been erected. 

The Culloden Papers, a number of historical documents rang- 
ing from 1625 to 1748, were discovered in Culloden House in 
1812 and published in 1815 by Duncan George Forbes. About I m. 
to the south of the field, on the right bank of the Nairn, is the 
plain of Clava, containing several stone circles, monoliths, cairns 
and other prehistoric remains. The circles, some apparently never 
completed, vary in circumference from 12 yards to 140 yards 

B a t t l e  of Cul1oden.-For the course of the 1745 rebellion 
which was crushed a t  the battle of Culloden, see SCOTLAND. 
After a week's retreat, Charles Edward awaited the British on 
Drummossie Moor, Hearing, however, that Cumberland had 
halted at  Nairn, eight miles away, to celebrate his 25th birthday, 
Charles decided to surprise his camp. The long night march over 
the moors, however, was too much for the tired and starving 
~ i ~ - , l ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~  and they returned to their old position, more ex- 
hausted and depressed than ever. Early on April 16, 1746, Cum- 
berland obtained contact with the Pretender's army. The High- 
landers, about 7,000 strong, were drawn up in two widely sep- 
arated lines, with a small reserve of horse, one flank resting on the 
park walls of Culloden House. The British, 9,000 strong, were 
also in two lines, a t  a distance of fifty paces, with cavalry on 
each flank and a reserve of Highland irregulars. The battle began 
with a duel between the nine Scottish and ten British guns; the 
latter, far better served, caused great distress to the Highlanders, 
who sought to escape their fire by attack. The British infantry 
awaited them in three ranks, the first kneeling, the second stoop- 
ing, the third cumberland had trained each soldier to 
engage the man to his right front, so evading the Highlander's 
target and thrusting under his raised sword arm. On the British 
right the Highlanders only made feint attacks, trying to draw fire 
while still out of range; on the left they broke through at  one 
point, but were taken in flank by supports from the second line, 
and thrown back in great confusion. Seeing this, the Scottish 
centre and left lost heart and retreated, the British following up 
and causing heavy losses with their musketry fire. At the same 
time the dragoons broke through the walls protecting the Scottish 
flanks and attacked the second line in rear. The Highlanders find- 
ing themselves surrounded, broke and fled, leaving 1,000 dead and 
many wounded and prisoners upon the field of battle, while 1,000 

more fell in the subsequent pursuit. The British lost only 50 
killed and 2 0 0  wounded. 

CULMINATION, the attainment of the highest point (from 
Lat. culmen, summit). I n  astronomy the term is given to the 
passage of a heavenly body over the meridian of a place. Two 
culminations take place in the course of the day, one above and 
the other below the pole. The first is called the upper, the second 
the lower. Either or both may occur below the horizon and there- 
fore be invisible. 

CULPRIT, properly the prisoner at the bar; so one guilty of 
an offence. In origin the word is a combination of two Anglo- 
French legal words, culpable, guilty, and prit or prist, i.e., #rest, 
O.Fr. for pr&t, ready. On the prisoner at  the bar pleading "not 
guilty," the clerk of the Crown answered "culpable," and stated 
that he was ready (prest) to join issue. The words cul. prist (or 
firit) were then entered on the roll. When French law terms were 
discontinued the words were taken as forming one word addressed 
to the prisoner. 

CULROSS (locally pronounced Coo-rus), a royal burgh and 
parish, Fifeshire, Scotland, 64 m. W. by South of Dunfermline. 
There is a station on the L.N.E.R. from Dunfermline to  Kin- 
cardine, and another 2 4  miles away on the line from Durlfermline 
to Stirling. Pop. (1938) 537. I t  is attractively situated on a 
hillside sloping gently to the Forth. Here St. Serf founded a 
church and cemetery, and here he died and was buried. For cen- 
turies the townsfolk used to celebrate his day (July I )  by walking 
in procession bearing green boughs. Kentigern, the apostle to  
Cumbria and first bishop of Glasgow is said to have been born a t  
Culross and to have been adopted by St. Serf as his son. These 
religious associations, coupled with the fertility of the soil, led to  
the founding of a Cistercian abbey in 1217. Of this structure the 
only remains are the western tower and the choir, which now 
forms the parish church. I t  is supposed that a chapel of which 
some traces exist in the east end of the town was dedicated to  
Kentigern. 

James VI. made Culross a royal burgh in 1588. In  1808 there 
was discovered in the abbey church, embalmed in a silver casket, 
still preserved there, bearing his name and arms, the heart of 
Edward, Lord Bruce of Kinloss, killed in 1613 near Bergen-op- 
Zoom in a duel with Sir Edward Sackville, afterwards earl of 
norset. 

Robert Pant (1524-1606), the Reformer, was born a t  Shir- 
resmiln, or Shiresmill, a hamlet in Culross parish. Nearly all its 
old industries-the coal mines, salt works, linen manufacture, and 
the making girdles-have disappeared, but its pleasant 

and picturesqueness make it a holiday resort- 
Jhnimarle Castle, on the sea-shore, adjoins the site of the 

castle, where, according to tradition, Macbeth slew the wife and 
Macduff. 

CULTNATING MACHINERY. The soil contains both 
mineral and organic matter. The more clay there is in a soil, the 
heavier, stiffer or more plastic it is and the more difficult to work; 
the more sand, the lighter or more friable or crumbly it is, and 
the easier to work. An important property of clay is its power to 
absorb and retain moisture; sand on the other hand is unretentive 
of moisture. 

Different soils, therefore, require different treatment according 
to the climatic conditions and the crops to be grown. 

The objects of cultivation are briefly, (1) to produce a good 
tilth, i.e., that condition of the soil which will best assist the ger- 
mination of the seed and its root development and subsequent 
plant growth; 

(2) to add humus (organic matter) and fertilizers to the soil 
in order to provide food for the growing plant; (3) to destroy 
and prevent the growth of weeds which would otherwise compete 
with the for living and 

(4) modify the the as 
amount of moisture, the temperature and the access of air. 

*11 these 'perations may be performed by the aid of 'pecial'y 
devised imp1ements. 

PLOUGHS 

The primary object of ploughing is to break up the soil to 
form a seed-bed. The plough does this by cutting and inverting 
the soil in slices or furrows g to  I&. wide and t o  a depth of 4 
to 6in. or sometimes more 

The inversion of the furrow slice exposes a large area of-fresh 
soil to the influences of the weather and smothers the crop which 
is laid under. 

In its simplest form the plough consists of a frame or body to 
which the following parts are attached: (a) handles or stilts used 
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for controlling the plough; ( b )  beam for hauling the plough, 
carrying devices for making vertical and horizontal adjustments 
of the draught; ( c )  the share for cutting the bottom of the fur- 
row slice; ( d )  the landside which takes the side thrust; ( e )  the 
mouldboard or breast for turning the furrow; and usually ( f )  the 
coulter for cutting the vertical side of the furrow: sometimes this 
attachment is dispensed with, the side of the furrow then being 
cut by the shin of the plough. Wheels for carrying and guiding 
the plough are also attached to the beam. A tail knife or presser 
may also be attached to the breast to assist in turning the furrow. 
Coulters are of three kinds: the knife cozllter which is suitable 
for all conditions except where tough surface growth must be cut, 
when use is made of a rolling or disk coz~lter or skeith, generally 
with a caster action. I n  Great Britain the rolling coulter is more 
generally used with tractors. When ploughing turf land a skim 
coulter or jointer is used to cut out a small section of the turf 
and turn it into the furrow bottom. Combined disk and skim 
coulters are also used. 

Frames and beams are usually made of iron or steel, but wood is 
sometimes used to save expense and weight. Shares may be made 
of cast iron, chilled underneath to  make them self-sharpening, or 
of soft-centre steel; i.e., surface layers of hard carbon steel welded 
on to a mild steel centre: this provides both the necessary strength 
and a surface which will take a high polish. Wrought iron shares 
are often used where the soil contains rocks and stones. Landsides 
need a highly polished surface and are made of cast iron or 
steel. Breasts for general purpose ploughs are made of cast iron 
or mild steel; cast iron is the harder metal and is more suitable 
for gritty or sandy soils, while mild steel is more suitable for heavy 
land since it scours better. Chilled steel is also coming into use. 
Digger breasts, being short and concave, must be made of very 
hard highly polished metal such as chilled cast iron, cast steel or 
chilled steel, otherwise the soil is apt to  lodge in the hollow of the 
breast. IVood is still used in certain districts or for special pur- 
poses, as on the strong land of Kent, England: and a large variety 
of materials, even plaster of paris, has been experimented with 
for overcoming unusual soil conditions. 

Types of Plough.-Breast ploughs can be divided into three 
principal types, i.e., lea ploughs or breakers for lea, sod or turf 
ground with long sloping shares and breasts of gentle curvature 
to  raise the furrows gradually without breaking them; digger 
ploughs for use in stubble and cultivated ground with short abrupt 
breasts which break up  the furrows as they are turned over; and 
general purpose ploughs of an intermediate type which are suitable 
for general use. Ploughs may also be distinguished as walking or 
riding ploughs, according as the ploughman walks or drives with 
the plough, and disk ploughs which employ a revolving disk. 

The cheapest and simplest of ploughs are those without wheels. 
They make the most demand upon the skill of the ploughman. 
however, but are useful on very heavy land where wheels might 
clog and also among rocks and stumps. Ploughs with one wheel, 
placed under the beam for regulating the depth of work, are use- 
ful on sloping ground. A plough widely used on the Continent of 
Europe has a two-wheeled forecarriage which allows the beam a 
certain amount of free movement, the plough itself being hauled 
by a pair of chains attached near the frame. One-way ploughs 
which lay all the furrows in one direction are also common. They 

FURROW WHEEL 

render it  unnecessary to set out the field in ridges, save time in 
turning and leave no dead furrows. Balance one-way ploughs, 
which are much used in parts of England, have two bodies with the 
shares facing each other connected to a common set of wheels. 
Other one-way ploughs, such as the "double Brabant" plough, 
which is very popular on the Continent of Europe, have also two 
bodies (fixed opposite to  each other on the same beam) but are 
turned over sideways. The most widely used one-way plough has 
one body and a double-sided breast. I t  is known by many names, 
including hillside, reversible, turnwrest, swivel, and is the best 
for hillside use. I t  may aptly be termed the "general purpose 
one-way plough." 

Ridging ploughs have two flat breasts and a special share and 
are used with and without wheels for making ridges for  potatoes 
and roots and for earthing up potatoes. Single-furrow riding or 
szrlky ploughs usually have three wheels, one running on the land 
and two in the furrow, one in front and one behind the plough 
which takes the driver's weight and the sideways thrust on the 
breast and reduces the friction on the plough sole. These ploughs 
are little used in Europe but are common in America and Aus- 
tralia. Riding one-way ploughs are also used in America: they 
usually have two separate bodies and breasts mounted on the 
frame-work in such a way that each body may be lifted out of 
work in turn. Multiple or gang plozcglzs may be used either with 
horses or with tractors. I n  Great Britain a double-furrow walking 
plough is used in light land districts. I n  America and Australia 
riding ploughs with multiple furrows are used: but the standard 
of work demanded would not be regarded as high in intensively 
cultivated countries. For light tractors, self-lif t or  power-lif t 
ploughs are almost universally used. The plough is attached to 
the tractor by a special hitch which can be regulated t o  minimize 
side draught and incorporates a device to release the plough 
should it  strike any obstacle. I n  this way only one man is required 
to operate both tractor and plough, which may have two or three 
furrows. Ploughs are also made for mounting direct on to the 
tractor frame: they are bvithout transport wheels but may have 
a land wheel for steadying them while at  work. The  advantages 
claimed are lighter draught, shorter headlands and easier turning 
and reversing. Large riding ploughs with six to  twelve furrows 
are used in America where conditions are favourable and large 
areas have to be ploughed. These ploughs usually have the bodies 
flexibly attached to the beam, each body having a separate lever 
by which its depth of working can be regulated by the ploughman. 

P loughs  f o r  Cable Haulage.-Theoretically the cable system 
is the most efficient method of ploughing since it  avoids all un- 
necessary haulage, but in practice this is discounted by the 
high capital cost of the equipment; hence the cable system can 
only be economically employed whese large areas, usually heavy 

1 land, can be dealt with by one set. Such ploughs are usually made 
on the balance principle with two sets of bodies so as to  avoid turn- 
ing them a t  the headlands. There are several systems of cable 
ploughing. The single engine systefn makes use of anchors and 
pulleys for directing the cable that hauls the plough backwards 
and forwards across the field and along the headlands. This system 
which, it  may be noted, has been adopted for electric ploughing, 
is lower in first cost but slower and less satisfactory than the more 
popular double-engine system, where an engine is employed a t  
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each side of the field. Each engine in turn draws the plough 
while the other pays out the cable and as the work progresses the 
engines are moved along the headlands. 

Disk plougizs which are very common in America though little 
used in Great Britain, have revolving concave disks, in place of 
breasts, and scrapers. They are suitable for use in very hard 
ground (e.g., dry adobe) and very heavy ground (.e.g., sticky or 
waxy land) when a breast plough will not operate. Generally 
speaking the draught is heavier and the work inferior to  that of 
a breast plough. They may be used with horses, tractors or cable 
sets. Subsoil ploughs are used to break up the soil below the 
furrow bottom without bringing it to the surface, and are an al- 
ternative to deep ploughing in land with shallow top soil and a 
subsoil which it would be dangerous to  bring to the surface. The 
subsoiling device is usually a tine, though a cartridge-shaped piece 
of steel may also be used. Mole ploughs are used for draining land 
with a clay subsoil and have a beam carrying a stout knife coulter 
to the foot of which a cartridge-shaped piece of steel or "mole" is 
attached. The mole may be set to work at different depths and by 
being drawn through the ground compresses the subsoil in its 
passage, leaving a drainage channel of its own diameter a t  the re- 
quired depth. The narrow slit cut by the coulter closes up and the 
water then passes into the drain by percolation. Mole drains must 
have outlets into a main drain or an open ditch and a natural 
gradient is essential as they follow the contour of the land. There 
are a number of mole ploughs suitable for tractor haulage which 
will cut drains from 15 to 18in. deep, but for deeper work than this 
it is preferable to use cable haulage as the draught is too great for 
the average agricultural tractor. 

PULVERIZING AND CONSOLIDATING IMPLEMENTS 

After land has been ploughed it must be broken down into very 
fine particles and consolidated in order to  form a seed-bed. The 
chief pulverizing implements are cultivators, harrows and rollers. 
Cultivators and harrows work practically on the same princip!e 
and use either tines or teeth, which are drawn through the soil, 
or disks which cut into the surface; but the cultivator works to a 
greater depth than the harrow. Except in the case of seed har- 
rows, rigid tines are generally inclined forward to penetrate the 
soil. Spring tines, which depend upon C or S springs or coiled 
springs, are curved forwards and so attain the same end: they are 
less liable to breakage than rigid tines and are as a rule more 
effective in pulverizing the soil. Tines may be provided with de- 
tachable and replaceable points varying in shape, according to the 
purpose in view, from chisel points to broad duck-foot shares, the 
latter being intended less for pulverizing the soil than for under- 
cutting weeds. Disks are particularly useful on hard ground or 
when turf has been ploughed in. 

Cultivators.- In Great Britain these implements are chiefly 
used to break down the furrows and bring up perennial weeds, 
harrows being employed subsequently to pulverize the soil still 
further and to comb out the weeds that remain. I n  America culti- 
vators are widely used for after-cultivation and have been modi- 
fied accordingly. The main features of a cultivator are two large 
travelling wheels with a small swivel wheel in front and a triangu- 
lar frame to which sub-frames carrying the tines are attached, as 
well as the driver's seat and the mechanism for raising and lower- 
ing the tines: these are set in echelon six or more inches apart and 
vary in number according to the width of the implement and the 
nature of the work. In  tractor cultivators curved tines are at- 
tached to straight stems which are specially strengthened to with- 
stand the strain involved: the stems may be flexibly mounted to 
reduce breakages. Cultivators for use with cable sets are made 
with rigid frames and rigid adjustable tines. When so used the 
cultivator is employed in particular for breaking up fallow and 
stubble for autumn sowing. 

Harrows.-In addition to completing the work of the culti- 
vator, these implements serve to cover seed and fertilizers, to 
aerate the soil, to encourage tillering or root and stem develop- 
ment, to break crusts and form a soil mulch, and to uproot 
weeds. The heaviest harrows, often called drags, have long curved 
teeth of varying shapes and sizes. Some drags are mounted on 

wheels with lever adjustments while others have handles for clear- 
ing weeds. They are made in sections which consist of zig-zag 
beams connected by straight cross-members, the teeth being fixed 
at  the intersections. These implements are hitched at  two points 
to ensure each tooth cutting a separate track. Seed or smootlzing 
Izarrows may have wood or iron frames and straight or curved 
teeth, either fixed or adjustable. Iron-framed harrows are con- 

RANSOME 'S  S P R I N G  T I N E  CULTIVATOR.  WIDELY U S E D  I N  GREAT BRITAIN 
The machine travels by the two side and a front swivel wheel. The teeth, 
depending from springs, are curved forward so as to penetrate the soil 
effectively 

structed on the zig-zag principle but wooden-framed harrows are 
rectangular, the teeth being inserted at  different points along the 
cross members. These harrows are used to refine the soil before 
drilling, to comb out weeds, to cover the seed after sowing, and to 
aerate and mulch land bearing growing crops. Lever izarrows 
have straight teeth fixed to cross-members in such a way that by 
the movement of a lever the teeth may be inclined either forwards 
or backwards or set vertically. Spring-tooth harrows are widely 
used in America to perform the same functions as drags in Great 
Britain. They are really light cultivators with a variable depth of 
work, the depth and pitch of the curved tines being adjustable to 
suit different soil conditions. The tines can be easily raised to  
clear weeds. In  America, these harrows usually have a riding at- 
tachment, the wheels being utilized for adjusting the depth of 
work and for transport purposes. 

Disk harrows have saucer-shaped disks from 1 2  to noin. in 
diameter which may be set a t  varying angles to the direction of 
travel. The disks pulverize and loosen the soil by their eccentric 
motion, producing much the same effect as a disk plough but giving 
a finer tilth. They are particularly useful for preparing a seed-bed 
when turf has been ploughed in, and are also used in America be- 
fore ploughing hard, dry ground, to facilitate subsequent opera- 
tions. They will also aid in working out annual weeds, but if used 
upon land infested with twitch or couch grass will tend to spread 
the weed. The disks may be either full-bladed or cut-away. The 
former are used for general purposes and the latter for deeper 
and coarser cultivation particularly on stony land. Disk harrows 
for tractor haulage have transport wheels and lever adjustments 
which usually work on the self-lift principle. A common practice 
is to use two disk harrows tandem fashion with tractors, the front 
disks throwing the soil upwards and the others inwards. 

R o t a r y  Tillers.-The modern rotary tiller consists essentially 
of a series of tines made to revolve round an axle. An internal 
combustion engine supplies the motive power. Various attach- 
ments may be added. The object is to  pulverize the soil and to 
produce a seed-bed a t  one operation, in this way replacing the 
implements already described. 

Excellent work has been performed by these machines and for 
garden and orchard cultivation and for some forms of tropical 
agriculture their usefulness appears to be established. I t  is yet 
open to question whether in temperate regions rotary tillage can 
satisfactorily replace the action of the weather in breaking down 
furrows set up in autumn ploughing. 
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Rollers.-These implements are used to consolidate the soil, 

to crush clods and to smooth the surface. The consolidation of 
the seed-bed affects the aeration and moisture content of the soil 
and the proper use of the roller is of great importance. The $at, 
smooth or land roller which may be of steel, wrought iron, wood 
or even stone. is constructed in two or three sections to facilitate 
turning. A common width for a roller is seven feet, with a diam- 
eter from 18 to 2 0  inches. The weight may vary between 7 and 12 

cwt. Cantbridge or ridge rollers consist of a number of rings two 
to three inches wide which taper to a point and are used for crush- 
ing clods as well as consolidating the land. Size for size they are 
slightly heavier than the flat roller and have a slightly heavier 
draught. Since the ribbed surface which they leave is less liable to 
coalesce after heavy rain than a flat surface, they are very useful 
on heavy land. I n  America it is a common practice to use two 
sets of rollers so hitched that the front ridges are cut by the sec- 
ond set For clod crushing on heavy land bar or tubular rollers 
may be used and also crosskill rollers which have serrated rings. 
Land pressers or subsurface packers, consisting of a number of 
heavy wheels about three feet in diameter, are used in dry dis- 
tricts to  consolidate the soil a t  the bottom of the furrow. 

MANURE DISTRIBUTORS 
The application of dung and mineral substances (chalk, marl, 

sea-sand) as fertilizers a t  various stages of the operations of culti- 
vation is of very ancient origin. Except in those cases in which 
animals were fed off or folded on the land it was necessary to cart 
the manure, pile it in heaps on the field and distribute it by hand. 
These practices are still common. But with the recognition of the 
value of liquid manure and the extended use of "artificial" fer- 
tilizers, devices have been increasingly employed for economizing 
labour and for securing uniform distribution of the fertilizer. 

Liquid nta7ture carts should be made of steel or iron plate (wood 
is unsuitable) and the axle should pass right across the vehicle. A 
pump should be provided for filling the tank and a valve for regu- 
lating the outflow of the liquid. The simplest form of distributor 
is a trough extending the full width of the cart with a continuous 
slit running along the rearward side. Farmyard manure or dung 
spreaders are of American origin and are based on the four- 
wheeled wagon in common use in that country. The distributing 
mechanism consists of a travelling apron or endless belt at the 
bottom of the wagon to carry the dung to the rearward end where 
a beater attachment disintegrates it  and throws it  on to  the land 
These implements are not likely to work successfully unless the 
manure is well rotted. Artificial manure or fertilizer distribzltor~ 
should be able to  distribute all the common fertilizers uniformly 
whether the dressings are heavy or light and should be easy tc 
clean, while the working parts must be able to resist the corrosive 
action of certain fertilizers. The various kinds of distributors 
differ mainly in the method adopted for distributing the manure 
All have a hopper for carrying fertilizers and are usually mountec 
on two wheels. Distribution may be effected by a roller at the 
bottom of the hopper which revolves so as to work the manure 
out backwards as the machine advances; by agitators placed ovel 
holes in the hopper bottom; by an endless chain with projecting 
fingers which travels across the hopper bottom, or by rotating 
fingers of various kinds placed a t  the bottom of the hopper so a: 
to work out the manure as the machine advances. In  these type: 
the manure falls more or less straight to the ground and is dis. 
tributed over the width of the machine. Another type with a nar. 
row wheel-base has a tub-shaped hopper and utilizes a centrifuga 
device for distributing the manure which in this case is spreac 
over a strip milch wider than the wheel tracks. Even distributior 
with this machine can only be effected in calm weather. Artificia 
manures must be in a uniform and dry condition to be distributec 
satisfactorily by mechanical means and care must be taken tc 
see that these requirements are fulfilled before the material is pul 
in the machine. 

SEED-SOWING MACHINES 
The two ancient methods of sowing seed are broadcasting anc 

dibbling. The former method, employed for example with cerea 
crops, results in the haphazard deposit of seed at varying depth: 

~ n d  distances: the latter method employed for setting larger seeds, 
s laborious. I n  modern farming practice an endeavour is made 
is far as possible to substitute a mechanical device. The require- 
nents of the various crops differ, and the character of the soil 
lnd climate leads necessarily to different practices in sowing the 
,eed. I t  is essential that the seed should be placed at a sufficient 
iepth in the seed-bed to enable it to obtain the water necessary for 
:ermination and growth. Hence seed is sown deeper in dry soil 
~ n d  in a dry climate than in a moist soil and in a moist climate. 
[n some cases mechanical devices may be unsatisfactory in prac- 
.ice because of the injury which may be done to the seed as, for 
-xample, in the case of potatoes. 

The broadcaster or seeder in its simplest form consists of a 
knapsack for carrying the seed with a hand-operated centrifugal 
3evice for scattering the seed, or a long seed-box carried on a 
wheel-barrow frame with an agitator to throw out the seed. 
These simple machines are used mainly for grass and clover seeds. 
For broadcasting cereals it  is more usual to use a cultivator or 
jisk harrow fitted with a seed-box and broadcasting device. 
Broadcasting does not, however, ensure the seed being covered to a 
uniform depth, and modern practice favours the employment of 
the more complicated drill, which not only sows the seed in the 
ground in rows at  a suitable depth but also covers it. The most 
important requirement of a drill is even and continuous distribu- 
tion in each spout. The distribution must be adjustable to  deal 
with different seeds and rates of sowing but unaffected by varia- 
tions in the speed of the machine, the slope of the land or 
travelling shocks. 

Drills.-Drills can be classified according to the type of feed 
adopted. namely, cup feed or force feed, either external or inter- 
nal, or the type of furrow opener or coulter used, as shoe, hoe or 
disk. To  ensure a uniform supply of seed to each distributing unit 
in the cup-feed drill, the seed-box must be divided into compart- 
ments and must be kept level. In  a separate chamber behind the 
seed-box there is a horizontal geared shaft carrying a number of 
flat disks with cups on each side for lifting the seed from small 
hoppers or feed-runs into funnels connecting with the coulters. 
The seed passes from the seed-box to the feed-runs through 
apertures which may be fitted with slides for regulating the 
supply of grain a t  this point. Cups may be made with two seed 
faces so that by reversing the shaft different kinds of seed can be 
sown. The shaft is driven by a pinion from one of the travelling 
wheels and the rate of sowing can be altered by using pinions of 
different sizes. A number of variations of the cup-feed system 
are employed, e.g., the "melichar" drill, all having for their object 
increased accuracy of sowing. I n  the force-feed drill, the seed-box 
has only one compartment and over each spout there is a small 
hopper or feed-run in which the feed device works. I n  the ex- 

ternal type  a wheel with fluted 
edges is used and is placed out- 
side the hopper so that the rim 
enters the hopper and brings out 
the seed when the wheel rotates. 
The rate of sowing is regulated 
by altering the speed of the driv- 
ing shaft and special gearing has 

LTD. 

T W O  DRAG HARROWS WITH H A N D L E S  
is claimed that this t ipe  c a n  sow 

After the seed has been sown, the har- seed better than any 
row covers the bed. I t  also assists in drill. I n  the internal t vbe  a -. 
cultivation before seeding, breaks fluted roller is usually employed 
crust, and uproots weeds 

and the rate of sowine: is varied - 
either by moving the fluted roller along the driving shafts or by 
altering the speed of the shaft. The under plate of the feed-run 
may also be sprung to avoid crushing the seed. The shoe and hoe 
furrow-openers require pressure, applied by weights or springs, to 
keep them a t  the requisite depth and act like ploughshares in 
opening the furrows which close again immediately the drill 
passes. The disk fz~rrow-opener, which may be either single or 
double, operates in the same way as the disk plough. I t  will cut 
through rubbish and cover the seed well under adverse conditions. 
In dry districts drills with special wheeled pressers are used in 
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order to  consolidate the seed bed and conserve the moisture. 

For sowing roots (turnips, swedes, mangels, sugar beet) on 
the flat an ordinary cup or force-feed drill can be used, but for 
sowing on the ridge a special drill is necessary. This is usually a 
two-furrow implement with a cup-feed. The coulters are pre- 
ceded by concave rollers and may be followed by a flat roller. 

Special machines have been developed for planting maize 
("corn") which is sown in clusters or "hills." Modern machines 
deal with two rows a t  a time and have furrow-openers similar to 
those of a drill. A special feed device has been evolved for pick- 
ing up the grains or kernels separately or in small quantities and 
placing them in a compartment which has a valve or shutter for 
dropping them a t  intervals a t  the heel of the furrow-opener. In  
dry districts maize is sown by an attachment to a kind of double- 
mouldboard plough designed to open a narrow furrow, into which 
the grains are dropped after a subsoiling device has prepared a 
seed-bed in the furrow bottom. These machines are called lister 
planters. The simplest types are based on the ordinary walking 
plough though elaborate two-row machines are in more general 
use. Listing is done to enable the plant to withstand drought and 
winds. 

Machines for planting potatoes have also been devised but 
have not been adopted a t  all widely in ordinary farming practice. 
The difficulty is to get even spacing without missing, and potatoes 
which have been sprouted are liable to  damage by a mechanical 
planter. 

Modern farming practice favours the use of combined ferti- 
lizer and seed-sowing machines wherever possible. The various 
components do not, however, differ in principle from those 
described above. 

IMPLEMENTS FOR AFTER-CULTIVATION 
The objects of after-cultivation are to destroy weeds, to  keep 

the surface layers of the soil in a loose condition in order to 
conserve moisture, to  aerate the soil, and in the case of such crops 
as cotton, maize and potatoes, to  provide fine loose mould for 
earthing up. 

Hoes (often called cultivators in America) of various types 
are used for these operations. For cereal crops horse-hoes fitted 
with A-shaped or L-shaped shares are used. The crop having been 
sown in rows, care must be taken in guiding the horse and steering 
the implement between them. The more elaborate hoes are fitted 
with a fore-carriage and the shares can be raised by levers. For 
root crops, single, two or three-row hoes, often called scuflers or 
scarifiers, are used, as a rule with a broad two-winged share in 
front with one or more L-shaped shares on each side. Some 
implements are fitted with tines to which detachable shares of 
various types for use in different operations can be fixed. For 
side-hoeing ridges, disk hoes may be used with skeleton rollers 
for keeping the implement in work. I n  America, implements for 
cultivating between the rows have been highly developed and are 
much more specialized than in Great Britain. Three or even 
more tines ("shovels") or disks may be used for each row and the 
implements may have seats, and levers for adjusting the tines 
or disks which may be set to  move the soil either towards or 
away from the crop-an important consideration in the case of 
cotton and maize. Implements guided by runners or roller wheels, 
have also been specially designed to follow the listed furrow. 

Thinners or gappers for thinning root crops have been de- 
veloped but have not met with much success. The crop must be 
quite uniform if mechanical thinning is to give entire satisfaction, 
since the machine does not permit the operator to discriminate 
to  the same extent as hand labour. The simplest form of mechan- 
ical thinning or gapping is to  run a horse-hoe either diagonally or 
directly across the rows. The special machines usually work 
along the rows and make use of rotating wheels of various types 
with blades or knives for cutting out bunches of plants as the 
implement moves. 

I m p l e m e n t s  f o r  C u l t i v a t i n g  Grassland.-In countries 
where intensive farming is practised various implements are used 
for grassland cultivation. Chain harrows (consisting of metal 
links with spikes or other projections connected together like a 

net), or brush harrows i.e., harrows with brushwood drawn 
through the frames in such a way as to form a kind of brush, or 
ordinary seed harrows are used in the spring for  dragging out 
moss or matted undergrowth and dispersing any dung, molehills, 
worm casts, etc. Sometimes, particularly after frost, the flat 
roller (which is described above) is used t o  compress the soil 
around the grass roots and to level the surface. For aerating old 
pasture land, particularly where much coarse or matted under- 
growth is present, cultivators with twisted knife tines are used, 
while rejuvenators utilize tines of various shapes to  cut or tear 
the turf to admit air. 

Care of C u l t i v a t i n g  Machinery.-While a t  work machinery 
should receive constant attention to see that it  is functioning 
properly, all bearings should be thoroughly lubricated, and any 
special instructions issued by the makers carefully followed. 
When no longer required in the fields machinery of even the 
simplest kind should be cleaned, placed under cover and all 
working parts protected from damp .nd corrosion. If this is not 
done the life of the machine will be relatively short and its work 
unsatisfactory. Paint is a cheap and excellent preservative for 
both wood and metal and any damaged or worn paintwork should 
be restored before storage, and all bright and wearing parts thor- 
oughly oiled or greased. Repairs should also be systematically 
carried out, preferably when work i; not pressing, so that the 
machines are ready for use when next required. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--MO~~ Draining: Leaflet 356, Ministry of Agricul- 
ture and Fisheries, London; Care and Repair o f  Plows and Harrows: 
Farmers' Bulletin 946, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington; Paint- 
ing on the Farm: Farmers' Bulletin, 1,452, as above. See also AGRI- 
CULTURE MACHIYBRY AND IMPLEMENTS. (B.  J. 0.; H. G. R.) 
CULTIVATION. The cultivation of the soil is the oldest of 

the arts. Neolithic man had rude implements of stone or flint 
which were the primitive precursors of the spade and hoe, and 
rudimentary ploughs were devised in the Bronze age. 

I n  its elementary form cultivation consists in preparing land 
for the reception of seed, after it has been cleared of its natural 
vegetation. The amount of labour involved in this operation de- 
pends on the nature of the soil. Deep soil, rich in natural fertility, 
not subject to extremes of temperature and adequately supplied 
with water, requires little labour to  prepare it  for a crop. ID 
Mesopotamia and Egypt, from whence Western civilization 
sprang, Agriculture was first developed, and there the successful 
cultivation of the soil involved the artificial supply of water by 
irrigation. In  England cultivation was first practised on the bare 
chalk downs where the soil is shallow and stony. The terraces 
which mark the slopes of the Downs and are known as "lynches," 
are generally believed to have been formed by the earliest culti- 
vators of English soil, either by the spade or by the plough. 

The first step in the evolution of a system of cultivation was, 
no doubt, the discovery by  primitive man that continuous crop- 
ping of the same land resulted in reduced yield. H e  found that 
by leaving it  uncropped for a year it would in the following season 
return to its former productivity. The bare fallow was thus 
introduced and became universal. Throughout Europe a two- 
course system of cultivation, gradually developing into a three- 
course system, was generally adopted from the earliest times until 
the eighteenth century and survives in some parts even now. 
Under the two-course system one-half the land was cropped with 
corn-usually either rye or wheat-and the other half uncropped 
in each year. 

Common-field Farming.-Under the three-course system 
which was commonly practised in common-field or communal 
farming in England for about 1,500 years the land was divided 
into three equal parts. One part was allocated t o  winter-sown 
corn-wheat or rye-one part to spring-sown crops-barley, oats, 
beans or peas-and the third part was left fallow. Roots, clover 
and artificial grasses were unknown. Such crops other than those 
for the sustenance of man or beast as  were introduced, such as 
flax, hemp and saffron, were grown on small patches of ground. 

The common-field system necessitated uniformity of cultiva- 
tion over the whole of the arable land of the manor, except that 
portion termed the demesne, which was appropriated by the lord 
for his exclusive use. Rules were made which were obligatory on 
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all the tenants. The "strips" or holdings in the common-field being 
intermixed and unfenced, all had necessarily to conform to the 
routine of cultivation prescribed by the rules. The fallows were 
ploughed three times for wheat and rye and sowing began on 
Lammas day (Aug. 1 2 )  and had to be completed by Halloween 
(Nov. I ) .  For oats, beans and peas the land was ploughed and the 
seed sown between Candlemas (Feb. 2)  and Easter. I t  was con- 
sidered that oats were best sown in March and beans between 
St. Valentine's day (Feb. 14) and St. Chads day (March 2 ) .  The 
land for barley was ploughed and sown between Hock day (the 
second Tuesday after Easter) and Whitsuntide. Two bushels of 
wheat, rye, beans and peas and four bushels of barley and oats 
were sown per acre. Very little drainage of land was practised 
except that of the furrow and open ditch. 

Progress in the art of cultivation was only possible on land 
which was not subject to  common-field rules-such as that farmed 
by lords of the manor or by religious corporations, such as mon- 
asteries. The monks were the pioneers of improvement in farm 
practice. They studied the Latin writers on Agriculture and 
experimented, with the limited resources of the time. on the 
growth of crops. The value of lime as a dressing for land had long 
been recognised and marling also was practised by progressive 
agriculturists. The old chalk-pits and marl-pits to  be found in 
many parts of the country testify to the antiquity of these prac- 
tices. Otherwise the use of any materials for stimulating and 
maintaining the fertility of the soil, other than by dung, was 
practically unknown. 

Horse-hoeing Husbandry.- In the 16th and I 7th centuries 
agriculture increased in importance as the demand for its prod- 
ucts extended, but the methods of cultivating the soil remained 
practically unchanged. In  1733 Jethro Tull, who is justly termed 
"the father of modern husbandry" laid down in his book "Horse- 
hoeing husbandry," published in that year, principles which laid 
the foundation of a revolution in the art of cultivating the soil. 
His fame rests mainly on his invention of the drill. Others before 
him had conceived the idea of planting seed in rows instead of 
sowing it  broadcast, but he was the first to make a machine for 
this purpose which was practicable. But it was not so much by 
his mechanical inventions, of which the drill was but one, as by 
his introduction of an improved system of farming that he merits 
fame. As a young man he travelled widely and observed the 
cultivation of vineyards in France where frequent ploughing be- 
tween rows of vines kept the land clean and stimulated the growth 
of the crop. The son of a Berkshire landowner, he was trained for 
the law and was called to  the bar in 1699. In  the same year, how- 
ever, he abandoned this career and settled down as a "gentleman 
farmer" at  Crowmarsh near Wallingford, removing ten years later 
to another farm at  Shalbourne on the borders of Wiltshire and 
Berkshire. 

From his observation of viticulture Tull deduced that tillage 
was necessary before and after sowing of all crops and continual 
stirring of the land kept weeds in subjection and admitted air, 
sun and rain to the roots of the plants. H e  abolished fallows as 
unnecessary and he made but little use of farm-yard manure, 
relying almost entirely on thorough cultivation for the success 
of his crops. We proved his confidence in his theory, and demon- 
strated its soundness, by growing wheat on the same land for 13 
successive years, without fallows or manure and obtaining heavier 
crops, from one-third of the seed, than his neighbours who con- 
tinued to adhere to the old routine. 

Indeed, neither theory nor demonstration had any effect upon 
farmers who regarded him as a crank, and were in no way im- 
pressed by the self-evident success of his practice. After his 
death in 1740 a third edition of Tull's work was published, in 
1751, with a "preface by the Editors addressed to all concerned 
in agriculture." The Editors were anonymous and commented 
severely on the obstinacy of farmers in refusing to adopt the im- 
proved methods. "How it has happened" they wrote, "that a 
Method of Culture which proposes such advantages to those who 
shall duly prosecute it, hath been so long neglected in this Coun- 
try, may be matter of Surprize to such as are not acquainted with 
the Characters of the Men on whom the Practice of it depends; 

but to those who know them thoroughly it  can be done. For  it  is 
certain that very few of them can be prevailed on to alter their 
usual Methods upon any consideration; though they are convinced 
that their continuing therein disables them from paying their 
Rents, and maintaining their Families. 

"And, what is still more to be lamented, these People are so 
much attached to their old Customs, that they are not only averse 
to alter them themselves, but are moreover industrious to  prevent 
others from succeeding, who attempt to introduce anything new; 
and indeed have it  too generally in their Power, to  defeat any 
Scheme which is not agreeable to their own Notions; seeing it  
must be executed by the same sort of Hands." 

Fortunately there were a few enlightened landowners who were 
interested in the development of their estates and the progress of 
agriculture. They appreciated the significance of Jethro Tull's 
experiments and applied the principles which he propounded. 

T h e  Four -course System.-Foremost among the pioneers of 
agricultural improvement was Lord Townshend who retired to 
his estate at  Raynham, Norfolk, in 1730. Turnips and clover had 
already been introduced into farm practice but were little culti- 
vated. Lord Townshend followecl the precepts of Jethro Tull and 
drilled and horse-hoed turnips instead of sowing them broadcast. 
He advocated the advantages of the crop so vigorously that he  
became known as "Turnip Townshend." He initiated the four- 
course system of cultivation, which is still commonly termed the 
Norfolk system from the county in which it  was first introduced. 
This was based on the systematic rotation of crops by which corn- 
crops were never taken in succession on the same land, but were 
always alternated with a cleaning or recuperative crop such as 
roots or clover. The usual rotation was wheat, roots, barley, 
clover. By this system the land was continuously occupied, and 
bare fallow was eliminated from the regular routine. I t  also made 
it possible to introduce stock into the regular cultivation of the 
land and to provide for their maintenance in good condition 
throughout the year. 

I t  may be said, indeed, that the revolution in British agricul- 
ture to  which the introduction of the four-course system gave the 
most prominent expression was not so much in methods of culti- 
vation-although these were radically changed-as in the inti- 
mate association of tillage and live stock which it  promoted. 
Under old methods crops were grown on arable land and live stock 
were kept on grassland. The arable land produced food for man 
and the grass-land food for cattle and sheep. They were independ- 
ent and, in a large measure, detached departments of the farmer's 
business. Every winter the head of live stock had to be reduced 
to such numbers as could be maintained by the hay, with scanty 
supplement from the straw and any other surplus produce from 
the arable land. 

The four-course system made cattle and sheep an integral part 
of the routine of cultivation. At the beginning of the winter the 
roots provided ample food either for sheep which were folded on 
them, or for cattle in the byres. The clover course, or "break," in 
the same way provided food either by feeding off on the land, or 
cutting for hay. From this system naturally developed the prac- 
tice of stall-feeding cattle through the winter which ensured sup- 
plies of beef at  the time of year when, under the old methods, i t  
was hardly obtainable. 

The maintenance of the fertility of the land, and the prevention 
of its exhaustion, were ensured by this system of cultivation when 
properly carried out and indeed in many cases the productivity of 
the land, and its consequent value, were greatly and permanently 
increased. The use of artificial fertili~ers was still unknown and 
for manuring the land the folding of sheep, and the dung pro- 
duced by the stall-fed cattle were mainly relied upon. Lord Town- 
shend, however, revived the practice, which had once been com- 
mon in Norfolk but had fallen into disuse, of marling, which was 
eminently suited for the improvement of the light sandy soils 
of the county. 

By the latter part of the 18th century the "new farming" had 
spread extensively. The movement for enclosure, which released 
large tracts of land from the antiquated restrictions of common- 
field farming assisted in securing the general adoption nf improved 
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methods. The spirit of agricultural progress was stimulated not 
only by influential landowners but also by energetic writers such 
as Arthur Young. The acknowledged leader of the movement was 
Thomas Coke of Holkam, Norfolk, who in 1776, a t  the age of 
twenty-two came into his estate. I n  1778 two of his tenants threw 
up their farms and he determined to farm them himself. No wheat 
had been grown on this land which produced only a sparse crop 
of rye. Coke marled, clayed and manured it, drilled wheat and 
turnips, grew sainfoin and clover and trebled the live stock. The 
value of bones as a fertilizer had just then been discovered, and 
artificial feeding stuffs, such as oil-cake, had been introduced. But 
although the success of these new methods was amply demon- 
strated farmers were still very reluctant to adopt them and Coke 
himself reckoned that the influence of his example extended at the 
rate of one mile per year. But progress although slow, was steady 
and by the beginning of the 19th century the "new farming" had 
become general throughout the country. 

Prac t ice  w i t h  Science.-All the improvements in the art of 
cultivation up to the 19th century had been made by intelligent 
observers of the processes of nature working empirically by the 
method of trial and error. Experiments like those of Jethro Tull 
in the tillage of the land and the growth of crops, and those of 
Robert Bakewell in the breeding of live stock were made in the 
true scientific spirit, but of scientific knowledge, in the modern 
sense. they had none. In  1803 Humphry Davy, then assistant 
professor of chemistry a t  the Royal Institution, was engaged by 
the Board of Agriculture to  deliver a course of six lectures on 
"The connection of chemistry with vegetable physiology." They 
were so successful that Davy was appointed professor of chem- 
istry to the Board of Agriculture and gave further courses of 
lectures during the next ten years. H e  was the pioneer of the 
application of science to agriculture, and he was followed by 
Liebig, Johnston, Voelcker, Gilbert and others. The establishment 
by Lawes at Rothamsted of the first agricultural experimental 
station recognized the intimate association of science with prac- 
tical farming. 

Mr. (afterwards Sir) John Lawes succeeded to an estate a t  
Rothamsted, Hertfordshire, in 1834 and a little later began that 
series of agricultural experiments which are famous throughout 
the world. In  1843 Dr. (afterwards Sir) J. H. Gilbert became 
associated with him and undertook the charge of the chemical 
laboratory. The general scheme of the experiments was to grow 
the more important farm crops, year after year, on the same land 
without manure, with farmyard manure and with various kinds of 
artificial manure. Many experiments were also started on the 
feeding of animals. 

The application of scientific research inaugurated a new era 
in the art of cultivation. In  the first instance attention was mainly 
directed to the discovery of new fertilizers. Various substances 
of fertilizing value were already in common use, such as lime, 
crushed bones, soot and salt. The usefulness of guano was known, 
but it  was not until 1835 that the first cargo was imported into 
Great Britain. These were all natural products used in their 
natural state. Chemistry provided new substances, artificially 
compounded. The first of these was superphosphate-bones 
treated with sulphuric acid-which Lawes introduced and manu- 
factured on a commercial scale. The same treatment was applied 
to coprolites and to other kinds of mineral phosphates. 

The introduction of a variety of fertilizers, each having its spe- 
cial adaptability to different soils and conditions and the accurate 
knowledge of their qualities which was disseminated from Roth- 
amsted and from other experimental stations which were gradu- 
ally established in many countries, systematized the art of culti- 
vation. The farmer obtained greater control of his land and crops. 
H e  was supplied with the means of readily restoring to the land 
the fertility extracted from it. Not only was the direct applica- 
tion to the crops of food and stimulant made possible but the 
introduction of oil-cake enabled him to fatten his cattle expe- 
ditiously while at  the same time manuring his land. 

Chemistry was the first branch of science to be harnessed to 
the service of the husbandman. But in modern farming many 
other branches of science have contributed. Geology, botany, 

physiology, and, latest of all, bacteriology, all share in the develop- 
ment of agricultural research. The advancement of exact knowl- 
edge during the present century has proceeded with unprecedented 
rapidity. The secrets of the soil have been exposed by the bacteri- 
ologist and have revealed possibilities in regard to the processes of 
cultivation which have been hitherto unimagined. The principles 
of breeding, both of animals and plants, have been discovered and 
the knowledge, still imperfect, has been applied to crops and live- 
stock. 

Knowledge permeates sIowIy and science is far ahead of general 
practice. The cultivator of the soil must always be dependent 
for his success largely upon natural forces which are uncon- 
trollable, but the mastery of Nature's secrets which scientific re- 
search gives him cannot fail in the long run to increase the prod- 
ucts of his skill and experience. 

See also CULTIVATING MACHINERY. (R. H. R.) 

1 UNITED STATES 
Cul t iva t ion  by t h e  Indians.-At the time of the discovery 

of America by the white man the Indians were engaged more 
extensively in the cultivation of crops and in the stable prosecu- 
tion of permanent agricultural pursuits than has been commonly 
supposed. Instead of devoting themselves exclusively to hunting 
and fishing and the nomadic life, the Indians even a t  that early 
date grew maize, pumpkins, squash, tobacco, beans, potatoes and 
other crops. T o  clear the forested areas for the production of 
these crops, they bruised and scorched the roots of the trees or 
girdled the trunks and fired the base. I n  time the trees died, 
sunshine penetrated to the ground beneath, and the crops were 
planted. Or, by the use of crude axes the trees were felled and 
burned. The Indian women did most of the work in producing 
the crops, the work being done entireIy by hand, without the aid 
of domestic animals. The ground was stirred, the planting holes 
were made, and the weeds and grass were kept down by crude 
implements such as clam shells, shoulder blades of buffalo, horns 
of deer and elk and pointed sticks of wood. 

Each Indian family had its garden. Maize was the principal 
crop in those sections suitable to its growth, and was grown in 
practically all sections of the present United States. I t  was 
planted in hills about 3 ft .  apart in the row, and the rows were 3 or 
4 ft. apart. In  each hill three to six kernels were planted. As the 
maize grew, the soil was banked up in mounds about the plants 
I or 2 ft .  high. One or two crabs or fish were placed with the 
kernels into each hole to serve as fertilizer, if the planting was 
done where this form of animal fertilizer was available. Between 
the rows of maize, such crops as beans and pumpkins were 
planted, although both beans and maize were sometimes planted 
in the same hill. The same crops were grown on the land year 
after year until the yields became so low that new clearings in 
the forest were necessary in order to  start again on a virgin soil. 

Cul t iva t ion  by t h e  Colonists.-The Europeans who col- 
onized North America found the climate, soils, vegetation and 
crops so different from those of their native countries, that they 
encountered serious agricultural difficulties and experienced many 
discouraging failures. There was the formidable forest to be 
cleared away to make room for the food crops. They had estab- 
lished themselves as neighbours to a strange and often hostile 
people, who looked with natural resentment upon the inevitable 
encroachments into their long-held domains. And it  was a 
herculean task to try to transplant European agriculture into the 
new environment under such forbidding conditions. The result 
was largely failure from the standpoint of European methods and , 
past experience. At best, the resulting product was only an 
unpromising hybrid between European agriculture and that prac- 
tised by the American Indians. In  general, the agriculture of the 
native Americans was adopted by the colonists as regards both 
methods and crops. Upon that foundation the structure of Cau- 
casian agriculture in North America was reared. The maize 
cultivated by the Indians is still the leading crop in the United 
States. The colonists learned much from the Indians, and indeed 
made little progress in agricultural methods for decades. Although 
animal power and machinery were employed-the English settlers 
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In Connecticut having introduced the use of the plough in the 
cultivation of maize before 1678-the implements were crude 
and the cultivation poor. By the end of the 18th century colonial 
agriculture had made improvements over primitive methods in 
only a few particulars, no noteworthy progress being made until 
after the Revolutionary LVar. During the early colonial period 
there were both interest and activity in determining the possi- 
bilities of plants introduced from other countries and of those 
found native to America. But as soon as the pioneer stage was 
passed the colonists settled down to mediocre routine husbandry. 

Nature had done much to provide abundant fertility in this 
"milk and honey" land of promise, but the colonists counteracted 
much of this by improvident systems of tillage. On their poorly 
cultivated fields little or no fertilization was given, live stock 
culture was neglected, the implements used were rough, clumsy 
and largely ineffective, and the soil became so exhausted of its 
fertility that new forest areas had to be cleared for the continued 
production of farm crops. John Taylor, the author of the first 
book on Virginia agriculture, Arator, published in 1813, said: 
",\griculture in the South does not consist so much in cultivating 
land as in killing it." Farming was at times spoken of as mining, 
because of the extraction of fertility from the soil without any 
adequate system of returning it, even in part. Because land was 
cheap the plantation owner in the South experienced no great 
difficulty in abandoning his exhausted land and moving with his 
slaves, his major capital, to more fertile areas. 

The inefficient agriculture of that day, however, did not escape 
severe criticism from many local students and observers and for- 
ward-looking husbandmen who were leading the way to better 
methods. Foreign writers and visitors were often shocked by the 
contrast between the cultural technique of the colonies and that 
of the European countries, then more advanced agriculturally, 
and they voiced their opinion in scathing comment regarding the 
weak and insufficient tillage and decreasing fertility of the soil 
and the generally wasteful and slovenly agriculture practised by 
the colonists. 

Four main reasons for this bad state of affairs were assigned: 
( I )  Ignorance of the farmers regarding the fundamental principles 
of scientific agriculture; ( 2 )  conservatism, binding them to the 
traditional methods of the past; (3)  cheapness of the land and 
high price of labour; ( 3 )  lack of markets for farm products. The 
first two reasons were denied by many. In  regard to the third 
reason George Washington, himself an alert, progressive farmer, 
wrote that the aim of farming in America was not to  make the 
most from cheap land but to get the most out of high-priced 
labour. Others pointed out that the most profitable agricultural 
practices in the colonies where land was cheap and abundant but 
labour scarce and high-priced would necessarily be different from 
those in England and other European countries where land was 
high-priced but labour cheap and abundant. As contributing 
factors to the conditions caused by wasteful methods on cheap 
lands should be mentioned the surprising fertility of much of the 
virgin soil which yielded large returns for small effort, and the 
general novel and unsettled condition of farming. Speculation and 
the pioneer spirit of adventure were rife. The tendency was for 
many of the original owners to  clear land and bring it  under 
tillage in order to sell it and move on farther west. One writer 
states that every farm from eastern Maine to western New York 
was for sale. generally speaking. 

E v o l u t i o n  of Be t te r  Systems of Tillage.-Gradually, scien- 
tific methods and equipment have been introduced until the tiller 
of the soil to-day sees clearly how to make his land perpetually 
productive of high yields with minimum physical effort. 

An early chronicle of the Pilgrims speaks of manuring ground 
with herrings or shads, 1,000 to an acre, and says that one acre 
thus dressed produced as much maize as three acres without the 
dressing. In  1813 John Taylor contended that success in agri- 
culture lies in free use of putrescent vegetable matter as manure. 
and that it should be applied to the soil before the gaseous fertility 
elements pass into the atmosphere. He advised that more crops 
be grown and fed to animals and the resulting manure ploughed 
into the soil. Taylor also suggested that clovers should be largely 

grown and ploughed under. Gypsum, he said, would increase the 
yield of clover. 

Edmund Ruffin in 1818 used shell marl on his farm to coun- 
teract the "poisons" from the organic acids in the soil. By such 
use he obtained an increase of 40% over the yield from untreated 
land. As the decades passed and the beneficial effects of fertiliza- 
tion became more generally known, the use of both barnyard 
manure and mineral fertilizers became vastly extended. Likewise 
the value of fertilizing elements became more fully appreciated. 
While the cotton planters of the South formerly hau1e.d off, burned 
or threw into streams the seed of this crop, now cotton-seed oil 
cake is used for fertilizer. However, the value of barnyard ma- 
nure, so undeniably needed as fertilizer, particularly in the arid 
West where humus in the soil is more lacking than in that of 
many of the more humid sections of the East, is apparently not 
yet fully realized in the United States, judging by the need for 
improvement of conditions of the manure piles on the farms of 
the country. This is especially noticeable in contrast with the 
meticulous care bestowed upon the conservation of this fertilizing 
substance in many European countries. 

The improvident culture of the past in the United States has 
necessitated the expenditure of huge sums for fertilizers. Al- 
though a more rational system of cultivation would have rendered 
so much outlay unnecessary, rich returns have been obtalned from 
their application in increased crop yields. The addition of mineral 
fertilizers on many soils, however, is not sufficient. Organic mat- 
ter for conversion into humus is urgently needed in order to 
improve the physical texture and water-holding p o ~ ~ e r  of the soil. 
In sections where live stock can be profitably raised, especially 
if ensilage can be fed and the manure applied to the soil without 
much loss in fertility, barnyard manure finds its rightful place in 
the soil-enrichment scheme. But green manuring, the ploughing 
under of crops in the succulent stage, particularly of leguminous 
crops, with consequent enrichment of the soil in nitrogen from 
the symbiotic bacteria, has come to be recognized as an important 
agency in soil enrichment. 

Rotation of crops was early recognized as an important practice 
in soil tillage, although the system was not as extensively used as 
proper maintenance of fertility required. Instead of adopting this 
practice the early farmers followed the system which has been 
designated natural husbandry, by which nature is expected to 
recuperate the soil without man's purposeful aid. According to 
that system, the one-crop plan was followed until the soil weakly 
gave up the struggle to supply fertility. Then came the naked- 
fallow system by which the land was allowed to lie idle for a 
period in order to give nature the opportunity to restore some of 
the depleted elements by chemical and biological action, the soil 
in the meantime being kept cultivated and free of weeds. In  
areas of scant rainfall this system is followed for the additional 
purpose, and probably the most important one, of conserving 
moisture in the soil. However, this system was never followed 
very extensively in the eastern part of the United States. Legume 
rotation, a system by which a legume was grown in rotation with 
other crops, and field-grass husbandry, a system of alternating 
a grass crop and a cereal, have been practised to  some extent, 
but have not made the headway in America as in Europe. 

Following these systems came scientific rotation, practically 
forced on the husbandman by declining productivity of his soil 
and the growing scarcity of free virgin land to which he could go 
This system owed its unusual importance in the East to  the fact 
that i t  was used as a means of meeting the agricultural competi- 
tion from the great areas of cheaper land in the LVest. As ad- 
juncts to this system, pasturing is largely done away with, more 
and better animals are kept, and these are fed in stalls instead of 
being allowed to graze, ensilage is used as one of the feeds, and 
the manure from the animals is utilized. 

The next step after scientific rotation is specialized and inten- 
sive agriculture, if this step can be considered apart from scientific 
rotation. Into this era, with its agricultural production of such 
magnitude as to make the marketing of the surplus crops a serious 
national problem, America has entered. As active agencies in the 
development of tillage on American farms to its present con- 



spicuous position, the marvellous development of agricultural 
machinery and the wide-spread diffusion of information concern- 
ing improved agricultural practices should be mentioned with 
grateful emphasis. 
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CULVERIN, an early form of light gun, constructed of - - 
leather or bronzes(from Fr. couleuvre, a serpent). Culverins were 
classified into the grand culverin, weight about qocwt., bore about 
jiin., and throwing a shot of about 18 lb.; bastard culverin, 
weight 3ocwt., bore jin., weight of shot 10 lb.; and medium cul- 
verin, weight 15cwt., bore 4in., weight of shot zlb. The name 
disappeared about I 732. 

CULVERT. I t  is frequently necessary to  make a passage 
for  water under roads, railways, banks, canals, etc. The drain 
made t o  carry the water in such cases is called a culvert. I t  may 
be either flat or arched, and is usually built strongly of masonry 
or brickwork. The introduction of ferro-concrete affords a ready 
means of constructing culverts strongly and economically; a con- 
crete arch for such work is sometimes made with reinforcing rods 
laid in spiral form. The derivation of the word is apparently from 
Fr. couloir, a water-way. 

CUMAE, an ancient city on the west coast of Campania, 
Italy, about 1 2  m. W. of Neapolis, on a volcanic eminence, over- 
looking the plain traversed by the Volturno. 

Strabo calls it  (Gr. K i p q )  the oldest of the Greek colonies on 
the mainland of Italy or in Sicily. We find it in 721 B.C. founding 
Zancle (Messina) in Sicily, jointly with Chalcis; and it extended 
its power gradually over the coast of the gulf of Puteoli and the 
harbours of the promontory of Misenum. Puteoli itself (under 
the name Dicaearchia) was probably founded by  Cumae. In the 
seventh century, according to the legends, Parthenope, whither 
the demos of Cumae had taken refuge after an unsuccessful rising 
against the aristocracy, was attacked by the latter and destroyed, 
but soon rebuilt under the name of Neapolis (New City, the 
present Naples) ( q . v . ) .  The most fertile portion of the Cam- 
panian plain was also under its dominion; the name "fossa 
Graeca" still lingered on in 205 B.C. to testify to its ancient 
limits. Cumae was now a t  the height of its power, and many 
fine coins testify to its prosperity. I n  524 B.C. it  was the object 
of a joint but unsuccessful attack by the Etruscans of Capua, the 
Daunians of the district of Nola, and the Aurunci of the Mons 
Massicus. A renewed Etruscan attack was repelled with the help 
of Hiero of Syracuse, who in the battle of Cumae of 474 B.C. drove 
the Etruscan fleet from the sea, and broke their power in Cam- 
pania. The Samnites finally destroyed the Etruscan supremacy 
by the capture of Capua in the latter half of the fifth century 
(see CAPUA; CAMPANIA), and the Greeks of Cumae were over- 
whelmed by the same invasion. The beautiful series of Greek 
coins from the town now ended, and Oscan became its language 
(though in many respects the Greek character of the town sur- 
vived) until about 180 B.C. when the Cumaeans addressed to 
Rome a request that they might be allowed to use Latin for 
public purposes. Cumae had already come under the supremacy 
of Rome, about 340, as Capua did, and was governed after 318 
by the praefecti Capuam Cumas. I n  the Hannibalic wars it re- 
mained faithful to  Rome. Under the empire it  was a quiet 
country town, in contrast to  the gay and fashionable Baiae, which, 
however, with the laczu Avernzcs and lacus Lucrinzu, formed a 
part of its territory. Cicero's villa on the east bank of the latter, 
for example, which he called the Academia, was also known as 
Cumanum. I n  the Gothic wars the acropolis of Cumae was, 
except for Naples, the only fortified town in Campania, and it 
retained its military importance until it was destroyed by the 
Neapolitans in 1205, since which time it  has been deserted. 

The acropolis hill (269 ft .  above sea-level), a mass of trachyte 
which has broken through the surrounding tufa, lies hardly IOO 

yd. from the low sandy shore. I t  is traversed by caves, which 
are famous in legend as the seat of the oracle of the Cumaean 
Sibyl, and a vaulted corridor leading to a large rectangular fore- 
court has been found, from which the oracular cave itself will 
no doubt be reached when the excavations are completed. The  
acropolis has only one approach, on the south-east; on all other 
sides it falls away steeply. Remains of fortifications of all ages 
run round the edge of the hill; some of the original Greek work, 
in finely hewn rectangular tufa blocks, exists on the east. The 
mediaeval line follows the ancient, except on the north-east, 
where it takes in a larger area. Within the acropolis stood the 
temple of Apollo, the remains of which, restored in Roman times, 
stand on the eastern and lower summit. 

There are also various remains of buildings of the imperial 
period, and these are far more frequent on the site of the lower 
town (now occupied by vineyards) which lies below the acropolis 
to the south. The line of the city walls can be traced both on 
the east and on the west, though the remains on the east are in- 
significant, and on the west (the seaward side) only the scarping 
of the hill remains. To  the south of the town, just outside the 
wall, is the amphitheatre. T o  the north of it is the point where 
the roads from Liternum (the Via Domitiana running along the 
sandy coast), Capua (a  branch of the Via Campana), Misenum 
and Puteoli meet. The last passes through the Arco Felice, an 
arch of brick-faced concrete 63 ft .  high which spans a cutting 
through the Monte Grillo, made by D o m i t i a ~ t o  shorten the course 
of the road, which had hitherto run farther north. The Grotto 
della Pace leads to  the shores of Avernus. On the east side of 
Cumae are considerable remains of the Roman period. The 
cemeteries of Cumae extended on all sides of the ancient city, 
except towards the sea, but the most important lay on the north, 
between this temple and the Lago di Licola. Pre-Hellenic (ninth 
to eighth centuries B.c.) Greek, Samnite and Roman graves have 
produced many important objects, now in various museums. 

See D. Randall MacIver, The Iron Age i n  Italy (Oxford, 1gi7) ,  
160 sqq. (especially for the geometric pottery found here). 

CUMANA, a city and port of Venezuela, capital of the State 
of Sucre, situated on the Manzanares river about Im. above its 
mouth, 52ft. above sea-level and 18om. E of Caracas. I t  is the 
oldest existing European settlement on the South American conti- 
nent, having been founded by Diego Castellon in I 523 under the 
name of Nueva Toledo. The city was almost totally destroyed 
by an earthquake in I 766, and also in 1797 and 1929; shocks were 
experienced in 1812 and 1853, when little remained of the origi- 
nal structures of the town. Slight shocks are very frequent, some 
of them severe enough to cause considerable damage to the build- 
ings. The mean annual temperature is 83" and the climate is 
enervating. In  colonial times the city was rich and prosperous 
and enjoyed a lucrative trade with the mother country Spain. 
Pop. (1936) 21,623. The products consist of coffee, cacao. brown 
sugar ("papelon"), tobacco, rum, coco-nut oil, divi-divi, fruits. 
cotton goods, dried fish, and furniture made from the fine native 
woods. There is excellent tobacco and cotton land along the shores 
of the bay and there are a good many settlements and small 
towns along the southern shore. The district is one of considerable 
promise for the future if the labour problem can be solved. A 
tramway connects the city with its port a t  the mouth of the 
Manzanares. I n  recent years several manufacturing enterprises 
have been established, among which are a coco-nut oil extraction 
plant, a textile factory, electric light plant and other utilities. 

CUMANS or COMANS, one of the most important of the 
old Turkish races. Their origin is uncertain; they were prob- 
ably closely akin to  the Seljuk Turks, and perhaps identical with 
the Qun of Arabic chroniclers; in which case they were the 
western neighbours of the Seljuks, and preceded their westward 
march by a few years. They must have arrived on the confines 
of Europe about A.D. 1030. About 1050 they attacked the Ghuz, 
who were then living in the old lands of the Petchenegs (9.v.) 

I between the Ural and the Volga. These they subdued and made 
their vassals. After 1120 they further combined with the Kipchak 
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State which had now come under a Mongolian dynasty. The new 
federation was known henceforth to Arabic and Chinese sources 
as Kipchak; to the Ruisians as Polovtsi; to the Greeks as Cumani, 
and to the Germans as Walwen, or Falven, these being attempts to 
reproduce the Slavonic name, which means "dwellers in the 
plains"; for the Cumans were not of pure Turkish race. 

The Cuman federation destroyed the last remains of the 
Khasar State and took their lands. After the defeat of the 
Petchenegs by Jaroslav of Kiev, they extended their empire yet 
further westward, reaching the Dnieper in 1055. Soon their 
frontiers reached from the I'olga to the Danube. For the next 
century, the history of Kiev is practically one of continual Cuman 
wars. Sometimes treaties, and even marriage alliances were con- 
cluded; but the Cumans seem to have taken these treaties lightly, 
and bands of them constantly harassed the Slavonic peasants. 
At this time the Cumans were partly Mohammedan, but still 
largely pagan. "We worship one God, who is in the sky," they 
told the first missionaries to them, "and beyond that we know 
nothing; for the rest, we have abominable habits." As to these, 
the "Chronicle of Nestor" states: "Our Polovtsi too have their 
own habits; they love to shed blood, and boast that they eat 
carrion and the flesh of unclean beasts, such as the civet and 
the hamster; they marry their mothers-in-law and daughters-in- 
law, and imitate in all things the example of their fathers." These 
Cumans wore short kaftans, and shaved their heads, except for 
two long plaits. They seem to have been purely hunters and 
warriors, leaving the cultivation of the soil to their subject tribes 
of Slavs. Cumania, as south Russia was called, possessed thriving 
towns, and traded in slaves, furs and other products; but the 
trade was probably in the hands of Greeks and Genoese; the 
funeral monuments attributed to the Cumans (pyramids or pillars, 
e a ~ h  surmounted by a male figure bearing in his hand a drinking- 
cup) were probably not their work. The early westward raids 
of the Cumans, as when they invaded Hungary in 1071-72 and 
Byzantine territory in 1086 and 1094, allied with the Petchenegs, 
were not made in force, and were defeated. After the break-up 
of Kiev they grew stronger; a t  the opening of the 12th century 
they were the allies of the terrible Bulgarian Tsar Kalojan, 
whose wife was a Cuman. With him they were engaged in annual 
wars against Byzantium and against the Crusaders, although the 
alliance had to be renewed annually, for a t  the approach of sum- 
mer the Cumans always retired to their own steppes to enjoy their 
booty. The growing power of Hungary was already a danger to  
them; the King of Hungary made several campaigns into Mol- 
davia and Wallachia from I 223 on, coupling these wars with the 
more pacific methods of Catholic propaganda. By 1228 he already 
had enough converts to found a bishopric in Moldavia. 

Break -up  of t h e  Cuman Empire.-The conquerors of the 
Cumans were to come, however, from the East. In 1228 the 
Mongols attacked them on the Volga, destroying many and driving 
others into Georgia, where they were attacked and wiped out. 
I n  1238 they were crushingly defeated near Astrakhan. Riany 
of them were slain, manv more absorbed in the conauerors' hordes 
Some, who were sold as slaves to the Sultan ~a lGk-e l -~a leb ,  be- 
came the founders of the Boharib dynasty of Mameluke sultans 
in Egypt, and subsequently avenged their earlier defeat, and in- 
flicted on the Mongols their first check. Large numbers of Cumans 
crossed the Danube in leather boats, and took refuge in Bulgaria. 
Their army is still heard of as a separate force here in 12 56, and 
the Cumans played a very large, if not a preponderating part in 
Bulgarian history up to the Turkish conquest. The two chief Bul- 
garian dynasties of this period, the Terterovske and the Sisma- 
novske, were Cuman. and much of the population of north Bul- 
garis must also have been Cuman. JireEek believes the so-called 
"Gagauz" of north-east Bulgaria, the Dobruja and Bessarabia 
(Turkish-speaking orthodox Christians) to be descendants of 
the Cumans. The Gagauz are being rapidly Bulgarized to-day. 

Another group of Cumans, consisting of 40,000 warriors with 
their families, or a t  least 200.000 souls in all, under their Khan 
Kuthen, took refuge in Hungary in 1239, promising to adopt 
Christianity in return for protection. This protection was the 
occasion of the declaration of war on Hungary by the Mongols 

who claimed the Cumans as their vassals. They were received 
with honour by King Bela of Hungary, and a commission was 
appointed to settle with them. There was, however, much friction 
between the Cumans and the Magyars. The former, who were 
still nomad tent-dwellers, felt cramped in their new life; the 
latter complained of depredations against their fields and their 
women. The Cuman women, on the other hand, were too ugly 
to  attract the Magyars. The Cumans were eventually settled in 
the most fruitful parts of the Alfold, between the Danube and 
the Theiss, in the districts henceforward known as Greater and 
Lesser Cumania. When the Mongols invaded Hungary, they drove 
before them many Cuman prisoners as their vanguard. This caused 
the belief that the Cunlans of Hungary had turned against their 
hosts, and a mob of infuriated Magyars broke into the royal palace 
and murdered Kuthen. His followers, who were assembling loyally 
enough to fight the Mongols, thereupon turned on the Magyars, 
and a party of them after devastating much of south Hungary 
and Styria, retired with their booty to the Balkans. Some of 
his followers settled in the district of south Serbia where a village 
still bears the name of Cumanovo; others rejoined their com- 
patriots in Bulgaria. 

King Bela married his son to a Cuman woman, and King 
Ladislaus of Hungary (1272-90) was known as the Cumanian. 
H e  favoured the Kunok (as the Cumans were known in Hungary) 
to  such an extent that there appeared a danger that the land 
might relapse into heathendom, and a crusade was preached 
against them; but after his death their importance diminished. 
Many of them were created nobles, the rest remained free 
peasants, enjoying special privileges and immunities. Until 1715 
they did military service in lieu of all taxation, and had the right 
of migrating a t  will. They retained their individuality until late 
in the 18th century, when they were completely Magyarized. The 
last speaker of Cuman as a living language died in 1770. Many 
Cumans doubtless left Hungary with the Turks. 

The Cumans were notoriously prolific, and it  certainly cannot 
be doubted that they form a much larger element of the popula- " 

tion of Hungary and Bulgaria, perhaps also Rumania, than is 
generally recognized They were a talented race. They produced 
a dynasty in Egypt and two in Bulgaria, and intermarried with the 
kings and princes of Kiev, Serbia and Hungary. Matthias 
Corvinus himself is said by some authorities to  have been of 
Cuman origin. 

Their language has been preserved in the so-called Codex 
Cumanicus, which was once in  the possession of Petrarch, and is 
now in the library of St Mark in Venice. This interesting 14th 
century document contains an imperfect Cuman lexicon, a num- 
ber of hymns, and a collection of riddles in Cuman. The lan- 
guage is clearly an east Turkish dialect. 

BIBLIOGRAP~Y.--CO~~X '?manicus, ed. Count Geza Kuun (Buda- 
pest, 1880) ; K. JireCek, Bemerkungen uber die Kumanen und Pet- 
schenegcn," in the Berichte ot the k. bohmischen Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschaften (1889) ; J. Marquart lieber das Volkslzrrn der Ku- 
manen, in Ost-torkische Dzalektstz~dze~z (1914); A. Bruce Boswell, 
"The Kiochdk Turks" in The Slavonic Revze~o Tune. 1027: other 
studies b$ Bang, Marquart and Pelliot have appeGed in the'mirlutes 
of Iearned societies in LEge, Gottingen, Paris and elsewhere. 

(C. A. M.) 

CUMBERLAND, DUKES AND EARLS OF. The earl- 
dom of Cumberland was held by the family of Clifford ( q . v . )  
from I 52j  to 1643, when it became extinct by the death of Henry, 
the 5th earl. The 1st earl of Cumberland was Henry, 11th Lord 
Clifford (1493-1 j4z), a son of Henry, 10th Lord Clifford (c. 1454- 
I j23). Created an earl by Henry VIII.  in 1525, Henry remained 
loyal during the great rising in the north of England in 1536, and 
died on April 22, 1542. E is  son and successor, Henry, the and 
earl (c. I j17-jo), married Eleanor (d. I j l i ) ,  a daughter of 
Charles Brandon, duke of Suffolk, and Mary, daughter of King 
Henry VII.;  he had the tastes of a scholar rather than a soldier, 
and died early in 1570. By his first wife, Eleanor, he left an only 
daughter. Margaret ( I  540-96), who married Henry Stanley, 4th 
earl of Derby, and who in 1557 was regarded by many as the 
rightful heiress to the English throne. By his second wife he left 
two sons and a daughter; his elder son George succeeding to the 
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earldom in 1570, and his younger son Francis succeeding his 
brother in 1605. George, 3rd earl of Cumberland (1558-1605), 
was born on Aug. 8, 1558, and married Margaret ( c .  1560--1616), 
daughter of his guardian, Francis, 2nd earl of Bedford. He com- 
manded the "Bonaventure" against the Spanish Armada, and from 
this time until his death on Oct. 30, 1605, was mainly engaged in 
fitting out and leading plundering expeditions, some of which, 
especially the one undertaken in 1589, gained a large amount of 
booty. The earl left no sons, and his barony was claimed by his 
only daughter Anne (1590-1676), the wife successively of Rich- 
ard Sackville, 3rd earl of Dorset, and of Philip Herbert, 4th earl 
of Pembroke and Montgomery; while his earldom was inherited 
by his brother Francis (1559-1641). A long law-suit between the 
new earl and the countess Anne over the possession of the family 
estates was settled in 1617. The 5th earl was Francis's only son 
Henry (1591-1643), who was born on Feb. 28, 1591, and was 
educated at  Christ Church, Oxford. H e  was a supporter of Charles 
I .  during his two short wars with the Scots, and also during the 
Civil War until his death on Dec. 11, 1643. H e  left no sons; his 
earldom became extinct; his new barony of Clifford, created in 
1628, passed to his daughter Elizabeth (1618-91), wife of Richard 
Boyle, earl of Cork and Burlington; and the Cumberland estates 
to his cousin Anne, countess of Dorset and Pembroke. 

I n  1644 the English title of duke of Cumberland was created 
in favour of Rupert, son of Frederick V., elector palatine of the 
Rhine, and nephew of Charles I .  Having lapsed on Rupert's 
death without legitimate issue in 1682, it  was created again in 
1689 to give an English title to George, prince of Denmark, who 
had married the lady who afterwards became Queen Anne. I t  
again became extinct when George died in I 708, but was revived 
in 1726 in favour of William Augustus (1721-65) third son of 
George 11. As this duke was never married the title lapsed on 
his death in 1765, but was revived in the following year in favour 
of Henry Frederick ( I  745-90), son of Frederick, prince of Wales, 
and brother of George 111. Having again become extinct on 
Henry Frederick's death, the title of duke of Cumberland was 
created for the fifth time in favour of Ernest Augustus, who was 
made duke of Cumberland and Teviotdale in 1799. I n  1837 
Ernest became king of Hanover, and on his death in 1851 the 
title descended with the kingdom of Hanover to his son King 
George V., and on George's death in 1878 to his grandson, Ernest 
Augustus (b. 1845). I n  1866 Hanover was annexed by Prussia, 
but King George died without renouncing his rights. His son, 
Ernest (1845-1923), was known as the duke of Cumberland. 
H e  married Princes< Thyra of Denmark, and inherited the duchy 
of Brunswick-Liineburg in 1884, but was prevented from becom- 
ing reigning duke by a federal decision, inspired by Prussia in 
1885, and repeated and strengthened in 1907, when it was decreed 
that no member of the house should assume the throne of Bruns- 
wick-Liineburg. The duke never formally renounced the throne 
of Hanover, and the hostility between his family and the Hohen- 
zollerns continued until reconciliation was accomplished by the 
marriage of his son, Ernest Augustus, to  Princess Victoria Louisa 
of Prussia, daughter of the emperor William 11. The old duke 
had resigned (1906) his rights in favour of his son. The son was 
permitted on his marriage to succeed to the duchy of Brunswick, 
but in 1918 was compelled, with other German princes, to  abdicate. 

CUMBERLAND, RICHARD ( I  63 1-1 7 I 8) ,  English phi- 
losopher and bishop of Peterborough, the son of a citizen of 
London, was born in London on July 15, 1631. H e  was educated 
in St. Paul's school, and a t  Magdalene college, Cambridge, and in 
1667 was presented to the rectory of Allhallows at  Stamford. 

At the age of 40 he published his earliest work, entitled D e  
legibus ?zaturae disquisitio philosophica, in qua earum forma, 
summa capita, ordo, promz~lgatio, e t  obligatio e rerum natura 
investiga?ztt~r; quin et iam e le~nenta  pkilosophiae Hobbianae, ctrm 
moralis t z l ~ z  civilis, considerantar e t  re fz~tantur  (1672). It  ap- 
peared during the same year as Pufendorf's D e  jure nuturae et 
gentium, and was highly commended in a subsequent publication 
by Pufendorf, whose approbation must have had the effect of mak- 
ing it known on the continent. Having thus established a solid 
reputation, Cumberland next prepared a work on a very different 

subject-An Essay towards the Recovery of the Jewish Measures 
and Weights,  comprehending their Monies; b y  help o f  ancient 
standards, colnpared wi th  ours of England' (1686). 

In  1691 he became bishop of Peterborough. H e  died on Oct. 
9, 1718. 

The philosophy of Cumberland is expounded in the treatise D e  
legibus natz~rae. I t s  main design is to combat the principles 
of Hobbes. 

He defines the laws of nature as "immutably true propo- 
sitions regulative of voluntary actions as to the choice of good 
and the avoidance of evil, and which carry with them an obli- 
gation to outward acts of obedience, even apart from civil laws 
and from any considerations of compacts constituting govern- 
ment." This definition, he says, will be admitted by all parties. 
Some deny that such laws exist, but they will grant that this is 
what ought to be understood by  them. There is thus common 
ground for the two opposing schools of moralists to join issue. 

The existence of such laws may, according to Cumberland, be 
established in two ways. The inquirer may start either from 
effects or from causes. Cumberland prefers that from causes to 
effects, as showing more convincingly that the laws of nature 
carry with them a divine obligation. I n  the prosecution of this 
method he expressly declines to have recourse to what he calls 
"the short and easy expedient of the Platonists," the assumption 
of innate ideas of the laws of nature. H e  cannot assume, he says, 
that such ideas existed from eternity in the divine mind, but 
must start from the data of sense and experience, and thence by 
search into the nature of things discover their laws. I t  is only 
through nature that we can rise to nature's God. His attributes 
are not to be known by direct intuition. But the Cambridge 
Platonists have his support in their battle with Hobbes, and he 
grants that ideas might be both born with us and afterwards im- 
pressed from without. 

Cumberland's ethical theory (see ETIIICS) is summed up in 
his principle of universal Benevolence, the one source of moral 
good. "No action can be morally good which does not in its own 
nature contribute somewhat to the happiness of men." The theory 
is important in comparison ( I )  with that of Hobbes, and (2) 
with modern utilitarianism. 

I. Cumberland's Benevolence is, deliberately, the precise an- 
tithesis to the Egoism of Hobbes. His method was the deduc- 
tion of the propriety of certain actions from the consideration of 
the character and position of rational agents in the universe. H e  
argues that all that we see in riature is framed so as to avoid and 
reject what is dangerous to the integrity of its constitution; that 
benevolence of all to all is what in a rational view of the creation 
is alone accordant with its general plan; that both man's body and 
his mind show him to be designed for the pursuit of common good 
rather than his own private advantage. The whole course of his rea- 
soning proceeds on, and is pervaded by, the principle of final 
causes. 

2. To the question, What is the foundation of rectitude? he 
replies, the greatest good of the universe of rational beings. H e  
may be regarded as the founder of English utilitarianism, but his 
system goes to the opposite extreme from what is known as the 
selfish system, by absorbing individual in universal good. 

Nor did he restrict good to the pleasures of sense; a point in 
which his views were abandoned by the utilitarians, but rev~ved 
later by Mill. The doctrine of right reason, regarded as a purely 
derivative function of the mind which lies only in germ in Cum- 
berland, will be found in full flower in Hartley, Mackintosh and 
later associationists. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The care of Cumberland's posthumous publications 
devolved upon his domestic chaplain and son-in-law, Squier Payne, 
mho soon after the bishop's death edited "Sanchoniato's Phoenician 
flistory, translated from the first book of Eusebius, De praeparatzone 
evangelica: with a continuation of Sanchoniato's history of Eratos- 
thenes Cyrenaeus's Canon, which Dlcaearchus connects with the first 
Olympiad. These authors are illustrated with many historical and 
chronological remarks" ( I  7 2 0 ) .  The preface, moreover, contains an 
account of the life, character and wrltings of the author, which was 
likewise published in a separate form. The sequel to the work was 
likewise published by Payne-Origines gentium antiquisszmae; or  At- 
tempts for discoverzn,: the Times of the Ezrst Plantzng of Nations: in 
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several Tracts (1724). Editions of the De legibus naturae (Liibeck, 
1683 and 1694) ; English versions by J. Maxwell (1727) and John 
Towers (1750) ; French translation by Jean Barbeyrac (1744) ; James 
Tyrrell (1642-1:18), grandson of Archbishop Ussher, published an 
abridgment of Cumberland's vieu7s in A Brief Disquisition o f  the Laws 
o f  Nature accordzng to the Princzples laid down in the Rev. Dr. Cum- 
berland's Latin Treatise (1692 ; ed. I tor) .  For biographical details see 
also Cumberland's Memoirs (1807). i. 3-6 ; Pepys' Diary. For his phi- 
losophy, see E. Albee, Pkzlosophical Review, iv. 3 (189j), pp. 264 and 
371 ; F. E. Spaulding. R .  Cumberland als Begrunder der englirchen 
Ethik (1894) ; and text-books on ethics. 

CUMBERLAND, RICHARD ( I  2-181 I ) ,  English dram- 
atist, was born in the master's lodge of Trinity college, Cambridge, 
on Feb. 19, 1732. H e  was the great-grandson of the bishop of 
Peterborough; and his father, Dr. Denison Cumberland, became 
successively bishop of Clonfert and of Kilmore. His mother was 
Joanna, the youngest daughter of the great scholar Richard Bent- 
ley. and the heroine of John Byrom's once popular little eclogue, 
Colin and Phoebe. Cumberland was educated at  Westminster 
School and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took his degree 
as tenth wrangler in 1750. He had just begun to read for his 
fellowship, when he was offered, and accepted, the post of private 
secretary to the earl of Halifax, first lord of trade and planta- 
tions in the duke of h'ewcastle's ministry. In  1761 he accompanied 
his patron (who had been appointed lord-lieutenant) to Ireland 
as Ulster secretary and subsequently held other Government posi- 
tions. In  1780 he was sent on a confidential mission to Spain, 
the expenses of which he strove in vain to recover, and soon after 
retired on an allonance of less than half-pay. He died in London 
on May 7, 1811. 

Cumberland is remembered by his plays, and, to some extent, 
by his hlemoirs (1806-07), which include a long account of his 
Spanish mission and reminiscences of politicians and of Garrick, 
Foote and Goldsmith. Cumberland was a good observer of men 
and manners; but the uneasy self-absorption which Sheridan im- 
mortalized in the character of Sir Fretful Plagiary in The  Critic 
is apparent enough in this autobiography. 

Cumberland's plays, published and unpublished, have been com- 
puted to amount to fifty-four. About 3 j of these are regular plays, 
to  which have been added 4 operas and a farce; and about half of 
the whole list are comedies. The best known of them belong to 
sentimental comedy. He first essayed sentimental comedy in T h e  
Brothers (1769). The theme of this comedy is inspired by Field- 
ing's T o m  Jones; its comic characters are the jolly old tar Captain 
Ironsides, and the henpecked husband Sir Benjamin Dove. The 
epilogue paid a compliment to Garrick, who helped the production 
of Cumberland's second comedy T h e  West-Indian (1771), which 
was afterwards translated into German by Boden; Goethe acted 
in it  a t  the Weimar court. T h e  Faskionable Lover (1772) is a 
sentimental comedy of the most pronounced type. 

Among his later plays may be mentioned The  Natural Son 
(1f85), Tlze Imposters (1789), a comedy of intrigue; The  Jew 
(1794), a serious play; Tlze Whee l  of Fortune (1795), in which 
John Kemble found a famous part in the misanthropist Penrud- 
dock, who cannot forget but learns to forgive (a  character de- 
clared by Kotzebue to have been stolen from his Mensche?tlzass 
zuzd R e u e ) ,  and a Hint  t o  Husbands (1806), which, unlike the rest, 
is in blank verse. T h e  Carmelite (17841, a romantic domestic 
drama in blank verse, in the style of Home's Douglas, furnished 
some effective scenes for Mrs. Siddons and John Kemble as 
mother and son. His posthumously printed plays (published in 2 

vols. 1813) include Brzltz~s (afterwards amalgamated with other 
plays on the subject into a very successful tragedy for Edmund 
Kean by Payne) ; Tiberills i n  Capreae; and The  False Dentetrizrs 
(on a theme which attracted Schiller). Cumberland translated the 
Clouds of Aristophanes (1797), and altered for the stage Shake- 
speare's Tinzon of Athens (1771)~ Massinger's Tlze Bond1tza7z and 
T h e  Duke  of Milarz (both 1779). Cumberland's novel, Henry, 
was printed in Ballantyne's Novelists' Library (1821), with a 
prefatory notice of the author by Sir Walter Scott. 
.4 so-called Critical Examination of Cumberland's works and a 

memoir of the author based on his autobiography, by Willlam Mad- 
ford, appeared in 1812. An excellent account of Cumberland is in- 
cluded in "George Paston's" Little iWemoirs of the Eighteenth Century 

(1901). Hettner well characterizes Cumberland's position in the his- 
tory of the English drama in Litteraturgesch. d. 18 Jahrhunderts (2nd 
ed., 1865), i. 520. Cumberland's portrait by Romney (ahose talent 
he was one of the first to encourage) is in the National Portrait 
Gallery. 

CUMBERLAND, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS, DUKE OF 
(1721-1765), son of King George 11. and Queen Caroline, was 
born on April IS, 1721, and when five years of age was created 
duke of Cumberland. After an unsuccessful attempt a t  a naval 
career, he joined the army in 1742, becoming a major-general in 
December. I n  1743, he shared in the glory of Dettingen (June 
2 j)! and after the battle was made lieutenant-general. I n  1745, 
having been made captain-general of the British land forces a t  
home and in the field, the duke was again in Flanders as com- 
mander-in-chief of the allied British, Hanoverian, Austrian and 
Dutch troops. Advancing to the relief of Tournai, which was 
besieged by Marshal Saxe, he unsuccessfully engaged that great 
general in the battle of Fontenoy (q.v.) on May 11. 

He was recalled from Flanders to quell the Jacobite rising 
headed by Prince Charles Edward (1745-46). Carlisle having been 
retaken, Cumberland retired to London, till the news of the defeat 
of Hawley at  Falkirk roused fresh fears. The duke was appointed 
commander of the forces in Scotland, and proceeded to Aberdeen 
to prepare his army. On April 15, 1746 he fought the decisive 
battle of Culloden. His stern measures for the suppression of 
Jacobitism which followed earned him his title of "Butcher" 
Cumberland. 

H e  was rewarded by being voted an income of £40.000 per 
annum in addition to his revenue as a prince of the royal house. 
In  1747 he again opposed the still victorious Marshal Saxe in 
Flanders, and received a heavy defeat a t  the battle of Lauffeld, 
or Val, near Maestricht (July 1747). When war broke out afresh 
in 1757 Cumberland was placed a t  the head of a motley army 
of allies to defend Hanover. At Hastenbeck, near Hameln, on 
July 26, 1757, he was defeated by the superior forces of D EstrCes 
(see SEVEN YEARS W A R) ,  and finally, in September, capitulated 
at  Klosterzeven, agreeing to disband his army and to evacuate 
Hanover. His disgrace was completed on his return to England 
by the king's refusal to be bound by the terms of the duke's agree- 
ment. Retiring into private life, the duke did much to displace 
the Bute ministry and that of Grenville, and endeavoured to 
restore Pitt to office. Public opinion, which had originally turned 
against him after his harsh treatment of the Scotch, now set in 
his favour, and he became almost as popular as he had been in 
his youth. He died on Oct. 31, 1765. 

See A. N .  Campbell Maclachlan: William ~ u ~ u s t u s ,  Duke o f  Cum- 
berland (1876) ; E. Charteris: Wdlianz Azcg14stus . . . his early life and 
times (1913) ; William Augustus . . . and the Seven 17ears War  (192 j) ; 
and CUMBERLAND: DUKES AND EARLS OF. 

CUMBERLAND. The north-westernmost county of Eng- 
land, bounded north by Scotland, with the boundary deflected 
north of the Esk-Liddell streams so as to include Solway Moss 
in England, east by Durham and Northumberland leaving the pass 
between Pennines and the Cheviots in the latter county, south-east 
by \ilestmorland giving the upper Eden to that county, south 
by Lancashire, which possesses the southward-opening Coniston 
and Windermere areas of the English Lake District, and west 
by the Irish Sea. I t  thus consists essentially of the Carlisle plain 
and those portions of the Lake District which focus upon it  o r  
upon the west coa4tal strip. Area 1.52o.j sq mi. 

Phys ica l  and Geological Features.-The great physical and 
geological feature is the famous mountain dome with its radial 
lakes and this will be described briefly here though it  extends 
into Westmorland eastwards and Lancashire southwards. The 
geological history has analogies with that of h'orth Wales. Ordo- 
vician deposits were overlaid by lava and ashes and these in turn 
were covered by Silurian rocks. The area was folded in a north- 
north-west direction during the Caledonian mountain-building pe- 
riod, was reduced and acquired a girdle and probably a cover of 
Carboniferous rocks, was depressed again, acquired a girdle of 
New Red Sandstone, and. Marr suggests, a covering of Chalk- 
period deposits. Later, probably during the Alpine mountain- 
building period, the present dome was uplifted with a drainage 
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scheme first developed on a now vanished cover. The Saddleback 
(2,84; ft.), Skiddaw (3,053 ft.), Bassenthwaite, Crummock 
Water, and the West Ennerdale area shows the smoothed 
surface of Ordovician rocks typically pressed into slates. To 
the south of a great fault the volcanic rocks or Borrowdale 
series give rugged features; they lagged behind the slates in 
the northward Caledonian folding. Sca Fell Pike (3,2-10 ft .)  
and Helvellyn (3,118 ft.) are the most outstanding masses. 
The two sections are separated broadly by the Penrith-Keswick 
road and a line continuing this westward. There are some 
volcanic rocks (Carrock Fell) north-east of Skiddaw. The vol- 
canic series gives place southward to Silurian rocks along a 
line from the lower Duddon across the upper part of Winder- 
mere to  the vicinity of Shap in Westmorland. The scenery to 
the south becomes smoother and the transition is, in the west, 
not far from the county boundary. The volcanic series con- 
tains intrusive igneous rocks in the west, and a t  Shap. The 
dome has been radially eroded and fault lines have added com- 
plexities as also have the glaciers of the Pleistocene Ice Age. The 
Derwent, Caldew, Eamont, Lowther, Kent, Leven, Crake, Dud- 
don, Esk, I r t  and Ehen spread like the spokes of a wheel, mostly 
from the central volcanic zone and their valleys contain the 
many long lakes, usually with morainic dams, that name the 
district. Denventwater, Bassenthwaite, Buttermere, Crummock 
Water, Ennerdale and Wastwater are the largest in Cumberland, 
with Ullswater on the Westmorland border. As in North Wales 
there are also high tarns a t  the heads of valleys. 

A fault running east-north-east from Maryport cuts off the 
dome from the Carlisle plain which has many faults around it  
and possesses a floor of Permian, Triassic and Liassic rocks. The 
Pennine fault runs along the east side of the Eden valley and 
throws up Carboniferous Limestone and other rocks of that 
period to form the high ground on the north and north-east of the 
county. Cross Fell (2,930 ft.) is outstanding and the volcanic 
intrusion of the Whinsill may be traced northward from it. 

The west coast strip exposes Carboniferous Limestone, with 
remnants of scarps facing towards the dome, followed by coal 
measures some of which are worked under the sea. Ironstone 
also occurs. T o  the south-west Triassic sandstones form the 
frame of the dome. The present dips of these rocks are sufficient 
to  carry them on over the whole dome and Marr thinks they 
once covered it. Like North-West Wales, Cumberland was af- 
fected in the Pleistocene Ice Age not only by local ice sheets 
but also by ice-sheets spreading down the Irish Sea from Scot- 
land. A moraine with south Scottish rocks can be traced at S. 
Bee's Head, in the Isle of Man, and in North Ireland. 

Early Settlement.- The great circles of unhewn stone are a 
feature of Cumberland. That a t  Swineside, near Millom, still 
has 22 stones standing, its diameter is about 25 yards. Another 
13 m. from Keswick on the old Penrith road retains 38 stones and 
is about 38 yards in diameter; i t  encloses a group of 10 stones 
one of which is 7 f t .  high. Long Meg and her Daughters, near 
Addingham Church, has 67 stones and a diameter of more than 
IOO yards. Near the enclosure is a stone 18 ft. high. Tumuli 
have been found on many of the lower hills, notably near Hesk- 
fell (south), Penrith, and Bewcastle Fells (north). A number of 
bronze-age finds have been made. 

The district was conquered by Agricola in A.D. 80 and he built a 
wall from Solway t o  Tyne. This was superseded by the great 
wall of Hadrian built A.D. 1 2 1  from Wallsend in Northumberland 
t o  Bownes-on-Solway in Cumberland, a distance of 734 m. I n  
post-Roman times the county shared in the activities of Celtic 
Christianity which had its centre in the north-western islands. 
Crosses with Celtic and Scandinavian characteristics occur at 
Gosforth, Bewcastle and elsewhere. The battle of Ardderyd (573) 
resulted in the consolidation of Cumberland with the kingdom of 
Strathclyde. About 670-680 the Angles of Northumbria conquered 
the district between the Solway and the Mersey and kept it  until 
the Danish invasion of the 9th century. I n  875 the kingdom of 
the Cumbri is referred to, but without any indication of its 
extent, and the first mention of Cumberland to denote a geographi- 
cal area occurs in 945, when it  was ceded by Edmund to Malcolm 

of Scotland. At this date it included the territory north and south 
of the Solway from the Firth of Forth to the Duddon. I n  1000 
it was once more a stronghold of the Danes, whose influence is 
clearly traceable in place names, the Scandinavian names being 
mostly on the higher ground and the Saxon names in the lowlands. 
At the time of the Norman invasion Cumberland was a dependency 
of the earldom of Northumbria, but its history at  this period is 
very obscure, and no notice of it  occurs in Domesday. I n  1092 
William Rufus captured Carlisle, repaired the city, built the 
castle, sent Englishmen to till the land and placed the district 
under the lordship of Ranulf Meschines. The district was again 
captured by the Scots in the reign of Stephen, and on its recovery 
in 1157 was made to include the great barony of Coupland. At 
this date the district was described as the county of Carlisle, and 
the designation county of Cumberland is not adopted in the 
sheriff's accounts until 1177. The administrative divisions were 
known as bailiwicks, in 1278. 

Border warfare was a feature of Cumbrian life until, and even 
after, the union of England and Scotland. Families like the 
Tilliols, the Lucies, the Greystokes, and the Dacres were famous 
on the English side. Many of the parish churches have towers 
for defense, as the church a t  Burgh-on-the-Sands near Carlisle. 
Carlisle was the headquarters of the English army under Edward 
I. In  the Wars of the Roses the prevailing sympathy was with the 
Lancastrian cause. In  1542 the Scots suffered a disastrous defeat 
at Solway Moss. After the union of the crowns of England and 
Scotland in 1603, the countries hitherto known as "the Borders" 
were called "the Middle Shires." On the outbreak of the Civil 
War of the 17th century the northern counties rose for the king. 
In 1645 Carlisle was captured by the parliamentary forces, but in 
April 1648 it was retaken and did not finally surrender until the 
autumn of 1648. Cumberland was one of the first counties to 
welcome Charles 11; in 1715 it was associated with the rising, 
and Carlisle was the chief seat of operations in I 745. With the 
Romantic revival in English poetry, the Lake district became a 
centre of literary interest gathering around the names of Words- 
worth, Coleridge, Southey, Ruskin and others. 

Industr ies  a n d  0ccu~at ions.-The climate is generally tem- 
perate, but colder in the higher parts. The Solway plain has a 
smaller rainfall than Lakeland mountains which have the heaviest 
rainfall recorded for the British Isles. About 523% of the total 
area of the county (1,503 sq.mi., excluding water) was under cul- 
tivation in 1939, and over one-third was in rough grazings. Stock 
farming, especially for  sheep, of which 749,622 were raised in 
1939, is the main rural occupation, though cattle are important, 
\\ith a total of 199,496 in the same year. The principal crop is 
oats ( 4 3 . ~ ~ o  ac.), followed by turnips and swedes ( I S  806 ac.) 
and potatoes (4,812 ac.). Rough Fell sheep are becoming the 
chief type in the hills and they are crossed with larger ones in 
the lowlands. Long after the Norman Conquest Cumberland re- 
mained one of the most densely forested regions of England, and 
much of the low-lying land is still well wooded, the Lake dis- 
trict in particular displaying beautiful contrasts between bare 
mountain and tree-clad valley. The oak, ash and birch are the 
principal natural trees, while sycamores have been planted for 
shelter round many farmsteads. 

Plantations of larch are also numerous, and much afforestation 
has been carried out. 

Much land was formerly held by "statesmen" i.e., "estates- 
men," a class of sturdy small-holders. The National Trust had 
acquired 12 2 sq.mi. in Cumberland up to 1941, including the prin- 
cipal peaks and the Derwentwater. 

The principal industries of CumberIand have been from earfiest 
times connected with its fisheries and mineral wealth. The mines 
of Alston and the iron mines about Egremont were worked in the 
12th century. The Keswick copper mines were worked in the 
reign of Henry III . ,  and the black-lead mine in the 18th century. 
Coal-mining is referred to in the I jth century and, after the revival 
of the mining industries in the 16th century, rose to great im- 
portance. The saltpans about the estuaries of the Esk and the 
Eden were a source of revenue in the 12th century. At present 
the mining industry is most important, coal being raised in the 
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district about Whitehaven, Workington and Maryport. Much iron 
ore has been raised, and there has been a large output of pig-iron, 
and ore is also found in the south, in the neighbourhood of Mil- 
lom. Pencils are made a t  Keswick, and there is some shipbuild- 
ing a t  the ports. Gypsum is worked at Hesket, while cobalt, 
antimony and manganese are sometimes obtained. Copper was 
formerly worked near Keswick, and there was a rich deposit of 
black lead at  the head of Borrowdale. Granite and limestone are 
extensively quarried. Stone is largely used for house-building, 
green slate being often employed. Shap and other granites are 
worked for building and roadstones. Cotton is manufactured at 
Carlisle. The chief ports are Whitehaven, Workington and Mary- 
port. The L.M.S.R. enters the county near Penrith and passes 
through Carlisle. This is the western route to Scotland. There are 
branch lines with connections to Maryport, Cockermouth, Kes- 
wick, Egremont, Chester and Workington. The L.N.E.R. connects 
Carlisle with Newcastle. Motor-bus traffic has facilitated travel. 
There were 2,350 miles of roads in the county in 1943. 

P o p u l a t i o n  a n d  Administration.- The area of the ancient 
and the administrative county (including Carlisle) is 1,520.5 sq. 
mi. with a population in 1891 of 266.549 and an estimated pop. 
of 255,120 in 1938. However, the suitability of the county as a 
reception area for evacuees in World War I1 had the effect of 
raising the population 11% between Sept. 1939 and Feb. 1941. 
The county contains five wards, corresponding to hundreds, and 
the Derwent division. The county town is the city of Carlisle. 
also a county borough. The municipal boroughs are Whitehaven 
(22.350) and Workington (27,380) and the urban districts 
Cockermouth (4,794), Keswick (4.369), Maryport (11,27o), and 
Penrith (9.337). Cumberland 1s in the northern circuit, and as- 
sizes are held a t  Carlisle (60,220). I t  has one court of quarter 
sessions and 12 petty sessional divisions. The city of Carlisle 
has a separate commission of the peace and court of quarter ses- 
sions. Cumberland returned three members for the county to the 
parliament of 1290, and in 1295 returned in addition two mem- 
bers for the city of Carlisle and two members each for the 
boroughs of Cockermouth and Egremont. The boroughs did not 
again return members until in 1640 Cockermouth regained repre- 
sentation. Under the Reform Act of 1832, Cumberland returned 
four members for two divisions, and Whitehaven returned one 
member. The county borough of Carlisle returns one member to 
parliament, and four others are returned respectively by the 
Northern, Penrith and Cockermouth, Whitehaven and Working- 
ton divisions of the county. 

In  685 Carlisle and district were annexed by Egfrith of North- 
umbria to  the diocese of Lindisfarne, to which it continued sub- 
ject, until the Danish invasion of the 9th century. In  1133 Henry 
I created Carlisle (q v.) a bishopric. The diocese included the 
whole of modern Cumberland (except the barony of Coupland 
and the parishes of Alston, Over-Denton and Kirkandrews), and 
also the barony of Appleby in IVestmorland. Coupland was in 
the diocese of York until 1541, when it was annexed to the newly 
created diocese of Chester. In  1856 the area of the diocese of 
Carlisle was extended, so as to include the whole of Cumberland 
except the parish of Alston (in the diocese of Newcastle), the 
whole of Westmorland and the Furness district of Lancashire The 
parish of Firbank, in Westmorland, 1s in the diocese of Bradford. 
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CUMBERLAND, the second largest city of Maryland, U.S. 
A., on the Potomac river, in the north-western part of the State; 
the county seat of Allegheny county. I t  is on Federal highways 
40 and 220; has an aeroplane landing field, Mexico Farms; and is 
served by the Baltimore and Ohio, the Cumberland and Pennsyl- 
vania, the Pennsylvania, and the Western Maryland railways. 
The population in 1930 was 37.747 (91 O/;, native white), and was 
39,483 (97.3% native white) in 1940, federal census. The city is 
635 i t .  above sea-level, and is surrounded on three sides by  
mountain scenery. A deep gorge of great beauty, called "The 
Karrows," forms a natural gateway to the west. Cumberland has a 
large trade in coal, of which the county mines about 1,500,ooo 
tons a year. The manufacturing industries include artificial silk, 
rubber tires, glassware, groundshafting, firebrick, lumber products 
and beer. The railroad shops in Cumberland are capable of re- 
pa,iring and building all types of equipment. Cumberland is a re- 
tall and nholesale centre for western Maryland and large sections 
oi West Virginia and Pennsylvania. The first settlement here was 
made in 1750, and in 1754 Col. James Imes built Ft.  Cumberland 
at  Wills creek as a defence against the French and their Indian 
allies. From this fort Gen. Braddock started on his disastrous ex- 
pedition of July 9, 1775. A town was laid out in 1763 and incor- 
porated in 1815. In  18 50, when the population was 6,073, it  was 
chartered as a city, and in 1910 a commission form of government 
was adopted. 

CUMBERLAND, a town in Providence county, Rhode 
Island, U.S.A., in the northeastern part of the state, on the 
Blackstone river and served by the New York, New Haven and 
Hartford railroad. The population in 1940 (federal census) was 
10,625. Within its borders are nine villages, which manufacture 
cotton goods and silk. At Lonsdale, a villagc on the river, LVil- 
liam Blackstone, the first permanent white settler in Rhode Island, 
built his residence "Study Hall" about 163j. Cumberland was 
originally part of Rehoboth, and then of Attleboro (Mass.). I n  
1747, by royal decree, it  was annexed to Rhode Island and the 
town was incorporated. Because of the variety of minerals within 
its borders it  was named after Cumberland, England. I n  1867 
part of it  was set off as the town of Woonsocket. 

CUMBERLAND GAP, a pass in the Cumberland mountains 
on the border between the States of Kentucky and Tennessee, 
U.S A., about 45 m. north-east of the city of Knoxville, Tennessee. 
The altitude of the pass, which was an important strategic ~ o i n t  - A 

in the Civil War, is-1,6~8 feet. 
CUMBERLAND MOUNTAINS. the westernmost of the 

three great divisions of the Appalachian uplift in the United 
States, composed of many small ranges of mountains (of which 
Cumberland mountain in  eastern Kentucky is one). I t  extends 
from Pennsylvania to Alabama, attaining its greatest height 
(about 4,oooft.) in Virginia. The plateau is rich in a variety of 
mineral products, of which coal is the most abundant; beautiful 
marbles are also quarried in this region. The plateau has an ab- 
rupt descent, almost an escarpment, into the great Appalachian 
valley on its east, while the west slope is deeply and roughly 
broken. The whole mass is eroded in Virginia into a maze of 
ridges. Cumberland mountain parts the waters of the Cumber- 
land and Tennessee rivers. This range and the other ranges about 
i t  are perhaps the loveliest portion of the whole plateau. The 
peaks here and in the Blue Ridge to the east are the highest of 
the Appalachian system. The Cumberland range is noted for  
its immense caverns and subterranean streams. Cumberland gap, 
crossing the ridge a t  1,648ft. above sea level, where Kentucky, 
Virginia, and Tennessee meet, is a gorge about sooft. deep. The 
mountains, river, and gap were all discovered by a party of Vir- 
ginians in 1748, and named in honour of the victor of Culloden, 
William, duke of Cumberland. Afterwards the gap gained a place 
in American history as one of the main pathways by which emi- 
grants crossed the mountains to  Kentucky and Tennessee. Dur- 
ing the Civil War it was a position of great strategic importance, 
as i t  afforded an entrance to eastern and central Tennessee from 
Kentucky, which was held by the Union arms; and it was re- 
peatedly occupied in alternation by the opposing forces throughout 
the struggle. 



CUMBERLAND RIVER-CUM DIVIDEND 
CUMBERLAND RIVER, a large southern branch of the 

Ohio river, U.S.A., rising in the highest part of the Cumberland 
plateau in south-east Kentucky, and emptying into the Ohio in 
Kentucky (near Smithland) after a devious course of 688m. 
through that State and Tennessee. I t  drains a basin of somewhat 
more than 18,000 sq. miles. At the Great Falls, in Whitley county, 
(Ky.),  it drops precipitously 63 feet. Above the falls it  is a moun- 
tain stream, of little volume in the dry months. I t  descends rap- 
idly at  its head to the highland bench below the mountains and tra- 
verses this to  the falls, then flows in rapids (the Great Shoals) for 
about Iom. through a fine gorge with cliffs 300--4ooft. high and 
descends between bluffs of decreasing height and beauty into its 
lower level. Save in the mountains its gradient is slight, and below 
the falls, except for a number of small rapids, the flow of the 
stream is equable. Timbered ravines lend charm to much of its 
shores, and in the mountains the scenery is most beautiful. 

Below Nashville the stream is about 400 to jooft. wide, and its 
high banks are for the most part of alluvium, with rocky bluffs at 
intervals. At the mouth of the river lies Cumberland island, in the 
Ohio. During low water of the Ohio the Cumberland discharges 
around both ends of the island, but in high water of the Ohio the 
gradient of the Cumberland is so slight that its waters are held 
back, forming a deep quiet pool that extends about zom. up the 
river. Commerce on the Cumberland was once of great impor- 
tance, it being navigable for light-draught boats through about 
joom. under favourable conditions-Burnside, Pulaski county, 
j18m. from the mouth, being the head of navigation. A system of 
locks and dams below Nashville was planned in 1846 by a private 
company, which accomplished practically nothing. Since 1832 the 
Federal Government has expended over $6,ooo,ooo on canalization 
and open channel projects. During the Civil War, Fort Donelson 
on the Cumberland, and Fort Henry near by on the Tennessee 
were erected by the Confederates, and their capture by Flag-officer 
A. H.  Foote and Gen. Grant (Feb. 1862) was one of the decisive 
events of the war. 

CUMBERLAND ROAD: see NATIONAL OLD TRAILS ROAD. 
CUMBRAES, THE, two islands forming a parish and part 

of the county of Bute, Scotland, lying in the Firth of Clyde, be- 
tween the southern shores of Bute and the coast of Ayrshire. 
Great Cumbrae island, about 14 m. 1V.S.W. of Largs, is 33 m. 
long and 2 m. broad, and has a circumference of 10 m. and an 
area of 3,200 acres or j square m. I ts  highest point is 417 f t .  
above the sea. There is some fishing and a little farming, but the 
mainstay of the inhabitants is the custom of the visitors who 
crowd every summer to  Millport, which is reached by steamer 
from Largs, and from Fairlie in the summer. This town (pop. 
1931, 2,083) is well situated a t  the head of a fine bay and has a 
climate that is both warm and bracing. I t s  chief public buildings 
include the cathedral, erected in Gothic style on rising ground 
behind the town, the college connected with it  (not now used as 
such), a picturesque seat belonging to the marquess of Bute, who 
owns the island, and a marine biological station. The cathedral, 
originally the collegiate church, was founded in 1849 by the earl 
of Glasgow and opened in 1851. I n  1876 it was constituted the 
cathedral of Argyll and the Isles. Millport enjoys exceptional 
facilities for boating and bathing, and there are also two good 
golf-courses. Little Cumbrae island lies to the south, separated 
by the Tan, a strait half a mile wide. I t  is 13 m. long, barely I m. 
broad, and has an area of almost a square mile. I ts  highest point 
is 409 ft. above sea-level. On the bold cliffs of the west coast 
stands a lighthouse. Robert 11. is said to have built a castle on 
an islet off the east shore, which was demolished by Cromwell's 
soldiers in 1653. The remains of the tower can be seen. The 
population of the two islands, omitting Millport, was 82 in 1931. 

CUM DIVIDEND, EX DIVIDEND. Prices of Stock 
Exchange securities are called cum dividend when they include the 
payment of a dividend in the near future to a purchaser of those 
securities, and provided that the quotations have not been already 
marked ex dividend. Literally, a price becomes cum dividend 
from the time it is quoted ex dividend. The j per cent. British 
War Loan is oficially quoted ex a half-year dividend payment on 
Oct. 26. Although the interest to which this marking refers is not 

payable until the following Dec. I ,  the stock starts on Oct. 26 to 
earn the interest in respect of the following six months, and which 
accumulates, in the market price, until the next April 26, when the 
price again goes ex dividend. I t  would, however, lead to endless 
confusion if a price were termed cum dividend immediately after 
it goes ex. Practice and experience have shown that the question 
of dividend payment hardly becomes germane until the time 
approaches when the payment is drawing near. There may be 
much speculation, possibly sufficient to  influence the price of 
shares, for months in advance of a dividend declaration. To  take 
the War Loan, once more, as an example, the price will be common- 
ly called cum dividend only for a month or two prior to its being 
quoted ex dividend. 

Logic a n d  Dividends.-Assuming that no change caused by 
ordinary supply and demand were to occur in the price of a stock 
between the payment of one dividend and that of the next, the 
logical course of the market would be to add a little more money 
to the price every week, as the dividend date drew near. Then, 
upon the price being officially declared ex dividend, the net amount 
of dividend would be deducted from the quotation, and the process 
should start all over again. This, i t  is hardly necessary to  say, 
does not happen, although the natural tendency is for prices to  
advance as dividend dates approach, particularly as regards secur- 
ities when the payments are of the fixed-interest order. Human 
nature, when buying stocks and shares, has a marked partiality 
for those upon which a payment of dividend can be expected in 
the near future. I n  the same way, human nature has an invincible 
objection to parting from a dividend-warrant after it has been re- 
ceived, and prefers to await quotation of the stock or shares ex 
dividend before effecting a sale. 

T h e  A m o u n t  Deducted.-As the amount taken off the price 
when the latter goes ex dividend is the sum distributed, it  makes 
little actual difference, either to buyer or seller, whether the trans- 
action is effected cum dividend or ex, although human nature 
again comes into play in encouraging a holder to expect part of 
the deduction to be immediately recovered. A price, on this argu- 
ment, has a cheaper and therefore a more attractive appearance, 
offering in consequence a livelier temptation to  the prospective 
purchaser. 

Stock Exchange  D i v i d e n d  Rules.-Stock Exchange rules 
govern all cases of ex dividend marking and make provision for 
every known contingency. They cover, to-day, a very unexpected 
development which arose on the outbreak of the World War, 
when a few companies, which had announced dividends before 
hostilities started, decided not to  pay the money when war was de- 
clared, electing to retain the cash for the time being. The Stock 
Exchange, under its the rules, quoted the shares ex dividends that 
had not been distributed. Buyers who had dealt while the prices 
were cum dividend, and who had not been registered in time, 
through the closing of companies' books, to  obtain the dividends 
direct, found they were technically entitled to deduct from the 
sellers the dividends that those sellers did not receive by reason of 
the companies' decision to postpone payment. The Stock Exchange 
rules were accordingly amended, and are now in part as follows :- 

( I )  Government and corporation securities, inscribed, regis- 
tered, certificates or bonds, shall be quoted ex dividend on the day 
on which the books close or the balance is struck for the payment 
of the dividend. (2) Securities deliverable by deed of transfer, 
except registered debentures and stock, units of stock, and shares 
dealt in in both bearer and registered form, shall be quoted ex 
dividend on the contango-day on or preceding the first o r  only 
day on which the transfer books are closed for the payment of the 
dividend, or if information is available too late to enable that 
date to be used the security shall be made ex dividend on the 
contango-day following the closing of the books. (3)  Securities 
to bearer, other than those mentioned above, and registered 
debentures become ex when the dividend is payable, but those 
with coupons payable only abroad on the contango-day that allows 
the necessary time for collection. (4) American shares go ex on 
the day following that on which they are dealt in ex dividend on 
the New York or other American exchanges, or, if such companies 
have a London register, when the London books have been closed 
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if they had remained open at  this time. 

The closing of the books referred to  in the rules is a line drawn 
a t  an announced date when all proprietors on the register are re- 
garded as the owners of the stock or shares, and as such are en- 
titled to be paid the dividend. The books, or registers, are closed, 
it  may be, on one day and opened again on the next. Buyers who, 
having made their purchases at  the cum dividend price, and who 
are registered on this latter day, must claim the money from the 
sellers, who will receive it by reason of their names having ap- 
peared on the books before the registers were closed for payment 
of the dividend. For the American equivalent see E x  DIVIDEND. 

CUMIN or CUMMIN (Cuminzrm Cyminum),  an annual 
herbaceous plant of the family Umbelliferae, probably a native of 
western Asia, but scarcely known at  the present time in a wild 
state. I t  was early cultivated in Arabia, India and China, and in 
the countries bordering the Mediterranean. Its stem is slender 
and branching, and about a foot in height; the leaves are deeply 
cut, with filiform segments; the flowers are small and white. The 
fruits, the so-called seeds, which constitute the cumin of phar- 
macy, are fusiform or ovoid in shape and compressed laterally; 
they are two lines long, are hotter t o  the taste, lighter in colour, 
and larger than caraway seeds, and have on each half nine fine 
ridges, overlying as many oil-channels or vittae. Their strong 
aromatic smell and warm bitterish taste are due to the presence of 
an oil. Total annual world production is about 2000 tons. Prin- 
cipal use is in spice manufactures. The drug is used in veterinary 
practice. Cumin is e.xportec1 from Algiers, Morocco. India, Malta, 
Syria and Mexico. 

CUMMING, JOSEPH GEORGE (1812-1868), English 
geologist and archaeologist, was born at  Matlock, Derbyshire, on 
Feb. I j ,  1812. H e  was educated at  Oakham grammar school and 
Emmanuel college, Cambridge. From 1841 to 18j6 he was vice- 
principal of King William's college, Castletown, Isle of Man. H e  
wrote The Isle of Man;  i t s  History, Physical, Ecclesiastical, Civil 
and Legendary (1848). H e  was vicar of St. John's, Bethnal Green, 
London. a t  the time of his death on S e ~ t .  21. 1868. 

CUMMINGS, BRUCE FREDERICK: see BARBELLION, 

CUMMINS, ALBERT BAIRD (1850-1 p 6 ) ,  American 
politician, was born at  Carmichaels, Pa., on Feb. 15, 1850. H e  
was educated at  Waynesburg (Pa.)  college, studied surveying, 
and was at  first engaged in railway work. We then took up law, 
was admitted to the bar of Illinois in 1875, and for three years 
practised in Chicago. I n  1878 he went to Des Moines, where 
he attained great distinction in his profession, and ten years later 
was a member of the Iowa house of representatives. He was 
chairman of the Republican State Committee (1892-96), candi- 
date for the U.S. Senate in 1894 and 1900, member of the Re- 
publican National Committee (1896-1900) and a delegate to the 
Republican National Convention on four occasions. He was 
elected governor of Iowa in 1902 and re-elected for two suc- 
ceeding terms. In  1908 he was elected to the U.S. Senate to fill 
the unexpired term of Senator Allison, and was re-elected three 
times, serving continuously for 18 years until his death, which 
occurred a t  Des Moines, on July 30, 1926. He opposed the nom- 
ination of Taft  in 1912, but did not leave his party. He was 
specially identified with measures concerning trusts and railways, 
and took a leading part in drafting the Esch-Cummins Act, under 
which the Government in 1920 returned to private control the 
railways of the United States. When Vice President Calvin 
Coolidge succeeded to the presidency in 1923 Cummins served 
as president of the Senate until the succeeding vice president, 
C. G. Dawes, assumed office in 1924. 

CUMNOCK WITH HOLMHEAD, police burgh, Ayrshire, 
Scotland, on the Lugar, 3 3 j  m. S. of Glasgow by road, with two 
stations (Cumnock and Old Cumnock) on the L.M.S.R. Pop. 
(1931) 3.6j3. I t  is in the parish of Old Cumnock (pop. 5,491). 
Coal and ironstone are extensively mined in the neighbourhood, 
and the industries include ironworks and the manufacture of elec- 
trical machinery. When Alexander Peden (1626-1686), the per- 
secuted Covenanter, died, he was buried in the Boswell aisle of 
Auchinleck church; but his corpse was borne thence by a company 

of dragoons to the foot of the gallows at  Cumnock, where they 
buried it. After the Revolution the inhabitants out of respect for 
the "Prophet's" memory abandoned their then burying-ground 
and turned the old place of execution into the present cemetery. 
A monument has been erected in his memory. Five miles south- 
east lies the parish of New Cumnock (pop. 6,281) a t  the con- 
fluence of Afton Water and the Kith, with a station on the L.M. 
S.R. Two miles north-west of Cumnock is Auchinleck (pro- 
nounced Affleck), with a station on the same railway. Coal and 
iron mining and stone quarrying are important industries. I t  is the 
seat of the Boswell family, three of whom are well known-Lord 
Auchinleck, the judge (who dubbed Dr. Johnson "Ursa Major"), 
his son James, the biographer, and his grandson Sir Alexander, the 
author of "Gude nicht and joy be wi' you a'," "Jenny's Bawbee," 
"Jenny dang the weaver," and other songs and poems, who 
perished in a duel. Pop. of Auchi?leck parish (1921) 7,178. 

CUMONT, FRANZ VALERY MARIE (1868- ), 
Belgian historian of religion, was born on Jan. 3, 1868, a t  Alost. 
After studying at  Ghent, Bonn, Berlin, Vienna and Paris, he was 
from 1892 to 1910 professor in Ghent university, and from 1899 
to 1912 curator of the Brussels Royal Museum. 

His chief publications are: editions of Philo's De aeternitate 
nzrincli (1891) and of the Acts o f  S. Dasius (1897) ; Textes et 
~?tonzinzents relatifs azlx mysthres Mithra (1894-1901, Eng. trans. 
1903) ; Les Rkligions orientales duns le paganisme romain (1906, 
Eng. trans. 191 I )  ; Recherches sur le maniche'isme (1908-1 2) ; 
ilstrology and Religion among the Greeks and Romans (1912); 
Btzides syriennes (191 7 )  ; After Life i n  Rortzan Paganism (1922) ; 
Imp. Caesaris F. C. Inlliani Epistulae, Leges, Poematia, Frug- 
menta varia (with Bidez 1922) ; and Fouilles de Douru Europos, 
1922-23, etc., (2 pts. 1926). 

CUMULATIVE PREFERENCE SHARE, a share which 
carries with it  the right, not only to a preferential dividend, but 
to a lien upon future profits for any or all arrears of deferred or 
unpaid preferential dividend. That is to say, if the cumulative 
preference dividend for any period cannot be paid, the unpaid 
dividend accumulates to the credit of the holder of the share, and 
must be paid before any other dividend is paid in any succeeding 
year. The equivalent term in the United States is cumulative 
preferred stock. 

CUNARD, SIR SAMUEL, BART. (1787-1865), British civil 
engineer, founder of the Cunard line of steamships, was born at  
Halifax, Nova Scotia, on Nov. 21, 1787. I n  conjunction with 
Messrs. Burns of Glasgow and Messrs. MacIver of Liverpool, 
proprietors of rival lines of coasting steamers between Glasgow 
and Liverpool, he formed a company to carry out the British 
Government's proposal to  substitute steam- for sailing-vessels in 
the trans-Atlantic mail service. The first voyage of a Cunard 
steamship was successfully made by the "Britannia" from Liver- 
pool to Boston, U.S.A., between July 4 and 19, 1840. Cunard 
was created a baronet in 1859. He died on April 28, 1865. 

CUNARD WHITE STAR LINE. This British steamship 
company takes its name from Samuel Cunard (q.v.) who, in 1839, 
secured the contract from the British Admiralty for the carriage 
of mails by steamship to Canada and the United States. 

The Cunard Atlantic service was inaugurated on July 4th, 1840 
when the "Britannia," a wooden paddle-wheel steamer, sailed from 
Liverpool for Halifax, N.S., and Boston completing the passage 
in 14 days 8 hours at  an average speed of 83 knots. 

In  the first forty-three years of the company's existence note- 
worthy links in the chain of development were the "Persix" 
(1856), the first iron Cunard liner, the "Scotia," 3.871 tons 
(1862), in her day the largest steamer in the world; the "Gallia." 
4,800 tons (1879)~ regarded as the grandparent of the modern 
liner; the "Servia," 7,392 tons (1881), the first steel Cunard liner 
and larger and faster than any boat then in commission, and the 
"Aurania" (1883), the first liner to be fitted with suites of rooms 

From 1884 onwards, the rate of progress made was more rapid 
than ever. The "Umbria" and "Etruria" launched in that year 
were sister ships of over 8,000 tons and an instantaneous succeis. 

The achievements of the "Umbria" and "Etruria" were eclipsed 
by the commissioning of the first Cunard twin-screvr steamers 
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"Campania" and "Lucania" (1893) tvhose speed of knots made 
them the ships of the day. The "Caronia" (19,687 tons) and the 
"Carmania" (19,524 tons) were added to the fleet in 1905. The 
latter was the first Cunard liner to  have turbine engines. 

The "Lusitania" (31,550 tons) and "Mauretania" (31,937 tons) 
were commissioned in 1907. Their construction followed the sign- 
ing of an agreement in 1903 between the Cunard Company and 
the Government to meet the competition of the recently formed 
International Mercantile Marine Company of America. 

I n  1909 the company strengthened its Mediterranean freight 
services by the purchase of three steamers. I n  1939 these services 
were maintained by four 2,400 ton steamers, "Bactria," "Bantria," 
"Bosnia" and "Bothnia." 

An important development took place in 1911 when the com- 
pany re-entered the Canadian trade by acquiring the Thomson 
Line. I n  addition three new vessels for this service were ordered. 

The "Aquitania" (44,768 tons) was commissioned in May, 1914. 
Immediately after the Armistice the company ordered thirteen 

new vessels amounting to a gross tonnage of 214,000 tons. This 
new fleet included five 20,000 ton liners for the New York service 
and six 14,000 ton vessels for the Canadian trade. The express 
service was transferred to Southampton and maintained by the 
"Berengaria" (ex "Imperator"), "Aquitania" and "Mauretania." 

The company had also acquired other interests, the chief of 
which were the Commonwealth & Dominion Line (Port Line) 
engaged in the Australian and New Zealand trade and Thos. & 
Jno. Brocklebank engaged in the Indian trade. 

I n  1930 the construction of the "Queen Mary" (81,235 tons) 
was begun a t  Clydebank. The ordering of this vessel was due to 
the rapid progress in naval architecture and marine engineering 
which made it possible for two ships of sufficient size and speed 
to maintain the company's express service to New York instead 
of three ships hitherto found necessary. I n  Dec. 1931, owing to 
the world-wide economic depression, work on the "Queen Mary" 
was suspended and it was not until April 1934 that i t  was re- 
started. 

In  Feb. 1934 the agreement between the Cunard Steamship 
Company, White Star Line (9.v.) and the Government was 
reached. As a result of this agreement the North Atlantic assets 
of the Cunard and White Star companies were merged while the 
Government agreed to advance to the merger company £9,5oo.ooo 
to enable the "Queen Mary" to be completed and a sister ship 
constructed. 

The "Queen Mary" was launched by Her Majesty Queen Mary 
on Sept. 26, 1934, and made her first voyage to New York on 
May 27, 1936. I n  the same year construction of the second ship 
(the "Queen Elizabeth") began at Clydebank. 

An important development in the company's services took place 
in 1937 when work was begun a t  Birkenhead on the construction 
of a new 35,000 ton liner. 

Designed for the company's intermediate services and to sup- 
plement when necessary the express service, this new vessel was 
launched on July 28, 1938, and named "Mauretania:' in this way 
perpetuating the name of her famous predecessor which had been 
sold for breaking up in 1935. 

The new "Mauretania" was commissioned in 1939 and made her 
maiden voyage from Liverpool to New York on June 17. 

The launching of the "Queen Elizabeth" by Her Majesty the 
Queen, took place on Sept. 27, 1938. 

This great vessel--over 1,030 ft. in length and with a gross ton- 
nage of 85,000 tons-made a successful maiden voyage to New 
York city in March 1940, secretly and without passengers, to 
evade the German suhmarines. 

CUMAXA,'BATTLE OF, 401 B.C. This battle is more 
famous in its sequel-The "Retreat of the Ten Thousand" under 
Xenophon-than in itself. Cyrus the Younger, seeking to seize 
the Persian throne from his brother Artaxerxes, had advanced 
from Sardis and a t  Cunaxa, beside the Euphrates, he met his 
brother's army. Cyrus's force was leavened with some 12,800 
Greek mercenaries, under Clearchus. These he placed on his 
right, the post of honour, next the river. On the other side Ar- 
taxerxes with his personal guard cavalry was, according to custom, 

in the centre, where also the cavalry of the satrap Tissaphernes 
were placed. On either flank of this cavalry centre stood Ar- 
taxerxes's infantry and beyond them again on the two wings were 
the troops of the other two satraps who were present. The right 
extended beyond the flank of Cyrus's left. But Cyrus appears 
to have had an acute grasp of the fact, abundantly attested later 
in Alexander's invasion, that the resisting power of a Persian army 
lay in its royal link. For this reason Cyrus wished Clearchus 
with his Greeks to advance obliquely against the enemy's centre, 
where Artaxerxes was, for, "if we are victorious in that quarter, 
our object is fully achieved." As events proved, such a move 
would probably have decided the battle and a throne. But 
Clearchus demurred, on the ground that by such a lateral march 
he would expose his flank, a t  present protected by the river. The 
Greeks, therefore, advanced straight to their front and their 
superior training and armour enabled them easily to  rout the 
opposing Persian left. Unhappily, instead of turning inwards to 
roll up the enemy's line they pressed straight on in pursuit of their 
immediate opponents. Meanwhile on the other flank, Artaxerxes's 
more extended right had naturally lapped round Cyrus's left. 
Cyrus, however, in  default of Clearchus's help, put his concep- 
tion into execution by charging with 600 cavalry at  the enemy's 
centre. H e  is said to  have penetrated far enough to wound Ar- 
taxerxes with his own hand, but was then himself slaixi On his 
fall his own army proved his insight right by dispersing-all save 
the Greeks. These returned from the pursuit to a battle they be- 
lieved won and found lost, but even then, a handful adrift among 
enemy masses in a strange land, they were too formidable for 
Artaxerxes to dare an attack, except by the subsequent treachery 
which led to the murder of their leaders and Xenophon's (9.v.) 
opportunity to earn immortal fame. 

See Xenophon, Anabasis. 
CUNDINAMARCA, a department of the eastern plateau of 

Colombia, South America, pop. (1938) 1,174,607, composed 
chiefly of Indians and mestizos. A considerable part of its area 
consists of plateaus from 8,000 to 9,000 ft. above sea-level enjoy- 
ing a temperate climate and producing the fruits and cereais of 
the temperate zone, and another important part lies in the 
valley of the Magdalena and is tropical in character. The slopes 
between these two regions are celebrated for the excellence of 
their coffee. The capital of the department, BogotB, pop. (1938 
est.) 325,658, is also capital of the republic. Other important 
towns are FacatativB, pop. (1938) 9.779, situated on the western 
margin of the sabana of Bogotb, 25 mi. N.W. from the capital by 
rail; and Girardot, pop. (1938) 22,557, connected by rail and a 
section of the Pan-American highway with the capital. 

CUNEIFORM. This name was first applied by Engelbert 
Kampfer, a t  the beginning of the 18th century, to those rock 
inscriptions from Persia, and to inscriptions on brick and stone 
from Babylon, which are distinguished by the use of characters 
made up of triangles or wedge-shaped incisions. This kind of 
writing was still practised in Babylonia in the first century B.C. 
Copies accurate enough to allow of study, were used by Karsten 
Niebuhr in 1774-78, who distinguished three kinds of cuneiform 
writing, found in three columns in the inscriptions, and divined 
that one was alphabetic in character. I t  has since been proved 
that some of the consonants include the value of a short vowel. 

DECIPHERMENT 

Old Persian-Niebuhr drew up an alphabet of one class of 
inscriptions (that contained in the first column), consisting of 
42 characters (whereas there are in fact only 32), and considered 
this kind of writing Persian. 

The number of correct values assigned was gradually increased, 
many names were correctly ascertained, and the division of 
words rendered certain by the recognition of the fact that a 
diagonal wedge was used as a word-divider. I n  1837, Rawlinson 
sent his decipherments of the Persian rock-inscriptions at  Elvend 
and Bisitun (Behistun) to the Royal Asiatic Society, and, with 
the final revision of his work in 1846, the main part of the Old 
Persian inscriptions of the Achaemenian period became intelligi- 
ble and the period of decipherment in that branch ended. 
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E1amite.-The sense of the inscriptions in the two languages 

that precede Old Persian in these trilingual inscriptions was 
known froin the decipherment of the Old Persian; and it was not 
difficult to identify certain series of characters in them with the 
proper names given in the Old Persian. The simpler writing of 
the two was that in the second column. This writing is not alpha- 
betic, but the majority of the signs are syllabic; thus there are 
sigris representing siza, shi, shu, and ish which represent the series 
of simple syllables composed of the consonant sh and a vowel, 
while other signs represent syllables compounded of two con- 
sonants and a vowel; e.g., man, pan, par. A few signs signify 
words in themselves and are therefore called ideograms; divine 
names are marked by prefixing a sign not intended to be sounded, 
and a perpendicular or a horizontal stroke marks nouns of dif- 
ferent kinds. The second column inscriptions were not therefore 
difficult to arrange into words, and the sense of the words was 
accurately known in most cases. Rawlinson with his translation 
of the Old Persian version of the Bisitun inscription was able to  
supply certain passages broken in the third column, from the 
intact second column. By 1890 the main ascertainable facts were 
finally decided. The inscriptions found at  Susa during spasmodic 
excavations, and afterwards by the great French expedition, finally 
proved that the language of the second column of the Achae- 
menian inscription was the latest form of the tongue spoken 
by the people of Elam. and in 1897, Husing gave it the name 
New Elamite. The history of the language covers some 2,000 
years, and the decipherment of the earlier stages is mainly 
due to the text publications of the French Expedition by Father 
Scheil. Unfortunately the sense of these earlier inscriptions can 
only be approximately decided. The language is classed in the 
amorphous group generally called "Caucasian." 

Babylonian.- The language of the third column of the 
Achaemenian inscriptions was Babylonian; the characters em- 
 loved be in^ those on bricks and other obiects from the site of 
~ a 6 y l o n .  f h e  decipherment of this language was accomplished 
when in I S ~ I  Rawlinson ~ublished I I a  lines of the Babvlonian 
version of the Bisitun inscription, with a transcription, and a 
nearly complete translation. I n  this Memoir I jo signs were 
assigned values, and certain of these had more than one phonetic 
value. The language was unquestionably Semitic, and the words 
could be frequently compared with Hebrew and Arabic; the 
characters were in part ideograms, in part syllables (individual 
signs being occasionally polyphonous), and in part used to denote 
the character of a word, such as a personal name, a profession, a 
bird and so forth. The language was called by universal consent, 
Assyrian, since the bulk of the inscriptions then published came 
from Assyria. Subsequent studies have resulted in a slight change 
in the nomenclature. Most of the Assyrian royal inscriptions 
use, as a literary language, the classical Babylonian Semitic lan- 
guage, called by themselves Akkadian. But the Assyrians spoke, 
and sometimes wrote a language distinct from, but closely related 
to, Akkadian, and the term Assyrian is now best reserved for that 
distinctive language, while the Babylonian tongue is termed 
Akkadian. 

Sumerian.-A certain number of inscriptions from Babylonia, 
especially those of early date, proved to be in a language which 
was not a Semitic language, to which the name Sumerian is now 
given. Cuneiform writing was actually invented by the people 
who spoke Sumerian. The decipherment of this language offered 
no particular difficulties so far as the characters and phonetic 
values were concerned, as these were obtained from the Semitic 
texts and vocabularies. But the language itself is peculiar in 
structure and cannot at  present be allocated to any known family 
with certainty; the interpretation of unilingual texts from Baby- 
lonia in the early period is not often in doubt so far as the main 
sense goes, but in detail there are still considerable uncertainties. 

Urartaean.-Cuneiform inscriptions exist in Armenia in the 
neighbcurhood of Lake Wan and over a very wide area, from 
Erzerum in the north to the neighbourhood of Lake lJrniia in 
the south. These inscriptions are not all in the Akkadian em- 
ployed by Assyrian kings, but in another language, which had a 
nominative caSe that ended in-s, and an accusative in-fz; the 

kings' names were in certain cases unquestionably those given by  
Assyrian inscriptions as kings of Urartu. For the most part the 
texts are records of buildings and of the construction of canals 
and other means of irrigation. Modern scholars are inclined to 
consider this language one of a group known as "Caucasian" t o  
which family Georgian belongs. Various names have been applied 
to i t ;  "Yannic," since the kingdom in which it  was spoken cen- 
tered round Lake Wan or Van, "Chaldian," because the mention 
of "Chaldian gods" in the inscriptions may show that the people 
called themselves "Chaldians," and the Greek writers mention 
XaXG~oiin this area, and "Urartaean" because the kingdom was 
called Urartu by the Assyrians. 

Hittite.-The fragments of clay tablets found at  various sites 
in the neighbourhood of Boghaz Keui a t  the end of the 19th 
century bore texts in a language clearly similar to, or the same 
as, that in which a king of Arzawa wrote about 1380 B c. to  the 
Pharaoh of Egypt, Amenhotep IV., the heretic Akhnaton. At 
Boghaz Keui in 1907 a great archive of tablets was unearthed 
written in various languages, including Akkadian. These Akka. 
dian documents made it clear that Boghaz Keui was the capital 
of those kings of the Hittites who were engaged in great wars 
with Egypt in the 14th and 13th centuries B c.; the library dis- 
covered included n certain number of vocabularies, which gave 
the meaning of thc native "Hittite" words in Akkadian. This 
basis would not have been sufficient to decipher the language, 
had not the scribes who wrote Hittite texts used both Sumerian 
and Akkadian words as "ideograms"; that is, they wrote foreign 
words in cuneiform, but pronounced them in their own language. 
The meaning of sentences being approximately certain. words in 
the Hittite language can be ascertained to have certain approxi- 
mate senses. Hrozny showed that in certain remarkable respects 
the verb conjugations and the noun declensions correspondcd to 
the centz~m languages of the Indo-European group. But the 
vocabulary of the Hittites has for the most part no relation to  
Indo-European; only a few roots can be equated with Indo- 
Germanic. Whether the Hittite written in cuneiform is the same 
language as that expressed in pictographic script comlnonly called 
"Hittite" because it also was used a t  Boghaz Iieui, is not known. 

O t h e r  Languages.-Cuneiform was widely employed all over 
Western Asia in the second millennium B c. Palestinian, Syrian 
and Phoenician princes wrote to their Egyptian overlord on cunei- 
form tablets, and sometimes explained isolated Bahylonian words 
by the native "Canaanite" words, which are closely related to  
Hebrew. One tablet contains Egyptian words spelt phonetically 
and explained by Babylonian words. On Hittite tablets of a 
magical and religious character incantations and spells are often 
given in languages of Asia Minor other than Hittite, designated 
as the "Luvian," "Bala" and other unknown names. One of these 
languages is called "Hurrian," and was spoken by a people whose 
political power centred about the valley of the Khabur. This 
language is only dialectically distinguishable from that in which 
the letter of Dushratta. the king of Mitanni, to  the Pharaoh 
Amenhotep IV. is couched. Kow this language w7as probably the 
speech of the Subaraeans, for the names of men called "Suba- 
raean" demonstrably contain the same elements. The exact 
interpretation of the Subaraean and Hurrian languages is not yet 
possible owing to the paucity of material. 

His to ry  of Cune i form Writing.-The earliest was picto- 
graphic, and the simplest objects were truly drawn; a head, foot, 
sledge, man in a hut, various kinds of pot, reeds, can all be clearly 
distinguished. The only extant tablet with the pictographic signs 
upon it is made of stone, which offers no difficulty for drawing 
such pictures, and may date from about 3,500 B.C. on an approxi- 
mate estimate. The only other writing material in Babylonia, 
where this pictographic writing seems to have originated, is clay. 
The clay was specially selected, and the shape made in the earliest 
times resembled that of a square cushion with rounded corners 
Though wet clay will take lines from a fine point, it is impossible 
to draw objects in full detail successfully, and cl2y tablets in- 
scribed shortly after the ddte of the pictographic tdblet show con- 
ventional linear forms of the signs which sometimes leave the 
nature of the original picture in doubt. These linear forms were 



CUNEO 
immediately adopted for use on stone; but they cannot have been 
in use long on clay because an easier method was a t  hand. In- 
stead of drawing the point of the stilus across the surface, the 
point was pressed in, and a sharp edge depressed in the required 
direction, with the effect that the head of the line assumed a 
slightly triangular shape, so that I became and - became m. 
This characteristic, the wedge-shape, from which the writing re- 
ceived its name cuneiform, became inseparable from the writing 
and was cowied bv the masons in stone inscriptions. Hence through 
this development the human foot A came to be represented by 

V Y  

The earliest writing was in columns read downwards, and from 
right to  left, and this custom was retained in certain cases till the 
reign of Hammurabi; but the custom of writing horizontally from 
left to right, which entailed turning the signs on one side, was 
introduced before 2600 B.c., and was universal later. This re- 
sulted in the picture of a man's head facing right p becoming 

a recumbent head WkT* 
The exact method of the scribes in writing on clay tablets is 

not known, and the explanation which follows is conjectural. In  
shaping the clay the thumb and fingers were used on less impor- 
tant documents, but marks were never left on finely made tablets. 
The shape of the tablets varied in different periods, the square 
tablets being succeeded by long rectangular shapes; the large 
tablets used in the third millennium were abandoned for general 
use, but are occasionally found in use for long literary texts. The 
building inscriptions which were placed as records in the founda- 
tions of temples and palaces by kings were generally written on 
hollow barrel cylinders. The Assyrians who added to the account 
of the building a long preamble containing the military exploits 
of the reign, also used a prism shape, with four to ten sides, 
which was inscribed down the length. These cylinders and prisms 
always had a fine clay surface put over a rough core. 

The stilus was in general made of a reed, and the fibre marks 
may be seen in roughly written business documents. I t  has been 
claimed that a very early bone object found at  Kish is a stilus. 
In  the very finest writing some hard material must have been 
employed, possibly even metal. The point of the instrument was 
perhaps formed by cutting a square stem obliquely. The stilus 
was held in the right hand, and the kinds of wedges required 
1, c, \, Y ,  <, were obtained by a manipulation with the 
fingers, the different edges being used. The blunt edge of the 
stilus was round, and in the earliest times circles and semi-circles 
were made by it  to indicate numerals. An unexplained difficulty 
is that tablets are inscribed on obverse and reverse. When the 
tablet was turned, in such a way that the bottom of the obverse 
became top of the reverse, the inscribed surface, still wet, would 
be likely to suffer from any pressure, but this was avoided by 
some unknown means. Some of the finest tablets from Ashur- 
banipal's library, and some prisms, are pierced with round holes; 
the exact purpose is not known. 

The development in power of expression accompanied the 
change in methods of writing. The pictograph, besides denoting 
the object depicted, had indicated allied ideas; thus the picture 
of the human foot could also mean "to stand" or "to go" and 
other verbs of motion. The sign thus came to have the sound of 
these words ~ssociated with it. These sounds were later used as 
syllabic values, and used to write words not capable of being 
expressed by a single sign. Another development was the use of 
compound signs; "food" in "mouth" formed the picture sign "to 
eat." The polyphony of the signs was both increased and reduced 
by the assumption of a single form by signs originally distinct, 
and by the distinction into different forms of a single sign. When 
the cuneiform signs were adopted for the expression of the 
Semitic language, still more syllabic values were added to various 
signs, since the Semitic words for various picture signs wrre some- 
times treated as syllabic values. Even so it is not possible to give 
a full account of the origin of all values. 

The syllabary evolved by this process consisted of some thou- 
sands of signs, but in practice the number necessary could be, 
and was very considerably reduced. The almost endless "ideo- 
grams" were used by the learned scribes for writing documents 
only intended for their own eyes; to  simplify the reading of them 
an elaborate system of phonetic complements was introduced. 
Commercial documents and more especially letters, were written 
with simple syllables, and for this purpose about I 50 common 
signs and ideograms suii'iced. I n  this form the writing was bor- 
rowed by other countries. 

The two main schools of cuneiform were both derived from the 
particular style of writing of the Sumerian scribes of the 3rd 
dynasty of Ur about 2300-2150 B.C. At that time the writing was 
introduced into Assyria. I n  the North, a tendency to make the 
signs square in appearance developed about 2 0 0 0  B.c., and thence- 
forward the Assyrian forms of signs are markedly different in 
many cases from the Babylonian. I n  both cases simplification 
took place, but the Babylonian preferred a cursive form. 

In  Elam, cuneiform was adopted a t  a very early period and 
was used at  the same time as an indigenous form of writing in the 
third millennium. I n  the second millennium cuneiform signs were 
written in cursive forms peculiar to  the country; when exactly 
the peculiar forms and limited number of signs used in the second 
column of the Achaemenian inscriptions were adopted is not 
known, the date may approximately be the 7th or eariy 6th cen- 
tury. The Persian cuneiform was a separate invention, based 
only on the use of wedges. Some scholars affirm that the Persian 
alphabet must have been known before the time of Darius I., the 
Great, but there is no definite proof of this. All the inscriptions 
in this cuneiform alphabet extant are royal, and there is no liter- 
ary or commercial document so written extant; i t  is to be doubted 
whether it was ever used except for monumental purposes. The 
one example of a clay tablet was intended for the use of masons. 

Spread of Cune i form Writing.-The objects delineated in 
the early pictographic script prove that its originators were in- 
habitants of the marsh lands a t  the head of the Persian gulf. From 
there it  spread to Elam a t  the end of the 4th millennium. I t  was 
first used to express a Semitic language a t  some time after 3000 
B.c., and was regularly so used from 2 500 B.C. onwards. I t  was 
introduced into Assyria and Asia Minor about 2300 B.C. Between 
1500-1200 R.C. there were cuneiform scribes in several Hittite 
towns in Asia Minor, in nearly every important city in Syria and 
Palestine and at  the Egyptian court. About the same time the 
Assyrians introduced it into their provinces east of Tigris, a t  such 
places as Arrapha, for ordinary use; the earlier examples of cunei- 
form writing in the Zagros range, which date from about 2800 
B.c., onwards, are confined to royal monumental inscriptions. 
The kings of Van borrowed Assyrian cuneiform about the 9th 
century B.C. for their own monuments and clay tablets prove 
that it was in ordinary use. In  the time of the Assyrian empire, 
80-600 B.c., cuneiform was used in all the provinces of Western 
Asia. The Achaemenian kings continued and developed the prac- 
tice of writing in their home lands, and the Seleucid dynasty 
which followed them had royal inscriptions written in it, and 
encouraged Greeks to  study early cuneiform documents, for 
there are tablets which give translations of the cuneiform signs 
into Greek characters. 

BIBLIOGRAP~Y.-RO~~~S, History of Babylonia and Assyria 6th ed., 
voi. I (1915) ; F,. A. W .  Budge, Rise and Progress of Assyriology, 1925. 

CUNEO, a town and episcopal see of Piedmont, Italy, the 
capital of the province of Cuneo, 55 mi. by rail south of Turin, 
1,722 ft. above sea level. Cuneo lies on the railway from Turin to 
S. Dalmazzo di Tenda, nhence the road goes on to Airole which 
is 8 mi. N. of Ventimiglia by rail. In  1937 it  became a station on 
the new direct railroad from Turin to Nice. I t  is also a junction 
for Mondovi and Saluzzo, and has steam tramways to Borgo S. 
Dalmazzo, Boves, Saluzzo and Dronero. Pop. (1936) 18,8j2 
(town); 35,321 (commune). I t s  name ("wedge") is due to its 
posilion on a hill between two streams, the Stura and the Gesso. 
Cuneo was founded about 1120 by refugees from local baronial 
tyranny, who, after the destruction of Milan by Barbarossa, were 
joined by Lombards. In 1382 it  swore fealty to Amadeus VX, 
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duke of Savoy. I t  was a fortress, and was ceded by the treaty 
of Cherasco (1796), with Ceva and Tortona, to the French. In  
1799 it  was taken by the Austrian and Russian armies, and, in 
1800, after the victory of Marengo, the French demolished the 
fortifications. 

CUNIBERT, SAINT (c. 590-663), bishop of Cologne, was 
educated a t  Trhves, where he became archdeacon. After becoming 
bishop of Cologne in 623, he assisted at  the synods of Reims 
(62 j )  and of Clichy (626). At the court of the Merovingians, 
especially under Sigebert 111. (d. 656), he exercised great political 
influence. H e  encouraged missions to  the Frisians. 

CUNITZ, MARIA (c .  I 610-1664), Silesian astronomer, w d  
the eldest daughter of Dr. Heinrich Cunitz of Schweinitz, and 
the wife (1630) of Dr. Elias von Loven, of Pitschen in Silesia- 
both of them men of learning and distinction. From her univer- 
sal accomplishments she was called the "Silesian Pallas," and the 
publication of her work, Urania propitia! (Oels, 16jo), a simplifi- 
cation of the Rudolphine tables, gained her a European reputa- 
tion. It was composed a t  the village of Lugnitz, close by the 
convent of Olobok (Posen), where, with her husband, she had 
taken refuge a t  the outbreak of the Thirty Years' War, and was 
dedicated to the emperor Frederick 111. She died a t  Pitschen 
on Aug. 24. 1664. 

CUNLIFFE. WALTER. IST BARON (185j-1920) English 
banker, was bork i n  London on Dec. 4, 1855, the son of Roger 
Cunliffe, a banker of the City of London. He was educated 
a t  Harrow and Trinity college, Cambridge, and became a banker 
in  the City in 1880, establishing in 1890 the merchant banking 
business of Cunliffe Bros. H e  became a director of the Bank 
of England in 1895, deputy-governor in 1911, and governor in 
1913, an office which he held until 1918. H e  was raised t o  the 
peerage as  Baron Cunliffe of Headley in Dec. 1914. Lord Cun- 
liffe was associated with the working out of all the chief finan- 
cial problems during the World War, and in 191 7 accompanied 
A. J. Balfour on his financial mission to the United States. H e  
died a t  Epsom on Jan. 6, 1920. 

CUNLIFFE-LISTER. SIR PHILIP (1884- ), British 
statesman, was born on May I , 1884, a t  Ayton, Yorkshire. The 
youngest son of Lt.-Col. Yarburgh G. Lloyd Greame, he assumed 
by royal warrant the name of Cunliffe-Lister in Dec. 1924. He 
was educated at  Winchester and University college, Oxford, and 
was called to  the bar in 1908. During the World War he served 
with the King's Royal Rifle Corps, attaining the rank of major. 
Elected Conservative member for Hendon in 1918, he was chair- 
man of the labour committee of the War Cabinet, and served on 
other important Government committees. H e  was parliamentary 
secretary to  the Board of Trade and of the Overseas Trade De- 
partment in the Lloyd George Coalition Government; was presi- 
dent of the Board of Trade 192 2-23, 1924-29 and 1931 ; and colo- 
nial secretary 1~:31-.q5; and-secretary of state fo; a ir  1935-38. ... . 
H e  was creaied Visc&nt Swinton in November, 1935. 

CUNNINGHAM, ALEXANDER (c. 1655-1 730), Scottish 
classical scholar and dritic, was born in Ayrshire. I t  is probable 
that he completed his education a t  Leyden or U t r e c h t . - ~ e  was 
tutor to the son of the first duke of Queensberry, through whose 
influence he was appointed professor of civil law in the University 
of Edinburgh until 1710, when he left England for The Hague, 
where he resided until his death. H e  is chiefly known for his 
edition of Horace (1721) with notes, inostly critical, which in- 
cluded a volume of Animadversiones upon Richard Bentley's notes 
and emendations. Cunningham also edited the works of Virgil and 
Phaedrus (together with the Sententiae of Publilius Syrus and 
others). 

Life by D. Irving in Lives of Scottish Writers (1839). 

The above must not be confused with ALEXANDER CUNNING- 
HAM, British minister to  Venice (171 j-1720), a learned historian 
and author of The History of Great Britain (from 1688 to the 
accession of George I . ) ,  originally written in Latin and published 
in an English translation after his death. 

CUNNINGHAM, ALLAN (1784-1842), Scottish poet and 
man of letters, was born a t  Keir, Dumfriesshire, on Dec. 7, 1784, 

and died on Oct. 30, 1842. H e  began life as a stone mason's 
apprentice. His father was a neighbour of Burns a t  Ellisland, 
and Allan with his brother James visited James Hogg, the Ettrick 
Shepherd, who became a friend to both. Cunningham contributed 
some songs to  Roche's Literary Recreations in  1807, and in 1809 
he collected old ballads for Robert Hartley Cromek's Remains 
of Nithsdale and Galloway Song; he sent in, however, poems of 
his own, which the editor inserted, even though he may have 
suspected their real authorship. I n  1810 Cunningham went t o  
London and in 1814 became clerk of the works i n  the studio of 
Francis Chantrey, retaining this employment till the sculptor's 
death in  1841. Some of Cunningham's songs hold a high place 
among British lyrics. "A Wet Sheet and a Flowing Sea" is a 
famous sea-song although written by a landsman; and many 
other of his songs will bear comparison with it. 

Cunningham had five sons and one daughter. JOSEPH DAVEY 
CUNNINGHAM (181 2-18 51) entered the Bengal Engineers, and 
is known by his History of tlze Sikhs (1849). SIR ALEXANDER 

CUNNINGHAM (1814-1893) also entered the Bengal Engineers; 
attaining the rank of major-general; he was director general of 
the Indian Archaeological Survey (187-8 j ) ,  and wrote an Ancient 
Geography of India (1871) and Coins o f  Medieval India (1894). 
PETER CUXNIXGHAM ( I  8 I 6-1869) published several topograph- 
ical and biographical studies, of which the most important are 
his Haizdbook of London (1849) and The Life of Drunzntortd of 
Hawthornden (1833). FRANCIS CUNNIXGHAM (1820-18 75) joined 
the Indian army, and published editions of Ben Jonson (1871), 
Marlowe (1870) and Massinger (1871). 

The works of Allan Cunningham include Lives of the Most Emi- 
nent British Painters, Sculptors and Architects (1829-33) ; Tradi- 
tionary Tales of the Peasantry (1822) ; the Songs of Scotland, Ancient 
and Modern (1825) ; Biographical and Critical History of the Litera- 
ture of the Last Fifty Pears (1833); an edition of The Works of 
Robert Burns, with notes and a life containing a good deal of new 
material (1834) ; and Life, Journals and Correspondence of Sir David 
Wilkie, published in 1843. An edition of his Poems and Songs was 
issued by  his son, Peter Cunningham, in 1847. 

CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM (1805-1861), Scottish theo- 
logian and ecclesiastic, was born a t  Hamilton, Lanarkshire, on 
Oct. 2, 1805, and educated a t  the University of Edinburgh. I n  
1834 he received the charge of Trinity college parish, Edinburgh. 
I n  the stormy discussions which preceded the Disruption, he was 
a powerful advocate of the cause of the Free Church. On 
its formation in 1843 Cunningham. was appointed professor of 
Church history and divinity in the New college, Edinburgh, of 
which he became principal in 1847 in succession to Thomas 
Chalmers. I n  1Sj9 he was appointed moderator of the General 
Assembly. H e  died on Dec. 14, 1861. H e  was one of the found- 
ers of the Evangelical Alliance. The Cunningham theological 
lectureship a t  the New College, Edinburgh, was endowed in 1862. 

See Rainy and Mackenzie, Life of Cunningham (1871). 
CUNNINGHAM, WILLIAM (1849--191g), British econ- 

omist, was born a t  Edinburgh on Dec. 29, 1849. H e  was educated 
a t  Edinburgh, Tiibingen and Cambridge. H e  was university lec- 
turer in  history from 1884 t o  1891, when he was named pro- 
fessor of economics at King's college, London, a post which he 
held until 1897. H e  was lecturer in economic history a t  Harvard 
university (1899), and Hulsean lecturer a t  Cambridge (188j).  
H e  became vicar of Great St. Mary's, Cambridge, in  1887, and 
was made a fellow of the British Academy. I n  1906 he was ap- 
pointed archdeacon of Ely. H e  died a t  Cambridge on June 10, 

1919. Dr. Cunningham's Growth o f  Englislz Industry and Com- 
merce during the Early arzd Middle Ages (1890) and Growth of 
English Industry and Commerce in Modern Times ( I  882 ; 3rd ed., 
1903) are standard works of reference on the industrial history 
of England. H e  also wrote The Use and Abzrse of Money (1891); 
Alien Immigration (1897) ; Western Civilization i n  its Economic 
Aspect in Ancient Times (1898), and in  illodern Times (1900) ; 
and Tlze Case against Free Trade ( I ~ I O ) ,  written in  support of 
Joseph Chamberlain's tariff policy. Cunningham's work on the 
historical side of economics marked the beginnings of a new 
tendency. A bibliography of his work will be found in his Progress 
of Capitalism in  England (191 6). 



CUNNINGHAME GRAHAM-CUPBOARD 
CUNNINGHAME GRAHAM, ROBERT BONTINE 

(1852-19361, Scottish writer, eldest son of William Cunninghame 
Graham of Ardoch and Gartmoqe, was educated a t  Harrow. He 
spent much of his youth cattle-farming in the Argentine, and 
travelled widely in Paraguay, Mexico, Spain and Morocco. A 
Spanish grandmother made the Spanish language and national 
temperament singularly congenial, and his writings are throughout 
coloured by these early experiences. Cunninghame Graham sat 
as M.P. for North Lanarkshire from 1886-92, and took a n  active 
part in Labour politics, being closely associated with John Burns 
and Keir Hardie in their early days, and in 1928, &S an ardent 
natiohalist, identified himself with the Scottish national move- 
ment. 

Chhracteristic of his varied writings, essays, travel notes, biog- 
raphy and stories, at1 of which are original in matter and brilliant 
in expression, are  these : Mogreb-el-Acksa (1898) ; A Vanklzed 
Artadia (rgor) ; Success (1902) ; Hernando de Soto (1903) ; 
Faith ( ~ g o g ) ;  A Brazibian Mystic, a life of Antonio Conselheiro 
(1920); and a biography of his ancestor, Doughty Deeds of Rob- 
er t  Graham, 1735-97 (1925); Pedro de Baldivia, Conqueror of 
Chile (1926). See also L. Chaundy, A Bibliography of the First 
Editia~zs of the Works of Robert Bontine Culzninghame Graham. 

CUNO, WEHELM (1876-1g33), German statesman, was 
born on July 2, 1876, a t  Suhl. H e  entered the civil service and 
was employed from 1907 in the treasury. During the World War 
he was in charge of the imperial grain office until July 1916; he 
was then Batocki's chief assistant in the food department until 
Nov. 1917, when he became a director of the Hamburg-Amerika 
he. At the end of 1918 he succeeded Ballin as president and 
general director. Dr. Cuno always took an active part in national 
politics, although he has never stood for parliament. As a result 
of the murder of Erzberger on Aug. 26, 1921, and of Rathenau 
on June 24, 1922, which had shaken national confidence, a minis- 
terial crisis, inspired by the socialist distrust of Herr Stinnes re- 
sulted in the resignation of the U7irth government on Nov. 14. 
Dr. Cuno then formed a non-party cabinet, in which there were 
no social democrats, with Dr. von Rosenberg as foreign minister, 
the chief task being the direction of national opposition to  the 
French in the Ruhr. A financial crisis following the disastrous fall 
of the mark obliged Dr.  Cuno to resign on Aug. 12, 1923, and he 
then returned to the presidency of the Hamburg-Amerika shipping 
company. I t  is perhaps worth noting that the idea of a pact, which 
eventually developed under Dr.  Cuno's successors into the Locarno 
Pact, was already mooted by him during his chancellorship (see 
E. C. Reventlow, Minister Stresemann als Staatsmann, etc. 
C19251> 

CUP, a drinking vessel, usually in the form of a half sphere, 
with or without a foot or handles. The footless type with a single 
handle is preserved in the ordinary tea-cup. The cup on a stem 
with a base is the usual form used in the celebration of the 
eucharist, to which the name "chalice" is generally given. (See 
DRINKING VESSELS.) 

CUPAR, royal, municipal and police burgh, parish and capital 
of the county, Fife, Scotland, 11 m. W, by S. of St. Andrews by 
the L.N.E.R. Pop. (1931) 4,596. I t  is situated on the left 
bank of the Eden, in the east of the Howe (Hollow) of Fife, and 
is sometimes termed Cupar-Fife to  distinguish it  from Coupar- 
Angus in Perthshire. The Mercat cross stands at  "the Cross" in 
the main street, where it  was set up in 1897, having been removed 
from Hilltarvit, an eminence in the neighburhood of Cupar, on 
the western slope of which, a t  Garliebank, the truce was signed 
bt tveen Mary of Guise and the lords of the Congregation. The 
town received its charter in 1356 from David II., and being sit- 
uated between Falkland and St. Andrews, was constantly visited 
by Scottish sovereigns, James VI. holding his court there for some 
time in 1583. The site of the 12th-century castle, one of the 
strongholds of the Macduffs, thanes or earls of Fife, is occupied 
by a public school. On the esplanade in front of Macduff castle, 
still called the Playfield, took place in 15j2 one of the first re- 
corded performances of Sir David Lindsay's Atze Safyre of the 
Three estaits (1540); his Tragedy of the Cardinal (1547), refer- 
ring to the murder of Beaton, being also performed there. 

The chief industry is the manufacture of linen, and tanning and 
coach-building are carried on. There is a beet-sugar factory. The 
town has some repute for its fine printing. 

T o  the north-east is the parish of Dairsie, where one of the few 
parliaments that ever met in Fife assembled in 1335. The castle 
in which the senate sat was also the residence for a period of 
Archbishop Spottiswood, who founded the parish church in 1621. 
Two miles and a half north of Dairsie is situated Kilmany, which 
was the first charge (I  803-1 5) of Thomas Chalmers. David Hack- 
ston, the Covenanter, who was a passive assister a t  the assassi- 
qation of Archbishop Sharp, belonged to this parish, his place being 
named Rathillet. After his execution a t  Edinburgh (1680) one of 
his hands was buried a t  Cupar, where an inscription records his 
death. To  the west of Kilmany lies Creich, where Alexander 
Henderson (1583-1646), the Covenanting divine and diplomatist, 
and John Sage (16jz-I I ) ,  the non-juring archbishop of Glas- 
gow, were born. I n  the upper Old Red Sandstone of Dura Den, 
a ravine on Ceres burn, 2 3  m. E. of Cupar, have been found great 
quantities of fossils of ganoid fishes. 

CUPBOARD, a fixed or movable closet usually with shelves. 
As the name suggests, i t  is a descendant of the credence or buffet, 
the characteristic of which was a series of open shelves for the 
receptionof drinkingvesselsandtablerequisites. After the word lost 
its original meaning-and down to the end of the 16th century 
we still find the expression "on the cupboard"-this piece of fur- 
niture was, as it  to some extent remains, movable, but it  is now 
most frequently a fixture designed to fill a corner or recess. With 
the exception of a very few examples of fine ecclesiastical cup- 
boards which partook chiefly of the nature of the armoire in that 
they were intended for the storage of vestments, the so-called 
court-cupboard is perhaps the oldest form of the contrivance. The 
derivation of the expression is somewhat obscure, but it  is gen- 
erally taken to refer to  the French word court, short. This 
particular type was much used from the Elizabethan to the end of 
the Carolinian period. I t  was really a sideboard with small square 
doors below, and a recessed superstructure supported upon balus- 
ters. Of these many examples remain. Less frequent is the livery 
cupboard, which appears usually to have been placed in bedrooms, 
so that a supply of food and drink was readily available when a 

very long interval separated the 
last meal of the evening from the 
first in the morning. The livery 
cupboard was often small enough 
to stand upon a sideboard or 
cabinet and had an open front 
with a series of turned balusters. 
I t  was often used in churches to 
contain the loaves of bread doled 
out to poor persons under the 
terms of ancient charities. They 
were then called dole cupboards; 
there are two large and excellent 
examples in St. Alban's Abbey, 
Hertfordshire. The butter, or 
bread and cheese cupboard, was 
a more ordinary form, with the 
back and sides bored with holes, 
sometimes in a geometrical pat- 
tern, for the admission of air to  
the food within. The corner cup- 

BY COURTESY OF T H E  REIROPOLITAN MUSEUM 
board, which is in many ways the 

OF ART most pleasing and artistic form 
l 8 T H  C E N T U R Y  CORNER CUPBOARD of this piece of furniture, origi- 
nated in the 18th century, which, as we have seen, was the golden 
age of the cupboard. I t  was often of oak, but more frequently of 
mahogany, and had either a solid or a glass front. The older 
solid-fronted pieces are fixed to the wall half-way up, but those 
of the somewhat more modern type, in which there is much glass, 
usually have a wooden base with glazed superstructure. Most cor- 
ner cupboards are attractive in form and treatment, and many 
of them, inlaid with satinwood, ebony, holly or box, are extremely 
elegant. 



CUPID, the Latin name for the god of love, Eros (9.v.). 
Cupid is generally identical with Amor (Cupido, "desire"). The 
idea of the god of love in Roman poetry is due to the influence of 
Alexandrian poets and artists, in whose hands he became a mis- 
chievous boy with essentially human characteristics. His usual at- 
tribute is the bow. For the story of Cupid and Psyche, see 
PSYCHE. 

CUPOLA, in metallurgy, a tall tubular structure built of 
steel plates and lined with firebrick. I t  is employed in iron 
foundries to melt pig and scrap 
for the castings, or pig-iron in 
steel works for the Bessemer 
converter. Dwarf cupolas for 
small requirements are about zft. 
6in. in diameter and  oft. high, 
melting from 10 to I jcwt. per 
hour, while on a large scale the 
dimensions may reach git. and 
over 4oft. respectively, having 
capacity of 30 tons per hour. A 
bed charge of coke is first laid a t  
the bottom and then alternate 
layers of iron and coke, which 
are thrown through the charging- 
door, the furnacemen standing on 
the charging-platf orm. Supplies 

are brought up by a crane or a ;HE CUPOLA F U R N A C E ,  E M p L o y E d  
cupola-hoist. Blast to furnish IN  IRON F O U N D R I E S  TO ME LT  P IG  

means for increasing the corn- A N D  S C RAP FOR C AS T INGS .  O R  P I G  

bustion is sent in from a fan or I R O N .  I N  STEEL WORKS, FOR T H E  
blower, through tuyeres commu- B E S s E M E R  

nicating with the interior of the furnace, these being made with 
flaring mouths to soften the force. An air-belt generally surrounds 
the tuyere zone, so as to conduct the air to the tuyeres in an ade- 
quate amount at uniform pressure. The molten metal is either 
tapped directly from the cupola, or flows into a receiver, which 
keeps it hot, and ready for drawing off supplies as required. This 
is the type shown in the diagram. Some cupolas are solidly built a t  
the bottom, but a better style is with drop-bottom, which has 
hinged doors kept up by a catch. At the end of the melting process 
the catch is released, from a safe distance, and the doors fall and 
with them the slag, residue of iron and unburnt coke, the two lat- 
ter items being put in again a t  the next blow. A spark-arrester is 
fitted on the top of a cupola when there is risk of fire to adjacent 
buildings, or the flying grit is objectionable. A large cupola is 
more economical to work than a small one, hence the consump- 
tion of coke varies in different cases, from ~ i c w t .  t o  qcwt. per ton 
of iron melted; this relation is termed the melting-ratio. (See 
IRON AND STEEL.) 

I n  architecture, cupola is primarily a dome-shaped covering for 
a building or room, especially when the curvature is slight; thus, 
in fortifications, a low, flat turret resembling an overturned saucer, 
in which guns are mounted. By extension the term has come to 
mean a lantern (9.v.) crowning a dome as well as the dome itself, 
and hence any small, lantern-like form, projecting above the roof 
of a building. 

CUPPING, a method, now obsolete, whereby blood was 
drawn to some cutaneous region by the partial vacuum within a 
heated cupping glass (dry cupping). In  wet cupping the skin 
was incised. I n  both instances, as in  the action of leeches, there 
was local abstraction of a small quantity of blood which was 
held to rylieve subjacent inflammation. 

CUPRA, the name of two ancient Italian lnunicipia in Pice- 
num. 

( I )  Cupra Maritima (Civita di Marano near the modern 
Cupra Marittima), on the Adriatic coast. 48 mi. S.S.E. of Ancona, 
erected in the neighbourhood of an ancient temple of the Sabine 
goddess Cupra, which was restored by Hadrian in A.D. 127. The 
remains of what u.as probably the forum of the town were dis- 
covered. The nature of the forum was indicated by the frag- 
ments of a calendar and of a statue of Hadrian which were un- 
earthed. Some statuettes of Juno were also among the finds, as 

well 3s an inscription of a water reservoir erected in 7 B.C. The 
more ancient Picene town appears to have'been situated near the' 
hill of S. Andrea: a little to the south, where pre-Roman tombs 
were discovered. 

(2)  Cupra Montana, 10 mi. by road S.W. of Aesis (mod. 
Jesi). The village, formerly called Massaccio, has resumed the 
ancient name. Ruins, perhaps of baths, and remains of subter- 
ranean aqueducts have been discovered near the church of S. 
Eleuterio. 

CUPRESSACEAE: see GYMNOSPERMS. 
CUPRITE, a mineral consisting of cuprous oxide, CuzO, crys- 

tallizing in the cubic system, and forming an important ore of 
copper, of which it contains 88.8%. The name cuprite (from Lat. 
cuprum, copper) was given by W. Haidinger in 1845; earlier 
names are red copper ore and ruby copper, which at  once dis- 
tinguish this mineral from the other native copper oxide-cupric 
oxide-known as black copper ore or melaconite. Well-developed 
crystals are of common occurrence; they usually have the form 
of the regular octahedron, sometimes in combination with the 
cube and the rhombic dodecahedron. The colour is cochineal-red, 
and the lustre brilliant and adamantine to submetallic in char- 
acter; crystals are often translucent, and show a crimson red 
colour which on prolonged exposure to light becomes dull and 
opaque. The streak is brownish red. Hardness 34;  specific gravity 
6.0; refractive index 2.8 j. 

Compact to granular masses also occur, and there are two 
curious varieties-chalcotrichite and tile-ore-which require spe- 
cial mention. Chalcotrichite (from Gr. Xah~6s, copper, and Opit, 
~ ~ 1 x 6 ~  hair) or "plush copper ore," is a capillary form with a rich 
carmine colour, and silky lustre: the delicate hairs are loosely 
matted together, and each one is an individual crystal enormously 
elongated in the direction of the edge of the cube. Tile-ore (Ger. 
Ziegelerz) is a soft earthy variety of a brick-red to brownish-red 
colour; it  contains admixed limonite, and has been formed by the 
alteration of chalcopyrite (copper and iron sulphide). 

Cuprite occurs in the reduction zone of copper bearing lodes; 
and is of secondary origin. 

Beautifully crystallized specimens were formerly found in 
Cornwall; they also occur in the copper mines of the Urals, in 
Arizona and elsewhere. (L. J. S.) 

CURACAO or CURACOA, a Dutch West Indian island 
4om. from the north coast of Venezuela, in 12" N. and 69' W., 

4om. long from north-west to  
south-east ; average width Tom. ; 
area 212 sq. miles. I t  is flat, with 
south-west hills rising to 1,200 
feet. There are deeply in- 
dented natural harbours, the chief 
of which is that of St. Anna on 
the south-west coast. Curacao 
consists chiefly of diorite and dia- 
base, and is surrounded by coral 
reefs. Streams are few and rain- 
fall scanty, averaging only I 6in. 
per annum. The plains are largely 
arid but glens produce maize, 
beans, pulse, etc. Salt, phos- 
phates and cattle are exported. 
The commerce is with U.S.A. and 
Venezuela. Curacao liqueur was 

PANAMA-HAT A N  IM- originally made on the island 
PORTANT I N D U S T R Y  I N  C U R A G A O  from an orange, citrus A ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
tiunt cz~rassuviensis. Willemstad (pop. about 1 5 , 7 f ~ ) ,  on the har- 
bour of St. Anna, has houses in the Amsterdam style, and the nar- 
row channel separating it from its western suburb of Overzijde and 
the waters of the Waigat, which intersect it, recall the Dutch 
canals. The entrance of the Schottegat or Inner Harbour is 
protected by forts. The negroes speak PapaimenZo, composed 
of Spanish, Dutch, English and native words. Curacao gives its 
name to the Government of the Dutch West Indies, which in- 
clude Aruba, west of Curacao, area 6gsq.m. and population 
~ o , o o o ;  Ruen Ayre, zom. N.E., area 9jsq.m. and population 



CURACAO-CURB MARKET 
about 5,000; St. Eustatius, Saba and part of St. Martin. The 
governor is assisted by a council of four, and a colonial council 
of 13. C u r a ~ a o  has about IOI.OOO inhabitants (estimated Dec. 
31, 1938), and the Dutch b'est Indies altogether have a popula- 
tion of 272,000. The chief industry is oil refining, the crude 
petroleum being imported from oil fields of the Lake Maracaibo 
Basin of Venezuela. Imports of Curacao and the other islands 
(1936), 197,012.376 guilders ; exports, 201,512,618 guilders. 

Curacao was discovered by Hojeda about 1499 and occupied 
by the Spaniards in 1527. The Dutch have held it since 1634, 
except during 1798 and from 1806 to 1814, when it  was held by 
Great Britain. In  1940 it  was occupied by Allied troops. 

endowed; but an act of parliament was passed in 1868, authorizing 
perpetual curates to style themselves vicars (see VICAR), and the 
former name has fallen into desuetude. 

CURATOR, in Roman law the "caretaker" or guardian of a 
spendthrift (prodigus) or of a person of unsound mind (furiosus), 
and, more particularly, one who takes charge of the estate of an 
adolescens, i.e., of a person sui juris, above the age of a pupillus, 
14 or 12 years, according to sex, and below the full age of 25. 
Such persons were known as "minors," i.e., minores viginti quin- 
que annis. While the tutor, the guardian of the pupillus, was said 
to be appointed for the care of the person, the curator took charge 
of the property. The term survives in Scots law for the guardian 

See Wynmalen,.,"Les Colonies n~erlaidaises dans les Antilles," Revue 
Colon. Internat. x i . ,  p. 391 (1887) ; K. Martin, West-Indische Skizzen 
(Leyden, 1887) ; De Veer, La Colonie de Cura~oa (Les Pays Bas, 
1898). Also several articles on all the islands in Tijdschrift v.h. Ned. 
Aardr. Genootschap; Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsth West Indie 

(6.  incommoda) the greater part of the black plumage is beauti- I are: 

of one in  ihe second stage of minority, i.e., below 21, aGd above 
14, if a male, and I z  if a female. under the R~~~~ empire the 

of curator was given to several officials who were in charge 
of departments of public administration. I n  modern usage 

(1914-17). 
CURACAO, a delicate fruit liqueur; i t  was originally made 

in the Dutch West India island of Curacao-hence its name. At 
first i t  enjoyed a great vogue because of its distinctive flavour, 
being made from the peel of a special variety of orange known as 
the Curacao orange-Citrus Aurantium curassuviensis. Later, 
when the manufacture of the liqueur had extended to Holland as 
an industry, the ordinary variety of oranges were used. The 
orange peel is well soaked in water and then distilled with spirit 
and water, sweetened, and flavoured with Jamaica rum. The 
alcoholic strength of Curacao ranges from 36 degrees to  40 degrees. 
There are two kinds, the dry and the sweet, the former being the 
stronger of the two. Epicures regard a liqueur glass of C u r a ~ a o  sec 
as a most agreeable digestive after a substantial repast. There are 
now many brands of Curaqao on the market, and no longer is the 
industry confined to Holland. Pommeranzen is a variety of 
Curacao made at  Riga. The well-known "Grand Marnier" is 
another variety of C u r a ~ a o  made with fine brandy. (J. V. M.) 

CURASSOW, a group of gallinaceous birds forming one of 
the subfamilies of Cracidae (Cracilrae), which includes the finest 
game birds of S. America. They are large heavy birds, with 
short wings, long broad tail and strong bill. The hind toe is 
placed on a level with the others, unlike the majority of galli- 
naceous birds. With the exception of one species found north of 
Panama, the curassows are confined to S. America, east of the 
Andes, and not extending south of Paraguay. They live in small 
flocks, and are arboreal. Their nests are neat structures, made 
of slender branches interlaced with blades of grass, and lined with 
leaves. They feed on fruits, seeds and insects. They are often 
tamed but have never been thoroughly domesticated. Their 
flesh is white and delicate. 

Crux globicera, found in Mexico, is about three ft. in length, 
of a glossy black except for the white abdomen and tail cov- 
erts. In  common with the other species its head bears a crest 
of feathers curled forward a t  the tips, which can be raised or 
depressed a t  will. The female is reddish brown. I n  one species 

fully varied with narrow bars of white. The galeated curassow 
(Pauxi galeata) has. a large blue tubercle, resembling a hen's 
egg in size and shape, situated at  the base of the bill, and much 
larger in the male. 

CURATE, properly a presbyter who has the cure of souls 
within a parish (from the Lat. curare, to take care of).  The term 
is used in this general sense in the English Book of Common 
Prayer; and in continental Europe the cognate term (Fr. ci~rk, 
Ital. curato, Span. cura, etc.) is applied to parish priests. 

The term is now used almost exclusively, in English-speaking 
countries, to signify an unbeneficed clergyman who is assistant to 
a parish priest. This usage, which hardly goes back further than 
the early 19th century, was a t  first restricted to the Church of 
England, and to the Roman Catholic Church in Ireland; but has 
now become general in both churches, though the more exact title 
"assistant curate" is used by Anglican bishops in licensing such 
persons. The term "perpetual curate" denotes, in the Church of 
England, the incumbent of a parish where the tithes are impro- 
priate (i.e., transferred to lay hands) and no vicarage has been 

"curator" is applied chiefly to the keeper of a museum, art 
collection, public gallery, etc., but in many universities to  an 
official or member of a board having a general control over the 
university, or with the power of electing to professorships. I n  
the University of Oxford "curators" are nominated to administer 
certain departments, such as the University chest. 

CURB MARKET or STREET MARKET, a name given 
to any stock market which either now transacts or originally 
transacted its business in the open, presumably in the streets or 
upon the curbs. At the outset, the curb markets of the various 
cities were entirely unorganized and operated only through the 
custom of a number of brokers meeting a t  certain places. Now 
they are well organized exchanges, most of them well housed. 

The London Street Market operated in 'Change alley for al- 
most a century. I t  is known that a street market existed in Paris 
in 17-20, for records show that a part of the rue Quincampoix was 
roped off a t  the time of the Mississippi Bubble to protect the 
street traders from the general public. I n  Boston the curb mar- 
ket operated in Exchange place for years before going into its 
present building. 

New York Curb Exchange had its origin before the Civil 
War when its meeting place was located in Wall street, near Han- 
over street. During the war it functioned in William street, be- 
tween Exchange place and Beaver street. I n  those days trading 
began at 8 A.M. and continued until 6 P.M. Or later and, a t  night, 
was carried on in the corridors of uptown hotels. From 1880 to 
1900, it  WBS carried on at  all hours in front of the Mills building 
in Broad street, but after 1900 was reduced to a regular session 
from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. Later the open air traders located opposite 
44 Broad street, just south of Exchange place. A more closely knit 
organization was formed in 1908, known as "The New York Curb 
Agency." 

The present Exchange, under the name of the '(New York Curb 
Market," or "Market Association," was organized as a voluntary 
association in 1911. The official title was changed to "New York 
Curb Exchange" in 1929. Main functions of the Curb Exchange 

(a) To provide a prlmary market for introducing the securities of such industrial, metal, 
oil, public utilities or other corporations as are eligible for listing under the listing require- 
ments of the exchange. 

(b) To furnish a temporary primary market for the preliminary issue of securities of 
well known established companies wh~ch are being reorganized or are issuing additional 
stock, usually represented by "rights." 

fc) To ~rovide a market for issues in the formative or growth period of their corporate 
existknce- 

(d) To provide a market for such active stocks or bonds which, for various reasons, 
are not l~sted on any other exchange. 

The Exchan e is governed by a Board compsed of 3 2  Governors classified as follows: 
Class A: to %e composed of 15 regular members of the ~ x c h a n i e .  
Class B: to be composed of 1 2  associate member partners or non-member partners of 

regular or associate member firms doing business for the public. 
Class C: to be commsed of three remesentatives of the public not engaged in the - - 

securities business; 
Class D: to be composed of the Chairman of the Board and the President of the 

Exchange. 

I n  addition to  regular memberships, there are associate member- 
ships available to members of the New York Stock Exchange and 
to members of firms, or executive officers of corporations, engaged 
in the business of buying and selling securities as brokers or 
dealers. 

The New York Curb Exchange does not deal in, or quote any 
securities listed on the New York Stock exchange, though many 



securities originally traded in on the Curb are later "gradu- 
ated" and admitted to the New 'l'ork Stock Exchange. Approxi- 
mately 50% of the stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange 
today were formerly dealt in on the New York Curb Exchange. 
In  1939 there were about 1,100 stock issues and 3jo bond issues 
dealt in on the Curb Exchange, which is a large factor in the finan- 
cial activities of the "Street." I t  is housed in its own building at  
86 Trinitv place 

CURCI, CARL0 MARIA (1810-1891), Italian theologian, 
was born at  Naples. H e  joined the Jesuits in 1826, and became 
one of the first editors of their Chiltd Cattolica. He wrote a 
preface to Gioberti's Primafo (1843), but dissented from his 
Prolegomena. After the events of 1870, Curci, a t  Florence, de- 
livered a course on Christian philosophy, and in 1874 began to 
publish several scriptural works. I n  his edition of the New Testa- 
ment (1879-80) he criticizes the Italian clergy for their neglect 
of the Scriptures. H e  attacked the political action of the Vatican, 
and in his I1 Moderno Dissidjo tra la Chiesa e l'Italia (1878) 
advocated an understanding between the Church and State. This 
was followed by  La Nzrova Italia ed i Vecclzi Zelanti (1881), 
another attack on the Vatican policy, and by his Vaficano Regio 
(1883), in which he accuses the Vatican of trafficking in holy 
things and of worldliness. His early work among the poor and 
prisoners a t  Naples drew him also in the direction of Christian 
Socialism. 

He was condemned at  Rome and cast out of the Jesuits, but 
finally he accepted the decrees against him and retracted "all 
that he said contrary to the faith, morals and discipline of the 
Church." 

Shortly before his death, on June 8, 1891, he was readmitted 
to the Society of Jesus. 

CURECANTI NEEDLE, a natural pyramid of granite in 
southwestern Colorado. in the Black Canyon area; some 800 or 
gooft. high, a t  the mouth of Blue creek. a small stream that joins 
the Gunnison from the south. 

CUREL, FRANCOIS, VICOMTE DE (18 j4- I~ZQ) ,  French 
dramatist and academician, was born in the city of Rletz on June 
10. 18j4. 

He was educated a t  the Qcole Centrale as a civil engineer, the 
family wealth being derived from smelting works. But for the 
war of 1870 and the consequent separation of Lorraine from 
France, Cure1 might have become an ironmaster. As it was, he 
turned to literature. His first publications were, L'Btk des fruits 
secs (1885) and Le Sauvetage du grand due (1889). In  1891 three 
pieces were accepted by Antoine for the ThCBtre Libre. The list 
of his plays includes L'Envers d'zme sainte (1892); Les Fossil~s 
(1892), a picture of the prejudices of the provincial nobility; 
L'Invite'e (1893), the story of a mother who returns to her chil- 
dren after 2 0  years' separation; L'Amozir brode (1893), which 
was withdrawn by the author from the ThCgtre Franqais after the 
second representation; La Figurante (1896); Le Repas du lion 
(1898), dealing with the relations between capital and labour; La 
Fille sazbvage (1902), the history of the development of the 
religious idea; La Nouvelle Idole (1899), dealing with the wor- 
ship of science; and Le Coup d'aile (1906). In a collected edition 
of his works (1914) he explains his literary creed. He succeeded 
Paul Hervieu a t  the Academy in 1918. He had already broken 
his silence in  1914 with L a  Danse devant le Miroir, and after 
the World War he wrote two dramas treating the moral and 
psychological conditions arising out of the war and post-war con- 
ditions: Terre inhumaine (1923 ; Eng. vers. No Man's Land), and 
La Vivezrse et le Moribond (1926). Cure1 died on April 26, 1928. 

See P. Blanchart, F. de Curel: son oeuvre (1924). 
CURES, a Sabine town between the left bank of the Tiber 

and the Via Salaria, about 26m. from Rome. According to the 
legend, it  was from Cures that Titus Tatius led to the Quirinal the 
Sabine settlers, from whom the whole Roman people took the 
name Quirites. I t  was also renowned as the birthplace of Numa. 
I t  appears as the seat of a bishop in the fifth century, but seems to 
have been destroyed by the Lombards in A D .  589. The site con- 
sists of a hill with two summits, round the base of which runs the 
Fosso Corese: the western summit was occupied by the nscropoli~ 

the eastern by the citadel, and the lower ground between the two 
by the city itself. A temple, the forum, the baths (second century, 
A.D.) etc., were excavated in 1874-77, but nothing is now visible 
on the site. 

CURETES is said to mean "young men" (Gr. K O U P ~ ~ T E S  
KO~~PVTES).  ( I )  A people who fight the Calydonians in the quarrel 
arising out of the boar-hunt. (See MELEAGER.) Later writers 
placed them in Aetolia, Acarnania, or Chalcis. (See Homer, 
Iliad, ix., 529 ff.; Strabo, x., 3, I ;  schol. Hom., loc. cit.) 

(2) Certain daimones connected with the cult of Rhea and 
regularly conceived as the attendant band (thiasos) of the infant 
Zeus. I n  historical times they had a certain amount of cult in 
various parts of the Greek world, which comprised Pyrrhic dances 
(i.e., war-dances in armour). I n  cult, ar t  and literature they 
are frequently confused with the Corybantes (q.v.), but their 
proper home is Crete, and their proper function attendance on 
Zeus and his mother Rhea. Names of several of them point t o  
these facts, as Kres (Cretan), Labrandos (he of the double axe, 
labrus, a very old Cretan and Asiatic sacred symbol, cf. the 
Cnrian Zezu Labrandezrs). The legend states that when Zeus 
was born in, or conveyed in infancy to, Crete, they danced and 
clashed their weapons to  drown his cries (see ZEUS). A highly 
interesting hymn in their honour has been discovered a t  Palaik- 
astro in Crete; the worshippers call on Ze3s KoGpos and his 
attendants to bring all manner of fertility. 

I t  is a not improbable supposition that the original Curetes 
were the human worshippers of Z ~ 3 s  KoGpos i.e., that the K O ~ P O L  

(adolescent lads) worshipped a god supposed to be of their own 
age, a variant of the "infant" Zeus of Crete; that the object 
of their worship was the increase of fertility, vegetable and 
animal; and that, although the hymn is of Hellenistic date, the 
rite itself may go back to Minoan times. (For further specula- 
tions see Miss Harrison's Tl~emis.) I t  is also possible that the 
Cz~retes who fight the Calydonians are in their origin nothing 
but the young warriors of the neighbouring states. The text of 
the hymn is best given in Powell, Collectanea Alexandrina p. 160 
(1925) ; other texts are cited in Immisch. 

B I B L X O G R A P H Y . - I ~ ~ ~ S C ~  in Roscher's Lexikon, art. "Kureten und 
Korybanten"; J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. I foll. (2nd ed., 1927) ; M. P. 
Nilsson, Minoan-Mycenaean Religion, p. 472 foll. (1927). 

CURETON, WILLIAM (1808-1864)) English orientalist, 
was born a t  Westbury, Shropshire. Educated a t  the free grammar 
school of Newport, and a t  Christ Church, Oxford, he took orders 
in 1832, became chaplain of Christ Church, sub-librarian of the 
Bodleian, and, in  1837, assistant keeper of mss. in the British 
Museum. He was afterwards appointed select preacher to  the 
university of Oxford, chaplain in ordinary to the Queen, rector 
of St. Margaret's, Westminster, and canon of Westminster. H e  
was elected F.R.S. and a trustee of the British Museum, and was 
also honoured by several Continental societies. H e  died on June 
I 7, 1864. 

Cureton edited, with notes, an English translation of the Epis- 
tles of Ignatius to  Polycarp, the Ephesians and the Romans, from 
a Syriac ms. that had been found in the monastery of St.  Mary 
Deipara, in the desert of Nitria, near Cairo, and other important 
Syriac mss. 

See an introduction by Dr. W. Wright to Ancient Syriac Documents 
relative to  the earliest Establtshment of Christianity in Edessa, etc. 
(1864). 

CURETUS, a tribe of South American Indians, inhabiting 
the country between the rivers of Japura and UaupCs, north- 
western Brazil. 

CURFEW, CURFEW or COUVRE-FEU, a signal, as by toll- 
ing a bell, to warn the inhabitants of a town to extinguish their 
lights and fires or cover them up and retire to  rest. This was a 
common practice throughout Europe during the middle ages. I n  
mediaeval Venice the Barbers' Quarter was exempt, doubtless be- 
cause they were also surgeons and their services might be needed 
during the night. The curfew originated in the fear of fire when 
most cities were built of timber. I t s  use is obvious, as the house- 
hold fire was usually made in a hole in the middle of the floor, 
under an opening in the roof through which the smoke escaped. 
The c ~ ~ s t o m  is said to have been introduced into England by 



CURIA--CURIA ROMANA 
William the Conqueror; but as there is good reason to believe 
that the curfew-bell was rung each night a t  Carfax, Oxford (see 
Peshall, Hist. of Oxford) ,  in the reign of Alfred the Great, it 
would seem that all William did was to  enforce more strictly an 
existing regulation. The absolute prohibition of lights after the 
ringing of the curfew-bell was abolished by Henry I .  in  1100. 
The practice of tolling a bell a t  a fixed hour in the evening, still 
extant in many places, is a survival of the ancient curfew. In  
1848 the curfew was still rung at  Hastings, Sussex, from Michael- 
mas to  Lady-Day, and this was the custom too at  Wrexham, 
North Wales. 

On April 2, 1918, the British Board of Trade with a view to 
economy in the consumption of coal, introduced the "Curfew 
Order," by which all restaurants, etc., had to extinguish their 
lights a t  10 P.M.; no lighting was to  be used in theatres after 
10.30 P.M., and no shop fronts were to  be lighted. This order 
was rescinded on Dec. 23, 1918. 

On Aug. 31, 1920, in consequence of the prevailing disorder, 
the military authorities in Belfast instituted the Curfew law, by 
which all citizens were required to remain within doors from 10.30 
P.M. to  5 A.M. This order, save for two brief intervals, remained 
in force throughout Northern Ireland until Dec. 1924. 

CURIA, a section of the Roman people, an ancient division 
traditionally ascribed to Romulus, who divided the people into 
three tribes, and subdivided each of these into ten curiae, each 
of which contained a number of families (gentes).  I t  is more 
probable that the curiae were not artificial creations but natural 
associations of families, artificially regulated to serve a political 
purpose. The names of curiae suggest a local origin for the 
groups; but, as membership was hereditary, the local tie grew 
weak with successive generations. Each curia was organized 
as a political and religious unit. Politically it had no activities 
beyond a vote in the Comitia Cz~riata (see COMITIA), determined 
by a majority of the members (curiales). But as a religious unit 
the curia had more individual activity. There were sacrifices per- 
formed in common, but each curia had its own sacra, conducted 
by a curio assisted by a flamen curialis. 

The thirty curiae comprised the whole Roman people; for citi- 
zenship depended on membership of a gens (gentilitas) and 
every member of a gens was ipso facto attached to a curio. They 
therefore included plebeians as well as patricians (9.v.) from the 
date a t  which plebeians were recognized as citizens. But, just as 
the full rights of gentilitas were only gradually granted to plebe- 
ians, so it is probabIe that a plebeian did not immediately exercise 
all the rights of a curialis. I t  is unlikely that plebeians voted in 
the Comitia Curk ta  till early in the republican period; it is certain 
that they did so in Cicero7s time. A plebeian was first elected 
cz~rio maximus in 209 B.C. The curia soon ceased to have any 
political importance, but its religious importance survived during 
the principate. 

The term curia was applied to the common shrine of the curi- 
ales, and then to other places of assembly. Hence the ancient 

\ 
senate house at  Rome was known as the Curia Hostilia. The 
curia was adopted as a state division in municipal towns; and the 
term was often applied to their senates (see DECURIO). 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ,  Romisches Staatsrecht, (1887) ; for local 
names of curiae, Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyklopadie, (1893). See also 
G. W .  Botsford, Roman Assellzblies (1909). . . 

I n  mediaeval Latin the word curia was used in the general 
sense of "court." I t  was used of "courts" in the sense of solemn 
assemblies summoned by the king (curiae solennes); of courts 
of law, whether developed out of the imperial or royal 
curia (see CURIA REGIS) or not. Sometimes curia means jurisdic- 
tion, or the territory over which jurisdiction is exercised; whence 
its use for the court-yard of a house, or for the house itself; e.g., 
Hampton Court. The word Curia is now only used of the papal 
court of Rome (see CURIA ROMAXA). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--DU Cange, Gloss. med. et inf.  Lat. (1883), J.V. 
"Curia"; A. H. J. Greenidge, Roman Public Life (1901) ; W. E. Iieit- 
land, The Roman Republic (1923) ; J .  E. Sandys, Companion to Latin 
Studies ( ~ g z r ) ,  with useful bibliography. H. F. Pelham, Er \uy \  on 
Roman History (Oxford, I ~ I I ) ,  pp. I - ~ j  "The Roman Curiae." 

CURIA REGIS: see HOUSEHOLD, ROYAL. 

CURIA ROMANA, in the strict canonical sense, the group 
of departments and persons used by ,the Roman pontiff in the ex- 
ercise of his supreme and universal power over the Catholic 
Church; in this sense it  consists of the Roman congregations, the 
tribunals of the Roman Curia, and the offices of the Roman 
Curia. These departments, which act in the name and by the 
authority of the pope, are collectively known as the Apostolic (or 
Holy) See. In a wider sense, the Roman Curia is understood also 
to embrace the whole body of dignitaries and officials who are 
attached to the person of the pope. I t  includes, therefore, both 
the famiglia pontificia (headed by the two palatine cardinals, the 
cardinal datary and the cardinal secretary of state) and the cap- 
pella pontificia (the entourage of the pope a t  solemn liturgical 
functions). 

In  pre-Constantine times the pope was chiefly assisted by the 
Roman clergy and by neighbouring bishops; for instance, the 
seven Roman deacons were entrusted with the care of the poor. 
From Constantine up into the middle ages important and diffi- 
cult affairs were handled by the Roman synods, either provincial 
or (later) general. I n  the mediaeval period the popes began in- 
creasingly to avail themselves of the assistance of the cardinals; 
the deliberative functions of the synods were taken over by the 
papal consistory, an assemblage of cardinals presided over by the 
pope; individual cardinals were set over particular spheres of 
business; for instance, the cardinal chancellor and the cardinal 
camerlengo, and with them were associated other cardinals. The 
first, however, authoritatively to  organize a permanent system of 
agencies for the dispatch of all ecclesiastical business was Sixtus 
V, by the constitution Irnme?zsa on January 22, 1587 (1588). He 
established fifteen congregations, most of them designed to assist 
the pope in the spiritual affairs of the Church, but a few for the 
administration of the papal states. His organizational pattern, re- 
touched by Clement VIII,  Gregory XV, Urban VIII,  Clement I X  
and Fius VII, remained substantially in existence up  to the 20th 
century But it had gradually become an unwieldy, confused, and 
inefficient structure. 

Consequently, Pius X, by the constitution Sapie?zti Consilio of 
June 29, 1908, proceeded to a general reorganization of the Ro- 
man Curia-congregations, tribunals and offices. I n  this con- 
stitution he declared that the competency of these various organs 
was not always clear, and that their functions were badly ar- 
ranged; that certain of them had only a small amount of business 
to deal with, while others were overworked; that strictly judicial 
affairs, with which the congregations had not to  deal originally, 
had developed to an excessive extent, while the tribunals, the Rota 
and the Signatura, had nothing to do. H e  consequently withdrew 
all judicial affairs from the congregations, and handed them over 
to the two tribunals, now revived, of the Rota and the papal Sig- 
natura. All affairs concerning the discipline of the sacraments 
were entrusted to a new congregation of that name. The com- 
petency of the remaining congregations was modified, according 
to the nature of the affairs with which they deal, and certain of 
them were amalgamated with others; general rules were laid down 
for the expedition of business and regarding personnel; in short, 
the work of Sixtus V was adapted to later conditions. The ordi- 
nations of the Sapienti Consilio, and of its annexed Ordo ser- 
vandus in  ss. congregationibus, tribmalibus e t  oficiis ro~na~zae 
curiae, were received, with some small changes, into the Code of 
Cano~z Law, promulgated on Sept. I 5, 1917. 

The R o m a n  Congregations.-There are eleven: the Holy 
Office, the Consistorial Congregation, the Congregations of the 
Sacraments, of the Council, of Religious, for the Propagation of 
the Faith, of Sacred Rites, of Ceremonies, of Extraordinary 
Ecclesiastical Affairs, of Seminaries and Universities, for the 
Oriental Church. A twelfth, the Congregation of the Basilica of 
St. Peter, is not considered as such by the code. 

Each congregation is headed by a prefect. The pope himself 
holds the prefecture of three: the Holy Office, the Consistorial 
Congregation, and the Congregation for the Oriental Church. 
These are actually directed by a cardinal secretary, who is assisted 
by a prelate called the adsessor. The prefects of the remaining 
congregations are cardinals, and each is assisted by a secretary, 
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a prelate, often a titular archbishop. Only cardinals are mem- 
bers of the congregations themselves; but there are a number 
of major and minor officials, and each congregation also has its 
"consultors." The competence of the congregations is adminis- 
trative and disciplinary. They have no judicial power, but must 
send cases requiring judicial decision to the competent tribhnal; 
nor have they any strict legislative power, which is reserved to the 
pope. The functions of each are defined by the code (canons 
247-5 7) ; collectively, they extend to: care for the faithful ob- 
servance of the laws of the Church, the issuance of instructions 
to clarify, explain, or confirm the law, the practical applicatioll of 
legal prescriptions to particular cases, the concession of faculties 
secufzdunz vel praeter ius, the granting of dispensations, the aP- 
plication of disciplinary measures, the resolution of doubts, ques- 
tions and controversies in disciplinary (nonjudicial) form. The 
authority of the congregations, within the limits of their own 
competence, is supreme and universal; it is also ordinary, but 
vicarious (it is possessed by the congregation in virtue of law, but 
exercised by i t  in the name and by the authority of the pope). 
They do not, however, share in the fullness of the papal Power 
nor in the pope's infallibility; their acts as such are their own, 
and are by nature refomable, unless they have been confirmed in 
specific form by the pope. 

and Offices of the Curia.-The t$- 
bunals are assemblies of cardinals and prelates, which deal with 
judicial cases. There are three: the Sacred Penitentiary, the Ro- 
man ~ o t a ,  and the Apostolic Signatura. The offices of the Roman 
Curia are five in number: the Apostolic Chancery, the Apostolic 
D a t a r ~ 7  the A~ostolic Camera, the Secretariate State, and the 
Secretariate of Briefs and Latin Letters. Their functions are 
rather ministerial. 

P e r m a n e n t  P a p a l  Commissions.-Though not strictly ele- 
ments of the   om an Curia, these may be mentioned here. They 
are eight in number. The chief ones are the Commission for 
Biblical Studies, established by Leo XII I ,  and the Commission 
for the Authentic Interpretation of the Code of Canon Law, es- 
tablished by Benedict XV. 

BIBLIOGMPHY.-(I) Before Pius X: G. Tellenbach, Quellen 46. 
Forsclz, aus ital. Archiven, 24 (1g33), 15-87 (for the 14th century) ; 
UT. von Hofmann, Forsch. zur Gesch. der kurialen Behorden vom 
Schisina bis zur Refornzation, 2 vols. (Rome, 1914) ; J.  H. Bangen, 
Die rotaiscbe Kurie (Munster, 1854) ; M. D. Bouix, TrsCtatl~s de Curia 
Romana (Paris, 1859) ; N. Hilling, Die rornische Kurie (1906). ( 2 )  
After pius X: (a) before the code: J?, M. Cappello, De Curia Romans, 

vols. ( R ~ ~ ~ ,  rgII - rz)  ; B. Ojetti, De Roman= Curia (Rome, 1910) ; 
E. Ruck, Die Organisation der romzischen Kurie (1913) ; (b) after the 
code: V. Martin, Les Congrkgations romoines (Paris, 1930) ; idem, Les 
cardinaux et la curie (Paris, 1930) ; A. V. Miiller, Papst und Kurie 
(1921). All the commentaries on canon law explain the pertinent 
canons (CIC, 24244). Literature on particular congregations, etc., in 
Catholic Encyclopedia, s.v. "Roman Congregations," "Roman Curia." 
Present personnel of the curia in the current Annuario Pontificio; 
less completely in the current National Catholic Alntanclc. 

C U R I C ~ ,  a province of central Chile, lying between the prov- 

CURIE, PIERRE (1859-1906) and MARIE (1867-1934), 
French physicists. Pierre Curie was born in Paris on May 15, 1859, 
and educated a t  the Sorbonne, where he later became professor 
of physics. His early researches were on piezo-electricity, the 
magnetic properties of bodies at different temperatures and 
other topics. He was chiefly known for his work on radio-activity 
carried out jointly with his wife, Marie Sklodowska, t o  whom he 
was married in 189j. Marie Sklodowska was born in Warsaw on 
Nov. 7, 1867, and received her early scientific training from her 
father, Dr.  Sklodowski. She became involved in the students' 
revolutionary organization and found i t  advisable to  leave War- 
saw. Mlde. Sklodowska went first to Cracow, then under Austrian 
rule, and later to Paris, where she took a science degree a t  the 
university. 

After the discovery of the radio-active properties of uranium 
by Henri Becquerel in 1896 M. and Mme. Curie began their re- 
searches into radio-activity (*.v.) and in 1898 obtained polonium 
and radium from pitchblende which they had subjected to a 
very laborious process of fractionation. I n  subsequent years 
they did much to elucidate the properties of radium and its trans- 
formation products. In  1903 they were awarded the Davy medal 
of the Royal Society and in the same year the Nobel prize for 
physics was divided between them and Henri Becquerel. The same 
year Mme. Curie submitted the results of her researches in her 
doctorate thesis presented to the university. s h e  then became 

de travaflx in the laboratory at the department of the sor- 
bonne created for her husband. Prof. Curie, who was elected 
to the ~~~d~~~ of sciences in 1905, was run over by a dray and 
killed instantly in Paris on April 19, 1906. His widow succeeded 
him , professor at the paris university and in 1911 awarded 
the Nobel prize for chemistry. Her classic Trait6 de Radioacti- 
,it& was published in 1910. Mme. curie did much tQ help the 
establishment of the radio-activity laboratory in her native city. 
In ,921 President Harding, on behalf of the women of the United 
states, presented her with a gramme of radium in recognition of 
her services to science. On a \isit to the United States, 
in 1929, Mme. Curie received from the hands of President Hoover 

gift of $ 5 0 , ~ ~ ~  from American friends science purchase 
radium for the use of the laboratory in Warsaw. 

CURIEGRAM, a unit of measurement for radium emanation. 
It is named in honour of Marie Curie, the discoverer of radium. 
It is defined as the quantity radium I%lanation in 
equilibrium with one gram of radium. This unit is subdivided 
into the millicuriegram and the microcuriegram, representing the 
amount of emanation corresponding to a milligram and a micro- 
gram of radium' These units are used in measuring the in 
the therapeutic use of radium. 

CURIO, GAIUS SCRIBONIUS, Roman statesman and 
orator, son of a distinguished orator of the same name, flourished 
during the 1st century B.C. He was tribune in go B.c., and served 
in Sulla's army in Greece against Archelaus, general of Mithri- 

inces of Colchagua and Talca and extending from the Pacific to  
the Argentine frontier. Area 2,214 sq,mi.; population (1940) 81,. 
185. 

The eastern and western sections are mountainous and are 
separated by the fertile valley of central Chile. The mineral re- 
sources, though undeveloped, are said to include copper, gold and 
silver. 

Cattle, wheat and wine are the principal products, but Indian 
corn and fruit also are produced. On the coast are important 
salt-producing industries. 

The climate is mild and the rainfall more abundant than in 
the northern part of the valley, and the effects of this are to  
be seen in the better pasturage. Irrigation is used to a large 
extent. 

The principal city, Curic6, is on the Mataquito river, 114 
mi. S, of Santiago by the Chilean Central railway, which 
crosses the department. The city stands on the great central 
plain, 748 ft. above sea level, and in the midst of a comparatively 
well-cultivated district. I t  was founded in I742 by Josh de 
Manso and is one of the more cultured and progressive provincial 
towns of Chile. Pop. (1940) 35,270. 

dates, and as his legate in Asia, where he was commissioned t o  
restore order in the kingdoms abandoned by Mithridates. I n  76 
he was consul, and as governor of Macedonia (75-73), defeated 
the Dardanians, being the first Roman general to penetrate as far  
as the Danube. On his return he was granted a triumph. During 
the discussion as to the punishment of the Catilinarian conspira- 
tors he supported Cicero, but he spoke in favour of P. Clodius 
(q .v , )  a t  his trial for sacrilege (61). This led to a violent attack 
on the part of Cicero, but i t  does not appear to  have interfered 
with their friendship. Curio was a vehement opponent of Caesar. 
B e  was pontifex maximus in 5 7 ,  and died in 53. 

See Qrelli, Onomasticon to Cicero; Florus iii. 4; Eutropius, vi. z ;  
Val. Max. ia. 14, 5 ;  Quintilian, Inslit., vi. 3, 76; Dio Cassius, xxxviii. 
16. 

His son, G ~ I U S  SCRIBOXIUS CURIO, was first a supporter of 
Pompey, but after his tribuneship (50 8.c.) went over to Caesar, 
by whom he was said to have been bribed. When it  was demanded 
that Caesar should lay down his imperium before entering Rome, 
Curio proposed that Pompey should do the same, adding that, if 
the rivals refused to do so, they ought both ta  be declared public 
enemies, His proposal was carried by a large majority, but a 
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report having spread that Caesar was on the way to attack Rome, 
the consuls called upon Pompey to undertake the command of all 
the troops stationed in Italy. Curio's protest to  the people mas 
disregarded, whereupon he fled to Ravenna to Caesar. H e  was 
commissioned by Caesar to take a message to the senate, but met 
with so hostile a reception that he hurried back by night to 
Caesar. I t  was now obvious that civil war would break out. Curio 
collected troops in Umbria and Etruria for Caesar, who sent him 
to Sicily as propraetor in 49. After some successes against the 
Pompeians, Curio crossed over to Africa, where he was defeated 
and slain by Juba, king of Numidia. Curio possessed great ability; 
Cicero, as an old friend of his father, took an interest in him and 
seven of Cicero's letters ( A d .  Fam. ii. 1-7) are addressed to him. 

See Orelli, Onomasticon to Cicero; Livy, Epit. 109, 1x0; Caesar, 
Bell. Civ. ii. 23,  for Curio's African campaign; Appian, Bell. Civ., ii. 
26-44; Vell. Pat. ii. 48. See also Rice Holmes, The  Roman Republic 
(1923) chaps. xii. and xviii. and vol. iii. Part ii. pp. 421-28. 

CURITIBA (also CURITYBA and CORITYBA), capital of the 
s tate  of Paranb, Brazil, on an elevated plateau (3,120 ft. above 
sea level) 65 mi. west of its seaport Paranagui, with which it is 
connected by a railway, remarkable for the engineering difficul- 
ties overcome and for the beautiful scenery through which it 
passes. Pop. of municipio (1940) 142,873. There is a large for- 
eign element in the population, Germans preponderating. The 
city has a temperate, healthy climate, and is surrounded by a 
region which produces matC, coffee, timber, sugar and fruits. 
Mat6 is the principal export. 

CURLEW, the name given to several birds allied t o  the 
snipes, sandpipers and plovers. 

The common curlew (Numen ius  arquata) of the snipe family, 
Charadriidae, is about 2 ft. long, drab coloured above, mottled 
with dark brown, and white beneath. The bill is 5 to  7 ins. long 
and is curved; the legs are long and the build of the bird slender 
and graceful. I t  inhabits most of Europe, breeding on heaths 
and moors and haunting the mud flats of the sea-shore and 
estuaries in winter. I n  Scotland i t  is called the "whaup." The 
eggs are laid in a rough nest on the ground; they are usually 
four in number and brownish-green with cinnamon markings. 
The food consists of worms, crustaceans, small molluscs, insects 
and also berries. 

The  lesser curlew or whimbrel (N. phaeopus) resembles the 
last in habits and appearance, but is smaller. Three American 
species, N. longirostris, N. hudsonicus and N. borealis (the last 
now extinct) are extremely similar but distinguished by the rufous 
colouring of the axillary feathers-a feature also characterizing 
the American godwits (Limosa) .  The genus Nzlmenius is almost 
cosmopolitan. 

The stone curlew, Norfolk plover or thick-knee (Oedicnemzu 
crepitans) has a sweeter voice. I t  is a summer visitor to  Eng- 
land, where i t  occurs mainly in the "Breck" country of Norfolk 
and Suffolk. On the mainland i t  extends across Europe to N. 
Africa and India, keeping mainly to  the open chalk-country. 
I t  is the largest of the plovers and lays its two stone-coloured 
eggs on the ground. The bill is short, the legs long and thickened 
on the upper part of the tarsus. The eye is  very large. The 
hind toe is absent, the plumage drab, rendering the bird invisible 
a t  a short distance. I t  feeds on snails, insects, worms, frogs and 
other small animals. Like its namesake, i t  is exceedingly wary. 
Other species are found in Africa, Australia and America. I t  
has a peculiar form of courtship, and strange social dances in 
autumn. See COURTSHIP OF ANIMALS. 

CURLING, a game in which the players propel large rounded 
stones upon a rink or sheet of ice, towards a mark called the tee. 
Where the game originated is not precisely known; but it  has been 
popular in Scotland for three centuries a t  least. Some writers, 
looking to the name and technical terms of the game, trace its 
invention to the Netherlands. Curling was called "kuting" in some 
parts of Lanarkshire and Ayrshire. Cornelis Kilian (1528-1607) 
in his Teutonic Dictionary gives the term khlryfen as meaning a 
pastime in which large globes of stone like the quoit or discus are 
thrown upon ice. Camden, when describing the Orkney Islands in 
1607, tells us that one of them supplies "plenty of excellent stones 

for the game called curling"; and incidental references to  it  as a 
game played in Scotland are made by several authors during the 
first half of the same century. 

If the game be not indigenous to  Scotland it  certainly owes its 
deylopment to that country, and in the course of time it  has 
come to be the national sport. I t  was played a t  first with very 
rude engines-random whin boulders fashioned by nature alone, 
bored through to let in  the thumb of the player, having been the 
primitive channel stones. I n  course of years the rough block was 
superseded by a symmetrical object usually made of whinstone or 
granite, beautifully rounded, brilliantly polished, and supplied 
with a convenient handle. 

Although curling boasts a literature of its own and songs in- 
numerable, yet it has received but the scantiest notice from such 
important Scottish writers as Scott and Burns, o r  from contempo- 
rary literature in general. I n  1834 an "Amateur Curling Club of 
Scotland" was formed but came to nothing. The "Grand Cale- 
donian Curling Club," which began its existence on Nov. 15, 1838, 
and which, under its present title of "The Royal Caledonian 
Curling Club," is regarded in all parts of the world as the mother- 
club and legislative body, even in Canada, where, however, curling 
conditions differ widely from those of Scotland. Special rules 
have been made to suit local conditions. Starting with 28 allied 
clubs the Royal Club grew so rapidly that there were 500 such 
in 1880 and 720 in 1903. I t  was under the auspices of the Royal 
Caledonian that a body of Scottish curlers visited Canada and 
the United States in the winter of 1902-1903, and, while victory 
remained with the home players under their own climatic condi- 
tions, the visit did much to bring together the lovers of the game 
on both sides of the Atlantic. The assumption of the title "Royal" 
in place of "Grand" was due to the visit of Queen Victoria and the 
prince consort to Scotland in 1842, on which occasion they were 
initiated into the mysteries of the game on the polished floor of 
the drawing-room in the Palace of Scone; and the prince consort, 
who was presented with a pair of curling-stones, consented to 
become patron of the club. Subsequent patrons of the club have 
been Edward V I I  (as prince of Wales and as King), George V, 
Edward VIII  who, as prince of Wales, had in 1925-26 been 
president of the club, and George VI. The club's main 
duties are to further the interests of the game, to revise the laws 
and to arrange the important matches, especially the grand match, 
played annually between the Scottish clubs north of the Forth and 
Clyde canal and those south of it. In  the first of these matches 
(1847) only 24 rinks took part (a rink is composed of four play- 
ers) ;  in I903 there were 386. I n  1927 there was an entry of 600 
clubs. 

Glossary.-Baugh ice, rough or soft ice. Bias, a slope on the ice. 
Boardhead (also house or parish), the large circle round the tee. 
Bonspiel, a match between several clubs. Break a n  egg on a stone, 
touch it very slightly. Broughs, the small circles round the tee. 
Chipping, striking a stone of which a small part can be seen. Core, 
old name for rink. Cowe or kowe, a besom made of broom-twigs. 
Draw, to play gently to a certain spot. Drive, to strike. Drug ice, 
soft bad ice. Fill the port, to block the interval between two stones. 
Gogsee, tee. Guard, a stone that covers and protects another. Hack, 
a hollow cut in the ice for the player's foot, used in place of a 
crampit. Hands up1 stop sweeping. Hog, a stone that stops short 
of the hog-score, a line drawn one-sixth of the length of the rink from 
the tee. Head, an innings, both sides delivering all their stones once. 
Howe, the middle of the rink, gradually made keener by stones. 
Inringing, gaining a good position by rebounding off another stone. 
In-wick, the same. Lie shot, the stone resting nearest the tee. 
Mar, to interfere with a stone while running. Out-turn, to make the 
stone twist to the left if a right hand player: if left handed it is 
the reverse. In- twn,  to make one turn to the right. Out-wick, to 
strike a stone on the edge so as to drive it towards the tee. Pat-lid, 
a stone that lies on the tee. Pittycock, the oldest form of curling-stone. 
Raise, to promote a "friendly" stone nearer the tee. Rebut, to deliver 
the stone with great force, so as to scatter the stones on the boardhead. 
Red the ice, clear away the opponents' stones. Rink,  the space in 
which the game is played; also the members of a side. Sole, is the 
part of the stone in contact with the ice and on which it runs; also 
to deliver the stone. Soop, to sweep. Souter, to win without allowing 
the opponents to score at all; a term derived from a famous team 
of cobblers (souters) of Lochmaben, whose opponents seldom or 
never scored a point. Spiel, a match between members of the same 
club. Spend the stone, to waste a shot by playing wide intentionally. 
Stug, a fluke. Tee, the mark in the centre of the boardhead, against 



which it is the curler's object to lay the slone. The tee may be any 
kind of a mark; a small iron plate with a spike in it is oiten used. 
Tozee, tee. Tranzp, cranzpit, trigger or tricker, an iron plate fitted 
11-ith spikes which the player stands upon to deliver the stone. Wittyr, 
tee. Chap and Lie, to strike out a stone and lie in or near its place. 
Peels, equal scores. Angle-guard, a partial guard. "Gie them breeks," 
drive a stone so as to strike the inner edges of two stones lying side 
by side. Design the Kowc, aim a t  the skip's besom. Burn, see Mar. 
Kizzlekazzlc, to deliver a stone with a rocking movement. 

T h e  R i n k  and Implements.- The rink is marked out in the 
ice, which should be  very hard and smooth; in curling language 
"keen and clear." T o  keep i t  swept every curler carries a broom. 
Good "sooping," or sweeping, is par t  of the curler's art, and is 
performed subject t o  strict rules and under the direction of the  
skip, or  captain; its importance lying in the fact that the progress 
of a stone is retarded by  the ice-dust caused by  the play or thin 
snow. Apart  f rom the broom and the crampit, the game requires 
no further implement than the stone. The  two flat sides, or soles. 
are  so shaped that one is serviceable for  keen ice and the other for 
ice that  is soft, rough or  "baugh." T h e  handle can be fitted to 
either side, as the case demands. T h e  cost of a pair of stones ic 
not less than f z ,  generally more. I n  the intense cold of Canada 
and the United States iron is by  some players considered more 
serviceab!e than stone. "Irons" are not used much in Canada now. 
except in Quebec, Montreal and Toronto. Even these are light 
compared with the earlier rough boulder-stones, some of which 
weighed over 115 lb., although the very early ones were much 
lighter. T h e  modern stone took shape a t  the beginning of the 19th 
century. The  ancient stones had no handles, but notches were 
hewn in them for finger and thumb, and, as their weight variec 
from 5 to  2 j lb., i t  is  probable that they were thrown after the 
manner of quoits. Channel-stones, stones rounded by the actior 
of water in a river-bed, were the favourites, while the shape wa: 
a matter of individual taste, oblong and triangular stones having 
been common. The  soles were artificially flattened. During thc 
next period we find the heavy boulder-stones, unhewn blocks fittec 
with handles and probably used a t  shorter distances, 70 or 80 lb 
being no uncommon weight. The  rounded stone, made on scientific 
principles, did not appear until about 1800. Even then i t  was oj 
all shapes and sizes, with and without handles, and not uncom, 
monly made of wood. The  stones of to-day are named after thc 
places in which they are quarried, Ailsa Craigs, Burnocks, Cars. 
phairn Reds and Crawfordjohns being some of the best-knowr 
varieties. T h e  stones are quarried and never blasted, as the shock 
of the explosion is apt  t o  strain or  split the rock. 

T h e  Game.-Curling is practically bowls played on the ice 
the place of the "jack" being taken by  a fixed mark, as a t  quoits 
called the tee, t o  which the  curler aims his stone; every stone t h a  
finally lies nearer than any of the opposing stones counting a poin 
or " shot. '  As each side has four players, each playing two stones 
i t  is possible for  one side to  score eight points a t  a "head" oi 
innings; but  in practice i t  is  found wiser, when a good shot ha! 
been made, t o  p!ay some or a!l following stones to such position: 
a s  will prevent opposing stones from disturbing the stone lying nea 
the tee. Stones thus placed are called "guards." Strategic matter! 
like this are  decided by  the skip, or captain, of the rink, whc 
plays last, and whose will is law. T h e  "lead," or first player, ii 
expected to  play quietly up  the rink, leaving his stone as close tc 
the tee a s  possible, but  on no account beyond it. H e  is followed b! 
the "lead" of the other side, who, instructed by his skip, will eithe. 
t ry  to  drive away the  first stone, if well placed, or put  his owr 
stone in a better position. When the skip's turn comes he i! 
"skipped:" or  directed, by  another player, appointed by  himself 
usually the third player. When all sixteen stones have beer 
delivered the players cross over, the scores are counted, and thc 
game proceeds f rom the other end of the rink. If a stone fails tc 
cross the "hog-score" i t  is a "hog" and is removed from the rink 
unless i t  has  struck another stone in position. Stones that pass t h ~  
back-score or  touch the swept snow on either side are also re 
moved. B y  a cleverly imparted twist a stone may be made tc 
curve round a guard and either drive away an opposing winner o 
find a favourable lie fo r  itself. This, the equivalent of "bias" i~ 
the  game of bowls, is the height of scientific play. If the situatiol 
seems desperate a very hard throw, a '(thunderin' cast," may suc 

:eed in clearing away the opponents' stones f rom the  neighbour- 
iood of the tee. Different methods are adopted in  delivering the 
tone, but irl all of them a firm stand should be taken on the back 
)r  crampit, and the stone swung, either quietly, or,  if the skip 
:alls for a "thunderin' cast," vigorously; bu t  care must  be  taken 
o avoid striking the ice with the stone so as to  crack o r  "star" 
he ice. 

Abridged Rules.-Tees shall be 38 yd. apart, and with the tee as 
:entre a circle having a radius oi 7 it. shall be drawn. In  alignment 
vith the tees, lines, to be called central lines, are drawn from the tees 
o points 4 yd. behind each tee, and a t  these points foot scores 
:8 in. long shall be drawn a t  right angles, on which, a t  6 in. from 
:entral line, the heel of the crampit shall be placed. All matches 
,hall be of a certain number of heads, or shots, or by time, as agreed. 
3very rink of players shall be composed of four a side. KO shoes 
ikely to break the ice may be worn. 

The skips opposing each other shall settle by lot, 'or in any other 
way they may agree upon, which party shall lead a t  the first head, 
liter which the 4 side which has won the last head shall lead. 

Ail curling stones shall be of a circular shape. No stone shall be 
)f a greater weight than 44 lb. imperial, or of greater circumference 
.han 36 in., or of less height than one-eighth part of its greatest 
:ircumference. 

KO stone shall be substituted for another, except under rules 10 

[in case of a stone being broken) and 14 (a  wrong stone being 
h y e d  shall be replaced by the stone which ought to have been 
dayed) after a match has begun, but the sole of a stone may be 
:evened a t  any time during a match. 

Should a stone happen to be broken, the largest fragment shall be 
:onsidered in the game for that end-the player being entitled aiter- 
mrds  to use another stone or another pair. 

If a played stone rolls over, or stops, on its side or top, it shall 
be put off the ice. Should the handle quit the stone in delivery, 
:he player must keep hold of it, otherwise he shall not be entitled to 
:€play the shot. 

Players, during the course of each end, to be arranged along the 
sides of the rink, anywhere skips may direct; and no party, except 
when sweeping according to rule, shall go upon the middle of the 
rink, or cross it, under any pretence whatever. Skips alone to stand 
at or about the tee-that of the playing party having the choice of 
place, and not to be obstructed by the other. 

If a player should play out of turn, the stone so played may 
be stopped in its progress, and returned to the player. Should the 
mistake not be discovered till the stone be a t  rest, or has struck 
another stone, the opposite skip shall have the option of adding 
one to his score, allowing the game to proceed, or declaring the 
end null and void. But if another stone be played before the mistake 
has been discovered, the head must be finished as if it had been 
properly played from the beginning. 

The sweeping shall be under the direction and control of the 
skips. The player's party may sweep the ice anywhere from the 
hog-score to the tee, and behind it,-the adverse party having 
liberty to sweep behind the tee, and in front of any of their own 
stones when moved by another, and till a t  rest. When snow 1s 
falling or drifting, the player's party may sweep the ice from tee to 
tee. Skips to have full liberty to clean and sweep the ice behind the 
tee at  any time, except when a player is being directed by his skip. 

If in sweeping or otherwise, a running stone be marred by any 
of the party to which it belongs, it may, a t  the option of the opposite 
skip, be put off the ice; if by any of the adverse party, it may be 
placed where the skip of the party to which it belongs shall direct. 
If otherwise marred, it shall be replayed. 

Every player to be ready to play when his turn comes, and not 
to take more than a reasonable time to play. Should a player play 
a wrong stone the stone which ought to have been played shall be 
put in its place. 

No measuring of shots allowable previous to the termination of 
the end. Disputed shots to be determined by the skips, or, if 
they disagree, by the umpire, or, when there is no umpire, by some 
neutral person chosen by the skips. All measurements to be taken 
from the centre of the tee, to that part of the stone which is nearest 
it. KO stone shall be considered without a circle, or over a line, 
unless it clear it;-and in every case, this is to be determined by 
placing a square on the ice, a t  the circle or line. 

Skips shall have the exclusive regulation and direction of the 
game for their respective parties, and may play last stone, or in 
what part of it they please; and, when their turn to play comes, they 
may name one of their party to take charge for them. 

If any player shall speak to, taunt or interrupt another, not being 
of his own party, while in the act of delivering his stone, one 
shot shall be added to the score of the pmty so interrupted. 

If from any change of weather after a match has been begun, or 
from any other reasonable cause, one party shall desire to shorten 
the rink, or to chan e to another one, and, if the two skips cannot 
agree, the umpire shafi, after seeing one end played, determine whether 
the rink shall be shortened, and how much or whether i t  shall be 
changed, and his decision shall be final. 

See Annz~al of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club, Edinburgh. 



CURLE-CURRANT 
The United States.-As compared with Scotland there are few 

curling organizations in the United States and these have been 
founded usually where a group of Scotchmen has gathered. Curl- 
ing has been played for about a century. Though it does not re- 
ceive the enthusiasm that it enjoys in Canada, winter carnivals in 
the northern states, especially in Minnesota, New Hampshire and 
Maine, usually include a curling event if there are local curlers 
and a rink is available. With the following exceptions, the game 
is played with the rules as apply in Scotland: American rinks 
measure I 26 ft. long by 16 to 18 it .  wide; the granites (stones) 
weigh about 3 j lb. each, the irons 60 lb. each. 

CURLL, EDMUND (1675-1747), London bookseller, is 
remembered for his long quarrel with Pope over the anonymously 
published Court Poenzs (1716). Pope took his revenge by immor- 
talizing Curll in the Dz~nciad. Curll became notorious for his in- 
decent publications, so much so that "Curlicism" was regarded as 
a synonym for literary indecency. I n  1716 and again in 1721 he 
had to appear at  the bar of the house of lords for publishing mat- 
ter concerning its members. In  172 j he was convicted of publish- 
ing obscene books, and fined in 1728 for publishing Tfte Nztn in her 
Smock and D e  Usu Flagrorz~nz, while his Memories of John Keu 
of Kersland cost him an hour in the pillory. When Curll in 1735 
announced the forthcoming publication of Mr. Pope's Literary 
Correspolzdence, his stock, a t  Pope's instigation, was seized. I t  
has since been proved that the publication was really instigated 
by Pope, who wanted an excuse to print his letters, as he actually 
did (1737-41). In his 40 years of business Curll published a 
great variety of books; a list of his publications contains 167 
standard works. He died Dec. 11, 1747. See the Life of Pope, by 
Sir Leslie Stephen, and R. Straus, TJze Unspeakable Curll (1927). 

CURRAGH, an open level stretch of ancient crown land, 
area over 4,800 acres, Co. Kildare, Eire. The right of pas- 
turage is possessed by the landowners of the district. The Liber 
Hymnorurn (10th century) says the king of Leinster granted it 
to St. Bridget, who is credited with having made it a common. 
The downs of Kildare seem to have been a meeting place from 
time immemorial. Cuirreclz (lat. CZL~SZLS) means race course and 
it  is said that races occurred there as early as the 1st century A.D. 

Aenach Colmain (Curragh fair) or Aenach Life (fair on the Liffey 
plain) is often mentioned in the Irish Annals. It has seen many 
fights and gatherings of troops and has long had a military train- 
ing camp; it is the principal horse-racing ground in Ireland. At 
the camp, on March 20, 1914, Gen. Hubert Gough and other 
officers offered their resignations as a protest against being sent 
to enforce the acceptance of Home Rule by Northeast Ulster. 

CURRAN, JOHN PHILPOT (1750-1817), Irish politi- 
cian and judge, was born on July 24, 1750, a t  Newmarket, Cork, 
where his father, a descendant of one of Cromwell's soldiers, was 
seneschal to  the manor-court. H e  was educated a t  Middleton, 
and Trinity college, Dublin; and in 1773, having taken his M.A. 
degree, he entered the Middle Temple. I n  1774 he married; but 
the marriage proved unhappy, and Mrs. Curran finally eloped. 
I n  1783 Curran was appointed king's counsel; and in the same 
year he was presented to a seat in the Irish house of commons. 
But finding that he differed radically in politics from the gentle- 
man from whom he had received his seat, he expended £1,5oo in 
buying another t o  replace that which he occupied. H e  spoke 
vigorously on behalf of Catholic emancipation, and strenuously 
attacked the ministerial bribery which prevailed. This led him 
into two duels, one with the attorney general, the other with the 
secretary of state, Maj. Hobart. The union caused him the bitter- 
est disappointment; he even talked of leaving Ireland, either for 
America or for England. 

Curran's fame rests most of all upon his speeches on behalf of 
the accused in the state trials between 1794 and 1803, the most 
notable being those in defense of Hamilton Rowan, Lord Edward 
Fitzgerald and Wolfe Tone. Curran came under suspicion on the 
arrest of Robert Emmet, but on examination before the privy 
council was acquitted. I n  1806, on the death of Pitt and the for- 
mation of the Fox ministry, Curran received the post of master 
of the rolls, with a seal in the privy council, though he had desired 
a position of greater political influence. For eight years, however, 

he held this office. H e  then retired on a pension of fg,ooo, and 
the three remaining years of his life were spent in London, where 
he became one of the most brilliant members of the society which 
included Sheridan, Erskine, Thomas Moore and William Godwin. 
He died at  his house in Brompton on Oct. 14, 1817. 

See Curran and His Contemporaries, a most entertaining work, by 
Charles Phillips, a personal frieud of Curran (1818), and the Life 
of Ci~uran, by his son, W. H. Curran (1819; with additions by Dr. 
Shelton Mackenzie, New York, 1855). See also Curvan's Speeches (1305, 
1808, 1845) ; Wm. O'Regan, Men~oirs of Curran (1817) ; Letters to 
Rev. H. Weston (1819) ; and T. Moore's iMenzozrs (1853). 

CURRANT. The currants of northern Europe and America 
-so-called from a resemblance of dried black currants to the fruit 
of one variety of the grapevine, Vitis vinifera, cultivated chiefly 
in Greece and California (see  GRAPE)--^^^ derived from Ribes 
sativum, R. rubrz~m and R.  petuaetrm, deciduous shrubs of the 
family Saxifragaceae and indigenous to Britain, northern and cen- 
tral Europe and Siberia. There are at  least IOO species of cur- 
rants. The Rocky mountains in North America are especially 
rich in species. The common black currants of Europe are all de- 
rived from Ribes nigrurn, a native of northern Europe and of 
northern and central Asia. A few relatively unimportant black 
currants of America are derived from R. a?~tericanzim and R.  odo- 
ratum, natives of North America. Ribes sangzrineum, a native of 
the western coast of North America, is the flowering currant of 
northern Europe and R. aureum is the chief American flowering 
currant. The currant seems to have been cultivated first sometime 
before 1600 in the Netherlands, Denmark, and around the Baltic 
sea. Bushes were taken to settlements in America early in the 
17th century. Most varieties growing in America originated in 
America. Fay, Wilder, Red Cross, Diploma, Perfection, London 
Market and Victoria are the chief red varieties. Red Lake and 
Cascade are promising new sorts. Important red currant varieties 
of England are Earliest of Fourlands, Laxtons Perfection, Fay, 
Rivers Late, Houghton Castle and Prince Albert. The black cur- 
rant is extensively cultivated in Europe and to a lesser extent in 
Canada. Important black currant varieties of England are Bald- 
win, Boskoop, Seabrook, Laxton and Daniels September, and of 
Canada Climax, Kerry, Elipse, Clipper and Saunders. Both red 
and black currants are used for making tarts, pies, jams, jellies, 
etc. Black currants are also used in lozenges, for flavouring, and 
are occasionally fermented. I t  is extremely high in vitamins C 
and P. In  1934 the acreage in England of black currants was re- 
ported as 9,500 ac., and of red and white as 3,100 ac. In  1939 
the acreage in the United States was 2,300 ac., nearly all red 
currants a i th  a crop value of $334,000. 

Currants succeed best in cool, moist northern climates. They 
are cultivated from Maryland to Kansas northward and are 
hardy far north in Canada, northern Scandinavia and the U.S.S.R. 

Two leaf diseases, cane blight and anthracnose limit the cul- 
ture of currants south of Maryland and Kansas. 

Clay and silt soils are preferred for growing currants. They are 
propagated almost entirely by means of cuttings made from vig- 
orous shoots of the current season's growth. The cuttings, 8 t o  
12 in. long, are usually taken in the autumn and set in the nur- 
sery immediately or buried in sand till spring and then set 3 to 6 
in. apart with not over two buds left above ground. I n  the 
plantation they are set 4 to j ft. apart in rows 6 to 8 ft. distant. 
Under intensive cropping currants are planted under grapes, 
peaches, cherries, apples and pears because they stand shade 
better than do most plants. 

The currants and gooseberries are the chief agencies in the 
spread of the white-pine blister rust, a destructive disease of the 
five-leaved pines in Europe and America. The common garden 
black currant is the favourite host of the blister rust. Because 
the white pine is one of the most valuable timber trees of the 
United States the black currant has been declared a menace and 
is not grown in most of the United States. Furthermore, the 
culture of all currants and gooseberries has been prohibited in 
many sections of the United States. The Viking red currant 
(called Red Dutch in Norway) is a vigorous variety immune to 
the blister rust and has been tested in northern United States for 
its horticultural value. The Red Holland variety of Germany is 
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also immune to this disease. In  1943 good-fruited immune hy- 
brids between a blister rust-immune species from Siberia and the 
common black currant were reported by the Canadian Experi- 
ment station a t  Ottawa. The currant maggot, for which there is 
no known control, infects the fruit so badly in parts of western 
North America that this fruit is not grown. The attacks of the 
currant worm may defoliate the plants in the spring unless con- 
trolled by using powdered hellebore, diluted 5 to 12 times with 
flour or air-slaked lime, or as a spray, with I oz. to I gal. of water. 

The black currant is subject to the attacks of a mite, Phytoptus 
ribis, which destroys the unopened buds. The infested buds, rec- 
ognized by their swollen appearance, should be picked off and 
burned. Reversion has been found to be a virus disease and is 
controlled by dectroying affected plants. (G. M. D.) 

CURRENCY.- The significance of the term "currency" has 
undergone considerable change within the past few years. As 
originally employed by classical British writers, i t  was made to 
include all current circulating media, both coin and paper. "The 
currency of a great nation" says Adam Smith, ". . . consists 
almost entirely of its own coin." This way of applying the word 
was maintained practically down t o  the time of Jevons, who em- 
ploys it  in practically the same sense in his "investigations in 
Currency and Finance." The practice later developed ordinarily 
of prefixing the word "paper." Paper currency was then synony- 
muus with bank notes, in  those countries where no government 
issues had been made, while in others, e.g. the United States, 
bank notes were issues of banks; and "currency" included the so- 
called "greenbacks" or legal tender notes. American usage fre- 
quently tended to confine the application of the term "currency" 
to non-bank notes, thus limiting it to government legal tender. 
While it cannot be said that an absolutely established usage pre- 
vailed a t  the opening of the twentieth century, prevailing practice 
used the word "money" to include only "hard money," both 
standard, e.g. gold, and "representative money"-e.g. in the United 
States, the silver dollar. Bank notes, as the name implied, were 
issues of banks, while currency was prevailingly used t o  indicate 
any kind of paper habitually employed as a medium of exchange. 
"Time" paper, including cheques, bills, drafts, and other obliga- 
tions not payable a t  sight were not included. What is now called 
"deposit currency" represented by cheques, payable a t  sight, like- 
wise, was outside the "currency" classification. During the World 
War, the free movement of precious metals was generally sus- 
pended; and great changes took place in monetary use. Credit 
assumed a commanding position. During the latter part of the 
war, and since its close, usage has gradually changed. Today, the 
term "money" is widely used to include everything that possesses 
current availability in effecting the exchange of goods. Thus, the 
League of Nations in its recent " ~ l f e r n ~ r a ~ t d ~ i m ' ~  on banking 
speaks of: "Currency composition,-the word 'money' is used in 

iVote Issites arzd Gold Reserve of Cerlniiz I~nportant Coimtries 
(The figures represent millions; to the nearest million) 

Gold 
Country Unit 

-- 
United 

Kingdom 
United 
States , 

France . 
Germany . 
Italy . . 
Spain . . 
Belgium . 
Holland . 
Japan . 
Argentina 

5 

$ 
Frs. 
Mks. 
Lire 

Pesetas 
Frs. 
F1. 

Yen 
Pesos 

*In 1923, ~,,z~~,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo Marks. In 1924, the Rentm- 
marl< (follo~~ed by the new Reichsmark) was instituted at a conversion 
ratio of I R Mk. to r,ooo,ooo.ooo,ooo old marks. 

**Figures for opening of year. tNow known as Belgas. 

the very wide sense of means of payment . . . [and] includes not 
only notes and coin but also sight deposits. . . ." 

A general discussion of the problems of currency will be found 
in the articles "Money," "Banking and Credit" and "Inflation 
and Deflation." The following is an account of the gradual de- 
velopment of the present currency situation among the chief 
nations just before and since the World War. Gold holdings of 
the several nations are  given under the head "Gold Reserves," 
which is here taken t o  mean not only technical reserves in  banks 
but the entire supply of standard money in the country. The fig- 
ures for  reserves are thus furnished because of the fact that, a t  
least in theory, gold continues to be the basis of international ex- 
changes and settlements. 

N o r m a l  Volume of Currency.-The idea of a "normal" 
volume of currency is based upon the assumption that outstand- 
ing paper either represents an irreducible minimum of circulatory 
demand, which may be occupied either by  "hard" money, or by 
corresponding legal tender paper (as in the case of American pa- 
per currency below $ 5 )  or else, that in  its larger denominations it  
represents an increase in the demands of "business" for the 
"means of payment." Of course, any such notion of a "normal" 
volume presupposes a given price level. At a specified price level, 
and with the assumptions just before enumerated, fluctuations in  
the amount of currency then more or  less represent changes in the 
activity of business, and thus become an interesting commentary 
upon, o r  "index" of, the general movement of trade. 

The idea of what is called "elastic" currency is that of pro- 
viding new issues of notes upon a security or basis uhich repre- 
sents nothing more than the degree of solvency of business houses 
which are engaged in selling or buying commodities then on 
their way t o  consumption. The economists of a generation ago 
regarded this element of elasticity as the fundamental require- 
ment in  a good bank note circulation and were inclined to the 
view that, while the issue of government notes for the smaller 
denominations representing a business demand which was com- 
paratively steady, might be tolerated, it was only through a busi- 
ness organization (the bank itself) so conducted a s  constantly t o  
test the liquidity of business, that a satisfactorily "elastic" and 
serviceable note currency could be provided. The rapid substitu- 
tion of the check and deposit system for notes has led some econo- 
mists to  extend this doctrine of "elasticity," so as to take in bank 
credit and, as  a corollary, t o  view elasticity in the note issue itself 
as  only an incidental and non-essential criterion of paper issues. 
The enormous extension of notes shown in the table already fur- 

, nished is largely the outgrowth of changes in prices due t o  altera- 
I tion in the weight or value of the underlying unit of money in the 

various countries. With some modifications the same would be 
true of the growth of bank deposits-a subject, however, not dealt 
with in this article. 

Idea  of ccInflation."-For many years past, the concept of 
"inflation" has played a part, although at  times a rather vague 
one, in economic discussion. During the early years of the de- 
velopment of the idea, the terms "inflation" and "inflation of cur- 
rency" were often used practically synonymously,-inflation being 
regarded as a special phase of currency difficulty. Later theory 
has shown that inflation is a concept no more applicable to  the 
note currency than to the creation of bank credit in the form of 
deposits, but popular opinion has continued t o  associate the idea 
of note expansion with the conception of inflation. Generally 
speaking, a note inflation is regarded as  the issue of notes, either 
for the purpose of paying public expenses or, as in the case of the 
banks, as a basis for conducting lending operations without hav- 
ing behind such issues a form of transaction or  of security which 
will undoubtedly enable the issuer to redeem in a satisfactory 
form upon demand. The popular tradition that great enlargement 
of the currency means a corresponding rise in  goods prices is far  
from being absolutely true, and depends for its validity upon a 
variety of modifying conditions. Still, it has nearly always been 
true that every great expansion of purchasing power, whether 
with the cooperation of other factors or not, has tended to bring 
ahout irredeemability, or, when the currency was confessedly ir- 
redeemable from the start, has reduced the purchasing power of 
the unit,-the result being an advance in prices n4ore comp!ete 
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analysis has shown that "inflation," in the true sense of the word, 
is a phenomenon of production, the changes of prices which are 
associated with it  being rather the cause of excessive currency 
issue than the effect thereof. The experience of the United States 
has been conclusive on this score, enormous increases in media of 
exchange during the years 1920-1929 being accompanied by a 
declining price level instead of an increasing one, while parallel 
examples may be found in other countries. The latter theory has 
also emphasized the fact that the influence supposed to proceed 
from currency inflation upon the price level is quite as  vigor- 
ously, if not more vigorously, exerted by corresponding expansion 
of bank credit or deposits carried by the banks. 

By deflation is meant the retirement of inflated currency (or 
credit) and the restoration of the volume of a circulation to the 
point a t  which it can be effectively redeemed, either in the stand- 
ard of value or in  goods that are currently demanded, a t  "normal" 
prices. The term "reflation" has been recently invented by some 
American economists and has been used to signify the restoration 
of a currency and credit circulation to a former volume, presum- 
ably with the intention of restoring a former level of commodity 
prices. 

A major cause of what is called inflation during the years 
1929-39 has been the adoption of governmental policies designed 
to provide work for the unemployed and paid for either by the 
issue of paper currency or by the discounting a t  banks of govern- 
ment obligations whose proceeds were represented on the banks' 
books by deposits, and were then drawn upon by the public au- 
thorities in order t o  meet their obligations. 

C u r r e n c y  a n d  Prices.-The assumption that the more cur- 
rency and credit there are in existence, the higher are commodity 
prices, is a view which logically represented a development of 
the "quantity" theory of money. If taken with the original quali- 
fication always imposed by the classical economists "other things 
being equal," it is likely to  be the statement of a truism. The 
trouble with i t  a t  best is that it  merely states a fact and does not 
indicate the dynamic factors that tend t o  produce price changes, 
either upward or downward. The unsatisfactoriness of this doc- 
trine of a supposedly close relation between volume of currency 
and prices of goods has become greater a s  economists have tended 
to substitute a relationship between prices and credit or prices and 
"currency" for the older and simpler monetary relationship. TO- 
day, the notion of direct correlation is definitely discredited and 
few still assert that any causal relationship exists between these 
factors. Nevertheless, as already stated, the same conditions 
which led to inflation in the "production" sense of the word, are 
likely to  lead t o  expansion of note currency, if for no other rea- 
son than because the rising scale of prices makes a more ample 
hand-to-hand medium of exchange convenient. I n  the following 
table, recent changes in prices and note issue for two representa- 
tive countries where note expansion has been pronounced since 
the World War are compared. 

CHANGES I N  PRICES AND NOTE ISSUES (1913 = 100) 

I 1 France I Ger~~tanv  -1 

Stabilization.- The irregularity and lack of parallelism which 
have been characteristic of currency and price change in the major 
industrial countries during recent years, have been the cause of the 
movement for so-called "stabilization." I t  was the desire for 
stabilization (by which was meant the establishment of a fixed 
ratio of value between standard currencies such as pounds sterling, 
dollars, francs, and guilders) that served as one chief inotive for 
calling the London Economic Conference of June 1933. The Con- 
ference was, consequently, astonished to receive on July 4, 1933, 
from President Roosevelt, a message practically declining to 
participate in the stabilization movement, due t o  the fact that 
-as he believed-nothing could be done until each country had 
substantially provided a sound internal economic system. This 
brought the Conference to an end without result. Since that 
time a continuous discussion of the question of stabilization has 
remained one of the principal international economic issues, 
and the opinion has been expressed that without i t  no definite 
currency policy could be successfully adopted by any of the 
chief industrial countries while each would be driven t o  the 
adoption of a so-called "planned money", with state control of 
the inflow and outflow of specie and with the unsatisfactory 
conditions of international trade which must necessarily follow 
from such a regime. At the end of 1938, the indefinite con- 
tinuance of this situation seemed to be threatening, owing espe- 
cially to the revival of war dangers and the inevitable weakeniag 
of the economic structure in  warlike countries which invariably 
follows the initiation of hostilities. The Secretary of the Treasury 
of the United States and other governmental authorities in lead- 
ing countries indicated early in the year 1939 that stabilization was 
no nearer than had been the case for some years before 
Stabilization, as it  now presents itself, implies, however, for its 
success the equalization of trade balances and the establishment 
of a more or less permanent basis for the industrial structure in 
each of the participating countries. It thus becomes closely 
allied to what is  generally known as "economic recoveryn-from 
the depression of the past few years. (H P. W.; X.) 

CURRENCY, PRIMITIVE. Among peoples of primitive 
culture is found a strange diversity of objects cornmonly termed 
"money" or "currency." These are of two main kinds, one com- 
prising articles of practical use, the other those of which the pri- 
mary pcrpose is ornament. The rock-salt of Abyssinia, the hoes of 
the Dinka and Shilluk of the upper Kile, the iron and cloth of cen- 
tral and west Africa, the brilliant red feather bands of Santa Cruz, 
the dentalium shell strings of California and British Columbia, 
the wampum of the eastern American tribes, the tridacna-shell 
armlets and large stone axe-blades of eastern New Guinea, the 
sperm-whale teeth of Fiji and the fe* or "mills&one money" of the 
Caroline islands have all been termed "money." Certain of these 
things are currency in the true economic sense; others have been 
dubbed so through loose definition of terms and use. 

Well known among "native money" are the strings of shell disks 
so characteristic of the Melanesian islands, as the diwara of New 
Britain, the rongo of Malaita or the sapisapi of East New Guinea. 
Much work is involved in their manufacture, and their value 
varies according to their length and colour. Red disks are worth 
more than white, the shell from which they are obtained being 
more rare. These strings, whether in coils or made up into neck- 
laces, form most important items of wealth t o  the native, and pass 
freely from hand to hand in settlement of social obligations. 

Rut according to precise terminology such objects can hardly be 
correctly described as  currency or money. I n  any economic sys- 
tem, however primitive, an article can only be regarded as true 
money when it acts as a definite and colnmon medium of exchange, 
as a convenient stepping-stone in obtaining one type of goods for 
another. Moreover, in so doing i t  serves a s  a measure of values. 
allowing the worth of all other articles to  be expressed in terms 
of itself. Again, it  is a standard of value with reference to past or 
future payments, while as a store of value it  allows wealth to be 
condensed and held in reserve. Strings of shell disks and similar 
articles are certainly a form of condensed wealth, and act as a 
store of value. But they do not consistently perfom? any other 
function of money. They may pay for canoes or be traded against 
cine another, but they do not facilitate every-day exchangcs, as  
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The correspondence between prices and currency supplies as 
thus statistically indicated, is rather remote, but even if i t  were 
close a direct question would still remain, whether such corre- 
spondence was the result of extraneous factors or whether some 
interrelation was the cause of price change. I n  the period covered 
by the table, many factors of first importance have been operat- 
ing upon prices and there has probably never been a time when 
"other things" were less likely to be "equal" than during these 
vely years. 
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CURRENCY NOTE-CURRENT BALANCE 
those of food or implements, nor are market values of other com- 
modities expressed in them. The use of such articles is largely 
ceremonial; individual pieces often have names and unique his- 
tories, and are connected with the fortune of special persons and 
clans. In  general, the economic system of the Pacific island native, 
considered apart from the effects of white contact, has not been 
shown capable of accommodating and utilizing a fully-fledged cir- 
culating medium in its system of production and exchange; refer- 
ences to  native "money" or "currency" therefore cannot be 
accepted a t  face value. 

With African tribes the case is different. The use of hoes or 
cattle as true money is dubious, but it is clear that such objects 
as iron bars (often in the form of conventionalized spear-heads or 
knives), cowrie-shells, salt and cloth serve as definite media of 
exchange and as common measures, standards and stores of value. 
This may be due to external influence, particularly to that of 
Arab traders. The cowrie (Cypraea nto~zeta) is one of the most 
striking forms of native currency. Ranging in west Africa from 
the Sahara to the Gulf of Benin, taking in the whole basin of the 
Niger-Benue, and including also the upper Congo-Lualaba area, its 
economic sphere centres especially in Timbuctu, the district of 
the middle Niger, and the country around Lake Tchad. Sometimes 
the shells are strung on a cord, sometimes kept loose in a leather 
bag, and transactions of all kinds, from simple village marketing 
to buying and selling on a large scale, are accomplished through 
this medium. I n  recent times the cowrie has often served as the 
small change for a European currency. 

With the change in economic conditions and ideas consequent 
upon the arrival of the white man, objects previously not em- 
ployed as actual currency may begin to extend their function and 
assume that position. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--W. Ridgeway, Origin o f  Metallic Currency (1892) ; 
H .  Schurtz, Gru~driss  der Entstehungsgeschichte des Geldes (1898) ; 
R. C. Temple, Beginnings of Currency," Journal Royal Anthrop. 
Inst., xxix. (1899) ; R. Thilenius, "Primitives Geld," Archiv f. 
Anthrop N.F. 18 (1921) ; B. Malinowski, "Primitive Economics," 
Economic Journal (1921) ; M. Mauss, "Essai sur le Don," L'Anne'e 
Sociologique (1923-24) ; W. E. Armstrong, "Rossell Island Money," 
Economic Journal (1924). (R. F.) 

CURRENCY NOTE. This familiar form of British paper 
money is issued by the State in virtue of the powers conferred 
by the Currency and Bank Notes Acts, 1914. 

This legislation was hurried through at  the outbreak of the 
World War, when fears were entertained that depositors might 
withdraw large amounts from the banks, so that an "emergency 
currency" to meet the anticipated drain was prepared. The notes 
so provided were made unlimited legal tender and were payable 
in gold at  the option of the holder, during office hours at the 
Bank of England. The notes themselves were from the first issued 
in denominations of one pound and ten shillings. The issues were 
intended to safeguard the banks; the issuer being the Bank of 
England acting for the government, and the banks borrowing 
notes being required to  pay interest on the amount borrowed at  
current bank rate, a t  that time 10%. 

The exigencies of the War soon compelled the government to 
abandon the idea of treating the currency note as an emergency 
issue, to be retired as soon as possible. The notes, except so far 
as they were directly backed by gold, represented a profit to the 
issuer, that is, the State, and their use economized gold coin. I t  
was only a t  the end of 1919 that a brake was put upon the 
volume of currency notes which the State might manufacture 
with profit. The Treasury Minute of December I j ,  1919, imposed 
a limit, known as the Cunliffe Limit, in virtue of which the 
uncovered note circulation in any year was not to exceed the 
maximum uncovered circulation of the previous year. The maxi- 
mum ulzcovered circulation for 1919 being taken as £32o,608.000, 
the limit for 1920 was this amount. I n  subsequent years the limit 
has varied as follows:-1921, £317,60o,ooo; 1922, £309,988,000; 
1923, £270,183,000; 1924, £248.191,000; 1025, £248,145,000; 
1926, £247,902,000; 1927, f246,011,00o. These figures do not 
indicate the outstanding circulation, because notes issued but 
covered by gold or Bank of England notes are not affected 
The gold formerly held by the Treasury agsinst the Note has 

now been replaced by a more than equivalent holding of Bank 
of England notes, the covered issue of currency notes now stand- 
ing a t  f j6,250,000, the proportion of reserve to liabilities being 
usually in the neighbourhood of 18 to 19%. Under the Gold 
Standard Act, 1925, the notes are convertible into gold bars of 
400 ounces minimum weight. 

For further details, see PAPER MONEY, BANKING AND CREDIT and 
Moh-EY. (T. E. G . )  

CURRENT ASSETS. also known as liauid. auick. workine. . , .  , u, 

or floating assets, are assits consisting of cash and other items 
which can-readily.be converted into cash without serious deprecia- 
tion in values. Ordinarily this group of assets includes cash, ac- 
counts receivable, notes receivable, accrued interest receivable and 
merchandise inventories. I t  is generally assumed that current 
assets will be converted into cash during the current operations 
of the business. Usually this will occur within from three months 
to six months following the date of the accounts, although in 
some cases an entire year might be required. ii7hile some con- 
cerns, notably those that manufacture repair parts, have a suffi- 
cient stock of such parts to last for a three to five year period, it  
is customary even in such instances to include these valuations in 
the inventory accounts. The amount involved in the inventory of 
the repair parts is usually small as compared with the inventories 
of finished products, work in process and raw materials. I n  the 
preparation of the balance sheet of an organization, current assets 
are usually listed first. I t  is to these assets that current creditors 
of the business must look for satisfaction of their claims. Again, 
if the balance sheet is to  be used for credit purposes, the prospec- 
tive creditor will be most interested in this group of assets so that 
he may reasonably determine the ability of the debtor to discharge 
his obligation at  maturity. 

N e t  current assets is a term used to signify the excess of cur- 
rent assets over current liabilities. (G. L. C.) 
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CURRENT BALANCE. The current balance was first de- 
vised by Lord Kelvin in 1855 when he and Joule made the 





CURTAIN FIRE--CURTIS 
importance lvas surrounded by them, and sometimes, as in France, 
the space thus screened off was much larger than the actual bed 
and was called the rz~elle. The curtain is very ancient-indeed the 
absence of glass and ill-fitting windows long made it  a necessity. 
Originally single curtains were used; it  would appear that it was 
not until the 17th century that they were employed in pairs. 
Curtains are made in an infinite variety of materials and styles; 
when placed over a door they are usually called porti8res. In 
fortification the "curtain" is that part of the enceinte which lies 
between two bastions, towers, gates, etc. 

CURTAIN FIRE, a barrier of shells fired so as to burst along 
a certain line just in front of one's own infantry to protect them 
from enemy attack, or in rear of the hostile infantry to prevent 
their retreat or the arrival of reinforcements (from O.Fr. cour- 
tine).  Curtain fire is alternatively termed "barrage fire" (from Fr. 
barrage, a barrier). 

CURTANA, the pointless sword of mercy, known also as 
Edward the Confessor's sword, borne at  the coronation of the 
kings of England between the two pointed swords of temporal 
and spiritual justice. 

CURTEA DE ARGES, an old city in the department of 
Arge~ ,  Rumania, on the right bank of the Arges, where lt flows 
through a valley of the lower Carpathians, terminus of a branch 
railway from Pitesti. Pop. (1930) 6,831. Tradition says it was 
founded early in  the 14th century by Prince Radu Negru, sue- 
ceeding C2mpulung as capital of Walachia. Hence its name 
Curtea, "the court." I t  contains a few ancient churches, and was 
created a bishopric a t  the close of the 18th century. 

The cathedral, the most famous Rumanian building, stands in 
monastery grounds I+ mi. north of the city. Mausoleum-like, i t  
is built in Byzantine style, with Moorish arabesques; i t  is oblong, 
with a many-sided annex a t  the back. A central dome is fronted 
by two smaller cupolas; while a broader and loftier secondary 
dome springs from the annex. 

The archives of the cathedral were plundered by Magyars and 
Muslims, but several inscriptions, Greek, Slav and Rumanian, 
were left. One tablet names the founder, Prince Neagoe Bassarab 
(1512-21) ; another says Prince John Radu completed the work 
in I 526; a third describes repairs executed in 1681 by Prince 
Serban Cantacuzino; a fourth, the restoration in 1804, by Jo- 
seph, the first bishop. The cathedral was reconstructed 1875-85, 
and reconsecrated in 1886. 

CURTESY: see COURTESY. 
CURTILAGE, the area of land which immediately surrounds 

a dwelling-house and its yard and outbuildings. In  feudal times 
every castle with its dependent buildings was protected by a 
surrounding wall, and all the land within the wall was termed 
the curtilage; but the modern legal interpretation of the word, 
i.e., what area is enclosed by the curtilage, depends upon the 
circumstances of each individual case, such as the terms of the 
grant or deed which passes the property, or upon what is held 
to  be the amount of land usual or necessary for the site of the 
house, etc. The importance of the word in modern law depends on 
the fact that the curtilage marks the limit of the premises in which 
housebreaking can be committed. 

CURTIN, ANDREW GREGG (1817-1894), American 
political leader, was born a t  Bellefonte, Centre county, Pa., on 
April 22, 1817. H e  graduated from the law department of Dickin- 
son college in 1837 and was admitted to the bar in 1839. Entering 
politics as a Whig, he was chairman of the Whig State central 
committee in 1854, and from 1855 to 1858 was secretary of the 
commonwealth. In  Oct. 1860 he was elected governor of Penn- 
sylvania on the Republican ticket. 

During the Civil War he was one of the closest advisers of 
President Lincoln, and one of the most efficient, energetic and 
patriotic of the "war governors" of the north. H e  organized the 
famous "Pennsylvania Reserves," by means of which the state 
was always able to fill a t  once its required quota after each succes- 
sive call. I n  equipping and supplying troops he showed great re- 
sourcefulness, and his arrangements for caring for the svidows 
and children of Pennsylvania soldiers killed in battle and for the 
sick and wounded were copied throughout the north. He was re- 

elected governor in 1863 and served until Jan. 1867. H e  was 
U.S. minister to  Russia from 1869 until 1872. H e  returned to 
America and took part in the Liberal Republican revolt against 
President U. S. Grant. Later he joined the Democratic party and 
was a representative in congress from 1881 to 1887. H e  died at  
his birthplace, Bellefonte, Pa. on Oct. 7, 1894. 

See William H. W e ,  Life and Times of Andrew Gregg Curtin 
(Philadelphia, 18961, which contains chapters written by A. K. 
McClure, Jno. Russell Young, Wayne MacVeagh, Fitz John Porter and 
others; and 0berholtzer, since the civil War. 

CURTIS, CHARLES (1860--1936), American politician, 
was born i n  North Topeka, Kan., on Jan. 2 j, 1860. H e  received 
a common school education, studied law, was admitted to  the 
bar in 1881, began practice in Topeka, and in 1884-88 served 
as county attorney. Entering politics, he was elected in 1893 
Republican representative in congress, and was re-elected con- 
tinuously until 1907, when he was chosen United States senator, 
serving until 1913. H e  was again elected senator for the terms 
1915-21, 1921-27 and 1927-33. At the Republican national con- 
vention in 1928 he was nominated for the vice-presidency. On 
Nov. 6, 1928, he, with Herbert Hoover, was elected by the over- 
whelming majority of 444 to 87 electoral votes, but four years 
later he was defeated even more decisively. He died Feb. 8, 1936. 

CURTIS, CHARLES GORDON (1860- 1, American 
inventor, was born a t  Boston, Mass., April 20, 1860. H e  was 
educated a t  Columbia university (C.E., 1881; LL.B., 1883; M.S., 
1907)~ and practised as a patent lawyer for eight years. He 
organized the C. and C. Electric Motor Co., and also the Curtis 
Electric Manufacturing Co., of which latter concern he was presi- 
dent. H e  invented the Curtis steam turbine, of high efficiency 
with a new method of controlling speed, the land rights of which 
he sold to the General Electric Co. 

CURTIS, CYRUS HERMANN KOTZSCII[MAR (1850- 
1933), U.S. philanthropist and publisher, was born in Portland, 
Me., June 18, 18j0, the son of Cyrus Libby Curtis and Salome 
Ann Cummings Curtis. As early as 1863, he began publishing in 
Portland a local weekly called Young America. When fire de- 
stroyed his plant, he moved to Boston, where he worked as a 
messenger, an advertising solicitor and as publisher of The Peo- 
ple's Ledger, a magazine. He moved to Philadelphia in 1876 and 
continued there the publication of the magazine. In  1879 he 
founded The Tribune and Fwmer, from the women's section of 
which he formed a new magazine, The Ladies' Home Journal. In  
1890, Curtis organized the Curtis Publishing company. Seven 
years later he purchased The Saturday Evening Post and in 191 I 
The Country Gentleman. I n  1913, he purchased the Philadelphia 
Public Ledger and a year later began publication of the Evening 
Public Ledger. H e  bought the Evening Telegraph for its Associ- 
ated Press membership, which he transferred to the Evening Pub- 
lic Ledger. Later he purchased the Philadelphia Press and the 
North American, both morning newspapers, and merged them 
with the Curtis papers. In  1924, he obtained possession of the 
New York Evening Post; in 1930, the Philadelphia Inquirer. H e  
died June 7, 1933. 

CURTIS, GEORGE TICKNOR (1812-1894), American 
lawyer, legal writer and constitutional historian, was born in 
Watertown, Mass., on Nov. 28, 1812. H e  graduated a t  Harvard in 
1832, was admitted to the bar in 1836, and practised in Worcester, 
Boston, New k'ork and Washington, appearing before the U.S. su- 
preme court. in many important cases, including the Dred Scott 
case, and the "legal tender" cases. I n  Boston he was for many 
years the U.S. commissioner, and in this capacity, despite his own 
opposition to slavery, ordered the return to his owner of the 
famous fugitive slave, Thomas Sims, in 1852. H e  was the nephew 
of George Ticknor, the historianof Spanishliterature, and his asso- 
ciation with his uncle was influential in developing his scholarly 
tastes. H e  is best known as the author of A History o f  the Origie. 
Formation and Adoption of the Constitution o f  the United States, 
with Notices o f  i ts  Principal Framers (18 j4), republished, with 
many additions, as The Constitutiona2History o f  the Unitedstates 
from their Declaration of Independence t o  the Close o f  their Civil 
W m  (1889-96). This history may be said to present the old 
Federalist or "Webster-Whig" view of the formation and powers 



CURTIS-CURTIUS 
of the Constitution; and it  was natural that Curtis should follow it 
with a voluminous Li fe  of Daniel Webster  (1870), a most valuable 
biography of that statesman. In  his later years Curtis, like so 
many of the followers of Webster, turned towards the Democratic 
Party; and he wrote, among other works of minor importance, an 
exculpatory life of President James Buchanan (1883) and two vin- 
dications of Gen. George B. iJlcClellan's career (1886 and 1887). 
H e  died in New York on March 28, 1894. 

In addition to the works above mentioned he published: Digest o f  
the English and Amerzcan Admiralty Decisions (1839) ; Rights and 
Duties of Merchant Seamen (1841) ; Law of Patents (1849); Equity 
Precedents (1850) ; Comnzentaries on the Jurisprudence, Practice and 
Peculiar Jurisdiction o f  the Courts of the United States (1854-58) ; 
Creation or Evolution (1887) ; and a novel, John Chambers (1889). 

His brother, BEXJAMIN ROBBINS CURTIS (1809-1874)~ also an 
eminent jurist, was born on Nov. 4, 1809, in Watertown, Mass., 
graduated a t  Harvard in 1829, studied law a t  Cambridge and at  
Northfield, Mass., where, after his admission to the bar in 1832, 
he practised law for two years, and then in Boston in 1834-51. In  
1851 he was appointed to the Supreme Court of the United States, 
where he gained his greatest fame by his dissenting opinion in the 
Dred Scott case, in which he argued that the Missouri Compromise 
was constitutional, and that negroes could become citizens. His 
argument was immediately published as an anti-slavery document. 
In 1857 he resigned from the Supreme Court and resumed his 
private practice. In  1868 he was one of the counsel for President 
Andrew Johnson in his impeachment trial. H e  died a t  Newport 
R.I., on Sept. 15, 1874. H e  prepared Decisions o f  the  Sz~preme 
Court and a Digest of its decisions down to 18 54. 

A Memoir of Benjamin Robbins Curtis, with Some of his Profes- 
sional and Miscellaneous Papers, edited by his son, Benjamin R. Curtis, 
was published at Boston in 1879, the Memoir being by George 
Ticknor Curtis. 

CURTIS, GEORGE WILLIAM (1824-1892), American 
man of letters, was born in Providence, R.I., U.S.A., Feb. 24 1824, 
of old New England stock. The most significant factor in his early 
life was his two years' stay with his brother James as a boarder 
at  the Brook Farm community and school. Then came two years, 
passed partly in New York, partly in Concord in order to  be near 
Emerson and to combine intellectual with outdoor occupation. 
After four years spent in Europe, Egypt and Palestine, Curtis 
returned to America in 18 jo, handsome, attractive, accomplished, 
ambitious of literary distinction. H e  joined the staff of the New 
York Tribune,  to which, as to the Coztrier and Eizqz4irer, he had 
sent some letters from Europe. H e  became a popular lecturer. 
He set himself to  work on a volume published in the spring of 
1851 under the title of Nile Notes  of a Howadji ,  which was fol- 
lowed in 1852 by T h e  Howadji  iiz Syria. H e  wrote much for 
Putnam's Magazine, of which he was an associate editor; and a 
number of volumes, composed of charming essays written for that 
publication, for his department, "The Lounger," in Harper's 
Week l y ,  and for Harper's Monthly ,  where he was long associated 
with "The Easy Chair," came in rapid succession from his pen. 
The chief of these were the Potiphar Papers (1853), a satire on 
the fashionable society of the day; and Przde and I (18j6), a 
fancifully tender and humorous study of life. These, the Howadji 
books and Lotus  Eating (18 52) appeared in a uniform edition in 
1856. I n  1856 Curtis married Miss Anna Shaw. For years he 
was obliged to sacrifice much of his home life that he might, by 
lecturing, pay off the debts he had assumed volunta~ily after the 
failure of Putnam's Magazi?te. 

In  the period just preceding the Civil War other interests were 
subordinated to those of national concern. H e  made his first 
important speech on current questions at  Wesleyan university in 
1856. H e  engaged actively in the presidential campaign of that 
year, and was soon recognized not only as an effective public 
speaker but as one of the ablest and most trustworthy leaders of 
public opinion. I n  1863 he became political editor of Harper's 
'CVeekly, and as such his writing was clear, direct and forcible. 
Although he never became a mere partisan, his service to  the Re- 
publican Party was such that he was offered nominations of distinc- 
tion and was given his choice of the chief missions under President 
Hayes. H e  refused them all, feeling that he could be of more 

service to the country as editor and public speaker. I n  1871 he 
was appointed by President Grant chairman of the commission on 
civil service reform. From then until his death, he led this 
movement, and to his sound judgment, his vigorous presentation 
of the evils of the corrupt political patronage system and his 
untiring efforts, progress in the reform is mainly due. H e  was 
president of the National Civil Service Reform League and of 
the New York Civil Service Reform Association. I n  1884 in 
refusing to support the nomination of James G. Blaine as candi- 
date for the Presidency, he broke with the Republican Party, 
and became the typical Independent in politics. I n  1890 he 
was made chancellor of the University of New York, having 
been a member of the board of regents from 1864. H e  died a t  
New Brighton, Staten Island, N.Y., Aug. 31, 1892. (C. E. N.) 

BIBLIOGRAP~Y.-S~~ George Willianz Curtis, by Edward Cary, in the 
"American Men of Letters" series (1894), an excellent biography; "An 
Epistle to George William Curtis, 1874" and "Postscript, 1887" in 
James Russell Lowell's Complete Poetical Works; George TVilliam 
Curtis, a commemorative address delivered before the Century Associa- 
tion, Dec. I 7, 1892, by Parke Godwin (1893) ; Orations and Addresses 
by George William Curtis, edited by Charles Eliot Norton (1894), 
and Early Letters of George W m .  Curtis to John S .  Dwight, Brook 
Farm and Concord, edited by G. W. Cooke (1898). A number of h ~ s  
literary and social essays were published in book form posthumously. 
W. M. Payne refers to him in his Leading American Essayists (1910). 

CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, THE, an Ameri- 
can publishing company with headquarters in Philadelphia. I ts  
publications consist of T h e  Saturday Evening Post (general-week- 
ly),  the Ladies' Horne Journal (women's monthly), the Country  
Gentleman (agriculture-monthly), and Jack and Jill (young chil- 
dren-monthly). T h e  Saturday Evening Post was founded in 1728 
by Benjamin Franklin, under the name of the Pennsylvania 
Gazette, and has been published continuously since that time, 
except for a few weeks during the British occupancy of Philadel- 
phia during the Revolutionary War. The Ladies' Honze ~ o u r i l a l  
was founded by Cyrus H.  K. Curtis in 1883. The Country  Gcittle- 
m a n  is the oldest agricultural periodical in America, and was 
established in the year 1831. Jack and Jill was established in Nov. 
1938. The net paid circulation of all four magazines in 1939 was 
the highest in their history, the average circulation of the Pos f ,  
during the first six months of that year, being 3,117,805, the 
Joztrnal 3,185,376, the Gentleman 2,054,292, and Jack and Jill 
125,845. 

The Curtis Publishing Company has been the originator of 
many innovations in the publishing business. I t  developed the first 
organized research into commercial problems; it  developed the 
four-colour wet printing process; invented and developed the 
parallel folder in magazine work, and developed, for the first 
time practically, the almost instantaneous drying of printing inks 
in fine quality work. I t  originated the first magazine circulation 
department, and has been a pioneer in many forms of modern 
management. I ts  buildings in Philadelphia are open for public 
inspection. (W. D. F.) 

CURTIUS, ERNST (1814-1896), German archaeologist 
and historian, was born a t  Liibeck on Sept. 2, 1814. After travel- 
ling in Greece he became, in 1844, an extraordinary professor a t  
the University of Berlin, and in the same year was appointed tutor 
to Prince Frederick William (afterwards the Emperor Frederick 
111.)-a post which he held till 1850 I n  1874 he concluded an 
agreement by which the excavations at  Olympia (9.v.) were en- 
trusted exclusively to  Germany. Curtius died a t  Berlin on July 
11, 1896. 

His best-known work is his History of Greece (1857-67, 6th ed. 
1887-88; Eng. tran. by A. W. Ward, 1868-73) now superseded (see 
GREECE: History, Ancient, 8 Bibliography). His other writings are 
chiefly archaeological. The most important are: Die Akropolis von  
Athen (1844) ; Naxos (1846) ; Peloponnesos, eine historisch-geograph- 
ische Beschreibung der Halbinsel (1851) ; Olympia (18j2) ; Die 
Ionier vor der iorzischen Wanderung (1855) ; Attische Studien (1862- 
65) ; Ephesos (1874). His collected speeches and lectures were pub- 
lished under the title of Altertum und Gegenwart (5th ed. 1903 et seq.). 

A full list of his writings will be found in L. Gurlitt, Erinnerungrn 
an Ernst Curtius (1902) ; see also article by 0. Kern in Allgemeine 
deutsche Biographie, xlvii. (1903), to which may be added I?. Curtius, 
Ernst Curtius, ein Lebensbild in Briefen (1903) ; T. Hodgkin, Ernst 
Curtius (1905). 



His brother, GEORG CURTIUS (1820--188j), philologist, was 
born a t  Liibeck on April 16, 1820. H e  held philological appoint-~ 
ments a t  Prague, Kiel and Leipzig. H e  died at  Hermsdorf on Aug. 
12, 1885. His philological theories exercised a widespread in- 
fluence. The more important of his publications are: Die Spraclz- 
vergleicltung i n  ihrern T.'erhaltniss zzlr classisclzen Philologie 
(184 j ; Eng. tran. by F. H .  Trithen, 18 j ~ )  ; Spraclzvergleichende 
Beitrage zur griechisclten und lateinischen Gramfnatik (1846); 
Grundziige der griechischen Etymologie (18 58-62, 5th ed. 1879) ; 
Das Verbzim der griechischen Sprnche (1873). The last two works 
have been translated into English by A. S. Wilkins and E. B. 
England. From 1878 till his death Curtius was general editor of 
the Leipziger Studien zzlr classischen Philologie. His Griechiscke 
Schulgra~nmatik, first published in 18 52, has passed through more 
than 20 editions, and has been edited in English. In  his last work, 
Zur Kritik der neziesten Spraclzforscltung ( I S S ~ ) ,  he attacks the 
views of the "new" school of philology. 

Opuscula of Georg Curtius was edited after his death by E. 
Windisch (Kleine Schriften, 1886-87). For further information con- 
sult articles by R. Meister in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie, xlvii. 
(1go3), and by E. Windisch in C. Bursian's Biographisches Jahrbuch 
fur Alterthurnski~nde (1886). 

CURTIUS, ERNST ROBERT (1886- ), German 
scholar, was born at  Thann, Alsace, on April 14, 1886. From 1913- 
19 he taught a t  the University of Bonn, from 1920-24 a t  Mar- 
burg, was professor of French history and romance philology at  
Heidelberg from 1924 to 1929, when he returned to Bonn. 

Among his works are: Die literarischen Wegbereiter des neuen 
Frankreiclzs (1919) ; Maurice Barrls und die geistigen Grundlagen 
des franaosischen Nationalisnzus (Bonn, 1921) ; Balzec (Bonn, 1923) ; 
Franzosischer Geist im neuen Europa (1925) ; Die Literaviisthetik des 
Mittelalters, in Zeitschrift f .  row. Philologie (1938). 

CURTIUS, MARCUS, a legendary hero of ancient Rome. 
I t  is said that in 362 B.C. a deep gulf opened in the forum, which 
the seers declared would never close until Rome's most valuable 
possession was thrown into it. Then Curtius, recognizing that 
nothing was more precious than a brave citizen, leaped, fully 
armed and on horseback, into the chasm, which immediately 
closed. The spot was afterwards covered by a marsh called the 
Lacus Curtius. Two other explanations of the name Lacus Curtius 
are given: ( I )  a Sabine general, Mettius Curtius, hard pressed 
by Romulus, leaped into a swamp which covered the valley after- 
wards occupied by the forum; ( 2 )  in 44 j B.C. the spot was struck 
by lightning, and enclosed as  sacred by the consul, Gaius Curtius. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-SB~ L ~ V Y  i. 12, vii. 6 ;  Dion Halic. ii. 4 2 ;  Varro, 
Da lingua Latina, v. 148; Ch. Hiilsen, The Roman Forum (Eng. 
trans. of and. ed., J. B. Carter, 1906) ; 0 .  Gilbert, Geschichte und 
Topographie der Stadt Rom i m  Altertum, i. (1883), 334-38. 

CURTIUS RUFUS, QUINTUS, biographer of Alexander 
the Great. Modern authorities regard him as a rhetorician who 
flourished during the reign of Claudius (A.D. 41-54). His work 
( D e  rebus gestis Alexandri magni) originally consisted of ten 
books, of which the first two are entirely lost, and the remaining 
eight are incomplete. The work is uncritical, and shows ignor- 
ance of geography, chronology and military matters. 

There are numerous editions and an English translation by P. Pratt 
(1821). 

CURUCANECAN, a tribe or small group of tribes of South 
American Indians, regarded on very insufficient evidence as consti- 
tuting an independent linguistic stock. They have been extinct 
since the early part of the 19th century. The Curucanecas lived 
in the extreme north-east corner of the present province of Chiqui- 
tos in eastern Bolivia, in about 16" S. lat. They appear to have 
been similar to  and may have been linguistically related to the 
Corabecas (q . v . ) ,  Coravecas, Curuminacas and other nomad 
hunting tribes of this region. 

See A. D'Orbigny, L'Homme Americain (Paris, 1839). 
CURULE, the epithet applied in Rome to the chair of office, 

sella curulis (Lat. currus, "chariot"), used by the "curule" or 
higher magistrates, and by the emperors. This chair seems to 
have been originally placed in the magistrate's chariot. I t  was 
inlaid with ivory or made of it, had curved legs but no back, and 
could be folded up like a camp-stool (See CONSUL, PRAETOR and 
AEDILE.) 

CURVE. A curve is most easily thought of as the path of a 
point moving continuously as to  both position and direction, ex- 
cept a t  special points where discontinuities of any kind may 
occur. Formerly the word line was used to include both curves 
and straight lines; in  modern use it  always means a straight line, 
and is a particular case of the more general term curve. 

A curve may also be thought of as given in its entirety, a single 
infinity of points all present a t  once; this is perhaps the artistic 
rather than the scientific point of view. 

I n  either case, the idea becomes more definite when we regard 
all the points of the curve, whether given successively or simul- 
taneously, as obeying some sort of law. If we adopt the device 
of co-ordinates (see ANALYTIC GEOMETRY), the law is expressed 
by one or more equations between the co-ordinates, involving cer- 
tain functions of them which vanish. The curve is said to be 
algebraic or transcendental according to the nature of its equations 
in Cartesian co-ordinates. If i t  is algebraic, i t  has only a finite 
number of exceptional points, but a transcendental curve can have 
an infinite number (for an example, see article CTRVES, SPECIAL) 
and if its equation involves one of the highly discontinuous func- 
tions known to modern analysis it  may lose all or nearly all of the 
properties usually associated with the idea of curve. 

If P is an ordinary point of a plane curve, and Q is a neighbour- 
ing point, then as Q moves up to P,  the chord PQ tends t o  a 
definite limit called the tangent a t  P. The line through P per- 
pendicular to  the tangent is the nor?nal. Three points P,Q,R of 
the curve determine a circle, whose limit as Q and R tend to P is 
the circle of czrrvatzcre a t  P. The more sharply the curve bends, 
the smaller is this circle, and the reciprocal of its radius is the 
curvature at  P, and is equal to the rate of rotation of the tangent 
(or normal) per unit length of arc described by P. The centre of 
curvature is also the limit of the intersection of adjacent normals. 

I n  the immediate neighbourhood of P, to  a first approximation 
the curve can be replaced by the tangent, and to a second approxi- 
mation by the circle of curvature. 

By the principle of duality (q.v.)  a curve can also be regarded 
as the envelope of its tangents; we may think of the tangent as  
a line moving continuously in one plane according to some law; 
its intersection with a neighbouring tangent has a definite limit, 
which is the point of contact. Thus the tangent replaces the point 
as the element which generates the curve, and the point of con- 
tact replaces the tangent. 

Curves in Space.-A twisted curve is one which does not lie 
wholly in one plane. If P,Q,R,S are four neighbouring points of 
the curve, the planes PQR, QRS are in general distinct. The limit 
of PQR as Q and R tend to P is the osculating plane at  P. The 
normal is the perpendicular to the tangent in the osculating plane, 
and the common perpendicular to the tangent and normal is the 
binormal. The circle of curvature, limit of the circle PQR, lies in 
the osculating plane; but its centre is not the limit of intersection 
of adjacent normals, for these, lying in different osculating planes, 
do not meet in general. The four points P,Q,R,S determine a 
sphere through the circles PQR, QRS,  the limit of whose centre is 
the centre of spherical curvature a t  P. 

I t  is useful to think of the tangent, normal and binormal as  a 
rigid frame of rectangular axes, with P as origin, moving forward 
and rotating as P describes the curve with unit velocity. At any 
moment, the angular velocity of the frame about the binormal is 
the curvature, and that about the tangent is the torsion; there is 
no instantaneous rotation about the normal. 

The degree of an algebraic plane curve is that of its equation, 
and is the number of its intersections with a general line of the 
plane; and its class is the number of its tangents through a gen- 
eral point. The degree of an algebraic twisted curve is the number 
of its points that lie in a general plane; and its class is the number 
of its osculating planes through a given point, and it  has another 
important characteristic, the rank, which is the number of its 
tangent lines that meet a general line. 

In  space, the figure dual to a curve locus is a singly infinite set 
of planes obeying some given law. These form a developable 
surface. Any plane of the set with any other one determines a 
line, and with any other two it determines a point. As the second 



CURVE 
and third planes tend to coincide with the first, this point has a 
definite limit, whose locus is a curve associated with the devel- 
opable surface, called its edge of regression. The limit of the line 
is its tangent, and the original plane is its osculating plane. Con- 
versely, the osculating planes of a given curve form the associated 
developable, of which the curve is the edge of regression. 

For the equation of a transcendental curve, there is often a 
simple expression in polar or other co-ordinates (for example, see 
article CURVES, SPECIAL: Sjiral,  Cardioid, Trisectrix). I n  other 
cases (see Cycloid in  the same article), the simplest form gives 
each co-ordinate in terms of a common parameter. The parametric 
expression is often useful for algebraic curves also. For example, 
by a proper choice of a system of homogeneous co-ordinates (see 
CO-ORDINATES) any twisted cubic can be represented by 

2: y:  2:  w=1: t:t2: t3. 
Yet another form of expression is in terms of the length of any 

arc and the angle between the tangents a t  its extremities; this is 
called the intrinsic equation, since it  depends on no frame of 
reference unconnected with the curve (see Catenary, in  the article 
CURVES, SPECIAL). 

Degenera t ions  and Intersections.-The equation of a plane 
algebraic curve k of degree n in Cartesian or homogeneous co- 
ordinates contains $(n+ I )  (n+ a )  coefficients, whose &n(n+g) 
ratios are the independent parameters of the curve, regarded as a 
member of the whole plane family of curves of degree 72. Any 
special type can be obtained by making restrictions on these 
parameters, e.g., the conditions for the three types of conic. (See 
CONIC SECTION.) 

For certain sets of values of the parameters, the left-hand side 
of the equation falls into factors, each of which by itself gives a 
separate curve. The product vanishes whenever any factor van- 
ishes by itself, and the equation is satisfied by the co-ordinates 
of a point on any one of these curves, and so represents their ag- 
gregate. I n  many cases it is convenient still to regard this as a 
single curve, which is then said to  be degenerate. Thus a pair of 
intersecting lines is a degenerate conic, A curve which does not 
break up is said to be proper. 

I n  the plane, any aggregate of curves can be regarded as a 
degenerate curve, of degree equal to  the sum of their separate 
degrees. In  space this is not so unless the components satisfy 
certain conditions of incidence: a pair of skew lines is not a 
degenerate conic. 

A conic and a line meeting it twice, and therefore lying in its 
plane, form a degenerate plane cubic; a conic and a line, not in 
its plane, but meeting it  once, form a degenerate twisted cubic; 
a conic and a line not meeting it, but meeting its plane in a point 
not lying on the conic, cannot be regarded as a single degenerate 
curve. 

The common points of two curves of degrees fh, n, are those 
whose co-ordinates satisfy both equations, and their number is 
nL%, equal to that of the solutions of the eliminant. This con- 
tinues to hold if one or both of the curves break up. I n  any case, 
we must reckon imaginary and infinite solutions as corresponding 
to intersections of the same natures. The points a t  infinity of the 
plane must be considered to lie on a line with which the curve k 
has n intersections, real or imaginary. 

A point of k a t  infinity lies on a branch stretching to infinity; 
the tangent a t  a point retreating along this branch may tend to a 
limiting position not wholly a t  infinity, i ts one point a t  infinity 
being that point through which the branch of k passes. Such a 
tangent is called an asymptote ( q . v . ) ,  and k has in general n of 
them; their directions are given by the terms of highest degree in 
its Cartesian equation. But it  may happen that the limit of the 
tangent is the line a t  infinity itself; then there is no corresponding 
linear asymptote. 

Now an asymptote has only one point a t  infinity, the same 
towards whichever end of the line we retreat; thus a curve 
approaches its asymptote at  both ends, and in general on opposite 
sides, as viewed from the finite part of the plane. This appears 
strange a t  first sight; but two parallel lines have a simple inter- 
section at  infinity, and the second lies on the same side of the first 
a t  both ends. A curve touches its asymptote a t  infinity, having 

two intersections with it  there; so if i t  and a given parallel to  the 
asymptote lie on the same side of the asymptote at  one end, they 
'must lie on opposite sides a t  the other. 

Singu1arities.-The interest of any curve depends largely on 
its exceptional points, where the ordinary properties fail. A singu- 
lar point of a curve k is one where there is not a unique, definite 
tangent. The simplest is an ordinary double point or node 0, 

where two separate branches of k nl cross without touching. Here 
there is not one definite tangent, 
but two, one belonging to each 
branch. A moving point describ- 
ing k comes to 0 twice, on differ- 

D O U B L E  P O I N T  ent occasions and in different di- 
FIG. rections. A general line I ,  passing 

near 0 but not through it, meets k in two points near 0, one on 
each branch, both of which tend to 0 when 1 moves so as to pass 
through 0. If I is ultimately one of the tangents a t  0, three such 
intersections are absorbed, two on the branch touched, and one 
on the other. 

In  general, the multiplicity s of a singular point 0 is the number 
of intersections with a general line absorbed there. Through 0 
there are always s lines, distinct or coincident, on which more than 
s intersections are absorbed, and which are the tangents at  0. If 
the s tangents are distinct, the multiple point 0 is  ordinary. If 0 
is s,-fold on one curve and s,-fold on another, i t  absorbs just sls, 
of their points of intersection if they have no common tangent 
a t  0 ;  if they touch, it  may absorb any greater number. 

If any of the s tangents coincide, 0 is an extraordinary singu- 
larity. The simplest is a cusp of first species, a variety of double 
point, which may be thought of as the limit of a loop drawn 
together to its node. 

There is only one branch of k a t  0, and one distinct tangent 
meeting k in three coincident points a t  0. A point P describing 
k continuously comes to rest a t  0 and reverses its direction of 
motion; for this reason a cusp is often called a stationary point. 
The tangent a t  P rotates in the same sense without reversal. 

A cusp is something like the path of an engine running past 
catch-points t o  rest, and backing on to another pair of rails; that 
is, running down on one branch of a Y and backing up  on 
the other. 

A set of different but corresponding singularities presents itself 
when a curve is regarded as an envelope. A singular tangent is one 
which has not a unique, definite point of contact. The line singu- 

larity which answers to an ordi- 

pi nary double point is a double tan- 
gent, with two distinct, definite 
points of contact, each a simple 
point of the curve. That which 
answers to a cusp is an inflexion, 

D O U B L E  TANGENT when the two points of eontact 
F I G .  2 . - - S I N G U L A R  T A N G E N T S  coincide, and the tangent meets 

the curve in three coincident points. A tangent describing the 
envelope comes to rest and reverses its direction of rotation, but 
a point describing the curve goes on without reversing, for the 
inflexion is a simple point of the curve. 

Every singularity of a curve, which is of higher multiplicity or 
more complicated nature than the four elementary kinds described 
above, is, from a great many points of view, equivalent to a cer- 
tain set of distinct double points, cusps, double tangents and 
inflexions, and can usually be regarded as the limit of this set 
when certain points and lines come to coincide. Thus a triple 
point can arise from three double points. 

Transformations;  Genus.-Two curves, whether plane or 
twisted, are said t o  be in I, I correspondence, or transformations 
of each other, or represented upon each other, if each ordinary 
point of either corresponds to  one and only one point of the other. 
I f  the co-ordinates of the first point are given, those of the second 
are one-valued and therefore rational functions of these, and the 
equations expressing this are rationally reversible, so that the 
co-ordinates of the first point are also expressible as rational 
functions of those of the second. Any curve can be thus trans- 



CURVES, 
formed into a plane curve having no multiple points except or- 
dinary double points, or  into a twisted curve having no singular 
points a t  all. 

A plane curve of given degree cannot have more double points 
or cusps than 4 (n-  I )  (72- 2), or  their equivalent, without break- 
ing up. Thus  the only nodal conic is  a pair of lines. A proper 
cubic can have one node; if i t  had two, the line joining them would 
have four intersections with the cubic, which is impossible: the  
curve would break up  into the line and a conic through the two 
points. T h e  number 

PE&(?I-I)(?I-2)-6-K 

by which the  equivalent number 6 + ~  of double points and cusps 
falls short of this maximum is called its deficiency or more usually 
i ts  genus. The  fundamental property of the genus is that i t  is 
unaltered by  any I ,  I transformation of the curve. 

I f  p = o, the curve is rational or zl?zicz*rsal, and can be  trans- 
formed into a line. T h e  co-ordinates of its general point can be  
expressed as rational functions of a single parameter, the co- 
ordinate of the corresponding point on the line. 

A I ,  I correspondence is set up  between a twisted curve k and 
its projection k' from any vertex T' upon any plane. The  singulari- 
ties of k' are the projections of 
those of k, and, in addition, a cer- 
tain number of ordinary double 
points lying on rays through V 
which meet k in two distinct 
points. These are called apparent 

' 

double poillts of k, 2nd their num- FIG. 3.--TRIPLE POINT AS LIMIT OF 
T H R E E  DOUBLE'POINTS ber is one of i ts  essential charac- 

teristics, for i t  reduces the  genus, being an additional number of 
singularities of k', whose genus is the same as that of k. 

P lucke r ' s  Equations.- All plane curves other than lines and 
conics possess singularities of some sort. If they are free from 
multiple points, they are bound to  have definite numbers of double 
tangents and inflexions, or  their equivalent in higher singular tan- 
gents. If  multiple points are present, the numbers of multiple 
tangents are reduced. Between the  degree n, class n', and the 
equivalent numbers 6, K, 6 , ' ~ ' o f  double points, cusps, double tan- 
gents and inflexions there exists a remarkable set of relations 
known as  Plucker's eqzbations, by which any three of the six num- 
bers can be calculated in terms of the other three: 

1z1=?2(t2- I )  - z ~ - ~ K  
K ' -K=~(~z ' - ?z )  

~ (6 ' -6 )  = (rzl-~z)(u'+n-~) 
Thus  the cubic with no node is of class 6 and has no double 

tangents and 9 inflexions; the  nodal cubic is  of class 4 with 3 
inflexions; and the cuspidal cubic is  of class 3 with one inflexion. 
The quartic with n o  singular points has 2 8  double tangents and 
24 inflexions. 

T h e  points of contact of the  ?zf tangents which can be  drawn to 
k f rom any  point P of the  plane are  the intersections, other than 
the multiple points of k, with a certain derived curve of degree 
n- I, called the  first polar of P with regard to  k. This passes 
through each double point of k, meeting i t  in two points there, and 
touches k a t  each cusp, meeting i t  in three points there. The first 
of Pliicker's equations expresses that the total number of inter- 
sections of k with the first polar is n(n-I) .  

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The best-known English text-book is G. Salmon's 
Treatise on the Higher Plane Curves (translated into German and 
French). Full references are given in the Encyklopiidie der mathe- 
matisclten TVissenschaften, Band iii. (H. P. Hu.) 

CURVES, SPECIAL. Partly due to  the studies of the 
Greeks in  pure geometry, but  largely to  the influence of analytic 
geometry ( q . ~ . ) ,  there have been developed a large number of 
special curves which have received names which are more or less 
generally recognized. Such curves may be classified in various 
ways-curves in a plane or  in  a space of three dimensions; alge- 
braic and non-algebraic ; alphabetically; chronologically; etc. 
For reference purposes, however, i t  has seemed best t o  give an  
initial alphabetical list with references to  the numbers of the sec- 
tions, and then to  arrange the sections roughly in the order: plane 

SPECIAL 
algebraic curves according to degree followed by  plane transcen- 
dental curves, general classes of curves, and curves of double 
curvature, inserting figures to  show the general shapes of the 
most important plane curves considered. 
Alysoid, 44 Inverse Curves, 38, 47, 51 
-4nallagmatic Curves, 47, 51 Involute of a Circle, 37, 38, 39, 53, 
Astroid, Tetracuspid, 26, 30, 33, 55 

49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56 Involutes, so, 6.3 
Bertrand Curves, 63 Isochrone, 2 ,  36 
Besace, 2 1  Isoptic Curve, 52 
Bicorn, Cocked Hat,  18 Kampyle of Eudoxus, 22, 54 
Bowditch Curves, Lissajous Kappa Curve, Gutschoven's 

Curves, 34 Curve, 23, 54, 62 
Brachistochrone. 36, 48 Lam6 Curves, 30 
Bullet-nose Curve, Puntiforme, Lemniscate, Spherical, 58 

Kohlenspitzenliurve, 19 Lemniscate of Bernoulli, Hyper- 
Cardioid, Conchoid of a Circle, 8, bolic Lemniscate, 11, 1 2 ,  28, 35, 

14, 15, 2 5 ,  27, 31, 33, 35, 47, 49, 511 .53, 58, 62 
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 61 Lemniscate of Gerono, Eight 

Cardioid, Spherical, 61 Curve, 21 
Cartesian Ovals, 10, 47, 49 Limacon, Hyperbolic Limacon, 
Cassinian Ovals, 11, 47, 49, 51 IOt 14, 33, 47, 49, 51, 52, 53 
Catenary, Sail Curve (Velaria), Lissajous Curves, 34 

44, 45, 49, 50, 54 
Catenary, Elliptic, 44 
Catenary, Hyperbolic, 44 
Catenary, Spherical, 60 
Catenary of ,  Uniform Strength, 

45, 54 
Caustic, and Catacaustic, and 

Diacaustic, 16, 2 5, 3 5, 41, 45, 49 
Cayley's Sextic, 27, 35, 50, 53, 55 
Cissoid, 3, 47, 49, 51, 531 55 
ClClie, 57 
Clothoid, 37 
Cochleoid, 38, 40, 46, 51, 63 
Cochloid, 13 
Conchoid, Conchoid of Nico- 

medes, Cochloid, 13, 57 
Conic Sections, Cubical, 8, 64 
Cotes's Spiral, 31, 51, 55 
Cross Curve (Kreuzkurve) , 19, 30 
Cubic of l'Hospit4, 35, 49, 51, 53 
Cubical Ellipse, 64 
Cubical Hyperbola, 64 
Cubical Parabola, I ,  29, 64 
Cubical Parabolic Hyperbola, 64 
Curve of Archytas, a a  
Curve of Pursuit, 32 
Cycloid; Cycloid, Curtate; Cy- 

cloid, Prolate, 33, 36, 48, 49, 50, 
52, 54, 55, 56, 63 

Devil's Curve, Devil on Two 
Sticks, 20 

Eight Curve, Lemniscate of 
Gerono, 21, 62 

Ellipse, Cubical, 64 
1 Epi (Ahrenlrurve), 31, 51, 55  

Epicycloids, Hypocycloids, 1 5 ,  16, 
25, 31,. 33, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55,. 56 I Ep~cycloids and Hypocycloids. 
Spherical, 61 

Epitrochoids and Hypotrochoids 
and Trochoids, 33, 52, 55 

Equitangential Curve, 45, 50, 55 
Euler's Spiral, Clothoid, Cornu's 

Spiral, 37 
Evolutes, 2, 19, 30, 41, 45, 49, 50, 

54, 60 
Fermat's Spiral, 38, 51 

I Folium (Simple, Double), 17, 53 
1 Folium of Descartes, 5, 6, 3 j, 

Frequency Curve, Probability 1 Curve, Normal Curve of Errors, 

Geodesic Lines, 34 
Harmonic Curves, 33, 34 , Helix, Right Circular, 36, 38, 40, 

I 55, 63 
I Helix, Cylindro-conical ; Conical 

Loxodrome, 63 , Hessian Curve, 5 
Hippopede of Eudoxus, Spherical / Lemniscate, 21, 58 
Horopter, 8 
Hyperbola, Cubical, 64 

I Hyperbolic Spiral, 31, 38, 51, 55, 
63 

Lituus, 38, 51 
Logarithmic Curve, Logistic 

Curye, 8, 41, 43, 49, 55, 
Logarithmic Splral, Equiangular 

Spiral, 31, 32, 35, 37, 39, 41, 49, 
50, 51, 53, 553.59, 63 

Loxodrome. Conical. 6.1 
Loxodrome, Rhumb ~ y n e ,  Spher- 

ical Helix, 41, 59, 60 
Kephroid, 25, 33, 49, 50 
Orthoptlc Curve, 52 
Parabola, Cubical, 64 
Parabolic Hyperbola, Cubical, 64 
Parallel Curves, 50 
Pear-shaped Quartic, Piriform, 

Toupie, 24, 29, 61 
Pearls of Sluze, I ,  29 
Pedal Curves, 17, 27, 31, 35, 38, 

41, 49, 53 
Poinsot's Spiral, 31, 59 
Pseudoversiera, 7 
Quadratix of Hippias (and Dino- 

stratus), 46, 51, 63 
Quadrifolium, 31, 32, 49, 52, 53, 

54 
Radial, Radial Curve, 54 
Rhodonea, 31, 33, 519 53, 54, 55, 

<7 
~ G l e t t e s  and Glissettes, as, 39, 

44, 55 
Secondary Caustic,, 49 
Semi-cubical (Neil's) Parabola. 

2, 3, 39, 50 
Serpentine, Anguinea, 8 
Sine Curve, 34, 63 
Sinusoidal Spiral, 48, 52, 53 
Spiral of Archimedes, 38, 51, 53 
Spiric Lines of Perseus, I I ,  j8 
Strophoid, Right and Oblique; 

Logocyclic Curve, 4, 35, 40, 42, 

Syntractris, 4; 
Tautochrone, 36, 56 
Tractrix, Tractory, Equitangential 

Curve, 45, 50, 54, 55 
Transition Curve, 3 7 
Tricuspid, I j ,  16, 17, 33, 49, 50, 

52, 53, 54 
Trldent of Newton, Parabola of 

Descartes, 9 
Trifolium, 17, 31, 53, 55 
Trisectrix of Catalan, 35 
Trisectrix of Maclaurin, 6, 35, 47, 

51, 53 
Trochoid, 36, 55, 63 
Tschirnhausen's Cubic, Cubic of 

l'Hospita1, Trisectrix of Cata- 
lan, 35, 49, 51, 53 

Versiera, 7, 8 
Virtual Parabolas. 21 
Viviani's Curve, Viviani's Win- 

dows, 21, 57, 58, 61, 62 
W-Curves, 59 
Watt's Curves, 2 8  
Witch of Agnesi, Versiera, 7, 8 
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I .  Cubical Parabola ( F .  Parabole Cubique; G. Kubisclte Para- 

bel),  y=ax3+bx2+cx+d, or y=ax 2(x- e),  one o f  the canonical 
forms o f  cubics studied b y  Newton and a particular case o f  the 
Pearls of Slzlze. T h e  name is usually applied t o  the special case 
y =ax3 (see fig.) which was first discussed 
b y  Leibniz (1675) who sought that curve 
for  which the subnormal is always inverse- 
l y  proportional t o  the ordinate. I t  was used 
( a =  I )  b y  Monge (181 j )  t o  solve every 
equation o f  the  f o r m  x3-px-q= o. 

2. Semi-cubical Parabola or Neil's Para- 
bola ( F .  Parabole Se'mi-cubique or Para- 
bole de Neil;  G .  Semi-kubiscl~e Parabel), 
x3 = ay2, was the first algebraic curve recti- 
fied (Nei l ,  1659). I t  is the evolute o f  a 
parabola. Evolutes o f  parabolas and the 
lines o f  curvature o f  Enneper's minimal 
surface are the only cubics algebraically 
rectifiable ( R a f f y ,  L'Interm. d.  Math., 
1894, p. 106). I n  1687 Leibniz proposed 
the problem t o  find the  plane curve down 

replaces the  cone w e  get a right strophoid. 
5. Folium o f  Descartes ( F .  Folium de Descartes; G .  Cartes- 

isches Blatt or Descartesscltes Blat t ) ,  x3+y3=3axy, a curve wi th  
asymptote x+y+a=o, first discussed b y  Descartes in  1638 
(see fig.). T h e  Hessian Curve o f  a folium 
o f  Descartes is another folium o f  Des- 
cartes. 

6. Trisectrix of ilfaclauri?~ ( F .  Trisec- 
trice de Maclaurin; G. Maclaurins Tri- 
sektrix), 

x(x2+y2) =a(y2-3x2) ,  or 
~ ~ = x ' ( 3 a f  ~ ) / ( a - x > ,  

Fl \ 

or r=asecO-4acos8 = zasin30/sinz 0 (see 
fig.), first studied b y  Maclaurin (1742)  
who showed that i t  could be used t o  solve 
the problem o f  trisection o f  an angle. Re- F01ium of Descartes (5) 

ferred t o  the focus ( - z a ,  o )  as origin the polar equation o f  the 
trisectrix may be written r=a/cos(O/g). Maclaurin noted that 

. 
J ,Y 

& 

- 
the curve goes over in to  a folium 
o f  Descartes b y  an affine trans- 
formation, showing that the gen- 
eral shape o f  the two curves is 
the same. 

7.  Witch of Agnesi or Versiera 
( F .  Versiera or Agne'sienne or 
Courbe d'Agnesi; G. Versiera or 
Agnesisclze K u r v e ), yn2 =a2 

( a- y ) ,  discussed, and named 
versiera, b y  Maria Agnesi ( I  748) ,  
but earlier treated b y  Fermat 
(before I 6 6 6 ), a n d Grandi 
(1703)  who also named i t  ver- 
siera. T h e  area between the curve 

which a particle m a y  descend under the ac- Parabola (Set' ') 

t ion o f  gravity so as t o  describe equal vertical spaces i n  equal 
t imes, the initial velocity o f  the particle not being zero. Huygens 
found the curve at once t o  be  a semi-cubical parabola, cuspidal 
tangent vertical, and thus i t  i s  
called an Isocltrone or Isochron- 
ous Curoe ( F .  Courbe [or Ligne] 
Isochrone; G .  Isochrone or 
Glezcltzeitenk2ave), that is a 
curve down which a particle may  
descend under the action o f  any 
assigned forces so as t o  describe 
equal vertical spaces in  equal 
times. For construction o f  points 
o f  the curve see figure. 

3. Cissoid of Diocles ( F .  Cis- 
soide de Diocles; G .  Kissoide 
des Diokles),  y2=x3 / ( za -x ) ,  or 
r= nasin 2 O cos 8 ,  a curve in- 
vented b y  Diocles (c .  I O O  B.c.) t o  
solve the problem o f  the duplica- Semi-cu"ca1 Parabola (Sec. 2) 

t ion o f  the cube. T h e  area between the curve and its asymptote is 
three times that o f  the generating circle. Its polar reciprocal with 
respect to  a circle with centre a t  i ts  cusp is a senti-cztbical parabola. 
OP= BC,  Od = -.a ; see fig. 

4. Strophoid (F. Strophoi'de; G .  Strophoid), i f  obliyue iF.  
obliyue; G.  shrdge), r=usin  ( a -  20)/sin (a-O), was first con- 
sidered b y  Barrow (1670).  W h e n  cr=goO the  strophoid is right 
r 

0 

Cissoid of Diocles (Sec. 3) Strophoid (Sec. 4)  

( F .  droite; G .  gcrade), r= a cos zO/cosO or y2= x2(a-x) / (a+x)  
(see fig.). Let  g b e  the  generator o f  a circular cone and t a tangent 
perpendicular t o  this generator. A n y  plane, p, through t will 
intersect t h e  cone i n  a conic. T h e  locus o f  t h e  foci o f  t h e  conics 
as p rotates about t ,  is a strophoid (Casali, 17  j;); i f  a cylinder 

- 

(- 

and its asymptote Y = o  i s  f y r  
of Maclaurin (Sea. 6 )  i times that o f  the generating cir- 

cle. I f  each o f  the ordinates o f  the versiera be doubled, we get the  
Pseudo Versiera (locus o f  P I) ,  yx2=a2(2a-y)  first treated b y  J .  
Gregory (1658) ,  and later dis- 
cussed b y  Leibniz (1674)  in de- 
riving his formula a / 4  = I - 1/3 
+1/5$1/7+ . . . . ( S e e  the  
figure.) 

8. Serpentine ( F .  Se'rpentine 
or anguine'e; G. Serpentine or 
Schla?zgenkurve) x2y+aby-a2x 
= o(ab >o)  (see fig.), associated 
with the name of Newton (1701) 
who called it anguinea. L'Hos- Witch of Agnesi or Versiera (set. 7) 
pita1 and H u ~ g e n s  recognized 
(1692)  that the  serpentine could be  used as an auxiliary for 
rectification o f  the logarithmic curve. Consider the intersection 
o f  a cylinder o f  revolution and a hyperbolic paraboloid wi th  a 
common tangent plane intersecting the hyperbolic paraboloid in 

Serpentina (Sec. 8) 

two lines (one o f  them a generator o f  the cylinder) illaking an 
angle o f  45" with one another at the point where the intersection 
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of the planes of symmetry of the surface meets it. The curve 
of section is a horopfer (F. Horopfbre; G. Horopterkurve) dis- 
covered in his studies in physiological optics by Helmholtz (1867, 
Eng. trans. vol. 3, 1925) and whose projection on the tangent 
plane is a versiera, and on a plane of symmetry through the axis 
perpendicular to this plane is a serpentine. The tangents to the 
horopter intersect the plane, through the point of contact of the 
tangent, perpendicular to the axis, in a cardioid. 

g. Trident of Newton or Parabola of Descartes (F. Trident de 
Newton or Parabole de Descartes; G. Newton's Tridens or Car- 
tesische Parabel). Trident is the name applied by Newton (1701) 
to the cubic curve xy=cx3+dx2+ex+f one form of which is 

indicated in the figure. Newton observed 
that exactly this curve was used by Des- 
cartes (1637) to construct a curve of the 
sixth degree; hence the name Parabola of 
Descartes. 

10. Cartesia?~ or Cartesian Ovals (F. 
Carte'sienne or Ovules de Descartes; G. 
Cartesische Kzlrve or Cartesische Ovalen) 
have been studied by many mathematicians 

\r ident  of Newton 9: such as Descartes (1637); Newton, Quete- 
let, Chasles. Caylev. Darboux (for  bibli- 

ography see Bull. Sc. ~ a t h .  (2) v: 6, ;882; pp. 4-49 and L'In- 
term. d. Math., v. 3, 1896, p. 239). The Cartesian is the locus, two 
ovals, of points, P, whose distances from two fixed points (foci, 
distance c between them) satisfy a linear non-homogeneous rela- 
tion rl+mr2=a, or a linear homogeneous relation r l t m 2 r z k  
m3r3=0, where r3 is the distance of P to 
a third focus collinear with the other two 
(Chasles, 1837). Hence the equation in 
rectangular co-ordinates may be written: 
[(x2+y2) (I  - m 2 ) + 2 m 2 ~ ~ + a Z - m Z ~ 2 ]  = 
qa2(x2+y2). When m =  &I the locus be- 
comes an ellipse or hyperbola as i t  should; 
when m = a/c we get the L i m a ~ o n  of Pascal 
for which two foci coalesce a t  the node. 
For different forms of cartesians see Cay- 
ley, Coll. Math. Papers, v. 2, pp. 369, 374. Ovals Get. lo) 

11. Cassinian or Cassinian Ovals or Cessinian Ellipse (F. Cas- 
sinienne or Cassinoide or Ellipse de Cassini; G. Cassinisclte 
Kzirve), first conceived by Giovanni Domenico Cassini (1680) in 

connection with a study of the 
relative motions of the earth and 
sun, is the locus of a point mov- 
ing such that the product of its 
distances from two fixed points 
A and B (see fig.) is a constant, 
c2. Hence the equation ( ~ ~ + y ~ ) ~  
-2a2(x2-y2)+a4-c4=o. When 
c > a  the curve consists of two 
loops; when c = a the cassinian 

Cassinian Ovals (Set. 11) becomes the lemniscate of Ber- 
ttoulli; these, as well as two cases of c < a  are illustrated in the 
figure. The section of an anchor ring by a plane parallel to the 
axis (spiric lines of Perseus, no. 58) and at  a distance from it equal 
to the radius of the generating circle is a cassinian, the form of 
which varies with the ratio of the distance of the centre of the 
generating circle from the axis t o  the radius of the generating 
circle (Comte, 1843, in part).  When this ratio is 2 the section is 
the lemniscate of Bernoulli. 

12. Lemniscate of Bernoulli (F. Lemniscate de B.; G. Ber- 
nozllli'sche Lernniskate) sometimes called, because of its connec- 
tions with the hyperbola a hyperbolic lemniscate, has for equation 
(x2+y2)2=a2(x2-y2) or, in polar form, r2=a' cosa0. The curve 
was first imagined by Jacques Bernoulli (1694): I t  may be found 
(on eliminating z) as an orthogonal projection of the curve of 
section of the paraboloid 2 (x2+y2) =a2-  2 ~ y a z ,  and the cylinder 
8(y2+z2) =a2. 

13. Conchoid [from the Greek meaning shell form] (F. Con- 
choide; G. Konchoide or Muschellinie) was a curve invented by a 
Greek mathematician, Nicomedes (fE. about 225 B.c.), who devised 

for it n mechanical construction and applied it to  find two mean 
proportionals between two line segments, and hence to solve the 
famous problem of the duplication of a cube. The curve may also 
be used to solve the problem of the Trisection of an Angle, since 
both problems can be reduced to a VEFULS (Heath, Nist. Gr. Math., 
v. I ,  p. 235). Pappus (c. 300) called the conchoid of Xicomedes 
the Cochloid, its original name, but Proclus (c. 460) employs 
the term conchoid. I t  is generated as follows: Let 0 be a fixed 

Conchoid (Seo. 13) 

point (see fig.), called the pole, on the line OX perpendicular a t  
A to the fixed straight line, or base, 1. Let any line through the 
pole meet 1 in B, on this line mark off BP=BP'=a, a constant. 
The locus of P and P' is the conchoid. I t s  equation may be writ- 
ten (if OA = b) : r = a +  bsec8; the corresponding rectangular 
equation is (x- b)2(X2+y2) -a2x2 =o. The three types of the 
curve illustrated in the figure seem t o  have been recognized by 
Nicomedes. This curve is sometimes called the conchoid of a line. 

14. L i m a ~ o n  of Pascal (F. Limagon de Pascal; G. Pascal'sclte 
Schneckenlirzie or Kreiskonchoide) named by Roberval, ~ t i e n n e  
Pascal (father of Blaise) having discovered it. The reason for the 

other part of the name is that one 
half the curve with a loop (the 
form first discussed) has a fan- 
cied resemblance to a snail. The 
curve was discussed by Roberval 
as early as  16jo when it  was 
considered as a conchoid of a cir- 
cle; if a rod (length 2b) is con- 
strained so to  move that its 
middle point described the circle 
(diameter za) while it  is always 
directed to  a fixed point on the 
circle the ends of the rod will 
trace out a limacon whose equa- 
tion may be written: (x2+y2- 
2 a ~ ) ~ =  b2(x2+y2), or r= b+ 

Limapon  Of Get. 14) nacos0. Three forms of the curve 
are shown in the figure: (a) b> na, (b) b =  2a; a cardioid; (c j  
b =a, which Roberval showed might be used for trisecting an angle. 

15. Cardioid (F. Cardioide; G. Kardioide or Herzlinie) is an 
epicycloid traced by a point on a circle rolling on an equal fixed 
circle (see fig. Sec. 14), or by  a point on the circumference of a 
circle double the size of the fixed circle and rolling on it  with inter- 
nal contact (see fig. Sec. 25 ) .  I t  was first conceived, in part, as a 
conchoid of a circle, with respect to  a point on its circumference 
as pole, by a Dutch mathematician J. KoSrsma (Bibl. Univ. et 
Hist., V. 12, 1689); and completely by Ozanam (1691) as an 
epicycloid. I t s  present English name originated with Castillon 
(1741) I ts  cartesian, polar, and Cesiro intrinsic equations are: 
( ~ ~ + y ~ - z a x ) ~ = 4 a ~ ( x ~ + y ~ ) ;  r = z a ( ~ + c o s O ) ;  ~ ~ + g R ~ = ( 8 a ) ~ .  
Referred to the centre of the fixed circle as origin, the parametric 
equations of the curve may be written: x=a(zcos8-coszO), 
y=a(zsinO-sin28); and since it  lias three cusps (two imaginary) 
its trilinear equation may be written X-+ + Y-f +Z-* = o, which is 
the same for all tricuspidal quartics, for example, the tricuspid, 
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into which the cardioid may be projected by a real bilinear trans- 
formation (Annals of Math., s.2, v. 4, p. 97). 

16. Tricuspid (F. Triczcspide or Hypocycloi'de b Trois Re- 
broussements or Hypocycloi'de de Steiner; G. Hypozykloide mit 3 
Riickkelzrpunkfen or Steiner'scl~e Kurve), generated by a point on 
the circumference of a circle rolling inside a fixed circle three times 
as large, has equations : x=a(zcos6+cos26), y =a(zsinO-sin26 ) ; 
or (~~+y~--1~ax+9a~)~+4a(2~--3a)8=0; and 9s2+R2=64a2 
where a is the radius of the rolling 
circle. (See fig.) The area of the 
tricuspid is twice that of its in- 
scribed circle; its length is 16a; 
and the lengths of its tangents cut 
off by the curve are constantly 
4a. The tricuspid was first con- 
ceived, as a unicursal quartic by 
Euler, in 1745, in the treatment 
of a problem in catacaustics 
(Correspondance, ed. Fuss, vol. 
I ,  p. 3 52). A suggestion as to the 
extensive literature the curve is 
given by the bibliographies in 
L'lnternz. d. Math., v. 3, p. 166; Tricusp~d (Sec. 16) 

v. 4, p. 7; and in Proc. Edinb. il.fatlz. Soc., v. 23 ,  p. 80. 
17. [ I ]  Simple Foliz~nz, Lz] Double Foliz~m, [3] .Trifolium 

(F. [ I]  Folium simple or Coz4sbe ovoi'de, [2]  Foliu~n Double, 
[3] Trifolium; G, [I] Eivfachcs Fol iu~n or Einblaft, [2 ]  Doppelfe 
Blatt Kztrvc or Zweiblatt, [3] Dseihlnft). The  pedal of the tricuspid 
(see fig. sec. 16) with respect to a point (b, o)  on the X-axis has 
for  its equation. if the origin is a t  the vertex, 

[(x- b)2+y2] i y ~ + x ( x - -  b)] = qu(x- b)y3, which on transferring 
to the origin to  (b,o), becomes: (x2+y2) [y2+x(x+b)]=qaxy2; 
or in  polar coordinates, r = - bcosO+qacosOsin20. When 
b= qa  .we have the simple Joliztm r = -qacos30; when b = o, 
the double folium, r ==4acosOsin28; when b= a, the frijolium, 
r = ncos6(4sin28- I),  o r  r=  -acosg 6 if the origin is transferred 
to  0. When b= 2a we have the tvifoliuvz v =  --nacos6coszO. The 
simple foliu~n was used by  Kepler (1609) to exhibit the path of 
the planet Mars and was discussed by Viviani (1647), and by 
Maclaurin ( I  720). 

18. Bicorn or Cocked Hut (F.  Bicorne; G. h'revzhz~t or Zwei- 
hornkurve). This term has been applied to two different quartics: 
( I )  T O  2y"9y3- 17y2+12 jy-xy3--29~y2+20jxy+ j z ~ ~ y - 2 7 2 ~ -  
- 2 jx2 = o named bicorn, and discussed by Sylvester (1864) in 
his treatment of Newton's rule 
for the discovery of imaginary 
roots. Cayley discussed it  also 
at  length in his eighth memoir 
on quantics (1867). The curve 
has an ordinary cusp (-;6$;, 
-413)~ and a node-cusp ( - I ,  
I ) .  (2) T o  ( ~ ~ + z a y - a " ~ =  
y2(a2-x" or y = (a2--x2)/[zaf o 

(a2-x2)*], referred to  as a I i 
cocked hat in Edu,;atjonal Times. BiCor" O r  'Ocked Hat (Set' 18) 

Feb. 1896. This is a curve of tile sixth class with three distinct 
nodes, two of them cusps (+a, o) ,  and hence deducible by a cre- 
mona transformation from a conic. The curve (see fig.) is syrn- 
metrical to the Y-axis, and meets it a t  (0, a/3), (0, a ) .  For a neat 
construction of points on the curve see LtInferm. d. Math., v. 3. 

19. Bullet-Nose Curve (F. Puntiforme; G. Kolzlenspitsen- 
kwve) a unicursal quartic curve with three points of inflexion, 
discussed by P. H. Schoute (1885). Through the points of inter- 
section of a tangent to  a hyperbola (x2/a2-y2/b2= I )  with the 
axes, parallels to  the axes are drawn. The locus of their point of in- 
tersection, P, is the curve aZ/x2- b2/y2= I which, for want of an 
English name, has been calIed bullet-nose curve. The six points of 
contact of tangents drawn to the bullet-nose curve from any point 
not on the curve is a conic, a result true also for the unicursal Cross 
Curve (F.  Cruciforme; G. Kreuzkz~rve), a2/x2+ b2/y2 = I ,  derived 
from the ellipse x2/a2+y2/b2=~ in exactly the same way as the 
bullet-nose curve was derived from the hyperbola. I t  has an iso- 
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lated point at the origin, and it is the polar reciprocal of the 
evolute of the ellipse with respect to the circle x2+yz=a2- b2. 

20. Devil's Curve (F .  Courbe du diabke; G. Tez~felkurve) is one 
name which has been applied to the curve y4+my2--x4+nx2=o, 

.. 2 

22. Kampyle of ~ u d o x u s  (F. Kampyle 
d'Eudoxe; G. Karnpyla [Kurve] des 
Eudoxus), a2x4= b4(x2+ y2) or arcos26= 
b2 (see fig.). This equation together with 
that of the circle r=acosO enables one to  
find two mean proportionals between a and 
b and hence to solve the problem of the du- 
plication of the cube. The most remarkable 
of all ancient solutions of this problem was 
that of Archytas of Taras (c. 380 B.c.) who 
found these mean' proportionals from the 

Ri 
intersection of three surfaces of revolu- ~~~~~l~ of ~~d~~~~ (set. 

tion: theanchorringx2+y2+z2 = a(x2+y2)+, 22) 
the cylinder x2+y2=ax, and the cone x2+y2+z2 =a2x2/b2 ( a >  b). 
The first and last of these surfaces intersect in a curve called the 
Curve of Archytas whose projection on the XY-plane is the one 
whose equation has been given above. I t  is by no means certain 

L 1 
Bullet-Nose Curve (Sec. 19) 

first studied by G. Cramer (Irrtrod. a l'andyse d. lignes courbes 
alg., 17j0, pp. 19-2 j),  for the case m =  -96, n= 100. Another 
name is devil on two sticks (Anter. Math. Mo., v. I ,  p. 2 7 5 )  ; 
both names doubtless originated from the fact that a section of 
the toy diabolo (a surface of 
revolution, long popular in 
France) is similar to the central 
portion of the curve (Amer. 
Math. Mo., v. 34, p. 365). The 
form of the equation usually 
discussed is that in which 
m =  -96a, n =  1ooa2. With spe- 
cial r e f e r e n c e  t o  the case 
m---I, n = 2  (see fig.) i t  has 

x 

been shown that the curve is an Devil's Curve (Seo. 20) 

excellent example for use in presenting the theory ~f Riemann 
surfaces and Abelian integrals (Amer. Math. Mo., v. 34, p. 199). 

21. Eiglzt Curve (F .  Hzdit; G. Achterkurve) also called the 
Lemniscate of Gerono, x4=aL(x2- y2). or r2=a2cos20cos4 0 which 
may be compared with r2=aZcosa6', the equation of a lem?ziscate 
of Bernozdli, in order to determine the general shape of the eight 
curve. I t  is a particular case of Virtual Parabolas studied by 
Grkgoire St. Vincent (1647) and of the Besace (wallet) of Cramer 
(17 50). It may also be found as a projection of Viviani's vir~dows 
(1602) or of the horse fetter of Eudoxus (c. 1 6 ~  B.C ). 
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(stretch) of the special case, a =  b=  I ,  of Bonnet ( I S + + ) ,  whose 
area is equal to one-half that of thegeneratingcircle,diameterequal 
to a, its area is readily found to be aa3/8b where OB= b (see fig.). 

25. Nephroid (kidney-slzaped) F. Nc'phroide or ~ p i c ~ c l o z d e  
de Huygens; G. Nierenkt~rve or Nephroide), an epicycloid traced 
by a point on the circumference of a circle rolling on a fixed 
circle of double its radius, has equations : x =a(3cos a - C O S ~ ~ ) ,  
y=a(3sincr-sin3 a ) ,  or (x2+y2-4a2j3=~08a4y2, 
or: (r/za)f = (sin&8)3 + (cos&O)t. The curve was studied and im- 
agined in its completeness, as a catacaustic of a circle for par- 
allel rays, by Huygens and Tschirnhausen (1678-90). Jacques 
Bernoulli showed (1692) that the nephroid is a cardioid cata- 
caustic for a luminous cusp (see fig.); indeed this nephroid is 
generated as an envelope of a diameter of the circle generating 
the cardioid (see fig ). The name nephroid has been also ap- 
plied (Proc. Lond. Math. Soc ,  v. 10, p. 228) to the curve 
r=a(1+2sin 19/21, which was used to describe a regular heptagon. 

26. Astroid or Tetracuspid (F. Astroide; G. Astroide or Vier- 
spitzige Hypokykloide), the curve generated by a point on the 
circumference of a circle rolling inside a fixed circle four times 

as large, is of the sixth degree 
and fourth class, and with six 
cusps. I ts  equation may be writ- 
t e n  ( ~ ~ + y ~ - n ~ ) ~ + 2 ' j ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ = 0  
or d f y:=af (Hermann, 1715j, 
and 4(R2+4s2) = ga2. The curve 
was first discussed, by Jean 
B e r n o u 11 i (1691-92, Opera 
Omnia, v. 3, p. 449), who found 
its equation and its length be- 
tween two cusps (3a/2), by con- 
sidering the curve as the envelope 
of a line segment (AB=a)  slid- 
ing with its ends (see fig.) on the 

*stroid Or Tetracuspld (Sea. 26) co-ordinate axes. Let parallels to  
the axes, through A and B, meet in M; the perpendicular from M 
on AB meets it in P, on the astroid. 

27. Cayley's Sextic (F.  Sextique de Cayley; G. Cayley's Sextik), 
4 ( ~ ~ + y ~ - a x ) ~ =  27a2(~2+y2)2 or ~ = ~ Q c o s ~ ( @ / ~ ) ,  first found by 
Maclaurin (1718), and indeed as a cardioid pedal, was so named 
because a detailed study of the curve was first given by Cayley. 

28. Jf'att's Curve (F. Courbe de Watt; G. Watt'sclze Kurve) 
is the sextic curve generated by  a point P of the side BC of a 
three-bar linkage AB, BC, CD, the points A and B remaining 
fixed while the others vary (see fig.). If 0 is the middle ~ o i n t  
of AD, and A 0  =a,  AB = CD = b, B P  = P C  = c, the polar equation 
of the locus of P is r 2= b2 - [asin@& (c2-a2cos2 8) +I2 .  8 varying 
from o to a. If the end of a piston rod is fastened a t  P to the 
bar BC it will move up and down approximately in a straight line 
("parallel motion") while B and C describe circles. In  1784 
this device was patented by James Watt, the inventor of the 
modern condensing steam-engine. Watt's curve becomes a lem- 

Watt's Curve (Sec. 28) 
niscate of Ber?toulli when c=a,  and b =47, For references to  
the extensive literature of Watt's curve see L'lntervz. d. iWath, 
v. 4, p. 184 seq., and Bull. d. Sc. Matk., 1883, p. 145 seq. 

29. Pearls of Slz~ze (F. Perles de Slztze; G. Perlkurverz). Pearls 
is the name (due to Pascal) of the curves studied by Sluze (1657- 
58) and defined by the equation y l =  k(a-x)Pxm, where m, n, 
and p are positive integers. The cubical parabola and the pear- 
shaped quartic are special cases considered by Sluze and Huygens 

that Eudoxus (a pupil of Archytas) used the curve here associated 
with his name; we know that he solved the problem by means of 
lines of a "curved or bent form"; kampyle is an adaptation of the 
Greek word for "curved" (cf. Heath. Hist. Greek Math., v. I ,  pp. 
249-2511. 

23. Kappa Curve (F. Cappa; G. Kappa Kzlrve) also known as 
Gutschoven's curve was conceived by G. van Gutschoven, a pupil 

* X  

----------------------------------------------------- 

Kappa Curve (Sec. 23) 

of Descartes, a t  least as early as 1662. T O  take a line 1 meeting the 
Y-axis in C, and parallel to the X-axis (see fig.) and at  a dis- 
tance a from it. From the origin 0 ,  draw any line to meet 1 in D. 
On OD mark off OP= CD. The locus of P is the Kappa curve 
(Barrow, 1670). Let the perpendicular to OP at P meet OX in B, 
then P B  is always equal to a. Hence the curve may also be 
thought of as a glissette, the locus 
of the vertex of a right angle 
OPB, B sliding on OX, PB=a,  
and PA always passing through 
0 (Gutschoven and Newton). 
Hence the equations of the curve 
may be written: r=acotO; or 
y2(x2+y2j =a2x2. 0 t h e r con- 
structions include one by Jean 
Bernoulli. 

24. Pear-shaped qtrartic (F. 
Quartique piriforme or Pirifornte 
or T o  u p  i e ; G. Birnformige 

y '% 

o 

. 
K~~~~ 4. o . ) ,  bzyz,X3(a-X), pear-shaped quartlo (*. 24) 

was studied by D e  Longchamps (1886). Since it is a projection 

Nephroid (kidney-shaped) (Sec. 25)  
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in the course of considerable correspondence connected with 
pearls of Sluze. 

3O;, 
Lamb Curves (F. Colrrbes de LamS or Storoides; G. 

Lame sche Kurven) is  the name applied to  the family 
(x/a)+(y/b)n=r, discussed by G. Lam6 (1818)) which are 
algebraic when n is rational, and transcendental otherwise. Par- 
ticular cases are : parabola (n=+) ,  cross curve (n= - 2), evolute 
of a central conic (n = +), and astroid ( 7 ~ =  9, a = b). Lam6 curves 
with the same exponent, n, and tangent to one another a t  the same 
point P, have the same radius of curvature at  P (Fouret, 1890). 
A number of other general results have been found, and many 
varieties of the curves considered. 

21. Rhodoneae (F. Rhodonace'es or rhodom'es or rosaces; 
G. Rosenkurven), curves r = acosk 0 or r=asinkO, so named by 
Guido Grandi ( I  723, I 728) because of their fancied resemblance 
to roses. They are epitrochoids generated by a circle of radius 
(k-1)a/2(k+1) rolling on a circle of radius k a / ( k + ~ ) ,  the 
generating point of the rolling circle being distant a from its 
centre. When k is an integer there are k or 2k petals of the rose- 
curves according as k is odd or even. When k is rational there 
are a finite number of petals, and when k is irrational, an infinite 
number. When k = 3 we have the Trijolium; k =  2, the Quadri- 
jolium (F. Qz~adrifoliztm; G. Quadrijolium or Vierblatt) a sextic 
curve r=acos28, or ( ~ ~ + y ~ ) ~ = a ~ ( x ~ - y ~ ) ~  (see fig. no. 26) ; 
k=+,  the first positive focal pedal of the cardioid. The inverse 
of a Rhodonea is an  pi [ear, as of corn] (G. A'lzre~tkztrve) 
rcoskO=a. The polar reciprocal of an epicycloid or a Izypocycloid 
with respect to a circle concentric with the base circle is an Cpi'. 
This curve is also one of Cotes's Spirals whose pedal equation is 
r/p2=A+B/r2, which occur as the path of a particle projected 
in any manner under the action of a central force varying as the 
inverse cube of the distance. There are five cases: A =o, loga- 
rithmic spiral; B = I ,  hyperbolic spiral; according as A+B/r2 = 
n 2 ( 1 / a ~ ) 1  (1/r2), n2(1/r2) - (1/a2), do we have rsinhn 0=a, 
rcoslzn 0=a. These five cases are discussed by Cotes in his 
Harntonia Mensurarum, I 72 2, pp. 30-35 But rcoshn 8 = a  de- 
fines what is usually known as Poinsot's Spiral (F. Spirale de 
Poinsot; G. Poinsot'sche Spirale) which is mentioned by this 
eminent geometer as a herpolhode in his celebrated "new theory," 
1834-51, of the rotation of bodies. 

32. Curve of Pursz~it (F. Courbe [or Ligne] de Poztrsuite or 
Courbe du Chien; G. Verfolgungskurve or Hzindekzcrve). If a 
point A describes a known curve, the curve described by a point P, 
the motion of which is always directed towards A, A and P 
moving with uniform velocities, is a curve of pursuit. If A moves 
along a straight line, which may be taken, as the Y-axis, the 
equation of the locus of P is found to be of the form 
y = + [ c x m + l / ( m + ~ ) + ~ / ( n z - ~ ) ( c x m - I ) ]  if m > I  or m < I ;  and 
y = 4 [(cx2/2) -4logx1, if m =  I. Various forms of these curves 
are given in Teixeira's work mentioned below, and in J. Luter- 
bacher, Diss. Bern, 1900. The problem of the curve of pursuit 
first formulated and solved by Bouguer in 1732, was as here. I t  
has been argued, but with little force, that to Leonardo da Vinci 
( I  510) is due the first real conception of a curve of pursuit, al- 
though problcms of pursuit are met with from the time of Zeno's 
parodox of Achilles and the tortoise. 

If the point A moves on a circle (Math. Monthly, v. I ,  18j9, 
p. 249) the problem is much more difficult and does not seem to 
have been finally solved till 1921 (Anzer. Math. Mo., v. 28, pp. 54, 
91, 278). The discussion leads to a quadrifolizlm. The problem of 
three dogs placed a t  the vertices of an equilateral triangle and 
starting simultaneously with equal velocities, to chase one another. 
led to the logarithmic spiral as the curve of pursuit for each dog 
(Nouv. Corresp. Math. v. 3, 1877, pp. 1.75, 280). This problem 
is generalized in Johns Hopkins U~ziv. Czrc , 1908, p. 13 j. 

33. Epicycloid, ElTypocycloid (F.  Epicycloide, Hypocycloi'de; G. 
Epizykloide, Hypozyktoidc). The  epicycloid (hypocycloid) is the 
curve traced out by  a point on the circumference of a circle 
which rolls without slipping on the exterior (interior) of a fixed 
circle. If u is the radius of the fixed circle, b the radius of the 
rolling circle, and Iz the distance from its centre of the tracing 
point, the equations of the epicycloid may be written (if h is 

I set equal to  b): 

x =  (a+ b)cos+- hcos [(a+b)+/b], 
= (afb)  sin+-hsin [(a+b)q5/b] 

and of the hypocycloid: 

x= (a- b) cos++hcos [(a-  b)+/b], 
= (a-b) sin+-hsin[(a-b)$/b], 

if b<a. But  if b>u, they correspond once more to  equations 
of an epicycloid; and indeed any epicycloid defined by  (I) can 
also be generated by  a circle rolling with internal contact on the 
outside of a fixed circle, e.g., the cardioid (see fig., no. 2 j). There 
is a similar double generation of every hypocycloid, a fact first 
noticed by Daniel Bernoulli (1725). If a : b is a rational number 
the curves are algebraic and unicursal, e.g., the cardioid, ncphroid, 
tricuspid and casiroid; otherwise they are transcendental. 

When h is not equal to b the curves are Epitrochoids, Hypotro- 
clzoids (F. Epitrochoides, Hypotrocltoides; G. Epitrochoiden, 
Hypotrochoiden) which, for h < b, are curtate epicycloids (F. ac- 
courcies or raccourcies; G. verkiirzte) and, for Iz>b, prolate (F. 
allonge'es or rallonge'es; G. gestreckte or gedelznte or geschweifte). 
There is a double generation, by rolling circles, of epitrochoids 
and hypotrochoids. If b = i a ,  and hf b, the hypotrochoid is an 
ellipse (W. Wallace, 1839) ; when It= b, the point traces out the 
diameter of the fixed circle (Nasir Eddin, about 1250)) a result 
of importance in connection with certain machines. The 2i9~ta~o?z 
of Pascal is an example of both a curtate and prolate epitrochoid. 
When in ( I )  h = a + b  we get the equation of a rltodonea, which is 
always an epitrochoid or hypotrochoid (Suardi, I 7 j 2  ; Ridolfi, 
1844). 
The artist Albrecht Diirer seems to have been the first (152 j) 

to have considered a special case of an epicycloid. I n  the 17th 
century LaHire, Desargues, Leibniz, RCaumur and Newton con- 
tributed to knowledge concerning the curves; among other things 
Newton showed (Principia) that all epicycloids and hypocycloids 
are rectifiable. 

Apart from general references given below see E. Wolffing's biblio- 
graphy, Bibl. Math. (2), (1901) and R. A. Proctor, Cycloid and 
. . . Cycloidal Curves (London, 1878) ; and for many other beautiful 
forms of cyclic curves see C. Taylor, Curves Formed by the Action of 
. . . Geometric Cltucks, 2 vols. (London, 1874, 1875) ; T. S. Bazley, 
Epicycloidal Cutting Frame (London, 1872) ; and R. E. Moritz, Cyclic- 
Harmonic Curves (Univ. Wash. Publs. in Math., 1 9 2 3 ) .  

34. Bowditclz Curves or Lissajous Curves (F. Courbes [or Fig- 
ures] de Lissajous; G. Lissajous-Kurven or Lissagoussche Kurven). 
These are curves defined by the equations x=as in(m~u+ nl), 
y = bsin(mzu+ne), or x=asin(nt+c), y = bsint (I). The curves 

MCCO 
m u  
inm. 

evidently do not lie outside a rectangle 
whose sides are tangents and whose ver- 
tices are (*a, "b). The curves are alge- 
braic and unicursal when n =  p/q (p<q)  
is rational and transcendental when n is 
irrational. Such equations, in  effect, and 
corresponding curves seem to have been 
first studied by  Nathaniel Bowditch, 
author of the well-known book on naviga- 
tion, in connection with the motion of a 
pendulum suspended from two points 
(1815, Mem. Amer. Acad., v. 3): The 
study was suggested by a paper on the 
apparent motion of the earth as viewed 
from the moon. When p = q  the Bowditch 
curves are a series of concentric ellipses. 

Bowditch Curves (Set. 34) If p / q  = 4 we obtain a curve of the fourth 
order (is c f o) with one double point, and a parabola (if c = 0). 
Two forms of these curves as well as three forms for the case 
p/q=+ (all given by Bowditch) are indicated in the figures. For 
other forms see Geiger and Scheel, Handbuclz d. Physik, v. 8 (Ber- 
lin, 192 7) and Melde, Lelzre von d. Schm.?zgungskurven (Leipzig, 
1864). These curves are also met in  acoustics; an approximation 
to some of the curve forms having been given by Thomas Young 
(Phil. Trans., 1800). They were, however, studied in  detail by Lis- 
sa jou~  (1857-qSj whose name was consequently connected with 
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them. They occur, thirdly, in discussion of geodesic lines on Liou- 
ville surfaces (Enzyk. d. Math. Wiss., v. 3, pt. 3, 1927). And finally 
they are members of a group of curves studied by W. F. Rigge 
(Harnzofzic Cz~rves, Omaha, Neb., 1926, the Hagen pendulum illus- 
trations being especially interesting). If with equations ( I )  we 
consider z=  bcost we have that every Bowditch curve is the ortho- 
gonal projection of a sine curve developed on a right circular cylin- 

" der (see Handbzcch, 1.c.). For Lissajous curves in space see Melde 
(I.c.), E .  H. Comstock and C. S. Slichter (Trafzs. Wisconsin Acad., 
v. 11, [1898]), and Zambiasi, Le figure di Lissajous (1903). 

35. Sinusoidal Spirals (F.  Spirales Sinz~soides; G. Sinus-spi- 
ralen), rgz=agtcosnO, where n is a positive or negative rational 
number. Particular cases are : line ( n =  - I ) ,  circle (n = I ) ,  parab- 
ola ( vz=  -3)' equilateral hyperbola (n= -2), lentniscate of 
Bernoz~lli (n  = 2 ) ,  cardioid ( n  = t ) ,  logarithnzic spiral (n = o, 
Haton de la Goupillihre, 1857)' Cayley's sextic (n=$) ,  and 
Tschirnhausen's rubic ( ~ z =  -4) first shown by Tschirnhausen 
(1690) to be a catacaz~stic of a parabola for rays perpendicular 
to  its axis of symmetry. This curve has also been called cubique 
de I'Hbpital, and Trisektrix von Catalan. The equation of this 
curve as well as those of all other nodal cubics such as the 
strophoid, triscctrix of Maclazrrin, and foliunz of Descartes, can 
be expressed in the form X++YJJ+Z+=O, where X, Y, Z are 
linear functions of x and y which when set equal to zero are the 
equations of tangents at  the points of inflection of the cubic. 
Sinusoidal spirals were first studied by Maclaurin ( I  718, 1720) 
who showed: (a)  that their positive and negative pedals are again 
sinusoidal spirals; (b) that a body will trace out a sinusoidal 
spiral if acted on only by a force, in the direction of the pole, in- 
versely proportional to the power 2124-3 of its distance from the 
pole. For example, the lemniscate of Bernoulli is traversed by a 
body acted on by force directed to the double point and inversely 
proportional to the seventh power of the distance of this point 
from the moving body. 

36. Cycloid (F. Cycloi'de; G. Cykloide or Zykloide or Rad- 
linie), x = a(+- sin+), y = a (  I - cos+), one of the most celebrated 
of all special curves, is the locus of a point on the circumference 
of a circle rolling along a straight line (see fig. A). I ts  Cesiro 
intrinsic equation is R2+s2 = 16a2, where a is the radius of the 
rolling circle. Sir Christopher Wren discovered (1658) that the 
length of a single arch is four times the diameter of the generat- 

Fig.  A.-Cycloid (Sec. 3 6 )  

ing circle. I ts  ares above the base line is three times that of the 
generating circle, a result approximated by Galileo Galilei (c. 
I 599) on weighing pieces of paper cut in the forms of the circle 
and cycloid (a name given by Galilei). But the first exact deriva- 
tion of the area was due to  Roberval (1634). The discovery by 
Huygens (1673) that the evolute of a cycloid is an equal cycloid 
led to  his construction of the isochronal pendulum (see no. 2 )  

generally known as the cycloidal pendulum. The cycloid is a 
taz~tochrone (Huygens, 1673) and a brachistochro?ze (Jean Ber- 
noulli, 1696, see nos. 48, 56). In  1639 Galilei recommended the 
form of the cycloid for arches of bridges. 

If the tracing point PI of the rolling circle generating the 
cycloid be not on the circumference but at a distance h from the 

centre of the rolling circle the equations of the locus are: 
x=aO +hsinO, y =a-  hcos0, which define Trochoids which are 
( h < a )  curtate, or curtate cycloids, or (Iz>a) prolate, or prolate 
cycloids (see fig, b). Roberval f ound (1634) the area of such curves, 
and Descartes, Pascal, Wallis and Jean Bernoulli derived other re- 
sults. The parallel projection of a helix on a plane perpendicular 

to its axis is a cycloid (ordinary, 
curtate or prolate) according as 
the inclination of the projecting 
rays is equal to, less than. or 
greater than the pitch of the 
helix (Guillerv. 1847: Montcula 

Fig.  B.-Cycloid (Sec. 3 6 )  
I found 'the resil't for' the ordinary 

cvcloid. I 100). , .,,, 
For a bibliography of the 1ite;ature of cyclic curves see E. 

Wijlffing, Bibl. Math. (3),  v. 2 ,  p. 235 seq., and S. Giinther 
Bibl. Math. (2),  v. I ,  p. 8, seq.; see also general references. 

37. Euler's Spiral o r  Clothoid or Cornu's Spiral  (F. ClotlzoXde 
or Spirale de Cornu or Spirale de Fresnel; G. Klothoide) is the  
curve defined by the equations 

n 9 sinvdv .=- 6 -- 
2+ 

with asymptotic points a t  (& an*/2:, + ani/24), and hence 
the name clothoid suggesting the spinner among t h e  Fates  (see 
fig.). The  intrinsic equation of the curve is Ks= a', showing tha t  
the radius of curvature of any point of the curve is inversely 
proportional to  the length of arc t o  tha t  point from some point 
of reference. All of these results (for half the curve) were found 
by Euler in his Methodus iizvelzie~zdi lineas curvas . . . , ( I  744) and 
in a paper presented to the Academy a t  St. Petersburg in 
1781 wherein he determined the  asymptotic points. T h e  curve 
originated in the consideration of a n  elastic spring. T h e  similar 
problem of an elastic lamina mas considered earlier (1694) by 
Jacques Bernoulli but there is no indication that he had any con- 

Euler's Spiral or Clothoid or Cornu's Spiral (Sec. 37) 

ception, as  Euler had, of the real form of the curve. I n  the 19th 
century, through discoveries by Fresnel in connection with the 
diffraction of light, Euler's spiral, and integrals (for which there 
are many tables) became of special interest. 

Euler's spiral is advocated by many writers as a Transition 
Czrrve for railways; see, for example, A. L. Higgins, TIze Transi- 
tion Spiral (London, 1921). For different values of vz the in- 
trinsic equation Rs'"=a2, represents a clothoid, a logarithmic 
spiral, the i?zvolzcte of a circle, and a straight line. For a bibliog- 
raphy of Euler's spiral see Amer. Math. Mo., v. 2 j, pp. 276-282. 
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38, The family of curves 7"=aM, for which the pedal equa- 

tion is p2(m2r2m+a2m) =m2r2m+2 (Sacchi, 1854) includes four 
notable curves: (a) Spiral of Archimedes ( m =  I )  (F. Spirde 
d'rlrchimdde; G. Archimedische Spirale); (b) Fermat's Spiral 
(m = a) ; (c) Hyperbolic [or Reciprocal] Spiral (nz = - I )  (F. 
Spirale Hyperbolique; G. Hyperbolische Spirale); (d) Lituus 
(m= -2) (F. Li tz~ t~s  or Trombe; G. 
Litzlzds or Krunzmstab) . 

(a) This spiral, r = a 8 ,  in which the 
length of the radius vector is proportional 
to the angle, is discussed a t  length in the 
book on spirals by Archimedes (c. 225 
B.c.) and it seems that it was used by him 
to solve the problem of squaring the circle. _:_:: The subnormal of the spiral is always 
equal to  a. Archimedes gave, in effect, the 
quadrature of the curve, as a20/6 (see 
fig.). The  spiral is the pedal of the in- FIQ. A. (Set. 38) 
volute of a circle with respect to its 
centre (Maxwell, 1849). The orthogonal projection of the line 
of section of a helicoid and a cone of revolution with coincident 
axes, on a plane perpendicular to 
the axis, consists of two equal 
spirals of Archimedes (Pappus, 
c. 330; see F.G.M., Exercices de 
Gkorn. Descr., 4th ed., Tours, 
1909, p. 811, seq.). 

(b)  The spiral r 2 = a20 was dis- 
cussed by Fermat (1636) and 
has the form in the figure. I t s  
inverse with respect to  its pole 
is a lituus. 

(c) The hyperbolic spiral, 
T O =  a, the consideration of which 
originated with Varignon ( I  704), Fie.  B. (Sec. 38) 

was also studied in the 18th century by Jean Bernoulli (1710-13) 
and Roger Cotes (1722). The subtangent of the curve is of con- 
stant length, a. If through a point P (r,O) of the hyperbolic 

::5::! 
Fig.  C. (Sec. 38) Fig.  D. (Sec. 38) 

spiral rO=a, a line PPI, of length r, be drawn parallel t o  the axis, 
the locus of PI is a cochleoid. The conical projection of a helix, 
from a point of its axis, on a plane perpendicular to the axis is a 
hyperbolic spiral (T .  Olivier, r 833). 

(d) The lituus, r28=a2, originated in a study by  Cotes (1722) 
of the curve which is the locus of the point P moving in such a 
manner that the area of the circular sector PO, (see fig.) com- 
prised between OX and OP remains constant. 

39. Involute of a Circle (F .  De'ueloppante du cercle; G. Krais- 
evolvente) is the roulette of a point, P, on 
9 straight line which rolls on a circle cen- 
tre 0 (see fig.). I t s  pedal equation with 
respect to 0 is r2=p2+a2, i ts Whewell in- 
trinsic equation 2s = a#2 and its Ceskro in- 
trinsic equation R2= zas. I t s  parametric 
equations are x = a(cos$+4sin+), y = a 
(sin4 -4cosG). The involute of a circle 
is the locus of the pole of a logarithmic 
spiral rolling on a concentric circle 
(Maxwell, 1849). The involute of a Involute of a circle (Set. 

circle seems to have been conceived 39) 
in 1693, when Huygens was considering clocks without pendulums 
which might be of service on sea-going vessels (Kuygens, Oez/vres, 
-\.. 10. 1905, p. 514). In this connection he originated an apparatus 

in which the involute plays an essential r8le. In  1891 i t  became 
desirable to enlarge the dome of the Royal Observatory at  Green- 
wich; for various reasons the new dome was made, for the most 
part, in the form of a surface generated by the revolution of an 
arc of an involute of a circle (1440. No. R. Astr. So., v. 51). 

40. Cochleoid [snail form] (F.  Cochlkoi'de; G. Kochleoide or 
Schneckefthauslinie or Sdraubefzkurve), r=asin 0/ 0 (see fig.), 
was first considered as a quadra- 
trix of a circle in an anonymous 
paper in the Phil. Trans. ( I  700). 
The curve was considered again 
in correspondence of Goldbach 
and Daniel Bernoulli (1726) as 
the locus of the ends of equal 
arcs measured from the common 
point of contact of a series of 
tangent circles. The points of 
contact of parallel tangents to  the 
cochleoid lie on a stropkoid hav- 
ing the pole for double point 
(Teixeira, 1909). The projection 
of a cylindrical helix: from one of Cochleoid (Sec. 40) 

its points on a plane perpendicular to  its axis is a cochleoid. 
41. Logaritlzmic [or Equiangular or Logistic] Spiral (F. Spirale 

Logarithmique [or Equiangle or Logistiqz~e] ; G. Logarithmjsche 
Spirale) was first discussed by Descartes (1638), in connection 
with a problem in dynamics, as the curve cutting radii vectores 
from a fixed point 0 under a 
constant angle 4. If P (r ,  8 ) is 
any point on the curve and s is 
its length from 0 to  P, Descartes 
observed that s = rconst., and 
hence rectified a curve for the 
first time (see no. 2). Loria 
claims this honour for Torricelli 
(Accad. d. Lincei, Rendiconti cl. 
d. sc. fisiche, matern. e net, v. 6 
(z ) ,  1897, p. 318). The intrinsic 
pedal and polar equations of the 
curve are: R = as, p =?-sin@, and 

P ------ o- - -- - - - -- - - - - 
", @JJJ 1 
P, 

1 

. 1 

r = k e ~ @  (I) where ,-- cot4.  The Lowr i thmic  Spiral (Set. 41) 

form of the curve depends on c and is wholly independent 
of k. The lengths of radii vectores making equal angles with one 
another are in geometric progression. That the pole was an 
asymptotic point seems to have been first noticed by Torricelli 
(1646). Collins (1675), and Jacques Bernoulli, to whom the 
name logarithmic spiral is due ("equiangular spiral" originated 
with Cotes, 1714), noticed (1691) the analogous generations of 
this spiral and of the  loxodrome, and that the latter is a ster- 
eographic projection of the former seems also due to Collins, 
although the result was first published by Halley (1696). Among 
theorems given by Bernoulli (1691-93) are the following: the 
pedal of a logarithmic spiral with respect to its pole is a loga- 
rithmic spiral; its evolute is an equal spiral with the same asymp- 
totic point; its catacaustic for rays emanating from the pole as 
luminous point is an equal spiral. The discovery of such "per- 
petual renascence" delighted Bernoulli, who requested that the 
spiral be engraved on his tomb with the inscription Eadem 
~nutata  resurgo. That an attempt was made to grant the re- 
quest may be seen a t  his tomb in the cloister of the cathedral 
a t  Basle. If the surface generated by the revolution of a lo- 
garithmic curve about its asymptote intersect a helicoid with 
the asymptote as axis the orthogonal projection of the curve 
of section of the surface on a plane perpendicular to  the axis 
is a logarithmic spiral (Chasles, 1837). Sir John Leslie seems 
to have been the first (1821) to  suggest, what was later estab- 
lished, that the septa of the nautilus are in form logarithmic 
spirals. The curve has also been discussed in connection with ar- 
rangements of florets in sun-flowers, pine cones and other growths. 
The most complete historical summary of the extensive literature 
of the logarithmic spiral is given by R.  C. Archibald in an appen- 
dix to J. Hambidge, Dynamic Symmetry (New Haven. 192oj. 
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42. Frequency Curve or Probability Curve or Normal Curve 

of Errors (F.  Coz~rbe de Probabilite' or Courbe de Possibilite'; 
G. Wahrsclteinlichkeitskurve or Felzlerkzlrve) is the name usually 
applied to the bell-shaped curve whose cartesian equation is 
y = (a/~;)e- '* '"~ ( I ) .  This curve originated, in essence, with 
DeMoivre (1733, see Isis, v. 8, p. 671 seq,, and Biometrika, v. 
16, p. 402 and v. 17, p. 201), although it has been connected 
more particularly with the names of Laplace and Gauss (see 
Trans. Connecticut Acad., v. 4) .  The equation has been de- 
veloped on various hypotheses the statement of which may be 
found in works on probability and statistics. Among many 
tables giving the area, ordinate, and other information, for such 
curves as the particular case of ( I ) ,  when a = + + ,  m=f,  are J. 
W. Glover's, Tables of Appl. Math. (1923). The term Frequency 
Curves is applied to a great variety of curves; see, for example, 
W. P.  Elderton, Frequency Curves and Correlation, and ed. 
(1927). 

43. Logaritlzmic [or Logistic] Curve (F. Logarithmique or 
Logistique; G. Logaritltntische Kurve [or Linie] or Exponen- 
tialkurve, or Logistika) is the curve defined by the equation 
z=alog(y/m) or y=?ne"/a and consisting of a single branch (for 
a summary of considerable discussion in this regard see Salmon, 
Higher Plane Curves, 3rd ed., p. 286) with the axis of X as asymp- 
tote (see fig. in no. 44, locus of PI,  where m = a ) .  The curve 
originated with a problem and discussion about 1640 and then 
and later in the 17th century (that of the discovery of loga- 
rithms) in connection with the names of Torricelli, James Gregory, 
Craig, Huygens and others. The characteristic property of the 
curve as then found was: whatever m may be, the subtangent 
is constantly equal to a (see fig.). The area between the curve, 
the asymptote and an ordinate is equal to that of a rectangle 
with sides respectively equal to the abscissa and subtangent 
(Torricelli, Huygens). 

44. Catenary or Chainette (F. Chaznette; G. Kettenlinie) is 
the form (Galilei thought it a parabola) which a perfectly flex- 
ible, inextensible chain will assume when suspended by its ends 
and acted upon by gravity alone. I t s  equation, determined in 
1691 by such mathematicians as Huygens and Leibniz, can be 
written y =&a (el/a+e-lla) =acosh (x/a). Points on the curve 
may be readily determined from logarithmic curves (see fig.). 
The tangents at  P ,  PI,  Pz are concurrent. If s represents the 
length of the catenary measured from its vertex on the Y-axis 
to any point P, y2=s2+a2, and s=asinh(x/a). The Cesiro in- 
trinsic equation is aR=s2+a2, which is a particular case of the 
equation aR=s2+c2 which defines curves named by Cesiro 
(1886) Alysoid (F. Alysoide; G. Alyseiden). If two opposite 
edges of a thin inextensible and perfectly flexible rectangular 
piece of cloth are fixed parallel to each other, and the cloth is 

exposed to a uniform current of 
air moving a t  right angles to the 
plane which contains the two 
fixed edges of the cloth the form 
of equilibrium of the cloth 
(which is the form of the cross 
section of a sail filled by wind) 
is a catenary, or, as Jean and 
Jacques Bernoulli (1692-95) 
called it a Velaria (sail curve, G. 
Segelkurve or Seilkurve). If the 

Catenary or Chainette (Set. 4 4 )  catenary is revolved about the 
X-axis we obtain a catenoid, which is the only minimal surface 
of revolution, a surface discussed by Euler as early as 1744, and 
illustrating important principles in the calculus of variations. 

Since a catenary may be regarded as a roulette of the focus 
of a parabola rolling along a straight line, it has been called 
also a parabolic catenary Similar roulettes of an ellipse and of 
a hyperbola lead to an elliptic catenary and a hyperbolic catenary. 
The corresponding surfaces of revolution are called respectively 
Unduloid and Nodoid (see A. G. Greenhill, Elliptic Functions, 
1892). Delaunay showed (1891) that surfaces of revolution of 
constant mean curvature are of the three types here mentioned. 

4 j .  Tractrix or Tractory or Equitangential Curve (F. Trac- 

trice or Tractoire or Courbes aux Tangents ~ g a l e s ;  G. Zug- 
linie or Traktrix or Traktorie) being equitangential (PN=a,  
see fig.) is defined by the equations y(1-j-y") or 
x =a(cosz~+logtan[z~/~  ) and y = asinu ; and R2+a2 = a2e2s/a. 
I n  1692 Huygens considered this curve in detail and hence tbe 
name Traktorie volt Huygens has been used; it was later studied, 

- 

Tractrix or Tractory or Equitangential Curve (Sec. 4 5 )  

among others, by Leibniz and Jean Bernoulli. The tractrix (see 
fig.) is the orthogonal trajectory of circles of radius a with 
centres on the X-axis (Liouville, 1850). The evolute of the 
tractrix (locus of P ) ,  is the catenary (locus of PI )  

y = (a/z) (ex/a+e-.la). 

The projection N, of PI,  on the X-axis is the end of the tangent 
PN, which is constantly equal to a. The intersecting surface of 
constant negative curvature generated by revolving the tractrix 
about its asymptote is called a pseudosphere (Beltrami, 1865), 
and its volume is one half that of the sphere of radius O C = a  
(Huygens, 1692). The "surface of Dini" is a helicoid with the 
tractrix as meridian curve (Dini, 1865). 

If on the tangent P N  to the tractrix a point P2 is taken (see 
fig.) such that NPz=b, a constant, the locus of Pz as P traces 
out the tractrix is the Syntractrix (F. Syntractrice; G. Syntrak- 
trix) defined by xf (b2-y2) +=slog( [b+(b2- y2) q / y ) ,  and 
whose intrinsic equation, when b = ?a, may be written 

R = (a/4), (es/a+e-$la). 

This equation differs but slightly from R =  (a/2)(es/a+e-s/@) 
which defines a Catenary of uniform strength (F. Chainette 

I 1 
Quadratrix of Hippias (Sec. 4 6 )  

d'Egale Re'sistance; G. Kettenlinie gleichen Wiederstandes or 
Longitudinale). Thomson and Tait give the equation of this 
curve (Nut. Phil., $573; also Coriolis, 1836), in which linear den- 
sity or cross section is so arranged as to be proportional to the ten- 
sion, as es/a=sec(x/a), which may be written tanh+(y/a) = 
tan2&(x/a). The curve was first discussed by Gilbert (1826) in 
his memoir on suspension bridges. I t  is the curve which with its 
catacaustic, for parallel rays, encloses the minimum area (Dun- 
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kel, Washington Unio. Studies, v. 8, 1921). 

46. Quadratrix of Hippias ( F .  Quadratrice de Di~zostrate; G. 
Quadratrix des Dinostratz~s), y =xcot(rx,lza), rsin&= ( za  ' ~ ) 8 ,  
a curve invented by Hippias of Elis ( c .  430 B.c.) and used (by 
him, apparently) for trisecting an angle (it may be used for 
dividing an angle into any number of equal parts), hut also 
employed (as the name implies) for squaring the circle. Hippias 
may have used the curve for this purpose. Sometimes the curve 
is called the Quadratrix of Dinostratus since he seems to have 
used it as a quadratrix ( c .  350 B.c.). Suppose OA-a ,  the radius 
of the circle with center 0 (see figs.), rotates uniformly to the 
position OC at  the same time that a straight line through A,  
parallel to the 1'-axis, moves uniformly toward the axis, the 
two lines coinciding with OC at  the same time. The locus P of 
their point of intersection is the quadratrix of Hippias (Pappus, 
c,  300) ; OD= aa/.rr. Pappus showed that it is an orthogonal 
projection of a certain plane section of a helicoid. See fig., p. 895. 

47. Anallagmatic Curve (F.  Cozrrbe anallagmatiqz~e; G. Anall- 
agamatisclze Kurve, Unveriiizderliclze Kurve ) ,  first discussed by 
Moutard (1864), is a curve which inverts into itself (cf. Proc. 
Edinb. Matlz. Soc., v. 20). The inverse of any curve possessing 
a line of symmetry is, in general, anallagmatic. Since bicircular 
quartics (which include the l i n ta~on ,  cardioid, cartesian, cassinian), 
as well as the strophoid, the trisectrix of Maclazlrin and the cissoid, 
are the inverses of conics, they are thus anallagmatic. I n  par- 
ticular, the cartesian is anallagmatic with respect t o  any of its foci, 
the power of inversion being the product of the distances of this 
focus to the other two foci; for the strophoid its vertex is the 
centre of inversion, and the power of inversion is the square of 
the distance of the vertex to the double point; so also for the 
trisectrix of Maclaurin. The inverse of an anallagmatic curve 
is anallagmatic. 

48. Brachistoclzrone (F.  Brachistochrone or Brachystochrone; 
G. Brachistochrone or Linie schnellste~z Falles) is the curve along 
which a body moves from one point A to another B ,  under the 
action of an assigned accelerating force, in the least time possible. 
The problem when gravity was the accelerating force was proposed 
by Jean Bernoulli (1696) as a challenge to mathematicians. Leib- 
niz, Newton, Jacques Bernoulli, and L'Hospital responded with 
solutions, that the curve was a cycloid. That there is one and 
only one cycloid arc with the required property was not shown 
till the 19th century, when an important necessary condition, 
unstated by Bernoulli, and other things in the theory of the 
calculus of variations, were formulated. A sinusoidal spiral, 
r?l=a+lcosnO, is a brachistochrone :or a repulsive force varying 
inversely a5 the power 2n+3 of the radius vector (Townsend, 
187 j). See Appell, Traite' de iVfe'c. Rat., v. 2, 3rd ed. ( ~ g o q ) ,  p. 
460, seq. 

49. Caz~stic (F.  Caustique; G. Kaustik or Brennlinie). If a ray 
of light from some source is incident on a curve, the reflected ray 
will make with the normal to the curve at  the point of incidence 
the same angle as that made by the incident ray. The envelope 
of the reflected rays is the Caustic by Rejlection or Catacaustic 
of the given curve with respect to the source in qtlestion. If the 
ray, corresponding to an incident ray from some source, makes 
with the normal to the curve a t  the point of incidence an angle 
whose sine is in a constant ratio to the sine of the angle which the 
incident ray makes with the normal (Snell's law of refraction, 
before 1626), the envelope of the refracted rays is called the 
Caustic by  Refraction or Diacaz~stic of the given curve for the 
source in question. Catacaustic and diacaustic surfaces may be 
defined in a similar way. The diacaustic of a straight line, 1, with 
respect to a source, S ,  is the evolute of an ellipse with foci a t  S 
and the reflection of S in 1 (Gergonne, 1820). The diacaustic of 
a circle is, in general, the evolute of a cartesian (Sturm, 1824). 
If the source is at an infinite distance the incident rays are 
parallel. The idea of caustic curves originated with Huygens and 
Tschirnhausen about 1678 and was developed, among others, by 
Jean and Jacques Bernoulli and by L'Hospital before the end of 
the century. About 1822 it was discovered by Quetelet that the 
caustic (C ' ) ,  of a given curve ( C ) ,  for a finite source S ,  is the 
evolute of a curve (C" ) ,  called Secondary Caustic, which is the 

envelope of the circles with centres on (C) and passing through 
S ;  or the evolute of a curve (C"), which is similar to the pedal 
of ( C )  with respect to S,  but of double its linear dimensions. 
Some samples of special curves as catacaustics are as follo~j\.s: 

Curve Source of rays 1 Catacaustic 1 
Circle . . 

, I pt. on circumference 

Circle . . . ipt not on circumference/ 
I 

Cardioid (Jean and Jac- 
ques Bernoulli, 1692, 
see fig. no. 25). 

Lima~on (St. Laurent. 
1826). 

Tschir~zhausen's 
cubic . . Semi-cubical pa r a b o 1 a 

(Archibald, 1900). 
focus 

1 ~ardioid . . 1 cusp ,Vephroid (Huygens,1678, 
1 I see f i ~ .  no. 2;). ". I Cissoid . . I ordinary focus I ~ardio;;d (T. ~ e m o ~ n e , l  

Qz~adrifolium . 
Logaritktnic spiral I centre 

pole 

1919). 
Astroid (Brocard, 19 19). 
Logarithmic spiral (Jac- 

ques Bernoulli, 1692). / circle . . . I parallel ~ephroid (EIuygens,1678, 
I 

1 

Evolute (Sec. s o )  I tic and the nepiroid.  he-accom- 
uanving figure shows: (a )  two . , 

parallel curves, 3, 4, of an astroid, 2 ,  one of them an oval, and also 
( b )  the evolute, I ,  of this astroid. 

The conception of evolutes and involutes originated with Huy- 
gens in his celebrated Horlogiztm Oscillatorit~m (1673). The 
principles underlying the determination of such envelopes, as well 
as those connected with caustics by Tschirnhausen (1682), were 
developed into a theory by Leibniz (1692-94), who was the first 
to consider parallel curves. 

51. Inverse Curaes (F.  Courbes Inverses; G. Inverse Kurven).  

~sch i r z l zause~z ' s  cubic 
(Tschirnhausen, 1690). 

Two cycloid arches (Jean 
Bernoulli, 1692, see fig. 
no. 36[a]). 

Astroid (Kostlin, 1888). 

Catonary(R.EIeath, 1887). 

Parabola . . I rays perp. to axis 

See F .  Bosser, Zeit. f .  Math. u.  Phys., v. I j, pp. 170-206; Geiger and 
Scheel, Handbuch d. Physik, v. 18 (1927) ; R S. Heath, Treatise on 
Geometrical Optics (1887) ; Brocard and Lemoyne's work mentioned 
below; G. F. Childe, Reflected Ray Surfaces . . . (Cape Town, 1857) ; 
bibliography in L'Intermtd. d. Math. (1894), p. rgo, and (rags), 
PP. 208, 321. 

50. Evolute (F. De'veloppie; G.  Evolute or Kriimmz~ngsmittel- 
punktslinie or -kurve).  This is the envelope of all the normals 
to a curve of the locus of the curve's centres of curvature. A 
curve and its evolute have the same foci. The deficiency of the 
evolute is the same as that of the primitive curve. For other 
general properties of such curves see Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, 
3rd ed., 1879, p. 82 seq. Evolutes of Epicycloids and Hypocy- 
cloids (e.g., cardioid, nephroid, triczrspid, astroid) are curves of 
the same type. So also for the cycloid and logaritltmic spiral, but 
the evolute of a parabola is a semi-cubical parabola; of a frac- 
trix, a catenary; of a Cayley's Sextic, a nephroid. 

If the evolute be regarded as the original curve, a curve of 
which it is the evolute is called an Involute (F. De'veloppante; 

G. Evolvente or Invo l z~ te ) ;  or 
an involute of a curve is an or- 
thogonal trajectory of the tan- 
gents to the given curve. There 
are an infinite number of such 
trajectories for any given curve, 
and they are Parallel Cztrves (F. 
Courbes ParallBles; G. Parallel- 
kztrven) ; that is, any two cut off 
equal lengths on common nor- 
mals. Parallel curves sometimes 
have a very different appear- 
ance, for examule. Caylev's Sex- 

Cycloid arch . 

Triczdspid . . 
Logarithinic clme 

y = alogs. 

rays perp. to base 

parallel rays 

rays parallel to X-axis 
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If through a point 0, called the centre of inversion, a line is drawn 
to any point P1, of a curve CI, and on OPI, a point PZ is taken 
such that O P I . O P ~ = ~ ~ ,  a constant, P I  and Pz are inverse points. 
As P1 traces the curve CI, PZ traces its inverse curve Cp. If the 
power is - k q h e  points PI and P p  are on opposite sides of 0. The 
first examples of this transformation were given by Quetelet 
(1825). (See also no. 47.) Some examples of curves and their 
inverses are as follows : 

Curve 

Central conic . . . 
Central conic . . 
Hyperbola, rectanguiar . . 
Hyperbola, rectangular . . 
Trisectriz of llfaclnztrin . . 
Trisectriz of Atfaclaztrin . . 
Strophoid . . . . , 

Cissoid . . . . . 
Parabola . . . . . 
Spiral  of Archimedes . . 
Logarithnzic spiral . . . 
Cochleoid . . . . . 
L i t u z ~ s .  . . . . . 
Rkodoi~ea . 

Inverse 

L i m a ~ o n  
Cassinian 
Lemniscate ofBernoz~li 
Strophoid 
Hyperbola 
Tschirnltausew cubic 
Hyperbola 
Parabola 
Cardioid 
Hyperbolic spiral 
Logarithmic spiral 
Qz~ddratrix o,f Hippia 
Fermat's spiral 
I?pi or Cobs's spirul 

- 

52. Isoptic Curve (F.  Cozrrbe isoptiqz~e or Ligne isoptique; G. 
Isoptisclze Kurve or Kurve gleichen Gesichtswinkels). The locus 
of the points of intersection of tangents to a given curve (or a 
pair of curves) meeting a t  a constant angle is an isoptic curve 
of the given curve, or curves. When the constant angle is right 
the isoptic curve is said to  be the Orthoptic Curve (F. Courbe 
Ortlzoptiqa~e; G. Ort/zoptische Kurve). The isoptic curve of an 
epicycloid is an epitrochoid (Chasles, 1837); of a cycloid a cur- 
tate or prolate cycloid (LaHire, 1704); of a sinusoidal spiral 
another sinusoidal spiral. The orthoptic curve of a tricuspid is a 
circle; of an astroid, a qaadrifolizcvz; and of a cardioid, a circle 
and a L imu~on of Pascal, which suggests that the isoptic curve 
of Chasles's theorem should be one or more epitrochoids; indeed 
the number of such epitrochoids is only finite if the radius of the 
base of the given epicycloid is commensurable with that of the 
rolling circle (Duporcq, L'lnternz. d. Math., 1896, p. 291). The 
orthoptic curve of two confocal conics is a concentric circle 
(Chasles). 

53. Pedal or Pedal Curve (F. Courbe pe'dale or Podaire; G. 
Fusspunktkurve). The pedal (CI) of a curve (C),  with respect 
to a point 0, is the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars from 0 
on the tangents to (C). Maclaurin first introduced (1718) the 
idea of positive and negative pedals of a curve with respect to a 
point; (CI)  is the pedal or first positive pedal of (C), or (C) is 
the first negative pedal of (CI).  If (CZ) is, with respect to the 
same point, the first positive pedal of (C1), it is the second posi- 
tive pedal of ( C ) ;  and so on. Some examples of pedals are as 
follows : 

Pole 
- 

focus 
centre 
centre 
vertex 

double point 
focus 

double point 
cusp 
focus 
pole 
pole 
pole 
pole 
pole 

Curve 1 Point 1 Pedal 1 

From this, many results can be stated; for example: the fifth 
negative pedal of a cardioid is a Tschirnhausen cubic; the fourth 
positive pedal of a parabola is a cardioid. The term tangential 
pedal curve is sometimes used to distinguish it  from normal pedal 
curve where normals play the same r81e as tangents in the above 
discussion 

54. Radial or Radial Curve (F. Courbe radiale; G. Radiale). 
From a fixed point lines are drawn equal and parallel to the radii 
of curvature a t  successive points of a given curve; the locus of 
the extremities of these lines is the radial curve corresponding 
to the given curve (Tucker, 1864). The degree of the radial of 
an algebraic curve is that of the curve's evolute. The following 
are some examples (c = curve, r = radial) : c - catenary, r - kam- 
pyle of Eudoxza; c-catenary of uniform strength, r- a straight 
line ; c - tractrix, r - kappa curve; c - cycloid, r -circle, c-epi- 
cycloid of n cusps, r-rhodonea of n petals; c- tricuspid, r - tri- 
folium; c -astroid, r - qundrif olium. 

55. Roulette (F.  Roulette; G. Rollkurve or Roulette). When 
a curve rolls, without slipping, on a fixed curve or straight line, any 
fixed point, P, in the plane of the rolling curve describes a curve 
called a roulette. The term is also sometimes applied (still 
limiting motion to that in a plane) to: (a)  the envelope of a 
fixed line in the plane of the rolling curve; (b) the locus of a 
variable point, such as the centre of curvature of the point of 
contact of the rolling curve. If 0 is the point of contact of rolling 
and fixed curves, OP is normal at  P (P, fixed) to the curve traced 
by P (Descartes). If any curve roll on an equal curve, corre- 
sponding points of the curves being in contact, the roulette of any 
point is a curve similar to a certain pedal of the fixed curve and of 
double its linear dimensions (Maclaurin, 1720); in particular 
Cayley's Sextic is generated by the cusp of a cardioid rolling, with 
corresponding points in contact, on an equal cardioid (Mac- 
laurin). The roulette of the vertex of a parabola rolling on a fixed 
equal parabola is a cissoid of Diocles. The cycloid, epicycloids, 
epitrochoids and hypocycloids are examples of roulettes. Every 
rhodonea can be generated as the roulette of a circle on a circle 
(Suardi, 1752, and Ridolfi, 1844). The hyperbolic spiral whose 
equation is r=a/0 rolled on a logarithmic curve whose equation 
is y=alog(xla) traces the axis of y or the asymptote (Maxwell, 
1849). The pole of a hyperbolic spiral rolling on a straight line 
traces out a tractrix (Demoulin, 1891). A helix rolls on a straight 
line to which it  is always tangent while its axis moves in a plane; 
any point of the helix traces out a cycloid (Besant, 1870). Refer- 
ences may be given to J. C. Maxwell's second published paper in 
1849 (Scientific Papers, vol. i .)  and to W. H.  Besant's Notes on 
Roulettes and Glissettes (2nd ed., Cambridge, 1890). Among 
Giissettes (F. Glissettes; G. Gleitkurven) are the curves: (a) 
traced out by points, (b) enveloped by a fixed line, in the plane 
of a curve which is made to slide between given points, or straight 
lines, or curves, or to glide so as always to be tangent to  a line at  a 
fixed point. The envelope-glissette of a given line segment sliding 
between lines a t  right angles is an astroid. The point glissette of 
the focus of a parabola sliding between two lines a t  right angles 
is an &pi or Cotes's spiral whose equation may be written 
rsinz0=a. An involute of a circle slides on a straight line, always 
touching it a t  the same point; the glissettes of a point and a 
straight line are respectively a trochoid and a n  involute of a 
cycloid (Besant). 

56. Tautochrone (F. Tautochrone or Courbe Tautochrone; G. 
Tautochro?te or Gleichzeitkurve). This is a curve along which a 
particle acted on by assigned forces will arrive in the same time 
a t  a given point whatever initial point is taken on the curve. 
When gravity is the accelerating force Huygens showed (HOT, 
logium Oscillatorium, 1673) that the inverted cycloid with axis 
vertical was the tautochrone. The converse problem was solved 
by Newton (Principia, 1687, bk. 3, sec. 10). The problem of the 
tautochrone was notably discussed by Jean Bernoulli ( I  718), and 
Euler (1726-72), and Lagrange (1767, Oeuvres, v. 2 ,  1863, 
p. 317). The astroid is a tautochrone for a force perpendicular 
to  a line and proportional to the cube root of the distance to  this 
line (Jullien, 18j5). The cardioid is a tautochrone for a repulsive 
force varying as the distance, ~i tuated on ihe 'lxis at one-quarter 
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CURVES, SPECIAL 
of the distance from the focus to the vertex (Purkiss, 1864). A 
similar result holds for all epicycloids (Purkiss). (See C. Ohrt. 
mann, Das Problem der Taz~tochronen; ein historischer Versz~ch.) 

57. Cl&lies (F. Cldlies; G. Clcliakzcrvcn or Clelien). Let 4 bt 
the  longitude, and 0 the colatitude, of any point P on a sphert 
of radius a. I f  this point is moved such that  B=m+, nz being 2 

constant, the locus described by P is a clClie, discussed by Guidc 
Grandi (1728). When m = I  we have Viviani's Windows. I r  
cartesian co-ordinates the equations may be written 

x = asinm4cosqb, y =  asinm4sin4, z = acosmqb. 

T h e  projection of this curve on  the XY-plane is the rhodonea 
r = asinm4. 

Graildi applied the name clclies also to  curves defined by tht 
equations asinB= bsinm4, asin0 = a- bsinm4. T h e  projectior 
of the first curve on the XY-plane is r = bsinm4 again a rhodonea 
T h e  projection of the second curve on the XY-plane is representec 
by  the  equation r=a-bsinm$ which is a conchoid of the samt 
rhodonea. 

58. Horse Fetter or Hippopede (F. HippopBde; G. Hippopede 
or Pferdefessel) is a term applied to  two different curves dis- 
cussed by the Greeks (cf. Heath, Hist. Greek Math., v. I, pp. 
332-334; v. 2, p p  204-206). (a) The horse-fetter of Eudoxus 
(fl. c. 365 B.c.) is the curve described by a planet about the zodiac 
circle in his theory of concentric spheres, and it  is the curve of 
section of a circular cylinder and tangent sphere (Schiaparelli, 
Scritti s. storia d. Astrono~nica Antica, part I ,  t .  2, p. 40 seq.). 
Let the centre, 0, of the sphere, of radius, a, be the origin; the 
axis of y the line through 0 and B, the point of contact of 
cylinder and sphere; the axis of z parallel to the generator of the 
cylinder, then the equations of the horse-fetter are : x2+y2+z2=a2, 
~ ~ + ( y - b ) ~ =  ( ~ - b ) ~ ,  where b is the distance of the axis of the 
cylinder from 0. Because of its form, the curve has been called 
a spherical lemniscate. I ts  projection in the YZ-plane is part of 
the parabola z2+zby - zab =o. The YZ-plane and XY-plane are 
planes of symmetry and B is a double point. The stereographic 
projection of the horse-fetter with respect to the point (0, a, o) 
is the hyperbola (a- b)z2- bx2=ab2. When b=a lz  the horse- 
fetter, which Eudoxus introduced into geometrical discussion, 
becomes part of Viviani's curve. 

(b) The plane curve hippopede, referred to by Proclus, appears 
to  be one of the spiric lines of Perseus (c. 75 B.c.), that is one of 
the curves formed by a plane section of an anchor ring parallel to 
its axis. When the plane is tangent to the anchor ring internally, 
the section is a hippopede whose equation is 

(xz+y2)"4c(c-a) (x2+y2) =qc2x2. 
If the distance of the plane from the axis is equal to  the radius 
of the generating circle of the ring (c=za)  the hippopede is a 
lemrziscate of Bernoulli. 

59. Losodrome or Rhzrmb Line or Spherical Helix (F. Loxo- 
dromie; G. Loxodrom-, or Rhumblinie) is usually defined as the 
curve cutting the meridian of a sphere a t  a constant angle; it  is 
a double spiral having the north and south poles for asymptotic 
points. The  curve was first conceived by Pedro Nunes (15j0). 
If the  constant angle is P,  4 is the longitude and 0 the colatitude 
of a point on the loxodrome i ts  equation may be written 

x = sinqbcosB, y = sin4sin0, z=  cosqb, 

where B= -tan@logtan(d/z). The  orthogonal projection of this 
curve on the XY-plane is r(ehe+e-hs) = 2 or rcoshhB= I, where 
h =  cot@, Poinsot's Spiral (see no. 31). The stereographic pro- 
jection of a loxodrome from one of its poles on the plane of the 
equator is a logarithmic spiral. Nunes had the idea (not yet dead) 
tha t  a loxodrome joining two points on a sphere was the shortest 
distance on the sphere between those points. Support of this view 
may have been found by some in the fact that  on Mercator 
charts (I j69) the spherical loxodrome becomes a straight line. 
I n  the 19th century intelligent mariners realized that  great- 
circle sailing should replace loxodromic paths for shortest dis- 
tances. The most notable history of the loxodromic line is that 
of S. Giinther, Studien z. Gesch. d. Math. u. Phy. Geograpltie, 
pt. 6 (Halle, 1879). 

The general question of loxodromes on any surface of revolu- 
tion was studied for the first time by J. G. Walz in I 741. But 
Scheffers introduced theidea (1902) of a loxodrome as a space 
curve and not a surface curve, a curve which cuts all planes of 
a pencil under a constant angle. Loxodromes are space W-curves 
of Klein and Lie (1870) ; see Enzykl. d. Math. Wiss., v. 3, p. 247  

60. Spherical Catenary (F. Chainette Sphe'riqz~e or Cate'raire 
Sphe'rique; G. Spharische Kettenlinie). (a)  This is the form of a 
curve assumed under gravity by a heavy, homogeneous, flexible, 
inextensible cord placed with its two ends fixed on the perfectly 
smooth surface of a sphere. Taking the centre of the sphere as 
origin and the axis of z vertical we find (as in Appell, Traitd de 
Me'c. Rat., v. I ,  3rd ed., 1909, p. 207) for the equations of curve 

r2=a2-z2 and dB= Aadz/(a2-z2)Z, 

where Z= ( h - ~ ) ~ ( a ~ - z ~ )  -A2, A and h being constants. Hence 
0 is, in general, an elliptic transcendent. Discussion of various 
possibilities in connection with the constants, and the roots of the 
equation Z=o,  has been the subject for numerous monographs 
and dissertations. Greenhill found (1895), for example, that under 
certain circumstances the spherical catenary becomes a closed 
algebraic curve. The problem of a surface catenary was first dis- 
cussed by Bobillier (1829) for any surface. 

( b )  Gudermann defined a spherical catenary by the equation 
tanO=coshm4, without any reference to mechanics but simply 
from analogy with the equation of the plane catenary curve 
(Grzlndriss d. analyt. Spharik, 1830 and CreIle's Jozrrnal, v. 11, 
1834). He showed that this catenary is an evolzlte of the spherical 
loxodrome (1834). 

61. Spherical Epicycloid (F. Bpicyc1oi;de Splze'riqzde; G. Spha- 
rische Epizykloide). This curve is the locus of a point on the 
circumference of a circle which rolls on the circumference of a 
fixed circle, the plane of the rolling circle always making with 
that of the fixed circle a constant angle, w.  These curves were 
first studied by  Hermann (1728) as  a result of a problem pro- 
posed in 1718 by  Offenbourg: T o  construct on the surface of the 
sphere a window with contour algebraically rectifiable. ( I t  would 
seem as if the problem had been suggested by tha t  of Viviani's 
windows, no. 62.) Hermann's mistake in imagining all such curves 
rectifiable was pointed out  by Jean Bernoulli (1742) and the 
mly  possible case for this was indicated. Clairaut, G u d e r m a n ~  
and Lexell were other workers in this field. (See H. R i .  Jeffrey 
Quart. / o w n .  Math., v. 19, 1883, p. 44 seq.) The equations of 
such curves may be written 

ind define spherical curves, algebraic and unicursal if a/b is 
eational, and transcendental if a/b is irrational. If a =  b and 
d = T / Z ,  we have a Spherical Cardioid whose orthogonal pro- 
iections are (J. Schreiner, Gymn. Progr., Kempten, 1896) : (i.) on 
.he XY-plane a cavdioid; (ii.) on the YZ-plane a pear-shaped 
partic; (iii.) on the XZ-plane part  of a parabola. 

62. Viviaai's Curve or Viviani's Windows (F. Vivianienne or 
Tourbe de L'iviarzi or Fetz2tre de Viviani; G. Viviani'sche Kurve) 
.esults from the solution of the following problem proposed for 
;olution in 1692 by  Viviani, a pupil of Galilei: On a hemi- 
jpherical dome construct four equal similarly shaped windows 
;uch that  the rest of the surface of the dome is exactly rectifiable. 
4mong others, Leibniz, Jacques Bernoulli and Wallis solved 
.he problem. The  equations of the curve are, in part:  

x2+ y2+z2 = a2, and xz+y2 - ay = 0, x>o,  

vhere a is the radius of the sphere; or x=asin4cosqb, y =acos2qb, 
~ n d  z=asinqb; or, if t= tan(+/z), 

1 -t2 
x = zat -- 

(I  -t2)2 2t 
(I+tz)2, and z = a -  (I+t2)2' Y = a -  1+t2 

rhis curve corresponds t o  the curved boundary of two windows 
the YZ-plane is here the base of the dome considered by ~ i v i a n i ]  ; 
]ere would be two corresponding windows on the other side of 



CURVILINEAR-CURZOLA 
the hemispheres. The  area of the hemisphere left is 8a2. The 
orthogonal projection of Viviani's curve on the XZ-plane is half 
of the eight ctirve, s"a2(z2--rZ), and on the YZ-plane is a portion 
of the parabola 2% a(a- y). The stereographic projection of 
Viviani's curve on: (I) the XZ-plane and with the point (0, a, o) 
as  pole is half of the equilateral hyperbola z2-x2= a2; (2) on the 
XZ-plane with the point (0, - a, o) as  pole is half of the lenziziscate 
of Bernoz~lli (x2+z?)"aa2z2-x2): (3)  on the X'Tr-plane with the 
point (0, o, a) as  pole is par t  of the strophoid 

y(x2+y2) - 2a(x2+y2) + a2y = o  

with double point a t  (0, a ,  0). The projection of Viviani's curve 
from (0, o, o) on the plane z=a  is part of the kappa curve 
y2(x2f y2) = a2x2. (See T .  Huber, Diss. Bern, 1916.) 

63. Helix (I?. Hilice; G. Helix, or Schraublinie). This is the 
curve cutting the generators of a right circular cylinder under a 
constant angle, 0 .  Then the equations of the curve are x = acosO, 
y=asinO, and z=a8cot@; s=aOcosec0. The helix is mentioned 
by Geminus (c. 70 B.c.) and a passage in Proclus (c. 460) suggests 
tha t  i t  was known to Apollonius (c. 225 B.c.). I t  was used by 
Pappus (c. 300) for producing the quadvatrix of Hippias and we 
have seen tha t  by projecting i t  in various ways we get a cycloid 
a trocltoid, a cochleoid and a hyperbolic spiral. I t s  orthogonal 
projection on a plane parallel to  the axis of the cylinder is a 
sine czirve (Pitot,  1724). T h e  ratio of the radii of curvature and 
torsion of the helix is constant (Lancret, 1802). Puiseux found 
(1842) tha t  the  only curve for which the radii of curvature and 
torsion are constant is the right circular helix. The helix is a 
special case of Bertyand Curves for which a linear relation between 
curvature and torsion exists. A moving straight line always 
meeting a helix and i::tersecting i ts  axis orthogonally traces out 
a right circular helicoid which is the only real minimal ruled 
surface (Catalan, 1842). 

The  curve which cuts the generators of a cone of revolution 
under a constant angle is a Cylindro-Co?zical Helix or Cottica 
Loxodro~ne (F. Htlice cylindro-co~zique or Spivale logarithmique 
conique; G. Zylinderkegelscl~raz~benlinie) and was first discussed 
by Guido Grandi ( I  701). I t s  equation may be written 

Grandi noted that  this helix cuts also under a constant angle the 
generators of a cylinder of which one generator coincides with the 
axis of the cone and whose base is a logarith~nic spival having i ts  
pole on this axis. A certain logarithmic spiral on the XU-plane, 
and with pole a t  the origin, is a n  iitvolute of Grandi's helix (1826). 

64. Cubical Corcic Sections (F. Cortiqz~es Cubiques; G. Ku- 
bische Kegelschnitte), which may be obtained as the line oi in- 
tersection of two cones of the second order, or of two hyperboloids 
of one sheet, with a common generator, was first discussed by 
Mobius in his Der baryce~ztrische Calcz~l (Leipzig, 1827), and later 
studied by Chasles (1837)~  Cayley (184j),  Cremona (1862) and 
others. Mobius showed that a moving tangent to such a cubic 
traces out a conic on a fixed osculating plane. Seydewitz classi- 
fied the cubics (1847) according to the nature of their infinitely 
distant points: (a) The Cubical Ellipse which has one real, and 
two conjugate points a t  infinity; this curve has one real asyrnp- 
tote. (b )  The Czrbical Hyperbola which has three real distinct 
points a t  infinity; three real distinct asymptotes. (c) The Cubical 
Parabolic Hyperbola with three real points a t  infinity but two of 
them coincident; three real asymptotes, two coincident. (d) The 
Cubical Parabola with three coincident points a t  infinity; the 
plane at  infinity is an osculating plane and the curve has no 
asymptote. Through six given points in space a gauche cubic 
curve can be passed. The locus of the vertices of the cones of 
the second degree which all pass through the six given points in 
space is the cubic of the third degree determined by these six 
points (Chasles, 1837). If a gauche cubic with six points in com- 
mon with a quadric has also a seventh point in common it lies 
wholly on the surface (Chasles, 1857). The quadrics through the 
cubic form a pencil. An elliptic cylinder passes through a gauche 
ellipse; three hyperbolic cylinders through a gauche hyperbola; a 
hyperbolic and a parabolic cylinder through the gauche parabolic 

hyperbola; and a parabolic cylinder through the gauche parabola. 
The numerous results found for such cubics are summarized in 
Emy.  d. Sc. Matlzc'n~., t. 4 v. 4, pt. I ,  h r i s ,  1914. p. 119 seq. 
See also 0. Staude, Kubische Kegelschlzitte (Leipzig, 1913), and 
P. W. Wood, The Tzen'sted Cubic with some account of the Metri- 
cal Properties of the Cz~bical Hyperbola (1913). Interpretations 
of the invariants and covariants of a binary cubic in terms of the 
geometry of a twisted cubic are given in Grace and Young, Algebra 
of Itzvaria~~ts (1903). 
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Traitt d. Courbes Spe'e. Renzarquables, 3 v. (Coi'mbre, 1908-IS), also 
in Obras s. Math., v. I,  2 ,  7 ;  G. Loria, Spezielle algeb. und transz. ebene 
Kztrven, 2nd ed., 2 v. (Leipzig, 1910-11) ; G. Loria, Curve Sghembe 
Speciali, 2 v. (Bologna, 192 j) ; G. Brocard, Notes de Bzbl. des Courbes 
Giomitriques, 2 v. (lithogr., Bar-le-Duc, 1897-99) ; H. Brocard and 
T. Lemoyne, Courbec Ge'ome'triques Remarqz~nbles, v. I (all pub1 ) 
(1919) ; Enzyklopadie d. math. Wiss, v. 3, parts 2 and 3 (Leipzig, 1902- 
2 7 )  ; H. Wieleitner, Spez. ebene Kzlrven (Leipzig, 1908) ; Pascal-Tim- 
erding, Repertoritlm d. holz. Math., Geometrie, z ed., 2v., (Leipzig, 
1910-22). (R. C. A,) 

CURVILINEAR, in architecture, any form with curved or 
flowing lines. The term is used especially to designate the flowing 
tracery (q.v.) employed in the later decorated style (see DECO- 
RATED PERIOD) of English Gothic and of the French Flamboyant 
(see FLAMBOYANT STYLE), and similar styles (see GOTHIC 
ARCHITECTURE). 

CURWEN, JOHN ( I  Sr 6-1 880), English Nonconformist 
minister and founder of the tonic sol-fa system of musical teach- 
ing, was born at  Heckmondwike, Yorkshire, of an old Cumberland 
family, and died at  Manchester on May 26, 1880. His father was 
a Nonconformist minister, and he himself adopted this calling, 
which he practised until 1864, when he gave it  up  in order to  
devote himself to his new method of musical nomenclature, de. 
signed to avoid the use of the stave with its lines and spaces. H e  
adapted it  from that of Miss Sarah Ann Glover (1785-1867) of 
Norwich, whose sol-fa system was based on the ancient gamut. 
Curwen was led to  feel the importance of a simple way of teach- 
ing how to sing by note by his experiences among Sunday-school 
teachers. Apart from Miss Glover, the same idea had been 
elaborated in France since J. J. Rousseau's time, by Pierre Galin 
( I  786-1821), Aim6 Paris ( I  798-1866) and Emile ChevC (1804- 
1864), whose method of teaching how to read a t  sight also de- 
pended on the principle of "tonic relationship" being inculcated 
by the reference of every sound to its tonic, by the use of a 
~zumeral notation. Curwen brought out his Gramf~zar of Vocal 
Music in  1843, and in 1853 started the Tonic Sol-Fa Association; 
in 1879, the Tonic Sol-Fa college was opened. Curwen also took 
to publishing, and brought out a periodical called the Tonic Sol- 
F a  Reporter, and in his later life was occupied in directing the 
spreading organization of his system. His son, JOHN SPENCER 

CURWEN (1847-1g16), who became principal of the Tonic Sol-Fa 
college, continued with great energy the promulgation and pop- 
ularization of the Sol-Fa gospel, with the able co-operation of his 
wife, whose numerous teaching works are deservedly held in high 
repute. 

CURZOLA (Serbo-Croatian, Korc'ula or Karkar), a n  island 
in the Adriatic, forming part of Dalmatia, Yugoslavia. Pop. 
(1931) of island 28,492; of capital (same name) 6,563. Length 
about 38m., breadth (average) 5 miles. The island lies am. W. of 
Sabioncello promontory. The hilly interior has prehistoric grave 
mounds, and Phoenicians may have colonized here. Greeks did 
so in the 4th century B.c., and the name may be corrupted from 
K k p ~ u p a  MiXaiva,  perhaps referring to the dark pines that still 
partly cover the island. I t  first became Venetian in A.D. 998, was 
ruled by Hungary and Genoa in turn in the 12th century, became 
independent for a while, and then its counts submitted to  Venice 
(1255). Marco Polo was taken prisoner by the Genoese in a 
sea-fight near by. Curzola became Hungarian in 1358, was bought 
by Ragusa (1413-17), and again submitted to Venice in 1420. 
The capital is on a rocky foreland and contains the loggia (council 
chambers) and palace of the Venetian governors, a fine Gothic 
cloister in a I 5th century Francifcan friary, walls and towers of 
the citadel (1420) on the hill crown, and a church (12th-13th 
century), formerly a cathedral. I t  was a see from 1301 to  1806. 



CURZON OF KEDLESTON 
The resistance of Curzola to the Turks in I j7I earned for il 

the title fidelissinza. In  1776-97 it  was a Venetian arsenal, suc. 
ceeding Lesina. In  the Napoleonic wars it passed through Rus. 
sian, French and British to  Austrian hands (1815), and it be. 
came Yugoslav in 1918. The  people are sailors and fishermen 
build boats, grow vines, olives and corn, breed mules, and quarrj 
slate, stone and marble. They cling to old ways and dance tht: 
"Moreska." Italy occupied Curzola in World War 11. 

CURZON OF KEBLESTON, GEORGE NATHAN- 
IEL, IST MARQVESS (1859-19251, English statesman, eldest son 
of the 4th baron Scarsdale, rector of Kedleston, Derbyshire, was 
born on Jan. 11, 18j9, and was educated at  Eton and Ballio 
college, Oxford. At Oxford he was president of the Union (1880) 
and was elected a fellow of All Souls college in 1883. H e  becamt 
assistant private secretary to Lord Salisbury in 1885, and in 188f 
entered parliament as member for the Southport division. Hf 
was appointed under-secretary for India in 1891-1892 and fox 
foreign affairs in 1895-1898. As under-secretary he created the 
impression that his career might rise to  any height. Meantime he 
had travelled in Central Asia, Persia, Afghanistan, the Pamirs. 
Siam, Indo-China and Korea, and published three important 
books: Russia zn Central Asia (1889), Persia and the Persian 
Question (1892) and Problems o f  the Far East (1894). In  1895 
he married Mary Victoria Leiter (d. 1906), daughter of a Chicago 
millionaire. 

I n  Jan. 1899 he was appointed governor-general of India. Or 
his appointment he chose an Irish peerage, which would leave him 
free to re-enter the House of Commons on his return. Reaching 
India shortly after the suppression of the frontier risings of 
1897-98, he paid special attention to the independent tribes of 
the north-west frontier, inaugurated a new province called the 
North West Frontier province, and carried out a policy of con. 
ciliation mingled with firmness of control. The only trouble on 
this frontier during the period of his administration was the 
Mahsud Waziri campaign of 1901. H e  exerted himself to en- 
courage British trade in Persia, paying a visit to  the Persian 
gulf in 1903; while on the north-east frontier he anticipated a 
possible Russian advance by the Tibet mission of 1903, which 
rendered necessary the employment of military force for the 
protection of the British envoys. The mission, which had the 
ostensible support of China as suzerain of Tibet, penetrated to 
Lhasa, where a treaty was signed in Sept. 1904. Curzon appointed 
a number of commissions to inquire into Indian education, irriga- 
tion, police and other branches of administration, and he placed 
on a stable basis the financial relations between the provinces and 
the Government of India. H e  established the Imperial Cadet 
corps, settled the question of Berar with the nizam of Hyderabad, 
reduced the salt tax, and gave relief to  the smaller income-tax 
payers. H e  created the new department of commerce and in- 
dustry. I n  Jan. 1903 he presided at  the durbar which was held 
a t  Delhi in honour of the coronation of King Edward VII. 
On the expiration of the customary five years of office, Lord 
Curzon was reappointed governor-general and was thus able to 
supervise the execution of the reforms based on the exhaustive 
inquiries made during his first term. Of these the partition of 
Eengal, not actually carried out until after he had left India, 
roused bitter opposition, and was practically reversed in 1911. 
A difference of opinion with the commander-in-chief, Lord Kitch- 
ener, regarding the position of the military member of council 
in  India, led to  a controversy in which Lord Curzon was not 
supported by the home government. H e  resigned (1905) and 
returned to England. After his return he became warden of the 
Cinque Ports. I n  1906 Lady Curzon died of heart failure. Curzon 
succeeded Goschen in 1907 as chancellor of the University of 
Oxford. H e  took his duties very seriously, and inaugurated several 
important changes in the constitution of the university. He now 
gave up the idea of returning to the House of Commons, and took 
his seat in the House of Lords as an Irish representative peer. 

Lord Curzon received an earldom, along with the viscountcy of 
Scarsdale and the barony of Ravensdale, as a coronation honour 
in 1911. H e  was a strong opponent of the Parliament bill. Never- 
theless, when the crisis came, he stood by Lord Lansdowne in 

persuading the bulk of the Conservative peers to abstain from 
voting, and so to permit the bill to pass and avoid a constitutional 
crisis. 

During the vehement party conflicts of the years beforc the 
JI1orld War he was the chief lieutenant of Lord Lansdowne in the 
Lords. But much of his time and attention was given to the affairs 
of Oxford university. H e  had, moreover, a scholarly love for 
antiquities, and bought and preserved from further ruin the ancient 
castles of Tattershall in Lincolnshire and Bodiam in Sussex, and 
eventually presented them to the nation. 

H e  joined Asquith's Coalition Cabinet in the summer of 1915, 
as lord privy seal; he introduced the bill constituting the new 
Ifinistry of Munitions, and took charge in the Lords of the Muni- 
tions of War bill. H e  became president of the Air Board in May 
1916 and in July became a permanent member of the War Com- 
mittee of the cabinet. When Lloyd George formed his ministry in 
December, Lansdowne and Crewe-the two leaders of parties in 
the Lords-both retired from office, and Curzon became the leader 
of the House with the office of lord president. H e  was also one of 
the four ministers who constituted the war cabinet, and were 
charged with the permanent daily conduct of the war. After the 
Paris conference he took over the Foreign Office from A. J. Bal- 
four, retaining his leadership of the party in the House of Lords. 

His lifelong study of foreign politics, and his first hand knowl- 
edge of Asiatic problems fitted him admirably for the foreign 
office. But foreign affairs in the years immediately following the 
war were still dominated by the prime minister and the Supreme 
Council; and it was a t  meetings of the latter, which Lloyd Georgt 
attended-at Paris, San Remo, Spa, Lympne and London-+hat 
a settlement, or a t  least a temporary salve, was found for recurrent 
difficulties. Lord Curzon's reputation was a rather formidable one 
He had the grand manner, and none but his few'intimates knew 
the witty, friendly and even modest personality behind the facade. 
His autocratic method in India and the conflict with Lord 
Kitchener there led people to expect that he would be a masterful 
foreign secretary. But to  the general surprise he accepted the 
position imposed by Lloyd George's assumption of the main work 
of diplomacy, and never showed any resentment. I t  was not until 
after the fall of the coalition (Oct. 1922) that Curzon had the 
full powers associated with the position of foreign secretary. H e  
retained office under Eonar Law and Baldwin until 1924. 

During this period he had first to straighten out British relations 
with the Nationalist Turks, who, disregarding the Treaty of Skvres, 
had driven the Greeks out of Thrace and Asia Minor by force of 
arms. In  the winter of 1922-3 he presided over a European con- 
ference at  Lausanne, where he employed all his resources of 
knowledge, skill, patience and courtesy in the vain endeavour to 
win Turkish consent to  a satisfactory settlement. Ultimately 
Turkey was allowed to retain all she had regained. Relations 
with Russia also presented great difficulties. By remonstrances 
in the spring and summer of 1923, he obtained from the Russian 
Government the suspension of anti-British action and propaganda, 
and the removal of their incriminated officials a t  Kabul and 
Teheran. 

But his principal preoccupation was the relations of England, 
France and Germany. PoincarC, the French prime minister, in 
spite of serious British protests, embarked in the winter of 1922-23 
on the Ruhr expedition to  exact reparations from Germany; and 
he continued and intensified the pressure throughout the year, 
sccompanying it  with the policy of encouraging Separatist move- 
ments in the Rhineland. Curzon, who had begun by merely dis- 
sociating Britain from French action, gradually took up a position 
of decided antagonism; and finally in August issued a note of 
severe condemnation, asserting the total illegality of the French 
movement. I t  is fair to  say that this note was drafted in the 
prime minister's department, and that the most that can be 
illeged against the foreign office is that they did not modify its 
terms so as to  make it more acceptable. I n  any case the re- 
monstrance merely exacerbated the situation. Meanwhile Curzon 
had encouraged Germany to make, in regard t o  reparation, offers 
3f her own, which eventually became sufficient to afford a basis for 
negotiation. Before he left office he had secured the consent of 
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France and Belgium to an advisory committee of experts (in which 
the United States had decided to co-operate) to be appointed by 
the Reparations Commission. This developed under Ramsay Mac- 
Donald into the Da~ves committee, from whose report dated the 
improvement of European relations. 

Curzon had two serious disappointments in his last years, both 
of which he bore with dignity. The first of these was when, 
on Bonar Law's resignation in May 1923, Baldwin was chosen 
prime minister, mainly because it  was only in the House of Com- 
mons that the real opposition, the Labour party, could be en- 
countered. The other was when Baldwin formed his second cabinet 
in the autumn of 1924, and passed over Curzon's claims to return 
to the Foreign Office in favour of Austen Chamberlain. On the 
first occasion, Lord Curzon consented to take the chair at the 
conservative party meeting which elected Baldwin to the leader- 
ship; on the second, he accepted the presidency of the council, 
retaining, of course, the leadership in the Lords. 

The first Lady Curzon, by whom he had three daughters, died 
in 1906, and in 191 7 he married, as his second wife, Grace Elvina, 
widow of Alfred Duggan, of Buenos Aires, and daughter of J. 
hlunroe Hinds, United States consul, Rio, Brazil. He succeeded t o  
the barony of Scarsdale on his father's death in 1916 and became 
a K.G. in the same year. H e  was created a marquess on the king's 
birthday in 1921. I n  192 j he received the gold medal of the 
Royal Geographical Society. 

Curzon's life was one of unremitting industry. H e  followed a 
strict re'gime, was always working and always writing. In spite 
of a serious weakness, curvature of the spine, which he de- 
veloped in his early days at  Oxford, he took violent physical 
exercise, and during his eastern travels, rode many hundreds of 
of miles. H e  had forced himself by sheer will-power, to do day 
by day more than a strong man's work; and in the early spring of 
19zj, his health suddenly broke down, and after a fortnight's 
illness he died in London on Ma:ch 20. As he left no son, the 
marquessate and earldom became extinct; the viscountcy and 
barony of Scarsdale passed, with Kedleston, to his nephew; and 
his eldest daughter, Lady Irene Curzon, inherited the barony of 
Ravensdale. 

His British Government in India (2 vols.), on the proofs of 
which he mas engaged during his last illness, appeared in 192 j. T o  
his later years also belongs the Tales o f  Travel (1923). 

The official Life of Lord Curzon, in three volumes, by Lord Ronald- 
shay, appeared in 1928. 

CUSANUS, NICOLAUS (Nicholas of Cusa) (1401-I&), 
cardinal, theologian and scholar, the son of a boatman named 
Krypffs or Krebs, derived his name from his birthplace, Kues or 
Cusa, on the Moselle. H e  took his doctor's degree in law a t  
Padua in 1423, and after studying theology a t  Cologne became 
archdeacon of LiCge. H e  was a member of the council of Base1 
(1437), and dedicated to the assembly his De concordantia Catlzol- 
ica, in which he maintained the superiority of councils over 
popes, and assailed the genuineness of the False Decretals and the 
Donation of Constantine. Later, he zealously defended the su- 
premacy of the pope. R e  was entrusted with various missions by 
the pope, being sent to Constantinople to bring about a union of 
the Eastern and Western churches. From 1440 he was in Ger- 
many, as papal legate a t  the diets of 1441, 1442, 1445 and 1446. 
I n  1448, in recognition of his services, Nicholas V. raised him to 
the cardinalate, and in 1450 he was appointed bishop of Brixen. 
I n  1451 he was sent to  Germany and the Netherlands to check 
ecclesiastical abuses, to purify monastic life and to promote the 
crusade. H e  died Aug. 11, 1464. 

Apart from his religious reforms, Cusanus is notable for his 
emphasis on the less predominant tendencies of mediaeval thought. 
Thus, like the early Oxford Franciscans, he exalts mathematics 
and experiment and objects to  an excessive devotion to Aristotle. 
I n  his Reparatio Calendarii, presented to the council of Basel, he 
proposed the reform of the calendar after a method resembling 
that adopted by Gregory. I n  his De QuaJratura Circuli he pro- 
fessed to have solved the problem; and in his Cofziectura de 
novissimis diebus he prophesied the end of the world in 1734. He 
anticipated Copernicus by maintaining a univprsal movement in 

which the earth, which is not the centre of the universe, is in- 
volved. Celestial bodies are neither strictly circular in form nor 
in movement. I n  his principal work, De docta ignoralztia (1440), 
supplemented by De Corziectzwis libri duo (1440) he maintains 
that, because no two things are alike, all human knowledge is mere 

unorance. conjecture, and that man's wisdom is to recognize his i, 
From scepticism he escapes by holding that God (the reality in 
which things participate and in which contradictions vanish) can 
be apprehended by intuition; hence the universe and man, who 
return to  God by their love of unity, are called the contracted 
maximum. Cusanus thus laid himself open to the charge of pan- 
theism brought against him in his own day. His chief philosoph- 
ical doctrine was taken up by Giordano Bruno, who calls him the 
divine Cusanus. 

The works of Cusanus were published at Basel, 1565. There are 
Eng. translations of The Idiot (1650), Coniectura de Ultimis diebus 
(16g6), De Visione Dei (1646) and ch. z .  of Bk. 3.  o f ' ~ e  cord. Cath. 
dealing with the Donation of Constantine. Ser F. A. Scharpff's Der 
Kardinal und Bischof Nikolaus von Cusa als Reformator in  Kirche, 
Reich und Plzilos. des 15 Jaltrhz~nd. (Tubingen, 1871) ; J. M. Diix, 
Der deutsche Kurd. Nicolaus von Cusa und die Kirche seiner Zeit. 
(Regensburg, 1848) ; F. J. Clemens, Giordano Bruno und Nikolaus 
Cusanus (Bonn, 1847) ; E, van Steenberghe, Le Cardinal N .  de Cusa 
(1920). 

CUSH, the eldest son of Ham, in the Bible, from whom seems 
to have been derived the name of the "Land of Cush," commonly 
rendered "Ethiopia" by the Septuagint and the Vulgate. The 
exact territory thus designated is uncertain, some maintaining that 
it  lies in Africa, in which case it  will be the country to the south 
of Assouan, others that it  is in Arabia, whilst a third view again 
associates the name with the "Kassites," who for some centuries 
dominated Babylonia. The various references suggest that the 
term may have been applied to districts in all three regions. 

CUSHENDUN, IST BARON (the Rt .  Hon. Ronald John 
M'Neill, P.C.) (1861-1934), British politician, was born April 
3, 1861, the son of an Ulster landowner, Edmund M'Neill, and 
educated a t  Harrow and Christ Church, Oxford. H e  became a 
barrister, but found a career in journalism. I n  1899 he became 
assistant editor of T h e  S t .  Janzes's Gazette, and was editor of the 
same journal 1900-04. From 1906-10 he assisted Mr. Hugh 
Chisholm in the preparation of the 11th edition of T h e  Encyclo- 
pedia Britannica. Having made several unsuccessful attempts 
to enter parliament, he  was, in 1911, returned as Conservative 
M.P. for the St. Augustine (in 1918 for the Canterbury) division 
of Kent. As a politician he was for some years associated with 
Sir Edward Carson and the more strenuous opponents of Home 
Rule. When Baldwin formed his first ministry' in 1922, M'Neill 
was appointed Under-secretary for Foreign Affairs; he held that 
office until early in 1924 and returned to it  in Nov, of the same 
year again under Baldwin. From 192 5-27 he was financial secre- 
tary to the Treasury. I n  1927 he was appointed Chancellor of 
the Duchy of Lancaster, and raised t o  the peerage in the same 
year, taking the title Baron Cushendun from one of his family 
estates. When Sir Austen Chamberlain was obliged by ill-health 
to relinquish the conduct of the Foreign Office in the summer of 
1928, Lord Cushendun took his place. H e  was signatory for Great 
Britain of the Kellogg Peace Pact, Aug. 27, 1928. 

CUSHING, CALEB (1800-1879), American statesman and 
lawyer, was born in Salisbury, Mass., on Jan. I 7, 1800. H e  gradu- 
ated at  Harvard in 1817, was tutor in mathematics there in 1820- 
21, was admitted to the Massachusetts bar in  Dec. 1821, and 
began the practice of law in Newburyport, Mass., in 1824. After 
serving, as a Democratic-Republican, in the State house of repre- 
sentatives in 1825, in the State senate in 1826, and in the house 
again in 1828, he spent two years in Europe. H e  again served 
in the State house of representatives in 1833-34, and in the latter 
year was elected by the Whigs as a representative in Congress. 
He served in this body from 183j until 1843, but during this 
period he was forced out of the Whig Party by his support of 
Tyler's vetoes of certain Whig measures. I n  1843 President 
Tyler nominated him for secretary of the treasury, but the Senate 
refused to confirm him for this office. H e  was appointed later 
in the same year US .  commissioner to China, where he nego- 
tiated the first treaty between China and the United States (1844); 



in it  was outlined the principle of exterritoriality. During the 
Mexican War he raised the funds necessary to equip a regiment 
and served with it first as colonel and afterwards as brigadier- 
general of volunteers. I n  1847 and again in 1848 the Democrats 
nominated him for  governor of 3lassachusetts, but each time 
he failed to  be elected. After serving in the State legislature 
in 1851, he became an associate justice of the Massachusetts 
supreme court in 1852, and during the administration (1853-57) 
of President Pierce, was U.S. attorney general. In  1860 he pre- 
sided over the Democratic national convention which met first at 
Charleston and later a t  Baltimore; when the split in  the party 
came, he presided over the seceders, who nominated Breckinridge. 
During the Civil War he supported loyally the Union and served 
the Administration in various minor positions. At the Geneva 
conference for the settlement of the "Alabama" claims in 1871- 
72 he was one of the counsel for the United States. I n  1873 Presi- 
dent Grant nominated him for chief justice of the United States, 
but vigorous opposition in the Senate caused his name to be with- 
drawn. From 1874 to 1877 Cushing was U.S. minister to Spain. 
H e  died a t  Newburyport, Mass., on Jan. 2, 1879. H e  published 
History and Preselzt State of the Town of Newburyport, Mass. 
(1826) ; Review of the Late Revolz~tion in  Fralzce (1833) ; Renzi- 
tziscences of Spain (1833) ; Orafions on the Growtlz and Territorial 
Progress of the United States (1839) ; Life and Public Services of  
TVilliant H.  Harrison (1840); and Tlze Treaty of Washington 
(1873). 

See C. hl. Fuess, The Life o f  Caleb Cushing (1923). 
CUSHING, HARVEY ( I  869-1 939), American surgeon, 

fourth in direct line of a family of physicians, was born a t  Cleve- 
land (O.), on April 8, 1569. H e  graduated from Yale university 
in 1891 and from the Harvard medical school in 1895. After 
four years at  Johns Hopkins hospital he studied abroad under 
Kocher at  Berne, and Sherrington at  Liverpool. On his return to 
Baltimore he held various positions in the department of surgery 
at  Johns Hopkins university, becoming associate professor in 
charge of cases of surgery of the central nervous system. He 
wrote numerous monographs on the surgery of the brain and 
developed the method of operating with local anaesthesia. His 
work on the pituitary body (1912) gave him an international 
reputation. H e  also made important contributions to the study 
of blood pressure in surgery, and to the classification of brain 
tumours. From 1912 to 1932 he was professor of surgery in the 
Harvard medical school and surgeon-in-chief a t  the Peter Bent 
Brigham hospital in Boston. From 1917-19 he was director of 
U.S. base hospital No. 5 attached to the B E.F. in France. In 
1918 he was made senior consultant in neurological surgery for 
the A.E.F. He wrote a Life  o f  Sir Williant Osler (1925) which 
received the Pulitzer Prize for Biography. In 1933 he became 
Sterling professor of neurology a t  Yale university. 

CUSHING, WILLIAM BARKER (1842-1874), American 
naval officer, was born in Delafield, Wis., on Nov. 4, 1842. His 
father's early death forced him and his two brothers, who later 
displayed great gallantry in the army, to assist their mother. He 
was for a time a congressional page, but in 1857 received an ap- 
pointment to the naval academy, from which he was obiiged to 
resign in 1861 as the result of a prank played on one of his pro- 
fessors. The outbreak of the Civil War gave him, however, an 
opportunity to redeem himself, of which the self-styled "ex-mid- 
shipman, ex-master's mate, hare-brained scapegrace" took the 
fullest advantage. Coolness, daring, exceptional resourcefulness 
and a good fortune which caused the more superstitious of the 
sailors to believe him invulnerable made him the hero of a series 
of most spectacular feats. Foremost among them was the destruc- 
tion of the Confederate ironclad "Albemarle" in the Roanoke river 
on Oct. 27, 1864. This vessel, which had done much damage to the 
Federal naval forces, was at  anchor when Lieutenant Cushing in a 
steam launch succeeded in eluding the Confederate look-out and 
in exploding against her a spar-torpedo with such success that she 
sank. Cushing's own launch was destroyed and the crew compelled 
to take to  the water, only he and one other man escaping capture 
or death. For this achievement he was thanked by Congress and 
made lieutenant-commander. He was promoted commander at the 

exceptionally early age of 30. H e  died at Washington, D.C., of 
brain fever on Dec. 17, 1874. 

See a sketch by C. F. Stewart, which contains autobiographical 
material, in U.S. Naval Instit., Proceedings, vol. xxuviii, pp. 425-491, 
913-991 (1912); T. W. Haight, Three TVis~onsin Cushzngs (1910). 

CUSHING, a city of Payne county, Oklahoma, U.S.A., 7om. 
N.E. of Oklahoma City, near the Cimnrron river. I t  is served by 
the Missouri-Kansas-Texas and the Santa Fe railways. I n  1900 the 
population was 8 2 6 ;  in 1930, 9.301 ; and it was 7,703 in 1940 
by the federal census. Cushing is in the oil. gas and cotton 
belt of Oklahoma. I t  has cotton gins, compresses, lumber yards. 
two refineries and three pump stations. I t  was settled about 
1892, and incorporated in 1894 

CUSHION, a soft bag of some ornamental material, stuffed 
with wool, hair, feathers or even paper torn into fragments. I t  
may be used for sitting or kneeling upon, or to soften the hardness 
of a chair or couch. I t  is a very ancient article of furniture, the 
inventories of the contents of palaces and great houses in the early 
middle ages constantly making mention of it. I t  was then often 
of great size, covered with leather, and firm enough to serve as 
a seat, but the tendency of all furniture has been to grow smaller. 
I t  was, indeed, used as a seat, a t  all events in France and Spain, 
a t  a very much later period, and in Saint-Simon's time we find 
that a t  the Spanish court it  was still regarded as a peculiarly 
honourable substitute for a chair. In  France the right to kneel 
upon a cushion in church behind the king was jealously guarded 
and strictly regulated, as we may learn again from Saint-Simon. 
This type of cushion was called a carreau or square. 

The term "cushion" is given in architecture to the sides of the 
Ionic capital. I t  is also applied to an early and simple form of the 
Romanesque capitals of Germany and England, which consist of 
cubical masses, square a t  the top and rounded off a t  the four cor- 
ners, so as to reduce the lower diameter to  a circle of the same 
size as the shaft. 

CUSHITE LANGUAGES, the name given t o  a group of 
Hamitic languages spoken from the Red Sea littoral to  the area 
south of the Horn of Africa. (See HAMITIC LANGUAGES.) 

CUSHMAN, CHARLOTTE SAUNDERS ( I  8 I 6-1 876), 
American actress, was born in Boston, Mass., on July 23, 1816. 
Her father, a West India merchant, left his family in straitened 
circumstances, and Charlotte, who had a fine contralto voice, went 
on :he operatic stage. I n  1835 she successfully appeared a t  the 
Tremont theatre as the Countess Almaviva in Tlze Marriage of 
Figaro. But her singing voice failing her she entered the drama, 
and played Lady Macbeth in the same year. In  1842 she man- 
aged and played in the Walnut street theatre in Philadelphia. She 
accompanied Macready on an extensive American tour, winning a 
great re~utat ion in tr,  agedy. I n  1845 and again in 1854-55 she 

fulfilled successful engagements in Lon- 
don. 

She was a keen student, and acquired a 
large range of classic r6les. Her best parts 
were Lady Macbeth and Queen Katherine, 
her most popular, Meg Merrilies, in a 
dramatization of Scott's Guy Mannering. 
Her commanding figure and her animated 
vigorous temperament enabled her to play 
with success such male parts as Romeo 
and Cardinal Wolsey. Her last stage ap- 
pearance was a t  the Globe theatre, Boston 
(May I 5, 18 75). She died in  Boston Feb. 
18, 1876. 

See Emma Stebbins' Charlotte Czukman, 
her Letters and Memories o f  her Li fe  (1878) : . . ,  

Top: Early English, Lich. H. A. Clapp, ~eminiscences of a' ~ ~ a m a t i c  
field Cathedral. Bottom: Critic (1902) ; and W. T. Price, A Life of  
Gothic Charlotte Cz~shman (1894). 

CUSP, technically, the intersection of two curves; hence, in 
architecture, the intersections of lobed or scalloped forms, par- 
ticularly in arches (cusped arches) and tracery. Thus the three 
lobes of a trefoil (clover leaf form) are separated by three cusps. 
Cusped forms appear commonly in early Mohammedan work 



(see I V ~ O ~ ~ A ~ V I M E D A N  ARCHITECTURE), as in the mosque of Ibn 
Touloun a t  Cairo (c .  875), and were especially frequent in the 
Moorish work of Algiers and Spain. The cusp is found occasion- 
ally in the Romanesque work (see BYZANTIKE AND ROMASESQUE 
ARCHITECTURE) of France, as in the chapel of St. Michel de 
I'Aiguille a t  Le Puy en Velay (probably late I ~ t h  century), due 
perhaps to influence from Spain. but it did not become popular 
until the Gothic period (see GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE), during 
which it  was used universally and frequently enriched with leaves, 
flowers or even human heads at  the tip. 

CUST, HENRY JOHN COCKAYNE (1861-1917), Eng- 
lish journalist, was born in London on Oct. 10, 1861, and edu- 
cated at  Eton and Trinity college, Cambridge. He was Unionist 
member for Stamford from 1890 to 189j, and for Bermondsey 
from 1900 to 1906. From 1892 to r896 he was editor of the Pall 
Mall Gazette. I n  Aug. 1914, he founded the Central Committee 
for National Patriotic Organizations, and a Cust annual lecture "on 
some important current topic relating to the British empire" was 
endowed in Nottingham university to commemorate his work. His 
Occasio~zal Poevzs appeared in 1918, printed in Jerusalem. He 
died in London on March 2, 1917. 

CUSTARD APPLE, a name applied to the fruit of various 
species of the genus Anq~ona (family Annondceae) . The members 
of this genus are shrubs or small trees having alternate, exstipu- 
late leaves, and flowers with three small sepals, six petals arranged 
in a double row and numerous stamens. The fruit of A. reticulata, 
the common custard apple, or "bullock's heart" of the West 
Indies, is dark brown in colour, and marked with depressions. 
which give it a quilted appearance; its pulp is reddish-yellow, 
sweetish and very soft (whence the name); the kernels of the 
seeds are said to be poisonous. The sour-sop (q.v .)  is the fruit 
of A.  muricata, native of the West Indies. The sweet-sop (q.v 
is produced by A.  squanzosa, a native of tropical America and 
widely cultivated in the tropics. A. cherinzola yields the Peru- 
vian cherimoya. mhich is a much esteemed fruit of superior fla- 
vour. A. palz~stris, alligator-apple or cork-wood, a native of South 
America and the West Indies, is valued for its wood, which serves 
the same purposes as cork; the fruit, commonly known as the 
alligator-apple, is not eaten, being reputed poisonous. (See 
ANNONACEAE; CHERIMOYA.) 

CUSTER, GEORGE ARMSTRONG (1839-1876), Ameri- 
can cavalry soldier, was born in h'ew Ruinley, Ohio. He graduated 
from West Point in 1861, and was sent at once to the theatre of 
war in Virginia, joining his regiment as it  was going into the first 
battle of Bull Run. H e  served afterwards on the staff of Gen. 
Kearny, and later a daring reconnaissancc on the Chickahominy 
river brought him to the notice of Gen. McClellan, the com- 
mander-in-chief, to whose staff he was promptly attached. When 
McClellan was relieved of his command, Custer returned to his 
regiment, but early in 1863 was selected as an aide-de-camp by 
Gen. Pleasonton who promoted him to the rank of brigadier 
general of volunteers. Custer distinguished himself a t  the head 
of the Michigan cavalry brigade in the battle of Gettysburg and 
served brilliantly through the remaining operations of the cam- 
paign of 1863. When the cavalry corps of the Army of the Po- 
tomac was reorganized under Sheridan in 1864, Custer retained 
his command and took part in the various actions of the cavalry 
in the Wilderness and Shenandoah campaigns. H e  led a division 
in the brilliant cavalry action called the battle of Woodstock, and 
took a most conspicuous part in the decisive battle of Cedar 
creek. I n  186j he accompanied Sheridan on his last great cavalry 
raid, won the action of kVaynesboro, fought bravely at Five Forks, 
and led the final cavalry charge at  Appomattox court house. He 
emerged as one of the most brilliant cavalry leaders of the Civil 
War. 

I n  1866 Custer was made lieutenant colonel of the 7th U.S. 
cavalry and ordered to Kansas to take part under Gen. Hancock 
in an expedition against the Cheyenne Indians. A crushing defeat 
was inflicted upon them at  washita river in November, 1868. After 
five more leisurely years during which time he wrote iCly Life on 
the Plains (1874) Custer and the 7th regiment were ordered 
against the Sioux in Dakota and Montana. As the advance guard 

of the troops under Gen. Terry, Custer's force arrived a t  the 
junction of Big Horn and Little Big Horn rivers, Montana terri- 
tory, June 24, 1876; the main body was due to join him on the 
26th. Unfortunately, the presence of what was judged to be a 
small force of Indians was reported to the general, and dividing 
his regiment into three parties he moved forward on the 25th to 
surround this force. But instead of meeting only a small force of 
Indians, the regiment was promptly attacked by  the full force of 
the enemy. The flanking columns maintained themselves with 
difficulty until Terry came up. Custer and 264 men of the centre 
colun~n rode into the midst of the enemy, and were slaughtered. 

BIBLI~GRAPHY.-B~S~~~S Custer's own book, consult those of his 
wife, Elizabeth Bacon Custer, Boots and Saddles (1885), Teltting on 
the Plains (1887), and Following the Gziidon (1891). See F .  W. 
Whittaker, L i f e  o f  General George A. Custer (1876) ; F.  S. Dellen- 
baugh, Geor e A ~ m r t r o n g  Custer (191'7) ; P.  E. Byrne, Soldiers o f  the 
plains ( 192 67 ; and W. A. Graham, T h e  Story of the  Little Big H o r n  
(1926). 

CUSTER BATTLEFIELD HIGHWAY extends from 
Des Moines, Iowa, to Glacier National park, Montana, a distance 
cif about 1,500 miles. I t  includes along its course six national 

CUSTER BATTLEFIELD HIGHWAY 

forests, three national monuments, t

w

o national parks, two Indian 
reservations and a region adapted to camping, hunting and fish- 
ing. The Custer Battlefield national cemetery, which is replete 
with historic memories of t!le early West; the Bad Lands of South 
Dakota; the Black Hills; the Roosevelt monument a t  Deadwood; 
the "Devil's Tower"-are the outstanding landmarks of this in- 
teresting route. Ft .  Dodge, Sioux Falls, Deadwood, Billings, 
Roundup, Lewiston and Great Falls are among the cities along 
the wnv - - - - . . - 

CUSTINE. ADAM PHILIPPE, COMTE DE ( I  74-1 793), 
French was born in Metz on-Feb. 4, 1740, and began 
his military career in the Seven Years' War. H e  next served 
against the English in the War of American Independence. I n  
1789 he was elected to  the States General by  the bailliage of 
Metz. In  Oct. 1791 he again joined the army, with the rank of 
lieutenant-general and became popular with the soldiers, amongst 
whom he w-as known as Ge'ne'ral Moz~stache. General-in-chief 
of the army of the Vosges, he took Speyer, Worms, Mainz and 
Frankfurt in September and October 1792. During the winter a 
Prussian army forced him to evacuate Frankfurt, re-cross the 
Rhine and fall back upon Landau. He was accused of treason, 
defended by Robespierre, and sent back to the army of the north. 
But he dared not take the offensive, and did nothing to save 
CondC, which the Austrians were besieging. Sent to  Paris to  
justify himself, he was found guilty by the revolutionary tribunal 
of having intrigued with the enemies of the republic, and guil- 
lotined on Aug. 28, 1793. (See FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WARS.) 

See A. Rambaud, Le5 F r u n ~ u i ~  stir le Rhin  (1880) ; A. Chuquet, Les 
Guerras de la Re'volz~tion, "LIExp&dition de Custine" (1886-9;). 

CUSTOM, in general, a habit or practice. Thus a tradesman 
calls those who deal with him his "customers," and the trade re- 
sulting as their "custom." The word is also used for a toll or tax 
levied upon goods (see C u s ~ o x s ) .  

In  law, such long-continued usage as has by  common consent 
become a rule of conduct is termed custom. The adoption of 
local customs by the judiciary has undoubtedly been the origin of 
a great portion of the English common law. Blackstone divides 
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custom into ( I )  general, which is the common law properly so 
called, and (2) particular, which affects only the inhabitants of 
particular districts. The requisites necessary to make a particular 
custom good are: ( I )  I t  must have been used so long that the 
memory of man runneth not to  the contrary; (2)  it  must have 
been continued, and (3) enjoyed peaceably; (4) it  must be rea- 
sonable, and (5) certain; (6) it  must be compulsory, and not 
left to  the option of every man whether he will use it  or not; (7) 
it  must be consistent with other customs, for one custom cannot 
be set up in opposition to another. Customs may be of various 
kinds, for example, customs of merchants, customs of a certain 
district (such as gavelkind and borough English), customs of 
a particular manor, etc. The word custom is also generally em- 
ployed for the usage of a particular trade or market; for a trade 
custom to be established to the satisfaction of the law it  must be 
a uniform and universal practice so well defined and recognized 
that contracting parties must be assumed to have had it  in  their 
minds when they contracted. 

I n  the history of France the term "custom" was given to those 
special usages of different districts which had grown up into iE 
body of local law, as the "custom of Paris," the "custom of Nor- 
mandy" (see FRANCE : Law and Institutions). 

CUSTOMARY FREEHOLD, in English law, a species of 
tenure which may be described as a variety of copyhold. I t  was 
termed privileged copyhold or copyhold of frank tenure. I t  was 
a tenure by copy of court roll, but not expressed to be a t  the will 
of the lord. I t  was, in fact, only a superior kind of copyhold, 
and the freehold was in the lord. This tenure was abolished by 
the Law of Property Acts of 1922 and 1925. 

CUSTOM HOUSE. The house or office appointed by a 
Government where the taxes are collected upon the importation 
and exportation of commodities, where bounties or drawbacks 
receivable upon exportation are paid, where free goods imported 
or exported are declared, and where vessels are entered and 
cleared. 

F a r m i n g  t h e  Customs.-In early days it  was the regular 
practice to  farm the Customs revenue for lengthy periods, gener- 
ally of three years, while for a long period the whole of the 
Customs revenue was in pawn to merchants of Leghorn and 
Florence. I n  the middle of the 17th century this system was 
found to be very cumbersome and inelastic and the revenue was 
therefore supplemented by the establishment of the Excise, which 
included duties on many imported articles and differed from the 
Customs duties only in the fact that they were collected by the 
Commissioners of Excise under the direct control of the Crown. 
The farming system finally collapsed after the Restoration owing, 
in the main, to  its inconvenience, but also to  the fact that the 
farmers were in a bankrupt state in consequence of the country 
having been in quarantine for the major part of a year during 
the period of the Great Plague. The Great Fire having neces- 
sitated the erection of a new Custom house the Government de- 
termined to take over the collection of the Customs revenue, 
following the Excise precedent of a directly appointed staff. The 
patentees, however, for a hundred years later continued to receive 
emoluments from their now sinecure offices. 

From the earliest times the British Custom house has been 
made use of for other purposes than the collection of the Customs 
revenue. From very early times, the officials were responsible for 
the collection of the light dues on behalf of the various lighthouse 
proprietors, which they carried out on a commission basis. Here 
also was transacted all business connected with the measurement, 
registration and transfer of shipping, while until 1896 the Customs 
department was also responsible for the enforcement of the 
irksome quarantine regulations. (See CUSTOMS COLLECTOR.) 

CUSTOMS (see also TARIFF). The use of the British term 
"Customs" is of early origin, and arose as an abbreviated form of 
"customary" dues. I t  was anciently used to describe any cus- 
tomary payment, whether to king or church, but in process of 
time i t  came to be restricted to  taxes on the import or export of 
commodities. As early as the reign of Richard I. a tax called 
prise was levied on wine imports. In  the Exchequer Statute of 
1266 we find reference made to the yield of the customs duty on 

wool. The ancient customs were three. There was the grant by 
Parliament to the Throne of export duties on wool and leather. 
Then there were the import duties on wine a t  so much a ton- 
"tonnage," and a t  so much a pound on the value of all other 
goods-"poundage." Poundage a t  I/- the pound, or 5%, became 
customary for a long period. I n  1303 a charter of Edward I. 
to alien merchants granted them liberty of trading on payment of 
certain duties on wine, wool, hides, cloth, etc., known variously as 
"new customs," "butlerage," "alien duty," or "petty custom." 

The first complete legal grant of tonnage and poundage imposed 
by Parliament, extending to English citizens, was in 1373, in the 
reign of Edward 111. This was called, as indeed it  was, a "sub- 
sidy" to the sovereign, and after 1373 Parliament renewed the 
subsidy to each sovereign a t  the beginning of his reign. Much 
later we find the Act of Tonnage and Poundage of 1660 (Charles 
11.) setting out certain scheduled rates of duty-the book of rates 
-as the figures a t  which the ad valorem poundage duties were to 
be assessed. In  1689 the English customs yielded a revenue of 
£687,188, mainly the produce of the act of 1660, the "Old Sub- 
sidy" as it was called. 

G r o w t h  of Customs Complexity.- In the reign of William 
111. the system began of mortgaging the customs yield in return 
for war loans, and many complicated additional dues were 
exacted; thus in 1698 there was an additional levy on Scottish and 
coastwise coals. So, in 1702, the yield of the customs rose t o  
£1,285,605. Further hcavy additions were made under Queen 
Anne, and in I 714 the yield was £1,779,696. I n  17 j ~ ,  in the reign 
of George II., a competent authority, quoted by Pittar in his 
history of the Customs Tariffs, wrote: "What a maze our mer- 
chants must be in . . . Can we wonder a t  the decay of our 
commerce . . . should we not wonder that we have any left?" 
I n  1784 the complexities had become so great that a consignment 
of 2,000 ells of Russian linen paid duty under ten different heads 
to the tune of f69 17s. od , and this sum was earmarked in detail 
and painfully divided up amongst many different public funds. In  
1785 a committee of public accounts investigated 68 cumbrous 
heads of customs, in addition to five plantation duties, and di- 
rected attention to "the intricacy and perplexity that involve the 
collection of accounts." As a result Pitt, in 1787, consolidated 
the customs into single rates for each article, and enacted that all 
their produce should be paid into a single account to  be called the 
"Consolidated Fund." Nevertheless, the Customs Rate Book of 
1787 was a formidable compilation, and the regulations remained 
numerous and complicated; a shipmaster could not tackle them 
without expert aid. In  1793 came the war with France and heavy 
customs increases, and in I 798 convoy duties were enacted t o  pay 
for naval protection. Until the unions with Scotland and Ireland, 
there were vexatious customs duties against Scottish and Irish 
imports which greatly impaired trade with those countries; 
William III. ,  for example, was moved to use the customs to dis- 
courage the Irish in the woollen manufacture while permitting 
them to trade with England in linens. Ireland, although a pas- 
toral country, might not export her cattle or produce to England. 

T h e  Coming of F r e e  Trade.-In 1801, the United Kingdom 
had no less than 1,500 specific rates of customs duty, and each 
article imported bore four different rates; a hundredweight of 
copper had to pay £ 2  5s. 8d. on importation. I n  1826, and again 
in 1833, there were codifications, but excessive restrictions and 
prohibitions remained until 1842, when Sir Robert Peel began his 
great reforms, sweeping away many imposts and simplifying 
others. The customs tariff of 1842 reduced the import taxes on 
raw materials to rates not exceeding 5%, and those on manufac- 
tures to rates not exceeding 20%. Then followed the Free Trade 
Acts of 1815 and 1846, which cancelled hundreds of duties, virtu- 
ally repealed the Corn Laws, and gave free entry to animals, 
meat and vegetables. By his budget of 1860, Mr. Gladstone re- 
duced the customs tariff, for practical purposes, to a revenue 
tariff on a few articles not produced in the United Kingdom, and 
the customs duties thus ceased to have any protective effect. The 
duties were reduced to 26 denominations, of which ten, viz., those 
on beer, cards, chicory, dice, spruce, hops, malt, paper, vinegar and 
plate were solely imposed as countervailing duties to balance 
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excise revenue taxes on the like articles produced a t  home. 

Tariff Revival After War.-Thus the British customs sys- 
tem became a very simple one, used for revenue purposes, and 
so it  remained until the World War, when (1915-16) import 
duties were imposed on a few imported luxuries, which, not being 
countervailed by excise duties, had a certain protective effect. Mr. 
McKenna, the chancellor of the exchequer who imposed these 
duties, chose cinematograph films, clocks and watches, pleasure 
motor-vehicles, and musical instruments for his purpose as proper 
articles upon which to levy sumptuary taxes, and these war time 
customs duties came to be called the "McKenna duties." In 1924, 
the Labour Government, in its brief tenure of office, repealed 
these duties, notwithstanding their incidence upon wealth, in the 
cause of Free Trade, but Mr. Churchill reimposed them in 1925, 
and in addition imposed a sumptuary customs duty on silk and 
artificial silk largely countervailed by an excise duty. The policy 
of safeguarding "key" and other industries also led, after the war. 
to the enactment of the safeguarding of industries act, 1921, 
which scheduled certain groups of articles as "key" or indis- 
pensable industries to be chargeable to customs duty a t  33i% 
ad valorent; these were optical glass, optical instruments, scien- 
tific glassware, laboratory porcelain, scientific instruments, meas- 
uring instruments of precision, certain compounds (not ores or 
minerals) of the rare metals, and certain chemicals. Few as these 
classifications seem, they cover in practice thousands of articles, 
and fill an official book of 68 pages. The safeguarding of in- 
dustries act also made dutiable competing imports in cases in 
which it  could be demonstrated by official enquiry that home in- 
dustries were unfairly competed with through foreign currency 
depreciation, subsidies, or inferior labour conditions. Under this 
provision, lace, embroidery, gas mantles, leather and fabric 
gloves, cutlery, packing and wrapping paper, tableware and 
translucent pottery were made dutiable. So the British import 
duties grew again, but by far the greater part of the British cus- 
toms tariff in 1928 was levied for revenue purposes only (See 
FREE TRADE, PROTECTIOK, and SAFEGUARDIKG OF INDUSTRY.) 

BIBLIOGRAPIIY:-P~~~~~'S Customs Tauiffr of the United Kbgdom 
(Blue Book G 8706 of 1897), is the best detailed account of customs 
history to that date; for the years after 1897 it is necessary to consult 
the Statistical Abstract of the United Kingdom, and the lists published 
by the British Stationery Oflice under the safeguarding of industries act. 

BRITISH STATISTICS 

The chief heads under which these duties are imposed in Great 
Britain are: oil, spirits, beer, tobacco, tea, sugar, wine, silk and 
artificial silk. cocoa, matches, beef and veal. motor vehicles, enter- 

1937-33 1926-27 Items I v us toms I Excise I Customs I Excise I 
Cocoa, etc . . 
Beer . . . 
Dried fruit . . 
Spirits . . . 
Sugar, etc. . . 
Tobacco . . 
Wine . . . 
Tea . 
Beef and veal : 
Clocks, watches 
Motor vehicles 
Oil . . . . 
Matches . , 

Silk and arti- 
ficial silk . . 

Imports Duty 
Act, I932 . 

Key industry 
goods . . . 

Eire imports , 

Ottawa duties . 
Liquor licenses 
Entertainments 
Patent medicine 

labels . . . 
McKenna duties 

tainments and liquor and other licences. Spirits, beer, artificial 
silk, sugar, matches and mechanical lighters are subject to both 
customs and excise duties. Tobacco, tea, silk, cocoa, oil, beef and 
veal, and clocks are subject to customs duties only. Entertain- 
ments are subject only to excise duties. 

The yield from the combined customs and excise duties was as 
f o l l o ~ s :  1913-14, £75.226,538; 1917-18, £109.467.421; 1918-19, 
f 163,129,231 ; 1919-20, F283,335,635; 1920-21, f333,813,420; 
1921-22, F3?3.354,993; 1922-23 (in and after which year the 
figures apply to Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Irish 
Free State having come into existence), £279,733,257; 1923-24, 
£267,730,836; 1924-25, £ 235,006,811; 192 5-26, £237,758,442; 
1933-34, f 286,884,014; 1937-38, £336,116,854. 

UNITED STATES 

Customs or import duties in the United States are collected 
at  certain specified ports of entry according t o  the schedules of 
the tariff act then in effect (see TARIFFS). However, according 
to the Tariff Act of 1922, the president may alter rates of duty 
by proclamation whenever, upon investigation, i t  is found that 
the duties fixed in the act do not equalize the differences in the 
costs of production of articles that are the growth or product of 
the United States, and of like or similar articles the growth or 
product of competing foreign countries. The right to  change 
any rate or duty is restricted to a total increase or decrease of 
soy0 of the rate specified in the act. Customs in the United 
States are confined to imports only, as the Constitution prohibits 
both export and inter-State duties. Some rates are specific, i.e., 
based upon count, volume or weight irrespective of value; while 
others are ad valorem, i.e., based upon value alone. The imports 
of the United States for the calendar year 1926 were valued a t  
$4,408,076,000, of which $1,499,969.000 worth were dutiable, as- 
sessed $590,o45,000 or an ad valorem of 39.34%. The world wide 
depression cut these figures by 1933 to: imports $1,433,013,ooo, 
dutiable $529,466,000, duty $283,681,000, equalling an ad valorem 
of 53.58%. 

In  1937 imports were $3,084,061,000. The actual customs col- 
lections reported for years ending June 30 fell from the all time 
peak of $605.500,ooo in 1926-27 to $250,750,000 in 1932-33 I n  
1937-38 the amount was $359,187,249. 

Customs claims for the return of money illegally exacted by 
the administrative customs official are brought before the U.S. 
customs court. If the valuation by the local appraiser of im- 
ported merchandise upon which an ad valorem duty is assessed 
is disputed by the importer he may appeal for revaluation within 
ten days after the personal delivery or mailing of the written 
notice of appraisement by the local appraiser. If the importer 
is dissatisfied with the classification by the collector of customs 
at  the port of entry, he may file a protest in  writing within 60 
days with such collector, who thereupon must forward the papers 
to the court, and the case is regularly docketed. There are within 
the United States and its Territories 47 customs districts, and, 
at I I of these, regular dockets for the trial of such cases are held. 

CUSTOMS COLLECTOR, the official of the U.S. Treasury 
Department who is the head of the customs office in a port of 
entry. The collectors at  the principal ports are named by the 
president with the advice and consent of the Senate, and the 
major appointments are awarded to active party workers. Col- 
lectors at  minor ports are named under the civil service regula- 
tions. At the principal ports the collector is assisted by  an ap- 
praiser, a comptroller, a surveyor and a corps of inspectors and 
clerks. 

CUSTOMS UNION. The idea denoted by the term is almost 
more familiar in its German form of "Zollverein." Strictly 
speaking, it means any agreement or union of a number of 
separate states affecting their arrangements with regard to  tariffs, 
either among themselves or against the outside world. The 
classic instance was the treaty of March 1833, under which the 
Prussians agreed with various independent German states (at 
first Hesse Cassel. Hesse Darmstadt, Bavaria and Wiirttemberg) 
to impose no tariffs whatever against each other and to adopt 
a uniform tariff against the rest of the world. This became later 
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the germ of the idea of the Federation of the German States. 

I n  other cases the customs union has been the means by which 
a small state has brought itself within the tariff system of a larger 
adjoining state while theoretically retaining its political inde- 
pendence in other ways, e.g. San Marino with Italy by the treaty 
of 1862, Monaco with France, 1865, Liechtenstein with Austria, 
1875, and Portuguese India with British India, 1878. The union 
in this case may be very unequal, and is practically a recognition 
of the dominance of the adjoining greater power in commercial 
affairs, making the preservation of fiscal independence really not 
feasible. 

I n  1889 Cape Colony entered into a customs union with the 
Orange Free State, and this was afterwards extended by the 
adhesion of British Bechuanaland, Basutoland, the British Bechu- 
analand Protectorate, Natal and, after the Boer War, the Trans- 
vaal. Southern Rhodesia also joined in 1903, Swaziland in 1904 
and Northern Rhodesia in 1905. The formation of the Union of 
South Africa in 1910 of course superseded this arrangement for 
the most part, but the Union does not include Rhodesia. 

In  the British fiscal co.ntroversy begun by Joseph Chamber- 
lain in 1903 the idea of the Zollverein was frequently put for- 
ward as the ideal for the British empire, but any real customs 
union throughout the empire as a whole was never seriously dis- 
cussed, because most of the constituent colonies were already 
committed to a system of protective tariffs, and while they were 
prepared to discuss preferential treatment with Great Britain, 
few went so far as to  suggest that they should adopt free trade 
within the empire. (See IMPERIAL PREFERENCE.) 

See T. E. Gregory, Tariffs; a study in method, 1921. (J. A. T.) 
CUSTOS ROTULORUM, one of the justices selected to 

keep the rolls of the peace on the county. H e  is appointed by the 
Crown and is usually a person of rank, most frequently the lord- 
lieutenant of the county. I n  practice the records are in  the cus- 
tody of the clerk of the peace. This latter was appointed by the 
custos rotulorunz, but since the passing of the Local Government 
Act, 1888, the appointment is made by the standing joint-com- 
mittee of the county council. 

CUSTOZZA, a village of Italy, 11 m. S.W. of Verona, famous 
as the scene of two battles between the Austrians and the Italians 
in  the struggle for Italian unity. The first battle of Custozza was 
fought in 1848, the Austrians being victorious. The second battle 
was fought in 1566, and resulted in the victory of the Austrians. 
(See ITALIAN WARS.) Pop. (1936) 320 (town) ; 869 (commune). 

CUSTRIN (Kustrin), a fortified town of Germany, in the 
Prussian province of Brandenburg, a t  the confluence of the Oder 
and Warthe, 18 mi. N.E. from Frankfort-on-Oder and 51 mi. N.E. 
of Berlin by rail. Pop (1939) 23.788 

About 1 2  jo  a town was erected on the site of Ciistrin, where a 
fishing village originally stood. From 153 j till I 571 i t  was the 
residence of John, margrave of Brandenburg-Custrin, who died 
without male heirs in 1571. I t  consists of the town proper within 
the fortifications, a suburb on the left bank of the Oder, and one 
on the right bank of the Warthe. I t  has manufactories of machin- 
ery, furniture, cigars, etc., and there is a considerable river trade. 

CUTANEOUS SENSATION: see SKIN, SENSORY FUNC- 
TIONS OF. 

CUTCH, a native state of India, in the Western Indian States 
agency, with an area of 8,250 square m.  I t  is a peninsular tract 
of land, enclosed towards the west by the eastern branch of the 
Indus, on the south by the Indian ocean and the gulf of Cutch, 
and on the north and east towards the interior, by the great 
northern Rann, a salt morass or lake. The interior of Cutch is 
studded with hills and a range of mountains runs through it from 
east t o  west, many of them of fantastic shapes scattered with 
large isolated masses of rock. The greater part of Cutch is rocky 
and wild; the ground is cold, poor and sterile; and the whole 
face of the country bears marks of volcanic action. With the 
exception of a few fields near the villages, the country is a rocky 
and sandy waste. Wheat, barley, millet, pulse and cotton are 
grown. Water is scarce and brackish, and is chiefly found at  the 
bottom of the low ranges of hills; and the inhabitants of the 
extensive sandy tracts suffer greatly from the want of it. Owing 

to the uncertainty of the periodical rains in Cutch, the country 
is liable to famines. and it  has suffered greatly from plague. 

The temperature of Cutch during the hot season is high, the 
thermometer frequently rising to roo0 or 105' F ;  and in the 
months of April and May there are frequent storms, with clouds 
of dust and sand. The influence of the monsoon is greatly mod- 
erated before it reaches this region, and the rains sometimes fail. 
Bhuj, the capital of the state, is situated inland, and is surrounded 
by hills. The detached hill of Bhuja, on which the fort is situated, 
rises to the height of 500 ft. in the middle of the plain. There 
are many mountain-streams, almost dry except in the rainy sea- 
son, when they are very full and rapid, and discharge themselves 
into the Rann, all along the coast of which the wells and springs 
are saline. 

Famine, pestilence and tyranny have contributed in the past 
t o  thin the population of Cutch. The inhabitants numbered 
514,307 in 1931. One quarter are Mohammedans and the re- 
mainder Hindus of various castes. The Jadeja Rajputs form a 
particular class, being the aristocracy of the country; they are all 
more or less connected with the family of the rao or prince, and 
claim their descent from a prince who reigned in Sind about 1,000 
years ago. From him also the reigning sovereign is lineally de- 
scended, and he is the liege-lord of whom all the chiefs or nobles 
hold their lands in feu. They are all termed the brotherhood of 
the rao or Bhayad, and supposed to be his hereditary advisers, 
and their possessions are divided among their male children. T o  
prevent the breaking down of their properties the necessary con- 
sequence of this law of inheritance, infanticide was common, but 
it has been put down. The Jadejas have a tradition that when 
they entered Cutch they were Mohammedans, but that they 
afterwards adopted the customs and religion of the Hindus. I t  
is certain, indeed, that they still retain many Mohammedan cus- 
toms. The natives are in general intelligent and more strongly 
built and handsome than those of western India. The artisans 
are celebrated for their ingenuity. The palace a t  Mandvi and a 
tomb of one of their princes at  Bhuj, are fair specimens of their 
architectural skill. There are special manufactures of silver- 
work, silk and cotton and embroidery. The maritime population 
supplies good sailors. Since the withdrawal of British military 
forces, £5,484 is paid in tribute. There is a railway from Bhuj 
to Tuna, a distance of 37 miles. 

History.-Cutch was invaded about the 13th century by Mo- 
hammedans of the Summa tribe, under whose sway it  continued 
tranquil for many years. The succession continued in the same 
line from Prince Khengayi until 1697, when Pragji murdered his 
elder brother and usurped the sovereignty. This line of princes 
continued till 1760 without any remarkable event, when, in the 
reign of Rao Ghodji, the country was invaded four times by the 
Sinds. Fateh Mohammed, a native of Sind, continued to rule the 
country until his death in  1813. I t  was in  the reign of Fateh 
Mohammed that communication was first made with the British 
Government. During the contests for the sovereignty between tbe 
usurper and the legal heir, the leader of the royal party, Hansraj, 
the governor of Mandvi, sought the aid of the British. 

Fateh Mohammed left several sons by different wives, who 
were competitors for the vacant throne. Husain Miyan succeeded 
to a considerable portion of his father's property and power. 
Jugjevan, a Brahman, the late minister of Fateh Mohammed, 
also received a considerable share of influence; and the hatred of 
these two factions was embittered by religious animosities, the 
one being Hindu and the other Mohammedan. 

The administration of affairs was nominally in the hands of 
Husain Miyan and his brother Ibrahim Miyan; Jugjevan was 
murdered and the executive authority was much weakened by the 
usurpations of the Arabs and other chiefs. I n  the meantime 
Ibrahim Miyan was assassinated; and after various other scenes of 
anarchy, the rao Bharmulji assumed the chief power. His hostility 
to the British became evident, and accordingly a force of 10,500 
men crossed the Runn in Kovember, 181 j, and were within five 
miles of Bhuj, the capital of the country, when a treaty was con- 
cluded, by which the rao Bharmulji was confirmed in his title to  
the throne, on agreeing among other stipulations to  cede Anjar 
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and its dependencies in perpetuity to the British. Failing to fulfill 
the terms of the treaty, he was deposed on his surrender to the 
British forces and his infant son, Desalji 11. was enthroned (1819.) 

I n  1822 the relations subsisting between the ruler of Cutch and 
the British were modified by a new treaty, under which the terri- 
torial cessions made by the rao in 1816 were restored in considera- 
tion of an annual payment. 

Rao Desalji 11. did much to suppress infanticide, suttee and 
the slave trade in his state. His successor Maharao Pragmalji, an 
excellent administrator, built harbour works a t  Mandvi and a 
reservoir. I n  1876 he was succeeded by Maharaja Rao Khen- 
garji 111. the present ruler, who is also a keen advocate for edu- 
cation. In  1924, Cutch with Kathiawar and Palanpur (formerly 
under the Government of Bombay) were put in direct relation 
with the Government of India, through an agent to  the Governor- 
General in the States of Western India. See INDIA. 

CUTCH, GULF OF, an inlet on the west coast of India 
heading in the Runn of Cutch. The recent completion of a safe 
ocean port a t  Okha at  its entry, and half way between Karachi and 

ence of Manasseh Cutler (1888) ; and Records o f  the Original Pro- 
ceedings of the Ohio Company,  ed. A. B. Hulbert ("Marietta College 
Hist. Coll." vol. idi. ,  1917). 

CUTLERY, the name given to the various types of knives 
and cutting instruments used for domestic purposes. I t  also ip- 
cludes razors, scissors, carving forks and steels used for sharp- 
ening knives. Table forks which were formerly made from steel 
have been generally superseded by the nickel-silver arlicle, which 
along with spoons form another trade. 

Among primitive tribes in pre-historic times, cutting tools and 
weapons used in hunting and defence were made from stones and 
flint. Later, with the coming of a knowledge of the use of metals, 
cutting tools were made of bronze and iron. The Romans taught 
the early Britons much concerning the working of iron, and the 
Norman invaders are said to  have brought over many smiths and 
skilled workers in metal. Some of the early knives and weapons 
acquired a high reputation for perfection and skill of production, 
and examples of Toledo and Damascus blades remind us of the 
high quality of these productions. 

The production of cutlery is centred and localised in definite 
Bombay, is noteworthy. 

CUTCH, RUNN OF or RANN OF KACHH (see I N ~ I A ~  
DESERT). A salt-impregnated tract in the State of Cutch- I t  
represents the seaward margin of the Indian desert. 

CUTHA, an ancient city in Pviesopotamia, mentioned in the 
Bible but not certainly identified with any site. Sir Henry Raw- 
linson identified it  with the mound Tell Ibrahim, 2 0  m. N. of 
Rish and 35 m. S.E. of Sippar. The mound is 60 f t .  high and 
two miles in circumference. Cutha was devoted to the cult of 
Nergal, the god of the lower world. This deity was worshipped 
in every Sumerian city, and Cutha, because of its sanctity, seems 
to have been kept in  repair by all Sumerian and Semitic rulers 
down to the last few centuries before the Christian era. 

See S .  Langdon, Cambridge Ancient History vol. i. (1923). 
CUTHBERT, SAINT (d. 687), bishop of Lindisfarne, was 

probably a Northumbrian by birth. H e  entered the monastery of 
hielrose in 651, where, after having spent a short time in the 
monastery of Ripon, he succeeded Boise1 as prior in 661. Three 
years later he became prior a t  Lindisfarne, retiring in 676 to the 
island of Farne. I n  684 a t  the council of Twyford in Northurn- 
berland, Egfrith, king of Northumbria, induced him to become 
bishop of Hexham, a see which he afterwards exchanged with Eats, 
abbot of Melrose, for that of Lindisfarne. In  687 Cuthbert again 
retired to  Farne, where he died on March 20, 687. His remains 
were removed to Durham. Another Cuthbert (or Cuthbeorht) 
was bishop of Hereford (736-40) and archbishop of Canterbury 
from 740 until his death in Oct. 760. 

The best life of Cuthbert is by Bede, published in Bede's Opera, 
ed. J. Stevenson (1841). See also C. Eyre, T h e  History o f  S t .  Cuthbert 
(1887) ; and J. Raine, St.  Cutlzbert (1828). 

CUTLASS, a curved, basket-hilted stvord, used at sea. 
CUTLER, MANASSEH ( I  742-182 j), American clergy- 

man, was born in Killingly, Conn., on May 13, I 742. He graduated 
a t  Yale college in 1765, and after being a school teacher and a 
merchant, and occasionally appearing in the courts as a lawyer, 
he decided to enter the ministry. From 1771 he was pastor of the 
Congregational church a t  what is now Hamilton, Massachusetts. 
I n  the American Revolution he served as chaplain, thereafter sup- 
plementing his ministry by the practice of medicine and the con- 
duct of a private boarding-school. In  1786 he became interested 
in the settlement of Western lands, and in the following year, as 
agent of the Ohio Company (q .v . ) ,  which he had taken a 
prominent part in organizing, he made a contract with Congress 
whereby his associates, former soldiers in the Revolutionary War 
and business men, might purchase 1.500,oooac. of land in the 
region north of the Ohio a t  the mouth of the Muskingum river. 
H e  also took a leading part in drafting the famous Ordinance of 
I 787 for the government of the North-west Territory. From 1801 
to 1805 he was a Federalist representative in Congress. A versatile 
man, Cutler conducted painstaking astronomical and meteorologi- 
cal investigations, and made researches of scientific value in 
botany. H e  died in Hamilton, Mass., July 28, 1823. 

See W. P, and Julia P, Cutler, T h e  Life, Journals, and Correspond- 

towns & England, the United States, France and Germany where 
the bulk of the world's cutlery is produced. I n  Europe, this local- 
isation has been largely due to  the natural resources of Sheffield, 
Thiers and Solingen respectively. Each of these towns is situated 
in a district plentifully supplied with mountain streams, the en- 
ergy of which has been utilized from early times to  drive water- 
wheels and thereby to provide the power required for  manufactur- 
ing purposes. I n  Chaucer's time (1328-1400) the name of Sheffield 
was especially associated with cutlery, as when in writing ot the 
miller, he says: "A Sheffield thwitel baar he in his hose." 

I n  the United States now there are important centres of cut- 
lery manufacture, especially in the New England states. The 
workmen employed there are largely immigrants from Sheffield 
and Solingen. According t o  the latest United States Census of 
Manufactures, there were then 211 American establishments 
under the classification "Cutlery and Edge Tools," employing 
16,400 persons, with a product valued at  $80,260,000. The inter- 
esting feature of American cutlery production is the growing 
adoption of machine processes and the passing of certain branches 
of the industry into the hands of some of the leading American 
engineering firms. A similar movement in the direction of the 
extended employment of machine methods is also a t  work in 
Sheffield, Solingen and Thiers. 

Types of Cutlery.-There are many types of cutlery, each 
having distinctive uses. They vary from a small wafer blade used 
in the safety razor to  such larger cutting instruments as the 
carving knife or tailor's shears, and they may be divided into the 
following classes: table knives, butcher and kitchen knives, pocket 
knives, scissors, razors, safety razors, and miscellaneous cutting 
tools. In  all these types the blade is the fundamental part which 
determines the value and quality of the tool or instrument. 
Blades are made from steel and the quality of the article is largely 
a question of the quality of the steel employed in its production, 
and of the skill with which it  is manipulated during manufacture. 

In  the early days of the manufacture of high-grade cutlery 
both cast steel and shear steel were used, and the cutlery made 
from these steels is specially noted for the quality of its cutting 
edge, and for its ability to maintain it. Later, open-hearth steel 
has been used for table-knives and scissors. But the introduction 
of steel known as "stainless" steel for cutlery has been revolu- 
tionary in its effects, and much of the steel hitherto used has been 
superseded by the new material, particularly in Sheffield. 

The use of the word "stainless" is not a strictly accurate de- 
scription of the steel, though it does resist corrosion from domes- 
tic acids to  a remarkable extent. The stainless quality of the 
blade depends upon its having been produced in a properly hard- 
ened condition. 

TABLE CUTLERY 
The production of blades for table cutlery is accomplished in 

three successive stages : the first consisting of forging the steel 
into the desired shape, the second in grinding the steel to a cutting 
edge and imparting a polish to the steel, and the third in finishing 
the blade and fitting the handle. 



CUTLERY 
Forging.-The better quality of knives are hammered by ma- 

chinery from short, square bars of good steel. The blade receives 
many hundreds of blows in being forged down to the desired pat- 
tern. This hammering, like the old hand-forging, it  is claimed, 
imparts to  the blade the valuable quality of resisting wear and 
retaining a sharp cutting edge. 

A shoulder or "bolster" is usually forged, or rolled, a t  the 
handle end of the blade, and the forging is continued below the 
bolster to form the "tang" or prolongation of the blade for inser- 
tion into the handle. 

The introduction of machinery into the forging processes in- 
volved in table-knife forging has had the effect of creating in 
Sheffield a new subsidiary trade called "the goffing trade." 

H a r d e n i n g  and Tempering.-After the blades are forged or 
cut out they are hardened by heating in a suitable furnace to the 
correct temperature and then quenched, that is, immersed in a 
cooling liquid. The temperature of heating required for the 
"stainless" steel is higher than that required in-the case of other 
steels, the temperature of heating being in the one case 1740' F 
and in the other 1400' F before quenching. Various mediums 
are used for quenching purposes, water being the one most com- 
monly adopted. After hardening, the blades are very brittle and 
are much too hard for regular use. They are then tempered by re- 
heating to a low temperature (390' F) and again quenched. This 
latter treatment gives the blades the right amount of toughness 
combined with hardness. 

A number of interesting instruments for obtaining the exact 
measure of hardness of the material have been introduced. 

Grinding.- The blade is now subjected to the next stage, that 
of grinding. Machinery has largely superseded craftsmen in the 
grinding of table-knives; there are, however, many hand-grinders 
employed in Sheffield, Solingen and Thiers. I n  a few cases they 
use the same equipment driven by a water-wheel, which was in 
use more than a century ago. Prior to I914 the grinders used 
exclusively a sandstone grinding-wheel for grinding down the 
forged blade to a knife blade having an even, fine cutting edge, 
and having a back of increasing thickness from the point of the 
blade to the handle. This caused a fine dust from the grind- 
stone, and although in most cases it  was saturated with water it 
was extremely injurious to  the lungs of the grinder and resulted in 
a disease known as "silicosis." This injurious effect upon the 
health of the workman is recognized by the British Government, 
which requires the payment by the employer of compensation 
under certain conditions. 

The grindstones from 5ft. to 6ft. in diameter, when new, are 
made to revolve in a trough containing sufficient water to wet 
the surface of the grindstone. In  some cases the sandstone has 
been replaced by an artificial abrasive wheel which has the ad- 
vantage of being a "healthy" wheel, but the cost unfortunately is 
many times the cost of the sandstone. 

The grinders use the wheels differently in various centres. In  
Shefield they sit on a "horsing" which is mounted over the wheel, 
and the men exert a pressure of the work on the wheel by stand- 
ing up slightly and putting the weight of the body on the work. 
In  Solingen the wheel is made to revolve in front of the grinder, 
whilst in Thiers the men lie flat on boards placed over and behind 
the grinding wheels. I n  all cases the wheels revolve so that the 
periphery moves away from the worker and not towards him. 

After the grinding operation has been completed the blades are 
fitted with handles. A wide range of material is used for the 
handles, varying from ivory or silver in  the most expensive 
knives to  wood in the very cheap knives. The material which is 
most popular in Europe is celluloid, whereas in the United States 
preference is given to the solid steel handle. 

Carvers are made up in sets consisting of knife, fork and steel 
for sharpening the knife. The carving fork is the sole remaining 
example of the old steel forks used formerly with the table 
knives. The fork is provided with a ghard made in various de- 
signs to prevent the blade from cutting the hand during use. 

Another form of kitchen knife is the "bread knife." Some of 
these knives are made with a wavy edge, others are made with 
saw teeth cut into the finished knife, the object being to be able 

to cut newly-baked bread. 
Table cutlery has been recently extended to include a small 

knife, generally made in fancy patterns with coloured handles, 
called a "tea knife." I t  is popular in cafCs, where it  is frequently 
used when eating pastries. 

Pocket  Knives.-The production of pocket knives commenced 
with the "Jack" knife, and a t  first was confined t o  heavy knives 
containing one blade which would open and close into a groove in 
the handle. Later a spring was used to secure the blade in both 

B Y  OF IOOGERs  A N D  SON; 

positions. Pocket knife manu- 
facture is therefore known as 
"spring knife" cutlery. Then 
other blades were introduced, and 
the knife containing a small blade 
a t  one end and a larger blade at  
the other end became known as 
the "pen knife," due to the use 
of the smaller blade for sharpen- 
ing quill pens. 

Pocket knives are made in a 
great variety of patterns, some 
firms alone offering them in a 
thousand different forms. The 
more expensive are finished by 
jewellers, the cutlers supplying 
the skeleton knife without the 
covering. The jeweller then com- 
pletes the knife by fitting gold 
scales, and some of these are 
even inlaid with precious stones. 

The fitting of the spring knife 
,,,, calls for highly skilled work, as 
T HE NO RFO LK  SPORTSMAN*^ K N I F E  the slightest variation in the 
Made by Joseph Rodger$ & Sons Lid., length of the spring, or the 

~fS5iheKFin:;: ,,~~e75E$$~si~~o~' joiltts, will affect the correct 
of which are etched or chased, and position of the blade when open 

years t o  manufacture or shut. 
The blades of pocket knives are made from high-grade steel, 

and they are tempered slightly harder than table knives, this 
operation calling for much skill. 

The pocket knife which is fitted with a variety of articles, such 
as corkscrew, pricker, scissors, etc., is known as a "sporting 
knife." This type of knife lends itself to many extreme uses, for 
example a pocket knife made for an engineer includes a foot fold- 
ing rule, calipers and screw-driver, in addition to the blades. 

Razors.-Razors are of very remote origin, and their manu- 
facture is carried on in most cutlery centres. The finest steel is 
used for the blades, which are most accurately ground and care- 
fully whetted to  produce the fine shaving edge. The hollow- 
ground razor is made in various patterns known as "full hollow," 
"three-quarter hollow," and "half hollow." The full-hollow razor 
is ground to an extremely thin part about the middle of the blade 
and is increased in thickness towards the edge, finally tapering 
off to the cutting edge. The essential qualities of the blade are 
its proper hardness and its extremely fine cutting edge. 

Many attempts have been made in the past to introduce safety 
devices for razors, but i t  was not until the advent of the "Gillette" 
razor that this problem was satisfactorily solved, and later other 
types have been successfully introduced. 

The safety razor consists of a small blade secured by a holder 
and to which is fitted a guard. The guard keeps the edge of the 
blade from coming into actual contact with the skin. I t  is, how- 
ever, possible for a careless individual to  cut himself even with 
this precaution, especially if he tries to  use it  a t  a wrong angle or 
uses the corner of the blade. The safety blade is of simple form; 
straight of edge, and lends itself to  production by machine 
methods, eliminating most of the grinding required for ordinary 
hollow-ground razors. On the other hand, the safety blade in use 
must be kept clean. The blades, unless exceptional care is taken, 
require renewing frequently. To  avoid this expense a stropping 
device is included in some patterns. 

The principle of fitting a guard has been extended and applied 



CUTLERY PLATE I 

P R E L I M I N A R Y  STEPS I N  THE M A N U F A C T U R E  O F  SPOONS A N D  FORKS 

1, 2. Stages i n  the manufacture of spoons and forks from the blank to 5.  Rol l ing the blanks t o  get a proper d ist r ibut ion of the metal  
completion 6. Shaping the spoon bowl. The metal blank is placed over a steel die 

3. Blanking or cu t t i ng  lengths of metal- the first step i n  manufacture into which the shape of the bowl has been cut  

4. Cut t ing cut spoon blanks from the metal strips 



PLATE 11 CUTLERY 

F W l N G  G A L L O W A Y  

F I N A L  STEPS I N  T H E  MANUFACTURE OF FORKS A N D  SPOONS 

1. St r i k ing  the design of the handle, on a drop press between 
2. Cu t t i ng  out  the narrow strips of metal le f t  on the end of the fork 4. Sand-buffing spoons before si lver-plating 

blank, thus forming the tines of the fork 5 .  Silver-plated spoons after removal f rom the p lat ing machine 
3. Bel t ing the tines of the fork t o  give a smooth finish to the surfaces 6. Buffing to provide the f inal finish 
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to the ordinary hollow-ground razor, thus converting the plain 
razor into a safety razor. Another pattern of safety razor adopts 
the hollow-ground blade of the ordinary razor using a small 
section of this blade. 

Scissors.-Scissors are largely produced by forging the two 
parts in drop stamps from a milder quality of steel than is used 
for razors or pocket knives. The parts are "dressed up" and "put 
together," and, in order to prevent the scissors from working loose, 
the screw which holds them together is tightly fitted and made 
from hard steel. There are two interesting features of fitting scis- 
sors, the first is that the blades are slightly bent towards each 
other, so that they make a close contact on the cutting edge, and 
in addition there is provision made in the joints for ensuring this 
contact. 

Scissors are sometimes made with shaped bows so that the 
thumb and fingers can operate with more ease. These shaped 
scissors are sometimes produced from malleable castings and the 
blades made from steel are later fitted to the castings. Another 
process is to die-cast the parts in aluminium and fit steel blades 
to them, the latter possessing the advantage of being very light 
and of having an attractive appearance. There are many types 
of household scissors in addition to dressmaking, embroidery 
and manicure patterns, whilst for trade purposes there are scis- 
sors made for tailors, weavers, gardeners, cattle marking and 
many others. Many forins of cutting instrunlents cannot be 
strictly defined as domestic articles, such as knives for kitchen 
purposes, paper knives, and knives for shoe-makers, painters, and 
many other trades. 

T h e  Craftsman.-One of the most interesting features of the 
cutlery trade is the survival of some of the old guild conditions, 
particularly in Sheffield. The practice of dividing the trade into 
three sections of forging, grinding and finishing still continues. 

I t  is in the grinding section particularly that many old customs 
are maintained. The workmen in some cases work at communal 
factories, called tenement factories, or "wheels," which are put 
up for the purpose of obtaining rents from any grinder who de- 
sires accommodation. The grind- 
er pays rent and he obtains a 
trough in which he fits his grind- 
ing wheel, and in addition he is 
supplied with power to drive it  
and light. I n  some factories a 
small weekly charge is made for 
light. 

The craftsmen are in many 
cases free to go and return from 
work at  any time to suit their 
own convenience. They work for 
any employer who will provide 
them with work, but as there is 
no contract of service they are 
prevented from coming within 
the provisions of certain factory 

men's Compensation Act. L I D .  

In the early days of cutlery G R I N D I N G  KNIFE BLADES 

manufacture, both in ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ d  T h e  blade is hand-held in a f rame 
aaainst oower-driven ar indina wheels. 

and on the Continent, guilds or the workman gauaina, by exkerience, - - . .  . 

colnpanies of cutlers were estab- t h e  degree of grinding necessary 

lished, the object being to protect the trade, maintain the quality 
of production and regulate the conditions under which the trade 
was carried on, including the number and training of apprentices. 
Some of these companies became very powerful and exerted con- 
siderable influence ~ \ ~ e r  the welfare of the trades. 

THE CARE OF CUTLERY 
The universal use of cutlery makes it desirable that some in- 

formation should be given on its care and maintenance. An im- 
portant precaution to take with table cutlery is to avoid washing 
the blades in water which is too hot. The white handles become 
plastic when hot and begin to leave the blades at  the shoulder or 
bolster, displaying an ugly, narrow gap. 

I t  is often complained that the "stainless" table knife is not 
stainless, and that it  fails to maintain its edge. I n  order to  test 
a "stainless" knife, two or three drops of malt vinegar should be 
allowed to dry on the blade. The blade should then be washed 
in hot water, and if stained there would be just cause for com- 
plaint. The failure to keep a sharp edge is a further frequent 
criticism, but it  should be remembered that there has been a great 
change in practice on the part of the householder. As the "stain- 
less" knives require no cleaning like the ordinary knives they do 
not receive that rubbing which helps to maintain the sharp edge 
in the ordinary blade. The user of stainless cutlery should keep a 
sharpening appliance made for stainless blades, or a small stick of 
fine carborundum to be used like a steel, but very sparingly. 

Pocket knives require attention, particularly in the joints. 
which should be kept well oiled. The pocket knife blade can also 
be sharpened on the carborundum stick (purchased from any 
ironmonger) by drawing the blade slightly inclined across the 
stick. 

Another necessary precaution both for table knives and pocket 
knives is not to use them for screwdrivers or for levers. The 
blades are made from special steels, hardened and tempered to 
maintain a cutting edge and not for withstanding bending strains. 

Razors will maintain their cutting quality if care is taken to 
prevent corrosion of the extremely fine edge. After use they 
should be stropped and if the strop is kept in good condition, by 
applying a little castor oil occasionally, i t  will put a thin film of 
oil over the cutting edge, thus preventing the action of moisture 
upon it. This procedure is equally successful in maintaining a 
sharp edge on safety-razor blades. 

Scissors require attention at  the joints; they should be quite 
free but not allowed to become slack. There is a tendency in most 
screw joints for the blades to unscrew the rivet and so bring 
about slackness in the blades. The edges of the blades do not 
require sharpening except a t  long intervals, and the carborundum 
stick will be found a very suitable tool for this operation. 

See G .  I. H. Lloyd, Tlze Cutlery Trades; E. Page, La Coutellerie. 
(W. R.) 

CUTTACK, town and district of British India in the Orissa 
division of Behar and Orissa. The town is situated on the river 
Mahanadi. Pop. (1931) 65,263. I t  is the centre of the Orissa 
canal system, and a station on the Bengal Kagpur railway from 
Madras t o  Calcutta. It contains a Government college and girls' 
high school, named after Ravenshaw, a former commissioner; a 
training college, a school of engineering and a medical school. The 
principal industries are silver filigree work of fine quality and 
tanning. 

Formerly the capital of the Hindu kings of Orissa, Cuttack 
was the capital of the hlogul and, after them, of the Maratha 
governors of Orissa till its capture by the British in 1803. Some 
remains are still left of the Barahbati fort, which dates back to 
the 16th century. 

The District of Cuttack forms the delta of the hlahanadi and 
Brahmani, together with s hilly tract inland. I t  has an area of 
3,654 sq.m. and a population of 2,176,707. I t  consists of three 
physical divisions: first, a marshy salt-impregnated strip along the 
coast, from 3 to 3om. in breadth; second, an intermediate stretch 
of alluvial plain; third, a broken hilly region, which forms the 
western boundary of the district. Cultivation does not begin till 
the limits of the salt tract are passed. The rice plain stretches 
inland for about 4om. and is a fertile region with an extensive 
system of irrigation. The hilly frontier separates the delta from 
the feudatory States. I t  consists of a series of ranges, 10 to I jm. 
in length, running nearly due east and west, with wooded slopes 
and valleys between. The highest hill is Assiagiri, 2,500 feet. The 
district is intersected by three large rivers, the Baitarani, Brahmani 
and Mahanadi, which after numerous bifurcations find their way 
into the sea by three principal mouths. Silt-banks and surf- 
washed bars render the entrance to these rivers perilous. The 
rivers having, by the silt of ages, gradually raised their beds, now 
run along high levels, and during floods pour over their banks 
and sometimes destroy the crops. Numerous interlacing channels 
establish communication between the main streams. Rice forms 
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the staple product of the district; its three chief varieties are 
biali or early rice, sarad or winter rice, and dalua or spring rice. 
Cuttack is one of the few districts in the province in which jute 
is largely grown. The Orissa canal system, which lies within 
Cuttack district, is used both for irrigation and transport pur- 
poses. Interesting archaeological remains are found a t  the subdi- 
visional town of Jajpur (q.v.) and a t  Dhauli is an inscription of 
the edicts which express Asoka's remorse for the suffering he 
inflicted in his conquest of Kalinga. 
CUTTLEFISH, a marine invertebrate animal related to the 

octopus and placed in the molluscan class Cephalopoda (q.v.). 
The name has been regularly given to members of the family 
Sepiidae; but it  has also-been-ap- 
plied to other cephalopods, e.g., 
to  various kinds of squid. I t  is 
considered to be more desirable, 
however, to maintain the more 
precise usage, when possible, and 
to avoid confusing the cuttlefish 
(Sepiidae) with squids. The most 
characteristic feature of the cut- 
tlefish is the internal calcified 
shell or "cuttle-bone," and it  is 
this structure which affords the 
best means of distinguishing the 
cuttlefish from other forms, 
which on account of certain 
structural resemblances, are asso- 
ciated with it  in the suborder 
Sepioidea of ten-armed Cephalo- 
poda. These forms (e.g., Sepiola, 
Rossia, etc.) have a horny "shell." 
The interesting genus Spirula is 
regarded by some zoologists as 
allied to the cuttlefish; but the 
shell of Spirula is not wholly in- 
ternal and its structure is not 
comparable with that of the 
Sebiidae. The Sebiidae include 

LATERAL ORGAN 

~ ~. v 
the widely disthbuted genus 

LFRoH gcANHALs AND m u z I x s  or H a u R A !  
Sepia, in which the common H#STORY,'  

European cuttlefish (Sepia ofi- SQUID.LIKE CUTTLEFISH ( D O R A -  
cinalis) Sepiella, Hentisepius, and TosEPfoN CON F U S . 4 )  

a few other genera are placed. The male of this species has its tins 
prolonged backwards and provided 

These animals have a somewhat with two lateral organs of unknown 
flattened body (visceral mass) function 

edged by a pair of rather narrow fins. In  the common cuttlefish 
the body is ornamented with a number of zebra-like stripes. The 
remarkable Sepiella ornata has a series of longitudinal patches 
(ocelli) down each side. Five pairs of arms encircle the mouth 
in all cuttlefish. One pair of these is specialized for capturing 
prey. These are longer than the rest and can be withdrawn into 
two pouches. The suckers of the shorter arms are arranged in 
transverse rows of four suckers each down the entire length of 
the arms, except on one of the ventral arms of the male (kec- 
tocotylized arm), from which they are absent towards the base. 
On the tentacles the suckers are restricted to an expanded pad 
(the "hand") a t  the tip of the arm. (For the general anatomy of 
these animals see Cephalopoda.) 

The cuttlefish are active muscular animals. They swim usually 
by means of the fins, which perform undulating movements; but 
on being alarmed or attacked the animal can dart violently back- 
wards by expelling a jet of water from the mantle-cavity through 
its funnel (q.v.  in article CEPHALOPODA). I n  common with the 
majority of the Cephalopoda the cuttlefish secretes a dark sub- 
stance ("ink"), the value of which as a means of protection is 
discussed in the general article on the Cephalopoda. 

About roo species of cuttlefish are known a t  the present time. 
They are found in most tropical and temperate seas, but only 
rarely in high latitudes. According to Grimpe the European spe- 
cies are not found further north than the Skager Rak. Among the 
more noteworthy species are Sepia rouxii and Sepia hierreda, which 

are found in the Indian ocean and the Atlantic respectively and 
attain a iength of over aft.; Sepielia ornata from West Africa, the 
colouring of which has been already alluded to, and the squid-like 
members of the subgenus Doratosepion. One of these, Doratose- 
pion confusa, has its fins prolonged backwards in two long 
"streamers" in the male and furnished with two organs of unique 
structure and unknown function. The cuttlefish are mainly in- 
habitants of shallow coastal waters. Certain species (e.g., the 
common European Sepia oficinalis) seem, however, to perform 
regular migrations into deeper water during part of the year, and 
there is not much doubt that these movements, as in the case of 
some other marine animals, are related to various phases in the 
reproductive cycle. From CuCnot's account of the migrations of 
S. officinalis it  seems certain that this cuttlefish enters the Bassin 
d'Arcachon (Bay of Biscay) during the spring, summer, and 
autumn for the purpose of breeding and egg-laying, and that all 
the individuals, young and old, depart for deeper off-shore water 
in the winter. Grimpe, however, has observed an additional 
periodicity in the occurrence of S. oficinalis in the North sea, for 
there are apparently years in which this cuttlefish is far more 
frequent in that area than a t  other times. Grimpe and CuCnot 
have likewise recorded the occurrence of seasonal dimorphism in 
S. officinalis. The former states that a plump summer form 
("S. filliouxii") replaces the slender ("S. officinalis") winter form 
in the North sea. 

The pear-shaped eggs of Sepia are enclosed in tough capsules 
and are dark in colour. They are deposited in clusters on frag- 
ments of coral, the tubes of marine worms and the stems of plants. 
Le Bianco observed that in the Gulf of Naples Sepia officinalis 
prefers submerged Iand plants, such as Pistacia, for this purpose. 

The breeding habits of the common cuttlefish have been re- 
cently studied by Grimpe, who records that, a t  least in captivity, 
the animal is monogamous. 

The food of Sepia mainly consists of crustacea, though fishes 
are also eaten by it. J. T. Cunningham has described the capture 
of prawns by S. oficinalis in the aquarium of the Marine Bio- 
logical Station a t  Plymouth. The cuttlefish marks down a prawn 
that is poised on a projecting 
ledge of rock and stalks it  with 
great caution. When it  is within 
striking distance the cuttlefish 
shoots out its tentacles and drags 
the prawn into the circlet of 
shorter arms, by which it is held 
as it is dismembered by the 
"beaks" or horny jaws of its cap- 
tor. In  all probability the enemies 
of the cuttlefish are large fishes; 
but exact observations on the 
special enemies of these animals 
are wanting. 

Cuttlefish are eaten by men in 
various parts of the world, e.g., 
in Italy, Greece, India and Japan. 
In  the Gulf of Naples Sepia ofi- L--.-- . - 
cinalis is caught with various COMMON EUROPEAN CUTTLEFISH 

kinds of tackle, and the Neapoli- O F F I C i N A L ' S )  
tan fishermen in the breeding This species, distinguished by zebra- 

like stripes on the flattened body, is 
season of this animal sometimes found in coastal waters. The long 
tow a female Sepia behind their arms are used for catching Prey 

boats and catch the males which invariably follow her. I t  has 
been found that some species of sepia which are partly nocturnal 
in their habits are attracted by light, and in various countries 
fishermen lure them into their nets by torches or lanterns. In  
Naples the flesh of Sepia is not so much esteemed as that of 
Octopus and Loligo; but it is obtained and sold in great quantities 
in the Gulf of Naples and additional supplies are obtained from 
the Adriatic and Gulf of Manfredonia. 

The "ink" secreted by  these animals is used as the well known 
brown pigment "sepia." I t  is made by dissolving the dried secre- 
tion of the ink-sac (q.v, in article CEPHALOPODA) in dilute am- 
monia or soda and re-precipitating it with hydrochloric acid. The 



CUTTS OF GOWRAN-CUYP 
"cuttlebone" or internal shell has been used, either powdered or 
whole, as a dentifrice, for fine polishing, for taking casts in metal- 
work, as an agricultural fertilizer, for "pouncing" (dusting un- 
sized paper to prevent ink spreading on it) and for feeding cage- 
birds. I t  was also used as a cosmetic by Roman women of fashion. 

The modern cuttlefish make their appearance in the Miocene 
period. They are undoubtedly derived from a Belemnite-like an- 
cestor, Belosepia, which lived in the Eocene seas and is found in 
a fossil state in the London clay. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-L. Joubin, in Zoologie Descriptive (1900) ii. p. 509 
(anatomy) ; S. Le Bianco, Mitth. 2001. Station zu Neapel (1909) 19, 
p. 513 (habits, reproduction, etc.) ; L. Cuenot, Arch. Zoologie Exp.  et 
Gen. (1912) 56, p. 315 (breeding) ; G. Grimpe, Wissensck. Meeresunter- 
suck (1915). N.F.gvi. 3. (distribution, etc. of S, oficinalis) ; W .  Meyer, 
"Tlntenfische," Leipzig, 1913 (General). (G. C. R.) 

CUTTS OF GOWRAN, JOHN CUTTS, BARON (1661- 
I~O:) ,  British soldier, was educated at  Catherine Hall, Cambridge: 
I n  1686 he served under Charles of Lorraine in Hungary, and in 
1688 as lieutenant-colonel in Holland. He fought for William in 
the English revolution of 1688, and in 1690, as commander of a 
regiment of foot, distinguished himself a t  the battle of the Boyne 
and at  the siege of Limerick, for which William created him Baron 
Cutts of Gowran in the kingdom of Ireland. Later he served 
under Marlborough in the opening campaign of the War of the 
Spanish Succession, later being third in command a t  Blenheim. 
Cutts sat in five parliaments for the county of Cambridge, and 
under Anne was returned for Newport in the Isle of Wight. 

CUVIER, GEORGES LEOPOLD CHRETIEN FRED- 
ERIC DAGOBERT, BARON (1769-1832), French naturalist, 
was born on Aug. 23, 1769, a t  MontbCliard. After spending four 
years at  the Academy of Stuttgart, he became tutor in the family 
of the Comte d7HCricy, who was in the habit of spending the sum- 
mer near FCcamp. There he made the acquaintance of the agri- 
culturist, A. H. Tessier, who secured for him in 1795 the post of 
assistant to the professor of comparative anatomy a t  the MusCum 
d'Histoire Naturelle. I n  1,796 he began to lecture at  the ficole 
Centrale du PanthCon, and at  the opening of the National Insti- 
tute in April, he read his first palaeontological paper, which was 
subsequently published in 1800 under the title Me'moires sur les 
espbces d'e'le'phants vivants e t  fossiles. I n  1798 appeared his 
first separate work, the Tableat4 e'le'mentaire de  Phistoire naturelle 
des animaux, which was an abridgment of his course of lectures 
a t  the ficole du PanthCon, and may be regarded as the foundation 
and first and general statement of his natural classification of the 
animal kingdom. 

I n  1799 he succeeded L. J. M. Daubenton as professor of 
natural history in the Coll&ge de France, and in the following 
year he published the L e ~ o n s  d'anatomie compare'e, a classical 
work, in the production of which he was assisted by A. ll1. C. 
Dumeril in the first two volumes, and by G. L. Duvernoy in three 
later ones. I n  1802 Cuvier became titular professor a t  the Jardin 
des Plantes; and in the same year he was appointed commissary 
of the Institute to accompany the inspectors-general of public 
instruction. I n  this latter capacity he visited the south of France; 
but he was in the early part of 1803 chosen perpetual secretary 
of the National Institute in the department of the physical and 
natural sciences. 

H e  now devoted himself more especially t o  three lines of 
inquiry-one dealing with the structure and classification of the 
mollusca, the second with the comparative anatomy and sys- 
tematic arrangement of the fishes, and the third with fossil mam- 
mals and reptiles primarily, and secondarily with the osteology of 
living forms of those groups. The results of Cuvier's principal 
palaeontological and geographical investigations were ultimately 
given to the world in his Recherches sur les ossements fossiles de  
quadrupkdes (1812, later editions 1821 and 1825) and in Discours 
sur les re'volutions de la surface d u  globe (182 5). In  his Ri.gne 
animal distribue' d'aprks son  organisation (4  vols. 1817; and ed. 
5 vols. 1829-30) Cuvier embodied the results of the whole of his 
previous researches on the structure of living and fossil animals. 
In  1808 Napoleon named him t o  the council of the Imperial Uni- 
versity, and in this capacity he presided (in the years 1809, 1811 

and 1813) over commissions charged to examine the state of the 
higher educational establishments in the districts beyond the 
Alps and the Rhine which had been annexed to France, and to 
report upon their affiliation with the central university. Before 
the fall of Napoleon (1814) he had been admitted to  the council 
of state, and retained his position under the Bourbons. H e  was 
also elected chancellor of the university. In  1819 he was appointed 
president of the committee of the interior. I n  1826 he was made 
grand officer of the Legion of Honour; and in 1831 he was ra~sed 
by Louis Philippe to the rank of peer of France, and was subse- 
quently appointed president of the council of state. I n  the begin- 
ning of 1832 he was nominated to the ministry of the interior, but 
on May 13 he died in Paris after a brief illness. 

M. J. P. Flourens, Eloge historique de G .  Cuvier and Hi~toire  des 
travaux de G .  Cuvier (3rd ed., 1858) ; H. D. de Blainville, Cuvier 
et Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire (1890) ; W .  Lubosch, llDer Akademiestreit 
zwischen Geoffroy St.-Hilaire und Cuvier," Biotogisches Zentralblatt, 
vol. xxxviii. (1918). 

CUVILLES, FRANCOIS DE (1698-1767)) French archi- 
tect and engraver. H e  helped to carry the French rococo taste 
to Germany-he was summoned about 1720 to Cologne by 
the elector James Clement; in 1738 he became architect to  the 
elector of Bavaria, and afterwards occupied the same position 
towards the emperor Charles VII. His style, while essentially 
thin, is elaborate and bizarre. His son, Franqois de Cuvilles the 
younger, succeeded his father at  the court of Munich. 

CUXHAVEN or KUXHAVEN, a seaport of Germany, in 
the Prussian province of Hanover, on the west side of the Elbe, 71 
mi. by rail ,N.W. ~f Hamburg. Pop. (1939) 33,365. The town 
dates only from 1873, having been formed by uniting the villages 
of Ritzebiittel and Cuxhaven, which had belonged to Hamburg 
since 1394. The harbour is good and secure. A new harbour was 
made in 1891-1896 and became the seat of the German-American 
traffic. There is a fishing fleet, for  which a new harbour was 
opened in 1892, and some ship-building is carried on. It was fre- 
quently bombed by the British in World War 11. 

CUYABA or CUIABA, capital of the inland state of Mato 
Grosso, Brazil, about 972 mi. N.W. of Rio de Janeiro, on the 
Cuiabi river, the principal Brazilian tributary of the Paraguay. 
Pop. of the municipio (1940) 54,770. Cuiabi has uninterrupted 
steamer communication with Montevideo, over 2,000 mi. distant, 
but has no rail or highway communication with the national capi- 
tal. The climate is hot and malaria is prevalent. Cuiabi was 
founded in 1719 by Paulista gold hunters, and its gold-washings, 
now apparently exhausted, yielded rich results in the 18th cen- 
tury. I t  is the centre of a cattle-raising area and headquarters of 
an important military district, having an arsenal and military bar- 
racks. 

CUYAHOGA FALLS, a city of Summit county, Ohio, 
U.S.A. on the Cuyahoga river, 5 mi. N.E. of Akron. I t  is served 
by the Baltimore and Ohio and the Pennsylvania railways. The 
population was 10,200 in 1920 (91.8% native white), and nas 
19,797 in 1930 and 20,546 in 1940 by the federal census. I t  
has important manufactures (chiefly of iron and rubber goods), 
with an output in 1937 valued a t  $3,665,020; there were 2 2  in- 
dustrial establishments in that year with 555 workers who re- 
ceived $807,513 in wages. I t  is a growing residential suburb 
of Akron. The city has a planning commission. Cuyahoga Falls 
was founded in 1812, incorporated as a village in 1868, and 
chartered as a city in 1921. 

CUYAPO, a municipality (with administrative centre and 
39 barrios or districts) of the province of Nueva Ecija, Luzon, 
Philippine Islands, 28 m. N.N.W. of San Isidro, the provincial 
capital. Rice is the principal product. Pop. (1939) 24,570, of 
whom 12,288 were males. Of those aged 6 to  19, inclusive, 37.6% 
in 1939 attended school and of those 10 years old and over 51.2% 
were literate. Pampango is the vernacular. 

CUYP, the name of a Dutch family which produced two 
generations of painters. The Cuyps were long settled a t  Dord- 
recht, in the neighbourhood of which they had a country house, 
where Albert Cuyp (the most famous) was born. 

The eldest member of the family who acquired fame was JACOB 

GERRIT~Z CUYP, born a t  Dordrecht Dec. 1594, and taught by 



Abraham Bloemaert of Utrecht. H e  is known to have been alive 
in 1649, and the date of his death was probably 16 51 or 1652. 
J. G. Cuyp's pictures are little known. But he produced portraits 
in various forms, as busts and half-lengths thrown upon plain back- 
grounds, or groups in rooms, landscapes and gardens. Of portrait 
busts there are signed examples dated 1624, 1644, 1646 and 1649, 
in the museums of Berlin, Rotterdam, Marseilles, Vienna and 
Metz. I n  a family scene a t  the Amsterdam Museum there are 
likenesses of men, women, boys and girls with a cottage and park. 

BENJAMIN CUYP (1612-1652) another painter of this family, 
was born Dec. 1612 and is supposed to have been a nephew of 
Jacob Gerritsz and to have resided principally a t  Dordrecht. H e  
painted in the style of Rembrandt. H e  died in Aug. 1652. 

ALBERT CUYP (1620--1691), the son of Jacob Gerritsz by 
Grietche Dierichsdochter (Dierich's daughter), was born a t  Dord- 
recht in Oct. 1620, and married in 1658 Cornelia Bosman. By right 
of his possessions a t  Dordwyck, Cuyp was privileged to sit in the 
high court of the province. As a citizen he was sufficiently well 
known to be placed on the list of those from whom William 111.) 
stadtholder of the Netherlands, chose the regency of Dordrecht 
in 1672. His death, and his burial on Nov. 7, 1691 in the church 
of the Augustines of Dordrecht, are historically proved. He 
seldom dates his pictures, but it appears probable that he ceased 
to paint about 1675. That he was a pupil of van Goyen has been 
surmised on the strength of his early style. His works are sup- 
posed to be divisible into such as bear the distinctive marks C. or 
A. C. in cursive characters, the letters A. C. in Roman capitals, 
and the name "A. Cuyp" in full, but spurious examples exist. 
Generally speaking, the finished examples of Cuyp's middle and 
final period all bear his full signature. 

Familiar subjects of the master's earlier period are stables with 
cattle and horses (Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Leningrad and Brussels 
museums). Occasionally he painted portraits in the bust form 
familiar to  his father, one of which, dated 1649, is in the National 
Gallery, London. More frequently he produced portraits of ladies 
and gentlemen on horseback, in which the life and dress of the 
period and the forms of horses are most vividly represented 
(Buckingham Palace, Bridgewater Gallery, Louvre and Dresden 
Museums). Later on we find him fondest of expansive scenery 
with meadows and cattle and flocks, or rivers and barges in the 
foreground, and distances showing the towers and steeples of 
Dordrecht. Cuyp is to  the river and its banks what Willem Van- 
develde is to  calm seas and Hobbema to woods. I n  his best period 
from about 1655-70, his landscapes are saturated with golden 
light and masterpieces of an acknowledged beauty, the "Riders 
with the Boy and Herdsman" in the National Gallery, London, 
the Meuse, with Dordrecht in the distance, in three or four 
varieties, in the Bridgewater, Grosvenor, and Brownlow collec- 
tions, the "Piper with Cows," in the Louvre attest his power. 

John Smith's Catalogue raisonrrt of the Dutch and Flemish painters, 
in 9 vols. (1840), enumerated 335 of Albert Cuyp's works, of which 
in 1877 Sir J. A. Crowe wrote in this encyclopaedia that "it would 
be difficult now to find more than a third of them." In C. Hofstede 
de Groot's Catalogue raiso~znt, vol. ii. (rgog), revising Smith's, the 
number is extended to nearly 850, but he accepts too readily the 
attributions of sale catalogues; the work is, however, the best modern 

Paris. In  1845 he married Elena Rosetti. Cuza was expelled from 
Moldavia by Prince Sturdza for taking part in the Rumanian 
revolution of 1848 and took refuge in Vienna. On his return, in 
1850, he was appointed president of tribunal and, later, prefect 
of Galatz. In  1857 he rejoined the army and within a few months 
rose to the rank of colonel. H e  became minister of war in 1858 
and represented Galatz in the Assembly which was elected in the 
same year to nominate a prince for Moldavia. I n  default of a 
foreign prince, he was himself elected prince of Moldavia by the 
assembly a t  Jassy (Jan. 5-17, 1859)) and prince of Lt'alachia by 
the assembly at  Bucharest (Jan. 24-Feb. 5). H e  thus became 
ruler of the united principalities, with the title Prince Alexander 
John I.;  but as the Convention of Paris (Aug. 19, 1858) had 
intended and provided for the continued separation of the two 
Principalities his authority was not recognized by his suzerain, the 
sultan of Turkey, until Dec. 11-23, 1861, when the union of the 
principalities under the name of Rumania was formally pro- 
claimed. For a full account of Cuza's reign, see RUMANIA. The 
drastic and unconstitutional reforms which he imposed on all 
classes alienated his subjects, and the popular discontent culmi- 
nated in revolution. At four o'clock on the morning of Feb. 
23, 1866, a band of military conspirators broke into the palace and 
compelled the prince to  sign his abdication and to leave the 
country. He died in Heidelberg on May I 5, 1873. 

CUZCO (Cusco), an inland department and city of southern 
Peru; bounded by those of Apurimac, Ayacucho, Junin, Loreto. 
Madre de Dios, Puno and Arequipa and touching Brazil (area 
55,717 sq.mi.). I t  conslsts of mountains, a network of high 
valleys tributary to  great rivers, Apurimac and Urubamba, and 
low, jungle-covered plains. Within the summer-rain zone, the 
climate changes with altitude, ranging from tropical to  frigid. 
Sugar, cacao, coca, coffee and tobacco are raised in the lower 
valleys, maize, cereals, alfalfa, potatoes and barley above. The 
amount of cultivation depends upon markets, i.e., transportation. 
Cattle are raised in northern valleys, sheep and alpacas in the 
southern provinces. Though the department is rich in minerals 
(gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, coal, salt and others), few mines 
are in operation, also for lack of transportation. There are 
many miles of finished roads in the highland portions of the de- 
partment, but none in the lowlands. I t  is possible to  travel 
by car from Cuzco t o  Puno on the shores of Lake Titicaca, and to 
Lima (600 mi.). The Mollendo-Cusco railway extends beyond 
Cuzco to Macchu and Urubamba, both in the upper Urubamba 
valley. Manufacturing is still in embryo. The population (565,- 
458 in 1940) is largely composed of Indians who speak their 

1 native tongue (Quechua). The department abounds in ruins, of 
which the most famous are in the Urubamba valley a t  Pisac 
(Intihuatana) , Ollantaitambo and Macchu Picchu (see INCA). 

Cuzco, capital of the department ( I ~ O ~ I ' S . ,  72OW.), lies in a 
small valley (Huatanay) tributary to  the Urubamba, a t  a height 
of 11,380 ft. I t  is protected by lofty mountains and surrounded 
by orchards, gardens and cultivated fields. The population 
(1940, 45,158) is mostly Indian and mestizo. Founded in the 
I ~ t h  century by Manco Capac, first of the Incas, i t  has legendary 
~rest ige as c a ~ i t a l  of that vast empire. I t  is a strange mixture 

authority on the painter. 
CUYPERS, PETRUS JOSEPHUS HUBERTUS ( 1 ~ ~ 7 -  

I ~ ~ I ) ,  ~ u t c h  architect, was born on May 16, 1827, a t  Roermond, 
Holland. H e  studied under Viollet-~~-Duc, and was inspired both 
by the Gothic and'the Netherland style of the 16th century in 
building the Rijks Museum at  Amsterdam ( 1 ~ 7 7 - ~ 5 )  and in re- 
storing and rebuilding many Roman Catholic churches, town halls 
and other buildings. His chief merit, however, was that he awak- 
ened the interest of his countrymen in architecture and the deco- 
rative arts, and so prepared the way for Berlage, de and 
others, who created the modern Dutch style of architecture. C ~ Y -  
pers received honorary degrees from the universities of Utrecht 
and Delft. H e  died on March 3, 1921. 

CUZA or  COUZA, ALEXANDER JOHN (Alexandru 
Joan) (182-1873), first prince of Rumania, was born on March 
20, 1820, a t  Galatz in Moldavia, of an ancient boiar or noble 
family. H e  was educated a t  Jassy, Pavia, Bologna, Athens and 

. - 
of massive ~ n E a  stone walls, early ~ p a n i s h  colonial architecture- 
of which the Renaissance cathedral (1560-1654) is a superb 
example-and crude adobe buildings of the present day. The 
houses are often built upon a foundation of Inca stone-work, the 
modern superstructure roofed with red tile. The narrow, irregular 
streets are roughly paved, the wide plazas, surrounded by arcades, 
the site of busy markets and weekly fairs. Cuzco is still in many 
respects a primitive Indian city, the pure, transparent air corn- 
pensating for lack of sanitation. ~h~ climate is ,-hilly (mean 
annual temperature ~ 3 O - 5 9 ~  F ) ,  the nights cold, with rains from 
November to  March. The cyclopean fortress of Sachsaihuaman 
dominates the ,-ity on the north. Among the principal buildings 
are the cathedral, the convent of Santo Domingo, incorporating 
in its walls part of the Inca temple of the sun (Coricancha), the 
prefecture (palace of Francisco Pizarro, who took the city in 
1533), the university (founded in 1598, secularized in 1828), 
hospitals, library and museum of pre-Columbian Peruvian antiqui- 



CYANAMIDE 
ties. I t  is the seat of a bishopric and superior court, has many 
monasteries and convents and more than 20 churches. The uni- 
versity. with four faculties (jurisprudence, political science, letters 
and physical science), has about 150 students. There are two 
colegios nacio?zales and many elementary schools. Though ancient 
industries such as gold and silver work are fast disappearing. 
there are several small manufactories such as breweries, tanneries, 
sugar and chocolate mills. One cotton mill produces ~,ooo.ooo 
yd. annually. Cuzco is the trade hub of a vast region but 
commerce is limited on account of transportation costs. The 
railway to Mollendo, more than 500 mi. distant, is the only rail 
outlet to  the coast. There are a few modern conveniences in this 
venerable city, including electric lights (power furnished by a 
hydro-electric station 10 mi. distant), a mule-dram tram, a tele- 
phone system and, since 192 j, a new water-supply. This involved 
bringing in additional sources of supply, building storage reser- 
voirs, and laying pipe-lines in the narrow, cobblestone streets, 
104,800 ft.  in all. I t  was necessary to build a motor-road 9 mi. 
long to permit delivery of cement pipe along the route, manufac- 
turing it  in a plant set up on the spot. (M. T .  BI; X.) 

CYANAMIDE forms white crystals, melting at  40" C. and 
readily soluble in water, alcohol and ether. I t  is the amide of 
normal cyanic acid, NC.OH, having the formula NC.NH,. I t  is 
obtained by acting on cyanogen chloride, bromide or iodide with 
ammonia, or generally by desulphurizing thio-urea with mercuric 
oxide. Heated above its melting point cyanamide polymerizes 
to di-cyandiamide (CN,H,),, which at  I jo°C. is transformed 
into the polymer 12-tri-cyantriamide or melamine (CN,H,),, the 
mass solidifying. Nascent hydrogen reduces cyanamide to am- 
monia and methylamine. I t  gives mono-metallic salts of the type 
NC.NHR/I when treated with aqueous or alcoholic solutions of 
alkalis. Di-metallic salts are obtained by heating cyanates alone, 
e g., calcium, or cyanides in a current of nitrogen, e.g., barium. 

Calcium cyanamide has assumed importance in agriculture 
since the discovery of its economic production in the electric 
furnace (see below). I t  may also be produced by heating lime 
or chalk with charcoal to z,oooO in a current of air. I t  appears 
that with soils which are not rich in humus or not deficient in 
lime, calcium cyanamide is almost as good, nitrogen for nitrogen, 
as ammonium sulphate or sodium nitrate; but it  is of doubtful 
value with peaty soils or soils containing little lime, nor is it use- 
fully available as a top-dressing or for storing. 

The metallic cyanamides, of which calcium cyanamide, CaCN,, 
is the only one of technical importance, are derivatives of cyana- 
mide, H,CN,. I n  practice, calcium cyanamide is always formed 
by the action of nitrogen on calcium carbide. In  1892 Moissan 
showed that calcium carbide could be prepared easily and in 
quantity in the electric furnace, and in 1895 A. Frank and N. 
Caro began investigations on the absorption of nitrogen by 
metallic carbides which have led to the establishment of the 
modern cyanamide industry. Although pure calcium carbide does 
not absorb nitrogen even a t  1,200" C. (Moissan), Frank and Caro 
found that technical carbides did so readily at  much lower tem- 
peratures, probably owing to their impuritiks. 

F o r m a t i o n  of Cyanamides  b y  Nitrogen.-By the action of 
nitrogen on metallic carbides, mixtures of cyanamides and cya- 
nides are obtained, the proportions depending on the metal and 
on the temperature. The general type of the reaction may be 
illustrated by the case of calcium carbide. 

CaC,+N,= CaCN2+C 
CaCN,+C=Ca(CN), " " " (1) 

With alkali carbides, cyanide preponderates largely. With barium 
carbide about 30% cyanide and 70% cyanamide are obtained at 
700'-8o0°C., ~irhilst with calcium carbide cyanamide is practical- 
ly the only product up to I,IOO'C. In  all cases the proportion of 
cyanide increases with the temperature. These facts explain the 
formation of cyanide by fusing calcium cyanamide and carbon 
with sodium chloride. The mechanism of the production of 
calcium cyanamide is by no means clear, in spite of numerous 
investigations. The chief difficulty in interpreting the results is 
the effect of impurities, always present in commercial carbide. 

Absorp t ion  of Nitrogen.-The rate of absorption of nitro- 
gen by carbide has been much studied. Pure calcium carbide does 
not absorb nitrogen at  1 ,2oo~C. With commercial carbide (con- 
taining about 10% lime) absorption is rapid and complete a t  
I,o~o"-I,Ioo"C. Below ~,ooo"C.  the absorption is less rapid and 
is incomplete, the nitrogen absorbed tending to a limiting value, 
which is lower the lower the temperature. These limiting values 
do not represent true equilibria (Foerster and Jacoby). Pollacci 
found that the velocity of absorption is proportional to the 
nitrogen pressure up to two atmospheres, but that further in- 
crease of pressure makes little difference. 

Many substances when added to calcium carbide lower the 
temperature at  which nitrogen absorption begins and increase the 
velocity of absorption for a given temperature. The most im- 
portant of these substances are calcium chloride (Polzenius) and 
calcium fluoride (Carlson). Many other substances, including 
lime, act similarly, and this explains the action of commercial 
carbide. The r81e of these additions has been investigated by G. 
Bredig, W. Fraenkel and E. Wilke, F. Foerster and H.  Jacoby, 
Rudolphi, G. Pollacci and others, and has been connected with 
the lowering of the melting-point of the mass which they cause; 
but how this increases the velocity of absorption, whether by re- 
moving protecting layers of reaction products from the carbide, 
by allowing the nitrogen to dissolve in the liquid mass, or by 
other means, has not been settled. Reaction ( I )  is strongly ex- 
othermic. The heat of reaction is about 77,800 calories at  25°C. 

Technica l  Production.--On the commercial scale a mixture 
of calcium cyanamide and carbon (CaCN, f C )  is produced by 
heating ground calcium carbide in an atmosphere of nitrogen t o  
about ~ , o o o ~ - ~ , ~ o o ~ C .  The nitrogen is generally prepared by the 
fractional distillation of liquid air by the Linde or Claude 
process, and should be as free as possible from moisture, oxides of 
carbon and especially oxygen, as these act on either the carbide 
or cyanamide and diminish the nitrogen content of the final 
product. 

Discont inuous Process.-In the discontinuous process a ver- 
tical steel drum lined with firebrick is fitted loosely with a thick 
paper or thin, perforated, shect-iron cylinder. Down the centre 
of the retort passes a carbon rod contained in a cardboard tube 
to  separate it from the carbide. This rod is connected to an al- 
ternating current supply and is used as a heating resistance to  
start the reaction. The ground carbide is packed between the 
inner tube and the outer cylinder. The lid is luted on airtight. 
Nitrogen is admitted by a pipe through the outer casing. The 
charge consists of 300-800 kilos of carbide. A battery of such 
units is connected to  the current supply. The heated carbon 
resistor starts the reaction a t  the centre. After a time the cur- 
rent is cut off as the reaction produces sufficient heat to main- 
tain the charge a t  about ~,ooo"C.  and so complete the reaction. 
The drums are allowed to cool, the contents ground and treated 
with sufficient water to slake the lime and decompose any uncom- 
bined carbide. The ground product is sometimes mixed with a little 
oil to  render it  dustless before packing in bags. The crude cyana- 
mide, known as "nitrolim," "lime nitrogen," "kalkstickstoff" or 
"stickstoffkalk," contains 20-2274, of nitrogen, corresponding to 
57-63% of CaCN, and about 20% lime, 7 4 %  silica, iron oxide 
and alumina and 14% of graphitic carbon. 

Cont inuous  Process.-In one type of continuous furnace the 
carbide is packed in perforated metal boxes which are sent through 
a tunnel filled with nitrogen and heated, electrically or by ex- 
ternal gas firing, to  the necessary reaction temperature. Another 
common type is a vertical iron shaft lined with firebrick and di- 
vided internally into sections by shelves. The carbide is fed in 
a t  the top and heated by arcs between carbon electrodes. I t  
meets an ascending stream of nitrogen and is made to fall slowly 
from shelf to  shelf by scrapers until i t  is discharged at  the bot- 
tom. In  the Carlson process calcium fluoride is added to the car- 
bide to increase the velocity of absorption and to lower the re- 
action temperature. 

Uses of Nitr01im.-Nitrolim may be used directly on most 
soils as a nitrogenous fertilizer. When treated with water or 
steam under pressure it gives up practically the whole of its 
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nitrogen as ammonia ( 0 . v . )  :- I article PRUSSIC ACID: reference should also be made to the ., .* , 

CaCN2+3H20= CaCO,+zNH,. 

The addition of alkali increases the yield of ammonia by lessen- 
ing the formation of polymerides of cyanamide. By fusing a 
mixture of nitrolim, common salt and calcium carbide in an arc 
furnace, sodium cyanide is a product of the reaction. By rapidly 
cooling the melt the reverse reaction is prevented and the cyanide 
preserved. By suitable treatment numerous organic compounds 
(urea, dicyandiamide, guanidine, etc.) may be prepared from 
cyanamide. I t  also forms the basis of "ferrodur," used for case- 
hardening iron. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--F~~U~ Report of Nitrogen Products Committee; 
Joseph Knox Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen (1921) ; A. J. Allmand 
The Principles of Applied Electrochemistry, p. 643 (1924) ; J. R. 
Partington and L. H. Parker The Nitrogen Industry (1922) ; B. 
Waeser The Atmospheric Nitrogen Industry (trans. E. Fyleman, 1926). 

(J. KN.) 
CYANIC ACID AND CYANATES. Cyanic acid, 

NC.OH, was discovered by F. Wohler in 1824 who employed its 
salt, ammonium cyanate, in his famous synthesis of urea (1828) 
which served to break down the distinction between compounds 
arising only from the intervention of vital forces and com- 
pounds producible artificially in the laboratory. The acid was 
prepared by distilling its polymeride, cyanuric acid, in a current 
of carbon dioxide (F. Wohler and J. v. Liebig, 1827), the 
vapours distilling over being condensed in a freezing mixture. 
I t  is a very volatile liquid of strong acid reaction, and is only 
stable below 0°C. I t  has a smell resembling that of acetic acid. 
At 0°C. it  is rapidly converted into a mixture of cyanuric acid, 
C,N3OJH3, and another polymeride cyamelide (CNOH),, a white 
amorphous powder, insoluble in water. Cyanogen chloride, CNC1, 
which may be regarded as the chloride of cyanic acid, is prepared 
by the action of chlorine on hydrocyanic acid or on mercury 
cyanide. I t  is a very poisonous volatile liquid, which boils a t  
I j. j°C. (See CHEMICAL WARFARE.) 

The salts of cyanic acid are known as the cyanates, the two 
most important being potassium cyanate (KOCN) and ammonium 
cyanate (NH,OCN). Potassium cyanate may be prepared by 
heating potassium cyanide with an oxidizing agent, or by heating 
potassium ferrocyanide with manganese dioxide, potassium car- 
bonate or potassium dichromate. I t  crystallizes in flat plates and 
is readily soluble in alcohol or cold water. I t  is a somewhat im- 
portant reagent, and has been used by Emil Fischer in various 
syntheses in the uric acid group. (See PURINES.) J. Walker and 
J. R. Wood (1900) prepared pure ammonium cyanate by the 
union of gaseous ammonia and cyanic acid, special precautions 
being taken to keep the temperature below the point a t  which 
the salt is transformed into urea. I t  crystallizes in fine needles, 
which melt suddenly a t  about 80°C., then resolidify, and melt 
again a t  about 128" to  130°C. (this temperature being the melting 
point of urea). 

Esters of normal cyanic acid are not known, but those of 
isocyanic acid ( H N C O )  may be prepared by the action of alkyl 
halides on silver cyanate, or by oxidizing the isonitriles with 
mercuric oxide. They are volatile liquids which boil without de- 
composition, and possess a nauseating smell. When hydrolysed 
with caustic alkalis, they yield primary amines (this reaction de- 
termines their constitution) : C,H,.NCOfH,O=C2H,.NHz+CO2. 

Ethyl isocyanate, C,H,NCO, a colourless liquid (b.p. 60°C.) was 
first prepared by A. Wurtz (1854) by distilling a mixture of 
potassium ethyl sulphate and potassium cyanate. 

Cyanuric acid, H3C3N303, was obtained by Wohler and Liebig 
by heating urea, and by A. Wurtz by passing chlorine into melt- 
ing urea. I t  forms white efflorescent crystals. Treatment with 
phosphorus pentachloride gives cyanuric chloride, C,N,Cl,, which 
is also formed by  the combination of anhydrous chlorine and 
prussic acid in the presence of sunlight. These substances contain 
a ring of three carbon and three nitrogen atoms. 

CYANIDE, in chemistry, a salt of prussic or hydrocyanic 
acid, the name being more usually restricted to  inorganic salts, 
i.e., the salts of the metals; the organic salts (or esters) being 
termed nitriles. The properties of cyanides are treated in the 

articles on the particular metals. The most important cyanide 
commercially is sodium cyanide, which receives application in the 
"cyanide process" of gold extraction (see GOLD), as an insecticide, 
in case-hardening, electroplating, in the separation of minerals 
by flotation, and in organic syntheses. 

Sodium Cyanide, NaCN, is manufactured by  six methods. 
( I )  Sodium Process-Metallic sodium is melted with char- 

coal in a steel vessel, and dry ammonia gas blown into the liquid 
at  a dull red heat (600°C.); the sodium and carbon combine 
with the nitrogen of the ammonia, yielding sodium cyanide which 
is liquid at  this temperature. The combination really takes place 
in three stages; sodamide is first formed, Naf NH,=NaNH,+H, 
but it has only a momentary existence, reacting at  once either 
with charcoal or with sodium cyanide, to form sodium cyanamide 
(zNaNH,+C=Na,CN2+2H,, or NaNH,+NaCN=Na,CN, f - 
H,), which then takes up carbon more slowly, yielding sodium cya- 
nide, NaCN,f C=aNaCN. T o  complete this last reaction the 
temperature is raised finally to about 8j0°C. After cooling, but 
while still molten, the finished cyanide is filtered through iron 
turnings into moulds of convenient size. The product is a pure 
white crystalline material containing 97. j% of sodium cyanide. 

(2) Formanhide Process.-When the vapour of formamide is 
passed over a catalyst a t  a moderately high temperature, e.g., 
6o0°C., it decomposes almost completely into hydrocyanic acid 
and water, H.CO.KH2=HCN+HU0. The former is absorbed in 
caustic soda and the resulting solution of sodium cyanide is evap- 
orated to dryness in a vacuum. The briquetted product contains 
about 90% of sodium cyanide. This process has been made eco- 
nomically possible by the development of the high-pressure tech- 
nique of chemical industry; the necessary formamide is obtained 
by the direct combination of carbon monoxide and ammonia at  
80' to go0 under a pressure of zoo atmospheres. The reaction 
takes place most readily in presence of sodium methoxide, ob- 
tained by dissolving sodium in methanol (methyl alcohol). 

(3) "Schlempe" Process.-The juice of the sugar beet con- 
tains, in addition to sugar, certain nitrogenous compounds. After 
the sugar has been removed as completely as possible, there re- 
mains a dark brown syrup, known in Germany as "Schlempe," 
which contains a large part of these constituents. This is dried 
and then distilled in retorts resembling those used in coal-gas 
manufacture. The gas evolved contains, among other things, am- 
monia and the three methylamines; when heated to ~,ooo'C. the 
latter decompose, yielding hydrocyanic acid. On leaving the 
heating stoves the gases contain ammonia, hydrocyanic acid and 
carbon dioxide; the ammonia is recovered by treatment with sul- 
phuric acid after which the hydrocyanic acid is washed out with 
water, the dilute solution produced (about 2% HCN)  is distilled 
and the hydrocyanic acid absorbed in caustic soda. This product 
resembles that of the formamide process. 

(4) The Cyanamide Process begins with calcium cyanamide 
( q . v . ) ,  which is manufactured in large quantities by the direct 
union of atmospheric, nitrogen with calcium carbide. A mixture 
of calcium cyanamide, common salt, and a little calcium carbide 
is fed into an electric furnace, consisting of a vertical shaft with 
carbon bottom and a single, suspended carbon electrode. Alter- 
nating current passes between the electrode and the charge, heat- 
ing it to I , zoo"- I .~oo~C.  The fused furnace charge is run off 
almost continuously on to a rotating, water-cooled, steel drum 
which cools it  rapidly. The product is obtained in the form of 
thin, grey flakes and contains cyanide equivalent to  48 to 50% 
of sodium cyanide. The formation of cyanide in this process is 
due to the combination of calcium cyanamide with carbon, 
CaCN,+C=Ca(CN),. A part of the necessary carbon is already 
present in the calcium cyanamide owing to its method of forma- 
tion, CaC2-kN2=CaCN,+C; the addition of calcium carbide to  
the charge furnishes a further quantity in a more chemically ac- 
tive form. Rapid cooling of the melt is necessary to  prevent the 
decomposition of calcium cyanide which takes place between 
700' and 4o0°C. 

( 5 )  The Carbonate Process, historically the oldest of those in 
use, was first described by L. Thompson in 1838. An intimate 
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mixture of sodium carbonate, carbon and iron is heated at 9j0°C. 
in a nichroine retort lined with steel with a current of nitrogen em- 
ployed in excess : Na2C03-k4C+N2= zNaCN+3CO, the iron act- 
ing as a catalyst. This process presents many difficulties, but has 
nevertheless obtained a measure of success as a producer of 
hydrocyanic acid. 

( 6 )  Arc  Process.-When a mixture of methane and nitrogen, 
diluted with hydrogen, is passed through a high-tension electric 
arc, hydrocyanic acid is formed, 2CH,f N,=zHCN f 3H2. 

Cont ro l  of Insect  and O t h e r  Pests.-The value of hydro- 
cyanic acid as an insecticide was first recognized in 1886 by D. W. 
Coquillett, who used it in the control of scale insects on citrus 
trees in California. The methods of work were standardized by the 
investigations of R. S. Woglum in 1907-10, and the method 
spread to most of the fruit-growing countries of the world. 
Hydrocyanic acid was first used for the destruction of vermin in 
the sleeping carriages of the Cape Government Railway in 1898, 
and its use for similar purposes spread so rapidly that the town 
council of Johannesburg found it necessary, in 1916, to draw up 
by-laws for the licensing of fumigators and for regulating the 
practice. Hydrocyanic acid u7as authorized as a fumigant in  the 
United States Quarantine Regulations of 1910, but was first used 
on a large scale for killing rats in ships at  New Orleans in 1914. 

I n  the fumigation of plants it  is important to secure a con- 
centration of hydrocyanic acid which will kill the insect pest with- 
out injury to the plant; since these are more susceptible to injury 
in sunlight than in the dark, fumigation is done at  night and at  
38"-6j°F. Some plants are more easily damaged than others. 

I n  order to confine the gas, plants growing in the open are 
covered with a tent of closely-woven cotton cloth, measuring usu- 
ally froin 36 to 4jft .  across, which hangs down, touching the 
ground all round. The distance round the bottom of this tent is 
then measured and the distance over the top of the tree read off 
from a scale which is painted on the cloth itself; the quantity of 
cyanide required for the enclosure is then read off from tables 
constructed by Woglum and based on the use of I oz. of potas- 
sium cyanide (or 2 oz of sodium cyanide) for IOO cu.ft. of en- 
closed space: allom,ances are made for the size of tree and the 
nature of the insect to  be dealt with. The exposure to the gas is 
usually one hour. The hydrocyanic acid is generated by mixing 
together sodium cyanide ( I  oz ), concentrated sulphuric acid (1% 
fluid oz.) and water (2 02.). The water is placed in a 2 to 3gal. 
stoneware jug, the sulphuric acid added, the charge of cyanide 
is thrown in, and the tent closed at  once. I n  more gas-tight 
enclosures, such as greenhouses, a smaller dosage is sufficient; 
in some cases a repetition of the treatment after a suitable in- 
terval may be needful, eggs and pupae being more resistant than 
the larvae and mature insects; most scale insects require about 
2 4  02. per 1,000 cubic feet. 

I n  the fumigation of ships and mills, modifications of the pto- 
cedure are necessary owing to the larger quantity of gas required 
and the difficulty of protecting the operator from danger, several 
hours being allowed for the gas to  escape. 

The necessity of handling strong sulphuric acid and difficulties 
in disposal of the poisonous acid residues have led to the intro- 
duction of pure liquid hydrocyanic acid. This was first manufac- 
tured commercially in California in 1917 and in South Africa in 
1920 I n  California, the liquid, which contains 2 to 4% water, is 
supplied in iron drums holding IOO Ib. each. I t  is applied by 
means of a partable vessel containing 17 to 21 lb. with attached 
hand pump; each stroke of the pump delivers a measured quan- 
tity of the liquid to a spraying nozzle which is pushed into the 
tent; 22c.c. of the liquid acid are equivalent to I oz. of sodium 
cyanide. 

Liquid hydrocyanic acid is unstable and may even explode 
For this reason its use was restricted to districts in which distribu- 
tion by motor transport from a local factory was possible. The 
instability is principally due to  the presence of traces of am. 
monia gradually formed by the action of water on the acid itself 
Small quantities of a strong acid neutralize the ammonia anc 
therefore confer temporary stability; larger quantities are use. 
less because they accelerate the formation of ammonia. Recent11 

many other substances which neutralize ammonia have been pro- 
posed; among these, substances which also act as detectors are 
especially interesting. Owing to its faint smell the presence of a 
dangerous quantity of hydrocyanic acid may easily escape notice 
.(the smell is much more perceptible when one is smoking). The 
addition of 2 or 3% of such violently lachrymatory substances as 
cyanogen chloride, ethyl chlorocarbonate or ethyl bromoacetate 
is said to stabilize the acid and also give unmistakable warning 
of its presence in the air. Stabilized, liquid hydrocyanic acid, 
absorbed in granular diatomite, is marketed under the name of 
Cy clolz. 

The impure calcium cyanide produced by the cyanamide 
process gives off hydrocyanic acid by mere contact with moist 
air. Where the residue of lime is harmless the powdered material 
may therefore be used instead of hydrocyanic acid; for example, 
it  has been used for killing rabbits by blowing the dust into their 
burrows. 

Case Hardening.-Since 1910 case hardening by  immersion 
in fused sodium cyanide has come into use more especially in the 
United States and Canada. Mild steel absorbs carbon from fused 
sodium cyanide and is so converted, superficially, into steel which 
can be hardened by rapid cooling. The articles to  be treated are 
suspended in a bath of fused sodium cyanide a t  8 jo°C. preferably 
diluted with sodium chloride or carbonate to contain about 5 0 7 ~  
of NaCN. The rate of penetration of carbon into mild steel is 
h t h  in. (o.zjmm.) per hour, or about 50% more when 3% 
nlckel steel is used. The rate of penetration is independent of the 
percentage of cyanide in the bath, but the carbon content, and 
therefore the hardness after quenching, increases with i t ;  a n  im- 
mersion of 10 to I j min. is sufficient in some instances. 

Electroplating.- The use of cyanide solutions for plating with 
silver was discovered in 1840. A plating solution is prepared by 
dissolving a silver salt (e.g , the cyanide or carbonate) in a solu- 
tion of potassium cyanide. The article to  be plated, of which the 
surface has been carefully cleaned, and a sheet of silver of about 
the same size are suspended a few inches apart in the solution 
and a current of electricity is passed through the bath from the 
silver to the article. The silver dissolves and an equal quantity 
is deposited, so that the composition of the bath remains un- 
changed except for a slight decomposition of the cyanide by the 
action of atmospheric carbon dioxide. The quality of the deposit 
improves with the age of the bath: solutions are t o  be found 
which have been in use for more than 50 years. The composition 
of the bath varies, but from 2 to 4 oz. of silver per imperial gal- 
lon, with about double the minimum quantity of cyanide required 
to dissolve it ,  is usually satisfactory. The improvement with age 
is probably due to the higher electrical conductivity of the solu- 
tions containing accun~ulated impurities, principally potassium 
carbonate. The current generally used is 3 amp. per sq.ft. of 
surface. Plating with gold, gold-silver or gold-copper alloys is 
done in a similar way. Cyanide solutions are also used in the 
deposition of copper, zinc, brass and cadmium, more especially 
on iron. 

Flotation.- Intimate mixtures of the sulphides of lead, zinc, 
copper and iron with gangue often occur in nature. The separa- 
tion of the minerals is effected by agitating a mixture of the 
powdered ore, water and a little oil with air. A froth is formed 
in which the minerals predominate. G. E. Sheridan and G. G. 
Griswold (U S. Patents 1,421,583 and 1.42;,235 of 1922) have 
found that the addition of a small quantity of sodium cyanide 
and, preferably, zinc sulphate t o  the liquid, previously made 
faintly alkaline with soda ash, prevents the flotation of zinc sul- 
phide and of iron pyrites without affecting that of the sulphides 
of lead or copper. The iron and zinc may be separated by a sec- 
ond treatment in more strongly alkaline solution, the zinc alone 
floating. The process is in use at several mines in North America. 

BIRLIOGRAPHY.--T. E. Thorpe, Dictionary of Applied Chentistry, 
Cyanides (1921, Bibl.) ; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Ento- 
mology, Bull. 79, 84, go (1909-1911) ; P. G. Stock and G. W. Monier- 
Wliliams, Ministry o f  Health, Rep. on Public Health, No. 19;  Trans. 
Faradav Soc. (1921). 16, 471-553 : Fourtlt Report on Colloid Chem- 
istry, Brit. Assoc. ( I ~ z z ) ,  263; W. Blum and G. W. Hogaboom, 

' Principles of Electroplating (1924). (T. E.) 
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O R  U N B R O K E N  O R E  TO A M I X T U R E  OF S A N D  A N D  S L I M E  / ing is renewed. A large number I SLIME TO AGITATORS/ 1 

CYANIDE PROCESS. When the cyanide process was in- 
vented in 1887 there was pressing need for improvement in the 
treatment of gold ores. The industry, after languishing for many 
years, had received a fillip from the discovery of the Rand gold- 
field and was attracting great attention. The mining of ores was 
by no means inefficient, but extraction of the gold from them 
was poor and behind the times. The old amalgamation process 
(q.v.) was cheap but in general could only extract some 60% of 
the values, and most of the finely divided gold, as well as the 
gold contained in minerals such as pyrites and other sulphides, 
escaped in the tailings. Many ores had been discovered which 
could not be treated by amalgamation or were too poor to pay for 
working. Smelting, although effective, was costly and required the 
supply of large quantities of rich ore, together with lead ore and 
cheap fuel a t  no great distance from the gold mines. Metallur- 

bars of gold and silver. I n  modern practice the zinc shavings are 
replaced by zinc dust. 

The chemical action is complicated but need not be discussed 
here a t  length. The gold is not dissolved without chemical change, 
as sugar is dissolved in water. It is converted into cyanide of gold 
and is dissolved as a double cyanide of gold and potassium. When 
chemical symbols are used, the dissolving of the gold is repre- 
sented by the following equation:- 

tinuous presence of oxygen at  the surface of the particles of gold 
or the action stops altogether. 

Crushing a n d  C y a n i d i n g  t h e  Ore.-Gold ores are generally 
crushed in cyanide solution instead of water. The result is that 
the gold begins to be dissolved at  once, and the dissolving con- 
~inues throughout the succeeding stages until filtering is com- 
pleted. A variety of machines are used for crushing, among which 
may be mentioned the stamp battery (see ARTALGAMATIOX). 

When the ore has been reduced 
to a maximum size of about 

/ $in. in diameter it is delivered in- 
to tube mills (fig. I ) ,  for further 
grinding. A tube mill is a long 
iron cylinder placed in a hori- 
zontal position and made to re- 

- 
oflfilter leaves are clamped near iIG, 3 , - ~ L A L L . S L I M I N G ~ ~  PROCESS I 
together in a parallel position and ~ h ,  ore, ground t o  slime, passes on t o  

the whole frame of filter leaves, the agitators, whi le the sand is re- 

gists were busily engaged in the search for new methods and 
almost any proposal was eagerly seized upon and tested. I t  was 
the paradise of the bogus process-monger. Many new processes, 
including novelties in amalgamation, were found to be worthless 
or of limited scope. 

The proposal to use cyanide of potassium as a solvent for gold 
in ores is almost the only instance on record of an invention of 
vital importance to  an industry being made to order. I t  was put 
forward by J. S. MacArthur and R. W. and W. Forrest and was 
received at  first with derision, partly because the chemical was 
rare and had been little studied. Cyanide was best known at  the 
time as a deadly poison, although small quantities were used in 
electro-plating and in photography. 

However, i t  was soon found that the proposal was a sound one. 
I t  was tried in New Zealand in 1889 and in South Africa in 1890 
and before long was recognized as the new process for which 
everyone had been seeking. At first it was used mainly on the 
tailings from amalgamation in the Transvaal, but it was applied 
later to  both gold and silver ores without previous amalgamation, 
and this practice had become the general rule by 192 j. 

I n  the process, pulverized gold ores or the tailings from amalga- 
mation are mixed with a dilute solution of potassium cyanlde 
(KCy) or sodium cyanide (NaCy) in water. The gold and 

silver are dissolved and the solution is separated from the ore by 
filtration. The clear solution then flows through a mass of zinc 
shavings, when the gold and silver are precipitated and appear on 
the surface of the zinc as a black slime, while some zinc is dis- 
solved. The black slime is purified, melted down and cast into 

MEANS OF SPUR WHEEL (NOT SHOWN) 
WHICH MESHES WlTH 

ERV OF ORE FROM TU 

F IG.  1.- SECTION O F  T U B E  MILL SHOWING HOW THE BROKEN GOLD ORE. 
SCREENED TO A  MAXIMUM S I Z E  O F  vz IN . IS GROUND WlTH PEBBLES 

or "basket" as it is called, is im: turned t o  the tube m i l l  

mersed in the pulp to be filtered. In  some other leaf filters the 
pulp is forced under pressure into the interior of the leaf or bag 
and the clear liquid passes through the canvas to the outside, 
leaving the solids inside. This variety of filtering is called 
"filter-messing." 

volve on its own axis. I t  is half ' filled with flint pebbles or pieces 
of unbroken ore, which roll over 
each other as the mill revolves 
and grind the ore to a mixture of 
sand and slime. I t  is continuous 
in action. The ore enters cease- 
lessly at  one end and passes out 

the coarse sand from the s l ime a t  the other. 
The product of the tube mill is next "classified" or separated 

nto sand and slime. One type of classifying machine much used 
in South Africa is the Cone Classifier (fig. 2 ) .  This is kept full of 
water and the pulp is run in at  the top. The coarse sand settles 
and passes through a nozzle at the bottom; the fine slime over- 
flokvs at  the top with most of the water. The coarse sand is 
returned to the tube mill to be ground again and the product is 
fed once more into the classifier. The ore is thus all ground to 
slime in the end, as the only part which goes forward to other 
machines is the overflow from the classifier (fig. 3). This method 
of work is called "all-sliming." 

At this stage of the operations the dissolving of the gold is 
assisted by the use of agitating vats. One of the most ingenious 
of these is the Pachuca tank (fig. 4),  so called because of its use 
on silver ores at Pachuca in Mexico. Air is forced into the cen- 
tral tube A at the bottom and bubbles up the tube, carrying the 
slimed ore with it. The slime overflows at  the top of the tube and, 
passing down in the tank outside, enters the tube at  the bottom 
and is carried up again. Aeration and mixing continue until the 
gold is dissolved. 

F i l t r a t i o n  a n d  Gold  Recovery.-After the gold has been 
dissolved in the agitators the mixture is pumped into a filtering 
tank and the solution is separated from the residue by means of 
leaf filters. A single filter leaf (fig. j) is a canvas bag, wide 
and deep but nearly flat I t  may be p~ctured as an empty sack. 
In the Butters leaf a vacuum is 
created inside the bag so that the 
clear liquid is sucked through the 
canvas into it. The solids form 
layers or cakes of slime on the 
outside surfaces. When the cakes 
have grown to about  in. thick, 

are detached and the 'Iter- 

4 Au f 8 KCyf O,f 2  H,O=4 KAu Cy,+q KHO I An aiternathe and older method of separating the gold-cyanide 
solution from the ore-slime is bv decantation. The mixture is 

Anlong the involved chemical actions which take place there is 
one which should be borne in mind, and that is the part played 
by air in dissolving the gold. I t  is necessary to ensure the con- 

allowed to settle in large vats and the clear liquid is drawn off 
from the top. Lime is added to the charge to hasten tho settling. 
An improvement consists in continuously introducing a slow cur- 
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rent of clear water a t  the bottom and allowing it to overflow a t  of gold and silver in recent years, and that the mining industry 
:he  to^ (counter-current decantation). In  this way the ore-slime is well satisfied with its results. 
never settles but remains in suspension in the wate; in the vat and 
is gradually washed clean. 

For the recovery of the gold from the cyanide the dissolved air 
is first removed from the clear solution by applying a vacuum to 
thin streams of the liquid (Crowe process). The solution is then 
mixed with zinc dust and the gold Dreci~itated as black slime (not - 
to be confused with the ore-slime 
mentioned previously), while 
most of the zinc is dissolved. The 
gold-slime is then filter-pressed 
in leaf filters and the clear cya- 
nide solution se~ara ted  in them is 
conveyed to a storage tank for 
use again after it  has been re- 
aerated. The gold-slime is purified 
by furnace methods and is finally 
melted and cast into bars. 

One of the most striking fea- 
tures in the cyanide process is the 
extreme dilution of the solutions. 
In  South Africa the cyanide solu- 
tions are kept as far as possible 
at  a strength of only 0.027% 
(0.54 lb. per ton), and in 1922 
the of 'yanide was F I G .  4.-SECTION ( I N C O M P L E T E )  

about 0'27 lb' per ton of Ore' O F  A  p A C H u C A  A,lTATlNG TANK 
The total cost of treatment by Here, the slimed ore is charged with 
a modern plant is 3s. 6d. per ton. air while the gold is being $ssolved. 
 hi^ is remarkably low consider- Aeration is an important factor in the 

solution of gold by the cyanide process 
ing the complexity of the process, 
which can hardly be realized from the incomplete outline presented 
here. About 98% of the gold is extracted. 

Silver ores are treated similarly to gold ores, but the solutions 
are stronger, generally containing from 0.1% to 0.5% of cyanide. 

I n  places where the amalgamation process still lingers, as in 
India, gold ores are crushed in water, not cyanide solution. The 
all-sliming method is not used, but instead the sands and slimes 
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CYANIN is the pigment of cornflowers and occurs also in 
deep red dahlias. 

(See AXTHOCYANINS ASD ANTHOXANTHINS.) 
CYANITE : see KYANITE 
CYANOGEN, a gas composed of carbon and nitrogen. The 

name was suggested by Prussian blue (Gr. Kuanos, blue), its 
earliest known con~pound. Cyanogen (C,N2) was first isolated in 
1815 by J. Gay-Lussac, who obtained it  by heating mercury or 
silver cyanide; this discovery is of considerable historical impor- 
tance, since it  recorded the isolation of a "compound radical." I t  
may also be prepared by heating ammonium oxalate, by passing 
induction sparks between carbon points in an atmosphere of nitro- 
gen, or by the addition of a concentrated solution of potassium 
cyanide to one of copper sulphate, the mixed solutions being then 
heated. I t  also occurs in blast-furnace gases. When cyanogen is 
prepared by heating mercuric cyanide, a brown residue known as 
para-cyanogen (CN). is left; this is to be regarded as a polymeride 
of cyanogen. Cyanogen is a colourless gas, possessing a peculiar 
characteristic smell, and is very poisonous. I t  burns with a purple 
flame, forming carbon dioxide and nitrogen; and may be condensed 
(by cooling to - 2  j0 C.) to a colourless liquid, and further to  a 
solid, which melts a t  -34.4' C. (M. Faraday, 184 5). I t  dissolves 
readily in water and the aqueous solution decomposes on stand- 
ing; a dark-brown flocculent precipitate of azulmic acid, CaH,N,O, 
separating, whilst ammonium oxalate, urea and hydrocyanic acid 
are found in the solution. I n  many respects it  resembles chlorine 
in its chemical behaviour, a circumstance noted by Gay-Lussac; 
it combines directly with hydrogen (at  jooO to j;oO C.) to  form 
hydrocyanic acid, and with chlorine, bromine, iodine and sulphur, 
to form cyanogen chloride, etc.; i t  also combines directly with 
zinc, cadmium and iron to form cyanides of these metals. I t  
combines with sulphuretted hydrogen, in the presence of water. 
to form the compound C2N2.H?S, and in the presence of alcohol. 
to form the compound C,N2.2H2S. Concentrated hydrochloric 
acid converts it into oxamide. 

Potash solution converts it  into a mixture of potassium cyanide 
and cyanate. With tin and hydrochloric acid it yields ethylene- 
diamine. 

CYAXARES (Si-Bks'-ah-rez), king of Media, reigned, ac- 
cording to Herodotus (i. 1 0 7 ) ~  40 years, about 624-584 B.C. That 
he was the real founder of the Median empire is proved by the 
fact that in Darius's time a Median usurper, Fravartish, pretended 
to be his offspring (Behistun inscr. 2. 43). Herodotus narrates 
(i. 103 et  seq.) that he renewed the war against the Assyrians and, 
while he besieged Nineveh, was attacked by a great Scythian army 
under Madyas. The Scythians defeated Cyaxares and ruled 2 8  
years, till a t  last they were made drunk and slain by him a t  a ban- 
quet (cf. also Herod. i. 73). We know from Jeremiah and Zepha- 
niah that Syria and Palestine were really invaded by northern 

1 I I barbarians in 626 B.c., and it  is probable that this invasion was 
FROM GoWLAND "METALLURGY OF THE NON.FERRCUS METALS*  ( F R A S E R  B cnALMERs) ' I the principal cause of the downfail of the Assyrian empire. (See 
F I G .  5.- BUTTERS- LEAF F I L T E R .  BY W H I C H  T H E  P U L P  F R O M  T H E  MEDIA and PERSIA: Ancient History.) Cyaxares now renewed his 
AGITATORS I S  SEPARATE.D INTO R E S I D U E  AND LIQUID. T H E  CLEAR S O L U -  
TION I S  S U C K E D  INTO T H E  LEAF FILTERS.  WHILE THE RESIDUE CAKES O N  
T H E  OUTSIDE S U R F A C E S  

are cyanided separately. The sands are charged into large cir- 
cular vats. Cyanide solution is pumped on to the top and sinks 
downwards through the sand, dissolving the gold as it  passes. I t  
runs out a t  the bottom through a filter bed of coarse sand covered 
with canvas. The oxygen is supplied from that dissolved in the 
solution and from the air held in the porous ore. The air supply 
may be renewed by draining the charge dry. Similar methods 
were in use in South Africa before 1925. 

I n  conclusion it may be observed that the cyanide process was 
responsible for a very large proportion of the world's production 

attack on Assyria, and in 606 B.C. destroyed Nineveh and the other 
capitals of the empire (Herod. i. 106). The countries north and 
east of the Tigris, the northern part of Mesopotamia, Armenia and 
Cappadocia were likewise subdued. The attempt to advance 
farther into Asia Minor led to a war with Alyattes of Lydia, in 
which Syennesis of Cilicia and Nebuchadrezzar (in Herodotus 
"Labynetus") of Babylon interceded and effected a peace, where- 
by the Halys was fixed as frontier between the two empires. 
Cyaxares died shortly afterwards. 

CYBELE, a goddess native to Asia Minor, known to the 
Romans most commonly as the GREAT MOTHER OF THE GODS. 
(q.v.). 

CYCADALES : see GYMKOSPERMS. 
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in 1816, is the earliest instance. 

For the epic cycle, or cyclic poems, of Greece see HOMERIC 
POEMS. 

CYCLE MANUFACTURE: see BICYCLE; MOTOR CYCLES; 
TRICYCLE. 

CYCLE OF TRADE: see TRADE CYCLE. 
CYCLING, the clipped term now given comprehensively to  

the sport or exercise of riding a bicycle (q.v.) or tricycle (9.v.). 
History.-Suggestions of vehicles having two or more wheels 

and propelled by the muscular effort of the rider or riders are to 
be found in very early times, even on the bas-reliefs of Egypt and 
Babylon and the frescoes of Pompeii; but though sporadic ex- 
amples of such contrivances are recorded in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, i t  was apparently not till the beginning of the 19th 
century that they were used to any considerable extent. A 
"velocipede" invented by Blanchard and Magurier, and described 
in the Joz~rnal de Paris on July 27, 1779, differed little from the 
ce'le'rifkre proposed by another Frenchman, de Sivrac, in  1690; 
it  consisted of a wooden bar rigidly connecting two wheels placed 
one in front of the other, and was propelled by the rider, seated 
astride the bar, pushing against the ground with his feet. The 
next advance was made in the draisine of Freiherr Karl Drais 
von Sauerbronn (1785-1851), described in his Abbildung und 
Beschreibung seiner neu erfundenen Laufmaschine (Nuremberg, 
1817). In  this the front wheel was pivoted on the frame so that 
it  could be turned'sideways by a handle, thus serving to steer 
the machine. A similar machine, known by the name "celeripede," 
also with a movable front wheel, is said to have been ridden by 
J. h'. Niepce in Paris some years before I n  England the draisine 
achieved a great, though temporary, vogue under various nnrnes 
such as velocipede, patent accelerator, bivector, bicipedes, pe- 
destrian curricle (patented by Dennis Johnson in 1818), dandy 
horse, hobby horse, etc., and for a time i t  was popular in America 
also. The propulsion of the draisine by pushing with the feet 
being alleged to give rise to  diseases of the legs, arrangements 
were soon suggested, as by Louis Gompertz in England in 1821, 
by which the front wheel could be rotated by the hands with the 
aid of a system of gearing, but the idea of providing mechanical 
connections between the feet and the wheels was apparently not 
thought of till later. Pedals with connecting rods working on the 
rear axle are said to have been applied to  a tricycle in 1834 by 
Kirkpatrick McMillan, a Scottish blacksmith of Keir, Dumfries- 
shire, and to a draisine by him in 1840, and by a Scottish cooper, 
Gavin Dalzell, of Lesmahagow, Lanarkshire, about 1845. The 
draisine thus fitted had wooden wheels, with iron tyres, the lead- 
ing one about ~ o i n .  in diameter and the driving one about 4oin., 
and thus it  formed the prototype, though not the ancestor, of 
the modern rear-driven safety bicycle. 

For the next 20 years little was done, and then began the 
evolution of the high "ordinary" bicycle, with a large driving 
wheel in front and a small trailing one behind. Rubber tyres, in 
place of iron ones, appeared in 1868, and in two or three years 
were made an inch or an inch and a half in width. Suspension 
wheels, with wire spokes in tension, were seen a t  the Crystal 
Palace, London, on the "Phantom" of W. F. Reynolds and J. A. 
Mays in 1869, and early in the same year the manufacture of 
bicycles, a t  first for export to  France, was begun in England by 
the Coventry Sewing Machine Company, till then makers of 
sewing machines. There was a rapid growth in the size of the 
front wheel with a corresponding shrinkage in the rear wheel 
until by 1874, the date of the invention of the tangent wheel by 
James Starley, 54in. wheels were being made. I t  is important 
(historically) to remember that James Starley died before John 
Kemp Starley (his nephew) began work. The high bicycle was 
now fairly established in form and very fast times were made 
with it  both on the road and on the racing path. I n  1882 H.  L. 
Cortis rode 2om. 3ooyds. in one hour, and in April 1884 Thomas 
Stevens started from San Francisco t o  ride round the world, a 
feat which he accomplished in Dec. 1886. 

The improvement of the high bicycle was attempted in two di- 
rections. On the one hand it  was modified by placing the rider 
farther back, his position "over his work" being ensured by 

CYCADS: see GYMNOSPERMS. + 

CYCLADES, islands in the Greek Archipelago, around the 
island of Syra (Syros), the principal town of which, Hermoupolis, 
is the capital of a department. The islands are interesting and 
picturesque; their inhabitants present the best type of Greek, 
and many islands bear traces of the feudal rule of Venetian 
families. Delos (q.v.), was a great centre of ancient religious, 
political and commercial life, and has been thoroughly excavated 
by French archaeologists; Melos ( q . ~ . ) ,  has Hellenic and Roman 
remains, and the prehistoric town of Phylakopi has been excavated 
by the British school at  Athens. In  the volcanic Thera (see SAN- 
TORIN), the ancient capital has been explored by Baron Hiller von 
Gartringen. Naxos, largest and most fertile, contains the highest 
mountain (Zia, 3.290 ft .) ,  and exports emery, a state monopoly 
hypothecated to the foreign debt. Ceos (q.v.) or ZeB and 10s 
furnish valonia. Kimolos produces fuller's-earth. The marble of 
Paros has been practically abandoned; that of Tenos is worked by 
a British syndicate; iron ore is exported from Seriphos, man- 
ganese and sulphur from Melos, and pumice for cement (poz- 
zola?za) from Santorin. But the mineral wealth of the Cyclades 
is ill-exploited as yet. Though of rugged and barren aspect, they 
export wines, brandy, tobacco and hides. Cythnos, Melos and 
other islands possess hot medicinal springs. Tenos has a pilgrim- 
church, modern but famous throughout Greece. 

Population of the Cyclades (1928, last census before World 
War 11) 129,762. The islands were occupied by Germany in 
1941. 

CYCLAMEN, in botany, a genus belonging to the family 
Primulaceae, containing 2 0  species native in the mountains of 
central Europe and the Mediterranean region. C. europaez~rn 
(sow-bread) is found as an introduced plant in copses in Kent 
and Sussex. The plants are low- 
growing herbs with large tuberous 
rootstocks, from the surface of 
which spring a number of broad, 
generally heart-shaped or kidney- 
shaped, long-stalked leaves, 
which in cultivated forms are 
often beautifully marbled, ribbed 
or splashed. The, flowers are nod- 
ding, and white, pink, lilac or 
crimson in colour. The corolla 
has a short tube and five large re- 
flexed lobes. After flowering the 
stalk becomes spirally coiled, 
drawing the fruit down to the 
soil. Cyclamen is a favourite 
flower, and C. persicum is the 
sort most grown by florists as a 

. 

pot plant. I t  is a small-growing FROM A .  JORDAN " ICONES AD FLORAM 
EUROPAE" 

kind bearing medium-sized leaves W I L ~  (CYCLAMEN E U R O -  
and numerous flowers. C. persi- P A E U M ) ,  A STEMLESS PLANT, SOME- 
cum giganteum is a large, strong- TIMES CALLED "SOW BREAD" BE- 

growing variety, not quite so free CAUSE ITS TUBERS ARE RELISHED 

flowering as  C. persicum but in BY 

all other respects superior to it when well grown. C. persicurn 
papilio differs in the fringed character of the petals. There is also 
a beautiful crested race. . (N. TR.) 

CYCLE, in astronomy, a period of time a t  the end of which 
some aspect or relation of the heavenly bodies recurs. (Gr. KLKXOS, 
a circle.) (See CALESDAR and ECLIPSE.) I n  physics, the term is 
applied to a series of operations which, performed upon a system, 
brings it back to its original state; "Carnot's Cycle" is an example 
(see THERMODYNAMICS). The word is used loosely of any long 
period of time. From the phrase i, i n r ~ b s  K~IKXOS, the epic cycle 
(see below), comes the application of the term "cycle" to a series 
of prose or poetical romances which have for a centre one subject, 
whether a person, as in the Alexander, Arthurian or Charlemagne 
cycles, or an object, such as the ring of the Nibelungenlied. In 
music "Song-cycle" (Ger. Liederkreis) is similarly used of a series 
of songs written round one subject or set to poems by the same 
author. Beethoven's An die ferne Geliebte (Op. 98), published 
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arranging the pedals immediately below him and connecting them 
to the front wheel, which was usually reduced in size, by levers 
and cranks or by chain-gearing, often with a multiplying action. 
On the other, the rear wheel was enlarged and made the driving 
wheel. This latter developed into the modern rcar-driven safety. 
There are numerous claimants for the invention-or rather the 
reinvention-of this type, but it  appears that the credit for its 
practical and commercial introduction in substantially its pres- 
ent form is due t o  J. K. Starley in  England. His "Rover," 
brought out early in 1885, had two nearly equal wheels, the 
driving wheel goin. in diameter and the steering gzin., and the 
rider sat so far back that he could not be thrown forward over 
the handles. The motion imparted by the pedals to a sprocket 
wheel mounted between the wheels was transmitted by an end- 
less chain to the rear wheel, and by sufficiently increasing the 
size of this sprocket wheel the machine could be made to travel 
as far  or farther than the "ordinary" for each complete revolu- 
tion of the pedals. From about 1890 the "safety" monopolized 
the field. At first i t  was fitted with the narrow rubber tyres cus- 
tomary at  the time, but these gave way to pneumatic tyres, in- 
vented in 1888 by J. B. Dunlop, a Scotsman practising as a 
veterinary surgeon in Belfast, whose idea, however, had been 
anticipated in the English patent No. 10,990 taken out by R. W. 
Thomson in 1845. The result was a great gain in comfort, due 
to reduction of vibration, and a remarkable increase of speed or, 
alternatively, decrease of exertion. The beginning of the 20th 
century saw the introduction of two innovations: one was the 
"free-wheel," a device which allows the driving wheel to rotate 
independently of the chain and pedals, so that the rider, con- 
trolling his speed with powerful brakes, can "coast" down a hill 
using the stationary pedals as foot-rests; and the other was the 
motor-cycle, in  which a petrol-engine relieves him, except a t  start- 
ing, from all personal exertion, though at  the cost of considerable 
vibration. 

The safety bicycle, with pneumatic tyres, rendered cycling uni- 
versally popular, not merely as a pastime but as a convenient 
means of locomotion for everyday use. Made with a drop-frame, 
it also enabled women to cycle without being confined to a heavy 
tricycle or compelled to  assume "rational dress." I n  consequence 
there was an enormous expansion in the cycle industry. I n  Britain 
the demand for machines had become so great by 1895 that 
the makers were unable t o  cope with it. Numbers of new fac- 
tories were started, small shops grew into large companies, and 
the capital invested advanced by millions of pounds. The makers 
who had devoted their mechanical skill to perfecting the methods 
of cycle-construction were swallowed up by company promoters 
and adventurers, bent simply upon filling their own pockets. 
In  America the manufacture of bicycles was not begun until 
about 1878, when i t  was introduced by A. A. Pope (1843-1909), 
and even by 1890 the value of the products barely exceeded 2 4  
million dollars, while for several years later much of the steel 
tubing required for bicycle manufacture continued to be imported 
from Great Britain. The industry, however, thanks to auto- 
matic machinery and perfect organization grew rapidly, and in 
1900 the value of its products was nearly 32 million dollars. I n  
the two years 1897 and 1898 the exports of cycles and cycle parts 
alone were worth nearly 14 million dollars, though they fell off 
in  subsequent years, and British makers had to contend with an 
American invasion in addition to  their domestic troubles. But 
the competition was short-lived. The American makers sent over 
machines with single tube tyres and wooden rims, which did not 
secure the approval of the British purchaser, and so they too lost 
their hold. I n  the opening years of the 20th century the industry 
in Great Britain gradually recovered itself. More attention was 
paid to  the production of cheap machines which were sound and 
trustworthy, and sales were further stimulated by the introduc- 
tion of systems of deferred payments. I n  1905 about 600,ooo 
machines were made in Great Britain, and 47,604 were exported, 
the total value of the home-market for cycles and their parts 
being about 3+ millions sterling, and of the export trade about 
one million. I n  the same year the number of machines imported 
was only 2,345. 

Touring Clubs.-Cycle tours were taken and cycling clubs 
established almost as soon as the cycle appeared, the Pickwick 
Bicycle Club in London, founded in 1870, being the oldest in  the 
world. The organization of these clubs is chiefly of a social char- 
acter, and a few possess well-appointed club-houses. T o  a great 
extent they have been superseded by the large touring organiza- 
tions. The Cyclists' Touring Club, organized in 1878 as the Bi- 
cycle Touring Club, has members scattered through Europe, 
America and even the East. Many other countries possess na- 
tional clubs, as for instance the League of American Wheelmen, 
founded in 1880, and the Touring Club de France, founded in 
1895, of whose objects cycling is only one, though the chief. The 
aim of these national associations, which have formed an inter- 
national touring league, is the promotion of cycle touring. T o  this 
end they publish road-books, maps and journals; they recom- 
mend hotels, with fixed tariffs, in their own and other countries; 
they appoint representatives to  aid their members when touring; 
and they have succeeded in inducing most governments to allow 
their members to  travel freely across frontiers without paying 
duty on their machines. I n  all countries they have erected 
warning-boards a t  dangerous places; in France the best route is 
suggested by a sign-post, and cyclists who meet with accidents in 
lonely places find repair outfits provided for their free use. An- 
other important part of the work of these clubs, either directly 
or indirectly, is the inlprovement of the roads. France has done 
more for the cyclist than any other country, owing to the fact 
that she possesses the best roads, kept up to a certain extent by 
the cycle tax, whereby the cyclist acquires a certain official po- 
sition and right; moreover cycles accompanied by their owners 
are conveyed without extra charge on the railways, and aid is 
given to the sport and pastime from public funds. I n  Belgium 
the cycle has worked a veritable revolution in the national life. 
The surface of the greater part &of the country being loose and 
sandy, the roads have been paved, and this paving is so bad as 
to  be impossible for light traffic. The cycle tax has consequently 
been devoted, first, to  the construction of paths on which cy- 
clists have equal rights with pedestrians, and secondly to  the re- 
placing of the paving by macadam. I n  this way alone cycling has 
proved of inestimable benefit to Belgium and Luxembourg. I n  
the United States measures for securing good roads and side 
paths have been introduced in various states, mainly a t  the insti- 
gation first of cyclists and then of motorists, and in Great Britain 
the Roads Improvement Association has worked for the same end. 

Racing.-Each country also possesses an organization for the 
government of cycle racing; and although these unions, one ob- 
ject of which-usually the main one-is the encouragement of 
cycle racing and cycle legislation, boast an enormous member- 
ship, their membership is often composed of clubs and not in- 
dividuals. Among the most important are the National Cyclists' 
Union of England and the Union VClocipCdique of France. These 
bodies are also bound together by the Union Cycliste Interna- 
tionale which is devoted mainly to the promotion of racing and 
legislation connected with i t  all over the world. The National 
Cyclists' Union, originally the Bicycle Union, which was the 
parent body of all, formed in Feb. 1878, was the first to  put up 
danger-boards, and also was early instrumental, alone and with 
the C.T.C., in framing or suggesting laws for the proper govern- 
ment and regulation of cycle traffic, notably in  establishing i ts  
position as a vehicle in securing universal rights, in  endeavouring, 
again in conjunction with the C.T.C., to  increase facilities for 
the carriage of cycles on the railways, in securing the opening 
of parks, and in pronloting many other equally praiseworthy ob- 
jects. For a number of years, however, i t  has been more prom- 
inent as the ruling race-governing body. But cycle racing has 
fallen upon evil days. At one time cycle racing attracted a large 
number of spectators, but gradually it  lost the public favour, or 
rather was ignored by the ~ u b l i c  because it became mainly an 
advertisement for cycle makers. The presence of the man, di- 
rectly or indirectly, in the employ of, or aided by a maker, and 
the consequent mixing up of trade and sport, lowered racing 
not only in the public estimation, but in that of all genuine ama- 
teurs. There have always been a few amateurs who have raced 
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for the love of the sport, but the greater number of prominent 
racing men have raced for the benefit of a firm, so much so that, 
a t  one time, an entire section of racing men were classed as 
"makers' amateurs." They did not confine themselves to the 
race track, but appropriated the public roads until they became 
a danger and a nuisance, and road-racing, on the old lines, finally 
was abolished, though record rides, as they are called, are still 
indulged in, claims being checked and adjudicated upon by a 
strong organization, known as the Road Records Association, 
founded in 1888. The makers' amateurs at least rode t o  win and 
to make the best time possible. But the scandal was SO 

great that a system of licensing riders was adopted by the 
N.C.U., and if this did not effectively kill the sport, the intro- 
duction of waiting races did. There probably is considerable skill 
in riding two-thirds of a race as slowly as possible, and only 
hurrying the last part of the last lap, but it  does not amuse the 
public, who want to  see a fast race as well as a close finish. 
The introduction of pacing by multicycles and motors next took 
from cycle racing what interest was left. A motor race, in which 
the machines are run a t  top speed, is more exciting than the 
spectacle of a motor being driven at  a rate which the cyclist can 
follow with the protection of a wind-shield. I n  America (see 
below) this system of proving the capacity of racing machines 
was carried so far that in 1899 a board track was laid down on 
the Long Island railway for about zm. between the metals, and 
a cyclist named Murphy, followed a train, and protected by 
enormous wind-shields, succeeded in covering a mile in less than 
a minute. Other cyclists have devoted themselves, a t  the instiga- 
tion of makers, to  the riding of Ioom. a day every day for a 
year. I t  would be difficult to  say what advantage there is in 
these trials and contests. They are not convincing records, and 
only prove that some people are willing to  take great personal 
risks for the benefit of their employers. E. Hale, during 1899- 
1900, covered 32,496m. in 313 days. For many years also long- 
distance races, mostly of six days' duration, have been promoted 
on covered tracks, and though condemned by all cycling organi- 
zations, they find a great deal of pecuniary support. 

Military.- The cycle has also been taken up for military pur- 
poses. For this idea the British army is indebted to Colonel A. R .  
Savile, who in 1887 organized the first series of cycle manoeuvres 
in Britain. Since then military cycling has undergone a great 
development, not only in the country of its origin but in most 
others. 

Recent  Developments.-During the period following 1910 
the evolution of the bicycle was not maintained, mechanical 
changes being less frequent and not so drastic as had been the 
case during the early pneumatic era. After 1918 interest in every 
branch of cycling increased to a marked extent, and this had its 
origin in the attitude taken up by  the big cycle makers, who, de- 
siring the freedom from trouble which mass production provides, 
discouraged invention and development and allowed design to 
stagnate. 

Thus an opportunity arose for the assembler or small maker, 
generally an active cyclist himself, and invariably a working 
mechanic. Numbers of such men started in business, making a 
specialty of bicycles built to  order and complying with the cus- 
tomer's own specification. These assemblers purchased parts 
from the various houses specializing in the production of fittings 
for the trade and built them up into complete machines. Under 
their aegis, supported by a growing demand from the large num- 
ber of club riders of both sexes, the light roadster bicycle was 
evolved, a type which the large manufacturer had persistently 
ignored for more than a generation. 

I n  addition to  reducing the weight of his product, the small 
maker incorporated certain improvements which hard riders 
were quick to appreciate; among these were the drop-out rear 
wheel and the caliper brake, both of which, it  is worth noting, 
were old ideas, the advantages of which had not been realized 
when they originally appeared on the market. The light-weight 
bicycle with small (26in.) wheels gave cycling a new lease of 
life; contemporaneously with its advent came a movement to 
popularize rational dress among lady cyclists. The fashion of 

wearing short skirts, aided by the adoption of breeches, by the 
many women who took up agricultural work during the World 
War enabled the bifurcated garment to overcome prejudice and 
to score an almost complete triumph over the skirt. To-day 
nearly 90% of club women and keen riders wear rationals for 
their more serious cycling, though skirts are retained for shopping 
expeditions and short journeys. Many wearers of rational dress 
use diamond-framed machines. 

Officials of the big factories were somewhat slow to note the 
tendency of demand, and allowed the small makers to  obtain a 
long lead in the production of light bicycles. Ultimately they 
began to realize the position, and many of them designed light 
and speedy models to  compete with the locally built machines. 
These may now be procured from most of the large manufac- 
turers, but the small assembler still enjoys the great advantage 
of being able to comply with the whims of his client, and the 
ability to buiId "to order" without undue interruption of his 
works routine. Another feature of the post-war period has been 
the revival of interest in  tandem riding. This, again, has been 
fostered by the little maker with the encouragement of club 
riders. 

Road racing has flourished exceedingly. I n  Europe, America 
and Australia competitions are run on ordinary racing lines, the 
riders starting together, or, in the case of handicaps, in the order 
of their time allowance, the first man to finish being the winner. 
In  Great Britain and Ireland the time trial system is in vogue, 
and has proved an extraordinary success. So great has the num- 
ber of events become that, in 1922, the most prominent cycling 
clubs came together and formed the Road Racing Council, to 
which 80 clubs are affiliated, and which has compiled regulations 
for the conduct of road trials. The most popular distances are 
25, 50 and Ioom., while several races a t  12 and 24 hours are or- 
ganized each year. One of the best things the R.R.C. has done 
for the sport has been to limit the number of entrants for any 
race run under its jurisdiction, and in the more important events 
not more than IOO riders may take part. 

The Road Racing Council has managed to cope successfully 
with that age-old problem, the "trade-assisted amateur" by de- 
creeing that a rider whose performances have been advertised 
shall not compete in a speed trial promoted by any of its ad- 
herent clubs. The National Cyclists Union does not go as far as 
this in its efforts to  discourage the association of the trade with 
the sport, but it  requests cycle and accessory manufacturers to 
refrain from quoting the names of riders in their announcements. 
The legislative bodies of Great Britain are unique in their de- 
sire to prevent the exploitation of wins by amateurs for trade 
purposes. In  every other country where cycle racing flourishes 
makers are allowed to advertise the exploits of racing amateurs. 
This is not the only detail in which Britain is peculiar. Whereas 
professional cycling thrives in every other civilized country, 
Britain has no professional racing men. 

Track racing continues to  enjoy great popularity in France, 
Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Norway, Denmark, 
America, Italy and Australia, but in Great Britain, Spain, Nor- 
way, South Africa and certain other countries, the scarcity of 
up-to-date tracks prevents the development of this branch of the 
sport. The annual races fop the championships of the world 
have been continued, the Union Cycliste Internationale having 
taken over the series which were inaugurated by its predecessor, 
the International Cyclists' Association. I n  1921 the motor-paced 
race for the amateur title was dropped, and its place as a dis- 
tance test was taken by a road race the distance of which is 
usually from IOO to 120  miles. 

Important influences in the development of cycling can be 
traced to the periodical exhibitions which have been a regular 
feature since they were first inaugurated by the Stanley Bicycle 
Club in London in 1878. Since that year London has seen a t  least 
one Cycle Show each season, and the idea has been copied and 
expanded in every country throughout the world. The annual 
"Show" which cyclists and cycle makers originated has been imi- 
tated by the newer industry which caters for motoring, and now- 
adays Motor Exhibitions are held in every important capital. 
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The yearly Show has served a dual purpose; it encourages 

manufacturers to improve their products, each striving to evolve 
something better than his rivals; thus was mechanical advance- 
ment fostered. Secondly, the exhibitors provide the public with 
frequent opportunities for inspecting the latest models, with the 
obvious incentive to  purchase the newest types. (H. W. B.) 

Bicycle R a c i n g  in t h e  U n i t e d  States.-Bicycle racing, after 
many vicissitudes, is now becoming one of the nation's major 
sports. A troupe of English professionals inaugurated it in this 
country about 1870 when they introduced the high wheel. The 
dirt tracks used for trotting races served for the first set of 
cycling events, staged near Springfield, Massachusetts. With the 
invention of the safety-wheel about 1889, there came also the 
board tracks. Americans then took the lead in the sport that 
they have since maintained. Formerly cycling was extremely 
popular all over the country. There were tracks from Man- 
hattan Beach to California. Manufacturers of bicycles and acces- 
sories kept the sport alive by organizing competing racing teams. 
JVith the coming of the automobile about 1895, cycling, as a 
utility, died out, only to return later as a sport. I t  prospered 
in Salt Lake City, then spread back to the East, with Newark, 
N.J., as the centre. LVhile there were not in 1928 as many 
bicycle tracks in America as there were in the old days, the 
sport was increasing in popularity where tracks were located. 
Out-door tracks for summer racing are situated in New York, 
Newark, Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Providence, R.I., Hartford, 
Conn. and other cities. The track in Chicago, a cement bowl in 
Humboldt park, is owned by the city. The six-day racing branch 
of cycling has for many years attracted people by the thousands 
to Madison Square Garden in New York and to the Coliseum in 
Chicago, the largest amphitheatres in those cities. I n  1927 Detroit, 
with the completion of its new Olympia holding 17,000 people, 
saw its first six-day race, and now that city is permanently in the 
six-day circuit. In  New York six-day bicycle racing is witnessed 
by sport enthusiasts twice a year, in  December and March, while 
Chicago has its two races in October and February. 

( M r .  RA.) 
CYCLOID: see CURVES, SPECIAL. 
CYCLOMETER, an instrument used especially by cyclists to 

determine the distance they have traversed (Gr. K~IKXOS, circle, 
a n d  p i ~ p o v ,  measure). I n  a common form a stud attached to one 
spoke of the wheel engages with a toothed pinion and moves i t  on 
one tooth a t  each revolution. The pinion is connected with a 
train of clockwork, the gearing of which bears such a ratio t o  the 
circumference of the wheel that the distance corresponding to the 
number of times it  has revolved is shown on a dial in miles or 
other units. 

CYCLONE. The word was first coined by H.  Piddington in 
the Sailors' Horn-book (1855) for tropical revolving storms, t o  
indicate the combined circular and centripetal movement, which 
was once thought to  be characteristic of all central systems of 
low pressure. (Gr. K U K X ~ ~ V ,  whirling, from KLKXOS, the coil of a 
snake.) I t  is now used not only for the tropical revolving storms 
of the Indian ocean but also for any atmospheric system where 
the pressure is lowest a t  the centre. The winds in consequence 
tend to blow towards the centre, but are diverted by the earth's 
rotation, and circle round the centre in a counter-clockwise direc- 
tion in the Northern Hemisphere, and the reverse in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The whole system has a motion of translation, being 
usually associated with the great wind-drifts. Thus the direc- 
tion of movement of cyclones over the British Isles is usually 
from south-west to north-east, though they may remain stationary 
for a time or move in other directions. Well-formed cyclones are 
usually accompanied by gales and bad weather. They are fre- 
quently referred to as "lows" or "depressions" on weather charts. 
The convention that all cyclones are regions of upward convec- 
tion whereas anticyclones (q.71.) are regions of downward con- 
vection can no longer be accepted. 

See Shaw, Manual of Meteorology (part 4 ,  1919) and vol. i., ch. xiv. 
(1926). 

CYCLOPEAN MASONRY, a term in architecture, used in 
conjunction with Pelasgic, to  define the rude polygonal masonry 

employed by the Greeks, the Etruscans and other primitive 
peoples (from the Cyclopes, the supposed builders of the walls of 
Mycenae). In  the earliest examples it  consists only of huge masses 
of rock, of irregular shape, piled one on the other and depending 
on their great size and weight for cohesion; sometimes smaller 
pieces of rock filled up the interstices. The walls and gates of 
Tiryns and Mycenae were thus constructed. Later, these blocks 
were shaped to fit one another. The date cannot always be de- 
termined by the type of construction; where stratified rocks were 
obtainable horizontal coursing may in some cases have been early 
adopted; in fact, there are instances in Greece of a later wall of 
cyclopean construction being built over one with horizontal 
courses. 

CYCLOPES. ( I )  In  Homer the Cyclopes are one-eyed can- 
nibal giants (Kir~Xw$, Round-eye), living a rude pastoral life in 
a distant land (traditionally identified with Sicily), having no 
social unit larger than the family (see ACIS; POLYPHEMUS). (2) 
I n  Hesiod they are sons of Heaven and Earth, three in  number- 
Arges, Brontes and Steropes (Bright, Thunderous, Lightener)- 
who forge the thunderbolts of Zeus; later authors say Apollo 
killed them for making the thunderbolt which slew Asclepius, 
and make them the workmen of Hephaestus (q.v.). (3) The 
walls of several ancient cities, e.g., Tiryns, of Mycenaean archi- 
tecture, are sometimes said to  have been built by Cyclopes, per- 
haps the same as ( 2 ) .  Hence in modern archaeology the term 
Cyclopean applied to walling of which the stones are not squared. 

See Roscher's Lexikon, art. "Kyklopen" (bibl.). 
CYCLOSTOMATA or MARSIPOBRANCHII, a group 

of vertebrate animals that includes the lampreys and hagfishes; 
formerly these were placed among the fishes, but are now generally 
regarded as forming a class apart. The Cyclostomata are naked, 
eel-shaped animals, without paired fins; the mouth is not pro- 
vided with jaws, but there is a very muscular protrusible tongue, 
which is armed with horny teeth, and works like a piston, rasp- 
ing off the flesh of the fishes on which these animals prey. The 
gills are vascular ridges on the inner walls of a series of separate 
sacs enclosed in muscular pouches. The gill-sacs communicate in- 
ternally with the pharynx and open to the exterior either directly 
or by means of ducts. The olfactory organs are united and open 

into the pituitary canal, the ex- 
ternal aperture of which appears 
as a single median nostril. 

Relationships.- It is gener- 
ally considered that the condition 
of the olfactory organ in Cyclos- 
tomes is secondary, and that 
other vertebrates with the olfac- 
tory organs and nostrils paired 
are more primitive in that re- 
spect. Whether the absence of 
jaws and of gill-arches is primi- 

F R O M  K I A E R ,  V I D E N S K .  S K R I F T ,  O S L O  
1 tive or not has been disputed, 

FIG. 1.-A COMPARISON OF T H E  
certain structures in hfyxine 

ABOVE,  OF T H E  LIV- having been interpreted as modi- 
I N G  LAMPREY ( P E T R O M Y Z O N )  A N D  fied branchial arches. Quite re- 
T H E  S I L U R I A N  FOSSIL ANAS PIDA cently, however, the ~ n a s ~ i d a  
(RHYNCHOLEPIS), SHOWING ESSEN- and Cephalaspida, ancient groups 

T l A L  S I M I L A R I T Y  known only from Palaeozoic fos- 
sils, have been proved by Kiaer to be closely related to  the Cyclos- 
tomes, and the wonderful researches of Stensio on the Cephala- 
spida have shown that in  them the first gill-sac was situated in 
advance of the position occupied by the jaws in other vertebrates. 
I t  follows that the Cephalaspida had no jaws and were not derived 
from animals with jaws, as in other vertebrates the modification of 
a pair of gill-arches into jaws has entailed the disappearance of 
the gills in front of them. The difference between the Cyclosto- 
mata and other vertebrates in the structure of the mouth and gills 
is therefore fundamental, and they may properly be grouped with 
their allies as Agnatha (without jaws) and opposed to the jawed 
vertebrates, collectively termed Gnathostomata. Another char- 
acter of the Agnatha is that the ear has only two semi-circular 
canals (united to form one in the Myxinidae), the horizontal canal 
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found in all Gnathostomata being absent. 

Of great importance in the question of relationship is the struc- 
ture of the larva of the Petromyzonidae, which is so different 
from the adult that it  was formerly considered to be a distinct 
genus and was given the name Amnzocoetes. I t  is of remarkable 
interest that this larva not only breathes and feeds in the same 
way as Amplzioxus and the Tunicates, a current of water produced 
by ciliary action entering the mouth and bringing with it minute 
organisms that are entangled in a mucous secretion, but it  agrees 
with them in the structure of the pharynx which has a ventral 
longitudinal groove that secretes a sticky slime. This similarity 
to  the lower Chordata is additional evidence that the Cyclo- 
stomata are a primitive group. 

Classification.-Leaving out of consideration for the present 
the fossil Agnatha, the cyclostomes comprise two well-separated 
sub-classes, each with a single family, the Hyperoartii (Petro- 
myzonidae) and the Hyperotreti (Myxinidae), the diagnostic char- 
acters of which are as follows:- 

Sub-class 1. Hyper0artii.-Nasal opening on upper surface of 
head; pituitary canal closed internally. Eyes well-developed (in 
the adult). Mouth terminal, in  the middle of a toothed, funnel- 
shaped sucker. Gill-sacs, seven, communicating directly with the 
exterior and internally with a suboesophageal chamber that opens 
in front into the pharynx (in the larva opening directly into 
pharynx). A firm, extra-branchial skeleton forming a basket-work. 
Eggs small. Development with larval stage and metamorphosis 
into the adult. 

Sub-class 2. Hyperotreti.- Nasal opening terminal; mouth 
on underside of head, a little behind nasal opening, without 
sucker; pituitary canal opening into pharynx. Eyes vestigial. 
Mouth and nasal opening each with two pairs of tentacles that 
are supported by cartilages. Tongue very large. Branchial sacs 
five to 14, well behind head, communicating internally with the 
pharynx. Branchial skeleton greatly reduced. Eggs large. De- 
velopment direct. 

Anatomy.- In general the anatomy of the cyclostomes is much 
as in selachians and fishes, but there are many primitive features. 
The vertebral column is represented by the notochord and its 
sheath, with the addition in the Petromyzonidae of paired carti- 
lages representing neural arches; the cartilaginous brain-case is 
incomplete, especially in the Myxinidae. The brain is of a primi- 
tive type. In  the Petromyzonidae there is a pineal eye, which 
lies beneath the skin but is quite visible. I n  the Petromyzonidae 
the kidneys are compact glands, but in the Myxinidae they are 
extremely simple with separate tubules opening into the kidney 
duct. I n  the Myxinidae there is on the left side, immediately be- 
hind the gill-sacs, a duct leading from the pharynx to the exterior, 
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F IG.  2.- SEA-LAMPREY. AN INHABITANT O F  ATLANTIC COAST WATERS 
OF EUROPE A N D  NORT H A M E R I C A .  IT ENTERS R IVE RS  TO BREED 

possibly serving for the intake of the respiratory current when 
the head is buried in a fish that is being devoured. I n  the Petro- 
myzonidae the dorsal and ventral roots of the spinal nerves 
remain distinct, but in the Myxinidae they unite. 

Distribution.- The Petromyzonidae (Lampreys, q.v.) in- 
habit the seas of the north and south temperate zones; they enter 
fresh water to  breed and some are permanent residents in  fresh 
water. There are about 20 species belonging to eight genera, 
~ ~ h i c h  are distinguished especially by the structure and arrange- 
ment of the horny teeth on the sucker, on the tongue, and above 

or below the mouth-opening. Mordacia and Geotria are southern, 
with eight species from Australia, New Zealand, and Chile; the 
other genera are northern. I n  Petromyzon of the North Atlantic 
and hlediterranean the sucker is covered with radially arranged 
teeth, as it is in Zcht/~yomyzon of eastern North America, 
Endo?ztonzyzon of Transylvania, and Caspiornyzon of the Caspian 
sea. In  Entosphenus and Lampetra the teeth on the suckers are 
scattered. Entosphenus has three species in North America and 

one in Japan; it is a most curious 
fact that the Japanese species 
has been recorded from Arch- 
angel, thus agreeing with the 
Japanese herring, which is also 
found in the White Sea. These 
are remarkable and as yet unex- 
plained examples of discontin- 
uous distribution. The three 
British species are the sea lam- 
p r e y (Petromyzon marinus) 
which is found on both sides of 
the North Atlantic, the lampern 
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from the Silurian of lamprey (Lampetra planei), a 
B e 1 o w: Cephalaspis rnurchisoni, strictly fresh-water species of 
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Myxinidae (hag-fishes, borers 
or slime-eels) are strictly marine and generally inhabit rather 
deep water; they are mainly found in temperate seas. Heptatretus 
(Bdellostoma) has six to 14 well-separated gill-openings on each 
side. There are ten species from Japan, Alaska, California, Chile, 
New Zealand, and South Africa. Paramyxine, with a single 
species from Japan, has the six gill-openings close together, and 
thus leads to Myxine, in which the ducts from the gill-sacs unite 
and have a single external aperture, Myxine glutinosa is found 
on the Atlantic coasts of Europe; other species are known from 
Japan, South Africa, Chile, and Patagonia, and one has been 
found in the tropics, off the west coast of Panama, a t  a depth of 
730 fathoms. 

N a t u r a l  History.-With their sucker the lampreys attach 
themselves to fishes, which they devour, sucking the blood, and 
scraping off the flesh by means of the toothed tongue. When they 
are so attached, and perhaps also when they are swimming, the 
respiratory current, produced by the expansion and contraction 
of the gill-sacs, both enters and leaves by the external gill-open- 
ings. The sea lamprey attains a length of gft. and a weight of 5 lb. 
In  the spring or summer it  enters rivers to breed, often stealing a 
ride by fastening on to large fishes bound in the same direction.. 
The males go first and each selects a place where the stream is 
fairly rapid and the bottom is sandy but strewn with pebbles; here 
he clears a sandy space by fastening on to stones with his sucker 
and moving them down stream; on joining him, the female helps; 
she then secures herself by her sucker to a large stone near the 
upper end of the "nest," and her mate attaches himself to  her in 
the same way near the head; they then stir up the sand with 
vigorous movements and the eggs and milt are deposited; particles 
of sand adhere to  the eggs, which sink to the bottom of the 
nest. The pair now separate and remove stones from above the 
nest, so that sand is carried down and covers the eggs. After 
spawning, the lampreys die; they are emaciated, their intestine 
is atrophied, and they are SO weakened that recovery is im- 
possible. 

I n  ten to 15  days the larvae are hatched, and about a month 
later, when they are about half an inch long, they move down 
stream to a place where the water runs slowly and burrow in 
the sand or mud. The larvae, or prides, differ greatly from the 
adults; they are toothless, with a small, transverse lower lip and 
a hoodlike upper lip, and the entrance to the mouth is guarded by 
a number of fringed barbels that form a sieve. The eyes are rudi- 
mentary and concealed, and the small gill-openings lie in a groove. 



Each larva lives in a tube that it  forms in the sand or mud, 
open so that water enters freely. They feed on minute organisms 
which are brought into the mouth by a current of water produced 
by ciliary action. After living in this way for three or four years, 
and when they are 4in. to 6in. long, they change into the adult 
form; first the eyes appear, then the lips join and grow out to 
form the sucker, the barbels are reduced to little papillae, the teeth 
develop, etc. The transformation takes about seven weeks, and 
when it  is completed the young lampreys make their way to the 
sea. The lampern grows to a length of 16in.; i t  has a similar life 
history, except that some never venture to the sea. Several 
couples share in making and using a nest. The brook lamprey 
grows to only 8in., and never goes to the sea; it  is said to spawn 
soon after the metamorphosis, and perhaps never feeds as an adult. 

The Myxinidae, known as hag-fishes, slime-eels, or borers, are 
more thoroughly parasitic than the Petromyzonidae and bore 
right into the fishes on which they prey, devouring all the soft 
parts and leaving only the bones inside the skin. They are espe- 
cially fond of attacking fishes caught on hooks or in nets, and in 
some districts are a great nuisance to the fishermen. As they read- 
ily take a bait, i t  seems that they may also seize and eat smaller 
animals. They have a row of glands on each side of the body 
capable of producing great quantities of slime, no doubt a valu- 
able protection against attack. The current of water for breathing 
generally enters through the pituitary canal. There is some 
evidence that M y x i ~ z e  glutinosa is hermaphrodite, each individual 
being a male in early life and a female later on, but in the Cali- 
fornian Heptatretus stonti  the sexes are distinct. The eggs are 
large, heavily yolked, and when laid are protected by a horny 
capsule, oval or sausage-shaped, in  some species nearly an inch 
long. These become attached to each other by groups of anchor- 
filaments a t  their ends, and form clusters that lie on the sea- 
bottom. The whole development takes place in the egg capsule, 
and the newly hatched young is essentially similar to the adult. 

Palaeonto10gy.-Four distinct groups of Palaeozoic fish-like 
vertebrates from the Silurian and Devonian formations of Europe 
and North America, appear to  be related to the cyclostomes, and 
may be grouped with them as Agnatha. 

The Pteraspida (Heterostraci) had a depressed head and body 
and a short tail, with a heterocercal tail fin. The mouth was 
subterminal and the eyes were small and wide apart; there was 
a single external gill-opening. The body was covered with den- 
ticles (Coelolepidae) or with bony plates and scales (Pteraspidae, 
Drepanaspidae). Impressions on the under side of the dorsal 
shield of Cyathaspis show that there was a series of gill-sacs and 
that the nasal organs were paired but contiguous. 

The Anaspida were of normal fish-shape, with peculiar scales 

K I A E R ,  " T H E  D O W N T O N I A N  F A U N A  OF NORWAY" 

FIG. 5.-PHARYNGOLEPIS O B L O N G U S ,  AN A N A S P I D  FROM T H E  UPPER 
S I L U R I A N  O F  NORWAY. T H E R E  W A S  A SERIES OF  SMALL GILL-OPENINGS 
B E H I N D  T H E  HEAD,  A S  I N  T H E  L A M P R E Y S  

and with a reversed heterocercal caudal fin. As in the lampreys 
there was a series of gill-openings on each side. The mouth was 
terminal, the eyes were lateral, with a pineal eye between them 
and a median nostril a little in front of it on top of the head. 
Principal genera Lasanins, Birkelzia, Rhyncholepis, Euphanerops. 

The  Cephalaspida (Osteostraci) differ from the Anaspida in 
having the head depressed, covered by a bony shield, with the 
eyes on top of the head and the mouth ventral. The caudal fin 
was heterocercal. Principal genera Cephalaspis, Trernataspis. 

The Cycliae include the single genus Pdaeospondylus,  a small 
animal, up to  zin. long, from the middle old red sandstone of 
Caithness, remarkable for having well developed annular verte- 
bral centra. The brain-case has an anterior opening, surrounded 
by a circle of projections comparable to the cartilaginous ten. 
tacles of Myxine .  Stensio interprets this as the unpaired nasal 
opening, and compares the prominence on each side of the front 
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FIG. 6.- PALAEOSPONDYLUS G U N N I ,  TWICE N A T U R A L  SIZE.  FROM T H E  
S I L U R I A N  OF SCOTLAND 

end of the skull with the subocular arch of the cyclostomes, and 
certain elements below it  with the inter-branchial ridges of the 
Cephalaspida. Stensio's interpretation is probably correct, but 
Sollas and Sollas had previously considered the anterior promi- 
nences to be paired olfactory capsules and the elements below 
the skull to be branchial arches; they suggested that Palaeospon- 
dylus might be a selachian. 

The evidence is clear that the Anaspida and Cephalaspida are 
closely related to  the Petromyzonidae; Stensio, regarding the 
terminal position of the nasal opening as primitive, groups the 
Pteraspida and Cycliae with the Myxninidae. This is rather spec- 
ulative, for there is no evidence that any of the fossil groups 
had the toothed protractile tongue of the modern cyclostomes. 
The elongation of the nasal canal in Myxine ,  and its terminal 
opening, may be secondary, related to  its inspiratory function, 
and to the importance of smell to these sightless creatures. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-B. Dean, "Embryology of Bdellostoma," Festschrift 
C. von Kuppfer (Jena, 1899) ; W. J. Sollas and I. J. B. Sollas, "Palae- 
osopondylus," Phil. Trans. R. Soc., B. cscvi. (1903) ; J. Damon, 
"Feeding and Breathing of Petromyzon," Biol. Bzrll. ix. (1905) ; T. W. 
Bridge, "Fishes," Cambridge Natural History (1904) ; F. J. Cole, 
"Morphology of Myxine," Tr.  R. Soc. Edinburgh (1905-1926) ; E. S. 
Goodrich, Lankester's Treatise on Zoology, pt. ix., "Cyclostomes and 
Fishes," (1909) ; C. T. Regan, Systematic Revisions: vii. Petromy- 
zonidae, ix. Heptatretus, xi. Myxine, Ann. Mag. Il'at. Hist. (1911-13) ; 
A. N. Severtzov, Evolution des Verte'brts infe'rie~rs (1916-17) ; J .  
Kiaer, "Anaspida," Vidensk. Selsk. Skrif t .  Kristiania (1924) ; A. Stensio, 
Cephalaspida, Norske Vidensk. Akad., Result. norske Spitsbergens ex- 
pedit., No. 12 (1927), with good bibliography and full discussion. 

(C. T. R.) 

CYCLOSTYLE. in architecture. a term amlied to  a struc- . . 
ture consisting of a simple ring of columns with or without a roof, 
but with no interior walls or divisions. The name is also applied to 
an apparatus for producing a number of copies of letters or docu- 
ments, either written or typewritten. This is effected on the prin- 
ciple of a stencil ( 9 .v . )  by means of a specially prepared paper. 
The pen or type perforates the paper and when an inked roller is 
passed over it  the written matter is transferred to  a sheet of paper 
placed beneath it. 

CYDER: see CIDER. 
CYGNUS ("the swan"), in astronomy, a constellation of the 

northern hemisphere fabled by the Greeks to  be the swan in the 
form of which Zeus seduced Leda. In  this constellation 6 Cygni 
is a fine coloured double star, consisting of a yellow star, 3 mag., 
and a blue star, 54 mag. A wide double star 61 Cygni was, on 
account of its large proper motion of 5" per annum, singled out 
by Bessel for the first successful attempt to measure stellar par- 
allax. The parallax is about 0.31". 

CYLINDER. I n  its oldest mathematical sense, the space 
swept out by a rectangle (fig. I )  rotating round one side as axis 
I t  is from the Greek kylindros, roller, from kyiindein, to roll. The 
side (called generatrix, g) parallel to the axis ( a )  traces the curved 
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cylindric surface; the other two (each equal to r)  trace the circu- 
lar bases of such a right circrtlar cylinder. The nearest-lying gen- 
eralization supposes g not perpendicular to the parallel base- 
planes, but oblique, inclined a t  a fixed angle (like a pencil in writ- 
ing), and tracing in the planes equal circles about the ends of the 
oblique axis as centres (fig. 2). 

Measurement.- The perpendicular distance between the 
planes is called the cylinder's altitude ( h ) .  The area of each base 

the circular cylinder be not right but oblique, then the plane sec- 
tions across it are in general elliptic, but become circular for 
planes parallel to the directrix circle, and also in sections "sub- 
contrary," i.e., of planes perpendicular to the principal section and 
inclined to the axis equally, but oppositely, to  the directrix plane. 
The same condition occurs in oblique cones (see CONE). 

A L i m i t i n g  Case of t h e  Cone.-The cylinder may be regarded 
as a cone whose vertex has withdrawn to infinity (Desargues, 
1639). Accordingly all oblique sections of the right circular 
cylinder yield ellipses, but those parallel to  an element (g) or the 
axis yield a pair of parallels, a limiting case of the parabola. Still 
further turned, the plane again cuts through, giving ellipses. But 
the same two parallels may be held for a limiting case of the 

x2 y2 

hyperbola - -- = I, which for b = co becomes x =  f a ,  an hy- 
a2 b2 

perbola straightened out into a pair of right lines tangent a t  the 
x2 vertices. The conjugate, hyperbola, ;-? = - I, on the same 

I I 
FIGS. I. 2 AND 3 

is clearly +; the product of base and altitude ( h )  is the cylin- 
der's volume rr2/z; its curved surface (which suppose rolled out 
on a tangent plane) is the parallelogram of its edge (g) and the 
circumference of its base, i.e., arrrlz. A sector of the cylinder has 
a volume and curved surface proportional to the sector's angle. 
Subtracting from this volume that of the triangular prism of the 
axial sector-planes and the plane through parallel chords of the 
sector in the two bases, we obtain the volume of the cylinder seg- 
ment cut off by a plane parallel to  the axis, the formula being 
easily found by trigonometry. 

Archimedes.-The metrical relations of cone, hemisphere and 
cylinder of the same base and height were especially studied by 
Archimedes of Syracuse (c. 225 B.c.), who showed (in Book I of 
his Sphere and Cylinder) their volumes to be as I : 2 : 3 ; and the 
surface of the sphere to equal the curved surface of the (right) 
circumscribing cylinder; i.e., two-thirds of its whole surface. 
These relations were deemed by Archimedes so important and 
beautiful that he expressed the wish that the sphere-cylinder figure 
be engraved on his tomb, a wish fulfilled at command of hIar- 

a* o- 
supposition ( b =  co) becomes a pair of imaginary lines, x =  '-a 
v\/-1. (See Cos1c SECTI~KS and CO-ORDINATES.) ('cv. B. SM.) 

CYLZNDER IN ENGINEERING 
The cylinder is one of the primary mechanical elements used 

in numerous kinds of prime movers, compressors, pumps, and 
pneumatic and hydraulic appliances. The earliest cylinders were 
employed in what were termed fire-engines, which operated by the 
production of a partial vacuum beneath a piston. Huygens in 
16 78 exploded gunpowder below the piston; with the expulsion of 
the gaseous products and the cooling of the remainder a vacuum 
was produced for the piston to descend by atmospheric pressure. 
Papin in 1690 applied steam in a crude fashion, and Savery and 
Newcomen carried developments further (see CONDENSER), but 

CYLINDER.HEAD 

LINER HELD HERE 

cellus and furnishing a mark by which the quaestor Gicero iden- JACKET SPACE FOR 

tified it  in ; j B.c., after nearly a century and a half. I COOLING WATER 

L a t e r  View.-The more modern mind regards rather the cylin- 1 
djic surface as the cylinder itself (compare the cone, p...), and ~ 
defines it  in full generality as the path of a right line (g) moving WATER-TIGHT JOINT 

without turning, i.e., always parallel to itself or some fixed line or , 
direction. To make such a surface definite, we must prescribe 1 

some direcfrix (d) ,  generally a curve which the generatrix (g) i CYLINDER CASING 

shall describe passing through its points (fig. 3) .  Obviously such 
a surface is de.~elopable; that is, i t  may be imagined as flattened 
or rolled out smooth, without stretching, tearing or crinkling, on 
a tangent plane which evidently touches the surface full length 
along an element in any one of its positions. I n  case the directrix 
be an ellipse, the surface has been called "cylindroid," and may 
be defined as the path of an ellipse moving always parallel to 
itself, its centre always on a fixcd line or axis. The same name is 
also applied to Cayley's conoidal cubic surface traced by the inter- 
section of two moving planes y = x  tan 0, z=m sin 2 0, whence, 
on eliminating the parameter 0, there results the equation of the 
surface, (X?+y?)=2mXY. plainly any cylindric surface may be 
vividly conceived as a straight tube traced by a directrix moving 
always straight and keeping always parallel to itself. 

Sections.-If any directrix has a centre, the line through it, 
along which the centre moves parallel to g, is called the axis. Any 
plane through the axis makes a "principal section," namely, two 
opposite parallels, elements of the surface, which, with two paral- 
lel sections of this plane by two parallel planes through the cylin- 
der, form a parallelogram. This parallelogram becomes a rectangle 
if the two planes be perpendicular to the generatrix g. I n  a right 
circular cylinder such a perpendicular plane cuts it in a circle, but 
any plane oblique to the axis, in an ellipse, which is thus seen to be 
the parallel projection of a circle on an inclined plane, a fact lead- 
ing directly to many properties of that curve (see ELLIPSE). If I 

LINER FREE TO 
EXPAND AND CONTRACT 

LENGTHWISE HERE 

WATER-TIGHT JOINT 

FIG. 4.-SECTION OF AN OIL-ENGINE CYLINDER FITTED WITH LINER 
A renewable liner of hard-wearing metal is fitted into the cylinders of many 
kinds of engines. ~ f t ~ ~  a period of service i t  can be replaced by a new 
liner: which is a more satisfactory procedure than that  of re-boring a 
cy""er 

Watt initiated the era of practical steam-engine construction, mak- 
ing double-acting cylinders in which steam drove the piston to 
and fro, the principle remaining unchanged to-day. Later im- 
provements involved better methods of manufacture, the use of 
higher steam pressures and superheated steam, as well as of the 
expansive energy in successive cylinders, in compound, triple-ex- 
pansion, and quadruple-expansion engines. Now these multi-cyl- 
inder types are challenged by a single-cylinder engine, the "Uni- 
flow," with its method of exhausting through central ports 
instead of at  the ends of the cylinder as usual. Great efficiency 
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results from the fact that condensation losses are reduced by 
the absence of alternate rushes of hot live steam and cooled ex- 
haust steam over the cylinder surfaces. 

Steam cylinders must be kept warm by lagging with non-con- 
ducting substances packed around the exterior, or by passing live 
steam around in a jacket. I n  internal-combustion engines and 
compressors the opposite need must be satisfied. The temperature 
must be kept down in order that the lubricating oil may keep in 
a working condition, and the parts maintain their shape. Air or 
water cooling systems deal with this problem (see COOLING SYS- 
TEMS). But in any class of cylinder the risk of distortion must be 
guarded against by careful design; no very thick parts must be 
adjacent to thin ones, or expansions and contractions will be un- 
equal. and leakages of steam or gas or vapour will occur. The 
strongest construction is in the Diesel engines, which have to act 
as powerful air-compressors, and then withstand the ensuing 
strong power stroke. The liner is an important constructional 
feature in great numbers of cylinders; it is a very plain tube of 
close-grained, hard-wearing, iron or steel, fitted into the cylinder, 
and often held at  one end only, leaving the remainder of the length 
to expand longitudinally (fig. 4). When much worn the liner can 
be taken out and a new one inserted. I t  is also convenient when 
employing aluminium cylinders for lightness, steel liners taking the 
wear of the piston. Liners of gun-metal or phosphor-bronze are 
fitted in some kinds of hydraulic machinery (e.g. pumps) to pre- 
vent rusting, and the rams may be of stainless steel for the same 
reason. IVhen cast-iron does not afford sufficient strength, cast- 
steel is chosen, particularly in hydraulic work, while if pressures 
are very high, as in some pumps, the cylinder bodies are bored out 
of solid blocks of forged steel. 

Thicknesses range between remarkable extremes; on the one 
hand are the &in. walls of aero-engines, and on the other the 
gin. cast-steel walls of a Davy 12,000 ton armour-plate press. 
Sound metal is particularly important in cylinders, and careful 
selection and casting of the metal are imperative. Many steam cyl- 
inders and others including those for hydraulic presses, are cast 
with a large extra lump of metal a t  the top, termed head-metal, the 
dross and scoriae rising into this. When the casting is taken from 
the mould, this lump is cut off, leaving pure sound metal through- 
out the cylinder. 

Multi-cylinders are used to a great degree in steam-engines. 
compressors, pumps, and motor and aero work. They are either 

FORGING FROM 

I I 

FIG. 5.-SECTIONAL DRAWING OF BRISTOL "JUPITER" RADIAL AERO- 
ENGINE CYLINDER 
The method of producing these cylinders affords an example of the best 
practice to secure absolutely flawless metal. A steel forging weighing 
86 Ib. is bored, and turned to make the finished outline shown in black, 
weighing then only 18 pounds 

built up by bolting together, or cast etz bloc, the latter method 
being preferable from the point of view of rigidity and compact- 
ness. Aero-cylinders are sometimes cast, sometimes bored and 
turned from solid blocks of forged steel, so as to ensure sound 
metal throughout. Or a heavy forging is prepared, as in the Bris- 
to1 "Jupiter" radial engines, and the cylinder machined out of 
this, removing a large amount of metal. This appears in fig. 5, the 
outline of the forging being shown by thin lines. The forging 
weighs 86 lb., the finished piece only 18 lb. 

The importance of making a truly circular and parallel bore 
need scarcely be emphasized; without this, wasteful leakages occur 
in any sort of cylinder, and the compression cannot be properly 
obtained in an internal-combustion engine. The methods of finish- 
ing a bore from the casting or forging include boring, reaming, and 
grinding. The first-named process is often followed by the second 
to obtain superior finish and accuracy. Grinding gives a high 
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F I G .  6.-A DIAGRAM SHOWING ACTION OF PLANETARY GRINDING OF 
CYLINDER BORES 
The peculiar planetary motion of the grinding-wheel spindle i s  necessary 
in order to grind the  bores of cylinders whi le  held in a fixed position on 
the table of the grinding-machine. Cylinder blocks, being bulky and un- 
balanced, cannot be conveniently revolved by a chuck, as is usual w i th  other 
classes of work requiring to be ground internally 

mirror-finish, and by reason of the nature of the operation, which 
removes a mere film of metal, i t  tends to avoid distortion of the 
cylinder by pressure and heat. A number of machines have been 
developed for these operations, including single-spindle and multi- 
spindle boring and reaming machines, for units and block castings. 
The grinding machines are specially designed for the purpose, 
having a planetary action to the wheel-spindle which can be moved 
round in a circle of lesser or greater diameter as required, while 
the spindle is turning on its own axis a t  5.000 or 6,000 revolutions 
per minute (fig. 6). This peculiar action is necessary because the 
cylinders cannot be conveniently revolved, but must be clamped 
to a fixed table. Honing is a newer finishing process, a revolving 
and reciprocating spindle moving a circle of carborundum cylin- 
ders round the bore and up and down. (See STEAM ENGINE; IN- 
TERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE; DIESEL ENGINE.) (F. H.).  

CYLLENE ( I )  a mountain in Greece, in the north-east of 
Arcadia, mod. Ziria, 7,789 ft. I t  was sacred to Hermes, who was 
born in a cave on the mountain, and had a temple and an ancient 
statue on its summit. 

( 2 )  An ancient port in Elis doubtfully identified with (3) the 
modern port a t  Glarentza, with mineral baths a little to the south. 

, CYMA, in architecture, a 
moulding of double curvature, 
whose profile is concave at  one 
end, convex at  the other. When 
the more projecting portion is 
concave, it is known as a cyma 
recta, when convex as a cynza 

reversa. (Gr. kuma, wave.) (See MOULDING.) 
CYMATIUM, the uppermost member of a classic cornice 

(q.v.), usually consisting of a projecting moulding. I n  the Greek 
Doric the cymatium occurs only upon the pediment cornices, 
returning along the sides only the depth of the pediment coping 
which it decorates. I t  is in the form of an ovolo or projecting 
convex moulding. The cymatium also takes an ovolo form in the 
Tuscan order, a cavetto, or concave, form in the Roman Doric 
and a cyma recta form, or moulding of double curvature, elsewhere. 
(See MOULDING; ORDER.) 

CYMBALS, a modern instrument of percussion of indefinite 
musical pitch, whereas the small ancient cup-shaped cymbals 
sounded a definite note. Cymbals consist of two thin round 



plates of an alloy containing eight parts of copper to two of tin, 
and the sound is obtained by clashing and rubbing them against 
each other. Although cymbals are not often required they form 
part of every orchestra. They are specially suited for suggesting 
frenzy, fury or bacchanalian revels, as in the Venusberg music in 
Wagner's Ta?zn/ziiz~ser and Grieg's Peer G y n t  suite. 

The tinzbre of the ancient cymbals is entirely different, more 
like that of small hand-bells or of the notes of the keyed har- 
monica. They are not struck full against each other, but by one 
of their edges, and the note given , I 

out by them is higher in propor- 
tion as they are thicker and 
smaller. Berlioz in  Romeo  and 
Juliet scored for two pairs of 
cymbals, modelled on some an- 
cient Pompeian instruments no 
larger than the hand. 

The origin of the cymbals must C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  METROPOLITAN M U S E U M  
ART 

be referred to prehistoric times. C H I N E S E  B R O N Z E  CYMBALS M A R K E D  
The ancient Egyptian cymbals W I T H  T H E  C H A R A C T E R  "JEWEL" 

closely resembled our own, The The cords of t h e  Chinese instrument 
British M~~~~~ possesses two are usually red, symbolizing happiness 

pairs, j+in. in diameter, one of which was found in the coffin 
of the mummy of Ankhhape, a sacred musician. 

CYMBALUM: see CHIME-BELL. 
CYME, the name given in botany to an arrangement of flowers 

(inflorescence) in which each successive branch of the flowering 
axis ends in a flower after bearing one or more bracteoles in whose 
axils the branching is continuous. Cymes are subdivided accord- 
ing to  the number of these branches. (See  FLOWER.) 

CYNEGILS (d. 643), king of the West Saxons, succeeded his 
uncle King Ceolwulf in 611. With his son Cwichelm (d. 636), he 
defeated the advancing Britons a t  Bampton, Oxfordshire, in 614, 
and Cwichelm sought to arrest the growing power of the North- 
umbrian king Eadwine by procuring his assassination; the attempt 
failed, and in 626 the West Saxons were forced to own Eadwine's 
supremacy. Cynegils' next struggle was with Penda of Mercia, 
who defeated him in 628 at  Cirencester. Cynegils was converted 
to Christianity by Birinus, and was baptized in 63 j a t  Dorchester, 
Oxfordshire, where he founded a bishopric. His son Cenwalh suc- 
ceeded him. 

CYNEWULF (d. 785), king of Wessex, succeeded to the 
throne in 757 on the deposition of Sigebert. H e  was constantly 
a t  war with the Welsh. In  779 Offa of Mercia defeated him and 
took Bensington. In  78j  he was surprised and killed at  Marten, 
Wilts (Merantune), by Cyneheard, brother of Sigebert. 

See J .  Earle and C. Plummer's edition of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 
755, 779 (Oxford, 1892). 

CYNEWULF, the only Old English vernacular poet, known 
by name, of whom any undisputed writings are extant. H e  is the 
author of four poems preserved in two mss., the Exeter Book and 
the Vercelli Book ,  both of the early 11th century. An epilogue 
to each poem contains the runic characters answering to the letters 
C, y, n ( e ) ,  w, u ,  I ,  f. The runes are to be read as the words that 
served as their names; these words enter into the metre of the 
verse, and (except in one poem) are significant in their context. 

I n  Juliana and Elene the name is spelt Cynewulf; in The  
Ascension the form is Cynwulf. I n  T h e  Fates of the  Apostles the 
page is defaced, but the spelling Cynwulf is almost certain. The 
absence of the E in T h e  Ascension can hardly be due to  a scribal 
omission, for the name of this letter (meaning "horse") would 
not suit the context; this was perhaps the motive for the choice 
of the shorter form. The orthography (authenticated as the poet's 
own by the nature of his device) has chronological significance. 
If the poems had been written before 740, the spelling would al- 
most certainly have been Cyniwulf. From the scanty extant evi- 
dence we should conclude that the form Cynwulf came in about 
800, and the four works may therefore be referred provisionally to 
the beginning of the gth century, any lower date being for lin- 
guistic and metrical reasons improbable. The mss of the poems 
are in the West-Saxon dialect, but Prof. E. Sievers's arguments 
for  a Northumbrian original have considerable weight. 

Cynewulf's unquestioned poems show that he was a scholar, 
familiar with Latin and with religious literature, and they display 
much metrical skill and felicity in the use of traditional poetic 
language; but of the higher qualities of poetry they give little 
evidence. There are pleasing passages in Elene, but the clumsy 
and tasteless narration of the Latin original is faithfully repro- 
duced, and the added descriptions of battles and voyages are 
strings of conventional phrases, with no real imagination. I n  T h e  
Ascensio~z the genuine religious fervour imparts a higher tone 
to the poetry; the piece has real but not extraordinary merit. Of 
the other two poems no critic has much to say in praise. 

Until recently it was commonly thought that Cynewulf's author- 
ship of the Riddles ( q . ~ . )  in the Exeter Book was beyond dis- 
pute. Some of the Riddles have been shown by Prof. E. Sievers 
to be older than Cynewulf's time; that he may have written some 
of the rest remains a bare possibility. The similarity of tone in 
the three poems known as the Christ affords some presumption of 
common authorship. Both TJze Incarnation and Tlze Last  Judg- 
men t  contain many passages of remarkable power and beauty. 
The Christ is followed in the ms. by two poems on Saint  Guthlac, 
the second of which is generally, and with much probability, as- 
signed to Cynewulf. The first Guthlac poem is almost universally 
believed to be by another hand. Cynewulf's reputation can gain 
little by the attribution to him of Gutlzlac. Very different would 
be the effect of the establishment of his much disputed claim to 
Andreas, a picturesque version of the legend of the Apostle 
Andrew. The poem abounds to an astonishing extent in "Cyne- 
wulfian" phrases, but it  is contended that these are due to imita- 
tion. If the author of Andreas imitated Elelze and Juliana, he 
bettered his modeI. Cynewulf's authorship has been asserted by 
some scholars for T h e  Dream o f  tho  Rood,  the noblest example 
of Old English religious poetry. But an extract from this poem is 
carved on the Ruthwell Cross; and, notwithstanding the argu- 
ments of Prof. A. S. Cook, the language of the inscription seems 
too early for Cynewulf's date. The similarities between the 
Dream and Elene are therefore probably due to Cynewulf's ac- 
quaintance with the older poem. The only remaining attribution 
that deserves notice is that of the Phoenix. The author of this 
fine poem was, like Cynewulf, a scholar, and uses many of his 
turns of expression, but he was a man of greater genius than is 
shown in Cynewulf 's signed compositions. 

For the older literature relating to Cynewulf, see R. Wulker, 
Grundri~s der angelsucksischerc Litteratur (1885). References to the 
most important later discussions will be found in M. Trautmann, 
Kynewulf, der Bischof und Dichter (1898), and the introductions and 
notes to the editions of Cynewulf's Christ, by I .  Gollancz (1892) and 
A. S. Cook (1900). For the arguments for Cynewulf's authorship of 
Andreas, see F. Ramhorst, Andreas und Cynewulf (1885). See also 
C. W .  Kennedy, the Poems of Cynewzdf Translated into English 
Prose (1910) ; A. S. Cook, "Cynewulf's Part in our Beouwulf," Conn. 
Ac. Arts and Sci. xxvii. (1925). 

CYNICS, a small but influential school of ancient philosophers. 
Their name is variously derived from the building in Athens 
called Cynosarges, the earliest home of the school, and from 
the Greek word for a dog ( ~ i i w v ) ,  in contemptuous allusion to 
the uncouth and aggressive manners adopted by the members of 
the school. Whichever of these explanations is correct, it is 
noticeable that the Cynics agreed in taking a dog as their common 
badge or symbol (see DIOGENES). From a popular conception 
of the intellectual characteristics of the school comes the modern 
sense of "cynic," implying a sneering disposition to  disbelieve in 
the goodness of human motives and a contemptuous feeling of 
superiority. 

As regards the members of the school, the separate articles 
on ANTISTHENES, CRATES, DIOGENES and DEMETRIUS contain 
all biographical information. We are here concerned only to 
examine the general principles of the school in its internal and 
external relations as forming a definite philosophic unit. The , 
importance of these principles lies not only in their intrinsic 
value as an ethical system, but also in the fact that they form 
the link between Socrates and the Stoics, between the essentially 
Greek philosophy of the 4th century B c. and a system of thought 
which has exercised a profound and far-reaching influence on 
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mediaeval and modern ethics. From the time of Socrates in 
unbroken succession up to the reign of Hadrian, the school was 
represented by men of strong individuality. The leading earlier 
Cynics were Antisthenes. Diogenes of Sinope, Crates of Thebes, 
and Zeno; in the later Roman period, the chief names are Deme- 
trius (the friend of Seneca), Oenomaus and Demonax. All these 
men adhered steadfastly to  the principles laid down by Antis- 
thenes. 

Antisthenes was a pupil of Socrates, from whom he imbibed 
the fundamental ethical precept that virtue, not pleasure, is the 
end of existence. H e  was, therefore, in the forefront of that 
intellectual revolution in the course of which speculation ceased 
to move in the realms of the physical (see IONIAX SCHOOL O F  

PHILOSOPHY) and focused itself upon human reason in its ap- 
plication to the practical conduct of life. "Virtue," says Socrates, 
"is knowledge": i n  the ultimate harmony of morality with 
reason is to be found the only true existence of man. Antisthenes 
adopted this principle in its most literal sense, and proceeded to 
explain "knowledge" in the narrowest terms of practical action 
and decision, excluding from the conception everything except 
the problem of individual will realizing itself in the sphere of 
ordinary existence. Just as in logic the inevitable result was 
the purest nominalism, so in ethics he was driven to individualism, 
to the denial of social and national relations, to the exclusion 
of scientific study and of almost all that the Greeks understood 
by education. This individualism he and his followers carried 
to its logical conclusion. The ordinary pleasures of life were 
for them not merely negligible but positively harmful inasmuch 
as they interrupted the operation of the will. Wealth, popularity 
and power tend to dethrone the authority of reason and to pervert 
the soul from the natural to  the artificial. Man exists for and 
in himself alone; his highest end is self-knowledge and self- 
realization in conformity with the dictates of his reason, apart 
altogether from the State and society. For this end, disrepute 
and poverty are advantageous, in so far as they drive back the 
man upon himself, increasing his self-control and purifying his 
intellect from the dross of the external. The good man (i.e. the 
wise man) wants nothing: like the .gods, he is &vrap,Kljs (self- 
sufficing) ; "let men gain wisdom-or buy a rope"; he is a citizen 
of the world, not of a particular country ( c f .  Diogenes Lazrtius 
vi. 2) .  

I t  is not surprising that the pioneers of such a system were 
criticized and ridiculed by their fellows, and this by no means 
unjustly. We learn that Diogenes and Crates sought to force 
their principles upon their fellows in an obtrusive, tactless manner. 
The very essence of their philosophy was the negation of the 
graces of social courtesy; it  was impossible tb "return to nature" 
in the midst of a society clothed in the accumulated artificiality 
of evolved convention without shocking the ingrained sensibilities 
of its members. Nor is it  unjust to infer that the sense of oppo- 
sition provoked some of the Cynics to an overweening display 
of superiority. At the same time, it is absurd to regard the 
eccentricities of a few as the characteristics of the school, still 
more as a condemnation of the views which they held. 

I n  logic Antisthenes was troubled by the problem of the One 
and the Many. A nominalist to the core, he held that definition 
and predication are either false or tautological. Ideas do not 
exist save for the consciousness which thinks them. "A horse," 
said Antisthenes, "I can see, but horsehood I cannot see." Defini- 
tion is merely a circuitous method of stating an identity: "a tree 
is a vegetable growth" is logically no more than "a tree is a tree." 

Cynicism appears to  have had a considerable vogue in Rome 
in the 1st and 2nd centuries A.D. Demetrius (g.v.) and Demonax 
are highly eulogized by Seneca and Lucian respectively. I t  is 
probable that these later Cynics adapted themselves somewhat 
to the times in which they lived and avoided the crude extrava- 
gance of Diogenes and others. But they undoubtedly maintained 
the spirit of Antisthenes unimpaired and held an honourable place 
in Roman thought. This very popularity had the effect of attract- 
ing into their ranks charlatans of the worst type. So that in 
Rome also Cynicism was partly the butt of the satirist and 
partly the ideal of the thinker. 

Disregarding all the accidental excrescences of the doctrine 
Cynicism must be regarded as a most valuable development and 
as a real asset in the sum of ethical speculation. With all its 
defective psychology, its barren logic, its immature technique 
i t  emphasized two great and necessary truths; firstly, the absolute 
responsibility of the individual as the moral unit, and, secondly, 
the autocracy of the will. These two principles are sufficient 
ground for our gratitude to  these "athletes of righteousness" 
(as Epictetus calls them). Furthermore they are profoundly 
important as the precursors of Stoicism. The closeness of the 
connection is illustrated by Juvenal's epigram that a Cynic differed 
from a Stoic only by his cloak. Zeno was a pupil of Crates, from 
whom he learned the moral worth of self-control and indifference 
to sensual indulgence (see STOICS). 

Finally it  is necessary to point out two flaws in the Cynic 
philosophy. I n  the first place, the content of the word "knowl- 
edge" is never properly developed. "Virtue is knowledge"; knowl- 
edge of what? and how is that knowledge related t o  the will? 
These questions were never properly answered by them. Secondly 
they fell into the natural error of emphasizing the purely animal 
side of the "nature" which was their ethical criterion. Avoiding 
the artificial restraints of civilization, they were prone to fall 
back into animalism pure and simple. Many of them upheld the 
principle of community of wives (see Diogenes Laertius vi. 2 ) ;  

some of them are said to have outraged the dictates of public 
decency. I t  was left to the Stoics to separate the wheat from 
the chaff, and to assign to the words "knowledge" and "nature" 
a saner and more comprehensive meaning. For relation of Cyni- 
cism to contemporary thought, cf .  CTRENAICS, MEGARIAN SCHOOL. 
(See also ASCETICISM.) 

See F. W .  Mullach Fragmenta philosophorum Graecorum (Paris, 
1867), ii., 261-438; H. Ritter and L. Preller Hist. phil. Graec. et Rom.  
ch. v.;  hist. of ancient philosophy, and specially Ed. Zeller Socrates 
and the Socratic Schools, E .  trans., 0. J. Reichel (1868, 2nd ed. 1877) ; 
Th. Gomperz Greek Thinkers, E. trans., vol. ii., G. G. Berry (1905) ; 
E. Caird Evolution o f  Theology irz the Greek Philosophers (1904)~ ii. 
44 seq., 5 5  seq. 6 2  seq.; arts. STOICS and SOCMTES. 

CYNOSCEPHALAE, BATTLE OF (197 B.c.). Once the 
Hannibalic War (see PUNIC WARS) was concluded Roman ex- 
pansion began. Expansion eastwards soon brought the Republic 
into contact with the fragments of the Alexandrian Empire, and 
between the years 200  and 197 B.C. the Second Macedonian War 
took place culminating in the decisive victory of Quinctius 
Flamininus, the Roman Consul, over Philip, King of Macedon, a t  
Cynoscephalae in Thessaly. Both armies numbered about 26,000 
men, the Macedonian being organized in a phalanx of two divisiocs 
of 8,000 men each, about 7,000 light troops and 2,000 horse. 
Flamininus had the same number of heavy foot, but was consider- 
ably the stronger in cavalry as the Aetolian horsemen had joined 
him; he also possessed a force of war elephants. 

When the king arrived a t  Larissa he learnt that Flamininus was 
approaching Pherae, and immediately pushed forward to that 
place. Finding the ground there "thickly wooded and full of walls 
and gardens and consequently unsuited to the movements of his 
phalanx" he fell back to Scotussa, a corn-growing district which 
offered him not only moderately level ground but ample supplies 
and forage. Learning of his withdrawal, Flamininus followed him. 
and quite unknown to each other both armies encamped on the 
opposite sides of a low range of hills called from their appearance 
Cynoscephalae, or "the Dogs'-heads." The next day both generals 
sent out reconnoitring parties to  occupy the ridge; a dense fog cov- 
ered the ground; in it the two forces of light infantry met unex- 
pectedly, and the Romans being the weaker were driven back, then 
being reinforced they advanced, were once again heavily attacked 
by the Macedonians tvbo would have cut them up  had not they 
been held back by the Aetolian cavalry. 

Flamininus now, the fog having cleared, drew out his legions. 
Ordering his right wing to remain where it  was with the elephants 
in front of it, he advanced at  the head of the left wing covered 
on its left by light troops, to support his advanced guard. Philip 
was a sound but weak general. At first he had no intention of 
entangling his columns in the hilly ground, but finally was per- 
suaded by his subordinates to advance. Placing himself a t  the 



CYNOSURE-CYNOTHERAPY 
head of the right division of the phalanx he was soon compelled 
to form it  into a heavy column in order to  cross the broken ground. 
 meanwhile Nicanor who was in command of the left division of 
the phalanx was instructed to follow the right division as soon as 
possible. This over-haste to support the Macedonian advanced 
guard resulted in Philip's army being beaten in detail. 

On approaching Flamininus, Philip threw out his light infantry 
on his right flank and sounded the charge. The sarissas (pikes) 
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were lowered, and the Roman left wing driven down the hill. 
Flamininus, seeing that it  was not possible to prevent his men 
falling back, and perceiving that the Macedonian wings were 
separated, Nicanor being still a considerable distance in rear, gal- 
loped over to his right wing and ordered it to  advance against the 
Macedonian left, which caught in column of march was thrown 
into confusion by the elephants, and at  once broke and fled, being 
pursued by the Roman right wing. One of the tribunes, a man of 
quick tactical insight, seeing that the Roman left was hard 
pressed, broke away from the pursuit and wheeling round some 
2 0  maniples moved rapidly towards the Macedonian right wing, 
and charged it in rear. The nature of the phalanx being such that 
it was most difficult for the men to face round singly and defend 
themselves, confusion at  once resulted. Under cover of this con- 
fusion the Roman left wing reformed its ranks and attacked the 
Macedonians in front. This dual attack in rear and front proved 
decisive. Philip left the field with a small party of men, his right 
wing was cut to pieces, his losses being 8,000 killed and 5,000 
prisoners; the Romans lost 700. 

Tactically the battle of Cynoscephalae is an interesting one. 
Both armies attacked and were attacked in detail. In the actual 
charge the sarissa proved once again all-powerful, but the legionary 
organization being the more flexible enabled a clear-sighted sub- 
ordinate quickly to break off a small party of men and manoeuvre 
towards the decisive point-the rear of the victorious Macedonian 
right. See also ROME: History. 

B I B L I ~ G R A P H Y . - P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S  xviii. ; Livy xxxiii. ; T. Mommsen, History 
o f  Rome, Book iii., viii.; T .4. Dodge, Great Captains, Hannibat ii 
chap. xlv.; H. G. Liddell, History of Rome, ii., xxx~x.; Kromayer- 
Veith, Schlachten-Atlas Zzrr Antiken Kriegsgeschichte, part ii. 

CYNOSURE, the name given by the Greeks and Romans to 
the constellation of the Little Bear, Ursa Minor. (Lat. cynosura, 
Gr. ~ u v 6 a o v p a ,  from iivvbs, genitive of K ~ W V ,  a dog, and obpb. 
tail.) The word is applied in English to the pole-star which appears 
in that constellation, and hence to something bright which, like a 
"guiding-star," draws all attention to it, as in Milton's "cynosure 
of neighbouring eyes." 

CYNOTHERAPY, the practice of healing by means of dogs, 
is of great antiquity and almost world-wide distribution. I n  it 
the use of the dog may be merely magical or ceremonial, or the 
parts of the dog itself may be used as medicine or as ingredients 
therein. Primitive thought does not clearly distinguish between 
what is magical and what is medicinal. The domestication of the 
dog dates from the Mesolithic age, and its use as food is wide- 
spread and has generally some ceremonial significance, a signifi- 
cance perhaps due to the great value of the dog to the ancient 
hunter or shepherd. Thus in the Nicobar islands, where the dog is 
apparently a tribal token, it  is sacrificed, then cooked and eaten. 
The Lhota Nagas of Assam sacrifice (and eat) dogs a t  a propitia- 
tory ceremony because the dog, being the cleverest of all animals, 
is therefore the most gratifying to the spirits. Among the Igorot 
of Luzon the dog is used as a ceremonial food, and in mediaeval 
Europe it was a favourite animal in offerings to  the devil. In  Argos 
the dog was sacrificed to a fertility god, and in Sparta and Caria to 
the god of war; the Macedonians and Boeotians sacrificed dogs in 
purification rites and so apparently did the Romans, for Pliny 
mentions that live dogs were fastened in a wooden fork (Nut. 
Hist. xxix., iv.), much as a Kuki or Naga of Assam impales them 
on a bamboo spike at  this day. The dog also appears to have been 
eaten as food in Rome. I n  813 the Bulgar leader, Krum, sacrificed 
dogs before Constantinople. The Sema Nagas mark a boundary 
by burning a live puppy, and a similar use of dogs as sacrifices on 
important occasions such as in peace-makings, in cementing friend- 
ships, in taking oaths and even in rain-making is common. 

But though these uses of the dog may be merely the outcome of 
a vague feeling of reverence, caused by its sagacity and valuable 
qualities, of such a feeling as that recorded of the Kenyahs of 
Borneo, there seems to be more than this a t  the bottom of its use 
as medicine, and it  may be that there is, or has been, an idea that 
the soul matter of human beings and of dogs is of similar quality 
(see METEMPSYCHOSIS ; LYCANTHROPY; HEAD-HUNTING), and 
that the latter can usefully be substituted for the former for that 
reason. I t  has been suggested-Carveth Read, Origin of Marc 
(1925)-that the sympathy between man and dogs is due to the 
fact that both are descended from ancestors that hunted in packs. 
In any case hunting dogs are often treated as human beings; if an 
Angami Naga kills one, he must leave the village for five days, that 
of his departure and return being kept as communal tabu days, as 
if he had committed homicide on a small scale. Hunting dogs were 
crowned in ancient Italy, are buried with particular respect by the 
Naga tribes of Assam, and are allotted a definite share of the game 
killed by the Oraons of Chhota Nagpur in India, by the Khasis 
and the Naga tribes in Assam, and by the Tinguians of the 
Philippine Islands. So, too, canine have been substituted for 
human victims in sacrifice on the Nile, in Hawaii, in the Xaga 
hills, and perhaps in Ireland; and the same idea is no doubt present 
in the use of dogs for sacrifice in illness by the Koryaks of Siberia, 
in New Guinea, in Hawaii, and by the Kuki tribes of Assam and 
Burma, the dog being the sacrifice par excellence in illness among 
the Thado, Lushei, and Chins. The Buru and Aru islanders of 
Indonesia eat dogs to  acquire bravery, as do the Kansas Indians 
of the U.S.A. The Romans sacrificed dogs to the Bona Dea and at  
the Lupercalia. The Huancas of Peru had the same idea and ate 
dogs at  their greatest festival, while the Angami Nagas also make 
a practice of eating dog a t  their important annual festival, the 
Sekrengi, which is intended to secure the health of the community 
during the ensuing year. The Naga tribes all regard dog's flesh 
as a valuable tonic and as generally health-giving, while the flesh, 



blood, or fa t  of dogs has long been regarded as medicinal in 
Europe. Hippocrates advocated a diet of dog flesh in certain 
illnesses, as consumption, and Pliny remarks "that sucking puppies 
were held fit for food." Culpeper, in his Phar?nacopoeia 
Londiniensis (1659), recommends newly-whelped puppy as an in- 
gredient in liniment for bruised or wounded limbs, and the 
Pharntacope'e Universelle (1763) gives directions for the prepara- 
tions of ointment, oil, and liniment from dogs for use in rheuma- 
tism, while a remedy called "dog oil" is still used in the north of 

F IG I.- CAREX R I P A R I A .  T H E  LARGEST BRITISH S E D G E ,  FROM 3 TO 5 FT. 
HIGH 

A. Male flower (Enlarged) 8. Female flower (Enlarged) 

England for arthritis. Dog, too, is a common nostrum against 
poison; "nothing is more potent against poison than dog's blood," 
says Pliny again (Loc.  cit .) ,  and in Ireland "the blood of many 
dogs" forms part of a charm against poisoning, while the Angami 
Naga antidote is the eyes of a living dog, plucked out and 
slvallowed. The hair of the dog that bit you is a remedy for dog- 
bite in Assam as well as in Great Britain, while in China there is 
medicinal virtue in the hair of any dog. 

Of course the belief in the virtue of dog flesh may be due, or 
partly due, to the observations of the healing effects of a dog's 
licking its own wounds. Langue de chien sert de mkde'cine says the 
French proverb, while the scrip- 
tural case of Lazarus seems to 
contain that idea. Cures were ei- 
fected a t  Epidaurus in the 4th 
century B.C. by the licking of the 
patient by dogs sacred to Aescu- 
lapius (q.v.), to which dogs the 
Athenians actually offered sacri- 
fices. The idea is still current, 
for a whole family in Co. Dur- 
ham in 1921 attributed their re- 
covery from scabies to the licking 
of a pet dog (The Lancet, Nov. 
1921). ( J .  H .  H.)  

CYPERACEAE, in botany, 
a family of monocotyledons. 
They are grass-like herbs, some- 
times annual, but more often per- 
sisting by means of an under- 
ground stern, from which spring 
erect solitary or clustered, gen- 
erally three-sided aerial stems, 
with leaves in three rows. The ~ ~ I ; $ E ; ; ; ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ :  
minute flowers are arranged in A N D  MARSHES I N  

spikelets somewhat as in grasses, PARTS OF E U R O P E ,  ASIA A N D  NO RT H  

and these again in larger spike- AMERICA 

like or panicled inflorescences. The flower has in rare cases a 
perianth of six scale-like leaves arranged in two whorls, and thus 
conforming to the common monocotyledonous type of flower. 
Generally the perianth is represented by hairs, bristles or similar 
developments, often indefinite in number; in the two largest gen- 
era, Cyperus, and Carex the flowers are naked. In  a few cases 
there are two whorls of stamens, with three members in each; but 
generally only three are present; the pistil consists of two or 
three carpels, united to form an ovary bearing a corresponding 
number of styles and containing one ovule. The flowers, often 

unisexual, are wind-pollinated. The fruit is one-seeded, with a 
tough, leathery or hard wall. There are 8 j  genera containing 
about 3,200 species and widely distributed throughout the earth, 
chiefly as marsh-plants. In  the arctic zone they form 10% of 
the flora. They will flourish in soils rich in humus which are too 
acid to support grasses. The large genus Cyperus contains about 
600 species, chiefly in the warmer parts of the earth; C. papyrus 

I J 
F IG.  2.- A. A  FLOWER C L U S T E R  O F  C O T T O N - G R A S S  ( E R I O P H O R U M  P O L Y -  
S T A C H I O N ) .  A B O U T  % N A T U R A L  S I Z E .  F O U N D  WIDELY IN MARSHY L A N D S  
B. FLOWER O F  T H E  T R U E  B U L R U S H  ( S C I R P U S  L A C U S T R I S ) ,  FROM WHICH 
MATS A N D  CHAIR BOTTOMS ARE MADE 

is the Egyptian papyrus. Carex, the largest genus of the order, 
the sedges, is widely distributed in the temperate, alpine and 
arctic regions of both hemispheres containing over 1,000 species. 
I t  is represented by 60 species in Britain, and by over 500 species 
in North America. Carex arenaria, the sea-bent, grows on sand 
dunes and helps to  bind the sand with its long cord-like under- 
ground stem which branches widely. Scirpz~s lacustris, the common 
bulrush, occurs in lakes, ditches and marshes; i t  has a spongy, 
green, cylindrical stem, reaching nearly an inch in thickness and 
I to 8ft. high, which is usually leafless with a terminal branched 
inflorescence. Erioplzorum, cotton grass, is represented in Britain 
by several species in boggy land. They are small tufted herbs 
with cottony heads due to the numerous hair-like bristles which 
take the place of the perianth and become much elongated in the 
fruiting stage. 

In  North America, some species of Carex grow on dry land, but 
the largest ones occur in low grounds. They cover great areas of 
marsh land in the Upper Mississippi region, and are employed 
in the manufacture of "grass carpets." 

CY-PRES, in English law, a principle adopted by the court 
of chancery in dealing with trusts for charitable purposes. When 
the charitable purpose intended by a testator cannot be carried 
into effect, but the general charitable intent is clear, the court will 
apply the funds to  some other purpose, as near the original as 
possible (whence the name). 



CYPRESS-CYPRINODONTS 
I n  the United States, charitable trusts have become more ire- 

quent as the wealth of the country has progressed, and are re- 
garded with increasing favour by the courts. The cy-prds doctrine 
has bee3 either expressly or virtually applied to  uphold them in 
several of the States, and in some there has been legislation in 
the same direction. I n  others the doctrine has been repudiated; 
e.g., in Michigan, Tennessee, Indiana and Virginia. For many 
years the New York courts held that this doctrine was not in 
force there, but in 1893 the legislature repealed the provisions of 
the revised statutes on which these decisions rested and restored 
the ancient law. Statutes passed in Pennsylvania have established 
the doctrine there, and dissolved any doubt as to  its being in 
force in that state. 

CYPRESS, the name given to several evergreen, aromatic 
trees and shrubs belonging to the genera Cupressus and Chamae- 
cyparis of the coniferous family Cupressaceae. The cypresses, 
which are indigenous to southern Europe, Asia and North Arner- 
ica, feature scale-like overlapping leaves, usually in four ranks; 
few-scaled catkins; cones consisting of from six to ten peltate, 
woody, terminally bossed scales; and numerous small, winged 
seeds. All species exude a resin but no turpentine. 

The Italian cypress (Cz~piessus sempervirens) has been well- 
known throughout the Mediterranean region since classic times. 
I t  is a tapering tree resembling the Lombardy poplar; its branches 
are thickly covered with small, imbricate, shining, green ]eaves; 
the male catkins are minute; the cones are between I and 1; in. 
in diameter, sessile, and generally in pairs, and are made up of 
large angular scales, slightly convex exteriorly, and with a sharp 
point in the centre. ~h~ tree grows to  a height of go f t .  in its 
native soil. I t  thrives best on a dry, deep, sandy loam, on airy 
sheltered sites at  no great elevation. ~h~ timber is hard, close- 
grained, of a fine reddish hue, and very durable. 

~h~ cypress, which is incapable of developing stump sprouts 
once the tree is cut down, was regarded as a symbol of the dead, 
and perhaps for that reason was sacred to Pluto. 

~h~ tree grows straight, or nearly so, and has a gloomy and 
forbidding, but wonderfully stately aspect. With advancing age 
its foliage becomes almost black. I ts  origin is doubtful. 

The Port Orford white-cedar (Chamaecyparis ~awsoniana),  na- 
tive to south Oregon and north California, is commonly knolvn 
as L~~~~~ cypress to horticulturists. ~h~ finest representative of 
the genus CupreJszrs ill California is the &tonterey cypress (c, 
mac,,ocarpa). It is a tree of beautiful symmetry, becoming 150 
ft. in height, with a trunk f t ,  to I. f t .  in circumference. 
grows rapidly, even on poor soils, and thrives best near the sea. 
Other Californian species are C .  goveniana and C. ntacnahiana, 
which are much trees than Monterey cypress. C. 
fzcnebiis is a native of the north of China, where it  is planted 
near pagodas. Chamaecyparis nootkatensis, the Nootlra sound 
cypress or Alaska-cedar, is a hardy species, reaching a height of 
from 80 ft .  to IOO f t .  C.  obtzlsa of Japan is a tall tree reaching 
100 f t .  in height, and widely planted by the Japanese for its tim- 
ber-one of the best for interior construction. I t  is also culti- 
vated by them in a dwarf form not exceeding a foot in height. 

The baldcypress, Taxodium distichum, a deciduous conifer, is a 
member of the family (Taxodiaceae), a native of the southern 
United States and Mexico. I t  is a lofty tree reaching a height 
of about I jo ft., with a massive trunk 15 f t .  or more in diameter, 
growing in or near water. The lower part of the trunk bears huge 
buttresses, each of which ends in a long branching far-spreading 
root, from the branches of which arise the peculiar knees above 
the level of the water. The lrnees are of a soft spongy texture and 
have been thought to  act as breathing organs, supplying the roots 
with air. Soille authorities assert that their function is largely 
mechanical and they give greater stability to the standing tree. 
The stout, horizontally spreading branches give a cedar-like ap- 
pearance; the foliage is light and feathery; the leaves and the 
slender shoots which bear them fall in the autumn. 

The cones, about the size of a small walnut, bear spirally-ar- 
ranged imbricated peltate scales which subtend the three-angled, 
winged seeds. The wood is light, soft, straight-grained and easily I 
worked; it is very durable in contact with the soil, and is used 1 

for railway-ties, posts, fencing and for  consrruction. 
The baldcypress is very extensively developed in Mexico, as  

one of the important assets of that country, furnishing valuable 
timber for many purposes. I t s  durability and resistance to water 
are remarkable. The geological history of cypress dates back to 
the Upper Cretaceous, the evidence being that the group was 
derived from the pine group during the Mesozoic. (E. S. HR.) 

CYPRIAN, SAINT (Caecilius Cypiianus, called THASCIUS) 
(c. 200-258), the illustrious bishop of Carthage, was born of 
a wealthy patrician family a t  Carthage, where he became a 
teacher of rhetoric. About 246 he was converted by the priest 
Caecilianus. His enthusiasm and ability, together with his de- 
votion of his wealth to the relief of the poor and other pious uses, 
led to his being made head of the church in Carthage C. 248. 
During the persecution of Decius (250), Cyprian had to seek 
safety in retreat, but he returned when it  relaxed under Gallus, 
the successor of Decius. Several councils were held to  discuss 

questions as heretical dissensions from the belief in the 
divine authorship of the episcopal order and the unity of Christen- 
dom, baptism by heretics and the readmission into the church 
of those who had lapsed during persecution. Though tolerant 
towards the lapsed, Cyprian was strict in the matter of baptism, 
and only escaped conflict with the Roman bishop stephen through 
the new persecution under the Emperor Valerian. Stephen was 
martyred in Aug. 257, and Cyprian was banished to Curubis 
He Was recalled and beheaded on Sept. 14, 258, the first African 

obtain the martyr's crown. 
Cyprian's works, written in a smooth, persuasive style reflect- 

ing his practical mind, are concerned, like Tertullian's, and often 
in imitation of them, with apologetic, dogmatic and ~ a s t o r a l  
themes. The best known is the D e  Unitate Catholicae Ecclesiae 
called forth in A.D. 251 by the schism a t  Carthage and the Novatian 
schism at  Rome. I t  proclaims the doctrine of one church founded 
Upon Peter, whose "tangible bond is her one united episcopate, 
an apostleship universal yet only one-the authority of every 
bishop perfect in itself and independent, yet not forming with all 
the others a mere agglomeration of Powers, but being a tenure 
upon a totality like that of a shareholder in some joint property." 
The Ad Donaturn ( D e  Gratia De i )  contrasts the regenerated life 
with the moral degradation of the heathen; the ~e opere  e t  
eleemosynis presents the Tertullian conception of merit and satis- 
faction; and the Letters, only 66 of the present collection being 
genuine, are important for church history and ecclesiastical law. 
Cyprian, who "set his seal on Episcopalianism" and stressed infant 
baptism and penance as means of grace, was of 
authority in the West, for Augustine. 

The best edition of his works is that by W. von Hartel in the 
Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorurn (Eng. trans. in the Oxford Library 
of the Fotheys). See also E. W. Benson, cypYian, his life, his times, 
his works (1897 )  ; A. Harnack, Hist. of Dogma ii. and v.; 0. Barden- 
hewer, Gesch. der Altkirchl. Lit. 11. 

CYPRINODONTS, a family of fishes, soft-rayed and with 
abdominal pelvic fins, but without a duct to the air-bladder. The 
head is flat-topped, the mouth generally small and protractile, 
with bands of small teeth in the jaws, the scales usually large. 
About 400 species are known, none of which exceeds a foot in 
length; they are found in all warm countries, but are especially 
abundant in America; many species are marine, but these espe- 
cially frequent lagoons and estuaries; others are confined to fresh 
water. The Cyprinodonts are much appreciated as aquarium 
fishes, on account of their small size, pretty colours, and lively 
habits. Courtship and pairing are general throughout the group, 
and in many species the sexes are very dissimilar, the males 
being brilliantly coloured and having large and beautifully orna- 
mented fins. Cynolebias of South America is unique among fishes, 
the dorsal fin of the male being not only much larger than that 
of the female, but having many more rays. There are seven sub- 
families, of which the Fundulinae and Cyprinodontinae are 
oviparous and occur in Africa, southern Europe, and Asia, as well 
as in America. I n  the extraordinary Phallostetlainae, from 
Johore and the Philippines, pelvic fins are absent and the male has 
a large muscular appendage under the head. The other viviparous . 
groups, four in number, are American, and in them the anal fin 
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of the male is modified into an intromittent organ. Lebistes retic- 
ulatus, the "Millions" fish of the West Indies, devours mosquito 
larvae and so helps to  prevent malaria. Xiplzoplzor2~s Izelleri of 
Mexico, named "sword-tail" because the lower half of the caudal 
tin of the male is produced into a long pointed process, is remark- 
bble for "sex inversion," about half the females becoming con- 
verted into males before they reach an inch in length. One of the 
most curious types is the "four-eyed fish" (dnableps) of Central 
and South America, in which the eyes project above the top of 
the head, and are divided by a black horizontal band into an 
upper part for vision in the air and a lower for vision in the water. 
Spermatophores have been described in the Phallostethinae and 
Poeciliinae, and may be characteristic of the group. The Ambly- 
opsidae, which include the blind cave fishes of North America, 
are a related family. (C. T .  R.) 
CYPRUS, one of the largest islands in the Mediterranean, 

after 1914 a British Crown colony, a t  roughly equal distance from 
the coasts of Asia Minor to the north and of Syria to the east. 
The headland of Cape Kormakiti in Cyprus is distant 44 m. from 
Cape Anamur in Asia Minor, and its north-east point, Cape St. 
Andrea, is 69 m. from Latakieh in Syria. I t  lies between 34" 33' 
and 35" 41' N., and between 32" 20' and 34" 3 5' E I t s  greatest 
length is about 141 m., from Cape Drepano in the west to Cape 
St. Andrea in the north-east, and its greatest breadth, from Cape 
Gata in the south to  Cape Kormakiti in the north, reaches 60 m.; 
while it  retains an average width of from 35 to 50 m. through 
the greater part of its extent, but narrows suddenly to less than 
10 m. about 34" E., and from thence sends out a long narrow 
tongue of land towards the E.N.E. for a distance of 46 m ,  termi- 
nating in Cape St. Andrea. The coast-line measures 486 m ,  the 
area is 3,584 sq m , or a little more than the area of Norfolk and 
Suffolk. Cyprus is the largest island in the Mediterranean after 
Sicily and Sardinia. 

Mountains.-A great part of the island is occupied by two 
mountain ranges, both having a general direction from west to 
east. Of these, the most extensive and lofty fills almost the whole 
southern portion of the island, and is generally designated as Mt. 
Olympus. The highest summit, hilt. Troodos, attains 6,406 feet. 
Subordinate spurs diverge on all sides; one extends to Cape 
Arnauti (the ancient Acamas), which forms the north-west ex- 
tremity of the island; others descend to the northern and southern 
coasts. South-east of the summit are governmental and military 
summer quarters. The main range is continued eastward by Mt. 
Adelphi (5,305 ft.) ,  Papoutsa (5,124) and Machaira or Chionia 
(4,674), and ends in the isolated Hill of the Holy Cross (2,260 
f t . ) ,  Santa Croce, Stavrovouni or Oros Stavro, a conspicuous 
object from Larnaca, only 12 m. distant, and a place of pil- 
grimage. The northern range, a narrow but rugged and rocky 
ridge, begins a t  Cape Kormakiti (the ancient Crommyon) and is 
continued unbroken to the eastern Cape St. Andrea, a distance 
of more than IOO miles. I t  has no collective name; its western 
part is the Kyrenia mountains, the remainder Carpas. I t s  highest 
summit (Buffavento) attains only 3.135 feet. I t  descends ab- 
ruptly to the south into the great plain of Lefkosia. and to the 
north to a narrow plain bordering the coast. 

T h e  Mesaoria.-Between the two mountain ranges lies a broad 
plain, extending across the island from the bay of Famagusta to 
that of Morphou on the west, a distance of nearly 60 m., with a 
breadth varying from 10 to 20 miles. I t  is known by the name of 
the Mesaoria or Messaria. The chief streams are the Pedias and 
the Yalias, which follow roughly parallel courses eastward. The 
greater part consists of open, uncultivated downs; but corn is 
grown in the northern portions. Though Cyprus was celebrated 
in antiquity for its forests, the whole Mesaoria is now treeless. 
The disappedrance of the forests (which is being artificially 
remedied) has reduced the rivers to mere torrents, dry in sum- 
mer. Even the Pedias (ancient Pediaeus) does not reach the sea 
in summer, and forms unhealthy marshes. The mean annual tem- 
perature in Cyprus is about 69" F (mean maximum 78" and 
minimum 57'). The mean annual rainfall is about 19 inches. 
October to  March is the cool, wet season, Earthquakes are not 
uncommon, 

Geology.-Cyprus lies in the continuation of the folded belt 
of the Anti-taurus. The northern coast range is formed by the 
oldest rocks in the island, consisting chiefly of limestones and 
marbles with occasional masses of igneous rock. These are sup- 
posed to be of Cretaceous age, but no fossils have been found 
in them. On both sides the range is flanked by sandstones and 
shales (the Kythraean series), supposed to be of Upper Eocene 
age; and similar rocks occur around the southern mountain mass. 
The Oligocene consists of grey and white mads (known as the 
Idalian series), which are distributed all over the island and attain 
their greatest development on the south side of the Troodos. All 
these rocks have been folded, and take part in the formation of 
the mountains. The great igneous masses of Troodos, etc., con- 
sisting of diabase, basalt and serpentine, are of later date. Plio- 
cene and later beds cover the central plain and occur a t  intervals 
along the coast. The Pliocene is of marine origin, and rests un- 
conformably upon all the older beds, including the Post-oligocene 
igneous rocks, thus proving that the final folding and the last 
volcanic outbursts were approximately of Miocene age. The 
caves of the Kyrenian range contain a Pleistocene mammalian 
fauna. 

Population.- The estimated population of Cyprus in 1940 
was 383,967, of whom somewhat over one-fifth were Moham- 
medans; it  was 347,959 by the census of 1931. The people are 
mainly Greeks and Turks, though there is also an Armenian col- 
ony and a distinct, though not numerous, Latin colony. The 
bulk of the inhabitants are Christians of the Independent Cy- 
priote Church, a branch of, and in communion with, the Orthodox 
Eastern Church, though "autocephalous" ( i  e., independent, with 
the right of electing its own archbishop). The chief towns, with 
1931 populations, are Xicosia (pop. 23.67j), the capital, in the 
north central part of the island, Limasol (15,349) and Larnaca 
(11,872) on the southeastern coast. The other capitals of dis- 
tricts are Famagusta, on the east coast, Kyrenia, on the north, 
and Ktima, capital of Paphos, on the southwest. 

A g r i c u l t u r e  a n d  Minerals.-The most important species of 
uees are the Aleppo pine, the Pinus laricio, cypress, cedar, carob, 
olive and Quercus alnifolia. Forest land occupies about 19% of 
the total area of the island. Under the terms of the Colonial 
Development and Welfare act, 1940, the British government pro- 
vided over L200,ooo for reclamation and reafforestation of forest 
areas. The principal crops are grain, fruit (including carob), 
olive, mulberry, cotton, vegetables and oilseeds. The government 
regulates the grading and packing of agricultural produce for ex- 
port, prohibits the export of inferior wines and ensures the high 
standard of tobacco and cotton production. Considerable works 
of irrigation were undertaken a t  the expense of the British 
treasury. 

The rearing of livestock, especially mules, is important. Arab 
stallions and good breeds of cattle and pigs have been imported 
by the government, u,hich maintains a stock farm a t  Athalassa. 
Sponge fishery is important. 

Arazi land is held by title deed issued by the Land Registry 
office; there are special categories of wasteland and trust-lands 
for public, religious or charitable purposes. i l lzrlk includes all 
buildings, gardens, planted land and grafted trees and is in- 
scribed at  the land registry. All minerals belong to the state; 
permission is necessary for erection of buildings; and any kind 
may be expropriated for public purposes. 

Cyprus was celebrated among the ancients for its mineral 
wealth, especially for its mines of copper. In  modern times 
cupreous pyrites is by far the most important mineral produced 
in the island, principally from the Skouriotissa, Mavrovouni, 
Kalavasos and Lymni mines. The asbestos-bearing rock on Mount 
Troodos is quarried a t  Amiandos, and the chrome iron ore ob- 
tained in the Troodos area is concentrated near Kakopetria. 
Auriferous deposits are worked in the Nicosia and Larnaca dis- 
tricts, and terra umbra in the latter district, while gypsum is 
produced by quarrying at  Inany localities. 

Communicati~ns.-Cyprus lacks natural harbours. That a t  
Famagusta, enlarged in 1932-33, is the only one suitable for large 
vessels. The ports of Larnaca and Limasol have only open road- 
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steads, and there are small harbours a t  Kyrenia and Paphos. A 
government-owned railway, of 2 ft .  6 in. gauge, runs from Eama- 
gusta through Nicosia and Morphou to Kalokhorio, 71 mi dis- 
tant ;  the only section open to regular passenger traffic in 1943 
was that between Famagusta and Nicosia, 37 mi. Cable and 
Wireless, Limited, operates land telegraphs between the six prin- 
cipal toxns, cables to Egypt and Palestine and also a wireless 
station. In  1943 there were 886 mi. of main and 1,716 mi. of 
secondary roads. There are mail-steamer and air services. 

Administration.- The governor has the assistance of an ex- 
ecutive council consisting of four official and three non-official 
nominated members. For many years Greek-speaking Cypriotes 
clamoured for  the island to be united to  Greece, and in I931 the 
agitation resulted in rioting and the destruction of the governor's 
residence. In  consequence the legislative council, which had 
existed since 1882, was deprived of its functions and power to 
legislate was vested in the governor. An advisory council was 
established in 1933 to represent the views of the Cypriotes; this 
body comprised 4 official members and 10 others annually selected 
from the unofficial community. District commissioners represent 
the government in each of the six districts of the island, namely 
-Nicosia, Larnaca, Limasol, Famagusta, Kyrenia and Paphos. 
Courts of Justice laws, 1935 and 1938, provided for a supreme 
court, and in each district an assize court and a district court. 
The courts apply local legislation and certain Ottoman legisl't- 
tion specified in the 1935 Courts of Justice law, The family law 
of the various religious communities which had received recogni- 
tion under Turkish rule was preserved; and three S l~er i  courts 
administer the Moslem religious law. 

F i n a n c e  a n d  Trade.-The principal sources of revenue are 
from immovable property and animal taxes; an excise on tobacco; 
stamps, court fees, royalties and licences; the salt monopoly; 
import duties and shipping and nharfage dues. The Cyprus 
pound, divided into 180 piastres, is equal to  the pound sterling; 
there are also government currency notes. The Bank of Cyprus 
has its head office in Nicosia, and banking institutions with 
branches in the island include the Ottoman bank, the Bank of 
Athens and Barclays bank (Dominion, Colonial and Overseas). 
The chief exports are cupreous concentrates. cupreous pyrites, 
carobs, citrus fruit, asbestos, nines and potatoes. Chief imports 
are wheaten flour, cotton manufactures, machinery, iron and steel, 
timber and woollens. Turkish weights and measures are used. 

Education.-The government assumed direct control of ele- 
mentary education in 1933. Education is voluntary (though the 
government obtained compulsory powers in 1931) and free for all 
children from the age of six up to the end of the teaching year 
preceding their 14th birthday. Each religious community has an 
entirely separate system of schools. Orthodox-Christian and 
Maronite schools are taught in Greek, Moslem schools in Turkish. 
though English is included in the curriculum of all the larger 
schools. The Secondary Education law, 1935, provided for the 
registration and inspection of all secondary schools by the gov- 
ernment, which made grants-in-aid. Most secondary schools are 
under the management of the various religious communities, 
though three are undenominational-the English school, Nicosia 
(which came under government control in 1936) and two Amer- 
ican academies (co-educational a t  Larnaca and for girls a t  
Nicosia). (J. L. MY.; W. B. PN.) - 

ANCTENT HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY 

The Stone age has left but few traces in Cyprus. The "mega- 
lithic" monument of Hal i  Sult&n TekC near Larnaca may perhaps 
be early, but the vaulted chamber of Agia Katrina near Enkomi 
is Roman, and the chapel of Agia Phareromeni a t  Larnaca is a 
tomb of similar late date. The perforated monoliths a t  Ktima 
seem to belong to oil presses of uncertain date. A neolithic 
settlement is reported at  Erenaros. 

The Bronze age, on the other hand, is of peculiar importance 
since Cyprus was one of the chief early sources of copper. 
Throughout this period, which began probably before 3000 B.C. 

and ended about 1200 B.c., Cyprus evidently maintained a large 
population, and distinct art and culture. This culture falls into 

three main stages. I n  the first, the implements are of copper, the 
pottery is hand-made, with a red burnished surface, gourd-like 
forms and incised patterns; zoomorphic art is rare, and imported 
objects are unknown. I n  the second stage, implements of bronze 
(9 to 10% tin) became common; pottery of buff clay with 
painted geometrical patterns appears alongside the red-ware; and 
foreign imports occur, such as Egyptian blue-glazed beads. 

I n  the third stage, Aegean colonists introduced the Mycenaean 
culture and industries; with new types of weapons, wheel-made 
pottery, a naturalistic art which rapidly becomes conventional; 
gold, ivory, glass and enamels. Intercourse with Syria, Palestine 
and Egypt brought other types of pottery, jewellery, etc. There 
is, however, nothing in this perioc! which can be ascribed to 
specifically "Phoenician" influence; the only traces of writing are 
in a variety of the Aegean script (British Museum, Excavations in 
Cyprzls, 1900). I t  is in this third stage that Cyprus first appears 
in history, under the name Asi, as a conquest of Tethmosis 
(Thothmes) 111. of Egypt (18th dynasty, c. 1500 B.c.) (E.  Ober- 
hummer, Die Insel Cypern,  Munich, 1903, i., pp. 1-3). I t  was 
still in Egyptian hands under Seti I., and Rameses 111. Alusya, 
sometimes identified with Cyprus, is probably in north Syria. 

The Early Iron age which succeeds is a period of obscurity 
and relapse. The introduction of iron was accompanied, as in 
the Aegean, by economic and political changes, which broke up 
the Mycenaean colonies. Foreign imports almost cease; cylinders 
and scarabs are replaced by conical seals like those of Asia 
Minor, and dress-pins by brooches ( f ibulae).  Representative art 
languishes; decorative art becomes purely geometrical. Lingering 
thus, Mycenaean traditions met new oriental influences from the 
Syrian coast. But there is no clear proof of Phoenician or other 
Semitic activity in Cyprus till the end of the 8th century. 

No reference to  Cyprus has been found in Babylonian or 
Assyrian records before the reign of Sargon 11. (end of 8th 
century B.c.). The Hebrew geographers of this and the next 
century reckoned it  as predominantly Greek. Sargon's campaigns 
in north Syria, Cilicia and south-east Asia Minor (721-711) 
provoked first attacks, then an embassy and submission in 709, 
from seven kings of Yatlzana (the Assyrian name for Cyprus); 
and an inscription of Sargon himself, found a t  Citium, proves an 
Assyrian protectorate. Under Sennacherib's rule, Yatntzna figures 
(as in Isaiah) as the refuge of a disloyal Sidonian in 702; but in 
668 ten kings of Cypriote cities joined Assur-bani-pal's expedition 
to  Egypt. Citium does not appear by name; but is recognized in 
the list under its Phoenician title Karti-hadasti, "new town." 

Thus before the middle of the 7th century Cyprus reappears 
in history divided among at  least ten cities, of which some are 
certainly Greek, and one at  least certainly Phoenician. With this, 
Greek tradition agrees1. The settlements a t  Paphos and Salamis, 
and probably at  Curium, were believed to date from the period 
of the Trojan War. Late Mycenaean settlements were discovered 
on these sites. The Greek dialect of Cyprus shows marked re- 
semblances to  that of Arcadia from which i t  must have been 
separated not later than the 12th century. Further evidence of 
continuity is the peculiar Cypriote script, a syllabary related to 
the linear scripts of Crete and the south Aegean, and,traceable in 
Cyprus to the Mycenaean age2. I t  remained in regular use for  
Greek records until the 4th century at  least; before that time 
the Greek alphabet occurs in Cyprus only in a few inscriptions 
erected for visitors3. A few inscriptions in the syllabary preserve 
another language which has not yet been identified. In  Citium 
and Idalium, a Phoenician dialect and alphabet were in use from 
the time of Sargon onward4. Sargon's inscription a t  Citium is 
cuneif orm5. 

1W. H. Engel, Kypros (Berlin, 1841). 
2G. Smith, Tr.  Soc. Bibl. Arch. i. 129 sqq.; Moritz Schmidt, Monatsb. 

k .  A k .  Wiss. (1874)~ pp. 614-615; Sammlung kypr.  Znschriften (Jena, 
1876). On its Aegean origin, A. J. Evans, "Cretan Pictographs" 
(1895), Journ. Hell. Studies, xiv., c f .  xvli. 

3British Museum, Exc. in Cypr. (I~oo), p. 95. 
4M. de Vogiit, Mdlanges d'archtologie orientale (1869) ; J .  Euting, 

Sitzb. k. preuss. A k .  Wiss. (1887), p p  115 sqq.; Ph. Berger, C .  R. 
Acad. Inscr. (18871, pp. 155 sqq., 187 sqq., 203 sqq. 

%. Schrader, Abh. d,  k .  preuss. Ak.  Wiss. (1881). 
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CYPRUS 
The culture and art of Cyprus in this Graeco-Phoenician period 

are well represented, the earlier phases at  Lapathus, Soli, Paphos 
and Citium; the later Hellenization at  Amathus and Marion- 
Arsinoe. Three distinct foreign influences may be distinguished, 
originating in Egypt, in Assyria and in the Aegean. Their effects 
are best seen in sculpture and in metal work, though it remains 
doubtful whether the best examples of the latter were made in 
Cyprus or on the mainland1. The first two merged in a mixed art 
which, from its intermediate position between the art of Phoenicia 
and its western colonies and the earliest Hellenic art in the 
Aegean, has been called Graeco-Phoenician. Pottery-painting for 
the most part remains geometrical. Those Aegean influences, 
however, which had predominated in the later Bronze age, and 
had never wholly ceased, revived, as Hellenism matured and 
spread, and slowly repelled the mixed Phoenician orientalism 
Early in the 6th century appear the specific influences of Ionia 
and of Naucratis. The revival of Egypt as a phil-Hellene state 
under the 26th dynasty, admitted strong Graeco-Egyptian in- 
fluences in industry and art, and led, about j60 B.c., to the con- 
quest of Cyprus by Amasis (Ahmosi )II.? 

The annexation of Egypt by Cambyses of Persia in 525 B.C. 
was preceded by the voluntary surrender of Cyprus, which formed 
part of Darius's "fifth satrapy."3 The Greek cities joined the 
Ionic revolt in 500 B.c.~;  but the Phoenician States, Citium and 
Amathus, remained loyal to Persia; the rising was soon put down; 
in 480 Cyprus furnished I;O ships to the fleet of Xerxes5; and 
remained subject to Persia during the 5th century6. But the Greek 
cities retained monarchical government throughout, and domestic 
arts and religious cults remained almost unaltered. The prin- 
cipal Greek cities were now Salamis, Curium, Paphos, Marion, 
Soli, Kyrenia and Chytri. Phoenicians held Citium and Amathus 
on the south coast, Tamassus and Idalium in the interior. At the 
end of the 5th century a fresh Salaminian League was formed by 
Evagoras ( q . ~ . ) ,  who became king in 410, aided by the Athenian 
Conon after the fall of Athens in 404, and revolted openly from 
Persia in 386, after the peace of Antalcidas. Athens again sent 
help. But the Phoenician states supported Persia as before, the 
Greeks were divided by feuds, and in 380 the attempt failed; 
Evagoras was assassinated in 374, and his son Nicocles died soon 
after. After the victory of Alexander a t  Issus in 333 all the states 
of Cyprus welcomed him. 

After Alexander's death in 323 Cyprus passed, after several 
rapid changes, to Ptolemy I., king of Egypt. In  306 B C. Deme- 
trius Poliorcetes of Macedon overran the whole island, but 
Ptolemy recovered it  in 295 B.C. Under Ptolemaic rule Cyprus 
was usually governed by a viceroy of the royal line, but it gained 
a brief independence under Ptolemy Lathyrus (107-89 B.c.), 
and under a brother of Ptolemy Auletes in 58 B C. The great sanc- 
tuaries of Paphos and Idalium. and the public buildings of Salamis, 
which were wholly remodelled in this period, have produced but 
few works of art. I t  is in this period that we first hear of Jewish 
settlements7 which later become populous 

I n  58 B.C. Rome, which had made large unsecured loans to 
Ptolemy Auletes, sent M. Porcius Cato to annex the island. 
Under Rome, Cyprus was at  first appended to the province of 
Cilicia; after Actium (31 B c.) i t  became a separate province, 
which remained in the hands of Augustus and was governed by 
a legafus Caesaris pro praetore as long as danger was feared 
from the East. No monuments remain of this period. In  2 2  B.c., 
however, i t  was transferred to the senate8. so that Sergius Paulus, 
who was governor in A.D. 46, is rightly called proconsul

g
. Of 

Paulus no coins are known. but an inscription existsI0. Other pro- 

IG. Perrot and C. Chipiez, Histoire de Part duns I'Antiqzuti, iii. 
(188 j).  

2Herod. ii. 182 ; see also EGYPT; History (Dyn. 2 6 ) .  
3Herod. iii. 19. 91 ; sre also PERSIA: History. 
"erod. v. 108, 113, 115. 
SHerod vii. go. 
6Thuc. i. 94, 112.  
71. Macc. xv. 23. 
sDio Cass. liv. 4 ; Strabo 685. 
9Acts xiii. 7. 
'OD. G. Hogarth, Devia Cypria, pp. 114 sqq. and app. 

consuls are Julius Cordus and L. Annius Bassus who succeeded 
him in A.D. 52'. The persecution of Christians on the mainland 
after the death of Stephen drove converts as far as Cyprus; and 
soon after converted Cypriote Jews such as  Joses the Levite 
(better known as Barnabas), were preaching in Antioch. The 
latter revisited Cyprus twice, first with Paul on his "first jour- 
ney" in A.D. 46 and later with &lark2. I n  116-1 I 7 the Jews of 
Cyprus, with those of Egypt and Cyrene, revolted, massacred 
240,000 persons, and destroyed a large part of Salamis. Hadrian, 
afterwards emperor, suppressed them, and expelled all Jews from 
Cyprus. 

For the culture of the Roman period there is abundant evi- 
dence from Salamis and Paphos, and from tombs everywhere, for 
the glass vessels which almost wholly supersede pottery in tombs 
are much sought for their (quite accidental) iridescence. 

The Christian Church of Cyprus was divided into 13 bishoprics. 
I t  was made autonomous in the 5th century, in recognition of 
the supposed discovery of the original of St. Matthew's Gospel 
in a "tomb of Barnabas," still shown a t  Salamis; and the patriarch 
has the right to sign his name in red ink. A council of Cyprus, 
summoned by Theophilus of Alexandria in A.D. 401, prohibited 
the reading of the works of Origen (see CYPRUS, CHURCH OF). 

Of the Byzantine period little remains but the ruins of the 
castles of St. Hilarion, Buffavento and Kantira;  and a series 
of gold ornaments and silver plate, found a t  Lapithus in  1883 
and 1897 respectively. The Frank conquest is represented by 
the "Crusaders' Tower" at  Kolossi, and the church of St. Nicholas 
at  Nicosia; and, later, by masterpieces of a French Gothic style, 
such as the church (mosque) of St. Sophia, and other churches 
at  Nicosia; the cathedral (mosque) and others a t  Famagusta 
(q.v.), and the monastery a t  Bella Pais; as well as by  domestic 
architecture a t  Nicosia; and by forts a t  Ryrenia, Limasol, etc. 

(J. L. MY.) 

MODERN HISTORY 

After the division of the Roman empire (A.D. 39j )  Cyprus 
passed into the hands of the eastern emperors, to  whom it con- 
tinued subject, with brief intervals, for more than seven centuries. 
I t  was administered as a plo-consulship by an official appointed 
from Antioch, the capital being transferred from Paphos to 
Salamis (then known as Constantia). Until 632 the island was 
exceedingly prosperous, but in that 17ear began the period of Arab 
invasions, which continued intermittently for three centuries I n  
647 the Arabs under the caliph Othman made themselves masters 
of the island, and destroyed Salamis, but were driven out by the 
emperor only two years later. 

Again conquered by the Arabs in the reign of Harun al-Rashid 
(802), Cyprus was finally restored to the Byzantine empire under 
Nicephorus Phocas (963-969). Its princes became practically 
independent, and tyrannized the island, until, in 1191, Isaac 
Commenus, who in 1184 had assumed the title of Despot of 
Cyprus, provoked the w a t h  of Richard I, king of England, by 
wantonly ill-treating his crusaders. Richard thereupon wrested 
the island from Isaac, whom he took captive. He then sold 
Cyprus to the Knights Templars, who resold it to  Guy de Lusi- 
gnan, titular king of Jerusalem. 

Guy ruled from I 192 till his death in I 194; his brother Amaury 
took the title of king, and from this time Cyprus was governed 
for nearly three centuries by a succession of kings of the same 
dynasty, who introduced into the island the feudal system and 
other institutions of western Europe. Their court  as a brilliant 
one, and the kings of Cyprus in addition often bore the title of 
kings of Jerusalem, and after 1393, of Armenia also. I n  1372 
indeed, following a quarrel between the Venetian and Genoese 
consuls, the Genoese took Famagusta, which had become the chief 
commercial city in Cyprus, and held it  till 1464; but it was recov- 
ered by King James 11, and the whole island was reunited under 
his rule. 

His marriage with Caterina Cornaro, a Venetian lady of rank. 
was designed to secure the support of the powerful republic of 

'Gorp. Inscr. Lat 2631-2632. 
?Acts iv. 36, xi. 19, zo. xiii. 4-13, xv. 39, xxi. 16. 
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Venice, but had the effect, after his own death and that of his 
son James 111, of transferring the sovereignty of the island to 
his new allies. 

Caterina, feeling herself unable to contend alone with the in- 
creasing power of the Turks, abdicated the sovereign power in 
favour of the Venetian republic, which a t  once entered into full 
possession of the island (1489). 

The Venetians retained their acquisition for 82 years, notaith- 
standing the neighbourhood of the Turks. Cyprus was now harshly 
governed by a lieutenant, and the condition of the natives, who 
had been much oppressed under the Lusignan dynasty, became 
worse. I n  1570 the Turks, under Selim 11, made a serious 
attempt to conquer the island, in which they landed an army of 
60.000 men. The greater part of the island was reduced with 
little difficulty; Nicosia, the capital, was taken after a siege of 
45 days, and 20,000 of its inhabitants put to the sword. Famagusta 
alone made a gallant and protracted resistance, and only capitu- 
lated after a siege of nearly a year ('4ug. 6, 1571). The terms 
of the capitulation were shamefully violated by the Turks, who 
put to death the governor Marcantonio Bragadino with cruel tor- 
ments. 

On March 7, 1573, Venice recognized the sultan's sovereignty 
over Cyprus. The period of Turkish administration lasted for 
2 0 0  years. At first comparatively mild (serfdom was abolished, 
the Orthodox archbishopric restored. and the Christian popula- 
tion granted a large measure of autonomy), it became increasingly 
oppressive. 

There were serious risings in 1764, 1804 and 1821. I n  1838 
and 1839 attempts were made to introduce reforms and some 
self-government, mith a local Divan. On June 4, 1878, Great 
Britain, by treaty with the sultan, took over the occupation and 
administration of Cyprus, the Porte remained nominal sovereigns, 
and received an annual "tribute" of £92.800 a year. 

A n n e x a t i o n  by G r e a t  Britain.--On the outbreak of war 
with Turkey Nov. 5, 1914, Cyprus was annexed to the British 
crown. The British government offered the island to Greece 12 

months later, conditionally upon the latter aiding Serbia, then 
invaded by Bulgaria. The offer lapsed when Greece declined it. 
British annexation mas formally recognized by Turkey under the 
Treaty of Lausanne, ratified in 1924. 

The annual Turkish "tribute" continued to be borne by the 
island's revenue, ~rh ich  was supplemented by grants-in-aid from 
the British government. The amounts varied from year to year 
until 1911. when the British contribution toward the finances of 
Cyprus became a fixed sum of Lso ooo annually. In  1928 that 
figure was raised to  £92,800 per year, the full amount of the 
"tribute" payable to Turkey by Cyprus 

Cyprus  in Wor ld  W a r  11.-A pack transport (mule) com- 
pany from Cyprus arrived in France in 1940, being the first unit 
of British colonial troops to reach that theatre of war. The 
Cyprus regiment, formed in 1940, took part in the campaigns in 
Libya in that and the succeeding year, and other Cypriote units 
fought in east Africa, Crete, Greece and Syria. During ;943 
municipaI government was introduced in Cyprus on the basis of 
adult suffrage, and the British government announced that resto- 
ration of self-government in the island was contemplated fol- 
lowing conclusion of hostilities. 

His to ry  of Excavation.--Many archaeological discoveries 
were made in Cyprus after British occupation of the island in 
1878. T. B. Sandwith, British consul, 1865-69. laid the founda- 
tions of a sound knowledge of Cypriote pottery (see ArcRaeolo~ia,  
xlv, 1877); his successor, R. H. Lang, 1870-72, excavated a 
sanctuary of Aphrodite a t  Dali (see Trans.  R o y .  Soc. Literatz~re. 
2nd ser. xi, 1878); and Luigi P. di Cesnola, U.S. consul, explored 
sites and tombs in all parts of the island during 1865-77. His 
collection, in the Metropolitan museum of New York, repre- 
sented the largest series of Cypriote antiquities in the world. 

The Ottoman law of 1874 in regard to antiquities was retained 
in force after the British occupation. Excavation was permitted 
under government supervision; and the finds were apportioned in 
thirds, between the excavator, the landowner (usually bought 
out by the former) and the government. The most important 

excavations made late in the 19th century were those conducted 
by Ohnefalsch Richter a t  Idalium and Tamassus; by the Cyprus 
Exploration fund a t  Paphos, Marion and Salamis; and by the 
British museum a t  Anlathus, Salamis and Curium. Restrictions 
imposed in 1905 had the effect of stopping scientific excavation 
by foreigners, but the law was amended in 1927 to permit the 
export of antiquities with the permission of the governor in con 
sultation with the authorities concerned. 

The Cyprus museum, a t  Kicosia, organized in 1897 as a mem- 
orial to Queen Victoria, contained a representative collection of 
Cypriote art of all periods. Funds from the Carnegie corpora- 
tion and other sources made possible a complete reorganization 
of the museum in 1936-37. 

I n  1935, by the establishment of an Antiquities department 
and the enactment of a new Antiquities law, the government in- 
augurated a policy of closer supervision and protection of the 
antiquities and historic monuments in the island. Monuments 
protected under the law numbered 182 in 1943, of which 77 were 
the property of the government. 

Resident custodians were appointed to supervise certain of the 
declared "ancient monuments," entrance fees being charged to 
visitors from outside the island. 

Excavation at  Khirokitia by the Antiquities department in 1936 
brought to light a settlement of the Neolithic period, with burials 
nhich contained the earliest human remains found in Cyprus 
down to that time. In  1937-38 the department also excavated 
early Christian remains surrounding the Church of Ayios Philon, 
near Rizokarpaso, and a number of Hellenistic tombs in the 
neighbourhood were investigated with the aid of a grant from 
the Ashmolean museum a t  Oxford. Among minor excavations 
in 1938, a mining settlement of the late bronze age was dis- 
covered in Nicosia district by the department. 

In the late 1930s an expedition of the museum of the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania excavated the site of the Sanctuary of 
Apollo at  Curium, as well as a settlement of the late bronze age 
to the east of the village of Episkopi; a large part of Curium 
hill was acquired by the government with the aid of a grant from 
the expedition. On behalf of the British school at Athens, a 
number of tombs in various parts of the early bronze age ceme- 
tery at  Vounous, near Bellapais. were excavated during 1937- 
38 by J. R. Stewart. 

The government possessed power to control the height and 
style of buildings adjoining ancient monuments In certain areas 
in Kyrenia and Nicosia, and throughout the whole of the old 
town and fortifications of Famagusta. In  1938, for the first time. 
funds were made available for the purchase of private properties 
to secure ancient monuments from the encroachment of unde- 
sirable modern buildings and for the demolition of others. This 
made possible the isolation of the Churches of St. George of the 
Greeks and Sts. Peter and Paul in Famagusta, and the acqui- 
sition of open sites near the Martinengo bastion. Much repair 
work was also done. notably a t  Kyrenia castle and, a t  Famagusta, 
the Venetian fortifications and the Church of St. George of the 
Latins. 

Over 26,000 visits to museums and monuments were recorded. 
representing an increase on the figures for 1937 of 64% for resi- 
dents and 2 2 %  for visitors from abroad. 

B m ~ 1 o c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - G e n e r a 1 :  D. G. Hogarth, The Nearer East (1~02) ; 
C. D. Cobham, Excerpta Cypriz (1908), includes his Bibliography; 
G. Jeffery, An Attempt at a Biblio~raplzy o f  Cyprus (1~30) ; R. Gun- 
nis, Historic Cyprus (1936) ; G. Hill, A History of Cyprus (1939) ; 
P.  Newman. A Short History of Cyprus (1940). 

Natural History. F. Unger and T. Kotschy, Die Insel Cypern 
(1865); C. V .  Bellamy and A. J. Jukes-Brown, Geology of Cyprus 
(1905) ; I .  A. Bucknill. Ornithology o f  Cyprus (1913). 

Antiquities: G. Perrot and C. Chipiez, Histoire de ?Art duns 
Z'Antiqz~ite' (1885) ; J .  L. Myres, Handbook of the Cesnola Collection 
o f  Antiquities from Cyprus (1914); G. Jeffery, The Historic Monu- 
ments o f  Cyprus (1919) ; S.  Casson, Ancient Cyprus: I ts  Art and 
Arcizaeology (1~37). 

Coins: G. Schlumberger, Numismatiqz4e de Z'Orient Latin (1878; 
supplement. 1882) ; G F. Hill, Catalogzie o f  Cozns: Cyprus (1904). 

Mediaeval: Fra Stefano Lusignano, Chorografia di Cipro (1571) ; 
Comte de Mas Latrie, Hirtoire de Chypre (1852-61) ; W .  Stubbs, The 
Mediaeval Kingdoms of Cyprus and Armenia (1886) ; J .  Hackett, 



Iiistory of the Orthodox Church in Cyprus (1901) ; T .  J. Chamber- 
layne, Lacrimae Nicosietzses (1894) and Le Trdsor dl4 Morf  (1906) ; G. 
j e f fe r~ ,  c y p r u s  zrnder a n  English King i n  the T w e l f t h  Century ( 1 9 2 ~ ) .  

Modern Times: C. W. J .  Orr, Cyprus under Britislz Rule (1918) ; p. Storrs and B. J. OIBrien, T h e  Handbook o f  Cyprus (IgA0) ; cololz- 
zal Reports (annually). (c. W. J.  0 . ;  W. B. px.) 

CYPRUS, CHURCH OF* The Church Cyprus is in 
munion and in doctrinal agreement with the other Orthodox 
Churches of the East (see ORTHODOX EASTERN CHURCH), but is 
independent and subject to no patriarch. This position it has 
always claimed. At any rate, its independence "by ancient custom" 
was recognized, as against the claims of the patriarch of Antioch, 
by the council of Ephesus, A.D. 431, by a n  edict of the emperor 
Zen0 (to whom the church had sent a cogent argument on its Own 

behalf, the alleged body of its reputed f ~ u n d e r  St. Barnabas, 
then just discovered a t  Salamis), and by the Trullan Council in 
692. Attempts have been made subsequently by the patriarchs 
of Antioch to claim authority over it, the last as recently as 
1600; but they came to nothing. And excepting for the period 
during which Cyprus was in the hands of the Lusignans and the 
Venetian Republic (1193-1571), the Church has never lost its 
independence. This period of bondage ceased at  the conquest 
of the island by the Turks: the Latin hierarchy disappeared (the 
cathedral a t  Nicosia is now used as a mosque), and the native 
church emerged into comparative freedom. I n  1821, it is true, 
all the bishops and many of their flock were put to death by 
way of discouraging sympathies with the Greeks; but successors 
were soon consecrated, by bishops sent from Antioch at the 
request of the patriarch of Constantinople, and on the  hole the 
Church has prospered. The bishops-elect required the berat of the 
sultan; but having received this, they enjoyed no little civil im- 
portance. Since 18;s the berut has not been given, and the 
bishops are less influential. There are now four bishoprics, Nicosia, 
Paphos, Kition and Icyrenia, the bishop of the first named being 
archbishop primate. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-Ph. Georgiou, E i 6 f j u ~ ~ s  'IUTOPLK~~ T~PL ~f is  ' E K K X ~ ) ~ ~ ~ S  
7% K b W u  1 ~ 7 5 )  ; K. Kouriokurineos (Archbishop '' 
Cyprus), ' I u r o p i a  ~ p o v o h o y i ~ ~  T$S vfjuou K b ~ p o v  (Venice, 1788) ; de 
Mas Latrie, Histoire de l'ile de Chypre sous les princes de la nzaison 
de L ~ ~ s i g n a n  (Paris, 1852 f.)  ; H. T. I?. Duckworth, The  Cltz~rclt of 
Cyprus (London, 1900) ; J. Hackett, History o f  the Orthodox Cizu~clz 
of Cyprus (1901). See also art. CYPRUS (history; archaeology). 

CYP6ELUS, tyrant of Corinth from c. 657 to 627 B.C. was 
the son of Aeetion and Labda, daughter of Amphion, a member 
of the ruling family, the Bacchiadae. He is said to have derived 
his name from the fact that when the Bacchiadae, warned that he 
would prove their ruin, sent emissaries to kill him in his cradle, 
his mother saved him by concealing him in a chest (Gr. K L . $ ~ X ~ ) .  
When he was grown up, Cypselus drove out the Bacchiadae, and 
made himself master of Corinth. I n  the words of Aristotle he 
made his way through demagogy to tyranny. Herodotus, with the 
prejudice of the 5th century Greek against tyrants, says he ruled 
harshly, but he is generally represented as beneficent and popular, 
He pursued an energetic commercial and colonial policy (see 
CORINTH), and thus laid the foundations of Corinthian prosperity. 
H e  laid out the large sums thus derived on the construction of 
buildings and works of art. At the same time he strove to gain 
the good will of the powerful priesthoods of Delphi and Olympia. 
At Delphi he built a treasure-house for Corinthian votive offer- 
ings; a t  Olympia he dedicated a colossal statue of Zeus and the 
famous "Chest of Cypselus," described by Pausanias (v. 17-19). 
Cypselus was succeeded by his son Periander ( q . ~ . ) .  

See CORISTH: History;  histories of Greece; Herodotus v. 92; Aris- 
totle, Politics, 131ob; 131jb; P. Knapp, Die Kypseliden zozd die 
Kypseloslade (Tiibingen, 1888). 

CYRANQ DE BERGERAC, SAVINIEN (1620--1655), 
French romance-writer and dramatist, son of Abel de Cyrano, 
seigneur de Mauviilres et de Bergerac, was born in Paris on 
March 6, 1620. He studied with a country priest, and had for a fel- 
low pupil his friend and future biographer, Henri Lebret. He then 
studied in Paris a t  the collkge de Beauvais, where he had for mas- 
ter Jean Grangier, whom he afterwards ridiculed in his comedy 
Le Pe'dant jouk (1654). At the age of 19 he entered a corps of the 

guards, serving in the campaigns of 1639 and 1640, and began the 
series of exploits that were to make him a hero of romance. The 
story of his single-handed against IOO enenlies is 
vouched for  by Lebret as the simple truth. After two years of this 
life Cyrano left the service and began to write tragedies cast in 
the orthodox classical mode. He was, however, as a pupil of Gas- 
sendi, suspected of thinking too freely, and in the Mort dJ Agrip- 
pine (1654) his enemies even found blasphemy. B U ~  his most 
famous works are the two romances LJHistoire comique des k t a t s  
du soleil (1662) and ~ ) ~ i ~ t ~ i ~ ~  des de la J~~~~ 

(16j6?), cyranols ingenious nlixture of science and romance 
furnished a model for  many writers, such as swif t  and roe .  
Cyrano spent a stormy existence in Paris and was involved in 
many duels, and in quarrels with the comedian Montfleury, with 
Scarron and others. I n  1654 he was injured by a falling timber 
in the house of the due dl Arpajon, his patron. ~i~ reputation 

a free-thinker later forced him t o  seek refuge with friends in  
paris, he died in sept. 16j5, 

M. Edmond Rostand's romantic play Cyrano de Bergerac (18~7) 
revived interest in the author of the Histoires conziques. A modern 
edition of his Oeuvres ( 2  vols.), by P. L. Jacob (Paul Lacroix), 
appeared in 1858 (new ed. 19oo), with the preface by H. ~ e b r e t  
originally prefixed to the Histoire comique des dtats de la lune 
(16561). See also P. A. Brun, Savinien de Cyrano Bergerac (189~) ; 
F. Lachkvre, Cyrano de Bergerac (1920). Other studies of Cyrano 
are those of Charles Nodier (1841), F. Merilhon (Perigueux, 1856), 
Fourgeaud-Lagrkze (in Le  Pirigord litttraire, 187j) and Thkophile 
Gautierf in his Grotesques' 

CYRENAICA, in ancient geography, a district of the North 
African coast, lying between the Syrtis Major and Marmarica. 
The northern half of the district was known as Pentapolis, from 
its possession of five considerable cities ( I )  Hesperides-Berenice 
(Bengasi), (2) Barca (Merj),  (3) Cyrene (Ain Shahat-Grenna), 
(4) Apollonia (Marsa Susa), (5) Teucheira-Arsinos (Tocra). I n  
later times two more towns rose to  importance, Ptolemais (Tol- 
meita) and Darnis-Zarine (Derna). These all lay on the coast, 
with the of Earca and Cyrene ( q . ~ . ) ,  which were sit- 
uated on the highland n0J.J called Jebel &hdar, a few llliles inland. 
For about jco years this district enjoyed great prosperity, owing 
partly to its natural products, more to trade ~ i t h  interior Africa. 

Under the Ptolemies, the inland cities declined and the Cyre- 
naica began to feel the commercial competition of Egypt and 
Carthage, whence easier roads led into the continent. After all 
north Africa had passed to Rome, and Cyrenaica itself, be- 
queathed by Apion, the last Ptolemaic sovereign, had become (in 
combination with Crete) a Roman province (after 96 B.c . ) ,  this 
competition told more severely, and the Greek colonists, grown 
~vealter, found themselves less able to hold their own against 
the Libyan population. A great revolt of the Jen7ish settlers 
(AD. 11 5-116) settled the fate of Cyrene and Barca. Hence- 
forward till the Arab invasion (A.D. 641) Apollonia was the chief 
city, with Berenice and Ptolemais next in order. After the con- 
quest by Amir ibn elJAsi, inland Cyrenaica regained importance, 
lying as it  did on the direct route between Alexandria and Qair- 
wan, and Barca became its chief place. But with the substitution 
of Ottoman for Arab empire, resulting in the virtual independence 
of both Egypt and Tripoli, the district between them relapsed to 
anarchy, which continued after Mahmud I1 had resumed direct 
control over Tripoli (1835), and in the middle of the ~ ~ t h  cen- 
tury Cyrenaica was still so free of the Turks that Sheik Ali 
bin-Senussi chose it  as headquarters of his nascent dervish order. 

Modern Cyrenaica became a somewhat larger district than of 
old, and included ancient Marmarica up to the head of the Gulf 
of Sollum (Catabathmus Magnus), while the western boundary 
(toward Tripolitania) was a t  Gasr El Machtar. The whole area 
was about 212,000 sq.ini., mostly barren desert, and had in I931 a 
population of 165,000 inclusive of 19,000 Europeans, mainly Ital- 
ians. On Jan. I, 1934, Cyrenaica, along with Tripolitania (q.v.), 
became part of modern Libya (q.v.). The capital and chief sea- 
port is Bengasi. When in 1912 Italy succeeded Turkey in the sov- 
ereignty of the vilayet of Bengasi, it was officially styled Cyre- 
naica. It was made a colony distinct from the adjoining vilayet of 

, Tripoli (Tripolitania), but up to 1914, owing mainly to the oppo- 
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sition of the Senussi, the Italians had occupied little more than 
the coast region. During World War I Italian occupation was 
reduced to the ports of Bengasi and Derna and a few 0 t h  places 
on the Mediterranean, but from 1919 onward Italian authority 
was extended. By an agreement, concluded in Dec. 1925, Egypt 
ceded to Italy the oasis of Jaghbub, which the Italians occupied 
in Feb. 1926. This enabled them to strengthen their hold on the 
hinterland, as i t  is a centre of sei-era1 important c-aravan routes, 
while in 1928 the whole of the coast as far as the Tripoli frontier 
was subjugated. 

The people-Arabs and Berbers-rear large numbers of cattle, 
sheep and camels, and there is considerable trade in livestock 
with Egypt. Excellent barley is grown and is usually exported to 
Great Britain. There are also fisheries. Salt production in 1931 
was a ~ , O O O  tons. I n  193 2 imports were valued a t  $ 6 , ~  jo,ooo while 
exports totalled only $j38,000. Chief exports were sponges, 
$80,000; hides and skins, $33,600; wool, $ j2,800; cattle, $2,100 

and carpets, $6, jgo. 
Railway lines extend from Bengasi to Barce (66 mi.) and from 

Bengasi to Solbch (34 mi.). (See SENUSSI.) 
Bengasi and Derna are connected by a motor road which leads 

through Cyrene; and the road to Jaghbub (Giarabub) and Siwa 
is also possible for vehicles. 

The main caravan route to the Wadai runs through the Augila 
and Kufra oases, but has lost much of its importance since the 
construction of the railway to Khartoum. 

I n  1931, %,I  jo vessels of 1,075,981 tons entered, and 1,153 
vessels of 1,072,900 tons cleared the ports. 

Geologically and structurally Cyrenaica is a mass of Miocene 
limestone. This mass is divided into kwo blocks, the higher being 
the western Jebel Akhdar, on which Cyrene was built (about 
1.800 i t . )  : the lower, the eastern Jebel el-Akabah, the ancient 
Marmaric highlands (700 ft.) .  There is no continuous littoral 
plain, the longest strip running from the recess of the Syrtis 
round past Bengasi to Tolmeita. Thereafter, except for deltaic 
patches at  hlarsa Susa and Derna, the shore is precipitous. Jebel 
Akhdar, being without "faults," has no deep internal valleys, and 
presents the appearance of downs; but its seaward face is very 
deeply eroded, and deep circular sinkings (swallow-holes) are 
common. There is much forest on its northward slopes, and good 
red earth on the higher parts, which bears abundant crops of 
barley, much desired by European maltsters. Plenty of springs 
issue on the highlands. Here the Bedouins (mostly Beni Hassa) 
~ a s t u r e  flocks and herds. amountine to several million head. The - 
climate is temperate and the rainfall usually adequate, but one 
year in five is expected to be droughty. The southward slopes 
fall through ever-thinning pasture lands to sheer desert about 
80 m. inland. 

Jebel el-Akabah is much more barren than Jebel Akhdar, and 
the desert comes right down to the sea in Marmarica. In  the 
west of Cyrenaica is the remarkable chain of low-lying oases, 
which, from the chief member of the group, is commonly called 
the Augila depression. 

Collectively the oases present the aspect of a long winding 
valley, extending from the Wadi el-Fareg near the Gulf of Sidra, 
through the Bir Rassam, Augila Jalo, Faredgha, and Siwa oases, to 
the Natron lakes and the dried-up branch of the Nile delta known 
as the Bahr bili-hl5 (waterless river). The whole region appears 
as a silted up marine inlet which, perhaps, in Pliocene times, pene- 
trated some 300 m. S.E. in the direction of the Nile. Nearly all 
the fossil shells found in its sands belong to the fauna now living 
in the Mediterranean, and Siwa is 98 i t .  below sea-level. This is 
true also of its eastern extensions, Sittra (80) and the Birket el- 
Kerun in the Fayum (141). But Augila and Jalo stand 130 and 
296 ft. respectively above sea-level. They have considerable varia- 
tions of temperature (as much as 75' in one day was registered at 
Augila in Dec. 192 I, from I 13' to 38' F), strong winds, but very 
little rain. The population of Augila and Jalo is about 4,500. 
The production of dates is considerable. 

South of the Augila depression the land rises steadily to  nearly 
1,200 f t .  in the Kufra oases, which lie between 21' and 24" E., 
north of the Tropic of Cancer and due east of Fezzan. The group 

consists of five distinct oases in the heart of the Libyan desert- 
Taizerbo, Zighen, Bu-Zeima, Erbena and Kebabo-which extend 
for a distance of zoo In. X.W. and S.E., and have a collective area 
of 7,000 sq.m., and a population of 6,000 or 7,000 Arabo-Berber 
nomads. Good water is obtained in abundance from the under- 
ground reservoirs, which lie within a few feet of the surface, and 
support over a million date-palms. Kufra is a centre of the 
Senussite brotherhood, with an important zawya (convent) a t  
Jof, in Kebkbo. Kufra was visited during 1920-23 by the travel- 
lers, Mrs. Forbes, Hassanien Bey and Bruneau de Laborie. 
Hassanien Bey in his second independent journey (1923), ex- 
plored the mountain regions of Archenu and el-Avenal (both in 
Italian territory on the aznd parallel) pushed on to Erdi, crossed 
the eastern Ennkdi, and then turned eastwards into the Sudan, 
finally reaching Darfai. H e  discovered the presence of a great 
mass of granitic rock, considerably earlier than the sedimentary 
calcareous rock of which aldne the Libyan desert had been 
thought to be composed. Bruneau de Laborie, starting from 
Duila, on the Gulf of Guinea, came up through the Cameroons, 
Wadai and Bbrai, and so by the caravan route (which he was the 
first European to follow) to  Tilcro, es-Sarra and B6sciara (all of 
them waterpoints within Italian territory) and so up to Kufra. 
(See Rosita Forbes, The Secret of Salzara: Kufra, 1921; Has- 
sanien Bey, The Lost Oases, 1925, and the accounts of both 
journeys in the Geographical Joz~rnal; Bruneau de Laborie, D u  
Ca?neronn azt Caire par le de'sert de Libye, 1924.) 

Successful military operations during the spring of 1928 by 
troops moving simultaneously from Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, 
led to the decisive victory a t  the wells of Tegrift and the clearing 
of the whole district from the 29th parallel northwards, as far 
south, that is, as Giarabub (which lies immediately west of the 
oasis of Siwa, which is in Egyptian territory), Augila, Giaia, 
Marada and Zella. Senussi power was thus definitely destroyed, 
hluch may be made of Cyrenaica by judicious colonization. All 
kinds of trees grow well, from the date palm, numbering joo,ooo, 
to the oak; and there are over 200,000 wild olives. There are 
forests of laitisk and juniper. Conditions in general are like those 
of Sicily and Apulia, and there is ample room for new settlers 
in the fertile coast zone, where water is easily found. 

BIBLIOGRAPHI'.-E. Roberts, Catalogue of the Greek Coins o f  Cyre- 
naica (1927) ; and a number of publications by the Ufficio Studi of the 
Government of Cyrenaica, including an excellent summary of the work 
of previous explorers by A. Mari (L'esplorasione geogrefica detla Libia: 
Rapportie Monografie Coloniali, Series 2, No. 5 ,  1926). A map of 
Cvrenaica, on the scale of I :  1oo.000 (some of the coastal districts 
I: ~O,OOO) is in active preparation. 

The accounts of earlier travellers and especially those of Beechey 
and of Smith and Porcher, are of great value to the archaeologist 
owing to the continual destruction that has been going on there until 
Italy came into possession. For the archaeology of Cyrenaica in gen- 
eral see Milzistero delle Colonie: Notiziario Arclzeologico i. 67-239 
(1915). 
CYRENAICS, a Greek school of philosophy, so called from 

Cyrene, the birthplace of the founder, Aristippus (q.v). I t  was 
one of the two earliest Socratic schools, and emphasized one side 
only of the Socratic teaching (cf. CYNICS). Socrates, although 
he held that virtue was the only human good, admitted to a cer- 
tain extent the importance of its utilitarian side, making happi- 
ness a t  least a subsidiary end of moral action (see ETHICS). Aris- 
tippus and his followers seized upon this, and made it  the prime 
factor in existence, denying to virtue any intrinsic value. Logic 
and physical science they held to be useless, for all knowledge 
is immediate sensation (see PROTAGORAS). These sensations are 
motions ( K L V ~ U ~ L S )  which ( I )  are purely subjective, and (2) are 
painful, indifferent or pleasant, according as they are violent, 
tranquil or gentle. Further they are entirely individual, and can 
in no way be described as constituting absolute objective knowl- 
edge. Feeling, therefore, is the only possible criterion alike of 
knowledge and of conduct. "Our modes of being affected (7rtt87) 
alone are knowable." Thus Cyrenaicism goes beyond the critical 
scepticism of the Sophists and deduces a single, universal aim 
for all men, namely pleasure. Furthermore, all feeling is momen- 
tary and homogeneous. I t  follows ( I )  that past and future pleas- 
ure have no real existence for us, and ( 2 )  that among present 
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pleasures there is no distinction of kind, but only of intensity. 
Socrates had spoken of the higher pleasures of the intellect; 
the Cyrenaics denied the validity of this distinction and said 
that bodily pleasures as being more simple and more intense 
are to be preferred. Momentary pleasure (povbxpovos @ov.i)), 
preferably of a carnal kind, is the only good for man. Yet Aris- 
tippus was compelled to admit that some actions which give 
immediate pleasure entail more than their equivalent of pain. 
This fact was to  him the basis of the conventional distinction of 
right and wrong, and in this sense he held that regard should 
be paid to law and custom. I t  is of the utmost importance that 
this development of Cyrenaic hedonism should be fully realized. 
To  overlook the Cyrenaic recognition of social obligation and the 
hedonistic value of altruistic emotion is a very common expedient 
of those who are opposed to all hedonistic theories of life. Like 
many of the leading modern utilitarians, they combined with their 
psychological distrust of popular judgments of right and wrong, 
and their firm conviction that all such distinctions are based 
solely on law and convention, the equally unwavering principle, 
that the wise man who would pursue pleasure logically must ab- 
stain from that which is usually denominated "wrong" or "un- 
just." This idea, which occupies a prominent position in systems 
like those of Bentham, Volney, and even Paley, was evidently of 
prime importance, a t  all events to the later Cyrenaics. 

Developing from this is a new point of practical im ortance 
to  the hedonism of the Cyrenaics. Aristippus, both i # theory 
and in practice, insisted that true pleasure belongs only to him 
who is self-controlled and master of himself. The truly happy 
man must have +pbvqars (prudence), which alone can save him 
from falling a prey to mere passion. Thus, in the end, Aristippus, 
the founder of the purest hedonism in the history of thought, 
comes very near not only to the Cynics, but to the more cultured 
hedonism of Epicurus and modern thinkers. Theodorus held even 
more strongly that passing pleasure may be a delusion, and that 
permanent tranquillity is a truer end of conduct. Hegesias denied 
the possibility of real pleasure and advocated suicide as ensuring 
a t  least the absence of pain. Anniceris, in whose thought the 

school reached its highest perfection, declared that true pleasure 
consists sometimes in self-sacrifice and that sympathy in enjoy- 
ment is a real source of happiness. 

See HEDONISM, EPICURUS; histories of philosophy by Zeller, Windel- 
band, Ueberweg; A. Wendt, De philosophia Cyrenaica (1841) ; H. 
von Stein, De philosophia Cyvenaica (1855) ; G. van Lyng, Om den 
Kyrenaiske skole (1868) ; J .  Watson, Hedonistic Theories (189j) ; 
James Seth, Ethical Principles, c. i. ( A )  (1893) ; H. Sidgwick, Methods 
of Ethics and Outlines of the History o f  Ethics; Beare, Greek Theories 
of Elementary Cognition; T .  Gomperz, Greek Thinkers (Eng. trans., 
vol. ii., bk. iv., ad fin., 1905) ; and general ethical text-books. 

CYRENE, the original capital of ancient Cyrenaica (q.v.), and 
one of the greatest of Greek colonies. The Theraean story of its 
foundation, as told by Herodotus, runs thus: Battus was bidden by 
the Delphic oracle to lead a portion of the citizens to  Libya and 
build a city in a "place between waters." By this he understood 
an island, and therefore established his followers on the barren 
islet of Platea in the Gulf of Bomba. The colony being unsuccess- 
ful made further application to the oracle and was bidden to trans- 
fer itself to the mainland. The Libyan barbarians were induced 
to act as guides, and brought the Greeks to high ground from 
various points of which issued springs, and Battus, recognizing "a 
place between waters," began to build. This was in the middle of 
the 7th century B.C. 

History.-The result was Cyrene, so called from a local 
nymph, the mother of Aristaeus by Apollo, really a nature god- 
dess. The point first occupied was the hill above the fountain of 
Apollo, on the south-west, afterwards the Acropolis, and there was 
erected the fortress-palace of the Battiadae, who continued to rule 
the colony for eight generations. Battus I .  reigned c. 6 3 0  t o  590 
B.c., and was succeeded by his son Arcesilaus (c. 590-574) The 
kings henceforth bore alternately the names Battus and Arcesilaus. 
Under Battus 11. ( j 7 0  B.c.?) a fresh band of settlers was invited 
from Greece, and the colony tended to become henceforth more 
maritime and democratic. I ts  port, Apollonia (Marsa Susa), now 
rose to  importance; and a second (winter) port was created a t  
Naustathmos (Marsa Hilal) about I j m. E., behind a sheltering 
cape. Fine roads were cut through the rock connecting these har- 
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bours with the capital. The Libyans, robbed in favour of the new 
settlers, called in Egyptian help; but the force sent by Apries was 
defeated near the spring of Theste, and presently Ainasis of Egypt 
made peace and took a Battiad princess to wife. Under Arcesilaus 
11. (c. 560-550) domestic dissensions and Libyan revolt led to 
the founding of a rival inland city, Barca, and a severe defeat and 
massacre. This, with the fact that Battus 111. was thought to  
have disgraced the house by his lameness, prompted the Cyre- 
naeans to send to Delphi for more advice, and as a result Demonax 
of Mantinea arrived as arbitrator and framed a Constitution limit- 
ing the monarchy and dividing the citizens tribally. Further at- 
tempts of the Battiadae (e.g., of Pheretima, wife of Battus 111.) 
and Arcesilaus his son), to annul this Constitution, and family dis- 
sensions, brought about a Persian invasion, and finally the extinc- 
tion of the dynasty about 450 B.C. 

A republic succeeded, but it  was often interrupted by tyrannies; 
and having made submission by embassy to Alexander in  331, 
Cyrene passed under Ptolemaic domination ten years later. From 
this epoch dates a decline which was due to economic causes. 
Apollonia and Berenice gradually superseded Cyrene and Barca 
respectively, but Cyrene continued to be a great city after it  had 
passed to Rome (96 B.C ) by the will of Ptolemy Apion, its last 
king. The Romans took over only his personal property. Three 
boundary stones of the time of Vespasian have been discovered. 
I n  the last years of the reign of Trajan, a Jewish revolt and the 
repressive measures taken by the Imperial Government (A.D. 115- 
I 16), dealt it an irreparable blow, and it  is described as deserted in 
the 4th century, and in the 5th as a vast ruin. Henceforward, to  
the epoch of Arab conquest (A.D. 641) its Greek life gradually 
deserted it for Apollonia. At its acme Cyrene is said to  have had 
over ~oo,ooo inhabitants. I t  was noted among the ancients for its 
intellectual life. I t s  medical school was famous, and it  numbered 
among its celebrities Callimachus the poet, Carneades, the founder 
of the New Academy at  Athens, Aristippus, a pupil of Socrates 
and the founder of the so-called Cyrenaics (q .v . ) ,  Eratosthenes 
the polyhistor and Synesius, one of the most elegant of the ancient 
Christian writers. 

Archaeology.- The site lies on the crest of the highland 
of Jebel Akhdar (about 1,800 ft.) and 17 m. from the sea. The 
ground slopes very gradually south, and being entirely denuded of 
trees, makes good corn land. The northward slope falls more 
steeply in a succession of shelves, covered here and there with 
forest. Ravines surround the site on three sides, and of the springs 
in its area, one, having great volume, has been at  all times the 
attraction and focus of the place. This is the so-called "Fount of 
Apollo," which issues from a tunnel artificially enlarged, and once 
faced with a portico. The channel is about 300 yd. long, and 
extremely tortuous. Here are numerous inscriptions of ancient vis- 
itors, including a dedication to good fortune aDv Oeo+aveia, ie., 
with a vision, which i t  was hoped would be granted. The acropolis 
was immediately above this on the west, and the main entrance 
of the city, through which came the sacred processions, passed it. 
The remains of Cyrene itself are enclosed by a wall having a circuit 
of about 4 m., of which little remains, but tombs and isolated 
structures extend far outside this area. The walls date from not 
before the 5th century B.c., and the large temples lie outside 
them. 

The  acropolis, on the south-western of the two hills, into which 
the site is divided by a valley, had separate fortifications es- 
pecially conspicuous on the east, where a gate and a long stretch 
of wall on each side of it are preserved. Excavations made on 
the summit of the acropolis in 1910-11 (described in Bulletin of 
the Archaeological Institute of America, ii., 1911, R .  Norton and 
others), led to the discovery of a building of the 3rd century B.C. 
arranged round a colonnade with a series of rooms on the south, 
and wings on the east and west running north. Another building, 
with an apse, showed traces of protracted occupation. A number 
of sculptures, including a fine head of Athena, were found, and, 
on the north-west slope, a quantity of terracotta objects. 

These excavations were suspended when Cyrenaica became 
Italian, and have not been resumed, attention having been de- 
voted to other parts of the town, where results of the highest im- 

portance have been obtained, and work is still (1928) in progress. 
On the north-east of the slope of the acropolis a small sanctuary 
of the divinities of Alexandria was found; the numerous works 
of art include a fine portrait head of Berenice 11. 

The temple of Apollo occupied the centre of a large level space 
below the Acropolis on the north. Here Smith and Porcher had 
already found a number of sculptures, now, with the rest of their 
discoveries, in the British Museum. Remains of the original 
temple, erected by Battus, have come to light; i t  had six columns 
in front, 1 1  on the sides, and two internal rows of columns in two 
stories (cf. Paestum). Fragments of its terracotta decoration 
were found, and also an enormous marble acroterion (gable 
decoration) with a Gorgon's head. I n  the time of Augustus it 
was reconstructed on the same plan; but later (perhaps under 
Hadrian) the interior was divided into three compartments, one 
behind the other, the older columns being used as material for 
the foundations. I n  front of the temple was a huge altar, 2 5  

yards long. To  the north of it  is the temple of Artemis (begin- 
ning of 6th century B.c.) with an altar in front of it, and be- 
tween the two is a small shrine of the Roman period. The 
temple was later surrounded by a sacred precinct, entered by 
propylaea erected in Roman times, in front of which is a temple 
of Pluto; while in the precinct are some smaller temples, includ- 
ing one of Isis (Iseum) and others dedicated to  Apollo. 

At the western extremity of the open space is a theatre (not 
well preserved) and a t  the eastern the Roman thermae, restored 
by Hadrian (large baths) and again in the 3rd and 4th centuries 
A.D. (small baths) cutting off part of the area; they are well pre- 
served and contained numerous works of art, including two 
marble groups of the Three Graces and (probably) the fine 
Aphrodite Anadyomene (now in the Museo delle Terme at  Rome) 
which was laid bare by a heavy rainstorm close by. The whole 
forms a most imposing group of remains; the valley is barred by 
a large supporting wall on the north, while to the south are the 
cliffs from which issues the Fountain of Apollo. 

T o  the east of the Acropolis lay the Agora, and away to the 
north-east, on the eastern hill, the so-called Great Temple, with 
the stadium to the east of it again. I n  the centre of the Agora 
are two archaic round monuments-the heroon and the tomb 
of Battus. A portico surrounds it, with temples of Zeus Soter (the 
Saviour) and Rome and Augustus; while a late enlargement 
produced the temple of Demeter. To  the south of the main road 
is the Capitolium, or temple of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva. The 
statues of these three deities were presented by Hadrian and 
Antoninus Pius in A.D. 138. The statue of Jupiter (Zezis Aigiochos, 
i.e., Zeus holding the aegis) was found in 1915, while the other 
two, discovered by Smith and Porcher, have recently been identi- 
fied at  the British Museum. 

The temples attributed to Bacchus and Venus by Smith and 
Porcher, which yielded them numerous sculptures, have not yet 
been re-excavated. The great temple on the eastern hill was, 
as an inscription of the Roman period shows, dedicated to  the 
Olympian Zeus. Smith and Porcher, in their hasty investigations, 
had found only fragments of sculpture there; but a fine head of 
Zeus of Pheidian type, with traces of gilding on the hair and 
beard, and belonging to an acrolithic statue, has recently been 
found there, as well as a head of Poseidon, probably belonging to 
a statue forming a "pendant" to it. T o  the north was a smaller 
temple, in which a colossal male head and two statuettes were 
found b Smith and Porcher; while to the east was the Stadium, 
and som % way to the south of that a basilica of the Byzantine 
period. Further to the south again, a t  the south-east angle of the 
site are some very large reservoirs. 

From a study of the numerous sculptures found, especially 
in the thermae, it is clear that in the archaic period Cyrene was 
influenced artistically by the Greek islands, and in the 5th cen- 
tury B.C. by Olympia. Some inscriptions of great importance 
have come to light. The great spectacle, however, which dis- 
tinguishes the site of Cyrene, is provided by its cemeteries. There 
is one along each of the approaches to  the main gates, but the 
largest and most splendid lies by the Apollonian road, which 
winds by easy curves up the northern buttresses of the plateau. 
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Here the sepulchres rise in tiers one above the other along fully 
a mile of the way. The most important have pillared facades. 
Within, they open out either into large halls, leading one out of 
another with graves in recesses and pits in the floor; or into rock 
corridors lined with Zoculi, disposed one above another like 
pigeon holes. Most of the wall paintings have perished; but one 
tomb still retains its decoration. The scenes are agonistic, i.e., 
represent funeral games, in which both white and black persons 
take part, the latter doubtless Libyan perioecl: but all wear 
Greek garments. Several tombs are inscribed and on some 
external paintings are still faintly visible. The commonest type 
of grave is a simple pit covered by a gabled lid. These occur by 
hundreds. But not all the sepulchres are rock-cut: altar tombs 
and other forms of lzeroa are found built upon plinths of rock. 

The harbour of Cyrene was called Apollonia, after the tute- 
lary deity of the city. I t  is the modern Marsa Susa, 1 2  m. to the 
N E .  of i t ;  and scanty remains of the mole are still to be seen. 
Its fortifications have been largely destroyed by an earthquake, 
and the same has happened to its other buildings, which suffered 
further damage from quarrying for material for modern houses 
within the last hundred years, so that the descriptions given by 
earlier travellers, such as Beechey and Smith and Porcher are of 
considerable value here as elsewhere. Remains of a Christian 
basilica, of tombs, of reservoirs and of an aqueduct may be recog- 
nized; but the theatre is better preserved. Remains of the road 
leading down to i t  from Cyrene may be traced through the 
necroplis. Two milestones erected by Trajan in A.D. IOO have 
been found along its course, and another of Hadrian set up in  
A.D. 118-119; and remains of several forts may be seen near it. 

See authorities for Cyrenaica and F. Studniczka, Kyrene, eine alt- 
greischische Gott in (Leipzig, 1890) ; also Nofiziario Archaeologico del 
Ministero delle Colonie (Rome, 1915 sqq.) passim; -4frica Ztaliana 
(1927 sqq.) passzm. 

CYRIL, SAINT (376-444), made bishop of Alexandria c. 
412. H e  had hardly entered upon his office when he closed and 
plundered the churches of the Novatians, and drove the Jews in 
thousands from the city. The prefect of Egypt, Orestes, who en- 
deavoured to withstand his furious zeal, was denounced, and the 
illustrious Hypatia, his friend and the advocate of Neo-Platonism, 
was murdered in one of the frequent riots. Cyril's antagonism to 
the Antiochene school is shown in his opposition to Chrysostom, 
whose name he for some time refused to allow into the lists of 
martyrs and bishops mentioned in the prayers of his church, and 
to the apologist, Theodoret. The story of his opposition to Nes- 
torius at  the council of Ephesus in 431 is told elsewhere ( see  
NESTORIUS). H e  himself incurred the charge of heresy from the 
oriental bishops. Satisfied, however, with the deprivation and 
exile of his opponent, he returned to Alexandria in triumph as  
the great champion of the faith. Cyril is important for the his- 
tory of Christology. H e  taught the personal or hypostatic union 
of the two natures in Christ, but tended to allow that after the 
union the Word, which replaces the rational soul, forms but one 
nature with the body, hence he inclined to Monophysitisin. In  his 
Trinitarian expositions, he does expressly affirm the procession of 
the Holy Ghost e x  Filio. H e  introduces an allegorical interpreta- 
tion of the Bible and appeals often to  the Fathers. 

I n  addition to  his T w e l v e  Anathentatisms and the defence of 
the same, he produced five other books against Nestorius, T h e-  
saurus-a treatise in dialogue form on the Trinity, a book On 
t h e  R i g h t  Way and another On the  Incarnation. His letters and 
sermons are valuable sources of the Nestorian controversy. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-The collected edition by J. Aubert (Paris, 1638) 
was reprinted in Migne, Patr. Graec, vols. 68-77; Eng. trans. in the 
Oxford Library o f  the Fathers. See also A. Largent's $tudes d'hist. 
eccle's.; S t  Cyrille d'rllexandrie et le concile d'$ph?se (1892) ; H. 
Rehrmann, Die Christologie des hl. C .  von Alexandrien (Hildesheim, 
1902) ; A. Harnack, IIist. o f  Dognza, vol. 4 ;  J .  Tixeront, Hist. of 
Dognza, vol. 3;  Brightman, T h e  Age o f  the Fathers, vol. 2 (1903) ; E. 
Weigl, Die Heilslehre des hl. C .  v o n  Alexandrien (1905). 

CYRIL, SAINT ( c .  315-386), bishop of Jerusalem, where 
probably he was born, was ordained a presbyter in 345. In 350 
he was elevated to the see of Jerusalem. His metropolitan, Aca- 
cius of Caesarea, inclined to Arianism, while Cyril espoused the 

Nicene creed and was, in consequence, deposed, till the acces- 
sion of Theodosius permitted him to return in 379. H e  attended 
the second council of Constantinople in 381, where he was wel- 
comed for his defence of orthodoxy. Cyril's ability as a pastor 
is seen in his one important work-his 23 addresses to  catechu- 
mens delivered in A.D. 348. These lectures, said to  be the first ex- 
ample of a popular exposition of Christian doctrine, give us in- 
sight into the creed forms and the ceremonies of baptism of the 
early Church. As regards the Eucharist, Cyril holds the Real 
Presence and makes the change due to the invocation of the Holy 
Spirit upon the offerings. H e  does not explicitly use the Nicene 
formula of the Trinity. 

BIBLIOGRAPEY.-A. A. Touttee (Paris, 1720; reprinted by Migne, 
Patrol, Graeca xxxiii.) ; W .  C. Reischl and J. Rupp (Munich, 1848- 
60) ; Translation: Catecheses ("Oxford Library of Fathers," vol. ii.). 
See Herzog-Hauck, Realencyk. (Fijrster) ; G. Delacroix, St .  C .  de 
Je'rus., sa vie et ses oeuvres (Paris, 1865) ; J. Maden, Der HZ. Cyri l lw,  
Bischof v o n  Jerusalem (Ensiedeln, 1901) ; A. Harnack, Hist. o f  
Dogma, v. 3 and 4 ; Hefele, Conciliengeschichte (Freiburg, 1873). 

CYRIL (827-869), apostle of the Slavs, amongst whom he 
worked in conjunction with his elder brother Methodius (q.v.) .  
Tradition says that while in the Khazar country (where he com- 
bated Jewish and Mohammedan influence) he found a t  Kherson 
the remains of Clement of Rome, which he bore with him wher- 
ever he went, finally depositing them at  Rome in 867. His name 
is associated with the invention of the modified (Cyrillic) form 
of the Greek alphabet, which largely superseded the ancient 
Slavonic characters. 

CYRILLIC, the alphabet used by the Orthodox Slavs. For an 
account of its origin and development, see ALPHABET, OLD SLA- 
VONIC, SLAVONIC LANGU~GES,  SLAVS. 

CYRILLUS, Greek jurist of the 5th century, was professor 
in the ancient law college of Berytus, and one of the founders 
of the oecumenical school of jurists (rrjr oi~oupkvqs ~ ~ ~ ~ U K Q X O L )  
which preceded the succession of Anastasius t o  the Eastern em- 
pire (A.D. 491), and paved the way for Justinian's legislation. 

CYRTO-STYLE, in architecture, a semi-circular projecting 
portico with columns. 

CYRUS, the Latinized form of a Persian name borne by 
two prominent members of the Achaemenid house (Gr. KBpos; 
Pers. Kuru-sh; Babyl. K u r a s h ;  Hebr. Koresh) .  

I .  CYRUS THE GREAT, the founder of the Persian empire, was 
the son of Cambyses I. of the clan of the Achaemenidae, the 
principal clan of the Persian tribe of the Pasargadae (q.v.) .  I n  
his proclamation to the Babylonians Cyrus calls his ancestors, 
Teispes, Cyrus I. and Cambyses I., "kings of Anshan." But, as  
we know from Jer. xlix. 34 ff. (cf. Ezek. xxxii. 24 ff.), Elam, of 
which Anshan is a district, suffered a heavy defeat in 596 B.c., 
and it  is probable that the Pasargadian dynast Teispes con- 
quered Anshan in this year. 

The Pasargadian kings of Anshan were vassals of the Median 
empire until the rebellion of Cyrus (who seems to have become 
king in 558 B.c., as Herod. i. 214 gives him a reign of 29 years) 
which began in 553 B.C. and ended with Astyages being taken 
prisoner and Ecbatana plundered. From then Cyrus called himself 
"king of the Persians." 

The history of Cyrus soon became overgrown with legends. He- 
rodotus (i. 95) gives four traditions about him. One makes him 
the son of Mandane, a daughter of Astyages (originally evidently 
by a god), who is exposed in the mountains, suckled by a dog and 
educated by a shepherd. At the same time, the rule of Cyrus 
and the Persians is legitimated by his family connection with 
Astyages. This account partly preserved in Justin i. 4. 10 (prob- 
ably from Charon of Lampsacus) and in Aelian, V a r .  Hist .  xiv. 42, 
is alluded to by Herodotus i. 95 and 122 .  The second account, 
which Herodotus follows, rationalizes the first by changing the 
dog into a shepherd's wife. I n  the later part of his story Herod- 
otus uses the family traditions of the Median general Harpagus. 
whose treason is justified by the cruelty of Astyages. Harpagus 
afterwards stood in high favour with Cyrus, and commanded the 
army which subdued the coasts of Asia Minor. In  a third ver- 
sion, preserved from Ctesias in Nicolaus Damasc., p. 66 ( c ~ .  
Dinon a$. Athen. xiv. 633 C),  Cyrus is the son of a poor Mardiat 
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bandit Atradates (the Mardians are a nomadic Persian tribe, 
Herod. i. 1251, who later, as a servant, found favour with Asty- 
ages. After a Chaldaean sage prophesied his future greatness, he 
fled to Persia and began the rebellion. Parts of this story are 
preserved also in Strabo xv., p. 729, and Justin i. 6. 1-3; 7 .  I ;  cf. 
Ctesias up. Photium 2-7. With this version Ctesias and Nicolaus 
have connected another, in which Cyrus is the son of a Persian 
shepherd of Pasargadae where he fights the decisive battle. The 
didactic novel of Xenophon, the Cyropaedia, is an invention based 
upon the account of Herodotus and occasionally influenced by 
Ctesias, without any independent tradition. The account of Aes- 
chylus, Pers. 765 ff., combines Greek traditions and a few orien- 
tal elements; here the first king is Medos (the Median empire) ; 
his nameless son is succeeded by Cyrus, a blessed ruler, who con- 
quered Lydia, Phrygia, Ionia. 

The principal events of the later history of Cyrus are in the 
main correctly stated by Herodotus. The short excerpt from 
Ctesias, preserved by Photius, contains useful information, and 
there is a brief notice in the fragments of Berossus and another 
in the Old Testament. The original sources are scanty; besides 
the cylinder containing his proclamation to the Babylonians we 
possess only a number of dated private documents from Babylon. 
These serve to fix the chronology, which agrees with the dates 
of the canon of Ptolemy. 

Soon after the conquest of the Median empire, Cyrus was 
attacked by a coalition of Babylon, Egypt and Lydia, joined by 
Sparta, the greatest military power of Greece. But in 546, he 
took Sardis, thereby making the Lydian kingdom a Persian prov- 
ince. During the next years the Persians under Harpagus sup- 
pressed a rebellion of the Lydians under Pactyas, and subjugated 
the Ionian cities, the Carians and the Lycians. The king of 
Cilicia (Syennesis) voluntarily acknowledged the Persian suprem- 
acy. When Cyrus defeated the army of Nabonidus, Babylon it- 
self surrendered, in Oct. 539, to the Persian general Gobryas. 

From the beginning of 538 Cyrus dates his years as "king of 
Babylon and king of the countries" (i.e., of the world). With the 
capital, the Babylonian provinces in Syria fell to  the Persians; 
in 538 Cyrus granted to the Jews, whom Nebuchadrezzar had 
transported to Babylonia, the return to Palestine and the rebuild- 
ing of Jerusalem and its temple. (See JEWS, $ 19.) According to 
Ctesias he defeated the Bactrians and the Sacae; and the his- 
torians of Alexander mention a march through Gedrosia, where 
he lost his whole army but seven men (Arrian vi. 24. 2; Strabo 
xv. 722), a tribe Ariaspae on the Etymandros (in Sijistan), who 
on account of their support against the Scythians, were called 
Euergetae (Arrian iii. 27. 4 ;  Diod. xvii. 81 ; Curt. vii. 3. I ) ,  and a 
town, Cyropolis, founded by him on the Jaxartes (Arrian iv. 2. 3 ;  
Curt. vii. 6. IG; Strabo xi. 517, called Cyreskhata by Ptolem. vi. 
12. 5). In  530, having appointed his son Cambyses king of Babel, 
he set out for a new expedition against the East. I n  this war he 
was killed (Herod.) or mortally wounded (Ctesias) in 528 B.C. 

I n  his native district Cyrus built a city with a palace, called 
after his tribe Pasargadae (now Murghab), and here he was 
buried. (See PASARGADAE.) I n  a short time he, the petty prince 
of an almost unknown tribe, had founded a mighty empire, which 
extended from the Indus and Jaxartes to the Aegaean and the 
borders of Egypt. Cyrus was a great warrior and statesman, hu- 
mane in his treatment of the vanquished, in Babylonia behaving 
like a constitutional monarch. By the Persians his memory was 
cherished as "the father of the people" (Herod. iii. 89), and the 
Greek tradition preserved by Aeschylus (cf. above) shows that 
his greatness was acknowledged also by his enemies. 

2. CYRUS THE YOUNGER, son of Darius 11. and Parysatis, was 
born after the accession of his father in 424. When, after the 
victories of Alcibiades, Darius 11. decided to continue the war 
against Athens and give support to the Spartans, he sent, in 408, 
the young prince into Asia Minor, as satrap of Lydia and Phrygia 
Major with Cappadocia, and commander of the Persian troops. 
H e  gave strenuous support to the Spartans in the hope that their 
general, Lysander, would help him to gain the throne against his 
elder brother, Artaxerxes. He assisted Lysander in the Pelopon- 
nesian war, and by exerting his influence in Sparta he brought it 

about that, after the battle of Arginusae, Lysander was sent out 
a second time as the real commander (though under a nominal 
chief) of the Spartan fleet in 405 (Xen. Hell. ii. I. 14). After the 
accession of Artaxerxes 11. in 404, Tissaphernes denounced the 
plans of Cyrus against his brother (cf. Plut. Artax. 3 ) ;  but by 
the intercession of Parysatis he was pardoned and sent back to 
his satrapy. Meanwhile Lysander by the victories of Aegospot- 
ami and Sparta was supreme in the Greek world. Cyrus man- 
aged to gather a large army by beginning a quarrel witn Tissa- 
phernes, satrap of Caira, about the Ionian towns, and pretended 
to prepare an expedition against the Pisidians, a troublesome 
mountainous tribe in the Taurus. I n  the spring of 401, Cyrus 
started from Sardis with his forces and, joining with the Spartans, 
advanced into Babylonia where he met the army of Artaxerxes. 
Here ensued, in Oct. 401, the battle of Cunaxa in which Cyrus 
was slain. Afterwards Artaxerxes pretended to have killed the 
rebel himself, with the result that Parysatis took cruel vengeance 
upon the slayer of her favourite son. The Persian troops dared 
not attack the Greeks, but decoyed them into the interior, be- 
yond the Tigris, and tried to annihilate them by treachery. But 
after their commanders had been taken prisoners the Greeks 
forced their way to the Black sea. By this achievement they had 
demonstrated the internal weakness of the Persian empire and 
the absolute superiority of the Greek arms. 

The history of Cyrus and of the Greek retreat is told by Xeno- 
phon in his Anabasis (where he tries to veil the actual participa- 
tion of the Spartans). Another account, probably from Sophae- 
netus of Stymphalus, was used by Ephorus, and is preserved in 
Diodor. xiv. 19 ff. See also the excerpts from Ctesias by Photius, 
and Plutarch's life of Artaxerxes. Cyrus is highly praised by the 
ancients, especially by Xenophon (cf. also his Oeconomics, c. iv.);  
and certainly as a general and statesman he was much superior 
to his weak brother, under whom the empire decayed. (See also 
PERSIA: Ancient History.) 

See E .  Meyer, Gesch. des Alterturns, 3rd ed. (Berlin, 1921) ; J. D. 
Prisek, Gesch. der Meder und Perser (Gotha, 1906) and "Kyros der 
Grosse" in Der Alte Orient (1912). 

CYSTINE is one of some twenty substances (amino-acids) 
which are produced when the proteins of food are digested in the 
alimentary canal. Together with its congeners it  is liberated from 
proteins by any process which involves hydrolysis, and it is ob- 
tained when any typical protein is boiled with mineral acids (see 
PROTEINS). I t  differs from all but one other among the constituent 
amino-acids of protein in that it  contains sulphur, that element 
being present in relatively unstable combination. 

Cystine is almost insoluble in neutral aqueous media, a circum- 
stance which led to its discovery and affects its behaviour in the 
animal body. Long before it  had been shown to be derived from 
protein, it was discovered as the main constituent of a urinary 
calculus removed from a human subject (Wollaston, I ~ I O ) ,  and 
although relatively rare, calculi composed of cystine have since 
been many times observed. I t  is occasionally found in human 
urine when it  tends to  form a white crystalline deposit. I n  such 
cases a highly interesting anomaly of metabolism exists. While the 
body of a normal individual is capable of completely oxidizing 
all the amino-acids to which the breakdown of protein gives rise, 
there are rare cases in which this power is deficient. The failure 
applies especially to the oxidation of cystine. As a result consider- 
able amounts of this substance appear unaltered in the urine. Be- 
cause of its low solubility it  may be deposited in the tissues or as 
calculi. Those who display this condition suffer from a definite 
deficiency in the chemical make-up of their bodies. A specific 
oxidizing mechanism fully active in normal people is in their case 
imperfectly developed. This is a congenital anomaly commonly 
transmitted (perhaps on Mendelian lines) from parents to 
children. 

The amount of cystine contained in individual proteins varies 
from less than 1% to more than 3%. A due supply of cystine in  
the diet is essential to nutrition. Proteins deficient in this con- 
stituent may show a relatively low nutritive value. Keratin, a 
much modified protein, which is the basal constituent of horn and 
hairs, is characteristically rich in cystine, containing 8% and up- 
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wards. Natural cystine when pure is a snow-white substance con- 
sisting of highly characteristic microscopic crystals in the form 
of hexagonal plates. I t  has an exceptionally high rotatory power 
on polarized light [a],= -222'  in normal hydrochloric acid. The 
structural formula and that of the related cysteine are as follows: 

CII2-S-S-CH* CH2.SH HS.HtC 
I I I I 
CH.NH2 CH.NH2 a CH.NHz HC.NH2 

1 I I 1 
COOH COOH COOH HOOC 

Cystine Cysteine (two 

I t  is characteristic of compounds containing a disulphide group- 
ing t o  yield upon reduction two molecules of the corresponding 
compound containing the thiol or -SH group. These relations 
are displayed in the biological behaviour of cystine (see GLUTA- 
THIOXE). 

See A. E. Garrod, Inborn Errors of Metabolisnt (1923). 
(F. '3. H.1 

CYSTOFLAGELLATA. Floating single-celled animals 
which inhabit the sea. The best-known Cystoflagellate is Nocti- 
Luca miliaris, one of the chief causes of marine phosphorescence. 
For further particulars see PROTOZOA. 

CYSTOLITH, a botanical term for the inorganic concretions, 
usually of calcium carbonate, formed in a cellulose matrix in 
special cells, generally in the leaf of plants of certain families, ex.,  
Ficus elastics, the india-rubber plant. 

CYTHERA, an island (mod. Cerigo, but officially Cytlzera), 
situated about 8 m. from Cape Malea, the southern promont0.r~ 
of Greece. From north to  south it is nearly 2 0  m. long and its 
greatest breadth is about 1 2  m. I t  is rocky, but streams abound, 
and there are fertile districts. Two great caves with stalactites are 
among its natural peculiarities. Much land is pasture, but wine 
and corn are produced, and the olive oil is good. The honey is 
highly prized, as in  antiquity, and goat cheese, salt, flax, cotton 
and currants are exported. The people are industrious, and find 
employment as labourers in  the hlorea and Asia Minor. There 
is no regular harbour; sea currents are strong, and storms fre- 
quent. The best anchorage is a t  San Kicolo, on the eastern side. 
The principal village, Capsali, a t  the southern extremity, has a 
bishop, and several convents and churches. 

There are few traces of antiquity. The ancient capital was at 
Paleo-Kastro. I n  the church of St. Kosmas are preserved archaic 
Doric columns of the famous temple of Aphrodite of Cythera, 
who was supposed to have emerged here from the sea. Cythera 
was the seat of a purple fishery; hence its poetical name 
Porphyris and tradition of a Phoenician settlement. For a time 
dependent on Argos, it belonged later to the Spartans. I n  the 
Peloponnesian war, i t  was occupied by Athens, but in 4 2 1  i t  was 
recovered by Sparta. I n  mediaeval and nmdern history Cythera 
ranks as one of the Ionian Islands and shares their history; but 
it was subject to Venice only from 1717 to 1797. 

See the works referred to under CEPRALONIA, and also in 
Mittheil. d. deutsch. Znst. zu Athen (ISSO), pp. 224-243. 

CYTISINE, an alkaloid discovered in 1818 by J. B. Chevreul 
in the seeds of laburnum (Cytisus Labtlr?~z~m) and isolated by A. 
Husemann and W. MarmC in 1865. Cytisine (Ulexin, SoPlzorin), 
CllHL4N20, is also found in the seeds of furze (ulex europaeus), 
Sophora tormentosa, and Euchresfa horsfieldii. I t  is extracted 
from the seeds by an alcoholic solution of acetic acid, and forms 
large crystals which melt a t  153' C, and are easily soluble in 
water, alcohol and chloroform. I t  is a secondary and tertiary di- 
acid base, and is strongly alkaline in its reaction. I t  acts as a 
violent poison and its toxic action is the cause of poisoning by 
laburnum. 

CYTOLOGY is the term applied to the study of those micro- 
scopic units of the bodies of animals and plants, known as cells. 
T o  obtain a clear idea of the nature of cells a brief consideration 
of the fundamental character of the reproductive processes of 
animals and plants will greatly assist. This knowledge is, compar- 
atively speaking, of recent growth. I t  was long after the time of 
Linnaeus, who first generalized the principle that like begets like, 
that the universal similarity of the reproductive processes was 

first clearly appreciated. The reader is presumably familiar with 
the fact that some herrings have hard roes and others soft roes. 
Suppose that a number of live herrings are taken a t  the ~ e r i o d  
of spawning, and the roes removed and placed separately in bowls 
of sea water. On teasing up the hard roes a suspension of spherical 
bodies is obtained. These objects when shed into the sea normally 
give rise to offspring, and are therefore called eggs, or ova. A 
suspension of soft roe, though displaying no constituents of visible 
size, is seen under the microscope to swarm with minute objects, 
moving about like tadpoles with lashing movements of a whip- 
like filament or tail. These motile units, known as spermatozoa, 
or, shortly, sperms, were first observed in the seminal fluid of man 
by Leeuwenhoek (1677). Left to itself the suspension of eggs 
will not display any immediate change: they will not develop into 
herring larvae. But if a drop of the sperm suspension is added, 
changes are initiated that betoken the development of a new or- 
ganism from each egg. Towards the end of the 18th century the 
Abbot Spallanzani (1786), author of many ingenious experiments 
outside the field of divinity, showed that, when a fluid contain- 
ing sperm is filtered, the filtrate has no fertilizing power. Evi- 
dently, therefore, the initiation of development or fertilization 
involves the access of the sperm to the egg. I t  was not until 187 j 
that Hertwig and Fol independently observed beneath the micro- 
scope the entry of the sperm into the egg of the sea urchin, and 
showed that only one sperm normally fertilizes one egg. Subse- 
quent research has vindicated the truth of this conclusion for all 
animals, and has shown that an essentially similar union underlies 
the sexual process in plants. Soon after the penetration of the 
sperm into the egg, the latter is seen to undergo a process of seg- 
mentation, indicating that development has begun. The separate 
segments are known as cells (q.v.). 

The term cell had been used long before the discovery of fertil- 
ization, as will be indicated later on. But as the early development 
of cytology has been closely linked with the study of inheritance, 
it  will be well to concentrate at  first on the character of the sexual 
process. Those structures which in animals produce sperm, like 
the soft roe of the herring, are collectively called testes. Those 
which produce ova are known as ovaries. An animal which pos- 
sesses testes is called a male, and an animdl which possesses 
ovaries a female. h number of animals, e.g. ,  earthworms and 
snails, possess both and are referred to as hermaphrodite. I n  some 
species the slimy secretion or seminal fluid containing the sperm 
is shed into the water: in others it  is introduced into the reproduc- 
tive passages of the female. But from a jelly fish to  an insect and 
from an insect to  man himself, whether in bisexual or hermaphro- 
dite animals, the essential event which precedes the development 
of a new being is the union of a single sperm with a single egg. 

Spermatozoa and ova are sometimes referred t o  as germ cells 
or gametes. The sperm is always a microscopic entity and in 
nearly all animals its appearance is very much the same: i t  con- 
sists of a small body and a long vibratile filament or flagellz~nt 
(absent in the sperm of lobsters and threadworms). Ova of dif- 
ferent animals on the contrary are of very different dimensions in 
accordance with the extent of provision (yolk, etc.) made for the 
development of the new organism before it commences a free liv- 
ing existence. Sometimes it is invested with a protective envelope 
(shell) secreted by the walls of the female ducts. But in all cases 
the immature egg of animals is essentially like the segments into 
which it divides after fertilization. I t  is a spherical or ellipsoidal 
body in which a clear spherical vesicle, the nzlcleus, is seen in the 
living condition. This nucleus after a suitable method of killing 
(fixation) readily absorbs basic dyes. The cells or segments into 
which the fertilized egg divides also contain a similar structure, 
and the division of the nucleus is an essential feature in segmenta- 
tion or cell division. When the testis is examined n~icroscopically 
it is found, as first shown by Kolliker in 1841, that each sperm is 
developed from a single element similar to the immature egg. 
Thus the structure of the testis and ovary is made up of micro- 
scopic bricks or cells, many of which are seen to be in process of 
dividing into two, so that new germ cells arc constantly in process 
of manufacture. 

Like the testis and the ovary the bodies of animals and plants 
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as a whole are built up of the microscopic bricks which have been and split into longitudinal halves. Each half passes to  the opposite 
termed cells. All cells have certain characteristics in common such end of the spindle and, while the constriction of the cytoplasm 
as the possession of the structure referred t o  as the nucleus. These occurs, the daughter chromosomes spin out again into finely spun 
will be enumerated later. But as development proceeds the cells thread or become more and more vesicular, fusing eventually t o  
of the segmenting egg begin to assume special characteristics, so form the resting nucleus. Thus each of the chromosomes of any 
that different types of tissues are differentiated. I n  some tissues cell appears to be structurally related to a corresponding chromo- 
like bone and cartilage the bricks or cells are separated by a good some in that of the preceding and succeeding generation, a conch- 
deal of plaster (matrix). I n  others such as epithelia (lining mem- sion first explicitly stated by Rabl in 1885. The whole process, 
branes), muscular and nervous tissues, this is not the case. The now known as mitosis, was not elucidated until the '70s. Various 
detailed study of the characteristic features of the cells of dif- terms are used to denote different stages in nuclear division: these 
ferent tissues is treated under the histology ( q . ~ . ) ,  and has played are interphase (spirophase of Belles Lee) or resting nucleus, 
an important part, in an understanding of the architecture of the prophase, when the ~ h r ~ m ~ ~ ~ m e s  first become distinct in PrePara- 
nervous system on the one hand and the post-mortem diagnosis tion for division, metapha% when they lie on the equator of the 
of diseased conditions on the other. For this reason i t  occupies a spindle, anal'hase, when they travel towards the opposite ends, and 
separate status in the medical curriculum. The study of develop- teloflhase, as they pass into the resting condition again. I t  must 
merit or embryology (q.v.) shows that all cells of the body arife be borne in mind, however, that the whole process is continuous, 
by &+ion of pre-existing cells in unbroken succession back to  the and can be recorded cinematographically in the living condition. 
egg itself, or in the historic phraseology of Virchow omnis cellzkla In every species Of Organism the number of chromosomes is 

e cellula (1855). constant in all the cell divisions of the segmenting egg or young 
Though the bodies of all familiar animals and plants are divided gonads. Thus in man the number is 48; in the fruit fly it  is eight; 

up into these microscopic bricks, there are many m~croscopic in the Indian runner duck it  is about 70; in the lily it  is 24, as  
organisms such as bacteria and infusoria of which this statement also in the salamander, the royal fern and the hellebore. I f  Rabl's 
is not true. It is customary to speak of such as unicellular organ- doctrine is correct some arrangement must exist to provide for  the 
isms. But, as I,obel1 has rightly insisted, the fact that the term fact that a t  fertilization the union of the male and female germ 
cell was first applied to the microscopic units of a single organism nuclei involves the equal contribution of both to the chromo- 

makes it more logical to speak of noncellular in contradistinction some constitution of the new being; otherwise the number would 

to cellular rather than unicellular as opposed to multicellular be doubled a t  each generation. Such provision does exist, hence 

animals and piants (see PROTOZOA). the restriction implied in the reference to young gonads above. I t  
is found that the nuclei of the germ cells continue to divide in the The cellular structure of the animal and plant body was enunci- manner described consistently, until the last division but one pre- ated as a general notion by Schleiden and Schwann independently 
ceding the 

formation of the cell which becomes the sperm or is 
in 1839, but, like Hooke, these writers were more impresSed by the ripe egg, As far  as the nuclei are concerned the process is the 
the external wall or limiting membrane of the cell than by its same in both sexes* The constancy of the chromosome numbers 
\riscous substance called by Van Mohl ( 1 ~ 4 7 )  P ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ .  PIant of different species of animals and plants was discovered during 
cells differ from animal cells especially in the possession of an the ,70s by the work of Strassburger, Butschli and 
external coat of ceIlulose. All cells possess a nucleus, which in other investigators, and this discovery immediately gave rise to 
cell division undergoes a highly characteristic process known as the problem just stated, viz., how this constancy is maintained 
karyokilzesis (Schleichen, 1878) or, more usually mitosis (Flem- from generation to generation, A few years later, working on the 
ming, 1882). This will be described in due coLn-se. The ground fertilization of the horse threadworm (Ascaris), a species with 
substance Of the remainder is known as c~topzasm (Strassburger). only four chromosomes in its segmenting nuclei, two investigators, 
In  the cytoplasm are present a body known as the centriole, cen- Van Beneden (1881) and Boveri (1883) showed that the egg and tros~here Or attraction Sphere which gives rise to the nlJclear the sperm each half the number of c~romosomes char- 
Spindle (vide infra), certain granular Or f i l~mentous bodies the acteristic of cell divisions to  the fertilization nucleus, 
mitochondria or chondriosomes, and other structures of a granu- that the last division but one preceding the formation of the ripe 
lar or filamentous character known as Golgi bodies or dictyo- egg or sperm in the gonad involves reduction of the chromosome 
somes, the last two being referred to as cytoplasmic inclusions number, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b l ~  cell divisions of the ordinary type occur 
( q . ~ . ) .  The behaviour of these latter in the process of the matu- in the young gonads, but it is not until the penultimate division 
ration of the germ cells, fertilization and development does not preceding the formation of ripe gametes that the procedure 
throw any light on the understanding of inheri tme.  But the changes, The result of the last two divisions in the case of the 
history of the nucleus has features which are of the utmost ~ m -  is the formation of four spermatozoa from each cell, In 
portance in this connection. Indeed the correspondence between the case of the female three of the four products of the last two 
microscopic observations on the nuclear constitution in the germ- cell divisions degenerate and are known as the polar bodies, With- 
cell cycle of animals and plants and the hypothetical material units in the nucleus the reduction division is preceded by the lateral 
inferred from breeding experiments constitutes one of the most approximation of the c~romosomes in pairs during the 
spectacular developments in modern biology. Since these facts prophase (figs. 22, 23) .  Each pair behaves as if it were a single 
can be elicited from preserved and stained material more easily c~romosome in metaphase, so that the result of division is the 
than from living cells, the significant developments in descriptive resolution of each pair into its component chromosomes. some 
cytology may best be considered in reference to the inter~reta-  confusion arises out of the fact that the word syfzapsis was origin- 
tion of hereditary transmission. ally used to describe the contraction of the chromatic filaments 

Behaviour Of the FTucleus*-The nucleus of a resting cell from the nuclear periphery which occurs in most animals a t  the 
appears in microsco~ic preparations as a vesicle containing a time when the pairing takes place. Some authors continue to use 
tangle of fine threads. At one side of the nucleus is a small struc- the term in this sense. Others have adopted at  Hucker's sugges- 
ture, the attraction sphere, whose separation into two parts heralds tion the terms syndesis to  signify the pairing, and synizesis to  
the inception of cell division. AS the two attraction spheres imply the contraction. The succeeding division is typical, i.e., each 
separate they appear to  draw out the intervening cytoplasm into chromosome divides lengthwise, though, of course, the total num- 
a spindle of fine fibrils. Meanwhile changes have occurred within her of chromosomes that divide on the spindle of the last division 
the nucleus. The tangle of fine threads has resolved itself into a is half the normal number in consequence of the character of the 
number of readily distinguishable filaments which become progress- preceding division. As stated earlier essentially similar phenomena 
ively shorter, assuming the appearance of stout blocks of material, underlie the reproductive processes of plants and, with the excep- 
staining deeply with basic dyes, and hence called chromosomes. tion of flowering plants and most fungi, the gametes (spermato- 
The limiting outline of the nucleus now becomes unrecognizable, zoids) and egg cells have characteristics similar to the correspond- 
the chromosomes arrange themselves at  the equator of the spindle ing elements in animals, the sperm being motile. A complication 
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arises, however, from the fact that plants liberate reproductive 
cells known as spores which develop without fertilization, and 
there is frequently a regular alternation of spore-bearing and 
gamete-forming generations. Reduction takes place in the forma- 
tion of the spores by a process closely analogous to that which 
occurs in the formation of gametes among animals, so that the 
sexual generation has half the number of chromosomes in its 
dividing cells as are present in dividing cells of the sporophyte. 
In  flowering plants this alternation is truncated by the extreme 
reduction of the gamete-bearing generation. Reduction precedes 
the formation of the spores, which are of two kinds, pollen cells 
and the "embryo sacs" contained within the ovules. Within the 
pollen cells two immotile male gametes are typically formed, and 
within each embryo sac several cells, one of which behaves as an 
egg cell, are formed. When the pollen is transferred to the pistil, 
one of the male gametes is brought into contact, by the formation 

of a pollen tube, with the egg cell within the ovule, and their nuclei 
unite. By division of the fertilized egg cell an embryo plant is 
formed within the covering membranes of the ovule. The embryo 
together with its parental envelopes is known as the seed (9.v.). 

At fertilization the normal number of chromosomes is restored 
by the union of the nuclei of egg and sperm, so that each ordinary 
cell of the organism has a set of chromosomes half of which are 
of maternal and half of paternal origin. Now in many animals and 
plants it is possible to  distinguish among the chromosomes pairs 
of different sizes and shapes. Not only is there a constancy of 
number of chromosomes in a given species, but in  addition a con- 
stancy in the configuration of the chromosomes. I t  is thus possible 
to see that reduction involves something more than the mere halv- 
ing of the number of chromosomes, that is to say, a definite sorting 
out by which each gamete receives one representative of each 
pair. Only by such a process could the constancy of shape of dif- 
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ferent pairs be preserved. This fact is of such far-reaching theo- 
retical significance that a concrete instance may be taken to make 
it more clear to the reader. In  the unripe germ cells of the testis 
of the stone fly Perla (Nakahara, 1919) the chromosome complex 
(fig. 24) of dividing nuclei consists of ten elements differing inter 
se in the following way: one pair a, a '  are rod-like and equal, two 
pairs ' @ , I @  and y ,y  are V-shaped, one pair are much smaller and 
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spherical, 6, 6',and a pair of unequal rods referred to as X and Y. 
In the interphase before the reduction division these pairs join 
together, and the division itself separates the bivalent chromo- 
somes into their component halves so that each daughter cell con- 
tains either a ,  or a '  either @ or @', either y or y', either 6 or s', and 
either X or Y, making five in all, one representative of each pair. 
Thus the male will contribute a t  fertilization one representative 
of each pair, and the female will contribute at  fertilization one 
member of each pair, so that the members of any given pair that 
are separated in the reduction division are of paternal and ma- 
ternal origin respectively. Thus the formation of the gametes 
involves with respect to each pair of chromosomes the segregation 
of its maternal and paternal components. 

This conclusion, abundantly attested by studies of heteromor- 
phic chromosomes in a great variety of animals and plants, and 
first clearly recognized through the work of Strassburger on plants 
and Sutton on an insect Bracltystola, is of far-reaching theoretical 
importance. I t s  recognition by Sutton synchronized with the re- 
discovery of Mendel's principles by Correns, Tschermak and de 
Vries, and their extension to animal inheritance by Bateson and 
Cuenot ( ~ y o z ) ,  and the rapid development of experimental breed- 
ing in the years that followed may in part be attributed to the 
fact that the microscope could now reveal the existence of visible 
units which behave in a manner precisely analogous to  the ma- 
terial entities which Mendel had called factors. A single illustra- 
tion must suffice to indicate this correspondence. In  a cross be- 
tween pure wild stock of the fruit fly Drosophila and the sport 

distinguished by the vestigial condition of the wings, the first 
crossbred generation are all long-winged flies like the wild parent, 
but, unlike the latter, when mated among themselves, they pro- 
duce offspring, one-quarter of which are pure-breeding vestigial- 
winged flies, one-quarter pure-breeding wild type flies and the 
remaining half, like their parents of the first crossbred generation, 
impure, giving offspring one-quarter vestigial-winged, etc., if 
mated inter se. The impure long-winged flies of the first crossbred 
generation receive something from their wild type parents in 
virtue of which they have long wings, and something from their 
vestigial-winged parents in virtue of which they have offspring 
which have vestigial wings; but the pure vestigial-winged parent 
and the pure wild type parent receive similar contributions pre- 
sumably from both of their respective parents. Hence we may 
denote the wild type parent of pure stock by the symbol VV and 
the vestigial-winged sport of pure stock by the symbol vv, while 
the crossbred long-winged flies must be denoted by the symbol Vv. 
If the gametes may receive either the maternal or paternal ele- 
ment of this association then, when two crossbred flies are mated, 
each will contribute gametes V or v. Thus if these gametes are 
produced in equal numbers the possible combinations on fertiliza- 
tion are vv, VV, vV and Vv in equal numbers. Vv and vV by 
hypothesis will be long-winged and impure, while vv and VV will 
be pure vestigial- and long-winged respectively, so that one-half 
the offspring of the crossbred flies will be long-winged and impure, 
one-quarter pure long-winged and one-quarter pure vestigial- 
winged. Thus the quantitative results of breeding experiment are 
interpretable on the assumption that the material units (factors 
or genes), on which inheritance depends, are distributed in such a 
way that each gamete receives either the paternal contribution or 
the corresponding maternal contribution to the determination of a 
given character. I n  other words, the formation of gametes in- 
volves with respect to (a) each pair of chromosomes, (b)  each 
pair of factors inferred from breeding experiment, the segrega- 
tion of its maternal and paternal components. 

I n  arriving at  this conclusion one tacit assumption has been 
made, namely, Rabl's doctrine of the persistent individuality of 
the chromosomes. I n  the living cell, separate chromosomes can- 
not be detected in the interphase. But the faithful correspondence 
of the pictures obtained by expert fixation in other stages with 
what can be seen and photographed in the living condition does 
not make this objection of overwhelming importance. There are 
so many phenomena of chromosome behaviour that can be inter- 
preted on no assumption other than that they do preserve their 
separate entities in the interphase that it is for the present a very 
justifiable assumption. In  some animals and plants the chromo- 

I I 
F I G .  22.- DIAGRAM O F  CELL D I V I S I O N  AND SUBDIVISION I N  A N  A N I M A L .  
SHOWING T H E  V A R I O U S  P H A S E S  T H R O U G H  W H I C H  A C E L L  P A S S E S  

somes can be separately envisaged in the attenuated or diffuse con- 
dition they display in the interphase in fixed preparations. In  any 
case they become again distinguishable at  prophase in a precisely 
analogous orientation to that which they display in telophase, and 
sometimes in nuclei with asymmetrical configuration the appa- 
rent dissolution and resolution of a chromosome of the same char- 
acteristics can be referred to  an identical position in the nucleus. 
Naturally the adequate discussion of this question leads into highly 
technical issues, and the reader who wishes to obtain some idea 
of the accumulated evidence of a large number of different investi- 
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gators who have studied this issue may refer to such works as 
those of Wilson, Doncaster and Agar. The considerations in 
favour of the view that each chromosome of the prophase corre- 
sponds to a similarly constituted chromosome in the preceding 
telophase may be summarized briefly as follows: ( I )  Actual con- 
tinuity can be observed in a number of plants as shown by 
Schwarz (1892)) Zacharias (1895) and more recently by Over- 
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ton, Rosenberg and Stout (1913); (2) The orientation of the 
chromosomes in the prophase is precisely like that in the preced- 
ing telophase, a fact well shown in Digby's work on Osmz~nda, 
McClung's work on Orthoptera and Boveri's work on the lobed 
nuclei of Ascaris; (3)  The numerical relations are consonant with 
the hypothesis of persistent individuality in abnormal fertilization 
phenomena such as  polyspermy and species hybrids (Boveri, Fed- 
erley, Baltzer). The hypothesis of Rabl thus permits of predic- 
tions that could not be inferred without its aid. Conceivably a 
mechanism might exist to manoeuvre the chromatic constituents 
of the nucleus in such a way as to reproduce similar configurations 
in successive cell divisions without implying any continuity or 
integrity of these configurations. But the critics of the more 
generally accepted view have failed to give any indications of the 
nature of such a mechanism. 

Sex Determination.- In the case of the stone fly cited above, 
there is one circumstance that may have already given rise to  a 
query in the mind of the reader. This is the existence in many 
animals of an unequally mated pair of chromosomes, the XY pair. 
When this occurs, i t  occurs in one sex only; in the alternate sex 
there is a corresponding equal pair (XX).  In birds and Lepidop- 
tera (butterflies and moths), the female is the XY, the male the 
X X  individual. In  other animals the male is usually found with 
sufficiently careful measurement to have an unequal (XY) pair 
which is equally mated in the female (XX).  During the '90s 
some animals were found that had in one sex an odd number of 
chromosomes: this a t  first sight seemed to conflict with the numer- 
ical constancy of the chromosomes. In  the early years of the 
present century the American zoologists, Montgomery, McClung, 
Wilson, and others, provided the key to an understanding of the 
problem. I n  a11 such cases the alternate sex has one more chromo- 
some. Thus the male of the cockroach Periplaneta a?nerica~ta 
has 33 (32+X), the female 34 (32fXX) chromosomes. The eggs 
will all have 17 chromosomes, one-half of the sperm will have 
17, the other half 16 chromosomes, if a sperm of the former class 
fertilizes an egg, the individual produced will be a female (17f 
17=34), and if a sperm of the second type fertilizes an egg, the 
individual produced will be a male (17+16 = 33). Similarly with 
the X Y  chromosomes. The male of the human species has 23 
equally paired and one unequally mated (XY) pairs of chromo- 
somes in the unreduced nuclei. Thus two types of sperm are pro- 
duced, X-bearing and Y-bearing respectively, the one female-pro- 
ducing, the other male-producing. The modern theory of sex 
determination fits in well with many biological facts, and is con- 

firmed by two independent lines of evidence, one of which will 
be discussed at  length later. The other may be mentioned here. 
I n  species having an X Y  pair in  the male, measurement of the 
sperm heads show two distinct modal values around which the 
observations group. This suggests the possibility that by mechan- 
ical or other methods it  may be possible eventually to  separate 
seminal fluid into portions containing predominantly one or other 
type of sperm, the X-bearing or Y-bearing. If this could be done 
the control of the sex ratio would be experimentally realizable. 

Many medical men still adhere to  the belief that the sex of 
human offspring depends upon whether the egg fertilized is derived 
from the right or left ovary. Apart from the very conclusive evi- 
dence we have from other sources that this view is wrong, it  is 
demonstrably false in other mammals, where removal of the 
ovary of one side does not affect the sex ratio. I n  this connec- 
tion it  is pertinent to recall the words of Sir Thomas Browne: 

"And therefore what admission we owe unto many conceptions 
concerning right and left requireth circumspection. That is how 
far we ought to rely on the remedy in Kiranides, that is the left 
eye of a hedgehog fried in oil to procure sleep, and the right foot 
of a frog in a deer's skin for gout; or that to dream of the loss of 
right or left tooth presageth in the death of male or female 
kindred, according to the doctrine of Artemidorus. What verity 
there is in  that numeral conceit in the lateral division of man by 
even and odd, ascribing the odd unto the right side and even unto 
the left; and so, by parity or imparity of fetters in men's names 
to determine misfortunes on either side of their bodies, by which 
account in Greek numeration Hephaestus or Vulcan was lame in 
the right foot, and Annibal lost his right eye. And lastly what 
substance there is in that auspicial principle and fundamental 
doctrine of ariolation, that the left hand is ominous and that good 
things do pass sinistrously upon us, because the left hand of man 
respected the right hand of the gods, which handed their favours 
unto us." 

When the sex chromosomes were first discovered the hypothesis 
outlined seemed to conflict with the well-known fact that many 
familiar animals change their sex. I t  may, however, be presumed 
that whatever influence the X chromosome exerts, required the 
proper co-operation of external agencies; indeed the facts of sex 
transformation fit in very well with the hypothesis, when they are 
studied more carefully. Thus Crew (1921) found that, whereas 
the offspring of a normal mating in frogs produces the customary 
1-1 ratio of male and female offspring, a quite different result 
occurs when we mate with a normal female a male that started its 
life as a female. Crew reared a generation of joo offspring of such 
a cross all females. If the transformed male were, as its former 
life would suggest, an X X  individual in disguise, i t  could produce 
no Y-bearing sperm and tgerefore no male offspring. 

I n  applying the results of cytological studies to  the interpreta- 
tion of breeding experiments one group of characters studied by 
Morgan and his colleagues in the fruit fly Drosofiltila is of particu- 
lar interest, and is specially significant in relation to  the foregoing 
remarks. A single instance will suffice to make clear the character- 
istic feature of this group. I n  the wild fruit fly the eye is red; 
there is a mutant (sport) form with white eyes. A red-eyed fe- 
male crossed with a white-eyed male yields an FI, composed ex- 
clusively of red-eyed individuals; but in the Fq, which consists 
of three reds to  one white, all the females are red-eyed, and all 
the white-eyed individuals are males. Now when a pure red-eyed 
male is crossed with a white-eyed female the result is quite dif- 
ferent; all the females in the FI as before have the dominant 
red-eye; but the males are white-eyed. When the FI are mated 
inter se, equal numbers of white-eyed and red-eyed females and 
males are produced. The inability of the male to  transmit red to 
his offspring of the same sex is readily explained on the assumption 
that the red gene is linked to something which, if present in the 
zygote in duplicate, leads to the production of a female, and if 
present in the zygote unpaired (diagram) leads to the production 
of a male; the red-eyed male produces sperm of two kinds, one 
bearing the "red" gene destined to fertilize an egg which must 
become a female, and one which cannot bear the red gene and 
which is destined to lead to the production of another male. This 
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implies that sex itself is pre-determined by genetical factors for 
which one sex is constitutionally impure, so that a 1-1 sex ratio is 
maintained by the normal consequences of mating pure and impure 
types. Since in this case maleness is the state associated with the 
single condition and femaleness with the duplex state as regards 
the sex-linked genes, the male may be represented, symbolically, 
as  Ff and the female as FF, using the symbol F for that which 
determined femaleness. Actually there is in Drosoplzila a pair of 
chromosomes in the female ( X X )  of equal size represented in the 
male by an unequally paired chromosome. Thus the female pro- 
duces eggs all having an X chromosome and all capable of carry- 
ing the hereditary factor or gene for the red-eyed condition, while 
the male produces two sorts of sperm, one having an X chromo- 
some and capable of carrying the gene for red-eye, and one hav- 
ing a Y chromosome. Clearly the behaviour of the hypothetical 
units indicated by the symbols F and f corresponds to the be- 
haviour of the actual chromosomes X and Y. This type of sex- 
linked inheritance occurs in most insects and in mammals; and 
for reasons given later may be anticipated to occur in practically 
all higher bisexual animals except birds and Lepidoptera (moths 
and butterflies). 

Sex-linked inheritance was indeed first studied by Doncaster 
(190;) in the currant or magpie moth, Abraxas. Two varieties 
of this moth are distinguished by the colour pattern of the wings 
as grosszrlariata and lacticolour. If a lacticolour female (in which 
the wings are of a creamy tint) is mated with a grossulm'ata 
(dark-winged) male all the resulting offspring show the dark gros- 
sulariata wing pattern. The grosszdariata gene is dominant to the 
lacticolour gene iVhen the reciprocal cross is made between a 
lacticolour male and grossulariata female from a pure stock the 
grossulariata pattern only appears in the male offspring, all the 
daughters being of the lacticolour type. I t  would seem then that 
the female produces two sorts of gametes, one kind which can 
carry the factor for the gro~sulariata pattern and is destined, if 
fertilized, to become males, and another kind which cannot carry 
the grossulariata factor and is destined in the ordinary course of 
events to become females. One may say that the female moth is 
for certain factors or genes constitutionally heterozygous, and that 
the grossulariata factor is linked to another factor which, if pres- 
ent in duplicate, determines maleness. Thus the sex of the moth 
appears to depend on the presence of a double or single component 
which, when present in duplicate, leads to the production of a 
male, and may therefore be called the factor for maleness; and a 
corresponding type of sex-linked inheritance occurs in birds 
(canaries, doves, fowls), as shown by the work of Pearl, Bateson, 
Punnett and others. A straightforward case is provided by the 
inheritance of colour pattern in the B l x k  Langshan and Plymouth 
Rock breeds of domestic fowl. If an unbarred hen is mated with 
a barred cock all the offspring are barred, but only the cockerels 
are barred in the offspring of the reverse cross between a barred 
hen and an unbarred cock. Here again the female seems to form 
two sorts of eggs-one which can carry the barred factor and will 
become cockerels, and one which cannot bear the barred factor 
and will develop into pullets. I t  is thus of no mean interest that 
the observations of Seiler (1914) and Hance (1927) demonstrate 
the existence of a pair of chromosomes ( X X )  in the male of 
moths and birds unequally mated in the female. 

Cytology and Heredity.-The cell doctrine profoundly in- 
fluenced the discussion of the hereditary process long before the 
chromosome hypothesis emerged in its modern form. In  at- 
tempting to understand the tenacity with which the Lamarckian 
idea, that is to say the supposed inheritance of acquired charac- 
ters, has persisted in biological thought, i t  must be borne con- 
stantly in mind that embryology is the most recently developed 
branch of anatomical science. Until the classical researches of 
van Baer and Meckel in the early part of the 19th century, the 
prevailing idea about development was that each organism is from 
the very first complete in all its parts and only needs growth to 
make its minute structure manifest to the eye. Caspar Wolff had, 
i t  is true, made observations as early as 1759 which led him to 
enunciate the "epigenetic" as opposed to this ''evolutionary'' 

view. He sought to show that the hen's egg is a t  the beginning 
without gross anatomical organization, and that structural organ- 
ization within the egg is a gradual development. Nevertheless his 
work was disregarded at  the time, and it was not till van Baer's 
researches were published about the same time as the formula- 
tion of the cell doctrine that a new attitude to the process of de- 
velopment manifested itself in biological thought. Up till this 
time the conception of inheritance in biology had been closely 
analogous to the legal one. The parent was supposed to hand 
on its characters to its offspring in the same way as the well-to- 
do hand on their belongings. With so erroneous an idea of the 
nature of development to guide them it is little wonder that the 
Lamarckian idea flourished. With the discovery of fertilization 
I j years after the Origin of Species was first issued, a new orien- 
tation was necessary. Henceforth everything implied by the term 
inheritance must refer to something contained in either the egg 
or the sperm, which constitute the only link between parent and 
offspring. This more concrete approach to the problem of trans- 
mission necessitated a reinvestigation of accepted beliefs, and it  
is more than a historical accident that Weismann's challenge was 
thrown to the scientific world contemporaneously with the dis- 
covery of the intimate nature of the processes of fertilization and 
the maturation of the germ cells. 
I I Since the ovum and sperm each arise 

doctrine ~ e i s m a n n - w r o t e  (1883) : "In 
FIG. 24.---CHROMOSOMES taking this course I may say that it is 
O F  M A L E  G E R M  O F  impossible to avoid going back to the 
S T O N E - F L Y  

foundation of all phenomena of heredity 
and to determine the substance with which they must be 
connected. In  my opinion this can only be the substance of 
the germ cells; and this substance transfers its hereditary prop- 
erties from generation to generation at  first unchanged and always 
uninfluenced in any corresponding manner by that which happens 
during the life of the individual." Proceeding from this point 
Weismann endeavoured to show that the inheritance of acquired 
characters was a logical absurdity. Nevertheless experiments fol- 
lowed as an inevitable consequence, and two generations of care- 
ful experimental work have been quite unsuccessful in establish- 
ing any authentic evidence for the view that Weismann challenged 
(see LAMARCKISM). T O  Weismann's influence more than to any 
other scientist may be attributed the rapid development of 
cytology during the last two decades of the 19th century, cul- 
minating, when Mendel's work was rediscovered, in the develop- 
ment of the chromosome hypothesis. Following Nageli, Weis- 
mann himself focussed attention on the importance of the chro- 
mosomes in hereditary transmission a t  an early date. But it  is 
important to note that Weismann's ideas were bound up with an 
entirely erroneous conception of the modus operandi of the 
chromosomes in the development of the organism. Like Roux, 
Weismann regarded development as a process of unpacking of 
the determinants or hereditary factors and distribution of appro- 
priate units to different regions. Experiment shows that the heredi- 
tary potentialities of different cells of a developing organism are 
essentially similar, and the fact that all cells of the body have a 
similar set of chromosomes constitutes no difficulty in  the way 
of acceptance of the chromosome hypothesis in its modern form, 
as some critics (Dobell and others) appear to think. By the 
chromosome hypothesis is meant the view that locates the material 
units of Mendelian segregation in the chromosomes. The cor- 
respondence of the behaviour of the two was already stated ex- 
plicitly by Lock as early as 1906, and the work on sex-linked 
inheritance that grew out of Doncaster's labours from 1906-12 
greatly reinforced the idea. But in 1912 the work of Morgan's 
school placed the question on an entirely new basis by suggesting 
a cytological basis for "linkage." Mendel had studied inheritance 
of several different characters simultaneously, and found that they 
behaved as though they were quite independent, so that a t  first 

65 aa'y@d$~pl from a single cell of, the parent body, the 
death of the individual "involves no 
breach in the continuity of cell-divisions 
by which the life of the race flows on- 
wards." I n  challenging the Lamarckian 
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it seemed as if an almost infinite number of material units be- 
having like the chromosomes would be required to interpret the 
phenomena of heredity in a single species. This was an obvious 
obstacle in the way of accepting the view stated above. Bateson 
and Punnet first showed in sweet peas that some hereditary 
characters stick together in transmission, as if they were borne 
on the same chromosome. This is the phenomenon known in 
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general among animals. The phenomena of complete linkage find 
a ready explanation in the assumption that the linked factors are 
borne on identical chromosomes. 

The appearance of a certain number of exceptional individuals 
in the Fz generation when the first crossbred parent is a female 
is explicable on the assumption that, when the chromosomes pait 
in the reduction division, there is, in a certain percentage of cases, 
an exchange of materials. This assumption must be treated warily. 
When, however, the question is probed more thoroughly the  ex- 
planation becomes more acceptable. I n  the first place we have to 
reckon with the fact that the several hundreds of mutant charac- 
ters in Drosophila which have been studied by Morgan and his 
colleagues Muller, Sturtevant, Bridges, and others, all fall into 
four groups. Members of the same group are linked; members 
of different groups are transmitted independently of one another, 
as in the grey-ebony, long-vestigial cross. The fact that there are 
four such groups, and only four, and that the number of pairs 
of chromosomes in Drosophila is four, the fact also that one 
group of linked factors, the sex-linked characters, can be so 
definitely co-related with the behaviour of the XX, XY pair, 
can hardly be a mere coincidence. 

Now the chromosomes do become twisted in the process of 
pairing (synapsis) which precedes reduction. And since the split 
takes place so that it  is longitudinal in one plane, some cytologists 
have actually concluded that crossing over of corresponding 

genetics as linkage, and one that raises the most interesting issues 
in relation t o  descriptive cytology a t  the moment. 

L i n k a g e  and t h e  Chromosome Hypothesis.-As an illus- 
tration of linkage the following example from the work of Mor- 
gan and his colleagues since 1913 must suffice. There is a mutant 
or sport of the fruit fly with black coloration of the body. Cross- 
ing with pure wild stock flies which have grey bodies gives re- 
sults analogous to  those obtained with crosses of vestigial-winged 
and wild stock individuals. The first crossbred generation (FI) 
are grey; these crossbred flies mated inter se have offspring grey 
and black in the ratio 3-1. When a "black" fly with vestigial 
wings is crossed back to the wild parent stock, the F1 individ- 
uals are grey with long wings as in the ebony vestigial cross. Now 
if the F1 males are mated with females of the black vestigial 
type the entire progeny are either grey with long wings or 
black with vestigial wings (I-I). The same result is obtained in 
the F1 generation of a cross between a black mutant with long 
wings and a normal grey fly with vestigial wings, all the progeny 
being grey with long wings. But if these F1 males are crossed 
back to the black vestigial females, the offspring are one-half grey 
with vestigial wings and one-half black with long wings. I t  is 
clear in  this case that both results are capable of being inter- 
preted as before if we assume that a single pair of structural 
units is involved in the distribution of both pairs of factors 
among the gametes. If now, instead of crossing back the F1 
males to the double recessive females, the reciprocal mating of the 
Fl females to  the double recessive male type is made, the re- 
sult is slightly different. Taking first the case where both the 
recessive factors (black and vestigial) were brought in from the 
same parent, it is found that the back cross of the F1 females 
instead of giving 50% black vestigial and joyo grey long, pro- 
duces 41.5% black vestigial and 41.5% grey long, together with 
8.5% black long and 8.5% grey vestigial. Similarly if the F1 
females of a cross in which only one recessive factor is intro- 
duced by each parent are back-crossed to the double recessive 
male, the progeny, instead of being 50% black long and 50% 
grey vestigial, are 41.5% black long and 41.5% grey vestigial 
together with 8. j% black vestigial and 8.5% grey long. The 
numerical results are here amenable to interpretation on the 
assumption that there exists a single pair of structural units carry- 
ing both pairs of factors; but that in 17% of the cases a crossing 
over of material occurs between the two components. I t  must 
not be inferred from this illustration that complete linkage is 
characteristic of the male and partial linkage of the female in 

I 
FIG. 25.-SEX CHROMOSOMES A N D  REDUCTION I N  INSECTS: ABOVE,  T H E  
BUG PROTENOR, BELOW, T H E  BUG EUSCHISTUS 

[genes] are unaffected in this respect.) 1fw;his weri so, it  would 
not be unnatural to  suspect that genes dependent on material 
located in closely adjacent parts of a chromosome would stick 
together more often than genes located in more remotely located 
parts of a chromosome, or that, in other words, the extent of 
crossing over would be related to the loci of the genes. This im- 
plies the possible existence of a quantitative relationship between 
the cross-over percentage of different pairs of linked factors. Such 
a relation exists. When the cross-over values of different pairs 
of factors within a linkage group are scrutinized, they are not 
found to present a haphazard assemblage. On the contrary they 
can be arranged in a definite arithmetical series. That is to say, 
if A and B have a cross-over value of 5% and B and C have a 
cross-over value of 7%, the cross-over value of A and C is either 
1 2 % ~  the sum, or  2%, the difference. Therefore, on the assumption 
that the chance of two genes being separated is proportional to  
their distance apart on the chromosome, the genes of Drosophila 
mutants may be arranged in linear series each of which is a map 
of one of its four pairs of chromosomes. The perfect mathe- 
matical regularity of this arrangement is too striking to permit 
of reasonable doubt regarding the truth of the conclusion. 

For illustrative purposes let us take the transmission of two 
other recessive mutant factors located on the second chromo- 

some of Drosophiln, i.e., on one of the 
large curved pairs in  fig. 26. The  mutant 
with purple eyes is a simple recessive to 

J/.*& the wild type condition. The mutant with 
the bent-up "curved wing" is a simple re- El tion. cessive I n  to a cross the normal between long-winged individuals involv- condi- 

FIG. 26.-CHROMOSOMES 
THE FLY ( D R O -  ing the vestigial and curved-wing charac- 

S O P H I L A , ,  O N  ters the cross-over percentage was 8.2, 
T H E  LEFT. CHROMOSOMES based on a generation of 1,861 flies. The 
OF T H E  FEMALE;  ON T H E  cross-over value for the purple and curved 
RIGHT* OF lHE MALE factors was 19.9, based on a generation of 
61,361 flies. The expected cross-over between vestigial and purple 
factors would therefore be 11.7. I n  an actual experiment in which 
I 5,2 10 flies were reared, the cross-over value between purple and 
vestigial proved to be 11.8. The cross-over value for black and 
purple was 6.2, based on a generation of 51,957 flies. The expected 
cross-over value for the black-vestigial cross would therefore be 
6.2+11.8=18. I n  actual experiment, based on 23,731 flies, the 
value 17.8 was obtained. 

The hypothesis outlined is sustained by a further considera- 

lengths from homologous chromosomes takes place, when the 
split occurs. (This means that although the chromosomes in 
such a case d o  not retain their individualitv. the s e ~ a r a t e  factors 
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tion. There is the very strongest reason for associating the sex- 
linked characters with the X chromosomes, or, as they are some- 
times called, the first chromosome pair in Drosophila. Now, the 
same relations apply within the X or first chromosome group. The 
yellow body colour of the mutant known as yellow is a recessive 
sex-linked character; so also is the small type of wing known as 
miniature. NOW, when a miniature male is crossed to a yellow 
female we obtain, as we should expect, normal females and minia- 
ture males. When these are interbred we should expect to get 
only miniature individuals of both sexes, and 25% normal females 
in addition, if there were no crossing over between adjacent parts 
of the same chromosome pairs during reduction. But actually, a 
certain proportion of normal males and yellow miniature females 
appear. The amount of crossing over is 34.3% (21,686 flies). 
Between yellow and the sex-linked white-eye factor the cross- 
over percentage is 1.1. The expected cross-over value for minia- 
ture white is 34.3-1.1 or 33.2. The actual value based on a gen- 
eration of 110,701 flies is 33.2. 

Synapsis a n d  Linkage.-The conception of crossing over in 
the reduction process offers no difficulty, if, as is now generally 
held with regard to animals, the bivalent chromosomes of the 
first reduction division are formed by the side-by-side union (para- 
synapsis) of the elements of each chromosome pair. At present 
the demonstration of actual transposition of adjacent portions of 
paired chromosomes cannot be observed microscopically with any 
degree of certainty. The details of the reduction process have on 
this account, however, acquired considerable theoretical interest 
and attracted the attention of many investigators. An extensive 
nomenclature has been introduced for descriptive purposes in this 
connection, and some of the more con~monly used terms may be 
mentioned, following in the main the system introduced by Von 
Winiwarter (1900). Immediately after the last telophase preced- 
ing the reduction (also called heterotype or meiotic) division, the 
chromosomes in the form of attenuated loops with their free ends 
orientated towards one pole present the appearance of a bouquet: 
this is the leptotelze stage. These are seen to be laterally associ- 
ated in pairs in the succeeding zygote~te (Gregoire, 1907) or amphi- 
tene (Jannsen, 1905) stage. They next become shorter, more inti- 
mately associated and contracted to  one side of the nucleus, so 
that the number of loops is now, by fusion of adjacent pairs, half 
the number in the leptotene stage. This is the pachytelte stage. 
The loops now assume a well-marked longitudinal fission in the 
plane of fusion, become detached from their polar orientation, and 
often display twisting of their longitudinal halves. This appear- 
ance is known as the diplotene or strepsite7ie stage. When the 
spindle appears and the nuclear outline is lost, the longitudinal 
halves of the diplotene filaments have been drawn apart and very 
much condensed to form the characteristic heterotype chromo- 
somes of the first reduction division. The whole series of events is 
represented diagrammatically in fig. 23. While this is now gen- 
erally admitted to be in broad outline typical of animals of both 
sexes, the phenomenon of reduction in plants is still subject to 
much controversy. Perhaps it  is worthy of mention, however, that 
in plants the difficulties of securing satisfactory postmortem 
preservation (fixation) owing to the wall of cellulose that sur- 
rounds the cell makes it more difficult to obtain a clear picture of 
the delicate stages of the reduction process than is the case with 
animal cells. Some botanists maintain that the pairing of the chro- 
mosomes is an end-to-end union (telosynapsis). Such a view offers 
no material basis for the interpretation of the linear arrangement 
of the genes, a principle which has now been shown to apply to 
linkage in plants as well as in animals. More work still remains 
to be done on synapsis in plants before this difficulty can be 
surmounted. 

V a l i d i t y  of t h e  Chromosome Hypothesis.-It is now appro- 
priate to sum up the present state of the evidence in favour of the 
chromosome hypothesis. 

I.  Breeding experiments lead to the conception of material units 
present in the fertilized egg in duplicate, and segregating before 
the formation of the gametes into maternal and paternal compo- 
nents, one member of each pair and one only being present in each 
gamete. As is well known, the chromosomes in all animals and 

plants are present in the fertilized egg in twice the number found 
to be present in the gametes. Furthermore, in many animals (and 
plants) from the most diverse phyla, the chromosome complex of 
a species is characterized not only by a definite number, but a 
definite configuration. I t  is possible to  distinguish among the 
chromosomes pairs of diiferent sizes and shapes (this is true of 
man and many mammals), and the maintenance of this constant 
configuration implies that when reduction takes place one member 
of each pair passes into each gamete. I n  other words, the chromo- 
somes are present in the fertilized egg in pairs, segregating in the 
formation of the gametes into paternal and maternal components, 
one member of each pair and one only being represented in each 
gamete. 

2. The material units on which hereditary transmission depends 
are associated in groups, the members of which are independently 
segregated with reference to  members of other groups. There are 
four such groups in Drosophila; and in Drosophila there are 
exactly four pairs of chromosomes. No organism is known in 
which the number of linkage groups is numerically greater than 
the number of pairs of chromosomes. Moreover, it may be men- 
tioned that the occurrence of chromosome abnormalities in a few 
exceptional cases such as the triploid intersexes of Bridges men- 
tioned below has made it  possible to  identify one small linkage 
group in the fruit fly with the small fourth pair of chromosomes 
in Drosophila as definitely as we can locate the X-linked characters 
with the S or first chromosomes. The two remaining large linkage 
groups are therefore associated with the two remaining large 
curved pairs of chromosomes in Drosophila. 

3. Lastly with respect to  one group of linked characters the 
sexes are differently constituted. Sex-linked inheritance has been 
described in several groups of the animal kingdom, including mam- 
mals; there are several such cases in man where, as in Drosophila 
and the cat, i t  is the male that produces two types of gametes. I n  
several hundreds of animal species, from the most widely divergent 
groups, it is now established that one pair of chromosomes which 
is equally paired in one sex is represented in the other sex by a 
single member, or a pair of unequal elements. 

I n  this field the coincidence between the genetic and microscopic 
data has been illustrated still further by the phenomenon of "non- 
disjunction" described by Bridges in connection with several sex- 
linked mutant characters, of which our original instance of white- 
eye colour will serve as an example. There appeared among the 
white-eyed mutant stock of Drosophila certain strains of which the 
females, when crossed to normal red-eyed males, gave a certain 
proportion of red-eyed males and white-eyed females, in addition 
to the usual red-eyed females and white-eyed males alone. When 
the white-eyed female offspring of such abnormal crossings were 
mated back to red-eyed males, they, in their turn gave all four 
classes-red-eyed males and females, white-eyed males and fe- 
males. The white-eyed females behaved like their mothers, giving 
abnormal results in all cases. Certain of the red-eyed females gave 
normal and half-abnormal results in crossing. Of the male progeny 
the red-eyed individuals were normal, whereas only half the white- 
eyed individuals were normal, the remainder begetting daughters 
whose progeny was exceptional. Bridges found that in the F1 
abnormal white-eyed females the chromosome complex of the 
dividing cells showed a Y element in addition to  the X X  pair. 

This is explicable on the understanding that a t  reduction of the 
eggs in a certain proportion of cases the X elements failed to  dis- 
join, so that the ripe egg contained either two X elements or none 
at  all. If we represent the sperms of a red male as X' or Y, two 
additional types of individuals will result from the fertilization by 
a Y or X' sperm respectively, an X X Y  or white female, and X'O 
or red male. This accounts for the exceptional individuals in the 
F1, and accords with the facts elicited. Next consider the results 
of back-crossing these X X Y  abnormal F1 white females to  a nor- 
mal X'Y male. According to whether the X elements segregate 
with respect to one another or the Y chromosome, the F1 white 
females will lay four types of eggs-XX, Y, XY, X.  If these are 
fertilized by a Y sperm which cannot bring in the red factor we 
get four types: ( a )  XXIr-white females, which will obviously 
behave in the same way, thus agreeing with breeding experience; 
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( b )  W-individuals with such constitution cannot exist; (c) 
XYY-white males, which should produce XY sperms so that, in 
crossing with normal white females, daughters of the XXY type, 
producing exceptional progeny would result; (d) XY-normal / 
white males. When on the other hand, the same four classes of 
eggs are fertilized by an X' sperm carrying red factor, four red 
types of offspring would result as follows: (a)  X'XX-a triploid 
female, which usually dies; (b) X"Jr-normal red males; (c) 
XYXared females with abnormal offspring; (d) X'X-normal 
red females. Thus, the non-disjunction of the X chromosome in 
the formation of the egg of some of the females of the parental 
white-eyed stock accounts fo r  the entire series of exceptional 
genetic phenomena which occur in these strains. 

Recently Bridges has shed further light on the genetical aspect 
of sex-determination by the discovery of non-disjunction in 
chromosomes other than the sex-chromosomes, sometimes referred 
to in contrast to  the latter as autosomes. In  an experiment in 
which a brown mutant of Drosophila was crossed back to a 
parental stock, a culture was obtained in which the individuals 
were almost exclusively females or sex intermediates. These "in- 
tersexes" displayed intermediate sex-characters throughout, nota- 
bly in the abdomen and in the sex-combs of the tarsal joint of the 
forelegs and also in  the genitalia. On the whole they fell into two 
groups, one tending more to  the female, the other to the male con- 
dition. Genetical evidence led Bridges to conclude that for one 
group of genes a t  least the female individuals of these cultures 
were triploid, i.e., inherited a double instead of a single set of 
genes from their fathers. Pvlicroscopic examination of the germ 
cells revealed the fact that the second and third chromosomes were 
present in triplicate, while an additional fourth chromosome was 
present in some but lacking in others, there being thus two degrees 
of the triploid condition, that with three-fourth chromosomes 
being more female. The X chromosome was present in duplicate 
in the intersexes but the females possessed three X elements. 
Thus using the symbol A for the chromosomes (autosomes) other 
than the X chromosomes, and X for  the sex-chromosomes, the 
genetical constitution of these intersexes and abnormal females 
were respectively 3A+2X and 3A+3X, as contrasted with the 
normal female constitution zA+zX. Abnormal males were also 
found with the constitution 3A+X, as contrasted with the normal 
male constitution 2A+X. Therefore, if X : A =  I or greater than I 
the individual is a female, if X:A=JZ it is a male, but when X : A  
lies between I and & the intersexual condition is manifested (Oats, 
Oenetheru, Datura.) 

The factorial hypothesis has aroused a good deal of hostility, 
not unnaturally, for it  conflicts with many accepted speculations 
as to  the evolution of living organisms, and disposes of not a few 
beliefs still professed by many. Nevertheless, the remarkable di- 
versity of inherited characteristics, anatomical and physiological, 
with which it deals, the truly amazing correspondence between the 
conclusions derived from experimental and microscopic studies, 
and finally, the established fact that the nucleus is the only recog- 
nizable cell-element which is universally contributed by the sperm 
to the development of a new individual can leave little room for 
doubt in the minds of impartial students of the subject that, in 
broad general outline, it takes within its compass all the essential 
phenomena of biparental inheritance. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l  Cytology.-Up to the present, the most spec- 
tacular results of the study of cells have arisen by correlating 
descriptive observation with the conclusions derived from experi- 
mental study of the physiology of inheritance. A promising field 
has been opened up during the past few decades by the experi- 
mental study of living cells in relation to other aspects of physio- 
logical science. All physiology having as its aim the interpretation 
of the properties of living matter, i.e., protoplasm, is in the final 
analysis concerned with the cell, but traditional physiology has 
studied cells statistically in the mass. Under the term exprimen- 
tal cytology may be included those investigations which apply 
special methods appropriate for the investigation of single cells 
as units of study. If the results gained so far are of somewhat 
limited application, there can be little doubt that experimental 
cytology is destined to make considerable contributions to the 

analysis of living matter in the long run. 
Hitherto investigations under this heading have been concerned 

pre-eminently with two issues, the permeability of the cell to dis- 
solved substances underlying all the material exchanges on which 
its chemical activity depends, and the physical properties of the 
different parts of the cell (elasticity, viscosity, etc.), or of the 
same parts in different phases of cell activity. Following the work 
of Overton (1904) a large number of researches have been made 
upon the penetration of dyes into living cells under different condi- 
tions as a criterion of permeability. Others, following the classical 
researches of Pfeffer and de Vries, who initiated the study of the 
physical phenomenon of osmosis, have used the swelling or shrink- 
age of cells in solutions of different concentrations to  obtain light 
on differences in permeability. The action of centrifugal force on 
granular constituents (Heilbrunn) or magnetic force on particles 
of iron forced into the cell (Heilbronn and Seifriz) has been 
employed to study changes in viscosity of protoplasm. None of 
these methods is entirely satisfactory, and a new approach to the 
study of such problems has lately been opened up by the methods 
of microinjection and microdissection (see PROTOPLASM) per- 
fected by Barber, Kite, Chambers, Peterfi and others. I t  is now 
possible to  inject living cells with a glass needle of o.ooogmm. 
bore, and t o  remove portions of the nucleus of a cell b y  these 
devices. Finally the growth of cells has become a new field of 
active investigation as the result of the methods of tissue culture 
developed by Ross Harrison, Carrel and other workers in America. 
SO far,  however, progress has been most conspicuous in the inven- 
tion of methods of assailing the difficult problem of studying such 
small structures rather than in the theoretical results. 

BIBLIoGRAPEY.-W, E. ~ ~ t ~ l ~ ~ ~  (1920) ; E. V. c ~ ~ + . ~ ,  G ~ ~ -  
era1 Cytology (Chicago, 1924)  ; L. Doncaster, An Introductton t o  the  
S tudy  o f  Cytology, with bibl. (2nd ed. 1924) ; E. B. Wilson, T h e  Cell in 
Develo9ment and Inheritance (3rd ed., rev. and enlarged 1925). 

(L. T. H.) 
CYTOPLASM 

The cell consists of two parts, nucleus and cytoplasm. The 
former contains the chromosomes, which are the physical basis 
of heredity, and which probably bear most of the factors of inheri- 
tance. Outside the nucleus is the body of the cell, formed of 
protoplasm. Floating in this semi-viscid protoplasm are always 
found many granular or rod-shaped bodies. Modern studies have 
shown that these bodies are of two types, which can be differen- 
tiated from each other by special staining methods. The more 
numerous granules are known as mitochondria. These were first 
seen and imperfectly described by the German cytologist Flem- 
rning, and were afterwards studied by Altmann (1880). Altmann 
was wrong in the interpretations he placed on these granules in his 
"Elementarorganismen," but was correct in his description of 
them. Subsequently a great deal of work was carried out on the 
mitochondria by Benda, Meves, Duesberg, Guilliermond, Regaud, 
Cowdry, Gatenby, Ludford, Bowen and many others. I t  has been 
claimed from time to time by various workers that  these granules 
are artefacts produced by  the technique used, but the mito- 
chondria can be seen and studied intra vitam. 

I n  1898, the Itallan neurologist, Golgi, described some peculiar 
argentophile bodies in nerve cells, which form the Golgi appara- 
tus, so called from its discoverer. As with the mitochondria, 
certain observers have claimed that the inner apparatus of Golgi 
is merely an artefact produced by the silver impregnation bath. 
Happily these structures can be seen and studied in many cells, 
intra vitam, as for instance in the spermatocytes of various Mol- 
lusca, in which both Golgi apparatus and mitochondria are readily 
visible, and the presence of these bodies in all cells a t  some period 
of their existence is now generally accepted. The Golgi apparatus 
of nerve cells is a remarkable network (fig. 8 )  formed of ap- 
parently anastomosing threads I n  England and America in recent 
years various cytologists (Gatenby, Ludford, Brambell, King, 
Bowen, E. V. Cowdry, Hyman, etc.) have followed out the 
behaviour of both Golgi bodies or elements as they are now called, 
and mitochondria, during the gametogenesis and fertilization of 
many organisms, and the technical methods for the study of these 
cell bodies have been made surer. The morphology of the Golgi 
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apparatus in various cells is depicted in figs. 1-20. The classic 
network described by Golgi is shown in fig. 8. The apparatus 
here takes the form of branching rods, or canals filled or formed 
of a conspicuous argentophile or osmiophile substance. Now this 
type of Golgi apparatus has been shown to be highly specialized. 
I n  the more primitive type, as shown in figs. 3 ,4 ,  6, 7, the appara- 
tus in figs. 6 and 7 is formed of argentophile or osmiophile 
granules, platelets or rods, associated with a less densely staining 
substance. This formation holds good for all animals, but is often 
found only in embryonic and non-differentiated cells. This type 
of Golgi apparatus is characteristic of invertebrate cells. In  the 
ordinary mammalian body cells the Golgi apparatus is usually of 
the appearance depicted in figs. 3 and 4, being juxta-nuclear and 
eccentric. The morphology of the mitochondria in various cells 
is shown in figs. I to 20. 

The mitochondria are, as often as not, small spherical granules 
which lie scattered through the cytoplasm in no special formation, 
though in embryonic cells and in nearly all germ cells, a t  some 
period the mitochondria lie in a discrete mass near the Golgi 
bodies, as in figs. g and 13. I n  many cells the mitochondria are 
elongate or rod-like. During the life of the cell, the Golgi bodies 
and mitochondria are carried around in those cells which exhibit 
protoplasmic streaming, but in all cells the Golgi bodies and mito- 
chondria a t  some period have the power of binary or multiple 
fission, and of growth. 

During cell division the Golgi bodies either lie quiescent in the 
cytoplasm and are roughly divided between the two daughter cells 
as depicted in fig. 6, or they are attracted to the asters and hap- 
hazardly sorted into two lots as shown in fig. 7. I t  is important 
to notice that neither the mitochondria nor the Golgi bodies are 
divided between the daughter cells in the remarkable manner in 
which the chromosomes are halved. This fact shows that even 
if the cytoplasmic inclusions do carry hereditary factors, these 
are of a much lower order of importance than those borne by the 
chromosomes. Probably all modern cytologists are agreed that 
the function of the mitochondria and Golgi bodies is trophic; 
i.e., concerned with the growth and elaboration of cell products 
under the direct stimulus of the chromosomes within the nucleus. 
The hypothesis of Meves that these bodies bear the hereditary 
factors of the cytoplasm has not been sustained by recent ob- 
servations. 

I n  gametogenesis the mitochondria and Golgi bodies act very 
definitely in all animals, and it  is in this field, and in the field 
concerned with cell secretion, that modern investigations have 
been most successful. I n  figs. 9-12 are stages in the formation 
of yolk in a n~ollusc egg. The small eggs (oogonia) have a dis- 
crete juxta-nuclear eccentric Golgi apparatus surrounded by the 
granular mitochondria. I n  the growth of the egg the latter in- 
crease in number and spread out in the cytoplasm; the vitello- 
genesis or yolk formation concerns the Golgi bodies almost ex- 
clusively. The original Golgi apparatus breaks up into a number 
of parts which wander out into the cytoplasm, growing and divid- 
ing until a large number are formed. These smaller parts undergo 
the changes depicted in fig. 12, a-d, forming vacuoles which be- 
come filled with dense fatty materials. At an early stage after 
their formation the contents of the vacuoles stain bright red in 
the intra vital dye, Neutral Red. I n  some animals, nucleolar 
extrusions, or pieces given off from the nucleolus, pass through 
the nuclear membrane into the cytoplasm where they may form 
yolk (NE).  The ripe egg thus contains yolk granules which may 
be produced either from nucleoli, Golgi bodies, or from mito- 
chondria, and also unchanged Golgi granules and mitochondria. 
During segmentation of the egg the granules of all types are 
distributed between the segments, and ultimately pass into the 
cells of all organs. 

I n  spermatogenesis the behaviour of the Golgi bodies and 
mitochondria is also definite, even more so than in oogenesis 
(formation of the egg). I n  figs. 13-1 7 are stages of the forma- 
tion of a spermatozoon from the mother cell (spermatogonium, 
fig. 13). The function of the Golgi apparatus is to form the 
perforatorium or acrosome of the sperm. I n  figs. I j and 16 the 
Golgi body is seen to pass up the cell, become fixed on the 

nucleus and secrete a bead-the acrosome. The mitochondria form 
the middle piece of the sperm, as shown in figs. 16 and 17. The 
function of the mitochondria appears to be to  store energy to be 
expended by the sperm flagellum (F) in its movements. The 
remains of the cytoplasm, a few mitochondria and the Golgi 
bodies are stripped off the ripening sperm (s). 

In  fertilization usually the whole sperm enters the egg, but 
only in a few cases is there satisfactory evidence that the mito- 
chondria persist. I n  nearly all cases the tail dies, the nucleus (N) 
alone living to form the male pronucleus, being the vehicle of the 
father's hereditary factors. I n  gland secretion the Golgi bodies 
produce droplets or secretion granules in much the same way as 
is depicted in figs. 9-12 for the egg. 

Mitochondria are well known in plants (fig. z ) ,  and certainly 
identified. Two other categories of cell inclusions as well as canals 
probably exist (Bowen), and it  seems certain that plants will be 
found to have cell inclusions much like those of animals. Guillier- 
mond and Mangenot (fig. 5 )  have described Golgi bodies in 
plants. I t  is not yet certain whether these so-called Golgi bodies 
are not merely canaliculi, and whether they are homologues of 
the real Golgi substance in animals. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--L. Doncaster, Cytology (1920) ; W. E. Agar, 
Cytology (1920) ; Sharp, Introduction t o  Cytology (1921) ; E. B. 
Wilson, The  Cell i n  Development and Inheritance (3rd ed. 1925). 

CYTOLOGY OF PLANTS: see, in  addition to general 
article CYTOLOGY, the section Plant Cytology of PLANTS. 

CYTOPLASM, the term used in biology to denote all the 
living contents of the cell (protoplasm) other than the nucleus 
(9.v.). (See CYTOLOGY, PROTOPLASM, CELL.) 

CYZICENUS, an architectural term used by Vitruvius for 
certain large halls, facing north, in Greek houses. Such halls 
usually overlooked gardens and had large, low windows in order 
to give the widest possible view. 

CYZICUS, an ancient town of Mysia in Asia Minor, situated 
on the shoreward side of Arctonnesus, which is said to  have been 
originally an island in the Sea of Marmora, and to have been 
artificially connected with the mainland in historic times. I t  was, 
according to tradition, occupied by Thessalian settlers a t  the com- 
ing of the Argonauts, and in 756 B.C. the town was founded by 
Greeks from Miletus. Owing to its advantageous position it 
speedily acquired commercial importance, and the gold staters of 
Cyzicus were a staple currency in the ancient world till they were 
superseded by those of Philip of Macedon. During the Pelopon- 
nesian War (431-404 B.c.) Cyzicus was subject to  the Athenians 
and Lacedaemonians alternately, and a t  the peace of Antalcidas 
(387 B.c), like the other Greek cities in Asia, i t  was made oCer 
to Persia. The history of the town in Hellenistic times is closely 
connected with that of the dynasts of Pergamum, with whose ex- 
tinction it  came into direct relations with Rome. Cyzicus was 
held for the Romans against Mithridates in 74 B.C. till the siege 
was raised by Lucullus: the loyalty of the city was rewarded by 
an extension of territory and other privileges. Still a flourishing 
centre in  Imperial times, the place appears to  have been ruined 
by a series of earthquakes. The principal extant ruins are:- 
the walls, which are traceable for nearly their whole extent, a 
picturesque amphitheatre intersected by a stream, and the sub- 
structures of the temple of Hadrian. Of this magnificent building, 
sometimes ranked among the seven wonders of the ancient world, 
thirty-one immense columns still stood erect in 1444. 

See J .  Marquardt, C y z u u s  (Berlin, 1830) ; G. Perrot, Exploration de 
la Galatie (Paris, 1862) ; F. W. Hasluck, Cyzicus (1910). 

CZARNIECKI, STEPHEN (1599-1665), Polish general, 
fought in the Prussian campaigns against Gustavus Adolphus 
(1626-29), and under Wladislaus IV. in the Muscovite campaign 
of 1633. In  the invasion of Poland by Charles X. of Sweden 
(16 j5), a national army under Czarniecki ultimately drove out the 
Swedes, and after the Peace of Oliva (1660) also penetrated into 
Muscovy, winning victories a t  Polonka and Lachowicza. H e  died 
in 1665 just after he had been appointed Polish commander-in- 
chief. 

See Ludwik Jenike, Stephen Czarniecki (Pol.) (Warsaw, 1891) ; 
Michal Dymit Krajewski, History o f  Stephen Czarniecki (Pol.) 



(Cracow, 1859). 
CZARTORY SKI, ADAM GEORGE, PRINCE ( I  ? 7 ~  

1861), Polish statesman, was the son of Prince Adam Casimir 
Czartoryski and Isabella Fleming. After a careful education a t  
home under tutors, one of whom was Dupont de Nemours, he first 
went abroad in 1786. At Gotha he heard Goethe read his Iph i -  
genie az~f Tauris ,  and met Herder and Wieland. In  I 789, and again 
in I 793, he visited England, and made many acquaintances among 
the English aristocracy and studied the British constitution. I n  
the interval between these visits he fought for his country dur- 
ing the war of the second partition, and would subsequently have 
served under Kosciuszko also had he not been arrested on his 
way to Poland at  Brussels by the Austrian government. After 
the third partition the estates of the Czartoryskis were confiscated, 
and in May I 79 j Adam and his younger brother Constantine were 
summoned to St. Petersburg (Leningrad), and presently ordered 
to enter the Russian service. Catherine restored part of their 
estates, and in the beginning of I 796 made them gentlemen in 
waiting. Adam had already met the grand duke Alexander 
and the youths at  once conceived a strong "intellectual friendship" 
for each other after the accession of Alexander to the throne. 
As adjunct of foreign affairs, he had the practical control of Rus- 
sian diplomacy. His first act was to protest energetically against 
the murder of the duc d'Enghien (March 20, I S O ~ ) ,  and insist on 
an immediate rupture with France. On June 7 the French min- 
ister HCdouville quitted St. Petersburg; and on Aug. 11 a note 
dictated by Czartoryski to  Alexander was sent to the Russian 
minister in London, urging the formation of an anti-French coali- 
tion. I t  was Czartoryski also who framed the Convention of 
Nov. 6, 1804, whereby Russia agreed to put 115,ooo and Austria 
23 5,000 men in the field against Napoleon. Finally, on April I I ,  

180j, he signed an offensive-defensive alliance with England. A 
memorial written by him in 180j, but otherwise undated, aimed 
at  transforming the whole map of Europe. Austria and Prussia 
were to  divide Germany between them. Russia was to  acquire 
the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmora, the Bosporus with Con- 
stantinople, and Corfu. Austria was to  have Bosnia, M7allachia 
and Ragusa. Montenegro, enlarged by Mostar and the Ionian 
islands, was to  form a separate state. England and Russia to- 
gether were to  maintain the equilibrium of the world. I n  return 
for their acquisitions in Germany, Austria and Prussia were to 
consent to the erection of an autonomous Polish State extending 
from Danzig to  the sources of the Vistula, under the protection 
of Russia. But in the meantime Austria had come to an under- 
standing with England as to subsidies, and war had begun. 

I n  1805 Czartoryski accompanied Alexander both to Berlin and 
Olmiitz as chief minister. H e  regarded the Berlin visit as a blun- 
der, chiefly owing to his profound distrust of Prussia; but Alex- 
ander ignored his representations and in February 1807 he lost 
favour and was superseded by A. E. Budberg, but continued to 
enjoy Alexander's confidence in private. I n  1810 Czartoryski 
quitted St. Petersburg for ever; but the personal relations be- 
tween him and Alexander were never better. The friends met 
again a t  Kalisch shortly before the signature of the Russo-Prus- 
sian alliance of Feb. 2 0 ,  1813, and Czartoryski was in the em- 
peror's suite a t  Paris in 1813, and rendered his sovereign material 
services a t  the congress of Vienna. 

On the erection of the congressional kingdom of Poland Czar- 
toryski contented himself with the title of senator-palatine and 
a share it, the administration. I n  1817 the prince married Anna 
Sapiezanko, the wedding leading to a duel with his rival Pac. In  
1823 he retired to his ancestral castle a t  Pulawy; but a t  the Rev- 
olutior. of 1830 he became president of the provisional govern- 
ment, and summoned (Dec. 18, 1830) the diet of 1831. After the 
termination of Chlopicki's dictatorship he was elected chief of 
the supreme council by 1 2 1  out of 138 votes (Jan. 30). On 
Sept. 16 he left the government after sacrificing half his fortune 
to the national cause. On Aug. 23 he joined Girolano Ramorino's 
army corps as a volunteer, and subsequently formed a confedera- 
tion of the three southern provinces of Kalisch, Sandomir and 
Cracow. At the end of the war he emigrated to France, where 
were spent the last 30 years of his life. He died at  Montfermeil, 

near Meaux, on July IS, 1861. He left two sons, Witold (1824- 
65), and Wladyslaus (1828-94), and a daughter Isabella, who 
married Jan Dzialynski in 18j7. 

The principal works of Czartoryski are Essai sur Za diplomatie 
(Marseilles, 1830) ; Li fe  of J .  U. Niemcewiez (Pol.) (Paris, 1860) ; 
Alexander I .  et Czartoryski: correspondance . . . et conversations 
(1801-1823) (1865) ; Jfe'moires et correspondance avec Alex. I., with 
preface by C. de Mazade (1887) ; an English trans. Memoirs o f  
Czartoryski, etc., edited by A. Gielgud, with documents relating to 
his negotiations with Pitt, and conversations with Palmerston in 1812 
(London, 1888). 

See also Bronislaw Zaleski, Life o f  Adam Czartoryski (Pol.) (Paris, 
1881) ; Lubomir Gadon, Prince Adam Czartoryski (Pol.) (Cracow, 
1892) ; Ludovik Debicki, Pulawy, vol. iv.; Lubomir Gadon, Prince 
Adam Czartoryski during the Insurrection of November (Pol.) 
(Cracow, 1900). 

CZARTORY SKI, FRYDERYK MICHAL, PRIXCE 
(1696-1775), Polish statesman, completed his education at Paris, 
Florence and Rome; he then attached himself to the court of 
Dresden and obtained the vice-chancellorship of Lithuania. Czar- 
toryski was one of the nobles who, on the illness of Augustus 11. 
in I 727, signed the secret guarantee of the Polish succession to his 
son; but he supported Stanislaus Leszczynski when he was placed 
upon the throne by the influence of France in 1733. When Stan- 
islaus abdicated in 1735 Czartoryski voted for Augustus 111. (of 
Saxony), who employed him and his family against the Potockis. 
For the next 40 years Czartoryski was the leading Polish states- 
man. I n  foreign affairs he was the first to  favour an alliance with 
Russia, Austria and England, as opposed to France and Prussia- 
a system difficult to  sustain and not always beneficial to Poland 
or Saxony. In  Poland Czartoryski stood for reform. Promis- 
ing young men were educated at  his palace. H e  aimed a t ' the  
restoration of the royal prerogative and the abolition of the 
liberzlm veto which made any durable improvement impossible. 
The Czartoryskis were therefore unpopular with the ignorant 
szlachta, but for many years they had the firm support of the 
Saxon court, especially after Bruhl succeeded Fleming. 

Czartoryski reached the height of his power in I jz when he 
was entrusted with the great seal of Lithuania; but after that his 
rival, Mniszek, began to prevail a t  Dresden, whereupon Czartory- 
ski sought a reconciliation with his opponents a t  home and for- 
eign support in England and Russia, in the latter country unsuc- 
cessfully. Czartoryski's philo-Russian policy had estranged Bruhl, 
but he frustrated the Saxon court by dissolving the diets of 1760, 
1761 and 1762. In  1763 he proposed the dethronement of Augus- 
tus III. ,  who died the same year. T o  his disgust his incompetent 
nephew, Stanislaus, was elected king in 1765 after an interregnum 
occupied by constitutional discussions. Czartoryski's foreign 
policy was very vacillating, and he changed his "system" more 
frequently perhaps than any contemporary diplomatist. But he 
was an able and patriotic statesman. 

See the Correspondence of Czartoryski in the Collections of the 
Russian Historical Society, vols, vii., x., xiii., xlviii., li., lxvii. (1890. 
etc.) ; Adalhert Roepell, Polen u m  die Mit te  des XVIZZ. Jahrhunderts 
(Gotha, 1876) ; de Broglie, L e  Secret d u  roi (1878) ; Wladyslaw 
Tadeusz Kisielewski, Reforms  o f  the Czartorysccy (Pol.) (Sambor, 
1880) ; Ludwik Denbicki, Pulawy (Pol.) (Lemberg, 1887-88) ; Carl 
Heinrich Heyking, Aus Polens und  Kurlands letzten Tagen (1897) ; 
Antoni Waliszewki, T h e  Potoccy and the Czertorysccy (Pol.). 

CZECH (Cech), a name signifying an inhabitant of "eechy," 
the native name for Bohemia, but in use confined to the native 
Slavonic inhabitants of that country and of Moravia. The 
Czechs, with the Lusatians, Poles and Slovaks, form the west- 
ern group of the Slav family; for their ethnographical position 
within that family, and their language, see EUROPE: Ethnology. 
The native home of the Czechs to-day lies in the Czechoslovalr 
republic (see CZECHOSLOVAKIA), in which they are the dominating 
race, occupying about two-thirds of Bohemia, four-fifths of 
Moravia, and the districts which formerly were known as Austrian 
Silesia. T o  the north-west, west and south they are neighbours 
with a Germanic population; to  the north-east, in the district of 
Teschen (9.v.) they border on the Poles, the ethnographical 
dividing line being difficult to  draw in this region. Eastward, the 
Czechs have for neighbours the Slovaks, a race closely akin to  
them, who inhabit the southern slopes of the northern Carpa- 



CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
thians, in what until 1918 was northern Hungary. While dog- 
matic statement is difficult, there was probably no real distinction 
between the original "Czechs" and "Slovaks." The accident of 
history, the former forming, first an independent state, and later 
a part of Austria, while the latter remained for a thousand years 
under Hungarian rule, led to separate development, which was 
accentuated by religious differences. The Slovaks contributed 
some of the most prominent Panslavist and Czech national 
apostles of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Political con- 
siderations, however, led some of them to crystallize Slovak into 
a literary language, distinct from Czech, and this feeling of Slovak 
individuality afterwards became a confusing political factor, 
some of the Slovaks being prepared to sink their differences in 
their community with the Czechs, even at  the cost of some sacri- 
fices, while others considered that the Czechoslovak republic, 
in which the two nations were united, should have made much 
greater allowance for the differences between them. 

The early history of the Czechs is very obscure, and cannot be 
discussed apart from that of the Slavs in general. Czech legend, 
a_s preserved by the chronicler Cosmas of Prague, relates that 
Cecli, a noble of Croatia (probably White Croatia, or Gaiicia), 
having committed homi~ide, fled with his followers to Bohemia, 
and first settled on the Rip mountain, near Roudnice. The young- 
est of Rrok's three daughters, Libuia, became ruler of Bohemia, 
founded Prague, and innrried a ploughman, who became the 
founder of the P?emyslides, or first native Bohemian dynasty. 

I t  is probable that the Slavs arrived in Bohemia, which was 
then tenanted by Germanic tribes, not later than the 7th century 
A.D., perhaps earlier. They are first mentioned unmistakably in 
A.D. .8oj and the first certain historical state in these provinces is 
the kingdom of Great Moravia (see MORAVIA), destroyed by the 
Magyars in 904-905. While Slovakia now passed under Magyar 
rule, the Czechs founded the kingdom of Bohemia (q.v.), which 
for centuries was among the most powerful and glorious in Eu- 
rope. During this early period the religious movement among the 
Czechs (see HUSSITES) influenced all Europe. The Czechs were 
always in close contact with the Germans who with them in- 
habited Bohemia, and Germanic influence undoubtedly accounted 
for their cultural development, which in many ways was far in 
advance of that of any other Slavonic race. Under the Habsburgs, 
however, and especially in the days of the Counter-Reformation, 
the Czech national life and language were almost eliminated. The 
national revival began in the 18th century, and its manifestations 
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filled much of the public life of Austria-Hungary in the 19th 
century (see AUSTRIA). At last the nation achieved independence, 
with the Slovaks, in 1918 (see CZECHOSLOVAKIA). 

According to the official census of 1518, the Czechs and Slovaks 
of Czechoslovakia numbered 8,760,937, or 65.5% of the popula- 
tion of that state. There were also considerable colonies in Can- 
ada, the United States of America, and other countries, a large 
Czech colony in Vienna, and many Slovak settlements in Hun- 
gary. Czechs supplied a very high proportion of the domestic 

servants and of the tailors in Central Europe, Czech tailors, in 
particular, thriving even in England. The romantic national call- 
ing of the Slovaks was that of itinerant broom-binders. Besides 
this, however, Czechs supplied a high proportion of distinguislied 
names in the history of the Austrian empire. They have a fine 
national literature (see CZECH LAKGUAGE AND LITERATURE) and 
art, while in music they are particularly distinguished. I t  is suffi- 
cient to mention the names of the Czech composers Dvolik ztld 
Smetana. Business in Eohemia 2nd Moravia was largely in the 
hands of Germans or Jcws until the 20th century, when the 
Czechs began to make rapid progress in this field also. 

(C. A. M.) 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA was an independent republic in Cen- 

tral Europe, ~roclaimed on Oct. 28, 1918, and confirmed by the 
peace treaties after the World War. I t  comprised the lands of the 
ancient kingdom of Bohemia (q.v.), Slovakia (q v.) and the 
autonomous territory of Ruthenia (9.v.). After having been de- 
prived of about one-third of her territory and transformed into a 
federated state of the Czechs, Slovaks and Ruthenians in Oct. 
1938, this new Czecho-Slovakia or the Second Republic. as it  was 
called, ceased to exist in March 1535, Germany annexing the 
lands of Bohemia, Slovakia becoming nominally independent and 
Ruthenia incorporated into Hungary. 

During her existence Czechoslovakia occupied a position of 
greatest strategic and political importance in the heart of Europe. 
The territory it occupied lies athwart a maze of frequented 
routes and forms a zone of contact between the Germanic and 
Slav worlds. I t  comprises two highly contrasted types of land 
form, each having a characteristic natural endowment. One, the 
old resistant upland region including Bohemia and parts of Mora- 
via and Silesia, on account of the surrounding mountain ranges a 
natural bastion in Central Europe, gravitates mainly towards the 
North sea, is rich in mineral wealth and has deeply experienced 
the force of French and Germanic cultural influences. which are 
reflected in its advanced agriculture and industrialization, dense 
population and network of communications, and the modernism of 
its outlook which is definitely \Vestern, progressive and demo- 
cratic. The other, the folded ranges of the Carpathians (q.v ), has 
been naturally and politically drhwn toward the Danube and the 
less progressive pastoral and agricultural region of Europe. Here. 
a sparse and disseminated population still clings to the old cus- 
toms and primitive methods which are fostered by an isolation 
in mountain-girt basins. The administrative problem, faced by 
Czechoslovakia, of reconciling the divergent interests within the 
country was difficult, and the shape and physical structure of the 
country combined to increase the severity of the task. The W.-E 
length amounted to 594mi., whereas the breadth varied from 
175mi. to less than 45 miles. The capital, Prague ( q . ~ . ) ,  had a 
peripheral location and was difficult of access from the remote 
and self-contained eastern districts with which it had originally 
few affinities and whose wider contacts had been traditionally 
established in the direction of the middle Danube. In  spite of 
these difficulties Czechoslovakia succeeded in building up a mod- 
ern and progressive state based upon an appreciation of the de- 
mands arising from diversity of natural endowment and historical 
experience and of the necessity of combining regional autonomy 
with the needs of a common pro.tection of progressive standards 
of democracy and national development. 

Climate and geographic formation are equally advantageous for 
agriculture. Climatically the country is transitional from oceanic 
to continental, as the following table shows: 

Liverage tcmp. in 
Long, Heigllt Fnhr. d c g  kI:i 

Pregov 

Variations in altitude and exposure, however, prevent uniformity 
and are important in a~riculture Thus, in the sheltered parts of 
the vailej,s of tilt. Rloravd and Elbe and in the basins of the Car- 
pathians t i i ~ t  open southward the vlne appears, filille fruit- and 



V I E W S  OF BOHEMIA AND SLOVAKIA 

1. Ruins of the royal castle of BezdeI, in  north Bohemia 4. General view of the country i n  v ic in i ty  of Orava, Slovakia 7. J lchymov,  health resort near radium mines of north Bohemia H 

2. Town square in the historic c i ty  of Pisek, nor th Bohemia 5. Tabor, south Bohemia, founded by Hussites in 1 4 t h  century 8. Carlsbad, Bohemia, a resort noted for its medicinal springs 
3. Centre of Kox~ce, an industrial c i ty  of Slovakia, showing theatre 6. Krumlov, an ancient c i t y  of south Bohemia 9. Centre Carlsbad, showing town hall; next to i t  the palace well 



PLATE II CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

PROVINCIAL T Y P E S  O F  MORAVIA A N D  SLOVAKIA 

1. A farmer f rom the town  of Stvola, i n  t he  province of Slovakia. 2. Peasant f rom the province o f  Moravia. 7 .  Peasants d raw ing  water  f rom street 
woman f rom Zlieshov, Slovakia. 3. Women washing clothes near Bratis- well ,  Slovakia. 8. Moravian peasants f rom the v i l l age  of Blatnice, i n  
lava, Slovakia. 4. Slovakian peasants f rom Helpa, i n  nat ional  costume. holiday costume. 9. A man f rom Stvola, Slovakia, i n  Sunday dress. 10. 
5. A woman f rom v i c in i t y  of Levice, i n  Slovakia. 6. A br ide and groom An  o ld woman f rom Zliechov, Slovakia. 11. Moravians i n  h o l ~ d a y  costume 
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116 were men, 7,586,420 were women. The population had s h o ~ n  
a considerable natural increase in the decade from 1920 to I930 
This natural increase amounted for the whole republic to  9.67%. 
Characteristically it was lowest in the most western part of 
Czechoslovakia, in the province of Bohemia, where it amounted 
only to 6.11% And it  rose from there until i t  reached 22.50% in 
the most eastern part of the republic, in Ruthenia. 

The dominant religion was Roman Catholicism which was pro- 
fessed in 1930 by 73.54% of the population. Of the other Chris- 
tian denominations the Protestants numbered 7.6 7%. the Czecho- 
slovak Church 5.39% and the Greek Catholic Church 3.97%. The 
number of Jews amounted to 2.42%. Their percentage was lowest 
in Bohemia with I 07%. higher in Slovakia with 4.11% and high- 
est in Ruthenia with 14.14% (W. S. L.;  H. KO.) 

FINANCE AND CURRENCY 
In  "0 other department of the state activities was there SO 

energetic an endeavour to ~!nsure the independent existence of 
the new republic as in that of finance and currency. In  this re- 
spect there was a twofold aim: to achieve an equilibrium of 
the state finances and establish a stable currency. I n  both re- 
spects the administration was highly successful. 

The budget estimates for the four years 1935-38 amounted in 
n~illions of crowns : 

1935 '930 1 7937 

Revenue . 8,456 10,120 
Expenditure 1 i:$i 8,414 10,117 I =938 

The total national debt amounted in 1938 to 4 7,034 million 
crowns as against 3 7,969 million crowns in the year 1933 Of 
this debt 36,843 million were internal debts, 8,251 million for- 
eign debt, and 2.000 million note debt as a result of the monetary 
reform. 

Currency.-One of the most important acts of the first Gov- 
ernment of Czechoslovakia was the establishment of an inde- 
pendent currency early in 1919. For this purpose it was decided 
to collect and stamp all the bank-notes of the Austro-Hungarian 
Bank, which were then circulating upon Czechoslovak territory, 
as well as the deposit accounts in Czechoslovak branches of the 
Austro-Hungarian Bank, totalling about 10 milliard crow7ns. Dur- 
ing the process of stamping, about 2.7 milliard crowns were re- 
tained as a compulsory state loan in order to  reduce the amount 
of paper money in circulation, and the stamped bank-notes were 
declared to be state notes with a face value in Czechoslovak 
crowns. At the same time a temporary bank of issue was estab- 
lished under the title of "Banking Office of the Finance Ministry." 
The stamped bank-notes were later replaced by independent state 
notes in equal proportion. I n  order to  defray the value of the 
uncovered state notes and the deposit accounts taken over 
from the Austro-Hungarian Bank, a tax on capital was levied 
the estimated yield of which was j 5 milliard crowns. Of this 
sum nearly j3 milliards had been paid off by the end of 1927. 
leaving a remainder of the "State Notes Debt" of about 44 
milliard Czechoslovak crowns. Neither was the Banking Office, 
managed by a board of directors appointed by the finance minis- 
ter, nor was the National Bank of Czechoslovakia, which took over 
the former's functions on April I,  1926, permitted to grant the 
state any loan, either direct or indirect. 

The financial and economic difficulties after the World War. 
the chaos prevailing in the currencies in the neighbouring states, 
and the comparative ignorance of Czechoslovakia abroad caused 
the exchange rate of the Czechoslovak crown to fluctuate up 
to 1922, although the financial administration continued to pur- 
sue sound principles. From the year 1922, however, the exchange 
rate of the crown was stabilized at  about IOO crowns to $3 (U.S.). 
Thus, as a result of the energetic and judicious currency policy 
inaugurated by Dr. RaSin, the Czechoslovak crown maintained 
its stability and its relatively high exchange value a t  a period 
when the currencies of the neighbouring states were hopelessly 
unstable and deprwiated This caused Czechoslovakia to  be de- 
scribed as "an island in a sea of inflation " 

maize ripen and the lower slopes and plains offer striking contrasts 
to the raw and rainy highlands. As in the Eastern Alps enclosed 
basins suffer from inversions of temperature, but settlement and 
cultivation here rise to a height fully 6ooft. above the limit in 
the former region. Precipitation is distributed advantageously for 
agriculture, fully two-thirds of the annual total falling in the 
spring and summer months. Heavy winter snowfalls are com- 
mon in the highland regions and navigation on both Elbe and 
Danube is usually interrupted by ice for six to eight weeks 

Relief and climate combine to make Czechoslovakia one of the 
richest forest ldnds in Europe; conifers cover 55% of the forested 
area, deciduous growth 30%, the remainder being mixed wood- 
land. The limit of tree growth varies from j.oooft. in the Tatra 
mountains to 4.oooft. in the East Carpathians. 

Popula t ion ,  Re l ig ion  a n d  Settlement.-The population*of 
the republic at  the 1930 census was 14,729,536, of whom 249,971 
were foreigners. The following table shows the distribution of 
the native population according to provinces, together with the 
percentage figures for the principal nationalities represented:- 
I 

Province 

Bohemia . . . 
Moravia & Silesia . 
Slovakia 
Carpathian Ruthenia - 
Czechoslovakia 

This ethnic variety of the population presented a great diffi- 
culty for Czechoslovakia. The young state, however, succeeded 
gradually in overcoming these difficulties by a strict application 
of its democratic constitution and of the principle of the equality 
of all citizens before the law, by providing all the minorities as 
amply with schools and cultural institutions in their own lan- 
guages as the Czechoslovaks themselves enjoyed, and by trying 
to draw the minorities into active and constructive participation 
in the administration. Nevertheless the large German minority 
which lived mostly in compact blocks along the north-western 
and south-western frontiers in the most highly industrialized zones 
of the country, and the Magyar minority living compactly in the 
southern plains of Slovakia contiguous with Hungary, continued 
to demand the grant of more extensive autonomy. 

A similar demand for autonomy was also raised by part of the 
Slovak population which amounted to some 25% of the 9,688,770 
persons classified as Czechoslovaks. The Slovaks, although racially 
and linguistically most closely related to the Czechs, nevertheless 
had been separated from them politically for many centuries and 
for historical as well as economic reasons their cultural level was 
in general much lower than that of the Czechs. In fact, passage 
eastnard through the country marks a decrease in density of 
population consequent upon the change from industry to agri- 
culture, a change from Roman to Greek form of religion, the ap- 
pearance of more primitive house-types and a rapid increase in the 
proportion of illiterates. The house-types and village-forms reflect 
the differences of peoples and occupations as well as the physical 
contrasts from region to region. The modern ferro-concrete build- 
ings of the industrialized western towns scale down to the rude 
wooden hutments of pastoral Ruthenia; the solid four-square 
form of the German varies only in the height and nature of its 
roof according to local climatic conditions and is an informative 
contrast to the smaller half-timbered house of the Czech and the 
thatched wooden structures of the Slovak. Correspondingly cus- 
toms, social organization and dress vary considerably from those 
of advanced civilization to others that have scarcely altered 
through the centuries and recall vividly patriarchal times 

According to the census of 1930, 10% of the population lived 
in the five cities of over ~oo,ooo inhabitants and 69.9% of the 
population lived in rural or small urban communities of less than 
5,000 inhabitants Of the whole population of the country 7,142,- 
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The National Bank of Czechoslovakia was set up in 1926 with a 

share capital of originally $12,000,000 which was, however, 
changed in 1934 to 4oj,ooo,ooo crowns. The bank was under legal 
obligation to maintain the currency at  the exchange level of IOO 

crowns to $2.90-$3.03 on the New York Stock Exchange. Thus 
Czechoslovakia was brought into line with the countries possessing 
a gold exchange standard. The gold and gold exchange cover ratio 
to the bank-note circulation and sight liabilities amounted to 42% 
on Dec. 31, 1926. In  Oct. 1929 the final aim of the administration, 
to establish an effective gold standard currency, was realized and 
the value of the crown was fixed a t  44.58 milligrams of fine gold. 
The gold content was, however, reduced in Feb. 1934 to 37.15 
milligrams, and was further reduced in Oct. 1936 to between 
30.21 and 32.21 milligrams. The cover of notes was reduced 
legally in 1934 to 25%, to consist only of gold. 

B a n k i n g  a n d  Credit.-Among the oldest financial institu- 
tions existing upon the territory of the former republic were 
the communal savings banks. As a result of the development of 
industry, notably about the middle of the 19th century, these 
were followed by deposit banks, and as agriculture continued to 
progress a number of co-operative institutions were established 
in the rural districts. At the end of 1935 the savings banks, the 
activities of which were strictly defined by special regulations, 
numbered 356, their total book deposits amounted to 18,810 mil- 
lion crowns, as against 5,326 million crowns a t  the end of 1919. 
There were also in 1935, 174 district agricultural deposit banks in 
Bohemia and more than 7,000 co-operative credit banks in ex- 
istence. 

I n  1937 Czechoslovakia contained 23 joint-stock banks with a 
total paid-up share capital of 1,274 million crowns and 55 smaller 
establishments in the eastern part of the republic with a share 
capital of 252 million crowns. The financial and credit organiza- 
tion of Czechoslovakia was supplemented by a State-managed 
postal cheque office in Prague, which was complemented by a 
postal savings bank. 

Czechoslovakia had a highly developed system of public social 
insurance. On July I ,  1926, the Central Social Insurance Insti- 
tution started its operations based on the capital scheme. This 
insurance covered accident, sickness, disability, old age and death. 
In  view of the complex character the social insurance was not 
uniformly regulated. In  the year 1935 the number of persons 
insured against sickness amounted to 3,o51,ooo, those insured 
against disability and old age to 2,201,000. In  taking into ac- 
count their families, the number of persons covered by social 
insurance in Czechoslovakia amounted to about 8,000,ooo. The 
total sum spent by institutions of social insurance in the year 
1935 for their members amounted to 2,450 million crowns, their 
total capital to 14,540 million crowns. (V. P.; H. KO.) 

DEFENCE 
Compulsory service in Czechoslovakia was introduced by a law 

of 1920 and was universal for all male citizens. A French mili- 
tary mission was established in 1919, to remain for ten years, 
and to this mission a high standard of military efficiency can be 
attributed. Liability to service lasted from the age of 17 to 60, 
but began normally at  the age of 20. The president of the re- 
public was the supreme head of the army under the constitution. 
The army was organized into 4 military areas and comprised 12 

infantry divisions and a number of special brigades and troops. 
Particular attention was devoted to military education. The 
Czechoslovak army was regarded as one of the finest in Europe, 
both as regards training and equipment. The average strength 
of the army in 1937 was 10.059 officers and 153,356 other ranks, 
in addition to 12,647 gendarmerie. There were 6 regiments in 
the air force, having 566 aeroplanes. There was a small force of 
armed motor boats for river service on the Danube. (H. KO.) 

ECONOMICS AND TRADE 
Occupations.-According to the census of 1930,34.64% of the 

population of Czechoslovakia were occupied in agriculture, 34.94% 
in industry, 7.43% in commerce, 5.53% in transportation and 
4.867; in public service and the professions. These figures com- 

pare with 45.97%, 32.13%, 5.3596, 3.03% and 3.71% respectively, 
according to the census of 1900. I n  Bohemia 24.06% were oc- 
cupied in agriculture as against j6.82% in Slovakia. and 41.78% 
in industry as against 19.07% in Slovakia. 

According to the data of 1936 the total area of the country 
comprised 5,855,000 hectares of arable land, 1.268.401 hectares of 
permanent meadows, 102,735 hectares of vegetable gardens, 25,- 
090 hectares of vineyards, 1,066,000 hectares of pastures and 
4,587,393 hectares of forests. 

Sugar beet, corn and high-grade barley for beer-brewing are 
cultivated in the low-lying areas, while in the more elevated 
regions the cultivation of potatoes, rye and oats predominates; 
the high lands, except those covered by forests, are used for grow- 
ing fodder crops or for grazing. 

The productivity of the soil varies considerably. Thus, in the 
west, where there is a high technical standard in agriculture, the 
productivity often exceeds the general maximum figures for 
Europe as a whole. But in the eastern areas (Slo

v

akia and Car- 
pathian Ruthenia) the productivity is much lower. 

The distribution of cattle, which forms 75% of the total num- 
ber of animals, exhibits similar variations. Productivity decreases 
from west to east, and while in the western regions there are 62 
head of cattle per sq.km. a figure surpassed in Europe only by 
Denmark, Belgium and Holland, the number per sq.km. in the 
eastern areas is considerably less; the average for the whole re- 
public is j 2  head per square kilometre. 

The prominent position occupied by Czechoslovakia among the 
most progressive agricultural states is due to the high standard 
of Czechoslovak agriculture. 

A g r a r i a n  Reform.-The Act of Parliament of April 16, 1919 
gave the State the right to  take over for partition estates in so 
far as they exceeded I 50 hectares of arable land, or 250 hectares 
of land of any other category, indemnification being based on the 
average value between 1913-1 7 .  The total area affected by this 
Act was 926,81 7 hectares. By the end of 1924, 6j4,710 hectares 
had been taken over and redistributed. Of the agricultural land, 
j2% was allotted to small farmers and 25% to landless peasants. 
During 192 j a further 253,000 hectares were distributed. 

Minerals  a n d  Mines.-The mineral wealth of Czechoslovakia 
was of great importance. The most important items are pit coal 
and lignite. The former has its chief centres in the Ostrava- 
Karvinnk coal-field, which is connected with the German and 
Polish coal-fields of Upper Silesia. In  addition. there are the 
coal-fields of Kladno and Plzeii. Other important coal-fields are 
near Briix, Komotau and Falkenau The coal production amounted 
in 1937 to 16,777,000 tons of hard coal and 17,895.000 tons lig- 
nite. Coal was an important article of export. Besides coal there 
are to be found iron, graphite, silver, copper, lead and rock salt 
in Czechoslovakia. Native iron ore was, however, inadequate for 
the native iron industry, and accordingly much had to be imported. 

The abundance of excellent porcelain raw materials, particularly 
of kaolin, is of great importance both for home industry and for 
export purposes. The annual yield is about 400,000 tons, obtained 
chiefly from western Bohemia and southern Moravia. Systematic 
attention is being devoted to the exploitation of water-power re- 
sources, together with a systematic process of electrification, and 
large steam-driven central power stations have been erected. 

(V. B.; H. KO.) 
Industry.- It has already been pointed out that the agricul- 

tural products of Czechoslovakia provide the raw materials for 
important agricultural industries. The most important of these 
is the old-established sugar industry, which is carried on in some 
119 sugar factories. The beer-brewing industry had attained a 
world-wide reputation by reason of the excellent quality of its 
products. The agricultural industries include also flourishing 
spirit, malt and foodstuffs industries. Czechoslovakia's smoked- 
meat products, especially hams, are of world-wide reputation. I n  
193 j there were 403 breweries producing 7,744,444 hectolitres of 
beer. 

The abundance of coal and the presence of iron-ore provided 
the necessary conditions for the development of the metallurgical 
industries. The output of pig-iron in 1937 was 1,675,064 metric 



tons and that of raw steel 2,317,634 tons. The glass, porcelain 
and pottery industries also depended mainly upon the home sup- 
ply of raw materials. All kinds of glass goods were produced; in 
addition there were about jo,ooo workers, who in their own homes 
made glass jewellery and beads which are known under the generic 
name of Gablonz ware. Crystal, ground and coloured Bohemian 
glass, all of high-grade quality, was largely exported to all parts 
of the world. The manufacture of porcelain was concentrated 
mainly in western Bohemia. The large forest areas provided the 
raw material for the flourishing timber, paper and cellulose in- 
dustries. A great part of the output was exported. 

Similarly highly developed were the textile industries which 
occupied in 1930 more than 360,000 workers and the shoe industry 
of which the most famous establishment was the Bat'a works in 
Zlin. The textile industries comprised cotton, wool, flax and jute 
production. The leather industry was making great progress. 

Communica t ions  a n d  Transport.- In 1935 there were 69,- 
gogkm. of roads in Czechoslovakia; the number of automobiles 
amounted to 91,797 passenger cars, 29.616 trucks and 3,943 buses. 
There were I 5,506km. of railway of which 12,385 were owned by 
the State. These railways formed a direct connection between the 
systems of Western and Eastern Europe and made Czechoslovakia 
an important centre of communication. This was as true of the 
highly developed air service. There were 13 lines operated in the 
national service and 2 I in the international service. 

The peace treaties had internationalized the most important 
waterways. The Vltava and the Elbe (Labe) connected Bohemia 
with the North sea. and Czechoslovakia had the right to use cer- 
tain wharves in the ports of Hamburg on the North sea and of 
Stettin on the Baltic sea. The Danube, where Bratislava was the 
chief port, connected Czechoslovakia with the Black sea. The 
total length of navigable waterways amounted to 418km., of 
which zo6km. were represented by the Elbe and Vltava, and 
~ j z k m .  by the Danube. I n  1935 the traffic on the Danube 
amounted to 627.326 tons, on the Vltava and Elbe to 1,905,110 
tons. 

The number of post offices amounted in 1937 to 4,591, that of 
the telegraphic offices to 4,784; in the same year there were 
15 7,079 telephone stations and 683,822mi. of telephone wire. 

Fore ign  Trade.-The large export and import trade of Czecho- 
slovakia required it  to build up a system of commercial treaties 
with foreign powers. The guiding principle of Czechoslovak 
trade policy was that of the most-favoured-nation clause. Upon 
this principle it  constructed its whole system of agreements, 
which it  supplemented by means of tariff conventions for customs 
purposes. A customs tariff of the former Austro-Hungarian em- 
pire, drawn up in 1906, was adapted to the changed economic 
conditions by means of a system of co-efficients and became the 
basis of Czechoslovak customs policy as far as not replaced by 
any new items. The tariff agreements concluded with France, 
Italy, Austria, Poland, Greece, Spain, Belgium and Hungary led 
to a reduction of from 50% upwards in the customs rates appli- 
cable to more than two-thirds of the industrial products which 
formed the subject of trade. 

Imports and exports amounted in millions of crowns to: 1 922 1929 1932 I935 I937 1 ----- 
Imports . . . 12,696 19,987 8,15j 6,738 10,981 
Exports . , , 18,086 20,498 7.399 7,418 11,982 

Principal articles of import in 1937 were cottons, woollen goods, 
iron and steel, fruit and vegetables, fats and oils; principal arti- 
cles of export were iron and steel, woollen goods, cotton goods, 
coal, glass-ware, sugar, cereals, timber and leather. Of the coun- 
tries of origin the most important were the following, arranged 
according to their importance in 1937: Germany, United States 
of America, Great Britain, France, Rumania, Austria, The Nether- 
lands and Yugoslavia. Of the countries of destination the most 
important arranged in the same way were: Germany, United 
States of America, Great Britain, Austria, Rumania, Yugoslavia, 
The Netherlands, Switzerland and France. (J. D.; H. KO.) 

CONSTITUTION 
Czechoslovakia was a democratic republic. Legislative authority 

was exercised bv ~ar l i ament  elected bv universal, eaual. secret < .  . , 

and compulsory suffrage, based on thewprinciple o'f proportional 
rewresentation. and consistine of two chambers: a chamber of 
dbut ies  of 300 members, elgcted for six years, and a senate of 
I jo  members, elected for eight years. The franchise was open to 
all citizens without distinction of sex who were over 21 or 26 years 
respectively. Cabinet ministers, who did not need to be mem- 
bers of parliament, were responsible to the chamber of deputies 
which by a vote of non-confidence could compel the resignation 
of the Government. A measure passed by the chamber of deputies 
became law despite an adverse decision of the senate if the cham- 
ber of deputies adhered to the original decision by an absolute 
majority of all its members. 

The president of the republic was elected in a joint session of 
the chambers for a period of seven years. H e  could be re-elected 
immediately for a second period; for a third term, however, only 
after the expiration of seven years after the end of his second 
term. This restriction did not apply to President Masaryk. The 
president signed all laws enacted by parliament and had the 
right to return with his comments any measure enacted by i t ;  
such a measure could become law only if repassed by an absolute 
majority of members of each of the two houses, or by three-fifths 
of all the members of the chamber of deputies. 

The judiciary was separated from and independent of the ad- 
ministration. The judges were appointed ~ermanent ly  and could 
not be recalled. The constitution guaranteed all citizens of the 
republic full equality before the law and equal civil and political 
rights, whatever be their race, language or religion, full personal 
freedom, inviolability of domestic rights and of the mails, free- 
dom of the press, the right of free assembly and of association, 
and of the expression of opinion by word, writing or print, 
freedom of scientific research, of instruction, of conscience and 
religious creed. All religions were equal before the law. Wed- 
lock, family and motherhood were placed under special protec- 
tion; and special provisions of the constitution protected the 
rights of all minorities of language, religion or race, guaranteed 
to them the public maintenance of their schools, and forbad 
every manner of forcible denationalization. All these guarantees 
and rights were protected by the supreme administration court; 
a constitutional court decided whether laws promulgated by parlia- 
ment were in harmony with the character of the constitution. 

HISTORY 
THE RISE O F  THE REPUBLIC 

Czechs and Slovaks in t h e  D u a l  Monarchy.-During the 
19th century the problem of nationality in central Europe, and 
particularly in Austria-Hungary, became more and more acute 
as the process of national revival advanced, notably in the revolu- 
tionary period of 1848. The Poles and Czechs awoke to the 
knowledge of historical state rights, and all nationalities felt the 
right to self-determination. 

The leading German circles in Austria endeavoured to main- 
tain their hegemony over the non-German nations in the empire 
and neglected the possibility of solving the nationality problem 
in the spirit of federalism with equal justice for all. The Czech 
nation, though possessed of a political consciousness, and with i t  
also the other central European nations, entered the 20th century 
subjected to a foreign regime, the domination of the Germans, 
the German-Austrians and the Magyars. 

I t  was partly the wars of liberation in the Balkans, but espe- 
cially the World War, which brought about a radical improvement 
in this state of affairs, bringing the political aspect of Europe 
more in accordance with its ethnographical aspect. 

T h e  O u t b r e a k  of War,  1914.-The Czech nation, which in 
consequence of the Thirty Years' War had been deprived of its 
political independence, had never abandoned the idea of recovering 
it, and in the 19th century did much to remove the far-reaching 
traces which the severe anti-reformation regime of the Habs- 
burgs had left in its organism. Having successfully withstood the 
absolutist pressure of Germanization in Bohemia, Moravia and 
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Silesia, while its Slovak kindred were slowly succumbing to the 
Magyarizing endeavours of the Hungarian state, i t  clearly saw 
that the outcome of the World War woiuld have a decisive effect 
upon its existence. By its traditions, its sympathies and its whole 
political outlook the Czech nation was on the side of western 
European democracy and Slavonic Russia and Serbia against the 
central autocracies for whom the Czechs were called to figh't. The 
opposition of the Czech nation to its political oppressors assumed 
the form of passive resistance, the passing over of Czech troops 
in great numbers to the Allies, and secret organizations. the pur- 
po4e of which was to prepare for the decisive moment. The brunt 
of the Czechoslovak revolutionary movement was, however, borne 
by the political exiles who, having escaped abroad a t  the begin- 
ning of the U70rld War, began to carry on in the Allied and 
neutral countries an extensive anti-Austrian action of a diplomatic, 
propagandist and military character, which aimed a t  achieving 
independence for the Czech and Slovak territories. 

O r g a n i z a t i o n  Outside Austria-Hungary.- The necessity 
for systematic action abroad, and mainly in western Europe, was 
soon realized by Prof. Masaryk, the leader of the small Realist 
Party, who, as a member of parliament and of the Austro-Hun- 
garian delegations, had for many years past--especially during 
the Bosnian annexationist crisis-been an opponent of reactionary 
Austria and especially of its provocative and dishonourable foreign 
policy. As early as the autumn of 1914 i t  was clear to him that 
the World War uould not be decided on the Russian front, but 
in the west, and that it  would last longer than was imagined by 
those who, guided by Slavonic sympathies, relied mainly on the 
strength of Russia. Being warned, on returning by way of 
Switzerland from an informative journey to Italy in Dec. 1914, 
that the Austrian police had orders to arrest him on his return, 
Masaryk decided to remain abroad and to organize the Czech 
campaign against Austria-Hungary, keeping, as far as possible, in 
continual touch a i t h  the underground activities of his friends a t  
home to make the Czechoslovak question a subject of diplomatic 
negotiations on the part of the competent official circles of the 
Entente, which would effect its solution on international lines. 
For this purpose Masaryk proceeded to organize Czechoslovak 
settlers or residents abroad in order to  make use of their resources 
and their influence in favour of his program. When the Czecho- 
slovaks abroad were joined by a large number of Czechoslovak 
soldiers who crossed over to  the Allied side, it was possible to 
consider the formation of special military units and a separate 
Czechoslovak army within the framework of the Allied armies. 
In  all the Entente States there were spontaneous organizations of 
Czechs and Slovaks for the purpose of actively supporting the 
Allies in the struggle against the Central Powers. Czechs and 
Slovaks in the United States of America soon had an opportunity 
of doing important work, particularly in taking upon themselves 
the major part of the financial burden of the campaign. 

I n  the political public opinion of western Europe Austria-Hun- 
gary was regarded as an element in the maintenance of European 
equilibrium The Czechoslovak problem was looked upon as being 
an internal problem of the dual monarchy, which certain circles 
in the Entente were unwilling to alienate by formulating the final 
and extreme war aims, endeavouring rather to isolate Austria- 
Hungary from Germany and thus weaken the latter, who was re- 
garded as the sole culprit in bringing about the world catastrophe. 
Up to the moment when Austria-Hungary collapsed it  was neces- 
sary to fight against Austrophilism, which was powerful both in 
the neutral states as well as in the Allied countries and Russia. 
I t  was also necessary to struggle against the intensive Austrophile 
propaganda, by revealing the pseudo-constitutionalism and minor- 
ity rule which were the true foundations of Austria-Hungary. 

T h e  F o r m a t i o n  of Fore ign  Committees.-The year 1915 
resulted in a mobilization of resources and the distribution of 
work for the Czechoslovak movement abroad, rather than in any 
positive successes. Up to the arrival of Dr. BeneS ( 9 . v . )  in the 
autumn of 1915 the headquarters of this work were in Switzer- 
land, but after his arrival Masaryk chose London as his seat of 
action, while BeneS, as secretary of the Central Foreign Com- 
mittee, proceeded to Paris with Stefinik, the Slovak scientist, who 

served as an aviator in the French army. Durich, a Czech agrarian 
deputy, was entrusted with the task of concentrating the work 
that had hitherto been accomplished in Russia by means of a 
unified Czech committee. 

Steps were very soon taken to form a Czechoslovak foreign 
committee for the purpose of carrying on a united struggle 
against Austria. On Nov. 14, 1915 a manifesto was issued, signed 
by Masaryk and Durich, by the leaders of the Czech colonies in 
the Entente states and notably also by the Czechs and Slovaks in 
America. This was the first official pronouncement by the Czechs 
abroad against Austria-Hungary, in favour of the Entente, and 
of the independence of the Czechoslovak state. At the begin- 
ning of Jan. 1916 the Foreign Committee was transformed into a 
National Czech Council, the president of which was Masaryk, 
the vice-president Josef Durich, and the general secretary Dr. 
BeneS. The Slovaks were represented on this Council by Gen. 
Stefinik. 

T h e  Czechoslovak Legions.-Considerable success and 
marked progress were achieved by the Czechoslovak movement 
in Jan. 1917, when the Allies in their reply to President Wilson's 
note on the peace conditions included the liberation of the Czecho- 
slovaks from foreign rule among their chief aims. I n  Russia 
a Czech brigade had in the meantime made further developments, 
and in June 1916 the tsar consented to the release of the Slav 
prisoners of war, but a t  the instigation of Stiirmer, supported by 
the tsaritsa, the consent was withdrawn a t  the beginning of 
August. In  October an independent Czechoslovak division in 
the Russian army was sanctioned, but scarcely a month later this 
concession was also withdrawn. The Russian revolution of March 
1917 did not bring any immediate advantage to the Czechoslovak 
movement there. I t  was not until the Czech regiments distin- 
guished themselves at  Zborov on July 2 ,  1917 that Kerensky 
was induced to allow additional troops to  be recruited from among 
the Czech prisoners of war. Unfortunately the Russian army 
was already in a state of collapse and the Government of the 
March revolution was only short-lived. An agreement was con- 
cluded between the French Government and the Czechoslovak 
National Council t o  transport Czech troops to France, and by 
a decree signed by President PoincarC on Dec. 19, 1917 an inde- 
pendent Czechoslovak army was established in France. 

In Russia, where in the meantime Masaryk had taken charge 
of the Czechoslovak movement, having left England in May 1917, 
the establishment of the first independent Czechoslovak body 
was reached during the interim Government in Oct. 1917. 

Developments  W i t h i n  t h e  D u a l  Monarchy.- In Bohemia 
in 1916 the Austrian persecution reached its culminating point. 
Under the military and police pressure no public political life was 
possible there. Conditions improved, however, after the death of 
Francis Joseph and the outbreak of the Russian revolution in 
March 1917. The May manifesto of the Czech authors and the 
proclamation of the Czech deputies on May 30, a t  the first meet- 
ing of the Reichsrat in Vienna, demanding the transformation of 
the Austro-Hungarian monarchy into a federative state with equal 
rights for the various nationalities, were the first signs of the 
coming spring. The representatives of the Czech Social Democrats 
at the Socialist Peace Congress a t  Stockholm in June 1917 ad- 
vocated the right of self-determination and a demand for a 
sovereign Czechoslovak state within a Danubian federation. 

T h e  Czech Legions in Siberia.-The autumn Bolshevik revo- 
lution complicated the situation of the recognized Czechoslovak 
units of the Russian army. Masaryk had already announced the 
Czechoslovak policy there as one of neutrality and non-interven- 
tion in Russian affairs. On the principle of armed neutrality it  
was arranged with the Bolsheviks that the Czechoslovak troops 
should be transported via Vladivostok to France and the first 
detachment was dispatched at  the beginning of November. In  
France, in Feb. 1918, the National Council had organized among 
the Czechoslovaks there a system of general conscription for the 
Czechoslovak legions. At the same time, the representatives of 
the Czechoslovak armies left France for Italy, where in April 
1918 an agreement was reached between Orlando and Gen. 
StefLnik for organizing legions among the numerous Czecho- 
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slovak fugitives there on the Russian model. 

The clear relationship between the Czechoslovak command and 
the Bolsheviks, conditioned by the rejection of any plans aiming 
a t  intervention against the Bolsheviks, was complicated by the 
lack of loyalty shown by the Bolshevik Government, which during 
the transport of the Czechoslovak divisions demanded their dis- 
armament. The incident a t  Chelyabinsk with the local Soviet in 
the second half of May 1918, led to the internment of the repre- 
sentatives of the National Council a t  Moscow and the instruction 
issued by the Soviet authorities and Trotsky for the forcible dis- 
armament of the Czechs. At the end of May hostilities began be- 
tween the Czechoslovak troops and the Bolsheviks, during which 
the Czechoslovaks occupied the whole of the railway line as far  
as Irkutsk and gained possession of the Baikal and Chita railway, 
5,ooomi. in length. 

Masaryk, who in March 1918 left Russia and arrived in May 
in America, opposed all idea of armed intervention in Russian 
affairs, but when the Bolsheviks provoked an armed conflict with 
the Czechoslovak troops in Siberia, he asked America and the 
rest of the Allies for military and material help for the Siberian 
legions, who were suffering especially from lack of equipment. 
The Allied Governments decided at  Washington, notably by an 
American-Japanese agreement, to grant the military and material 
assistance asked for (Aug. 3).  The military help promised by the 
Entente was not forthcoming, with the exception of a small Japa- 
nese contingent, but abundant quantities of supplies and equip- 
ment were given. The victory of the Czechoslovak troops on the 
Volga and in Siberia caused a sensation in the Allied states, so 
that the Czech success had a considerable moral significance and 
denoted the strengthening of the Czech cause. What made the 
Czech achievement particularly valuable was that it  had prevented 
the Soviet Government, and thus also Germany, from obtaining 
the keenly desired contact with the Siberian supplies of raw 
materials and foodstuffs, and also that the vast numbers of Ger- 
man prisoners of war in the Siberian camps could not be used 
for strengthening the German army. Lloyd George (Sept. 11, 
1918) thanked the National Council in a telegram for the in- 
estimable services rendered by the legions to the Allies. 

Recogni t ion  by the Powers.-Great Britain had previously, 
in a pronouncement of Lord Robert (Viscount) Cecil on May 22, 
1918, officially recognized the right of the Czechoslovak na- 
tion to  complete independence. When on May 29, 1918 the 
Government of the United States approved the anti-Austrian 
resolution passed by the Congress of Oppressed Nations in Rome, 
which had been organized in April of that year by Dr. BeneS on 
the initiative of Professor Denis, the War Council at Versailles 
associated itself with this American proclamation, while the prime 
ministers of France, Britain and Italy, and indeed of all the 
Allied nations, declared their sympathies with the Czechoslovak 
and Yugoslav aims for liberation. At the same time, the British 
Government announced its willingness to recognize the National 
Council as the leading body of the Czechoslovak movement and 
also of the army that was fighting on the side of the Entente. 
The first country to grant actual recognition in this sense was 
France (June 29, 1918). On June 30 President PoincarC, with 
the representatives of the French cabinet, handed over the colours 
to the 21st Czechoslovak regiment at  Darney, and on the follow- 
ing day the British Government expressed its agreement with the 
speech made by President PoincarC on this occasion. 

About the same time a second, supplementary agreement was 
reached with Italy concerning a Czechoslovak army within the 
framework of the Italian army, and the Government of the 
United States in its pronouncement identified itself with the 
complete liberation of all branches of the Slav race under Ger- 
man and Austrian domination. About 50,000 Czechs and Slovaks 
then offered themselves as volunteers for the army of the United 
States, apart from those in the Canadian army and in France. 
By a declaration on Aug. 9 the Government of Great Britain 
recognized the Czechoslovaks as an Allied nation, the three 
Czechoslovak armies as a single Allied army carrying on regular 
warfare against Austria-Hungary and Germany, and the National 
Council as the supreme body controlling national interests, On 

Sept, 3, 1918 the British Government recognized the future 
Czechoslovak Government upon the basis of the National Council 
and negotiated a convention with the National Council concerning 
an army and diplomatic relationships on the basis of the analogous 
international position of Serbia and Belgium. On the same day 
a similar recognition was obtained from the United States Gov- 
ernment, and on Sept. 9, 1918 the recognition of the Japanese 
Government in the same sense was obtained. 

The success of this intensive diplomatic struggle for inde- 
pendence, carried on partly from Paris by the headquarters of 
the National Council, partly by Masaryk a t  Washington, and 
achieved to a considerable extent through the merits of the 
Czechoslovak legions, was promoted in no small degree by  the  
resolute action of the Czech political leaders in Austria-Hungary 
itself. Important in this respect are the manifestos of the Czech 
deputies of Jan. 6, 1918, the vow made by representatives of all 
sections of the nation on April 13, 1918 that the struggle for  
Czech independence should not cease until the final victory, and 
the May celebrations of the National theatre at  Prague, which 
were attended by representatives of other oppressed nations in 
Austria, especially the Yugoslavs, Poles and Italians-all this 
enhanced the movement abroad, which in the autumn of 1918 
was reaching its final goal. 

Dec la ra t ion  of Independence.-Finally, on Oct. 14 Dr. 
BeneS notified the Entente states of the establishment of an 
interim Czechoslovak Government in Paris in accordance with 
the decision of the president of the National Council on Sept. 26, 
and Dr. BeneS as minister for foreign affairs was appointed the 
first Czechoslovak minister to  the Entente states. This interim 
Czechoslovak Government was recognized by the French Govern- 
ment on Oct. 15, and by the Italian Government on Oct. 24, 
while on Oct. 18, 1918 the interim Government itself proclaimed 
the independence of the Czechoslovak nation by a declaration 
dated at  Washington. On the same day President Wilson re- 
jected the Austro-Hungarian peace offer of Oct. 7 on the ground 
that since the issue of his Fourteen Points (9 .v . )  on Jan. 8, 1918 
the Government of the United States had recognized a state of 
war between the Czechoslovaks and Austria-Hungary, and inti- 
mated to the Austrian Government that it  should apply to the 
National Council which had already been recognized as the de 
facto Government of the Czechoslovak nation. 

In  Bohemia the socialist parties, especially in the rural districts, 
had attempted to proclaim a republic on Oct. 14. Wilson's reply, 
rejecting a peace offer by the Emperor Charles, was published 
in Austria-Hungary on Oct. 21, and within a week, notably 
through the collapse of the army, all the conditions were fur- 
nished for  the capitulation of Austria-Hungary, which took place 
in the night between Oct. 27 and 28. On Oct. 24 the Czech 
deputies had already obtained permission from the emperor t o  
proceed to Geneva for  the purpose of conferring with BeneS 
there. The National Committee at  Prague, however, did not await 
their arrival but drew its own conclusions from the Austrian 
capitulation, and on Oct. 28, by  its first law, proclaimed the 
independence of the Czechoslovak state, taking into its hands 
the administration of the Czech territories without encountering 
any considerable opposition from the army or from the author- 
ities. Two days later, on Oct. 30, by a manifesto of the Slovak 
National Council a t  TurEansk9 Sv. Martin, Slovakia pronounced 
itself in favour of Czechoslovak unity. 

Oct. 28 remains the symbol of the national liberation from the 
centuries of Habsburg bondage, although the actual transforma- 
tion was carried out early in the subsequent days by an agreement 
between the Government of the Czechoslovak state in Paris and 
the National Committee, which took over all the commitments 
of the former. The conferences a t  Geneva also gave the renewed 
state its definite form of a democratic republic. On Nov. 13 the 
National Committee issued an interim constitution and a day later 
there was a meeting of the Czechoslovak National Assembly con- 
stituted in accordance with the proportional numerical strength 
of the individual political parties, containing 256 (later 270) 
members, of which 44 were Slovaks. There were no Germans 
among them, the German representatives having refused partici- 
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pation. At this first meeting of the National Assembly Masaryk 
was unanimously elected the first president of the Czechoslovak 
republic, and on the basis of the interim constitution the National 
Assembly elected its first Government. The prime minister was 
Kramhf, the foreign minister BeneS, and the minister for war 
Gen. Stefanik. On Dec. 21 the president returned to Prague, 
and his inaugural message, pronounced in the National Assembly 
on the following day and containing a concise survey of the 
Czechoslovak movement for independence abroad and a plan 
for  the further consolidation of the republic, concludes the 
revolutionary period and begins the constructive period of the 
state. The Peace Conference had yet to define only a few details 
of the relations of Czechoslovakia to  its neighbours and to the 
other members of the comity of nations. (T. G. M.) 

1918-1935 
The KramikMinistry,The first ("Revolutionary") czecho- 

slovak ministry consisted of four Agrarians, three Czechoslovak 
(national) Socialists, three Social Democrats, three National Dem- 
Ocrdts, one People's Party and one Slovak member. Beneg and 
Stefhnik were non-party. During its eight months of the 
Government had to maintain the integrity of the national terri- 
tory, to keep the administration working and to defend the in- 
terests of the country at  the Peace Conference. Further, it had 
to face the problems out of the economic difficulties of 
the period, especially as regards provisioning, and out of the 
international situation of the new state. I t  dealt with all these 
tasks successfully. 

First, it put down the attempted insurrections in the Geman- 
speaking districts of Bohemia and Moravia, which had attempted 
to unite with Austria. In  Slovakia there were grave difficulties 
owing to the departure of most of the Hungarian bureaucrats+ 
the hostility of the Magyar and Magyarophile elements of the 
population and to the fact that the frontiers were not yet regu- 
lated. On Feb. I ,  1919 the Slovak Government was formally in- 
stalled at  Bratislava. After the Communist Party came to power 
in Hungary there were further grave complications, ~h~ Hun- 
garian communist troops invaded Slovakia, which Czech troops 
were occupying They were repelled with the help of the ~ l l i ~ ~ ,  
who, as a result of this episode, fixed a provisional,line of demar- 
cation which was maintained without great change when the 
frontier was finally traced on June 12,  1919. Similarly in Teschen 
(T5Sin) the situation was grave owing to the with the 
Poles, who had occupied part of this territory, ~h~ czech G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
ment in its turn occupied Teschen and there were conflicts at- 
tended by bloodshed. The Peace Conference had to intervene. 
An armistice was on Feb, Ig  the dispute was 
referred to diplomatic negotiations (see TESCHEN). 

This Government carried through much important financial 
and social legislation. I t  effected the financial and economic 
separation of Czechoslovakia from Austria (notably by ~ ~ g i ~ ' ~  
legislative measures of Feb. 1919). secured the food supply, tern- 
porarily threatened by the effects of the World War, through pur- 
chases from abroad, and laid the foundations of political and eco- 
nomic democracy. The chief measures included the new corn- 
munal suffrage, the eight-hour day, and the commencement of 
the land reform; measures which both realized the ideals held by 
the nation and averted the danger of an extremist social move- 
ment. 

The F i r s t  Tusar  Cabinet.-The municipal elections of June 
15, 1919 clearly showed that the composition of the Government 
and of the National Assembly did not correspond with the real 
numerical importance of the different parties. The cabinet 
accordingly resigned, and on July 8, 1919 President Masaryk ap- 
pointed a second cabinet under Tusar, a leader of the Social 
Democrats. The new Government represented a coalition of the 
parties which had been most successful in the elections. Besides 
Tusar (minister president) it included three other Social Demo- 
crats, four Czechoslovak Socialists, four Agrarians and two 
Slovaks, BeneS retaining his portfolio. 

During the period of office of Tusar's cabinet Czechoslovakia 
consolidated her international situation. The interests of the 

country were successfully defended at  the Peace Conference. 
On Sept. 10, 1919 the Treaty of St. Gemain with Austria had 
been signed and on the same day the so-called "little treaty" of 
St. Germain, which guaranteed the rights of minorities in Czecho- 
slovakia. Under the guidance of BeneS commercial relations were 
developed between Czechoslovakia and her neighbours. The re- 
lations between Austria and Czechoslovakia soon became friendly 
and the ground was prepared for future political agreements. 

In its financial and social policy this Government continued the 
work of its predecessor. A number of foreign loans were raised 
to meet urgent requirements, a fiscal reform was carried through 
and an extraordinary levy on capital imposed. The chief social 
measures were the Works Councils Act and the act establishing 
profit-sharing in the mining industry. The most important task 
of Tusar's cabinet was the elaboration of the constitution. I n  
view of the attitude adopted by most of the German population 
it  was resolved that this should be voted by the revolutionary 
National Assembly rather than by a nationally elected ~arliament. 
A Special commission elaborated its general ~ r i n c i ~ l e s  and i t s  
text. Several points-the question of a second chamber, of the 
separation of church and state, of the system of military organ- 
ization, and especially of the incorporation of the language laws 
in the constitution-gave rise to vehement debate before the  
constitution was finally adopted on Feb. 29, 1920. 

T h e  Second Tusar  Cabinet.-The general elections were held 
in April 1920. The result showed that the Czechoslovak Socialists 
and Agrarians ~ 0 m m n d e d  a majority in the country. Tusar 
therefore formed a second cabinet, in which BeneS again held the 
portfolio of foreign affairs. 

Assembling in May, the new National Assembly, in joint ses- 
sion of both chambers, re-elected M. Masaryk as president of the 
republic by 284 votes out of 411. On June 1 the new cabinet read 
its Program, which envisaged an advanced democratic and 
social policy. Appealing to the German representatives, Tusar 
declared that if the two nations had hitherto failed to co-operate, 
this was not due to the fault or the wishes of the Czechoslovak 
majority but to the attitude of the Germans themselves. The 
reply of the German bourgeois parties, however, which was re- 
peated in a modified form by the German Socialists, showed their 
intention of persisting in their negative policy towards the re- 
public. The German problem remained as far  as ever from a 
solution. 

A split in the Social Democratic Party, with the left wing join- 
ing the Third International, forced the resignation of the cabi- 
net in Sept. 1920. I t  was replaced by a cabinet under  ern^, 
made UP largely of high public officials. The new Situation paved 
the way for a coalition of five Czechoslovak parties, the Social 
Democrats, the Czechoslovak Socialists, the National Democrats, 
the Agrarians and the People's Party. These five parties formed 
a Council of Five, the so-called Pgtka, to insure contact and or- 
ganized collaboration between the Government and the majority. 
This paved the way for  the formation of a new parliamentary 
Government. 

T h e  Ben& Cabinet.-As soon as the Social Democrat Party 
had reconsolidated itself after its break with the Communists, i t  
expressed its readiness to re-enter the Government. The cabinet 
of officials was accordingly replaced by a new ~arl iamentary 
Government in the shape of the BeneS cabinet, which was con- 
structed on Sept. 27, 1921. The Government majority included 
the five great Czechoslovak parties, and also enjoyed the support 
of the minor Czechoslovak parliamentary groups, so that it  could 
thus command a secure majority of 180 votes in the chamber 
against the 78 of the national minorities and the 2 j Communists. 
BeneS became premier, his cabinet included three Social Dem- 
ocrats, three Agrarians, two Czechoslovak Socialists and one Na- 
tional Democrat. The premier, who also acted as foreign minister, 
and the ministers of finance, the interior and Slovakia, were non- 
party men. BeneS' appointment was in general well received; the 
German press and deputies regarded it  as a hopeful symptom. 

The Government remained in office from Sept. 26, 1921 t o  
Oct. 7, 1922. The foreign situation during this year was par- 
ticularly full of incident, including the second attempt a t  res- 
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toration (Oct. 20, 1921) of the ex-King Charles in Hungary, 
as a result of which Czechoslovakia commenced mobilization, the 
conclusion of a political convention with Poland (Nov. 6, 1921)' 
which, however, remained unratified (see LITTLE ENTENTE), of 
a treaty of guarantee and arbitration concluded on Dec. 16, 1921 
at L iny  (Lana) with Austria, the Conference of Genoa in March 
and April 1922, the negotiations for  the expansion and strengthen- 
ing of the Little Entente and the difficulties arising out of the 
fresh financial collapse in Austria in 1922. These questions pre- 
occupied the attention of the Government somewhat to the ex- 
clusion of internal affairs. The internal economic situation was 
difficult and the cost of living high, both for general reasons and 
owing to the sudden rise of the Czech crown. There were serious 
labour troubles, such as the miners' strike of Feb. 1922 and the 
strike in the metal industry in May 1922. 

The history of the BeneS cabinet so conclusively proved the 
feasibility of a concentration cabinet that when it resigned, on 
Oct. j ,  1922, the system was maintained on an even broader 
basis. The new ministry was formed on Oct. 7, its head being 
Svehla, leader of the Agrarian Party and one of the most in- 
fluential "members of the Pstka. 

T h e  Svehla  Cabinet.-The new cabinet consisted of five 
Agrarians (including the premier), five Social Democrats, three 
Czechoslovak Socialists (including BeneS, who retained the port- 
folio of foreign affairs), two members of the People's Party and 
two National Democrats (including RaSin, who again took the 
ministry of finance). I ts  program was presented on Oct. 24 
in the form of three exposes by Svehla, BeneS and RaSin re- 
spectively. This Government was successful in decreasing the 
coal tax and the tax on property, to the benefit of industry and 
agriculture, and it was also able to maintain the stability of the 
exchange and to carry through the important measure of social 
insurance of both workmen and independent persons. I t  failed, 
however, to solve by inter-party agreement the question of agri- 
cultural tariffs, a point on which Agrarian interests, and especially 
the Agrarian Party, laid the greatest stress. In June 1925 a 
temporary solution was reached by the introduction of the so- 
called sliding customs tariff; yet this expedient, while represent- 
ing the maximum of concessions which the Socialists were willing 
to grant, was not permanently satisfactory to the Agrarians. 
The result was a permanent discord, which was even increased 
by the events of July 1925. 

The chamber met on Sept. 18 to discuss the budget estimates, 
which, for the first time, provided for a surplus of revenue. The 
budget was passed (the Germans abstaining), but the chamber 
was unable to carry through a bill which introduced a slight 
amendment in the electoral system (dividing Prague into two 
constituencies). I t  was obliged to abandon the rest of its pro- 
gram. The two chambers were dissolved on Oct. 16, and new 
elections fo; both fixed for Piov. I j. 

Second Svehla  Cabine t  a n d  Second Cabinet  of Officials. 
-The results of the elections brought about a considerable re- 
arrangement of the strength of the parties of the coalition. The 
People's Party gained greatly, the Agrarians to a lesser extent, 
the Social Democrats were weakened, mainly because Communist 
candidates split the labour vote. The Sational Democratic Party 
was also weakened. In  general, however, the five coalition parties 
did not lose their ability for government, especially as they were 
joined by the Traders' Party as a sixth member, which almost 
made up for the losses which they had sustained. 

On Dec. 9 Svehla's second cabinet uas  formed, its constitution 
being as follows: Agrarians four, Social Democrats three, Czecho- 
slovak Socialists three. Czechoslovak People's Party three, 
Traders' Party one, National Democrats one. Two places were 
occupied by non-party ministers, one of these being EngliS, the 
minister of finance. The position of the socialist parties in this 
Government was much weaker, and their collaboration with the 
non-socialists more difficult. After the Government had passed 
the decree of Feb. 1926 for the enforcement of the Minorities 
law, the growing tension led to its resignation. 

I t  was succeeded by a fresh Government of officials under Dr. 
Jan Cernk, only BeneS. EngliS and Killay being included from 

the former Government. The Czechoslovak bourgeois parties, the 
Czechoslovak-German Farmers' Party and the Christian Socialists 
formed the Government coalition, all socialist parties being in the 
opposition. The customs Tariff bill was approved, after a heated 
struggle, on June 12,  1926, being followed by the State Employ- 
ment bill, the Congrua bill (ministerial salaries) and the "refund- 
ing bills" (sugar tax and increase of the tax on alcohol). 

(K. SE.; H .  KO.) 
T h e  Deve lopment  a f t e r  1927.-On Oct. 12, 1926 a new par- 

liamentary Government was appointed, which for the first time 
was based on the collaboration of Czech and German bourgeois 
parties. Two Germans, representing the German Catholic Party 
and the German Agrarians, participated in the cabinet, the head 
of which was again Svehla. The adherence of the Germans, who 
from 1926 until 1938 participated actively in the administration 
of the country, seemed to bring the solution of the German minor- 
ity problem nearer. The Slovak Peasant Party which was autono- 
mist and clerical in its outlook, also joined the Government in 
Jan. 192 j and as one of its representatives Josef Tiso entered the 
cabinet. On July I ,  1927 the republic was divided for administra- 
tive purposes into four parts, Bohemia, Lforavia and Silesia, 
Slovakia, Carpathian Ruthenia. This division allowed the granting 
of larger regional autonomy, thus trying to fulfil the wishes of the 
Slovak autonomists. 

The good relations with the Slovak Popular Party were, how- 
ever, disturbed, when in 1929 one of its leaders, Dr. Tuka. was 
tried for separatist agitation and treasonable relations with Hun- 
gary, and was condemned to fifteen years of imprisonment. New 
elections on Oct. 31, 1929, changed the composition of the parlia- 
ment, and on Dec. 8, 1929, a new cabinet was appointed under 
Udrial, a Czech Agrarian as prime minister, and with the partici- 
pation of Czech and German bourgeois and socialist parties. The 
number of German representatives in the cabinet remained at  
two, a Social Democrat and an Agrarian, but was later raised to 
three by the inclusion of a German clerical. President Masaryk 
had been re-elected on May 2 j ,  1927 for a second period of seven 
years. The Government of Mr. Udrial was followed by a cabinet 
under Malypetr, a Czech Agrarian himself, and the composition 
of the cabinet did not fundamentally differ from the preceding 
one. I t  had been appointed on Oct. 30, 1932, and was re-appointed 
with a somewhat changed personnel on Feb. 14, 1934. 

New elections were held on May 19, 193j. These elections 
were held largely in the shadow of the changed international situa- 
tion. The problem of the German minority in Czechoslovakia was 
transformed from a problem of internal policy which was well on 
its way toward solution, into a problem of international policy and 
was made subservient to the German attempt at  expansion and 
domination over central Europe. 

FROM 1935 TO THE END O F  THE REPUBLIC 
T h e  New President.-The remarkable stability of Czechoslo- 

vak democracy expressed itself also in the unbroken continuity of 
the leadership of the republic. The first president, Thomas G. 
Masaryk, the president liberator, remained the head of the state 
he had done so much to create and to shape, from the fall of 1918 
until Dec. 1935. When he had to resign on account of his ad- 
vanced age (he was then in his 86th year) he was succeeded by Dr. 
Eduard BeneS, who was elected by a large majority on Dec. 18, 
1935 for the presidential term of seven years. Dr.  BeneS had 
been the closest disciple and collaborator of Masaryk for more 
than twenty years, and had since 1918 been minister of foreign 
affairs of Czechoslovakia As a statesman, as a sociologist and as 
a student of ethics, BeneS followed closely the line of his prede- 
cessor. Masaryk, although in failing health, lived on for two more 
years; his death on Sept. 14, 1937 united the whole nation in an 
impressive demonstration for the great humanitarian democrat. 
On Nov. 5, 1935. Dr. Milan Hodia, a member of the Agrarian 
Party and a Slovak, became prime minister. Dr. Kamil Krofta, 
a distinguished historian, took over the foreign office on March I ,  

1936. Both continued in office until the September crisis of 1938. 
T h e  Rise of N a t i o n a l  Socialism.-The accession to power of 

the National Socialist Party in Germany, the growing strength of 
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Nazi Germany in international relations, the spread of fascist in- 
fluence and of a chauvinistic and exaggerated nationalism through- 
out central Europe, the weakening of the League of Nations and 
of the ideals for  which it  stood, all that was reflected in the atti- 
tude of the German minority in Czechoslovakia. Since 1926 Ger- 
man ministers had participated in Czechoslovak cabinets. This 
rapprochement between the two races coincided with a general 
improvement created by the Locarno Pact. But the German mi- 
nority continued to feel themselves treated as second-rate citizens. 
Undoubtedly some of their grievances were legitimate. Czech in- 
fluence and numbers were constantly growing in predominantly 
German districts. The Czech language was given a prominent 
place, Czech officials and police were employed in German cities 
and districts. In  economic enterprises, financed by the Govern- 
ment, Czech employers and workers were given preference in Ger- 
man territory. But viewed in the light of the position of minorities 
generally throughout central and south-eastern Europe there is no 
doubt that the situation of the German minority in Czechoslo- 
vakia was relatively good, and that the democratic liberties were 
shared equally by the Germans with all the other nationalities of 
Czechoslovakia. The discontent of the Germans was aggravated 
by the general economic crisis which hit the predominantly indus- 
trial and less fertile parts of Czechoslovakia, inhabited by the Ger- 
mans, much more heavily than the more agrarian districts. 

The Czechoslovak Government dissolved on Oct. 4, 1933 the 
two extremist German nationalistic parties, the Nationalists and 
the National Socialists. A few days later a young teacher of gym- 
nastics, Konrad Henlein, formed a new party, the Sudetendeutsche 
Heimatfront, later called the Sudetendeutsche Partei, or Sudetic 
German Party (the Sudeten is the name for the mountains sep- 
arating Bohemia from Germany). The new party professed loy- 
alty to  the Czechoslovak state, but imitated the German National 
Socialist Party in its authoritarian totalitarianism, in its racial in- 
terpretation of history and in its fight against liberalism and so- 
cialism. This party became at  the parliamentary elections of May 
193 j the strongest German party, gaining about two-thirds of the 
German vote. The other three German parties, the Agrarian 
Party, the Clerical Christian Social Party and the Social Demo- 
crats, co-operated with the Government and entered a coalition 
cabinet with the Czech parties. The Sudeten Party demanded the 
autonomy of the Sudetenland and above all a complete change in 
Czechoslovakia's foreign policy and her re-orientation into the 
German orbit. These demands of the Sudeten Party were sup- 
ported by the German press in the Reich which launched from 
time to time vehement attacks against Czechoslovakia. 

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Policy.-By her geographic position Czecho- 
slovakia was the pivotal point in the struggle for a balance of 
power in Europe and in the efforts to maintain democracy in cen- 
tral Europe. This strategic position of Czechoslovakia grew in im- 
portance, as Germany resumed her expansion eastward in an effort 
to  establish her control over the Danubian basin, to strengthen her 
potentiel de guerre by the economic resources of central and 
south-eastern Europe and by helping fascism to become the dom- 
inating political philosophy in all the countries which would fall 
under her influence. Against this drive for  the expansion of Ger- 
many's strategic and economic power Czechoslovakia relied upon 
the League of Nations to which she always had faithfully adhered, 
and made her relations with the other members of the Little En- 
tente, Yugoslavia and Rumania, closer by the pact of Feb. 16, 
1933. The alliance with France, which had been a cornerstone of 
Czechoslovak policy since her foundation, became more intimate 
and was reaffirmed in a number of solemn declarations. Under the 
influence of France Czechoslovakia altered also her attitude 
toward the Soviet Union, being one of the last states to extend 
recognition. After France had concluded a defensive pact of 
mutual assistance with the Soviets, Czechoslovakia followed suit 
on May 16, 1935. 

At the same time the Czech Government concentrated its atten- 
tion on strengthening its army which was raised to a very high 
standard and was in training, equipment and efficiency equal to 
the best armies of Europe. A line of most modern fortifications, 
a second "Maginot" line, was built alonn the German frontier to 

protect the country against any surprise attack. The armament 
works of Czechoslovakia, especially the famous Skoda Works in 
Pilsen, were world renowned. In  addition to her reliance upon 
world democracy, upon her friends and upon her army, Czecho- 
slovakia pursued an active policy for improving her relations with 
her neighbours. The Czechs tried to promote the ideal of an 
economic and a diplomatic co-operation between the states of 
central Europe for the maintenance of their independence and 
their traditions. The relations with Austria became more cordial, 
and better relations with Hungary were established than there had 
existed since the end of the World War. Definite prospects of a 
peaceful consolidation and development of the central European 
situation appeared toward the end of 1937. 

Efforts a t  Czech-German Conciliation.- To lessen the pre- 
1 vailing tension the Government of Dr. Hodia started negotiations 

with the three German parties who were co-operating with the 
Government. Only three major parties remained outside the coali- 
tion, the Sudeten German Party, the Communist Party and the 
Slovak People's Party, the latter a reactionary clerical party with 
fascist tendencies under the leadership of Father Andreus Hlinka. 
On Feb. 18, 1937 an agreement was concluded between the Gov- 
ernment and the three German parties within, whereby the Ger- 
mans were promised their just share in public economic enter- 
prises, their due representation in civil service and certain im- 
provements in the thorny question of the inequality of the Czech 
and German languages. Certain steps were taken toward satisfying 
the demands of the Slovaks and of the Carpatho-Russians for au- 
tonomy. But all these measures were carried out only slowly and 
did not keep pace with the rapidly changing international situation 
where Germany was striding fast to attain her ends. 

Af te r  t h e  A n n e x a t i o n  of Austria.-Chancellor Hitler in his 
speech on Feb. 20, 1938 had declared that the German minority 
in Czechoslovakia as well as the Germans in Austria should feel 
confident of the Reich's support. Nine days later Field Marshal 
Goring warned that "since the Fuehrer made the proud statement 
that we would no longer tolerate that ten million of our German 
brothers across the frontier should be oppressed," the soldiers of 
the German air force knew that they must "stand for this word 
of the Fuehrer until the end." Ten days later German aeroplanes 
and troops moved into Austria and the country was annexed. This 
fact rendered the situation of Czechoslovakia even more precari- 
ous. I t  aroused in the German minority the definite expectation 
that within a brief time Chancellor Hitler would "liberate" them. 
In  this mood many Germans joined the Nazi Party. Of the three 
German parties co-operating with the Government, the Agrarians 
and the Christian Social Party dissolved and joined the Sudeten 
Party, the German Social Democrats also withdrew from the cabi- 
net. The demand of the Sudeten Germans for autonomy was now 
taken up by the Hungarian and Polish minorities and by the Slo- 
vak People's Party. The Czech Government promised to grant 
further concessions to the German minority, but the eight de- 
mands laid down by Henlein in a speech at  Carlsbad on April 24, 

proved unacceptable, because they included not only a complete 
autonomy for the Germans, but an insistence upon the acceptance 
of the totalitarian Nazi philosophy, incompatible with the demo- 
cratic character of Czechoslovakia. The Sudeten German Party, 
which on May 13 created its own uniformed storm troopers, be- 
came more and more insistent, frequent incidents resulted, govern- 
mental authority in the Sudeten districts was undermined, the fol- 
lowers of Henlein terrorized the German Socialists and Democrats. 
A general feeling prevailed that on May 21 German troops would 
move into the Sudetenland to support a Sudeten revolt. A quick 
mobilization of part of the Czech army, carried through with 
greatest preciseness and efficiency, forestalled, at least for the time 
being, any such move. But the German Government ordered on 
May 29 a sharp increase in the German army which was raised 
during the early summer to the strength of 1.500,ooo men under 
arms, and concentrated about joo.ooo conscripted labour upon the 
rapid construction of impregnable fortifications on Germany's 
western front. 

Meanwhile negotiations continued between the Czech Govern- 
ment and the different minorities, especially the Sudeten Germans, 
about a general rkvision of the status of the minorities in Czecho- 
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Slovakia. These negotiations were hindered by the violent cam- 
paign of abuse and hatred carried on by the German press and 
radio against Czechoslovakia. Under these circumstances and with 
Germany's threat of war against Czechoslovakia more and more 
imminent, the British Government sent, at the end of July, Lord 
Runciman to mediate between the Czechs and the Sudeten Ger- 
mans. The Czech Government submitted proposals for far-reach- 
ing concessions to the Sudeten Germans, embodying most of their 
demands for self-government. But the Sudeten Germans refused, 
under the pretext of minor incidents, to negotiate. At the same 
time Chancellor Ilitler in his speeches during the month of Sep- 
tember sounded a more and more warlike note. With the danger 
of armed conflict rapidly growing the British and French Govern- 
ments started negotiations with Germany. As the result of these 
negotiations they forced Czechoslovakia to accept the German de- 
mands for a dismemberment of Czechoslovakia. The Czech Gov- 
ernment had not even been consulted during these negotiations. 
Finding itself forsaken by its allies, i t  had no other choice than to 
become resigned to the establishment of German undisputed 
hegemony in central Europe at  the expense of Czechoslovakia, but 
also at  the expense of democracy, of the prestige and position of 
Great Britain and France, and of the League of Nations. 

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA AFTER T H E  MUNICH PACT,  1938 

A f t e r  t h e  P a c t  of Munich.-The accord of Munich of Sept. 
30, 1938 sealed the fate of Czechoslovakia. On September 2 2  the 
Government of Dr. Hodia had resigned and General Jan Syrovy, 
the inspector general of the army, had formed a new cabinet. This 
cabinet was now faced with the task of carrying through the ces- 
sion of all the territory inhabited, according to the census of 1910. 
by a German majority, to Germany, and to face similar claims on 
the part of Poland and Hungary. The Polish claims were fully 
granted, those of Hungary, after long negotiations, were settled 
on November 2 by a judgment of the German and Italian foreign 
ministers who acted as arbiters. Meanwhile, on October 5 ,  Dr. 
BeneS resigned as president of the republic, a second cabinet of 
General Syrovy's was formed with Dr. FrantiSek Chvalkovsk9 as 
foreign minister, who was well known for his sympathetic attitude 
toward Germany and Italy. This cabinet carried through the dif- 
ficult transition from a democratic Czechoslovakia, relying upon 
the League of Nations and the western democracies, to a new fed- 
erative state Czecho-Slovakia, with fascist tendencies and entering 
entirely the political, economic, strategic and cultural orbit of 
Germany. Thus the First Czechoslovak Republic created by 
Masaryk was followed by a Second Republic the tendencies and 
ways of life of which differed fundamentally from its predecessor. 

T h e  Second Czecho-Slovak Republic.-Czechoslovakia lost 
28,680 sq.km. to Germany, 11,830 to Hungary, and 1,086 to Po- 
land. Her area after the Pact amounted to 98.91 2 square kilo- 
metres. Of her population she lost 3,576,719 to Germany, 992,- 
496 to Hungary and 230,282 to Poland. Among this population 
lost there were about 1 ,202 ,000  of Czech and Slovak nationality 
who now formed minorities in Germany, Hungary and Poland. 
The total population of the new Czecho-Slovakia amounted to 

9,807,096 or two-thirds of the original population. 
The new Czecho-Slovakia was a federal state consisting of Bo- 

hemia and Moravia with 49.362 sq.km., Slovakia 38,456 and 
Ruthenia I 1,094. Bohemia and Moravia contained more than two- 
thirds of the present population. namely 6,804~876. The three 
federated Slav nationalities, the Czechs (6%453,857), the Slovaks 
(2,055,802) and the Ruthenes (512,289), fornied together 93.4% 
of the whole population. The remaining national minorities. the 
Germans, Hungarians, Jews and Poles, were numerically in- 
significant. 

The relations between the Czechs and the Slovaks were regu- 
lated in a way similar to that existing in the Dual Monarchy of the 
Habsburgs after 1867. Although numerically much inferior, the 
Slovaks set the pace of the development of the Second Republic 
and led the distinct swing to right-wing fascism which became 
characteristic of the Second Republic. The Slovak Government 
under Monsignor Josef Tiso, the successor of Father Hlinka who 
had died in Aug. 1938, established a one-party rule, created a 
fascist militia, and started a violent anti-Semitic campaign copy- 
ing the German example. The development in the western part of 
the country went in the same direction although much slower and 
under preservation of certain features of an "authoritarian" de- 
mocracy. The Czechs knew that they depended for their survival 
entirely upon the goodwill of Nazi Germany. They had therefore 
to adapt their whole economic, political and cultural life to this 
new situation. The Czech parties were dissolved, the Communist 
Party outlawed, anti-Semitism grew rapidly under German propa- 
ganda. The democratic period of Czechoslovakia, the memory of 
Masaryk, the personality of BeneS, were violently attacked by the 
new forces which had come to the fore anlong the Czechs. The 
Czech Conservative parties formed a party of National Unity 
which became the majority party in the Czech parliament, op- 
posed by a Czech labour party which tried to maintain, as far as 
it  was possible in the new situation, certain traditions of the demo- 
cratic past. 

D I V I S I O N  OF C ZEC HO-S LO VA K IA AFTER A U G .  1939 

The Czecho-Slovak parliament accepted on Nov. 22, 1938 the 
autonomy statute for Slovakia. On Nov. 30 it  elected Dr. Emil 
Hacha, the president of the supreme administrative court, presi- 
dent of the new republic. A new cabinet was appointed under 
Rudolf Beran, who had been for many years an advocate of a 
Germanophile policy. The new Government sanctioned the build- 
ing of a German corridor across Czecho-Slovakia, to connect Ger- 
man Silesia with Vienna. This corridor was to be regarded as part 
of the German political and customs territory, and to be under 
German sovereignty. In addition to this road a canal was to be 
built by Germany across Czecho-Slovakia, connecting the Danube 
with the Oder, and thus to bring the countries of central and south- 
eastern Europe into the German economic and political orbit. 

German influence made itself also heavily felt in Carpatho- 
Ruthenia which was, under the new premier, Monsignor August 
VoloSin, transformed into the spear-head for the "liberation" of all 
Ukrainians, living in Poland and the Soviet Union, by  Germany. 
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The whole Second Republic tried to adapt herself rapidly to the 
changed situation. She tried, too, to maintain against increas- 
ing demands on the part of Germany and of the numerically in- 
significant German minority still in the country, a t  least a sem- 
blance of independence. In  spite of the fascist character and the 
subservience of the new Czecho-Slovak Government, the German 
Government did not accept the situation created by the Pact of 
Munich. Internal disputes arose between the Government in 
Prague and the autonomists in Slovakia and Ruthenia, who had 
been encouraged by Germany to an attitude irreconcilable with 
the maintenance of even a formal union between the three parts, 
and were supported by Germany in their open defiance of the 
Central Government. With G e m a n  help Slovakia proclaimed her 
independence on March 14, and charging that Germans had been 
mishandled, German troops entered Bohemia and Moravia, dis- 
solved the Czecho-Slovak Republic and put an end to Czech inde- 
pendence. The British and French, who had undertaken at  Munich 
to guarantee the new frontiers of Czecho-Slovakia, refused to act 
a t  this violation of the Pact of Munich. The Czech president, Dr. 
Hacha, was forced in Berlin to demand the protection of the Ger- 
man Government for Bohemia and Moravia. At that time, on 
March IS,  1939, German troops were already on the march 
towards Prague and on the evening of the same day Chancellor 
Hitler in person came to Prague and stayed in the historic castle 
of HradEany. Bohemia and Moravia were incorporated into the 
German Reich as "autonomous protectorates." The Czech army 
was disbanded, the Reich took over the conduct of the foreign af- 
fairs of Czecho-Slovakia, and acquired the great military equip- 
ment, economic wealth, resources and productive potentialities of 
the former republic. Baron Constantin von Neurath was named 
protector of the new protectorate, and one of the leaders of the 
former Sudeten German Party, H. K. Frank, was named secretary 
of the protectorate. 

With their independence gone the Czechs tried to organize the 
autonomy which was left to them. State President Hacha ap- 
pointed on April 2 7  the first Government of the German protec- 
torate of Bohemia-Moravia with General Alois EliaS as its head. 
But subsequent events showed clearly that the German Govern- 
ment intended to restrict even further the remnant of autonomy 
and thus practically bring an end to the protectorate except in 
name. A decree issued from Berlin on June 2 7 ,  1939 empowered 
the protector to modify the existing autonomy law whenever it  
seems in the "common interest" to do so, as well as to make laws 
and to modify the existing law without any reference to the Czech 
authorities. Under these circumstances the resistance of the 
Czechs to the new regime increased both a t  home and among the 
Czech colonies abroad. Although after twenty years of existence 
the independent state of Czechoslovakia had come to an end, 
Czechs remained convinced that a free Czech nation would again 
be reborn to continue the traditions or iioelcy ana democracy. 
(See also WAR I N  EUROPE, 1939.) 
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CZECH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. The name 

Czech has always been used by the Slavs themselves and by 
their eastern neighbours. In Western countries derivations of 
the Latin name of their chief land, Bohemia (Cechy), were in 
use until recently. To  avoid associations with "Bohemianism" the 
native form Czech and, since the World War, Czechoslovak has 
been almost universally adopted. The former word is properly 
spelt Cech (ch as in Scottish loch). The spelling cz which has 
prevailed in English is found in Latin, old Czech, Polish and occa- 
sionally in German. The origin of the name is obscure. Tradition 
records it as the name of the chief who led the Slavs into Bohemia. 
I t  is usually considered an abbreviation of a personal name (Ces- 
lav?). The latter form-c'eskoslovensk j jazyk, in Latin bohemo- 
slavica-has been current for the language since the beginning of 
the eighteenth century, especially in Slovakia. Up to the thirteenth 
century the Bohemian Slavs called their language slove'nskj, a 
name preserved among the Slovaks. The political prestige of the 
central tribe established a supremacy over the whole of Bohemia 
towards the close of the tenth century and the name Gzech became 
a generic term. The Slovaks are called natio Slavica seu bohemica 
in old records (cf. Verbotzi, 1609 etc.). The expression Moravian 
language (moravskj) is common among the Czechs who came 
under Prussian rule in I 742. 

Affinities a n d  Structure.-Czech is a member of the western 
group of the Slavonic branch of the Indo-European family of 
languages (9.71.). I t  has preserved the archaic characteristics of 
an inflectional tongue. I t  has no article; there are three gram- 
matical genders and seven cases. Instead of an elaborate system 
of tenses there are verbal aspects (perfective and imperfective) 
to express complete and incomplete action (e.g. padati-to be 
falling, to fall repeatedly; padnouti-to fall once; psdti-to write; 
napsati-to write down). There is no subjunctive. Czech forms 
the passive, whenever possible, by the aid of a reflexive (Jmenuje 
se Jan-He is called John). I t  is syntactically akin to  the ancient 
Aryan languages, though less conservative than Russian. The 
word-order is free (except for unstressed words like by, se, mi).  
The principles of derivation are essentially the same as in other 
Slavonic languages. Compounds are comparatively rare. 

The old dual number and the aorist and imperfect, which sur- 
vive in Wendish and Southern Slavonic, were lost; the simple 
tenses were replaced throughout in the 16th century by the com- 
pound 1-preterite, which distinguishes gender. 

Phonetics.-Czech exhibits the specific features of Western 
Slavonic: c and (d)z for t j  and d j  (placen from platiti, to pay; 
mezi, amid); the group dl (mjdlo, soap cf. Russian, mylo); S 
for S (vie-all). As in Polish, the two primitive semi-vowels 
(jer) became e, or were dropped (pes, dog, gen. psa) ; the initial 
i was dropped in z (out cf. Latin ex), miti (to have). Co, from 
c'eso,--what. The declension of animate and inanimate masculines 
is differentiated. Nasal vowels, however, have been lost in Czech 
(Venceslaus, a 10th-century Latinized form, is now Vdclav). 

I t  agrees with Southern Slavonic in the treatment of the groups 
or, er, 01, el. (krdl-king, from karl) ; bteh-bank (cf. German 
Berg); hlava-head (cf. Lithuanian galv6); rnliti-to grind 
(from *mel-ti). As in Little Russian, g became voiced h. (hora cf. 
Sanskrit girih-mountain). As in Upper Wendish, its nearest rela- 
tive. the principal accent falls on the first syllable. 

The characteristic distinction of literary Czech as compared 
with the original form of the language and with its more con- 
servative eastern dialects is mutation and other vowel changes, 
through which the dialects of Bohemia passed between the 12th 
and 16th centuries. DuSa became duSe (12th c.);  duSu became 
duSi (14th c.);  viera gradually became vira; d became uo and 
later zi (szil-salt) ; zi was diphthongized into nu, later ou (moucha, 
fly). 

The most characteristic features of modern Czech phonology 
are; clear, somewhat staccato pronunciation without obscuration 
of the unstressed syllables; a simple vowel system; rigorous pres- 
ervation of the marked distinction between long and short vow- 
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els (pa'ni-gentlemen; pan!, ladies) ; the vowel-like r and 1, capa- 
ble of assuming syllabic functions (as in Sanskrit, but never in- 
itially), even in stressed syllables (tm-thorn, Vltava; but c'ernj, 
black, where Serb. has cm, dlouhj, long, not d l h j  as in Slo- 
vak) ; _r is rolled, the peculiar soft sound of i is voiced or voice- 
less (Rehoi:-Gregory). The difficult sounds t and y, preserved 
in Polish, have been long discarded (y is pronounced as i). 
The  difference between hard and soft consonants, which makes 
Polish phonetics so difficult, has practically disappeared (except 
i n  soft d', t', 2).  P, t and k are never aspirated. I n  colloquial 

, Czech j is pronounced ej, initial o-vo (oko, eye, becomes voko). 
Czech spelling is phonetic. A form of Latin alphabet modified 

b y  means of diacritics is used. Vowels are sounded as in Italian; 
vowel-length is represented by an acute accent, and in the case 
of long ti (medially and finally) by d (Bdh, pron. bzich-god). 
The sign ' placed over e softens i t  (ve'k-vyek-age). Ou as in 
soul. Most consonants have a similar sound value as in English. 
The following letters require special attention: C-ts (wits); h 
voiced (perhaps) ; j (hallelujah) ; g (in foreign words) always gut- 
tural (get) ; digraph ch as in loch; S-sh; i-z in azure; ? like rS 
or r i ;  t-ti (church); d', t', 2, soft as in  dew, tube, new. The 
same sound is heard in di, ti, ni, de', te', ne'. 

The position of the original free stress left its traces in the 
vowel quantity. Another source of long vowels is the primitive 
intonation (bldto Russ. boldto), contraction (stliti from stojati) 
or the nature of the following consonant (mdj  from moj). 

Vocabulary.- The Czech vocabulary is homogeneous. Com- 
mon words like bratr (brother), my? (mouse), ti.i (three), n o v j  
(new), peku (bake), throw light on the Aryan affinities of Czech. 
As a result of contact with the Teutonic race certain words of 
German origin are found (barva, Ger. Farbe; hejtman, Ger. 
Hauptmann), besides such early common Slavonic loan-words as 
kne'z-priest (e tym related to  Eng. king), clzltb-bread (cf. loaf). 
Western Christianity brought in many Latin words such as oltdi: 
-altar, iekole-regula, while only a few traces remained of the 
original Slavonic liturgy (cirkev-church, blahoslaviti-to bless, 
prorok-prophet). I n  modern times international terminology is 
freely used; republika, objektivnost, politickj, telefonovati. Slang 
is mainly derived from German: kumSt, fotr. Czech additions to  
the Western vocabulary are: pistol (from piit'ala), howitzer 
(from houfnice), polka, robot. Czech style and structure of the 
sentences suffered through the imitation of German models in the 
period of decline but the racy idiomatic language has survived on 
the lips of the people and in good writers. 

Dia lec t ica l  Divisions.-The Czech dialects are broadly di- 
vided into four main territorial groups. Bohemia is almost uni- 
fied in speech. Her  most interesting dialect is Chodsk9, near 
Domailice, in the southwest (bul for byl-he was). The "Doric" 
of Central Moravia, Hancick j ,  is distinguished by its broad vowel 
sounds (be1 for byl, ldka for louka-meadow). The Silesian dia- 
lect is a transition to  Polish (byt, no long vowels, accent on the 
penult). The Slovak group, by far the most important, is spoken 
in E. Moravia and in Slovakia proper, where there is an extra- 
ordinary richness of dialectical types (28  expressions for potato). 
I t s  distinctive feature is the absence of i (reka for ieka- 
river), and the generalization of the ending m in the 1st person of 
verbs. The melodious Central dialect (bol for byl) has been 
standardized for literary use (18 5 2 )  ; but Czech has retained its 
traditional prestige among the Slovak Protestants. The Slovak 
vernacular is merely a dialect of Czech, and is easily understood 
by the Czechs. An attempt (about 1835) to form a Moravian 
language artificially out of local dialects was thwarted by F. 
Palackj., the well-known historian. 
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LITERATURE 
I n  Czechoslovakian, which is the oldest of Slavonic litera- 

tures, literary monuments exist from the beginning of the 14th 
century. Before that time Czech literature consisted of glosses 
of religious texts and religious songs. Czechoslovakian literature 
had its beginnings in rhymed legends, the products of priestly 
culture, but for a time West-European chivalry of Franco- 
German origin, modified to suit Czech conditions, prevailed 
throughout the country. This state of affairs is reflected in the 
verse translation of the Latin Alexandreid, written about 1310; 
in a rhyming chronicle of about 1310, erroneously known as 
Dalimil's Chronicle, which was patriotic and anti-German in 
spirit; and in the witty satires of the noble Smil FlaSka of Pardu- 
bice (1319-1403). I n  the Easter mysteries and farces, and in 
short lyrics, frolicsome priests and university students found 
self-expression. The prose of the period is remarkable, both for 
its religious and educative qualities, and, in the Kniha Roimber- 
sk6 and in the work of Ondfej of Dub&, for the records i t  has 
preserved of the earliest known Czech laws. Foreign culture 
was, however, already dissolving the national traditions of Czech 
literature during the reign of Charles IV. of the Lucemburg 
family. 

The Reformat ion  a n d  the Renaissance.-By the end of 
the 14th century, Czech literature had grown richer i n  form and 
variety, and two aspects of the Czech soul became more pro- 
nounced and found manifold expression. The first was that of 
meditation on religion, and discontent with the contemporary 
scholastic system: the second was the revolt against feudalism, 
and the moral enthusiasm which permeated the public mind in 
its efforts to find a juster social order. From these two roots, 
watered by IValdensian teaching and by Wyclif's theology, there 
grew up  the Czech Reformation, known a t  first as  the Hussite 
movement, and later identified with the Bohemian Brethren. 
I ts  forerunners were the learned theologian and reformer Matgj 
of Janov (b. 1393) who wrote in Latin, and the squire TomiS of 
StitnC (1331-I~OI), a popularizer of learning and the founder 
of Czech philosophical prose. The influences of these two men 
were later embodied in the personality of Jan Hus who elabo- 
rated their teachings, and set the seal on them by his martyrdom 
in 1415. H e  was an able writer, both in Czech and Latin, and by 
his eloquence as academical orator and popular preacher he made 
Wyclif's teachings widely known. By shunning archaisms he 
adapted the language to the needs of the day, and placed the 
love of religion in the forefront of all literary activities. For a 
time it seemed that secular literature had disappeared from 
Bohemia. Religious inspiration, however, produced powerful 
spiritual and warlike lyrics, of which the battle hymn "Kdoi jste 
boii bojovnici" acquired great fame, and made a deep impression 
on the mind of a disciple of Hus, Peter ChelEickj. (1390-1460). 
This Gothic spirit from the people was a radical critic, not only of 
the church, but of the whole social and cultural system. Spiritually 
he was akin to Rousseau and Tolstoy, and from his ideal of a 
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restored Apostolic Church and the foundation of the Kingdom of 
God on earth sprang the wonderful Union of Bohemian Brethren. 
The Brethren were given a stable constitution by Brother LukiS 
a t  the end of the 15th century, and a primitive and anarchistic 
chiliasm was thus reconciled with the realities of life. The Union 
of Brethren then began to cultivate literature and science; mas- 
tered the ar t  of printing; studied educational methods; pursued 
historical researches; and cherished and developed the mother- 
tongue. 

The influences of the Renaissance are now discernible, but the 
humanities which penetrated into Bohemia from Italy seemed a t  
first to be the privilege of the Roman Catholic nobility, of the 
emperor's diplomats and foreign officials, and resulted in a fur- 
ther latinization of the literature. That  a happy compromise was 
eventually reached between Latin and Czech culture may be 
seen from the masterly prose of Viktorin Kornel of VSehrdy, 
who codified the ancient Czech laws. I n  Moravia a t  the same 
time Ctibor TovaEovskL of Cimburk was engaged on similar 
work. In  the Union of Bohemian Brethren the reconciliation of 
Christianity and Humanism was achieved by the pious and 
scholarly Jan Blahoslav (1523-71), who was a n  historian, gram- 
marian, musical theorist and sacred poet. With his name is con- 
nected the Brethren's greatest literary work, a masterly transla- 
tion of the Scriptures, known as  the Bible of Kralice, which was 
completed in 1588 and remains a perfect example of classical 
Czech. 

I n  the 16th and 17th centuries the influence of the Renaissance 
spread through the nation, and Daniel Adam of Veleslavin (1545- 
gg), famous as  a printer, literary man, orator, philologist and 
historian, may be mentioned as  typical. During this age didactic 
prose flourished, and in addition to  books of travel, historical 
works of all kinds abounded. These extended from the popular 
chronicle of VBclav HBjek of LiboEany to the psychological and 
pragmatic ar t  of Bartog Pisai. Even during the period of decline 
two emigrants Pavel Skila of Zhoie and Pavel Strinsk? main- 
tained the old tradition. Drama, poetry and the novel were, how- 
ever, utterly neglected. 

I n  1620, with the defeat on the White Hill of the rebellion 
against the emperor, the national schism was complete. On one 
side stood the victorious Roman Catholics; on the other, the de- 
feated Protestants. The latter soon emigrated and carried with 
them nearly the whole of Czech literary and scholastic culture. 
Among the emigrants was the last bishop of the Union of Brethren, 
Jan Amos Komensk? (Comenius, I 592-1 670), the great peda- 
gogical reformer and language teacher. H e  was a devout Chris- 
tian and a loyal Czech, as well as  an ardent pansophist and a fore- 
runner of the encyclopaedists. Like Hus, he was a great writer 
both in Czech and Latin, while his works, which show a strong 
foreign influence, reveal him as  not only a philosopher and philolo- 
gist, but as a poet. At the time of the Roman Catholic baroque 
Reformation a decline set in both in literature and language, 
which the efforts of the noble-minded clerical patriots, Bohuslav 
Balbin (1621-88), the learned historian, and Viclav Steyer 
(1630--92), the popular teacher, were unable t o  stay. 

R e v i v a l  in the 18th and 19th Centuries.-Towards the 
end of the 18th century, when the Austrian Government sus- 
pended the rights of the Czech State and by decree abolished 
the national language, i t  seemed that the gradual decline would 
become absolute ruin. A powerful revival set in, however, and 
the economic and social liberation of the country people gave 
new strength to  the nation, while the enlightenment of Western 
Europe which penetrated into Bohemia strengthened this un- 
expected re-awakening. The nobility now began to defend their 
own rights and those of the Czech State against the centralizing 
influence of Vienna, and the clergy resumed the efforts of their 
patriotic predecessors of the previous century. The historical and 
philological studies which scholars, trained by new methods, were 
now pursuing were soon used as weapons against the German- 
izing efforts of the Government, and against the prevailing igno- 
rance of the masses. Scholars and writers, who themselves had 
sprung from common stock, roused the people from their apathy, 
while Western science, coupled with Slavonic enthusiasm, de- 

veloped in the Czech mind the sense of unity with the whole 
Slav race. The first stage of this collective movement, known as  
the National Awakening or Revival, which was contemporary 
with the enlightenment of France and Germany, belongs to  the 
18th century and is extremely modest. Apart from scientific 
works, in Latin and German, i t  consisted of efforts t o  publish 
literature and periodicals for the people. Josef Dobrovsklj (I  753- 
1829), a systematic philologist and historian, and founder of 
Slavonic studies, wielded the greatest influence, and his study 
of past literature, of the philological kinship of the language with 
the other Slav tongues, and of the laws of prose and verse, re- 
vealed an enlightened mind. His influence was very considerable, 
and bore fruit in the journalistic work of Viclav MatEj Kra- 
merius, and in that of Antonin Jaroslav Puchmajer, the first 
Czech poet. 

Inf luence of R o m a n t i c  Movement.-It was, however, the 
Romantic movement in Europe a t  the beginning of the 19th cen- 
tury, following upon the French Revolution and the Napoleonic 
wars, which set free the latent powers of the country and made 
the victory of the Czechoslovakian national revival complete. The 
importance of the national language was by  now fully realized, 
and there was a general movement toward the serious cultivation 
of Czech science and poetry. A sense of history and tradition 
entered into the soul of the people, and a n  appreciation of nature, 
together with a growing emancipation of imagination and feeling, 
led to literature and poetry throwing off the chains of didacticism 
and entering the field of artistic creation. Three great historians 
and philologists, inspired by philosophy and love of poetry, were 
the leaders of this intellectual revolt, and their legacy remains 
the foundation of the culture of Czechoslovakia. The oldest of 
them, Josef Jungmann (1773-1847), the patriarch of Czech 
literature, who came from central Bohemia, is famous as  a 
lexicographer, literary historian and critic of poetry, while his 
followers Pavel Josef SafaPik (1795-1861) and FrantiSek Palack? 
(1798-1876) introduced new elements of Slovakian thought. The 
former elaborated Dobrovsky's studies in the sphere of Slavonic 
history and ethnography; the latter, who rightly bears the name 
of "Father of the Nation," wrote popular philosophical works 
on Czech history, in which he presented an inspiring picture of the 
past, and also laid foundations for the political development that 
was to  follow. Their common ideal of Czech classical poetry being 
recognized a t  its true worth was not for many years to be real- 
ized, but a body of enthusiasts with Viclav Hanka a t  their head 
resolved to follow "Ossian" Macpherson's example and manufac- 
ture such poetry. Thus did the famous literary forgeries Rukopis 
Krdlovddvorskj and Zelenohorsk j originate, and though the imi- 
tation of the language was poor, the poems were rich in  feeling 
for the ancient heroic period of the nation. Real poets were soon 
forthcoming. The conception of Slavonic brotherhood was elo- 
quently expressed by  Jan Kollir (1793-1852), a rhetorician, 
classical in style, who hailed from Slovakia, in the poetic allegory 
Sldvy dcera. I n  his footsteps followed Jan Holl? (1793-1844), 
an epic poet alive to the grandeur of the past. Next came Fran- 
tiSek Ladislav Celakovskf ( I  799--1852), a clever imitator of 
Czech and Russian native poetry, and Karel Jaromir Erben 
(1811-TO), the writer of tragic moral ballads which, though more 
restricted in scope, were more intense in  feeling. Karel Hynek 
MBcha (181-36), an imaginative poet whose verses are charm- 
ingly melodious, followed a new romanticist path, leading to the 
metaphysical conflicts of modern man, but he did not live t o  
maturity. The novel and the drama, which were still largely his- 
torical, cannot compare in interest with this poeiry, and even 
Josef Kajetin Tyl, the author of the national anthem, and 
Viclav Kliment Klicpera were but popular writers of the day. 

T h e  Beginnings of L i t e r a r y  Realism.-In the '40s of the 
19th century, the romantic era in Czech literature gradually drew 
to an end and was replaced by  a period in which attempts were 
made to reproduce realistically the problems of contemporary 
public and social life. Literature now began consciously t o  at-  
tempt to influence society. This general movement was con- 
nected with the increasing political activity which occurred 
about the year 1848; with the democratic ideas of the age; and 
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with the progress of journalism. National culture was, however, 
handicapped by the separation of the "dialect" Slovak literature, 
which had been effected in 1844-46 by the ardent Slovak leader 
Ludevit 5 t h .  These new tendencies were personified in the 
classic Czech journalist, Karel HavliEek-Borovskj. (1821-56), 
who was an excellent satirist, epigrammatist and critic; in the 
sphere of the novel, Boiena N6mcovb (1820-62), a master of 
idyllic narrative, played a similar part. I t  was not, however, until 
about the year 1860, which brought its measure of political free- 
dom, that a young literary school, called the school of M i j ,  revolu- 
tionized Czech poetry, conforming it to  the new spirit of realism 
and social and moral reform. Leader of the group was VitEzslav 
Hklek (1835-j4), the brilliant peasant-type psychologist and the 
author of love and nature poems. His friend Jan Neruda (1834- 
91) was a prolific journalist, a melancholy lyric poet, a clever 
critic and a brilliant feuilleton writer, who with his keen gift for 
observation, his love of truth, his deep humanity and original 
style, laid the foundations of modern Czech literature. His in- 
spiration is still alive to-day while the work of his intimate com- 
panion, Adolf Heyduk, is forgotten. Jan Neruda in his critical 
capacity directed special attention to that branch of the novel and 
the drama which concerns itself with social problems. His action 
was fruitful. Karolina SvEtl6 (1830-gg), the idealist thinker and 
tragic authoress, dealt with moral problems in the novel, and her 
literary confrkres, Gustav Pfleger Moravskj. (1835-'is), Jakub 
Arbes (1840-1914) and Antal StaSek (1843-1931), studied 
the life and environment of the working classes, and the problem 
of the discord between capital and labour. I n  originality of char- 
acter drawing and effectiveness of style these, however, were all 
surpassed by Alois Vojtgch Smilovskj. (183 7-83), the psychologist 
of the country town. I n  the world of drama, Emanuel BozdEch 
(1841-89) failed to  emancipate himself from his French models, 
and continued t o  write witty comedies of intrigue, but FrantiSek 
VCnceslav Jefibek (1838-93) made good use of the realities of 
his native soil and produced impressive works. 

N a t i o n a l  Tendencies  a n d  Ar t i s t i c  Aims.-In the '70s and 
'80s of the last century there appeared two independent literary 
groups of the schools of Neruda and Hilek. One, named after 
the periodical Ruch, supported the tendency in contemporary 
politics to strengthen nationalist feeling, to recover old rights, and 
to foster friendly relations with the rest of the Slav race. The 
other, contributing to the magazine Lumir, worked for the ideal 
of literature for its own sake, and demanded the incorporation 
of the thought and creative a r t  of Western Europe in Czech 
literature. Both schools introduced into rhetorical poetry the 
element of meditation, both sacrificed sound to literary images, 
and led literature from popular simplicity to  learned artificiality, 
which was popular among the educated classes. 

Svatopluk cech (1846-1go8), a follower of Byron and the 
Slav Byronic poets, a n  epic poet rich in colour and varied in 
music, master of the political song and eloquent preacher on 
poetic themes, was the most famous poet of the period. The 
poetess and critic EliSka KrisnohorskL (1847-1gz6), the leader 
of Czech feminists, though inferior as a poet, was his equal in 
patriotic fervour. The depths of the Czech soul were plumbed 
by  the lyric poet, Josef V. Slidek (1845-I~IZ), who is famous as 
the translator of Shakespeare and of other English and American 
poets: master both of lyric and contemplative poetry, he wrote 
of love, faithfulness, death and eternity, for the most part in 
simple classical form. Though every manifestation of national 
life was persecuted by  the Magyar Government, Slovakia pos- 
sessed two ardent ~ a t r i o t i c  ~ o e t s .  The first. Svetozar Hurban 
Vajanskj. (18~7-19;6), the k o r e  vehement i n d  less profound, 
wrote chieflv lvrical songs. while IIviezdoslav (Pave1 Orsz l~h) .  
a n  original ihiiker, wrot i  broad epics of the hiskory of the rick: 

The historical novel, based on thorough historical research and 
devoted t o  the cultivation of patriotism, was by far the most 
popular product of the National school. I t s  pioneers were the 
elegiac and pathetic VBclav BeneS TPebizskP (1849-84) and 
Alois Jirisek (18j1-19'30) whose studies of the Hussite Wars, of 
the national decline, and of the Revival period, all greatly 
detailed and yet wide in vision, are dear to every Czech from 

:hildhood. Nevertheless, in artistic force and delicacy of treat- 
nent, he was surpassed by the archaic and pithy Zigmund Winter 
(1846-1912). 

That the members of the other group, whom their opponents 
3ubbed cosmopolitans by way of reproach, advocated the principle 
>f "art for art's sake" was only a temporary self-deception; that 
3y their predilections for the cultures of France, Italy and Eng- 
land they liberated Czech literature from the long tutelage of 
2erman influences was an undeniable service; that they extended 
Lhe scope of subjects, ideas and imagery was a token of their 
wtistic powers. They derived new inspiration from the sea, from 
ihe fine arts, from feminine beauty; they learned to absorb the 
cultures of foreign countries and of bygone ages and to imitate 
the metrical forms employed by them; they enriched the Czech 
poetical style with unprecedented verbal resources and obtained 
musical effects which had not hitherto been achieved in Czech 
verse. 

Julius Zeyer (1841-I~OI), the elder of the two leaders of this 
group, was permeated by the Gothic spirit of the English pre- 
Raphaelites. I n  novels, short stories, epics and dramas, he evoked 
the exotic colours of the East and the romantic tales of the middle 
ages. His younger companion, Jaroslav Vrchlickj. (Emil Frida, 
1853-1912), occupied two positions of equal significance in the 
literature of his nation. As a literary scholar of unrivalled erudi- 
tion and as an adept a t  translation, this tireless worker made acces- 
sible to  the Czechs all the chief products of Romance poetry from 
the time of the Renaissance onwards. As a poet with the prolific 
qualities of a Lope de Vega, he was the author of a whole library 
of lyrics and epics as well as of dramas and stories. By nature he 
was a hedonist with predilections for classical antiquity and the 
Renaissance, but life awakened in him an instinct for suffering, 
sorrow and the Christian scale of values. As a pupil of Victor 
Hugo he dreamed of a huge epic of humanity, conceived on evolu- 
tionary and humanitarian lines, half picturesque, half rhetorical 
in style, but this gigantic task was carried out only in fragments 
and in feverish haste, its progress having been interrupted by his 
lyric compositions, the melodious utterances from the depths of a 
spirit overwhelmed but also purified by the visitations of destiny. 
The incisive influence of Vrchlick? left its traces on the whole of 
Czech poetry during the '80s and '90s of the 19th century and his 
followers were numerous. Of them may be mentioned Jaroslav 
Kvapil (b. 1868), a master of stagecraft, who as a poet is distin- 
guished by beauty of form., 

Rea l i sm and t h e  Reaction.-A violent reaction from Vrch- 
lickj. is represented in the early works of scholarship and criticism 
produced by T. G. Masaryk, who later devoted himself wholly 
to politics. The new tendency was given the not altogether appro- 
priate name of realism. Against the cult of personality it  placed 
the social consciousness, against the charm of art the serious occu- 
pation with public questions, against the interest in form the 
exclusive criteria of ideas and subject matter. I t  continued the 
process of emancipation from German influences, but it  preferred 
the English and the Russians to  the French. I t  disregarded the 
Renaissance and identified itself with the religious Reformation. 
I t  imposed upon authors the duty of studying the life around 
them, not merely on the surface, but in accordance with the ideas 
underlying it  and of expressing the results of their observations in 
plain, concise language without adornment or rhetoric. 

The chief poet who followed these principles Ivas Jan Svato- 
pluk Machar (b. 1864). H e  began with love poetry and politi- 
cal or social verses, the pitilessly analytical spirit of which is 
provocative rather than satisfying. His striving after an objec- 
tive attitude led him to a versified epic of mankind. This con- 
sists of fragmentary poems, the best of which are concise and 
graphic, but the general tone of the work is dry and didactic. 
To his influence can be traced the work of a great political poet, 
Petr BezruE (Vladimir VaSek, b. 1867), the author of only one 
book, the fiery spokesman of the Silesian miners, who is equally 
sincere whether enunciating the anguish of a dying race or rally- 
ing the victims of social injustice to defiance. 

Realism in Czech prose was satisfied mostly with the search 
for human documents and with the depicting of remarkable types. 
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More rarely i t  illuminates the complex questions affecting the 
social structure. This applies particularly to the village novel, 
which was then much in vogue. Two writers of the older genera- 
tion must be mentioned here. The Slavophil author Josef HoleEek 
(1853-1929) returned, by way of his interest in the Yugoslav 
heroic legends and Russian orthodoxy, back to the Czech peasant, 
from whose stock he was descended. In  a novel which consisted of 
several volumes and which was written with great verbal skill, he 
depicted the old Czech peasant virtues in  an idealistic light. 
TerCza Novhkovi (18 j3-1912), a very complex feminine person- 
ality, achieved an understanding of the spirit of the people slowly, 
but she then discovered that the moody highland peasants, whom 
she knew, were, a t  bottom, animated by a moral and religious 
fervour which attained an almost tragic intensity. I n  her stories 
the idealism of the conception is coupled with a realism of 
treatment. 

Jan Herben (b. 1857) and Alois MrStik (1861-1924) wrote 
chronicle-like narratives, rich in  incident, from which an invalu- 
able knowledge of Moravia can be obtained, and the racy tales 
of Martin KukuEin (M. Bench,  1860-1928) render the same 
service for Slovakia. They are surpassed by Karel V. Rais (18 j9- 
1926) whose sensitive sketches from the KrkonoSe (Giant Moun- 
tains) district are distinguished by  the economy of their structure. 
Considerable success was attained by the novel of city life, no- 
tably with a Prague setting. Igni t  Hermann (b. 1854) revealed 
a richly humorous vein in his descriptions of lower middle-class 
life in Prague. M. A. SimiEek (1860-1913) gave first-hand ac- 
counts of factory-life, for the sociological aspect of which he 
showed a sound instinct. F. X. Svoboda (b. 1860), who was 
of rural origin, but became acclimatized to Prague, handled fem- 
inine psychology with poetical understanding, and his novels, 
written with an abundance of impressionistic imagery, generally 
centre upon some phase of moral or family tradition. All these 
authors, hoyever, were thrown into the shade by  the crude natural- 
ist K.  M. Capek-Chod (1860-192 ;). With an unbridled instinct 
for grotesque effects and pessimistic mockery, he portrays present- 
day Prague in a wealth of ruthless but faithful detail. 

From the beginning of the 20th century there was a manifest 
rlecline in realism. This transition to a more spiritualized art is 
associated with the name of F. X. Salda (1867-1937), creator of 
modern Czech criticism and a scholar who was, fundamentally, 
a poet. The change was first exhibited in lyric poetry which has 
always formed the leading feature of Czech literature. I n  the 
case of Antonin Sova (1864-1928), a master of melody and meta- 
phor, his whole work reflects the reactions of an altogether un- 
usually sensitive temperament to the solitude of nature, to its 
own emotions and to the many-sided social phenomena of modern 
Ijfe. 

This sensitive reaction to the internal and external world is 
found also in the work of such diverse poets as Jiii Karksek ze, 
Lvovic (b. 1871), who has written elegiac verses of impeccable 
form and decadent subject-matter, Stanislav K. Neumann (b. 
1875), eloquent and barbaric in his advocacy of unfettered in- 
stincts, who extols rustling forests, flowing waters, amorous women 
and turbulent multitudes, and Karel Toman (Antonin BerniSek, 
b. 1877), admirably concise and suggestive in  his melodious, pro- 
foundly emotional verses. This sensitiveness forms only one of 
the elements in the personality of Ottokar BFezina (Vhclav Jebavj., 
1868-1929), whose lyric poetry was prompted by a cosmic con- 
sciousness and exhibits a unique inventiveness of metaphor. In 
hymn-like poems, which are remarkable on account of their elab- 
orate design and brilliant imagery, the poet, whose life was spent 
in philosophical seclusion, extols the flight of the soul through the 
universe to God and its return thence to the everyday world, 
clutched by myriads of praying and toiling hands. His influence 
is seen in the work of Otakar Theer (1880--1917), who in the end 
subordinated his sensual temperament to fertile ideas concerning 
will and suffering, eternity and God, patriotism and moral liberty. 
Viktor Dyk (1877-1931), a poet who occupies a place apart, was 
closely attached to his nation as a living entity which uplifted 
him from nihilism and imparted a fervid charm to his simple and 
epigrammatic diction. 

Novel and Drama.-In prose fiction the new sensitiveness 
made its appearance as a strengthening of the picturesque element, 
and later as an enhanced feeling for the subtleties of psychology, 
together with a close and sometimes exaggerated cultivation of 
style. I t  was on such lines as these that Vilem MrStik (1863- 
1912) dealt with the unfettered destinies of youth, RGiena Svo- 
bodovb (1868-1920) with the sorrows, yearnings and dreams of 
modern women, Karel Sezima (Karel Kolif, 1876- ), with the 
tragic aspect of everyday life in small towns. Here also a reference 
should be made to Frifia Srhmek (1877- ), ecstatically revel- 
ling in the beauty of the world and celebrating in luminous prose 
and also in melodious lyric poems the grief and enchantment of 
youth. More recently, however, the tendency of the Czech novel 
has been towards a simplification as regards style and emotional 
content, and it  shows signs of becoming richer in ideas. Inspira- 
tion is also being derived from the facts of science, and there is 
an obvious return towards realism. Thus, Anna Maria Tilschovi 
(1873- ) is remarkably precise in analysing the decadence of 
urban society, while Karel Capek (1890-1938), a whimsical philos- 
opher of the commonplace, combined phantasy with warmth and 
delicacy of sentiment. 

Although the drama has always formed the height of Czech 
literary ambitions and although the handsome National Theatre, 
ever since its establishment in  1883, has been regarded as the 
supreme artistic institution, Czech drama did not thrive in the 
desired manner. Several of the authors who have already been 
mentioned tried their hands a t  writing for the stage. Vrchlickp 
and Zeyer produced scenic poems, the subject-matter of which 
%as derived from myths and history; LadisIav Stroupenickp 
(1850-92) applied the method of realistic genre in  rural comedies 
and historical miniatures; Jirisek wrote dramatic chronicle-plays 
from Czech history or based upon legends and village life; F. X. 
Svoboda realistic dramas from the life of the contemporary 
bourgeoisie. But i t  is only quite recently that the Czech drama 
has developed greater briskness and a sense of reality, both as  
regards the problems chosen and the language in which they 
are treated. Jaroslav Hilbert (b. 1871) and FrantiSek Langer 
(b. 1882) are skilful psychologists in  the modified realistic man- 
ner. ArnoSt DvoFik (1881-1932) handled historical subjects with 
picturesque elaboration; Karel Capek, beneath whose satirical 
grimace was concealed the heart of an humanitarian, was a bold 
pontriver of scenic utopias. 

Scholarship.-Czech scholarship in the fields of history and 
linguistics kept close touch with literature from the beginning of 
the National Revival, and the work of Palack9 and Jungmann 
exercised considerable influence. A direct follower of Palack9 
was Viclav V. Tomek (r818-1905), the historian of the city of 
Prague, a tireless political historian and founder of the so-called 
Austrian history. With him was Josef Kalousek (1838-1913), 
the expert in  Czech common law. I n  the '70s and 'Sos, Jaroslav 
Go11 (1848-1929), an expert in  critical method and the author 
of valuable studies on the Bohemian Brethren, gave a new di- 
rection to Czech historical research, and was responsible for the 
training of three distinguished scholars: Josef Pekai- (1870- 
1937), shown to be a man of originality of mind by his rescarchr~ 
into economic history, popular legends, the National Revival, and 
the Hussite Wars; Josef Susta (1874- ), who has outlined the 
development of the Czechs against the hitherto neglected back- 
ground of the history of Western Europe; and finally Viclav 
Novotnji (1860-1932), a student of the religious Reforma- 
tion. Slavonic archaeology has been enriched by the studies of 
Lubor Niederle (b. 1865). The grammatical studies of Dobrov- 
skg and SafaFik were superseded by those of Jan Gebauer (1838- 
190;) who constructed a logical and systematic history of the 
Czech language upon the basis of the extensive material he had 
collected. This was later supplemented by the work of FrantiSek 
BartoS (1837-1906), a Moravian who recorded and analysed the 
Moravian dialects. Philology and history were united in the 
work of Jaroslav Vltek (1860--1930), the founder of modern lit- 
erary history and an exponent of the ideas underlying the age 
of enlightenment. New light was thrown on the literature of the 
National Revival by Jan Jakubec (b. 1862), and Viclav FlajShans 



CZEKNIN, OTTOKAR-CZESTOCHOWA 
(b. 1866) is famous for his studies on the life and work of 
Jan Hus. 

See Count Liitzow, A History o f  Bohelnian Literature (1899) ; 
W. R. Morfill, Slavonic Literature (1883) ; F.  Chudoba, A Short Sur- 
vey of Czeclz Lzterature (1924) ; H. Jelinek, La Littirature tchigue 
cpnternpovaine (1912) ; J. Jakubec and Arne Novik, Geschickte der 
Cechischen Litevatz~r (1913). There are modern histories of Czecho- 
slovakian literature written in the national language by Jar. VlEek, 
Jan Jakubec and Arne h'ovak. (A' No') 

CZERNIN, OTTOKAR, COUNT (1872-1932)~ Austro- 
Hungarian statesman, was born on Sept. 27, 1872, and became 
in Feb. 1912 a member of the Austrian upper house, attach- 
ing himself to the Constitutional party. 

In  Oct. 1912 he went as Austro-Hungarian minister to Bu- 
charest. Even at  that time he was convinced that, despite the 
treaty signed by the king with the Triple Alliance, Rumania 
would not support the Central powers in the event of war ex- 
cept a t  a price; and on the outbreak of World War I he at- 
tempted to persuade his government to pay such a price. He was 
unsuccessful, but kept Rumania neutral for a long time. At the 
end of 1916 Czernin succeeded Burian as minister of foreign 
affairs, and from the first endeavoured to persuade the German 
emperor and high command to seek the conclusion of a peace 
which should preserve Germany and Austria-Hungary as great 
powers, even though Germany must make sacrifices in Alsace- 
Lorraine and Belgium, for which he suggested that she should 
receive compensation in the east, chiefly by the acquisition of 
Polish territory. He was cognizant and approved of the peace 
negotiations which the emperor, Charles, opened with Britain 
and France through his brother-in-law, Prince Sixtus of Parma, 
although he knew nothing of the wording of the letter of March 
24, 1917, in which the emperor, Charles, spoke of his willingness 
to support the "just demand" of France for the return of Alsace- 
Lorraine by any means and by the use of his whole personal influ- 
ence with his ally. 

During the negotiations a t  Brest-Litovsk from Dec. 191 7 t o  
March 1918 the opposition between the views of the Austro- 
Hungarian delegation, led by Czernin, and the German delegation 
became strikingly manifest. I n  the negotiations leading up to 
the convention between Russia and the Quadruple Alliance, signed 
on March 3, 1918, Czernin took a conspicuous part. A few weeks 
earlier peace had been concluded at Brest-Litovsk with the newly 
founded republic of the Ukraine. The fact that Czernin, in order 
to secure this "bread peace," had ceded to Ukraine the district of 
Chelm, to which the Poles laid claim, aroused the most violent 
resentment among the latter, and led to unsparing attacks upon 
him by the Austrian Poles. In  the beginning of April 1918 his 
position was no longer tenable. The immediate cause of his 
resignation on April IS ,  1918, was the conflict between him and 
the emperor, Charles, over the "Sixtus letter." 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-For Czernin's activity in Bucharest and in the 
World War see his Im Weltkriege (1919). des~atch,~.s tram 
Bucharest are printed in the Austro-Hungarian Red Book, Dzplo- 
matische Aktenstiicke betreflend die Beziehungen Oesterreich-ungarns 
zu Ruminien, 22 ju1i 1914 bjS 27 ~~~~~t 1916. A favourable view 
of Czernin's attitude in the "Sixtus affair" is taken by Count August 

Demblin in Czernin und die Sixtus Affui~.e ( 1 ~ 2 0 )  ; the standpoint 
of Prince Sixtus is represented in Prince Sixt de Bourbon, L'oflre de 
la paix se'pavte de I'Autriche (zg20). 

CZERNOWITZ (Rum. CevnctLti), a tit), of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  capital 
of the Bukovina (q.v.1, and situated on the main Lemberg-BU- 
charest railway. POP. (1930) 111,122; (est. 1939) 109,698. Czer- 
nowitz lies on an eminence on the right bank of the Pruth. I t s  
most conspicuous building is the archiepiscopal palace of the ~~~~k 
orthodox metropolitan of the Bukovina-a notably ugly erection 
in the Byzantine style. The Orthodox cathedral, completed in 
1864, is modelled on the church of St. Isaac in Leningrad. The 
Armenian church, in mixed Gothic and Renaissance style, was 
consecrated in 1875. The university, opened in 18 75, was formerly 
a brilliant outpost of Germanic culture in the extreme east of the 
Austrian empire. The language of instruction is now Rumanian. 
The main Austrian monument, a statute of Maria Theresa, was 
wrecked in 1918. An active trade is carried on in agricultural 
produce, wood, wool, cattle and spirits. The marketplace, with its 
Ruthenian peasantry, is a very picturesque sight. 

At the time of the Austrian occupation ( I  775), Czernowitz was 
an unimportant village, but the Austrian colonization of the Bu- 
kovina made of it a centre of some importance. I t  was created 
a town in 1786. With Bukovina, it  was ceded by Rumania to the 
U.S.S.R. in June 1940 but was regained during the campaign 
against Russia the following year. 

CZERNY, KARL (1791-1857), Austrian pianist and com- 
poser, was born a t  Vienna, where he remained throughout his life. 
His father, who was a teacher of the piano, trained him for that 
instrument from an early age with such success that he per- 
formed in public a t  the age of nine, and commenced his own 
career as a teacher a t  fourteen. H e  was brought under the notice 
of Beethoven, and was his pupil in the sense in which that great 
master had pupils. H e  became famous as a teacher of the piano, 
and among his pupils he numbered Liszt, Theodor Dohler (1814- 
43) and many others who afterwards became famous. His works. 
which include every class of composition number nearly a thou. 
sand, but none are as well known as those to which he probably 
attached least importance, namely his admirable educational 
studies and exercises which still hold their own with the best. 

CZESTOCHOWA, a town of Poland, in the province of 
Kielce, on the left bank of the Warta, 143 mi. S.W. of Warsaw, on 
the railway between that city and Cracow. Pop. (1931) 11 7,588; 
(est. 1939) 138,000. Here is a celebrated monastery on the steep 
eminence called Jasna Gora. I t  was founded by King Wladyslaw 
of the Jagiello dynasty and was a t  one time fabulously wealthy. 
In  I430 it  was attacked and plundered by the Hussites; in 1655. 
and again in I 705, it bravely resisted the Swedes; but in 1772 it  
was forced to capitulate to the Russians and in I 793 to the 
Prussians. This monastery, which is occupied by monks of the 
order of Paul the Hermit, contains over the altar in its church 
a painted image of the Virgin, traditionally believed to have been 
painted by St. Luke, and visited annually by throngs of pilgrims 
The town manufactures cotton, 'loth and paper, and does a lively 
business in rosaries, images, scapularies and so forth. I t  fell to 
German troops in the first week of World War 11. 



This letter has retained the fourth place in the 
alphabet from the earliest point a t  which it  ap- 
pears in history. I t  corresponds to Semitic Q 
(daleth) and Greek A (delta). The rounded 
form IJ occurs in the Chalcidic alphabet, from 

which it passed into the Latin, as well as in the Etruscan. The 
Umbrian and Oscan forms, written from right to  left, are re- 
spectively q and g .  The letter has retained the rounded 
form that it  had in the Latin alphabet until the present 
day. 

Latin cursive forms were (5th century) and 9 (6th cen- 
tury). I n  these the right hand rounded line of the majuscule 
letter is carried far above the level of its junction with the stroke. 
From these forms and from uncial arose the Carolingian I and 
our own minuscule d. d 

The sound consistently represented by the letter in Semitic, 
Greek, Latin, and the modern languages of Europe is the voiced 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LETTER 'D" FROM THE PHOENICIAN THROUGH 
CLASSICAL GREEK A N D  LATIN TO THE PRESENT T I M E  

dental stop. I n  English this sound, as well as the unvoiced sound 
represented by t, has become alveolar, that is to say, is pronounced 
by the pressure of the tongue upon the gums rather than upon 
the teeth. 

I n  music, D is the fourth note of the musical alphabet and the 
second note of the scale of C. In  former times it  gave its name 
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slso to one of two or three clefs which are now no longer in use. 
(See CLEF.) Used as an abbreviation, D has several meanings, 
e.g., m.d.=main droite; d.c.=da capo; d.s.=dal segno. 

DAB (Limanda lintanda), a species of flat-fish belonging to the 
family Pleuronectidae and distinguishable from plaice and 
flounder by the distinct arch in the lateral line at  the anterior 
2nd. It is of a brown or ashen grey colour with irregular dark 
markings and close set scales, and is to be found on sandy shores 
in the north of Europe, the length attained being 12 in. Another 
jpecies is the sand dab or rusty dab (L. ferrugima) found on the 
:oasts of North America. See also FLAT-FISH. 

DABCHICK, the popular name of the little grebe (Podiceps 
fEz~viatzlzs) a member of the family Podicipedidae. I t  has a wide 
range in the Old World. See GREBE. 

D'ABERNON, EDGAR VINCENT, IST VISCOUNT 

(1857-1941), British diplomat, was born at  Slinfold, Sussex, on 
Aug. 19, 1857, the youngest son of Sir Frederick Vincent, 11th 
Bart., of Stoke D'Abernon, Surrey. H e  was educated a t  Eton. In  
1882 he was sent to  Constantinople as the representative of Great 
Britain, Holland and Belgium on the council of the Ottoman 
public debt, of which in 1883 he became president. In  1883 he 
went to Cairo as financial adviser to  the Egyptian Government, 
remaining there until 1889, when he returned to Constantinople 
as governor of the Imperial Ottoman Bank, a post which he re- 
signed in 1897. H e  entered Parliament in 1899 as Conservative 
member for Exeter, but lost this seat in 1906. I n  1914 he was 
raised to the peerage as  Baron D'Abernon. From 1920 to 1926 he 
was ambassador to  Germany. His own financial experience 
helped the temporary settlement of the debt question under the 
Dawes plan. His works include The Economic Crisis-Its Causes 
and the Cure (1931) and Portraits and Appreciations (193 I ) .  In 
Jan. 1926 he was made a viscount. H e  died a t  Hove, Sussex, 
NOV. I, 1941. 

D'ABRANTES, DUCHESSE: see JUNOT, LAURE. 
DABROWA, a Polish town in the province of Kielce and 

centre of the coal basin bearing its name. I t  combines with the 
basins of Cracow and Polish Silesia to  form one of the greatest 
coalfields of Europe. Pop. (1931) 36,987. The Dabrowa basin, 
200  sq km., produced 6,738,348 tons of coal in 1938. Germany 
occupied Dabrowa in Sept. 1939. 

DA CAPO (It .)  or d.c., "from the beginning," a direction used 
in musical scores to indicate that the first part of a composition 
is to be repeated. A similar direction, equally often employed, is 
Jal segno (or d.s.), meaning "from the sign," indicating the return 
io a FZ;, or some similar character, placed either a t  the beginning 
or at  some other point in the piece. 

DACCA, a city of British India, giving its name to a district 
and division of Bengal situated on the Buri-Ganga river with a 
railway station, 10 mi. from the terminus of the river steamers 
at Narayanganj. Pop. (1931) 138,518. Dacca has twice been a 
provincial capital. I n  1608 Islam Khan, nawab of Bengal, re- 
moved his capital here from Rajmahal and it  continued to be the 
capital till 1704. I t  was also the capital of the short-lived 
Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam (1905-12). The prin- 
cipal Mohammedan public buildings are the Bara Katra and 
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the Lal-bagh fort. The Lal-bagh ("beautiful garden") fort was 
begun by Azam Shah, the third son of the emperor Aurangzeb, 
hut it  appears never to  have been completed; and when Tavernier 
visited Dacca (c. 1666) the na~vab was residing in a temporary 
wooden building in its court. Other buildings of the Mogul period 
are the Chota Katra (1663), Ilusaini Dalan (1642) and several 
mosques. Except for these there are few buildings of any great 
age arid interest: even in Tavernier's time the houses were "no 
more than paltry huts built up with bamboos and daubed over 
with fa t  earth." The English established a factory in the city 
in the 17th century, but it  was pulled down in 1829 or 1830. The 
French and Dutch factories have also disappeared. Of modern 
buildings the finest are those built during the years when Dacca 
was the capital of Eastern Bengal and Assam; these are grouped 
round a large park called the Ramna, a mile from the centre of the 
city. Some, such as  the residence of the lieutenant-governor and 
the secretariat, have been appropriated to the use of the Uni- 
versity of Dacca. The university was established in 1921 and had 
1.325 full-time students in  192 5: the students reside in halls and 
hostels, such as the Curzon hall, Dacca hall and Jagannath hall. 
Among other institutions may be mentioned the Mitford hospital 
and Dacca medical school. There are four Christian churches, 
Anglican, Roman Catholic, Greek and Armenian, a Sikh temple 
and many Hindu temples, of which the most notable is that of 
Dhaleswari. The famous manufacture of fine muslins, which was 
the chief article of local trade, is almost extinct, but the carving 
of shells, carried on from ancient times, is an important industry. 

The DISTRICT OF D ~ c c ~  has an area of 2,713 sqm. and a 
population of 3,432,577 The district consists of a level plain 
bounded on three sides by the Meghna, the Ganges or Padma, and 
the Jamuna, or main stream of the Brahmaputra, and watered by 
a network of rivers and streams, such as  the Dhaleswari, the 
Buriganga and the Lakshya. About 2 0  m. N. of Dacca city, small 
ridges are met with in the Madhupur jungle, stretching into 
Mymensingh district. These ridges, however, are mere mounds 
not over 50 ft .  to 60 ft. high, composed of red soil containing a 
considerable quantity of iron ore; and the whole tract is for 
the most part unproductive. The country lying to the south of 
the Dhaleswari is the most fertile part of the district. I t  con- 
sists entirely of rich alluvial soil, annually inundated to a depth 
varying from 2 to  14 ft. of water. Villages here are built on 
artificial mounds of earth, so as t o  raise them above the flood- 
level. 

Rice is the principal crop, followed by jute. The industries 
consist of jute pressing, weaving, embroidery, gold and silver 
work and shell-carving; soaps, mother-of-pearl buttons and horn 
combs are also made locally, and some oil mills have been started. 
The weaving industry and the manufacture of fine Dacca muslins 
have greatly fallen off, owing to the competition of European piece 
goods. The manufacture of Kasidas, i.e., muslins embroidered 
with silk, which used to be exported to  Turkey, has also been 
declining since the World War. Narayanganj is the centre of the 
jute-trade. 

The DIVISION OF DACCA lies in  the east of BengaI within the 
delta formed by the Brahmaputra and the Ganges. I t  consists of 
the four districts of Dacca, Mymensingh, Faridpur and Bakarganj. 
I ts  area is 14,829 sq. miles. I ts  population in 1931 was 13,864.104 

University of Dacca.-The creation of the University of 
Dacca was brought about owing to the Government of India's 
wish to provide increased educational facilities for the Mus- 
lims of eastern Bengal, to  set up a new residential and teaching 
type of university and to relieve the congestion of the (affiliating) 
University of Calcutta. After reports from a special committee 
in 1912 and the Calcutta University Commission in 1919, it was 
opened on July I ,  1921. The university has fine buildings, and 
an estate of nearly a square mile, with large playing fields, three 
residential halls, well equipped chemical and physical laborato- 
ries, and residences for the staff. The constitution is similar to 
that of the English provincial universities, but on the residential 
side it  is more akin to Oxford and Cambridge. Research is car- 
ried on in all departments. The library contains about 44.000 
volumes. 

DACE, DARE or DART (Leuciscus leuciscus), a Cyprinid 
ish of the rivers of Siberia, Europe north of the Alps and 
?yrenees, and England. I t  is closely related to the chub, but has a 
,mailer head and smaller mouth. I t  is a graceful fish, silvery in 
:oloration, and an active swimmer; it  rarely reaches a length of 
nore than I zin. I n  America the name is given to other Cyprinidae, 
? g., the Horned Dace (Semotilzls atromaculatus). 

DACH, SIMON (1605-1659), German lyrical poet, was born 
it  Memel in East Prussia on July 29, 1605. Educated in the 
:lassical schools of Konigsberg, Wittenberg and Magdeburg, he 
:ntered the university of Konigsberg in 1626 as a student of 
.heology and philosophy. H e  was professor of poetry at  Konigs- 
,erg from 1639 until his death on April 15, 1659. At Konigsberg 
he formed with Heinrich Albert (1604-SI), Robert Roberthin 
(1600-48) and Sibylla Schwarz (1621-38), the so-called Konigs- 
5erger Dichtergruppe. H e  sang the praises of the house of the elec- 
.ors of Brandenburg in a collection of poems entitled Kurbra~zden- 
5urgische Rose, Adler, Liiwe und Scepter (1661), wrote excellent 
hymns, and also produced many occasional poems; the most 
Famous of them is Anke von Tharaw oss, de my gefollt (rendered 
by Herder into modern German as A'n~zchen oon Tharau). 
,DACHAU, a town in Upper Bavaria, Germany, 8 mi. N.W. 

of Munich on the railway from Munich to Ingolstadt. Pop. (1939) 
17,594. I t  has extensive fortifications, a castle and a niuseum of 
antiquities, and makes paper, sawmill machinery and beer. I t  
formerly had a colony of artists. After 1933 one of the most 
notorious of the nazi concentration camps was located there. 

DACIA, a large district of central Europe, bounded on the 
north by the Carpathians, on the south by the Danube, on the 
west by the Pathissus (Theiss) and on the east by the Tyras 
(Dniester), thus corresponding in the main to the modern Rumania 
and Transylvania. The inhabitants of this district were a Thracian 
stock, originally called AEOL (after the 4th century B.c., A a ~ o i )  
The Getae (q.v.) were most akin to them in language and man- 
ners; by the Greeks the Dacians were usually called Getae, by the 
Romans Daci. Akos and r i r a  (Davus, Geta) were common as 
names of slaves in Attic comedy and in the adaptations of Plautus 
and Terence. The Dacians had attained a considerable degree of 
civilization when they first became known to the Romans. They 
believed in the immortality of the soul, and regarded death as 
merely a change of country. They were divided into two classes 
-an aristocracy and a proletariat. The first alone had the right 
to cover their heads and wore a felt hat (pilleus, hence tarabos- 
tesei= a~Xoq56po~ pilleati), the second class, who comprised the 
rank and file of the army, the peasants and artisans, wore their 
hair long ( ~ o ~ ~ ~ a i ,  capillati). Their chief occupations were agri- 
culture and cattle breeding; horses were mainly used as draught 
animals. They also worked the gold and silver mines of Transyl- 
vania, and carried on a considerable outside trade, 

A kingdom of Dacia was in existence a t  least as early as the 
beginning of the 2nd century B.C. under a king Oroles. Conflicts 
with the Bastarnae and the Romans (112-109, 74), had greatly 
weakened the resources of the Dacians. Vnder Burbista (Boere- 
bista), who thoroughly reorganized the army, the limits of the 
kingdom were extended; indeed the Dacians appeared so formid- 
able that Caesar contemplated an expedition against them, which 
was prevented by his death. About the same time Burbista was 
murdered, and the kingdom was divided under separate rulers. 
One of these was Cotiso, to whom Augustus betrothed his five- 
year-old daughter Julia. The Dacians are often mentioned under 
Augustus, according to whom they were compelled to recognize 
the Roman supremacy. But they were by no means subdued, and 
seized every opportunity of crossing the frozen Danube and ravag- 
ing the province of Moesia. From A.D. 8 j to 89 the Dacians were 
engaged in two wars with the Romans, under Duras and Dece- 
balus. After reverses, the Romans gained the advantage, but were 
obliged to make peace owing to the defeat of Domitian by the 
Marcomanni. Decebalus received the crown from Domitian's 
hands, an apparent acknowledgment of Roman suzerainty. But  
the Dacians were really left independent, as is shown by the fact 
that Domitian agreed to purchase immunity from further Dacian 
inroads by the payment of an annual tribute. 



DACIER--DADU PANTNIS 
To put an end to this disgraceful arrangement, Trajnn resolved 

to crush the Dacians once and for all. The result of his first cam- 
paign (A.D. 101-102) was the occupation of the Dacian capital 
Sarmizegethusa, of the second (105-IO~),  the conquest of the 
whole kingdom and its conversion into a Roman province. I t  was 
under a governor of praetorian rank, and the legio xiii. gemina 
with numerous auxiliaries had its fixed quarters in the province. 
T o  make up for the ravages caused by the recent wars colonists 
were imported to cultivate the land and work the mines, and 
the old inhabitants gradually returned. Forts were built as a 
protection against the incursions of the surrounding barbarians, 
and three great military roads were constructed to unite the 
chief towns, while a fourth, named after Trajan, traversed the 
Carpathians and entered Transylvania by the Roteturm pass. The 
two chief towns were Sarmizegethusa (afterwards Ulpia Traiana) 
and Apulum (Karlsburg). 

I n  A.D. 129, under Hadrian, Dacia was divided into Dacia 
Sz~perior and Inferior, the former comprising Transylvania, the 
latter Little Walachia, with procurators, both under the same 
praetorian legate. Marcus Aurelius redivided it  into three ( tres 
Daciae), Porolissensis, Apulensis and Maluensis. The tres Daciae 
had a common capital, Sarmizegethusa, and a common diet, 
which discussed provincial affairs, formulated complaints and ad- 
justed the incidence of taxation; but in other respects they were 
independent provinces, each under a procurator, subordinate to 
a governor of consular rank. 

The Roman hold on the country was, however, still precarious. 
Hadrian contemplated its abandonment and was only deterred 
by consideration for the safety of the numerous Roman settlers. 
I n  A.D. 256 the Goths crossed the Carpathians and drove the 
Romans from Dacia, with the exception of a few fortified places. 
Aurelian (A.D. 2 7-2 7 5) withdrew the troops altogether and settled 
the Roman colonists on the south of the Danube, in Moesia, where 
he created the province Dacia Aureliani. (See  also VLACHS.) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-J. Marquardt, Rontische Staatsverwaltzlng, i. (1881) ; 
T. Mommsen, Provinces o f  Roman Empire, Eng. trans. (1886) ; 
W. Tomaschek, "Die alten Thraker," in Sitzungsberichte der k. Akad. 
d ~ r  Wissenschaften, cxxviii. (Vienna, 1893) ; J. Jung, Fasten der 
Provinz Dacien (1894) ; C. G. Brandis in Pauly-Wissowa's Realen- 
cyklopadie, iv. pt. 2 (1901) ; on the boundaries of the Roman province 
of Dacia, see T. Hodgkin and F. Haverfield in English Historical 
Review, ii. 100, 734. 

DACIER, ANDRE (16 j ~ - I  722), French classical scholar, 
was born a t  Castres in upper Languedoc. In  1672 he went to 
Paris, and was appointed one of the editors of the Delphin series 
of the classics. In  1683 he married Anne Lefkvre, the daughter 
of his old tutor (see below). As payment for his share in the 
"medallic" history of the king's reign, he was appointed keeper of 
the library of the Louvre. The most important of his works were 
his editions of Pompeius Festus and Verrius Flaccus, and his 
translations of Horace (with notes), Aristotle's Poetics, the Elec- 
tra and Oedipus Colonezcs of Sophocles, Epictetus, Hippocrates 
and Plutarch's Lives. 

His wife, AXNE LEFEVRE (1654-1720), French scholar and 
translator from the classics, was born a t  Saumur. On her father's 
death in 1672 she removed to Paris, carrying with her part of an 
2dition of Callimachus, which she afterwards published. She was 
engaged as one of the editors of the Delphin series of classical 
authors, in which she edited Florus, Dictys Cretensis, Aurelius 
Victor and Eutropius. In  1681 appeared her prose version of Anac- 
reon and Sappho; in the next few years she published prose ver- 
sions of Terence and some of the plays of Plautus and Aristoph- 
anes. I n  1684 she and her husband retired to Castres to devote 
themselves to theological studies, and in 1685 they became Roman 
Catholics. I n  1699 appeared the prose translation of the Iliad 
(followed nine years later by a similar translation of the Odyssey) ,  
which gained for her the position she occupies in French literature. 
The appearance of this version, which made Homer known for 
the first time to many French men of letters, gave rise to  a famou: 
controversy with A. Houdar de la Motte and others on whether 
so ancient a poet still retained merit. 

See P. J .  Burette, Eloge de Mme. Dacier (1721) ; Mdmoires de 
Mnze. de Stael (1755) ; J .  F. Bodin, Recherches histon'ques sur la ville 

de Saumur (1812-14) ; R. Rigault, Histoire de la querelle des anciens 
et des modernes (1856) ; E. Egger, L'Hellenisme en France, ii. (1869) ; 
Mimoires de Saint-Simon, iii.; C.  A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries du lundi, 
vol. ix. 

DACITE (from Dacia, mod. Transylvania), in petrology, 
volcanic rocks which may be considered a quartz-bearing variety 
of andesite. Like the latter they consist for the most part of 
plagioclase felspar with biotite, hornblende, augite or enstatite, 
and have generally a porphyritic structure, but they contain also 
quartz asxounded, corroded phenocrysts, or as an element of the 
ground-mass. Their felspar ranges from oligoclase to andesite and 
labradorite; sanidine occurs also in some dacites, and when abun- 
dant gives rise to  rocks which form transitions to  the rhyolites. 
From this list of minerals it  is readily seen that the dacites are the 
volcanic equivalent of the plutonic tonalites. Many of the horn- 
blende- and biotite-dacites are grey or pale brown and yellow rocks 
with white felspars and black crystals of biotite and hornblende; 
others, especially sugite- and enstatite-dacites, are darker coloured. 
The rocks of this group occur in Hungary, Almeria (Spain), 
Argyllshire and other parts of Scotland, Victoria, New Zealand, 
the Andes, Martinique, Nevada and other districts of western 
North America, Greece, etc. They are mostly associated with 
andesites and trachytes, and form lava flows, dikes and in some 
cases massive intrusions in the centres of old volcanoes. Among 
continental petrographers the older dacites (Carboniferous, etc.) 
are often known as "porphyrites." 

DACOIT, a term used in India for a robber belonging to an 
armed gang. The word is derived from the Hindustani dakait, 
and being current in Bengal got into the Indian penal code. By 
law, to constitute dacoity, there must be five or more in the gang 
committing the crime. In  Burma also the word dacoit came to 
be applied in a special sense to  the armed gangs which main- 
tained a state of guerilla warfare for several years after the 
defeat of King Thibaw in Nov. 1885. (See  BURMESE WARS.) 

DA COSTA, ISAAK ( I  798-1860), Dutch poet and theolo- 
gian, was born a t  Amsterdam on Jan. 14, I 798. His father was a 
Jew of Portuguese descent, and claimed kindred with the cele- 
brated Uriel D'Acosta. H e  studied at  Amsterdam and a t  Leiden, 
where he took his doctor's degree in law in 1818, and in literature 
in 1821. In  1814 he wrote D e  Verlossing v a n  Nederland, a patri- 
otic poem, which placed him in line with the contemporary 
national romantic poets in Germany and in France. His Poeay 
(2 vols., 1831-22) revealed his emancipation from the Bilderdijk 
tradition, and the oriental colouring of his poems, his hymn to 
Lamartine, and his translation of part of Byron's Cain, establish 
his claim to be considered as the earliest of the Dutch romantic 
poets. I n  1822 he became a convert to Christianity, and towards 
the close of his life was a director of the seminary established in 
Amsterdam in connection with the mission of the Free Church of 
Scotland. He died a t  Amsterdam on April 28, 1860. D a  Costa 
ranked first among the poets of Holland after the death of Bil- 
derdijk. His principal poetical works were: Alpkorzsus I .  (ISIS), 
a tragedy; Poezy (Leyden, 1821); God m e t  ons (1826); Festlied- 
ern (1828); Vijf-en-twintig jaren (1840); Hagar (1852); D e  
Slag bij  Nieupoort (1857). H e  also translated T h e  Persians 
(1816) and the Prometheus (1818) of Aeschylus, and edited the 
poetical works of Bilderdijk. 

His complete poetical works were edited by J. P. Hasebroek 
( 3  vols., Haarlem, 1861-62). See G. Groen van Prinsterer, Brieven 
van Mr I .  da Costa, 1830-1849 (1872), and J .  ten Brink, Geschiedenis 
der Noord-Nederlandsche Letteren in de X I X e  Eeuw (vol. i., 1888, 
bibl.) . 

DACTYL, i n  prosody, a long syllable followed by two short 
(Gr ~ ~ K T U X O S  "a finger"). ( S e e  VERSE.) 

DADO, a decorative band running horizontally along the lower 
portion of a wall above the base; a wainscot that does not cover 
the entire height of the wall. The dado is frequently separated 
from the rest of the wall by a moulding known as  a chair rail or 
surbase. 

DADU BANTHIS. The Dadu Panthi sect of western India 
(following Dadu's path) founded by Dadu about the year 1600, 
has many followers in Ajmir and Marwar, one section of whom, 
ihe Kagas, engage largely in military service, while the others are 



DAEDALUS-DAGENHAM 
either householders or mendicants. The f~llowers of this creed 
wear no distinctive sectarial mark or badge except a skull-cap; 
nor do they worship the ~ i s i b l e  image of any deity, the repetition 
( japa)  of the name of Rama being the only kind of adoration prac- 
tised by them. 

DAEDALUS, a mythical Greek architect and sculptor, who 
was said to  have built the labyrinth for Minos of Crete, to have 
made a wooden cow for Pasiphae and a bronze man who repelled 
the Argonauts. Falling under the displeasure of Minos, he fash- 
ioned wings for himself and his son Icarus and escaped to Sicily. 
These legends seem primarily to  belong to Crete, and the Athe- 
nian element, which connected Daedalus with the royal house of 
Erechtheus, is a later fabrication. To  Daedalus the Greeks of the 
historic age were in the habit of attributing buildings and statues 
the origin of which was lost in the past. In  many cities of Greece 
there were rude wooden statues, said to be by him. Later critics 
ascribed to Daedalus such improvements as separating the legs 
of statues and opening their eyes. In  fact, the name Daedalus is 
a mere symbol, standing for a particular phase of early Greek art, 
when wood was the chief material and other substances were let 

B Y  C O U R T E S Y  OF T H E  A N D E R S O N  G A L L E R I E S ,  N E W  Y O R K  

R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  O F  T H E  LEGENDARY FLIGHT OF DAEDALUS A N D  H I S  
S O N .  I C A R U S ,  WITH A R T I F I C I A L  W I N G S  O F  WAX A N D  FEATHERS.  AFTER 
A WOODCUT 1493. I N  RIEDRER,  " S P I E G E L  DER WAHREN RHETORIK" 

into it for variety. I n  a later verse in the Iliad he is mentioned as 
the maker of a dancing-place in Crete. 

This Daedalus must not be confused with Daedalus of Sicyon, 
a great sculptor of the early part of the 4th century B.c., none of 
whose works is extant. 

DAENDELS, HERMAN WILLEM (1762-ISIS), Dutch 
general, was born on Oct. 21, 1762, a t  Hattem in Gelderland. H e  
began his career as a solicitor, but during the revolution of 1787 
went to France, and fought against Holland in 1793. When the 
Batavian republic was proclaimed three years later Daendels was 
made a lieutenant-general. H e  fought against the English and 
Russians in north Holland in 1799, and for his conquest of East 
Friesland and Westphalia in 1806 was made a marshal. He was 
governor-general of Dutch East India from 1807 to 1811. He de- 
fended Modlin in the Russian campaign of 1812-13. From 1815 
Daendels administered the Dutch possessions on the Gold Coast, 
dying a t  Saint George del Mina on May 2, 1818. H e  published a 
4 vols. work on his administration of Java in 1814. 

DAET, a municipality (with administration centre and 36 
barrios or districts) and capital of the province of Camarines 
Xorte, Luzon, Philippine islands, situated in the north-east part 
of the province near the coast. I t  is the chief commercial place in 
the province and does most of its business direct with Manila. 
Pop. (1939)~ 20,066, of whom only 19 were whites. In  1918, it 
had 13 manufacturing establishments, 5 rice mills, and 92 house- 
hold industry establishments, with outputs valued at 298,700, 
162.800 and 25.200 pesos respectively. Of the 10 schools, 5 were 
public. The majority of the inhabitants, notwithstanding that 
Camarines Norte is a Bikol province, are Tagalogs. A Franciscan 
convent was established here early in the 17th century. 

DAmODIL, the common name of a group of plants of the 
genus Narcissz~s, of the family Amaryllidaceae (see NARCISSUS). 
The common daffodil, N. pseudo-narcissus, is frequent in woods 
and thickets in most parts of northern Europe, but is rare in  Scot- 
land. I t  is sparingly naturalized in the eastern United States as 

an escape from cultivation. I ts  
leaves are five or six in number, 
are about a foot in length and 
an inch in breadth, and have a 
blunt keel and flat edges. The 
flower stalk is about 18 in. long, 
the spathe single-flowered. The 
flowers are large, yellow, scented 
and a little drooping, with a 
corolla deeply cleft into six 
lobes, and a central bell-shaped 

r n o m  c n o o ~ , s  " E r E r n E N r a n y  a o r a w * s  ( 0 .  nectary, which is crisped a t  t h e  
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D AFFOD IL ( N A R C I S S U S  P S E U D O -  
margin. They appear early in the 

NARCISSUS), DIAGRAM O F  S E C -  year. The stamens are shorter 
T I O N  OF T H E  FLOWER than the cup, the anthers oblong 

- 

The daffodil is a native of England and converging; the Ovary is 
and is widely cultivated In America. globose, and has three furrows; 
Each stem has One yellow trumpet- the seeds are roundish and black. 
shaped blossom Many horticultural varieties, 
some with double flowers, are cultivated in gardens. The bulbs 
are large and orbicular, and have a blackish coat. 

The Peruvian daffodil and the sea daffodil are species of the 
genera Hymenocallis and Pancratlum. 

DAFLA HILLS, a tract of hilly country on the border of 
Assam, occupied by an independent tribe called Dafla. I t  forms 
part of the sub-Himalayan hills to the north of the Darrang and 
Lakhimpur districts, and is bounded on the west by the Bhareli 
river and on the east by the Ranganadi river. The Daflas are 
akin to both the hill Miris and the Abors. They are divided into 
exogamous clans claiming descent from the moon 3 and sun Q 
extremely democratic in polity, but slave owners; burying their 
dead, whose spirits go to an underground world except in the case 
of unnatural deaths when they ascend to the sky. They use cane 
helmets, hide amour ,  long sword, spear and arrows poisoned with 
aconite. 

In  1872 the Daflas attacked a colony of their own tribesmen 
in British territory, which led in 1874 to a punitive expedition. 
Several small expeditions have since been made. The Daflas 
continually raid one another; occasional petty forays in the plains 
are made by malcontents and escaped slaves. 

See Nevill, The DafEas; Assam Census RePort (1921) I., Apdx. B. i. 
DAFYDD AB GWILYM (14th century), Welsh poet, a 

contemporary of Chaucer, was born at  Bro Gynin, Cardiganshire, 
about 1340, and died about 1400. H e  was elected chief bard of 
Glamorgan, and was household bard to  his kinsman, Ivor Hael 
of Maesaleg. 

After an unsuccessful attempt to elope with Morfudd Lawgam, 
to whom he addressed 147 odes, he was imprisoned, but was ran- 
somed by his friends in Glamorgan. H e  wrote nature poems, t h e  
best of which are: "The Lark," "The Wind" and "The Mist." 
George Borrow, who called him the Horace of Wales, translated 
some of his verses, most of which were written in the cywydd 
form; i.e., a short ode not divided into stanzas, each line having 
the same number of syllables. 

DAGENHAM, a municipal borough in the Romford parlia- 
mentary division of Essex, England, 12 mi. from Whitechapel 
(London) church and served by the London Passenger Transport 
board and the L.M.S.R. Pop. (est. 1938) 107,400. Area, 10.51 
sq.mi. The rapidity of Dagenham's growth is unique in Britain. 
In the period 1926-38 it rose from parish council to municipal bor- 
ough, and in 1921 its population was only 9,127. This phenome- 
nal rise was partly due to  the building of the London County 
council's housing estate a t  Becontree, 15,000 houses being in 
Dagenham, the opening of the Ford Motor company's factory in 
the parish on the north bank of the Thames in Nov. 1931 (factory 
completed 1932) and subsequent extensive private development. 



DAGGER-DAGHESTAN 
DAGGER, a hand weapon with a short blade. The derivation 

is obscure (cf. Fr.  dague and Ger. Degen), but the word is related 
to  dug, a long pointed jag such as would be made in deeply nicking 
the edge of a garment. The war knife in various forms and under 
many names has of course been in use in all ages and amongst 
all races. But the dagger as generally understood was not a 
short sword, but a special stabbing weapon which could be used 

I I 

81  C O U R T E S Y  O F  M E T R O P O L I T A N  M U S E U M  O F  A R T ,  N E W  Y O R K  

TYPES O F  DAGGERS FROM T H E  16TH.  TO T H E  1 9 T H .  C E N T U R Y  
A. Italian or French dagger, 1 6 t h  century. B. Italian stiletto, 1 7 t h  century. 
C. Italian dagger, late 1 5 t h  century. D. Scottish dirk, with scabbard, knife 
and fork, early 1 9 t h  century. E. Malay kris, 1Sth-19th centuries 

along with the sword. The distinction is often difficult to estab- 
lish in a given case owing to the variations in the length of the 
weapon. The principal mediaeval dagger was the mise'ricorde, 
which from the end of the 12th century was used to penetrate the 
joints of the armour of an unhorsed adversary (hence Ger. 
Panzerbrecher, armour-breaker). I t  was so called either because 
the threat of it  caused the vanquished to surrender "at mercy," or 
from its use in giving what was called the coup de grcice. From 
about 1330 till the end of the succeeding century, in many 
knightly effigies i t  is often represented as attached on the right 
side by a cord or a chain to  the sword-belt. This weapon and its 
sheath were often elaborately adorned. I t  was customary to 
secure it from accidental loss by a guard-chain fastened to the 
breast-armour. Occasionally the mise'ricorde was fixed to the 
body-armour by a staple; or, more rarely, i t  was connected with a 
gypcikre or pouch. The mise'ricorde may be called a poniard. 
The distinction between the dagger and the poniard is arbitrary, 
and in ordinary language the latter is taken as being the shorter 
and as having less resemblance to a short sword or cutlass. A 
weapon, with a longer blade than the mise'ricorde, was habitually 
worn by civilians, including judges, during the middle ages; such 
weapons bore the name of unlace (from annzblzbs, as  it  was 
fastened by a ring), basilarde or la~zgzle de bezlf ,  the last from 
the broad ox-tongue shape of the blade. This had often a small 
knife fixed on the scabbard, like a Highland officer's dirk of the 
present day. By nobles and knights the dagger or poniard was 
worn when they had exchanged their armour for the costume of 
peace. I t  is recorded besides that when they appeared a t  a tourna- 
ment and on some other occasions, ladies a t  that time wore 
daggers depending, with their gypcit?res, from their girdles. Thus, 
writing of the year 1348, Knighton speaks of certain ladies who 
were present a t  jousts as "habentes cultellos, quos daggerios 
vulgariter dicunt, in powchiis desuper impositis." A longer and 
heavier dagger with a broad blade (Italian) is called cinquedea. 
'The Scottish "dirk" was a long dagger, and survives' in name 
in the dirk worn by midshipmen of the royal navy, and in fact 
in that worn by officers of Highland regiments. I n  the ~ j t h  
and 16th centuries the infantry soldiers (Swiss or Eandsknecl~t) 
carried a heavy poniard or dagger. This and the earlier Spanish 
dagger with a thumb-ring were distinctively the weapons of pro- 
fessional soldiers. The rise of duelling produced another type, 
called the main gauche, which was a parrying weapon and often 
had a toothed edge on which the adversary's sword was caught 
and broken. One form of this dagger had a blade which ex- 
panded into a triple fork on pressing a spring; this served the 
csme purpose. The satellites of the Velzmgericht had a similar 
weapon, in order, it is suggested, that their acts should be done in 

the name of the Trinity. The smaller poniards are generally called 
"stilettos." Much ingenuity and skill have been lavished on the 
adornment of daggers, and in rendering the blades more capable 
of inflicting severe wounds. Daggers also were sometimes made 
to poison as well as to  wound. Of oriental daggers may be men- 
tioned the Malay "crease" or  "kris," which has a long waxed 
blade; the Gurkha "kukri," a short curved knife, broadest and 
heaviest towards the point; and the Hindu "khuttar," which has 
a flat triangular-shaped blade, and a hilt of H-shape, the cross- 
bar forming the grip and the sides the guard. 

DAGHESTAN (Dagestan), an autonomous S.S.R. in the 
Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic. Area j 5,272 sq.km. 
Pop. (1926) 788,078, urban 73,831, rural 714,247. I t s  boundaries 
are:- north, the Autonomous Kalmuck Area, east, the Caspian 
Sea, south, the Azerbaijan S.S.R., west, the North i35ucasian 
Area, the Chechen Autonomous Area, and the Georgian S.S.R. 
I t  was created in January, 1921, and then included mainly the 
former Daghestan province, a mountainous area, with a narrow 
coastal strip. But later, in view of the need for winter pasture 
for the transhuman hill shepherds, the Kizlyar and Kara-Nogai 
steppes were incorporated in the republic. The republic falls into 
four structural divisions. 

T h e  Plains.-North of the Terek river lies an area of contin- 
uous salty sands, sparsely peopled, and of use mainly as winter 
pasture for the hill sheep and goats. The delta of the Terek con- 
sists of salt marshes, while from the right bank to the hills is a 
stretch of chestnut coloured soil, favourable for agriculture, fruit 
and vine culture if irrigation supplements the too scanty rainfall. 
In  its lower course the river deposits much alluvium and its bed 
is high above the neighbouring fields-at Kizlyar it is on a level 
with the spire of the church. Consequently, when the hill snows 
melt in spring, the river frequently overflows its banks and the 
area is subjected to  devastating floods. From Makach-Kala 
(Petrovsk) to the Samur river is a coastal strip of sandy, clayey, 
or salty grey earth. The alluvial patches are fertile and rice is 
grown in the river deltas, while in the southern sub-tropical area 
the vine, almond, peach, apricot and other fruits grow well. 
Cotton is cultivated, an early kind near Makach-Kala and a later 
kind near Derbent. The only forested area is on the damp bog 
soil of the Samur area. 

T h e  Foothills.-This zone consists of the lower ridges 1,300 
to 3,300 ft. and the valleys and basins between them, and is about 
14 to 27 miles in width. The climate is milder than that of the 
plains or mountains, and has a greater rainfall, mainly in autumn. 
I ts  milder, wetter winter and dry hot summer make it  favourable 
to vineyard, fruit and garden produce, and i t  contains the greatest 
forest wealth of Daghestan. 

T h e  M o u n t a i n  Zone.-A belt from 26 to 33 m. in  width, run- 
ning in a south easterly direction, and consisting mainly of lime- 
stone. I ts  climate is very dry, with a maximum rainfall in sum- 
mer and a sharp, cold winter with little snow. There is, however, 
a marked contrast between the damp, cool summer of the heights 
and the hot, dry summer of the valleys. These inland mountains 
of Daghestan are wild and sterile, but the hill people, with 
enormous labour, have cultivated tiny irrigated patches on rocky 
ledges. In  autumn, after the harvest, the younger men stream 
out into the surrounding areas, especially the Baku industrial 
region, to try to find work to supplement their tiny harvest, while 
the women work at  koustar (peasant) industries, thread, cloth, 
carpets, gold and silver embroidery and the older men a t  metal, 

1 wood and leather. This system inevitably has bad social results, 
and the diseases of the industrial areas have spread with devastat- 

, ing rapidity through the hill country. 
T h e  H i g h  M o u n t a i n  Area.-The border between the lime- 

stone hills and the slate outcrop is very sharp: steep rocky walls 
lying on a base of black, clayey slate rise above the limestone 
dolomite mass. Glaciers and perpetual snow cover their summits, 
and the climate is very severe, with a long, cold winter and a 
short, cool summer. The valleys and lower slopes are more richly 
forested than those of the limestone area, while the treeless 
alpine meadows of the south east provide rich summer pasture 

I for the nomadic herdsmen. The ancient glacial valleys. with their 



wide flat bottoms, are favourable for cultivation and cattle 
rearing. 

The main features of Daghestan are that inaccessible moun- 
tains occupy four-fifths of its area and that, of the remaining 
plain, much is salt or marsh. Pasture and hayfields occupy most 
of the republic which is not bare, stony or sandy, forests come 
next, and t!le small remaining area suitable for crops and fruit 
cultivation is liable to  drought and needs careful irrigation. 

During the Civil War Daghestan probably suffered more se- 
verely than any other part of Russia. Various political parties ex- 
ploited the fierce love of liberty of the illiterate hill folk and their 
passionate devotion t o  Islam. Their fighting powers were well 
known and they were enlisted by the National Independents, by 
the Denikin group, by the Georgian Menshevists, by the Pan- 
Islam and Pan-Turk leaders, and for a short time an emirate of 
the North Caucasus under the Sultan of Turkey existed. The 
Bolshevists, like the Imperial government, attached great im- 
portance to the area because of its links with Baku and finally 
succeeded in conquering its wild peoples. But the cost was 
terrible; roads, bridges, primitive irrigation schemes and the 
simple implements of peasant industry were completely destroyed. 
Of 60 villages and one town, Khasav-Yurt, not a trace was left, 
while in other towns, notably Derbent, more than three quarters 
of the buildings were destroyed. The impossibility of moving 
the herds to winter pasture led to  the starvation of more than 
7 j% of them, and a n  equal proportion of vineyards and fruit 
orchards was ruined by the destruction of irrigation works. The 
famine of 1921-2 was specially severe in Daghestan, cattle 
plague broke out among the remnants of the herds in 1922 and 
locusts and field mice, enormously increased by the lack of 
vigilance in the troubled years, injured the crops in 1923, while 
the hurricanes and hailstorms of that year completed their ruin. 
The partial drought of 1924 was severe in Daghestan. Typhus, 
famine diseases, malaria and social diseases have wrought havoc 
among the survivors of these terrible times. The unemployed 
workers from the ruined towns fled to the hills to swell the 
numbers of land-less and cattle-less, half-starved hill peasants. 

The new republic thus starts its existence under heavy handi- 
caps. Capital is needed, but is not yet forthcoming, to provide 
new irrigation works, to  replace the destroyed sheep and cattle, 
to rebuild the ruined towns, villages, roads and bridges and to 
provide seeds and implements for the poverty stricken cultivators; 
while the shattered morale and physique of the natives are added 
disabilities. A problem of much longer standing is the fact that 
among the bleak uplands of Daghestan, isolated by deep gorges 
and arid ridges, more than thirty nationalities, speaking different 
languages, some bearing historic names, e.g., Avars and Huns, 
have survived to modern times, and thus difficulties of linguistic 
communication are added. Attempts are being made to introduce 
Azerbaijan Turkish, which seems easiest for most of these na- 
tionalities to assimilate, into the schools, but under present condi- 
tions education is difficult and many children receive no school 
education. Relief works include the construction of the October 
canal, supplying 15 villages with the means of irrigation, the 
making of irrigation canals in the Kara-Nogai steppe, the regula- 
tion of the Terek river and draining of the Sulak marsh, while 
cotton, maize and sun-flower seed cultivation is reviving, and 
the cotton factories a t  Tagier and Makach-Kala have been re- 
opened. A scheme of electrification for the latter town and the 
railway to the Sulak river is planned, and small cotton, glass, 
leather, food-preserving and nail factories are working there, and 
oil refineries are being constructed. The fishing industry has been 
financed by credit banks and is reviving rapidly. Co-operative 
movements are attempting t o  finance the scattered peasant 
cultivators and their home industries of silver and tin working, 
bootmaking, cloth, felt and carpet making; the latter were tem- 
porarily ruined by the destruction of sheep and consequent lack of 
wool supply. Possible future sources of revenue may be the 
establishment of health resorts and the working of the great 
mineral wealth, but this needs capital. In pre-war times French 
capital was working the sulphur, and English capital the quick- 
silver and cinnabar mines, while the Nobel firm worked the 

naphtha and natural gas. The coastal railway forms part of the 
line linking Baku with the Black Sea, but turns westward a t  
Makach-Kala; a branch from Shakhmaya, just north of Makach- 
Kala goes south-west to Buinaksk (Temir-Khan-Shura), situated 
on the north to south road, while another branch from the inland 
town of Cherelennaya on the Terek goes north-east as far  as 
Kizlyar, a t  the head of the Terek delta. The administrative 
centre is Makach-Kala (Petrovsk). Pop. 1926 (31,702), a port 
on the Caspian through which naphtha from Groznyi is exported 
to  the Volga. The town has cold storage facilities, a lighthouse, 
and routes to various Caspian ports. I t  has small manufactures 
(see above) and recently a factory for extracting soda from 
Glauber salts has been established, and sulphur extraction has 
re-commenced. South of it  is a health resort with sulphur springs. 
Derbent, also a port on the Caspian, has wool spinning mills, and 
like Makach-Kala, is a centre for the fishing industry. Kizlyar. 
a t  the head of the Terek delta, is a centre for the vine and fruit 
of the district and should increase in importance if the plans for 
irrigating the area and settling the poverty stricken hill-peasants 
in the surrounding district are successful. An electric station has 
been established a t  Akhty, in the heart of the mountains, on the 
Samur and efforts are being made to drain the Samur delta 
marshes, while another electric station has been established near 
Gunib in the central mountain area. Buinaksk (Temir-Khan- 
Shura) is increasing in importance owing to the establishment of 
fruit preserving works, the products of which can be sent by rail 
to Makach-Kala. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-N. Samurslii, Daghestan (Moscow, 192 j) ; Atlas 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Moscow, 1928) ; see also 
RUSSIA, Bibliography. 

DAGIS: see CASTE. 
DAGNAN-BOUVERET, PASCAL ADOLPHE JEAN 

(185 2-1929), French painter, born in Paris on Feb. 7, 1852. H e  
studied under GCrome at  the &ole des Beaux Arts, and first 
attracted notice by his picture "A Wedding at  the Photographers" 
in the Salon of 1879. H e  joined the movement, initiated by 
Bastien-Lepage in France, which took up the study of contempo- 
rary life. From 1880 onwards he made Brittany with its rustic 
types his special sphere of study. A harmonious green tone per- 
vades his open-air effects. H e  is a fine draughtsman and also prac- 
tises lithography. For the Sorbonne he painted a large panel 
representing Apollo and the Muses. 

DAGO, a name given some

w

hat contemptuously to  Spanish, 
Portuguese and Italian sailors. In  America the word is generally 
confined in its use to  designate the poorer class of Italian immi- 
grants. The word is apparently a corruption of the common 
Spanish and Portuguese Christian name "Diego." 

DAGOBERT I. (d. 639), king of the Franks, was the son of 
Clotaire 11. In  623 his father established him as king of the 
region east of the Ardennes, and in 626 revived for him the 
ancient kingdom of Austrasia, mi~cus Aquitaine and Provence. As 
Dagobert was yet but a child, he was placed under the authority 
of the mayor of the palace, Pepin and Arnulf, bishop of Metz. 
At the death of Clotaire 11. in 629, Dagobert wished to re-estab- 
lish unity in the Frankish realm, and in 629 and 630 made expedi- 
tions into Neustria and Burgundy, where he succeeded on the 
whole in securing the recognition of his authority. I n  Aquitaine he 
gave his brother Caribert the administration of the counties of 
Toulouse, Cahors, Agen, PCrigueux and Saintes; but a t  Caribert's 
death in 632 Dagobert became sole ruler of the whole of the 
Frankish territories south of the Loire. Under him the Merovin- 
gian monarchy attained its culminating point. He restored to the 
royal domain the lands that had been usurped by the great nobles 
and by the Church; he maintained a t  Paris a luxurious, though, 
from the example he himself set, a disorderly court; he was a 
patron of the arts and delighted in the exquisite craftsmanship of 
his treasurer, the goldsmith St. Eloi. His authority was recog- 
nized through the length and breadth of the realm. The duke of 
the Basques came to his court t o  swear fidelity. and at  his villa a t  
Clichy the chief of the Bretons of DomnonC promised obedience. 
H e  intervened in the affairs of the Visigoths of Spain and the 
Lombards of Italy, and was heard with deference. Indeed, as a 



DAGOMBA-DAHLBERG 
sovereign, Dagobert was reckoned superior t o  the other barbarian 
kings. He entered into relations with the eastern empire, and 
swore a "perpetual peace" with the emperor Heraclius; and it 
is probable that the two sovereigns took common measures against 
the Slav and Bulgarian tribes, which ravaged in turn the Byzantine 
state and the German territories subject to the Franks. Dagobert 
protected the Church and placed illustrious prelates a t  the head 
of the bishoprics-Eloi (Eligius) a t  Noyon, Ouen (Audoenus) at 
Rouen, and Didier (Desiderius) a t  Cahors. His reign is also 
marked by the creatioil of numerous monasteries and by renewed 
missionary activity in Flanders and among the Basques. H e  died 
on Jan. 9, 639, and was buried a t  St. Denis. After his death the 
Frankish monarchy was again divided. I n  634 he had been 
obliged t o  give the Austrasians a special king in the person of his 
eldest son Sigebert, and at  the birth of a second son, Clovis, in 
635 the Neustrians had immediately claimed him as king. Thus 
the unification of the realm, which Dagobert had re-established 
with so much pains, was annulled. 

See the Chronicon of Fredegarius; "Gesta Dagoberti I. regis 
Francorurn" in Mon. Germ. hu t .  Script. rer. Meroving. vol. ii. 
edited by B. Krusch; J. H. Albers, Konig Dagobert i n  Gesch., 
L e g ~ n d e ,  und Sage (2nd ed. Kaiserslautern, 1884) ; E. Vacandard, 
Vie de Saint Ouen, dve^qzle de Rouen  (Paris, 1901) ; and H. E. 
Bonnell, Die Anfange des kuroling, Hauses (Berlin, 1866 ) .  ( C .  PF.) 

DAGOMBA, the Hausa name of the Dagbamba in the Da- 
gong district of Tamale and Yendi in the northern parts of the 
Gold Coast, probably parent stock of the Mossi, having the 
same physical, linguistic and social characters; once a powerful 
kingdom which in the 18th century fought against the Ashanti 
and placed the Gondja and Bassari in subjection. They are war- 
riors and cultivators; engaged in cattle-raising and trade, and 
remain animists, with a certain proportion of Muslims. 

See Graf, von Zech, "Land und Leute an der Nord-West Grenze 
von Togo," Mitt. der deutsclz. Sclzutzgebiete (1904). 

DAGON, a native Semitic deity, adopted by the Philistines 
after their settlement in Canaan (Judg. xvi. 21, 23; I Sam. v. I ;  
cf. Josh. xv. 41, I Chron. x. 10, I Macc. x. 83, 84, xi. 4). Identical 
with the Babylonian god Dagan. The name popularly connected 
with the Hebrew word dug, "fish," more closely resembles dagan, 
"corn," and either the name of the deity came to be used to de- 
note "corn," or it  has the more general meaning of "food." See 
Robertson Smith, Rel. o f  the  Semites, 3rd ed. p. 578. Little is 
known of the cult of this god. 

DAGUERRE, LOUIS JACQUES MANDE (1789-18 j ~ )  
French painter and physicist, inventor of the daguerreotype, was 
born at  Cormeilles, in the department of Seine-et-Oise, and died 
on July 12, 1851, a t  Petit-Brie-sur-Marne, near Paris. He was at 
first an inland revenue oflicer and then a scene-painter for the 
opera. I n  1822, in conjunction with Bouton, he opened at  Paris the 
Diorama, an exhibition of pictorial views, the effect of which was 
heightened by changes in the light thrown upon them. A similar 
establishment was opened by Daguerre in Regent's Park, London; 
it was destroyed by fire on March 3, 1839. This reverse was more 
than compensated by the success of his daguerreotype photo- 
graphic process. J. NicCphore Niepce, who since 1814 had been 
seeking to obtain permanent pictures by the action of sunlight, 
learned in 1826 that Daguerre was similarly occupied. The two 
investigators worked together on their "heliographic pictures" 
from 1829 until the death of Niepce in 1833. Daguerre, continuing 
his experiments, discovered eventually the process connected with 
his name. On Jan. 9, 1839, a t  a meeting of the Academy of Sci- 
ences, Arago emphasized the importance of the discovery; and 
Daguerre was appointed an officer of the Legion of Honour. A 
law of 1839 assigned to Daguerre and the heir of Niepce annuities 
of 6,000 and 4,000 francs respectively, on condition that their 
process should be communicated to the Academy. Daguerre's 
process, together with his system of transparent and opaque paint- 
ing, was accordingly published by the government (see PHOTOG- 
RAPHY). 

Daquerre's works are IIistorique et description des proce'de's dzc 
daguerrtotype et dzc diorama (1839) ; and Noziveau moyen de pre'parer 
la couche sentible des plaques destindes ci recevoir les image5 photo- 
grafthzqz~e~ ( I  844). 

DAGUPAN, a municipality (with administrative centre and 
2 0  barrios or districts), and the most important commercial 
centre of the province of Pangasinan, Luzon, Philippine islands, on 
a branch of the Agno river near its entrance into the gulf of 
Lingayen, 125 mi. by rail X.N.W. of Manila. Pop. (1939) 32,602, 
of whom only 54 were whites. I t  is served by the Manila and 
Dagupan railway. Salt is manufactured in the marshes along the 
coast where also alcoholic liquors are distilled from the nipa 
palms which grow in abundance. Besides these products there are 
extensive exports of sugar, maize (corn), palay (rice) and copra, 
which are produced abundantly in the fertile region of which 
Dagupan is the chief port. I t  is also a point of transfer from 
rail to automobile en route to Baguio, and has a meteorological 
station. Of those inhabitants aged 6 to 19, inclusive, 48.4% were 
reported in 1939 as  attending school, while of those ten years 
old and over, 61.7% were reported as literate. The Pangasinan 
language is the vernacular. 

DAHABEAH, an Arabic word for a passenger boat used by 
natives on the Nile. The typical form is that of a barge-like 
house-boat provided with sails, resembling the painted galleys 
represented on the tombs of the Pharaohs. Similar state barges 
were used by the Mohammedan rulers of Egypt, and to the cir- 
cumstance that these vessels were ornamented with gilding is 
attributed the usual derivation of the name from gold. Before 
the introduction of steamers, dahabeahs were generally used by 
travellers ascending the Nile, and they are still the favourite 
mode of travelling for the leisured and wealthy classes. The 
modern dahabeah is often made of iron, draws about 2ft. of 
water, and is provided with one very large and one small sail. 
According to size it  provides accommodation for from two to a 
dozen passengers. Steam dahabeahs are also built to  meet the 
requirements of tourists. 

DAHL, HANS (1849-I~IO), Korwegian painter, was born 
at Hardanger on Feb. 19, 1849. After serving in the Swedish army 
he studied art at Karlsruhe and at  Diisseldorf in Germany, being 
a notable painter especially of landscape and genre. In  1889 he 
settled in Berlin. His work had considerable humour, but his col- 
ouring was hard and rather crude. His pictures were very popular 
in Norway 

DAHL, JOBANN KRISTEN CLAUSEN (1788-1857), 
Norwegian landscape painter, was born in Bergen on Feb. 24, 
1788, and died in Dresden on Oct. 14, 1857. H e  settled in Dres- 
den in 1818. Dahl is usually included in the German school, al- 
though he was nearly 40 when he finally took up his abode in 
Dresden, where he became professor. At Dresden may be seen 
many of his works, notably a large picture called "Norway" and 
a "Storm at  Sea." 

See A. Aubert, Maleren Professor Dahl (1788-1857). 
DAHL, MICHAEL (16 j6-I 743), Swedish portrait painter, 

was born at  Stockholm. In  1688 he settled in England, and be- 
came for some years a dangerous rival to Kneller. He painted 
portraits of Princess Anne (afterwards queen), Prince George of 
Denmark and others. Through Prince George, he obtained a com- 
mission to paint the portraits of many naval officers for Greenwich 
Hospital. Much of his best work is a t  Hampton Court and at 
Petworth. He died in London on Oct. 20, 1743, having out-lived 
his great popularity. 

See W .  Nisser, Michael Dahl and the Contemporary School of P a b t -  
;ng in England (1928). 

DAHLAK ISLANDS, an Archipelago consisting of a group 
of islands off the Bay of Massawa forming part of the Italian 
colony of Eritrea. They are chiefly of coral formation, three 
~slands only being inhabited. A trade in pearl and sponge fishing 
has been conducted since Roman times. See also ERITREA. 

DAHLBERG (DAHLBERGH), ERIK JOHANSEN, 
COUNT (1625-1703), Swedish soldier and engineer, was born 
3t Stockholm on Oct. 20, 162 5.  AS adjutant-general and engineer 
ldviser to Charles X. (Gustavus) he had a great share in the 
famous crossing of the frozen Belts, and at  the sieges of Copen- 
iagen and Kronborg he directed the engineers. In  spite of these 
jistinguished services, Dahlberg remained an obscure lieutenant- 
:olonel for many years. I n  1676 he became director-general of 
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fortifications, and in the wars of the next 2 5  years he rendered dis- 
tinguished service, alike in attack (as at Helsingborg in 1677, and 
Dunamiinde in 1700) and defence (as in the two sieges of Riga 
in I 700), and his work in repairing the fortresses of his own coun- 
try, not less important, earned for him the title of the "Vauban of 
Sweden." He retired as field-marshal in I 702, and died at Stock- 
holm on Jan. 26, 1703. 

See H. Heden, Erik Dahlberg (1900). 
DAHLGREN, JOHN ADOLF ( I  809-1 870), admiral in the 

U.S. navy, was the son of the Swedish consul at Philadelphia, Pa., 
and was born in that city on Nov. 13, 1809. He entered the navy 
in 1826, and saw some service in the Civil War in command of the 
South Atlantic blockading squadron, but was chiefly notable as a 
scientific officer. His knowledge of mathematics caused him to be 
employed on the coast survey in 1834. In 1847 he was transferred 
to the ordnance department. In  this post he applied himself to the 
improvement of the guns of the navy. H e  was the inventor of the 
smooth bore gun which bore his name, but was from its shape 
familiarly known as "the soda water bottle." I t  was used in the 
Civil War, and for several years afterwards in the U.S. navy. 
Dahlgren's guns were first mounted in a vessel named the "Experi- 
ment," which cruised under his command from 1857 till 1859. 
They were "the first practical application of results obtained by 
experimental determinations of pressure at  different points along 
the bore, by Colonel Bomford's tests-that is by boring holes in 
the walls of the gun, through which the pressure acts upon other 
bodies, such as pistol balls, pistons, etc." When the Civil War 
broke out, he was on ordnance duty in the Washington navy yard, 
and he was one of the three officers who did not resign from Con- 
federate sympathies. His rank at  the time was commander, and 
the command could be held only by a captain. President Lincoln 
insisted on retaining Commander Dahlgren, and he was qualified to 
keep the post by special act of Congress. He became post-captain 
in 1862, rear-admiral in 1863, and was in command of the Wash- 
ington navy yard when he died on July 12, 1870. 

A memoir of Admiral Dahlgren by his widow was published at 
Boston in 1 8 8 2 .  (D. H.) 

DAHLGREN, KARL FREDRIK (1791-1844), Swedish 
poet, was born a t  Stensbruk in Ostergotland on June 20, 1791. 
At a time when literary partisanship ran high in Sweden, and the 
writers divided themselves into "Goths" and "Phosphorists," 
Dahlgren made himself indispensable to the Phosphorists by his 
polemical activity. In  the mock-heroic poem of Markalls somnlosa 
rziifter (Markall's Sleepless Nights), in which the Phosphorists 
ridiculed the academician Per Adam Wallmark and others, Dahl- 
gren, who was a genuine humorist, took a prominent part. In 1825 
he published Babels Torn (The Tower of Babel), a satire, and a 
comedy, Argus in Olympe~z; and in 1828 two volumes of poems. 
I n  1829 he was appointed to an ecclesiastical post in Stockholm, 
which he held until his death. I n  a series of odes and dithyrambic 
pieces, entitled 2,follbergs Epistlar (1819, 18zo), he strove to 
emulate the wonderful lyric genius of K. M. Bellman, of whom he 
was a student and follower. From 1825 to 1827 he edited a critical 
journal entitled Kometcn (The Comet), and in company with 
Almqvist he founded the Ma~zlzc~~~sjorbu~zd, a short-lived society 
of agricultural socialists. In  1834 he collected his poems in one 
volume; and in 1837 appeared his last book, Angbdts-Singer 
(Steamboat Songs). H e  died a t  Stockholm on May I ,  1844. Dahl- 
gren is one of the best humorous writers that Sweden has pro- 
duced; but he was perhaps at  his best in realistic and idyllic de- 
scription. His little poem, Zephyr aftd the Girl, which is to be 
found in every selection from Swedish poetry, is a good example 
of his sensuous and ornamented style. 

His works were collected and published after his death by A. J. 
Arwidsson ( 5  vols., Stockholm, 1 8 4 7 - 5 2 ) .  

DAHLIA, a genus of tuberous-rooted herbs of the family 
Compositae (q.v.), containing 12 species indigenous to the high 
plateaus of Mexico and Central America. The dahlia was first 
introduced into Britain from Spain in 1789 by the marchioness 
of Bute. The species was probably D. pin?zata, from which many 
of the forms now common have originated. The cactus dahlias, 
however, are derived from D. Juarezi, a species from Mexico and 

Guatemala, or from D. popenovi. The flowers, a t  the time of the 
first introduction of the plant, were single, with a yellow disk 
and dull scarlet rays; under cultivation, flowers of numerous 
brilliant hues have been produced. The flower has been modified 
also from a flat to a globular shape, and the arrangement of the 
florets has been rendered quite distinct in the peony and anemone- 
like kinds. 

The ordinary natural height of the dahlia is about 7 o r  8 ft.. 
but one of the dwarf races grows to only 18 in. With changes in 
the flower, changes in habit have been brought about by cultiva- 

tion; varieties of the plant have 
been produced which require 
more moisture than others; and 
the period of flowering has been 
much extended. 

The hundreds of varieties are 
classed under 13 different types, 
of which the best known are: ( I )  
Single dahlias. These have been 
derived from D. coccinea; they 
have a disk of tubular florets 
surrounded by the large showy 
ray florets. (2 )  Show dahlias, 
large and double, quilled flowers 
self-coloured or pale-coloured 
and edged or tipped with a 
darker colour. (3) Fancy dahlias, 
resembling the show but having 

FROM CURTIS BOTANICAL MAGAZINE 
the florets striped or tipped with 

D A H L I A  ( D A H L I A  P I N N A T A ) ,  A NA. a second tint. (4) Bozlquet or 
TIVE OF MEX ICO NAMED I N  HONOUR Pompon dahlias, with much 
OF THE SWEDISH BOTANIST DAHL smaller double, quilled flowers of 
AND THE ORIGIN OF MANY GARDEN colours. 
FORMS 

(5) Cactus 
dahlias, probably derived from 

D. Juarezi, a form which has given rise to a beautiful race with 
pointed starry flowers. (6) Peony-flowered dahlias, a race with 
large, floppy heads, broad florets and several disk florets in centre. 

New varieties are procured from seed, which should be sown 
indoors in pots or pans towards the end of March, o r  placed in a 
hotbed or propagating pit, the young plants being pricked off into 
pots or boxes, and gradually hardened off for planting out in June; 
they will flower the same season if the summer is genial. The older 
varieties are propagated by dividing the large tuberous roots, in 
doing which care must be taken to leave an eye t o  each portion of 
tuber, otherwise it  will not grow. Valuable varieties are some- 
times grafted on the roots of others. Another mode of propaga- 
tion is by cuttings, to  obtain which, young non-flowering shoots 
are taken off with a heel, and planted singly in small pots filled 
with fine sandy soil. They root speedily, and are then trans- 
ferred to larger pots in light rich soil, and their growth encour- 
aged until the planting-out season arrives, about the middle of 
June, when the pots are plunged. In  the fall the pots are dug 
and stored in a frost-free place. The tubers are then ready for 
growth the following spring. Dahlias succeed best in an open 
situation, and in rich deep loam. but there is scarcely any garden 
soil in which they will not thrive, if i t  is manured. Dahlias flower 
on till they are interrupted by frost in autumn. The tubers are 
then taken up, dried, and stored in some place where they may be 
secure from frost and moisture. Earwigs are very destructive, 
eating o2t the young buds and florets. Small flowerpots half- 
filled with dry moss and inverted on stakes placed among the 
branches form a useful trap. The tarnished plant bug, sometimes 
a troublesome pest, can be controlled by arsenical sprays. 

DAHLMANN, FRIEDRICH CHRISTOPH ( I  785- 
1860), German historian and politician, was born a t  Wismar oil 

May 13, 1785; he came of an old Hanseatic family of Wismar, 
which then belonged to Sweden. He studied classical philology 
a t  Copenhagen and Halle, and again a t  Copenhagen. After finish- 
ing his studies, he translated some of the Greek tragic poets, and 
the Clouds of Aristophanes. But he was also interested in modern 
literature and philosophy, and in the political developments of his 
time. I n  1809, on the news of the outbreak of war in Austria, 
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Dahlmann, together with the poet Heinrich von Kleist, whom he 
had met in Dresden, went to Bohemia, and was afterwards with 
the Imperial army until the battle of Aspern. After taking his 
doctor's degree at  Wittenberg (1810) he qualified a t  Copenhagen 
in 1811 as a lecturer on ancient literature and history, on which 
he delivered lectures in Latin. I n  1812 he received a chair at 
Kiel university. 

From 1815 onwards, as secretary to  the perpetual deputation 
of the estates of Schleswig-Holstein, he began in memoirs, or 
articles in the Kieler Blatter, which he founded himself, to  advo- 
cate the half-forgotten rights of the Elbe duchies, as against 
Denmark. The Danes afterwards accused him of having invented 
the Schleswig-Holstein question (9 .v . ) .  After his transference to 
the chair of history a t  Gottingen in 1829, he had a share in  fram- 
ing the Hanoverian constitution of 1833; and when in 1837 the 
new king Ernest Augustus declared the constitution invalid, Dahl- 
mann inspired the famous protest of the seven professors of 
Gottingen. H e  was deprived of his position and banished, but 
German national feeling had been stimulated by his action. 

After some years spent in  Leipzig and Jena, King Frederick 
William IV. appointed him in Oct. 1842 to a professorship at 
Bonn. His Politik (1835) had already made him a great name as 
a writer; he now published his Danische Geschichte (1840-43)) a 
historical work of the first rank; and this was soon followed by 
histories of the English and French revolutions, which advocated 
constitutional monarchy. After the revolution of 1848 broke out, 
the "father of German nationality" was appointed one of the 
committee of 17 nominated to draw up a draft constitution for 
submission to the national assembly summoned a t  Frankfurt. 
Dahlmann represented Prussia on this committee, and with the 
jurist Albrecht drafted a scheme. (See  also GERMANY.) Dahlmann 
was also a member of the parliament. His object was to  make Ger- 
many as far as possible a united constitutional monarchy, with the 
exclusion of the non-German Austrian dominions. Prussia was to 
provide the emperor, but a t  the same time-and in this lay the 
doctrinaire weakness of the system-was to give up its separate 
existence, consecrated by history, in the same way as the other 
States. When Frederick William IV. was elected hereditary em- 
peror (March 28, 1849), Dahlmann was one of the deputation 
which offered the crown to the king in Berlin. The king's refusal 
was less of a surprise to him than to most of his colleagues. He 
counted on being able to compel recognition of the constitution by 
the moral pressure of the consent of the people. I t  was only when 
the attitude of the Radicals made it  clear to him that this course 
would lead to a revolution, that he decided, after a long struggle, 
to  retire from the national parliament (May 21). H e  was still, 
however, one of the chief promoters of the conference of the 
imperial party a t  Gotha; and he took part in the sessions of the 
first Prussian chamber (1849-50) and of the parliament of Erfurt 
(1850). But finally, convinced that for the moment all efforts 
towards the unity of Germany were unavailing, he retired from 
political life and again took up his work of teaching at  Bonn. His 
last years were, however, saddened by illness, bereavement and 
continual friction with his colleagues. H e  died on Dec. 5 ,  1860. 

Dahlmann's chief works were:- Quellenkunde de' r detttschen 
Geschichte nach der Folge der Begebenheiten geordnet (1830, 7th 
edition of Dahlmann-Waitz, Quellenkunde, Leipzig, 1906) ; Politik, 
auf den  Gri'lnd und das Mass  der gegebenen Zustande zuriick, 
gefiihrt (1835); Geschichte Danemarks (3  vols., 1840-43); 
Geschichte der englischen Revolution (1844); Gesc*hte def  
f ranzosischen Revolzrtion (1845). 

See A. Springer, Friedrich Christoplz Dahlmann (a  vols., 1870-72) ; 
and H. v. Treitschke, Histor. und polit. Aufsatze, i. 365 et seq.; Chris- 
tern, F. C. Dahlmann's politische Entwicklung bis 1848 (1921). 

DAHLSTJERNA, GUNNO (1661-1709), Swedish poet 
whose original surname was Eurelius, was born at  ~ h r ,  Dalsland 
where his father was rector. H e  studied at  Uppsala, became a 
land-surveyor, and in 1681 was sent on professional business tc 
Livonia, then under Swedish rule. Returning to Sweden he became 
in 1699, head of the land survey department. In  1702 he was 
ennobled under the name of Dahlstjerna. His death, which took 
place in Pomerania, is said to have been hastened by the disastrou: 

news of the battle of Poltava. Dahlstjerna's patriotism was 
touching in its pathos and intensity, and during his long periods 
of professional exile he comforted himself by the composition of 
songs to his beloved Sweden. At his best he easily surpasses all 
the Swedish poets of his time. His best-known original work is 
Kungaskald (Stettin, 1697)) an elegy on the death of Charles XI. 
I t  is written in alexandrines, arranged in ottava rima, and contains 
many passages full of melody. Dahlstjerna was a reformer in 
language, and it  has been well said by Atterbom that in this poem 
"he treats the Swedish speech just as dictatorially as Charles XI .  
and Charles XII .  treated the Swedish nation." I n  1690 was 
printed a t  Stettin his paraphrase of the Pastor Fido of Guarini. 
His most popular work is his Gotha kampavisa o m  Konungen och 
Herr Peder (The Goth's Battle Song, concerning the King and 
Master Peter; Stockholm, 1701). The king is Charles XII .  and 
Master Peter is the tsar of Russia. This spirited ballad lived 
almost until our own days on the lips of the people as a folk-song. 

The works of Dahlstjerna have been collected by P. Hanselli, in 
the Samlade Vitterhetsarbeten af svenska Forfattare frdn Stjernhjelm 
till Dalin (Uppsala, 1856, etc.). 

DAHN, JULIUS SOPHUS FELIX (1834-I~IZ), German 
historian, jurist and poet, was born on Feb. 9, 1834, in Hamburg, 
where his father, Friedrich Dahn (1811-89), was a leading actor 
a t  the city theatre. His mother, Constance Dahn, ne'e Le Gay, 
was a noted actress. I n  1834 the family moved to Munich. Felix 
Dahn studied law and philosophy in Munich and Berlin from 1849 
to 1853. His first works were in jurisprudence, Uber  die Wirk lmg 
der Klagverjakrung bei  Obligationen (Munich, 185 5), and Studien 
zur Geschichte der  germanischen Gottesurteile (Munich, 1857). 
In  1857 he became docent in. German law a t  Munich university, 
and in 1862 professor-extraordinary, but in 1863 was called to  
Wiirzburg to  a full professorship. I n  1872 he removed to the Uni- 
versity of Konigsberg, and in 1888 settled a t  Breslau, becoming 
rector of the university in 1895. Meanwhile in addition to  many 
legal works of high standing, he had begun the publication of a 
long series of histories and historical romances. His chief histories, 
besides many monographs and shorter works, were Die Konige der 
Germanen (vols. i.-vi., Munich and Wurzburg, 1861-70, ~01s .  vii.- 
xi., Leipzig, 1894-1908) ; Die Urgeschichte der germanischen und 
romanischen Volker  (1881-90) and Geschichte der deutschen 
Urzeit (Gotha, 1883-SS), all of which combine a wealth of learn- 
ing and critical skill with great imaginative insight. Many of his 
essays were collected in the series of Bausteine (6  vols., 1879-84). 
His historical romances, although immensely popular, have less 
enduring value. The best known are E i n  Kampf  u m  R o m .  ( 4  vols., 
1876) ; Odhins Tros t  (1880) ; Die Kreuzfahrer (1884) ; Bis z u m  
Tode getreu (1887) ; Odhins Ruche (1891) ; Julian der Abtriinnige 
(1894). Dahn also published some poetry. His wife Therese, 
ne'e Freiin von Droste-Hulshoff, was joint-author with him of 
U'alhall, Germanische Co t t e r  und Heldensagen (Leipzig, 1898). 
Dahn's fictional work, prose and verse, was published in a collected 
edition (21 VO~S., 1898 and 1901). Dahn also published four 
volumes of memoirs, Erinnerungen (Leipzig, 1890-95). 

DAHOMEEN, a people living in Dahomey in the Abomey 
-Allada-Wida district of Africa. The hierarchical monarchy for- 
merly comprised king, ministers and high court functionaries, an 
organized standing army comprising several regiments including 
one composed of women (Amazons), with distinct social ranks 
of princes, high dignitaries, people and slaves. The extended 
patrilineal family group (hennu)  had property in common under 
the headship of the patriarch (Hennzc-daho), with individual own- 
ership of personal possessions. Marriage was prohibited between 
members of the same family. Succession passed to the son, thence 
to the brother, afterwards to  the nephew. They practised hus- 
bandry, arboriculture and trade. They were animists, who long 
practised human sacrifice and there are traces of totemism (leop- 
ard and serpent cults). Secret societies and male and female 
sacerdotal organization existed. 

See Le HCrissC, L'Ancien Royaume du Dahomey (1911). 
DAHOMEY (Fr. Dahome'), one of the colonies of the group 

of French West Africa. Dahomey is bounded south by the Gulf 
of Guinea, east by Nigeria (British), north by the colonies on the 
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Niger and upper Volta, and on the north-west by the Togo, the 
eastern portion of which was placed under French mandate by 
xn Anglo-French agreement of July 10, 1919. With a coast-line 
of only 75 m. (I' 38' E .  to 2' 46' 55'' E.), the area of the colony 
is 43.232 sq.km. and the population (1936) 1,351,500, of whom 
1,014 are European. As far as g o  N. the width of the colony is no 
greater than the coast-line. From this point, the colony broadens 
out both eastward and westward, attaining a maximum width of 
200  miles I t  includes the western part of Borgu (q.v.), and 
reaches the Niger a t  a spot a little above 1110. Its greatest length 
north to south is 430 miles. 

Phys ica l  Features.-The littoral, part of the old Slave Coast 
(see GUINEA), is very low, sandy and obstructed by a bar. Behind 
the seashore is a line of lagoons, where small steamers can ply; 
east to  west they are those of Porto Novo (or Lake Nokue), 
Whydah and Grand Popo. The Weme (300 m. long), the most 
important river running south, drains the colony from the Bariba 
country to  Porto Novo, entering the lagoon so named. The Zu is 
a western affluent of the Weme. Farther west is the Kuffu (150 
m. long), which, before entering the Whydah lagoon, broadens out 
into a lake or lagoon called AhCmC, 2 0  m. long by 5 m. broad. 
The Niger forms the north-east frontier of the colony (see NIGER). 

For some 50 m. inland the country is flat, and, after the first 
mile or two of sandy waste is passed, covered with dense vegeta- 
tion. At this distance (so m.) from the coast is a great swamp 
known as the Lama marsh. I t  extends east to west some 2 5  m. 
and north to  south 6 t o  g miles. North of the swamp the land 
rises by regular stages t o  about 1,650 ft., the high plateau falling 
again to the basin of the Niger. I n  the north-west a range of hills 
known as the Atacora forms a watershed between the basins of the 
Weme, the Niger and the Volta. A large part of the interior 
consists of undulating country, rather barren with occasional 
patches of forest. The forests contain the baobab, the coco-nut 
palm and the oil palm. The fauna resembles that of other parts 
of the west coast, but the larger wild animals, such as the elephant 
and hippopotamus, are rare. 

Climate.-The climate of the coast regions is very hot and 
moist. Four seasons are well marked: the harmattan or long dry 
season, from Dec. I to March 15; the season of the great rains, 
from March I 5 to  July IS ;  the short dry season, from July 15 to 
Sept. 15; and the "little rains," from Sept. 15 to Dec. I. Near 
the sea the average temperature is about 80" F. The harmattan 
prevails for several days in succession, and alternates with winds 
from the south and south-west. During its continuance the ther; 
mometer falls about IO', there is not the slightest moisture in the 
atmosphere, vegetation dries rrp or droops, the skin parches and 
peels, and all woodwork is liable t o  warp and crack with a loud 
report. Tornadoes occur occasionally. During nine months of the 
year the climate is tempered by a sea breeze, which is felt as far 
inland as Abomey (60 m.). I t  generally begins in the morning, 
and in the summer it  often increases t o  a stiff gale at  sundown. 
I n  the interior there are but two seasons: the dry season (Novem- 
ber to May) and the rainy season (June to October). The rains 
are more scanty and diminish considerably in the northern regions. 

Inhabitants.- The inhabitants of the coast region are of pure 
negro stock. The Dahomeyans (Dahomi), who inhabit the central 
part of the colony, form one of 18 closely-allied clans occupying 
the country between the Volta and Porto Novo, and from their 
common tongue known as  the Ewe-speaking tribes. In  their own 
tongue Dahomeyans are called Fon or Djedjes. They are tall 
and well-formed, proud, reserved in demeanour, polite in their 
intercourse with strangers, warlike and keen traders. The Mina, 
who occupy the district of the Popos, are noted for their skill 
as surf-men, which has gained for them the title of the Krumen 
of Dahomey. Porto Novo is inhabited by a tribe called Nago, 
which has an admixture of Yoruba blood and speaks a Yoruba 
dialect. The Nago are a peaceful tribe and even keener traders 
than the Dahomi. I n  Whydah and other coast towns are many 
mulattos, speaking Portuguese and bearing high-sounding Portu- 
guese names. In  the north the inhabitants-Mahi, Bariba, Gur- 
mai-.are also of negro stock, but scarcely so civilized as the 
coast tribes. Settled among them are communities of Fula and 

Hausas. There are many converts to Islam in the northern dis- 
tricts, but the Mahi and Dahomeyans proper are nearly all fetish 
worshippers. 

The chief port and the seat of government is Kotonu, the 
starting-point of a railway to the Niger. An iron pier, which 
extends well beyond the surf, affords facilities for shipping. 
Kotonu was originally a small village which served as the seaport 
of Porto Novo and was burnt to the ground in 1890. I t  has con- 
sequently the advantage of being a town laid out by Europeans 
on a definite plan. Situated on the beach between the sea and 
the lagoon of Porto Novo, the soil consists of heavy sand. Good 
hard roads have been made. Owing t o  a n  almost continuous, cool, 
westerly sea breeze, Kotonu is, jn comparison with the other coast 
towns, decidedly healthy for white men. Porto Novo (population 
in 1936, 23,500), the former French headquarters and chief 
business centre, is on the northern side of the lagoon of the 
same name and 2 0  mi north-east of Iiotonu by water The 
town has had many names, and that by which it ;s Icnown to 
Europeans was given by the Portuguese in the 17th century. I t  
contains numerous churches and mosques, public buildings and 
merchants' residences. Whydah, 23 m. west of Kotonu, is an old 
and formerly thickly-populated town. I ts  population is  9,610. 
I t  is built on the north bank of the coast lagoon about 2 m. 
from the sea. There is no harbour a t  the beach, and landing is 
effected in boats made expressly t o  pass through the surf, par- 
ticularly heavy here. I n  consequence of the thousands of orange 
and citron trees which adorn it, Whydah is called ' thc gardeii 
of Dahomey." West of Whydah, on the coast and near the fron- 
tier of Togoland, is the trading town of Grand Popo. Inland in 
Dahomey proper are Abomey ( q . v . ) ,  the ancient capital, Allada, 
Kana (formerly the country residence and burial-place of the 
kings of Dahomey) and Dogba. I n  the hinterland are Carnotville 
(a town of French creation), Kikki and Paraku, Borgu towns, and 
Garu, on the right bank of the Niger near the British frontier. 

A g r i c u l t u r e  and Trade.-The agriculture, trade and com- 
merce of Dahomey proper are essentially different from that of 
the hinterland (Haut Dakonze'). The soil of Dahomey proper is 
naturally fertile and is capable of being highly cultivated. I t  
consists of a rich clay of a deep red colour. Finely-powdered 
quartz and yellow mica are met with, denoting the deposit of 
disintegrated granite from the interior. The principal product 
is palm-oil, which is made in large quantities throughout the 
country. The district of Toffo is particularly noted for its oil- 
palm orchards. Palm-wine is also made, but the manufacture 
is discouraged a s  the process destroys the tree. Next to  palm-oil 
the principal vegetable products are maize, guinea-corn, cassava, 
yams, sweet potatoes, plantains, coco-nuts, oranges, limes and 
the African apple, which grows almost wild. The country also 
produces ground-nuts, kola-nuts, pine-apples, guavas, spices of 
all kinds, ginger, okros (Hibiscus), sugar-cane, onions, tomatoes 
and papaws. Cattle, sheep, goats and fowl are scarce. There is a 
large fishing industry in the lagoons. Round the villages, and 
here and there in the forest, clearings are met with, cultivated 
in places, but agriculture is in  a backward condition. I n  the 
grassy uplands of the interior cattle and horses thrive, and cot- 
ton of a fairly good quality is grown by the inhabitants. The plan- 
tations have been developed by Europeans and production amounts 
to about 1,200 tons. The prosperity of the country depends chiefly 
on the export of palm-oil and palm-kernels. Copra, kola-nuts, 
rubber and dried fish are also exported, the fish going to Lagos. 
The adulteration of the palm-kernels by the natives, which became 
a serious menace to trade, was partially checked (1900-03) by 
measures taken to ensure the inspection of the kernels before 
shipment. Trade is mainly with Germany and Great Britain, a 
large proportion of the cargo passing through the British port of 
Lagos. Some 30% of the commerce is with France. Cotton goods 
(chiefly from Great Britain), machinery and metals, alcohol (from 
Germany) and tobacco are the chief imports. The volume of 
trade is 368,000,ooo francs (imports, ~8h,ooo,ooo francs; exports 
182,000,000). By the Anglo-French Convention of 1898 the im- 
position of diiferential duties on goods of British origin was for- 
bidden. 
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Communications.- The Dahoiney railway from Kotonu to the 

Niger is of metre gauge (3.28 ft .) .  Work was begun in 1900, and 
in 1902 the main line was completed to Toffo, a distance of 55 
miles. Some difficulty was then encountered in crossing the Lama 
Marsh, but by the end of 1905 the railway had been carried 
through Abomey to Pauignan, 1 2 0  m. from Kotonu. I n  1907 the 
rails had reached SavC. 162 m. farther north. This line is to be 
carried on as far as Gaza, where it  ~vill reach the Niger. A branch 
railway from the main line serves the western part of the colony. 
I t  goes via Whydah to SegboruC on Lake AhCmC, and it  is intended 
that it shall be prolonged so as to connect the railway system of 
Dahomey with that of Togo. Besides the railways, tramway lines 
exist in various parts of Dahomey. One, 28 m. long, runs from 
Porto Novo through the market town of Adjara to Sakete, close 
to the British frontier in the direction of Lagos. This line serves 
a belt of country rich in oil-palms. Kotonu is a regular port of 
call for steamers from Europe to the west coast, and there is also 
regular steamship communication along the lagoons between Porto 
Novo and Lagos. There is a steamboat service between Porto 
Novo and Kotonu. A telegraph line connects Kotonu with 
Abomey, the Niger and Senegal. 

Administration.- The colony is administered by a lieutenant- 
governor, assisted by a council composed of official and unofficial 
members. I t  is divided into 12 circles or provinces. Over each 
circle is an administrator with extensive powers. Native laws and 
customs are as far as possible, retained. Natives, however, may 
place themselves under the jurisdiction of the French law. In  
general the administrative system is the same as that for all the 
colonies of French West Africa ( 9 . v . ) .  The chief source of 
revenue is the customs, while the capitation tax contributes most 
to the local budget. 

HISTORY 
The history of Dahomey begins about the commencement of 

the 17th century. At that period the country now known as 
Dahomey was included in the extensive kingdom of Allada or 
Ardrah, of which the capital was the present town of Allada, on 
the road from Jlihydah to Abomey. Allada became dismembered 
on the death of a reigning sovereign, and three separate kingdoms 
were constituted under his three sons. One state was formed by 
one brother round the old capital of Allada, and retained the name 
of Allada or Ardrah; another brother migrated to the east and 
formed a state known under the name of Porto Novo; while the 
third brother, Takudonu, travelled northwards, and after some 
vicissitudes established the kingdom of Dahomey. About I 724-28 
Dahomey, having become a powerful state, invaded and conquered 
successively Allada and Whydah. 

King Gezo ascended the throne about the year 1818, and dur- 
ing a reign of 40 years raised the power of Dahomey to its highest 
pitch, extending greatly the border of his kingdom to the north. 
He boasted of having first organized the Amazons, a force of 
women to whom he attributed his successes. The Amazons, how- 
ever, were State soldiery long before Gezo's reign, and what he 
really did was to reorganize and strengthen the force. 

E u r o p e a n  Rivalry.-In 18 j~ Gezo attacked Abeokuta in  the 
Yoruba country and the centre of the Egba power, but was beaten 
back. I n  the same year the king signed a commercial treaty with 
France, and undertook to preserve "the integrity of the territory 
belonging to the French fort" at  Whydah. The fort was one built 
in the 17th century, and in 1842 made over to  a French mer- 
cantile house. England, Portugal and Brazil also had "forts" at  
Whydah-all in a ruinous condition and ungarrisoned-and when 
in 1852 England, to prevent the slave-trade, blockaded the Da- 
homeyan coast, energetic protests were made by Portugal and 
France, based on the existence of these "forts." I n  1858 Gezo 
died. H e  had greatly reduced the custom of human sacrifice, and 
left instructions that after his death there was to  be no general 
sacrifice of the palace women. 

Gezo was succeeded by his son GlCglC (or GClClC), whose at- 
tacks on neighbouring states, persecution of native Christians, 
and encouragement of the slave-trade involved him in difficulties 
with Great Britain and France. I t  was, as Lord Russell said, to 

check "the aggressive spirit of the king of Dahomey" that Eng- 
land in 1861 annexed the island of Lagos. Nevertheless, in the 
foilowing year GlCglC captured Ishagga and in 1864 unsuccessfully 
attacked Abeokuta, both towns in the Lagos hinterland. In  1863 
a step was taken by France which was the counterpart of the 
British annexation of Lagos. The kingdom of Porto Novo ac- 
cepted a French protectorate, and an Anglo-French agreement of 
1864 fixed its boundaries. This protectorate was soon afterwards 
abandoned by Napoleon III . ,  but was re-established in 1882. At 
this period the rivalry of European powers for possessions in 
Africa was becoming acute, and German agents appeared on the 
Dahomeyan coast. However, by an arrangement concluded in 
1885, the German protectorate in Guinea was confined to Togo, 
save for the town of Little Popo at  the western end of the lagoon 
of Grand Popo. I n  Jan. 1886 Portugal-in virtue of her ancient 
rights a t  Whydah-announced that she had assumed a protectorate 
over the Dahomeyan coast, but she was induced by France to 
withdraw her protectorate in Dec. 1887. Finally, the last inter- 
national difficulty in the way of France was removed by the Anglo- 
French agreement of 1889, whereby Kotonu was surrendered by 
Great Britain. France claimed rights a t  Kotonu in virtue of 
treaties concluded with GlCglC in 1868 and 1878, but the chiefs 
of the town had placed themselves under the protection of the 
British at Lagos. 

F r e n c h  Conquests.-With the arrangements between the Euro- 
pean Powers the Dahomeyans had little to  do, and in 1889, the 
year in which the Anglo-French agreement was signed, trouble 
arose between Dahomey and the French. A French force was 
landed at  Kotonu, and severe fighting followed, in which the 
Amazons played a conspicuous part. I n  Oct. 1890 a treaty was 
signed which secured to France Porto Novo and Kotonu, and to 
the king of Dahomey an annual pension of f8oo. I t  was unlikely 
that peace on such terms would prove lasting, and the slave-raid- 
ing expeditions of Behanzin, Gl6glC's son, who succeeded in 1889. 
led in 1892 to a new war with France. General Dodds was placed 
in command of a strong force of Europeans and Senegalese. 
and after a sharp campaign during September and October com- 
pletely defeated the Dahomeyan troops. Behanzin set fire to 
Abomey (entered by the French troops on Nov. 17) and fled north. 
Pursued by the enemy, abandoned by his people, he surrendered 
unconditionally on Jan. 25, 1894. 

Thus ended the independent existence of Dahomey. The French 
divided it into two parts-Abomey and Allada-placing on the 
throne of Abomey a brother of the exiled monarch. Whydah and 
the adjacent territory was annexed to France on Dec. 3, 1892, and 
the rest of Dahomey placed under a French protectorate at  the 
same time. The prince who had been made king of Abomey was 
found intriguing against the French, and in 1900 was exiled by 
them to the Congo. 

Dahomey conquered, the French a t  once set to  work to secure 
as much of the hinterland as possible. On the north they pene- 
trated to the Niger, on the east they entered Borgu (a  country 
claimed by the Royal Niger Company for Great Britain), on the 
west they overlapped the territory claimed by Germany as the 
hinterland of Togo. The struggle with Great Britain and Germany 
for supremacy in this region forms one of the most interesting 
chapters in the story of the partition of Africa. I n  the result 
France succeeded in securing a junction between Dahomey and 
her other possessions in West Africa, but failed to  secure any part 
of the Niger navigable from the sea. (See AFRICA: History, and 
NIGERIA.) A Franco-German convention of 1897 settled the 
boundary on the west, and the Anglo-French convention of 1898 
defined the frontier on the east. I n  1899, on the disintegration of 
the French Sudan, the districts of Fada N'Gurma and Say, lying 
north of Borgu, were added to Dahomey, but in 1907 they were 
transferred to Upper Senegal-Niger, with which colony they are 
closely connected both geographically and ethnologically. From 
1894 onward the French devoted great attention to the develop- 
ment of the material resources of the country. I n  1911 they de- 
posed the chief, a member of the old royal family, whom they had 
installed at  Abomey. His territory was divided among petty chiefs 
under the direct control of the French resident, and the whole 
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country became the colony of Dahomey and dependencies. I n  
1912 a Franco-German convention delimited ;he Dahomey-Togo- 
land boundary; but two years later Togoland was invaded and 
conquered by the French and British. 
The 'cCustoms."--The Dahomey "customs" have given the 

country an infamous notoriety. They appear to date from the 
middle of the 17th century, and were of two kinds: the grand cus- 
toms performed on the death of a king; and the minor customs, 
held twice a year. The horrors of these saturnalia of bloodshed 
were attributable not to  a love of cruelty but to filial piety. Upon 
the death of a king human victims were sacrificed a t  his grave to  
supply him with wives, attendants, etc., in the spirit world. The 
grand customs surpassed the annual rites in splendour and blood- 
shed. At those held in 1791 during January, February and March, 
it is stated that no fewer than 500 men, women and children were 
put to death. The minor customs were first heard of in Europe 
in the early years of the 18th century. They formed continuations 
of the grand customs, and "periodically supplied the departed mon- 
arch with fresh attendants in the shadowy world." The actual 
slaughter was preluded by dancing, feasting, speechmaking and 
elaborate ceremonial. The victims, chiefly prisoners of war, were 
dressed in calico shirts decorated round the neck and down the 
sleeves with bindings, and with a crimson patch on the left 
breast, and wore long white night-caps with spirals of blue ribbon 
sewn on. Some of them, tied i n  baskets, were at  one stage of the 
proceedings taken to the top of a high platform, together with an 
alligator,,a cat and a hawk in similar baskets, and paraded on 
the heads of the Amazons. The king then made a speech explain- 
ing that the victims were sent to  testify to his greatness in spirit- 
land, the men and the animals each to  their kind. They were then 
hurled down into the middle of a surging crowd of natives, and 
butchered. At another stage of the festival human sacrifices were 
offered a t  the shrine of the king's ancestors, and the blood was 
sprinkled on their graves. This was known as Z a n  Nyanyana or 
"evil night," the king going in procession with his wives and of- 
ficials and himself executing the doomed. These semi-public mas- 
sacres formed only a part of the slaughter, for many women, 
eunuchs and others within the palace were done to death privately. 
The skulls were used t o  adorn the palace walls, and the king's 
sleeping-chamber was paved with the heads of his enemies. The 
skulls of the conquered kings were turned into royal drinking cups, 
their conversion to this use being esteemed an honour. Sir Richard 
Burton insists ( A  dlission to Geleb ,  King of Dahonze) that the 
horrors of these rites were greatly exaggerated. He denies that the 
king floated a canoe in a tank of human blood or that the victims 
were tortured, and affirms that, on the contrary, they were treated 
humanely, and in many cases even acquiesced in their fate. I t  
seems that cannibalism was a sequel of the customs, the bodies of 
the slaughtered being roasted and devoured smoking hot. On the 
death of the king the wives, after themost extravagant demonstra- 
tions of grief, broke and destroyed everything within their reach, 
and attacked and murdered each other, the uproar continuing until 
order was restored by the new sovereign. 

A m a z o n i a n  Army.-The training of women as soldiers was 
the most singular Dahomeyan institution. About one-fourth of 
the whole female population were said to be "married to  the 
fetich," many even before their birth, and the remainder were 
entirely a t  the disposal of the king. The most favoured were 
selected as his own wives or enlisted into the regiments of Ama- 
zons, and then the chief men were liberally supplied. Of the fe- 
male captives the most promising were drafted into the ranks as 
soldiers, and the rest became Amazonian camp follotvers and 
slaves in the royal households. These female levies formed the 
flower of the Dahomeyan army. They were marshalled in regi- 
ments, each with its distinctive uniform and badges, and they took 
the post of honour in all battles. Their number has been variously 
stated. Sir R. F. Burton, who, in 1862, saw the army marching 
out of Kana on an expedition, computed the whole force of female 
troops at  z,joo, of whom one-third were unarmed or only half- 
armed. Their weapons were blunderbusses, flint muskets, and 
bows and arrows. A later writer estimated the number of Amazons 
a t  1,000, and the male soldiers a t  ~o,ooo.  The system of warfare 
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was one of surprise. The army marched out, and when within a 
few days' journey of the town to be attacked, silence was en- 
joined and no fires permitted. The regular highways were avoided, 
and the advance was by a road specially cut through the bo+. 
The town was surrounded at  night, and just before daybreak a 
rush was made and every soul captured if possible; none were 
killed except in self-defence, as the first object was to capture, 
not to  kill. The season usually selected for expeditions was from 
January to  March, or immediately after the annual "customs." 
The Amazons were carefully trained, and the king was in the 
habit of holding "autumn manoeuvres" for the benefit of for- 
eigners. Many Europeans have witnessed a mimic assault, and 
agree in ascribing a marvellous power of endurance to  the women. 
Lines of thorny acacia were piled up one behind the other to repre- 
sent defences, and a t  a given signal the Amazons, barefooted and 
without any special protection, charged and disappeared from 
sight. Presently they emerged within the lines torn and bleeding, 
but apparently insensible to pain, and the parade closed with a 
march past, each warrior leading a pretended captive bound with 
a rope. 

B I B L I O G R A P I ~ Y . - ~ O ~ ~ ~  Colonie de Dalzomey, by G. Fran~ois (1906), 
and Le D a h o m e ~  (1909) an official publication, deal with topography, 
ethnology and economics; L. Brunet and L. Giethlen, Dahomey et 
dipendances (1900) ; fidouard FOB, Le Dahomey (1895) ; A. le Hhrissk, 
L J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  R~~~~~~ de ~~h~~~~ (1911) ; ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  a ~ ~ i ~ i ~ h  ~~~~i~~ 
Office handbook (1920). Religion, laws and language are specially dealt 
with in Ewe-Speaking Peoples o f  the Slave Coast, by A. B. Ellis 
(1890)~ and in La Cbte des Esclaves et le Dahonzey, by P. Bouche 
(1885). Much historical matter, with particular notices of the Amazons 

the ''Customs,n is contained in A Mission to  Gelele, by Sir R. 
Burton (1864). The story of the French conquest is told in Campagne 
du Dahomey, by Jules Poirier (189;). The standard authority on the 
early history is The History o f  Dahomey, by Archibald ~ a l z e l  (some- 

~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ' , ~ ~ ~ f 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ , " ~ ~ e ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ , " 1 0 ~ e 7 r 3 3 ~  xh~a$"P,"i 
(~Sgs), is a useful guide to the literature of the country to that date. 

D ~ I L  EIREANN: see IRISH FREE STATE. 
D A I L L ~  (DALLAEUS), JEAN ( I  j94-1670)~ French Prot- 

estant divine, was born a t  Chltellerault and educated a t  Poitiers 
and Saumur. In  162 j he became minister of the church of Sau- 
mur, and in 1626 of the church of Charenton. Of his works the 
best known is the treatise D u  vrai emploi des Pbres (1631), trans- 
lated into English by Thomas Smith under the title A Treatise 
colzcerning the  right use o f  the Fathers (1651). H e  was president 
of the last national synod held in France, which met a t  Loudun 
in 1659 (H. M. Baird, T h e  Huguenots and tlze Revocation of the 
Edict  o f  Nantes,  1895, i. pp. 412 ff.),  when he defended the 
universalism of Moses Amyraut. 

DAINGERMELD, ELLIOTT (1859-1932), American 
painter, was born a t  Harper's Ferry, Va. (now W. Va.), March 26, 
1859. He received his early education at  Fayetteville, N.C., and 
went to New York city in 1880 to study art. H e  exhibited first 
a t  the National Academy of Design in 1880. Among his best- 
known pictures are "Christ Stilling the Tempest" and "Slumbering 
Fog," in the Metropolitan Museum, New York city; "Storm 
Breaking Up," in the Toledo Museum; "The Child of Mary," in 
the National Gallery, Washington; "The Midnight Moon," in the 
Brooklyn Museum; "The Valley of the Dragon," in the Chicago 
Art Institute. H e  executed the beautiful mural decorations in the 
Lady Chapel of the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, New York 
city. H e  won the Clarke prize of the National Academy of Design, 
1902. He was the author of monographs on George Inness (191 I ) ,  
and on R A. Blakelock (1914) H e  died Oct. 22, 1932 .  

DAIREN (DALNY), the port of the Kwantung peninsula, 
on the Pe-Chih-Li strait, which is the southern end of the Liao- 
tung peninsula, in southern Manchuria. The Kwantung penin- 
sula is held by Japan on a lease, and is administered by a 
governor-general stationed at Dairen. The territory forms a 
customs district under the Chinese imperial customs, with the 
chief office for the district a t  Dairen. The port is free, and 
goods pay duty only a t  the frontier of the leased territory. The 
port has 36 ft .  of water a t  the entrance, and 23 ft. minimum 
at  low water (ordinary spring tides) a t  the wharves, and the 
depth at  the wharves is now being increased. There are dry 
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docks and special piers for coal and oil. The port has considerable 
storage accommodation for beans of various kinds and t h e i ~  
products, which are its chief export. Trade is mostly with Japan 
and China, and in 1924 the exports valued over fg7,ooo,ooo 
and the imports nearly fa~,ooo,ooo. The population (1925) of 
Dairen included 214,204 Chinese, 83,860 Japanese, and 603 
Europeans. The port is largely engaged in fishing and in the 
production of salt. I t  is served by the South Manchuria railway 
and that company's manager is in charge of the wharves. 

DAIRY FARMING. History reveals that many species of 
mammals have been used as a source of milk for human consump- 
tion. The most common references to sources other than that of 
the human mother were to the cow, ewe, goat, and the mare. 
Today the ewe and the goat are extensively used in many coun- 
tries. I n  France Roquefort cheese is produced from ewe's milk. 
In  Italy many varieties of cheese are produced from goat's milk. 
Almost every city in the United States has a limited supply of 
goat's milk, the result of a demand created by physicians who 
recommend its use for those who cannot assimilate cow's milk. 
When milk is mentioned, however, the reference is to cow's milk 
unless otherwise specified. 

Meat and milk products have been used abundantly by most of 
the European countries. Butter and cheese are mentioned in the 
earliest recorded references to human food products. The animals 
used as a source of meat and milk by the people of the old world 
were as varied as the history of the people themselves. The in- 
fluence of immigration, conquest, and environmental conditions 
such as climate, topography, and fertility of the land has resulted 
in the development of a large number of types of animals of 
the same species. Up to the 17th century little attention had 
been paid to the improvement of livestock or to the development 
of breeds for special uses. The year 1770 is mentioned as the 
beginning of livestock improvement. I t  was around this time 
that interest was aroused in Great Britain in the improvement of 
cattle and other domestic animals. The demonstrations of im- 
provement by selection of livestock were so striking that the 
movement spread rapidly throughout the world and formed the 
beginning of improved breeds of livestock. This interest in im- 
proving livestock was timed to be of greatest benefit to livestock 
development in the United States. I t  made possible improved 
and specialized breeds of livestock for this new market. The 
early colonists had brought some livestock with them, but few 
of these survived. The foundations of most of the American 
breeds of livestock were brought to the United States early in the 
18th century from Europe. 

I t  can be said for dairy farming that when properly managed it 
will maintain or increase fertility to  a greater extent than most 
systems of livestock farming. I t  is for this reason that dairy 
farming is followed on some of the oldest and highest priced land 
in the world. The dairy farmer not only feeds most of the crops 
produced on his farm, but he also purchases feeds which are high 
in protein and thus enriches the manure produced by his animals. 
A dairy cow fed properly will produce about r 2 tons of solid and 
liquid manure in a year. This manure when properly handled will 
increase farm crop yields sufficiently so that a farmer can realize 
from $2 to $6 per ton for manure. A dairy farmer by feeding his 
crops to  his cows sells less fertility from his farm than when 
he sells crops. The value of fertilizing elements-nitrogen, 
potash, and phosphoric acid-in a ton of butter is about 32c 
and in a ton of milk $1.46. I n  a ton of alfalfa hay the value 
of fertilizing elements is $6.68, in a ton of corn $4.88, and in 
a ton of wheat $6.16. This is based on a price of I O C  per pound 
for  nitrogen, 6c for phosphoric acid, and gc for potash. Dairy 
farmers in recent years have taken advantage of research in crop 
improvement and are using high yielding clovers and alfalfa to 
the exclusion of non-legumes. This plan also is conducive to 
maintaining soil fertility and reduces the need of purchasing pro- 
tein supplements to  feed their animals. 

The dairy cow has an advantage over some types of livestock 
in her ability to consume large amounts of roughage. High pro- 
ducing cows are generally fed all the roughage they will consume 
and grain supplements to make up the nutrients required. In the 

European dairy countries the dairy cows are fed mostly on hay 
and pasture, while in the United States dairy cows are fed more 
liberally on farm-grown grains. An efficient dairy cow will return 
more edible food nutrients from food eaten than will other classes 
of livestock. For each ioo  pounds of digestible nutrients in  her 
feed she will return 18 pounds of edible milk solids. 

In  spite of the many factors favourable to  dairy farming, the 
amount of labour and the daily routine of painstaking labour 
involved are objectionable to many farmers. Perhaps this condi- 
tion is an advantage in that it  limits the number of dairy farm- 
ers. The milking machine and labour saving barns and equip- 
ment have made dairy farm labour less irksome on many farms. 
Because dairy farming is a year round job, labour is utilized to  
better advantage than on some other types of farms. Dairy farm- 
ing is generally a safer type of farming because it  means a 
daily income for the farmer. On most dairy farms the world over 
the labour involved in handling dairy cattle becomes a family 
enterprise, and labour may be used that would not otherwise be 
used to advantage. The extent to which dairy farming is followed 
in the United States may be indicated by the fact that, of a 
total of 6,800,ooo farms in 1937, 5,232,000 reported cows were 
kept for milk production. Almost every farmer keeps a few cows. 
When their production becomes more than the needs of the family, 
the surplus is sold. The United States census defines a dairy 
farm as one where more than 40% of the income is from dairy 
cattle. This reduces the number of specialized dairy farms to 
about 600,ooo in the United States. The leading States in total 
milk production in the United States are Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
New York, and Iowa. 
The Dairy Herd.-The cow population of the United States 

has increased in about the same proportion as the human popula- 
tion. This proportion is approximately 5 persons per cow. In  1850 
there were 6.385,ooo dairy cows in the United States. In  1938 
there were 24,902,000. I n  1938 the total number of cattle of all 
breeds and ages was 68,000,ooo. Of this number approximately 
36,000,ooo were dairy cattle and 32,000,000 were kept for beef 
purposes. 

The term "dairy cows" refers to  dairy cows two years old or 
over kept for milk production. By "dairy cattle" is meant dairy 
animals of all ages and both sexes. The term "pure bred cattle" 
refers to animals whose ancestry came from the original home of 
the breed mentioned and whose record of descent has been re- 
corded in the herd books of the breed. 

A grade or unregistered animal may show the characteristics of 
one of the breeds, but its ancestry has been mixed with unregis- 
tered animals or for other reasons i t  cannot be registered. Most 
of the dairy animals in this country are classed as grades. Less 
than 4% of dairy cattle are pure bred. 

Pure bred dairy cattle registered in the United States during 
1937 were: Ayrshire, 14,103; Guernsey, 50,312; Holstein-Friesian, 
79,110; Jersey, 43,682; Brown Swiss, 8,566. 

In  the United States more than one-fifth of the total annual 
agricultural income comes from dairy cows. A big proportion of 
our farms not only keep cows for milk production but they sell 
dairy products. The degree to  which a farmer engages in dairy 
farming is subject to a large number of ever changing conditions. 
I t  is common knowledge that the most productive type of farming 
over a long period of time is the type that utilizes most of the 
crops produced on the farm in producing livestock or livestock 
products. The type of livestock used will depend upon the oper- 
ator. The specialized dairy farmer will probably keep either 
grade or pure bred cattle of one of the special breeds of cattle. 
Even the general farmer may have dairy cattle, the number de- 
pending upon the extent to which he engages in dairy farming. 

Some factors that may determine the extent to  which a farmer 
engages in dairying are: nearness to  special markets; the size of 
his farm; the kind of land; availability of labour; and type of 
farming in the locality. 

A dairy farmer generally chooses one of the following markets: 
( I )  sell to a pasteurizing plant for  use as fluid milk; (2) bottle 
and sell his own milk either raw or pasteurized; (3) sell milk to  
a condensery, cheese factory, or creamery; (4) separate the milk 
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and sell the cream to a creamery or other dairy plant; (5) churn 
the cream and sell butter in a nearby town. 

Most of the specialized dairy farmers have a special market 
for their products. By far the greatest amount of cream for 
butter is produced by the farmer who separates his milk on the 
farm and sells cream. This leaves the skimmed milk, nutrition- 
ally the most valuable part of the milk, for feeding livestock 
on the farm. To utiiize the skimmed milk to advantage, a farmer 
should have some hogs and chickens, in addition to the calves 
he raises for replacements, to  consume this by-product. I t  is 
this type of dairy farming that encourages a diversified system 
of farming and has made pork production and poultry raising a 
valuable adjunct to dairy farming. I t  is for this reason that 
dairy farming is so generally followed in the agricultural section 
of the United States. The dairy stock may consist of 12-15 COWS 

in milk, 5-6 heifers, a herd sire, and a few young calves. To house 
these cattle a rectangular barn with a cement floor and stalls for 
the cows in milk is desirable. The hay is commonly stored in a 
mow above the cattle, and a silo is located near the barn for con- 
venience In feeding. On the specialized dairy farms certain re- 
quirements must be met in housing the animals and handling the 
milk. I t  is common to build a milk house near the milking barn 
but distinctly separate from it,  with facilities for cooling the milk 
and washing utensils. Regulations covering the production of milk 
for the fluid milk market are formulated by State laws, city 
ordinances and special conditions specified by the purchaser. In  
the case of the producer of cream, the regulations are less rigid but 
it is desirable that he too have a milk room for separating the 
milk, cooling the cream, and washing the utensils. The cream 
should be kept cool and delivered to the creamery sweet or only 
slightly sour. Cream is generally delivered or picked up by trucks 
at the farmer's door, twice a week in winter and every other day 
in the summer. 

The cream is paid for on the basis of its butterfat content as 
determined by the Babcock method. Cream testing 30-35s 
butterfat is desired. Each delivery of cream is tested for butterfat 
and in some States laws specify that a differential in price will be 
paid for cream of different grades of quality. Low grade cream is 
rejected. One hundred pounds of milk when separated will pro- 
duce between 82-85 pounds of skimmed milk and 15-18 pounds 
of cream, depending upon the per cent of fat in the milk and the 
per cent of fat in the cream. A comparison of normal milk and 
skimmed milk is given below: 

I I Sormal milk / Skimmed milk I 

Not only is most of the protein of milk left in the skimmed milk, 
but this protein is of the highest quality for human or livestock 
feeding. 

The butterfat removed from the milk is valuable commercially, 
but as a feed for livestock it can be replaced by corn at  a 
material saving. I n  feeding calves between one month and six 
months of age, two pounds of corn are equal to a pound of butter- 
fat as a source of energy. Skimmed milk is a valuable food for 
human consumption since it  contains everything in milk except the 
butterfat and the accessory elements in the butterfat. Skimmed 
milk becomes valuable commercially only when it is dried. The 
development and use of dried skim milk may eventually cause 
more milk to be delivered to creameries where the milk can be 
separated and dried. The utilization of skimmed milk on a general 
dairy farm may determine the profit or loss of the dairy herd. The 
management of the dairy herd has an important bearing on the 
production of the herd, the use of labour, and the success of the 
entire venture. In  most of the dairy States in the United States 
outside of the milk shed, the cows are bred to freshen in the 
fall of the year. This means that the cows will produce best 

. 

during the winter months when butterfat is highest in price and 
when the farmer has more time to spend with the herd. This also 
ineans that many of the cows will be dry during the busy crop 
season. This plan of winter dairying is not suitable when milk 
is sold and a constant supply throughout the year is necessary. 
I t  is common knowledge that fall freshening cows turned to grass 
in the spring will produce more in the year than spring freshen- 
ing cons. 

The specialized breeds of dairy cattle in the United States are: 
Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire, Holstein-Friesian, and Brown Swiss. 
The Milking Shorthorn, Red Polls, and Polled Durhams are listed 
as dual purpose or milk and beef breeds. In  England and in some 
herds in the United States, the Milking Shorthorns have all the 
characteristics of the special dairy breeds. The advantage a dairy 
farmer has in using a specialized dairy breed is that he gets the 
benefits of years of selection for the characteristics of a special 
dairy animal. There is no one breed that is especially better than 
another in efficiency of production. The breeds vary in colour, size, 
per cent of butterfat, and amount of milk produced. When it  comes 
to efficiency of production, it is a matter of individual animals. 

The only sure way to measure a cow's ability is to use some 
means of estimating the amount of milk she produces and the 
amount of feed eaten. This may be done by weighing the milk 
from each milking or by weighing the milk one day of each month 
and using this as a basis for estimating the milk for the period. 
The feed eaten may be estimated in a like manner. This may be 
done by the owner, by a representative of the Cow Testing Asso- 
ciation, or by a representative of the breed association. 

In  the United States at  the present time less than 354 of the 
cows have any records of production, and records were kept on 
more cows in 1938 than for any year to date. In  Denmark some 
districts have as many as 50% of their cows in cow testing asso- 
ciations. 

A cow testing association, or dairy herd improvement associa- 
tion, as used by the United States Department of Agriculture is an 
organization of dairy farmers, 25 or 26 in number, who employ a 
man to spend one day of each month with each herd. While a t  the 
farm he estimates the milk produced by each cow and the feed 
consumed during the same period. A sample of each cow's milk 
is tested for butterfat by the Babcock method. Using this day's 
production as the average for the month, the estimate for the 
month can be determined by multiplying by the number of days in 
the month. At the end of a year a summary may be made on each 
cow. The tester also helps the farmer with his feeding and man- 
agement problems. Cow testing associations originated in Den- 
mark and are very common in all dairy countries. I n  the United 
States each dairy breed association, in addition to recording 
the ancestry and issuing registration certificates on pure bred 
animals, has a system of advanced registry for supervising and 
recording records of production. The records are supervised in 
co-operation with the agricultural college in each State a t  the 
request and expense of the breeder. 

Some exceptionally high records have been made by representa- 
tives of each breed. These records are important to  the end 
that they show the possibilities of maximum production without 
regard to economy of production. The cows are liberally fed, 
milked three or four times a day. and handled to produce to the 
maximum. The records in Table 11. were made under the uniform 
rules adopted by the breed association in the United States. Two 
of the records were made in Canada, but under supervision similar 
to that in the United States. 

The average butterfat production of the cows kept for dairy 
purposes in the United States was 1691b. of butterfat in 1938. 
I t  is generally assumed in the United States that a cow should 
produce zoolb. of butterfat in a year to pay for her feed. United 
States cows in co-operative cow testing associations in 1938 pro- 
duced an average of 7.831lb. of milk and 3171b. of butterfat. 
In  unselected herds of dairy cows in the United States, o r  in most 
any State of the United States, one-third of the dairy cows are 
kept a t  a loss, another one-third will about pay for their feed, 
and the remaining third will produce profitably if properly fed 
and cared for. 

. . . . . . . . .  Rater 
Butterfat. . . . . . . .  
Proteins . . . . . . . .  
Milk sugar . . . . . . .  
Ash . . . . . . . . .  

3.9 
3.57 

4.75 
0.75 0.78 
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TABLE 11.-High Cow for Mature Buttefit Prodzrction i i z  Each of the 

Dairy Breeds, 1939. (36 j-day divisioit) 

A dairy cow should be bred in the third month after calving. 
This will pennit her to milk ten months and be dry two months 
before giving birth to a calf. During this ten-months' period, 
a cow should produce at  least a pound of butterfat per day to 
pay for her feed, labour, and overhead costs. I t  cost about $70 
per year to feed the average cow testing association cow in 1938; 
this is only one-half of the total cost of keeping a cow. 

The chances of getting high producing animals can be increased 
by carefully selecting the ancestors of our cows. The ability 
of a herd sire is reflected in the progeny of every cow in the 
herd. Here again we cannot measure a sire's ability until his 
daughters have freshened. In  a study of 992 pure bred bulls 
proved in United States cow testing associations in 1938, the 
results demonstrated that with cows averaging 3641b. of butter- 
fat,  less than half of the bulls sired heifers that produced as 
much as their dams. With the present plan of handling dairy 
sires, only one sire out of five is alive when his value is known. 
The method of measuring a bull's ability is to compare the 
records of a t  least five of the bull's daughters with the records 
of their dams. The average production of a bull's daughters may 
be used as a basis for an index of the bull's ability. As yet, 
record keeping in dairy herds is not common enough to make 
mass selection possible. 

The control of disease in dairy herds is one of the problems 
of management. I n  the United States, Federal and State funds 
have provided funds for payment of farmers for animals known to 
be tubercular. As the result of an intensive campaign in all 
of the States. this disease has been practically eliminated. A 
similar campaign is about to be launched to combat Bang's 
disease. Mastitis, or garget, is another disease that is troubling 
dairy farmers. 

A typical daily ration for a 1,ooolb. dairy cow giving 251b. of 
5% milk would be ~ o l b .  alfalfa hay, 3olb. of corn silage, and 
6-81b. of a mixture of farm-grown grains. As the cow's production 
is decreased the grain may be eliminated until a t  12lb. of milk 
daily the hay and silage will be sufficient. 
The Utilization of Milk.-In the United States in 1937, the 

entire volume of milk produced was used as follows: factory dairy 
products 44.4%; fluid consumption 31.3%; other uses on the farm 
14.6%; farm butter 9.7%. The use of milk for factory dairy prod- 
ucts was as follows: creamery butter 67.8% ; cheese I 2.8% ; evap- 
orated and condensed 9.2%; ice cream 7.0%; minor uses 3.2%. 

The above distribution of milk indicates the large amount used 
for fluid consumption. I t  also indicates that a large proportion 
of milk or the products of milk pass through processing or bot- 
tling plants. Condensed and evaporated milk are increasing in 
use in the United States, and a larger proportion of skimmed 
milk and whey is being used for casein, dry skimmed milk, and 
other by-products of milk. 

In  the use of fluid milk Switzerland leads the other countries 
with a per capita consumption of 232 quarts per year. The United 
States is second with 153 quarts, and Denmark is third with 144 
quarts per person. In  butter consumption New Zealand is first 
with 381b. per person for the year. Canada is second with g~lb. ,  
and Australia is third with zglb. per year. The United States 
ranks seventh with 17 pounds. In  cheese consumption Switzer- 
land leads, followed by the Netherlands and Germany with 19, 
14, and 13 pounds, respectively. The United States is tenth 
in the countries listed in cheese consumption. The per capita 
consumption of dairy products and oleomargarine in the United 
States for 1937 was: butter 16.71b.; cheese 5.31b.; evaporated 

and condensed 14.8lb.; ice cream 2.01 gal.; fluid milk 38.0 gal.; 
all products reduced to milk equivalent 8001b.; oleomargarine 
3.1 pounds. 

To  stress the wholesomeness of dairy products it has been neces- 
sary to carefully regulate the conditions under which milk and 
dairy products are produced. Two important factors in the pro- 
duction of high quality dairy products are ( I )  t o  produce them 
under clean conditions and (2)  hold in clean cold rooms. 

Dairy products are generally sold on the wholesale market on 
the basis of a score that will give the trade a guide as to quality. 
In the case of butter the score is determined by flavour, body 
and texture, colour and package. 

Milk is now commonly sold on grade. The grade is determined 
by the requirements met as indicated by its bacterial content 
and delivery temperature and the farm conditions where the milk 
originated. In the sale of milk, rapid strides have been made in 
the United States in uniform laws and regulations covering the 
production, processing, and distribution of milk. The United 
States Public Health code is used as a guide. More than half 
of the cities over ~oo ,ooo  in population have between 90 and 
100% of the milk pasteurized. In  some cities all milk is re- 
quired to be pasteurized except certified or grade A milk. Pas- 
teurized milk as defined on most markets is milk that has been 
heated to 143' F. and held a t  this temperature for 30 minutes 
and then cooled, or milk that has been heated to 160' F. for 
15 seconds and then cooled. These are the minimum temperatures 
required to kill disease-producing bacteria. 

Certified milk is milk produced and handled under conditions 
specified by the American Association of Medical Milk Commis- 
sions. This is the highest quality of raw milk offered for sale. I n  
1937 the pasteurization of certified milk was approved. The 
high price of certified milk and the abundance of high quality 
grade A raw and grade A pasteurized milk at  a much lower price 
has minimized the importance of certified milk. Grade A raw 
milk, as defined on most markets, complies with most of the re- 
quirements of certified milk but some of the more elaborate re- 
quirements have been eliminated to reduce the price to somewhat 
near the regular market milk. Usually the market requires grade A 
raw milk to contain less than 50,000 bacteria per c.c. Grade A 
pasteurized milk has about the same requirements as grade A raw 
except that after pasteurization it  must have a bacterial content 
of less than 30,000 per C.C. 

Other market grades are used, but they are so variable that 
they cannot be discussed here. A few definitions of different kinds 
of milk as given in the U. S. Public Health Code follow: 

Milk.-Milk is hereby defined to be the lacteal secretion obtained by 
the complete milking of one or more healthy cows, excluding that ob- 
tained within 15 days before and 5 days after calving, or such longer 
period as may be necessary to render the milk practically colostrum 
free; which contains not less than 8% of milk solids not fat, and not 
less than 34% of milk fat. 

Creanz and sour cream.-Cream is a portion of milk which contains 
not less than 1870 milk fat. Sour cream is cream the acidity of which 
is more than 0.2070, expressed as lactic acid. 

Skimmed milk.-Skimmed milk is milk from which a sufficient 
portlon of milk fat has been removed to reduce its milk-fat percentage 
to less than 3+%. 

Butternzi1k.-Buttermilk is a product resulting from the churning 
of milk or cream, or from the souring or treatment by a lactic acid or 
other culture of milk, skimmed milk, reconstituted skimmed milk, 
evaporated or condensed milk or skimmed milk, or milk or skimmed- 
milk powder. It  contains not less than 8% of milk solids not fat. 

Homogenized milk.-Homogenized milk is milk which has been 
treated in such manner that after a storage period of 48 hours tests of 
the ~oocc. portion decanted from the top of a quart bottle of milk 
will not show a difference in fat content over tests of the remainder of 
the milk after thorough mixing exceeding 570 of the total fat content. 
For example, on 470 milk the difference shall not exceed 0.2%. In 
homogenized milk the globules of butterfat are more finely dispersed 
than in normal milk. This condition is brought about by forcing the milk 
under high pressure through a specially designed homogenizer valve. 

Vitamin D milk is milk in which the vitamin D content has been 
increased. Three methods are commonly used: ( I )  by direct irradia- 
tion of the milk, ( 2 )  by feeding irradiated yeast to the cows, (3) by 
the addition of vitamin D concentrates. The present standard is 430 
U.S.P. units of vitamin D per quart of milk. 

Colostrum milk is the milk secreted by a cow during the first three 
or four days after calving. It  is especially designed for the use of the 
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PREPARATION OF D A I R Y  PRODUCTS FOR M A R K E T  

1. Receiving and weighing m i l k  f rom dairy farms open) and is  cooled rapid iy to 40' F. or lower 

2. Power-driven separators which separate m i l k  and cream 5. F i l l i n g  and capping machines which automatically f i l l  any size m i l k  
bot t le w i thou t  spi l l ing a drop and Place the sealing cap or cover on 

3. M i l k  bottles are washed and sterilized mechanically. An  employee in-  each bot t le 
the bottles 'Or 'laws and cracks as they pass along 6. Combined churns and butterworkers which deliver 1,000 Ib. of but ter  

4. After pasteurizing, the m i l k  flows over a cooler (shown w i th  sides w i t h  each churning 
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young calf. It  is high in vitamin A and contains more than twice the 
amount of totai solids found in whole milk. This difference is due in 
a large part to the increased amount of globulin in the colostrum milk. 

In recent years the dairy breed associations have exploited the milk 
from their cattle. For example, we have the following trade marked 
breed milks: ( I )  Golderl Guernsey Milk produced from herds of 
which at least one-half are pure bred Guernsey cattle and which meets 
the local requirements for raw milk; ( 2 )  Jersey Creamline Milk pro- 
duced by pure bred Jersey cattle and which also meets the local 
ordinance for raw milk; (3) Ayrshire Health Milk produced by pure 
bred Ayrshire cattle and which also meets the local requirements. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-'IY~~~~~ J. Eraser, Dairy Farming (1930) ; Eckles, 
Combs, and Macy, Milk and I ts  Products (and ed. 1936)  ; U. S. De- 
partment of Agriculture, Agricultu~al Statistics (1938) ; H .  0. Hender- 
son, Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management (3rd ed. 1938); C. 1%. 
Eckles, Dairy Cattle and Milk Production (3rd ed. rg,?g) ; W. E. 
Pctcrscn, Dairy Science (191~). ( T .  B. FH.) 

DAIRY M A C H I N ~ Y  AND EQUIPMENT. The de- 
velopment of modern dairy machinery has been influenced by sev- 
eral factors. a fcw of which are: ( I )  expansion in the use of dairy 
products and dairy by-products; ( 2 )  the urge to save labour; (3) 
development of large volume production and distribution agencies; 
(4) greater use of pasteurization; ( j )  use of stainless steel; (6) 
the development of larger dairy farm units; ( 7 )  greater use of 
the rnilking machine on the farm; (8) changes in transportation 
resulting from better roads and the use of trucks. 

The above factors have influenced the extent and use of dairy 
machinery in all countries of the world where dairying is a major 
enterprise. The greatest changes, however, have taken place in the 
United States where the industry is relatively new 

M i l k i n g  Machines.-The shortage and the high price of desir- 
able labour for milking cows has extended the use of milking 
machines. I t  is difficult to estimate the proportion of cows milked 
by machine but estimates from men selling milking machines in 
the United States vary from 10 to 15%. 

The milking machine has been developed to imitate the suction 
of the calf on the cow's teat. There have been many refinements 
in the machines that have not only made them more efficient, but 
more easily cleaned and more durable. When properly operated a 
milking machine will milk as efficiently as the average hand 
milker. The cows are usually stripped by hand after the machine 
is removed. 

The usual type of milking machine has a central suction pump 
and the vacuum line is piped throughout the barn where the cows 
are housed. The milker unit may be attached any place in the 
suction line. The milking unit consists of a metal bucket with the 
pulsator on the cover. A rubber tube runs from the pulsator to 
the suction line. Another tube runs from the pulsator t o  the 
cow's udder where it ends in four teat cups. The suction is 
applied, then released. The rapidity of the pulsation is con- 
trolled by the operator. With the development of small gasoline 
engines, portable suction pumps have been developed which are 
pushed through the barn and become a part of the milker unit. 
This type of milker reduces the cost of installation by eliminat- 
ing the suction line. 

The success of the milking machine on a dairy farm depends to 
a great extent on the ability of the operator to adjust the ma- 
chine to the individual cow so that she will give her maximum 
production and at  the same time save enough time and labour with 
the machine to justify the expense of the machine. 

M i l k  Coolers.-When milk comes from the cow it  is about 100" 
F. I t  is important that this milk be cooled immediately to a 
point below that a t  which bacteria grow rapidly. I t  is desirable 
to cool to joO 1;. as soon as possible. On the dairy farm this is 
usually accomplished by allowing the milk to run in a thin film 
over a cooled metal surface where it is cooled and aerated Most 
coolers consist of a series of tubes through which cold water is 
passing. In  some cases the milk may first contact water-cooled 
tubes and in the lower half tubes cooled with brine. The thin film 
of milk may also cause undesirable odours to pass out of the 
milk When the milk is held on the farm before delivery, it is 
plwed in 8 or 10-gallon cans and put into a tank of water with 
Lome provision for holding the temperature at  a desirable level. 
When the milk is separated at  the farm it is best to separate it 
?con after milking and withour. cooling 

Milk is skimmed more efficiently by a centrifugal separator a t  
about go0 F., and the skim milk at  this temperature is about 
right for feeding calves. 

T h e  Cream Separator.-The centrifugal separator has re- 
placed the gravity systems of separation of cream from the rest of 
the milk. The separation of milk by centrifugal force is based 
on the fact that the butterfat in milk is in the form of small 
globules which are lighter than the rest of the milk. The specific 
gravity of milk is 1 . 0 ~ 2  and of butterfat is .QZ at 60' F. 

C.). In the earl; development of the separator the cost 
of separators was high, and as a result whole milk was hauled to 
skimming stations or to creameries where it  was skimmed and 
each farmer was given a proportionate amount of skimmed milk. 
In  1890 the hand seDarator was put on the market. This changed 
the type of creameriks from whoie milk to gathered cream cre'm- 
eries, reduced the hauling of milk and made skimmed milk more 
easily available. In  all parts of the world the separator is an es- 
sential item of equipment where cream is sold. Even on the farms 
where whole milk is sold it is necessary to separate some milk 
for raising calves. 

The essential feature of the centrifugal cream separator is a 
rapidly revolving bowl which contains a series of discs. The bowl 
is mounted on a spindle under a supply can holding the milk. 
Openings at  different locations at  the top of the bowl permit 
the milk to enter, and the cream to come out one outlet and the 
skimmed milk another in a continuous flow. The bowl of a hand 
separator revolves between 6,000-8,000 r p m. The discs divide 
the milk into thin layers, and the centrifugal force developed 
in the rapidly revolving bowl causes the heavier part of the milk 
to be forced to the outside of the bowl and out of the skim milk 
outlet. The butterfat, being lighter than the rest of the milk. 
comes to the centre and is moved out of the cream outlet. The 
richness of the cream may be regulated by the position of the 
cream outlet. As previously stated, cream testing 30-35% butter- 
fat is desirable. When properly handled, the skimmed milk should 
not contain more than . I% butterfat. 

T h e  Mi lk  Clarifier.-It is common knowledge to users of the 
centrifugal separator that the inside of the bowl frequently gath- 
ers foreign particles from the milk. This fact formed the basis 
for the construction of the centrifugal clarifier. for removing 
foreign material from market milk. The clarifier resembles the 
separator with the exception that the bowl is constructed so there 
will be no separation in the milk and there is more room between 
the discs and the inside of the bowl. The milk flows through the 
rapidly revolving bowl and out a single outlet. 

Pasteurizers  are used in milk plants or creameries where large 
volumes of milk and cream are pasteurized for market milk or for 
some operation in processing milk or cream. The type of pas- 
teurizer and coollng equipment will depend upon whether the 
holding method (143' for 30 min.) or the flash method (160" 
for 15 sec.) of pasteurization is used. A commonly used pas- 
teurizer is a rectangular insulated vat made of stainless steel with 
a tight cover of the same material Some device for slow agitation 
is mounted in the vat. The vat is equipped so that hot water may 
be applied to heat the milk to the proper temperature. After this, 
x7ater or brine may be turned into the vat for cooling, or the warm 
milk may be pumped over a tubular cooler. A recording ther- 
mometer may record the temperature cycle. I n  the case of high 
temperature pasteurization, special machinery is necessary to 
apply heat a t  a higher temperature for a short period. 

Bot t l e  Fillers.-The bottling of milk may be the final plant 
operation in a system of pasteurization of milk where the warm 
milk flows over a tubular cooler into an automatic bottle filler 
and capper. The inspected bottles are fed onto a revolving table 
where the bottles are filled and capped at the end of the revolu- 
tion. The capping of bottles by hand is a source of contamination 
prohibited on most markets. In  addition to the usual paraffined 
cap some grades of milk require a paper or metal cover to 
protect the top of the bottle. In this event this is made another 
operation of the machine. Hand operated filling and capping ma- 
chines are available for small dairies. In  1939 a few markets were 
using single service paper bottles. 
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C r e a m e r y  Machines.-Shortly after the adoption of the hand 

separator the butter factory in the United States changed from 
receiving whole milk to handling cream for churning. Cream- 
eries were built to handle cream from farmers who delivered their 
own cream in an area having 1,000 or more cows. Now automo- 
biles and all-weather roads have extended the area available to 
any one creamery. In  the State of Minnesota in 1938 there were 
856 creameries. Of this number 628 were co-operative creameries. 

For each ~oolb .  of 35% cream delivered to a creamery there 
are approximately qilb. of buttermilk that has little value com- 
mercially. In  the smaller creameries this is generally sold to 
farmers for hog feeding. In  the larger creameries the disposal 
of the buttermilk is a problem. This has been overcome by drying 
the buttermilk to make dried buttermilk, or by removing most of 
the water to produce semi-solid buttermilk which is stored in 
wooden barrels. Most of the buttermilk is fed t o  hogs, calves, 
and chickens. The cost of drying equipment is high, and only 
the larger creameries can justify the expenditure. In  some com- 
munities 25-30 creameries may truck buttermilk to a central 
drying plant. 

The churning of cream into butter depends on the fact that the 
butterfat in cream is in the form of small globules. At the proper 
temperature (around so0 F.) and with sufficient agitation, the but- 
ter will gather together in the form of granules and separate from 
the buttermilk. When the butter particles reach the size of a ker- 
nel of corn, the buttermilk can be drawn off without an appre- 
ciable loss of butterfat. The butter is then washed with water of 
about the same temperature as the buttermilk. After the wash 
water is removed, salt may be added if desired and the butter 
worked. During working, the butter is kneaded into a compact 
mass, the salt incorporated and the moisture content standardized. 
In  the United States, butter must contain 80% of butterfat by 
weight. 

In  a creamery the cream is churned in a barrel-like combined 
churn and worker that will handle approximately ~,ooolb. of 
finished butter. The chum is commonly made of wood and is 
mounted so that it will revolve. The butter is washed, salted, and 
worked in the churn, and is ready for packing into tubs or for 
printing when taken from the churn. The upright dasher churns 
so common on farms in the past have been eliminated in favour of 
some kind of revolving barrel churn. The making of butter on the 
farm is gradually being eliminated due to the ease of trading but- 
ter fat for butter at the dairy plant and for the reason that farrn- 
made butter is generally inferior in quality to creamery butter. 

Cheesemaking.-In the making of cheddar cheese, whole milk 
is coagulated with rennet. The liquid portion or whey is removed 
and the curd is heated and allowed to drain. The curd is then 
cut, salted and packed in cloth lined hoops, and placed in a press 
for about 24 hours to mould the cheese into the desired shape. 
The cheese is then moved to a curing room where a desirable 
temperature for curing may be maintained. This may vary from 
40' F. to 60' F. The length of time and temperature determine 
the ripeness of the cheese. Usually 6-8 months are required to 
insure satisfactory ripening. The equipment for cheesemaking is 
more simple than that required for other dairy products. Rec- 
tangular vats for holding the milk, presses, and a curing room are 
the most essential items. The development of process cheese has 
stimulated the cheese industry in the United States. In  making 
process cheese the rind is removed and the cheese is ground, 
heated, and packaged when hot. Cheese of various ages and types 
are blended t o  secure the desired flavour and body. I n  this way the 
flavour, body and texture, colour, and other properties may be 
standardized. 

Ice Cream Making.-Ice cream has changed from a luxury to 
a delicious food product universally used. Centralized methods of 
manufacture and distribution have extended the use of ice cream 
at  a price within the reach of all. The tub freezer requiring ice 
has been replaced by the continuous freezer made of stainless 
steel and using brine or ammonia as a refrigerant. The ice cream 
mix is partially frozen and whipped in the freezer and then placed 
in a low temperature room (below -roo F.)  to  harden. The very 
general adoption of electrical refrigerators in the home has made 

it  possible to carry a supply of ice cream in the home. Refriger- 
ated trucks and the use of dry ice have facilitated the distribution 
of ice cream. 

B I B L I O G R A P H Y . - T U ~ ~ ~ O ~  and Raffetto, Ice Creawz (1924) ; 0. F. 
Hunziker, Condensed Milk and Milk Powder (4th ed. 1926), and The 
Butter Industry (2nd ed. 1927) ; J. L. Sammis, Cheese Makzng (1930) ; 
M. Mortensen, Management o f  Dairy Plants (1938) ; H. H. Sommer, 
Market Milk and Related Products (1938) ; U .  S. Public Health Serv- 
ice, Milk Ordinance and Code (1939). (J. B. FH.) 

DAIS, originally the raised part of the floor a t  the end of a 
mediaeval hall. On this the lord of the mansion dined with his 
friends at  the high table, apart 
from the retainers and servants. 
There was generally a deep-re- 
cessed bay window a t  one or a t  
each end of the dais to  give 
greater privacy than the open hall 
could afford. I n  France the word 
is understood as a canopy or 
hanging over a seat, probably 
from the fact that the seats of 
great men were often surmounted 
by such a feature. I n  ordinary 
usage the term means any raised I ENGLISH GOTHIC. I ~ T H  CENTURY I 
platform in a room, for cere- 
monial use (see CANOPY). 

DAISY, the name applied t o  
many plants with showy rays, 
and in England practically re- 
stricted to the genus Bellis, of 
the family Compositae. The 
word is derived from the Anglo- 
Saxon and means day's eye. The 
genus contains ten species found 
in Europe and the Mediterranean 
region. The common daisy, B. 
perennis, is the only representa- 
tive of the genus in the British 
Isles. I t  is a perennial, abundant 
everywhere in pastures, lawns 
and on banks in Europe, except 
in the most northerly regions, 
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and in Asia Minor, and occurs sparingly as an introduced plant in 
North America where i t  is always called English daisy or bache- 
lor's-button. The stem is short; the leaves, which are numerous 
and form a rosette, are slightly hairy, obovate-spatulate in shape, 
with rounded teeth on the margin in the upper part; and the root- 
stock is creeping, and of a brownish colour. The flowers are to 
be found from March to November, and occasionally in the min- 
ter months. The heads of flowers are solitary, the outer or ray- 
florets pink or white, the disk-florets bright yellow. The size and 
luxuriance of the plant are much affected by the nature of the 
soil in which it  grows. The cultivated varieties bear finely-col- 
oured flowers, and make very effective borders for walks. What 
is known as the "hen-and-chicken" daisy has the main head sur- 
rounded by a brood of sometimes as many as ten or twelve small 
heads, i.e., proliferous. The ray-florets curve inwards and "close" 
the flower-head in dull weather and towards evening. 

In French the daisy is termed la marguerite, and "herb mar- 
garet" is stated to be an old English appellation for it. I n  Scot- 
land it is popularly called the gowan. and in Yorkshire it  is the 
bairnwort, or flower beloved by children. 

The Christmas and Michaelmas daisies are species of Aster; 
the ox-eye daisy is Chrysantltemurn Leucantltemurn, a common 
weed. 

B. perennis fiorepleno, the double daisy, consists of dwarf, 
showy, 3 to 4 in. plants, flowering freely in spring if grown in 
rich light soil. 

DAKAR, a seaport of Senegal, and capital of French West 
Africa, in 14' 40' N., 17' 24' W. The town holds a commanding 
position on the route between western Europe and Brazil and 
South Africa, being situated in the Gulf of Goree on the eastern 
side of the peninsula of Cape Verde, the most westerly point of 
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Africa. I t  is the only port of Senegal affording safe anchorage 
for the largest ships. Pop. 33,679, including 2,939 Europeans. 

The town consists for the most part of broad and regular streets 
and possesses several fine public buildings, notably the palace of 
the governor-general. I t  is plentifully supplied with good water 
and is fairly healthy. I t  is the starting point of the railway to 
St. Louis, and is within five days steam of Lisbon. The harbour, 
built in 1904-08, is formed by two jetties, one of 6,840 ft., the 
other of 1,968 ft., the entrance being 720 f t .  wide. There are 
three con~mercial docks, with over 7,000 ft. of quayage, ships 
drawing 26 ft. being able to moor alongside. Cargo is transferred 
directly to the railway trucks. There is also a naval dock and 
arsenal with a torpedo-boat basin 755 ft. by 410 it .  and a dry 
dock 656 ft. long and 92 it .  broad. 

An extensive warehouse has been built. Extension of the port 
is in process. The Messageries htaritime company use the port 
as a coaling station and provisioning depot for their South Ameri- 
can trade. Dakar is a regular port of call for other French lines 
and for the Elder Dempster boats sailing between Liverpool and 
the West Coast of Africa. The tonnage of the port is reckoned a t  
900,000 tons (exports 422,000, imports 478,000). (See SENEGAL.) 

Dakar was originally a dependency of Goree and was founded 
in 1862, a year after the declaration of a French protectorate over 
the mainland. The port was opened for commerce in 1867, and 
in 188j its importance was greatly increased by the completion 
of the railway (163 m. long) to St. Louis. Dakar thus came into 
direct communication with the countries of Upper Senegal and 
the middle Niger by the railway from Thies to Kayes, which 
joins the St. Louis-Dakar line. This line was completed in 1923, 
and brings the Niger within a two-day journey from Dakar. 
In  1887 the town was made a commune on the French model, 
all citizens irrespective of colour being granted the franchise. 
In  1903 the offices of the governor-general and of the court of 
appeal of French West Africa were transferred from St. Louis 
to Dakar, which is also the seat of a bishop. In  Feb. 1905 a 
submarine cable was laid between Brest and Dakar, affording 
direct telegraphic communication between France and her f est 
African colonies by an all French route. The decrees of Oct. 21 

and Nov. 27, 1924, constituted Dakar an autonomous territory. 
See C .  Faure, Histoire de la presqu'ile du cap Vert et des origines de 

Dakar (1~14). 
DAKIN'S SOLUTION or CARREL-DAKIN SOLU- 

TION is an antiseptic containing free chlorine and designed 
for the treatment of infected wounds. First used during the World 
War, it  was the product of long study by HenryDrysdaleDakin and 
Alexis Carrel in search of the ideal wound antiseptic. The stronger 
germicidal solutions, such as carbolic acid and iodine, damage liv- 
ing cells, or lose their potency in the presence of blood serum. 
Dakin's solution avoids both these defects and in addition has a 
solvent action on dead tissue which hastens its separation from 
living tissue. By combination between the slowly liberated 
chlorine and the tissue proteins, Dakin believes that a chloramine 
is formed, to which is due the extraordinary antiseptic power 
exhibited by Dakin's solution in vivo. The solution now commonly 
used is a modification proposed by Dufresne and embodied in 
the U.S. Pharmacopoeia as Liquor Sodae Chlorinatae Chirurgi- 
calis. J t  is prepared from bleaching powder and the carbonate and 
bicarbonate of soda, and must contain 0.45 t o  0.50% of sodium 
hypochlorite and no free alkali. I t  is unstable and will not keep 
more than a few days. The Carrel-Dakin treatment consists in 
flooding the entire wound surface every two hours, by means of 
small tubes connected with a reservoir. Used in this way, Dakin's 
solution is the best preparation now known for controlling infec- 
tion in wounds and abscess cavities. 

DAKOTA, a tribe, or confederated aggregation of tribes, 
of Siouan family in the northern plains of the United States. The 
name, now applied to two States, means "allies"; the popular 
designation is Sioux, abbreviated from Nadowessioux, from Ojibwa 
via French. As the largest group in the Siouan family, the Dakota 
have given their name to this. They number in the aggregate some 
25,000, not much less than a t  first white contact, probably. There 
are three main divisions: Santee, Yankton, Teton, calling them- 

selves respectively Dakota, Nakota and Lakota. The Santee com- 
prise the Mdewakanton, Wahpeton, Wahpekute, Sisseton; the 
Uankton includes the Yankton and the Yanktonai. This makes 
seven divisions, recognized by the Dakota themselves as  "seven 
council fires"; but the Teton outnumber the other six combined. 

First encountered by the whites in Minnesota, the Dakota have 
drifted westward, under pressure first from the Ojibwa, who were 
early armed with French guns, and later from the whites. During 
the latter half of the 18th century the Teton established them- 
selves west of the Missouri river. They are now on ten reservations 
in several States. 

The Dakota have always been a spirited, brave, somewhat 
turbulent people, upstanding and outright in character. Tall in 
stature and picturesque in costume, they have in recent generations 
impressed civilized imagination perhaps more than any other 
American tribe. All the Teton and part of the other divisions ad- 
hered to the plains Indian type of life: buffalo hunting, tepee 
dwelling, nomadic, non-agricultural, raiding, and proud of their 
war exploits. Their greatest ceremony was the so-called sun dance. 

(A. L. K.) 
DALADIER, EPOUARD (18S4- ), French politician, 

was in early life a secondary-school teacher. H e  was elected 
Radical-Socialist deputy for Vaucluse in  1919. H e  was minister 
for the colonies in the Herriot cabinet of 1924, minister of war 
in the reconstructed PainlevC cabinet of Oct. 1925 and of public 
instruction in the Briand cabinet of Nov. 1925. H e  was closely 
associated with Herriot and, like him, an intellectual. His social 
creed was anti-clerical and "Cgalitaire"; he believed in the elimina- 
tion of class distinctions by uniformity in education and equality 
of opportunity for all classes. H e  was one of the small group of 
Radical-Socialists who regularly voted against the measures of 
the PoincarC cabinet of "national union." At the national congress 
of the Radical-Socialist Party in  Oct. 1927 Daladier was elected 
president of the party, and recommended co-operation in the 
elections with the parties of the Left to oppose PoincsrC's finan- 
cial policy. Prime minister for brief petio~ls in 1931, 1933 and 
1934, he again took that oftice in April 1938. 

DALAGUETE, a municipality (with administrative centre 
and 23 barrios or districts) of the province and island of Cebu, 
Philippine islands, a t  the mouth of the Tap6n river on the east 
coast, 50 mi. S.S.W. of Cebu, the provincial capital. Pop. (1939) 
27,284, of whom only one was white. The climate is healthy, 
the coolest months being those of November to February, inclu- 
sive. Abaci, corn, coffee, sibucao, cacao, coco-nuts and sugar are 
the principal agricultural products. Manufactures include rough 
fabrics, clay pots and jars, salt, soap and tuba wine. Fisheries 
afford a leading source of livelihood for the inhabitants, of whom 
20.8% of those aged 6 to 19, inclusive, were reported in school 
and 31.9% of those ten years old and over were reported literate. 
The vernacular is Cebuano. 

DALBEATTIE, police burgh, Kirkcudbrightshire, Scotland. 
Pop. (1938) 3,160. I t  lies on Dalbeattie Burn, 14; m. S.W. of 
Dumfries by  the L.M.S.R. The town dates from 1780 and 
owes its rise to  the granite quarries a t  Craignair and elsewhere 
in the vicinity, from which was derived stone used for the Thames 
embankment, docks a t  Odessa and Liverpool and other works. 
Besides quarrying, the industries include concrete (crushed gran- 
ite) works, paper, bobbin, corn and timber mills, brick-making and 
glove manufacture. The estuary of the Urr, known as Rough 
firth, is navigable by  ships of 150 tons, and small vessels can 
ascend as far as the mouth of Dalbeattie Burn, within a mile of the 
town. A mile to  the north-west stand the ruins of the castle of 
Buittle or Botel, where lived John de Baliol, founder of Balliol 
college, Oxford. who had married Dervorguila, daughter of Alan 
(d. I 234), the last "king" of Galloway. 

DALBERG, the name of an ancient and distinguished Ger- 
man noble family, derived from the hamlet and castle (now in 
ruins) of Dalberg or Dalburg near Kreuznach. I n  1494 the Ger- 
man king, Maximilian I., granted the Dalbergs the honour of 
being the first to receive knighthood at  the coronation, this part 
of the ceremonies being opened by the herald asking in a loud 
voice "Is no Dalberg present?" (1st kein Dalberg da?). 



D'ALBERT-DALECARLIA 
The following are the most noteworthy members of the family: 
I. KARL THEODOR ANTON MARIA VON DALBERG ( I  744-181 7), 

archbishop-elector of Mainz, arch-chancellor of the Holy Roman 
empire, and afterwards primate of the Confederation of the 
Rhine and grand-duke of Frankfurt. Karl had devoted himself 
to  the study of canon law, and entered the Church. H e  was made 
governor of Erfurt (1772), elected coadjutor of Mainz and of 
Worms (1787) and of Constance (1800); in 1802 he became arch- 
bishop-elector of Mainz and arch-chancellor of the empire. Dal- 
berg tried to galvanize the atrophied machinery of the empire into 
some sort of effective central government of Germany. Failing 
in this, he turned to the rising star of Napoleon, believing that he 
had found in him the only force strong enough to save Germany 
from dissolution. On the dissolution of the empire in 1806 he was 
appointed by Napoleon prince primate of the Confederation of the 
Rhine. I n  1810, after the peace of Vienna (Schonbrunn), the 
grand-duchy of Frankfurt was created for  his benefit out of his 
territories, which in spite of the cession of Regensburg to Bavaria 
were greatly augmented. Dalberg's fortunes fell with those of 
Napoleon, and, when he died on Feb. 10, 1817, of all his dignities 
he was in possession only of the archbishopric of Regensburg. He 
was a notable patron of letters, and was the friend of Goethe, 
Schiller and Wieland. 

See Karl v. Beaulieu-Marconnay, Karl von Dalberg und seine Zeit 
(Weimar, 1879). 

2. WOLFGANG HERIBERT YON DALBERG ( I  7 jo--1806), brother 
of the above, was intendant of the theatre a t  Mannheim, and was 
the first to stage Schiller's earlier dramas. The poet's Brieje an 
den Freiherrn von Dalberg (Karlsruhe, 1819) are addressed to 
him. H e  himself wrote several plays, including adaptations of 
Shakespeare. His brother, Johann Friedrich Hugo von Dalberg 
(1752-1812), canon of Trier, Worms and Spires, was a com- 
poser and writer on musical subjects. 

See Alafberg, I'on Dalberg als Biihnenleiter und Dramatiker (1907). 

3. EMMERICH JOSEPH, DUC DE DALBERG (1773-1833), son 
of Baron Wolfgang Heribert, was born at  Mainz on May 30, 
1773. I n  1803 he entered the service of Baden, which he repre- 
sented as envoy in Paris. After the peace of Schonbrunn (1809) 
he entered the service of Napoleon, who, in  1810, created him a 
duke and councillor of state. I n  1814 he was a member of the 
provisional Government by  whom the Bourbons were recalled, 
and he attended the congress of Vienna, with Talleyrand, as min- 
ister plenipotentiary. H e  signed the decree of outlawry launched 
in 1815 by the European powers against Napoleon. At the second 
restoration he became a minister of State and a peer of France. 
I n  1816 he  was sent as ambassador to  Turin. H e  died a t  Herrns- 
heim on April 27, 1833. 

The duc de  Dalberg had inherited the family property of 
Herrnsheim from his uncle the arch-chancellor Karl von Dalberg, 
and this estate passed, through his daughter and heiress, Marie 
Louise Pelline de Dalberg, by her marriage with Sir R. E. Acton, 
7th baronet (who assumed the additional name of Dalberg), to 
her son the historian, John Emerich Edward Dalberg-Acton, 1st 
Baron Acton (9.v.). 

D3ALBERT, EUGEN FRANCIS CHARLES (1864- 
1932), Anglo-French pianist and composer, was born in Glasgow, 
April 10, 1864, being the son of Charles Louis Napoleon d'Albert, 
whose dance music enjoyed great popularity in its day. His 
exceptional talents were manifest from the first and he made rapid 
progress a t  the National Training School, London (which later 
became the Royal College of Music), eventually winning the 
Mendelssohn scholarship and going to Vienna t o  continue his 
studies. H e  succeeded Joachim as director of the Hochschule 
in Berlin in 1907. As pianist d'Albert excelled especially in the 
interpretation of Beethoven; as composer he devoted his atten- 
tion chiefly to  opera, TiefEand being the best known of his many 
works in this form. 

DALE, DAVID (1739-1806), Scottish manufacturer and 
philanthropist, was b o p  at  Stewarton on Jan. 6, 1739, the son 
of a grocer, H e  began business by buying up homespun linen and 
yarn, and then imported French and Dutch yarn. Together with 

Arkwright in 1785 he opened a cotton mill a t  New Lanark near 
the Falls of Clyde, but the partnership was dissolved in the same 
year. The enterprise, however, was so successful that Dale built 
a village for the workers. The mill was afterwards sold to  a Man- 
chester firm who appointed Robert Owen as manager. I n  Glasgow, 
also, Dale manufactured cotton cloth. About 1770 he organized 
the "Old Independents," a religious community on congregational 
lines, of which he was chief minister. H e  contributed generously 
to the poor and to the institutions of Glasgow, and died in that 
city on March 17, 1806. 

DALE, ROBERT WILLIAM ( I  829-1 895), English Con- 
gregationalist divine and educational reformer, born in London 
on Dec. I, 1829, was educated a t  Spring Hill college, Birmingham. 
I n  18 j3 he was invited to Carr's Lane chapel, Birmingham, as co- 
pastor with John Angel1 James, on whose death in 18 59 he became 
sole pastor. 

Dale took a keen interest in national and municipal politics, 
and was a great force on the progressive side. I n  1886 he sup- 
ported Chamberlain in opposition to Irish Home Rule, but this 
difference did not destroy his influence among Gladstonian Non- 
conformists. I n  the education controversy of 1870 he championed 
the Nonconformist position. When Forster's bill appeared, Dale 
attacked i t  on the grounds that the schools would in many cases 
be purely denominational institutions, that the conscience clause 
gave inadequate protection, and that school boards were em- 
powered by it  to make grants out of the rates to  maintain secta- 
rian schools. H e  claimed that secular education was the only 
logical solution and the only legitimate outcome of Noncon- 
formist principles. I n  Birmingham the controversy ended in 
1879 in a compromise, from which, however, Dale stood aloof. 
He sat on the Birmingham school board, served on the royal com- 
mission of education, and mas one of the founders of Mansfield 
college, Oxford. H e  was a strong advocate of disestablishment, 
holding that any vestige of political authority impaired the spirit- 
ual work of the Church. At his death on March 13, 1895, he left 
an unfinished ms. of the history of Congregationalism, which was 
completed and edited (1907) by his son, A. W. W. Dale, principal 
of Liverpool university. Of his other works the chief ones are 0 7 2  

the Atonement and The Living CIzrist and the Four Gospels. 
See Life of R. W .  Date, by his son, A. W. W. Dale (1898). 
DALE, SIR THOMAS (d. 1619), British naval commander 

and colonial deputy-governor of Virginia. From about 1588 to 
1609 he was in the Netherlands with the English army originally 
under Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester; i n  1606 he was knighted 
by James I.; from 1611 t o  1616 he  was actually though not 
always nominally in chief control of the colony of .Virginia either 
as deputy-governor or as  "high marshall," and he is best remem- 
bered for the energy and the extreme rigour of his administration 
there, which established order and in various ways seems to have 
benefited the colony. Under him began the first real expansion 
of the colony with the establishment of the settlement of Henrico 
on and about what was later known as Farrar's Island; about 
I G I ~  he took the first step toward abolishing the communal sys- 
tem by the introduction of private holdings, and it  was during 
his administration that the first code of laws of Virginia was 
effectively tested. This code, entitled "Articles, Lawes, and 
Orders-Divine, Politique, and Martiall," but popularly known 
as Dale's Code, was notable for its pitiless severity, and seems 
to have been prepared in large part by Dale himself. H e  left 
Virginia in 1616 and shortly after his return to  England was given 
command of a fleet sent against the Dutch, defeated the enemy 
near Batavia in  the East Indies late in the year 1618, arrived at  
Masulipatam in July 1619, and died there on Aug. 9, following. 

An account of Dale's career in Virginia is given in Alexander Brown's 
The First Republic i n  America (1898) ; a scholarly discussion of 
"Dale's Code" by W. F. Prince may be found in vol. i. of the Annual 
Report of the American Historical Association for 1899 as goo), and 
the code itself is reprinted in Peter Force's Historical Tracts, vol. iii., 
No. 11. 

DALECARLIA (Dalarne, "the Dales"), a west midland ' region of Sweden, extending from the mountains of the Norwegian 
frontier to within 25 m. of Gefle on the Baltic coast. It is a 
region of historical associations and local peculiarities. The. Dale- 
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carlians have their own dialect and colourful costumes. In  1434, 
led by Engelbrecht, they rose against the tyranny of Eric XIV. 
of Denmark, and in 1519-1523 they strongly supported Gustavus 
Vasa in freeing Sweden from the Danes. The districts around 
Lakes Runn and Siljan ("the Eye of the Dales"), are conse- 
quently classic ground. The people are for the most Part small 
peasant proprietors. They eke out their scanty existence based on 
agriculture by a variety of home industries, such as making 
scythes, saws, bells, wooden wares, hair goods, etc. About three- 
quarters of the whole district is covered with forest. Besides the 
wealth of the forests, Dalarne contains some of the largest iron 
mines in Sweden, notably those of Grlngesberg. Copper has 
been mined since the 13th century at  Falun ( q . ~ . ) ,  and other 
minerals have been found. b f ~ c h  of the area is consequently 
industrial. 

DALEN, GUSTAF ( I  869-1 93 7), Swedish inventor, was born 
at  Stenstorp Nov. 30, 1869. After passing his examination as an 
engineer a t  Goteborg in 1896 he completed his studies a t  Ziirich. 
On his return home he invented hot-air turbines, milking and other 
machines. In  1906 he became chief engineer to the Gas Accumu- 
lator Co., which was exploiting in Sweden the French invention 
of dissolved acetylene. I n  1909 he was appointed managing di- 
rector of this company and then succeeded in composing a prod- 
uct called "Agamassan" which has the property of absorbing 
acetylene without any danger of explosion. Dalen's cleverest in- 
vention was what is called Solventil, which when placed in a fire 
kindles it automatically when twilight sets in and extinguishes i t  
a t  daybreak. I n  1912 he was awarded the Nobel Prize for physics. 
During an experiment in 1913 he became blind in consequence of 
an explosion, but nevertheless he continued to conduct his ex- 
periments until his death at  Stockholm Dec. 9, 1937. 

DALGAIRNS, JOHN DOBREE (1818-1876), English 
Roman Catholic priest, was born in Guernsey on Oct. 21, 1818, 
and educated at  Exeter college, Oxford. Dalgairns became a 
Roman Catholic in 1845, and with Newman became a member of 
the Congregation of the Oratory a t  Rome. On his return to Eng- 
land in 1848 he was attached to the London Oratory, becoming 
superior on Fr. Faber's death in Sept. 1863. Dalgairns was a 
prominent member of the well-known "Metaphysical Society." 
H e  died on April 6, 1876. His chief works are The Devotion to  
the Sacred Heart of Jesus, with an Introduction on the History 
of Jansenisnz (1853); The Gerntan Mystics of  the Fourteenth 
Century (1858) ; The Holy Communion, its Philosophy, Theology 
and Practice (Dublin, 186 I) .  

See J .  Gillow's Bibliog. Dict. of English Catholics. 
DALGARNO, GEORGE (c .  1626-1687), British writer, 

was born a t  Old Aberdeen. For 30 years a schoolmaster a t  Oxford 
and a t  Elizabeth school, Guernsey, he wrote Ars Signorurn (1661)~ 
an attempt to  formulate a philosophical language in which ideas 
were represented by letters of the alphabet, and Didascalocophus 
(1680)~  the first explanation of the deaf and dumb alphabet. His 
chief works were reprinted for the Maitland Club in 1834. 

DALHOUSIE, FOX MAULE RAMSAY, IITH EARL OF 
(1801-1874), mas the eldest son of William Ramsay Maule, 1st 
Baron Panmure (1771-1852), and a grandson of George, 8th earl 
of Dalhousie. Born on April 22, 1801, and christened Fox as a 
compliment to the great Whig, he served for a term in the army, 
and then in 1835 entered the House of Commons as member for 
Perthshire, I n  Lord Melbourne's ministry (1835-41) Maule 
was under-secretary for home affairs, and under Lord John Rus- 
sell he was secretary-at-war from July 1846 to Jan. 1852, when for 
two or three weeks he was president of the board of control. I n  
April 1852 he became the 2nd Baron Panmure, and was secretary 
of State for  war from 1854-58, being at  the war office during 
the concluding period of the Crimean War and having to meet a 
good deal of criticism, both just and unjust. I n  Dec. 1860 he 
succeeded his kinsman, the marquess of Dalhousie, as 11th earl 
of Dalhousie, and died childless on July 6, 1874. On his death the 
barony became extinct, but his earldom passed to his cousin, 
George Ramsay (1806-So), an admiral who, in 1875, was created 
a peer of the United Kingdom as Baron Ramsay. 

See the Panmure Papers, a selection from Panmure's correspondence, 

edited in two vols. (19081, by Sir G. Douglas and Sir G. D. Ramsay. 
These letters throw much light on the concluding stage of the Crimean 
War. 

DALHOUSIE, JAMES ANDREW BROUN RAMSAY, 
IST MARQUESS and IOTH EARL OF (1812-1860), British statesman 
and Indian administrator, was born a t  Dalhousie Castle, Scotland, 
on April 22, 1812. H e  was the third son of George Ramsay, 9th 
earl of Dalhousie ( I  770--1838), one of  e el ling ton's generals, who, 
after holding the highest offices in Canada, became commander-in- 
chief in India. Several years of his early boyhood were spent wit11 
his father and mother in Canada. After two years (1825-27) at  
Harrow, he was placed under a tutor, and in 1829 entered Christ 
Church, Oxford. On leaving Oxford in 1833 he spent some time 
abroad, H e  married in 1 8 ~ 6  Lady Susan Hay, daughter of the 
marquess of Tweeddale, and in 1837 entered the House of Com- 
mons as member for East Lothian. 

H e  succeeded to the peerage in 1838, and made his mark in the 
House of Lords by a clever defence (June 16, 1840) of Lord 
Aberdeen's Church of Scotland Benefices Bill. In &fay 1843 he 
became vice-president of the board of trade, succeeding Gladstone 
as president in 1845. In  the struggle over the corn laws he ranged 
himself with Peel, and after the failure of Lord John Russell to 
form a ministry he resumed his post a t  the board of trade, 
entering the cabinet on the retirement of Lord Stanley. When 
Peel resigned office in June 1846, Lord John offered Dalhousie a 
seat in the cabinet, an offer which he declined. But in 1847 he 
accepted the post of governor-general of India in succession to 
Lord Hardinge, on the understanding that he was to  be left in 
"entire and unquestioned possession" of his own "personal inde- 
pendence with reference to party politics." 

Governor-General  of India.-Dalhousie assumed charge as 
governor-general of India and governor of Bengal on Jan. 12, 
1848. I n  writing to the president of the board of control, Sir John 
Hobhouse, he assured him that everything was quiet. This state- 
ment, however, was to be falsified by events almost before it  could 
reach England. For on April 19 Vans Agnew of the civil service 
and Lieutenant Anderson of the Bombay European regiment, 
having been sent to  take charge of hlultan from Diwan Mulraj, 
were murdered there, and within a short time the Sikh troops and 
sardars joined in open rebellion. Dalhousie agreed with Sir Hugh 
Gough, the commander-in-chief, that the Company's military 
forces were not prepared to take the field immediately. H e  also 
foresaw the spread of the rebellion, and the eventual necessity, not 
merely for the capture of Multan, but also for the entire subju- 
gation of the Punjab. H e  therefore organized a strong army for 
operations in November. For the course of the second Sikh War 
and Gough's victory a t  Gujrat see INDIA: History. For his serv- 
ices the earl of Dalhousie received the thanks of parliament and 
a step in the peerage, as marquess. 

T h e  P u n j a b  and Burma.-Dalhousie, now, without waiting 
for instructions from home, annexed the Punjab, and made pro- 
vision for the custody and education of the infant maharaja. The 
province was temporarily administered by a triumvirate under the 
personal supervision of the governor-general, and later, a place 
having been found for Henry Lawrence in Rajputana, by John 
Lawrence as sole commissioner. Twice Dalhousie toured the 
province, settling on the spot all matters of importance, and when 
he left India no province could show a better record of progress. 

Another addition to the British possessions was made by con- 
quest. The Burmese court a t  Ava was bound by the treaty of 
Yandabo, 1826, to protect British ships in Burmese waters, but 
the outrageous conduct of the governor of Rangoon towards the 
masters of the "Monarch" and "Champion" met with no redress 
from the king. Dalhousie tried to settle the dispute by diplomacy. 
When that failed he made vigorous preparation for the campaign 
to be undertaken in the autumn, which he placed in charge of 
General Godwin. Martaban was taken on April 5, 1852, and 
Rangoon and Bassein shortly afterwards. A second campaign 
opened in October, and after the capture of Prome and Pegu the 
annexation of the province of Pegu was declared by a proclama- 
tion dated Dec. 20,  1853. T o  any further invasion of the Burmese 
empire Dalhousie was firmly opposed, being content to "consoli- 
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date" the Company's possessions by uniting Arakan to Tenas- 
serim. By his wise policy he pacified the new province, placing 
Colonel Arthur Phayre in sole charge of it, personally visiting it, 
and establishing a complete system of telegraphs and communi- 
cations. 

Reforms.-These military operations added force to  the convic- 
tion which Dalhousie had iormed of the need of consolidating the 
Company's ill-knit possessions, and as a step in that direction he 
decided to apply the doctrine of "lapse," and annex any Hindu 
native states, created or revived by the grants of the British 
government, in which there was a failure of male lineal descend- 
ants, reserving for consideration the policy of permitting adoptions 
in other Hindu chiefships tributary and subordinate to the British 
government as paramount. Under the first head he recommended 
the annexation of Satara in Jan. 1849, of Jaitpur and Sambalpur 
in the same year, and of Jhansi and Xagpur in 1853 In  these cases 
his action was approved by the home authorities, but his proposal 
to annex Karauli in 1849 was disallowed, while Baghat and the 
petty estate of Udaipur, which he had annexed in 18j1 and 1852 
respectively, were afterwards restored to native rule. 

Other measures with the same object were carried out in the 
Company's own territories. Bengal, too long ruled by the governor- 
general or his delegate, was placed under a separate Iieutenant- 
governor in May 1854; a department of public works was estab- 
lished in each presidency, and engineering colleges were provided. 
An imperial system of telegraphs followed; the first link of railway 
communication was completed in 185j; well-considered plans 
mapped out the course of other lines and their method of adminis- 
tration; the Ganges canal, which then exceeded "all the irrigation 
lines of Lombardy and Egypt together," was completed; and 
despite the cost of wars in the Punjab and Burma, liberal pro- 
vision was made for metalled roads and bridges. The useless 
military boards were swept away; selection took the place of 
seniority in the higher commands; an army clothing and a stud 
department were created, and the medical service underwent com- 
plete reorganization. "Unity of authority coupled with direct 
responsibility" was the keynote of his policy. In  nine masterly 
minutes he suggested means for strengthening the Company's 
European forces, calling attention to the dangers that threatened 
the English community, "a handful of scattered strangers"; but 
beyond the additional powers of recruitment which at  his entreaty 
were granted in the last charter act of 18j3, his proposals were 
shelved by the home authorities, who scented no danger and 
wished to avoid expense In his administration Dalhousie vigor- 
ously asserted the control of the civil government over military 
affairs, and his insistence on this point caused the resignation of 
General Charles Napier. 

Dalhousie created an imperial system of post-offices, reduced 
the rates of carrying letters and introduced postage stamps. To 
him India owes the first department of public instruction; it  was 
he who placed the gaols under proper inspection, abolishing the 
practice of branding convicts; put down the crime of meriahs or 
human sacrifices; freed converts to  other religions from the loss 
of their civil rights; inaugurated the system of administrative 
reports; and enlarged and dignified the legislative council of India. 
His wide interest in everything that concerned the welfare of the 
country was shown in the encouragement he gave to the culture 
of tea, in his protection of forests, in the preservation of ancient 
and historic monuments H e  closed the useless college in Calcutta 
for the education of young civilians, establishing in its place a 
proper system of training them in technical (mu fasa l )  stations, 
and subjecting them to departmental examinations. H e  provided 
the European soldier with healthy recreations and public gardens. 
To the civil service he gave improved leave and pension rules, 
while he purified its moral by forbidding all share in trading con- 
cerns, by vigorously punishing insolvents, and by his personal 
example of careful selection in the matter of patronage. The 
high standard thus set became a settled tradition. 

Fore ign  Policy.-His foreign policy was guided by a desire to 
recognize the "independence" of the larger native states, and to 
avoid extending the political relations of his government with 
foreign powers outside India. Pressed to intervene in Hyderabad, 

he refused to do so, laying down the doctrine that interference was 
only justified "if the administration of native princes tends un- 
questionably to the injury of the subjects or of the allies of the 
British government." Protection in his view carried no right of 
interference in the affairs of what he called "independent" states. 
In  this spirit he negotiated in 1853 a treaty with the nizam, which 
provided funds for the maintenance of the contingent kept up by 
the British in support of that prince's authority, by the assign- 
ment of the Berars in lieu of annual payments of the cost. 

The same spirit induced him to tolerate a war of succession in 
Bahawalpur, so long as the contending candidates did not violate 
British territory. This reluctance to increase his responsibilities 
further caused him to refrain from punishing Dost Mohammed for 
the part he had taken in the Sikh War, and resolutely to refuse to 
enter upon any negotiations until the amir himself came fonvard. 
Then he steered a middle course between the proposals of his own 
agent, Herbert Edwardes, who advocated an offensive alliance, and 
those of John Lawrence, who would have avoided any sort of 
engagement. H e  himself drafted the short treaty of peace and 
friendship which Lawrence signed in 1855, that officer receiving in 
1856 the order of K.C.B. in acknowledgment of his services in the 
matter. While, however, Dalhousie was content with a mutual 
engagement with the Afghan chief, binding each party to respect 
the territories of the other, he saw that a larger measure of inter- 
ference was needed in Baluchistan, and wit the khan of Kalat he 
authorized Major Jacob to negotiate a t,re ty of subordinate co- 
operation on May 14, 1854. The khan was guaranteed an annual 
subsidy of Rs. jo,ooo, in return for the treaty which "bound him 
to us wholly and exclusively." T o  this the home authorities de- 
murred, but the engagement was duly ratified, and the subsidy was 
largely increased by Dalhousie's successors. On the other hand, 
he insisted on leaving all matters concerning Persia and Central 
Asia to the decision of the queen's advisers. The frontier tribes- 
men it  was obviously necessary to coerce into good behaviour 
after the annexation of the Punjab. "The hillmen," he wrote, 
"regard the plains as their food and prey," and the Afridis, 
Mohmands, Black Mountain tribes, Waziris and others had to be 
taught that their new neighbours would not tolerate outrages. But 
he proclaimed to one and all his desire for peace, and urged upon 
them the duty of tribal responsibility. 

0udh.-The settlement of the Oudh question was reserved to 
the last. In 1854 Dalhousie appointed Outram as resident a t  the 
court of Lucknow; the latter reported on the condition of the 
province in March 185 j. But in spite of the revelation of disorder 
and misrule, Dalhousie, looking a t  the treaty of 1801, considered 
that he was bound to proceed in the matter of reform with the 
king's consent. H e  proposed the transfer to the Company of the 
entire administration, the king merely retaining his royal rank, 
certain privileges in the courts and a liberal allowance. A general 
rising was almost certain to follow refusal and then the British 
Government would of necessity intervene on its own terms. On 
Nov. 21, 18j5 the court of directors instructed Dalhousie to 
assume the powers essential to the permanence of good govern- 
ment in Oudh, and to give the king no option unless he was sure 
that he would surrender the administration rather than risk a revo- 
lution. Dalhousie was in wretched health and on the eve of retire- 
ment when the belated orders reached him; but he laid down 
instructions for Outram in every detail, moved up troops, and 
elaborated a scheme of government with particular orders as to  
conciliating local opinion. The king refused to sign the treaty put 
before him, and a proclamation annexing the province was there- 
fore issued on Feb. 13, 18j6. Only one important matter now re- 
mained to him before quitting office. The insurrection of the half- 
civilized Kolarian Santals of Bengal against the extortions of land- 
lords and money-lenders had been severely repressed, but the 
causes of the insurrection had still to be remedied. By removing 
the tract of country from the ordinary regulations, enforcing the 
residence of British officers there, and employing the Santal head- 
men in a local police, he ensured a system of administration which 
proved successfu1. For a criticism of Dalhousie's policy of annex- 
ation see INDIA: History. 

Benga1.-After seven years of strenuous labour, Dalhousie, 
on March 6, 18 56, set sail for England reaching Spithead, on May 
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13. The outbreak of the mutiny led to bitter attacks at  home upon 
his policy, and to strange misrepresentation of his public acts, 
while on the other hand John Lawrence invoked his counsel 
and influence, and those who really knew his work in India cried 
out, "Oh, for a dictator," and his return "for one hour!" To 
all these cries he turned a deaf ear, refusing to embarrass those who 
were responsible by any expressions of opinion, declining to 
undertake his own defence or to  assist in his vindication through 
the public press, and by his last directions sealing up his private 
journal and papers of personal interest against publication until 
50 years after his death. Dalhousie died at  Dalhousie Castle on 
Dec. 19, 1860; he was buried in the old churchyard of Cockpec. 
Dalhousie had two daughters, and the marquessate became extinct 
a t  his death. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.-See Sir E. Arnold, Dalhoz4sie1s Ad?ninistration o f  
Britislz India (1862) ; Sir C. Jackson, Vindication of Dalhousie's 
Indian Adnzinistration (1865) ; C. Campbell, duke of Argyle, India 
under Dalhousie and Canning (1865) ; L. J. Trotter, Life o f  the 
Marquis of Dalhousie (1889) ; Sir W. W. Hunter, Dalhozrsie (1890) ; 
Sir W. Lee-Warner, Life of the Marquis of Dalhousie (1904) ; Brough- 
ton mss. (British Museum) ; and parliamentary papers. 

(W. L.-w.; X,.) 

DALIN, OLOF VON ( I  708-1 76j),  Swedish poet, was born 
in the parish of Vinberg in Halland, where his father was the min- 
ister. H e  was nearly related to  Rydelius, the philosophical bishop 
of Lund and was sent a t  a very early age to be instructed by 
him, Linnaeus being one of his fellow-pupils. While studying at  
Lund, Dalin had visited Stockholm in the year 1723, and in 1726 
entered one of the public offices there. I n  1733 he started the 
weekly S ~ ~ e ~ z s k a  Argus, on the model of Addison's Spectator, writ- 
ing anonymously till 1736. His next work was Tafzkar o fver  Cri- 
tiquer (Thoughts about Critics, 1736) With the avowed purpose 
of enlarging the horizon of his cultivation and tastes, Dalin set off, 
in company with his pupil, Baron RHlamb7s son, on a tour through 
Germany and France, in 1739-40. On his return the shifting of 
political life a t  home caused him to write his famous satiric alle- 
gories of T h e  S f o r y  of the Horse and Aprilverk (1738), which 
provoked countless imitations. His didactic epos of Fdenska Frihe- 
t e ~ z  (Swedish Liberty) appeared in 1742. Hitherto Addison and 
Pope had been his models; in this work he draws his inspiration 
from Thomson, whose poem of Liberty is emulated. On the acces- 
sion of Adolphus Frederick in 17 51 Dalin received the post of 
tutor to the crown prince, afterwards Gustavus 111. Queen Louisa 
Ulrika made him secretary of the Swedish academy of literature, 
founded by her in 1753. H e  held the post of tutor to  the crown 
prince until 1756, when he was arrested on suspicion of having 
taken part in the attempted cou# d'e'tat of that year, and was 
tried for his life before the diet. H e  was exiled from Court, and 
spent his leisure in preparing the third volume of his great histori- 
cal work, the 9 z e a  Rikes  historin (History of the Swedish King- 
dom), which came down to the death of Charles IX.  in 1611. The 
first two volumes appeared in 1746-50; the third, in two parts, in 
I 760-62. Dalin had been ennobled in I 751, and made privy coun- 
cillor in 1753; and in 1761 he once more took his place a t  court. 
On Aug. 12, 1763 he died a t  his house in Drottningholm. I n  the 
year 1767 his writings in belles lettres were issued in six volumes, 
edited by J. C. Bokman, his half-brother. During the early part 
of his life he was universally admitted to be facile princeps among 
the Swedish poets of his time. 

See K. Warburg, "Olof von Dalin," in the Handlingar (vol. lix., 
188s) of the S~vedish Academy. A selection of his works was edited 
by E. V. Lindblad (Brebro, 1872). 

DAEKEITK, municipal and police burgh, burgh of barony 
and parish, Edinburghshire, Scotland, between the North and 
South Esk, 7 m i  S E.  of Edinburgh, by the L.N.E.R. Pop. (1938) 
;.6j8. I t  is an important agricultural centre, and one of the largest 
grain-markets in Scotland. Besides milling and brewing, the chief 
industries are the making of carpets and brushes and brass found- 
ing. Near Eskbank, a residential quarter with a railway station 
coal-mining is carried on. Market-gardening, owing to the prox- 
imity of the capital, flourishes. The parish church was originally 
the Castle chapel, and was restored in 1852. A park was presented 
by the duke of Buccleuch in 1909. Dalkeith palace, designec 

~y Sir Jchn Vanbrugh in 1700, has been the residence, during 
~ is i t s  to Edinburgh, of George IV., Victoria and Edward VII. 
The picture gallery, gardens and park are famous. About I m. 
,outh is Newbattle abbey, seat of the marquess of Lothian, on the 
jite of an abbey founded by David I., the ancient crypt being 
ncorporated in the mansion. Two miles farther south lie Cock- 
>en, immortalized by Baroness Nairne and Dalhousie castle, 
3artIy ancient and partly modern. About G m. south-east of 
Dalkeith are Crichton and Borthwick castles, I m. apart. The 
Former is in ruins; the latter has been restored-Queen Mary 
jpent three weeks in Eorthwick castle after her marriage with 
Bothwell, and fled from it to  Dunbar in the guise of a page. The 
castle, a double tower, was besieged by Cromwell. 

DALKEY, a small port and watering place of Co. Dublin, 
Eire, 9 mi. southeast of Dublin by rail. I t  was aqGmilated, with 
several other urban districts, into the borough of Dun Laoghaire. 
I t  is situated on and about Sorrento point, the southern horn of 
Dublin bay. The 15th century castle has been restored for use as 
offices. There are ruins of an old church dedicated to St. Begnet, 
perhaps a diminutive form of Bega, but the identity is not clear. 
The harbour was once a landing-place of some importance. 

DALLAS, ALEXANDER JAMES ( I  7 59-1817), an 
4merican lawyer, financier, and statesman who as secretary of the 
United States Treasury during the difficult years 1814-16 rendered 
:reat service in the restoration of a national bank and a national 
currency and in the formulation of the tariff of 1816, was the 
son of a Scottish physician of good family and good English 
connections. The father, Robert Charles Dallas, was resident in 
Jamaica when the son was born, but returned to Britain for the 
-ducation of his children. Alexander attended school in Edin- 
burgh and a t  Kensington in London attracting the attention of 
Dr Benjamin Franklin and Dr. Samuel Johnson. The father's 
untimely death cut short the boy's plans for a legal education in 
the Temple; and young Alexander James Dallas earned a living 
in a counting-house for two years His mother's second marriage 
enabled him to join the family in Devonshire and resume his 
studies. In  I 780, a t  the age of 2 1 ,  he married Arabella Maria, the 
16-year-old daughter of Major George Smith, and proceeded with 
her to  Jamaica, whither his mother had gone, and where Major 
Smith was on military duty. There he became acquainted with 
Lewis Hallam, who induced him to go to Philadelphia. I n  this 
move one may possibly discern the influence of young Dallas' 
former association with Dr. Benjamin Franklin. Dallas immedi- 
ately took up the study of law, and gained admission to practice in  
1785. With Hallam he indulged his literary and theatrical inclina- 
tions, editing the C o k m b i a n  Magazine from 1787 to 1789 and help- 
ing Hallam in the establishment of the theatre in  Philadelphia. 

Possibly during these eventful years, young Dallas developed 
those abilities and powers which enabled him to render great 
service to his adopted country in the last two br three years of 
his life. However this may be, the formation of "a more perfect 
Union" through the adoption of the Constitution of 1789. and 
the consequent development of political parties, appear to  have 
stimulated his legal practice and to have drawn his attention 
to politics and the public service. I n  1795 he gained much in- 
fluence in the Democratic-Republican Party by the publication 
of an able pamphlet against the Jay Treaty; and when Jefferson 
became president in 1801, Dallas was appointed United States 
attorney for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, a position 
which he held continuously until Madison called him to be secre- 
tary of the United States Treasury in 1814. During this quarter 
century, 1789-1814, a t  the beginning of which Dallas was about 
30 years old, he belonged to the McKean-Gallatin branch of the 
Republicans and opposed the Leib-Duane combination, but he 
was not on that account any more acceptable to the Federalist 
element, who naturally feared the ability of the men of the 
Gallatin school. Although biography has failed to  explain satis- 
factorily A. J. Dallas's development, it is certain that by 1814 
he possessed the constructive abilities and powers which were 
so much needed in the United States Treasury a t  that time. 
Within a fortnight after he had entered upon the duties of that 
post, he wrote a letter to the committee on ways and means 
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recommending the establishment of a national bank. The result- 
ing bill was amended, however, so that it became unacceptable; 
and Dallas sent another outline in a letter to  John C. Calhoun, 
chairman of the committee on the currency, who was able to 
carry a bill embodying Dallas's recommendations. Consequently, 
the second bank of the United States went into operation in 
Jan., 1817, and resumption of specie payments followed shortly. 
Meanwhile, he had made recommendations regarding the tariff 
and a system of protection which became the basis of the Tariff 
Act of 1816. H e  left the Treasury, in March 1816, with a surplus 
of $?0,000,000. 

See G. M. Dallas, Life a i ~ d  Writings of Alexander James Dallas 
(1871) ; The Nation (New York), Sept. 14, 1871; and Henry Adams, 
History of the United States. 

DALLAS, GEORGE MIFFLIN (1792-1864), an Ameri- 
can statesman and diplomat, was United States minister to Eng- 
land (1856-61) on the eve and at  the outbreak of the American 
Civil War, and the immediate predecessor of Charles Francis 
Adams. H e  was the son of Alexander James Dallas (9 .v . ) .  In 
1813, just after he was admitted to  the bar, he went abroad as 
the private secretary to Albert Gallatin and brought back 
from Ghent important despatches from the American peace com- 
missioners. For the next 20 years he played a prominent and 
fairly successful rble as a Democrat in Pennsylvania politics and 
in the United States Senate; and from 1835 to 1839 was United 
States minister to Russia. When he returned from Russia, he 
entered upon a long struggle with James Buchanan for the party 
leadership in Pennsylvania. As candidate for vice-president on 
the ticket with James K. Polk ( q . ~ . ) ,  he helped to win the Demo- 
cratic victory in 1844; but the appointment of Buchanan as secre- 
tary of state deprived him of a most important share of party 
patronage and influence in the Polk administration. Consequently 
he became the leader of a distinct body of conservative Demo- 
crats who were not in all respects in harmony with the administra- 
tion, but he did not go so far as to oppose territorial expansion. 
Indeed, he sacrificed his influence with protectionists in Penn- 
sylvania by casting his vote a t  a critical time in the Senate in 
favour of the Walker Tariff bill of 1846. H e  returned to the 
practice of law in 1849, and became associated with Robert 
James Walker (q.v.), his relative by marriage, in promoting in 
England the financial interests of the IlIinois Central railrod 

I n  1853 President Pierce was urged to appoint Dallas min~ster 
to England; and in 18j6 the President did so, sending him to 
succeed his old political rival, James Buchanan, who returned 
to the United States and made a successful campaign for the 
presidency. Buchanan retained Dallas at  the London post 
throughout the whole of his administration. Dallas's earlier con- 
tacts with the friends of the United States in Great Britain, 
through the promotion of American business interests there, ap- 
pear to have served him well in the solution of difficulties which 
faced him from the beginning of his residence as minister. Fric- 
tion over the various interpretations of the ill-starred Clayton- 
Bulwer Treaty of 1850 and the serious crisis over British enlist- 
ments in the United States during the Crimean War, which was 
drawing to a close, made war imminent between Great Britain 
and the United States; but Cobden, Gladstone and others forced 
their Government to publish papers of a damaging character, while 
in America the failure of the Cincinnati Convention to nominate 
President Pierce for a second term had a pacific effect. I n  Great 
Britain the nomination of Buchanan was regarded by some as a 
stiffening of the American attitude. I n  October, Dallas and Lord 
Clarendon succeeded in drawing up the project for a treaty which 
later became the basis of an adjustment. By the close of 1860, 
official Anglo-American relations were to  all appearances com- 
posed. 

There is no satisfactory biography of George Mifflin Dallas; but 
see his Letters from London, 1856-1860 (1871) ; his Diary (1892) ; 
and J. B. Moore (ed.), TIze Works o f  James Buclzanan. I?'. P. MA.) 

DALLAS, the largest city of northern Texas, U.5 .I, on the 
Trinity river, 30 mi. E. of Fort Worth and 75 mi. from the Okla- 
homa state line; t!le county seat of Dallas county, a port of entry 
in the Galveston customs district and an important financial and 

commercial centre. I t  is on four transcontinental h i g h ~ ~ a y s  
(Bankhead, King of Trails, Dallas-Canadian-Denver and Dixie 
Overland), is served by the Colorado and Southern, the Frisco, the 
Missouri-Kansas-Texas, the Rock Island, the St. Louis South- 
weztern, the Santa Fe, the Southern Pacific and the Texas and 
Pacific railways, is a commercial aviation centre and has air-mail 
service. 

The land area is 40.6 sq.mi. The population was 158.976 
in 1920, of whom 24,023 were Negroes and 8,730 were foreign- 
born white, and had increased to 294,734 in 1940 by the federal 
census. There is a Union station (opened 1916) where more 
than IOO passenger trains arrive and depart daily. Interurban 
electric lines operate upwards of 250 passenger and freight trains 
daily from an interurban terminal. The municipal airport, Love 
field, covers I 73 ac. General offices of the Texas and Pacific rail- 
way, Texas headquarters of the Missouri-Kansas-Texas lines, 
southwestern headquarters of the American Railway Express 
and headquarters of the telegraph and teIephone systems of the 
southwest, are in Dallas. 

The freight, express and parcel-post business coming into 
Dallas over all the above-mentioned lines aggregates S,ooo,ooo,- 
ooo lb. in a year. 

Since the World \liar of 1914-18 many skyscraper business 
buildings, large warehouses and factories, hotels and apartment 
houses have been erected. The hotels, representing an investment 
of $~O.OOO.OOO, furnish accommodations for 20,000 guests. The 
assessed valuation of property in 1940 u a s  $251,191,4 75. The 
water supply from Lake Dallas is sufficient for a population of 
~,ooo.ooo. Lake Dallas, covering 10,444 ac., with a shore line of 
65 mi., was completed in 1928. 

Since 1915 natural gas and fuel oil have been available from 
fieIds in the neighbourhood. The municipality has 50 parks, 
covering 4,134 acres. There are six high and 4 j  elementary public 
schools, employing about 1,100 teachers, and 80 private schools 
of various kinds. Southern Methodist university, established 
there in 1911 and opened in 191 j, has an enrolment of more than 
3,000. 

Its campus (132 ac.) is in the separately incorporated suburb 
of University Park, north of the city. The schools of medicine, 
pharmacy, nursing and dentistry of Baylor university (at  Waco) 
are located there. Dallas has a manager-council form of govern- 
ment. 

The economic life of Dallas is based on the agricultural and 
mineral wealth of the surrounding region. I t  is the largest inland 
cotton market in the country, and is the southwestern head- 
quarters of large oil companies. Dallas ranks fifteenth in the 
total amount of its jobbing business, fifth as a distributor of dry 
goods, third of farm implements and first of cotton-seed products, 
saddlery and harness. There are 500 wholesale houses in the 
city. 

Wholesale transactions are estimated a t  $8oo,ooo,ooo an- 
nually; retail business a t  $250,000,000. The cotton firms handle 
about 3,000,000 bales a year. 

Dallas is the seat of the federal reserve bank of the Eleventh 
district. In  postal receipts it stands high, with a total of $4,j97,- 
769 in 1940; as an insurance centre it  ranks fifth, containing the 
home offices of more than 20 companies and the agencies of 
more than 170 other insurance firms. The approximately 500 
establishments situated in Dallas county produce goods valued 
at $12 ~ , O O O , O O O  annually. The numerous groups of manufactures 
are widely diversified. Nearly half the cotton gins used in the 
world are made in Dallas. There are petroleum refineries and 
plants making machinery and supplies for the oil fields. Printing 
and publishing is an important industry. The 72 periodicals 
issued include three daily newspapers and numerous trade and 
religious magazines. Other manufactures of importance are aero- 
planes, automobile accessories, awnings and tents, bagging, candy, 
clothing, cement, flour, mixed feed, iron and steel products, tex- 
tiles, store fixtures and packing-house products. 

The bank deposits were (1940) $3,160,201,000; (1930) 
$2,630 S68.000. The postal receipts were (1940) $4,597,769; 
(1930) $3.:97,916 Dallas had 122,786 motor vehicles in 1940 
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as against 89,101 in 1930. 

There were I O I , O ~ I  telephones in 1940 and 69,732 in 1930. 
The Texas state fair, the largest annual fair in the United States, 
drawing an attendance of ~,ooo,ooo, has been held at  Dallas since 
1886. 

Fair park contains about 150 ac. and has a stadium seating 
40,000. 

A log hut built in 1841 on the bank of the Trinity river by John 
Neely Bryan was the nucleus of a village called Peter's Colony, 
which in 1845 adopted the name of the newly inaugurated vice- 
president, George Mifflin Dallas, of Philadelphia. I t  was incor- 
porated as a city in 1871, when the population was about j,ooo. 
In  1890, with a population of 38,067, it was the largest city in 
the state; in 1900, with 42,638, it  ranked third; and in 1910 and 
1920 it  stood a very close second to San Antonio. The total area 
within the corporate limits was increased from 7. j  sq.mi. in 1900 
to 41.8 in 1940. 

DALLE, a rapid falling over flat smooth rock surfaces in a 
river bed, especially in rivers flowing between basaltic rocks (Fr. 
for a flag-stone or flat tile). 

The name is common in North America, and came into use 
through the French employ6s of the Hudson's Bay Company. 
Well-known "dalles" are on the St. Louis, St. Croix and IViscon- 
sin rivers. 

The "dalles" of the Columbia river are very beautiful, and have 
given its name to The Dalles ( q . ~ . ) ,  county-seat of Wasco 
county. Oregon. 

DALLES, THE, a city of northern Oregon, U.S.A., on the 
Columbia river, 93 mi. E .  of Portland; the county seat of Wasco 
county. I t  is on the Columbia river highway and is served by 
the Union Pacific railroad. Pop. (1930) 5,883 (99% native white) 
and in 1940, 6,266. 

A few miles above the city the entire Columbia river plunges 
over a rocky barrier of basalt in the Celilo falls, and just below 
the falls it is confined into a narrow chasm 130--200 ft. wide. 

An 8i-mi. navigation canal with locks enables inland river 
craft to pass these obstacles. These craft carry a heavy traffic 
of petroleum products upstream and agricultural products down- 
stream. 

The Dalles is the distributing point for much of the wheat 
and wool produced on the great plateaus of eastern Oregon. I t  
has fruit-processing plants, a salmon cannery, flour mills, a wood- 
preserving plant and terminals for ocean carriers now navigating 
the new seaway. The city was founded in 1847 and incorporated 
in 1857. 

DALLIN, CYRUS EDWIN (1861- ), American sculp- 
tor, was born at  Springville (Utah), on Nov. 2 2 ,  1861. He was a 
pupil of Truman H.  Bartlett in Boston, of the Bcole des Beaux- 
Arts, the Academie Julien and the sculptors Henri M. Chapu and 
Jean Dampt (b. 1858), in Paris, and on his return to America 
became instructor in modelling in the State normal art school in 
Boston. H e  is best known for his plastic representations of the 
North American Indian-especially for "The Signal of Peace" in 
Lincoln park, Chicago, "The Medicine Man," in Fairmount park, 
Philadelphia, and "The Appeal to the Great Spirit" in the hluseum 
of Fine Arts, Boston. His statue of Massasoit, the Indian chief, 
a t  Plymouth, Mass., was completed in 1921. As a boy he had lived 
among the Indians in the Far West and had learned their language. 
His later works include "Pioneer Monument," Salt Lake city; "Sir 
Isaac Newton," congressional library, Washington; and "Don 
Quixote." H e  won a silver medal a t  the Paris Exposition, 1900, 
and in 1906 the first prize in the competition for the soldiers' and 
sailors' monument a t  Syracuse, New York. 

DALLING AND BULWER, WILLIAM HENRY 
LYTTON EARLE BULWER, BARON (1801-1872), known 
as Sir Henry Bulwer, English diplomatist and author, the son of 
General William Earle Bulwer and his wife Elizabeth Barbara 
Lytton was born in London on Feb. 13, 1801. His younger 
brother Edward Bulwer, Baron Lytton, is separately noticed. 

Henry Bulwer was educated a t  Harrow, under Dr. George But- 
ler, and a t  Trinity and Downing Colleges, Cambridge. In 1824 
he went to the Morea, as emissary of the Greek committee 

then sitting in London, with f80,ooo sterling for the use of Prince 
Mavrocordato and his colleagues. This he describes in An 
i lutz~n~lz  i?z Greece (1826). I n  the meantime he had, on Oct. 19, 
1825, been gazetted as a cornet in the 2nd Life Guards, but finally 
left the army for the diplomatic service (Jan. I ,  1829). His first 
diplomatic appointment was as attach6 in Berlin, and he held later 
similar posts in Vienna (1830), and The Hague (1831). At the 
beginning of the Belgian revolution (August to October 1830) 
Bulwer was despatched to Belgium to watch and report on events, 
and sent home a series of despatches for which he received the 
congratulations of the cabinet. Shortly before the carrying of 
the first Reform Bill Bulwer was returned to parliament for 
Wilton, and later, in 1831 and 1832 as M.P. for Coventry. After 
two years' absence he was again returned in 1834 as member for 
Marylebone, and won considerable distinction as a debater. At 
this time he published Fralzce-Literary, Social alzd Political (2 
vols. 1834), a work completed in 1836 by two further volumes 
entitled The  Monarchy of the Middle Classes. 

While on one of his many visits to Paris from Brussels, he ob- 
tained his nomination as  secretary of embassy a t  Constantinople. 
The first task entrusted to him by Lord Ponsonby was the negotia- 
tion of a commercial treaty, which had the double object of re- 
moving the intolerable conditions which hampered British trade 
with Turkey, and of dealing a blow at  the power of Mehemet Ali, 
pasha of Egypt, by shattering the system of monopolies on which 
it  was largely based. In  this difficult task Bulwer was helped by 
the hatred of Sultan Mahmed 11. for Mehemet Ali, but the treaty 
was none the less a remarkable proof of his diplomatic skill. 
Shortly afterwards Bulwer was nominated secretary of embassy 
at  St. Petersburg, but, before he could take up the appointment, 
was nominated t o  Paris in the same capacity (June, 1839). 

On Nov. 14, 1843 he was appointed ambassador a t  the court 
of the young Spanish queen Isabella 11. Upon his arrival a t  
Madrid he was chosen arbitrator between Spain and Morocco, 
and his mediation led to  the signature of the treaty of 1844. In  
1846 a much more formidable difficulty arose over the question of 
the "Spanish Marriages," the dynastic intrigue which led up to 
the February revolution in Paris. The explosion which took place 
at  Paris was answered a month later a t  Madrid by a similar out- 
break. Marshal Narvaez thereupon assumed the dictatorship and 
wreaked upon the insurgents a series of reprisals whose excessive 
severities the British ambassador did his utmost to mitigate. When 
at  last Narvaez summarily suppressed the constitutional guaran- 
tees Bulwer sent a formal protest in the name of England. Nar- 
vaez's counterstroke was the denunciation of the English ambas- 
sador as an accomplice in the conspiracies of the Progressistas, and 
in spite of Bulwer's diplomatic position he was, on June 12, sum- 
marily required to  quit Madrid within twenty-four hours. Two 
days later M. Isturitz, the Spanish ambassador in London returned 
to Madrid. Diplomatic relations were not restored between the 
two countries until a formal apology, dictated by Lord Palmerston, 
had been signed by  the prime minister of Queen Isabella. Bulwer 
was gazetted a K.C.B., and received the formal approbation of 
the ministry and the thanks of both houses of parliament. 

Within a year of his return Sir Henry Bulwer married the 
Hon. Georgiana Charlotte Blary Wellesley, youngest daughter of 
the 1st Baron Cowley. On April 27, 1849 he was nominated am- 
bassador at  Washington. There his principal success was the com- 
pact known as the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty (q.v.), ratified in May 
1850, pledging the contracting governments to  respect the neu- 
trality of the meditated ship canal through Central America. 
After three years in Washington, Bulwer spent three years (1852- 
55) as minister plenipotentiary a t  the court of the grand duke 
of Tuscany at  Florence. From May 18j8 to Aug. 1865 he was 
ambassador extraordinary to the Ottoman Porte at  Constantinople. 
H e  returned to England in 186 j and retired with a pension. 

On Nov. 17, 1868 he was elected M.P. for Tamworth, and re- 
tained his seat until he was raised to  the peerage on March 21, 
1871, with the title of Baron Dalling and Bulwer of Wood Dalling 
in the country of Norfolk. He died on May 23, 1872. 

DALLMEYER, JOHN HENRY (1830--1883), Anglo-Ger- 
man optician, was born on Sept. 6, 1830 at  Loxten, Westphalia, 
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the son of a landowner. On leaving school at  the age of 16, he was 
apprenticed to an Osnabriick optician, and in 1851 he came to 
London, where he obtained work with an optician and later with 
Andrew Ross, a lens and telescope manufacturer. After a year 
spent in a commercial post, he was re-engaged by Ross as scientific 
adviser. H e  married Ross's second daughter, Hannah, and in- 
herited, a t  Ross's death (rggg), a third of his employer's large 
fortune and the telescope-manufacturing portion of the business. 
Turning to the making of photographic lenses (see PHOTOG- 
RAPHY), he introduced improvements in both portrait and land- 
scape lenses, in object-glasses for the miscroscope and in con- 
densers for the optical lantern. In  connection with celestial 
photography he constructed photo-heliographs for the Wilna ob- 
servatory in 1863, for the Harvard college observatory in 1864, 
and, in 1873, several for the British Government. Dallmeyer's 
instruments took the highest awards at  various international ex- 
hibitions, and he received many honours from governments and 
learned societies. H e  died on board ship, off the coast of New 
Zealand, on Dec. 30, 1883. 

His second son, THOMAS RUDOLPHUS DALLMEYER (1859- 
1906), introduced telephotographic lenses into ordinary practice 
(patented 1891), and wrote a standard book on the subject (Tele- 
photography, I 899). 

DALL' ONGARO, FRANCESCO ( I  808-1 873), Italian 
writer, born in Friuli, was educated for the priesthood, but aban- 
doned his orders, and founded the Favilla at Trieste in the Liberal 
interest. In  1848 he enlisted under Garibaldi, and next year was 
a member of the assembly which proclaimed the republic in Rome, 
being given by Mazzini the direction of the Llfo?zitore zcficiale. On 
the downfall of the republic he fled to Switzerland, then to Bel- 
gium and later to France, taking a prominent part in revolutionary 
journalism. I n  1860 he returned to Italy, and was professor of 
dramatic literature a t  Florence, and then at  Naples, where he 
died on Jan. 10, 1873. His patriotic poems, Stornelli, composed 
in early life and published in 1863, had a great popular success; 
and he produced a number of plays, notably Fornaretto, Bianco 
Capello, Fasrna and I1 Tesoro. His collected Fantasie drammatiche 
e liriche were published in his lifetime. 

See A. De Gubernatis, Fratzcesco dull' Ongaro (1875). 
DALMAN, GUSTAF (18 j5- ), German theologian and 

orientalist, was born at  Niesky, Silesia, on June 9, 18j5. He 
became professor a t  Leipzig in 1895 and a t  Halle in 1900. ITrom 
1902 to 1917 he was director of the German Evangelical Institute 
for Archaeology in Jerusalem, and for the next five years pro- 
fessor at  Greifswald. His chief publications are Christus im 
Thalqnud (1891, Eng. trans. 1893) ; Gra~zmatik des jiidisch- 
palastinischen Aramaisch (1894) ; Aranzaisch-neuhebriiisches Wor- 
terbuch (1897-1901); Worte Jesu (1898, Eng. trans. 1902); Petra 
u. seine Felsheiligtiin~er (1908); Orte u. TVege Jesu (1919) ; Jest(- 
Jeschua, Die Drei Sprachen Jesu, etc. (1922). 

DALMATIA, formerly a kingdom and crownland of the 
Austro-Hungarian empire. in the north west of the Balkan Penin- 
sula, and on the Adriatic Sea. I t  coniprised an area of 4,923 
sq.mi.: was 210 mi. long and in breadth 35 mi. After 1918, how- 
ever, Dalmatia formed a part of the Serb, Croat and Slovene 
state. (See YUGOSLAVIA and BALKAN PENINSULA.) 

A n c i e n t  a n d  Mediaeval  History.-Dalmatia originally be- 
longed to the Illyrian kingdom, which was conquered in 168 B.C. 
by the Romans, but it  was not till A.D. 12 that Tiberius quelled 
the last of many insurrections. I t s  capital Delminium was prob- 
ably Durno in Hercegovina. Already in the 4th century B.C. 
Greek colonies were established at  Issa (Lissa, Vis), Pharia 
(Lesina, Hvar),  Corcyra Nigra (Curzola, Korrula), etc., and these 
and other towns became flourishing Roman municipalities. Iadera 
and Salona were the chief towns. Various Illyrian generals be- 
came emperor, notably Diocletian, who on his abdication retired 
to his native province and built the famous palace which still 
forms the centre of the town of Spalato (Split). Spalato and 
Epidaurum (Ragusa) were founded after the annihilation of 
Salona in 639 by the Avars (q .v . ) .  The Avars were soon followed 
by the Croats and Serbs, who established themselves along the 
coast during the 7th and 8th centuries. The first Croat dukes 

(see CROATIA) resided mainly at  Bihai: near TraG (Trogir) and 
at Knin, but the towns preserved their autonomy and By- 
zantine suzerainty was little more than nominal. In  879 Duke 
Branimir acknowledged the Pope, and henceforth the Croats held 
with Rome, the archbishop of Spalato becoming metropolitan of 
the littoral from the Arsa to  Cattaro (Kotor). After two cen- 
turies of struggle the Slav liturgy (the so-called Glagolitic rite) 
was sanctioned by a church council a t  Spalato in 1076. Dalmatia 
formed part of the Croatian kingdom till its union with Hungary 
in 1102, and already was involved in conflicts with the rising 
power of Venice. King Koloman almost a t  once conceded special 
autonomy to the Dalmatian towns, the charter of Trah (1107) 
serving as a model for others. Between I I I 5 and 1430 there were 
21 wars between Hungary-Croatia and Venice; in that of 1202, 
the republic diverted the Fourth Crusade to the conquest of Zara 
(Zadar). During the Mongol invasions King Bkla IV. took refuge 
in Dalmatia, but the crown's hold upon it  was by now slight, and 
power was divided between the Venetians and a few great Croat 
nobles, such as the counts of Bribir, while south of the Narenta 
(Neretva) river the Serbian rulers held sway. I n  1 2 2 0  Stephen 
"the First-crowned," having married a niece of Enrico Dandolo, 
assumed the style "Totius Serviae Diocliae Tribuniae Dalmatiae 
atq~re Cltlt~miae Rex coronatus": and over a century Iater his 
descendant Tsar DuSan invaded and held southern Dalmatia 
(1350-6) His death was followed by a successful war of Louis 
the Great against Venice, who in 1358 ceded to Hungary the 
\vhole coast from the Quarnero to  Durazzo, though Ragusa (Du- 
brovnik) maintained its independence. Louis died in 1382 and 
in 1389 King Tvrtko of Bosnia (q.v.) seized most of the coast 
towns and took the title of king of Croatia and Dalmatia, but 
died a year later. The disputed succession in Hungary gave Venice 
a new opportunity: in 1409 Ladislas of Naples, to finance the 
campaign against his cousin Mary and her husband Sigismund, 
sold Dalmatia to Venice for ~oo,ooo ducats: and in 1420 Sigis- 
mund had to ratify the cession. 

Vene t ian  Rule.-Thus from 1420 to 1797 Venice held the 
coast from the Zrmanja to  the Neretva (including Zara, Sebenico, 
Trah, Spalato and the North and Central islands) and then again 
(south of Ragusan territory) Cattaro and the Albanian ports. 
In 1537 Clissa, near Spalato, was captured by the Turks, who 
gained a further foothold a t  the mouth of the Neretva. In  the 
second half of the 16th century the Uzkoks established a n  al- 
most independent corsair con~munity round Almissa (OmiS) and 
the Nerctva, and gave both Venice and Turkey much trouble. 
In 1635 Venice obtained from the Turks the cession of the "Nani 
line," as far as the watershed of the Dinaric Alps: by the Treaty 
of Karlowitz (1699) she obtained the Nuovo Acquisto (Knin and 
Sinj) and in 1718 the Nuovissimo Acquisto (district of Imotski). 
Dalmatia supplied numerous levies to the Venetian fleet and 
army, but was treated in stepmotherly fashion and regarded as 
a strategic outpost to  protect the Adriatic trade route. Sarpi's 
advice-"If you want the Dalmatians to  be faithful, keep them 
ignorant"-was closely followed : there were scarcely any schools 
and the first printing press was erected a t  Zara in 1796. Taxes 
were heavy; there was an oppressive salt monopoly; the forests 
were felled and not replanted. Dalmatia had produced real archi- 
tectural and artistic masterpieces in the 15th and 16th centuries, 
but then fell into neglect and isolation. Ragusa alone remained 
an intellectual centre, and produced a brilliant galaxy of poets 
and writers, notably Ivan Gundulif. in the first half of the 17th 
century. Later still i t  produced the mathematician BoSkoviC. 

Napoleonic Period.-On the fall of Venice in 1797, Dalmatia 
was assigned to Austria by the Treaty of Campo Formio. In  1805, 
however, i t  was united with Napoleon's vassal Italian kingdom. 
For a time, combined Russian and Montenegrin forces held the 
French a t  bay in the Bocche di Cattaro, but eventually the latter 
occupied Dalmatia, and suppressed the Ragusan republic and 
even the tiny peasant republic of Poljica (near Split). I n  1808 
the Russians evacuated, but the British fleet held Vis (Lissa) and 
under Hoste inflicted on March 13, 1812, a severe naval defeat 
upon the French. Several islands remained in British occupation 
till the end of the war. The rest of Dalmatia formed from 1809 
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to 1814 part of the French province of Illyria, under Marshal 
Marmont, whose short rule was marked by the building of roads, 
schools and public institutions. The Austrians under the Croat 
general MilutinoviC captured Ragusa from the French in January 
1814 and Cattaro in June. The province was definitely assigned to 
Austria a t  the peace of 1815 and reorganized in four districts, 
one consisting of former Ragusan territory. 

A u s t r i a n  Rule.-For the next generation Dalmatia lived its 
own life, almost forgotten by the rest of Austria and only acces- 
sible by sea. I t s  population was overwhelmingly Slav, but the 
small educated class, knowing Italian often better than Croat, 
formed a useful recruiting ground for the Austrian bureaucracy 
in Lombardy and Venetia, and there was a very close connection 
with Padua University, where the Yugoslav poet Orsat PoEiC 
(Pozza) was specially active. The greatest Dalmatian of this 
period was Niccolb Tommaseo, who was in close touch with the 
Illyrian movement before he became a minister in Manin's revolu- 
tionary government a t  Venice in 1848, and provided a synthesis 
between Italian and Slav aspirations on the Adriatic. In 1836 
a Slav review, and in 1849 a Slav literary society, was founded 
in Zara; but during the fifties all such tendencies were rigorously 
repressed. National life first really became vocal in 1861 when 
Dalmatia, like other Austrian provinces, received a diet. Vnder 
the narrow franchise 15,600 Italians elected 26 deputies and 
140,000 Serbo-Croats only I j. The struggle lay between the 
Autonomist Party, with its organ I1 Dalmata, and the Croat Na- 
tional Party, which desired Dalmatia's union with Croatia. The 
former found a remarkable leader in Bajamonti, mayor of Split, 
whose motto was "Slavo sempre, Croato giammai" (Slav ever, 
Croat never), but his successors gave the party more and more 
an exclusively Italian character. Vienna steadily promoted dis- 
cord between Italian and Slav, and also between Croat and Serb. 
iZlready in 18 70 the Slavs won a majority in the diet, and in the 
eighties stormed the municipalities one by one, till only Zara 
rehained mainly Italian, while Serbo-Croat asserted itself in ad- 
ministration, justice and education. I n  1897 a compromise be- 
tween the Croats and the Serbs reduced the Italians to such a 
tiny minority, that they lost all representation in the Vienna 
Reiclzsrct even before the advent of universal suffrage. The events 
of 1903 in Croatia caused intense excitement in Dalmatia, whose 
deputies vainly petitioned Francis Joseph on behalf of their 
kinsmen. The Dalmatian leaders TrumbiC, Supilo and Smodlaka 
played a leading part in drafting the Resolutions of Fiume and 
Zara (Oct. ~ g o g ) ,  and thus effecting a firm Serb-Croat coalition 
against Budapest and Vienna. With the coming of universal suf- 
frage for the Reichsrat (1907) the Dalmatian deputies became 
more vocal in Vienna, allied themselves with the Slovenes and 
Czechs, and by constant interpellations drew attention to the 
scandalous conditions in Croatia (9 .v . ) .  During the same period 
publicity was thrown upon the backward economic conditions of 
Dalmatia, which owing to political jealousies between Budapest 
and Vienna remained without railway connections northwards. 
I t  was very inadequately supplied with primary schools, and had 
been injured in its fishing and wine trade by Vienna's customs 
concessions to Italy. Emigration was high, and though the popula- 
tion was only 635,000 in 1910, no fewer than 67.000 persons had 
left Dalmatia in the previous thirty years, mostly for South 
America, the United States and Xew Zealand. Pop. (1930) 650,- 
139. 

I n  1912 lively demonstrations in Dalmatia in favour of the 
Balkan allies led to press confiscations and the dissolution of the 
municipalities of Split and Sibenik (Sebenico). By 1914 in 
Croatia and Bosnia also the 17ugoslav idea made rapid progress. 

On the outbreak of World War I ,  the leading Yugoslav in- 
tellectuals were arrested and interned, and all municipal councils 
(except Zara, which had an Italian majority) were early dis- 
solved. I n  the winter of 1917-18 an underground revolutionary 
movement steadily gained strength. 

U n i o n  w i t h  Yugoslavia.-On Feb. I,  1918, a mutiny placed 
the fleet and most of the strategic points in the Bocche di 
Cattaro for three days a t  the mercy of a revolutionary com- 
mittee. The leader, Antun Sesan, flew to Italy for help, but was 

held in arrest, and Austrian ships from Pols suppressed the 
movement. Early in October, however, a still wider plot was 
prepared, and its spokesmen, the Czech Stepinek and the Croat 
Giunio, crossed the Adriatic in a sailing boat with instructions to  
communicate with Marshal Foch and arrange with him the date 
for an insurrection. Had not they in their turn been held in 
custody for over three weeks by the Italians, and debarred from 
all intercourse with the Czech and Yugoslav national committees, 
the Allied fleets might have been in control of Dalmatia a fort- 
night before the Italian offensive was actually launched. At the 
close of October a national committee was formed in Split which 
recognized the supreme authority of the Yugoslav national coun- 
cil in Zagreb, but made itself responsible for local order in the 
province and disarmed the Austrian and Hungarian troops as  they 
retired northwards from the Albanian front. A very dangerous 
situation arose when Italian naval forces occupied northern Dal- 
matia and the islands, and some of D'Annunzio's followers tried 
to execute a raid upon Trogir (Trah) and Split. A conflict was 
averted very largely by the tact of the American admiral. By 
the Treaty of Rapallo between Italy and Yugoslavia (Nov. 12, 
1920) the whole of Da!matia was assigned to the latter, save 
for Zara and a small enclave round it. (See  YUGOSLAVIA ) 

After H~tler 's invasion and dismemberment of Yugoslavia in 
April 1941, Mussolini, by an agreement of May 18, was allowed to 
annex SuSak, Spalato and the Dalmatian coast north to Zara; Cat- 
taro and the Adriatic coast south to Albania; and all but three . 
of the former Yugoslav islands in the Adriatic. In  August he 
occupied the whole Dalmatian territory from Fiume in the north 
to Montenegro in the south. The resulting Italian province of 
Dalmatia was placed under the administration of Giuseppe Bas- 
tianini, former Italian ambassador to Great Britain. Italy thus 
obtained the Adriatic territory which she had sought but failed 
to  gain at Paris in 1919. 
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lstria (1887, 3 vols., illust.) and E. A Freeman, Subject and Neiqhbozcr 
Lands o f  Venice (1881). See also Sir J G. ivilkinsoh, Dalmatia and 
Montenegro (1840, z vols.) ; A. A. Paton, Highlends and Islands o f  
the Adriatic (1849); J .  M .  Neale, Notes on Dalmatia, etc (1861) ; 
Horatio F. Brown, Dal??tatia (London, 1924). Robert Adam, Tlze 
Ruins o f  the Palace o f  Diocletian (1764) and E .  HCbrard, Le Palais 
de Diocle'tien d Spalato (IQIT) are masterpieces o! architectural 
history The standard mediaeval history is G. Luclo, De R e ~ n n  
Dalmatiae et Croetiae (Amsterdam, 1666). For recent history see G 
Prezzolini, La Dalnzazia (Florence, 1915); G Salvemini and L. Mari- 
nelli. La Question? dell' Adriatico (Bari, 1915) : C Vellav, La Questiolt 
de L'Adriatique (1415) ; vol. IV. of History o f  Peace Conier~,zce (ed 
H M .  V. Temperley) : F and others, Le Littoral Jtdgoslav- 
(Zagreb, 1914) ; Hugo Werk. Cenni sulla Dalmazia (Zagreb, I Q I ~ ) ,  and 
G. Novak, NaSe More (Our Sea) (1927). (R. W. S.-W.; X ) 

DALMATIC, a liturgical vestment of the western church, 
proper to deacons, as the tunicle ( tunicella) is to  subdeacons. 
Dalmatic and tunicle are now, however, practically identical in 
shape and size; though, strictly, the latter should be  somewhat 
smaller and with narrower arms. I n  most countries, e .g ,  Eng- 
land, France, Spain and Germany, dalmatic and tunicle are now 
no longer tunics, but scapular-like cloaks, with an opening for 
the head to pass through and square lappets falling from the 
shoulder over the upper part of the arm; in Italy, on the other 
hand, though open up the side, they still have regular sleeves and 
are essentially tunics. The most characteristic ornament of the 
dalmatic and tunicle is the vertical stripes running from the shoul- 
der to the lower hem, these being connected by a cross-band, the 
position of which differs in various countries. 

The dalntatica, which originated (as its name implies) in Dal- 
matia, came into fashion in the Roman world in the 2nd century 
A.D. I t  was a loose tunic with very wide sleeves, and was worn 
over the tu~t ica  alba, which was simply a long white shirt, by most 
of the better class of citizens. According to the Liber Don- 
tificalis (ed. Duchesne, 1. 171) the dalmatic was first introduced 
as a vestment in public worship by Pope Sylvester I. (314-335), 
who ordered it  to be worn by the deacons; but Braun (Liturg.  
Gewandz~lzg, p. 2j0) thinks that i t  was prob~bly  in use by the 

1 Popes themselves as early as the 3rd century, since St Cyprian 1 (d. 2 j8) is mentioned as wearing i t  when he went to  his death. 



If this be so, it  was probably given to the Roman deacons to 
distinguish them from the other clergy and to mark their special 
relations to the Pope. However this may be, the dalmatic 
remained for centuries the vestment distinctive of the Pope and 
his deacons, and (according at  least to the view held a t  Rome) 
could be worn by other clergy only by special concession of the 
Pope. The dalmatic was in general use a t  the beginning of the 
9th century, partly as a result of the Carolingian reforms, which 
established the Roman model in western Europe; but it  continued 
to be granted by the Popes to distinguish ecclesiastics not other- 
wise entitled to  wear it ,  e.g., to abbots or to the cardinal priests 
of important cathedrals. Dalmatic and tunicle are never worn by 
priests, except when officiating as deacons, e.g., as deacon and 
subdeacon assisting a t  mass, but both are worn by bishops under 
the chasuble (never under the cope). 

I n  England a t  the Reformation the dalmatic or tunicle, though 
prescribed in the first prayer-book of Edward VI., ultimately 
shared the fate of the other mass vestments. (See VESTMENTS.) 

I n  the eastern churches the only vestment that has any true 
analogy with the dalmatic is the sakkos. This, which, as a litur- 
gical vestment, first appears in the 12th century as peculiar to 
patriarchs, is now very similar to the modern dalmatic. Its 
origin is almost certainly the richly embroidered dalmatic that 
formed part of the consular insignia, which under the name of 
sakkos became a robe of state special to the emperors. Braun 
suggests that its use was granted to the patriarchs, after the com- 

b 

pletion of the schism of east and west, in order "in some sort to 
give them the character, in outward appearance as well, of Popes 
of the east." I t s  use is confined to the Greek rite. I n  the Greek- 
Melchite churches it  is confined to the patriarchs and metropoli- 
tans; in the Russian, Ruthenian and Bulgarian churches it is 
worn by all bishops. Contrary to the practice of the Latin church, 
it is not worn under, but has replaced, the phelonion (chasuble). 

A silk dalmatic forms one (the undermost) of the English coro- 
nation robes. I t s  use seems to have been borrowed, not from the 
robes of the eastern emperors, but from the church, and to sym- 
bolize with the other robes the quasi-sacerdotal character of the 
kingship (see CORONATION). The magnificent so-called dalmatic 
of Charlemagne, preserved at  Rome (see EMBROIDERY), is really 
a Greek sakkos. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.--See J. Braun, S.J., Die liturgisclze Gewandung 
(1907)~ pp. 247-305. For further references and illustrations see the 
article VESTMENTS. (W. A. P.) 

DALMELLINGTON, burgh of barony and parish, Ayrshire, 
Scotland, I j  m. S.E. of Ayr by a branch line, of which it is the 
terminus, of the L.M.S.R. Pop. (1931) 6,151. The district is rich 
in coal, ironstone, sandstone and limestone. Though the place is 
very old, a Roman road running near it, few remains exist. I t  
was, however, a centre of activity in Covenanting times. 

DALOU, JULES (1838-1902)) French sculptor, was born in 
Paris, and died there on April IS, 1902. H e  was ;i pupil of Car- 
peaux and Duret and combined the vivacity and richness of the 
one with the academic purity and scholarship of the other. He 
was one of the most brilliant virtuosi of the French school. He 
first exhibited at  the Salon in 1867, but took refuge in England in 
1871 and began to teach at  South Kensington. A bronze version 
of his "French Peasant Woman," under the title of "Maternity," 
was erected outside the Royal Exchange, London. H e  returned to 
France in 1879. For the city of Paris he executed his most elab- 
orate and splendid achievement, the vast monument, "The 
Triumph of the Republic," erected, after twenty years' work, in 
the Place de la Nation, showing a symbolical figure of the Re- 
public, aloft on her car, drawn by lions led by Liberty, attended 
by Labour and Justice, and followed by Peace. I t  is somewhat in 
the taste of the Louis XIV. period, ornate, but exquisite in every 
detail. Dalou, who gained the Grand Prix of the International 
exhibition of 1889 and was an officer of the Legion of Honour, 
was one of the founders of the New Salon (Socie'te' Nationale des 
Beaux-Arts) and the first president of the sculpture section. 

DALRIADA, the name of two ancient Gaelic kingdoms, one 
in Ireland and the other in Scotland. Irish Dalriada was the dis- 
trict which now forms the northern part of county Antrim, and 

from which about A.D. joo some emigrants crossed over to  Scot- 
land, and founded in Argyllshire the Scottish kingdom of Dalriada. 
For a time Scottish Dalriada appears to have been dependent upon 
Irish Dalriada, but about 575 King Aidan secured its indepen- 
dence. 

One of Aidan's successors, Kenneth, became king of the Picts 
about 843, and gradually the name Dalriada both in Ireland and 
Scotland fell into disuse. 

See W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland (Edinburgh, 1876-80). 
DALRY, mining and manufacturing town and parish, Ayr- 

shire, Scotland, on the Garnock, 233 mi. S.W. of Glasgow, by the 
L.M.S.R. (Gaelic, "the field of the king"). Pop. (1931) 6.827. 
The industries consist of woollen factories, worsted spinning, 
brickmaking, dyeing, machine-knitting, and iron and steel works. 
Coal and iron are found. 

In  the vicinity are the large ironworks of Blair and Glengar- 
nock, and a curious stalactite cave, known as Elf House. 30 ft. 
high and about 2 0 0  f t ,  long, offering some resemblance to a 
pointed aisle. 

DALRYMPLE, ALEXANDER ( I  73 7-1808), British 
hydrographer, was born on July 24, 1737, a t  New Hailes, near 
Edinburgh. 

In 1752 he sailed for Madras in the service of the East India 
company. After a voyage of observation to the Eastern Islands 
in 1759 he attempted unsuccessfully to open up trade with Sulu 
and Canton. 

His activities during these years are indicated by the titles of 
his publications: An Account of the Discoveries in the South 
Pacific Ocean Before 1764 (1767) ; Historical Collection of South 
Sea Voyages (2 vols., 1770) ; Collection of Charts (1772) ; His- 
to~ical  Relatioiz of the Several Exfleditions from Fort Marlbor- 
ough to the islands 08 the West Coast of Sumatra (1775). I n  
I 779 Dalrymple became hydrographer to  the East India com- 
pany, and from 1795 to 1808 held the same office to  the ad- 
miralty. He died in London on June 19, 1808. 

DALRYMPLE, SIR DAVID: see HAILES, DAVID DAL- 
RYMPLE, LORD. L 

DALRYMPLE, SIR JAMES: see STAIR, JAMES DAL- 
RYMPLE, IST VISCOUNT. 

DAL SEGNO : see D A  CAPO. 
DALTON, JOHN (1766-1844)) English chemist and physi- 

cist, was born about Sept. 6, 1766, a t  Eaglesfield, near Cocker- 
mouth in Cumberland. His father, Joseph Dalton, was a weaver 
in poor circumstances, who belonged to the Society of Friends. 
John received his early education from his father and from John 
Fletcher, teacher of the Quakers' school at  Eaglesfield, on whose 
retirement in 1778 he himself started teaching. But he earned 
only about five shillings a week, and after two years he took to 
farm work. He received some help in his mathematical studies 
,from a distant relative, Elihu Robinson. I n  1781 he left his native 
village to become assistant to his cousin George Bewley who 
kept a school at  Kendal. There he passed the next 12 years, be- 
coming in 1785, through the retirement of his cousin, joint man- 
ager of the school with his elder brother Jonathan. H e  remained 
at  Kendal till, in the spring of 1793, he moved to Manchester, 
where he spent the rest of his life. Mainly through John Gough 
(1757-1825)) a blind philosopher who was a good classical and 
mathematical scholar, he was appointed teacher of mathematics 
and natural philosophy a t  the New College in Moseley Street (in 
1889 transferred to Manchester College, Oxford), and that posi- 
tion he retained until the removal of the college to  York in 1799, 
when he became a "public and private teacher of mathematics and 
chemistry." 

Encouraged by Gough, Dalton had, while he was a t  Kendal, 
contributed solutions of problems and questions on various sub- 
jects to the Gentlemen's and Ladies' Diaries, and in 1787 he be- 
gan to keep a meteorological diary in which during the succeed- 
ing 57 years he entered more than 200,000 observations. H e  made 
his own instruments. His first separate publication was Meteor- 
ological Observations and Essays (1793), which contained the 
germs of several of his later discoveries; but in spite of the origi- 
nality of its matter, the book met with only a limited sale. I n  
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PERSIAN, SPANISH, FLEMISH AND BYZANTINE DALMATICS 

1. Persian dalmatic (sakkos) of brocade in coloured silks and silver-gilt 
thread. on ground of si lver thread. Roses, Irises, tul ips, narcissl 
and other flowers, w i t h  wisps of cloud, form the design. Fastened 
by loops and silver buttons. Persian work of late 1 7 t h  or early 
1 8 t h  century 

2.  Spanish dalmatic, 1 5 t h  century, o f  si lk velvet. Apparels and orphreys 
of 1 6 t h  century applique work, the former bearing shields charged 
w i t h  the Five Wounds 

3. Dalmatic of Charlemagne, i n  the sacristy of St. Peter's, Rome, an 
example of Byzantine work, or ig inal ly  ascribed t o  8th-10th century, 
but  now generally at t r ibuted to the 1 2 t h  century or later. Front  
shows Christ as judge of the wor ld;  the back, shown here, depicts 
the Transfiguration 

4. Flemish dalmatic of la te 1 5 t h  century, in Waterford cathedral, Ireland. 
C u t  green silk velvet w i t h  c loth of gold ground; orphreys embroidered 
w i th  figures of saints In gold and colours 





DALTON-DALY 
1794 he was elected a member of the Manchester Literary and 
Philosophical Society, and a few weeks after election he communi- 
cated his first paper on "Extraordinary facts relating to  the vision 
of colours," in which he gave the earliest account of the optical 
peculiarity known as Daltonisin or colour-blindness, and summed 
up its characteristics as observed in himself and others. This 
paper was followed by  many others on diverse topics. I n  1803 
he published a paper on the "Absorption of gases by water and 
other liquids"; containing his "Law of partial pressures." 

Dalton was a crude experimenter, a good many of his results 
have since been disproved and none of his investigations com- 
pares with those concerned with the Atomic Theory, with which 
his name is inseparably associated. I t  is clear from the notes 
prepared for his lectures that in his long series of meteorological 
experiments he was feeling his way towards the Atomic Theory. 
A study of these papers by Roscoe and Harden ( A  New View o f  
the Origin of Dalton's Atomic Theory, 1896) shows that the idea 
of atomic structure arose in his mind as a purely physical con- 
ception, forced upon him b y  study of the physical properties of 
the atmosphere and other gases. The first published indications 
of this idea are to be found a t  the end of his paper on the "Absorp- 
tion of gases" (Oct. 21, 1803) published in 18oj. Here he says: 
"Why does not water admit its bulk of every kind of gas alike? 
This question I have duly considered, and though I am not able 
to satisfy myself completely I am nearly persuaded that the cir- 
cumstance depends on the weight and number of the ultimate 
particles of the several gases." E-Ie proceeds to give what has 
been quoted as his first table of atomic weights, but on p. 248 
of his laboratory notebooks for 1802-04, under the date Sept. 
6, 1803, there is an earlier one in which he sets forth the relative 
weights of the ultimate atoms of a number of substances, derived 
from analysis of water, ammonia, carbon dioxide, etc., by chemists 
of the time. Confronted with the "problem of ascertaining the 
relative diameter of the particles of which, he was convinced, all 
gases were made up, he had recourse to the results of chemical 
analysis. H e  thus arrived at  the idea that chemical combination 
takes place between particles of different weights, and this differ- 
entiated his theory from the historic speculations of the Greeks. 
The extension of this idea to substances in general necessarily led 
him to the law of combination in multiple proportions, and the 
comparison with experiment brilliantly confirmed the truth of his 
deduction" ( A  N e w  View, etc., pp. jo, 51). Dalton communicated 
his atomic theory to  Dr. Thomas Thomson of Glasgow university, 
who by consent included an outline of it in the third edition of his 
System of Chemistry (18oj), and Dalton gave a further account 
of it in the first part of the first volume (1808) of his New Systenz 
o f  Chemical Philosoplzy. 

I n  1804 Dalton was chosen to give a course of lectures a t  the 
Royal Institution, London, where he delivered another course in 
1809-10; and in 1822 he became F.R.S. He was a corresponding 
member of the French Academy of Sciences, and in 1830 he was 
elected as one of its eight foreign associates in place of Davy. 
In  1833 Lord Grey's government conferred on him a pension of 
£150, raised in 1836 to L3oo. H e  lived for more than a quarter 
of a century with his friend the Rev. SV. Johns (1771-1845), in 
George Street, Manchester, where his daily round of laboratory 
work and tuition was broken only by annual excursions to the 
Lake district and occasional visits to London, "a surprising place 
and well worth one's while to see once, but the most disagree- 
able place on earth for one of a contemplative turn to  reside in 
constantly." I n  1822 he paid a short visit to Paris, where he met 
many of the distinguished men of science then living in the French 
capital, and he attended several of the earlier meetings of the 
British Association at  York, Oxford, Dublin and Bristol. Into 
society he rarely went, and his only amusement was a game of 
bowls on Thursday afternoons. He died in Manchester on July 
27, 1844. 

See Henry, Life of Dalton, Cavendish Society (1854) ; Angus Smith, 
Menzoir of Johlt Dalton and History of the Atomic Theory (1556), 
which on pp. 253-263 gives a list of Dalton's publications; and Roscoe 
and Harden, A New View of the Origin of Dalton's Atomic Theory 
(1896) ; an essay by Sir William .4. Tilden in his Famous Chemists 
(1921) ; also ATOM. 

DALTON, a city of north-western Georgia, U.S.A., 34 mi. S.E. 
of Chattanooga; the county seat of Whitfield county. I t  is on 
federal highway 41, and is served by the Nashville, Chattanooga 
and St. Louis and the Southern railnays. The population was 
8,160 in 1930 and 10,448 in 1940 by the federal census. I t  is 
a shipping point for cotton, cattle, grain and fruit, and has 
various manufacturing industries, including four textile mills, 
hosiery mill, chair factory, brick plant and more than 30 chenille 
bedspread plants. The tufted bedspread industry originated 
in Whitfield county and has developed into the largest industry 
in the county in value of product and number of employees. The 
city was founded about 1844 and Mas incorporated in 1847. I n  
Nov. 1863, after Gen. Bragg's defeat a t  Chattanooga, he re- 
treated to Dalton, and this became the headquarters of the Con- 
federate army in northern Georgia through the winter. Gen. 
Joseph E. Johnston replaced Bragg in December and the follow- 
ing spring began the retreat to~vard Atlanta as Sherman's federal 
forces advanced. 

DALTON-IN-FURNESS, urban district and market town 
of Lancashire, England, 4 mi. N.E. of Barrow-in-Furness. Pop. 
(1938) 10,440 The church of St. Mary retains ancient fragments 
and a font believed to have belonged to Furness Abbey, which 
lies 3 m. S. of Dalton (see FURNESS). Of Dalton Castle, where the 
manorial court of Furness Abbey was held, there remains a square 
tower showing decorated windows. There are numerous iron-ore 
mines in the parish. A canal 3& m. long communicates with the sea. 

DALTON'S LAW. I n  a mixture of gases the volumes of 
the individual gases are equal to one another and to the volume 
of the containing vessel (e.g., in a flask of 500 cu.cm. capacity, 
containing a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, the volume occupied 
by the oxygen is 500 cu.cm. and that occupied by the nitrogen 
500 cu.cm.) but the pressure exerted by each gas (its partial pres- 
sure) is proportional to the quantity (mass) of that gas present in 
the mixture. The sum of the partial pressz~res of the individual 
gases is the total pressure exerted by the mixture. 

These facts are embodied in Dalton's Law. The pressure of a 
nzixtzcre of gases is  the sum o f  tlze pressures which would be 
exerted separately by the several constitz~ents if each alone were 
present. (See KINETIC THEORY OF MATTER.) 

DALTON SYSTEM: see EDUCATION: Educationnl Experi- 
ments. 

D'ALVIELLA, COUNT GOBLET ( I  846-1 92 j )  , Belgian 
legislator and writer, was born on Aug. 10, 1846, a t  Brussels. He 
sat in parliament from 1874 to 1878; from 1874 to 1890 he di- 
rected the Revue de Belgique; from 1892 to 1894 he was Liberal 
leader in the senate, and then became professor of the history of 
religion in Brussels. His chief publications were The  Sahara and 
Lapland (Eng. trans. 1874) ; Inde e t  Himalaya (1877) ; The  Con- 
tenzporary Evolztfion o f  Religioz~s Tlzougl~t ic England, Americit 
and India (Eng. trans. 1885) ; The  Origin and Growth of the Con- 
ception of God (Hibbert Lectures 1892) ; La Migratio~z des S y m -  
boles (1891, Eng. trans. 1894); La Repre'sentation proporfionelle 
en Belgique ( I  goo) ; Sozivenirs des etats-Unis ( I  906) ; Croyances, 
Rites, Institzltions, 3 vols. (191 I) .  

DALY, AUGUSTIN (1838-189g), American theatrical 
manager and playwright, was born in Plymouth (N.C.), July 20, 
1838. E-Ie was dramatic critic for several New York papers from 
1 8 j ~ ,  and he adapted or wrote a number of plays, Under the 
Gaslight (1867) being his first success. In  1869 he was the man- 
ager of the Fifth Avenue theatre, and in 1879 he built and opened 
Daly's theatre in New York, and in 1893, Daly's theatre in Lon- 
don. At the former he gathered a company of players, headed by 
Aiiss Ada Rehan, which made for it  a high reputation, and for 
them he adapted plays from foreign sources, and revived Shake- 
spearean comedies in a manner before unknown in America. I Ie  
took his entire company on tour, visiting England, Germany, and 
France. 

Some of the best actors on the American stage have owed their 
training and first successes to him; among them Clara Morris, 
Sara Jewett, John Drew, Fanny Davenport, Maude Adams, and 
Mrs. Gilbert. Daly was a great book-lover; his valuable library 
was dispersed by auction after his death, in Paris, June 7, 1899. 



DALYELL-DAMAGES 
Besides plays, original and adapted, he wrote Wogington: a Trib- 
ute to  tlze Actress and the W o m a n  (1888). 

DALYELL (or DALZIELL or DALZELL), THOMAS (d. 1685), 
British soldier, was the son of Thomas Dalyell of Binns, Linlith- 
gowshire. H e  was present a t  the battle of Worcester (Sept. 3, 
1651), where his men surrendered, and he himself was captured 
anci imprisoned in the Tower. In  May he escaped abroad, and in 
I 653 took part in the Highland rebellion and was excepted from 
Cromwell's act of grace, a reward of £200 being offered for his cap- 
ture, dead or alive. The king's cause being now for the time hope- 
less, Dalyell entered the service of the tsar of Russia, and fought 
in the wars against the Turks and Tatars. H e  returned to Charles 
in 1665, and on July 19, 1666, he was appointed commander-in- 
chief in Scotland to subdue the Covenanters. H e  defeated them 
at  Rullion Green and exercised his powers with great cruelty, his 
name becoming a terror to the peasants. H e  obtained several of 
the forfeited estates. On Jan. 3, 1667, he was made a privy coun- 
cillor, and from 1678 till his death represented Linlithgow in the 
Scottish parliament. H e  was incensed by the choice of the duke 
of Monmouth as commander-in-chief in June 1679, and was con- 
firmed in his original appointment by Charles, but in consequence 
did not appear a t  Bothwell Bridge till after the close of the engage- 
ment. On Nov. 25, 1681, a commission was issued authorizing him 
to enrol the regiment afterwards known as the Scots Greys. He 
was continued in his appointment by James II., but died soon after 
the latter's accession in Aug. 1685. 

DAMAGES, the sum of money claimed or adjudged to be 
paid in compensation for loss or injury inflicted by a wrongdoer. 
Compensation first appears in law as a substitute for retaliation. 
Primitive systems appear universally to have had detailed scales 
of compensation for each particular form of personal injury, like 
the T O L V ~ ~  of the Iliad and the Anglo-Saxon wer-gild. Punishment 
and compensation were not distinguished. In  modern systems 
criminal and civil remedies are clearly separated, although in 
France and many foreign countries they are often administered in 
the same proceeding. In  countries following the common law and 
in Scotland, the proceedings, with few exceptions, are kept 
separate. 

Assessment of Damages.-Courts of common law had no 
other remedy than damages, and consequently rules had to be 
evolved for assessing in money losses which often could not be so 
assessed with any degree of accuracy. Where, as in breaches of 
contract, the loss could be accurately estimated, the measure of 
damages was governed by strict rules; in other cases, the jury, 
or a judge, arbitrator or referee acting as a jury, was left to fix 
a reasonable sum in view of all the circumstances. In  such cases, 
unless substantial injustice has been caused by the judge's mis- 
direction or by the improper admission or rejection of evidence, 
a court of appeal will not interfere with the assessment if a jury 
could reasonably have so fixed the amount. The damages, how- 
ever, must be assessed once and for all in one lump sum. If 
unexpected damage occurs after assessment, in the absence of a 
new cause of action, the plaintiff cannot obtain a reassessment, 
nor, if possibilities which do not in fact occur induce the jury to 
award heavy damages, can the defendant, when the event is as- 
certained, have the assessment reduced. Thus in an action for per- 
sonal injuries permanently incapacitating the plaintiff, the jury 
cannot award an annuity, but, with reasonable regard to the prob- 
abilities, must award a sum which will stand unaltered whether 
the plaintiff survive for one year or for 20. If, however, the occur- 
rence of future damage would constitute a new cause of action, 
damages are assessed up  to the time when the assessment takes 
place, but no account is taken of future damage, however probable. 

Courts of equity had, until 1858 (Cairn's Act), no jurisdiction 
to award damages, but could order specific performance of certain 
contracts and could interfere by injunction to prevent a threatened 
wrong. These powers were not exercised if the damages which 
could be obtained from a court of common law were an adequate 
remedy, but since 1858 courts af equity have been empowered 
to award damages, if they deem fit. in lieu of an injunction or a 
decree of specific performance. This power enables the court to 
award damages where the injury is only threatened (Leeds In- 

dustrial Co-operative Society, Ltd., v. Slack, 1924, A.C. 851). 
Apart from this special case, however, damages can only be 
awarded by any court when a legal wrong has already been com- 
mitted. Trade competition, revelation of the true character of an 
impostor, the making of works authorized by statute and countless 
other acts may inflict serious injury, yet damages cannot be 
recovered. A cause of action must be proved. If a cause of action 
is proved, however, damages will be awarded. The amount will be 
nominal (from 40 shillings to  one shilling or even a farthing) if 
no proof of actual injury is given; but the award is important as 
establishing a right and as a "peg on which to hang costs." Such 
nominal damages are to  be distinguished from contemptuous 
damages, by awarding which the jury express their view that the 
plaintiff although alleging substantial injury, has not in fact suf- 
fered any, and should not have brought an action. The award of 
contemptuous damages seldom occurs in practice except in actions 
for defamation and can only occur where there is no settled 
measure of damages. Such an award is a material fact for the 
judge to consider if he is asked to deprive a successful plaintiff of 
costs, but it is not a conclusive fact. 

I f  a plaintiff is entitled to more than nominal damages, the 
object of the common law is to place him, so far as money can do 
so, in the same position as if the wrong had not occurred. But 
that principle does not entitle the plaintiff to compensation which 
flows from some other cause than the defendant's wrong. The 
damages must not be too remote; but the rules on remoteness of 
damage are complicated and the subject of much debate. At one 
time a single test was applied: Was the damage the natural and 
probable result of the wrong? But the test was of little value 
unless supplemented by a mass of case law. Of recent years 
judges have preferred to  ask if the damage is the direct result of 
the wrong. If so, compensation is recoverable, however improb- 
able was the result (In re Polemis, 1921, 3 K.B. 560). But the 
question remains open when the test is applied, whether the de- 
fendant's wrong was the true cause of the damage. Thus where 
a person entrusted with a libellous letter wrongfully left it where 
it was seen by others and the writer was thereupon successfully 
sued for libel, the damage which the writer thus suffered was held 
not to flow from the wrongful exposure of the letter, but from the 
writer's own libeI (Weld-Blundell v. Stephens, 1920, A.C. 956). 
Similarly where a maintained action has been successful, the 
damages and costs in which the defendant is condemned flow from 
his own wrong and cannot be recovered in an action for main- 
tenance (Neville v. Lo~zdon Express Newspaper Ltd.,  1919, A.C. 
368). The intervention of another person's act between the wrong 
and the damage also prevents the damage from being the direct 
result of the wrong. 

Contemplated Result.-Nevertheless, in many cases a wrong- 
doer is responsible for damage, although the intervention of others 
has broken the direct chain of causation. If the wrongdoer actu- 
ally contemplated or ought to have contemplated or was under a 
duty to guard against the particular kind of damage which fol- 
lowed from his act, he is liable unless, as in the cases above cited, 
the plaintiff is seeking indemnity from his own wrong. Common 
illustrations are the republication, in pursuance of a legal or moral 
duty or by wrongdoer's authority, of defamatory words, and the 
instinctive acts of persons put in peril by the defendant's wrong. 
Thus in a famous case (Scot t  v. Shepherd, 1773, z W.B1. 892) the 
plaintiff, injured by the explosion of a lighted squib thrown from 
hand to hand, was entitled to  recover in trespass from the original 
thrower as if he had directly thrown the squib into his eye. 
Similarly if a customer draws a cheque with blank spaces which 
facilitate forgery, he must bear the loss if his bank pays the 
amount as fraudulently altered (London Joint Stock Bank Ltd .  v. 
Macmillan, 1918, A.C. 777). The intervening criminal act is an 
act against which the customer is bound to guard. More difficult 
questions arise when the intervening acts are of children. Persons 
who know of the presence or probable presence of children ought 
to contemplate their getting into mischief and their acts "in the 
wantonness of infancy" will be mere links in the chain of causa- 
tion. But if the childish acts are such as ~ ~ o u l d  not reasonably be 
contemplated, the chain of causation will be broken (McDownll 



DAMAGES 
v. Great Western Ry. Co., 1903, 2 K.B. 331). 

The same principles apply to breaches of contract. Very often 
damage follows a breach of contract, but the true cause is to be 
found in circumstances outside the contract. If so damages are 
only recoverable if the circumstances were or ought to have been 
in the contemplation of the parties. Mere knowledge is not 
enough: the circunistances must be in their contemplation as 
affecting their contractual obligations. In  the leading case on the 
subject (Hadley v. Baxendale, 1854, g Ex. 341), a carrier who 
negligently delayed a mill shaft sent for repair was held not re- 
sponsible for the stoppage of the mill owing to there being no 
spare shaft. The commonest illustration, however, arises where in 
an action for default in delivering goods claim is made for loss of 
profit on a resale. If the default makes delivery under the con- 
tract of resale impossible the loss of profit will be recoverable if,  
and only if, resale was in the contemplation of the parties. The 
same test determines the recovery of damages and costs payable 
to third parties. 

Even when damages are not too remote they may, however, be 
irrecoverable because the plaintiff has neglected the duty which 
lies on him to act reasonably in order to mitigate his damages. 
If,  after the cause of action has arisen, the plaintiff can reduce 
the loss by reasonable steps, he cannot recover compensation for 
any part of the damage ~ ~ h i c h  is due to his neglect to take such 
steps; and if from the steps he takes he derives a benefit which 
he would not have secured if the wrong had not been committed, 
such benefit will be considered in assessing the damages (British 
TVesti~zghozlse Ltd .  v. Ufzderground Rys. Ltd., 1912, A.C. 673). 

L i q u i d a t e d  Damages.-In contracts it is not uncommon to 
specify the amount to be paid in the event of breach. If the 
amount, whatever the parties call it, is a penalty, the courts will 
ignore the provision. I f ,  however, looking at all the circumstances, 
the court is of opinion that the parties made a genuine attempt to 
pre-estimate the loss which would result from breach, the amount 
will be liquidated damages and the court, without independent 
assessment, will award such amount to the party wronged. Or- 
dinarily he can recover no greater damages; but if he is able to 
show special damage flowing from circumstances which were 
entirely outside the contemplation of the parties when the liqui- 
dated damages were agreed, and such damage is not too remote, 
it may be recovered over and beyond the liquidated damages 
(Aktieselskabet Reidar v. Arcos Ltd., 1927, I K.B. 352). 

If damages are proved in foreign currency, they are converted 
into legal tender at  the rate of exchange prevailing when the cause 
of action arose, and subsequent fluctuations in the rate of ex- 
change are immaterial. 

Interest is only recoverable as damages in exceptional circum- 
stances. (See MONEY LENDING.). 

Although difficult questions on remoteness often arise, damages 
for breach of contract can usually be assessed with accuracy since 
the cost of putting the injured party in the position he would 
have been in but for the breach can be ascertained by proving the 
cost of making a contract which will secure to him the like ad- 
vantages. In  some cases by custom or practice of the courts a 
definite measure of damages which differs, or may differ in result 
from the application of general principles, has been adopted for 
convenience of assessment in cases chich otherwise would be very 
complicated. Thus where an insured ship is repaired and the 
owner derives benefit from the substitution of new materials for 
old, one-third of the cost of the repairs is deducted for this benefit. 
Similarly, where a domestic servant is wrongfully dismissed, by 
custom the damages are a month's wages without any allowance 
for board and lodging during the month. Sometimes, however, the 
damage from a breach of contract may be difficult of assessment 
because of the peculiar character of the  lai in tiff's loss, as where 
he is deprived of a chance of losing a prize, or of the enhanced 
reputation which an actor or actress may gain, in the contemplation 
oi both parties, by appearing in an important part or in a well- 
known theatre. Difficulty in assessing damages, however, is no 
reason for refusing to award them or for awarding only nominal 
damages. The damages for breach of one form of contract-a 
contract to marry-are peculiarly at  large, and the jury may give 

exemplary damages to mark their disapproval of the defendant's 
conduct. Generally, however, in contract the common law is con- 
cerned only with the loss which the plaintiff has suffered and is 
uninfluenced by the motive or good faith of the defendant. Roman 
law, on the other hand, applied quite a different measure of dam- 
ages when the defendant acted in good faith and when he acted 
fraudulently. Thus the vendor of a defective article, if he did not 
know of the defect, was liable only for the difference between the 
price he received and the price which the buyer would have given 
if he had known of the defect. I f  the vendor knew of the defect, 
however, he would be liable for all injury flowing from the use 
of the article in its defective condition. Accordingly the Roman 
and the common law would apply startlingly different measures 
of damages in cases such as Pinnock Brotl~ers v. Lewis and Peat 
Ltd., 1923, I K.B. 690, where copra cake innocently supplied for 
the manufacture of cattle food contained poisonous castor bean, 
causing the death of many cattle to which the food was ultimately 
given. In  general, however, the rules governing damages for 
breach of contract are very similar under all legal systems. Con- 
tinental systems differ from the common law chiefly in their 
readiness to enforce an agreed measure of damages, whether or 
not the stipulated damages are a genuine pre-estimate of the 
probable loss. Scots law follows English law, as it also does in 
the sale of goods, the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, forming a common 
code. The Indian contracts code also adopts, in effect, the 
English rules. 

E x e m p l a r y  Damages.-In some actions for tort, damages 
can be calculated with exactness as in contract, e.g., in cases of 
injury to property. Thus, in conversion, the measure of damages 
is almost always the value of the article converted at the time of 
the conversion. Where, however, the injury is to the person or 
reputation, only actual expenses and loss of income caused by the 
wrong can be proved with exactitude, and the bulk of the damages 
are at  large and consequently within the reasonable discretion of 
the jury. Consequently the motives and conduct of the defendant 
may greatly affect the damages awarded. The chief cases where 
great latitude is allowed are: (I) in actions for defamation; (2) 
in actions for malicious prosecution and false imprisonment; (3) 
in cases of outrageous trespass on land; (4) in seduction and 
breach of promise of marriage; and (j) for adultery. The divorce 
court has peculiar powers over the application of damages for 
adultery, however, and may ensure provision for the maintenance 
and education of children of the marriage or the maintenance of 
the guilty wife. In  assessing damages the jury are often asked to 
have regard to the means and position of the adulterer. Whether 
this was proper was much debated, and the grounds for allowing 
it, as well as the other principles governing damages for adultery 
were stated, after a review of the authorities, by Mr. Justice 
McCardie in Bzdtterworth v. Butferworth, 1920, p. 126, to which 
reference should be made. 

I n  cases of collisions at  sea where both ships are to blame, the 
Admiralty rule is to apportion blame and to make the ships bear the 
total loss in the proportion of their fault. But this rule does not 
apply to claims for personal injuries brought in the admiralty 
court. 

Although English law gives compensation for physical injury 
caused by shock, and for pain and suffering, no allowance is made 
for wounded feelings as a general rule. In Scots law a solatiurn for 
wounded feeling may be aUowed. Probably the greatest difference 
between the two systems, however, is the recognition in English 
law, but not in Scots law, of the maxim actio personalis moritur 
cum Persolza. I n  English law, as a general rule, a right to recover 
damages for a tort did not survive the death of either the wrong- 
doer or his victim, and no right of action could be based on the 
death of a human being. Limited statutory exceptions to the 
former principle were made as early as Edward 111,'s reign and 
greatly extended in 1833 (3 and 4 Will. IV., c. 42), but the excep- 
tions only applied where real or personal property was affected by 
the tort. The rule continues in cases of defamation and other 
personal torts. By the Fatal Accidents Act, 1846 (Lord Camp- 
bell's Act) personal representatives of a person killed or fatally 
injured by a wrongful act have a statutory right of action, if the 



DAMAN-DAMASCIUS 
deceased would himself have had a cause of action, for the benefit 
of the husband, wife, parent or legitimate child, grandchild or step- 
child of the deceased. But the damages recoverable are limited to 
financial loss from the death, and account must be taken of all 
benefit resulting from the death (Carling v. Lebbon, 1927, 2 K.B. 
108) such as a widow's or orphan's pension from the Government. 
By statute passed in 1908, however, sums payable under policies 
of insurance do not reduce the damages. Regard may be had, 
moreover, to  the reasonable expectation of pecuniary benefit in 
the future if the deceased had lived, but the courts will ignore a 
mere speculative possibility (Barnett v. Cohen, 1921, 2 K.B. 461). 
Strangers, such as a master deprived by the death of a valuable 
servant, cannot, however, recover any damages. 

I n  the United States the law of England on damages is gen- 
erally followed, modified, however, in  some particulars by statute. 
Thus, the law in England that a tenant who commits wilful waste 
on the premises shall pay thrice the amount of the damages is 
not the Iaw in a11 States. Likewise the law in England that a 
tenant who refuses to quit after due notice shall thereafter pay his 
landlord double rent is not the law in all jurisdictions in the United 
States. 

See T .  Sedgwick, Treatise on  the Measure o f  Damages (6th ed., 
1874) ; G. J. Bell, Principles o f  Law of Scotland (10th ed., 1899) ; 
J. D. Mayne, Treatise on Damages (10th ed. b y  F. Gahan, 1927) .  

(F. G.)  

DAMAN or DAMAUN, town, Portuguese India, capital of 
the settlement of Daman, on the east side of the entrance of the 
Gulf of Cambay within the Bombay Presidency with a station on 
the Bombay, Baroda and Central India railway. The settlement, 
which has an area of 149 sq.m. and a population of about 57,000, 
is subject to  the Governor General of Goa. I t  is divided into two 
parts, Daman proper, and the larger Pargana of Nagar Havili, the 
two being separated by a narrow strip of British territory. The 
soil is fertile though only a small proportion is cultivated for rice, 
wheat and tobacco. The teak forests are valuable. Weaving is 
less important than formerly; mats and baskets are made. Deep- 
sea fishing and shipbuilding are important. There is no foreign 
trade. 

Daman town was sacked and burnt by  the Portuguese in I 531. 
I t  was subsequently rebuilt, and in I j j8 was again taken by the 
Portuguese, who made a permanent settlement and have held it 
since. The territory of Daman proper was conquered by the 
Portuguese in 1559; that of Nagar Havili was ceded to them by 
the Mahrattas in  1780 in indemnification for piracy. 

DAMANHuR, a town of Lower Egypt, 38m. E.S.E. of 
Alexandria by rail, capital of the richly-cultivated province of 
Bahera. I t  is the ancient TimenhGr, "town of Horus," which in 
Ptolemaic times was capital of a nome and lay on the Canopic 
branch of the Nile. I t s  name and other circumstances imply that 
Horus (Apollo) was worshipped there in the same form as at  
Edfu, though its Roman name, Hermopolis Parva, should indicate 
Thoth as the local god. A much frequented fair is held at  Daman- 
hiir three times a year, and there are several cotton manufactories. 
POP. (1937),61,7$3. 

DAMARALAND. a region of south-western Africa, bounded 
west by the Atlantic, east b y t h e  Kalahari, north by Ovampoland, 
and south by Great Namaqualand. It forms the central portion of 

South-West Africa. Damaraland is alternatively known as Herero- 
land, both names being derived from the tribes inhabiting the 
region. The so-called Damara consist of two probably distinct 
peoples. They are known respectively as "the Hi11 Damars" and 
"the Cattle Damara," i.e., those who breed cattle in  the plains. 
The Hill Damara are negroes with perhaps some Hottentot blood, 
and have adopted the Hottentot tongue, while the Cattle Damara 
are of distinct Bantu-Negro descent and speak a Bantu language. 
The term Damara ("Two Dama Women") is of Hottentot origin, 
and is not used by the people, who call themselves Ova-herero, 
"the Merry People" (see HOTTENTOTS and HERERO). 

DAMASCENING or  DAMASKEENING, a term some- 
times applied to the production of damask steel, but properly the 
art of incrusting wire of gold (and sometimes of silver or copper) 
on the surface of iron, steel or bronze. The surface upon which 
the pattern is to be traced is finely undercut with a sharp instru- 
ment. The gold thread is forced into the minute furrows of the 
cut surface by hammering and is securely held. This system of 
ornamentation is peculiarly Oriental, having been much prac- 
tised by the early goldsmiths of Damascus; i t  is still eminently 
characteristic of Persian metal work. 

DAMASCENUS, JOHN: see JOHN OF DAM~SCUS. 
DAMASCENUS, NICOLAUS: see NICOLAUS DAMAS- 

CENUS. 

DAMASCIUS, the last of the Neoplatonists, was born in 
Damascus about A.D. 480. I n  his early youth he went to  Alex- 
andria, where he studied rhetoric, philosophy and science and was 
a professor of rhetoric. Later on in life he migrated to  Athens. 
He became a close friend of Isidore the dialectician, succeeded 
him as head of the school in  Athens, and wrote his biography, part 
of which is preserved in the Bibliotheca of Photius (see appendix 
to the Didot edition of Diogenes Laertius and a German trans- 
lation by R. Asmun of the fragments preserved in vol. cxxv. of 
Phil. Bibliothek, Leipzig, 1911). In 529 Justinian closed the 
school, and Damascius, with six of his colleagues, went t o  the 
court of Chosroes I., king of Persia. I n  533, in  a treaty between 
Justinian and Chosroes, it was provided that they should be 
allowed to return. The date of his death is not known. 

His chief treatise is entitled Dificulties and Solzltions of First 
Principles ('Azopiac. ~ a l  X ~ U E L S  z ~ p i  TGV T P ~ T W V  hpx6v). I t  
examines into the nature and attributes of God and the human 
soul. This examination is, in two respects, in striking contrast to 

I that of certain other Neoplatonist writers. I t  is  conspicuously 
free from Oriental mysticism, and i t  contains no polemic against 
Christianity, to the doctrines of which, i n  fact, there is no allusion. 
His main result is that God is infinite, and as such incompre- 

I hensible; that his attributes of goodness, knowledge and power 
are credited to  him only by inference from their effects; that this 

1 inference is logically valid and sufficient for human thought. 
1 Interesting as Damascius is in  himself, he is still more inter- 
esting as the last in the long succession of Greek philosophers. (See , NEOPLATONISM.) 

His work Dificulties was edited in part by J. Kopp (1826)~ 
I and in full by C. E. Ruelle (1889). French trans. by Chaignet (1898). 
See E. Zeller, History of Greek Philosophy; C.  E. Ruelle, Le Philosoplze 
Damascius (1861) ; Ch. LevCque, "Damascius" (Journal des savants, 
Feb. 1891) ; T. Whittaker, The Neoplatonists (1901). See also works 
quoted under NEOPLATONISM and ALEXANDRIAN SCHOOL. 
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